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I.

1(si),
the ninth letter and third vowel of the

Roman alphabet, going back through the

Greek Iota to the Semitic Yod. The simple form
I of the character in Greek from about 500 B. c.,

and in the Roman alphabet, was reduced from a

more complex Early Greek form ^ .which originated
in the Phoenician ^. The Semitic letter represents

a consonant (
= English Y in yellow, yoke, etc. ), but

this forms diphthongs with preceding a and , and

quiesces' in a preceding i, making long i. It

is thus, in the body or at the end of a word, often

an indication of the vowel i
;
and it was adopted

as the symbol of the vowel by the Greeks, who
had no y consonant. In the Latin alphabet, on
the other hand, it was used with both values, viz.

that of i vowel (long and short), and_y consonant,
UK in ibidem, Tbis; iacui, lupiter, louis. Even when
the consonant passed in Romanic from the sound
of Y to that of ' G soft

'

(Italian gi-, Eng. and

OF./), and subsequently, in some languages, to

other sounds, it continued for many centuries to

be expressed by the same letter as the vowel I,

with which it had no longer phonetic relations.

At length, after 1600 (in England chiefly 1630-
1640), a differentiation was made, the consonant

being expressed by the character J j, in its origin

merely a variant form of I i, used in certain posi-
tions ;

for the history of which see the next letter

J. The result is that, in the modern development
of the Roman alphabet, the ninth letter has been

split into two, I and j ;
and I remains only a

vowel.

The original value of the Grasco-Roman I vowel
when long was that of the 'high-front-narrow'
vowel of Bell's scale, which the letter still has in

all the continental languages, and in some English
words thence adopted, as Louz'sa, machine, clzque,

casz'no, a sound which in native English words is

now normally represented by e, ee, in be, see, mete,
meet. The short i was doubtless originally the

true
'

short
'

of the same sound, the 'narrow
'

i in

French fail, Italianfortissimo ; but, in Teutonic,
the short vowel represented by i has probably
always been the corresponding

' wide
'

vowel (i),

as in English finny, mz'ssz'ng. Thus, our current

sound of short i in hz'm, z't, has, apparently, come
down unchanged from OE. times. Long i, on the

other hand, has undergone a great change, having
about the beginning of the modern period changed
into a diphthong with i as its second element.

This evidently arose from the practice of beginning
the utterance of the long vowel before the vocal

organs had quite attained the very close position
of long (i), so that the sound began with an opener
and less definite vowel quality, which tended in

use to become more and more distinct from the

second element. The exact quality of the first

element at present is difficult to fix : it varies

greatly in different localities and in different indi-

viduals. We have symbolized the diphthong by
(31), taking the first element as the 'mid-mixed-

wide' vowel of Melville Bell's scale, the general
'

obscure vowel '

of English ;
but some phonetists

take it as the ' mid-back
'

or the ' low-mixed
'

vowel, wide or narrow ; and it may be heard

locally as the ' mid-front
'

and ' low-front
' wide or

narrow. This diphthongization of original long z

VOL. V.

1. i in hz't (hit).
2. si zee (sis).

3. si8
,, hz're (haioj).

is not peculiar to English, but has taken place
also in German and Dutch. The diffetence is that

in English the old simple vowel symbol is retained

for the new diphthong, while in German and Dutch
this is expressed by the new diphthongal symbols
ei and ij (formerly y) : cf. OE., OHG., OLG. mm
with Eng. mine, Ger. mein, Du. mijn, formerly
myn,
In addition to the two normal modern English

values (i) and (si), the letter i has others, due
either to the disturbing influence of a following r,

to the retention by foreign words of their foreign

sounds, or to the obscuring effect of absence of
stress in certain positions. The sounds that occur
in stressed syllables are the following :

'

4. a in fz'r (far).

5. i pz'que (pz'k).

6. I" ,, emz'r (emie-j).
All these may occur also in unstressed syllables,

which have besides

7. s in nadz'r (n^'dai),
8. i trinz'ty (tri'niti),

the last a slightly dulled power of (i) nearly = (e).

The combination ie has the value of No. 2 in

dz>, dies, dzVd, etc. ;
of Nos. 5 and 6 in fzVld, chzVf,

grzVve, pzVr, grenadzVr, etc. ; exceptionally that of

(e) in friend, (i) in sieve. Finally, and unstressed,
it has that of simple (i), as in aerz'e, cities, pitzVd.
The combinations ai, ei, oi represent diphthongs

in Isizz'ah (aizai'a), az'sle (ail), eider (ai'dsj), oil

(oil), etc. ; but ai, ei merely represent ?, e, z" or I

in az'm (.'m), az'r (ej), rein (re'n), feint, hr
(ei), rec^z've, rec,?z'pt, L^z'th (Uj>), wr (wTi), etc.

Before another vowel in the suffixes -ian, -ier,

-ion, -ions, etc., i has often the consonantal value
ofy, or a value which readily passes into it : e.g.

Christian, clothzVr, courtzVr, millz0n, onz'cn, union,

copious, previous; after certain consonants, thisj/
value is merged in the consonant, which it pala-

talizes, as in spacz'ous (sp^'-Jss), na/z'on (n?''Jan),
solaVer (siJu-ld^aj), nuz'on (fiz^gan), Perrz'a (paija),
hojz'er (hou'jaj\ hsfiion (fse'Jan).
The minuscule or 'small letter

1

i is now surmounted by
a dot. This is no original part of the letter, but is derived
from a diacritic mark, like an acute accent, used to par-
ticularize the i in positions in which it might have been
taken merely for the stroke of another letter. It appears to

have begun in Latin MSS. about the nth c. with the ii in

such words as ingcntl, and to have been thence extended to

i in contiguity with in, n, or it, and finally to have been used
with i in all positions. The accent form of the mark, seen
in Caxton's type and in modern German, was in I5th c.

handwriting often developed into a long curved flourish
;

but in books printed in Roman type it was reduced to the

round dot now in use. In chirography, the dot still largely
serves its original purpose of indicating the i ; hence the

phrase to dot tlie i's.

The same cause that led to the dotting of i contributed

largely to the formation ofy, originally merely a lengthened
or tailed i used finally as a more distinctive form, especially
when two z's came together, as in ingenij, or in the numerals

ij, iij, viij, etc. ; also to the substitution of y for /, espe-

cially in contiguity with m, H, it, etc., or when final. In

English it became at length a kind of scribal canon that i

must not be used as a final letter, but must in this position
be changed to y \ but in inflected forms, where the * was
not final, it was retained ; hence our current spellings, city,

cities ; holy, holier, holiest ; carry, carries, carried, carrier ;

iveary, wearisome, etc. In modern English no native

word ends in i ; in alien or adopted words so ending, the /

is usually pronounced (si) in cirri, foci, magi, and other

Latin plurals, also in Rabbi, Rabboni, Eli, Levi, and
other Hebrew names, but as (it in alkali, Cadi, Mahdi, and
other foreign words of recent adoption.

I. 1. Illnstrations of the literary use of the letter:
a. simply. (The plural appears as 7s, /'s, z'i, z"s.)
Iper se, or Iper se I, the letter / by itself forming
a word, esp. the pronoun /. Also fig. esp. in

Dot of (on) an i, to put the dots on the i's, to dot
the (one's) i's : see DOT sd. 1

5 b, .i i b.

ciooo ./ELFRIC Gram, iii, Of bam [stafum] syndon fif

vacates, |?a3t synd clypjendlice : a, e, i, o, it. Ibid., Gyf bu
cwyst nu index, bonne by5 se i consonans. c 1450 Poem agst.
Friars i. ( Rel. A nliq. I. 322) With an I. and an O. thai pray-
sen not Seynt Poule. Ibid, ii, With an O. and an I. men weven
that thai wede. c 1532 Du WES Jutroti. Fr. (in Palsgr. 899',
Ye shal pronounce . . your /, as sharpe as can be. 1553 HULOET
Q iv, I Letter is as wel a consonante as a vowell. 1622 MABBE
tr. AlemaiCs Guzman n. in. ii. II. 226, 1 only was compleat ;

I was Ifcr scl ;
I was like a Rule, without exception. 1669

W. HOI.DF.K Elem. Speech 95 Our vulgar (i) as in (stile) seems
to

be_. .aDipthong. .composed ofa, i, ore, i, and not a simple
Original Vowel. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 240 No
English Word ends m I, but has always an E after it, as
easie .. tho' now ie is frequently changed into^. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.y.,

That verse in Virgil, Accipiunt inimi-
cum imbrem, rimisque fatiscunt; which abounds in ;"s.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford LecL xvi. 317 It is but a logical
breathing : a logical dot on a logical /. 1892 BOWEN in Law
Rep. 2 Ch. Div. 486 He must . . have full notice. But there
is no regulation as to what t's are to be crossed or what i's

are to be dotted in the notice to be given.
b. Representing Gr. tuna, IOTA : see JOT.

c 975 R US/ITV. Gosp. Matt. v. 18 Ob}>a:t jeleoreb heofun
and eorbe, an i [Vulg. iota nmtiti} ebj>a an holstajfes ne
Selioreb from ae. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Ibid., An i o35e an prica.
2. Comb. I-dot, the dot of an i

; I-bar, I-beam,
I-iron, I-rail, an iron bar, rail, etc., the section
of which is like the letter I.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v. Angle-iron, Other forms ate
known as Z-iron, I-iron, etc. Ibid, 1195, /;//, a double-
headed rail with flanges on each side above and below; on
the foot and tread. 1890 GORDON Foundry 69 A ceaseless

hoisting and swinging and lowering of angle-bar, I bar,
Z-bar, or other bar gliding into its appointed place. 1897
P. WARUNG Tales Old Regime 23 They were identical to
. . the position of an i-dot.

II. 3. Used, like other letters of the alphabet, to

denote serial order ; marking, e. g. the ninth sheet
of a book, or quire of a MS., etc.

4. In Logic, the symbol ofa particular affirmative.

1552 T. WILSON Logike 54 b, A dooeth afnrme : E dooeth
deny, whiche are bothe vniuersall : I dooth affirme,
O dooth deny, whiche we particular call. 1620 T. GRANGER
Div. Log. 262 The Vowels . . signifie the qualities, and quan-
tities of the premisses. A. An universall affirmative. E.
An universall negative. I. A particular affirmative. O. A
particular negative. 1866 FOWLER Deduct. Logic (1869) 14
If I be false ; A is false, E true, O true.

5. The Roman numeral symbol for One.
This was not originally the letter, but a single line denot-

ing unity. It is repeated for the units up to 3 (II, III),

formerly, as still on adial-plate, tO4 tllll). These are added
to symbols of higher numbers, as VI =6, XI I = 12, XXI 11 =
23, LI = 51, CII = 102, etc. Prefixed to V and X, it

diminishes them by T : IV=4, IX = 9- (In ME. MSS. and
early printed books these symbols are very frequent instead
of the corresponding words, being usually written with a

point before and after, thus,
' he hadde . nil . c. knyghtes '.)

1450 W. SOMNER in Four C. Eng. Lett. 4 He, with ij or iij

of his men. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., I, in the ordinary
Roman wayof numbering,si)nifiesone; and when repeated,

signifies as many units as it is repeated times.

6. Math. In Higher Algebra, i or i is often

used for the imaginary quantity V i, square root

of minus one. In Quaternions, i, j, k are symbols
of vectors, as distinguished from scalars.

III. Abbreviations.
l.= various proper names, as IsaaCj Isabella, India, etc.;

formerlyalso=Jesus. I (Cfiem.)= Iodine. I (Zool.) indental
formulae = incisor, t'. the earlier equivalent of i.e. id est

(L.) that is (to say), i.h.p. (-/V/rcA.)= indicated horsepower.
See also I H S, and I O U in their alphabetical places.
c 1265 I'oc. N. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 554/3 Artimesie,



i.

>'. mugwrt, i. merherbarum. 1641 FKI v M

(1651) l. 40 Then invert it (0 turn it upside down. i66a

STU.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. I. iii. I 3. 45 He dwelt in Pethor

by the river, i.e. saith the Chaldee Paraphrast, in Peor

of Syria by Euphrates. 1717-41 CHAMBEM Cycl. s.y..

In abbreviatures and ciphers / frequently rcpre'>ents
the

whole word Je-us 1875 JpWETT Plata (ed. a) III. aSUnder
favourable conditions, i.e. in the perfect State. 1894 Timis

ao Sept. 4/6 With an expenditure of no i.h.p.

I (i), pen. pron., 1st sing. nom. Forms: see

below. [OE. ic = Goth., OFris., OLG. (Kris.,

LG., Du.) it, OHG. ih (MHG., mod.G. ich),

ON. t, eg iNorw. eg, Sw. jag, Da. jeg) :-OTeut.

*tk, ik OS1. asti, Lith. at, L. ego, Gr. lya>(v, Skr.

ahdm : primitive type *egim,
r
ego. The OTeut.

ik is supposed to have originated as the unstressed

or enclitic form of ek, and to have become at length
the general form. Of ic, as of its cognates ego, etc.

,

no inflexional forms are known ; the oblique cases of

the singular are supplied from a stem me- common
to the whole Aryan family. The plural nom. we
has a Germanic form *wi-z (Goth, weis, OHG.
wlr, ON. vtr), from a primitive stem wei-, Skr.

Day-Am ; its oblique cases are from a stem uns-

(: *J\ co-radicate with L. nos, Skr. nas. Thus
the inflexion of the pronoun is supplied from four

distinct roots. Besides the sing, and pi., OE. had
also a dual = we two, us two, which survived into

early ME. and was in use after 1 200. The original
accusative forms became obs. at an early date, so

that in later OE., as in ME. and mod. Eng., this

case was levelled with the dative. The OE. geni-
tive case was also declined as an adj. (the pos-
sessive pronoun), and already in ME. mm (mi)
was confined to this use, while ure, aur(e retained

certain genitival uses almost to the close of the

ME. period : see Ot'R. The paradigm of the

pronoun is thus as follows :

Ota Enalish.

Nom.
Aa.
Dal.
Cfii.

Post. J'

Nom.
Dot. Ace.
Gra.

SINGULAR.
ic

mec ; me, m!
me, me

Ic, ich
;

i

{not found}
iniii, mi

I

me

DUAL.

imcit
;
unc

unc

wit (w-itt)

unc (unnc)
[ not/ound]
unker

PLURAL.
we, we
usic; us
H
iiser ; ure

we (weo)
us, ous

I ure, ur, oure, our

Dal. Ace.
1'oss. i absol. mini
Pron. \ adj. my

OE. ic remained in ME. as ic, ik in the north
;

in midl. and south it was early palatalized to ich

(itj).
In north and midl. the final consonant

began by 1 3th c. to be dropped before a con-

sonant, the pronoun being in this position reduced

to f ;
in the i4th c. ik and were still used before

vowel and consonant respectively in the north, but

/ alone appears in north and midl. after 1:1400.
In the south, ich remained much longer, esp.
before an initial vowel, in which position, also,

it was in :6th c. commonly reduced to ch, in

writing conjoined with the verb, as in cham I am,
chavc I have, chill I will, chot I wot (initial h and

?<> being elided). Before a consonant, ch was some-

times extended to che, as in Shakspere's
' che vor'

ye
'

; and, in the forms ich, utch, ch-, che, or utchy,
the pronoun remained in s.w. dialects till the 1 8th

or first half of the i gth c. The simple vowel i, to

which the pronoun was elsewhere reduced, was in

course of time diphthongized (as it, ai, ei, xi, or ai) ;

at first prob. only when under stress, but at length
when unstressed also

; a relic of the earlier un-

stressed form remains in north Eng. dialects in the

enclitic pronoun following a verb, which is still (i)

or ('), as> in wad-! ' would I ', did-I, pronounced
watldy, diddy (wa'di, di di). In most northern

dialects a new unstressed form originated from the

diphthongal /by dropping the second element, and

retaining the first (a, e, a) as ek, a ; by the length-

ening of this again there has been developed a

new stressed form (x, a. ) written ah, aa, aw, fa,

which is now the ordinary form of the pronoun
in north Eng. and Sc. dialects.

The ME. ic, ik, ich, were also spelt yk, ych(e ;
i

varied withy or / (the MS. character for these

being often the same), also with y, Y, and finally
at the introduction of printing settled down as /.

Both
'

and ich were often written in combination
with the verb, as in idude I did, icham I am,
ichill I will

; these last were often erroneously
divided by later scribes and printers as / cham, I
chill (also erratically spelt chain, cKam, etc.).
The history and uses of the oblique forms will be found in

the separate articles ME, Mist, My, Ou*, Ous, etc.]

2

A. Illustration of Forms,
a. 1-4 io (2-3 Orm. ice, 3 ig, 3-4 hie), 4 Ik

(yk, ike, hyc).
cy*$ Corpus Gloss. 526 Cwvenio, ic irroetu. c 1000 Aft.

Gasp, John vii. yg Ic hyne can, and jific secgc \>xt ic hmc
ne cunne, ic beo leas, c 1175 Latnb. Horn. 13 penne sende
ic eou rihte widerunge and ic eou wille uan wela. c 1*00
OBMIN Ded. n Ice hafe wennd inntifi Ennglissh Godd-
spelless hall^he lare. c 1*50 Gen, ff Ex. 315 Ic wcne Sat ic

and cue hise wif sulen adam bilirten. Ibid. 34 QueSer so
hie rede or singe, c 1300 Havelok 304 For. .noble shrud,
That hie haue youen hire to offte

; Hie haue yemed hire to
softe. Ibid. 686 For lite! ig do the lede To the galues.
f

_
1:300 Cursor M. 23921 (Edin.) For med ik [Colt, ic] ask a

litil bon pat ik \Cott. i] be^cke wit wordis quon. Ibid. 24797
(Edin.) pis like tim bat ike \GStt. i] of sal. 1310 in Kel.
Ant. I. 146 The lif that hyc ledh. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce i.

384 As Ic hard
say. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 228 Ac I

swere now, so the ik, bat synne wil I lete. c 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's Prol. 13 But ilc [r.r. yk] am oold, me list no pley for

Age.
0. 2-6 ich (3 hioh, 3-6 ych, 5 yche, 5-6

iohe). & 1. 3-3 ih, ihc. -. ich was combined
with its verb, with elision of h or w\ e.g. icham

^

ickave, ichill, ichot\ by later scribes often wrongly
divided i ckatn, i chill, y ehoulde, etc. Also so

theech = so thet ich, so may I thrive ! j3 3. Sub-

sequently, in s.w. dial., initial ich became ch joined
to a verb; e.g. 6-8 cham

t chwas, cha t chave, chad,

chill, chould^ chard (
^ I heard) : see CH, 'CH. ft *.

Later, in s.w. dial., eft became che.
ft. ( 1160 Hatton Gosf>. John viii. 14 Ich wat hwanon ich

com, and hwider ich ga. a IMS A tier. R. 8 pe binges bet

ich write her. a 1*75 Pro?1
, JEtfred 576 in O. E. Misc. 134

Hich be wile sagen sobe bewes. a 1300 Vox $ Wolf -^t in

Hazl. E. P. P. I, 59 Be stille, ich hole, a Goddes nome !

c 1386 CHAUCER March. T. 916 Now wj-f quod he, heere nys
but thou and I . . Leuere ich hadde to dyen on a knyf Than
theeoffende, trewe deere wyf. 1393 LANGL. P. Pt. C. i. 14
Esteward ich byhulde after be sonne, And sawe a toure, as
ich trowede. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1382 As yche vnder-
stonde. ( 1450 LONELICH Grail Hi. 692 Mochel lever hadde
Ich here to dye. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 207, I must
haue reuerence ; why, who be ich? a 15*9 SKELTON E.
Rnniniyngzig Ich am not cast away. 1561 AWDELAY Frat.
I'atab. 8 My maysters, ich am an old man, and halfe

bllnde. 1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amitie (1879) %g With cap
and knee, ich will serve thee, what should ich more declare.

1589 in Puttenham Eng. Poesie m. xix. (Arb.) 213 Iche pray
you good mother tell our young dame, Whence I am come
and what is my name, c 1645 T. V)b\\v.?>Somerset5h. Man's
Cornel, i. (E. D. S., Dost thinke 'chill labor to be poore,
No no, ich haue a-doe . . Ich will a plundring too. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Ick t a Word us'd for I in the Western
Parts of England.

ft
1

, c H7< Larrtt>. Horn. 75 Ih ileue gode . . ich ileue bet

god is. ibid. 77 pe worde pet ihc speke to ou of mine mupe.
a 1150 Owl fy Night. 866 Thar-to ich helpe, God hit wot !

Ne singe ih horn no foliot. a 1300 A'. Horn 981 Ihc habbe
walke wide Bi be se side, c 1300 Hepotlok 1377 Ihc haue
ther offe douthe and kare.

ft
3
, a i5 Juliana 12 Ichulle leioten deor to teoren ant to

luken be. 1*97 R. GLOL'C. i Rolls) 8359 Ich . . abbe . . iholpe
er ywis & ^ut icholle her after more, c 1300 ffartvut, Hell

71 Wost thou never whet ycham ? a 1337 Death Edit). I in

Pol. Songs (Camden) 247 Ycholde, jef that y myhte. c 1330
Amis $ A mil. 945 Yif y .swere, icham forsworn, c 1386
CHAUCER Pard. T. 619 I .at be, quod he, it schal not be, so
theech [v.rr. thee ich, bethe, theche, beichej. c 14*0 Chron.
Vilod. 536Cudberth of Dereham, he sayde, ychame. a 1529
SKELTON E. Rumtnyng i Ttll you I ctiyll, If that ye wyll.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Ktiowl. i. (1870) 122 Iche chain a

Cornyshe man. c 1566 Mcrir Tales ofSkelton in S.'s Wks.
(1843) I. p. Ixvi, I cham sicke

;
1 chill go home to bed. 1640

BROME Sparagus Card. iv. xi, I chill look to you.
/3
3

. 15*9-1746 (see CH pron.}. 156* J. HEYWOOD Prov.

<V Epigr. \i8fi7i 108 By lys cham a shamd. Ibid., Cha
forgote it quight. At shrift chad my pater noster. Ibid.

141 Chil ley my gowne. 1567 Damon fy Pythias in Hazl.

DodsUy IV, 72 Chill say no more, lest I offend. 1575
Gammtr Gurton n. i. in Dodsley O,P. II. 25 And channot
sumwhat to stop this gap, cham utterly undone. 1586
FERNF. Bias. Gentrie 459 Hy my vaye, chame more wearye
. . than yif chad gone to plowe all this daye. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear iv. vi. 250 Chill picke your teeth Zir. c 1645 T.
DAVIES Sowcrsftsh. Man's Compl. ii. (E. D. S.), 'Chill sell

my cart & eake my Plow. 1746 Exntoor Scolding (E.D.S.)

244 Chad et in my Meend, and 70 chave still. Ket chawnt
drow et out bevore tha begen'st agen, and than chell.

ft*. 1568, 1594 [see CHE]. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 246
Keepe out che vor'ye. ?i6.. Plain Truth in Rcliq. Anc.
Rng. Poetry (1823) III. 127 Ah ! ah ! che zmell the now,
man ; Che know well what thou art.

7. 2-4!, (3 hi, 3-4 j,e), 4-6 y, 5 T, 4-1. 7!. i-

(y-), combined with following verb: formerly esp.

frequent with contracted verbs, where an apostrophe
is now inserted, as in Ide = /V, I had, lid = 7V,
I would, lie, yle *

/'//, I will, Ime /'OT, I am,
Ise, Ice, I'sh = fs\ I shall, Ive = Pvc^ I have. So
Sc. f*nkj aa 'nk 1 think, y'

2
. -i, -y, appended en-

cHtically to verbs ; e. g. ami, cam, havy, haddy ;

mod. dial, -y or -ee.

y. 1x54 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 3, 1 ne can ne i ne mai tellen

alle be wunder. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 197 Hwar
ich was and hwat i dude, a 1240 Wohunge ibid. 283 A
hwat schal i nu don? a 1*75 Prov. &(fred 336 in O. E.
Misc. 123 Hi ne sawe it nocht. c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I.

110/139 Hire hebene name ne j nou^t telle. 01300 Cursor
M. 25408 To be mak j mi bon. c 1300 St. Margarete 107
For him ic wole bane deb afonge : y nabbe berofno doute.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. xiv. 27 Haue ^e trust, I (1388 Y] am;
nyl ;e dreede {i$*6 TINDALE, It is y, be not a frayed].
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 31 So hadde I spoken with hem
euerychon That I was of hir felaweshipe anon, c 1399 I'd.

I.

Poems (Rolls) II. 9 Among the ten comandementz y rede.

1411 in E. E. Wills (1882) 19 Also y be-queyth to William my
son an aburioun of stele, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour Prol. i

But a litelle y reioysed me. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys
(1570) 30 As I haue sayde (therfore) I say agayne. 1548
HALL Chrert,, Hen. VI11 b, I Charles went nexte to hym.
z6ii BIBLE Gen. ix. o, I, behold I, establish my covenant
with you. 1653 W. BASSE in ll'alion's Angler\\\. So, I care
not, I, to fish m seas. 17x9 DE FOE Crusoe i. xviii. (1840)
320 They have all been as bad as I. 17** Col. Jack
(1840) 46, I could not tell money, not I. 1816 SCOTT A tit

i</.

viii,
'

I ',
' And I ',

' And I *, answered many a ready voice.

y1
. c i aop MoralOde a in Trin. Coll. Horn. 220 Ich wealde

more ban idude. Ibid. 4 peih ibie a winter eald. a 1140
Lo/song'm Cott. Horn. 217 Ibilcue on 8e holi goste. 1533
J. HEYWOOD Pard. ff Frere in Hazl. Dodsley I. 231 By Tis,
I'sh lug thee by the sweet ears ! Ibid. 232 I'sh knock thee
on the costard. 1567 Triall Treat. (1850) 9 If you will

giue me leaue, yle tell ye howe. Ibid. 14 Ise teache you to

speake ! 159* SHAKS. Rom. ft Jul. i. iv. 38 He be a Candle-
holder and Tooke on. 1598 Merry W. v. i. i Go, He hold.

1605 Lear iv. vi. 246 Ice try whither your Costard,
or my Hallow be the harder. 16.. Fair Rosamund'(in Percy
Reliq^ Nay, death lid rather chuse ! 1657 TRAPP Comnt.
Ezra x. 44 lie meddle with none of them. 174* RICHARD-
SON Pamela III. 308 I'd a better Opinion of thy Spirit !

y
2

. c XMO Trin. Coll. Horn. 129 Ne ami noht crist. c 1300
Harrow. Hell 43 Hard gates hauy gon. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. x. 37 Navy the none harmes to heihe. c 1310 in
Rel. Ant. I. 146 Fayrer ho [

= on] lond hawy non syen ..

Thar for amy cummen here, Ibid. t Wit my roc y me fede
Cani do non othir dede. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 14892 Seint Bede so herdy telle. ^1391 CHAUCER
Astral, n. i Than haddy. .the ful experience. Ibid. ( 40
Thus hauy 2 degrees. 1790 M RS. WHEELER IVettmld. Dial.
55 MunEmaak abitaBraad M udder. x8s8 Craven Dial.,
I is sometimes pronounced like E, particularly when the
pronoun follows the verb, as * do-E ', for I do.

B. Senses and constructions.

I. As pronoun.
1. The pronoun by which a speaker or writer

denotes himself, in the nominative case, as the

subject of predication, or in attributive or predica-
tive agreement with that subject.
See examples above, under head A,

b. Sometimes = I, if I were you s
he or she).

1846 G. E. CORRIE 25 Mar. in M. Holroyd Mem. xi. (1890)
241, I should not be too strict alx>ut the 'artificial flowers '.

C. Sometimes qualified by an adj.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 171 Poore I was slaine, when

Bassianus dy'd. 1687 Death's Vis. iii. (1713) 4 Alas ! What
shall poor I become? 1690 DRYDEN Don Sebastian Epil. 4
Poor I to be a nun, ooor you a friar. 1693 Roundftay i,

Wretched I, to love m vain !

2. Sometimes used for the objective after a verb or

preposition, esp. when separated from the governing
word by other words.

f
This was very frequent in end of i6lh and in i7th c. but

is now considered ungrammatical.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. ii. 321 All debts are cleerd be-

tweene you and I. 1600 A, Y. L. \. ii. 18 My father
hath no childe but I. c 1600 Sonn. Ixxii, And hang more
praise upon deceased I. 1598 B. JONSON Kv. Man in Hunt.
v. iii, Brayne-worme ha'sbeene with mycossen Edward and
I, all this day. 1649 Nicholas Papers (Camden) i36Togive
you and I a right understanding of those particulars. 1698
VANBRUGH Prov. Wife v. ii, It must all light upon Heartfree
and I. Ibid., Between you and I. 1710 MRS. CENTLIVRK
Bickerstaff's Burying 14 Leave your Lady and I alone.

1857 HUGHES Tom Broivn i. iii, Let you and I cry quits.

3. In mod. s.w. dial, used as an emphatic objective.
Cupid's Garden in HUGHES Scouring White Horse vii.

(1859) 180 Let thee and I go our own waay, And we'll

1 say unem
the pick '..but emphatically 'Gi'e the money to'/, not he'.

1877 KLWOKTHV W. Somerset Gram. 35.

II. As substantive.

4. The pronoun regarded as a word.
1599 Broiighton's Let. ii. 8 The Clearer of Diuinititj the

/ per se /, and the belweather of Diuines. 170 WOLLASTON
Relig. Nat. ix. 185 It would be the same as to say the soul
ofthe soul, or the body of the body, or the I of tne. 1859
HARE Guesses Ser. i. (ed. 5* 94 The proudest word in English,
to judge by its way of carrying itself, is /. 1874 HELPS

1883 WESTCOTT Ep. John (1886) 220 The unchanged and
unchangeable

'
I

'

of the Word.
b. Another I a second self.

1539 TAVERNBR Erasm. Prov. (1545) 140 My frende is as
who shuld say an other I.

1^79
LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 48

At al times another I, in all places the expresse Image of

myne owne person. 1614 SYLVESTER Panaretus Wks. (1621)
855 That same other I.

O. Metaph. The subject or object of self-conscious-

ness
;
that which is conscious of itself, as thinking,

feeling, and willing ;
the ego.

1710 BERKELEY Princ. //tint. Knowl. 139 What I am
myself that which I denote by the term I is the same
with what is meant by soul or spiritual substance. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. vi. iv. i. III. 193 The Question is,

' What
constitutes the

' we '

or /?' and,
' Whether the/of thisinstant,

be the same with that of any instant preceding, or to come '.

1764 REID Inquiry i. 5 3 How do I know that, .the I of this
moment is the very individual I of yesterday ? 18*9 CARLYLF
Misc. (1857) II, 75 A Manifestation of Power from some-

thing which is not I. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach.

viii. 152 Man is not an independent unit ; a self-centred,

self-sustaining /. 1874 W. WALLACE Logic Hegel 20. 32
*
1 ', in the abstract, as such, is the mere act of concentration

or reference to self. 1891 E. B. BAX Outlooks fr. A'eiv

Standpoint iii. 199 The / which we think of when we say
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myself. . is not the true /, the / that is thinking, but merely
a pseudo-/, a synthesis of thoughts and feelings reflected in

this /, whicli are immediately or intuitively identified with
that /.

III. Phrases containing /and its verb, taken sub-

stantively : Isay, a mere assertion ; I will, a formula
of promise, e. g. in marriage ;

/ know not what (
=

F. je ne sais quoi), the unknown, unintelligible,
or inexpressible. I AM, the Lord Jehovah, the

Self-existent.

1611 BIBLE Exod. iii. 14 And God saide vnto Moses, I am
that I am : And he said, Thus shalt thou say vnto the
children of Israel, I AM hath sent me vnto you. 1634 CANNE
Necess. Separ. (1849) 24* His proofs are always beggarly, I

says, or ifs, and may be sos. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)
I. 332 Which the rest of mankind, feeling only by the effect,
. -term the je-ne-scay-quoy, the unintelligible, or the I know
notwliat. Ibid. II. 413 Whatever is commonly said of the

unexpressible, the unintelligible, the I-kiurw-not-iuliat of

beauty. 1771 T. OLIVERS Hymn, 'The God of Abraluim

praise' viii, Jehovah Father great I AM, We worship
Thee. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Concl., Her sweet '

I will
'

has made you one. 1884 H. CONWAY in Harper's Mag. Dec.
147/2 Both bride and bridegroom said their

'

I wills
'

in . . low
tones.

Hence I-ety/iouce-wd., I-liood, I-ness, I-ship,
(Melaph.'), conscious personality; I-ism, a. Metaph.,
the reference of all things to one's own consciousness,

egoism; b. nonce-ivd., the frequent use of 'I',

egotism of style ; I-uow {Metaph.}, the subject of

present consciousness.

1835 MRS. CAKLYLE in Lett. (1883) I. 18 In spite of the
honestest efforts to annihilate my *I-ety. 1662 SPARROW
tr. Ethnic's Rein. Wks., ApoL cone. Perfection uSThe Man
Christ is .. the First who in the Anointing dyed to the
Humane *I-hood. Ibid., znd Apol. to Tylcken 17 He in-

clineth himself to my Minehood, and my Ihood inclineth it

self up into him. 1871 MACMILLAN True Vine iii. (1872) 82
He has no autarkia, or self-sufficingness no ichheit, or

I-hood, as the Germans would say. 1840 Fraser's Mag.
XXII. 620 The oneism, the *I.isin of the German, making
for each individual his own mind the centre of his universe.

1848 GEO. ELIOT in J. W. Cross Life (1885) I. 191 Your
affectionate letter demanded some I-ism. 1886 fllustr. Loud.
News 4 Dec. 598/2, I wonder whether any other writers . .

often fall into the sin of I, I, I-ism '. 1891 E. B. BAX Outlooks
fr. New Standpoint iii. 184 Being . . is simply transfigured
*I-ness. Ibid. 189 Both alike are modes of I-ness. Ibid. 200
This distinction is . . traceable to that between the *

[-now,
which thinks and presents, and the thing thought considered
perse, that which is thought and presented in it. .. The think-

ing and presenting I.now may be regarded as the material.
fi 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 232 Who can compre-
hend Ins own. .personeity, that is his *I-ship (Ichheit}.

I, obs. i . AYE, yes, and of EYE ; var. Hi Obs., they.
I', i, weakened form of Ix prep, before a cons.,

as in i' faith : now dial, or arch.

t 1-1, WE., prefix, also written Y-, OK. ge- [
= Goth.

irn-,OHG. ga-, ge-,gi-, Ger., LG.,Du. ge-] forming
collective sbs., deriv. adjs., advbs., and vbs.

; esp.
used with the pa. pple. of verbs, and in southern

ME. a normal prefix of the pa. pple. like mod.Ger.
and Du. ge- in geselien, gezien, ME. i-sen, i-se,

yseen, yse.
In early ME., this prefix regularly appears as / ; words

which did not survive to 1340 have rarely any other form.

Later, y became (for graphic reasons) more usual, and was
the form in which the prefix was borrowed from Lydgate,
etc., by the Spenserian archaists, as in ydad, ycleped, ygo,
ypent, yivis, etc. In this Dictionary, the earlier words
which are known

o_nly with the i- spelling, are entered
under I ; those which survived to have y-, and esp. the
archaistic yclati, yclept, etc. appear under Y. In MSS-, the
i often stands separate from the rest of the word, or is

united to it by a hyphen ; the latter practice is frequently
followed by editors, and it has been adopted here, in order
to render the character and sense of these words more
distinct to the eye.

I- a
,
reduced form of the negative prefix IN- :̂

(q.v.), used in some words of L. origin before gn-
(later ), as ignoble, ignominy, ignorant.

-\,suffix: the plural ending of Lat. 2nd decl. nouns
in -us (-;;, also of Ital. words in -o, -e, retained in

English in the plurals of some words in learned

or scientific use, as cirri, foci, radii, banditti,

dilettanti, literati. In some words a learned or

technical pi. in -* and a popular one in -uses are

both in use, e.g. fad, focuses, hippopotami, hippo-

potamuses.
It is also frequent (without a singular) in mod.L.
names of orders or other groups in Natural History,
as Acanthopterygii, Chondropterygii (sc. pisces,

fishes), Acrocarpi, Cladocarpi (sc. musci, mosses).

-i-, connective or quasi-connective L. -i-, being
the stem-vowel, as in omni-vorus, or a weakened

representative thereof, as in grani-vorus (grano-),
or herbi-vonis (herba-), or merely connective, as in

gramin-i-vorus (gramin-); so uni-formis, auri-fer,

tern-genus, pac-i-fictts. So in many English words
taken from L. directly or through French, and in

modern words formed on their analogy, e. g. amcebi-

form, hydri-form (erroneously hydrafortn, hydne-

form}, seti-form, etc.

la-: obs. spelling of JA-. (Cf. I the letter.)

-ia, suffix^, a termination of L. and Gr. sbs.

[
-

*-, i-, stem or connective vowel + -A suffix 2],

in Gr. esp. frequent as the ending of abstract sbs.

from adjs. in -os, etc. Many words so formed are

in Eng. use, as hydrophobia, mania, militia ; hence

frequent in mod.Latin terms of Pathology (cepha-

lalgia, haematuria, hyperalgia,hysteria) ; of Botany ,

in names of classes, orders, or other divisions, as

Monandria, Digynia, Cryptogamia, and in generic
names of plants, formed on personal names, or

otherwise derived, as Dahlia, Fuchsia, Lobelia,

Wisteria, Woodsia ; Calceolaria, Mantisia, etc. ;

in names of countries, as Australia, Tasmania,
Rhodesia

;
and in names of alkaloids (after ammo-

nia'}, asafonitia, atropia, coma, morphia, strychnia,
in which more recent nomenclature prefers the

ending -inc. In Fr. -ia became -it, whence ME.
-ie, Eng. -y, in sbs. in -ency, -ography, -ology, etc.

-ia, suffix'~ [f.
-i- stem or connective vowel + -A

suffix 4], forming plurals of Lat. and Gr. sbs. in

-ium, -e (-'), -lov, some of which are in Eng.
use, as paraphernalia, regalia, saturnalia ; hence

frequent in mod.L. names of classes, etc. in Zoology,
as Mammalia, Marsupialia, Reptilia, Amphibia.
lacint, obs. f. JACINTH. lacatro, obs. f. JACK-
STRAW. I-eerned, ME. pa.pple. of EAKN v.

t I-ab.H(e, v. Obs. [OE. geagnian, f. dgnian
to OWN.] trans. To own, possess.
c loop ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 102 Hwi sceal he Sonne him anum

jea^nian beet him bam is forgifen? c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram.
xxvi. (Z.) 157 Possideo, ic ^eagni^e. 1 1205 LAY. 1932 Nu
wes al bis lond iahned a Brutus bond. Ibid. 3743 He wolde
bi norSen iahnien |ja londa.

-ial, suffix, repr. L. -idlis, -idle, in adjs. formed
from sb. stems in -io-, -ia-, as ciiridlis, tibidlis ;

extensively used in med.L., Fr., and Eng. to form
derivative adjs. from L. adjs. in -is, -ius, as ceflest-is,

celest-i-al, terrestr-is, terrestr-i-al, dictdtor-i-us,

dictator-i-al. See -AL suffix I.

Iamb (si'aemb). Pros. [a. F. iambe, ad. L.

iamb-us.] = IAMBUS.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set. etc. s.v. fam&fcs, To add three

short syllables to the last iamb. 1847 SCHMITZ tr. Zui/tpt's
Lat. Gram. App. i. 553 Two anapaests, according to the

analogy of two iambs, make an anapaestic metre. 1894
Athenxnm 2^ Mar. 372/2 Using the phrase 'rising rhythm

'

to denote an iamb.

Iambic (ai|a"mbik), a. and sb. Pros. [a. F.

ianibique (1529 in Hatz.-Darin.) orad.L. ianibic-us,

ad. Gr. lanfiiiciis, f. la/i^ot IAMBUS.]
A. adj. 1. Of a foot, verse, rhythm, etc. : Con-

sisting of, characterized by, or based on iambuses.
Iambic trimeter, a verse consisting of six iambuses Uhree

dipodies) in the odd feet of which the iambus may be

replaced by its metrical equivalent (the tribrach) or a

spondee or its equivalent, the even feet being kept pure
(though in Latin especially the licence of substitution was
extended even to them).

1586 WLBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 62 Ye shall perceiue them
to containe in sound ye very propertie of lambick feete, as
thus. . .

'

I that mj* slender oaten pipe in verse was wont to

sOunde '. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 39 F 5 Aristotle ob-

serves, that the lambick Verse in the Greek Tongue was
the most proper for Tragedy. 1755 JOHNSON Gram. Eng.
Tongue, Prosody, The feet of our verses are either lambick,
as '

aloft, create
'

; or trochaick, as '

holy, lofty '. 1789
TWINING Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) II. 445 The hexa-
meter is but one third longer than the Iambic trimeter. 1869
SEELEY Lect. fy Ess. (1870) 176 The regular beat of the
iambic cadence.

2. Of a poet : Employing iambic metres.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb. > 28 These be subdiuided
into, -the Heroick, Lirick, Tragick, Comick, Satirick, lam-

bick, Elegiack, Pastqrall, and certaine others. Some ofthese

being termed according to the matter they deale with, some
by the sorts of verses they liked best to write in. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. \\. viii. 42 Hipponax the

poet lambique. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple 1st. I. XX, O let

th' lambick Muse revenge that wrong.
B. sb. (Usually pi.) An iambic foot, verse, or

poem. Also transf., a piece of invective or satire

in verse (cf. IAMBUS).
1575 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 100 In the nexte

seate to thes hexameters, adonickes, and iambicks, I sett

those that stand uppon the number, not in meter, such as my
lorde of Surrey is sayde first to have putt forthe in prynte.
1631 CLEVELAND Poems 34 Come keen Iambicks, with your
Badgers feet. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 262 What the lofty

jrave tragedians taught, In Chorus or Iambic. 1682
JRYDEN Mac Fleckiioe 204 Thy genius calls thee not to

purchase fame In keen Iambics, but mild Anagram. 1809
COLERIDGE Metr. Feet 5 Iambics march from short to long.

la'mbical, . rare or Obs. [-AL.] =prec. adj.

1583 STANYHURST AZneis etc. (Arb.) 126 Too my seeming
. . the lambical quantitye relisheth soom what vnsauorlye in

cure language. 1598 MERES Paladis Tamia 283 b, Two
lambical Poets, Gabriel Haruey, and Richard Stanyhurst.
Hence la'mbically adv.,

'
in the manner of an

iambic' (Worcester 1846, citing Chr. Observer).

lambist (aiire-mbist). [ad. Gr. i'a^/37T-i7j,

agent-n. f. ia/iflifav to iambize.] A composer of

iambic verse
;
a writer of iambics.

1839 TUFNEL & LEWIS tr. C. O. Mailer's Hist. Doric Race
II. 339 The Syracusan choruses of iambists were, without

doubt, connected with this worship [of Demeter]. 1849
GROTE Greece n. Ixvii. VI. 33 With a malignity of personal
slander not inferior to the lambist Archilochus.

Iambize (aiiK'mbsiz ,
v. rare. [ad. Gr. Ian-

f

0ifav to assail in iambics, f. iiaplios : see IAMBUS
and -IZE.] trans. To attack in iambic verse ; hence

gen. to satirize.

1789 T. TWINING tr. Aristotle's Treat. Poetry (1812) 1. 1.

yi.
noThe Iambic, .was the measure in which they used to

iambize each other.

lainbographer (aiiaemb^-grafai). [f. Gr. lan-

(3o-ypd<p-os (f. ta/ij3o? IAMBUS + ypaipos writing,

writer) + -ER!.] A writer of iambics.

1625-6 SHIRLEY Maid's Rev. i. ii, I am an iambographer
. . One of the sourest versifiers that ever crept out of
Parnassus. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets iv. 107 Next in date
to Simonides among the lambographers ranks Hipponax of

Ephesus, who flourished about 540 B. c.

II Iambus (aiise'mbtfs). Pros. [L, a. Gr. ia/*f)os

iambus, iambic verse or poem, lampoon, f. lair-

T(iv to assail (in words) ; the iambic trimeter

being first used, according to tradition, by the

Greek satiric writers Archilochus and Hipponax.]
A metrical foot consisting of a short followed by
a long syllable ;

in accentual verse, of an unac-

cented followed by an accented syllable.
The iambic rhythm, as being closest 'to that of ordinary

speech, was employed in Greek and Latin as the common
metre of dialogue ; its earliest known use is as a vehicle of
invective and satire. (Cf. etym. above.)

1586 W. WEBBE Eiig. Poetrie (Arb.) 69 A myxt foote of
2 sillables . - of one short and one long called Iambus as w
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. 1'oesie n. xiii. [xiv.] (Arb.) 135 Of all

your words bissillables the most part naturally do make
the foote Iambus, many the Trocheus, fewer the Spondeus,
fewest of all the Pirrichius. 1603 HOLLAND Pltttarck's Mar.
1257 The intension of Iambus unto Paian Epibatos. 1823
J. B. SEALED nal. Grk. Metres 3 In the Iambus and Trochee,
the Arsis (or Ictus) is invariable, being upon the long Syl-
lable of each. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng: Grant, (ed. 5) 1-374 The
Alexandrine measure . . consists of six Iambuses. ' For thou
art but of dust ; be humble and be wise*. 1833 Editi. Rev.
LVI. 372 The Iambus, which in technical language is said

to consist of anacrusis and arsis.

-ian, suffix, repr. L. -ian-us, i. e. an original or

connective vowel -i-, with suffix -anus : see -AN I,
' of or belonging to '. Formed by adding -anus to

stems ending in -i, as Itali-a, Itali-an-us, Fabi-us,
Fabi-dn-tis

, Vergili-us, Vergili-dn-us, Christ-us,

Christ-i-dn-us. Hence, in many Eng. words adapted
or formed from L., in which the suffix forms both

adjs. and sbs., as antediluvian, barbarian, his-

torian, equestrian, patrician, saturnian
;
and in

modern formations irom proper names, the number
of which is without limit, as Addisonian, Armi-

nian, Arnoldian, Bodleian, Cameionian, Glad-

stonian, Hoadleian, Hugonian, Johnsonian, Rlor-

risonian, Ruskinian, Salisburyian, Sheldonian,

Taylorian, Tennysonian, Wardian, Words-
uiorthian

; Aberdonian, Bathonian, Bostonian,

Cantabrigian, Devonian, Galwegian, Glasgovie-

gian,Johnian, Oxonian, Parisian, Salopian, Sier-ra

Leonian. There are also sportive formations, as

any-lengtldan. See also -AN.

lanthine (aiise'nbin , a. Also 7 -in. [ad. L.

ianthin-us, ad. Gr. lavBiVos.'} Violet-coloured ;

dyed of a violet colour. (See also quot. 1876.)
1609 BIBLE

(Dpuay)
Exod. xxv. 5 Rammes skinnes died

redde, and ianthin skinnes \pelles ianthinas\. 1876 Treas.
Bot. (Rev. ed.) 616/1 lantkine, pure blue stained with red,
so as to be intermediate between the two colours.

lare, larke, obs. ff. YABK, ready, YABK v.

I-armed, ME. pa. pple. of ARM v.

fI-athel(e,J'. Obs. [OTL.gesedelian to ennoble,
f. seSelian : see ATHEL(E v.]

1. trans. To mnke noble or renowned.
a 1000 Hymns vii. 26 (Gr.) Du eart geaeSelod jeond ealle

world, c 1205 LAY. 22496 fu hine scalt ie3elien, to cnihte

bine dubben.

2. To elate, fill with joy.
c 1205 LAY. 3605 Sone wer5 ^e aide king wunliche iacSeled.

latraliptic (aiisetrali-ptik), a. and sb. rare.

Also 8 erron. iatroleptic(k. [? ad. F. iatraliptique

(Littre), ad. late L. *iatralipticus (inferred from

iatraliplice), ad. Gr. iaTpaA(nTiKos. f. I'aTpaAfiirTTjs,

f. larpos physician + oXfiirTT/s anointer.j a. adj.

Relating to the cure of diseases by the use ofungu-
ents, b. sb. A physician who follows this method.

1636 BLOUNT Glossogr., lalraliptick, a Physitian or

Surgeon that cureth only by outward applications of oynt-
ments or frications. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., It was
one Prodicus . . who first instituted the iatraliptic art. 1755

JOHNSON, latroleptick. 1864 WEBSTER, latraliptic. 1886

Syd. Sac. Lex., latraleiptic, latraliptic.

la-trarchy. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. tar/xis physician,
after hierarchy.'] The order of physicians.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor (1847) VII. 498 The chiefs of the

Hierarchy, the latrarchy, the Nomarchy, and the Hoplarchy.

latric (ai|3e'trik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. iar/xicos, f.

Iarp6s healer, physician, f. laaffcu to heal : cf. obs.

F. iatriytte.] Belonging or relating to a physician
or to medicine ; medical ; medicinal.

1851 BADHAM Halieut. (1854) 84 In an early age of the

iatric art. 1853 ^"'- 34* 1 ne iatric liver of the cod.

1865 Englishm. Alag. Feb. 158 The iatric powers with

which he [jEsculapius] is credited.

la'trical, a. [f. as prec. * -AL.] Medical.
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IATRO-.

[1716 M. DAMES Alh. Krit. III. Dissert. Pkysick 14 Doc.
tors of the same Panto-Jatrical Scriptures.] 1816 BYRON
Let. to Maori 29 Feb., I . .am. .still under latrical advice.

latro-, repr. Or. larpo-, combining form oflarpu-s

physician, used in Greek in larpofiaffr/^arixiis IATKO-

M.UHKMATK-AL ; after which similar compounds
have been formed in the mod. langs. generally.

tlatroche'mic. 06s. rare-". [See IATRO- and

CHEVIC sb. 2.] latrochemist.

(1706 PHILLIPS, latrockywicus, a Chymical Physician.]

1721 BAILEY, latrockymick, a Chymical Physician.

latro-chemical voi,!etr|ke-mikaD, a. [{. as

prec. + -AL.] Relating to or holding the chemical

theory of medicine and physiology adopted by
Paracelsus and others : = C'HEMIATRIC.

1832 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 252 The crudities
of the latro-mathematical and latro-chemical hypotheses.
1892 Atftt-mfum 6 Aug. 107/2 The history of the iatro-

cliemical period.

latrochemist (-ke-mist). [f. as prec. +
CHEMIST.] One belonging to the iatrochemical
school ; also gen. (quot. 1866), one who applies
the knowledge of chemistry to medical practice.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, latrochymist, a Chymical Physician,

or one who uses or prescribes chiefly Chymical Preparations.
1831 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 260 In theory [he
was) .. latro-chemist. 1866 ODLING Anim. diem. 4 Only
the iatro-chemist, if I may so call him, can ever hope to
understand the varied series of actions, healthy and morbid
.in the living organism.

latrology vsiisetrp-lodji). rare~. [ad. Gr.

JaTpoAo-yia 7rhilo) , f. idr/io-j physician : see -LOGY.]
The science of, or a treatise on, medicine.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

latromathematical (-nuep/mse-tikal),*. [f.

mod.L. iatromathematicus (Ampsingius, 1602), a.

Gr. iarponaSijiJiaTiKus (Proclus), applied to ' those

who practised medicine in conjunction with astro-

logy ,
f. Idrp6-s physician + fia8r/naTtK-6s mathe-

matical : see -ICAl. Cf. F. iatromathimalique .]

fa. Practising medicine in conjunction with

astrology (quot. 1621). Obs. b. Relating to or

holding a mathematical theory of medicine ; ap-
plied to a school of physicians which arose in Italy
in the I7th century, whose system of physiology
and medicine was founded on the principles of

mathematics and mechanics.
1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. ll. i. iv. i. 298 Paracelsus .. will

haue . . time of cure, of gathering of herbs . . Astrolpgically
obserued, which Thurnesserus, and some latromathimatical

professors, are too superstitious in my ludgment. 1832 [see

IATRO-CHF.MICAL]. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. IV. viii.

38. 362 A second school of medicine . . the iatro-mathe-
matical.

Hence la tromathema tically adv. So also

t la'tromathema'tic si. ^see quot. 1656); fla:-

tromathema'tics, a work on medicine and

astrology.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jnd. Astral, vt. 178 He neglecteth

not the preceptes of Phisick, but latromathematicallie
ioineth them together. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, xliv. 268,
I have endeavoured to English the latromathematicks of
Hermes. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., latrowathcmatiijue . .

may signifie a Physitian that is also a Mathematician, or
one skild both in Physic, and the Mathematicks. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., latromathematics.

latromathematician (-msep/rnati-Jan). [f.

as prec., after mathematician : in F". iatromathi-

mnticienl\ One belonging to the iatromathe-

matical school.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, latromatkeinatuian, a Physician,
who considers Diseases, and their Causes mathematically,
and prescribes according to mathematical proportions.
1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. viii. 38. 362 Pitcairn
and Boerhaave were leaders of the iatro-matnematicians.

1858 WHUWELL Hist. Sci. Ideas ix. ii. 3 II. 185 Several of
the iatromathematicians were at the same time teachers
of engineering and of medicine.

latromechanical (-mfkarnikal), a. [See

IATBO-.] - IATBOMATHKMATICAL.
1881 HuxLEvin Nature No. 615. 345 This conclusion strikes

at the root of the whole iatro-mechanical system.

latrophysical (ai,a;tnj|rVzikal), a. [See

IATRO-.] Relating to medicine and physics.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., latrophysical, of or belonging to

what is medical and physical ; anciently applied as an
epithet of certain writings which treated of natural phe-
nomena with relation to medicine.

I-attred, -et, ME. pa. pple. of ATTEB v., to

poison.

Ib., abbrev. of IBIDEM.

I-banned, ME. pa. pple. of BAK v.

I-bannysshed, ME. pa. pple. of BANISH v.

I-baptized, ME. pa. pple. of BAPTIZE v.

305 St. Kath. 191 in E. E. P. (1862) 95 Tuo bondred
knyitcs ek ibaptized were.

I-barnd, ME. pa. pple. of BURN v.

"VI R. GLOUC. (Roils) 9535 Wircestre was bus ibarnd.

tl-be, v. Obs. rare. [f. I- preP, OE. te- +
BE v.] intr. To be.

01175 Colt. Ham. 235 Hwe seden zrst bat bes zrndraces
wer isent of fif che5en, swa ibeoS. 01225 Anrr. K. 392 Hes
deciplet, bet schulden stonden bi him and ibeon his siden.
c 13*0 Seuy* Sag. (W.) 458, I thi soget wil ibe.

I-b, i-beo, i-ben, ME. pa. pple. of BE v.

I-beate(n, -bete(n, ME. pa. pple. of BEAT v.

tl-bedde. Obs. [OE. gebedda, -e (
= OS. gi-

bed.Ho, MHG. gebette), f. BED sb.~\ A bedfellow.

Hcffivnlf(Z.) 655 Wolde wixfruma wealh-beo secan cwen
to xebeddan. a 1250 CHvl A> Night. 1570 pat [he] .. hire
sellde betere ibedde. Ibid. 1490.

t I-bede, v. Obs. [OE. ffbtodan, f. btodan : see

BID v. A.] trans. To command, proclaim, offer.

1800 O. K. Cttrott. an. 755 Hiera se <epeline ^ehwelcum
feoh and feorh xebead. *"93O Laws of SEthelst. n. c. 20
Hit beo seofon nihtum xeboden. a 1300 Floriz <y BI. 804
Ihc wulle jeue be a kinedom, Also long and also brod Also
cure jet bi fader ibod.

I-beft, ME. var. of BEFT/<J. pple., beaten.
c 1300 Cursor M. 20974 (Edin.) Anis was he I-beft a tuise.

I-bent, ME. pa. pple. of BEND v.

t I-beot. Obs. [OE. geb(ot, f. y- I- prcf. +

BEOT.] Threatening.
c looo jELFRic Horn. I. 568 Alys us nu Drihten fram his

xebeote. c 1*05 LAY. 7682 Heo speken of braette & of prute
tbeote. Ibid. 21029 pis was heore ibeot.

I-berded, southern ME. form of BEARDED.
I387TREV1SA lligden (Rolls) II. 195 Amayde..i-chaunged

and i-torned into a man, and was i-berded anon.

t I-bere, sb. Obs. [OE. gebxru, -e bearing, f.

beran to BKAB.] Bearing, comportment, conduct.
a 900 CYNEWULK Elene 659 (Gr.) We . . on Xewritu setton

J>eoda xebseru. a 1250 in O. E. Misc. 100 Milde wes bat

mayde. .And of fayre ibere. 421250 Owl <y Xight. 222 Alle
bat ihereth )Hne ibere.

t I-bere, z'-1 Obs. [OE. ^eberan (
= OS. and

OHG. giberan, Goth. gabairan), f. beran to IJEAB.]
trans. To bear, bring forth.

c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. iv. i. 7 Ne mehton nanuht lib-

bendes zeberan. c sooo /ELFRlc Gen. xxxv. IQ Rachel ..

^eba;r. .Beniamin. c 1205 LAY. 27850 Ar5ur . . pider iberen
lette Luces bene kaisere. a 1215 Aticr.R. 194 Wei is be
moder bet ou iber. c 1275 Pass, our Lord\-z in O. E. Misc.

37 Prytty wyntre and more. .Seob[?e bat Mayde hyne yber.

t I-bere, z'-2 Obs. [OE. geb&ran to comport
oneself = Q's.gibdrian, MHG. gebsercn : see BEBB

zi.] intr. To conduct oneself.

wanliche iberen. a 1225 Juliana 52 Heiberdeas. .ful wiht.

Iberian (aibi^rian), a. and sb. [f.
L. Iberia

the country of the Iberi or Jbires, a. Gr. 'IfSrjpfs the

Spaniards, also an Asiatic people near the Caucasus
in modem Georgia. See -AN, -IAN.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to ancient Iberia in

Europe (comprising Spain and Portugal, the
' Iberian peninsula '), or its inhabitants ; hence a.

Basque ; b. Of Spain and Portugal unitedly.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco battered 692 By This, th'

Iberian Argonauts May be supposed .. T' have kill'd more
Men then by their Martyrdom, Or Massacre. 1634 MILTON
Counts 60 Roving the Celtic and Iberian fields. 1828-32
THIRLWALL & HARE tr. Niebu/tr's Hist. Route (1851* I. 171
An Iberian colony at Nora. 1881 Times 21 Apr. 9/4
Whether this Iberian scheme has any chance of realization.

1898 I. HEKON Celtic Church 7 There are reasons for

believing that the Firbolgs contained an Iberian element.

2. Of or pertaining to ancient Iberia in Asia,

nearly corresponding to modern Georgia.
1671 MILTON P. R. m. 318 The Hyrcanian cliffs Of

Caucasus, and dark Iberian dales.

B. sb. 1. a. An inhabitant of ancient Iberia in

Europe ; hence (a) a Basque, (b) a Spaniard, b.

The language of ancient Iberia, supposed to be

represented by the modern Basque.
1623 COCKERAM, Iberians, Spaniards. 1632 MASSJNGKR

Maid of Hon. I. i, When the Iberian quaked, her [Eng-
land's] worthies named. 1842 PKICHARU A'a/. Hist. Man
xxiv. (1848) 256 The language of the ancient Iberians has
survived . . in the vernacular speech of the Biscayans in Spain
and the Basques of France.

2. An inhabitant of ancient Iberia in Asia.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 119 You enter . . into the Iberians

region, who are separated from the Albanois . . by the
riuer Alazon, which runneth downe from the Caucasian
hills. 1613 PURCH.AS Pilgrimage (1614) 43 The Iberians,
saith Montanus, dwelt neare to Meotis : certaine Colonies
of them inhabited Spaine, and called it Hiberia. 1635
PAGITT Christianogr. i. ii. (1636) 54 The Georgians are
those people whom Cosmographers cal Iberians.

Hence Ibe rianism (^sec quot.).
1880 Literary World 8 Oct. 234/2 Iberianism, the project

of bringing Spain and Portugal together under a single
crown.

Iberic (aibe'rik), a. [ad. L. !b?riats (Hi-*)

Spanish, f. Iberl : see prec.]
= IBERIAN A. i b.

1881 Time* 21 Apr. 4/1 A large stride towards the Iberic

union.

Iberism (ai'beriz'm). [f.
as IBERIAN + -ISM.]

(See quots.) So I berlst, an advocate of ' Iberism .

1881 Sat. Rip. 23 Apr. 519 Iberism. .signifies the desire for

a coalition of Spain and Portugal, in which Iberia is to be
for the Iberians. Hid., The Iberist . . would probably retort

that England and Scotland got on very well together.

Iberite (ai'berait). Afin. [f. L. Iberia Spain
+ -1TE.] An altered form of iolite found at Toledo.
1868 DANA Afin. led. 5) 301 Weitsite, iberite, huronite, are

. .supposed to be altered iolite.

I-bet, ME. pa. pple. of BEET v., to amend.

t I-bete, v. Obs. [OE. seMa>i, f. b<!lan to make

good, amend, BEET.] trans. To make good,
amend, mend.

-IBLB.

971 Klickl. Hmt. 91 Donne sceolan we . . xebetan eallc ba
we icr . . xedydon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Wa is me bet ic

. . heo ne gebette. Ibid. 149 If he ne mei . . his neode ibetc.
c 1275 Moral Ode 234 Heo nolde. .heore sinne ibete.

Ibex (oi-beks). Also 7 ibocks. PI. ibexes,
rarely ibices (ai-bisiz). [L. ibex (jbic-ent} a kind
of goat, a chamois.] A species of wild goat (Capra
ibex or Ibex ibex) inhabiting the Alps and Apen-
nines, the male of which has very large strongly

ridged recurved diverging horns, and hair of a
brownish or reddish grey becoming grey in winter

;

the female, shorter horns and grey hair ; also called

bouquetin and stcinbock. Extended to other species
of the samegenus or subgenns, inhabiting mountain-

ranges in Europe, Asia, and Africa.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts ii6s8>ip4 They inhabit, .the

Rocks or Mountains, but not the tops like the Ibecks. Ibid.

347 The Ibex . . [some] take it to be a wildc Goat . . these arc

bred in the Alpes, and are of an admirable celerity, although
their heads be loaded with such horns, as no other Beasts
of their stature beareth. 1671 J. WEBSTER Mftallogr. ix.

140 Goats that are called Ibices. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
II. 38 The ibex resembles the goat in . . shape. 1776 PEN-
NANT Zool. (ed. 4) I. 34 The origin of the domcsticK goat is

the Stein-boc, Ibex, or wild goat. 1878 G. F. MACLEAR
Joshua xv. (1880) 142 Numerous ibexes or Syrian chamois
inhabit these cliffs.

tl-bid, v. Ots. [OE. pbiddan (
= OS. gebid-

dean, Goth, gabidjan), f. buidan, BID v. B.] intr.

To
pray. (In OE. with red. dative.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 139 Uton xebiddan us to urum Drihtne.
c looo Ags. Gasp. Matt. vi. 5 ponne xe cow xebiddon.
( 1175 Lamb. Horn. 45 Ic ham aeue reste alswa pu ibeden
hauest. 1x1225 Ancr. K. 144 Wakie5 & ibiddeS ou, & let

schal makien ou stonden. a 1300 Vox ty Wolf 135 Ich
hedde so ibede for the.

II Ibidem (ibai'dem). [L., = in the same place ;

f. ibi there + demonstr. suffix -dem, as in idem,

tandem, etc.] In the same place; in the same
book, chapter, passage, etc. : used to avoid the

repetition of a reference. Abbreviated ibid, or ii.

1663 BOYLE Exp. ff Nat. Pkilos. \\. 415 Ad
pag. 257 ..

Ibid. Heec, &c. Ibid. 416 Ad pag. 259 Ib. Cholera .. is

cured by the same Remedies. 1675 BAXTER Catli. Theol.

l. i. 13 See more Ibid . . to the same
purpose.

Ibid. \\. vill.

169, I find Dr. Twisse (ibid, and alibi sxpc) charging it on
them [etc.]. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE I'ertne's Anted. Paint.

(1786) I. 119 Ibidem, Adam and Eve, half figures. 1868

FURNIVALL Forezvords to Uabees Bk. 51 R. Whiston,
Cathedral Trusts, p. 2-4. .. Ibid., p. 10-12.

Ibidine (si-bidain), a. Zool. [f.
L. ibis, ibid-

(see IBIS) + -IKE.] Kelated to the ibis.

1875 PARKER & NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. III. 713/1 In

most of these Ciconian and Ibidine types the vomer is

evidently azygous.

t I-binde, v. [OE. gebindan ( OS. gibindan ,

OHG. gibintan), i. BIND v.] trans. To bind.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 3 Hine nan man . . nc mihte

b

^
i\ Abren & lette heom ibinden.

Ibis (si'bis). PI. ibises
;

also (now rarely)
ibides (srbidiz), ibes (srb/z). [a. L. Ibis (gen.

ibis, ibidis, pi. ibes'}, a. Gr. 7/3is (gen. f/3i!os, f/3us)
the ibis, an Egyptian bird. So in F., Sp., and Pg. ;

It. M.'] A genus of large grallatorial birds of

the family IbiJidiR, allied to the stork and heron,

comprising numerous species with long legs and

long slender decurved bill, inhabiting lakes and

swamps in warm climates ;
a bird of this genus,

esp. (and originally) the Sacred Ibis of Egypt
(Ibis rtligiosa}, with white and black plumage, an

object of veneration among the ancient Egyptians.
Other species are the Glossy Ibis (IHs or Plegadis faUi-

neltus), found widely in the Old World and occasionally in

N. America; the White Ibis (Eiidocimus albus} of the

Southern U. S. ; the Scarlet Ibis (E, niber) of tropical and

subtropical America, etc,

1382 WYCLIF Dent. xiv. 16 An ybyn [1388 a siconyc], that

is a foule of Nyle flood, c 1400 MAL'NDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 23
Aboute bis ryuer er grete plentee of fewles bat er called in

Latyne Ciconie or Ibices {ed. 1839, 45 Sikonyes that thei

clepen Ibes]. 1588 GREENE Pandosto (1843) 51 Like the

bird Ibys in Egipt, which hateth serpents yet feedeth on

their egges. 1594 7GREENE Selimut Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 284
Those industrious birds, Those Ibides. a 1661 HOLYDAY
Juvenal 271 They ador'd the bird ibis, for eating the eggs

c 1000 gs. os. ar v. 3 ne nan man . . nc me e-
bindan. a 1175 Cott. Hotit. 229 pat ba wel reowen bine

^enaman and ^ebunden. t 1205 LAY. 2487 Heo nom .-1-^trili!

though not uncommon, is still accidental. 1874 COUES Birds

N. Iv. 513 Ibises inhabit the warmer parts of both hemi-

spheres. They are nearly related to Herons.

I-blamed, ME. pa. pple. of BLAME v.

-ible, the form of the suffix -BLE, representing
L. -tbilis, formed from Latin consonantal stems

(verbal or participial) and some -stems, and -Ttilis

from z'-stems ; as leg-ible, poss-iblt, vis-ible,flcx-iblt,

permiss-ible, lerr-iblc, aud-iblc. Often displaced by
able in words that have come through French, or

-that are looked upon as formed immediately on an

Eng. verb, as refer-able, ten-able, rcadmitt-ablc,

convert-able, divid-ablc.

I-bleched, ME. pa. pple.
of BLEACH v. I-bled,

of BLEED v. I-blend, i-blent, of BLEND v., to

blind, etc. : see also YBLENT. I-blessed, -ot,



I-BOD.

of BLESS v. I-blowe(n, of BLOW v.i and '*.

I- bobbed, of BOB v.

tl-bod, sb. Obs. [OE. gebod (=-OS. gibod,
OHG. gabot, gibot, Ger. gebot}, f. OE. biodan,
OTeut. *beudan to command : see BID v. A.]

a. Command, order, b. Bid, offer.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 13 Be bes cyninges ^e-

bode. c iaos LAY. 14611 Nulle we nauere mare )>ine iboden
here. Ibid. 22524 Al fiat he jirnde al he him Jette, jisles and
aoes, and alle his ibodes.

I-bod, ME. pa. t. of IBEDE v., to offer. I-boded,
of BODE v. I-boden, of bede, BID v. A.
t I-boen, i-bon, ffl.

a. [f. I- (:--) + ODa.
Wz' = ON. bilinn pa. pple. of Ma, bua to make
ready, etc. : cf. BOUND ppl. a.l] Made ready, pre-
pared, attired, dressed.
c 1205 LAY. 14294 Heo weoren swiSe wel ibon. a 1300

Sirit 434 Ich am redi and iboen To don al that thou saie.

I-boghen, -bojen, obs. pa. pple. of Bow v.

I-boght, -boht, -bought, of BUY v. I-bolje(n,
var. of BOLGHEN, enraged. I-boned, of BONED a.

Ibony, obs. f. EBONY. I-boren, ME. pa. pple. of
BEAR v.

t I-boreneSSe. [f. iboren born + -NESS.] Birth.
ai*z$Ancr. R. 262 His iborenesse on eor3e of be clene

meidene. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 205 Ich bide be and
biseche \K. .bi his iborenesse.

I-borghe(n,-borje(n, -borhe(n, -borewe(n,
saved, delivered, preserved ; ME. pa. pple. of
BERGHE v. I-borsten, of BURST v.
c 1250 Mtid Maregrete li, He is iborsten a two.

I-bosked, -et, ME. pa. pple. of BUSK v.

I-botened, of BUTTON v. I-bounde(n, i-bun-
de(n, of BIND, I-BINDE v. I-braced, of BRACE v.

I-brad, of BREDE v.-, to broaden. I-bred, of
BREDE z/.i

, to roast. I-brend, i-brent, of BURN v.

I-brevet, of BREVE v.

t I-bringe, v. Obs. [OE. gebringan, f. bringan
to BRING.] trans. To bring, lit. and jfo
a 1000 Sal. <$ Sat. 87 (Gr.) He ma;; Sone laSan gast . . fleonde
Sebrengan. c 1205 LAY. 26861 Feouwer eorles he hxhte
foro heom ibnngen. axxgo Owl 4- Night. 1539 Nis nan mon
t>at ne mai ibnnge His wif amis mid swuche f>inge.

I-broched, ME. pa. pple. of BROACH v.i

I-broded, of BROAD v. I-broght, -broht,
-brou(g)ht, of BUING v. I-broiden, of BRAID v. :

see BROIDEN.

t I-broke, -en, pa. pple. Obs. Broken. (See
BREAK and YBHEAK.)
cym tr. Bxda's Hist. v. vi. (1890) 400 Se Suma Xebrocetl

was. clinLatltt, Horn. 83 Jef he hefde on his moder
[broken lure meidenhad. a 1223 Juliana 49 Ich habbe . .

[broken ham be schuldren it te schonken. c 1290 Beket 1007
in S. Eng. Leg. I. 135 For he suor .. and hath ibroke is
oth. 1519 Four Etciu. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 40 Jack boy is

thy bow i-broke?

t I-brotheren, -thren, sb. pi. Obs. [OE.
uMHor, -Sra (=OS. gibrdSar, OHG. gabruodcr,
Ger. geMider), collective pi. of broSor BROTHEH.]
Brethren, brothers collectively (or mutually).

6- 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 8 je synt ealle jebroSru.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. How. 219 For bi beS alle man ibrobren
and isustren. c 1205 LAY. 3880 Beine iweren ibroSeren.

I-browe(n, ME. pa. pple. of BREW v. I-built,
i-buld, i-bult, obs. forms of BUILT pa. pple.a 1300 Floriz r BI. 643 His palais bat was so faire ibuld.
1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. i. 367 The roufe aloft Ibuilt
Of Geat.

t I-bure, v. Obs. [QR.ebyrian=QS. siburian,
OHG.gaburjan, Ger. gebiihren : see BIR v.] intr.
To pertain, behove, be proper.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xlviii. 18 Ne gebyrab hit swa. a noo

O. E. Cliron. (MS. C.) an. 1036 Hine man byrijde swa him
wel gebyrede. c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 79 Nu hit iburd breke
bas word, a 1250 Prav. .-El/red 75 pe eorl and be ebelyng
ibure)) vnder godne king bat loud to leden.

I-buried, ME. pa. pple. of BURY v.

t I-burned, ppl. a. Obs. \QK.ybyrnod, f. lyrne
BURNE, BRINIE.] Mailed.
c 1000 ELFRIC Gram, xliii. (Z.) 256 Loricatus, ^ebyrnod

C-I20S LAY. 26277 Gerin & Beof . . iburned and ihelmed.

I-by, i-bye, been, ME. pa. pple. of BE v.

t I-bye, v. Obs. rare. [OE.geliycgan, f. bycgcui to

BUY.] trans. To purchase ; to pay for, atone for.
10.. OE. Chron. anno 1016 Lundenwaru .. him frib *e-

bohton. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1222 f>ou shall ibye it.

Ic, obs. form of I, pron.
-ic (formerly -iok, -ik(e, -ique), suffix, primarily

forming adjs., many of which are used as sbs.
The latter have also the form -ics : see 2.

1. In adjs., immediately representing F. -iqtie, ad.
L. -ic-iis, of Latin origin, as in civic-us, classic-us,
public-us, domestic-us, aquatic-tis, or ad. Gr. -IK-US,
as in K(oum-6s comic-its, -fpamiaTiK-dsgrammatic-us,
iroi!/Ti-os poetic-us. This was in Gr. one of the
commonest of suffixes, forming adjs., with the sense

|
after the manner of ',

' of the nature of
',

'

pertain-
ing to ',

' of. Its use in L. was much more re-

stricted, and it ceased to be a living formative,
except in the compound suffix -dticus (see -ATIC,
-AQE), and in words formed from Greek, or on

! Greek types. These were very numerous in late and
med.L., whence they passed into the modern langs. ;

since the i6th c. they have been taken directly from
Gr.,or formed upon Gr. elements, and in somerecent
(esp. scientific) terms on words from L. or other
sources, as carbonic, oraloric, artistic, bardic,
scaldic, felspathic, Icelandic, Byronic. b. In

Chemistry, the suffix -ic is specifically employed
to form the names of oxygen acids and other com-
pounds having a higher degree of oxidation than
those whose names end in -oits ; e.g. chloric acid
HO3C1, chlorous acid HO2C1, sulphuric acid
H

2SO4 , sulphurous acid H,SO3 .

At the time when this nomencfature was introduced onlytwo such compounds were provided for. In many cases
other oxygen compounds have since been obtained, but
the names in -ic and -ous have been retained in their original
applications, and prefixes as per-, hyper-, hypo-, sesqui-, etc.

prefixed to denominate the additional compounds.
1807 THOMSON C/iem. ii. 254 The French chemists . . made

some of the names of the combustible acids end in ic, as if

they were saturated with oxygen ; and others in ous, as if

they were capable of combining with an additional dose.
The fact is, that none of them are, strictly speaking, satur-
ated with oxygen ; for all of them are capable of combining
with more. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Cluin. 4 Acids formed
by oxygen with another element, are distinguished by the
termination ous, given to acids with a lesser quantity of
oxygen, and ic to acids with a greater quantity.
2. Already in Gr., adjs. in -IKOS were used abso-

lutely as sbs., e. g. in sing, masc., as STOKK-OS (man)
of the porch, Stoic, Kpinw-ds (man) able to discern,
critic, hence in L. Stoicus, criticus, etc.

; also, in

sing, fern., in names of arts (sc. T(XVTI} or systems
of thought, knowledge, or action (sc. ffaapia, 0iXo-
ao<t>la), e.g. i) /toiwi/O; the art of the Muses, music,
ri faropticri the oratorical art, rhetoric, T) TJ&my
theory of morals, ethics,)} OTTTI/OJ science of vision,

optics ; and in neuter pi., as expressions for the
affairs or matters pertaining to some department,
and hence as names of treatises on these subjects,
as ra OIKOVO/MKO. things pertaining to the manage-
ment of a household, a treatise on this, economics.
Sometimes both forms were in use with a distinction
of sense ; e.g. 17 TroAmirij the art of the statesman,
political science, TO. TroAm/ca affairs of state,
politics; this distinction tended however to become
obliterated, as in 77 Ta7i/tr/, ra Ta/ma tactics, 17

<>wiKJ7, rd ifivaiKa. physics. In pairs like <fu<n/c>j,

tyvaiica. both forms gave regularly a L. form in -ica,

zsphysica, which might be taken as fern. sing, or
neuter pi. ; hence there was in med.L. considerable
fluctuation in the grammatical treatment of these
words. In the Romanic langs. (It., Sp. -ica, F.

-ique), as also in Ger. (-ik), they were regularly
treated as fem. sing. ; though in French, from the
i6th c., sometimes as plural (les mathfmatiques}.
In English, such words of this class as were in

use before 1500 had the singular form, and were
usually written, alter French, -ique, -ike, as arsme-
tike, magike, musike, logike{-ique~) , retorique, ma-
theinatique {-ike, -ik), mechanique, economii[ue,
ethyque (-ik) ; this form is retained in arithmetic,
logic, magic, music, rhetoric (though logics has also
been used). But, from the isth c., forms in -ics

(-iyues) occur as names of treatises (repr. Gr. names
in -ixa or their L. translations in -ica}, e.g. etiques= ra 7jftci ;

and in the second half of the 1 6th c.

this form is found applied to the subject-matter of
such treatises, in mathematics, economics, etc. From
1600 onward, this has been the accepted form with
names of sciences, as acoustics, conies, dynamics,
ethics, linguistics, metaphysics, optics, statics, or
matters of practice, as aesthetics, athletics, econo-

mics, georgics, gymnastics, politics, tactics. The
names of sciences, even though they have the form
in -ics, are now construed as singular, as in

' mathe-
matics is the science of quantity ; its students are
mathematicians

'

; in recent times some writers,

following German or French usage, have preferred
to use a form in -ic, as in dialectic, dogmatic, ethic,

metaphysic, static, etc. Names of practical matters
as gymnastics, politics, tactics, usually remain
plural, in construction as well as in form.

3. Besides the preceding, there are many sbs.
formed directly from adjectives in -ic taken abso-

lutely, either after ancient models or on ancient

analogies, as in names of medical agents, as alexi-

pharmic, emetic, cosmetic, hidrotic (p\. emetics, etc.) ;

in names of styles of poetry or metres, as epic, lyric,

Anacreontics, iambics ; and in wordsofvariouskinds,
as domestic, rustic,catholic,classic,mechanic, lunatic.
Words in -ic from Gr. or L. have the stress regularly on

the penult, e.g. nieclufnic, drama'tic, eticlttic, /ana'tic.
The exceptions, as ari'Uuiuitic, n'rsenic, ca'tholic, hfretic,
rhe'taric, lu'natic, are chiefly words taken directly from
French, in which originally the final syllable had the main
stress, and the antepenult a secondary stress (rhe-Jori'que),

ICASTIC.

which afterwards became the primary in accordance with
the regular treatment of French words (e.g. t'a:nitf,
a:tuma-t), in English.
A few adjs. in -ic form advs. in -Uly, as publicly, Jraii-

ticly, heroidy;\,\& the adv. is usually in -ICALLY, from the
secondary adj. in -ICAL. Derivative abstract sbs. are formed
in -ICITY, as domesticity, atomicity, and agent nouns in -ICIAN
as arithmetician, musician, physician.

I-caehed, I-cakeled, ME. pa. pples. ofCATCH,
CACKLE vbs. Icacin : see under ICICA.

-ical, a compound suffix, f. -10 + -AL, sometimes
forming an adj. from a sb. in -ic, as music, musical,
but more frequently a secondary adj., as comic,
comical, historic, historical. Its origin appears to
have been the formation in late L. of adjs. in -alt's

on sbs. in -ic-us, or in -ice, e.g. grammatic-us
grammarian, grammatice grammar, grammatic-
dl-is grammatical, clericus clergyman, clerk, cleric-
al-is clerical. So in med.I,.. rhTnirmrnl.it rfrmn'.

directly from L. formations, as chirurgical, clerical,

grammatical, medical, etc. But in English they
are exceedingly numerous, existing not only in all
cases in which the term in -ic is a sb., but also as
the direct representatives of L. adjs. in -icus, F.

-ique. Thus we find before 1 500 canonical, chirur-

gical, domestical, musical, philosophical, physical.
Many adjs. have a form both in -ic and -ical, and
in such cases that in -ical is usually the earlier and
that more used. Often also the form in -ic is re-

stricted to the sense ' of or ' of the nature of the

subject in question, while that in -ical has wider or
more transferred senses, including that of '

practi-
cally connected '

or '

dealing with
'

the subject.
Cf. 'economic science', 'an economical wife ', 'pro-
phetic words ', '/>m//krtWStudies',

' a comic song ',
' a comical incident

',

' the tragic muse ',

' his tragi-
cal fate'. A historic book is one mentioned or
famous in history, a historical treatise contains or
deals with history. But in many cases this dis-
tinction is, from the nature of the subject, difficult
to maintain, or entirely inappreciable.
Adjectives of locality, nationality, and language, as Baltic,

Arabic,Tcutonic, and those of chemical and other technical
nomenclature, as oxalic,ferric, pelagic, dactylic, hypnotic,
megalithic, have usually no secondary form in -al.
Hence some derivative sbs. m-icality, as technicality.
I-called, ME. pa. pple. of CALL v.

-ically, advb. ending, f. -ICAL + -LY a
, forming

advs. from adjs. in -ical, which are also used as
the advs. from the corresponding adjs. in -1C.

Thus historic, historical, adv. historically, poetic,
poetical, adv. poetically. The adv. is almost always
in -ically even when only the adj. in -ic is in current

use, as in athletically, hypnotically, phlegmatically,
rustically, scenically.
Icarian (sikeVrian), ir.1 _Also y Icarean. [f.

L. Icarius = Gr. 'Iwdpios, f. Scants, 'I/capos the son
of Daedalus, in Greek Mythology.]
Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of Icarus,

fabled, in escaping from Crete, to have flown so

high that the sun melted the wax with which his
artificial wings were fastened on, so that he fell

into the /Egean sea : hence, applied to ambitious
or presumptuous acts which end in failure or ruin.
'595 Polimantna (1881) 58, I feel my Icarian wings to

melt with the heate of so bright a sunne. 1623 COCKERAM,
Icluirian soaring, Pride. 1639 G. DANIEL Putins Wks. 1878
II. 121 Mee better suits to Creepe Then with Icarian winge
Contrive a scorned Ruine. a 1822 SHELLEY Mann. Anc. in
Ess.

,5- Lett. (Camelot) 43 Expectations are often exalted
on Icarean wings, and fall. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsliy vn. i,

Your Icarian flight melts into a very grovelling existence.

Icarian (aikeVrian), a. 2 and sb. [f. Icari-a

(see def.) + -AN.]
a. adj. Pertaining to or characteristic of Icaria,

an ideal republic described in a work ( Voyage en

Icarie, 1840) by the French communist Etienne
Cabet (1788-1856), afterwards taken as the name
of several communistic settlements, established by
Cabet at Nauvoo and elsewhere in U.S. b. sb.

A follower or adherent of Cabet; a member of an
Icarian community such as that at Nauvoo.

The Icanans reject Christianity. Ibid. 393 __
system is as nearly as possible a pure democracy.
Hence Ica-riaulsm, the communism of Cabet.
1883 R. T. ELY Fr. , Germ. Socialism iii. 50 The apostles

of Icarianism should . . convert the world by teaching, preach-
ing . . and_ by setting good examples.

I-caried, ME. pa. pple. of CARRY v.

Icary, var. of IKARY, caviare.

t Icasm. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. Gr. (ixaffna com-

parison, simile, f. tUafav to make like, to depict.]A figurative expression. So f Ica-tic a. [ad. Gr.

(luaaTticSs], figurative.
1664 H. MORE tfyst. luif. 11. i. ix. 259 The difficulty of

understanding Prophecies is in a manner no greater, when



ICCHEN.
once a man has taken notice of the settled meaning of the

peculiar Icasm* therein. Ibid., These be the chief Icastick

terms that occur in the Prophetick style.

I-caat, ME. pa. pple. of CAST v.

\ Icche n, v. 06s. [Of obscure history ; in

meaning it agrees with the later forms HITCH,
ITCH v.*, but evidence of continuity is wanting.]
trans, and intr. To move, stir.

c 1100 OIMIN 8123 He. . icchedd himm a litell upp & wollde

himm sellfenn mirr|>renn. Ibid. 11833 Uss birrf> . . te mare
uss godenn, & icchenn uppwarrd a}} summ del Inn alle

gode dedess. c 1305 St. Lucy 105 in E. E. P. (1862) 104 Hi
ne rai)te hire a fot awinne, Ne make hire icche anne fot, of
be stede. Ibid. 132. 105 Hi gonne to drawe and tuicche, And
euere lai bis maide stille, hi nemi^te hire enes icche.

lode, obs. form of ICK.LE, icicle.

Iccol, dial, variant of HICKWALL.

Ice (ais), sb. Forms : 1-3 is, 3 ys, (isse), 3-6
yse, 4 ijs, iys.e, yss, 4-5 ysz, yise, 4-7 ise, (5

hyse, 6 Sc. ische), 5-7 yce, 5- ioe. [Com. Teut. :

OE. Is, OFris., OLG., OHG. (MDu., MHG.) ts

(.Du. ijs, Ger. eis), ON. in (Sw., Da. is) :-OTeut.
"iso-. There are no certain cognates outside

Teutonic.]
I. 1. Frozen water; water rendered solid by

exposure to a low temperature.
Beowulf (Z.) 1608 Hit eal jemcalt ise gelicost. a looo

Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 59 Hwa wundra5 bses . . hwy pa:t is

maeje weordan of waetere. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxlviii. 8

Kyi, font, bagel and gefeallen snaw, is and yste. < 1175
I.amb. Horn. 43 pe forme wes swnan (1 snaw), bat o3er is.

t IB5O Gen. ff Lx. 99 E)e firmament . . Of watres froren, of
yses wal Sis middel werld it luket al ; May no fir jet melten
oat ys. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 6644 It suld frese and
lurne al in-til yse bar. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65
pe frost and be ysz es mykilt harder bare ban here, e 1440
Promp. Parv. 258/1 Ice, glacies. 15*87

MAPLET Gr. Forest
sb, Isidore saith, that it [CristallJ is nothing else then
a congeled Ise. 1610 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 128 Colder
then yce. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) 1, 180 Ice, which
is water in another state, is very elastic. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 62 Ice is in fact crystalline, while snow is crys-
tallized!. 1883 HOWELLS Register i, My feet are like ice.

b. With //. : A mass or piece of ice.

^900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xii(i.J. (1890) 4^36 pscm sticcum
halfbrocenra iisa. 1388 WYCLIP Dan. iii. 70 Yces and -
snowis [L. glades et nives] blesse 30 the Lord. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. St.-Piern's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. p. xxviii, We
shall treat, .of the sources of the Atlantic, of it's ices, . . of
it's currents, of it's tides. 1823 SCORESBY Whale Fishery 219
These ices or glaciers, evidently give rise to the numerous
floating bergs. 1875 Wond. Phys. World n. iii. 246 Some-
times these ices offered but a level uniform sheet.

2. The iie : the layer of ice on a river, lake, sea,
etc. ; the frozen surface of a body of water.
[coco tr. Bxda's Hist. in. i[i.]. (1890) 156 J>a eode he sume
mute on ise unwzrlice.] 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9511 Me
mijte bobe ride & go In Temese vpe be yse. c 1394 P. PI.
Crede 436 His wyf walked him wijj. .IJarfote on be bare ijs.

M73 WARKW. Chron. 3 Ther was ane fervent froste . . that
inenne myght goo overe the yise. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. II. 619 Or euir tha wist on Torres loch tha ran, Wnder
the ische syne drownit thair ilkman. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late
Voy. n. (17111 42 In the Spring the Whales are in. .the West
Ice, as they call it. 1810 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Keg. I. 266

Separation between the east or whaling, and west or sealing
ice of the fishers. 1850 LYELL Princ. Geol. vii. (ed. 8) 99
Captain Cook was of opinion that the ice of the antarctic

predominated over that of the arctic region.
b. To break the ice : to make a passage for

boats, etc. by breaking the frozen surface of a river,

lake, etc. ; Jig. to make a beginning in some under-

taking or enterprise (cl.to breakground) to prepare
the way for others (cf. quot. 1 590) ;

in modern usage,
to break through cold reserve or stiffness.

1570-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 89 To be the first to break
the Ice of the Enterprize. igoo SWINBURNE Testaments
Epil., The authour therefore in aduenturing to breake the
yse to make the passage easie for his countrymen, failing
sometimes of the fourd, and falling into the pit, may seeme
worthie to be pitied. 1646 J. COOKE I'ind. Prof. Law To
Rdr., I have attempted to break the Ice in a subject con-
cerning reformation in Courts of Justice. 1678 BUTLKH

i

llttd. in. ii. 494 The Oratour. -At last broke silence, and the
Ice. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. ix. 246 You sec . .

that I break the ice, and begin first in the indispensably
expected correspondence between us. 1833 HYKON Juan
xni. xxxviii, And your cold people are beyond all price,
When once you've broken their confounded ice. 1893 EARL
DUNMORE Pamirs I. 226 The ice being thus broken, Ching
Dolai put aside the reserve habitual to all Celestials.

3. In figurative expressions, with allusion to the

slippery, cold, or brittle nature of ice.
a uao HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 907 Beware, I rede ; thow

slondest on the yce. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxii.

22, I seik the waiter hett In vndir the cauld yce. 1594
SHAKS. Kick. Ill, iv. ii. 22 Tut, tut, thou art all Ice. 1649
G. DANIEL Trinareh., Hen. IV, cxxix, Soe Spirits

bound
vp in the Ice of feare Are thawed by Nobler Passions
shineing there. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vm. iv, The
bright eyes of our hero thawed all her ice in a moment,
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 170 Those who knew
him well .. were aware that under all this ice a fierce fire was
constantly burning. 1891 OUIDA in Fortn. Rev. HI. 785The incessant, breathless round of intermingled sport and
pleasure danced on the thin ice of debt.
4. A congelation or crystalline appearance rc-

Kmbling ice.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxi. { 5 Iewellers..if there be
a graine, or a cloude, or an ise which may be ground forth,
without taking to much of the stone, they help it.

6

5. a. A frozen confection. Now with an and
/>/.

:

An ice-cream or water-ice.
( In French the pi. glaccs in this sense was admitted by the

Acad. in 1762 ; out as late as 1825 it was asserted to be
incorrect to say tint glace.)

[1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lei. to Ltuiy X- i Oct.,
The company are entertained with ice in several forms,
winter and summer.] 1773 BKYDOSK Sicily xxxiii. (18091
318 A free indulgence in the use of ices. 1831 DISRAELI

yng. Duke xiii, The cakes and the confectionary, and the
ices. 1848 THACKERAY Van. /Viirxiii, He went out and ate
ices at a pastry-cook's shop. 1850 T. & }. M. MORTON All
that Glitters etc. n, Toby, take that load of pine apple ice
into the ball-room, and present an ice to each lady.

b. =ICINO.
1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. March fane. You may also

ice them . . and the Ice is to be bak'a with the Oven-lid.

1819 Pantologia, ATI,.. concreted sugar.

II. attrib. and Comb.
6. simple attrib.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. \. ii. 253 It was a Sword of Spaine, the
Ice brookes temper. 1744 (title) An Account ofthe Olacieres
or Ice Alps in

Savoy. 1813 ELLIS Brands Fop. Antiq. II.

3iq <7te,We..have heard of Ice Fairs on the River Thames.
1884 Longin. Mag. Feb. 413 The ice harvest lasts about two
months. 1884 Bath yrtil. 16 Feb. 7/2 The ice carnival at
Montreal opened on Monday. Ibid., In the evening the Ice
Palace was a wonderfully beautiful structure. 1895 H'cstin.

Gaz. 31 Aug. 3/1 We are increasing our ice consumption at

about the rate of five per cent, a year. 1898 //'/./. 31 Mar.
z/i The crew will consist of twenty-four men, all of them
experienced in ice navigation.

7. General combinations : a. attrib. Of or per-

taining to ice, connected with, characterized by,

occurring in, performed on, ice or the ice, as ice-

battle, -break, -chart, -clue, -coldness, -crack, -cross-

ing, -fight, -flower, -fog, -hole, -jam, -marsh,
-measurement, -melting, -movement, -pressure,

-range, -ravine, -road, -shove, -spot, -storm, -temper,

-track, -tramp, -travel, -upheaval, -voice, -walk ;

esp. in names of tools and implements used in the

harvesting, carriage, and storage of ice for economic

purposes, as ice-barge, -basket, -crusher, -cutter,

-fork, -leveller, -mallet, -marker, -pick, -preserver,

-scraper, -shaver, -spade, -tongs, -tool.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxix. 297 The scars which
their own "ice-battles had impressed on the vessels. Ibid.
I. xxiv. 314, I met my officers, .and showed them my ''ice-

charts. Ibid. I. xii. 133 On this return I had much less

difficulty with the "ice-cracks. Ibid. II. xxvi. 267 The third

[sledge] we had to reserve as essential to our "ice-crossings.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 200* Ice-crusher, ice-picks, and
tools used in handling ice. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. iii. 32
One of those heavy "ice-fogs . . settled around us. 1853
Grinnell Exp. xii. (1856) 87 The "ice-hole of the Vituline
seal. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man viii. (ed. 3) 139 When '*ice-

jams
'

occur on the St. Lawrence. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
I. xxiv. 314 Knowledge of Lancaster Sound and its "ice-

movements. 1896 NANSEN in Daily Ckron. 2 Nov. 4/1 The
"ice-pressures began to be tremendous. 18845. E. DAWSON
Haudbk. Canada 122 The "ice-roads [across the St. Law-
rence] are always marked out by spruce-trees stuck in the
snow. 1865 PAKKMAN Champlain xi. (1875) 334 He built a
wall of bricks , . in order to measure the destructive effects

of the '

*ice-shove
'

in the spring. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade,*Ice-tongs, utensils for taking up ice at a table. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Ice-tongs, grasping implements for

carrying
blocks of ice. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. vi. 58

Nothing of "ice-upheaval has ever been described equal
to this.

b. Composed or consisting of ice ; as ice-barri-

cade, -barrier, -bay, -beach, -bed, -block, -cake, -cas-

cade, -case, -cataract, -chain, -cliff, -cone, -crag,

-disc, -dock, -drift, -drop, -dust, -expanse, -float,

-fragment, -growth, -hummock, -lake, -lump, -mass,

-neck, -ocean, -pearl, -pile, -plain, -precipice, -rain,

-riiige, -roof, -sea, -shoal, -slope, -surface, -table,

-torrent, -trap, -vault, -wall, -waste, -wharf.
1856 KANE Arct. Exfl. I. xx. 248 Deep cavities filled with

snow intervened between lines of "ice-barricades. Ibid.
xxxi. 421 A brig, high and dry, spending an Arctic winter
over an Arctic "ice-bed. 1853 Grinncll Exp. xxvi. (1856)
218 There it was, with the gangway stairs of "ice-block

masonry. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age (1894) 543 The glacier
descends in a series of "ice-cataracts. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
n. viii. 266 Such sand-layers give birth to 'ice-cones. 1856
KANE Arct. Exfl. I. xxv. 327 The "ice-drift from the
southern of these had now piled itself in our way. 1795-7
SOUTHEY Juvenile !, Mirier Poems Poet. Wks. II. 97 Blue-

lipt, an *ice-drop at thy sharp blue nose. 1860 TYNDALL
Glue. I. xviii. 124 An avalanche . . came heralded by clouds
of "ice-dust. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. {1776,' lV._326They
[bears] are not only seen at land, but often on "ice-floats,
several leagues at sea. 1897 Etiin. Rev. Oct.

325 Among
the "ice-hummocks off the southern shore of Franz Josef
Land. 1591 SYLVESTER Yvry 133 North-west winde .. his

volleys racqueted, Of bounding Balls of *Ice-pearl slippery
shining. 1853 KANE Grinmll Exp. 1. (1856) 485 The great
"ice-plain formed one continuous sheet from the Greenland
shore as far as the eye could reach. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I.

xi. 84 Breathing more freely after we had cleared the "ice-

precipice. 1U3. t. xxii. 152, 1 waited for him . . and helped
him down the "ice-slope. 1856 KANE Arct. Exfl. I. vii. 71
We could see the strait growing still narrower, and the

heavy "ice-tables grinding up. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xxiv.

173, I visited the ice-wall at the Tacul.

C. instrumental, with passive participles, forming
ailjs., as ice-battered, -bemarbled, -born, -built,

-capped, -chained, -checked, -chocked, -clad, -clogged,
clothed, -cooled, -covered, -crusted, -cumbered, -em-

bossed, -enveloped, -fed, -glazed, -ground, -imprisoned,

ICE.

-laden, -lined, -locked, -marked, -polished, -preserved,
-rubbed, -sheltered, -worn. Also ice-like.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxviii. 364 Ensconced in our
"ice-battered citadel. 1757 GRAY Pragr. Poesy M. ii, In
climes beyond the solar road, Where shaggy forms o'er "ice-
built mountains roam. 1799 CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope tl. 122
The *ice-chain'd waters slumbering on the shore. 1880
A. R. WALLACE 1st. Life 154 Where the whole country is

completely "ice-clad. 1843 KANE Grinnell Exp. x. (1856) 76
Through this "ice-cloggedbay. 1755 SMOLLETT Quiz. (1803)
IV. 167 Those savoury banquets, and "ice-cooled potations.
a 1847 ELIZA COOK Poems, Dog ofAlps i. The "ice-covered

scalps . . of the Alps. 1856 KANF. Arct. Expl. I. xiv. 156

An "ice-glazed precipice. 187* TYNDALL Fortns of Water
365 The "ice-ground part of the mountains is clearly dis-

tinguished from the splintered crests. 1860 TYNDALL Glae.
i. xvi. 107 Between us and the "ice-laden valley. 1860
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxix. 60 On the sup-

posed "ice-like plain. 1897 E. CONYBEARE Canibridgesk. 5
Travelled fragments of rock, usually

"ice-marked. 1880
A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life 176 The ice-preserved Arctic
mammalia. 1860 G. H. K. i'ac. Tour. 165 Smooth, grey,
*ice-worn, gneiss banks. 1893 Sin H. H. HOWORTH Glacial

Nightmare II. 704 The higher parts of the Dovrefelds ..

have not been ice-worn.

d. parasynthetic, as ice-bearded, -belted, -hearted,

-helmed, -pillared, -ribbed adjs.
1391 SYLVESTER I'vry 174 "Ice-bearded Boreas. 1819

SHELLEY Cettci m.i. 133 Oh, "ice-hearted counsellor ! 1875
LONCF. Pandora vi. Voices ofthe Waters, The mountains,
the giants, The "ice-helmed, the forest-belted. 1838 ELIZA
COOK Mtlaia, King of Wind i, He burst through the *ice-

pillar'd gates of the North. 1866 B. TAYLOR Poems, The
Harp, The thunders of the "ice-ribbed ocean.

e. objective, as ice-blasting, -breaking, -cutting,

-haunting, -loving, -making, sbs. and
adps.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 362 "Ice-breaking Boat . .

used in., sailing among the Ice. 1831 Edin. Rev. LI 1 1.

343 "Ice-haunting, .species, /bid.,* Ice-loving and maritime

species. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 488 Harrison's *ice-

making machine, .is a particular application of the exhaust,

ing air-pump. 1856 KANE Arct. Exfl. I. vi. 64 A smart

"ice-shattering breeze, to open a road for us.

8. Special Combinations : ice-action, the action

of ice upon the surface of the earth, esp. during the

S'acial
period ; ice-age, the glacial period (see

LACIAL 3) ; ice-anchor, a grapnel for holding
a ship to an ice-floe ; ice-apron, a pointed structure

for protecting a bridge-pier from ice carried down

by the stream ; ice -auger, an auger for boring

large holes in ice, used in ice-fishing ; ice-az, an

ax used by Alpine climbers, for cutting steps in

icy slopes ; ice-bag, an india-rubber bag filled with

ice and applied to some part of the body for medical
or surgical purposes; ice-banner (f/.S.} = ice-

feathers (Cent. Diet.) ; ice-beam, a beam placed
at the stern or bow of a ship to resist the pressure
of ice ; ice-bearer, a frost-bearer or CKYOPHOBL-S ;

ice-bed, a stratified glacial deposit ; ice-belt, the

fringe of ice along an Arctic coast ; ICE-FOOT ;

ice-boulder, a boulder conveyed by glacial action ;

ice-box, a box or compartment for holding ice, an

ice-chest ;
or one that is kept cold by means of ice ;

ice-calk = CALK sbl 2 (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ;

ice-calorimeter, an apparatus for determining

specific heat by means of ice ; ice-canoe, a canoe
with iron runners for use on frozen lakes or rivers ;

ice-cataplasm = ice-poultice (Syd. Soc. Lex."} ;
ioe-

oave, a cave which contains ice even in summer
;

ice-chair, a chair fitted with runners so as to be

propelled easily upon ice ;
a sledge-chair ; ice-

chamber, a compartment containing, or cooled by,
ice ; a refrigerating chamber ; ice-chest (see quot.) ;

ice-chisel, a chisel used for cutting holes in ice, or

splitting blocks of ice ; ice-claw, an iron claw for

grappling and lifting blocks of ice (Knight Diet.

Mech. 1875) ; ice-closet, an ice-chamber or ice-

chest ; ice-clothes, clothing suitable for wearing
on the Arctic ice ; ioe-compress =

ice-poultice

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886); ice-craft, ability to deal

with the ice in mountaineering or Arctic explora
tion

; icemanship ; ice-creeper ice-calk (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875); t ice-dagger, an icicle; ice-

drift, drifted ice in the mass ; ice-drill = ice-auger;

ice-drops, in AW., transparent processes resembling

icicles, as in the ice-plant (Webster 1864) ;
ioe-

elevator, a machine for lifting blocks of ice to

a higher level j ice-escape, an apparatus for rescu-

ing persons who have fallen through the ice ; ice-

farm (U.S.), a place where the business of pro-

curing ice for commercial purposes is carried

on ; ice-feathers, feather-like forms assumed

by ice exposed to wind, in mountainous parts of

the United States (Cent. Diet.) ; ioe-fender, a

fender or guard to protect a vessel from being

injured by ice (Ogilvie 1882) ; ice-ferns, the

fern-like formations produced on the surface of

glass by the action of frost
; ioe-nsh, the caplin

(Fnnk) ; iee-nshiug, fishing in winter through



ICE.

holes made in the ice
; ice-flow, an ice-stream

;

f ice-flowers = ice-ferns ; ice-fox, the Arctic fox
;

ice-glass =
crackle-glass (CRACKLE sh. 3) ; ice-

gorge (U. S.}, an accumulation of ice-blocks chok-

ing the bed of a river ; ice-gull, a name given in

N. America to the glaucous gull and the ivory gull ;

ice-ladder =
ice-escape ; ice-leaf, a local name of

Mullein, Verbascum Thapsus (Britten & Holl.) ;

ice-ledge = ICE-FOOT
; ice-loon, the great northern

diver (.); ice-machine, a machine for the

artificial production of ice
; ice-maker, one who

manufactures artificial ice ; ice-mark, a mark,
scratch, or groove produced by ice-action, esp.

by glacial action during the ice-age ; \ ice-

meer, a cake of ground-ice ; ice-mill, a spot where
a glacier grinds out the underlying rock by the

action of loose stones, a glacier-mill ; ice-pack,
a body of separate pieces of drift-ice closely packed
so as to form one great ice-field

; ice-pail, a pail
for holding ice, in which bottles of wine, etc. are

plunged in order to cool the liquor; ice-paper

[tr. K. papier glace~\, transparent gelatine in thin

sheets used in copying drawings (Cent. Diet?) ;

ice-period, the glacial period of Geology, the ice-

age ; ice-pit, a pit in which ice is stored for

preservation; ice-pitcher, a pitcher with double

sides, or of non-conducting material, for holding
broken ice or iced water

; ice-plane (see quots.) ;

ice-poultice, a bag or bladder filled with pounded
ice, for application to inflamed parts of the body
(C. A. Harris Diet. Med. Terminal. 1854-67);
ice-pudding, a frozen confection in the form of

pudding ; ice-pulse, the throbbing movement
which precedes an ice-quake ; ice-quake, the

convulsion which accompanies the break-up of an
ice-field or ice-floe

; ice-raft, a floating sheet of

ice ; ice-ram, a pointed projection from a ship's

bows, to assist it in forcing its way through
ice ; ice-river ICE-STREAM ; ice-room = ice-

chamber
\ ice-safe, a meat-safe having chambers

for containing ice ; ice-sandal, a sandal or golosh
with spiked sole, worn on ice ; ice-saw, a large
saw employed by Arctic voyagers and in ice harvest-

ing for cutting ice ; ice-screw, an ice-elevator

having a spiral motion ; ice-ship, a ship specially
built to resist ice-pressure ; ice-shoe, a spiked shoe
used for walking on ice

; ice-shop, a shop where
ice is sold ; ice-spur, a spur or spike fixed in the

sole of a boot, to assist in walking on ice ; ice-

station, a station where ice is collected for storage ;

ice-stick, a stick with a spike at the end, used in

walking on ice ; ioe-strias, thin lines of scoring
made in rocks by ice passing over them ; ice-

system, a connected system or group of glaciers ;

ice-whale, the great polar whale ; ice-yacht =
ICE-BOAT i

;
hence ice-yachting, -yachtsman,

1863 LVEI.L Antiq. Man 308 Proof of a close connection
between *ice-action and contorted stratification, 1873 J.
GEIKIE (#/&)Tha Great Mce Age. 1888 Daily Neivs 17

Sept. 3/1 Geologists have lately been working out the facts
of what is called the '

Glacial Period ', or the * Ice Age V

1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. N. Pole 59 The ice being all round
us, we got out our *

ice-anchors, and moored along-side
a field. 1880 Standard 20 May 3 The vessel will . ,

* hook
on

1

with an S-shaped ice-anchor to the floe alongside. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1161/1 The *ice-aprons of the Eads's
St. Louis Railway Bridge are 200 feet long and 60 feet

wide. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 349 note^ The
**ice-axe', with which the hole is made. .. Sometimes an
'
ice-drill

'

.. is made use of for this purpose. 1894 FENN
In Alpine Valley I. 44 The ice-axes they carried. 1883
Brit. Q. Rev. July 15 The use of the spinal *ice-bags for

sea-sickness. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Keg. II. 191 Oak-
timbers, called *ice-beams, about 12 inches square and 25
feet in length are placed beneath the hold beams. 1842
FRANCIS Diet. A rfs etc.,

* Ice-Bearer. 1885 ELIZ. C. AGASSIZ
Louis Agassiz I. 289 The ancient *ice-beds and moraines of

England. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. viii. 78 The little brig
was fast to the *ice-belt which lined the bottom of the cliffs.

1875 Mce-box {see Ice-ckest\ 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch
ff Clockm. 65 The * ice-box \. is also a metal chamber, with
a receptacle for ice round the sides, and jacketed all over
with a non-conductor. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.*Ice-chest,
a form of domestic *ice-chamber having- apartments for the
ice and the provisions, the food-chamber being cooled by
air .. from the ice-box or by the cold side of the latter.

1893 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Com. 23 Feb., In the great sea-

going steamers there is always an ice-chamber. 1897
HUGHES Mediterranean Fever \ . 191 Milk. .should be. .kept
in the ice-chest. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 468
While three men were out on a low berg . . one of them . .

'Daily Star, Carnival No.^ Ice Yatching' $li *Ice-creepers
taking the place of wading-boots. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 103 b,
A childe was slayne with an *yse dagger [Parunlus stiria

occisusesf]. 1867 MOTLEY Netherl. xxxvi. III. 557 The strait

was already filled with *ice-drift. 1820 *
Ice-drill [see Ice-

ax}. 1864 Illustr. Lond. News 9 Jan. 31/1 A number of

sledge-chairs and an *ice-escape were conveyed to the place
of amusement. 1889 Pall Mall G. 6 Feb. 3/1 When the
winter fairly sets in the scene on an "ice-farm is a busy one.

1864 TENNYSON Ay-liner's F. 222 Fine as *ice-ferns on

January panes. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. fee Age (1894) 542,
I may shortly describe one or two of the better known of
the old *ice-flows. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \\. (1711) 41
Just as *Ice flowers on our Glass-windows, get all sorts of

figures. 1884 W. H. BISHOP in Harper's Mag. Mar. 514/2
An *ice-gorge forming in the river . . has smashed . . whole
fleets of them. 1860 All Year RoundNv. 39. 293 The man
with the "ice-ladder on wheels . . cannot get any nearer to
me. 1775 BARKER in Phil. Trans. LXV. 252 The *ice-
maker belonging to me . . made a sufficient quantity in the
winter for the supply of the table during the summer
season. 1792 WILLIAMS ibid. LXXXIII. 56 The ice-makers
informed me the cold was most intense. 1677 PL T Oxfordsh.
27 They [the Oxford watermen] frequently meet the *Ice-
meers (for so they call the cakes of Ice thus coming from
the bottom) in their very rise. 1891 Pall Mall G. 30 Nov.
3/1 A wedge of rounded rock, worn smooth by the vast *ice-

mills of the glacial epoch. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp.
xxviii. (1856)234 Apprehensions of being frozen up in the
heart of the *ice-pack. 1773 Lond. Cnron. 7 Sept. 248/3
*

Ice-pails. 1850 LEVER Martins ofCro' M. 264 Four bottles

. .rose from amidst the crystal ruins of a well-filled
ice-pail.

1876 AGASSIZ Geol. Sk. Ser. n. TOO The vegetation which
succeeded the *ice-period was of a different character. 1775
BARKER in Phil. 7*rans. LXV. 255 In their, .visits with me
to the "ice-pits. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Ice-platie t

an instrument for smoothing away the rough surface of ice

.. before cutting and carting it away for storage. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mec/t. t Ice-plane^ . . 2, an instrument for

shaving off fragments of ice for cooling drinks. i96gPunc/i
10 July 2/2 An *ice-pudding to follow turtle soup, or boiled

mutton to be eaten after custard. 1888 J. PAYN Myst.
Mirbridge (Tauchn.) II. i. 8 From soup till ice-pudding
time. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856) 279 The deep
stillness, .the mysterious *ice-pulse, as if the energies were

gathering for another strife. 1891 Dublin Ret'. Oct. 278
The perils of the awful *ice-quake in the convulsed and
riven floe. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxiii. 228 The
transporting forces of the *ice-raft. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice

Age xxviii. 393 Fleets of icebergs and icerafts. 1895
Westtn. Gaz. 3 Aug. 1/3 A barque-rigged sailing-ship, .fur-

nished with a double copper hull and *ice-ram. 1872
TYNDALL Fonns of Water 364 It is indubitable that an
*ice-river . . once flowed through the vale of Hasli. 1842
FRANCIS Diet. Arts etc., */ce-saw, a large saw used for

cutting through the ice, for relieving ships when frozen up.

1878 A. H. MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea iv. 49 Ice-saw crews
were organized in readiness for cutting a dock. 1885
SCHLEY & SOLEY Rescue of Greely viii. 113 The first [i.e.

sealers] are distinctively *ice-ships. 1824 Blackw. Mag, XV.
172/2 His one hand armed with a broom, and his other

charged with the "ice-shoes, or tramps. 1875 CROLL Climate
<y T. xxx. 510 Blocks of ice . . in the windows of *ice-shops.

1617 MINSHEU Duct0rt *Ic&&P"ttrrSi3. shooe driuen full of
iron naifes pointed. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. i.

240 He standeth but in a slippery place ; and therefore
needs constantly to wear ice-spurres, for he rather glides
than goes. 1893 IVestm. Gaz. 27 Mar. 4/2 The party had
to unbuckle their shoes and climb, with the help of ice-

spurs and axes. 1868 B. J, LOSSING Hudson 304 Rockland
Lake village, .[is] the most extensive *ice-station on the
river. 1872 C. KING Mountaineer. Sierra Nei 1

. vii. 147,
I found unmistakable *ice-striae> showing that the glacier
had actually poured over the brink. 1876 T. G. BONNEY
in Proc. Geol. Soc. No. 306 Wales, Scotland, and Scan-
dinavia must have had their own *ice-systems. 1882 Stand-
ard i Dec. 5 '4 The *ice yacht is really a skeleton boat
mounted on gigantic runners. 1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII.
532/1 *Ice-yachting seems to be the acme of recklessness.

Ice (sis), V. Also 5 yse, 7 yce. [f. the sb.]
1. trans, a. To cover with ice. (Also to ice over.}
To ice up, to fill up with ice. b. To convert into

ice ; to freeze, congeal.
^1400-50 Alexander 2883 (Dublin MS.) To }?e grete flode

of gratun to-geder )?ai ryddyn, And fyndyn it frosyn ^aim
byfpre, a fute-thyke ysyd. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's KIT.
i. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 80 My trembling joynts (Iced quite over
with a froz'd cold sweate). a 1639 WEBSTER Appius $
Virginia v. (1654) 59 This sight hath stiffned all my operant
powers, ic'd all my blood, benum'd my motion quite. 1658
R. WHITE tr. Digby's Powd. Syinp, (1660) 147 When it is

iced all ouer, he shall feel neither heat nor cold. 1839
Examiner 21/2 A frost that iced the spray of the sea as it

fell on the deck. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xvii. 201 Icing
up again the opening in the walls.

c. Jig. To cause to become frigid or cold and
reserved in manner

;
cf. to break the ice : ICE sb. 2 b.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xxix. 293 Laying
myself open to too early a suspicion, I thought would but
ice the girl over. 1748 Clarissa (1811) III. i. 3 Such a
sudden transition must affect her ; must ice her over.

2. To cover or garnish (cakes, etc.) with a concre-

tion of sugar (cf. ICING).
1602 PLAT Delightes for Ladies xviii, To make Tum-

bolds..when they are baked, yce them. 1725 BRADLEY
Fain. Diet. s.v. March pane, To ice March-Panes. 1852
MRS. ACTON Mod. Cookery xvi. (ed. n) 335 The best mode
of icing fruit tarts, .is to moisten the paste with cold water,
sift sugar thickly upon it [etc.],

b. Jig. To cover or surround as with ice.

1679 PULLER Mod. of the Ch. ofEngl. To Rdr. aiij, Noise
and passion, and hardy confidence, iced over with some
sanctimonious pretences. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean
Trag. II. xxv. 281 The moon . . was now icing her crimson

visage with crystal.

3. To refrigerate with ice
;
to cool (esp. wine) by

placing among ice.

1825 T'. COSNETT Footntarfs Direct. 130 If you have ice-

pails to ice the wine, let this be done. 1877 MRS. FORRESTER
Mignon I. 24 The champagne is iced. 1885 Times (weekly
ed.) 18 Sept. 15/1 The fish are iced, packed in boxes.

4. To make cold ; to freeze, chill. Chiefly^.
1804 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 137 That unfortunate

. . proneness to scepticism, which iced his affections. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz (1837) I. iii. 24 Thus they vegetated living
in Polar harmony among themselves, and .. occasionally
Seeing the neighbours. 1845 MRS. HALL Whiteboy vi. 52

ICEBLINK.

Much trouble had iced her nature. 18^3 M. COLLINS Sq-uire
Silchesttr III. iii. 26, Her very enthusiasms were cold ; she
iced you . . by the tone of her conversation.

5. intr. To turn to ice ; to freeze. Pi\sojig.
1839 BAILEY f'estus xx. (1848) 266 Winter is when these

we love have perished For the heart ices then. Ibid, xxviii.

336 When the poles Are icing.

-ice, suffix, in ME. also -is(e, -ys(e, etc.

1. a. OK -ice (-tse), of non-popular origin, ad. L.

-ilia (Sp. -icia, It. -izia), or -itius, -itium (Sp. -icio,

It. -izio). Thus avarice, justice, malice, notice (ad.
L. avaritia, justitia, malitia, notiiid), the later

police (ad. L. politia.
=

polltid), and the French
formations cowardice, jaundice. The masc. and
neut. are represented by novice, precipice, service

(
= L. ncrvitius, precipitium, servitium).
L. -itia would normally have given OF. -eise, -oise, through

common Romanic -etjfi, -ezja, but in the literary language
this was represented by -ecc, -esce (as in j>arece,pares-ce : L.

pigritia ; haut-ece, kant-esce : L. altitin], subsequently
assimilated to -esse from L. -issa (cf. mod.F. noblesse,
paresse, hautesse}.

2. The ending -ice has various other origins,

partly through assimilation to the preceding; as

in the words (accomplice, (apprentice, bodice,

caprice, coppice, crevice, lattice, poultice, practice.

Iceberg (si-sbsjg). Also 8 ice -burg. [Adapted
form of the term employed in several of the cognate

languages, MDu.,Dn. ijsberg, G. eisberg, Da. isl'jerg,

Sw. isberg (f. is ICE + berg hill, mountain) ; prob.
taken immediately from Du.]
f 1. An Arctic glacier, which comes close to the

coast, and is seen from the sea as a hill or ' hum-
mock '. 06s. Cf. ICE-HILL, ICE-MOUNTAIN.
1774 Jrnl. Voy. under Com. Phipps 44 Of the ice-hills

there are seven . . These are known by the name of the seven

ice-burgs, and are thought to be the highest of the kind in

the country [Spitzbergen]. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. N. Pole

70 Icebergs are large bodies of ice filling the vallies between
the high mountains ; the face towards the sea is nearly per-

pendicular. 1797 Eiicycl. Brit. s.v. 1820 SCORESBY Ace.
Arctic Reg. I. 101 The Iceberg .. written Ysberg by the
Dutch signifies ice-mountain. I speak not here of the islands

of ice which are borne to southern climates on the bosom of

the ocean, but of those prodigious lodgments of ice which
occur in the valleys. Ibid. 108 Icebergs are as permanent
as the rocks on which they rest .. In some places . . the berg
or glacier makes its way to a great extent into the sea. .and
then being capable of large dismemberments, gives rise to

the kind of mountainous masses or icebergs, found afloat.

i8zi BYRON Jitau iv. c, 'Tis as a snowball which derives

assistance From every flake, and yet rolls on the same,
Even till an iceberg it may chance to grow.
2. A detached portion of an Arctic glacier carried

out to sea ;
a huge floating mass of ice, often rising

to a great height above the water. Formerly also

called ice-island, also island or shoal of ice.

1820 SCORESBY Ace. Artie Reg. I. 250 The term Ice-berg
. . is also as commonly extended to the large peaks . . or

islets of ice, that are found floating in the sea. 1835 SIR J.
Ross Nfirr. wilt Voy. iv. 50 But one iceberg was seen

to-day, and that a very small one. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. viii. (1856) 58 Ice-berg. [Note} This term is applied

by many authors to ice masses either ^on
shore or at sea.

I restrict it to detached ice, in contradistinction to the glacier
or ice in situ. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 163 The icebergs,
like glaciers, are laden with fragments of rock.

3. fig. A person compared to an iceberg, on

account of his cold unemotional nature.

bergs.

4. Comb., as, iceberg-droppings, boulders, gravel,

clay, etc. dropped by melting icebergs ; iceberg-

green, a light green resembling that of an iceberg.

1889 J. GEIKIE in Nature 19 Sept., The drifts of those

regions are not iceberg-droppings. . but true morainic matter

and fluvio-glacial detritus. 1895 Daily News 19 Jan. 8/2

One of the Polish dresses is in iceberg green cloth.

Hence I'oeberger, one who has had experience
of icebergs ; rceberjfship, coldness, indifference

;

I'cebergy a.
, cold, icy.

1842 United Service Mag. ll. 154 Many a fine fellow was
doomed to fall, before official icebergship was thawed. 1861

L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 217 Captain Knight, an experienced

iceberger. 1888 MRS. SPENDER Kept Secret I. xi. 198, I was

prepared with my most icebergy manner.

I'ce-bird. Ornitk.

1. The little auk or sea-dove.

1620 J. MASON New-foimd-land (1867) Aivb, The sea

fowles are Sea Pigeons, Ice Birds, Bottle noses. 1694 Ace.

Sen. Late Voy. n. (1711) 78, 1 saw also, .a very beautiful Ice-

bird, which was so tame, that we might have taken him.

1777 G. FOESTER Voy. round World \. 110 A small black

and white bird, which some called an ice-bird. 1801 G.

MONTAGU Ornitk. Diet. ^833) 267 Ice-bird, a name for the

Rotche or Little Auk.

2. The Indian night-jar, Caprimulgus asiaticus.

i86a T. C. JERDON Birds India I. 112. 197 Its usual

note, .is like the sound of a stone scudding over ice (hence

it is sometimes called the Icebird).

Iceblink (3i-s,blirjk). [
= Du. ijsblink, G. eis-

blink, Da. iisblink, -blik, Sw. isblink ;
f. ICE sb. +

BLINK si.'* 4.
The question of the original language, and history of this

combination, is obscure. Sense 2 is the only meaning of

iisblink in the Dictionary of the Danish Academy in 1820.)



ICE-BOAT.

1. A luminous appearance on the horizon, caused

by the reflection of light from ice. See BLINK si.- 4.

[l77-l8t8 : sec Bl INK i*.' 4. 1774 C. J. Pmi'ps I'm. N.

Pole 71 A bright appearance near the horizon, which the

pilots called the blink of the ice.) 1817 SCORKSBY in Ann.

Reg ChrOH. 555 The ice-blink consists in a stratum of a

lucid whiteness, which appears in that part of the
atmosphere

next the hori/on. 1847 SIR }. C. Ross I'oy. S.Seas I. 171

The weather was beautifully clear, and a strong ice-blink in

the sky. 1885 Century Mag. XXX. 78/2 Over it [the floe

edge) hung the hazy gray of the
'

ice-blink .

2. The name of a range of lofty ice elms on the

south-east coast of Greenland. Also generally :

An ice-cliff, the sea-front of a
glacier.

? Obs.

[1706 MOUSE Amtr. Gtog. I. 132 The famous Ice-glance,

called in some charts Els-blink. It is a large high field of

ice.) 1819 MONTGOMERY Greenland in. 63 O'er rocks,

seas, islands promontories spread, The Ice-Blink rears its

undulated head. [Naif] The most stupendous accumula-

tion of ice in the known world, which has been long dis-

the name of ice-blink, or simply blink. The reflection of ice

in the atmosphere, which is usually designated by that

name, I shall, for distinction's sake, call 'sky-blink '. Ibid.

71 In the interior of the bay some four or five not in-

considerable ice-blinks protrude into the sea.

roe-boat.
1. A boat mounted on runners for propulsion on

the ice
; spec, a light triangular structure mounted

on skate-runners, and fitted with a mast and sail,

used as a pleasure-boat for traversing smooth ice.

1819 Pantologia, Icf-ioats, boats so constructed as to sail

upon ice . . They go with incredible swiftness, sometimes so

quick as to affect the breath. 1868 LOSSING Hudson 277
The river had offered good sport for skaters, and the navi-

gators of ice-boats. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mich. 1161/1 The
ice-boats on the Maeze and Y, in Holland, consist of ordinary
boats mounted on runners.

2. A boat or barge employed to break the ice in

a river or canal.

1842 FRANCIS Diet. Arts etc. s.v., The other kind of ice-

boat is a heavily laden barge, drawn along a frozen canal

by a number of horses, and in its passage breaking through
the ice, and thus clearing the navigation. 1891 Daily Nnus
31 Dec. 3/4 This was the ice-boat a small barge, sharp in

the bows, much like a tug steamer, and the greenish-grey
sheet of ice heaved before the pressure of its coming.
Hence rce-boa'tinfr, sailing in an ice-boat.

1885 Pall Mall G. 15 Apr. 4/2 Ice-boating is perhaps
a more dangerous amusement than we are led to believe. .

and ice-boat accidents are frequent. 1887 Corah. Mag.
Mar. 275 Ice-boating_asa Canadian sport is most extensively

practised near the cities and towns upon the great lakes of

Erie, Huron, and Ontario.

Z-ce-bolt. [f- BOLT rf.i] A '
bolt

'

or dart of

ice : hence fig. a. A cold piercing sensation ;
a

sudden deadly chill, b. An avalanche.

1780 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. 11. (1791) 38 The keen ice-bolt

trembles at her heart. 1819 MRS. SOUTHEY Churchyards I.

301 The sudden revulsion of feeling came upon Andrew like

an ice-bolt. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, iv. 70 Pro-

tecting the inhabitants of the valley from the fearful ice-

bolts of the mountain.

Ice-bone (3i'S|bun). Chiefly dial. Forms :

6- ise-, 7- ice-, 8 ize-, 9 isoh-, isohe-bone.

[Known from i6thc. : corresponds to OLG. hbcn,
MDu. ise-been (ys-,ysch-, yse-been], in Kilian is-,

isch-been, MDu. ijsbeen ;
MLG. tsch-, tsben, LG.

tibtn, whence mod.G. eishein ;Henisch 1616), Da.,
Sw. listen, is/ten the os pubis or share-bone.

The OE. tsbAn, cited in some Ger. and Du. Dictionaries,

appears to be unverified ; but the OLG. word is given from
a Bodl. Virgil Gloss uothc. MS.) by Galle'e, OS. TtxlsM:
4 cluni* isben net arsbelli '. Kilian explains Du. isbi-en,

ischbetn as '

ischia, coxendix, os inferius circa nates ; et os

pubis, os pectinis '.]

The share-bone (or perh. some other bone of the

pelvis or haunch) ;
in Cookery, the AITCH-BONE.

1576 Exp. Queen's Table in Nichols Progr. (1823! II. 8 Ise-

bones . . 2 st, ..ad. 1691 RAY S. Q E. Country H'ds., Ice-

bane, a rump of beef {Norf.}. 1703 THORESBY Let. to Ray,
Iz(.bone, the huckle-bone, the coxa (Yorks/i.). r 1818 Yng.
Woman's Compan., The hind quarter contains the sirloin

. .and the ish, each, or ash-bone, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia, Ice-bone, a part of the rump of beef. i8j8 Craven
Dial., let-bone, the

pelvis.
This is also called the natch or

aitch-bone, from which the ice-bone may be corrupted.

1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss., Ice-bone, the edge-bone of beef.

Ice-borne (3i
-

*|bojn), ppl. a. [f. ICE sb. +
BORNE ppl. a.] Borne by or on ice

; transported

(as a boulder) during the glacial epoch.
1850 LYELL Print. Geol. (ed. 8) xvi. 231 The line of coast

..is strewed.. with icebome boulders, often 6 feet in dia-

meter. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xi. (1860) 263, I suspected
that these islands [the Azores] had been partly stocked by
ice-borne seeds, during the Glacial epoch.

Ice-bound (si'sibcmnd), ///. a. [f.
ICE sb. +

BOUND///, a. 2] Held fast or confined by ice;
frozen in

; surrounded or hemmed in by ice.

a 1659 CLEVELAND Poems, Content 14 Some Ice-bound
Wilderness- iSaa BYRON I 'is. Jvdgeni. xxvii, A new Aurora
borealis. .seen, when ice-bound, By Captain Parry's crew.
1887 BOWEN Virg. jKneid vi. 17 Dadalus . . Sailed for the
ice-bound north.

I'ce-brea:ker. [f. ICE sb. + BREAKER '.]
1. Anything that breaks up moving ice, so as to

diminish its impact; spec, a structure protecting
the upper end of a bridge-pier (cf. ice-apron >.

8

1856 KANE A ret. Exfl. I. vii. 68 Three heavy hawsers
out to the rocks of our little ice-breaker [an istet that turned
the moving ice], 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1721/2 A view
of the Swing Bridge ,. shows the .. ice-breakers in the
stream.

2. A vessel specially adapted for breaking a

channel through the ice: cf. ICE-BOAT a.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1161/2 An ice-breaker for harbors
is a steam-vessel provided with means for.. keeping open
a channel for ships. z886 Times 9 Mar. it/6 The Gothen-
burg icebreaker keeps the channel open. 1890 Daily News
23 Dec. 5/5 The Finnish Government has had an icebreaker
constructed strong enough to force the severest of ice.

3. A machine or hand-tool for breaking ice for

economic use.
Mod. The ice-house with the ice-breaker to be worked by

a gas-engine.
4. A whaler's name for the Greenland whale.

X*ce*cap.
1. A permanent cap or covering of ice over a

tract of country, such as exists on high mountains,
and on a large scale at either pole.
1875 CROLL Climate $ T. App. 543 [To] cover the antarctic

regions with an enormous ice-cap. 1880 A. R. WALLACE
Isl. Life viii. 156 A similar ice-cap is . . believed to exist on
the Antarctic pole at the present day.

2. Med, A bladder or elastic bag containing

pounded ice, for application to the head in con-

gestion of the brain, etc.

1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Tenninol., Ice Cap, a
bladder filled with pulverized ice, and applied to the head.

I'ce-cold, a. [f. COLD a. Cf. Du. ijskoud,
G. eiskalt, ON. iskaldr.} As cold as ice.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxvii. 3 Is-calde sae. a 1000 Seafarer
19 Iscaldne wa;j. 1708 Or. RUMFORD in Phil. Trans.
LXXXVIII. 94 The former quantity of ice-cold water.

1808 W. H. ELLA Rosenberg II. 123, 1 felt her ice-cold lips

upon mine. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Eel. vm. 66 The passionless
heart of this ice-cold lover of mine.

I:Ce-Crea*Hl. A compound of flavoured and

sweetened cream or custard, congealed by being
stirred or revolved in a vessel surrounded by a

freezing mixture. (Earlier term, iced cream.}
1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Honsekpr, (1778) 249 To make

Ice Cream. 1789 MRS. Piozzi Journ. France I. 181 The
ice-creams melt with the room's excessive heat. 1841
EMERSON Lect. t Man the Reformer Wks. (Bohn) II. 242
We dare not trust our wit for making our house pleasant to

our friend, and so we buy ice-creams.
attrib. 1887 A. A. HAYES Jesuit 's Ring 56 The days of

bright summer, and lawn tennis, .and ice-cream soda. 1889
A. 1'. PASK Eyes Thames 123 Three Italian ice-cream men,
with their heavy barrows. 1893 Critic (U.S.) 8 Apr. 226/1
Our national beverage

' ice-cream soda*.

Iced (sist), ppl. a. [f. ICE sb. or v. + -ED.]
Covered with ice ; cooled by means of ice.

1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2383/2 All such Fruits, Iced Creams,
and such other Varieties as the Season afforded. 1775 SIR
E. BARRY Observ. Wines 174 Their tables were constantly
supplied with iced Liquors. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xxxii,

Impossible to melt as iced stream. 1852 FORD in Q. Rev.
Mar. 432 Iced puddings now-a-days assume the shape and

seeming of hams. 1879 St. George*$ Hasp, Rep. IX. 800
Iced champagne, a little iced milk and soda-water. 1893

Lp. MEATH in ig/A Cent. Mar. 508 Of all the pleasant drinks

. . in hot weather recommend me to an iced-cream soda.

Tee-fall. [After waterfall.}
1. A cataract of ice

;
a steep part of a glacier

resembling a frozen waterfall.

1817 COLERIDGE Sibyll. Leaves Poet. Wks. (1862) 184 Ye
ice-falls ! ye that from the mountain's brow Adown enormous
ravines slope amain. 1860 TYNUALL Glac. i. xv. 100 We
were amid the wild chasms at the brow of the ice-fall. 1871
L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe iv, We followed the usual track

. . as far as the top of the great icefall of the. .glacier.

2. The fall ot a mass of ice, from an ice-cliff or

iceberg.
1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 261 Then the ice-fall, with its

ringing, rumbling, crashing roar, and the heavy, explosion-
like voice of the final plunge, followed by the wild, frantic

dashing of the waters.

I'Ce-field. A wide flrtt expanse of ice, esp. of

marine ice in the Polar regions.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. n. (1711^ 40 Ice-fields, that are

as the Meadows for the Scales. 1748 H. ELLIS Hudson's

Bay 240 We saw vast numbers of Seals and Sea-Horses

lying basking upon the Ice-Fields. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

i. xvi. no The ice-field before us was a most noble one.

1890 BOI.DREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 175 A fresh blast

had been unchained among the far south ice-fields.

Ice-floe (ars,fl<7"). [See FLOE.] A large sheet

of floating ice: sometimes several miles in extent

(cf. quot. 1835).
1819 Edin. Rev. XXXI. 341 Jammed in between two ice-

floes. 1835 LESLIE Polar Seas i. 43 The whale-fishers

enumerate several varieties of the salt-water ice. A very
wide expanse of it they call a field, and one of smaller

dimensions &.jloe. 1882 H. LANSDELL Through Siberia I.

198 A dense mass of ice-floes and pack-ice rushed irresistibly

up the Kureika.

Tee-foot. [According to quot. 1856, ad. Da.

isfod, in same sense : the ice forms a foot or base

to the cliff or high land.]
a. A belt or ledge of ice extending along the

coast in Arctic regions (cf. ice-belt), caused by the

shore-water being largely mixed with snow and so

freezing at a higher temperature than the salter

water of the deep sea. D. Also applied to the

margin of an ice-floe : see quot. 1897.

ICELAND.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xv. 175 The name is
adopted

. . from the Danish '

Ei.s-fod
'

to designate a zone of ice which
extends along the shore from the untried North, .almost to
the Arctic circle. Ibid. II. App. it. 303 The ledge of ice

which, under the name of '
ice-foot

v
,

I have before de-
scribed as clinging to the shore. 1877 A. H. GREEN Pkys.
Geol. iii. f a. 109 A belt of ice known as coast ice or the ice
foot. 188* GEIKIK Text-bk. Geol. HI. n. ii. \ 6 This shelf,
known as the ice-foot, serves as a platform on which the
abundant debris . . gathers at the foot of the cliff. 1897 tr.

Nnnsen's Farthest North II. ix. 452 note. The ice-foot is the

part of a floe which often projects into the water under the
surface. It is formed through the thawing of the upper part
of the ice in the summer-time by the warmer surface layer
of the sea.

Tee-free, <* [
=* Ger. eisfrei. Da. iis/ri.] Free

from ice ; of a port : Not frozen up in winter.

1891 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 6/1 Russia, says Bjttrnson,
must sooner or later have an ice-free harbour on the Atlantic
coast. 1897 Daily News 22 Dec. 4/7 Because Russia

desires, and may be about to take an ice-free port in the
Pacific. 1898 Ibid. 29 Sept. 1/2 After forty-eight hours'

sailing we were once more in ice-free water.

I-ce-Mll.
1. A hill or mound of ice ;

an elevated glacier or

hummock of ice ; a slope covered with ice, nsed

for sliding or tobogganing.
1694 Ace. Srv. Late Voy. n. (1711) 26 The Ice-Hills that

fill up the Valleys. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 244
Inclined planes to imitate the ice-hills of Russia. 1855
English-woman in Russia 215 The Russians are extremely
fond of this amusement, and often have these ice-hills

erected at some village at a little distance from the town.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxxi. 427 Myouti. .began climb-

ing the dune-like summits of the ice-hills.

f 2. A floating iceberg. Obs.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 44 The great Ice-hills

. .that drive up and down in the Sea. Ibid. 47 A great Ice-

hill came driving towards our Ship.

I'Ce-hook. t a. A species of boat-hook, used

to push large flakes of ice away from a ship, t b.

An ice-anchor, c. A hook employed in securing
and hoisting ice for storage.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. H. (1711) 43 The Seamen hinder

the pressing on of the Ice as much as in them lieth, with

great Ice-hooks. Ibid., Where there is pretty large Ice-

fields, they joyn their Ships to them with great Ice-hooks,
fastned to strong Cables. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. N. Pole

40 And stationed them to the ice hooks, poles, crabs.

I'Ce-house. A structure, often partly or wholly
underground, and with non-conducting walls, in

which ice is stored in winter for use during the

year. Often taken as the type of a frigid place.
1687 A. LOYF.LL tr. Thevenot's Tra-'. n. 96 The Persians

make great use of Ice. . ; they make not their Ice-houses as

in France. 1698 FROGF.R Voy. 35 Their Hulls .. are of a
round Figure, and cannot be belter compar'd than to our
Ice-Houses. 177* BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXII. 285

note, The very name of an ice-house_
almost strikes one

with a chill. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xiv. 301 When we fill

an ice-house . . we break the ice into very small fragments.

1892 Daily Neu'S 15 Mar. 7/2 It is absolutely impossible to

sit here this cold wealher. .the place is like an ice-house.

Ice-ickel, -icle, obs. forms of ICICLE.

Zee-island. An insulated mass of floating
ice

;
an island-like ice-field ;

an extensive iceberg.

1777 COOK Voy. S. Pole etc. Introd. 17 It is. therefore,

very probable, that what Bouvet saw was nothing more
than a large ice-island. i8ao SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I.

225 The stupendous masses, known by the name of Ice-

islands, or Ice-bergs . . from their height .. and the depth of

water in which they ground. 1840 R. H. DANA Brf. Mast
xxxi. 116 We saw thirty-four ice-islands of various sizes.

I-ce-isle. =prec.
1808 J. BARLOW Columb. I. 599 The loosen'd ice-isles o'er

the main advance. 1839 BAILEY Festus xxvii. (1848) 322
Dark wretched thoughts like ice-isles in a stream Choke up
my mind and clash.

Iceland 1
(3i-s,loend). [f. ICE sb. +LAND s6.]

A country covered with ice; the realm of per-

petual ice.

184* LYTTON Zanoniiv. x, An oasis in the desert, a summer
in the Iceland. 1889 Mag. Amer. Hist. XXI. 217 Mac-
kenzie had excluded from the unprofitable search another

vast extent of that iceland.

Iceland 2
(si'sland). Also 6 Tselonde, Ise-

land, 7 Island, Isling. [ME. Island, Yslond, etc.,

ad. ON. Island, i. fs-s ICE + font/ LAND.] The name
of a large island lying on the border of the Arctic

Ocean ,
betweenNorway and Greenland ;

used attrib,

in the names of articles imported from or peculiar

to that country, as Iceland clothes, fisk, horse, pony,

wool; also Iceland beer, a fermented liquor made
from Arenaria psploides (Syd. Soc. Lex.} ;

Iceland

crystal = Iceland spar; Iceland cur, Iceland

dog (also short Iceland), a shaggy, sharp-eared
white dog, formerly in favour as a lap-dog in Eng-
land

;
Iceland lichen, Iceland moss, a species

of edible lichen, Cetraria islandica, having certain

medicinal properties; hence Iceland moss jelly,

starch (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;
Iceland poppy, a variety

of rapaver nudicaule, the yellow Arctic poppy ;

Iceland sea-grass, Ulva latissima (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

Iceland spar, a transparent variety of calcite,

used in demonstrating the polarization of light.

c t*as LAY. 22622 Gutlond & Irlond, Orcanie & Islond.

1197 K. GLOUC. iRollsi 3734 Scotlonde & yslonde & or-

tadas. 1577-87 HOLINSMED Scat. Chron. (1805) I. 22 Island,



ICELANDEK.
ehat lieth in the cold frosty sea beyond the Artike circle
toward the North pole. 1780 VON TROIL Iceland 63 Floke
stayed here the whole winter, and . . gave the name of Ice-
land to the country.
c 1420 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) I. 58 In vi yslandfyss'

xxjy. c 1430 Itid. 60 Iselandfishs. 1541 Will of Joyce
Stingen (Somerset Ho.), Yselonde clothe. 1547 BOORDE
In/rod. Ktunul. vi. (1870) 147 They wyll sell there Iselond
curres. 1576 FI.KMING tr. Cains' Eng. Dogs v. (1880) 37
Iseland dogges, curled rough al ouer, .. greatly set by,
esteemed, taken vp, and made of. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, it

i. 44. c 1618 FLETCHER Q. Corinth iv. i, Hang, hair, like
hemp, or like the Isling curs. 1627 DRAYTON Moon-calf
Wks. (1748) 174/1 Our water-dogs and islands here are shorn.

9

. - are sorn.
1659 Lady Alimony v. iii, Lies the fault there you Island
Curre? 1771 SIR J. HILL Fossils 76 Iceland Spar. 170
BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 379, I ground to a
even and pretty sharp edge two pieces of Iceland crystal

707

rsa
1805 R. REECE (title) Observations on the Anti-Phthisical
Properties of the Lichen Islandicus or Iceland Moss 1829
Nat. Philos. I. Polaris. Light Introd. i (U.K.S.) A substance
called Iceland spar, calcareous spar, or carbonate of lime
1842 BISCHOFF Woollen Manuf. II. 191 The last foreigii
wools I bought were a cargo of Iceland wools. 1884
Gardening Illustrated?, Nov. 425/2 A hot summer, .seems
to be particularly trying to these Iceland poppies.

Icelander (ai'slandsj). [f. prec. +-ER! i. Cf..

Da. Islemder, G. EislanJer.}
1. An inhabitant or native oof Iceland.

. rwegans,
Laponians . . and Islanders. 1742 BI.AIR Grave 491 The
shivering Icelander. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. I. i. 8
The remote discoveries which Icelanders had made in
Greenland.

2. An Icelandic falcon
; see GERFALCON,

1828 SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT Hawking 44 The Icelander is
the largest hawk that is known, and highly esteemed by
falconers.

Icelandic (sislse-ndik), a. and sb. [See -10.]
A. adj. Pertaining to Iceland, or to the language

in use there.

1674 It.Scheffer's Lapland'4 In theold Gothick or Islandick
language. 1770 T. PERCY tr. Mallets North. Antiq. iii.

(1847) 83 The Icelandic chronicles paint out Odin as the
most persuasive of men. 1780 VON TROII. Iceland 326Where less fish and sour whey are eaten, and more Ice-
landic moss. 1844 ANSTED Geol. II. 515 The best known
of the Icelandic hot springs are called Geysers. 1850LATHAM Eng. Lang. (ed. 3) 43 Of the Icelandic verbs the
infinitives end in -a.

B. sb. The language of Iceland, which in all
essential points retains the form of the tongue
anciently spoken over the whole Scandinavian
region (Old Norse).
1833 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 352 Old Icelandic, like the

old Anglo-Saxon . .is so difficult as often to perplex the best
scholars. 1850 LATHAM Eng. Lang. ied. 3) 44 The charac-
teristic. .of the Icelandic. .is the possession of a passive
form.

So flcela-ndian, fl-celandish [cf. Du. ijs-

landsch, Da. islandsk, Icel. hlenzkr], adjs.
1708 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. 11. i. ii. (1737) 328

Snorro Sturiison, the Islandish Historian. 1711 BLACKMORE
Creation i. 367 A cold icelandian desart. 1807 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. XXIV. 547 Corroborated by the analogy
of the Iselandish language.

Iceless (ai-sles), a.
[f. ICE sb. + -LESS.] Free

from ice
; not covered by ice.

1853
KANE Grinnell Exp. (1856) 544 The Polynya, or Ice-

less Sea. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 75 Many an iceless and un-
fathomed pool.

Iceman, ice-man (ai-smaen).
1. A man skilled in traversing ice, either in Alpine

or polar regions.
1855 J. D. FORBES Tour ofMont Blanc ix. 117 It requires

an expert iceman . . to effect this passage. 1856 KANE A ret.

Expl. I. xxix. 378 We knew as icemen that the access to
the land-ice from the floe was . . both toilsome and dangerous.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. vii. 47 Found him so good an iceman.
2. A man appointed to look after the ice on a

skating-pond and assist in cases oi accident.
1860 All Year Round No. 39. 292 A rescue by the icemen

belonging to the Royal Humane Society. \9x& Daily News
5 Jan. 5/4 A large staff of ' ice-men '

to protect the ice on
the forty lakes and ponds under the control of the Council.
3. One engaged in the ice trade, or in harvesting

ice for storage and sale. (U.S.)
1864 in WEBSTER. 1889 Pall Mall G. 6 Feb. 3/1 A rapid

thaw will put a stop to the operations of the ice-man.
4. A maker of ices.

1882 Daily Tel. n Apr., An iceman, .thoroughly proficient
in all kinds of water and cream ices.

Hence I cemanship, skill in dealing with the ice
in mountaineering, etc.

; ice-craft.

1884 GRAHAM in Pall Mall G. n June 3 What I may ven-
ture to call icemanship is a fine art, only acquired by much
experience. . . This art, which we call mountaineering, the
use of ropes and ice-axes, and all that goes with them, does
not yet exist in India.

I'ce-ma:ster.
1. A pilot or sailing-master who has special ex-

perience in navigating vessels among ice-floes.

1853 K.kwGrinnellExp. xiii. (1856)98 Much as I respect
the ice-masters, the Greenland pilots as they are termed.
1883 American VI. 173 The expedition . . [had] two Nor-
wegian ice-masters.

2. One in charge of the ice of a public pond.
1880 Daily News 28 Jan. 2/5 The park bailiff and ice-

master considered the ice on the Serpentine about 3* inches
thick.

VOL. V.

I'ce-moTMitain.
Ice-mount.

ICEBERG i and 2. So also

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (171,) 22 There are seven
arge Ice-Mountains in a Line . . which look of a gloriousblew colour. Ihd 46 These Ice-Mounts change their first
colour in time by the Air. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 247Ihus are these amazing ice mountains launched forth to
sea, and found floating in the waters round both the Poles.
1853 K-ANE Grinnell Exp. xiv. (1856) 104, I noticed verymany ice-moumains traveling to the north in opposition to
both wind and surface ice.

I'ce-plant. A plant (Mesembryanthcmum cry-
stallmum), having leaves covered with pellucid
watery vesicles looking like ice : a native of the
Canary Islands, S. Africa, etc.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Ice-Plant. .is also commonlycalled with us the diamond-plant, and the frost-plant. 1767ABERCROMBIE Eii. Man his yum Card. Apr. 113 The egg plan
..llke-wi, diamond ficoides, or ice plant. 1893 EARL DUN
MORE Pamirs H. 275 On the top of the second Takka pass
1 tound the ice plant growing.

roe-plough.
1. 'An instrument used in America for cutting

grooves in the ice on ponds and lakes, to facilitate
the removal of blocks of i or 2 cwt. which are
stored for summer use' (Simmonds Diet. Tradt

1858).
1884 Cnsselts f'aiti. Mag. Feb. 188/1 The ice-area is ..

then trenched or sawn by the ice-plough . . a succession o
curved blades like teeth attached to a long beam.
2. Applied to a glacier, from its action in furrow-

ing rocks and scooping out valleys.
1881 Rep. Geol. Exflor. N. Zealand 57 How potent has

been, and still is, the great
'

ice-plough '.

I'Ce-rock. A large solid mass of ice
;
an ice-

berg ; an ice-clothed rock.
l8
/7

T- L. PEACOCK Melincourt I. 105 We want no philo-
sophical ice-rock towed into the Dead Sea of modern
society to freeze that.which is too cold already, a 1849H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) I. 70 Now nothing remains to be
discovered but the sandy deserts of Central Africa and the
inaccessible ice-rocks of the North Pole. 1861 L. L. NOBLE
Icebergs 172 The danger of lying under the shadow of this
great ice-rock.

Ice-schokkill, -seekel, -shackle, obs. and
dial. ff. ICICLE.

I'ce-sheet. A sheet or layer of ice covering
an extensive tract of land

; spec, that supposed to
have covered a great part of the northern hemi-
sphere during the glacial period.
1873 J. GEIKIF, Gt. fee Age (1894) 364 Long before the

appearance of the ice-sheet. 1891 SIR R. BALL Ice Age
168 In future periods the ice-sheets will again return and
desolate those regions which now contain the most civilized
nations of the earth. 1897 Daily Jfm's 9 Nov. 6/6 Every-where else, with the exception of a few low islands, the ice-
sheet overran everything.

Ice-shockle, -shog, -shog(g)le, -shoglin,
-shokle, -sickel, obs. or dial. var. ICICLE.

I'cespar. Min. [ad. Ger. eisspath (Werner
1812); from its appearance.] Glassy orthoclase,
first found in the lava of Vesuvius.
1816 R. JAMESON Syst. Min. (ed. 2) I. 404 It was named

. . Ice-bpar on account of its icy appearance. 1869 PHILLIPS
Vesuv. x. 291 Nepheline found in ejected blocks on Somma
with icespar, garnet, and mica.

I'ce-stream.
1. A stream of ice-floes carried by the wind or
a permanent current in a particular course. Chiefly
applied to that which sweeps round Cape Farewell
at the southern extremity of Greenland.
1878 NARES Voy. Polar Sea I. 8, I found that we had run

deeper into the ice-stream than I had intended.
2. A term applied to a valley glacier in reference

to its river-like course, and continuous downward
movement.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xviii. ( t8s6) 138 Contributions

from the ice-streams of several minor valleys. 1871 L
STEPHEN Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 71 In the whole Alps'
there is no ice-stream to be compared to the noble Aletsch
glacier.

I'ce-wa:ter. Water obtained from, or cooled
by, ice ; iced water.

1722 Lond. Gas. No. 6035/1 The . . Ladies were . . enter-
tained with all sorts of . . Chocolate, Ice-Waters, &c. 1773BRYDONE Sicily xxxiii. (1809) 318 In a very violent heat
there is no such cordial to the spirits as ice, or a draught of
ice-water. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian vi, About noon ..
the carnage stopped at a post-house, and ice-water was
handed through the window.
I'ce-work.
1. Ornamentation executed in ice, or having the

appearance of ice
; frosted work.

1729 SAVAGE Wanderer i. 107 On this bleak Height tall
Firs, with Ice-work crown'd, Bend, while their flaky Winter
shades the Ground ! 1790 W. WRIGHTE GrotesqueA rchit. 7The walls should be lined with flints, decorated with ice-work.
2. Geol. Work done by glaciers or icebergs.
1843 DARWIN in Life Sr Lett. (1887) I. 333 My marine

theory for these roads was . . knocked on the head by Agassiz'
ice-work. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 304 The ice-work done
by the extinct glaciers, as contrasted with that performed by
their dwarfed representatives of the present day.
Icey, Iceycle, obs. forms of ICY, ICICLE.

Ich, obs. form odfron., EACH.
Icham = I am : see I pron.
f Icha-ne, int. Sc. Obs. [perh. for ochane : cf.

ICHNEUMON-.
Gael, ochain and ochtin oh ! alas

!] An exclama-
tion of sorrow : alas !

1513 DOUGLAS jEntis ix. viii. 63 Ichane [ed. 1553 ythanel
allace ! intill ane vncouth land, .thy fayr body .. Sail Iv as
pray ! [Heu, terra ignota . . jaces.}

I-changed, ME. pa. pple. of CHANGE v.

I-chard, of CHAEE, I-CHEBBE v., to turn.

I-charged, ofCHAHGEW. I-chaste,of CHASTEZ/.
Iche: see EACH, ECHE v., I pron., ILK.

i I-cheose, -. Obs. [OE. geciosan (
= OS. gi-

kwsan, OHG. gichiosari), i. ci'osan to CHOOSE.]
trans. To choose.
a 1000 Czdmon's Gen. 2722 Wuna mid usic and be wic

Seceos on )>issum lande. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 227 He wolde
of |>ise cynne hem moder jeceosen. c 1205 LAY 6356 bes
Damas..ane chiuese hem ichzs. a 1225 Ancr. R. 56 King6 prophete echosen vt of alle. 13. . . E. Allit. P. A. 903lo Krystez chambre )>at art ichose.

tl-cherre, v. Obs. [OE. ycyrran, -cierran,
t. cerran to turn (see CHARE).] intr. To turn,
return.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 44 Ic Jecyrre \Hattan xe-
cherre] on mm bus. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 117 ?if . . he nule
icherran from his suniian. c 1275 LAY. 21053 pat Childrich
were ichord \c 1205 ihSen] to his owe londe.

Ich.netunon(ikni;7-mf?n). (AlsoS iehnewmon,
7 icnumon.) [a. L. ichneumon, a. Gr. l\v*\nuav
the ichneumon, also, a small kind of wasp that
hunts spiders, lit.

'
tracker ', f. Ixvfveiv to track or

trace out, f. ixvos track, footstep. In F. ichneumon
(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A small brownish - coloured slender - bodied

carnivorous quadruped, Herpestes (formerly Vi-
verrd) ichneumon, closely allied to the mongoose,
and resembling the weasel tribe in form and habits.
It is found in Egypt, where it feeds on small
mammals and reptiles, but is especially noted for

destroying the eggs of the crocodile, on which
account it was held in veneration by the ancient

Egyptians. (Also called Pharaoh's Rat, and for-

merly Indian Mouse?)
(With the early fabulous accounts cf. COCKATRICE, = cal-

catri.r, in origin a L. translation of ixvevtiiav .)

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie in. 17 b, Called a Mouse of
Indie, otherwise Ichneumon, a beaste ofEgypte of the great -

nes of a Catte. .who creepeth into the body of a Crocodylewhen in sleape he gapeth and eating his bowels, sleaeth
him. 1579 GOSSON Sell. Abuse (Arb.) 38 Ichneumon a little

worme, ouercomes the Elephant. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts (1658) 349 Marcellus and Solinus, do make question
of this Beast (Ichneumon) to be a kinde of Otter, or the
Otter a kinde of this Ichneumon, .. it diligently searcheth
out the seats of wilde Beasts, especially the Crocodile and
the Asp, whose Egs it destroyeth. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav.
101 As for the Icmonon, hee hath but onely changed his
name ; now called the Rat of Nilus. 1681 COLVIL Whigs
Supplic. (1751) 34 If Ichneumon and Crocodile Do fight
in Niger, as in Nile. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist.
(1827) I. n. 222 The ichneumon was adored because
he prevented the too great increase of crocodiles. 1855
Eng. Cycl., Nat. Hist, III. 82 Lucan and Rumphius both
notice the skill of the Ichneumon in seizing serpents by the
throat so as to avoid injury.
2. A small parasitic hymenopterous insect (family

Ichneumonidsf}, which deposits its eggs in or on
the larva of another insect, upon which its larvse
feed when hatched

; an ichneumon-fly.
The name had been already applied by Aristotle to

' a small
kind ofwasp that hunts spiders' ; partly from which, partly in
reference to the old stories as to the entry of the mammalian
ichneumon into the body of the crocodile, Linnseus applied
it to the parasitic flies. The genus is now much restricted
from its Linnaean extent.

1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat. Ins. 924 The Wasps called
Ichneumones, are less than the rest : they kill Spiders called
Phalangia, and after they have done they carry them into
their nests, and dawb them over with dirt, and so sitting
upon them do procreate their own species. 1671 F. WIL-
LOUGHBY in Phil. Trans. VI. 2279 It is very surprizing to
observe, that a great Caterpillar, instead of being changed
into a Butter-fly, .should produce sometimes . .a whole swarm
of Ichneumones. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Some of
these Ichneumons make the bodies of other smaller flies
the places of hatching their eggs. 1815 KIRBY & Sp.
Entomol. I. xi. 193 Some Ichneumons, instead of burying
their eggs in the body of the larvse . . content themselves
with gluing them to the skin of their prey. 1864 H. JONES
Holiday^Papers 149 On the cocoon which the caterpillar
spins being opened, an ichneumon steps out, instead of
a butterfly or a moth.
3. altrib. and Comb. Ichneumon-fly = 2 ; f ich-
neumon maggot, the larva of the ichneumon-fly.
1671 F. WILLOUGHBY in Phil. Trans. VI. 2279 There come

many of these Ichneumon maggots out of the body of the
same Caterpillar. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vm. vi. (1727)
375 note, The Insects that infest Fruits are either of the
Ichneumon-Fly kind, or Phatenas. 1789 G. WHITE Stltvrnt
1853) 377, I saw lately a small ichneumon fly attack a
spider much larger than itself. 1883 WOOD in Gd. Words
163/1 The parasitic Ichneumon flies . . are here in great
brce.

Ichneumon-, combining stem of prec. (in
sense 2), as in Ichneumonid (ikni-m^nid) = next
sb. Ichneumonidan (iknim(>

-

nidan) a., pertain-
ng to the family Ichneumonidse of hymenopterous
nsects, typified by the ichneumon-flies

; sb. an
nsect of this family. Ichnenmonideous (ikni-
m<Shi-df3s), Iclineumonidian (-i-dian) adjs.

=
67



ICHNEUTIC.

prec. adj. Ichnumonlform (-mp'niff'Jm) a.,

having the form or characters of an ichneumon-

fly (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855). lohneumoniie
-

v. trans., to infest, as the ichneumon-

fly, the bodies of other insects. Ichnn'monoid
a. and sb. =!OHNEUMONIDAN a. and sf>. Ichneu-

mono logy, tlie natural history of ichneumon-flies

(Cent. Diet.).
1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entam. IV. xliv. 218 Ichneumonidan

devourers are kept in check by other Ichneumonidan
devourers. 1843 Ibid. led. 6) I. ix. 226 Such is the activity
and address of the Ichneumonidans. 184* Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. HI. i. 37, I offered a conjecture, that those larva?

which entered the ground had been ' ichneumonized ',

whilst those which remained encased and in the ears would
be found uninjured. 1851 T. THOMPSON Ann. Influenza 389
The Cecidomyia of wheat would produce a famine but for

the ichneumonidian parasites. 1865 Reader No. 119.406/1
A dipterous or ichneumonideous insect.

Ichneutic (ikni-tik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. <x-

vtvTtit-6s good at tracking, f. Ixvivrfa tracker,

hunter, f. ixvfvtw to track.] Of or pertaining to

a tracker or tracking.

1838 MAGINN in Eraser's Mag. XVII. 651 If Eustathius
is right, when he, attributing to Argus powers of seeing,
takes away from his ichneutic merits.

Ichnite (i-knait). Geol. [f. Gr. fx?- s track,

footprint + -ITE.] A fossil footprint ; the foot-

print of an animal preserved in a rock.

1854 PAGE Introd. Geol. x. 88 These fossil footprints,
termed ichnites. .found at Corncockle Muir in Dumfries-

shire, at Storeton in Cheshire.. and many other places.

Ich.nograph.ic (iknograrfik), a. [f. ICHNO-

GRAPHY + -io. Cf. F. ichnographique (1752 in

Halz.-Darm.).] =next.

is to draw the exact plot of the same building.

Ich.nogfraphi.cal (iknogrse-fikal), a.
[f.

as

prec. + -At.] Pertaining or relating to ichno-

graphy.
1658 R. NEWCOURT Title to Map of London, A breife

Ichnograficall discription of this famous & Honorable City
of London. 11706 EVELYN Syh'a (1776) 351 Claudius Perrautt
has assisted the text with a figure or Ichnographical plot.

176* tr. BuschinSs Syst. Geoff. I. 8 Ichnographical descrip-
tions of the Earth, which we call Maps. 1704 Rudim. Anc.
Archit.(i8io) Pref. 6 An accurate ichnographical description
of the most celebrated Greek and Roman structures.

Hence Ichnogra phically adv., in on ichno-

graphical way ; by a ground-plan or map.
i6j8 R. NF.WCOUHT Title to Map of London, An Exact

Delineation of the Cities of London and Westminster and
the Svbvrbs Thereof. . . Composed by a Scale and Ichno-

graphically described. 1675 OGILBY Brit. Pref. 4 Towns
are describ'd Ichnographically.

Ichnography (iknp-grafi). Also 7 erron.

igno-. [a. F. ichnographic (1547 in Hatz.-Darm.),
or ad. late L. ichnographia, a. Gr. Ixvoypaipia a

tracing out, ground-plan, f. ixfos track, trace +

-vpic/MO -GRAPHY.] A ground-plan ; the representa-
tion of the horizontal section of a building or of

part of it (or, rarely, of some object resting on the

ground) ; also, the plan or map of a place.
The sense in the first quot. is doubtful; it may be '

section',

1598 R. HAYDOCKE tr. Lomatius i. in The ichnographie
of a mans head, a 1638 MEDE Rim. Apoc. iii. Wks. in. 589
The Ichnography and Platform of the Temple's Fabrick.

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 704 While he continued in Oxon
he drew an exact ichnography

of the City of Oxon. 1703
MOXON Meek. Exerc. 252 The Ground Plat or Ichnography
of each Floor or Story. 178* Jesuits Perspective 3 The
geometric ichnography of a column is a circle, of a pedestal
is a square. 1865 M ERIVALE Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixvii. 266 The
ichnography of the wall of Antoninus.

b. trans/. andyf,f.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent. Ep. A ij b, [He] taketh
the patterne of his religion from the Court Ichnographie.
a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 274 The Ser-

pent..In his own Slime the Ichnography drew, That all his

Legions might the Work pursue. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 32
The theatre is, as it were, the ichnography (ground-plan) of
a people.

Ichnolite (rkndlait). Geol. [f. Gr. ixvo-s foot-

print + Xiflos stone, -LITE.] = lOHNiTE. Hence
lohnolitio (Cent. Diet.}.
1846 WORCESTER cites Rogers. 1859 Edin. Rev. CX. 112

Of the peculiar animals of a quadrupedal nature which have
left the impress of their footsteps on these ancient sandy
coasts the only records are these ichnolites.

Ichnolithology (i kn^lijifrlddji). [f. Gr.

i\vo-s footprint + \t8o-s stone + -Ao^i'a -LOOY.] =
ICHNOLOQY. Hence I-chnolitholcrglcal a. - Icii-

NOLOOICAL. 1882 in OGILVIB.

Ichnology fiknp-lodji). [f. Gr. Ix* -* footprint
+- -LOQY.] That part of palaeontology which treats

of fossil footprints, b. The ichnological characters

or features of a district collectively.

10

Ichnomancy (i'knomsensi). [f.
as prec. + Gr.

fiavTfta divination, -MANGY.] (See quot.)
iSjs SMEDLEY Occult Sci. 206 Ichnomancy . . is the art of

finding out the figure, peculiarities, occupations, &c., of
men or beasts by the traces of their posture, position and
footsteps.

II Ichoglan (rtfoglaen). Also 8 itcheoglan.

[obs. Turkish (jiUl jl ich oyldn, f. ich interiorj

+ oy?&n yonng man, page.] A page in waiting in

the palace of the Sultan.

1677 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernffr's Grand Seignior's Serag.
3 The Ichoglans are those, in whom, besides the accom-
plishments of the Body, they discover also a noble Genius, fit

for a high Education, and such as may render them capable
of serving their Prince. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkcvenot's
Trav. i. xviii. 24 The Eunuchs also have the charge of
the Ichnoglans, or the Grand Signiors Pages. 1745 R.
POCOCKE frav. I. ii. in. ii. 134 The education of the itcheo-

glans for the seraglio of the grand signor. 1846 THACK F.KAY

yoitm. Cornhill to Cairo vii, Ichoglans and pages, with

lazy looks and shabby dresses.

Ichon, each one : see EACH B, C. Cf. ILKANE.

Ichor (ai'ki, i'kx). [a. Gr. IX&P On senses

below). Cf. F. ichor (i6th c. in Pare).]
1. Gr. Myth. The ethereal fluid supposed to flow

like blood in the veins of the gods.
1676 HoBBES///W(i677l 68 From the wound out sprang

the blood divine; Not such as men have in their veins, but
ichor [rime liquor]. 1728 POPE Dune. n. 92 Amus'd he

reads, and then returns the bills Sign'd with that Ichor
which from Gods distills. 18*3 BYRON Vis. Judgcm. xxv,
Of course his perspiration was but ichor, Or some such other

spiritual liquor. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes \\. v. (1856) 146
lo live ever youthful like the Gods, who have ichor in

their veins.

2. transf. and fig. Blood; a fluid, real or ima-

ginary, likened to the blood of animals, t F r~

merly, the serum of the blood.

1638 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. in. iH. (ed. 5) 34 Ichoresand
those serious matters being thickned become negme. 1^74
J. BRYANT Mjrthol. I. 343 The dog stained his mouth with

modern cnoogy. .s so mte. 155 . ITCHCOCK
Report to the Government of Massachusetts on the Ichno-

logy of New England. 1864
Proc. Amer. Phil. Sx. IX.

445 Ichnology, as a science, began . . with him [Dr. E. A.
Hitchcock).
Hence Ichnological a., relating to ichnology

^Worcester 1859).

. . .

the ichor of the fish. 184$ FORD Handbk. Spain i.

295/1 The azure ichor of this elite of the earth. 1880
HUXLEY Crayfish i. 31 The older Naturalists thought that

the crayfish was devoid of blood, and had merely a sort of
ichor in place of it. 1895 W. WATSON Hymn to Sea, Through
the veins of the Earth, riots the ichor of spring.

3. Path. A watery acrid discharge issuing from

certain wounds and sores.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. T 243 The Fontanel by reason of

the more powerful hurt of digestion then is accustomed doth

weep forth an Ichor. 17x0 T, FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 51
A Balsamick Decoction . . corrects acrid Ichor, c 1710 W.
GIBSON Earner's Guide n. Ii. ( r 738) 200 There is an Ichor
and viscid Matter perpetually flowing from the Tendons.

1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 158 Occasionally they [chalk

stones] push through the cutaneous covering and form
indolent ulcers, .and discharge a purulent ichor.

I-chord : see I-CHARD.

t Ichore-scent, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ESCENT.]

Growing or becoming ichorons. So flchore's-
cence, the fact of becoming ichorous ; f Ichore's-

cency.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. vn. 256 Fluxions and Icho-

rescency of the Seed. lbid.\\\\. 270 Things that incrassate
. -the ichorescent Bloud. llnd. xvm. 617 Alexipharmacks. .

hinder Ichorescence. .and too great rarefaction of the Blood.

t IchorO'SO, a. Obs. [f. ICHOU + -OSE.] =next.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 6 Of singular avail

against . . Ichorose Ulcers. 1739 HUXIIAM in Phil. Trans.
XLI. 669 Whence issued a very stinking ichorose Matter.

IchOPOUB (ai'koras), a. [f. ICHOR + -ous. Cf.

F. ichormx (i6th c. in Pare).] Of the nature or

character of ichor ; containing or discharging ichor.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. P 243 The man should feel himself

better, when the stream of ichorous matter flowes out, then
when pus is made. 1755 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. XLIX.43
Foul ichorous ulcers. 1878 T. BRYANT 1'ract. Surf. I. 127

They discharge a fetid ichorous pus.

II Ichorrhsemia (sikorfmia). Path. Also
-emia. [f. Gr. "i\top ICHOR + -<u/ua f. alfta blood.]
See quots. Hence Ichorrhse'mic (-emic a., per-

taining to ichorrhsemia.

1854-^7 C. A. HARRIS Dict.Mcd. Terminal., Ichontmia..

poisoning of the blood from the absorption of sanious matter.

1874 JONES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. led. 2) 118 Ichorrhxmia
. . or putrid infection. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 587
Many make a distinction between septicaemia and ichor-

rti;emia. Ibid., Ichorrhaemic infection.

I-chosen, ME. pa. pple. of CHOOSE, I-CHEOSE, v.

Ich.th.yal (i-kbial), a. [f. Gr. tx^-* fish + -AL.]
= ICHTHYIC.

1874 W. C. WILLIAMSON in Owen's Coll. Ess. vii. 222 The
Ichthya! division of that kingdom.

Ichthyarchy (i-kbi,a4ki). nonce-wd. [f. ICH-

THY(O- + Gr. <vx i

'

a rale, government.] The
domain of fishes ; the fish-world in all its orders.

1853 BADHAM Halieut. (1854) 275 To back an Agnano..
or Thrasymene

' tenca
'

against the whole of the Mediter-
ranean ichthyarchy.

Ichthyic (i'k]>i|ik), a. [ad. Gr. !x9<*os fishy,

f. JxCw-s fish. Cf. F. ichthyiquc.] Of, pertaining
to, or characteristic of fishes

; having the zoological
characters of a fish ; piscine.
1844-6 OWEN Comp. Anat. Vert. i. iv. 83 This remarkable

type of ichthyic organisation [the Lepidosiren]. 1858 GEIKIE
Hist. Boulder vii. 128 Despite their seeming reptilian

ICHTHYOGRAPHY.
character, they were undoubtedly ichthyic. 1869 BRISTOW
tr. J-iguier's World bef. Deluge iv. 112 The first great
ichthyic period of the Old Red-Sandstone.

Ich.th.yo- (i-kj>i,o), before a vowel ichthy-,
combining form of Gr. l%0vt, lx<>vo-s fish, entering
into many scientific terms, of which the following
are words of less frequent occurrence :

Ichthydin, Ichthyin (-thin), I'chthylin
(-oHa),CAem., names ofalbuminoid substances got
from the egg-yolk

of various fishes. Ichtuyo-
batrachian (i'kjHiobatr^'-kian), a., Zool. com-

bining the characters of Fishes and Batrachia, as

the Lepidosiren and Protopterus (Syd. Sac. Lex.

1886). Ichthyocephaloui (-se'falss) a. Ichthyol.

[Gr. (poAiJ head], belonging to tiselchthyoctphali,
a group of fishes in Cope's classification (,1870)

including certain eels. Ichthyocoprolite (-k(?-prJ-

lait) Palxont. [COPKOLITE], the fossilized excrement
of a fish ; also ichthyocopnis. Ichthyocrinid
(i'kbiip-krinid) a. Palscont. [see CRINOID], belong-
ing to the extinct family Ichthyocrinidx of articulate

crinoids of Devonian age ; sp Ichthyo-crinoid a.

and so. Ichthyodont (i'kbi,0d/>:nt) Palscont. [Gr.
uSovr- tooth], a fossil tooth of a fish. Ichthyo-
fatrna, the fish fauna, or fish-life, ofa sea or region.
Ichthyo latry [-LATRY], fish-worship, the worship
of a fish-god, as Dagon ; hence Ichthyolatrous
(-^latras) a. Ichthyomancy (i-kbiiomae-nsi)

[-MANCT], divination by means of the heads or

entrails of fishes ; so ichthyoma- ntic a. , of or

relating to ichthyomancy. Ichthyonomy (ikhi^--

nomi) [Gr. -vopia arrangement], arrangement or

classification of fishes. Ichthyopatolite (-piE'tf-

bit) Palneont. [Gr. ir<5ro-s path + -LITE], a fossil

imprint supposed to be that of the pectoral fin-rays
of a fish, used in progression on damp surfaces.

Ichthyophile (i-kp^fail), Ichthyo philist [Gr.

<j>i\-os loving], a lover of fish or fishes. Ichthy-
ophthiran (-flfbgio-ran) Zool. [Gr. <p0fip louse] a.,

belonging to the crustacean order Ichthyophthira,

parasites upon fishes
; sb. a crustacean of this order,

a fish-louse. Ichthyopodolite (-pp-dfHait) Palstont.

[Gr. ?ro5- foot + -LITE], a fossil imprint supposed to

have been made by some fish (Buckland 1844).
Ichthyopolism (ikbi|f

p

p<niz'm) [Gr. I\6voir6i\-ri^

fishmonger, muXtjs seller], the sale of fish
; so

Ichthyo polist, a seller of fish, a fishmonger.
Ichthyosarcolite (-sa-jkoloit) Pah-ant. [Gr. aapf ,

flesh + -LITE], a fossil bivalve shell of the genus
Caprintlla. Ichthyotoniist (ikbi,jrtomist) [Gr.
-TO/JOS cutting + -IST], a dissector or anatomist of

fishes ; so Ichthyotomy, dissection of fishes.

I chthyta'iidermy, the taxidermy or stuffing of

the skins of fishes as zoological specimens.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 141 I< hthine, Ichthidine, Ichthu-

line. 1708 /'All. 7njj. XXVI. 78 5K/<7Hrt,The Toad-stone,
or Capsular

'

Ichthyodont 1838 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist.
1. 492 Fossil teeth or ichthyodontes occur in great quantity
in Malta and Sicily. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Latal. 283 The
genus Miigil is richly represented in our Mchthyo-fauna.
1853 W. B. BARKER Lares <$ Penates 224 The worship. . was
afterwards associated in one common form of *ichthyolatry.
in Derceto or Atergates. 1656 BLOUNT Glosstigr.,

*
Ichthy.

onomancy [sic], a divination by fishes, a 1693 URQUHART
Rabelais in. xxv. 209 Ichthiomancy, in ancient times so

celebrated. 1847 CRAIG, Ichthyomancy. l8*a Edin. Rev. 49
Blainville next abuses Volta's *ichthyonomy. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain i. 218 The fore-claws are titbits for the
Andaluz *ichthyophile. 185* BADHAM Halieut. (1854) 154
We. .arrived, .at the gate of the old "ichthyophylist. 1853
Ibid. 474 If we look back into the history of *ichthyopolism,
Ibid., He once beat an Irish "ichthyopolist . . at her own
weapons. 1844-6 OWEN Contp. Anat. Vert. l. viii. 198 The
first spinal nerve .. is called 'hypoglossal nerve 1

by some
*ichthyotomists. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 220 Stuffed

fishes, prepared by Davidson's method of "ichthytaxidermy.

II Ichthyocolla (ikbi,<;k(--la). [L., a. Gr. l\6vl>-

xoXAo, f. \\9vo- fish- + K,',\\ii glue.] Fish-glue,

isinglass. Also atlrib.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 438 A fish there is named Ich-

thyocolla, which hath a glewish skin, and the very glue that

is made thereof, is likewise called Ichthyocolla. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Ichthyocolla, a kind of Glew made of the
skin of Fishes, commonly called Isonglass. 177* JACKSON
mPkil. 7>oJ. LXIII. 3 Processes for making Ichthyocolla,
fish-glue or isinglass.

Ichthyodorylite, -dorulite (i^i^fii-
bit,-df>T'Hbit;. Palxont.

[f.
ICHTHYO- + Gr. 86pv

spear + Ai'tfos stone (see -LITE). The etymological

spelling is -dorylitc: cf. F. ichthyoJorylitkc.] A
fossil spine of a fish or fish-like vertebrate.

1837 BUCKLAND Geol, I. 287 Dorsal spines of Fishes.,

have been named Ichthyodorulites. 1841 H. MILLEU O. K.
Sandst. viii. (ed. 3) 167 A bulky but very imperfectly-pre-
served ichthyodorulite. 1871 W. S. SYMONDS Rec. Rocks
viii. 272, I saw a small ichthyodorulite in some silicious beds.

Ichtliyo'graplier. [f.
as prec. + Gr. --ypa^os

writing, writer *-EB'.] A writer on fishes. So

Ichthyo'graphy, description of fishes ; lohthyo-

gra phio a., pertaining to ichthyography.
1677 PLOT Oxfordsk. 103 All the Pectines or Escallop-

shells I could find in the Icthyographers. 1736 BAILEV



ICHTHYOID.

(folio) Pref., Ichthyography, .. a Discourse, or Description
of Fishes. 18^7 CRAIG, Ichthyography, a treatise on fishes.

Ichthyoid (i'k))i|0id), a. and sb. [f. as prec.
+ -DID. Cf. Gr. ixftvuibqs

= ix9t;o(S^s.]

A. adj. Resembling or having the form or charac-

teristics of a fish ; fish-like.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Ichthyoides, resembling a fish,

..ichthyoid. i86jj
PAGE Httndbk. Geol. s.v., The ichthyo-

saurus, .is partly ichthyoid and partly sauroid. 1870 RUSKIN
Whs. (1872) III. 135 This ichthyoid, reptilian, or mono-
chondyloid ideal of the self-made man.

B. sb. A vertebrate of the fish type ; spec.
=

ICHTHYOPSID.

1863 HUXLEY Coinp. Anat. (1864) v.
74_

The classes of the

Vertebrata are capable of being grouped into three provinces
(I.) the Ichthyoids ..(II.) the Sauroids . . and (III.) the
Mammals. 1866 in Intell. Obseru. No. 56. 100 The
Ichthyoids, comprising fishes and amphibia. 1870 ROL-
LESTON Anim. Life Introd. 67 Instances of larval Ichthyoids

maturing sexual products are furnished to us by the im-
mature Lamprey.
So Ichthyoi'dal a. --

prec. A.

Ichthyol (i'k)>i|pl). Med. [f. ICHTHYO- + L.
oleum oil. (But perh. suggested by ichthyolileS\
A brownish-yellow syrupy liquid of disagreeable
odour, obtained by the dry distillation of bituminous
rocks containing remains of fossil fishes

; used as

a remedy in skin diseases. Hence Ichthyo'lic a.,

pertaining or related to ichthyol.
1885 Lancet 26 Sept. 577 The ammonium salt of sulpho-

ichthyolic acid. . . The ichthyol salt may be taken in-

definitely. 1898 Voice (N. Y.) ip Feb. 5/2 Ichthyol and
other similar agents . . may be painted on the affected por-
tions of the skin.

Ichthyolite (i-kJji/Uit). Palseont. [f. as prec.
+ Gr. Ai'flos stone : see -LITE. Cf. F. icht(K)yolithe

(1762 in Hatz.-Darm.).] A fossil fish
; any fossil

of ichthyic origin.
1828 WEBSTER cites E. Hitchcock. 1842 H. MILLER O.

R. Sandst. ix. (ed. 2) 193 The ichthyolites of the Old Red
Sandstone. 1850 LYELL Princ. Geol. ix. (ed. 8) 134 Similar

Ichthyolites have been met with in still older rocks. 1854
PAGE Introd. Geol. 112 The most common ichthyolites in

the English tertiaries are the shark-like teeth of gigantic

placoids which seem to have thronged these waters.

Hence Icathyoli tic a., pertaining to, or charac-

terized by containing, ichthyolites.
1850 H. MILLER Footpr. Creat. x. (1874) 192, I found it

partially embedded.. in an ichthyolitic deposit. 1854
Sell, fy Sckm. xx, The ichthyolitic formations of Moray.

IchthyologicCikbi^lfrdsik),^. [f.
ICHTHYO-

LOG-Y + -ic. Cf. F. icht(li}yologiqiie (i 770 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Of or belonging to ichthyology, ichthyic.
1853 BADHAM Halieut. (1854) 257 The ichthyologic section

of Acanthopterygii. 1861 H. F. HOKE in Macnt. Mag.
V. 53 The number of fish left to breed is but a decimal
fraction of that algebraic, ichthyologic x, the unknown
quantity of salmon which ought to be spared.

Ichthyolo'gical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.] Of
or pertaining to ichthyology ; relating to or dealing
with the natural history and classification of fishes

;

loosely, pertaining to fishes
; ichthyic, piscine.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Crit. Hist. 104 In

blazening those Ichthyological Medals. 1753 SIR J. HILL
Hist. Anim. 297 All the Ichthyological writers have de-

scribed it. 1837 WHKWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. III. xvi. vii.

368 Cuvier himself. .attempted to improve the Ichthyological

arrangements. 1868 Daily News 24 July, Some very curious

Ichthyological phenomena have been noticed in Southampton
Water this season.

Hence Ichthyolo'gically adv., according to

ichthyology ; (in quot.) with reference to fishes.

1854 BADHAM Halieut. 189
'

Apolecti ', . . applied ichthyo-

logically to the thunny, and probably to young specimens.

Ichthyologist (ikJa^lfidgMt). [f.
ICHTHYO-

LOGY + -IST.] One versed in ichthyology ; a student

of the natural history of fishes.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim.
224 The coryphaena . . was well known to the Ichthyo-

logists of all times. 1773 JACKSON in Phil. Trans. LXIII.

7 The anatomy and uses of the sound in fish seems not yet

adjusted by icthyologists. 1889 Nature 5 Dec. 101 The well-

known Indian ichthyologist, ! rancis Day.

Ichthyology (ikhiiC'lodgi). [f.Gr. ix6vs, IxOvo-

fish + -LOGY.] The natural history of fishes as a

branch of zoology, b. The Ichthyological features

or characteristics (of a district), the fishes (of a

region) as subjects of scientific study.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. HI. xxiv. 169 Some there

are in the Land which were never maintained to be in the

Sea. .which carry no name in Icthyologie. 1772 JACKSON in

Phil. Trans. LXIII. 8 The latest, and perhaps the most
accurate authoron icthyology. i8i6Gentl. 71/a^.LXXXV I.

ii. 616 The Ichthyology of these parts of North America.

1842 H. MILLER O. /i. Sandst. ii. (ed. 2) 59 The labours of

these two great men in fossil ichthyology. 1880 GUNTHER
Fishes 2 The commencement of the history of Ichthyology
coincides with that of Zoology generally.

Ichthyoniorphic (Ikbi^m^'afik), a. [f. ICH-

THYO- + Gr. i*opip-ij shape + -ic.]

a. Having the form of a fish, as the fish-god

Dagon. b. Possessing (all or some of) the

zoological characters of fishes ; ichthyoid.
1879 Contemp. Rev. 478 The ichthyomorphic nature

belonging to this aspect of his personality. 1887 H. H.
HOWORTH Mammoth f, Flood 432 The legend, .recalls the

ichthyomorphic God Ea.

11

t IchthyO'phagan. Obs. rare. [f. L. ichlhyo-

phag-us (see next) + -AN.] A fish-eater.

1607 TorsELL Foiir-f. Beasts (1658) 225 People of Arabia
. .which some call Ichthyophagans, and Troglodytans.

II Ichthyophagi (ikbi^-fadgsi), sb. pi. [L.,

pi. of ichthyophag-us ^usually in pi. as name of

fish-eating races), a. Gr. lxSvo<f>dyos, {. Gr. Ix6uo-
fish- + -<j>d-vos eating, f. (paytiv to eat.] Fish-eaters.

(Rarely in sing, ichthyophagus ICHTHYOPHAGIST.)
1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facious I. vi. 103 Ichthio-

phagi of Afrike. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. <r Min. 231
The Ichthyophagi made bread of their [whales'] flesh,
and houses, &c. of their bones. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy.
round World I. 143 We were now indeed become perfect

ichthyophagi. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. Introd. i. (1866) 2

Here, within a half-submerged territory, a race of wretched

ichthyophagi dwelt upon terpen, or mounds.

Icntnyophagian (-f^'ds'an), a. [f. as prec. +

-IAN.] Of or characteristic ofIchthyophagi; charac-

terized by the eating of fish.

1852 BADHAM Halieut. (1854) 137 These ichthyophagian
banquets.

Ichthyophagist (ikbi^-fadsist). [f. as prec.

+ -1ST.] A fish-eater ;
one whose food is fish.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1819 W. LAWRENCE Physiol.

(1848) 144 They are not, however, pure ichthyophagists.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Sac. XXIX.
242 The Lakists generally are. .strong swimmers and fisher-

men, and vigorous ichthyophagists all.

So Ichthyo-phagrite -
prec. ; Ichthyo-phagize

v. (nonce-wd.) intr. to eat fish.

1835 KIRBY Hob. <y Inst. Anim. I. ii. 117 One [tribe] were

perfect Ichthyophagites, and would touch no other animal

food. 1853 BADHAM Halieut. (1854) 346 This very important
duty of ichthyophagizing dates some way back in ecclesias-

tical history.

Ichthyophagous (ikbi|^-fag3s),. [f. L. ich-

t/iyophag-us, ad. Gr. IxOvoipayo! (see ICHTHYO-

PHAGI) + -ous.] Fish-eating ;
that feeds on fish.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. x, A few
are Ichthyophagous,and use Salted Herrings. 1852 TH. Ross
Humloldt's Trail. II. xxiv. 455 The icthyophagous nations,
that dwelt on the Persian Gulf and the shores of the Red
Sea. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 1018 Transferred in raw,
smoked or imperfectly cured and cooked fish^to the intestine

of man, dog, cat or other ichthyophagous animal.

Hence Ichthyo'phajfously adv., in reference to

ichthyophagy.
1854 BADHAM Halieut. Advt., The Author's purport . . is,

to treat of fish ichthyophagously, not ichthyologically, and
to give, not fish science, but fish tattle.

Ichthyophagy [ikJaip'fSdgi). [a. F. ichthyo-

phagie (i6thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. Gr. i'x9wo0a-yi'a

fish diet, f. ix.0vo<t>ayo$ : see prec.] The practice of

eating fish.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ichthyophagie, fish-eating, a 1693
URQUHART Rabelais in. xxii. 178 Poor Snakes, the very
Extracts of Ichthyophagy. 1819 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 519,
I..am still almost at odds with ichthiophagy.

Ichthyophthalmite (ikj>i|ffJise'lmait). Min.

[f.
Gr. Ix8v-sf\sh + wpSoA.yu-o's eye + -ITE, in reference

to its appearance. (In 1801 called ichthyoph-

thalme^)\ A synonym of APOPHYLLITE.

1883 Encyd. Brit. XVI. 421/1.

II Ichthyopsida (ikj>i,>-psida), sb. pi. Zool.

[mod.L., f. IOHTHYO- + Gr. oif/is appearance : see

-ID.] The lowest of the three primary groups of

Vertebrata in Huxley's classification, comprising
the branchiate vertebrates, i. e. the amphibians or

batrachians, the fishes, and fish-like vertebrates.

Hence Ichthyo'psid, -o-psidan, -opsi-ilian adjs.,

of or belonging to the Ichthyopsida ;
sl>s. a verte-

brate of this group.
1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. ii. 75 The spinal accessory

exists in no Ichthyopsid vertebrate. Ibid. iii. 112 The
Vertebrata are divided into three primary groups or pro-
vinces : the Ichthyopsida, the Sauropsida, and the Mam-
malia. 1871 MIVART Elem. Anat. ii. 43 All YerteDrates

above the Ichthyopsida. 1887 J. CLELAND in Nature

24 Feb. 301/1 There were two kinds of protovertebrates,

namely, piscine and reptilian or ichthyopsidan and saur-

opsidan, as Prof. Parker would probably prefer to call

them. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 432 Class

Cyclostomi . . Elongated Eel-like Ichthyopsida, with the

mouth not supported by jaws as in other Vertebrata.

Ichthyopterygian (i:kjn>pteri-d3ian),0. and

sb. Palseont. [f. Gr. ix^o- (see ICHTHYO-) + irrtpuf ,

Ttripvy- wing, irr(ptryi-ov wing, fin + -AN.]
a. adj. Belonging to the Ichthyopterygia, an

order of extinct marine reptiles in Owen's classifica-

tion (1860, Palseont. 198-9), so named from the

paddle- or fin-like character of the digits of the

fore and hind limbs, the type ofwhich is the ichthyo-

saurus; ichthyosaurian. b. sb. A reptile of this

order ;
an ichthyosaurian.

II Ichthyornis (ikjriijrinis). Palseont. [mod.L.

(Marsh 1872), f. Gr. Ix6v-s fish + opvts, 6>i0-os

bird.] An extinct genus of toothed birds (Odontor-

nithes) belonging to the order or sub-class Odonto-

torvtse, having socketed teeth and biconcave

vertebrae, the remains of which occur in the creta-

ceous rocks of North America. Hence Ichtliy-

ICICLE.

ornithic (-/.mrbik) a., belonging to this genus.
Ichthyo'rnithid, a bird of the family Ichthy-
ornithidse.

1872 O. C. MARSH in Amer. yrnl. Sc. <$ Arts 3rd Ser. IV.

344 Notice of a new and remarkable bird. . . This species
may be called Ichthyornis dispar. 1873 Ibid. VI. 74
Notice of a new Species of Ichthyornis. 1884 G. ALLEN
in Longtn. Mag. Jan. 290 The ichthyornis has a row of
teeth in each jaw. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds 054 The
Teeth of Ichthyornis are . . restricted to the mandibles and
maxillae ; but they stand each in a separate socket.

Ichthyosaur (i-tyiiosyj.). [ad. mod.L. ich-

thyosaur-us : see next.] = next, b.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 123 The huge iguanodon might
reappear in the woods, and the ichthyosaur in the sea.

'

thyosaurs . . were the
:riod extending from

jf the Chalk formation.

1876 tr. Beneden's Anim. Parasites Introd., The fishes and
the crustaceans which were chased by the plesiosaurs and
the ichthyosaurs.

II Ichthyosaurus (i'kjriiosg-r&s). Palseont.

PI. -i. [mod.L., f. Gr. \\0v-i, Ix9vo- fish + oavpos

{ aavpa) lizard.] A genus of extinct marine ani-

mals, combining the characters of saurian reptiles
and of fishes with some features of whales, and

having an enormous head, a tapering body, four

paddles, and a long tail. (Their remains are found

chiefly in the Lias.) b. An animal of this genus.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 385 Of the various

reptiles of this period, the Ichthyosaurus.. seems to have
been best suited to rule in the waters. 1833 LYELL Princ.
Geol. III. 172 Vertebral of ichthyosauri. Ibid. Gloss. 71

Ichthyosaurus, a gigantic fossil marine reptile, intermediate

between a crocodile and a fish. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol.

(1855) 298 The Ichthyosaurus had the general contour of

a dolphin, the head of a lizard, the teeth of a crocodile, the

sternal arch of an ornithorhynchus, and the paddles of

a whale. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 37 In the extinct

Ichthyosaurus the neural arch was permanently distinct

from the centrum.

Hence Ichthyosaurian (ikJ>i0|Sg-rian) a., of or

pertaining to the ichthyosaurus ; belonging to the

order Ichthyosauria ; sb. an animal of this order.

Ichthyosau-rid, an animal of the Ichthyosaurus

family, Ichthyosauridx. Ichthyosatrroid a.,

having the form or characters of an ichthyosaurus.
1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrnls. I. iii. 79 With his ichthyo-

saurian snout raised high above the water.

II IchthyOSiS (ikf>i|<ra-sis). Path. [mod. medical

L. (\Villan ib'oi), f. Gr. t'x^-s fish + -osis. More

etymologically called by Good (Study Med. 1822

IV. 597) ichthyi-asis (cf. elephantiasis), names in

-osis being properly verbal sbs., from Gr. verbs in

-o(i>'.] A congenital disease of the skin in which

the epidermis becomes thickened and assumes a

dry and horny appearance. (Also calledfish-skin
disease and porcupine disease.)

1815 R. BATEMAN Delia. Cutaneous Dis. Pref. 5 Exhibiting
the disease Ichthyosis.. 1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. 43 Ichthyo-
sis is oftwo kinds, epithelial and sebaceous. 1876 DUHRING
Dis. Skin 353 Ichthyosis is a congenital, chronic, hyper-

trophic disease, .characterized by dryness and harshness of

the skin, the formation of scales, and a variable amount of

papillary growth. 1878 HABERSHON Dis. Abdomen 17 The
morbid growth of epithelium, .g^ives

rise to an appearance
which has been called

'

ichthyosis of the tongue '.

Hence Ichthyotic (ikj)i?'tik) a., subject to or

affected with ichthyosis.
1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 356 Ichthyotic persons are noted

to perspire but very slightly. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg.
I. 522 An ichthyotlc tongue.

-ician(ijan), a compound suffix, in F. -icien, con-

sisting of -IAN (ME. and F. -ieii), added to names of

arts or sciences in L. -tea, F. -ique, Eng. -1C, -ICS, to

denote a person skilled in the art or science ; e. g.

arithmetic-ian, logic-ian, magic-ian, music-tan,

p/iysic-ian, rhetoric-ian ; mathematic-ian, mecha-

nic-ian, optic-ian, polilic-ian, statistic-ian, tac-

tic-ian; sometimes formed by analogy on names

not ending in -ic (though there may be an adj. in

-ic), as academ-ician, algebr-ician, geoinetr-ician,

Hebr-ician: cf. also patrician, f. L. patrici-tts.

The termination goes back to i2thc. in OF. (where it was

merely a case of the usual suffix -ten as in astrolog-ien,

astronom-ien): thus i2th c. physicien, ijth c. logtcien,

iifiM.matIiematicien,musiden. In Eng.JisicieH is known

1:1225 mavicyen 4:1380, musicien, rethoricien 1:1425, 10-

gycien 1475. Extended formations, with suffix -er, are

musician-er (now obs. or vulgar), and practitioner for

practicianer (F. praclicietD.

Illcica (i-sika). Hot. [The native name in

Guiana.] The name of a genus of S. American

trees (N. O. Burseraceie), of which /. altissima is

the Cedar-wood and /. heptaphylla the Incense-

wood of Guiana. loioa resin, a fragrant resin

obtained from the Incense-wood ;
hence I-cicau,

also I-cacin, a crystalline resin, obtained from this.

1890 Mun
the crystalline resin of conima or Incense resin.

Icicle (ai'sik'l). Forms: a. (i ises sicel), 4

ysse-ikkle, ysekele, iseohele, isykle, 5 ise-

Jekille, izekelle, hyse-hykylle, 6 yse-yckel,
67 -a



ICICLE.

ioe-iokel, 6-7 ysicle, isikle, isiele, 7 yoiole,

icikle, isiokle, ioeycle, -iole, 7-8 isocle. 8-

icicle. ft. 6-7 ioe-siokle, 7 -siole, -siekol,

-aeekel. 7. 4 ise-yokel ; Sc. and dial. 6 isch(e-,

yse-, ioe-sohokkill (//. -sohoklis , 7 ice-shokle,
S -shogle, 9 -shockle, -shoggle, -shoglin, -shog,
-shackle. [OE. type *is-icel (for which is actually
found Ises ifeel), f. Is ICE +&icel ICKLE ; corresp. to

MLG. ts-jokel (LG. ts-jukcl, -jdkel, -oekel, EFris.

isjiikel), Da. isjokkel, dial, iisegle (but the usual

Da. word is istaf), Norw. isjukel. In English the

second element has retained an independent stress

only in some corrupt dialect forms ; but the word

wasapp. sometimes pronounced as acornpound inthe

i;th c. Of the dialect y-forms, the ME. ise-yokel

corresponds to several continental forms viit'hjoiel
instead of ickle; perhaps \heice-schokle, isch-sckokle

forms are to be referred to an earlier isch-yokel type.
Thence arose further corruptions, ice -shackle,

-shoggle, etc., and the second element came to be

a separate word in Sc.
;
see SHOCKLE, SHOGGLE.]

L A pendent ice-formation resembling a rod taper-

ing downward to a point, produced by the freezing
of successive drops of water falling or trickling
from the point of attachment, as from the eaves of

a house or other overhanging point.
a. c xooo ^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 1 17/14 iSViVw, stil-

licidia, isesgicel. 13. . Gam. ty Gr. Knt. 732 Claterande fro

the crest be colde borne rennez & henged heae ouer his

hede in hard ysse-ikkles. 13^7 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvii. 227
Ysekeles [v.r. iseyokels, C. isykles, isecheles] in eueses
borw hete of be sonne Melteth in a mynut while to myst &
to ware. 1483 CaM. Angl. 198/2 An IzekelleW. Ise^ekille),

stirium, stiricus. 1579 SPENSER Sheph, Col. Jan. 36 Whose
drops in drery ysicles remaine. 16x4 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
in. ii. 49 The boughs of a great tree loaded with Isickles.

I7U W. ROGERS Voy. 348 Pieces of Stone, resembling Salt,
which congeal like Icecles, as the Water drops from the
Rock. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 21 Eaves of snow, from
which long icicles depended. 1887 R. BUCHANAN Heir of
Linne vii. The girl was cold as an icicle.

ft. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. f, Uplondyslun. (Percy Soc.) 3 The
Ipnge yse sycles at the hewsys honge. 1598 FLORIO, Ghiac-
ciitoli, ise-sickles, dropping ises. 1605 TIMME >/< c-rs//. in. 155
Congealed, .into ise-sickels. 163* SHERWOOD, Ice-seekles,

gouttesgelees. 1680 Answ. StiSingfleet's Serm. 28 We see
what Icesicles are hanging on the Eves of the Parliament
House at this Motion.

V- .'377 [see o]. c 1480 HENRYSON Test. Cres. (1593) 160
The ice-schoklis that fra his hair doun hang Was wonder
greit, and as ane speir als lang. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vii.

Prol. 62 Gret isch schoklis lang as ony spere. 1630 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Poems, Shadow of Judgent., A mountain
lifteth up his crested head : His locks are ice-shockles, his
brows are snow. 1711 RAMSAY /'// never leave thee v, Bid
iceshogles hammer red Gauds on the studdy. 1805 J. NICOL
Poems II. 158 (Jam.) But wi'

poortith,
hearts het as a

cinder Will cald as an ice-shogle turn. 1825 BROCKETT,
Ice-shoggle, an icicle. 1828 Craven Dial., Ice-shackles. 1855
ROBINSON Wkitby Gloss., Ice Skoglins or UkUs.
fig. i8ia Let. 2 June in Daily News ( 1898) 22 Jan. 6/1

,
1 hope

you don't make yourself unhappy about her. She is really
an icicle. i8aa BYRON Werner H. ii. 240 Must I turn an icicle ?

2. transf. A formation resembling an icicle ; esp.
a. a stalactite.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxv. (1645) 285 Allom falleth
down in lumps, Saltpeter in long icicles. 1605 WOODWARD
Ifat. Hist. Earth (1702) 177 The Sparry Stiriz, or Iceycles
called Stalactitz : the Native Saline Iceycles, or Sal Stalac-
tii.um. 179* Massachusetts Mag. Nov., Some of these

stony isicles have at length reached the bottom of the cave.

b. A needle-shaped or acicular crystal.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.^ Snmv.'is, an infinite Mass of
Icicles regularly figured. Ibid., The several Points of each
Starry Icicle of Snow. Ibid., The Icicles of Urine. 1715
Pancirollut' Rerum Mem. II. vi. 300 luices are mostly
concreted into Globules or Icicles. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery
Impr. ( 1757) 1 1. 242 The Icicles of Nitre, if I may so call them

c. In Heraldry : see quot.
1830 ROBSON Brit. Herald Gloss., Icicles, depicted in shape

as gutters, but reversed ; some authors call them clubs.

3. Comb., as icicle-like adj.
1849-51 TODD Cycl. Anal. IV. 1189/1 Descending .. in

icicle-like projections.

Icicled (si'sik'ld), a. [f. prec. + -ED 2. ] Over-

hung with icicles; also, f frozen, congealed.
a 1640 DAY Parl. Bees ix, My bloud's not 'uoyl'd with i

fevers, nor..Is't isicled with cramps, or dropsie cold. is
BENLOWES

Theofh.
xm. liii, When quivering winters dress

|

vii, Giant beards of icicled cascade.

Icily (oi-sili), adv. [f. ICY a. + -LV *.] In an icy
manner; coldly, freezingly. Alsoyf^f.
1848 E. BRONTE W.uthering Heights (18581 4, I.. shrank

icily into myself, like a snail. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives
<V Dau. I. 292 A tone which he meant to be icily indifferent,

1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 220 The wind blew icily cold.

Iciness (ai'sines). [f. ICY + -NESS.] The quality
of being icy ; extreme coldness. Chiefly/^.
1579 IWYNB Phisicke agst. Fort. i. xxvii. 36 a, A colde

ycmesse of sorowe and
repentaunce. a 160 J. SMITH Sel.

Disc. vii. 372 Love . . enough to thaw all the icyness of men's
'

hearts which self-love had quite frozen up. 1814 BYRON
Lara i. xxviii, O'er his brow the dampening heart-drops
threw The sickening icinessof that cold dew. 1883 Co//>. !

Kei'. Aug. 238 A most distressing and depressing iciness of :

tone and manner.
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Icing (ai-sirj\ vtl. s/>. [f. ICE v. + -ING'.]
1. The process of encrusting or adorning with

crystallizations of sugar ; concr. an incrustation of

white or coloured sugar applied in various ways
to the surface of cakes, pastry, etc.

1769 MKS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 144 Tarts that
are iced require a slow oven, or the icing will be brown.

1774 WAKTON Hist. Eng. Poetry Ixi. (1840) III. 396 The
splendid iceing^

ofan immense historic plum-cake. 1845 ELIZA
ACTON Mod. Cookery xvi. (ed. a) 335 When a whiter icing
is preferred, the pastry must be drawn from the oven. .and
brushed with white of egg . . then well covered with sifted

sugar.
2. The process of cooling by means of ice.

1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 378 Some kinds of bad
port wine are improved by icing. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel.

20 July, Champagne which, for all its deceptive iceing, is

a very heating wine.

3. Icing down : the process of becoming covered

with ice. Natit.
1881 tr. Nordenskield's Voy, o/

'

Vtga
'

I. ut. 451 It is

such a mist that causes the icing down of the rigging of
vessels . . the tackling of the Vega was covered with pieces
of ice so large, and layers so thick, that accidents might
have happened by the falling of the ice on the deck.

Icinge: see YISSING.

Icing-glass, obs. form of ISINGLASS.

-icity (i'siti), a compound suffix, a. F. -icit4,

ad. L. -icitdt-em (nom. -icitds}, formed by the

addition of the suffix -tat- (see -TV) to adj. stems in

-ic(t ) , as rusticitas, lubricitas, f. rustic-us, lubric-us.

On the analogy of these (perh. also influenced by
sbs. like simplicitas, felicitas from simplex, felix),
abstract sbs. in -icitt in Fr. and -icity in Eng. are

formed freely upon adjs. of any origin in -ic : e. g.

aposlolicity, atomicity, authenticity, catholicity,

domesticity, eccentricity, elasticity, electricity, pub-
licity.

Icker (i'kar). Sc. Forms : 6 eoher, -ir, 8-
icker. [The Sc. form of EAR si.'-'; repr. the

ONorthumb. form eher, teh/ier.] An ear of corn.

1513 DOUGLAS /&neis yn. xiii. 35 Or how feill echirris [ed.

1553 echeris] of corn thik growing . . dois hing On Hermy
feildis. 1785 BURNS To a Mouse lii, A daimen icker in a
thrave 'S a sma' request.

Ickle (i'kTi. 06s.eTx.dial. Forms: a. iseoil8e,-e,

Sioel, 4 yohele, 5 ikyl, iekyll, 7 icle, 8 iccle, 6-
ickle. 0. 5 yokle. See ?lso ICICLE. [OE. *pecel
(gicel, %ycct), gecils, cognate with ON. jpkull
icicle, ice, glacier (mod.Icel. jokull glacier, Norw.
dial, jukel, jukul, jfkul icicle) : OTeut. types

*jekulo-z, *jikilo-z, f. OTeut. *jekon-, in ON. jaki
piece of ice : cf. Olr. aig ice.]
= ICICLE. Also trans/.
a 700 Epitial Gloss, 954 Stiria, Jecilae [Erfurt Decile],

j

a 1000 (tr. Bxda} Be Domes Dxze 191 Se brece fticela

[WuLFSTAN Horn. xxix. (Napier 138) ycela] swiSe hat and
ceald. c 1000 [see ICICLE i]. c 13*5 Gloss. W. de Biolesw.
in Wright Voc. 161 Un esclarcyl, an ychele. c 1440 rrontp.
Pan>. 259/1 Ikyl (\V. iekyll), stiria. 1500 Ortus Voc.,
Stiria. .a 5okyll. 1570 LEVINS Klanip. 125/6 Ickles, stirix.

1676 HODGSON in Phil. Trans. XI. 766 From the roof of
which hang large lumps of petrified water, like Icles, . . these
icles are good Limestone, a 1687 COTTON Joys ofMarriage
14 Be she constant, be she fickle, Be she fire, or be she
ickle. 1828 Craven Dial., Ickles, isicles ; water ickles, sta-

lactites. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Ickles, icicles.

Ickle, ickwell : see HICKWALL.
I-clad, var. of YCLAD///. a., clad. I-elensid,

-clansid, ME. pa. pple. of CLEANSE. I-cleped,
i-cliped, etc., ME. pa. pple. of CLEPE v. : see

YCLEPT. I-closed, of CLOSE v. I-clothed,
of CLOTHE v. I-clumben, of CLIMB v. I-

clunge(n, of CLING v. I-clypt, -clupt, of

CLIP v. 1 I-cnawen, i-cnowen, of KNOW v. ;

see also YKNOW. I-cnouleche : see KNOW-
LEDGE v. I-cnut, ME. pa. pple. of KNIT v.

I-cnutte : see I-KNIT v.

tlcod (ikfd), int. Obs. [A variant of ECOD, in

origin the same as EGAD, AGAD.] An asseveration.

1697 VANBRUGH Relapse iv. i, I'cod, I don't care how
often I'm married. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvm. viii,

'Icod 1 1 shall lose two or three thousand pounds. 1700 By-
stander 343 Icod, Sir, the back stairs has conveyed him to
the cellar.

I-come(n, ME. pa. pple. of COME v.

Icon (ai'kfjn, ai'kan). Also ikon, eikon. [a.
late L. icon (Pliny), ad. Gr. dicwv, elxov- like-

ness, image, portrait, semblance, similitude, simile,
1. *tlx-tiv to be like.]

1 1. An image, figure, or representation ; a por-
trait ; a picture,

' cut ', or illustration in a book ;

esp. applied to the
'

figures
'

of animals, plants,
etc. in books of Natural History. Obs.

1571 BOSSEWELL A rmorie III. 230, The Icon, or forme of
the same birde, I haue caused thus to bee figured. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vii. 2. 38 The two first ensuing
Icones or Portraitures. 1646 Sin T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v.
xvii. 958 He is set forth in the Icons or Cuts of Martyrs by
Cevallerius. 1710 SALMON (title) Botanologia . . beautifully
adorned with exquisite Icons or Figures of the most con-
siderable

Species. 17*7 SWITIER Pract. Gardiner in.
xxvii. 143 The same that the Herbals have left both the
icons and description of.

ICONIZE.

b. An image in the solid; a monumental

figure ; a statue.

*S77~ty HoLiNSHEoCAnMi. (1807-8) II. 147 The pope ment,
by Luu-ing such ikons to be erected, to prefer Thomas as a

perpetual saint to all posterities. 1638 SIR T. HKKHKKI
Tnii'. (ed. 2) 225 Keturne him in pure gold the Icon of an
Elephant, Cammell, or Dromedary. 1885 Athen&itin

4 Apr. 445 Otto of Brunswick in Hildesheim Church . .

whose monumental icon is figured here. Ibid., The monu-
mental statues of Queen Eleanor of Castile wear the wimple
exactly as this icon of Ingeborg wears it.

2. Eastern Church. A representation of some
sacred personage, in painting, bas-relief, or mosaic,
itself regarded as sacred, and honoured with a
relative worship or adoration.

1833 R. PINKERTON Russia 227 Behind them were carried
. .six censers, and six sacred ikons. 1864 W. T. GREIVK
Serbia in Vac. Tour. 428 It is beneath the icon of the
Blessed Virgin that women kneel during the office of

Churching. 1877 D. M. WALLACE Russia iv. 98 Icons are

pictorial half-length representations of the Saviour, of the

Madonna, or of a saint, executed in archaic Byzantine style,
on a yellow or gold ground. . .Very often the whole picture
with the exception of the face and hands of the figure is

covered with a metal plaque embossed so as to represent
the form of the figure and the drapery. 1879 H. S. EDWARDS
Russians at Home I. 90 The lhever is expressly cautioned

against such an abuse of the holy eikons.

f 3. Rhet. A simile. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 250 Icon or
Resemblance by iniagerie. 1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 148
Metaphores are contracted similitudes. To which if the
note be added, it is called Icon. 1676 HOBBES Iliad To
Rdr., The perfection and curiosity of

descriptions, which
the ancient writers of eloquence call icones, that is images.
4. A realistic representation or description in

writing. Now rare or Obs.

1579 E. K. Glass. Spenser's Shefh. Col. Feb. 102 This
tale of the Oake and the Brere . . is very excellente for

and representation of nature and human life.

5. Comb, icon-stand = ICONOSTASIS, q.v.

t I:conantidyptic, a. Obs. [f. Gr. elxuv

ICON + carrl opposite to + Svnr-uv to dive, duck +
-ic.] Applied to a kind of telescope (see quot.) :

Cf. DlPLANTIDIAN.
1778 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 130 This Telescope is called the

Iconantidiptic Heliometer, because it produces two images
of the objects, the one in a direct position, and the other
reversed.

I-confermed, ME. pa. pple. of CONFIRM.
Iconic i.oikp-nik), a. Also eiconic. [ad. late

L. Iconic-us, ad. Gr. (lnovm-k, f. tlnuiv ICON.] Of
or pertaining to an icon, image, figure, or repre-
sentation ; of the nature of a portrait ; spec, in

Art, applied to the ancient portrait statues of

victorious athletes commonly dedicated to divini-

ties, and hence to memorial statues and busts

executed according to a fixed or conventional type.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Iconic, belonging to an Image,

also lively pictured. 1801 FUSKLI in Lect. Paint, iii. 11848)

415 Iconic figures in metal began, says Pliny, to be the
ornaments of every municipal forum. 1850 LEITCU tr.

C. O. Mullers Anc. Art (ed. 2) 123 note, An iconic statue
of Lysander in marble at Delphi. 1881 E. W. GOSSE in

Fortn. Rev. June 703 In iconic sculpture the Royal
Academy presents nothing so considerable as Mr. Boehm's
.. bust of Mr. Gladstone. i88a Athenaeum 29 Apr. 543/2
Several heads appeared to be eiconic.

b. Of or pertaining to an image used in worship.
1890 Sat. Keit. 20 Sept. 348/1 Apparatus of the iconic

character required by Roman Catholic devotion.

Iconical (aikp-nikal), a. rare. [f. as prec. +

-AL.] Pertaining to an icon, iconic, t In quot.
1652, of the nature of a simile (see ICON 3) ; fin
quot. 1776, consisting, or of the nature of, pictures
or pictorial illustrations (see ICON

i).
1651 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 292 Figurative expres-

sions . . whether paradigmatical, iconical, symbolical. 1776
DA COSTA Elem. Conclwl. 36 (Jod.) The work is entirely
iconical, or consists only of figures without any letterpress,

catchword, alphabet, or number to the pages.
t I'COnism. Obs. [ad. late L. iconismus, a.

Gr. tlxoviainoi delineation, f. (iKovifav to ICONIZE

(cf. Gr. elxoi-iaiM copy, image).] A representation

by some image or figure ; imagery ; metaphor.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Iconism, a true and lively de-

scription. i66a EVELYN Chalcogr. v. Misc. Writ. (1805)

321 The annexed Iconisme is thus explained. 1678 CUD-
WOKTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 8. 155 These . . in Aristotle's

judgment, would be fit iconisms or representations of the
Plastick Nature. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Afac. 47 A Book
..which consists of Representations Symbolical or Hicro-

glyphical, of Iconismes or Images of things future.

So f Iconi'stical a., metaphorical, figurative.
Hence f Iconrstically adv., by a figure.
1684 H. MORE Answer 86 Blasphemy being an Iconisme

of Idolatry, that sense is more probable for its being Iconis-
tical ; the Genius of the Apocalyptick style being such as to

signifie Iconistically rather than plainly.

tl'COnize, v. Obs. [ad. Gr. tlxoi-l^nv,
f. cl/cov, tlxov- ICON.] trans. To form into an

image ; to figure, to represent.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. fi 36. 572 This world is

an image always iconized, or perpetually renewed (as the

image in a glass is) of that First, second and third Principle,
which are always standing.

I-eonned, -con'd, obs. pa. pple. of CON v.'



ICONO-.

Icono-, Gr. (txavo-, combining form of fluent

ICON, as in Icouodu-ly [see DUMA], the worship
or veneration of images ;

so Iconodulio (-doulic)

(alkonod/Hik), a. ; Iconodu'list, a worshipper
or server of images. Iconomania (ai-'konom^i-nia)

[MANIA], a. an infatuated devotion to images;
b. a mania for collecting icons or portraits.

Iconopliile (oi'konofail), Icouophilist (-jvnlist)

[Gr. ifiXos loving], a connoisseur of pictures, en-

gravings, book illustrations, and the like
;
hence

Icoiio'philism, -phily, the taste for these objects.

Iconoplast (aikp-n^plaest) [Gr. -TrAao-rijt moulder :

after iconoclast], a fashioner or maker of images.

1893 W. M. RAMSAY Ch. in Rom. Emp. xvii. 441 The
iconodoulic tendency was already beginning in the

Orthodox Church. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 232

Iconodoulists or Iconolaters, join'd also with the Monks
and Fryars. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knovil. 11.

1063 Leo's successor, Michael II .. again yielded to the

iconodulists, and allowed image-worship in private. 1640

Image Worship. 1770 W. COLE in J. Granger's
(1805) 332 The Icomania you talk of is very ripe at Cam-
bridge, where we have many collectors. 1881 Athenseum

30 July 145/2
' Le graveurde 1488 ', as*iconophiles designate

[Duplessis], possesses at least the merit . .of being one of the

first artists who in France made use of metal as a means of

reproduction. 1888 N._ Y. Tribune 12 Feb. (Cent.), He
instructs his customers in biblomania, . . in iconophilism, in

the knowledge of art. 18846'^. Rev. 251 Mar. 420/1 It would
have been an advantage to the *iconophilist. i^g^Atftenxuin
16 June 780/^1

We explain this extraordinary development
of *iconophily by the peculiarities of Egyptian religious

beliefs. 1898 L. A. TOLLEMACHE in Literature 8 Jan. 24/2

He [Pattison] could not. .be a thorough iconoclast, and yet
delude himself into thinking that he was (if I may coin such

a word) an Mconoplast all the time.

Iconoclasm (aikfn^klsez'm). [f.
Gr. ei'min'IcoN

+ KXaajM breaking, f. K\dv to break : after next.]

The breaking or destroying of images ; esp. the

destruction of images and pictures set up as objects

of veneration (see ICONOCLAST i); transf. xaA. fig.

the attacking or overthrow of venerated institutions

and cherished beliefs, regarded as fallacious or

superstitious.
1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXIV. 512 That vulgar

iconoclasm which has estranged until this day the fine arts

from every Protestant community. 1858 FROUUF. Hist. Eng.
xii. III. 73-The stormy eloquence of Pole, the iconoclasm

of Latimer, the superstitions of the complaining clergy.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 4. 497 In Edward's time

iconoclasm had dashed the stained glass from its windows.

1882 FAKKAR Early Chr. II. 163 The iconoclasm of the Jew
made such places detestable to him.

Iconoclast (aik^-nJkliest), ib. (a.~). [ad. late

L. Iconoclastes, a. late Gr. eiWoKXdoTr/s, f. etKaiv

ICON + -KAa<TT7js breaker. Cf. F. iconoclaste (i7thc.
in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A breaker or destroyer of images ; spec.

(Eccl. Hist.) one who took part in or supported
the movement in the 8th and gth centuries, to put
down the use of images or pictures in religious

worship in the Christian churches of the East ;

hence, applied analogously to those Protestants of

the i6th and i?th centuries who practised or

countenanced a similar destruction of images in

the churches.

[1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 269 A counsel

of thrie hunder and fiftie Bischppis haldne at Nice against
the secte of Jmagebrekeris, thair name Jconoclastae.] 1641

HINDE J. Bruen xxvi. So So did Pope Gregory the third

excommunicate the Emperour Leo, and stamped the name
of Iconoclast in his forehead, for breaking downe of Images
in the Churches. 1654 JER. TAYLOR RealPrcs. xii. 28. 315,

I remember only one thing objected to this testimony of so

many bishops, that they were Iconoclasts, or breakers of

images, and therefore not to be trusted in any other article.

1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. iv. 385 This new heresy
was called that of the Iconoclasts. 1814 SOUTHEY in Q.Rm.
XII. 74 When idolaters turn iconoclasts, they act as if the

outrageousness of the one excess were to efface or atone for

the folly of the other. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1858) 338
The Puritans . . seem mere savage Iconoclasts, fierce de-

stroyers of Forms ;
but it were more just to call them haters

of untrue Forms. 1882 E. C. BASER in R. Geog. Soc. Suppl.

Papers I. I. 35 The second . . is the famous iconoclast who
melted down all the bronze idols he could lay hold of.

2. transf. and fig. One who assails or attacks

cherished beliefs or venerated institutions on the

ground that they are erroneous or pernicious.'

1842 MRS. BKOWNING Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 177 An
iconoclast of their idol rhyme. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I.

77 Kant was the great iconoclast. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS

"John Bapt. viii. 514 Respectable vices, which take shelter

under the eaves of the Church, need nothing so much as

the stern iconoclast.

3. attrib. or adj. Of or relating to iconoclasts ;

iconoclastic.

1685 H. MORE Illustration 298 His excommunicating the

Iconoclast Emperours. 1781 GIBBON Decl. # F. (1809) VII.

13 note, St. John Damascenus was already a monk before

the Iconoclast dispute. 1843 S. AUSTIN Rankes^ Hist.

Ref. 1 1. 25 An iconoclast riot now commenced. . . I he images
were torn from the altars, chopped in pieces and burnt. 1847

LD. LINDSAY Chr. Art I. 108 The iconoclast reform took

place, statues and bas-reliefs were banished from the

churches of Greece.
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Iconoclastic (aikfmtfklarstik), a. [f. prec. +

-1C.] Of or pertaining to iconoclasts or iconoclasra.

1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self-Convict. 53 Iconoclasticke

and iconomachian hereticks. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ.
Jerits.(iT2i) 15 In testimony oftheir Iconoclastick principle.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. ix. (1864) IX. 309 The Icono-

clastic Emperors found statues, .to war upon. i867_SMiLES
Huguenots Eng. iii. 118801 50 In their iconoclastic rage
they hewed and broke the images, .of the cathedrals.

Hence Icouocla-stically adv., after the fashion

of iconoclasts. Iconocla-sticism, the principles
or practice of iconoclasts

;
iconoclasm.

1865 Marti. Star 29 Apr., Iconoclastically to demolish all

it had previously revered. 1885 L. OLIPHANT Haifa. (1887)

301 Modern iconoclasticism and love of truth have, -proved
too strong for. .unfounded tradition.

t Iconograph 1
(aikfiKJgraf). 06s. rare. [ad.

Or. fixovofpcHpos portrait-painter, f. tl/cwv ICON +

-ypa<os writer, painter.]
= ICONOGRAPHEB.

1804 Monthly Mag. XVIII. 291 The Iconographs are

those who have published the figures of monuments, but

without a detailed explanation.

IcO'UOgraph
2
. [f. as prec. + -ypaipos written,

7poc/nj writing.] A drawing, engraving, or illus-

tration for a book : = IcoN I.

1884 .SViVntt 4 July 28/2 The illustrations have never been

surpassed by the most expensive and careful iconographs.

ICOllOgrapher (aikonp'grafsj). [f. as next-t-

-EK 1
: cf. Gr. (iKovoipdQ-os (see ICONOGKAPH).]

One who makes figures or drawings of objects.
1888 Athenzum 7 Jan. 19/1 The lepidopteral icono-

grapher. 1892 Ibid. 27 Aug. 291/2 Those gorgeous ^species
beloved by the iconographer and chromo-lithographist.

Iconograpllic (aik^n0grae
-

nk, ai'kono-), a,

Also ikon-, [f. ICONOGRAPHY, or its source + -ic :

cf. F. iconograpkique.] Of or pertaining to icono-

graphy ; representing or describing by pictures,

drawings, or engravings ; also, pertaining to sym-
bolic representation (cf. ICONOLOGY 2).

1855 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Icottographic. 1861 BERESF.

HOPE Eng. Cathcdr. igt/i C. v. 181 Covering the walls and
the cupolas of this vast building with a complete icono-

graphic epopee from the pencil of Schraudolph. 1877 W.
TONES Finder-ring 266 Six rings, gold and silver, of the

iconographic type. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archil. I. 309
You must study the object and meaning of everything . .

whether ritual, iconographic, artistic, or simply utilitarian.

So Iconogfra'plxical a.

1865 WKIGHT Hist. Caricat. iii. 48 This kind of icono-

graphical ornamentation had been encroaching . . on the

old architectural purity. 1880 Nature 12 Feb. 357/2 A
magnificently illustrated

'

Iconographical History of the

Orchid '.

IcoilO'g'rapllist. rare. [f.
next + -1ST.] One

skilled in iconography.
1850 Ecclcsiologist X. 100 Ge'rente..was an artist, and he

was also an iconographist.

Iconography (aikon^grafi). [ad. med.L.

~iconographia, ad. Gr. eiicovo-fpa<t>ia sketch, descrip-

tion (Strabo), f. fiKaiv ICON + -y/m<t>ia writing,

-GKAPHY. Cf. F. iconographie (1701 in Furetiere).]

t 1. concr. A pictorial representation, delinea-

tion ; a drawing or plan. Obs.

1628 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (ed. 3) 269 Those curious

Iconographies of Temples and pallaces. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), Iconography..'^ the platform or model of a House.

2. The description or illustration of any subject

by means of drawings or figures ; any book or

work in which this is done; also, the branch of

knowledge which deals with the representation of

persons or objects by any application of the arts

of design.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4\ Iconography, a Description by

Cuts, etc. 1809 KENDALL Trav. III. Ixxviii. 213 An
elaborate monument of some transaction of which no other

trace remains to elucidate this imperfect iconography. 1851

E. J. MILLINGTON tr. Didron (title) Christian Iconography ;

or, the History of Christian Art in the Middle Ages. 1874
MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 131 The iconography
of the altar-canopy. 1883 Pall Mall G. 20 Sept. 4/2 Ex-

pensive large iconographies like Couch's, Yarrell's, or Day's.

Iconolater vsikonflataj). [f. Gr. tlxuiv image,

ICON, after idolater. Cf. F. iconoldlre.] A wor-

shipper of images.
1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Tltcol. vi. 160 He animated Icono-

laters in the East. 1721 J. COVEL Ace. Grk. Ch. 396 How
can the Iconoclaters [sic] justify their praying to a Cross or

Crucifix? 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. C/i. (1858) II. 381

Evasive language adopted for the defence of iconolaters.

Iconolatry (aikon^-latri). [f. as prec., after

idolatry, or ad. eccl. Gr. tltcovo\aTpeia. Cf. F.

iconol&trie (Littre).] The worship of images.
1624 F. \VHITE Repl. Fisher 270 Simon Maiolus, a most

eagre defender of Iconolatrie. 1633 PAGITT Christianogr.

II. vii. (1636) 66 Idolatrie and Iconolatrie, that is, Image
worship. 1722 J. COVEL Ace- Grk. Ch. 400 The School-men

and Patrons of Iconolatry. 1884 Ch. Q. Rev. July 451

Equally removed from the iconoclasm of 754 and the

iconolatry of 787.

Iconology (aikonflodai). [mod. f. Gr. tixiav,

fiKovo- image : see -LOGY. Cf. Gr. flxovo\oyia figu-

rative speaking, whence It. iconologia (
1 6 1 1 Csesare

Ripa), F. iconologie (1636 Baudouin), in titles of

collections of pieces of rhetorical imagery (cf. quot.

1777) ; but this is distinct from the extant use.]

1. That branch of knowledge which deals with

ICONOSTASIS.

the subject of icons (in any sense of the word) ;

also the subject-matter of this study, icons col-

lectively, or as objects of investigation, etc.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Iconology, interpretation of ancient

Images, Monuments, and Emblems. [1777 G. RICHARDSON
(.title) Iconology ; or, a Collection of emblematical Figures,
moral and instructive, with Explanations from classical

Authorities.] 1808 SIR R. PORTER Trav.Sk. Russ. $ Sweet.

(1813) I. vi. 48 Professors of. .mythology, and iconology.

1851 SIR C. EASTLAKE tr. Kuglers Sch. Paint. Italy I. I. 6

The violent aversion entertained by the Christians for the

Iconology of Heathendom kept, as was natural, equal pace.

2. Symbolical representation ; symbolism.
1849 J. R. JACKSON Lett, Minerals 225 In the language

of Icouology, the Diamond is the symbol of constancy, of

strength, of innocence, and other heroic virtues. 1862

Ecclesiologist XXIII. 58 The iconology of these decora-
tions is as follows: Over the chancel arch is theDoom [etc.].

Hence Icouolo gical a., of or relating to icono-

logy. Icono'logrist, one versed in iconology.
1851 E. J. MILLINGTON tr. Didron's Chr. Iconogr. I. 369

Jesus, to an Iconologist, is present in the cross as well as in

the lamb, or the lion. 1854 Ecclesiologist XV. 25 This

great iconological work.

t Ico'nomach. Obs. rare. [ad. eccl. L. ico-

notnach-us, a. eccl. Gr. ct/fovo/xaxos, f. Cmuv ICON
+ -pax * fighting.] One who is hostile to images.
1:1552 PHILPOT Exam, ff Writ. (Parker Soc.) 407 They

were named Iconomaches, that is overthrowers of images.

t Icoiio'maclial, a. Obs. rare. Erron. -mical.

[f.
as prec.

+ -AL.] Hostile to images.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 269 We should be

too Iconomicall to question the pictures of the winds, as

commonly drawne in humane heads, and with their cheeks
distended. [1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Iconomical, belonging
to Images, or after the manner of Images.]

Iconomacliy (aikonp'maki). [ad. eccl. L.

iconomachia, a. eccl. Gr. ioj'o^axi'a, f. el/cwv ICON

-t- -/iax'a fighting.] A war against images ;
hos-

tility or opposition to images, esp. to their use in

connexion with worship.
1581 E. CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) P, That of Con-

stantinople, was not a generall nor lawfull Council!, but

a certaine Iconomachy. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Strata's Lmo
C. Warresv. 123 tnargin, A new Iconomachy at Antwerp.
1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. n. vii. I. 569 The celebrated icono-

machy of the Netherlands. Ibid. vi. i. HI. 383 Nothing
more excited the indignation of the Prince of Orange than
such senseless iconomachy.
Hence f Iconoma-cliian, t Icoiioma-chical

adjs., practising or advocating iconomachy. Ico-

no'machist, one who contends against the cultus

ot images.
a 1638 MEDE Apost. Latter Times xvii. Wks. in. 674 The

Iconomachical Council of Constantinople. 1640 Icono-

machian [see ICONOCLASTIC]. 1875 J. C. ROBERTSON Hist.

Chr. Ch. III. 137 An anathema was pronounced against^all

opponents of images.. with curses against iconomachists

and heretics of every kind.

Icononiatic (aik^n^mae-tik) ,
a. Also ikon-,

[contr. for icononomalic, {. Gr. tiituiv, tixuvo- ICON +

ovopa, OVO/MT- name + -1C.] A word proposed to

describe a stage intermediate between picture-

writing and phonetic writing, in which pictures or

representations of objects stand not for the objects

themselves, but for their names considered merely
as phonetic elements, as in a pictorial rebus, or the

use made by the Chinese of the sounds of their

characters to express the sound of a foreign word.

Hence Iconoma'tically adv. ;
Iconoma'ticism ;

Iconomato-graphy.
1886 D. G. BUINTON Ha. Americanist (1890) 207-8 We

have, so far as 1 am aware, no scientific term to express this

manner of phonetic writing, and I propose for it therefore

the adjective ikonoinatic, from the Greek eiwoc, a figure or

image, and oco/ua. .name, a writing by means of the names
of the figures or images represented. The corresponding
noun would be ikonoinatography. 1887 Sci. Amer. 22 Jan.
56 Icononiatic writing . . occupies an intermediate position,

standing in some sense in relation to both letter and picture

writing. Ibid., How complete a system of iconomaticism

they [Egyptian and Chinese writing] passed through is un-

known. 1895 HOFFMANN Begin. Writing 70 Ikonomatically.

)- Icono-micar. Obs. rare-1
, [erroneously f.

L. Kconomic-us, Gr. oinovoiuic-6s (see ECONOMIC) +

-AR.] A writer on husbandry.
1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 328 Esiodus, the iconomicar

AndHomerus, the fresshe historiar.

II Iconostas (aikp-ncstses). Eastern Ch. [Kuss.

nKOHOCTact, f. Gr. (iKOTOO-Tatrii : see next.] =next.

1833 R. PiNKERTON/TKM;a268 On the ikonostas are hung
the sacred pictures. 1877 THOROLD in Gd. Words XVIU.
__ /_ TI,~ ?

crrdais standing, position, station.] The screen

which separates the sanctuary or ' bema ' from the

main body of the church, and on which the icons or

sacred pictures are placed.

altaVVmost'beautifulTy carved. 1890 Guardian 18 June

970/1 The iconostasis is of white marble, on which, some
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12 ft. from the ground (to avoid dangers of iconolatry), are
the pictures. 1890 A. H. MORE Grk. Church 41 The Icpno-
stasis or Iconstand, with the lighted tapers in front of it, is

the most prominent object. On it Icons of our Saviour, the

Virgin, the Apostles, and Saints are always painted.

Iconymus : obs. form of CEcoNOMUS.

I-core(n, i-corn, ME. pa. pples. of CHOOSE,
I- IIK >SK v. I-corve(n, of CAKVE v.

Icos-, icosa-, icosi-, repr.
Gr. combining

forms of ftxoat twenty, used in Eng. in several

technical terms (see below) ; also in Icosacolic

(aikasakju'lik) a. Anc. Pros. [Gr. tloo-d*aA-<w, f.

tui\ov member, clause, COLON], consisting of

twenty cola, or members. Icoiasemic (oikosi-

s/mik) a. Anc. Pros. [Gr. OTJIM mark, arjutiov

mark, mora], consisting of or containing twenty
more or units of time, i.e. the equivalent of twenty
short syllables. Icoiian (aiko

u
-sian) a., of or

pertaining to twenty.
I Icosaeder. Obs. [a. F. icosaedre (1587), ad.

late L. tcosaedron : see next.]
= next.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 186/2 The Icosaeders
[consist) of twenty [like sides].

Icosahedron (aMcMUTdi^b, -he-dr<Jh). Geom.
Also 6-8 icosivedrum, 6-9 icosaedron, 7 eioo-

saedrum, (8 eioosihedron). [a. Gr. (IxoaaeSpov,
neut. of (IxooatSpos, f. (Jxoat twenty + fSpa seat,

base.] A solid contained by twenty plane faces ;

spec, the regular icosahedron, contained by twenty
equal equilateral triangles.
1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid xin. xvi. 410 The opposite sides

of an Icosahedron are parallels. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv.

def. xvi. Tijb, Icosaedron..marg. Icosaedrum. 1655-87
H. MORE App. Antid. (1712) 183 There are Five regular
Bodies.. the Cube, the letraedrum, the Octaedrum, the

Dodecaedrum, and the Eicosaedrum. 1785 REID Int.
Powers vi. viii. 658 Five regular solid figures, .the tetrahe-
dron., and the eicosihedron. 1881 ROUTLEDGE Science i.

25 To each element Plato assigns a geometrical solid : to

earth, the cube ; to fire, the pyramid ; to air, the octahe-
dron

; to water, the Icosahedron.

Hence Icogahe'dral a., of the form of an icosa-

hedron ; having twenty faces.
i88 in WEBSTER. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Icosihedral.

II Zcosandria (aikasae-ndria). Bot. [mod.L.
(Linnaeus 1735), f. Gr. ff*o<ri twenty + fofy, dvSp-
man, male, taken as ' stamen '.] The twelfth class

in the Linncean Sexual System, containing plants
with 20 or more stamens inserted on the calyx.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Icosandria. ..Of this class are

the torch thistle, the myrtle, the storax, the almond, &c.

1794 MARTYN Romseaus Bot. ix. 89 The situation of the

stamens, which in the class icosandria, is either on the

calyx or corolla.

Hence Icosa nder [F. icosandre\, a plant of the
class Icosandria

;
Icosa ndriaii, Icosa'ndrous

atijs., belonging to the class Icosandria.
1818 WEBSTER, Icosander. . Icosandrian. 1836 Penny Cycl.

V. 253/1 Icosandrous. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 6. 249
Icosandrous . . when a polyandrous flower has the stamens
inserted on the calyx.

I:cosido:decahe'dron. Geom. [f. Gr. ttnoai

twenty + SuSoia twelve + iSpa seat, base.] A solid

contained by twenty equilateral triangles and
twelve regular pentagons, formed by replacing the

twelve solid angles of the regular Icosahedron by
planes corresponding to the faces of a regular
dodecahedron.
1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid App. def. ii. 459.

I:cosite-trah.e'dron. Geom. and Cryst. [f.

Gr. tlxoai twenty 4- rtrpa- four + topa seat, base

(cf. TETRAHEDRON).] A solid figure contained by
twenty-four plane faces; esp. a form contained

by twenty-four equal symmetrical trapeziums or

deltoids, also called deltohedron or trapczohedron.
1831 BREWSTER Optics xxv. 2 14 The most common form of

the analcime is the solid called the icositetrahedron, which
is bounded by twenty-four equal and similar

trapezia. 1879
RUTLEY Stitd. Rocks x. 140 All the members of this group
crystallise in the cubic system, the common forms Deing
either the rhombic dodecahedron or the icositetrahedron.

So Icositetrahe droid.
1880 Academy 30 Oct. 314 Four-dimensional space may be

built up with..ikosatetrahedroids.

I-coupled,-eupled, ME. pa. pple. ofCOUPLER.

[Icre, error for dicre, DICKER : see List of
Spurious Words^\
t I-creoiced, ///. a. Obs. [f. ME. cr(e)oice,

CROSS.] Crossed, signed with the cross.
a 1115 Ancr. R. 18 CusceS oe eoroe icrcoiced mid le bume.

I-cried, ME. pa. pple. of CRT v. Icristned,
ofCHRISTEN v. I-croked, ofCROOK v. I-crom-
met, of CHAM v. I-cruned, of CBOWN v.

-iCB, suffix : see -ic 2.

Icteric (ikte-rik), a. and sb. [ad. L. ictericus,
a. Gr. litTtptKus jaundiced, f. Ixripos (see ICTERUS).
Cf. F. icieriqtte (i3th c. in HaU.-Darm.).]
A. adj.
L Belonging to, of the nature of, or affected with

jaundice ; jaundiced. (Sometimes referring to the

yellow tint of the skin in that disease, or to the

jaundiced eyes which see all things yellow.)

14

I

a 1600 J. MLVlLL/>;<w.y(i842) 14 He died, .anno 1575 in an
I *?Sf5, I"' '^** "' B.'"''s I'm. Comfit, in. 96 That sort

of Ccehack passion, which I think may be called an Icterick
Loosntss. 1799 M. UNDERWOOD Treat. D:s. ChiUr. (ed.
4) I. 29 <;/, An infant . . whose finger nails were . . of as
deep a yellow as in any icteric adult. 1804 ANNA SEWAKD
Lett. (.1811) VI. 141 Icteric vision. 1811-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) 1 . 334 note. The icteric tint of the skin seems
to be merely the result of an effusion of blood.
- b. Used for the cure of jaundice.
1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 14 Icteric Ale. .cureth. .

Ictenc Persons.

2. Icteric Oriole; a North American bird (Ic-
terus vulgaris), having black and yellow plumage,
with white spots on the wings ; also called troopial.
i8o BINCLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) II. 114 The Icteric

Oriole is, in size, somewhat smaller than a blackbird. 1816
KlRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 244 The icteric oriole is

kept by the Americans in their houses for the sake of clear-

ing them of insects.

B. si, L A person affected with jaundice.
1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. <Vol. I.) 2 They

resemble the Icterickes, who turning the laundesse in their

Eyes, see nothing which seemeth not vnto them to carry
the same colour. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, ix. 314
When an Icterick was let bloud, it appeared all yellow.
2. A medicine for the cure of jaundice.
1717 SWIFT Gulliver m. vi, Administer to each of them

lenitives, .laxatives, cephalalgics, icterics.

Icte'rical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -Ar..] =prec. A. I.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Cf. Exemp. n. Ad 12. 51 Our under-
standings if a crime be lodged in the will, being like
ictencall eyes, transmitting the Species to the Soule with . .

colours of their own framing. 1697 EVELYN Nuinism, ix.

302 Icterical Persons. 1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 207 Asci-
tical and icterical Symptoms. 1822-34 Goods Study Med.
(ed. 4) II. 30 A tedious icterical marasmus.

b. transf. Tinged with yellow.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. vii. no His Diamond was

of no spirituous and sparkling Water, .the Don's was Icteri-

call, as if he had descended of the house of the Flavii,
or that his Nurse had mix'd all his milke with Saffron.

Hence Icte ricalness (Bailey vol. II, 1737).
t Icte'ricie. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. ictcritia

(in Wr.-Wiilcker), f. icterus Gi.iicrtfXK jaundice.
Cf. Sp. ictericia.] Jaundice.
1634 R. H. Salernes Regim. 205 It removeth a stopping

matter the which causeth Ictericie.

Icterine (i-kterain), a. Zool.
[f. IcrEB-t'8 +

-INK.] a. Yellowish ; esp. having yellow scales or

plumage, b. Belonging to the family Icteridx
or sub-family Icterinx of American passerine birds

(typical genus Icterus : see ICTERIC A. a).
i8js MAYNE Expos. Lex., Icterinus,. .yellow, or yellow-

ish, as the Cyprata icterina: icterine. 1884 Athenxum
15 Nov. 628/2 An icterine warbler {Hypolais icterina} killed
in Norfolk.

t I'Cterism. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. iVr/>os jaun-
dice + -ISM.] Jaundice.
1660 STILLINCTL. Inn. n.v. f i (1662) 201 Which prejudice

being the Yellow-Jaundise of the soul, leaves such a tincture

upon the eyes of the understanding, that till it be cured of
that Icterism, it cannot discern things in their proper colours.
1661 Orig. Sacr. in. i. 14 Those who have an Icterism
in their eyes.

Xcteritions (-i'Jas), a. [f. med. (and mod.) L.
icteriti-a jaundice + -ous.] Jaundiced ; also fig.
1609 HP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Calk. 323 His gall

ouer-flowes, and hee must voide it by his pen in his icteri-

tious Pamphlet. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. ix. 316 The
Ictericious

dyscrasie
of the bloud. 1821-34 Gooifs Study

Med. (ed. 4) IV. 540 Absence of icteritious symptoms.
Icterode (i'ktenwl), a. [ad. Gr. IxTfpaiSijs

jaundiced.] next, a.

1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Med. 463 A continuance of the
icterode appearance.

Icteroid (i 'kttroid) , a. [f. Gr. "icrip-os jaundice
+ -OID.] a. Resembling or characteristic ofjaun-
dice, b. (Seequot. 1897.)

News 12 June 3/1 Doctor Sanarelli . . declared the cai
of yellow fever to be a bacillus, named by him icteroid.

i Icterus (i'kteros). [L., a. Gr. ixripos jaundice;
also, a yellowish-green bird, by looking at which

jaundiced persons were supposed to be cured.]
L Path. The disease jaundice.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Icterus, the Jaundice. 1801

Med. Jritl. VIII. 240 Irritation .. acting upon the hepatic
system, is . . the cause of icterus. 1886 Lancet 15 May
947/2 [He] pointed out that diabetes was not a disease, but
a symptom like icterus.

b. Bot. A disease of plants in which the leaves
turn yellow.
[1807 Edin. Rev. XI. 85 To the natural decay of the

leaves in Autumn, he has given the name of Icterus.] 1866
Treas. Bot., Icterus, a name given to the yellow condition
assumed by wheat and some other plants, under the in-

fluence of prolonged wet and cold. . . The golden hues of
autumn belong clearly to another category.
2. Zool. a. A genus ofAmerican passerine birds,

formerly nearly coextensive with the modern family
Icteridtc, now restricted to the American orioles or

hangbirds, a typical species being the troopial or
icteric oriole, /. vulgaris (see ICTERIC A. i).
1713 DE>HAM Phys.-l heol. (1749) II. 25 note. The nest of

the Guira tangeima, the Icterus minor, and the Jupujuba,
or whatever other name the American Hang-nests may be
called by.

IOY.

Ictic (i-ktik), a. rare, [irreg. f. L. ictus (-
stem : see ICTUS) + -ic.]
1. Of the nature of a blow or stroke ; abrupt and

sudden in its action.

1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. iv. (1861) 116 An abrupt, ictic

grace. 1858 Serm. New Li/e 362 A naked, ictic force.

2. Pros. Pertaining to or due to the ictus or
metrical stress.

1898 E. W. HOPKINS in Amir. Jml. Philol. XIX. 21
Dahlmann thinks it was an ictic conversion.

Ictuate (rkti|<r't),. rare. [f. L. ictu-s ICTUS
+ -ATB3J trans. To put the ictus on, to stress.
i8u J. TATE in S. Parr's Wks. (1828) VIII. 256 Closing

a sentence of fury with the dimeter ictuated on the last

syllable.

II Ictus (i-kttfs). [L.,
= blow, stroke, thrust, f.

ic-lre to strike, hit, smite.]
1. Pros. Stress on a particular syllable of a foot

or verse ; rhythmical or metrical stress.

1751 NEWTON Note Milton's P. R. iv. 157, I think the
ictus falls better in the common reading. 1784 I. B. SEALK
Anal. Grk. Metres (1823) 3 In the Iambus and Trochee, the

SEALS
. ee, the

Arsis (or Ictus) is invariable, being upon the long syllable of
each. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 621 Ilcan hardly
be a good line wherein this word [one], standing as an
indefinite pronoun, receives the ictus of the metre.
2. Med. a. The beat of the pulse, b. Ictus

salts (Lat.) : sunstroke.

1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 153 The Pulse is most
properly consider'd in its Ictus, which shews the Vigor of
spirits, and the Intervallum which shews the Heat of the
Blood. 1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Ictus, a stroke, or blow.
Hence ictus solis means a stroke of the sun.

I-cud : see YKID, known, renowned.

I-cume(n, ME. pa. pple. of COMB v.

tI-CTUO.de, '/'. Obs. Also i-kunde. [ME.
icunde (it), OE. ycynd, f. cynJ nature, KIND st>.]

1. Nature; kind.

971 Blickl. Horn. 33 He wses on anum hade twejra je-
cynda. c 1000 Guthlac 44 Wzstma xecyndu. ciifoLatub.
Horn. 77 Nawiht efter flesces wille, ne efter likames ikunde.
Ibid. 149 pet brihte ikunde (.et god haueo in ow ibroht of
saule and of likame. a 1*50 Owl fy Night. 113 Seggeb me
hwo haveb bis ido Ou nas never icunde bar to.

2. Inheritance
; native land.

i 1105 LAY. 7909 lulius Cesar., halt ber eower icunde.
Hid. 11199 He cleopede to Brutlonde past hit wes his icunde.

t l-cunde, a. Obs. [ME. (1, OE. ifcynde,
I. cynde innate, natural, KLND a.] Natural ; native.
Beowulf'(Z.) 2697 Swa him gecynde was. c 1050 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 180/8 Idioma, proprietas lingiac, a^en !/
Jecynde spree, c "05 LAY. 22165 Ajif us ure icunde lond.
c 1175 O. E. Misc. 56 Eueruych per vnderstod his icunde
speche.
Hence t I-cu ndeliche adv., naturally.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 99 An god is icundeliche on breom
Hadan. a 1150 Owl H Night. 1424 Heo stumpeb and fal|>
icundeliche.

I-cunned, ME. pa. pple. of CON, CON v.

tZ-CUSSe, v. Obs. Pa. pple. i-cust. [ME.
icusse (it), OE. ftcyssan (

= OHG. gikussen), f.

cyssan to kiss.] To kiss (mutually).
c 1105 LAY. 30042 pas kinges wel ilomen mid luue heom

icusten.

I-eweme, var. of I-QUEME a. and v. I-cwethen,
i-cwe5en, ME. pa. pple. of QUEATH, I-QUETHE v.

Icy (si'si), a. Forms: [i isis], 5 isy, 6 isie,

6-7 ioie, ycie, 7 ioey, 7- icy. [f.
ICE si. + -T.

Cf. Du. ijzig, Ger. eisig, Sw. isig. Used in OE.,
but formed anew in the 1 5th c.]
1. Abounding in, or chaiacterized by the presence

of, ice ; covered or overlaid with ice.

{Beowulf(I.) 33 pzr act hy8e stod hringed-stefna isis &
utfus. a 1000 Boelh. Metr. xxiv. 45 Saturnus. .is se cealda
call

isij tungel.) 1494 FAHYAN Chron. yn. 4jr Whan Saturne
with his colde isy face The grounde with his frostys turnyth
the grene to whytc. 1597 MIDDLETOH Wisd. Solomon v. 6
Winter in her icy car. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. I.

32 The ycie Ocean cracks, the frozen pole Thaws with the
heat of the Celestial coale. 1796 H . H UMTER tr. St.-Pilrre's
Stud. Nat. (1709) II. 112 Ihe flowers of the Icy Zones.
1848 DICKENS Donibcy'vt, Men, vying.. who shall lie out
first upon the yards to furl the icy sails.

2. Composed or consisting of ice. t/fy mountains
or hills, icebergs (o6s.).
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 79 Striuing against the streame,

and beating amongst the Isie mountaines. 1659 D. PELL
Impr. Sea 276 A sight of those huge Icy Mountains . . which
make such a dashing and crashing one against another.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Pay. n. (1711) 29 In the Clifts of the

Icy-hills on shear. 1819 HEBER Hyntn, From Greenland's

icy mountains, From India's coral strand. 1810 SCORESDY
Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 105 The icy cliff, from whence masses. .

were continually breaking. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. 1. xxv.

335 Huge icy stalactites seventy and a hundred feet long.
3. Resembling ice ; having the nature or pro-

perties of ice ; extremely cold, frosty ; slippery.
1590 BAKROUGH Meth. Physick v. xvi. 306 Sprinkle the

pauements . . dayly with water that is altogether ycie, and
cold. 1598 FLORIO, Sdriiidolo, slipperie, .. gliding, isie.

1640 C. HARVEY Journey 26 We scramble to get up the
banks Of icy honour. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Butter of
A ntimony, . . which some call Icy Oil of Antimony is a great
Caustick, being us'd to eat proud Flesh. 1731 BERKELEY
AUipkr. II. 26 What creates a love for icy liquors? 1784
COWI-ER Task vi. 137 Th' icy touch Of unprolific winter.
1886 Law Times LXXX. 195/1 An icy current was blowing
about their feet.

b. Jig. Of demeanour, character, speech, etc.



ID.

ift>4 SHAKS. Rich. ///, HI. i. i77 Ifhe be leaden, ycie, cold,
vnwillmg, Be thou so too. ^38 DRUMM. OF HAWTII Irene
Wks. (1711) 168 An icy grandeur, erected byyourselves. 1713CTESS WINCHELSEA Misc. Poems 35I The sixty Winters,
that have . . turn d swift eager Love to icy Reasons 1882
Miss BRADDON Ml. Royal III. i. 23

' He came-and he is
dead

, answered Christabel, in icy tones.
4. Comb., as icy-blue, -cold; icy-pearled (having

pearls or sparkling drops of ice), icy-wheeled.
<ri6as MILTON Death ofFair Infant iii, Mounting up in

icy-pearled car. 1652-7 HEYLIN Cosmogr. 342 That Island
which in times of old The Greeks did call Hibernia, ycie.
cold. 1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. 1. 12 John Frost Drove
thro mid air his chariot, icy-wheel'd. 1839 BAILEY Festus
(1848) 238 Clear, cold, and ley-blue like a sea-eagle's eye.
Id (id). Biol. [Formed in German (1891) by
Weismann : see first quot.] In Weismann's theory
of heredity : A unit of germ-plasm or idioplasm.
1893 tr. Weismann's Germ-Plasm \. i. 62 We are led to

the assumption of groups . . composed of determinants,which in their turn are made up of biophors. These are the
units which I formulated, .long ago, and to which the
name of ancestral germ-plasms was then given. I shall
now speak of them as 'ids ', a term which recalls the 'idio-
plasm of Nageli. 1893 M. HARTOG in Contcmp. Re-,. July
57 Each of the reproductive cells of an organism is sup.
posed to contain in its nucleus a number of '

ids
', and each

id represents the personality of an ancestral member of the
species or of an antecedent species. 1895 VINES Text-bk.
Bat. 782 When, .in hybridisation all the parental ids exert
their full influence the offspring is precisely intermediate in
character.

-id, iuffix\ repr. F. -ide, L. -id-us, used to form
adjectives, chielly from verbs with e-stems, as
acidus acid, f. ace-re to be sour, aridus arid, fer-
vidus fervid, frlgidus frigid, liqttidus liquid, pla-
ciilus placid, splendidus splendid, slupidus stupid,
etc., etc.

; but also from a few verbs with i- or
consonant stems, asfluidus fluid, i.fluere to flow,
vlvidus vivid, f. vivere to live; and occas. from
substantives, as ffimidus fnmid, f. fumus smoke,
morbidus morbid, f. morbus disease, solidus solid,
f. salum ground, etc. The earlier Eng. words in
-id came through Fr. ; on the analogy of these,
others have been taken from Latin direct; the
suffix is not a living formative in Eng.
-id, suffix*, corresp. to F. -ide, in sbs. derived
from Latin sbs. in -is, -id-em, adopted from Greek
sbs. in -ir, -i8-a. Such are carotid (ad. Gr. pi.
apom'5-fj), chrysalid, hydatid, parotid, pyramid

(cf. F. pyramids). This formative occurs in certain
botanical terms, as amaryllitl, epacrid, orchid:

etymologically these should denote the plants
amaryllis, epacris, and orchis respectively, but
they are actually used to denote a member of the
order of which these are the typical genera (Ama-
ryllid-ex, Epacrid-aceie, OrMd-acesi).
-id, suffix*, in zoological appellatives, sb. and

adj. : (a) formed from Latin names of Families in

-id-K, pi. of -ides, repr. Gr. -187/5, patronymic suffix
= 'son of: as Araneid, a member of the Family
Araneidie. (b) formed from Latin names of Classes,
etc., in -id-a, taken as nent. pi. of -ides= Gi. -('Si;s :

as Arachnid, a member of the Class Arachnidct.
Some of the terms have come through Fr. forms
in -ide. See -IDAN.

-id, suffix^, an early spelling of the chemical
suffix -IDE, still retained by some, esp. in U.S.
Idaaa, obs. (erron.) form of IDEA.
I-daeled, i-deled, ME. pa. pple. of DEAL v.

I-dampned, ME. pa. pple. of DAMN v.

-idan, in zoological appellatives, sb. and adj.,
formed on -ID 3 with suffix -AN, meaning 'of or

pertaining to ', or ' a member of the group desig-
nated by the suffix -ida or -idle ; as arachnidan (f.

Arachnida) = arachnid; ichneumonidan
(f. Ich-

neumonidse) = ichneumonid.

Idant (ai-dant). Biol. [Arbitrarily f. ID.] One
of the chromatin bodies in the nucleus of a repro-
ductive or other cell, regarded as consisting of
'
ids

'

(see ID).
1893 tr. Weismann's Germ-Plasm \. i. 67 Those rod-like,

loop-like, or granular masses of chromatin in the nucleus
considered equivalent, .to series or aggregations of ids, I
have .. proposed

_
to call, .idants. Ibid. in. Introd. 233The germ-plasm in both nuclei, .becomes contracted, so as

to give rise to nuclear rods or idants. .the number of these
idants is the same in both of the conjugating cells. 1893MIVART in Harper's Mag. Mar. 634.

Iddyr, obs. form of UDDEB.
Ide 1

(aid), [ad. mod.L. idus, ad. Sw. id (also
idmiirf).] A cyprinoid fish (Leuciscus idus or
Idus melanotus}, inhabiting the fresh waters of
northern Europe.
1839 YARRELL Brit. Fishes (1841) I. 396 A fine large

specimen of the Ide.. in the Gota Elf. 1839 Penny Cycl.
XIII. 451 The Ide (Le-uciscus idus, Cuvier), a species
which is found in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Russia.
1844-6 OWEN Lect. Comp. Anat. Vertebr. viii. 192 The
long olfactory nerve in the Eel, the Ide, or the Roach. 1884
Century Mag. Apr. 904/1 The gold-orfe or golden-ide [is] a
fish bred for Iwth ornament and the table.

Ide -
: see IDES.
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-ide, Chem., a suffix used to form names of
simple compounds of an element with another
element or a radical. It is added to the stem or
an abbreviated form of the name, and was first used
in ox-ide (F. oxyde , Lavoisier) from oxygen, whence
it was extended to other elements, sometimes dis-

placing other derivatives in -et, -uret, previously
used. Thus chloride of nitrogen or (more tersely)
nitrogen chloride; hydrogen arsenide (arseniuret}.In systematic terminology, a compound of oxygen with
any other element is called an oxide ; in other binary com-
pounds -ide is combined with the (contracted) name of the
more electro-negative of the two elements : thusjtuoriiie,
chlorine, bromine, iodine form with each other in order, and
with any other element or radical except oxygen, fluorides,
cMondcs, bromides, iodides ; sulphur, selenium, tellurium
form with elements other than these, sulphides, selenides,
tellurtdes; and so on. Examples are bromine chloride,
sulphur bromide, carbon sulphide; hydrogen selenide,
tellunde, phosphide, arsenide, cyanide; boron carbide
boron hydride, silicon hydride, ethyl hydride ; copper arsen-
ide, carbide, nitride, hydrides of metals and organic radicals.
Ihe suffix is also used in AMIDE, ANHYDRIDE, CYANIDE,
ANILIDE, and other derivatives from names of compound
radicals. Mono-, iii-, M-, tetra-, penta-, etc. are prefixed,
to indicate the number of combining equivalents, as in
sulphur monochhride S2C12 (=SC1), sulphur dichloride
SC1 2 , and so on.

1894 RoSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Chem. I. 121.

Idea (aidra), sb. Also 6-7 erron. ideea. PI.

ideas; formerly sometimes ide. See also the
earlier IDEE. [a. late L. idea (in Platonic sense),
a. Gr. ISia look, semblance, form, configuration,
species, kind, class, sort, nature, (in Platonic philo-
sophy) a

>
general or ideal form, type, model, f.

root 18-, ISeiv, to see : the word being thus analo-

gous in derivation and original sense to L. species
from spec-Ire to see, behold. So It., Sp., Pg. idea;
F. idte.

The original development ofthe word took place in Greek;and it was in the developed Platonic sense that the word
was first adopted in the modern langs. (see branch I).
Other applications of the word, however, became common
by the end of the i6th c. : see the senses under II and III.]

I. General or ideal form as distinguished from
its realization in individuals; archetype, pattern,
plan, standard.

1. In Platonic philosophy : A supposed eternally
existing pattern or archetype of any class of things,
of which the individual things in that class are

imperfect copies, and from which they derive their
existence.

1430-1589 [see IDEE]. 1563 T. GALE Institutes of C/tir-

urg. ii As one myght thynke hymselfe ryght happye,
though he neuer dyd attayne to Aristoteles summum
bonum, or Plato his Idxa. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.
8ijj

Idea is a bodilesse substance, which of it selfe hath no
subsistence, but giveth figure and forme unto shapelesse
matters, and becommeth the very cause that bringeth them
into shew and evidence. Socrates and Plato suppose, that
these Idea bee substances separate and distinct from Matter,
howbeit, subsisting in the thoughts and imaginations of
God that is to say, of Minde and Understanding. 1652GAULE Magastram. *jb, Chymericall figments, Platoni-
call Ideaes, Cabbalisticall fancies. 1656 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. v.

(i7_oi) 184/2 They define Idea an Eternal Ex-
emplar of things which are according to Nature. For
Idea s are the Eternal Notions of God, perfect in them-
selves. 1856 FERRIER fnst. Metaph. vi. xviii. 176 Plato
. .had merely succeeded in carrying our cognitions up into
certain subordinate unities, certain inferior universals,
called by him ideas. 1885 W. L. DAVIDSON Logic of Defi-
nition vi. 145 With Plato, the Idea is ontological or meta-
physical. ..It is both an objective intelligible existence
( uncreated and imperishable '; and a pattern, model, arche-
type or TrapdofL-yfia.

2. The conception of anything in its highest per-
fection or supreme development ; a standard of

perfection; an ideal. (Cf. i.) Obs. march.
1586 T. B. tr. La Priaumd. Fr. Acad. Ep. Ded. A iii,Rather an Idsa of good life, than such a platforme as may

be drawen from contemplation into action. 1606 BRYSKETT
Civ. Life(s\ Xenophon in his Ciropasdia. .bailing, .vnder
the person of Cirus, framed an idaea or perfect patterne
of an excellent Prince. 1647 COWLEY Mistr., Not Fair
i, I thought you once as fair, As women in th' Ida:a are
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. 28 How widely we
are fallen from the pure Exemplar and Idea of our Nature.
1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama of Exile Poems 1850 I. 3Thou [Lucifer] shall be an Idea to all souls, .whence to
mark despair, And measure out the distances from good.
fb. A person or thing regarded as perfect in

its kind ; the ideal realized in an individual. Obs.
1591 Troub. Raigne K. John 11. (1611) 100 Was euer any

so mfortunate, The right Idea of a cursed man ? 1602
CAMPION Bk. Airs Wks. (Bullen) 27 It is th' Idea of her
sex Envy of whom doth world perplex. 1627 JACKSON
Crccdxn. x. 2 Christ.. was the idaea of legal Nazarites.
1631 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 65 The most excellent
Senate (the very Idea of politick Christian prudence).
3. The conception of a standard or principle to

be realized or aimed at ; a conception of what is

desirable or ought to be
; a governing conception

or principle ; the plan or design according to
which something is created or constructed.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 26 The skil of the

Artificer standeth in that Idea or fore-conceite of the work.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. Hi, Scriptures Idea crouched in
our Love to God and men. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 557To behold this new created World .. how good, how faire,

IDEA.

Answering his great Idea. 1700 DRYDEN Fables Ded
ii If Chaucer by the best idea wrought. 1840 MILL
Diss. f, Disc., Coleridge (1859) ' 438 His mode, .is to
investigate what he terms the Idea of it, or what in com-
mon parlance would be called the principle involved in it

1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv. i. 182 The ground-plan of the
Universe the idea according to which it is. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Fr. , It. Jrnls. II. 7 The statue has been restored,
and.. because the idea is perfect and indestructible, all
these injuries do not. .impair the effect.

4. In weakened sense: A conception or notion
of something to be done or carried out

;
an inten-

tion, plan of action.

1617 MORYSON Itin. ii. 245 You had alwaies in your owne
judgement the certaine Idea thereof, as a thing that you
resolved to doe. 1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 98/2I hat voluntary Idea, which hath long in silence presented
itself to me, of a better education .. than hath been yet in
practice. 1770 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 231 The idea of short
parliaments is .. plausible enough; so is the idea of an
election by ballot. 1798 ROOT Amer. Rep. I. 44 If this

performance meets with approbation .. the author has it in
idea to publish a second volume. 1861 HOLLAND Less. Life
l. 12 We hear of women who are suddenly seized by an
idea, as if it were a colic.

f 6. A pattern, type ; the original ofwhich some-
thing else is a copy; a preliminary sketch or
draft ; something in an undeveloped state. Obs.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. Introd. i Some rude Idea or

nrst lines thereof were drawn many years past in mine
Academic Studies. 1677 Ibid. in. 127 Those Pagan, Jewishand Gnostic Antichrists .. as forerunners and ideas of the
great Roman Antichrist. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy 123
I his was the first Cupola in Europe, and therefore the
more admirable for having no Idea after which it was
framed. 1692 RAY Dissol, World iv. (1732) 57 Those Ideas
or Embryos may be. .marred or deformed in the womb.
6. Mus. A musical theme, phrase, or figure, as

conceived or sketched before being worked up in
a composition.
1880 GROVE Diet. Mm. I. 165 [Beethoven's] sketch-books

of that time are crammed with ideas.

II. Figure, form, image.
t7. A figure, representation, likeness, image,

symbol, 'picture' (of something). Obs.
1531 ELYOTGOT. I. xxii, I haue.. noted daunsinge to be of an

excellent utilitie, comprehendinge in it wonderfull figures,
or, as the grekes do calle them, Ideae, of vertues and noble
qualities. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vii. 13, I did inferre
your Lineaments, Being the right Idea of your Father,
Both in your forme, and Noblenesse of Minde. 1598 15.

JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. 11. iii, Hold up your head, do ;

and let the Idea of what you are, bee portray'd i' your
face. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 100 Where a top or
high Mount is conspicuously set the Idaa of a horrible
Caco-demon. 1641 FRENCH Distill. Pref. (1651) *iij, The
Idea of a plant [may be made] to appear in a glasse. as if
the very plant it selfe were there. 1707 Curios, in Husb. $
Card. 325 When a Body is .. reducd into Ashes, we find
again in the Salts, extracted from its Ashes, the Idea, the
Image, and the Phantom of the same Body. 1714 SWIFT
Pres. St. Affairs Wks. 1755 II. i. 211 A shfp's crew quar-
reling in a storm, .is but a faint idea of this fatal infatua-
tion.

t b. Form, figure (as a quality or attribute) ;

configuration, shape ; aspect ; nature or character.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. ii. (1636) 279 The chiefe

Idea or shape of Gods mind, which hath neither beginning
nor ending, and therefore is compared to a Circle. 1653H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. v. (1712) 54 Other solid Figures,
which though they be not Regular, properly so called, yet
have a settled Idea and Nature, as a Cone, Sphear, or
Cylinder. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles m. 26 To demonstrate
the vanitie of Philosophic from its own essential Idea or
Nature. 1737 [S. BERINOTON] G. di Lucca's Mem. 198 To
return to the Idea of their Government, each Father of a
Family governs all his Descendants.

t C. A '

figure
'

of speech or rhetoric ; a form or

way of speaking. Obs.

1642 MILTON .4pol. Smect. i, Whether a vehement vein
throwing out indignation or scorn upon an object that merits
it, were among the aptest ideas of speech to be allowed.

III. Mental image, conception, notion.
8. An image existing or formed in the mind,
f a. The mental image or picture of something

previously seen or known, and recalled by the

memory. Obs.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 41 Me thinkes the Idea of
her person represents it selfe an obiect to my fantasie.

1594 SPENSER Anwretti xlv, Within my hart.. The fayre
Idea of your celestial! hew. .remaines immortally. 1599
SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 226 Th' Idea of her life shal

xin. xi, Though I despaired of possessing you.. I doted
still on your charming idea. 1764 FOOTE Mayor ofG. i. 19
Oh, Madam, I can never be alone ; your sweet idea

[printed idera] will be my constant companion.
b. More generally : A picture or notion of any-

thing conceived by the mind
; a conception.

1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. vii. (1627) 84 To have an Idxa or

generall notion of all in their heads. 1616 BULLOKAR, Idea,
the forme or figure ofany thing conceiued in the minde. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. ii. xxxi. 190 To say we conceive, and
imagine, or have an Idea of him [etc.], 1659 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. xi. (1701)448/2 Idaea's are notions of the Mind, and
subsist in our Mind., as Similitudes and Images of Beings.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 284 Of this place
I had heard so much, .that 1 had framed to my selfa certain

of its greatnesse. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock i. 83
the vacant brain, While Peers, andThen gay Ideas crowd *..*. .^tn u,um, ..

Dukes, and all iheir sweeping train, .appear 1729 SWITZER



IDEA.

Hydros!. 4 Hydraul. 176 We acquire, .an Idea of Solidity
by the Touch. 1739 JOHNSON Kasselas xlvii, Wrmt
does the idea of a pyramid occupy more than the idea uf
a grain of corn T 1857 MAURICE hp. St. John xv. 243 This
is the completes! idea of love, the only complete idea we
can have.

c. A conception to which no reality corresponds ;

something merely imagined or fancied.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. iv. ii. 69 A foolish extrauagant spirit,
full of formes, figures, shapes, objects, Ideas, apprehensions.

"

1611 WITHER Inittr. Philar. Wks. (1633) 651 Is it possible
that I Who scarce heard of Poesie Should a meare Idea
raise To as true a pitch of praise As the learned Poets
could? 1630 I'KVNNE Anti-Armin. 156 Which make..
Predestination a meere Idaea. 17*0 WATERI.AND A/V//.-
Serm. 109 Not so destitute of. .understanding, as to take
the Substance of Father, or Son, to be an abstract Idea.

1871 R. W. DALE Commandnt, i. 32 To the Jews, Jehovah
was not a mere idea or a system of attributes.

d. In idea (
= F. en idle), in conception or

imagination ; in mind, in thought : opposed to in

reality.
i6*> MABBE tr. Airman's Guzman d'Alf, n. i. i. 2

Albeit .. I were such an arrant Asse and Coxecombe,
as you forsooth in your Idea would forme mee to be.

1631 B. JONSON Mam. Lady Induct., The author.. hath
phant'sied to himsclfc, in Ida:a, this Magneticke Mistris.
iTOi NORHIS AiW World I. ii. 16 Men talk, .of things in
idea..a line in idea, a circle in idea. 1807 BYRON Child,
Recoil. 45 Bright in idea gleams thy lofty spire. 1830
B'NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life (1879) I. ix. 347 How many
vignettes did I make in my idea for my intended letter?

9. More widely : Any product of mental appre-
hension or activity, existing in the mind as an

object of knowledge or thought ; an item of know-

ledge or belief; a thought, conception, notion
; a

way of thinking.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) III. xxvi. 38 One shall hardly

find two in ten thousand that have exactly., the same tone of
voice, .or idzas of mind. 1690 BOYLE Chr. Virtuoso l. 104
Either Congenite, or very easily and very early Acquir'd
Notions and Ida:as. 1713 SWIFT Cadenns 4- I'ajiessa 555
Ideas came into her mind So fast, his lessons lagg'd behind.
17*8-46 THOMSON Spring 1152 Delightful task ! to rear the
tender thought. To teach the young idea how to shoot.

1785 REID Intell. Pmvers \. i. (1803) 36 In popular language
idea signifies the same thing as conception, apprehension,
notion. 1811 HAZLITT TabU-t. II. iv. 60 People who have
no ideas of their own are glad to hear what any one else
has to say. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerlaiid 245 The
marvellous way in which Western ideas are making progress
in the minds of the natives.

b. A notion or thought more or less imperfect,
indefinite, or fanciful ; a vague belief, opinion, or
estimate ; a supposition, impression, fancy.
1711 W. ROGERS Voy. 338 To give them an ill Idea of all

those they ..call Herelicks. 1737 [S. BERINGTON] G. di
Lttcatt Mem. 58 The vast Ideas they had of their own
Nation, valuing themselves above all other People, 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. 44 The very idea of the fabrication of a
new government is enough to fill us with disgust and
horror. 185* MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxvi,

' You believe,
don't you, thatTopsy could become an angel, .ifshe were a
Christian?' '

Topsy I what a ridiculous idea!
'

1861 DICKENS
Gt. Expect, xi, So like Matthew ! The idea ! 1866 G.MAC-
DONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xxx. (1878) 523, I had no idea you
would be flooded.

IV. Modem philosophical developments.
10. [from 8 and 9.] With Descartes and Locke :

Whatever is in the mind and directly present to

cognitive consciousness ; that which one thinks,

feels, or fancies ; the immediate object of thought
or mental perception.
With Hume and nis followers : An impression of sensation,

either as original or as reproduced and elaborated by associa-
tion. With Reid, Dugald Stewart, and the Scottish school :

The immediate and direct mental product of knowing, as
distinguished from the object of knowledge, and from the
action or process of knowing.
1666 Phil. Trans. I. 325 The Arguments devised against

Atheists by DCS Cartes, and drawn from the Idea's of
our Mind. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Una. i. i, I must here in
the Entrance beg Pardon . .for the frequent use of the Word
Idea. . . It being that Term, which, I think, serves best to
stand for whatsoever is the Object of the Understanding
when a Man thinks, I have used it to express . . whatever it

is, which the Mind can be employ'd about in thinking.
laid. it. viii. 5 8 Whatsoever the Mind perceives in itself, or
is the immediate Object of Perception, Thought, or Under-
standing, that I call Idea. 1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 45
When I speak of tangible ideas, I take the word idea for

any the immediate object of sense, or understanding. 1710
Princ. Hum. Knowl. i. 2 The existence of an idea

|

consists in being perceived. 17*5 WATTS Logic I. iii. i
J

There has been a great controversy about the origin of
\

ideas, viz. Whether any of our ideas are innate or no, that
is, born with us, and naturally belonging to our minds. I

Mr. Locke utterly denies it ; others as positively affirm it.

Ibid. |[2 A simple Idea is one uniform Idea which cannot
be divided or distinguished by the Mind of Man into two
or more Ideas ; such are a Multitude of our Sensations, as
the Idea of Sweet, Bitter, Cold, Heat, White, Red, Blue,
Hard, Soft. 1739 HUME Hum. A'at. I. i. (1874) I. 311 By
ideas I mean the faint images of these [impressions] in

thinking and reasoning. 176* KAMF.S Elem. Crit. (1833)
478 This indistinct secondary perception of an object, is
termed an idea. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. iv. iii. 107

le leading doctrine of Locke, as is well known, is the
derivation of all our ideas from sensation and from re-
flection. 1843 MILL Lope iv. ii. | i, The metaphysical
inquiry into the nature and composition of what have been
called Abstract

.Ideas. 1860 MANSEL Proleg. Log. i. 33
Idta has been indifferently employed by modern philo-
sophers to denote the object of thought, of imagination, and
ven (under I lie representative hypothesis) of perception.
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11. [from i.] a. In the Kantian and transcen-
dental schools : A conception of reason that tran-
scends all experience ; one of the noumena or
ultimate principles apprehended by reason, as

opposed to the conceptions of the understanding,
which are confined to experience, b. In Hegelian-
ism : The absolute truth of which all phenomenal
existence is the

expression ;
the Idea, the Absolute.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 99/1 Hegel distinguishes three
species of thought . . i. The thought. . . 2. The notion. .. 3.
The idea, or thought in its totality and fully determined.
a 1871 GROTE Eth. Fragm. v. (1876) 138 This conception is

what Kant would call an Idea nothing precisely conform-
able to it, in its full extent, can ever exist in reality. 1874W. WALLACE Logic ofHegel Proleg. xxii. 1 74 This organism
of thought, as the living reality or gist of the external
world and the world within us, is termed the Idea. The
Idea is the 'reality

1

and the 'ideality
1

of the world or
totality, considered as a

process beyond time. Ibid, xxiii.
181 Idee (idea) is the thorough adequacy of thought to
itself, the solution of the contradictions which attach to
thought, and hence, in the last resort, the coincidence or
equilibrium of subjective notion and objectivity, which are
the ultimate expression of that fundamental antithesis in

thought. Ibid. 213. 304 The Idea is truth in itself,and
for itself, the absolute unity of the notion and objectivity.
V. 12. attrib. and Comb.

1796 COLERIDGE in J. Cottle Early Recoil. (1837) I. 171No poor fellow's idea-pot ever bubbled up so vehemently
with fears, doubts, and difficulties. 1891 Pall Mall G.
10 Oct. 2/3 In most art matters we are quite eighteen years
behind our idea-intoxicated neighbours. 1896 Daily News
26 Apr. 6/1 Mr. H. . . detests ' idea

'

politics and Republican
'sentiments ' of every kind.

Idea (aidfa), v. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] fa.

trans. To give a particular form or character to

(cf. prec. 7 b). b. intr. To form ideas or notions.
1649 J. ECCLISTON tr. Behmen's Ep. 84 Hee doth Idea,

forme, and shape, in the same Being the wonders of the

expressed AVord. Ibid., The humane Science . . doth Idea,
and shape it selfe both in good and evill, and maketh it

selfc Essentiall therein. 1844 Fraser's Mag. XXIX. 133
According to him [Cousin], man should not be defined a
reasoning, but an ideaing creature.

Idea'd, ideaed (oi<l/-ad), a. [f. IDEA sb.+
-ED 2

.] Having an idea or ideas, esp. (in comb.)
of a specified kind ; expressing an idea, significant

(quot. 1826).
"

1753 (see UNIDEA'D]. 1826 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 106 Such
a flood of idea'd words, that you . . have been unable to slip

intone of your long-treasured truisms. 1853 READE Peg
Woff. (1856) 204 Everybody could hear what anyone said;
an excellent arrangement where ideaed guests only are ad-
mitted. 1868 HELPS Realmah xiv. (1876) 387 Women are so
persevering, and so one idea'd.

Ideagenous (aidziae-djenss), a. [irreg. f. IDEA
+ -GENODS. (The etymological form would be

ideogenous.J] Producing or giving rise to an idea.
1881 HUXLEY Sc. fr Cult. ix. 235 Each sensory impression

leaves behind a record in the structure of the brain an
'

ideagenous
'

molecule, so to speak.

Ideagraph, etc., erron. ff. IDEOGRAPH, etc.

Ideal (aidral), a. and sb. [a. F. ideal (16-
I7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. idealis, f. idea
IDEA. Cf. It. ideale, Sp., Pg. ideal.]
A. adj. 1. Existing as an idea or archetype ;

relating to or consisting of ideas (in the Platonic

sense) : see IDEA sb. I.

1647 H. MOKE Song of Soul i. n. x, His Ideall, And
Central! presence is in every Atom-ball. 1691-^8 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 153 The Natural existence of

things is founded upon their Ideal existence ; if things had
not first existed in Idea, they could never have existed in
Nature. 1701 Ideal World i. i. 8

Ily
the Ideal state of

things I mean that state of them which is necessary, per-
manent and immutable, not only antecedent and praeexist-
ing to this, but also exemplary and representative of it ..

according to which it was made. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos.

ReliefKb Moulded on a mental plan . . so clear, that every
bone . .and even in some cases the absence of a bone, can be
referred with certainty to one ideal plan.
2. Conceived or regarded as perfect or supremely

excellent in its kind; answering to one's highest
conception. Cf. IDEA sb. 2, 3.

1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Ideall, proper. i6a

JACKSON Creed vm. iii. 2 The AlmighLy Lord . . the very
law or Idseal rule of all righteousnesse. 173* BOLINGBROKE
Patriot. (17491 177 The practice of morality . . will never
arrive at ideal perfection. 1843 RUSKIN Arrows ofChace
(1880) 1. 10 Ideal beauty is the generalization of consum-
mate knowledge, the concentration of perfect truth. 1861
B'NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life II. v. 298 The sea-coast in
the winter is to me an ideal enjoyment, by which 1 mean,
completely the thing I like. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii.

S i. 115 Sir Galahad, the type of ideal knighthood.
3. Of, pertaining or relating to, or of the nature

of an idea, mental image, or conception.
1611 COTGR., Ideal, ideall ; imaginarie, concerned inth'im-

agination ; onely in fancie. 1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. 232
All things Related to her. .Refreshing him with an Idea), in
the Absence of an Immediate Presence of her. 1759 JOHN-
SON Rasselas xlvii, An ideal form is no less real than
material bulk : yet an ideal form has no extension, a 186*
BUCKLE Civilit. (1873) HI. v. 303 Starting from the so called
nature of things, his first steps were ideal and from them he
sought to advance to the actual.

b. Representing or embodying an idea or con-

ception.
1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1851) II. ill. i. xiii. i 2 Any

work of art which represents, not a material object, but the
mental conception of a material object, is, in the primary

IDEALISM.
sense of the word, ideal. 1874 MICKI.FTHWAITE Mod. Par.
Churches 112 The crucifix . . is an ideal, not a realistic repre-
sentation.

4. Existing only in idea ; confined to thought or

imagination ; imaginary : opp. to real or actual.
Hence sometimes, Not real or practical ; based on
an idea or fancy ; fancied, visionary.
1611 (see 3). a 1637 STIRLING Jonathan xxv, Fed their

fancies with Ideall shewes. 1757 HOME Douglas \, A river
here, there an ideal line, By fancy drawn, divides the sister

kingdoms. 1778 GIBBON Decl. 4- F. I. x. 272 They despised
the ideal terrors of a foreign superstition. 1787 WINTER Syst.
Husb. 168 These assertions are not ideal, but are founded on
facts and experiments. 1803 W. TAYLOR in monthly Mag.
XIV. 492 Colour, time, space, may be said to have only an
ideal reality. 1861 H. SPENCER first Princ. n. ii. f 43
(1875) 144 Ideal sights and sounds are in the insane .. classed
with real sights and sounds. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas.
Faith iii. 109 The facts are

physical ; their harmony b ideal.
Ibid, in It is ideal, capable of existence only in thought :

at all events inconceivable by us in any other way.
6. Philos. Regarding or treating ideas as the

only real entities ; of the nature of or pertaining to

idealism
; idealistic.

1764 REID Inquiry i.
7..

103 Des Cartes' system of the
human understanding, which I shall beg leave to call the
ideal system. 1791-1814 D. STEWART Philos. Hum. Mind
(1843) 317 As Clarke . . regarded the principles of the ideal

theory as incontrovertible, it was perfectly impossible for

him, with all his acuteness, to detect the flaw to which
Berkeley's paradox owed its plausibility. 1836 EMEKSON
Nature, Idealism Wks. (Bohn) II. 160 The frivolous make
themselves merry with the Ideal theory, .as if it affected the

stability of nature.

6. Math. Applied to a number or quantity which
has no actual existence, but is assumed for some
purpose in a system of complex numbers.
1860 H. J. S. SMITH in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 132 (Theory of

Numbers) The assertion that a given complex number con*
tains an ideal factor, is only a convenient mode of expressing
a certain set of congruential conditions which are satisfied
by the. coefficients of the complex number. Ibid. 133
Every ideal number is a divisor of an actual number. 1875
B. PEIRCE in Amer. Jrnl. Math. ti88i) IV. 216 The A, B,
and C. .may represent not merely the actual, but also the
ideal, the impossible as well as the possible.
7. Comb, as ideal-real a., combining the ideal

and the real ; ideal-realism, a form of philosophy
which combines the principles of idealism and
realism.
1886 IVfiv Princeton Rev. Jan. 22 (Cent.) The half-and-

half systems, the ideal-real as they are called, held by so

many in the present day in Germany, are in the position of
a professedly neutral person between two hostile armies, ex-

posed to the fire of both.

B. sb.

1. A conception of something, or a thing con-

ceived, in its highest perfection, or as an object to
be realized or aimed at ; a perfect type ; a standard
of perfection or excellence.

[1623 COCKERAM, Ideall, a proper man.] 1798 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Rev. XXVI. 481 Ihe .. dissertation .. on the
Ideals of the Greek artists. 1809-10 COLERIDGE friend
(1865) 125 The ideal to which . . we should endeavour to

approximate. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. i Whether
or no there be any perfect ideal of historical composition, the
one best form of writing history for all ages and countries.

1859 MILL Liberty iii. (1865) 42/2 Advancing towards the
Chinese ideal of making all people alike, a 1866 J. GROTE
Ejram. Utilit. Philos. xvii. (1870) 269 The notion of an
ideal, of something which for whatever reason, ought to be,
as distinguished from what is.

b. An actual thing or person regarded as realiz-

ing such a conception, and so as being perfect in its

kind ; a standard proposed for imitation.

01849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 10 He seems to have
made Donne his ideal. 1861 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) I.

xiii. 310 His grandson speaks of him [Confucius] as the
ideal of a sage. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas. faith i. 6 Accord-
ing to another authority God is the perfect ideal of which
Nature is the imperfect realisation.

2. Something existing only as a mental concep-
tion ; an imaginary thing.
1884 A. DANIELL Princ. Physics ix. 199 A rigid solid is

one which, when a stress is applied to it, experiences no
deformation . . This is an ideal ; no substance is absolutely
rigid.

II See also BEAD IDEAL.

Idealess (aidfaili-s), a. [f. IDEA sb. + -LESS.]
Destitute of ideas ; conveying no idea, meaningless.
1818 Monthly Mag. XLVI. 409 A few passages of good

writing, .interlardedwith idealess nonsense. 1856 MissYONCF,
Daisy Chain II. v. (1879) 383 That stupid, idealess brother.

1875 Conlemp. Rev. XXV. 800 The style of architecture. .

b beyond words monotonous, idealess, soulless.

Idealism (aidraliz'm). [ad. F. iJfalisme

(1752 in Hatz.-Darm.)orGer. idealismus, f. IDEAL.]
1. Philos. Any system of thought or philosophy in

which the object of external perception is held to

consist, either in itself, or as perceived, of ideas (in

various senses of the word : see IDEA sb.}.

Subjective Idealism is the opinion that the object of ex-

ternal perception consists, whether in itself or as known
to us, in ideas of the perceiving mind ; Critical or Trans,
cendental Idealism, the opinion (of Kant) that it, together
with the whole contents ofpur experience, consists, as known
to us but not necessarily in itself, of such ideas ; Objcctnv
Idealism, the opinion (of Schelling) that while, as known to

us, it consists of such ideas, it consists also, as it is in itself,

of ideas identical with these ; Absolute Idealism, (a) the

opinion (of Hegel) that it consists, not only as known to us,



IDEALIST.
but in itself, of ideas, not however ours, but those of the
universal mind ; (If) also applied more generally to other
forms of idealism which do not suppose an independent
reality underlying our ideas of external ohjects.
1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XX. 576 He [Par-

menides] thus prepared arguments for scepticism, and made
the first approaches towards idealism. 1803 in Monthly
Mag. XIV. 487 The system of Berkeley. .is espoused under
the name Idealism by writers of reputation m Germany.
1839 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (18521 196 A doctrine of
Absolute Idealism, was, without communication, contem-
poraneously promulgated by Berkeley and Collier. 1855
MEIKLEJOHN tr. Kant's Critique a/Pure Reason 166 note,
Formal or critical idealism the theory of Kant which de-
nies us a knowledge of things in themselves and maintains
that we can know only phenomena. 1856 DOVE Logic Cttr.
Faith v. i. 2. 270 Absolute Idealism means . . that thought
is the all. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) I. 176 Shaftesbury
retains a certain place as one of the few disciples of
idealism who resisted the influence of Locke. 1871 MAHAPKY
tr. Kant"s Prolegomena 61 My haying given this my theory
the name of transcendental idealism, can authorise no one
to confound it with the empirical idealism of Descartes.
Ibid. 62, I now retract it [the word '

transcendental '] and
desire this idealism of mine to be called critical. 1877 ] H
STIRLING Annot.SchmeglersHandbk. Hist. P&itos.+xoThe
idealism of Fichte . . that reduced all to . . the ego . . was . . the
subjective idealism. Then Schelling, who gave to the object
an equal basis beside the subject, but still under an idealistic

point of view, is said to have given rise to the objective
idealism; while Hegel, .. because he subordinated all to
thought alone, is styled the founder of the absolute idealism
1886 CLIFFORD Lect. f, Ess., Nature of Things-in- Them,
selves 276 It may very well be that I myself am the only
existence, but it is simply ridiculous to suppose that any-
body else is. The position of absolute idealism may, there-
fore, be left out of count. 1887 FLEMING & CALDERWOOD
Vocab. Philos. 196 Subjective Idealism is the term applic-
able to the theories of Berkeley and Fichte. 1889 COURTNEY
Mill 137 Idealism . . resolves all our notions of the external
world into the subjective affections of the thinking self.

2. The practice of idealizing or tendency to

idealize; the habit of representing things in an
ideal form, or as they might be

; imaginative
treatment of a subject in art or literature ; ideal

style or character : opp. to realism. Also, aspi-
ration after or pursuit of an ideal.

1829 I. TAYLOR Entlms. viii. IQO A transmutation of the
objects of the devout affections into objects of imaginative
delectation.. had tinged, more or less, with idealism, the
religious sentiment of all but a few. 1841 W. SPALDING
Italy ,<, It. Isl. II. 350 The perfected idealism which reigns
in his [Titian's] greatest works. 1871 FRASER Life Berkeley
iii

; 87 The project of social idealism which .. filled and deter-
mined his life in its middle period. 1890 HALL CAINE
in_ Contemp. Rev. Apr. 479, I take realism to mean the doc-
trine of the importance of the real facts of life, and idealism
the doctrine of the superiority of ideal existence over the
facts of life.

b. (with //.) An instance of this practice ; an

*u * tie iMgucat luetuumui 01 passion ana power. looi
THORNBURY Turner I. 316 [The Polyphemus] the most
wonderful.. of Turner's idealisms. 1862 RUSKIN Unto thisiivyiiu*,! iui . . v/l lullld lueiulMlls. IOOZ rtUSKIN UnlO ttilS
Last'\i. 136 Three-fourths of the demands existing in the
world are romantic ; founded on visions, idealisms, hopes
and affections.

Idealist (aidfalist). [f. IDEAL + -IST ; cf. F.
idtaliste (i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Philos. One who holds a doctrine of idealism :

see prec. i. In first quot. One who holds the
Platonic doctrine of ideas.
ITOI NORRIS Ideal World i. iii. 182, 1 look upon St. Austin

to be as great an Idealist as any in the world, and consider-

elity. 1803 .. .

TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XV. 32! Nothing would remain
tenable . . but the system of the idealists, a 1810 D. STEWART
Philos. Ess. II. i. 56 Whereas Berkeley was sincerely and
bona fide an idealist, Hume's leading object, in his meta-
physical writings, plainly was to inculcate a universal
scepticism. 1842 EMERSON Addr.

t
Transcendent. Wks.

(Bohn) II. 279 As thinkers, mankind have ever divided
into two sects, Materialists and Idealists ; the first class
founding on experience, the second on consciousness. 1855H. SPENCER Princ. Psycho!. (1872) II. vn. xix. 500 Berkeleywas not an Idealist : he never succeeded in expelling the
consciousness of an external reality.
2. One who idealizes

;
an artist or writer who

treats a subject imaginatively. Opposed to realist.
1805 MACKINTOSH in Life (1836) I. v. 232, I called Milton

an idealist. 1861 TULLOCH Eng. Purit. ii. 284 Owen was
the great dogmatist of the Puritan theological movement,Howe was its contemplative idealist. 1896 Times 27 Jan. 9Once or twice this idealist, this formalist as his critics called
him [Ld. Leighton], produced a portrait .. which showed
that he could turn at pleasure to realism.
3. One who conceives, or follows after ideals.

Sometimes depreciatively, One who cherishes vision-

ary or unpractical notions.

1829 LYTTON Dismvned(e&. 2) II. iii. 37 Findlater, you are
a sceptic and an idealist. 1851 DIXON W.Pennvi. (1872) 54The politics of Fox had .. their attraction for this idealist.
1884 CHURCH Bacon iii. 59 He was no mere idealist or recluse
to undervalue or despise the real grandeur of the world.
4. attrib. or as adj. next.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 421 Philosophers of the
idealist school. 1884 in LittelFs Living Age 16 Feb. 427
In a tender idealist exaltation. 1885 Athemeum 9 May
593/3 The various stages which the idealist problem has
taken in modern philosophy.

Idealistic ,aidiali-stik), a.
[f. prec. + -ic.l

VOL. V.
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Pertaining to or characteristic of an idealist
;
be

longing to or having the character of idealism (in
various senses : see these words).
1829 CARLYLE Misc. Kss., Novalis (18721 II. 207 As a Poet

UMMUM. *uu^ j'urtri. t\eu. Jan. 31 ine oest
practical work is that produced in an idealistic spirit.
Hence Ideal! stical a. rare = prec. ; Ideali-sti

cally adv., in an idealistic manner.
1884 VERN. LEE' Euphorion II. 9 The old idealistica

decorations. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 56 Inde
pendence, idealistically considered, is elysian, but wher
the sublime theory is brought into practice amongst a ruds
people, with nothing but agricultural labour to fall bad
upon, their position undergoes a devastating change.

Ideality (aldi'ise-llti), [f. IDEAL + -ITT ; cf. 1-

ideality (Littre).]
1 1. The faculty of forming

' ideas
'
or archetypes

see IDEA sb. i, IDEAL a. I. Obs.
1701 NORRIS Ideal World I. Pref. ii The Divine Ideality

or^that intelligible reason in the wisdom of God whereby
things were made.

1704 Ibid. II. 282 When they [creatures
. . had no existence hut in the bosom of his own ideality.
2. The faculty or capacity of conceiving ideals

,

the imaginative faculty. (Introduced as a term
of Phrenology.)

OIL*. OMIIH frinc. rnrenoi. vn. 107 oall denominated tni
the Poetical faculty; and Spurzheim changed it to it

present name Ideality, a i865 J. GHOTE Exam. Utilit.
Philos. xiii. (1870) 199 Moral imperativeness as based upon
ideality or belief in higher fact. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc.

(1879) II. xiv. 359 Poetry or ideality, and untruth are. .very
different things.
3. The quality of being ideal.

a. The quality of expressing some idea.

1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert. (1845'' II. 218 That crux
of painful antiquaries, the origin and ideality ofthe far-famed
Round Towers.

b. Ideal or imaginative character, esp. of a
work of art : see IDEAL a. 2, 3 b.

1835 I. TAYLOR Sfir. Despot, iii. 86 The ideality and the
poetry of their religion. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks, Char.
xii. 315 No invention of the most ludicrously-florid fancy
can surpass in incongruous ideality the real, and substantial,
and solidly-stupid old watchman".

C. Ideal or non-real nature ; existence in idea

only (opp. to reality) : see IDEAL a. 4.
1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant v. 88 The ideality of time and

space.
4. with //. Something ideal or imaginary ;

an
idealized conception.
1844 R. P.WARD Clials-morth I. 39 [They] commenced their

married life with amiable idealities about '

love in a cottage
'

1838 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) HI. n. i. 221 Cicero..'
is not a mere ideality, he is a man and a brother. 1875
I.IGHTFOOT Comm. Col. (1886)

io_8
Those vague idealities

which as.. aeons, took their place in later speculations.
b. = IDEAL B. i.

1860 T. I,. PEACOCK Wks.
(1875) III. 430 The intellectual

qualities which constituted his ideality of the partner of his
life.

Idealization (aid/alaizii-Jan). [f. IDEALIZE
+ -ATION ; cf. F. idealisation (Littre).] The action
of idealizing or fact of being idealized.
1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. II. 466 Is this irony?Or poetical idealization? 1853 DE QUINCEY Autobiog.

Sk. Wks. I. 54 The devotion gave grandeur and idealisation
to the sorrow. 1875 EMERSON Lett. $ Sac. Aims i. 58 Our
overpraise and idealization of famous masters. 1883 FAIR-
BAIRN City of God in. i. (1886) 233 They were not finely
susceptible sons of genius and culture, imaginative men,
capable of acts of splendid idealization.

b. A particular or concrete instance of this
; an

idealized representation.
1855 Prater's Mag. LI. 702 This bust, .is a frank idealiza-

tion. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach. Pref. I3 Poets and
artists teach us by their beautiful idealizations that the
objects around us are not mere objects of sense.

Idealize (wdf-abiz), v.
[f. IDEAL + -IZE ; cf.

F. ideattser <i?94 in Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. To
make or render ideal

; to represent in an ideal
form or character

; to exalt to an ideal perfection
or excellence.

1795 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XVIII. 535 Italyis here
idealized into a terrestrial paradise. (11834 COLERIDGE
Shaks. Notes (1849) 9 The tragic poet idealizes his char-
acters. 1870 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, viii. 152 Creation
is reflected and idealized in the mirror of the soul. 1884Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. i/i Men who have been idealized
after death.

b. absol. or intr. To represent something in an
ideal form

; to conceive or form an ideal or ideals.
1786 MATY Meiner's Hist. Relig. i. in New Rev. Feb. 62

1 heir [men s] natural propensity to idealize, a 1849 H.
COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 205A portrait painter,idealise as he
will, can only paint the sort of people that exist in his time.
Hence Ide-alized ///. a.

; Idealizing vbl. sb.
and ppl. a. ; also Ide-alizer, one who or that
which idealizes.

1817 COLERIDGE
Biog. Lit. II. xxiii. 263 The idealized

figures of the
Apollo Belvidere, and the Farnese Hercules.

1821 in Blackw. Mag. X. 257 Dared I mention the name
of my Idealizer. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. 216 The
Hellenic mind .. [with] its active and idealizing fancy. 1869LECKY Europ. Mor. I. xi. 293 The idealised suffering of
the stage was unimpressive. 1876 LOWELL A mang my Bks.
Ser. n. Dante 67 There is no idealizer like unavailing

IDEATION.

regret. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 490 It sometimes excites
a suspicion of a little idealising.

Idealless (oid~al|les), a. [f.
IDEAL sb. +

-LESS.] Without any ideal.
1880 ' VERN. LEE '

Stud. Italy iii. 149 While he was but
a poor little feelingless, idealless scholar.

Ideally (aidz-ali), adv.
[f. IDKAL a. + -LY.]

In an ideal manner.

1 1. In ' idea
'

(sense i
) or archetype ; in rela-

tion to a pattern or type. Obs.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.m. ix. 124 A transmission

is made materially from some parts, and Ideally from every
one. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 582 The third
..doth

actively display and produce into being what was
. .contained . . ideally or exemplarily in the second. 1701
NORRIS Ideal World i. ii. 36 As these figures.. must first
be conceived that they might be made, so they must be
that they might be conceived, and consequently must exist

ideally in order to their existing naturally.
2. In idea, mental conception, or imagination ;

imaginarily.
1598 FLORIO, Ideale, ideally, figuratiuely, formely, ima-

gmatiuely [1611 ideally or figuratiuely, by imagination].
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 339 Reason and religion differ

only as a twofold application of the same power. But
if we are obliged to distinguish, we must ideally separate.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxvi. 374 The branches . . have . .

been ideally prolonged across the moraines. 1872 GEO.
ELIOT Middlem. Iviii, It seemed now that her marriage
was visibly as well as ideally floating her above the Middle-
march level. 1874 CARPENTER Alent. Phys. I. ix. 3 (1879)
410 The unexpected conclusion ..that more than three
dimensions in space are ideally possible.
3. In conformity with the ideal

;
in the highest

conceivable perfection ; in the way of supreme
excellence.

1840 B'KESS BUNSEN in Hare Life (1879) II. iv. 243 Our
ideally delightful journey. 1875 HAHERTON Intell. Life n.
iii. 66 An ideally perfect history would tell the pure truth.

1885 Manchester Exam. 4 May 5/2 This fluid is.. by no
means an ideally pure water.

4. I>tol. In relation to a general plan or archetype
(of a class).

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vi. 191 The swim- bladder is

homologous, or '

ideally similar ', in position and structure
with the lungs of the higher. .animals. 1896 DK. ARGYLL
Philos. Belief'108 To designate this theoretically, or ideally,
fundamental form.

Ide-alness. ff. as prec. + -NESS.] Ideal

quality or state, ideality.
1832 CARLYLE Misc. Ess'., Boswell (1872) IV. 81 Ennoble

the Actual into Idealness.

Idealogical, etc., erron. ff. IDEOLOGICAL, etc.

t Ide-alty. Obs. rare.
[f. IDEAL a. + -TV

;
cf.

royalty, etc.] A standard of excellence, an ideal.
l63S J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Banish'd Virg. in. 168 The

world had now no more neede of any other exquisite
patterne for the well-governing of Common-wealths, and
Ideally of Princes.

Ideate (oidrv't), v. [f. IDEA sb. : see -ATES
Cf. It. ideare, Sp., Pg. idea,-.]
1. trans. To form the idea of; to frame, devise,

or construct in idea or imagination ;
to imagine,

conceive. (In early use with reference to Platonic
' ideas

'

: see IDEA sb. I.)
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Mart. 4 A State which Plato Ideated.

Ibid. 248 As some Men have imagined, .divers Idseas and
so sought what a King, a General [etc.] should be, so
these Men have Ideated what a Pope would be. 1656
SANDERSON Serin. (1689) 257 To quarrel at Gods gifts, if

they be not such as we . . have ideated unto ourselves. 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. I. 28 Could we. .apprehend
the Ideated Man . . we might . . comprehend our present
Degeneration. 1864 WEBSTER, Ideate.. la apprehend in
thought so as to retain and recall

; to fix and hold in the
mind. (Rare.) 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 2 Feb. 81/3 Whether
the index we had ideated is possible or not.

2. absol. or intr. a. To form ideas, to think.
b. To devise or invent something imaginary.
1862 LEWES in Blackw. Mag. (1884) Feb. 177/1 The

reality is implied in the very fact of impressions and ideas :

ihere is something which is impressed, something which
r

eels, which ideates. 1888 J. B. SMITH Ideation uitle-p.),
Experimental Proof that . . Insects ideate and intercommuni-
cate by these radiant Ideas or Physical Images.

Ide'ate, a. and sb. [ad. mod.L. ideat-us, pa.
?ple. of *idedre : see prec.]
A. adj. Produced by or deriving its existence

Tom a (Platonic)
' idea

'

: see IDEA sb. i.

B. sb. The external object of hich an idea or

conception is formed.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 319 In us the Ideate or thing

understood is before the Idea.. but in God, his Idea is the
original exemplar, and the Ideate in the Create but a.,
reflexe image or similitude of the Divine Idea. [1830
SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 76 Consciousness is con-
verted with Perception, Perception with Idea, Idea
with Ideatum.] 1854 FROUDE Short Stud., Spinoza (1867)
I. 34 Body with all its properties is the object or ideate of

mind. [1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. The. (1886) I. I. ii.

07 He objects to say outright that it is the ideatum which
ives the idea.]

Ideation (sidi^-Jan). [f. IDEATE v. : see

ATION.] The formation of ideas or mental

mages of things not present to the senses.

1829 JAS. MILL Hum. Mind I. 42 As we say Sensation,
/e might also say Ideation ; it would be a very useful
rord... Sensation is the general name for one part of our
onstitution . . Ideation for another. 1862 Macm. Mag.
\pr. 507 In sensation the object of sense is present ; in
deation it is absent, but remembered. 1879 HUXLEY Hume

8



IDBATIONAL.

|v. go Of the mechanism of this generation of images of

impressions or ideas (in Hume's sense), which may be
termed Ideation, we know nothing.

Idea'tional, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of or per-

taining to ideation or the formation of ideas.

1853 CARPENTER Hum. Phys. (ed. 4) xiv. 6 788. 779 That
state of consciousness which may be termed Ideational.
Ibid. Note, If the use of the substantive Ideation be
admitted, there can be no reasonable objection to the

adjective ideational. 1879 HUXLEY Hume iv. 90 The
rapidity and the intensity of this ideational process are.,

dependent upon physiological conditions.

Ideative (aidrativ), a. rare. =
prec.

1887 ,-;/;(>/ ff Neurol. VIII. 215 (Cent.) Theacoustic images,
by awaking in the ideative field the correlated ideas, render
the words spoken by another intelligible.

Idee (aid/-). 06s. exc. in vulgar use. [a. F.

idfe, ad. late L. idea, Gr. iSca : see IDEA .]
=

IDEA (in various senses).
1430-40 LYDC. Bockas iv. ix. (MS. Bodl.) If. 222 b/2 In

the too scooles of prudent Socrates And of Plato which that
bar the keie Of secre mysteries & of dyvyn Ideie. 1543
UDALL Erasm. Afoph. \. 123 b, The Idees, that Plato
deuised, & muche treacteth of, euen Aristotle laughed to
skorne. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. iCamden) 102 Qucint
Idees bemone your imperfections, Or give me a type of
such perfections. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. i. (Arb.)
19 God . . made all the world of nought, nor also by any
paterne or mould as the Platonicks with their Idees do
phantastically suppose. 1596 SPENSER Hymn Heav. Love
284 Thy bright radiant eyes shall plainely see Th' Idee of
his pure glorie present still Before thy Face. 1647 H.
MORK Song of Soul in. n. xxiv, Flush light she sendeth
forth, and five Idees. 1848 LOWELL Biglmu P. Ser. i. in. v,
With good old idees o' wut's right an* wut aint.

tldeist. Obs. [f. IDEA rf.-r -IST.] -IDEAL-
IST i.

1697 J. SERGF.ANT
(title) Solid Philosophy asserted against

the Fancies of the Ideists. a 1704 LOCKE (L.), If that he
so, I must ..conclude, that the notionists and the ideists
have their apprehensive faculties very differently turned.

Idel, Ideliche, -ly, obs. ff. IDLE, IDOL, IDLY.

I-deled, ME. pa, pple. of DEAL v.

II Idem (ai'dem, i-dem). fL. idem masc., ft/eat

neut. ' the same '.] The same word, name, title,

author, etc., as mentioned before : used to avoid

repetition. Abbreviated id.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 732/23 Hec tectura, thak.
Hoc ttgimtn, idem. 1598 FLORID, Nolatore, hyrer, a hack-
ney man Noleggiante, idem. Nolesino, idem. 1677 W.
HUGHES Man ofSin n. iv. 83 margin. Id. ibid. c. 12

t I-deme, v. Obs. [OE. gedeman (
= OHG.

getuomen, Goth. gad6mjari), f. dtman to DEEM.]
trans. To deem, judge.
3900 CYNEWULF Crist 525 [He] wile . . fcedeman dzda

jehwylce. c io< LAY. 4054 pus heo hit idemden. Ibid.
10441 Al weoren pa dasden al se heo idemden.

I-dem(e)d, ME. pa. pple. of DEEM v.

Idemfaciend (aidemfc'-pend);*., Idemfacient
(-f-i'lcnt) a., Idemfactor (-fje-ktaj) [f.

L. idem
same +faciend-tis to be rasii\e,facient-em making,
factor maker, FACTOR] ; so also Idempotent
(aide-mpatent) a. [L. potent-em powerful, POTENT] :

words used in multiple algebra : see quots.
1870 B. PEIRCF. in Amer. Jrnl. Math. (>880 IV. 104When an expression used as a factor in certain combinations

overpowers the other factors and is itself the product, it

may be called an idemfactor. When in the production of
such a result it is the multiplier, it is idemfacient, but when
it is the multiplicand it is idemfaciend. Ibid., When an
expression, .raised to a square or higher power, .gives itself
as the result, it may be called idempotent.

Idoinptitie, obs. form of IDENTITY.

I'deiit, a. Sc. Also 6 yden, ydan, ydant.
[Later form of ITHAND a. : cf. EIDENT.] Diligent,
persistent. Hence I'dently adv., diligently, atten-

tively ; persistently, continuously : cf. ITHANDLY.
1567 Gtidc f, Codlie B. (S. T. S.) 16 Our Baptisme is not

done all on ane day. Bot all our lyfe it lestis Identlie.

.'J73
Satir. Palms Reform, xl. 229 Quha preissis vprichtlieTo seruc the Lord mon . . thame prepair for troublis Identlie.

1591 R BRUCE Serin, vi. O iij, Mair ydant in this exercise.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. \. in Ydenly w' al

diligence. Ibid. iv. 2i3Thair ydan, still,and continual preich-
engs. Ibid. vii. 36 To wayt ydanlie vpon the kingis body.Mod. Sc. She is an ident lassie.

Identic (aklentik), a. [ad. scholastic L.
identic-us (see IDENTITY) : cf. F. idtntique (in
Furetiere 1690), It., Sp., Pg. identical
1. IDENTICAL i.

1664 BUTLER Hu,1. n. i. 149 The Beard's th' Identick Beard
you knew. 1789 H. WAI.POLB Let. in Miss Berry's Corr.
(1865) I. 177, I concluded it must be a son.. but asking
my sister.. she assured me it was .. the identic being.
<ri8n FUSELI in Led. Paint, v. (1848) 465 The identic
owner of those crutches. 1866 Cornk. Mag. Nov. 629The new democratic axiom that aristocracy is a singleand identic species of social vermin.
2. IDENTICAL 2.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV, ciii, Death, though
it hstrange Perha|, the Notion of Identike vse, Quickens
a better Ray of Light in vs. 1751 HARRIS Hermes in. iv.

<"7' 399,
wl>ence. .do these common Identic Ideas come?

fftSUulnu. Mag. XLIII. 768 Literature and pedagogism
are in Germany identic in

spirit. 1876 SKENE Celtic Scotl.
I. 193 The Irish language still spoken there, which is identic
with the Gaelic of the Scotch Highlands.
8. In diplomacy, applied to action or language

in which two or more governments or powers
agree to use precisely the same form, in their

18

relations with some other power, so as to impress
the latterbya simultaneous expression ofunanimous
opinion ; esp. in identic note.

j .
^ '*m.i ui lucllul. .ICUUM SeemCU IO DC

undesirable. 1880 EARL GRANVILLE in Times 10 Aug. 6/1
Europe was unanimous in presenting an identic Note to the
Porte.

Identical (aide-ntikal), a. [ med.L. identic-
us (see prec.) + -AL.]
1. The same ; the very same: said ofone thing (or

set ofthings) viewed at different times or in different
relations. (Often emphasized by same, very.)a 1633 AUSTIN Mtdit. (1635) 36 The Spirit . .leades not everyman in the same identical! path. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Vty.N. Pole 13 To lend me the identical pendulum with which
Mr. Graham had made his experiments. 1785 REID Intell.
Powers in. i. 305, I cannot remember a thing that happened
a year ago, without a conviction, .that I. the same identical
person who now remember that event, did then exist. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias iv. ix. r 4 This is the very identical man.
1832 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara ii. 23 The case is wholly
changed by the second and third parties being identical.
1890 A. R. WALLACE Dantnnism 2 Descended from one
pair of ancestral crows of the same identical species.
2. Agreeing entirely in material, constitution,

properties, qualities, or meaning : said of two or
more things which are equal parts of one uniform
whole, individual examples of one species, or copies
of one type, so that any one of them may, for all

purposes, or for the purposes contemplated, be
substituted for any other.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. iv. 105 When we have to
do with any thing whose very essence ..consists in being
greatest, there majus and minus do alter the very essence of
the thing, and is identical with magis and minus. 1831 LAMB
Ella Ser. n. Ellistmiwta,

'
I like Wrench '

. . because he
is the same natural, easy creature, on the stage that he is

off.'
'

Aly case exactly', retorted Elliston. .' I am the same
person off the stage that I am on '. The inference, at first

sight, seems identical ; but examine it a little, and it con-
fesses only, that the one performer was never, and the
other always, acting. 1860 WESTCOTT Introd. Study Gasp.
iii. (ed. 5) 191 The incidents, .are often identical and always
similar. 1868 PEARD Water-farm, xiii. 129 A la%v . . based
on, and nearly identical with our present Fishery Act. 1896
DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief 79 Crystals have no structure
in the organic sense. They are cases of. .cohesion of iden-
tical particles.

t b. Geom. Of figures : Equal and similar. Ol>s.
1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 274 Identical figures, are

such as have all the sides and all the angles of the one,
respectively equal to all the sides and all the angles of the
other, each to each ; so that if the one figure were applied
to, or laid upon the other, all the sides of the one would
exactly fall upon and cover all the sides of the other.

3. Logic. Said of a proposition, the terms of
which denote the same thing ; expressing an

identity ;
as the propositions A horse is a horse

;

man is a human being.
1620 GRANGKR Div. Logike n. 230 Man is man, viz. Subject

to errours. Note. Identical! Axiomcs. 1644 DICIIY Two
Treat, n. ii. 18 The greatest assurance and the most eminent
knowledge we can have of any thing is, of such Propositions
as in the Schooles are called Identicall ; as if one should
say, lohn is lohn, or a man is a man. 1696 LORIMER Good-
win's Disc, vii. 40 The Major Proposition is self-evidently
false, when stript of its Identical dress. 1810 BKNTHAM
Packing (1821) 247 Propositions, of the cast termed by
logicians identical . . which . . leave every thing exactly as
they find it : propositions declaring that wh:it is right ought
to be done, and what is wrong ought not to be done, and
so forth. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic 63.

4. Alg. a. Expressing identity, as identical equa-
tion, an equation which is true for all values of
the literal quantities ;

as (jc + aY = x^ + 2ax + a"-.

b. Effecting identity, as itfentical operation, an
operation which leaves the operand unchanged.
1875 TonHUNTER Algebra ix. 149 An identical equation

is one in which the two sides are equal whatever numbers
the letters stand for ; for example, (x+) (x-b) = x1 -V is
an identical equation.

f6. Marking identity, identifying. Obs.
1704 HEARNE Duel. Hist. (17141 I. 22 An

Eclipse either
of the Sun or Moon is such a characteristical and identical
Mark of a Year, that it is easy to distinguish it among an
infinite Number of others.

Hence Icle-nticalism (nonce-wd.), the employ-
ment of an identical proposition.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. 294

' Let them not be too
numerous': tins is plain identicalism .. add 'without
necessity', the identicalism is now topped by self-contra-
diction.

Identically (aide-ntikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an identical manner; in exactly the
same way. (Often used intensively with same.)
1646 BP. MAXWELL Burd. Issacn. in Pltenix (1708) II.

203 A Bishop was no more in Scripture, but the same
identically with Presbyter. 1706 MORSE Amer. Geog. I.
106 The language of the Sandwich Isles is almost identically
the same with that of Otaheite. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 460
Calvinism, which I certainly consider as the same fluia

identically with electricity. 1842-3 GROVE Corr. Phys.
Forces (1874) 174 The impossibility of any event identically
recurring. 1884 tr. Lotzc's Logic 328 If this force is of
such a kind as to allow the object exposed to its influence
to remain identically the same, the same effect would take
place afresh in the object every fresh time we let the same
cause operate on it.

b. Alg. In the manner of an identical equa-

IDENTIFY.
tion (see IDENTICAL 4) ; for all values of the
literal quantities.
1881 MAXWELL Electr. I, Magn. I. in The first sum of

terms vanishes identically.

Ide-nticalness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being identical ; sameness

; identity.
in BAILEY vol. II. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)I77 i

IV. 201
. .

. 201 She has a high opinion of her sex, to think theycan charm so long a man so well acquainted with their
identicalness. 1863 HAWTHORNK Our Old Home, Civic
Banquets (1879) 354 There is a pervading commonplace and
identicalness in the composition of extensive dinners.

Identifiable (3ide-ntif9i,ab'l), a.
[f. IDEN-

TIFY -r -ABLE.] Able to be identified ; capable of
identification.

1804 Edin. Rn>. III. 306 They are easily identifiable.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 94 Species identifiable with
those now living in the Mediterranean. 1859 TENNENT
Ceylon I. 574 Their names are scarcely identifiable with
any now known. 1881 C. A. YOUNG Sun (Internal. Sci.
Ser.) 82 A given substance is identifiable by its spectrum.
t Identi'fic, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *iden-

tificus : see IDENTIFY.] Doing the same
; concur-

ring in action.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 140 Ludovicus a Dola..
bends.. his second part against thejesuites to demonstrate,
that a next, immediate, and identific concurse of God to al

acts, both good and bad, cannot be defended by the artifice
of their middle science. Ibid., He establisheth. .the hypo-
thesis of Durandus, that the general concurse of God to
acts of a natural order, specially such as are wicked, is not
proxime, immediate and identific, but remote, mediate, and
really distinct from the act of the creature.
So f Identifica'lity, identity in action, f Iden-

ti'flcally adv., as to practical identity.
1668 H. MORE Din. Dial. i. xxvii. (1713) 57 That Exten-

sion which remains to you whether you will or no, is really
and identifically coincident with the Amplitude of the
Essence of God. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 423
Christ .. was distinguished from him [the Father] only by a
. .Personally distinct By-Subsistent Identificality.

Identification (sidentifik? '-Jan), [n. ofaction
f. IDENTIFY: see -FICATION.] The action of identi-

fying or fact of being identified.

1. The making, regarding, or treating of a thing
as identical with (t to) another, or of two or more
things as identical with one another.
1644 DiGBY7"w Treat. M. ii. 19 In them [identical proposi-

tions], .evidence ariseth out of the plaine Identification of the
extreames that are affirmed of one another. 1656 Bl.OfNT
Glossogr., Idcntijication, the making two things to be the
same. 1749 P. SKELTON Deism revealed vi. (1751) II. 82
Sliep. He may then be able . . to join the soul or spirit of
man to himself. Deck. Nut so as to make but one person
of both ; such an identification I take to be impossible. 1805
R. WATSON Cltarge in Mite. Tracts (1815) I. 7, I am not
ready to admit the Identification of the Romish Faith
with Gospel Faith. 1856 STANLEY Sinai f, Pal. i. (1858) 39
If there are insuperable objections to the identification of
Serbal with Sinai. 1884 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Comm. 28 Feb.,The identification of the franchise in boroughs and counties.

b. The becoming or making oneself one with

another, in feeling, interest, or action.

1857 WILLMOTT Pleas. Lit. xi. 41 In Livy it will be the

He.. kept himself free from identification with either party.
2. The determination of identity ;

the action or

process of determining what a thing is
; the recog-

nition of a tiling as being what it is.

1859 LANG H-'and. India 168 The identification of a child,
who may be an heir to property, is not so light a matter as
the purchase of a kitten. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav.
v, I had taken, for purposes of identification, a photograph-
likeness of a thief in the portrait-room at our head police
office. 1881 A. HERSCHEL in Nature No. 622. 507 The
identification of their spectroscopic presence in certain
meteor-streaks. 1887 Times 28 Sept. 3/6 The identification
of habitual offenders in spite of their numerous disguises.
1 3. Exact portraiture ; realistic description ;

also, an instance of this. Obs.
1812 Examiner 25 May 327/2 The several Portrait Pieces

are strong identifications of nature. 1841 Miss MITFORD in
L'Estrange Life (1870) III. ix. 158 The power of identifica-
tion, which is the salt of all literature from Horace to Scott.

Ide/utifier. [f. IDENTIFY + -ER '

.] One who
identifies.

1889 Evtninf Dis/>. (Columbus, Ohio) n May, It was
finally determined that the prisoner, attorneys and identi-
fiers should step into a side room.

Identify (aide-ntifai), v. [ad. late L, idtnti-

ficare : see IDENTITY and -PY. Cf. F. identifier.]
1. trans. To make identical (with, f to something)

in thought or in reality ; to consider, regard, or
treat as the same.

1644 P1CBY Tv> Treat, n. vi. (1645) 63 A body .. cannot
be either like, or identified to nothing. 1669 BARROW
Expos. Creed (1697) 89 All the divine perfections (being
intnnsecal unto and identified with the divine nature or
essence). 1781 GIBBON Decl.

.5- F. xxviii. III. 82 note,
Osiris, whom he identifies with Serapis. 1790 BURKE Fr
Rev. Wks. V. 191 They have incorporated and identified
the estate of the church with the mass of private property
1839 40 W. IRVING Wol/erfs R.

(1855) 35 So as to identify
the surrounding scenes with those of which I hadJust been
reading. 1856 FROUDK Hist. Eng. viii. (1858) if. 243 To
identify their interests with those of the native chiefs. 1865
PUSEY Truth En%. Ch. 8 That he identified the glory of
God with the gaining fresh converts to the Roman Church.



IDENTIFYING.
b. To make one in interest, feeling, principle,

action, etc. with
;
to associate inseparably. Chiefly

reft, and passive.
1780 BUKKE Econ.. Reform Wks. III. 348 Let us identify,

let us incorporate ourselves with the people. 1831 SCOTT
Abbot Introd., They became identified with the literature of
their country. 1849 LEWIS Injt. Author. Matters Opin.
ix. 10 The abstinence of the State from identifying itself

with one of the rival churches. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. 31
A legislature or an executive, not identified in interest
with the people. 1866 LD. STRANGFORD Select. (1869) 1. 102
A Crimean peace.. is identified with the name of Stratford

Canning.

T" c. intr. To be made, become, or prove to be
the same ; to become one with. Obs.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Ep. Pordage^s Mystic Div, 103
Only as .. conjoined with our affections, which commix,
coincide, and as it were identifi with that grandest and
Divinest Mysterie of Love, sciz. God made Flesh. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 271 An enlightened self-interest,
which.. they tell us, will identify with an interest more
enlarged and publick. a 1834 LAMB Let. to Coleridge in
Final Mem. (1848) I. 83 Your taste and mine do not always
exactly identify.

2. To determine (something) to be the same
with something conceived, known, asserted, etc.

;

to determine or establish the identity of; to as-

certain or establish what a given thing or who a

given person is
;

in Nat. Hist, to refer a specimen
to its proper species. ..
must set forth the Christian name, sirname [etc.], .of the of-
fender : and all this to identify his person. 1797 BEWICK Brit.

m&(l847) 1. 167 The above figure, .it is hoped is sufficiently
accurate to enable the ornithologist to identify this very small
bird. 1828 WEBSTER s.v., The owner of the goods found
them in the possession of the thief, and identified them. 1855
BAIN Senses $ Int. in. i. 10 11864) 473 A sailor identifies a

speck in the horizon as a ship of a particular build. 1889
AfAftOfum 28 Sept. 421/1 Mr. Round . . has also identified
as belonging to the reign of Stephen an elaborate hidated

survey.
b. To serve as a means of identification for.

1886 J. WARD in Encycl. Brit. XX. 62/2 The voice per-
ceived identifies Jacob, at the same time the hands identify
Esau.

Hence Identifying///, a., that identifies,
i8z8 in WEBSTER. 1872 Daily News 27 Apr. 3/4 The

identifying warder is now one of the most important of the
minor figures in our

courts^ of justice. 1891 Pall Mall G.

14 May 6/1 The ornamental identifying medallions furnished
to the members for wear during the tour.

Identism (aide-ntiz'm). [f. ident(i)- (see

IDENTITY) + -ISM.] The system or doctrine of

identity; spec. Schelling's metaphysical theory
of absolute identity. (See IDENTITY i.)

1857 W. FLEMING Voc. Philos. ^ Identism or identity. ., or
the doctrine of absolute identity, teaches that the two
elements of thought, objective and subjective, are absolutely
one.

t Identi'tial, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. next + -AL.]
= IDENTICAL i or 2.

1635 Grammar IVarre D vj b, That the Relatme of sub-
stance identitiall, should agree in Gender, Number, and
Person, with his Antecedent.

Identity (aide-ntiti). Also 6 idemptitie.

[ad. F.
identity (Oresme, i4th c.), ad. late L.

identitas (Martianus Capella, ^425), peculiarly
formed from ident(i}', for L. idem l same ' + -td$,

"tatem : see -TV.

Various suggestions have been offered as to the formation.

xpressed by .

litas and nnitas ', hence the form of the suffix. But idem
had no combining stem. Some have thought that ideni(i)-
was taken from the L. adv. identidem 'over and over again,
repeatedly ', connexion with which appears to be suggested
by Du Cange's explanation of identitas as 'quaevis actio

repetita'. Meyer- Liibke suggests that in the formation
there was present some association between idem and id
ens ' that being ', whence identitas like entttds. But assi-

milation to cntitas may have been merely to avoid the
solecism of *ideniitas or *idemtds. However originated,
ident(i}- became the combining stem of idem

t and the
series uttitds, iinicus, unificus, unijicdre^ was paralleled by
identitdS) identicns, identificus> identified*-e : see identic^

identifier identify above.]

1. The quality or condition of being the same In

substance, composition, nature, properties, or in

particular qualities under consideration
;
absolute

or essential sameness ; oneness.
Absolute identity, that asserted in the metaphysical doc-

trine of Schelling that mind and matter are phenomenal
modifications of the same substance.

^ 1570 _BILLINGSLEY Euclid v. def. iv. 129 This likenes,

idemptitie, or equallitie of proportion is called proportion-
alHtie. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 65 That the soule
of this universall world, is not simple, uniforme and un-

compounded, but mixed . . of a certame power of Identitie
and of Diversity. 1654 Z- COKE Logick (1657) 88 Causal 1

Identity is of them which agree in the causes. Ibid., Acci-
dentall Identity is of them that agree in Accidents. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles i. i. iii. 21 That the Phenicians were
originally Canaamtes, is manifest from the Identitie of their

Languages. 1751 HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 253 Is it not

marvellous, there should be so exact an identity of our
ideas ? 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxxv. 474 The
organic remains are of great interest in establishing the

geological identity between the coal measures of the Dudley
district and those of distant parts of Great Britain, 1855
H. SfEKCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. vi. vi. 59 Resem-

19

blance when it exists in the highest degree of all .. is often
called identity. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. ix. 265 There
is no identity of interests between the employers and em-

ployed. 1876 TAIT Rfc. Adv. Phys. Sc. viii. (ed. 2) 203
The identity of radiant light and heat. 1879 FROUDE Ottir
xviii. 298 United .. by identity of conviction.

b. with an and //. An instance of this quality.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 264 How fully assured must we

needs be of these Identities, the Agreements of these two
Parallelisms. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangem. Wks. (1841)
309 It is by a contrary power of composition that we recog-
nise their identities. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. Archxol. I. vi. 91
The taking of resemblances of words for identities is one of
the great stumbling-blocks of the philologist.

fc. Recurrence of the same ; repetition. Obs.
1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref, n Wee haue not tyed our selues

to an vniformitie of phrasing, or to an identitie of words.
a 1610 FOTHERBY Attuom. ii. xi. 6 (1622) 325 The soule is

delighted with variety. It is dulled with identity.
2. The sameness of a person or thing at all times

or in all circumstances ; the condition or fact that
a person or thing is itself and not something else

;

individuality, personality.
Persona/ identity (in Psychology)^ the condition or fact of

remaining the same person throughout the various phases
of existence

; continuity of the personality.

1638 RAWI.EY tr. Bacon's Life fy Death 5 The Duration
of Bodies is Twofold ; One in Identity, or the selfe-same
Substance

;
the other by a Renovation or Reparation. 1690

LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxvii. 6 The Identity of the same
Man consists . . in nothing but a participation of the same
continued Life, by constantly fleeting Particles of Matter, in

succession vitally united to the same organized Body. Ibid.

9 Consciousness always accompanies thinking, . . in this

alone consists personal Identity, i. e. the Sameness of a
rational Being. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat. i.

y. (1874) I- 323
Of all relations the most universal is that of identity, being
common to every being whose existence has any duration.
1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 85 He doubted his own
identity, and whether he was himself or another man. 1832
G. DOWNES Lett. Cent. Countries I. 469 The fair city
almost forfeits its identity, when disguised in a misty and
murky atmosphere. 1885

' E. GARRETT' At Any Cost\.%g
Tom. .had such a curious feeling of having lost his identity,
that he wanted to reassure himself by the sight of his little

belongings.
b. Personal or individual existence, rare. ? Obs.

1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch 31 [Plutarch] doubtless
beleiv'd the identity of one supream intellectual being
which we call God. 1824 BYRON Juan xvi. cxx, How odd,
a single hobgoblin's non-entity Should cause more fear than
a whole host's identity.

f 3.
( The self-same thing.' Obs. rare.

1616 BULLOKAR, Identitie^ the selfe same thing, a 1619
FOTHERBY Athcom. n. iii- 2 (1622) 216 Life is not the
cause of its owne lining, but the very same identity with its

lining.

4. Alg. a. The equality of two expressions for

all values of the literal quantities: distinctively
denoted by the sign . b. An equation express-

ing identity, an identical equation (IDENTICAL 4 a).

1859 HARM, SMITH Arith. fy Algebra (ed. 6) 338 Such an

expression as (.r+ i)
3= ^r2+2^r+i, where one of the quanti-

ties, between which the sign of equality is placed, results
from performing the operations indicated in the other, is

called an Identity.
5. The condition of being identified in feeling,

interest, etc. rare.
1868 GLADSTONE Juz>. Mutidi \. (1870) 5 He is in truth in

visible identity with the age.

6. Logic. Law or Principle of Identity t
the prin-

ciple expressed in the identical proposition A is A.
1846 SIR W. HAMILTON Reid's Wks. 767 The four logical

laws of Identity, Contradiction, Excluded Middle, and
Reason and Consequent, 1851 MANSEL Proleg. Log. (1860^

196 This law of thought is expressed by the Principle of

Identity 'Every A is A 1

. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th.
(ed. 5) 114. 212 Criteria of Truth. 2nd Criterium. The
Principle of Identity. 1889 FOWLER Induct. Logic Pref.

(ed. 5) 19 note, Amongst the assumptions or pre-suppositions
of reasoning, I have not included the so-called Law of

Identity ;
as to say that all A is A, or a thing is the same as

itself, appears to me to be an utterly unmeaning proposi-
tion.

Identlie, -ly : see IDENT.

Ideo- (3i'dz"|0, rdz'
(0), combining form of Gr.

tSe'a IDEA, as in I'deoglyph = IDEOGRAPH. Ideo-

latry (-p-latri) [-LATRY], the worship of ideas.

Ideo-motor (-nwu't^i) a. [MOTOR], applied by
W. B. Carpenter to automatic muscular movements

arising from complete occupation of the mind by
an idea, and to the cerebral centres controlling
such movements

;
so Xdeo-mo'tion, ideo-motor

movement. rdeophone (-f(?n) [Gr. <fwv^ voice,

sound], term used by A. J. Ellis (in contradis-

tinction to ideograph} for a sound or group of

sounds denoting an idea, i.e. a spoken word; so

Xdeophone-tics, the subject of *

ideophones' ;

Ideophonous (-p'fifaas) a., relating to spoken
words as sounds denoting ideas. Ideopraxist
(-prse'ksist) nonce-wd. [Gr. npa^is doing : see -IST],
one whose practice is actuated by an idea, one who
embodies an idea in action. Ideo-sensational
a., compounded of ideas and sensations.

1847 HINCKS On Lett. Hieroglyph. Alph. in Irish Acad.
Trans. XXI. n. 3 We may give to these characters, and
also to those which .. represent ideas without the inter-

vention of words, the common name of *Ideoglyphs.
1869 BARING-GOULD Orig. Relig. Belief \, ix. 172 Idolatry
exists in three forms: i. Fetishism; 2. Symbolism; 3.

IDEOLOGICAL.

*Ideolatry. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Idec-motion > same as

fdeo-niotor movements. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys, n.
xiv. (1879) 557 His actions being directly prompted by the
ideas with which he is possessed, and thus. .*ideo-motor..
as distinguished from volitional. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Ideomotor centre^ that part of the grey matter of the brain
which excites muscular contraction under the influence of
ideation. 1881 A. J. ELLIS Synops. Lect. Lend. Dialectical
Soc. 2 Nov., Mimetics, ideographics, and *ideophonetics.
Fixed ideograph, variable *ideophone, and their connection.

1847 S. W. WILLIAMS Mid. Kingd. I. x. 464 The number of
such "ideophonous compounds. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res.
n. viii, He himself, .was among the completest Ideologists,
at least Mdeopraxists : in the Idea (in der Idee} he lived,

moved, and fought. 1886 GUKNEY Phantasms of Living
I. 464 *tdeo-sensational would avoid this difficulty.

Ideogram (i'd&ynrsem, ai-)- [f. Gr. ISta IDEA
+ -GRAM. Cf. mod.F. idtogramme.'} = next.

1838 HINCKS in Blackw. Mag. July 106/2 Nor was Dr.

Young Jess successful with the hieroglyphic ideograms (or

symbolic characters direct and indirect), many of which he
determined. 1882-3 F. BROWN in Schaff Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. I. 583 A Shemitic pronunciation was given to char-
acters used as ideograms. 1883 DELITZSCH in Athenae-um
26 May 669/1 The Sumerian symbols or ideograms . . usually
express the characteristics of the respective animals or

objects which they represent. 1893 S. LAING Hum. Orig.
68 The idea of beauty being conveyed by an ideogram
meaning 'a large sheep '.

Ideograph (rdwjgraf, ai-). Also erron. idea-

graph. [f. as prec. + -GRAPH.] A character or

figure symbolizing the idea of a thing, without

expressing the name of it, as the Chinese characters
and most Egyptian hieroglyphics.
1835-40 HINCKS On Hieroglyphics (MS. B.M., Egypt.

Antipj., 19 e), Hieroglyphic characters are either ideographs,
that is, representations of ideas, or phonographs, that is,

representations of sounds. 1838 Blackiv. Mag, XLIII. 652
The old Egyptians in their hieroglyphics did . . signify a wise
..man by the symbolic representation or ideagraphof a nose.

| 1883 SAYCE Fresh Light fr. Anc. Men. 16 The frequent
employment of ideographs, which denoted ideas and not
sounds, Ibid. 19 Thus in English, the ideograph -f may be

pronounced
'

plus \
' added to ', or

' more ', according to the

pleasure of the reader.

Ideographic (i
:
d&igrse'fikl ai-),tf. (>.). (erron.

idea-.) [f.
as prec. -t- -1C. Cf. mod.F

'

,idtographique^\
Of the nature of an ideograph ; symbolizing an
idea directly, as distinguished from the word or

words by which it is expressed ; relating to or

composed of ideographs.
1822(7. Rev. XXVIII. 189 Two Memoirs to prove, that

neither the hieratic, .nor the demotic.. writing is alphabetic
. . but ideographic. 1849 }-rascrs Mag. XL. 419 The
rinciple .. whether phonetic or ideagraphic. 1862 H.
FENCER First rrinc. n. xv. 123 (1875) 349 The picture-

writing of the Mexicans was found to have given birth to

a like family of ideographic forms. 1869 FARRAR Fam.
Speech iv. (1873) 121 Chinese has only some 450 sounds,
and yet has upwards of 40,000 ideographic signs.

B. sb. An ideographic character
; //. a method

of writing in ideographic characters.

1846 WORCESTER cites For. Q. Rev. 1848 COTTRELL tr.

Bnnsen's Egypt's Place I. 496 The Ideographics. .comprise
all non-phonetic signs. 1881 [see ideophonetics in IDEO-].

So Ideogra -pineal a. = prec.; hence Ideo-

graphically adv., by means of ideographs.
1836 Du PONCEAU Chinese Syst. Writ. (1858) 48 Represent

to yourself our hymn books . . to be written ideographical ly,

and to be sung ad libitum. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc.

584/2 Ideographical writing is opposed to phonetic.
1880

SAVCE in Nature 19 Feb. 379 There was a limit to the number
of ideas which could be represented ideographically.

Ideography (ids'-, sid^-gran). Also erron.

ideagraphy. [f.
Gr. *5ca IDEA + -GKAPHY. Cf.

F. ideographic^\
The direct representation of ideas

by graphic signs, as distinguished from phonetic

symbols ; writing consisting of ideographs.
1836 T. How (title] Ideagraphy. 1846 WORCESTER, Ideo-

graphy, a system or treatise of short-hand writing. 1861

Sat. Rev. 14 Sept. 278 An erudite introduction upon North
American '

Ideography '. 1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iv.

(1873) 120 They invented writing, but it stopped at hiero-

glyphics and ideography.

Ideologic (aidi'itfl^dgik), a. [f.
IDEOLOG-Y +

-ic. Cf. K idtologiqut (1801).] =next, i.

1857 T. E. WEBB Intellect. Locke v. 75 A complete solu-

tion of the great Ideologic problem.

IdeolO'gical, a. Also erron. idealogical.

[f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. Belonging or relating to ideology (sense i),

or to the study of ideas.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 286 Tracy, .exhibits, .a summary
table of such ideological truths, as he conceives to be

evident. 1843 MILL Logic iv. i. 4 Abstinence . . from

ideological discussions. 1886 Proc. Philol. Soc. 4 June
p. xliii, He had compiled lists of ideological indices for over

two hundred languages.
2. Relating to, or occupied with, an idea or

ideas, esp. of a visionary kind
; dealing with ideas

as opposed to facts ; ideal, speculative, idealistic.

(Cf. IDEOLOGY 2.)

1837 Blackiv. Ma-g. XLII. 407 Hence arises what Napo-
leon nas called the ideological race of men. 1862 HEURTLEY
in Repl.

' Ess. <$ Rev? 167 It is an insult to his understanding
to ask him to allow a so-called ideological application to

supplant the natural and obvious meaning. 1869 fall
Mall G. 14 Oct. 10 If these tendencies are to be classified

at all, they can only be classed in two divisions the ideo-

logical (I intentionally avoid the word idealistic) and the

materialistic.
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IDEOLOGICALLY.

Hence Ideologically aih:, in an Ideological
manner ; in a non-literal sense.

1861 Dp. S. WILHERFORCF, Ess. (1874) I. 150 They ideo-

logically suggest that, when it is asserted that our Lord

miraculously fed the multitudes . . no more is meant than
that . . he fed the souls of thousands with edifying moral
discourses. 1861 HKI RTI.EY in Reft.

'

Ess. ft Ktv.' 175 To
be understood, not as literally and historically true, but

only ideologically, or in a 'spiritualized sense'.

Ideologist Caid/|p"l8djbt). (erron. idea-.)-

[ad. F. icUologiste, f. ideologic IDEOLOGY : see -IST.]
1. One versed in ideology (sense i ) ; one who

treats of the origin and nature of ideas.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXV. 584 The ideo-

logists of Paris. [1861 Merit. Lady Morgan II. 40 Both
she and Sir Charles were intimate with.. the Comte de
Tracy the ideologists.} i86a MAURICE Mor. ff Met. Philos.
IV. viii. 58. 500 The modern ideologists have claimed him
as their progenitor.
2. A person occupied with an idea or ideas, esp.

with such as are regarded as impractical ; a specu-
lator ; an idealist, a visionary, a mere theorist.

1831 CARI.YLE Sort. Res. 11.
yiii,

We find our poor Pro-
fessor.. at last indignantly dismissed, almost thrown out of
doors, as an '

Ideologist'. 1835 Kleu kw. Mag. XXXVIII.
323 Correspondence with the French propagandists, ideo-

logists, and revolutionaires. 1847 EMERSON Kefr. Men,
Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) I. 368 The advocates of liberty, and
of

progress,
are '

ideologists
'

; a word of contempt often
in his [Bonaparte's] mouth. 1875 MERIVALE Gen. Hist.
Rome li. (1877) 403 He derided the ideologists who were
not content . . with taking the material world as he found it,

and putting it to its practical uses.

Icleo'logize, v.
[f. IDEOLOG(Y : see -IZE.]

trans. To treat (a statement) ideologically.
1860 BP. S. WILBERFORCE Est. (1874) ' ". Could he ..

call on any other speculator to stay the ideologizing process?

Ideologue (aidr01f7g). Also erron. idealogue.
[ad. F. iJtohgue, f. Or. iSe'a IDEA + -LOGUE.] =
IDEOLOGIST 2.

i8i HEL. M. WILLIAMS Pres. St. France vii. 109 Leaving
the ideologues _of his council to arrange what he [Bona-
parte] calls their revolutionary rubbish, such as sovereign
people, equal rights, &c. 1882 Spectator 30 Dec. 1676
Unless by ill-fortune the Throne were filled by an idea-

logue. 1887 Ibid. 10 Sept. 1202 English workmen, we
imagine, are not becoming ideologues, but some of their

delegates are.

Ideology (sidz'ip-lodji). [ad. F. ideologic : see
I DEO- and -LOBY.]
1. The science of ideas; that department of

philosophy or psychology which deals with the

origin and nature of ideas, b. spec. Applied to

the system of the French philosopher Condillac,
according to which all ideas are derived from
sensations.

1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XX. 569 Tracy read
a paper [at the National Institute of France], .and proposed
to call the philosophy of mind, ideology. 1797 Monthly

20

physics. 1832 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (18521 69 Ideo-

logic (more correctly Idealogie). .has in France become the
name peculiarly distinctive of that philosophy of mind
-which exclusively derives our knowledge from the senses.

1852 H. ROGERS Ess. I. vii. 377 The word '

ideas '. .enters

appropriately corrupted in the term ideology, as a n:\ine
for a system of purely sensational philosophy. 1881 T.
DAVIDSON tr. Rosminfs Philos. Syst. 10. 22 Ideology
undertakes to investigate the nature of human knowledge.

b. The study of the way in which ideas are

expressed in language.
1886 Proc. Philol. Soc. 4 June p. xliii, Valuable evidence . .

could be derived from comparative ideology, a branch of the
science of language that hitherto had been much neglected.
2. Ideal or abstract speculation; in a depre-

ciatory sense, unpractical or visionary theorizing
or speculation.
1813 J. ADAMS Wks. (1856) X. 52 Napoleon has lately

invented a word, which perfectly expressed my opinion..
He calls the

project ideology. 1817 SCOTT Napoleon VI.
251 Ideology, by which nickname the French ruler [Bona-
parte] used to distinguish every species of theory, which,
resting in no respect upon the basis of Self-interest, could,
he thought, prevail with none save hot-brained boys and
crazed enthusiasts. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism vi. 148 Does
the British reader, .call all this unpleasant doctrine of ours
ideology? 1881 SEEI.F.Y Bonaparte in Macm. Mag. XLIV.
164/2 He . . put aside the whole system of false and confused
thinking which had reigned since 1792, and which he called

ideology.
3. = IDEALISM i.

1835 J. B. ROBERTSON tr. SMcgefs Philos. Hist. (1846)
6j Infidel science, astonished at her own discoveries, which
disconcert alike ideology and materialism.
Ifieom e, Ideot, etc., obs. ff. IDIOM, etc,

Ideomotion, -praxist, etc. : see IDEO-.

I-deoped, ME. pa. pple. of DEEP v,

I-derued, ME. pa. pple. of DEBTS v.

Ides (sidz), sb. pi. Rarely in sing. ide. [a.
F. Ides (i 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. Idiis, sb.

pi.] In the ancient Roman calendar, the eighth

day
after the nones, i. e. the igth of March, May,

July, October, and the 1 3th of the other months.
The days after the nones were reckoned forward to the

ides ; hence such expressions as '

the sixth of the ides
'

(or
' the sixth ides

',
or the sixth ide ')

'

of June ', loosely ren-
dering L. ante diem sextum Idui 7<""<u = June 8. Sec
note i. v. CALKNIM i.

1-1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810)341 Idus bat is of May
left 1 to write bis ryme, B letter & Friday bi ix bat jere

}cde prime. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 215 b/2 It was the
lii ydees of Juyll. 1501 ARNOLDS Chron. 650/2 Somer..
beginnithe the vij Ide of may and lastilh vnto the vii. Ide
of august. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. EJ>ist. 40 Dated the .7.
of the Ides of June. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. \. ii. 17 Caisar
. .Beware the Ides of March. 1641 HOWELL Vote in New

of March to Rome and to Caesar. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii I.

iii,
'
It stands fixed for the ninth ide of August ', answered

Pansa. 1847 EMF.RSON Woodnotcs I. 45 Foreteller of the
vernal ides, Wise harbinger of spheres and tides.

II Id est, two Latin words, meaning
'
that is ',

used in works written in Latin to introduce an

explanation of a word or phrase =
'
that is to say

'

;

retained in English in the same use, now usually in

the abbreviated form i.e. (formerly often i.) : see

Abbreviations, under I the letter.

1598 FLORIO, Gallina bagnata, a wet hen, id est, a milke-

sop. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 850 Mira de lente, as 'tis i'th*

Adage, Id est, to make a Leek a Cabbage. 1821 BYRON
Juan iv. xciii,

' Arcades ambo ', id est blackguards both,

Idiasm (i'di^z'm). [ad. Gr. i5m<r/<or pecu-
liarity, f. loiAf-av to be peculiar, f. f&os peculiar.]
A peculiarity, mannerism.
1868 C. M. INGLEBY in Atlienzum 12 Dec. 800/3 Among

the causes which debase and enervate a language are . . the
use of idiasms generating euphemisms. 1877 Shake-
spcare i. vii. 118 The idioms, idiotisms, ana, above all,
the idiasms of Shakespeare [etc.]. 1893 Nat. Observer
21 Jan. 240/2 The owner's personal or peculiar whimsy
or idiasm

'

is not only permissible, but is distinctly de-
manded.

Idle (i'dik), a. Biol.

to an id or ids.
[f. ID + -IC.] Pertaining

1893 tr. IVeismann's Germ-Plasm i. i. 63 Every id of the

germ-plasm contains the whole of the elements which are

necessary for the development of all subsequent idic stages.

I-diched, ME. pa. pple. of DITCH v.

Idiely, idili, idLUich, obs ff. IDLY.

I-dight.i-dijt.i-diht: sceYniGHT andDiGHTa.
Idio- (i'difl), repr. Gr. loto-, combining form of

iSios own, personal, private, peculiar, separate,
distinct. Of compounds occurring in Greek, IDIO-

PATHY and IDIOSYNCRASY are Eng. representa-
tives ; but a number of recent scientific terms have
been formed on Greek types, or even with a Latin
second element, as idio-muscular, -repulsive.
I dioblast Hot. [see -BLAST], an individual plant-

cell of different nature or content from the sur-

rounding tissue (Sachs). Idio cracy nonce-wd.

[see -CBACY], personal rule or government. I dlo-

cyclo-phanous a. [see CYCLO- and Idiophanous\,
exhibiting axial interference figures without the

use of polarizing apparatus. Idiodi nic a. Zool.

[Gr. StVos, SiV-r; eddy, vortex.taken in sense' pore'],

having a special opening for the extrusion of genital

products, t Idlo-ele'otrlc a. [see ELECTRIC],
capable of being electrified by friction. Idio-

glo-ttic a. [see GLOTTIC, and cf. Gr. iSt6-/Aoxro-os],

usingwordsofone'sown invention. Idiogo naduct,
the gonaduct of an idiodinic animal. I'diograph
[Gr. IStuyfxupov'], one's private mark or signature ;

hence Idiogra phic a., of or pertaining to an

idiograph. Idio latry nonce-wd. [Gr. Karpda
worship], self-worship. Idio meter [-METER],
an instrument for measuring the '

personal equa-
tion

'
of an observer, by observation of the transit

of an artificial star whose actual motion is exactly
known. Idiomu sonlar a. Path, [see MUSCULAR],
in Idiamuscular contraction, Schiff's term for the
local contraction, under physical stimulus, of a
muscle which is fatigued or dying, the movement
not being transmitted to the whole length of
muscular fibre. Idioueu ral a. Path, [see NEURAL]
^see quot.). f Idio'nomy [Gr. -vofiia arrange-
ment], individual constitution. Idio-phanism,
idiophanous nature or property. Idio phanous a.

[Gr. -0ai'^! appearing] Idiocyclophanous. Idio
phre-nlo a. Path. [Gr. <t>pipi mind],

' Tuke's term
for the form of insanity which is caused by disease

of the brain itself (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). I dio-

plasra Biol., Nageli's term for the special portion
of protoplasm in a germ or cell which is supposed
to determine the character of the resulting or-

ganism ; hence Idioplasma'tic <i. Idiopsycho'-
logy, the psychology of one's own mind ; hence

Idiopsycholo glcal a. Idiorepu'lsive a., self-

repelling. Xdiorrhythmic a. [Gr. IMppvfuos
living in one's own way], of monastic institutions :

allowing freedom to the individual (opposed to

CcKNOBiTlc). Idiosta tic a. [see STATIC], not

employing any auxiliary electrification in the
measurement of electricity : opposed to HETEBO-
STATIO. Idiotha-lamon.il a. Bot. [THALAMUs],
'having a different colour or texture from the

thallusj a term uted among lichens' (Treat. Bot.

IDIOM.

1866). Z-diotypa Chan. [TYPE] (see quot.);
hence Idioty pic a.
i88a VINES Sachs' Bot. 84 It is not unusual for individual

cells in a tissue otherwise homogeneous to become developed
in a manner strikingly different from their neighbours ; to
such cells I have applied the term 'Idioblast. 1878 T.
SINCLAIR Mount 103 No Jew of them all would .. set up a

theocracy, or "idiocracy, for this is the exact word, more
eagerly and remorselessly. 1890 Athenaeum 29 Mar. 408/3
'On Bertrand's "Idiocyclophanous Prism', by Prof. S. P.

Thompson. 1883 E.
_R.

LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI.
682/1 note. The Porodinic group is divisible into Nephrodinic
and "Idiodinic, in the former the nephridium serving as a

pore, in the latter a special (t5u>c) pore being developed.
1828 WKBSTER,

*
Idioelectric, electric per se, or containing

electricity in its natural state. Gregory. 1830 R. KNOX
Beclard*s Anat. 160 They [hairs] are idio-electric. t888
H. HALE in Science 28 Sept. 146/1 The boy soon gave up his

"idioglottic endeavors. 1883 E. R. LANKESTER in EncycLBrit.
XVI. 682/1 note, The genital ducts of Idiodinic forms may be
called 'Idiogonaducts, as distinguished from the Nephrogo-
naducts of nephrodinic forms. 1633 COCKERAM,

*
Idiograph,

priuate writings. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Idiograph, a

private writing, or of one's own hand writing. 1897 Westm.
Gag. 27 Nov. 8/2 He had asked Sir William how he wrote
his name phonetically, and he had given him an idiograph.
11636 Bp. ANDREwEs.SVrw.(i84i-4)ri.393(CentJ Idolatry. .

differs but a letter from "idiolatry 1881 Daily h'eivs 19 Sept.
6/2 The "idiometer invented by Colonel Walker was adopted
by the Indian Survey Department. 1878 FOSTER Phys. I.

ii. 2. 72 The wheal in many respects resembles a very slow
or almost fixed contraction-wave, and has been called an
'

"idio-muscular
'

contraction. 1896 ALLBUTT Syst. flled.

I. 109 The belief in the idiomuscular or, more truly, *idio-
neural action of the heart-muscle. 1651 BIGGS New Disp.
f 234 We have assigned the precedency and priority to

purges from regular "Idionomy and propriety of natures
with their appellatives. 1889 MIVART in Dublin Kc~'. Oct.

293 Thus the "idio-plasm was changed more and more in

the course of generations. 1890 WEISMANN in Nature
6 Feb. 320 The "idioplasmatic nature of the nuclear sub-
stance. 1886 F. L. PATTON in A'f Princeton Rev. Mar.
181

'

"Idiopsychologica!
'

and '

heteropsycholoeical
'

are the

epithets employed to denote these two methods, c 1833
W. H. BROOKFIELD in Lift 1 ennyson (1897) 1. 126 At auto-

psychography I am not good, if 1 had any "idiopsychology
to autopsychographize. 1818 WEBSTER,

"'

Idio-repuliive,
repulsive by itself ; as, the idio-repulsive power of heat.

1843 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (1846)23 The early theories

regard its phenomena as produced either by a single fluid

i idio-repulsive, but attractive of all matter, or else as pro-
duced by two fluids, each idio-repulsive but attractive of
the other. 1862 Land. Rev. 17 May, They live, .in regular
monasteries, either of the stricter cccnobitic form, .or under
the laxer "idiorrythmic constitution. 1880 J. E. H. GORDON
Electr. ff Magn. I. ix. 56 The accessory electrometer, or

gauge, is called an *idiostatic electrometer. 1865-72 WATTS
Dict.Chem. \\\.2^2*/diotypf, a term applied byGuthric..
to bodies derived by replacement from the same substance,
including the typical substance itself; ammonia, .is "idio-

typic with ethylamine, phenylamine, and all the organic
bases derived from it by substitution, and these are idio-

typic one with the other.

tldiO'Crasy. Obs. [a.<\.Gi.!oioicpaota, {.low
IDIO- + -K/>aaia,Kpaai'! mixing, tempering (CBASIs).]

Peculiarity of physical or mental constitution
;
=

IDIOSYNCRASY.
1681 tr. Willis'' Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Idiocrasie, the

proper disposition or temperament of a thing or body. 1684
tr. lionet's Aferi . Compit. Pref. 2 Several Mens Idiocrasie is

various. 1755 JOHNSON,Idiocrasy, peculiarity ofconstitution.

Hence Idiocra'tic, -al adjs.
= IDIOSYNCRATIC.

17*7 BAILF.Y vol. II, Idiocratical, according to Idiocracy.
[Hence in Johnson and mod. Diets. 1 18x8 WEBSTER, Idio-
cratic. 1879 Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 143 A few idiocratic
remarks were gleaned.

Idiocy (i'didfci). Also 6 idiosy, 7 ideocy.

[Possibly ad. Gr. IStarda uncouthness, want of edu-

cation, f. J&iurns IDIOT
;
but perh. formed analogic-

ally on IDIOT, without reference to the Greek, after

other sbs. in -CY from words in -t, as prophet,

|

prophecy, etc. See also IDIOTCY. F. idiotic is

recent.] The state or condition of being an idiot
;

natural absence or marked deficiency of ordinary

understanding ; extreme mental imbecility.
1519 SKELTON Replyc. 250 Vour madde ipocrisy, And

your idiosy, And your vayne glory Haue made you eate the

flye. 1607 COWELL Interfr., Idiota inquirtnda . . is a writ
that is directed to the Excheator . . to call before him the

trty suspected of Idiocie, and examin him. 1613 SIR H.
riNCH Law (1636) 95 The king shall haue to his owne vse

. . all the possessions of a foole natural!, not of any other
Ideot during his ideocy. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I.

viiL (1809) 306 When a man on an inquest of idiocy hath
been returned an unthrift and not an idiot, no farther pro-
ceedings have been had. 18x4 SCOTT Wav. ix, It was
apparently neither idiocy nor insanity which gave that wild,

unsettled, irregular expression to a face which naturally was
rather handsome. 1874 MAUDSLEY Respms. in Ment. Dis. iii.

66 Idiocy is a defect of mind which is either congenital, or
due to causes operating during the first few years of life.

b. Used humorously as a title.

1816 Scorr Woodst. xxxiii, So please your idiocy, thou art

an ass.

fc. app. Ignorance. Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bar/at li. i. it. Imppsturt 323 The
suspected vertue of This Tree Shall soon disperse the cloud
of Idiocy, Which dims your eyes.

Idiocyclophanous, etc. : sec IDIO-.

Idiom (i'di(Jm). Forms : 6 ydiome, ideome,

6-7 idiome, 7 ideora, 7- idiom, [a. F. idiomc

(i6th c. in Hatz.-DarmO, or ad. L. idioma, Gr.

ISiaina peculiarity, property, peculiar phraseology
(f.

lSi6-foe<u to make ones own, appropriate), f.

|i:i:
I

I m



IDIOMAOY.

iStO'S own, private, peculiar. Cf. It., Sp., Pg.
idioma. The L. form was also used for some time.]
1. The form of speech peculiar or proper to a

people or country ;
own language or tongue.

[1575 GASCOIGNE Cert. Notes Instr. Eng. Verse n So
woulde I wish you to frame all sentences in their mother

phrase, and proper Idioma,} 1588 J. H [AKVEY] Disc.

Probteme 41 A hawty Latin stile and antique Ideome.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesti n.
xij[i]. (Arb.) 127 To allow

euery word polisillable one long time . . which should be
where his sharpe accent falls in our owne ydiome most

aptly and naturally. 1674 R. GODFREY //. <V Ab. Physic
48 The writings of Glauber, which were translated into the

English Idiom. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 165 f 3 The
Histories of all our former Wars are transmitted to us in

our Vernacular Idiom. 1860 FARRAR Orig, Lang. i. 20 The
divine spark which glows in all idioms.

b. In narrower sense : That variety of a lan-

guage which is peculiar to a limited district or

class of people ; dialect.

1598 FLORLO Ital. Diet. A iv a, So mame, and so much
differing Dialects, and Idiomes, as be vsed and spoken in

Italie. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny Pref. A iij b, That Dialect or

Idiome which was familiar to the basest clowne. 1662 J.

DAVIES Mandelslo's Trav. 226 The Chineses . . when they
speak, cannot understand one the other, by reason of the

diversity of the Idioms and Dialects that is among the

Inhabitants of several Provinces, a 1794 GIBBON Misc.
Wks. (1814) I. 188 On the spot I read .. the classics of the

Tuscan idiom. 1874 REYNOLDS John Bapt. v. 3. 338 There
were '

voices
'

. . which expressed in some vernacular idiom
of Hebrew or Greek the thoughts of the Almighty.

2. The specific character, property, or genius of

any language ; the manner of expression which is

natural or peculiar to it: =IDIOTISM 2.

1598 E. GILPIN Sklal. (1878) 39 Oh how the varges from
his blacke pen wrung, Would sauce the Idiome of the

English tongue. 1666 DRYDEN Pref. Ann. Mirab. Wks.
(Globe) 30, The terms of arts in every tongue bearing more
of the idiom of it than any other words. 1683 Brit. Sfec.
39 The Idiom of it, as to the main, appears to be Teutomck.

1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759) I. vi. 189 To bring anything to

light, .is. .in the Idiom of the English Tongue, to discover

or reveal a thing. 1862 GOULBURN Pers. Relig. viii. in.

(1873) 218 In their attempt to maintain idiom.

3. A form of expression, grammatical construc-

tion, phrase, etc., peculiar to a language; a pecu-

liarity of phraseology approved by the usage of

a language, and often having a signification other

than its grammatical or logical one.
1628 DONNE 80 Serin, vi. (1640) 52 There are certaine

idioms, certaine formes of speech . . which the holy Ghost

repeats severall times. 1642 HoWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 20

Every speech hath certaine Idiomes, and customary Phrases
of its own. 1732 BERKELEY Alcip/tr. vi. 7 The Hebrew
tongue, which, as every other language, had its idioms.

1871 Pub. School Lat. Gram. 122 The Adverbial use of

the Attribute and Apposite is an important idiom.

4. Specific form or property ; peculiar nature
;

peculiarity. Obs, exc. asyf^. of i or 2.

[1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 34 Vnpartiall

Judge of all, save present state, Truth's Idioma of the

things are past.] 1644 DIOBY Two Treat, n. (1645) 143
Who can looke upon . . those wondrous processions and
idiomes [of the Godhead] reserved for Angels eyes? 1654
TER. TAYLOR Real Pres. 191 So we may say, this is Christs

body, by the communication of the Idioms or proprieties to

the bread with which it is united. 1658 R. FRANCK North.
Mem. (1694) 177 It represents the idiom or form of a horn.

1828 MACAULAY Ess. History in Misc. Writ. (1889) 152 Con-
nection . . not so close as to destroy the idioms of national

opinion and feeling.

Idio'macy. rare 1
, [f. L. idiomat-, stem of

idioma IDIOM : see -CY.] Idiomatic quality.

1813 Examiner 15 Mar. 170/2 Its pert slang and un-

grammatical idiomacy.

Idiomatic (idtourdk), a. [ad. Gr. iSiwpa-

TIK-QS peculiar, characteristic, f. iSieapa (tSicu/iar-)

IDIOM. Cf. F. idiomatique (Littre).]
1. Peculiar to or characteristic of a particular

language ; pertaining to or exhibiting the expres-

sions, constructions, or phraseology approved by
the peculiar usage of a language, esp. as differing

from a strictly grammatical or logical use ofwords ;

vernacular ; colloquial.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 285 r 4 Since . . Phrases . . used

in ordinary Conversation contract a kind of Meanness by
passing through the Mouths of the Vulgar, a Poet should
take particular Care to guard himself against Idiomatick

Ways of Speaking. 1784 tr. De Lolmes Const. Eng. Life 2,

Pure idiomatic and attractive English. 1839 H. ROGERS
Ess. II. iii. 136 The language of familiar dialogue and

colloquial pleasantry, .is always in a high degree idiomatic,
both in the terms and phrases employed, and in the con-

struction. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 419 Hegel.,
thought, .he gave his philosophy a truly German character

by the use of idiomatic German words.

fb. Peculiar to one person, individual. Obs.

1765 HURD Mar. % Polit. Dial. Pref. 42 The idiomatic

differences of expression, which flow not from the manners,
but from some degree of study and affectation.

2. Given to or marked by the use of idioms

peculiar to, or approved by, the usage of the

language.
1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. iv. vii. 32 IV. 529 They were

more strictly idiomatic and English than their predecessors.

1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. 74 note^ Like most

idiomatic, as distinguished from correct writers, he [Dryden]
knew very little about the language historically or critically.

So Idloma-tioal a, =
prec. Hence Idioma'tic-

21

ally adv., in an idiomatic manner. Xdioma'tical-

ness, the condition of being idiomatic.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Idiomatical .. Idiomatically. 1762
STERNE Tr. Shandy VI. xxxvii, To say a man is fallen in

love .. carries an idiomatical kind of implication that love

is a thing below a man. 1773 MONBODDO Language (1774)
I. i. viii. 99 Qualities that are accidental, or idiomatical,
that is, peculiar to the individual. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,
Addison'Wk'a. III. no If his language had been less idioma-

tical, it might have lost somewhat of its genuine Anglicism.
1840 DE QUINCEY Rhetoric Wks. XI. 70 Men wrote . . idioma-

tically, because they wrote naturally and without affectation.

1898 F. HALL in Nation (N.Y.) LXVI.^i/a Itscharacter. .

makes nothing either for or against the tdiomaticalnessof in
our midst.

Idioma'ticism. rare- 1
, [f. prec. + -ISM.]

An idiomatic expression.
1862 Parthenon 26 July 397

' Occasional idiomaticisms \
in such passages as it has been thought necessary to render

literally will, we hope, be readily excused.

t Idio-matisin. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Gr. iSioytar-

IDIOM + -ISM.] An idiomatic expression.

1771 Ace. ofBks. in Ann. Reg. 2^6/2 His style is. .some-
times ungrammatical, and abounding with North-British

terms and idiomatisms.

t IdiO'inatology. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. +

-LOGY.] A collection of idioms.

1690 W. WALKER Idiornat. Anglo-Lat. Pref. 6 To trans-

late some Englishes made in way of dialogue . . whose latines

. . may all be found in their respective heads of this Idioma-

tology.

Idiomorpllic (idicmpufik), <z. Min. [f. IDTO-

+ Gr. H"pipi] form + -1C.] Having its own charac-

teristic form ; spec, having its characteristic crys-

tallographic faces : said of one of the constituent

minerals of a rock. Hence Idiomo'rphically adv.

1887 Gcol. Mag. Mar. 123 The normal plutonic rocks are

characterized by astructure in which idiomorphic constituents

occur only in small proportion. 1888 W. S. BAYLEY in Ajner.
Naturalist Mar. 208 An idiomorphic mineral is one whose
form is determined by the crystallizing forces acting within

itself. An idiomorphic mineral is bounded by crystal

planes. Ibid. 209 When . . all of the constituents are idio-

morphically developed, the rock is panidiomorphic.
I diopathe'tic, a. rare. [f. IDIOPATHY, after

pathetic^ = IDIOPATHIC.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Aniiti. <y Min. 337 The epilepsy .. if

idiopathetick, it is cured as before, by phlebotomy [etc.].

1712 tr. Poinefs Hist. Drugs I. 164 It prevails against..
Pains of the Head, whether Idiopathetick, or by Consent of

Parts. 1846 WORCESTER cites Month. Rev.

So Idiopathe'tical a. (Bailey vol. II. 1727).

Idiopa.th.ic ^dwpse'Jrfk), a. [f. IDIOPATHY +
1C. Cf. F. idiopathiquc (1732 in Ilatz.-Darm.).]
1. Path. Of a disease : Arising by itself in a

particular part of the body ; of the nature of a

primary morbid state
;
not consequent upon or

symptomatic of another disease.

1669 W.SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 88 If the diseases, .beidio-

pathick. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc.Contpit. in.69Theidiopathick
Headach. .requires Purging. 1796 Nat. Hist.in Ann. Keg.
405 It is a real and idiopathic disease. 1874 MAUDSLEY
Respons, in Ment. Dis. iii. 80 Cases in which the insanity is

owing to idiopathic disease of the brain. 1876 tr. IVagntr's
Gen. Pathol. 2 In many cases it is. .important to recognize
an affection as idiopathic or symptomatic.
2. Of the nature of a particular affection or sus-

ceptibility.
1846 SIR W. HAMILTON Dissert, in Keifs Wks. 854 The

idiopathic affections of our several organs of sense, as Colour,
Sound. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog.Bot. 403. 368 The common
mushroom has proved fatal in Italy. .. This does not appear
to depend upon any idiopathic phenomena, but upon the

intrinsic character of the individual specimens.
So Idiopa-thical a. =

prec. ; hence Idiopa-thi-

cally adv., in the manner of an idiopathic disease.

1828 WEBSTER, Idiopathically. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat.
I. 227/1 Disease .. as it commences idiopathically within

the vessel itself. 1846 WORCESTER cites For. Q. Rev. for

Idiopathical. 1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Med. 678 We
must carefully watch for the symptoms of the complications,
and treat them, .much as when they occur idiopathically.

Idiopathy (idi|f?'paj>i). [ad. mod.L. idio-

pat/na, a. Gr. iSiotrdfoia (Galen) : see IDIO- and
-PATHY. Cf. F. idiopathie.~\

( 1. A feeling or sensation peculiar to an individual

or class ;
an individual or personal state of feeling.

1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. To Rdr., All men are so

full of their own phansies and idiopathyes, that they scarce

have the civility to interchange any words with a stranger.
Ibid. (Interpret, unusual words)j Idiopathie,. -isones proper
peculiar irdOos, mine or thine, being affected thus or so upon
this or that occasion. <zi688 CUDWORTH Immut. Morality
(1731) 54 It is Impossible to demonstrate ..that any two
Men have the very same Phantasms or Ideas of Red or

Green, these being Idiopathies.

2. Path. ) a. A morbid condition originating in

the part affected, and not occasioned by disease

elsewhere. Obs. b. A disease not preceded or

occasioned by any other
;
a primary disease.

a 1640 JACKSON Creed x. xxxiii. 9 The idiopathy as

physicians speak is in the soul, the sympathy only in the

spirit or conscience. 1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2292 The Parts,

which are primarily and by idiopathy affected in a Con-

sumption. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Idiopathie, in Physick, a

primary Disease. 1833 Nnv Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 129
This moral idiopathy, which neither proceeds from nor

depends on any other disease,, .this itch for seeing memor-
able places . . is peculiarly English.

Idiophanous, etc. : see IDIO-.

IDIOT.

I'diopt. rare. [f. Gr. (81-05 peculiar + stem OTTT-

as in dimjp one who looks, OITTOS seen.] One who
has some peculiarity of vision.

1833 WHEWELL in Todhunter Ace. ll^.'s Wks. (1876) II.

153 The idiopt perceived scarcely any, if any, steady dis-

tinction between the two
images.

Idiorepulsive, -static, etc. : see IDIO-.

Idiosy, obs. form of IDIOCY.

t Idiosyncra-aical, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. IDIO-

SYNCRAS-Y + -1C -I- -AL.]
= IDIOSYNCHATIC.

1633 HART Diet ofDiseased^Introd. 20 What shall I say
of the Idiosyncrasicall . . propriety of divers patients ?

t IdiosyncraSlS. Obs. rare. [a. Gr. 1810-

ovfKpaais.]
= next.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia Pref. a iij, Out of an Idiosyn-
crasis (or particular Temper) of my Fancy. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 348 Lest the acrid humour, .should be mistaken
for the effect produced by an idiosyncrasis of the vessels.

Idiosyncrasy (idiosi-rjkrasi). Also 7 idio-

sygcrasye, 7-8 -syncrasie, 7-9 (errand) -cracy.

[ad. Gr. IStoavyicpaaia, also -ffv^icpaats, f. ISio-

IDIO- + <7t/-y*/xJ<ris commixture, tempering (avv

together + upaaa mixing, tempering, CRASIS).] A
peculiarity of constitution or temperament.
1. The physical constitution peculiar to an indi-

vidual (for class\ Now only Med.
1604 F. HERING Modest Def. 29 The idiosygcrasye or parti-

cular Natures (as Galen calleth them) are vnknown. 1650 SIK

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxviii. (ed. 2) i52WhetherOuailes
from any idiosyncracy or peculiarity of constitution, doe in-

nocuously feed upon Hellebore. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's 87

Something in the idiosyncrasy of the patient that puzzles
the physician. 1828 Edin. Rev. XLVII. 39 The special
and apparently capricious varieties of digestive power,
which the learned call Idiosyncrasy. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (1879) 22 Temperaments are peculiarities of or-

ganization characterizing classes of individuals
; idiosyn-

crasics^ peculiarities belonging to single individuals.

2. The mental constitution peculiar to a person
or class of persons ;

individual bent of mind or in-

clination
;
a view or feeling, a liking or aversion,

peculiar to a single person, race, or nation.

1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. xiv. 90 The Understand-

ing also hath its Idiosyncrasies, as well as other faculties.

1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI. 128 There may be an idiosyn-

crasya peculiarity in your constitution of Soul. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iv. 58 The pertinacious idiosyncrasy
of the Gallic genius.

3. A mode of expression peculiar to an author.

1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. vii. 34 III. 659 The style of

Bacon has an idiosyncracy which we might expect from his

genius. Ibid. m. vi. 73 III. 329 The elaborate delinea-

tions of Jonson, or the marked idiosyncracies of Shakspeare.

1874 SAVCE Coinpar. Philol. i. n We must not ..believe

that we know a language because we can successfully
imitate the idiosyncracies of a few of its literary men.

Idiosyncratic (i
:

di<j|Sinkrartik), a. [f. prec.,

after Gr. avyKptiTiKos : see -1C.] Pertaining to, or

of the nature of, idiosyncrasy ;
due to individual

disposition or susceptibility.
a 1779 WARBURTON Div. Legal, n. App. (1846) I. 315 His

Lordship's idiosyncratic terrors, the terrors of a future State.

1870 LOWELL Among my Kks, Ser. f. (1873) 172 An idio-

syncratic use 6Y words. 1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. Italy, Catk.

React. 11898.) VII. xiii. 227 Our true critic renounces idio-

syncratic whims and partialities. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl.
2 Sept, 555 The action idiosyncratic or otherwise of the

above-named drug.

So Idiosyuora'tical a. = prec. ;
hence Idio-

syncra/tically adv., by inherent peculiarity of

constitution.

1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes Prol. 16 The confederate

vertue of the Unguent . . idiosyncratically opposed to the

essential! hostility of that Acid. 1670 MAYNWARING Vita
Sana vi. 70 The various natures . . and idosyncratical

lai

Idiot (i'dijft), sb. Forms: 4 ydyote, 4-5

ydiotte, 4-6 -ot(e, yd-, idyot, 5 idyote, -othe,

ydeote, 6ydeot(te,ideot(t)e, idiotte, 4-7 idiote,

4-9 ideot, 4- idiot, [a. F. idiot (I3th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) =
It., Sp., Pg. idiota, ad. L. idiota

uneducated, ignorant person, ad. Gr. I'OKUTTJS private

person, common man, plebeian, one without pro-

fessional knowledge,
'

layman
'

; and so, ignorant,

ill-informed person, f. iSios private, own, peculiar.
In the i6th c., instances of the word are found with initial

n, transferred from an (a nidiot :an idiot) ; nidiot was
"irther popularly corrupted to MIDGET (q.v.). With the

tter cf. the modern vulgar pronunciation, sometimes

Oraphically represented as idget.\

fl. A person without learning; an ignorant,

uneducated man ;
a simple man ; a clown. Obs.

This use is app. partly due to passages in the Vulgate or

Greek N. T., esp. Acts iv. 13, i Cor. xiv. 16.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvl. 170, I. .?ede forth as an ydiote

in contre to aspye After Pieres be plowman, c 1440 CAP-

GRAVE Life St. Kath. \. 288 Ryght as be twelue ydiotes,

sent Austyn seyth, hee meneth the apostellis, for thei not

lerned were. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 287/1 The bisshop

repreuyd hym sore as unconnyng and an ydeote. 1577
tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 23 A most common kinde of

speech, wherewithall euen theverie idiots were acquainted.

1647 H. MORE Poems Pref., It would be safer to ask the

judgment of young lads or Countrey idiots . . then those

lubricous wits and overworn Philosophers. 1657 (title) The
Deuine Louer, or the Sainctly Ideots Deuotions. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. Indict ff P. 374, I. .confess my self an Ideot, under-



IDIOT.

standing no other Language than Turkish. 1711 J. COVFL
Ace. Grk. Ck. 353 There is also this very remarkable

passage in the Cardinal ; Idiotae qui vident Picturus, Ideots
who see these Pictures [etc.].

fb. spec. A layman. Obs.

1380 WYCLIF IMi. (1880) 46 We dwelten to-gidre in

ihirchis, & weren idiotis, & vnderloute to ale men. 1611

Panegyr. Verses in Coryat's Crudities, For he would not
Take orders but retnaine an Idiote. 1638 FEATLY Strict.

Lyndom. l. 158 That hee that supplieth the place of the*

idiot or laye-man in answering for the people shall under-
stand. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. i. ii. rule ii. 5 The
holy and innocent ideot, or plain easy people of the Laity.

t o. One not professionally learned or skilled
;

also, a private (as opposed to a public) man. Obs.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 75 If any one should bid
an idiot take the instruments and mend what he blameth in
the Artificers, he should never be able to doe it. 1651 JER.
TAYLOR Ciena Dam. 54 In the form of Ideots and private
persons. 1663 BOYLE Exp. ft Nat. Philos. i. 17 Idiots
admire in things the Beauty of their Materials, but Artists
that of the Workmanship.
2. A person so deficient in mental or intellectual

faculty as to be incapable of ordinary acts of

reasoning or rational conduct. Applied to one
permanently so afflicted, as distinguished from one
who is temporarily insane, or '

out of his wits ',

and who either has lucid intervals, or may be
expected to recover his reason.

By the older legal authorities an idiot is defined as one
congenially deficient in reasoning powers, a '

natural fool
'

(cf. quot. 1500), and this is still the common implication of
the term. In quoL mo half-wit.
31300 Cursor At. 10456 (Cott.) pou sais to me als til

a sott, Haldes bou me for ani idiot {Gift, a fole) ? c 1386
CHAUCER Wifcs Pro/. 311 Wenestow make an ydyot of
cure dame t c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.)
*3 He made and feyned hym-self vnwyse . . and owtward
pretendid the cheyr of an ydiotte. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
258/2 Idyote, neither fowle ne ryghtc wyce (H. idyote, halfe
innocent..!, idiota. 1590 SWINBURNE Testaments n. 39 An
Idiote, or a natural! foole is he, who notwithstanding he
bee of lawful! age, yet he is so witlesse, that hee can not
number to twentie, nor can tell what age he is of, nor
knoweth who is his father, or mother, nor is able to answer
to any such easie question. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings
(1650) 52 By the civil laws a foole or Idiot born shall
lose the lands whereto he is born because he is not able to
use them aright. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Uiul. n. xi. (1695) 77
Idiots make very few or no Propositions, and reason scarce
at all. 1793 HOLCROFT tr. Lavatcr's Physiog. 111. Hi. 247Who can explain wherein consists the difference of organiza-
tion between an ideot and another man? 1845 STEPHEN
Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 62 Persons insane (in which
class are . . to be included idiots who have had no under-
standing from their birth, as well as lunatics who. .have lost
the use of their reason).

b. A term of reprobation for one who speaks
or acts in what the speaker considers an irrational

way, or with extreme stupidity or folly ;
a block-

head, an utter fool.

c '?75 Sc. Leg. Saints, Theodera 148 Wenand I ware sic
a ydiot, bat bu suld wit my priuete. a 1568 COVERDALIS Ilk.
Death in. iii. (1579) 258 O thou great ydiote, thou
lamented, that thy name and honour perisheth in this
transitorie worlde. 1610 GRANGER Div. Logike 381 Many
obdurate Popish Idiotes say, that all things are so deare . .

because there is so much preaching. 1713 ADDISON Ct.

Tariff, He called them ideots and blockheads. 1796 lip.

WATSON Apol. Bible 283 He would have been an ideot, had
he put it in the power of his enemies to prove [etc]. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge Ii, You idiot, do you know what
peril you stand in? [1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Emu > xv.
136,

'
I think people are "

idgets" I

'

said Frances.)

fc. A man of weak intellect maintained to
afford amusement to others ; a household or court
fool

;
a professional fool or jester. Idiot's hood, a

fool's cap. Obs.

1526 Will of T. Goldisburgh (Somerset Ho.), To Richnrd
Carlton my Idyot. 1586 G. WHITNEY Emblems i. 81 The
ideot likes, with babies for to plaie. 1612 WOODALL Surf.
Mate Wks. (1653) 297 He that's wise in his own conceit, puts
on the Idiots hood. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 47 P 2 Idiots
are still in Request in most of the Courts of Germany,
where there is not a Prince of any great Magnificence, who
has not two or three dressed, distinguished, undisputed
Fools in his Retinue.

3. attrib. or quasi-o^'. a. Appositive, as idiot

boy, fool, man, mother, b. Of, pertaining to, or
characteristic of an idiot or idiocy, idiotic ; as
idiotface, laugh, look, etc.

1377 LANGU P. PI. B. xi. 308 Ignorancia Non excusat
episcopal nee idiotes prestes. 1561 BULLEYN Bk. Sicke
Men 69 b, Chaunged into ideotte fooles. 1647 H. MORE
Song of Soul i. n. Iv, A private idiot man. 1700 DRYDEN
Cymonf, Iph. 112 Long mute he stood, and. .His wonder
witness'd with an idiot laugh. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charact.
(1737) I. 137 Why does an idiot-l

. ? of
'?" those

. .

idiot-look and manner destroy
charms? 1798 WORDSW.

(title) The Idiot Boy. 1809 BYRON Eng. Bards 248 The
lie of Betty Foy, The idiot mother of ' an idiot boy '. 1817
Hoop Mitts. Fairies xciv, To hope my solemn countenance
to wring To idiot smiles I 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxxvii.
S Or ll in idiot impotence arow you sit. 1885 STEVENSON
Dynamiter xiii. 196 When 1 look upon your idiot face . .

the tears spring up.
4. COOT*., as idiot-born, -dull, -like adjs.; idiot-

worshipper.

A
a
$!3-

- C* TW
."
ICHT Confut. Khem. N. T. (1618) 662A childish and idiolelike pole. 1606 SHAHS. Tr. * Cr. v

I. 7 Thou picture of what thou seem'sl, and idoll of idcot-
worshippcrs. 1612 ROWLANDS Knave of Hearts Bb, My
Stoclungi Ideot-hke, red, greene, and yealow. I793 HOL-

22

CROFT tr. I.a-.'aler's Physiog. III. xxxvi. 186 The idiot-born
cannot without a miracle become a philosopher. 1818
COBBETT Pol. Keg. XXXIII. 288 They, ideot-likc, stand
stanng and sucking their fingers. 1845 MRS. NORTON Child
o/Islands (1846) 152 Blind ! and adder-deaf, and idiot-dull.

Idiot, v. nonce-wd. [f. prec. sb.J trans. To
call (any one)

'
idiot '.

iSoVTENNYSON Aylmer'sF. 590Much befooled and idioted.
||Idio-ta. Obs. rare- 1

. [L. orlt: see IDIOT sl>.]= IDIOT : in quot in transf. sense.
1624 BP. MouNTACuCa^rTo Rdr. 7 Many idle pamphlets

in this
very

kmde have T seen in my dayes, but a verrier
idiota saw I never any.

t Idio-tacy. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. IDIOT or

L. idiota + -ACY.] = IDIOCY.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Aha. i. (1879) 41 Vnder braue attyresomcnme is couered great ydiotacy and folly.

Idiotcy (i'difJtsi). [irreg. f. IDIOT + -CY, q.v.l= IDIOCY, IDIOTISM.
1818 in TODD. 1839 F. BARHAM Adamus Exul. 34 It is

but idiotcy to anatomise The fine degrees of guilt. 1851 H.
MAYO Pop. Superst. (ed. 2) 76 Congenital idiotcy and
imbecility. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychot. (1887) I.

vii. 268. 470 A doctrine which makes idiotcy unaccount-
able. 1865 NICHOLS Britton II. 20 As long as they continue
in their idiotcy [en lour sotie\.

Idiotic (idiiftilo, a.
[f. after Gr. iSuuTtit-6s

(see next), or L. idiotic-its ; but in sense following
IDIOT. Cf. K. idiotique.] Characteristic of or

having the nature of an idiot or idiots
; devoid of

intellect ; utterly stupid, senseless, or foolish.

1713 BENTLEY Rem. Disc. Free-think. xlix. n. 51 Maintain-
ing that the Sun, Moon, and Stars were no bigger than they
appear to the Eye, and other such Idiotic Stuff. 1809-10
COLERIDGE I'riend (1837) II I. 343 He may have an idiotic

understanding, and what is far more common . . an idiotic
heart. 1877 BLACK Green Past, i, More . . than he was likely
to learn in any half-dozen years of his idiotic existence. 1887
Spectator 9 Apr. 491/2 Much that is idiotic and insufferable
in modern strivings after fun.

Idio'tical, a. Also 8 ideotical. ti. late L.
idiotic-its uneducated, ignorant, unskilful (a. Gr.

iSiarriKus, !. ioiwrrjs : see IDIOT) + -AL.]
1 1. Uneducated, unlearned, plain, ignorant. Obs.
Idiotical psalms, i//oA^oi ifiiomicoi, psalms composed by

uneducated persons or laymen, the use of which was for-
bidden by the Council of Laodicea.
1646 J. GREGORY Notes t, Obs. To Rdr. (1650) p ivb, You

may take it perhaps as forbidden by the Laodicean Canon
among the Idioticall Psalmes. a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc.
(1821) 184 It [truth) speaks with the most idiotical sort of men
in the most idiotical way. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pardoned
in. n. (1713) 283 It is not being. .learned or idiotical, which
makes so great a difference betwixt them, 1725 BLACKWALL
Sacr. Classics I. 271 (T.) The language of the sublimest
authors of Greece is, upon occasion, idiotical and vulgar.
t 2. Private, personal, individual. Obs. rare.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Idiotical, private or belonging to

,'rivate men. 1660 R <"ri/t.- 'Yuttiso kv.,,7 - w~ ~i'.. .,.-.11..

prefers the obedience i

good of the Subject.
3. = IDIOTIC.
1656 BLOUNT C/ossogr., Idiotical, . . belonging to an Idiot

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (17791 IV. xci. 92 The ideotical
hag. 1795 GlFFOBD Mzyiad (1811) 60, I recollect but two
exceptions. Merry's ijiotical Opera, and Mrs. Robinson's
more idiotical Farce. 1834 ^ MILLER Stales $ Leg. xxix.
( l857) 443 Persons of an idiotical cast of mind.
Hence Idio'tically adv., in an idiotical manner;

Idio-ticalness, utter stupidity or irrationality.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial, ll.xi. (1713) 122 It is the Idiotical-

ness of your phancy that makes you thus puzzled. 1668 WIL-
KINS Real Char. 195 Idioticalness, being as a natural Fool.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 279 That Idiotically
serious kind of look that a man puts on who is conscious of
having drank a little more than he should have done. 1860
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxvi. 51 War idiotically
begun, and carried on with contempt of the ordinary rules
for

escaping defeat.

II Idioticon (idi|ou-tik(jh). [a. Gr. IStunxuv,
neut. sing, of iSiwrixos (see IDIOTIC).] (See quot.)
1841 BRANDE Diet. Set. etc., Idioticon, a word of frequent

use in Germany, signifying a dictionary confined to a par-
ticular dialect, or containing words and phrases peculiar to
one part of a country. 1883 American VI. 187 We wish
somebody would compile a Philadelphia 'idioticon'. We
have many local oddities : 'Gi'me', for 'give me '.

t Idiotish, a. Obs.
[f. IDIOT, or L. idiota +

-ISH.] = IDIOTIC.

1550 BALE Image Both Ch. i. (East) 118 Starke foolishe-
icsse, all and moste

ydiptishe dottage. 1614 T. ADAMS
DeviFs Banquet 327 Empirickes endanger not more bodies,
:han ideotish Priests soules. 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos.
(i8i8M. 354 As if he were mad or idiotish.

Idiotism (i-diiftiz'm). Also 7 ideotism. [In
branch I. = F. idiotisme (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. late L. idiotismus common or vulgar manner
of speaking, a. Gr. i&uunan6s way or fashion of a
:ommon person, homely or vulgar phrase, f.

Uurrlfta' (see IDIOTIZE). In branch II. f. IDIOT +
-ISM

; cf. F. idiotisme (Cotgr.).]
I. 1 1. The speech, language, or dialect peculiar

lo a country, age, etc. : IDIOM i. Obs.
1588 J. H[ARVEY] Disc. Proolemc 65 Some patcheries
mngled up in an uplandish Ideotisme. a 1631 DONNE Sertn.
1839! IV. xcv. 220 It is the language and Idiotism of the
Jiurch of God that the Resurrection is to be believed as an
Article of Faith, c 1689 in Somers Tracts ( 1748) 1 1. 433 I!y
this Rule, Clemency and Tyrany should signify the same
I hing ; which, according to the Idiotism of our Days, are
quite contrary.

. _ *J.V**VI ., IIHV.H.I*., l/IIV(llc UI UClUUL^lll^ IO
private men. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind.-j He. .absurdly

dience of the Commander . , before the idiotical

IDLE.

t 2. The peculiar character or genius of a lan-

guage ; idiomatic character : = IDIOM 2. Obs.
1605 J. DOVE Confut. A theism 46 The same idiotisme and

propnetye of speach in both Testaments vsed .. doe shewe
that they were written by one and the selfe-same spirit.
1683 URYDEN Life Plutarch 96 We may have lost somewhat
of the Idiotism of that language in which it [a jest] was
spoken. 1731 }. GILL Trimly it (1752) 23 In perfect agree-
ment with the idlotism of the Hebrew language.
3. A peculiarity of phrase; a current deviation

or departure from the strict syntactical rules or

usages of a language ;
= IDIOM 3.

a 1615 DONNE Ess. Di-uinity ^1651) 52 It satisfies me, for
the phrase, .that it is a meer Idiotism. 1683 CAVE Ecclesi-
eutici, Hilary 212 Infecting their style with the peculiar
Idiotisms of their own Country, a

173^ NORTH Lives II.

373 He once composed a Turkish dictionary, and showed
the ordinary idiotisms and analogies of that language. 1882
Century Mag. XXIV. 637 An attempt .. to conform to the
idiotisms

'

of the English language.
t b. A technical term of science or art. Obs.

1655 BRAMHALL Def. true Liberty xix. 157 Must the Ma-
thematician, the Metaphysician, and the Divine, relinquish
all their tearmes of Art, and proper idiotismes?

C. A personal peculiarity of expression ; an
individualism (of language), rare.
1867 H. N. DAY Art Discourse 287 (1870) 260 Idiotism,

or the use which is confined to an individual.

fd. transf. A peculiarity of action, manner, or
habit. Obs.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Mart, oo Having made it habituall

to them, and an Idiotisme of that Religion. 1639 FULLER
Holy War iv. xvi. 196 The very language of their hands
made them suspected . . because they could not counterfeit
the French idiotismes in managing their bucklers.

II. 4. Ignorance; lack of knowledge or culture.
1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Banish'd Virg. A ij b In

discov'ring with his owne vile breath His Idiotisme, he'd
be jeer'd to death, a 1651 BRUME City Wit iv. i. Wks. 1873
1. 334 May Peasantry and Idiotism trample Upon the heads
of Art and Knowledge.
5. The condition of being void of intellect or

reason ;
= IDIOCY. Now rare.

i6n COTGR., Idiotisme, ideotisme, naturall follie [etc,].
1632 BROME North. Lasse in. ii. Wks. 1873 III. 51 Direct
Lunacie and Ideotism. 1710 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857)
VI. 594 Secretary to the commissions of lunacy and idiotism.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 62 Wit, madness and
idiotism are as distinctly an heir-loom of some families as
scrofula, consumption, and cancer of others.

b. Extreme folly, senselessness, or stupidity,
exhibited in thought or conduct ,cf. IDIOT 2 b).
1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (Shaks. Soc.) 40 New herrings,new! we must cry., or else we shall be chrislend with

a hundred newe tytlcs of idiotisme. 1620 E. BLOUNT
Horx Subs. 363 [To] bee so farre carried away with this
Ideotisme, which is both against Reason and Religion.
'745 ELIZA HAYWOOD Female Sped. (1748) II. 231 The folly
or madness of such notions would . . like other idiotisms, find

pity [etc.]. 1764 WIUKES Corr. (1805) II. 63 What idiotism
it would be in me to trust myself to a ministry capable of
such baseness. 1864 Scotsman 8 Apr., People get sym-
pathy when they have damaged themselves by the perpetra-
tion of an idiotism,

t I'diotist. Obs. rare. [f. IDIOT ,or its L. or
Gr. original) + -IST.]

= IDIOT I.

1715 M. DAVIES Atlien. Brit. I. 235 This sort of Medita-
tion is still. .in. .practice amongst the Romish Idiotists and
Vulgar People.
Hence f Idioti-stical a., used by the unlearned.
1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 77 The Idiolistical, or

Vulgar Catholick Instrument, call'd the Rosary or Beads.

Idiotize (i'dWtaiz), v. [f. as prec. + -IZE
; cf.

Gr. lowrl^-dv to put into common language.]
1 1. intr. To act in a way peculiar to themselves

(cf. IDIOTISM 3d;. Obs.

1716 M. DAVIES Alhen. llrit. III. Crit. Hist, u Foreign
Calvmists. .disown and condemn our Dissenters for Idiotiz-

ing as well as Schismatizing.
2. intr. To become idiotic or stupid.
? a 1800 tr. Montesquittti Pers. Lett. cix. (T.), It looks as

if the heads of the greatest men idiotized, when they meet
together.

t. trans. To make idiotic, to convert into an
idiot ; to make a fool of, befool.

1831 Fraser's Mag. IV. 580 They bethought them . . how
they might further idiotise the public. 1841 R. OASTLER
Fleet Papers I. xlviii. 382 The invention . . idiotizes all our
former sages. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Casterbr. xxix,
Henchard stood as if idiotised.

tl'diotly, a. 06s. rare~\ [-LY!.] = IDIOTIC.
1662 J. BAKGRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 95 This silly,

iddiotly, coxcombly Cardinal Maidalchino.

I'diotry. [f. IDIOT + -BY.] a. Sc.Law. = IDIOCY.
b. Idiotic or infatuated conduct, madness.
'597 Laiues Sc. Parl. (ed. Skenel Act Jas. Ill, c. 66

.heading) Anent the brieue of Idiotrie and furiositie.

1752 ) LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 286 Services
of Idiotry and Furiosity to pay [fees] as general Services.

"757 WARBURTON Note Pope's Prol. Sat. 163, I still keep
up my correspondence with him, notwithstanding his Idio-

try. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855 I. 100 To

abolished.

Idiotype, etc. : see IDIO-.

Idle(3id'l),o. (si.). Forms : i-6idel,ydel, idil,

4-5 ydul, 4-6 idyl, Sc. ydill, idell, -ul, ydil, 5
idylle, ydyll, 5-6 ydyl, 5-7 ydle, 6 ydell, idoll,
6- idle. [OE. ldcl~ OFris. idel, OS. idol empty,



IDLE.

worthless (MDu. idel, ydel, Du. ijdel, ijt), OHG.
ital empty, useless, vain (MHG. itel, G. eitel bare,

mere, pure, worthless, vain; Sw. and Da. idel

mere, pure, are from LG.). The orig. sense,
was app.

'

empty ', but the ulterior etymology is

obscure. The sense-development in Eng., which
has produced senses 4-6, has been very different

from that in Ger. and Du.]
f 1. Empty, vacant

;
void (of). Obs.

Beowulf(Z.) 2888 Lond-rihtes mot . . monna sejhwylc idel
hweorfan. ^825 Vesp. Psalter cvi[i]. 9 ForSon jereorde
sawle idle [L. satiavit animam inanent], < 1000 ^LFRIC
Horn. 1 1. 582 To hwan mass ^'s eorfilice bus jifhit ydel stent ?

c 1200 Vices *t Virtues 23 Wuten we fare to oessere idtle
saule and amti. a 1225 Alter. R. 212 To hwamso is idel of

god. 1340 Ayenb. 131 He is uol of zennes, and ydel of alle

guode. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. \. 2 The erthe was idel [1382
veyn with ynne] and voide [L. inanis et i'Ofua\ .'1450 tr.

De Iniitfitione in. xxvii. 97, I am idel erbe & voide, til bou
illumyne me.

2. Of actions, feelings, thoughts, words, etc. :

Void of any real worth, usefulness, or significance ;

leading to no solid result
; hence, ineffective,

worthless, of no value, vain, frivolous, trifling.
Also said of persons in respect of their actions, etc.
In OE., and early ME., frequent in idle yelp, boasting,

vain-glory : see \KLP.
c8zs Vest. Psalter xciii[i). n Dryhten wat *e5ohtas

monna forOon idle sind. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 36
E^huelc word idil [L. otiositm] J>a?t sprecende bioon menn
[etc.]. < looo ^LFRIC Lev. xxvi. 20 Eall eower seswinc biS
idel. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hoin. 129 On unnitte speche, and
on iuele dede, and on idel bone, a 1300 Cursor M. 28338
Idel gammes, chess and tablis. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n.

pr. vii. 46 (Camb. MS.) Yif yt be for the audience of poeple
and for idil rumours. 1440 Promp. Pant. 258/1 Idyl
spekare, vaniiiicns. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (18261
233 Beda speaketh there of the Northeast mouth of the flood
Gen lade : which speech of his were idle, if that water had
none other mouthe but that one. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Epist. 245 He is no idle talker. 1607 SHAKS. Timon IV. lii.

27 No Gods, I am no idle Votarist. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n,
47 The Schoolemens idle and absurd distinctions. 1709
SWIFT Advancem. Relig. Wks. 1755 II. I. 98 It is idle to

propose remedies, before we are assured of the disease. 1802
MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. 11816) I. 217 He did not.,
waste his time in idle conjectures. 1857 BUCKLE Cii'iliz.
I. xiii. 745 To argue against these opinions would be idle
indeed.

t b. Void of meaning or sense
; foolish, silly,

incoherent; also (of persons) light-headed, out of
one's mind, delirious (cf. IDLE-HEADED). Obs.
1548 HALL CArvu., Rich. Ill 55 b, He . . beganne a lytle

to %vaxe ydle and weake in his wit and remembraunce.
Ibid., Hen. VIII 219 b, She seined to bee in Traunses, and
spake and uttered many foolishe and Idle woordes. ^1658
FORD, etc. Witch. Edmonton iv. ii, Kath. Why do you talk
so ? Would you were fast asleep. Frank. No, no ; I am
not idle. 1658 A. Fox tVurtz' Surf. in. ii. 223 A patient
that sleepeth much, and is idle withal in his sleep.

C. Without foundation : baseless, groundless.
1590 SPF.NSEH F. Q. i. xii. 9 When they came where that

dead Dragon lay .. The sight with ydle feare did them
dismay. 1617 MORYSON Iliu. II. 235 The bruite that they
should have come for Ireland was idle. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 153 He declared that Barillon must have
been imposed upon by idle or malicious reports. 1878
BROWNING La Saisiaz 433 Idle hopes that lure man onward,
forced back by as idle fears.

3. Of things : Serving no useful purpose, useless.

c897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xviii. 129 Eter Szt
heafod biS unhal, call 8a limu bioS idelu, Seah hie hal sien.
a 1000 Cztitiwn's Gen. 106 Des wida grund stod . . idel and
unnyt. c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystnaits Thcat . World R iv,
As touching the eares, they are not idell, they are placed. .

hie and eminent for to receyve the sounde that naturally is

borne hie. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 180 Vsurping
luie, Brier, or idle Mosse. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i. lix.

i. 81 Out of the hole commeth a small idle or barren
chaffie eare like unto that of Darnell. 1692 RAY Dissol.

IVorld(i-j^) 124 Which are no idle or useless Part. 1730-
46 THOMSON Auturntt 371 Caught in the meshy snare, in
vain they beat Their idle wings, entangled more and more.
1834 DISRAKLI Rev. Epick n.'xxii, The idle shells On silent
shores that none regard.
4. Of persons : Not engaged in work, doing

nothing, unemployed.
1-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 6 Hwat her stondes ge

alien das^e idlo? (^975 Rushiu. Gosp. unnytte. i 1000
AZS. Gosp. idelej. a 1225 Ancr.R. 44 LokeSalso ich bid on
bet xe ne beon neuer idel. 1340 Ayenb. 206 Huo bet is ydel
he him may na}t longe hyalde bet he ne ualle in-to zenne.
c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 759 To devocionne evre and Con-
templacionne Was sho gyven and nevre ydel. 1530-1 Act 22
Hen. VIII, c. 12 To arest the sayde vacaboundes and ydell
persones. 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VIII 119 b, They were
never idle but doyng some thyng in one part or other 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingd. <V Comntw. 11603) 179 The greater part
of his men and horses were idle. 1764 BURN Poor Laivs 143
They are idle for want of such work as they are able to do.

1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 74 He could not bear
to be idle even for an hour.

fb. Idle from, not engaged in, free from. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIK Set. Wks. III. 359 For bei . . ben y-dil fro

many goode dedes. c 1440 "Jacobs Well (E.E.T.S.) 238
pei were hyje in pride, & ydel fro gostly occupacyoun.

c. Of things, esp. time : Unoccupied ; charac-
terized by inaction or want of occupation. Idle
6reaJ *= bread of idleness (IDLENESS 4).
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4020 pat ydel lif bat bine men

abbeh ylad. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxxi. 27 Idil bred she eet
not [L. panem otiosa non comedit}. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 235 All my ydell yeres & dayes. 1581 SIDNEY

23

Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 20 In these my . . idelest times. 1601
SHAKS. Jtil. C. 11. i. 117 Breake off betimes; And euery
man hence, to his idle bed. 1617 MORYSON /tin. n. i In
which place .. whilest I passed an idle yeere [etc.] 1700
T. BROWN tr. Fre$ny*s Amusem. Scr. fy Com. 48 Persons.,
that have a great deal of Idle Time lying upon their Hands.
1783 COWPER Epit. Hare 31 Dozing out all his idle noons.
1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. I'amph. i. 47 Locking you up in

temporary Idle Workhouses. 1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl.
III. 234 Plough-Monday was an idle day.

d. Idle worms, worms humorously said to breed
in the fingers of the idle.

[Cf. 159* SHAKS. Rom. <*f Jul. i. iv. 65 (Qo. 1507) A little

worme, Pickt [later edd. prick t] from the lasie finger of a
maide \Quartos 2-5 fy Folio i, man, Folios 2, 3, 4, woman],]
1607 BEAUM. & FL. Woman-Hater in. i, Keep thy bands
in thy muff, and warm the idle Worms in thy fingers' ends.

5. Of things : Inactive, unoccupied, not moving
or in operation.
1523 MORE De quat. Noviss. Wks. 75/2 Mans mind is

neuer ydle, but occupyed commonly either with good or
euil. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epi&t. 350 All the Elementes
and other celestiall bodies . . are never ydle, but still occu-

pied. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv* (1746)

87 As a standing Water corrupteth in a little Space, so an
idle Air, rolled about with no Winds, soon putrefieth. 1720
WATTS ' How doth the little busy bee

'

in, Satan finds some
mischief still For idle hands to do. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 365 Peruvian bark. .is not an idle medicine;
for if it do not assist it will be sure to injure. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 85 The power which the courts of law
had thus recognised was not suffered to He idle. 1877 RAY-
MOND Statist, Mines <y Mining 302 The mine ..was idle for

the first six months of the year. 1898 Daily News 18 June
3/1 We don't keep the pits idle for the fun of the thing.

b. Of machinery. To run idle^ to run loose,
without doing work or transmitting power.
Idle wheel, idle-wheel, t (d) a safety-wheel to come into

operation in case of the ordinary wheel breaking down; (b)

an intermediate wheel used for connecting two geared
wheels when they cannot be brought sufficiently near to

gear directly, or when it is necessary that the '

follower
should revolve in the same direction as the '

leader', which
would not be the case if they geared directly. Idle pulley,
the loose pulley of the '

fast-and-loose pulley
'

arrangement.
1805 .Specif. IV. Milton'

1

s Patent No. 2890 As near .. to
each active wheel as a workman may think proper, low,
strong idle wheels, .are to be placed . . ready in case of an
active wheel coming off, or breaking, or an axle-tree failing,
to catch the falling vehicle. 1842 R. WILLIS Princ. Meek-
anism 205 If a wheel A be placed between two other wheels
C and H it will not affect the velocity ratio of those wheels
. .but it does affect the directional relation ; for .. in conse-

quence of the introduction of the intermediate axis of A,
B and C will revolve in the same direction. Such an inter-

mediate wheel is termed an idle wheel. 1873 C. P. B.
SHKLLEY Workshop Appliances (1885) 187 The wheel which
is always in gear with the pinion is brought also into gear
with the backshaft wheel, the second wheel running idle.

Ibid. 239 The central pulley is 'idle', that is to say it runs
loose upon the shaft. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1171/2
Another description of idle-wheel ..is [a wheel] caused to
rest upon a belt to tighten it, to perfect its adhesion to the
band-wheels over which it runs. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch
fy Clockm. 124 An idle wheel introduced causes the follower
to rotate in the same direction as the driver.

6. Addicted to doing no work
; lazy, indolent,

t Idle bellies, indolent sluggards or gluttons (cf.
Tittts i. 12).
a 1300 Cursor M. 27238 Yong man idel, and aid man dill.

1398'1'KEvisA Barth. De P. R. vi. xvi. (1495) 200 Heisslowe
and ydle and lesyth in ydlenes the tyme that is graunted
to traueylle in. 1530 Compt'nd. Treat. (1863) 48 The ydle
bellyes wolde have had leyser Inough to put forth a nother
well tmnslatyd. 1634 CANSE Necess. Separ. (1849) 246 The
dumb dogs, caterpillars, and idle bellies, never had a better

proctor than this. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World
(1757) 28 They were very idle, and there was no driving
them on faster. 1828 SCOTT F. M. /Vr//i xiv, The Prince
is unhappily a dissipated and idle youth.

f7. In quasi-at/zJ. use = Ii>LY. Obs.

C1300 Cursor M. 28901 (Cott. Galba) If bat serning idell

be, for idell prayand tald er we. 13. . Gity Warw. (A.) 7102
'

Sir erl ', qua^Gij,
'
ber-of speke nou}t, Al idel bou hast me

ber-of bisou^t '. 1663 PEPYS Diary 29 Oct., The Queene
mends apace, they say ; but yet talks idle still.

8. a. Parasynthetic combs., as idle-bellied
',

-brained, -handed, -pated^thoughted^ -witted adjs.
Also idle-looking adj. ; IDLE-HEADED.
1340 Ayenb. 218 pou ne sselt na}t sseawy be beuore me,

ydel-honded. 1533 FRITH Mirror to know Thyself'(1829)
272 Idle-bellied monks, canons, & priests. 1564 Brief
Exam. *****

iiij, To beleue euery fonde meanyng, as suche
ydlebrayned Durandes do bryng. ai6i$QvERBURYC/iarac .,

Sexton Wks. (1756) 206 Let him be found never so idle pated,
he is still a grave drunkard. 1613 CHAPMAN Odyss. xvm.
285 Is the man idle-brain'd for want of rest? 1652 GAULE
Magastrom. 177 Idle-witted and fantastical men. 1849
HARE Par. Serrn. II. 187 None of you can be so idle-

thoughted as to fancy you can escape. 1870 FREEMAN in

Stephens Life <y Lett. (1895) II. 10 Idle-looking, water-
ing-place sort of folk.

b. Special combs. : idle-back, an indolent per-
son; *f idle-being, being idle, idleness; f idle-

pack, an idler ; idle-peg (see quot.) ; idle-tongs,= LAZY-TONGS.
1828 Craven Dial., *Idle-back, a lazy person. 1562 In

Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xxxi. 317 Giving themselves to

gaming, drinking, or *idlebeing at Home. 1624 BP. MOUN-
TAGU Gagg 326 You have playd the *Idle-pack, Addle-
head, Ignavo or Negligent in the course of your book. 1747
HOOSON Miner's Diet., *ldlepeg^ a peg of wood, driven into
a hole in the Stoblade, to stop the Sweep from turning and
save the winder the trouble of holding it. 1864 MARYEYRK
Lady's Walks in S. France xiii. (1865) 163 Zigzag roads . .

which at a distance look like a huge pair of ^idle-tongs.

IDLE-HEADED.

B. sb. (absol. use of the adj.}

-fl. That which is useless, vain, or frivolous.

Obs. rare.
ciooo Canons of Edgar c 26 in Thorpe Laws II. 250

Ne idele sprzece ne idele daede . . ne zefre ;uni^ idel. c xooo
Sax. Leechd. III. 214 ^if }>u jesihst niane^a get [=goatsj

ydel ^etacnaS. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 153 Opene to behalden
idel and unnet.

f b. In pearlier on, an} idle : In vain
;
without

result; without cause (cf, IDLENESS i). Obs.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Lev. xxvi. 16 On idel je swincaj*. c 1000
Deut. v. ii Ne nemne je drihtnes naman on idel. c izoo

ORMIN 12514 Onn idell & wibb"tenn ned & alls he wollde

le^kenn. 129^ R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3071 It nis an ydel nojt
bat ich telle his tydinge. 138* WYCLIF Prov. xxiv. 28 Be
thou not a witnesse in idil [1388 with out resonable cause]
a3en thi ne^hebore. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 522 Eueryman that taketh goddes name in ydel, or falsly swereth with
his mouth, a 1500 Ragman Roll 80 in Hazl. . P. P. I.

73 Al in ydel here is thy labour.

f2. Idleness. Obs.
a 1000 in Kemble Sal. 4- Sat. (1848) 258 pe slep & fyxt

ydel fet un^eawas & unhaelo f>aes lichoman. a 1225 Ancr.
K. 404 Idel acoaldeS & acwencheS bis fur. 1465 Paston
Lett. No. 501 II. 183 A day lost in idyll can never be re-

coveryd. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. n. 1319 His
brains' rich Talent buries not in Idle.

b. pi. The idles : idleness as an affection or

distemper, colloq.
1616 Withals* Diet. 558 Hodie nullatn lineani duxi^ I

have beene sicke of the idles to day. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phrascol. Gen. (1603) 753 Sick of the Idles.

c. [f. IDLE VA The act of idling.
1883 FENN Middy $ Ensign xxiv. 142 A good idle ashore

would be very pleasant.

^ 3. An idle person, idler. Obs.

1633 EAKL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 146 Industry in any
calling makes a man capable of better imployment, whereas
Idles are fit for nothing but temptations. 1709 Rambling
Fuddle-Caps 13 Had 1 thought you'd have prov'd such an
Idle.

Idle (3id'l),z/. [f. prec. adj. (OE. had idlian
to come to nothing, become vain or useless.)]
1. intr. To move or saunter idly. rare.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy *Jul, n. vi. 19 The Gosbamours, That

ydles in the wanton Summer ayre. 1882 W. D. HOWELLS
in Longin. Mag. I. 41 A clear brown brook, .idles through
the pastures. 1890 G. GISSING Emancipated II. i. xiv. 127
Cecily let her fingers idle upon the keys.
2. To be idle ; to spend the time in idleness.
1668 PEPYS Diary 20 July, Thence idling all the after-

noon. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P- 95 All the heat of
the Day they idle it under some shady Tree. 1748 RICHARD-
SON Clarissa (1811) III. xxxi. 187 What do I keep fellows

idling in the country for? 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xix.

(1856) 149 Whether you ate or slept, or idled or toiled.

b. qua$i-ratts. To idle (time) away, to pass in

idleness.

1652 J. AUDLEY England's Commit). 8 Some idle away
their time, a 1775 CHKSTERF. (T.), Will you improve that
hour instead of idling it away? i8i3E. S. BARRETT Heroine
(1815) I. 29 Thus idling her precious time over the common
occupations of life.

3. trans. To cause to be idle.

1826 MOORE Mem. (1854) V. 55 [I] have been a good deal
idled these few days past. 1834 SIR W. R. HAMILTON in
R. P. Graves Life II. 97 My little boy, now about two
months old, has not idled me much as yet. iSgz STOPF.
BROOKE Short Sunn. 174 Some pursuit which idles you too
much.

II Meaning obscure.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 326 With youre bendys and

youre bridyls of sathan, the whilke sir sathanas Idyls you
for tha ilke.

Hence I'dling vbl. sb. and///. .

1828 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, II. v. 119 Not to be idle in idling
times. 1843 BETHUNF. Sc. Fireside Star. 132 This course
of idling.. was now drawing to a close. 1879 GEO. ELIOT
Theo. Such xviii. 315 An idling-place of dilettanteism.

Idle, obs. form of ISLE.

tl'dleby, I'dlesby. Obs. Also 6-8 -Me,
-bee. [f.

IDLE a. + -BY a : cf. rudesby. (Sometimes
associated with bee.}] An idle fellow

;
a loafer.

a. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Ajb, Might Quids exile
admonish such Idlebies to betake them to a new trade.

1635 PAGITT Chnstianogr. ii. 39 Purgatory made many
idle-bees swim in delicacy and voluptuousnesse. 1708
MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 217 Idle Lusks, slothful
Idlebies.

/3. 1611 COTGR., Claquedent, a lazie rogue, idle luske,
slouthfull idlesbie. 1617 tr. De Dominis on. Rom. xiii. 12.

43 Such a swarmeof idlesbies. a 1639 W. WHATELEY Proto-

types i. iv. (1640) 31 It is easie for Satan to entangle with
his temptations the Idlesbee. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol.
Gen. (1693) 75^1 I have played the idlesby to day.

t rdleful, a. Obs. [f.
IDLE a. + -FUL.] Full

of idleness, idle.

1483 CAXTON Cato B iij b, Ydelful and veyne lalkyng.
a 165* BKOME Queen <$ Cone. v. vi. Wks. 1873 U- JI6
Though our Queen, .be mercifully idleful.

t I'dle-liea'ded, a. Uts. [Parasynthetic f. idle

head; cf. IDLE a. 8 a.]
1. Of little understanding or intellect ; silly,

foolish ; crazy.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W, iv. iv. 36 The superstitious idle-

headed-Eld Receiu'd, and did deliuer to our age This tale
of Herne the Hunter, for a truth. 1614 R. TAILOR Hog
hatk lost pearl i. B iij, Our audience commonly are very
simple idle-headed people. 1631 Celestiiui i. 12 Shee is

idle-beaded, and almost out of her little wits.

2. Off one's head, out of one's wits ; distracted,
delirious.



IDLEHED.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 108 Crazed in minde and halfe

out of his wits., for whether he were put in fright of vs.. or

of sudden ioy. .hee became idle-headed, and for eight dayes
space neither night nor day tooke any naturall rest, ancf so

at length died for lacke of sleepe. i6ai BURTON Anal.
Mel. ill. iv. l. ii. (1651) 656 Hilarion. .for want of slct-p

became idle-headed. 1694 R. L'ESTRANGE FaUn 132 The
house was rifled and her trinkets went away with the rest.

Upon this loss she fell idle-headed.

t Idlehed, -head. Obs. [-HEAD.] Idleness."

c 1150 Geit. ff Ex. 28 Do} hie foljen idel-hed. 1304 CARF.W
TVuM(ilH)i) 117 When night out issewd bore Silence, and
sweuens [printed sweums] roaming idlehed.

I'dlehood. arch. [-HOOD.] Idleness.
i 1540 Pilgr. T. 356 in Thynne's Animadv. (1875) App. i.

87 Now be they takyn . . & we expellyd for our ydelhod.

iSap SCOTT Monast. xii, Thy craven fear my truth accused,
Thine idlehood my trus abused.

t I-dlelaik, -le;c. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LAIK,
= ON. -Uikr action, f. leikr play.] Idleness.

(iiop ORMIN 4738 Idelllettc iss haifedd plihht wibbrebb
wibb bin sawle. Ibid. 7845 patt he Ne lisste nohht wibp are
Till naness kinness idellle^c.

Idlely, obs. form of IDLY.

I'dlernan. rare. One who has no occupa-
tion ; f formerly, in Ireland, a '

gentleman ', as

opposed to a working-man.
1331 in Rymer Fadera (1821) II. n. 812/2 Item quod

nullus.. ducat Kernes, nee gentes vocatas Idelmen. 1418
Wattrford Arch, in loM Rip. Hist. MSS. Coutiu. App. v.

295 Whatt ever man . .arreste ony ydelman for ony trespasse
done upon forayne grounde . . shal pay to the commynes
xx. /i. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 511 There are another
sort of things called Idle-men or Gentle-men (but nothing
gentle do we find from them). 1832 CAHLYLE Misc., Corn-
Law Rhymes (1857) III. 164 A man, Workman or Idleman.

t rdlement. Obs.
[f.

IDLE v. + -MENT.] Idle

or profitless occupation, idling.
l6aa MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman cTAlf. i. 118 These

good things were not conferred vpon them.. to waste and
consume these good blessings of God in vnnecessary Idle-

ments. 1631 Celtstina I. 12 Let us not spend the time thus
in idlements.

Idleness (oi-d'lnes). Forms: see IDLE a.

[OE. idelnes, f. {del IDLE + -ties -NESS.]
fl. Vanity: In (or on) idleness, in vain (cf.

IDLE sb. i b). Obs.
c 8 l

f
up. Psalter iv. 3 To hwon lufiaS Je idelnisse, and

soecaa leasunge. Ibid. cxxvi[ij. i Nemoe dryhten timbrie
bus, in idelnisse winnaS 5a timbriao 3a. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 756 Swere nat hys name yn ydujnesse. 1340
Ayenb. 164 Salomon . . zayde his dom ine zuiche manere,
'ydelnesse, ydelnesse, ydelnesse, and al bet ich izi is ydel-
nesse '. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. xix. cxvi. (1495) 919
It is not sayd in ydelnesse (thou hast made all in nombre
weyghte and mesure).

-
1400 Rom. Rose 3323 Ye may wele

. . Youre wordis waste in iditnesse.

2. Groundlessness, worthlessness
; triviality ; in-

eptitude, futility.

could accommodate their minds tu the utmost idlenesses
of litterature. 1885 SIR J. W. CHITTV in Law Rep. 31 Ch.
Div. 361 The idleness of the proceedings will be afterwards
discovered.

1 8. Light-headedness, imbecility ; delirium ;
also

folly, foolishness, silliness. Obs. rare.
a 1536 TINDAI.E Ansiu. More etc. (1850) 282 Interpreted . .

as spoken of idleness of the head, by the reason of sickness.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydoris Quest. Cliirurg., The sayde
cauteres applyed to the sayd places auayleth to ydlenes,
fallynge euyll, paynes of the heade. 1612-15 Bp. HALL
Contempl., O. T. xvm. iv, What an idleness it is for foolish

hypocrites to hope they can dance in a net, unseen of
heaven ! 1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist.(\f>yi) 181 This Fever
. . accompanied with . . idleness or raving, and restlessness.

4. The state or condition of being idle or un-

occupied ;
want of occupation ; habitual avoid-

ance of work, inactivity, indolence
; an instance of

this. (Now the ordinary sense.)
Bread of idleness, bread not earned by labour ; cf. idle

bread (IDLE a. 4 c).

ciooo Eccl. Inst. 3 in Thorpe Laws II. 404 Seo ydelnes
is bare sawle feond. c 1105 LAY. 24913 Idelnesse makeS mon
his monscipe leose. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 233 Suer-
dome A Iditnes forto fle. 145011-. De Imitatiotte in. lix. 137
Nature loueb idelnes & bodely reste. 1576 FLEMING Panofil.
Epist. 355 Apelles . . was such an enimie to ydlenesse, that
his pencill was never drie, but still drawinge a line. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. <V Cl. l. iv. 76 'Tis time we twaine Did shew
our selues i' th

1

Field. .Pompey Thriues in our Idlenesse.
1611 BIBLE Prov. xxxi. 27 She looketh well to the wayes of
her housholde, and eateth not the bread ofidlenesse[CovERD.
her bred with ydilncs). 1711 STBELE Spect. No. 96 r 3
Playing at Dice with other Servants, and the like Idle-
nesses. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 153 r 3 Unable to

support any of his children, except his heir, in the hereditary
dignity of idleness. 185* FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 51
The state, .insisted as its natural right that children should
not be allowed to grow up in idleness.

Idler si-dlsj). [f. IDLE v. + -ER!.]
1. One who idles or is idle ; one who spends his

time in idleness ; an indolent person.
(It has been used as the title of a periodical.)
'SM T- DORSET in Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 36,

I havyng npthyng to doo, as an idler went to Lambhethe to
the byshppis place, to see what newis. 1687 CONGREVE Old
Bach. i. i, Come, come, leave business to idlers, and wisdom
to fools : they have need of 'em. 1758 JOHNSON (title) The
Idler. 1781 COWPER Ketirem. 681 An idler is a watch that
wants both hands, As useless if it goes as when it stands.
1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trumf.(ij6} 202 All rich idlers may

24

be termed the representatives of former industry and talent.
i86a TYNDALI. Mountaineer. i. 5 Had I not been a worker
previous to my release from London. I could not now have
been so glad an idler. 1874 GREEN Short //ij/.ix. 3. 616 To
all outer seeming Charles was the most consummate of idlers.

2. Naut. ' A general designation for all those
on board a ship-of-war, who, from being liable to

constant day duty, are not subjected to keep the

night-watch
'

(Smyth Sailer's Ward-bit.) on board
a whaler, one who is not required to assist in the

capture of whales (Cent. Diet.).
1794 NELSON 30 July in Nicolas Disf. (1845) I. 464 The

Agamemnon cannot get under weigh : she has only her
1 oats' crews and Maltese, besides idlers. 1819 J. H. VAUX
.!/<'///. I. xx. 229 It was but fair that I should sleep every
night;

as all persons under the denomination of '
Idlers

'

invariably do in king's ships. 1840 k. H. DANA />'</. Mast
ii. 3 Having called up the

'
idlers

', namely, carpenter,
cook, steward, etc. 1881 NAKES Seamanship (ed. 6) 98
Marines, Idlers or Daymen.
8. Machinery. An idle wheel : see IDLE a. 5 b.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Icllesby : see IDLEBY.

I'dleset. Sc. [f.
IDLE a. + (app.) SET sb., in

sense of '

setting, putting '.] The condition of being
reduced to idleness ; want of employment.
1591 R. BRUCE Serm. Kirk Edin. Yviija Ane verie

slight object or short idteset will enkindle them. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vl. 329 That na true
vertue war able to hurt the body sa mekfe as ydleset or

ryches. 1830 GALT Laivrie T. vn. ii. (1849) 38 Idleset
was to me a poor trade. 1856 MRS. OLIPHANT Katie
Stewart 36 Lady Anne hersel is never held in such idleset.

Idleship (ai-d'lfip). Forms : see IDLE a. [f.

IDLE a. + -SHIP.]
tl. Vanity (

= IDLENESS i); in idleskip, in vain.
a 1150 Prov. Alfred 286 in O. E. Misc. 120 Idilschipe

and
ouer-jprute pat

lereb yong wif vuele bewes. c 1315 SHORE-
HAM 93 Take naujt hys name in ydelschepe. 1357 Lay
Folks Catech. 183 The secund commandement blades us

noght take In ydelship, ne in vayne the name of our god.

1 2. Inactivity, want of
occupation, indolence.

1357 Lay Folks Catech. 534 Ydelship. .makes men lathe to

begyn any gode dedis. 1390 GOWER Can/. II. 59 If 1 mighte
spede With any maner besinesse. There shulde me none
idelship Departen from her ladyship. 1496 Dives ff Panf.
(W. de W.) vi. xiv. 255 The wyse man sayth That ydel-

shyppe
hath taught moche malyce.

3. As a mock title, after lordship, etc.

1860 Luck Ladysmede (1862) I. So Here I find your young
idleship . . holding a fool's court of japers and talemongers
as usual. 1865 K. H. DIGBY Short Poems (1866) 24 But to
write verses I have taken, In hopes your idleship to waken.

Idlesse (si-dies), arch. Also idless. [A
psendo-antiqne formation from IDLE a. ; see -Ess 2.

App. fashioned after hitmblesse ; the I9th c. romantic use
dates from Scott.]

Idleness, viewed in a poetic or romantic light ;

dolce far niente.

1596 SrENSRR F. O. vi. ii. 31 My dales I haue not lewdly
spent, Nor spilt the blossome of my tender yeares In

ydlesse. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. \. v, As Idless fancied
in her dreaming mood. 1805 SCOTT Last Alinstr. I. ii, The
tables were drawn, it was idlesse all. 1812 HYRON Cli.

Har. II. xciv, Who thus . . Hath soothed thine idlesse with

inglorious lays. 1848 LYTTON Harold xl. iv, The game . .

which amused the idlesse of that age. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixiv. 38 Necks soften of oxen in idlesse. 1873
BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 160 Till Norman idlesse
stock our England too.

raieteth, i-dlety. Sc. and north,
[f. IDLE

a. The suffix is app. the Romanic -TY, which has a

Sc. variant -teth ; cf. DAINTETH.] = IDLENESS 4.
1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesit (Arb.) 74 Sen that tyme is sic

a precious thing. . Flee ydilteth, which is the greatest lat.

1591 R. BRI CE Serm. Kirk Editi. Aa vijb, The ministerie
is a worke and no idleteth. 1808-80 JAMIESON, Idlety, idle-

ness. Idletics. idle frolics. Afierii. 1865 B. BRIERLEY
Irkdrtle II. 13 He're a bit gan to idlety.

Idling : see at end of IDLE v.

Idlish ai'dlij), a. rare. Somewhat idle.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Ct. xx. vi. IX. 109 Not pleasant ..

to an idlish man in weak health.

Idly (si'dli), adv. Forms : I fdellice, 4 ide-

liche, idillioh, idili, ydilly, 6 idlelie, ydlelye,
id-, ydelly, idiely, idlie, 6-7 idely, 6-8 idlely,
6-idly [f. iDLEa. + -LY 2

.]

1. Vainly, in vain
; uselessly ; frivolously, care-

lessly, ineffectively (cf. IDLE a., senses 2-3).
c8s l

r
esp. Psalter Ixxxviii. 48 [Ixxxix. 47) Nales soSlice

idellice (L. vatic} 5u fcesettes beam monna. c 1380 WYCLIF
Strut. Sel. Wks. II. 341 panne Crist hadde died for noujt
and ideliche, wibouten cause, 138* Dent. v. 1 1 Thow
shall not mystaak the name of the Lord thi God idillich.

1565 JEWEL De/. Afol. (1611) 262 If ye list to cauill. .and.,
idlely to play with the words and phrases of the ancient
Fathers. 1615 HART Anal. Ur, n. xi. 122 [It] is not a thing
so slightly to be passed ouer, as many may idlely imagine.
iToo ASTRY tr. Saavtdra-Faxardo II. 89 When a Prince
idlely squanders away his subjects fortunes. 1764 GOLDSM.
Trav. 256 Thus idly busy rolls their world away. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. iv. 121 Stukeley idly placed
Colania, at Colechester, or Peebles. 1841 AIRS. BROWNING
C,rlt. Chr. Poets (1863) 70 Our heart is stirred, and not

'idly'. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus v. n Then once needfully
counted all the thousands, We'll uncount them as idly.

t b. Incoherently (from affection of the brain),

deliriously. 06s.

'365*73 COOPER Thesaurus, Aliena /<-?/,.. to speake
idiely in sickenesse. a 1601 1 MARSTON t'asquil t, Kath.
ill. 93 My brother will not Hue long, he talkes idlely alreadie.

IDOL.

1631 tr. Brue?s Praxis Mtd. 399 They which talk idlely
with amazcdnes . . for the most part die.

2. In an idle or lazy way ; without working ; in-

actively, indolently (cf. IDLE a., senses 4-6).
1375 HARBOUR Bruce iv. 411 Othir syndry )eid thame by,

As thai war mastcris, ydilly. 15x8 TINDALE Qbed. Chr.
Man Wks. (1573) 154/2 To g tnee into a den, and lyue
idlely, profitable to no man. 1547 Act i Arfw. VI

t c. 3 { 10

Going loitering idlely about. 1613 Ft*ROMS Pilgrimage
(1614) 309 They.. live idly upon almes. 1651 ISAACKSON in
Fttllers Abtl Rfttiv., Andmves (1867 II. 160 He lived not

idlely. 1736 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 81 He that idly
loses five shillings' worth of time, loses five shillings. 1808
SCOTT Marm. vi. xx, And why stands Scotland idly now t

1874 GHEEN Short Hist. Hi. 5. 139 Sheriffs had stood idly
by white the violence was done.

1 1-do, v. Obs. [OE. ydfa to put, do, make, =
OS.9uft, OHG. gituotii f. d6n to Do.] tram, and
intr. To do.

971 Blickl. Horn. 37 Eallum baem godum be ttnig mon
edeb his baem nehstan. a 1000 Andreas 342 Hwact bu us

to du^udum jedon wille. c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Luke xxiti. 37

Jif bu si iudea cining, jedo be halne. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

29 He nule nefre mare eft jedon beo sunnen. c 1105 LAY.

3612 AI heo iduden efter hire tare.

I-do, ME. pa. pple. of Do v.

Idocrase (ai'd^kr^'s). A/in. [a. F. idocrase

(Haiiy 1796), f. Gr. /oos form, figure + tcpaort

mixing, mixture (see CRASIS).] ~ VESUVIANITE.
1804 W. NICHOLSON tr. Fonrcroys Client. II. 415 '1 he

idocrase is met with among the substances ejected from
volcanos. .1811 PINKERTON Petral, II. 516 Several remark-
able parasitic stones; such as i. The I't'suriatt of Werner,
and idocrase of Hauy. 1844 ALGER Mitt. 30 Idocrase occurs

crystallized, either solitary or in groups. 1879 RUTLEV
Study Rocks x. 142 Idocrase or Vesuvian is in its chemical
composition closely allied to the lime-alumina garnets.

I-dodded, ME. pa. pple. of DOD v.

I-dojt: see YDOOGHT.
Idol (^i'dal, ai'd'l), sb. Forms : a. 3 ydele,

idele, 4 idol. . 4-6 ydol(e, 5-6 ydoll, 5-7 idoll,
6 idole, 4- idol. [ME. a. OF. id(e}le, and idolt,
ad. late L. idol-urn (also id5l-um in Prudentius c 400,
Sedulius c 470), image, form, spectre, apparition, in

eccl. use ( idol ', a. Gr. fJ5o>Xoi/ image, phantom,
idea, fancy, likeness, in LXX ' idol \ f. tkos form,

shape. The early OF. tdeU
t
idle (nth c.), represent

the Latin vdSlum^ the accentuation following that

of the Greek. The current Fr. idole was adapted
in 1 3th c. from L. Tdolum.]
The order of appearance of the senses in English does

not correspond to their original development in Greek,
where the sequence was apparently :

'

appearance, phantom,

,

and in ME. the only sense; hence (as also in Fr.) came
sense 2. These are the only popular uses of the word. 1'he
other uses are i6th c. adoptions of earlier Greek senses,
often however coloured by association with sense x.

I. From Jewish and Christian use.

1. An image or similitude of a deity or divinity,
used as an object of worship : applied to those

worshipped by pagans, whence, in scriptural lan-

guage, = false god, a fictitious divinity which *is

nothing in the world
*

(i Cor. viii. 4).
c 1150 Gen. $ Ex. 1871 Codes 3at rachel hadde stolen ..

And oSre ydeles bro3t fro sichem. a 1300 Cursor AI. 11759
Al bair idels in a stund Grouelings fel vnto be grund. 1340-
70 Alex. <y Dind. 754 For ?our ydil Jdolus don jou ille

wirche. 138* WYCLIF i Cor. viii. 4 We witen for an ydol is

no thing in the world, and that ther is no God but oon.

1388 Wisd. xiv. 8 But the idol [1382 maumet] which is

maad bi bond is cursid, bothe it, and he that made it. 1484
CAXTON Fables of^Esop vi, A man whiche had in his hows
an ydolle the whiche oftyme he adoured as his god. 1553
EDEN Treat, tftwe Itid. (Arb.) 17 Y priestes which seme
y* Idols are had in chiefe reuerence. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's Africa i. 6 Some are Gentiles which worship Idols ;

others ofthe sect of Mahumet. 1651 HOBBKS Leviath. iv. xiv.

11839) 650 But the name of idol is extended yet further in

Scripture, to signify also the sun, or a star, or any other

creature, visible or invisible, when they are worshipped
for gods. X77 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. i. (1840) 27 Their dumb
idols, whom they called by the name ofthe holy gods. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes iv. (1858)275 Idol is Eidolon, a, thing seen,
a symbol. It is not God, but a Symbol of God ; and perhaps
one may question whether any the most benighted mortal
ever took it for more than a Symbol. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 51 To say that it was made, was to deny that it was
God. Hence the prophets so often urge this special proof
of the vanity of idols.

b. Applied polemically to images or figures of

divine beings and saints, and, more generally, to any
material object of adoration in a Christian church.

1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 52 [He] set vp in the same place
another idol of S. lohan BaptysL 1554 T. SAMPSON in

Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xvui. 47 Out of this

mischievous idol the mass. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch.
Furniture (1866) 44 One Rood with Marie and John and
the rest of such Idolles was brent. Ibid. 45 Item an Idoll

of all halowes cut in peces by Mr. william fTearnes a year
past. 1508 J. DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 122 Like
to Idols, fay-niens bookes. x6o8-n BP. HALL Epist. \. vi.

Wks.
(1627) 284 The famous Kentish idoll moued her eyes

and hands by those secret gimmers which now euery puppet-
play can imitate. 1630 (title') The Great Idol of the Mass
overthrown ; a Sermon. -By a Protestant. 1839 KEICHTI.EY
Hist. Eng. II. iv. 46 These various impostures were exposed
at St. Paul's whither also were brought other idols from all

parts of the country.



IDOL.

f c. A representation of a deity under some
monstrous and non-natural form. Obs.

1-1400 MAUNDEV. xv. (1839) 164 Summe worschipen symu-
lacres and summe ydoles. But betwene Symulacres and
ydoles is a gret difference. For symulacres ben ymages made
after lyknesse of men or of wommen, or of the sonne, or of
the mone, or of ony best, or of ony kyndely thing. And
ydoles is an ymage made of lewed wille ofman, bat man may
not fynden among kyndely thinges. As an ymage bat hath
iiij hedes, on of a man, another of an hors, or of an ox, or
ofsum obr best bat no man hath seyn.
2. fig. Any thing or person that is the object of

excessive or supreme devotion, or that usurps the

place of God in human affection, a. A thing.

[1557 Nt T. (Genev.) i John v. 21 Babes kepe your seines
from idoles.] 1562 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. 119 In sum
hart is is gravit new agane Ane image, callit cuvatyce of

geir ; Now, to expell bat idoll . .God gif be grace. 1639 T.
BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 351 It is only to save their

purses that mettle, whereof they make their Idoll. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Idol,.,any Object of one's Fondness.

1737 [S. BERINGTON] G. di Lucca's Mem. 4 Money, the Idol
of other People, was the least of his Care. 1771 MACKENZIE
Man Feel, xviii. (1803) 40 His darling idol, was the honour
of a soldier. 1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) H- xxii. 286 Ke
tells him that space is now the idol of Englishmen.

b. A person so adored.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. H. iv. 144 Pro. Was this the Idoll,
that you worship so? Val. Euen she. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr.

Camus* Mor. Relat. 270 Whom shee openly cals her
servant, and makes of him her Idoll. 1797 BURKE Corr. IV.

433 They who make a man an idol, when he is off his

pedestal will treat him with all the contempt with which
blind and angry worshippers treat an idol that is fallen.

1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 44 How can she bear neglect?
she has been the idol of society. 1839 THIRUVALL Greece
VI. Iii. 266 A hero who was the idol of his army.

II. From classical Greek (and Latin) use.

t 3. An image, effigy, or figure of a person or

thing ; esp. a statue. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 115 The citezens of Orleaunce,
had buylded in the honor of her, an Image or an Idole.

1583 STANYHURST /Eneis n. (Arb.) 51 He rash charged with
launce thee mystical idol. 1391 SPENSER Ruins Rome \,
Her brave writings .. In spight of time .. Doo make her
Idole through the world appeare. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec.
Intell. iii. (1628) 72 His Idoll was after his death honored
prayed and sacrificed vnto.

T b. A counterpart, likeness, imitation ;
= IMAGE

sb. 4, 4 c. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ii. 41 Men.. Doe her adore.. As th'

Idole of her makers great magnificence. 1641 Chapman''s
Bussy D"Amboi& Plays 1873 II.6r So women. .Are the most
perfect Idols [1607 images] of the Moone. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vi. 101 Th' Apostat in his Sun-bright Chariot sate,
Idol of Majestic Divine.

fc. Aspect, appearance, likeness; = IMAGED. 3.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xv. ii. (1886) 325 Orobas
conieth foorth like a horsse, but when he putteth on him
a mans idol, he talketh of divine vertue.

f4. An inert inactive person (who has the form,
without the proper activity or energy, of a man).
= F. idole, but in Eng. naturally associated with
idle = IDLER. Obs.

1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 238/1 It is not an
honour of idlenesse, to bee called to this state, and therfore
that he must not play the idoll, but. .must giue himselfe to
it. .and take paines about it.

5. A visible but unsubstantial appearance, an

image caused by reflexion as in a mirror, an in-

corporeal phantom.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (16401 41 b, Men have seen, .two

Sunnes . .They are nothing else but Idols or Images of the

Sunne, represented in an equal! . . watry cloud, c 1611 CHAP-
UAN/afca xxin. 94, I see we have a soul In th' underdwell-

ings, and a kind of man-resembling idol. 1676 HOBBES
/atf (1677) 344 In hell there souls are, though they have no
hearts, But idols only are, and forms of men. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 784 By the Idol of the Soul Plotinus
seems to mean, an Airy or Spirituous Body. i8 SHELLEY
Faust n. 386 It is an enchanted phantom, A lifeless idol.

1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll \. 114, I looked upon that ugly
idol [his image] in the glass.

6. A mental fiction ; a phantasy or fancy.
1577 VAUTROUILLIER Luther on Ep. Gal. 123 In their

heart they stablish, not the righteousnes of the lawe . . but
a mere fantasie and an Idoll of the lawe. 1684 tr. Agrippas
Van. Arts 335 They frame to themselves . . so many Idols
and Phantomes of their own Imaginations about divine

things. 1899 FINDLAY in Expositor Feb. 94 They hold and
grasp the very God in Christ, and are no longer mocked
with vain idols and phantoms of blessedness.

b. Logic. A false mental image or conception ;

a false or misleading notion; a fallacy; =Irx>LUM2.
[1610 BACON : stldolum.\ 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.

i. v. 5. 884 But this is a mere idolum specus, an idol of
the cave or den. Ibid. 886 This is but another idol of the

Atheists den. 1733 SHAW tr. Bacon's Nov. Org. i. Aph.
xxxix, There are four Kinds of Idols that possess the Mind
of Man. . . We will, .call the first Kind, Idols of the Tribe ;

the second, Idols of the Den ; the third, Idols of the
Market

',
and the fourth, Idols of the Theatre. 1785

REID Intell. Powers vi. viii. 652 To every bias of the

understanding, by which a man may be misled in judging,
or drawn into error, Lord Bacon gives the name of idol.

1877 CONDER Bas. Faith ii. 81 Impenetrability, so con-

fidently assumed as a self-evident primary property of
matter .. is seen to be an idol of our imagination.

1 7. A fictitious personation ; a counterfeit, sham ;

a pretender. (By Spenser used of a magic counter-

feit.) Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. m. viii. 11 To walke the woodes with
that his Idole faire. x6ix SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. f 17

VOL. V.

25

She well knew that this Lambert was but an Idoll, hammered
out of the hot braine of that Boutefew Richard Simon, yet
shee embraceth the occasion, countenanceth the Imposture.
1612 DAVJES Why Ireland etc. (1787) 47 Those two idols or
counterfeits which were set up against him in the beginning
ofhis reign. 1622 BACON Hen. 1>'U, 29 He knew the pretended
Plantagenet to be but an Idoll. 1660 FULLER Mixt Con-
tetnpl.(i^i) 252 King Henry the Seventh was much troubled
with idols . . pitiful persons who pretended themselves princes.

f 8, The phrase idol shepherd used in Zech. xi. 1 7
in Geneva Bible and 1611 (where the Vulg. has

Of&ftortt idolum, LXX of ffOfjtafrwTlf rd /iarcua,
and the Revised Version of 1885 'worthless shep-
herd'), was frequently used in I7th c. polemics,
sometimes with allusion to idolatry, sometimes
with idol taken as = '

counterfeit
'
or * sham '

(sense

7), sometimes associated with idle (see sense 4),
and so *

neglectful of duty '. Obs.

[iS35 COVERDALE Zech. \\. 17 O Idols shcpherde, that
leaueth the flocke.] 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) ibid., O idole

shepherd that leaueth the flocke. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS
Serm. (Parker Soc.) 71 Wo therefore to the idle and idol

pastor. 1590 H. BARROW in Confer, iii. 55 We are ledd
vnto Idoles when we are ledd vnto such Ministers as you,
which.. are Idole Shepherds and Ministers. 1611 BIBLE
Zech. xi. 17 Woe to the idoll shepheard that leaueth the
flocke. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. i All idle, and
idoll, Ministers that thrust themselues in for Pastors, and
can onely feed themselues. 1634 CANNE Necess. Separ.
(1849) 121 Reading of homilies in the church . . is said to be
.. but the instrument of foolish and idol shepherds.

9. attrib. (without hyphen).
Often not distinguishable from the combinations in 10.

c 1585 R. BROWNE Ansiv. Cart-wright 33 He will haue . .

an Idol christ to be the life of the church. Ibid. 34 What
remaineth but an Idol or counterfet christ? 1623 B. JONSON
Underwoods, Celebr. Charis viii, Nay, I will not let you sit

'Fore your idol glass a whit ! 1648 GAGE West Ind. xviii.

124 Placing there their Idoll Saints and Images. i697DRYDEN
Vir%. Georg. iv. 307 Besides, not Egypt, India . . more With
servile Awe their Idol King adore. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. i7th
Sund. Trin. v, What idol shapes are on the wall pourtray'd.
1854 Proc. Soc. Antiq. III. 51 William Sells . . exhibited. .

three sketches of an Idol Figure of Mexican appearance.

10. Comb. a. simple attrib. Of an idol, of idols,
as idol-altar, -chapel, -chariot, -clergy, -dwelling,

-figure, -form, -graith, -house, -priest, -procession,

'prophet, -room, -sanctuary', -service, -shrine,
-throne, b. Pertaining to or connected with idols

or idol-worship, idolatrous, as idol-devotion, -enjoy-

ment, -feast, ^fire, -folly, -hope, -hymn, -ocean,

-offering, -pressure, -sacrifice, -sin. C. appositive,
as idol-block, -devil, -gold, -notion, -self, -snake.
1611 BIBLE \Macc. i. 54 They, .builded *idole altars

throughout the cities of luda. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph.
572 The dust of the idol-altars was cast into the brook
Kedron. 16x3 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 93 To worship
. .not that Virgin, on Earth holie, in Heaven glorious ; but
these idol-conceits, and *idol-blockes of her. 1860 PUSEV
Min. Proph. 41 Each *idol-chapel .. which they had multi-

plied to their idols. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1864) 142
They haue those *IdoI-chariots, like vnto Towers, to the

drawing whereof, many thousands of deuout persons put
their helping-hand. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. iv. iv.

Decay 226 BaYs ^Idol-Clergy hee [Jehu] doth bring to

nought. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 1355 In old time they called
this "Idoll-devill, Vejovis, because he was deprived of all

power to helpe and doe good. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1864) 136 Which [sacrifices] in Mdoll-deuotion were all

bestowed after on the poore. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in.

xci, *ldol-dwellings, Goth or Greek. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 554 God would wring his idol-sacrifices and
"idol-enjoyments from him. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xxx.

05 Such Wakes, and *Idol- Feasts. 183* TENNYSON
*Love thou thy Land' 69 A wind to puff your *idol-fires,
And heap their ashes on the head. 18*7 KEBLE Chr. V.
5th Sund. Easter vii, An "idol form of earthly gold. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Tray. (ed. 2) 297 Whither the lustfull

Spaniard brought it, with his *Idol-gold from ravisht Indya.
1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 193 Bethel, the centre of their

'idol-hopes. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 1022 To
sacrifice at the altars of their gods in *idoll-houses, that is

to say, in their idol temples. 1882 Archxol. Cantiana
XIV. 103 A temple or idol-house where King Ethelbert
according to the rites of his tribe was wont to pray. 1827
KEBLE Chr. Y. 3rd Sund. Lent viii, What seem'd an *idol

hymn, now breathes of thee. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies
(1665) 98 Common Experience (the surest Corrector of all

"Idol Notions and hasty Reasonings). 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1737) I. 60 Having, .consecrated in our-selves
certain idol-notions, which we will never suffer to be
unveil'd. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas ir. iv. in. Schisnte

371 A hundred Prophets. .Resist their rage, and from sad
drowning keep The wracked planks on th' *Idol-Ocean
deep. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 65 Their Priests
collusions to make gaines of the *Idol-offerings. 1634 SIR
T. HERBERT Trow. 187 Truly these *IdolI Priests are in

such great esteeme among them. 1677 GILPIN Demonol.
(1867) 439 He became an idol-priest in I hessalonica. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1864) 140 Sir lohn Mandeuile re-

porteth the same Historic of their *Idol I-Procession, and
the ashes of those voluntary Martyrs. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacr. ir. v. 2 He that prophesied in the name of an
Idol. -this was the "Idol-Prophet. 1605 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas n. iii. iv. Captainesbyj Contemns the Fountains of
God's sacred Law, From *Idoll-Puddles poysoning drink to

draw. 16x3 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (16141 444 In the entries

of their houses they have an *Idol-roome, where they
Incense these Deities morning and evening. 1860 PUSEY
Min. Proph. 28 Partaking of their *idol-sacrifices and
idolatrous rites. Ibid. 150 That God would desolate the
*
idol-sanctuaries of Israel, a 1711 KEN Urania Poet, Wks.
1721 IV. 485 For "Idol-self great God dethrones. 1568
CHFNY in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. Hi. 525 Whether..
a godly man may be at ''idol-service with his body, his

IDOLATER.
heart being with God. 1649 G- DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. If,
cclxxvii, This *Idol-shrine . . can boast of greater things
Then many Temples famed. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
n. iv. iv. Decay 184 Thou brought'st Samaria to Thine *Idol-
Sin. 1610 G. FLETCHER Chris?$ Viet. i. xxi, Dens where
"idol-snakes delight Again to cover Satan from their sight.
d. objective and objective genitive, as idol-

breaker, -maker, -monger ; idol-breaking, -framing,
-mongering, -serving, e. instrumental and loca-

tive, as idol-anchored, -hated, -prone, -wedded, adjs.
1852 MeanderingsofMem. I. 211 A heathen lamp supplies

With meagre beam his *Idol-anchored eyes. 1579 FULKE
Confut. Sanders 593 The idolaters haue had two generall
councels of their side, the *idoll breakers none. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes iv. (1858) 285 We are to consider Luther as
a Prophet Idol-breaker. 1807 Daily News 12 Oct. 6/3 The
bigoted Sikander, whose *idol-breaking zeal procured him
the title of But-Shikan, or 'Iconoclast'. 1677 GALE Crt.
Gentiles MI. 33 It drew their *Idol-framing hearts to set.,
their adoration on these creatures, the Sun, Moon and Stars.

1603 H. CHETTLE Sheph. Spring Song\\\\. in Eng. Mourn.
Garni. F iv b, The godly Constantino . . Purgde this lies aire
from *Idoll-hated sinne. a 1619 FOTHEKBY A theom. i . xi. 5
(1622) 121 In making himselfe an Idol-God, hetf becommeth
both an*Idol-maker,andan Idol it selfe. 1612-15 BP. HALL
Contempl., O. T. xviii. i, Abandon those *idol-mongers,
restore devotion to her purity. 1889 C. EDWARDES Sardinia
184 *Idol-mongering was a profitable line of life. 1605
SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Law 1121 (*Idol-prone)
example leading them. 1606 Ibid. n. iv. n. Magnificence
645 *Idol-serving Nile. 1605 Ibid. n. ill iv. Captaines 217
This *Idol-wedded Town.

f. Special comb. : idol's day, a day on which
an idol is honoured

; idol-shell, a tropical mollusc
of the family Ampullariidse.
1671 MILTON Samson 1297 This Idol's day hath been to

thee no day of rest. 1861 P. P. CARPENTER Mollusca
(Cent.*, The true ampullarias, which are peculiar to tropical
America, and are called idol-shells by the Indians.

t I'dol, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. sb.J trans. To
make an idol of; to idolize. (See alsoquot. 1644.)
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. ii. Babylon 20 Good

princes.. Who idol not their pearly scepter's glory. 1607
Lingua n. ii. D iij, And when they haue thus Idold her [a

lady-love] like Pigmalion, they fall downe and worship her.

1644 ABP. MAXWELL Sacrosancta Reg. Maj. xi. 115 They
Idoled the Covenant so much, that they would renounce
God, if he would not be. .the God of the Covenant. Ibid.
xv. 147 He resolveth to Idoll or serve corruptly the humour
and state of the people where he Hveth.

Idola : see IDOLUM.

t I'dolant. [f. IDOL v. + -ANT i.]
= IDOLATER.

1591 SYLVESTF.R Tri. Faith iii, A countlesse hoast of

craking Idolants By Esay's faith is here confounded all.

t Idola'Ster, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : 4-5
ydolastre, -aster, 6 idolastre, (-estour), 7 idol-
aster, [a. OF. idolastre (now idoldtre}, var. (by
confusion with suffix -astre

t -dire) of idol-,ydolatre :

see IDOLATER.]
A. sb. An early equivalent of IDOLATER i .

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 675 What difference is bitwixe
an ydolastre \v.r. ydolaster] and an Auaricious man. c 1430
LYOG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 139 Or Austin cam, we
slombryd in djrknesse, Lyk ydolastres. 1503 HAWES
Examp. Virt. vii. st. 54 In whiche tyme they were ydole-
stours. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions ii. xi. 237 His
[Mahomet's] father was an idolastre after the maner of the
heathen. 1616 BULLOKAR, Idolaster, an Idolater.

B. adj. Idolatrous. (OF. idolastre^ F, idolatre,

primarily adj.)
1584 HUDSON Judith iv. 358 Her yv'ry neck and brest of

alabastre Made Heathen men of her more idolastre.

Idolater (aidfrlatai). Forms : a. 4 ydo-
latrour, 4-6 ydolatrer, 4-7 idolatrer, (6 ydol-,

idolatrar). 0. 6 ydolatre, -ater, -atour, idolo-

ter, 7- idolater, 6- idolater. [Gr. tidu\o \aTprjs

(N.T.), idol-worshipper, gave eccl. L. (Tertullian)

tdololatres, later -faira (see IDOLOLATER), shortened
in Romanic to idola'tra (Sp., Pg. idola'tra^ It.

idola'tro'}, OF. idolatre, ydolatre, whence (by con-

fusion with the suffix -astre, -dire} idolastre, idol&tre

(see IDOLASTER). Our a form idolatrer, -rour, was
either f. OF. idolatre + agent-suffix -er, -our, or was
a native formation from idolatr-y (cf. astronom-y,

-j-j etc.) with same suffix
;

the form idolater,

-our, was either a phonetic simplification of idola-

trer, -our, or ad. F. idolatre, idol&tre.]

1. A worshipper of idols or images ; one who
pays divine honours to an image or representation
of a god, or to any natural object as a deity.
a. 6-1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 88 pes wickid ydolatrours.

138* i Cor. x. 7 Neithir be 30 maad ydolatreris (that is,

worschiperis of false mawmetis). c 1449 PECOCK Repr. ii.

iii. 153 Vsers of ymagis ben ydolatrers. 1474 CAXTON

couetous"person, which is an idolatrer. 1574 N. DANIEL in

Grosart Spenser s Wks. I. 422 We lose the love of Idola-

trars. 1624 DONNE Devotions Expostul. xx. (ed. 2) 492 The
present execution of manifest Idolatrers.

ft. xs6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 3 But takyng &
gyuynge it to stockes and stones, as ydolatres, worshyp-
pynge them for goddes. 15*9 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks.
315/1 Idolaters, Turkes, Saracens, and Painims. c 1540

Pilgr. T. 336 in Thynne's Animadv, (1875) App. i. 86 We
be called fornicators when tyme we be ydolotors, & take

antychrist for our hed. 156* WINJET Cert. Tractates \.

Wks. 1888 I. 9 Ignorantis off God and ydolatouris. 1658
SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. \. 3 The Chaldeans, the great

69



IDOLATRESS.

Idolaters of fire. 1687 A. IXIVKI.L tr. Tkerenot's Trw, in.

38 If these Indian Women be Idolaters, they go bare-faced ;

and if Mahometans, they are Vailed. 1710 NORRIS ( hr.

Prml. iii.i23 Wecall them idolaters, .who pay that Religious

Worship which is due only to God, to something else that

is not God. 1841 Kirro Bible Hist. Palestine 222 Many
superstitions . . of the ancient idolaters. 1851 ROBERTSON
Lect. Ep. Cor. xlvii. (1859) 430 The idolater is not merely
he who worships images, but he who gives his heart

to^
something which is less than God.

2. An adorer, idolizer, devoted admirer of (some

person or thing).
c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World Oij b, Old

covetous men, ydolaters of their treasures. 165* COTTERELL
Cassandra vi. (1676) 343 He was a Lover, or rather an
Idolater of that sex. 1660 WILLSFORD Scales Cowm. Pref.

A v, The Parasites of the Rich, or the Idolaters of Fortune.

1781 COWPER Retirem. 220 The lover too. .Tender idolater

of absent charms. 1884 SWINBURNE in igtk Cent. Oct. 554
Had not the idolators of either [author] insisted..on the

superior claims of their respective favorite.

Idolathite, -yte, erron. forms of IDOLOTHTTE.
Idolatrer : see IDOLATER.

Idolatress (aidp'latres). [f. IDOLATER + -ESS.]
A female idolater. Alsoy?^.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 243 Having to wife an

Egyptian Idolatresse. 1667 MILTON /'. /-. i. 445 That
uxorious King, whose heart.. Beguil'd by fair Idolatresses,
fell To Idols foul. 1796 SEWARD Anccd. (ed. 3) III. 36

Jeanne was burnt . .as a sorceress, an idolatress, a blasphemer
of God. s86o PUSEY Min. Proph. 608 The marriage with
idolatresses brought, .the profanation by their idolatries.

Idolatrie (sid^lae'trik), a. rare. [ad. mod.L.
idolatric-iis (15- 1 6th c. in DuCange), i.idolatria^
for Idololatrta idolatry : see -10. Cf. F. idol&trique

(Littre>] =next.
1669 GALE L~>/. Gentiles i.ir.viii. 105This Idolatrie

Deifying
of the Sun. 1677 Ibid, in. 106 Enticed to Idolatrie Adora-
tion. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II.

4^22
Christ . . would

look upon such an Honour, .to be Idolatnck. [1887 E. JOHN-
SON in Antigua Mater 145 The quarter whence the anti-

idolatric movement came.]

t Idolatrical (aid^lse-trikal), a. Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to idolatry; idolatrous.

1550 ? HOOPER ExatH. Apparel ***iv. We haue in our
Church no publique worshyppyne of Idolles, no Heathenishe
or idolatrical sacrifice. 1561 WINJET Cert. Tractates iii.

Wks. 1888 I. 38 He callis the saidis solenniteis idolatrical,

superstitius. 1661 THORNDIKE Just Weights $ Meat, xix,
This is demonstration that the soul has nothing in it that
is idolatrical. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 177 If Christ be
not God, their worship of him is idolatrical.

Hence t Idola'trlcally adv.> in an idolatrous way.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. viii. 103 An heart Idolatri-

cally inclined.

t Idola-trious, a. Obs. rare-1
, ff. med.L.

idolatri-a IDOLATRY + -ous : cf. industri-ons^ etc.]
*= IDOLATROUS.
1563 Homilies n. Idolatry in. (1859) 224 The idolatrious

[1581 idolatrous] opinions of our image maintainers.

Idolatrize (sid^-latraiz), v. [f. IDOLATR-Y 4-

IZE
;

cf. botanize, rhapsodize, scrutinize."]

f 1. intr. To worship an idol or idols ; to commit
or practise idolatry. Also, to idolatrize it. Obs.

1591 DANIEL Compl. Rosamond xx\\, All that honour thee
Idolatrize. 1596 TITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 26
Cease (fondlings) henceforth to idolatrize With Venus, your
Carpalhean-sea borne Queene. 1613-16 W. BROWNK Brit.
Past. \. i, The Persians did idolatrise Unto the Sunne.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. vn. 1321 With worldly Honor,
some idolatrize. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat iv. (1867) 142
Hast thou not idolatrized to thy friend? 1664 H. MORE
Myst. Iniq. 283 A Christian City or Polity Idolatrizing and
debauching others with Idolatry. i7o6PHiLLiPSied. Kersey),
To Idolatrize^ to commit Idolatry.

t b. ? To exercise an incitement to idolatry.
1601 CHESTER Lore's Mart. 143 Ore my heart your eyes

do idolatrize.

2. trans. To make an idol of, to worship idola-

tronsly. Chiefly in fig. use: To adore, to admire

excessively ;
to idolize.

1615 DANIEL Hymen's TH. n. i, Idolatrize not so that Sex.

1631 BRATHWAIT Wkintzies, Traveller 93 It hath brought
him to idolairize himselfe. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pap.
Cerem. in. ii. 16 The consecrated hoste which Papists
Idolatrize. 1740 CHEVNE Regimen 9-10 Idolatrising the
Creatures, the moral Powers .. being erased [etc.]. 1830
Blacfav. Mag. XXVIII. 244 An age which, .idolatrizes the

tangible and the material. iS^GRosARTJn Green Pastures
Introd. 10 We are so used to idolatrize Shakespeare because
of his simply incomparable genius.

f3. To render idolatrous. Obs. rare.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. g 36. 628 Christianity. .

was thereby itself paganized and idolatrized.

Hence Idolatrl ring- vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;
Idola-

tri'ier, one who idolatrizes : an idolizer or idolater.

1614 T- ADAMS DeviFs Banqnet 2 Erring, adulterating,
idobt rising Solomon, a 1619 FOTHFRBY Atheom. \. vi. 2

(1622)41 For, how should, idolatrizing, be sinne ; if there
were not a God ? 164* A. PROWSE Let. to Friend in Lontl.
\ That minor part so much cryed up, and doted on by the
Idolatrizers thereof. 1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert, tv. iii.

(1840 I. 301 Balaam, .a seer of the idolatrising Gentiles.

Idolatrous (aid^-latras), a. [f. IDOLATER, F.
idol&tre + -ous.]
L Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of idolatry.

fweare by sweet S. George. 166* STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr.
\\. vii. | 10 The Idolatrous customs of those Nations 1765
T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. iv. 428 The exception to the
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word Sunday was founded upon its superstitious idolotrous

origin. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind, I. 443 Their religion,
however, though idolatrous, has no resemblance whatever
to that of the Hindus. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches iii. 46
Idolatrous veneration for the state.

2. Used in or devoted to idol-worship. ? Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 98 Because of the judge-
ments for the idolatrous high places in it. 1647 FULLER
Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 103 He saw an idolatrous altar
at Dama.scu*. 1796 MORSE Awer, Geog. II. 555 The idola-

trous temple of Jaganaut. 1800 Asiat. Ann, AW., Misc.
Tr. 232/1 The road extends through innumerable towns,
with idolatrous temples.
8. Of a person : Worshipping images or idols

;

given to the
worship

of idols or false gods.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 9 So as whole Realmes

which were Idolatrous, are now obedient to the Apostolique
Sea. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xxiii. 5 Hee put downe the idola-

trous priests whome the kings of ludah had ordeined to
burne incense. 1671 MILTON Samson 1364 The Philistines

Idolatrous, unctrcumcised, unclean. 1700 GIBBON Misc.
Wks. (1814) V. i89Zangwebar, the coast of the Zenghis, was
still savage and idolatrous. i8 SHELLEY Chas. /, i. 85 To
that idolatrous and adulterous torturer,

f b. Constr. of. Obs. rare.

1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mar. Relat. 295 [He] Makes
her a Countesse, and withall becomes so idolatrous of her,
that [etc.].

Hence Ido'latrousnesi, the quality or condition

of being idolatrous.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, xxxii. 189 The parties ..

that turne away from this lawe through their idolatrous-
nesse. 1633 AMES Agst. Cerent, n. 487 The formalities of
that Altar, conteyning all the tdolatrousnesse that was in it.

1764 HAR.MER Ooserv. xxi. vi. 276 How came this notion of
the idolatrousness of Nebuchadnezzar's command to be so
universal?

Idolatrcmsly (aidp-latrasli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY2.] In an idolatrous manner.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. 11882) 112 Any thing that

hathbeen idolatrously abused by the papists. 1637 GILLESPIE
Eng. Pop. Ceretn. in. ii. 23 That the Idolatrously minded
might not find their pathes. a 1791 WESLEY Strut. Ixxxiii.

I, 18 Wks. 1811 IX. 433 They are . . [not] permitted to love
one another idolatrously. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Kelig.
Knmul. I. 88 The Assyrians . . used very extensively draw-

ings and figures of animals, but probably not idolatrously.

Idolatry (aid^-latri). Forms : 3-6 ydolatrie,
-y, -ee, 4-6 idolatrye, 4-7 -ie, 6 -i, 5- idolatry,

[a. OF. idol-, ydolatrie (uth c. in Littre"), mod.F.
idol&trie = Pr. ydolatria, It.,Sp. idofatrfa, repr. a
Common Romanic type tdolatria (also in med.L.),
shortened from eccl. L. idohlatria (Tertullian), a.

Or. (N.T.) ci&vAoAar/wia, f. cf&vAo-v IDOL + Korpela
service, worship, LATIIIA.]
1. The worship of idols or images

' made with
hands

'

;
more generally, the paying or offering of

divine honours to any created object.
c 1150 Gen. <$ Ex. 4143 Ydolatrie, Sat was hem lef, ofte

vt-wro^te hem sor^es dref. 1381 WYCI.IF Acts xvii. 16

Seynge the citee ;ouun to ydolatrie. 1494 FADYAN Citron.
v. xcvii. 71 He had forsaken his Idolatry, and was becomyn
Seruaunt of the oonly God. 1526 TISDALE i Pet. iv. 3 \Ve
havespent thetyme . . in eatynge, drynltynge and inabhomin-
able ydolatrie [1611 idolatries]. 1699 HUKNET y^Art. xxviii.

(1700) 340 This we believe is plain Idolatry, when an In-
sensible

piece
of Matter, such as Bread and Wine, has

Divine Honors paid it. 1781 COWPER Hope 499 The gross
idolatry blind heathens teach. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wattd. by
Loire i. 9 [The cathedrals] those huge temples of Catholic

idolatry. 1864 ), H. NEWMAN Apot. 413 In the midst of
the abominable idolatries and impurities of that fearful time,
they could not do otherwise.
attrib. 1611 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatriiy in. 547 In their

Idolatry seruice.

t b. pi. Idolatrous things or objects. Obs.

1671
MILTON P. K. in. 418 To worship calves, the deities

Of Egypt . . And all the idolatries of heathen round.
2. Immoderate attachment to or veneration for

any person or thing; admiration savouring of
adoration.
c
1586

CHAUCER Pars. T. F 674 Therfore seith seint Paul
ad Lphesios 5 that an Auaricious man is the thraldom of

ydolatrie [v.r. is thral to ydolatrie]. 1516 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 6 They make all that loueth them inordin-

ately to commytte ydolatry. 1557 N.T. (Genev.) Col. iii. 5
Couetousnes which is idolatrie. 1568 GRAFTON Citron. II.

92 [They] caused that place [where a popular man was
executed] to be watched, that such Idolatrie should there
no more be used. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relnt.
335 Those tearmes of Idolatrie which grow in the mouthes
of lovers. 1780 COWPEH Progr. Err. 461 Thou god of our
idolatry, the Press. 1837 LVTTON E. Maltrav, n. i, He
usually falls at last into the popular idolatry.

Idole, obs. form of IDOL.

t I'dolet. Obs.
[f. Iix)L sit. + -KT. Cf. It. ido"

letto.] A little idol.

1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Idolet, a little Idol. 1770
J. BARKTTI Joum, Land, to Genoa \. vi. 36 Descanting upon
every rusty medal they have, upon every broken idolet.

I'dol-gO'd. A deity that is an idol ; a false

god, an idol. Also trans/.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 183 A monster, having

a Mans face, and a Goats legs, they call it Silvanus, and
place it in the rank of idol! Gods. 1608 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas it. iv. iv Decay 481 Th' High-places down hee
pashes . . burns th' Idol-gods to ashes. 1781 COWPER Ex-
Postnlation 216 They set up self, that idol-god, within.
a 1849 J. C. MANGAN Poems (1859) 81 Gold is lord and
idulgod of all.

IdO'lify, v.
[f. IDOL sb. + -(I)PY.] trans. To

make an idol of.

IDOLIZER

1838 SOPTHEY Doctor cxliv. V. w If it had been the fate

of Nobs thus to be idolitied.

t IdolHlo. Obs. [f. IDOL sb. + Sp. dim. suffix

-t'/lo.] A diminutive idol.

1646 J. GREGORY Nolrs $ Obs. (i6y>) 54 If the confluence
could haue beenc perswaded..that these enshrined Idolillos

of Diana . . were no Gods because they were made with
hands.

t I'dolish, a. Obs. [f. IDOL sb. + -ISH.] Of or

pertaining to idols or their worship ; heathenish ;

also, idolatrous.
X
577~^7

HOUNSHED Chron. I. 120/2 Part of his commons
louing this life.. began to repaire their idolish churches, and
fell to the worshipping of idols. 1605 BROUGHTON Corrupt.
Handl. Ktlig. 95 The Mother of Beniamin, because she
was somwhat idolish in her Fathers Theraphin, dyed as
soone as twelue starres arose to lacob. 1641 MILTON Ch.
Govt. n. Concl.(i8si) 175 When they have stuffl iheir Idolish

temples with the wasteful! pillage of your estates.

Idolism (ardlHz'in). [f.
IDOL sb. + -ISM.]

1. The practice of idolatry.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas it. iv. v. Decay 502 Much less

permits he. .one signe to stand Of idolism, or idle supersti-
tion. Ibid. 518 A people wholly drown 'd In idolism, and
all rebellious sins. 1816 COLERIDGE Stattsnt, Alan. 365
Till they have cast out the common idol . . and with it the
whole service and ceremonial of idolism.

2. The action of idolizing, or making an idol

((^anything) ; an idolization.

18^5 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 328 The vaunted
Mechanico-corpuscular philosophy, with both its twins
Materialism on the one hand, and Idealism, rightlier named
subjective Idolism, on the other. Ibid. (1858) I. App. 477
The idolism of the unspiritualized understanding. 1834
Blackiv. Mag. XXXV. 35 Justice, Modesty .. and other

poetic idolisms of his .?ew Pantheon.
3. A false mental linage or notion, a fallacy : cf.

EIDOLON, IDOLUM 2.

1671 MILTON /'. A*, iv. 234 How wilt thou reason with
them, how refute Their Idolisms, Traditions, Paradoxes?
1897 W. P. KER Epic $ Rom. 208 Quite unaffected by the
common medieval fallacies and '

idolisms .

Idolist (ai'd^list). [f. as prec. + -iST.] A be-

liever in or worshipper of idols
; an idolater. Also

attrib.

1614 SYLVESTEK Bethulia's Rescue H. 498 You shall . . make
ruddy Mocmur's Floud, With Idolist Assyrian Armies
bloud. 1614 F. WHITE Rejl. Fisher 230 This Idolist heapeth
conclusion vpon conclusion. 1671 MILTON Samson 453, 1 . .

to God have brought Dishonour, obloquy, and op't the
mouths Of Idolists, and Atheists. 1818 J. BROWN Psyche\\\.
217 Idolists fail prostrate, scar'd At the rude gods, them-
selves prepar'd.
Hence Idoli-stic a., recognizing idols, idolatrous.

1846 SARA COLERIDGE in Mem, <y Lett. II. 92 The fault is

not in the poet but in the gross idolistic system to which lie

adhered.

Idolization (aWflaizyjan). [f. next + -ATION.]
The action of idolizing.
1853 JERDAN Autobiog. III. xii. 169 It but weakly ex-

pressed the idolisation which the constant watch over the

expansion of that, .most natural Intelligence inspired. 1885
Spectator 30 May 705/2 An idolisation of childhood..

ize (w'dtflwz), v. [f. IDOL sb. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To make an idol of, to render to (a per-

son or thing) such adoration or worship as is com-

monly given to an idol ; hence, to venerate, adore,
or love to excess. (Cf. IDOLATRIZE v.

a..)

1598 SYLVESTER DM Bartas n. ii. iv. Colnmnes 763 Whose
soufe, seduced by his erring eyes, Doth some proud Dame
devoutly Idolize. 1644 CROMWELL Sf. 9 Dec. in Carlyle^
They [my soldiers] do not idolise me. but look upon the
Cause they fight for. 1790 HUBKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 249 The
affectation, which . . has prevailed in Paris . . for idolizing the

memory of your Henry the Fourth. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii
in. iii, From my childhood upward I have idolised the
dreams of Virtue. i88a Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal I. iii. 97
He idolizes you, and he lets all the world see it.

b. In literal sense : To make into an idol, to

worship as an idol or idolatrously. ? Obs.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i.n. ii. 15 The Moon is the same
..with Diana, which the Gauls greatly idolized. 1722 J.
COVBL Ace. Grk. Ch. 354 The Brasen Serpent, .when it was
abused and Idolized. 1824 T. FENBY Pnraphr. Isa. ix. 7 He
. .Carveth a log of soundest wood To idolize.

2. intr. To practise idolatry {cf. JDOLATRTZE^. i).

1631 H. SHIRLEY Mart. Souldier n. iii. in Bullen O. PI.
I. 200 I was I that taught thee first to Idolize. 165* GAULE
Mtigastrom. Ep. Dei I. A ij b, Then the Jewish Apostates
Idolized with it and by it. a 1864 FAIRBAIRN (WEBSTER
1864), To idolize after the manner of Egypt.
Hence I*dolizing vbL sb. and///, a.

1637 GILLESPIK Eng. Pop. Ctrem. in. iv. 50 The Idolizing
of the Ceremonies. 1677 GILI-IN Detnonol. (1867) 365 A sin-

ful idolizing of the creature. 1870 Ki SKIN Aratra Pent. n.

33 The second great condition for the advance of the art

of sculpture is that the race should possess, in addition to
the mimetic instinct, the realistic or idolizing instinct.

Idolized (ard<Naizd),///.. [f. prec. + -Enl.]
a. Made into an idol ; considered or treated as

an idol b. Revered or loved to excess.

1646 BP. MAXWELL Burd. Issach. 28 That too too much
Idolized Reformation. 1649 MILTON Eikon. \. Wks. (1851)

346 To throw contempt and disgrace. . upon this his Idoliz'd

Book. 1705 Si ANHOI K Parapftr. II. 742. 1851 Miss YONCB
Cameos (1877) IV. i. 13 She had cared little for her husband
in comparison with her idolized brother.

Idolizer (oi'd^bizaj). [f. as prec. + -KB 1
.] One

who idoli/es.

1660 H. tCanJQn&Mvn. i. 281 Over-doting Idolizers

ofthe Faculty of Free will. 1737 FOOTK slut/tori. Wks. 1799 I.

134, I thought these midwives to the muses were the idoluers



IDOLO-.

of you, their favourite sons. 1840 ALFORD in Life (1873) 25
What wonder then if we became idolizers of Byron ? 1889
H. F. WOOD Englishman Rue Cain i, He was a dreaming
idolizer, and idolizers are foredoomed.

Idolo-, combining form of Gr. it5to\ov IDOL, as in

||
Iclolodouli-a [Gr. Sov\tia DULIA], veneration

of an inferior kind given to idols or images. Idolo-

gra'phical a., descriptive of idols. Ido lomancy
[Gr. navreia divination by idols]. Idoloma ma,
t Idolo-many [MANIA], an infatuated devotion to

idols
; zealous idolatry.

1579 FULKE Confut. Sanders 608 It vexeth you that
Maister lewell calleth your worshippinge of Images *Idolo-
doulia, because you will not haue it Idololatria. 1816
SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 539 Recorded in their extra-

ordinary *idolographical work. 1652 GAULE Magastrom.
165 "Idolomancy, [divining by] Idolls, Images, Figures.
1624 GEE Foot out of Snare iii. 19 The practice of the

people among them.. is no lesse than "Idolomania. 1660
TRAPP Comm. Isa. xl. 19 So do the Turkes at this day [for-
bid images], to the shame of Papists' Idolomania. 1624
BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg xlv. 310 Then your 'Idolomanie in

Images, with stocks and stones, were clean dashed. 1654
TRAPP Comm. Ps. cxv. 4 The like Idolomany is at this day
found among Papists.

Idoloclast (aid^-Wklaest). [f. IDOLO- + Gr.

-xAaffTTjs breaker, after iconoclast^ A breaker or
demolisher of idols, an iconoclast.

1843 HARK in Arnold's Hist. Rome III. Pref., In an
idolatrous age, one of the men we most need is an idolo-

,

had interpreted as power.
Hence Idolocla stic a. = ICONOCLASTIC.
1851 Beddoes' Poems Mem. 21 To the transient popularities

of the day . . a mind so idoloclastic would show but little

homage. 1852 Tail's Mag. XIX. 19 Applying to poetry
the great idoloclastic test of resolution into prose.

t IdolO'later. Obs. [ad. eccl. L. idololatres,
later -latra, a. Or. elfw\o\aTpr/s (in N. T.), f. tiSai-

\o-v IDOL + -\arprjs worshipper.] = IDOLATER.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts q Mon. (1642) 66 Idololaters

they were . . and Founders of Idololatry, in his opinion.
Ibid. 46, 63.

t Idolola'tric, a. Obs.
[f. med.L. type *jdo-

lolatric-tis, f. Idololatria IDOLOLATKY; cf. IOOLA-

TBIC.] Idolatrous.

i7ii KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 351 Think
how Mankind by Hell was captive led, In Rites Idololatrick
born and bred.

t Idolola'trical, a. Obs. [see -ICAL.]
=

prec.
1530 HOOPER Serm. Jonas Ep. *iij, He had rcmoued all

grosse and sensible Idololatry : and with the swerde had
taken away all the Idololatricall priests. 1654 J IK. TAYLOR
Real Pres. 336 As they have ordered the businesse, they
have made it superstitious and Idololatrical. 1679 T. BARLOW
Invoc. Saints $ Ador. Cross 13 Stupidly irrational and..
highly Idololatrical.

t Idolola'trify, v. Obs. [f. L. ldololatn-a
IDOLOLATKY + -FY : cf. glorify.] trans. To make
the object of idolatry.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 43 False, Idolo-

latrified Pagan gods.

t Idolo'latrous, a. Obs. [f. IDOLOLATER (or
its source) + -ous.] = IDOLATROUS.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 88 The maine

multitude of rebellious and Idololatrous Israelites. Ibid.

232 Those . . Idololatrous Priests.

t Idololatry. Obs. [ad. L. Idololatria or Gr.

(lSia\o\aT/>fia, {. i!Sw\o-v IDOL + \arpda service;

(the etymological form from which idolatria IDO-
LATRY was contracted).] = IDOLATRY.
1550 HOOPER Serm. Jonas vi. 146 b, The vtward behauour

and gesture of the receauer [of the sacrament], should want
al kind of suspicion, shew, or inclinacion of Idololatrye.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 219 Inducements,
incitements to Idololatry, and all manner of impiety.

Idoloter, obs. form of IDOLATER.

t Ido'lothism. Obs. rare, [irreg. from next +

ISM.] The practice of offering to idols.

1607 Scliol. Disc. agst. Antickr. I. i. 11 We haue viewed
the signe of the Crosse in his Idolothisme consid_ered in

generall. Ibid. 20 The Apostle . . in steed of saying Fly
from Idolothisme, saith, flye from

Idplatrie.
a 1640 J. BALL

Answ. Canne ii. (1642) 24 Flie from idolothisme.

t IdolO'thyOUS, a. Obs. Also erron. -thious.

[f. Gr. (iSa\o-i> IDOL + Ov-(n> to sacrifice + -ous
;

after idololhyie.~] Offered or sacrificed to an idol.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antickr. I. i. 23 The thing being
knowen to be Idolothious, a protestation that we honor not
the Idol, serueth not the turne. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop.
Cercm. n. ix. 39 What needed Paul to write so much against
the scandall of meates, and against the scandall of Idolo-

thious meats? Ibid. MI. iv. 47 The Idolothyous Ceremonies
. . are become Idols to those who have retained them.

Idolothyte (aidp-l^ait), a. and sl>. 1 Obs. In
6 -albeit, 7 -othite, -yt, 7-8 -athite, 8 -yte. [ad.
eccl. L. idolothyt-us (Tertullian), a. Gr. il5a\69vTos

offered to idols, f. fiSa\o-v IDOL + 9vrm sacrificed.]

A. adj. Offered to an idol.

ijj62
A. SCOTT Poems iS. T. S.) i. 153 Paull biddis nocht

deill wt thingis idolatheit. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop.
Cerent, n. ix. 38 The eating of Idolothyte Meats.

B. sb. A thing offered to an idol. Chiefly //.

(=Gr. neut. pi. flSa\66vra Acts xv. 29, i Cor. viii. i ).

1579 FULKE Heskins Parl. 372 They did eate Idolothytes
of the sacrifice. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antickr. i. i. 9 The
Canon Law doth reackon a Pagan poeme to bee an Idolo-
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thite not to be vsed. 1703 Moderation a Virtue g The
Apostles Decree about Idolothy tes, Blood, Things strangled,
and Fornication.

Hence Idolothytic ., of or characterized by the

eating of meats sacrificed to idols.

1889 HUXLEY Ess. Controverted Quest. (1892) 431 Those
who assert the lawfulness of eating meat offered to idols . .

I have called
'

idolothytic
'

Christians.

t Idolous, a. Obs.
[f. IDOL $h. (or L. Iddl-unt}

f -ous.] a. Of the nature of an idol b. Ad-
dicted to idols, idolatrous.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries i. (1550) 70 b, Was not thys ..

good wholsom counsel! of thys Idolous Byshop? 1550
Image Both C/t. 11. K viij b, When such an Image or Idoluse
prince is thus vp set or constituted by authoryty. 1550

Apol. 22 Now wyll I cause that ydolous stynkynge monstre
. . to shew himselfabroad in hys owne proper persone. 1617
COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. ix. 389 An idolous peice of work.

t I'dolry. Obs. [f. IDOL sb. + -RY.] =* IDOLATKY.
I53S STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 46 The faith of Crist and

halie kirk to knaw . . And idolrie for to abhor alhaill. Ibid.

303 The faith of Christ he hes forjjet full quyte, And turnit
hes to ydolrie full tyte.

I'dol-te'mple. The temple of an idol.

577 [see idol-house s. v. IDOL 10], 1631 WEEVER Anc.Fnn.
Mon. 450 An Idoll Temple, dedicated to Apollo. 1776
MICKLK tr. Cantoens' Lusiad 3 Levell'd to the dust The
idol-temples and the shrines of lust. 1860 PUSEY Mitt. Proph.
387 The one end of all was to form one great idol-temple, of
which the centre and end was man, a rival worship to God.

I-doluen, ME. pa. pple. of DELVE v.

II Idoltun, -on (aidJH&n, -pn). PI. idola (also

7 -aes, -urns). [L. tdolum, a. Gr. effioiAoi' IDOL.
Cf. also EIDOLON, and see IDOL 6, 7.]
1. An image or unsubstantial appearance; a spectre

or phantom ; a mental image, an idea.

1619 PURCHAS Microcosinus Iviii. 568 The Constitution
of the Soule, which is conflate of the Mind, Spirit, and
Animall Soule, or Idolum. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul
in. u. xxxi, If like be known by like, then must the mind
Innate idolums in it self contain, To judge the forms she
doth imprinted find Upon occasions. 1857 T. E. WEBB
Intellectualistn Locke iv. 68 If by the inadvertent utterance
of the wrong spell the magician has evoked a host of idola,
he has himself furnished the counter-spell by which they are
to be exorcised.

2. A false mental image or conception ; a fallacy.
[1620 BACON Nov. Org. \. xxxix, Quatuor sunt genera Ido-

loritin qua: mentes humanas obsedent. lis (docendi gratia)
nomina imposuimus ; vt primum genus, Idola Tribus \

secundum, Idola s^t'ctis', tertium, Idola Fori\ quartum,
Idola Theatri vocentur.]

1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon*s Adv. Learn, v. iv. 3 As for

the Elenchs of Images or Idolaes ; certainly Idolaes are the

profoundest Fallacies of the mind of man. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia. 255 To come to the second Bench of Censurers,
fitted with peevish exclusive Notions, or Idola made by
Education, Tradition, etc. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i.

v. i. 679 This opinion .. can be accounted no other than
an idolum specus (as some affect to phrase it : note Lord
Bacon in his Novnm Organon] or a prejudice of men's
minds. 1865 LECKY Ration. (1878) I. 403 Bacon. .was pre-

eminently noted for his classification of the idola or distort-

ing influences that act on the mind. 1874 SAYCE Compar.
Philol. \\. 63 What were intended to be mental landmarks
become what Bacon expressively termed Idola, empty as-

sumptions and misconceptions.

I'dol-WO-TShip. The worship of idols.

1667 MILTON P, L. xn. 115 Bred up in Idol-worship. 1712
S. CLARKE Doctr. Trin. i. i. 3. 61 Beware of Idol-worship.
1875 HF.LPS Ess.) Self-Discipline 19 It is idol-worship to

substitute the form for the spirit.

Hence I'dol-wo rshipper.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. xi. 5 (1622'! 121 In making

himselfe an Idol-God, hee becommeth. .an Idol-worshipper.

I-don, ME. pa. pple. of Do v.
y
I-DO v,

Idoneal (did0"'nzal),<z. rare. [f. L. zdone-us +

-AL.] =!DONEOUS.
1760 N.ffQ. 7th Ser. (1888) VI. 403 Tho' they have Parts,

with Fortune at their Will ; Fine paper too, idoneal Types
for Jargon.^

Idoneity (aidtfnriti). [ad. late L. idoneitas^

-latent, f. laoneus (see next). Cf. F. idon&M, It.

idoneitaJ\ Fitness, suitableness or aptitude.
1617 COLLINS

Dsjf. Bp. Ely n. x. 488 We are not to meane
it of morall idoneity, or morall sufficiencie, but of Eccle-
siasticall. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 139 They
want the . . meetness, the aptitude or idoneity for the inheri-

tance of the Saints in light. 1822 C. BUTLER Retnin. (1823)
I. 32 To inquire and report upon the learning, .and general
idoneity of t!ie purchaser.

IdoneOUS (aidJu'n/as), a. Now rare. [f. L.

idone-us fit, suitable + -ous.] Apt, fit, or suitable.

a 1615 Brieite Cron. Erlis Ross (1850) 5 Quhilk Mark
abbot enterit in the monasterie. .and fande the said place
destitute of idonius personis, ornamentes, etc. 1626 \Vaterf.
Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 337 Two
idoneows and decent persons shall be . . elected wardens of
the said yeelde. 1680 BOYLE Produc. Chew. Princ, n. 71

Salt-peter is slowly generated in the Earth by gradual..
Alterations of some Idoneous Matter. 1726 AYLIFFE

Parergon 39 An Ecclesiastical Benefice . . ought to be con-

ferr'd on an Idoneous Person. 1822 SYD. SMITH Ess. Wks.
(1869) 418 A bitter, bustling, theological Bishop, .. the ido-

neous vehicle of abuse against the Establishment.

Hence Ido'neousness, fitness, idoneity.

1727 BAILEY vol. \\jlifoneousness, fitness, meetness. 1848
Blackiv. Mag. Nov. 527 The scattered rays of idiosyncrasy
and idoneousness.

Idorgan (rdpugan). BioL [Arbitrarily f. ID-EAL

-t- ORGAN.] An ideal or potential organism.
1883 P. GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 842/2 The colonies

of Protozoa are mere idorgans.

IDYLLIAN.

I-dorue(n, ME. pa. pple. of DEBVE v. I-doub-
let, of DOUBLE v. Idous, obs. f. HIDEOUS.
I-douted, ME. pa. pple. ofDOUBT v. I-douwed,
of Dow zi.2, to endow.

Idra, Idre, obs. ff. HYDBA. I-drad, ME. pa.
pple. of DREAD v. I-drahen, i-drawe(n, of
DRAW v. I-drede, of DREAD v.

t I-dree, v. Obs. [OE. gedreogan, t. drtotan
to DREE.] trans. To do, perform, endure, suffer.

Beowulf (Z.) 2726 pset he dass-hwila je-drojen hsefde.
c 950 Lituiisf. Cosp. Matt. ix. 20 Wif Siu blodes flouing . .

JeSoladc Tel jedroz. ci7S Latnb. Horn. 29 We moten
idre?an ure wil |-e hwile (i we beoS 3unge. c 1205 LAY.
6708 He ne mihte idrijen [c 1275 bolie] to ihaeren >>ene muche
drem. a 122$ Jnliana 27 Hwil (>at eauer six men mahten
idrehen beaten hire beare bodi.

I-dreufe, ME. pa. pple. of DRIVE v.

Idrialin (i-drialin). [f.
as next + -IN.]

1. Min. The name originally given by Dumas
(in 1832) to IDRIALITE.
1844 DANA Jlfin. (ed. 2) 517 Idrialin.

2. Chem. The essential constituent of idrialite,
C 4|H 28O, forming colourless scales which melt at

a very high temperature.
1838.1. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 748 When brander*

is
.distilled, idrialin comes over in brilliant plates, light and

micaceous, . . burning with the exhalation of a balsamic
odour. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 397/1 Idrialin was obtained
by M. Dumas from a mineral found in the quicksilver mines
of Idria. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chein. III. 242 Idrialin
heated with strong sulphuric acid forms a solution of a fine
blue colour, like that of sulphindigotic acid.

Idrialite (i-driabit). Min. [Named from Idria
in Austria where the mineral is found in the quick-
silver mines: see -LITE.] A mineral hydrocarbon,
called also inflammable cinnabar ;

'
it is massive

and opaque, with greasy lustre, and greyish or
brownish -black colour' (Watts). (It was made
known to chemists by Paysse in 1814, and was at

first named by Dumas, 1832, idrialin.')
1849 J. NICOL Min. 523 Idrialite. .burns with a thick

smoky flame. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 738 Dumas separated
the idrialite by treatment with oil of turpentine.

Idrious, Idromanoer, Idropise, Idrosis,
obs. ff. HYDRIOUS, HYDROMANCER, HYDROPSY,
HIDROSIS.

I-driuen, I-dronken,I-drowe, ME. pa. pples.
of DRIVE, DRINK, DREE vbs.

I-dubbed, I-dubled, I-durked, I-dust,
I-dut, ME. pa. pples. of DUB, DOUBLE, DARK,
DUST, DIT vbs.

t I-du}e, a. Obs. [Cf. OE. dugan to be of use,
avail (see Dow v. ').]. Profitable, advantageous.
a 1250 Owl ff Night. 1582 pat gode wif . . fondeb hu heo

mu3e Do bing bat him beo iclu3e.

Idyll, idyl (si'dil). Also 7 eidyl(l. See also

IDYLLIUJI. [ad. L. idyllium (edyllitini), a. Gr.

elSv\\iof a short descriptive poem, dim. of tlSos

form, picture. Cf. F. idylle^\
1. A short poem, descriptive of some picturesque

scene or incident, chiefly in rustic life. Prose idyll,

a prose composition treating subjects of the same
kind in a poetic style.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 296 Those amatorious eidyls and

eclogues of Theocritus among Greek Poets, of Catullus and

Virgil among vs. 1658 PHILLIPS, Idyl, a kinde of Eclogue, or

Pastoral Poem, such as was written by Theocritus, Moschus,
and others. 1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) I.

243 The descriptive parts of this idyll, .are unsurpassable.
1859 J. H. STIRLING Crit. Ess., Tennyson (1868) 61 The
Idyll or Idyl . . is, on the whole, Tennyson's favourite form
of rhythmical composition. i873[ SYMONDS Grk. Poets x.

306 The name of the Idyll sufficiently explains its nature.

It is a little picture. Rustic or town life, legends of the

gods, and passages of personal experience supply the idyllist

with subjects. Generally there is a narrator, and in so far

the Idyll is epic ; its verse too is the hexameter. 1879
World 16 Apr., An Idyl is .. not necessarily concerning

pastoral matters, though from the prevalence of such topics
in the idyls of Theocritus, the general notion is that idyllic

and pastoral are almost convertible terms. 1888 BARRIE

(title) Auld Licht Idylls. [Prose.]

2. transf. An episode or a series of events or

circumstances of pastoral or rural simplicity, and

suitable for an idyll.

1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 164 The pair-

ing of the birds is an idyll, not tedious as our idylls are. 1869
LECKY Europ. Mor. II. v. 296 Nausicaa, whose figure shines

like a perfect idyll among the tragedies of the Odyssey.
3. Mils.

' A composition, usually instrumental,

of a pastoral or sentimental character '(Cent. Diet.').

4. Comb. Idyll-pastoral a., pastoral in subject

and idyllic in form.

1849 E. C. OTTF. tr. Hnmboldt's Cosmos II. 434 The
artificial form of idyl-pastoral romances, and didactic poems.

Idyller (ai-diba). [f. prec. + -EB.i.] The author

of an idyll.

1895 Brit. Weekly 7 Feb. 258 That life which lies just
behind to-day, .and would soon be quite forgotten if it were
not for the

'

idyller ',
who has saved some of the best for us.

Idylliail (sidrlian), a. rare. Also 8 idilian.

[f.
L. idylli-um IDYLL + -AN.]

= IDYLLIC.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. 150 Of all the Poetick

Salts, the Epick is most Pure, .the Eclogist and Idilian the

most Country-wise and Native. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece
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IDYLLIC.

Mil. Ixvi. 416 A pleasing idyllian episode in a life divided

between the senate and the camp. 18*3 M*y HOWITT f.

Brtmtr't Grace l.i. 15 The country is of idyllian beauty.

Idyllic (aidi-lik), a. [mod. f. Gr. (M\\i-ov

IDYLL + -ic. Cf. K. iifyltifue.]

u. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of an idyll.

b. Forming a suitable theme for an idyll ; full of

natural simple charm or picturesqueness.
1856 MRS. STOWE Dred II. 68 How perfectly cool and

inviting you look ! Really, quite idyllic ! 1861 Sat, Rev,

7 Sept. 348 The Amante and Madonna of Ciullo d'Alcamo
. . to us appears to display a genuine and wonderful idyllic

power. tStft LOWELL Biglmu P. Ser. n. ii, Much might be

..said on the topick of Idyllick and Pastoral Poetry. 1874
FARRAR Christ xlii, At Nazareth, with all its idyllic memo.
ries of His boyhood, and His mother's home. 1807 DOWOEN
hr. Lit. iv. iv. 336 An Utopian visionary, an idyllic dreamer.

Hence Idy llical a. rare ; Idy-llically adv.

1874 SYMONDS St. Italy t, Greece (1808) 1. viii. 164 The
female heads are singularly noble and idyllically graceful.

1876 SAINTSBURY in Academy 30 Dec. 622 They spend the
winter idyllically. 1885 STEVENSON Dynamiter 117 A pro-
cess, .of idyltical simplicity.

rdyllism. [See -ISM.] The peculiar character
or nature of an idyllic poem or scene.

1873 S. WARD in Longfellow's Life (1801) III. 219 The
omission of those dramatic contrasts, .makes your master-

piece soothing and tender, almost to idyllism.

Idyllist (ai'dilist). Also idylist. [f. IDYLL
+ -is?.] A writer of idylls ; an idyllic poet.
1799 w. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) I. 243, 1 should

not think the English idyllist wise, who made himself a
character in such a scene. 1873 [see IDYLL i). 1886
Athenseum 6 Feb. 207/2 Ready to measure himself with
the idylist of another age.

II IdyIlium, -on. 06s. Also 6 idilion. PI.

idyllia (-urns, -ons). [a. L. idyllium, a. Gr.
tMAAMP : see IDYLL.] = IDYLL.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Shefk. Col. Aug., Such pretie
descriptions . . vselh Theocritus, to bring in his Idyllia.
Ibid. Oct., This /Eglogue is made in imitation of Theo-
critus his xvi. Idilion. 1647 H. MORE Poems Pref., Every
Poem is an Idyllium. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to
Pote i

Apr.,
Theocritus . . I do not doubt, had he been bom

a Briton, but his Idylliums had been filled with descriptions
of thrashing and churning. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,
Theocritus is the oldest author who has written idyllions.

1809 W. IRVING Kwekcrt. (1861) 51 To sing, in soft Bucolic
or negligent Idyllium, the rural beauties of the scene.

Idyllize (si-dibiz), v. [f. IDYLL + -IZE.] trans.
To make into an idyll ; to render idyllic.
1886 SYMONDS Retuiiss. It., Cath. React. (1808) VII. viii.

12 The force of the poem [Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered} is

..idyllised in the episode of Erminia among the shepherds.

Iayot(e, Idyothe, obs. forms of IDIOT.

Idyous, obs. form of HIDEOUS.

Ie-i former spelling of JK-, as in leahusie, lesus :
j

see I, the letter.

-16, earlier form of -Y suffix, primarily in words
from OK. -ie or -e, as aslronomie, fancie, citie,

iluelie ; but often extended also to words from OE.
-?, as icie, stonie, and from other sources ; in mod.
use known chiefly as the Sc. spelling, now also often

adopted in England, of the diminutive -y in birdie,

dearie, doggie, Jeanie, Willie, etc.

17*7 W. MATHER Yttg. Man's Camp. 9 English Words
that end with the sound of z, may be

indifferently writ with
ay, or ie', Safety or Safetie, Bounty or Bountie, but you
must never end them with an / only, as Bounti, Safeti, for
we have no English words so terminated. 1887 J. S.
WINTER A Siege-Baby II. 7 Now, my chickie, let me go.

lebet, ieobet, obs. ff. GIBBET. I-egged, ME.
pa. pple. of EGG .l lekyll, obs. f. ICKLE, icicle.

leld, obs. f. YIELD. I-eled, ME. pa. pple. of
ELE w.i Obs., to anoint. lelefloure, ielopher,
obs. ff. GILLYFLOWER. I-ended, ME. pa. pple.
of END z>.i lenluer, obs. f. JUNIPEB. I-eode,
])a. t. of I-GO v. Obs.

-ier, a suffix forming nouns designating position,

employment, or profession, derived from sbs., rarely

agent-nouns from vbs., (i) in words of ME. age,
in which the suffix is unstressed, and varies (or
has varied) with -yer, as collier, bowyer, (2) in words
of later date (since i6th c.), in which the suffix is

stressed, and varies with -EEB, as bombardier,
cashier, cannoneer (-ier),financier.
1. In words of ME. age, the suffix is of obscure

and app. of diverse origin. Among the earliest

examples are collier (cotter), filter, and bowyer :

the first is a. OF. cotier med.L. cotarius, and its

retention of -ier is remarkable, because OF. -ier

normally became -er in AFr. and Eng. ,
as in butler,

draper, farmer (see -ER2 a); tiliere (1250-1400),
'tiller, cultivator', appears to be an analogical
formation on OE. tilia, early ME. tilie, on the

analogy of such pairs as OE. hunta, ME. huntere,
since the etymological formation would have been
tilere; for bowyer (1297 bowiare, 01450 bowjere,
bowyere), the suggestion has been made that the

*, y, represents the ) of ME. boje, Bow; but this
is doubtful. Other examples are collier (ijth c.

koliere, cholier, colyer, etc.), lawyer 1362 (but
also, a 1400, lower], lockyer (1407 lokier), brazier
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(1400-50 /'rosier, brasyere), kettitr, hillyer (i5th c.

helier, helyer, hillyer , spurrier 111450, lialyer

1479 (haulyer 1577), grazier cl$oo. Of glazier
(a 1400), clothier, hosier, sawyer (a 1500), farrier,
pavicr, -tour (i6th c.), there exist as early (in some
cases earlier) forms in -er

; courier, cozier,furrier,
are i6th c. forms altered from ME. or OF. agent-
nouns in -oar ; drovier, glosier, kiddier, are loth c.

variants of drover, gloser, kidder; lovier a late

vulgarism for lover. In other words, as carrier,

courtier, currier, soldier, the suffix is really -er (or
earlier -our), the i belonging to the Eng. or F. vb.
stem. (See also -IOUR.)
2. In words of later introduction, the suffix is the

F. -ier (: L. -drius : see -ARY). The earlier of

these, as bombardier, cannonier {-eer), cashier,

cavalier, chevalier, halberdier, harquebusier, date
from i6th c.; others, as brigadier, carabinier (-eer),

cuirassier, financier, fusilier, gondolier, grenadier,
from 1 7th or 1 8th c. Some, as cordelier, have taken
the place of an earlier form in -er, which goes back
to ME. Many of these also occur with the spelling
eer, expressing the English pronunciation ;. in some
this spelling has been established, and from them
-EER has become a living English suffix, as in

auctioneer, charioteer, pamphleteer.
lerapigre : see HIEHA PICBA. lerarch, ier-

archie, obs. ff. HIERABCH, -Y. I-erded, -et,
ME. pa. pple. of EBDE v. Obs., to dwell.

II ler-oe (fenJu-)- Sc. Also heir-oye. [Gael.
iar-ogha, f. iar after + ogha grandchild.] A great-

grandchild.
1701 BRAND Descr. Orkney 71 (Jam.) There was also one

Laurentius in the parish of Waes, whose heir-oyes do yet
live there, who arrived at a great age. 1786 BURNS Ded.
to G. Hamilton xiv, May health and peace, with mutual
rays, Shine on the evening o' his days ; Till his wee curlie

John's ier-oe . . The last sad mournful rites bestow !

I-escad, ME. pa. pple. of ASK v. lesserand,
obs. f. JAZERANT. Iest(e, obs. ff. GEST, JEST.
lesyne, var. GESINE Obs., childbed. I-eten, ME.
pa. pple. of EAT v. lethe, ief>e, var. of EATII

Obs., easy. lette, lettour, obs. ff. JET, JETTER.
lewise, var. of JUISE Obs. ley, obs. f. EYE.
If (ifl, conj. (sb.). Forms: I sif, syf (sef,

Rife, sib), 2-5 jif, jef, 3 jief, Jeif, Juf, (Ormin)
Jiff, 3-5 jyf, yef, (also 4 Jiue, yif(f, yhef, 4-5
30110, yeue, 5 Jife, jyfe, yiffe, yeffe, Jeff) ; ? 3,

4- if, (4 ef, 4-6 yf, 5 yff, 5-6 iffe, 5-7 iff).

See also GIF. [OE. gif (early WS. rare gief), late

WS. gyf (Northumbr. rare gef), corresp. (more or

less) to OFris. ief, gef, ef (jof, of], OS. ef (of)
(lUG.jof, MDu.>/, of, Du.of)' if, OHG. ibu

(oba, ubi), MHG. obe, ob, Ger. ob '

whether, if, ON.
ef'iC, Goth, ibai 'whether, \est',ja6ai 'if, even

if, although '. The phonetic relations of the various

forms, and their OTeut. type or types, have not
been satisfactorily determined. By many considered
to represent one or more cases of the sb. represented
by OHG. iba str. f.,

'

condition, stipulation, doubt ',

ON. if, e/neut., ifi, eft wk. masc.,
'

doubt, hesita-

tion
'

(whence ifa, efa vb.
' to doubt

', Sw. jaf
'exception, challenge ',jafva'\o make an exception
against, to challenge'), the conj. thus meaning
originally 'on condition', 'on the stipulation

(that)
'

; but it has not been certainly determined
whether the conj. is thus derived from the sb., or
the sb. founded on the conj. A notable point in

ME. is the development of the northern form

GIF, q.v.]
I. Introducing a clause of condition or suppo-

sition (the protasis of a conditional sentence).
On condition that ; given or granted that ; in

(the) case that ; supposing that
; on the suppo-

sition that.

1. With the conditional clause or protasis in the

indicative. The indicative after if implies that

the speaker expresses no adverse opinion as to the
truth of the statement in the clause; it is con-
sistent with his acceptance of it.

^(In^
modern use the indicative is preferred to the subjunc-

tive in cases which lie near the border-line of i and 3.)

a. Conditional clause in present (or pres. perf.)
indicative ; a. with principal clause in present (or

pres. perf.) indicative.

s pe fcehyrS, bu xestabelast |?mne brooor. c isoo I'ices 4>
'irtttet 33 ?if ou Sus dost, oanne berest bu bin rode. 1381
'YCLIF John i. 25 What therfore baptysist thou, if thou art

Vt
WYCLI
not Crist, nethir Elye, nether prophete? a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 5 For yef ye do, the dede praiethc for you.
liii BIBLE Gen. iv. 7 If thou doe [i6..doest] well, shall
thou not be accepted? and if thou doest fCovERD. do)
not well, sinne lieth at the doore. Jos. ii. 17 Euen so
faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone. 1777
SIIEKIUA.N ScA. Scaiut. n. ii, She's six and fifty if she's a day.

IF.

1861 JULIA KAYANAGH fi'rtm/t Worn, ofLett. I. viii. 214 If
I have not married, it U because I have not loved. 1864
BOWKN Logic vi. I 3. 165 If A is true, O is false, E false, and
I true. . . If A is false, O is true. If E is false, I is true.

1878 MORLKY Crit. Mite. Scr. i. CarlyU aoo If he does see
it, he rides roughshod over it.

jflf. with principal clause in future indie, (or its

equivalent).
c 1000 Ags. Gos}. John viii. 52 gif hwa mine sprarce

xehcalt ne biS he metre dead, c uoo ORMIN 673 ^iff he se|>
ban mann iss ohht Forrfzrcdd off hiss sihhjw, He wile
nimm ferenn. a. 1350 Otvl -v Nigkt. 904 ^et i l>e wulle an
oder segge >if bu hit const a riht oilegge. 1*97 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 10997 >uf we do|> ou wrong wo ssal ou do rht ? c 1300
Harrffiv. Hell 119 3f thou revest me of nwne, Y shal reve
the of

thyne.
c 1340 Cursor M.

14754^ (Trin.) ?if 50 bis

temple felle to grounde I shal hit rise in litil stounde. c 1440
Pt&tonopt 6263 Gyff I scape fro thens on lyve Agayn to

prysoun I sbatlcome as blyfe. 1596 SHAKS. Mtrcn. I', in.

i. 70 If we are like you in the rest, we will resemble you in
that. 1633 Costlit Wkore i. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, fie tell

another tale, if they have done. 1776 Trial of Nundo-
comar 73/3 If you do not give a plain answer to a' plain
Question, j/ou will be commuted. 1816 f . WILSON City of
Plague i. ii. 36 I'll give thee half of it If thou speak'st truly.
Mod. If he does it, he will be punished.

7. with principal clause in imperative.
a 900 Martyrol. in O. E. Texts 178 And jif monn minne

npntan nemned in seni^re frecennisse . . donne jefyl^e se
oinre mildheortnesse. ciooo Ags. Gost>. Matt. xviu.
O_Li: T LI I I * r> * . J *

. n. .*.

;nne o68e twejen to |>e. c isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Jef
. e is Ief bin hele, heald bin cunde. 1340 Ayenb. 187 Yef bou

j

best
ynoj of guode, yef largeliche, and yef bou best lite, of

|

bo Hue
yef gledliche. 1388 WYCLIP Matt, xviii. 16, 17 If he

herith thee not, take with thee oon or tweync.. And if he
herith [v.r. here] not hem, seie thou to the chirche. 1535
COVERDALE Cen. xlvii. 6 Yf thou knowest that there be men
of actiuyte amonge them, make them rulers of my catell.

1611 BIBLE Job xxxviii. 18 Declare if thou knowest it all.

Phitem. 18 If hee hath wronged thee or oweth thee

ought, put that on mine account. 1680 DRYDEN Void's
Met. \.[ = Lat. I.

76i](i7i7_) 35 Ifl am Heav'n-begot, assert

your Son By some sure Sign. Mod. If they are not good,
throw them away.

8. with principal clause of other forms.
1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. xi. 4 If he that commeth preacheth

: another Icsus.. ye might well beare with him. 1821 BYRON
1 Cain l. i. 91 If I shrink not from these. .Why should I quail

I

from him who now approaches ? Mod. If records are to be
i trusted, there was no famine this year.

b. Conditional clause in past'(or pin'perf.) indie.,
with principal clause in indie, or imper.
c85 V'esp. Psalter vii. 4, 5 xif ic dyde ois, xif is unreht-

wisnis in hondum mimim, xif ic axald da?m xeldendum me
vfel, ic xefallu [etc.], a 1000 Czdinvifs Gtn. 661 xif |m him
heodiex wuht hearmes xesprjece he forxifS hit beah. - 1000

Ags. Gosp. John xiii. 14 xif ic bwoh eowre fet . . xe sceolon
bwean eower a;lc oSres let. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8835

|
}if enie of is men misdude be pouere. .vengance be noni

stronge. c 1330 R. BRTNNE Chron. (1810) 40 If he had pes
at euen, he had non at morow. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T.

257 If that Palamon was wounded sore Arcite is hurt as
moche as he or moore. 1600 SHAKS. . /. Y. L. 111. ii. 41 If
thou neuer was't at Court, thou neuer i-aw'st good manners :

if thou neuer saw'st good maners, then thy manners must
be wicked.. Thou art in a parlous state. 183* TENNYSON
Lotos-caters 33 If his fellow spake, His voice was thin. 1835
THIRLWALL Greece I. vii. 267 If Amyclae was the Achaean
capital, we can the better understand how it might be able
to hold out. 1855 LEWES Geet/it ii. (1875) 11 But if the town
was heedless, not so were the stars. Mod. If he had loved
her before, he now adored her.

c. Conditional clause infuture indicative (or its

equivalent), with principal clause in indie, or imper.
Now arch, (supplied by a).

(Bjfo
is here considered as future.)

Psalter xii. 5 [xiii. 4] Da swencafl me gefia3,
1 xif onstyred ic beam. 835 in O. E. Texts 448 Ann ic his
I freoSomunde, xif he (Sonne lifes bi5. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
i MatL v. 37 Soolice gyf bser mare b>5, bset bi5 of >fefe.

j

ci5 LAY. 483 5if bou bis null ibolicn be seal beon ba wrse.

1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 716 $if JKDU wole ;ut. .more, .wile of

me, AL.bc ground icholle segge be. c 1375 Cursor M.

O(Laud)
Yf bou wolle my forebode hold rhow shalt be

as I bee told. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, xviii. 15 5if thi

brother shal synne [1388 synneth, 1611 shall trespasse] in

thee, go thou and reproue hym..)if he shal heere [1388
herithj thee, thou hast wonnen thi brother. 1581 N. T.
(Rhem.) Mut. t If thy brother shal offend against thee, goe
and rebuke him. If he shall heare thee, thou shalt game
[1611 hast gained) thy brother. 1611 BIBLE Matt. xvni. 19
If two of you shall agree, .as touching any thing that they
shall aske, it shall bee done for them.
2. With the conditional clause or protasis in the

subjunctive, and the principal clause or apodosis
in the indicative or imperative. The subjunctive
after if implies that the speaker guards himself
from endorsing the truth or realization of the

statement ; it is consistent with his doubt of it.

a. Conditional clause in present subjunctive ;

a. with principal clause in imperative.
Beowulf (Z.) 452 Onsend hixelace xif mec hi Id nime. 805

in O. E. Texts 442 *if hio . . beam naebbe .. bonne foe he to
iVrm londe. 1x900 Ibid. 176 xif men ferlice wyrde unsofte,
o33e sprecan tie maeze, halga him 3is waiter. < 950 Limits/.
Gosp. Mark xii. 19 Nfoses us awrat b.'et ^ef huxlc .. brofter

dead sie . . and furletes beet wif . . onfoe brooer his hlaf daes

il- e. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. iv. 3 gyf bu godes sunu sy
I Vulg. ; Lintt, 8u ar8, Ruskw. six, Hatt. syoj cwe8 bt
pas stanas to hlafe gewurSon. Ibid, 6 x,yf bu codes sunu
eart [V. es\ L. ar5; R. sie; //. ert]. t 35 Metr. Horn.
52 Ilk dai inak we a iorne Till heuin, ef we god men be.

138* WVCLIJ- Matt. iv. 3 5if thou be (1388 art, TINIMLE



IP.

and all w. to 1611 be, R. V. art] Goddis sone, say that
these stoons be maad looues. c 1430 Two Cookcry-bks. g 3if
it be lente or fyssday take brothe of be freysshe fysshe.
1534 IINDALE Luke xlii. 9 If it bearc not then, after that
cut it doune [later m. thou shall cut it downe]. 1611
BIBLE John xx. 15 Sir, if thou haue borne [Vulg. sustulisti;
WYCLIF, Gmrv.

, Khem., K.V. hast; TINDALE, CRANMEK
have borne] him hence, tell me where thou hast layd him.

Phil. 11. i If there bee therefore any consolation in
Christ . . Fulfill ye my icy. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 78 r 5
If there be any man faultless, bring him forth into publick
view. Mod. If he come to-morrow, send for me.

P. with principal clause in future indie, (or its

equivalent).
13 . . Cursor M. 6675 (Gott.) If he to min auter fly Men sal

him Mi draw to die. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 500 If cold
ruste what shal Iren doo ? c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ii!. 2?

tLPSS k
,
ysse me

' thou schalt have all= th's Tresoure.
Ibid. (Roxb.) v. 14 If bou ga noght, bou schall hafe gretcharme. 1450 MYRC 67 Jef thow do bus thow schalt be

ff J / I"
mC" 'hat S and here - 'S*S TlNDALE Lulu X.

6 And yf the sonne of peace be thare, youre peace shall rest
apon hym. 1533 MORE Detell. Salem VVks. 956/1 He that
dyeth in deadly sinne, shall goe to the deuill, if goddesword be true. 1611 BIBLE y,,3s. xvi. 17 If I bee shauen . .

I shall become weake, and bee like any other man. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 142 If part of the money. .be paid
oft, and a farther sum is borrowed . . no redemption will be
granted unless both sums are paid.

7. with principal clause in pres. indie.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Prol. 2 If we be ri3 t childer of

Criste, we awe for to chalange be heritage bat oure fader
left to vs. Ibid. i. 4 If a man come fro be west partvs
of be werld .. he may . . wende thurgh Almayne. 1450MYRC 22 Luytel ys worthy by prechynge, 5ef thow be
of euyle lyuynge. 1526 TINDALE John i. 25 Why bap-
tisest thou then yf thou be nott Christ, nor Helias? 1506
SHAHS. Merck. V. in. i. 7 , if a iew wrong a Christian,
what is his humility? 1611 BIBLE John xv. 18 If the world
hate you, ye know that it hated me before it hated you.
1648 JENKYN Blind Guide i. 7 If I be so young, I am in
part excused for my illiteratenesse. 1654 Z. COKE Lofick
(1657) 118 [Ps. cxxvii. i] If the Lord keep not the citie, the
keepers watch in vain. 1839 Times n Apr., If we be not
all Uurhamised within another month, it is not from any
sensible relaxation in the work of projected mischief 1851t. A. LITTON Cfi. ofChrist iv. (1898) 163 If it [the Church]
be in its essence as visible a body as the republic of Venice,we have no need of faith to realise its existence.

S. with principal clause of other form.
1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. vi. 4 If we believe Joseph

Scaliger, there could not be an Eclipse of the Sun at the time ;

affirmed by farrutms. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 716 I

For sev n contmu'd Months, if Fame say true, The wretched !

swam his Sorrows did renew.

b. Conditional clause in past subjunctive (in past
'

sense), with principal clause in indie, or imper.a 1400 Octouian 841 Yef he were er y-bete sore, Thannewas he bete moche more. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. iii 201
If euer I were Traitor, My name be blotted from the booke
of Life. 1601 Jul. C. iii. ii. 84 If it were so, it was
a greeuous Fault, And greeuously hath Casar auswer'd it.

1830 I ENNVSON In Mem. cxxii, If thou wert with me, and the
grave Divide us not, be with me now.

c. Conditional clause in subjunctive with should
in present or future sense ('if it should rain to-day
or to-morrow ') with principal clause in imperative,
or in future, present, or pres. perf. indicative (' do
not come',

'
I shall not come

,

'
I am prepared for

it',
' I have planned something else').

1821-3 ROGERS Italy xviii. i If ever you should come to
Alodena .. btop at a Palace near the Reggio-gate 1838
DICKENS Nich. Nick, vii, If you should go near Barnard
Castle, there is good ale at the King's Head. 1850 TENNY-
SON In Mem. xliv, If such a dreamy touch should fall,O turn thee round, resolve the doubt. Mod. If you should
come across him, tell him that I am looking for him.
3. With both protasis and apodosis in the sub-

junctive. Expressing a mere hypothesis which is

admittedly not true or realized, and stating wliat
would be the logical or natural consequence of its

truth or realization.

a. Conditional clause in past subjunctive, with

present or future sense ('if you came', 'should
come ',

' were to come
' now or to-morrow).

898 O. E. Chron. an. 894 Swa ban he mehte aegberne
Serxcan S" .hie ieni^ne feld secan wolden. c 1000 Ai;s.
Gasp. John viii. 42 ^if god wzre eowre fa;der, witodlice'se
lufedon me \_Liiul. ^if god faeder iuer uoere ie ualde lufija
. .mecj. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 27 He hit wolde
slon, yef he hit michte finde. c 1300 Havelok 1974 Yif he ne
were, ich were nou ded. a 1307 Thrash ty Night, in Rel.
Ant. I. 241 This world were nout jif wimen nere. c 1380WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 217 If Peter were now alyve .

he wolde seie bei weren not prestis of Crist. 1382 John
xvni. 30 If this were not a mysdoer, we hadden not bitakun
hym to thee [1582 Rhem., If he were not a malefactour, we
would not haue deliuered him vp to thee]. 1529 MORE
Dyaloge n. Wks. 200/1 Yet wer it a dampnable errour to
worship anye if we shoulde worship none at all. c 1615
FLETCHER Mad Lover i. i, If I were given to that vanity..What a most precious subject had I purchased. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. W. xvi, And if I were a king, it should be
otherwise. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 3, I should very
imperfectly execute the task .. if I were merely to treat of
battles and sieges. Mod. If he were to come, what should
we do? If he came, I should take to flight. If I were you,
I would not do it. If they should meet you, it would be
awkward.

b. Conditional clause in pluperf. subj., with past
sense (' if he had come ', 'would have come').
1382 WYCLIF John xi. 21 Lord, if thou haddist be here, my

brother hadjle not be deed [I539CRANMER, Lord, yf thou had-
dest bene here, my brother h;id not dyed], 1482 Monk of

29

Evesham (Arb.) 50 He hadde browghte plesaunte worde and
tytyngys of my dampnacyon to hys father the deuyl, yeffe
the mercye and goodnes of my lorde sente Nycholas had
not wythstonde hym. ,614 Br. HALL Recoil. Treat. 610 If

. t
y

,iu
e
?
e as ho' for God

'
as th<=y "ere for themselves,

it had beene happy. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 120b uime it were if .we had gathered nothing. 1818 CRUISE
Digest ted. 2) III. 419 If he had altered it.. it would descend

If h
S

H *? vS"-A
Wh

'u
bl d - l8l S K^y Ccnci n. i,f he Had killed me, he had done a kinder deed. 1840MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 256 All his difficulties would

have been greatly augmented if Anne had declared herself
favourab e to the Indulgence. Mod. If he would have con-
sented, all would have been right.
4. In pregnant senses :

a. liven if, even though ; though ; granted that.
< 1340 Cursor M. 579 (Fairf.) be saule wib-outen wene to

ilk a man hit ys vn-seyne, if [Cott. bof ; GStt. bou ; Trin.
t>ou5e] hit of alle haue a si3t. [1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxi.
14 1.15th c. MS.) Honorable .. is be name of pore before him
gife it be disspised before men.] 1572 R. H. tr. Lauahrus'

i "M
'' 59 ' I97 sPiri'es of their owne accorde woulde

gladly tell vs many thinges : yet wee must not giue eare vnto
them. Mod. If he did say so, you needn't believe him. If
they are poor, they are at any rate happy.

t b. = If it is certain or true that
;
as sure as.

Oi>s. rare.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 74 If I stand heere, 1 saw him.
5. If that (north, if at) was formerly in rise for

the simple 'if. Now arch.
CI200 ORMIN Ded. 249 He shall o Domess da3J Uss

gifenn heffness blisse, ?iff bait we shulenn wurrbi bena 1300 DamcSiriz in Wright Anted. 3 If that thou me
tellest skil I shal don after thi wil. 1307 Elegy Edw. I iv
Ajem the hethene forte fyhte . . Myself ycholde Jef that y
myhte. c 1340 Cursor M. 5869 (Fairf.) J)ai salle for-sob if
atte I may Wirk ij dayes werk a-pon a day. c 1386 CHAUCER
frot. 144 She wolde wepe, if that she saugh a Mous Kaughtm a trappe, if it were deed or bledde. 1 1450 Guy Warw
(C.) 1809 Yf bat y may, Wyth my handys y schall assav
1509 BARCLAY Shy/, of Folys (1874) I. 165 In the mearie
space, if that death vntretable Arrest the. 1605 SHAKS
Lear v..m. 262 If that her breath will mist or staine the
stone, Why, then she Hues. 1821 BYRON Sardan. iv. i. 48-
If that you conquer, 1 live to joy in your great triumph.
6. The conditional clause is often elliptical, and
may dwindle down to if and a word or phrase
sufficient to suggest the complete sense ; so if not
(
= if a thing is, be, or were not), formerly some-

times = '

unless, except '.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 725 Knowe it aiue ?e can. 1560 BIBLE
(Genev.) .<?. m. 18 Our God..wil deliuer vs. .But if not
be it knowen to thee, o King, y' we wil not seme thy
gods. 1642 Perkins*

Prof. fit. ii. 139. 61 He hath not
authoritie to deliver it, if not by commandemem. 1663
hii! i. HERBKKT Trav. (1677) 173 Frogs are of great
vertue, if physically used. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. ll

r
. v We

are not to judge of the feelings of others by what we might
feel if m their place. 1843 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 13
I he style of Bede, if not elegant Latin, is yet correct,
sufficiently classical. 1882 Knowledge II. 70 So that she
might be cured, if possible. 1884 Illnstr. Land. News
S.July 18/1 He measured six feet two, ifan inch ; he weighed
eighteen stone, if a pound. 1893 R. H. SHERAKD in Book-man Oct. 16/2 [He] labours hard over his proofs of the
book, though little, if at all, over the newspaper proofs.
7. The conditional clause alone (by aposiopesis

of the principal clause) is sometimes used as an
exclamation to express (a) a wish or determina-
tion, e.g. IfI had only known ! (sc. I would have
done so and so) ; (b) surprise or indignation, e.g.
If ever J heard the like of that ! The wretch ! if
he has not smashed the window !
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 42 zif bu wistest and witod-

hce on bysum bmum
daeje be 3e to sybbe synt. 1382WYCLIF ibid.. If thou haddist knowe, and thou and sotheli

in this thi day. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (18621 I 303 If
this kingdom would glorify the Lord in my behalf ! 1702V ANBRUCII false Friend in. ii, If he is not equipped for
a housebreaker ! Mod. collo,/. Bless me ! if there is not
another of them !

If If of the conditional clause is often omitted
(esp. with the subjunctive), its effect being usually
given by inverting the order of subject and verb.
Formerly sometimes without inversion, esp. after than

and after glad (where j/"was perhaps confused wiih that)
c 1273 LAY. 9295 Ac bare nadde he hi-come, nere hit

\c 1205 jif hit nere] for swikedome. 1297 R. GLOUC (Rolls)
2473 Abbe bou poer ynou bou mi}! be glad & blibe 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 165 Were bere a belle on here beifMen myjte wite where bei went. 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaws T. 34, I were right now of tales desolaat, Nere that
a Merchant . . Me taughte a tale, c 1460 Ttminelcy Myst
11. 339 Be I taken I be bot dede. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in
11. 232 Were I Brutus, and Brutus Antony, there were an
Antony, Would ruffle vp your Spirits. 1613 Hen VIII
in. n. 456 Had I but seru'd my God, with halfe the Zeale
. .he would not in mine Age Haue left me. 1649 LOVELACE
fo Lucasta, on going to the Wars, I could not love thee
(Deare) so much, Lov'd I not Honour more. 1707 WATTS
Hymn^Whm I survey' v, Were the whole realm of nature
mine, I hat were a present far too small. 1747 MORELL
JfottuaAil. O had I Jubal's lyre..To strains like his
would I aspire. 1813 BYRON Corsair i. xvii, In three days
(serve the breeze) the sun shall shine On our return. 1838LYTTON Richelieu u. i, Were Richelieu dead his powerwere mine. Mod. I will come to-morrow, please God.
Should you desire an interview, I shall not refuse to meet
you. Should you find them, kindly let me know. You
would see for yourself, were you here. Had they been
careful this need not have happened.
1323 I-iJ. BERNERS Froiss. (1812) I. cccl. 794 The lordes..

spared no more money than it had fallen fro the clowdes.
1634 DOROTHY OSBORNE Lett. (1888) 279 What would I give

I'FADS.

I could avoid it when people speak of you? 1761 MURPHY
All in Wrong iv. iv, Whatever he produces.. I shall be
glad you will, at any time, send to me. 1782 Miss BURNEY
Cnitia viii. viii, I shall be glad you will inform me of it.
1802 tr. Ducray-Duminil's Victor IV. 227, I would give
something he was here. 1806 SOUTHEY in Life (1850) III.
26. 1 should be glad this compromise were made.
8. Phrases. (See also EVEN if, WHAT if.}
fa. All if, if all: even if, even though

although. (See ALL C. 10 a, b.) Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4246 (Cott.) Alle if [Go'tl. Al bou] bairc

traube al sundre ware. ^1300 Ibid. 27674 (Cott. Galba) If
all him-self neuer vnderstode. c 1340 Ibid. 1091 (Fairf.)Al if na rayne on erb felle. 1340-1337 [see ALL C. 10 b].

D. An if, and if (see AN conj. 2, AND C. i b)= If. (Also occas. ifan.) arch.

?
97 R

.-,9
LOIIC- (Ro'Is) 282 An do3ter..Ich 3ivis be to Hwif& jif bou wolt bileue here. 1394-1837 An if, and if

see ANL. C. , b]. ,388, .8.7 An if [Tee AN /. 2 . ,7If an [see AN conj. 2].

C. As if, followed by a clause containing a past
subjunctive (sometimes ellipt. : cf. 6), or an infini-
tive expressing purpose or destination : As the
case would be if; as though. (See As conj. o b.)
[a looo Kent. Glosses 219 in Kluge Angelsachs. Lesebnch

^r-, ",
"
^^/"tinet, oSSe swa Sif efst fuiel.) c 1290Michael 41, , S. Eng. Leg. I. 3,, Ase 3ifVv heolSeane dere candele bi-side an Appel rijt. ci4io LOVE

Bonavent, Wrr. xxxiv. (Gibbs MSO If. 64 As ,eue he herdcure lord bydde hym ryse. 1333 COVERDALE Prw. vii. 2*
Like as yf a byrde haisted to the snare. 1615 G. SANDYSTim. 136 Buying pewter, brasse.and such like Implementsas if to set

up house-keeping. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. iii'He defended his opinions with as much obstinacy as if he
Vw ,. j

n
.

y Patron - '8*1 SHELLEY Adonais xi, One
Washed his light limbs as if embalming them. iSie M
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 8 Treating history as if it u-erc a
series of tableaux vivants intended to please the eye.
t d. Bttt if: unless, except. Obs.

c 1200-1396 (see BUT conj. 10 bj,

fe. If case be (that} : if it befall or happen
(that). Also if case that. (See CASE M ii.)
i5S LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxi. [cvii.] 318 If case that

my doughter haue sonne or doughter by hym. i-i67o
[see CAsEi/;.i n].

f. If so be (t/iaf), if it happen that, supposing
that : a somewhat rhetorical equivalent of simple
'if. arch, and dial. (Also oecas. if so were that
ellipt.
[iMo GOWER Cpnf. III. 5 And if so is that thou so be,

1 ell me thy shrift, in privete. 1414 Rolls Parli. IV. 22
?if hit be so that they axke you by spekyng, or by writvnc 1

i49S- Plumpton Corr. (Camden) i, 4 Thynking that to be
our next way, if so were that we wold not advise you tocom not up by the pryvie scale, a 1347 SURREY jEneid iv.
820 If so that yonder wicked head must needes Recover
port. 1339 MORWYNG E-aonym. i 7$ If so be it the mesure
of the bloud excied three sextares. 1611 BIBLE Jos/i. xiv.
12 If so be the Lord will be with me, then I shall bee able
to dnue them out. 1663 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. (i677 ) 175
If so be we left the Road,. .they would wind about our
horses legs. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. cciii. 269 If
so be that I can get that affair done by the next post, I will

- ...... ,... j,^v . in uuiie uy me next post, I will
not fail for to give your Lordship an account of it. 1861
Cortth. Jlfaf.Aug. 183

'

It's my opinion that any man can be
a duke if so be it's born to him.'

II. 0. Introducing a noun-clause depending on
the verb see, ask, learn, doubt, know, or the like :

Whether, f Also, formerly, if that.

Beowulf (Z.) 273 pu wast sif hit is swa we soblice secgan
hyrdon. Ibid. 1319 Fraign if him wsre a:fter neod-laou
mht xe.tase. a 1173 Cott. Horn. 219 Ajen chire to chiesen
Jief (h]y wolden hare sceappmde lufie. c izoo Trin. Coll.
Hoin. 81 Sum fortocne . . warbi we mihten cnowen aif it
so3 were bat bu seist. a 1400 Isuinbras 24 i Aske we thiese
folkes of baire mete, And hike 3 ife we maye anygete. 1481CAXTON Keynard (Arb.) 38 He loked . .a boute yf ony bodyhad seen hym. 1394 First Pt. Contention (1843) 37 We should
not question if that he should live. 1611 BIBLE Gen. viii.
8 Hee sent foorth a doue from him, to see if the waters
were abated. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 163 Observe,
if he disdains to yield the Prize. 1717 PRIOR Alma in. 71She doubts if two and two make four. 1893 Law Times
Rep. LXXIII. 623/1 He asked if his wife was there.

B. sb. The conditional conjunction (see A.) used
as a name for itself; hence, a condition, a suppo-
sition. (Cf. BUT.) Often in the tautological col-
location ifs and ands (ems') : see AND C. = if.

'3'3 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 47 What, quod the protectour,
thou seruest me, I wene, with iffes and with andes. 1532

Confut. Tindale Wks. 537/1 Though he put in for shame
repentaunce thereunto, with Iffes. c 1585 R. BROWNE Ansiv.
Carfrvright 24 By his iffs and supposings. 1613 Ansiu.
Uncasing of Machivils Instr. G, With ifs and ands he
begins to say. 1670 DRYDEN ist Pt. Conq. Granada II. i,

Abdal. If I am king, and if my brother die -Lyndar. Two
ifs scarce make one possibility, a 1711 KEN Sion Poet.
Wks. 1721 IV. 409 Ah if, sad if! Love should decay ! 1849
HARE Par. Serin. II. 455 We are always raking up some
if or other, to disturb our faith. 1868 GEO. ELIOT St.
Gipsy n. 214 'Tis but a mirror, shows one image forth,
And leaves the future dark with endless '

ifs '.

Hence Iff., to say or use '
if

'

: only in iffing.
1687 R. L'EsTRANGE Ansiu. Diss. 21 The Letter is iffing

of it now again too ; with a ' What if the Mercenary
Ministers [etc.]'. 1887 Pierre (Dakota) Collegian II. No. 3.
2 But iffing will not endow a college.

I-fa, early ME. form of FOE.

t I'fa'ds, int. Obs. In 7 y'fads, i'vads. [A
parallel form \oyfacks, i'fags, i'fegs.'} In faith.

1672 WYCHERLEY Lave in Woodu\. ii, Would you sell us?
'Tis like you, y'fads !



I'PAITH.

I-failed, i-failled, ME. pa. pples. of FAIL v.

I-faired, of FAIR v., to make fair, beautify.

I'faith, in faith : see FAITH s/>. lib.

t I-falle, v. Obs. [OE. tffeallan (
=OHG. ge-

fallaa), f.fealfan FALL v.] intr. To fall, befall.

Setmmfc <Z.) 3835 He eorftan fcefeoll. c 1000 Ags. Ps.

(Th.) Ixviii. 9 Me eac fela 1'iui.i edwita on ftefeollon. c 1*50
Ktnt. Serm. in O, E. Misc. 29 So iuet auenture (j^l wyn
failede.

I-falle(n, ME. pa. pple. of FALL v.

i I-fang, i-fo, v. 0/>s. Forms : see FANG v.i

[OE. {ffon (= OHG. gifdkan, MHG. gev&hen,
Goth. gafahaii), (./on (see FANG zO).] trans. To
lay hold of, take, grasp, seize.

L 888 K. /KLFRKD Bot'th. xxxix. $ i ft,v he efehb ^:ut.
i 1000 /Ei-FRic Colloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker 93/12 Swa hwaet swa
ic xefo. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 131 De mon J>e wel deS he wel
ifehS. < 1105 LAY. 7254 pa:t is a muchel aeit-lond . . bet
Bruttes .-crest ifeng. Ibid. 8231 }if ich hine niai eower ifon

\c 1275 ohwa fon]. Ibid. 22583 He on uaste iueng fziere his
iweden. a laso Owl ft Night. 612 5if ich hit mai ifo. Ibid.

1645 P" sekt pat gromes pe ifob. a 1300 Floriz tg Bl. 694
He him nolde a^en ifo.

t I-fare, v. 06s. Forms : see FABJS z;.l [OE.
ufaran (

= OHG. gifaran, givarari), f. farati to

FARE.] intr. To go, proceed, fare.

950 Lindisf. Gosf. John i. 43 i >.LS on merne walde Jefara
ingalileam. ciooo Cxdmon's Gen. 1355 Eall.. under hrof
xefor. c 1105 LAV. 6090 pus i-uor [c 1275 ferde for(>] al Belin

king. /^;<r". 26595 pus heo iuerden fiftene milen.

I-fare(n, ME. pa. pple. of FAUE v., to journey, go.
t I-fast, f. Ofo. [OE. gefxstan (

= OHG. #-
festan, MHG. gevesten), f.fsestan FAST n. 1

] /raj.
To make fast, confirm, settle.

c $50 Limits/. Gosf. Mark xii. i Winxeard fcesette mohn . .

& gefxste [Ags. Gosf. $esette] 5a o;em lond-bigencgum.
c iao5 LAV. 22551 pis forward he iuaste, and Aisles ne funde.
a 1300 Fall H P. 95 in E. E. P. 15 Al in helle were i-fast

I-fast, -e, ME. pa. pple. of FAST z>.l and -.

I-i'at, of FKT v. I-fed, of FEED v.

t I'fe'gS, z'A 0Ar. exc. di'a/. Forms : (with or

without apostrophe) 7 i'fao(k, i'feck, i'fex, 7-8
i'-, y'facks, i'-, y'-, efaokins, 8 i-, efags, efack.s,

i-, efeoks, efeclings, ifackins, 9 i'fakins. [Per-
versions of ffaith, infaith : see FEGS and I'FADS.]
Used, esp. by I7th and i8th c. dramatists, as a
trivial oath amounting to a simple asseveration :

In faith, by my faith.

1610 B. IONSON AUk. i. ii, Dap, I.fac, I doe not. You
are mistaken. Fac. How ! sweare by your fac 1 . . Dap.
I'fac's no oath, a 1615 FLETCHER Nice Valour iv. Wks.
(Ktldg.) II. 467/1 I'lex have they. 1673 WVCHEKLEY
Gtntlem. Dancing-Master u. ii, Mrs. Caut. Y'facks, but
you shan't. I'll ask him. . . Don. Y'fackins, but you shan't
ask him ! 1709 STEELE Taller No. 137 F 2 He .. will tell

you, That I'fackins, such a Thing is true. 1742 FIELDING
y. Andrews i. xiv, Ifags ! the gentleman has caught a
traitor. Ibid. n. xiv, Ifacks, a good story. 1775 SHERIDAN
Duenna in. vi, Efecks, Father, I should have guessed as
much. 1785 HITTTON Brail New Wark 16 Good friends,
these er sad doings, efeclings. 1815 BROCKETT, 1'fakiiis,
in faith a frequent asseveration.

b. In earnest.

1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. iv. iv, Nay, dear Cocky, don't

cry, t was but in jest, I was not ifeck.

I foined, ME. pa. pple. of FEIGN v. Ifel,
obs. form of EVIL a. I-fele : see YFKLE v., to

feeL I-fel(L, pa. t. of I-FALL. I-falle : see YFELL
v., to fell. I-felled, i-feld, ME. pa. pple. of FELL
v. I-feng, pa. t. of FANG, I-FANG v., to seize.

t I-feond, -de. Obs. [OE. yfiend, -fynd pi. :

see FIEND.] Enemies.
c 1000 Ags . Gosf. Luke xxiii. 12 Hi*, waeron a;r xefynd !

him betwynan. CMOS LAV. 9876 pa ser weoren ifeonde,
j

makede heom to frfejonde. Ibid. 16077 f" hauest. .()ine
ifan be biuoren, & bine ifeond baeften.

I-rere : see YFERE sb. and adv.

I-fered, ME. pa. pple. of FEAR v., to terrify.

-iferous, combining form of the suffix -FEBOUS.

I-fesid, ME. pa. pple. offese, FEEZE v. 1
, to drive.

I-fet, of FET v., to fetch. I-fetered, i-fetred,
of FETTEB v.i I-i'ethored, i-fepered, of FBA-
THEB V.

-ific, comb, form of the suffix -Flo, q.v.

-ification, comb, form of suffix -FICATIUN, q.v.
^
The -i- U always present, either as the L. stem-vowel or

its representative, as in
glori-(a)-^tcation^ tttolli-jficalioti,

fruct'i-JicatwH, or as connecting vowel, as in o&s-i-Jicatioti.

I-fiht, early ME. form of FIGHT sb. I-find :

see YFIND v., to find. I-flemed, i-flemd, ME.
pa. pples. of FLEME v., to chase. I-floured, i-

flured, of FLOWER v. I-flown, -en, i-flo^en,
of FLEE v. I-fo, I-foman : see FOE, FOEMAN.
I-fo, i-fon : see I-FANO v., to seize. I-foghte n,
i-foaten, i-fohten, ME. pa. pple. of FIGHT v.

I-folde(n, of FOLD v. I-fonded, of FAND v., to

try. I-fongen, of FANG, I-FANO v. I-forth- :

see YFOKTH v., AFFORD . I-fostered, ME. pa.
pple. of FOSTEB v. I-founded, of FOUND v.

I-frede : see FREDE, YFBEDE v., to feel. I-free,
i-freo3en : see YFREE v., to set free.

t I-freond, -de, sb. pi. Obs. [OE. yfriend,
-frynd, f./rfynd, FBIEND.] Friends.

30

i loco Ags. Gasp. Luke xxiii. 12 On Sam dz*e wurdun
herodtrs and

pilatus sefrynd. c 1105 LAV. 7715 Feond-scipe
aleggen, maliien feolle ifreond. Ibul. 11591 Her king
wende ^>at heo weoren ifrcondc.

I-fret, i-fretten, ME.
\>a.. p]>les. of FKET v.

I-fri^ed, of FBY v. I-frore(n, of FBEEZK v.

Ifsoe"ver, adv. nonce wd. [After when-, where-

soever.} If in any circumstances ; if ever.

1847-57 DE OUINCEY Seer. Societies Suppl. note, Wks.
VII. 300 Some Dold fictions that should for ever stop the
mouth of the Christian, whensoever or ifsocver any opening
dawned for uttering a gleam of truth.

I-fuled, ME. pa. pule, of FOOL v. I-fulled,
i-fullet, of FILL v. I-furn : see FKBN adv. and
a., former, -ly. I-furred, ME. pa. pple. of F'UB v.

tl-fnse, v. Obs. [ME. ifusen(u], ivusen:
OE. gffysan, t.fysan to hasten, FUSB f.l]
L trans. To cause to make haste, hasten, hurry.
Beowulf (Z.) 217 Winde jefysed flota. a 1000 Cxdmott's

Exod. 54 Werod waes jefysed. c 1105 LAY. 22123 Hewolde
hine ifusen to ane bare walme.
2. intr. To make haste, to hasten.
c 1205 LAY. 503 An horsen & an foten forft heo ifusten.

Ibid. 28946 ForS heo iuusden.

-ify, combining form of the verbal suffix -FV, q.v.

I-fynd : see YFIND v., to find.

I-ga, i-gan, ME. forms of I-GO v.

I-gabbet, ME. pa. pple. of GAB w.i

t Igad, i'gad (igard), int. Obs. Variant of
Kd.u)

; see GOD, and cf. ICOD.

1671 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal i. fArb.) 37j I gad,
I'll e'en kneel down, and he shall cut my head on. Ibid.
v. in I'l Justine it to be as grand to the eye, every whit, I

gad, as that great scene in Harry the Eight, and grander
too, I gad. 1700 CONGREVE Way of World v. xiv, I' gad, I

understand nothing of the matter. 1798 VANBR. & OB.
ProT. Husb. iv. i, I'gad, if I don't keep a tight Hand on
my Tit, here, she'll [etc.].

I-gaderen : see GATHER v.

t I-gain, adv. and prep, north, dial. Obs. [a.

ON. t gcgn again, in turn, against; corresp. to

OE. ongeyi, oilman : see AGAIN.]
A. atlv. In reply, in turn

; again.
c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 47 And he igain to thaim gan sai,

Crist ..am I noht. Ibid. 149 This ermet.. bad him com igain.
B. prep. Against ; to meet

c 1335 Metr. Horn. 4 And stithe stand igain the fend.
Ibid. 149 The monkes com al him igaine.

Hence (with genitival -es~) Igai nes, egaynes, in

same sense.

4x1300 Cursor M. 469 (Gott.) Saint mychal. .Ras egaynes
him forto fight, c 1335 Metr. Horn. 54 Quat thou hanis
done In licheri igaines me.

I-gan, pa. t. of I-GIM v. Obs.

I-gast, a. Obs. : see AGEST.

t I-gastliche, adv. Obs. [Cf. AGHAST.] Fear-

fully, terribly.
c 1105 LAV. 17869 Of him comen leomen igastliche scinen.

Igasuric (igasifio-rik), a. C/iem. [ad. F. iga-

suriquc, f. igasur, the Malay name for St. Ignatius'
Bean : see -1C.] In igasuric acid, an acid con-
tained in small quantities in the St. Ignatius' bean,
nux vomica, and the root of Strychnos colubrina.

1830 LINDLLY Nat. Syst. Bot. 215 Igasuric acid occurs in

combination with Strychnia in nux vomica and the St.

Ignatius bean. 1865-71 WATTS Diet. Cheiii, HI. 242 Iga-
suric acid precipitates acetate of lead.

So Ig'asn rate, a salt of igasuric acid. Ifra-

strrine, a poisonous alkaloid found in nux vomica,
discovered by Desnoix in 1853.
1855 MAYNE E.rfos. Lcx.,lgasuratc. 1865-71 WATTS Diet.

Chem. III. 243 The igasurates are for the most part soluble
in water and in alcohol. //'/V/., Igasurine crystallises in
colourless prisms, having a silky lustre. 1879 H. C. WOOD
Thcrap. 308 The igasurates of strychnia nml of brucia.

Igdrasll : see YGGDBAMIL. I-gederen, -unge :

see GATHER v., GATHEUING. I-geng, obs. form
of GANG sb.

I-gerd, pierced, ME. pa. pple. of GIBD v2
i 1380 Sir FeruHit. 2729 Duk Basyn. .bor? be heued i-gerd

[HI was, & ful doun ded.

I-gered, ME. pa. pple. of GEAK v. I-gessyd,
of GUESS v. I-sete, of EAT v.

Ight, var. cighte, AUGHT ji.' Obs., possession.
1390 GOWER Cottf. II. 378 This Priamus had in his ight

\MS. Fairfax 3 ynte] A wife and Hecuba she hight.

I^t, obs. var. OUGHT v. I-gilt, ME. f. GILT ///. a.

t I-gin, v. Obs. [A parallel form to OE. oa-

ginnan, AGIN v.'] To begin ; in pa. t. =gan.
c los LAY. 18127 In are brade strele he igon [c 1175 i-gan)

mete breo cnihtcs.

tl-ginet, /// Obs. [Cf. Cis V*} Con-
trived, devised.
a 1125 Leg. Kath. 1981 pis pinfule gin wes o swuch wise

iginet.

I-glstned, I-gladed, I-glewed, ME. pa. pples.
of GESTEN, GLAD, GLUE vbs.

II Igloo (i'gltt). [Eskimo, = house.]
1. An Eskimo dome-shaped hut ; esp. one built

of blocks of compact snow.
[i6 J. DAVIES tr. Olearixs' I'oy. Ambass.ji The Groen-

landers speak fast, .. Iglun, a House.] 1856 KANE Ant.
Exfl. I. xxix. 380 The hut or igloe [of Smith Sound Eski-

mos].. was a single rude elliptical apartment, built not un-

IGNEOUS.

skillfully of stone, the outside lined with sods. 1864 C. F.
HALL Life faith Esquimaux xi. (1865) 170 [They] com-
menced sawing out snow-blocks, while I carried them to
a suitable

sjwt
for erecting the igloo. 1878 NARKS Polar

Sea I. iii. 53 The settlement of Ktah ..consisted of three stone
igloos, and one hut roofed over with canvas.
2. The cavity in the snow above a seal's breathing

hole (Ogilvie, 1883).
I-glosot, ME. pa.pple.of GLOZEI>.' I-gloupet,

of GULP v. I-glyden, of GLIDE v. I-gnahen,
i-gnawe, of GNAW v. Igname, early f. YAM.
t IgnaTO. Obs. [a. It. ignaro adj. :-L. ignarus

'

ignorant
'

; the use in English may have been
derived from Spenser. In F., ignore sb. occurs in

the 1 4th c.] An ignorant person, ignoramus.
[1590 SFENSER F. Q. i. viii. 31 His name Ignaro did his

nature right aread.) 1620 SANDERSON Serm. II. 158 Your
mere ignaro's. what they err, they err for company ; they
judge not at all. 1634 HEYWOOD & HKOMI. Lancaik.Witckrs
l. H.'s Wks. 1874 IV. 175 A meere Ignaro, and not worth
acknowledgement. 1644 Hi-. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings
Ded. 9 Ignaroes who are better versed in the Statutes and
Acts of Parliament, than in the Acts of Christ. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies i. xvii. no We poor Ignaro's.

Ignatian (ign^-jiaii), a. and sb. Also ~
Igna-

sian, Ignation. [f. personal name Ignati-us (sec
def.) + -AN.] A. adj.
1. Pertaining to Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556), or

to the Order of Jesus founded by him.
1605 WILI.ET Hexafla in Ge. 184 Thus farre this Igna-

tian sectarie. c 1610 SYLVESTER Hen. Gt. Ded. Sonn., O !

just revenge, rout out th* Ignatian Pack. 16*6 L. OWEN
Spec. Jesuit. (1629* 68 The same Ignatian sociftie. 1679 Let.
Vind. Ref. Ch. 8 These Ignatian Loyolists do very much de-

rogate from Gods Great Attributes of Justice and Sanctity.
2. Of or belonging to St. Ignatius, bishop of

Antioch, martyred at Rome early in the 2nd century ;

esp. m Ignatian Epistles, letters attributed to him,
the authenticity of which, in the various forms in

which they have been handed down, has been the

subject of much controversy.
[1647^

USSHER (title) Appendix Ignatiana, continens genu-
inas ejus epistolas.] 1831 MURDOCK tr. Mosheim's Eccl.
Hist. 11841) I. 89 Indeed the whole subject of the Ignatian
epistles is involved in much obscurity and perplexity. 1846
W. CURETON Vittdic. Igttat. Ap_px., Opinions of various
learned men respecting the Ignatian Epistles from the year
1650 down to the discovery of the Syriac Version.

B. sb. A follower of Ignatius Loyola; a JESUIT.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 393 This also was the

Ignatians device. 1626 L. OWEN Sfcc. Jesuit. (1629) 15
Take notice, what foule mouth companions these Ignatians
are. a 1683 OLDHAM Wks. (16851 2 A sear'd Ignatian's
Conscience, Harden'd, as his own Face, with Impudence.
Hence Igna'tianist = IGNATIAN B.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Crit. Hist. 4 Made by
the said Ignatianists for the Popish Schools.

Ignatius' Bean. =Bean of St. Ignatius (see
BEAN 4), the poisonous seed of Strychnos fgnalii.

Also, in South America, applied to the medicinal

seed of Fcvillea trilobata and some other cucur-
bitaceous plants.
1751 SIR J. HILL Mat. Med., Fruits xiii. 506 (heading)

Faba Sancti Ignalii, St. Ignatius's Bean. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sitpp., Ignatius s-Bean,. .it is a

dry and hard fruit, or
kernel of a fruit, of the size of a

large
nazel-nut. 1822 34

Gwtfs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 627 '1 he nux vomica and
Ignatius's bean .. combine, with an intense bitter, a most
active narcotic virtue. 1880 BENTLEY & TRIMEN Medic.
Plants III. Sub Tab, 179 The. .name of St. Ignatius' Beans
. . is also used in South America to designate the seeds of
several medicinal Cucurbitaceous plants.

t Igna'Ve, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L, ignavus :

see next.] Slow, sluggish. Hence flgna'velyaifo.
1657 Physictil Diet., Ignavf, cowardly, sluggish. 1657

TOMLINSON Kenou's Disp. 501 They do it so ignavely.

t I'gnayy. Obs. [ad. L. igniivi-a, n. of quality
f. igniivus idle, sluggish, f. !-" = - not + gnavus
busy, diligent.] Sluggishness, slowness, sloth.

543 JOYE Confut. Winchester's Art. aivb, Our own
sluggishnes negligence and ignauye is the cause therof.

1545 Exp.Dan. xii.234 What ignauy and sleugth istherto

any godly reformacion? 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 97
The violence .. may be obtunded, or its ignavy excited.

[1850 CARLYLE I.atter-d. Pamph. iv. (1872) 122 Nations,
sunk in blind ignavia, demand a universal-sutTrage Parlia-
ment to heal their wretchedness.]

fl'gneal, a. Obs. rare',
[f.

L. igne-us IGNEOUS
+ -AL. Cf. F. (medical) ignial.] Fiery.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681; 7 Igneal Flames, and

Claps of Thunder.

t I'gnean, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AN.] Fiery.
1635 PCI; SON Varieties 1. 12 The Comets, .and falling Stars,

etc. whereof many are neighbours with this Ignean-sphere,
we visibly see. Ibid. u. iv. 61 Comets being of the number
of ignean and fiery meteors.

flgneduct. Obs. rare-1
, [irreg. f. L. tgni-s

lire, after aqueduct.] A vent or passage for fire.

1676 HODGSON in Phil. Trans. XI. 763 The mouth of
these Igneducta.

Igneo-a'queous, a. [f. igneo-, as comb, form
of L. igneus igneous + AIJUEOUS.] Due to the

agency of both fire and water.
1881 Sidereal Messenger I. 215 We may look upon the

.state of igneoaqueous solution, .as one in which the water-
substance is in a gaseous state.

Igneous (i-gnips), a. [f. L. igne-us of fire,

fiery (f. igni-s fire) + -ous. (F. has igni!, It. igneo.}]



IGNESCENT.

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of fire; fiery.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. Apol. 496 There are many
instances how Igneous and Lucid they [the bodies of angels]
are. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt, fy Spir. (1782) 1. xx. 267 The
soul . . was first conceived to be an aerial, or an igneous sub-
stance. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. \. 327 Earthquakes and
igneous exhalations, 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. ii. 39
Volcanoes, earthquakes, and other igneous phenomena.
2. Resulting from, or produced by, the action of

fire
; esp. in Geol. Produced by volcanic agency

(opposed to AQUEOUS 3).

1665 GLAMVILL Scepsis Sci. xx. 127 Ignorant of the im-
mediate way of Igneous solutions. 1796 K.IRWAN Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) I. 455 The igneous origin of basalts. 1812 SIR
H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 48 The analysis of mineral bodies . .

in experiments, .on their igneous fusion. 1830 LYELL Princ.
Geol. I. iv. 58 Basalt and other igneous rocks, 1858 GEIKIE
Hist. Boulder viii. 146 The cleft, .has been once filled by
a wall of igneous rock called a trap-dyke.

Ignescent (igne's6ut), a. and sb. rare. [ad.
L. igneseent-em, pres. pple. of igncscere to take fire,

becomeinllamedj inchoative of *ignere t L igni~$faQ,\
A. adj. Kindling, bursting into flame ; firing up.

lit.

1828 \VEBSTER, Ignescent) emitting sparks of fire, when
struck with steel ; scintillating, as ignescent stones. Four-
croy. 1882 HALL CAlHBJ&07h Rossetti 132 The outbursts
of her ignescent hate.

B. sb. An ignescent body or substance.
a 1828 tr.

Foarcroy_ in Webster (1828), Many other stones
beside this class of ignescents, produce a real scintillation
when struck against steel.

flgnible, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. type *igni-

bilis, f. igni-re to IGNITE: see -BLE.] Capable of

ignition ; ignitable.
1678 R. R[USSELL] Geber n. i. in. xii. So A metallick Body

. .ignible (or sustaining Ignition).

t I'gnic, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

L. ignis fire + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to fire.

1612 STURTEVANT Metallica n. v. 59 Terrica is an Ignick
Inuention, for the cheaper making of all kinds of Burnt-
earths. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Igntcus^ . .ignic.

Ignicolist (igni-ktXlist). [f. L. igni-s fire +
-eoia, f. col-ere to worship + -IST. Cf. F. ignicole.

( 1 75 2 )*] -A- fire-worshipper.
1816 T. MAURICE Ruins Babylon n. 43 In whatever region

of the earth this infatuated race of igmcolists took up their

abode, the sacred fire immediately began to burn, 1859
R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 340
The ancient Persians were ignicolists, adoring etherial fire.

Igniferous (igni-feras), a. [f. L. ignifer> f.

igm-sfae: see -FERGUS.] Fire-bearing; producing
fire. Alsoy^. Hence Ig'iii-ferousness.
1618 DEKKER Owl's Almanack n The manner how to

dash it [fire] out of the igniferous flint. 1727 BAILEY vol. IT,

IgniferousnesS) fire-bearing or producing Quality. 1756
C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 114 This same igniferous matter
was but., a piece of lime. 1889 Fabian Ess. 209 The igni-
ferous orators of the Socialist party.

Igni'fic, a. [f. L. type *ignific-us, f. igni-s fire :

see -FIG.] Producing fire.

1753 B. MARTIN Philos. Brit. II. 280 If the ignific Par-
ticles of Light are sufficiently condensed . . by a . . Buming-
Glass, they become ardent and burn.

t Igui'fluous, a. Obs. rare. [f. late L. igni-

flu-us (f. igni-s fire + flu-us flowing) + -ous.]

Flowing with fire.

1623 COCKERAM, Igniflnous^ full of
fire._ 1659 D. PELL

Intfrr, Sea 277 The Sea, which is sometimes of such an

igniflupus lustre, as if it were full of Starrs. 1721 in BAILEY ;

hence in some mod. Diets.

Iglliforni (I'gniffJJm),
a. rare. [f. L. igni-s fire

+ -FORM.] Of the form of fire.

1744 BERKELEY Siris 322 Democritus held the soul of
the world to be an igniform deity. 1844 WOOD tr. Bacon's
Nov. Org. ii. 7. 129 We must examine . . whether that

spirit is. .aeriform or igniform.

Ignify (i-gnifai), v. rare. [f. L. type *igttificdre j

f. tgni-s fire: see -PV. (Cf. late L. ignefacere^\
trans. To set on fire, to cause to burn.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1598) 575 O face, face, or all the

fat wil be ignified. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ignify, to burn.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 445 It is also probable, that
the Solid parts of the Sun .. are thoroughly ignified in the
same manner as the Bricks in the Roof and Sides of a
Furnace are. 1706 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. I. v. 18 Let the
Memorial . . Be doom'd to igmfy our Pipes. 1848 LOWELL
Fablefor Critics 813 There is Bryant, as quiet, as cool, and
as dignified, As a smooth, silent iceberg, that never is

ignified.

Hence Ignified ppl. a.
; Igriifying vbl. sb.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. XIIL (1701) 599/2 Falling-Stars
. . may be made either by pieces broken off from the true
Stars, .or from a company of ignifying Atoms, meeting and
joining together to effect it. 1763 W. STUKELEY Pal&ogr.
Sacra 72 The sun formed, out ofthe igmfyed part of matter.

IgnigeuQUS (igni-d^enas), a. rare. [f. L. igni-

gena fire-born ^epithet of Dionysus), f. igni-s fire

+ -genus, from gen- stem of gign&re to produce +
-ous.] Produced by fire, or by the action of fire.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Ignigenous, ingendred in or by Fire.

1818 Rlackw, Mag. II. 379 How difficult it is to distinguish
between ignigenous and Neptunian formations. 0:1852
MACGILLIVRAY Nat. Hist. Dee Side (1855) 5 The obdurate
primary and ignigenous rocks.

f Igni'parous, a. Obs. rare~l
. [f. L. igni-s

fire + -par-us bringing forth + -ous.] (See fjuot.)
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. xix. 770 Nothing is more

igniparous or productive of fire [than Nitre].

31

Ignipotent (igni-p^tent), a. [f. L. ignipo-
tent-em having power over fire, an epithet of Vul-

can, f. potens powerful,] Ruling or having power
over fire.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., lgnipotenty mighty by fire. 1715-
20 POPE Iliad xxi. 398 Th' pow'r ignipotent her word obeys.
1813 H. & I. SMITH Rej. Addr., Fire % Ale xii, But, spite
of her shrieks, the ignipotent knight. .To the skies in a sky-
rocket bore her.

Hence t Igrni'potence. 06s. rare- .

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Ignipotence, efficacy, prevalency
against or power over Fire.

Igiiipuncture (ignipzrrjktiiu). Surg. [f. L.

igni- fire + PUNCTURE.] Puncture with a white-hot

styliform cautery.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ignipwicture^ Ricket's mode of

treating disease, .by the introduction of platinum needles at
a white heat. 1888 Medical Ntnus LIII. 216 (Cent. Diet.)
Each gland should be treated by ignipuncture.

II Ignis fatllUS (i'gnis f3e-ti|Z>s). [med. or

modX., = foolish fire.] A phosphorescent light
seen hovering or flitting over marshy ground, and

supposed to be due to the spontaneous combustion
of an inflammable gas (phosphuretted hydrogen)
derived from decaying organic matter

; popularly
called Will-d -the-wi'sp, Jack-a~lantern, etc.

It seems to have been formerly a common phenomenon;
but is now exceedingly rare.

When approached, the ignis fatuus appeared to recede,
and finally to vanish, sometimes reappearing in another
direction. This led to the notion that it was the work of a
mischievous sprite, intentionally leading benighted travellers

astray. Hence the term is commonly used allusively or fig.

for any delusive guiding principle, hope, aim, etc.

1563 W. FULKE Meteors (.1640) n b, This impression scene
on the land, is called in Latine, Ignis fatuus, foolish fire,

that hurteth not, but only feareth fooles. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Ignis fatu?is, a kind of slight exhalation set on fire in the

night time, which ofttimes causeth men to wander out of
their way. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. i. 500 An Ignis Fatuus
that bewitches And leads Men into Pools and Ditches."

J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 789 Ignes fatui,

ing fire. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem. i. (1814) 26 To
avoid being led astray by the ignis fatuus the most secure
method is to carry a lamp.

.Af. 1599 Broughtoris Lett. xii. 40 To fetch light from
their Heathenish Ignis fatuus. 1631 StarChamb. Cases

(Camden) 31 For Sr Arthur Savage, he is the Primum
mobile, the ignis fatuus that misleades all the rest. 1777
J. ADAMS in Fain. Lett. (1876) 264 What an ignis fatuus
this ambition is? 1824 BYKON Juan xv. liv, Following the
'

ignes fatui
'

of mankind. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief
Pref. 7 That ignis fatuus of the time uniformity of worship
throughout the three kingdoms.
attrib. 1808 BYRON To youthful friend xvii, An ignis-

fatuus ^leam of love.

Ignitable, -ible (ignai-tab'l, -ib'l), a. [f. IG-

NITE v. +-ABLE, -IBLE.] Capable of being ignited.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ii. i. 52 Such bodies only

strike fire as have a sulphur or ignitible parts within them.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Aviuscm. 64 The explosion of an

ignitible substance. 1851 Frasers Mag. XLIV. 497 Some
dense street of ignitable warehouses. 1860 J. WHITESIUK
Italy xi. 106 Two piles of wood, mixed with ignitable
materials. 1880 KINGLAKE Crimea VI. viii. 174 To find

ignitible substances.

Hence Igrnitafcility, -ibility.

1809 Europ, Mag. LV. 20 Accident . . from the ignitabiHty
of the materials,

t Ignite, a. Obs. [ad. L. igriit-tts, pa. pple. of

igni-re (see next).] Intensely heated, in a state of

white or red heat; glowing with heat, fiery. Also

fig. hot, ardent.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 814 That we micht knaw his

cheritie Ignite, Ardent, and hait. 1635 PERSON Varieties
11. 55 These vaporous exhalations, whereof all the ignite
and fiery Meteors . . are composed, a 1650 Veitim. Qual.
Tobacco in Arb. Jas. /, Connterbl. (1869) App. 86 Tabacco
is an ignite Plant. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 173 The ignite
and suffocating Air, which infests the Burning Zone. Ibid,

175 The Ignite Damps. .that finding no Vent, cause Earth-

quakes . . if they escape through the Pores of the Earth.

1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 83 A Purse made of Alumen
plumosum. .put into a Pan of burning Charcoal till it was
thoroughly ignite. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 72
Without .. any other prolifick Heat, but that of the Sun,
and such ignite Particles as the Earth may afford.

Ignite (ignai-t), p. [f. prec., or L. ignit- ppl,
stem of igiiire to set on fire, f. igni-s fire.]

1. trans. To subject to the action of fire, to make
intensely hot, to cause to glow with heat ; in

chemical use, spec, to heat to the point of com-
bustion or chemical change.
1666 EVELYN Diary 3 Sept., Ye heate with a long set of

faire and warme weather had even ignited the aire and

prepar'd the materials to conceive the fire. 1795 PEARSON
in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 327 A piece of the substance was
ignited to whiteness, and then quenched in a large bulk of
cold water. 1838 C. TOMLINSON Stud. Man. Nat. Philos.
\. i. 44 By incandescence we mean a glowing heat ; and this

is altogether different from ignition, since in the latter pro-
cess the body is chemically changed ;

and generally speak-
ing, a body can be ignited but once, whereas a body may
be brought to a state of incandescence many times. 1853
W. GREGORY Inorg. Client.

187^
The liquid is now evaporated

to dryness, and the dry residue ignited and melted in a
covered platinum vessel. 1889 Nature 31 Jan. 325/2 On
evaporating a quantity and igniting in a platinum dish.

2. In popular use : To set fire to, to kindle.

IGNIVOMOUSNESS.

['755 JOHNSON, Ignite, to kindle, to set on fire, A chymical
term.] 18*3 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amitsem. 64 His prepara-
tion would not ignite any substance whatever, even gun-
powder. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxv. 189 Half a box of
matches was consumed in the effort to ignite it [a lamp].
1874 HOLLAND Mistr. Manse iv. 125 We shrink and shrivel
in the flames That low desire ignites and feeds.

b. fig. To light up, as if on fire.

1871 TYNDALL Hours ofExercise ix. 94 Over the rugged
face of the Breithorn itself the light fell as if in splashes,
igniting its glaciers.

3. intr. To take fire
;
to begin to burn.

1818 TODD, Ignite, to become red-hot. A term of
chymistry. 1828 WEBSTER, Ignite, to take fire ; to become
red with heat. 1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery 90 A serious
accident occurred . . from the fuse of a shell

igniting. 1885
Manch. Exam. 10 July 5/1 The gas ignited, and the
explosion followed.

Hence Igurting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius v. 1382 From friction.. might
spring The igniting cause.

Ignited (ignai'ted), ///. a. [f. IGNITE v. +

-3D*.] a. Made glowing or incandescent, b. Set
on fire, kindled, fc. fig. Hot, ardent.
a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 61 Masses of ignited matter

thrown up a great way into the air. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's
212 Plato, .enumerating the ignited juices, names wine in

the first place, and tar in the second. 1807 T. THOMSON
Cfotn.tea. 3) II. 277 When this acid is placed on ignited
coals, it emits a dense aromatic fume. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragia. Sc. (187^) I. v. 132 In a cylindrical beam.. I placed
an ignited spirit-lamp. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 384
Pinching, .ignited rods of iron between indented rollers.

Igniter (ignai-tai). [f. as prec. + -ER!.] a. One
who ignites, b. A device to set fire to an explosive
or combustible.

1883 Q. Rev. Apr. 514 The slow-burning fuse would give
its igniter a minute or so of grace to walk quietly away.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 129/2 Patent Igniters and In-
stantaneous Fuses. 1887 Set. Amer. 17 Sept. 187/2 An in-

fernal machine .. provided with a time exploder or igniter.

Ignitible, -tibility : see IGNITABLE.

Ignition (igni-Jsn). [f. med. or mod.L. igni-
tion-em

^
n. of action f. ignt-re to IGNITE. Cf. F.

ignition (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of subjecting to the full action of

fire
; esp. Heating to the point of combustion, or

of chemical change with evolution of light and
heat

;
the condition of being so heated or on fire.

1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 27* Ignition is

calcination, the fire reducing violent bodies into Calx.
1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes 4- Qual. 297 Silver will indure
Ignition for a good while before it be brought to Fusion.
1685 Effects of Mot. ii. 10 The parts may be not

onely intensely heated, but brought to an actual ignition.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos. I. ix. ^54 Bodies in
certain degrees of heat appear luminous. A body which is

thus rendered luminous is said to be ignited, and the effect

itself is called ignition. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) III.

163 It loses no weight in any degree of heat below ignition.
1811 A. T. THOMSON Lond. Disp. (1818) 557 The crucible
must be heated above 700 of Fahrenheit, which is the

point of ignition of zinc. At this temperature the metal
inflames, burning with a dazzling white and green flame.

1827 FARADAY Exp.Res. xxxviii. 218 A portion of the gas.,
caused dull ignition of the platina. 1838 [see IGNITE i>. i\.

2. The action of setting fire to anything; the

process or fact of taking or catching fire, or begin-

ning actually to burn
; also, loosely, burning.

1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall viii, The progress of
the ignition, which having reached its extremity, the ex-

plosion took place. 1839 BAILEY Festus (1854) 169 Like
burning banners o'er a fiend-host there Arrested in ignition.

1840 Statetn. Steam Naing. 44 Fire, from spontaneous
ignition of coal in the bunkers. 1846 C. G. ADDISON Con-
tracts n. iv. 3 (1883) 734 As the insurers take upon them-
selves only the risk of fire, they will not be responsible
unless there has been actual ignition of the property insured.

1863 TYNDALL Heat i. 9 By friction a lucifer-match is raised
to trie temperature of ignition.

b. A means of igniting or setting on fire.

i88z GREENER Gun 101 This arm [Demondion's breech-

loading percussion gun] is one of the first in which cartridges
containing their own ignition were used.

f Igni'tious, a. Obs. rare 1

,
ff.

IGNITION : see

-lous.] Susceptible of ignition.
1753 B. MARTIN Philos. Brit. II. 278 Bodies are hotter or

colder, as they contain a greater and lesser Quantity of

ignitious particles.

Igllitive (i'gnitiv), a. rare. [f.
L. stem ignlt-

(see IGNITE v.) + -IVE : cf. unitiveJ] Having the

property of igniting or taking fire.

1823 J. D. HUNTER Caftiv. N. Amer.
17^4

The Indians..
are acquainted with its combustible or ignitive properties.

IglllvoniOUS (igni'vomas), a. [f. late L. igni-
vom-us (Lactantius), f. igni-s fire + vom-tre to

vomit : see -ous.] Vomiting fire. Alsoyf^*.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 70 What a Monstrous Coyle

would Six or Seaven Ignivomous priests keepe in hell.

1639 FULLER Holy War in. xxii. (1647) 150 This igni-
vomous curre..did bark at and deeply bite the poore Albi-

genses. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xui. (1701) 580/1 Igni-
vomous Eruptions, as that of ^Etna. 1674 Phil. Trans. IX.

239 There are other ignivomous Mountains besides Hecla ;

yet all are cover'd with Snow. 1711 DERHAM Ibid. XXVII.
275 The Mouth of the ignivomous Cavern. 1869 PHILLIPS
I'esuv.

iy. 97 Throughout the whole of 1812 this small open-
ing was ignivomous.
Hence Iffni'vomousness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Ignivomoitsness, Fire vomiting Quality,

such as that of Vulcano's or burning Mountains.



IGNOBILITY.

Ignobility UgiwbrHti). [ad. L. ignobilitiis,

n. of quality f. ignobiUs IGNOBLE, after nobility :

see -ITT.] The quality of being ignoble.
1. Lowliness, humbleness, meanness (<jf birth or

station).
1483 CAXTOH Gold. Leg. (1493* 267 b, His ignobyltte or

vnworthines was torned in to sublymite and heyth. a 1520
BARCLAY Jugitrtk toa, He dysdayned be

ignobylite of

Jugtirth for asmoche as he was vnlyke vnto them of byrth.
16*4 H BYWOOD Ciunaik. it. 99 Modes tie . . illustrates the igno-

hility of birth. 1793 T. TAYLOR Sallnst ix. 50 That nobility
or ignobility of parents may be predicted from the stars.

D. 751* ignobility, the whole body of persons
not of the nobility ;

the commons, rare.

1546 LANCLEY Pol. Verg. dt Invent, i. x. 20 b, Very many
of the ignobilitee wer promoted into the degree of Sena-
tours. 1610 Histrio-m. \\. n Urgent need makes Princes
bend their knee As servile as the ignobilitie. 1835 Fraser*s

Mag XI. 315 The nobility, like the ignobility, was divided
into the two ranks of landed and landless proprietors.

2. Want of nobility (of nature or disposition) ;

meanness or baseness of character.

1549 BALE in Leland /tin. C ij b, A more sygne of ignoby-
lytye can not be sene.then to hyde such noble monumentes.
.1610 H't'fitcn Sat/tts 4 Much ignobilitie were it. for a
potent and riche Prince, -to cast his affection on a begger
woman. 17*7 WHISTON Josepkus^ Antig. iv. viii. $ 15 Nor
let servants be admitted to give testimony, on account of
the ignobility of their soul. 1842 J. MARTINEAU Chr. Life
( 1867) 397 Selfishness secretly conscious of its ignobility.

Ignoble (igntTQ-b'l), a. (s&.) Also 5 innoble.

[a. F. ignoble (14-1 5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) = It. ig-

nobtle, Sp. innoble, ad. L. ignobilis^ f. I- %~ttt- not

+gndlrili$ 1
nobilis NOBLE.]

1. Not noble in respect of birth, position, or

reputation ; of low birth or humble station.

a. Of persons, their birth, family, condition, etc.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 335 All must pay hym [death]
dette, Noble and innoble. 1548 HALL ufenpWk. F.dw. IV
IQ2 Of all men, as well noble as ignoble, as well of riche as
of poore. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. P7, iv. i. 70 You must all

confesse, That I was not ignoble of Descent. 1617 MORY-
[

SON Itin. in. 133 The Gentlemen doe not meddle with
'

trafficke . . they thinke such trafficke ignoble and base. 1

1683 Brit. Spec. 191 To be ranked among the Peasantry |

andthe Ignoble. 1738 WESLEY Ps. XLV. xiv, Daughter of
j

Heaven, tho born on Earth .. Forget the first ignoble
'

Birth. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xi. 59 A ;

West-Saxon house which, two generations back, had been i

undistinguished, perhaps ignoble. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) V. 313 No man.. will be allowed to exercise any
ignoble occupation.

b. Of animals, compared with each oilier or

with man.
In Ornith. applied to those birds of prey, such as the

kites and buzzards, which are not u*ed in falconry. In

Falconry applied
to the short-winged hawks, such as the

goshawk and sparrow-hawk, which chase or rake after the

quarry, in contradistinction to the noble or long-winged
falcons, which stoop to the quarry at a single swoop.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. S( Min. 234 Peacock-fish. .Is !

an insipid and ignoble fish. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 38
'

This more ignoble creature [the great Black Snail] hath 1

also a circulation of its nutritive humour. 1774 GOLDSM.
\at. Hist. (1776) V. 129 The more ignoble race of birds
make up by cunning and assiduity what these claim by
force and celerity. 1829 LYTTON Devereax i. ii, As the
human eye is supposed

to awe into impotence the malig.
nant intentions of the ignobler animals. 1833 R. MUDIE
Brit. Birds (1841) I. 70 The old division of noble and
ignoble hawks, ..so well understood, when falconry was
a general field sport.

c. Of things, places, etc. (Often passing into 2.)
1611 CORVAT Crudities (1776) I. 23 This Clermont is a

meane and ignoble place, having no memorable thing
therein, worthy the obseruation. 1635-56 COWLEV Davideis
iv. 351 Like some fair Pine o'relooking all th

1

ignobler
Wood. 1666 BOVLE Orijr. Pormes ff Qua/. (1667) 41 Some
..maintain it to be possible to transmute the ignobler
Metals into Gold. 1713 YOUNG Last Day m. 234 My
strength exhausted, fainting I descend, And chuse a less,
but no ignoble, theme.

2. Not noble in disposition, nature, or quality ;

mean, base, sordid
; dishonourable. Of persons,

their actions, aims, desires, etc.

1591 NASIIE P. Penilesse (ed. a) 19 a, His beggerly parsi-
mony and ignoble illiberaltie. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, HI.

v. aa Here is the Head of that ignoble Traytor, The
dangerous and vnsuspected Hastings. 1660 MILTON Free
Comnnv. Wks. (18471 449/1 ^ne worst and ipnoblest sort of
men. 1667 P. L. n. 227 Thus Belial .. Counsel'd ignoble
rase, and peaceful sloath. 1695 ADDISON Poems, S\~rnf, His
Toils for no Ignoble ends designed. 1703 POPE Thebais?y$
With scandal arm*d, th* ignoble mind's delight. 1851 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. I. Pref. to ed. 2. 33 Every kind of knowledge
may be sought from ignoble motives, and for ignoble ends.

1871 DIXON Tower IV. x. 96 The most ignoble year in an
ignoble reign.

B. as sh. chiefly in pi. ignohles^ persons not of

noble rank
; commoners. (In quot. 1808, used as

=
persons of ignoble character.)

1 1610 SYLVESTER Honour's Fare-well 42 A holy Mirrour,
Reducing Nobles, from Ignobles* Eirour. a 1761 LAW tr.

ftehmen's Myst. Mafiwm xxii. (1772) 98 Be it either by
Nobles or Jgnobles, none excepted. 1808 E. S. BARRETT
Misi-Ud General 19 note, The Reader may .. think that

ifgnobles
would be a more proper term (than nobles\.

Ignoble (ign'bT), v. rare. [f. prec. adj.,
a* the opposite of ENNOBLE.] trans. To make
ignoble or infamous ; fig. to make of bad repute.
1390-1

BACON Due. Praise Q. Eliz. in Spedding Lett. %
Lift (1861) I. 149 The Invincible Navy . . ignobling many

32

shores and points of land by shipwreck, a 1614 DONNE
Btadavaroc (1644) 80 By confiscation, and by condemning
the memory of the delinquent, and ignoring his race. 1628
GAULB Pract, The. (1629) 105 The Person dignifies the
Place, the Place ignobles not the Person. 1870 E. PEACOCK
Ra{fSkirl. III. 188 Early sorrow had prevented or ignobled
much that was good in him.

Ignobleness (ign^-b'lnes). [f. IONOBLE +

-NKss.J The
Duality

of being ignoble (in either
sense of the adj.) ; ignobility.
i6j K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis i. xlv. 39 Wilt thou

staine by the ignoblenesse of the skirmish, eyther thy
death or victory? a 1661 HOI.YDAY Juvenal 71. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero II. ix. 329 [Antony] Reproached him
with the ignobleness of his birth. 1870 FARRAR St. Paul
xxxi. II. 62 It was not with the worfd's . . rank, but its

Ignobleness . . divine forces were allied.

t Igno'blesse. Obs. nonce-iud. [f. IGNOBLE,
after noblesse^ prec.
ri6n CHAPMAN Sonn., to Earl Monfgomrie^ Though

Ignoblesse, ail such workes defaces As tend to Learning,
and the soules delight.

Ignobly (ign<7u-bli), adv. [f. INOBLE + -LT 2.]
In an ignoble manner; lowly, meanly, basely, dis-

honourably.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. v. 35, I, Noble Vnckle, thus

ignobly vs'd, Your Nephew, .comes. 1607 Timonn. u. 183
No villanous bounty yet hath past my heart ; Vnwisely, not

ignobly haue I giuen. 1718 ROWE Lucan ix. 453 Yet now,
ignobly, you with-bold your Hands, When nearer Liberty
your Aid demands. 1746-7 HERVEV Medit. (1818) 57 Let
others . . ignobly fawn, or anxiously sue for preferments. 1878
LECKY Eng. in i8M C. I. iii. 398 No sooner had the hour
for action arrived than he shrank ignobly from the helm.

1878 W. S. GILBERT H, M. S. Pinafore i, She says I am
ignobly born.

Ignominious (ign^mi-nids), a. [a. F. 4*7/0-
minieux (14-1 5th c. in adv. igitominieusement,
Hatz.-Darm.) It., Sp. ignominioso, or ad. L.

igttominiosus, f. ignominia IGNOMINY.]
1. Full of ignominy ; involving shame, disgrace,

or obloquy ; shameful, disgraceful, discreditable.
In recent use sometimes in weaker sense, 'lowering to

one's dignity or self-respect '.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 205 b, The ignomynyous
and shameful! deth of the crosse. 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER
Sir T. Wyat D.'s Wks. 1873 HI. m You free your Coun-
trie. .From Ignominious slauerie. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F.
(1869) I. xviii. 499 The ignominious terms of peace were re-

jected with disdain. 1833 HT. MARTIXEAU CharmedSea \. 7
Taddeus. .prepared to go into ignominious exile. 1869
RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 82 Carthage consented to conclude
an ignominious peace.
2. Of persons: Covered with ignominy; de-

serving ignominy ; infamous.

"577 VAUTROUILLIER Lutheran Ep. Gal. iv. 27 (1615) 220 b,
Such as before were strong, full, rich, glorious . . shall become
feeble, hungrie, poore, ignominious. 1599 SANDYS Eurofar
Spec. (1632) 63 The most Reprobate Ignoble Ignominious
and wicked race, that ever the world was yet pestered with.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 395 Then first with fear surpris'd
and sense of paine, Fled ignominious. 1711 BLACKMORF.
Creation vn. So Where wilt thou hide thy ignominious
bead? 1714 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. iii. Wks. 1778 III. 388
To be sacrificed to one single, rapacious, obscure, igno-
minious projector.

Hence Ignonii niously <r,/;'., in an ignominious
manner; with ignominy or dishonour; shame-

fully. Ig-nomi-niousness, the quality of being
ignominious.
1615 G. SANDYS Trat-. 89 Men ignorant in letters, studious

for their bellies, and ignominiotisly Ia7ie. 1717 BAILKY
vol. II, Ignominiousness. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ f. xxx. III.

167 The death of the royal captive, who was ignominiously
beneaded, disgraced the triumph of Rome and of Chris-

tianity. 1844 Ln. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xv. (1862) 223
He was sentenced, .to ride ignominiously on a horse with
his face towards the tail.

Ignominy (i 'gn^mini) . [n. F. ignominie
(i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. ignominia dis-

grace, dishonour, f. 1-^ = in- not + *gttdmen^ nomen
name, reputation.]
1. Dishonour, disgrace, shame

; infamy ; the

condition of being in disgrace, etc.

1540 MORYSTNE rives' Introd. Wysd. C uj b. They in-

gender ignominye and shame. 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen.
VIII 171 This ignominie shalbe ever newe and not dye,
till you have obteigned the double honor, against all your
enemies. 1617 MORYSON Itin. u. 217 Degrading, and
other notes of ignominy, which in military discipline are
used i77 SWIFT Gulliver u. ii, The ignominy of being
carried about for a monster. 1839 THIKI.WAU, Greece II. xv.

312 Even his successes had been purchased with ignominy.
1860 MOTLEY NethtrL I. i. 10 He had been.. obliged to
leave the country, covered with ignominy.
2. Ignominious or base quality or conduct; that

which entails dishonour or disgrace.

1564 BECON Wks. Gen. Pref. C ij, The ignominie of all

Priests is, to looke for their owne gayne and profile. 1643
SIR T. BROWNR Relig. Med. i. \ 40, I am not so much
afraid of death, as ashamed thereof: 'tis the very disgrace
and ignominy ofour natures. i8a8 M ACAULAY Ess., Hallam
(18871 94 He [Churchill] then repays by ingratitude the
benefits which he has purchased by ignominy.
t Igno'mious, a. Obs. Shortened form of

IGNOMINIOUS. (Cf. next.)
1574 RICH Mercury q .Sold. Lvijb, Leaving .. their

renowne defaced and their life . . ignoimous. 1581 MARBECK
/U-. of Notes 98 If thou doe gather, it is ignomious vnto
thee : for infamie will thereby come, a 1598 PF.K.E Sir
Clyomon Prol., Worthy writers' works, Wherein, as well as
famous facts, ignomious placed are.

IGNORANCE.

tl'gnomy. Obs. Shortened form of Ir.NOMiNT.
SJ4 " HITINTON Tullyes Offices i. (1540) 32 They seme to

drede. .their repulsion from dignyte as an ignomye and
infamye. 1549 COVERDALB, etc. Krasm. Par. Titus ii, 30
Vexed with many afflictions and ignoimes. 1650 J. HALL
Paradoxes 36 Fame., when once it declines brings double
ignomy. 1704 HKARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 100 The
good Effect of virtuous Actions . . and the contrary Evil
and Ignomy attending vicious Ones. 1805 tr. Desforges*
Eugene $ Eugenia II. 93 The shame, the reproach, the

ignomy, cast upon.. their name.

Igno'rable, a. [ad. L. ignorabilis unknown,
f. tgnorare to IGNORE: see -AKJ.E. Cf. V. ignor-

able.] Capable of being ignored ; of which one

may be ignorant.
1856 FERRIER Inst. Metaph. 433 The only possible object

of ignorance the only ignorable if so barbarous a word 1 -e

permissible. 1866 - - Grk. Philos. L 483 The knowable
alone is the ignorable.

t Ignora*mo. Obs. An Italianized or Hispani-
cized form of IGNORAMUS 2.

16*3 LISLE Mlfric on O. $ N. Test. To Rdr. 26, 1 bewails
these Ignoramoes.

Ignoramus (ignorv'-mtfs). PI. -uses (-st-z),
also t -us. [L.,

= 'we do not know', un legal

nse)
' we take no notice of [it] '.]

f 1. The endorsement formerly made by a Grand

Jury upon a bill or indictment presented to them,
when they considered the evidence for the prosecu-
tion insufficient to warrant the case going to a petty

jury. Hence quasi-j^. or ellipt.j esp. in the phrases
to findt return, bring in (an) ignoramus ; more

rarely in passive, to befound, returned ignoramus.
Also transf. an answer which admits ignorance
of the point in question ; Jig. a state of ignorance.
(The words now used in the finding of the Grand Jury are

* not a true bill ', or
' not found *

or ' no bill *.)

a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Comnnv. Eng. \\. xxii, If thay doe not
find it true, they write on the back-side, Ignoramus, and so
deliver it to the Justices. 1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. Ep. Ded.
aiva, I haue scene the best, yea naturall Italians, .giue it

ouer, or giue their verdict, with An ignoramus. 1607 COWELL
Interpr.) Ignoramus, is a word properly used by the grand
Encjuest. .and written upon the Bill, .when as they rmslike
their evidence, as defective, or too weak to make good
the presentment. i6a6 BERNARD Isle of Man ^1627) 102
On the backe of this Inditemcnt ..they [the grand jury]
write either Ignoramus, or Billa vera. 1631 Star Chainb.
Cases (Camden) 2 At the precedent Assizes the Grand
Jury found an ignoramus. 1658 J. JONES Ovitfs Ibis 88
As for Medusa's brother I return ignoramus. i68s Enq.
Elect. Sheriffs 14 An Ignoramus brought in upon an
Indictment against the Earl of Shaftsbury. a 1734 NORTH
Exam. i. ii. $ ng (1740) 95 Bills preferred to Grand Juries
for High Treason duly proved were returned Ignoramus
which was the Form for rejecting the Bill. 1742 FIELDING J.
Andreivs n. xi, If you can prove your innocence, .you will

be found ignoramus, and no harm will be done. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. xxiii. (1809) 305 The grand jury .. used

formerly to endorse on the back of the bill,
'

ignoramus ', or,
we know nothing of it. 18*7 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II.

xii. 450 The grand jury of London, in their celebrated

ignoramus on the indictment preferred against Shaftesbury.
fig. 1613 BEAL'M. & FL. Honest Man's Fort. v. iii,Wouldst

ttiou come To point of marriage with an ignoramus? 1661

GI.ANILL l/an. Dogm.ix. 78 It hath changed its site.. yet
whether that were caused by its translation from us, or ours
from it, sense leaves us in an Ignoramus.

b. attrib. as in ignoramus jury, crew, Whig
'.alluding to the Grand Jury which rejected the

hill against the Earl of Shaftesbury, 1681).
c 1680 Roxb. Ball. (1881) IV. 562 With nose cock't up, and

visage like a Fury, Or Foreman of an Ignoramus Jury.
1681 Ibid. IV. 351 All her Pride was re-assumed By the

Ignoramus Whigs. 1683 Ibid. (1885) V. 325 With all your
Ignoramus Crew, That Justice hate, and Treason brew.
1682 DRYDEN Dk. Cuise Prol. 43 Let ignoramus juries find

no traitors, And ignoramus poets scribble satires. 1818
MACATI.AY Ess., Hallam (1889) 87 Where were . . the mem-
bers of ignoramus juries Y

2. An ignorant person.
[In reference to the origin of this, cf. RuggJe's Ignoramus

evidently in legal connexion :

' The Case and Arguments
against Sir Ignoramus, of Cambridge, in his Readings at

Staple's Inn ', by R.Callis, Serjeant at Law (1648*. See also

quot. 1634 below.]
a 1616 BEAUMONT Vertne ofSack in Poems (1653) Nj, Give

blockheads beere, And silly Ignoramus ,
such as think There's

powder-treason in all Spanish drink. 1634 Grammar Warre
D vij, All students of Ignorance, with these bussards of

Barbary, Ignoramus and Dulman his Clearke, were, .exiled

for euer out of all Grammar ; and all false Latine was
euer after confiscated to their vse. 1641 /'*.*' Borealis in

Ifarl. Misc. (Math.) IV. 434 So many of their commanders
ore ignoramusses in the very vocables of

art.^ 1675 COCKER
Morals 8 By verbal sounds, who makes his small parts

famous, But proves himself the greater Ignoramus. 1683
KENNKTT tr. Erasm. on Folly 48 Who is so silly as to be

Ignoramus to a Proverb? 1790 CowPER Lett. 10 May, So

ignorant am I and by such ignoramuses surrounded. 1853
C. BRONTE VUlette vi, I am quite an ignoramus, I know
nothing nothing in the world.

Hence f Ignora-mn f

d///.a.,freed from prose-
cution by the ignoramus of the Grand Jury.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. Chronol., 1681. July 8th. College

ignoramus'd in Middlesex. Oct. iytli. Rouse ignoramus'd.

Ignorance (i-gnorans). Also 4-6 ig-, yg-

noraunoe, (5 ignorence, 6 yngnoranoe). [.i.

F. ignorance (lath c. in Littre) - It. ignoramiat
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Sp. ignoraneia, ad. L. ignorantia^ f. ignorant-em
IGNORANT.]
1. The fact or condition of being ignorant; want

of knowledge (general or special).
a 1225 Attcr. R. 278 Sunne & ignorance, J>et is, unwisdom
& unwitenesse. a 1340 HAM COLE /'sailer cxlv. 6 pe blynd
in ignoraunce he maids seand in wisdome. < 1380 WYCLIF
Sfrm. Sel. Wks. II. 32 He . . bat synne|> of ignoraunce,

1490 CAXTON Eneytfos xxv\\\. noProserpyne. .niaketh theyr
memorye to wexe feble and conuerteth it in to ygnoraunce.
I573 J- SANFORD Hours Recreat. (1576) 104 Marvell is the

daughter of ignoraunce. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. iv, ii. 49-50
This house is as darke as Ignorance, thogh Ignorance were
as darke as hell, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragui. Reg. (Arb.) 15
It was the maxime that over-ruled the foregoing times, that

ignorance was the mother of devotion. 1742 GRAY Ode
Prospect Eton Coll. 99 Where ignorance is bliss, Tis folly
to be wise. 1768 BKATTIE Minstr. n. xxx, Be ignorance thy
choice, where knowledge leads to wo. 1862 SIR B. BRODII-:

Psyc/wl. Inq. II. v. 147 Much of the evil which exists in

the world may be traced to mere ignorance.

b. Constr. of (t in, or dependent clause).

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 70 Thou.. of thy self hast ignor-
aunce. 1566 Acts <$ Constit. ScotL To Kdr. *

iij, Thair is. .

na excusatioun to the man pretendand Ignorance ofthe Law.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 595 Oversights of Writers,
through negligence or ignorance 111 forren names. 1847
L. HUNT Men, Women $ B. I. i. i The supposition is

founded on an ignorance of the nature of the human mind.

1872 RUSKIN Eagle's Ar
. 16 National ignorance of decent

art is always criminal,

C. With an and //. ; An instance or example of

ignorance, rare.

1749 C. WESLEY in Bp. Lavington Enthws. Methodists

(1754) I. ii. 76 That very weak Sermon .. which is an

Ignoratio Elenchi (an Ignorance of the Point in Question).
1758 BLACKSTONE Study ofLaw in Comm, I. (1809) 7 An
ignorance in these must always be of dangerous conse-

quence. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 62 Difficulties

which the ignorances and violence of the people have fre-

quently thrown in the way of their princes. 1881 Modern
Rei>. Jan. 136 All falsities and ignorances are eliminated.

t 2. With an and //. An act due to want of

knowledge ; an offence or sin caused by ignorance.
c 1425 Prymer (E. E. T. S.) 62 [Ps. xxv. 7] Lord, remembre

f>ou not be trespassis of my 3ougbe, and myn ignorauncis.

1549 Bk, Com* Prayer, Litany, That it may please thee. .

to forgeue us all our synnes, negligences, and ignoraunces.
1598 YONG Diana 6 He neuer committed any ignorance,
that might turne to the hurt or hinderance of his faith. 1611
BIBLE i Esdras via. 75 Our sinnes are multiplied aboue our

heads, and our ignorances haue reached vp vnto heauen.

[1841 TRENCH Parables xxii. (1877) 377 Sin is oftentimes an

ignorance.]

t I'gnorancy. Ob$. Also 6 yngnorancye.
[ad. L. ignoranlia\ see prec. and -ANCV.] The

quality of being ignorant ; IGNOEANOE i.

1526 TINDALE Eph. iv. 18 Thorowe the ignorancy that is

in them. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. To Gentlem. Eng. (Arb.)

19 They can neyther folowe it, bycause of theyr ignorauncie.
1588 GRI-:ENE Pandosto (1843) 4 Rather frowne at my
impudencie, then laugh at my ignorancie.

Ignorant (rgnorant), a. (sb^]. Also 6 yngno-
rant. [a. F. ignorant (i4th c. in Littre)

=
It.,

Sp. ignorante, ad. L. ignorans, ignorant-em^ pres.

pple.
of ignorarc not to know : see IGNORE.]

1. Destitute of knowledge, either in general or

with respect to a particular fact or subject ;

unknowing, uninformed, unlearned, f Ignorant
Friars : see IGXORANTINE.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iii, 124 iCamb. MS.) What

wyht pat is al vnkunnynge and ignoraunt. 1483 CAXTON
Cato 2 b, To therudicion and lernynge of them that ben

ygnornunt. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixx. 17 We ar so

beistlie, dull, and ignorant, Our rudnes may nocht lichtlie

be correctit. 1661 Grand Debate 59 The same words are to

be read by the ablest and ignorantest man. 1693 tr. )tii~

lianne's Hist. Monast. Ord. xiv. 144 The Order of the

Brothers of Charity, called otherwise . . Ignorant Fryars.

1709 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett to Miss A. Wortley 21 Aug.,
I shall return to London the same ignorant soul I went from it.

1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I. 73 To mislead the ignorant
and credulous. 1835 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. v. iii. (1866) 704
There were.. none so ignorant as not to know his deeds.

b. fig. or transf. of things.
1611 SHAKS. Cytnb. in. i. 27 His Shipping (Poore ignorant

Baubles !) on our terrible Seas . . crack'd . . 'gainst our
Rockes. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Philos. (1730) I.

viii. i That the Origin thereof can be ascribed to nothing
less than an Accidental and Ignorant Cause.

2. Const, a. With in : Uninformed or unskilled

in, not acquainted with (a subject), rare.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) Gb, For that we sholde
not be ignoraunt feble & weyke in these thynges. 1563 W.
FULKE Meteors 11640) 56 The ignorant in Philosophy must
be admonished, that all things are full, nothing is empty.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius* Voy. Anibass. 180 Finding the

Muscovian Pilot, .absolutely ignorant in the business of

Navigation. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. i. 2 Ignorant in the
chief article of the case.

b. with of\ Having no knowledge of; hence

t unconscious of, innocent of, having no share in

(also ignorant to}. (In quot. 1755, taking no
notice of, ignoring.)
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Ij b, Ignoraunt of this faytte.

1530 m W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford**, He is yngno-
rant to the acte. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 195 b, Of
thys the erle of Warwycke was nothyng ignorant. 1615 G.

SANDYS Trav. 64 Of cards and dice they are happily
ignorant, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. III. 278 In some things, it

is much more difficult for a Man.. to be Ignorant of his

Duty than to Learn it. 1755 Man No. 38 f 5 To be ignorant
VOL. V.

of calumny more effectually stops its progress than vindica-
tion. i86z BRODIK Psychol. Inq. II. v. 144 They are igno-
rant of many things with which we are well acquainted.

c. with dependent clause.
c 1533 Kcntedie of Love xxxiv, As a wanton lambe full

ignorante How he is pulled and drawen to be bounde. 1551
ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. Ep. P. Giles (Arb.) 24, I am . .

ignoraunt in what sea that ylande standeth. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary To Rdr. (1625) Aiv, Being.. nothing igno-
rant what great perfection is to be required in such a one.

1698 VmmAct* E. India $ P, 114 They being ignorant how
the Veins lye. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ix, I am
ignorant that till now I ever made you this offer. 1866 GF.O.
ELIOT F. Holt i. (1868) 22 She was ignorant what sort of man
Harold had become now.
3. transf. Showing absence of knowledge; result-

ing from ignorance.
1509 HAWKS Past. Pleas, xiv. (Percy Soc.) 56 Besyde my

draughtes rude and ignoraunt. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv.
ii._ 70

Alas, what ignorant sin haue I committed. Mod. This is a
mere ignorant statement.

t b. That keeps one in ignorance, nonce-use.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 397 If you know ought which

do's behoue my knowledge .. imprison't not In ignorant
concealment.

t 4. Of things : Unknown. Obs.

(Cf. L. igitdrns in sense of igndtits.)

1547 HOOPER Ansiu. Bf. Winchester Ded. A ij b, It is not

ignoraunt unto youe what may be done by the vertue of a
fere and well orderyd oracion. 1548 UDALL Erasiii. Par.
Luke x.v'\\\. I39b, It was not ignoraunt to him what thyng the

blynde man wished to haue. i6iz CHAPMAN Widowcs T.

v.i, Whence he is, tis ignorant to vs. 1634 Sn< T. HERBERT
Trav. 219 It seemes ignorant that, long before, our Countri-
men had embraced Christ by the preaching of Joseph of
Arimathea.

B. sb. An ignorant person. Now rare.

c 1480 HENRYSON Alor. Fab. 7 Who is enemie to science

and cunning, But ignorants who vnderstandeth' not? 1563
FOXK A. fy M. 716 We must nedes judge you an ignoraunt
herin. 1627 H. BURTON Baiting Popes Bull 2 Ignorants
write their marke, in stead of their names. 1700 CONGREVE
Way of World in. xiii, Ah ! to marry an ignorant that can

hardly read or write 1 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char.
xvi. 394 The pretty ignorants had lost their fascination for

him. 1874 MlCKtETHWAlTB A/t)d. Par. Churches 239 Church
authorities, .too often entrust their buildings to ignorants.

*( b. //. An order of friars : see IGNORANTINE.
1693 tr. l\milianne*s Hist. Rl&nast. Ord. xix. 220 Besides

these Orders, there is mention made.. of the Ignorants.

IgllOrailtilie (ignonx"ntin\ a. and sb. EccL
Hist. [ad. K. ignoraniin, f. ignorant IGNORANT,
after bent!dictin t capucin, etc. : sec -INK.] Igno-
rantine friars, Ignorantines : a name applied to

themselves in humility by the members of a reli-

gious order, the Brethren of Saint-Jean-de-Dieu,
founded in 1495 to minister to the sick poor; they
were introduced into France by Mary de Medici,
and subsequently devoted themselves to the instruc-

tion of the poor (cf. IGNORANT a. i quot. 1693 and
sb. b). Hence,

'

by confusion, and sometimes in

mockery' (Littre), the name is given in France to

the ' Brethren of the Christian Schools ', or
*
Chris-

tian Brothers', a community founded c 1680, for

the spread of education among the poor.
1861 M. ARNOLD Pop. Editc. France 37 Both the *

Ignoran-
tine Friars

' and the old village pedagogues are greatly

regretted in the country. 1882-3 SCHAFF F.ncycl. Rclig.
Knoivl. II. 1061 Ignorantines.. the name of the members
of an institution founded in the beginning of the i8th cen-

tury in France, by the abbot Baptiste de la Salle.

Ignorantism (i'gnorantiz'm). rare. [f. IGNO-

RANT + ISM. Cf, F. ignorantismel\ A system which
exalts or favours ignorance; = OBSCURANTISM.
1856 Sat. Rev. II. 214/2 The aim of these censors is, ob-

viously, to institute a sort of Protestant Ignorantism anew
religious hierarchy, in which readiness to pronounce one or

two commonplace Shibboleths shall send a man to the top
of the scale.

rgnorantist. = OBSCURANTIST.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale) Suppl.

Ignorantly (i'gnor&ntfi), adv. [f. IGNORANT
a. + -LY 2

.]
In an ignorant manner ; without know-

ledge.
1495 Act Ji Hen. K/7, c. 63 Preamble, In the which

Acte.. the seid Francis Lovell was ignorauntly lefte oute
and omitted. 1526 TINDALE Acts xvii. 23 Whom ye then

ignorantly worship, hym shewe I vnto you. 1600 J. PORV
tr. Leo's Africa n. 38 Extreme paine of the stomacke,
which ignorantly they call, the paine of the hart. 1644
MILTON Editc. Wks. (1847) 99/1 An ambitious and mer-

cenary or ignorantly zealous divinity. 1784 Cow PER

Tiroc. 108 Taught of God
they may indeed be wise, Nor

ignorantly wand'ring miss the skies.

I'gHOrantness. rare~~\ [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
= IGNORANCE.

1632 LITHGOW Trntf. vm. 373 My Dragoman, doubting
of his passage, . .which arose from his ignorantnesse thereof.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

|| Ignoratio elenchi: see next, 3.

Ignoration (ignor^Jsn). [ad. L. ignoratidn-

em, n. of action f. ignorare to IGNORE.]

f 1. The fact or condition of being ignorant ;

mistaking or misunderstanding through want of

knowledge. Obs.

1612 H. AINSWORTH Annot. Ps. vii. heading^ The word

properly signifieth Aberration, or Ignoration.

2. The action of ignoring or treating as un-

known ; disregarding ;
the fact of being ignored.

1865 Standard 12 June 6/6 After long years of ignoration,
let us coin the word, it is wanted in our language, Cheru-
bim is about to be recognized. 1872 HARDWICK Tradit.
Lane. 63 The faith in the tradition produced a more tragic
result than the most superstitious could have dreaded from its

ignoration. x88z Q. Kcv. 212 The reply to that is that

it is an entire ignoration of human nature.

3. Ignoration of the Elench, a rare anglicized

repr. of the more usual Scholastic Latin Ignoratio
elenchi (ignor<?

J

'Ju? zle'rjkai), a logical fallacy
which consists in apparently refuting an opponent,
while actually disproving some statement different

from that advanced by him
;
also extended to any

argument which is really irrelevant to its professed

purpose.
1588 WHITAKER Disp. Script. (1849) 287 (Stanf.) This fal-

lacy is that called igtioratio elenchi. 1638 CHILI.INGW. //"&.
II. 102 (Stanf.) Here was -no pctitio principii in Dr. Potter,
but rather ignoratio elenchi in you. 1843 MltLiflrffVvtt

3 The fallacy of Ignoratio Elenchi^. .also called by Arch-

bishop Whately the Fallacy of Irrelevant Conclusion. 1866
FOWLER Deduct. Logic viii. 4 The fallacy of Irrelevancy
(or, as it is sometimes called, shifting ground) is technically
termed Igtioratio Elenchi, i. e. ignorance of the syllogism
required for the refutation of an adversary . . this has now
received a wider meaning. Whenever an argument is

irrelevant to the object which a speaker or writer professes
to have in view, it is called an ignoratio elenchi.

Ignore (tgn5'J)f f. [ad. K. ignorer, or L.

ignorare not to know, to be ignorant of, mistake,

misunderstand, disregard, ignore, f. 1-^, in- not +

*gnor'dre t
f. stem gno- to know ( cLgnarus knowing) .

In sense i the word occurs frequently in the works of
Robert Boyle, with whom it has been erroneously sup-
posed to have originated (cf. Aubrey's Lett. (1813) II. 159,
and Bentley Phalaris Pref. 86). Todd, who points put
that Johnson was wrong in holding this view, adds ' but it is

a word not worthy to be used '. This sense appears to have
become obs. by 1700, though occasionally used later {cf.

quot. 1860). Sense 3 appears in the igth c., and was c 1850
still used with apology.]

1 1. trans. Not to know, to be ignorant of. Obs.

or rare.

1611 COTGR., Iguorer^ to ignore, or be ignorant of, to want

skill, not to know, c 1612 SYLVESTER Tropheis Henrie Gt.

Wks. (16211 1088Who durst not speak, his mildnes did ignore.
1620 SHELTON Quix. iv. ii. II. 21 Ignoring what competent
Thanks she might return him. .she cast herself down at his

Feet. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. iv. xv. (1848) 262 There are

others, .desirous to be taught by me, the little that I know,
and they ignore. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. <$ Ab. Physic 173
Good in an Apothecaries Hand, who ignores their Dose or

Composition. [1755-89 JOHNSON, Ignore^ ..this word Boyle
endeavoured to introduce, but it has not been received.

1776 G. CAMPBELL Philos. Rhet. (1801) I. 352 They appear
as spots in his work. Such is the appearance which the

terms opine, ignore, adroitness . . have at present in the

writings of some ingenious men.] 1860 R. F. BURTON
Ccntr. Afr. II. 206 The '

principal men' at the southern

extremity ignored the extent northward.

2. Said of a Grand Jury : To return (a bill) with

the endorsement 'not a true bill*, 'not found',
or *no bill* : see IGNORAMUS i

;
to reject as un-

founded or having insufficient evidence
;
to refuse

acceptance of.

1830 DE QUINCEY Bentley Wks. VII. 176 The word

ignore, which he threw in the teeth of Mr. Boyle.. is, in

fact, Hibernian, which Bentley did not know; and in

England is obsolete, except in the use of grand juries.

(JKote in Wks, 1857) It was written in the summer of 1830,
at which time no vestige of a suspicion had arisen that

very soon the word would be called back ; or rather would
be raised from a lifeless toleration in law-books to a popu-
lar and universal currency. It was a word much wanted. .

Yet there are pedants who.. would even now 11857) ignore
this indispensable word. 1838 PCnny Cycl. XI I. 460/1 When
the bill is found not to be true, or, as it is frequently called,
*

ignored ', the accused is discharged . . Sometimes, when the

bill is ignored on account of some slip or error, the judge
will direct the accused to be kept in custody. 1893 Law
Times XCV. 28/1 The Lord Chief Justice suggested to the

Grand Jury to ignore the bills, but they returned true bills.

3. To refuse to take notice of; not to recognize ;

to disregard intentionally, leave out of account or

consideration, shut ' one's eyes to '.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 381 It is the worst

symptom about your rise, that you ignore your former

friends. 1832 B'NESsBuNSEN in Hare Li/edB-jg) I. ix. 395 It

was resolved to ignore this invitation. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.

Rev. III. i. i, Happily human brains have such a talent

of taking up simply what they can carry, and ignoring all

the rest. 1851 LD. SHAFTKSBURY in Hodder Life (1886) II.

358 They began by reviling me, they now ignore me, as

the phrase goes. 1854 EARL OF CARLISLE Diary Turk. <?

Grk. Waters 189 Mr. Flnlay says that the modern Greeks

wholly ignore (I beg pardon for the use of the word) the

whole period from Alexander the Great to Lord Palmers-

ton. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) L ii. 161 He could

not ignore an important feature of necessary evidence.

Hence Igno-ring vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ;
also Ig

1-

no'rer, one who ignores.
1615 SYLVESTER St. Leiuis 274 Th' hopefull Arrogance

Sprung from ignoring of our Ignorance. 1841-4 EMERSON
ss. t Manners Wks. (Bohn) I. 213 Society loves, .an ignor-

ing eye, which does not see the annoyances, shifts,_
and

inconveniences, that cloud the brow . . of the sensitive.

1883 Atkenxum ii Aug. 167/1 The ignoring of this dis-

tinction. 1895 Columbus (Ohio) Chron. 12 Jan. i/i A
sweet ignorer of the laws Of etiquette and rules of dress.

t IgnO'SCency. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. igfio-

scentia, abstr. sb. f. ignosccre to pardon, forgive,

f. in- not + (g}noscere to take notice of.] Forgive-
ness ; forgiving spirit.



IGNOSCIBLE.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt, xviii.
3
And become as little

children .. in simplicity, humility, innocency, ignoscency.
Hid., i Cor. iv. 20 In mnocency and ignoscency.

t Igno'sclble, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. ignf-
scibilis (rare), f. ignosdre to pardon: see -BLE.]

1656 BLOUNT G/ossogr., Ignoscible, tollerable, to be par.
doned. Hence in PHILLIPS, BAILKY, etc.

'Ignote,
and sb. Obs. [ad. L. ignotus, f.

1-8, in- nol+gnatut, natus known. Cf. It., Sp.

ignoto.) A. adj. Unknown.
1613 COCKFRAM, Ignole, vnknowne. 1633 COWLEY Poet.

Bloss., A Vote, Th
1

Ignote are better than ill known. 1639
G. DANIEL Ecctus. xhi. 60 Things secret, and Ignote. 1663

FlageUmn, or O. Cromwell (1672) 137 Persons.. of such
mean and ignote extractions, a 1697 AUBREY Lives, Hobbes
(1808) I. 366 They were both ignote to foreigners.

B. sb. A person unknown.
1639 G. DANIEL Ecclits. ix. 33 Leave not a proved freind ;

for an Ignote Comes but at hazard, a 1670 HACKET .-///.

\Villiants \. (1692) 162 In a letter that an ignote wrote.
Ibid. ii. 144 Such Ignotes were not courted, but pass'd over.

t IgnO'tion. Obs. noncc-wd. [Noun of action

f. L. ignoscfrt ; intended as a negative of notion.']
An ignorant notion ; a notion falsely so called.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler
(18^3) 15 These wits.. cry up

and downe in corners such bold ignotions of a new Gospell.

tl'gnotism. Obs. [irreg. f. L. ignot-us un-
known + -ISM.] A mistake due to ignorance.

tl. Mag. VII. 336/1 It has 92 Errors or Ignotisnts
.

t I-gO, v. Obs. Pa. t. i-eode. [OE. gtgdn
(
= OHG. gigAn; cf. OE. ygangan, OS., OHG.

gigangaii), f. gdn to Go.]
1. intr. To go, pass.
cooo tr. Bxifa's Hist. ii. xvi. (1890) 144 Heo meahte ftegan

. .ofer call bis ealond. c iaos LAY. 25773 Bi-hatues be tga and
bihald jeorne, )if bu miht annden oht of ban feonden. a 1225
Ancr. R. 208 Longe beon unbishoped & falsliche igon to

schrifte.

2. trans. To go into, invade.

ciaos LAY. 4253 SeoSScn Bruttes hit [Bruttaine] ieode

[c i75 hadde]. Ibid. 26376 While bine aldren France ieoden

[(1175 bi-3eode].

I-go, i-gon, MK. pa. pple. of Go v. I-goded,
of gode, GOOD v. I-gon, pa. t. of I-GIN v., to

begin. I-goven, ME. pa. pple. of GIVEZI. I-grad,
of GHEDE v., to cry. I-graithed, i-greithed,
ofGRAITH v. I-gramed, i-gremed, of GREME v.

I-gra(u)nted, of GRANT v. I-graven, of

GllAVE V.

t I-gre'de. Obs. [f. I- prtf.\ + GBEDE cry.]

Crying, clamour.
a 1*50 Owl ff Night. 1641 Mid a.ulinge and mid igrede.

t I-grete, v. Obs. [OE. ffgrttan, f. gr(tan to

GREKT.] trans. To greet.
-looo J'ELFRIC Horn, II. 526 paet we ma^on ure frynd

zeseon and ure siblingas ^egretan. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227
Se acngeL.jegrette hi. c 1375 Death 99 in O. E. Misc. 174
Alle. .pat. .feire be igretten. c 1315 SHOREHAM 119 po was
pat mayde was y-gret.

Hence f I-gretinge vU. sb., greeting.
1*58 E"P. Proclam. Hen. Ill, Henr' burj godes fultume

king on Engleneloande . . Send igretinge to alle hise holde
ilxrde and ileawede.

t I-gripe, v. Obs. [OE. ffgrlpOM (
= OHG.

gagrtfan. MHG. gegrtfen'), f. grlpan to GRii'E.]
trans. To gripe, grip, lay hold of.

c 1205 LAY. 25680 pa men ba he igripeo*. a xaa$ Juliana
73 Igripe ha me eanes. a 1225 St. Marker. 12 pis milde
meiden margarete igrap him.

I-gripen, ME. pa. pple. of GRIPE v. and IGKIPE
v. I-grithed, i-grtBed, of GRITHE v., to pacify,
etc. I-groten, of GREET v., to weep. I-groun-
de(n, of GRIND v. I-growe(n, of GROW .

t I-Jfrure (') Obi. =GRUBE, horror, terror.

f 1105 LAY. 812 Heo heom aweihten mid heora wxles
igrure.

Iguana (igwa'na). Forms : 6 iuanna, iwana,
6, 9 iguano, 7 yguana, guana, warm, gwane,
gwayn, 7- iguana, [a. Sp. iguana, repr. the

Carib name iwana (variously given by early writers

as hinana, igoana, iuanna, yuana}.}
A large arboreal lizard of the West Indies and

South America, Iguana tuberculata, which attains

to a length of five feet or more ; also, in Zoology,
the name of the genus, which includes the horned

iguana of San Domingo, and other species ;
and

loosely applied to other lizards of allied genera.
1555 EDEN Decades 1 26 Foure footed beastes . . named

luannas, muche lyke vnto Crocodiles, of eyght foote length,
of moste pleasaume taste. 1600 HAKLUYT I'oy. III. 675
Store of nsh, foule, deere, and Iwanas. Ibid. 815 Ignanos
which are a kinde of Serpents, with foure feete, and a
Ion*} sharpe tayle. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] tr. D'Acosta't
Hiit. W. hid. iv. xxxviii. 313 The flesh of the Yguanas is

a better meate. 1607 G. PERCY in Purchas Pilgrimes (1625)
iv. 1686 We also killed Guanas, in fashion of a Serpem,
& speckled like a Toade vnder the belly. 1617 RALEIGH
Afol. 37 [South America] hath plenty of .. Tortoyses, Ar-
madiles, Wanaes. 1630 CAPT. SMITH Trav. < Adv. 54
Gwanes they have, which is a little harmlesse beast, like a
Crokadell or Aligator, very fat and good meat. 1648 GAGE
West Ind. xix. 143 Another kind of meat they feed much
on which is called Iguana. 1796 STFDMAN Surinam 1. 147
That species which is here called the iguana, and by the
Indians the wayamaca, is seldom above 3 feet long. 1841
ELPHINSTONE Hist. In,l. I. 15 Iguanas, and other lizards,

34

are found in all places. 1859 TENNEST Ceylon II. vn. ii.

122 The hideous but harmless iguano. .moves slowly across
the high-road. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life ii. 27 The
peculiarly American family of the iguanas is represented by
two genera in Madagascar.
Hence Igua uiau a., resembling an iguana, be-

longing to the iguana family, fguanidm; si., one
of this family ; also Igua nid. Igua nlform a.,

having the form or structure of an iguana. Igna -

jioid a. and s/>. iguanian.
1838 Penny Cj'ct. XII. 441/1 Only one Iguanian belongs

to Europe, the common Stellio. 1854 OWEN Slret. <fr Tetlh
in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nal. I. 200 In the iguanians . . this

synchondrosis is obliterated. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Ignanoides, . . iguanoid. 1864 OWEN Power ofGod 46 The
Iguanian lizards [are] peculiar to the Western or American
hemisphere. 1878 ip/i

Cent. Dec. 1048 Madagascar pos-
sesses iguanoid lizards lloplurns and Chatarodtm}.

Iguanodon (igwarnifdpn). I'altronl. [f. IGU-
ANA + Gr. ASovt, oSofT- tooth, after mastodon, etc.

Mantel), in Petrif. fr their Teachings (1851) 231-2, states

that the name was suggested to him by the Rev. W. D.

Conybeare.]
A large herbivorous lizard found fossil in the

Wealden formation
;

it was from twenty-five to

thirty feet long, and from its teeth and bones is

considered to have resembled in many respects the

iguana ; whence the name.
1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. 1. 123 The huge iguanodon might

reappear in the woods, and the ichthyosaur in the sea. 1854
F. C. BAKEWELL (/><>/. 56 The length of the Iguanodon must
have been nearly 70 feet.

Igua'nodont (-d?nt), a. and sb. [See prec.]
a. adj. Having teeth like those of the iguana.
b. sb. A saurian so characterized ; a member of

the family fguanodontidte of extinct dinosaurs,

typified by the iguanodon.
I-gurd, i-gurt, ME. pa. pple. of GIBD z.

I-hacked, ME. pa. pple.
of HACK v. I-had,

of HAVE v. I-haded, of HADB .l, to ordain.

I-hal, var. of YHOLE.

tl-hald, i-hold, v. 06s. [OE. gfhealdcm
(
= OS. gihaldan, OHG. gi/ialtan), f. healdan:

*haldan to HOLD.] trans. To hold, maintain,

observe, keep, preserve.
Beowulf (7..} 2620 He frjetwe J^eheold fela missera. c 1000

Ags. Ps. iTh.) cxviii[i], 101 pit ic bine word mihte wel

gehealdan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 21 Se stranga je-
waepnud his cafertun gehealt. ex 175 Lamb. Horn. 65
Hwenne ic i-halde ba ibode. a 1200 Moral Ode 56 in Lamb.
Hotti. , Giue hies [ he it] for codes luue, benne de(> hes wel
ihalden {Jesus Coll. MS. iholde). c 1105 LAY. 5505 [He]
wolde asen king IJelin feht ihalden.

I-halden, ME. pa. pple. of HOLD v. I-ha-

lewed, i-halwed, i-haljed, of HALLOW .'

I-halowed, of HALLOW zi.z

tl-handle, v. Obs. [OE. "^hand/fan (
=

MHG. gehatiiMn), f. handlian to HANDLE.]
trans. To handle.
c 1205 LAY. 14390 Ne preost ne na biscop ne nauere

ihandled godes boc.

I-handled, i-hondled, ME. pa. pple. of

HANDLE v. I-haneked, ;?) of HANK v. I-has-

pet, of HASPZ/. I-hated, of HATEJ;. I-hate(n,
of HIGHT .i I-hat te, i-heat, of HEAT v.

I-heawen, i-hewe, of HEW v. I-hed, of HIDE
v. : see YHID.

t I-hede, v. Obs. [OE. uhydan, ffhtdan, f.

hydan, HIDE z>.'] trans. To nide, conceal.
c888K.^Ei.FRF.D Boeth. xxxix. 8 He hit. .jehytand^ehelt.

f 13*0 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1314 He ne wiste.-Whar he mighte
hit best i-hede.

I-heied, i-hei(3)et, ME. pa. pple. of HIGH v.

I-heled, of HELK v.-. to hide.

i I- helmed, pa. pple. Obs. [OE. rchelmod

(= OHG. gehelmof), pa. pple. of (^e)Aelt>iian, (.

helm HELM s6.l] Helmed.
r 1000 ^LFRIC Grant, xliii. (Z.) 256 Galeatiis, ehelmod.

c iao LAY. 26277 Gerin & IJeof . . and Walwain . . iburned
and inclined.

I-hende, var. of YHENDE, at haml. I-hent,
ME. pa. pple. of HENT v.

t I-h.en.te, v. Obs. [OE. gehenlan, f. henlan
to HENT.] trans. To grasp; to hold, uphold.
005 O. E. Chron., Eall bzt hie ^ehentan mehton. c 1230

Halt Meid. 21 For bi was wedlac ilahet in hali chirche. .to

ihente be unstronge.

I-heorted, ME. form ofHKARTED///. a. I-he-
ouwed : see HUED. I-hercned, ME. pa. pple.
of HEARKEN v. I-herd, of HEAR, YHERE, HERY
vis. I-here, var. of YHERE v. I-hered, -et,

-i;e)d, ME. pa. pple. of HEBT v. I-hert, of

HURT v. I-het, of HEAT v.

I-heveaed, 1-hevied, weighed down, ME. pa.

pple. of HEAVY v.

a i**5 Ancr. R. 332 pe neooere (grindstone], .is
iheue^ed

[MS. T. iheuejet] her mid herde uorte beon cwite of herdre.

^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. v. 133 (Camb. MS.) So bat

tliy thoght ne be nat 1-beuyed ne put lowe.

I-hewed, ME. pa. pple. of HEW v., HUE v.

I-hid, ME. pa. pple. of HIDE v. : sec Ymn.
tl-hire, v. Obs. [OE. ffhyran, f. hyran,

hyrian t HIRE.] trans. To hire.

IH8.
ciooo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 74 Daes hirede* ealdor sehyrde

wyrhian into his wingearde. > 1250 Kent. Stnti, in O. E.
Misc. 34 Godalmichti i-hierdc werkmen in-to bis winyarde.
t Z-Mtte, v. Obs. [f. I- //.! + hitte, HIT v.]

trans. To hit.

c 1205 LAY. 314 He wende to sceoten bat hea der, & ihitte

(c 1275 hitte] his a)ene fader.

Ihleite (M,it). Min. [Named 1876 after

Ihle, superintendent of mines at Mugrau, liohemia:
see -HE.] A hydrous iron sulphate, found as a

yellow efflorescence on graphite.
1876 Amer. "j/rnl. Sci. Ser ill. XII. 151 Prof. Schrauf has

announced a new mineral under the name Ihleite.

I-hoded, ME. pa. pple. ofHADE, HoDE,toordain.
I-hoked, ME. form of HOOKED a.

I-hol : see YHOLE, whole.

t I-hold. Obs. [OE. ffheald
'

keeping, guard-

ing '.] Place of shelter or abode ; hold.

171150 Owl ff Night. 621 par inne ic hahbe god ihold
A wintre warm a sumere cold.

I-hold, var. I-HALD, to hold. I-holdon, ME.
pa. pple. of HOLD v. I-hole(n, of HELE v. 1

, to

hide. I-hon, i-honge : see YHONG v., to hang.
I-hondsald, ME. pa. pple. of HANDSELS.
a IMS y"liana 7 Ha wes him sone ihondsald bah hit hire

unwit were.

tl-horned, a. Obs. [Cf. OE. yhyrned (-
MH(j.geAurnet), f. I- prefl + horned.'] Horned.

Higden 111.307 In liknesseof lubiter i-horned. <i i4isLvDC.
Temp. Glass 8 Derk Diane, ihorned, nobing clere.

I-horyed, ME. pa, pple. of HORY v., to pollute.
c 1435 Eng. Cong. Irel. 138 The lond shal be I.horyed &

I-steyned wyth grete slaght of men.

I-nosed, early ME. form of HOSEDU.
c 1275 in O. E. Misc. 91 payh we her hoppen ihosed and

ischode. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 29 pat bobe i-hosed
and i-schod Goddes peple may passe berby.

I-hote, ME. pa. pple. of HIGHT z/.i

|| Ihram (ira-m, j'xra'm). Also8hir,r)awem.

[Arab. \j*\
ihram

(f.
- harama to forbid : cf.

HAREM), a kind of dress used by the Arabs in

Spain and Africa
;
'sacred state" i^Freytag).]

1. The dress worn by Mohammedan pilgrims,

consisting of two pieces of white cotton, the one

girded round the waist, and the other thrown over

the left shoulder.

1704 I. PITTS Ace. Mahometans vii. 80 They take off all

their cloaths, covering themselves with two Hirrawems, or

large white Cotton Wrappers. 1811 tr. Niebuhrs 7'rap.
Arabia xii. in Pinkerton I'oy. X. 20 Pilgrims, in their first

journey to Mecca, are obliged to assume the Ihhram im-

mediately after passing Cape Wardan. 1819 T. HOPE
Anasfasins (1820) II. iv. 68 An ihram in rags, an old mat
torn to pieces. 1863 Lond. Rev. 30 Aug. 187 The time had
. .arrived for changing our usual habiliments for the

' ihram
'

or pilgrim-costume of two towels, and for taking the various

interdictory vows involved in its assumption.
2. The state in which a pilgrim is held to be

while he wears this distinctive garb, during which
time many acts of ordinary life are held unlawful.

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 79 On this side Mecca,
where all the Hag^es

. .,do enter into Hirawem, or Ihram.
Ibid. 05 The eightn Day after the said two months, they all

enter into Hirrawem again.

IHS, in ME., med.L., etc., also_written iTTS,

Iris, IHC, Ihc, representing Greek IHS or IHC,
a MS. abbreviation of the word IH(20Y)2 or

IH(COY)C, Jesus; also used as a symbolical
or ornamental monogram of the sacred name.

Mediaeval Latin texts have commonly ihc or ihs,

ihm, ih~u (with or without a stroke over or across

the h i

fi), or other mark of abbreviation) for fesus,

lesuin, Icsu. In ME., the usual form was fKu =

Jestt ;
less frequently ihs, ihc, or thus. These

abbreviations were in later times often erroneously

expanded as Ihesus, Ihesum, Ihcsu.
The Romanized form of the abbreviation would be IES,

but from the entire or partial retention of the Greek form
in Latin MSS. as IHC or IHS, and subsequent forgetful-
ness of its origin, it has often !>een looked upon as a Latin
abbreviation or contraction, and explained by some as stand-

ing for \esus \\otniintm Salvador, Jesus Saviour of men,
by others as In Hoc S/7f0 winces), in this sign (tbou shall

conquer 1

, or I Hoc Sa/Mj, in this (cross) is salvation.

jaoo Codex Bezx Luke vi. 5 (Greek text) EIHE AE O
IHC nPOC AYTOYC. (Latin text) dixir AUTEM iEs Ad EOS.

1950 Lindisf. Gosp. (Latin text) Matt. iii. 13 Tune uenit

ihs a galilaea in iordanen.} a 1240 IVohvnge in Cott. Horn.

269 Ihu, swete. c 1250 Kent. Strut. (Laud MS. 471, If.i28 b),

Cvm natus esset ihc in betleem iude. 1377 LANGU P. Pi.

B. in. 154 Bi inus with here ieweles a,owre justices she

shendeth. Ibid. xvi. 144 ludas ianeeled bere-a?ein ac Ihu-.

hym tolde. 1540 Churchw.Acc.St.Giles, Keading(tA. Nash)

59 Paid to the Wardens of Ihc Masse towardes the prestes

wages xiij iij'. 1678 Trial of'Coleman 27 L. Chief Just.
What Inscription was upon the Seal? Mr. Dates. I. II. S.

with a Cross, in English it had the Characters of /. H. S.

ITI STRYPE Eccl. Man. III. App. xlviii. 145 IHS is God
with us [quoting a title of 1559, which had '

Jesus is God
with us '. ] 1897 Daily News 30 Nov. 7/7 The monograms
IHS and X PC, which are so often to be seen in our churches,

sorely puzzle a portion of the congregation.



I-HUDDE. 85 ILEUS.

I-hud(de, ME. pn. pple. of HIDE v. : see YHID.

fl-hudeket, ///. a. 06s. [ME., f. hudekcn

vb., app. repr. an OK. *hyciecian, deriv. of hydan
to hide.] Hooded.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 424 (Cott. MS.) Vte, gan i-mantlet ; J>e

heaued i-hudeket.

I-hurnd : see I-HOHNED. I-hurt, ME. pa.

pple. of HURT v. I-huseled, of HOUSEL v.

tl-hwat, pron. Obs. [OE. ffhwxt, neut. of

gehwd everyone: = OLG. gihvat, neut. ol gihvlJ\

Everything.
a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 1002 Ac past fyr mmeS |>urh foldan

Xehwa:t. it 1250 Owl fy Night. 1056 Lym and grune & wel
ihwat [Cott. MS. eiwat] Sette and leyde be for to lacche.

I-hwer: see YWHERE. I-hwilc, -illc, early
ME. forms of OE. gehwylc EACH, q.v.

t I-hwulen, v. Obs. [ME., f. hwule (u), in

Ancren Riwle = hwU WHILE, time.] intr. To
have time, be at leisure.

11225 Ancr. R. 44 Hwon so Je euer muwen ihwulen.
Ibid. 422 Ne mei heo nout i-hwulen uortohercnen mine lore.

I-imped, ME. pa. pple. of IMP v.

I-iron : see I the letter.

Ijs, obs. spelling of ICE. Ik, ME. form of I pron.
I-kakelecl, ME. pa. pple. of CACKLE 'v.

tl'kary, i'cary. Obs. In 6 iokary. [ad.
Russ. mcpa ikra caviare.] = CAVIARE.

1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Comnnv. (1857) 12 Of ickary or

cavery, a great quantitie is made upon the river of Volgha,
out of the fish called bellougina, the sturgeon. 1662 J.
DAVIES tr. Olcarius' I'oy. Ambass. 87 The spawn of Fish,

especially that of Sturgeon, they order thus. . . The Mus-
covites call it Ikary, and the Italians Cavaiar. [1887 Pail
Mall G. 15 Feb. I i/i Can you use the roe of any other fish

but sturgeon and sterlet as caviar, or ikra, as you call it?]

I-kau^t, i-kaut, ME. pa. pple. of CATCH v.

I-keled, of KELE v. to cool.

f I-ken, i-keuue, v. Obs. [OE. lecennan to

make known, confess, f. cennan to declare, attest,

KEN.] trans. To make known, mention
;
to know,

recognize.
c xooo Hymns x. 4 iGr.) Ic <5e ecne God aenne ^ecenne.

c 1205 LAY. 4844 pis weoren beos kinges strsette be ich

i-kenned [1:1275 i-nemmd] habbe. Ibid. 28559 Mon i ban
fihte non ber ne mihte ikenne \c 1275 icnowe] nenne kempe.

I-kenned, -kend,-kent, ME. pa. pple. ofKEN.

t I-kepe, v. Obs. [f.
ME. kepe, KEEP.] trans.

To keep, receive, observe. Hence I-kepynge,
-unge vil. sb., taking 'keep', heeding, regarding.

rz 1225 Aticr. R. 156 God hit is ine silence ikepen Codes
grace, c 1230 Halt Meid. 23 Driue adun swireforS wiSuten

ikepunge. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1225 And grete duntes

beob b6 lasse }ef me ikepth mid iwarnesse.

I-kept, ME. pa. pple. of KEEP v. I-kest, of

CAST v. I-ket, of CUT v. I-kid, known, re-

nowned : see YKID and KYTHE v. I-knawe(n,
i-knowe, ME. pa. pples. of KNOW v. I-knede,
of KNEAD v.

t I-knit, i-cnutte, v. Obs. [OE. gecnyttan,
f. cnyttan to KNIT.] trans. To tie, fasten, attach.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 6 pact an cwyrn-stan si to

hys swyran gecnytt. c 1050 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker

342/29 Gecnyttan. c 1205 LAY. 29272 He . . lette . . to ban
sparewen uoten uaste heom icnutten.

I-knit, -yt, ME. pa. pple. of KNIT v.

Ikon, variant of ICON.

I-koruen, I-kume(n, ME. pa. pples. of

CABVE, COME vbs. I-kunde, var. of ICUNDE,
nature. I-kupled, ME. pa. pple. of COUPLE v.

Ikyl, obs. f. ICKLB, icicle.

til, He. Obs. [OE.igi'l, //=OHG.^7(MHG.,
Ger. igel), MLG., MDu., Du. egel, ON. igull,

going back, with Lith. ezys, Gr. lx"/os<
to a

jjre-
Teut. *eghi-nos, -los, a deriv. of eghi-, Gr. X'- ?

adder.] A hedgehog. (In OE. also a porcupine.)
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxxv. 241 Se iil. -gewint

he to anum cliewene and tinS his fet sua he inmest mass
and jehyt his heafod. Ibid,, Donne bi5 5a;s iles heafud

^esewen. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 123/21

Istrix, se mara i^il. c 1050 Mtirtyrol. in Cockayne Shrine

55 He [St. Sebastian] was Sara [straela] swa full swa
i^l

. .

bib byrsta. a 1200 Fragm. .-Elfrk's Gram., etc. (Phillipps

1838) 8 Prikiende so piles on ile.

Hence flle pil, ilespil.ilspile [OE./// pointed
stick, dart, prickle], prop, a spine of a hedgehog,
but used as the name of the hedgehog itself.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Ne bere }e non iren, ne here, ne

irspiles \_v.rr. yleslipes, ylespilles] felles. c 1305 St. Edmund
47 in E. E. P. 11862) 88 As ful as an illespyl is of pikes al

aboute. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 339 pere lakkeb

also. .ilspifles], [v.r. ilspiles ; Caxton ylespiles], wontes and

obere venemous bestes.

II, obs. form of ILL.

H- 1
,
assimilated form in L. of the prefix IN- 2

before initial /, which is written in the same way
in Eng., as in il-lation, il-luminate. Usually only
one / is heard

;
but both (or a prolonged /) may

be pronounced when distinctive emphasis is laid

on the prefix, as in il-lision, il-lude, distinguished

from e-lision, e-lide. For the varieties of meaning,
'

in, on, into, upon', see IN- 2.

11-2, assimilated form in L. of the negative prefix

IN- 3 before initial
/, whicrt remains in the same

form in Eng., as in il-legal, illegitimate, il-litera/e.

Also used in forming negatives in English on the

analogy of L., as in ILLOGICAL, ILLOTAL, and
in such nonce-words as il-lcvel, il-locomotive, etc.

When the main stress immediately follows, an
effort is often made to give the separate effect of

the prefix by pronouncing both /'s, or combining
them in one prolonged /

;
this is especially the case

when rhetorical stress is laid on the prefix, as in
' You call this a Liberal measure ; I consider it

thoroughly zV-liberal '.

-il, -ile, suffixes, the Eng. representatives of

L. -His and -ilis, forming adjectives, sometimes
also substantives, as in fossilis fossil, civllis civil ;

agilis agile, juvenilis juvenile. These suffixes are

in origin the same, viz. -Us with connective -i-,

which with -i- stems as civi-s, hosti-s, and in some
other words, gave -ilis. In OF., the latter came
down as -il, e.g. April-em, Avril, April ; the

former regularly lost the post-tonic f, and became
-le (for -i"), as in humil-em humble, habil-em able,

fragil-em, fraislc, fraile, frele frail, gracil-em,

graisle, gresle, grtte. L. words adapted in OF. at

an early date took the ending -il masc., -ile fern.,

e.g. civil, civile ; later words have the ending -He

only, as agile, facile, fossile. Very few of these

words in Eng. have the suffix in -il, e.g. civil,

fossil, utensil; in the iyth c. we find occasionally
-il for L. -ilis, e.g. difficil, docil, fertil, steril; but

modern usage in Eng. as in French has levelled -ilis

and -ilis under the common form -ile. In Walker's

Pronouncing Dictionary -ile from -ilis is pro-
nounced (-ail), and -ile from -ilis as (-il) ;

but the

more recent tendency is to extend (-ail), with some

exceptions, to all the words.

I-laced, ME. pa. pple. of LACE v. I-lad, of

LEAD v. I-lade, of LOAD v. I-laft, of LEAVE,
YLEAVE vbs.

t I-lahe(n, v. Obs. [OE. gelagian, f. laga LAW,
lagian to make a law, ordain.] trans. To ordain

or appoint by law.

1014 WULFSTAN Sertno ad Anglos (Napier 1883) 157 On
ha;benum beodum . . be ^elagod is to jedwol-goda weorSunge.
c 1230 Mali Meid. 21 For bi was wedlac ilahet in hall

chirche. IhU. 23 Godd haueS ilahed hit.

I-lahet, ME. pa. pple. of Low v., to abase.

I-laht, of LATCH v. and I-LECCHE v., to seize.

I-laid, of LAY v.

Hand, obs. (and etymological) spelling oflsLAND.

I-lapped, ME. pa. pple. of LAP v.

I-last(e : see YLAST(E, to suffer, cdhtinue, last.

t Ilastical, a. Obs. [erron. for *hilastical, f.

Gr. type *iAo<7TiKos, f. stem of i\aaKta6cu to pro-

pitiate.] Propitiatory, expiatory.
1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Serm. Hosea\\\. i The sacrifices . .were

Tlasticall propitiatory, or expiatory. 1671 FLAVEL Fount.

Life ii. 30 Ilastical or expiatory for Satisfaction.

t I-latet, a. Obs. [f. ME. lat LATE s/>., ON. Idt

manner, mien.] Mannered.
/* 1225 Juliana 33 As bu biwistest daniel bimong_ be wode

liuns ilatet se luoere. c 1230 Halt Meid. 33 3if bu art

unwurftlich & wraSeliche ilatet.

I-laUed, -et, ME. pa. pple. of LATHE v. Ilche :

see EACH, ILK. lid, obs. f. YIELD (in phr. God

il<{). lid, obs. f. tiled, pa. pple. of ILL v. Ilde,
obs. by-form of ISLE, AISLE. Udell, contracted

form of ilk del, every part : see ILK a. 2 Ildre,
obs. f. ELDER a. and rf.3

t lie *. Obs. [ad. L. ile or ile-um (see ILEUM and

ILIUM). Cf. F. (pi.) iles
(i.^th c.).] =!LEUJI.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 342 The small guts . . through
which the meat passelh : in others it is named Ile. 1656
[see IHACAL]. 1706 PHILLIPS ted. Kersey), lie, the Cavity
or Hollowness from the Chest to the Thigh-Bones, the

Flank that contains the small Guts.

He 2
, var. of AIL sf>.

2
,
awn of barley, etc.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Iles, or Oils (Country-Word),
the Spires or Beards of Corn.

He, obs. f. ILL, ISLE, AISLE
;
a former spelling

of /'// = ! will
;
a vulgar or dial, pronunciation

(now esp. in U.S.) of OIL.

-ile, suffix : see -IL.

I'leac, a. A refashioning of ILIAC a. after L.

ileus, Gr. i\t<Js, or ILEUM.
1822-34 Gaud's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 162 The treatment

of ileac passion. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Ileac Passion.

I-leaded, ME. f. LEADED a. I-leafe, I-leave,
v.: seeYLEVE to leave,YLEVE to believe. I-leanet,
ME. pa. pple. of LENE, to lend. I-learet, of

LERE, YLEHE, to teach.

1 1-lecch.e, v. Obs. [OTL.gelseccan,{.lxccanto
seize : see LATCH z/.] trans. To lay hold of, catch.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 15 Hi? woldon. .hine xelaeccean
and to cynge don. a noo O. E. Chron. an. 1087 pa Englisce
men. . jelajhton of bam mannon..ma. 1205 LAY. 29260
Swi5 monie he ilahte. a. 1225 Juliana 73 Ilecche ha me eft,

ne finde ich na leche. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles ill. 336
He was lyghtliche y-laujte and y-lugged of many.

I-lefde, pa. t. of YLEVE v., to believe. I-leid,
ME. pa. pple. of LAY v.

Ileitis (ilz'|3i'tisX Path. [f. ILE-UM + -ITIS.]

Inflammation of the ileum.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

I-lend, ME. pa. pple. of LENE, LEND vbs.

I-lengd, -ed, of LENO v., to prolong.
t I-leilge, v. Obs. [OE. gelengan to prolong,

f. lengan, T. lang LONG.] intr. To continue one's

journey ; to attain to, get as far as.

c 1205 LAY. 17834 LeteS me ilenge [c 1275 bringeb me] riht

to Stanhenge.

I-lengthed, pa. pple. of LENGTH v., to lengthen.

Heo- (H'lC, si :

-), used as combining form of

ILEUM, in terms of anatomy, pathology, etc. : as

Ileo-ceecal (-sf'kal) a., related to or connected

with the ileum and the caecum
;

as in ileo-csecal

valve, a valve consisting of two semilunar folds at

the opening of the ileum into the ca;cum ; the name
is sometimes restricted to the lower of these. Ileo-

colic (-kflik) a., relating to or connected with the

ileum and the colon ; as in ileo-colic artery, a branch

of the superior mesenteric artery ; ileo-colic valve =
ileo-CKcal valve (sometimes restricted to the upper
fold of this). Ileo-colitis (-kobi'tis), inflamma-

tion of the ileum and colon. Ileo-parietal (-pa-

rai'etal) a., connecting the ileum and the body-
wall, as the ileo-parietal band in Brachiopods.
Ileostomy (ilz'ifVstiftni) [Gr. mopa mouth], the

making of an artificial opening into the ileum.

1847 CRAIG, Ilio-ccecal valve . . Ilio-colic artery . . llio-

Inmtar artery. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 33 In

the ileo-csecal region. 1878 BELL tr. Gegenbaur's Cow/.
Anat. 311 The ileoparietal band, .attached to the hind gut.

1886 ,S>rf. Sac. Lex., Ileo-cplitis. 1889 Lancet 16 Mar.

531/1 Jejuno-ileostomy and ileo-ileostomy were performed
in identically the same way. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. filed.

IJI. 823 In ilio-colic invaginations.

i rieou. Obs. [med.L. (in Gr. form) = ILEUM.

Cf. F. ile'on.']
= ILEUM.

1495 Trevisa's Darth. De P. R. v. xlii. 158 The seconde

grete gutte highte Yleon. 1594 [see next], a 1661 HOLY-
DAY Juvenal 80 The ileon, one of the guts . . is six times

longer than our whole body. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-

Watch in Inflammation of the Ileon. 1767 GOOCH Treat.

Wouniis I. 401 In the Jejunum.. and in the Ileon.

t I'leos. Obs. Tcf. prec., and ILEUS.] = ILEUM.

1594 T. B. La Primaiid. Fr. Acad. n. 350 Then followeth

the third small intraile, called Ileos by the Graecians

{margin. The Ileon or folded Gut]. 1706 [see ILEUS i].

t I'leOUS, ft. Obs. rare. [f. L. ILE-UM + -ous.]

Belonging to the ileum
;
= ILIAC a. I.

1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 628 It cures, .cholical and
ileous dolours.

tl-ler, a. Obs. Also 3 ilser. [OE.gefar (Sweet),
f. l&r empty, LEEE.] Empty.
c 1205 LAY. 15961 pa ha water wes al ilaedden & b6 Put wes

ilaer. 1297 R. GLOL'C. (Rolls) 11221 pe clerkes adde \>e

stretes sone iler.

Ilesite (ai'lzsit). Min. [Named, 1881, after

M. W. Iles, who described it.] Hydrous sulphate
of manganese, zinc, and iron, resulting from the

decomposition of pyrite and sphalerite.
1881 Anter. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXII. 490 Ilesite, a white

friable mineral with a bitter, astringent taste.

Ilespil(e, a hedgehog : see IL sb.

t I-lete. Obs. [f. LETE sb.'] Manner, bearing.
a 1250 Owl <y Night. 403 He is wis bat hardeliche Wib

his fo berb grete ilete. Ibid. 1446 Hwanne ich iseo be tohte

ilete pe luve bringb on be Junglinge.

I-lete(n, ME. pa. pple. of LET v.

I-lethered, ME. form of LEATHEKED ///. a.

Ilet-hole, obs. f. EYELET-BOLE. I-leue, i-leve :

see YLEVE v. I-leued, ME. form of LEAVED a.

II Ileum (Hz'im, ai'-). Anat. [late or med.L.

ileum, for which classical L. had only ilia (pi. of

lie or ilium, with a dat. sing, ilia', in the sense

(i) flanks, loins, (2) small guts, entrails. The form

ileum {ileon, -os) seems to have arisen from a con-

fusion of this with ileus, Gr. tiAcos (see ILEUS,

ILIAC), whence also its restricted sense.] The third

portion of thesmall intestine , succeeding the jejunum
and opening into the caecum.

1682 T. GIBSON Anat. (1697) 47 This Membrane in the

small Guts, especially the Ileum, is full of wrinkles. 1706

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Ileum, or Ileon, the third of the

small Guts, so call'd by reason of its great turnings, and

being about 21 Hands-breadth in Length. 1843 J. G.

WILKINSON Siuedenborg's Anim. Kingd. I. v. 179 The

ileum, folded in wreathing gyres.

II IleUS (i'h'is, ai'-). [L. ileus, ileos, a. Gr. lAeos

or d\(6s colic,
'

iliac passion ', app. f. ciXciv to roll.]

1. Path. A painful affection (frequently fatal),

due to intestinal obstruction, esp. in the ileum:

also called iliac passion.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Ileus, or Ileos, the small or

thin Gut ; also the twisting of the small Guts, when their

Coats are doubled inward, and there is such a Stoppage

one part of the Gut within the other. 1785 Med. Commun.
266 (heading), History of a Case of Ileus, where great

benefit was derived from the application of a blister.
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ILEX.

2. .Jiiat. li.Efv.

1708 [~ee i].

I-lewad, early ME. form of LEWD a.

Ilex (ai-leks). Also 6-8 ilix. [a. L. ilex, ilic-em

holm-oak.]
1. The holm-oak or evergreen oak (Quercus flex .

1398 TRKVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvn. Ixxxiii. (1495) 654
Ilex is a manere oke, a tree that beeryth maste. 1506
GUYLFORDE Pilgr. tCamdcn) 53 The tre called Ilex, that
then stode byfore Abrahams dore is now wasted. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny 1. 458 Of the Ilex or mast-Holme tree, there
be two sorts. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica i. (ed. a) 45 The Ilex,
or ever-green oak, is very common here. 1787 P. BtcK-
YVHU Lett./r. Italy 118051 1. 416 tStanf.) A beautiful wood,
enlivened in winter by the ilix and the cork tree, both ever-

greens. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne Ixi. (1875! 302 The ilexes
were much injured. 1867 LADY HERBERT Cradle L. viii. 216
Tabor, with . . its base skirted with dwarf oak, ilexes, and
arbutus.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1829 .SOUTHEY Sir T. More Ded. 6 Spain's mountain

passes, and her ilex woods. 1860 W. G. CLARK in foe.
Tour. 61 A steep ilex-clothed hill. 1887 RUSKIN t'rxterita
II. iii. 92, I went.. for a walk through its ilex groves.

||
'A. In modern Botany, the name of a genus of

Aquifoliacex, comprising numerous trees and
shrubs, of which the most familiar is the common
holly (/. Aquifolium).
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Aquifolia, a wilde tree with

pricking leaves . . a kinde of Ilix. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.
443/1 Besides the common Holly. ., the genus Ilex compre-
hends a large number of species.

I-leye(n, ME. pa. pple. of LIE -a.

Ilia, pi. of ILIUM.

Iliac (Hi&k), a. (so.) Forms : 6 yliao, -ake,
ilyacke, ? ylike, 7 iliaok(e, -ak, -aque, illiaok(e,
yliaoke, 8-9 illiac, 7- iliac, [a. F. iliaque or
ad. late L. iliac-us (in Ca-lius, passio iliaca, also

iliaci sufferers from colic) ; the L. is in form a
deriv. of ilia (see ILIUM), but the suffix is Greek

(cueos), and the sense goes with L. ilrus, Gr.

d\(6s, l\eiit, colic, iliac passion ; hence it would

appear that ileus from Gr. cfAcor was associated
with ilia, and tiai. passio iliaca was interpreted as
1

pain of the ilia ', and the adj. extended in late or
med.L. to mean ' of or pertaining to the ilium

'.]

1. Properly, Of the nature of the disease called

ILEUS ; but commonly understood as = Pertaining
to or affecting the ILEUM. Iliac passion [late L.

passio iliaca'] ILEUS i : cf. colic passion = colic.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. vn. xfix. (1495) 263 This
passyon callyd Colica hath a cosyn that hyghte Iliacn

fussio, and hath that name of a gutte that hyghte Ilion.]

1519 HORMAN Yulg. 42 b, Etyng esith the ylike passion and
greueth the colik. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 39 Them that
are troubled with the lliack passion, to wit, the paine and
ringing of the small guts. 1707 FLOYER Physic, Pulse-
Watch ill In an Iliac Passion there is great Pain and
Inflammation of the lleon. 1746 R. JAMES Aloitfct's Health
Improvem. Introd. 49 Inflammatory iliac Pains. 1856 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. II. 297 Some derangement of the liowels,
. .always expected to terminate fatally in iliac passion.
2. Pertaining to the flank, or to the ilium or

flank-bone.
Iliac artery, each of the two arteries, right and left, into

which the abdominal aorta divides ; each of these again
divides into two, \\\zextemalor anterior, and the internal
or posterior iliac arteries.

Iliac^ bone, the ilium. Iliac

fossa, the depression on the inner side of the ilium, in which
the iliac muscle lies. Iliac muscle, a muscle lying close to
the ilium, and inserted, together with the psoas magnus,
into the small trochanter of the femur; it serves for flexure
of the hip-joint. Iliac vein, each of the two veins, right
and left, formed by the union of the external and internal
iliac veins, and uniting to form the inferior vena cava.

1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Hija, The parties
called yliac are ouer the haunches. 1615 CROOKE Rody ofMan 838 From the vtter branch of the byfurcation of the
Illiack trunke..do issue three veynes. 1741 A. MONRO
Anat. (ed. 3) 205 The internal Iliac Muscle. 1840 E.
WILSON Anat. V'ade-M. v. 284 The internal iliac artery.
1854 OWEN Skel. e, Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 221
The iliac bones [of the swan].. are remarkable for their

length, and for the numlier of the vertebrae, .to which they
are anchylosed. 1855 HoLDEN Hunt. Osteal. (1878) 173
The inner surface of the ilium is slightly excavated, so as to
form the '

iliac fossa '.

fB. sl>. 1. Short for iliac passion. Obs.

1541 BOORDE Dyetary x. (1870) 257 For them the whiche
haue the Ilyacke or the colycke. \c 1550 LLOYU Treas.
Health (1585) A viij, The paynes of the small guttes, called

yliaca.]

2. Short for iliac artery, etc.

1782 A. MONRO Comfar. Anat. (ed. 3) 35 The umbilical
arteries rise . . from the internal iliacs. 1822-34 Good's \tudy
Med. (ed. 4) IV. 17 [The umbilical cord] consisting of an
artery from each of the fcetal iliacs, and a vein running to
the foetal liver.

t Ili-acal, a. Obs. [f. as ILIAC + -AL.] - ILIAO a.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE I'scnd. Kf. v. v. 239 Two Arteries. .

arising from the lliacall branches. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real
Pres. j2 A man does not eate bullets or quicksilver against
the Iliacal passion, but swallowe* them. 1656 BI.OUNT
Glossogr., Iliacal, ..of or belonging to the lies or small guts.

Iliad (i'li*d). [ad. L. Ilias, Iliad-, a. Gr. 'Urns

(i) K. -ft, the Troad, Troy, (2) sc. TWIJ, a Trojan
woman, (3) sc. troiijtm, the Iliad ; f. 'IXios, "UIOF
Ilion, Ilium, Troy, the scene of the Trojan war.
Cf. F. Iliade (i6th c. in Littre).]

36

1. One of the two great epic poems of ancient
Greece (the other being the Odyssey) traditionally
attributed to Homer, describing the ten years' siege
of Ilium or Troy by the Greeks.
Sometimes used, with ordinal numeral, for one book of

the Iliad : hence formerly in pi. for the whole poem.
'579 GOSSON -SV/i. Abuse (Arb.) 16 Homers Iliades in a

nutte shell ; a Kings picture in a pennie. 1715-20 POPE
Iliad Pref., The descriptions of his battles, which take up
no less than half the Iliad. 1828 WHATELY Khet. in Kucycl.
Melrof. 250/1 No one would believe it

possible for such
a work as the Iliad, e. g. to be produced by a fortuitous

shaking together of the letters of the alphabet. 1876 GLAD-
STONE Homeric Synchr. 163 In the Sixth Iliad.
a/trio. 1791 COWPER Let. 10 Mar., I have two French

prints, .both on Iliad subjects.
2. transf. anAJig. a. An epic poem like that of
Homer, or a poem describing martial exploits.
1619 BRENT tr. Snrpfs Counc. Trent L (1676) 3 The Iliad

of our age. 1674 W. J. (title) English Iliads ; or, a Sea-
Fight reviewed in a Poem. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. in.

iii, Certain Iliads, and the like, have, in three-thousand
years, attained quite new significance.

b. A long series of disasters or the like (Gr.
l\tds itaicwr, Demosthenes) ;

a long story or account.
1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Ansvj. Nameless Cath. 359 Her stay

brought forth, .an Iliad of miseries. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.
Brit. ix. xxiv. (1632) 1212 [Theyl heaped an Iliade of curses
vpon the heads of the Executioners. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India fy P. 307 Fevers, Gout, Falling-sickness, and an Iliad
of Distempers. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace \\. Wks. VIII. 233
It opens another Iliad of woes to Europe. 1865 Times
29 Apr., An opportunity of learning a whole Iliad of finance
in a comparative nutshell.

Hence Ilia-die a., of or pertaining to the Iliad
;

I-liadiat, (a) a singer of the Iliad, a rhapsodist ;

(o) a writer of ' Iliads
'

(see 1 a) ;
riiadize v., to

relate in the manner of the Iliad.

1590 NASHE Lenten Stuffc 31 M. Vlisses . . ofwhome it is

Illiaoizd that your very nose dropt sugar candie. 4x1711KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 289 The Iliadists in
Scarlet Robes are drest . . To picture what they sing of . .

Wars, and Blood ofGreeks and Trojans slain. 1858 CARLYLE
J-redk. Gt. i. i. (1872) I. 16 All real Poets, to this hour, are
Psalmists and Iliadists after their sort. 189* AGNES M.
CLERKE Fam. S/nd. Homer i. 29 The experience of the
Iliadic bard. 1897 S. BUTLKR Authoress of Odyssey Pref. 6
The leading Iliadic and Odyssean scholars.

Ilich, -e, oos. forms of ALIKE : see YLIKE.
Ilicic (aili-sik), a. Chem. \i.l*.iltx,ilic-tm(Kt

ILEX 2) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the holly; in

Hide acid, an acid contained in the leaves of the

holly. So I licate, a salt of ilicic acid ; riicin,
the non-nitrogenous bitter principle of the holly.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 394 Dr. Rousseau of

Paris.. found therein the existence of a hitherto unknown
principje, called Ilicine. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III.

244 Ilicic
acid._ Ibid., Colourless ilicate ofcalciumU obtained.

Ibid., The ilicin extracted from the residue by alcohol .. is

a bitter, amoryhous, brown, very hygroscopic mass.

I-lided, ME. form of LIDDED. I-liftie, ME.
pa. pple. of LIFT v. I-light, -lijt, -liht, of
LIGHT v. I-like, obs. f. ALIKE : see YLIKE.

I I-likeness. Obs. fOE.tUcttts(-OS.gtlif
nessi, OHG. gilihnessi, Ger. gleic/inis), {. gellc (see
ALIKE, LIKE) + -NESS.] Likeness, image, simili-

tude.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. i. 26 Uton wircean man to andlicnisse

and to ure xelicnisse. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 He wes
imacad to monne ilicnesse. a 1125 Juliana 21 He. .biheold
hire lufsume leor lilies ilicnesse. a 1*25 Ancr. R. 360 }if
we beoS i-imped to be iliknesse of Godes deade.

I-likned, ME. pa. pple. of LIKEN. I-limed,
of LIME v.

; ME. form of LIMBED a.

1 1-limp, v. OPS. [OE. gelimpan, {. limfan
LIMPZ/.I] intr. To happen, befall.

975 O. E. Chron. an. 973 Da ba Sis xelamp. a 1000 Kceth.
Metr. xxvi. 34 Da sio tia ^elomp bait hi p;et rice ^ereaht
hxfdon. a 1175 Cott. Hont. 231 Hit ^elamp bat an rice

king wes. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 93 pa com his wit" saphira
and nuste hwet hire were ilumpen wes. ai*i$Ancr. K. 54
More vvumler ilomp [v.r. ilimpes].

t I'ling. O6s. rare, [quasi aisling, f. He, AISLE.]
= AISLE.

1456-7 Durham Ace. AW&iSurtees) I. 151 Pro operacione
. .super lez Ilynges in aula predicla.

Ilio- l,i
:

H0), used as combining form of ILIUM 3
in anatomical terms, as

Ilio-aponenro-tic a., connected with the ilium,
and of the character of an aponeurosis. Ilio-
do rsal a.,

'

relating to the dorsum of the ilium '

(Syd. Sac. f.ex.}. Iliopectine al a. [L. pecten
comb], relating to the crest or comb of the ilium
which forms part of the brim of the pelvis, or to
the ilium and the pectineus muscle.

|| Iliopo a,
the iliac and psoas muscles regarded as forming
one muscle. Esp. in comb, with adjs. relating to
other parts of the body with the sense '

relating to
or connecting the ilium and . . .', as ilio-cau dal,

-coccygeal, -co'stal, -fa-moral, -hypog-a'stric,
-i'Jig-uinal, -1'schiao, -ischia'tic, -lu'mbar,
-perone'al [Gr. Trepovr) fibula] (applied to muscles

connecting the ilium and the fibula; also as **.);

ilio-psoa tic, -pn bic, -sa cral, -scia tic = ilio-

ischiatic, ilio-scro tal, -ti bial, -trochante ric,

adjs. (Sytf. Soc. Lex.^ .

ILK.

1831 R. KNOX C/Ofnet's Anal. 193 llio-luml-ar Ligament
. .by which the fifth lumbar vertebra and the os innomina.
turn are connected. ,1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 126 The last
dorsal and ilio-inguinal nerves. 1840 E. WILSON Anat.
i'ade M. (1851 ) 259 The ilio-femoral articulation. 1845 TODD& BOWMAN 1'kys. Anat. I. 141 The strong ilio-sacral liga-
ments, which tie the bones together behind. 1866 HUXLEY
i'reh. Kern. Caithn. 92 The depth of the true pelvis, from
the iliopectineal eminence to the tuberosity of the ischium.
1870 ROLLESTON A nim. Life 21 The iliopectineal spine is

absent. 1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. vi. 294 In.. birds..The
iliosciatic interval is .. converted into a foramen. 1879HOLOEN Anat. (ed. 4) 400 The two muscles . . may be con-
sidered as one, and are sometimes called the ifio-psoas.
1883 MARTIN & MOALE I'ertebr. Dissect. 163 The sciatic
nerve . . issues from the pelvis by the ilio-sciatic foramen.

llio-eeacal, -colic : see ILJEO-.

Ilion, obs. var. ILIUM. His, obs. pi. of ISLE.

t I-lited, -et, ///. a. Obs. [f. ON. litr hue,
countenance (

= OE. wiite).] Hued, coloured.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1433 Se rudie and se reade ilitet eauer-

euch leor.

1-lithe, -llge, ME. form of LITHE a.

I-lithe(n, ME. pa.pple.ol LITHEP., to go, travel.

I-Iithered, of LITHEK v., to hurl with a sling.

-ility, compound suffix (F. -Uiti, L. -ililas),

consisting of -ITY added to adjs. in -U (civility),
-He (servility), or -le (ability).
1865 MRS. GASKELL Wives f Dau. xxxi.He heard of his

successor's affability, and sociability, and amiability, and a
variety of other agreeable

'

ilities '.

Ilium (Him). Anat. PI. ilia. Also 4-7 ilion,
6 pi. ilions. [L. ilium that part of the abdomen
which extends from the lowest ribs to the pubes,
groin, or flank

; in classical L. only in pi. ilia (from
He or ilium) flanks, sides, also entrails.
In meduEval medical Latin a Gracized form Ilion, deduced

from pi. Ilia, was in use, whence the early forms in the
quots. (Cf. F. ilion i i6th c. in Pare!, now also ilium.) See
also ILEUM, now used in one of the senses of ilium.]

1 1. The third portion of the small intestine ; the
ILEUM. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Lev. iii. 15 The calle which is . . bisidis ilion

[v.r. the ilion : 1382 biside the reyne guttes]. 1398 TREVISA
Rarth. De P. K. vn. xlix. 11495) 263 The gutte that hyghte
Ilion is a smalle gutte and longe biclyppinge other guttes
aboute. 1541 COM.AND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. H iv a,
Y" sklendre gut that hyght Ylion . . it hath many reuolu-
cyons. 1681 tr. Willif Kent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Ilion, ..

the thin gut or small gut. 1817 ABERNETHY fiurg. Wks. I.

121 The villous coat of the ilium.

1 2. //. The parts of the body beneath the ribs
on each side ; the flanks (L. ilia). Obs.

1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick in. xlii. 171 Cupping
glasses fastened to the ilions, and the loines. 1706 PHILLIPS
led. Kersey), Ilia, the Flanks, the side-parts of the lower
Belly between the last Rib and the Privities.

3. The anterior or superior bone of the pelvis,
the hip-bone ; it occurs in most vertebrates above
fishes, and has various forms and relative positions j

usually (as in man) it articulates with the sacrum,
and anchyloses with the ischinm and pubis, forming
together with these latter the os innominatum .

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Ccvcee Os, In Infants it

consists of three Bones, viz. Ilium, Ischium, and Os Pubis.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Innominatum, Three bones ;

viz. the ilium, the pubis and ischium. 1831 R. KNOX
Cloquet's Anat. 115 The Anterior and Inferior spinous
process of the ilium. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 178 A
widely expanded upper part joins the sacrum and extends
down to the socket for the thigh. This is the ilium.

I-live: see YLEVE v., to believe.

Ilixanthin (ailikse-n)>in). Chem. [f. II.EX holly
+ Gr. (av86s yellow + -IN.] A yellow colouring
matter (Ci7H22OH ) obtained from the holly.
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 244 The leaves gathered

in January contain scarcely any ilixanthin, while those
gathered in August contain a large quantity. Ibid., The
ilixanthin crystallises out in straw-yellow microscopic
needles. Ibid. 245 Neutral or basic acetate of lead produces
in the aqueous solution of ilixanthin a splendid yellow
precipitate.

Ilk (ilk
N

, (T.I (pron.) Now St. Forms : a. I

ylca, illca, 1-3 iloa, (ilica), 2 ilo, 3-6 ilke, 4-5
ylk, 4-6 ylke, (6 elke), 3-6, 9 ilk. 0. 2-4 ilche.
Y. 4 ioh, 4-5 iche. [OE. ilca m., ilce f. and n.,

inflected as weak adj., app. f. the pronominal stem

'-, t- (cf. Goth, i-s he, Lat. i-s, i-dem) + -/fc= Goth.
-leiks (see LIKE); cf. OE. hivelc, swelc WHICH, SUCH
= Goth, hwileiks, sivaleiks. As in suek, which, etc.,
the was in southern and midland ME. palatalized
to ch

;
but the word survives only in the north.]

1 1. Same, identical ; the (this, that) ilk, the

same, the identical, the very same (person, thing,
etc. already mentioned, or specified in a clause

following). Kreq. in statements of time, that ilk

day, night, year, etc. Sometimes with addition of

same, self. (See also THILK.) Obs.
" *S-3 Charter in O. E. Texts 444 Of fiaem ilcan

londe. aiooo Andreas 752 (Gr.) pis is se ilca ealwalda
god. 1154 < i. E. Chron. an. 1135 pat ilc 3a:r warth be king
<led. 01150 Otulf, Night. 99 pat ilke best bat fuleb his
owe nest, a 1300 Cursor M. 1284 (Gott.j Setn went . . To
paradis bat ilke day [Trin. t>e same day]. Ibid. 1918 Bi bat
ilk same day. c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. 11810)61 pat ilk

self ?ere. c 1400 Rom. Kose 1333 Ryght in that ilke same
place. 1483 CAXTON Golil. Leg. 388/1 That the ylke god



ILK.

shold be blessyd. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 49 At this ilke

compt quhat salbe said To thame?
jS. .1200 I'ices

<$
Virtues 23 Be ilche gode wille. 1258

Proclam. Hen. Ill, Al on bo ilche worden. 1340-70
AUsatinder 448 pis cumlich Kyng bat ilche kith wynnes.
y. 13 .. Guy n farw. (A.) 4303 pat ich while his lyoun
Jede out of be pauiloun. cfyy>Ainis $ Amil. 850 Y seighe
it meself this ich day. c 1480 Kyng $ Hermit 91 in Hazl.
E. P. P. I. 17 Send me grace this iche nyght.

f 2. absol. The, that ilk : a. The same person or

persons. Also with same, self. Obs.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. ix. 24 Se ilca het ealle acwellan.

a iioo O. E. Ckron. an. 1058 Se ylca saende.. pallium hider
lo lande. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 55 Wo bo ilche bat ben
mihti to drinken. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1097 pe ilke self is

Godes suite, c 1340 Cursor M. 18141 pis blisful kyng hit is

bat iche [/,w^/.y. eche ; Cott. MS. ilk]. ?<zi366 CHAUCER
Rom. Rose 416 That ilk is she that pryvely Ne spareth never
a wikked dede. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 323, I am, quod he,
that ilke same, Which men Diogenes calle.

t b. The same thing. With that ilke, in that

ilke, at that very moment. Obs.

C7S5 O. E. Ckron. an. 755 Hie cuaedon bset tset ilce hiera

geferum geboden weere. ^1300 Cursor M. 13451, I dar
noght sai quere bis was bat ilk or nai. 4x375 Joseph A rim.
565 A whit kniht. . Rydes to tholomer, rad wib bat ilke, Baar
him doun of his hors. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mat/ion
181

pat
Ilk suld bai haf done til gow. (-1420 Anturs of

Artn. ii, Hir sadille semyde of bat ilke. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixxxii. 27 Sen as the world sayis bat ilk. a 1650
Robin HoodV Death 56 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 54 Downe
she came in that ilke.

3. Of that ilk, of the same place, territorial

designation, or name : chiefly in names of landed

families, as Guthrie of that Ilk, Wemyss of that

ilk = Guthrie of Guthrie, Wemyss of Wemyss, Sc.
I473 in -^f- Ld, Hjgh Treasurer Scotl. I. 68 Gevin to the

Justice Schire Dan id Guthere of that Ilk, knycht. 1536
BBLLEHDBN Cron. Scot. xvn. vii. (1821) II. 509 Alexander
Elphinstoun of that ilk. 1542 LTNDESAV Heraldic Notes
Wks. (E. E. T. S,) V. 600 Scot of Balwery. Wemyss ofthat
ilk. Lwndy of that ilk. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. i. 126 King James, the fyfte of that ilke. 1816
SCOTT Antiq. xxiv, Then they were Knockwinnocks of
that Ilk. i86oGEN. P. THOMPSON Audi All. III. civ. 12 A
canon and two choristers sent from St. George's to the

hospital of that ilk.

II Erroneously, that ilk : That family, class, set,

or ' lot '.

1845 MIALL in Noncotif. V, 212 Mr. Hume, or Mr. Roe-
buck, or any member of that ilk. 1881 Annihilation 8 It

has been left for our friend Dr. and that ilk, to discover
the long mistake.

Ilk, a.- (fron.*} Now Sc. Also 4-5 ylke, 4-6
ilke. [The northern and north-midland form of

Hch, iche southern stick, xche, EACH : which see

for the derivation and earlier history. After 1500
only in Sc., and now less usual than ILKA.]
1. Followed immediately by a substantive :

EACH i a
; every.

c 825- 1430 [see EACH A ft], c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace
(Rolls) 413 Nowschul weseye of ylke parti. CX40QMAUHDEV,
(Roxb.) Pref. 2 Thurgh whilk ilk man es saued. c 1440 Promp.
Pan'. 258/1 Iche, or ylke, quilibet. (71460 Toivneley Myst.
xiv. 214 In ilk cuntre. 1508 KENNEDIE Flytingiv. Dunbar
315 Thy elderis banis ilk nycht ryssis and rattillis. a 1670
SPALDING Troub. Ckas. / 11829') 7^ To raise 135. $d. out of
ilk chalder of victual. 1767-95 MACNEILL Will ^ Jean, iv,

Tracing Will in ilk direction, Far frae Britain's fostering
isle. 1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1842) 77 Ilk rugged mountain's
curl.

b. Phrases : Ilk deal (contracted il del, Udell),

every whit, completely. Ilk-day's, every-day's,

ordinary, usual (cf. ILKA b). On ilk half, on every
side, all round. (Cf. EACH I d.)
c 1300 Havelok 818 pe siluer he brouthe horn il del. c 1330

R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 29 [He] wan be lond ilk dele.

c 1350 Med, MS. in Archxol. XXX. 351 Gadir of y gres
ildell. a 1400-50 Alexander 731 Vnbehalde be wele on ilk

halfe. ^1470 HENRY Wallace m. 80 Our ilk dayis ger.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. ix. 63 Sche has hir command done
ilk deill. 1720 T. BOSTON Hum. Nat. Fourf. St. (1797) 317
He must take up his ilk-day's Cross.

2. absol.
; esp. in ilk other, each other (see EACH 5) .

-1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 1823-4 Hk o'ber

pulled, ilk ober schok, Wib fet in fourche ilk o)'er tok. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 77 Ilk knew vthir well.

Ibid. iv. 233 The vther sevin, ilk according to his power.

Ilka (i'lka), a. Now Sc. Also (before vowels)
ylkan, ilkan(e. [Orig. two words ilk a (an),
i.e. ILK a.* + A. (the indefinite article) ;

but from
i sth c.usually written as one : cf. each a inEACH i b.]

Each, evciy.
ci200 OfiMiN_^26 Illc an unnclene lusst. 1x1300 E. E.

Psalter lxxxvih[i]. 13 In ilka land, c 1330 R. BRUNNK
Ckron. (1810) 26 porjh be gode Northeren slayn wer ilka

man. Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 1060 So wel was loked ylkan
entre. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 53 Ilk a thyng ^at God
has wroght. Ibid. 5970 Of ilkan Idel word and thoght.
And of ilkan ydel dede. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Paulus 68

Prechinge Slkaday agane pe lowis. c 1400 MAUNUEV.
(Roxb.) Pref. 2 like a gude Cristen man pat may. 1483
Cath. Angl, 194/2 Ilkaday, cotidie, cotidianus. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 82 A stanchell hang in ilka lug.
1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 39 Latin he speaks at ilka

sentence. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. Ded., To ilka lovely
British lass. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xv, That will be just five-

and-threepence to ilka ane o' us. 1869 C. GIBBON R. Gray
xvii, Ilka day makes ye the mair precious to me.

b. Phrases : Ilka deal, every whit (cf. ILK a? I b,
EACH i d). Ilka day, week-day ;

attrib. (also ilka

day's} every-day (cf. ILK a.* i b).

87

a 1300 Cursor M. 26671, I haue mi hert soght ilk a delle.
c 1330 R. BRUNNIC Chron. (1810) 69 pat he wild hold his oth,
& 3eld him be coroun of Inglond ilkadele. c 1450 St. Cutkberf
(Surtees) 6023 He did his bysynes ilk a dele. 1768 Ross
Hclenore ii. 85 Well neiper, 1 hae heard your tale, An' even
fairly at it ilka dale. 1806 Falls of Clyde \\. ji, Twa hours
..On ilka days, on Sundays sax or seven. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xvi, What did ye do wi' your ilka-day's claise yester-

day? 1822 GALT Sir A. \Vylie I. xxx. 282 In ilka-day
meals, I am obligated to hae a regard for frugality.

Ilkane, ilkone, pron. Now Sc. [Orig., and
still often, two words, i. e. ILK a.'2 -f ane ONE.
In mod. Sc., stressed ilk a'ne (earn, yen), and i'lk-ane

{ilkin) ; also often i'lka a'ne (yen).}
Each one, each (absolutely) ; see EACH i c.

a. c 1200 ORMIN 503 pat illc an shollde witenn well.
a 1300 Havelok 2357 Ilkan hauede ful god stede. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 151 Skantly had Ilkane of ba a
singill clath. a 1400-50 Alexander 3602 Foure hundreth
Olyfants . . With ilkane, bunden on his bake, a borden
castell. '1470 HENRY Wallace x. 1005 Thai brynt thaim
thar ilkan. 1508 DUNBAR Tna Marilt IVemen, 404, I banyst
..his brethir ilkane. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie Slae
882 Ilk ane vse thair awin. Alod. Sc. Gang hame ilk ane
(yen) o' ye ! Thay had ilk-ane (ilkin) a rung in his hand.

0. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 931 Men &
wymen & children ylkone. c 1400 Chaucer's Doctor's T.

113 (Hari. MS.) purgh be lond bay praysed hir ilkoone {six
texts echone], 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 52, I will bat ilkon

off ba other thre ordiis-.haue x marc. 14.. Sir Beues
(MS. C.) 4313+10 pat bey schulde arme bem ylkoon.

rikin, a. (pron.} [In sense i perh. f. ILK a2 +
KIN; in sense 2 a phonetic weakening of ILKANE.]
fl. adj. Each kind of, each, every. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10831 Haf redi ilkin thing, c 1470
HENRY Wallace v. 602 Off ilkyn wicht scho kepyt her fra

blame. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words, Gloss. Northumb, 143
Ilkin, quilibet.

2, In mod.Sc. a frequent pronunciation of ilkane.
Mod. Sc. Take ilkin a dog wi' ye.

Ill (il), a. and sb. Also 2-6 ille, (4 ile, hil(l,

hyl), 4-6 yll(e, yl, 4-7 il, (5 el, 6 yle). [Early
ME. *//, a. ON. illr ill, bad, wicked, difficult,

injurious, etc. Ulterior etymology unknown ; not
related to OE. yfel, EVIL.
As an adjective, /// is now much less used in general Eng-

lish than as an adverb, and survives chiefly in certain con-

nexions, as ill health, ill humour, ill temper, ill success ; as
an adverb (the opposite of well), it is. in certain construc-

tions, regularly hyphened to the word which it qualifies,

e.g. ill-advised, ill-bred, ill-conditioned) ill-spelt, etc. : in

imitation of these, apparently, and from the feeling that it is

not a general adjective, but one that goes only with par-
ticular substantives, the adjective is also often hyphened to

its sb., as in ill-humour, ill-will, etc. ; but this is quite
unnecessary ; /// humour stands to ill-humoured just as

grey hair to grey-Jiaired.
Although ill is not etymologically related to evil, the two

words have from the i2th c. been synonymous, and ill has
been often viewed as a mere variant or reduced form of
evil. This esp, in Sc., where v between two vowels early
disappeared, and devil, wen, Lwenax, preve, shovel,
Steven, became deil, ein, Lennox, prce, s/iool, Stcen, so that
evil might have become eil\ hence, in i5-i6th c. Sc., euil,

cuyl is found often written where ill was the word pro-
nounced : e.g.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems -x\\. 10 (Bannatyne MS.) Be 56 ane
tratlar, that I hald als ewill {rimes thrill, will, still]. 1560
ROLLAND Crt, Venus iv. 117 And take the best, and set on
syde all euill {rimes till, will, fulfill]. 1662 Epitaph (on
Bailie SwordJ at St. Andrews, The svord doeth often kill. .

This svord doeth no svch eivell.J

A. adj.
1. Morally evil

; wicked, iniquitous, depraved,
vicious, immoral, blameworthy, reprehensible, a.

Of persons. Obs. exc. dial. Common in Sc.
a 1200 Moral Ode 74 in Cott. Horn. 165 Lutel lac is gode

lof bet kumeS of gode wille And ec-lete muchel 5eue oflmn
be herte is ille. a 1300 Cursor M. 886 i Giitt.) Qui did bu fms,
bu ille wornman? 1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 6141 pe gude
sal be sette on his right hand, And be ille on his lefte syde
sal stand. 1422 tr. Sccreta Secret., Pri-v. Priv. 169 More
deppyr in the turmentis of helle shall bene the ille Prynces,
than the ill subiectes. 1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr.
Jewel iv. 31 A very ill man, being justly excommunicat.
c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serin. (17291 I. 513 They hurry him from
one ill company to another. 1737 WHISTON Joscphus, Hist.
i. iii. 2 The calumnies which ill men .. contrived. 1813
HOGG Witch ofFife i Quhair haif ye been, ye ill womyne,
These three lang nightis fra hame? 1861 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Audi Alt. III. clvii. 165 Let us hope that while there
are ill ministers, there shall be no lack of unpalatable truth.

1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes xiii. 49 Takin' up wi
1

ill loons
like Sandy Forbes. 1871 M. S. DE VERE Americanisms 493
In Texas, tbe word ill has the. .signification of immoral ,

and ' an ill fellow
'

means ' a man of bad habits '.

b. Of conduct or actions. Now somewhat arch.
cizoo OKMIN 6647 patt mann iss fox.. And full off ille

wiless. -/ 1300 Cursor^M. 42 Alle oure dedis, Both gode

111. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 54 111 or
mischievous actions should be punished. 1829 LANDOR Imag.
Com'. Ser. n. Barrow fy Newton II. 50 Correct your own
ill habits. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 307 Many tales

. .Of the ill deeds our fathers used to do.

C. Of estimation, repute, opinion, or name :

Such as imputes or implies evil in the person or

thing referred to.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 195/1 An ille fame, jnfamia. 1546
I. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 63 He that hath an yll name, is

nalfe hangd. 1640-4 LD. FINCH in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in.

(1692) I. 124 That ill opinion which may perhaps be con-
ceived of me. 1741 WATTS /;////w. Mind i. iii. 4 Prone

ILL.

to put an ill sense upon the actions of their neighbours.
1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1808) I. vii. 123 At a
house of ill report, where she formerly had kept a milliner's

shop. 1870 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxvii. 6 The dark-
ness of his sorrow and his ill-repute shall both flee away.
2. Marked by evil intent, or by want of good

feeling ; malevolent, hostile, unfriendly, adverse,
unkind, harsh, cruel. (See also ILL BLOOD, ILL

WILL.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 3960 Wyb schrewes

he dide hem many yl pul. c 1360 Ipotis 285 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. u88i) 344 Adam onswerde wordes ille. 1548
HALL Ckron., Edw. IV 232 b, Revilyng hym with suche
yll wordes, and so shamful termes. 1640-4 LD. FINCH in
Rushw. Hist. Coll. HI. 11692} I. 124 III office I never did to

any of the House. 1680 ALLKN Peace % Unify 27 To
forbear all hard speeches, and ill reflexions on them that
differ from them, 1713 STEELE Guard. No. 47 r 9 The ill

treatment which the protestants have met with. 1808
JAMIF.SON, s, v. 'He's very ill to his wife.

1

1819 SHELLEY
Cenci v. iv. 150 111 tongues shall wound me. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xiv. II. 458 In spite of the ill offices of the
Jesuits. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 395 The ill-

feeling against the foreign residents.

b. Of an animal : Of evil disposition ; fierce,

savage, vicious. Now dial.

1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. clxxxvi. 162 The forsayd dragon
shold be ladde by an ylle grehounde. 1574 HYLL Ord.
Bees ix, The fierce bees are very ill. 1860 BAUTLETT Diet.
Amer., Ill, vicious, . . common in Texas ; as,

'

Is your dog
ill?' meaning, is he vicious? 1888 Jrnl. Amer. Folk-lore
I. No. 2 The negro, .says a horse that is cross, or threatens
harm, is ill, though in excellent health.

3. Doing or tending to do harm
; hurtful, in-

jurious, pernicious, noxious, mischievous, preju-
dicial ; dangerous. Prov. /// weeds grow apace.
I34o-7< Alex. 4- Dind. 157 Addrus and ypotamus, and

obure ille wormus. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 203
pare he saw sawyne il seide. 1523 FITZHI;RII. Huso. so
The thistyll is an yll wede. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. i.

x. (1867) 22 III weede growth fast. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,
II. i. 106 Prawnes.,1 told thee they were ill for a greene
wound. 1611 Wint f T. n. i. 106 There's some ill Planet
raignes. 1669 EVELYN Diary 10 July, It will be of ill

consequence. 1767 A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett. People 193
It has a very ill effect upon our tillage. 1850 TENNYSON In
Mem. Ixxxvi, Doubt and Death, 111 brethren. 1860 HAW-
THORNE Marb. Faun (1879) ^- v- 54 The good or ill

result.

t b. Unwholesome, injurious to health. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace \\. 155 111 meyt and drynk thai

gert on till hym giff. 1640 QUARLES Enckirid. iv. 55 III

diet may hasten them unto their journey's end. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver \. i, Dead by immoderate labour and ill food.

4. Causing pain, discomfort, or inconvenience :

offensive, painful, disagreeable, objectionable.
1220 Bestiary 526 Wiles oar t?5at] weder is so Hie.

a.l-yx>Cur$orm. 16774 (Gott.)[p]at bitter drinc.. he tasted it,

hot.. it was selcuth ill. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvii. 79
III dremes and fantasies. 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. VIU 103
Great raine and yll wether. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ps. xxxiii.
22 The death of sinners is verie il. 1655 IV. Fulke's Meteors
Observ. 174 Copper .. giveth no ill taste or smell to meat

boyled in it. 1715 Di-: FOE Fam. Instruct, i. i. 11841) I. 32
If it be but a little ill weather. 185* Miss YONGE Cameos
II. ix. 113 A knight riding up to him, told him he would
die an ill death. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 185
They fell into ill weather which destroyed their vessel.

5. Of conditions, fortune, etc. : Miserable, wretched,
unfortunate, unlucky ; disastrous, unfavourable, un-

toward, unpropitious. Prov. It*s an ill wind that

blows nobody good.
(.'1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 4038 Quo-so wile cursing maken, Ille

cursing sal him taken. 1450-70 Golagros $ Gaw. 1243 Ane
gude chance or ane ill. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.fyEpigr.
(1867) 140 It is an yll \vynde that blowth no man to good.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 11622)349, I go blindfold whether
the course ofmy ill-happe carries me. 1611 BIBLE Isa. iii. n
Woe vnto the wicked, it shall be ill with him. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 98 It was his ill fate, to be a sleepe, as old
Abbas was going a hunting. 1725 POPE Odyss. xxiv. 176
111 fortune led Ulysses to our isle. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb.
Salisb. Ballad 21 note, The Church . . was founded in an Ill-

hour.. for the Steeple was burnt down by lightening, the

day after 'twas finished. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar vii. 61 Choos-
ing an ill moment for a revolution.

Ci. Difficult, troublesome, hard. (Usually with
dative inf. y as

*
ill to please '.)

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. u8io) 181 pat castelle was fulle

strong, & ille for to wynne. 1517 TORKINGTON Filgr.
(1884) 2, 1 passyd an ill mountayne all a lone. 1531 TURNER
Herbal \. Pvb, Epimedum. .is strange and yll to fynde.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 4 A defeate, where the con-

quered kept both field and spoile : a shipwrack without
storme or ill footing. 1644 EVELYN Diary 12 Apr., The
country dos not much molest the traveller with dirt and
ill way. 1647 SPKIGGE Anglia Rediv. \. iv. (1854) 25 By
reason of the moat, the access was ill to it. 1711 C. M. Lett,
to Curat 57 He was not ill to please. 1838 TUPFER Proverb
Philos., Beauty (ed. 9) 308 Beauty is intangible, vague, ill

to be defined.

7. In privative sense : Not good ;
of deficient or

inferior quality or condition ; of little or no worth
;

defective, poor, imperfect, unsatisfactory, not up to

the standard ; faulty, erroneous ; (of an agent or

his work) unskilful, inexpert \at\ inefficient.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21805 P's tale
i queber it be il or gode, I

fand it written o be rode, c 1400 MAUNDEV. {Roxb.) xiv. 64
A full ill land and sandy and lytill fruyt berand. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur vi. xvi, I am an ylle clymber and the tree

is passynge hyghe. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 56 Ane
browstar swoir the malt wes ill. 1593 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jid.
iv. ii. 6 'Tis an ill Cooke that cannot licke his owne ringers.
1602 Ham. n. ii. 120, I am ill at these Numbers: I haue



ILL.

not Art to reckon my groncs. 1*53 WALTON Angler Ep.
Ded. i, 1 have made so ill use of your former favors. 17*7
Swirr Gulliver in. iv So ill an ear for music. 178* MANN
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 433 He has the ill-taste to

prefer London to Paris. 1800 ADDISON Attier. Law Kef.
61 The declaration was ill, in not alledging fete.]. 1833
LAMB Klia Ser. u. Ifediling, I am ill at describing female

apparel. 1870 RusKW Led. Art i. (1875) 3 The first shoots

of it enfeebled by ill gardening.
b. Of manners or behaviour : Not up to the

standard of propriety ; improper.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1635) as We rebuke the ill

demeanors of our children. 1601 SHAKS. Ttvel. N. \. v. 162

Ol. What manner of man? Mat. Of verie ill manner : hee'l

speake with you, will you, or no. 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb.
in. 54 III Manners occasion Good laws, as the Handsome
Children of Ugly Parents. 1773 GOLOSM. Stoops to Cotto. u.

iii, My host seems to think it ill manners to leave me alone.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 3) I. 15, I shall have to praise
myself, which would be ill manners.

8. Of health or bodily condition : Unsound, dis-

ordered. Hence, of persons (formerly, also, of

parts of the body) : Out of health, sick, indisposed,
not well ; almost always used predicatively.

(The prevailing mod. sense.)
c 1460 Tmvtuliy Myst. xiii. 231 Bot a sekenes I feyll that

haldys me full baytt . . Therfor full sore am I and yll.
c '575 G- HABVEY Letier-bk. (Camden) 168, I .. am yet as il

almost as ever I was. . . But as soone as I shal recoover mi
helth [etc.]. 1598 SYLVESTKR DII Bartas \\. i. in. Furies
582 Th' Il-habitude [turned] into the Dropsie chill. 1599
SHAKS. Muck Ada in. iv. 54 By my troth I am exceeding
ill, hey ho. 1618 WINTHROP Let. 7 Apr. in Hist. New Eng.
(1853)1.420 My hand is so ill as I know not when I shall be
able to travel. 1637 BRIAN Pisse-Propk. 1679) 115 Whereas
he . . before . . was sick but a little in jest, he feels himself iller

already with this message. 1660 PEPYS Diary (1875) 1. 127
My eye was very red and ill, in the morning. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. I. 227 There was one little

Child ill of the Small-pox. 171* W. ROGERS Voy. 160
Another lying dangerously ill. 1731 POPE Hor. Sat. n. ii.

87 III health some just indulgence may engage. 1806 Mtd.
Jrnl. XV. 380, I . . could get no other account from her, than
that ' she was ill all over. 1843 SIR C. SCUDAMORE Med.
Visit Grdfenberg^ 50 One month after this attack, he was
taken ill in a similar way. 1849 JAMES Woodman xii,

Children are well and ill in a day. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev.
ft Cure Dis. 33 Prolonged ill-health. 1897 MAMIE DICKENS
My Father 66 A solemn clergyman ..summoned to adminis-
ter consolation to a very ill man.

9. In special collocations (often unnecessarily

hyphened) : ill desert, the fact of deserving ill,

demerit, blameworthiness (so ill deserving) ; ill

ease, discomfort, uneasiness ; f ill eye = toil eye
(see EVIL a. 6) ; ill fame (see I c.) ; esp. in house of
illfame (see HODSE sb. 1 1) ; ill grace (see GRACE
si.); fill hail (see HAIL sb? 2); ill house, a
house of ill fame; ill part (see PABT sb.) ; t ill

rule, disorderly conduct, misrule (also attrib.'] ;

ill success, imperfect success (sense 6) ; often =
want of success, failure (cf. 5) ;

ill temper (see
TEMPER sb.) ; ill thief (Sc.}, the devil : see THIEF ;

t ill year, misfortune, disaster [app. suggested by
GOODYEAR]. See also ILL BREEDING, ILL HUMOUU,
etc.

1736 BUTLER Anal. i. vi. 113 Vitious and of *Ill-desert.

1861 G. MOBERLY Sena. Beatit. 14 None knows, as he
knows, his own weakness and personal ill-desert, a 1850
ROSSETTI Dante ff Circ. n. (1874) 280 My life seems made
for other lives' *ill-ease. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 138
To defend them from mischances, and the poison of
*ill eies. 1697 DHYDEN Virg. Past. ill. 159 What Magick
has bewitchecl the Woolly Dams, And what ill Eyes beheld
the tender Lambs ? 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xiv. iii, If he
had the least suspicion of me keeping an 'ill house. 1556
Nottingham Rec. IV.m For kcpyng of *ylle reulle howrs
in hyr howsse. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tong, Berlans,
. . houses of ill rule or gaming. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 145
"III successe of the Christian armies. 1665 PEPYS Diary
20 Aug., My Lord is unblameable in all this ill-successe.

1796 >IORSE A nter. Geog. I. 291 The ill success of these ex-

peditions. 1878 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxii. 25 Dis-
heartened by former ill-success. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres
120, I wish the "ill yeare to his Eggars and setters-on.

10. In Comb. : see ILL- below.
B. sb. [absolute use of the adj.]

1. Evil, in the widest sense ( =EviL sb. I a; ; the

opposite of good. (Now chiefly in antithesis with

good.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 939 Bath t>e god and il knauand. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1615 Wa till yhow bat says with will

pat ille es gud and gud es ill. a 1400-50 Alexander 4216
Pat we cuthe any-gates gesse betwyx gud and ill. c 1605
ROWLEY Birth Merl. n. ii, Great good must have great in

as opposite. 1734 POPE l:ss. Man iv. in What makes all

physical or moral ill ? 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. liv, Oh yet
we trust that somehow good Will be the final goal of ill.

2. Moral evil, depravity, wickedness, iniquity,

sin, wrong-doing, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 501 pai mai neuermar held til il. c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints, Paultts 800 In yll be tyrand had sic loy.
1416 AUDELAY Poems8 Mon. .has fre choys. .Weder he wyl
do good or ylle. 1580 SIDNEY ft. v. if, Thou hatest all

whose workes in ill are plac'd. '608-33 Bp. HALL Medit. <)

yows (1851) 58 Those men, which wHIever be either doing
nothing, or ill. 1697 KEN Hymn, Glory to Thee

'

ii. Forgive
me, Lord, for Thy dear Son, The ill that I this day have
done. 17x1 STEELE Sped. No. 79 f 9 Many People call

themselves Virtuous, from no other Pretence to it but an
Absence of III. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. vi, Strange
natures made a brotherhood of ill. lbid. t Each one the
other thui from ill to ill did lure.

88

f b. A wicked or sinful act, a misdeed. 06s.

13. . E. E. AMI. l\ B. 577 Alle illez he hates as helle bat

stynkkez ; But non nuycz hym . . As hnrlottrye vnhonest.
a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter vii. 3 Pride . . is rote of all illes.

rti533 LD. Bmm*G0A Hk. M.Anret. {1546) Ggivb,To
chustyse vs for our ylles. 1604 ELIZ. GRVMESTON Miserere
xix. in Misc.. If thou sinne offrings hadsl desired .. How
gladly those for all my illes I would haue yeelded thce ! 1675
OTWAY Alcib. iv. i. And set her Ills off with a winning
Dress. 1741 MRS. MONTAGU Lett. I. 271 Who does an ifl

receives a punishment.
3. fa. Hostile, malevolent, or unfriendly feeling,

ill will : in phr. in ill, etc.
;
to take (a thing) in

(at, to) ill - to take it ill, take offence at it. Obs.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5660 ?yt jaue he hyt with

no code wylle, But kast hyt aftyr hym with vile, c 1330
Chron. (1810) 25 Whan Alfrid & Gunter had werred

long in Hie. 11340 Cursor M. 21898 (Fairf.) Againe him
we were in il. a 1400 Octaviaii 1152 Syr, take hyt not yn
ylle. c 1430 Syr Getter. 7447, 1 besech you lake it not at

yl.a 1440 Sir Dfgra: 442 V pray vow take hit not to Hie.

1500-30 DUNBAR Poems xxx, 20 1'ak it nocht in ill.

b. In reference to opinion or the expression of

it : Something blameful, unfavourable, unfriendly,
or injurious. (Perh. orig. the adverb : cf. next 2 b.)

1414 BRAMFTON/VftzV. Ps. 18 Ne with here tungys blemysch
my name, And speke me ille. 1560 J. ROGERS Gl. Godly
Loue 184 Not once one to hear yl of another. 1656 B.
HARRIS ParivaCs Iron Age 1 1650) 264 Many began now to

speak ill of him. 1778 MAD. D ARBLAY Diary Aug., I will

allow no man to spealt ill of[him], .that he does not deserve.

1891 E. PEACOCK A7
. Brendan I. 177 Plumer knew no ill of

him. Mod. I can think no ill of him.

4. Evil as caused or inflicted; harm, injury,
mischief.

c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Paulus^-z pat man has done gret
il ay To bame, bat ar to be lele men. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur- xiv. v, What dost thow here? He ansuerd I doo
nevther good nor grete ylle. a 1533 LD. BERNKRS tluon
cxlvi. 552 Al the ylles and damages that he hath done to

you. 1611 BIBLK Row. xiii. 10 Loue worketh no ill to his

neighbour. 1689-90 TEMPLE Health. $ Long Life Wks.
1731 I. 284 The only 111 of it lies in the too much or too

frequent Use. 1760
' PORTIA

'

Polite Lady xxvii. 123 Lest
I should do myself more ill than good. 1816 SCOTT Old
Mori, xiv, Wad there be ony ill in getting out o' tliae

chields' hands an' ane could compass it ?

5. Evil as suffered or endured ; misfortune,

calamity, disaster, trouble, distress, f To give

oneself ill, to distress or trouble oneself, to grieve.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3037

* Abraham
', [the angel] said,

'

giue
j>e

not ill '. a 1340 HAMPOLK Psaltrrxx\\. 5, I sail dred nan
ill. a 1400 IsvMoras 93 Thay wepede sare and gaffe thame
ille. a 1450 Z.f Morte Arth. 821 He. .Sighed sore, and gaff

hym ylle. 150* ATKINSON tr. De Imitatione in. xix. 212 As
gladly shall I take by thy grace yll as good, bitter thynges
as swete. 1598 YONG Diana 33 One day I do conforme me
tomy fortune, And to my griefe . . Next day mine yll doth vex
me, and importune My soule with thoughts of griefe. 1660
F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trat'. 141 They have their

nativity ca>t to know if good or ill shall befall them. 1771
MACKENZIE Man Feel. xl. 118031 76 We frequently observe
the tidings of ill communicated as eagerly as the annuncia-
tion of good. 184* TENNYSON Two Voices 107 Still heaping
on the fear of ill The fear of men, a coward still.

b. (with//.) A misfortune, a calamity, a disaster ;

an adversity.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter cxxxix. 7 Many yllys

are agayns
me. 1546 HKYWOOD Prov, 11867) 10 Of two yls, choose the
least, 1548 HALL Chron.^ Edw. 7/^209 (According to the
olde proverbe) one

yjl
commeth never alone. 1665 DRYDEN

Ind, Emperor \\. ti, The Ills of Love, not those of Fate,
I fear. 1741 GRAY Ode Prospect Eton Coll. 61 No sense
have they of ills to come. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. -Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799) 1.95 We communicate to each other only
the ills of life. 1888 BRYCE Atner. Commiv. II. xiv. 182

To enact some measure meant to cure a pressing ill.

6. Bodily disorder, disease, sickness. (Chiefly Sc.

or north.} Frequent in popular names of diseases

or distempers. Comittal ill, epilepsy : see COMITIAL
i b. See also child-ill s.v. CHILD sb. 22.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Sainfs, Jacobus minor 577 Full
besyly

can
he spere Of his seknes (>e manere, And of be cause als of be
lie. 1450 MYRC 365 That maketh a body to cache el. 1513
DOUGLAS Atntis vm. Prol. 139 Sum langis for the liffyr ill

to Uk of ane quart. 1588 GREENE Pcrttnedesft Mightjemen
cannot brooke the touch of their ill. 165* Falling-ill [see
FALLING ppl. a. 5]. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell \. ui, Peter
now grew old, and had An ill no doctor could unravel.

1893 Northumlnd. Gloss., ///, a disease. The ' milk ill
'

and
the

*

quarter ill
'

nre diseases common among sheep.

1 7. The ill : That which is faulty or erroneous ;

the wrong side in an argument. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. <i8io) :oo pe bisshop schewed

him skille fat he mayn tend be ille.

8. In Comb. : see ILL- II below.

HI (il), adv. Forms: (? 2) 3-5 ille, 3-5 ylle,

3-6 yll, 3- ill, (4 il). [Early ME. ille, (. ILL a. ;

cf. ON. ilia adv., Sw. ilia, Da. tide.}
In an ill manner, badly.
(Like other ad vs., /// is, for syntactical reasons, hyphened

to a following adj., when the latter is used attributively, as
' an ill-built house ', but not when used predicatively, as in
' the house is ill built'. But examples of the unnecessary
use of the hyphen in the latter construction are very
frequent.)
1. Wickedly, sinfully, blameworthily. (In modern

use, with weakened force and associated with other

senses, esp. 6 b.)
c 1*05 LAY. 5426 pe king wes stille : & ba swiken speken

ille. c iay> Gen. * Ex. 1706 Sichem .. hire ille bi-nam.
a 1300 Ctirtflf M. 6531 Son he herd liband tell pat his folk

ILL.

had ful U don. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (iSto) 49 He
betraicd my lord, & my sonne fullc ille. Ibid. 163 f>e dede
|KH I did ille. 1601 in Fan- S. t3. Elis. (1845) if. 433 My
youth ill-spent, and worne by women's guile. 17*6 Sm.i -

VOCKE Voy. round World (1757)8 Plausible pretences for

behaving as ill as they pleased. 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in

Sparks /,(/* 4- Writ. (1832) III. 46 He, being a little more
drunk than usual, behaved extremely ill.

2. With malevolent action, in an unfriendly
manner, unkindly, harshly, wrongfully.
c 1300 Havelok 1952 Hwo haues |>e bus ille maked, Jhis to-

riuen, and al mad naked ? 1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castan-
heda's Conq. E. Ind. Ixxix. 162 b, The enimies . . handeled
our men very ill. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE /wr/nw. Mind
(1774) II. 16 Those who treat you ill without provocation.
1830 MACAULAY Let. to Napier 16 Sept. in Trevelyan Life
(1876) I. 200 If you had used me ill, I might complain.

b. With unfavourable estimation, blamefully :

chiefly in phr. to speak, think, etc. ill (of); so ito
hear i//, to be ill spoken of (see HEAR 12).
1548 HALL Ckron..Hen. Vllt^ 189 Thei grudged, and

spake ill of the hole Parliament. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 66
He [is] ill reputed of that forbeareth so to do. 1631 SANDER-
SON Serttt. II. 8 All our speeches and actions are ill-inter-

preted. 1644 MILTON Areoj>. (Arb.) 51 National! corruption,
for which England hears ill abroad. 1711 ADDISON Sfect.
No. 439 P 4 A Man . . Inquisitive after every thing which is

spoken ill of him. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii, I. 169
111 as he thought of his species, he never became a misan-
thrope.

C. With hostility, aversion, displeasure, or offence :

chiefly in phrases 'to like ill= f (a) to displease (obs.) ,

(b) to dislike, be displeased with (arch.) ; to take ill

= to take offence at, take amiss.
c ioo OR.MIN 18270 He . . nefebb be bin allderrdom And tet

[
= thee it] ma}} ille likenn. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xx.

61 Alle we shule deye, thah us like ylle. 14.. Tiendatc's
Vis. 1033 Of that syght lykyd hym full yll. 1596 HARING-
TON RfetatH. AjaxPref. (1814) 2 Some will lake it ill.,

because they doe ill understand it. 1664 EVELYN Syfoa xvii.

2. 36 The Aspen . . takes it ill to have his head cut off. 1701
ROWE Amb. Step-moth. Ded., The Town has not receiv'd
this Play ill. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 627 This
suggestion was so ill received that he made haste to explain
it away. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. y Sckm. 11858) 480 Mr.
Stewart, .liked the move of his neighbour, .exceedingly ill.

3. Sorely, painfully, grievously, unpleasantly.
Obs. exc. dial.

rtiJ75 Prov. SElfred 652 in O. E. Mix. 157 |>e bicche
bitit ille. c 1400 Dtstr. Troy 10976 He gird hir to ground,
and greuit hir yll. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xvi.

367, 1 praye you gete me some mete, for I am
yll

a hungred.
a 1550 Christis Kirke Cr. xv, Sum fled and ill mlschievil.
Mod. (Yorkshire dial.) He was ill clemmed.

f 4. Banefully, hurtfully, injuriously. Obs.

1483 Catk. Angl. 195/1 Ille, tttate, fcrniciosf. 1600 E.
BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 34 They chose rather to counsel!
him ill and please him, then to advise him well and con-
tradict him. 1641 MILTON Apol. Smect. Jntrod., Wks.
(1847) 80/2 As with him whose outward garment hath been
injured and ill bedighted.
5. Unfavourably, unpropitiously ; unfortunately,

unhappily.
c 1325 Metr, Hoitt. 149 Ic haf sped ful ille. c 1460 TowneUy

Myst. xxvii. 6 Yll was thou ded, so wo is me that I it ken.

1595 SHAKS. 3 Hen. Vf, u. v. 55 III blowes the winde that

profits no body. x6oo E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 35 If it

succeeded ill, the losse would be general!. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadoes (1673) 25 A Town ill scituate; for if they had
considered health . . they would never have set it there.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. xxii. 273 I,et them be

young or old, well-married or ill-married. 1770 GOLDSM.
Des. Vill. 51 III fares the land ..Where wealth accumulates,
and men decay. 1864 DOHA N Their Majesties Serv. I. 21

But for the sympathy of the Earl of Leicester, it would
have gone ill with these players.

6. Of manner or quality of performance : a. Not
well

; defectively, imperfectly, poorly ; hardly,

scarcely. Sometimes (with mixture of sense 3),
With trouble, difficulty, or inconvenience.
a 1300 Cursor M, 23851 (Gutt.) Ill worth

\Ifnirf. worbi] it

es to tell be feild, pat noght again be sede wil ^eild. a 1400
Isnmhras 558 Poure mene pat myghte ille goo. c 1460
Towneley Myst. xiii. i Lord, what these weders ar cold t

and I am yll happyd. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i.

(1625) 31 Things.. ill beseeming or unworthy their reputa-
tion. 1654 Z. COKE Logick (1657) 35 A man cutteth ill if he
have a blunt knife. 1667 MILTON/*. L. xi. 163 III worthie
I such title should belong To me transgressottr. 1725 POPE
Odyss. vi. 79 Blushes ill- restrained betray Her thoughts.
1832 HT. MABTTOBAU Life in Wilds iii. 34 We can ill spare
him. 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxiv. 301 The upper
Ludlow rock is ill developed. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iv. I. 484 With an intemperance which.. ill becomes the

judicial character.

b. Badly, faultily, improperly ; unskilfully.
1540 HYRDE tr. yrues'

1

Instr. Chr. Worn. (1593) I ij, If thou
answere not quickly, thou shall be called proude, or ill

brought up. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. June 72, I play to

please myselfe, alt be it ill. 1633 J. HAYWARD tr. BiondCs
Eromena 138 Not many words, and those few 111 exprest.

1670 SIR S. CROW in I2/A Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. v.

15 The silkc ..beeing ill woven will shrink. 1697 DAMPIER
Voy. I. 139 The Houses are but low and ill built. iya8
POPE Dune. i. 66 Figures ill pair'd, and Similes unlike.

1774 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. lett. 42 (tr.) 134 Shop-keepers,
common people, footmen and maid-servants, all speak ill.

1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. $ Dogma (1876) 85 The admitted
duties themselves come to be ill-discharged. 1895 Wtstm.
Gaz. 2 Apr. 2/2 The entertainer . . recited, by no means ill,

the celebrated
' All the world's a stage

*

>pecch.

7. Phrases, a. /// at east: see EASE sb. 76;
hence ill-at-easeness (nonce-wd.) the state of being
ill at ease. b. Ill to-do \ in poor circumstances,



ILL.

poor needy (the opposite of well-to-do). Ill-off: in

an unprosperons condition, badly off (the opposite
6f well-off) : see OFF.
a. 1565 SIR T. GRESHAM in Burgon Li/t(iZ^) II. 443,

I am right sorry that my Lady . . is yll at ease. 1734 POPE
Ess. Man iv. 119 The virtuous son is ill at ease When his
lewd father gave the dire disease. 1870 MORRIS Enrthly
Par. I. i. 349 111 was the King at ease. 1882 SPURGEON
Treas. Dav. Ps. cxx. 9 As ill-at-ease among lying neigh-
bours as if he had lived among savages. 1890 Miss BROUGH-
TON Alas ! i. xxiii, Elizabeth's evident ill-at-easeness.

^
b. 1853 LYNCH Self-lmprov. v. 115 A most honourable

ill-to-do class .. fighting a good fight with poverty. 1887
PATER It/tag. Portraits 2 He is not ill-to-do, and has lately
built himself a new stone house. 1889 Charity Organis.
Rev. May 221 There is room for doubt whether the well-
to-do man's conviction of the ill-to-do man's discomfort
really leads to useful action.

8. In Comb. : see ILL- III. below.

HI (il), v. Obs. exc. dial.
[f.

ILL a.]
tl. trans. To contrive maliciously. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxxii. 3 On bi folke bai illid

counsaile [L. maligtiaverunt consilium}.

f 2. To cause ill or evil to
; to harm, hurt, injure,

wrong. Obs.

_fi22o [see II.LING]. 1503 HAWES Examp. Vtrt.v.xxvi,

in. xviii. 52 My wretched Cause of your repaire, by wicked
Romaines ild. 1614 SYLVESTER Panaret-us 454 Appeerd an
Old-man las one deeplie Hid).

3. To speak ill of, abuse, malign, disparage.
c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. 100 To ill

thy foe, doth get to thee hatred and double blame. 1674-91
RAY If. C. Words 39 To ill, to reproach, to speak ill of
another. 1683 MERITON Yorksh. Dialogue 15 You 111 my
Farm, for you have said to some, You'r quite undone and
beggar'd sine you come. 1878 Cmnberld. Gloss., Do n't ill

a body if you can't say weel o' yan.
Ill (in 3 illen), scribal var. of HILL v.\ to cover.
a 1300 Body ti Soul 69 (MS. Dighy 86, If. 196 b), pe [>ridde

dai (Tod shal flouen bat al bis world shal illen [MS. Harl.
2253 If. 573, hylen : rimes swyle, myle, while).

Ill-, in combination.
A. General uses. I. From ILL adj.

1. a. In attributive relation : see ILL a. 9 ; also
ILL BLOOD, ILL BBEEDING, ILLFARE, ILL HUMOUR,
ILL LUCK, ILL NATURE, ILL-USAGE, ILL WILL.

b. Parasynthetic compounds : see 8.

II. From ILL sb.

2. Objective and obj. genitive, as f ill-abearing
(enduring evil), ^-aboding (

= ILL-BODING), -breed-

ing, -designing, -dispersing, -divining, -doing,

-halsening, -intending, -persuading, -presaging,
-tittering, adjs. ; ill-deemer, -doer, -doing, -dreader,

-foreboder, -thinker, sbs.
; ILL-WILLEB, -WILLING,

-WISH, -WISHER.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xin. 455 Bound to this *ill-abearing

destiny. 1626 JACKSON Creed vm. xxvi. 4 This unseason-
able "ill-aboding desire. .' Give us a king to judge us'.

01711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 269 Ill-aboding
Birds who hate the Day. 1710-11 SWIFT Examiner (J.),
The craft of "ill designing men. 1791 HURKE App. Whigs
Wks. VI. 83 To encourage ill-designing men. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, iv. i. 53 O *ill dispersing Winde of Miserie.

1592 Ram. $ Jul. in. v. 54, I haue an "ill Diuining soule.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 89 *II1 Doers are
ijl

Deemers.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. liii, It is the ill-doers are ill-dreaders.
1868 HELPS Realmak i. (1876) 2 The ill-doings of all the
ill-doers who [etc.]. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 70 We
knew not The Doctrine of *

ill-doing. 1715 LEONI Palladia's
Archil. (1742) 11. 95 Temples erected to ill-doing Gods.
1782 BURNS Poem, Oh why the deuce should I repine, And
be an "ill foreboder? 1602 CAREW Cornwall i-b, This "ill-

halsening hornie name hath .. opened a gap to the scoffes

ine lamp ot day, witn Hi-presaging glare, Dun, cloudy,
sunk beneath the western wave, c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B.
ii Surmowsers, *yll thynkers, and make brasers. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. n. v. 35 The Gold I giue thee, will
I melt and powr Downe thy "ill vttering throate.

3. Instrumental and dative, as ill-deceived (de-
ceived by evil), ill-inclining (inclining to evil).

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxvi. 46 The ill-inclining
soul. 1647 H. MORE Poems, Insomn. PMlos. xxiii, Their
ill-deceived soul.

III. From ILL adv.
In 6 and 7 the hyphen is only syntactic, being required

when the qualified adj. is used attrib., but unnecessary
when it is predicative : cf. ILL adv. Introd. note.
Both elements have usually a main stress, but one or other

may predominate according to the construction ; in par-
ticular, combinations like ill-built, ill-fated, ill-fitting,

standing before a sb., have usually the stronger stress on
ill. Cf. an i'll-built house, the chimney is i II bui'lt ; an
i'U-fa:ted prince, an i'll-fitting dress, a child by no means
ill-fa'voured.

4. With verbs, as ill-husband, ill-judge, ill-

requite ; ILL-TREAT, ILL-USE. (Two stresses.)
1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 271 Whether . . he

illhusbanded the mind of Parmene. 1657-8 Burton's Diary
II. 362, I hope they will never ill-requite it. 1673 Lady's
Call. 54 To what can we more reasonably impute [it].. then
to our ill-husbanding the means of grace ? 1815 Sporting
Mag. XLVI. 21 Shelton again ill-judged his distance.

6. With adjectives derived from verbs, as f ill-

agreeable, ill-effaceable. ill-manageable,ill-observant.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. (16341 8 Ill-agreeable to

the holy Scriptures. 1813 C. LOFFT in E. H. Barker

89

Parriana (1829) II. 79 note, A very ill-manageable portion
of time. 1841 SIR A. DE VERE Song ofFaith 83 Ill-observant

eyes. 1860 PUSEY Alia. Proph. 523 The ill-erfaceable spot
of ungodliness.
6. With pres. pples., or adjectives of ppl. form,

forming adjs., as ill-according, -agreeing, -beseem-

ing, -calculating, -consisting, -contenting, -fitting,

-going, -greeting, -guiding, -neighbouring, -per-

fuming, -resounding, -smelling, -sounding, -succeed-

ing, -suiting, -yoking, etc. ; ILL-FABING, -JUDGING,
-LOOKING. (Stress : see under III. above.)
1611 BIBLE Wisd. xviii. 10 There sounded an "ill-according

crie of the enemies. 1623 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I.

04 The disposition of that People being.. so malignant and
"ill-agreeing with us. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 198
With an "ill-befitting air of haughtiness. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. ff Jtil. i. v. 76 Put off these frownes, An "ill beseeming
semblance for a Feast. 1893 A. S. ECCLES Sciatica 39 'Ill-

fitting joints in the woodwork. 1665 BOYLE Occat. Refl. n.
viii. (1848) 123 Telling the Strokes of an 'ill-going Clock.

1634 MILTON Camus 406 Lest some 'ill-greeting touch
attempt the person Of our unowned sister. 1592 SHAKS.
I 'en. $ Ad. 919 His "ill-resounding noise. 1897 ALLBUTT
Syst. Med.\\\. 889 Ill-looking and often *ill-smefhng mucus.
1693 DRYDEN Juvenal Introd. (1697) 88 He was forc'd to
crowd his Verse with "ill-sounding Monosyllables. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 2 Their bootelesse paines, and "ill suc-

ceeding night. 1643 MILTON Divorce \. xiii, The forcible

continuing of an improper and "ill-yoking couple.
7. With past pples., or adjectives of the same

form, forming adjs.: a. in senses 1-4 of the adv.,
as ill-achieved, -acquired, -begotten, -behaved, -cele-

brated, -composed, -erected, -gendered, -invented,

-meant, -occupied, -requited, -spent, -won ; ILL-

AFFECTED, -DISPOSED, -GOT, -GOTTEN
;
b. in sense 5,

as ill-adventured, -annexed, -bested, -foreseen,

-joined, -knotted, -met, -wedded; c. in sense 6,
as ill-accoutred, -acted, -adapted, -armed, -arranged,
assorted, -balanced, -brought-up, -built, -cemented,

-chosen, -clad, -coined, -coloured, -concealed, -con-

ceived, -concerted, -conducted, -considered, -con-

trived, -cured, -defined, -digested, -directed, -dis-

sembled,-done,-drawn,-dressed, -fed, -fitted, -founded,

-furnished, -governed, -grounded, -guided, -in-

formed, -joined, -lighted, -lit, -made, -managed,
-matched, -mated, -nurtured, -paid, -regulated,

-roasted, -ruled, -spun (c 1460), -strung, -supported,

-taught, -tuned, -understood, -ventilated, -worded,

-iuritten,-wroiight, -yoked, etc.; ILL-ADVISED, -BRED,
-SORTED, q.v. (Stress: see under III. above.)
These quasi-cpmbinations can be formed with almost any

pa. pple.,oradj. m-ed, and their number
(esp.

in group c.) is

practically unlimited. Only a few are here illustrated.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778) II. vi. 169 A very
slender and "ill-accoutred train of followers. 1640 HABINC;-
TON Castara in. (Arb.) 127 Like some dull "ill-acted part.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 42 The ship-
wreck of my "ill-adventured youth. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 874
"Ill-annexed Opportunity. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. iv.

I. 430 The misery of an "ill assorted marriage. 1611 COTGR.,
Mal-avenant,. ."ill behaued. a 1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1867)
II. 477 O *ill-bestid. Poor in store, in wealth a wretch.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 800 This *ill-brought-up
Tyrant. 1704 Addr. Th'ertoii 16 Oct. in Land. Gaz. No.
4066/8 To enable Your Majesty to break the "ill-celebrated
Ballance of Power. 1580 SIDNEY A rcarfia (16-22) i66Theun-
gratefull treason of her "ill-chosen husband. 1784 COWPER
Task IV. 379 *Ill-clad and fed but sparely. 1779-81 JOHNSON
L.P., Shenstone Wks. IV. 219 His words "ill-coined, or ill-

chosen. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 77 In my most "ill-corn-

pos'd Affection. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. vi. 67 Homes. .

small and "ill-contrived. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks'vt. no
Its conical shell with a shallow "ill-defined umbilicus. 1879
GEO. EI.IOT Thea. Such xvi. 291 "Ill-done work. 1649 G.
DANIEL Trinarch.'Yo Rdr.ioo Little spoone-Meats cull From
Stowe's "ill-fardled dry fatt. 1671 MILTON Samson 1504

"ill-invented calumny. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. iv, Such
refractory, "ill-matched fellows. 1667 MILTON/". .. xi. 684
The product Of those "ill-mated Marriages.

684
1538 STARKEY

.. *yl-occupyd
personys. 1700 DRYDEN tr. ist bk. Homer's Ilias 255 My "ill-

England ii. i. 155 For the takyng away of thes *yl-occupyd
"ill

SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 38 Like an "ill roasted Egge, all on
one side, a 1553 UDALL Royster D. in. ii. (Arb.) 39 A
sight Of him that made vs all so "yll shent. c 1460
Towneley Myst. ii. 435 "111 spon weft ay comes foule out.

1640 HABINGTON Castara m. (Arb.) 117 How can I turne
to jollitie My "ill-strung Harpe. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii.

460 His "ill-ta'ne
suspition. 1644 M "-TON Educ. Wks.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 88 *IH-weau'd Ambition, how
much art thou shrunke? 1643 MILTON Divorce n. ix, The
distresses and extremities of an 'ill-wedded man. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xvii. ig'Ill-won geir riches not the kin. 1826

J. W. CROKER in C. Papers (1884) I. xi. 325 An "ill-written,

ill-spelled, ill-folded, ill-sealed letter. 1599 MARSTON Sco.
Villanie i. i, Like Aphrogenias "ill-yoked marriage.
IV. 8. Parasynthetic combs., in which ill- is

sometimes of adverbial, sometimes of adjectival

origin. (Thus ill-intentioned is opposed to well-

intentioned, but ill-humoured to good-humoured^)
Ill-complexioned, -countenanced, -eyed, -featured,

-figured, -flavoured, -headed, -mouthed (c 1375),

ILL-.

-neighboured, -noised, -nosed, -odonred, -principled,

savoured, -savoury, -scented, -spirited, -lasted, adjs.
See also ILL-CONDITIONED, -DEEDY, -FAVOURED,
-HUMOURED, -LOOKED, -MANNERED, -NATURED,
-STARRED, -TEMPERED, -TONGUED, -WILLED, -WILLY.

(Stress : see under III. above.)
a 1726 COLLIER (J.), Envy, .meagre and "ill comple.vioned.
1638 F. JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 41 Hard-favoured, 'ill-

countenanced damsels. 1670 Moral State Eng. oo Lame,
thin-faced, *il-eyed. 1513 MOKE Rich. Ill (1883) 5 Mil
fetured of limmes. 1860 FROUUE Hist. Eng. xxviii. V. 367
She was short and "ill-figured. 1748 Anson's Voy, n. iv.

164 The .. tobacco. .was not *ill flavoured. 1596 SPENSER
J1

'. Q. iv. i. 3 Whitest every man, Surcharg'd with wine,
were heedlesse and "ill-hedded. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado m.
i. 64 A launce ill headed, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Bertho-
lomeus 235 With gret noyse and 'ilmowtht late. 1580
SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 203 A Gitterne, il-played on, accom-
panied with a hoarse voice . . made them looke the way of
the "ill-noysed song. 1646 J. GREGORY Notes A- Obs. (1650)
169 The bald "ill-nos'd Galilaean. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
1. 160 She is so "ill-principled a woman. 1583 STUBBES
Anat. Alms. ii. (1882) 65 A slouenly, "ill sauoured, and
vncleane fellowe. 1398 SYLVESTER Du Bartas ii. i. i. Edtn
102 Sweet as Roses smelt th' "ill-savory Rew. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, v. v. 2 "Ill-spirited Worcester, did we not send
Grace, Pardon, and tearmes of Loue to all of you ? 1651-3
JER. TAYLOR Serin,for Year'(1678) 298 Bitter and "ill-tasted

drugs.

B. Special Combs. : Ml-aceu-stomeda., (a) little

accustomed or habituated to something ; (b} having
little custom, little frequented by customers ; f ill-

boned a., having diseased or injured bones; ill-

born a., of evil birth or origin; ill-content,
ill-contented adjs., discontented, f displeased;
ill-convenient a., inconvenient, ill-suiting (now
vulgar) ;

so ill-convenience, t ill-conveniency ;

ill-customed a., (a) having little custom; (b)
characterized by a bad custom or fashion

; ill-

deserving a., deserving of ill
; so ill-deserver ;

ill-faced a., having an unpleasing face or aspect,

ugly ; ill-famed a., of bad fame or repute ; f ill-

fancied a., inelegant in design; ill-fashioned a.,
of an ill fashion, or badly fashioned

; f ill-favour-

ably adv., (a) =!LL-FAVOUREDLY; (b) with dis-

favour, unfavourably; ill-formed a., badly formed,
or having a bad form

; ill-friended a., ill provided
with friends

; f ill-habited a., having an ill habit

j

of body, unhealthy, disordered ; ill-hearted a.,

having an evil heart, ill-disposed, malicious; fill-

language v. irons., to use ill language about,

speak ill of
; f ill-lettered a., ill taught, illiterate ;

I t ill-liking a. [see LIKING a.], in bad condition
;

: ill-lived (-laivd
1

a., leading a bad or immoral life ;

ill-meaning a., meaning evil, malicious in intent;
t ill-minded a., having an evil mind or disposition,

unfriendly, hostile, malicious; hence f ill-minded-
ness

; f ill-monied a., ill supplied with money,
poor ; f ill-part a., playing an evil part ;

ill-

scraped a. Sc., not scraped clean, foul ; ill-seem-

ing a., of evil appearance or aspect; ill-shaped,
-shapen adjs., badly shnped, or of a bad shape ;

ill-contrived, awkward; fill-speak v. trans., to

speak evil of, slander, traduce ; f ill-stated a., in

an evil state or condition; f ill-thewed a., ill-

mannered ; ill-thriven a., that has thriven badly ;

badly grown, sickly, stunted
; peevish, ill-disposed ;

f ill-wresting a., wresting any one's words or

actions to his disadvantage.
1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. 314 Some Souls so infirm

and "ill-accustomed, .though of a noble Nature. 1828 Miss
MITFORD yillage Ser. III. (1863) 65 But one ill-accustomed

shop. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryalff Tri. Faithx\\\.(\fys) 184
There is a Saviour's hand . . to wheel in an "ill- boned soul.

1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 215 To have
strangled their "ill-born Resolutions in the Cradle. 1701
DE FOE True-born Eng. i. 132 From this amphibious ill-

born mob began That vain, ill-natured thing, an English-
man, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xxiii. 496 Whan
the frenshe men sawe the grete cruelnes of Charlemagn . .

they were "yll contente. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 558
So the three .. Dwelt with eternal summer, ill-content.

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedas Cong. E. fnd. Ixxix.

163 With this sppyle the king . . remained so "ill contented.

1643 MILTON Divorce i. ii, When the household estate . . is

so illcontented. 1694 SALMON Bates' Disp. (1713) 658/1

Leaving out (he Opium it may be given . . twice a day,
without any "ill Conveniency. 1719 Mem. Lewis XIV, v.

53 Liable to a thousand Illconvemencies. 1740 GARRICK
LyingValet n,It will be "ill-convenient to pay me to-morrow.

1864 Cortth. Mag. IX. 207 They're always a-coming
at illconvenient times. 1611 RICH Honest. Age (1614) 26
But an "ill customed shoppe, that taketh not hue shillings
a day. 1870 RUSKIN Lect. A rt ii. 39 Forbid them to make
what is ill-customed, and unrestrained . . and without order.

1675 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. ill. (1688) 364, I have be-

stowed Benefits upon "Ill-deservers. 1625 K. LONG tr.

Barclay's Argenis i. xii. 31 The 'ill-deserving King. 1734
WATTS Reliq. Juv. (1789) 154 So profane and ill-deserving
a rout of men. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. ii. 20 He is de-

formed. ."Ill-fac'd, worse bodied, shapelesse. 1645 QUARLES
Sol. Recant, n. 14 Let such as always are at wars With
their own fortunes, curse their ill-fac'd stars. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 195/1 "Ille {amed,jti/awafHS. 1897 F. WHYTE Engl.
Stage 103 A street where ill-fed and ill-famed Frenchmen
were .. beginning to congregate. 1716 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGU Let. to Lady X i Oct., I never . . saw so many
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ILLABIL
fine clothes "ill-fancied. 1600 E. BLOL'NT tr. Concstaggio
211 Fortified .. with 'ill fashioned trenches. xSai SCOTT
Ktnikv. xxii. His ill-fashioned gaberdine. 1576 HSWTON
Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 15 They.. make the body to

breake out *ilfavourably . . with stabs. 1643 True In-

former 27 It hath made the Venetian .. to looke but il-

favourably of us. a 1704 LOCKE (J.), "Ill formed and mis-

shaped productions. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 246 !

She is not that "ill-friended. 164* ROGERS Naatnan 845 It
j

becomes as meat to an 'ill habited stomach, a 1617
HIERON Wks. (1619-20) II. 489 Many an hollow and *ill

hearted counterfait. 1786 BURNS Twa Dogs 180 Fient hact

o' them 's ill-hearted fellows. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
i. iv. 36. 551 Neither was this Trinity of Divine Subsist-

ences only thus "ill-Ianguag'd by the Pagans generally.

1604 F. HERING Modest Defence 32 In illiberal and *illet-

tered Natures. 1648 SANDERSON .Serin. II. 241 They [trees]
become 'ill-liking and unfruitful. 1633 BP. HALL Occas.
Mfdit. 56 A scandalous and *

il 1-1tvep Teacher. 1633 G.
HERBERT Temple* Glance ii, The malicious and *Hl-meaning
harm. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No. 1619/4 Designing and ill -mean-

ing Men. i6nCoTGR., Mal-enthalsntt, maliciouslyaffected,
in-minded. *6 AMHERST Term Fil. II. 8 Ill-minded

priests. 1681 CROWNE Hen. Vf, n. 14, I sec .. Too much
"ill-mindedness in all this fury. i6o8TouRNEUR Rev. Trag.
iv. ii. Wks. 1878 II. no, I thinke thou art *ill-monied. 1601

MUNDAY & CHETTLE Death Robt. Earl Huntington D tj b,
Let king lohn, that *ill part personage . .Of chaste Matilda
let him make an end. 1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny 32
Mare than ae 'ill scrapit tongue Misca'd ye sair. 1884
PAE Eustace 67 To put up with your ill-scraped tongue.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. v. ii. 143 Like a fountaine troubled,

Muddle, *ill seeming. 1592 Rom. fy jfu/, v. L 44 Skins
Of *ill shap'd fishes. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie HI.

xxii. (Arb.) 263 Such manner of vncouth speech did the
Tanner of Tamworth vse . . I hope I shall be hanged to

morrow ; for I feare me I shall be hanged, whereat the

king laughed . . to heare his "ill shapen terme. 1582 N. T.
(Rhem.) Acts xix. 9 Mi-speaking the way of the Lord
before the multitude. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii.

iv. Caftaities 1010 An "ill-stated body. 1647 H. MORE
Song ofSoul n. i. i. xx, Certes they be *ill thew'd and baser
lx>rn. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scot!. IV. 58 Short *ill-

thriven furze. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton xviii. (1878) 130 A I

little cross-grained^ ill-thriven old fellow, c 1600 SHAKS.
Sonn. cxi, Now this *ill wresting world is growne so bad,
Madde slanderers by madde eares beleeued be.

I Illa'bile, a, Obs. rare.
[f.

lL-2 --
LABILE.]

Not liable to slip, fall, or err
;

infallible. Hence
f inability, quality of being

'
illabile '.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen iv. 140 It would seem.. that all

Creatures . . must . . be labile, fallible, and peccable, and
that even infinite wisdom and power could not make a
creature . . illabile, infallible, and impeccable. Ibid., That
secondary nature of eternal infallibility, illability, and im-

peccability. Ibid. 276.

t Illa'borate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. illa-

horat-us : see IL-^ and cf. ELABORATE.] Un-
laboured; not highly finished unfinished.

1631 BRATHWAIT Wkimzies t Traveller 95 So indigested
are his collections, and so illaborate his style as the
Stationer shunnes them. 1639 T. DE GREY Compl. Horseni.
To Rdr., In this illaborat work of mine. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Illaborate^ done or made without labor, plain,
unlaboured. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 12

The style of it must be illaborate, and void of all freedom
and vivacity.

1 lence f Illa'boratene, ' the Quality of being
effected without Labor and Pains

'

(Bailey 1727).
t niabO'rioiLS, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. IL-^ +

LABORIOUS.] Not laborious
; lazy.

a 1631 DONNE Serin. Ixxii. 728 This in-industrious and
Illaborious man that takes no prunes,

Ill-accustomed : see ILL- H.

t Illa*cerable, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. late L.

illacerdbilis : see Ic-2 and LACEBABLE. Cf. F.

illactrable] Not liable to be torn or rent Hence
t Illa'cerableness.

1613 in COCKERAM. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1717
BAILF.Y vol. II, lllacerableness.

t Illa'chrymable, a. Obs. rare- , [ad. L.
illacrimabilis unwept ; unmoved by tears, pitiless,
f. il- (!L- 2) + lacrimdbilis : see LACHRYMOSE.] (See

quots.) Hence t Illa'chrymableness.
16*3 COCKEMAM, Illachrymable* pittilesse, vnmercifull.

1658 PHILLIPS, Illachrywable, pittilesse, also unpittied \ed.

i678uncapable of weeping]. 1731 BAILEY (Vol. II), flitteryut-
ableness, uncapableness of weeping. 1755 JOHNSON, II-

lackrymable t incapable of weeping.

Illachryma-tion. rare, [noun of action f. L.

illacrimare to weep over.] (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t lllachrymation^ a weeping or

bewailing. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., It/acrytttatio t term
for excessive weeping: illacrymation.

Ill-advised (i'^sedvai-zd), a. [ILL- 7 c.] Done
without wise consideration or deliberation, inju-

dicious, imprudent; sometimes, ill-counselled,

following, or resulting from, bad advice. (Of
persons, their actions, etc.)

c 159* MARLOWE Massacre Paris i. iii. Your grace was ill-

advis d to take them, a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi, iv. 4
They which with ill-advised modesty seek to hide their sin
like Adam. 1677 Govt. Venice 321 Vittor Amedeus was
very ill-advised to deliver Pienerol to the French. 1718
YOUNG Love Fame iii. 52 To make that hopeless, ill-

advjs d attack. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy vi, The unfortunate
and ill-advised James II. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times
III. xlv. 355 The ill-advised undertaking had to be given up.
Hence XU-advl'dly-e(Ui) adv., in an ill-advised

manner, injudiciously, imprudently.
1879 FROUDE Czwr XXL 353 So ill-advisedfy, so against

all my counsels, the whole business has been conducted.

40

1 884 Pal! Mall G. 29 Dec. s/i The Board, ill advisedly . .

refused to forward this appeal.

t IUea-B(e, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. illxs-us

unhurt, f. il- (IL-
2

) -f Itesus pa. pple. of Itedfre to

injure. Cf. ILLESEIX] Unhurt, uninjured.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean's Fr. Chintrg. 10/2 The

seconde table, . illaese or vnhurte. Ibid. 37 b/i The middle
of the Legge [is] as yet illxs.

t Illse-Bive, a. Oiis. rare- 1

, [f. It- 2 + L. fas-,

ppl. stem of Isedlre to injure + -rvs.] Harmless.

1617-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixxxiv. 859 These they might
sweeten with illaesive games.

t niffl'tible, a. Obs. rare-". [Vor*illstal>le,
ad. L. illtttabilis, f. il- (!L-*) + tetabilis joyful.]
'Sorrowfull' (Cockeram 1623).
Ill-affected (H,afe-kted), a. [ILL- 7 a.]

1 1. Affected with illness or indisposition ;

diseased. Oh.
1604 F. HF.RING Modest Defence Aij, As if a bleare-eyed

man should not seeke remedy for his ill-affected eyes. 1615
[see AFFECTED II. 3}. 1665 NEEDHAM Medela Medic. 379
In Scorbutick and other ill-affected bodies. 1717 BRADLEY
Fain. Diet. s.v. Dimness, The ill-affected Colour of the Eye.
2. Not well disposed towards some person or

thing ; unfriendly, disaffected.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe! 647/2 When all his

parishioners
are soe . . ill-affected unto him, as they usually

be to all the English. 1654 G. GODDARD in Burton's Diary
(1828) I. Introd. 192 To prevent the election of delinquents
and ill-affected persons. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Oct. 5/2
Somewhat better affected, or perhaps atrifle less ill-affected.

t 3. Not viewed with favour ;
disliked. Obs.

1617
E. F. Hist. Ed'.u. II in Select.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793)

33 This makes the ill-affected return of this our favourite,
more infamous and hated.

Hence Ill-affe'ctedness, ill-affected condition.

1648 HERRICK Hesfer., Prognostic!: (1869) 262 Nought
but a kingdoms ill-affectednesse.

tllla-psable.o.' Obs. rare~'. [f. IL- Z + L.VPS-

AULE.] Not liable to fall.

1662 GLANVILL Lux Or. viii. 86 They may be morally
immutable and illapsable : but this is grace, not nature.

Ula-psable, a." rare~. [f. ILLAPSE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of illapsing, or liable to illapse.
In recent Diets.

Illapse (ilse'ps, ill-), sb. Now rare. [ad. L.

illapsus a gliding, falling, or slipping in, f. illabi

to slip, etc. in : see IL-! and LAPSE.]
1. The act of gliding, slipping, or falling in, of

gently sinking into or permeating something.
a. Theol. Said of spiritual influences, esp. in the

illapse ofthe Holy Spirit and equivalent expressions.

(Freq. in I ?th c.)

1614 JACKSON Creed in. xxi. 20 Testimonies, .for the

plentiful manner of effusion [of the Holy Ghost] and placid

illapse into the souls of every sort. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS
Passions iv. 27 By immediate illapse of Truth into the

Vnderstanding. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 80. 1796

J. OWEN Trav. Europe I. 55 The illapses of the spirit were
sometimes made subservient to the impulses of the flesh.

1881 F. E. WARREN Liturgy Celtic CH. il. 10. 106 Praying
for the illapse of the Holy Ghost.

b. Of the vital principle, heat, passion, etc.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. in. vi. 277 When the Matter

.

illapse Of accident disastrous. 1768 MURPHY Zenobia tv. i.

10 Beware, my friend, and steel thy heart Against the

sweet illapse of gentler passions.

t C. Of a tributary stream. Obs. rarc~\
1753 MURPHY Gray's-lun Jrnl. No. 30 ? i A River which

admits, .the tributary Illapse of several U-sser Streams.

2. A gentle gliding movement. rtire~ l
.

1835 J. HARRIS Gt. Teacher t 1837) 155, I will do this by
illapses so gentle, by a process so natural.

Illapse i.ilse'ps, ill-), T. Now rare. [f. L. il-

laps-us, pa. pple. of illabi : cf. LAPSE zr.] intr.To

fall, glide, or slip in. Hence Illa'psing vbl. sb.

1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl. xvi. 189 Their cure, when
at any time illapsed into that Disease, is easier

performed.
1677 HAI.E Prim. Orig. Mnn. iv. iv. 320 The illapsing of
Souls into prepared Matter, a 1711 KKN Hymns Festiv.

Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 193 Israel's sweet Singer sang Ideas

bright, Illaps'd from Heav'n with true poetick Height.

1835 T. AIRD in Blaclnv. Mag. XXXVII. 180 A nymph..
Near walking on the checkered floors of woods, Or far

illapsing through their green retreat.

Illa-paing, ///. a. rare-', [f. IL- 2 v- LAPSING.]
That does not fall or slip.

1740 CHF.YNE Regimen i. 28 The
only mean, by which

fallible, free lapsed Creatures, .could be brought to an

illapsing state of Stability.

Illa'psive, a. rare-1
, [f. as ILLAPSE si. +

-IVP..] Characterized by an illapse (of the divine

Spirit).
1819 KNOX & JEBB Corf. II. 367, I know little, .of illap-

sive communication.

Illa'quea'ble, a. Obs. rare-', [f.
L. illa-

queiirt : see ILLAQUEATE v. and -BLE.] Capable
of being ensnared.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Sysl. l.
iy. I 15.

268 Whether or

no a Philosopher be temptable by it, or illaqueable into it.

i Ilia queate, /// a. Ol>s. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

illaqueat-us, pa. pple. : see next.] Ensnared.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'l 165 b, The . . labirynth, in the

which he and hys people were enclosed and illaqueate.

ILLATIVE.

Illaqueate (llse'kwiif'O, v. Now rare or Obs.

[f. L. itlaqtieat-, ppl. stem of illaquearc, {. il- (lL-1)
+ laqueare to snare, f. laqveus noose, snare.]
trans. To catch as in a noose ; to ensnare, entrap,

entangle.
1548 HALL Chron., Edw. II' 239 b, The devel is wont

with such wytchcraftes, to wrappe and illaqueat the myndes
of men. 1650 tr. Caussin's Anff. Peace 38 Krrour illa-

queates some men. 1717 BULLOCK Woman a Riddle L i.

8, I have inadvertently, .illaqueated my self in an irre-

coverable confusion, a 1834 COLBRIDGE Lit. Kent. (1836-9)
1 1 1. 298 Let not . . his scholastic retiary versatility of logic

illaqueate your good sense.

Hence Hla'queated///. a., Ilia queating vbl. sb.

1664 H. MORF. JMyst. Iniq. 65 The illaqueating of mens
consciences. Ibid. 46^ Vexatious colluctations betwixt the

injured body and the illaqueated Conscience.

t Ulaquea-tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. ilia-

qucart to iLLAyi'EATE.]
1. The action of catching or entangling in a noose

or snare ; entrapping or entangling in argument ;

the condition of being entangled or ensnared.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xiv. $ 5. 54 The more subtile

fourmes of Sophismes, and Illaqueations. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xi. 361 'Ilie word omjytaTO .

._doth
not onely signifie suspension, or pendelous illaqueation. .

but also suffocation, strangulation or interception of breath.

1609 EVELYN Let. Arc/id, Nicholson 10 Nov., Mem. (1857)
III. 378 They wholly gave themselves up to learn to wrangle,
and the arts of illaqueation.

2. ' A snare, anything to catch another ;
a

noose' (J.).

t Illa'te, f Obs. rare. [f. L. illSt-, ppl. stem

of inferre to bring in, INFER.]
1. trans. To bring upon, occasion, cause.

1533 St. Papers, Hen. V11I, VII. 438 Restitution of

dammagis to them illatid bi them special!!, whome the Pope
sent thither agein the Turk.

2. intr. ? To be related, to relate.

1653 R. SANDERS Physicgn., Moles Ixii. 19 This is of the

nature of Jupiter and Saturn, and illateth to the right
shoulder of Cepheus.

t Dla-tebrate, v. Obs. rare- ,
[f. L. illalebrat-,

ppl.
stem of illatcbrare (rare) to lie hid, f. latelira

hiding-place.] intr. 'To hide in comers '(Cockeram

1623). Hence f Illatebra'tion, 'a hiding, or

seeking of corners
'

(Blonnt Glossogr. 1656).
Illation (il^i'Jsn). [ad. late L. illation-em, n. of

action from inferre, illat-um to bring in, INFER.

Cf. F. illation (1521 in Godefroy).]
1. The action of inferring or drawing a conclusion

from premisses; hence, that which is inferred, an

inference, deduction, or conclusion.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 956/1 Hys illacion that he
maketh vpon the same woordes of mine. 1565 HARDING in

Jewel Repl. Harding 11611) 342 In framing his reason by
way of illation. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, i. viii.

26 what ground of consequence can warrant such an illation

from these premisses ? 1781 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIII. 463
By illation, 1 suppose he [Locke] means the inferring one

thing from another. 183* AUSTIN Jiirispr. (1879) II. 1053
In the process of syllogising there is not really an illation

or inference. 1886 .V.
fy Q. 7th Ser. I. 251/1 It is permissible

to smile at such an illation from such a major and minor.

2. Eccl. The Eucharistic 1'reface to the Ter-

sanctits, as occurring in the primitive and some
later liturgies, corresponding to the Preface in the

Roman and Anglican liturgies.

1863 NKALE Ess. Liturg. 75 We now come to. . Illations ;

or, as they have been variously called, Prefaces, Contesta-

tions, or Prayers of the Triumphal Hymn. Ibid. 77 The
Gallican has a different Illation for every principal festival.

Illative (il''tiv), a. and sb. [ad. late L. illd-

ITvus, {. Hint-, ppl. stem of inftrre (see prec.) : cf.

K. illatij (1617 in GodefroyX]
A. ai/j. 1. Of words : Introducing or stating

an inference ; esp. in illative particle.
1611 W. SCLATER Key iii. 20. 328 First reason .. collected

from the illatiue particle therefore. 1647 FARINGDON Serin.

ii. 23 Which word is not causal, but illative, a 1703
BURKITT On N. T., Hcli. ii. Pref, Our apostle draws an in-

ference . .as appears by the illative particle
' therefore

'

at the

head of the first verse. 1864 BOWEN Logic vii. 220 Con-
nected by an illative particle, because, then, therefore, &c.

2. Of the nature of, or arising from, an inference

or illation ; inferential.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, iv. viii. 40 The pro-
missorie part is illative upon and relative unto the matter

of the assertorie part, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) VIII. 89
There is a great deal of difference between a mere illative

necessity, which consists only in the logical consequence of

one thing upon another, and between a causal necessity

[etc.]. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 156 Logic takes notice only
of what is called illative Conversion, in which the Con-
vertend and the Converse must either both be true, or both

lie false, together. Thus the Conversion of No A is B,
into No B is A, is illative . . But the Conversion of Some A
are not B, into Some B are not A, is not illative.

8. Of or pertaining to illation or inference ;

characterized by illation.

1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent ix. % 3. 354 The faculty

or talent, which 1 call the Ratiocinative or Illative Sense,

being parallel to phronesis in conduct, and to taste in the

Fine Arts. 1876 L. CAMPBELL in Contemf. Rev. June tot

The English idiom is neither adversative nor illative in the

same degree with the Greek.

t B. sb. 1. An illative particle. Obs.

1591 PERCIVALL .S/. Diet. E, A Conjunction, .some ar..



ILLATIVELY.
lllatmes, as, assi, so. 1659 O. WALKER Instruct, Oratory
102 Such illatives omitted, .cause much ambiguity.
t 2. An illative clause. 06s.

1604 TOOKER Fair. Church 39 My Illative therfore is, the
Bishop., did call other Ministers into apart of the Charge
1651 JER. TAYLOR Clerus Doin. 13 This discourse was
occasioned by our Saviours illative: All power is given
me, goe yee therefore and teach.

Hence Ilia-lively adv., in the way of inference.
1655 BP. RICHARDSON On O. Test. 434 Most commonly

taken illatively. 1817 WHATELY Logic n. ii. 4 (1836) 78

Every proposition may be illatively converted.

fllla-trate, v. 06s. rare-",
[f. L. illatrat-,

ppl. stem of illatrare (rare), f. il- (iL-l) + latrdre
to bark.]

' To scoffe or barke at a thing
'

(Cockeram
1623). Hence flllatra'tion, 'a barking against
one' (Blount Glossogr. 16^6).
Illaudable (ilg-dab'l),' a. [ad. late L. illanda-

bilis : see lL-2 and LAUDABLE.] Not laudable;
unworthy of praise or commendation.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xvi. (Arb.) 50 The bad

and illawdable parts of all estates and degrees were taxed

uy nuntmgaon not tnought Illaudable. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1781) II. xxviii. 259 Young Ladies are too apt
to make secrets of a passion that is not in itself illaudable.
1828 CARLVLE Werner in Misc. Ess. (1872) I. 102 Grounded
on no wicked or even illaudable motive.
Hence Illarrdably adv., in a way not to be

praised, rare.

. *7" BROOMF. (J.), It is natural for people to form, not
illaudably, too favourable a judgment of their own country.
1888 Scott. Leader 14 July 4 The miles gloriosus whom he
has illaudably encountered.

Illauda'-tion. rare. [f. lL-2 + LAUDATION :

cf. F. illaudation (in Godefroy).] The opposite of
laudation

; censure.

1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIV. 503 The temper of direct
praise is always wholly genial ; that of lauding by illauda-
tion has in it perforce an ungenial element.

Illaudatory, a. rare. [f. IL-2 + LAUDATORY.]
Not laudatory ; not characterized by praising.
1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 787 Unqualified praise from the

illaudatory pen of Ritson.

II Ulau-n. Irish, [ad. Ir. cilcaii. oilcan (prob.
ad. ON. eyland, jyland).] An islet.
1882 Carnh. Mag. Mar. 321 Tiny illauns and carrigeens,

which barely afford a foothold to the passing gull. 1895 igt/t
Cent. Mar. 422 Their curraghs were cast ashore and dashed
to pieces against the illaun.

ril-being. nonce-tad.
[f. ILL adv. + BEING

vbl. s&.]
'
111

'

or unprosperous condition
; em-

ployed as the antithesis of well-being.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1872) 178 The test of vital well- i

being or illbeing to a generation. 1884 H. SPENCER Man
v. State 113 Philanthropists . . insuring the future ill-being
of men while eagerly pursuing their present well-being.
I'11-belO'ved (see ILL- III), a. [f. ILL adv. +

\

BELOVED.] Not well-beloved; not beloved; dis- I

liked.

1546 BALE Sel. Wks. (1849) 182 They are not so ill-beloved
of their country merchants. 1622 MABBE tr. Altaian's
Guzman a"A I/, n. 147 There is not a man .. that hath so
bad a name, or is so ill belou'd, as he is. 1785 J. TRUSLER
Mod. Times II. 169 There is seldom a person dies that is so
ill-beloved, but [etc.]. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xlv, His
ill-beloved nephew.
III blood, i-U-bloo'd. [See ILL a. 2, BLOOD

sb. 5 ; cf. bad Hood, BAD 6.] Unfriendly or angry
feeling, animosity ; strife.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia 178 Finding this.. might breed
illbloud. ci645HowELL Lett. (1655) I. lii. 121 Itwasfear'd
this . . would have bred ill blood. 1703 BURCHETT Naval
Trans, in. xvii. (1720) 365 This Action .. bred ill Blood
between him and Raleigh. 1809 WELLINGTON Let. to J.
Villiers 19 May in Gurw. Desp. IV. 346 The embarrass-
ment and ill-blood which it occasions. 1844 DICKENS Mart.
Ctiuz. iL Don't let there be any ill-blood between us, pray.

ril-bo-ding, a. [ILL- 2.] That bodes or

portends evil
;
of evil omen.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. v. 6 Malignant and ill-

boadmg Starres. 1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 45 There
cannot be a more ill-boding signe to a Nation. 1710WELTON Suffer. Son of God II. xxviii. 740 UnhappyTime 1 Ill-boding hours ! 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 101
Dogs ill-omened, and ill-boding birds, Afforded presages.
Ill-boned, -born : see ILL- B.

ril-bre-d, a.
[f.

ILL adv. + BRED ///. a.l]
Badly brought up ; characterized by ill breeding,
unmannerly, rude. (Of persons, their actions, etc.)
1622 MABBE tr. Amman's Guzman d'Alf. i. v. 130, I was

not so ill bred, but that I knew . . when it was lawfull for me
tospeake. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 15 Some Dutch-
ill-bred Sayler. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 39 These
Armimans are the rudest ill bred'st persons, c 1704 PRIOR
Henry 4- Emma 462 The ill-bred question, and the lew'd

MP
u
y
'j !*34 LyTTON Pompeii \. i, An ostentatious, bustling,SK*', ;34 i'vrroN rompeii i. i, An ostentatious, bustling,

ill-bred fellow. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 311 [In
Spain] It is not considered ill-bred to stare at ladies.

Ill breeding, i-ll-bree;ding. [ILL a.+
BREEDING vbl. sb.} Bad or inferior breeding or

bringing up ; hence, Bad manners, rudeness.

i8po MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 136 Declamations
against the ill-breeding of modern young men. 1819 BYRON
yuan i. clxxiv, To say the best, it was extreme ill-breeding.

Ill-coloured, -ored (Hike-bad), a. [f. ILL a.

+ COLOUR sb. + -ED 2
; or f. ILL adv. + coloured,

pa. pple. of COLOUR v.]
VOL. V.

41

1. Having a bad, unpleasant, or inferior colour.
. 43S MISYN Fire ofLme 78 Noyd & disesyd, wonedyd &
lll-colorde. 172, Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 581 He.. is
turned blue and ill-coloured. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. viii.
210 If the bottom be muddy, the pearl is dark and ill-
co cured. (11776 R. JAMES Dissert, fevers (1778) 24 111-
coloured spots all over him.
2. fig. Having an evil appearance ; that does not

' look well '.

1631 SANDERSON Serin. II. 12 Some things, .if they be not
evil, yet are ill-coloured.. and carry in their faces some
resemblance or appearance of evil.

o. Badly coloured or painted.
1749 BERKELEY Let. to Prior 2 Feb. in Fraser Life viii

(1871) 319 The third is a copy, and ill-coloured.

Illcome (Hkom), a. rare. [f. ILL adv. + COME
fa. pple.~\ Unfortunately come or arrived: not
welcome.

'57? J- STUBBES Gaping GulfCiij, A most illcome guest
therefore, a 1592 GREENE George a. Greene Wks. (Rtldg.)
264 A. James. My Lord of Kendal, you are welcome to
the court. A". Ed. Nay, but ill-come as it falls out now.
1873 Athenxum 21 Aug. 237/3 Always welcome, and as
often illcome.

Ill-COUditioned (Hikjtadi-Jand), a.
[f. ill

condition + -ED2.] Having bad ' conditions
'
or

qualities ; of an evil disposition ;
in a bad condition

or state. In Geometry, applied to a triangle which
has very unequal angles, such as that by which
a star's parallax is determined.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World m. (1634) 5 His owne sonne . .

being an ill conditioned Boy. 1694 SALMON Bates' Disp.
(1713) 678/1 Gun-shot Wounds, and other malign and ill

conditional Ulcers. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 6 May
Let. i, That a woman, .should place her affection upon
such an ugly, ill-conditioned cur. 1796 C. MARSHALL
Garden, viii. (1813) 107 When roots reach a weak, ill-

conditioned soil the trees must fail. 1850 MRS. JAMESON
Leg. Monast. Orif. (1863) 386 This woman also proved ill-

conditioned and thankless. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Meii. III.
911 Peritonitis., of an ill-conditioned kind.
Hence Ill-condi'tionedness, the state or quality

of being ill-conditioned.
1866 Miss MULOCK Noble Life v. 76 Ill-health, ill-humour

and ill-condmonedness of every sort. 1875 TAIT in Gd.
Words No. i. 21 The ill-conditionedness of the triangle.

Ill-content, -convenient, -customed, etc. :

see ILL- B.

Hid, obs. f. illed, from ILL v.

Ill-clee-dy, a. Now Sc. Also 6 evil-deedy
(see note under ILL a.}, [f. ill deed + -T 1

: cf.

DEEDY a.] Given to evil deeds, mischievous.
ci46o Towncley Myst. xxx. 574 Riche and ille-dedy,

Gederand and gredy. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 4028 Luke
quhat it is to be evil-deidie. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.
11821) I. 58 He favonrit

eyill dedy men. 1728 RAMSAY
Anacreontic on Love, Cupid, that ill-deedy geat. 1824
SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. vii, Where that ill-deedy hempy is.

Ill-deserver, -deserving : see ILL- B.

Hi-disposed (i-l,disp<Ju-zd), a. [f. ILL adv. +
DISPOSED.]
1. Having a bad disposition ; disposed to evil or

harm
; immoral, wicked ; malignant, malevolent

;

unpropitious.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 367 The ylle disposede

woman. 1-1460 FORTESCUE Abs. q- Lim. Man. xvi. (18851
149 Yll dysposed emperours .. had slayn grete parte off be
senatours. 1622 Bp. ANDREWF.S Sermons, If rugged or
uneven the way, if the weather ill-disposed. 1800 Asiat.
Am:. Reg., Misc. Tr. 181/1 The country towards Bhopaul-
puttun was so ill-disposed towards us. 1863 BARING-GOULD
Iceland 249 A hard-hearted ill-disposed fellow.

1 2. In a bad state of health ; unwell, indisposed.
1600 HAKI.UYT Voy. III. 660 We tost not any one, nor ,

had one ill disposed to my knowledge, c 1645 HOWEI L
Lett. I. v. xxxv, My Lord of Sunderland is still ill dispos'd.
3. Badly disposed or arranged.
1726 LEONI Designs Pref. 1/2 Ill-disposed and mis-matched

Scraps. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. 11783) III. 214 The
apartments.. were ill-disposed, and afforded little accommo-
dation.

4. Not disposed (to do something) ; disinclined.
1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. xlvii. IV. 307 The people, .were

never so ill disposed to receive him, as at the very time he
pitched upon to make a descent.

Hence Ill-dispo-seclness (-ednes), state or quality
of being ill-disposed.
1628 Bp. HALL Old Relig. (1686) Ded., The ignorance and

ill-disposedness of some cavillers that taxed this course

Ill-doer, -doing : see ILL- 2.

ni-ease : see ILL a. 9.

t Illecebra'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

late L. illecebrare to entice, allure, f. illecebra :

see ILLECEBROUS.] The action of alluring ; entice-

ment, allurement.

1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. vii. 364 The Syrens.. insinuating
into the eares of man by their several! illecebrations or
enticements, a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. (1760) IV. 292 Modesty
. .restrains, .the great familiarity of pleasant illecebrations.

Illecebro-se, a. [See next.]
' Full of allure-

ments, very inticing' (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

t Ille'CebrOTlS, a. Obs. [ad. L. (ante- and

post-classical) illecebrosus; f. illecebra charm, lure,

enticement, f. illictre to entice (see ILLECT).] Allur-

ing, enticing, attractive.

1531 ELYOT GOT. I. vii, The illecebrous dilectations of
Venus. 1586 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 45 Such ille.

ILLEGIBLY.
cibrous workes and inuentions, as among them., myeht
obtame passage. 1599 R. LINCHE Am. Fiction K ii, Rockt
asleep with the illecebrous blandishments thereof. 1656BLOUNT Glossogr., Illecebrous, that enticeth or allureth.

I'lleck, sb. ? Obs. A name in Cornwall of a fish,
the gemmous dragonet, Callionymus lyra.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 32 a, Of flat [fish there are] Brets

Turbets Dories, Illeck, Tub [etc.]. 1880 West Comw'.
Gloss., lllick, elhck, the red gurnard.
t Ille-ct, v. Obs. rare.

[f.
L. illect-, ppl. stem

olillicere to allure, entice, f. il- (li-l) + *lac?re to
entice : cf. ALLECT.] trans. To allure entice
1529 S. FISH

Sufflic. Beggers 6 Had not theyre super-fluous rychesse illected theym to vnclene lust and ydel-
nesse. 153! ELVOT Gov. i. vii, It were therefore better thatno musike were taughte to a noble man, than . . he shuld

?
v "!at . '"ected to wantonnesse. 1534 MORE On the

Passion Wks. 13157! Into the fleshly body
7can the deuyll

enter. . to illecte styrre and drawe vs to his purpose
Hence flUeota-tion [late L. illectatio}, allure-

ment, enticement ; f Ille-ctive a., attractive, en-
ticing ; sb. an enticing agent.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 269 Carpocrates. .practised, all

other machinations, malignations, inductions, illectations.
1706 PHILLIPS, Illective, Allurement, Inticement

Illegal (ilfgal), a. [a. F. illegal (i 4th c.) or ad.
med.L. illegdlis, f. il- (lL-2) + legalis LEGAL,] Not
legal or lawful

; contrary to, or forbidden by law
1626 [implied in ILLEGALNESS]. 1639 FULLER Holy Warn. viii. (1647) 54 Gibellmus .. concluded the election of

Ebremarus to be illegall and void, a 1654 SELDEN Table-t.
(Arb.) 75 In all times the Princes in England have done
S
S?nl g

u
gal ' to

-f
et money- '79 Junius Lett. xxxv.

166 1 hey have set aside a return as illegal. 1817 W. SELWYNLaw Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 025 Intended for carrying on
an illegal commerce. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.x\i.lV
005 To print such a tract without the approbation of the
licenser was illegal.

fb. Lawless, irregular. Obs. rare.
1728 R. MORRIS Ess. Anc. Arc/lit. 20 How preferable

the Beauties of ancient Architecture are to the illegal Prac-
tices of our modern Builders.

Illegality (ilzgse-liti). [ad.F.z7/^a/^(i4thc.) :

see prec. and -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being illegal
1639 FULLER Holy War n. xx. (1647) 70 The illegality of

his election was rectified. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.Keb n
72 Mr. Hambden the most Popular man in the House,and the same who had defended the Suit against the Kine

in his own Name, upon the
Illegality of Ship-money. 1691

I. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. Ixxii, The illegality of
granting B orfeitures before Conviction is now out of fashion
1771 Bt'RKE Sp. on Middlesex Elect. \Vks. 1877 VI. 131How long the people are bound to tolerate the illegality of
our judgments. 1840 THIKLWALL Greece VII. Ivi. ?36 The
charge of illegality was well grounded.

b. An instance of this, an illegal act or practice.
1898 Daily News 22 June 7/1 Bishops must .. deal with

ritualistic illegalities within their diocese.

t 2. = ILLEGITIMACY. Obs. rare.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones i. iii, She took the child in her

arms, without any apparent disgust at the illegality of its
birth.

Illegalize (ilr-gabiz), v. [f. ILLEGAL a. + -IZE.]
trans. To render illegal.
1818 in TODD. 1866 Cosmopolitan 28 Apr. 472/2 The

official presence of representatives from the bogus State of
Western Virginia illegalises its functions.

Illegally (ilf-gali), adv. [f. ILLEGAL a. -t- -Ly2.]
In an illegal manner.
1628 BP. HALL Old Relig. iv. 23 The reformed .. being

by that Church illegally condemned for those points, are
not heretickes. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xvi. (1809) 459The bastard shall.. be settled in the parish, from whence
she [the mother] was illegally removed. 1884 Law Times
Rep. LI.

_ 335/2 A police constable procured a warrant to be
illegally issued without a written information on oath.

Ille'galneSS. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.] =
ILLEGALITY.
1626 Impeachm. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden) 69 The Article. .

touching the illegalness of embarguing. 1727 in BAILEY
vol. II : whence in later Diets.

1818 TODD, Illegibility, incapability of being read. 1853
MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 219 My hand shakes so, you must
excuse illegibility.

Illegible (.ile-dgib'l), a.
[f. lL-2 + LEGIBLE.]

Not legible, that cannot be read
; esp. of written

characters : Undecipherable.
[1615 P. GORDON Barbour"s Bruce Pref., It was an old

tome, almost inlegeable in manie places.] 1640 HOWELL
Dodona's Gr. (1645) 55 The secretary poured the ink-box all
over the writings and so defaced them that they were made
altogether illegible. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest
ix, Here several pages of the manuscript were . . totally
illegible. 1851 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. Pref. to 2nd ed. 33
It is no excuse for illegible writing, that there are persons
who could not have read it had it been plain. 1866 G.
MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neight. v. (1878) 58 Mrs. Oldcastle's
face, .was illegible.

t b. Unreadable, because of language or matter.
1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 37/2 Let plodding Sloan his taste

for authors boast, The most illegible esteem the most. 1822
JEFFREY Let. in Ld. Cockburn Life II. Let. xc, Clarissa
Harlowe and Sir C. Grandison owe all their attraction to
their length ; . .an abstract ofeither would be illegible. 1828
Edin. Rev. XLVII. 203 Sir Michael Scott, again being all

magic, witchcraft, and mystery is absolutely illegible.
Hence Ille'ffibly adv., in an illegible manner.
1818 in TODD. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. i. 2 The

diligent old man. .could write so illegibly.
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ILLEGITIMACY.

). [f. ILLEGITIMATE:

see -AcY.J The quality, stale, or condition of being

illegitimate ; spec, bastardy.
1680 WOOD Li/t (O. H. S.) II. 493 The King's declaration

concerning the illegitimacie of the duke of Monmouth.

1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 5 The other

suggestion concerning the illegitimacy of his birth, is equally
false. 1864 DORAN Majesties* Serv. I. 80 His mother had
addressed him . . by an epithet referring to his Illegitimacy.

t88*-3 SCHAFP ErncpL Rtlig. Krunvl. 2412/1 He . . was
fully aware of its illegitimacy ..as doctrinal evidence.

1898 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXVI. 341/1 The [alleged]

illegitimacy of [the expression] in our midst,

Illegitimate (il/a3rtim*), a. (sb.} [f. L. illc-

gitim-us (see IU.KI; ITIMK
,
after LEGITIMATE a.]

1. Not legitimate, not in accordance with or

authorized by law
; unauthorized, unwarranted

;

spurious ; irregular, improper.
1645 MILTON Tetrach.

(i8_5i) 194 Who shall judge of
public honesty? the Law of God ..or the illegitimat Law
of Monks and Canonists ? 1750 BURKE Fr. Rer. Wks. V.
117 A thing not only vicious in itself, but. .rendering our
whole government absolutely illegitimate, and not at all
better than a downright usurpation. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS
John Baft. in. i. 132 Illegitimate aspirants to the prophetic
and priestly offices. 1876 TREVELYAN Macaulay I. v. 281
A living embodiment . .of illegitimate curiosity.
2. spec. a. Not born in lawful wedlock ; not

recognized by law as lawful offspring ; spurious,
bastard. (The earliest sense in Eng.)
1536 Act 28 Hen. VIII, c. 7 3 Elysabeth the kynges

doughter illegyttimate borne vnder the same mariage.
IBS W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. v. 72 Ther is no
child emong them, though it be borne of a bought woman
slaue, that is compted illegitimate. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

ij-
Cr.

y.
vii. 18, 1 am a Bastard begot, Bastard instructed, Bastard

in minde, Bastard in valour, in euery thing illegitimate.
1817 JARMAN Pmuell's Devises (ed. 3) II. 343 The testator

having four children, three legitimate and one illegitimate,
Ithe latter being the child of himself and his wife born
before their marriage). 1879 FROUDE Cariorxii. 152 There
is no record of any illegitimate children,

b. Not in accordance with rule or reason ; not

correctly deduced or inferred.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado HI. iv. 50 O illegitimate construc-
tion ! I scorne that with my heeles. 1664 H. MORE Myst.
Iniq., Apol. 513, I propound all these wales of division as
false ana illegitimate. 1773 REID Aristotle's Log. iv. 4.
82 As to the illegitimate modes, Aristotle has taken the
labour to try and condemn them. 1864 BOWEN Logic vii.

184 Throwing out at once all [the Syllogistic forms] that
are illegitimate.

c. Naturally or physiologically abnormal. By
Darwin applied to the irregular or abnormal
fertilization of plants.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 334, I call that a lawful! or

legitimate birth which commeth in due time, & that

illigitimate which happeneth before or after the due time.

xviii. II. 166 The illegitimate unions of reciprocally dimor-
phic or trimorphic plants. 1875 Ibid. (ed. 2) xix. II. 166
These illegitimate plants, as they may be called, are not

fully fertile.

B. sb. a. A bastard, b. One whose position
is viewed as in some way illegitimate.
1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reft. 47 Some of your papers

may . . dye the common death of illegitimates. 1828 P.
CUNNINGHAM A'. .9. Wales (ed. 3) II. 108 The legitimates,
such as have legal reasons for visiting this colony ; and
the illegitimates, or such as are free from that stigma. 1836
(title) The Bar Sinister, or Memoirs of an Illegitimate.
1856 J. GLYUE Suffolk 87, In 1842, the illegitimates were,
in Suffolk, 8-1 per cent.

Illegitimate (il/clsi-tim^t), v. [f. prec. : cf.

LEGITIMATE z.] trans. To declare or pronounce
illegitimate ;

to bastardize.
1611 COTGR., Mortc-main,. .the succession of, or estate left

by, illegitimated bastards. 1614 T. SCOTT Vox Cali 7 To
illigitimate Don Anthony, .. who was the first and neerest
heire vnto that Crowne. a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766)
II. 84 They were by Acts of Parliament illegitimated. 1828
D. LE MARCHANT Rep. Claims Barony Gardner p. xi,
Evidence which the English law deems sufficient, for ille-

gitimating children, born during the matrimony of their
maternal parent.

Illegitimately (il/dji-tim/tli), adv. [f. IL-

LEGITIMATE a. + -LY
'*.] In an illegitimate manner ;

unlawfully ; without authority ; spuriously.
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 12 Lest he should have beene

justly cast out by those Infidels, as one Illegitimatly borne.

1835 Eraser's Mug. XI. 680 This is illegitimately deduced
from his own premises. 1866 DARWIN Anint. Q PI. xviii.

II. 166 Seedlings Q^LythrumSalicaria. .raised from plants
illegitimately fertilised by their own form pollen.

Illegi-timateness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]= ILLEGITIMACY.

1643-60 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., OnecMschap, Bastardize, or
Illegitimatenesse. 1061 MORGAN Sph. Gentry it. i. 5 A dis-
tinction of illegitimatenesse of Birth.

Illegitimation (il/cl.^tim^-Jan). [f. ILLE-
GITIMATE a., after legitimation: cf. obs. F. UU-
gitimation in sense 2 (i6th c. in Godefroy).]
1. The action of declaring illegitimate; a declara-

tion of illegitimacy.
ISS3 Act i Mary Sew. a. c. i J 2 In which said two Acts

was contained the illegitimations of your most noble person.
1588 ALLEN Adman. 52 The sentence declaratory of Pius
Quintus.. against the said (Queen) Elizabeth, .concerning
her illegitimation and vsurpation and inhabillite to the

42

Crowne of England. 1612 BACON Ifen. Vll, 28 Richard
the third had a Resolution .. to disable their Issues vpon
false and incompetent Pretexts ; the one, of Attainder ; the
other, of Illegitimation. 1818 W. TAYLOR in Montkly Rev.
LXXXVII. 534 To found his title to the crown on the illegi-

tiniation, or bastardization of the children of Edward IV.

t 2. Illegitimate condition : - ILLEGITIMACY.
'594 PARSOKS Confer. Success, li. vL 134 They proue the
(legitimation of these children of the Earle of Hartford, for
that it could neuer be lawfully proued that the said earle
and the lady Catherin were married. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (1677) 243 To his illegitimation he added incest.

1707 I. CHAMBERLAYNE Slate Gt. Brit. 11. vi. jot A Baston,
or a Bordure Gobonne, or some Mark of Illegitimation.

Illegitimatize (il/djitlmitab), v. [f. IL-
LEGITIMATE a. + -IZE.] trans. = ILLEGITIMATE v.
1811 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 136 Thereby illegitimating the

children. 1860 FROUDE Mitt. Eng. VI. xjtx. loo Until her
[Mary's] accession had been sanctioned by Parliament, and
the act repealed by which she was illegitimatized.

t Illegitime, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. illegitime

(i 5th c.), ad. L. illegitimus, i. il- (IL-
2
) + Icgitimus

LEGITIMATE.] = ILLEGITIMATE a.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men iv. xxi. (1506)334 If he were.,
bygame, illegittime, or concubinarie. 1669 GALE Jansenism
72 This Ordinance is neglected by all as illegitime.

Illegi'timize, v.
[f.

L. illegitimus (see prec.)
+ -IZE; cf. legitimise^ trans. = ILLEGITIMATE v.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. xi. 491 When both his
sisters were illegitimized.

Illeisni (iir.iz'm). nonce-ivd. [f. L. ille that

man, he : after egoism."] Excessive use of the

pronoun he (either in reference to another person
or to oneself in the third person).
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) I. 36 For one piece of

egotism . . there are fifty that steal out in the mask of tuisms
and ille-isms. 1817 Biog. Lit. 4 An index expurgatorius
of certain well known and ever returning phrases, both
introductory and transitional, including the large assort-
ment of modest egotisms and flattering illeisms.

So I'lleist, one who makes much use ofthe pro-
noun he, or writes of himself as he.

183* Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 241 Your intense egotist
cunningly avoids the use of the first personal pronoun. He
is in fact, an Ille-ist.

tllle-pid, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. illepidus
rnde, unpleasant, f. il- (IL-

2
) + lepidus pleasant,

graceful. Cf. OF. illepide (Godef.).] (See quots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., fliefid, without delectation or

Grace, unpleasant. 1658 PHILLIPS, Illepid, dull and un-
pleasant in conversation.

tllle'sed, ppl.a. Ots. rare-1
, [f. L. Mvs-us

(see ILLJESE) + -ED 1
.] Uninjured, unimpaired.

1551 W. COHNGER in Foxe A. ft M. (1563) 831/1, In thys
my appeale reserued on my behalfe illesed.

Illess, a. : see ILL-LESS.

Ille-vel, a. nonce-ivil. [IL-
2
.]

Not level.

1856 H. MAYHEW Rhine 107 The little illevel street.

t Ille-viable, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

lL- 2 + LEVI-

ABLE.] That cannot be levied or collected.

1650 in Hale Sheriffs Accompli (1683) 96 So much of the
said Firmes as. .are become illeviable. a 1676 HALE Ibid.
vii. 67 Obsolete, illeviable Firmes. 1706 PHILLIPS, lllei'i-

ablc, that cannot be levy'd, rais'd, or recover'd, as An
illcviatlc Debt.

Ill-faced, -famed, etc. : see ILL- B.

Illfare (i-l,fej). [f.
ILL a. + FARE si* 7.]

The condition of faring or '

getting on
'

badly ; in-

felicity ; adversity ;
the opposite of welfare. (In

recent use only as nonte-wii.)
c 1300 Cursor M. 27680 (Cotl. Galba) He has ioy of ober

mens ill fare. 1474 CAXTON Recuyell of Trove ( 1 892) 169
This was to their vnhapp and ylfare. 1640 QUARLES En-
chirid. I. 25 It much conduces to the dishonor of a King,
and the illfare of his Kingdome, to multiply Nobilitie.

1871 HT. MAHTINEAU in Atficnxum (1879) 31 May 695
Thoughts on the operation of natural religion on human
welfare or illfare.

I U-fa'ring, a. [f. ILL adv. + FARING///, a.]

Faring badly, in bad condition
; ill-conditioned.

Hence f Xll-fa-ringly adv., in an ill-conditioned

manner.
a 1400 Sir Pen. 848 Siche ille farande fare. 1580 SIDNEY

Arcath'a ln.Wks. 1725 II. 627'1'he ill-faring word of farewel.

1589 PUTTF.NHAM F.Hg. Pocsie 111. ix. (Arb.) i5o When I con-
sider . . how ill faring the Greeke terme would sound in the
English eare. Ibid. m. xxiii. 281 Another.. spake as ill-

faringly in this verse.

Ill-fated (H,?'-ted: see ILL- III), a.

1. Having or destined to an evil fate.

1710 POPE Windsor For. 311 Let softer strains ill-fated

Henry mourn. 1805 WORDSW. Fidelity viii, The day When
this ill-fated Traveller died. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

278
Are not the miserable ill-faled? i88a J. TAYLOR Sc.

Covenanters 39 That ill-fated effort to retrieve the Royal
cause.

2. Fraught with or bringing bad fortune.

1715-10 POPE Iliad 1. 1) Declare, O Muse I in what ill-

fated hour Sprung the fierce strife. 17*1 T. COOKE Tales,

Proposals, etc. 26 In an illfated Day Philander led The
virgin Charmer to the Vi'let Bed.

Bl-faur'd, a. Sc. - ILL-FAVODBED, q.v.
) Hi-favorited.o. Obs. rare~ l

. ILL-FAVOURED.
1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. 83 The ilfavorilid sprites and

divells that nowe so truble and infecte the world.

Ill-favoured, -ored (Hifif-vaid), a. Also

(&.) ill-faur't, -faur(e)d, -fawrd, -fa'ard, -fard.

[f. ILL a. + FAVOUR xi. 9 + -ED-.] Having a bad

ILLIABLE.

or unpleasing appearance, aspect, or features
; ill-

looking, uncomely. (Chiefly of persons.)
1530 I'AI.SCR. 316/1 111 favoured, layt. 1476 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 237 A deformed and ylfavoured bodie. 1611
BIBLE Gen. xli. 27 The seuen thin and ill fauoured kine.

1708 SWIFT AM. ChristianityWs.. 1755 II. i. 89 An ill-

favoured nose. 1809 in Skinner Misc. Poetry 109 (Jam.)
Sac proud's I am . . O' my attempts to be a bard. And Ihink
my muse nae that ill-fawrd. a 1810 TANNAHILL Poems
(1846) 80 He had an ill-faur't tawtie face. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Rudge vi, Who is this ill-favoured man?

b. transf. Offensive (to some other sense than

sight, or to the mind) ; objectionable.
1551 LATIMEX Serm. I.incolnsh. (1562)140, 1 myself..haue

felt such an ylfauored vnwholesom sauor. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens vi.

Ixyi. 742 The whole
plant

is of a strong il.

fauoured stinking sauour. 1788 V. KNOX Winter Even.
I. in. iv. 258 These are vulgar, ill-favoured virtues. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy xviii, Blackguard loons o' excisemen and
gangers, .the ill-fa'ard thieves. 1865 Pall MallG. 4 May i

Democracy is an ill-favoured word to English ears.

Ill-favouredly (M|Ci-vaidli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LT2.] In an ill-favoured manner; in a bad or

unpleasing way or style.
IS4S ASCHAM Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 140 He that shot ilfauour-

edlye shulde be mocked. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 41
The rare morsell . . so ilfavourdly imitated by our inquisi-
turient Bishops. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 18.

310 Men commonly pronouncing Exotick words ill-favour-

edly. 1714 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 86 Illfardly wad
she crook her mou'.

Ill-favouredness (H|f<?'-vaidnes). [f.
as prec.

-f -NESS.] The quality of being ill-favoured ; ugli-

ness, uncomeliness, objectionable-ness.
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Deformitas . . vncomelinesse,

ill fauourednesse. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xlv. 17
Although the illfavourednes of the cross darken the glorie
of the Church before the world. 1656 EARL MONM. Advt.
fr. Parnass. 220 Like those glass eyes which squint eyed
people wear to honest the ill-favouredness of their faces.
ITJI BAILEY, Deformity, Ugliness, Ill-favouredness.

Ill-formed, -friended, etc. : see ILL- B.

t rilfol, <i. Obs. rare. [f. ILL sb. + -FUL.] Full
of evil

; harmful, pernicious.
1615 T. ADAMS White Devill 38 In many arts, the more

skilful the more il-full.

Ill-given (Higi-v'n), a. Now only Sc. Also
ill-gi'en. Addicted to evil courses or conduct

;
'

ill-disposed, ill-inclined, malevolent
'

(Jam.).
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 155 Salust was. .ill geuen

by nature, and made worse by bringing vp. 1819 R.
ANDERSON Cumberld. Ball. 159 I's pestert wid an ill-gien

weyfe. 1866 CARLYLE Retain. (1881) I. 256 An ill-given,
unserviceable kind of entity.

Ill-got (i'ligp-t : see ILL- III), a. [f. ILL adv. +
got, pa. pple. of GET v.]

'= next.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 46 Things ill got had ever

xiv. 107 Of their ill-got spoils possess'd. 1753 A. MURPHY
Gray's.Inn Jrnl. No. 43 Pi According to the old Proverb,
111 got, III gone. 1848 J. A. CARLYLE tr. Dante's Inferno xix,
Keep well the ill-got money.

Ill-gotten (HiKC't'n), a. [f. ILL adv. + gotten,

pa. pple. of GET z.] Gained by evil means.
1551 LATIMER s//i Serin. Lord's Pr. in Serm. (1562) 40 b,

Yll gotten goodes. 1668 R. STEELE Husbandman's Calling
v. (1672) 125 The third heir seldom enjoys ill-gotten goods.
01859 MACAULAV Hist. F.ng. xvii. V. 45 Is compelled to

disgorge his ill-gotten gains.

Ill-habited, -hearted, etc. : see ILL- B.

Ill humour, i-11-h.u'mour. [Properly two
words : ILL a. + HUMOUR jA]
1 1. A disordered or morbid bodily

' humour '

(see HUMOUR sb. i). Obs.
a 1568 ASCHAM Sc/iolem. u. (Arb.) 115 Surelie mens bodies

be not more full of ill humors, than commonlie mens
myndes..be full of fansies. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Kejf. iv.

xix. (1848) 281 It would . . breed ill Humours and Diseases.

1 2. An evil or malignant inclination (HUMOUR sb.

6b). 06s.

1636 E. DACRES tr. MachiaveVs Disc. Livy n. xiii. 325
The Romanes having had some sent of this ill humour, that
had possessed the Latins.

3. A disagreeable, irascible, or sullen mood or
frame of mind (HUMOUR sb. 5) ; crossness, morose-

ness, sullenness, bad temper. (In this sense often

hyphened.)
1748 G. WHITE Serm. (MS.), To bear with the ill Humours

and Vices of those from whom they have worldly Expecta-
tions. 1776 BENTHAM Fragm. Govt. Wks. 1838 I. 230 It is

with men that they are in ill-humour, not with laws, a 1871
MAURICE Friendship Bks. i. (1874) 21 Dean Swift, .the best
and most perfect specimen of ill-humour.

Ill-humoured (i-lihia-majd), a. [f. prec. +
-ED 2

.] Having or showing ill humour (see prec. 3) ;

bad-tempered, morose.
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. in. x, Love, they say.. will

. . make illhumoured people good. 1876 BANCROFT Hist.
U.S. VI. xlix. 360 Joseph II overcame his ill-humored
demurs.

Hence 1 11-hu'mouredly adv., in an ill-humour.

'795 Si'.vMjn .-I ,-,</. (ed. 2) 1. 171 Marguerite ill-humouredly
retorted [etc.], 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. 1 1. xcix.

SuWhat is the use of parading this ill-humouredly?
Ill-husband v. : see ILL- 4.

t- Illrable, a. Obs. rare. [f. lL-2 + LIABLE.]
Not liable.



ILLIBERAL.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. II, cclxxviii, That the

King might Act secure, and be Illyable to other men's

^CCOU
nV ,.{*'*'

He"
f

' Iy
<
"*'" Whose Station Theyknew Illyable, to any frame Of Processe.

Illiberal (ili-beral, ill-), a. (sb.) [a. F. illiMral
(i4th c.), ad. L. illiberdlis mean, sordid, f. il- (!L-*)
+ liberalis LIBERAL.]
L Not befitting or of the nature of a free man ;

not pertaining to or acquainted with the liberal
arts (see LIBERAL), without liberal culture, un-
scholarly; ill-bred, ungentlemanly, unrefined; base,
mean, vulgar, rude, sordid.

1535 STEWART Crm. Scot. II. 42 Ane Planctius, quhilkwes ane rycht soft man, Without ingyne or jeopardie in
weir..

Illiberal},
and richt seindell wes trew. c 1590 MAR-

LOWE Faust. L 35 This study fits a mercenary drudgeToo servile: and illiberal for me. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II.
n. 92 Mechamcall & ilhberall crafts. 01610 FOTHEBBYAtheom n. i. i (.622) 172 No Art, neither liberal!, nor
illiberall. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xxxviii. I2o To celebrate
their Festivals with such illiberall plays and sports. 1641
WILKINS Math. Magick i. ii. (1707) 5 In Propriety of Speechthose Employments alone may be styled Illiberal, which
require only some bodily Exercise, as Manufactures, Trades
1748 CHESTERF. Lett. 27 Sept., Every word or phrase you
.. cannot find in Caesar Cicero, Livy, Horace, Virgil, and
Ovid, is bad, illiberal Latm. 1731 Ibid. 18 Mar , Your
hand-writing is one, which is indeed shamefully bad, and
illiberal. 1837-0 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. ,. v.

32. 352 Mostof the youth betook themselves to mechanical or other
illiberal employments. 1853 RUSKIN Stones I^eit. II. vi,Ihere should not . . be a trenchant distinction of employ-
ment, as between.. men of liberal and illiberal professions
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 79 No man will be allowed
to exercise any illiberal occupation.
transf. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 604 Serpents have

many Epithets given unto them, as illiberal, perfidious,
treacherous.. and such like.

2. Not generous in respect to the opinions, rights,
or liberty of others

; narrow-minded, bigoted ;

opposed to liberal principles in ecclesiastical,
political, or commercial relations.
a 1649 CHAS. I

(J.),
The charity of most men is grown so

cold, and their
religion so illiberal. 1713 STEELE Guardian

JNo. i F 3 1 he affinity between all works which are beneficial
to mankind is much nearer, than the illiberal arrogance of
Scholars will, .allow.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scat. n. 1. 120
Popery . . of the most bigotted and illiberal kind 1866
i ELTON Ane. 4- Mod. Gr. II. x. 459 The unwise and illib-
eral policy of the great powers [towards Greece] 1885Law Times 10 Jan. 181/2 We cannot . . think that any court
would put so illiberal a construction upon sect. 7.

3. Not free or generous in giving ; stingy.
1623 COCKERAM, Illiberall, couetous, base. 1605 WOOD-

WARD Nat. Hist. Earth. (1702) 257 Earth did not deal out
their Nourishment with an over-sparing or illiberal Hand.
1752 MASON Elfrida 8 More apt. .to err, In giving mercy's
tide too free a course, Than with a thrifty and illiberal
hand To circumscribe its channel.

4. Comb., as illiberal-minded.
1806 Simple Narrative 1. 21 His imperious illiberal-minded

wife.

B. sb. (nonce-use from 2.) One who is not liberal
in opinions, etc. ; one who is opposed to Liberalism
in politics.
1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiogr. (1859) i They all turn inoi,

pauvre dative, into political capital in the fund of minerals.
*8z7.H'st- Europe in Ann. Reg. 112/1, I may be a Tory, and
an illiberal. 1871 RUSKIN Fors Clav. I. i. 6, I am a violent
Illiberal; but it does not follow that I must be a Conservative.
Hence lUi'beralism, ILU'beralness, illiber-

ality, illiberal principles.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Illiberalness, Niggardliness, Un-

bountifulness, Meanness of Spirit. 1839 in Spirit Metropol
Coiiseru. Press ^840) II. 370 No real corruption, no real
llllberahsm, will be tolerated in any administration whatever.
1851 Blackw. Mag. Feb. I97 The now fulfilled prophesies
of Ilhberalism. 11865 Sat. Rev. n Mar. 276/1 This slough of
intolerance, and illiberalism, and servility.

Illiberality (iliberse-liti). [a. F. illiberally
(i4th c.), ad. L. illiberalitat-em : see prec. and
-ITY.] The quality of being illiberal (in the various
senses of the adj.) ; meanness

; uncharitableness
;

niggardliness, stinginess.
1381 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 206 To be re-

covered from illiberalitie in trade. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng
Poesie

i._
xx. (Arb.) 57 Parsimonie and illiberalitie are

greater vices in a Prince then in a priuate person. 1607-12BACON Ess., Parents f, Childr. (Arb.) 274 The illiberalitye
of Parentes in allowance towardes theire Children is an
harmefull errour. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals Pref, There will
always be found a petulance and illiberally in their remarks.
1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) I. iv. too The illiberally of
England to her scientific institutions.

Illiberalize (ili-berabiz), v.
[f. ILLIBERAL a.

+ -IZE.] trans. To render illiberal.

1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 568 It illiberalizes
science. 1840 MILL Diss. * Disc., Coleridge (1859) I- 464One who is to be dreaded by Liberals lest he should illibe-
ralize the minds of the rising generation.

Illiberally (iLrberali), adv.
[f. ILLIBERAL a.

+ -LY 2
.] In an illiberal manner : see the adj.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad in. 378 There is no God given more
illiberally To those that serve thee than thyself. 1667
Decay C/tr. Piety xiv. p 2 One that had been bountiful
only upon surprize and incogitancy, illiberally retracts and
contradicts bis original design. 1753 CHESTERF. Lett.
(1792) IV. ccxcix. 19 Nineteen, an age at which most of
your countrymen are illiberally getting drunk in Port at the
University. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) I. 498 The
spirit of their administration was not illiberally exclusive.

43

t Illice-ntiate, a. 06s. rare-1
, [f. lL-2 +

LICENTIATE.] Unlicensed.
a 1659 Lady Alimony i. iii. Aivb, Tim. Surly Sir, your

design ! Hax. To ruine your Design, illicentiate Playwright.
t ILUce-ntious, a. Obs. rare- 1

. Done without
license, unlawful, illegal.
1621 MALYNES Ane. Law-Merck. 461 Derogating many

ilhcentious customes which grew by peruersnesse and
corruptnesse of nature.

Illicit (ili'sit, ill-), a. Also 7 -ite. [a. F. illicite

(I4th c.), ad. L. illicit, f. il- (!L-^) + licitus pa.
pple. of licere to be allowed.] Not authorized or
allowed; improper, irregular ; esp. not sanctioned
by law, rule, or custom ; unlawful, forbidden.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc, viiu 390 To purge and reform

t?"
s and a" the llli

?
it actons and motions thereof.

r" .,..
RE yftt S"'f- 274 Corrupting Christianitywith the ilhcite Doctrines and practices of Idolatry. 1748Anson s Voy. i. ix. 85 The illicit commerce carried on to the

river of Plate. 1806 SURR Winter in Land. (ed. 3) II. 248,

T vvr offspring of illicit love. 1815 European Mag.
.. .
m - 15<t Between the 6th and 7th bars, .are formed two

HSR? fi
f
th

.
s- I& S M=CULLOCH Taxation n. x. (1852) 365

Illicit distillation is but little prevalent. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
f. Holt i. (1868) 25 Interested m stories of illicit passion.

b. Of an agent : That does something illegal.

U
l88

*,.
s
:
DOWELL Taxes in Eng. IV. i. i. 5 [This] enabled

the illicit manufacturer to compete successfully with the
fair trader.

C. Logic. Illicitprocess : that form of syllogistic
fallacy in which a term not distributed in the
premisses is distributed in the conclusion.
1827 WHATELY Logic 88 To infer a universal conclusion

[from a particular minor premise] would be an illicit processof the minor. 1866 FOWLER Induct. Logic (1869) 91 This
fallacy is called illicit process of the major or minor, ac-
cording as the term illegitimately distributed in the con-
clusion is the major or minor term.
Hence Illi citly adv., in an illicit manner. II-

li-citness, unlawfulness (Todd, 1818).

i
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C>""'S- -?*' Q"eiec 221 Captain Smith
skulked thither illicitly. 1836 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith iv. ii.

S 3. 200 i hey introduce illicitly and unconsciously the idea
of mind. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 225 A more profitable
trade was illicitly carried on with the Spanish settlements.
t Illl'Cltous, & Obs. rare. [f. as ILLICIT +

-ous.] = ILLICIT. Hence f Illrcitously adv.,
unlawfully.
1611 COTGR., Illicite, illicitous, vnlawfull. Iincitement

,

I
1

?,'.

t
,

ous y ' vnlawfull X' ii693 URQUHART Rabelais m. xi.
88 lhat sort of Lottery is. .illicitous.

t riligate, v. Obs. rare.
[f. L. illigdt-, ppl.

stem of illigare to fetter : see next.] trans. To
bind or fetter ; to bind with a spell.
1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters 1. 127 There were two thus

litigated for three years space, and then reconciled, and had
a very fine child.

t Illiga-tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. illigation-em,
n. of action from illigare to fetter, entangle, f. il-

(lL-1) + ligdre to bind.] Entanglement.
_ 1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxi. 205 Not apprehend-
ing the hardship of others, by reason of the Beckomngs and
litigations of pleasure. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., litigation,an inwrapping, or intangling.

t Illi'ghten, v. Obs. [app. an alteration of
ALIGHTEN v.3, after illuminate, etc.; cf. EN-
LIGHTEN.] trans. To illuminate, enlighten, lit.

na&fig. (Freq. in 1 7th c.)
"555 J- PHILPOT in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 241 The

knowledge of God which hath illightned your mynde with
the true religion of Christ. 1592 Greene's Groat's W. Wit
Addr., Wit may. .be termed the worlds goggle-eyde Lampe,which

ilhghtning all darkens its owne. 1641 HINDE J

about it. 1693 G. FIRMIN Rev. Air. Davis's Viud. ii. 15 The
understanding being illightned to see this Christ.
Hence f Illi-g-htened ppl. a., tim-ghtening

1

ubl. sb. ; also t Illi-jrhtener, an enlightener.
"597 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. Ixxxv, When as th' illightned

soule discovers cleere Th' abusing shewes of Sense 1629
SIR W. MURE True Crucifixe 238 Illightened eyes did
view the tree of life. 1638 FEATLY Transub. 65 The il.

hghtner .. of antiquities. 1656 JEANES f'ula. Christ 299
For the illightning of any mind, though never so darke.

Illimitability (iliimitabrliti). [f. next + -ITY.]
The quality or condition of being illimitable

;

illimitableness; boundlessness.
1841 Blackm. Mag. L. 62 The first and strongest [impres-

sion] the stranger wandering through London feels, is the
idea of illimitability. 1880 VEITCH Descartes' Method
Introd. 137 To know one's own limit is to know one's own
illimitability.

Illimitable (ili-mitab'l, ill-),
a. (sb.) [f. lL-2 +

LIMITABLE: cf. F. illimitable.'] That cannot be
limited or bounded; having no determiuable limits

;

limitless, boundless.

IS9* SPENSER Hymn Heav. Love 57 The heauens il-

limitable hight. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.)

108, I might seeme to . . prescribe lawes to what is illimit-
able. 1725 POPE Odyss. xx. 75 Tost thro' the void illimit-
able space. 1805 FOSTER Ess. iv. ii. 137 The attempt to

comprehend the illimitable soul. 1840 CAKLYLE Heroes \.

(1841) 13 This huge illimitable whirlwind of Force, which
envelops us here. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe (1894)
75 An illimitable appetite.
B. sb. That which is illimitable ; an illimitable

thing.

ILLIQUATED.
1884 BROWNING Ferishtah, Plot-culture 35 Clean-cut from

out and off the illimitable. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Mar.
677, I see

only unbounded space and indefinite time, and
within those illimitables a finite world.

Illrnutableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being illimitable ; boundlessness.
1845 Chr. Remembr., Laud in Mozley Ess. (1878) I. 155

Restless illimitableness distresses the age. 1866 Spectator
17 Nov. 1282/2 When we apply the epithet infinite to spaceor time, this notion of perfection changes into that of il-
hrmtableness.

inimitably (ili-mitabli), adv. [f. as prec.+
-Ly2.] In an illimitable manner

; without limita-
tion or possibility of limit.

J7SS JOHNSON, inimitably. 1798 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 88
1 nese [projects] were

inimitably extensive. 1866 Spectator
'? ,-

v
VI2.

82/2 Degrees of infinity, i.e. of magnitudes, each
of which is ilhmitably large or small. 1879 L. STEPHEN
Johnson iv.

9_6
He talked and drank tea inimitably

t Illi-mitate, a. Obs. [ad. late L. illimitat-us,
f. z/- (!L--) + lintitdre to limit, f. limit-em LIMIT.]
Unlimited, unbounded.
i6o FULBECKE Pandectes n Alexander the great .. did

claime a generall and absolute power indefinite & illimitate
puer all men. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 4. 197 An
illimitate and boundlesse sea. 1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb
^elf-convict.

120 They tell us . . that the power of all true
IcjDffs is., absolute and illimitate.

Illiruitation (ilimite'-jan). rare.
[f. IL-2 +

LIMITATION ; cf. F. illimiialion.] The condition or
fact of being unlimited; freedom from limitation.
1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brownists 23 Their Popes supre-

macy,
infallibility,

illimitation. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON
Metaph. (18^) II. xxxviii. 374 Of these two repugnant
opposites, the one is that of Unconditional or Absolute
Limitation; the other that of Unconditional or Infinite
Illimitation.

Illimited (ili-mited, ill-), a. [f.I L
-2 + LIMITED.]

Not limited ; unlimited
; unbounded, unrestrained.

I
5"?f!.

FVLBECKE Pandectes 61 The vnsatiable couetousnes
and ilhmited encroachment. 1645 E. CALAMY Indictm. agst.
Eng. 13 Some plead for an illimited toleration of all Re-
ligions. 1738 W. WILSON Dcf. Reform. Princ. Ch. Scotl. v.

(1769) 318 The King was obliged to take a most illimited
oath. 1827 AIKMAN Hist. Scot. III. iv. 467 The illimited
power of the bishops. 1853 LYNCH Lett, to Scattered vi. 81
Human wrath may be blind, illimited, or selfish.

Hence Illimitedly adv., unlimitedly, unbound-
edly. Illi-mitedness, the quality of being il-

limited, unlimited quality or degree.
a 1614 DONNE BtaSamros (1644) 46 This natural! Law, of

Selfe-preservation .. doth not so rigorously, and urgently,and illimitedly binde, but that [etc.]. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.
Reb. vin. 86 The absoluteness and illimitedness of his
Commission. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 70 He must
exist in the best manner illimitedly and infinitely. 1843
GALLENGA Italy, Past $ Pr. (1848) I. in New faith .. in
the illimitedness of our human faculties.

Illination, erron. form of ILLINITION.

t Illine, v. Obs. rare.
[f. L. illine-re, f. il-

(IL-I) + line-re to smear. Cf. obs. F. illiner

(Cotgr.).] trans. To smear, besmear.
1615 CHOOKE Body of Man 209 A yellow oily humor

wherewith the passage, .is illined or smeared.
I Illi'lieal, a. Obs. rare. [f. IL- 2 + LINEAL.]

Not lineal
;

' out of line '.

1647 WARD Simp. Coblcr 34 Kingdomes. .unsound in their
foundations, illineall in their superstructures.

t riling, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [f. ILL v. + -ING!.]
a. Evil-doing, injuring, harming ; speaking ill. b.

Being or becoming ill
; illness.

f 1220 Bestiary 419 [The fox] gelt hem here billing raSe
wio illmg, tetoggea and tetireS hem. c 1573 BALKOUR
Practicks (1754) 600 Of thame that have spokin with Inglish-men in illmg of Scotland . . in tressounabill manner. 1719D'URKEY Pills IV. 91 To prevent her own Heart's illing.

Illiilition iliiiij.jn:. Also erron. -ation. [n.
of action from L. illinire (Columella, Pliny), late
variant of illinere to smear (see ILLINE).]
1. The smearing or rubbing in or on, of ointment,

liniment, or the like. b. concr. That which is

smeared or rubbed in.

^ 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. xiv. 472 Upon the applica-
tion or illinition of any fat things, presently Pustules arise

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 257 A flannel shirt

dipped^n the oil . . continues to be worn, after fresh illina-

tions, till a cure is obtained.

2. transf. f a. A calcining process, in which
metals were '

anointed
'

with certain solutions (see
quot. 1678). Obs. b. concr. A thin crust of extra-

neous matter formed on the surface of metals; hence,
a coating of foreign matter on other substances.

1678 SALMON Land. Disp. vi. viii. 834 Potential Calcina-
tion, which is done by Corrosion, is either by Immersion,
Amalgamation, Cementation, Fumigation, or Illinition.

Ibid., By Illinition, or Anointing, which is done by anoint-

ing plates of Metal with the Solution of Sal Niter, Sal
Armoniack, Sal Gem, or Common Salt. 1683 PETTUS Fleta
Min. n. 21 There are other ways of Calcinations, .of Metals;
viz. by. .initiations. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I.

165 [Asbestinite] is sometimes disguised by a thin crust or
illinition of black manganese. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. I.

306 Leaving on broad cloth a farinaceous illinition.

Illipsis, erron. for ELLIPSIS.
1740 Power Pros. Numbers 63 An Illipsis will often help

the Rhythmus, by contracting two Syllables into one, as
'tis, don't : for it is, do not.

t riliquated, ///. a. Obs. rare-",
[f. L. illi-

quat-us, pa. pple. of illiqudre to flow into, f. il-

71-2



ILLIQUATION.

(It-
1

) + Italian to melt, lijuarl to be liquid, to

flowj
' Melted down '

(Bailey vol. II, 1737).

t Illiqna"tion. Chem. Obs. [ad. L. type *illi-

qudtion-tm, f. il- (IL- ') + liqudtio melting, LlQUA-
1 1'

t.v.J
The melting or infusing of one substance

into another.
161* WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks.

(i6$3) 371 lUiyvation, is

the commistion of terrene bodies with Metalline (as of

Lapis cadmia with cuprum) but so as each retains his own
substance. 1678 PHILLIPS ed. 4) List Barbarous Words,
IlliauatijHi an Infusing dry things into liquid.

t Ilirquefact, v. Obs. [f. L. illiquefa(t-u$

melted, liquefied, f. il- (lL-1) + liquefactus lique-

fied.] trans. To liquefy ; to melt.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhtnur's Bk. Physickt 257/1 Take
Terebinthine . . and illiquifactede Hoegesgreace . . liquefye
them together. 1609 J. DAVIES Holy Rootte (1876) 15
(D.) See how the sweat fals from His bloodlesse browes,
Which doth illiquefact the clotted gore.

Illiquid (ili-kwid, ill-), a. Law.
(f.

Il-2 +
LIQUID. Cf. obs. F. illit/uiJe.] Of a right, debt,
or claim : Not clear or manifest

; not ascertained

and constituted either by a written obligation or

by a decree of a court.

1694 LD. FOUNT/UNHALL in M. P. Brown Stiff/. Decit.
Crt. Sess. (1826) IV. 207 That in such illiquid rights, where
they had not obtained possession, it was hard to put an esti-

mate and value thereon. 1880 MUIKHEAD Cains iv. 51
A sort of anticipatory limitation, commonly called taxation,
following on an illiquid claim. 1884 Law Times Rep. 1.1.

581/2 To ascertain whether the claim was liquid or illiquid.

I'llish, a. rare. [f. ILL a. + -I8H.J Somewhat
ill or unwell ; indisposed.
1617 BRIAN Pisse-Proph. (1670) 77 They are not sick. .but

are Ulish or not well. 1679 Trial of White $ Oilier Jesuits
2i, 1 saw you in the afternoon when you were a little illish.

Illision (ilrgan, ill-). Now rare. [ad. L. illi-

sion-em, n. of action f. illidlre to strike or dash

against.] The action of striking against something.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1059 Clearches .. having

set this downe, that the vigour and firmitude of things,
is the illtsion and smiting of fire. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. led. 4) III. xxvii. 221 Aristotle .. afiirmeth this
sound [humming of bees] to be made by the illision of an
inward spirit upon a pellicle or little membrane about the

precinct or pectoral division of their body. 1855 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., lllisio,..m illision.

t Illi'te, V. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. illit-, ppl. stem

of illinlre (ILLINEX] trans. To smear, anoint.

i6j7 TOMLINSON Return's Disf. 294 Deleates black skars
if illited with Oxegall. 1657 Phys. Diet., Illited, anointed.

Illiteracy (ililerasi). [f.
ILLITERATE: see

-AOY.J The quality or condition of being illiterate ;

ignorance of letters ; unlearnedness, absence of

education ; esp. inability to read and write.
1660 S. FISHER Rustic/is Alarm Wks. (1679! 222 They

have .. nourish'd up Illiteracy itself. 1774 WARTON Hist.

Eng. Poetry (1775) H. 280 'lo reform the illiteracy of the

clergy. 178* W. K. MARTYN Geog. Mag. I. 24 The illiteracy
of Mahomet made it necessary for him to find some more
learned associate. 1880 S. C. BUXTON HaruUk. Pol.

Quest. 43 That literate voters are induced to plead illiteracy
so that the briber may know which way they vote. 1888
Pall ATall^ G. 3 Sept. 7/2 Comparative illiteracy, as tested

by marks instead of names in the registers of marriage.
b. An error due to want-of learning.

1715 POPE Shaks. Pref. (Jod.), The many blunders and
illiteracies of the first publishers of his works.

Illiteral (ilrteral, ill-), a. rare. [f. IL- 2 +

LITERAL.] Not literal.

1765 B. DAWSON Texts on Logos 251 (L.) A translation
most of all unexact and il literal .

Illiterate (ili-ter/t), a. (sb.) Also 6 illittu-

rate, 6-7 illeterate. 7 illitterate. [ad. L. illitte-

rat-us (less correctly illit-) unlettered, unwritten,
{.it- (!L-*) + litterdtus (lit-) furnished with letters,

learned, liberally educated (see LITERATE).]
1. a. Of persons : Ignorant of letters or literature ;

without book-learning or education ; unlettered,
unlearned ; spec, (in reference to census returns,

voting by ballot papers, etc.) Unable to read, i. e.

totally illiterate.

IJS* LAUDER Tractate 453 No more can ludgis Illitturate
Discus ane mater, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragiu. Reg. (Arb.) 50
Neither (was he] illiterate ; for he was, as he would often

professe, a friend to Sir Philip Sidney, and there are of his
now extant, some fragments of his Poem. 1670 W. CLARKE
Nitre 29 Every illiterate person talks of Brimstone in

Lightning. 1748 CHESTERF.- Lett. (17921 II. clii. 38 The
word illiterate, in its common acceptation, means a man
who is ignorant of those two languages [Greek and Latin).
i8 E. IRVINO Babylon II. VIM. 291 The illiterate fisher-
men of Galilee overcame the wit ana learning of Greece and
Rome. 1881 Echo 13 Jan. 1/5 The illiterate voter appeared
rather prominently in the proceedings.

b. Of things : Characterized by or showing
ignorance of letters, or absence of learning or
education ; unlearned, unpolished.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillenieau's Fr. Chirurg.

*
6b, The harsh-

nes of my illeterate and rude stile, ifol BURTON Awit.
Mel. L ii. in. xv. (1651) 134 The Civil Law with us. .an illi-

terate and barbarous Studv. 1781 GIBBON Decl. t, F. 1 1. 75The disadvantage of an illiterate education. 1870 MAX
MULLER.SC. Relig. (1873) '02 The.. crowd of bookless or
illiterate religions.

2. In sense of L. ilKtteratus : Unfurnished with

letters, not written upon ; not expressed in words
;

unwritten ; inarticulate, rare.

44

i&4S MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 198 Confidently to those who
have read good bookes, and to those whose reason is not an
illiterate booke to themselves I appeale. 1715 tr. c .YJJ

rfAuHoy's Wks. 428 All good Council we refuse, And our
Illiterate Sorrows only bear. 1888 E. PEACOCK in Cath.
Househ. 18 Aug. i i/i Some few old bells, .are without any
inscription, but these

'

illiterate
'

bells are very rare.

.B. sb. An illiterate, unlearned, or uneducated

person ; spec, (in reference to census or polling
returns, etc.), a person unable to read.
i68 WITHER Brit. Rememb. v. 1737 Not as a weakling,

or illiterate. 1710 STEELE Tatter No. 200 p 3 There is no
manner of Competition between a Man of Liberal Education
and an Illiterate. 1865 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. 4/1 We have
been told that the intellectual tests we have introduced into
our army will exclude from it the dashing illiterates whose
stout hearts and strong thews and sinews made it what it

was under the Duke. iW^Atkensum 3 Feb. 152/2 Regard-
ing the number of 'cannot reads '..Iowa is the 'banner
State ', having out of its total population but 2-4 per cent, of
illiterates. 1893 Times 8 Aug. 7/3 [He] stated that in Ireland
the illiterates were 21 per cent, of the electors.

t Illi'terated, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED!.]=
prec. I.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greene's Menaphott A iij b, Our vn-

experienced and illiterated Punies. x6ax VKNNER Tnbacca
in Baths ofBathe (1650) 405 Apothecaries and other base
illiterated Empericks.

Illiterately, adv. [f.
ILLITERATE + -LY -.] In

an illiterate, unlettered, or unlearned manner.
1684 N. S. Crit. Ena. Edit. Bitle

iy. 23 Those things.,
with which the Jews, half asleep, are illiterately contented.
a 1743 SAVAGE To John Powell 47 To unread 'squires illite-

rately gay ; Among the leorn'd, as learned full as they.

Illrterateness. [f.
as prec. -t- -NESS.] The

quality or condition of being illiterate ; want of

learning or education ; illiteracy.

1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. Sato. *
, The illiteratenesse and

vanitie of the Title. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV.
xxix. 161 The extreme illiterateness and indocility of this
maid are surprising. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 103 Childish
illiterateness, and want of education in the most ordinary
habits of thought.

Illiterature (ili-teratiiu). [f. ILLITERATE,
after literature. Cf. F. illitterature (Littr^).] Want
of learning ; illiterateness, illiteracy.
1591 R. D. Hfpnerotomachia i8b, The cause., doth I

proceed from ignorance, and hath his beginning from
illiterature. 1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 399 The :

Obstinacie and Illiterature of the shallow people. 17*6 :

AYLIFFE Parergon 208 The more usual Causes of tnis

Deprivation are.. Illiterature, or Inability for the Discharge
of that Sacred Function, Irreligion [etc.). 1844 S. K.
MAITLAN D Dark Ages 1 1 Such regal curiosities of literature, I

or illiterature, would have been highly interesting. 1866
Pall Mall G. 31 May 4 It cannot efface his antecedents as [

a representative of illiterature.

t Illrtered, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. illiterate, with

|

Eng. suffix -ed, as in lettered.} Illiterate, unlettered.
1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 9 Rude and illitered men.

t Illi'tion. Obs. [ad. L. type *illition-em, n. of
action f.illinfre (see ILLINE).] Smearing, anointing.
1657 TOMLINSON Retwu's Disf. 518 In drink or illition it

confers against the bitings of Scorpions. i8 MAYNE,
lllitia...M term for the process of anointing; ilhtion.

Ill-judge v. : see ILL- 4.

Ill-judged (H|dz,trdz,d : see ILL- III), a. Done
without judgement, injudicious, unwise.

1717 GARTH Ch-uTs Met. Pref. (1732) * ii b, Nor do I

remember he has err'd above once by ill-judg d Superfluity.
1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 155 To pay a very ill-judged com-
pliment. iSao W. IRVING Sketch Bk. (1859) 4 Recrimina-
tion on our part would be equally ill-judged. 1818 TYTLER
Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 53 An ill-judged economy.

I'll-ju'dging, a. [f. ILL adv. +judging, pres.

pole, of JUDGE z/.]

1. Judging adversely or malevolently.
01715 WYCHERLEY Cmisol. Cuckolds Wks. (1728) ll. 166

Injurious, spightful,
and ill-judging Town. 17*5 POPE Odyss.

xvin. 422 Thy ill-judging thoughts the brave disgrace.
2. Judging faultily or mistakenly ; uncritical

;

injudicious.
a 1684 ROSCOMMON Prospect of Death iv, To their ill

Judging Pallate sweet. 1717 PRIOR Alma i. 64 Our ill-

judging wives and daughters Mistake small beer for citron
waters. 1838-41 ARNOLD Hist. Koine II. xxxv. 415 This
noble people rejected with indignation the proposal of some
ill-judging orators.

Ill-languaged, -lettered : see ILL- B.

Ill-less, illess (i'Mes), . Sc. [f. ILL sb. +
LESS.] Free from ill ; having no evil designs ;

harmless, innocent.
a 1670 SPALDINC Trout. Clias. I (1820) I. 334 His

majestie,
as a most gracious illess prince, haveing no mind of such

plotts. iSjiGALT^nra/VI. viii. 62 The illless laddie. 18*3 G.
BEAT-TIE Jamie H'est in Li/ie(M$ 296 Poor ill-less creature !

m-likingf, -lived: see ILL- B.

fill-looked (H|lu-kt), a. Obs. Also 7 ill-

lookt. [f. ILL a. + LOOK sb. + -ED-.] Having an
evil aspect or evil looks ; ill-looking, ugly. (Chiefly
of persons.)
1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover in. iii, Ill-looked devil, Tie

up thy bloody tongue I iTaj DE FOE Col. TVidfr 11840) 7
A

surfy
ill-looked .

.boy.
1811 SCOTT Kenihv. xxix, A huge,

ill-made and ill-looked fellow.

Ill-looking (i'lju-kin), a. f 1". ILL a. or adv.
+ looking, pres. pple. of LOOK v.] Of evil or re-

pulsive appearance, ugly ; the opposite of good-
looking. (Chiefly of persons.)

ILLNESS.

1633 KURD Broktn //. u. i, Son of a cat, ill-looking
hounds-head. 17*5 DE FOB I'&y. round World (1840) 101

Strange, ugly, ill-looking fellows. 1840 DICKENS Barn.

Rudge vii, She was not absolutely ill-looking.

Hence I ll-loo kingnesb.
1796 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 209 Laugh in the faces of

gloom and ill-lookingness.

Ill luck, i'11-lu'Ck. [ILUZ. 5 + LICK
st>.]

Bad
or unfavourable luck ; bad fortune, misfortune.

1548 HALL Chron. t Edtv. If 203 This good chaunce
happed to kynge Edward, by the yltlucke of kynge Henry.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 120 Sir lobn, we haue had ill

lucke ; wee could neuer meete. 1781 MAD. D'AKBLAY
Diary 14 Sept., He..had a run of ill-luck. 1791 *G. GAM-
BADO' Ann. Horsem. ix. (1809) 106 As ill luck would have
it, the curb broke. 1844 DISRAELI Coningiby HI. iv, Who
always lamented his ill-luck.

at tril>. 1634 MILTON Comus 845 Helping all urchin-

blasts, and ill-luck signs.

Ill-mannered (Hjmaenaid), a. [f. ILL a. +
MANNEB sb. + -ED 2

.] Having or showing bad
manners ; unmannerly, rude. (Of persons, their

actions, etc.)

142* tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 226 Tho
that haue the flesshe of the brestis lytill and dry bene ille-

ymanerite and bene lykenyd to apys. 1573 J. SANFORU
Hours Kecrt-at. (1576) 175 A faire yong man, but yll
mannered. 1623 MASSINGER Bondman v. iii, C. You are
foul-mouthed. A. Ill-mannered too. 1681 DRYDEN Span.
friar v. ii, Curb your ill-mannered zeal. 1897 Daily Nevus

aoMay7/i Our Royal family are gettinga little tired of the

well-meant, but at the same time ill-mannered, homage of
well-dressed crowds.

Hence I ll-ma'nneredly adv.. in an unmannerly
way, rudely. Also 1 11-ma-nnerly <z., unmannerly.
1663 PEPYS Diary 21 Mar., The worst that I ever said was

that that was insolently or ill mannerdly spoken. 1840 T. H.
NEWMAN Lett. (1891) 1. 426 Then I bethought myself,' How
ill-mannerly !

'

ni-meaning, -minded, etc. : see ILL- B.

Ill nature, I'll-na-ture. [!LL a. + NATURE.]
Malevolent disposition or character; unkindly

feeling ; churlishness, spitefulness.
1691 WOOD Life -2^ June (O.H.S.) III. 365 He was told.,

that a great deal of ill nature was expressed in my book.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Apol., If good and ill nature equally
operated on mankind. 1861 BUTTON COOK P. Foster's D.
i, Why need we barter ill-nature with each other?

Ill-natured (Hjn/'-tiujd), a. [f. prec. + -ED*.]

1 1. Of evil or bad nature or character ; malig-
nant. Obs.

1645 FULLER Good Tk. in Bad T. (1841) 32 Must the earth
..be sad, because some ill-natured star is. sullen? 1665
NEEDHAM Medela Medic. 261 A good humor, .drawn out of
the Bodie by common, ill-natur'd Purgers. 1775 NOURSE
in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 433 The wound . . was more in-

flamed ; and tbe edges of it 'looked thick and ill-natured

a 1788 POTT Chirurg. Wki. II. 449 An ill-natured fungus.
2. Of evil disposition ; having, or showing,

malevolent character or feeling ; unkindly, churlish,

spiteful. (Of persons, their actions, etc.)

1635*56 COWLEY Davideis i. 562 Ah cruel Father, whose
iU*natur'd Rage Neither thy Worth, nor Marriage can
asswage 1 1068 WILKINS Real Char. Ep. bijb, Some
Ignorant and ill-natured men. .would have exposed them
to contempt and mine, a 1704 T. BROWN Eng. Satire
Wks. 1730 I. 20 My lord Rochester was always witty, and
always very illnatur'd. 1865 Miss MULOCK Christian's
JMistake v. in The world is filled, not. .with only bad and

good, but with an intermediate race which is merely ill*

natured. 1869 TROLLOPE He K'new etc. xvi. 126 People say
such ill-natured things.

b. Irritable in temper ; peevish, cross. Sc.

18*5-80 JAMIESON s, v., He has a very kind heart
; but O !

it's hard to live wi' him, he's sae ill-natured. 1843 BETHUNE
Sc. Fireside Slor. 80 I'm aye ill-natured when 1 think that

you had some hand in driving my best, .friend, from the
house in which she was born and bred.

Hence 1 11-na'tiiredly adv., in an ill-natured

manner ;
1 11-na turedness (rare), churlishness.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 486 That Soule hath .. some
jarring ill-naturednesse. 1683 VIU.H us (Dk. Buckhm.) AV-
kearsal i. (ed. 4) 7 Phoo, Pox, That's ill natur'dly done
of 'em. 1865 Cornk. Mag. Oct. 404 After all they may not
mean them ill-naturedly.

Illness ^.i'ines). [f. ILL a. + -NESS.] The

quality or condition of being ill (in various senses).

f 1. Bad moral quality, condition, or character
;

wickedness, depravity ; evil conduct ; badness. Obs.

c 1500 Melusine 261 That we were consentyng to the

ylnesse & dysobedyence of Claude ayenst our souerayne
lord nature!, your fader. 1553 LATIMER Serm. Lincoln ix.

148 When we doe ill, we shalT receiue our rewarde for our
ilnes. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. v. 21 Thou . . Art not without

Ambition, out without The Hlnes&e should attend it. 1690
NORRIS Beatitudes (1694) I. 81 Besides its own proper
Illness, 'tis farther to be detested upon the Scandal of its

Parentage. 1718 PRIDEAUX Connect. O. $ W- Test. u. n.

75 The endangering of the whole Jewish State by the

illness of his Conduct

t 2. Unpleasantness, disagreeableness ;
trouble-

someness ; hurtfulness, noxiousness ;
badness. Obs.

1595 MAYNARDE Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 16 Wearied
with the ilnes of the waye. 1606 THOMAS Dicf. w. Incon-

sonantia, By reason of their vnaptnes and itlnesse of sound,
when two vowels or letters can not be pronounced. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Uttd. \\. xxl. (1605) 142 By the darkness of
the Night, or illness of the Weather. 1718 BERKELEY Jml.
Tour Italy 12 Apr., Wks. 1871 IV. 593 Land flat, marshy,
hardly inhabited for the illness of the air.

3. Bad or unhealthy condition of the body (or,

formerly, of some part of it) ; the condition of being



ILLOCABLB.
ill (ILL a. 8) ; disease, ailment, sickness, malady
Also with an and //. (The only current modern
sense, badness being now used in the other senses )

"S%>-9 ;

TEMPLE Ess. Health f, Long Life Wks. 173, I.
184 Rue is of excellent Use for all Illness of the Stomach
1692 - Mem. 1672-79 (R.), While his illness lasted and
the event was doubtful, all was in suspence. 1703 ROWE
FatrPenit 1. 1. 323 They told me you had felt some sudden
Illness

; Where are
you sickf 1776 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. I.

xin. 392 From the inclemency of the weather, and the fatigue
of the journey, he soon contracted a slow illness 1838 LOCK-HART Scott Ixxx, In the family circle Sir Walter seldom
5
? f ?

illness at all. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III
280 Athletes.. are liable to most dangerous illnesses if they
depart . . from their customary regimen.
t Hlo-cable, a. Obs. rare-".

[au. ^. ,,

that cannot be disposed of in marriage, f. il- ^IL--;+ bcare to give in marriage, to let, hire : see -BLE.]That cannot be hired or placed out' (Bailey 1721)
Illocal Ul^-'kal, ill-), a. [ad. late L.

iUocal-is, f.

il- (!L- *\+bcHt) LOCAL.]
1. Not local, having no place or location in spaceioi DEACON & WALKER Spirits <j- Divels 93 They arenot most simple, most infinite, ifiocal, nor Omnipotent powers

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 783 To supposethesefinite and particular Beings to be thuslllocal and immove!
able. 1893 FAIRBAIRN Christ in Mod. Theol. II. ii. iii. 3SSHis miraculous power is illocal and universal.

t2. Out of place, misplaced. Obs. nonce-use
1804 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 180 Not to be con-sidered as impertinent, or ,if I may be allowed to coin a

word, which is lawfully compounded) illocal.

Hence Illo'cally adv., in an illocal manner-
without reference to place or location.
I678CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 776 It is indivisiblv and

unmulupl edly, and illocalfy, there, "resent with h; t which
is naturally divisible, and multipliable, and in a place

IllocalityUlokse-liti). [f. ILLOOAL + -ITY.] The
quality or condition of being illocal

T
l678

rif.
UDWOR '*'" Syst. i. v. 783 The Fourth andLast Objection, against Incorporeal and Vnextended Sub-

stance, is from that Illocahty, and Immobility, (which willfollow thereupon), of Humane Souls. 1768^74 ToeU JV<..(i8, I. 3.0 The notion of illocafityiTat leastsold as Aristotle. i8S7-8 SEARS A than. n. viii. (1859) i 78The
early Lutheran divines

...
describe the Lord's posiresurrec*tion body as endowed with the qualities of '

impalpability,

Illo-comotive, a. nonce-wd. [See IL-^.] Not
locomotive, not moving readily
i8 \Ncw Monthly Mag. XLIV. 464 To cast the sloughof this expensive and if-locomotive humanity, and find

yourself afloat with all the necessary apparatus of life

lllogic (ilp'dsik, ill-), [f.
iL.2 + LOGIC, after

next.] 1 he opposite or reverse of logic ; want of
logic, illogicalness.

,0_i- T C-.-_.
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. (H|OT-rnend), a. [parasynth. f.

ill omen + -ED *.] Having or attended by bad
omens; ill-starred; inauspicious.

n,
I

n
6^ DRVD

1
N
/'t^"'

A "&'st- 48 Soon as the ill-omened
rumour reached his ear. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas 11. 285Which you exact from these liCfflnea'd lips. 1832 LVTTON
Eugene A., ,v.With Ut the porch., stood the ill-omened

be ill^omene'd^
AED Ztn "'' My blessing miSh <

Illoricated (iVriWted, ill-), a . Zool. [f. IL-*
+
LOBICATED.] Without a lorica or hard shell-

like covering. So lUo-rloate a.

'fj
1
-^'

HOGG /l/iV-rarc. n. ii. (ed. 5) 294 These are desig-nated illoncated, which means shell-less.
Illote

(il,5u-t, ill-) a. [ad. L. iUSt-us.] Un-
i washed.

1845 FORD Handbk. Stain i. 62 The cutaneous stucco bywhich his own illote carcass is Roman cemented.
illow, obs. var. of HILLO.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. ix. 186/2 We say . . Illow,

Illow, there, there to the Grey-hound .. when we encouragethem to follow their chase.
'

Illoyal (iloi-al, ill-), a. [f.lL-Z + LOYAL.] Not
loyal ; unloyal, disloyal.
1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 397 The voice had

nothing undutiful, or illoyal in it. c 1630 AM. ibid. I. 34
Routs, Riots, illoyal assemblies, c 1694 D'URFEY Pills
(1719) III. 77 Which made some call him Jacobite, Or other-
wise Illoyal.

So Illoyalty, disloyalty.
1882 in Standard 25 Sept. 3/: (trans!. Lei. of Bismarck)A piece of cowardice and illoyaity.

Ill-placed (i'lipU'-st: see ILL- III), a. a.
Badly placed or situated, b. Misplaced, that is
' out of place ', inopportune. ,

ii

1
'?5 M'

V.AUCHAN Siltx Scint. i. Mount of Olives i, Such
lU-pIacd wit 1662 GERBIER Print. 14 A Pallace, like
Cardinal Wolseyes ill-placed one . . on a low ground by the
River side, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. //(i84 7 ) I. v.
115 Awkward and ill-placed panegyrics. 1832 LYTTON
Eugene A. i. x, An ill-placed and ill-requited attachment.

ill-scraped, -seeming : see ILL- B.

I'll-sea'soned, a. a. Badly seasoned or
flavoured, b. Unseasonable.
1612 DRAYTON Polyoll,. xviii. 300 Some, his ill-seasond

mouth that wisely vnderstood. 1640 HABINGTON Castara
in. (Arb.) I38 Oreflowed by an ill season'd rainc. 1843
JUDGE COLERIDGE in Arnold's Life (1844) I. i. 20 So acute
a perception of what was ill-seasoned, or irrelevant.

I'11-se't, a.
[f. ILL adv. + SET///, a.]

1. Badly set or placed ;
in quot. 1622, in reference

to type-setting; in quot. 1660^.
ill

1'2
? h

ITL
wi?

N C
'}

a"?eli P " '< C653) Civb, Like an
ill set book \vhose faults might prove as big as half the

ILLUDE.

1856 J. SKELTON in Edin. Ess. 88 An article pervaded bythe fervid lllogic of Mr. Kingsley's mind. t887 Pall Mall
.!:

* APr
: 4 There is . . one delicious bit of logic or rather

UW-. this morning's chorus. 1889 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec.,
: lllogic of the official position is clear.

Illogical (ilK?ikal, ill-), .
[f. lL-2 + LOGI-

CAL.] Not logical ; devoid of or contrary to logic ;

ignorant or negligent of the principles of sound
reasoning.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. \. xii. 56 b, Illogicall lawyerswho thmke it a fruiteles poynt of superfluous curiositie to

understand the woords of a mans owiie profession. 1661COWLEY V erses f, Ess., Shortness ofLife (1669) ,37 What
is there among the actions of Beasts so illogical and re-
pugnant to Reason ? 1788 Warburton's Di-u. Legat. ,. iv.Wks. 11. 95 Though their principles were often unnatural,their conclusions were rarely illogical. 1850 KINGSLEYAlt. Locke i. (1876) 14 A foolish and illogical arTtipathy

Illogicality (ilpdgikse-llti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
Illogical quality or character

; want of logic or
sound reasoning, illogicalness; unreasonableness.
Also with //. an instance of this.

1830 Blackar. Mag. XXVIII. 874 The utter illogicality of
any argument drawn from their misery. 1873 H. SPENCER
Study Sociol. xvi. (,877 ) 396 The illogicalities and absurdi-
ties to be found .. in current opinions. 1882 Athcnxum
15 July 72/1 Another instance of unpoetic illogicality.

Illogically (il?
-d3ikali), adv. [f. as prec. +

fcY*.] In an illogical manner; without reference
or recourse to logical reasoning.
1660 R. COKE -Justice Vind. S4 They.. most illogicallyconfound the relations of agencie and patiencie in thI same

subject. 1751 WAHBURTON Serm. xiii. Wks. IX. (R.), Hewould infer, and not illogically on such a.. Principle that

F
C
r l.t5L&*3fi*' 2

/f
}uty

.

86 ' The Affair, .was settled
tnghsh fashion, illogically and stupidly, but finally.

IllO-gicalueSS. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Illogical I

quality or character ; illogicality.6
39. HAMMOND Serm, Pastors Motto Wks. 1683 IV. 5461 he illogicalness of the inference. 1683 O. U. Paris/,.Churches no Conventicles 7 We may plainl/see the Illogical-ness of his Arguing. 1800 Daily News ro Mar. ,/, Th-it

curious illogicalness which the rural magisterial mind is
sometimes very cunning in '.

Illogi'cian. nonce-wd. [f. IL-^ + LOGICIAN.]
I he reverse of a logician ; an illogical reasoner.
1884 A. BIRRELL Obiter Dicta Ser. i. 182 The baffled
Jician, persecuted in one position, flees into another.

IllOgicity (ibdgi-sfti). rare.
[f.

lL-2 + LOGIC +
-ITY. Cf. F.

iUfgUUf.\ Illogicalness, illogicality.1886 Daily Tel. 9 Apr. 5/1 The measure .. is pervaded byone obvious illogicity.

' *ullh JJIV*G US Uly
volume. ,6o R. COKE Pwer f, Subj. ,30 Ignorance, and
an ill-set Conscience, excuseth no more from doing what he
ought.
2. 'Evil-disposed, ill-conditioned, having evil

propensities
'

(Jam.). Sc.
*776 9v^EI F"r'er '

s Ha' xxxviii. (Jam.1, Auld luckie
C '

i?*
re

,
er '" set

! A* ye
'

d hae measure, ye sud met
'

IH-shaped, -shapen: see ILL- B.
'

Ill-sorted (Minuted : see ILL- III), a.
[f.

ILL
adv. + sorted, pa. pple. of SOBT v.]
1. Badly assorted or arranged ; ill -matched
1601 NORMS Pract. Disc. 217 Without this, the Harmonyof the Universe would be very defective, and its parts dis-

I

.',

or

'{,
!
la

.
te an^ '"-sorted. 1725 WATTS Logic n. ii. 3

QttiJc. (1803) II. 13,_His ill-sorted armour. 1819 BYRON* yuan
I.

1|,

He and his wife were an ill-sorted pair.
2. Badly suited

; put
' out of sorts

'

; displeased
'upset'. Sc.

1815 SCOTT GuyOfxh, Ye'll be ill-sorted to hear thatnes like to be in the prison at Portanferry.
Ul-speak v. : see ILL- B.

Ill-Starred (M,staMd), a.
[f. ILL a. + STAR s6.

+ -BD8.1 Bora under, or having one's fortunes
governed by, an evil star (according to astrological
belief) ; unfortunate, unlucky, ill-fated.
1604 SHAKS. CM. v. ii. 272 How dost thou looke now?Oh ill-Stan d wench, Pale as thy Smocke. a 1767 SHEN-STONE Elegies vi. 31 Ill-starr'd birds, that, listenfng, not

prince
'^ HowELLS IM- y""'- "68 That ill-sTarred

b. transf. Of actions, etc. : Disastrous.
CJ704 PRIOR Henry f, Emma 593 A useless sorrow, andan , 1-starr d love

,835 Miss SEDGWICK Linwoods (1873) I.
143 The worst ill luck in life. . is an ill-starred marriage
Hl-tempered (H,te'mpaid), a. [partly f. ILL

adv. + tempered, pa. pple. of TEMPER v. ; partly
parasynth. f. ill temper + -ED^.]
fl. Having the 'humours' or elements badly
tempered

'

or mixed
; having a disordered '

temper
'

or constitution; in an unhealthy condition, dis-

tempered; in quot. 1661, unwholesome. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 115 When greefe and blood ill

temper d, vexeth him. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min.
67 I he liver [of a hart] is very bad, and ill tempered. 1664PEPYS Diary 28 June, This day put on a half-shirt . . ii

being very hot ; and yet so ill-tempered am I grown, that Iam afeared I shall catch cold. 1685 tr. Cracians Courtiers

Otj 33 P
,?
radox is a Proof of an ill-tempered mind.

A. Having a bad temper; ill conditioned; morose,
cross, peevish. (In first quot. scarcely distinguish-
able from i.)
ioi SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 116 When I spoke that, I was

ill temper 'd too. 1825 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan II. 64 You
cross-grained, ill-tempered, good for nothing whelp. 1849
JAMES Woodman ii, I could trust her wen enough, cross
and ill-tempered as she is.

Hence 1 11-te mperedly adv., in an ill-tempered
manner; 1 11-te-mperedness, the quality or con-
dition of being ill-tempered (in quot. used arch. ;

cf. sense i above).
'8*? RUSKIN M t- Paint. V. vi. viii. ii The ruggednessand ill-temperedness [of a branch]. 1894 E. F. BENSON

Dodo 302 Remonstrate hastily and ill-temperedly.
Illth (ilb). [f. ILL a. + -TH.] Used by and after

Kuskin as the reverse of wealth in the sense of
'

well-being
'

: Ill-being.
1860 RUSKIN Unto this Last iv. 126 As mere accidental

stays and impediments acting not as wealth, but (for we
ought to have a correspondent term) as 'illth'. 1886 O.LODGE Inaug. Addr. in L'pool Univ. Coll. Mag. Mar. :36A hundred sovereigns may be no wealth, but the direst
illth, to the drowning wretch in whose pockets they serve
only as a load to drag him to destruction. 1889 G. B.bHAW Fabian Ess. i. 22 (Sub-heading)

'

Illth
'

Ill-thrived, -thriven : see ILL- B.

I'll-trmed, a.
[f.

ILL adv. + timed, pa. pple.
of TIME .] Badly timed

; occurring or done at an
inappropriate time ; unseasonable.
1692 l'i,idicatwn Pref. A ij b, How can Zeal for so gooda thing .be ever Ill-timed? 1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 78 The

ill-tim d efforts of officious love. 1791 COWPER Iliad vi. 3991 hy sullen humours, Paris, are ill-timed. 1838 THIRLWALLGreece V. 93 Agesilaus . . saw that such severity would be

Ill-toiigued (i-lito-rjd), a.
[f. ILL a. + TONGUE

J-s.-H-ED^.J Having an evil or malicious tongue ;

speaking evil
; slanderous ; using bad language.

11300 E. E. Psalter cxxxix. 12 [cxl. ii] Man il-tunged,ai
spekand. a 1536 Calisto $ Melib. B

ij a, A yll tongyd wrech
wyll ye not see ? 1693 CONGREVK in Dryden's Juvenal xi.
Note vu, Ihersites. An Impudent, Deformed, Ill-Tongu'd
tellow. 1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 215 The most ill-

tongucd ruffians that ever escaped from a penal settlement.

Ill-treat (H|trft), v. [f. ILL adv. + TREAT v. ;

after the phrases ill treated, ill treatment
; cf. ILL-

USE.] trans. To treat badly; to deal harshly,
unkindly, or cruelly with ; to ill-use, maltreat.
[a 1704 LOCKE (J.), Where men find themselves ill treated ]

1794 ULOOMFIELD Amer. Law Kef . 18 The Negro should
not be ill-treated. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 398When we see a man ill-treating any dumb creature. 1878
I. P. HOPPS Jesus xii. 43 They began to mock him and to
ill-treat him.

Hence 1 11-trea'ter, one who ill-treats.

1895 W. PLATT Women 94 The illtreaters of women.
tl'll-tu-rned (see ILL- III), a. Obs. [f. ILL

aiiv. + turned, pa. pple. of TUEN v.} a. Badly
turned, shapen, or expressed, b. Having an evil
turn of mind, ill-disposed.

'37 B- JONSON tr. Horace's Art ofPoetry Wks. (Rtldg.)
737/2 He d bid blot all, and to the anvil bring Those ill-
torn d verses to new hammering {delere jubebat, Et male
tornatos incudi reddere versus], a 1704 LOCKE (J ) A
mixture of rudeness and ill turned confidence, a 1715BURNET Own Time (1753) V. 197 The capital gentry of
England.. appeared to be ill turned and not to apprehend
the dangers. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. 11852) II. 676Horace directs to send back the ill-turned line to the anvil.

Illucidate (il'w-side't), v. rare. [Formed, after
L. elfuiJare to ELUCIDATE, with prefix iL-l, either

by phonetic confusion of the two prefixes, or to

impart the force of '

on, upon ', as in L. illiicere,
illnminart to shine on.] trans. To shed light
upon ; to make clear, clear up, elucidate.
a 1545 BOORDE Pronost. Prol. in Introd. Kuowl. (1870)

forewords 25 Astronomy doth illucydat all the other
lyberal sciences. 1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Illucidate, to
enlighten or give light, to cleer, or explicate cleerly. 1833

.,

w\ HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 173 The instance adduced
to Illucidate the one method.
Hence Illncida-tion, the action of throwing light

upon something ; Illu-cidative attending to throw
light upon something.
1658 PHILLIPS, lllucidation, a giving light, also an ex-

plaining or making clear. 1848 TALFOURD Lot/it's Final
Mem. vn. 256 The following may . . be added to these, as
lllucidative of his too brief raptures.

Illude (il^Z'd), v. Now rare. Also 6 illud.

[ad. L. illftdlre to make sport of, jest or mock at,
ridicule, occas. to trick, impose upon, f. il- (lL-1) +
IftdZre to play. Cf. obs. F. Hinder (Godef.).]
1 1. trans. To mock, make sport of, deride. Obs.
1516 Lyfe St. Birgette in Myrr. our Ladye (1873) Introd.

56 Where he was Illudyd, Crucyfyed and buryed. 111572
Knaxffist, Jte/.Wks. 1846 I. 196 Nether wold I that ye
should begyn to illud the trewth with sophistrie. 1669GALE Crt. Gentiles i. 11. ii. 22 It illudes, or mocks the wor-
shippers of these Idols, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat.Antients Wks
1730 I. 23 To refute or illude that which is opposed to him.
2. To trick, impose upon, deceive with false

hopes.
1447 BOKENHAM Seynlys (Roxb.) 112 Illudyd by thi god-

desse clepyd dyan. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John
xx. 120 Supposyng them to be deceyued and illuded by some
vision. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. in. 293 Full of
hypocnsie and dissimulation, to lull and illude one another.
1872 M. COLLINS Two Plungesfor Pearl I. iii. 64 They had
allowed their imaginations to illude them.
absol. 1836 F. MAHONEY Kel. Father Prout, Songs France

iv. (1860) 294 None among us seeks to illude By empty boast
of brotherhood.



ILLUDED.

fb. To cheat out of (something). 06s.

1541 Act 33 Htn. VIII, c. 16 S i llluded and deceyved
thereof.

t3. To evade, elude. (In quot. 1820, aisal.) Obs.
In some instances there U prob. confusion with elude.

1553 BKENUE Q. Curtius 21 (R.) [He] cutt with his sworde
the cordes a sunder : therby either illuding, or else fulfiling
thefTect of the propbesie. 1599 Brouehton's Let. xiii. 44
One place in Plato excepted, which the Reuerend Father
hath notably illuded. xSJo MOIR in Blaclnu. Mag. VII. 627
The magic rainbow. . Receding, and illuding ever.

Hence Illirded ppl. a. ; Illirding vbl, sl>. and

ppl. a.

a '547 Proclam. Hen. V[[I in Burnct Hist. Ref. (1715!
III. u. 76 To the great Deceyte, illudyng and seducyng of
our Subjects. 1577 FENTON Gold. Epist. 192 Giuing no
other credite to it than as a vision or illuding suggestion.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGodfa'Yo passe

the time in
vaine commendations of the labours of illuded antiquitie.
1696 LORIMER Goodwin's Disc. vii. 136 An illuding and
mocking of them. 1745 WARTON Pleas. Melanch. 185 The
woodman's stroke, or distant tinkling team.. alarms The
illuded sense. 1887 Athenxum 3 Dec. 745/1 They [women]
come across unfavourable specimens of the illuding sex.

t Ilia-dent, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. illudens,

-cnt-em, pres. pple. of illudfre to ILLUDE.] De-

ceiving, deceptive ; mocking.
? 01550 Phylogamus in Skclton's Wks. (1843) ' Introd.

116 O poete so impudent . . To thee the goddes prudente
Minerua is illudente !

Illu'der. ran. [f. ILLUDE + -ER!.] One who
illudes

; a mocker, deceiver.

1550 BALK Afol. 53 O Illuders of ryghtcousnesse ! 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. ii. in. Colonies 121 False Berosus
and such fond Deluders, (Their zealous Readers insolent

Illuders).

Illume (il'fi'm), v. [A poetical shortening of
ILLUMINE : cf. relume, also used by Shaks. Perhaps
influenced by F. allumer, rallumer (OF. alumcr,
ralumer), also OF. enlumer, of which the stem
-lumer came through *-lumner, from L. -liimindre.]= ILLUMINE: almost exclusively poetic.
1. trans. To light up ;

to make shining or bright,
to brighten.
i6oa SHAKS. Horn, i. i. 37 When yond same Starre. . Had

made his course t
1

illume that part of Heauen Where now
it burnes. 1788 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Peter's Pension Wks.
1812 II. 17 Train-oil instead of Wax was bid t'illume The
goodly company and Dancing-room. 1791 COWPER Odyss.
xix. 42 Pallas from a golden lamp illumed The dusky way
before them. iSai SHELLEY Hellas 69 A second sun array'd
in flame, To burn, to kindle, to illume. 1875 BEDFORD
Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 131 It illumes to a greater
extent the atmosphere.
2. trans/. znAJig. To 'light up" (the face), as a

smile ; to enlighten or illuminate (the mind or

understanding).
a 1764 LLOYD tr. Voltaire's Henriade Poet. Wks. 1774 II.

222 Descend, and with thy strong and purest light My
verse illume ! 1795 SOUTHEY Vis. Maid Orleans in. 146
Loftier thoughts illume The enlighten'd glance. 1804 J.
GRAHAME Sabbath 311 A smile illumes The face of some.
i86a NEALE Hymns East. Ch. (1866) 57 Till through fast-

closed doors Thou earnest Thy Disciples to illume.

t 3. To set alight, kindle. fi\s.ojig. Obs. rare.

1718 POPE Dune. in. 260 Yon suns, he rears at pleasure
higher, Illumes their light, and sets their flames on fire.

1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag. i. 363 She by this Illumes
the headstrong impulse of desire.

Hence Illumed (il'wTnd),///. a. Also Illn-mer,
one who or that which illumes.

1836 I. TAYLOR Phys. The. Another Life (1857) 179 A wide
illumed landscape. 1854 KEICHTLEY Mythol. Anc. Greece
(ed. 3) 384 Castor being the Illumer.

Hlvrme, sb. rare.
[f. prec. vb.] Illumination.

1838 J. STRUTHERS Poetic Tales 37 The lightnings flashed
their dread illume.

Illuminable (il'a-minab'l), a. [ad. L. illft-

mindbil-is, f. illuminare : see ILLUMINE v. + -ABLE.]
Capable of being illumined or illuminated.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Illuminable, capable of being en-

lightened. 1891 H. JONES Brmuning^o A drench of utter
dark not illummable by white.

Illuniina-do, obs. variant of illuminate, with

Sp. ending -AIX> : see ILLUMINATI.
1671 H. MORE Brief Reply 17 For there are some high-

flown Illuminado's, that hold that lyinc with another mans
wife is not Adultery in them though it be so in others.

Illuminant (il'u-minant), a. and st. [ad. L.

illuminanl-em, pres. pple. of illuminare to ILLU-

MINATE.] A. adj. Lighting up, enlightening.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles IV. 493 Chrysostom stiles it [divine

illumination) the illuminant Intellect. 1886 E. WORSDELL
Gasp. Divine Help viii. (1888) 153 'Types' and sacrifices
were 4 a shadow of the good things to come ', and therefore
not illuminant of them.

B. sb. That which illumines or illuminates ;
an

illuminating or lighting body, substance, or agent ;

a source of illumination.
In Webster 1864 noted as Obs. but subsequently in common

use as a general term for artificial agents of light.
1644 DIOBY Two Treat, i. xiii. (1645) 139 The refraction

is made towards the perpendicular drawn from the illu-

minant to the superficies. 1686 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat.
iv. 117 The Bodies that are endow'd with it [light] . . as the
Planets by participation from an External Illuminant. 1875
BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 13-3 The illuminants
or combustibles have consisted of animal or vegetable oils.

1881 Pall Mall G. 20 Mar. 2/1 The incandescent lamp as a
domestic illuminant. 1895 CROCKETT Sweetheart Trav. 232

46

He carried no illuminant with him except a few lucifer
matches.

Illtrminary, a, and sb. rare. [f. ILLUMINE v.,
after luminary.]
A. adj. Tending to illumine ; illuminative.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), llluminary, of or pertaining to

Illuminating.

t B. sb. . ILLUMINATION. Obi.

1691 LUTTRELL Brief Ret.
(18^7) II. 608 The kings birth

day.. ringing of bells, illuminanes and bonefires.

Illuminate (\ttu-rais\e\), ppl. a. and sb. Also

6-7 -&t. [ad. L. iliumindt-us, pa. pple. of illu-

mindrc (see next).
In use as pa. pple. and ppl. adj. before the introduction of

ILLUMINATE v., of which it subsequently served as pa. pple.,
but was gradually displaced by illnutinateii.}
A. pa. pple. and adj.

1. Lighted up ; made bright by light, arch.
1431-50 tr. Higdttt (Rolls) I. 307 Callede Delon . . in that

hit was illuminate of the son a fore other londes. 1555
EDEN Decades 265 Shorter nyghtes . . illuminate of the
moone. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarctfs Mor. 1218 He could see
the earth no more, but the Isles all bright and illuminate
with a mild and delicate fire. 1753 SHOUT in Phil. Trails.
XLVIII. 362 The illuminate limb of the Moon. 1845
LONGP. To a Child 106 This rustic seat.. With its o'er-

hanging golden canopy Of leaves illuminate with autumnal
hues.

t 2. Enlightened spiritually ; divinely taught or

inspired ;
in technical use, converted, baptized.

Sometimes contemptuous = professing to have the
inner light. 06s.

1563 WINJET f'oiirScoir Tkrc Quest. Wks. 1888 I. go The
haly penitent man Serapion, quha..wes ilium inat be the-

spirit of prophetic. 1579 J. FIELD tr. Calvin's 13 Serin.
' Bed. B j b, loyning and conixing so neere with Anabaptists,
the spiritual! illuminate, Pelagians, and other merite
mongers. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 27 You may bee
counted illuminate botchers for a while, but your end
will bee Good people pray for vs. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age (1614) 489 The illuminate Elders of the Familists. 1617
MORYSON Itin. i. I. v. 72 Cloysters..of repenting or illu-

minate women, so they call whores entring Cloysters. 1671
CAVE Print. Chr. i. viii. (1673) an Speaking to the illu-

minate or Baptized. 111677 BARROW Scrni. (1686) III.
xxiii. 258 The most illuminate Seraphims.
3. Enlightened intellectually; well-informed,

learned, arch.

1570 FULKE Heskins' Part. 121 The illuminate doctor
cryeth out agaynste his obcecate and blind enemies. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 3 If they be illuminate by
learning. 1649 \. ECCLISTON tr. Behmen's Ep. (1886) 84 A->
the illuminate mind shall well see.

4. = ILLUMINATED 5.

1851 R. H. STODDARD Hymn to Flora. Illuminate missals

open on the meads, Bending with rosaries of dewy beads.
B. sb. A spiritually or intellectually enlightened

person, or one claiming to be so
; one initiated into

' the mysteries '. arch.
1600 \V. WATSON Dccacordon (1602) ico That bold attempt

against such illuminates, and men sitting neare vnder God
Almighties knee. 1612 T. JAMES Jesuits' Doivnf. 14 Every
lesuit takes vpon him to be an illuminate, an inculpate
guider of soules. 1683 THVON Way to Health 262 This great
Philosopher and Illuminate of his

Ag^e. 1860 LOWELL in
Atlantic Monthly Aug. 248 The illuminate too often looks

upon the stems and flowers of language.. as mere handles
by which to pull up the grimy tubers. 1889 F. HALL in
Nation (N.Y.) XLIX. 334 '3 Not one of these illuminates
has given proof of . . even a moderate acquaintance with [etc.].

Illuminate (.il'K-minc't), v. Also 6 ilium-,

yllumynate, pa. t. (.5V.) illumnat. [f.
L. illu-

minat-, ppl. stem of illuminare to throw light on,

light up, brighten, set in a clear light, make illus-

trious ; in med.L. to baptize, to kindle, to paint or

limn in colours ;
f. IL-' 4 lumen light.]

1. trans. To light up, give light to.

1535 STKW'ART Cron. Scot. II. 604 Ane feild of birneistgold
so bricht, That all the land illumnat with greit licht. a 1545
BOORDE Pronost. Prol. \nlntrod. Knowl. (1870) Forewords 25
Lyke to the son. .illumynatynge as well the mferyal planetes
as the superyal planetes. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 350 God
made two great lights . . And set them in the Firmament of
Heav'n To illuminate the Earth. 1718 LADvM.W. MONTAGU
Let. to Otess Bristol 10 Apr., The mosque [is] illuminated
with a vast number of lamps. 1736 J. M'URE in Z. Soya's
Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 32/2 It is illuminated with 41
windows. 1871 YEATS Tcclm. Hist. Comnt. 139 Most dwell-

ings were illuminated by brands or torches of pinewood.
D. To give light to, or remove blindness from

(the eyes), esp.^. in religious sense.

isSa BENTLEY Mon. Matrones n. 209 Illuminate mine
eies..O good Lord, that I sleepe not in darkenes. 1596
SPENSER Hjtmnt Beautie 20 Doe thou vouchsafe with thy
love-kindling light T illuminate my dim and dulled eyne.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 74 He commands his
sonnes eyes . . to be forfeited, but the poyson is more mer-

ciful!, leaving one eye a little illuminated. 1672 FLAVEL
Fount, of Life x. 30 To sin with eyes clearly illuminated
with the purest Light.
2. To shed spiritual light upon ; to enlighten

spiritually ; in quot. 1698, to bring the Gospel to.

(In mod. use consciously figurative from i.)

1538 STARKEY England n. i. 143 That hyt may plese Hym
. .to yllumynate and lyght our hartys and myndys. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Litany, That it maye please thee
to illuminate all Bishops, pastours, and ministers . . with
true knowlege and vnderstandyng of thy word. 16x1
BIBLE Heb. x. 32 The former dayes, in which after yee were
illuminated, ye indured a great fight of afflictions, a 1656
HALES Sin afst H. Ghost Tracts (1677) 13 Anciently, to be
illuminated signified to be Baptized. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.

ILLUMINATED.
India $ P. 271 St. Basil illuminated the lower Armenia.
1719 DK FOE Crusoe n. vi, That He . . would further illumi-
nate them with a beam of his heavenly grace. 1875 MANNING
Mission H. Ghost iv. 99 Faith therefore illuminates us to
know that God is the end for which we were made.

3. To enlighten intellectually ; to give knowledge
or understanding to.
c 1566 I. ALDAv tr. Boaystuau*s Theat. World I iy b, Ex-

cellent Doctors in thisUnivcrMtie. .by whose good condition
and doctrine all Europe is at this daye illuminated. 1635
J. HAVWARD tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg. 91 Disciplines
illuminate the intellect. 1776 BOSWELL Let. to Johnson
20 Feb., You have illuminated my mind, and relieved me
from imaginary shackles of conscientious obligation. Mod.
Testimonial, I cannot imagine a teacher more gifted to

lead, encourage, and illuminate a body of young students.

4. To throw light upon (a subject) ;
to make

luminous or clear
;
to elucidate. Also absol.

1586 KERNE Blaz. Gentrie To Gentlem. Inner Temple,
Other autentique probacions did illuminate and give in-

formation. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.^ Illuminate^ to

inlighten, or make plaine. a 1624 SWINBURNE Sfousals
(1686) 17 Which Reason might be illuminated with sundry
Examples, a 1748 WATTS <J.)i My health is insufficient to

amplify these remarks, and to illuminate the several
pages

with variety of examples. 1791 BOSWELL "Johnson Feb. an.

1744, The various incidents [in Johnson's 'Life of Savage ')

are. .illuminated throughout with so much philosophy. 1851
D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iv. 267 All combine to
illuminate the obscure period of. .history.
5. To make resplendent or illustrious ; to shed

a lustre upon.
1601 SHAKS. jful. C. i. in*, no What trash is Rome?..

When it semes For the base matter, to illuminate [Qo.
illumincth] So vile a thing as Caesar. 1631 LITHGOW Trav.
x. 497 The chiefest Gentry.. All which in each degree.,
illummatthe soyle withgrandure. 1830 I>'!SRAKLI Chas. I
III. iv. 43 Hampden was to have illuminated with his

genius this new order of government. 1850 ROBERTSON
Serm. Ser. in. vii. 103 Self-sacrifice illuminated by love.

6. To decorate profusely with lights, as a sign of

festivity or in honour of some person or some event.

170* Lond. Gaz. No. 3842/1 The whole City being in an
extraordinary manner illuminated. 1717 tr. Frtzier's Voy.
204 The Steeples of the Church were adorn 'd with Ensigns
. .and illuminated with Lanthorns. 1863 lllustr.Lond. News
28 Mar. 358/2 The hotels . . and places of business were
illuminated with . . transparencies and variegated lamps.
7. To set alight, light, kindle, rare.

1658 WILLSFORD Secrets Nat. 66 [It] will extinguish a
torch that is lighted, and being immediately put in again,
it will illuminate it. 1840 THACKERAY Pendennis xxxviii,
The butler, .illuminated the antique Gothic chandelier.

b. intr. (for re/I) To take fire, to kindle.
1801 Med, Jml. V. 583 The wood . . when it begins to

illuminate, is mostly depnved of its resinous particles.
8. To decorate (an initial letter, word, or text, in

a manuscript) with gold,silver,and brilliant colours,
or with elaborate tracery and miniature designs,
executed in colours ; to adorn (a manuscript, inscrip-

tion, text, etc.) with such decorative letters and
miniatures, f Formerly, also, to colour a map.
(In this sense it has taken the place of ENLUMINE.)
1706 PHILLIPS, To Illuminate^ .. to draw in Gold and

Colours the beginning Letters and other Ornaments, as it is

done in many old Manuscript Books ; to lay Colours upon
Maps and Prints. 1710 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 47
Some of the Letters are illuminated. 1774 WARTON Hist.

Eng. Poetry Dissert, ii. (1775) I. 42 He was so fond of letters,
that he did not disdain to bind and illuminate books. 1864
Linnet's Trial II. in. viii. 88 That shall be the text which
I choose, to illuminate and hang up in my bedroom.

Hence Illu-minating
1

vbl. sb. and///, a.
;
Illtr-

minatingly adv., in an illuminating way.
ci$6i VERON Free-will 4 b, Without the illuminating

and inspiration of the
holye ghost. 163* LITHGOW Trav. \.

31 The splendor of the illuminating Image. 1643 MILTON
Divorce \\. iii, The illuminating guidance of Gods Law.
1780 COWPER Table Talk 712 To shed illuminating rays On
every scene and subject it surveys. 1834 TOMLINSON
Arago's Astron. 127 Each point of the illuminating surface
will project .. a light which will diminish in the inverse

proportion of the squares of the distances. 1860 READS
Cloister 4- //, I. 12 He had made several trials at illu.

minating. 1891 G. MEREDITH One of our Conq. III. xii.

249 It was the more illuminutingly damnatory for being
recognized as the sentiment which no father should feel.

Illuminated (il'w-min^ted),///. a. [f. ILLU-

MINATE v. + -ED 1
: cf. ILLUMINATE a.]

1. Lighted up ; made light, luminous, or resplen-
dent.

1664 POWER Fxp. Philos. u. 91 Such like illuminated ayr
as this we breathe in. 17x5 tr. Pancirollus' Rerum Mem.
I. i. vi. 17 The Bononlan Stone .. if exposed a while to the
illuminated Air, will imbibe the Light. 1831 BREWSTER
Optics Introd. 2 Light is emitted from every point of a
luminous or of an illuminated body. 1884 F. J. BRITTKN
Watch

<fr Clockm. 85 Illuminated dials for turret clocks
are as a rule made of opalescent glass.

2. Having or claiming spiritual enlightenment.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Ivstine LI iv b, Anabaptists..

trusting vnto illuminated reuelations. 1768 H. WALPOLE
Hist. Doubts Pref. 3 All very ancient history except that
of the illuminated Jews is a perfect fable. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola i. i, Every revelation . . has many meanings, which
it is given to the illuminated only to unfold.

3. Enlightened intellectually,
1661 BOVLE Style ofScript. (1675) 123 They believe them

to have been endowed with very illuminated intellectuals.

1791 PAINE Rights of Man (ed. 4) 10 That august, illu-

minated and illuminating body of men. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart. Res. in. viii,

* But is it not the deepest Law of
Nature that she be constant?' cries an illuminated class.



ILLUMINATI.

4. Of or belonging to various societies or orders
called illuminati. Also absol. = ILLUMINATI.
1634 CANNE Necess. Separ. (1849) 27' One of the illu-

minated fathers of the Familists. 1686 tr. Bouhours' St.

Ignatius II. 77 In Spain certain Visionaries, who were
call'd the Illuminated, or Men of new Lights. 1802 Edin.
Rev. I. 17 The object of the Illuminated Orders was
probably, .unattainable.

5. Of letters, writing, manuscripts, etc. : Adorned
with brilliant colours, metallic pigments, etc. (see
ILLUMINATE v. 8).

1712 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 372 Not only the
Black, but all the Red (commonly call'd Illuminated
Letters) are printed. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. (1774) I.

255 A copy of this act, elegantly engrossed and illuminated.
1838 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Truth Wks. (Bohn) II. 51
Illuminated missals.

b. College slang. Of a text : Having an interlinear

translation.

1851 B. H. HALL College Words 261 Illuminated books
are preferred . . to ponies or hobbies, as the text and trans-
lation in them are brought nearer to one another.

II Illuminati (il'wmin^'tai, ilmina-tt)i sb.pl.
Also sing, illuminato (-a-to) ; f plur. -oes.

[Plural of L. illiimindtus, It. -ato '

enlightened ',

used in fig. sense.] A name assumed by or applied
to various societies or sects because of their claim
to special enlightenment in religious, or (later)
intellectual, matters.

a. Applied to a sect of Spanish heretics which
existed in the i6th c. under the name Alumbrados
or '

enlightened
'

; subsequently, to a similar but
obscure sect of Familists which arose in France in

Louis Kill's reign.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 166 An other pestilent

Sect there was not long since of the Illuminati in Aragon.
1653 R. BOREMAN Countr. Calech. ii. 5 The Illuminatoes of
the times, the Anabaptists. 1686 tr. Bouhours' St. Igna-
tius n. 77 The Inquisitors . . were induced to believe, that
. . the Person . . might either be an Illuminato or a Lutheran.
1749 Bp. LAVINGTON Enthus. Methodists * Papists (1754)
I. ii. 114 The Alumbrado's or Illuminati of Spain.

b. Used to render Ger. Illuminaten, the name
of a celebrated secret society, founded at Ingolstaclt
in Bavaria, in 1776, by Professor Adam Weishaupt,
holding deistic and republican principles, and

having an organization akin to freemasonry ; hence

applied to other thinkers regarded as atheistic or

free-thinking, e. g. the French Encyclopaedists.
"797 J- ROBISON (title) Proofs of a Conspiracy against all

the Religions and Governments of Europe, carried on in the
secret meetings of Freemasons, Illuminati, and Reading
Societies. 1798 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 119
The doctrines of the Illuminati and principles of Jacobinism.
1801 KETT Elem. Gen. Knovil. 71 (Jod.) The Freethinkers
of England, the Philosophists of France, and the Illuminati
of Germany.

c. gen. Persons affecting or claiming to possess

special knowledge or enlightenment on any sub-

ject : often used satirically.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall i, The conversation

among these illuminati soon became animated. 1846 H.
ROGERS Ess. I. iv. 157 What was dark to himself was
happily quite clear to these illuminati [the alchemists).

1850 MARG. FULLER Life without $ Life within (1860) 41
Wilhelm is deemed worthy of admission to the society of
the Illuminati, that is, those who have pierced the secret of
life, and know what it is to be and to do. a 1878 SIR
G. SCOTT Recollect, iii. (18791 in AH thanks and honour.,
to the older Pugin, however much our illuminati may sneer.

1887 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 592 An illuminato like Katkoff
may write as if Russia was invincible

; practical men know
better.

Illumination (il'/Jmw ''Jan), fa. F. illumina-
tion (i4th c., Oresme), ad. L. illumination-em, n.

of action f. illuminare to ILLUMINE, ILLUMINATE.]
1. The action of illuminating ;

the fact or con-
dition of being illuminated ; a lighting up, a sup-
plying of light.
Circle of illumination : see CIRCLE s&. 2 a.

1363 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) ii Fyre scattered in the

ayre, or illuminations, are generated in the lowest region of
the ayre. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1292 Mercuric
. . plaied at dice with the Moone, and won from her the
seventieth part of every one of her illuminations. 1766
tr. Beccaria's Ess. Crimes xi. (1793) 44 The illumination of
the streets during the night at the public expense. 1784
COWPER Taskiv. 274 The glowing hearth may satisfy awhile
With faint illumination. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 83
The circle separating Day from Night, or the light from
the dark hemisphere of the earth, is called the Circle of
Illumination. 1869 TYNDALL in Fortn. Rev. i Feb. 226
The source of illumination chosen was the electric light. . .

The dirt and filth., were strikingly revealed by this method
of illumination.

b. Optics. Degree of lighting up ;
the intensity

of the light falling upon a surface, as measurable by
the amount reflected from each unit of the surface.

1863 ATKINSON tr. Ganot's Physics 410 The illumination
of a surface placed in a beam of parallel luminous rays is

the same at all distances. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 881

Experiments for determining the relative illumination of
the different lights.

c. Directly Jig. or in fig. context.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. v. 18 Our understand-

ings being eclipsed, .we must betake our selves to wayes of

reparation, and depend upon the illumination of our en-

deavours. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. ll. v. 5 Nature is

sensible of. . the imperfection of its own light, and therefore

47

seems rather to require further illumination. 18*5 LAMB
Elia Ser. n. Superannuated Man, The prospect .. threw
something of an illumination upon the darker side of my
captivity.

2. Spiritual enlightenment ; divine inspiration ;

t spec, baptism (obs.}. (The earliest sense in Eng.)
I398TREVISA Earth. DeP.R. ii. viii. (MS. Harl. 614)100/2He clepeb & bringeb be nejwr ordris, to be parteners of te

illumynacioun of )>e schynynge of god. c 1450 tr. De Imita-
tione in. Contents xxvii, A praierfor illuminacion of mynde.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. 15 Speciall priuiledge of Illumina-

nce. Hist. ijtli L. 1. v. 57 Besides the Name of Baptism
. . they gave it also the Name of Illumination, of Light, of
Circumcision. 1843 H. J. ROSE Theology in Encycl.
Metrop. II. 872/1 Ecclesiastical History gives us several
instances of similar claims to prophecy and divine illumi-
nation. 1857 KEBLE Eucharist. Adorat. 15 In baptism
we are illuminated, in illumination adopted.

b. //. An instance of this
;
an inspiration ; a

revelation.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 17 pe deuelle entirs ban by fals

illumynacyons, and fals sownnes and swetnes, and dyssaues
a mans saule. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 220 Madoc
ingeniously perusing the older illuminations and seeing in

some things the prophetic of this authentique Bardh. 1764
HARMER Observ. ix. vi. 250 Worship God. .to Whom in

justice you ought to ascribe these illuminations. 1878
C. STANFORD Symb. Christ i. 12 Whose soul was. .visited

with preternatural illuminations.

3. Intellectual enlightenment ; information, learn-

ing ; f occas. in //., intellectual gifts. Also, the

'enlightenment' or doctrines of the Illuminati.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. 12 They [Columbus and
Americus] had an Antecessor from whose writings and
Plats they had their illuminations. 1658 EVELYN Diary
27 Jan., These and the like illuminations, far exceeded
his age. 1692 RAY Dissol. World m. ix. (1732) 401 After
further Illumination they were better informed. 1862
LEWES Stud. Anim. Life i. 41 From the illumination of
many minds on many points, Truth must finally emerge.
1881 J. C. SHAIRP Aspects Poetry iv. 105 To turn the tide

against the Illumination, of which Voltaire, Diderot, and
the host of Encyclopaedists were the high priests. 1886
DOWDEN Shelley I. 534 The materialistic philosophers of
the French Illumination. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story ofSun
75 The illumination which mathematics alone can afford.

4. The lighting up of a building, town, etc. (now
usually in a decorative way, with coloured lights

arranged in artistic designs, etc.), in token of festivity
or rejoicing, b. with an and //. An instance of
this ; also //. the lights, or figures composed of

lights, used in such decoration.

1691 LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) II. 293 With many bone-
fires and illuminations at

night. 1698 F RYER Ace. E. India
<r P. 94 A Time of Solemnity sometimes kept for several
Weeks together with Illuminations on their Houses. 1767
FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 IV. 39 At the Church of Notre
Dame, where we went to see a magnificent illumination,
with figures, etc. 1823 BYRON Juan vn. xliv, When London
had a grand illumination. .So that the streets of colour'd

lamps are full. 1864 Daily Tel. 20 Sept., The illuminations
were really magnificent.
attrib. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xiii, It was an illu-

mination night.

f5. Elucidation. Obs. rare-1
.

1656 B. HARRIS Pariva?s Iron Age L xvi. 32 For the re-

stauration of learning, and for the illumination and illustra-

tion of Sciences. 1658 PHILLIPS, Illumination, the same
[as Illucidation, an explaining or making clear].

6. The embellishment or decoration of a letter

or writing with bright or luminous colours, the use
of gold and silver, the addition of elaborate tracery
or miniature illustrations, etc. : see ILLUMINATE .8.

b. with pi. The designs, miniatures, and the like,

employed in such decoration, f c. Formerly, also,
the colouring of maps or prints.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Illumination, ..a laying colours

upon Maps or Printed Pictures ; so as to give the greater
light, as it were, and beauty to them. 1856 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. III. iv. viii. 9 The distinctive difference between
illumination and painting proper, being, that illumination
admits no shadows, but only gradations of pure colour.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Jrnls. II. 112 Beautiful illu-

minations, the vermilion and gold of which looked as
brilliant now as they did five centuries ago. 1870 RUSKIN
Lect. Art v. 138 Perfect illumination is only writing made
lovely ; the moment it passes into picture making it has
lost its dignity and function.

lUaminatism (il''min/tiz'm). [f. ILLUMI-
NAT-I or Ger. Illuminat-en + -ISM.] =!LLUMIKISM.
1798 HAN. MORE Fern. Educ. (1799) I. 42 Poetry as well

as prose, romance as well as history, writings on philo-
sophical as well as on political subjects, have thus been
employed to instil the principles of Illuminatism. 1842
Blackw. Mag. LI. 52 There would be ample materials . . in
the mesmerism of France, and the illuminatism of Germany.
Illuiniiiatist *

(iliu-min/tist). [f. as prec. +
-IST.]

= ILLUMINIST.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret H. vii. (1871) 274 A third sect,
who are less despised, and yet are more contemptible the
Illuminatists. 1880 T. FROST Forty Years' Recoil. 13 The
day dreams of the Illuminatists, St. Simon and Fourier.

Illu-minatist 2
. rare. [f. ILLUMINATE v. + -IST.]

An illuminator of manuscripts.
1843 J. SAUNDERS Cabinet Pict. Eng. Life, Chaucer 101

It is the monks leaving work . . but the cahgrapher and the

illuminatist stir not. .they go on busier than ever.

Illuminative (il'w-mine'tiv, -tvtiv), a. (s6.) [f.

L. illiiminat-, ppl. stem of illnminare to ILLUMI-

ILLUMINATORY.
NATE: see -ATIVE. Cf. F. illuminatif (i5th c.,

Gerson).]
1. Having the property of illuminating, lighting

up, or affording light.
1644 DIGBY Two Treat, i. iv. (1645) 38 The illuminative

action of fire. 1706 PHILLIPS, Illuminative Month,, .that

space of Tirne
( during which the Moon gives Light, or is to

be seen betwixt one Conjunction and another. 1870 J.
SCOFFERN Stray Leaves Science 106 Carbon . . united with
hydrogen . . becomes ordinary illuminative gas.
fig- '855 CARLYLE in Wemyss Reid Life Ld. Houghton
(1891) I. xi. 526 The sight of your face will be illuminative
to everybody in these premises.
2. Having the quality or claim of illuminating

spiritually or intellectually; spec, applied to the
second stage of spiritual advancement : see qnots.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. v. iii. 90 After . . the puni-

tive part of repentance is resolved on, and begun, and put
forward . . we then enter into the illuminative way of re-

ligion ; and set upon the acquist ofvirtues and the purchase
of spiritual graces. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xxv. 287
Illuminative and inspired physick he detested. 1669 WOOD-
HEAD St. Teresa I. xxii. (1671) 144 After many yeares first

passed through the Purgative way, and some advance made
in the Illuminative. 1830 SOUTHEY in For. Rev. $ Cent.
Misc. V. 318 The purgative, illuminative, and unitive stages
of devotion. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vi. vii. II. 108 A
glimpse into the interior of the Berlin Schloss. .which will
be illuminative to the reader. 1872 LIDDON Elem. Relig.
iv. 125 Revelation must be not merely illuminative, but
remedial.

b. Const, of. rare.

1701 NORRIS Ideal World I. iii. 157 Upon the contrary
supposition, that of God's knowing the creatures in them-
selves, the consequence will be, that the creatures are freely
illuminative of their Creator.

3. Pertaining to the illumination of writing.
1870 T. NICHOLS Handy Bk. Brit. Mus. iv. 393 The finest

and richest specimen of Anglo-Saxon illuminative art.

B. sb. An illuminating agent, rare.

111711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 246 The
Book inspir'd . . There all Inflammatives of Love Divine

;

There all sublime Illuminatives shine.

Tniiminato, sing, of ILLUMINATI.

Illuminator (il'j^-mineitaj). [ad. L. illumi-

nator, agent-n. f. illUmindre to ILLUMINATE. Cf.
F. illuminateur (i7th c.).]
1. He who or that which illuminates or gives

light ;
an illuminating agent.

1598 FLORIO, llluminatore, an illuminator or light-giuer.
1755 JOHNSON, Illuminator, one who gives light. 1834 Ne^u
Monthly Mag. XLII. 260 Steam and gas . . are the grand
facilitators and illuminators of the intercourse of the most
distant provinces. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 339 To pro-
duce a cheap illuminator from water.

b. techn. Applied to various instruments or

devices.

a. In a microscope or other optical instrument : A lens or
mirror for concentrating the light, b. In Surgery : An in-

strument for directing a strong light into any cavity of the

body, or for illuminating an internal part. C. A glazed
opening in a floor, the deck of a ship, etc., to admit light to
the part beneath.

1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 9, Fig. 4 is an illumi-
nator for opaque objects.

2. One who illuminates or enlightens spiritually.
(The earliest sense in Eng.)
1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. (1881) 15 The holy ghoost, con-

firmatour and Illumynatour of al good werkes. a 1711 KEN
Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 180 For heav'nfy Truth
dispos'd, Then their Illuminatour they adore. 1866 J. G.
MURPHY Comm. Exod. xxviii. 30 The Lord above is the

great Illuminator of the darkened soul.

3. One who enlightens intellectually, who im-

parts instruction or knowledge ; applied contemp-
tuously to the 1 8th century Illuminati.

1777 PENNANT Zool. IV. Advt, 4 That wonderful man
(after Ray) the greatest illuminator of the study of Nature.

1790 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 11^1 The new illuminators,
who despised all experience, and disdained all wisdom but
their own. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 214 The light
of philosophy, when it is confined to a small minority, points
out the possessors as the victims, rather than the illuminators,
of the multitude. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 215
note, It is one's self that apprehends, and.. the illuminator
desiderated by the Vedantins is superfluous.

1 4. One who makes resplendent or illustrious.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. vii. (1634) 203 The poet
Geffery Chaucer, who . . is of some called the first illuminator
of the English tongue.
5. One who embellishes letters with gold and

colours, or manuscripts with ornamental writing
so embellished : see ILLUMINATE v. 8.

[1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. 24 llluminatores, such as

gave light and lustre to Manuscripts.] 1699 WANLEY in

Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 286 It seems to me to have been
the name. .of the Illuminator. 1708 HEARNE Collect. 8 Oct.

(O. H. S.) II. 138 They are . . of a . . large size for y use of

y Illuminators. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) I. 69 The most valuable artists of that age were
the illuminators of manuscripts. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy
ff It. Isl. II. 244 Fra Angelico, educated as an illuminator
of manuscripts.

Ilhrminatory, a. rare. [f. L. j7/?7wz/<z/- (see
ILLUMINATE z>.) + -OKY.] Illuminative ; explanatory.

(In quot. 1762, applied to the colouring of a map.)
1762 tr. Bnschings Syst. Geog. VI. 512 In the leaf con-

taining the whole dutchy of Silesia, the division of the

county is erroneously marked, . . the principality of Jauer
belonging to the prefecturate of Breslau . . whereas the

illuminatory strokes include it within that of Brieg. 1822
WHEWELL Let. to Hare 17 July in Todhunter Ace. IV.'s



ILLUMINE.
Wks. (1876) II. 47 You have lime plenty to look forwards to

the commencement of your illuminatory course in October.

Illumine (il' min), v. Also 4-6 illumyne,

yll-. [a. F. i//w**r(i2-i3thc.in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. illiimindre] -* ILLUMINATE .

1. trans. To light up, shed light upon ; to shine

upon or into ;
to light up in token of rejoicing or

honour.

1375 HARBOI'R Rrncf\\\\. 228 Thair speris, thairpennownys,
& thar scheldis Of licht Illumynit all the feldis. 1447
BOKENHAM Styntys (Roxb.) 23 A ful greth lyht Illumyned
sodeynly that derk presoun. i^oo-ao DUNBAR Thistle -v

Kose 41 Illumynit our with orient skyis brycht. 1667
MII.TON /*. L. i. 666 The sudden blaze Far round illumin'd

hell. 1794 SULLIVAN Wnv Nat. I. 375 Clouds . . illumined

by the sun. 185* TENNYSON Ode Wellington viii, When
the long-illumined cities flame Their ever*loyal iron leader's

fame. 1860 TVNDALL Gtac. i. xxyii.
202 The Aiguille and

Dome were most singularly illumined.

fig. la 13^0 in Dunbar's Poems (1800) 322 Jesus the sterne

of most bewte In the is rtssin ..Fro dirknesto illumyne the.

1856 Sat. Rev. II. 465/2 Casual expressions ..illumine
hidden depths in the man's heart and character.

b. To give light or sight to (the eyes).
1548 HALL Chron., Htn. VIII i88b, When god had

illumined the eies of the kyng. 1567 TV/a// Trcas. (1850) 30
Who ilumineth myne eyes to see my saluatton.

c. intr. To become light or bright ; to be illu-

minated.

1500-20 DUNBAR Thistle $ Rose 21 All the houss illumynit
of hir lemys. Ibid, 157 All the land illumynit of the licht.

1773 J. Ross Fratricide iv. 598 (MS > The clouds up-rise,
ana Heav'n's dark hemisphere Illumines as they pass. 1801

ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) V. 395 Our city illumines to-

morrow.

2. To enlighten spiritually ; to convert ; to in-

spire. (The earliest sense in Eng.)
1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 14 When the resone..es

illuminede with grace for to be-halde Godde and gastely
thynges. 1381 WYCLIF Heb. vi. 4 Hem that oonys ben

illutnyned [L. tttuminatt}, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Ay-
mon xiv. 336 Good lord, ye created and made our fader
Adam, .and yllumyned him with the grace of the holi go*t.
1554 j

n Strype Eccl. Mem. (1731) III. App. xvii. 43 Wnich
faith is. .wrought by the H. Ghost . .Where through . . the
mind is illumined. 18.. I. WILLIAMS Hymn, 'Disposer
Supreme ',

The lights thou hast kindled In darkness around,
O may they illumine Our spirits within.

3. To enlighten mentally or intellectually, rare.
a 15*9 SKRLTON Bowge ofCourts 20 Ignoraunce full soone

dyde me dyscure, And shewed that in this arte I was not
sure ; For to illumyne, she sayde, I was to dulle. < 1532
Remedie of Love xxx, O ye muses nine Whilom ye were
wont to be mine aide & light, My penne to direct, my braine

to illumine. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 23 What in me is dark
Illumine. 1784 De Lolme's Eng. Const. Life, Whose labours

delighted and illumined mankind. 1847 LYITON Lucrctia
n. vi, This benighted mind, only illumined by a kind of
miserable astuteness.

4. To brighten as with light, to make radiant.

1508 DUNBAR Goldyn Targe 258 Thy fresch anamalit
termes celicall This mater coud illumynit haue full brycht.
159* SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 486 And as the bright sun glorifies
the sky, So is her face illumined with her eye. 1851 LONGF,
Gold. Leg. i. Castle Vantsberg, Like a happy lover Who
illumines life with dreaming ! 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv.

34 Delight their faces illumines.

o. To illuminate (manuscripts, etc.) ; alsoyf^.
1717 POPE Let. to Lady Af. W. Montagu Oct., She.. had

his sonnets curiously copied out, and illumined with letters

of gold. 1738 EpiL Sat. n. i2i To Cato Virgil pay'd one
honest line ; O let my Country's Friends illumine mine !

Hence Ilia-mined ///. a. Illu-mining vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. (lit. and^^.)
138* WVCLIF 2 Cor. iv. 6 To the itlumynynge of the Science

of the Cleernesse of God. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) i b, The sentences of illumyned doctours concemynge
perfeccyon. 1641 MILTON Re/orm. n. (1851)68 The third
Subsistence of Divine Infinitude, illumining Spirit. 1717-4^1
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The sect of illumined was revived in

France in the year 1634. -but they were so hotly pursued by
Louis XIII, that they were soon destroyed. The brothers
of the rosy cross, are sometimes also called illumined. 1777
G. FORSTER Voy, round World I. 55 We procured a bucket
full of the illumined sea-water. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 426
Another illumining of the Holy Spirit came for the benefit

of those who received the prophecy.
Illuminee'. [ad. F. illuming pa. pple. of

illumincr to ILLUMINE, used subst. : see -EE.] One
of the Illuminati.

[1799 Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 450 Having its Ministry,
Councils, and Army filled with Illumines who are by pro-
fession enemies to Monarchy.) 1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag, VIII. 600 The order of Illuminees went to work only
with the weapons of oral and written instruction.

llluminer (il'M-minaj). Also 5 illumynonr.
-are, 7, 9 -or. [f. ILLUMINE v. + -ER!. In i5th c.

found also with AF. ending -our (: OF. -eort -cur:

a/orem], whence also later -or. For i6th c. Sc.
form in -are, see -AR :{

.]
1. An illnminator ; an enlightener. lit. andyi^.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* HI. ii. 65 Lorde god, inspirour &

illumynour of
prophetes. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Ltf. 1/2

(R. Suppl.) We haue grcte nedeof a doctour ..of acondyter,
of a lighter or illuminer. 1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
180 b, An illumyner or a gyuer of lyght. 1655 FULLER Ck.
Hist. iv. i. | 48 A great Refiner, and llluminer of our
English tongue.

t 2. A source of light ; a luminary. Obs.
1500 Lancelot 3 The brycht and fresch illumynare Up-

nsith rly in his fyre chare. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \.

xiii. 75 The Pyramid of Illumination, .enlarges her basis so
much the more aft the Uluminor U remote.

48

f 3. An illuminator of manuscripts, etc. Obs.
a ii FULLER Worthies, Cambridgesh. i. (1667) 161 The

best llluminer or Limner of our age. 1814 J. JOHNSON
Typogr. I. 605 The whole body of monks, scribes, illuminors,
and readers.

Illuminism (il'-miniz'm). [ad. F. illunii-

nt'sme (in Diet. Acad. 1835), f. illumintr to IL-

LUMINE : see -ISM.] The doctrine or
principles

of
the IU.IMIXATI, or of any sect so called ; gen. a

theory, doctrine, or practice which involves belief

in or claim to extraordinary spiritual or intel-

lectual enlightenment, or an aim or purpose to

bring about snch enlightenment in society.
1798 W.TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 509 The history

I
of illuminism will form a most interesting chapter in modern

I
ecclesiastical annals. 1811 SHELLEY Let. to Godwin a Mar.,

i
'I In very great influence which some years since was gained

j by Iljuminism. 1840 fraser's Mag. XXI. 548 In Spain,
Illuminism associated itself with freemasonry. 1856 R. S.

VAUGHAN /!/>'i//<j(i86o) II. vui. ix. 99 In that age of pro-
fessed Illuminism, in the times of Voltaire and Diderot,
when universal A ufkl&riing was to banish every mediaeval

phantasm. 1861 H. BROWNE in A ids to Faith vii. 295 The
very principle of illuminism was, that there is, in man's
inmost consciousness, an intuitional knowledge of truth.

1870 FARRAR St. Paul xxxix. II. 266 Conceited illuminism is

as deep an_offence against charity as saintly self-satisfaction.

lUuminist '

(il'Tninist). [f.
as prec. : see

-1ST.] One who holds the doctrine of illuminism ;

one who claims to have or aims at a high spiritual,

intellectual, or moral enlightenment ; one of the

Illuminati. Also altrib.

1840 Fraser's Mag. XXI. 549 Malte-Brun ..was likewise
an Illuminist refugee. 1866 Contetnp. Rev. I. 380 The
illuminists of last century Voltaire and his school. 1871
MORLEY Crit. Misc. I. 117 The mystical, or, as he [de
Maistre] said, the illuminist side of his mind. 1887 DOWDEN
Shelley I. iii. 112 How Sparticus Weishaupt founded the

Society of Illuminists.

Hence Illuminrstic a., pertaining to illuminism,
or the illuminists.

1860 in WORCESTER citing Eclectic Rev.

ILhrminist 2
. [f. ILLUMINE v. * -IST.] A pro-

fessional illuminator of manuscripts, etc.

1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 104 Rude outlines . . intended to

pass through the hands of the Dluminist.

Illuminize (ilW'minaiz), z>.
[f.

as prec. + -m:.]
L intr. To be an illnminist; to play the illuminist.

1800 COLERIDGE Let. to Southey 25 Jan. Lett. 1895 L 323
If to act on the belief that all things are the process, and
that inapplicable truths are moral falsehoods, be to illununize,

why then I illuminize !

2. trans.
' To initiate into the doctrine or prin-

ciples of the Illuminati '(Webster 1828 citingAmer.

Review).
niuminor : see ILLCMINEB.

t niu'tninons, a. 1 Obs. [f. IL-I + LUMIN-
OUS : after illumine, etc.] Bright, illuminators-.

1485 Digby Myst. 11882) in. 623 pe bemys of grace xal

byn IlTumynows. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 180 And sa
the richt salbe Illuminous. 1745 ELIZA HEYWOOD Fern.

Spect. (1748) II. 208 It is not from below we are to expect
any illuminous emanations.

Illuminous (il'w'minas, ill-), a.- rare. [f.

IL- !! + LUMINOUS.] Non-luminous, opaque, dark.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Illiiininous(iUuiinosus),vi\i\iou\
light. 1841 SIR H. TAYLOR Edwin the Fair n. ii.This life

. .to him Is but a tissue of illuminous dreams.

II Illupi (Hpi). East-Ind. Also illupie,

illipe(e, illoopoo, ilpa, illupa. [Tamil iluppai
or iruppai, Malayalam iruppa] An evergreen
tree, Bassia longifolia (N.O. Sapotaceas), a native

of Southern India. Illupi oil, a fixed solid oil

obtained from the seeds of this tree.

1831 H. PIDDINGTON Eng. Index Plants India 148 Illipee.

1842 W. B. O'SHAUGHNESSY Bengal Dispensatory, Illupei,

Illupi. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Illipe Oil, Illoopoo Oil,
a solid oil expressed from the seeds of Bassia longifolia.
c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 95/1 Ilpa oil, or Eloopei
unnay, . . is expressed from the seeds of the Illupie tree . .

that is . . abundant in the Madras Presidency. 1875 Ure's
Diet. Arts, Illoopa oil. .used in India for illuminating pur.
poses, and for the manufacture of soap.

t Illu-re, Illu-rement. Alterations ofALLDBE,
ALLUREMENT, under the influence of words having
prefix U-.

1581 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Cor. xi. 3 note. The sweet mouthes
and illurements of Heretickes.

1638
SIR T. HERBERT Tntv.

(ed. 2) 218 [He] illured from Babylon six hundred thousand
soules. 1651 Burton's Anal. Mel. in. it in. iv. 494 If these
illurements [earlier edd. allurements] do not take place for

Simierus. a 1661 FULLER (Webster), The devil insnareth
the souls of many men, by illuring them with the muck
and dung of this world, to undo them eternally.

HI usage, i 11-u'sage. [Properly two words
like harsh usage, worse usage, but commonly hy-

phened under the influence of ill-used.'] The action
of using or treating ill

; bad or unkind treatment.

[1569 in J. Hooker Life Sir P. Carew (1857) 234 The cruel
and ill usages of my L. Deputy and S f Peter Carew.) 1611

BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. ii, Too much severity and ill

usage. i8i8CoBBrrr/W. Reg. XXXIII. 298 They seldom
fail to shew their just resentment of ill-usage. 1867 TROL-
LOPE Chron. Barset I. i. 5 A manifest struggle to do his duty
in spite of the world's ill-usage.

Ill-use (Miy'z),t>. [Properly two words, ill ail v.

+ use vb., which under the influence of ill-used

(aided, perhaps, by abuse, misuse) have come to be

ILLUSION.

hyphened.] trans. To 'use' or treat badly; to

deal cruelly, unkindly, or inconsiderately with.

1841 BROWNING 1'ippa 1mrod. 30 If thou ill-usest Me, who
am only Pippa. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-Bk. Prop.Law xiii. 80 The object of the Act was to protect mothers
from the tyranny of husbands who ill-use them. 1876 T.
HARDY Ethelbfrta (1800)79, 1 would .. never desert you,
ill-use me how you might !

Ill-used (Hiy'zd), pa., pple. and ppl. a. [Orig.
two words, ill adv. and used pa. pple., hyphened
when used attrib. ; now treated as pa. pple. of

prec. vb.] Badly
'
used

'

or treated ; ill-treated.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, tv. iv. jc6 (1623) Sweare not by time
to come, for that thou hast Mi^vs'ti ere vs'd, by times ill-

vs'd [o]repast [Qos. misused . o'erpast). c 1600 Sonn. xcv,
The hardest knife ill-used doth lose his edge, a 1656 lit-.

HALL AV/. ll'ks. (1660) 109 Those, -guests who finde them-
selves ill used. 1765 SMOLLETT Trav. xli. (1766) II. 255 If I am
ill-used at the post-house in England, I can be accommodated
elsewhere. 1831 TENNYSON Lotos-Eaters 165 An ill-used

race of men.

Hence I U-n-sedneaB, condition of being ill-used.

1869 MRS. WHITNEY ll'i (iirh vi. 11873)95 A tone of quiet
ill usedness.

Ulu'sible, a. rare. [f. L. illits-, ppl. stem of

illudl-re to ILLVDE : see -JBLE.] Capable of being
illuded or deceived.
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 98 Cod is not an illusible

God, to be carried with promises, or purposes only.

Illusion (il'-j3n). Also 4-5 illuHyon e, 4-6
sioun, 6 -tion. [a. F. illusion (uth c. in Oxf.
fsal. Ixxviii. 4), ad. L. illusion-em mocking, jeer-

ing, (inVulg.) deceit, illusion, n. of action f.tlludfrc

to lu.un . J The action of illuding, the condition
of being illuded ; that whereby one is illuded.

1 1. The action of deriding or mocking ; derision,

mockery. Also (with //.) an instance of this. Obs.

(App. only as trans), of, or in reference to, L. illvsio.)

138* WYCLIF Isa. Ixvi. 4, I shal chesen the illusiouns

syons, how he was mocked & scorned before Anna and
Cayphas. 1567 Ps. Ixxix. in Glide I, Codlie B. (S. T. S.)
118 Our nichtbouris..leuch at vs with greit Illusioun. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Illusion, a mocking or scorning.
2. t a. The action, or an act, of deceiving the

bodily eye by false or unreal appearances, or the

mental eye by false prospects, statements, etc. ; de-

ception, delusion, befooling. Obs.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 17 Wha-so ban will here

aungells sange, and noghte be dyssayuede by feynynge . . ne

by iltusyone ofbe enemy, t 1386 CHAUCER C<.J Vow.
T. 120 To muchel folk we doon illusion. < 1470 HENRY
Wallace vll. 5 With suttelte and wykkit illusione, The
worthi Scottis to put to confusione. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge l.

Wks. 130/2 Done by the deuil . . for the illusyon of them that
with ydolatry had deserued to be deluded. iii> SHAKS.
Hen. VI11. l. it 178, 1 told my Lord the Duke, by th'Diuels
illusions The Monke might be deceiu'd. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth VI. (1702) 249 This had been little better

than a downright Illusion and abusing of htm.

b. The fact or condition of being deceived or

deluded by appearances, or an instance of this ;

a mental state involving the attribution of reality
to what is unreal ; a false conception or idea ;

a deception, delusion, fancy.
1571 Satir. Poems Refortn. xxviii. 17 Can I nocht tell gif

be Illutioun, Or gif be feir sic fantaseis we tak. 1613
PURCHAS rilgrimage (1614) 158 The illusions of their be-

witched mindes. 1665 STILLINGFL. Protest. Kelig. 600

[They] have fallen into many illusions and deceitful fancies.

1719 YOUNG Revenge v. ii, Let us talk of Love, Plunge our-
selves deep into the sweet illusion. 177* PRIESTLEY lust.

Relig. (1782) I. 314 They could not be under an illusion

themselves. 186* H. SPENCER First Princ. u. iii 46(1875)
158 A sense of universal illusion ordinarily follows the read-

ing of metaphysics. 1875 EMERSON Lett. V Sx. Aims,
Immortality Wks. (Bohnj III. 286 The youth puts ofi" the
illusions of the child.

3. Something that deceives or deludes by pro-

ducing a false impression ;
a deceptive or illusive

appearance, statement, belief, etc. ;
in early use

often spec. An unreal visual appearance, an appaii-
tion, phantom.

1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 368 Prestes of be temple tellen

bis That dremes ben
pe reuelacions Of goddes, and . . That

pey ben Infemals illusions. <r 1384 //. Fame i. 493
O Criste.. Fro Fantome and Illusion Me save. 1494
FABYAN Chron. v. c. 75\Vhiche is nat comely to any Cristen

Relygyon to gyue to any suche famastycall illusions any
mynde or credence. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. l. i. 127 Stay
Illusion : If thou hast any sound, or vse of Voyce, Speake to

me. 1659 B. HARRIS ParrvaTs iron Age 161 Their pretexts
were but illusions, to amuse, and baffle the good intentions

of the Germans. 1715-10 POPE Iliad n. 10 Jove . . bids an

empty phantom rise to sight . . Swift as the word the vain
Illusion fled. 1745 SMOLLETT Regie, m. L 11777) 3J Come,
smiling hope divine illusion 1 come. 1849 ROBERTSON
Serm. Ser. iv. ix. (1876) 78 These were all an illusion and a

phantasma, a thing that appeared, but did not really exist

4. Sensuous perception of an external object, in-

volving a false belief or conception : strictly distin-

guished from hallucination, but in general use often

made to include it, and hence = the apparent per-

ception of an external object when no such object is

present, or of attributes of an object which do not

exist. Also (with //.) an instance of this.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 147 Hitherto..



ILLUSIONABLE.

they only seem to fortify the organ for seeing distinctly ;

but they have still many illusions to correct. 1794 SUL-
LIVAN view Nat. II. xlviii. 381 In lifting our eyes to
the firmament, we see all the stars, as it were, attached to
the same dome. But, this is merely an optical illusion.

1850 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. in. vi. 84 You may paint a
picture in which rocks, trees, and sky are never mistaken
for what they seem, yet produce all the emotion which real

rocks, trees and sky would produce. This is illusion. 1858
HAWTHORNE Fr. <$ It. Jrnls. I. 193 Frescos brought to
such perspective illusion, that the edges seem to project into
air. 1859 HULME tr. De Boismont's Hallucinations i. 21

a starting-point in some actual impression, whereas a hallu-
cination has no such basis '. 1886 GURNEY, etc. Phantasms
of Living II. 184 Illusion consists either in perceiving a
totally wrong object in place of the right one . . or in in-

vesting the right object with the wrong attributes.

5. A name given to a thin and very transparent
kind of tulle.

1887 B. FARJEON While Golden Sleep 8 Pale blue silk,

looped up with illusion and forget-me-nots.

Illu'Sionable, a. rare.
[f. prec. H- -ABLE.]

Liable to illusions.

1879 E. J. PAYNE in Academy 6 Sept. 167/1 One who had
been in the maturity of his powers and reputation when
those illusionable youths were in their cradles.

Illtrsionary, a. [f. as prec. + -AKY.] Charac-
terized by illusions

;
of the nature of an illusion

;

illusory.
1886 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 513 A romantic and an illu-

sionary temperament. iSgoBlackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 534/2
An illusionary, dream-like light which had had no touch of
earthly reality about it.

Illusioiiism (il'w'ganiz'm). [f. ILLUSION +
-ISM.] Theory or doctrine pertaining to or dealing
with illusions ; the theory that the material world
is an illusion.

1843 For. Q. Rev. II. 351 From illusionism (the theory of
Bishop Berkeley) to mysticism. iS&z Athciixiiin 14 Jan. 51/3
It contains what profess to be adequate analyses of . . thi
' akosmism of Brahmanistn ' and the '

absolute illusionisi

Buddhism '.

m of

Illusionist (il'w-jsnist). [f. as prec. -t- -IST.]
1. One who holds the theory of illusionism

; one
who disbelieves in objective existence.

1843 For. Q. Rev. II. 343 While the pantheist and the
illusionist are discussing systems, the masses enact that
there is no Go_d. 1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 166
note. It tells with equal relevancy in confutation of the illu-

sionists (mdyavddin) and crypto-Bauddhas (prachhanna-
bauddha).
2. One who produces illusions

; spec, a conjuror
or sleight-of-hand performer.
1864 Daily Tel. 6 Sept., In compliance with a request

from the illusionist, four gentlemen advanced from the body
of the hall to co-operate in a portion of the evening's enter-
tainments. 1894 Times 7 Aug. 6/2 The illusionist, .suc-
ceeded in mystifying his audience fay producing a living
tree on a piece of glass.
3. (See quots.)
1864 WEBSTER, Illusionist, one given to illusion. 1883

Harper's Mag. Apr. 609/1 He [the impressionist] is a good
antidote against the '

illusionist
', who sees too much, and

then adds to it a lot that he does not see.

Illusive (il'-siv), a.
[f. L. illus-, ppl. stem of

ittiidh-e to ILLDDE + -IVE.] That tends to illude or
deceive by unreal

appearances ; productive of illu-

sion or false impression ; deceptive ; illusory.

1679 JENISON Popish Plot 38 As if all were but an ap-
parition or an illusive thing. 1755 J. G. COOPER Tomb
Shaks. (R.), In yonder mead behold that vapour Whose
vivid beams illusive play, Far off it seems a friendly taper
To guide the traveller on his way. 1813 SCOTT Trierm.
Concl. i, A vain illusive show, That melts whene'er the sun-
beams glow. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. ix. (1858) II. 309
The efforts at a combination had hitherto been illusive

and ineffectual. 1893 W. H. HUDSON Patagonia 208 The
mysterious illusive city, peopled by whites, .is to moderns a
myth.
Hence Illu'sively adv., in an illusive manner, by

an illusion
;
Illu siveness, illusive or deceptive

quality.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Illusiveness. 1818 TODD, Illusively.

1824 Examiner 246/2 Water was never more illusively
lucid. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. ix. 248 A vein of illusive-

ness runs through every page. 1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX.
327 The illusion loses its illusiveness.

Illusor (il'-s3J). rare. [ad. late L. illusor,

-orem, agent-n. from illudere, illus- to ILLUDE.]
A deceiver, deluder.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Pet. iii. 3 In the laste dayes illusours

[Gloss or scorners, or deceyuours] shulen come in deceyt.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 9/1 (R. Suppl.) They be sayd illu-

seurs and deceyuours, by cause they deceyued herodes.
1886 STUBBS Med. <$ Mod. Hist. viii. 197 Though he prof-
fered peace he only wanted money ;

he was an illusor, and
they would have nothing to do with him.

Illusory (il'a-sari), a. [ad. late L. illusori-us

of a mocking character, ironical, f. illusor: see

prec. and -ORT. Cf. F. illusotre.} Having the

quality of illuding or tending to deceive by unreal

prospects ;
of the nature of an illusion ; illusive.

In first quot. as sb. = an illusory or illusive thing; an
illusion.

1599 Q. ELIZ. Let. (N.), To trust him uppon pledges is a
meare illusorye. a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 79 A false,
an illusory, and a sinful comfort, a 1691 BOYLE R eft. Theol.
Distinction 2 It is not an arbitrary or illusory distinction.

VOL. V.
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1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 1. 25 The illusory offspring of the

Stud. IV. in. 256 Much illusory physiology was based on
this hypothesis.
Hence Illivsorily adv., in an illusory manner, by

an illusion; Illu-soriuess, deceptiveness of ap-
pearance.
../"'Si DONNE Six Serm. i. (1634) 32 That that Pilate did

resemblances in the unborrowed words. 1880 J. CAIRD
Philos. Relig. v. 136 This very feeling of the instability and
illusonness of the world. 1898 Westm. Gaz. i Sept. 2/1 The
way in front was illusorily barred by swiftly flowing water.

t Illu'strable, a. 06s. [f. L. type *illustrd-

bil-is, f. illustra-re to ILLUSTRATE: see -BLE.]= next.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gar,/. Cyrus ii. 43 Solution and con-
solidation, union and division, illustrable from Aristotle in
the old Nucifragium or nutcracker. 1668 G. C. in H. More's
Div. Dial. To Rdr. a ij ,

How illustrable that passage is from
the last Section of the?. Chapter of Des Cartes his Meteors.

Illustratable (ilcstr^-tab'l, -lo-str/tab'l), a.

[f. ILLUSTRATE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being
illustrated.

1850 D. G. ROSSETTI Lei. in W. B. Scott Antoliog. (1892)
I. xxi. 283 An illustratable paper. 1887 Scot. Leader 17
Dec. 4 The gradual reduction of animal organs was illus-

tratable by innumerable examples.

t Illu-strate, ppl. a. Obs. [s.&.'L.illustrdt-us,

pa. pple. of illustrdre to ILLUSTRATE.]
A. as pa. pple. Illustrated, illuminated, lighted

up, enlightened : see ILLUSTRATE v.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W, de W. 1531) 285 O wolde god I..
were illustrate or lyghtned with the lyght and felynge
therof. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts ix. F iv b, Thin-
warde eyes of his soule, wer in the meane space clearely
illustrat. 1619 J. BAINBRIDGE Descr. Late Comet 10 The
Comet.. at first was illustrate with a bright resplendence.
1671 True Non-conf. 334 These things need not to be illustrat.

B. as adj. Illuminated, resplendent, clear
;
lus-

trous, illustrious.

1562 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. i Welcum, illustrat

Ladye, and oure quene. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 128
This most gallant, illustrate and learned Gentleman. 1601
CHETTLE & MUNDAY Death Kobt. Earl Huntington v. ii.

in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 315 Bright sun, retire ; gild not
this vault of death With thy illustrate rays. 1669 Addr.
Yng. Gentry Eng. no The Philosophy, we grope after..

here, will, .by the first approaches of the light of our never
setting day, be plain and illustrate to us. 1704 HEARNE
Duct. Hist. 11714) I. 136 That admirable work, the Lives of
the most illustrate Men, Greeks and Romans.
Hence f Illu'strately adv.

1634 Simple Reasons in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 181 Our
faith in God, and loyalty to the King, are most translucently
light.. refulgently light, illustrately light.

Illustrate (Hfetre't, il-str't), v. [f. L. illus-

trat-, ppl. stem of illustrdre to light up, illuminate,
clear up, elucidate, embellish, set off, render famous
or illustrious ; cf. illustr-is ILLUSTRE. For the
stress see CONTEMPLATE z.]

tl. trans. To shed light upon, light up, illu-

mine. Obs.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. ii. (1635) 35 The beames
of the Sun illustrate and lighten the Moone. 1681 COTTON
Wond. Peak (ed. 4) 82 The Windows . . Illustrating the
noble Room, a 1717 PARNELL Hymnfor Morning{Sezger),
The light, serenely fair, Illustrates all the tracts of air.

fb. Directly Jig. esp. To illuminate (the mind).
Ol>s. or arch. (The earlier use.)
1526 I'ilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 125 It dyd so illustrate

c.], 16
. .Illus

ly Light, and Joy. 1728 EARBERY
Bur/let's -SV. Dead II. 62 Virtue and Truth in their Fulne

. . .

or lyghten theyr vnderstandynge, that [et
Occas. Reft. (1848) 55 The Min
the Beams of Heavenly

665 BOYLE
d of Man. .Illustrated by

tr.

.

_
. ess

of Light, illustrating the whole World. 1872 BROWNING
Fifine xxix, Quick sense perceives the same Self-vindicat-

ing flash illustrate every man And woman of our mass.

f 2. To make lustrous, luminous, or bright ;
to set

off with bright colours
; gen. to beautify, adorn. Obs.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 17 b, There is no study,
but it [Poetry] doth illustrate and beautify. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 59 The wals . . have beene illustrated with
Gold, which in some places is visible. 1650 BULWER An-
thropomet. 165 They illustrate their Arms and Hands, their

Legs and Feet, with painted flowers and birds. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. iii. 29 Her head-dress was
a Brussels-lace mob. .A sky blue ribband illustrated that.

f 3. To set in a good light ;
to display to ad-

vantage ; to show up. Obs.

1603 H. CROSSE Verities Commw. (1878) 51 The deformitie
of the one doth much illustrate and beautifie the other.
1628 PRYNNE Lave-lockes 55 The onely meanes therefore
for men to enhance, illustrate, and set out their Beautie, is

to neglect it. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. xi. 53
Honour and Greatness add nothing to me, but to illustrate

my Humility. 1757 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II, III. 75
Pitt though . . apt enough to take any step to illustrate his
own measures.

4. To shed lustre upon ; to render illustrious,

renowned, or famous ; to confer honour or distinc-

tion upon. Now rare or Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 589/2, I illustrate, I bring to lyght or make
noble or worthy. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. To Rdr.,Women,
such as have . . beene illustrated for their Vertues, and noble
actions, a 1794 GIBBON Mem. in Misc. Wks. (1814) I. 235
Mr. Wedderburne. .who now illustrates the title of Lord

ILLUSTRATION.

Loughborough. 1834 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 377
Under this system, no men of distinguished merit have
illustrated our Universities.

5. To throw the light of intelligence upon ; to
make clear, elucidate, clear up, explain.
1538 COVERDALE New Test. Prol., Thou shall see that one

translation declareth, openeth, and illustrateth another.
1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 116 Argument that is brought
to confirme, and illustrate must be more manifest.. then
that which is to be confirmed, and illustrated. 1691 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. 77 When Revelation had illustrated the obscure
Text of Reason. 1793 BEDDOES Let. Darwin 29 Many
experiments upon animals, tending to illustrate this im-
portant subject. 1874 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) II. 452 You
have, .illustrated it by quotations and metaphors which are
sound and to the point.
6. To make clear or evident by means of ex-

amples, to elucidate ; to give an example, instance,
or illustration of; to exemplify.
1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. xiii. (1627) 183 Illustrated by a

few more examples. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. 11. 4, I can
illustrate this doctrine of Lysicles by examples. 1786 W.
THOMSON Watson's Philip III (1793) II. vi. 224 To illus.
trate the advantages of vigilance and foresight. 1849
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. I. ii. 162 Perhaps no single circum-
stance more strongly illustrates the temper of the precisians
than their conduct respecting Christmas day. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. iii. 4. 129 No city better illustrates the trans-
formation of the land in the hands of its Norman masters
1895 F. HALL in Nation (N.Y.) LXI. 363/2 Very likely the
usage which has been illustrated is a good deal older.

7. To elucidate (a description, etc.) by means of

drawings or pictures ; to ornament (a book, etc.)
in this way with elucidatory designs. Said also
of the pictures themselves.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 128 That the cleerest

grounds an Artist is able to propound, are yet illustrated
and cleered by Picture. 1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 123 [Few

j

readers are] willing to take the pains to read . . such [ana-
tomical] descriptions, unless illustrated by figures. 1773

;

COOK ist Voy. Introd. (R.), The engravings which illustrate

and adorn the account of this voyage. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III.

20, I shall subjoin two curious cases . . together with a
drawing to illustrate one of them. 1827 HONE Table Bk. I.

: 171 A gentleman engaged to assist in illustrating this work.
1873 TRISTRAM Mpab\. 3 His camera illustrated the results of
the expedition with about 80 excellent photographs. 1891
Daily News 9 Apr. 3/5 Journals which did not formerly
illustrate now dp so, and book and magazine literature are
more than ever illustrated to meet the popular taste.

78. To clear (the head or brain). Obs.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, xix. 680 Some Cephalicks
. . though they be less grateful to the Palate or Stomach . .

yet illustrate the Brain.

Hence Illustrating vi/. s/>. and///, a.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 352 To the illustrating of the

Queenes most excellent Maiestie, the honour and com-
moditie of this her highnesse Realme. 1620 GRANGER Div.
Logike 157 It hath speciall use in illustrating, and amplify-
ing. i68t FLAVEL Meth. Grace ix. 197 An illustrating work
of the Spirit upon the minds of sinners. 1790 BURKE Fr.
Rev. Wks. V. 80 Our liberty has a pedigree and illustrating
ancestors.

Illustrated (Hpstre'ted, il-stre'ted), ///. a.

(rf.) [f. ILLUSTRATE v. + -ED 1.]

1. fa. Illuminated, made lustrous or bright (a/>s.}.

b. Having pictorial illustrations.

1831 (Dec. 31) Olio or Museum Entertainm. IX. No. i

(First Article) Illustrated article: Two nights in Beauchamp
tower. 1832 Eraser's Mag. VI. 393 The child in his illus-

trated look had the air as of a mighty triumphant victor.

1842 (title) The Illustrated London News. 1891 Daily
News 9 Apr. 3/5 A paper, .on Photography and Illustrated

Journalism.
2. as sb. An illustrated newspaper or magazine.

(In quot. 1879 = Illustrated London News.)
1879 EcJw 10 Feb. 4/1 Looking at Illustrateds or Punches.

1892 STEVENSON & L. OSBOURNE Wrecker (ed. 2) 45 It

may fit me for a position on one of the illustrateds.

Illustration (ilretr^'-Jsn). [a. F. illustration

(i3th c. in Godef.), ad. L. illustration-em (Quin-
tilian), n. of action f. illustrdre to ILLUSTRATE.]
The action or fact of illustrating.
The sense-history is

parallel
to that of ILLUMINATION, the

meaning
'

spiritual enlightenment
'

being the first to appear.

fl. Lighting up, illumination, enlightenment. Obs.

a. spiritual (the earliest sense) or intellectual.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Egipciane 40 He had sic infusione

of godis illustracione. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
126 b, The persone that receyueth suche illustracyon or

lyght, is all quyet & restfull bothe in soule & body.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions VI. 322 The manifold inspirations
of God, the illustrations of his holy Angels. 1612 DRAYTON
Poly-olb. To Rdr. Avjb, Then hast thou the Illustration of

this learned Gentleman, my friend, to explaine euery hard

matter of history. 1653 LD. VAUX Godeaifs St. Paul 344
A divine illustration cleaned his understanding.

b. physical.
a 1631 DONNE 80 Serm. viii. (1640) 81 Such an illustration,

such an irradiation, such a coruscation, .that by that light. .

he could have read in the night. 1681 WHARTON Disc. Soul
World'Wf.?,. (1683) 647 We see no Adustion in Comets but

only some Illustration. 1764 Phil. Trans. LIV. 326 This
unusual and very remarkable illustration of the atmosphere
continued the whole evening.
2. The action of making or fact of being made

illustrious, brilliant, or distinguished ;
distinction.

Also, An example, means or cause of distinction.

1616 BULLOKAR, Illustration, a making famous or noble.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. iv. 41 He [Christ] came
not in pompous and secular illustrations. 1760-72 H.
BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 46 They have invested
this their head [the king] with all possible illustration : he

72



ILLUSTRATIONAL.
concentrates the rays of many nations. 1776 ADAM SMITH
H'. N. v. i. ill. (1860) II. 360 In Rome it [law]. .gave a con-

siderable degree of illustration to those citizens who had
the reputation of understanding it. 1850 MKRIVALE Rom.
Emp. (1865) I. ii. 61 1'he illustration of his family .dated

only from his father. 1855 THACKERAY Xewcontes I. vii. 71

My maxim is, that genius is an illustration, and merit is

better than any pedigree.

3. The action or fact of making clear or evident

to the mind ; setting forth clearly or pictorially ;

elucidation ; explanation ; exemplification.
1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 491 It is a figure called Illus-

tration, by the which the forme of things is so set foorth in

words, that it seemeth rather to be seene with the eies,
then heard with the eares. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. i.

i. 3 By explication and illustration, or proofe and con-
clusion. IOJ7 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 1/2 Antithesis, is also
the illustration of a thing by its opposite, a 1704 T. BROWN
Declam. Adverbs Wks. 1730 I. 40 What need I bring more
topicks for illustration? 1853 RUSKIN Stones yen. II. vi, I

have confined the illustration of it to architecture.

b. With an and //. That which serves to illus-

trate or make clear, evident, etc. ; an elucidation,

explanation ; an example, instance.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. tficholay's Voy. n. iii. 33 John
deMaire of Beiges in his illustrations ofGaule. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. viii. 312 Some, from whom wee
receive the greatest illustrations of Antiquity, have made no
mention hereof. 1649 BLITHE Eng. tinprov. Imfr. To
Rdr., Some illustrations upon some of the former passages.
1831 (title) Views in New York . . Picturesque Drawings . .

with Historical, Topographical and Critical Illustrations by
Th. G. Fay.

_
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxii. 154 An illustration

of the principle which runs throughout nature. 1896 DK.
ARGYLL Pkilos. Belief 62 A passing image or illustration
of some one . . aspect of life.

4s. The pictorial elucidation of any subject ; the
elucidation or embellishment of a literary or scien-

tific article, book, etc., by pictorial representations.
1813 BRITTON Redclife Church Pref. 9, I was also tempted

to enter more fully into the illustration of the building.
Mod. The artists engaged in the illustration of this sump-
tuous work. Process plates used in the illustration of cheap
periodicals.

b. An illustrative picture ; a drawing, phte,
engraving, cut, or the like, illustrating or embel-

lishing a literary article, a book, etc.

[1816 (title) A Cabinet Illustration of Great Britain
; in a

series of near 300 Elegant Views.) 1817 Advt. in Q. Rev,
Feb., Westall's Illustrations to the Works of Walter Scott,
Esq. In 8vo, beautifully engraved from the Paintings of
R. Westall, R.A. l8aa W. J. HOOKER (title) Botanical
Illustrations : being a Series ofFigures designed to illustrate
the Terms employed in . . Lectures on Botany. 1828 Lit.
Gaz. 9 Feb. 84/3 The Illustrations of the book are worthy
of George Cruikshank. 1839 T. MOORE (title) The Epi-
curean : a Tale with Vignette Illustrations by J. M. W.
Turner, R.A. 1841 (May 14) Illmtr. Land. Afrtttt No. i,

Selections from the illustrations of the numerous works
which the press is daily pouring forth. 1851 RUSKIN (title)
The Stones of Venice . . with Illustrations drawn by the
Author. 1888 Nature 23 Au. 385 The book is one which is

especially noteworthy for the beauty of its illustrations. 1898
Navy >, Army lllustr. 23 July 412 Our next illustration
shows a bjat. .engaged in sounding.

Illustra'tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AI,.]
Of or pertaining to illustration ; illustrative.

1885 UOWEN in Law Times Rep. LIII. 610/2 Putting, in
an emphatic and illustrational way. .that the advowson is a
right of presentation that concerns and affects lands.

Illustrative (fliritrfHv), a. [f.
L. illustrat-,

ppl. stem of illuslrdre to ILLUSTRATE + -IVE.]
1. Serving or tending to illustrate, make clear or

elucidate; explanatory, elucidatory; affording an
illustration orexample ; exemplificatory. Const, of.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relif. Med. i. 5 45 Unspeakable
mysteries in the Scriptures are often delivered in a vulgar
and illustrative way. 1791 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights
IVoin. vi. 260 Till some fortuitous circumstance makes the
information dart into the mind with illustrative force. 1828
COLE Scarborough Collector i The following paragraphs,
illustrative of the accompanying etching. 1867 SMILKS
Huguenots Eng. ii. (1880) 22 The life of Palissy . . is eminently
illustrative of his epoch. 1868 BROWNING Ringfy Bk. IX. 805
Lest ye miss a point illustrative. 1869 TYNDALL Notes
Lect. Light $ 1 10 Taking, as an illustrative case, the passage
from air into water.

t 2 Shining, illuminative. Obs. rare.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. xii. 320 Bright and Illus-

trative, as Pliny said but now.

Illn-stratively, adv. [f. prec. + -LYZ.] In
an illustrative manner ; by way of, or by means of,
illustration

; so as to illustrate.

1646 SIB T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. xii. 214 Delivered
HieroRlyphically, metaphorically, illustratively. 1812 56DE QUINCEY Con/ess. (1862) 204 Treating the question illus-

tratively rather than argumentatively.

Illustrator (Hrattf'tM). [Agent-n. in L.form
f. ILLUSTRATE v. Cf. lateL. '//.rfttz/<v(Lactantius) ;

F. illustrateur (151)1 c. in Godef.).] One who or
that which illustrates, in the various senses of the
vb. ; one who gives or draws illustrations; the
artist who illustrates a book or periodical.
1598 FLORIO, I

'

llustratore, an illustrator, a glorifier, a
Ru<:r

.
of_h nor!1- cl' 1

.
1 CHAPMAN Homer's Iliads Sonn.

[ vb, The right graciovs Illustrator of vertue..the Earle
rtonlgomrie. 1631 BURTONXH/. ,W<(ed.4) in. ii.v.v. 585

Leomtius his illustrator Garceus. 1689-90 in fr"<mft Life
30 Jan. (O. H . S.) 1 1 1. 323 'An illustrator ', or '

picturer of
great letters in books '. 1811 W. TAVLOR in Monthly Rev.
LXVIII. 499 From Herodotus and his illustrators. 1834
E. BIAYLEY (title) Graphic and Historical Illustrator of the

50

Popular Superstitions and Customs of Wales. 1870 DICKENS
/,.//. 11880) II. 439 You please me with what you say of my
new illustrator. 1879 J. C. BROWN Ethics Geo. Eliot 114
She stands out as the deepest, broadest and most catholic
illustrator of the true ethics of Christianity.

Illirstratory, a. [!. L. illustrat- (see IL-

LUSTRATIVE) + -our.] Illustrative.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 660 Introductory, illustrator;-,

preparatory abuses ofTruth [etc.). 1806 SCOTT I'am. Lit!.
5 July (1894) I. ii. 36 Dryden's works, .with notes critical
and ilmstratory by the Editor.

Illustratress (i'l^str/'tres). [f. ILLUSTRATOR

r-Ess.] A female illustrator.
1866 F. I. FURNIVAU. in Reaiier 10 Mar. 248/3 The illus-

tratress of the present book. 1888 Sat. Rev. 29 Dec. 785/2.

t Illustre, a. 06s. Also 6 muster, -are, -ir.

[a. F. illustre (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.) illustrious,
ad. t..il/ustris clear, bright, lustrous, plain, evident,

distinguished, famous.] Illustrious.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems vii. i Illuster Lodovick, of France
most Clm-tm king, c 1531 Du WES Introd. f'r. in Palsgr.
1036 Right illustre & prosperous lady. 1550 VERON
Godly Sayings (1846) 20 The faythful subjectes of this vie-
toriouse and illustre rcaline. 1584 JAS. I. Ess. Poetic Tu
Rdr. (Arb.) 20 The deuine and Illuster Poete, Salust du
Bartas. 161* MONNIEPENNIE Abridgem. Scot. Chron. I. 4
Some of the valiant illustre noble acts of your Highness.
a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll v. 66 Illustre liassa.

t Illnstre, . Obs. [a. F. i!lustrc-r to light

up, illumine (obs.), render illustrious, illustrate,
ad. L. illustra-re (see ILLUSTHATK v.).}
1. trans. To light up, illumine

; to brighten.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxyii. 96 To go sprede abrode his

newe lyght to illustre and illumyne the landes. 1501 SYL-
VESTER Du Bartas i. i. 534 And, all illustred with Light's
radiant shine. 1606 Ibid.a. iv. n. Magnif. 107 With Venue's
luster Thou ought'st (at least) thy Greatnesse to illuster.

2. To render illustrious or distinguished ; to confer
distinction upon.
1530 PALSGR. 585/2 This noble acte itlustreth your fame

above al your ancestors. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'll/,
71 For to decore and illustre the same assembly ..thei shall
. .do some faire feate of armes. 1657 REEVE God's Plea 46
As ye valew your places, illustre them.
Hence Illu'stred ppl. a., made illustrious.
In quot. 1649 used punningly with reference to a possible

formation from IL- 2
, meaning

'

having no lustre '.

ISM Helyas in Thorns K. E. Prose Rom. (1858) III. 142
The illustred and noble quene. a 1649 DRUMM. OK HAWTH.
Poems Wks. (1711) 22 Thy muse not-able, full, il-lustred

rimes, Make thee the poetaster of our times.

t IlTtrstrement. Obs. rare. [f. ILLUSTRE v.

+ -MENT.] Illumination.

1599 R. LINCHE Anc. Fiction F, [The Sun] absenting his
irradiancc from the world's illustrement.

t Hlustri'city. Obs. [Erroneously f. L. illustris

+ -ITY : see -ICITT.] Illustriousness. In quot. 1637,
illustrious personage.
1637 BASTWICK Ansiu. Inform. Sir J. Bants g That

their illustricityes might. .see his innocency. 1761 Miss
TALBOT Let. to Mrs. Carter i Aug., See the short date of
human

illustricity. 1794 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 84 A name of
great illusiricity in the annals of France.

Illustrious [ilirslriss), a. (Also 7 illustrous,
Sc. -uows.) [f. L. illustri-s + -ous.]
1 1. Lighted up, having lustre or brilliancy ;

luminous, shining, bright, lustrous. Obs.
c 1605 ROWLEY Birth Merl. iv. v, From the igniferous

body Seven splendent or illustrious rays are spread. 1668
CULI'EPPER & COLE Barthol. Aiiat. n. vi. 100 Light, the

companion of the Spirits, by which the blood receives a
more Illustrious color. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-TlitoI. v. ix.

350 A Diamond . . he observed to be more illustrious at some
times than others. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley I. xi. 476 He and
Peacock .. made the darkness illustrious with fireworks.

t 2. Clearly manifest, evident, or obvious. Obs.

1654 FULLER Two Serm. 21 The Foundations [of Religion]
may be destroyed as to all outward visible illustrious appa-
rition. 1761 KAMI s Elem. Crit. (1788) II. 495 The final

cause of uniformity is illustrious. 1793 T. TAYLOR Proclus
I. Dissert. 62 They demand our assent, .from the illustrious

certainty they possess.
3. Possessing lustre by reason of high birth or

rank, nobleor loftyaction or qualities; distinguished,
eminent

; renowned, famous, a. Of persons.
(Sometimes used as a title of courtesy in addressing or

speaking of per.-ons of high rank. Cf. ILLUSTRISSIMO.)

1005 Lear v. in. 135 Conspirant gainst this high illus-

trious Prince, c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido Ij ^neas i. 733
And O I I wish Jour brave, illustruows prince. .Were heir.

1691 DRYDEN St. Euremoiifs Ess. 204 There are Illustrious

Debauchees, but there never was an Illustrious Miser. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vn. II. 150 She was an agreeable
woman, rather than an illustrious Queen. 1809 tied. Jml.
XXl.oo The only tribute we can pay to the illustrious dead.
1855 PKESCOTT Philif It, I. n. iii. 176 Several of these vic-
tims were not only illustrious fur their rank, but yet more
so for their talents and virtues.

b. Of things.

deeds, his renowne acquir'd. 1701 Stanley's Hist. Philos.

Biog. 7 Mr. Des Cartes has given us an illustrious Instance
of the Use of this Method in his Meditations and Method.
1810 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Two Races Men, One leaf of the
illustrious folio.

H In the following passage in the Shakspere
folios, in the sense 'not lustrous, dull' (lL-2) whence

ILL-WILLBB.

editors have substituted illustrous, inlustrous, un-
lustrous.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. I. vi. 109. '1623) An eye Base and illus-

trious as the sinoakie light That's fed with stinking Tallow.

Illu'striously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LV*.] In an

illustrious manner
; f luminously, brightly, resplen-

dently ; clearly, conspicuously ; brilliantly.
1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prof. i. v. 18. 259 A Church

thus illustriously and conspicuously visible. I7i5~ao POPE
Odyss. xi. 358 In beauty's cause illustriously he fails. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8u) III. iii. 28, 1 never . . beheld a
skin so illustriously fair. 1869 GOULBURN Purs. Holiness
vii. 62 In the Cross of His Son God is most illustriously
seen.

Illu'strionsness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Il-

lustrious quality or condition ; ) brilliance, resplen-

dency ; distinction ; illustrious rank or position.
1650 66 WHARTON Poems Wks. (1683) 383 Farewel to all

our New Nobility: Good-night Illustriousness. 1660 JF.R.
TAYLOB Duct. DitHt. i. iv. 126 The illustriousness of the
birth. 1682 MRS. BEHN False Count iv. ii, An't please
your Illustriousness. 1889 Harper's Mag. Mar. 501/1
Academies which can vie with ours in the illustriot

their members.
riousness of

II Illustrissimo (ilfetri-simo, It. ilustrrstnw),
a. and si. (Anglicized illustrissim.) [It. ,

ad. L.

illustrissimus, superl. of illustris (ItLL'STKE a.}.]
a. adj. Most illustrious; used as a title of

courtesy in addressing or speaking of Italian nobles,
whence sometimes applied to others, b. si. A man
of noble rank, one of the Italian nobility.
1613 WEBSTER Devits Law Case II. i, Your switching up

at the
horse-race,

with the illustrissimi. 1681 Disc. Tanger
21 The Illusti issimo's of Tetuan. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1852) I. 475 Mynheer, dear Doctor, celeberrimous Doctor,
insignite illustrissim Doctor. 1819 SCOTTA tine o/G. xix, Nor
will we sauce your mess with poison like the wily Italian,
and call you all the time Illustrissimo and Magntfico.

Illustrous : see under ILLUSTRIOUS.

j Dlu-tible, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. late L. illuli-

bilis (Nonius), f. il- (\L-* } + fafre,lut- to wash:
see -IBLE.] (See quot.)
1613 COCKERAM, Illutiole, that cannot be washed away.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Uluxu-rious, a. Ol>s. rare- 1
, [f. lL-2 +

LUXURIOUS.] Not luxurious ; void of luxury.
1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks S-.vift ix. (1752) 72 The widow

Vanhomrigh and her two daughters quitted the illuxurious
soil of their native country for the more elegant pleasure of
the English court.

III Will, ill-will (i'l|Wi-l), sb. [In early use

northern, corresp. to ON. illvili, 1. ill-r adj. + vili

sb. 'will '. In ME. usually written as two words :

cf. evil will, OE. (hit) yfela willa.
Cf. also L. malevoltntia, of which, and the adjs. male-

nolens, maltt'olus, this and the following words are often
the English renderings.]
1. Evil or hostile feeling or intention towards

another ; malevolence, malice, enmity, dislike.
a 1300 Cnrsitr M. 7834 (Cott.) Qua lais hand in feloni . . Or

of hill wil him mai not quitte. c 1340 Ibid. 25947 (Fairf.)
pat first was bojt wi|> iuel il wille. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Mathias 390 pe lowis, bat tuk tent here til, For Inwy and
gret ill wyfl. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Htion Ixx. 240 Ye do me
greate wronge to owe me youre yll wyll. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 474 Jnuie, ilwil, adulatione or
flatrie. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. v. 71 Why looke you so
vpon me ? Phe. For no ill will I beare you. 1755 YOUNG
Centaur i. Wks. 1757 IV. 108 It is both folly, and vice, to
bear any man ill-will. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxvii, How
comes it, then, that thy steps are haunted by general ill-will ?

attrib. 01831 BENTHAM Deontology Wks. 1834 II. 263
Correspondent to that same good-will fund there is an ill-

will fund.

1 2. With an ill will, unwillingly. Obs.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commiv. (1603) 61 They are

drawne from their houses with an ill will.

Hence f Ill-will v. trans., to regard with ill will,
wish evil to.

1568 NORTH tr. Guevara's Diall Pr. (15821 423 The beloued
of the Princes is commonly ill willed of the common weale.

Ill-willed (i'lwi-ld), a. Obs. exc. dial. [f. prec.
sb. + -ED2. Cf. ON. illviljaSr, L. malcvolus.]
1. Feeling or cherishing ill will, malevolent.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 39 Altobreke be arme of \K

synful and of be ill willd. Ihd. civ. 14 In my prophetis
willis noght be illwillid. 1477 EARL RIVERS iCaxton) Dictes
15 Ignoraunt folkis . . froward and il-wilted. 1483 Cath.
Angt. 195/1 Ille wylled,. .fnalntolus. 18*5 BROCKETT, III-

willed, malevolent, illnatured.

t 2. Unwilling, reluctant. 0/>s.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 41 Not to teache
you, as ignoraunte, neither to commaunde you, as people

ylwylled.
Ill-wilier (i-l,wi-lai). [Late ME., f. ILL adv.

(or sb.) + -wilier : cf. the earlier il-willand sb. (see

next) in same sense
;
also the parallel evil-iviller,

well-wilier, and the expressions to will one *'//, evil,

or well.] One who wishes evil to another
; one

who cherishes ill will or hostile feeling.
cijoo Melxsine 211, I halie be yl wyller bothe to yon &

to your lady [cf. 158 ayenst alle your euyl wilier-]. 1557
PAYNEL Barclay's Jugvrth 87 Al the purposes of mine
yllwyllers and aduersaries. 1*78 MARVELL Dtf. Hmx Wks.
1875 IV. 230 He seems to be no ill-wilier to transubstantia-
tion. 1690 Andros Tracts II. 28 Some of those Male-
contents and Ill-wilers of their Neighbours. 1780 JOHNSON
Lett, to Mrs. Titrate 21 June, His illwillers are very un-

willing to think he can ever more sit in parliament. [Not I'M
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J.'s Diet.} 1828 SCOTT F. M, Perth xix, I have ill-willers

enough. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. \. ix. 285 Ill-willers to

New England were already railing against its people.

I'11-wi'lling, a. rare. Tf. ILL adv, or ? sb. +
WILLING ///. a. Cf. OE. yfel-willende^ L. male-

volens.]
I. Wishing evil to another ; cherishing ill will ;

malevolent. In first two quots. as sb. = ILL-WILLER.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6829 If Jx>u find ojnn ilwilland |t'.r. ill-

willand]. .his beist ligand. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliii. 6 In

J>e sal blaw with horn our il wiland. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. v. 240 This same ill-willing world might
think it was.

f2. Unwilling; in quot. 1579-80 as adv. Unwil-

lingly. Obs.

c 15*0 BARCLAY tr. Saltiest 82 b, And compelled them that

were frowarde and ylwillyng to labour. 1579-^0 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 281 The People went very ill willing, and
they had much ado to keep them together.

Hence Ill-willingness = ILL WILL I.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxiv. 20 Restore my saule fra

ill willandnes of J>aim. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong^
Afalveuillance, ill willingnesse.

Ill-willy (.i-liwrli), a. Chiefly Sc. [f. ILL

WILL sb. + -Y. Cf. EVIL-WILLY.] Cherishing ill

will ; malevolent, malignant, ill-disposed.
[1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv. 32 Be warme hairtit and

nocht ewill-willie, Bannatyne MS. illwillie]. 15. . Almanalt
0fyeari3&6,5 Saturne es colde and drie, and ilwilly. <r 1568

Wife of Aitchterm. viii, Than thair cumis ane illwilly cow,
And brodit his buttock. 1611 COTGR., Mating, . . ill-willie.

1721 KELLY Sc. Prerv. 1 1 (Jam.) An ill-willy cow should have
short horns. 1819 \V. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd^ifo-j) 124

Syn baith the Bears now shine ill-willie.

I'11-wrsh, v. [f. ILL adv. (or sb.) + WISH .]

trans. To wish evil to ; to bring misfortune upon,
or bewitch, by wishing evil, according to a popular
belief in some rural districts (cf. evil eye).

1865 R. HUNT Pop. Rom. W. Eng. Ser. 11. 80, I believe I

was illwished once. 1875
' E. GARRETT

' House by Works
I. 162, I fear they almost ill-wished her when her husband
hired lodgings for her at the seaside.

Ill-Wisher (HfWi'Jaj). [f. ILL adv. (or s6.~)
+

WISHER : cf. well-wisher."] One who wishes evil

to another ;
an ill-wilier.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 445 These ill-wishers to the lewes.

1716 ADDISON Freeliolder No. 55 Propagated by the ill-

wishers to our constitution. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876) II. ix. 123 His ill-wishers knew how to irritate the

characteristic sensibility of the English on this topic.

Illy (H|li), adv. Now dial. [f.
ILL a. + -LY 2

.]

In an ill manner; badly; ill.

1549 DK. SOMERSET Let. Sir T. Hoby 24 Aug. in Strype
Eccl. Mem. II. App. _EE. 106 In Norfolk, gentlemen, and

\

al serving men for their sakes, are as illy handled as maybe.
1594 CAREW Huartes Exam. Wits v. (1596) 62 In the

morning we learne best . . and at the euening illy. 1681^.
KNOX Hist. Ceylon IV. iv. 133 They might see, how illy

they were served. 1785 JEFFERSON Writ. 11894) IV.
_

100

Beauty is jealous, and illy bears the presence of a rival.

1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc vnl. 634 Thou dost deem That
I have illy spared so large a band. 1848 LOWELL Fable

for Critics 598 He don't sketch their bundles of muscles

and thews illy. 1849 W. IRVING Goldsmith (Tauchn.) 56
Never were two beings more illy assorted than he and
Goldsmith. 1898 T. HARDY \Vessex Poems 170 Even the

rank poplars bear Illy a rival's air.

Ilmenite (Hmenait). Min. [Named, 1827,
from the Ilmen Mountains (in southern Urals),

where found.] Oxide of iron and titanium found

in brilliant black crystals and in many varieties.

1837 Edin. New Philos. Jritl. III. 187. 1894 BOWKER in

Harper's Mag. Jan. 410/1 Ilmenite, or titanic iron (Fe Ti).j

Os . . an ore in which one of the iron molecules of hematite

is replaced by the metal titanium.

I-lojen, ME. pa. pple. of LIE v. 2 ,
to tell lies.

I-loke(n, of LOCK v. I-loked, of LOOK v.

I-lome : see YLOME adv., frequently. I-lomp,
pa. t. of I-LIMP v. I-long adv. : see ALONG ! and

YLONO. I-lope(n, ME. pa. pple. of LEAP v.

I-lore(n, of LOSE v. : see also LORN;. I-losed,
of LOOSE v. Hot, var. of ISLOT, islet. Ilote,
obs. f. HELOT. I-loten, ME. pa. pple.

of LOT v.

I-loued, of LOVE z

Ilpa : see ILLUPI.
I-loued, of LOVE v. I-lowe(n, of LIE v.-

pa. ppli

n, of 1

t Ilsample, a perversion of ENSAJIPLE, to suggest
ill sample, ill example.
1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 5 But euerie Lord B[ishop] in

England, as for ilsample, lohn of Cant. 1589 Marprel.
Epit. (1843) 52 That is the ilsample of Archbishop Titus.

Ilspile, a hedgehog : see IL sb.

I-luve, var. of YLEVE, to believe.

I-luved, ME. pa. pple. of LOVE v.

Ilvaite (i-lvaiait). Min. [Named, 1811, from

Ilva, Elba, where it is found.] A black crystalline

silicate of iron and calcium, called also lievrite.

1816 R. JAMESON Syst. Mia. II. 75. 1868 DANA Min.

(ed. 5) 297.

I-lyche, i-lyke : see ALIKE, YLIKE.

Im- 1
,
assimilated form of the suffix IN- 2

,
before

b, m, p. This assimilation took place in Latin

during the later classical period, and remains in

French and English (although in- (en-) was not

infrequent before / in OF. and ME.). In words

that survived in living use, L. in-, im- became in

OF. en-, em-. These words were taken into ME.

in their current Fr. form
;
but from the I4th c.

onward, there was a marked tendency to alter the

French back iuto the Latin form of the prefix.

Hence, many words are found with both em- and

im-, in some cases one, in some the other, being
ultimately prevalent, while in others, as empanel,
impanel, the variation still continues : see EM-, and
In- z

. In this Dictionary, words thus varying in

the prefix are treated under the prevalent spelling,
or under that which analogy favours, whether Eit-

or IM-, a cross-reference being given under the other

spelling. In words more recently derived from Latin

(or from Italian) im- is the regular form.

Words in im- are chiefly verbs and their deriva-

tives, and may be thus classed :

a. Words in im- taken from L. (or Romanic), directly or

through later French, as imbibe, imbue, imburse, immerse,
immure, impact, impede, impend, implore, imprecate, p.
Words in which OF. em- has been altered back to im- in

Eng. or other origin. The earlier of these began with >

(being the form ofEN- before a labial), which was afterwards

altered to im- (as in b) ;
after this, later formations arose with

im- from the first. Such are, from sbs., imbarge, imbrule,
immantle, immould, impalace, imperil, impocket ; imbark,
imbarn, imbook, imbud, immind, immire, itltmud; from

adjs. , impcevish (cf. imbrtitish), impoor; from verbs, itn-

bake, imbreatlie, imbrighten, impave, impight, implunge,
impleach. In some of the last, im- may have been felt as a
variant of IN- 1

. For the sense expressed by the prefix,see I N-2.

In words in imm-, usually only one jit is pronounced ; but
when a rhetorical stress is laid on the prefix, or it is neces-

sary to make plain its force in a nonce-word or an unusual

word, as immind, immire, immiid, both ms, or a pro-

longed m, may be pronounced.

Im- 2
,

assimilated form in L. of the negative

prefix lN-3 before b, m,p, which retains the same
form in English, as imbonity, immemorial, impos-
sible. In imm-, only one m is ordinarily pronounced
(the prefix being thus reduced to *'-), but im- may
be kept separate where emphasis or distinctness

requires, as in im-malleable, im-mixcd.

Im, obs. form of HIM.
I'm (aim), colloq. contraction of 7 am.

I-maad, i-mad, ME. pa. pple. of MAKE v.

I-mfflht : see MIGHT sb.

Image (i'med,$), sb. Forms: 3-6 ymage, (4

yraag, 6 ymadge), 4- image, [a. F. image (i 3th c.

in Littre), in nth and lath c. ima-gene= Vi. image,

emage, It. im(m]agine, Sp. itnagen, Pg. imagem,
ad. L. imago, imdgin-int imitation, copy, likeness,

statue, picture, phantom; conception, thought, idea;

similitude, semblance, appearance, shadow; app.

containing the same root as im-itari to IMITATE.]
1. An artificial imitation or representation of the

external form of any object, esp. of a person, or of

the bust of a person, a. Such an imitation in the

solid form ; a statue, effigy, sculptured figure.

(Often applied to figures of saints or divinities as

objects of religious veneration.)
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1476 Ichulle lete makie be of gold an

ymage. a 1300 Cursor M. 2298 For freind ded bat bam
was dere did make ymage o metal sere, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Agnes 387 pan vent he to be ymag in hy, & mad
hire prayere deuotely. 1388 WYCLIF Exod. xx. 4 Thou
schalt not make to thee a grauun ymage . . thou schalt not
herie tho, nether thou schalt worschipe. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xv. 164 An ymage, bat hap .iiij. hedes. c 1450
Mironr Saluacioun 1316 With the ymage of godde Hamone
y

rin wroght craftily. 1526 TINDALE Acts xv. 20 Abstayne
them selves from filthines of ymages [WYCLIF symulacris ;

1611 Idoles]. 1563 Homilies ir. Agst. Idolatry i. (1859)

178 We should not have images in the temple for fear and
occasion of worshipping them. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav,
8 The Inchantresse having made two Images of her beloved,
the one of clay, the other of waxe. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. I. iv. 384 Gregory the second [was] strenuous for the

worship of images. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 379 Graven
and molten images, the idols which men adore.. shall be
their destruction.

b. (Less usually) Such an imitation delineated,

painted, executed in relief, etc. upon a surface ; a

likeness, portrait, picture, carving, or the like. (Now
rare or Obs. exc. in allusions to Matt. xxii. 20.)
^ 1305 Pilate 142 in E. E. P. (1862) 115 Anon bo he be

ymage [on Veronica's kerchief] isea he was [h]ol anon.

1363 LANGL. P. Pi. A. i. 48 God .. asked ..whom be ymage
was lyk bat ber-Inne [on the penny] stod. 1382 WYCLIF
Matt. xxii. 20 Whos is this ymage, and the wrytyng aboue ?

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. fY//2O7b, The one clothe was
embraudered with the image of an old man. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commw. (1603) 97 Hee gave them a red

banner with the image of the crucifixe painted therein.

1713 STEELE Guard. No. i. F i Mr. Airs, .has taken care to

affix his own image opposite to the title-page. 1839 YEO-
WELL Anc. Brit. Ch. il. (1847) 22 Their coinage of gold and
silver "with Ceesar's image.

f C. Applied to the constellations, as figures or

delineations of persons, etc. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. xx. 178 The sterres whyche be
named ben all fygures on the heuene and compassed by
ymages. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. vn. xxxviii. (1636) 714
The 48 Images of the fixed stars, .otherwise called Con-
stellations. 1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. i. 10 The Images
called Constellations, drawn upon the Celestial Globe.

d. fig. Applied to a person : (a) as simulating
the appearance of some one, or considered as un-

real ; (b) as compared in some respect to a statue

or idol.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 37 b, Hearyng that this

feyned duke was come, and had heard that he [Perkin
Warbeck] was but a peinted ymage. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse i Those most miserable men (yea, rather

Images, and pictures of men, then very men in dede).

[1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado n. i. 9 The one is too like an image
and saies nothing.] 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I.

xxiii. 35 Can the pretty image speak, Mrs. Jervis ? I vow
she has speaking eyes ! 1852 MRS. STOWE uncle Tom's C.
xx. 204

' How old are you, Topsy ?
' ' Dun 1 10, missis

',
said

the image, with a grin that showed all her teeth.

2. An optical appearance or counterpart of an

object, such as is produced by rays of light either

reflected as from a mirror, refracted as through a

lens, or falling on a surface after passing through
a small aperture.
Such an appearance may also be a mere subjective im-

pression on the sense of sight, as an AFTER-IMAGE (q.v.), and
the negative or accidental image seen after looking intently
at a bright-coloured object, and having a colour comple-
mentary to that of the object.
An image produced by reflexion or refraction is called in

Op_tics a real image when the rays from each point of the

object actually meet at a point, a virtual image when they
diverge as if from a point beyond the reflecting or refracting
body.

1315 SHOREHAM 27 In a myrour thou my^t fol wel thi-

selve se, Bote nau^t the ymage schefte. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Rich. Ill 34 b, As perfectely as I sawe my awne Image in

a glasse. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 41 b, Appearing as

though there were manny Sunnes, whereas indeed there is

but one, and all the rest are images. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.
I. i". 6 From gazing upon the Sun, the impression leaves an

image of the Sun before our eyes a long time after. 1674
BOYLE Excell. Mech. Hypoth. 7 When we see the Image of
a Man cast into the Air by a Concave Spherical Looking-
glass. 179 . COWPER Poplar Field 4 Nor Ouse on his

bosom their image receives. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics II.

II. 211 The size of an image formed behind a lens is always
proportioned to the distance of the image from the lens.

b. transf. (a) A collection of heat-rays concen-

trated at a particular point or portion of space,

analogous to an image formed by light-rays, (b)

Electr. (See quot. from Maxwell.)
1873 TYNDALL Lect. Light v. 181 The substantial identity

of light and heat . . [is proved by] the formation of invisible

heat-images. 1873 MAXWELL Electr. ft Magtt. I. xi. 191
An imaginary electrified point, which has no physical
existence.. but which may be called an electrical image,
because the action of the surface on external points is the

same as that which would be produced by the imaginary
electrified point if the spherical surface were removed. 1885
WATSON & BURBURY Matk. Tk. Electr. ty Magn. I. 115

Every electrified system within the sphere has its image
outside of the sphere. .. No closed surface except a sphere
or infinite plane generally gives rise to an image.

3. abstractly. Aspect, appearance, form; sem-

blance, likeness. (Now only in allusions to, or uses

derived from, biblical language, esp. Gen. i. 26, 27-)
a 1300 Cursor M. 12371 Ye bat he has wroght to men.,

efter his aun ymage. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xv. 49 Therfore

as we ban born the ymage of the ertheli man, here we and
the ymage of the heuenly. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI
92 b, Whiche child was judged, .to have the very ymage. .

and lovely countenaunce of his noble parent. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. v. ii. 77 By the image of my Cause, I see The
Portraiture of his. 1611 BIBLE Gen. i. 27 God created man

his manners displayed the image of his mind. 1857-8 SEARS
A than. xi. 99 We grow into the image of what we love.

) b. concr. A visible appearance ;
a figure ; an

apparition. Obs. or arch.

1530 TINDALE Pro/. Dent. Wks. (1573) 22/1 Ye saw no

image when God spake vnto you, but heard a voyce onely.

1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 53b, Y' semed to hym beynge
a slepe y' he sawe diverse ymages lyke terrible develles.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 81 Our last King, Whose Image
euen but now appear 'd to vs. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
w. 588 The slipp'ry God will . . various Forms assume, to

cheat thy sight ;
And with vain Images of^

Beasts affright.

1832 TENNYSON Mariana in South vi, An image seem'd to

pass the door, To look at her with slight.

4. A thing in which the aspect, form, or character

of another is reproduced ;
a counterpart, copy.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1116 (GStt.) He [God] wil bat he by be

vtrage, pat murtherrt sua his aun ymage. 1393 LANGU
P. I'l. C. xxi. 328 As bow by-gyledest godes ymage. a 1340

BARNES Wks. (1573) 346/1 It were better for you to burne

those Idolles and to warme this true image of God there by.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, n. ii. 50, I haue bewept a worthy
Husbands death, And liu'd with looking on his Images.

Cardan, i. ii. 400, I have loved, and lived, and multiplied

my image. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief^ In ourselves

the external and the internal worlds meet, and we are the

image and embodiment of both. Mod. He is the very

image of his father.

b. A thing that represents or is taken to represent

something else ; a symbol, emblem, representation.
(In mod. use scarcely distinguishable from prec.>

c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Soaystuau's Theat. World E ij, Bloud
. .whiche is. .the image and figure of sinne. 1602 SHAKS.

Ham. in. ii. 248 This Play is the Image of a murder done

in Vienna. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 13 The silent

Moone . . constant image of the worlds inconstancie. 1620

GRANGER Dai. Logike 164 The name is a note, signe, image,
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IMAGE.
or symbol) noting, and representing the nature of the thin:;.

1804 W. TKNNANT Imi. Recrtat. ied. ) II. 2*8 This noisome

dungeon., affords.. an image of the gate of Tartarus, rather

than the porch of Paradise.

C. A thing in which some quality is vividly

exhibited, so aa to make it a natural representative

of such quality ; a type, typical example, embodi-

ment. (Now always of the quality ; formerly also

of*, person : see quote. Cf.
* fat picture of health*.)

1548 HALL Citron.^ Hen. VI 174!), [He] sawe that Andrewe
. . of his frend was sodainly transformed, into the image of

his extreme enemy. 1593 SHAKS. 2 //**. K/, i. Jit. 179

Image of Pride, why should I hold my peace? 1605
Lear it. iv. 91 They are sicke, they are weary, They haue
trmuatiI'd all the night ? meere fetches, The images of reuolt

and flying off. \<oyi tr. Emilianne's Obs. Joitrn. Naples
137 Never in my life did I see such an Image of Devotion.
18 i SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 206 An awful image of calm

power. 1879 Miss BRADDON C.lov. Foot x, Mr. Sampson
dropped his cigar, and sat transfixed, an image of half

amused astonishment.

6. A mental representation of something (esp. a
visible object), not by direct perception, but by
memory or imagination ; a mental picture or im-

pression ;
an idea, conception.

< 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
y.

met. iv. 129 (Camb. MS.) Stoy-
ciens . . wenden t>at ymagis and sensibilitees, t>at is to seyn
sensible ytnaginacions. . weeren enpreynied in to sowles, fro

bodies with-owte forth. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 255 So as
him thought on his corage Where he portreieth her ymage.
'597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol, v. xix. 3 Conceipts are images
representing that which is spoken of. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N.
u. iv. 19 Such . . all true Louers are, Vnstaid and skittish. .

Saue in the constant image of the creature That is belou'd.

1704 ADDISON Italy Pref. (1733) 12, I have only cited such
Verses as have given us some Image of the Place. 1797
MRS- RADCLIFFE Italian i. (1826) 6 She endeavoured to

dismiss his image from her mind. 1874 SULLY Sensat. <v

Intuit. 87 The current of images that daily sweep through
consciousness.

6. A representation of something to the mind by
speech or writing ; a vivid or graphic description.
1512 MORE De quat. Nmdss. Wks. 84/2, I shal put the a

more ernest ymage of our condicion. 1578 J. DERKICKK
(title) The Image of Irelande. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to Pope i Apr., Theocritus .. has only given a plain
image of the way of life amongst the peasants. 1817 COLE-
RIDGE Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 129 In a casual illustration [he]
introduces the image of woman, child, or bird.

7. Rhet. A simile, metaphor, or figure of speech.
1676 [see ICON 3). 1750 JOHNSON Ranwler No. 4 P 7 In-

congruous combinations of images. 1846 TRENCH Mirac.
vi. (1862) 188 To speak of death as a sleep, is an image
common to all languages. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief
260 The image of the Creator walking in the garden . . the

angels with flaming swords to prevent return all these are

splendid .. images, but they are images none the less.

8. Comb.
,
as image-bearer y -graver, -mongery -war,

work ; image-bearing, -like adjs. ; f image-doter,
one who dotes on or is superstitiously devoted to

images or idols ; so t image-doting adj. ; f image-
douly [Gr. 5ov\fia: see DULIA] ; image-man, a
man who makes or sells images ; image-mug,
a mug or pitcher in the form of an image or bust.

Also IMAOE-BKEAKEB, -MAKER, -WOHHHIP, etc.

1884 A. MUKRAY Like Christ xxxi. 238
*
I mage-bearers of

God. .live a Godlike, live a Christlike life. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. II. 137 In removing the skin with the

accompanying *image-l>earing film from the waxed plate, be
sure that the whole is uniformly dry. 1629 SIR W. MUKK
True Crucif. 1139 *Image-doatars God's decreit Striue to
make Irrite. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxviii, An inconstant,
irrational and *Image-doting rabble. 1579 FULKE Confut.
Sanders 623 Confesse that your Mmage-Douly is no better
then Idol.it rie. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch 629 (R.) Cephiso-
dotus the *

image-graver. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's /nst.
in. 266 They do proue their righteousnes with obedience
and good workes, not with a bare & "image-like visor of

fayth. 18*7 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 313 Ilie board of the
''image-man'. 1553 BECON Reliques of Rome (1563) 99
S. Athanasius proueth euidentlye agaynste all ''Image-
mongers [etc.]- 1751-73 JORTIN EccT. Hist. (1846) II. 179
The nistory of the *image-war is written by Maimburg.

Image (i'meds), z/. [f. IMAGE sb. ; in the 1 5th c.

instances (in sense 4) app. a. F. imager^ 1 3-1 4th c.).]

1. trans. To make an image of ; to represent or

set forth by an image (in sculpture, painting, etc.) ;

to figure, portray, delineate. Also^.
01790 WARTON Eel. iv. (R.), Shrines of imag'd saints. 1821

SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. HI. iv. 171 Those imaged to the

pride of kings and priests. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama
Exile Poems 1850 I. 84 He images his Master's wounds !

1856 FHOUUE Hist. Eng. x. 11. 408 Traces of the fair

beauty of the monastic spirit we may yet see imaged in the
sculptured figures, .upon the floors of our cathedrals.

2. To form an optical image of, esp. by reflexion ;

to reflect, mirror.

179* S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. n. 159 Hail, noblest structures

imaged in the wave. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iv. 35 The
houses on the margin of the lake were also imaged to
a certain height.
8. To form an image or counterpart of ; to copy,

imitate, rate.
<ri6ii CHAPMAN Iliad Ep. Ded. 83 They his clear virtues

emulate, In truth and justice imaging his state.

b. To be an image or counterpart of; to re-

semble, rare.

1701 NORRIS Ideal Worlti i. v. 231 The Divine Ideas, .are
not imaging or imitative, but archetypal representatives.
i75 POPE Odyss. xix. 445 None imag'd e'er like thee my
master lost.

52

4. To form a mental image of; to conceive,

t a. something to be executed : To devise, plan.
l^The earliest sense : now 06s. or merged in next.)
c 1440 Jacob's Welt \ He ymajiyth and castyth beforn in

his herlc. how he wyll makyn it. 1460 CAPGKAVE Ckroit.
(Rolls) 200 Thei . . told him who Mortimer had ymaged his
deth. (1855 BROWNING Grammar. J-uit. 69 Image the

; whole, then execute the parts.]

b. an object of perception or thought : To ima-

gine, picture in the mind, represent to oneself.
a 1708 J. PHILIPS (J.), Image to thy mind How our fore-

fathers to the Stygian shades Went quick. 1781 J. MOOKE
Vinv A'oc. It. 11790) 1. xli. 447 We image to ourselves the

Tarpeian Rock as a tremendous precipice. 1847 J. WILSON
Chr. North (1857) ' 245 Image to yourselves the scenery of
rivers and lakes.

6. To represent or set forth in speech or writing ;

to describe (esp. vividly or graphically).
a i6a8 F. GREVIL Num. Learning cv, Hence striue the

Schooles, by first and second kinds Of substances, by es-

sence, and existence, That Trine and yet Vnitednesse
diuine To comprehend, and image to the sense. 1711
ADDISON Sfect. No. 315 PS Satan's Approach to the Confines
of the Creation, is finely imaged in the beginning of the

Speech. 1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XX. 5I3 Who
can describe her charms, who can image forth her beauty ?

a 1853 ROBERTSON Lect. it (1858) 64 If only his Redeemer
had been differently imaged to him.
6. To represent by an emblem or metaphor ;

to

symbolize, typify.
1816 SHELLEY Alastor 505 O stream ! . . Thou imagest my

life. 1860 PUSEY Min. Propli. 37 He . . shews forth His
resistless power, imaged by His creatures in whom the

uality of power is most seen,
'

I will be as a lion '. 1871
MILES Charact. i. (1876) 26 The heathen deities at least

imaged human virtues.

Hence I'maging vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1666 DRYDEN Ami. Mirat. Pref., Wks. (Globe) 40 The

delightful imaging of persons, actions, passions, or things.
1701 [see jb. above]. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com.
<i88i) 290 The sun-tracing would not deceive, as her own
tricks of imageing might do.

Imageable (i-med3ab'l),. Also 7 imagible.
[f.

IMAGE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being imaged,
esp. in the mind.
1691 E. TAYLOR Bchmin's Tkeos. Philos. 42 Whatever

hath Limits of number and measure is imagible. 1809-10
COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 90 Whatever is admitted to
be conceivable must be imageable. 1864 Reader 21 May
657 '1'he concepts of the mind are divided into imageable
and unimageable.

I'rnage-breaier. One who breaks or destroys
images (as being idolatrous) ; an iconoclast.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 269 A counsel . .

haldne at Nice against the secte of Jmagebrekeris. 1614
EARL STIRLING Dooms-day ix. (R.), Image-breakers, foes to

Papall power. 1859 GULUCK & TIMBS Paint. 62 The Icono-
clasts (or image-breakers) of the Eastern church.

Sol'mage-breakingii.,iconoclasm; <#'.,
icono-

clastic.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 208 That Learned Iconoclastes,
that I mage-breaking Enemie to Intellectual Idolatry (Bacon).
1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. 319 It is tragical for us all to be
concerned in image-breaking and down-pulling.

Imaged (i-med^d), a.
[f. IMAGE + -ED.]

1. [f. the vb.] Represented by an image (physical
or mental) ; sculptured, portrayed ; reflected ; imi-
tated ; imagined.

< 1718 PRIOR Solomon HI. 368 His ear oft frighted with the
imag'd voice Of heav'n, when first it thunder'd. a 1790 [see
IMAGE v. ij. 1868 BROWNING Ring <y Bk. x. 124 The saints
in imaged row. 187* GEO. ELIOT in J. W. Cross Life
(1885) III. 169 You are often among my imaged com-
panions both in dreaming and waking hours.

2. [f. the sb.] Adorned with an image or images.
Of porcelain : Decorated with human figures.
1797 SOUTHEY Lett. Journ. Spain xxiii. (1799) 301 An

imaged crucifix.

Imageless (i-med^les), a. [f. IMAGE sb. +
-LESS.] \Vithout an image or images.
18*1 SHELLKY Prometh. Unb. n. iv. 116 The deep truth

Uimageless. 1883 SIR M.MONIER-WILLIAMS Relig. 'J'h.Jndia
viii. 227 Becaraji has numerous imageless shrines. 1885
Miss HARRISON Stud. Crk. Art iii. 85 The worship of an
imageless Jehovah.
t Iiuagely, a. Ois. rare. [f.

as prec. + -LY!.]
Characterized by images ; idolatrous.

1561 DAUS tr. BuUinger on Afoc. (15731 "44 Old Rome is

lost, and that mighty Monarchic decayed, .new Rome shall

perish also with her Imagely Empire.

I'inage-ma:ker. A maker of images (usually
in sense : a) ; a sculptor, carver, statuary.
1500 Nottingham Rec. III. 82 Thomas Hyll, image-

maker. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 145 Phideas the
Image-maker, .had undertaken to make the Image of Pallas.
1611 lip. MOUNTAGU Diatribx ill. 530 A very vehement
inucctiue against Image-makers. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed.
2) III. 130 If you are not. .an imitator or an image-maker.

Imager (i-medjaj). Forms : 4-5 ymageour(e,
5-6 -er, 7- imager, (7 -eur). [ME. ym-, imageour,
a. OF.yin-, imagtur (i4th c. in Godef.), f. image ;

the surviving imager may repr.OF.ymagier, imager
uth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or exemplify the frequent

Eng. change of -eur, -our, to -er (-BB
2

3).]

1 1. A maker of images ; a sculptor, carver. 06s.
13. . A'. Alis. 7689 [7677] (Laud MSJ, pis ymage is made

after bee, I dude it an ymageoure Casten after >i vigoure.
1413 Pi/gr. Smvle (Caxton 1483) IV. xxxvii. 84 More helply
is a Carpenter or a potter than an Organer, a peynter or an
ymar. 1533 Hum Xtnoflion 'i lluutth. (1768), Good

IMAQEBY.
ioyners, good peynters, good ymagers. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch s Mor. 1296 Lysippus also the Imager did very
well to reproove Apelles the painter.

tb. Applied to a painter. 06s. rare.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas l. vi. 750 This more peer-less
learned Imager, Life to his lovely Picture to confer, Did not
extract out of the Elements A certain secret Chymick
Quint-essence.
2. One who images or graphically describes.

1894 **TO
!'
h'- BROOKE Tennyson xiv. 437 The poet as the

emotional imager of life.

Imagerial(imedi<>-rial),a. rare.
[f. IMAGERY

-f
-AL.J Relating to or of the nature of imagery ;

figurative, symbolic.
1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 368 The imagerial descriptions

of Holy Writ. 1851 Hmtseh. Words IV. 230 Herat is

called, after the iniagerial way of the Easterns, the key of
India.

Hence Image-rial!? adv., in the way of imagery ;

figuratively, symbolically.
1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist II. ii. 40 Imagerially, [they are)

the frozen North on the young brown buds bursting into

green. -^

Imagery (i-med*;,., i-medasri). Forms : 4-6
ymagerie, -y(e, 4-7 imagerie, -ye, (5 emagery,
ymagry, 6 emygerie, imagrye), 6- imagery,
[a. OF. imagerie (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f.

imagier IUAGEB : see -EBY.]
1. Images collectively ; carved figures or decora-

tions ; image-work, statuary, carving. More rarely

referring to pictures. Also in //.
a 13*5 Proit Psalter xcvi[ij. 7 Ben hij alle confounded

bat anouren ymagerie. (1384 CHAUCER //. Fame HI. 100
Many subtile compassinges, Rabewyures, and pynacles,
Ymageries and tabernacles, c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 562 Vmagry
oner all amyl bere was. 1591 SPENSER Rvines of Time 96
Wrought with faire pillours and fine imageries. Virg.
Gnat 103 His cup embost with Imagery. 1695 W. HALIFAX
in Pltil. Trans. XIX. 92 A Statue, which the Turks,
zealous enemies of all Imagery, have thrown down. 171*
E. COOKE Voy. S. Seii 246 The Imagery they made, their

Drawings and Paintings of all lively Colours. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. I. 11. s88 He had wrought most godlike
works in imagery. 1878 Gio. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P. 429
Chambers of imagery in the soul [see Ezek. viii. 12].

t b. Figured work on a textile fabric, as in

tapestry ; embroidery. 06s.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 320 She wafe a cloth of silke all

white With letters and ymagery. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw.
IV (1830) 117 A counterpoynt of arras silk with ymagery.
1553 Laac. Wills tChetham Soc.) I. 91, ij pillowes and a
covcryng of imagerie. 1613-14 in Willis (i Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) I. 452 [Item] ij peeces of ffyne tapestrie of
silke I magrie. 1777 WARTON Odis v. v, Each room, an ay 'd

in glistering imagery.
c. transf. The pictorial elements of a natural

scene or landscape; scenery; nature's '

image-work '.

1647 H. MORE Poems 195 As doth a looking-glasse [reflect]
such imag'rie As it to the beholder doth detect. 1774
WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xxxvii. (1840) III. 35 Descrip-
tive poetry and the representations of rural imagery. 1799
WORUSW. ' There was a Boy

'

23 The visible scene . . With
all its solemn imagery, its rocks, Its woods. 18*7 POLLOK
Coarse T. v, Scotia's northern battlement of hills . . The
standard still of rural imagery.

( 2. The use of images in worship ; idolatry. Ois.

1:1440 Bt'ctus (Laud MS. 559) If. 7 b, He trowed all in

Idolatrye And in fals ymagurye. 1561 J. PARKHURST In-

jtinct., The . . frames or Tabernacles deuised to aduance
Imagerie, holy water stones also to be .. clean taken away.
1614 F. WHITE KefI. Fisher 208 This Aduocate of Imagerie
should first of all haue declared, what hee vnderstandeth
by Worship of Images.

t 3. The making of images ; the art of statuary
or carving ; rarely, the art of painting. 06s.

1531 ELYOT GOT. in. xxvi, Alexander, .came to theshoppe
of Apelles, the excellent paynter, and . . raisoned with hym
of lines, adumbrations, proportions, or other like thinges
pertainyng to imagery. 1576 NEWTON Lcmnie's Complex.
(1633) 53 He in his art of Imagery so artificially handled
his worke . . that all other Carvers and Statuaries . . set him
before them as an absolute Patteme for imitation. 1611

COTGR., Sine, . . a compounded morter or clay, .verie fit for

Imagerie.

t4. The way in which a thing is imaged or
fashioned ; workmanship, make, figure, form,
fashion. Obs.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon i. 64 She is beauties ouermatch,

If thou suruaist her curious imagerie. 1661 FELTHAM Ke-
solves liii. 295 They are our Brethren, and pieces of the
same Imagery with our selves, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Whole
Duty Clergy i. Wks. 1831 IV. 175 Dress your people unto
the imagery of Christ.

t 6. An imaging, portrayal, or visible presenta-
tion of anything. Obs. rare.
c 1718 PRIOR Solomon u. 385 What can thy imagery of

sorrow mean ?

t 6. A material representation or embodiment of

something; = IMAGE sb. 4, 4 c. Obs.

1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 76 Heavens
counterfaite, Fames Pyramis, honours imagerye. a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. 11711) 47 Aithen, thy
tears pour on this silent grave .. And Niobe's imagery be-

come.

7. fa- The formation of mental images; imagina-
tion, fancy, groundless belief. Obs. D. The result

of this; mental images collectively or generally.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxi. (1632) 1047 Nor is she

to be condemned vpon the imagerie of his suspicious head.

1651 HOBBES Leviatli. ll. xxvii. 156 Leaveth the Law of
Nature . . and followeth the imagery of his own . . brain.



IMAGE-WORSHIP.
111667 JEK. TAYLOR (J.I, Things of the world fill the imagi-
native part with beauties and fantastick imagery, 1712
ADDISON Sped. No. 417 r I Any single Circumstance of
what we have formerly seen often raises up a whole Scene
of Imagery. 1819 SHELLEY Masque ofAnarchy lii, Like a
dream's dim imagery.
8. The use of rhetorical images, or such images

collectively ; descriptive representation of ideas
;

figurative illustration, esp. of an ornate character.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 248 Resem-

blance by Pourtrait or Imagery. Ibid, 250 When we liken
an humane person to another in countenaunce, stature,
speach or other qualitie, it is . . called .. resemblaunce by
imagerie or pourtrait. 2x700 DRYDEN (J.), I wish there
may be in this poem any instance of good imagery. 1791
BOSWELL Johnson. (1831) I. 78 The whole of it [Irene] is

rich in thought and imagery. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.
St. (1873) III. iv. vi. 385 The glowing imagery of prophets.
9. attrib., as f imagery work = sense I (and i b).
1500 in Ann. Reg. (1768) 134 A counterpane of Imagery

work. 1560-1 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 442
For wypmge owte the Imagery worke vppon the walles.

I'mag'e-wo'rship. The worship of images ;

idolatry.
1628 BP. HALL Old Relig. x. i. 91 There was an act

made for Image-worship. 1733 BERKELEY Alciphr. vi. 24

So rmage-wo rshipper, one who worships
images, an idolater

; I'mage-wo rshipping sb.,

image-worship ; adj., that worships images.
1563 Homilies n. Agst. Idolatry i. (1859) 178 Such image

worshippers shall never come into the inheritance of the
kingdom of heaven. 1565 CALFHILL Answ. Treat. Crosse
(1846) 138 Called . . of I mage-worshippers an Image-enemy.
Ibid. 156 By applying that to image-worshipping which
made nothing at all to purpose.
t Imagilet. 06s. rare. [? for imagelet (f. IMAGE
+ -LET dim. suffix)] A small image ; a statuette.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Staffordsh. in. (1662) 38 Italy

affords finer Alabaster (whereof those Imagilets wrought at
Leghorn are made).

Imaginabrlity. rare -'.
[f.

next + -ITY.] The
quality of being imaginable.
1830 COLERIDGE Ch. $ St. (ed. 2) 233 In order to the

imaginability of a circular line.

Imaginable (imse-dginab'l), a. Also 4 ym-.
[ad. late L. imdgindbilis (Boethius), f. imaginare
to IMAGINE : see -BLE.]

Capable of being imagined ; conceivable.
a. In ordinary adjectival { chiefly predicative) use.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. iv. 128 i,Camb. MS.) Reson
. .comprehendeth the thinges ymaginable & sensible. 1532MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 547/1 Hys worde, whych he
by a meane to vs not imagynable continually speaketh vino
them. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trait, (ed. 2) 265 Such a
dreadfull noyse, as is scarce imaginable. 1651 HOBBES
Govt. <y Soc. x. 2. 150 Nor is it imaginable which way
publick treasures can be a grievance to private subjects.
1750 tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 51 The human under-
standing extends itself to things intelligible and the imagi-
nation to things imaginable. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith
(1853) 76 Miracles are, at least, imaginable.

b. Frequently used to emphasize the absolute or
universal nature of a statement, being placed after
a sb. preceded by. all the or a superlative, esp. the

greatest, or between all, every, or no, and the sb.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 23 Urged with all the
artifice and address imaginable. 1636-9 B. HARRIS Pari-
vafs Iron Age (ed. 2) 98 The People, .held him still, for the
Authour of all imaginable mischief to the Kingdom. 1692
WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. v. M.'s "Wks. (1847)
376/1 Guilty of the greatest crimes imaginable. 1709 STEELE
Toiler No. 41^9 The Elector of Cologne is making all

imaginable Hast to remove from hence to Rheims. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 123 r 4 He had all the Duty and Affec-
tion imaginable for his supposed Parent. 1798 MALTHUS
Popul. (1817) II. 379 Under the best form of government
imaginable. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iii. 73

' Ass
'

is the vilest
word imaginable in English or Latin. 1884 Law Rep. 25 Ch.
Div. 491 There is no imaginable reason why the Court should
not have power to sanction them.

Hence Xma-ginableness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Imaginably ,

adv.
[f. prec. + -Ly2.] In an

imaginable manner, conceivably.
1648 Scot. Mist Dispetdw What can imaginably then be

the meaning? 1685 BOYLE Effects of Mot. v. 61 A scarce

imaginably little, force may suffice to impel them. 1894
HOWELLS m Cosmopolitan Mar., A waste and ruined field. .

which had imaginably once been the grounds about a
pleasant home.

t Ima'ginal, a. 1 Obs. rare. [app. f. IMAGINE v.

+ -AL.] a. Of or pertaining to the imagination.
b. Imaginable.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. i. xvi, No might imaginall
May reach that vast profunditie. Ibid. n. i. n. xxx, That
inward life 's th' impresse imaginall Of Natures Art. Ibid.
pt. iv. xxi. They would be alike wise, Know one anothers
thoughts imaginall. 1658 J. WEBB tr. Calprcnedc's Cleo-
patra viii. ii. 181 With all imaginall pomp.

Imaginal (imardginal), a* Entom. [f. L.

imdgin-, stem of IMAGO + -AL.] Of or pertaining
to an insect imago. Imaginal disk : see quot.
1877 HUXLEY Altai. Inv. Anim. vii. 449 The apodal

maggot, when it leaves the egg, carries in the interior of its

body certain regularly arranged discoidal masses of in-
different tissue, which are termed imaginal disks. These
imaginal disks undergo little or no change until the larva
encloses itself in its hardened last-shed cuticle, and becomes
a pupa. 1885 Athenziun 25 Apr. 539/1 Reserving the two
others to rear to the imaginal condition. 1891 F. W.

53

MYERS in igtt Cent. Apr. 642 What are called
'

imaginal
characters

'

points ofstructure which indicate that the larva
has descended from an imago.

t Ima-ginaiit, ///. a. and s6. Obs. [ad. L.
imagindnt-em, pres. pple.of imaginare to imagine.]A. ///. a. That imagines.
1626 BACON Sylva 901 Introd., The Force of Imagination

. .either vpon the Body Imaginant, or vpon another Body.B. sb. One who imagines ; an imaginer.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xi. 3. 46 The bodie of the

I magmant. 1626 Sylva 902 There is no doubt, but that
Imagination and Vehement Affection worke greatly vpon
the Body of the Imaginant. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies
(1665) 223 The single testimony ofsome superstitious and
melancholy Imaginant.
t Imagina-rian. nonce-wd. [See-ARiAN.] One
who occupies himself with imaginary things.
1830-3 MONTGOMERY Lect. Poetry 216 The greatest realists,

and the greatest imaginarians, if I may coin a barbarous
word for a special occasion.

Imagiuarily (imae-d^inarili), adv. [f. next +
-LY2.] In an imaginary way; in imagination.
'593.

NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 69 My heart shall receiue
an iniunction imaginarily to disinherite him. 1631 R. H.
A rraignm. Whole Creature xvi. 285 Perplexed with what
he eyther really or imaginarily wanteth. 1779 G. KEATE
Sketches fr. Nat. (ed. 2) I. 53 On he would go, tho'

imaginarily ill. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld II. xi. 36 The
places which they are now imaginarily to leave.

Imaginary (imse-d^inari), a. (sb.) Also 4
ymag-, 6 imaginarie. [ad. L. imdgindri-us, {.

imago, imdgin- IMAGE: see -AKY I.]

1. Existing only in imagination or fancy ; having
no real existence. (Opposed to real, actual)
1382 WYCLIF Rev. ProL, Sum visioun is bodili..sum is

spiritual, or ymaginarie, as whanne we seen slepinge, or
ellis wakinge we biholden the ymagis of thingis, bi whiche

. . . e
After giving me imaginary wit and

word Ghosts, which signifieth . . the Imaginary inhabitants
of mans brain. 1709 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Anne
Wortley 21 Aug
be
1

for which the physicians have invented imaginary cures.

1792 COWPER Let. 29 July Wks. 1835-7 III. 60 You may
think there is much of the imaginary in it. 1883 FROUDE
Short Stitii. IV. in. 265 Rich men could not easily abandon
substantial enjoyments in pursuit of so imaginary an object.

b. Said of lines, etc., assumed to be drawn
through or between certain points.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 397 If a woman make three

imaginary circles round about them [etc.]. 1601 R. JOHN-
SON Kingd. K; Coiiiin-M. (1603) 229 An imaginarie line to be
drawn from Suaquen to . . Meroe. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 220 Each two Centers, .shall have an imaginary
Axis pass between them. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.
Sc. 11857) I. in Imaginary lines drawn upon it.

c. Math. Applied to quantities or loci having
no real existence, but assumed to exist for the

purpose of generalization, or of extending a formula
to all cases

; such are the square root of a negative
quantity, or any expression involving such a root,
or any point, curve, etc. denoted algebraically by
such an expression. (Imaginary quantities are
sometimes called impossible quantities) Also
transf. Relating to imaginary quantities or loci, as

imaginary geometry, projection, etc. (Opp. to real)
[1637 DESCARTES Geometric 380 Les. .racines. .ne sont pas

tousiours reeles; mais quelquefois seulement imaginaires.]
1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 127 The Original
Components or Roots of all Equations, may be either
Affirmative, Negative, Mix'd, or Imaginary. 1816 tr.

Lacroix's Diff. <j- Int. Calculus 98 The coefficient
dx

assumes an imaginary value. 1841 J. R. YOUNG Math.
Dissert, i. 30 Expressions which in their common algebraic
character denote imaginary or impossible quantities. 1859
BARN. SMITH Arith. % Algebra (ed. 6) 201 The square root
or any even root of a negative quantity is called an Imagi-
nary _quantity. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinejnat, 215 The

. agnaive.
1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 265 My rage was blinde, And

foule immaginarie eyes of blood Presented thee more
hideous then thou art. c 1600 Sonn. xxvii, My soul's

imaginary sight Presents thy shadow to my sightless view.
1677 GiLpiN Demonol. (1867) 143 Satan had a power, .to fix

upon their imaginary faculty the species, images, or charac-
ters of what was to be suggested.

t 3. Of the nature of an image or representa-
tion. Obs.

'593 SHAKS. Liter. 1422 Much imaginarie worke was there
. . A hand, a foote, a face, a leg, a head Stood for the whole
to be imagined. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa i. xxviii. 192
This Vision, though it be Imaginary (or representing itself

by way of Image to me), was never seen by me with the
eyes of my Body.
1 4. Supposed ; putative. Obs.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. xxv. 250 His Imaginary father

Joseph.
t O. Imaginable ; that can be imagined. Obs.
1653 ASHWELL Fides Apost. 12 Clearing my way as I go,

of al Imaginary rubs and obstacles. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevcnot's Trav. in. 20 All imaginary enquiry was made
after them, but . . there was no news to be had.
B. sb.

) 1. An imagination ; a fancy. Obs.
1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret A/tut. (1736) III. 208 False

IMACHNATIOTT.
glittering imaginaries. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)
I. 224 And Cowley thus addresses beauty as a mere imagi-
nary. Ibid, II. xiii. 81 The lovers imaginaries (her own
notable word) are by that time gone off.

2. Math. An imaginary quantity or expression :

see i c above.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1883 CAYLEY Presid. Addr. Brit. Assac.
19 bept., The circular functions, .are connected through the
theory of imaginaries.
Hence Ima ginariuess (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
tlma-ginate, ///. a. Chiefly Sc. Obs. [ad.

L. imdgindt-us, pa. pple. of imaginare to IMAGINE.
(^Sometimes const. as pple.1] Imagined; imaginary.
1533 BELLENDEN Livy n. (1822) 112 The faderis war sa

commovit for this tressoun, recentlie imaginate, that..thay
retretit thair sentence. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre
Quest. Wks. 1888 I. i IQ Gif je appreue na Kirk . . exceptan imagmat muisible Kirk. 1588 A. KING tr. Canisius'
Catech. 210 Na thing can be imaginat mair intolerable nor
mair vnhappie. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny vii. xii. 161 The
imaginate facultie of other living creatures is unmoveable.
t Ima'ginate, v. Obs.

[f. L. imaginat-, ppl.
stem : see prec. and -ATE 3.] trans. To imagine.
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 120

Or quhiddir imaginat je jour Kirk to be inuisiblef

iff*. (1890) II. 22 Bot peraduentuir . . we imaginat thir
thingis. 1570 LEVINS Matiip. 41/44 Imaginate, imaginari.
Imagination (imsed^in^'-Jan). Also 4-6 with

y for z and -eio(u)n, etc. ; 6-7 immagination.
[a. F. imagination (

1 2th c.), ad. L. imagination-em,
noun of action from imaginari, -are to IMAGINE.]
1. The action of imagining, or forming a mental

concept of what is not actually present to the senses
(cf. sense 3) ; the result of this process, a mental
image or idea (often with implication that the

conception does not correspond to the reality of

things, hence freq. vain (false, etc.) imagination},a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter xxxvii. 7 pe fende Jjat . . trauails
my saule in vayn ymagynaciouns. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.
XX. 33 Wenynge is no wysdome ne wyse ymagynacioun.
T4S">-iS3 Myrr. our Ladye 41 Anon ymagmacions of the
same thynges come to his mynde. ^1460 FOKTESCUE Abs.
r Lim. Man. ix. (1885) 128 We nede in this case to vse
coniecture and ymaginacipn. 1576 FLEMING Panapl. Efist.
193 They .. accounted his undoubted divinations, madde
immaginations. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. v. 12 When
we speak of Justice, or Gratitude, we frame to our selves no
Imagination of any thing existing. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng.
III. xlv. 8 note, Could such an imagination ever have been
entertained by him t 1829 JAS. MILL Hum. Mind (1869) I.
vii. 239, 1 am said to have an imagination when I have a
train of ideas. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philas. Belief 223 The
truths which they proclaimed were facts and not imagina-
tions.

t 2. The mental consideration of actions or events
not yet in existence, a. Scheming or devising ; a

device, contrivance, plan, scheme, plot ; a fanciful

project. Obs. exc. as a biblical archaism.
1383 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1523 Hypsip., With-outen any

othir affeccioun Of loue or euyl ymagynacyoun. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 251 Alle here lust and alle here
Ymaginacioun is for to putten alle Londes undre hire sub-
ieccioun. 1535 COVERDALE Lam. iii. 60 Thou hast herde
their despytefull wordes (O Lorde) yee and all their yma-
ginacions agaynst me. 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 47 b,
That mischevous ymaginacion whiche he nowe newely
beganne and attempted. 1660 Trial Regie. 9 In no Case -.

else Imagination, or Compassing, without an actual effect
of it, was punishable by our Law. 1709 SW_IFT Advancem.
Relig. Wks. 1755 II. i. 117 These airy imaginations of

introducing new laws for the amendment of mankind. 1760-
72 H. BROOKE Fool nfQuality (1809) III. 47 Any imagina-
tion . . tending to change the nature or form of any one of
the three estates.

t b. Impression as to what is likely ; expecta-
tion, anticipation. Obs.

1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 29 As soone as it was day, all set
forward . . imagining that by sun-set they should reach to

Villages of the Babylonian Territorie. Neither were they
deceiued in their imagination. 1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822)
106 The sickness the only thing that exceeded the imagina-
tion of all men. 1654 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. n
To tell you truly mine own imagination, I thought he would
not open it while I was there.

3. That faculty of the mind by which are formed

images or concepts of external objects not present
to the senses, and of their relations (to each other or
to the subject) ; hence frequently including memory.
(Sometimes called the '

reproductive imagination
'

;

cf. sense 4.)

1340 Ayenb. 158 O^erhuil hit is ase to J>e |)Jte, ojwr ase to

f>e ymaginacion. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. vi.

(Tollem. MS.), The bi idcle hat ymaginacion : berby be soule
biholdeb be liknesse of bodily pingis bat beb absente. 1485
CAXTON Chas. Gt. i The comune understondyng is better con-
tent to the ymagnacion local. 1541 COPLAND Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg. E i b, In the fyrste parte of the ventricle before isput
y6 common blode. In thesecondeye vertueof ymagynacyon.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well I. i. 93, I haue forgott him. My
imagination Carries no fauour in't but Bertrams. 1639
T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 320 The very features of
the faces, .remained so ingraven in his imagination. 1751
HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841 1 219 We have . . a faculty called

imagination or fancy . . which retains the fleeting forms of

things, when things themselves are gone, and all sensation
at an end. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian i. (1826) 5 The
beauty of her countenance haunting his imagination. 1840
MILL Diss. ^ Disc., Bentham (1859) I. 353 The Imagination
. . to which the name is generally appropriated by the best
writers of the present day [is] that which enables us, by a
voluntary effort, to conceive the absent as if it were present.
4. The power which ihe mind has of forming con-



IMAGrlNATIONAL.

cepts beyond those derived from external objects

(the
'

productive imagination ').

a. The operation of fantastic thought ; fancy.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 426 Men may dyen of ymagi-
nacion So depe may impression

be take. 1390 GOWER

Can/. III. 98 (MS. Fairfax 3) Full of ymaginacion, Of
dredes and of wrathfull boghtes. 1601 SHAKS. Twei. N.

ll. v. 48 Looke how imagination blowes him. 1645 BOATE

her's trembled too.

b. The creative faculty of the mind in its highest

aspect ; the power of framing new and striking in-

tellectual conceptions ; poetic genius.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xiv. (Percy Soc.) 53 Upon hys

yinaRinacyon He made also the tales of Caunterbury. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 14 And as imagination bodies forth

The forms of things vnknowne ; the Poet's pen Turnes them
to shapes, and glues to aire nothing, A focall habitation,
and a name. 1657 R- LIGON Barbatioes (1673) 19 Nor can

imagination frame so great a beauty. 1761 KAMES Elent.

Crit. (1833) 480 This singular power of fabricating images
without any foundation in reality, is distinguished by the

name of imagination. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I. ii. 45
The Imagination is one of the highest prerogatives of man.

By this faculty he unites, independently of the will, former

images and ideas, and thus creates brilliant and novel

results.

5. The mind, or a department of the mind, when

engaged in imagining ; hence, the operation of the

mind generally ; thinking ; thought, opinion. Now
rare or Obs.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame 11. 220, I wille Tellen the a

propre skille, And worthe a demonstracion In myn ymagyn-
acion. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 303 Now is she red,

now is

she pale. Right after the condition Of her ymagmatipn.
c 1500 Three Kings Sons i$T\\z\iyn%z.. in his ymaginacion
thought to make a grete assaute vpone the Turkes loggyng.

1548 HALL Chron., Ediu. Ilf 239 b, Conjectures, which as

often deceyve the imaginacions of fantastical folke. 1632

J. HAYWARD tr. Biontns Eromena 12 That neither she . .

nor others, .came thereby to lose or gaine in the imagination
of others. l66a J. DAVIES tr. Oltariits' Voy. Amoass. 181

Upon the first sight thereof, it run into our imagination, that

they were the Cosaques.
6. attrib. and Comb., as imagination

- monger ;

imagination-stirring adj.

1889 Pall Mall G. 28 June 3/2 To the exclusion of other
industrious imagination-mongers.

Imagiuational ; imsedgin^''Jonal),
it.

[f. prec.
-t- -AL.J Of or pertaining to the imagination.
1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 128 Within the

depths of thine own soul thou wilt find a threefold heaven
the imaginational, the rational, and the intellectual. 2865

J. GROTE Treat. Moral Ideas iv. (1876) 48 We should have
an imaginational knowledge or a quasi-sensation.

Imaginative (imae-d^ine'tiv, -#iv), a. (sb.)

Forms : 4-5 ymagyn-, ymagin-, -atyf, -yflf, -if,

-iff, (6 -ife, -yfe, -yue), 6- imaginative, [a. OK.

imaginatif (n\hc.), ad. late L. imaginattwis : see

IMAGINE v. and -ATIVE.]
1. Of persons : Given to imagining ; endowed

with or specially characterized by imagination,

t a. Full of thoughts, plans, designs, or devices

(so OF. imaginatif, -ivc). Obs. b. Full of idle

fancies ; fanciful, c. Having exceptional powers
of fancy or inventive genius.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 366 No thyng list hym to been

ymaginatyf. 1485 CAXTON Paris ff I'. 47 For allewaye he
was pensyf and ymagynatyf. 1509 HAWES Past. Phot,
vlll. (Percy Soc.) 29 It was the guyse . . Of famous poets

ryght ymaginatife. 1515 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxxi.

T T ij b, The kynge enclyned well therto, but the duke of

Burgoyne who was sage and ymagynatyue wolde nat agree
therto. 1592 WYRLEY A rmorie, Cliandos 38 This courteous

knight, sage, imagenative, Found to his foes much warlike

busmes. 16*6 BACON Sylva 8 003 The Witches themselues
are Imaginative, and beleeue oft-times, they doe that, which

they doe not, 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Z./V.(i867) 617 Philo-

sophers were often in peril of being as imaginative as poets.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxi. (1856) 267 Men became

moping, testy, and imaginative.
2. Of, pertaining to, or concerned in the exercise

of imagination as a mental faculty.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. iv. 129 (Carab. MS.) Ymagina-

1581 biDNEY Afol. Poctne (Arb.) 33 1 he imaginative and

iudging powre. 1647 H- MORE Poems Notes 349 Every
sensitive and imaginative act. 1783 BLAIR Rhet. xxxviii.

1 1. 322 Poetry . . included then, the whole burst of the human
mind ; the whole exertion of its imaginative faculties. 1817
COLERIDGE lliag. Lit. I. iv. 88 Milton had a highly imagi-
native, Cowley a very fanciful mind.

f3. Imaginable. Obs. rare~ l
.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. i. iSkeat) 1. 20 In that heuen
shul they dwel. .without any ymaginatife yuel in any halue.

1 4. txisting only in the imagination ; unreal,

fancied, imaginary. Obs.

1561 T. NORTON Calrin's Inst. iv. xvii. 124 a, Onely an
imaginaliue forme and not rather a natural! truth of bred.
a; 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 454 His
righteousnesse imputed unto us, is not an imaginative, but a
true righteousnesse. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. AngelU 8
An imaginative sight being onely within, in the imagination,
consequently appeares to him onely, which so sees It.

5. Characterized by, or resulting from, the produc-
tive imagination ; bearing evidence of high poetic
or creative fancy.

54

iSig SCOTT Guy M, Introd , The imaginative tale of Sin-

tram and his Companions, by Mora. Le Baron de la Motte

Fouquc*. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule vi. He had sketched out

an imaginative picture of the scene. 1674 GHKKN Short
Hist. vti. 7. 415 No great imaginative poem had broken
the silence of English literature for nearly two hundred

years.

t B. sb. Imaginative faculty ; imagination. Ots.

[1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. i, I am ymagynatyf, quod he,
Idel was I neuere, bouje 1 sitte bi my-self in sikenesse ne in

helthe.] I4i-ao LVDG. Chron. Troy l. vi, Fordulled is

myne imagynatyfe. c 1430 Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 93
Seothe and consldrithe in yowr imagynatif. 1641 MILTON
Animadv. xiii. Wks. (1847) 7/> Vour Doctor's scarlet,

which through your eyes infecting your pregnant imagina-
tive with a red Suffusion, begets a continual thought of

blushing.

Imaginatively (imae'dgin^'tivli), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY 2.J In an imaginative fashion ;
in ima-

gination.
1564 I. RASTELL Confut. yewclts Serm. 140 The body of

Christ is, onelye . . imaginatiuelie in the Sacrament. 1661

PETTY Taxes 83 Others are but potentially or imaginatively
rich. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Barrenness Itnag. Faculty
Mod. Art, Hogarth excepted, can we produce any one

painter within the last fifty years.. that has treated a story

imaginatively ? 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. ii. 50 The Christo-

logies. .are morally noble, and imaginatively beautiful.

Imaginativeness (imae'djin^tivnes). [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] Imaginative nature or quality.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. n. i. xiii. 294 'O therefore re-

ferrs to the Imaginativeness of the Representation. 1846
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. 11. vi. i. 15 The exquisite imagina-
tiveness of the lines. 1884 CHURCH Bacoti ix. 220 Some
bright touch of his incorrigible imaginativeness, ever ready
to force itself in.

ImaginatOI* (imse'd^in^tai). rare. [ad. L.

type *imaginator, agent-n. f. imaginari to IMA-

GINE.] One who imagines.
a 1641 BP. MoUNTAGU-4(T/f *r Mon. (1642)401 The Docitae

[read Docetae] or Imaginatqrs . . held nothing reall, what
hee [Christ] was, what hee did, what hee suffered, but all

onely seeming so and in appearance. 1835 Prater's Mag.
X 1 . 612 Would not the imagmator of such a thing have been

treated as a maniac? i88a Atlunxiim No. 2867. 471 These

masterly delineators and imaginators of fairyland.

t Ima'ginatory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type

*imaginatori-us; cf. prec.] a. Imaginary, b.

Imaginative.
a 1618 RALEIGH Apol. 27 To satisfy his Majesty, that my

designe was not Imaginatory but true. 1660 S. FISHER
Ruslicks Alarm Wks. (1679) 305 The dark and dismal

Dreaming_s . . which have entered and centered themselves in

thy Imaginatory Mind.

Imagine (imse'djin), v. Forms : 4-6 yma-
gyn(e, -gene, 5-6 ymagine, imagyne, -gene, 6

ymagin, -en, imagyn, -en, ymmagen, imma-

gin(e, -gyne, 6-7 imagin, 5- imagine, [a. F.

imaginer (i 297 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. imaginare
to form an image of, represent, fashion, in middle

voice imaginari to picture to oneself, fancy, ima-

gine, f. imagin-em IMAGE.]
I. trans. 1. To form a mental image of, to re-

present to oneself in imagination, to picture to

oneself (something not present to the
senses).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6847 Alle pe men of cristiante
1

Couthe noijht, thurgh witt, ymagyn right, Ne descryve swa

hydus a sight. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 114 pai er

so curiousely made pat na man may ymagyn mare curious.

c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Uoaystiiaits Tkcal. World M, A thing . .

that it is not possible for man to ymagine the like without

seeing. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$
Contnnu. (1603) 188

By the multitudes of people (before spoken of) you may
imagine the state of his forces. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of
Ancients 19 Phidias..had a singular abilitie to imagine

things invisible after a most majesticall manner. 1739
HUME Hum. Nat. n. ii. 11874) I- 339 'Tis an establish d
maxim in metaphysics . . That nothing we imagine is ab-

solutely impossible. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Ircl. 288 Sur-

rounded by the most tremendous mountains that can be

imagined. 1861 H. SPENCER First Princ. I. ii. ii (1875) 34
The non-existence of space cannot, however, by any mental

effort be imagined. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5. 511
Milton's imagination is not strong enough to identify him
with the world which he imagines.

b. with obj. clause.

1586 A. DAY Eag. Secretary i. (1625) 101, 1 cannot easily

imagine how you may be served better. 1656-9 B. HARRIS
Parivafs Iron Age (ed. 2) 108 They could not imagine,
that the said Dam. .would be able to hinder their passage.

1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. 175, I cannot imagin wherefore they
are called so.

2. To create as a mental conception, to conceive;

to assume, suppose (as a mathematical line or

figure). Also with obj. clause or obj. and inf.

is ymagynfeld to be the Pol Artyk. Ibid. n. 39 The

longitude of a clymat ys a lyne ymagined fro Est to west.

1521 MORE De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 75/1 Imagine your self

in the same case, & I think ye wil 'think yea. 1549 Camfl.
Scot. vi. 48 5e sal ymagyn ane lyne that passis throucht the

spere . . ; at the endis of the said lyne je sal ymagyne tua

sternis. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 1298 Imagine you see

before your eyes your wyves, and daughters in daunger.

1617 MORVSON //lit. ill. 215 This law is thus practised.,

imagining there Ije three brothers, Thomas, John, and

Andrew, and it happening, that Thomas first dies leaving

[etc.1. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 85 That hee would strongly

imagine Cato. .to bee in presence.

3. To conceive in the mind as a thing to be

IMAGINE.

performed ; to devise, plot, plan, compass. Also
with inf. Now a biblical or legal archaism.

[1351 Act 25 Edtu. Ill, Slat. v. c. 2 Q'nt homme fait

compasser ou ymaginer la mort nostre Seign' le Roi.]
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3244 Ymagened y haue anober pyng
to conquery be tour at ones, c 1496 Pastott Lett. No. 4 1 .

12 Purposyng and imaginyng to putte William Paston in

drede. 1491 Act ^ Hen. VII, c. 23 Preamb., Richard
White . . traitrously ymagened and compassed the dethe
and destruccion of oure seid Souvereigne Lord. 1535
COVEROALE Ps. ii. i Why do.. the people ymagyn \R\v.
tttarg. meditate] vayne thinges? loid. lxi[ij. 3 How
longe wil ye ymagin myschefe agaynst euery man ? 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VII1 112 Now that the Frcnchemen..

daily imagened to destroye the Englishe pale. 1631 J.

HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromeiia 34 The Count could

imagine no possible meanes to overtake the Admiral!. 1707
I. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. vi. 100 To imagine the

Death of the Prince . . is made High Treason. 1747 Genii.

Mag. XVII. 151/1 Lord Lovat .. cud .. traitorously compass
and imagine the death of his majesty. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Comm. IV. vi. (1830) 78-9 What is a compassing or imagin-

ing the death of the King^ &c. These are synonymous
terms; the word compass signifying the purpose or design
of the mind or will . . But, as this compassing or imagining
is an act of the mind, it cannot possibly fall under any judi-
cial cognizance, unless it be demonstrated by some open, or

overt, act. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 20 Fisher, .also

was arraigned for imagining to deprive the king of his title

and dignity.

t 4. To consider, ponder, meditate, bethink one-

self. (With obj. clause.} Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 542 Now gooth he ful faste

ymaginyng, If by his wyues cheere he myght se . . that

she Were chaunged. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems
(Percy

'Soc.) 242 Lyggyng allpne I gan to ymagyne, How with

foure tymes departyd is the yeer. 01533 Lp. BERNERS
Gold. Bk. M. Atirel. (1546) Ov, Euer he imagined, how to

do plesure to the peple. 1581 N. LICHEFIKLD tr. Castan-

hriia's Cony. E. Ind. Ixxii. 149 [He] did imagine againe
what course he might best take to reuenge himselfe.

6. To conjecture, guess, suspect, suppose, a. with

simple obj., obj. clause, or obj. and inf.
c 1385 CHAUCER L.G.W. 1410 Hypsip., This Pelleus hadde

gret enuye, ImagynVngethat lason myghte be Enhaunsede
so . . That from his regne he myghte ben put a doun.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictesbi Ymagyne no thing to

be in him, but that, that is nedfulle goode and couenable.

1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 46 b, No suche fraude sus-

pectynge, nor yet any treason ymagenynge. 1648 GAGE
West Ind. vi. 18 They presently imagined the truth that

hee could not come thither but with some Spaniard. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 36 In vain did I imagine

many things, to be the natural causes of it.

b. with obj. and complement.
1516 Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 197 b, Whiche in no

wyse .. ought to be ymagyned in y" deite. 1559 W. CUN-
NINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse Pref. A iv b, The situation of

Paradice . . some imagen it ether in heaven or in the harts

of the quiet and faithful!. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 2

Wee bore up to speake with them, imagining them Enemies
and men of warr, but they proved Flemings and our

Friends. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS I'oy. N. Pole 48 We imagined
ourselves in rather more than eighty degrees and a half.

1791 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 33 F 10 Except you opened
his mouth, you might imagine him in the full prime and

mettle of his years.

6. To form an idea or notion with regard to

something not known with certainty; to think,

suppose, fancy,
' take into one's head

'

(thai) ;
often

implying a vague notion not founded on exact ob-

servation or reasoning.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 153 b, The greate Turke. .

imagened that hys time was come, to do some greate act in

Christendom. 1576 FLEMING I'anopl. Epist. 156 It is not

to be surmised, nor imagined, that the mention of these

matters is unseasonable. 1641 J.JACKSON True Evang. T.

lit. 199 A plot . . invented, one would imagine, not by men,
but by Cacoda;mons. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav.

n. 83 You must not imagine to find such lovely Grass-plats

and borders of Flowers as are in Europe. 1716 SHELVOCKE

Voy. round World (1757) 75 In short one would imagine jt

impossible that any thing living could subsist in so rigid

a climate. 1759 JOHNSON Kasselas ix, I doubt not of the

facts which you relate, but imagine that you impute them to

mistaken motives. 1802 MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I.

i. 7 He did not imagine that he could reform every abuse.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola n. iv, Tito felt that Romola was
a more unforgiving woman than he had imagined.

H. intr. 1 7. To think, meditate ; to form de-

signs. Obs. (intr. to 3 and 4.)

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 289 With Inwit and with out-

witt ymagenen and studye As best for his body be. c 1460
Ross La Belle Dame sans Mercy 14 per-vpon a while I

stood musyng, and in my self gretly ymagynyng. 1461

Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 270 The fals i raytours agayne hym
ymagynynge. 1589 COGAN Haven Health ccxvii. (1636)

241 Divines that imagine and study upon high and subtile

matters.

8. To form mental images or ideas ;
to exercise

the imagination, (intr. to i and 3.)

1631 WIDDOWES A'al. Philos. 52 Pleasant dreames are

when the spirits
of the braine, which the soule useth to

imagine witn, are most pure and_thin.t 1700
T. BROWN tr.

that women may be trained to reason and imagine as well

as men (etc.).

9. Imagine of: =sense I. (Cf. conceive of, think

of, know of.)

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 61 A minde . . that

could never so much as thinkc or imagine of things con-

temptible. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 153 Imagine of

their joyes, Whom filthie sinne did linke. 1815 bcorr



IMAGINE.
Talism. iv, In his wildest rapture the knight imagined of
no attempt to follow or to trace the object of such romantic
attachment.

Hence Ima-gining ///. a., that imagines.
1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 348 Alas

poor imagining Man !

t Imagine, sb. Obs. rare-1
, [f. prec. vb.]

? Device, contrivance : cf. IMAGINEMENT.
1594 PEELE Battle Alcazar n. Introd., By this imaginewas this barbarous Moor Chas'dfrom his dignity and diadem

Imagined (irase-dgind), /// ".
[f- IMAGINE v.

+ -E1)1.J
1. Invented, planned, designed. In later use only

with advs., as ill-, well-imagined.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. (Percy Soc.) no Fantasy

. .hath the hole aspecte, The ymagyned matter to bring to

xii, Large and ill-imagined additions, hastily adapted to the
original building.
2. Conceived (in the mind), supposed, fancied.
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 49 The pole antartic is hot ane

ymagmet point. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) II. Hist. Table 1082
Everie towne and village had their peculiar imagined
P-r

de
?;, '**7,

MJKTOH P. L. v. 263 As when by night the
Glass Of Galileo, .observes Imagind Lands and Regions in
the Moon. 1883 FROUDE in igt/i Cent. Aug. 233 Byronwas a world's wonder for imagined wickedness

"

t Ima-ginement. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 ym-.

[f.
IMAGINE v. + -MENT. Cf. OF'.ymaginement image.]
Contrivance, subtlety.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. cxx. v, Some in his sherte put oft

tvme venemyng. .Some in his hose, by great ymagenement.
Imaginer (imK-d^inai). [f. as prec. -t- -ER i.

Cl. OF. imagineur.] One who imagines.

en o warre ncose n ortresses are sore imagyners, an
whan their imaginacion inclyneth to any yuell dede, they
wyll craftely colour it. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. i. v.

700 As if the strength of imagination were such that it
could not only create phancies but also real sensible objects,and that at a distance too from the imaginers. 1880 SIR E.
REED Japan II. 238 He must be but a poor traveller and
a weak imaginer.

Imagines, pi. of IMAGO.

[f. IMAGINE v.

the verb IMAGINE, in
various senses

; imagination.
^1340 HAMPOLE Prase Tr. 40 In ymagynynge of be man-

hede of oure Lorde. ^1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. Prol. 331
(MS. Gg. 4. 27) For hate or for lelous ymagynyng. c 1470
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 211 What may avayile
al your ymagynynges? 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIIf
32 While these thynges were thus in commonynge and
immagenyng. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 138 Present Feares
Are lesse than horrible Imaginings. 1685 SOUTH Serm.
(1697) I. 441 Our own Common Law looks upon a Man's
raising Arms against . .his Prince, as an Imagining, or Com-

, . .

Imagining (inwe'djinin),
+ -ING~.] The action of t

opeiess cnase ot vain imaginings.
Ima-ginist. nonce-wd.

[f. IMAGINE v. + -IST.]An imaginative person.
1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma xxxix. III. 43 How much more

must an imaginist, like herself, be on fire with speculation
and foresight !

t Ima gijlOUS, a. Obs. rare. [? {. L. imago,
imagin-em image + -ocs (cf. doubtful L. imagi-
nosus) or ? f. IMAGINE v. (cf. ravenous).] Imagina-
tive

;
full of fancies.

1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Conspir. in. i, Till . . man hath
cast the beames, Of his imaginouse fancie through it. 16 . .

GATAKER Joy of Just in Serm. (1637) 235 Others that be
awaked out of this imaginous sleepe.

Imago (im^'-go). PI. imagines (-P-d^mit)
and imagos. [A modem application of L. imago
IMAGE, representation, natural shape, etc. (First
used by Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. ed. 12 (1767) I. u.

535-)] Entom. The final and perfect stage or
form of an insect after it has undergone all its

metamorphoses ; the '

perfect insect '.

1797 Encycl. Brit., Imago, in Natural History, is a name
given by Linnjeus to the third state of insects, when they
appear in their proper shape and colours. 1816 KIRBY &
SP. Entomol. I. iii. 67 The states through which insects
pass are four : the egg, the larva, the pupa, and the imago.
Ima, 71 This Linne' termed the imago state .. because . . it

is now become a true representative or image of its species.
1847 SELBY in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 208 Species,
whose imagos only appear. .at uncertain, .intervals. 1881
ANDERSON in Science Gossip No. 202. 223 In the year
following, the larvae of Vanessa polychloros swarmed on
the elms, .[but] neither caterpillars nor imagines have since
been noticed.

b. transf. The perfect stage of other animals
that undergo a metamorphosis.
1854 OWEN Sktl. ff Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 189The conversion of the cartilaginous skull of the larva to the

ossified one of the imago, or perfect frog.

I-maked, -et, ME. pa. pple. of MAKE v.

II Imam, imaum (inurm . Forms: ;eernawm.
imman, 8 emaum, 9 imawm, imam, 7- imam,
8- imaum

; also 7- iman. [a. Arab. A*\ imam

leader, president, etc., f. "1 amma to go before,

precede. The form iman is that used in F. and Sp.]
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1. The
officiating priest ofaMohammedan mosque

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 30! Then ariseth anothe
driest ot another order called Imam, and readeth a Psalm
aloude. 1615-6 Pilgrims n. 1609 Immediately afte
euery one is cleansed and come into the Moschea the
temawm which is the Parish Priest beginnes to pray. 1687A. LOVELL tr. Thcvenot's Trav. n. 102 The director of the
Prayers, who says the Prayers, and makes the rest sav

JjSiv. Turkey he is called the Imam. 1717 LADY
H. W. MONTAGU Let. to Alibi Conti 17 May, The outside

he mosque is adorned with four towers, vastly high, gilon the top, from whence the imaums call the people to

E.
r
.
ay^s

-, '7?5 R- CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1823) II. 59Ihe 1 urks. .had erected a pulpit, .for their iman or reader
1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Can/ml W+i) II. 278 The Imaumi
)f towns have fees on marriages, burials, and some othei
ceremonies, and are maintained by them and the gifts o

|

their congregation. 1884 F. BOYLE Borderland 257 The
I

chief imam condemned such an interpretation of the law.
2. A title given to various Mohammedan leaders

and chiefs.

Applied to a. the Caliph, as sovereign of the communityand (now or formerly) to other independent princes, e.g. the
chief of Oman; b. the twelve chiefs of Islam recognized by
the Ithnashari Shiites, of whom AH, Hasan, and Husain
were the earliest

; c. the founders of the four orthodox sects
of Mohammedans ; d. the author of the leading treatise on
any subject.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Amtass. 373 On these

twelve Saints they bestow the quality of Imam, or Prelate
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India # P. 220 The Prince of this

Country [Muscat] is called Imaum, who is Guardian ol

Mahomet's Tomb, and on whom is devolved the Right ol

Caliphship. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 171 The Khalifa
of Bagdad.. the legitimate Successor of Mahomet, and
Sovereign Imaum or Pontiff of all the Mussulmans. 1753HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. x. iv. 241 The Mascats are a tribe
of Arabians.. they are subject to an Iman, who has an
absolute authority over them. 1804 W. TENNANT fnd.
Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 220 Hossein. This holy Imawm is
believed not only to have been a saint, but a martyr. 1883
C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 108 Where are buried the imams,
or saints, of the Sheahs, Hussein and Hassan, one of the
greatest shrines of Persian pilgrims. 1899 Daily Chron.
7 Mar 7/3 By the treaty of 1862 France and Great Britain
entered into a mutual engagement to respect the indepen-
dence of the Imam of Muscat.
Hence Ima'mate [cf. F. imamat], Ima'mship,

the dignity of imam.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Imam, The Mahometans do

not agree among themselves about this imamate, or dignity
of the imam. 1860 J. GARDNER Faiths World II. 120/2A number of the Schiites . . denied the right of Moussa to
the Imamate. 1895 Pall Mall G. 2 Dec. 2/2 The man who
has given the trouble is the claimant to the Imamship of
Sanaa the titular ruler of the country before the Turks
occupied it in 1872.

I-maned, obs. form of MANED a.

I-mang : see YMONG.
II Iniaret (ima-ret, i-maret). [a. Turk., a. Arab.

ijUc simarat 'rendering habitable', hence 'hos-

pice'.] A hospice for the accommodation of pil-
grims and travellers in Turkey.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 209 Their Hospitals

they call Imarets. . . They found them for the reliefe of the
poore, and of Traucllers. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
(ed. 2) 124 We found a neat Carravansraw or Inne, the
Turks call them Imareths, the Indians Sarrays 1817
MooREiattiA'., Veiled Prophet 111.313 Manyadomeand
fair roofed imaret.

I-mariet, ME. pa. pple. of MARRY v.

I-martred, ME. pa. pple. of MART v.

Imbace : see EMBASE.
1 Imba'ke, v. Obs. rare.

[f. IM- i + BAKE
.]

trans. To encrust, cake.

1632 HEYWOOD t Pt. Iron Age iv. Wks. 1874 III. 329
Troilus..lyeth imbak'd In his cold blood.

Imbalm, -ment, etc. : see EMBALM, etc.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 170 They brought it to the placewhere they say he was imbalmed. 1644 MILTON Areof

(Arb.) 35 A good Booke is the pretious life-blood of a master
spirit nnbalm'd and treasur'd up on purpose to a life beyond

+ Imbalsania-tion. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IM-I
+ BALSAMATION.] Embalming ; in quot.y&r.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ami. Rev. I. 355 [To] provide for his

memory that clerical imbalsamation which perfumed and
hallowed for ages the reliques of Constantine.

Imba'U, v. rare
~ l

. [ad. med.L. imbannire to
interdict : see IM- ' and BAN

.] trans. To inter-

dict, proscribe, excommunicate.
1808 J. BARLOW Cchimb. vui. 223 Enslave my tribes !

what, half mankind jmban ? 1828 WEBSTER, Imban, to ex-
communicate, in a civil sense ; to cut off from the rights of
man.

Iniba;nd, v. rare- 1
,

[f. IM- i + BAND so.si
trans. To form or enrol into a band.
a 1812 J. BARLOW (Webster, 1864), Beneath full sails im-

banded nations rise.

Imbank, -ment: see EMBANK, etc.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 3sl Or what should become
of the water, if it were not imbancked with the earth ?

t Imbanka'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action
from imbank, EMBANK.] Embankment.
1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 118 Till a substantial

Imbankation may be erected. Ibid. 1 19 A substantial Road,
or Imbankation.

Imbannered, var. of EMBANNERED.
Imbapti-ze, v. rare. [f. IM-I + BAPTIZE v.]

trans. To baptize by immersion ; in quot.^?f.
1855 BAILEY Mystic 34 He at their hest . . his soul In the

IMBECILE.
moon's argent streams did imbaptize, And purified his spirit
in the sun.

Imbar, etc., var. of EMBAR v., etc.

t Imba'rge, v. Obs. Also inbardge. [f. IM- i

+ BARGE sb.] trans. To embark.
1596 DRAYTON Leg. Rob. ofNorm. (D.), As when the soue-

Imbarge, Imbargo, var. EMBARGE, EMBARGO
Imbark (imba-jk), v. Also 7 em-,

[f. IM- i

+ BARK s&l] trans. To enclose in or clothe with
bark.

1647 H. MORE Poems 256 Embarked as in a tree. .A fading
life we lead. 1649 LOVELACE Poems 159 Imbark thee in the
Lawrell tree. 1815 MRS. TRENCH Kern. 328, I..am not
always imbarked and rooted in my geraniums and myrtles.a 1822 SHELLEY Pr. Wks. (1880) 111.69 I' is leaning for-
ward upon a knotty staff imbarked and circled by a viper.
Imbark, -ation, etc. : see EMBABK, etc.

t Imba'rn, v. Obs. Also 8 em-, [f. IM- * +
BARN si.] trans. To gather into a barn or barns

;

to garner. Alsoyf^.

,*',r

6
?

A
r
eia Cafil ' christ Church, Canterbury 17 July

(MS.), To ymbarn in the Barnes .. all or the more part of
the tythe corne. 1610 Chester's Tri., Rumor's Sp 28 To
imbarne them in hell's restlesse rest. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh
354 If they have not room to imbarn their Corn they set

Iffi's^' '79
?
Am ~ Agric" Tha"et XXVII. 52:

(t.. L). b.) Ihey em-barn as much as they can of their corn.

Imbarque, -barrass, -barren, -base: see

EMBARK, etc. Imbases, obs. pi. of EMBASSY.
Imbassador, -ator, -etor, -itor, etc., obs. ff.

AMBASSADOR. Imbassage : see EMBASSAGE.
t Imba-stardize, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. IM-I

+ BASTARDIZE. Cf. It. imbastardire, obs. F. em-
bastardir; also bastardize, abastardize.] trans.
To render bastard or degenerate.
1649 MILTON Eikon. Pref., Imbastardiz'd from the ancient

Nobleness of thir Ancestors.

Imbasure, var. EMBASURE.
Imbathe, -battle, -bay : see EMBATHE, etc.

Imbeam(imbrm),z>. nonce-wd. [f. In-
1 * BEAM

sb. Cf. EMBEAM.] trans. To cast as a beam.
1839 BAILEY Festus xxiv. (.848) 303 Oh ! let not a planet-

like eye Imbeam its tale on thine.

t Imbear, v. Obs. [app. for imbare or unbare]
trans. To make or lay bare.

1657 W ' MORICE Coena quasi KOUTJ Def. xv. 206 To have
their lips by the weight of jewels pendent in them drawn
down over their chins to the imbearing of their teeth

Imbeasell, -beazell, -beeile, obs. ff. EM-
BEZZLE.

Imbecile (i-mbftil, imb&rl), a. (s6.~) Forms :

6 -ill(e, 7-8 -il, 7- -ile. [a. F. imblcille (ig-i6th
c. in Godef.), now imbecile (admitted by the Acad.
'835), ad. L. imbedll-its, -is, weak, feeble in body
or mind (a word of unknown composition).
From an erroneous impression that the L. word was im-

tecilis (so stated in Bailey's Folio, repeated by Johnson, and

A
P'

this word and EMBEZZLE (see IMBECILE v.} was usual down
to the beginning of igthc., and was preferred by Walker
1791, though (imbfsfl), after Fr. imbecille, is said to have
been ' the more fashionable '.]

1. In general sense : Weak, feeble
; esp. feeble of

body, physically weak or impotent.
1549 Compl. Scot.\\. 37 The..laubirs that i tuke. .gart al

my body be cum imbecille ande verye. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeau's Fr. Chinirg. *vj, Their importunate assaultes
on the imbecille walles of my answers. 1599 tr. Gabel-
honer's Bk. Physicke 17/2 He may . . drinck verye smalle,
and imbecille wynes, and take heede of all manner of strong
wynes what soever. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea To Rdr.
d vij b; My prayer . . that God would prosper this poor and
imbecil Peece to every one of their Souls. 1730 BAILEY,
Imbe'cile, Weak, Feeble. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer n. xii.

428 An old man who . . has . . something imbecil in his
motions. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mat viii. 152 His stunted
stature and imbecile frame. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xiv. III. 424 The administration had . . been constantly be-

coming more and more imbecile. 1856 EMERSON Eng
Trails, Wz/MWks. (Bohn) II. 74 The robust rural Saxon
degenerates in the mills . . to the imbecile Manchester
pinner,
2. Mentally weak ; of weak character or will

through want of mental power; hence, Fatuous,
stupid, idiotic. (The chief current use:)

t x7S5 JOHNSON, Imbe'cile, weak ; feeble; wanting strength
of either mind or body. (No quot.) 1799-1805 WORDSW.
Prelude ix. 585 His days he wasted, an imbecile mind.]
1804 MATILDA BETHAM Biog. Diet. Celebr. Worn., Pal-
cheria, She alone had sustained the imperial dignity,
under the reign of her weak and imbecile brother. 1846
DE QUINCEY Glance Wks. Mackintosh Wks. XIII. 63 But
le had the misfortune to be '

imbecile
'

. . in fact, he was
partially an idiot. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i. I. 42 The
news came . . that Durfey, the imbecile son, was dead.

b. Of actions : Marked by mental feebleness or

atuity ; hence, Inane, stupid, absurd, idiotic.
1861 MRS. BROWNING Mother <$ Poet xv, 'Twere im-

jecile, hewing out roads to a wall. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
V.Africacfii Bees, .getting beneath the waterproof sheets
ver the bed, and pretending they can't get out and forth-
with losing their tempers, which is imbecile, because the
whole four sides of the affair are broad open.
c. Comb., as imbecile-minded.
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IMBECILE.

R. H. FROUDE Rtm. (1838) I. 191 Imbecile-minded

'

f Made away with, squandered, or dissipated :

cf. IMBECILE v. 2, EMBEZZLE. Obs. rare.

a 1677 BARROW Sen*, on Creed xxii. Wks. 1686 II. 324

We in a manner were got out of God's possession : were, in

respect to him become imbecil and lost : we were like sheep
gone astray.

B. sb. One who is imbecile ; a person of weak
intellect.

i8o> NUGENT Lei. 19 Nov. in Dk. Buckhm. Court Ceo.

///(iBss) III. 136 Le Clerc was an imbecile ; but he is no
more. 1838 LYTTON Alice too These haughty imbeciles

shall fall into the trap they have dug for us. 1873 HAMERTON
Intell. Lift xi. iv. (1875) 419 We are not all of us exactly
imbeciles in money matters.

Hence Imbecilely adv., in an imbecile manner
;

stupidly, idiotically.

1847 R. W. HAMILTON Diso. Sabbath v. (1848) 177 (The
pulpit] may be imbecilely filled. 1870 Daily News 20

Sept, The Mobiles are peasants . . when I speak to them
they nudge each other, and grin imbecilely.

Imbecile, *. Obs. Also 6-7 -ill. [The
history of this word can scarcely be disentangled
from that of EMBEZZLE v. The latter (in 15-1 6th c.

embesil(l, imbesill} was evidently thought to be
derived from L. imbecill-us, -is, or F. imbicille,
weak ; thence arose a series of spellings and senses

connecting it with this supposed derivation, the

ultimate result of both being imbeciKf in the sense

to impair, weaken : see EMBEZZLE v.)
1. traits. To make imbecile, weak, or impotent ;

to impair, weaken, enfeeble, debilitate. See EM-
BEZZLE v. a.

The modern instance is a nonce-use from the adj., having
no historical relation to the i6-i7th c. word.

'539-40 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 12, I would be
loth now that any man should enter to imbecile the thing.
1546 LANGLEY Pol, I 'erg. De Iintent. I. i. i b, These . . im-
becilled their health,procured diseases. 1566 DRANT Horace,
Sat. i. v, [They] so imbecill all theyr strengthe, that they
are naught to me. 1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 26 To
imbecile and hinder health. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy Dying
iii. S 7 It is a sad calamity, that the fear of death shall
so imbecil man's courage and understanding. (1851 W.
ANDERSON Exposure Popery (1878) 239 What an imbecile

you are with your judgment imbeciled by some lust.]

2. (In senses of EMBEZZLE zO To do away with
the force of, annul, abrogate, make away with, take

away dishonestly.
c 1546 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) I. 258 The dede of

the foundacion was lost or imbecilled away long syns.
[1548 GEST Fr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App. i.

76 Thee pryvee masse, .embecillelh and taketh out of our
hartes Christ. Ibid. 131 To disanul and embecyl Christ his
sonnes death.] 1563-87 FOXE A. 4 M. (1684) I. 301 By whom
. . the Authorities of old Grants, Statutes, Laws and Privi-

ledges, are imbecilled and abrogate. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.
Fr. Tong, Appetisser, to diminish, to lessen, to imbesill.

1637 GATAKER Marriage Duties Serm. 194 (L.) The provi-
dent and faithfull keeping and preserving of provisions . .that

they be not imbecilled or made away. 1650 JER. TAYLOR
Holy Living^ iii. 2 Guardians of pupils and widows, not
suffering their persons to' be oppressed, or their states im-
bezill'd.

Heace f Imbeciled///. a. ; t Imbeciling vbl. sb.

1549 ALLEN Jade's Par. Kev. xvi. 25 This is imbeselynge
and diminyshe of their power and dominion. 1578 BAKISTER
Hist. Man 1. 28 Vina is the further downward, the more
imbecilled, and weakened. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabellioiier's Bk.
Pliysicke 117/2 It exsiccateth and also calefyeth the imbi-
cilfed stomacke.

Imbecilitate (imWsi-IiteV, . [f. IMBECILITY,
after debilitate, facilitate, etc. : see -ATKS 7. In
1 7th c. imbecill- : see note to IMBECILE a.] trans.
To render imbecile, weak, or feeble ;

to enfeeble.

1653 A - WILSON Jas. 1, 58 The man being skilful in natural
Magick, did use all the Artifice his subtilly could devise,
really to imbecillitate the Earl. 1689 G. HARVEY Curing
Dis. by Expect, iv. 18 A Man or Woman .. being never so
little imbecillitated in their Lungs. 1809 Edin. Ren. XV.
96 The same cause .. irnbecilitates .. the superintendence
of their official superiors. 1821 Blacktu. Mag. VIII. 364A great effect in imbecilitating the understanding.

Imbecility iimWsi-liti). Forms: 6-7 imbe-
oillitie, -ilitie, 6- 8 -illity, 7- -ility ; (6 -yllyte,
-ite, -Ulyte, -bioillitye, 7 -besilitie). [a. F.
imbMlliti (i4th c. in I.ittre), ad. L. imbecillilatem ,

n. of quality f. imbecillus, -is, IMBECILE. For the

single /, see note to the adj.] The condition or

quality of being imbecile.

1. Weakness, feebleness, debility, impotence.
n 1533 FITH Dittut. Purgat. Wks. 31 (R.) Sith we are

not of power and habilitie to performe the law of God . .

lamentyng our imbecillitie that we can do him no further
pleasure. 1538 STARKEY.Cwf&i/Kz'ii. i. i76The imbecyllyte
of mannys nature. 1596 BARROUGH Mcth, Physick (ed. 3)
458 It is a singular help against the imbecillity of the kidneis.
i64 WOTTON Archil, in Kelif. (1672)32 Such [Arches]..

cility, it is a man when just come into the world. 1783
JOHNSON Let. to Taylor 22 Nov., Another evidence of its
own imbecillity.
The im'"'

becillity. 18.2-34 Good's Study Mtd. (ed. 41 I. 139
becility of the liver is.. obvious in most cases [of

dyspepsia], 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxx. (1866) II.
113 The imbecility of the human intellect in general. i8ss
MACAVI AY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 585 The misery of the Irish
people and the imbecility of the Irish administration.
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b. Incompetency or incapacity (to da something).
1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 265 A tenant for life, for

years, at will or a copyholder, cannot prescribe, by reason
of the imbecillity of their estates. 1811 J. J. HENRY Camp,
affst. Quebec 146 Its imbecility to restrain us was apparent.
1822 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Confess. Drunkard, Languid enjoy-
ment of evil with utter imbecility to good.

c. with an and //. An instance of weakness,

infirmity, or debility.
'54' R- COPLAND Galyeris Teraf. 2 Ej, Dyspathies,

Metasyncrises, Imbecyllitees, fyrmytudes and sondry other
such names. 1619 T. Mn.u.s tr. Mexia's, etc. Treas. Anc.
ft Mod. T. II. 380/2 Catarrhes, rheumes, and other im-
Infinities. 1717 SWIFT Gulliver iv. x, Such imbecillities of
nature. i86a H. SPENCER First Princ. I. v. 27 (1875) 98
Those imbecilities of the understanding.
2. Mental or intellectual weakness, esp. as charac-

terizing action ; hence, silliness, absurdity, folly ;

a specimen or example of this.

Medically and pathologically, imbecility is generally used
to denote a defect of mental power of less degree than
idiocy and not congenital.
1614 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 222 Giue mee leaue to

excuse my selfe of so much imbecillitie, as to say, that in
these eighteene yeeres. . I haue not learned, there is a great
difference betwixt the directions and iudgements of expert-
mentall knowledge, and the

superficial!
coniecture ofvariable

relation. 1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 339 Can a stronger proof of
the fallacy and imbecility of the Brunonian System be
required ? 1861 FORBES WINSI.OW in Times 2 Jan., I class
the case, .as a case of imbecility. In medical language it

would be termed a case of amentia as distinguished from
dementia. 1874 MAUDSLEY Respons. in Merit. Dis. iii. 66

Imbecility is. .weakness of mind owing to defective mental
development. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland 4 The
sneers and stupid imbecilities of the untravelled. .sceptic.

Imbed, ImbeUish: see EMBED, EMBELLISH.
t Imbellic, a. Obs. [f. lM-2 + L. bellic-us

warlike, f. helium war : cf. L. imbellis.'] Unwarlike.
? 1620 FELTHAM Resolves i. [n.] v. 18 The Imbellicke pea-

sant, when hee comes first to the field, shakes at the report
of a Musket. 1623 COCKERAM, Imbellickf, cowardly, not
for warre.

t Imbellions, a. Obs. [f. L. imbelli-s un-
warlike (f. im- (IM-

2
) + helium war) + -OU8, after

rebellious.} Unwarlike, cowardly.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 357 The voluntarie

subjection of this their imbellious Countne. 1627 H. BURTON
Baiting Pope's Bull 5 [They] cannot possesse generous
Princes witn an imbellious feare of such bntta fulminn .

1628 IsraeTs Fast 2 Ignoble and imbellious Spirits.

t Imbeni'gnity. Obs. rare.
[f.

IM-* + BENIG-

NITY.] Unkindness.

1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 84 By reason of their Im-
benignity, Inexorableness, and Inclemency.
Imber, obs. and var. f. EMBER ; obs. f. IMBAR v.

t Imbe-rbic, a. Obs. rare~. [f. L. imberbis

(f.
im- (IM-

2
) 4- barba beard) + -1C.] Beardless.

1623 COCKERAM, Imberbicke, without a beard.

Imbesel(L, -il(l, -bezel(l, -ill, etc., obs. ff.

EMBEZZLE.

Imbetter, var. of EMBETTER v.

1568 NORTH tr. Gueitara's Diall Pr. (1582) 363 To enlarge
and imbetter my credite and estate.

Imbiba'tion, erron. f. IMBIBITION.
1826 Blaclnv. Mas;. XIX. 659 Preferable for forenoon

imbibatipn. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. La in Spir. H'.

325 It lived, henceforth, by simple imbibation, upon the
elaborated juices of its host.

t Imbi'bbed, a. Obs. rare. Wearing a bib.
i6n COTGR., Embavete, imbibbed ; that, as a child, hath n

bib, or mocket put before his breast, to keepe him from
driueling thereon.

Imbibe (imbsi-b"), v. Also 4 enbibe, 5 em-
bybe, 6 enbybe, embibe. [Partly a. F. imbiber
to soak or penetrate with moisture, refl. to be soaked
or penetrated with moisture, to soak into, later (esp.
in pa. pple.) to imbue, in i8th c. to drink in, im-
bibe ; partly ad. L. imbiMre in cl. L., to conceive
or imbibe (opinions, etc.), later in lit. sense, to
drink in, inhnle, f. im- (IM-

1
) + bibere to drink.

The F. imbiber was app. formed from L. as an active
verb to correspond to the pa. pple. imbu (prob. ad. L.

iinbi'ttus), and as such took to itself the meanings of L.
imbtilre, which the Eng. verb adopted together with those
of L. imbiber?. The early forms in Eng. suggest a French
origin, though imbiber is not recorded before i6th c.]

I. fl. trans. To cause to absorb moisture or

liquid ; to soak, imbue, or saturate with moisture ;

to steep. Obs.

rijto CHAUCER Can. yearn. Pro!, ff T. 261 And cure
matires enbibyng {Corpus enbykynge, Pehv. enbykinge]
And eek of oure matires encorporyng And of oure siluer

citrinacion. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. iv. 96 Towe of
flaxe that wel embybed were with oyle. a 1519 SKELTON
Agst. the Scottes 79 Unto your Grace for grace now I call

To gyde my pen, and my pen to enbybe. 1558 WARDR
tr. Alexis' Seer. \. i. (1580) 2b, When it is almoste waxen
drie, embibe or water it again. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's
Chym. (ed. 3^ 31 That portion of the water wherewith the
earth was imbibed. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 426 Im-
bibe that powder with strong white vinegar. 1804 Capth'e
of Valence I. 144 Could a minister., have the wickedness to
imbibe with slow poison that bread which, at his voice,
was to become the body of his Divine master ?

tb. fig. To IMBDE. Cf. F. im/n/>er(see etymoU.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Laiv-Mcrch. 163 This question is

friuolous . . and breedeth but contention to imbibe Merchants
braines with them. 1707 Curios, in Hush, ff Gard. 263
In regard to Fruits . . we may imbibe them . . with a Medi-
cinal, Purgative Power.

IMBIBITION.

t C. With inverted construction : To instil into.

1746 W. HORSLEY Fool xxvii. p 4 Until such villainous

Principles are thoroughly imbibed into us by the Enemies
of our Peace. iSia

J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 6
He wished to imbibe into the minds of his children a taste
for mechanics.

H. 2. trans. To ' drink in ', absorb, or assimilate

(knowledge, ideas, etc.) ;
to take into one's mind or

moral system.
SB EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 57 They may also

herewith imbibe trewe religion. 1651 EVELYN State Franc*
(R.), After the facile and more smooth languages are once
thoroughly imbibed. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xiii.

11695) oo Those confused Notions and Prejudices it [the
Mind] has imbibed from Custom, Inadvertency, and Com-
mon Conversation. 1746 HF.RVEY Medit. (1818) 65 Imbibe
the precious truths. 1858 HOLLAND Titcontb's Le:t. vi. 139
Young women are apt to imbibe another bad habit, namely,
the use of slang. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. ( 5. ^07
Charles, .had imbibed bis father's hatred of the Presbyterian
system.
3. Of a person or animal : To drink in, drink

(liquid); to inhale (the air, tobacco smoke).
1621 VENNER Tobacco in Baths ofBathe (1650) 402 They

that . . for every light occasion imbibe or take down this fume.
a 1791 BLACKLOCK Ps. \. (R.), The wild horse .. Imbibes
the silver surge, with heat opprest, To cool the fever of his

glowing breast. 1828 SCOTT /'. M. Perth xvi, Oliver.,
raised it to his head with a trembling hand, imbibed the
contents with

lips
which quivered with emotion. 1859

LANG Wand. India 397 The mess-room.where more cheroots
were smoked, and more weak brandy-and-water imbibed.

1874 HELPS Soc. Press, it 16 The population imbibe fresh air.

4. Of a thing: To suck up, drink in, absorb

(moisture). Also absol.

1641 FRENCH Distill. L (1651) 33 Let this Salt imbibe as
much of the Oil. .as it can. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Fornres ft

Qnal. (ed. 2) 339 A Plant that grows by some petrifying
Spring by Imbibing that water is at length turn'd into a
Stone. 1781 COWPER Friendship 184 So Darren sands im-
bibe the shower. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chem, (1814)

239 The roots imbibe fluids from the soil by capillary
attraction. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxxi. 412 Water .. will
be partly imbibed by the adjacent porous ice.

5. To take up, absorb, or assimilate (a gas, rays
of heat or light, etc.) ;

to take (solid substances)
into solution or suspension.
i6a6 BACON Sylva 290 The Aire doth willingly imbibe the

Sound as grateful!, but cannot maintaine it. 1631 JORDEN
Nat. Bathes ii. 8 Earth may be confused with water, but not

imbibed, and will sink to the bottom again. 1715 POPE
Odyss. vi. nt While the robes imbibe the solar ray. 1744
BERKELEY Siris 122 Such salts are readily imbibed by
water. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 31 II. 434 When
volatile oils are exposed to the open air. .they imbibe oxygen
with rapidity. 1823 J. BADCOCK><W. Amust-m. 142 Having
incorporated the mixture well, add of Frankfort black as
much as it will imbibe. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex.
Pkys. Sc. xv. (1849) 132 The heat of the sun's rays which
the earth imbibes.

f6. transf.an&Jig. To absorb, swallow up. Obs.

1664 H. MORE flfyst. Initj. 261 So as it may appear that
the one does wholly imbibe the other. 1678 CUDU-ORTH
Intell. Syst. I. v. 771 No One Magnitude, can be Imbibed
or Swallowed up into another. I7ia SWIFT Poems, Midas
77 The torrent merciless imbibes Commissions, perquisites,
and bribes.

Hence Imbi'bed ///. a.
, f absorbed ; Imbi'bing

vbl. sb., f steeping, saturation, f Imbi'bement
Obs. rare, imbibing, imbibition. Imbi'ber, one
who or that which imbibes or drinks ; f an absorber.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xiv. i. (1886) 294 Termes
of art ; as (for a last) their subliming, amalgaming, englut-
ing, imbibing, incorporating. 1599 LVLY Galathea n. iii,

Our [alchemists'] instruments .. decensores, Violes, manual!
and murall, for enbibing and conbibing. 1669 WORLIDGE
Syst. Agric. (1681) 60 The imbibing or steeping of Corn, or

any other Seeds in rich Wines. 1684 BOYLE Porousn. Anim.
ff Solid Bod. vi. 96 Evaporation of the imbibed Particles of
water. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 51 s.v., The Imbibement of

Principles, the sucking or drinking in of Principles in our

Infancy, a 1735 ARBUTHNOT (J.), Salts are strong imbibers
of sulphureous streams. 1870 Even. Standard 17 Sept.,
The imbiber of absinthe.

Imbibition (imbibi-Jan). [a. F. imbibition

(i4th c. in Godef. Compl.), ad. L. f
imbibition-em, n.

of action f. imbibfre to IMBIBE.] The action of im-

bibing (in the various senses of the vb.).

) 1. Soaking or saturation with liquid, steeping
or solution in liquid ;

combination of solid and

liquid by this process ; an instance of this ; concr.

a solution. To lie in imbibition, to lie a-soak or

a-steep. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Cotnp.Alch. vi. xxviii. in Ashm. (1652) 168
Mo Imbybycyons many must we have yett. 1594 PLAT
Jewell-ho. I. 36 Water wherein good store of Cow dung hath

lyen in imbibition. s6j6 BACON Sylva 298 The Congruitv
of Bodies.. if it be more, maketh a perfecter Imbibition, and

Incorporation. 1661 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass.

64 They steep the seed.. in. .an imbibition of fair water and

Sheep's dung. 1678 R. R[USSELL] Geber ill. It. ti. vi. 185
Mixed with them by frequent Imbibitions, etc. continually

grinding, imbibing, calcining and reducing.
2. Drinking in, sucking in, absorption ; assimila-

tion by absorption : usually of moisture or matter

in solution, but sometimes of aeriform bodies or of

solid particles by a liquid.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 139 After this imbibition, when

that the Frumenty hath thus drunk vp all the water. 1672
BOYLE in Phil. Trans. VII. 5150 A kind of Imbibition, .of

certain Particles of an Aereal rlature by the Water. 1770
WATON Ibid. LX. 329 An imbibition of the particles of the



IMBLEMISH.
several salts into the pores of the water. 1826 KIRBY & Sp.
Entomol. IV. 89 That their nutrition is by imbibition or
immediate absorption. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sac/is' tfof.

710 Imbibition is the term given., to the capacity of organ-
ised structures to absorb water between their molecules with
such force that they are thus driven apart. Ibid. 711 When
wood distends on imbibition or contracts on desiccation.

b. Drinking. (Affected use.)
1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons f, W. xxxix, The imbibition

of a little, .strong beer. 1896 ALLBUTT Sysl. Med. I. 485
The free imbibition of port.

3. The imbibing, 'drinking in
', or absorption of

knowledge, opinions, etc.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 50 The imbibition of good
nourture in childhood. 1859 HOLLAND Gold F. xxv. 296
Every imbibition of truth. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law
in Spir. IV. 352 If all one's truth is derived by imbibition
from the Church.

Imbind, Imbitter.Imblaze: see EMBIND, etc.

Imblemish, var. of EMBLEJIISH 06s. Hence
t Imble-mishment, defacement, injury.
1519 Art. against IVolsey \. in Ld. Herbert Hen, VIII

(1649) 266 To the great imblemishment and hurt of your
said Royall Jurisdiction.

Imblossorn, obs. var. of EMBLOSSOM.
flmboard, v. Obs. rare-". [In-1.] trans.
= !MPLANK, q.v.

Imboase, -boce, Imbocer, etc., obs. forms
of EMBOSS, etc.

IS5z HULOET, Imbocer or chaser of plate.
Imboasted : see IMBOSTED.

Imbody, Imtaog, Imboil, Imbolden: see

EMBODY, etc.

t Imbo'lish, v. Obs. [app. a perversion of
ABOLISH by confusion of a- prefix with em-, im-."]
trans. To do away with

;
to make away with.

1592 GREENE Disput. 7 Yeelding to the Mace, to imbollish
Pauleslibertie. Thcevesfalling out (1615) Cij, The harme
you do, is to imbollish mens goods, and bring them to pouerty.
Imbolster, Imbolt : see EMBOLSTER, INBOLT.

tlmbp'nity. Obs. rare-', [ad. late L. im-
bonitas (Tertuilian), f. im- (lM-2) + fonitas good-

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iv. i. (1624)' 186 All feares,
griefes, suspitions, discontents, imbonities, insuavities.

t ImboO'k, v. Sc. Obs. Also imbuik, -buke.

[f.
IM-! + BOOK sb.] trans. To enter in a book;

to book, enrol, register.
1587 MS. R. Long (Brit. Mus.), To regester, imbooke, or

mcromcle all such worthye persons.. as by there valyant
actes have deserved perpetual! remembraunce. 1618 in
Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 319 Selected, .wise brethren, should,
with the clerk, forme the acts, see them imbooked. 1620
W. SCOT Apot. Narr. (1846) 76 He said he wold not suffer
them to be imbooked.

Imborder, var. of EMBORDER.
t Imbo-rdure, . Obs. Also 5-6 en-, 6

em-, [f. IM-I + BOHDURE.] trans. To encompass
with a border ; spec. Her. to furnish with a bordnre
of the same tincture (distinguished fromBOBDUBING,
used when the bordure was of a different tincture
from the field). Always in pa. pple. or vbl. sb.

_
1486 Bk. St. A loans. Her. B iij a, Ther be vi. Differences

WELL Armorie n. 36 b, Of Armes enbordured, or with
bordurs. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry i. v. (1611) 17 You shall

say that he beareth such metale colour or furre imbordured.
1658 PHILLIPS, Imborduring, a term in Heraldry, when the
field and circumference of the field are both of one mettal,
colour, or fur. y3<j-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1775 in ASH
Indorsation (imbpJse'-Jsn). rare. [ad. It.

imborsazione, n. of action f. imborsare, f. im-
(IM- !) + borsa purse. Cf. IMBUBSE

z;.]
An Italian

mode of election to magistracies, in accordance with
which the names of the candidates were put into a

bag or purse to be drawn by lot.

1787 J. ADAMS Wks. (1851) V. 180 The imborsations are
made, and eight hundred names are put in the purses.

II Imboscata (z'mboska-ta). Obs. Also em-.
[It.]

= AMBUSH, q.v.

. '595 SAVIOLO Practice I. i, To drawe the enemy either
into some

imbpscata or place of aduantage. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. xxi, To set upon me here as in an emboscata.

Imbose, obs. form of EMBOSS.
t Imbosk, v. Obs. Also 6 -bosque. [ad. It.

imboscare 'to enter or goe into a wood, to take
couert or shelter as a Deere doeth . . . Also to lay
in ambush' (Florio), f. im- (lM-l) + &w<? wood.
Cf. EMBOSS z>.2] ^ TO hide or conceal oneself.
1562 J. SHUTE Cambine's Turk. Wars ii. n Scanderbeg

went as secretly as possyble, to imbosque him selfe neare to
that place. 1612-20 SHELTON Quix. HI. viii. (1675) 46
Sancho.. requesting him to depart.. and imbosk himself in
the mountain. 1657 S. W. Schism Disfach't 221 He cares
not . . what contradictions he maintains, so he can but
imbosk himself handsomely in them.

b. intr. for refl.
1641 MILTON Reform, i. Wks. (1847) 10/1 They seek the

dark, the bushy, the tangled forest, they would imbosk.

ImbOBom, Irnboss; e : see EMBOSOM, EMBOSS.

Imbost,///. a., obs. var. of EMBOSSED^, foaming
at the mouth from exhaustion.

VOL. V.
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1598-1651 [see EMBOSS .* and EMBOSSED ppl. a.]. 1735
SOMERVILLE Chase in. 485 The Huntsman knows him by
a thousand Marks, Black, and Imbost.

t ImbO'St, sb. Obs. [cf. prec. and next.] Foam
(from the mouth of a beast).
1677 N. Cox Gent 1. Recreat. i. 78 Yet will that [Stream]

with the help of the Wind, lodge part of the Steam and
Imbost [printed Imbosh], that comes from him, on the
Banks. 1727 R. BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Hart, the Steam
and Imbost.

"h Imbo'st, v. Obs. rare.
[f. imbost, pa. pple.

of imboss, EMBOSS v.'-* (sense 3).
App. the pa. pple. or pa. t. was taken as the vb. stem ;

whence a new pa. pple. imbosted : cf. graff, graft, grafted.}
1. trans. To drive (a hunted beast) to extremity ;

to cause to foam at the mouth : = EM BOSS v? 2.

1590 COKAINE Treat. Hunting Dj, He will close vp his
mouth as though he had not beenimbosted or hunted that day.
2. intr. To foam, as a result of hard running :

= EMBOSS w.2 3.

1590 COKAINE Treat. Hunting C iv, Who so hunteth un-
breathed hounds . . in hot weather, causeth them to imbost
and surbate greatly.
Hence f Imbo-sted, -boasted ///. a., foaming at

the mouth (like a madman).
1628 FELTHAM Resolves u. Ixxxvi. 249 Sure, they borrow

it.. from the imboasted {ed. 1709 raging] Savage, and from
tormenting spirits.

Imbosture, tmbound, Imbow, Imbowel,
Imbower, Imbox, Imbrace, etc. : see EMB-.
Imbraid, var. of EMBRAID w.l Obs., to upbraid.
Hence Imbrai'ding- vbl. sb. Also Imbrai-der,
one who upbraids, an upbraider.
1542 Imbraydyng [see IMPROI'ERY]. 1552 HULOET, Im-

brayder or caster in teeth with an olde benefite. 1368
GRAFTON Chron. II. 680 They fell at such great words
with such imbraydings and casting in the teeth of olde
benefites shewed.

Imbraist, obs. f. embraced : see EMBRACE.
Imbrake, var. EMBRAKE v. Obs., to entangle.
1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. 108 (D.) John, .imbraked

the state and hunselfe in those miserable incombrances
thorow his violences. 1628 tr. Mathieu's Pomerfull Favorite
50 We haue not leisure to imbrake \iinflicare\ our selues in
these broiles.

t Imbra'ncll, v. Obs. Also en-, in-,
[f.

IM- l +
BRANCH

sl>.] To graft on the stock : see quot.
'577 K. GOOGE HeresbaMs Ilush. (1586) 72 Three kind

of Grafting, betwixte the barke and the woode, in t:

stocke, and emplastring or inoculation. The first sort they
call grafting, the seconde imbranching, the thirde inocula-
tion or imbudding. 1598 FLORIO, Incalman, to engrafie,
to imbranch [1611 inbranch]. Incalmatnra, an enbranching.
t Imbra-iid, v. Obs. rare.

[f.
IM- i + BRAND

s/>.]
trans. To arm with brands or swords.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. \. xl, The heav'nly

hierarchies, Burning in zeal, thickly imbranded were.

Imbrangle, Imbrase : see EMB-.

Imbrasier, obs. var. imbi-ascrie, EMBRACERY.
1589 Sir T. Smith's Commw. Eng. n. xiii. 72 The

Matters in this Court are . . Conspiracies, Champarties,
Imbrasier {so incdd. 1594, 1609, 1633].

t Imbra'te, v. Obs. rare. [ad. It. imbrattare
(Florio, 1598).] trans. To defile, sully, pollute.
1542 St. Papers, Hen. VIII, IX. 155 The thinges of this

State semith to be fowle imbratid by corruptid factions.

Imbrauthery, Imbrayder, obs. forms of EM-
BROIDERY, EMBROIDER.
Imbreast (imbre-st), v. rare- 1

. [f. IM- 1

,
= EM-) + BREAST

sb.~] trans. To hold in one's
breast or bosom

;
to EMBOSOM.

1867 BAILEY Univ. Hymn 12 Who in Himself imbreasts
both thee and heaven.

Imbreatlie (imbrrS), v. Also 6 imbrethe,
7 imbreath. [f.In-l + BREATHE v. ; partlyavariant
of EMBREATHE, partly of INBREATHE.]
1. trans. To breathe in, inhale.

des
he

.
, . .

'574 J- JONES Nat. Beginning Grow, Things 14 The hart
cooled by the dayly imbrething of y aire. 1871 FARRAR
Witn. Hist. iv. 131 The curse of a Paganism, .must have
been imbreathed with the first lessons of consciousness even
by innocent childhood.

2. a. To inspire, instil, b. To inspire with.
1601 BP. W. BARLOW Eagle $ Body (1609) F ij a, The

Soules.. returning vntoGod,who first imbreathed them. 1641H. AINSWORTH Orth. Found. Relig. 19 His soule was im-
breathed of God. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Rev. xxii. 6 Those
holy men spake no otherwise then as they were acted or
imbreathed by the holy Ghost. 1657 Comm. Ps. xl. 3
I cannot breath out a desire after him, except he first im-
breath me therewith. iSij W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.XXXI. 345 A sceptical philosophy.. pervades the treatise,
which imbreathes contentment and philanthropy. 1825
COLERIDGE Aids Reft. 4 God transfused into man a higher
gift and imbreathed a self-subsisting soul.

Hence Imbrea'thed ///. a., inhaled, imbibed
;

Imbrea'thing vbl. sb., inhaling, inspiration.
1574 [see i]. 1691 E. TAYLOR Behmeris Theos. Philos.

237 The Imbreathing whence Man became a Living Soul.
1841 CLOUGH Early P. x. 8 Imbreathed draughts of wine.

Imbrech, var. EMBBEACH.
Imbred, Imbreed, var. INBRED, INBREED.
t Imbreke. Obs. A plant : house-leek.
'597 GERARDE Herbal App., Imbreke is Housleeke.

t Imbre've, -v. Sc. Obs. Also imbrew. [ad.
med.L. imbreviare '

in Breves redigere, describere
'

(Du Cange) : see BRIEF sb. Cf. OF. embrever,
EMBREVE.] trans. To put into the form of a brief.

IMBRICATED.
1583 Leg. Dp. St. Androis 1104, I sail leave blankis for to

imbreue tname[/r/Mto/ imbrew; rime believe thaine]. 16..
Balfour's Practices (1754) 53 Sic complaintis as pertenis to
the King and his crown., sould be imbrevit and keipit
untill the cuming of the Justice in the burrow court.

Imbreviate (imbrfvi^t), v. Also 7 (Sc.}
imbreviat. [f. med.L. imbreviat-, ppl. stem of
imbreviare (see prec.).] trans. To put into the
form of a brief; to enrol, register.
1609 SKENE Rig. Maj. 58 The Schiref sail cause imbreviat,

and put in writ the names of the twelue assisours. 1636
PRYNNE Remonstr. agst. Shipmoney 27 The King . . caused
all the ships . . to be imbreviated by this Writ. 1865 NICHOLS
Britton I. 14 Let the coroner cause their names and the
names of the pledges to be imbreviated [tr. AF. enbrcvcr\.

Imbrew, obs. f. IMBKEVE, IMBRUE.
II Imbrex (i'mbreks). PI. imbrices (rmbrisiz).

[L. imbrex, f. imber a rain-shower.]
1. Archseol. A curved roof-tile (see qtiot. i8f7).
1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 165 The joints of the

flat roof tiles were covered by the imbrex, or rain-tile, which
was made semi-cylindrical, the sides generally upright with
an arched top. Ibid. II. 229. 1888 Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst.
r eb. 193 1 he absence of

'

imbrices
', which are a necessary

adjunct in the formation of a Roman tiled roof.

2. One of the scales or overlapping pieces of an
imbrication.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Imbricate (i-mbrikA), a. (si) [ad. L imbri-
cat-us, pa. pple. of imbricare to form like a gutter-
tile, to cover with rain-tiles, f. imbrex, imbric-em.]
1 1. Formed like a gutter-tile or pantile. Obs.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Imbricate, square and bent like a

roof or gutter-Tile, which the Latines call Imbrex ; also
covered with such a Tile. 1661 LOVELL//M<. Anim. fy Min.
Introd., The nailes are in all that have toes ; but the ape's
are imbricate [

= Pliny, H. N. XL xlv. 101 ungnes imbricati}.
2. Covered with or composed of scales or scale-

like parts overlapping like roof-tiles; e.g. said of
the scaly covering of reptiles and fishes, of leaf-

buds, the involucre of Composite, etc.

1656 [see i]. 1760 J. LEE lutrod. Bat. (1788) 25. 1794 MAR-
TYN Rousseau's Bot. vi. 68 One of the most common forms
also of the calyx in this class [Compound Flowers], is the im-
bricate or that which is made up of several rows of folioles

lying over each other like tiles on a roof. 1826 KIKBY & Si'.

Entomol. IV. 320 [Antennae] Imbricate, when the summit
of each joint is incumbent upon the base of that which
precedes it. 1830 LINDI.EY Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 24 In
Pensacea; both valvate and imbricate estivation exists.

b. Of leaves, scales, etc. : Overlapping like tiles.

170 P. RUSSELL Ace. Ind. Serpents 7 (T.) Two rows, .of
larger scales, ovate and imbricate. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 483
Branchiae . . composed each of imbricate plates in two series.

3. IMBRICATED 4.
1890 Cent. Diet, s.v.. An imbricate pattern.
B. as sb. A reptile, fish, or other animal covered

with imbricated scales.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. vii. 277 The Devonian ganoids are

of three kinds . . Imbricates having the scales arranged like

shingles.

Imbricate (i-mbrike't), v. [f. L. imbricat-,
ppl. stem of imbricare : see prec.]
1. trans. To place so as to overlap like roof-tiles.

Also with together (mfig. sense).
1784 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1786) Notes 315 Trains of pea-

cocks. . whose quills were sctin along stem, so as to imbricate
the plumes in the gradations of their natural growths. 1874
COUES Birds N. ly. 435 Each feather is thus folded or imbri-
cated over the next succeeding.
2. trans, and absol. To overlap like tiles.
1820 HOGG Treat, in Beck's Florist (18501 272 The petals

[of a carnation] should be regularly disposed alike on every
side, imbricating each other. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n.
213 Flattened prisms ..arranged . . obliquely to the surfaces
of the shell, the interior of which is imbricated by their out-

crop. 1873 SIR C. W. THOMSON Depths ofSea iv. 164 In all

essential family characters they agree. The plates imbricate
in the same directions and on the same plan.

Imbricated (i-mbrik^ted), ppl. a. [f. prec.1
tl. (See quot.) Obs.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Imbricated is used by Mr.
Tpurnefort, and some other Botanists, to express the
Figure of the Leaves ofsome Plants, which are hollowed in,
like an Imbrex, or Gutter-Tile. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
2. Composed of parts (leaves, scales, or the like)
which overlap like tiles. Also, covered by over-

lapping leaves, scales, etc.

i?S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Imbricated shell, . . any
species of shell-fish, whose shells are elevated into trans-
verse ridges, lying over one another at the base, in the
manner of the tiles on a house-top. 1759 B. STJLLINGFL.
Ecm. Nat. in Misc. Tracts (1762) 79 On this earth the
imbricated liverworts find a bed to strike their roots in.

1858 GEIKIE Hist. Boulder iv. 46 Imbricated like the cone
of the Scotch fir. 1882 Garden r Apr. 212/3 Another
beautiful variety, having large and finely imbricated flowers.

3. Of leaves, scales, etc. : Arranged so as to over-

lap each other, after the manner of roof-tiles.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Imbricated leaf,. .

leaves placed over one another in the manner of the tiles of
a house, or like the scales of fishes. 1777 PENNANT Zool.
IV. 101 (Jod.) Pecten with about thirty echinated imbri-
cated rays. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 20 Glumes, imbri-
cated on every side. 1861 HULME tr. Afoqniu-Tamlou n. in.
i. 70 The Common Wood-louse. . . The body is oval . . com-
posed of a number of imbricated rings.

4. Resembling in pattern a surface of overlapping
tiles : = IMBBICATE a. 3.

1875 FORTNUM Majolica iii. 32 Sometimes ornamented ..

with chequered,
'

chevrone
'

or imbricated patterns.
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IMBRICATELY.

Imbricately (i mbrik,vtli , <niv, [f.
IMBRICATE

a. + -L\ -.} In ail imbricated manner or order.

1846 DANA Zoopk. (1848) 592 The pinnules, when unex-

panded, imbriatcly crowded.

Imbricating i mbrikc'tirj), ppl.a. [f. IMBRI-

CATE v. + -IM:
-'.J Overlapping like tiles.

1830 LIMM.EY \at. .tyst. Hot. 229 Flowers not ..sur-

rounded by imbricating bractca:. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mol-
Insca 156 Chiton Squamosus . . shell composed of 8 trans-
verse imbricating plates.

Imbrication (imbrik? -Jan), [n. of action: see

IMBRICATE v. and adj.]

f L ? The dropping of water from roof-tiles. Obs.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 68 Robbing the Eyes of their
natural Pent.house or Water-table, they expose them bare
to imbrications.

t2. (Seeqnots.) Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Imbrication, a covering with
Tile. 1658 PHILLIPS, Imbrication, a . . bending like a gutter-
tile, also a covering with tile.

3. An overlapping as of tiles ; a decorative pattern
imitative of this.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vm.iv. (1752)370 A well-made
tegument, beset with bristles, adorned with neat imbrica-
tions. 1831 R. KNOX Cloynet's Anal. 247 Their edges also

overlap each other, presenting the appearance of imbrica-
tion, to use the language of botanists. 1854 WOODWARD
Mollusca n. 327 Shell. .armed in front with rasp-like imbri-
cations. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 43 The imbrication
of the spinous first dorsal fin.

Imbricative (i'mbrikir'tiv), a. ff. IMBRICATE
v. : see -ATIVE. Cf. F. imbricatif, -ive.~\

= IMBRI-
CATE a. 3 a.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s.v. Imbricati-vus, Most botanists
call estivation imbricative, that which Candolle terms
irregular. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. IV. ii. 135 Imbricate
or Imbricative is the general name for aestivation (or ver-
nation) with overlapping.

Imbrica to-. Combining form from L. imbri-

cat-us, = imbricately-, imbricated and
; as im-

bricato-granulous, having imbricated granulations.
1851 DANA Crust. I. 212 Areolets partly granulous and

imbricato-granulous.

t I'mbrid, a. Obs. [ad. L. imbriJ-us, {. imbcr

rain.]
'

Wet, rainy' (Cockeram, 1623).
Imbrrer, v. Obs.

[f.
IM-I t BRIER j*.]

trans. To entangle as among briers.

1605 CHAPMAN All Fooles iv. Dram. Wks. 1873 I. 171 Ye
shall see, if . . I leave not both these gullers wits imbrier'd.
i6>a MABBE tr. A lemon's Guzman d1 A If. i. 113 Amidst how
many Brambles and Bushes .. must he im-bryer..himselfe
withall. 1690 J. PALMER in Andros Tracts I. 30 That they
were imbryar'd in an Indian-war.

Imbri'ferous, a. rare.
[f. L. imbrifer (f. imber

a shower): see -FEKOIIS.] Rain-bringing, showery.
1813 T. FORSTER Atmosph. Phxnam. (1815) So The im-

briferous quality of the atmosphere.

Imbrighten, obi. var. of KMBRIGHTEN.
Imbring, obs. var. of embering, EMBER 2

.

Imbring, var. of INBKING v. Obs.

t Imbri-stled, a. Obs. rare. [f. IM-! (
= En-) +

BRISTLE sb. + -ED l.] Covered as with bristles.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuff 9 All the fennie Lerna betwixt,'
that with reede is so imbnstled.

t Imbroca'do 1
. Obs. [Alteration of It. im-

broccata, as if from Sp. : see -ADO. Spelt also

EMBROCADO.] = IMBROCCATA.
1c 1600 Distracted Emp. iv. ii. (Bullen O. P. III. 233)

Favprytts are not without their steccados, imbrocados, and
pun'to]-reversos. 1613 WITHERS Abuses Stript i. v, They
are for nothing but the Imbrocado. 1657 R. LICON ISnr-
bildoes (1673) 52 Some of these Portugal Negroes . . play at

Kapier and Dagger very skilfully, with their Stockadoes,
their Imbrocados, and their Passes.

t Imbroea-do*. Obs.- [Alteration oflt.iw-
broccato (Florio) : cf. brocado, BROCADE, and EM-
linoCADo f.]

= BROCADE I.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 PHILLIPS, Imbrocado,
cloth of Gold or Silver.

Imbrocate, obs. var. EMBROCATE.
t Imbrocca'ta. Obs. [a. It. imbrofcata 'a

thrust at fence, or a venie giucn ouer the dagger
'

(Florio), f. imbroccare ' to giue a thrust at fence
ouer the dagger ',

f. brocca stud, nail (cf. BROACH
si.).] A pass or thrust in fencing (see above).
'595 SAVIOLO Pratticei) The maister shall .. breake the

same imbroccata or foyne outward from the lefte side. 1598
B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. vii, I would teach these
nineteene, the speciall rules, as .. your Stoccata, your Im-
broccata, your Passada. fig. 1599 B. JONSON ( 'ynthia's
Krv. v. ii, You have your passages and imbrocatas in court-
ship, as the bitter bob in wit.

Imbroder, -ery, obs. ff. EMBROIDER, -ERY.

t Imbro-glid, ///. a. 06s. rare- 1
, [var. of

embroiled 'see EMBROIL v.'*), influenced by It.

imbrogliare.\ Embroiled
; involved in a quarrel.

1670 COVEI.Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 247, I had likecl to have
been imbroglid for disputing it.

Imbroglio (imbr<5u-ly<>). Also em-, [a. It.

imbroglio
' an entangling, an enwrapping, a gar-

boile', etc. (Florio), f. broglio confusion: see
BROIL sb. 1 and v.*]
1. A confused heap.
1750 GKAV Long Story 66 Into the drawers and china pry,

W2? !, ?Sr*jf huBe '"'troglio. "Bso CABLYLK
Latter-d. Pamph. VIIL (1872) 283 It will lie there an im-
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broglio of torn boughs. 1864 BROWNING A Likeness 42,
1 keep my prints an imbroglio, Fifty in one portfolio.
2. A state of great confusion and entanglement ;

a complicated or difficult situation (esp. political
or dramatic) ; a confused misunderstanding or dis-

agreement, embroilment.
1818 LADY MORGAN Flor. Macartkt I. iv. 235 The

object of this farcical embroglio was the fanciful and ac-
complished ideologist. 1833 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 23
Apr. (1884', A financial imbroglio would be immediate
anarchy and general ruin. 1836 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 57No household imbroglios. 1864 Reader 8 Oct. 458/2 The
play is exceedingly clever in its intrigue and imbroglio.
1879 FARRAH-S* Paul xlii. II. 351 Matters had fallen into a
hopeless imbroglio. 1885 STEVENSON Dynamiter 60 The
terms of the letter, and the explosion of the early morning,
fitted together like parts in some obscure and mischievous
imbroglio.

3. ' A passage, in which the vocal or instrumental

parts are made to sing, or play, against each other,
in such a manner as to produce the effect of ap-
parent but really well-ordered confusion

'

(Grove
Diet. Mus. 1880).

Imbroider, -ery, Imbroil : see EMB-.

t Imbroin, v. Obs. Var. EMBROTN, to befoul.
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas, i. 74 b, He was imbroined and

arraied with the dunge. .whereof the lakes was full.

t Imbro-theled, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IM-1 +

BROTHEL sb. + -ED.] Placed in a brothel.

'59? DONNE Sat. ii. 64 Worse than Imbrotheld strumpet's
prostitute.

Imbrother, -browder, obs. ff. EMBROIDER.
Imbrown, obs. f. EMBKOWN.
Imbrue (imbr-), v. Forms: 5 enbrewe, en-,
imbrowe, 6-7 imbrewe, 6-8 em-, imbrew, 6-
em-, imbrue, [a. OF. embreuver 'to moisten,
bedeaw, soake in, soften with liquor ; also, to die,

indue, imbue' (Colgr.), metathetic form of em-
b(e]m>rer, embev e\rer, f. em-:i,. im- + -bevrer

(It. -beverare) :*biberare, i. L. bibere to drink.]
1 1. trans. To stain, dirty, defile. Obs.
1430 [see IMBRUED]. 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 331

Enbrewe not youre table . . ne ber-vppon ye wipe youre
knyfles. 1:1475 Babees Ilk. 157 Whanne ye shalle drynke,
your mouthe clence . . Youre handes eke that they in no
manere Imbrowe the cuppe. 1555 EDEN Decades 100 When
their fingers are imbrued with any ounctuous meates. 1579
TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 119/2 How can a man louche
whot pitche..and be not embrued? 1593 NASHE Christ's
T. 13 b, Stayning Berries, which embrued my hands.

2. To stain, dye (one's hand, sword, etc.) in or
with (blood, slaughter, etc.).
1519 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 259/1 From howre to howre

embruinge theyr handes in bloode. 1577 HANMER Anc.
Eccl. Hist. (1619) 337 Thy right hand is embrued with
slaughter and bloodshed. 1649 CROMWELL Let. 17 Sept.
in Carlyle, These barbarous wretches, who have imbrued
their hands in so much innocent blood. 1658 R. WHITE tr.

Diely's Powd. Symp. 11660) 138 A clout or rag of cloth
embrued with the blood. 1704 PRIOR Henry ff Emma
273 These hands in murder are imbrued. 1813 SCOTT
Kokcbyn, vi, Who has not heard how brave O'Neale In
English blood embrued his steel? 1848 MRS. JAM lESON^'acr.
* Leg. Art (1850) 335 They started back, unwilling to im-
brue their hands in the blood of their host.

b. Said of blood or bleeding wounds.
1597 DANIEL Civ. H T

ars Wks. (1717) 103 A Spring of
Blood . . embru'd the Face Of that accursed Caitiff. 1636
G. SANDYS /*rtrrr/^r./V.c.\xxvi. ./Egyptians. .Whose wounds
tlie thirsty Earth imbrew. 1776 MICKLE tr. Camocns'
Lusiad 4tQ His son's life-gore his wither'd hands imbrews.
1814 CARV Dante, In/, xii. 124 Shallow more and more
the blood became, So that at last it but imbrued the feet.

1 3. In pregnant sense (with blood understood) :

a. said of a person ; also absol. ; b. of a weapon
piercing a part ; c. with the weapon as object :

to thrust, plunge, flesh. Obs.
* "597.SHAKS. 2 flea. IV, n. iv. 210 What? shall wee

haue Incision? Shall wee embrew? 1715-90 PorE Iliad
xiv. 602 What chief, what hero, first embru'd the field?
b. c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxxvn. x, Their swordes shall their

own hartes imbrew. 1590 SHAKS. Mii/s. N. v. i. 350 Come
trusty sword : Come blade, my_ brest imbrue.
C. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. in. xii. 32 A murdrous knife. .The

which he thought . . In her tormented bodie to embrew.
1703 POPE Thcbais 722 In their hearts embrues her cruel
claws. 1749 SMOLLETT Regie, v. vi, And in th' assassin's
la-art Imbru'd my faithful steel.

d. Her. To slain with blood : see IMBRUED.
1 4. To soak, steep in, or saturate with any

moisture. Also absol. Obs.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 200 The

stones were imbrued with the tears of her devout eyes.
1590 BARROUGH Meth. Pkysick vnl. (1639) 443 When all
these [materials] be bruised, imbrue them in the juyce of
Fumitory. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 211 One out of
cunositie I tasted of, which . . malignantly bit . . my mouth
and hps, as if Vitriol! and Sulphur had beene imbrued.
t " fig- To steep -in ; to imbue with

; to infect.

1565 HARDING in Jewel Def. A to!. (1611) 344 Cornelius

Agrippa .. was imbrewed with Heresies that sprang vp in
his time. 1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all B iv b, Their
mindes were imbrued with such follies. 1639 GKNTILIS
Strvita's Inquis. (1676) 868 It is done for fear lest they
should be embrewed with some false Doctrine. 1674 "
FAIRFAX Bulk * Selv. 43

' Whereness '

is a word, which . .

is almost quite embrew'd in Body if not altogether.
H 6. ' To pour, to emit moisture

'

(J.). _^io SPENSER F. Q. n. v. 33 Some bathed kisses, and did
oft embrew The sugured hcour through his melting tips.

IMBUE.

Hence Imbriring vbl. sb.

c 1475 ISabets Bk. 147 On the horde lenynge be yee nat
sene. Hut from embrowyng the clothe yee kcpe clene. 155*
HuLOKT, liubriiynge, Loke defilynge.

Imbrued (imbr-d), ///. a. [f. prec. 4- -ED '.]

Stained, dyed, etc., esp. with blood or slaughter :

see prec.
c 1430 Stans fixer 38 in Batees Rk. 20 With moub en-

browide bi cuppe bou not lake, a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.

yi.
v. 8 He hath not the body of our Lord in his foul

imbrued hands, a 1618 F. GREVIL Mvstafha i. i. Wks.
(1633) 82 Persia, our old imbrued enemy. 1647 W. BROWNE
tr. Gombtrv. Pole*, n. iv. 1 19 The most imbrued and greatest
murtherers amongst the Arabians.

b. Her. Stained with blood.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xiv. (1679) 251 He beareth

Sable a Cheveron between 3 Spears heads, Argent, their

points embrued, proper, by the name of Morgaa 1787
PORNY Eltin. Herald. Gloss., Intbmeit, is said of Spears
heads spotted with blood . 1863 BOUTELL Her. Hist. 4- Pof.
244 A dexter hand . . holding erect a dagger, imbrued, all ppr.
Inibrue'nieut. rare. [f. as prec. + -MI.M

.]

Tincture, infusion, imbuing.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1890 TALMAGE Fr. Manger to Throne

150 Being of a receptive nature with strong itnbruement of
religious instinct.

Imbrute (imbr-t), v. Also em-,
[f. IM-1 +

BRUTE j/.i]
1. trans. To degrade to the level of a brute

;
to

make bestial, brutalize.

1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xvi. 165 Wee finde how
farre natural! corruption . .can imbrute the Manners ofMen.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 166, I . . am now constraind Into a
Beast, and mixt with bestial slime, This essence to incar-
nate and imbrute. 174:1 YOUNG Nt, Th. n. 347 Dismounted
ey'ry great and glorious aim

; Embruted ev'ry faculty
divine. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost x.i(rj To indulge
his love of pleasure so as to soften, to debase, to imbrute
himself.

2. inlr. To sink or lapse to the level of a brute ;

to become bestial or degraded.
1634 MILTON Comus 468 The soul grows clotted by con-

tagion, Embodies, and emhrules. ,11760 I. H. BROWNE
Poems, On a fit ofGout, So when the mind imbrutes in
sloth supine, Sharp pangs

awake her energy Divine.
1 1 dice Imbr u'tiug vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1809 KNOX & J EBB Corr. I. 497 That embodying and em-
bruting of the soul, which is the true antipode to pure and
undefiled religion. 1830 H. N. COLERIDGE Grk. Poets (1834)
307. 1866 FELTON Anc. ff Mod. Gr. II. i. i. 253 The im-
bruting despotism of a barbarous conqueror.
Zmbrnted (imbr-ted),/>//. a. Also em-, [f.

IMBRUTE 4- -ED 1
.] Degraded to the level of a brute ;

brutalized.

1765 BEATTIE To Churchill 121 Thy gross imbruted sense.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) III. 208 The fetisch of
the imbruted African. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi n. vii, A de-
generate and embruted people.

Inibrutement [imbrtm&)t). [f. IMBRUTE 4-

-MENT.] The action of IMBRUTE v.
; brutalization.

a 1837 SIR S. E. BBYDGES cited in Worcester. 1869 BUSH-
NEI.L Worn. Suffrage i. 12 For poor women to justify their
imbrutement in a specially disgusting livelihood.

I Imbru'tian, i' Obs. rare. [f.
IM-! + BRUTISH

a. Cf. EMURUTISH.] = IMBRUTE v. i.

1639 LAUD Confer, w. Fisher 16. 60 All that have not im-
brutished themselves and sunke below their species.

i Imbtrd, v. Obs. rare. [f. IM-> *- BUD s/>.]
To graft by inoculation. 1577 [see IMBRANCH].

Imbud, var. of EMBUD v.

Imbue (imbiK-), z. Also 6-7 imbew. [Found
c 1 550 ; ad. L. imbufre to wet, moisten, tinge, stain,

imbrue, imbue. In earlier examples only in the

pa. pple. imbued, answering to the L. pa. pple.
imbut-ns, but prob. influenced by the synony-
mous F. imbii (fonnd from i6th c.), now treated as

pa. pple. of a vb. imboite (refashioned from OF.
fmboire, pa. pple. embeil, embehu, embu^, but, as
shown by the early forms imbut (1507 in Hatz.-

Darm.), imbuit (c 1530 in Godefioy Compl.), prob.,
in its origin, ad. L. imbutus. There was also F.

imlruer, pa. pple. imbut, in occas. use 1560-1600.
'755 JOHNSON, Imbue, . .this word, which seems wanted in

our language, has been proposed by several writers, but not
yet adopted by the rest.]

1. trans, 'i o saturate, wet thoroughly (with mois-

ture) ; to dye, tinge, impregnate jvith colour or
some physical quality).
1594 CAREW Tasso (1881! 72 Ornes and Ceders with sweete

sent imbewd. lluartes Exam. Wits (1616) 1^8 They
had their bones, their sinewes, and their flesh, so imbewed
with Manna and his qualities, that . . they longed after

nothing else. 1663 BOYLE Exfer. Hist. Colours in. xlviii. 6

Copper plentifully dissolved in aqua fortis, will imbue several
bodies with the colour of the solution. 1735 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet. s.v. Sallet, It is incredible how small a Quantity of Oil
in this Quality will suffice to imbue a very plentiful Quantity
of Sallet-Herbs. 1818 WORDSW. Ox Even, extraord. Beauty
ii, Beamy radiance, that imbues Whate'er it strikes with

Cere-cloth, imbued with unguents and spices.

b. To imbrue v with blood).
1850 MERIVAM-: Kom. Emf. (1852) II. 355 The refractory

legions imbued with the blood of their officers. 1874 HOL-
LAND Mistr. Manse xx. 210 Hands in kindred blood imbued.
2. To impregnate, permeate, pervade, or inspire

(with opinions, feelings, habits, etc.).



IMBUEMENT.
1555 EDEN Decades 168 The nations seeme apte . . to be

imbued with good maners. 1591 SPENSER Ruines Rome
xxiv, What

fejl Erynnis with hot burning tongs, Did grype
your hearts with noysome rage imbew'd? 1667 MILTON P.
L. vni. 216 Thy words with Grace Divine Imbu'd. 1736
BERKELEY Disc, to Magistrates Wks. III. 415 To imbue
the multitude with such notions as may control their appe-
tites. i8zz HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. v. (1869) 118 He is so
thoroughly imbued with the spirit of his authors. 1865 M.
ARNOLD Ess. Crit. x. (1875) 419 How deeply the prejudices
of the multitude imbued the educated class also.

Hence Imlnie'ment, the action of imbuing, the
fact of being imbued.

016^3 URQUHART Ratelais in. xiii. 101 An Imbuement
from its Divine Source. 1864 in WEBSTER.
tlmbui'tion. Obs. rare . [irreg. from imbue:

cf. IMBDTION.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Imbuition, a thorough moistning, also a

seasoning, also a staining.

Imbull, var. of EMBULL.
t Imbu-rden, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. IM-' + BUB-
DEN si.] trans. To lay as a burden.
1557 Saruin Primer Ps. xxxii, For date and night hath

thyne hand been imburdeined upon me.

t Imbu-ried,pa.pple. Obs.-"
[f. In-i + BURIED.]

Entombed; 'laydinbed' (Cockeram, 1623).
Imburse (imb-js), v. Now rare. Also 6

ymburss, 7 emborse, emburse. [ad. late and
med.L. imbursare (It. imborsare, OF. endorser, F.

embourser), f. im- (In-
1

)
+ bursa purse: cf. dis-

burse, re-imburse.]
1. trans. To put into one's (or a) purse ; to stow

away, store up.
c 1530 Debate Somer f, Wynter in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 37

Thou sellyst in to exyle my goodes mone ymburssed.
1678 Pol. Ballads (1860) I. 208 Then Titus.. oft did on
Pickering call, His charity to imburse. 1731 BAILEY, To
imburse, to put into Stock of Money. 1755 JOHNSON, To
Imburse, to stock with money. This should be emburse
homembaurser. 1871 MARIA F. ROSSETTI Shadow ofDante
(1884) 56 Round holes, 'p_urses* in which these money-
sinners are imbursed from sight.

t b. transf. To pour as into a purse, nonce-use.
1692 J. SALTER Triumphs Jesus 6 Fountains and Rivers

with an eager Course Wou'd to the Ocean all their Floods
imburse.

2. f a. To enrich. Obs. b. To pay, refund.

1641-6 EARL MONM. tr. Biondi's Civil Warres iv. v. 132
The spoiles, estimated at 1600000. Crownes . .emborsed them
that were the Authors or Permitters thereof. 1721 BAILEY,
Emburse, to restore or refund Money owing. 1890 Daily
News 25 Nov. 2/1 The Bank naturally desires to be imbursed
for the double work.

Imbirrsemeiit. rare.
[f. prec. + -MENT.]

The action of supplying with money ; payment.
1665 MANLEY Grotitts" Low C. Warres 94 Provision was

made for Imbursement of all Charges, by giving to him.,
whatever Towns the Enemy held beyond the Maze. 1762
tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V. 537 He . . was obliged . . for the
imbursement thereof to grant certain prefecturates, places
and estates.

Imbushment, obs. form of AMBUSHMENT.
Imbusy, var. of EMBUSY v. Obs.

t Imbtrte, Obs. rare. [f.
L. imbut-, ppl.

stem of imbuere to IMBUE.] trans. To steep, soak.

Hence
) Imbtrtion, steeping, soaking.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf. 53 An Infusion or rather. .

an Imbution. Ibid. 586 Fumatory, in whose succe their

Powders must be . . imbuted.

I-medled, ME. pa. pple. of MEDDLE. I-meind,
i-meint, of MENG ., to mingle.

tl-mele, . Obs. [OE. pmxlan (= OHG.
gimahalan, MUG. gemahelen), f. mxlan to speak :

see MELE v.~\ intr. To speak, say.
ii looo Cazdmoiis Gen. 787 (Gr.) Adam ^emselde and to

Euan sprsec. a 1240 Ureisnn 48 in Cotf. Horn. 193 Ne mei
. . no mu5 imelen . . Hu muchel god Su ^eirkest wuS-inne

paradise.

t Ime'Ue,/''<-A and adv. Obs. Also 4 in melle,
4 ymel, 5 ymelle. [Of Norse origin : cf. OSw.
z mxlli, Sw. emellan, Da. imelltm ON. / milli,
{ millum, f. ON. metial MIDDLE ; cf. AMELLE.]
A. prep. Amid, among.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1126 To loue be lombe his meyny
in melle. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve''s T. 251 (Ellesm. & Heng.)
Lowhilkacowplyngis ymel [OttierMSS. a-mong, betwene,
bitwixe, ytwix] hem alle. c 1400 Rffwland $ O. 84 Oure
noble kynge. . His doghety men I-melle. c 1440 MS. Line.
Med. If. 287 (Halliw.) Whenne the leves are dryede ynowghe
and bakene y-melle the stones.

B. adv. Together; = AMONG adv. 3.

1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 24 Hew byn henne and do
ber to bennejty henne and }olkes of eyren imelle.

I-melled, ME. pa. pple. of MELL v., to mix.

I-melt, of MELT v. I-membred, obs. f. MEM-
BEBED a.

t I-mene, adj. and adv. Obs. [OE. gemsene
=

OS. gimeni, OFris. gemene, OHG. gimeini (Ger.

gemein, Du. gemeen), Goth, gamains common :

OTeut. *gamaini-z, cognate with L. communis.]
A. adj. Common (to a number), shared or

owned in common.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 29 Hwaet ys be and us zemsene?

c 1050 Suppl. SElfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 177/10 Com-

fascirus ager, jjemaene les. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 101 Heo
dudan heore Hng heom 3emene. c 1200 ORMIN 5506 Swa
ban je mu^henn alle imaen patt rihhte wej^e folljhenn.
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c 1230 Hali Meid. 23 pat is to alle iliche imeane. a 1250Owl ff Night. 628 Hit is fele other wi3te imene.
B. adv. In common, together.

c 'i00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 31 Ne haue bu naht bin ojen wif,
ac ooer mannes imene. a 1225 Ancr. K. 90 Cume we nu
eft a}an & speken of alle imene. c 1400 K. Gloucester's
C/tron. (Rolls) 1015+106 in App. 805 Mid ech god man
ymene pus argal was out ydriue.
Hence f I-me-unesse [OE. gfmjtltmsst}, com-

munion, fellowship, society.
cioso Martyrol. in Cockayne Shrine 127 Sealdon hi

baer in bara fasmnena ^emsennesse. <t 1240 Lofsong in Cotf.
Horn. 217, I bileue. .on holi chirche, imennesse of haluwen.

I-meng(e)d, ME. pa. pple. of MENG v., mingle.
Imergency, obs. f. EMERGENCY.

I-merked,ME.pa.pple.ofMABK v. I-merred,
of MAB v. I-met, i-mett, of MEET v.

tl-met. Obs. [OE. geme((=-OS. gimet, OHG.
gamez,, kimez^, f. OE. metan, Goth, mitan to mea-

sure.] Measure ; moderation.
C97S RUS/KU. Gasp. Matt. vii. 2 In Saem Remete be ge

metaj?, c 1000 Entimvin. Men 25 in Exeter Bk., py Ises he

;
.of xemete hweorfe. c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 137 Bi3on ilke

imet oe }e mete5. #1225 Ancr. R. 286 Euerich bing me
mei, bauh, ouerdon. Best is eucr imete.

tl-mete, a. Obs. [OE. gemJete (
= OHG. ge-

m&zf, MHG.-^),f. meete MEET a.] Moderate;
meet, fit, appropriate.
(a 1000 Cxdmoris Daniel 492 (Gr.) Wear5 him hyrra hyge

..bonne Jemet wasre.] c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 105 Temper-
antia

^bet
is metnesse on englisc, t~et mon beo imete on

alle bmg. c 1205 LAY. 6584 He wes of hi.s speche seiche

monoe imete. a 1300 Leg. Rood(i%ii) 30 Hi ne mi^te it

make Imete.

Hence f I-metnesse, moderation.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 101 Imetnesse is alre mihta moder.
I-mete v. : see YMETE, to meet. I-mete(n,
ME. pa. pple. of METE v., to measure.

t I-metlich, a. Obs. [OE. gemetlic, f. gemet,
I-MET ji. + -//f, -LT 1

.] Moderate; meet; of mode-
rate size.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xiv. 2 Mara . . gesceafta bonne
he beburfe o55e him xemetlic seo. c 1000 Father's Instruct.

87 in Exeter Bk., Wisfxst and ?;emetlice. c 1205 LAY.
21783 An imetliche broc be of ban mere ualleS.

t Imi'd, adv. and prep. Obs. [Northern var. of
AMID. The i- (varying with -) might be merely
a phonetic weakening, or it might be from in : cf.

in middum in Rushw. Gosp., inmiddes in Cursor
M. (imyddcs in Hampole), in mydde in Morte

Arthur.] Amid, amidst
;

in the middle (of).
a 1300 Cursor M. 6612 (Gott.) pai fand hot wormis crou-

land imyd [Cotf. emid, Fairf. amid]. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Cause. 5167 Imyd be erthe withouten it falles.

So f Imi'ddes /;<;/.
= AMIDST.

1340 HAMPOLE Pi: Consc. 5185 lerusalem. .pat standes

imyddes be world so wyde.

Illlide (i'msid, imai'd). Chem. [Purposely
altered from AMIDE.] A name given to derivatives

of ammonia (NH 3), in which two atoms of hydro-
gen are exchanged for a metal or organic radical ;

these being viewed as compounds of the metal,
etc., with a hypothetical radical Imidogeu
(imai'dtfid^en), NH. Often in combination, as in

succin-imide, NH .CO.
1850 DAUBENY Atom. The. viii. (ed. 2) 248 Imidogen, by

which name Laurent intended to express ammonia shorn
of 2 of its hydrogen atoms. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem.
III. 246 Imides, monamides. in which 2 at. hydrogen are

replaced by a diatomic radicle. 1869 l^ng. Mech. 2 July 339/1
linides . . bodies intermediate between the amides and ni-

trites, supposed to contain a hypothetical radicle, imidogen.
Hence Imi'do-, combining form of pi'ec., as in

imidocaprylic acid, imidocaprylimide, imidosul-

phonic acid, imidosulphonale, etc.

1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 381 The products are

imidocaprylic acid and imidocaprylimide.

t I-milce, -milse, v. Obs. Also imilze. [OE.
gemiltsian, f. miltsian f. milts mildness, mercy : see

MILCE.] trans. To have mercy upon, pardon.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 34 Da fte-miltsode he him.

c looo Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) Ivi. i (Bosw.) gemiltsa me God
Semiltsa min. c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 39 Bute we inwarliche
imilcien and for5euen ban monne. (1205 LAY. 16837 Imilze
bu Octa & his iueren. . gif heownlle5cristindom..vnder-fon.

I-mist, ME. pa. pple. of Miss v.

Imit (si'mit). nonce-wd.
[f. L. im-us lowest,

after summit ; cf. med.L. tmiliis.'] Lowest point.
1885 TAIT Properties Matter iv. 85. 72 A watercourse is

thus the stream-line drawn from a col so as to pass through
an Imit, or lowest point of the surface.

Imitability (i^mitabi-llti). [f. IMITABLE : see

-ITY.] The quality of being imitable.

1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 159 The various modes of

Imitability or Participation. 1701 Ideal World I. v. 254
This account . . so far as it states the ideality of God upon
his imitability or participability, is truly Platonic. 1887
W. M. ROSSETTI m Shelley Soc. Papers 6 Outside the

precincts of imitability.

Imitable (i'mitab'l),a. [a.F.zVzV<zi/(i6thc.),
ad. L. imitabilis, f. imitarito imitate : see -ABLE.]
1. Capable of being imitated.

1598 FLORID, Imitabile, imitable, that may be imitated.

1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Praise Pindar i, Pindar is

imitable by_ none. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 133 F i We
secretly believe the Part of the dying Person imitable by

IMITATE.

ourselves. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope viii. 198 All poets who
have any marked style are more or less imitable.

f 2. Deserving of imitation. 06s*
1550 NICOLI.S Tkucyd. 6 That whiche shalbe founden to be

therein Imitable and good to foliowe. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE
Chr. Mor. i. 12 The worst of times afford imitable examples
of virtue. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 82 Such advanta-
geous Lights, as shall.. make the Vice that ought to be
censured, imitable. 1781 R. TWINING in Twining Fam,
Papers (1887) 16 Wishing that painters and sculptors would
confine their labours to imitable subjects.

Hence I niitableness, imitable quality.
1633 AMES Agst. Cerent, n. 493 The reason of this imi-

tablenesse is the same. 1774 A. GIB Pres. Truth I. 332
The perpetual obligation and imitableness of the precepts
and examples.

t rmitably, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] By
way of imitation or counterfeiting.
16x6 J. LANE Cont. SqrSs T. 174 And theareof imitablie

deignes declaime, To force a truith out of neutralitie.

flmita'men. Obs. rare 1
, [a. L. imitamen,

f. imitari to imitate.] An imitation
;
a counterfeit.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles m. 51 Al the Phoenician Baalim
and Grecian Demons were but Idolatric Imitamens or Apes
of the true Messias.

I'mitancy. nonce-wd. [f. L. imitant-emi see

next and -ANCY.] The quality or property of

imitating ;
imitativeness.

1832 CARLYLE Misc. Kss.
t BoswelFs Johnson (1872) IV.

88 The servile imitancy. .of Mankind might be illustrated
under the different figure. .of a Flock of Sheep. 1850
Latfer-d, Pamph. i. (1872^ 37 Not 'humanity* or manhood
. .apehood rather, paltry imitancy, from the teeth outward,

I'niitaiit. rare. [f. L. imitdnt-em imitating,

pres. pple. of imitari \x> imitate : see -ANT.] That
which imitates

;
a counterfeit article or product.

1888 Sci. Anier. 3 Mar. 135/2 To lower the quality and
,.to foster the use of imitants and adulterants.

Imitate (rmit^O, v. Also 7 imm-.
[f. L.

imitat-, ppl. stem of imitari to copy, etc.]
1. trans. To do or try to do after the manner of;

to folloxv the example of
;
to copy in action.

1554 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1346/1 He that so
receiueth the bloude of hys redemer, that he will not yet
imitate and follow his passion. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Cone-

staggio 18 Beseeching the King to. .imitate the example of
his auncestors. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. i.

xviii, 50 Spigelius whom Laurenbergius of Rostoch does

faithfully imitate, has assigned other uses to these Capsulaa.
1697 DAMPIER l-'oy. I. 7 The Children imitating their Parents.

1781 GIBBON Decl. # /''. xxviii. III. 75 note^ In the form
and disposition of his ten books of epistles, he imitated the

younger Pliny. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serin, vii. (1877) 158
We are to imitate others so far as they possess moral quali-
ties which are of general and common service.

b. Sometimes with implication of incongruity or

of specific purpose : To mimic, counterfeit.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 558 The Hyaena.. will

imitate humane voyce, and . . having heard the name of some
of the Shepheards will call him. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc's Trav, 381 Of Apes and Monkies there are.. that
will imitate all they see. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. iii.

(1840) 76 It remains a question here, by what power.. the

magicians of Egypt.. in short mimicked or imitated the
miracles of Moses and Aavon. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Com>ersat.

73 Miss, (imitating Lady Answerall's Tone) Very pretty !

"t*C. Said of undesigned similarity of action. Obs.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commix*. (1603) 169 Herein it

should seeme they immitate the opinion of the Stpikes.
1602 PATERICKE tr. Gentillet 77 The Paynims also imitated

this of Moses his sacrifices, that they immolated the like

beasts.

t d. With inf. : To endeavour, make an attempt
to do something. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1626 BACON (J.), We imitate and practise to make swifter

motions than any out of your muskets, a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Imitate^ to attempt; to endeavour. Ex. A
child, or a sick person

' imitated to walk '.

2. To make or produce a copy or representation

of; to copy, reproduce.
1590 SPENSER F, Q. H. xii. 42 A place pickt put by choyce

of best alyve, That natures worke by art can imitate. 1638
F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients 19 Some Artificers.. can
imitate the workes of others most accurately. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. 73 They do what they can to

imitate the Galleasses of Venice. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n.

vii. 260 By such means it is possible to imitate the pheno-
mena of the firmament

b. ' To pursue the course of (a composition) so

as to use parallel images and examples' (J.).

1700 DRYDEN Fables Pref. (Globe) 496 The adventures of

Ulysses in the Odysseis are imitated in the first six books
of Virgil's /Enels. <H73GAY (J.), For shame ! what.imitate
an ode ! #1832 SCOTT Frederick <$ Alice note, This tale is

imitated, rather than translated, from a fragment.

3. To be, become, or make oneself like ; to

assume the aspect or semblance of; to simulate:

a. intentionally or consciously ;
b. unintention-

ally or unconsciously.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 265 Red.. Paints it selfe

blacke, to imitate her brow. 1601 Tiuel. N. in. iv. 418
For him I imitate. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 7 In habite they
imitate the Italians. 1654 Z. COKE Z^/cA (1657) 138 The
conclusion must imitate the more unworthy and weaker

part that is premised. 174^1
FIELDING Tom Jones iv. xii,

The diseases of the mind .. imitate those of the body. 1839
MURCHISON Silur.Syst. i. xiv. 179 Where they may be seen

in countless profusion, imitating in thejr outline, horse-shoes,

rings, almonds, etc. Mod. A lath painted to imitate iron.

Hence I'mitated ppl. a.
;
I'nutating vbl. 3b. and

ppl a.
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IMITATE.

1591 PERCIVAI.I. Xf. Diet., Rrmeftauiitntu, imitating.
1686 PLOT Stajforihh. 284 This imitating quality . . 1

involuntary. 1697 DKVHI.N ./.'</</ x. 905 Tliis luu.d

appeared a shining sword to wield, And that sustain'd an
imitated shield. 1745 KLIZA HKYWOon^V/..yA*''/or(i748)
IV. 24 In tlii< itniuitiii^ age there will be few fond enough
of vice to be out of the fashion.

t I'mitate, st. Obs. rare. [ad. L. imital-us an

imitation, f. imitarl to IMITATE.] An imitation.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles l. in. i. 15 The Greek Rapsodics
and Rapsodists, were but Satanic Imitates of the Hebrew
PsahlVnllsts.

Imitation (trait?'-/"!)- Also 6 ymy-, imyta-
cion. [ad. L. imitation-em, n. of action from
imitarl to IMITATE : perh. through F. imitation.'}
1. The action or practice of imitating or copying.

\Arts of imitation imitative arts.

1501 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitation* (title) A full deuoute &
Kostetey treatyse of y^ Imytacion & folowynge y blessyd
lyfe of our most merciful! sauiour crysl. 1520 WHITINTON
Vulg. (1527) 3 Many fresslic wyttes by that blynde imita-

cyon be deceyued. 1*38 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 150
Concerning the manifold use of these Arts of imitation.

77 DE tOE Syst. Magic I. i. (1840) 7 Adam's posterity
learnt to speak more immediately from him and Eve their

mother, by mere imitation of sounds. 1769 Junins Lett.
v. 28 An example for imitation. 1820 COLTON Lacon ccxvii,
Imitation is the sincerest of flattery. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.
Serm. ii. 26 Imitation, as well as nature, is the source of
particular virtues.

b. Phrase: inimitationof(*$.. al'imit<ttio>ide').
Also \after the, accon/iitg to the, out ofan imita-
tion of; f in his imitation (cf. F. a son imitation'.
1579 80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 3 They learned it not of

the Arabians.. neither did they it after the imitation of the
Missians. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. u. xxi.

58 According to the imitation of the auncient Graecians and
Romaines. 1586 A. DAV Kng. Secretary i. (1625) 20 In
imitation of the best and most learned judgements of our
time. 1594 CAREW Httarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 133 That
which this notable man vsed to doe . . I am now also resolued
to doe in his imitation. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. n. xxix. 170
To see the late troubles in England, out of an imitation of
the Low Countries. iSaj RUTTEK Fonthill 25 Carved
timber work, painted in imitation of old oak.
2. The result or product of imitating ; a copy, an

artificial likeness ; a thing made to look like some-
thing else, which it is not

; a counterfeit.
1601 SHAKS. jfnl. C. iv. i. 37 One that feeds On Objects,

Arts, and Imitations. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients
349 So is the imitation of an imitation much more hard
and difficult. 1768 JOHNSON Pref. Shaks., Imitations pro-
duce pain or pleasure, not because they are mistaken for
realities. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 66 They are not
true philosophers, but only an imitation. 1876 HUMPHREYS
Coin-Coll. Man. 405 Modern imitations of ancient coins.

3. Literature. ' A method of translating looser
than paraphrase, in which modern examples and
illustrations are used for ancient, or domestick for

foreign
'

fJ.) ; a composition of this nature.

1656 COWLEY Pindar. Odes, Praise I'intiar, In imitation
of Hsrace~Tiis second Ode, Ii. 4. a 1711 PKIOR (title} The
Lady's Looking-Glass. In imitation of a Greek Idyllium.
1734 WATTS Rtiif. JHV., llebr. Pact, The Difficulty of
a just Translation of the Psalms of David . .an Apology for
the Imitation of them in Christian Language. 1870 CHKISTIK

"

in Dryden's Wks. (Globe) 488 Dryden s imitations, or, as he
himself calls them, translations of Chaucer and Boccacio,
were made in 1638 and 1609. .

4. Mus. The repetition of a phrase or melody,
usually at a different pitch, in another part or voice,
either with the same intervals, rhythm, motion, etc.

(exact imitation*,, or with these more or less modi-
fied (free imitation : see also AUGMENTATION,
DIMINUTION, INVERSION'.

1717-4^ CHAMBERS Cycl., Imitation, in music, a kind of
composition wherein one part is made to imitate another
either throughout the whole piece, which is one of the
kinds of canon, or only during some measures, which is

a simple imitation. 1880 OUSELEY in Grove Diet. Mus.
I. 765 If the imitation is absolutely exact as to intervals it

becomes a Canon .. Imitations may take place at any
interval or at any distance. Ibid. 569 A specimen of simple
imitation at the octave. . ; from such a small germ as this. .

the. .modern fugue has been gradually developed.
5. atlrib. Made (of less costly material in imita-

tion of a real or genuine article or substance.
1858 GKEENKR Gunnery 241 The fitting-tip of an imitation

gun for the African market . . with an imitation musket for
the same. 1895 Oracle Entycl. II. 125/1 Imitation tortoise-
shell combs.

Imitational (imit^'-Janal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

Of, pert.iining to, or characterized by imitation.
1833 Q. Rev XLIK. 517 Weak and merely imitational

as many of the pieces included in this volume are. 1874
SAYCE Comfar. Philol. vi. 237 Roots are not emotional or
imitational cries although they may have grown out ofthem.

Imitationist (imit^'-Jsnist). [f. as prec. +
-isr.] One who practises imitation, or gives imita-
tions

;

'

a mere imitator, one who wants originality '.

In mod Diets.

Imitative (i-mit*'tiv), a. (so.) [ad. late L.
imitdtiv-us, f. imitdri(see -ATIVK'

; cf. V.imitatif.}
1. Characterized by or consisting in imitation.
Imitative arts, the arts of painting and sculpture ; imita-

tive viord, a word which reproduces a natural sound.
1584 TWYKE /Eneid Life A vii, There are three kinde of
tiles in a Poemc, elher Actme, ether Imitatiue which
Graecians call Dramnticum. 1697 DHYDEN Virg. Gtorg n.
282 Ploughing; it an imilaiivc Toil, Resembling Nature in
an easie Soil. 1753 HOGARTH Anal, lleauty xi. 91 It U

60

allowed by the most skilful in the imitative arts. 1853 KUSKIN
Stones I'cn. II. vi, This is the error .. of merely imitative
painters of still life, flowers, &c. 1865 TVLOK Karly Hist.
Man. ii. 15 Words which are evidently imitative, like

peewit '.

b. Const, of.

1700 DRYUEN Palamon $ A. 11. 527 This temple ..Was
imitative of the first in Thrace. 1849 FREEMAN Archil, \.

l. v. 93 Some of them are . . directly imitative of the timber
construction. 1867 Miss BKOUCHTON Not wisely II. ii. 36
Walking, .in a manner feebly imitative of the human gait.
2. Given to imitation

; prone to imitate, copy,
or mimic.
175* HUME Ea. i, Treat. (1777) I. 216 The human mind

is of a very imitative nature. 1817 GIPFORD For,fs flays
Introd. 36 At present, we are become an imitative, not to
say a mimic, race. 1837 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 249Human beings are very imitative.

3. That imitates the appearance of something
else ; simulative ; fictitious ; counterfeit.

1838 DICKENS Nich, Nick, xxv, Dazzling articles of imita-
tive jewellery almost equal to real.

t B. as si>. (See quot.) OPS.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4\ Imitath-es, in Grammar, those sort

of Verbs which express any kind of Imitation ; as Patris-
sare, to take after the Father, or imitate his actions, humor,
or fashion.

Hence I'mitatively adv., in an imitative manner
;

I mitativeness, imitative quality.
(t 1846 MARTINEAU cited in Worcester for hnitatireness.

a. 1849 PE // B. Hirst Wks. 1864 III. 209 His chief sin is

imitativeness. 1879 Casselts Tcc/m. Educ. v. 279 If plants
are employed as ornaments they must not be treated imita-

lively.

Imitator (i-mite'tai). Also 6 imm-, 6-7 -our,
-er. [ad. F. imilateur (i^h.c.), ad. L. imitator-em,
agent-noun f. imitarl to IMITATE.] One who imi-

tates, copies, or follows another
; one who produces

an imitation of anything. Also transf. of things.
1513 Lix BERNERS /'rowi. Pref. (1812)!. Dij, In semblable

wyse dyd his imytator, noble duke Theseus. 1541 COPLAND
Galyen s Ttrafatt. 2 G iij b, Medycyne ought to be innny-
tatour..of nature. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's
Voy. in. xvii. 102 b, This they doe to shew themselves true
immitatours of their Prophet. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. v.

565 Let your bright Virtues Imitators draw, a 183* BEN-
THAM Man. Pol. Econ. Wks. 1843 III. 71 In new inven-
tions, protection against imitators is not less necessary than
in established manufactures protection against thieves. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Sfec.xlv. (1873) 376 We never find an imitator
living remote from the form which it imitates.

Hence I mita torship, the office of an imitator.

1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie in. viii. 218 When to seruile

imilatorship Some spruce Athenian pen is prentized, Tis
worse then Apish.

Imitatress (i-mit^'tres). [f. prec. : see -Ess 1
.]= next.

a 1834 COLERIDGE in Lit. Kern. (1836) I. 220 We all know
that art is the imitatress of nature. 1865 PUSEY F.ircn. --6

Superstition, the false imitatressoftrue piety. rtfyStandiird
30 Sept. 5 '4 The imitatress of the Second Catherine.

Imitatrix (imit>triks). [a. L. imitdtrix, fern,

of imitator,] A female imitator.
1606 Sir G. Goosecafpe n. ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 53 The

most witty Imitatrixes of them. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. llrit.
ix. xx. (1632) 972 Our Dutchesse was but an imitatrix. 1745
A. BuTLBI Lives qfSaints, Isidore (1847) V. 194 He made
her a faithful imttatrix of his virtues. 1893 Cornh. King.
May 495 Nature is a subtler imitatrix.

t I'mitatnre. Obs. rare. [f. L. imilat-, ppl.
stem (see IMITATE) + -URE.] Imitation.

165* H. COGAN tr. Scudcry's Ibraliim \. ii. 27 She gave
me her picture, which she had drawn in imitature, by be-

holding her self in a glass.

Immaciated, obs. var. of EMACIATED.
1748 Ansan's Voy. in. vii. 362 Theirown immaciated ship-

mates.

t Imma'CUlable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

immaculdliilis, f. maculare to spot: see -BLE.]
Incapable of stain.

1614 FISHER in F. White Repl. Fisher 449 The bodie of
Christ is. .in things impure immaculable.

Immaculacy (im;e-kilasi;. [f. IMMACULATE :

see -ACY.] Immaculate condition or quality.
1709 E. DC Bois Piece Family Biog. I. 19, I . .will not . .

sully the immaculacy of my page with a reflection [etc.].

1817 J. SCOTT Paris Rcvis. (ed. 4) 252 Perrone is called
the fncelle, because it had never been violated by an
enemy ; but her immaculacy is now more than question-
able. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. ii. 55 He sees

through Professor Jaques's pretended immaculacy. 1893
W. WATSON Efigr. Poems 116 Insulted by a flower's imma-
culacy, And mock'd at by the flawless stars he stands.

Immaculate (imse'kMlA), a. Also 5 in-,

[ad. L. immaculatus, 1. im- (lM-2) + maculatfis

spotted, MACULATE.]
1. Free from spot or stain ; pure, spotless, un-

blemished, undented. In Jig. senses.

CI430 Lvnc. Min. Poems 79 The kyng of hevene blis;
That . . Into a virgyns wombe immaculate Descendid.
< 1460 in Pol. Rel. * L. Poems 81 Heyle towre of Dauid &
vyrgyn immaculat I 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. \. Ii. (W. de
W. 1495) 107 b. To haue kepte my soule Inmaculate and
undefpylled. iu8 HALL Chron.. Hen. VII 56 Their coun-
sayll infected and corrupted the kynges clene and immacu-
late conscience. 1653 H. MORE Coniect. Caotat. (1713) 235
This Life is pure and immaculate Love, and this Love is

God. 1781 GIBBON Decl. f, F. xxiii. (1869) I. 653 The
exercise of their sacred functions requires an immaculate
purity. 1850 MRS. FAMKSON Leg. Monast. On/. (1863) 180
Convinced of his wife's immaculate purity.

IMMANE.
t b. Constr./ro>. Obs.

'579 FULKK Hestins' Part. 373 As they were imaculale
from faults of their bodies, so he . . was immaculate from
sins. 1790 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 507 His chastity
was immaculate from sin or scandal.

C. Immaculate Conception, the conception of the

Virgin Mary, as held to have been free from the
taint of original sin: in 1854 declared to be an
article of faith of the Roman Church.
1687 BURNET Trap. i. (1750) 31 The Dominicans .. were ..

obliged to assert, that she was born in Original Sin.. By
this the Dominicans began to lose Ground extremely in the
Minds of the People,who were strongly prepossess'd in favour
of the immaculate Conception. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Ckr. I. iv. 380 The university, .declared for the immaculate
conception. 1861 STANLEY l-^ast. Ch. viii. (1869) 264. 1871
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 137 The feast of the Con-
ception not yet declared to be immaculate of our Lady.

d. Immaculate lamb, applied to Christ, after L.

agnus immaculatus ((jr. <i/tiosdVu/<os), i Pet. i. 19.
c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc ) 272 This immaculat lorn be

that I xal }ow jeve
Is . . bothe God and man. jj6 I'ilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 10 The immaculate lambe Jcsu
Chryst, the sone of God. 1771 FLETCHER Logica Cenev.
209 The personal righteousness of the immaculate Lamb of
God. 1858 NEALE tr. Bernard de M. 388 He, Lamb Im-
maculate.

2. Free from fault or flaw. (Chiefly in negative
or ironical use.)
1831 W. IRVING Alhambra II. 147 The words of the

immaculate Fredegonda. 1856 DOVE Logic Ckr. Faith
l. i. 2. 48 The Sceptical philosophy is by no means so
immaculate. 1863 BKIC.HT Sp. Ainer. 26 Mar., Youare not
immaculate and. .your wisdom. .is not absolutely perfect.

b. Of manuscripts or printed books : Absolutely
free from textual errors.

1841 MYERS Cath. Th. ni. xiii. 49 They [the Jews] be-
lieved., that all the manuscripts of their Law were immacu-
late, and the same to a letter. i86a BURTON Bit. Hnnter
(1863) 65 Editions which claim a sort of canonization as

immaculate, as for instance the Virgil of Didot and the
Horace of Foulis.

3. In literal senses : a.
Spotlessly clean or neat

735 POPB Donne Sat. iv. 253 A white-glov'd Chaplain
..in immac'late trim, Neatness itself impertinent in him.
1853 J. BROWN Horx Subs. Scr. i. (1882) 169 Then out to

parade., in proper trim, pipe-clay immaculate. 1856 MRS.
STOWE Drcd I. iv. 52 Every plait of her immaculate cap.

b. Nat. Hist. Without coloured spots or marks
;

unspotted.
1797 BEWICK Brit. ISinls (1847) I. 54 He describes the

male bird to be of an immaculate white. 1838 STARK Elem.
Nat. Hist. II. 198 Abdomen .. with spots and angulated
bands of brown and while ; legs immaculate. 1847 HARDY
in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 236 Thorax narrowed
towards the base, immaculate.

Hence Imma-onlatelyflrfz/., spotlessly, stainlessly,

faultlessly.
a 1711 KEN Ilyinnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 4 Thou art
God alone, 'l"hy Nature is immaculately pure. 1870
DISRAELI Lothair Ivii, Those cheeks usually so immacu-
lately fair.

Imma-culateiiess. [f. prec.
-

-NESS.] The
quality of being immaculate.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evnng. T. n. 103 The immacu-

latenesse of the Lambe. a 1843 in Southey Comm.-fl. Bk.
Ser. n. (1849) 374 They set themselves against S. Thomas
Aquinas, taking advantage of his unpopular doctrine re-

specting the immaculatencss. \VtcjAthenxuin i May 597/2
Mr. Lee.. struggles hard to prove the immaculateness of
his client.

t Immacula-tion. Obs. rare. [f. IMMACU-
LATE a. : see -ATION, and cf. med.L. immacu/atio.]
Immaculate condition.

1609 W. M.jlfanin Moone (Percy Soc.) 47 Beautie sitteth
enthronized on her browes . . immaculation on her necke.

t Immai-led, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

IM-I + MAIL
sb. + -El).] Clad in mail ; mailed.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iv, Instructed swarmes
Of men immayl'd.

t Immali-cious, a. Obs. rare.
[f. IM- * +

MALICIOUS.] Not malicious
; having no evil intent.

1661 PETTY Taxes 63 When the executors of them [penal
laws] keep them hid until a fault be done, and then shew
them terrible to the poor immalicious offender.

Immalleable .im.-c-l/iah'l, imm-), a. rare.

[f. IM-^ + MALLEABLE ] Not malleable ; incap-
able of being hammered out ; unyielding (to force).
1675 BOYLE Mech. Orig. Corrosiveness Exp. xi. 24 It

[aqua-fortis] quickly frets the parts asunder, and reduces it

[tin] to an immalleable substance. 168* Mem. Sir E.
Godfrey 79 (T.) How immalleable does it render their stony
natures to the force of all humane impressions. 1876 JEVONS
Logic Prim. 19 When it cannot be so hammered out, it

might be called immalleable ; but. .we generally call such a

piece of metal brittle.

Immanacle (imse'nak'l, imm-), v. rare.
[f.

IM- 1 + MANACLE.] trans. To put manacles on;
to handcuff; to fetter.

1634 M II.TON Comus 665 Thou canst not touch the freedom
of my mind, .although this corporal rind Thou hast im-
manacled. 1810 F. DUDLEY Amoroso I. 45 He found her
on the floor . . bleeding and immanacled.

Immana-tion. rare. [f. IM- ', after EMANA-

TION.] A flowing or entering in.

a 1834 LAMB Let. to Coleridge (L.), A quick immanation
of continuous fantasies.

Immane (im/'-n), a. arch. [ad. L. immanis
monstrous, huge, savage, f. im- (IM-

2
) + manus

hand.]



IMMANELY.
1. Monstrous in size or strength ; huge, vast,

enormous, tremendous.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 268 A man in shape immane, and
monsterous. 1679 EVELYN Sylva xvi. (ed. 3* 71 What im-

maue difference then is there between the twenty fourth of

Feb. and commencement of March? a, 1734 NORTH Lives
I. 101 An immane conceit of himself and of his own worth.

1835 HOGG in Fraser's Mag. XI. 516 So wild, unearthly,
and immane.
2. Monstrous in character

; inhumanly cruel or

savage.
1602 FULBECKE 2nd PI. ParalL 38 To cutte his bodie in

peeces..is a thing verie immane. 1644 BULWER Chiron. 12

The immane cruelty of Hieron, the Tyrant of that City.
c 1860 O. W. HOLMKS in Pages fr. Old Vol. Life (1891) 44
That immane and nefandous Burke-and-Hare business.

Hence Imma-nely adv.^ hugely, monstrously,

inhumanly ;
Imma-neness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

x5i2 R. SHELDON Serm. St. Martinis 27 Christ . . merci-

lesly hoysed vp, immanely pitched down with the crosse.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. i. (1851) 23 A man .. Valiant,

Liberal, and fair of Aspect, but immanely Cruell.

Immalienee (i'manens). [f. IMMANENT a. :

see -ENCE.] The fact or condition of being imma-
nent ; indwelling.
1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serm. 341 Its state of immanence. .

is reason and religion. 1847 LKVVES Hist. Philos. (1867)
II. 106 Bruno anticipated Spinoza in his conception of the
immanence of the Deity. 1883 EDERSHEIM Life Jesus (ed. 6)
II. 521 Conscious immanence in Him [Christ], and of His
Word in us . are the indispensable conditionsof our privileges.

Immanency (i-manensi). [f.
as prec. : see

-KNOT.] The quality of being immanent
;

in-

dwellingness.
1659 PEARSON Creed 170 The immanency and inherency of

this power in Jesus, 1866 Reader No. 170. 318/1 The
immanency and perfect unity of the two. 1886 Westin.
Rev. Oct. 469 Christ. . never reflected on transcendency and

immanency.
Immanent (i'manent), a. [ad. late L. imma-

nent-em^ pres. pple. of immature> f. im- (!M-
I
) +

manere to dwell, remain. Cf. F. immanent (
1 4th c. ) .]

1. Indwelling, inherent
; actually present or abiding

in
; remaining within.

In recent philosophy applied to the Deity regarded as

permanently pervading and sustaining the universe, as

distinguished from the notion of an external transcendent
creator or ruler.

Iinmatu'nt principle (\v\ih. Kant),a principle limited to the
realm of experience : opposed to transcendental principle.
1535 LVNDESAY Satyre 3460 Quhen our foil-father fell,

Drawing vs all, in his loynis immanent, Captive from gloir.
1610 T. HIGGONS Serin. Pauls Crosse (1611) 13 He hath an
immanent loue dwelling in him. 1637 GlLLKSPIE Eng. Pof>.
Cerem. Ep. Bij, That we may forget to distinguish betwixt
evills immanent and evills imminent. 1659 PEARSON Creed
(1741) 86 The power of miracles cannot be conceived as

immanent or inhering in him. 1836 Blackw. Mag. XXXIX.
454 The man Whose form enshrouding immanent Deity
Mourned from the cradle to the cursed tree ! 1858 J.
MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 310 They have not cared to re-

cognize it [the external world] as the shrine of immanent
Deity. 1898 J. R. ILLINGWORTH Divine Immanence iii.

71 It remains then that we.. conceive of God as at once

transcending and immanent in nature.

2. Immanent act (action} : an act which is per-
formed entirely within the mind of the subject, and

produces no external effect ; opposed to a transient

or transitive act. Now rare.

This distinction, formulated in Scholastic philosophy, is

the connexion in which the word most freq. occurred during
the i7th and i8th centuries.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 5 The workes of God,
which are either inward and immanent, or outward and
transient. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. \. i. 28 The in-

ternal and immanent Faculties and Acts of the reasonable
Soul, .are Intellect and Will. 1785 REID Intell. Powers n.

xiv. (1803) I. 306 Logicians distinguish two kinds of opera-
tions of the mind ; the first kind produces no effect without
the mind, the last does. The first they call immanent acts ;

the second transitive. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph.
(1870) II. xxv. 118 A cognition is an Immanent act of mind.

1847 DK QuiNCBy Jfz'&m v. Soutluy <y Landor Wks. XII.

177 In metaphysical language, the moral of an epos or a
drama should be immanent, not transient, .it should be

vitally distributed through the whole organisation of the

tree, not gathered or secreted into a sort of red berry.,

pendent at the end of its boughs.
Hence I'mmanently adv.> in immanent manner.
a 1711 KEN Hymnarittm Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 73 Imma-

nently will'd Within thy glorious self the Fiat pass'd.

Immane'ntal, a. rare.
[f. prec. + -AL.] Of

or pertaining to the immanence of the Deity.
1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Etk. Th. (1886) I. i. ii. 119 The

mysteries of the Immanental Metaphysics.

Imma'nifest, a. rare.
[f.

IM-- + MANIFEST.
Cf. OF. immanifesle.'] Not manifest or evident.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 294 A time not

much unlike that which was before time, immanifest and
unknowne. 1674 BOYLE Nat. <$ Preternat. State Bodies 3
If the Body were under any violence, 'twas exercis'd by
usual, but often immanifest Agents. 1789 T. TAYLOR Proclus
II. 115. 1840 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. 11891) II. 316 The sup-

pressed premiss is not immanifest.

Hence Imma-nifestuess.
1822 T. TAYLOR Afiuleius 276 The Immanifestness of the

art by which they were made.

t Inima'llity. Obs. [ad. L. immanitds^ f.

immanis IMMANE. Cf. F. immaniU (i6th c.).]

The quality of being immane.
1. Hugeness ; monstrosity, enormity.

61

i6<>4CAWUREY Table Alpli., ImiMinitie, beastlie cruellie,
or hugenesse and greatnes. 1663 COWLKY Ess. Verse

cj-

Prase, Liberty (1688) 81 If the immanity of so many Vices
had not been covered and disguised. 1667 POOLE Dial,
betm. Protest. If Papist (1735) 45 The Immanity of their

Blasphemies against God.
2. Monstrous cruelty ; atrocious savagery.
"5S7 NORTH tr. Guevara's Diall Pr. 1153/1 To shewe

more their immanitie..they dranke the bloude of him that
was lately alyue. 1563-87 FOXE A.

<J-
M. (1684) III. 649 Not

to be accounted inhumanity, but rather immanity and
beastly cruelty, a 1619 FOTHERBY At/ieom. ll. ii. g 6 (1622)

207 Those notable immanities, which Dolabella exercised,

vpon the body of Trebonius. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. xvi. 512
Phalaris the Tyrant came to that degree of Cruelty and
Immanity, that he devour'd sucking Children.

f Immansuete, a. Ots. rare . [ad. L. im-
mansuetus: see IM-^ and MANSUETE.] 'Ungentle,
uiitractable, outragious, wilde

'

(Blount 1656).
Imtaanta-tion. [ad. rned.L. immantation-em,

n. of action from immantdre to clothe with a mantle,
f. t/iantum mantle.] The investiture of a newly-
elected pope with the mantum or mantle.

IMMATERIALITY.

Immantle (imze'nt'l, imm-), v. Also 7 em-,

9 en-, [f.
IM-! + MANTLE.]

1. trans. To cover or enwrap with, or as with,
a mantle. Chiefly fig.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. i Vnder the pourprise and bend-

ing cope whereof Iheauen], all things are emmanteled and
couered. c 1620 T. ROBINSON Mary Klagd. 425 From top
to toe, she was immanteled With purest Lawne. 1626

AILESBUKY Passion Serin. 27 The Sunne. .is immantled with

a miraculous eclipse. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card.

37 The verdant foliage. .Immant'ling the laden Branches.

1850 TENNYSON In Metn. Ixxxix, Immantled in ambrosial

dark. 1881 W. WII.KINS Songs ofStudy 40 The calm that

enmantles thine head.

t 2. To place round as a fortification. (Cf. dis-

mantle.} 06s. rare.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 345 The walls that he caused to

be built and emmanteled about other towns.

Imma-nuable, a. Obs. [f. IM-^ + MAKUABLE.]
Unmanageable, incapable of being controlled.

1608 TorstLL Serpents (1658) 735 When a horned Serpent
hath bitten a man or beast . . he falleth mad, his eyes grow
dim, and his nerves immanuable.

Imma'rble, v. rare.
[f.

IM-J + MABBLE.^. Cf.

EMMABBLE.] trans. To convert into marble ;
to

make cold, hard, or immovable, as marble. Hence
Immarbled ppl.a.
i64zVicAKS God in Mount 17 Such was their .. immarbled

impudence. 1839 BAILEY Festus (1854) 170 The immarbled
madness of this orb.

tlmmarce-seence. Obs.-" [i.'L.imma.nesc-ere

(see next) + -ENCE.]
'

Unfadingness, incorruptible-
ness' (Phillips, 1658).

Imniarcescible (imajse'sib'l), a. Now rare.

Also erron. 6-9 -oessible, (7 -able), [ad. late Lr

immarcescibilis, f. im- (In-
2

) + marcescere, marcere

to fade, wither.] Unfading; incorruptible, imperish-
able ; esp. in immarcescible crown (ofglory).
(Immarcescibilis corona

'

unfading garland
'

occurs in

Paulinus Nolanus (43i A. D.) Carm. 15. The Vulgate has
liereditas inittiarcescibilis, I Pet. i. 4 ; corona incorrttpta,
i Cor. ix. 24.)

1542 BECON Pathw. Prayer xlviii. Rvj, The immarcessible

[ed. 1543 vncorruptible] crowne of glory. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer, Form consecr. Bis/tops, Ye may receyue
the immarcessible [1662 never-fading] croune of glory.

1640 HOVVKLL Dodona's Gr. (1645) 168 Palms of Victory
and immarcessible ghirlands of glory and triumph to all

eternity. 1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Tkeol. Suppl. 238 Man
was made immortal or immarcescible, and fel from it by sin.

1708 Addr.fr. Jersey in Loud. Gaz. No. 4453/1 May he
reward your Piety, .with an immarcessible Crown of Glory.

1858 E. CASWALL Masque Mary 54 Children of Mary's
care, and like herself of bloom and fragrance immarcessible.

Hence Immarce-scibly adv., untadingly ;
Im-

marce'scibleness, imperishableness.
1652 Bp. HALL Invis. World HI. xii, A crown . . immar-

cessilily eternal, a crown of righteousness. 1727 BAILEY
vol. II, linniarcessibkness, never fading Nature.

Immarghiate (imaudgin/t, imm-), a. Entom.
and Bot. p. IM- 2 + MABGINATE.] Having no dis-

tinct or separate margin.
1826 in KIKBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. 327. 1880 GRAY Struct.

Bot. (ed. 6) 416/1 Immctrginate, not margined or bordered.

1881 SPRUCE in Jml. Bot. X. No. 217. 15 Papillose, im-

marginate, sharp-pointed leaves.

t ImmaTtial, a. Obs. rare. [f. IM-- + MAR-

TIAL.] Not martial ; unwarlike.
cri6n CHAPMAN Iliad VH. 206 Assay not me like one

Yong and immartiall. 1615 Odyss. ix. 638 To oppose
their least Against a man immartial, and a guest.

Imma-sk, v. Obs. rare. [f.
lM-1 + MASK

sb. or v. Also INMASK.] trans. To cover as with

a mask ; to disguise.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. ii. 201, I haue Cases of Buckram

for the nonce, to immaske our noted outward garments.

t Imma'tcliable, a. Obs. [f.
IM- 2 + MATCH-

ABLE.] That cannot be matched ; unmatchable.

1596 DRAYTON Legends, T. Cromwell iv. 346 Men in those

times immatchable for wit. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. ff

Comutw. 198 For the store of slapping they are also im-

matchable.

t Imma-tchless, a. [f. IM-

MATCHLESS, by confusion with prec.] Matchless.

1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grim-He, To t/icfayrest ix, Thou
great Soveraigne of the earth, Onelic immatchlesse Monarch-
esse of harts. 1609 ARMIN Maids of More-Cl. (1880) 118

Go and returne as Paris did from Greece, With that im-

matchles Helen.

Immaterial (imatlo-rial), a. (sb.) Also 5 -iell,

6-7 -iall, (6 in- . [ad. med.L. immaterial!!, f.

im- (lM-2) + materialis MATERIAL a. In 1398,

prob. a. F. immaleriel (Mth c.).]

1. Not material
;
not consisting of matter

;
in-

corporeal ; spiritual.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P.

R_.
I. (1495) 3 The contempla-

cyon of the heuenly lerarchyes immaterielles. 1527 ANDREW
Britnswyke's Distyll. Waters Aj, That the corruptyble
shall be made incorruptible, and to make the materyall
inmateryall. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. def. i. i Number is

more simple and pure then is magnitude, and also im-

material). 1641 WILKINS Mercury xix. (1707) 78 That
strange immaterial Power of the Loadstone. 1748 HARTLEY
Observ. Man n. i. 31 If God be not an immaterial Being,
then Matter may be the Cause of all the Motions in the
Material World. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 76 Demons,
ghosts, witches, and other immaterial and supernatural
agents.

b. pi. as sb. : Things that are non-material.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. vii. 2. 67 Thus more

perfect apprehenders misconceive Immaterial* : Our ima-

ginations paint Souls and Angels in as dissimilar a resem-
blance. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr, Mor. in. 14 Lodge im-

materials in thy head : ascend unto invisibles. 1730 W.
HARTE Ess. Satire 32 As well might Nothing bind Im-

mensity, Or passive Matter Immaterial* see.

2. Having little substance
; flimsy, slight, rare.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. i. 35 Thou idle, immaterial!

skiene of Sleyd silke !

1 3. Not pertinent to the matter in hand. Obs.

1598 J. DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 162 Had I in-

tituled this discourse, A Looking Glasse, the Metaphor had
not been wholly immateriall. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 488
Your absurd pretence : Your immateriall proofes.

4. Of no essential consequence ; unimportant.
Johnson says

' This sense has crept into the conversation
and writings of barbarians; but ought to be_ulterly re-

jected
'

: it is, however, the opposite of material in the sense

of
'

important
' found from 1528 onwards.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <$ P. 77 After some immaterial

Discourse they returned to their Tents. 1748 HARTLEY
Observ. Man n. ii. 155 Small immaterial Variations excepted.

1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Kecreat. (ed. 2) II. 213 Only em-

ployed . . for coarse purposes, where colour and appearances
are totally immaterial. 1893 CHITTY in Law Times Rep.
LXV'III. 431/2 The question of notice becomes immaterial

after my finding that there was no agreement.
Hence Immaterially adv. ;

Immate'rialness.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. vii. 119 For the visible

species of things strike not our senses immaterially. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Immaterialness, immateriality.

Immaterialism (imati-rializ'm). [f. prec. +

-ISM, after materialism.]
1. The doctrine that matter does not exist in itself

as a substance or cause, but that all things have ex-

istence only as the ideas or perceptions of a mind.

1713 BERKELEY Hylas <? Phil. in. Wks. 1871 I. 352 You
tell me indeed of a repugnancy between the Mosaic history
and Immaterialism. 1777 J. BERINGTON (title) Immaterial-

ism Delineated, or a view of the First Principles of Things.
1862 F. HALL Hindu P/iilos. Syst. 237 Berkeley maintains,

that objects of sense are only ideas, they having no existence

in themselves and apart from perception. This is im-

materialism.

2. nonce-use. = IMMATERIALITY i b.

1824 BYRON Juan xvi. cxiv, For immaterialism's a serious

matter ; So that even those whose faith is the most great
In souls immortal, shun them tete-a-tete.

Immatcrialist (imafl'riSlit), [f.
as prec.

+ -1ST.] One who holds the doctrine of imma-
terialism.

1724 SWIFT Let. to I.d. Carteret 3 Sept., Dr. George
Berkeley . . going to England very young . . became the

founder of a sect ttiere called the Immaterlalists. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. led. 4) III. 34 The metaphysical im-

materialists of modern times freely admit that the Mind has

No Place of existence, a 1829 J. YOUNG Lcct. Intell.

Philos. xxix. (1835) 290 Hartley himself was a decided im-

materialist.

Immateriality (imatl'rise'liti). [f.
IMMA-

TERIAL + -ITY.]
1. The quality or character of being immaterial

or not of the nature of matter :

a. said of forms of energy, or of the conceptions
of pure mathematics.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 19 The purity, simplicitie, and

Immateriality, of our Principall Science of Magnitude.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1662) 130 We may be

assured, that Immateriality was the work of the First Day,
a Monad or Unite being so express a signification of the

nature thereof. 1814 SHELLEY Deism Pr. Wks. i883 I. 321

Light, electricity, and magnetism . . seem to possess equal
claims with thought to the unmeaning distinction of im-

materiality. 1863 TYNDALL Heat ii. 22 (1870) 27 The

experiment.. which really proved the immateriality of heat.

b. said of spiritual beings or essences.

a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. iv. 86 A demonstration of the

soul's immateriality. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. i. 22.

21 He [Pythagoras] asserted the Immortality of the Soul,

and consequently its Immateriality. 1710 BERKELEY Princ.

Hum. Knowl. Pref., Of the existence and immateriality of

God. 1859 SMILES Self-Help iii. (1860) 66 Speculations as

to the immateriality and immortality of the soul.

c. Slightness, flimsiness. tare.



IMMATERIALIZE.
1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll 109 The trembling immateri-

ality, the mist-like transience, of this seemingly so solid

body in which we walk attired.

2. An immaterial thing, existence, or essence.

1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr. xiv. (1857) 229 After origi-

nating these buoyant immaterialities, projected them upon
the broad current of time.

3. The quality of l>eing unessential or unimportant.
Mod. The immateriality of the consideration.

Immaterialize (imati riabiz', v.
[f.

IM-

MAIKKIAI. + -IZK.] trans. To render immaterial

or incorporeal. Hence Immate'rialized///. <z.

1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. xii. 109 Though possibly
Assiduity in the most fixed cogitation be no trouble or pain
to immaterializ'd

spirits,
a 1711 KEN Hymns Festiv. Poet.

Wks. 1721 I. 401 Simon .. His Body had subdu'd. That he
his Flesh might immaterialize. 1856 Tail's Mag. XX1I1.
656 Our theologians immaterialize Heaven too much.

t Iminate'riate, '. Obs. [f.
IM-^ + MATERI-

ATE.] = IMMATERIAL.
1626 BACON Sylya 114-5 (Observ.) After long Inquiry of

Things, Immerse in Matter, to interpose some Subject which
K Immateriate or lesse Materiate. 1653 H. MORE Conjecl.
Cabbal. (1662) 75 Philo makes all Immateriate Beings to be
created in this first day.

Immatri'culate, v. rare.
[f.

IM-I + MA-
TBICULATE v. Cf. F. immatriculer^ trans. To
matriculate. In quot. 1814^?^.
1718 BYROM Jrnl. f, Lit. Rein. (1854) I. I. 39 Mr. Piper

was immatriculated here yesterday. 1764 Mem. G. Psal-
manazar 222, I was not indeed immatriculated. 1814

Spflrting^Mag. XLIV. 66 It would be an acquisition . . if

this species [of deer] were immatriculated in our parks.
So Immatricula-tion,

'

matriculation, especially
in a German university' (Funk, 1893).
1891 FLUGEL German-Eng. Did., Immatriculation, (im)-

matriculation.

Immature (imatiuVj), a. [ad. L. immattlrus

untimely, unripe, f. im- (IM-
2
)
+ maturus MATURE.]

1. Occurring before its time ; untimely, premature.
(Almost always said of death.) Obs. or arch.

1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 48 b, Ye sodein and im-
mature death of his wife. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. \. ii.

iv. vii. (1651) 163 Prince Henries immature death. 1726
LEONI AloertfsArchit. I. 7/1 The whole Frame. .falls into

dangerous Distempers and immature old Age. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Fr. f; It. Jrnls. I. 215 The design being prevented
by his immature death.

2. Not mature ; not arrived at the perfect or

complete state ; unripe, a. Of fruits. Now rare.

1599 A. M. tr. Gatelhoaer's Bk. Physicke 5/2 Water of
immature wallenuttes. 1692 TRYON Good Honse-w. xiv.

(ed. 2) 104 Many other Fruits are gathered and eaten whilst

they are immature. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Cider,
Cider . . made of green immature Fruit.

b. Of other things, in respect of physical growth.
1641 G. SANDYS Paraphr. Song Sol. vm. iii, We have a

Sister immature. 1667 MILTON P. L. vii. 277 The Earth. .

in the Womb as yet Of Waters, Embryon immature in-

volv'd. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. DC.
(1879) 201 The young

cells . . contain quite immature
polypi.

1880 GI'NTHER
Fishes 176 Immature males do not differ externally from
the old female.

C. Of things immaterial.

['*3S J' HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Banish'd Virg. 76 This
-

project, .being, .immature in the fertile soyle of his braine-

plot.] 1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. iv. iv. 71 The green and
immature Essays of early Writers. 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-
Moth, v. i, As yet the Secret Is immature. 1823 DE QUINCEY
Lett. Educ. v. (1860) in Presented to the immaturest
student. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. viii. 451
In these immature centuries.

Immatured (imatiuVjd), ppl. a. [f. IM--' +
MATURED.] Not matured

;
left immature.

1803 LEYDF.N Scenes Infancy iv. 358 The Seeds of genius
immatur'd by haste. 1835 CHALMERS Nat. Thcol. I. n. iii.

263 The immatured buddings of animal and vegetable
formation.

Immaturely (imatiu-ali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY^.] In an immature way; in an unripe condi-

tion ; prematurely.
1620 VENNER Via Recta (1650^ 291 They immaturely die

by
some acute disease. 1736 LEDIARD Life Marlborough

II. 31 This high Opinion . . appear'd to be too rashly and
immaturely formed. 1751 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLVI I.

177 This prevents the falling of the fruit immaturely. 1887
A. DE VERB Ess. I. 237 Though he died young, he did not
die immaturely.
Immatu reness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being immature
; immaturity.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. Ded., The Immatureness of some
of them would . . make many think they come forth Un-
seasonably.

Immaturity (imatiu>-rfti). [ad. L. imma-
turitat-ein untimely haste (Cicero), unripeness
(Suetonius), f. immatiirtis IMMATURE.] The quality
or condition of being immature.
fl. Prematureness ; untimeliness. Obs.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Vtrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 199 Hee was

prevented . . hie the tmmaturitie of his deathe, skarcelie hav.
ing accomplished the vt. yeare of his reigne. 1670 G. H.
Hist. Cardinals i. n. 43 His words (though spoke with
some kind of hast and immaturity).
2. Unripeness ; imperfect or incomplete state.
1606 HOLLAND Suilon. 54 The immaturity of young

espoused wives, 1651 GATAKER Whitakerm Fuller'sAM
Redw. (1867) II. 1 12 His immaturity ofyears. 1764 HABMER
Obseru. v. ii. 54 When the grapes shalf not be gathered, as
they were wont before to be, in a state of immaturity. 1845
STOCQUELER Handtk. Brit. India (1854) 103 The men and
women who chiefly compose the society leave home in their

62

immaturity. 1877 DOWDEN SAaiks. Prim. vi. 82 The poem
of later date.. exhibits far less immaturity.

b. with//. An immature plant, production, etc.

1651 BIGGS Neat Dap. r 77 Their own cruelties, infamy,
immaturities. 1850 H. MILLER Footpr. Crtat. x. (1874) 181
That the rich vegetation of the Coal Measures had been . .

composed of magnificent immaturities of the vegetable
kingdom.
t Xmma'ze, v. Obs. rare.

[(.
IM-I + MAZE.]

trans. To involve as in a maze or labyrinth.
1631 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gtntlrui. (1641) 294 That love-sicke

Immeability (im/,abHHi). [f. ln-2 -t- L.

meabilis passable (f metre to pass) : see -BILITY.]

Inability to pass or flow (through a channel).
1731 ARBUTHNOT Aliments vi. | 29 (R.) The viscidity and

immeability of the matter impacted in them. 1752 WATSON
in Phil. Trans. 350 That the immediate cause . . is the im-

meability of the nervous fluid through the nerves.

Immeasurability (.ime^'urabi-Hti). [f. next

+ -ITY.]
= I MMKASl'ItAJlI.KNESS.

1824 DE QUINCEY Analectsfr. RicAterVfks. XIV. 139 In

sight of this immeasurability of life. 1882 Fraset's Mag.
XXV. 400

_
A sense of unfitness, bred perhaps of the im-

measurability of the surroundings.

Immeasurable (ime-g'urab'l, imm-),a. Also

5 ynmes-, ymeas-,6 inmes-,7 immes-. [f. IM-
Z +

MEASURABLE a. Cf. i6th c. F. immlsurable.] Not
measurable ; that cannot be measured ;

immense.
1440 J. SHIRLEY Delhe K. James (1818) 25 His tirannye

ynmesurable, without pile or mercy_.
a 1532 MORE Confut.

Tindale Wks. 590/1 Tyl he. .for theire immesurable outrage
..fmallye reiecteth and refuseth them. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vn. 211 The vast immeasurable Abyss. 1790 COWPER Notes
Milton's P. L. i. 50 The immeasurable distance to which
these apostate spirits had fallen from God. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xiii, To the immeasurable delight and admira-
tion of all the readers thereof. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II.

40 Geology makes me familiar with immeasurable times.

Immea'surablenesB. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being immeasurable ;

incapability of being measured.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. 77 Nor doeth [he] with

immeasurablenesse of correction breake the bonde of felow-

ship. 1628 GAULE Pract. TIu. (1629) 130. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. v. xxxv, Novelty gives immeasurableness
to fear.

Immea'surably,'r'. [f. as prec. + -Ly2.] To
an immeasurable extent or degree ; beyond measure;
immensely, vastly.
1631 GOUGE God's Arrows I. 43. 71 Anger is mis-ordered,

when it is . . immeasurably moved. 1760 H. WALPOLE in

Four C. Eng. Lett. 267 The Anthem, .being immeasurably
tedious. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 67 The process is immea-
surably slower.

Immeasured (ime^iujcl, imm-), a. [f.
lM-2 4-

MEASURED. Cf. F. immesure.] Not measured ;

unmeasured
; immense, vast.

1590 SPENSER F. O. ii. x. 8 Such dreadful wights, As far

exceeded men in their immeasurd mights. 1622 DRAYTON
Poly-olb. xix. (1748) 334 Four such immeasur'd pools, philo-

sophers agree, I' th' four parts of the world undoubtedly
to be. a 1745 BROOME Poems, Death (R.), A stream, that . .

glides To meet eternity's immeasur'd tides I 1828 MOIR in

Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 294 The forests and valleys. .Within
the immeasured circumference.

t Immea'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f. L.
immeare to pass into, to enter, f. im- (IM-

1
) + L.

medre to go, pass.]
A passing in ; entrance, ingoing.

_i675 J. J[ONES] Brit. Ch. (1678) 574 These mutual immea-
tions, or Christ in us, and we in Christ.

t Immecha-nical, a. Obs. [f.
IM-- + ME-

CHANICAL a.]
1. Of phenomena, etc. : Not mechanical ; not

of physical or material nature, origin, etc.

1715 CHEYNE Philos. Princ. Rclig. i.
(,1716) 45 The Cause

of the Motion of this subtill Fluid, which is the Cause of
Gravity, is in itself Immechanical. 1748 HARTLEY Obscrv.
Man i. i. 33 Some suppose this Effect to be immechanical,
and to arise from the immediate Agency of God. 1796 W.
MARSHALL W. England I. 176 The crooks being cleared,
by hand, in a somewhat immechanical manner.
2. Of persons : Without mechanical or practical

knowledge or skill ; untechnical.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) 1 1. 87 A very illiterate

Way of speaking, and exceeding immechanical. 1751 EARL
ORRERY Remarks Siuift (1752) 94 Fine strokes ofjust satyr
on the wild and immechanical enquiries of the philosophers
. . of that age.
Hence Immeclia nically adv. (Craig, 1847.)
t Imme-chanism. Obs. [f. I M - + M KI HAN-

ISM : cf. prec.] Non-mechanical property ; inertia.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen 45 However their Acts may be
suspended, sopited, or destroyed by gross Matter, and the
Im-mechanism of Bodies.

Immediacy (imfdiasi). [f. next : see -ACT.]
1. The quality or condition of being immediate ;

freedom from intermediate or intervening agency ;

direct relation or connexion
; directness.

1605 SIIAKS. Lear v. iii. 65 He . . Bore the Commission of

my place and person, The which immediacie may well stand

vp, And call it sclfc your Brother. 1658 GURNALL Chr. in
Arm. verse 14. xiv. 5 i (1669) 55/1 There is the immediacy of
his providence. 1660 S. FISHER Rustidts Alarm Wks. 431
The immediacy . . of those first Scriptures from God to us.

1875 H. JAMES R. Hudson i. 10 Questions .. bearing with
varying degrees ofimmediacy on the subject. 1885 STEVES-

IMMEDIATE.
SON in Content?. Rev. Apr. 549 A strange freshness and
immediacy of address to the public mind.

b. Logic and Philos. (See IMMEDIATE 2 b.)
01834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 315 Spiritual

verities, or truths of reason respective ad realia . . are
differenced from the conceptions of the understanding by the

immediacy {printed immediate)'] of the knowledge. 1836-7
SIR W. HAMILTON Melaph. xxiii. (1859) II. 78 If Reid did
not maintain this immediacy of perception . . he would at
once be forced to admit one or other of the Unitarian con-
clusions of materialism or idealism. 1864 BOWEN Logic
viii. 265 The reduction of a Hypothetical Judgment to a
Categorical shows very clearly the Immediacy of the reason-

ing in what is called a Hypothetical Syllogism. 1874 W.
WALLACE Logic ofHegel \ 12. 16 The a priori aspect or

immediacy of thought, where there is a mediation, not made
by anything external but by a reflection into itself, is another
name for universality.
2. The condition of being the immediate lord or

vassal : see IMMEDIATE i b.

1762 tr. Blacking's Syst. Gcog. IV. 446 Varel lost its im-

mediacyj or independency, and stands at present under the

superiority of Oldenburg. Ibid, V. 299 The Emperors
Charles IV. and Wenceslaus engaged to maintain it in its

immediacy on the Empire. 1818-48 HALLAM Mid. Ages
(187^2)

1. 23 note, The immediacy of vassals in times so
ancient is open to much controversy.
3. The condition of being immediate in time (see
IMMEDIATE 4).
1856 W. A. BUTLER Hist. Anc. Philos. I. 453 The sage

will .. ensure his certainty in the immediacy of enjoyment,
carefully rejecting all intensive suggestions of past or future.

1898 Ckr. World 17 Mar. 15/4 On a subordinate point like

the immediacy of the Second Coming.

Immediate (imrdi/t), a. (sb., adv.) Also 5

immeadiat, 5-7 ymmediat(e, 6 y-, imediat(e,
immediat; 5-6 inmediate. [ad. raed.L. im-

medidttts (the adv. immediate was frequent in the

feudal sense : see IMMEDIATELY), f. im- (lM-2) +
medialus MEDIATE. Cf. F. immediat (Cotgr.).]
1. Said of a person or thing in its relation to

another : That has no intermediary or intervening
member, medium, or agent ; that is in actual con-
tact or direct personal relation, a. Of a person.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 48 b, The Dofphyn de-

syred . . [them] to be two of his immediat aides. 1686 in

Keble Life Bp. Wilson i. (1863) 27 Nothing unbecoming an
immediat servant and follower ofChrist. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

tr F. xvii. II. 51 The emperor conferred the rank of Illus-

trious on seven of his more immediate servants. 1822 I.AMB
Elia Ser. n. Confess. Drunkard, My next more immediate
companions.

b. spec. In Feudal language, said of the relation

between two persons one ofwhom holds of the other

directly, as in immediate lord, tenant, tenure ;
also

elliptically
= Holding directly of the sovereign or

lord paramount, spec, in Germany, of the Emperor.
'543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 4 The chiefe lorde or lordes

immediate, of whom suche. .houses be holden. 1548 HALL
Chron., Rich. IIf 51 Ready to serve . . their natural and
immediate lord Jasper erle of Fembrooke. 1614 SELDEN
Titles Hon. 229 To be free from either a mediat, or im-
mediat Tenure of him. 1660 Trial Regie. 10 The King is

immediate from God. 1818-48 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) II.

92 The inferior nobility . . having now become immediate,
abused that independence. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. iii. n
The King's immediate tenants were bound to attend his

court

c. Of a thing.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 44 All men have taken

them as immediate miracles, without any natural! means or
cause. 1597 HOOKER F.ccl. Pol. v. Ivii. 6 The true im-
mediate cause why baptisme. .is necessary, a 1628 PRESTON
Effectual Faith 11631) 5_i

He doth it by an immediate voice,

by which he speaketh immediately to our spirits, a 1763
SHENSTONE Ess. 95 Objects . . less calculated to strike the
immediate

eye.
a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 4 The

immediate object of all art is either pleasure or utility.

2. Of a relation or action between two things :

Acting or existing without any intervening medium
or agency ; involving actual contact or direct rela-

tion : opposed to mediate and remote.

1533 MORE Apal. Wks. 893/1 As longe as the Prelates pre-
tendthat their authoritye is so hygh and so immediate of

God, that the people are bounde to obeye theim. 1625 in

Rymer Foedera (1726) XVIII. 240/2 By Our pwne ymme-
diate commaunde and for Our owne ymmediate Service.

1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 59 Bodies
operating

on our

organs by an immediate application. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy.
26 We are desirous of an immediate Traftick with them.

1864 BOWEN Logic i. 2 Each [Intuition] is immediate, that

is, it does not come through the intervention of any other
state of mind. //'/</. ii. 34 They rest upon the immediate

testimony of consciousness.

b. spec. Immediate inference (Logic] : an infer-

ence drawn from a single premiss and therefore

arrived at without the intervention of a middle

term ; sometimes called
'

interpretative inference ',

because it renders explicit what was implicit in

the original proposition. Immediate knowledge

(Philos.) : knowledge of self-evident truth ; intui-

tive knowledge, as distinguished from that arrived

at by means of demonstration or proof.
1624 DE LAUNE tr. Du Moulin s Logick 166 Of immediate

propositions, .some are immediate in regard of the subject,
and othersare immediate in regard of the cause. 1843 MILL
Logic Introd. 5 Whatever knowledge has been acquired
otherwise than by immediate inference. 1866 FOWLER
Deduct. Logic ii. (1869) 73 Of Immediate Inferences the

most important forms are Oppositions, Conversions. Per-
mutations. 1874 WALLACE Logic ofHegel 1 34. 45 When we



IMMEDIATELY.
compare the different forms of knowledge with one another,
the first of them, immediate or intuitive knowledge, may
perhaps seem the finest, noblest and most appropriate. Ibid.

64. 108 The difference between philosophy and the
asseverations of immediate knowledge rather centres in the
exclusive position which immediate knowledge takes up
and in its opposition to philosophy.
3. Having no person, thing, or space intervening,

in place, order, or succession ; standing or coming
nearest or next

; proximate, nearest, next ; close,
near. In reference to place often used loosely of
a distance which is treated as of no account.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. I. ii. 109 You are the most immediate to

our throne. 1611 HEVWOOD Gold. Age\\\. Wks. 1874 III. 49,
I am lupiter, King Satumes sonne, immediate heireto Crete.
1800 KNOX & JEBB Corr. I. 3 Immediate neighbourhood I

have none, save one family. 1866 ROGERS Agric. ,$ Prices
I. xxiii. 598 In immediate proximity to the mines. 1888
J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland 183 This took us both away
from the immediate vicinity of the plot. Mod. I know no
one of the name in the immediate neighbourhood. I have
made it known to my immediate neighbours on each side.

4. Of time : Present or next adjacent ;
of things :

Pertaining to the time current or instant.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. ii. 3 Those of the later or
immediate times, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTACU Acts fy Man. (1642)
172 Equall with, or immediate unto the Apostolicall times.

1771 Junius Lett. xlix. 257 If the event had not disappointed
the immediate schemes of the closet. 1843 M. PATTISON Ess.
(1889) I. 2 Our own immediate age is confessedly rich in
works of the historical class. 1879 FROUDE Ctesar xv. 252
The immediate future was thus assured.

b. Occurring, accomplished, or taking effect with-
out delay or lapse of time

; done at once
; instant.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 1362 There was immediat order
geven to Edward Lorde Clynton .. with all expedicion to

prepare himselfe. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 89,
I did . . at the first use some delaies in imediate dispatch of
the thing. 1603 SHAKS. Mean, for M. v. i. 378 Immediate
sentence then, and sequent death, Is all the grace I beg.
1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 176 Immediate are the Acts of God,
more swift Then time or motion. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod.
Rand, viii Some loose silver for our immediate expenses.
1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy.N. Pole6$ The hopes we had.. enter-
tained of the immediate effect ofan Easterly wind in clearing
the bay. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 596 That he must
either consent to an immediate surrender, or prepare for an
immediate assault. Mod. An immediate reply will oblige.
5. That directly touches or concerns a person or

thing ; having a direct bearing.
1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 324 They began to

think of their more immediate work. 1791 BURKE App.
Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 515 Their own more immediate and

popular rights and privileges. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in.

Ixxvi, But this is not my theme
; and I return To that

which is immediate. 1833 BROWNING Pauline 340, I rudely
shaped my life To my immediate wants. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 28 She allowed her colonies to trade only so far
as suited her own immediate interests. 1896 DK. ARGYLL
Philos. Bcliefj'b Any mere arrangement which is destitute
of obvious or immediate utility.

f 6. Uninterrupted in course ; direct. Obs. rare.

1634 SIK T. HERBERT Trait. 4 Teneriffa is thought to

equall ..in height, .any other Land in the World, allowing
its immediate ascent from the Ocean. Ibid. 59 The im*
mediate ascent is twenty two foot high.

f B. sb. (pi.} Immediate acts or communica-
tions. Ots.

1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri. Faith (1845) 3$2 Christ is

speedy, and swift as a roe ;. .especially in his immediates.

t C. as adv. (In some cases perh. L. immediate,
as formerly in Fr. and It.) Immediately. Obs.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 692/1 Hys other fower
chapters immediate before. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <y

Commw. (1603) 135 Lord of those which hold of him im-
mediate. 1636 BACON Sylva 366 Bodies enflamed, wholly,
and Immediate.

Immediately (imrdiMi), adv. Forms: see

IMMEDIATE, [f. prec., or rather L. immediat-us
+ -LY 2

;
it is actually found before the adj. as the

Eng. equivalent of L. immediate^ In an immediate

way ; the reverse of mediately.
1. Without intermediary, intervening agency, or

medium; by direct agency; in direct or proximate
connexion or relation ; so as to concern, interest,
or affect directly, or intimately ; directly.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy v. xxxvi. (MS. Digby 230) If.

178/2 FroTroye were sente lettres. .To pallamidesinmediatly
directe. 1530 BAYNTON in Palsgr. Introd. 12 The frenche
men borowe theyr wordes immediatly of the latines. 1592
WEST ist Pt. Symbol. 35 An Obligation by contract is

gotten either mediately or immediatlie. Immediatlie by a
mans owne proper contract. 1398 HAKLUYT Voy. 1. 64 Canow
. . was immediatly vnder the dominion of the Tartars. 1662
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. n. vii. 8 All positive precepts com-
ming immediately from God. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n.
xxiii. (16951 160 We immediately by our Senses perceive in
Fire its Heat and Colour. 1691 RAY Creation ii. (1704) 428
Insects useful to Mankind, if not immediately, yet mediately.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. in. xv. 121 An article of informa-
tion the most immediately necessary to a reader of history.
1843 MILL Logic i. iii. 4 Feelings . .immediately occasioned

by bodily states. 1864 BOWEN Logic i. 2 Not . . immediately,
but only through the medium of what is called a Concept.

b. Of feudal tenure (and trans/.) : see IMMEDI-
ATE i b.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 17 The lord of whom suche . .

hereditamentes be holden ymmediatly. 1574 tr. Littleton's
Tenures 31 a, The Abbot shal holde immediatlye the same
tenementes by knightes service ofthe Lorde of his grauntour.
1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xvi. (1730) 32 All the
Lands in England became mediately or immediately holden
of the Crown, c 1670 HOBBES Dial. Com. Laws (1681) 202

Homage done to "the King immediately. 1863 H. Cox
Instil, in. ii. 604 All subjects' lands were held mediately or
immediately under grants from him [the king).
2. With no person, thing, or distance, intervening

in time, space, order, or succession
; next or just

(preceding or following, before or after) ; closely ;

proximately ; directly.
1466 Mann, f, Jlouseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 168, vj. dayes

imrnedyatly folwyng. 1476 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. No.
771 III. 153 Inmediately afftr the dycesse off the Duke.
1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 46 The wordis that ar
writtin immediatly afore the text. 1668 CULPEPFER &
COLE Barthol. Anatomy I.

xyii. 45 The Liver, under which
it [right kidney] rests immediately. 1672 CAVE Prim. Chr.
ni.iv. (1673) 351 So immediately opposite to the whole tenor
of the Gospel. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. N. Pole 61 The ice

immediately about the ships. 1857 JERDAN Autobiog. IV. 63,
I lost my immediately elder brother. 1860 TYNDALL Glac,
i. ix.

63^
Another peal was heard immediately afterwards.

Mod. Fire broke out in the premises immediately adjoining.
3. Without any delay or lapse of time ; instantly,

directly, straightway ; at once.

1420 Proclam. in Rymer Foedera (1709) 917/1 Sho shall
take and have in the Roialme of France, immediately from
the tyme of oure Dethe, Dower, to the Somme of Twenty
Mill Francs Yerly. ? a 1500 Chester PI. xiii. 107 He bade
me goe immeadiatlye. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. ii. 156
Either death or you He finde immediately. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 94 r 9 He had only dipped his Head into the

Water, and immediately taken it out again. 1877 WATTS
Fownes' Inorg. Chem. (ed. 12) 213 A crystalline precipitate
immediately forms.

b. as conj. (ellipt. for immediately that). The
moment that

;
as soon as. Cf. DlitECTLY 6 b.

1839 ASA GRAY Lett. I. 28 Immediatejy this was done I

completed an arrangement with my publishers. 1856 Q. Rev.
June 182 Immediately they came upon the ground, fourteen
of them were netted. 1896 WELTON ManualofLogic (ed. 2)
11. iii. go The diagrams . . should be self-interpreting im-

mediately the principle on which they are constructed is

understood.

Inimediateness (imrdianes). [f. IMMEDIATE
+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being im-

mediate; immediacy; directness(ofaction,thought,
relation, etc.) ;

absolute (or in loose use, relative)

proximity in time or place.
1633 AMES Agst. Cerem. ii. 298 Let any man looke .. and

he shall finde, that (merit, necessitie, and immediatnesse set
a part) significant Ceremonies are externall acts of religious

worship. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 141 The
immediateness, the inwardness of his Essential Presence
and Union with the Soul. 1704 Ideal World n. v. 283
The immediateness of the perception. 1863 J. G. MURPHY
Comm. Gen. xli. 32 The certainty and immediateness of the
event. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884) 229 The
immediateness of our peril.

t Immedia-tion. Obs. ff.lM-
2 + MEDIATION,

after immediate] Immediate or direct action, com-
munication, etc. (The reverse of mediation.)
1S^9 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 22 b, Of Media-

tions, and Immediations. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 292
God workes al immediately, not only by the Immediation
of his Virtue but also by the Immediation of his Essence.

Iinniediatism (imfdiiTtiz'm). [as next + -ISM.]
1. The principle or practice of immediate action ;

formerly, in U. S. Hist., applied to the policy of
the immediate abolition of slavery.
1835 H. G. OTIS in Liberator V. 144 They [abolitionists]

have enriched the nomenclature with a new word, itnmedi-
atisw. This., is the opposite ofgradualism, another new
coinage. 1880 O. JOHNSON Garrison 45 Mr. Garrison had
learned the doctrine of immediatism from Dr. Beecher.
2. The quality of being immediate ; immediate-

ness, immediacy.
a 1825 D. STEWART cited by Worcester.

Immediatist (imrdLjtist). [f. IMMEDIATE +
1ST.] One who practises or advocates immediate
action ; spec, in U. S. Hist., one who advocated
the immediate abolition of slavery.
1835 H. G. OTIS in Life ofW. L. Garrison (1885) I. 500

[He (Otis) . . denied that the Scriptures were anywhere op-
posed to slavery ; repeated that Christ]

' was not an imme-
diatist '. 1852 W. GOODELL in Slavery % Freedom (1882)
424 Those who professed to be opposed to slavery, and . .

only deprecated the imprudent measures of the immedia-
tists. 1888 F. H. STODDARD in Andover Rev. Oct., The
gospel of the Immediatist, work while the day lasts.

Immediato-rial, a.
[i.

In- 2 + MEDIATORIAL.]
Not mediatorial.

1851 ROBERTSON Lect. Ep. Cor. xxix. (1889) 272 We shall
know Him, when the mediatorial has merged in the im-
mediatorial.

Immedicable (ime-dikab'l), a. Also 6 ymed-.
[ad. F. immedicable (Cotgr.) or L. immedicabilis,
f. im- (!M- -) + medicabilis MEDICABLE.] Incapable
of being healed , incurable, irremediable.

1596 R. L[INCHE] Diella i. (1877) 7 With fatall and ymedi-
cable wound. 1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 100 Glutted
with excesse, [they] become immedicable by those surfeits.

1744 ARMSTRONG l
l

reserz>. Health n. 220 More immedicable
ills. 1822-34 Gaud's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 107 A disease
immedicable by the healing art.

b. transf. zn&Jig.
1533 MORE Ansvi. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1075/1 Through

his immedicable malyce he fell of himselfe. 1645 MILTON
Colast. Wks. (1851) 359 For anothers perversnes, or im-
medicable disaffection. 1813 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 612
There remains an immedicable But. 1880 SWINBURNE
Study Shaks. ii. 167 Immedicable scepticism of the spirit.

Hence Iinme dicableness, incurableness
;
Im-

me'dicably adv., incurably.

IMMENSE.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Immedicableness, incurableness. 1867

P. _B.WNE in Conlemp. Ret 1
. Nov. 351 Madness, be its

visions gay or gloomy, is immedicably sad.

Imiuedi-cinable, rare. [f. lM-2 + MEDi-
CINABLE.] Not medicinable ; incurable.
1826 MRS. SHELLEY Last Man 11.328 Fallen., from health

to immedicinable disease.

Immelodious (imflJu-dias, imm- ,a. [f. I.M--

+ MELODIOUS.] Not melodious ; unmelodious.
1601 CHESTER Love's Mart, xcix, My immelodious dis-

cord I vnfret. 1616 URUMM. OF HAWTH. Sonn., To his
Lute, When immelodious Winds but made thee move.
1652 CARYL Exp. Job xi. 3 Little birds, .troublesome, with
uncessant, immelodious chirpings. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 429 Immelodious Voice. 1892 Illustr.
Loml. News 15 Oct. 474/2 Master who crown^t our im-
melodious days With flower of perfect speech.

Imme-mber, v . rare. [f. IM- ' + MEMBER si.]
trans. To incorporate as a member.
1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. II. 188 Incorporated or immem-

bered in things they cannot quit.

1" Immemo'r, . Sc. Obs. rare. Also imme-
moir

(
=

-6r). [ad. L. immemor, {. im- (IM-
2
) +

memor mindful.] Unmindful, forgetful.
1535 STEWART Crmt. Scot. II. 673 This king Malcolme . .

wes nocht immemor The greit kyndnes that gude Edward
befoir Schew him. Ibid. 699 This king Edgair, of quhome
I schew befoir, Of gratitude wald nocht be immemoir.

Immemorable (ime-morab'l), a. [ad. L. im-
memorabil-is, {. im- (IM-

2
) + memorabilis MEMOR-

ABLE. Cf. 1 6th c. F. immemorable.^
1. Not memorable

; not worthy of remembrance.
.

I5S2 HULOET, Immemorable, or vnworthy remembraunce,
immemorabilis. 1616 BULLOKAR, Immemorable, not worthy
to be remembred. 1768 Woman ofHonor I. 222 Poor im-
memorable insignificants. Ibid. II. 109 Not one jot more
immemorable. 1880 DISRAELI F.ndym. I. xi. 87 An ancient,
and in its time, even not immemorable home.

b. as sb.

1768^ Woman ofHonor I. 79 Contented with being one of
those immemorables, or cyphers of high life.

t 2. = IMMEMORIAL. Obs.

1665; J- WEBB Stone-Heng(ij^) 90 As to Age . . they be of
most immemorable Antiquity. 1796 BURNEY Mem. Metas-
tasio III. 85 A right by immemorable prescription. Ibid.
III. 161.

Hence Imme'moraWeness, ' unworthiness to be
remembred' (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
t Imme'morate, a. Obs. In 5 ymmemorat.

[ad. L. immemorattts, f. im- (IM-
2
) + memoratus,

pa. pple. of memorare to bring to mind, remind.]
? Unmindful. (Cf. IMMEMOR.)
c 1400 Beryn 2626 Soveren lord celestial! ! . . ymmemorat

of lyes, Graunt me grace to morowe ! so bat God be plesid,
Make so myne answere.

Immemorial (im/m6>rial),<z. [ad.med.L.z'ffz-

memorial-is, f. im- (IM-
2

) + memorialis (Suetonius)
MEMORIAL. Cf. F. immemorial (i6th c. in Littre).]
That is beyond memory or out of mind '

; ancient

beyond memory or record
; extremely old.

1602 FULBECKE Pandectes iv. 19 In making title by pre-
scription and continuance of time immemoriall. 1696
WHISTON Th. Earth ii. (1722) 124 Which. .was the imme-
morial beginning of the Ancient Year long before the
times of Moses. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd. 64 They
receive their binding power, and the force of laws, by long
and immemorial usage. 1847 TENNYSON 1'rinc. vn. 206
The moan of doves in immemorial elms. 1872 WHARTON
Law-Lex, (ed. 5), Immemorial usage, a practice which has
existed time out of mind ; custom ; prescription.
Hence Immemo rialness vBailey vol. II, 1727).

Immemorially (imftnoa-riali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an immemorial manner; from time
immemorial ;

' time out of mind
'

; by immemorial

prescription or usage.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 38 Their own immemorially

possest right. 1661 BOYLE Style of Script. (1675)99 The
truth and authority of the Scriptures.. hath been imme-
morially believed by the learned'st men in the world. 1769
BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xxxii. (1830) 404 This prerogative,
being founded in mercy, and immemorially exercised by the
crown. 1855 MILMAM Lat. Chr. iv. i. (1883) II. 164 Small,
independent, and immemorially hostile tribes.

t ImmemoTious, a. Obs. rare-', [f. IM-- +

MEMORIOUS.] Unmindful, forgetful.
1602 W. BAS Sword ff Buckler C*, We . . Of our owne

birth haue immemorious beene.

Immense (ime-ns), a. (sb.) Also 5 emense,
(6 imminens), 7 imens. [a. F. immense (1360
in Godefroi) =

It., Pg. immense, Sp. inmenso, ad.

L. immensus immeasurable, boundless, f. im- (!M- -)

+ mensus, pa. pple. ofmctirito measure.]
1. Unmeasured ; so great that it has not been or

cannot be measured
; immeasurably large ; of

boundless extent
;

infinite. ? Obs.

1599 DANIEL Musofh. (R.), That immense and boundless
ocean Of nature's riches. 1640 HABINGTON Castara in.

(Arb.) 131 Great God I when I consider thee Omnipotent,
./Eternall, and imens. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 464
God [is] not circumscribed or defined to any space, but
immense in his Being. 1736 BUTLER Anal. I. iii. 89 The
material world appears to "be in a manner boundless and
immense, a 1770 JORTIN Serin. (1771) VI. viii. 159 The
Scripture represents the Goodness of God as immense.

2. Much beyond the ordinary measure or size
;

extremely great or large ; vast, huge.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvi. 92 My teeres and emense

wepynges. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 55 So imminens &



IMMENSELY.
profuse a charge of expens. 1660 F. HROOKF. tr. LeWanc's
Tra*'. 148 The immense Armies brought.. by the Persian

Kings against the Grecians. 1748 Anson's Voy. I. ix. 88
Those immense hills called the Andes. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vii. II. 252 The immense fine which the Court of

King's Bench had imposed. 1895 LD. ESHF.H in Law
Times Rep. I.XXII I. 701/2 The statute..was minutely
dissected at immense length.

b. of persons in relation to actions or qualities.
1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 798 He was.. little of

stature, but immense in wit and vndcrstanding. Mod. He
is an immense eater.

3. slang. Superlatively good, fine, splendid, etc.

176* Gtntl. Mag. 86/2 Here's cream damn'd fine im-
mense upon my word! 1869 LOWELL Lett. II. 43 The
poem turned out to be something immense, as the slang is

nowadays. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius iii. (1892)
47 You look like a crown prince. . . Perfectly immense,

t b. as adv. Immensely. Obs. slang.
1754 MUKPHY Gray's-lnn Jrnl. No. 89 r 25 An immense

fine Woman. 1771 Ann. Reg. \\. 191 A long while everything
was immense great and immense little, immense handsome
and immense ugly.
B. as sb. Immense, boundless, or vast extent

;

immensity.
1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. i. 258 Bade with cold streams

the quick expansion stop, And sunk the immense of vapour
to a drop. 1805 T. I.INIJLF.Y I'oy. Rrasil (1808) 40 The rear
was brought up by . .other troops, and an immense of
rabble. 1820 CARI.YLE Nmialis in Misc. (1869) II. 285 A
kingdom of Devouring. .a baleful Immense. 1871 BLACKIE
Lays Highl. 37 Let others probe the immense of Possibles.

Immensely (ime-nsli), adv. [f. IMMENSE .

-LY *.] In an immense degree ; immeasurably, in-

finitely ; very greatly, vastly, hugely : in colloquial
use often a

hyperbolical intensitive = exceedingly.to
an extent which one does not presume to measure
or limit.

1654 tr. Martinis Conij. China 108 They immensely
augmented their Armies, by the access of the China's
Souldiers. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat, 82 She's immensely
rich, a 174* BENTLEY (J. I, The void space of our system is

immensely bigger than all its corporeal mass. 1746-7
HERVEY Medit. (1818) 1^3 O ye Heavens, whose azure
arches rise immensely high, and stretch immeasurably
wide. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iii. 27 The chances of safety
are immensely in his favour. 1886 RUSKIN Prsterita I.

241 Charles wrote that he was enjoying himself immensely.
Immenseness (ime-nsnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being immense ; im-

measurableness, infinity ; vastness, hugeness. Now
usually expressed by IMMENSITY.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Mart. 185 The Immensnesse of this

power averts me from beleeving it to bee just. 1633 T.
ADAMS Exp. a Peter i. 17 The immenseness of the Deity.
1798 PENNANT Hindoottau I. Introd. 2 To retain the im-
menseness of their knowledge.
t Ininie'nsible, a. Obs. [a. F. immensible or

ad. L. *immensibilis, f. im- (IM-
2
) + metis-, ppl.

stem of metiri to measure : see -IBLE.] Immeasur-
able ; immense.

'.579 J- JONES Preserv. Bodie <f Soule i. xlvi. 123 AI-

mightie, Euerlasting, Immensible, and only wise God.
1630 A'. Johnson** Kingd. <y Coinimv. 19 Divided from
either angle by so immensible a tract of Sea.

Immensity (ime-nsiti). In 5 -itee. [a. F.
immensity ^I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) or ad. L. im-

mensitas, n. of quality f. immensus IMMENSE.] The
quality or condition of being immense.
1. Immeasurableness, boundlessness, infinity.
c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 1384 He filled heven and erthe

with his inmensitee. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.
1033 Infinity and immensity of excesse and defect. 1630
PRYNNE God no Impostor 34 Whose vast immensities, .doe
farre transcend our .. finite vnderstandings. 1661 STIL-
LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 10 It is repugnant to the

immensity of God. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Una. 11. xiii. 4
This Power of repeating, or doubling any Idea we have of
any distance.. without being ever able to come to any stop
or stint.. is that which gives us the Idea of Immensity.
1803-6 WORDSW. Intimations viii, Thou, whose exterior
semblance doth belie Thy Soul's immensity. 1874 SYMONDS
Sk. Italy ff Gr. (1898) I. i. n The universe .. becomes im-

portant to them in its infinite immensity.
2. Vast magnitude ; vastness, hugeness.
1651 A. WILSON in Benlowes

Theofh. To Author, Her
poor little Orb appears to be A very Point to their Immen-
sitie. 1790 CASTLES in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 347 The
immensity of their number. 1883 Fortn. Rev. May 613
The immensity of the disaster increased the intensity of the

disgrace.
b. An immense quantity or deal.

1778 MAD. D'ARBI.AY Diary 3 Aug., I have an immensity
to write. 1834 HT. MARTINKAU Farrers vii. 116 They say
that an immensity of money will lie raised by this income
tax. 1861 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. ix. viii. 11872) III. 135
Havine drunk immensities of Hungary wine. 1888 RYE '

Records 09 note, A very slight expenditure of labour would
save an immensity of searchers' time.

3. That which is immense, a. absolutely, Infinite

being or existence
; infinity ; infinite space.

a 1631 DONNE Holy Sonn., Annunciat. ii. (R.), Thou.,
shutt'st in little room Immensity, cloister'd in thy dear
womb. 1688 PRIOR Ode F.xod. iii. 6 The mysterious gulf
of vast immensity. 1695 HLACKMORE Pr. Arth. n. 598
Immensity is wrapt in Swadling Bands. 170 HANWAY
Trav. (17621 I. iv. Ivii. 262 Who fills immensity with his

presence. 1843 CAHLYLF. Past f, Pr. iv. iii, This Worker.,
has to. .collect the monitions of Immensity. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. ll i. 239 Immensity is filled with this music.

b. An (or the) immense extent of something ;

a thing of immense or unmeasured extent.

64

1794 MATIIIAS Purs. Lit. (1798)165 It's tendency is to the
ocean, to which it pays it's last tribute, and is finally lost in
that immensity. i8at BYRON Cain n. ii. 390 Did ye not tell

me that.. what I have seen, Yon blue immensity, is liound-

]ess? 1853 KANE Grinncll Exf. xlii. (18561 382 This solid

immensity of varied ice. 1879 F. HAKRisoNO4i' Bks. (1886)
3 A pathless immensity beyond our powers of vision or of
reach.

c. pi. lieings or things that arc immense or
infinite.

1830 HAILEY Feslus xxii. (1848) 280 A spirit nobler. .Than
all these bright immensities. 1843 CARI.YLE fail < Pr. iv.

iii. He who can and dare trust the heavenly Immensities,
all earthly Localities are subject to him.

t Imme-nsive, a. Obs. [ad. obs. F. immensif,
-ive (i6th c. in Godef. ), f. immense IMMENSE: see

-IVE.J Immeasurable, immense.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. i 4. 195 Some drops of ama.

bilitie . . from the immensiue Ocean of thy bountie. i6ai
MALYNES Anc. Lttw-Mcrch. 266 When workes are clogged
with immensiue charges in the beginning, it choketh the
benefit euer after. 1635 SWAN Spec. Jit. v. $ 2. (1643) 143
The Sunnes immensive heat. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., To
live merrily. This immensive cup Of aromatike wine.

Immeasurable (ime-nsiurab'l, -Jur-), a. [a.
I1', immensurable (i5thc. in Godef.\ or ad. late L.

.}, f. jj-(lM- 2
) + memurdbilis

MENSURABLE.] Immeasurable.
'535 STEWART Cron. Scat. II. 426 In meit and drink, and

sleip also wes he Immensurabilt and out of temperance.
1611 W. PARKES Curtainf-Dr. (1876) 18 Exorbitant desire ..

illimitlesse, and immensurable. 17:4 DERHAM Astro- T'heol.

l. iii. (1715) 23 What an immensurable space is the Firma-
ment. 1807 F. BUCHANAN Joum. Mysore III. 469 The
rank of the different casts, .the immensurable superiority of
the Brahmans above the rest of mankind.
Hence ImmensuraTji-lity, Imme'nsurable-

ness, immensurable quality or condition.

1675 STERRY Freedom Will 41 We must attribute this im-

menseness, or immensurableness to Him. 1678 PHILLIPS
(ed. 4\ Immeasurability, a being uncapable to be measured.

t Imme'nsurate, a. Obs. [ad. late L. im-
mensiirai-us (5th c.), f. im- (IM-

2
) + mensuralus,

pa. pple. oimensiirare to MEASURE.] Unmeasured,
immense.
1654 \V. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. ix. i. 168 An im-

mensurate distance from it. 1710 WELTON Suffer. Son God
I. ii. 28 In Thy Immensurate and perfect Felicity. 1766
G. CANNING Anti-Lucretius \\. 117 Space immensurate.

t ImmercTrrial, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IM-* +

MERCURIAL.] Not mercurial, mobile or yielding.
1637 POCKLINGTON A/tare Chr. xxv. 148 Some of Gr[an-

tham] and others of that Immercuriall wood, may be so

knotty and sturdy, that if you come with your Herculean
armes to twine and twist them . . they will cracke in the

bending like a gunne.
Immerd (imaud), v. rare. [ad. L. type *im-

merdare, i. im- (!M-
'

)
+ taen/a dung ; cf. It. immer-

dare. F. emmerder.~\ trans. To bury in or cover
with ordure.

1*35 QUARLES Embl. Ded., Let Dors delight to immerd
themselves in dung. 1651 W. AMES Saints Security (ib^) 33
Doe wee. .see some eminent professor. . immerd himselfe in

the dung of worldly wickednesse. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph.
Apol. 1660 Make a muckheap of a man, There, .he remains,
Immortally immerded.

Immerge(imoudg,imm-),z. Nowra/r. (Also
erron. emerge.) [ad. L. immergere to dip. plunge,
sink (into), immerse, f. im- (!M-

]
) + mergfre to

MERGE. Cf. F. immergcr."\
1. trans. To dip, plunge, put under the surface

of a liquid ;
to immerse.

1624 Harington's Sch. Salerxe II. 37 The eyes are not

only to be washed, but being open plainly, immerg'd. 1655
Fl'LLER Ch. Hist. n. iv. 4 They pour not water upon the
Heads of Infants, but immerge them in the Font. 1664
POWER Ex/>. Philos. \\. 107 The deeper you immerge the

Tube, the higher still will the Quicksilver in the Tube rise.

1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 304 A second method of preserving
birds is, by immerging them in

spirits.
1818 HUTTON Course

Math. II. 271 Immerge it in boiling water.

fb. Jig. To 'drown', 'submerge'. Obs.

1644 Jus Poptiliy, The right of Fathers, .is now emerged
or made subordinate. 1765 Meretriciad u Nor let thy wit

immerge thy reason too.

2. transf. andyff. To plunge into a state of action
or thought, way of living, etc. ;

= IMMERSE v. 2.

1611 STEF.D Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 583 [They] im-

merge themselues and their abetters into bottomlesse serui-
tudes and distresses. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 65 F 7We entangle ourselves m business, immerge ourselves in

luxury. 1819 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 II. 49/2 [He]
woula immerge his country for twenty years in the most
calamitous war.

3. intr. (for refl.~) To plunge or dip oneself in a

liquid ; to sink. Also transf. nrAfig,
1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot $ Cold Bath ll. 226

They have recovered by immerging into Cold Water. 1747
WESLEY Print. Physic 11762* 76 Immerge up to the Breast
in a warm Bath. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Swift Wks. III.

380 He was now immerging into political controversy. 1841
EMERSON Addr., Meth. Nature Wks. (Bohn) II. *ij And
then immerge again into the holy silence and eternity out
of which as a man he arose.

t b. spec, of a celestial body : To enter the

shadow of another in an eclipse, or to disappear
behind another in an occultation ; to sink below
the horizon. Obs.

1704 J. HODGSON in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1638 At JXmdon
she [the moon] immerg'd at 38 minutes past 5, 1775 R.

IMMERSE.
CHANDLER Trav. Asia Minor (1825) I. 4 The lower half of
the orb soon after immerged in the hori/on. 1786-7 BONNY-
CASTLE Astron. x. 172 When the satellite immerges into, or

emerges out of Jupiter's shadow.

t c. Of a title or estate : To become merged or

absorbed in that of a superior, so as no longer to

have separate existence ; to MERCK. Obs.

1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 868 Most of the great nobility
had been destroyed . . the bulk of their estates immerging
into the crown. 175* Ibid. III. 552 Her son. .to whom the
title of Lennox upon its immerging in the crown, had been
granted.

Immergence (im5'jd.^ens). [f. IMMERGE v. +
-ENCK ; cf. emergence.] The action of immenjing,
plunging, or sinking into anything.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 09/1 The pancreatic duct . . at

the point of its immergence into the intestinal canal. 1878
F. FERGUSON Life Christ n. x. 268 On our way to the im-

mergence of the Jordan.

f Immergent, a^ Obs. Erroneous spelling of

EMERGENT, insense 'Unexpectedly arising ',' urgent '.

1635 FULLF.R Ch. Hist. v. iii. 4 Used upon all extra-

ordinary, and immergent cases. 1791 WASHINGTON Lett.
Writ. 1891 XII. 248 On no occasion (unless very immergent
ones).

Imme'rgent, .- rare.
[f.

IM-2 + MEUGENT.]
Not merging into something else.

1837 H. H. WILSON Sdnkhya KdrikA 46 A discrete prin-
ciple is mergent ; the undiscrete, immergent (indissoluble).

Imme'rger. [f. IMMERGE v. + -ER'.] One who
or that which immerges or plunges into water, etc. ;

spec, a diving bird. 1890 in Cent. Diet,

t Imme'rit, sb. Obs.
[f.

IM- * + MERIT : cf. L.

immcrilus undeserved.] Want of merit ; demerit.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. i. 967 That Machivillian

crew, who to endeare Their base immerits, fill the royal
eare With tales, a 1641 SUCKLING (J.), My own immerit
tell me it must not be for me. 1750 WARBUHTON Doctr.
Grace Wks. 1811 VIII. 406 The immerit of good Works.

t Imme'rit, v. Obs. [Back-formation from

next.] trans. Not to merit or deserve. Only in

t Imme'rlting- fres.pfle. and ///. a., undeserving.
1635 R. CAREW in Lismore Papers (18881 Ser. u. III. 222

Those honorable fauours . . voutnsafed vnto poore immerit.

inge me. 1659 Lady Alimony ll. v. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV.
307 Perish'd by th' immeriting touch Of a misshapen boor !

1676 HAKER in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 10 Immerit-
ing so immense pains and favour from you.

tlmme'rited,/// a. Obs. [f. IM- Z + MERITED,
after L. immerit-us, in sense

' undeserved '.] Un-
merited, undeserved.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (16021 165 He is become so

proud . . since this immerited authority came vpon him. 1667
WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 123 Upon view of his mercies im-
merited. 01703 BURKITT On N. T., Rom. xi. 6 Put into
this state by mere grace, and immerited favours.

t Immerito'rious, . Obs. [f.
lM-2 + MERI-

TORiot'S.] Not meritorious
; undeserving.

164* VICARS God in Mount 85 An unjust and immeri-
torious eulogie or elogie. 1753 Ess. Celibacy 81 It is

therefore immeritorious .. to place human perfection in a
solemn and formal round of devotional exercises.

Hence Immerito'rionily adv., undeservingly.
1675 p. WALKER, etc. Paraph. St. Paul 99 All easily, and

immeritoriously. stand in.. the truth.

t Imme'ritous, a. Obs. rare-', [f. L. im-

merit-us, that has not deserved, undeserving +

-ous.] Undeserving, without merit.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 372 A frothy, immeritous
and undeserving discours.

t ImmeTSable, a. Obs. rare", [ad. L. im-

menSbiKi 'that cannot be sunk' (Horace), f. im-

(!M--) + *mcrsabilis, i. tnersSre to dip in, immerse.
Cf. IMMERSIBLK 1

.] Incapable of being drowned.
[1613 COCKERAM II, Not to bee Drowned, immeasurable.]

1676 COLES, Immersable, which cannot be drowned, un-

capable of immersion. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Immersable,
that cannot be dipped, etc.

Immerse (imaus), v. [f. L. immers-, ppl. stem

otimmerftn to dip, plunge (see IMMEROE).]
1. trans. To dip or plunge into a liquid ; to put

overhead in water, etc.
; sfec. to baptize by im-

mersion.

1613 CAWDREY TaHe Alfh. (ed. 3), Immersed, dipped, or

plunged. 1684-5 !>OYLE Min. Waters 83 Before the Water
we immers'd it in was near boyling hot. 177* HUTTON
Bridges 65 The thickness of the pier when dry ; and .. the
thickness when the pier is immersed in water. 1805 Med.
frill. XIV. 573 The other index . . lies in the tube of the

spirit-thermometer immersed in the alcohol. 1879 Cassclfs
Techn. Educ. IV.

354^/2
Effected by immersing the meat in

a solution of salt or pickle.

b. transf. To plunge into, to bury, imbed, in-

volve, or include in other things.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 10 Hetero-

geneous Bodies, which 1 found immersed and included in

the Mass of this Sandstone. 1700 DRYDEN Theodore ff Hon.

89 He stood, More than a mile immers'd within the wood.

1745 tr. Columella's Huib. iv. xxx, Cuttings, a foot and a

half long, being immersed into the ground. 1809 MALKIN
Gil Bias ii. L p 3 We kenned the old cripple,

immersed in

an elbow chair. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xviii. 133 A traveller

immersed to the waist in the jaws of a fissure.

t c. fig. To cause to enter ; to involve, enclose,

include ; to merge, to sink. Obs.

1605 BACON Adi'. Learn, n. viii. 8 i Other formes . .are
more immersed into matter. Ibid. xvii. 9. 16*7-77 FEL-

THAU Resolves it. xlix. 256 We ought . . to immerse our

private in the public safety. 1734 WATTS R tlig. Juv, Ixxiii,



IMMERSE.
The bulk of mankind, whose souls are immersed in flesh and
blood.

2. transf. and Jig. To plunge or sink into a

(particular) state of body or mind; to involve

deeply, to steep, absorb, in some action or activity.

Chiefly pass, or reft.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. Apol. 534 It would engage
them not to immerse themselves so much into the world,

but to live holily. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. 54 The Portuguese
immers'd themselves in Debt to the Company. 1790 COWPF.R

(1873) II. viii. 469 He was immersed in the most grovelling

superstition.

3. intr. for reft. To plunge oneself, sink, become
absorbed, lit. oaAJig. Now rare or Obs.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xix. F 2 When they find any prone-
ness to immerse in faction. 1739 tr. A Igarotti on ' Newton's

Theory' (1742) II. 191 Must it not decline towards this

Medium and immerse into it?

t ImmeTSe, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. immers-us,

pa. pple. of immergire to IMMERGE.] Immersed.
1626 BACON Syh'a 114-5 (Observ.), I practise, as I doe

aduise. .after long Inquiry of Things, Immerse in Matter,
to interpose some Subject, which is Immateriate, or lesse

Materiate. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul To Rdr. 6/1 While
I was so immerse in the inward sense and representation of

things.

Immersed (ima-jst), ///. a.
[f.

IMMERSE v. +
-ED 1

.] Dipped, plunged, or sunk in, or as in, a

liquid. Also^f.
1678 CUDWORTH lutell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 553 He does not

seem to understand thereby, such a deeply Immersed Soul,
as would make the World an Animal, and a God. 1812

PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 181 The centre of gravity of

the immersed part.

b. Baptized by immersion.

1892 Daily News i Nov. 6/6 My question is whether [he]

is an immersed believer ?

c. Growing wholly under water.

1860 GRAY cited in Worcester.

d. Biol. Sunken or embedded in a surface.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 314 Immersed, when they
[the eyes] are quite imbedded in the head. 1833 SIR W.
HOOKER Smith's Eng. Flora V. I. 172 Urceolaria cinerea

apothecia immersed solitary. 1870 J. D. HOOKER Stltd,

Florit 159 Sium angiistifoliitin . . Fruit shorter than in S.

laiifoliitm, with more immersed vittae.

f e. Astron. Plunged in darkness, eclipsed.

1667 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. II. 597 The Light of the im-

mersed Body. 1834 MOSELEY Astron. xviii. (ed. 4) 85 The

enlightened hemisphere now includes the south pole, and
the north is immersed.

Imme'rsement. rare. [f.
IMMERSE v. +

-MENT.] A plunge, a plunging.

1827 LYTTON Pelham xlix, After . . various immersements

into back passages, and courts, and alleys.

flmmersible (imS-isib'l), a. 1 Obs. rare. [f.

L. type *immersibil-is, f. im- (lM-2) + "mersibilis,

f. merg-tre, men- to dip, immerse : see -IBLE.

Cf. IMMERSABLE.] That cannot sink in water ;

' that cannot be drowned' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

1693 I. MATHER Cases Consc. (1862) 274 If Witches are

immersible, how came they to die by drowning in Bohemia ?

Hence f ImmersibMity, incapability of sinking.

1693 I. MATHER Cases Cause. (1862) 274 This pretended
Gift of Immersibility attending Witches.

Imme'rsible, .- rare. [f.
IMMERSE v. +

-IBLE.] Capable of being immersed.

1846 in WORCESTER ; whence in later Diets, (some ofwhich

erroneously cite Blount and Coles).

Immersion (imaufan). (Also erron. emer-

sion.) [ad. late L. immersion-em (Arnobius), n.

of action from immergere (see IMMERGE). Cf. F.

immersion (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action

of immerging or immersing.
1. Dipping or plunging into water or other liquid,

and transf. into other things.

I of Quicksilver. 1693 SOUTH Twelve Strut

(1698) III. 86 Holding the Soul of Man to be a Spiritua

Immaterial substance [they accounted for its] failures and

defects, .from its Immersion into, and intimate conjunction
with matter. 1710 ADDISON Tatltr No. 221 p 5 The Doctor

. . gives her Two or Three 'total Emersions in the Cold Bath.

i86oTYNDALL Glac. i. xvi. 116 Being checked at intervals

by a bodily immersion in the softer and deeper snow. 1882

VINES Sacks' Bot. 876 Immersion in warm or cold water.

1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 744/1 The Monitor, with only

twelve feet immersion, could take any position.

b. The administration of Christian baptism by
the dipping or plunging of the whole person in

water : distinguished from affusion or aspersion.

1629 DONNE 80 Serin, xxxi. (1640) 309 In Baptisme we are

sunk under water, and then raised above the water, which

was the manner of baptizing in the Christian church, by im-

mersion, and not by aspersion, till of late times. 1751-73

JORTIN Eccl.Hist. ix. 11846) 1. 165 [It] requires of the bishops

and presbyters that they should make use of a three-fold

immersion in baptism under pain of being deposed. 1822
)

.

FLINT Lett. Amer. 114 The immersion of seven Baptists in

65

d. Ceramics. The application of the glaze to

pottery by dipping it into a vessel filled with the

glaze-cream.
2. transf. and_/%". Absorption in some condition,

action, interest, etc.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul To Rdr. 7/1 Others, whom
sensuall immersion or the deadnesse of Melancholy have
more deeply seiz'd upon, 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix.

213 Immersion in vice and ignorance. 1840 ALISON Europe
(1849-50) VIII. Iv. 564 Austria was about to take advantage
of his immersion in the Peninsular War.
3. Astron. The disappearance of a celestial body

behind another or in its shadow, as in an occnlta-

tion or eclipse : opp. to emersion.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 818 The greatest. .Immersion

IMMINENCE.

i68j PETTUS Fleta Min. n. 21 There are other ways of

Calcination especially of Metals ; viz. by. .Immersion. 1696

PHILLIPS, Immersion, ..the putting Metals or Minerals,

into some Corrosive, that they may be reduced to a Calx.

V()L. V.

Beams. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Snrv. v. in If it

is the apparent Time of an Immersion, or Emersion, that is

observed. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. 11. (1810) 131, I ob-

served two immersions of Jupiter's satellites.

4. Microscopy. The introduction of a liquid, as

water or oil, between the object-glass and the

object. 1873, 1877 [see 5].

5. attrib., as (sense i) immersion bath, (i b) im-

mersion robe, (4) immersion fluid, lens, objective,

paraboloid, system.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Immersion-lens, an achromatic

objective for the microscope, which is used with a drop of

water between the front lens and the glass cover of the

object examined, to prevent the extreme refraction of the

luminous pencils if air is present. 1877 A thenxxm 3 Nov.

569/3 Dr. Edmonds gave a description of his new_
Immersion

Paraboloid, and explained its use .. salts of lead in glycerine

being specially recommended as the immersion fluid. 1894
H. GARDENER Unoff, Patriot 28 As he arose from the water

his face was radiant, and when he had removed his immer-

sion robe, his eyes filled with happy tears. 1897 ALLBUTT

Syst. Med. III. 60 Where external treatment is carried out

. .by simple hot immersion baths.

Immersionism (imaujaniz'm). [f. IMMERSION

+ -ISM.] The doctrine or practice of immersion in

baptism.
1843 J- A. JAMES in Ess. Chr. Union iv. 166 Independency,

Immersionism or Methodism. 1884 Ch. Times 413/1 The

Baptistic craze of Immersionism.

So Imme'rsionist, one who advocates or prac-
tices baptismal immersion; in quot. 1880 used

playfully bather.

1846 WORCESTER (citing HINTON). iSSoLuBBOCK in Jrnl.

Linn. Soc. XV. No. 83. 173 Leaving the doomed immer-

sionist to her hard fate. 1897 Chicago Advance 20 May
668/3 Connected with immersionist churches.

t ImmeTsive, a. Obs. [f.
L. immers-, ppl.

stem of immergire (see IMMEHGE) + -IVE.] Charac-

terized by or involving immersion.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. 143 (L.) The sun's immersive heat

doth so boil the water in the cloud,, -it looketh red when it

falleth. 1694 SALMON Bates' Disp. (1713) 448/2 You are to

take pure Sol ; it is made pure by an immersive Calcination.

Immesh, var. of ENMESH v.

t Imme-thoded, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. IM-2 +

METHOD sb. + -ED 2
.] Having no method ;

un-

methodical.

1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 157 Their sudden thoughts,
immethoded discourses, and slovenly sermocinations.

Ira.meth.odic (imeb^-dik, imm-),a. [f. lM-
2 +

METHODIC.] =next.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. I. i. (1872) I. 9 As if there were

not in Nature, for darkness, dreariness, immethodic plati-

tude, anything comparable to him.

Immethodical (imfiJydikSl, imm-), a. [f.

IM- a + METHODICAL.] Not methodical; having no

method ; unmethodical.

1605 G. POWEL Refttt. Efisl. ty Puritan Papist 54, 1 will

not follow the Libeller in his immethodicall and idle Di-

gressions. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit. VI. 171 Although
this Remedy be accounted . . Empirical, immethodical and

incertain. 1708 HEARNE Collect. 7 May (O. H. S.) II. 107

A very flat immethodical, and poor leaden Discourse. 1821

LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old $ New_ Sc/wolm., My reading has

been lamentably desultory and immethodical.

Immetho-dically, adv. [f. prec. + -LYZ.]

In an immethodical manner
;
without method ;

unmethodically.
1624 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (ed. 2) 9 He

jumbles vp many things together immethodically. 1704

HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 126 He may both be led

astray, by consulting Authors of uncertain Credit, and
; .by

immethodically disposing those good ones he does look into.

1779-81 JOHNSON /.. P., Garth Wks. III. 26 His notions are

half-formed, and his materials immethodically confused.

Immetho'dicalness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

Immethodical quality or condition ;
want or absence

of method ;
tmmethodicalness.

1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 60 Sometimes, too, the

seeming immethodicalnesse of the New Testament, .is due

to the inconvenient distinction of chapters and verses now
in use. a 1690 HOPKINS Serm. xxi. (R.), Immethodicalness

breeds confusion.

Immethodize (ime-bodaiz), v. [f.
Ill- 2 +

METHOD + -IZE.] trans. To emancipate from

method ; to render unmethodical.
1811 LAMB F.ss. Trag. S/iaks., A mighty irregular power of

reasoning, immethodized from the ordinary purposes of life.

Immetrical (ime'trikal, imm-), a. [f.
IM--*

+ METRICAL.] Not metrical ;
unmetrical.

irregularity. 1895 A themitm 22 June 796/1 When the word

following the begins with a vowel, the line is absolutely im-

metrical.

Hence Imiue'trically adv.. Imme'tricalneas.
1862 F. HALL Sdnkhya-sdra Pref. 12 note. With respect to

the immetricalness of the tenth Kdrika. 1885 SWINBURNE
in ii)th Cent. Jan. 73 The right-hand margin of the line thus

immetrically printed.

t Immew (imiw-), Obs. [f.
IM-I + MEW v.]

trans. To mew or coop up ;
to keep in restraint or

confinement.
16. . Song in Lloyd Mem. (1668) 96 (T.) My soul is free as

ambient air, Although my baser part's immew'd.

Immigrant (i'migrant), a. and sb, [ad. L.

immigrant-cm, pres. pple. of immigr&re to IMMI-

GRATE, after emigrant (1754).]
A. adj. Immigrating.
1805 SOUTHEY Let. to C. W. W. Wynn 6 Apr. in Life

(i8;o) II. 323 To let the immigrant monastics associate to-

gether here. 1885 E. A. SCHAFER in Proc. Roy. Soc.

XXXVIII. 90 As to the origin of these immigrant cells, it

may be regarded as certain that they have passed inwards

from the epithelium. 1807 Daily News 51 Aug. 4/7 Both

[races] are immigrant, and European, not indigenous to the

soil.

B. si. One who or that which immigrates ;
a

person who migrates into a country as a settler.

1792 BELKNAP Hist. New Hampsh. III. Pref. 6 There is

another deviation from the strict letter of the English dic-

tionaries which is found extremely convenient in our

discourses on population. . . The verb immigrate and the

nouns immigrant and immigration are used without

scruple in some parts of this volume. Ibid. III. 473.

1809 KENDALL Trav. II. Iv. 252 Immigrant is perhaps
the only new word, of which the circumstances of the

United States has in any degree demanded the addition

to the English language, a 1817 T. DWICHT Trav. New
Eng, etc. (1821) II. 232 Immigrants are crowding to it from

New-Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island. 1876

GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 216 The son of Perseus, a

foreigner and immigrant into Greece.

attrili. 1864 D. A. WELLS Our Burden $ Strength 24 1 he

immigrant landing depot in New York City.

Immigrate (i'migrc't), v. [f.
L. immigrat-,

ppl. stem of immigrdre to remove or go into, f.

im- (In-
1
) + migrdre to MIGRATE.]

1. intr. To come to settle in a country (which is

not one's own) ;
to pass into a new habitat or place

of residence (lit. andyTjO.
1623 COCKERAM, Immigrate, to goe dwell in some place.

1651 CHARLETON Eplies. !, Cimm. Matrons n. (1668) 67 In

exchanging words, they exchange spirits : and immigrate
into the wishes they utter. 1792 [see IMMIGRANT sb.}. 1845

M'CuLLpCH Taxation I. iii. (1852) 94 If foreign labourers. .

be permitted freely to immigrate into the country.

2. trans. To bring in or introduce as settlers. (Cf.

EMIGRATE 2.)

1896 Daily Netus 13 Feb. 5/7 By carving out a new
autonomous district, to which the Armenians would be im-

migrated. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 14 May 2/3 The expense of

immigrating coolie labour from the East Indies.

Hence I-mmigrated, I'mmigrating ///. adjs.

1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iii. (1873) 100 Professor Munk
. . believes that the Phoenicians were an immigrating race.

89 The carrying of fatty particles into the lacteals. .by the

immigrating leucocytes.

Immigration (imigre'-Jan). [n. of action

from IMMIGRATE: see -ATION.] The action of

immigrating ; entrance into a country for the pur-

pose of settling there.

who abhor and discourage immigration. 1858 GLADSTONE

Homer I. 284 Successive immigrations of bodies of refugees.

Immigrate!' (i-migr^'taa). rare, [agent-n. in

> L. form from IMMIGRATE.] One who immigrates ;

an immigrant.
1836 LYTTON Athens (1837) I. 98 If no Egyptian Hiero-

phant accompanied the immigrators.

Immigratory (i-migr^tsri, -ftn), a. rare.

[f. as prec.,
after migratory^ Of or pertaining to

immigration.
1897 Naturalist Jan. 13 The season has been marked by

two very pronounced movements [of birds]. The first of

them, probably both immigratory and emigratory, during

the first week in September.

tlmmi-nd, inmrnd, v. Obs. [t- 1

+ MIND sb.} trans. To put in mind, to remind.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. u. x. 146 To immind

man of his owne infirmity. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Ezra vi. 19

To inmind them of that signal mercy. io.S. FISHER

Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 477 The Bible, which doth . .

immind men, that forget them to mind the Light and Spirit.

Imminence (i-minens). [ad. late L. immt-

nentia, f. imminent- : see IMMINENT and -ENCE.]

1. The fact or condition of being imminent or

impending.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ill. i. 28 Rufus..on the imminence

of any danger or distress .. promised them the releasing of



IMMINENCY.
their taxes. 178* Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg. (1783) 56/2

The imminence of the danger. 1850 M KRIVAI.K Koin. hmp.
(1852) II. 6 The apparent imminence of intestine war.

2. That which is imminent; impending evil or

peril.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. t, Cr. v. x. 13, I . . dare all imminence

that gods and men Address* their dangers in. 1882 Qnain's
Mtd Diet. 1151/2 The morbid imminences of this age are

few.

Imminency rminensi). [f.
as prec. : see

-ENCY.] The quality of being imminent ; immi-

nent character.

1665 R - B. Comment 2 Tales 36 In regard both of the

apparency and imminency of that danger. 1806 Ann. Reg.
224 Until the precise extent and imminency of the danger
should be ascertained. 1871 MACDUFF Mem. Patinas i. 15

This predicted imminency of the Advent.

Imminent (i'minent), a. Also 6-8 erron.

iminent, eminent (see EMINENT 6). [ad. L.

imminens, -ent-em, pres. pple. of imminere to pro-

ject or lean over, overhang, impend, be near, f.

im- (IM- !) + -minere, as in eminere : cf. EMINENT.
Cf. F. imminent (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L Of an event, etc. (almost always of evil or

danger) : Impending threateningly, hanging over

one's head ; ready to befall or overtake one ; close

at hand in its incidence ; coming on shortly.
1518 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. L 115 Fear, .being

so imminent and lately felt. 1555 EDEN Decades 103 Pre-
sentation from so many imminent perels. 1593 SHAKS.2 Hen.
VI, v. iii. 19 You haue defended me from imminent death.

1604 Oth. I. lit 136 Haire-breadth scapes i' th* imminent
deadly breach, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 3 Pre-

saging their intended and imminent destruction. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. K(i8i3> III.vn. 26 To oppose, first of all,

the nearest and most imminent danger. 1875 STUBBS Const.
Hist. III. xviii. 27 Invasion was imminent. 1883 C. J.
WILLS Mod. Persia 330 In an Austrian lottery, .a drawing
was imminent.

1 2. Remaining fixed or intent (upon something).
Obs. [L. imminere in sense ' to be intent upon '.]

1641 MILTON Reforjn. n. 65 Their eyes ever imminent

upon worldly matters.

3. In literal sense : Projecting or leaning forward ;

overhanging.
1717 W. MATHER Yng. Man's Comp. 27 Eminent, famous.

Iminent, over head. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. f, It. Jrnls.
(1872) 1. 38 Heights began to rise imminent above our way.

f4. Confused with IMMANENT. Obs.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Inttll. iv. (1628) 108 This..requireth
an imminent reason to be sought for. 1644 HUNTON I'iml.

Treat. Monarchy v. 40 Now Legislation is an imminent
Act, consisting in a meer expression of an Authoritative
Will. 1677 GILPIN Dentonol. (1867* 24 Our present formed
thoughts, the immediate and imminent acts of the mind.

1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. S 2. 272 The moral law of
the conscience is the most . . imminent of all that can be
called Knowledge.
1 5. Confused with EMINENT a. Obs.

1642 J. VICARS God in Mount 15 Some imminent Scots.

Imminently (i'minentli), adv. (Also 6-7
erron. emi- : see EMINENTLY 5.) [f. prec. +-LY 2

.]

In an imminent manner ; impendingly ; threaten-

ingly.
1548 HALL Chron., Edui. IV 219 The evill fate and

destenie of her husbande, whiche eminently [1568 GRAFTON
706 iminentlye] before her iyes, she sawe to approche. 1646
i67o[see EMINENTLY 5]. 1786 BURKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842
II. 154 [He] did .. shake the whole foundation of British

authority, and imminently endanger the existence of the
British nation in India. i&& Daily AVtM 10 Sept. 5/3 The
left attack . . was, I think, never imminently dangerous.

Immingle (imi-rjg'l, imm-), v. [f. IM- 1 +
MINGLE v.j trans. To mix or blend intimately;
to mingle, intermingle.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. i99(R. )Let earth with fire imingled

be. 1649 EVELYN Liberty f, Serv. v. Misc. Writ. (1805) 33
Crimes so easily immingle themselves. 1726-46 THOMSON
Summer 551 Where purity and peace immingle charms.

1848 CI.OUGH Bothiev. 28 Themselves, .accepted into it, im-

mingled, as truly Part of it as are the kine in the field.

b. intr. (for reft.).

1848 CLOUGH Amours de Voy. in. g Where, upon Apen-
nine slope, with the chestnut the oak-trees immingle.
Hence Immi'ngling vbl. sb.

1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note 1.114 He isdivided

indivisibly in all, on account of the immingling (imuftr).

tlmminish, v. Obs. Also 5 enmenuse,
emenisohe. [ME. enmenuse, a. OK. enmenuisier,
emmenuisser, repr. L. type 'inminiitidre (see

AMENUSE), refashioned as emenish, and ultimately

(after L. imminufre) as imminish. Cf. AMIKISH,
DIMINISH, MINISH.]

a. trans. To diminish ; to belittle ; b. intr.

To become less, decrease.

14. Life Alexander (MS. Lincoln A. i. 17 If. 32) (Halliw.)
And his gudnesse be nathynge enmenuste therby. Ibid.
If. 48 Macedoyne salle waxe ayHesse and lesse, and emenische
day bi day. ij6j COOPER Answ. Priv. Masse (Parker Soc.)
163 So to imminish and debase the weight of Christ's Com-
mandments. 1363-73 Thesaurus, Leuare authoritatem,
. .to imminish.

tl'mminnte, a. Obs. [ad. L. imminut-us,
pa. pple. of tmminufre to lessen, f. im- (lM-')4-
minufre to lessen.] Diminished, lessened.
a 1681 WHARTON Eclipses Wks. (1683) 106 In those Eclipses

. . we suffer by reason of the Immmute Influence of the
Sun toward us.

66

t Imminn'tion. Obs. [ad. L. imminiition-em,
D. of action f. tmminufre : see prec.] Diminu-

tion, lessening, decrease.

1590 BARROUGH Meth. I'hysick v. iv. (1639) 269 This.,
sodaine and often imminutipn of the tumour. 1657 J.
COSIN Canon Script, ii. 14 Without any Addition, Immmu-
tion, or Alteration. 1788 Warburton's Div. Legat. v. it.

Note H.,Wks. III. 205 Where is the absurdity of I)r. Spen-
cer's gradual declension or imminution of the Theocracy?

Immira-culous, a. nonce-iud.
[f.

IM-* +
MIRACULOUS.] Non-miraculous.
1880 FAIRBAIRN Stud. Life Christ xii. (1881) 200 These.,

records of so-called miraculous events so finely natural
and immiraculous in tone.

tlmmi're, v. Obs. Also 7 en-, [f.
IM-' +

MIRE sb.} trans. To immerse in mire ; alsoy?^.
1611 FLORIO, Imfmare, to enmud, to enbog, to enmtre.

1651 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 280 Most of them do
immire their spirits into worldly projects.

Immiscibility (imisibi-Hti). [f. next + -ITY :

cf. F. immiscibility (Littre).] The quality of

being immiscible ; incapacity of mixing.
1807 Edin. Rev. X. 145 He has investigated . . the causes

of this immiscibility. 1881 A thenxum 6 Aug. 165/2 Equally

typical
was his [Landor's] immiscibility.

' The worst of John
Bull ', once said a famous American,

'
is that he won't mix '.

Immiscible (imi-sib'l), a.
[f.

IM- Z + Mis-
CIBLE. Cf. F. immiscible (Littre^ who cites a
L. immiscibilis from Quicherat).] That cannot

be mixed ; incapable of mixture.

1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xxvi. 336 Wismuth..of a
brittle immiscible earth. 1751 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 258
A blackish liquid, .absolutely immiscible with water. 1833
CHALMERS Const. Man (1835) II. vii. 30 Like water and oil,

they are immiscible.

Hence Irnmi sclbly adv., without capability of

mixture.

1884 H. D. TRAILL New Lucian 116, I would that the
hosts of darkness were thus immiscibly divided from the

army of light.

t Immi-serable, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. im-
miserdbilis unpitied, f. im- (IM-") + miserdbilis

MISERABLE.]
' Whom none pittieth

'

(Cockeram,
1623).

t Immi'ss, v. Obs. Also 7 immise. [f. L.

immiss-, ppl. stem of immitttre to IMMIT. With
immise cf. premise^ trans. = IMMIT.

1647 J- HALL Poems n. 100 Whether the Sun will er'e

immise Light to mine eyes. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles l. ill.

iii. 46 A Splendour, .immissed into that dark Mater.

Immission (imi-j3n,imm-). Now rare. [ad.L.
immissien-em, n. of action f. immitttre to IMMIT.
Cf. obs. F. immission] The action of immitting;
insertion, injection, admission, introduction. The

opposite of emission.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vin. 102 The strife therof

['how the sight is made'] as yet is vnder iudgement, as

touchyng emission, and immission. i6ia DRAYTON Poly-olb,
x. Notes 165 The Northwinde (much accounted of among
builders, .for immission of pure ayre). 1651 JER. TAYLOR
Serm.for Year i. xxii. 281 God does not give immissions
and miracles from heaven to no purpose. 1713* DERIIAM

Phys.- Thfol. 5 note, After such frequent Compressures, and
immission of fresh Air. 1856 MASSON Ess., Wordyw. 349
The.. theory of. .alternate immission and withdrawal of

power, as regulating the progress of the universe.

b. spec, in Eucharistic use :
= COMMIXTION 6.

1846 MASKELL Anc. Liturgy 115 note, The mystical inten-

tion of the Immission into the Cup. 1877 J.
D. CHAMBERS

Div. Worship 378 The Solemn Immission into the Chalice
of one Portion or of one Hostia. Ibid. 386.

o. That which is immitted.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 146 Immyssyons of the

ennemy, that be euyll suggestyons. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. Pref. F 32 Faith is presented to be an infused grace,
an immission from God.

t Immi'Stiou. Obs. [n. of action from L.

immisce-re to mix intimately : see IMMISCIBLE and

-ION.] Intimate mixture or mingling.
i6s8 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic x. xv. 272 By continual solution

and immistion, so to distil ibem [etc.].

Immit (imi-t), v. Now rare or Obs. [ad. L.

immittlre to send in, introduce, etc., f. im- (IM-
1
)

+ mitltre to send.] trans. To put in, insert,

inject, infuse
; to let in, admit, introduce (things

material or immaterial) : the opposite of emit.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 24 The . . heades [of the ribs]
are immitted into the bodyes of the Vertebres. 1651 GAULE
Magastrom. 20 It was his dream (divinely immitted). 1669
BOYLE Contn. New Exp. ll. (1682) 141 The Air being
immitted. 1705 GREENHILL Art of Embalming 273 This
Balsamic LiquorthusClysterwi.se immitted into the Intestins.

1834 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Election (1836) Pref. 18 It

[new doctrine] has, as Tettullian speaks, been immiltedor
let in or introduced at a later period.

Immitigable (imrtigab'l), a. [ad. L. im-

mitigabilis, (. im- (IM-
2
) + mitigabilis MITIOABLE.]

That cannot be mitigated, softened, or appeased ;

implacable ; not to be toned down.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Episl. 19 What cause was there. .

that the malice of my minde should be immitigable? 17..
HARRIS (J.), Did she mitigate these immitigable, these iron-

hearted men? 1814 SOUTHBY Roderick xvil. He..on his
flesh . . inflicts Fierce vengeance with immitigable hand.
1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son III. 138 For four or
five days and nights the pain was immitigable. 1887 SWIN-
BURNE Stud. Prose ft Poetry (1894) 188 The principle or the

impulse of universal and immitigable charity.

IMMOBILE.

Hence Immi'tigably adv., in an immitigable
manner or

degree.
1824 If'tstw. Ret'. I. 437 The most unavoidably and im-

mitieably painful incidents of lire. 1831 Hi. M MM IM AI

Koch f, All vii. 104 Mr. Bland looked as immitigably
solemn as ever. 1854 N. HAWTHORNE En%. Note-l>tts.l\. 308
Much that is most valuable must be immitigably rejected.
TTHTtii-r (imi'ks), v. Now rare. [The pa. pple.
immixt is found in ijth c. ; also a vb. IMMIXT

;

both from L. immixt-us, pa. pple. of immiscere.
The present stem immix was of later appearance,
and due to the analysis of immix-t as a pa. pple.
of I'Jig. formation, implying a present of this

form. Cf. COMMIX, ADMIX, which had a like

origin.] trans. To mix in (with something else) ;

to mix intimately, mix up, commingle.
M3*-So tr. Higiten (Rolls) I. 295 The peple. .kepe the

maneres and consuetudes of Frenche men, to whom the!
were immixte. 1518 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Re/. 1. L 113
We immixed such things and reasons as might serve. 1563-
87 FOXE A . <$ M. 1

1596) 58/1 The boie immixed the eucharist,
and dropt it in softfie into the mouth of the old man. 1^96
SPENSER /-'. Q. iv. iii. 47 Amongst her teares immixing
prayers meeke. 1671 MILTON Samson 1657 Samson with
these immixt, inevitably Pulled down the same destruction
on himself. 1791 BURNS Elegy Miss Burnet iv, Ye heathy
wastes immix d with reedy fens. i88a F. W. MYERS
Renewal of Youth 205 How oft shall evening's slant and
crimson fire Immix the earthly and divine desire 1

b. reft. To involve, or ' mix oneself up
'

(in or

with something).
1593 R. BARNES Parthenophil xxxiii. in Arb. Garner V.

357 Lest my better part To milder objects should itself

immix. 1671 True Nonconf. 124 Immixing themselves by
privilege in secular Courts and affaires. 1748 J. GEODES
Compos. Anlients 244 Having, .immixed himself with the
real TO op.

c. intr. (for rejl.}.
1681 No Protestant-Plot g Many others . . immix with

them, and cooperate to promote their designs.

Hence Imml'xed ///. a., mixed up, commingled.
1855 BAILEY Mystic So M illet and lentil, and a thousand

grains, As many and as immixed as Psyche slipped Through
her sad fingers. 1858 The Age 199 Nor host immixed
that by Propontic wave Its ranks deployed.

t Imnii-xable, " Obs. [f. IM-^ + MIXABLE.]
Incapable of being mixed ; immiscible.

1641 WILKINS Math. Magick \\. iv. (1648) 175 Fill it with
such liquors as may be clear of the same colour, immixable.

f TtMTni-gl:, iTnTni-ygfl ( imi-kst), a. Obs. [orig.
ad. L. immixt-us, f. im- (IM-

2
) + mix(tts MIXED.]

Not mixed, unmingled, pure, simple.
1611 S.V/MtDLi/eo/Faitain Death (1627) 101 The soule

is. .elder and more excellent sister to the body immixt and
separable. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. led. 2) 339 They
[the Chinese] are the most ancient and immixt people in the
Universe, a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. L 2 The divine
nature or Godhead is simple, pure, and immixt. 1659 EVELYN
Let. to Boyle 3 Sept. in B.'t Wts. (1772) VI. 291 To assure

you . . how pure and immixed the design is from any other
than the public interest.

Hence t Immi'xtness, -edness.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comnt. Angeils 125 Sincerity is im-

mixednesse, and rightnesse of ends.

t Immi'xt, v. Obs. rare. [f.
L. immixt-,

ppl. stem of immiscere : see IMMIX. Cf. the parallel

early vbs. at/mix/, commixt.] trans. = IMMIX.

1431-50 tr. Higdt'n (Rolls) I. 13 Take some versus of that
nowble. .poete called Homerus, and adde or immixte theym
unto his werkes. 15*3 St. Papers Hen. V//, IV. 89 1m-

myxting..your certificates and communications with drede
of raysing of the Kinges armye.

t Immi'xtion. Obs. rare. In 7 immixion.
ff. L. immixt-, ppl. stem of immiscere : see -ION.]
The action of mixing in.

1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's Hist. Winds 181 Of winds which
are made by immixion of vapours.

t Immi-xture l
. Obs. rare. [f. lM- 2 + MIX-

TURE, after IMMIXT a.] The condition of being un-

mixed ; freedom from mixture ; purity, simplicity.
1648 W. MOUNTAOUE Devout Ess. i. xiv. 3. 190 That

wherein our love is the most defective, which is simplicity
and immixture.

Immixture 2 (imrkstifu). [f. L. immixt-,

ppl. stem of immiscere to IMMIX + -UBE, as if

ad. L. *immixtfira : cf. admixture, commixture.]
The action of immixing or mixing up ; intimate

mixture, commingling ;
the fact of being

' mixed

up
'

or involved ( something^.
1859 GUI,LICK & TIMBS Paint. 240 The immixture of oil

with the colours. 1865 J. GROTE Treat. Moral Ideas ii.

(1876) 28 The immixture of the pollen with the stigma.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Comm-w. xxiv.uBSg I. 256 To avoid an
immixture in political strife. 1889 STEVENSON Master of
B. vi. 166 Repenting the temerity ofmy immixture in affaire

soprivate.

Immobile (imwi-bil), a. Also 4 in-mobill, 5

immobyle, 6 -11, immoble, imoble. [a. F". im-

mobile (I3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. immobilis,

i. im- (IM-
2
) + mobilis MOBILE.] Incapable of

moving or of being moved, immovable (lit. and

fig.} ; fixed, stable. Also less strictly : That does

not move ; motionless, stationary. (In first quot.
= IMMOVABLE A. 3.)

C1340 HAMIOI.E Prose Tr. ii Thou sail nojjhte couayte pe
hous or obcr thynge mobill or in.mobill of bi neghtbour
with wrange. 1490 CAXTON Etteydas xix. 69 Eneas . .

holdyng hys syght alwayes Immobyle atte anothre syde



IMMOBILITATE.
than vpon dydo. 1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. v. (R.), It is not
laufull to breke them (laws] : but they be ferine and immoble.
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 48 Al the thyng that circuit!* this . .

fyrst mobil, is immobil and mouis nocht. 1559 W. CUN-
NINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 17, I do imagine.. A. D. to be
the axe tree, and imoble. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 141
Frequent repeted custom? in sm renders the conscience.,
obdurate.. whereby sin becomes necessary and immobile.
1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feverel xxxviii, The fruits hung
immobile on the boughs. 1864 Mattie, a Stray 1. 200
His immobile features did not alarm the young suitor.

t Immobrlitate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.
immobilitat-, ppl. stem of immobilitdre, {. im-
mobilis IMMOBILE: cf. mobilitdre to render mov-
able.] trans. To render incapable of movement.
1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Theol. ii. 46 Adams supernatural

Grace given to corroborat him, did not immobilitat his wi!
to evil.

Immobility (imobHIti). [a. F. immobility

(:3-i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) or ad. L. immobilitds,
-tdtem, n. of quality f. immobilis IMMOBILK.] The
quality or condition of being immobile ; incapacity
of moving, or of being moved; fixedness, stability;
motionlessness. (lit. andyfo).
_ I483CAXTON Gold. Leg. 250$ In dyvynyte, in eternite,
in situacipn of immobylyte. 111617 BAYNE On Epk. (1658)
55 The immobility of Gods word. 1664 POWER Exp.
Philos. ill. 153 A Magnetical Demonstration of the Earth's
Immobility. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 367 A Palsy
is an Immobility of a Muscle from Relaxation. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) 1. 263 Estates for years are considered
in law as chattels real, being an interest in real property, of
which they have one quality, immobility, which denominates
them real. 1860 W. COLLINS Worn. White I. ix. 102 There
was an unnatural immobility in her face.

b. concr. - IMMOVABLE B. (nonce-use},
1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 152 Still is for sale. .

that same chateau With all its immobilities.

Immobilize (im<*rbibiz), v. [ad. F. immo-
biliser (1835 >icf. Acad.), f. immobile: cf. mobi-

lize^ trans. To render immobile ; to fix im-

movably ; to keep (a joint or limb) without motion
for surgical purposes ; to render (troops) incapable
of being mobilized ; to withdraw (specie) from
circulation, holding it against bank-notes.
1871 Daily News 4 Jan., To oblige the enemy to immobi-

lize around us considerable forces. 1872 Contemp. Rev.
XX. 581 fit] puts an end to the idea of future progress by
immobilizing the organization of the present. 1879 St.

George"s Hasp. Rep. IX. 769 The patient.. had his limb
placed upon a cushion without being immobilised. 1899
Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. 6/3 The Italian ecus, being immo-
bilized in the State and m the Latin Union treasuries.

1898 M. P. SHIEL Yellow Danger 131 The whole Allied
navy., had been almost immobilised for lack of steam-fuel.

Hence Inunoblllza'tiou, the action or process of

immobilizing ; concr. specie withdrawn from circu-

lation.

1882 Quains Med. Diet. 780/1 Immobilization [of a dis-
eased joint] should not be continued longer than necessary.

1894 Daily News 28 July 7/4 The immobilisation of the
Italian banks will be distributed as follows : To the Bank
of Italy about 400 million francs [etc.].

Immoble, obs. var. of IMMOBILE.

t Immo'delize, v. Obs. rare. [f. IM-I +
MODELIZE.] trans. To model, mould, fashion.

1649 J. ELUSTONE tr. Behmen's Ep. vi. 37 The formed
or immodellized Science. Ibid. vii. Q The pride of the
Devill . . hath so imprinted and immodellized it selfe on the

Image of man.

t Immo'deracy. Obs. rare.
[f. IMMODERATE :

see -ACT.] Immoderateness, want of moderation,
excess.

1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mar. n.
fj

i The strength of

delight is in its seldomness. .Mediocrity is its Life and
immoderacy its Confusion. 1686 GOAD Cclest. Bodies n. iv.

195 All Verdure by the immoderacy of the Season is

parch'd and burnt.

I Immoderancy. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

immoderdntia, f. im- (lM-
2

j
+ moderdnt-em, pres.

pple. of moderdrl to MODERATE.}
=

prec.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. ii. 7 He by a decolla-

tion of all hope annihilated his [God's] mercy, this by an
immoderancy thereof destroyed his justice.

Immoderate (im^-dei-a), a. Also 5 in-.

[ad. L. immoaerat-us unbounded, unrestrained,

excessive, f. im- (IM-
2
) + moderdtus MODERATE.]

1. Not moderate; exceeding usual or proper
limits ; excessive, extravagant, too great.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xni. xxvi. (1495) 460 In-

moderate heete greuyth fysshe. 1533 ELYOT Cast, ffell/ie

(1539) 483, Immoderate slepe maketh the body apt vnto
palsies. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps. of Eng. 471 By reason of
these immoderate expenses he became so bare, that [etc.]

1711 BUDGELL Sped. No. 277 p 14 Her Necklace was of an
immoderate length. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV.

576 His immoderate zealagainst the unfortunate clan.

b. Of persons : Wanting in moderation ; going
beyond reasonable bounds in action or opinion ;

extreme.
c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 939 In his

departyng
whoo is inmo-

derat, This to seyn whoo is nat mesurabfe In his Rychesse
but disordinat, Is Callyd prodigus. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint,

of Ancients 279 Pindarus was immoderate in the ornaments
ofhis poesie. 1791 BURKE Th. French Aff. Wks. VII. 45 The
. .government, .which the immoderate republicans began so

very lately to introduce into Holland. 1890 Daily News
12 Dec. 3/3 Mr. Labouchere. .said. . He was not a moderate
but an immoderate Liberal.

67

1 2. Unrestrained in feeling, passions, or conduct ;

intemperate. Obs. (exc. as implied in i).
1497 BP. ALCOCK Mom Perfect. B iij, A man wrothe is so

immoderat that he knowitn not what he sayth. 1567
MAPLET Gr. Forest Pref., I therefore desire a Reader not
learned, but vnskilfull : yet rather learned than immoderate.
(11635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 55 Those immoderate
courses of his youth. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 19 note,
Alexander was continent, yet immoderate. 1696 PHILLIPS
(ed. 5), Immoderate, observing no measure, intemperate
beyond excess.

1 3. Without limits, boundless
; very great, rare,

citfo St. Ursula (Roxb.) Avij, To be theyr guides he
sent his aungels bryght Athwart them to hauven thrugh
his immoderate myght. 1635-56 COWLEY Davideis n. 745
An heav'nly Maid walks in. . . Immod'rate Grace Spoke
things far more than Human in her Face.

Immoderately (im^-derali), adv. [f. prec.
-I- -LY 2

.] In an immoderate manner or degree ;

beyond just or reasonable limits; excessively, in

excess, extravagantly, too much.
1482 Monk of Evesham i. (Arb.) 20 Why he sorowde and

wepte so imoderately. 1519 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks.
336/2 His goodes yl he hatn immoderatelye gathered and
gredily kept together. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 240 The
men . . died . . by eating immoderately thereof. X7ia STEELE
Sped. No. 296 f 7 I'he Ladies, .laugh immoderately all

the Time. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 286 His arms and legs
were immoderately long.

Immoderateness (imp-der/tnes). [f. as

prec. -f- -NESS.] The quality or condition of being
immoderate

; want of moderation ; excess.

1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. n. xliii. 62 a, Vnmea-
surablenesse and immoderatnesse is to be eschewed. 1681
H. MORE Exf. Dan. Pref. 81 Nor is there any thing of
Immoderateness or Extravagancy in this my zeal. 1714 tr.

T. A Kempis
1

Chr. Exerc. iv. xvi. 254 This may be either
by immoderateness or indiscretion.

Immoderation (inifider^-Jan). [a. F. im-
moderation (isth c.), or ad. L. immoderdtion-em, f.

im- (lK-
2
) + moderdiio MODERATION.] The oppo-

site of moderation ; immoderateness, excess.

1541 COPLAND Galym's Terap. 2 E j b, In competent and
commoderacyon of smal conduites lyeth and con.sisteth the
helth. And. .in vncompetence and immoderacyon in them
the dysease. 1640 BP. HALL Chr. Moder. (ed. Ward) 6/1
Immoderation in drinking. 1650 VENNING New Command
Renewed Pref, Who would undertake to moderate the
extreme immoderation of our days? 1717 BRADLEY Fa?n.
Diet. s. v. Balm of Paracelsus. It,, cures., the Immodera-
tion of the Menses. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost viii.

221 Many who have begun by some small immoderation . .

have ended . . in a bondage of habitual excess.

fb. pi. Excesses; immoderate orintemperateacts.
1614 BP. HALL Heaven vpon Earth 18 All immodera-

tions are enemies, as to health, so to peace. 1679 PULLER
Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 320 Those who are for parity in
the Church have great disparities, and very dispropor-
tionate measures in their own immoderations.

Immodest (imp-dest), a. [ad. L. immodest-us,
f. im- (lM-2) + modestus MODEST. Cf. F. im-
modeste (1549 R. Estienne).] Not modest, void of

modesty.
1. Void of modesty in self-assertion or preten-

sion ; arrogant, forward, impudent.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 92/43 Immodest, immodestus. 1591

SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. i. 126 With this immodest clamorous
outrage. 1635-56 COWI.EY Davideis I. Notes F 3, I hope
this kind of Boast, -will not seem immodest. 1672 WILKINS
Nat. Relig. i. vii. 88 This were to subvert the credit of all

history ; which is so immodest a thing as any sober man
would be ashamed of. 1771 N. NICHOLLS in Corr, iv. Gray
(1843) 133 If you think this an immodest request, you may
do as much or as little of it as you please.
2. Wanting a due sense of decorum or decency ;

improper, indelicate, indecent, lewd, unchaste.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 37 A foe of folly and immodest
toy. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 70 To gaine the Lan-
guage, 'Tis needfull, that the most immodest word Be
lopk'd vpon, and learn'd. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 196
Tis so made to open, that as they goe along, the least aire

gives all to all mens immodest viewes. 1722 DE FOE
Relig. Cojirtsh. i. ii. (1840) 63, I have heard his father
make him speak lewd_ words and sing immodest songs.
1826 SCOTT Woodst. iii, Whate'er of such lawless idleness
and immodest folly hath defiled the land.

Immodestly (im^-destli), adv. [f. prec. +

LY~.] In an immodest manner.
1. With excessive self-assertion ; arrogantly.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio Apol. A iij, To surmise that

I have spoken of them, either with passion or immodestlie.

1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 123, I will not speake injuriously of

your deserts, nor immodestly of mine owne. 1870 LOWELL
Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 138 Himself not immodestly
claimed the civic wreath for having saved the lives of
fellow-citizens.

2. Improperly, indelicately, indecently.
1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual L iij b (T.), He would have

us live soberly ;
not wantonly, not immodestly, not in-

continently. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ii. xii. 16 Throwing forth

lewd wordes immodestly, a 1638 MEDE Diatr. 259 (T.)
These Corinthian women, .discovered their faces immodestly
in the congregation. 1881 Miss BRADDON Aspk. I. 217 She
wears . . her petticoats immodestly scanty.

Immodesty (imp'desti). [ad. L. immodestia,
f. im- (IiM) + modestia MODESTY. Cf. F. im-
modestie (1564 J. Thierry).] Want of modesty.
1. Excess of self-assertion or pretension; arro-

gance, forwardness ; impudence.
1605 Play Stucley in Simpson Sell. Sliaks. (1878) I. 161

Count it not in me immodesty To love the man whom

decency ;

IMMOLATION.
heaven appointed for me. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 214, I

thought it would seem meer pride and immodesty in me to
send Arguments to you. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747)
III. 635 To expose the great Immodesty of Crellius, who. .

will needs persuade the World, that by the Word in the
Chaldee Paraphrase is no where meant a Person. 1869
RUSKIN Q. ofAir 137 It belongs to all immodesty to defy
or deny law, and assert privilege and license. 1893 Inde.
pendent (N.Y.) 10 Oct., I may without immodesty say (etc.).

tb. In wider sense: Want of moderation or
restraint. Obs. rare.

1665 MANLEY Grotius Low C. Warres 69 By his cruelty
towards Priests, and all other kinds of immodesty.
2. Want of the sense of decorum or dei

impropriety, indelicacy; unchastity.
1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars vm. (R.), She shames to think

that ought within her face Should breed th' opinion of im-
modesty. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (cd. 2) 182 Never
regarding they were naked; .. I wondred .. at their im-
modesty. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T., i Pet. iv. 3 We
did

top long live . . in immodesties . . and in excess of wine.
1859 TENNYSON Enid 960 It seem'd an easier thing At once
. . to strike her dead, Than to cry

' Halt
', and to her own

bright face Accuse her of the least immodesty.

t Immodish (imjn-dif, imm-), a. Obs. nonce-
wd.

[f.
IM-* + MODISH.] Not according to the

mode; unfashionable. Hence flmmo'dishlyaft/.,
unfashionably.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch. To Rdr. 72 A Band Im-modeish,

or, I wot not what Small singularity of Beard, or None.
1690 Moral Ess. 4- Disc. Pref. z So immodishly qualified.

f Immo-dulate, v. Obs. rare-",
[f. L. im-

moduldt-us inharmonious, f. im- (In-
2
) + modu-

Idt-us : see MODULATE.] (See quot.)
1623 COCKERAM, Immodiilale, to doe a thing without due

proportion.

Immo -

dulated, ///.. rare.
[f.

Its.-'* + modu-

lated, pa. pple. of MODULATE v. : cf. prec.] Not
modulated

;
without vocal modulation.

1765 Patriotism v. in Sch. Satire (1802) 318 While, lib'ra!

of th immodulated note He screams thro' all his dissonance
of throat. 1878 SYMONDS Shelley n His voice was. .harsh
and immodulated.

t Immorsture, v. Obs. [f. IM-I + MOISTURE.]
trans. To imbue with moisture, to moisten.

1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 698 Of Pliades. . Immoysturid
with mislyng.

t Immolate, ///. a- Obs. or arch. [ad. L.

iinmoldt-us
, pa. pple. of immolare : see next. (In

early examples const, as pa. pple. : see next, and
-ATE 2

.)] Sacrificed, immolated.
T534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1296/1 The nyght. .wher

in was immolate and offered in sacryfyce the vnspotted
lambe. 1551 GARDINER

_
Kxflic. Cath. Fayth 148 (R.)

Whether Christ be daily immolate or only ones. 1830 W.
PHILLIPS Mt. Sinaiui. 32 Nor were unconsumed The reek-

ing victims immolate.

Immolate (i-mok't), v. [f. L. immoldt-, ppl.
stem of immolare, orig. to sprinkle with sacrificial

meal (rnola salsa~), f. im- (IM-
1
) + mola meal. The

pa. pple. seems to have been the part first used :

cf. prec.]
1. trans. To sacrifice, offer in sacrifice; to kill

as a victim. (Properly, and now only, of sacrifices

in which life is taken.)
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Vll 6 b, As though he should be

a dewe sacrifice or an host immolated for the . . homicide.

1619 H. HUTTON Follies Anat. (Percy Soc.) 48 Pan did the
first fruites of his fold present : . . Ceres did immolate . .

Autumn's rich prime, and Terra's golden mines. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 126 They will cut themselves
to immolate the bloud to their Idol. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. V. 327 The horrible custom ofimmolating the captives
of war at the tombs of those who had been slain in battle.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. v. 158 Human victims
were immolated to the Thunderer.

fb. absol.otintr. To offer sacrifice, to sacrifice.

1628 J. HUME Jewes Deliv. i. 10 They were wont to im-
molate and sacrifice vnto their heathenish Gods. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 15 In a certain place there,
the Marabouts immolate at this time.

2. trans/. va&Jig. To give up to destruction, or

to severe suffering or loss, for the sake of some-

thing else ; to '
sacrifice '.

1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 91 Should I

immolate my selfe to publique scorne. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Re/I. v. ix. (1848) 333 To immolate their own inclinations

and desires, .to their Vanity. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace in.

Wks. VIII. 278 They had offered to immolate at the same
shrine the most valuable of the national acquisitions. 1874
H. R. REYNOLDS John Bapt. v. i. 306 The religion of Christ

never immolates the Church at the Shrine of the priesthood.

Hence I'mmolated, I-mmolating ///. adjs.

1548 [see i above). 1715-20 POPE Iliad xxi. 145 In vain

your immolated bulls are slain. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud.

Chr. 139 His [Jesus'] voluntary, .spirit, .becomes officiating

priest, and strikes his own person with immolating blow.

Immolation (imcl^-Jan). [ad. L. immola-

tion-em, n. of action f. immolare to IMMOLATE. Cf.

F. immolation (i3th c.).]

1. The action of immolating or offering in sacri-

fice ; sacrificial slaughter of a victim ; sacrifice.

'534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1296/1 Pascha in thebrew

sygnyfyeth immolacion. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. in.

vii. (1884) 202 The immolatioun and sacrifice of the Paschal
lambe. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 66 Immolations,

yea of their owne children. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. v. viii. 246 In the Picture of the Immolation of Isaac,

or Abraham sacrificing his son. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-
74-2



IMMOLATOR.
Sax. C*. (1858) I. i. 31 Iinmolalion of victims to the gods
of paganism.

b. Applied to the sacrifice of the mass.

1546 RIDLEY Aruiu. Queries touching MASS Hi, The
Representation and Commemoration of Christ's Death and

Passion, said and done in the Mass, is called the Sacrifice,

Oblation, or Immolation of Christ. 16*4 GATAKER Tran-
subst. 5 That immolation of Christ's flesh which is done with
the Pnest's hands. 1849 ROCK Ch. o/Fathers I. i. 17 St.

lieda . . held that the immolation of this sacrifice was an

injunction laid upon the priesthood of His Church by Christ
Himself.

c. concr. That which is immolated
;

a sacri-

ficial victim, a sacrifice, an oblation.

1589 WARNER Alt. Eng. n. Prose Addit. (1612* 339 An Im-
molation or burnt sacrifice, offered to the Infernal! Deities.

1595 B. BARNES Spir. Sonn. in Fair i". P. Eli*. 1.51 Thou
precious immolaclon of manlcinde ! 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT
Ctrl. Relig. I. 291 That which is offered and consecrated

by the Priest, is called a sacrifice, . . a holy immolation.

2. fig. Devotion to destruction or severe loss for

the sake of something else ;

'
sacrifice'.

(1690 Let. to Tillotson in Somers Tracts (1748) II. 243
Has not Mammon been made a God, and a Crown an Idol,
to which the Prince of Orange and his Adherents have
sacrific'd the Lives of many thousands of Men. . . besides
a vast Treasure, tho' it is not fit to be named after the
other two Immolations? 1828 D'ISRAELI Chas. I, II. viii.

186 Richelieu, by many an immolation, saved his country
from intestine wars. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Sivedenborg
Wks. (Bohn) I. 334 This immolation of genius and fame at
the shrine of conscience.

Immolator (hnolc'taO. [ad. L. iniiaoliitor,

agent-n. f. immolare to IMMOLATE.] One who
immolates or offers in sacrifice.

1651 GAULE Magastrom. 303 When the hqste escaped
from the Immolator (a direful! omen for the sacrifice to avoid
the Altar). 1660 BURNEY Kt'pJ. Siipov (1661) 2 Manasses,
an immolator to Devil la. 1847 DISRAELI Tattered m. iv, The
holy race supplied the victim and the immolators.

f Inimole, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. immolare : cf.

F. immoltr (ijth c.).] trans. = IMMOLATE v.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Eccl. ix. 2 To him that immoleth
victimes.

t Immtvment, a. Obs. rare-1
. [Arbitrary

f. IM- 2 + MOMENT sb.] Of no moment; trifling.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cf. v. ii. 106 Some Lady trifles . . Im-

moment toyes.

t Immo-mentary, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. IM-"

+ MOMKNTABY.] =next.
1661 S. FISHER Answ. Bp. Gaudeit Wks. (1679) 50 Out-

ward Observations concerning Meats, Drinks. Dayes, Times,
Postures, .and other. . Immomentary Formaliities.

Irnmomentous (inwme-ntDs), a. rare.
[i.

lM-2 + MOMENTOUS.] Not momentous; of no
moment ; unimportant.
1716 J Ker's Mem. Prcf. i Neither, are . . his Remarks

im-raomentous. 1805 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 236
Our newspapers cease to assert the Austrian defeat im-
momentous. 1898 Speaker 5 Mar. 294 The Soul 'so ini-

momentous* to Mrs. Watson.

f Imrno-narchize, v. Obs. noiue-wd.
[f.

IM-I + MONABCHIZE.] trans. To confer monarchy
upon ; to make into a monarch.
1679 DATES Mytt. Iniy. 29 They might . . by that means

absolutely Immonarchise themselves.

t Immo-nastered, ///. a. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f.

Ist-l + monaster, early form of MONASTEUY + -Kit.]
Shut up in a monastery.
i6 DRAYTON Polyolb. xxiv. 103 Immonastred ill Kent.
Immoral (imp-ral), a. (sb.~] [f. lM- 2 + MORAL.

Cf. K. immoral (i8th c., Raynal;.] The opposite
of moral; not moral.
1. Not consistent with, or not conforming to,
moral law or requirement ; opposed to or violating
morality; morally evil or impure; unprincipled,
vicious, dissolute. (Of persons, things, actions.etc.)
1660 R. COKE Power n Subi. 80 If a man be obliged to

his will, then . .

every man is obliged to do any thing because
he hath willed it, then which there is nothing can be more
immoral and destructive to all society, a 1715 BURNET
Own Time \. in. 533 A learned but a very immoral man.
1736 BUTLER Anal. u. Concl , The same dissolute immoral
tamper of mind. 1841 MACAILAY Ess., Comic Dramatists
(1887) 596 Morality is deeply interested in this that what
is immoral shall not be presented to the imagination of the
young and susceptible in constant connection with what is
attractive. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Immoral contrails,
all contracts founded upon considerations contra bonos
mores, are void. 1860 PEARSON in National Rev. Oct. 370The times were gross, and their literature is often impure,
but it is not immoral j it does not debauch the soul.

1 2. Not having a moral nature or character
;

non-moral. Obs. rare.
a 1761 SHERLOCK Serin. II. 130 (L.) Whatever reason they

[brutes] have, it is. .exercised only with regard to their own
wants and desires, and this renders them immoral agents.

B. S6. (nonce uses, in opposition to moral sb. :

see quots.)
i8i W. C. DOWDING Life Calixtus xv. 131 To sketch the

morals (or ////morals) of the limes he lived in. 1896 AINGEK
in Bkam I,,st. Mag- Mar.

293 It is thought foolish now to
point a moral. At the same time what may be called an im-
moral, is held . .eminently artistic.

Hence Imnio ralness, immorality.
1717 in BAILEY vol. II.

Immoralist ,'imfrilist). [f. prec. 4 -IST, after

moralist.} An Advocate of immorality, or oppo-
nent of morality.

68

MULOCK in. ao. Worn, vu, Inat arch -mc .

high-priest of intellectual self-worship, Goethe. 1880 Con-
temp. Rev. Mar. 482 The appeal so eagerly made by artistic
lin moralists to science.

Immorality (imorarliti). [f. as prec. -t- -ITY,
after morality.]
1. Immoral quality, character, or conduct ; vio-

lation of moral law; wickedness, viciousness.

(Now often used specifically of sexual impurity.)
c\tf6 J. AI.DAY tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World Nviij,
From thence the immorralitie and lingring of proces do
precede. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inia. ApoL 533 Simply to

speak what is false has no immorality at all in it. Other-
wise no Man might dispute or pronounce a false Axiome.
1697 COLLIER (title) A short View of the Immorality and
Profaneness of the English Stage. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar ii.

ii The educated Greeks .. had no horror of immorality as
such. 1894 Six E. SULLIVAN Woman 29 The distinction

society draws between immorality in women and immorality
in men is monstrous :. .to assume, as men often do, that im-

morality is a glory to them, whilst it is a disgrace to women,
is absurd.

2. with an and //. An instance or species of
this ; an immoral act or practice ; a vice.

a. 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 70 The immoralities . . that
thou dost towards men, in scandalizing them, by thy sins.

'7S'-73 JOHTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), The writing of books or
epistles under borrowed names, and imposing them as
genuine upon the public, is . . an immorality. 1859 LANG
Wand, hidia 276 Deceit and falsehood are not regarded as
immoralities in the eyes of Asiatics. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.
Semi. viii. 162 Injustice is of all immoralities not the one
most easily condoned.

Immo'ralize, v. rare. [f. IMMORAL + -IZE.]
trans. To render immoral.

i?S4 FIELDING Fathers Prol., May it decrease in favour;
And be its fame immoralized for ever ! 1898 Weslm. Gaz.
24 Sept. 4/2 Even doors, fences, and planks from the wooden
houses were torn down . . to serve as fuel to cook for the
troops. . . Such immoralised people the Spaniards are when
they are. .in a fix.

Immorally (im^-rali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY2.] In an immoral manner.
I77 in BAILEY vol. II. 1798 COLEBROOKE tr. Digest

Hindu Law (1801) I. 347 Not afraid of acting immorally.
1894 Chicago Advance 16 Aug., A perverted mind and a
depraved will, irrationally and immorally swayed hither
and thither by its environment.

t Immora'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action from
L. immoran to stay upon or at, f. i/n- (IM-

1
)
+

mordri to tarry.] The action of resting or dwell-

ing upon something.
1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xi. 102 Stay and numeration

of the Mind upon the Object loved. 1666 SPURSTOWE Spir
Chj'in. Pref. (1668) 5 It is a work of .. difficulty .. to make
any considerable immoration, upon those subjects.

t Immorigerous, a. Ol>s. [f. lM-2 + Moni-
GEBOUS (in Timon, c 1600).] Unyielding, obstinate :

disobedient, rebellious ; uncivil.

l63 CocKHiiAM, tmmorigcrotis, rude, vnciuill. 1614 D.
CAWDREY Humilitic Saints Liveric 40 How immorigerous
and obstinate to the commands of God ! 1649 JER. TAYLOB
Gt. Exemp. n. ix. 122 Ungentlenesse, and an immorigerous
Spirit. 1678 CUDWOKI H Intcll. Syst. i. v. 699 Immorigerous,
Stiff, and Inflexible. 1731 STACKHOCSE Hist. Bible 1.

150 (T. Suppl.) Such creatures as are immorigerous, we
have found out expedients to reclaim.

U b. calachr. Not refined or elegant,
' rude '.

1647 R- BARON Cyprian Acad. n We were as well content
in our immorigerous roomes, as others in the magnificent
structures of our Royall Soveraigne.

Hence f Inunori-greronsness, uncomplying
obstinacy.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. E.remp. i. ii. 64 All degrees of delay

are degrees of immorigerouMiesse, rmd unwillingnesse.
Immortal (imjKitai), a. and s/>. Also 4-5 in-,

[ad. L. immortal-is (in pi.
= the gods), f. im-

(IM-
2
) + mortalis MORTAL. Cf. F. immortel (13-

14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), It. initnortale.]
A. adj. 1. Not mortal

; not liable or subject
to death ; deathless, undying ; living for ever.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \. 103 bo aungelli was hyre natyf

beaute pal lyke a byng inmortal semede sche. 1-1386Man ofLaw's T. 541 Immortal god that sauedest Susanne
Fro fals blame. 1494 FABYAN Chron. 6 All these were
Mynystris of god immortall. 15x6 TINDALE i Tim. i. 17 So
then vnto god kynge everlastynge immortall invisible and
wyse only be honoure and prayse for ever and ever 1529
MORE Dynloge i. Wks. 155/1 What if ye woulde. .wene that
bestes had immortall soules as men haue f 1656-9 B. HARRIS
ParivaCs Iron Age led. 2) 59 Departed out of this fraile
life, to the immortall one. 174* YOUNG Nt. Th. vu. 1398
Souls immortal, made for bliss. 188$ FINLAYSON Biol.
Relig., Etern. Life 87 A human soul might be immortal in
the sense of living on for ever, and yet might never have
.. 'eternal life 'the true spiritual life of fellowship with
God.

b. trans/. Pertaining to immortal beings or im-

mortality ; heavenly, divine.

1S3S COVERDALE 2 Esdrai ii. 45 These be they, that baue
put of the mortal! clothinge and put on the immortall. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. * Cl. v. ii. 283, I haue Immortall longings in
me. 1803-4 WORDSVV. Intimations ix, Our Souls have sight
of that immortal sea Which brought us hither.
2. In wider sense : Not liable to perish or decay ;

everlasting, imperishable, unfading, incorruptible.
_
1630 R. Johnson's Kingd, tr Commw. 140 Of the Lawes

in force, some are fundamentall . . and immortall . . others
are lemporall. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 45 The race,

IMMORTALITY.
I

where, that immortall garland is to b run for. yj HUME
1 Pol, Disc. xii. 303 The world itself probably is not im-

mortal. ITT* ADAM SMITH W. N. \. xi. in. (1869) I. 220 The
precious metals .. are not necessarily immortal any more
than they (the coarse metals).

b. spec. Of fame, or of famous works or their

authors : Lasting through an unlimited succession
of ages ; that will not fade from the memory of
men ; remembered or celebrated through all time.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt. * Uphndyshm. (Percy Soc.) 18 [They]

have in batayle . . Won fame immortall, and excellent
honours. 1631 MILTON L'AUegro 137 Soft Lydian airs,
Married to immortal verse. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Coitversat.
Introd. 4 King William the Third, of ever glorious and im-
mortal Memory. 1756 C LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 18 As our
Immortal Boyle has demonstrated, they are compound
bodies. 1840 ALISON Europe (1849^50) VIII. liv. 464 Sara-

Sissa-.lias
now., become immortal in the rolls of fame. 1873

AMERTON Intell. Life ix. vi. (1875) 331 It was during
tedious years of imprisonment that Bunyan wrote his im-
mortal allegory.

t c. Immortal herb : = IMMORTELLE. Obs.
X73l~7 MILLER Card. Diet., Xeranthemum, . . is vulgarly

call d the Immortal Herb, because the Flower of it may be

kept for many Years for it has rigid Petals, which crackle
as if they were Plates of Metal.
3. In hyperbolical use : Lasting, perpetual, con-

stant,
'

undying ',
'

eternal '.

1538 STEPHEN in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. in. III. 223 With
immortal thancks for youre mestymable goodnes towarde
me. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 75 The . . im-
mortall hate, that all good men beare to . . such kind of
crueltie. 1669 PEPYS Diary 29 Jan., I have made myself
an immortal enemy by it. 1681 TEMPLE Mem. in. Wks.
1 73 I 1. 356 An immortal Body of six thousand brave English,
which were by Agreement to be continually recruited. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Immortal, . . abusively said of things that
last longer than People would have them, such a Woman
has an immortal Clack,

fb. colloq. Superhuman, inhuman, excessive. Obs.

51540 tr. Pol. I' erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 208
Then he besowght ayd, wherby, throwgh his immortal
benyfyt, he might returne safely unto his owne nobylytie.
a 1627 HAYWARD Four Y. Eliz. (Camden) 95 A most im-
mortal! and mercilesse butcherie did arise.

B. sb. 1. An immortal being ; one not subject
to death. In //., esp. as a title for the gods of
classical mythology.
16. . WALLER (J.), The Paphian queen, . . Like terror did

among th 1 immortals breed, Taught by her wound that

goddesses may bleed. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 8 She thought
she saw.. her Husband in a place of Bliss among many Im-
mortals. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol, 111. 87 ijod.) There was
a war carried on against the Titans of Babylonia, whom he
styles the Immortals. 1791 COWTER Iliad xvi. 542 Under
yon great city fight no few Sprung from Immortals, a 1854
H. REED Lect. f.ng. Lit. vii. (1878) 236 Man . . is an im-

mortal, gifted with a soul.

2. Jig. a. \npl. a title for the royal bodyguard
of ancient Persia (see quot. 1838) ; also, for other

troops.
1803 Edin. Rev. II. 62 The English expedition was op-

posed to their immortals, to troops covered with trophies
and scars. 18*3 CRABB Technol. Diet., Immortals (Mil.},
a term of derision applied to soldiers who never see war.
iSiS'l'HiHLWALLGfrece II. xv. 253 A body of 10,000 Persian

infantry, the flower of the whole army, who were called the

Immortals, because their number was kept constantly full.

b. A person, esp. an author, of enduring fame :

cf. A. 2b. Usually in//.
Applied familiarly to the forty members of the French

Academy (F. les yuarante immortels), with a side refer-
ence to the fact that their number is always filled up ; hence
sometimes to the Royal Academicians in England.
i88j FROUDE Carlyle I. 421 He might not have been the

Carlyle, who has conquered for himself among the Im-
mortals.

3. That which is immortal
; immortality.

1841 JAMES Brigand \, As if the immortal within us were
telling the mortal of anxieties and griefs, and dangers ap-
proaching. 1844 MKS. BROWSING House of Clouds xui. Love
secures some fairer things, Dowered with his immortal.

Hence Immo-rtallsm, a doctrine of or belief in

immortality; Immo'rtalist, one who believes in

immortality ; Immo rtalness - IMMORTALITY ;

Immo'rtalahip [f. the sb.], the personality of an
immortal (used as a burlesque title).

1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXI. 509 Doctrines of
freedom of the will, immaterialism, "immortalism, and
theism. 4x1667 J ER > TAYLOR Funeral Serin. 392 (L.)The
inhabitants of Ister . . were called 'Immortalists, because. .

they saw this clearly, that virtuous and good men do not
die, but their souls do go into blessed regions. 1817 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXXI1I. 15 Deists and atheists,
immortalists and mortalists. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle
etc. (1871) 151 Then shall our corruptible flesh put on
'

Immortalnesse and incorruption. 1816 G. COLMAN Br.

Grins, Fire xliii, Up their "immortalships all bounced.

Immortality (im^tae'liti). [ME. a. F. im-
mortality (Ij-i3th c. in Godef. CompL), ad. L.

immortaiitas, f. immortdlis IMMUBTAL.]
1. The quality or condition of being immortal ;

exemption from death or annihilation ; endless life

or existence ; eternity ; perpetuity.
Conditional immortality : see CONDITIONAL A. i.

a 1340 HAMPOLE /V<z//irxxix. 10 pat i may get be state of
immortalite. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1.5 A story is., the

memory of life, .renewenge as thro immortalite thynges like
to peresche. 1506 TINDALE i Cor. xv. 53 This mortall must
put on immortalite. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 156/1
VVhen we . . saye we shall dye . . and tourne all to duste, we
..nothing entende thereby to denye immortalite of our



IMMOBTALIZABLE.
soule. 1685 BAXTER P.iraphr. N. T., Matt. xxii. 31-2

;

The

Sadducees denied . . the immortality of the soul, and all our

life after this. 1719 WATTS Ps. CXLVI. i, My days of praise

shall ne'er be past While . . immortality endures. 1885

FINLAYSON Biol. Relig., Etern. Life 86-7 The word ' Im-

mortality
'

is often used ..loosely. When we speak of the

immortality of the soul ',
we sometimes simply emphasize

the fact that the soul survives the death of the body ; but,

at other times, we mean that the soul is destined to exist . .

for ever, attrib. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 85 If you will

believe them [quacks], you would take their Closets.. to be

Immortality Offices.

2. The condition of being celebrated through all

time ; enduring fame or remembrance.

1535 COVERDALE Wisd. viii. 13 By the meanes of her I

shal optayne immortalite, and leaue behinde me an euer-

lastinge memoriall. 1608 SHAKS. Per. ill. U. SO Virtue

and cunning were endowments greater Than nobleness and

riches .. immortality attends the former, Making a man
a god. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Lines on Poland 22 In Fates

defiance.. Poland has won her immortality. 1866 R. W.
DALE Disc. Spec. Occ. viii. 252 Shakspeare's immortality is

Immortalizable (imputabizab'l), a. [f.

IMMORTALIZE + -ABLE.] Capable of being immor-

talized, or of becoming immortal.

1895 in Daily News i Oct. 5/5 That man is not so much

intrinsically immortal as immortalisable.

t ImmO'rtalizate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
IM-

MORTAL -i- -IZE + -ATE.] trans. = IMMORTALIZE.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 114 Which he placed over

the Rate of his castell to immortalizate the great chastitle

of his., wife.

Immortalization (imputabiz^'Jan). [f.
next

+ -ATION. Cf. F. immortalisation (i6th c. in

Littre).] The action of immortalizing, or fact of

being immortalized.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 630 His [Alexander's] con-

cepts about his immortalization. 1830 Blackm. Mag.
XXVIII. 846 'That amber immortalization', (the expres-

sion of a man of genius). 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Oct. 10/2

It is.. surprising that none of our newly-made millionaires

should have sought the immortalisation which the endow-

ment of a great observatory gives.

Immortalize (im^utabiz), v. [f.
IMMORTAL

+ -IZE. Cf. F. iiiunortaliser (i6th c. in Littre').]

1. trans. To render immortal.

a. To endow with endless life ;
to exempt from

death.

1633 EARL MANCH. At Mondo (1636) 28 The body glori-

fied shall . . be purified, perfected, and immortalized.

1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ m. xx. (1878) 283 He.. will

complete the process by immortalising your mortal bodies

also at the resurrection.

b. To make (a thing) everlasting, confer end-

less existence upon ;
to perpetuate.

c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuaii's Thcat. World S ij, Print-

ing, .is the treasurer that immortaliseth the monuments of

our spirites. 1592 DAVIES Immort. Soul cxxviii, Mortal

things desire their like to breed, That so they may their

kind immortalize. 1688 SOUTH Serin. (1697) I. 520 What
are most of the Histories of the World, but Lyes? Lyes
immortalized. 1715 tr. C'tess D'Aunoy's Wks. 407 The

King desir'd her not to immortalize her Grief. 1841 MYERS
Cailt. Th. ill. 41. 157 Errours. .generated by immor-

talising, as it were, merely temporary forms of expression.

C. To cause to be remembered or celebrated

through all time ;
to confer enduring fame upon.

(The prevailing sense.) Also absol.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 69 Holde, take thy fauors

..and immortalize whom thou wilt with thy toyes. 1591

SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. ii. 148 Driue them from Orleance,

and be immortaliz'd. c 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col.

Hntclunson (1838) 12/1 The gentile virtues, that so immor-

talize the names of Cicero, Plutarch [etc.]. 1790 COWPER

My Mother s Pict. 8 Blest be the Art that can immortalize.

1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. 211 A genius.. who has im-

mortalized Edinburgh, Walter Scott. 1856 GRINDON Life

iii. (18751 31 Those exquisite shapes which ancient Art

immortalized in marble.

2. intr. To become immortal ; to attain im-

mortality or enduring fame. rare.

'737 P pli Hor. Ep. n. i. 54 Say at what age a Poet

grows divine?.. End all dispute; and fix the year precise

When British bards begin t' immortalize?

Hence Immo-rtalized ///. a. ; Immo'rtalizing
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1611 COTGR., Immortalization, an immortalization, an im-

mortalizing. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. m. iv. 59 These

Divine immortalising drinks, Nectar and Ambrosia. 1694

F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables \. 4 The word of God. .will spring

up. .to the nourishing, .nay the immortalizing of men. 1858

SEARS Alhan. ir. xii. 250 [Christ] the great Exemplar of

immortalized human nature.

Immortalizer (imputaUizai). [f. prec. +

-EB!.] One who or that which immortalizes.

1710 TOLAND Reft. SachevcrelVs Serm. 9 That they

might have an Immortalizer in each Province. 1831

Blacku'. Mag. XXIX. 525 The insidious immortalizer of

frail beauty. 1885 tr. Helm's Wand. PI. ft Anim. 414

To comfort one's self with the hope of a life after death . . as

the Getae did whom Herodotus calls oi aflaraTifoxTK, the

immortalizers.

Immortally (imp-Jtali), adv. [f.
IMMORTAL

+ -LY".]
1. In the way of immortal life or existence ;

endlessly, eternally, for ever.

a 1529 SKELTON Dethe Northnmbld. 147 His right noble

estate Immortally whiche is immaculate. 1597 SHAKS.

2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 144 He that weares the Crowne immort-

ally, Long guard it yours. 1756 LAW Lett, import. Subj.

69

132 The first divine .. nature of Adam, which was to have

been immortally holy in union with God, is lost. 1855
BROWNING Any Wife to Any Husband \\, Therefore she

is immortally my bride ; Chance cannot change my love,

nor time impair.
b. Perpetually ; without withering.

1858 HAWTHORNE l<r. tj It. Jrnls. (1872) I. 2 Green fields

immortally green, whatever winter can do against them.

2. colloq. To a degree beyond that of mortals ;

infinitely. [Cf. Cicero's gaudeo immortaliter.']
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 153 But

King Edward, rejoysing immortally for the victory [etc.].

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. ii. iv. vii. (1676) 100/2 As he

[Matth. Paris] saith of Edward the first at the news of. .his

Sons birth, immortaliter gawifia, he was immortally glad.

1883 Harper's Mag. June 134/2 How immortally beautiful

that girl was !

Immortase, -ese, -ise, obs. ff. AMORTIZE.

1462 J. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 461 II. 113 Certeyn
live-

lode to be immortesid therto. 1487 Ibid. No. 893 III. 331

That ought [out] of the seide maners schuld be perpetually

immortaysed a serteyn londe. 1657 HOWELL Londmop. 67

For the immortising and propriation of the Priory.

II Immortelle (impute-l, || Fr. z'mortgi). [tr.

(short imfleur immortelle), fern, of immortel IM-

MORTAL.] A name for various composite flowers

of papery texture (esp. Helichrysum orientate, and

other species of Helichrysum, Xeranthemum, etc.)

which retain their colour after being dried: =

EVERLASTING B. 4.

1832 Backwoods Canada iv. (1836) 45 The white love-

everlasting, the same that the chaplets are made of by the

French and Swiss girls to adorn the tombs of their friends,

HERBERT Cradle L. ix. 139 Cliffs, .covered, .with abeautiful

bright lavender-coloured immortelle.

t Immo'rtgage, v. Obs. rare. [f.
IM-I +

MORTGAGE.] trans. -- MORTGAGED.
1575 Galway Arch, in latli Rep. Hist. HISS. Comm. App.

v. 426 The said Clan Teige shuld not immortgadge or put

topledge anny. .of ther landes.

Immortification (imputifiki-'-Jan). [ad. eccl.

L. imnurti/Kdtio (of. immortificatus in A Kempis
De Imitations), f. im- (!M-*) + mortificdtio MOR-

TIFICATION. Cf. F. immortification (Fr. de Sales).]

Want of mortification; a condition of the soul

in which the passions are not mortified.

1616 T. H[AWKINS] Canssin's Holy Crt. 330 Sometime

it [sadness], proceedeth from a great immortification of

passion. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Excmf. i. iv. 4. 121 Immor-

tification of spirit is the cause of all our. .spiritual indis-

positions. Ibid. v.gg. 151 A slate of infirmity, but., also of

'in and death, a state of immortification. 1854 FABER

Grcnutli in Holiness viii. (1872) 133 In a spiritual man im-

patience to die would be no trifling immortification.

So ImmoTtifled a. [repr.med.L. immortificdttts],

not mortified.

1854 FADER Growth in Holiness viii. (1872) 115 One of

the common delusions of immortified effeminacy.

t Immovable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. lateL. im-

motdbilis, f. im- (lM-2) + motdbilis (Vulgate)

moving, movable, f. motdre, freq. of movere,

mot- to move.] = IMMOVABLE.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 844 Opinions, .firme

and immotable.

t Immo'te, ppl. a. 06s. [ad. L. immot-us, f.

im- (la-
1

') + motus moved, pa. pple. of movere to

MOVE.] Unmoved (lit. a.n&_fig.).

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B iij b, A needle plac'd in

equall distance, Betwixt a Load-stone and an Adamant, By
either drawne . . stands immote. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne
II. 180 With an immote and unyielding constancy.

t Immo'te, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. tmtllSt-, ppl.

stem of late L. immavere to move into or upon,

place upon, f. im- (IM-
1
) + movere to move.]

trans. To convey or put upon something.
c 1420 Pal/ad, on I!USD. iv. 109 Oyldregges salt eflunde

vppon the roote ; Ffor grettest treen . . vj congeus or iiij of

hit ymmote [immoueas}.

lilllUOtile (imJu-til, -ail), a. [f.
Ill-^ + MoiLLE :

cf. IMMOTE ///. <z.] Not motile; incapable of

movement.
1872 H. C. WOOD in Smithsonian Con'., to Knmul. (1874)

XIX. 213 Propagation by means of three immotile organs,

generally placed upon distinct plants. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER Sachs' Bot. 789 The lateral leaflets of Dtmodium
gyrans are . . immotile when the temperature of the air is

below 22 C.

t Immo'tion. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
IM-I + MO-

TION.] ? Impulse. (App. fantastically used.)

1706 VANRRUGH Mistake iv. Wks. (Rtldg.) 452/1 By cer-

tain immotions, which um cause, as one may suppose,

a sort of convulsive yes, hurricanious, um [etc.].

Immotioned (imJu-fond, imm-), a. rare. [f.

Iji.u + MOTION sb. + -ED 2
.]

Without motion,

motionless.
1821 MOIR in Blackw. Mag. X. 641 Still and immotioned

are the leafless woods. 1834 Bride Lochleven xvu. 37

She lay. .Immotioned as a statue overthrown.
^

Immotive (im<?'tiv, imm-), a. [f.
IM- -

MOTIVE a.] Unmoving, or incapable of movement.

1627-47 FEI.THAM Resolves i. Ixii. 190 Laid in the stillness

of an immotive calme. 1860 Etuycl. Brit. XXI. 973/1

Almost insensible and immotive.

tlmmou'ld, v. Obs. [f.
IM-I + MOULD: cf.

IXMOULD.] trans. To enclose as in a mould.

IMMOVABLY.
i6ioG. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. n. xlix, So fabled Homer

old, That Circe, with her potion, charm'd in gold, Vs'd

manly soules in beastly bodies to immould.

t Immou-nd, v. 06s. [f. IM-I + MOUND rf.]

trans. To surround or enclose with a mound or

mounds.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. iii. 218 These straight and

narrow streamed Fennes, And In-land Seas, which many
a Mount immounds. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Surneji

n. ii. 49 Collaterage Actiue, as. .haying, hedging or shawing,

immounding, impayling, immuring.

Immovability (imvabrliti). Also 4 in-

moeu(e)ablete. [f. as next : see -ITY.] The quality

or condition of being immovable ;
immovableness.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. vi. 134 (Camb. MS.) So as it

ne may nat countrefeten it . . for the inmoeuablete M is

to seyn l>at is in the eternite of god. 1742 tr. A Igarotti on
' Nnuton's Theory

'
II. 183 Our Speculations, .to prove the

Immoveability of the Sun. 1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXV.
56 A Tribunal . . whose members . . enjoy . . immovability
from office. 1868 LOCKYER Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)

343 Modern astronomical observation, .has. .exploded the

idea of the immovability of the stars.

Immovable (ima-vab'l), a. (and sli.}
Also 4

inmoeueable, 5 inmeuable, 5-6 immoov(e)-

able, 6- immoveable. [f.
IM- 2 + MOVABLE.

Cf. obs. F. immo(u)vable.'] That cannot be moved.

1. lit. That cannot be moved physically ; firmly

fixed; incapable of movement. Often less strictly :

Motionless, stationary, fixed.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love HI. iv. (Skeat) 1. 207 No reason

deiendeth, that some thing ne male be in time temporell

mouing, that in eterne is immouable. c 1440 Promp. Pan.
262/1 Inmeuable, immobilis. ISSS EUEN Decaties 325

Armies of men passe ouer the immouable ise. 1596 SPENSER

F. Q. v. ii. 35 The earth was in the middle centre pight,

In which it doth immoueable abide. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Mandelslo's Trav. 214 They lie down all along upon the

ground, immovable as Statues. 1774 C. J. PHIPFS Voy. N.

Pole 157 By these means the point of suspension of the

pendulum is rendered much more immovable. 1831 R.

KNOX Cloqnet's Anat. 168 The articulations are naturally

divided into.. the moveable and the immoveable. 1831

BREWSTER Newton (1855) I. xi. 255 In his eye the sun

stood immovable in the centre of the universe.

2. fig. Not subject to change ; unalterable, fixed.

Immovablefeast : see FEAST sb. i.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. vi. 173 (B. M. Addit. MS.)

pis like infinite moeuyng of temporel binges folwib bis pre-

sentarie estat of be lijf inmoeueable. a. 1533 LD. BURNERS

Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) P ij b, The . . realm of Egypt . .

hadde a lawe immouable. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies

(1665) 312 Kingdoms . . increasing to a greatnes_s
in the eye

of sense immovable, and at last concluding in soil and

dirt. 1706 PHILLIPS s. v. Moveable feasts, The Immove-

able Feasts are those, which . . constantly fall on the same

Day of the Month. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 209

Words which his heedful soul had kept immovable ever.

b. Incapable of being diverted from one s pur-

pose : steadfast, unyielding.
1534 ELYOT Doctr. Princes 8 It becometh . . to princes in

matter of justice, to have the minde immoveable. 1600

E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 16 Resting immooveable in his

counsels, and most obstinate in his opinion. 1759 JOHNSON
Rassclas xviii, Heroes immovable by pain or^ pleasure.

1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xxiii, Mr. Jorkins has his opinions

on these subjects.. .Mr. Jorkins is immovable.

C. Incapable of being stirred or affected with

feeling; emotionless, impassive.

1630 BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mar. Relat. 229 His silence and his

immoveable countenance gave.. an answer which was not

favourable. 1837 DICKENS Picleui. ii, His features were

immovable.

3. Law. Not liable to be removed ; permanent :

applied to lands, houses, etc., as opposed to mov-

able goods.
CI449 PECOCK Kcpr. HI. i. =77 Immouable godis. 1590

SWINBURNE Testaments 65 Of immoueable thinges, as of

houses, or of demeanes, or of glebe, and such like, eccle-

siasticall persons can not dispose by their testaments. 1651

HOBBES Lcviat/i. n. xxiv. 130 All commodities, Moveable,

and Immoveable. 1726 AYLIFFK Parergon 84 When an

Executor begins to meddle with the immoveable Estate,

I before he has sciz'd on the moveable Goods. 1871 MARKBY

i Blew. Law 117 Thus land is .. both physically and

legally immoveable.

B sb. (law.) A piece or article of property

i that is immovable (see A. 3) ;
almost always in

! //. Immovable property,
as land and things

'

adherent thereto, as trees, buildings, servitudes.

1588 J MELLIS Briefc Inslr. Bj, This. .Inuentone of all

my goods, moueables, and immovables 16776^.
Yenice

193 Contracts.. relating to the buying of Houses, Lands, or

Ships (Ships being accounted immovables in V>iceby
reason of its scituation). a 183* BENTHAM Prate. PenalS Wks. 1843 I- 5-3 " he has property, consists either

in immoveables, or in moveables. 1884 Lawli.nesRef
LI. 1 19/1 The property . . is, as regards immovables, governed

by the law of England.

Immovableness (im-vab late), [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being im-

movable (lit. and^f?-.).

1617 MINSHEU Voc. Hisfan..Lat.,!mwo,Maa immpM-
ablenesse 1727 BRADLEY Family Diet. s.v. Earth, I heir

system of the'lmmoveablenessof the Earth. ,748 RICHARD-

SON Clarissa (1811) I. xlv. 353 The immoveableness I tew
shown. 1851 HAWTHORNE Snmu Image, Main Street (1879)

74 With sullen but self-complacent immovableness.

Immovably (im-vabli), adv. [f.
as prec. +

-LY 2
.]

In an immovable manner (///. andy<f.j;

fixedly, steadfastly, unalterably.



IMMOVED.
1435 MISYN Fire of Love 46 Hym-self in only desire of

hys
makar in-moueabily. 1628 LE GUYS tr. Han-lays

Argents 81 He immoueably persisted on his former shew
of mildnesse. 1761 STEKNK Tr. Shantiy III. iv, She
leaned upon her elbow immovably. 1843 J. G. WILKINSON
Swcdenborg's Anim. Kingtt. I. ii. 60 The upper jaw is

immoveably fixed to the bones of the cranium.

t Immoved (im'vd, poet, im/7'vcd, imm-),
ppl.a. Obs. [f. iM-'^-f move-it

1

, pa. pple. ofMovEf!]
Unmoved, motionless; unaltered.
1600 HIYWOOD ist PI. Edtv. IV, v. Wks. 1874 I. j6 An

immovcd, constant, fixed Star. 1634 Maidenh. well
Lost i. ibid. IV. 109 We are fixt and stand immou'd. 1659
SHIKLEV Content. Aj'ax 4- Ulysses i, Did he stand im-
moved As I, when I received upon my casque A mighty
javelin?

t Immu'd, v. Obs. Also enmud, emmudde.
[f. IM- i + MUD.] traits. To enclose or bury in mud.
1611 FI.ORIO, Inuolutare, to enmud, to enmire. 1644

DICBY Nat. Bodies xxxvi. 315 It is natural! for such cold
creatures to emmudde \ed. 1645 immud] themselues.

Immund (im-nd), a. rare. [ad. L. immunti-
us, f. im- (IM-

2
) + mundas clean, pure. Cf. F.

immonde.] Unclean, impure ; filthy, foul.
1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. l. ii. n. v, Through their owne

nastmesse and sluttishnesse, and immund sordid maner of
life. 1861 MRS. NORTON Lady La G. Prol. 48 Where birds
immund find shelter dank. 1875 H. S. CUNNINGHAM Chron.
Dustypore (1877) 288 Great were the cleansings, the white-
washings., in many an immund old town and ill-odoured
village.

t Immundi'city. Obs. [ad. obs. F. immon-
diciti (1480 in Godef), irreg. f. immondice im-

purity, ad. L. immunditia IMMUNDITY. (The
form was perh. influenced by impudiciti IMPU-

DICITY.)] Uncleanness, impurity; filthiness. b.
concr. in//. Impurities.
1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 212 O fals warld, fyon thy

felycitie, Thy Pryde, Auaryce, and Immundicitie ! 154!
R. COPLAND Gvydon's Quest. Chirurg. Q iij, He hath no
receptacle where to holde the sayd immundycytees. 1660
tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. i. iii. 40 Exempt from
the contagion of their immundicity.
t Immtrndified, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. lM-2
+ MUNDIFIED.] Not mundified, uncleansed.
>S97 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 46b/i Then

followeth the mundifyed and cleane compresse thervnder,
in the steade of the immundifyed.

Immnudity (imzrnditi). rare.
[f. L. im-

mund-us IMMUND + -ITT : cf. L. immunditia, but
this gave F. immondice.] Uncleanness, filthiness,
impurity.
1870 E^

H. PEMBER Trag. Lesbos Pref. it The ascription
to Sappho of the various extravagances and immundities of
the common myth.

Immune (imi'n), a. [ad. L. immuit-is exempt
from a public service, burden, or charge, free,

exempt, f. im- (!M-
2

) + munis ready to be ofservice,
miinus service, duty ; cf. obs. F. immune '

exempt,
free, priviledged, discharged from' (Cotgr. 1611).
Found in the general sense from isth to 171)1 c. Reintro-

duced c 1880 (perh. from Fr. or Ger. use) in connexion with
the investigation of the nature of infectious diseases and
their prevention by inoculation and the like.]

1. Free (from some liability) ; exempt. Obs. in

general sense since I7th c.

c 1420 Pallad. on ffuso. vi. 237 O Sone of God. .of synys
drope or fraude immuyn. 1653 E. CHISENHALE Cath.
Hist. 263 These Provincials were free and immune without
appealing to the See of Rome. 1658 I. ROBINSON Emioxa
ix. 48 The Cochlearia..will not abide the French Air,
(which is immune from it).

2. spec. Having immunity from hurtful bodily
influences, as the influence of poison, the contagion
of infectious diseases, and the like, esp. when
rendered so by inoculation, etc. (Cf. IMMUNIZE.)
1881 Local Gevt. Board, Rep. Medical Officer 200 Pasteur

further states that the animals inoculated with the mitigated
virus remain immune against further attacks ofanthrax. 1888
r . P. COBBE in l-'ortn. Rev. Feb. 226 But (to use the new
medical barbarism)we are never 'immune 'altogether from the
contagion. 1888 E. R. LANKESTER in Wattf Diet. Chem s v
Bacteria, An animal which had survived an attack of the
virulent B. anthracis was thereby rendered ' immune '

to
subsequent attacks, just as one attack of small-pox renders
its survivor 'immune' in regard to that disease. 1891WOODHEAD Bacteria 372 He was able by inoculation to
render an animal immune to the action of the more virulent
anthrax bacillus. 1894 Sat. Rai. 17 Nov. 529 The new
serum has the power, .of rendering those who surround the
patient immune from the poison. 1898 Times 25 Aug. 5 'i

rhey had not been able to render animals immune from the
attacks of the parasites.

b. as sb. An immune person or animal.
1898 Westm. Gat. 29 Apr. 7/1 Regiments (mainly com-

posed of negroes from the Southern Slates and other
yellow fever immunes).

.Immnnut (imi-nist). [ad. F. immuniste, (.

immumte IMMUNITY.] One who enjoys an im-
munity (see IMMUNITY i).

"f^ *JAITLAIID Domesday <$ Beyond ii. 277 It is con-

u i5
lmmun'' (it is convenient to borrow

a term that trench writers have coined) is entitled to manyof the fines and. forfeitures that arise from offences com-

70

milnitai freedom from public services or charges,
in med.L. privileged place, sanctuary, f. immunis
IMMUNE : see -ITY, and cf. F. immuniti (M4I in
Godef.

Compl.).]
1. Law. Exemption from a service, obligation,

or duty; freedom from liability to taxation, juris-
diction, etc. ; privilege granted to an individual
or a corporation conferring exemption from certain

taxes, burdens, or duties. Also less strictly or in

non-technical use: Non-liability, privilege. (Cf.
FRANCHISE.)
i38a WYCLIF i Mace. x. 34 Dais of ynmunite [Gloss or

fraunchise], and of renussioun, to alle Jewis that ben in my
rewme. 1549 LATIMER 6th Serin, bef. Edvi. fV(Arb.) 161
There is sum place in London, as they save, immunitic,
iutpunitie. What should I call it? apreueledged place for
whoredome. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 970 The
Senate, .in favour of his Profession, gave immunity to all

s a ase rom oences com-
milted within his territory. Hid. 288 The land lord.. is

immunist'
" " B '

Wl> ' '"""P''8 the position of

Immunity (imifi-nltiX Also 4 ynmunite,
(6 emenyte, 7 emunity), Imunlty. [ad. L. im-

others that from that time forth did practise Physick. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 327 Enriching, .the place with
name of a Citie, with building and immunitie. 16*3 CON-WAY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. L III. 155 His Majesty fore-
sawe an infinite liberty, a perpetual! emunity graunted to
the Roman Catholiques. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gout. i. iii,

i A foul injury and derogation .. of that birth-right and im-
munity which Christ hath purchas'd for us with his blood.

1817 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. v. 243 The English
subject continued to pride himself in his immunity from
taxation without consent of parliament. 1897 MAITLANIJ
Domesday ft Beyond ii. 270 In an ordinary case the clause
of immunity will first contain some general words declaring
the land to be free of burdens in general, and then some
exceptive words declaring that it is not to be free from
certain specified burdens.

b. with//. : A particular exemption or privilege.
1538 STARKEY England n. i. 151 Certayn pryuylegys and

prerogatyf. .as., he schold not be constraynyd to go forth
to warre. .wyth such other lyke immunytesandpryuylecys.
1571 ActljjSli*. c. 29 5 All manner of Liberties Fraunchises
Immunyties .. geven or graunted to the said Chauncellor
Maisters and Schollers of either of the said Universities.

1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 117 Merchandizing, .the

purchasing of an Immunity or Monopoly to the prejudice
ofpur country. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. (1813) 1. 1. isCivil
privileges and immunities were the consequence of their
victories. 18x8 SCOTT F. M. Perth vii, He is the Provost
of Perth, and. .must see the freedoms and immunities ofthe
burgh preserved. 1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 128.

2. spec. (Eccl.} Exemption of ecclesiastical per-
sons and things from secular or civil liabilities,

burdens, or duties ; as the exemption of the clergy
from lay jurisdiction, or of church property from
secular taxation, and the freedom of sanctuary

j

from invasion. Chiefly with an and //.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 768 God forbid

i that any man should . . breake the immunile and libertie of
that sacred Sanctuarie. 1514 Sc. Acts Jos. V (1814) 286
That the fredomez and liberteis of halikirk,with all priuelegis& emenyteis thairof..be obseruit. 1563-87 FOXE A, 4- M.
(1596) 93/2 Men of the clergie .. he indued with special!
privileges and immunities. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Slat.
Kolit. //, 49 How oft ane manslayer takes him self to the
immunitie of the kirk. 1610 Bp. CARLETON Jurisd. 161
These immunities which Emperours and Princes haue
giuen to the Church, the Church ought to inioy without
disturbance, and to withdraw such immunilies, were high
sacriledge and impiety. 1711 Loiui. Gaz. No. 4831/2 The
Congregation of Immunities have.. had under their Con-
sideration the Affairs of Naples, where the Viceroy has
caused several Criminals of State to be taken forcibly out
of the Churches, whither they had fled for Sanctuary.
1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. iii. 34 The question of the
immunities of the clergy had been publicly raised.

f3. Freedom from ordinary restraints; undue
freedom, licence. 06s.

[1549 : see i.] 1583 STUBBES Anal. Alms. i. (1877) 143 The
arguments of tragedies is anger, wrath, immunitie, cruel-

tie, iniurie,^incest, murther. 1639 MASSINGER Unnat.
Combat iv. ii, To pay your debts, and take your lechery . .

With all your other choice immunities, a 1680 BUTLER
Kent. (1759) I. 126 And he. .Is sentenc'd and deliver'd up
To Salan..For vent'ring wickedly lo put a Stop To his
Immunities and free Affairs.

4. Freedom or exemption from any natural or
usual liability, or from anything evil or injurious.
1591 tr. Junius OH Rei<. xxii. i Freedome and immunity

from all evil. 1677 HALE Contentf1. n. 162, 1 have no cause
to hope for an Immunity from Trouble, so long as I have no
Immunity from Sin. 1683 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. XVI I. 634
Three thousand Grains of Water, (whose Immunity from
common Salt we try'd apart). 1756 amKtSutl tr B. l. xv,
Nor is it, either in real or fictitious distresses, our immunity
from them which produces our delight. 1854 C. BRONTE in
Mrs. Gaskell Life 437 It is long since I have known such
comparative immunity from headache. 1894 J. T. FOWLER
Aifamnan Introd. 32 Ireland has enjoyed an immunity from
snakes.

5. The condition of being immune from or in-

susceptible to poison, the contagion of a specific
disease, or the like ; immunization : see IMMUNE a. 2.

[So mod.F. immuniti (Littre).]
1879 St. George's Hosf. Kef. IX. 715 In one of the five

instances . . the apparent immunity must have lasted for at
least two years, that being the interval between the two
diphtheritic visitations. 1887 Oxf. Biol. Mem. tr. E. liu
Bois Reymond 408 The immunity of vipers from their own
poison proved by Fontana. 1896 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. I. 564The animal remains passive while the immunity-conferring
substances are applied to its tissues.

6. proposed use. (See quot.)
1879 W. E. HEARN Aryan Househ. x. 232 Outside

this association there . . was the Household, considered as
a corporate body, without any relation to other Households.

IMMURED.
. . The independent position of the Household maybe called
Immunity, as_ opposed to Community.
Immunization (imi&iaitfi-Jao). [f. next +

-ATION.] The action of immunizing or fact of
being immunized.
1893 ViRcHow in Weitm. Gaz. 17 Mar. 7/1 It is alsoakind

of immunisation which, .has also great drawbacks ; for this
hardening against unjust attacks leads very easily to a
similar indifference towards just attacks, and . . it finally
leads also to indifference to praise and recognition. 1894Lancet 3 Nov. 1044 Artificial immunisation, even against
naanrn liable to recurrence, such as anthrax. 1896 ALLBUTT
Syst. Med. I. 561 The process of immunisation is

'

accumu-
lative '.

Immunize (rmtanaiz), v.
[f. IMMUNE + -IZE.]

trans. To render immune from or insusceptible to

poison, or infection.

1893 in Brit. Med. Jrxl. 20 Feb. 379-80 (transl. fr.

German) Emmerick succeeded in protecting animals by in-

oculating them with the tissue juices of immunised animals.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 2/3 Experience in the new
methods of immunising. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1065 The im-
munising power of the serum. 1894 Sat. Rev. 17 Nov.
529 In 1801 .. Professor Hankin pointed out that the
injection of the serum of animals . . immunized by repeated
inoculations, had a preventive or curative effect by destroy-
ing or neutralizing in the blood the products of disease-
producing microbes. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Feb. 515
Prof. Carl Fraenkel first immunized guinea-pies against
diphtheria.

t Immu-ral, v. Obs. [f. IM-I + MUBAL (f. L.
mnrus wall).] trans. To wall in.

i66a J. BARORAVE Pope Alex. I'll (1867) 121 The corpswere at their length immurallcd in thecas or, as it were, in
hollow shelves dug in to the wall.

t Immn-rate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. immiirat-
us, pa. pple. olimmurare to IMMUKE.] Immured.
1593 R- BARNES Parthenophil Madr. vii. in Arb. Garner

V. 364 O chaste desires, which held her heart immurate In
walls of adamant unfoiled !

Immure (imiu^u), v. Also 6 emure. [ad.
med.L. immiirare, f. im- (lM-1) + murus wall (cf.
late L. mfirare to wall). Cf. F. emmurer, which
may be the immediate source.]
1 1. trans. To wall in, to surround with a wall

or walls; to fortify. (
= late L. murare.) Obs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as n. i. iv. Handle-crafts 375
With stones . . And clayie morter. .he immures his fort. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 114 These [walls] . . appeare to have im-
mured but a part of the Citie. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India t,
P. 75 An Altar . . immured by a Square Wall. 1746 Tour
through Irelandix. 187 It is certain the Town was immured
long before that Date.
absol.

i63_S G. SANDYS Paraphr. Div. Poems, Eccl. iii.

(1648) 4 A time to batter down, a time t'immure.
2. To shut up or enclose within walls

; to im-

prison ; to confine as in a prison or fortress.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. HI. i. 126 Thou wert emured,
restrained, captiuated, bound. 1594 Kich. ///, iv. i. ico
Fitly, you ancient Stones, hose tender Babes, Whom Enuie
hath immur'd within your Walls, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I.

vi. 1, 'Tis not so tedious to me, as to others to be thus im-
mur'd (in the Fleet). 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. forest iii,
Too long I had been immured in the walls of a cloister.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred i. ii, Resolved to break his son's
spirit by keeping him immured in the country. 1879 DIXON
Windsor I. n. 17 As rebels, .they were immured in jail,

t b. To shut off, exclude, seclude/row. Obs.
1616 R. C. Times Whistle v. 2328 Whom carnall sence &

appelite immures From God & goodnesse. 1652-62 HEYLIN
Cosnwgr. ill. (1682) 130 They live immured from the sight
of the World.

3. transf. and Jig. To enclose, encompass, en-

circle, surround
;
to shut in, confine. Now rare.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1877) 23 A pleasant. .Hand,
immured aboute with the Sea. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.n. iii.

328 Loue first learned in a Ladies eyes, Liues not alone
emured in the braine. 1634 SIR!". HERBERT Trait. 135 The
lodge here is in a craggie place immured betwixt two Hils.
1725 POPE Odyss. xxm. 44 Immur'd we sat, and catch'd
each passing sound. 1820 SCORKSBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 298
In situations far immured among the northern ice.

b. reft. To shut oneself up.
1586 WARNER Alt. Eng. \\. vii. (1612) 30 They and their

King, immure themselves at length. 1627 MAY I.ucan n.
(1631) 19 Himselfe immuring in Brundusium's hold. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 180 F 9 Men bred in shades and
silence, taught to immure themselves at sunset. 1826 DIS-
RAELI I'n: Grey in. i, To immure himself for three years in
a German University.
4. To build into a wall

;
to build up or entomb

in a wall. Also transf.
1675 E. WILSON Sfadacr. Dunelm. 9 Hairs, Straws, Grains

of Sand [etc.] are frequently found immured in Hailstones.
i8o8[see IMMURED]. 1851 (see IMMURING). 1863 SIR G. SCOTT
Glean. Westm. Abb. (cd. 2) 64 The end of the tomb has been
immured in the lower part of the chapel of King Henry V.
Hence Immirring vbl, sb.

1610 W. FOLKINOHAM Art ofSurvey l\. ii. 49 Immounding,
impayling, immuring, skirting, Girding. 1851 J. H. NEW-
MAN Catn. in Eng. 113 The torturings, the starvings, the
immurings, the murderings proper to a monastic establish-
ment.

tlmmu-re, sb. Obs. rare. In 7 emure. [f.

IMMURE v.] Something that immures
;
a wall.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. q Cr. ProL 8 Their vow is made To
ransacke Troy, within whose strong emures The rauish'd
Helen . .sleepes.

Immured (imiu'jd), ///. a.
[f. IMMUBE v. +

-ED 1

.] Enclosed in walls or as in walls; im-

prisoned, confined ; built up in a wall.

1596 fcdward 111, II. i. 17 The prisoner of immured dark



IMMUREMENT.
constraint. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 6 Among those

immured Hermites of Saint Hermagora. 1740 GRAY Let.

in Poems (1775) 81 The doors . . we saw opened to him, and
all the other immured Cardinals came thither to receive

him. 1808 SCOTT Marmion n. xxv. note, A female skeleton,

which, from the shape of the niche, and the position of the

figure, seemed to be that of an immured nun.

Immurement (imiuoument). [f. IMMUKE v.

+ -MENT.] The action of immuring or condition

of being immured ; imprisonment, confinement.

1736 BAILEY (folio) Pref., Immurement^ an inclosing be-

tween two Walls, a Punishment used in Popish Countries.
X753 SMOLLETT Cf. Fathom (1784) 178/1 By the interposition
of nis wife, whose aim was not the death but immurement
of his daughter. 1835 Fraser's Mag. XI. 275 Her melan-

choly immurement and tragic end.

Immusical (imi'zik31, imm-), a. Now rare.

[f.
IM- 2

-t- MUSICAL.] Not musical or harmonious;
unmusical.
i66 BACON Syfoa 101 All Sounds are either Musicall

Sounds, .which Sounds are euer Equall ; As Singing ,. Or
Immusicall Sounds; which are euerVnequall ; Such as are
the Voice in Speaking, all Whisperings, .. all Percussions.

1679 Refined Courtier 13/1 We ought industriously to
refrain from singing, especially if the voice be immusical.

1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. ii. 34 What our . . Writers

fancy of their ..Scales, is known to be utterly Immusical.

1890 Standard 26 Mar. 3/8 They were not an immusical
nation.

Hence Immu'sically adv.) unmusically.
1694 S. S.

_
Loyal % Impart, Satirist Ded. A iij, In-

genious Whimseys, which sound but unmusically to a

Judicious Ear.

Immutability (imiz/tabi-liti). [f. IMMUTABLE
+ -ITY

; after K immutability L. immutabilitas^
The quality of being immutable ; unchangeable-
ness, invariableness, unalterableness.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. xi. 3 Did any part of that

[God's] will require the immutability of laws concerning
church polity? 1611 BIBLE Heb. vi. 17 The immutabilitie
of his counsell. 1718 Freethinker No. 64 P 8 No Nation
ever insisted, so rigorously, upon this Immutability of
Laws, as the Locrians. 1863 DARWIN in Life ft Lett. (1887)
III. 8 He has really entirely lost faith in the immutability
of species.

Immutable (imi/7-tab'l), a. Also 5 in-, [ad.
L. immutabil-is,i.im- (\$L-%) + mutabilis MUTABLE.

(Also in i5-i6th c. F.)]
1. Not mutable ; not subject to or susceptible of

change; unchangeable, unalterable, changeless.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. xvi, He was. .Perseuerant

and of will immutable. 14.. Circumcision in Tundale^s
Vis. (1843) 97 Sothfast kyng whos regne is inmutabull.
1526 TINDALE Heb. vi, 18 By two immutable thynges (in
which it was vnpossible that god shulde lye). 1631 HOBBES
Leviath. i. xv. 79 The Lawes of Nature are Immutable
and Eternal!. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iv. 170 This

grant shall remain firm, and immutable. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS
in C. Dovies* Metr. Syst. in, (1871) 131 To find. .some im-
mutable standard of linear measure. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 42 We speak of eternal and immutable justice,
but not of eternal and immutable pleasure.

b. techn. Not subject to variation in different

cases ; invariable : used e.g. of markings which
are the same in all the individuals of a species.
1621 HEYLIN Microcosmus 2 The greater circles are

either Immutable as the Equator, [or] Mutable as the

Meridian, Horizon. 1706 PHILLIPS, Immutable Circlis, .

are the same to all the Inhabitants of the Earth. 1796
H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 73 Nature
bestows on every being that which is adapted to it. .accord-

ing to the Latitude for which it is destined. . . Some of
these adaptations are . . immutable, and others variable.

112. [iM-l.] = Mutable: cf. IMMDTE v. Obs.

1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 867 If salvation were by us to
be gotten, then we are so immutable that we should every
minute of an houre, cast away ourselves.

Hence Immirtableness, the quality of being
immutable, immutability.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Martyr xi. 345 In power of binding,

and all validities, except immutablenesse. .equalltoDiuine.
a 1687 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal., Def. (17121 App. viii. 184
The steddiness and immutableness of the Matter.

Immutably (imi/7'tabli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an immutable manner; without pos-
sibility of or liability to change ; unchangeably.
1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 282 To be immutably good, is

proper onely to God. a 1711 KEN Hymnar. Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 33 God ever is immutably the same. 1855 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. n. v. (1866) 229 Immutably determined to

permit no change of religion within his dominions.

Immutate (i-mi//t^t), a. rare. [ad. L. im-

mfitdt-us, f. im- (IM-
2
) -f mutdtus, pa. pple. of

mnttire to change.] Unchanged.
1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xi. (ed. 4) 213 Having two

Cotyledons ; and these are either, Immutate^ unchanged ;

. . Plicate, folded ; . . Duplicate^ doubled [etc.].

t Immuta*tion. Obs. [ad. L. immutdtion-
em, n. of action f. immiitdre: see next. Cf. obs.

F. immutation.] Mutation, change, alteration,
transformation. (In quot. I7O4= HYPALLAGE.)
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 195 The

younger abatid their pride, while they endevored novelties
and immutation. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xii.

(Arb.) 175 Defect, or surplusage .. or immutation in the
same speaches. .altering either the congruitie grammaticall,
or the sence, or both. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. i. xxiii,
What delightfull immutations Of her soft flowing vest we
contemplate ! 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. iii. 10 Which
reason of the immutation of this Light, is given by Moses,
Gen, i, 14. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn,, Hyfallage or

71

Immvtation, a Grammatical Figure . . As in this Instance,
Dare Classiints Austros, instead of Dare Classes Anstris.

i Immvrte, v. Obs, [ad. L. immiit-dre, (.

im- (In-
1
) -<- mfitdre to change.] trans. To pro-

duce a change in
;
to change, alter, transform.

i6i3SALKKu> Treat. Angels 106 (L.) God can immediately
immute, change, corrupt, destroy, or annihilate whatsoever
pleaseth His divine majesty. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. n. v. 86 Although the substance of gold be not sensibly
immuted or its gravity at all decreased. 1661 GLANVTLL
Van. Dogtn. xxi. 206 That . . would be more immuted by
those greater alterations which are in cadaverous solutions.

t Immu'te, a. Obs. rare. [Irregular shortening
of immuted. (Cf. elated, elate.)'] Unchanged.
1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xxvi. 53 Soe fixt doth vertue stand,

and soe Immute, With her whose thoughts are truly resolute.

Immutilate (imi??til/t), a. rare. [ad. late

L. immutilat-us
, f. im- (In-

2
) + mutildtus (see

MUTILATE).] Unmutilated ; without mutilation.
1800 T. W. ALLIES Peter's Rock 333 A maintainer of the

Catholic and Apostolic faith immutilate.

Imimvtual, a. rare. [f.
In-2 + MUTUAL.]

Not mutual.

1768 W. DONALDSON Life $ Adit. Sir B. Sapsknll II. 6
The symmetry of the figure will be disproportioned to the

design, and the harmony of the whole immutual and un-

adjusted.

t I-mone. Obs. [f. I- 1 + mone MOAN.] Moan.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1195 He was sori & made gret

imone [most MSS. mone].

I-mong : see YMONG. I-mored, ME. pa. pple.
of MORE v. Obs., to root. I-motet, of MOOT v.

Imp (imp), si>. Forms : i impa, (? impe), 3-7
impe, 4-6 ympe, (5 hympe, 6 hirnp, emp, 6-7
ymp), 6- imp. [OE. impa (or \ impe), pi. impan,
goes with impian to IMP : see next. Cf. also

mod.G. impf, Da. ympe, Sw. ymp. Welsh imp
graft, scion, is from ME. Fr. ente (whence MDu.
ente, Du. ent) is ultimately from the same source.]
1 1. A young shoot of a plant or tree ; a sapling ;

a sucker, slip, scion. Obs.

cScfj K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. xlix. 381 Sio halije
^esomnung God_es folces, oact earda5 on asppeltunum, 5onne
hie wel begaS hira plantan & hiera impan, oS hie fulweaxne
beo5. ft 1225 After. R. 378 3unge impen me bigurt mid
J>ornes, leste bestes ureten ham (;eo hwule bet heo beoS
meruwe. c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's Pro/. 68 Of fieble trees
ther comen wrecched ympes. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P. ) 1697
The lorde hadde an hympe gode, Tha[t] in a fayr herber
stood. 1578 LYTE Doiioens iv. Ixi. 524 The first springes or
tender impes of the Artechok. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xni.

viii, About the foot of the tree it bears many yong imps,
which are such suckers of the sap, that they draw away all

the goodnesse. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 104
When the young Imps or Seedlings are sprung up, you
must be very careful in keeping them from weeds. 1672
MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 133 [Ivy] is a sneaking insin-

uating Imp.
t b. In fig. context, applied to persons. Obs.

1377 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 218 Thus ben this lordes ileid

ful lowe
; The stok is of the same rote ; An ympe biginnes

for to growe. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. xi. 26 [Oxford] that
faire

City,
wherein make abode So many learned impes, that

shoote abrode, And with their braunches spred all Britany.
f 2. A shoot or slip used in grafting ; a graft.
1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. v. 137, I was. .be couentes Gardyner

for to graffe ympes. itfi$Cath.Angl. 195/1 An Impe, ubiA
grafte. 1513 BRADSHAW SI. IVerburge i. 2004 The lytell

graffe or ympe transcendeth the tree. 1599 H. BUTTES
Dyets drie Dinner D viij, An Almond-tree-Imp, inserted to
a Maitick stick. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chytn. 270 The
scions, imps, and grafts of fruit trees. 1706 PHILLIPS, Imp,
. .a kind of Graft to be set in a Tree,

t b. In fig. context, applied to persons. Obs.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xxi. 124 Ifthis bee happened
to the natural braunches what shall become of the impes
(that aregraffed into the Tree)? 1612-15 BP. HALL Contemfl.,
O. T. ix. i, God never did more for the natural! olive, then
for that wild Impe which hee hath grafted in. 1613-16 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. i. ii. (N.), Poor Doridon, the impe
Whom nature seem'd to have selected forth To be ingrafted
on some stocke of worth.

3. Scion (esp: of a noble house) ; offspring, child

(usually male). Obs. since 1 7th c., exc. as a literary
archaism, or as partly continued in 5.
CI4I2 HOCCLEVE Ball. Pr. Henry in De Reg. Princ.

(Roxb.) 195 In the presence Of Kynges ympe and Princes

worthynesse. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 242 b, That
his sonne prince Edward, that goodly ympe, maie long
reigne over you. 1575 Appius f, Virg. I. in Hazl. Dodsley
IV. 112 By her I have a virgin pure, an imp of heavenly
race. 1584 Epit. Ld. Denbigh in. Beauchamp Chapel,
Warwick, Heere resteth the body of the noble Impe Robert
of Dvdley.. sonne of Robert Erie of Leycester. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xii. 264 His sad lamenting sonne
Faustus, a vertuous Impe of those impious parents. 1808
SCOTT Martn. I. Introd. 37 My imps, . . hardy, bold, and
wild, As best befits the mountain child, a 1845 JOANNA
BAILLIE Poems, To a Child

i, Whose imp art thou, with

dimpled cheek,.. thou urchin sly?
b. =' Child ',Jig. and transf. Obs. or arch.

c 1380 WYCLIF Whs. (1880) 334 A frere bat is a confessour
to kyng or to a duke is ympe or pere to a bishop. 1536
Act 28 Hen. V1I1,. ioiDyvers sedicious. .persones, being
impes of the said Bisshopp of Rome. 1555 W. WATREMAN
Fardle Facions n. viii. 179 Enuie cannot dwell ther, ne none
of her impes. 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther vii, Art
thou.. that Impe of Glory? 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1647)
126 This opinion is easily discovered to be an Impe of

Pelagianisme. 1796 BURKE Billfor shorten. Durat. Parl.
Wks. 1812 V. 386 My honourable friend has not brought
down a spirited imp of chivalry to win the first atchievement.

IMP.

1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vn. iv. (1849) 400 That imp of
fame and prowess, the headstrong Peter.

4. spec. A ' child
'

of the devil, or of hell.

a. with parentage expressed : Applied to wicked

men, and to petty fiends or evil spirits.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 63 Suche appereth as

aungelles, but in very dede they be ymps of serpentes.
1538 BALE Cods Promises in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) I. 13
An ympe though I be of helle, deathe and dampnacyon.
1563 Homilies II. Rebellion iv. (1859) 577 Those most
wicked imps of the devil. 1583 STUBBES Anal. Abtts. I.

(1877) in An impe of Sathan. c 1648 BILLINGSLEY Infancy
of World (1658) 94 The Devil's Impe the Pope. 1706-7
FARQUHAR Beaux Strat. iv. ii, What Witchcraft now have
these two Imps of the Devil been a hatching here ? a 1806
K. WHITE Poems, Despair 46 Hither, ye furious imps of
Acheron. i8ai SCOTT Kenihu. xxiv, Either Flibbertigibbet
.. or else an imp of the devil in good earnest.

b. Hence, with omission of the qualification : A
little devil or demon, an evil spirit ; esp. in I7th c.,

one of those with which witches were supposed
to be familiar ; now chiefly in art and mythology.
1584 R. SCOT Discmi. Witchcr. vii. xv. (1886) 122 They

haue sofraied vs with bull beggers, spirits, witches,, .nitons,
centaurs, dwarfes, giants imps. 1681 GLANVILL Saddu-
cismus i. (1682) 18 The Imps of Witches are sometimes
wicked spirits, .that have been Sorcerers .. in this life. 1693
C. MATHER Imiis. World (1862) 83 We have seen even some
of their own Children, so dedicated unto the Devil, that . .

the Imps have sucked them, and rendred them Venemous
to a Prodigy. 1706 PHILLIPS, Imp, a familiar Spirit, said
to be attending upon Witches. iSzgCARLYLE/J/isc., Voltaire
(1872)11.134 A scoffing man., shows more of the imp than of
the angel, a 1845 BARHAM Ingot. Leg., Truants hi, Three
more frolicsome Imps, I ween, Beelzebub's self hath seldom
seen. 1882 FROUDE Carlylc II. 53 Enjoying his work [of
destruction] with the pleasure of some mocking imp.

c. Applied to a human being. (Often humorous.)
1633 D. R[OGERS] Treat. Sacratn. i. 123 Will not this

teach all the rest (except Impes and degenerate) to be much
more so? 1750 GRAY Long Story 44 Thereabouts there
lurk'd A wicked Imp they call a Poet. 1857 LOCKER Land.
Lyrics, To Printers Devil i Small imp of blackness, off at
once.

5. A mischievous child (having a little of ' the devil'
in him) ; a young urchin : often used playfully.
(App. partly a continuation of sense 3, but largely influ-

enced by 4 b.)

1642 in Miss Hickson Irel. ijt/t Cent. (1884) I. xviii. 196
Six Irish children of that town, who suddenly fell upon him,
.. so that he by these wicked young imps, who were none

scratching, and biting. 1826 SCOTT in Lockliart i. note, I

was never a dunce . . but an incorrigibly idle imp. 1839
W. COLLINS Q. of Hearts (1875) 24 With a wild imp of a
Welsh boy following her as guide and groom.
f 6. A young man, a youth ; fellow, man,

' lad ',
'

boy'. (Cf. CHILD, sense 7.) Obs.

1579 LYLV Euphiies (Arb.) 33-5 There dwelt in Athens a
young gentleman of great patrimony. . . It happened this

young Impe to ariue at Naples. Ibid. 108 This is . . to ad-
monish all young Imps and nouises in loue. 1648 GAGE
West Ind. ix. 26 The mendicant Franciscan Fryers voweth

..poverty.
.Yet those wretched Impes live in those parts as

though^ they had never vowed. 1889 R. BUCHANAN Heir of
Linne i, Room there, you imps and loons.

7. A piece added on, to eke out, lengthen out, or

enlarge something. (Cf. IMP v. 5.) f a. An ad-
ditional tag to a bell-rope so that more than one

person may pull at once : =EKE.r. 1 2 a. b. dial.

An addition to a beehive consisting of a wreath or
wreaths placed underneath to increase its height :

= EKE rf.l 2 b. c. dial. A length of twisted hair
in a fishing-line.
'595 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 123 Paid for vj emps to f bell

ropes, xij d. 1605 Ibid. 142 More for bell imps, xiiij d.

1606 Ibid. 144 For the greet bell ympes of the length of six
feddom. 1615 W. LAWSON Orch. fy Card. m. x. (1668) 78
An imp is, three or four wreaths wrought at the Hive, the
same compass, to raise the Hive withall. 1788 W. MARSHALL
Yorks/i. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Imp, an eke placed under a
bee-hive. 1846 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss, (ed. 3^ I. 234 An
addition to a beehive is called an '

imp
'_,

so also is a length
of hair twisted, as forming part of a fishing-line.
8. attrib. and Comb., as ^imp-garden, -garth,

-yard (nursery-garden, garden of plants), f -tree ;

imp-like adj.
X337~8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) I. 34 In . . semine

canah. emp. pro le ympyard. c 1345 Orpheo 68 They seten
hem down all thre, Fayr under an ympe-tre. 1446-7 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) I. 84 Pro custodia orti Cellerarii

vocati ympgnrth. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb.
(1586) 76 The orderyng of an Impe Garden . . wherein as in

a parke the young plantes are nourished. 1675 EVELYN
Terra (1729) 35 Where Imp-Gardens are poor, the tender
Plant does seldom thrive. 1831 J. HUNTER Hist. Deanery
Doncaster II. 6 An imp-yard is what is now known by the
term nursery-garden, as may be seen in The Booke of Hus-
bandry by Barnaby Googe. 1866 CARLYLE Remin. I. 146
What a childlike and yet naif imp-like volume of laughter
lay in Frank.

Imp (imp), v. Forms: see the sb. [OE.
impian (rare)

= OHG. impj"tin (rare), MHG. and
Ger. impfen, beside which OHG. had (more
commonly) impitSn, MHG. imp(e)ten. Da. ympe,
Sw. ympa are from a LG. *impen ; Welsh impio
is from Eng. F. enter (whence MDu. enten, inten,
Dn. enten, MLG. enten) is supposed to be ulti-

mately from the same source.
The history of this vb. and the prec. sb. is in some points



IMP.

obscure, from want ofevidence. The corresponding F. enter

to graft, ente (for *empte) graft, are referred by Darme-
steter, etc., to late L. *emputdre. *etnputa, the latter neuter

pi.
of Gr. fpi$ifro{, -oi' implanted, engrafted : cf. t^vo-v to

implant, infyvTtvuv to implant, engraft, ipL$wrtia implanting,

engrafting. (There is evidence in the Salic Law for a iiicd.

L. impetus, inpotns, scion, graft.) This was presumably the

source also ofOHG. j//>/M;not itnpfitdn\^,\ttG.iinp(e)ten\

though some would refer it to l^.ptttdre to prune. OE.
iinpiftn, OHG. itnp/on, was evidently, from the OHG.
lautverschiebung, a word of earlier adoption, but was prob.
derived in some way from the same Gr. source (? from
V4"-"*') ; of this the OE. sb. impa i hardly inipe] must
then have been a derivative, on the analogy of agent-nouns
in -tf ; so mod. Ger. imfffrom inipfen.}

t 1. trans. To graft, engraft. Obs.
c 1000 Gertfa in Anglia IX. 262 On Ixngtene eregian and

impLin, beana sawan, wingeard settan. 1377 I.ANGL. P. rl.
H. ix. 147 Impe on an ellerne, and if bine apple be swete,

. Mochel merueile me bynketh. 14x3 I'ilgr. Sowle (Caxton
1483) IV. ii. 58 Vpon that braunche was ymped a graf that
was taken fro a free appel tree. 1553 T. WILSON Rhel. 26 b,
To ympe or graffe yong setles. 1681 BURNET Hist. Ref.
(1865) II. 530 He gave himself to gardening and used to

graft and imp with his own hand.

f 2. To plant (young shoots). Obs. rare.
c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. in. 142 Then kest adoun thi scions

here and there, And ympe in oon in euery stikis place.
3. transf. and jig. from i and 2. To '

engraft ',

implant ;
to inlay, set or fix in

j to '

engraft
'

(as

by marriage) in a family, arch.

1340-70 Alisaunder 616 A brem brasen horde . . Imped in

iuory . . With goode siluer & golde gailich atired. c 1400

bene sene ympyd in wib eresy. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv.

ix. 4 That headlesse tyrants tronke he reard from ground,
And, having ympt the head to it agayne . . made it so to ride
as it alive was found. 1612-15 BP- HALL Contempt., O. T.
xx. ii. (jfeAu and jfeAoratrt), Nothing is more dangerous
than to be imped in a wicked family ; this relation too often
draws in a share both of sinne and punishment. 1613-16
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. ii, And when thy temple's well

deserving bayes Might impe a pride in thee to reach thy
praise. 1647 TRAPP Coinm. Matt. i. 8 It was because they
were imped in the wicked family of Ahab. 17.. BROWN
On Rom. vi. 5 (Jam.) Believers are so closely united to

Christ, as that they have been imped with him, like an imp
joined to an old stock. 1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. r Life
140 The new doctrine, which the times had imped Into his

budding soul.

4. Falconry. To engraft feathers in the wing of a

bird, so as to make good losses or deficiencies, and
thus restore or improve the powers of flight ; hence,

allusively, with reference to
'

taking higher flights ',

enlarging one's powers, and the like. In various

constructions :

t a. To imp feathers into or in a wing, etc. Obs.

1477 Paston Lett. III. No. 794. 185 Like as the fawcon
Which is alofte, tellith scorne to loke a down On hym that
wont was her feders to pyke and ympe. 1580 LYLY Euphnes
(Arb.) 249 Ymping a fether to make me flye, when thou
oughtest rather to cut my wing for feare of soaring. 1589
NASHE Pasqnil fy Mar/, u Such an Eccho, as multiplies

euery word, .and ympes so many feathers vnto euery tale,
that it flyes with all speede into euery corner of the Realme.
1641 BROME Joviall Creiu n. Wks. 1873 III. 374 To see
a' swallow .. with a white feather imp'd in her tail. 1706
PHILLIPS, To Imp a Feather in a Hawk's lying (amons
Falconers), to add a new piece from an old broken stump.

b. To imp a wing (or bird) with feathers. To

imp the wings of: to strengthen or improve the

flight of.

1596 SPENSER Hymn Heav. Heautfeijs Gathering plumes
of perfect speculation, To impe the wings of thy high flying

mynd. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. v. 78 Their Buzzard-

wings, imp d with our Eagles Plumes, a 1618 SYLVESTER
Posthumi Sonn. iv, Imping his broken wings with better

plumes. 1648 MILTON Sonn. to Fairfax, The false North
displays Her broken league to imp their serpent-wings.
1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. Ld. Macartney 40 And
[Fortune] with an Eagle's pinion imps an Owl. 1816
SOUTHEY Lay of Laureate Proem ii, My spirit imp'd her
wings for stronger flight. 1851 JERDAN Autobiog. II. xviii.

251 At the same time Barry Cornwall first imped his wing
in my grateful pages. 1886 SWINBURNE Misc. 145 The
highest flight that Wordsworth's muse could attain when
her wings were imped with plumes of religious doctrine.

c. To imp wings on or to a person; to imp with

wings.
1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Easter Wings 9 If I imp my

wing on thine. Affliction shall advance the flight in me.
1635 HEYWOOD Londoni Sinus Salutis Wks. 1874 IV. 289
These are Impt with no Icarian wings, But Plumes Im-
mortall. 1669 Addr. hopeful yng. Gentry Eng. 34 To
see a Gallant flutter. .with no other wings than his Taylor
has

imp'd on. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 439 Imp'd
with Wings, The Grubs proceed to Bees with pointed
Stings. 1731 POPE Ep. Bathurst 41 Blest paper-credit ! ..

That lends Corruption lighter wings to fly ! Gold imp'd by
thee can compass hardest things. 1814 CARY Dante, Para-
dise xxxn. 70 Behoved That circumcision in the males
should imp The flight of innocent wings.
H App. by a misunderstanding of the hawking

term, taken in the sense of ' To clip '.

i6s7 Up. H. KING Poems i. ii. (1843) 9 God shall imp their
pride, and let them see They are but fools in a sublime
degree. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 39 But imp the
wings of his towering ambition. Ibid. 147 Her soaring
wmgs are imp'd and all her enlivening faculties clogged.
5. To extend, lengthen, enlarge, add to ; to eke

out (that which is short or deficient) ; to mend,
repair ; to add on a piece to. (Cf. IMP sb. 7.)

72

1591 LYLY Midas v. ii, A woman's tongue ympt with a
barbar's will proove a razor or a raser. 1606 CHAPMAN
Mans. D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 221 All my care is for Followers
to Imp out myTraine. 1661 SOUTH Strm. 11698) III. 188 An
ill, restless, cross humour, which is imped with Smart, and
quickned with Opposition. 1671 CLARENDON Dialogues in
Tracts

(1727) 306 We ought to imp out these unavoidable
defects with an extraordinary civility and condescension.
i88 Craren Dial., Imp, to add, to enlarge. . . It is a very
common expression when applied to bee-hives. 1834 SIR
H. TAYLOR Artevelde I. ii. (1849) 7 Y have imped me
with a new device.

6. nonce-use. To mock like an imp or demon.
1839 BAILEY feitut (1848) 112, I am.. with the mightiest

folly mocked Which ever imped a soul to madness.

f Impa-cable, a. Obs. [f.
IM-* f L.paaire to

pacify, appease + -ABLE.] That cannot be pacified
or appeased ; implacable.

FORTESCUE Forest 72 Seedes of impacable discorde
issention. 1591 SPENSER Raines of Time 395 Freed

from bands of jmpacable fate. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng.

and dissention. 1591 SPENSER Raines ofTime 395 Freed
from bands of impacable fate. 1603 WARNER Alb. Eng.
Epit. (1612) 356 The impacable Incursions of those barbarous
and vndanted Pictes.

Hence f Impacabi'lity, implacability (obs.).
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 355The Impacabilitie

of the Pictes and Scotes.

t Impaci'fic, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. im-

pacifc-us,
or f. lM-2 + PACIFIC. Cf. obs. F. im-

pacifique.] Not pacific or peaceful ; restless.

a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll i. 3 The Impacificke Seas of our
owne feares And lealousies.

Impack (impark), v. rare. Also 7 em-, [f.

IM- 1 + PACK z>.] trans. To pack in ; to press closely

together into a mass ; to pack up. Hence Impa'ck-
ing vif. sb. ; Impa ckmcnt, the action of impack-
ing or state of being impacked (Webster 1864).
1611 FLORIO, Impaccare, to pack vp, to empack. Ibid.,

Imballanienti, impackings or packes. 1867 I. I. HAYES
Open Polar Sea 85 The ice was as closely impacked behind
us as before us.

Impact (i'mpsekt), sb. [ad. L. type *impact-us
sb., f. ppl. stem of impingfre to IMPINGE. Cf.
mod.F. impact.] The act of impinging ; the striking
of one body against another; collision. Chiefly in

Dynamics, in reference to momentum.
1781 BP. WATSON Chem. Ess. (1784) I. 165 note, The same

rule, by which common velocity of hard or non-elastic bodies
after their impact . . is calculated. 1^95 SOUTHEY Joan of
Arc VIM. 228 The English chief, Pointing again his arbalist,
let loose The string ; the quarrel, by that impact driven,
True to its aim, fled fatal. 1862 Times 7 Mar., No such
satisfactory results in the way of resisting the tremendous
impact of the shot have been obtained from any other

target. 1863 TYNDALL Heat ii. 56 The impact of atoms
of oxygen against atoms of sulphur. 1866 HUXLEY Phys.
ix. (1872) 221 The impact of the vibrations of the luminous
ether on the retina.

attrib. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. iv. 146 We
are. .driven'to the impact theory as the only tenable one.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 63 In any given perception
there is a something which has been communicated to it

[the mind] by an impact, or an impression ab extra. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. i. 7 The impact of barbarian con-

quest split up the unity of the Latin tongue.

t Impa'Ct, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. impact-us, pa.

pple. of impingfre to IMPINGE.] = IMPACTED (of
which, in later use, it was prob. taken as a short-

ened form). Const, as
pple.

or adj.
1563 T. GALE Antidot. i. iv. 3 When . . there are humours

impacte in anye part. 1587 M. GROVE Pelofs ff Hippod.
(1878) 81 From hir whose picture still I fynde within my !

brest impact. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul in. i. ix, All
these forms. .That sense or phansie ever had impact. 165*
FRENCH Vorkth. Spa iv. 43 A cold, crass slimy morbific!^
or a hot impact matter.

Impact (impre'kt), v. [orig., and usually, in i

pa. pple. impacted, which was prob. directly f. L. !

impact-us + -Eol (see IMPACT ///. a. and IM-
'

FACTED) ; the verb proper being a later back-for- I

mntion from this. See -ED 1
2, and cf. COMPACT z;.

1
]

1. trans. To press closely into or in something ;

to fix firmly in
; to pack in.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xxi. 1 1. 73 The seed of this hearbe
remooveth the tough humours bedded in the stomacke, how
hard impacted soever they be.

1709 BLAIR in Phil. Trans.
XXVII. 75 These Pyramids, which receive the Hairs, are
impacted in the Cutis. a 1791 WESLEY Serm. Ixxxii. i. 5
Wks. 1811 IX. 417 Impact fire into iron, by hammering it

when red hot. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 835 A stone-
like mass . . which had become impacted in the lower ilium.

2. To stamp or impress (on something), rare.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles W. Proem 4 Ideas or notions im-

pacted on the mind. Ibid. 442 Every .. Creature has a law
impacted or impressed on its Being.

Impacted (impse-kted), ppl. a. [See IMPACT

z>.] Pressed closely in, firmly fixed.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. ll. 463 To melt (as it were) any
impacted humor, though never so tough, c ITW W. GIBSON
Farrier's Dispens. i. (1734) 25 To ripen and dissolve hard
impacted Humours. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxi. 267
The fine impacted snow-dust of winter.

Impaction (impie-kjan). [ad. L. impaction-
em, n. of action f. impingfre to IMPINGE.] The
action of becoming, or condition of being, im-

pacted or firmly fixed in.

'739 J- HUXHAM Fevers (1750) 176 To prevent the further

Impaction of the obstructing Motor, 1853 KANE Grianell
h'.\p. xxiv. (1856) 197 In case of accident or impaction I

IMPAIR.

further north. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 42
Sudden obstruction of the circulation by the impaction of
an embolus in one of the larger arteries.

Impa'Ctly, adv. rare.
[f. IMPACT />//. a. +

-i.T 2.J With firm infixion or close pressure.
1861 Jrtil. Soc. Arts X. 325/2 A cube of ?4 inches, im-

pactly secured, was subjected to a force of 200 tons.

Impa-ctment. [f. IMPACT v. + -MENT.] =
IMPACTION.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exf. xx. 158 He . . counseled us to

prepare for the chances of an impactment [in the icej.

Impail, obs. form of IMPALE.

Impained : see IMPANED.

Impaint (imp?-nt), v.
[f.

IM-I + PAINT
.]

trans. To paint npon something, depict.
IS9* SHAKS. t Hen. 1Y, v. i. 80 Neuer yet did Insurrec-

tion want Such water-colours, to impaint his cause. 1729
SAVAGE Wanderer HI. 83 O'er altars thus, tmpainted, we
behold Half circling glories shoot in rays of gold.

Impair (impeM), sb.\ Obs. or arch. Also 7
em-,

[f.
IMPAIR

.] An act of impairing ; the
fact of being impaired ; impairment.
1568 NORTH tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1582) 371 Halfe a

dishonour, and an impair of his credit. 1598 CHAPMAN
Achilles' Shield in Homer (1875) 13 Nor is it more impair
to an honest and absolute man s sufficiency to have few
friends, than [etc.]. i6 Widowts T. Plays 1873 III. 36
Pocket it : . . it's no impaire to thee : the greatest doo 't. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 102 Such and such like aflbord they yearely
without empaire to themselues. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. iv. iii. 318 An impair of that Sovereignty and Dominion
over the Creatures. 1848 J. A. CARLYLE tr. Dante's Inferno
28 To keep its beauty from impair.

I'mpair, a. (and sb.V). [Cf. F. impair unequal
(1484 in Godef. Camp/.), and pair.]
fl. (?) 'Unsuitable

1
(T.), unfit

; inferior. Obs.

(But the reading is disputed.)
1606 SHAKS. Tr. * Cr. iv. v. 103 (Fol. i) Yet giues he not

till Judgement guide his bounty, Nor dignifies an impaire
[Qo. i impare ; Glove, etc. impure] thought with breath.

2. Not paired ; not forming one of a pair ; odd.
b. si. An unpaired individual thing ; an odd one.,
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anal. III. 829/1 This impair bone . .

is . . the representative of the superior occipitals of Cuvier.
1880 J. ABERCROMBY in Academy 23 OcU 294/1 Grouping
the letters in two sets of pairs and an impair, which again
pairs with the other impairs.

Impair (impe->'j), v. Forms : a. 4 ampayr-i,
anpayr-i, apayr-i, etc. (see APPAIB). /3. 4-6
enpeire, -peyre, -paire, -payre, empeyre, 4-7
empare. empeire. -paire, -payre, 5 enpare,
7 empair. 7. 5-7 impaire, -payre, 6 impeire,
impere, inpayre, 6-7 impare, 7- impair. [The
current form impair is a partially Latinized re-

fashioning of the earlier empaire, empeire, a. OF.
empetrer, ampeirer to make worse: Lat. type
*impeiorare to make worse, f. im- (!M- 1) + peior
worse. The earliest form was ampayre, whence

apeyre AFFAIR. Empeyre, closest to contemporary
French, was commonest in I5~i6th c. Late in

iSthc. the prefix began to be spelt im- after Lat.,

giving the current impair, which has superseded

empair since c 1660. Cf. APPAIB, PAIR, EMPYBK.]
1. trans. To make worse, less valuable, or
weaker

;
to lessen injuriously ; to damage, injure.

[a. 1x97-1643: see APPAIR :.]

ft. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv.
pr.

iii. 93 (Camb. MS.) Thanne
is the Meede of goode folk swich }>at no day shal enpeyren
it. c 1375 Cato Major iv. xxxiv. in Anglia VII, Empeyre
bou nou}t hire fame. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vil. ccxxxiv. 270
Y" cytie of Danas . . he assauted and enpayred very sore.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. 111 253 b, The possession might
seme to be enpaired. 1576 FLEMING Patwpl. Ej>ist. 315 In

hope that I shoulde recover my health, which sicknesse had
empayred. 1601 FULBECKE -2nd Pt. Parall. 22 Whereby
hee was empeired and became worse. 1655 FULLER Cn.
Hist. u. ii. 77 It never wastes nor empairs an Estate.

1658-78 PHILLIPS, Empair [1696 (ed. 5) linpair],

>. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. I'lf, c. 19 The defence of this land

..[is] impaired. 1533 MORE Dtbell. Salem Wks. 1029/2
[It] yet nelpeth notnys matter, but impayreth it much.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 665 Satan, .could not beare Through
pride that sight, and thought himself impaird. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. 239 No time will impair or decay those Grey
Kentish Bricks. 1741 YOUNG AV. Tit. vu. 986 This argu-
ment is old ; hut truth No years impair. 1861 SIR B. BRODIE
Psychol. Inq. II. ll. 50 The best memory may lie impaired
by neglect.

b. rcfl.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. I. iv. 14 They empayre them self so
moche that they may not lerne no good. 1484 Canal 3
Wyse men . . for none auauncement ne hauyng of good en.

payre not them self.

t C. pals. To be destitute of, or badly off for.

1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakluyt Soc.) 255 If I wear im-

pared of mony, he would send me out of his own treasur.

2. intr. (for refl.') To grow or become worse,
less valuable, weaker, or less ;

to suffer injury or

loss ;
to deteriorate, fall off, or decay. ? Obs.

[a. 1340-1581 : see APPAIR 2.]

ft. c 1380 Sir Frrttmb. 4691 pe power of hem enpayrede
faste. 1486 Bk. St. A loans Cvj b. The Eyghen will swell

and empeyre in her hede. 1513 Lo. BERNERS Froiss. 1.

ccxix. 279 The kynge..lay sore sicke..and euery daye he

enpayred worse and worse. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 41
Flesh may empaire, . . but reason can repaire. 1600 F.

WALKER Sp. Mande-Mle 71 a, The sicke Gentleman daily
* empaired in health.

Y. i$>3 Ln. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxlv. 364 The prince dayly



IMPAIBABLE.

impered of a sicknesse. 1579 TWYNE Phisiclte agst. Fort.

n. xxviii. 205 a, All thinges impaire, and gpe backewarde.

1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love (1660) 152 Coelestial Pleasures ..

not impairing by being used Long. 1719 SWIFT Lett, to

Pope Wks. 1761 VIII. 93 When years increase, and perhaps
your health impairs. 1827 SOUTHEY in Life (1850) V. 284
His own health and faculties sensibly impairing day by day.

Impai'rable, a. rare. [f.
IMPAIR v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being impaired.
a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 26 Though

his power of executing . . be not impaired, nor indeed im-

pairable..by any negligence, unfaithfulness, or unfruitful-

ness of men. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 36. 565
Souls.. Self-improvable and Self-impairable.

Impaired (impe-id),///. a. [f. IMPAIR v. +

-ED'.] Rendered worse; injured in amount, quality,
or value ; deteriorated, weakened, damaged.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 563 He repaired

with large diet his impayred lims and sinewes. 1719
BOLINGBROKE in Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 4 Those fancy'd
ills, so dreadful to the great, A lost election, or impair'd
estate. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. Imiia (1854) 170
Hamilton . . was necessitated by an impaired constitution

to return to England.

Impairer (impea-rai). [f.
as prec. + -BB1.]

One who or that which impairs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 215 The quiet mind (whereof

my selfe empairer is). 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey
I. x. 31 Wheat, Barley, Woade . . are great impairers and
soakers of the soyle. a 1779 WARBURTON (Mason), Im-
moderate labour and immoderate study are equally the

impairers of health.

Impairing (,impeTirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +

-ING!.] The action of the verb IMPAIR ; making
worse, deterioration, impairment.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 389 It is enpeyringe not oonly

of oone estate of be chirche, but of alle bre. c 1450 Doctr.

Galiems in Jyll cf Breyntford (Ballad Soc.) 39 With-oute

benpeyring of by persone. 1513 DOUGLAS s&neis Concl.

10 And heir my nayme remane, but enparing. 1618

LATHAM 2rf Bk. Falconry (1633) 7 Other dangers that

may grow to the great impairing of her health. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 174 The impairing of any one

part must . . tend to the disorder and ruin of other parts.

Impairing, ppl- f. [f. as prec. +

That impairs.
1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes # Qital. (1667) 176 That Impair-

ing Alteration of Texture we call Rottennesse.

Impairment (impeo-iment). Forms: see

IMPAIR v. ; also APPAIRMENT. [a. OF. empeire-

ment, mod.F. empirement (i2thc. in Littre), f.

empeirer, empirer to IMPAIR : see -MENT.] The
action of impairing, or fact of being impaired ;

deterioration ; injurious lessening or weakening.
1340 Ayenb. 148 Yef he ne deb wyb-oute emparement.

c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud MS.) 255 To londe bai gonnen
aryuen alle, Wibouten enpeirement. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen.

VIII, c. 9 2 To the great impeirement & diminucions of

their good names and honesties. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

ix. viii. (1632) 582 A greater impayrement of his hopes.

1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 98 A manifest impairment
of his health. 1861 WYNTER Soc. Bees, Brain Diffic. 471
The following extraordinary impairment of memory.

ImpalaC6(impae'les),z/. Also 7 em-, [f. lM-1 +

PALACE.] trans. To place or install in a palace.
Hence Impa'laced(-est)///. a., installed in a palace.
1611 FLORIO, Impalazzare, to empallace. 1795 W.TAYLOR

in Monthly Rev. XVIII. 543 In impalacing the magistrate.

1839 BAILEY Festus v. (1852) 62 One or two, impalaced,
mitred, throned, And banqueted, burlesque . . The holy

penury of the Son of God. Ibid. xxv. 438 The impalaced
prisoner of the breast.

t Impa'latable, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IM- 2 +

PALATABLE.] Not palatable, unpalatable.
1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk II. 88 And render it altogether

impalatable to stock. 1792 A. YOUNG Tray. France 115
A thing . . equally impalatable and unconstitutional. 1814
MRS. WEST Alicia De Lacy IV. 68 The grandeur and

luxury.. were impalatable, because insecure.

t Impala'tion. Obs. rare. [f. IMPALE v. +

-ATION.]
= IMPALEMENT 4.

1744 J. PATERSON Comm. Milton's P. L. 357 Impalation
is a most tormenting punishment of malefactors.

Impale (imp^'l), . Forms : a. (6 enpale),

6-9 empale, 7 empail(e, (empall, empal). ii.

6-7 impayl, (impall), 7 impail, (impal), 6-

impale. [a. F. empale-r (Froissart), ad. med.L.

impaldre
'
in palum impingere

'

(Du Cange), f.

im- (!M- l) + pal-us stake (cf. late L. palare to

support with stakes, prop up).]
1. trans. To enclose with pales, stakes, or posts ;

to surround with a palisade ;
to fence in. Now rare.

a. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 516 Minding to mound and

empale his cottage round about with a fence of an hedge.
1610 Camden's Brit. u. 73 (Ireland) Their country goeth
under the tearme of The English Pale, because the first

Englishmen . . did empale for themselves certaine limits in

the East part of the Hand. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham
Soc.) 44, I saw a pool empaled wherein were pell-starts.

ft. 1530 PALSGR. 590/1, I impale, I close a grounde or a

parke with pales, je emparqite. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
in. (1634) 61 The same wall which . . had preserved their

lives, by holding out the enemy did now impale them. 1766
PORNY Heraldry iv. (1777) 64 The Pale denotes Strength
and Firmness, and has been bestowed to impaling Cities.

1845 HOOD Fairy Tale 21 So he might impale a strip of soil.

b. transf. and Jig. To surround or enclose as

with a palisade ; to shut in, hedge about, confine,

hem in. Now rare.
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o. 1581 J. BELL H'addon's Answ. Osor. 33 Men. .that are

empaled within the boundes of the Church. i6xzL>RAYTON
Poly-olb. ii. 24 Where Portland, -doth overpeere the maine,
Her rugged front empal'd (on every part) with rocks. 1675
GREW Anat, Trunks \. ii. 25 Kvery single Milk-Vessel

being empaled or hemmed in with an Arch of Roriferous

[vessels],

fi. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 899/1 Wee must . .

keepe ourselues stil within the parke wherein God impaled
us with his word. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. fed. 2) 100
Welcomed by the Quene, who . . impales him in her armes,
and cryes for joy. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 520 Bristles high
impale his horrid chine. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low)
x. 465 It would have been impaled in a nook of the very
drop of water in which it was brought forth.

f C. Mil. To enclose or surround (troops) for

defence, as with other troops, or with wagons, etc.

(Improperly, To set in array, draw up.) Obs.
a. 1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius in. 28 Nabarzanes empaled

the battell on the right hand with a great power of horse-

men, and xxx. thousand slingers and archers. 1569 STOCKER
tr. Diod. Sic. in. ii. 105 He enpaled his Campe with hys

j

carriages. 1578 HUNNIS Hiveful Honey^
Gen. xxiv. 16

j

Against these five, the other fower Their Battailes did

empale. 1641 BAKER Chron. (1679) 232/2 The Battel.. con-

sisted of a thousand Bill-men empaled with two thousand
Pikes.

0. 1579 DIGGES Stratiot. 102 To set his souldyours that

the best armed impale the rest. 1635 BARRIFFE Mil. Discip.
ex. (1643) 343 Impaling the reere, with the Wagons, Carts,
and Baggage. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. n. (1851) 60 The
Legionaries stood.. impal'd with light armed.

2. To surround for adornment; to encircle, as

with a crown or garland; to border, edge (with

decoration). Obs. or arch.
a. 1553 BRENDE (X Cnrtius Ddvj, Garmentes of linnen

clothe embrodered with golde, and empaled with purple.

1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 247 A crowne of

glory shall empale you. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. vii.

252, I cannot . . empale each Page of this Discourse with a
Black mourning Lig.

j8. 1555 EDEN Decades 163 Fethers and quilles impaled
with golde. 1589 GKEENE Menaphon Livb, He impalled
the head of his yong nephew . . with the crowne and diademe
of Arcadie. 1644 BULWER Chiron. 69 A Hand . . impail'd
about with rayes. 1860 LD. LYTTON Lucile n. iv. i. 126

All the laurels that ever with praise Impaled human brows.

3. Her. To combine (two coats of arms, as those

of a husband and wife) by placing them side by
side on one shield, separated palewise, i. e. by a

vertical line down the middle. (Also said of one

coat of arms, with the other as obj.)
a. 1611 STEED Hist.Gt. Brit.\\\.v. 212 Their, .marriages

are made knowne by the sculpture of an hand in hand, and
the Coat-armes of the parties empaled. 1725 Land. Gaz.
No. 6382/3 The Escocheon of the Arms of the Order em-

paling those of the Sovereign. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss.

Eccl. Terms s.v. Arms, A bishop empales his family coat-

of-arms with the arms of his see.

ft. 1605 [see IMPALING vbl. sb.}. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry
vi. ii. (1611' 256 Receiued as an augmentation of honour ..

impaled with her paternall coat. 1787 PORNY Heraldry
(ed. 4) Gloss. 1882 CUSSANS Her. xii. (ed. 3) 166 A man
marrying an Heiress . . During her father's lifetime . . her

husband only impales her Arms.

J-b. Jig. To place side by side (for comparison,
or as being equal in dignity). Obs.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng, \. Ixxi. (1739) 193, 1 have
thus impaled these three, that the Reader may the better

discern how they relate each to other. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. i. v. 19 The Admission of St. Patrick . . to be match'd
and impaled with the Blessed Virgin in the Honour thereof.

1659 H. L'ESTRANGE Alliance Div. Offices Pref. 4 You may
view them in one scheame..as they stand impaled.
4. To thrust a pointed stake through the body

of, as a form of torture or capital punishment ; to

fix upon a stake thrust up through the body.
a. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 193 Wild

Beasts to devour us ; Stakes to Empale us. 1713 ADDISON
Cato in. v, Let them . . be . . empal'd and left To writhe at

leisure round the bloody stake.

/3. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 389 He impaled this^

Caragoses in the way on a sharpe stake fastened in the"

ground. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 100 note t

To be impaled is to have a stake thrust thorough the funda-
ment and to come out of the mouth. 1668 Land. Gaz. No.

286/3 The Visier . . caused the Greek to be impalled. 1828

G. W. BRIDGES Ann. Jamaica II, xv. 205 In a general
massacre of the whites some were impaled by the savage
hands of their own domestic slaves. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien

567 The King impaled him for his piracy.

b. transf. To transfix upon, or pierce through
with, anything pointed ; Jig. to torment or render

helpless as if transfixed.

a 1678 MARVELL Poems, Soul fy Body, This tyrannic soul,

Which, stretched upright, impales me so. 1807 SIR R.
WILSON JrnL 27 Aug. in Life (1862) II. 363 The falcon

often impales himself on the long and sharp beak [of the

heron]. 1878 SMILES Robt. Dick v. 45 Impaling it with a pin.

Impaled (imp^-ld),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED!.]
1. Fenced in, enclosed with a paling or fence.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. "Jos. 34 The empaled
compasse of the teethe and lippes. 1586 J. HooKERGz'nzW.
Irel. in Holinshed II. 147/1 These arrogant and disloiall

iarts of these impaled malecontents. 1652 in N. % Q. 8th
. _ , ,,T _ .,._ ;--- ,.j ----- j -alled Hide Park.

territory.

by side on a shield divided

palewise : see prec. 3.

1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. % Pop. xiv. (ed. 3) 137 Neither
the Heir nor the Cadets of any House bear the impaled
Arms of their Father and Mother. 1882 CUSSANS Her. xii.

(ed. 3) 166 Impaled Arms are not hereditary.

IMPALLID.

3. Transfixed upon a stake, etc. : see IMPALE v. 4.

Impalement (imp<?
l-
lment). Also 7-9 em-,

[a. F. empalement ^1600 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. em-

pale-r to IMPALE ; but in recent use pern, directly
from the Eng. vb. : see -MENT.] The action of

impaling, or that which impales.
1. The action of enclosing with pales or stakes ;

concr. an enclosing fence or palisade.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 17. 818 To fortifie

their battels with a Palizado, or empalement of stakes.

1665 J. WEBB Stone-ffeafdj^sl *54 The Impalement about
them exactly square. 1786 tr. Beckforfs Vathek (1868) 7
The prison . . was encompassed by seven empalements of iron

bars. 1828 WEBSTER, Empalement, a fencing, fortifying, or

inclosing with stakes.

b. transf. xa&fig. (see IMPALE v. I b, c).

1598 BARRET Thtor. Warres iv. i. 96 The impalement
may be made of more shot in a ranke. 1641 MILTON CA.
Govt. i. ii, The rules of Church-discipline are . -hedg'd about
with such a terrible impalement of commands. 18x4 CARY
Dante (Chandos) 147 With penitential tears, That through
the dread impalement forc'd a way.
f 2. But. Applied by early botanists to the calyx,

and, in composite flowers, to the involucre. Obs.

1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. v. 2 The general Parts [of
the Flower] are most commonly three; the Empalement,
the Foliation, and the Attire. The Empalement . . I call that
which is the utmost Part of the Flower, encompassing the
other two. 1729 MARTYN in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 28 The
Empalement of the Lactuca is squamous. 1735-6 H.
BROOKE Univ. Beauty iv. (R.),The flower's forensic beauties
now admire, The impalement, foliation, down, attire. 1799
KNIGHT in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 202 The male and
female parts within the same empalement.
3. Her. The marshalling of two coats of arms

side by side on one shield divided palewise ; the

arms so marshalled.

1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xxvi. (1840) II. 331 Two
coats of arms, containing empalements of Cannynge and of

his friends. 1882 CUSSANS Her. xii. (ed. 3) 165 Marshalling
by Impalement is effected by slightly compressing the two
Coats of Arms, and placing them in their entirety side by
side on one Escutcheon.

4. The torture or punishment of impaling (see
IMPALE v. 4).

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. $ Comm-w. 13 Tortures.. as ex-

ecutions .. impalements on stakes. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Empalement, or Impalement, a cruel kind of punish-
ment, wherein a sharp pale, or stake, is thrust up the

fundament and through the body. 1813 BYRON Corsair n.

ix, To-morrow's evening sun Will sinking see impalement's
pangs begun.

Impaler (imp^'-bi). In 7-8 em-, [f. IMPALE
v. + -KB 1

.] One who or that which impales ; ap-

plied by Grew to each of the calyx-leaves or sepals
of a simple flower, and the bracts or phyllaries
of a composite (cf. IMPALEMENT 2).

1671 GREW Anat. Plants i. v. 2 Each Empaler .. being
as another little Leaf. Ibid., The continuation of all the

three aforesaid Parts into each Empaler, is discoverable,
I think, no where better than in an Artichoke, which is

a true Flower, and whose Empalers are of that amplitude,
as fairly to shew them all.

t Impaletoeked, pa. pple. Obs. nonce--wd.

rendering F. empaletoqut
'

muffled, or lapt vp
about the chinne, as with a Cassocke or Gaber-

dine
'

(Cotgr.) : see PALETOT (in Cotgr. palletoc).

1653 URQUHART Rabelais I. xxi, His orison-mutterer im-

paletocked, or lap't up about the chin, like a tufted whoop.

Impaling (imp^i-lirj), vbl. sb. [f. IMPALE v.

+ -ING!.] The action of the verb IMPALE; concr.

that which impales or is impaled.
1. The action of enclosing with or as with pales ;

concr. a paling or palisade :
= IMPALEMENT i.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres 76 The Muskets of impaling
. .doe roundly bestow their vollie in the face of the enemie.

ci6oo NOKDEN Spec. Brit., Cornw. (1728) 21 Their Parkes

of fallowe Deare, whereof remayne only.. the ruyned im-

paylings. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage viii. vii. 643 At either

end of that double empaling or entrance.

2. Her. = IMPALEMENT 3.

ings and impalings will make a pretty display.

3. The action of transfixing on a pointed stake,

etc, (see IMPALE v. 4, 4b) :
= IMPALEMENT 4.

* " *""*--
to death.. Im*

Observations. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood i, Set up by the

Sultan's orders for the impaling ofa horde ofTurkish robbers.

Impaling, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That

impales : see the verb.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccxxiv, The One-

Eyed Scott . . Breakes through impaleing Swords. 1742

FRANCIS Horace, Odes 35 (R.) Before thee stalks inexorable

Fate, And grasps empaling nails, and wedges dread.

Impall (impg-1), v. rare. [f.
IM- 1 +PALL sb. :

see also empall s.v. EM- i a.] trans. To enfold or

wrap in, or as in, a pall.

1852 J. JARVIE Disc. % Misc. Writ. 101 The chamber of

the dead is impalled in silence and blackness.

Impall, obs. (erron.) form of IMPALE.

tlmpallid Umpce'lid),z. Obs. rare. [f. IM- 1

-t- PALLID; cf. L. impallescere to grow pale.] trans.

To render pallid or pale.
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IMPALM.
1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ivi. [Envy] the green sickness

uf ihe soul, .irnpalliils all the body to an Hcctique leanne>s.

Impalm (impa'm), v. rare. Also 9 em-, [f.

In- 1 + P.n.Mrf. : cf. F. empaitmer, in i6th c. cm-

paulmer. It. impalmare, in the same or allied

senses.] trans. To grasp or take in the palm of

the hand; alsoy^f.
1611 COTGR., EMfanltnfr.tct impaulme ; to gripe, seise,

lay full hand on. 1808 J. BARLOW Cotnino. ix. 42 Nature
herself (whose grasp of time and place Deals out duration

and impalms alfspace).

t Impa'lmed, a. Obs. rare. [f. In-
' +palmed,

repr. L. palmattis, as in tunica palmata.] Worked
or embroidered with palm-branches: said of the

tunica worn by Roman generals in their triumphal
processions.
1661 FELTHAM Resoh'es n. liii. 293 Her Conquerors im-

pahned Purples, and their lawrel d Temples in their
furricular Chariots.

Impalpability (impselpabi-Hti). [f. next +
-ITY. Cf. F. impalpability.} The quality of being

impalpable or imperceptible to the touch.

1605 M. SUTCLIFFE Briefe Exam. (1606) 100 The inuisi*

bility and impalpability of Christes body in the sacrament.

1^51-73 JORTIN EccL Hist. (1846) II. xxxviii. 161 A curious

dispute, whether the bodies of the righteous, after the

resurrection, should be solid, or thinner than the air?

Gregory was for the palpability, and Eutychius for the

impalpability. 1807 W. IRVING Saimag: (1824) 361 A young
lady whose unparalleled impalpability of waist was the envy
of the drawing-room a 1849 POE Mellonba Tauba Wks.
1864 IV. 293 The futility, the impalpability of their axioms.

Impalpable (impse-lpab'l), a. Also 6 in-, [a.

F. impalpable (1517 in Hatz.-Darm.) or med.L.

impalpabilis : see IM- 2 and PALPABLE.]
1. Incapable of being felt by the organs of touch ;

imperceptible to the touch ; intangible. Said of

things immaterial ; also, of very fine powder, in

which no grit is perceptible when it is rubbed
between the fingers.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxin. (Percy Soc.) 106 Though

that aungell be invysyble, Inpalpable, and also celestial!.

1594 PLAT Javell-ho. in. 88 So subtiliated. .as that it becam
almost an impalpable powder. 166* MERRETT tr. Neris
Art ofGlass Ixxvi, Grind it to an impalpable powder. 1791
CowrER Odyss. ix. 609 A thing impalpable, A shadow.
1873 W. LEES Acoustics in. iv. 100 Watery vapour, existing
as an impalpable transparent gas.
2. fig. Incapable of being (readily) grasped or

apprehended by the mind ; producing no definite

mental impression ;

'

intangible '.

1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xlvii. (1840) III. 174 His
own religion from its simple and impalpable form was much
less exposed to the ridicule of scenic exhibition. 1838
PRESCOTT f'erd. $ Is. (1846) I. Introd. 89 The almost im-

palpable beauties of style and expression. 1873 M- ARNOLD
Lit. ff Dogma (1876) 298 The impalpable and incognisable
character of the subjects treated.

Impalpably (impoe-lpabli), adv. [f. prec. +
-I.Y^.J In an impalpable manner or degree.
1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 413 A light im-

palpably fine powder. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Afiol. 187 As a
spirit, .within us. .working itself, though not in secret, yet
so subtly and impalpably, as hardly to admit of precaution.

Impalsy (impj-lzi), v. [f.
IM-' + PALSY sb.}

trans. To affect with or as with palsy, to paralyse.
1 1750 SHENSTONE Ruin'd Abbey 205 The loyal soldier . .

impal.sy'd
at the news . . drops the lifted steel.

Zmpaludism (impae-lidiz'm). Path.
[f.

IM-!

+ L. fa/us, paliid-em marsh + -ISM.]
' The general

morbid state, with predisposition to intermittent
fevers and enlargement of the spleen, which is

found in the dwellers in marshes' (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1881 Nature No. 627. 24 On the parasitic nature of dis-

orders arising from impaludism. 1889 Lancet 2 Feb. 252/2
A memoir on the parasite of impaludism.

Impanate unip<?
l

'n<*t, i-mpan/t),///. a. [ad.
med.L. irnpanat-us, pa. pple. of impandre (see

IMPAN'E).] Contained or embodied in bread : see
IMPANATION.
ijjoCRANMER Defence 333, As we haue God verely in.

carnale for our redemption, so shoulde wee haue him Im-
panate. 1551 GriaaamSffUc. Cath. j'Vj.yMiisiR.) In this

mystery of the sacrament, in the whiche by the rule of our
faithe Christes body is not impanate. a 1555 RIDLEY Wks.
(Parker Soc.) 34 Saying: 'We grant the nature of bread
remaineth . . and yet the corporeal substance of the bread
therefore is gone, lest two bodies should be confused together,
and Christ should be thought impanate '. 1563-87 FOXE
A. >t M. (1684) III. 648 That impanate God, whom Bucers
Carcass had chased from thence. 1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real
Presence Note A. 3 Guitmundus . . says [front.]

' That Christ
should be

impanate, . . no ground requireth, nor did Prophets
foretel, nor Christ shew, nor Apostles preach, nor the world
believe '.

Impanate, v. rare.
[f. ppl. stem of med.L.

impdnare : see prec.] trans. To embody in bread.
1847 in CRAIG.

Hence Impanated ppl. a. - IMPANATE/^/. t.

1579 FULKE Heskins' Part. 257 Neither impanated,
Inutnated, nor inaccidentated. 1614 GATAKER Transubst.
145 Impanated or enclosed in bread, a 1740 WATERLAND
Wki. VIII. 249 (R.) If the elements really contain such
immense treasures, . . what have we to do but to look down
to those impanated riches?

Impanation (impanr -Jan), [ad. med.L. im-

panatioii-em, n. of action f. impanare: see IM-

I'ANK.] In Eucharistic theory : A local presence

'. a.

nor
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or inclusion of the body of Christ in the bread
after consecration : one of the modifications of the
doctrine of the real presence.
1548 GUST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dngdale Life App. i.

(1840) 86-7 Thimpanacion of Christes bodye . . is . . soch a
presence of Christes body in the bread wherwylh they both
shuld be unseverably personed and have al theyr condicions
and

properties. 1576 WOOLTON Chr. Manual ( Parker Soc.)
26 Nothing . . hath so greatly incensed . . the Saracens and
Turks against Christians as. .the impanation of God. 1725
tr. Duttn's Eccl. Hist, iftk C. I. vi. iii. 247 [Peter Martyr)
attack d Transubstantiation, and supported the Opinion of
Luther concerning the Impanation. 1818 J. MILNER End
Relig. Contrav. nl. (1819) 42 note, Osiander . . taught Im-
panation, or an hypostatical and personal union of the bread
with Christ's body.

Impanator (i-mpan/itai). [ad. med.L. impa-
nator-em, agent-n. f. impdndre (see next).] One
who holds the doctrine of impanation.
iSjs PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note A. 4 [trans!, the

author of the
' de Sacrnmentis ']

' These His impanators the
Lord Jesus slays with the word of His mouth, when . . He
says, 'This is My Body '. He does not say,

'
in this My

Body lieth hid '. 1866 F. HARPER Peace thr. Truth 158
Others he distinguishes as impanators.

tlmpa-ne, v. Obs. Also inp-. [ad. med.L.

impana-re, f. im- (In- 1
) + fan -is bread.] trans.

To embody in bread : see IMPANATION.
1547 BALE Lett. Exam. Anne Asknve 24 But now we must

beleue that he commeth downe agayn, at the wyll of the

prestes, to be inpaned or inbreaded . . lyke as he afore came
downe . . to be incarnated or infleshed for our vnyuersall
sowles helth. 1548 GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life
App. i. (1840) 87 Properly termed y> impaning or enbreding
therof.

t Impa-ned, a. Obs. In 7 impained. [f.
In-i

+ PANE + -ED 2
.] Of a window : Having panes;

fitted with (something) in each pane.
1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr. 218 A window impained

with naming lights.

Impanel (impse-nel), z.i [f. lit- 1 + PANEL.]
1. trans. To fit with or as with panels.
1577 HARRISON England n. xii. (1877) i. 234 The claie

wherewith our houses are impanelled, is either white, red,
or blue.

2. To insert as a panel.
1861 SMILES Engineers vm. xiv. II. 474 The painting of

Westminster Bridge, impanelled in the wall over the parlour
mantel -piece.

Impa-iiel, impa'nuel, v. 2 : another form of
EMPANEL v.

1514 [see EMPANEL]. 1586 in lotA Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 440 The Maior.. shall ympannell a jury of the best
..men. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. vii. 34 A June was im-

paneld streight. 1623 T. GOAD Dole/. Even-Song 17 The
Coroners Inquest was there impanelled vpon the dead
corpses. 1710 Tatler No. 253 p i Twelve Gentlemen of the
Horse-Guards were impannelled. 1817 W. SELWYN Law
A'tt/ Prius (ed. 4) II. 1127 The jurors that are impanelled
to inquire of such issue. 187* Whartfln's Law Diet. (ed. 5)

517/1 Women are impanneled as a jury . . where a female

prisoner is condemned to be executed, and pleads pregnancy,
t Impantoufled, ///. a. Obs. Also -ofled.

[Rendering F. empantmiflt.~\ , See quots.)
1611 COTGR., Etnfiantouflti impantofled, or wearing pan-

tofles. [Lifre enifantoujflc, a Booke with a thicke c mer.]
1653 URQL-HART Rabelais i. xxi, A huge impantoufled or
thick-covered breviary.

t Impapase, v. Obs. [f. Iu-1 + L. papa pope :

the suffix perh. after Gr. im-mra^-tiv to call (any
one) papa.] trans. To raise to the papacy ;

to

make Pope.
1563-87 FOXE A. q- M. frsool 4/2 Pope Stephan the 4",

and pope Paschalis the imt . . were impapased thorough dis-

cord without election of the emperor.

flmpa-quet, v. Obs. [ad. F. empaquet-tr, I.

paquet PACKET : see also EMPACKET.] trans. To
enclose in a packet.
-
1699 EVELYN Let. to Dean ofCarlisle 10 Nov., Mem. 1857

III. 381 Of whom I had several letters impaqueted with
many others.

t I'mpar, sb. Obs. [L. impar unequal, f. im-

(IM-
2

) +far equal.] A thing unequal to another
;

//. nnequals.
1697 tr. Rurgrrsdicins Ms Logic \. xxi. 84 Imparity is a

diversity in quantity. Those things are said to be imfars
of which one is greater or less than another:, .so silver and
gold, gold and virtues, are esteemed to be impars in this

verse, / 'ilitts argentitm est attro, virtutibus auritm.

t Impar, iiupare, a. 06s. [nd. L. impar, i.

im- (In-*) +par equal, even
; cf. F. impair (1484

in Godef. Compt.).]
1. Of a number : Uneven; odd.
c 1430 Art Nombryng (E. E. T. S.) 6 In the place of the

Impare sette a-side, put half of the even.
2. Unequal ; unequally matched.
>S3S STEWART Cran. Scot. I. 572 Becaus thair power that

tyme wes impar, This Coell than wes sone put to the war
[
= worse).

Imparadise, emparadise (impse-radais,
em-), v. Also 6-7 -ize. [Corresponds to It.

imparadisare (Florio) and V.emparadiser (i7thc.
in Littre); see In- 1 and PARADISE.]
1. trans. To

place in, or as in, Paradise ; to bring
into a state of rapture or supreme happiness ; to

transport, ravish.
o. 1591 CONSTABLE Sonn. vin. iii, Though Death mee and
my loue itnparailinth. 1591 PANIEI Delia Wks. (1717) 400

IMPARISYLLABIO.
She that can my Heart imparadise. 1667 MILTOK P. L. TV.

506 Imparadis't in one anothcrs arms. 1751 SMOLLETT
Per. Pic. (1779) III. Ixxxi. 88 We were imparadised in the
gratification of our mutual wishes. 1845 Bachelor Albany
11848) 204 When he. .imparadised himself at Richmond.
P. 1598 FLORIO, Paradisare, to emparadize. 1610 G.

FLETCHER Christ's Viet. iv. xliv. As in nis burning throne
he (David] sits emparadis'd. 1644 QUARLES Barnabas $ B.
113 Emparadise thy soul in fresh delights. i8u MILMAN
Martyr ofAnt'ioch 84 Emparadised in bliss. 1851 SIR F.
PALGRAVB Norm. <y Eng. 1. 49 The Greek emparadUed by
luxury and intellect.

2. To make a paradise of (a place or state).
a 1658 CLEVELAND For Sleep 29 Darkness emparadiz'd.

1776 MICKLE tr. Cantoens' Lvsiad 394 Song and joy im-

paradised the bowers. 1848 Taitt Mag. XV. 437 Im-
provements which would have literally imparadised the spot.

1849 MOIR in Blackvi. Mag. LXVI. 565 The round white
moon Emparadises midmost June.
Hence Impa-radised (-aist)^//.

a.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i J. ', This imparadised neighbour*

hood. 1606 FORD Honor Tri. (1843) n The fruition of im-

paradised content. 1853 TALFOURD Ctuti/ian iv. iii, The
imparadised spirits of our saints.

t Impa'rallel, a. and sb. Obs. [f. lM-2 +
PARALLEL a. and sb. : cf. next.] a. adj. Unparal-
leled, b. sb. A thing unparalleled.
1641 TRAPP Theol. Theol. 173 What a dcale of imparallell

Rhetoricke is to bee read; in that twelfth of Ecclesiastes !

1661 Elegy Cleveland 51 in C.'s Wks. (1687) 279 Poize this

Imparallel ; and you will find A Mine of Treasures in a
Matchless Mind.

t Imparalleled (impse-raleld), a. Obs. [f.
lM-2 + paralleled.] Without parallel, matchless,

unparalleled.
1604 DRAYTON Moses ill. (R.), Pisga . . Surveyeth the im-

paralleled land. 1630 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Moral Relat.

349 Image of a faithfull friend, and of a lover imparalelled.
1680 BURNET Rochester (1692) 168 A thing of such im-

paralelled Folly.

tlmpa-rasite. Zool. Obs. [f. IM-* -t PARA-

SITE.] An animal that is not a parasite; applied
by Kirby and Spence to certain insects. So Im-
parasi'tic a. (See quots.)
1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I- 221 Those which are

insectivorous only in their larva state may be.. divided into

parasites and imparasites, meaning by . . the latter those
that prey upon insects already dead. //'/</. 222 The Im-

parasitic insect devourers chieflybelong to the Hymenoptera.

t ImpaTdonable, a. Obs. Also 6 inp-. [f.

IM- Z + PARDONABLE. Cf. H. impardonnable (i5th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Not to be pardoned, unpardonable.
15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclxvi. 598 They shulde

soore trespasse . . so yl it shulde be inpardonable. 1647
N. BACON Disc. Cor't. Eng. u. x. (1739) 56 Both King
and People declare it an impardonable crime, by the Com-
mon Law. 1797 MRS. M. ROBINSON Walsinghatn I. 40 An
act of disobedience which she deemed impardonable.
2. That gives no pardon, rare.
a 1615 Bovs /f 'ks. (1630) 840 Leo the 10 so pilled and polled

the. .nations . . with impardonaUe pardons, and mercilesse

indulgences.
Hence f Impardonably adv., unpardonably.

(In quot. nctively=unforgivingly, mercilessly.)
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vll. xvii. 370 He . . must

impardonably condemne the obstinacy of the Jews.

Impare, obs. form of IMPAIR v., IMPAR a.

t Impa-rel, v. Obs. (See also EMPAREL.)
Altered form of APPAREL v.

1556 Chron. Gr. Friars iCamden) 81 The iij. of August
[ 1 553] came in the qwenes grace . . goodly imparelde with alle

the resydew of hare ladys.

Imparesse, obs. form of EMPRESS.
1447-8 Q. MARC. Petit. Hen. VI in Willis & Clark Cam-

bridge (1886) I. Introd. 63 The Imparesse of alle sciences
and facultees, theologie.

Imparfit, -ite, obs. forms of IMPERFECT.

Imparidigitate (impseTidi'djit^t), n. Zool.

[f. L. impar unequal, uneven + OIGITATE.] Having
an odd number of digits (fingers or toes) on each
limb

; perissodactyl.
1864 WEBSTER cites LEIDY.

Imparipinnate (-pi-nA), a. Bot. Also

-pennate. [ad. mod. L. imparipinnatus (Linnaeus,

1751) : cf. prec. and PINNATF.] Pinnate (as a leaf)
with an odd terminal leaflet.

1847 in CRAIG. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 162 When a pinnate
leaf ends in a single leaflet, it is impari-pinnate or unequally
pinnate. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 665 Leaves ex-

stipulate, imparipinnate.

Imparisyllabic (-silae-bik), a. (sb^i Cram.

(Also 8-9 erron. impara-.) [f.
L. impar unequal

+ SYLLABIC : cf. PARISYLLABIC.] Applied to Greek
and Latin nouns which have not the same number
of syllables in all the cases : e. g. nom. oJot/s, gen.
65<5iro5 ; nom. lapis, gen. lapidis.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio\ Imfarcayllal'ick. (So ASH, CRAIG,

etc.) 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 175 We must have regard
to the oblique cases, especially in nouns imp.yasyljabic.
1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 287 The imparisyllabic genitives
ofthe third declension. 1813 S. PARR Wks. (1828) VII. 623
Marklancl's hypothesis upon the formation of the impara.
syllabic genitive. 1854 DEQUIXCEY Antobiog. .V>(-.\Vks. II.

965 note, Of the nouns Eicon and Doron . . the first belonged
to an imparisyllabic declension, . . the second not so.

B. as sb. An imparisyllabic noun.

1893 Atnenofittn 5 Aug. 189/2 The distinction of pari-

syllAbir* and imparisyllabics is barely indicated.



IMPARITY. 75 IMPARTIAL.

So f Imparisylla-Mcal a. Obs. rare .

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), liufari&yttabkali
not consisting of i

a like number of syllables in every Case. 1721 in BAILEY.

Imparity impse'riti). Now rare or Obs. [ad.
j

late L. imparitdS) f. impar unequal, uneven : see
i

Isi-^ and PARITY. Cf. F. imparity (13-14^1 c.).] I

1. The quality or condition of being unequal ;
|

inequality (in magnitude, degree, or rank) : =
DISPARITY i.

1563 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xxxv. 349 About matri-

mony and the virgin state, he had said, that there was no

imparity, but the vow and dignity of both was equal.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 463 That there might be

no imparitie nor inequality at all among his citizens. 1694
CROWNE Regidus v. 58 A commonwealth bears no imparity :

A great man is a tumor, a disease. 1702 Toleration 15 An
unparallel'd imparity between your light Afflictions and the

grievous Oppressions of other men. 1840 DE QUINCEY Style
in. Wks. 1860 XI. 265 You cannot affirm any imparity where
the ground is preoccupied by disparity.

j*
2. The quality of being unlike

;
difference in

nature or character, dissimilarity : = DISPARITY a.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 673 These claws stand not

as other Birds do, three together and one by it self, but in

imparity or dissimilitude, three on the one side, and two
on the other. 1687 TOWERSON Baptism 167 There is this

great imparity between the cases.

t 3. Of numbers : The quality of not being
divisible into two equal (integral) parts ; uneven-

ness ; an uneven or odd number. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 193 By parity or

imparity of letters in mens names. 1658 Gard. Cyrus 70

By two and three, the first parity and imparity. 1659
T. PECKE Parnassi Puerp. 76 Love you Imparity?. .God,
When He created Stars; created Odd.

Impark (impfiuk), t>. Also 5 inpark, 6-9 em-
park, [a. AF. enparker (1304 in Godef.), OK.

eniparquer, f. em- i^lM-
1
), +parc PARK.]

1. trans. To enclose or shut up in a park, as

beasts of the chase
;
hence gen. to confine, shut up.

a. [1304 Year-bk. 32-33 Ediu. I (Rolls) 65 Fuse no
bestes enparker.] 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 641 The
Capitaines strongly emparked themselves with high bankes,
and depe trenches. 1614 Bp. J. KING Vina Palat. 32
The wild boar of the forest.. that will not be held nor

emparked within any laws or limits.
'

0. a 1400-50 Alexander 5499 Arteneus ane athill kemp
als-so he in-parkis, And ane ser Tarbyn. 1491 Act 7 Hen.
yifi c. 20 5 The distres so taken.. bere awey imparke
and reteigne unto the tyme that. .the. .rent. .be fully.,

payed. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi[i]. (Arb.) 112

Holding imparked as it were, Her people like to heards of
deere. 1665 Sir T, J\oe*s Voy. E. Ind. in G. Havers Delia,

Valle's Trav. 359 Their Deer are no where imparked.
,(1678 MARVELL Poems Wks. III. 198 What need of all

this marble crust T 1

impark the wanton mole of dust ?

2. To enclose (land; for a park ; to fence in.

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 22 They haue licence obteined
..of the kinges said highnes. .to imparke the same. 1548
FORREST Pleas. Poesye 87 Tenparke or enclose for hys
Commoditee. 1611 SPEED Tkeat, Gt, Brit. xxx. (1614)59/1
Woods there are plenty, and many of them imparked.
1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. ix. 462 License to impark his

woods there.

Hence Imparked (impaukt) ppl. a. Jn quot.

1872 = surrounded by or situated in a park) ;
Im-

pa'rking vbl. sb., enclosure of land for a park
(also gen.} ;

also Imparka-tion =
prec.

1547 HOOPER Declar. Cknst Ded., One realm and island,
divided from all the world by imparking of the sea. 1570-6
LAMBAHDE PeretHtb, Kent (1826) 473 The pleasures of the

emparked groundes here. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4702/2
To bring in a Bill, .to encourage the imparking of Land.

18^2 J. C. JEAFFRESON Woman in Spite of Herself \. i.

viii. 126 Their garden-girt villas and emparked mansions.
1880 Antiquary Dec. 233 To inquire into buildings lately

destroyed for imparkation of lands.

Imparl (impaul), v. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5-9
em-, 5-7 -parle. [a. obs. F. emparler to speak,

plead, f. em- (lai-
1
) + parley to speak.]

f 1. intr. To speak together, or with another,

upon a matter ; to confer, consult, parley. Obs.

[1292 BRITTON n. xxi. 6 Et tauntost voysent les jurours
en une part par eusmesmes pur enparler.] 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 25 The two Generals imparted together.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 127 The Lord Baglione imparld
with these hostages. 1600 HOLLAND Livy\\. x.The captaine
of the Volscians. .called the Consul! forth to emparle.
2. Law. * To have license to settle a litigation

amicably ; to obtain delay for adjustment
'

(Wliar-
ton Law Lex.}. Obs. in practice; see next, 2.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 387 II. 8 They prayed heryng of

the testament of my maister your fader, and therof made
a nother mater, .be cause they had emparled to us by fare.

1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. i. xxvi. (1638) 41 He shall take

a day to emparle at the same terme. 1613 SIR H. FINCH
Law (1636) 435 In an appeale of Robberie..if the defendant

plead a plea whereby his life should come in ieopardie,
the Plaintife shall not emparle vnto it, but must answer
Sedente curia. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm, II. xxi. 358 The
demandant desires leave of the court to imparl, or confer
with the vouchee in private ; which is (as usual) allowed
him. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. i. ii. (1877) 47.

t 3. trans. To talk over ; to discuss. Obs. rare.

1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 50 [The matter] was first

emparled between themselves in pryvate. 1805 in Spirit
Pub. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 281 My Lord, your leave I humbly
crave t' imparle it 1

Hence Im-, empa'rling, conference, parleying.
1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. (E. E. T. S.) 13 Whan this em-

parlyng is doone, than risith on of the wisist lordis.

Imparlance (impaulans). Obs. exc. Hist.

AUo 6-7 era-, -aunee, 7 -eance. [a. AF. *em-

parlaunce, f. emparler : see prec. and -ANCE.]
f 1. The action of speaking together upon a

matter, esp. before taking action; conference,

debate, discussion, parleying. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 503 After this imparlance
[with Eumenes], Antigonus compassed this Fort .. round
about with a Wall. 1596 SPENSKH F. Q. v. iv. 50 With his
Lord she would emparlaunce make. 1627 F. E. Hist.
Edit}. II (1680) 124 She will have no Imparleance, no
discoursing. 1828 Examiner 273/2 This by way of impar-
lance ; and now to revert to the bourne whence no suitor
ever returns Chancery.
2. Law. An extension of time to put in a re-

sponse in pleading a case, on the (real or fictitious)

ground of a desire to negotiate for an amicable

settlement; a continuance of the case to another

day ; a petition for, or leave granted for, such

delay. (Abolished in 1853.) Alsoyf^.
iGoi z FULBECKE \st Pt. Parall. 59 In

a^
Writ brought

by one as sonne and heire to I. S., after imparlance the

tenant cannot pleade to the Writte that hee is basiarde, or
that hee is not heire. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 434
Empartance is when the defendant demandeth day to see if

he may end the matter without further suite, which he may
do once, but not oftner. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus <$ Vanessa
122 But with rejoinders and replies. .Demur, imparlance,
and essoign, The parties ne'er could issue join. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xx. 299 The defendant, .before he

pleads.. is intitled to demand one imparlance, or licentia

loqnendi, and may have more granted by consent of the

plaintiff; to see if he can end the matter amicably without

farther suit, by talking with the plaintiff. 1840 Frasers

Mag. XXII. 286 An imparlance was duly prayed of the

bar. 1853 A'ules of Court
',

Triti. Term xxxi, No entry or

continuances, by way of imparlance. .or otherwise, shall be
made upon any record, .or in the pleadings.

i Impa'rlee. Obs. rare. Also emparle. [f.

as prec. after parlee PARLEY.] --= IMPABLANCE.
1563 STOW Eng. Chron. 243 b, They caused theyr trum-

pettes to sounde the blaste of emparle [HOLINSHED imparle'e]
that composition of eyther part myght be made to auoyde
the imminent slaughter.

t Impa'rlement, em-. Obs. rare. [f. IMPARL
v. + -MENT. Cf. OK. emparlement& adj. (1528 in

Godef.).] = IMPARLANCE, IMPAKLING.
1450-80 tr. Secret* Secret. (E. E. T. S.) 24 Haue em-

parlement with them of the nedis of thi Rewme.

t Imparler. Obs. rare~Q
. [f. IMPARL v. +

-Kill; cf. OK. emparlier, -ler advocate.] One who
'

imparls*.
1611 COTGR., Parlicr^ a Pleader, Imparler.

Imparour, Imparre, obs. ff, EMPEROR, EMPIRE.

Imparsonee (impajs&u*),a. Eccl. Law. Also

7 impersonee. [f.
med.L. impersonata, f. im- !

(IM-
1
) -\-persona PARSON : after woids like appellee

(ult. ad. L. appellatus] : see-EE 1
.] Inphr. Parson

imparsonee^ a clergyman duly presented, instituted,
and inducted into a parsonage or rectory.
1607 COWELL Intcrpr. s. v. Parson, Parson impersonee

{persona impersonata) is he that is in possession of a
church. Ibid., A Deane and chapter be persons impersonees
of a benefice appropriated vnto them. 1613 SIR H. FINCH
Law (1636) 197 His plea must be, That the Church is full

of his presentment, which a person impersonee cannot say.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. XL 391 When a clerk is thus pre-
sented, instituted, and inducted into a rectory, he is then. .

in full and complete possession, and is called in \&M ffrsona,
impersonata^ or parson imparsonee. 1845 STEPHEN Comm.
Laws Eng. (1^74) II. Notes 677.

Impart (impa-it), v. Also 5-6 in-, 5-7 im-

parte, 6-7 empart, 7 impert. [a. OF. em-, im-

partir (i4th c. in Godef.), ad. L, impartire (usu.

impert-} to share, communicate, bestow, f. im-

(.In-
1

) +parttre to PART.]
1. trans. To give a part or share of; to make

another a partaker of; to bestow, give, communi-
cate. ^Usually (now only) with immaterial object,

e.g. a condition, quality, etc.)

1-1477 CAXTON Jasan 139 But if [unless] the goddes
imparte to us of their grace we ben in grete daunger of our

lyues. 1583 STAXYHURST sEneis in. lArb.) 89 Thee stars

imparted no light. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum.
in. i, Please you.. sir, to impart some ten groats, or half a
crown to our use. 1609 BIBLE (Dpuay) Exod. vii. Comm.,
God doth not indurate by impelling malice, but by not

imperting mercie. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 137 If there
be such a freedome of will 1. imparted vnto all men. 1756
C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I, in To the different solvents, it

imparts different colors. 1858 HOLLAND TitcomVs Lett.
viii. 77 You are worth to society the happiness you are

capahle of imparting. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2} I. 194 In
a short time they can impart their skill to any one.

b. absol.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster HI. ad fin,* Did not Minos
impart ? Cris. Yes, here are twenty drachms he did convey.
x6xx BIBLE Luke iii. n He that hath two coats, let him im-

part to him that hath none. 1853 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser.

in. xxi. 271 Let the rich impart to those who are not rich,

fc. intr. (with with}. To part with. Obs. rare.

1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Justin 1363, They impart
with many thousands of their store into Italy.

2. To communicate as knowledge or information ;

to make known, tell, relate. Const, to, formerly
sometimes with (a person), arch, (or merged in i).
a 1547 SCKKEY Prisoner in Windsor in Tnttelfs Misc.

(Arb.) 14 The secrete thoughtes imparted with such trust.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. i. xxi. G ij a, I minde to imparte with

my countrey men some suche secretes. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. in. ii. 256 When I did first impart my loue to

you. 1656-9 B. HARRIS ParivaCs Iron Age (ed. 2) 264
The Embassadours.

.imparted
the news to their friends.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 58 F 2, I.. shall from Time to

lime impart my Notions of Comedy. 1831 BREWSTER
Newton (18551 II. xiv. 14 It does not appear that Newton
imparted any of these methods to his mathematical friends,

f b. reft. To make known one's mind
;
to hold

communication. Obs.

i65 BACON ss.
t
Counsel (Arb.) 321 King Henry the

Seuenth . . imparted himselfe to none, except it were to

Morton and Fox. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 245
Imparting himself equally to all Men. 1653 H. MOKE
Antid. Ath. in. xiv. (1712) 132 This holy man that so

freely imparted himself to Bodinus.

1 3. To give a share of ^something) to each of a

number of persons ; to distribute, divide, deal out.

1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. iv. (R.), It behoueth vs . . (as saith

Paul) diuyde trwely & imparte the worde of God to other.

1582 N. ^LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda?$ Cong. E. Ind. xiii.

32 b, He imparted to his kinred, and diuided amongest them
all his Lordships. 1601 B. JONSON Poetaster in. iv, Thou
shalt impart the Wine, old Boy.
t4. To have or get a share of ; to share, partake.
1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 399 Yet ought not

this power be . . emparted also with other Ministers in such
wise, a 1639 WEBSTER Appius <$ Virg. v. iii, Grieves it

thee To impart my sad disaster? 1655 HEYWOOD & ROWLEY
Fortune by Landui. H.'sWks. 1874 VI. 398, I am likely to

impart his losse.

j* b. intr. To share, take part, or partake in.

1471 Arriv. Edw. IV (Camden) 8 Thos that wowlde
uttarly inparte with hym at beste and worste in his qwarell.
1615 HEYWOOD Fours Prcntises i. Wks. 1874 IV. 194 You
offer wrong to impart in this my loue.

U See quot.
1530 PALSGii. 591/2, I inparte (Lydgate), I myxte thynges,

I take parte of one and parte of another, je inesle ensemble,

je prcns part dung et part dauttre. [The reference to

Lydgate has not been verified.]

Hence ImpaTted///. a., Impa'rting vbl. sb. and

///. a.

1611 COTCK,, Comimtmctition. .also, a participation, impart-
ing, or making common a thing with others. 1653 T. HOHTON
Wi$dome*s Judgm. Folly 59 Those whom God hath fur-

nished with Estates, .should be so much the more imparting
of them. 1848 R. I. WlLBERFQRCE Incarnat. ourLord xiv.

(1852) 385 That holiness which is perfect must be the im-

parted holiness of Christ.

Impartable (impa-itab'l), a. rare. [f. prec.
+ -ABLE.] Capable of being imparted, communi-
cable :

= IMPARTIBLE a
.

1653 F. G. tr. Scuderys Artamenes(\6^} IV.vm. n. 82 His
secret thoughts which he conceived not impartable unto any.

Importance (impaut&ns). rare. [f. IMPAUT
v. + -ANCE. i^Not on L. analogies.)] =next.
1811 SHELLEY Let. to Eliz. Hitchener 18 Oct. (MS.), The

balance between two opposing importances of morality.
1828 WEBSTER, Impartancc, communication of a share.

Impartation (impait^-Jan). [f.
IMPAHT v. +

-ATION. (The L. formation was impertitio^}\ The
action of imparting ; impartment, communication.
1828 WEBSTER cites CHAUNCEY. a 1834 COLEKIDGE Confess.

(1849) 221 The miracle consisting in the impartation of a
power to discourse. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Tkeol, 294
The Divine impartation of religious truth. 1885 J. BROWN
Bunyan 186 The impartation of the new nature of sonship
in Christ.

t Impa'rtener. Obs. firreg. f. IMPART v. : cf.

Partner.] One who imparts information
;
used by

Puttenham as an equivalent of the rhetorical figure
ANACCENOSIS.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 235 Another

..we call impartener, because many times in pleading and

perswading, we thinke it a very good ppllicie
to acquaint our

ludge or hearer or very aduersarie with some part of our
Counsell . .and to aske their opinion \marg. Anachinosis, or

the Imparlener].

Imparter (impa'itai). [f. ISIPAKTZ/. -f -EK 1
.]

One who or that which imparts; a communicator,
bestower.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. Dram. Pers.,

Shift, a thread bare shark ;
. . lives upon lendings. .making

privy searches for Imparters. 1652 BENLOWES Tfieoph. 20

The Imparter of the guift. 1663 BOYLE Usefuln. Exp. 4-

Nat. Philos. v. Wks. 1772 II. 61 They may often learn that

in a few moments, which cost the imparters many a year's
toil and study. 1875 H. C. WOOD Ttterap. (1870; 126 Alcohol

. . its chief therapeutic value in acute disease is as a stimu-

lant, a temporary imparter of power.. to bridge over some

period of weakness.

Impartial (impaujal), a. [f.
In- 11 + PAKTIAL.

Cf. F. impartial (^.1^2 Diet, de Trevoux).]
1. Not partial ;

not favouring one party or side

more than another ; unprejudiced, unbiased, fair,

just, equitable. (Of persons, their conduct, etc.)

1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, i. i. 115 Impartial! are our eyes and
eares. 1601 COUNWALLYES Ess. 11617) Ciij, The most
innocent and impartiall witnesses. 1693 SOUTH Serin. (1698)
III. 72 A clear and a right Judging Conscience must be

always Impartial; .. it must judge all by Evidence, and

nothing by Inclination. 1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 161 Their

sovereign, if not favourable to their cause, at least was im-

partial. 1838 THIKLWALL Greece II. xvi. 384 His cause was
never submitted to an impartial tribunal.

1 2. Not partial or fragmentary ; entire, com-

plete. Obs. rare.

(1x7x6 BLACKAI.L Wks. (1723) I. 5 The Obedience which
God requires is impartial and universal, the Obedience of

the whole Man.
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IMPABTIALIST.

f3. Misused for partial. Obs.

1597 SHAKS. ROM. ff y*t. Qo. i, I. 1856 Cruel, vniust, im-

partwll destinies, Why to this day haue you oreseru'd my
life T i6oSwtt>ia/H the Woman //attr(N.\ You are impar-

tial, and we do appeal From you to judges more indifferent.

Impartialist (impi'ijXlik). rare. [f. prec.

+ -isr.J One who professes impartiality ; one who
has or claims the character of being impartial.
1661 BOYLE Style of Script. (1675) 76, I am professedly

enough an impartialist, not to stick to confess . . that I read

the Bible and the learnedst expositors on it, with somewhat

particular aims. 1767 T. UNDERWOOD (title} The Impar-
tially ;

a Poem. 1883 ffhani Weekly Pott 29 Sept. 4/5
A movement set on foot by Conservative impartial i*t>.

Impartiality (impai[i|ae*liti). [f. IMPARTIAL

+ -ITY. Cf. F. impartiality (1725 in Hatz.-D.).]
1. The quality or character of being impartial ;

freedom from prejudice or bias
;
fairness.

1611 COTGR., Justice^ . . vprightnesse, indifferencie, impar-
tialitie. i6ia-i$ BP. HALL Contempt^ N. T. iv. iv, There
must meet in God's ministers, courage and impartiality. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones xvi. vi, It is almost impossible for the

best parent to observe an exact impartiality to his children.

1802 !* BENTHAM Ration. Evid. Wks. 1843 VI. 150 Where is

the cause in which any the slightest departure from the rule

of impartiality is . . anything less than criminal on the part
of the judge? 1836 H. ROGERS J. Howe Pref. (1863) 6
To maintain a tone of historic impartiality.

1 2. Completeness : cf. IMPARTIAL 2. Obs. rare.
a 1716 BLACKALL Wks. (1723) I. 536 Whatever Commands

thou art . . pleased to lay upon us . . grant that we may per-
form them . . with such speed and Impartiality, as the holy
Angels in Heaven do.

Impartially (impaujali), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LY*.] In an impartial manner ; without favour-

ing one more than another ; without prejudice or

bias
; fairly, equitably.

z6n COTGR., Justement^ iustly. .indifferently, impartially.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xix. 292 God, ..Whose equall hand
impartially doth temper Greatnesse and goodnes.se. 1711
STEELE Sped. No. 157 fill is. .hard, .for a Man to judge
of his own Capacity impartially. 1783 HAILES Antiy. Chr.
Ch. iv. 70 They never . . weighed impartially the evidence.

1835 BROWNING Paracelsus iv. 103 Another loved To hear

impartially before he judged.

Impa'rtialness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being impartial ; impartiality.
1643 W. GREENHILL Axe at Root 25 You see the severity

of God in his impartiallnesse towards every tree. 1675
TEMPLE Let. to Chas. If 29 Jan., Wks. 1720 II. 322
A Thing that would give him Assurance of Your Majesty's
Impartial ness.

Impartibility T
(impa-itibi-liii). [f. IMPAR-

TIBLE l
: see -ITY!] The quality or condition of

being impartible or not subject to partition.
1656 J BANES Fuln. Christ 129 The impartiality, or In-

divisibility of the Godhead. 1750 CARTE Ifist. Eng. II.

225 The elder sister and her issue should be preferred . . as

well on account of her primogeniture, as the impartibility of
the Kingdom. 1764-7 LYTTELTON Hfn.Ilt III. i2i(Seager)
The impartibility of them [military fiefs] is ascribed by some
writers to a constitution made by the emperor Frederick
Barbarossa. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 117 Those forms

which, on account of their simplicity and impartibility, hold
a superior rank among principles.

Impartibility 2
. rare- , [f. IMPARTIBLE*:

see -ITV.] Capability of being imparted; com-

municability.
1828 \V ROSTER, Impartibility. .. 2. The quality of being

capable of being communicated. [Hence in later Diets.]

Impartible (impaMtib'l), a. 1 (sd.} [ad. late L.

impartibitis, f. im- (lM-2) +partibilis PARTIBLE.]

Incapable of being parted or divided
;
not subject

to partition or division into parts ;
indivisible.

Now chiefly in legal use, of an estate.

1586 BRIGHT Melanch. xii. 58 In a nature so simple and
impartible. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xxxii. 394 The
soule, . . being a spiritual! and impartible substance, can . .

have nothing severed from it. 1767 BLACKSTONE Coinm, II.

xiv. 215 When the emperors began to create honorary feuds
. .it was found necessary. . to make them impartible, or . .

fttttfa individna
t
and in consequence descendible to the

eldest son alone. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus \. 119 All of
them pre-exist in intellect, but in an

impartible
.. manner.

1890 Times 8 Mar. 4/1 The question . . whether the estate . .

was partible or impartible.

B. as sb. Something that is indivisible.

1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 118. 1789 Ibid. II. 7 Impar-
tibles. .are pure from corporeal place, and external motions.

t Impartible, a?- Obs. rare. [f. L. impar-
tl-ri (more correctly impertirT) to impart : see

-IBLE.] Capable of being imparted.
1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades 142, 1. .desired to know so

much, .thereof as might be impartible to a freind of so small

growth. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Impartible^ that may be
imparted.

Impartibly (impautihli), adv.
[f.

IMPAR-
TIBLEI + -LY-.] So as to be incapable of parti-
tion ; indivisibly.
* 1631 DONNK 6 Strut, ii. (1634) 28 The soul of man is, in-

divisibly, impartibly, one entire. 1677 GALE Cri. Gentiles
iv. 355 The Dcitie . . is multiplied in things partible im-

partibly, .. i.e.. .is multiplied as to operations, .yet without
the least multiplicitie in it self. 1769 T. TAYLOR Proclus
II. 419 For the soul does not contain the things, .according
to magnitude, and locally, but impartibly, and without
distance.

Imparticipable impaiti-sipab'l), a. (sfi.) [f.

IM- 2
j. PABTICIPABLE.] Incapable of being partici-

pated or shared.
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1789 T. TAYLOR Proclus II. 315 All participated hypostases
..are reduced to imparticipable essences. 1816 Proi:lns'

Elem. TheoL clxix. 11.409 Every multitude of unities wliich

is participated by every impart icipable soul, is supermundane.
1839 HAILEY J-'estus ix. (1852) 133 Each star reigns, In impar-
ticipable royalty. 1868 CUSSANS Her. xvi, 191 The title being
imparticipable, it must necessarily remain unattached.

B. as sb. Something that is incapable of being
shared.

1789 T. TAYLOR Proclus II. 359 Every imparticipable pro-
duces twofold orders of things participated.

Impartite (impauuit), a. rare. [f.
lu-^ + L.

pariitus divided, PABTITE.] Not divided into

parts, undivided.
1861 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 248 The impartite in-

tellect alone is subject and object of ignorance.

Impartment (irapautment). [f.
IMPART v.+

-MENT. Cf. It. impartimento (blorio).] The fact

of imparting, or that which is imparted ; bestowal,
communication, esp. of knowledge or information

(cf. IMPART v. 2) ; a communication.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. i. iv. 59 It beckons you to go away

with it, As if it some impartment did desire To you alone.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right^ Govt. u. x. 156 God ordained

parents and Kings to be his instruments in the impartment
of these outward blessings. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. \.

Ded., Not to publish it, lest the Common sort of People
should make an ill use of its impartments. 1824 HEBER
Jrnl. (1828) I. 221 To ensure the gradual imparlment of
the sad news. x88a WESTCOTT Couwt. Gosp. John 22 The
impartment of the Holy Spirit.

t Impa'rture. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -UBE :

cf. departure] The action of imparting.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. iii. 6 The im-

parture of the innate facultie. Ibid. x. 28 This giues good
increase, not so much through the impart ure of any fattening
facultie, as by fastening the wilde loose sand.

Inipassability (impasabHiti). [f. next : see

-ITY.] The quality or condition of being impass-
able

;
with pi., an impassable place, etc.

1772 MRS. DELANY Lett. Ser. n. I. 399 The impassibility
of the ways between this and Whitehall. 1863 Life in.

South II. 225 The
' cane brakes

'

are such a network of im-

passabilities.
1880 Miss BIRD Japan I. 358 Ignorant of the

impassability
of the road to Odate.

Impassable (impu-sab'lj, a. [f. IM-^ + PASS-

ABLE.] That cannot be passed.
1. That cannot be passed along, through, or

across ; impossible to traverse or travel through.
1568 NORTH tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1582) 446 A buckler

or shield impassable. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 167 All the

Country .. is full of impassable Woods. 1705 STANHOPE
Paraphr. III. 550 The impassable Gulf fixed between us
and all Happiness. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 453
It were most impolitic, -to fix for ever impassable bounds
to the public revenues. 1860 TYNDALL Gtac. \. xii. 89 The
glacier, though badly cut, was not impassable.

1 2. That cannot pass (away or through). Obs.

1780 M. MADAN Thetyphthora II. 219 But the priesthood
of Christ himself . . is oiropojSoTo?, impassable from Him to

any. 1832 Examiner 481/1 Bloated to a size as impassable
through Heaven's gates, as is a camel through the needle's

eye.
3. That cannot be

'

passed
'

or made to pass. rare.

1865-6 H. PHILLIPS A mer. Paper Citrr. II. 28 To cut a hole

in each bill . . thereby to render them impassable. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 28 June 4/1 When half a million gilt sixpences in

circulation make half-sovereigns practically impassable.
Hence Impa'ssableness ; Impassably adv.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Itnpassableness. 1801 CRUTWELL
Tour Gt. firit.

t
Lincolnsh. (T.\ No carts used to come

here by reason of the impassableness of the boggy soil.

1828 WEBSTER, Impassably. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gay-
iwrthys xxix. (1879) 295 God knows what impassableness
between their two suffering hearts.

I! Impasse (gnpa-s, imptrs). [F. (Voltaire), f.

*/;/- (IM- 2
) + stem of passer to PASS.] A road or

way having no outlet; a blind alley, 'cul-de-sac*.

Also fig. A position from which there is no way
of escape, a 'fix*.

1851 H. OREVILLE Leavesfr. Diary 381 He ought to have

given battle before plunging the country into this impasse.
1874 MIVART in Manning Ess. Rtlig. fy Lit. III. 221 It is

grammar and not reason which reduces them to this int-

Pause. 1880 Fortn. Rev. Apr. 520 They find themselves in

an impasse, unable to advance or retreat. i88a H. C. MKRI-
VALE Fattcit ofB. II. i. xxiv. 108 Somewhere off Piccadilly,

among the curious little impasses of the Mayfair maze.

Impassibility (impsesibi'liti). Also 4-5 inp-.

[a.
F. impassibility (I3thc.in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

! impassibiiitds (tr. Or. dirafaia, Jerome), f. impassi-
bi/is (see next).] The quality of being impassible.
1. Incapability of, or exemption from, suffering;

insusceptibility to injury.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixvii. 38 He sail gif vertu of in-

passibilite. 1496 Dives <V Paup. (W. de W.) in. xiiL 148/2
Men shall haue there inpassybylyte & hclth of bodye
without all maner sekenesse. 1579 FULKE Htskint' Part.

1

510 Christe is.. God because of his impassibilitie, man for

i his passion. 1676 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 15. 280 In-

corruptibility, Perfection, Impassibility. a 179* HORNE
! Wks. IV. xvii. (R-) The perfect impassibility of heaven.

1893 KAIRBAIHN Christ in Mod. TheoL 483 Theology has no
falser idea than that of the impassibility of God.
2. Incapability of feeling or emotion, insensibility.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 74 They. . do terme those

joycs, those promptitudes of the will .. by the name of

Kupathies, Le. good affections, and not of Apathies, that is

to say, Impassibilities. 1815 SOUTIIEY in Q. Rev. XHI. 451
This impassibility . . this Satanic indifference to the means
which he used . .and the miser)' which he occasioned, Marshal

IMPASSIONATB.
Soult possessed. 1840 M ILL Diss. \ l)i*c** A de Vigny ( 1859)
1. 309-10 Spartan and Stoical impassibility. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der. v. xxxv, Well-cut impassibility of face.

Impassible (impae-sibl), a. (Emm. 6 -abyll,

7-9 -able.) [a. F. impassible (13-1 4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), or ad. eccl. L. impa$sibilist
i. im- (iM-^)

+pa$$ibiU$ PASSIBLE.]
1. Incapable of suffering or pain ; not subject to

suffering. (Chiefly Theol.}
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxi. 5 He is in generations in

passybles, that ar of generations passiblis. 1502 Ord.

Crysten Men (W. de W.J i. vii. H iv (Stanf.), They shall be
Immortal! and Impassyble. 1534 MORE COM/, agst. Trib.

in. xxvi. (i$73J 207 Tel him, that his body shalbe impassible,
& neuer feele harme. 1667 Decay Chr Piety Pref.A vj, That

impassible state, where all tears shall be wiped from our eyes.

178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. i. 26 Cerinthus. .taught. .

that the Christ was impassible. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel oj
Law 108 An impassible, insensible, immovable spirit.

2. Incapable of suffering injury or detriment.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair, n. {W. de W. 1495) 220 b/a The
hauen of saluacyon Impassyble; that is to saye to the

blysse that euer shall last without endc. 16*4 GATAKER
Transubst. 27 Christs body if it were broken and divided,
would bee spoiled . . but that it is impossible, because it is

impassible. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 813 The
Angelical Body, is so devoid of gross Matter, that it can

pass through any Solid thing, .being.. more Impassible,
than the Sunbeams. 1760-7* H. BROOKE fool of Qua/.
(1809) II. 32 Virtue that I deemed to be impassible, unassail-

able. 1839 HAILEY J-'cstus v. (1852) 60 Impassible as air, one

great And indestructible substance as the sea.

3. Incapable of feeling or emotion; impassive,

insensible, unimpressible.
1592 BACON Confer. Pleas. (1870) 5 If a man could make

himself impassible of pleasure, he should make himself at

one labor impassible of pain. 1690 NOKKIS Beatitudes
(1694) I. 46 Some Men of Rocky Hearts, and impassible

Tempers, that could stand by, and see the whole World in

Flames without any Concern. 185* THACKERAY Esmond
u. ix, He was impassible before victory, before danger,
before defeat. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Van. Der. vii. liv,

Gwendolen, keeping her impassible air, as they moved
away from the strand.

t4. Not to be endured, insufferable. Obs. rare.

1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 56 Put your
fynger nygh the fyre and full soone ye fele impassyble hete.

1665 T. MALL Offer F. Help vii, When the greatest suffer-

ings approach you, say not they are invincible, impassable.

Impa-ssibleness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] = IM-

PASSIBILITY.

1644 HP. HALL Rein. Wks. (1660) 122 The Impassiblenesse
of the Spirit of God. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety \\\\. p 37 To
..reserve all the sensualities of this world, and yet cry out
for the impassibleness of the next. 1874 T. HARDY Farjr.
Mad. Crowd I. xviii. 204 There was a change in liold-

wood's exterior from its former impassibleness.

Impassibly (impae'sibli}, adv. [f, as prec. +

-i.Y'^.J In an impassible manner.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 253 God is also the Son, who
always, eternally, influxibly, impassibly is begotten of the

Father. 187* GEO. ELIOT Mtdaltm. iv. 353 He walked to

ttie window, and gazed out as impassibly as he had done at

the beginning of the interview.

t Impa'ssing, vbl. sb. Obs, [f.lM-
1 + PASSING

vbl. sb^ Passing or passage into.

i45 Sc. Acts Mary (1814)451/1 t>e tressonable Impassing

ofJTe
said george w*in be pariis of Ingland.

impassion (impse-Jan), v. Also 6-9 em-,

[ad. \\.impassionare (Florio),f. im- (lad-
1

) +passionc
PASSION.] trans. To fill or inflame with passion ;

to infuse passion into ; to stir the passions or feel-

ings of; to excite deeply or strongly. Also absol.

1591 SPENSER Dafihn, v, My soule it deepely doth em-

passion. 1593 NASHE Chrisfs T. (1615) 25 Sore am I im-

passioned for the storme thy tranquillity is in child with.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul i. in. xxxiii, Doth not that sad

sight ..empassion his good spright With deeper sorrow?
Poems 3 Lovers .. impassion'd With outward forms.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 247 The whole narrative

..agitates and impassions like a novel. 1817 COLERIDGE

Biog. Lit. 212 Metastasio.. almost always raises and im-

passions the style of the recitative immediately preceding.

1894 StOPP. BROOKE Tennyson xii. 186 Its subject im-

passioned its writer.

Impassionable (impie-Janabl), a. [f. IMPAS-
SION v. + -ABLE.] Easily roused to passion; ex-

citable. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Impassionate (impae'Jamt), a.* Now rare.

Also 6 em-, [ad. It, impassionato, pa. pple. of

impassionare(^c IMPASSION z>.).]
= IMPASSIONED.

(In Spenser const, as pa. pple. of impassion.)
1590 MARLOWE imi Pt. Tamburl. (title-fr.\ Tamburlaine,

with his impassionate fury. 1596 SPENSER / . O. v. ix. 46
With the neare touch whereof in tender hart The Briton

Prince was sore
empassionate.

1811 COLERIDGE in Southey's
Oiiniian,i I. 238 The vehement and impassionate partizan
of Mr. Wilkes.

Impassionate,".- NOW/W*.
[f'

noxj

hurt. 1644 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. (1660) 123 It being the

doctrine of that [Stoick] sect, that a wise man should be im-

passionate. 1664 LEICHTON De/. Mod. Efisc. Wks. (1868)

637 Upon the exactest (if impartial and impassionate' m-

3uiry.
1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 106/1 Spirits .. whose

welling U with simple impassionate truth.

Impassionate itnpar'Jjnrt . v. Also 7 em-.

[f. IMI'ASSIONATE fl.
1
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IMPASSIONATED.

1. trans. = IMPASSION.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 264 Alexandra . .

was above all empassionated for his death. 1668 H. MORE
DK: Dial. n. iv. 185 A very empassionating strain of Poetry.
1669 Addr. hopeful yng. Gentry Eng. 61 The object pos-
sessing and impassionating you. 1685 H, MORE Para.
Prophet, ii With a moving and empassionating Rhetorick.

1857 WHIPPLE Character \v. (1866)97 Genius, .impassionates
soaring imagination into settled purpose.

t 2. intr. To be or become impassioned. Obs.

1639 G. DANIEL Vervic. 234 This fired my Rage ; let it

enflame thy verse, T* empassionate for me. 1646 Poems
Wks. 1878 I. 63 How shall wee speake of him? what
Numbers bring T'empassionate, and worthy Orgies sing ?

Impassionated, ///. a. [f. as IMPASSIONATE
rt.l + -ED.] = IMPASSIONED.
1506 R. L[INCHE] Dielta (1877) 52 What rare impassionated

fits be these, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 530
The Question was a long time canvased up and downe . .

with impassionated virulency. 1887 F. W. ROBINSON In Bad
Hands etc. III. u The young, impassionated, handsome
suitor.

Impa*ssionatelyv/</<'. [f. IMPASSIONATE aJ
f -LY 2

.] In an impassioned manner, passionately.
1805 tr. A. La Fontaines Hermann $ E. II. 270 He

beheld the Prince impassionately throw himself at her feet.

1839 Fraser^s Mag. XIX. 362 [He] begged for succour,
impassionately, though silently. i86p Daily News 31 Aug.,
Their brethren in France impassionately and even re-

proachfully inviting them to return.

Impassioned (impsrpnd),///. a. Also 7-9
em-,

[f. IMPASSION v. + -ED 1
; corresp. to It. im-

passionato.~\ Filled or inflamed with passion ;

having the feelings deeply moved or excited
;

passionate, ardent. (Of persons, or of feeling,

speech, action, etc.)

1603 B. JONSON Sejanus v. x. Wks. (Rtldg.) 172/2 Fortune

..varying
her empassion'd moods. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix.

678 The Tempter all impassiond thus began. 1791 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest xi, Soft music . . sounded the most
tender and impassioned airs. 1838 SOUTHEY Doctor cxlvii.
\r __o T -c. ..___ .-" _ : n t

pa
R

ipassioned appea
Lady Claud I. ii. 30 He is impassioned of her.

Hence Impa-ssionedly adv.
; Impa'ssioned-

ness.
1844 LD. HOUGHTON Mem. Many Scenes, Venice, Im-

passionedly The old Venetian sung those verses. 1876 W.
GRAHAM Mem. % Macfarlane vi. 301 He preached with
plainness, directness . . impassionedness. 1893 Sat. Rev.
9 Jan. 34/2 The impassionedfy

* modern
'

Archdeacon.

Iinpa-ssionmeiit. rare.
[f. IMPASSION v. +

-MENT.] The action of impassioning or the fact

of being impassioned.
1837 C. LOFFT, Jun. Self-formation II, xiii. 226 His spirit

..vivid, flashing, and foaming to the highest pitch of
impassionrnent when once thoroughly excited.

Impassive (impse-siv), a.
[f.

IM- 2 + PASSIVE.]
1. Having the quality of not feeling pain ; not

subject or liable to suffering: = IMPASSIBLE i.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 455 Too unequal work we find Against
unequal armes to fight in paine, Against unpaind, im-

passive. 1708 ROWE Royal Convert v.
i, The free, im-

assive Soul mounts on the Wing, Beyond the reach of

acks, and tort'ring Flames, a 1791 WESLEY Serni. Ixv,
While he was innocent, he was impassive, incapable of

suffering. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 680 O Slavery ! . . the free

heart, the impassive soul, Scorn thy control !

2. Naturally without sensation
; inanimate

;
not

susceptible of physical impression or injury, in-

vulnerable.
a 1687 COTTON On Sleep (R.), The lover meets the willing

fair, And fondly grasps impassive air. 1711 POPE Temp.
Fame 56 On the impassive Ice the light'nings play. 1780
BURKE Sp. Econ. Reform Wks. 1842 I. 243 Death . .

domineers over every thing, but the forms of the exchequer.
. . They are impassive and immortal. 1876 BI.ACKIE Songs
Relig. $ Life 35 Thou, like the thin impassive air, Dost
cheat the grasp of subtlest-thoughted sage.

b. Deprived of feeling or sensation
; insensible,

unconscious.

1848 DICKENS Dombey i, The two medical attendants
seemed to look on the impassive form with so much compas-
sion and so little hope. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel &fLaw 194
The impassive state is only transient.

3. Deficient in, or void of, mental feeling or emo-
tion

;
not susceptible to mental impressions ;

un-

impressionable, apathetic; also, in good sense, not

liable to be disturbed by passion, serene,

1699 GARTH Dispens. i. 4 To find How body acts upon
impassive mind. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 313 Impassive and
serene, The man entranc'd would view the deathful scene.

1836 FROUDE Hist. Eng.^ (1858)^
I. v. 399 Clement .. had

maintained an attitude of impassive reserve. 1871 H. AINS-
WORTH Tower Hill i. i, He looked hard at Sir Anthony, but
could read nothing in the knight's impassive countenance.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. x. i. 727 Even the impassive
Chesterfield cried in despair,

* We are no longer a nation *.

4. Unendurable, intolerable: = IMPASSIBLE^ rare.
1828 W. IRVING Columbus (1848), I. 38 _A torrid zone..

separating the hemispheres by a region of impassive heat.

Impassively (tmpasuivli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY^.J In an impassive manner.
1828 in WEBSTER, a 1845 HOOD Romance Cologne viii. In

her fond arms impassively he lies, Clay-cold to her caressing.

1871 Daily News 16 Aug., The same croupiers .. will im-

passively rake up your money.

Impa/SSiveHess (impse'sivnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being im-
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passive; want of feeling or emotion, insensibility,

apathy.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. vi. i. 53 The

power of remaining In a caline apathy and impassivenesse
in all offencive emergencies. 1657 PIERCE ^'. Philanthr.
Ded. 3 He hath communicable Attributes, as well as At-
tributes incommunicable; not only Impassivenesse, but

patience. 1817 GODWIN Afandevitle III. 364 (Jod.) The
impassiveness with which Hell sometimes dowers her
votaries. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt I. ii. 66 A handsome
impassiveness efface.

Impassivity (impeesi'vfti). [f. as prec. +
-ITY.]

=
prec.

1794 T. TAYLOR tr. Pansanias cited in Webster 1828.
1823 Apuleius 307 Those human souls that descend into
the regions of mortality with impassivity and purity were
called ..heroes. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. iv. vii, Cold
aristocratic impassivity, faithful to itself even in Tartarus.

1874 T. HARDY Far fr. Mad. Crowd iii, Compressing her
lips to a demure impassivity.

Impastatiou (impsest^-Jan). [n. of action f.

IMPASTE v. \ cf. F. impastation (1690 in Fure-

tiere).] The formation of a paste; also concr.

(see quot. 1727).
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Impastation^ the mixtion of

divers materials of different colours and consistences, baked
or bound together with some cement, and hardened either

by the air, or fire. Impastation is sometimes a sort of

masons-work, made of stucco, or stone ground small, and

wrought upagainin manner of a paste. 1855 MAYNE-ZT-r/tw.
Lex, t ImpastatiO) old term for the making of dry powders
into a paste by means of some fluid : impastation.

Impaste (impost), v. Also 7-8 em-, [ad.
It. impastare

(
to empaste, to raise paste, to put

into paste. . Also to bcplaister
'

(Florio, 1611), f.

im- (iM-i) + pasta PASTE. Cf. F. empdter, in

Cotgr. empaster^\
1. trans. To enclose in or encrust with or as with

a paste.

1548-^67 THOMAS Ital. Diet., Iinpastato, impasted or raied
with dirte. a 1747 R. CUMBERLAND Mem. (1806) I. 63 The
. . hide grows stiff and hard, Scorch'd and impasted with the
feverish heat. 1835 URE Pkilos. Mannf. 90 Wool and silk . .

may be viewed with most advantage impasted in Canada
balsam slightly thinned with oil of turpentine.
2. To make or form into a paste or crust.

1576 BAKER Jewell ofHealth 92 b, Of these make a paste,

letting it to stand impasted together for certaine dayes.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. \\. ii. 481 With blood of Fathers, Mothers,
Daughters, Sonnes, BakM and impasted with the parching
streets. 1662 MERRETT tr. Nerfs Art of Glass xxxviii,
Mixed, tempered, and impasted with the whites of Eggs.
3. Painting. To paint by laying on colour thickly.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Kmpasthig, or Impasting, a term

used in painting, for the laying on of colours, thick, and
bold, or applying several lays of colours, so as they may
appear thick. 1855 J. EDWARDS Art Landscape Paint.
(ed. 10) 36 In oil painting, the shadows, or dark portions of
the picture, are painted thinly; while the lights are laid on,
or 'impasted', with a full pencil and a stiff colour. 1865
LESLIE & TAYLOR Sir J. Reynolds II. vi. 146 Heavily im-

pasted pictures.

b. transf. To spread thickly (on a surface).
1888 G. GISSING Life's Morning I. vii. 290 [She] helped

herselfabundantly to marmalade, which she impasted solidly
on buttered toast.

Hence Impacting vbl. sb.
; spec, in Painting

(see 3) ; hence transf* in Engraving (see quot.

1864). Also attrib.

1727-41 [see 3]. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. I. i. 17 note, The
rich impasting of Titian and Giorgione. 1841 THACKERAY
On Men fy Pict. iii When you wish to represent a piece
of old timber, . . this impasting method is very successful.

'SSS J. EDWARDS Art Landscape Paint, (ed. 10) 36 In the

lights of the foreground . . the *

impasting
'

should be bold
and free. 1864 WEBSTER, Impasting..?,. (Engraving} (a.)

An intermixture of lines and points to represent thickness
or depth of coloring, (b.) The kind of work thus produced.

H Impasto (impcrsttf). Painting. [It., n. of

action f. impastare to IMPASTE.] The laying on
of colour thickly; impasting, as a characteristic of

style : see prec. 3. Also attrib.

f
1784 J. BARRY in Led. Paint, vi. (Bohn 1848) 223 All that

impasto, or embodying of colour, which may be necessary
for certain lucid parts. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III. in.

v
j- 93- 34 1 A certain redundancy, as some may account it,

gives fulness, or what the painters call impasto ^ to his style.
1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 6 In the works of the northern

tempera painters there are very marked differences observ-
able in their impasto or body of colour. 1880 Spectator
5 June 719 It is impossible to clean impasto work.

t Impa'sture, v. Obs. [f. IM-I + PASTUEE sb.]
1. trans. To place or confine in a pasture ;

* to

set to feed
;
to turn out to graze' (Davies).

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. i, Sheep., not

guarded, not impastured, but strayed and lost. 1614 T.
ADAMS Fatal^ Banket ii. Wks. 1861 I. 184 Adultery, .sets

paleness on his cheek, and impastures grief in his heart.

2. To turn into pasture-land, enclose for pasture.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 73 He will cast

how he may Improve his Lands by Impasturing, and En-
closing of it.

t Impa'tible, a, Obs. Also 6 erron. -able,

[ad. L. impatibil-is ) -petibilis, insufferable, im-

passible, f. im- (In-
2
) + patibiliS) f. pati to suffer.]

1. Incapable of suffering, or of sustaining injury :

= IMPASSIBLE i, 2.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chiritrg. 2Ej, The
impatable and inalterable thynges to be the fyrste elementes.

1588 A. KiNG^tr. CanisiKs' Catech. 76 b, It [the flesh of

Christ] is inuislble, impatible, immortal], 1655 FULLER Ch.

IMPATIENCY.
Hist. 11. v. 15 The Devi! . . is a Spirit, and so impatible of

materiall Fire.

2. Intolerable : = IMPASSIBLE 4.

1623 COCKERAM, Impatible^ intolerable. 1650 D. PELL
Impr. Sea 22 The heavy, severe, and impatible wrath of
God.

Impatience (imp^jens). Forms: 3-6 im-

pacience, (4 in-, 5 inpaciens, ympacience, 6

impacyence), 6- impatience. [ME. a. OF. im-

patience (i2th c.), -patience ,
ad. L. impatientia^ f.

im- (IM-
2
) + patientia the quality of suffering,

PATIENCE, f. pati to suffer : see -ENCE.] The fact

or quality of being impatient ; want of patience.
The quality was formerly more exactly expressed by IM-

PATIENCY : see -ENCY.

1. Want of endurance ; failure to bear suffering,

discomfort, annoyance, etc. with equanimity ; irrita-

bility, irascibility.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 198 J>e eihteoSe hweolp is Impacience.

pesne hweolp fet hwose nis nout |>olemod agean alle wpwes,& in alle vueles. 1340 Ayenb. 33 J?e o^er poynt is in-

pacience, . .he ne may polye be paciense, zuo Jwt non ne dar
to him speke of his guode. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. i.

21 (Camb. MS.) [Thou] makest fortune wroth and Aspere
by thine in-pacience. c 1421 HOCCLEVE Complaint 177, I

full ofte Cawse had of angre and ympacience. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. F7, iv. vii. 8 Rough deeds of Rage, and sterne Im-

patience. 1632 LITHGOW Tray. x. 479 Men are rather killed
with the impatience they have in adversity, then adversity
it selfe. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 1044 Rancor and pride, im-

patience and despite. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. vi. (1862) 185
Sore as the trial must have been, we detect no signs of im-

patience on his part.

b. With of: Incapacity of enduring; intoler-

ance of.
c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuaus Theat. World M y, Bread

made of chaffe . . the which the poore were forced to eate,

by impacience and rage of hunger. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f.
Beasts (i><$) 106 Impatience of cold and wet. 1741 MIDDLE-
TON Cicero I. vi. 405 An impatience of discipline. 1830
DISRAELI Chas. /, III. v. 74 His impatience of contradic-
tion unfitted him. .for the council-table. 1876 BLACK Mad-
cap V. xvii, The girl had an impatience of pretence of all

kinds.

f e. With inf. (obs. or arch.} : cf. IMPATIENT i c.

1575 LANEHAM Let, (1871) 6 Hee burst out in a great
pang of impatiens to see such vncooth trudging too and fro.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 137 With im-

patience to be longer bridled. 1683 Brit. Spec, no A
tedious Impatience to see the horrible Actions of Nero
forced St. Paul also to quit Rome,
2. esp. Intolerance of delay ; restlessness of desire

or expectation ; restless longing or eagerness.
1581 MULCASTER Positions 262 Impacience, which can

abide no tarying. 1632 J. HAVWARD tr. BiondCs Eromena
148 Hee with Impatience long'd for the appearance of the
new day. 1712 LADY M. VV. MONTAGU Lett, to W. Montagu
9-11 Dec. (1887) I. 79, I wait with impatience for .. your
return. 1768-^74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 237 We find the
uneasiness arising upon a delay of desire vulgarly styled

impatience. 1878 M. A. BROWN NadescJida 44, I asked in

my impatience Each passing hour a question.

t b. With of\ Impatient desire of. Obs.

(The sense here is practically the opposite of that in i b.)

1664 G. M. in MarvelVs Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 104 Tyred
with an extream impatience all day of removing from those
Wisbies. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. in Out of a foolish im-

patience of being seen at Court. 17.. HURD (J.), The
longer I continued in this scene, the greater was my im-

patience of retiring from it,

c. With inf. : cf. IMPATIENT 2 b.

1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hurvn. iii, A return of impatience
to see Him who is ever in my thought.

flmpatiency (impf
!

-Jensi). Obs. (or rare

archaism.} Also 6 -ciency, -cyency, 7 -tientie.

[ad. L. impatientia : see prec. and -ENCY.] The
quality of being impatient.
1. =

prec. i : esp. as a quality or disposition.

Also, with pi., an instance or exhibition of this

quality.
i$z6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1551) 93 b, Testinesse or im-

pacyency, is a frayle & hasty disposycyon, or rather ac-

customed & vsed vyce of angre. 1552 LATIMER Serin.

Lord's Prayer vii. (1562) 45 He [the devil] goeth about.. to
. . sturre vs to impatiency and murmuryng against god.
1658 Whole Duty Man vi. 16. 57 A calmness and quietness
of spirit, contrary to the rages and impatiencies of anger.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa I. v. 35 His extraordinary
prosperity adding to his impatiency.

b. With of: cf. prec. i b.

1557 PHAER ALneid vi. Argt., Those that through im-

paciencie of loue, had shortned their pwne dayes. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 165 Their impatiency of cold.

1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. 273 Their impatiency of that

dark inglorious condition.

2. =
prec. 2 : esp. as a quality or disposition ;

also, with //. ,
an instance of this.

1560 BECON Neiv Catech. Wks. 1844 II. 143 Nothing doth
more displease and offend God, than through impatiency to

prescribe unto him the time when he shall helji us. 1654-66
EARL ORRERY Parthenissa ("1676,1 764 In impatiencies above

description [I] waited for the arrival of the Princess. 1664
MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 129 Which [explanation] I

do expect with the most vehement impatientcy. 1684
LADY R. RUSSELL Lett. (1819) I. xiv. 40, I hope to wait
without impatiency. 1889 STEVENSON Master of B. 287
My lord waited with growing impatiency.

b. With inf. : cf. prec. 2 c.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reh. in. 250 His Majesty's im-

patiency to see both Armies disbanded. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela IV. 10, I had such an Impatiency to see him,

having expected him at Dinner.



IMPATIENT.

Impatient [imp?'*j%nt)t * (si.] Forms: 4-6
impaoient, -cyent, inpacient, 5 -cyent, 6- im-
patient, [a. OK. itiipadciit, impatient, ad. L.

impatient-em, (. im- (iM-^) + patient-em suffering,

pres. pple. ofpall to suffer.]

1. Not patient ; not bearing or enduring (pain,

discomfbrt,opposition,etc.) with composure; want-

ing in endurance ; irritable, irascible, easily pro-
voked. Also transf. of action or speech : Indicating
impatience or irritation.

1377 LANOU P. PI. B. xvn. 337 powgh }>at men make
moche deol in her angre, And Den inpacient in here pen*
aunce. 1413 Pilgr. Smalt (Caxton 1483) ill. viii. 55 They
nought ne couthe suffren but were yreful and inpacyeut to
al men aboute them. 1494 FABVAN Cknn. v. xcvii. 71 The
Kynge was thanne more impacient, and blamed y" Relygiun
of his wyfe in mopst impacyent maner. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
jV. in. il. 287 Will you teare Impatient answers from my
gentle tongue? 1666 PEPVS Diary 20 Aug., [He] is much
impatient by these few days sickness. 1711 STEELK
S^ect. No. 438 F 4 You are of an impatient Spirit, and an
impatient Spirit is never without Woe. 1851 TRENCH
Poemsfr. East. Sources 194 And by faith allayed to meek-
ness Every wish and thought impatient.

b. With of: Unable or unwilling to endure or

put up with
; intolerant of.

IS3 MORE in Grafton Ckrott. (1568) II. 758 Ambicious of
aucthoritie, and impacient of partners. 1597 GEHARDE
Hcrbat i. xxxviii. i. 55 Ginger is most impatient of the
coldnes of these. .regions. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 152
Impatient of my absence.. she fell distract. 1713 STEELE
Engliskm. No. 19. 121 The most ignorant are.. most im-
patient of Advice. 1893 LYDEKKER Horns ty Hoofs 26
[Yaks] are extremely impatient of heat.

o. With inf. (obs. or arch.) or dependent clause.
(With inf., practically the opposite of a b.)

1565 EARL BEDFORD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II.

209 He was so impatient to see those thyngs he sawe and
were

dayly broughte to his Eares. 1615 G. SANDVS Trav.
145 The Jewes impatient that forrieners should possesse
their countrey, raised a new commotion. 1631 J. HAYWARD
tr. Biondi's Eromena 182 Impatient to stay till they would
speake. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Ftor. xii. 299 Im-
patient to be thus forced out of his high work.

d. Jig. (Said of things.)
1490 CAXTON Eiieydos xxvii. 96 The see wexed right sore

inpacyent and indigned. 1597 GKRARDE Herbal n. xviii.

11633) 2 o Impatient Lady Smocke. .The nature of this

plant \Holi me tangere] is such, that if you touch but the
cods when the seed is ripe, tho". .neuer so gently, yet will
the seed fly all abroad with violence as disdaining to be
touched. 1881 Garden 1 1 Mar. 169/1 Cherry is the most
impatient tree we have to deal with under glass.

2. That does not willingly endure delay ; uneasy

. . niip.ui
new robes And may not weare them. 1599 Hen.

, .

ii. 52 Their executors, the knauish Crowes, Flye o're them
all, impatient for their howre. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
iv. 702 Strong Desires th' impatient Youth invade. 1728
PorE DUHC. in. 30 Impatient for the day. 1878 MORLEY
Carlyle 174 Headlong and impatient souls. 1890 Q. Ret 1

.

Jan. 193 He has no impatient desire for the hurry of
modern improvements.

b. With inf. Restlessly desirous, eagerly long-
ing. (In quot. 1680 with dependent clause.)
1588 SHAKS. L. I.. L. n. i. 238 All impatient to speake and

not see. a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 3 All stood ready to
fall on, Impatient who should have the Honour To plant
an Ensign first upon her. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Lett, la Mrs. Thistletlm'aite 25 Sept. (1887) I. 266, I am
impatient to see the curiosities of this famous city. 1874
SYMOKDS Sk. Italy * Greece (1898) I. ix. 180 Impatient to
recover the lost jewel.

c. transf. andyfc. Characterized by, or attended

with, impatience of delay.
1703 ROWE Ulyss. in. i. 1230 This one impatient Minule.

1791 COWPER Iliad viii. 304 Teucer, wide-straining his

impatient bow. 1811 LAMB EtiaScr. n. Detached 'Hi, Bki .,

The five or six impatient minutes, before the dinner is

quite ready.

1 3. ? Intolerable,
'
not to be borne

'

(J.). Obs. rare.

1590 SPENSER /'. Q. n. i. 44 Ay. me ! deare Lady, which
the ymage art Of rueful! pitty and impatient smart. 1646
SIR I'. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. iv. x. 204 What absurd conceits

they will swallow in their literals, an impatient example
wee have in our owne profession.

B. as sl>. An impatient person. (Sometimes with

play on PATIENT si.)

1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) I. vii. 67 The
poor synner ought not to

dyspayre hym, how be it that
the sensualyte complayneth nym an impacyent. 1580 LUP-
TON Sh'qila 130 When the Surgeon came before the Judge,
and saw his poore Impatient there. ?i.. Seasonable

. ipatu
get on at once to Clause 9.

Impa'tient, v. rare. [f. prec. : cf. F. im-

patientcr, red. iimpaiicnter to lose patience.]
a. Mrans. To await with impatience, b. refl.
To become impatient, to lose patience. Hence
t Impa tiented ppl. a., awaited with impatience.
l6j4- EAUL ORRERY Parthenissa (1676) 382 As soon as

the impatiented hour came, I went. Ibid. 538 Al length
the so impatiented mxht and hour came. 1813 SIR R.
WILSON 1'riv. Diary II. 54 Amiable hosts, who did not
iimuuitMil thcouclva even at the weather.

Impatiently (impt
7|
-Jentli), adv. [f as prec.

f -i.\
-'.]

In an impatient manner.
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1. Without endurance of suffering or discomfort ;

irritably. (In quot. 1593, Ardently, passionately.)
1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 25 His. .wyf bare it moche in-

pacyentll and sorowfully. 1593 NASIIE Christ's T. (1613) 9,
I love thee impatiently. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. II. i. 344
You . . too impatiently stamp! with your foote. 1711 STEELEsf*ct- No. 424 r 6 Speaking impatiently to Servants.
1816 SHKLLEY Alastor 173 As if her heart impatiently
endured Its bursting burthen.

2. With restless expectation or longing; with

eager desire.

1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Eiondis Eromena 130 Impatiently
expecting the Count of Buna's returne. 1766 GOLOSH, Vii.
V. xxx, His sister ran impatiently to meet him. 1830
D'ISRAEU Choi. I, III. vii. 130 The Queen, .impatiently
babbled the secret to Lady Carli>le. 1833 Hr. MARTINEAU
CAanntitSea i. 3

' Make haste !

'

cried the Russian, shaking
his lance impatiently.

Impa-tieutness. Obs. rare. [-.NESS.] The
quality of being impatient ; impatience.
1550 COVERDALE Sfir. Perlc xv. H vj b, Whensoeuer any

[ami'jtion or adversity] happen vnto hym, he is sore vexed
wyth impaciemnes. Ibid. xx. Kvb, They power out at
maner of impacientnes, bytternes, and spytefull poison
against the rightuousnes of god. 1717 in BAILEY vol. II.

t Impatrio'tic, a. Obs. rare. [f. In- 2 +
PATRIOTIC.] Not patriotic ; unpatriotic. So f Xm-
pa-triotism, want of patriotism.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 281 Nothing of im-

piety, but only of impatriotism. Ibid. 317 Every thing. .

which infringes on our cosmopolitical duty is really un-

patriotic.

t Impa'tron, v. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. im-,

empatroner, -patronir (Godefroy, Cotgr.J, a. It. im-

patronire, iinpadronire to make master of, put in

possession of, f. im- (In-1) + F. patron, It. padrone,
L. patronus I'ATBON, protector, master. Cf. EM-

PATRON.] trans. = IMPATRONIZK I
; reft, to make

oneself master, possess oneself (of). Const, with.
1644 Remark. Occur. Nortli. Parts 10 (D.) He..impa-

troned himselfe with three peeces of ordinance.

t Impa'tronage, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.
after PATRONAGE.] trans. To put under a person's

patronage ; to dedicate.

1653 A'. Grevifs Sidney Ep. ded. 2 His Matchless Poem
seem'd providentially by him impatronag'd unto his Peer-
less Sister.

t Impa-tronize, v. Obs. [a. F. impalroiiiser,
in i6th c. -izer : see IMPATRON and -IZE.]
1. trans. To put in possession of; usually reft, to

take possession, make oneself master (of, also upon .

1577 KKNTON Cold. Efist. 204 To confirme to him [Abra-
ham] his promise, and to impatronize him of that religion
for and in the name of such as shpulde descende of him.
1579 Giticciard. 537 To impatronise himselfe upon Rome
and the whole estate ecclesiastike. 1600 J. PoRY tr. Leo's

AJrica n. 388 They.. cast out of Africk the Romanies.,
and wholie impatronized themselves of Barbarie. 1681
DUGDALK Short View Late Troub. Eng. 611 To impa-
tronize themselves of many Cities and Strong-holds.

b. transf. To take possession of.

1611 COTUH., Impatronist, impatruni/ed, maistered.

111649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. jus. (', Wks. (1711) 108
To impatronize and lay hold on the church rents and
ecclesiastical goods. 1799 Monthly Mag. in Spirit Pub.

Drills. (1800) III. 313 We him receiving and impatronising
in our Dijon Infantry.
2. To patronize, favour.

1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 99 To make him away
..and to substitute another that would impatronize their
lawlesse and licentious misdemeanours.
Hence f Xmp&troniza-tiou (see quots.). Obs.
1611 COTGR., Imf>atronisatioH t

an impatrpnization ; th
1

absolute MaLsterie, Seigneurie, or possession of. 1706
PHILLIPS, Iwpatronization, a putting into full possession
of a Benefice. 1848 in WHAKTON Law Lex.

Impatshe : see IMPEACH.

Impave (imr*'-v), v. rare.
[f. IM- 1 + PAVE

z/.]

trans. To pave in ; to set in a pavement.
1833 WORDSW. Sonn. revis. Diinolly Castle, There saw,

impaved with rude fidelity Of art Mosaic, in a roofless floor
An Eagle with stretched wings.

Impavid (impae'vid), a. rare. [ad. L. im-

pavidits, f. im- (IM-^.' +paviJus fearful.] Fearless,
undaunted.
1857 G. LAWRENCE Guy Lh>. xviii, He put the message

into his pocket..and won the rubber before he rose.. Im-
pavid as the Horatian model-man. 1861 S. LUCAS Secularia
181 A high spirit .. resting impavid on its consciousness of
right. 1897 Globe 12 Jan. 1/3 The flames were quenched,
and the impavid student fared forth on his way.
Hence Impa vidly adv., fearlessly.
1849 THACKERAY Peiidennis Ixvi, Calverley and Cold-

stream would have looked on impavidly.

Zmpavi'dity. rare. [ad. L. type *impavidi-
tas, f. impavidus : see prec. and -ITV.] Fearless-
ness

;
in quot. used for '

foolhardiness .

1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Comers. Eng. 154 Not only
Christian Diuyns, but heathen Philosophers also do accompt
impauidity, or lacke of iust feare, as also audacity, pre-
sumption,, .for vices.

Impawn (inipgn\ v. Also 6 impaune; 7
empawn, -paun. [f.

IM-! + PAWN v. or sl>.]

1. trans. To put in pawn ; to pledge as security ;

to pawn.
IS9* SHAKS. i Hen, /*', iv. iii. 108 I.ct there be impawn'd

Some suretie for a safe returne againe. 1625-6 I'URCHAS
Pilgrim* ll. 1269 He said he had impawned hi Heard for a
great summc to certnine Creditors. 1681 COLVIL H'kifs

IMPEACH.

-VW////V. (1750 63 Some of them empawn'd thir cloaks. 1814
MRS. J. WEST Alicia Je Liuy III. 4:1 She olfered to im-
pawn the family jewels.

jig. 1838 EMERSON War Wks. 1884 XI. 196 A wUe man
will never impawn his future being and action, and decide
beforehand what he shall do in a given extreme event,

b. fig. To pledge, plight (faith, etc.).
a 1618 F. GREVIL Sidney (1653) 32 My faith impawned to

the Prince of Orange, a 1677 M ANTON Serm. fs. cxix.
verse 92 Wks. 1872 VII. 426 God. .impawneth his truth with
us to do us good. 1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart l. ii. 51
We held impawned The faith of Barnes.

2. Jig. To risk the safety of, to put in hazard.

1613 SHERLEY Trav. Persia 23 Hee . . wished me to haue
regard (if not to my selfe) yet to so many, which he did
imagine were impawned in that misfortune by my meanes.

t Impay, v. Obs. [f. IM- l + PAY v. : app. after

It. impagare
'

to pay home throughly
'

(Florio).]
trans. To '

pay home ', pay to the full what has
been expended, reimburse, recoup.
1594 CAREW Huarte's EXOHI. Wits xiii. (1596) 223 It is

a thing . . vsed . . to say such a one hath well impaled his

trauaife, when he is well paied.

I! Impayable (tmp^-fcb'1, Fr. ppgya-bl'), a.

[a. F. impayabU, f. im- (iM-^) + payer (in OF.)
to appease, satisfy, (mod.F.) to pay. Used in ME. ;

in mod. use often treated as French.]
fl. Implacable, unappeasable. Obs,
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxxvii. 7 Impayable seines \>i

wraith.

2. That cannot be paid or discharged.
1797 S. J. PRATT in Monthly Rev. XXIII. 60 Impayable

obligations. 1843 LD. HOUCHTON Let. in Wemy*& Reid
Ly* I. 300, I have mooted . . the subject of the payment of
the Roman Catholic Church in Ireland (which D'Orsay
.says is

'

impayable ').

H 3. Beyond price, priceless, invaluable, b. colloq.

Going beyond ordinary limits
;

(

beyond anything
'

(' extraordinaire, tres-plaisant, tres-bizarre
*

Littre).
1818 LADY MORGAN Autobiog. (1859) 29i I must send you

some of her notes, for they are impayable. 1813 SCOTT

Suentiti
D. Introd. t The cheese, the fruits, the salad . . and

e delicious white wine, each in their way were impayabtcs.

Impayl, Impayre, obs. ff. IMPALE, IMFAIU.

Impeach (imp/~tf), v. Forms; a. 4-6 en-,
empeche, 5-7 empeach. 0. 5 enpesshe, en-

pesche, empeshe, 5-6 empesshe, -pesohe,
-peasche. 7. 6 impeche, impeache, 6- im-
peach. 5. 6 impesche, impeahe, (ympe8;O)he),
7 impeash. c. 6 Sc. ernpash, impash e, im-

patahe, 6-7 em-, impasche, impaes. [ME. etn- t

eiipfeken, later cmpesche, a. OF. empeehtir. etn-

ptcchicr> emptscher, mod.F. empfcher (i3th c. em-

pecier^ 1 2th c. (pple.) empedicad Pr. etnpedegar} :

late L. impedica-re to catch, entangle (Ammianus),
f. im- (lit-i) +fetttca fetter, i.pes,ped-tm foot. In
senses 4 and 5 treated as the representative of L.

impetifre* Cf. IMPEACHMENT.
The forms empash, impa&he may be due to F. empacJter

(cf. Pr. empaichar) ; impatshe reflects It. i)npacciart\ for
the origin of the radicals of these forms, see DISPATCH f.

{Impcack in Eng. displaced API-EACH v., q.v. Cf. PEACH v.)]

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. -1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 294 J>at

wickid men ..

bere schullen dwelle in seyntewarie, anu no man empeche
hem bi processe of lawe. 1387-8, 1432-50 Enpeche [see
B. 4]. 1494 FAUYAN Chron. \ n. ccxxxiii. 267 Y* warke was
for y* tyme empeached and lei. 1550 J. COKE Eng. 4- Fr.
Heralds (1877) 153 You enpeche the wetth of marchaun-
iii ---. 1561 J. SHUTE Catttlrine's Turk. Ifars 9 b, Waiting
continually to empeche him. 1650 tr. Bacon s Hist. Life <V

Deatk 51 That they might be ithe Intention not at all

empeached) both Safe and Effectual.

p. c 1474 CAXTON Chesst If. 5 a, Bodyly sight enpessheth
and letteth..the knowleche of

subtyll
thinges. ^1477

Jason 49 The first man that .. shold empesshe him of the

royame of Mirmidone. 1483 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) v. i.

92 b, Ther is nothyng that may therof enpeschen hym. 1530
PALSGR. 531/2, I empesshe or let one of his purpose. 1549
Empesche [see B. ij.

Y- X533~4 ^ ct 2 5 Hcn ~ I'ffl, c. 9 6 Any person, .whiche
shall be impeched to haue offended contrane to the forme
and eflfecte of this estatute. 1536 Aft 27 Hen. /"///, c. 42
Any suche ordynaunce..as myght by annye meane h>*nder
thadvauncement . . of the . . Worde of God . . or impeache the

knowlege of suche other good letters. 1577-87 HOLINSHEU
Ckron.l\\. 963/1 Minded to impeach their passage. 1600,
etc. [see B. 3].

S. 1548-67 THOMAS Hal. Diet., Imptdire* to let or im-

peshe. 1549 Compl, Scot. xv. 130 Mony dificil impedt-
mentis. .maye impesche hym. 1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. 14
He went about to ympeshe his expedition. 1604 in Sir R.
Gordon Hist. Earls Sutherland (1813) 381 We will forbear

further.
'

1566 PAINTEK Pal. Picas.

1T _, , .. ._ impachc his corps, in tombe
fast closed and buried. 2507 MONTCOMERIE Chcrtie fy Slat
808 Thy foly . . Empashed nim to ppw. 1597 LOWE Ckintrg.
(1634) 124 To anoint . . with the milke of a bitch which ini-

passeth it to grow white. 1604 Crt. Bk. Barony of Uric

(1892) 7 The Lard being impaschu throw thair dalie com-
plentiis.

B. Signification.

1 1. trans. To impede, hinder, prevent. Obs.
< 1380 WYCUF^V/. M-^. 111.317 He schal dwelle bere alle

hts lif, and no man enpeche hym. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. ccliii, They drad . . that he wold have cnpesuhed that
.

delyveraunce. 1533 BELJ.KNUES Lfoy iv. (1822) 320 The
i unsulis, stand the tribunis impesche every thing that thay
desirit afore the senate. 1540 Cftnfl. Serf. vi. 56 The. .eird

cmpeschis the sotiue to gyf lycht to the IIIUMC. 1577-87

uoruon ttisi. c.ans suuienana
to impeash your ma*' any furthe
f. 1538 Impatshe [see B. i b].

34 b, They were not able . . to in



IMPEACH.
HOLINSHED Scot. Cliron. (1805) II. 256 To impeach the

Knglishmen from setting on land any vittles there, a 1649
JJRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jas. I Wks. (1711) n It hath
been your valour .. which heretofore empeached our con-

quest and progress in France. 1600 LEYBOURN Curs. Math.
586 A Ditch, of sufficient . . breadth, and depth, to impeach
the Assaults of an Enemy.
fb. reft. (*OF. hmphher, It. impacciarsi] To

embarrass or trouble oneself. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Cnriall i By thexample of me that empesshe
my selue for to serue in the Courte Ryall. 1538 in Strype
EccL Mem. (1721) I. xl. 313 Pole said he should do well not
to impatshe himself with reading of the story of Nicolo
Machavello.

t c. To hinder access to ;
to blockade. Obs.

1586 LD. BURGHLEY in Leycester Corr. (Camden) 360 FHe-
boates. .are fittest to impeche thos kind of havens.

t 2. To hinder the action, progress, or well-being
of; to affect detrimentally or prejudicially ; to hurl,

harm, injure, endamage, impair. Obs.

1563 BP. SANDYS in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 195 To
preserve my honestie from malice whiche mynded to im-
peache yt. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 391 They did empeche
the honor of the kinges person. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions
i. iii. 12 The coldnesse of the water, earth, and ayre much
impeacheth the vertue of his heate. 1691 E. TAYLOR Belt-
tnen's Tkeos. Philos. xvu. 25 Anything that might tend to

impeach his perfection.
3. To challenge, call in question, cast an imputa-

tion upon, attack; to discredit, disparage.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 214 You doe impeach your

modesty too much To leave the Citty, and commit your selfe
Into the hands of one that loues you not. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's Africa n. 42 Neither am I ignorant, how much mine
pwne credit is impeached. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus
i. 6 Because their name and honour was impeached. 1743
FIELDING Conversation Wks. 1784 IX. 364 It would by no
means impeach the general rule. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm.
II. xxx. 444 A contract for any valuable consideration, as for

marriage, for money, for work done, . . can never be im-

peached at law. 1888 .Miss GREEN Behind Closed Doors
iv, My daughter's happiness is threatened and her character
impeached.
4. gen. To bring a charge or accusation against ;

to accuse of, charge with.
c 1380 [see A. a]. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Lwe \. vi. (Skeat)

1. 86 Whiche thing. .1 am bolde to mayntaine, and namely
in distroiyng of a wrong, al shulde I therthrough enpeche
myne owne frere, if he wer gilty. 1428 Surtees Misc. (18881
3 He was empeched of forgeyng offals osmnndes. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 530 Godwyn was enpeched [L. in-

cnlpatus\ for he had gadered so grete an oost. 1590 Eng.
Romayne Life in Hurl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 167 Nothing ..

that might impeach me either with error or vntrueth. 1648
Art, Peace 18 in Milton's Wks.) That no Person.. be
troubled, impeached, sued, inquieted or molested, for .. any
offence, .comprised within the said Act. 1794 GODWIN Cal.
Williams 216 Go to the next justice of the peace and im-
peach us, 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop Iviii, Fearing every
moment to hear the marchioness impeached.

b. Sometimes in restricted sense (see quot. 1617) :

To give accusatory evidence against ;
to

'

peach
'

upon. (In quot. 1820 absol. To *

peach'.)
1617 MINSHEU Dnct. Ling.) To tmpfach^ or accuse one

guiltie of the same crime whereof he which impeacheth is

accused. 1676 WYCHERLEY PL Dealer v. i, Like a Thief,
because you know your self most guilty, you impeach your
Fellow Criminals first. 1701 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (18571 V.

59 A person, lately accused for robbing on the highway and
acquitted, has impeach' t 13 of his gang. 1731 FIELDING
Letter writer \\. ix, Would it not be your wisest way to

impeach your companions? 1820 G. WATSON TAYLOR
Profligate iv. i, The whole plot is laid open. Mr. Allcourt
has impeached.

C. To find fault with (a thing], to censure.

1813 SCOTT Tricrm. in. xxxviii. And so fair the slumberer
seems, That De Vaux impeach'd his dreams. 1872 BROWSING
Fifine Ixxxv, Do you approve, not foolishly impeach The
falsehood ! 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. v. xxxvi, Grand- '

court's appearance . . was not impeached with foreign-
ness.

5. spec. To accuse of treason or other high crime
or misdemeanour (usually against the state) before

a competent tribunal : see IMPEACHMENT 5.
1368 GRAFTON Chron. II. 353 Whether the Lordes and

commons might without the kings will empeche the same
officers and justices upon their offenses in the parliament or
not. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 10 Mr. Pym at the
bar [of the house of peers], and in the name of all the
commons of England, impeached Thomas earl of Strafford
..of high treason, and several other heinous crimes and
misdemeanours. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xix. 261
The representatives of the people, or House of Commons,
cannot properly judge ; because their constituents are the

parties injured ; and can therefore only impeach. 1863
H. Cox Instit. i.x. 229 Latimerwas impeached and accused
by the voice of the Commons. 1868 TrialAndrew Johnson
3 On Monday, February the 24th, 1868, the House of

Representatives of the Congress of the United States
resolved to impeach Andrew Johnson, President of the
United States, of high crimes and misdemeanors. 1883
G, T.^CURTIS Buchanan II. xii. 247 In regard to the Presi-

dent, it was their duty to make a specific charge, to investi-

gate it openly, and to impeach him before the Senate, if the
evidence afforded reasonable ground to believe that the

charge could be substantiated.

b. Applied to analogous judicial processes, e. g.
the prosecution of state officials by the tribunes of

ancient Rome.
1734 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. (1827! I. 353 Mago on his

arrival at Carthage was impeached. 1838 ARNOLD Hist.
Rome (1846) I. xiii. 231 One of the tribunes impeached him
before the assembly of the tribes. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece
VIII. 329 At Athens after his departure he was formally
impeached and condemned to death.

79

Hence Impea-ched ///. a,, Impeaching vbl. sb.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 34 He myglit seurly dwell in

pat citee withouten empeching of any man. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. v. 179 The chiefe obstacle, and impeaching of so
great an Army from taking it. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks
Swift (1752) 60 The four impeached lords. 1837 HALLAM
Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvi. 234 A charge against the im-
peached lords.

Impeach (imprtj), sb. [f. prec. vb.]
f 1. Hindrance, impediment, prevention. Obs.
1551 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 385 The old worn

pell..who presently reigneth alone, and governeth without
empeasche. 1605 P. WOODHOUSE Flea ^1877) 18 Without
all interrupting or impeach. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.
vii. iv.

3. 205 These . . got the . . command of military affayres
without impeach.
t 2. Injury, damage, detriment. Obs.

i575 GASCOIGNE Hearbes Wks. (1587) 149 So farre thou
mayst set out thy selfe without empeach or crime. 1586
BRIGHT Melanch. x. 47 The soul receiueth. .no impeach, or

impayre of cunning. 1625 tr. Boccaccio's Decani. II. 156
Without any impeach or blemish to his honor.

3. Challenge, calling in question ; accusation,

charge, impeachment.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 269 Why what an intricate im-

peach is this? 1591 Troub. Raigne K. John n. (1611) 85
What kindship, lenitie, or Christian raigne, Rules in the
man to beare this foul impeach? 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,
i. iv. 60 It is Warres prize, to take all Vantages, And tenne
to one, is no impeach of Valour. 1885 Sat. Rev. 14 Feb.

205/1 The delightful intricacy of this impeach . . is highly
characteristic.

Impeacliability (imp/tjabi-liti). [f. next +

-ITY.J The quality of being impeachable.
1867 Pall Mall G. 10 Jan. 8 The inquiry instituted con-

cerning the impeachability of President Johnson.

Impeachable (imprtjab'l), a. Also 6 em-
pechable. [f. IMPEACH v. 4- -ABLE.] Capable of

being impeached, called in question, or accused;
liable to impeachment ; chargeable.
1503-4 -4 rf 19 Hen. I'll, 0.27 9 The seid Maire. .[shall]

be nott hurted vexed impleted empeched nor empechable.
1533~4 -Act 25 Hen. VIII. c. 14 [He] standeth in danger,
and is impechable of heresie, 1678 Lively Orac. iv. 27.

292 Would God none but the Romanist were impeachable
of this detention of Scripture. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I.

573 All officers are impeachable. 1885 Law Rep. 10 Prob.
Div. 192 Assuming the deed not to be impeachable on those

grounds.

Impeacher (impf'tjoi). [f.
as prec. + -EH*.]

One who impeaches.
fl. One who prevents, hinders, or impedes. Obs.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. vi, Instead of finding Prelaty
an impeacher of Schisme or faction.

2. One who accuses or brings charges (of treason,

etc.). See IMPEACH v. 4, 5.

1552 HULOET, Accuser or empeacher, accusator. 1656
EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnass. 178 The Prince, .appeared
a friend to the impeachers. 1788 (title\ Reflexions on Im-
peachers and Impeaching ; addressed to Warren Hastings,
Esq. 1877 SVMONDS Renaiss. Italy, Reviv. Learn. 232
A violent impeacher and impugner of the living.

Impeachment (imprtjment). Also 5-7 em- ;

for Forms, see IMPEACH v. [a. OF. empechcment,
empeschement) mod.F. emptchement (whence med.
L. impechementum, impechiamentuni] ,

f. empeehe-r
to IMPEACH : see -MEKT. In senses 4, 5, the word was
treated as the rcpr.of med.L. impetitiofioro. impetere
to attack, accuse, with which however it had no

etymological connexion.] Theactionofimpeaching.
fl. Hindrance, prevention, obstruction; impedi-

ment, obstacle. Obs.

1432 Fasten Lett. No. 18. I. 31 Eny thing that mighte
yeve empeschement or let therto. 1491 CAXTON Vitas
Pair. (1495) 94 The devyll ..came to vysyte hym for to gyue
to hym empesshenient 8: lettynge in his contemplacyons.
1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xv, Nowe haue I.. declared the chiefe

impechementes of excellent lernynge. 1569 STOCKER tr.

Diod. Sic. n. xx. 72/2 Thus without empechement or stoppe,
passed Cassander through the countrey of Thessaly. 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commw. (1603} 140 He invaded
Livonia without impeachment. 1621 Sc. Acts Jas. VI
(1814) 696/2 To breid confusioun and Empaschement to J>e

lordis in . .decyding of materis. a 1674 MILTON Hist. Mosc.
iv, Boris, .without impeachment now ascended the throne.

*|*2. Detriment, impairment, injury, damage. Obs.

1548 GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life App. i.

(1840) 136 Thee .. unsufferable empechemente bothe of
Christes honoure and our solles salvation. 1587 HARRISON
England IT. xxiii. (1877) i. 349 No man hath yet susteined
anie manner of impeachment through the coldnesse of the
water. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. iil. 15 To let him spend
his time no more at home; Which would be great impeach-
ment to his age. 1648 EVELYN Mem. (1857) m* T4 If they
can attain the north without great impeachment.. the game
may yet be balanced to the purpose.
3. A calling in question or discrediting; dis-

paragement, depreciation.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 1281 Certaine armes.. borne

time out of minde, without chalenge or empechment. 1658
SLWGSBY Diary (1836) 213 Without an impeachment to

their honour. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 13 The reputa-
tion of my courage is sufficiently established not to expose
it to any impeachment. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.
in The extreme injustice of this impeachment of their

character.

4. Accusation, charge. Obs. exc. in phr. the soft

impeachment.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 165 If sche passe un-

[

hurte bare foot . . uppon nyne brennynge cultres or schares,
|

let here eskape of his enpechement \ab impetitione ista\. \

IMPECCABLE.

1413 Pilgr. Stnvle (Caxton) l. xxii. 17 b, Thenne with an

hye voys herd I one speke to my ful grete empesshement.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, n. ii. 22 The King prouok'd to it by
the Queene, Deuis'd impeachments to imprison him. 1612
T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 12 Ije it thou beest neuer so

harmles, that thou fearest no mans impeachment. 1775
SHERIDAN Rivals v. iii. Sir Lucius O'Tngger ungrateful
as you are I own the soft impeachment pardon my
blushes, I am Delia. 1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. Introd.

(1868) 33 A considerable impeachment of heresy. 1892
STEVENSON Across the Plains 161 The Cigarette.. denied
the soft impeachment.

b. Law. Without impeachment of waste (
= law

L. absque impetitione vasti) : 'a reservation fre-

quently made to a tenant for life, that no man shall

proceed against him for waste committed' (Wharton
Law Lex.).
1415 E. E. Wills (1882) 25, I wolle that . .my weyf [haue]

it to terme of her lyue wyth-oute empeschement of wast.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 33 i To holde all the seid
Maners. .without impediment of Wast. 1767 BLACKSTONE
Comm. II. xviii. 283 Unless their leases be made., without im-
peachment of waste, absqvc impetitione vasti', that is, with

a^provision or protection that no man shall iinpetere, or sue
him, for waste committed. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-
Bk. Prop. Lam xvii. 124 Under your marriage settlement
you are tenant for life, without impeachment of waste.
5. The accusation and prosecution of a person for

treason or other high crime or misdemeanour before a

competent tribunal
;
in Great Britain,

' the judicial

process by which any man, from the rank of a peer
downwards, may be tried before the House of Lords
at the instance of the House of Commons' (Diet.

Eng. Hist.} in U.S., a similar process in which
the accusers are the House of Representatives and
the court is the Senate.

1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 356 The Lords
sat upon the Impeachment against the Judges and Bishop
Wren. 1667 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 221 This

morning severall members of our House did.. move the
House to proceed to an impeachment against the Earle of
Clarinden. 1754-62 HUME Hist. Eng. III. 15 (Seager) The
first impeachment by the house of commons seems to have
been carried up against Lord Latimer in the latter end of
Edward the Third's reign. 1789 Constit. U. S. ii. 4 The
President, Vice-President, and all Civil officers of the United
States, shall be removed from office on impeachment for,

and conviction of, treason, bribery or other high crimes and
misdemeanors. 1805 S. CHASE in Life Rnfits Xing (1897)
IV. 444 Congratulations on my acquittal by the Senate of
the Impeachment by the House of Representatives. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. ix. 105 The articles of
StrafTbrd's impeachment. 1867 Nation (N. Y.I 14 Feb. 121

Discussion of the power of the Senate to suspend the Presi-

dent [Johnson] during his impeachment.

Impearl (impsul), v. Also 6-9 em-, (7-8 in-),

[ad. F. emperle-r ( i6th c. in Littre) or It. imperlare

(Florio) : see Ivi-1 and PEAKL.]
1. trans. To deck with pearls or pearl-like drops :

said of dew, rain, tears.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. iii. 1117 The flowry Meads,
Impearl'd with tears, the sweet Aurora sheads. 1598
FLORIO, Imperlare, to empearle or decke with pearles, to

set with pearle. 1706 WATTS Horx Lyr., To Mitio u. 34
Heavenly dews, Nightly descending, shall impearl the

grass. 1729 SAVAGE Wanderer II. 173 Here Love inpearls
each moment with a tear. 1824 T. FENBV On a Young
Girl'i, Tears will soon her cheek impearl. 1876 JAS. GRANT
One ofthe 600, vii, Groves and meadows all empearled with

dew. fig. 1818 KEATS Endynr. in. 102 On gold sand im-

pearl'd With lily shells.

2. To make pearly or pearl-like.
a 1639 T. CAREW Obseq. Lady Anne Hay 52 Another

shall linpearle thy teeth. 1794 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 421
Gems dissolv'd impearl her luscious drink.

3. To form into pearl-like drops.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxxxm. (R.), The teares the

morne doth shedd, Which ly on ground Empearled round.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 747 Dew-drops, which the Sun Im-

pearls on every leaf and every flouer. 1757 DYER Fleece

i. 361 The crystal dews impearl'd upon the grass. 1839
BAILEY Ftsttis i. (18521 ii The spheres themselves are but

as shining noughts Upon the mantle of the night impearled.
Hence Impea'rled///. a.

1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xx. 126 A rich impearled
Coronet. 1881 ROSSETTI Ball, fy Sonn. 162 Let Time see

Its flowering crest impearled and orient.

Impeccability (impekabi'liti). [ad. med.L.

itnpeccabilitas, f. impeccabilts (see next). Cf. F.

impeccability (1609 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality
or character of being impeccable; freedom from

liability to sin, wrong-doing, or error.

1613 SALKELD Treat. Angels 234 (L.> It doth cause an

everlasting impeccability. 1627 [see IMPECCANCY]. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. i. 27 Great Volumes in defence of

the infallibility and impeccability of the Pope. 1725 tr.

Dupin's Eccl. Hist. 17th C. I. v. 165 The Qualities of

the Soul of Jesus Christ, .its Knowledge, its Wisdom, .and

its Impeccability. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist III. viii. 151,

I have never pretended to impeccability.

Impeccable (impe'kab'l), a. (sb.} [ad. late L.

impeccabil-is, f. im- (IM-
2
)
+ peccare to sin : see

-BLE. Cf. F. impeccable (l,5th c. in Godef. Compl.}.]
1. Of persons : Not capable of or liable to sin ;

exempt from the possibility of sinning or doing

wrong.
1531 LATIMER Serm. (f Rent. (Parker Soc.) 325 No. .judges

. . so deeply confirmed in grace, or so impeccable, a 1555 Ibid.

226 Though she never sinned, yet she was not so impeccable,
but she might have sinned. 1670 G. H. Hitt. Cardinals i. i.

25 The Pope is not only infallible, but also impeccable. 1736



IMPECCABLY.
BOLINGBROKE Patriot. (1749) 156 He knows that neither he
nor his ministers are infallible, nor impeccable. 1849 ROBERT-
SON Serin, Ser. I. v. 71 No soul is absolutely impeccable.
2. Of things : Faultless, unerring.
1610 Bi 1

. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy 8. 43 If we honor
the in;m, must wee hold his pen impeccable? 1864 BOWEN
Logic vii. 184 We need some more succinct mode than that
of severally applying to each Syllogism all these Rules,
before we can be satisfied that it is impeccable.
8. sb. One who is impeccable.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 7 A brace of im-

peccables,
an't please ye. 1887 MARC. W. LAURENCE in

W. Gladden Parish Prool. 144 A row of these same im-

peccables.
Hence Impeccably adv., in an impeccable

manner; without liability to sin.

1874 R. TYRWHITT Sketch. Club 221 Painters cannot.,
follow it [the Christian faith] impeccably.
t Impe'CCance. Obs. [ad. eccl. L. impeccantia :

see IMPECCANT and -ANCE.] = next.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 160 The Scholemen have been
great Champions for this Philosophic Pelagian Impcccance
or state of Perfection in this life.

Impeccancy (impe'kansi). [ad. eccl. L. im-

peccantia (Tertullian) : see next and -ANCY.] The
quality of being impeccant; sinlessness; inerrancy.
1614 BP. HALL No Peace w. Rome 5 She . . stubbornely

challenges unto her Chayre a certaine Impeccancy ofjudge-
ment (that wee may borrow a word from Tertullian). 1627
DONNE Serm. civil. Wks. (Alford) VI. 268 A present Im-
peccancy and a future Impeccability, a 1711 KEN Prepara-
tives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 136 Life ne'er is wholly free from
Sins, Impeccancy at Death begins.

Impeccant (impe-kant), a. [f. IM-
2 + L. peccans,

peccant-em, pres. pple. ofpeccare to sin.] Not sin-

ning; sinless; unerring.
.11763 BYROM Ef. to G. Lloyd iR.), Poor dogs of some

sort, and impeccant half-asses. 1883 Q. Rev. Jan. 118 The
pledger is certainly not always impeccant. 1890 Standard
5 Apr. 6/1 The hero, .is neither impeccable nor impeccant.

Impectinate (impe'ktin#),a. Enlom. [f. lM-2
+ PECTINATE.] Not pectinate ; not comb-toothed :

said of the antennse of insects, and other parts,
which are in other cases pectinate.
In recent Diets.

Impectoral (impe-ktoral), a. [f. lM-2 + L.

pectns, pector- breast + -AL, after/^Cora/.] Without
a breast. (In quot. humorous.)
1860 RUSSELL Diary India I. i. 8 The gentlemen who

preside over favourite dishes, such as an impectoral turkey.

Impecuniary (imp/ki*<-niari), a. [f. IM-2 +
PECUNIARY.]
1. = IMPECUNIOUS.
1814 BYRON Wks. (1832) III. 95 Mr. Claughton, of impe-

cuniary memory. 1825 LAMB Eliana, Illustr. Defunct
(1867) 413 Many an impecuniary epicure has gloated over his

locked-up warrant for future wealth. 1825 New Monthly
Mag. XIII. 212 The impecuniary classes.

2. Not pecuniary ; not having to do with money.
I.8S5 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1879) I- ?8 It is in vain that in

this hemisphere we endeavour after impecuniary fancies.

Impecuniosity (impfkini|(>-siti). [f. IMPE-
CUNIOUS + -ITY.] 'rue quality or condition of being
impecunious ; lack of money.
1818 SCOTT Let. to J. B. S. Morritt 7 Dec. in Lockhart,A certain degree of impecuniosity, a necessity of saving

cheese parings and candle ends. 1850 W. IRVING Gold-
smith 222 Hiffernan.. elevated the emptiness of his purse
into the dignity of a disease, which he termed impecuniosity.
1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. v. 145 He
fMassinger], like most of his brethren, suffered grievously
from impecuniosity.

Impecunious (impflcitt-nias), a. [f. IM-2 +
PECUNIOUS. Cf. rare F. impicunieiix (Littre').]
Having no money, penniless ; in want of money.
1596 NASHE Saffron Waldcn O ij b, A poore impecunious

creature. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, Put him
out, an impecunious creature. 1859 Daily Tel. 14 Feb. 4/6To this paradise of credit the simple and impecunious
addressed their letters. 1891 MRS. RIDDBLL Mad Tour 69A train of impecunious camp followers.

Imped (i-mped), sb. [f. IM-2 + L. pa, fed-
foot.] A footless creature : used by R. Owen to
render Aristotle's dvovs.
1861 OWEN in ((1894) II. 119 Aristotle had divided the

group into bipeds, quadrupeds and impeds.

Imped (impt, i-mped), ppl. a. [f. IMP v. + -ED!.]
Grafted, engrafted, implanted, eked : see IMP v.

1440 Promf. Pan. 259/2 Impyd (Pynson or grafled),
insertus. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1817)
quilles so prowde a pitch to die. 1593 DRA
vii. 98 Cupid .. Whose imped wings with , ,,..
be dight. 1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim i. i, None of your impt
bravadoes.

Impedance (imprdans). Electr. [f. IMPEDE
v. + -ANCE.] lit. Hindrance; virtual resistance
due to self-induction in an electrified body.When an electric circuit supports a simply periodic currentdue to a simply periodic impressed voltage, the ratio of the
amplitude of the voltage to that of the current at the place
is the impedance of the circuit under the circumstances.
ne circuit may be of any sort involving electric and mag-net
j?.energy " wc" as wasle by resistance (O. Heaviside).

1886 HCAVIIIDI Electr. Pap. (1892) II. 64 Let us call the
ratio of the impressed force to the current in a line when
electrostatic induction is ignorable the Impedance of the
line, from the verb

impede. Ibid. 126 The impedance maybe independent of the frequency, or a constant. 1888
I.ODGE in Kef. Brit. Aisoc., Impedance of conductors to
l-eyden->ar discharges and to Lightning.

80

Impede (impf-d), . Also 7 Impeide. [ad
L. impedi-re, lit. to shackle the feet, f. im- (iM-l)
+ pis,fed-cm foot.] trans. To retard in progress
or action by putting obstacles in the way ;

to ob-
struct ; to hinder

; to stand in the way of.

1605 SHAKS. Mack. \. v. 39 All that impeides thee from the
Golden Round, Which Fate . . doth seeme To haue thee
crown'd withall. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. Iniiia $ P. 80 They
would raise Objections on purpose to impede the Negotia-
tion, f 1760 SMOLLETT Odt to Lcveti-Water 8 No rocks
impede thy dimpling course. 1807 T. THOMSON Chtm.
(ed. 3) II. 546 Carbonic acid, instead of promoting, impedes
the decomposition. 1855 MACAULAY Hat. Eng. xx. IV. 514
Adverse winds had impeded his progress through the Straits
of Gibraltar. 1860 TYNDALL Cliu. I. xxii. 155 My load, light
as it was, impeded me.

b. Astral. = IMPEOITE v. 2.

1819 [see IMPEDIMENT 4).

Hence Impe-ded///- " ; also Impe-dr, a person
or thing that impedes.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. xiv. 78 Frost . . an impeder of

their winter-marches. 1796-7 Instr. f, Reg. Cavalry (1813)
190 The positions 1, K, L, M. show the passage of obstacles
by the impeded parts filing or marching ranks by three's
round them.

t Impe'de, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] The
act of impeding; hindrance, impediment.
1659 Lady Alimony v. vi. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 362 To

prune those wild luxurious sprays, Which give impede unto
this spreading vine.

t Impe'dible, a. 06s.
[f.

IMPEDE v. + -IDLE ;

f. L. type "impedtbilis : cf. It. impedibile (Florio).j
That can be impeded, obstructed, or hindered.

if there be any acts of life. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 404
Not impedible and frustrable in any manner. Ibid. 515
Where-ever there is passive power there is impedibilitie.

Impeclieiit (impfdient), a. (s/>.). [ad. L. im-

pedient-em, pres. pple. of impedire to IMPEDE.]
That impedes or hinders

; obstructive, hindering.
1596 DALRYMPLF. tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. n. 164 A strang

rebellioune in Kent.. to the legat Petilie is impedient, that
he can mell na mair w l the Scottis. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles
iv. 479 Nothing fails of its due perfection but from some
cause either agent or impedient. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton
152 To a mind so disposed externals become, first indifferent,
then impedient.
B. sb. An impeding or hindering agent.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. % Min. 418 Cured by temper-
ants, and impedients.

Impediment (impe-diment), sb. Also 5-6
impedy-, (5 in-, eupedy-, impede-, 6 ympedi-
ment). [ad. L. impedimentum hindrance, im-

pediment, pi. -menta baggage, f. imptdi-re to

IMPEDE.]
1. The fact of impeding or condition of being
impeded ; hindrance, obstruction ; concr. some-

thing that impedes, hinders, or obstructs; a hin-

drance, an obstruction.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xl. (1405! 156 To dense
the eye syghte and to putte of the impediment and lette of
the spyryte of lyfe. a 1410 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1807
To begge, shame is myne impediment, a 1450 Fysshynge

. angle (1883) 6 Ye must know, .how many Impediments]
per ben yn anglyng. 1516 1'ilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 31
Temporal! rychesse is rather an impedyment or let, than
fortheraunce. 1549 Rk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony, If either
of you doe knowe any impedimente . . Yf no impedimente
bee alleged. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. ii. 4 Thus farre . .

Haue we marcht on without impediment. 1645 BOATE Irel.
Nat. Hist. (1652) 67 These impediments are chiefly three
in number, Cataracts, Weres, and Foards. 1662 Bk. Com.
Prayer, Matrimony, If any of you know cause, or just im-

pediment^ why these two persons should not be joined
together in holy Matrimony, ye are to declare it. 172*
SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. p. viii, Notwithstanding all
these impediments I continually resumed this work. 1873
HAMERTON Intell. Life i. iii. (1875) 14 Impediments to his
best activity.

t2. Something that impedes the functions or
health of the body ; a (physical) defect ; an affec-

tion or malady. Obs.

IS4 BOORDE Dyttary xii. (1870) 264 They be not good . .

for the colycke nor the Ilyacke nor other inflatyue im-
pedymentes or syckenesses. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health
(1633) 461 Skuruy, and spreading scabs, and such like im-
pediments. 1585 Faire Em 11. 471 What? is she deaf?
a great impediment ! 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 19
It was no decay or impediment in my sight that made me
lose it.

b. esp. An organic obstruction to ready or dis-

tinct speech ; a stammer or stutter.

FABYAHCAnw.vi. clxxiv. 170 Hehadanenpedyment

.

rection of Impediments in Speech.
3. (Chiefly //.) Baggage, esp. of an army ; IM-

PEDIMENTA.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 219

All impedimentes being gatheryd into the middest of
tharmy. 1598 BARRET Thear. Warres in. ii. 81 Then may

pediments. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer 11891) 265
As the progress of . . his party would necessarily partake of
the nature of caravan movements, [hel decided . . to go ahead
of his impediment.

IMPEL.
4. Astro!. The '

impedited
'

condition ofa planet :

see IMPEDITE v. i.

1819 J. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astral. s.v. Impeded, The
J is impeded when in <j , Q, or g of O, h, or i. If in

d or f , the impediment lasts four days, viz. two before and
two after.

t Impe-diment, v. Obs.
[f. prec. sb.] trans.

To put an impediment or obstruction in the way
of; to obstruct.
1610 Househ. Ord. (1790) 337 Noise, whereby either their

owne devotions may be diverted or that of others impedi-
mented. 1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades 162 Who.,
impediment our Trade abroad. 1652 J. TAYLOR (Water P.)
Journ. Wales (1859) '7 A reasonable hauen . . now . . much
impedimented with shelvs, sands, and other annoyances.

II Impedimenta (impedime-nta), sb.pl. [L.,
plur. of impedimentum: see prec. sb.] Things
which impede or encumber progress ; baggage ;

ritie. a 1644 CHILLINGW. 9 Serm. vii. (1742) 81 Being so
clogged and burdened with these impedimenta. 1834 MKD.
WIN Angler in Wales I. 28 [He] brought with him baggage
enough to load a camel . . I have advised him to send on to
that place his impedimenta, 1885 Manth. Exam. 22 Jan.
5/2 Leaving the camels and all impedimenta in the place
where the troops had encamped.

Impedimental (impedime-ntal), a. [f. IM-
PEDIMENT sb. + -AL.] Of the nature of or con-

stituting an impediment ; obstructive ; impeditive.
1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. vii. 2. 132 The im-

pedimental stain, which intercepts her fruitive love. 1657
J. GOODWIN Triers Tried To Rdr. 5 It is as impedimental

. Pr. iv. i, A distressing impedimental adjunct.
So Impedime'ntary a., in same sense.
1888 Daily News 20 Dec. 7/1 High heels and pointed toes

. . eschewed . . as impedimentary to swiftness in walking

Impeding (impf-din), ///. a. [f. IMPEDE v. +
-ING*?] That impedes or obstructs; hindering.
Hence Impe-dingly adv., so as to impede.
1717 S. CLARKE

s//j Reply to Leibnitz 345 The contrary or
impeding Force, which arises from the Resistance of Fluids
to Bodies moved any way. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc n. xviii.He dropt the impeding buckler. 1886 M. K. MACMILLAN
Dagonet the Jester 15^ The first thawings of the hard-
bound road clung impedingly to our shoes.

tl-mpedite, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. impedit-
us, pa. pple. of impedire to IMPEDE.] Impeded,
obstructed, hindered ; having an impediment,
defective. Astral. : see IMPEDITE v. 2.

IS** PHAER Pestilence (1553) Li a, You must consider
whether he be impedit or no, and if he be impedite, there
shalbe many sicknesses. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 191
If Saturn . . shall behold the Moon, when she is impedite,
with a quadrate or opposite aspect, then he fore-sheweth
that there will be an Earthquake. 1662 GURNALL Chr. in
Ann. verse 19 iii. 5 (1669) 491/2 Their impedite speech,
and hesitant

delivery. 1671 True Nonconf. 256 We know,
the expressive faculties where the organes are not impedite,
to be. .subservient enough to the mindes conceptions.

Impedite (i-mpfdait), -v. Now rare or Obs.

[f. L. impedit-, ppl. stem of impedire to IMPEDE.]
1. = IMPEDE i .

f '535 Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 23 To let, stoppe, im-
pedite, and sclaunder your gracis mariage. 1612 WOODALL
Surf. Male Wks. (1653) 88 If the substance of the brain be
offended, the functions thereofare impedited. 1650 BULWER
Anthropomet. 84 To defend the Eye .. yet so, as it no way
impedites vision. 1663 J. WALLIS in Boyle's Wks. (1772) VI.
457 Digestion, .seemed not to be much impedited.
2. Astral. In pass., said of a planet when its

influence is hindered by the position of another.
1647 LILLY Chr. Astro!, xiii. 8 If she [the Moon] be im-

pedited of the Q in a Nativity. 01681 WHARTON Disc.
Soul of World Wks. (1683) 669 How the Power and
Dominion of this Star, then so strong and Powerful, should
ae thus Impedited. 1831 LYTTON Godolph. xxvii, For
Jupiter in Cancer . . not impedited of any other star, be-
tokened me indeed some expertness in science.

t Impedrtion. Obs. [ad. L. imptditiSn-tm,
n. of action f. impedire to IMPEDE.] The action
of impeding or fact of being impeded ; hindering.
1623 COCKERAM, Impedition, a hindering. 1676 R. GROVE

Vina. Conform. Clergy (1680) 20 The brave man that speaks
. .without the least impedition or hesitation. 1684 BAXTER
Par. Cmigrcg. 3 Not statedly, but only by some present
mpedilion.

Impeditive (impe-ditiv), a.
[f.

L. impedit-,
jpl. stem of impedire to IMPEDE + -IVE.] Tending
o impede or obstruct ; of the nature of an impedi-
ment ; obstructive.

1651 Bp. HALL Susurrium xxii, Six legs to that unweildy
Kxly had been cumbersome, and impeditive ofmotion, a 1693
JRQUHART Rabelais ill. xvi. 133 The impeditive Interposi-
ion of many.. Rivers. 1881 G. M ACDONALD Mary Marston

I. iv. 88 A lovely fault.. but.. greatly impeditive to progress.
t Impee'vish, v. Obs. rare. [IM-l.] trans.

To render peevish. Hence Injpeovished ppl. a.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Inia. Apol. 561 They may serve the
urn of particular impeevished spirits.

Impeian (pheasant) : see IMPEYAN.

Impeire, obs. form of IMPAIR v.

Impel (impe-l), v. Also 7-8 impell. [ad. L.

'mpeli-tfre, in same senses, f. im- (IM-
1

) + pellfre to
drive ; cf. also obs. F. impeller (i6th c. in Godef.).]



IMPELLED.

1. trans. To drive, force, or constrain (a person)
to some action, or to do something, by acting upon
his mind or feelings ; to urge on, incite.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxii. 78 He was strongli impelled
in his corage by y persuasions and harde lamentations.

1577 Ir.Hutttrtfer's Decades (1592) 588 Will chooseth, for in
it doth lie both to will and to nill: which are againe
impeld by other powers and faculties. 1659 PEARSON Creed
(1839) 12 Not . . upon their own motion, but as moved, im-

pelled, and acted by God. 1731 POPE F.ss. Matt n. 68
Active its task, it prompts, impels, inspires. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xxxi, I cannot tell what impels me to speak
thus boldly. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. a) V. 141 Human
nature will impel him to seek pleasure instead of virtue.

2. In literal sense : To drive or cause to move
onward ; to impart motion to

; to propel.
1611 FLORIO, Impellere, to impell, to thrust violently, ..to

driue forward. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. F.p. n. iv. 80 This
effluvium attenuateth and impelleth the neighbour ayre.
1697 DRYDEN l-'irg. Georg. in. 316 O'er th' Elean Plains,
thy well breath'd Horse Impels the flying Carr. 1793
BEDDOEsCWfK//i75 The heart., impels the blood through
the arteries. 1821 IMISON Sc. fy Art I. n A ship impelled
by the wind and tide. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables
xix. (1883) 338 Uncle Venner.. impelling a wheelbarrow
along the street. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. I. xiii.

245-6 One or two skiffs were coming home, impelled by
reading men, who took their constitutionals on the water.

b. To force (a thing) upon. rare.

1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool ofQ-ual. (1809) IV. 108 He cried,
You must accept them as a token of our loves

;
and so he

constrained and impelled them upon me.
Hence Impelled, Impelling///, adjs.
1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat.\\. 217 The generality of

impelled bodies do move either upwards, downwards [etc.].

1767600 Treat. Wounds I. 71 The impelling force of the
blood. 1858 BUSHNELL Serfft. New Life 305 Force which
is cumulative, growing stronger and more impelling as it

goes. 1858 LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. Phil., Hydrost., etc.

142 The impelling force acting only on one side of the centre.

Impellent (impe-lent), a. and s6. [ad. L.

impellent-em, pres. pple. of impellllre to IMPEL.]
A. adj. That impels, or drives on ; impelling.

1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 167 note, The effect of the

impellent cause. 1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5459/4 For raising
Water by the impellant force of Fire. 1875 VEITCH Lucre-
tius 68 Where is the impellent power or ovi>ams ?

B. s&. A thing which impels or urges ;
an im-

pelling force, agent, body, etc.

1644 DIGBY Two Treat, i. v. (1645! 47 By reason of the
violent motion of the impellent. 1691 RAY Creation i.

(1692) 70 Here is no appearing Impellent but the external
Air. 1793 J. WILLIAMS Calm Exam. Ded., They must have
equally an impellant or governor, to enforce obedience.

1836 CHALMERS Mor. Philos. Wks. V. 291 Curiosity is a
great impellent to mental labour.

Impeller (impe-ba). [f. IMPEL v. + -ER!.]
One who or that which impels.
1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. vi. 215 By other portions of

matter (which are also extrinsical impellers) acting on them.

17078. CLARKE znd Def. hnmat. Saul (1^15) 24 Is it possible
to be an Effect produced without a Cause ? Is it impelled
without any Impeller ? 1799 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 77 The
first Impeller of all motions. 1889 FARRAR Lives Fathers I.

i. 32 Clement is a moderator, Ignatius an impeller.

t Impe'n, v. 1 06s. [f. IM-I + PEN si>. 1 or w. 1
]

trans. To shut in a pen or fold. (See also ISIPENT.)
1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. [11.] Ixvii. [lix.] 218 Like a sheepe

impenn'd in the fold, z66i Litsoria xxvii, O you Celestial

Powers ! why did you lend Accursed Man a Soul, to be

impenn'd In womens Breasts?

t Impe'n, v. 2 Obs. Also em-, [f.
In- 1 + PEN

sb.2
] trans. To provide with pens or feathers.

c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido fy /Eneas i. 22 By the, to climb
Parnassus I aspyre, And by thy feathers to impen my fame.
1628 Spir. Hymne 214 On winges, with faith and hope
empen'd.

t Impe'nd, w.1 Obs. [ad. L. impend-frc to lay
out, expend, devote, employ, f. im- (In-

1
) +pendere

to weigh, pay out.] trans. To pay to some one ;

to spend, expend ; to apply (money) ; to bestow.
1486 Plumpton Corr. 67 Ye shall bynd me.. to impend

unto your sayd mastership our prayer and service, according
unto our duety. 1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. 354 For theyr
fydelytie, whiche they to vs dayly impende. 1612 STURTF.-
VANT Metallica (1854) 60 Monie to be impended and dis-

bursed in Charges. 1669 BOYLE Contn. New Exp. ii.

(1682) Pref. 9, I am almost ashamed to tell how much was
impended on these Trials, a 1690 R. Law's Mem. (1818)

142 May they not also forbidd all tennants and vassals to

pay.. rents to them, because they know not how they will

impend them?

Impend (impe-nd), v.2 [ad. L. impend-ere, in

same senses, f. im- (In-
1
) + pendere to hang.]

1. intr. To hang or be suspended (over) ; to

overhang. (With indirect pass.)
1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. 290 Bulging rocks, .which seem

to impend in horrid forms over the lake. 1803 K. WHITE
Clifton Grove 224 Mournful larches o'er the wave impend.
1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Ch. \. 5 Old Mr. Tufton,
spiritual but homely, had been wont to impend over the
desk and exhort his beloved brethren. 1878 H. S. WILSON
Alp. Ascents i. 9 Impended over by great rock boulders.

2 trans/, and fig. Of evil or danger : To hang
threateningly or hover (over) as about to fall.

1599 MASSINGRR, etc. Old Law v. i, Your father's curses,
which have brought Vengeance impending on you. 1706
PHILLIPS, To Impend, to hang over one's Head, as Dangers
or Judgments do ; to be likely to happen. 1725 POPE
Odyss. n. 101 Destruction sure o'er all your heads impends.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 515 Great dangers im-

pended over the ecclesiastical and civil constitution. 1853
VOL. V.
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J. H. NEWMAN Hist. St. (1873) II. i. i. 12 Barbarism is
ever impending over the civilized world.
3. Hence, generally, To be about to happen ; to
be imminent or near at hand.
1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. N. Countries 141 Giving them

notice of any accident or distemper impending. 1712-14POPE Rape Lock i. 109, I saw, alas ! some dread event im-
pend. 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas, linag. n. 68 The same glad
task Impends. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece VII. 163 A war
which was believed to be impending.
4. trans. To overhang, hover over ; to be im-

minently near to. rare.

1652 GAULE Magaslrom. 354 Thine own Art. .lets thee not
foresee what impends thee on earth. 1670 PENN Case Lib.
Consc. 6 The dreadful Judgments that now impend the
Nation. 1810 SHELLEY Zastrozzi xiii. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 86
The alarming danger which impended her.

Impendence (impe-ndens). [f. IMPENDENT :

see -ENCE.] The fact or condition of being im-

pendent ; menacing attitude ; imminence.
1657 PIERCE Div. Philanthr. 67 The impendence of but a

temporall destruction. 1677 HALE Print. Orfg. Man. i. ii.

47 The impendence of a greater sensible evil. 1860 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. V. ix. iv. 12 The angry Apennine, dark with
rolling impendence of volcanic cloud.

Impendency (impe-ndensi). [f. asprec. : see

-SNOT.] The quality or state of being impendent ;

imminent or threatening character
; an impending

circumstance.
a 1632 T. TAYLOR God's Judgem. n. iv. (1642) 49 Sloath..

hath many virulent and bitter impendencies. a 1660 HAM-
MOND Wks. 11683) IV. 492 The present impendency of God's
punishments. 1848 TALFOURD Final Mem. Lamb 305 The
constant impendency of this giant sorrow saddened to ' the
Lambs '

even their holidays.

Impendent (impe-ndent), a. Now rare. [ad.
L. impendent-em, pres. pple. of impendere, IMPEND
f. 2 Cf. obs. F. impendent (Cotgr.).]
1. = IMPENDING i.

1611 COTGR., Impendent, impendent, hanging ouer, or
vnto. 1692 RAY Dissol. World in. v. (1732) 347 A Rock of
one of the impendent Cliffs. 1:1790 IMISON Sch. Art I. 134
That part of the atmosphere impendant over England. 1856
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. xviii. 17 The sky., is writhed
into folds of motion, closely impendent upon earth. Ibid.
IV. v. xvi. 40 Cliffs.. impendent above strong torrents.

2. = IMPENDING 2.

a 1592 GREENE Jas. IV Wks. (Rtldg.) 206 Were I baser

born, my mean estate Could warrant me from this im-

pendent harm. 1667 MILTON P. L. II. 177 If .. Impendent
horrors, threatning hideous fall One day upon our heads.

1741 WARBURTON Div. Legal, v. iii. II. 413 This impendent
Desolation brings them to a Sense of their Folly. 1884
Forln. Rev. June 762 The greatest impendent national evil.

Impending (impe'ndirj}, ///. a.
[f. IMPEND

v? + -ING2 .]

1. In literal sense : Overhanging.
1705-30 S. GALE in Bitl. Topogr. Brit. III. 38 A bower. .

pleasantly shaded by the impending bushes. 1784 COWPER
Task in. 193 Terribly arch'd and aquiline his nose, And
overbuilt with most impending brows. 1854 HAWTHORNE
Eng.Note-Bks. (1883) I. 583 The old house built by Philip
English, in Salem, .many-gabled, and impending.
2. Of evil, danyer, etc. : That impends or is

about to fall or happen ; 'hanging over one's head';
imminent ; near at hand.
1682 in Somers Tracts (1748) 1. 193 To prevent impending

Mischiefs. 1715-20 POPE Iliad n. 18 Nodding Ilion waits
th' impending fall. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville I. 160
There were symptoms of an impending storm. 1891 E.
PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 263 A shower seemed impending.
t Impe-n4ious, a. Obs. rare -'. [ad. L. im-

pendios-us (Plautus), f. impendt-um outlay, ex-

pense, f. impend-ere IMPEND z>.i] Lavish, ex-

travagant. Hence flmpe-ndiousness.
1623 COCKERAM, Impendious, spending more than needes.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Impendious-
ness, liberality, extravagant spending.

Impenetrability (impeuftrabHiti). [f.

next : see -ITY. Cf. I1
'. impttuStrabilite'.']

1. The quality or condition of being impene-
trable

; incapability of being penetrated, entered,
or pierced ; inscrutability ; unfathomableness

;
'

unsusceptibility of intellectual impression
'

(J.).

1706 PHILLIPS, Impenetrability, a being impenetrable.
1794 SULLIVAN Vieu> Nat. I. 373 Their excessive impenetra-
bility to the action of cold. 1796 KIRWAN Eleni. Min.
(ed. 2) I. 37 The firmness, hardness, and impenetrability of
minerals. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xvi, I will put her to
some test. .such impenetrability, .is past comprehension.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holtyi\\\, Jermyn's calculated slowness
and conceit in his own impenetrability.
2. Nat. Philos. That property of matter in virtue

of which two bodies cannot occupy the same place
at the same time.

1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. 44 That Quantity is Divisibility
is presumed ; but extension is before it, in nature, and our

conception,
_
and is the received notion, though perhaps

Impenetrability is the truest. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
I. v. 770 Tangibility and Impenetrability were . . made by
him the very essence of body. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. 4- Exp.
Philos. III. xxv. 67 The idea of impenetrability only
supposes that two extended substances cannot be in the
same place at the same time. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos.
Faith v. 222 Extension and impenetrability, long regarded
as essential properties of matter, are now perceived to be

properties not of atoms, but of masses of coherent molecules.

Impenetrable (impe-nftrab'l),a. Also 5inp-,
6-7 impenitrable. [a. F. impenetrable (i4th c.,

IMPENITENCY.

J. de
Vignay),

ad. L. impenetrabilis ,
f. im- (lM-2)

+ penetrabilis PENETRABLE.] Not penetrable.
1. That cannot be penetrated, pierced, or entered ;

impossible to get into or through. Const, to, by.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 133 The basnet was strong

and inpenetrabel. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's
Voy. iv. iii. 115 b, They had on their heads bourgonets,
strong and impenetrable. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars vi.

Ixx, Words . , Able to wound the impenitrablest Eares.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1086 Woods impenetrable To Starr
or Sun-light. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2251/4 His Hull . . not
being impenetrable to our great Shot. 1794 S. WILLIAMS
Vermont 98 Impenetrable to the rain. 1814 WORDSW.
Excurs. n. adfin.. The hills Lay shrouded in impenetrable
mist. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Hnmboldt's Trav. xxv. 383 A
kind of clay impenetrable by the roots of herbaceous plants.
1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. \. 229 One impenetrable forest.

2. trans/. and^Jf. Whose nature, meaning, etc.

cannot be penetrated or discerned
;

inscrutable ;

unfathomable, a. Of things.
1531 ELYOT Gov. \. xxiii, Were the thing neuer so difficile

. - --'iginal, and us Duration. (11704
'

BROWN Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 93 The legerdemain

penetrable secret. 1866 R. W. DALE Disc. Spec. Occ. vi.
188 Every article of it ends in impenetrable mystery.

b. Of persons, their appearance, actions, etc.

impenetrable. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I.
xv. 127 He was. .impenetrable on this subject. 1882 OUIDA
Maremma I. 70 She being a close and resolute woman, was
impenetrable to the curiosity of her neighbours.
atsol. as st. 1811 Henry $ Isabella II. 73, I hope you

bring me some consolation from the fair impenetrable.
3. Impervious to intellectual or moral influences,

impressions, or ideas.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. in. iii. 18 It is the most impene-
trable curre That euer kept with men. 1601 ?MARSTON
Pasguiltf Jfath. iv. 285 Looke, on my knees I creepe. Be
not impenetrable, beautious youth 1 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 505

' And dost thou dream
',

the impenetrable man
Exclaimed, 'that me the lullabies of age .. Can cheat?
1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 205 Aristocracies are,
as such, naturally impenetrable by ideas.

4. Nat, Philos. Possessing the quality of im-

penetrability (see prec. 2).
1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes If Qual. (1667) 2 Bodies, by

which I mean a Substance extended, divisible and impene-
trable. 1717 S. CLARKE Leibnitz's $th Paper 207 Some
have fancied, that Man. .became Solid, Opake.and Impene-

I trable by his Fall. 1829 Nat. Philos. I. Pneumatics il. 7.
2 (U. K. S.) Air is impenetrable.

Impe'netrableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
I quality of being impenetrable ; impenetrability.

1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. vi. 214 Since motion does
i not essentially belong to matter, as divisibility and impene-
! trableness are believed to do. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa

I
(1811) I. xl.

f 301 This impenetrableness. .is to be put among
the shades in his character. 1866 GEO. ELIOT /". Holt xxxv,
The cold impenetrableness which he preserved under the

ordinary annoyances of business.

Impenetrably (impe'nftrabli), adv. [f. as

prec. + -LT 2
.] In an impenetrable manner; in-

scrutably ; unfathomably.
1647 HAMMOND Powero/Keys 96 Some man impenetrably

obstinate. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 400 Invulnerable, im-

penitrablyarm'd. 1759i ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. (1813) II. vin.

43 The whole transaction remained as impenetrably dark as
ever. 1857 H. B. BREEN Mod. Eng. Lit. 251 A poet so

impenetrably shrouded in mysticism.

Impenetrate (impe-nftreit), . [f. IM-I +

PENETRATE.] trans. To penetrate intimately.
1859 Miss MULOCK Rotnant. T. 318 Love, .draws its light

from its own essence, and pours it out in a sunshine-flood,

surrounding and impenetrating the beloved with radiance.

1871 SMILES Charac. ii. (1876) 58 Society was impenetrated
with vice and profligacy. 1892 Black <$ \Vhite 19 Mar. 377/2
So deeply has it impenetrated the daily life of the people.

Impenetra'tion. [IM-
1
.] Intimate penetra-

tion, permeation.
1861 BP. R. WILBERFORCE Ess. (1874) 1. 177 The in-dwell-

ing of Prophecy in the Church . . is . . the impenetration of its

whole being by a miraculous power.

t Impe'netrative, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IM-Z +

PENETRATIVE.] Not having a penetrating quality.
1684 H. MORE Answer 396 The minds of most being ..

slight, and impenetrative.

Impenitence (impe'nitens) . [ad. late L.

impsenitentia (Jerome), f. impsenitens IMPENI-

TENT : see -BNCE. Cf. F. impinitcnt (1630 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The fact or condition of being

impenitent ; want of penitence or repentance ;

hardness of heart ; obduracy.
1624 BEDELL Lett. vii. 112 Impenitence of any deadly

crime. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 816 Denouncing wrauth to

come On thir impenitence. 41x694 TILLOTSON Serin. II.

cxix. (R.), Nor is one man's impenitence more blameable
than another's ; Chorazin and Bethsaida can be in no more
fault for continuing impenitent, than Tyre and Sidon were.

1884 E. H. PLUMPTRE Spirits in Prison viii. 255 (tr. Dorner)
There is no predestination to damnation, only continued

impenitence
can be the cause of that.

Impenitency (impe-nitensi). [f.
as prec. :

see -KNOT.] The quality or state of being im-

penitent.
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IMPENITENT.

1563 GRlNDAL.SVrp../&r/V,i<rw Wks. (Parker Soc.) 92 As
we through our impenitency do now most worthily feel thy
justice punishing us. 1614 RALEIGH /fist. World n. (1634!

527 That the Sins which are not forsaken before the age oi

52 yeares, shall be punished with final) impenitencie. 1731
BERKELEY Serm. S. P. G. Wks. III. 245 A mind not hard-
ened by impenitency. 1864 J. WALKER Faith/. Ministry
143 Day by day hardening the Soul in deeper impenitency.

Impenitent (impe-nitent), a. and sb. Also
6 -pcen-. [ad. L. impxnitint-cm (Jerome), also

erron. impan-, f. im- (Ix-^+pxnitfns PENITENT.
Cf. F. impenitent (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. Not penitent or repentant ; having no

contrition or sorrow for sin ; unrepentant, obdurate.
153* MOM Confut. TindaU Wks. 613/1 [They] will . . wepe

and repent in hell this foolish fruitlesse fashion of their im-

penitent repentance. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Ram. it 5 After
thy hardnes.se, and impenitent heart. 1597 HOOKER Eccl.
Pal. v. Uviii. 8 Impcenitent and notorious sinners. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 135 f 2 Impenitent Criminals and
Malefactors. 1898 J. CAIRO Univ. Strm.

yii. 142 With
God, to forgive an impenitent man and to continue to punish
a penitent are equally impossible.
B. sb. An impenitent or unrepentant person.

1531 MORE Canfiit. TindaU Wks. 525/1 In thys kynde are
there penitentes and impenitences bothe. 1631 tftgk Com-
mission Cases (Camden) 207 That the body of the im-

penitent
went not presently to hell but was condemned to

hell when he dyed. 1734 WATTS Reliq. ym. xxiii. Distant
Thunder, These dark clouds . . hang over the nations, and
are just ready to be discharged on the head of impenitents.
Hence Impe-nitentness, impenitency.
1737 BAILEY vol. II, Impenitentness, impenitence, un-

relentingness.

Impenitently (impeuitentli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LT 2

.] In an impenitent manner; without

penitence, repentance, or contrition.

1631 GOUGE Cod's Arrtnvs i. 10. ij Sinnes impudently
and Impenitently committed, tjoa POPE Ess. Crit. 604What crowds of these, impenitentiy bold, In sounds and
jingling syllables grown old. Still run on Poets, in a raging
vein. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities ix, Like some en-
chanted marquis of the impenitentiy wicked sort, in story.

t Impe-nitible, a. Ots.
[f. It-2 + stem of

L. psmtere to repent + -IBLE.] Incapable of re-

pentance. Hence t Impe-nitibleness.
a 1614 DONNE Biaa>aT (1644) 27 That there is in this

life an impenitiblenesse, and impossibilitie of returning to
God. a 1631 Serm. xxvi. 262 Death . . concludes him
and makes him Impenitible for ever. Ibid. 1. 508 A finall

Impenitence in this life and an Infinite Impenitiblenesse in
the next. 1637 JACKSON Serm. Luke xiii. 5 Wks. 1844 VI.
132 Utterly cast off by God, or left in a state impenitible.

Impennate (impe-n#), a. and sb. Ornith. [f.
lM-2 + PENNATB, after mod.L. Impenn-es]

a. adj. Featherless, wingless ; spec, applied to
the Impennes, a name given by Illiger, 1811, to
certain swimming birds which have small wings
covered with scale-like feathers, as the penguins.
b. sb. A bird of this kind.

1841 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Impennates, Impennes.
t Impe-nnous, a. Obs. rare. [f. lM-2 + L.

penna feather, pi. wings + -ous.] Wingless.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. in. xxv. 175 An eare-

wigge . . is reckoned amongst impennous insects by many.
1658 PHILLIPS, Impennuous, having no feathers.

t Impe'nse, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. impens-, ppl.
stem olimpendere, IMPEND z>.

2
] intr. To weigh on.

1797-1803 FOSTER in Life t, Corr. (1846) I. 186 Make
religious sentiments impense so powerfully on the mind.

t Impe'nsely, adv. Obs. [repr. L. impense
expensively, exceedingly, greatly, from impens-us
expensive, considerable, great, pa. pple. of impeiiJ-
ere to expend, IMPEND .i] Exceedingly, greatly.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. ro That which impensly

heats, cools, moystneth or dryeth.
t Impe-nsible, a. Obs. rare-",

[f. L. type
*impcnsibilis, f. im- (In-*) + *pensibilis, f, pcndtre,
pens- to weigh, pay.]

' Without reward, gratis
'

(Cockeram 1623).
t Impe-nsively, adv. Obs. [f. L. impens-,

ppl. stem of impendfre (IMPEND r.l) + -IVB + -LT '*:

cf. expensively. The L. adv. was impense (see

IMPE.NSELY).] Exceedingly, greatly, immensely.
i6o VENNER Via Recta Introd. n It is at no hand to be

allowed, except to such as are impensiuely hot. Ibid. ii. 38
It is. .impensiuely hurtfull to cold constitutions.

t Impe'nt, pa. pple. Obs. [f. IM-I + PENT, pa.
pple. of PEN z>.l ; or pa. pple of IMPEN f. 1

] Pent
in

; shut in a pen or fold ; enclosed ; confined.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. HI. xii, As they runne in

narrow banks impent. 1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog v. 67 When
winds impent, Make Pelion tremble to Astonishment. 1649

Trinarcli., Hen. /K, xxxiv, Neighbour Kings (Impentw" Horror at the fact, in their owne Right,) Hee Courts
by his Ambassadors.

Impeople (imprp'l) v., var. of EMPKOPLE, to
fill with people ; to people.
1583-1631 [see EMPEOPLE]. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xvi.

MX. iR.), Thou hast helpt to unpeople hell. 1839 BAILEY
Festus (1852) 173 With starry globes unnumberable . . Did
He the void unpeople.

t iTnper. Obs. [f. IMP v. + -B>.] One who
imps or grafts ; a grafter.
c 1440 Promf. Pan. 259/2 Impare, or graflere, . . interior,

surculator.

tl-mperance. Obs. [f. L. pres. ppl. stem im-
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perant- (see next): see -ANCE.] Commanding
quality, commandingness.
1595 CHAPMAN Ovid's Bang. Settee (1639) 35 Since vertue

wants due imperance. 1598 in Marlowe's Hero *
Leander in. ad/in.. If her soul. .found such imperance In
her love s beauties.

tl'mperant, a. Obs. [ad. L. imperant-em,
pres. pple. of imperart to command.] Command-
ing, ruling.
1617 COLLINS Def. Bf. Ely n. ix. 359 Imperant only, not

ehcient ; dirigent, not exequent, as your School-men loue to
speak. 1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. x. 47 They might .. by Im-
perant, Judicial and Executive power Govern them.
t I'mperate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. imperat-us,

pa. pple. of imperd-re to command, rule.]
A. as pa. pple. Commanded, ruled.

c 1470 HARDING Ckron. LXIII. vii, [He] reigned had and
imperate In Brytain. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 260 It
salbe sa, as I haif Imperat. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.
I. 1.30 They are not acts that are imperate by the Will.

B. as adj.
' Commanded '

sc. by the will
; opp.

to ELICIT a., q.v.
1614 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 544 All the actions elicite or

imperate, which a sinner must performe. .that God may be
pacified, a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. iv. ix. (1821) 124 All
the imperate motions of our wills. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. i. i. 29 The Spirits shot through the Nerves are the
first and immediate Instruments of the Soul in its imperate
acts. 1710 NORKIS Chr. Prud. iii. 135 By the Will those
Motions or Operations (Imperate Acts as they are call'd)
which are performed by the mediation of the Body.
t I'mperate, v. Obs. [f. L. imperdt-, ppl. stem

of imperd-re (see prec.).] trans. To command,
rule, govern.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabtlhouer's Bk. Physicke 109/2 He hath

prdaynede for the Patiente this pectoralle Conserve, .and
imperated him without cessatione to vse the same both
day and night. 1633 AMES Agst. Cerem. i. 54 There be
duties.. imperated or governed by religion. 1660 R. COKE
Power A> Suoj. 13 My Will is that which imperates all my
actions.

Impera'tion. rare. [n. of action from L.

imperdrc (see above).] The action of commanding.
1786-9 BENTHAM Princ. Internal. Law ii.Wks. 1838-43 II.

540 What is dominion? It is either the power of contrecta-
tion, or else that of imperation . . Under the head of the
power _of imperation is comprised all the power which the
sovereign is accustomed to exercise.

Imperatival (imperatai-val), a. Gram. [f.
next + -AL.] Pertaining to the imperative mood.
1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 318 Substantival and its con-

geners .. adjectival, affixal, diminutival, imperatival,
nominatival. 1875 LIGHTFOOT Comm. Col. (1880) 222 It is
not . . that the

participle
itself has any imperatival force.

Imperative (impe-rativ), a. and sb. [ad. late

L. imperativ-us of or proceeding from a com-
mand, commanded (Macrobius),

' modus impera-
tivus' (Martianus Capella), f. imperdre, imperdt-
to command : see -IVE. Cf. F. impiratif]
A. adj.

1. Gram. Expressing command : applied to the
verbal mood (or any form belonging to it) which
expresses a command, request, or exhortation.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 31 Modes : every parfyte verbe hath

vi, the indicatyve, imperatyye [etc.], 1581 R. GOADE in

Confer, n. (1584) M ij b, It is the Imperatiue mode, and
therefore a commaundement. 1665 WITHER Lord's Prayer
125 It is usual with the Prophets to express in the Impera-
tive Mood, and by way of Prayer, those Benedictions
which God hath decreed and promised to the Righteous.
1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Grain, (ed. 5) I. 112 The Imperative
Mood is used for commanding, exhorting, entreating, or
permitting.
2. Having the quality or property of command-

ing; of the nature of, characterized by, or express-
ing a command

; commanding ; peremptory.
1598 FLORIO, Impfratino, imperatiue, or commanding.

1611-15 BP. HALL Cmttmpl., O. T. xv. iv, The suits of
kings are imperative. 1794 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Lifetf
Writ. (1832) II. 394 Subject to the imperative, and too often
the imperious, mandates of a Committee. 1859 MRS.
STOWF. Uncle Tom's C. xxxii. 293 A female voice said

something in a quick imperative tone.

3. Demanding obedience, execution, action, etc. ;

that must be done or performed; urgent; of the
nature of a duty ; obligatory.
1813 BYRON Juan vi. cxiv, But such precipitation may

end ill, Even at your own imperative expense. 1843
LYTTON Last Bar. i. v. Science was of more imperative
necessity than even Hunger. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II.

191 The condition of our sick men made it imperative that
I should return at once. 1891 Spectator 4 Apr, The work
is quite imperative, and its result will be most beneficial.

B. sb. 1. Gram. The imperative mood, or a
verbal form belonging to it (see A. i).
'S3" PALSGR. Introd. 36 7e puts wanteth his present im-

paralyve and his present optatyve. 1614 N. DE LAUNE tr.

Du Moulin's Logic 108 Imperatives, Optatives, and Subjunc-
tives enter not into an Enuntiation. 1717-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. S.V. Mood, I love, is a simple affirmation ; love, an im-

perative. 1755 JOHNSON Eng. Gram., The Imperative pro-
bibitory is seldom applied in the second person . . without
[he word do ; as Stop him, but do not hurt him. 1871
ROBV Lat. Gram, i 581 The imperative present appears to
consist of shortened forms of the indicative present.
2. An imperative action, speech, condition, etc. ;

an action, etc. involving or expressing a command;
a command.
1606 BIRNIE Kir/t-Buriallxvi, The Lords lawes are either

imperatiues of good or inhibitmes of ill. 1633 T- ADAMS

IMPERATORIN.
Exp. 3 Peter iii 16. 1452 There be., such mystical! allusions,
such majesticall imparatives. 1837 SIR W. HAMILTON
Metaph. xlvi. (1870) II. 516 The unconditional imperative
of the moral law. 1868 BAJN Ment. * Mor. Sc. (18751 459
There is no act however trivial which cannot be raised to
the position of a moral act, by the imperative of society.

b. Categorical imperative : see CATEGORICAL
A. i c.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 70 The unconditional command,
or (in the technical language of his school) the categorical
imperative, of the conscience. 1888 Pall Mall G. 29 Oct. 2/2The practical importance of the doctrine of the Divinity of
Christ has always seemed to me to lie in the fact that it in-
vests His teaching with the authority of the Categorical
Imperative.

Imperatively (impe-rativli), adv. [f. prec.
adj. + -LY 2.] In an imperative manner

; command-
ingly ; t Gram, in or with the imperative mood.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 647Whether it be turned Imperatiuely or Indicatiuely.it hurteth

not us. a 1710 BP. BULL Serm. 1. i. (R.), The words, though
they are delivered imperatively, yet are a plain promise.
1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians l. ii. (1876) 37 A remedy, which
. . the circumstances of the times imperatively required.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt xxxiii, Felix said, imperatively,' Leave him there '.

Imperativeness (impe-rativnes). [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being imperative ; com-
mandingness, authoritativeness ; obligatoriness.
1840 Fraser's Mag. XXII. 196 That dictatorial impera-

tiveness., often associated with long service and high com.
mand. 1879 H. SPENCER Data ofEthics xi. 68. 187 The
nets by which each maintains his own life must ,. precede in

imperativeness all other acts of which he is capable.

II Imperator (impe'r?-tjXi). Also 6 emp-.
[L., agent-n. from imperd-re to command.]

a. In Roman History, a word originally meaning
'commander', under the Republic, conferred by
salutation of the soldiers on a victorious general ;

afterwards, under the Empire, confined to the head
of the state, in whose name all victories were won,
and thus the equivalent of its English representa-
tive, EMPEROR, q.v.
From the ancient Roman Emperors, it was continued as

the Latin title of the Emperors of the East and West, and
so of all monarchs who claimed '

imperial
'

rank or position.
In this sense it was commonly assumed (in Latin docu-
ments) by the Old English kings from ^Ethelstan onward
(see Freeman Norm. Conq. I. iii, and App. C); the OE.
equivalent was cdsere (cf. CSAR, KASER, KAISER), the OF.
repr. was entpereor, whence EMPEROR.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 679 Pompeyes souldiers

saluted him by the name of Imperator. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ef.y\\. xvi. 374 Julius Augustus and Tiberius with
great humility or popularity refused the name of Imperator.
1853 W. Smith's Smaller Diet. Gr. f; Rom. An/if. (1868)
2ii/i After a victory it was usual for the soldiers to salute
their commander as imperator, but this salutation neither
gave nor confirmed the title, since the title as a matter of
course was given with the imperium. 1867 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. I. iii. 145 From the days of j'Ethelstan onwards, our
kings .. appear in their public acts as Basileus, Caesar, Im-
perator, Imperator A ngustus.

b. gen. Absolute ruler, emperor ; commander,
ruler. (Cf. EMPEROR 3 b.)
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. ill. i. 187 [Cupid] King of Codpeeces,

Sole Emperator and great general! Of trotting Parrators.

1596 Eihu. Ill, n. ii. 26 She is as imperator over me ; And I

to her Am as a kneeling vassal. 1613 Haga at Constant, in
Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 223 Supreme lord of the noble
house of the Ottomans, and the imperator of all other rulers
and lords in the world.

Hence Impera-torshlp, the office of imperator.
1848 Fraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 242 This new theoretical

Imperatorship consolidates itself. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl.
Relig. Kntr.yl. I. 407 His [Vespasian's] elevation to the

imperatorship.

Imperatorial (imperato-rial), a.
[f.

L. im-

perdtori-us, f. imperator (see prec. ) + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, characteristic of, or befitting

an imperator, emperor, or commander ; imperial.
Imperatorial province, a province of the ancient Roman

empire, of which the Caesar was himself the proconsul, the
administration being by a legatusw'vAi praetorian power.
1660 BURNEY KtpS. Awpo* (1661)15 St. Peter attributes to

his Majesty the Imperatorial Title of Supream. a 1806
MACARTNEY Wks. I. 153 (Jod.) It calls for an unusual term
in our language, an imperatorial control. 1823 DE QUINCEY
Lett. Educ. iv. Wks. 1860 XIV. 77 A speech of imperatorial
grandeur. 1832-4 Caesars ibid. X. 228 note, In the im-

peratorial provinces, where the governor bore the title of

Proprartor. 1878 SEF.LEY Stein II. 470 He was an impera-
torial, a kingly man.

1 2. Of or pertaining to absolute command ; im-

perative. Obs.

1690 NORRIS Beatitudes (1692) 241 Moses deliver'd his Law
after an Imperatorial way, saying, Thou shall not do this.

Hence Imperato rinlly ml;'., in an imperatorial

way ;
as an emperor.

1839 DE QUINCEY Casuistry Wks. VIII. 277 note. He
provided, .ropes of purple and of gold intertwisted, that he
might hang himself imperatorially.

t Imperato'rian, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -AN.]

= IMFERATORIAL.
1640 SOMNER An/if. Canterb. 365 That age as much

affecting the Imperatorian Brevity, as ours abhorres it.

a 1670 HACKET Abf. Williams i. (1692) 167 He [James I] did
so little bear up with an imperatorian resolution against the
method of their ways.

Iniperatorin (imperato-rin). Chcm. Also

imperatrin. [f. Bot. L. Imperatoria (see below)



IMPERATOBIOUS.
+ -IN.] A neutral substance discovered in the root
of masterwDrt, Imperatoria Ostruthium, and after-

wards proved to be the same as peucedanin.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 820 Wackenroder,

who examined it particularly, distinguished it by the name
of imperatrin. 1866-72 WATTS Diet. Chetn. IV. 386 Peu-
cedanin^ lmpcratorin> CjaHioOs-

t Imperato'rious, a. Obs. [f. L. impera-
tori-us + -ous.] IMPEBATOKIAL.
1625 SIR T. COVENTRY in Hacket Abp. Williams n.

(1692) o His Majesty's Speech, though short, yet Full and
Princely, and rightly Imperatorious. 1674 MILTON Declar,
Elect. King Poland Wks. (1851) 463 The only (under God)
imperatorious Valour and Prudence of Sobietski.

Hence t Imperato'xiously adv., as a commander
or general.
1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 318 Hee did it Strateglcos,

that is, Imperatoriously, or Nestoriously.

t Impe'ratory, a. Obs. [ad. L. imperdioH-us^
f. IMPERATOK.] Imperatorial, imperial.
1616 CHAPMAN Homer s IIymnst

Hermes 807 The mightie
Imperatorie Art. Ibid. 997 In awe of thy high Imperatory
hand.

t Impe-ratrice. Obs. Also emp-. [a. F.

imperatrice (i6th c. in Littre), ad. L. imperatrixj
-trtcern, fem, of IMPEKATOR.] Empress.
c 1460 j. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 1 196 As pope, emperoure,

Emperatrice, and Cardynalle. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
Ixxv. 61 Empryce of pryss, imperatrice. 1542 HENRY VIII
Declar. 201 Dauid Kyng of bcottls did homage to Matilde
the Emperatrice.
So

|| Impera-trix.
1623 COCKERAM, IntperatriX) shee that commandeth. 1813

T. BUSBV Lucretius iv. Comment, xxxiii, The soul is her
own imperatrix.

Imperceable, -iable, var. of IMPIERCEABLE a.

Imperceivable (impajsrvab'l), a. Now rare.

[f. lM-2 + PERCEIVABLE.] Imperceptible.
a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) 137 The working of this is

sweet and imperceivable. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. vi, In
a manner to us imperceivable. 1819 W. LAWRENCE Led.
Man x. (1844) 377 There is no circumstance, .which does not

pass by imperceivable gradations into the opposite character.

Hence Impercervableness, imperceptibility;
Impercei'vably adv., imperceptibly.
1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. viii. 297 This came vp

secretly, closely, imperceiueably. a 1714 SHARP Serve. III.

v. (R.), This imperceiveableness of the impressions made
upon our souls by the Holy Spirit, was that which our
Saviour signified to Nicodemus.

t Imperceived, a. Obs. rare. [f.
lM-2 +

perceived, pa. pple. of PEBCEIVE vJ\ Not per-
ceived or discerned.

1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Immed. Address 26 In a moment of

Time, in imperceiued time, it passeth with speed from East
to West, a 1691 BOYLE Gen. Hist. Air\\. (1692) 23 Finding
the Bladder to be pump'd up, we would have tied up the
contained Air, but could not do it by reason of an imper-
ceiv'd Hole.

t Impercei'verant, a. Obs. In 7 imper-
seuerant. [f. IM-- + PEKCEIVERANT perceiving
(c 1509).] Not perceiving, void of perception,

undiscerning.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. i. 15 The Lines of my body are as

well drawne as his . .yet this imperseuerant Thing loues him
in my despight,

Imperceptibility (i'mpaiseptibrliti). [f.

next : see -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being impercep-

tible ; incapability of being perceived,
1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 330 The wiles, depths,

secrets, and devices of Satan.. in their own nature imply
a studied or designed secrecy and imperceptibility. 1794
MRS. PIOZZI Synott. II. 65 While metaphysicians expand
their subtleties into imperceptibility.

f 2. Incapability of perceiving. Obs. rare.

1786 tr. Sivedenborg's Chr. Relig. 439 A total ignorance
and imperceptibility of the delight of heavenly love.

Imperceptible (impgjse-ptib'l), a. (s6.) Also

7 inp-. [a. F. imperceptible (1425 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. med. L. imperceptibil-is^ f. im- (lM-2)
+ perceptibil-is PEKCEITIBLE.] Not perceptible ;

incapable of being perceived.
a. That by its nature cannot be perceived or

discerned ; naturally incapable of affecting the

perceptive faculties.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 201 b, Sodeynly in

tyme imperceptyble he fourmed that moost blessed body in

her wombe. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1019 As for

the soule it is invisible, yea and inperceptible to all the
naturall senses. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 44
Some diseases, .proceeding from an imperceptible vermin
within us. 1840 HOOD Kilmaitsegg^ Christening x, He . .

Seem'd washing his hands with invisible soap In imper-
ceptible water.

b. So slight, gradual, subtle, or indistinct as

not to be perceptible.'
COWLEY Davideis iv. 383 Strange Play of Fate !

em. 78 An imperceptible Dew, which tho1 not so thick as

Fog, moisten'd the Surface of the Ground. 1853 RUSKIN
Stones Ven. II. vi, The three classes, .pass into each other

by imperceptible gradations. 1880 GEIKIE Ftys. Geoff, iv.

216 The solid earth is subject to movements either sudden
and violent, or slow and imperceptible.
B. sb. An imperceptible thing or creature ; with

the ; that which is imperceptible.

83

1709 ADDISON Taller No. 119 T 2, I should be wonder-
fully pleased to see a natural History of Imperceptibles,
containing a true Account of such Vegetables and Animals

its disappearance into the imperceptible.
Hence Imperce-ptibleness, imperceptibility.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig, Man. l. i. 18 By reason of their

..subtilty and imperceptibleness to us. 1881 I. PARKER
Apost.^ Life I. 15 The gradient has evermore lifted itself

up by imperceptibleness of degree.

Imperceptibly (impaise-ptibli), adv. [f.
IMPERCEPTIBLE + -LT^.] In an imperceptible
manner or degree ; so as not to be perceived.
1603 FLORIO^Montaigne (1634) 117 So doth our minde cast

her points diversly and imperceptibly. 1734 BERKELEY
Visitat. Charge Wks. 1871 IV. 653 Discourse . . that im-

perceptibly glides from one subject to another. 1824 L.
MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5)

I. 213 The proposed variations. .

are introduced and established almost imperceptibly. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 276 The powers of sense and of
reflection . . pass imperceptibly into one another.

Imperception (impajse-pjan). [f. In-2 +
PERCEPTION.] Absence or want of perception.
1662 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 16 Lay hold on

that imperceptive part of the Soul, or on the Soul it self
in the state of Silence or Imperception. 1663 CHARLETON
Chor. Gigant. 64 An imperception of the majesty of his

person. 1889 H. J. BARKER Orig. English i. 14 It is in this
naive imperception ofdistortion., that the whole humour of

school-boyishness lies.

Imperceptive (impajse-ptiv), a.
[f. In-2 +

PEBCEPTIVE.]
1. Not perceptive or perceiving ; lacking percep-

tion ; impercipient.
1661 RUST Origen $ Ofin. in Phcnix (1721) I. 51 That

Congruity . . is more deeply pitch'd in her imperceptive
Powers. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 302 Not
producible by any combination whatsoever of imperceptive
and inactive ingredients. 1880 GRANT WHITE Every-Day
Eng. 87 Thus is the ear. .habitually dull and imperceptive
in regard to the utterance of the lips.

2. In pass, sense : Imperceptible, rare. (Cf.

unexpressive in Shaks. and Milton.)
1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iv. (1877) 95 Like some fragrant

scent in the air, which comes and goes, .and rises and falls

in imperceptive waves.

Hence Imperce-ptiveness, Impercepti'vity,

imperceptive quality or condition.
1662 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 16 Whose Im-

perceptiveness is no more Obstacle to her natural and
plastical Operations, then [etc.]. 1681 GLANVILL Sad-
ducistnus i. 165 The third objection touching the Imper-
ceptivity of an extended Substance.

t Impe'i-cli, v. Obs. rare. [f. IM-! + PEKCH
.] To place on (something) as on a perch.
1786 Europ, Mag. IX. 293 Imperch'd on a post.

Impercipient (impaisi-pient). a. (sb.) [f.

IM-^ + PERCIPIENT.] Not perceiving ; lacking per-

ception.
1813 C. LOFFT in E. H. Barker Parriaua (1828) II. 77

note, A quality of impercipient substance. 1871 SIR H.
HOLLAND Recoil. Past Life (1872) 180 A man singularly
impercipient of natural beauty or grandeur. 1882 F. W. H.
MYERS Rene^val Youth 96 And is the World's in very truth
An impercipient Soul ?

b. sb. One who lacks perception.
1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 181 (title)The Impercipient.
So Imperci'pience, lack of perception.
1891 T. HARDY Tess v. xlix. in Grafhie 5 Dec. 665/2

Tess's warm outpouring lay awaiting him in a drawer, .its

ardour pitifully wasting itself on the cold darkness and
impercipience of that receptacle.

t Inipercivssively, adv. Obs. rare. [f.

In- 2 + PERCUSSIVE + -LY^.] Without percussion
or striking.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais V. xx. (1737) 90 This caus'd the
Pontiffs, .to sacrifice to the great Deity in Silence, imper-
cussively, without any vociferous. .Sound.

t Impe'rdlble, a. Obs. rare. [f. lM-2 -)- L.

perd-ere to lose + -IBLE.] That cannot be lost or

destroyed. Hence t Imperdibi'lity, the quality
of being imperdible, indestructibility.
1661 FELTHAM Disc. Eccl. ii. n Wks. 377 As they [wis-

dom and knowledge] are harder in their acquisition, so
are they more imperdible and steddy in their stay. 1713
DEKHAM Phys.-Theol. v. ix. 350 Neither are those pretious
Things of greater use to the making of.. Utensils .. by
means of their Beauty, Imperdibility, and Ductility.

T ImpeTe. Sc. Obs. rare. [a. obs. legal F.

impere (Godef.), ad. L. imperium : see IHPERIUM.]
A command, order.

1548 G. WISHART tr. Swiss Confess. Faith in Wodro^v
Soc. Misc. (1844) 22 We shulde be subject in holynes to the

majestrate. .so longe as his commandements, statutes and
imperes evidently repungneth not with God.

Impere, obs. form of IMPAIR v.

Imperence (i-mperens). Also -ance, impur-
enee. A vulgar corruption of IMPUDENCE, perh.
associated with IMPERTINENCE.
1766 COLMAN & GARRICK Cland. Marriage v. 78, 1 wonder

the young lady.

So Imperent (i'mperent) a., vulgar corruption of

impudent.
1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Land. 57 He's werry imperent, to

make any reflekshuns o' the kind.

IMPERFECT.

Imperes, obs. form of EMPRESS.

Imperfect (impa-jfekt), a. (sb.) Forms : a.

4-5 imparflt(e, inperfit(e, inparflt(e, -yt, 5 in-

perfyght, 5-7 imperflt, (5-6 -yt(e, 6 -flte, -fett).
P. 6 imperfecte, 6- imperfect. [ME. a. F. im-

parfait (1372 in Hatz.-Darm.) = It. imperfetto,

Sp. imperfecto, Pg. imperfeito:L. imperfectus, f.

im- (IM-
2
) + perfectus PERFECT. Subseq. influ-

enced by, and, in 1 6th c., assimilated to, the Latin

form.] Not perfect ; the opposite of perfect.
I. Ordinary senses.

1. Wanting some part or adjunct usually present,
or necessary to the full form or development ;

not

fully formed, made, or done
; unfinished, incom-

plete ; of less than the full amount
; deficient.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral. I. 18 Som of hem semen perfit
cercfes, & somme semen inperfit. 1 1440 Gesta Rom. n.
**' 339 (Add. MS.) The child is not apte to serve god, in
that he is inparfite. 1490 CAXTON Eueydos xiv. 49 The
werkes,.that were begonne..be lefte wythout eny more
werkyng, alle Imperfyt. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclidx\. Def. i.

312 A fine is the imperfectest kinde of quantitie. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 667 A Snake. .Leaving his Nest,
and his imperfect Young. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr.
I. Pref. 19, I did not think it right to leave any of the
pieces imperfect. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 92
The history of the time is too imperfect to justify a positive
conclusion. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 367
Those bundles which become imperfect by disappearance
of the Trachea.

2. Wanting some quality or attribute necessary
to full efficiency, normal condition, or ideal

character ; not coming up to the standard ; not all

that it should be ; defective, faulty.
1340 HAMI-OLE Prose Tr. 45 Othir saules bat ere in bis

lyfemperfite..ne had noghte be fullhede of charite ..sail
haue pe lawere mede. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 305 To
brynge men of more inperfyght lyfe, into y8

place of men
more parfyght. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione in. vi.

200, I am imperfite of vertu & feble in loue. 1605 SHAKS.
Lear iv. vi. 5 Your other Senses grow imperfect By your
eyes anguish. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 176
He had written them in French..and withall in an im-

perfect and bad character. 1729 BUTLER Sertn. Wks. 1874
II. 184 So imperfect a creature as man. 1872 RUSKIN
Eaglets N. 88 Ignorance, .will produce what is imperfect,
but not offensive.

f 3. Positively faulty, vicious, evil. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 50
'

panne artow inparfit ', quod
he, *and one of prydes knygtes'. Ibid. 127 Prestes inparfit
and prechoures after syluer. 1393 Ibid. C. iv. 389 Al reson

reproue}> such imparfit puple. 1611 COTGR., Vicieux,..
erronious, imperfect, vnsound. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd.
<$ Cotnmw. 266 Their imperfect customes of drinking.

4. Of persons in respect of imperfect or defective

action or accomplishment : Not fully instructed or

accomplished in.

1570 Henry's Wallace xi. 1432 Blaym nocht the buk,
thocht I be imperfyte [c 1470 wnperfyt]. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. i. iii. 70 Stay you imperfect Speakers, tell me more.

1650 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. u. v. (1658) 98 A main
Reason why the Ancients were so imperfect in the Doc-
trine of Meteors, was their ignorance of Gunpowder and
Fire-works. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 221 If any
of the Boys were out or imperfect, he was corrected by
the next . . till the whole number of words were read.

1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xvii. 373 Any statesmen
who forgot him in their reckoning must have been imperfect
in their notion of political dynamics.

II. Technical senses.

5. Gram. Applied to a tense which denotes

action going on but not completed ; usually to

the past tense of incomplete or progressive action

(more fully called past imperfect, formerly some-
times preter-imperfeci), as Gr. eypa<t>ov, L. scri-

bebam, Y.ffrrivais, Eng. f was writing.
In the grammar of the Semitic languages, now generally

applied to the
'

tense
'

or verbal form with prefixed pro-
nominal elements, sometimes calledfuture and present.
In Slavonic Grammar, formerly sometimes used for IM-

PERFECT1VE.

1530 PALSGR. 84 The preter imperfit tens, as je parloye.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Imperfect, or Preter-Imperfect Tense.

1832 PINNOCK L. Murray's Eng. Gram. viii. 6. 129 The
Imperfect Tense represents the action or event, either as

past and finished or as remaining unfinished at a certain

time past. 1866 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 7) 206 Nine

Primary Tenses. A. i. The Past Imperfect, showing that

at a certain past time an action was going on ; as / was

writing..^ i. The Present Imperfect,, .as, / am writing
..C. i. The Future Imperfect,, .as, I shall be writing. 1871
ROSY Lat. Gram. 549 Three [tenses] denoting incomplete
action; the Present, Future, and Imperfect (sometimes

. . and to call them by the terms perfect and imperfect

respectively. Ibid, iii, The imperfect in Hebrew, as in the

other Semitic languages, indicates action as nascent, as

evolving itself actively from its subject, as developing.

t6. Arith. a. Applied to a number which is

not equal to the sum of its aliquot parts : opp. to

perfect. (Cf. DEFICIENT A. i c.) b. Applied to

a power (square, cube, etc.) whose root is an in-

commensurable quantity : opposed to a perfect

square, cube, etc. Obs.

1557 RECORDE Whetst. A iv b, Imperfecte nombers be

suche, whose partes added together, doe make either more
or lesse then the whole number it self. . As 12, whose partes
are i, 2, 3, 4 and 6, which make 16. 1674 JEAKE Arith.
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IMPERFECT.
(1606) 5 Imperfect numbers. .are those whose even parts
added together, will not return the

Primary
Numbtr. 1706

W. TONES Syn. ralmar. Matheseos 114 The Roots of Im-

perfect Powers are Incommensurable Quantities.

7. Mus. \e,. In mediaeval music, applied to a

note when reckoned as twice (instead of three

times) the length of a note of the next lower

denomination; and hence to those 'modes', etc.

characterized by such relative value of the notes.

b. Applied to Plain Chant melodies which do not

extend through the entire compass of the mode in

which they are written (Grove Diet. Mus. s.v. .

c. Sometimes applied to a diminished (as dis-

tinguished from a perfect) fourth, fifth, or triad :

see DIMINISHED 4 a.

Imperfect codetta: a cadence ending on some chord
other than the direct chord of the tonic, usually that of
the dominant, and having the effect of a partial close or
stop (like that of a comma or semicolon in a sentence) ; also
called a half-close. Imperfect concords or consonances :

a name given to the thirds and sixths, major and minor.
'597 MORLEY Introd. Mia. 18 The Moods Imperfect of

the more
prolation is, when all go by two, except the

Minome which goeth by three. Ibid. 19 The Moode Im-
perfect of the lesse prolation is, when all go by two : as two
Longes to the Large, two Breeues to the Longe, two Semi-
breeues to the Brcefe, and two Minomes to the Semibriefe.

1667 C. SIMPSON Compend. 40 Concords are.. Perfect and
Imperfect .. Perfects are these, 5th, 8th with all their
Octaves. Imperfects are a 3rd, 6th, and their Octaves.
18715 OUSELEY Harmony xiii. 156 When it is wished to make
a land of rest or division in a piece of music, .it is usual to

employ what is called the Imperfect cadence, or half-close.

1877 STAINER Harmony^ xii, The most common position of
the imperfect triad is its first inversion. 1880 C. H. H.
PARRY in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 766 Medisev.il writers (accus-
tomed to look upon the number Three the Symbol of the
Blessed Trinity as the sign of Perfection) applied the term
Imperfect to all rhythmic proportions subject to the binary
division. . . Thus, the Minim always equal to two Crotchets
only was essentially Imperfect, in common with all other
notes shorter than the Semibreve. The Large was also Im-
perfect, whenever it was made equal to two Longs (etc.].
Ibid. 768 An example of an Imperfect Cadence which con-
cludes on a chord other than the Dominant. 1889 E. PROUT
Harmony (ed. 10) i. 29 The consonant intervals are. .sub-
divided into perfect and! imperfect consonances.

8. Sot. Applied to flowers in which any normal

part is wanting.
Formerly, esp. to flowers having no corolla or perianth ;

now to those m which either stamens, or pistils, or both,
are absent.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Imferfect Flowers of Plants
are such as want the Petala : and! therefore they are some-
times called Apelalous, and sometimes Stamineous. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Imperfectus, applied to flowers which
want the anther, or pistil, or both : imperfect. 1860 LINDLEY
Sch. Bot. \. 13 An amentum or catkin is a spike consisting
of imperfect flowers.

0. Law. (See quots.)
1832 AUSTIN yurispr. (1879) I. i. 101 An imperfect law

(with the sense wherein the term is used by the Roman
jurists) is a law which wants a sanction and which there-
fore is not binding. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex. 240/1
Executory trusts. In the case of articles of agreement,
made in contemplation of marriage, and which are conse-
quently preparatory to a settlement . . the trusts declared
by them are said to be executory or imperfect, because they
require an ulterior act to raise and perfect them. [See
EXECUTORY a.*\ 187* Ibid. (ed. 5) Imperfect obligations,
moral duties, such as charity, gratitude, etc. which cannot
be enforced by law.

1. Gram. The imperfect (i.e. past imperfect)
tense : see 5.

1871 Public Sch. Lot. Cram. 9 66 The Imperfect ex-

presses : (i) Action going on in time past along with other
action. .(2) Action repeated or habitual in time past. 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eng. 324 Who, in the next place, devised
our modern imperfects passive?
t2. Mus. An imperfect concord: see 7 (qnot.

1667). Obs.

T Impe'rfect, v. Obs. [f. prec. adj.] trans.
To render imperfect ; to destroy the perfection of.

'555 J- BRADFORD Let. in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (15641
265, I deny transubstantiation. .wherby the Masse is main-
teyned, christes supper peruerted, his sacrifice & crosse

imperfetted, hys priesthode destroyed. a 1614 DONNE
BUWMTM (1644) 179 As though the body of Christ could
be imperfited. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Clir. Mor. \. 28
Time, which perfects some Things, imperfects also others.

b. Mus. See prec. 7 a.) Also abiol*

. '597 MORLEY tnlrod. Mus. Annot., This pricke standing
in this place doeth imperfect. 1609 DOULAND Ornith.
Microl. 54 A perfect Breefe can be imperfected, not onely by
a Semibreefe .. but also of two Minims. Ibid. 55 The im-
perfecting Note doth goe before the Note that is im-
perfected.

t Impe-rfected, a. Obs. [f. lM-2 ^perfected,
pa. pple. of PERFECT v.] Not perfected ; incom-
plete, imperfect.

55* HULOET, Imperfected, infectus, i. non factns ant
non per/ectus. -11631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 100 Im-
perfected confessions (who perfects his confession?) leaue
ill-gotten goods sticking upon thine heir. 1809-10 COLERIDGEFnemi (1818) I. 158 The distinction between perfected and
imperfected Obligations. 18*9 E. JESSE Jrnl. Naturalist
297 The younger and imperfected creatures mine their way
. . in the solid timber.

t Impe rfectible, al Mus. Obs. [f. IMPERFECT
v. + -IDLE.] Capable of being made imperfect (see
IMPERFECT a. 7 a).
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1609 DOULANU Ornith. Microl. 58 As oft as two alterable
Notes are placed between two imperfectible Notes without
a Pricke of Division, the Second is always altered.

Imperfectible (impajfe-ktlb'l), a* [f. lM-2
+ PERFECTIBLE. Cf. 1-'. imperfectible (Littre").]

Incapable of being made perfect,
1869 FARRAK /'n>. Speech iv. (1873) 115 Many of them

apparently as imperfectible as the Amos of Jesso or the
Veddahs of Ceylon.
Hence ImperfectibMity, incapability of being
made perfect.

1836 Westm. Rev. Ayr. 241 The' imperfectibility
'

of men's
nature is visible in their lives.

Imperfection (impaife-kfan). [a. F. imper-
fection (uth c., Oxf. Ps.), orad.L. imperfection-cm,
f. imperftctus IMPERFECT a.]
1. The condition or quality of being imperfect

(usually in sense 2 of the adj.) ; incompleteness ;

defectiveness, faultiness.

1380 WYCLIF Sel. Whs. III. 436 Seculer lordship pat
clerkis hanne nou smacchi^ imperfeccioun on many rnaner.

1:1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. T 933 Ihesu crist is entierly al

good in hym nys noon inperfeccion. c 1450 tr. De Imita-
Hone I. iii. 5 All maner perfeccioun in pis worlde ha)j a
maner of imperfeccion annexed berto. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth
Mankynde (1564) 18 b, Imperfection is, when that any per-
ticuler creature doth lacke any propertie, instrument, or

qualitie which commonly by nature is in all other, or the
more part, of that kynd. 1667 MILTON P. L.

yiii. 421
Man by number is to manifest His single imperfection, and
beget Like of his like. 1771 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782)
II. 65 [They] bear the marks of human imperfection. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 44 The necessary imperfection of
language seems to require that we should view the truth
under more than one aspect.
2. (with//.) An instance of this quality or con-

dition ; a detail or particular in which a thing is

imperfect or faulty ;
a defect, fault, blemish.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. x. x. (1495) 380 Asshes
hath this defawte and inperfeccyon, that though he be
euery daye moysted . . yet he is alwaye barayn. 1516
Pilgr. Per/, i W. de W. 1531) i b, Wherin . . I myght lole,
as in a . . lokyng glasse . . and perceyue myne owne im-

perfeccyons. i6o> SHAKS. Hani. i. v. 79 No reckoning
made, but sent to my account With all my imperfections on
my head. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. N. Pale 87 Error [to] be
attributed to the imperfections in the manner of measuring
the distance. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. z) V. 8 He has left

imperfections, which would have been removed if he had
lived a few years longer.

t3. Mus. The making of a note '

imperfect ', or
the condition of its being

'

imperfect
'

: see IMPER-
FECT a. 7 a. Obs.

1507 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 24 Imperfection . . is the
taking away of the third part of a perfect notes value.

1614 T. RAVENSCROFT
(title]

A briefe Discovrse of. .Charac-

t'ring the Degrees by their Perfection, Imperfection and
Diminution, in measurable Musicke, against the common
Practise and Custome of the Times. 1880 C. H. H. PARRY
in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 767 Other ways in which the Per-
fection of certain notes may be changed to Imperfection.
t Imperfe'Ctious, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec.,

afterfactious, etc.] Full of imperfection, faulty.
1594 Taming of Shreiv (1844) 24 Come hither thou Im-

perfecksious slaue ! 1608 MIDDLETON /-'am. Love n. iv.

Their behaviour wit and discourse, .is as imperfections and
silly as your scholars new come from the university.

Imperfective (impajfe-ktiv), a. (sb.) [f. IM-

PERFECT a. -r -IVE : cf. PERFECTIVE.]
1 1. Characterized by imperfection ; imperfect.
n 1677 MANTON Serin. Hebr. xi. verse 16, Wks. 1873 XIV.

343 If we be imperfective, the fault is in ourselves. 1684
N. S. Crit. Em/. Edit. Kibk xvi. 156 Their Copies are
often defective and imperfective.
2. Slavonic Grammar. Applied (after Miklosich)

to a form or '

aspect
'

of the verb expressing action
not completed (either continuous, or repeated) :

opp. \.o perfective. (Cf. IMPERFECT a. 5, and terms
in -ivc, referring to the vb., as active, passive, in- \

dicative, inchoative, desiderative, etc.)
1887 MORFILL

Serbian^ Grain. 32 The imperfective verbs
express an action that is not completed, but this may be
conceived either (a) as merely continuing, or (b) repeated

\

at various times. 1889 Russian Gram. 37 The imperfec- I

live aspect has all the moods and tenses. The perfective
wants the present tense and present participle. 1890 A the- I

nxum ii Oct. 478/3 The student will. .then naturally ask
how he is to distinguish the perfective from the imperfective
aspect. 1899 MORFILL Gram. Bohem. Lang. 30.

tB. sb. = IMPERFECTION 2. Obs.
i6oj CORNWALLYCS Ess. ii. xxvi. (1631) 9 Of all our deli-

cacies, or imperfectives of any kind there is no Author but
Affection.

Imperfectly (impa-jfektli), adv. [f. IMPER-
FECT a. + -LY li

.]
1. In an imperfect manner or degree ; incom-

pletely, defectively.
1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. x. 464 Souteres and shepherdes..

passen. . In to |ie blisse of paradys, for her pure byleue, pat
inparfitly here knewe and eke lyued. 1563 W. FULKE
Meteors (1640) i b. Bodies perfectly and imperfectly mixed
. .They are called imperfectly mixed, because they arc very
soone changed into another thing., as snow into water.
1701 NORRIS Ideal World \. v. 247 They imitate his [God's]
perfection imperfectly. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I.

214 Its minute history is imperfectly known. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain i. 66 When the traveller speaks the language
imperfectly.

t 2. Gram. vSee IMPERFECT a. 5.) Obs. rare.
'S3" PALSGR. Introd. 32 Thre dyvers tymes, imparfylly

past, indtffymtly past, and more than parfytly past.

IMPERIAL.

Imperfectness (impaMfektnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or state of being imperfect ;

imperfection.
ijjSa WrcLip Ecclia. xxxviii. 31 And his waking >bal

enourne the inparfitnesse. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 70Me
tho}l grete schame }>al Sarzenes. .schuld fus reproue vs

of oure inperfiteness. 1590 GREENWOOD Ansiv. Def. Read
Prayers 9 If therbe allwaies spottes and imperfectnes in
the true Church vppn earth. 1747 J. LIND Lett. Navy i.

<'757> " The integrity of the intention, will .. attone . . for
the imperfectness of the performance. 1853 RUSKIN Stones

Imperforable (impa-iforab'l), a. [f. L

PEBFOBABLE.] That cannot be perforated.
1658 PHILLIPS, Imperforable, not to be bored through.Whence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc. 1895 Columbus (Ohio)

Disp. 19 July 7/7 Leather, .is not absolutely imperforable.

Imperforate (impa-jforA). a. [f. lM-2 + PER-

FORATE.] Not perforated ; having no perforation,
foramen, or opening. Chiefly in scientific and
technical use ; in Anat. said of parts of the body
normally having an opening, when congenitally
closed by malformation or in special cases ;

also
of persons or animals so affected.
1673 RAY Journ. Low C., Venice 200 One of these Glass-

bubbles was perforated with a little hole.. the other, .was
imperforate. 1739 S. SHARP Operat. Surg. (R.), Sometimes
children arc born imperforate. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca
100 The whorls are closely coiled, leaving only a pillar of
shell, or columella, in the centre : such shells are said to be
imperforate. 1857 BULLOCK Cazeaux' Midwif. 44 Some-
times the hymen forms a complete imperforate Membrane.
1877 LL. JEWITT Half-hours among Eng. Antia. 180 The
use of these large imperforate beads . . remains a mystery.
1887 L. HEITZMANN tr. C. Heitzmann's Anat. IV. 80 The
clitoris . . has two Corpora cavernosa, a Glans which is im-

perforate.

b. Of a sheet of postage, revenue, or other

stamps: Not having the individual stamps separated
by rows of perforations ; hence of a stamp having
the margin entire and not denticulated, as in
'

perforated
'

specimens.
1885 E. B. EVANS Philatelic Handbk. 118 [id. stamp]

Watermark a Small Crown ; imperforate. 1893 Daily News
28 July 5/2 Fine copies of the Canadian sixpenny [postage
stamp]

'

imperforate '.

Imperforated (impa-jfoK'ted), a. [f. IM-*
+ PERFORATED.] =prec.
1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. VH. xvi. (1658) 453 As it

happeneth sometimes in impcrforated persons. 1754-64
SMELLIE Midivif. III. 503 A case in which the Anus was
imperforated. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 83 A . . sug-
gestion with respect to the nautili ; namely, that the umbi-
heated specimens are the males, imperforated shells,
females. 1805 Times 2 Feb. 12/4 Ceylon. +d. [postage
stamp], rose, imperforated and unused, 130.

Imperforation (impajfor^-Jan .

[f. IM-Z +
PERFORATION. Cf. F. imperforation (Cotgr.).]
The condition of being imperforate ;

an instance
or case of this.

1656 BLOCNT Glossoer., Imperforation, a closing or shut-
ting up for want of boring or piercing. 1799 M. UNDER-
WOOD Treat. Dis. Childr. (ed. 4) II. 239 Imperforations of
the vagina, the anus and the urethra. 1822-34 Good's
Study Med. (ed 4) III. 197 Where the cause [of deafness]
is an imperforation of either of the passages. Ibid. IV. 99A temporary imperforation of the urethra.

Imperformable (impajfp-jmab'l), a. rare. [f.
IM-- + PKRFORMABLE.] That cannot be performed.
1693 CHAVNCY Em/. Gosp. New Law 28 How.. illogical. .

to conclude, that God will save the non-elect upon an iin-

performable condition. 1884 Law Times Rep. L. 252/2
To give damages for the non-performance of an inperform-
able agreement.

Imperial (impi-rial),o. and sb. Forms: 0.4-
imperial; also 4-7 -all, 4 ymperyall, 5 im-
periale, -ryal, -real, 5-6 -ryall e, -ialle, 6

ymperiall. j8. 4-7 emperial, -all, 5 -ialle,

-eryal, -irial. [a. OF. em-, imperial (lath c. in

Hatz-Darm.), ad. L. imperialis, f. IMPERIUM: see

below, and -AL.]
A. adj. Pertaining to an empire or emperor.
I. 1. Of or pertaining to an empire, or to the

empire in question ; orig. belonging to the ancient
Roman imperium or Empire; hence, to the Holy
Roman (or German) Empire, or to any so-called

Empire of modern times.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 61 A great cronique emperiall.
1400 Rom. Rose 6421 There shalle no jugge imperial, Ne

bisshop, ne official, Done jugement on me. 1469 Sc. Acts
Jos. Ill 20 Nov. in Acts Far/. Scott. (1814) II. 95 pe
Imperiale notaris. 1525 I.u. BRRNERS Froiss. II. ccxiv.

[ccx.] 658 He. .shewed certayne letters patentes apostolykes
and imperyalles. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I III 169 b,
The Duchte [Milan] is Imperiall, and in our gifte as many
other seigniories bee. 16x7 MORVSON Itin. \. 285 The
Coynes of other Princes and free Cities, are stamped with
the Imperiall Eagle. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Imperial
Chamber, is a sovereign court, established for the aftnii

of the immediate states of the empire. 1851 D. WILSON
Prth. Ann. 11863) II. ill. ii. 67 The Northern limits of

Imperial sway. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1880) I. 45 High
above, the Imperial double eagle figured in all its ugliness.

2. Of or pertaining to a sovereign state, which
in its independence and importance ranks with an

empire, a. Said of England, from the i6th c.,



IMPERIAL,

in assertion of its independence of and sovereign

equality with the '

Holy Roman '

Empire (see

quot. from Blackstone). b. Said, in more recent

times, of the parliament, legislation, government,
taxation, etc., of Great Britain, as distinct from

those formerly possessed by its constituent king-

doms, from those of local application, and from

those of colonies and foreign dependencies.
1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 12 This realme of England

is an Impire..gouerned by one supreme head and kynge,

hauynge the dignitie and royall estate of thimperiall

lysshed by the imperiall lawes of the Realme of Eng-
lande. 1660 Trial Regie, n What is an Imperial Crown?
It is that, which, as to the Coercive part, is subject to no
man under God. 1705 J. ANDERSON (title} Historical

Essay showing that the Crown and Kingdom of Scotland
is imperial and independent. 1724 SWIFT Drapier's Lett.

Wks. 1755 V. ii. 73 Ireland is, on the contrary, called in

some statutes an imperial crown, as held only from God.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. vii. 242 The meaning . . of the

legislature, when it uses these terms ofempire a.n& imperial,
and applies them to the realm and crown of England, is

only to assert that our king is equally sovereign and inde-

pendent within these his dominions, as any emperor is in

his empire ; and owes no kind of subjection to any other

potentate upon earth.

b. 1774 HvKKEAmgr. Tax. Wks. II. 436 The parliament
of Great Britain sits at the head of her extensive empire in

two capacities : one as the local legislature of this island

. . The other, and . . nobler capacity, is what I call her

imperial character ; in which . .she superintends all the several

inferiour legislatures. 1802 WINDHAM Speeches Parl. 24

May (1812) I. 341 The subject, .appeared more especially

unworthy of being entertained by the imperial parliament.
1858 J. B. NORTON Topics T42 All those things, .which are

from their nature imperial, require some one central con-

trolling authority, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. V.

56 The only power which such men as Washington and
Franklin denied to the Imperial legislature was the power
of taxing. 1865 Times 29 Apr., The improvement .. was
traced by Mr. Gladstone through every branch of the Im-

perial income. 1888 Daily News 15 Sept. 5/3 The United

Kingdom is an '

Imperial
'

State a State exercising
'

iinpe-

rium ', or dominion over the colonies and other dependencies.
3. Of or pertaining to the (or an) emperor ;

b.

esp. of the ancient Roman Emperors or the later

Western and Eastern Emperors ; spec, belonging to

the party of the (Romano-German) Emperor.
< 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 271 But al on hye above

a dees Sit in a see imperiall..Y saugh perpetually y-stalled
A femynyne creature. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) v.

xi. 101 Vnto thyn estate Imperyall no preysynge is that

maye be peregal. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. ciii. 19
And by his power imperiall, he gouernes all the world.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 262 They both aspired to a

ry

imperial sway, If subjects none but just commands obey?
1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain 3- Gl. 104 The honour of

supplying the imperial [Chinese] court with porcelain. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iii. 162 The Imperial titles and

Imperial pretensions of the English Kings in the tenth and
eleventh centuries.

b. c 1470 HARDING Chron. LXXX. vii, Maximian Kyng of

greate Brytain By whole decre, and will of the senate,

Was emperour of Roome, and ruled Almaigne. .Wherfore
we clayme the throne empirial. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
ccli. (1482) 322 Frederyk duk of Osteryke was crouned with

imperyal dyademe of pope nycholas the iiij . 1494 FABYAS
Chron. iv. Ixvii. 4$Whan y forsayd .ii. Emperoures had._.

resygned and g^yuen ouer all Imperyall dygnytie, this

sayde Constancius w*. -Galerius, were made Emperours.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon xcix. 322 Thyther came them-

perour rychely armed with y armes imperyall. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. VIII 178 The towne of Cappe . . became.

imperiall and turned to the E
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'ay.

Emperors part. 1583

85

most magnyfycence Whas of his byldyng verry imperialle.

1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 254 O reuerend Chaucere,
rose of rethoris all, As in our long ane flour imperial!.

1617 MORYSON Itin. 1. 137 Built by Pope Sixtus the fifth, with

Imperial! magnificence. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 83

They would suffer none to reign over them, but Princes

. . .

the Emperor [the Sultan], .durst very well advance him-

selfe to come too the estate imperiall. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.

I. i. 6 The Imperiall Diadem of Rome. 1658 SIR T.

BROWNE Hydriot. (18961 21 The faces of many imperial

persons, .. Caesar, Claudius [etc.]. 1708 SWIFT Predict.,

The pope.. will die . . and . . be succeeded by a cardinal

of the imperial faction. 1836 Scenes of Commerce 230
Robes of Tyrian dye constituted, among the Romans,
the imperial purple. 1831 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863)

II. III. ii. 62 A series of imperial coins from Augustus to

Diocletian. 1868 W. Smith's Smaller Diet. Gr. fg Rom.
Antiq. s.v. Provincia, The senatorian provinces were

distributed among consulares and those who had filled the

office of praetor. .The imperial provinces were governed by
legati Caesaris, with praetorian power, the proconsular

power being in the Caesar himself, and the legati being
his deputies and representatives.

4. jig. and transf. Of the nature or rank of an

emperor or supreme ruler ; ruling, commanding,

supreme in authority.

i39oGowER Con/. III. 213 Thus the sonne is over all The
Chefe planet imperiall. c 1460 in Pol. Rel. >; L. Poems

(i 866) 81 O Quene ofhevyn imperyalle. 1341-2 Act 33 Hen.

VIII in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 184 Honours, .to the estate

and majestic of a king imperiall appertayning or belonging.

1390 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 163 And the imperiall Votresse

passed on, In maiden meditation, fancy free. 1696 PRIOR

To the King 47 Imperial Britain on the sea looks down.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 377 Every Creature, and of

every Kind, . . Not only IVfan's Imperial Race.

6. Having a commanding quality, demeanour,
or aspect ; majestic, august, lofty, exalted.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. i. 3 (Camb. MS.), I ne myhte
nat knowen what hat womman was of so Imperial auctorite.

c 1430 LYDG. Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) n This tabernacle of

penal a manner did the English people, properly so called,

first take place among the nations of the world.

b. Assuming or affecting a commanding charac-

ter or manner ; domineering, imperious.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvi. (1887) 136 Scholers by

reason of their conceit which learning innameth . . become
to imperial! to rest upon a litle. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Foal

ofQuality (1808) IV. 134, 1 am under the positive interdiction

of an imperial thine called a husband. 1830 GALT Lawrie
T. IV. i. (1849) 143 The squire he is mighty imperial.

6. Befitting an emperor or supreme ruler; of

special excellence ; magnificent ; exceedingly fine

or grand. (See also 8, 10.)
In quot. 1848 with humorous allusion to the 'imperial

1731 POPE Ep. Burlington 204 These are Imperial

Works, and worthy Kings [cf. DRYDEN /Stuitivi. 1177 To
tame the proud, the fettered slave to free, These are imperial

The marrow, and fatness of this imperial diet.

II. In special connexions and phrases.

7. Applied to those weights and measures ap-

pointed by statute to be used throughout the

United Kingdom, instead of those various ones

formerly in local use.

sure. This measure supersedes the old corn, wine, and

beer measures. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. i, Ready to have

imperial gallons of facts poured into them. 1892 Gar-

dener's Chron. 27 Aug. 241/3 At a cost of about ^10 per

imperial acre.

8. In names of various products or commodities

of special size or quality. See also 10.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. 72 Plums, Imperial, Blew, White

Dates. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card, nip Imperial

Lettuces, which are of an extraordinary Size. 1747 Gentl.

Jlfaf.XVll. 194 At morning store of cream, and tea, Either

imperial, or bohea. 1795 A. ANDERSON Narr. Brit. Emb.

China 186 That shrub which bears what is caller! the Im-

perial and gunpowder teas. 1892 \VALSH Tea (Philad.! 74

The true Imperial tea.. known in China as .. the
'

perfection

of tea '.

b. Name of a size of paper : of printing-paper

usually 22 by 32 inches, of writing-paper 22 by 30.

1668-9 WOOD Lift (O. H. S.) IV. 82 To Mr. Hall, printer,

for two large bibles of imperial paper, iotf. ics. 1692

Loud. Gaz. No. 2819/4 The Draught consisting of 4 Sheets

of Imperial Paper. 1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 286

The paper most generally used is of what is called
'

Imperial

size. 1864 LOWNDES Bibl. Man. 2941 Wilson, Alexander.

American Ornithology. .Philadelphia, 1808-14. Imperial

4to. 9 vols.

c. Name of a particular make of roofing-slate,

of large size (2$ x 2 ft.) : cf. B. 5 c.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build, xi. 396 The Imperial

Slating, for roofs, is particularly neat, and is known by

having its lower edge sawn ;
whereas all the other slates,

used for covering, are only chipped square on their edges.

9. Sporting slang. Said of a fall on one's head

or 'crown'.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Hart. 134 Four imperial

crowners at one and the same instant. 1889 R. S. S. BADKN-

POWELL Pigsticking 75 The fall that followed was ' im-

perial '.

10. Phrases.

Imperial beard= B. 8. Imperial Hue : an aniline blue

dye, also called spirit-blue. Imperial My : (a)
a city that

is the seat of empire, or that is itself a sovereign or inde-

pendent state ; \) one of those cities of the old German Em-

pire which owned allegiance to the Emperor alone, t Cloth

imperial: a textile fabric in use in the Middle Ages, with

Imperial dome or roof', a dome of pointed form, the vertical

section of which is an ogee or curve of contrary flexure.

Imperial drink (formerly t * wafer) : a drink made of

cream of tartar flavoured with lemons and sweetened.

Imperial yelloiv : name of a kind of porcelain made in

China, having a uniform yellow glaze, said to be reserved

for the use of the imperial court ; hence applied to other

kinds imitating this in colour.

1859 JEPHSON & REEVE Brittany 13 The other soldier,

with a huge imperial *beard. 1563 Homilies n. Idolatry n.

(1640) 31 The Emperiall *citty Constantinople. 1586 A.

DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 25 We hasted thence to a

city, called Noremberghe, being imperial!, situate in the

IMPERIALISM.

may be allowed at will. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hoturw. n.

iii. (1668) 104 To make the Emperial 'water. 1769 MRS.

RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 327 To make Imperial
Water. 1881 Porcelain Works, Worcester 35 The Persian

turquoise, Imperial *yellow, mauve, Celeste, and other ena-

mels present an interesting series. 1884 Chr. World (Fam.

Circle ed.) 4 Nov. 260/4 Amongst the favourite colours are

imperial yellow, Nile blue.

B. sb.

1. A member of the Emperor's party ;
a soldier

of the Imperial troops :
= IMPERIALIST i.

< 1524 BP. OF BATH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 320 The

Impenalles shall shortly receyve large sommys off monye.

1363 GOLDING (title) The Historic of Leonard Aretine con-

cerning the Warres betwene the Imperialls and the Gothes
for the possession of Italy. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. r

Commw. JOT The Emperour and Germans, or if you please
the Imperials. 1693 Mem. Cnt. Teckely iv. 58 The Imperials

encamped as near them as possibly they could. 1890 T. W.
ALLIES Peter's Rock 329 It came to a fierce struggle be-

tween the Italians on the Pope's side and the imperials.

fb. A decree or statute of the Emperor. 06s.

1614 SELDEN Titles Han. 21 That great Volum of Lawes
. . comprehending a collection out of the Digests, Code,

Nouells, and other Imperialls, was titled TO /3atri'Aia.

c. An imperial personage. (In i6-i7th c. used

as = emperor.")
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. IV. iii. 93 A matter of brawle, betwixt

my Vncle, and one of the Emperialls men. 1591 Two
Gent. n. iii. 5, I..am going with Sir Protheus to the Im-

perialls Court. 1628 J. GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 260 To

?uell

and curbe the Seditious and Rebellious, to exact the

mperials Due, and mannage his Force. 1841 MOTLEY Corr.

(1889) I. iv. 89 At twelve the Imperials [Emperor and Em-

press of Russia] retired and dismissed us.

2. f a - A former Flemish coin of the value of

2 rixdollars. Obs.

1674 R. GODFREY In/. % At. Physic 48 Glauber . . had

receiv'd six hundred Imperials before hand. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Coin, Flemish Coins. Those of gold

are imperials [etc.]. .. Imperial, us. 3d.

b. A Russian gold coin, formerly valued at 10

silver roubles, now at 15.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 324/1 Imperial, a Russian gold coin,

of 10 rubles. . . The English mint value of the imperial

coined before 1763 has been given at 2/. is. 6if. .. The

a 1500 York Fabric Rolls (Surteesi 310 Two blue copes of

clothe imperialle. 1706 J. GARDINER tr. Rapin on Gardens

(1728) 19 Then her gay gilded front th' Imperial "Crown

Erects aloft. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 137 See the im-

perial crown, splendid and beautifully grand ! 1886 &va.

Soc. Lex., Imperial "drink. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III.

21 Plain water, barley water, lemonade or imperial drink

respectively.

f3. Short for doth imperial : see A. 10. Obs.

1476 Plumpton Corr. 37 As for your cope . . I send you a

peice of baudkin, and another of impereal, to se whether ye
will hafe of. 1483 Wardr. Ace. in Antiq. Rep. 11807) I- 49

ij canopies, one made of imperial, and the other of baldekyn.

1876 ROCK Text. Fair. v. 39 At the end of the twelfth

century there was brought to England from Greece, a sort

of precious silk, named Imperial.

4. A case or trunk for luggage, fitted on, or

adapted for, the roof of a coach or carriage. Also

the roof or top of a cnrriage itself (F. imperialf).

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. Gloss., Imperial, a

leathered case, which is placed occasionally on the roof of

the body [of the carriage] for the purpose of carrying cloaths,

etc. safe. 1796 NELSON 22 June in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII.

p. Ixxxvi, In a Vessel lately taken by my Squadron is an im-

periale full of clothes belonging to a General Officer. 1823

T. H. LISTER Granby xiv. (1836) 97 The carriage with its

ponderous trunks and towering imperials, was actually at

the door. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown I. i, Couriers and ladies

maids, imperials and travelling carriages, are an abomina-

tion to me. 1875 J.
H. BENNET Winter Medit. \\. xi. 392,

I was on the imperial or top of the diligence for the view,

sitting next to the conductor.

5. A trade name for various articles of special

size or quality : cf. A. 8, 10.

1858 SiMMONDs/Vc/. Trade, Imperial, relating to royalty ;

any thing large, as a large decanter.

b. A size of paper : see A. 8 b.

1712 Act 10 Anne in Lond. Gaz. No. 5018/3 For all Paper
called . . Imperial fine i6>. . . per Ream. 1790 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Ep. to Sylv. Urban Wks. 1812 II. 261 His nice-

discerning knowledge none deny On Crown, Imperial,

Foolscap, and Demy. 1878 Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 25. 16

The sheet is somewhat large the length of imperial.

c. A kind of roofing-slate : see A. 8 c.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build, xi. 395 The Welsh

Slates . . Imperials, 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. Ibid. 396 Patent

slating. .at the present time. .is composed of the Imperials,

which are lighter, and much neater in appearance.

d. Short for imperial water or drink : see A. 10.

1817 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 829 Imperial, ginger-pop, soda-

water, or lemonade.
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wards the top, and widens itself more and more in descend-

ing towards its base. 1842-76 GWILT Archil, Gloss.

7. A game at cards. ? Obs.

1798 Sporting Mag. XII. 31 A general description of the

game of Imperial. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Imperial, a game
at cards, mentioned as having been played by Henry VIII.

8. A small part of the beard left growing be-

neath the lower lip : so called because the Emperor

Napoleon III wore his beard in this way.

1856 Miss BIRD Englishw. Amer. 366 Eccentricities of

appearance in the shape of beards and imperials. 1859 O.

W. HOLMES Prof. Breakf.-t. i. (1891) 4 A person with black

whiskers and imperial.

Imperial(l, -yal, obs. ff. EMPYREAL.

Imperialism (impI'Tializ'm). [f. IMPERIAL

+ -ISM : after imperialist.]



IMPERIALIST.

1. An imperial system of government ; the rule

of an emperor, esp. when despotic or arbitrary.

1858 H'eslm. Kf-' Oct. 34$ 'lo lower the intellectual

vigour of the nation, . .to exhibit to the world how the way-
wardness of mind will yield beneath the compression of a

stern resolution these are the tasks set itself by Imperialism.
1861 PEARSON Early *r Mid. Ages Eng. xxxiv. (L.), Roman
imperialism had divided the world into master and slave.

1861 GOLUW. SMITH Irish Hist. 18 There appears to be in

the Keltic race a strong tendency to what is called Im.

perialism. 1860 I'imes isOct., Imperialism, or, indeed, any
worse form of despotism. 1870 Daily News 8 Sept. 3 That
this meeting begs to express its delight at the downfall of

Imperialism in France, and the proclamation in lieu thereof

of the Republic.
2. The principle or spirit of empire ; advocacy

of what are held to be imperial interests. In re-

cent British politics, the principle or policy (i) of

seeking, or at least not refusing, an extension of the

British Empire in directions where trading interests

and investments require the protection of the flag ;

and (2) of so uniting the different parts of the Em-
pire having separate governments, as to secure that

for certain purposes, such as warlike defence, in-

ternal commerce, copyright, and postal communi-
cation, they shall be practically a single state.

In the United States, Imperialism is similarly applied to

the new policy of extending the rule of the American people
over foreign countries, and of acquiring and holdingdistant
dependencies, in the way in which colonies and dependen-
cies are held by European states.

a 1881 W. R. GREG Misc. Ess. Ser. i. ii. 39 Under the pre-
text of Imperialism and farseeing statesmanship, the habitual
and hitherto incurable fault ofour Governments especially
ofTory Governments has been to look too far ahead. 1895
H'fstm. Caz. 15 Jan. 2/2 'The Expansion of England'
with its firm grasp on the great possibilities of the New
Englands beyond the sea, and its vivid realisation of the
British Empire as ' a world-wide Venice with the sea for

streets 'gave . . a decisive impulse to what may be called, i n
the slang of the

day,
' the new Imperialism*. 1808 Daily

News 28 May 2/2 That odious system of bluster and swagger
and might against right on which Lord Beaconsfield and
his colleagues bestowed the tawdry nickname of Impe-
rialism. 1899 J. L. WALTON in Content}. Rev. Mar. 306,
I define Imperialism as a principle or formula of states-

manship for interpreting the duties of government in rela-

tion to empire. 1899 LD. ROSEBERY in Daily Nevis 6 May
4/2, I mean the greater pride in Empire which is called Im-

perialism.
. . Sane Imperialism, as distinguished from what

I may call wild-cat Imperialism, is nothing but this a larger
patriotism.

Imperialist (imperialist), [f. IMPERIAL a.

+ -1ST : cf. F. imptrialistt (i6th c. in Littre').]
1. An adherent of the (or an) emperor (usually,

1600-1800, of the German Emperor) ; one of the

emperor's party.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (J.), The imperialists imputed

the cause of so shameful a flight unto the Venetians. 1644
VICARS God in Mount 202 Our Romish adversaries the

Imperialists, even the most bloody and idolatrous House of
Austria. 1656-9 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age (ed. 2) no
Favouring the factions of the Guelphs, against the Gibel-

lins, or
Imperialists. 1677 I. MATHER Preval. Prayer

(1864) 240 The Emperour Marcus Aurelius going to war
against the Quads, Vandals, Sarmats and Germans . . the

Imperialists were so cooped up by their numerous Enemies.
1786 W. THOMSON Watson's Philip 111, vi. (1839) 347
Count Thorn, having in vain endeavoured to bring the

Imperialists loan action .. set out for Prague. 1835 ALISON
Europe xxiii. (1854) IV. 42 Sporck .. succeeded in joining
the main body of the Imperialists.
2. An advocate of imperial rule, or of an imperial

form of government.
Esp. in France, an adherent of the Bonaparte family, under

which the First and Second Empires were set up.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VIII. 599 These im-

perious imperialists are so effectually served as to bespeak
at the same time a law against their antagonists in courts
not allied. 1817 ). SCOTT Paris Revit. (ed. 4) 315 People
of all parties, royalists, imperialists, and republicans, affected
. .a fine indignant surprise at the bare suggestion.
8. An advocate of '

imperialism in British or

American politics.
18091;. WvNDHAMin Daily News 23 Jan. 7/5 An Imperia-

list . . is a man who does
accept

the fact that his country is a
part, is, indeed, the head and heart of an Empire scattered
the whole world over. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 26 Jan. 2/2 An |

Imperialist is one who.. does not hesitate to do what is
;

necessary to provide for the defence and development of the

Empire. 1899 J . L. WALTON in Conlemp. Rni. Mar. 306
The Imperialist feels a

profound pride in the magnificent
heritage of empire won by the courage and energies of his

ancestry, and bequeathed to him subject to the burden of
many sacred trusts. 1899 Nation (N.V.) 27 Apr. 303/2 Eng-
lish setters-on of American Imperialists are just now loud in
their cries that America must not '

retreat '. They trust we
have too much pride and resolution to turn tail in the
Philippines.
4. attrib. or as adj. Adhering or pertaining to

imperialism ; imperialistic.
1868 FRIKHAH Norm. Co*?. 1 1. vii. 79 The first of the series

of German or other Imperialist prelates. 1879 GREEN Read.

f."f-
Hut, xx. 103 The imperialist theories of the lawyers of

his father s court. 1898 Speaker 31 Dec. 770 The English
people is neither

Imperialist nor Jingo. 1899 J. PULITZER

IVitl y "?"',* May 4/3 The new departure from our
IU.S>.) constitutional government which the present impe-
rialist policy means.

Imperiali-stic, a.
[f. prec. + -ic.] Of, per-

taining to, or characteristic of imperialists or im-

perialism.
i7 BALDW. BROWN in Daily News 30 Sept. 2/3 That

86

Imperialistic rather than Imperial policy,
whose tinsel

glitter her keen and thrifty eye would at once have
detected and despised. 1893 Times a Jan. 9/2 He de-
nounced the imperialistic leanings of the richer classes and
of the clergy of the Established Church. 1894 Dublin
Rev. July no When, in an imperialistic age brutalism was
spreading downwards.
Hence Imperial! sticolly adv., in an imperial-

istic way, after the manner of an imperialist.
1881 World 11 May 11/2 The little chapel over which

Monsignor Goddard has presided so imperialistically. 1895
Johannesburg Standard $ Aug. 4 The Colonist ..Us] Im-

perialistically loyal as far as is consistent with Colonial
Conceit.

Imperiality (impl<>ri|se'liti). Also 6 empery-
alite, 7 imperialitie. [f. IHPEBIAL <Z. + -ITY.]

I 1. Imperial rank, power, or authority. Obs.
'

S34 WHITINTON Tulfyes Offices in. (1540) 163 Manlius
added more dayes to occupy the roume of his dictature or

emperyalite than was due by the law. 1611 FLORIO,
hnperialita, Empiry, Imperiality. 16*9 tr. Herodian
('635) 5 They . . were . . deposed from their Imperialitie.

2. As a humorous title for an emperor or im-

perial personage ; also collectively
= imperial per-

sonages (cf. royalty}.
1870 DICKENS Lett. III. 298 That the wind will pass over

his Imperiality on the sands of France I have not the

slightest doubt. 1878 OUIDA Friendsh, II. x. 118 They
should not educate Royalties and Itnperialities : they are
much nicer when they can only say How-do.

II Erroneously* An imperial right or privilege.
In Webster 1828, with misprinted quot. from Tooke, in

which the correct word U IMI'ERIALTV, q. v. Hence copied
into later Diets.

Imperialize (impie-rialaiz), v. Also 7 em-.

[f. IMPERIAL a. + -IZE.]

f 1. intr. To act imperially, act the part of an

emperor or absolute ruler. Obs.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 157 They delight in tyranny
and account Emperializing a qualitie proper for great
Personages.

t 2. trans. To render imperial ; to attach to the

party of the Emperor (e.g. against the Papacy).
1639 FULLER Holy War \\\. xxiv. (1647) 160 The Romanists

cast away the witnesse of all Imperialized authours then

living.

3. To render imperial ; to cause to be, or belong
to, an empire, or an imperial policy.
1805 Times in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1806) IX, 53 Whether

..their favourite luxury would be imperialUed by the coro-
nation to double their usual price. 1849 Frasers Mag,
XXXIX. 362 Those trading classes who would respect
almost any constituted authority, or imperialised gensdarme
who would keep the

peace. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 113/1
Napoleon's scheme for imperializing Mexico. 1880 L. WAL-
LACE Ben-Hur 210 The expression of the cold, sharp, eagle
features, imperialized in his countrymen [the Romans] oy
sway of the world through so many generations. 1880
MCCARTHY O^vn Twits IV. 444 It was all part of an im-

penalising policy.

Hence Imperializa tion, the action of imperial-

izing.

1878 JV. Atner. Rev. CXXVII. 405 The Government have
blundered fatally In their struggles after

' impenalization '.

Imperially (impl*riali), adv. [f. IMPERIAL

1. In an imperial manner ; as, or by, an emperor
or supreme ruler ; with commanding demeanour
or style, majestically ; autocratically ; in relation

to, or in the way of attachment to, the empire.
iSSoNicoLLS T/mcyd. 70 The pryncespftentymesvsed that

same custome imperially and by constraincte. 1570 T. NOR-
TON tr. NoweFs Catech. (1853) :o6 God . . alone may every-
where gloriously reign, imperially rule, and triumph, a 1661
FULLER Worthies L (1662) 297 His Sur-name, [Siveyer] so

contemptible in English, sounds Imperially and Episco-
pally when latinized [Severus]. a 1704 T. BROWN Praise
Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37 She reigns imperially in

Germany and Denmark. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady
Ccraldine Ivi, She smiles them down imperially. 1881

Dally News 19 Mays The project., having been Imperially
approved, passed in the usual course the Council uf State.

b. Comb*) as imperially-minded.
1890 Spectator \ May, From the point of view of an im-

perially-minded Englishman.
2. Heraldry. Imperially crowned', said ofcharges

represented with an imperial crown, as distinguished
from a ducal or other coronet : cf. DUCALLY.
i83 CRABB Technol. Diet., Imperially crowned^ an epithet

for any charge, arms, crest, or supporters that are crowned
with a regal crown. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, ff Pop. xix,

303 A lion rampant guardant or, imperially crowned ppr.

Impe rialness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Imperial quality, dignity, or style ; also (with pos-

sessive) as a humorous title.

1701 BEVERLEY Apoc. Quest. 33 Let us.. Compute the

Time, from Constantines Celebrated Victorious Christian

Imperialness, An. 312 to 475. 1890 lllustr. Land. News
26 July 106/3 I* was pitiful, .to see her imperialness strain
and fret at the silken meshes of love.

Imperially (impi-rialti). rare.
[f.

IMPEBIAL
+ -TY, after royal-ty.~\

tL Imperial state or government, empire. Obs.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 171 The particular

common-wealths; and regall Maiesties of England, France.
Ireland, Scotland . . together with the Imperially of Caesar.
Ibid. 331 Imperial tie, and absolute raigne, rule, and autho-
ritie. 1616 R. SHELDON Miracles Antichrist 165 (T.) A
short Roman imperially or empire, which followed upon the
destruction of the sixth.

. i6i B. JONSON Magn. Lady n. Chorus, Will I..

perifi the innocence, and candor of the Author, by his
alumnie? 1775 ASH, Imperil (..not used), to endanger.
:&49 GROTE Greece n. xliii. V. 300 Sicily.. was already
ufficiently imperiled by its formidable enemies in Africa.

IMPERIOUS.

2. An imperial right or privilege; a tax levied

by an emperor or empress. (Cf. royalty?)
1799 W. TpOKE Vino Russian Enip. II. 531 The late

empress having . . relinquished her imperiaities on the

private mines. Ibid. 537 These deliveries ceased with the
other imperiaities which the empress relinquished.

t Impe'rible, a. Obs. ran. [f. In-" + *ptriblc,
f. \j.ptrlre to perish : see-iBLE.] >= IMPERISHABLE.
1614 SYLVESTEK Litt. Bartas 761 O is there not another

life imperible, Sweet to the guiltlesse, to the guilty terrible?

Impeiice, Impericke, obs. fl'. EMPRESS, EM-
PIRIC. Imperie, var. of IMPERY Obs.

Imperil (impe-ril), v. Also 6-9 em-, [f.

EM- i, IM-! + PERIL si.] trans. To bring into or

put in peril ; to endanger, hazard, risk.

a. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. iv. to Braggadochio . . never

thought. .His person to emperill so in fight. 1690 B. Dis-
collimininm 53 [It] will, .emperil the. .Common-Wealth.
1856 KROUDE Ilist. Eng. (1858.) 1. ii. 95 By the scandal of
their lives they emperilled the stability of their order. 1861
MERIVALE Rom. Emp. xli. (1865) V. 68 A professional emu-
lation, .emperilled the tranquillity of the city.

ft. i~

impe:
calumnie?

1849
Mllfli.

1856 FROUDE"/^W/. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 191 Life and pro-
perty were imperilled by an insecure succession.

Hence Imperilled, -iled ///. a.
; also Impe ril

ment, the action of imperilling, or condition of

being imperilled.
1843 CARLYLE Past <V Pr. i. ii, Fearful impediment of the

victory. 1846 GfiOTKGretcei. xvi. 1.551 The Dioscuri as the

protectors of the imperiled mariner. 1868 BROWNING King
$ Bk. v. 1185 Cruelty, Oppression and impediment of life.

1870 lllustr. Lond. News 29 Oct. 438 The means of saving
or helping to save 19,687 imperilled lives.

t Impe*rillous, a. Obs, rare. [f. IM- 1 +
PERILOUS ; after prec.] ? Perilous, dangerous.
1645 I. BOND Occasus Occid, 68 Both were taken away,

by a kind of imperillous disease.

t ImperiO'Sity. Obs. rare. [f.
L. imperios-us

IMPERIOUS + -ITY.J Imperiousness, arrogance.
1654 H. L 1ESTRANGE Chas. /(i6ss) 138 These exorbitances

of those sons of Eli. .created a very great disgust..and
many well enough affected to their Kmpire, did exceedingly
blame their imperiosity.

Imperious (impl*-ri3s), a. Also 6-7 em-.

[ad. L. imerios-us possessed of command, com-

manding, imperious, f. impcrium command : see

ous. Cf. F. imptricux (isthc. in Hatz.-Uarm.).]
f 1. Having the rank of, or belonging to or be-

fitting, an emperor or supreme ruler ; IMPERIAL.
c 1^86 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXXIX. ix, The orders

Which his imperious hand for laws shall signe. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 81 King, be thy thoughts Imperious
like thy name, c 159* MARLQWE Massacre Paris 11. v,

'Tis more than kingly or emperious. i6 HEYWOOD znd
Pt, Iron Age \\. i. Wks. 1874 HI. 380 Thetis, The Em-
perious goddesse of the Sea. ? 1650 Don Bellianis 118
Most mighty Sophy of Syconia, and imperious Soldan of
this great Persian Monarchy. 1703 Pore Thebais 357 Can
this imperious lord forget to reign ?

j2. Exercising a commanding influence; ruling,

sovereign, dominant
; having a commanding posi-

tion, aspect, demeanour, etc.
; majestic, stately.

Obs. (or merged in 3 or 4).

159* DANIEL Compl. Rosamond Wks. (1717) 30, I joy'd
the happiest Warmth..That ever yet imperious Beauty
tasted. 1596 DRAYTON Legends iii. 474 It is Emperious,
both o'r Love and Hate. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

366 Three Artes, that exercise most imperious power over
the mindes of men ; Physicke,.. Religion,. .Mathematicall
Sciences. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 127 A brave
Castle .. mounted upon an imperious hill. 1 1- id. 182 The
imperious Mountaine Taurus. 1649 I KR.TAYLOR Gt.Extntp.
U.

yiii. 59 Faith and Repentance, those two potent and im-

perious faculties, a 1680 BUTLER Remains (1759) I. 264 For
to instruct is greater than to rule, And no Command's .-/im-

perious as a School. 1812-19 CRABBE Tales, Dumb Orat.

54 To his experience and his native sense He join'd a bold

imperious eloquence.
o. Overbearing, domineering, dictatorial. (The

prevailing modern sense.)

1555 [implied in IMPERIOUSLY a]. 1574 WHITGIFT Dtf.
Aunsw. i. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 164 By this word, .all kind
of domination is not signified, but that which is joined with
a certain imperious cruelty. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch

(1676) 802 The over-licentious and imperious tyranny of

Dionysius. 1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age iv. Wks. 1874 III.

242 Th" Emperious Queene Doth tyranize ore captiue Her-
cules. 1653 R. SANDERS Pkysiogn, 76 An imperious com-

manding woman, that wears the Breeches. 1710 STEEI.K

Toiler No. 231 P 2 [She] had from her Infancy discovered

so imperious a Temper (usually called a High Spirit). 1859
TENNYSON Geraint ft Enid 190 A youthful face, Imperious,
and of naughtiest lineaments. 1879 FROUDE Caesar vii. 62

A
proud, imperious aristocrat, contemptuous .. of popular

rights.

4. Urgent, absolute, overmastering, imperative.
1541 [implied in IMPERIOUSLY 3], 63 BINGHAM Xenophon

30 The day before he sent an Imperious commandement to

deliuer vp our armes, and now this day he imploied mes-

sengers about a truce. 1663 COWLEY Verses t E$s.
t
Ode

Liberty i. Now wild Ambition with imperious force Rides,

rains, and spurs them like tb' unruly Horse. 1789 BENTHAM
Princ. LegisL xiii. & 4 The laws of honour., make it an im-

perious duty to succour the weak. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos.
Faith ii. 47 The imperious necessity which urges us. 1894
H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 278 Hunger was early seen, .to

be the first and most imperious appetite of ull living things.



IMPERIOUSLY.

Imperiously (impio-rigsli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.J In an imperious manner,

fl. In the way of supreme or absolute rule,

imperially, sovereignly; with a commanding aspect,

majestically. Obs.

ij<j6 DRAYTON Legends iv. 487 Those which late im-

periously controld me. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638)

107 The proud Mamalukes . . imperiously commanded as

great Lords ouer the rest of the people. 1634 SIR T. HER-
BERT Trait. 188 Imperiously inthronized upon a brazen
Mount. [1839 Fraser's Mag. XIX. 127 He lived, .with the

convention, conventionally.. with the empire, imperiously.]

2. In a domineering manner ; overbearingly,

arrogantly.
1555 EDEN Decades 62 Imperiously and with cruel coun-

tenaunce commaundinge the kynge . . to gyue them vytayles.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. i49That England is. .the Purgatory
of Servants, .because they. .use their Servants imperiously.

1659 GentL Calling (1696) 33 To., behave themselves dis-

dainfully and imperiously, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo.

77(1847) III. v. 108 His natural temper, .was imperiously
blunt, haughty and contemptuous. 1871 H. AINSWORTH
Tower Hilt i. xv,

' See to it, or dread my resentment ', cried

Henry, imperiously.
3. In the way of an absolute command or de-

mand ; by overmastering necessity ; urgently.
1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 319/2 Which thyng I doe geue

for a counsel!, and doe not commaunde it imperiously. i6oa

znd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. v. i. (Arb.) 64 At what dore
must we imperiously beg. 1803 T. JEFFERSON IVrit. (1830)
III. 503 Where circumstances imperiously oblige us to

a prompt decision. 1853 MOTLEV Dutch. Rep. v. ii. (1866)

685 So soon as his presence should no longer be imperiously
required. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 664 Every
known substance refuses more or less imperiously to allow
the passage of electricity.

Imperiousness (implo-riasnes). [f. as prec.
f -NESS.] The quality of being imperious.

fl. Imperial character or dignity; absolute rule

or sovereignty ; empire. Obs.

1574 WHITGIFT Def. Aunsw. i. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 151
Neither is this word '

euepyeVai
' of any such imperiousness,

that Christ should forbid his disciples the name. 1630 R.

Johnson's Kingd. fy Comtmv. 508 Hee . . gave way to his

sonne Bajacet to fill the chaire of impenousnesse. 1670
NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late ISoy. i. (1711) 103
This they do to shew their Greatness and Imperiousness.

2. Overbearing character, disposition, or manner
;

domineering, arrogance.
i6i3OvERBURY A Wife'

Imperiousnes, is yet me
Call. \\. ii. P 14. 70 The in

.

raise those storms, wherein her self is shipwrack'd. 1779-31

JOHNSON L. P., Siuift Wks. III. 409 He [Swift] apparently
flattered his own arrogance by an assumed imperiousness, in

which he was ironical only to the resentful. 1870 Spectator

IQ Nov. 1376 The imperiousness of which, when identified

with Germany, Germans were in a degree proud.

3. Overmastering or imperative quality, urgency.
1667 PEPVS Diary 22 Oct., Which Sir J. Duncomb

answered with great jmperiousness and earnestness. 1828

TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 228 The imperiousness of his

demands experienced an immediate relaxation. 1894

Chicago Advance 4 Jan., Yielding to a sweet imperiousness
which they could not resist, the tired mother and her

daughters descended from the wagon.

t Impe'rish, v. Obs. [Another form of EM-
PERISH (app. f. OF. empeirer, empirer^ perh.
associated with perish}.'} trans. To impair, injure,

make worse.

1494 FABYAN Chron. VH. 386 By reason of great plente of

rayne wbiche in that season fyll. .y
e bokes were greatly im-

perisshed. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde iv. vi. (1634)

197 Weedes. .among the good hearbs, will deforme and im-

perish ihe good grace of them. 1386 J. HOOKER Girald.

Irel, in Holinshed\\. 44/1 His vertues verie much jmperished
and blemished. 1603 DEKKER, etc. Grissilin. ii. (1841) 41,

I thought (by the syntheresis of my soul) I had not been

imperished.

Imperishability] (impe:rijabi'liti). [f. next :

see -ITY.] The quality of being imperishable ;

imperishableness.
1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius in. Comment, iii, He could not

. . admit the imperishability of the invisible compound of the

soul, a 1822 SHELLEY Ess. $ Lett., Fnt. State (Camelot) 81

In what manner can this concession be made an argument for

its imperishability? 1855 MILMAN Lat.Chr. xiv. iii. (1864)

IX. 134 [Aquinas] repudiates .. the Eternity of matter, the

imperishability of the universe.

Imperishable (impe-rijab'l), a. [f. Isr- 2 +
PERISHABLE: cf. F. impcrissable (Cotgr. 1611).]

That cannot perish; not subject to decay; inde-

structible, immortal, everlasting, enduring.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. v. i. 37 Immacu-

late and imperishable formes. 1757 BURKE Aliridrm. Eng.
Hist. Wks. 1842 II. 509 That their gods should be repre-

sented under a human form, they thought derogatory to

beings uncreated and imperishable. 1842 WORDSW. Grace

Darling 15 But, verily, good deeds Do no imperishable
record find Save in the rolls of heaven. 1874 SVMONDS Si.

Italy 4- Greece (1898) I. xi. 212 This . . they owe partly to

the imperishable nature of baked clay.

Imperishableness (impe-rijab Ines). [f.

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being imperish-

able; indestructibility, immortality.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) III. in The imperish-

ableness of a spiritual nature. 1847-8 DE QUINCEY Pro-

testant. Wks. VIII. 125 The heavenly truths, by their own

imperishableness, defeat the mortality of languages. 1881

H. H. GIBBS Double Standard^ Scarceness alone is not a

sufficient qualification, nor imperishableness, nor portable-

ness.
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Imperishably (impe'rifabli), adv. [f.
as

prec. + -LY 2
.] In an imperishable manner ;

in

such a way as not to perish ; indestructibly.
1816 BYRON C/t. Hat: in. Ixvii, Like yonder Alpine snow,

Imperishably pure beyond all things below. 1855 MILMAN
Lat. Chr. xiv. ii. (1864) IX. 75 This was ere long to be em-
bodied in Poetry and more imperishably in Art. 1878 BAYNE
Furit. Kev. ii. 39 Shakespeare , . expressed it perfectly and

imperishabty.

t I'mperite, a. (sb.) Obs, [ad. L. impent-us

inexperienced, unskilled, f. im- (IM-
2
) + perit-us

experienced (cf. ex-perirl to make trial of).] Un-

skilled, ignorant ;
as sb. an unskilled or ignorant

person. Hence f Tmperitely adv., ignornntly.
1622 CALLIS Slat. Stivers (1647) 130 King Hen. 8. incor-

porated the Physitians . . and gave them power by Charter

to examine the Imperites. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoti's Disp.

503 Vulgar apothecaries call this Syrupe Diacodium, but

imperitely. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xx, Rarely the Con-
comitants of the imperite Vulgar.

[Imperium (impieTiftn). [L.,
= command,

supreme authority or power, sovereignty, dominion.]
Command ; absolute power ; supreme or imperial

power; EMPIRE.

1651 T. GOODWIN Ms. (1862) IV. 144 All the operations of

all the powers in it are immediately and entirely at the arbi-

trary imperium and dominion of the soul. 1678 CUDWORTII
[ntell. Syst. \. iii. 17. 163 We have no voluntary imperium
at all upon the systole and diastole of the heart. 1838-42
ARNOLD Hist. Rome III. xlvii.43i The consul's imperium,
his absolute power of life and death. 1870 E. MULFORD
Nation x. 166 (Stanf.) The sovereignty of the nation in-

volves the right which is described in its formal phrase, as

the imperium or eminent domain.

b. Lat. phr. Imperium in imperio, an empire
within an empire, an independent or supreme

authority exercised or claimed within the juris-

diction of another authority.

1752 CHESTERF. Lett, to Son 6 Jan.,
If he will not . .

admit their imperium in imperio . . it becomes meritorious

. .to depose him. 1790 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 564 Our
new government is an attempt to divide a sovereignty ; a

fresh essay at imperium in imperio. 1886 MRQ. LORNE in

Contemp. Rev. July 133 No State or Federal Government
would willingly constitute an imperium in imperio formed
of one race unit.

f Impe'riwigged a. Obs. Periwigged.
1611 COTGR., m/tem*?K/,..irnperiwigged, that weares a

Periwig.

Impermanence (impsumanens). [f.
IMPER-

MANENT : see -ENCE
;
or f. IM- 2 + PERMANENCE.]

The fact or condition of being impermanent ;
want

of permanence or continued duration.

1796 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) IV. 264 Melancholy im-

permanence of human blessings ! 1893 HUXLEY Evolution

fy Ethics 4 The most obvious attribute of the Cosmos is

its impermanence. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac Sun-bonnet 108

The lucid impermanence of earliest dawn.

Impermanency (impaumanensi). [f. as

prec. : see -ENCT.] The quality or stte of being

impermanent.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devoid Ess. i. vi. 2. 58 Distilling

out of the serious contemplation of the mutability of all

worldly happines, a remedy against the evill of that fickle-

nes and impermanency. 1889 HOWELLS Hazard New Fort.

131 March had a feeling of impermanency from what had

happened.

Impermanent (impa-jmanent), a. [f. IM- 2

+ PERMANENT.] Not permanent or lasting ;
un-

enduring ;
transient.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabba.1. iii. (1662) 98 That Adam
is here condemned to a mortal, flitting and impermanent
state, till he reach his ./Ethereal or pure fiery Vehicle.

1762 ANNA SEWARD Let. Oct., Wks. 1810 I. p. xliv, The im-

permanent pleasures of the eye. 1883 HOWELLS Woman's
Reason I. 28 The sense of our impermanent relation to the

parental roof comes to us very early in life.

Impermeability (impairm'iabHTti). [f. next

-i- -ITY. Cf. F. imperm(abilitt^\ The quality or

state of being impermeable.
'755 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 V. 356 It does not appear

to me that Pere Beccaria doubts of the absolute impermea-

bility of glass in the sense I meant it. 1889 Nature 19 Sept.,

Conclusive evidence of the impermeability of the strata.

1897 Daily News 30 July 5/7 He considered that the im-

permeability of the balloon was unsatisfactory.

Impermeable (impaMmz'iabl), a. [a. F. im-

permable (Rabelais), or ad. late L. impermeabil-is,
{. im- (IM-

2
) +permedbi!is PERMEABLE.] Not per-

meable.

1. That cannot be passed through or traversed;

impassable.
1697 EVELYN Nitmism. iv. 160 Attempts to discover the

Nor-West and other hitherto impermeable Passages. 1808

J. BARLOW Columb. ix. 466 Between them stretch'd the im-

permeable main. 1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks. (1879)

II. 350 Charing Cross, .became absolutely impermeable.

2. Physics. That does not permit the passage of

water or other fluid, liquid or gaseous.
1752 WATSON in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 554 To demonstrate,

that glass is not absolutely impermeable to the electric

fluid. 1827 STEUART Planter's G. (1828) 205 A bed of hard

and impermeable clay. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 21 Those

[rocksl which refuse to allow water to soak in are said to be

impermeable. .

Hence Impe-rmeableness, the quality of being

impermeable, impermeability ; Impe-rmeately

adv., in an impermeable manner.

IMPERSONAL.

1846 WORCESTER, [mpermeably. Dr. Allen. 1847 CRAIG,

Impermeableness.

Impermeated (imp5'jmz,'ted), a. [f.
IM- *

+ permeated, pa. pple. of PERMEATE v.} Not per-

meated, traversed, or penetrated; unpermeated.
1808 J. BARLOW Columb. ix. 50 A formless dark imper-

meated mass. 1847-9TODD Cycl.Anat. IV. 521/1 A thin plate

of bone, impermeated by vessels.

Impermeator ymp5
-

jmzV''3J)- P- ^M~ 1 +

late L. permeator, agent-n. f. permeare to PER-

MEATE.] In a steam-engine, an appliance for

forcing oil into the cylinder in order to lubricate

uniformly the walls of the cylinder and the piston.
In recent Diets.

Impermissible (impajmi'sTb'l), a. ff.
IM- 2

+ PERMISSIBLE.] Not permissible ; not to be per-
mitted or allowed.

1858 Sat. Rev. 30 Oct. 421/2 Morality is not allowed to say
that the artist is on impermissible ground, for he is on the

ground of real life. 1889 LIGHTFOOT Ess.
'

Supcrnat. Relig.'
181 He sliould consider it impossible and impermissible to

suppose him guilty of any laches here.

t Impenui'xt, a. Obs. Also in-, [ad. L.

impermixt-us, f. im- (!M-
'

2
) + fermixtus, f. per

through, thoroughly + mixtus mixed.] Unmixed,

unmingled. Hence Impermi'xtly adv., un-

mixedly, without mixture.

1629 DONNE Serni. ex. IV. 535 Goodness impermixt, in-

temerate and indeterminate goodness, a 1631 Ibid. Ixiv. 648
Zeal cleanses us, but it must be Zeale impermixt as the Sun
not mingled with our smoaky sooty factious affections. 1636
FEATLY Clavis Myst. xix. 188 Where divers candles. .in a

room concur to enlighten the place, the light of them re-

maineth inpermixt. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 288 It

belongs to the Deitie to diffuse it self through althings im-

permixtly, but nothing through it.

t Impernnrtable, a. Obs. [f. IM- 2 + PER-

MDTABLE.] Not permutable ; unchangeable.
1528 ROY Rede Me (Arb.) ro8 Whose verite is impermu-

table, isss EDEN Decades 146 Wee see this order to bee

impermutable. 1678 R. R[USSELL] Geber ill. ii. 11. xiv. 203
In Bodies there is somewhat impermutable . . which cannot

be taken away.

Imperour, -owr, -ur, obs. ff. EMPEROR.

Imperscrrptible, a. [f.
IM- * + *perscripti-

ble, fTL. ferscnbfre to put anything to paper, to

write out, write down, register.] For which no

written authority can be adduced ;
unrecorded.

1832 LEWIS Use 4- Ab. Pol. Terms iii. 31 An imperscrip-
table right is a right which was prior to the social compact.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor ccxli. (1862) 660 He frequently
found cause to exercise the imperscriptible and inalienable

right of altering and improving his own work.

t ImperscrtTtable, a. Obs. [ad. L. imper-

scrfitabil-is, f. im- (III- ^ + perscriitare to search

through, examine into : see -BLE.] Not to be

searched out ; unsearchable, inscrutable.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (1531) 64 b, The dispensacyon of god is

imperscrutable & farre beyonde mannes reason. 1652 GAULE

Magastrom. 51 Are there not many naturall things imper-
scrutable to humane curiosity? 1681 GLANVILL Sadducismus
I. 137 The Notion of a Spirit is so difficult and imperscru-
table.

Hence f Imperscru-tableness, unsearchable-

ness, inscrutableness.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 420 The Incomprehensibleness
and Imperscrutableness of the Divinity of our Saviour.

tlmperse-verant, a. 1 Obs. [f. IM-
a + PEH-

SEVERANT.] Not persevering, wanting in perse-

verance.

1594 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. bef. Q. Eliz. Hampton Crt. in

init., The Sodomites are an example of impenitent wilful

sinners ; and Lot's wife of imperseverant and relapsing

righteous persons.

Imperseverant, a. 2 : see IMPERCEIVERANT a.

Impersistent (impsjsrstent), a. [f. IM- a
-t-

PERSISTENT.] Not persistent or enduring.
1888 H. T. BROWN in Jrnl. Geol. Soc. (1889) XLV. i. 7 An

eroded and impersistent bed of hard, fine-grained, Coal-

measure sandstone.

Impersonal (impa'isanal), a. and sb. Also o

imparsonall. [ad. late L. impersonal-is ,
f. im-

(!M- 2) + penonalis PERSONAL. Cf. F. imperson-

nel.}
A. adj. 1. Gram. A term applied to verbs when

used only in the third person singular, as it rains,

it freezes, me thinks, ME. me hungreth, lest it

ofthinke him.
In Gr. and L., an impersonal vb. had no pronoun subject,

e.g. vei, pluit, it rains ;
hence some have denied the name

in English to verbs that have the subject it. Others have

applied the term unipersonal to all verbs used only in the

third person singular, whether with or without a pronoun

subject. Impersonal verbs do not form a sharply defined

class, since many ordinary verbs have impersonal construc-

tions ; in English, also, many verbs were formerly used im-

personally which are now used in all the
persons.

1520 WHITINTON Vulg. (1527) 2 b, If it be a verbe imper-

sonal. 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 36 Verbes imparsonalles have

no more but the thyrde parsone syngular. 1553 UDALU
Flmires n (R.) Wher note that verbes impersonalles be

oftentimes turned into personalles. a 1637 B. JONSON Eng.
Gram, xvi, A verb is divided two manner of ways, t irst, in

respect of persons, it is called personal, or impersonal. 1814

L. MURRAY Eng. Cram. (ed. 5) I. 170 As the word imper-

sonal implies a total absence of persons, it is improperly

applied to those verbs which have a person. 1841 LATHAM

Eng. Lang. xxi. 319 These three [mesecms, methinks, me
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lists\ are the only true Impersonal Verbs in the English
language . . because no Pronoun accompanies them. 1850
Ibid. iv. xxvii. 342 In the old language impersonal verbs, or

rather the impersonal use of verbs, was commoner than at

present.

fb. By extension, applied to other parts of

speech which have no inflexions. Obs.

c ifao A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 32 A word impersonal
is quhilk in al formes of speach keepes one face, and this is

adverb or conjunction. 1658 PHILLIPS, Impersonal, a term
used in Gramar. and signifieth that word whether pronoun
or verb which hath but one termination for all the three

persons, or at least which wanteth a termination for one of
them. [1880 LEWIS & SHORT Lat. nkt., Impcrsonattvus
(sc. modus), the impersonal mood, i.e. the infinitive.]

2. Not pertaining to or connected with any parti-
cular person or persons ; having no personal refer-

ence or connexion : said of things.
1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 22 This unbounded

fury may seeme to have a two-fold relation ; either as it is

proper and personal) or popular and impersonall. 1841
EMKRSON Addr., Method of Nature Wks. (Bohn) II. 231
What is Genius but finer love, a love impersonal, a love
of the .. perfection of things? 1864 Sat. Rev. XVII I.

355/1
The most purely impersonal considerations of public

uty. 1880 Daily Tel. 9 July, The jewels and other ap-
pointments of the harem are quite impersonal, belonging to
the establishment and not to any of their successive wearers.

8. Not possessing or endowed with personality ;

not existing or manifested as a person.
1841 MANNING Serm., Myst. Sin (1848) I. 4 It is most

necessary for us ever to bear in mind the personality of
Satan ; for we are often wont to speak of sin, as we do of
sicknesses or plagues, as if it were an impersonal thing. 1863
E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. ff Nat. 95 Heraclitus. .seemed to
have called up a rival impersonal Deity, who must swallow
upthepersonal gods of the popular faith. 1875 POSTE Gains
l. (ed. 2) 64 Slaves being regarded as impersonal men.
B. si. 1. Gram. An impersonal verb.
1611 BRINSLEY Pas. Parts (1660) 40 How are Impersonals

declined?They
are . . only formed m the third Person singular,

through all Moods and Tenses. 1845 STODDART in Encycl.
Metrop. (1847) I- *3/i The impersonals are of two kinds,
active and neuter.

2. An impersonal thing or creature; an imper-
sonality, rare.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace rv. Wks. IX. n All those
blessings.. on him who found out abstraction, personifica-
tion, and impersonals. In certain cases they are the first of
all soporifics.

Impersonality (impajsanae-liti). [f. IMPER-
SONAL + -ITY.] The quality or condition of being
impersonal ; absence of personality.
1760 SlfiW. DRAFERin fumus Lett. iv. 24 Junius. . is pleased

to tell me, that he addresses himselfto mepersonally : I shall
be glad to see him. It is his impersonality that I complain
of. 1871 Daily News 26 Sept., The strangest thing to note
is the impersonality of the events the uncontrollable char-
acter of the movement ; the annihilation of individual in-
fluence in the general rush. 1881 Eraser's Mag. XXVI. 65
The stability, .of artistic form as contrasted with the fluc-

tuating, changing impersonality of scientific fact. 1888
Pall Mall G. 19 Sept. 2/2 Editorial impersonality must
give place to distinct and familiar personality.

b. An impersonal being or creation.

1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. xvii. 210 Idealised im-
personalities of the deities of the Greek mythology. 1881

Daily Tel. 12 Feb., The monopoly of governing power in
an impersonality called

' the State '. 1897 W. P. KER Kpic
fy
Rom. 288 Kingdoms, Church and Empire. Of those great

impersonalities there was little known in Iceland.

Impersonalize (impausanabiz), v.
[f. as

prec. + -IZE.] trans. To render impersonal. Hence
Impe rsonaliza tion, the action of rendering im-

personal ; an impersonalized condition or form.
1880 A. B. GROSART Willobic p. vi, When you try to get

near either or both, you have the same mysterious and baf-

fling impersonalization of them.

Impersonally (impaussnali), adv. [f. IM-
PERSONAL + -LY ^.J In an impersonal manner.
1. Gram. As an impersonal verb.

1580 BARET Alv. To Rdr. A vij b, Adiect. noteth a word
Adiectiuelie taken : . .

Imfer. Impersonate taken. 1730-6
BAILEY (foliol s.v., The Verb Rain is used impersonally.
1870 R. C. JEBB Sophocles' Electra (ed. 2) 152/2 Aegisthus
used napeo-Tt impersonally= ttcetne1

2. Without personal reference, connexion, or feel-

ing ; without reference to any particular person.
1881 H. JAMES Porlr. Lady xxxiii, He wished to descrjbe

him impersonally, scientifically. i88> H. SPENCER Princ.
Social. 533 The . . laws which originate from personal
authority, have inequality as their common essential prin-
ciple ; while the laws which originate impersonally, in the
consensus of individual interests, have equality as their
essential principle.

Impersonate (impausan^t), v. [f. L.type**'-
ptrsondrc, f. im- (!M- 1) + persona person : cf. j-
corpoiare to INCORPORATE.]
1 1. trans. To invest with an actual personality;

to embody. Obs.

1633 EARL MANCH. Al Monde (1636) 181 This soule of mine
"npersonated anew, and so inanimating my body againe.
2. To invest with a supposed personality ; to re-

present in a personal or bodily form ; to personify. ]

1614 BtDELL Lett. iii. 51 The rich man being in hell tor- :

ments (in whose wordes I doubt not but our Sauiour doth '

impersonate and represent the conceits of many men liuing
'

in i hi, world I. 1755 WARBURTON Vim Bolingbroke't Philos.
ill. Wks iSiiXll. 303 That the Jews and Christians, as well
as the Heathens, impersonated Chance under the name of
Fortune. 1883 Conlemp. Rev. Dec. 871 The conscience of
the community is impersonated in its Government.
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b. To manifest or embody in one's own person ;

to typify.
i8ss MILMAN Lai. Ckr. ill. vi. (1864) II. 81 His age

acknowledged Benedict as the perfect type of the highest
religion, and Benedict impersonated his age. 1863 KiNGtAKE
Crimea II i [St. Arnaiid) impersonated with singular exact-
ness the idea which our forefathers had in their minds when
they spoke of what they called 'a Frenchman '. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hiit. I. ii. 27 His position was dignified and impor-
tant, as impersonating the unity of the race.

3. To assume the person or character of ; to play
the part of ; to act (a character) ; to personate.
I7IJ M. DAVIF.S A then. Brit. I. 185 The Master and Dis.

ciple of the Dialogues often think fit . . to impersonate other
more surprizing Actors. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaki.
Char. x. 257 None but persons of imagination and quick
feeling should presume to impersonate any of his characters.

Hence Impe-rsonatod///. a. = next.

11790 T. WARTON (Mason), The impersonated vices and
virtues. 1878 GLADSTONE Prim. Homer xiii. 153 Of the

impersonated Unseen no poet has made such effective em-
ployment.

Impersonate (impS'jsanA), //>/. a. [Short
for impersonated, on analogy of other ppl. adjs.
in -ate, -ated : see -ATE 2.] Embodied in a person ;

invested with personality ; impersonated.
x8ao KEATS Isabella I, If Love impersonate was ever

dead. 1834 LD. HOUCHTON Mrnt. Many Scenes, Spartans
at Thermopylx (1844) 51 Heroic Dignity, impersonate In
awful phantoms, a 1867 J. HAMILTON Moses iv. (1870) 68
We expect to find . . the Sacred Scribe his own volume im-
personate and alive.

Impersonation (impsasau^'-Jon). [n. of action
from IMPERSONATE v.]
1. The action of impersonating or fact of being

impersonated ; representation in personal or bodily
form ; personification.
1800 Collins' Poems 128 note (Jod.), We include the Imper-

sonation of Passions, Affections, Virtues and Vices. 1851
RUSKIN Stones l^en. (1874) I. App. 387 In figurative repre-
sentation there is always impersonation.

b. concr. An instance of this
;
a person or thing

impersonating or representing a
principle, idea, etc.

1831 CARLVLE Sari. Res. m. vi, Man . . the visible Manifes-
tation and Impersonation of the Divinity. 1840 DICKENS
Barn, Rttdge iv, The very impersonation of good-humour
and blooming beauty. 1850 MERIVALE Rout. Emp. (1865)
1 1. xvi. 236 He proclaimed himself. . the supreme impersona-
tion of the laws.

2. The dramatic representation of a character.

i8jj Gentl. Mag. XCV. i. 332/2 Her [Mrs. Siddons'] sub-
lime impersonation of that heroic woman. 1881 Athemenm
No. 2811. 348/1 For Hen- Reichmann's impersonation of the

leading role no words of praise could be too high.

Impersonative (iujpSussortfrr), a . [f. IM-
PERSONATE v. : see -ATIVE.] Having the faculty
of impersonating ; of the nature of or relating
to histrionic impersonation.
1886 Pall Mail G. 9 Sept. 4/2 When she has thoroughly

assimilated her lessons . . then her impersonative talent will

have unhindered way. 1890 Ibid. 2 June 3/2 He cannot
make the novelist's characters live again. His talent is

allusive, not impersonative.

Impersonator (impS'jssrKitaj). [agent-n.
in L. form f. IMPERSONATE #.] One who imper-
sonates or plays a part ;

an actor of a dramatic
character.

1853 J. D. H. DALE tr. Balilesihis Cerent. Rom. Kite 180
He who represents Christ will have the impersonator of the

Evangelist on his right, and that of the crowd on his left.

1864 Reader 18 June, With one exception, all the characters
are sustained by their former impersonators.

Impersonatress (impausan^tn-s). [f. prec.
+ -ESS.] A female impersonator.
1881 NORRIS Matrimony III. i. n The impersonatress of

Madame de Sancerre played her part here to such purpose.

Impersona'trix. [fern, in L. form of imper-
sonator : see -TRIX.] = prec.
1847 DE QUINCEY Protestantism Wks. VIII. 137 note,

The.. old vulgar witch of England and Scotland was but an

impersonatrix of the very same superstition.

Impersonee, variant of IMPARSONEE.

Impersonification (fanpaa^nifik^i'Jan). [f.

In- ! + PERSONIFICATION, after impersonation]
Personification ; impersonation.
1799 MRS. J. WEST Tale of Times III. 38 A striking

impersonification of suffering meekness. 1849 Tait's Mag.
XVl. 319/1 A myth .. is the ideal impersonification of
a mighty impulse bestowed on the human mind. 1865
EMMELINE LOTT Harem Life Egypt I. p. ix, The far-famed

Odalisques of the nineteenth century, those mysterious
impersonificalions of Eastern loveliness.

Impersonify (impaas^-nifoi), v. [f.
IM- i +

PERSONIFY, after impersonate.'] trans. To repre-
sent in personal form ; to personify. Hence Irn-

perso-nifled, Imperso'nifying ///. adjs.

1804 ANNA SEWARD Mem. Darwin 186 An impersonified
individual. 1864 Daily Tel. 15 Aug., It was not the lot of

Robson, as it was of Rachel and of Kean, to impersonify
the loftier emotions. 1883 GOSSE i;M Cent. Stud, 64
Webster . . was

only
saved by his strong impersonifying

habit of mind from falling into the mere historic dullness of
such playsas Perkin \\~arbeck or Sejann*.

Impersonize (impa-isanaiz), v. rare. [f. IM- 1

+ PERSONIZE, after impersonate.] trans. To per-

sonify, impersonate. Also absol.

1804 ANNA SEWAKD Mem. Darwin 188 She impersonizes
too lavishly. Ibid. 203 The impersonizrd elements received
her. 1810 Blaclnu. Mag. VIII. 131 The various modifica-

IMPERTINENCE.
tions and contentions of good and evil in this life, typified
and impersonized by fairies, demons, &c.
Hence Xmperioniza tion, the action ofpersonify-

ing; impersonation.
1796 ANNA SEWAKD Lett. (1811) IV. 192 Those lines in

the centre, which present .. an impersonization of winter.

1797 Ibid. 306 Dr. Darwin's impersonization of that death-
breathing gale, in the Botanic Garden.

t Impe rspicable, a. Obs. rare. In 7 in-.

[ad. late L. imperspicabil-is inscrutable, incompre-
hensible, f. im- (IM-

2
)
+ perspicabilis that may be

clearly seen, PEHSPICABLE.] That cannot be seen
or discerned ; invisible.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 133 It was so thick

powdered with Oriental Pearl and glittering Gems as made
the ground of it inperspicable.

Imperspicuity. [f. IM- - + PERSPICUITY.]
The reverse of perspicuity or clearness ; obscurity.
1659 O. WALKER Instruct. Oratory 98 [HeJ must in some

things hazard the imperspicuity of his stile.

ImperSpi'CUOns, a. rare.
[f.

L. imperspi-
cu-us not clear, obscure + -OL'8

;
cf. PERSPICUOUS.]

Not perspicuous or clear
; obscure.

1711 BAILEY, Imperspictwus, not clear, or evident.

Imperspirable jmpajspoio rab'l;, a. Now
rare.

[f. In- ^ + PERSPIRABLE.] Incapable of per-
spiration.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit. XVIIL 663 The humors are

condensed, the skin made Imperspirable. 1744 tr. Boer-
Aaave't Inst. III. 299 A Cicatrix or imperspirable Crust is

formed, instead of the Cuticle. 1844-57 G. BIRD Urin.

Deposits^ (ed. 5^ 311 Pulse quick and sharp; skin dry and
imperspirable.
Hence Imperspirabi Uty.
1744 MITCHELL in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 144 The Thick.

ness and Density of the Skins of black and tawny People, or

Imperspirability of their Bodies.

Impersuadable [impsaiw^-dibl), a. [f.

IM- * + PERSUADABLE.] Not persuadable ; that

cannot be persuaded. Hence Impersna'dable-
ness.
a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxford Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 3

You break my heart . . by your impersuadableness. 1891
J. M. McNuLTY in Pall Mall G. 24 Nov. 2/3 There is a

personal hinderer in the
spiritual

life of men. He is mighty,
malignant, spiritual, invisible, impersuadable.

t Impersua'sible, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. im-

persuasitil-is, f. im- (lM-
2
) + pcrsuasiHHs, PER-

SUASIBLE.] =
prec.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 243 In this
point

he shall

finde me impersuasible, and not to be exhorted^ 1627 DONNE
Serm. Ixvi. 667 The imperswasible Recusant does so. 1667
Decay Chr. Piety ii. p 17 If it be his fortune to have as

imperswasible an auditory.
Hence t Impersuasibi-lity, f Inipersua'sible-

iiess
; f Impersna sibly adv.

1549 HOOPEH Ten Commandm. Pref, Wks. (Parker Soc.)
261 An impersuasibility, diffidence, incredulity, contumacy,
or inobedience. 1654 WARREN Unbelievers 100 It signifies

imperswasibility. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cxix. 70 Obstin.

ately and imperswasibly bent upon their course. 1675 J.
SMITH Chr. Relig. App. in. 14 The . . imperswasibleness of
the Sceptick.

Import, obs. form of IMPART.

t Impe-rtinacy. Obs.
[f. next: see -ACT.]

Erroneous form for IMPERTINENCY.
1584 LODGE Alantm Addr. Inns Court Aijb, Not ac-

cording to the impertinacie of the injurye, but as equitye
might countenance mee. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the

Spirit (1867) 374 We have . . detected the insufficiency and
impcrtinacy of such other grounds and reasons for their

practice.

f Impe-rtinat, a. 0/>s. Erroneous form for IM-

PERTINENT a.

c 1450 HOLLAND liowlat 924 So pomposs, impertinat [v.r.

impertinax]
and reprovable.

Impertinence (impa-itinens), si. [a. F. im-

pertinence, f. impertinent IMPERTINENT : see -ENCE.]
The fact or quality of being impertinent ; that

which is impertinent.
1. The fact or character of not pertaining to the

matter in hand
;
want of pertinence ; irrelevance.

1626 MASSINGER Rom. Actor ill. ii, To cut off All tedious

impertinence [IJ have contracted The tragedy into one con-
tinued scene. 1655 MILTON Hirelings Wks. (1851) 352 Of
like impertinence is that Example of Jacob, Gen. 28. 22 ,

who of his free choice .. vow'd the Tenth of all that God
should give him. 17*6 DE FOE Hist. Devil i. vii. (1840) 78
The impertinence of this account would hardly have given
it a place here. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Imptrtinence,
introducing into a pleading or an interrogatory to a witness

in Chancery, long recitals, or unnecessary digressions.

b. (with//.) An irrelevant fact or matter; an
irrelevance.
1611 [see IMPERTINENCY i b]. 1675 BAXTER Catk. Thtol.

11. 1. i Let us spend no time on such Impertinences, but

speak that to the Matter. 170$ DE FOB Mrs. Veal Wks.
1840 V. 342 By her going off from her discourse abruptly to

some impertinence. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bits. Ser. ll.

131 To get a pack of impertinences on its shoulders.

2. The fact or character of being unsuitable, out

of place, improper, or irrational ; action or conduct

of this character
; inappropriateness. incongruity ;

triviality, trifling, folly, absurdity.
1619 MASSINGER Picture iv. iii, Still tormented With thy

impertinence 1 16*4-93 SOUTH "Strm. (1697) II. 122 A Peti-

tion,fraught with Nonsense and Incoherence, Confusion and

Impertinence. 167* MARVELL Mr. Smirke 28 To have done



IMPERTINENCE.
otherwise would have been the greatest Impert[in]ence and

Folly. 1706 PHILLIPS, Impertinence,. .Extravagance, Silli-

ness Foolery, Nonsense. 1727 SWIFT To a very Young

Lady, The hurry and impertinence of receiving and paying

visits on account of your marriage being now over. 1769

Juntos Lett. xxxv. F i Unacquainted with the vain

impertinence of forms. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Pref., The

impressions of infancy had burnt into him, and he resented

the impertinence of manhood.

b. (with//.) Something unsuitable, out of place,

trivial, or irrational ;
an incongruity ;

a trifle, ab-

surdity, piece of folly.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 54 Forced and foolish

figures .. and such like impertinences or defects. 1645

EVELYN Mem. 27 Feb., We were taken up next morning in

seeing the impertinences of the Carnival, when all the world

are as mad at Rome as at other places. 1734 MRS. UELANY

in Life <$ Corr. 475, I was not able to find one moment

to write . . from seven in the morning till eleven at night, I

met with impertinences. 1869 GOULBURN Purs. Holiness

xvii. 158 Any secular pursuit becomes an impertinence as

regards the great end of our being.

3. Interference with what lies beyond one's pro-

vince ; unmannerly and offensive intrusion or taking

of liberty ; presumptuous or forward rudeness of

behaviour or speech, esp. to a superior ;
insolence.

(The chief current sense in colloq. use.)

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 410 p i Subjected to all the

Impertinence she must meet with in that publick Place.

and mistresses sometimes provoke impertinence from their

servants. 1810 Sporting- Mag. XXXVI. 3 Impertinence is

manifested by wilfully leaping over the boundaries of good
manners. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 217 Being no

archaeologist, it would be impertinence were I to attempt a

description.

b. (with //.) An instance of this
;
an imperil

-

nent act ;
a piece of impertinence or rudeness.

1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. II. vi. (1869) 132 We resent

wholesome counsel as an impertinence. 1877 SPARROW

Serm. xxi. 274 Social impertinences, involving more or less

of disrespect.

C. An impertinent person.
'754 J' SHEBBEARE Matrimony (1766) I. 112 That little

self-sufficient Impertinence, her Father. 1825 JAMIESON,

Impertinence..!. An insolent person. Aberd.

Impe'rtinence, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.J trans.

To treat with impertinence.
1756 H. WALPOLE Lett, to H. Mann (1834) III. 155, I do

not wonder that you are impertinenced by Richcourt.

Impertinency (impautinensi). Now rare.

[f.
as IMPERTINENCE, with -ENCY, q. v. Cotgr.

1611 has 'Impertinence, impertinencie, vnfitness,

vnpropernesse'.] The quality of being imperti-

nent.

1. The quality of being irrelevant ; irrelevancy ;

IMPERTINENCE i.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 178 O matter, and impertinency

mixt, Reason in Madnesse. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry i. vi.

(1660) 35 Which I doe passe over, .for impertinency thereof

to this place. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. xv. 486 'Twould be end-

less to shew all the silliness and impertinency in the Matter

of the Epistles. 1884 Law Times LXXVIII. 115/2 Motion

that . . several parts . . of the bill of costs .. might be expunged
for scandal and impertinency.

b. An instance of this ;
= IMPERTINENCE i b.

1607-12 BACON Ess., Marriage (Arb.) 266/1 Some, .whose

thoughtes doe end with themselves, and doe accompt future

tymes impertinencyes {edd. 1612, 1625 impertinences]. 1704

ADDISON Italy ^733) 67 All Answers . . are looked upon as

Impertinencies or Interruptions.

2. The quality of being inappropriate or absurd ;

= IMPERTINENCE 2.

a 1629 SIR R. DUDLEY (title) A Proposition, .to bridle the

Impertinency of Parliaments. 1691 HARTCLII>FE Virtues 30

The Impertinency of worldly business is not yet become a

burden too heavy for the mind to bear. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl. s. v. Astrology, Yo
t

U boast much of the event of a few

predictions, which, considering the multitude of those your
art has produced, plainly confess its impertinency.

b An instance of this ;
= IMPERTINENCE 2 b.

89

fl. Not appertaining or belonging (to) ; uncon-

nected, unrelated
;
inconsonant. ? Obs.

c 1380 WVCLIF Serm. Set. Wks. II. 31 Many men in b'S

world ben impertinent to erbeli lordis, for neiber bei ben

servantis to hem, ne |>es lordis peir worldly lordis. 1526

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 166 Thynges that be eche to

other impertynent & dyuerse. 1666 Ormonde MSS. in loth

Kef. Hist. MSS. Coinm. App. v. 23 His private aflayres

and business (impertinent to anything relating to the said

Lord Archbishop). 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) III.

118 The more distant, disjointed and impertinent to each

other and to any common purpose, will they appear.

2. Not pertaining to the subject or matter in

hand
;
not pertinent ;

not to the point ;
irrelevant.

Now rare exc. in Law.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's Prol. 54 Trewely as to my lugge-

ment Me thynketh it a thyng impertinent Saue that he wole

conuoyen his mateere. 1530 PALSGR. 7 As for w is no letter

used in the frenche long . . therfore as impertinent I passe it

over, a 1571 JEWEL Serm. bef. Queen (1583) A hj b, Let no

Story Were most impertinent. 1642 JER. TAYLOR Epac.

( 1647) 84 The allegation of S . Timothy's being an Evangelist,

is absolutely impertinent, though it had been true. 1768

BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xxvii. 443 The master is to ex-

amine the propriety of the bill: and, if he reports it

scandalous or impertinent, such matter must be struck out.

i8i MAR. EDGEWORTH Vivian x. (1832) 196 He did not.,

digress to fifty impertinent episodes, before he came to the

point. 1872 WHARTON Law : Court

may., direct the costs occasioned by any impertinent
matter

in any proceeding, to be paid by the party introducing it.

3. Not suitable to the circumstances ;
incon-

gruous, inappropriate, out of place ;
not consonant

with reason ; absurd, idle, trivial, silly.

1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick i. xxxiii. (1639) 53 Many
ignorant practitioners . . have endeavoured to cure this

infirmity with many impertinent medicines. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. Fun. Man. 16 These superfluous and impertinent costs

of funerall expenses. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius" Voy.

Ambass. 80 The opinion the Muscovites have of themselves

and their abilities, is sottish, gross, and impertinent 1677

HALE Prim. Orig. Man. I. i. 13 In comparison of this, all

other Knowledge is vain, light and impertinent. 1706

PHILLIPS, Impertinent,., absurd, silly, idle. 1706 ESTCOURT

Fair Examp. IV. i. 42 For my part, I think a Woman s

Heart is the most impertinent part of the whole Body.

1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps'n. 21. in There never was a

more flagrant nor impertinent folly than the smallest portion

of ornament in anything concerned with railroads.

fb. Unsuitable, unfitted for. Obs.

1504 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 177 A power

impertinent for curing. Ibid. 183 To make clockes, pictures,

poppets, and other ribaldries. . impertinent for mans seruice.

f c. Of persons : Absurd, silly. Obs.

1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 205 As sooneasa

man brags he is taken to be impertinent. 1681 CHETHAM

Angler's Vade-m. xxii. i (1689) 143, I suspect myself to

be Impertinent in saying thus much of the Conger, and

Lampery. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 148 f 7 The Ladies

whom you visit, think a wise Man the most Impertinent

Creature living.

4. Const, to (unto) : in senses 2 and 3.

Scripture that he allegeth . . are impertinent to the ques-

tion. 1733 NEAL Hist. Purit. II. 304 It is no impertinent

story to our present purpose. 1849 W. FITZGERALD tr.

Whitaker's Disput. 185 All the common disquisitions upon
this place . . however true in themselves, are foreign to the

subject and impertinent to the matter in hand.

5. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Meddling with

what is beyond one's province ; intrusive, pre-

sumptuous; behaving without proper respect or

deference to superiors or strangers; insolent or

saucy in speech or behaviour. (The chief current

sense in colloq. use.)- ~ - -- "-- Times Jos. I

. .

learned Impertinencies. 1710 PALMER Proverbs 301 To

neglect infancy, and leave children too long under the

impertinencies of the baby and hobby-horse. 1742 RICHARD-

SON Pamela IV. 320 What Nursery Impertinencies are

these, to trouble a Man with ! 1793 COWPER Let. 5 Oct. , My
good intentions towards you . . are continually frustrated . .

by mere impertinencies, such as calls of civility.

3. Insolence; = IMPERTINENCE 3.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopius, Goth. Wars HI. 106 We are

amazed at the impertinency of these Gepaedes ;
who. .come

here to offer the foulest scorne that can be. a 1714 SHARP

Serm. IV. xviii. (R.), Wit and profaneness are infinitely

different things, as likewise is wit and impertinency.

ta. An instance of this ;
= IMPERTINENCE 3 b.

1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (Camden) 58 For some imperti-

nencies and arrogancies did putt my chiefe masters mate

out of his place. 1710 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett, to

Bvrnet 20 July (1887) II. 4 You have already forgiven me

greater impertinencies. 1842 DICKENS Anur. Notes
^(1850)

136/1 There they are not the custom, and.. would be im-

pertinencies.

Impertinent (impautinent), a. (sb.} Also 4

impertenent, 5 inpertynent, 6 impertynent,

IMPEBTURBABLY.

398 This Day I have had entire to my Self .. For all the

Impertinents were either at the Theatre, .or at the Horse-

match. 1682 MRS. BEHN City Heiress 39 Nay dear Imper-

tinent, no more Complements, be gone ! 1710
PALMER

Proverbs 355 An inquisitive impertinent . . medhng where he

has nothing to do. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Stage Illusion,

When the pleasant impertinent of comedy . . worries the

studious man with taking up his leisure, or making his

house his home. 1846 W. P. SCARGILL Purit. Gram 52

Henry St. John, .rebuked the young impertinents.

Hence t Impe-rtinentness, impertinency.

1670 PENN Truth Rescuedfr. Impost. 66 The Frivolous,

ness and Impertinentness of this Ribaldry to the Con-

troversie in hand.

Impertinently (impa-atinentli), adv. [f.
IM-

PERTINENT + -LT 2
.]

In an impertinent manner.

1. Without reference or relation to the subject in

hand ; not to the point ; away from the matter or

purpose ; irrelevantly. Now rare.

CI449 PECOCK Repr. iv. iv. 442 Forto so inpertynentli

speke. 1563 Homilies n. Cert, places Script, n. (1859) 380

Yet is there nothing so impertinently uttered in all the

whole book of the Bible, but may serve to spiritual purpose.

1626 JACKSON Creed vm. iv. 7 A maxime . . most imper-

tinently applied to the point now in question. 1736 CHANDLER
Hist. Persec. 452 How impertinently are both these in-

stances alledged ! 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. in. i. 8 7-

374 A profusion of learning is scattered all around, but not

pedantically or impertinently.

f 2. Inappropriately, unseasonably, incongruously ;

in a way contrary to reason, good sense, or pro-

priety ; improperly, unbecomingly. Obs.

1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. 83 The blessedst of mortall

Wights . . began to be so impertinently importund, that a

great part of Divine Liturgy was addressd solely to her.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. n. viii. (1848) 124 If.. a Man speak

either Unseasonably, erroneously, or Impertinently, he may,

though he say little, talk too much. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod.

Rand. Ixv. (1804) 475, I cannot help being impertinently

circumstantial, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. II (1847)

I. i. 19 The brutumfulmm was applied
to those who urged

him with the orders of the House impertinently.

t b. To no purpose ;
with no effect. Obs.

1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair iv. iv, I do thinke how

impertinently I labour. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rffl. (1848) 75

Half this precious time we impertinently trifle, or squander

away 1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 335 To be impertinently

Cange), f. im- (IM-
2
) +pertinent PEBTINENT.]

VOL. V.

whispered, as a piece of impertinent pride in me, that I have

hitherto been saucily civil to everybody. 1725 DE FOE

Voy. round World (1840) 91 A very useful, skilful fellow,

but withal so impertinent and inquisitive that we knew not

what to say to him. 1798 NELSON Let. to French Com-

mander at Malta Oct., I feel confident that you will not

attribute it either to insolence or impertinent curiosity.

1847 JAMES Convict iii, He thought the strangers tone

rather impertinent. 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three I.

iv, Fay has been most impertinent to me.

b. trans/, of things.

1848 DICKENS Dombey iv, Fenced up behind the most

impertinent cushions. 1860 SALA Lady Chester/, v. 83 The

Lowther Arcade is vulgar and impertinent. 1861 THACKERAY

Four Georges iv. (1862) 221 Her fair hair, her blue eyes, and

her impertinent shoulders.

B. sb. fl. An impertinent or irrelevant matter.

1628 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ep. Bed. Aiijb, To apparell

any more [of my thoughts] in these Paper vestments, I

should multiply impertinents.

2. An impertinent person : see the adj. ;
now

esp. a meddlesome, presumptuous, or insolent per-

son ;
one who does or says that which he has no

business to do or say, and which is considered a

piece of presumption or insolence.

i6 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory (r86g) 5 This curious

Impertinent. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702)

3. Intrusively, presumptuously, saucily; in a

manner contrary to what is due towards superiors

or strangers (see IMPEBTINENT 5).

1647 CLARENDON Hist.Reb. i. no He was impertinently

sollicitous to know what her Majesty said of him in private.

1711 STEELE Sfect. No. 79 T 9 She is impertinently Blunt to

all her Acquaintance. 1795 Phantoms of Cloister I. 170

He very impertinently walked up to her, and attempted to

take her by the hand. 1802 MAR. EUGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. vii. 46, I would not interfere impertinently for the

world. Mod. The maid answered her mistress most im-

pertinently.

t Impertra-nsible, a. Obs. [f.
IM- 2 + med.

L. pertransibilis, f. pertransire, i. per through +

Iransire to cross, pass over or through.] That

cannot be passed through or crossed. Hence t Im-

pertransibi'lity.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 227 What is infinite is incom-

prehensible and impertransible ; as also adverse to al order,

for in infinites there is no first or last. Ibid. 432 The dis-

tance between the power and act is, as to efficience, infinite

and impertransible by any finite power. 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Man. I. iv. no The Impertransibility of Eternity.

Imperturbability (impaatMbabi-liti). [f.

next : see -ITY.] The quality or condition of being

imperturbable or incapable of being agitated.

1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. n. vii, An imperturbability which

passed, falsely enough, for courage. 1873 H. ROGERS

Orig. Bible vi. (1875) 23 r This more than judicial impertur-

bability. 1888 LOWELL in Daily News 26 July 6/3 This

conduces certainly to peace of mind and imperturbability of

judgment.

Imperturbable (impMtf-jb&bl), a. [ad. late

L.imperturbtibil-is (Augustine, 0430), f. im- (1H-*J

+ *perturbabilis PERTUBBABLE.
Cf. F. imperturb-

able (1486 in Godef. Compl.}.] Not capable of

being or liable to be mentally perturbed, agitated,

or excited ;
unexcitable ; serene, calm.

cuw tr. De Imitatione in. liii. 126 Whan shal [>ere be

sad pes, pes imperturbable and sure ? i77S ASH, Imfer.

turbable, impossible to be disturbed, incapable of being dis-

turbed. Diet, ofA rts. 1797 W. JOOK.E Ltft Catherine 201

(Jod.) The Prince de Ligne had given the Empress Catherine

the name of imperturbable, or immoveable. 1820 SCOTT

Monast. xiv, Solemn and imperturbable gravity. 1860

MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. viii. 524 Great was the embarrass-

ment, .even of the imperturbable Burleigh.

Hence Impertu-rbableness, imperturbability.
1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 479 How great .. was their

constancy and imperturbableness. 1861 HOLLAND IMS.

Life xiii. 182 A certain degree of mental repO5e-;-or
what

maybe called imperturbableness is necessary to influence.

Imperturbably (impa.ito-.iba.bli),
adv. [f.

prec. + -LT 2.] In an imperturbable manner;

without mental perturbation, agitation, or excite-

ment ; serenely, calmly.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes i. (1858) 208 Trusting imperturbably

in the appointment and choice of the upper Powers. 1866

MRS. WHITNEY L. Goldthwaite v. (1873) 7' Her imperturb-

ably goodnatured way. 1884 SEELEY in Coiitemp. Kev.

Oct 492 The train of thought is imperturbably pursued.



IMPERTURBATION.

Zmpertorbation (impajtwtv'-Jan). [d. L.

imfierturbiitien-em (Jerome, a 430), f. im- (In-
2
)

+ pcrlurbjtio PERTURBATION.] Freedom from
menial perturbation or agitation ; calmness.

1648 W. MoL'NTAGUE DfivHt ss. l. xix. 5 2 In our copy-
ing of this equality and imperturbation, we must profess
with the Apostle, We have not received the Spirit of the

World, but the Spirit which is of God. 1871 M. LRGRANO
Comb. Freshman (1878) 16 Collectedness of faculties, and

imperturbation
of feature.

Imperturbed (impsjtpMbd), a.
[f.

In- 2 +
perturbed, pa. pple. of PERTCBB v. : cf. L. impcr-
turbatus, in same sense.] Not perturbed or agi-
tated ; undisturbed, unmoved, unexcited.

1711 BAILEY, Imperturbed, undisturbed, serene, clear,
calm. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxviii, The imperturbed
Cuddie who was one of those persons who do not easily
take alarm at any thing. 1835 GRESWELL Parables II. 420
Imperturbed rest.

Imperu Sably, adv. rare.
[f. *imperusable

adj. (t.
IM- - 4- PEHUSABLE) -i- -LT 2.J Unreadably.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 365 Proving, that

very smoothly polished and laboriously wrought Antijacobin
poetry may be imperusably dull.

t Iniperve'rse, v. Obs. rare. [f.
In-1 + PEB-

VERSE a.] trans. To render perverse.
1603 FLORID Montaigne in. ix. (1632) 532 Favours relent

me, feare imperverseth me [F. me roidit].

Im perve-rtible, a.
[i.

IM- 2 + PERVERTIBLE.]
Incapable of being perverted.
1850 Q. Rev. June 7 The far-seeing impervertible adroit-

ness of the venerated chief.

t Imperve stigable, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IM- 2

+ *pcrvcstigable adj., f. L. pervestigarc to search
out thoroughly: see -BLK.] That cannot be tho-

roughly investigated or traced out.

16515 BLOUNT Glossogr., Impervestigable, that cannot be
sought or found out. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850)
I. 123 His being . . is impervestigable and past finding out.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 272 How impervestigable is the

depth of Wisdom.

Impervlable (impa-jviab'l), a.
[f.

L. imper-
vi-us IMPERVIOUS : perh. by confusion with imper-
meable] Incapable of being penetrated or passed
through; impervious; impermeable.
1816 SCOTT Antia. xv, Strong thick paper, imperviable by

the curious eyes of the
gossips.

i8a6 Chron. in Ann. Reg.
137/2 It renders [it] imperviable to water. 1867 H. CONY-
BEARE in Fortn. Rev. Nov. 505 An imperviable coating of

gold which every shower would restore.

Hence Imperviabl lity, Impe rviableness, im-

pervionsness.
1818 Edin. Rev. XLVII. 205 For

imperviability
and un-

healthiness of climate, we may instance the vast forests, .of

Ceylon. 1847 CRAIG, Imperviableness, imperviousness.

t Impe-rvial, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. impervi-us

(see next) + -AL.] =
next, I.

1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod n. 463 But then the gusts so fall.
That oft the sea becomes imperviaL

Impervious (impa-jvi3s),a. [f.L.tmftemi-us,
f. im- (!M- -) +pervins PERVIOUS.}
1. Through which there is no way ;

not affording
passage (to) ; not to be passed through or pene-
trated ; impenetrable, impermeable, impassable.
1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 226 Any skin . . which should

make the Neck [of the womb] impervious. 1663 COWLEY
Penes sev. Occas., Ode Harvey ii, A wall impervious be-
tween Divides the very Parts within. 1773-83 Hool.E Orl.
Fur. XLI. (R.), He wants no mail of proof wnose skin was
made Impervious to the javelin, dart, or blade. 1774 PEN-
NANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 271 The western channel into it

is impervious, by reason of rocks. 1807 T. THOMSON Cheat.
(ed. 3) II. 490 Bricks and tiles should be impervious to
water. 1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synonyms (1856) 282 The
river is impervious that cannot be forded, and impassable
which cannot be crossed. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II.

viii. 562 An impervious desert.

2. jig. That one cannot get through or penetrate ;

in mod. use chiefly of a person or his mind, Not
affording passage or entrance to (argument, feeling,
etc.) ;

'

impenetrable '.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Low C. Warres
y. 137 What

Councel-chamber can be impervious or inaccessible to royal
bountie? 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 30 To render, .that
evident and clear, which would have otherwise been im-
pervious. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 554 To reasons
such as guide the conduct of statesmen and generals the
minds of these zealots were

absolutely impervious. 1857
BUCKLE Civiliz. I. xiii. 745 He had to deal with men
impervious

to argument.

Impe'rvioualy, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.] So

as to be impervious ; impenetrably.
1794 SULLIVAN Vitw Nat. II. 293 Materials for an elucida-

tion of a period almost imperviously involved in darkness.
1866 HOWEI.LS Venet. Life (1883) I. vii. in The heavy
wooden blinds [shut] imperviously.

Imperviousnesa. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being impervious ; impenetrability.
1717 in BAILKY vol. II. (Hence in JOHNSON, etc.) 1869

FYNDALL Notes Led. Light 137 To a similar cause is due
the whiteness and imperviousness of common salt, and of
transparent bodies generally when crushed to powder. 1896
DK. ARGYLL Pkilts. Belie/77 A modification of the same
lubsta'ice supplies imperviousness to the passage of air.

t I-mpery. Obs. Also 4 imperi, 6 -ye, 6~J
le. Cf EMPEBY. [var. of EMPIBY, a. OF. em-

perie (nth c.), assimilated to the original L. im-

peri-um, supreme power, IMPERIUM, EMPIRE.]

90

1. Imperial or supreme rule or authority ;
com-

mand, dominion, sovereignty.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22269 Alsua of be Imperi [v. rr. impire,

empire] of rome. 1535 Goodly Primer, Creed in Three
Primers (1848) 41 The Devil with all his impery, subtlety,
and malice, /bid., Gen. Confession 46 Honour, worship,
impery, and rule be to thee, O Father. 1547 HOOPER
Declar. Christ Q Office vi. Wks. i Parker Soc.) 48 Him that
had the imperie and dominion of death, to say, the devil.

1604 TOOKBR Fabriqut ofCh. 118 As for the Bishops. .they
have superiority but no Impery. 1657 REEVE God's Plea 36
Hath God this impery over us ?

2. An empire.
1538 LKI.AND ///. I. p. xxii, So shaul yowr Majestic have

this yowr Worlde and Impery of Engtande. c 155* PHILPOT
Exam. $ Writ. (Parker Soc.) 395 Ruled as these earthly
kingdoms and imperies be.

3. A command, behest, rare.

1561 JASPER HEYWOOD tr. Seneca's Hercules i, At ease he
doth myne imperie fulfyl.

Impesh, -e, obs. forms of IMPEACH.

Impest (impe-st), v. Also 7 em-, [ad. F.

empeste-r (Montaigne, i6th c.), f. em- = IM- 1 +

peste PEST, plague : with substitution of L. tin-.]

trans. To infect with a plague or pestilence. Hence
Impesta tion, the action of impesting.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Honour's Fare-well 50 A Soule devested

Of worldly Pomp (which hath the World
impested). 1655,

a 1748 [see EMPEST]. 1808 J. BARLOW Columb. vi. 36 See the
black Prison Ship's expanding womb Impested thousands,
quick and dead, entomb. 1844 B. G. BABINGTON tr. Hecker's
Epidemics Mid. Ages 233 The same attempt at impestation
had been already often made in earlier times. 1884 Med.
Times IQ July 99/2 Hospitalism spared the Calcutta Medical
College Hospital during Dr. Mouat's incumbency and im-

pested it in mine.

t Impe'ster, v. Ots. Also 7 em-, [a. OF.
tmpestrer (now empetrer}

'
to pester, intricate, in-

tangle
'

(Cotgr.), f. late L. *impastoridre (It. im-

pastojare), f. im- (IM-
1
) + late L.fastortum,-a,lt.

pastoia, pastora a shackle or hopple for a horse.]
trans. To hobble (a horse) ; to entangle, embar-
rass, encumber. Hence f Impe-sterment, an en-

tanglement, embarrassment, encumbrance.
1601 [see EMPESTEK]. 1611 COTGR., EmfesM, impestered.

1646 SIR J. TEMPLE Irish Rebell. II. 3 Finding the City to

e'ow
daily more and more impestred with strangers. 1651

RQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 206 It would but intangle the
minde with more impestrements. 1653 Rabelais n. xxv,
The two cables . . intangled and impestered the legs of the
horses. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 321 Such.. trans-

position of the foot, as might incontinently impester the

legs of the Hoppingtots.

tl'mpet. Obs. rare. In 5 ympet. [ad. L.

impetus violent impulse.] = IMPETUS.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ix. 247 (Harl. MS.) He sawe oon

[ship] drivinge withe a grete ympet.

Impeteous, obs. var. IMPETUOUS.

Impeticos, v. A burlesque word put into the

mouth of a fool : app. as a perversion of impocket,
and perh. intended to suggest petticoat.
1601 SHAKS. Tmel. t?. n. iii. 27, I sent thee sixe pence for

thy Lemon [mod. edd. leman], hadst it ? Clo. I did impe-
ticos thy gratillity.

Impetiginons (impfti-d^in3s\ a. [ad. L.

impetiginos-us, f. impetigo: cf. mod.F. impetigi-
neux (Littre).] Pertaining to or of the nature of

impetigo ;

'

scurfy ;
covered with small scabs

'

(J.).
i6o VENNEH I'ia Recta (1650) 282 Itch, tetters, and the

like
impetiginous

affects in the flesh and skin. 1757 BROOKE
in Phil. Trans. LI. 80 Impetiginous disorders very common
both in Maryland and Virginia. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med.
II. 158 All young children are to a considerable extent liable

to impetiginous eczema.

Impetigo impftai-go). PI. impetigines
(-i-djiniz). [L. impetigo, f. impeth-e to assail,
attack : cf. vertigo]
A name given to various pustular diseases of the

skin, and in //. to such diseases in general.
Most of the diseases now so called are non-febrile and

non-contagious ; but impetigo contagiosa is an acute con-

tagious disease with febrile symptoms.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vn. Ixiii. (1495) 278 Im-

petigo is a drye scabbe that comyth of more rysynge and
fyry tnatere than Serpigo. 1527 ANDREW Brnnsuyke's
nistyll. Waters A ij, The same water withdryveth impeti-
gines. 1669 Addr. hopeful yng. Gentry Eng. 20 The scro-
fulae and luxuriant impetigos of fowl humors. 1803 Med,
Jrnl. IX. 565 The leprosy of the Romans before the time
of Cicero was the impetigo. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 78
Vesico-pustules are seen in . . contagious impetigo.

Impetious, obs. var. IMPETUOUS.
t Impeti-tion. Obs. [n. of action from L. im-

petlre (ppl. stem impetit-^ to assail, attack, f. im-

(!M- 1) +petlre to seek. (Used, app. from similarity
of form, as noon of action to IMPEACH.)] = IM-
PEACHMENT 4.

1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 Al accomptes and al
actions suites and impelicions for the same. 1605-6 Act
3 Jas. /, c. 27 9 All manner of Deceites and Offences . .

all Impeticions and Punishmentes for the same. 1614 GEE
Foot out ofSnare App. 99 The most of their impetition . .

is a general railing against my discoueries. [1791 STRYPB
Eccl. Mem. II. xix. 402 (an. 1552) To have the premises ..

with impetition of waste during the life of the said Arch-
bishop.]

Impetous, obs. var. IMPETUOUS.
t I-mpetrablfl, a. Obs. [ad. L. impetrabilis,

IMPETRATIOIT
f. impetrare : see IMPETRATE v. and -BLK. Cf. F.

impitrable (1406 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That may be impetrated or obtained.
1616 BULI.OKAR, fmpetrat>le t

w\i\c}\ maybe obtained. 16*8
HOBBES J'hu yd. (1822) 149 Hope of pardon either impe-
trable by words, or purchasable by money.
2. Capable of obtaining or effecting something,

successful.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 21 How impetrable hee was
in mollyfying the adamantines! tiranny ofinankinde.

t I'mpetrant, a. Obs. [ad. L. impetrant-em,

pres. pple. of impetrare : see IMPETBATE v. and
-ANT. Cf. F. impitrant (1468 in Godef. Compl.).]
That impetrates

or obtains.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 512 In the state and order
of causes impetrant, or dispositiue conditions. Ibid. 517
They may be vsed..as dispositions and causes impetrant,
and not as causes properly or condignely meritorious.

t I'mpetrate, /// a. Obs. Also Sc. -at. [ad.
L. impetrdt-us, pa. pple. of impetrare: : see next.]
Obtained by request, esp. by application to an

authority ; impetrated. (Const, chiefly as pa. pple.)
1518 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Re/. I. 1. 103 The said

Commission might be, by an inhibition impetrate on like

fashion, frustrate and letted. 1609 SKENB Reg. Maj. 89 Gif
the breive is impetrat, and raised .. the assise sail proceid.
c 1674 Ace. Scotland's Grievances under Lauderdale 74
Personal protections to debtors were most abusively impe-
trate. 1721-1 WODROW Hist. Suffer. Ch. Scot. (1828) I. I.

ii. 241 This was not the deed of Scotland but impetrate at
London.

Impetrate (i'mpetr^t), v. [f. L. impetrat-,

ppl. stem of impetrare to obtain by request or

exertion, to procure, effect
;

f. im- (!M- i) +patrdre
to bring to pass, accomplish, achieve.]
1. trans. To obtain by request or entreaty; to

procure. Now chiefly Theol. (also in Rom. Law^.
1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VI11, c. 14 The clergy, .did impetrate

and obteine by auctorite of parliament . . that it shulde be
lefull [etc.]. 1550 J. COKE Eng. fy Fr. Heralds i 61 (1877)
76 To impetrate a saulfconducte for hyfn. 1651 C. CART-
WRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 214 Good workes, which hee calles

Merits, because they doe impetrate or obtaine a reward.

169* Covt. Grace Conditional 5 That the Price paid by
Christ . . did fully impetrate, merit and purchase at the
Fathers hands, the perfect and compleat Redemption of his
Elect. 1861 GOULBURN Pert. Relig. v. n. (1873) 85 Power-
ful . . to impetrate from Him the highest blessings. 1880
MUIRHEAD Gaius Digest 493 A conveyance he had impe-
trated by fraudulent representations.
absol. a 1643 J. SHUTE Jvdgem. ^ Mercy 1 1645) 192

Chrysostome sticks not to say that good works have the

place of prayer with God, and impetrate.

t b. To bring to
pass, procure, effect. Obs.

1647 WARD Simp. Cooler (1813) 71 Me thinks it should
impetrate a Royall Redintegration.
2. To entreat, request, beseech, ask for. Nowrar*.
1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 46 To

come straight to thy Clemency to impetrate Pardon for my
Offence. 1651 BIGGS Nnv Disp. F 80 It is to be impetrated
ofGod alone, that he would vouchsafe [etc.]. 1681-6 J. SCOTT
Chr. Life (1747) III. 5 To act on the Part of the Subject,
in impetrating the Superior's Favour and Protection. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy ix, A slight testimonial, sir, which I thought
fit to impetrate from that worthy nobleman . . MacCallum
More. 1891 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. IV. 369 Applica-
tion was made ..for a prolongation of his life : which
the Earl of Derby impetrated on his knees to the Queen.

b. To entreat or beseech (a person, etc.).
1881 F. G. LEE R. Barentynt viii. 103 Then we impetrate

Fate, and abide our lot.

Impetration (impetr^i-Jsn). [ad.
L. impetra-

tion-em obtaining by request, achievement, n. of
action from impetrare : see prec. Perh. in early
instances a. AF. impetracioun (1292 in Britton}.]
The action of impetrating.
1. The action of obtaining or procuring by request

or entreaty. (Chiefly Theol.')

1518 Burgh Rec. Edinburgh 10 Dec. (Jam. Suppl.), For
the impetracioun of quhatsumeuir priuilege or fredomes
thocht to thame profitable. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 162 Impetracyon is y optaynynge of y* peticyon.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace To Rdr. 18 The former part con-
tains the method of gjace in the impetration thereof by
Jesus Christ. 1854 KABER Growth in Holiness xv. (1873)
287 No prayer has such a power of impetration as that which
comes from a will conformed to the will of God.

b. Law. The obtaining (of a writ).
a 1648 Ln. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 292 The said Car-

dinal did not know the impetration of the said Bulls to have
been to the Contempt and Prejudice of the King. 1798 in

Root Amer. Law Rep. I.
54^

That more than three years had
elapsed from rendering the judgment complained of, and the
date and impetration of the plaintiff's wnt.

o.
' The pre-obtaining of church benefices in

England from the court of Rome, which belonged
to the gift and disposition of the king, and other

lay-patrons of this realm
'

(Tomlins Law Diet.').

[1363 Act 38 Edw. Ill, Stat. ll, Aussi des impetracions
& provisions, faites en meisme la Courte de Rome, des
benefices & offices desglise appertenantz a la donacion . .

noire dit s r
. le Roi.] 1484 Sc. Acts Jos. Ill (1814) 166

(Jam.) Anent impetraciouns made in the Court of Rome in

contrare our souuerane lordis priuilege. 1494 .Vi-. Acts

Jas. IV (1597) 9 53 The impetration and purchasing at the
court of Rome benefices electiue. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
II. 7 That,

.penalties,
.should be attached to all impetration

of benefices from Rome by purchase or otherwise.

2. Petition, entreaty, supplication, request.
[1*9* BRITTON I. xxxii, f 23 Par diligentes impetraciouns



IMPETRATIVE.
ad il este'. .demaunde' ; transl. for that by continual claims

he has been . . demanded.] 1618 GAINSFORD Perkin War-
beck in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793! 64 The king went thither

[to Our Lady of Walsingham] for the impetration of pros-

perity in his affairs, and overthrow and dissipation of his

enemies. 1650 ELDEKFIEI.D Tythes 212 He should .. reap
some fruit of his own successful impetration. 1798 W.
WILBERFORCE Let. to Han. More in Life (1838) II. 301,

I have before expressed, .my earnest impetration that you
would bear in mind [etc.]. 1873 B. GREGORY Holy Cath.

Ch. xvii. 196 Christ's own impetration . .
' That they all

may be one .. must yet be answered. 1897 MAITLAND in

nf. Hist. Rev. Oct. 634 In the letter of '

impetration that

he [a litigant in the ecclesiastical courts] sent to Rome he

named the persons whose appointment he desired.

Impetrative (rmpetw'tiv), a. rare. [ad. L.

impelrativ-us, f. ppl. stem of L. impetrdre : see

IMPETRATE v. and -IVE.] =!MPETRATORT.
1612-15 Bp. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. vi, O Saviour . .

Thy prayers, which were most perfect and impetrative.

1656 BRAMHALL Replic. ix. 372 An impetrative Sacrifice, or

an impetration of the fruit and benefit of his Passion by

way of reall Prayer. 1884 R. S. STORRS Divine Orig. Chr.

iv. 1 10 (Funk) [The mass] is to them a eucharistic and an

impetrative sacrifice.

Impetrator (rmpetre'tai). [ad. L. impetrdtor,

agent-n. f. impetrare to IMPETKATE.] One who

impetrates or entreats.

1605 A. WILLET He.rafla in Genesin 338 A blessing may
be asked of them [angels] as the impetrators and inter,

cessors for the same.

Impetratory (i-mpetrcHori), a. [f.
L. impc-

trdt-, ppl. stem of impetrdre + -DRY. Cf. It.

impetratorio] Having the quality of obtaining by
or as by request. (Chiefly TAeoI.)

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. ii, The least motion

of a thought was in him impetratory. 1651 JER. TAYLOR

Holy Dying ii. 3 Alms . . are preparatory to, and impetra-

II. 139 Both as an impetratory or supplicatory, and as a

propitiatory or satisfactory sacrifice,

t Impetre,"- Obs. Also5empetre, empeter.

[ME., a. OF. empetre-r >,i3th c.), impelre-r

(I4th c.), ad. L. impetrdre : see IMPETRATE v.~\

1. trans. = IMPETRATE v. 2.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. iii. 123 (Camb. MS.) pat nis

nat aproched no rather or bat men be-sekyn it and impetrent

\erl. 1532 impetren] it. 01450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 51

Thei impetrithe [1483 CAXTON D ij, empetre] grace for them

that be alyue. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 94/2 Seynt Nychass
. . impetred . . of our lorde that thys tribulacion . . sholde be

to the helthe of the soules of them. 1494 FABYAN Chron.

vu. (1533) II. 15/2 [They] rode to the kynge . . to empeter

grace for the sayde bayllyues.

2. = IMPETRATE v. i, i b.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 14 Fastinge . .humblithe the

herte, and impetret[h] pardon and grace of God. 1483

CAXTON Cato B ij, To haue and impetre of them somme

good after theyr deth. c 1500 Melusitie 14 As lytel myrthe
..that he hath Impetred to oure moder by hys falshed.

Impetulailt (impe'tizHant), a. rare~. [f.

IM-2 + PETULANT.] Not petulant or peevishly

impatient ;
free from petulance.

Hence Impe'tulantly adv., without petulance.
1821 in T. G. Waine-uright's Ess. $ Crit. (1880) 197 To

receive patiently and impetulantly.

Impetuosity (impe:tiifrsiti). [a. f.implluo-
siti (i.sth c. in Godefroy Comply, ad. L. impeluo-

sitds, f. impetnos-us : see next and -ITY.]

The quality or character of being impetuous;
sudden or violent energy of movement, action, etc. ;

vehemence : a. of physical things or actions.

The tide runs . . with _such fury and impetuosity, as it were

mountains rolled up in water. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tteve-

nofs Trav. I. 289 We entred the Town with so great Fury
and Impetuosity, that the besieged begged Quarter. 1790

BEATSON Nav. $ Mil. Mem. I. 244 They came down from

the heights with the greatest impetuosity, and began their

attack on the royal artillery. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. II.

536 Flames . . issued forth with great impetuosity. 1839

THIRLWALL Greece xlix. VI. 183 Their left wing was almost

immediately broken by the impetuosity of his charge.

b. of feelings, temper, disposition, etc.

1639 Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 12 Being not

able any longer to beare the impetuosity of his appetites.

frank impetuosity.

c. with //. An instance of this quality ;
an im-

petuous movement, action, or feeling.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 178 Indangered by violent and

extreame impetuosities of raine. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat.

in. i. (1765) 171 The Impulses of Appetite, the Impetuosities

of Resentment may tempt us. 1815 Hist. Mr. "}. Decastro

IV. 253 Genevieve, with all her impetuosities, has, we

confess, always been a favourite with us.

Impetuous (impe-ti*<|3s), a. Forms : a. 4

impetuious, 5 impetuouse, ympetuous, inpy-

tuous,6impy'tuous,(-petous),6- -petuous. /3. 5

inpeteous, (6 impeteous, -piteous, -pyteous,

(-pytous, -pietouse),6-7 impetious,? -pittious.

[a. F. impitucux, -euse (isth c. in Littre), ad. L.

impetuos-zis, f. impetu-s (see below and -ous).

The (3 forms suggest association with piteous.}
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1. Of physical things or actions: Having much

impetus ; moving with great force or violence, or

characterized by violent motion
; very rapid, forci-

bly rushing, violent.

c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xxvi. 100 A right grete &
Impetuouse tempeste rose. 1541 R. COPLAND Galym's
Terapeut. 2 G ij b, Yf the fluxyon be impetuous.

1600 F.

WALKER Sp. Mandeville 64 a, A whirl-wind so strangely

impetuous, that it amazed those that beheld it. 1692 RAY
Dissol. World xi. v. (1732! 218 That great and impetuous
River. 1794 S. WILLIAMS 1'ermont 98 Strength to resist the

most impetuous winds. 1832 LANDER Adv. Niger II. x. 92
The river . . is much swollen . . its current more impetuous.

jS. a 1533 LD. BEKNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aunl. U54.) U v b,

Roring and impiteous sees. 1541 BOOBDE Dyetary ix. (1870)

250 Great and impyteous [v.r. impytous] wyndes. 1547

Introd. Knowl. xxi. 176 Great impietouse wyndes. 1601

SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 100 The Ocean . . Bates not the Flats

with more impittious haste. 1615 CROOKE Body ofman 175

A kinde of nimble violence and impetious motion.

2. Of feelings, etc., or of personal action or dis-

position, and hence of persons : Acting with or

marked by great, sudden, or rash energy ;
vehe-

ment, violent, passionate, ardent.

1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. iv. x. (Tollera. MS.), Coler.

ike men be); generally wraKul, hardy, . .unstable, impetuious

[1495 inpeteous, 1535 impeteous ; Lat itatoKUs, impetiiost}.

c M*S Pound. St. Bartholonwu's (E. E. T. S.) 17 Wardld

and defendyd, ajenst ympetuous hostylyte. a 1628 PRESTON

Breastpl. Lime (1631) 207 A man that hath a more impetuous

spirit than another. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc s Treat.

207 This Lords daughter had so impetuous a Love-passion
for him. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 167 P n The impetu-
ous vivacity of youth. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vu. 11.

170 His affection was as impetuous as his wrath. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 165, I mean the impetuous, ready

to go at that which others are afraid to approach.

Impe'tuously, adv. [f- prec. + -LT 2
.] In an

impetuous manner
;
with great impetus or force ;

violently, vehemently ;
with sudden or rash energy.

1483 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 104 The ryver . . renneth so In-

pytuously as a quarel out of an arbalastre. 1490

Eneydos x. 39 A clowde .. decended impetuously vpon the

flote. 1590 SPENSER /'. Q. n. xi. 18 [They] round about him

flocke impetuously. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 70 For

Motion the Spirits move impetuously down the nervous fila-

ments. 1834 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. (1837) I. ix. 141

They are impetuously led on ta wrong acts. 1871 H. AINS-

WORTH Tmuer Hill l. i, Henry rushed impetuously into the

room.

Impe'tuousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] I he

quality of being impetuous ; impetuosity.
c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 46 Hastyly

he went whedyr the ympetuousnes of the malicious wood-

enes ympellid hym. c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 8j Helpyng
the shyp agaynst the impetuousnes of the storme. 1636

SANDERSON Serm. (1681) II. 56 We shall soon run into all

extremities of evil with the greatest impetuousness that can

be 1675 A rt Contentm. IV. xv. 199 The impetuousness of

our desires. 1711 W. KING tr. Naude's Ref. Politics iv. 130

Those great rivers which flow with such impetuousness. 1873

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 7 Polemarchus has the frankness

and impetuousness of youth.

Impetus i,i-mpfts). [a. L. impetus assault,

onset, violent impulse, violence, force, vehemence,

f. impet-erc to rush upon, attack, assail, f. im-

(Isi- !) +pet'ere to seek.]
1. The force with which a body moves or main-

tains its velocity and overcomes resistance ; energy
of motion

; impulse, impulsion.
1656 HOBBES Six Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 285 The quantity

of the impetus may be equal to the quantity of a time. 1667

Phil. Trans. II. 440 The Ball, being by the Impetus it ac-

quired in descending, carried downwards. 1717 J. KEILL

Anim. (Econ. (1738) 62 The Blood . . successively receives

new impetus's from the Ventricles contracting themselves.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 389 What is impetus, or force

in a moving body? 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 174 Whether

the stream . . retains sufficient impetus to carry it to our

b. Gunnery. The altitude due to the initial

velocity of a projectile, i.e. the space through which

it must fall to attain an equal velocity ;
the force

of projection as measured by this.

1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 154 Having given the

Direction, and the Impetus, or Altitude due to the First

Velocity of a Projectile; to determine the Greatest Height
to which it will rise. 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner

(ed. 2) 249 The space due to the initial velocity is called the

impetus.
2. In reference to immaterial things, as feelings,

actions, etc. : Moving force, impulse, stimulus.

1641 Compl. cone. Corrupt. $ Grievances 2 After that first

heate and impetus of reformation .. the businesse went on

no further. 1649 J. H. Motion to Parl. Adv. Learn. 29 To

prosecute the hints and impetus of their owne inclinations.

1699 N. MARSH in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 296 Such

juvenile impetuses ought to be repress'd. a 1714 M. HENRY
Wks. (1835) I. 120 Struggling with the violent impetus of a

particular lust. a. 1830 HAZLITT in Half Hours with Best

Authors II. 273 What also gave an unusual impetus to the

mind of men at this period was the discovery of the New
World. 1872 YEATS Growth Comm. 238 Fugitive Huguenots

gave a fresh impetus to weaving.

Impeyan (i-mpian), a. (si.) Also Impeian.

[Named by Latham, 1787, after Sir Elijah and

Lady Impey, who tried to bring living specimens

of the bird to England.]

Impeyan pheasant : a kind of East Indian phea-

sant (Lophophorus impeyanus), with crested head;

the male has plumage of brilliant metallic hues.

Ja
la

IMPIETY.

The name is sometimes extended to other species of

Lophophorus. b. Of or pertaining to this pheasant.

c. as sb. = Impeyan pheasant.
1870 BLAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports (ed. 3) 77 The Irn-

peyan pheasant . . called by the Indians the ' bird of gold .

Ki) Pall Mall G. 8Jan 3/2 A store of Impeian, Argus, and

apanese pheasants. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 16 Jan. 1/2 The

rge hat. .was trimmed with shimmering impeyan feathers.

II Imph.ee (i-mfi). Also imfe, imphie. [imfe,

native name in Natal.] A species of sugar-cane,

Andropogon saccharalus Koxb. (Holcus Linn.,

Sorghum Pers.), also called African or Chines*

Sugar-cane, Broom Com, Sorgho, and Planter's

Friend.
1880 Silvers Handbk. Australia 273 The imphee, or

Planter's Friend, is well adapted to the Queensland climate.

1893 WATT Diet. Econ. Prod. Ind. VI. in. 277 This, .is said

to be extensively grown in Africa and America, the plant of

the former country being the Imphee, and of the latter the

Sorgho, which is mainly cultivated on account of sugar.

t Imphrygiate, Obs. rare. [f.
In- 1 + med.

L. phrygiare to embroider, 'acu pingere, opera

Phrygio
ornare' (Du Cange), f. Phrygi-us Phry-

gian.] trans. To embroider, work in embroidery.
1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 49 b, Little flying Byrdes,

excellently imphrygiated of Museacall paynting.

II I'mpi. [Zulu,
= body or company of people,

esp. of ai med men.] A body of Caffre warriors
;

a force, detachment, army.
1879 Daily Tel. 16 May, A Zulu impi. .managed to cutoff

the chiefs cattle and to kill some of his followers. 1885

Harper's Mag. Mar. 652/1 His sabre, .clove a way through
the Undi Impi at Isandhlwana. 1888 RIDER HAGGAHD
Maiwa's Revenge v. 123 The men looking round caught

sight of the spears of Wambe's impi coming rapidly along.

t I'mpiate, v. Obs. rare
-

". [f.
L. impidt-,

ppl. stem of impidre to render impious, defile with

sin, f. impius IMPIOUS.] trans. To pollute, defile.

Hence t Impia'tion, defilement.

1623 COCKERAM, Impiate, to defile with dishonestie. 1638

PHILLIPS, Iwpiation, a defiling.

f I-mpicate, v. Ots. rare
-

. [f.
L. impicat-,

ppl. stem of impicdie, f. im- (IM- ') + pix, pic-em

PITCH.] trans.
' To cover with pitch

'

(Cockeram

1623).

Impicture (impi-ktiuj), v. Also 6 en-, 9 em-.

[f.
IM- ! + PICTORE.]

1. trans. To represent as in a picture ;
to portray.

1520-30 [see EMFICTURE]. 1787 Generous Attachment IV.

73 She tears the roses from the cheek of beauty, and im-

pictures horror and despair. 1796-7 COLERIDGE Lines to a

beautiful Spring 28 Like passing clouds impictured on thy
breast. 1892 Chatub. Jrnl. 16 July 456/2 The lake, on the

smooth steely surface of which the church and church-tower

were impictured as in a mirror.

f 2. To impress as with a picture. Obs.

1596 SPENSER Astroph. 163 His pallid face, impictured

with death.

Hence Impi'ctured ppl. a., portrayed, depicted.

1814 CARY Dante, Paradise in. 12 The shape returns. .of

our impictured lineaments.

Impier, obs. form of EMPIRE, UMPIRE.

ImpieTCe, var. of EMPIERCE v.

tlmpie'rcealjle,^ Obs. Also 4-6 -perciable,

6 -per-, 7 -pear-, -peireeable. [f.
IM- ^ + FIERCE-

ABLE. Perh. representing an OF. *imperceable]

Not pierceable ;
that cannot be pierced.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \. iv. (Skeat) 1. 45 Ye armen your

seruauntes ayenst al debates, with imperciable harneis. 1590

SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 17 Never felt his imperceable brest So

wondrous force from hand of living wight. 1647 WARD
Simf Cater 73 Your weapons and armour are. .impierce-

ablef 1691 E. TAYLOR Behmcn's Theos. Philos. 189 So im-

pierceable are their Rocky Hearts.

Impiety (impsi-eti).
Also 4 impite. [a. K

impiete (i 2th c.) or ad. L. impietat-em, n. of quality

i. impius : see IMPIOUS and -ITY.] Want of piety ;

that which is the opposite of piety.

1. "Want of reverence for God or religion ; irre-

ligion ; ungodliness ; unrighteousness, wickedness.

a io HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxii. 6 Hilde bai er in wickidnes,

& in baire impite.. All bewrapped in wickedness against

ther neightbour, & in impietie against god. 1548 HALL

Chron., Edw. /K 200 The mother of this pernicious com-

mocion was uncharitie, or very impietie. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's Africa n. 389 The impietie of Arrms and other here.

tikes. 1776 GIBBON Decl. * P. xiu. I. 387 The titles of the

Divinity were usurped by Diocletian and Maximian. . . buch

extravagant compliments, however, soon lose their impiety

by losing their meaning. 1873 JOWETT Plato
(edj

i]i V. 155

The impiety of those who deny the existence of th* Goojs.

b. With an and//. An instance of this; an im-

pious, irreligious, or ungodly action, practice etc.

1529 S. FISH Supplic. Beggers d87t) n So long shall it

seme to euery man to be a greate ympiete not to gyue therm.

1611 BIBLE 2 Esdras iii. 29 When I came thither, and had

seene impieties without number. 1743. J- MORRIS Serm. yu.

JOT He did not immediately chastise for their impieties.

1807 P WARUNG Tales Old Regime 240 Each swore by the

m6st impious of impieties that . . he would be its enemy.

2 Absence of natural piety, as of child to parent ;

want of dutifulness ; hence, want of reverence or

respect in general.
1588 SHAKS. Tit.A.l.\. 355 Tit. Bury him where you can,

heroines not heere. Mar. My Lord this is impiety in you,

My Nephew Mutius deeds do p ead for him. 1674 tr

Scheffcr"s Lapland 34 It were impiety to believe this c all,



IMPIGHT.

since experience shews us the contrary. 1731 LAW Stritnu

C. xxi. (ed. 21 432 Can you think it ;i less impiety to contemn
nnd vilify a brother? 1895 Daily AVii'j 2 Nov. 6/1 All this

trivial chatter about the mere externals of De (Juincey's
life . . leaves upon our mind a disagreeable impression. It is

impiety , . in it- antique meaning. Mod. A gross instance of

ti! ;il impiety.

t Impi ght, pa. pple. Obs. Also in- : see also

Euriunr. [pa. pple. of impitch, f. IM- 1 + PITCH

i/.] Pitched or planted in; implanted, inserted.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. lu. (1495) 169 The knees
ben holowe and rounde, for the legges and whyrlbones
sholde be the easelyar inpyghte therm. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Purple Isl. XL xxix, Yet in her side deep was the wound
impight.

t Impi'gnorate, pa. pple. Ois. [ad. med.L.

impignordl-us. pa. pple. of impignordrc, f. im-

(IM-') + pignus, pigncr-, pignor- pledge, pawn,
mortgage : cf. L. pignerdre to pledge.] Pledged,
pawned, mortgaged.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 27 b, [They] borowed . .

money, and for the repayment of the same, had morgaged
and impignorate their landcs. 1683-4 H. ROSE Family of
Rose oj Kilravock (Spaldinj; CD 58 For payment . . he gave
the lands of Kinsteane, impignorat to him for 300 merks.

Impignorate (imprgnow'l), v. Chiefly Se.

Also -pigner-. [f. med. L. ppl. stem impignordt-
(see prec.).] trans. To place in pawn ; to pledge,
pawn, mortgage.
01639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ck. Scot. vii. (1677) 5'9 Th

Earl had impignorated his estate. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Impignerate. 173* E. ERSKINK Serin. Wks. 1871 II. lo In
his oath he impignorates his holiness. 1754 ERSKINE Princ.
Sc. Law (1809) 417 A wadset. .is a right, by which lands, or
other heritable subjects, are impignorated by the proprietor
to his creditor in security of his debt. 1880 Literary World
17 Sept. 177 't When Orkney and Shetland were impignor-
ated to the Crown of Scotland.

Impignoration (impi.-gndr^-JanX [ad. med.
L. impignordtion-em, n. of action f. impignordrt :

see prec.] The action or fact of impignorating ;

pledging, pawning, mortgage.
1598 HAKLUVT Vey. I. 151 All arrestments, reprisals, and

impignorations of whauoeuer goods and marchandises in

England and Prussia . . arc from henceforth quiet, free, and
released. i6a6 Charges agst. Dk. Buckhin. in Rushw. Hut.
Cell. (16591 I- 347 A legal Impignoration, whereby the
Estates personal and real of the Accomptants are made liable
to be sold for the discharge of theirdebts. 18x6 SCOTT Mai.
Malagr. u, The impignoration of moveables.

t Impi'grity. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. impigri-
tdt-em, n. of quality f. impiger, impigr-, f. im-
(!M- *) +pigtr slow, sluggish.]
1613 COCKERAM, linpigritie, quicknesse, diligence. 1656

in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS. I7i m BAILEY.

tl-mpigrous, a. Obs. rare-", [f. L. impigr-
(see prec.) + -ous.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Impigrous, diligent, quick, ready,

not slow.

t Impi'le, v. Obs. rare. [f. IM- 1 + PILE st.]
trans. To surround or enclose with piles or stakes.

1633 P. FLETCHER Pvrple Isl. II. xx, These three [common
fences] round impile This regiment, and all the other Isle.

t Imprllor, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

IM- l + PILLOR v.

to pillory.] trans. To put in the pillory ; to pillory.
1645 W. HOOKE ffeiv-Englnnds Sence 5 But these have

been .. Imprisoned, Impillored, Fined. 1685 LCTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) I. 360, 3 lo be transported and one to be im-
pillored.

Imping (i-mpirj), vbl. sb. [f. IMP v. + -ING '.]
The action of the verb IMP

; grafting, engrafting ;

the repairing of a hawk's wing with adscititious
feathers. In quot. 1340 concr. a shoot, scion, 'imp'.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxliii. 13 Whas sunny- as new

ympyngis in baire jouthede. 1:1440 Prom/i. Pan. 360/1
Impynge (Pynson or graffinge), insertura. 1575 TURBERV.
f''aitlconrie 277 The laste maner of ymping is, when a feather
is not quyte broken off but broosed. 1616 SUKFL, & M ARKII.

Country Farme 352 To the end that you may not faile of
this worke of imping. 1851 R. R. BURTON Falconry in
Valley ofIndus vii. 75 When the tail or the pinions are ac-

cidentally broken, the falconer . . performs the process of
1

imping by neatly sewing and binding to the shaft a sub-
stitute which exactly matches the lost part.

b. attrili., as imping needle.

1575 TURBERV. Fan/conrie 277 With an ymping needle
layde in Vyneger and Salte, so close them togither as they
may be thought to be one feather. 1674 N. Cox Gcntl.
Recreat. n. (1677) 230 Ifa Feather be broken or bruised, he
. .must have his Imping-needles.

Impinge (impi-ndj), -a. [ad. L. imping-lrt
(only trans.) to push, strike, drive (at or into),
thrust, strike, or dash (against), f. im- (!M- l) +
pangere to fix, drive in.]

1. trans. To force or thrust (a thing) upon any
one

; to fasten or fix on forcibly, rare.
'535 JOVE Afol. Tindale i This with other haynous crymes

whiclie he impingeth vnto me in his pistle. i8a( Svn.
SMITH Sf, Wks. 1859 II. 198/1 If this method of appealing
to the absurdities of a past age, and impinging them upon
the pr sent age is fair and just.
2 To strike, dash, hurl a thing upon something

else ; refi.
=

4.
1660 G. FLEMING Slemma sacrum 5 Before they did im-

pinge them-elves.and the Vessel, upon some new and worse
dangers 1819 T. L. PEACOCK Misfort. Elfkin xi, He im-
pinged his foot with a force that overbalan.ed himself.
3. To strike ; to come into forcible contact with,

collide with. Now rare or Obs.
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1777 Gamblers 17 On being impinged by another kill, it

will spin for some little time on its own center. 1794 G.
ADAMS Nat. f, Exp. Philos. II. xv. 139 Myriads fpanii les

of light] can move all manner of ways without impinging
one another. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall iv, The
degree of force with which I have impinged the surface.

4. intr. To strike or dash ; to come into (violent
or energetic) contact

;
to collide. Const, on, upon,

also against, t at.

1605 G. POWEL Refut. Ep. by Puritan Papist 38 The
rockes of offence, whereat some of the ancient Emperours
impinged. i6ax BURTON Anat. Jlcl. I. iv. I. 11676' 134/2A ship that is void of a Pilot, must needs impinge upon
the next rock or sands, and suffer shipwrack. 1717 J. KKILL
Anim. CEcon. (17381 61 The Ventricles, when they contract,
impinge upon the Blood, and . . expel it. a 1774 GOLDSM.
Sun. Exf. Philos. (1776) I. 176 Provided we know the
weights of the two bodies, and their swiftness before they
impinged. 1796 ATWOOD in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 130
The inclination of the masts and sails.. and the direction
in which the wind impinges on them. 1881 YOUNG Every
Man his own Mechanic 1510 A flame which by means of
the blowpipe is caused to impinge upon the charcoal.

b. Said of waves of light, sound, and the like.

167* NEWTON in Pltil. Trans. VII. 3087 Those, when they
impinge on any Refracting or Reflecting superficies, must . .

excite Vibrations in the aether. 1871 HUXLEY Phys. viii.

209 The aerial waves which enter the meatus all impinge
upon the membrane of the drum. 1878 FOSTER Pkys. in.
ii. 397 The laws according to which rays of light impinging
on the retina give rise to sensory impulses.

1614 P. FORBES Def. Lawfull Ministers 19. 35 They
still reason, ab authorilate negative, and so, doe impinge
foully, in all the sortes above specified. 1851 GLADSTONE
Glean. IV. xxiii. 158 Here we impinge upon a dilemma
hard as adamant.
5. To encroach or infringe on or upon.
1758 WARBURTON Div.

Lefttt. Pref., Wks. 1811 IV. 59
Nor did the heat of reformation carry him to impinge upon
any other of the nocturnal Rites, then celebrated in Rome.
e 1800 LD. ELDIN in Ramsay Remin. v. (1870) 127 Had. .my
clients been caught .. impingin' on the patent richts. 1814
SCOTT

Ivjav. xiv, Heaven forbid that I should do aught that

might . .impinge upon the right ofmy kinsman. 1884 Illustr.
Land. News 6 Sept. 319/1 In doing so, I should be impinging
on the province of the reviewers.

Hence Impinging (impi-nd.^iij) vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1704 NEWTON Ofticks (J.), The cause of reflexion is not
the impinging of light on the solid or impervious parts of
bodies. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 390 There must be
as many impinging particles in the one, as there are gravitat-
ing particles in the other. 1844 RUSKIN Arrows ofChace
(1880) I. 289 The power of reflection in water vanes with
the angle of the impinging ray.

Impingement (impi-ndjment). [f. IMPINGE
+ -MENT.J The action of impinging : a. Impact,
collision, lit. and fig. b. Encroachment.
1671 Trne NonconfContents, Prelatick exactions high im-

pingements upon Christian Liberty. 1837 Erasers Mag.XV. 732 The powers of reason have no similar incentives
or impingement, but are a more direct emanation from the
Deity. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon II. vn. i. 118 This tide-wave
itself is.. modified in its turn by impingement against the
African continent. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. f, Pav. x. ii.

(1881) 450 The effect of the impingement of civilization upon
barbarism.

Impingent (impi-nclgent). a. rare.
[ad. L.

impingtnt-cm, pres. pple. oiimpingfre to IMMNOE.]
Impinging.
1759 PRINGLE in Phil. Trans. LI. 262 The immense

velocity of the impingent body, a 1846 Sat. Mag. cited in
Worcester.

t Imprngnate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of late L.

impinguare, {. im- (IM- ') + pingu-is fat.] trans.
To make fat ; to fatten.

i6*> VENNER Via Rectav. 85 It impinguateth and causeth
the body to waxe grosse. 1666 G. HARVEY Morb. Angl.
xvin. 214 Rhenish wines .. do accidentally impinguate.
'*9?..

EvE
V
VN De to Quint. Orange Trees 10 That the Mare

of Wine did Impinguate, and Inrich the Ground.
Hence Impi ng-nating- ///. a.

; also t Impin-
giia tion, fattening.

the
body

of medicine, the knowledge of the parts of man's
body, of functions . .of impinguation [L. impingtiatione\ and
the like, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Misc. Tracts (1684) 16
Physicians . . acknowledge a very nutritive and impinguatin?
faculty in Pulses.

t Impi-ngue, v. Obs. rare
-

>. [ad. late L. im-
pingua-re : see prec.]

' To make fat
'

(Cockeram,
1623).

Impious (i'mpias), a.
[f. L. impi-us without

reverence (f. im-, IM- 2 + piui) + -ous : cf. OF.
impitux, -euse (i5-i6th c. in Godef.) ; mod.F. has
impie (in Cotgr. 1611), ad. L. impi-us.]
1. Not pious ; without piety or reverence for God

and his ordinances; presumptuously irreligious,
wicked, or profane: a. of persons, or things
personified.
'594 <st PI. Contention (1843) 31 Impious Yorke, and

liewford . .Have all lymde bushes to betraie thy wings. 1614GATAKER Transubst. 27 And who is so impious, .as to eate
thus that which he thinketh to be God ? a 1704 T. BROWN Dk.
OrmonoTs Recov. Wks. 1730 I. 50 E'er impious plow to
wound the earth began. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. vii.

(1875) 266 The Sunis recognise Abu Bekr, Omar and Othman
. and regard the Shiabs as impious heretics. 1875 JOWETT
1'lato (ed. 21 1. 319 The impious, whoever he may be, ought
not to go unpunished.

IMPLACABLE.
b. of actions, sayings, and the like.

'575-85 Anp. SANDVS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 199 If magis-
trates should command that which is impious, .we have our
answer well warranted : . .

'
It is better to obey God than

men'. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav (ed. a) 338 To touch
their mouths or meat with fingers U held absurd and im-
pious. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 813 Canst thou with impious
obloquie condemns The just Decree of Godt 1718 PRIOR
Plcasttrt 902 At Dagon s shrine I kindle impious flame.
1845 MAURICE Mor. Philos. in Encycl. Afetraf.il. 638/1 An
impious disregard of all the processes of his education.
2. Wanting in natural reverence and dntifulness.

csp. to parents, rare.

1613 PVRCHAS Pifgrimoft (1614) 351 The Caspii shut up their

parents . . and there in respect of pietie (what more could the
impious doe?) starve them to death. 1783 MORELL A ins-
worth's Lai. Viet. iv. s. v. Tullia, The impious daughter
of Servius Tullius. .drove her chariot over the body of her
aged father.

Impiously (i-mpiosli), adv.
[f. IMPIOUS a. +

-LY *.] In an impious manner ;
with impiety; with

presumptuous wickedness or profanity.
'597 DANIEL Civ. Wars v. (R.), Ungrateful times ! that

impiously neglect That worth, that never times again shall
show. 1693 CONGREVE in Dryden's Persius (1697) 400 So
Vnbelievers impiously despise The sacred Oracles, in
Mysteries. 1769 E BANCROFT Guiana 320 Too many at
the altar . . impiously enter into engagements, without intend-
ing to fulfil them. 1864 SKEAT Uhland's Poems 314 My
sacred ivy thou hast dared profane, And impiously dost call

thyself my priest !

I-mpionsness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being impious ; impiety.
'599 SANDYS Eurofx Spec. (1632) 127 Who indeed doe

blot out much impiousnesse and filth. 1695 LD. PRESTON
Boeth. in. i3 note. The Impiousness of which Fact he
ordered Papinian to excuse.

Impir(e, impyre, etc., obs. ff. EMPIRE sb. and v.
The usual Sc. forms in i6-i7th c.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vi. xv. 14 To rewle the pepill vndir
thyne impyre. 1559-60 Call. Lit. Col. B. ix, Seeing ambition
has sa impyrit ower their reason. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 3 Vnder the Impire of Ingland.

Impish (i'mpijj, a. [f. IMP sb. + -ISH.J Having
the characteristics of an imp; pertaining to or
characteristic of a little devil or mischievous
urchin.

1651 GAULE Mngastrom. 334 The news of the victory was
. . carried to Rome by Castor and Pollux . . or, as others say,
by the Impish divels themselves. 1834 BECKFOKU Italy II.
8 Stimulated by impish children. 1876 T. HARDY Ethel-
berta (1890)219 Teasing and worrying with impish laughter
half suppressed. 1884 LADY VERNEY in Contemp. Rev.
Oct. 550 Spiteful, impish tricks.

Hence rmpishly ai/v., I mpishness.
1864 WEBSTER, Impishly. 1871 LYTTON Parisians IX. ii,'
I shall have the wreath yet ', cried [she] impishly. 1876

T. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 303 When scheming any plot
of particular neatness, which had less emotion than impish-
ness in iL 1897 W. C. HAZLITT Four General. Lit. Fam.
I. in. lii. 274 A half-witted fellow . . whom the boys . .

impishly
tormented.

Impiteons (impi-tzas), a. [f. IM-
2 + PJTEOUS.]

Ruthless, pitiless.

1877 SntomBKnata, Italy, Kevhi. Learn, viii. 412 note,
Exiled from home and fatherland by fate impiteous. 1882

Anunt Figura 140 Sole 'neath heaven's impiteous stars.

1890 Univ. Rev. 15 June 231 Impiteous And hateful are the
gods, and void of ruth.

Impiteous, -tious, -tous, impittious, obs.
var. IMPETUOUS.

Impi-tiably, adv.
[f. IM- 2 + PITIABLY.] With-

out pity, mercilessly.
1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 36 The antique barriers which

impitiably and irrevocably divided mankind into castes
have been swept away.

Implacability, [ad. late L. imp/acabilitSs :

see next and -ITV.J The quality or condition of

being implacable.
'53' ELYOT Gav. n. vi, The implacabilitie or wrath in-

saciable, of those two capitaines. 1673 Lady's Call. I. iii.

F 10. 25 So to regulate their passions, that they never come
within distance of implacability, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem.
Ceo. //(i847) I. ix. 262 His resentments were not softened
by the implacability of their hatred to him. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 167 To James unpopularity, obstinacy,
and implacability were the greatest recommendations that
a statesman could have.

Implacable (impl^-kab'I, -plarkab'l), a. [a.
F. implacable, ad. L. implacdbilis ,

(. im- (!M- 2) +
placdbilis PLACABLE. (By Spenser and Longfellow
stressed on first (or third) syllable. 1]

1. That cannot be appeased ; irreconcileable ; in-

exorable : of persons, feelings, etc.

ijxa MORE De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 83/1 Bering implac-
able anger where they perceue themself not accepted. 1611
BIBLE Rotn. i. 31 Couenant breakers, .implacable, vnmerci-
fuIL 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 165 f 3 That we should
be harassed by implacable persecution. 1769 ROBERTSON
/",. r^/,o..\\7 ... _._u_ l :j .t-_:*_i^ LI

1875 I _
earl of Warwick remained implacable.

b. Const, to.

1678 Bt'NYAN Pilgr. i. (ed. a) 84 They thereby shew them-
selves to be implacable to good. 1785 T. BALOUY Disc. 62
The greater part of these sectaries were implacable to those
who differed from them.

t 2. That cannot be assuaged or mitigated. Obs.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 44 O how I bume with implac-

able fire. Ibid. ill. vii. 35. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 658 Thir



IMPLACABLENESS.
armor help'd their harm . . which wrought them pain Im-
placable. 1862 LONGF. Wayside Inn Prel. xiii, The plunge
of the implacable seas, The tumult of the winds at night.
3. as sb. One who is implacable.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 2 As I have ordered

it, the flight will appear to the implacables to be altogether
with her own consent.

Implaxableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being implacable ; implacability.
1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows in. 82. 338 It is mens implac-

ablenesse which maketh God implacable. 1677 GILPIN
Demonol. (1867) 466 Appearances of wrath and incom-
passionate implacableness. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa.
(1811) II. xxx. 193 The implacableness of my brother and
sister, .he sets forth in strong lights. 1824 SOUTHEY Bk. of
Ch. (1841) 506 The implacableness of their political hatred.

Implacably (impU'-kabli, implavk-),^. [f.
as prec. + -LT^.J In an implacable manner

; with

enmity or resentment that cannot be appeased.
1631 GOUGE God's Arrows I. 66. 109 Men may thinke

the Divine wrath to be implacably incensed. 1731-73
JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), It is no wonder that men of this

temper should have worried one another so implacably for
Nestorianism [etc.]. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S, IV. xvii.

441 Burke .. pursued Chatham implacably, and refused to
come to an understanding with him.

t Impla-cacy. Obs.rare- 1
. [l.L.implacat-tts

unappeased (cf. IMPLACABLE) : see -ACY.] Unap-
peased state or condition ; implacableness.
ci66o WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 292 The smart of their

implacasy.

Impla'cement, var. EMPLACEMENT, situation,
position, platfprm for a gun.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 689 The station or im-

placement, would confer majesty even on an inferior edifice.

1889 Engineer 5 Apr. 281 We understand that the heavy
steel guns are to be mounted in Moncrieff implacements.

Implacental (implase-ntal), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. IM- 2 + PLACENTAL (f. PLACENTA + -AL) ; cf. mod.
L. Implacentalia neut. pi., name of the group.]
A. adj. Having no placenta, a term applied to

the group of mammals consisting of the marsupials
and monotremes {Implacentalia).
1839-47 ToDDCcc/. Anal. III. 257/1 The quadrupeds ..

above defined, are . . implacental. 1865 DKAPER Intcll.
Devel. Europe xxiii. 562 Mammals, both placental and
implacental.
B. sb. A mammal that has no placenta ; a mar-

supial or monotreme. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Implace'ntate, . Zool.
[f. IM- 2 + PLACEN-

TATE
(f. PLACENTA + -ATE 2 2) : cf. rnod.L. Impla-

centata =
Implacentalia^\ Having no placenta.

In mod. Diets.

t Implarn, v. 0/>s. rare- 1
, [f.

iM-i + ? PLAIN
a., in sense '

plane, flat, level
'.] trans. To make

smooth with plaster ; to plaster smooth.
(.-1420 Pallad. on Husb. i. 479 Oyl dregges mixt with

clay thou must implayne [z'. r. me may ymplayn] Thi wowes
[
= walls] with.

Implaister, var. EMPLASTEB v. 06s.

t Implane, v. [ad. late L. (Vulgate) implanare
to lead astray.] 'To deceive' (Cockeram, 1623).
t Impla-nitude. [f. IM-

2 + L. pldnitudo even-

ness.] Unevenness, unlevelness
;
in quot. attrib.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 46 b/2 The vn-
even and implanitude collocation inferreth payn and recur-
vation in the loyncte.

t Impla-nk, v. Obs.rare-". [iM-l.] trans. To
enclose with planks.
1611 FLORIO, Inassare, to imboord or implanke.

Implant (impla-nt), zi. Also 6 emplant. [a.
F. implanter to insert, engraft, etc. (also f emplan-
ter to plant), f. im- (!M- 1) +planter to PLANT.]
1. trans. To plant in, insert, infix. Chiefly pass.,
To be set, fixed, or embedded in something, e.g.
as a crystal in a matrix of another kind. Also reft.

1545 RAYNOLO Byrth Mankyi-.de 17 Before they emplant
them self in the hedde of the stoone. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Matt i. 15 The Opticke Sinew.. is implanted into the
middle of the eye. a 1705 RAY (J.), Another cartilage,
capable of motion, by the help of some muscles that were
implanted in it. 1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 169 Patrinite
sometimes occurs in globular masses, implanted in other
rocks. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 75 The Teeth .. are
small bones, .implanted in the alveoli of both jaws.
2. To fix or instil (a principle, desire, opinion,

etc.) in one. Chiefly pass. : To be firmly fixed or
inherent in. (The ordinary use.)
a 1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 323/1 They are both inclina-

tions of nature, implanted of God. 1605 TIMME Qtiersit. i.

ii. 6 The diuine vertue which God hath put and implanted
in all creatures. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 389 Gravity,
attraction, repulsion . . are not powers implanted in matter,
or possible to be made inherent in it. 1820 SCOTT Abbot i,

So deeply is the desire of offspring implanted in the female
breast. 1887 BOWEN Virg. AZneid in. 249 Take these words
of the prophet implant them deep in your heart.

fb. To engraft (a bud). Alsoyf^. : cf. IMPLAN-
TATION 3. Obs. rare.
1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 71 Till such time as the buds

then implanted may be fast cemented. 1675 BROOKS Gold.
Key Wks. 1867 V. 30 Requiring men to be better Christians
before they come to Christ, than commonly they prove after

they are implanted into Christ.

3. To set in the ground; to plant. Alsoy?^.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM A rt ofSnrz'ey i. iii. 6 It implies that

either the ground is very fertile in
g_enerall, or that they are

implanted in Plots Sympathizing with their Natures. 1633

98

P. FLETCHER Purple fsl. xn. Ixxx, Upon her cheek doth
Beauties self implant The freshest garden of her choicest
flowers. 1753 L. M. tr. Du Rascq's Accomfl. Woman I. 180
Those [herbs] which thegardiner implanteth. 1845 STEPHEN
Comm. Lams Eng. (1874) II. an Trees, while still implanted
in the ground, are parcel of the freehold. 1868 HELPS Reat-
mail vhi. (1876) 208 Had implanted the seeds of fatal disease.

b. With inverted construction : To plant
(ground, etc.) with something, rare. Also^.
1612-15 Br. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. xxxiii, Break up

the fallowes of my nature, implant me with grace, prune mee
with meet corrections. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. in. Wks.
(1847) 503/2 Minds well implanted with solid and elaborate
breeding. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Horace in Lotid. 121 Your
heir . . May fell your groves, implant the lawn.
Hence Impla'nted ///. a., inserted, introduced

;

infixed
; Impla-nting vbl. sb. = IMPLANTATION.

I59S SOUTHWELL St. Peter's Compl. 72 What change of
place can change implanted paine? 1597 MIDDLETON in
Farr S. P. Eliz.

(1845) ll - 536 Wisedomes haruest is with
follie nipt . . Her fruite all scattered, her implanting ript.
1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 49 The nighest end of Baptisme,
is our implanting into the body ofChrist. 1861 MILL Utilit.

44 Whether the feeling of duty is innate or implanted.

t Impla-ntate, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *'/-

plantdt-us, pa. pple. of *implantare to IMPLANT.]
Implanted.
1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes 34 There is a Magnetisme . .

every where implantate in, and proper to, naturall bodies.
Ibid. 56 Both the implantate and influent spirit depart hand
in hand together. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. T 164 Their
original inhaerent and implantate vigour.

Implantated, ///. a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ED ]
.]

1855 MAYNE Expos, Lex., Implantalus, applied to those
crystals which are attached by one of their ends to the walls
of an excavation hollowed in a rock : implantated.

Implantation (implant^' 'Jsn). [a. F. implan-
tation, noun of action f. implanter to IMPLANT.]
The action or process of implanting ;

the fact or
manner of being implanted.
1. Anat. The insertion of an organ, muscle, etc.

;

esp. as to its manner and place. Cf. IMPLANT v. i.

1378 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 13 The implantation of the
teeth is not in one, as an other sheweth. 1615 CROOK E
Body ofMan 815 They [two muscles] haue but one tendon
and one implantation. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 62

Ending in that part wherein the anteriour implantation of
Temporal Muscle ariseth. 1854 OWEN Skel. f; Teeth in

'

LIS Criminal iii. 67
back than is normal.

2. The action of planting or setting in the ground.
Alsoy?^. Cf. IMPLANT v. 3.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vn. viii. 7 To make such pro-

vision for the direct implantation of his church. 1650 Brief
Disc. Put. Hist. Europe 15 By saving of Noahs family to

preserve a seed for the implantation of a new. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Implantation, one of the six kinds of

transplantation, used by some for the sympathetic cure of
certain diseases. [Process described.] a 1817 T. DWIGHT
Total. (1830) I. v. 135 The vegetable world . . from its first

implantation in the soil to its full growth.
1 3. Engrafting. Obs. rare.

1652 WARREN Unbelievers (1654) 23 The Gardners knife. .

cannot cut oft" a branch, nor be helpful to the implantation
of it, without the hand of the Gardner. 1660 SHARROCK
Vegetables 66 Apricots and Peaches, being secured upon
their own stocks, will admit implantation unto another also.

t b.
fig. Theol. '

Engrafting
'

into Christ. Obs.
1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xi. 99 Hence we reade so often

. . of a Spirituall Implantation unto him [Christ] by Faith.
i6ss VINES LonCs Supp. (1677) 213 Baptism is first for

insition and implantation. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr.
in. I. App.(i8;j2) 346 A sinner's preparation for, implantation
in, and salvation by, the glorious Lord Jesus Christ.

c. Path. The engrafting of a morbid or malig-
nant growth.
1897 AMuii's Syst. Med. III. 538 The observations of

Hauser have thrown some light on the implantation of
cancer on the ulcer. Ibid. 725 These [growths] are to be
regarded . . as examples of successful implantation or graft-
ing of particles of malignant growth.
4. The introduction and fixing of a principle,

idea, etc. in the mind. Cf. IMPLANT v. 2.

1653 H. MORE Autid. Ath. (1662) 26 The implantation of
the Idea of God in the Soul. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. iv.

25 This desjre of Navigation found a kind of natural im-
plantation in these Phenicians. a 1708 BEVERIDGE Thcs.
Tkcol. (1710) I. 362 The implantation of Christ's righteous-
ness in sanctification, taking away the implantation of
Adam's sin in us. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ v. xxviii.

(1878) 475 The moral judgment which is oftentimes appealed
to by Christ as a correct rule of decision, because of divine

implantation.
5 The firm placing or planting of the foot.

1870 RO_LLESTON Anim. Life 59 By the protrusion and
implantation of which [the muscular foot] into the soft bot-
toms of the ponds and streams in which these creatures
[fresh-water mussels] live.

b. Surg. (See quots.) AXsoattrib.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Implantation,, .the planting of a new

sound tooth into the cavity from which a decayed one has
been removed. Also, the engrafting of pieces of epidermis
on the surface of an ulcer to promote skin formation. Ibitl.,

Implantation, medicamental, the introduction of solid sub-
stances into the structures of the body, either to destroy a
morbid growth or to produce a general therapeutical effect.

Ibid., Implantation needle, an instrument invented by Bruns
for the practice of hypodermatic implantation.

Implanter (impla-ntai). [f. IMPLANT v. +
-EU '

.] One who or that which implants.
1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. i. v. 3. 17 There is an active

IMPLEAD.
and actual knowledge in a man of which these outward
objects are rather the re-minders than the first begetters or
implanters. 1883 A. H. SAYCE in Contcmp. Rev. Sept. 392The implanter oflove in the hearts of men.

Implaster, obs. var. EMPLASTKK sb. and v.

Implastic (implse-stik),<. rare- 1
, [f. IM 2 +

PLASTIC.] Not plastic, rigid. Hence Implasti--
city, implastic quality or condition.

1822-34 Good's- Study Med. (ed. 4! IV. 143 Labour delayed
or injured from implasticity .. of the soft parts. Ibid. 145
Cases of an implastic rigidity.

Implastration, var. EMPLASTKATION, Obs.

Implate (impl^'-t), v. rare-",
[f.

IM-! +
PLATE sb.] trans. ' To put a plate upon as a

covering ; to sheathe ; as, to implate a ship with
iron' (Webster, 1864).
t ImplausibHity. Obs.rare. [f.next + -iTY.]
The quality or condition of being implausible ;

want of plausibility.
a 1639 WOTTON in Rdig. (1685) 671 No doubt he had ob-

tain'd a very important Office in this State, but for the
implausibility of his Person. 1776 G. CAMPBELL Philos.
SJUt. (1801) I. i. v. 175 Implausibility may be surmounted.

Implausible (implg-zib'l), a.
[f. lM-2 +

PLAUSIBLK.]
1 1. Not worthy of applause ; personally unac-

ceptable. Obs.
1602 WARNER Alt. Eng. Epit., After his death him seuer-

ally succeeded . . his two Sons, Harold and Hardy Knought :

Either of them implausible and burdenous to the English.
2. Not having the appearance of truth, probabi-

lity, or acceptability ; not plausible.
(Ji677 BARROW Serin. (1683! II. xxvi. 369 By so impotent,

so implausible and improbable means. 1730 SWIFT Vina.
Ld.

t

CarterefWV.*,. 1761 III. 190 Nothing can better improve
political schoolboys than the art of making plausible or im-
plausible harangues against the very opinion for which they
resolve to determine. 1788 G. CAMPBELL Four Gosp. (1807)
11. 84 This, though not implausible, is mere conjecture.
1794 BURKE Petit. Unitarians Wks. 1842 II. 475 When
they mingle a political system with their religious opinions,
true or false, plausible or implausible.
Hence Implarfsibleness, implausibility ;

Im-
plausibly adv., not plausibly.
1818 TODD, Implausibly. 1846 WORCESTER, Implausible,

ness. Dr. Allen. 1894 Ycllmv Bk. I. 75 That which is al-

ready fair is complete, it may be urged urged implausibly.

Impleach (implrtj), v. poet. rare. Also 6
em-,

[f.
IM- l + PLEACH.] trans. To entwine,

interweave. Hence Implea'ched/^/. a.

IS97 SHAKS. Leer's Compl. 205 Behold these tallents of
their heir [

- hair] With twisted mettle amorously empleacht.
1829 TENNYSON Timbuctoo 224 The fragrance of its compli-
cated glooms And cool impleached twilights. 1865 SWIN-
BURNE Poeins ff Ball., Two Dreams 175 Where the green
shadow thickliest impleached Soft fruit and writhen spray
and blossom.

Implead (implfd), v. Forms : a. 4 en-, 4-5
emplede, 5-6 emplete, 6-9 emplead. $. 5-6
implede, -plete, 6 ymplead. 7 impleade, 6- im-
plead. [ad. AF. en-, empleder=O. empleidier,

-pledier, -plaidier, etc., f. em- (EM-, IM- ]
) -t- plai-

dier \y. plaider) to PLEAD.]
1. trans. To sue (a person, etc.) in a court of jus-

tice,raise an action against. Now on\yarch. or Hist.
a. [1292 BRITTON i. xii. 6 Et voloms, qe touz prisouns

soint a touz responables a ceux qi les enplederount taunt
cum eux serount en prisoun.] 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
VII. 481 Kyng Stephenewas. .i-swore. .bat he woldeenplede
no man for his pwne wordes. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (18701 84
No brother ne sister of yis gylde ne enplede ober in no place,
for no dette ne trespas. a 1400 Ibid. 361 3ef a foreyne em-
pledy be tebynge. c 1500 in Arnolde Citron. (1811) 33 That
none of y fraunches of the forsayd cite be empleted at our

eschequer [etc.]. 1559 in Strype Ann. Re/. I. App. viii. 21

The kings . . tenants in chief shall not be empleadid in the
ecclesiastical! court.

jS. 1458 in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) I. xxii. 322
Wherfore I charge Robt. my srjne . . that he never vexe,

implede, ne greve the forsaid Sir John. 1464 J. PASTON in

P. Lett. No. 492 II. 163 Persones abill to plede and to be

impletid. 1523 FITZHERB. Surr. 13 These maner of tenauntes
shall nat plede nor be impleded of their tenementes by the

kynges writte. 1611 BIBLE Acts xix. 38 If Demetrius and
the craftesmen . . haue a matter against any man, the law is

open, let them implead [R. V. accuse] one another. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xviii. 475 After a corporation is so

formed and named, it acquires many powers . . As . . To sue
or be sued, implead or be impleaded. 1879 FARRAR St.
Paul xxxii. II. 57 Brethren who . . might be impleading one
another at law before the tribunal of a heathen Praetor.

( b. To plead or prosecute (a suit). Obs. rare.

"554 Act M- 2 Phil, ff Mary c. 8 I 35 The Title of all

Lands . . is . . in your Courts only to be impleaded, ordered,
tried and judged.

1 2. To arraign, accuse, impeach. Const, of. Obs.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. 10 To implead the truth

of this history, Cardinal Baronius allegeth that Socrates,
Sozomen and Eudasmon were all Novatianists. a 1658
CLEVELAND Gen. roems (1677) J43> I implead your Highness,
. . as Accessary to my Guilt. 1681-6

J.
SCOTT Chr. Life

(1747) III. 72 They were accused and impleaded by subtil

and insinuating Orators before the Tribunals of their Ene-
mies. 1814 MRS. J. WEST Alicia de Lacy IV. 174 The life

and fame of an innocent woman were impleaded. 1846
LANDOR Imag. Cottv. Wks. II. 193, I can easily pardon a
smile if thou empleadest me of curiosity.

3. In various nonce-uses belonging or related to

PLEAD v. f a. To allege as a plea, f b. To en-

treat, c. To plead with. d. To plead for.



IMPLEADABLE.
1658 T. WALL God's Rev. aest. Enemies Ch. 20 Saul had

never impleaded the intent of sacrifice . . had it not yeilded
him some hope lo wipe off the guilt of his disobedience.

i68a Ntw Ntivs from Bedlatn 13 Now he rakes Hell and
the Devil. .And them impleads for to inspire his Muse. 1839
BAILEY Festus v. (1853) 60 Let mpnarchs . . remember they
arc set on thrones As representatives, .to implead with God
and man. a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante ffdrc. \, (18741 137 How
nrnyst thou be counselled to implead With God thine own
misdeed, And not another's t

Hence Implea-ded ///. a.
t Implea'ding vbl. sb.

174* FRANCIS Horace^ Oats n. i, O Poll to, thou the great
defence Of sad, impleaded innocence. 1861 PEARSON Early
* Mitt. Ages Eng. xxxiii, Twelve others . . who were to

declare upon oath with whom the impleaded property lay.

1875 Sri' BBS Const. Hist, III. xx. 497 Redress for the im-

pleading of a member during the session.

tlmpleadable (implrdab'l), a.1 Obs. [f. IM-
PLEAD Z. + -ABLE.]
L That may be sued (as a person) or prosecuted

(as a suit).

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 113 They be im-

pleadable in their owne townes also, and not elsewhere.
1681 Trial S. ColUdge 5, I am a Free-man of London, and
I am not impleadable . . any where out of the Liberties of
the City. 1714 R. WELTON Subst. Chr. Faith 234 The re-

bellious and disloyal .. are impleadable at a twofold bar.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. a) V. 117 They would by that means
become frank fee, and not impleadable in his court
2. Capable of being pleaded or made a plea.
1648 J. GEREB Might overcoming Right (1649) 33 Those

actions . . shall be as impleadable by men. 1701 LUTTRELL

Brief Rel. (1857) V. 36 That no pardon be impleadable to

any impeachment in parliament.

t Implea'dable, .
2 Obs. [f. IM- 2 + PLKAD-

ABLE.] Not to be pleaded against, or met by any
plea.
1607 DEKKER Knt.'s Conjur. (1842) 48 In what a lament-

able condition therefore stands the vnhappie prisoner ; his

jnditement is impleadable, his evidence irrefutable, the fact

im pardonable, the iudge impenitrable. 1614 T. ADAMS
Fatal Banquet iLWks.i86i-a 1. 106 An impenetrable judge,
an impleadable indictment, an intolerable anguish shall
seize upon them.

t Implea-der. Obs. [f. IMPLBAD v. + -EB i.]
One that impleads, sues, or prosecutes another

;
a

prosecutor, accuser, or impeacher.
a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commotitu. Eng. (1633) 109 In all

judgements being two parties, the first we call the impleader,
suiter, demander or demandant or plnimife. 1698 S. CI.ARK K

Script. Just. iii. 13 Who is my adversary ? (my impleader,
or he that enters an Action against me). 1770 Hist, Duelling
3 (T.) The Gombette law . . allowed the expedient of duelling
to those impleaders, whom the administered oath to offenders
did not

sufficiently satisfy.

t Implea'sing, . Obs. rare. [f.lM-
2 + PLEAS-

ING.] Unpleasing, unpleasant.
i6oa CAREW Cornwall 68 a, Let me lead you from these

impteasing matters, a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife (1638) 103
Impleasing to all, as all to him.

Impleat e, var. IMPLETE a., filled.

Impledge (imple-d^), v. Also 6-7 empledge,
(f> Sc. implaidge). [f. EM- or IM- i + PLEDGE.
An Anglo-L. implegiatus occurs in the Laws of

]

Henry I, suggesting that an Anglo-Fr. emplegier \

may have been in use. Cf. OY.plegier, izth c.]
trans. To put in pledge; to pledge, pawn; to

give as security; to engage. Also re/I.
a. 1548 HALL Ckrcn., Edvj. 7^239 The countye.. which

kynge Charles . . had before engaged, and empledged to
duke Philip. 1630 BRATHWAIT F.ng. GentUtn. (16^1) 147
Whosoever he be that marrieth a wife, empledging his faith

unto her by a ring.
ft. 1597 MONTGOMERIR Ckerrie fy Sloe 1453 Implaidging

and waidging Baith twa thair lyves for myne. a 1656 USSHER
Power I'rincfS n. 11683) J 8s They have not onely unpledged
themselves the one into the other upon Earth, but also to
God in Heaven. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of /sits i. viii, This aus-

picious mom,That bids the daughter of high Lorn Impledge
her spousal faith to wed The heir of mighty Somerled. 1881
SWINBURNE Mary Stutirt I. ii. 49 The great life's gage of

England ;
in whose name Lie all our own impledged.

flmplefy, v. Obs. rare-". In 7 implefie.

[f. L. imple-re (see IMPLETK) + -FY.] To fill

(Cockeram, i6aj\
Implement (rmpUment), sb. Forms : 6 yn-,

ymple-, pimply-, empell-, hympyll-), 6-8 im-

pliment, (7impell-, emploi-, imploye-), 5- im-
plement, [app. ad. L. implimentum a filling up
(f. implere to fill ; see IMPLETE) taken in the sense

of ' that which serves to fill up or stock (a house,

etc.)
'

;
in which sense impltmenta occurs in an

Anglo-L. letter of 1541 (.see sense I below) and

may have been in considerably earlier use. Of OK.
implement, from cmpler to fill, fill up, Godefroy
cites only one example, in sense '

filling up, fulfil-

ling, completing '. The word was evidently some-
times referred to EMPLOY v., and so confused with

employment, ns if=' thing employed or used'.]
I. 1. //. Things that serve as equipment or out-

fit, as household furniture or utensils, ecclesiastical

vessels or vestments, wearing apparel or ornaments,
etc. In sing. An article of furniture, dress, etc,

(Cf. Letter of 1541, Rymer, XIV. 723 Cum omnibus et
omnimodu vasibus, jocalibus, ornamentis, bonis, catallis, et

Implementis.]
4S4 K- K- Will* (i88a) 133 Reparacions and implementij

dwe 10 the . . Cathedral Chirche of seynt powle. 1496-7

94

Act is Hen. VIf, c. 13 f 13 All other goodcs and imple-
mentis of Houshold to be used in their Hou>es. 1505 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 327 Here ffolwyth the ymplemenies of
the Taylourys halle. 153* HERVET Xenophon's Housek, I

(1768) 36, I considered, howe great aboundaunce of impli-
;

mentes was in that smallu vessele. 1566 in Peacock Eng, \

Ch. Furniture (1866) 77 Item one pax one cruitt one vail

with all other empeltmentes of supersticion. 1610 F. GOD-
WIN Bps. ofEng, 218 He left for an implement of hU house
at Ely a woonderfull sumptuous and costly table. 1641
Margate Par. Register in Macm. Mag. XI. III. 196 A note '

of such goods and imployements as are belongince to the

parishe church of St. John's y Baptist, in the Isle ofThanett.
a 1656 USSHER Ann.

yi. (1658* 522 To defray this, they were
forced to . . make their women club their attyring imple-
ments, to make up the sum. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thtn-cmn's
Trav. i, no All the Sea-men have Capots, and it seems to
me to be so necessary an Implement, not only for Sea-men,
but for all that travel by Sea. 01779 WARBUHTON Div.

I.cgj&t.
n. iv. Wks. 1788 I. 253 A golden bough, we see, was

an important implement, and of very complicated intention
in the shews of the Mysteries. 1848 MRS. JAMRSON Sacr,

<$ Leg. Art (1850) 36 They wear the stole and alba as dea-
cons, and bear the implements of the muss. 1851 D.WILSON
Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. be. 465 The use of the consecrated
bell as one of the most essential ecclesiastical implements.
fig. a 1621 }. KING in Spurgeon Treas. Dav- Ps. xxxix.

4 Dispose of your bodies and souls, and all the implements
of them both.

t b. In more general sense : Requisites. Obs.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. 9f Commw. ^1603) 38 More

implements then a spacious sea coast are incident to this

busines : he must have plenty of timber and cordage ; he
must be furnished with a people practised in sea affaires

[etc.]. 1751 FIELDING Amelia Wits. 1775 X. 132 Water,
cordials, and all necessary implements being brought, Miss
Bath was at length recovered and placed in her chair,

2. //. The apparatus, or set of utensils, instru-

ments, etc. employed in any trade or in executing

any piece of work
;
now chiefly in agricultural

implements or as a synonym of 'tools'; frequent
as a generic term for the tools, weapons, etc. used

by savage or primitive man, as flint implements.
In sing. A tool, instrument.

1538 LKLAND ftin. III. 114 King Henry the vij. .erectid

..3 great Bruing Houses with the Implementes to serve his

Shippes. 1567 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 202 In the same
garner, .vj gaddes of yron. -Other implements in the sayme
garner. 1612 CHAIMAN Widdvwes T. Wks. 1873 III. 76
My stay hath been prolonged With hunting obscure nooks
for these emploiments [a crowbar and a halter]. 1616 SURFL.
& MARKH. Country Famte 533 Thus you see the diuersitie
of plowes. .now it is meet to know the implements belonging
to their draught. 1641 Termes de la Ley, Implements^ . . it is

used for things of necessary use in any trade or mystery, which
are implyed in the practice of the said trade. 1734 SWIFT

Drafters Lett. Wks. 1755 VI. n. 49 Wood hath, -his tools
and implements prepared to coin six times as much more.

1767 A. YOUNG Farm. Lett, to People 310 He should make
drawings of every machine and implement of husbandry
that differs from those of his own country. 1875 JOWETT
Plato led. 2) I. 204 An artisan, who had all the implements
necessary for his work. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. v. 152 It

is a great mistake to suppose that implements of stone were
abandoned directly metal was discovered.

fig. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 187 i Those
Sciential rules, which are the implements of instruction.
1862 GOULBURN Pers. Relig. v. iv. (1873) 288 The imple-
ments with which Christianity works. 1867 MILL Inaug.
Addr. 7 The necessary mental implements for the work
they have to perform.

b. Applied to a person ; cf. instrument%
tool.

1628 FORD Lover's Mel. \\. ii, I am Troll io, Your honest

implement. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe it. xiii, This, .man was a
most useful implement to us everywhere. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela 1. 115 The Messenger . . was an Implement in his
Master's Hands. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 511
That meanness which marked them out as fit implements of

tyranny.

U. t3- Something necessary to make a thing ,

complete; an essential or important constituent
:

part. Obs. rare.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 14 The Clergy, which are the two
parts of the inhabitants, (besides the Jewes and Curtezans,
which are the greatest implements of the other third part).

1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. vi. 101 Because they have utterly
lost the mystery of making the blew ribband, .an essentiall

iniplement
of the fringes.

4. Sf. Law. Fulfilment, full performance (cf.
IMPLKMENT v. i).

1754 KRSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 334 Obligations may
be dissolved by performance or implement. i86a SHIRLEY
Nugx Crit. iv. 195 Such conditions are clearly inconsistent

'

with the duties . . and it may fairly be doubted . . whether
implement of them could be enforced. 1868 Act 31 J- 32 I

Viet. c. ico
54 Such note shall not have the effect ..of 1

excusing obedience to or implement of the interlocutor re- !

claimed against.

111. 5. attrib. and Comb. Implement-bearing
= IMPLEMENTIFEHOOS.
1862 Illustr. Land. News

5 July 23/1 The implement and
cattle departments were laid out with a masterly hand.

,

187* SIB J. EVANS Anc. Stone Implements xxii. 426 The
deposition of the implement-bearing beds, .extended over a
very considerable space of time. 1891 DK. ARGYLL in \gth
Cent. Jan. afi Vigorous attempts have been made to treat
all implement-bearing gravels as fiuviatile.

Implement (i-mpUment), v. Chiefly Sc.
[f.

IMPLEMENT j.]
1. trans. To complete, perform, carry into effect

(a contract, agreement, etc.) ; to fulfil (an engage-
ment or promise).
1806 Pttit. T. Gillies ofBalmakevaan 33 (Jam.) This was

an obligation incumbent upon him, which the petitioners

IMPLETORY.
were entitled to insist that he should implement. 1833 Act
34-4 Will. fV

t c. 46 5 90 The decree or order of court has
not been duly implemented. 1865 ALEX. SMITH Sitmm.
.Vjr II. 138 He had seen the boatmen, and fully imple-
mented his promise. 1879 Times 92 Nov. (Mr. Gladstone
in Scotland), On that day . . Mr. Gladstone is expected to

iniplement no fewer than three engagements.
D. To carry out, execute (a piece of work).

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk, Trades^ Optician (1842; 354 Any
simitar invention which he may be employed to implement
for the contrivers.

C. To fulfil, satisfy (a condition).
1857 NICHOL Cycl. Phyx. Set. 63/1 The chief mechanical

requisites of the barometer are implemented in such an
instrument as the following. 1870 R. M. FERGUSON EUctr.
38 How are the conditions of thermo electricity implemented
by the materials of the earth?

2. To complete, fill up, supplement.
1843 BURTON Benthamiann 166 Projects for implementing

wages by pauper relief. 1855 BAIN Senses 4- Int. HI. iv.

15 (1864) 604 The hearer must implement the process, by
the force of his own mind.
3. To

provide
or fit with implements.

1886 Edin. Rw. Oct. 362 Whether armed for defence, or

implemented for industry.

Implemented (impl/me-ntal), a. [f. IMI u.-

HEKT sb. + -AL.] Of the nature of an implement or

implements : f a. Essentially constituent ; b. In-

strumental, practically effective.

1676 MARVELL Gen. Councils Wks. 1875 IV. 154 All the
ill that could have come of it would have been, that such
kinds of bishops should have proved less implemental. 1746
W.

HoRSLEY.ttcW(i^48)I. ii A Statesman proper to govern
this Implemental Common-wealth. 1874 BUSHNELL For-

giveness #f Law iv. 220 The threefold substance of doctrine
nere set forth is to be his [the Holy Spirit's] implemental
power.

Implemeutiferous (ianpUmenti-fltef), a.

GeoL
[f. asprec. + -(i) FERGUS.] Containing (stone)

implements used by early man.
1881 Nature XXI II. 604 The well-known and accepted

implementiferous river-gravels. 1894 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age
(ed. 3) 64om?/f,The valleys containing the implementiferous
deposits.

t Imple-se, var. emplcse, EMI'LESS, to please. Sc.
c *375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Egipciane 1477 To succure all pat

one his modir dere wil cal, & implese hyre with hartly wil
& lef bare syne & serwe hyre til.

t Imple'te, a- Obs. [ad. L. implet-us, pa. pple.
of iniplere to fill up, f. im- (In- ') + *plc-re lo till.]

Filled, replete (with something).
1568 C. WATSON Polyb. 8b, A Citie, impleate with inestim-

able treasure. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
25/2 A little kinde of spoone full and implete with poulder of
corrosiue. 1694 J. T. in Phil. Trans. XVIII. m, I found
..its Vesicles impleat with a grumous Blood.

Implete (implrt), v. i/.S. [f. L. implet^ ppl.
stem of implere (see prec.).] trans. To fill.

i86a N. V. Independent 31 July 4 It was the purpose
of Mr. Calhoun . . to implete the Government silently with
Southern principles. 1886 BEECH ER in Homilet. Rev.
(U. S.) May 421 He [God] impletes all lands, all breadths,
above, below, everywhere.

Implete, obs. var. IMPLEAD.

Impletion (implrjan). [ad. late L. impletion-
<v,noun oi action from implere \ see IMPLETE a.]
1. The action of filling ;

the condition of being
filled; fullness.

1583 STUBDES Anat. Abus. i.
(1877) 104 Booth not the

impletion and sacietie of meates and drinks prouoke lust?
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, fcp. m. xvi. 145 Upon a . .

plentifull impletion there may perhaps succeed a disruption
of the matrix. 1650 GREENHILL Ezekiel 72 Impletion
when the Spirit . . fills the heart of any with Divine graces
and influences. 1812-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 146
The stomach and bowels have been accustomed to the
stimulus of food, and a certain degree of impletion. 1863
H. JAMES Subst. fy Shadow xv. 256 The depletion of his

[man's] natural pride and self-seeking in order to his subse-
quent spiritual impletion with all Divine gentleness peace
and innocence.

t2. Fulfilment, accomplishment (of prophecy).
1615 T. ADAMS Leaven ipo The impletion of scriptures,

w!> had so prescribed of him. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan.
App. ii. 293 The impletion of that Prophecy is . . already
past, a 1716 SOUTH Serni. (1744) X, 197 The very literal

impletion of the prophecy.
3. Bot. The filling up of the disk or cup of a

flower with petals, by the conversion of stamens,
nectaries, etc. into petals; the *

doubling' of a
*

single
'

flower, whereby it becomes^7<v//w.
1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. \. xx. (ed. 4) 61 The Impletion

of Simple Flowers, is by the Increase either of the Petals,
or of the Nectarium.

Hence Imple'tioniat, one who advocates imple-
tion or filling up : see quot.
1883 Sat. Rev. 14 Apr. 464 Two general views on that

question [Scotch crofters), .may be summarized by the two
words

'

impletionist
'

and '

depletionist '. Ibid. t The im-
pletionisl recommends .. lowering of rents, increase of

pasturage privileges, 'rooting in the soil ', and all the rest
of it.

t Imple'tive, a. Obs. rare. [f. implet- % ppl.
stem G\ implere (see IMPLETE a.) +-IVE.] Having
the quality of filling.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. xliv. 270 Such [medicaments] as
are calefactive, warme and inipleiive. 1677 GALE Crtt

Gentiles iv. 14 The Divine Bonitie, saith Proems . . is. . im-

pletive of althings and conversive of althings into itself.

t Imple'tory, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
as prec.

+ -OBY.] Characterized by fulfilment.



IMPLEX.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Hcbr. x. 18 An Impletory remission,
as now in the new Testament, not a promissory, as under
the old.

ti'mplex, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. implex-us,

pa. pple. of implectlre to entwine, f. im- (IM- !) +
plectere to twist, plait. (Cf. F. implexe, I Jth c.)J
Involved ; having a complicated plot.
1710 ADDISON Spect. No. 297 v 2 The Fable, .is, according

to Aristotle's Division, either Simple or Implex. It is called

Simple when there is no change of Fortune in it : Implex,
when the Fortune of the chief Actor changes from Bad to

Good, or from Good to Bad. 1779^81 JOHNSON L. P., Cmvley
Wks. 1 1. 60 The fable is plainly implex, formed rather from
the Odyssey than the Iliad.

"t" Implex, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. implex-, ppl.
stem oiimpleclpre : see prec.] trans. To entwine.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory cvij, These forme thy Ghyr-
londV Wherof Myrtle green . . is so implexed, and laid in,

between.

t Implexed, ppl. a. Obs. [f. prec. or L. im-

plex-us IMPLEX a. -v -ED l.] Entwined ; also fig.

Involved, complicated; = IMPLEX a.

a. 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. iii. 3 (1622) 219 The often

iteration, and implexed application of the termes, of One,
and Many, and Being. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 2
A concatenation or implexed series of causes.

t Imple'xioii. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. im-

plexion-em, noun of action from implectSre : see

IMPLEX.] Complication, intertwining.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. ii. 22. 97 The mutual

occursions and rencounters of atoms, .. their cohesions,
iinplexions, and entanglements.

Imple-xous, a. Bot.
[f.

L. implex-us (see IM-
PLEX a.) + -ous.]

'

Entangled, interlaced
'

( Treas.

Bot. 1866).

t Imple'Xtire. Obs. rare. [f.
L. implex- (see

IMPLEX a.\ +-UUE.] An infolding, a fold.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vin. 100 Nature, .hath engrauen
these cornered implexures, that in them the thinne Mem.
bran.. might insinuate it selfe.

ImpliaWe (implai'ab'l), a.l rare. [f. IM-2 +
PLIABLE; cf. F. impliabk.~\ Not pliable; in-

flexible.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 2 (1740) 32 All Matters

rugged and impliable to the Design must be suppressed or

corrupted. 1831 h'rasers Mag. IV. 320 The impliable and
disjointed stuff they are obliged to render into tolerable

English.

Impli'able, a.2 [f. IMPLY z>. + -ABLE.] Cap-
able of being implied.
a 1865 ISAAC TAYLOR (F. Hall). [In mod. Diets.]

Implial (impbi'al). rare. [f. IMPLY v. + -AL

II.5: after denial.] An act of implying; impli-
cation.

1846 G. S. FABER Lett. Tractar. Secess. Popery 116 Let
us test the amount of this mere implial.

t Implrance. Obs. rare. [f. IMPLY v. + -ANCE.]
The action of implying ; implication.
1677 R. GARY Chronol. ii. ii. in. viii. 237 Their Magistrate

in Chief, at least 8 Years before this Convention, which
must be the Apostle's impliance.

t Impli'cament. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. im-

plicdment-um entanglement, f. implicare : see IM-

PLICATE and -MENT.] Entanglement.
c 1450 tr. De^ Imitatione \\. viii. 49 Be pure and fre wibin-

furbe wibout implicament or incombraunce of eny creature.

t I'mplicancy. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *im-

plicdntia, f. implicdrt : see IMPLICATE v. and -ANCY.

Cf. F. implicance (i7th c.).] Entanglement, con-

fusion ; contradiction of terms.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. I. v. 60. 276 He gives such
evident reason of them, (which can hardly be done to prove
implicancy true) that whereas you say, he will never be able
to salve them from contradiction [etc.]. Ibid. vi. 2. 325 That
science and knowledge, .are Synonimous termes, and that a

knowledge of a thing absolutely unknown is a plain implic-

ancy, I think are things so plain, that you will not require
any proofe of them.

Implicate (i'mplikit), ///. a. and sb. Also
6 implicat, -plycate. [ad. L. implicdt-us, pa.

pple. of implicare ; see IMPLICATE v.']

A. adj. 1. Intertwined, twisted together ; also,

wrapped up with, entangled or involved in. Now
rare.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. Ixii, The history
of Scotland is sa implicat with the history of Ingland, that

[etc.]. 1555 EDEN Decodes 157 As the lycertes are imply-
cate in the tayles of the vipers. 1583 STUBBF.S Anat.Aous.
i. (1877) 129 The poore man is so implicate and wrapped in

on euerie side. 1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 5134 The Veins

appear to be strangely intangled and implicate. 1846
DANA Zooph. (1848) 273 Folia aggregated, and crowdedly
implicate.

t 2. Involved, intricate. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 98 What this implicate Hiperbole, or
aduancement meaneth. 1588 FRAUNCE Laiuiers Log. n. ii.

87 If you resolve such implicate propositions thus [etc.].

1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose n. 6 Wee see so mani-
fold, so implicate, so confused questions of philosophic.
B. sb. 1 1- Entanglement, confusion : cf. IM-

PLICANCY. Obs.

1638 SANDERSON Serin. (1854) 1. 181 It seemeth then to be
a mere implicat, a contradiccion in adjecto, to say that a

thing is sold, and yet for nothing.
2. That which is implied or involved.
1881 A. B. BRUCE ChiefEnd Re-Mi, vi. 266 But even with,

out consulting the Scriptures we can determine for ourselves

95

the speculative implicates of revelation. 1883 MAUDSLEY
Body ff Will\.\\. 95 The implicate of the moral imperative is

not liberty but constraint. 1884 FAIRBAIRN in Contcmp, Rev.
360 The doctrine and its implicates must simply be stated.

Hence f I'mplicately adv., by implication.
c X555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII 152 It is in no other

translation expressedly, but. .it is there implicately.

Implicate (rmplik^'t), v.
[f.

L. implicat-,

ppl. stem of implicare to entangle, involve, connect

closely, etc., f. im- (IM-
1
) +plicare to fold, twist.]

1. trans. To intertwine
; to wreathe, twist, or

knit together ; to entwine, to entangle.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. \. 550 The boughes and

armes of trees twisted one within another, so implicated the
woods together that [etc.]. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy

Qual. 402 [They] implicate, and intangle themselves together
so, as to make, as it were, little knots. 1802 PALEY Nat.
Theol. ix. 3 (1819) 113 Owing to the muscles employed in

the act of deglutition being so implicated with the muscles
of the lower jaw. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II.

353 The various descriptions of wirework in which the open
spaces are of fanciful forms, require to be carefully im-

plicated by the hand.

fig. 1883 R. L. STEVENSON in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 551
The artist . . takes up . . two or more views of the subject in

hand ; combines, implicates, and contrasts them,

T" t>. Jig. To entangle mentally, to confuse, Obs.

1625 SHIRLEY Love-tricks in. v, Good men of the jury . . I

will not implicate you with ambages and circumstances.

C. To entwine (things non-material) in or -with

(other things).
1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. Introd. 35 The church is a

polity . . wherewith he is to implicate all his hopes, desires,
and prayers. 1836 H. COLERIDGE North. Worthies Introd.

(1852) 20 The interests of individuals are so implicated in

those of the community, that [etc.]. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig.
Bible ii. (1875) 81 Christianity was not designed to be . .

implicated with the fortunes of any earthly polity.

2. To involve : a. To involve in its nature or

meaning,oras a consequence or inference; to imply ;

to comprise.
1600 W. WATSON Decaehordon vn. vii. (1602) 195 Other-

wise it implicates a contradiction. 1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT
Beggar Girl\\. 103 Old Frazer . . had . . filled the office of
looker at Castle Gowrand a phrase that implicates the com-
bined duties of steward and bailiff. 1802 MRS. E. PARSONS
Myst. Visit II. 223 So much reserve and mystery, .assuredly

implicated something wrong. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. v.

(1867) 109 If these doubtful opinions implicate inquiries
which the unlearned can never prosecute. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. <$ It. Jrnls. (1872) I. 59 There was never any idea of

domestic comfort . . implicated in such structures. 1896
HOWELLS Impressions $ Exp. 284 That first lesson of civi-

lisation which my words implicate.

b. To involve (a person) in a charge, crime,
etc. ;

to bring into actual connexion with ;
to show

to be concerned. (Also without construction.)
1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvi, These ruffians, who

have dared to implicate that innocent victim, .in the charge.
1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. in. App. 78 Duplicity. .in some

degree always implicates the character of a military man.

1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 503 In no conspiracy
against the government had a Quaker been implicated. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. vi. iii. (1864) III. 442 Each party strove

to implicate the other with the name of an odious heresy.

1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 2) I. App. 721 The En-
comiast, .does not say a word implicating Eadric.

C. To involve or include in the operation of

something ;
to affect or cause to be affected in the

action of something.
1798'!'. JEFFERSON Writ. (18591 IV- 2 42 Your feelings have

no doubt been much implicated by it. 1859 MILL Liberty
v. (1865) 60/2 This question presents no difficulty, so long as

the will of all the persons implicated remains unaltered.
1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis. Throat $ Nose I. 144 It is much
more rare for the muscles of the larynx and trunk to be

implicated [in diphtheria]. 1887 Alien. $ Neural. VIII. 633
The brain is pathologically implicated in insanity.

Hence I'mplicated ppl. #,, inwoven, involved,

intertwisted,entwined, etc. lit. andyig'. ;
I Triplicat-

ing///, a., intertwining.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxxvH. 308 The implicating

Involutions and Fetterings of Gins. 1752 FAWKES Descr.

May (R.), The painted birds their cunning fabrics made,
Or on the oak, or implicated thorn. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh.
Unb. n. iv. 87 The implicated orbits woven Of the wide-

wandering stars. 1832 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I. vi. 324
Where the performance of either of the promises is made by
either to depend on the performance of the other, the several

conventions are cross or implicated.

t I'mplicateness. Obs. rare.
[f.

IMPLICATE a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being implicate; intricacy.
1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet. 103 [Arguments] with-

out any implicateuess or operosity from Authentic Testi-

monies.

Implication (implik^-Jan). [ad. L. implica-
tion-em entwining or entangling, noun of action f.

implicare to IMPLICATE. Cf. F. implication (i6th

c.) complicity, contradiction.]
1. The action of involving, entwining, or en-

tangling ; the condition of being involved, en-

tangled, twisted together, intimately connected or

combined.

f
1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv.

xij. (1869) 182 Seculere

implicacioun and worldliche ocupacioun. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Man vin. in Comparable to the implications of the
sinewes of the arrne. 1623 COCKERAM, Implication^ a wrap-
ping in, or intangling, *z 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

43 Sir Thomas Perrot . . married a Lady of great honour^ of

the Kings familiarity, which are presumptions of some im-

plication. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. xm. (1701) 600/1 By

IMPLICIT.

implication ofsome Atoms cohering mutually to one another.

1728 EARBERY tr. Bnrnefs St. Dead I. 27 Distinguished
from the corporeal machines and the implications of matter.

1831 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I. vi. 325 A convention bilateral

is formed by the implication ofseveral unilateral conventions.
X843 ] MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 14 The mystic impli-
cation of his nature with ours.

2. The action of implying ; the fact of being im-

plied or involved, without being plainly expressed ;

that which is involved or implied in something else.

1381 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv. 11584) Bbiij, Inferred in

the scripture by good proofes of consequence and implica-
tion. 1657 CROMWELL Sp. 21 Apr. in Carlyle, It is but an

implication, it is not determined. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World
i. ii. 35 Here, .isa plain implication of an intelligible human
nature. 1790 PALEY Horx Paid. Wks. 1825 III. 129 He
does not say this is different from ordinary usage this is

left to implication. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.Atonem. iii. (1852)

63 Facts, of which the clear implications can by no party
be denied. 1879 H. SPENCER Data. Ethics ii. 7. 20 These
implications of the Evolution-Hypothesis, we shall now see

harmonize with the leading moral ideas men have otherwise
reached.

b. By implication : by what is implied though
not formally expressed, by natural inference.

c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 35 Though
not by express words, yet by implication and meaning. 1615
J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 54 It followes by implication that

amongst posterity, some one must have precedence. 1793
T. JEFFERSON Writ. 11859) ^- 3*> It does not give it to

France, either expressly or by implication. 1870 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (ed. 2) I. App. 659 The Chronicles . .seem to call

him Ealdorman by implication.

3. The process of involving or fact of being in-

volved in some condition, etc.

1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 173 This impli-
cation of the lymphatics is much more marked than in the

sarcomata [etc.]. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 17 The
younger the sufferers [from acute rheumatism] the greater
the liability to cardiac implications.

Implicative (i'mplikc'tiv), a. and sb.
[f.

IM-

PLICATE V. + -1VE.]
A., adj. Having the quality of implying ; tending

to imply or implicate.
1602 FULBECKE ind Pt. ParalL 17

The receit of such

goodes into the Inne is an implicatiue promise, that the

goodes shall be safe. 1818 COLEBROOKE Treat. Oblig. Con-
tracts I. 15 Implied or implicative contracts are such as

reason and justice dictate. 1847 LEWES Hist. Pkilos. (1867)
1. 94 That existence and knowledge were identical and

mutually implicative. 1872 F. W. ROBINSON Bridge ofGlass
I. i. ix. 124 The words . . were more in pity for the man . .

than implicative of any thought for himself.

f B. sb. That which implies ;
a statement or

writing implying something more than it expressly
states. Obs. rare.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. v. (Arb.) 163 This

Eglogue..was misliked..as an implicatiue, nothing decent

nor proportionable to Pollio his fortunes and calling.

Hence rmplicativelyarfz). (?0Ar.)>L>y imP1H;at 'on -

1579 J.
STUBBES Gaping Gulf E iv b, Which, as a former

faytn, is implicatively excepted in any truce with an infidel.

1602 FULBECKE Paiidectes 82 Such thinges as are not ver-

ballie forbidden, are implicatiuelie permitted, a 1676 HALE
Hist. Placit. Cor. xlix. 2 (Mason) Virtually and impli-

catively, and by necessary consequence, it takes away clergy
. . in all those cases.

t I'luplicatory, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -OUY.J Of entangling nature or character.

1642 View Print. Bk. int. Observat. 3 A Laborinth of im-

plicatory and inextricable Errours. 1706 J. SERGEANT Ace.

Chapter (1853) 38 To suppose that the brief, .does not con-

tain a sense implicatory and destructive to itself.

Implicit (implrsit), a. Also 7 implicit*, [a.

F. implicite or ad. L. implicit-us, later form for

implicdt-us IMPLICATE///. .]

fl. Entangled, entwined, folded or twisted to-

gether; involved. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 767 Epithets ._.

given to

snakes . . as . . green, infolded or implicit, horrible. 1667
MILTON P. L. vn. 323 The humble Shrub, And bush with

frizl'd hair implicit, a 1803 BEATTIE Hares 92 No hand had
wove the implicit maze.

fig. 1614 LODGE Seneca, Epist. 239 How pleasant and

expedite the life of those men is that follow them ; how
bitter and implicite theirs is that have beleeved opinion more
then truth. 1610 GRANGER Div. Logike 117 Manner of

handling, which is double, viz. . . infolded, or unfolded ;
im-

plicite, or explicite.

\ b. Involved in each other ; overlapping. Obs.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig: Sacr. i. v. 8 The uncertainty of

heathen chronology, when . . implicite years are given out

for solid. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 284 They took

implicit years for solid, and placed those Kings in a suc-

cession which were contemporary with one another.

2. Implied though not plainly expressed ;
natur-

ally or necessarily involved in, or capable of being
inferred from, something else. Implicit function

(see quot. 1892).

C. Warns 133 And the King of France, had with his

romises, and some implicite threats, commended his

rother herein. 1710 WATERLAND Eight Serm. 237 The

ones. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. ii, Might she not be

going in to buy something which had struck her fancy?
This implicit falsehood passed through her mind. 1891 J.



IMPLICITLY.

EDWARDS Diff. Calculus L S 8 (ed. 2) 3 If the function be

not expressed directly in terms of the independent variable

. . the function is said to be implicit.

tb. Of persons having some implied quality:

Virtual, though not professed or avowed. Obs.

1610 DONNE Pseudo-Martyr 155 One may bee an implicite

martyre, though he know not why he died. 1633 EARL
MANCH. Al Mondo (1636* 114 Deferring as well as presuui.

ing, makes many men implicite Atheists. 1660 BURNEY
Kift6. Awpor ( 1661) 130 All the kings of the Earth joyn their

mutual forces for the Crown.when they design J ustice ; they
arc implicite confederates.

o. Of ideas or feelings : Contained in the mind
without being clearly formulated ; vague, indefinite.

Now rare.

1659 Gentl. Calling (1606) 107 Men take up general and
implicite prejudices. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 547 'Tis no
implicite, nice Aversion T* your Conversation. Meine, or
Person. 1690 LOCKE Hum, Und. l. ii. (1695) n The Under-
standing hath an implicit Knowledge of these Principles,
but not an explicit. 1738 HUME Hum. Nat. i. 15 Views
and sentiments . . so implicit and obscure that they often

escape our strictest attention. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola II.

iii, Tito's implicit desires were working themselves out now
in very explicit thoughts.

d. Virtually or potentially contained in.

1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 371 All those things were
implicit in my eye m the oath. 1848 KINCSLEY Saint's

Trag. n. viii, To evolve the blessing implicit in all heaven's

chastenings. 1874 SAYCE Coinpar. Philol. vi. 245 The un-

developed conceptions that lay implicit in it have been
severally marked off one from the other.

3. Implicitfaith (
= eccl. L.fides implicita), faith

in spiritual matters, not independently arrived at

by the individual, but involved in or subordinate

to the general belief of the Church ; hence, resting
on the authority of another without doubt or in-

quiry ; unquestioning, unreserved, absolute. So im-

plicit belief, confidence, obedience, submission, etc.

[1601 Bl'. W. BARLOW Def. Prof. Relig. 70 Fidem im-

licitam, a faith involved and folded within the Church
eleefe. 1605 A. WOTTON Atmv. Pop. Articles 29 Their

fides implicita, their Colliers faith, which teaches them to
beleeve as the Church doth, but never instructs them, .in al

the several! matters of beleefe.] 1610 DONNE Pseitdo.

Martyr Pref. C iij a, The implicite faith and blinde assent
which you were used to give heretofore to the spirituall

supremacy. Ibid. 195 The implicite obedience imagin'd to
bee vowed to the Church in baptisme. 1640 QUARLES
Enchirid. iv. Ixxxix, Hee that beleeves with an implicite
Faith, is a meere Empricke in Religion. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. vi. 388 An implicit Reverence for the Court.

1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 30 An implicit respect

paid to the laws of the land. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.

pli
bel

I. 98, I would place implicit confidence in an Englishman's
ription of the regions beyond the cataracts of the Nile.
M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 16 The Frank .. learned

description of the regions beyond the cataracts of the Nile.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 16 The Frank .. learned
with implicit belief his faith from the mouth of the Roman
priest. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xii. 244 These
glaring contradictions, .are quite enough to hinder us from
putting implicit faith in a single uncorroborated detail.

fb. Hence (erroneously): Absolute, unquali-
fied, unmitigated, as in implicit ignorance. Obs.

1615 BACON Ea., Unity Relig. (Arb.) 429 When the Peace
is grounded, but vpon an implicite ignorance, c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. n. 23 Prince Maurice .. hath a
limited allowance ; nor hath he any implicit

command when
he goes to the field. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. f 268 An
implicite ignorance ofa true and adequate remedy.

c. transf. Of persons : Characterized by implicit

faith, credulity, or obedience. ? Obs.

1694 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1812) 293 This curious Dish
Implicit Walton calls the Swallow-Fish. 1699 BURSET
30 Art. vi. (1700) 78 Too implicite in adhenng to our
Education, or in Submitting to the Dictates of others.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vi. 92 (17401 491 Many are

implicite under what is called Authority. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa iiSu) III. Ixii. 362 Be implicit. Am I not your
general ? 18*6 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Popular Fallacies, Men
are not such implicit sheep as this comes to.

H ? Confused with, or a mistake for, explicit.
1717 Philip Quarll 29 Pray be implicite, what King have

we now? 1751 FIELDING Amelia Wks. 1775 X. 49, I am
very implicit you see

; but we are all among friends.

Implicitly ;implrsitli , adv. [f. prec. + -

1. By implication ; impliedly, inferential!}-.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr v\\. 33. 215 All circumstances

. . by which they labour to . . intlrme the zeale of our side

..doe appeare in them directly or
implicitely. 1651 HOBOES

Govt. ff Soc. xiv. 5 8. 217 Every civill Law hath a penalty
annexed to it, either explicitly, or implicitly. 1691 BENTLEY
Boyle Led. i. 6 He that denies this, doth implicitly deny
his Existence. 1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 33 We virtually
and implicitly allow the institutions. i86j H. SPENCER
First Princ. n. iv. j 53 (18^5) 174 A certain conclusion is

implicitly contained in certain premises explicitly stated.

t b. Not professedly or intentionally. Obs.

1615 DONNE Serm. 3 Apr. 41 Hee that does good
ignorantly, stupidly, inconsiderately, implicitely, does good,
but hee does that good ill.

t 2. In an involved or confused manner. Obs.
1635 MEDK Ep. to Twisse 15 July, Wks. (1672) iv. 828 We

have not (or but very implicitly and obscurely) reduced that
ancient Commemorative Sacrifice of Christians.

3. With
implicit faith, confidence, submission,

etc.
; unquestioningly.

1650 HOBBES De Corf. Pol. 132 There may be more
Obedience required in him that hath the Fundamental
Points explicated unto him, than in him that hath received
the same but implicitly. 1661 J. DAVIES Mnndelslo's Trav.
06 The young Prince implicitely crediting what was told

by hLs Favourite. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 407 f i They
would lay by their animosities implicitly, if he bid them be
friends. 1768 RIID Active Powers in. ii. (1803) 549 They

96

believe implicitly whatever they are told. 1860 MAURY
I'kyi. Ceog. Sea (Low* ii. J 113 The slightest impulse .. is

immediately felt and implicitly obeyed.

Implicitness, (f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being implicit ; implicit belief or obedi-
ence ; unquestioning character.

1679 JENISON.Popish Plot 39 Let us wholly resign our
belief to blind impliciteness. 1696 Bp. OF LONDON Cliarge
20 Lest, .by too much Implicitness we suffer Error to grow
upon us. 1731 Charac. Sir R. Sleele in Town Talk (1790)
148 This implicitness of conduct is the great engine ofPopery
framed for the destruction of good nature. 1864 S. WILBER-
FORCE Ess. 11874) I. 387 The Church of England . . bows to
its every sentence with the implicitness of Faith.

tlmpli'city. Obs. fare. [!a. F. implicit!
(Cotgr.), irreg. f. implicite, L. implicitus : cf. com-

plicitt, COMPLICITY.] Entanglement, complication,
involution.
i6oa WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit, (1612) 390 Fortune, that

had so long time fauoured this noble Familie, now wrought
it into a long-lasting implicitie of mischiefs. 1611 COTGR.,
Implicite, an implicitie, intanglement.

Implied (impbi-d),///. a. [f. IMPLY v. + -ED'.]
Contained or stated by implication ; involved in

what is expressed ; necessarily intended though not

expressed : see IMPLY v. Often in legal phrases as

implied contract (see quot. 1767), trust, warranty,
etc. : see these words.

1519 MORE Comf. agst. Trit. \. Wks. 1146/1 Vnder a
certame condicion, either expressed or implied. 1665 GLAN-
VILL Scepsis Sci. 26 The implyed assertion that the Soul
moves not the body, 1767 BLACKSTONE Conim. II. i. 8
Founded upon a tacit and implied assent. Ibid. xxx. 443

Implied [contracts] are such as reason and justice dictate,and
which therefore the law presumes that every man under-
takes to perform. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. viiL

663 Under the implied as well as declared expectation that
he would supply what had been remiss. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. - I. 393 [He] has entered into an implied contract that
he will do as we command him.

Impliedly (impbi-edli), adv. [f. as prec. +

-LY^.] By implication, implicitly.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 17 |>is sentence is clere. .and publischid

expresly & ymplijebly. 5:1449 PECOCK Repr. n. v. 164 It

is ther yn impliedli bi Holi Scripture leeful. a 1603 T. CART-
WRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 664 Although not ex-

g-esly,
yet impliedly to a sufficient understanding. 1769

LACKSTONE CotHm. IV. iv. 63 This statute does not prohibit,
but rather impliedly allows, any innocent recreation or
amusement. 1884 SIR C. S. C. BOWEN in Law Times Rep.
L. 217/2 The Act itself .. does not say so in words, but it

says so impliedly.

Impling (.i'mplirj). rare.
[f. IMP sb. + -LING.]

A little imp.
1780 E. B. GREENE tr. Apollon. Rhod. rv. 206 There hiss-

ing implings boast their noxious birth. 1835 BECKFORD
Recoil. 179 Withered hags, and meagre implings.

t ImplO'd, v. Ol>s. rare.
[f.

IM- i + (?) PLOD v.]
trans. To cause to plod, to involve in toilsome

labour.

1609 LADY BOYLE in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 83,
I am not imploded in commonwelth bisness as you are. 1643
ROGERS Naaiiian 19 The meer implodding and sadding thy
thoughts. Ibid. 124 An heart overmuch implodded in the
earth.

Implode (impl<j-d), v. [f.
In- i + L. plodfre,

plauttHre to clap, after EXPLODE ; cf. IMPLOSION.]
1. intr. To burst inwards (cf. IMPLOSION l).
1881 TAIT in Nature XXV. 92 This bulb implodes, then

the pressure is applied to the interior of the protected bulb,
which, in its turn, explodes.
2. trans. To utter or pronounce by implosion.
Hence Implo dent, an implosive sound (Funk).

ImplO'rable, a. rare. [f.
IM- 1 + L.pldrdbilis

lamentable, or f. IMPLORE v. + -ABLE.]

fl. Lamentable; = DEPLORABLE. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 444 The grit ouirthraw and
thirling of his ring,. .To him all tyme wes so implorabill.

2. That can or may be implored.

Imploration (implor^i-Jsn). [a. obs. F. im-

ploration (i6th c.),or ad. L. imploratidn-em, noun
of action from implordre to IMPLORE.]
1. The action of imploring ; tearful supplication,

earnest beseeching.
1577 FENTON Cold. Epist. 109 Dauid vsed no other

solicitor for the remouing ofGods wrathe, then the implora-
tion of a penitent heart. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng.
(1626) 6 Their implorations preuailed not. 1658 COKAINE
Poems, Let. to Ld. Mohun (1669) 81 The fluent Singer ..

would In
imploration

for Aide grow old. 1841 CATLIN
N. Amer, Inet. (1844) II. Iviii. 243 Their earnest implorations
for divine forgiveness and mercy. 1889 LYMAN ABBOTT in

Chr. Union (N. Y.) 10 Jan. 48 With the outcry of despairing
imploration.

f2. Deploring; lamentation. Obs. rare.

1607 TOPSEU. Four-f. easttls6s8) 163 In token of their

innocency, and imploration of their own weakness.

t Implora'tor. Obs. rare
-

'. [Agent-noun in

Latin form, f. impldrdre to IMPLORE; cf. obs. F.

implorateur (i6th c.).] One who implores or

supplicates.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. iii. 129 Meere implorators of vnholy

Sutes, Breathing like sanctified and pious bonds, The better
to beguile.

Imploratory (implfratari), a. rare. [f.
as

prec. ;
see -OBY.J Of imploring or beseeching

nature.

1831 Examiner 241/1 The tone of Lord Grey's speech .

IMPLOSIVE.

Eu.,
goes

is depressed and imploratory. 1837 CARLYLE Misc.
Diam, .Vectl. vii. (1872) V. 164 On the 2ist of March
off that long exculpatory imploratory letter.

Implore (impl6u), v. Also 6 Sc. imploir.

[ad. L. implSrdrt to invoke or entreat with tears,

f. im- (!M- 1) + pldrarc to weep, lament. Cf. F.

implorer (R. Estienne, 1549).]
1. trans, a. To beg or pray for (aid, favour,

pardon, etc.) with tearful or touching entreaties
;

to ask for in supplication ; to beseech, f Formerly
sometimes with two objects.

1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 67 He
himselfe imploringe the assistaunce and faithe of Carthu-
mandua. 1563 WIN3ET Four Scoir 'J lire Quest. Wks. 1888
1. 131 Haif we nocht iust cause to imploir the grace of God ?

1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 152 Hee might
plainely discerne her dolorous gesture in the act of implor-
ing his succour. 1654-66 LD. ORRERY Partkenissa (1676)

640 Permit me to implore you the promise that I shall receive
no worse usage from you. 1687 DRYDEN Hind *r P. ill. 107

My daily bread is literally implor'd. 1701 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Rom. Forest viii, He threw himself at her feet to implore
forgiveness. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 324 He
was perpetually surrounded by suitors imploring his in-

terest.

b. To beseech, entreat, petition (a person) with

deep emotion (to do something).
1603 SHAKS. Meas./or M. I. ii. 185 Implore her.. that she

make friends To the strict deputie. 1707 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Lett, to Anne Wortley a May (1887) 1.37, I have
already told you I love you, and implored you not to for-

get me. 1838 LYTTON A lice i. x,
' Talk not thus, I implore

you, Evelyn.' 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. xii. (1880)

204 The ladies of the household . . implored him, with tears

in their eyes, not to leave them.

c. To utter as a supplication, rare.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xvi,
' Do not let me think of

them too often, too much, or too fondly
1

, 1 implored.
2. intr. To utter touching supplications.
1500-90 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 55 Implore, adore, thow

indeflore, To mak our oddis evyne. 1632 LlTHGOW Trav.
vin. 351 Holding up my hand, and imploring for our lives.

Hence Implo'red ///. a.

1659 MILTON Civ. Power Eccl. Causes Wks, (1847) 413/2,
I distrust not, through God's implored assistance, to make
[itj plain by these following arguments.

t ImploTe, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] An
act of imploring ; imploration, entreaty.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. v. 37 He. .urged sore, With percing

wordes and pittifull implore, Him hasty to arise. 1607

Barley-Breake (1877) 29 Whose sudden sight her Fathers

life-strings crackt, And falling downe, he ended his implore.

t Implo rement. Obs . rare.
[f.

IMPLORE
v. + -MENT.] = IMPLORATION.
1611 COTGR., Reqxeste, .. intreatie, prayer, beseeching,

inuocation, implorement.

ImplOTer. rare. [f. as prec. + -ER 1

.] One
who implores.
i6n COTGR. , Imploraieur, an implorer, beseecher [etc.],

ci6ii CHAPMAN Iliad Ep. Ded., The most humble and
faithful implorer for all the graces to your highnesse eternised

by your diuine Homer. 1690 BOYLE Chr. Virtuoso II. Wks.
1772 VI. 717 Those assistances, that God gives the faithful

imptorers, to enable them to obey and please him.

Implo'ring, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING'.]

Supplication, Beseeching.
1611 COTGR., Imploration, an imploring, . . beseeching.

1654-66 LD. ORRERY I'arthenissa (1676) 513, I made many
pressing implorings to suspend a little longer my return.

1896 in Daily News 27 May 7/4 We knelt at the Throne of

the King of Kings with humble and earnest imploring.

ImplO'ring, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING *.] That

implores or supplicates.
1654-66 Lu. ORRERY Partkenissa. (1676) 197 The fair So-

phpnisba, not as a Tryumphant Mist/is, but an imploring
Prisoner. 1771 GOI.DSM. Hist. Eng. I. 307 He threw him-
self in the most imploring manner upon his knees before his

uncle. 1829 SOUTHEY All for Love vi. xxix, His implor-
ing eye Uespake compassion. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neighb. xxvi. (1878) 452 She gave him one imploring look.

Hence ImploTinjfly adv., in an imploring or

supplicating way ; Implo rinfrnes*, imploring

quality.
1810 SOUTHEY Kehatna x. ix, She stretch'd her hands

imploringly. 1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartney xxxvi.

334 Threading her way with a silent imploringness among
the throng. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixv, His voice

took an affectionate imploringness. 1881 H. JAMES Portr.

Lady xxxvii,
' What on earth has he done to her?

'

he asked

again imploringly.

Implosion (impli^-jan). [n. of action from
IMPLODE ; cf. EXPLOSION.]
1. The bursting inward of a vessel from external

pressure.
1880 W. B. CARPENTER in igtA Cent. Apr. 615 A sealed

glass tube containing air having been lowered (within a

copper case) to a depth of 2,000 fathoms, was reduced to a
fine powder almost like snow, by what Sir Wyville Thomson

ingeniously characterised as an implosion.

2. Phonetics. (See quot.)
1877 SWEET Handbk. Phonetics^ 314 The implosion con-

sists in closing the glottis simultaneously with the stop

position, and then compressing the air between the glottis

stoppage and the mouth one.

Implosive (imph?'siv), a. and sb. Phonetics.

[f. as prec. after EXPLOSIVE.] a. adj. Formed by

implosion, b. sb. A sound formed by implosion.
1877 SWEET Handbk. Phonetics 224 Implosive Stops.

1880 SAYCE Inind. Sc. Lang. iv. 285 Of the same nature
as the clicks are the implosives peculiar to Saxon German,
where no distinction is made between d and t, or /> and /



IMPLOSIVELY.

1890 SWEET Primer Ptionetics 90 Some sounds are pro-
duced without either out- or in-breathing, but solely with the
air in the throat or mouth. The '

implosives
'

are formed
in the former, the suction-stops or '

clicks
'

in the latter way.
Hence Implo'sively adv.

1877 SWEET Htindbk. Phonetics 224 In Saxon German
there is no distinction between j? and d, etc., both being
half-voiced, with the stop formed implosively.

Imploy, -er, -ing, obs. forms of EMPLOY, etc.

1:1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <5-
Lim. Man.

yiii. (1885) 126 The
kyngesowne money, wich he mey than imployeto obervse.

153. -1772 [see EMPLOY v.}.

Imploy, var. of IMPLY : see EMPLOY 5.

t Imployable, a- Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. im-

ployable, f. im- (I>i-
2
) +player, plitr\.o bend, PLY.]

Inflexible.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. \. 2 The effect of a couragious
and imployable minde. Ibid. 408 Perswasion . .of the fatal!

and imployable prescription of their dayes doth . . embolden
them in dangers.

t Imployment. Obs. rare- 1

, [{.

PLY + -MENT.] Implication, entanglement.
1598 FLORIO, Impiego, an imployment [1611 an infoulding,

an imployment].

Imployment, obs. form of EMPLOYMENT
;

also, by confusion, of IMPLEMENT.

tlnipltmie, a. 06s. rare. [ad. L. impliimis,
f. im-

V
IM- 2

)
+ pliiina feather, PLLT

ME.] Unfea-

thered, unfledged.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scat. (1821) I. p. cxi, Thocht thow

pas furth, as bird implume, to licht. 1658 PHILLIPS, /

plume, bare, without feathers.

t Impln'me, v.l 06s. rare- . [?f. prec., or

its source
;

cf. IMPLUMED.] (See quot.)
1604 CAWDREY Table Alph., Implume, to pull off the

feathers.

Implume (impl'tt-m), v.- rare. = EMPLUMEz/.

2, to plume, to feather.

iSia W. PARKES Cartaine-Dr. (1876) 28 That like to Iris

had of late implum'd His curled branches. 1888 SWIN-
BURNE in igM Cent. XXIII. 318 Swan-soft feathers of snow
with whose luminous burden the branches implumed Hung
heavily.

Implwmed, rare. [f. IM- 2 f PLUMED; cf.

IMPLUME a. and v. 1
] Unfeathered, unfledged ;

deprived of feathers.

1604 DRAYTON Owl (R.\ The poor implumed birds. .Can

point and say, This feather once was mine. 1605 A. WILLET
Hexapla. in Genesin Ded., I . . haue brought forth my im-

plumed and vnfeathered birds. 1784 R. BAGE Barhaut
Downs I. 346 The implumed biped, lord of the earth. 1819
H. BUSK I'estriad l. 367 Plum'd or implum'd the biped you
despoil.

I Implu'ilious, a. Obs. rare- , [f. lit- 2 +

PLUMOUS, L. plilmosus, f. plfima : cf. L. impliimis
IMPLUME

a.~\ =prec.
1755 JOHNSON, Unfeathered, implumous ; naked of feathers.

1818 in TODD ; hence in mod. Diets.

Impluilge (implo'ndj), v. Also 6 emplonge,
7 emplunge. [f.

IM- l + PLUNGE #.] trans. To
plunge in or into (also f to^. Now rare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. x. 17 Malbecco..Into huge waves
of griefe and gealosye Full deepe emplonged was. 1601

DENT Patkw. Heaven 324 The most dangerous gulfe of

ignorance, wherein multitudes are implunged. 1639
FULLER Holy War \. xv. 22 He . . implunged himself in

much just hatred for his unjust dealing and treachery. 1855
BAILEY Mystic 130 As since, In mountain tarn volcanic,
throne and crown, . . The imperial pagan of the west im-

plunged.

t Implu-vious, a. rare~ n
. [f. IM-!+ PLU-

VIOUS.]
' Wet with rain

'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Hence f Implu'viousness (Bailey vol. II. 1727).

II Inipltivium (impli;7
-

vi?m). [L. impluvium,
f. imphiere to rain into.] In ancient Roman
houses, the square basin situated in the middle of

the atrium or hall, which received the rain-water

from the COMPLUVIDM or open space in the roof.

(But sometimes also used in the same sense as

compluvium.'^ b. (See quot. iSll.
1

)

1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., linpluvium, the shower-bath.

An embrocation. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet. s. v., The
impluvium differs from the compluyium, according to

Festus in this, that the rain falls down into the Impluvium,
but collects from different parts of the roof into the^Com-
pluvium. 183* GELL Pompeiana I. viii. 146 The atrium.,
with its impluvium near the centre, under which was a
cistern. 1834 LYTTON Pompeii i. iii, A square, shallow

reservoir for rain water, (classically termed iinphtviniii).
1866 BLACKMORE C. Noivell\\. (1881) 21 Trouble overflowed

the impluvium.

Imply (implar), v. Forms : a. 4 enplijje, 6

eraplie, -plye. /3. 4 inplije, 5 ymplle, 4-7 im-

plie, -plye, 6- imply. -y. 6-7 imploy, 6 em-

ploy : see EMPLOY v. (sense 5). [a. OF. emplie-r:
L. implicare to infold, involve, f. im- (!M- l) +//z-
cdre to fold

;
with subseq. substitution of the L. form

of the prefix. The OF. vb. was orig. inflected,

according to position of the stress : inf. emplie-r,

pres. ind. emplere, emplei-es, emphi'et, emplio'ns,

emplie'z, emplei'ent, imperative emplei'e, emplie'z ;

whence, by levelling, arose the two variant forms

(i) emptier, and (2) empleier, later emploicr, em-

ployer. Of these, mod.F. retains only the latter,

while Eng. has imply from OF., and EMPLOY from

later ipth c. F. Imply retained the classical L.
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sense of implieart t from which sense 2 appears to

be a strictly English development ; but instances

of exchange between imply and employ are not

infrequent in 16-iyth c. (See sense 4 below, and
EMPLOY v. 5.)]

1 1. trans. To enfold, enwrap, entangle, involve :

in lit. and_/-. senses. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.

y.
met. i. 117 (Camb. MS.) The

wateres I-medlyd wrappith or implieth many fortunel

happis. _
c 1380 WYCI.IF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 270 }if a prelate

implie
him wi(? seculer nedis. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 3 Hatyng

to be
englijed wit? seculer btsines. c 1450 tr. De Imitationc

in, xxviii. 97 Wherto
wrappist \>ou & ympliest t>iself ? Ibid.

xxix. 98 Implie |>e not wif> fringes )>at are not committed to

\K. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 31 An hatefull Snake, the
which his taile uptyes In many folds, and mortall sting
implyes. Ibid. vi. 6 Phoebus . . His blushing face in foggy-
cloud implyes. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad vr. 315 Lovely
Theano took the veil, and with it she implies The great
Palladium. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. 11. Pref., If it be egotism
to imply and twine with his own identity the griefs and
affections of another [etc.].

2. To involve or comprise as a necessary logical

consequence ; to involve the truth or existence of

(something not expressly asserted or maintained).
1529 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 127/2 Two such thinges as

Imply contradiction, a 1557 MRS. BASSET tr. More On the

Passion ibid. 1363/1 Y6
thing as ys

principal point y_* briefly

emplyeth al the rest. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. it. iii. (1588)

135 This ' Assault
'

doth not alwayes necessarily emplie a

hitting. 1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 344 That axipme, is

false which is inconsistent ..or agreeth not with it selfe,

but implieth a contradiction in it. 1653 WALTON Angler
i. 13 In Job . . mention is made of fish-hooks, which must

imply Anglers in those times. 1789 BURKE Corr. (184^)
III.

127 There are situations in which despair does not imply
inactivity. 1862 STANLEY Jeiv. Ch. I. xvi, Often where
no commendation is expressly given, it is distinctly implied.

b. With substantive clause as object.
1681-6 J. SCOTT C/tr. Life (1747) III. 498 The Resurrec-

tion of the same Body doth not necessarily imply that all

the same Matter shall be raised. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric.

Synchr. 162 The text of the Poems implies that Sidon was
the great and leading city.

C. Of a word. or name: To involve by significa-
tion or import ;

to signify, import, mean.
^1630 RISDON Sun'. Devon 88 (1810) 85 Villa, implieth

a court house, or chief place in the lord's manor. 1660
WILLSFORD Scales Coinm, 21 This trading, .is called Barter,
derived from Barato, implying an exchange of commodities.

1737 [S. BERINGTON] G. di Lucca*s Mem. 126 Like a true

Father of his People, which the Name . . implies.

f d. To signify as much as, to be equivalent to.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 151 The horses feed usually
of barley and chopt-straw put into a bag, and fastned about
their heads, which implyes their manger,

fe. ?To mean or intend ^>r. Obs.

1663 COWLEY Verses sev. Occas,, Ode Harvey iii, From all

the Souls that living Buildings rear, Whether imply'd for

Earth, or Sea, or Air, . . A strict Account to him is hourly
brought.
3. To express indirectly; to insinuate, hint at.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Osor. 36 He that forebyd-
deth a thyng to be done in after tyme, doth hee not covertly
emplye that the same was done before? 1593 DRAYTON
Eclogues i. 27 Whose wondrous workes thy Essence doe

imply. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. Pref., The reasons thereof

are not formally . . set downe, because to him that heeds

attentively . . they easily imply themselves. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1862) II. H. v. 49 His figure implies the stupidity
of his disposition. 1849 LYTTON Caxtons iii, Dimly implying
some sort of jest, which he kept all to himself. 1870 FREE-
MAN Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) I. App. 636 It is not directly

asserted, but it seems to be implied. Mod. What do you
mean to imply?

f 4. = EMPLOY v. Obs.

rti$33 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Atirel. (i546)_Ee vj b,

To leaue theyr riches to theyr vicious chyldren yl implied.

1658-9 ELIZ. BODVILE in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 17 A mach
which your Mother has implied a frind . . about for you.

^15. fa. APPLY v. 5. Obs.
a 1625 BOYS Wks. (1629) 264 That tenant deserues to be

thrust out of house and home .. that implietb all the best

roomes vnto the basest offices.

'fb. To ascribe, attribute : APPLY v. n. Obs.
a 1635 WEBSTER & ROWLEY Curefor Cuckold i. i, Whence

might this distaste arise?. .Is it., your perverse and peevish
will, To which I most Imply it?

Implyment, obs. f. EMPLOYMENT.
1614 G. TREVELYAN in Trevelyan Papers (Camden) III.

136 Who landed in this harbor . . and dispatcht that imply-
ment of Scotland according his owne desyre.

Impne, obs. form of HYMN.

Impocket (imp^'keO, V. Also em-. [IM-
1
.]

trans. To put into one's pocket ; to pocket.
1728 [? DE FOE] Carleton's Mem. 57 The vulgar Sort stood

staring, and with their Hands impocketted. 1796 Mod.
Gulliver's Trav. 68 As soon as I had impocketed the gifts,

he waved me to sit by him. 1884 [see EMPOCKET]. 1887
M. B. EDWARDS Next ofKin II. ii. 17 There he sat. .hands

impocketed.

t Imporgnant, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IM- 2 +

POIGNANT.] Not sharp or piquant.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. v. 10 (1734) 168 Such

unprovoking and impoignant Viands.

Impoison, -ing, etc., obs. var. EMPOISON, etc.

1494 FARVAN Chron. I. clvii, By the impoysonynge of

his own wyfe. 1530 PALSGR, 590/1, I impoyson. 1557-1733
[see EMPOISON v.]. 1795 BARRUEL Hist. Clergy during
French Rev. 55 Impoisoned by these pestilent men.

t ImpO'ke, v. Obs. In 7 impoake. [f.
IM- ]

i POKE sb. : after F. empochtr.]

IMPOLITICALLY.
!

1611 COTGR., Empochfi impoaked, impouched. Ibid.)

Ensachti insachelled, impoaked.
t Impo'larily, adv. Obs. rare

-
'.

[f.
IM- * +

I

POLARY + -LY 2
.]

Not according to polarity.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 11. iii. 68 Being impolarily

adjoyned unto a more vigorous Loadstone, it will in a short
time exchange it poles.

Impo-larizable, a. [f. IM-
2 + POLABIZABLE.]

Not capable of being polarized.
1882 MAIER tr. Hospitaller's Electr. II. iv. 240 The same

may be said ofCloris Baudot's so-called impolarizable battery.

Impolicy (imp(!-lisi). [f.
IM- 2 + POLICY, after

impolitic : cf. F. impolice.] The quality of being
'

impolitic; bad policy; inexpediency.
1747 MALLET Amyntor ft Theod. Pref. n ITiose who

governed Scotland under him, with no less cruelty than
impolicy, made the people of that country desperate. 1798
MRQ. WELLESI.EY in Owen Desf. (1877' 45 An act of such
flagrant impolicy and injustice. 1817 HALLAM Const. Hist.
(.1876) II. viii. Q2 The war itself was produced by the King's
impolicy. 1856 FROUOE Hist. Eng. (1858) II. ix. 370 [They]
expressed themselves in no measured terms at the impolicy
of this most foolish action.

t Impo'lished, a. 06s. [f. In- 2 + POLISHED.]
Unpolished ; devoid of polish ; rude, unrefined.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. Ep. Ded. (1877) 6 So rude
and impolished a worke. 1617 MORYSON ///>/. in. 68 At
Constantinople . . the houses are commonly of impolished
stone and flint. 1628 EARLK Microcosm., Blunt Matt (Arb.)

'

55 A blunt Man is one whose wit is better pointed thtn his

i behauiour, and that course, and Impollisnt. 1684 N. S.
1 Crit. Eng. Edit. Bible xxv. 226 His impolish'd and erron-

eous translation.

Impolite (impctoH), a. [ad. L. impolit-us, f.

im- (!M-
2
)
+ poUt-us polished, POLITE. Cf. F. itn-

poli (i6th c.), It. impolite (Florio).]

1 1. Not polished ; wanting polish or smoothness
of surface. Obs.
1621 BURTON Anat. AM. in. i. n. iii. (1651) 423 Withered

old men .. very harsh and impolite to the eye. 1657 TOM-
LINSON Renou's Disp. 459 Outwardly scabre and impolite.

t 2. Wanting polish or refinement
; unpolished,

nide, rough. Obs.
i6iz DRAYTON Poly-olb. x. Notes 169 Lest some more im-

polite hand hath sow'd many patches of base cloth into that

more rich web. 1669 BOYLE Contn. New Exp. n. Pref.

(1682) 9 A Book so impolite as this is. 1699 EVELYN Mem.
(1857) III. 378 All those windings and meanders which ren-

dered the study deserted as dull and impolite.

3. Wanting polite or courteous manners; un-

civil, discourteous, rude.

1739 G. OGLE Gitalthenis fy Griselda 43 Polite or Im-

polite, I weigh not what is thought, hut what is Right.
1836 JF.FFREY Let. in Ld. Cockburn Lije II. cxxviii, I am
ifraid I must have appeared very impolite in not having
>revious]y answered your letter of the iith. 1870 Miss
I'tHOUGHTON Red as Rose I. 62 About the impolitest remark

|

she could make.

t Impoli'ted, a. Obs. [f. L. impolit-us (see

j prec.) + -ED '.]
=

prec. 2.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillftnean's Fr. Chirnrg. *6b, Defilede
and pointed with my impolitede stile.

Impolitely \impo\3i-t\i), adv. [f.
IMPOLITE a.

+ -LY 2
.]

In an impolite manner; uncivilly, dis-

courteously, rudely.
1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1775 in ASH. 1855 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. xv. III. 568 The bill .. was impolitely described

as being neither good English nor good sense. 1865 A then-

a'Uin 28 Jan. 122/1 They have, however, one virtue, . . they
rarely lose their temper or speak impolitely.

Impoliteness (impolartnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being impolite; want of

politeness ; incivility, discourtesy, rudeness.

a. 1773 CHESTERF. Ckarac., Walpole (1777) 20 The impolite-
ness of his manners seemed to attest his sincerity. 1837^

Lett,

ft: Mtuiras(,\%^ 114 One has to dismiss one's own visitors,

as they generally think it an impoliteness to go away of their

own accord. 1839 THACKERAY MajorGahagan iv, It would
have been the height of impoliteness.

Impolitic (impp-litik), a. ff.
lM- 2 + POLITIC.

Cf. F. impolitique (1750 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not

politic ;
not according to good policy ;

unsuitable

for the end proposed or desired
; inexpedient.

ti 1600 HOOKER (J.), He that exhorteth to beware of an

enemy's policy, cloth not give counsel to be impolitick. 1679
PRANCE Addil. Ntirr. Pop. Plot 19 As a Salvo for that im-

politique Murder. 1783 A. HAMILTON in Sparks Corr. Atncr.

Rev. (1853) IV. 13, I often feel a mortification, which it

would be impolitic to express. 1797 BURKE Reffc. Peace
iii. Wks. VIII. 353 The most unjust and impolitick of all

things, unequal taxation. 1884 Manch. Exam. 21 May 5/3

It is impolitic to adopt an attitude of hostility to what is

inevitable.

t Impolitic, v. Obs. In 7 -ique. [f. In- 1

+ POLITIC ff.] trans. To incorporate or engraft
into the body politic.

1613 CHAPMAN Sassy D'Amtois Plays 1873 II. 149 Wee
may impolitique our selues (as t'were) Into the kingdomes
body politique.

t Impoli'tical, a. Obs. [f.
IM-

'2 + POLITICAL.]
= IMPOLITIC a.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Ivii. (1811) VIII. 261 Out upon
me for an impolitical wretch ! 1775 W. CRAIG Serm. (1808) 1 1 .

35 Instead of being a prudent or humane Contrivance the

Sabbath would become a very impolitical and hurtful one.

1701-1813 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit., Polil. Nicknames, The im-

political prosecution of Sacheverell. 1843 J. H. NEWMAN
Lett. (1891) II. 414 A very impolitical step.

Impoli'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

= IM-

POLITICLY.
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IMPOLITICALNESS.

178 Woman ofHonor III. 232 The solid advantages ..

have been so impolitically
sacrificed. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori.

vi, A mere mask for treason, very impolitic.-illy allowed to

those who are too great cowards to wear their principles

barefaced. 1881 Athenaeum 27 Aug. 263/2 It was near here

that Rngnar Lodbrok was so impolitically cast into a pit

full of snakes.

Impoli'ticalness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] =

IMPOLITICNESS, IMPOLICY.

1695 J. SACK Article Wks. 1844 I. 275 The impotitical-

ness, the uncatholicalness of most, if not all, of these pro-

pOMtl

Impoliticly (impp-litikli), adv. [f. IMPOLITIC

a. + -LV 2
.] fn an impolitic manner ; not in ac-

cordance with good policy ; inexpediently.
1608 BACON Kef. in Ho. Comnt. in Resttscitatio (1661) 30

In the pursuites of their own Remedies . . they do it so

impolitiquely. 1653-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 66 lire

politickly dismembred from the chief of the House. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 97 p 33 Even fine faces, often seen,
are less regarded than new faces, the proper punishment of

showy girls, for rendering themselves so impolitickly cheap.
1854 H. ROGERS Ess. (1860) II. 83 Those .. who have most

impoliticly styled themselves . . the advocates of
' moral

necessity .

Impo liticness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being impolitic; impolicy.
1680 R. MANSKLL Narr. Popish Plot Addr. cij, The same

wretched Impolitickness have they used in their other

Actings. ig>45 Land. Ma%. Index s.v. Hungary, Queen of,
The Impolitickness of joining with her in an offensive War.

t ImpollU'te, a. Obs. Also 4 inpolute. [ad.
L. impollat-us, {. im- (la- 2

) +pollutes POLLUTED.
Cf. F. impollu, in i$o8imfotut (Godef.).] =next.
1381 WVCLIF Hto. vii. 26 It bvcaam that such a man were

bischop to vs, hooly, innosent, inpolute [gfass or ful clene].

1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. (1596; 279/1 A true bishop .. inno-

cent, impollute.

t Impollu-ted, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED '
; or

f. IM- 2 + POLLUTED.] Unpollnted, undefiled.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John xvii. 103 Kepe thou
these cleane and unpolluted from all contagious infeccions of
the worlde. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in.
x. 86 b, Too be impolluted of body and observants of vir-

ginitie. l66a H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 9 The
natural cohesion of Truth with an impolluted Soul.

So f Impolintlon. Obs. rare-".
1611 FLORIO, Imfolutione, impolution, vndefilednesse.

Imponderability (impp:nderabi-liti). [f. next
-t- -ITY.] The quality of being imponderable.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exf. Philos. I. xii. 511 The im-

ponderability of this principle [phlogiston] may be considered
as a kind of axiom. 1847 in CRAIG.

Imponderable (impp-nderab'l), a. and si>.
[f.

IM- z + PONDERABLE. (Cf. F. imponderable Diet.

Acad. 1835.)] A. adj. Not ponderable.
a. (Chiefly in Physics.} Having no weight ; des-

titute of weight : applied formerly to light, heat,

electricity, etc., regarded as material substances,
and still to the luminiferous ' ether '.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. <r Exf. Philos. I. xi. 449 Phlogiston,
a substance as imponderable as fire. i8 IMISON Sc. ft
Art II. 33 Light .. is reckoned among the imponderable
bodies. 1851 H. MAYO Pop. Supers!, (ed. 2) 70 Mind, like

electricity, is an imponderable force. 1854 EMERSON Lett.

$ Sac. Aims, Poetry t, Imag. Wks. (Bohn) III. 146 The
invisible and imponderable is the sole fact.

Jig. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xxi. 192 Creeds like colours

being by accident are therefore in the scale imponderable.
b. Having no appreciable weight ; of extremely

small weight or amount.
1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 23 The bile-

pigment in healthy bile is imponderable.
B. sb. An imponderable substance or agent.

1841-3 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces no If it be admitted
that one of the so-called imponderables is a mode of motion.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Break/.-t. vi. 53 It is the impon-
derables that move the world, heat, electricity, love. 1866
DK. ARGYLL Reign Law iii. (ed. 4) 158 Nothing which our
scales can measure is lost when the

'

vital force
'

is gone.
It is the Great Imponderable.
Hence Impo nderableness ; Impo-nderably

adv. ,
without any weight.

1847 CRAH;, 1
'

mponderabUntss, the state of being imponder-
able. 1890 Lippincotfs Mag. May 675 He saw her in that

filmy light, imponderably poised.

i Impcrnderate, v. Obs. [f. IM- 1 + 'L.ponder-
are, pondcrdt- to weigh, f. ponans, ponder- weight.]
trans. To place a weight upon ; to weight, load.

1667 WATF.RHOUSE fire Land. 41 [It] imponderates the

judgement with a weightier note of Gods displeasure.

Imponderous (impp-nderss), a. rare. [f. IM-
2

+ PONDEROUS.] Without weight ; imponderable.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 86 They produce

visible and reall effects by imponderous and invisible emis-
sions. 1798 MonthlyRev. XXVI. 560. 1817 CARLVI.K CVri.
Lit. in Misc. Ess. (1872) I. 24 Motion m vacno i* well
known to be speedier and surer than through a resisting
medium, especially to imponderous bodies. 1891 Leisure
Hour Feb. 235/2 Those moral sureties which belong to the
category of imponderous but important things.

b. loosely. Having no appreciable weight ;

'weightless'; extremely light.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling HI. v. 206 Deluges of scoriae,

ashes and imponderous pumice-stones. 1858 Fredk. Gt.
n. xiv. (1872) I. 127 Like an imponderous rag of conspicuous
colour.

Hence Impo nderonsneas (Craig, 1847).
t Impo-ne, v . Obs. [ad. L, impdn-fre to put,

place, or lay on, f. im- (In- ') + pinlrt to place.]
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1. trans. To place or set upon something ;
to

impose.
1519 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 150 The proffyttes of

suche imposicions, that is to say, of bestes, or other thyng,
that at an entre or exploytc shalbe imponed or had. 1530
Ibtti. I. 364, I beseche you so to impone your favour, as
that the vygor and seueryte of the lawe be not executed

vpon thys thyng. 1709-19 V. MANDEY.S>J<. Math., Arith.
70 Impone points, .. from the right hand, always intermit-

ting two places.

b. To '

lay ', stake, wager. (Of doubtful stand-

ing. Cf. IMPAWN.)
16. . SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 155 (1623) The King sir ha's wag'd

with him six Barbary Horses against the which he impon'd
as I take it, sixe French Rapiers and Poniards {Qos. 2-5
(1604-11) impaund, Qo. 6(1637) impawn'd). Ibid. 171 Why
is this impon'd as you call it ? {Not in Qos.}
2. intr. To impose upon.
1640 SIR E. DERINC Proper Sacrif. (1644) 32 You will ..

impone upon the ignorant.

Imponeiit (imp^-rent), a. and st. [ad. L.

imponenl-em, pres. pple. of imponfrc : see prec.]
A. adj. That imposes.
a 1881 T. H. GREEN Prol. to Ethics 323 Were there no

Church . . Moral duties would still be associated with the

imagination of an imponent authority, whose injunctions
they would be supposed to be.

B. sb. One who imposes.
1841 PUSEY Crisis Eng. Ch. 45 While the Bishop, .regards

the framers of Edward the Sixth's Articles as the imponents
of ours, he sanctions the Catholic interpretation as much as
ourselves. 1850 C. WORDSWORTH Occas. Serm. Ser. i. 132
The Articles are the Articles of the Church. She is the

imponent. 1863 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Gen. xvii. 9-11 The
parent is the voluntary imponent, and the child merely the

passive recipient of the sign of the covenant.

t IrnpoOT, v. Obs.
[f.

IM- 1 + POOH : cf. enrich.]
trans. To make poor; to

impoverish.
1613 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe in. 72 Neither waues, nor

theeues, nor fire, Nor haue rots impoor'd this Sire.

t Impo-pular, a. Obs.
[f.

IM- * + POPULAR.
Cf. mod.F. imfopulaire (1835 Diet. Acad.).] Un-

popular. Hence f Impo pularly adv.

1711 SWIFT Lett, to Pope S.'s Wks. 1761 VIII. 24 The
cause being so very odious and impopular. 1736 BOLING-
BROKE Patriot. (1740)240 They dipped the house of Hanover
in our party-quarrels unseasonably, .and impopularly.

t ImpOTcate, v. Obs. rare-",
[f.

L. imporcat-,

ppl. stem of imporcare to put into furrows, f. in

prep. +porca furrow.] Hence t Imporca'tion.
1623 COCKERAM, Imporcate, to make a ridge. [1644

Ridiculed in Vindex Anglicus 5.) 1656 BLOUNTC&WO^V'.,
hnporcatioHi making a balk in earing of Land.

t ImpOrO'Se, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

lM- 2 + PoROSE.]
= !MPOROUS.

1740 CHEYNE Regimen 308 Particles infinitly hard, indi-

visible, and imporose. Ibid. 341 They were hard, imporose,
triangular, equilateral Prisms.

t Imppro'sity. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. + -ITT :

cf.
porosity^\

The quality of being imporous.
1616 BACON Syh'a 846 The Porosity, or Imporosity

betwixt the Tangible Parts.

Imporous (impo-ros), a. 1 Obs.
[f.

IM- 2 +
POROUS.] Not porous ; having no pores.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. i. 55 Its body is left

imporous. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 192 The most solid and
imporous wood. 1691 KAY Creation i. (1692) 16 These
Atomes. .all perfectly solid and imporous.

Import (impoout), v. Also 5 inp-, 6 em-
port(e, ymporte, 6-7 importe. [ad. L. impor-
ta-re to carry or bring in, f. im- (In- 1) + portdre
to carry. Also, in part, ad. F. emporter, OF. en

porter, L. *inde portdre to carry away.]
I. From literal senses of cl. L. irnportare.

1. trans. To bring in
; to introduce from a foreign

or external source, or from one use, connexion, or

relation into another.

1508 SKKLTON P. Spar/me 216 That . . To me it myght
importe Some pleasure and comforte. 1623 COCKERAM,
Impresse, to import the forme of a thing. 1646 CRASHAW
Steps to Temple 82 Good fortunes without gain imported
be. 1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for J 'ear (1678) 184 He that
carries and imports into the understanding of his Brother
notices of faith, and incomes of spiritual propositions. 1774
WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry \. Diss. i. 36 They imported
with them into England the old Runic language and letters.

1858 GLADSTONE Stud. Homer II. i. 31 The human element
was gradually more and more imported into the divine.

1871 LIDDON Elem. Relig. i. 30 You hate the lie, and your
hatred imports furce into your contradiction. 1871 MIVART
Elem. Aunt. xii. 461 The function of importing oxygen into
the blood.

2. spec. To bring in or cause to be brought in

(goods or merchandise) from a foreign country, in

international commerce. Opposed to export.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 169 b, That the said

estraungers imported and transported, into and out of this

realme, all suche marchandises. 1670 TEMPLE Lett. Ld.
Berkeley Wks. 1731 II. 217 Ireland runs every Year an
eighth Part in Debt by importing so much beyond its

Exportation. 1797 BURKE Corr. IV. 413 We import things
of great value, and, in return, export little or nothing. 1841
W. SFALDINC Italy t It. Isl. 1.91 There were collected duties
ad valorem on merchandise imported and exported. 1861
GOSCHFN For. Exch. 17 A country which has large sums of
interest to pay annually abroad, must import so much less
or export so much more.
3. To convey to another, communicate (informa-

tion, etc.). Obs. exc. as merged in i or 5 c.

1565 Q. El.lz. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ll. II. 304 Your

IMPORT.
letters of the xxiiijth of January directed to our Secretary,
and by him imported to us and our Counsaile. 1589 PUTTEN-
HAM Eng. Poesie i. xxi. (Arb.) 59 The profitable sciences
were . . meete to be imported to the greater number of ciuill

, men for instruction of the people. 17*6 CAVALLIER Mem.
'

1V> 33 I was not able to import the variety of Torment
that were used ; and if I were, I would save his Majesty
the pain of hearing the rehearsal of them. [1847 EMERSON
Poems (1857) 77 Hearts to hearts their meaning show. Sum
their long experience, And import intelligence.)

T" 4. To bring about, cause, occasion
; to carry

with it or involve as a consequence or result. Obs.

1550 CROWLRY Waif to Wealth Bvija, Certenlye the

greatnes of your sinnes importeth as present distruccion to

you as if ye were the same Niniuites. c 1555 HARPSPIELD
Divorce Hen. VIII tCamden) 29 It must needs then be a
matter ofmarvellous moment . . that should induce and import
a divorce between two such excellent personages. 1581
J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 219 b, If these dealynges
emporte not a general! overthrow of all Civill, and pohticke
governementes, let the accuser hym selfe deny it. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 87 Searched for concealed Slaves, and goods
contrabanded ; which found, import no lesse than losse both
of ship and liberty. 1705 STANHOPE Parapkr. I. 34 The
Salvation will import that Bliss which the Faithful expect.
6. a. To carry with it, as involved in its nature ;

to involve; to imply, betoken, indicate.

15*9 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 326/1 It importeth also

plame and open blasphemy. 1548 GEST Pr. Masse H v b,
Honoure and prayer importe the presence of his glorye and
maiestye where they be exhibited to him, c 1600 SHAKS.
Sonn. cxxii, To keepe an adiunckt to remember thee,
Were to import forgetfulnesse in mee. 1643 Dfdar. Com-
mans, Rebell. Ireland 59 Their Lordships giving Warrant
to print any Paper cotnming from his Majestic ..did not

import their approbation of the contents thereof. 1657 J.
SMITH Myst. Rhet. 31 Admitted to sacrifice to Him, which
was a dignity importing honour. 1884 Law Rep. 26 Ch.
Div. 131 Release . . by deed under seal . . imports valuable
consideration and creates an estoppel.

b. To convey in its meaning ;
to bear the mean-

ing of; to imply, signify, denote, mean.
1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 956/1 If, he sayth, im-

porteth alwaye a double. 1574 WHITGIFT Def. Avnsw. i.

Wks. (Parker Soc.) 1. 162 The words of Christ rather import
the contrary. 1577 tr. Bellinger's Decades Pref., Euery
Decade containing (as the word importeth) ten. 1581
MULCASTER Positions xxx vii. (1887) 163 The publike
acknowledging of him to be such a one, as his title em-
porteth. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 139 Sarrack imports as
much as a theefe. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jems. (1721)
135 Heliopolis, or City of the Sun ; for that the word
imports. (71716 SOUTH Serm. (1717) VI. 427 Having thus
seen, what is imported in a Man's trusting his Heart. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 366 The levee was exactly
what the word imports.

C. To bear as its purport ; to convey as informa-

tion; to express, state, make known.
c 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (1840) 117 At goode leyser dothe

the matier see, Whiche inportithe grete intelligence. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 332 Hee beginneth hisTetter witn. .

a kinde of speache importing his inwarde gladnesse. 1595
T. P. GOODWINS Caxtons Blanchardyn i, Amongst many
antient Chronicles importing the haughtie exploites

of

sundry nations. 1647 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers
(Camden) 81, 1 cannot gelt ready so soon as your letter

imports. 1777 HOWARD Prisons Eng. (1780) 93 Over the
gate is an inscription importing

( that it was erecte<ed by Pope
ius V in the year 1569 \ 1849 MACAUI.AY If1st. Eng. iv. I.

518 They . . passed a resolution importing that they relied
with entire confidence on His Majesty's gracious promise.

d. To signify (something coming) ;
to portend.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. K7, i. i. 2 Comets importing change
of limes and States. 17*1 DE FOE Ptagite (1840) 22 That
those two comets passed directly over the city, and that
. .it was plain they imported something peculiar to the city
alone. 1717 Syst. Magic i. vi. (1840) 159 Comets . . im*

port great changes and troubles among men.

if. From med.L., It, importare^ F. importer.
6. intr. To involve a considerable or weighty

result (actual or possible) ;
to be of consequence

or significance ; to be important,
'

signify ', matter.

(Only in 3rd person ;
with various constructions,

as in 7.) arch.

1588 R! PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 213 They did
certifie him, that it was a thing that did import verie much.
1617 MORYSON /fin. i. 242 Neither imported it where we
lodged. 16*5 BACON Ess., Unity Relig. (Arb.) 427 The
true Placing of them, importeth exceedingly. 1675 EVELYN
Terra (1729) 35 So little does it import to have it profound.
1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto i. (1798) 26 What imported it

to me whether I was seized a moment sooner, or a minute
later? 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxviii. (1862) 387 For them it

greatly imports that they should understand this.

7. trans. To be of consequence or importance
to

;
to relate to, have to do with ; to concern.

(Only in third person.) a. with simple subject

(a) with personal object (?orig. dative).
1588 SHAKS. /.. /.. /.. iv. i. 57 This Letter is mistooke : it

importeth none here : It is writ to laqnenetta. 1591 UNION
Corr. (Roxb.) 464, I humbly acknowledge her Majesties . .

favor in lycensinge my retourne, which dothe very much
importe me. 1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. iv. vi. (1654* 349
So great a work and so highly importing us as matrimony.
1700 BP. PATRICK Comm. Dent, xxxiii. t To admonish their

posterity . . of such things, as they thought most imported
them. 1860 MILL Repr. Govl. (1861) 305 There is nothing
which more vitally imports the American people, than to

guard [etc.]. 1865 Q. Rev. CXVII. 280 It is a question
that imports us nearly.

(b} with impersonal object.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 9 [Letters) bearing

in them a resolute purpose . . importing the present affaires.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. vi. 14 Affairs very much
importing the surety of the Fortress. 1703 ROWL Vlyss.



IMPORT. 99 IMPORTATION.
iv. I, It may Import the Safety ofmy Royal Parents. 11x718
PENN Innocency Wks. 1726 I. 266 Religion .. which doth
more essentially import the immortal Happiness of Men.

1815 MACKINTOSH Sf. Ho. Comm. 27 Apr., Wks. 1846 III.

315 The King's Ministers, whose character it does most

deeply import.
b. with infin. phrase as subject, usually placed

after the object, the verb being introduced by it ;

also (poet.) with impersonal construction, it being
omitted. Here the sense often amounts to '

behove,
be incumbent on, be the duty of*.

1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorboduc i. ii. 5 Nowe more
importeth mee the erst to vse Your faith and wisdome.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 86 Showing how much it

importeth a nobleman and magistrate, ruleing weightie
causes, to have his ears open to hear. 163* J. HAYWARD
tr. Biondfs Eromena i (Though a child) he knew already
what it imported him to be last borne, and what it was to

bee a younger Brother. 1663 CHARLETON Chor. Gigant. 41
It more imports us to proceed. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng.
Ixvii. (1806) V. 72 It imports us to get all the aid and
assistance we can. 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxi, Let me say
.. what it imports thee to know. 1868 FAKRAR Silence <y

V. ix. (1875) 157, I know nothing which it more solemnly
imports us to realize.

c. with subordinate clause as subject, the verb
introduced by it as in b.

1588 Ordersfor Span. Fleet in HarL Misc. (Park) I. 117
It importeth that all the armies do go close together. 1669

PRYDEN Tyran. Love v. i. Wks. 1883 III. 449 It much
imports me that this truth I know. 1786 tr. Beckford"s
Vatkek (1868) 41 What imports it you how I am employed ?

1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. iv. 77 It much imports your house
That all should be made clear.

IH. From Fr. emporter.

f 8. a. To carry, lead, or induce (a person to do

something), b. To influence in feeling,
*

carry

away*,
*

transport*. Obs. rare.

1649 EVELYN tr. Le layer's Lid. $ Servit. iv. Misc. Writ.

(1805) 18 The small inclination which their princes had to
the sciences imported them, .to despise and neglect men of
a life purely contemplative. 1652 State France ibid. 47
Women and children, who are commonly more imported
with wonder and romance, than that solid and real emolu-
ment which is. .to be conveyed to us.

f9. To obtain, gain, win (victory), b. intr. To
gain the victory, to prevail, c. trans. To gain
the victory over ; to conquer, overcome. (Cf. CARRY
v. 1 6.) Obs.

1598 BARRET Theor. Warres in. ii. 75 The most valiantest
and skilfullest therein do commonly import the victorie.

1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. Ixii. 1152 In the end, Romane
constancie imported ar.d had the upper hand. Ibid. lix.

Epit. 1243 But Scipio imported and prevailed in the end.

1624 BriefInform. Ajf. Palatinate 50 The enemies, .had

enterprised to import and to conquer all the low Palatinate.

Import (nupo.it, formerly imp6ut), sb. [f.

IMPORT z;.]

I. 1. The fact of importing or signifying some-

thing ;
that which a thing (esp. a document, phrase,

word, etc.) involves, implies, betokens, or indicates;

purport, significance, meaning.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well n. iii. 294 There's letters from my

mother : What th
1

import is, I know not yet. 1685 SOUTH
Sertn. (1697) I. 425 Of all the Spiritual tricks and leger-

demain, .. there is none so common, and of so fatal an

import as these Two. 1719 YOUNG Bitsiris u. i. (1757) 37
Husband and King Are names of no mean import. 1781
COVVPER Expostulation 126 Stiff in the letter, lax in the

design And import of their oracles divine. 1817 BYRON
Mfinfred n. ii. 190 She replied In words of dubious import.
1857 GLADSTONE Glfan. VI. xl. 72 Such a construction ..

follows the natural import of the words.

2. The quality or condition of having great or

weighty significance; consequence, importance.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. i, 106 Importunate and most

serious designes, and of great import indeed too. 1647 MAY
Hist. Parl, in. ii. 39 Bristol!, a place of great import. 1703
ROWK Ulyss. iv. i, I have some Matters Of great and high
Impurt. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xiv. 308, 1 never supposed
that passages . . of such cardinal import, could have been
overlooked. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxvii, Something
of mighty import had just occurred.

U. 3. That which is imported or brought in
;

a commodity imported from abroad. (Usually in

//.) Opposed to export.
1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1698) 167 The Imports exceed

the Exports. 1746 LOCKMAN To ist Promoter Cambrick
<y Tea Bills 24 Whence no supplies their imports cou'd
create.

_ 1769 BURKE Late St. Nat. Wks. II. 73 Your
import Is your own food ; as much your own, as that you
raise.. out of your own soil. 1845 M cCuLLOCH Taxation
n. x. (1852) 351 Every increase of imports is sure to occa-

sion, directly or indirectly, an equal increase of exports.
b. attrib.

1769 BURKE Late St. Nat. Wks. II. 73 A merely luxurious

consumption . . is the idea too generally and loosely annexed
to our import article. 1796 COLQUHOUN Police Metrop.
(1797) 107 It can generally be uttered .. at its full import
value. 1817 F. ROBINSON in Parl. Deb. 565 In France the

import duty on coals was nearly equal to our export duty.
1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 633 They are mainly
carriers of import goods.
4. The action of importing ; importation.
1797-8 WELLINGTON in Owen Mrq. Wellesley's Desp.

(1877) 785 The import of Bengal articles ought to be as free

for private traders as for tne Company. 1861 GOSCHEN
For. Exch. ii It is an error .. to look on the balance of

trade as a mere question of import and export.

Importabrlity. [f.
IMPORTABLE a.~ : see

-JTY.] Capability of being imported or introduced.

1865 Morning Star 20 Apr., As regards the importability

of the nervous disease, our danger . . is apparently nothing,
or next to nothing.

t Importable, a.1 Obs. Also 5-6 inp-. [a.
F. importable (1328 in Godef.) = It. importabile
(Florio), ad. L. importabil-is unbearable, insup-

portable, f. im- (!M- 2) +portdbilis bearable, POBT-

ABLE.] That cannot be carried or borne; rarely
lit, too heavy to be carried ; usually_/f^. too grievous
or painful to be borne, unbearable, unendurable.
c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 524 (612) His peynes were im-

portable. ci4oo Rom. Rose 6902 They wolde binde on
folk alwey.. Burdens that ben importable. 1440 J. SHIHLEY
Dethe K. James (1818) 26 With the ymportible payne of

turment, he cried then pitously. 1475 Nottingham Rec.
II. 388 Many grete and importable charges and expensis.

yoke of the detestable inquisition of Spaine. 1632 SANDER-
SON Sertn. (1681) I. 291 We lay upon our own shoulders . .

heavy and importable burdens, a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist.
Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) III. 662 The poorer sort could not
bear the importable scafferie intended.

Hence t Impo'rtableiiess, the quality of being

insupportable ; unbearableness. f Xmpo'rta'bly

adv., unbearably, intolerably.
a 1430 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 356 It shalle us greeve

Importably. 1539 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Parker Soc.) 99
That we be not hereafter importably charged with the

setting forth of men of war. 1677 HALE Contempt, n. 199
Though the Yoke be the same, yet it finds no such severity
and importableness in it.

Importable (impoMtabl), 0.2 [f. IMPORT v.

+ -ABLE.] a. Capable of being brought in or in-

troduced, b. That maybe imported from abroad.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem, xv. A ij b, Than is not the losse

and the damage vnto the spyrytualtye alone, but harme is

importable vnto the whole reahne. 1753 HANWAY Trav.

(17^62)
I. vii. xcv. 441 It is importable only under oath of

being for private use. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs
(1821) 229 Rum is only importable in Casks of not less

than 60 gallons. 1814 COLERIDGE in Smiles y. Murray
(1891) I. 297 An attempt to import whatever is importable
of either or of both into our own language.

Importance (imp/utans, -po>i-). [a. F. im-

portance (1539 in R. Estienne), or ad. med.L.

importantia (1496 in Du Cange) =It. iinportanza^

Sp. importancia, f. importans, -tant-eni IMPOR-
TANT : see -ANCE.]

I. 1. The fact or quality of being important ;

the fact of importing or signifying much (or, with

qualifying word, of having some degree of import) ;

moment, significance, gravity, weight, consequence.
1508 WOLSEY in J. Gairdner Lett. Rich. Ill $ Hen. VII,

(Rolls) I. 439 [I have l]ernyd n[o th]yng of importance to
be [written] to your grace. 1513 MORE in Grafton Ckrou.

(1568) II. 765 Hee shewed hisservauntes that he had tidinges
of so great importaunce, that [etc.]. 1531 ELYOT Gov. n.

viii, Empjoienge treasour..on persones unworthy, or on
thynges inconuenient, and of small importaunce. 1586
Leycester Corr. (Camden) 251 A towne of greatest im-

portance. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. ii. xxviii. 161 There is

a question to be answered, of much importance. 1773
Observ. State Poor 89 The preservation of health is of not
more importance, than the preservation of morals. 1844 H.
H. WILSON Brit. India II. 501 A consideration of secondary
importance. 1880 C. R. MAKKHAM Peruv. Bark xii. 109
There was no bark trade in Peru of any importance.

b. Personal consequence, consideration, or dig-

nity. (In first quot. humorously as a title.)

1678 DRYDEN Lifttberhamv, i, Pleas. Your hand, sweet

moiety. Wood. And heart too my comfortable importance.
1712-14 POPE Rape Lock i. 35 Fairest of mortals, .thy own
importance know, Nor bound thy narrow views to things
below. 1776 PAINK Com. Sense (1791) 23 Men who look

upon themselves born to reign, and others to obey, soon

grow insolent ; . . their minds are early poisoned by import-
ance. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. i. 213 His family,
though not noble, seems to have been of some importance.

C. Dignity of style or manner
;
an air of conse-

quence; pompousness.
1607 Barley-Breake (1877) *4 The sacred traine with

Musicke take the way, Where, with importance euery rite

is done.

f 2. An important matter, an affair of consequence
(in quot. 1611, with qualifying context, of slight

consequence). Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 21/35 Importance, magna res. 1611
SHAKS. Cymb, i. iv. 45 It had beene pitty you should haue
beene put together, with so mortall a purpose . .vpon import-
ance of so slight and triuiall a nature. 1664 BUTLER Hud.
n. iii. no To whom all people, far and near, On deep
importances repair. 1x1670 HACKET Abp. Williams i.

(1692) 14 He searched into the notable particularities of
all kingdoms, republics and their churches, with all the im-

portances that hung upon them.

f3. Urgency; importunity; solicitude. Obs.

.1563-37 FOXE A. 4- Rl. (1684) III. 296 The shortness of

time, and this said bringers importance is only the let.

1595 SHAKS. John u. i. 7 At our importance hither is he

come, To spread his colours boy, in thy behalfe. 1624 HEY-
WOOD Gunaik. 43 [Stratonica] solicited him, and that with

great importance, to select some beautifull ladie whom he
best fancied. 1779-81 JOHNSON Lives, Drake Wks. IV. 389
A pinnace had passed by with sails and oars, and all the

appearance of expedition and importance.

II. f 4. = IMPORT sb. i
; signification, meaning,

purport. Obs.

1553 HULOET, Importaunce, or meanynge, or signification
of wordes. 1563 FOXE A. ty M. 706 b, Many more wordes
of like importance. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. ii. 20 The

wisest beholder . . could not say if th' importance were loy,
or Sorrow. 16x6 JACKSON Creed vin. xix. i The multi-

plicity or variety of importances or significations of some one

single word. 1709 STANHOPE Paraphr. IV. 524 They might
..change it in common Speech, for another [word], of like

Importance but different Character.

jb. Bearing, consequence. Obs.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 19 This wast [-waste]
of Iron-work by Rust, and the ill importance of it, in its

consequences.
HI. f6. ?< Means of support* (Jam.). Obs.

*$><>5
Seal ofCause in Pennecuik Blue Blanket

(\y-,fy ip
It is weall knawne. .that we uphald an altar situate within
the Colledge-Kirk of St. Giles . . and has nae importance to

uphauld the same, but our sober oukleye Penny and upsets.

I Impo'rtancy. Obs. [f. med.L. importdntia\
see prec. and -ANCY.]
1. The quality of being important ; =prec. I.

1540 A ct 32 Hen. VIII, c. 48 If the importancy or urgency
of the cause, .so requier. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 20 When
we consider Th' importancie of Cyprus to the Turke. 1693
BEVERLEY True St. Gosp. Truth 13 According to the great
Importancy of the word Knowing in Scripture.

D. An important matter ;
=

prec. 2.

1623 COCKERAM, Importanciei Importance, a matter of
much value. 1625 JACKSON Creed v. vi. 3 The great
dissention . . in such importancies enforceth such as thinke

they have attained to some certainty in this point to reele
and stagger. 1803 SOUTHEY in Life (1850) II. x. 241
Materials for a volume that should contain more real im-

portancies than all travellers have yet brought home.
2. Urgency, importunity ; prec. 3.

1398-9 E. FORDE Parismus n. (1661) 141 In the end his

suit grew to that importancy, that he would not be denied.

1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. 204 Their importancie so far pre-
vailed .. that the first decree was quite abrogated. 1673
O. WALKER Ednc.

(1677) 38 Pressing all things great and
small with the same vigour and importancy.

Important (important, -p6M-), a. [a. F.

important (i6th c. Montaigne) = It., Sp. important&>
ad. med.L. importans, -tantem> f. importdre in its

med.L. sense 'to be of consequence, weight, or

force
*

: see IMPORT v. II.]

1. Having much import or significance ; carrying
with it great or serious consequences; weighty,
momentous, grave, significant.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 55 How much avail-

able then and important is it to every man to be frequented
with learning. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xl. 249 Wee
may observe three points of important consequence. 1665
BOYLE Occas. Reft. n. xi. (1848) 131 This last and impor-
tantest of humane Actions. 1713 ADDISON Cato i. i,

The
great, the important day, big with the fate Of Cato and of
Rome. 1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc. Rome Pref. (1864) 26
Hume . , has overlooked one very important circumstance.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 13 Events most important
to the understanding of his narrative.

2. Having an air of importance or consequence ;

consequential, pompous, grandiose, pretentious.
1713 SWIFT Cadenus fy Vanessa 376 Discoursing, with

important face, On ribbons, fans, and gloves and lace.

a 1732 GAY Fables n. iii, Fowls of all ranks surround his

hut, To worship his important strut. 1876 J. WEISS Wit
Hunt, fy Shaks, iii. 75 Parodying the important phrases and

impotent exploits of the suburban constable.

f 3. Urgent, pressing, importunate. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 138 Antipholis, my husband,
Whom I made lord of me, and all I had, At your important
letters. 1599 Much Ado n. i. 74 If the Prince bee too

important, tell him there is measure in euery thing. 1630
LENNARD tr. Charron's IVisd. m. vii. 8 (1670) 410 Not to

be important to his friends, as they that are alwayes com-

plaining.

Importantly (impputantli), adv. [-LY2.]
1. In an important manner or degree ; weightily,

momentously.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. iv. 19 When they, .haue both their

eyes And eares so cloyd importantly as now. 1647 N.
BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixv. (1739) 138 The publick was
so importantly concerned. 1796 A. HAMILTON in Wash-
ington s Writ. (1892) XIII. 221 note, To render this act

importantly and lastingly useful. 1861 WILSON & GEIKIE
Mem. E. Forbes xiv. 498 Noting not a little that bore

importantly upon questions that were engaging, .attention.

1878 J. C. COLLINS Introd. Tourneur's Flays 25 Fifteen

popular ballads . . some of which . . importantly illustrate

Shakespeare.
2. With an air of importance ; consequentially.
1827-30 SIR J. BARRINGTON Pers. Sk. Own Times (ed. 2)

II. 147, I will proceed at once to the little narrative thus

importantly prefaced.

Importation (impoat^'Jan). [n. of action f.

IMPORT v. (Hence in F.)]
1. The action of importing or bringing in. a.

Commerce. The bringing in of goods or merchan-

dise from a foreign country : opp. to exportation.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Comm-w. (1603) 79 Create

rivers, by which they may have cheap . . importation or

exportation of wares. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. iv. i. (1869)
II. 23 Restraints upon the importation ofsuch foreign goods
for home consumption as could be produced at home. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Loom fy Lugger i. i. 3 To authorize a
restricted importation of foreign silks.

fig. 1644 MILTON A reop. (Arb.) 66 [Licensing] hinders and
retards the importation of our richest Marchandize, Truth.
attrib. 1808 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX. 604 If I could lay

an embargo, or pass a new importation law against corrup-
tion and foreign influence.

b. gen. Bringing in, introduction.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age zy) The Instruments, .which serve

for importation, and reception of the bloud and spirits.

1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 112 For more than fifty years ..

no importation of the disease into this city was suspected.
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IMPORTED.

1874 PARKER Gotkic Archil, i. iv. 141 The usual tot of the

importation uf a new style.

a. concr. That which is impelled or introduced ;

t imports collectively (obs.) ;
an imported article,

an import.
1664-5 Psrvs Diary 37 Jan., If the exportation* exceed

the importation*. 1717 POPE Thoughts Var. Sutj. in

Swift's Wks. (1755) II. i. 330 Solomon's importation. Gold
and

apes. 1893 11'csttn. Gaz. 37 Mar. 7/3 Their eleven is

entirely representative, and possesses no Scotch or Welsh
importations. Mtxi. She is a recent importation, I fancy.

Imported (imported), ///. a. [f. IMPORT v.

+ -ED i.] Brought in from a foreign country, as

merchandise ; gen. brought in, introduced.
1660 WILLSFORU Scales Contm. 308 Whether imported or

exported Goods. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 97 The ori-

ginal stock of slaves, the imported Africans, . . probably
required to be governed with much greater severity.

Importer (impoutM). [f.
IMPORT v. + -EH '

.]

One who or that which
imports

or introduces;
up. a merchant who brings in or receives goods
from abroad.

1700 S. SEWALL Diary 19 June (1879) II. 16 There is a
Motion . . to get a Law that all Importers of Negros shall

pay 401. per head. 184$ M'CuLLocH Taxation 11. iv. (1853)
197 It would then, like the generality of customs duties,
fall wholly on the importers, or on the consumers here.
1866 CRUMP Banking*. 333 The Bank of England has for

rrs
been the only importer of bullion into the Mint. 1888

PL'LSFORD in latk Cent. Sept. 397 Up to the present
year New South Wales has been a large importer of wheat.

Importing (imp6'atirj\ vbl. sb.
[f. IMPORT v.

+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb IMPOST, esp. in

senses i, 2
; importation. Also attrib.

1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1602) I. 53 The Patent
for the sole Trade to Guinney, and the sole Importing of
Red-wood. 1895 SIR H. H. HOWORTH in Alhcnxuin 2 Mar.
284/1 Some of his

> [Caxton's] words . . were French exotics
of his own

importing.

Impo rting, ///. a.
[f. as prec. -f -ING

-'.]

1 1. That '

imports
'

or signifies (see IMPORT v. 6) ;

of much import ; important. Obs.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. (1618) 33 The Admiral!, with cer-
taine others appointed to the gouernment and guard of
Prouinces most importing. 1604 E. GRIMSTONE Hist. Sirgc
Ostend tog To garde the strongest places and most import-
ing. 1654 H. L'EsTRANCE Chas. I (1655) 184 An Assembly
so importing to the kings and kingdomes welfare.

2. That imports or brings in merchandise ; en-

gaged in importation.
l8u J. SMVTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821)415 Register of

Importing Ships. 1861 GOSCHEN For. Exch. 40 To sell the
bills at a time . . when a premium may be given for them by
the importing branch of the community.
t Impo rtless, a. Obs. rare. [f. IMPORT sb.

\

+ -LESS.] Without import or significance ; trivial, i

unimportant.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. \. iii. 71 That matter needlcsse of

\

importlesse burthen Diuide thy lips.

t Impo'rtment. Obs.
[f. IMPORT v. + -MENT.]

a. Signification, meaning, purport : IMPORT st. i .
\

b. Importance, consequence :
= IMPORT sb. t.

a 1624 BP. M. SMITH Serm. (1632) 2 Certaine things vttered
. . vpon one speciall occasion, haue yet a general! drift or

,

importment. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 115 A Latine
word for a Post, who speedily conveys news of Importment. ;

Importraiture iimp6--Jtr<
r
tiiu). rare.

[i.
\

IM- l + PORTRAITURE.] The action of portraying j

in or upon something ; ccncr. that which is por-
'

trayed (lit. or in writing;, a portrait or description.
1836 Fraser's Mag. XIV. 9 Importraitures of passages in

the external world, and in human life. 1841 Ibid. XXVI.
455 Here . . is an admirable importraiture for you. i88a
PHIL ROBINSON Noah's A rk 28 Alterations from the received
importraitures of the beasts.

t Importray, v . Obs. [f. IM-
i + PORTRAY v.}

trans. To portray or depict in or upon something.
1580 \jnxEvfkMU (Arb.) 31 1 Whome Philautus is now

with all colours importraying in y* Table of his hart.

t Impo rtunable, a. Obs. Also 5 in-, [f.
IMPORTUNE a. (or ? v.} + -ABLK.]
1. Burdensome, onerous, grievous, heavy.
1481 Paston Lett. No. 867 III. 297 [They] wold have . .

taryd hym there and his councell to his gret inportunabill
cliarges. is Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Preamble, To theyr
create importunable losse troble hurte and dammayge. luo
MORE Dyaloge i. 23 b/2 Forbyddyng them to binde and lay
vppon other pore mennys bakkes importunable burdeyns. I

1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. tx. xxi. 3 They felt the weight
of their done wrongs loo importunable for them any longer
to beare.

2. Troublesome
;
= IMPORTUNATE a. 2 b.

1566 DRANT Horace. Sat. I. ix. argt.. In generall he con-
trowleth people mquisitiue, and importunable tatlers.

r Impo rtunably, adv. Obs. [f. prec. +
-LY *.] Persistently, pertinaciously ; importun-
ately.
ijoi ATKVNSON tr. De Imitatione i. xiii. 161 The deuy! . .

with a thousande snai is and subtilties importunably assavl-
ynge vs.

Importunacy (impp-jtinasi). [f. IMPOR-
TUNATE a. : see -ACV.] Pertinacity ; pressing soli-
citation

;
- IMPORTUNITY 4.

IS4 UDALL, etc. Krasm. Par. Mark vi. (R.), He gatehym not out of the way, nor commaunded them to deparle
for theyr importunacy. 1606 I. CARPENTER Solomon's

palace
xxix. 130 The golden Calfe, which himselfe [Aaron]had made at the importunacie of our Fathers in the wilder-

tie*. i6js DICGES Lomfl. Ambass. 228 Overcome with the

100

importunacy of their reasons, we did yield to take some
further consideration. 1710 PALMER I'nn'erbs 187 He, who
made least to do, has often succeeded, when a rash, busie,
importunacy has made an enemy of a friend. 1893 J. Puts-
KORD Loyalty to Christ II. 243 She b lauded by Jesus :

her importunacy is triumphant.

Impo-rtunance. [f. IMPORTUNE v. + -ANCE.]
(?) Grievousness, gravity, seriousness.

l$4 . Papers Hen. VII 1, XI. 91 The Kinges Majestic
shulde . . be disapoynted of his enterpryse, which I besought
Her to consider, and the greate importunancc therof.

Importunate (impputin,?t), a. (sb.) [f. L.

iniporti~in-us + -ATK*. The use of the suffix is

peculiar ; perh. after obstinate, fortunate, temper-
ate, or other adjs. expressing personal qualities.]
1 1. Inopportune, unseasonable, untimely ;

= IM-
PORTUNE a. i. Obs.

15*9 [implied in IMPORTUNATELY i], 155* HULOET, Im-
portunate, or out of season, itnfortttnus. 1656-9 B. HARRIS
Parivafs Inn Age (ed. 2) 101 The inexorable executor of
this importunate and unseasonable Command, was first

chased away with stone.

1 2. Burdensome ; grievous, grave. Obs.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Vcre. Eng. Hist. (Camdcn) I. 102 An impor-

tunate number of tne barbarus people beeganne to moleste
the Romaine imperie. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 1520,
When money was scante and importunate charges were
dayly imminent. Ibid., Hen. Vll 3 b, Beyng not hable
to suffre the importunate heate, they cast away the shetes
and

ajl
the clothes. 1577 FRAMPTON Joyful News i. (1596)

13 This water is also good for . . other dangerous and im-
portunal diseases. 1663 COWLEY Verses 4- Ess., Solitude,
When they are in love with a Mistress, all other persons
are importunate and burdensome to them. 1824 IjtmEHa
Ser. ii. Rlakesmoor in H shire, The pride of ancestry
may be had on cheaper terms than to be obliged to an
importunate race of ancestors.

tb. Troublesome; persistently troublesome. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 722 This New World . .

hath to these importunate chapmen sold her freedome. 1660
H. MOKE Hfyst. Godl. in. ii. 60 [The Sun) cannot .. free his
own face of those importunate spots that ever and anon lie

upon it like filth. 1691 RAV Creation n. (1692) 100, Lice,
Fleas, and other noisom and importunate Insects.

3. Pressing, urgent ; busy. Obs. or arch.

S4-3 Act 34 * 35 Hen. VI11, c. a
f

2 If . . the sayde
collectours .. can not be thervnto admitted, by reason of
importunate busines. 01674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. xiv.
S 136 The Earl remain'd in London whilst the enquiry was
warm and importunate. 1877 BRYANT Main-Dream i,

This maze of dusty streets, Forever shaken by the impor-
tunate jar Of commerce.
4. Persistent or pressing in solicitation

; pertina-
cious.

1477 [implied in IMPORTUNATELY 4]. 15*9 Stifflie. to King
E. E. T. S.) 30 They . . will . . make importunate sute, and
labourc to be in seruice with youre Magestye. 01533 LD.
BEKNERS Gold. Bt. M. Aurel. x. (1546) Fvj b, I am impor-
tune on you, that ye be not importunate on me. I pray
you, that you praie not me. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I.

69 Declaring how importunate his mother was to know.
1660 Trial Regie. 44 The King., was importunate to know
what they intended to do with Him. 1746 Col. Kcc.
Pnuuytv. V. 53 Some of the Persons who supplied me with
them grow Importunate for their money. 1863 Miss BRADDON
Eleanor's Viet, ii, For the avoidance of importunate credi-
tors. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. i. ii, Now came an im-
portunate knock at the door; breakfast was ready.
B. as sb. An importunate person.

1881 Jrnl. Eiiuc. i Mar. 49/2 He would have granted the
fair importunates the examination without restriction.

Importunate imp(r.itin<rit) , v. [f. F. im-
portiiner: see IMPOBTI-NE v. and -ATE a

7.] trans.
To solicit persistently; = IMPORTUNE v. 3.

began freshly to importunate his brother to the accomplish-
ment of her request.

b. To obtain by importunity.
1891 Pall Mall G. i July 2/3 The degree of departure

which outside bodies had been able to importunate from a
somewhat pliant Senate.

Importunately (imp/-.itinM), adv.
[f.

IMPORTUNATE a. + -LY 2.J In an importunate
manner.

1 1. Inopportunely, untimely, unseasonably. Obs.
I59 MORE Sufpl. Soitlys Wks. 288/2 We do . . not yet

importunatelye bereue you of your rest with cryinge at
youre cares at vnseasonable tyme. 1658-9 Burtons Diary
(18281 III. 168, I shall not say the Petition and Advice was
unduly, but unseasonably and importunately obtained.

t2. In a burdensomeor grievousway; grievously;
tronblesomely. Obs.
1564 GOLDINC Justin xlii.

(1570! 169 [HymerusJ through
his tyrannous crueltie, vexed importunatlie both Babilon

be importuneately complementall.

fb. Gravely, exceedingly. Obs.
io tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Relig. Pref. 5 An Ex-

pedient so importunately beneficial to Mankind, that
1

scarce any Elogiums could be excogitated equal to their !

praise. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. x. (1695) 386 Men will
[

not be so importunately dull as not to understand what
others say.

8. With pressing or persistent action or purpose ;

!

pressingly.
1568 GRAFION Chron. II. 792 He woulde importunatly i

IMPORTUNE.
[1513 MORK '

importunely 'J pursue his appetite and have
her. 1614 lir. HALL Recoil. Treat. 531 What do we now
thus importunately catching at shadows? 1876 GEO. EUOTDan. Dcr. iv. xxix, His possible judgment of her actions
was telling on her as importunately as Klesmcr's judg-
ment of her powers.
4. \\ ith persistent or pressing solicitation

;
with

importunity.
1477 *< RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 137 He that axid

importunatly after he is ones denied & refused his asking
15*9 S. FISH Sufflic. Beggers Ded. lE. E. T. S.) , (They)
haue begged so importunatly that they haue gotten ynto
theyre hondes more then the therd part of all youre Realme
i6a BP. OP CHESTER Charge 5 May 30 We need not doubt
of God's help, if we sincerely and importunately pray for it.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe ll. iv, They insisted importunately
upon their demand. 1874 MOTLEY Barnnild II. xiv. 117He instructed his envoy, .importunately and dictatotially to
plead the cause.

ImportunateneSS (imp(rjtin,tnes). [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being importunate ;

importunity.
clo L. Cox Rhet. (1809) 67 Our lybertie is ouercome . .

by the impottunatnes of our wyues. 1549 LATIMER yd
Serm. I'ff. Edvi. VI (Arb.) 93 He wyl beare your impor-

viil 169 Her sweet importunateness of action and voice.

Importunator (imp^jtiwiit'itsj . [agent-n. in

L. form from IMPORTUNATE v.] One who impor-
tunes, or solicits importunately.
1604 SANDYS Relat. St. Relig. West Pts. I ivb. Tyrannous

importunators, and exactors of their own men. i8a; New
Monthly Mag. XI V. 418 A flowing and ebbing ofpetitioners,
claimants, and importunators of every kind.

Importune (imryjti
-

n, impj?Mtin), a. (si.)
Also 5 yn-, in-, 6 ym-. [ME. a. F. importun,
-tine (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.) =

It., tip. impor-
tuno, ad. L. importun-us unfit, unsuitable, incon-

venient, troublesome, grievous, f. im- (!M- *) : cf.

J'orlHniis the protecting god of harbours, f. portu-s
harbour, PORT. The same stem is found in oppor-

I

tun-us OPPORTUNE.]
tl. Inopportune, untimely; unseasonable, unfit.

ci4S [implied in IMPORTUNELY ij. 1519 MORK Com/.
\

agst. Trie. i. Wks. 1169/1, I haue thys daye done you
muche trybulacion with my importune obieccions, of very

1

lltlesubstaunce. 1597 A. M. tr. Guitlemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
*lv, Such fruictes are never importune, nether at anye time
out of season. 1634 RAINBOW Labour (16351 "7 Both
Importunate, and Importune Labour; .. the first is labour
too earnest, too sollicitous ; the second is labour out of its
due time, unseasonable. 1650 BULWER Anthrofomet. 120
These actions are somewhat importune and unwelcome
guests at Feasts. 1704 SWIFT Bolt. Bits, in Mac. (1711)
264 A Wild Ass, with Brayings Importune, affronts his Ear.
1 2. Troublesome, burdensome ; vexatious

; grie-
! vous, heavy, severe, exacting. Obs.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 5633 And for he nyl be importune Unto
no wight, ne honerous. 14:1-10 LYDC. Chron. Troy \. v, The
streyght wayc is so importune, So dredeful eke and so full of
rage. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 486 By theyr inportune
charges, the comynaltie was greatly enpouerysshed. 1540

! Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 43 Which is to peinfull chargeable
intolerable and importune, for any man to susteine and
abyde. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xii. 16 They did . .often blame
the too importune fate That heapd on him so many wrathfull
wreakcs. 1604 N. D. yd ft. Three Comers. Eng. 263A detestable, cruell, horrible and importune monster. 1683
D. A. Art Converse 19 They cannot be but importune to us
by their long and languishing narratives. 1864 CARLYLE
fruit. Gl. xv. vi. IV. 90 Treaties, vaporous Foreshadows
of Events, .are importune to human nature, longing for the
Events themselves.

t 3. Pressing, urgent ; busy. Obs.
i 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Contents xliv. 61 That man

be not importune in worldly erendt-s. ( 1473 Plumpton
Corr. (Caniden) 33 The labor is so importune, that I cannot
attend it without I shold do nothing ells. 15x6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) I-J9 The good aungelles contende not, they
be not importune or to busy, they crye not. 1576 FLEMING
Panofl. Efist. 76 Although my busines be so weightie and
importune, that I can obleine but little leasure. 1647 WARD
Siwf. Cobler 63 The importune Affaires of your Kingdome
(are] perplexedly suspended.
4. Persistent or pressing in solicitation

; pertina-
cious ; irksome through persistency of request.
1447 BOKENHAM Scyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 6 The importune

and Desy preyere Of oon whom I love, i 1460 FORTESCUE
Abt. t Lmi. Man. xx. (1885) 156 Importune sulers wil gape
vpon suche reuersiouns. J535CovKRDALE Luke xviii. 5 Yet
seynge this weddowe is so importune vpon me I will delyuer
her. 1641 J. JACKSON True Ernng. T. in. 229 Our Saviour
. .made as though htc would have gone farther, that they
might grow the more importune with him to stay, a 1734
NORTH Exam. n. v. 9 83 U 74o) 367 He was so importune
in the Matter, that one of the Chiefs was provoked to say
he spoke with a Cadence, but Nothing to the Purpose. 1890
E. JOHNSON Rise Christendom 106 Vices are importune
spirits sent forth from Tartarus' caves.

t B. sb. [
= F. importun.'] One who is importune

or troublesome in soliciting. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 303 In
Spainc it is thought very vndecent for a Courtier to craue,
supposing that it is the part of an importune, a 1734 NORTH
K.vam.

(1740) 644 (D.) If justice must stay till such impor-
tunes are satisfied, there's a ne flits ultra of all law.

Importune (imp^ti-n, imp/utiun), z>. [a.
F. importune-r (if,n in Godef. Compl.) ** It. im-

portunare (Florio), Sp. importunar (Percivall),
med.L. iniporttliiari, -are, i. impoitiinus : see prec.]



IMPORTUNED.

f 1. trans. To burden ;
to be troublesome or

wearisome to
;
to trouble, worry, pester, annoy.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IV, India 140 Did so importune him
and assure him of his going, he commaunded his fardage to

be laden. 1598 VONG Diana. 17 It was my ill hap, that

one of them sat next vnto me, to make me infortunatc

as long as her memorie did importune me. 1661

EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 136, I shall, whenever .. it may
least importune his privacy, make the inventory of par-
ticulars. 1781 FLETCHER Lett. Wks. 1795 VII. 232 If

bodies could move as quick as thought they would be

importuned frequently with my company. 1788 GIBBON
Decl. 4- F. Ixx. VI. 607 Of his two immediate successors

. .Nicholas the Fifth, [was] the last who was importuned by
the presence ofa Roman emperor.

{2. To press, urge, impel. Also absol. Obs.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. i. i. 57 We shall write to you
As time, and our concernings shall importune. 1615 CHAP-
MAN Odyss. vi. 270 O queen, deign pity then, since first to

you My fate importunes my distress to vow.

3. To solicit pressingly and persistently ;
to ply

or beset with requests or petitions.
1530 PALSGK. 590/1, I importune one, I werye hym by

importunate sute making to him for a mater. ^1585 Faire
Em in. 699 A man that you do not a little esteem, hath

long importuned me of love. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i.

i. 127 My yongest boy. .importun'd me That his attendant
. . Might beare him company in the quest of him. 1644
MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 41 Ye were importun'd the passing
it. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677) 298 "My friends', said he,
'

importune me no more To eat or drink before we go to

fight'. 1719 YOUNG Rwenge v. ii, He .. importunes the

skies for swift perdition. 1734 tr. Rollins Rom. Hist.

(1827) III. 25 The Kings themselves importuned him to that

?urpose.
1817 BYRON Beppo Ixii, Meantime the goddess

'11 no more importune. 1849 MACAI/LAY Hist. Eng. iii. I.

300 Some officers.. after vainly importuning the government
during many years, had died for want of a morsel of bread.

fig> X586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 27 Being

importuned by the dispatch of some present affaires . . to

have some conference with her Majestic, he went. 1601

WEEVER Mirr. Mart. C vj, No day which would not me
to wars importune, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Poverty Wks.

1730 I. 98 The man that is importun'd with the craving

pains of a hunger. 1800-24 CAMPBELL Song of Colonists

ii, A land, where beauties importune The Briton to its

bowers.

4. To ask for (a thing) urgently and persistently ;

to crave or beg for.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \\. \. 32 The daughter of the King
of France. .Importunes personall conference with his grace.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ix. 44 Then gan the Peoples cry and
Commons sute Importune care of their owne publicke cause.

1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reh. xv. 34 It was very strange

taken up.
5. intr. To make urgent solicitation

;
to be im-

portunate.
1548 Q. KATHERYN in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 151,

I wold not wyssche yow importune for hys good wyll, yf y
l

cum nott frankely at the fyrst. 1661 FLLTHAM Resolves i.

xvii. 33, I will neither importune too much upon unwilling
minds. 1761 GRAY Sketch own Char., Too poor for a bribe,

and too proud to importune ; He had not the method of

making a fortune. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus viii. 13 He will

not ask for pity, will not importune.

^1 6. To import, portend. (A Spenserian misuse.)
1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. i. 16 But the sage wisard telles, as

he has redd, That it importunes death and dolefull drery-
hedd. 1598 MARSTON Pygmal. xxv. 130 Thus hauing said,

lie riseth from the fioore, As if his soule diuined him good
fortune . . For all his thoughts did all good luck importune.
Hence Importuned///, a. t Importuning vbLsb.

and ///. a.

x6n CHAPMAN Iliad xx. argt.^ The rest, all shunning
their importun'd fates, Achilles beats even to the Ilian

gates. 1660 MILTON Free Cominw. Wks. (1851) 427 Our
once importuning Prayers against the Tyranny which we
then groan'd under. 1660 GAUDEN Gods Great Demonstr.

40 His many forewarnings, importunings, and beseechings
of men to flye from the wrath to come. 1780 GAY Dione
in Poems II. 434 No Cleanthes interrupt my woe With im-

portuning love. 1890 Athenaeum 23 Aug. 254/2 The result

of three years' constant importuning.

Iiuportu' Jiely, adv. Now rare. Also 6 in-.

[f. IMPORTUNE a. + -LY 2
.]

fl. Inopportunely, unseasonably. Obs.
c I4J5 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 25 He

mevid hym . . with goode and honeste wordes, opportunely
and importunely. 1609 BIBLE vDouay) Isa. Ivin. Conuu.^
Gods preachers must crie, and not cease to crie . . opportunely,
importunely, with al patience. 1716 M. DAVIES A then,

Brit. II. 260 How often has that Frenzical Arian Astrologer
been told, and admonish'd Opportunely and Importunely.

f 2. Grievously, troublesomely. Obs.

a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 758 He . . shewed them how
proudly and importunely Antonius had answered to all his

mild and just demands.

1 3. Pressingly, persistently, pertinaciously. Obs.

1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione \. ix. 159 It is a synne
of pertynacite & pryde any persone inportunly to offre theyr
counsell and specially where they can lytle profyte. 1513
MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 63/1 Without any fear of God . . he

would importunely [1568 GRAFTON importunatly] pursue
hys appetite, and haue her. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled iv.

the Spirit (1867' 293 It is to be importunely troublesome

unto the world, to quarrel almost with every man that

comes in our way.
4. With urgent and persistent solicitation ;

im-

portunately.
1464 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 13 Thomas Eyr clamoreth

upon mee importunly fur money, so that gif I had any of
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my own, I wold have stopped mm.. 1526 PUgr. Perf. <W.
de W. 1531) 248 b, It wyll craue importunely for susienaunce,

rest, & other recreacyon. 1590 Si'tNSEU F. Q, ii. viii. 4 He
heard a voyce that called lowd and cleare .. The Palmer
lent his eare unto the noyce, To weet who called so impor-
tunely. 1672 J. WORTHINGTON Gen. Prff. Medcs IVks. e,

Flattery and Covetous Ambition do importunely sollicite

men to make a false judgment. 1850 J. S. B. MONSKLL
Parish Musings (1875) 32 The very things we most desire

Most importunely crave.

t Importunement. Obs. [f. IMPOUTUNE v. +

-MENT.] The action or fact of importuning ; ear-

nest solicitation ;
an instance of this.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 474 Satan knoweth..that there

be more sundry pressing importunements to read it, than can
be shewed for the reading of any book beside.

Importuner (imp^iti/rnaj, impputizmaj). [f.

as prec. + -KB *.] One who importunes.
1653 WATEKHOUSE Apol. Learn. 187 Praeclude..your ears

. .against all rash, rude, irrational, innovating importuners.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. xlii. 21 Washington .. was

annoyed by shoals of selfish importuners.

Importunity (imp^iti/7-niti). [a. F. impor-
iunitt (,14th c. m Littre), ad. L. importAnitas, f.

importiinus\ see IMPORTUNE a. and -ITY.] The

quality or condition of being importune.

-j-
1. The condition of being unseasonable or inop-

portune; unseasonableness; an unsuitable time. Obs. \

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. xv. 274 The Importunytet
of myn ignoraunce in reformyng of dyuerse argumentes.

1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. xxxii. 6 Poure not forth wyszdome
out of tyme, at an importunyte. 1579 f. STUBBES Gaping
Gulf}L vj, To snatch the crowne from hir heade by opor-

tunity or importunity, which so euer come first. 1589
PuTTENHAM Eng. Poesic in. xxiii. (Arb.) 274 Euery thing
hath his season which is called Oportunitie, and the vnfit-

nesse or vndecency of the time is called Impurtunitie.

f2. Burdensomeness, trouble. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 81 Late it be set in money to

the remedie and socoure of this gret importunyte and
necessite. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olcanus' Voy. Ambass. 10

The Wagoners . . are forc'd to make use of fire against the

importunity of those Insects [Gnats]. 1739 J. HUXHAM.*S'.
Fevers (1750) 213 Very often the Importunity and violence

of the Cough was to be appeased by Elixir Asthmaticum.

f 3. Pertinacity or constancy of action. Obs.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 215 Many of them, .con-

tinue for so many hours (if the importunity of Historians in

this matter be of any consideration.).

4. Troublesome pertinacity in solicitation.

c 1460 FORTLSCUE^&'. iff Lint. Alon. xii. (1885) 136 Through
ymportunite off thair suyttes. 1526 TINDALE Luke xi. 8

Because of hys importunite he woll ryse and geve hym as

many as he nedeth. 1568 TILNKY Disc. Manage C vj. Of
marvellous vertue is, to bee sufferable in the ymportunities
of hys wyfe, sometimes . -and in trifling consenting unto her.

1615 G. SANDYS Trim, ig With much importumtie and

promise of reward . . I got them to set me ashore. 1751
SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779.) III. Ixxxi. 179 Tormenting me
with his nauseous importunities. 1784 COWPER Task iv.

414 Knaves . . liberal of their aid To clam'rous importunity
in rags. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 462 Fearing that our

importunity might be troublesome.

tlmpOrtTTttOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. impor-
tMI-US + -ous.] Burdensome, pestering.
1598 YONG />/# 412 Being now free from the importunous

trouble of thy iealous husband.

t Impo'rtuous, a. Obs. rare ~ . [ad. L. itn-

portuds-itS) f. im- ;!M- -)+portU'S harbour, PORT.]
; Without port or haven

1

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

t Impcrrturait, -ate, pa. pple. S(. Ohs. [for

importrait) inipourtrait, pa. pple. of IMPOETRAY.]
Portrayed in or upon something.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. Ixviii, Palace and towns . .

Importurait of birdis and sweit flouris. 1553 Douglas
1

sEncis vi n. x. 79 For Vulcanus. .Thare batellis all. .Had
thare importurate [MS. porturat] propirly and graue.

Importure : see EMPORTURE.

Imposable (unp3*"zSbl)j a. rare. [f. IMPOSE
V. + -ABLE.]
1. That may be imposed or laid on.
a 1660 HAMMOND (J.), They were not simply imposeaMe

on any particular man, farther than he was a member of

some church.

2. Capable of being imposed upon or cheated
;

gullible, dupable.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. \\. iv. (1740) 306 Much more mon-

strous is it to imagine readers so imposable upon to credit

it upon any one's bare Relation. Lives (1826) I. 397 If

he had been, .a weak imposable wretch they had liked him
much better.

Hence Impo'sableness,
' the state or quality of

being imposable '. 1847 in CRAIG.

t ImpO'Sal. Obs. rare. [f. IMPOSE v. + -AL 5 :

cf. disposal^ proposal] The action of imposing ;

imposition.
1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. i. iv. 17 They have had

Authority above their owne (though I conceive, none for

such rigid imposall). 1651 P. STERRY Eng. Deliverance

(1652) 14 Being severe in the imposall of superstitious rites.

\ InipOSaiit. Obs. rare. [a. F. imposant, pres.

pple. oi imposer to IMPOSE, formerly to impute.]
One who imputes or charges.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506} iv. xxi. 271 In

besechynge the herers that they be not euyll dysposed or

euyll content of the imposaunt, for he ymageneth to haue

power to proue cryme that he imposeth.

Impose t,imp0u*z), v. Also 6 empose. [a.

F. impose-r (1302 in Godef.), earlier en-, emposer

IMPOSE.

(nth c. in Littre), !. em-, tin- (In- 1
,)

+ poser,
taken as repr. of L. imponere : see COMPOSE, POSE.

Introduced first in special senses, e.g. 3, 2 b; the

general sense being expressed by native words.]
I. irans.

1. To lay on or set on
;
to place

or set in a posi-
tion ; to put, place, or deposit, arch.

15517 A. M. tr. Gmllemean's Fr. Chirurg. 16/2 The Chi-

rurgiane [shall] impose the foresayed guttes agaync into

their places, .imposing or layinge the hande one the wounde.

1599 tr. Gabclhouer's Bit. Physicke 37/2 Impose therin

linnen cloutes. 1613 CHAPMAN Odyss. xnl. 207 She impos'd
a stone Close to the cauernes mouth. 1781 GIBBON Dec!.

($ F. xvii. II. 7 It was here likewise . . that Xerxes imposed
a stupendous bridge of boats. 1867 J. B. ROSE tr. Vtrgirs
sEiieid 318 The mourners . . on the tepid ground imposed
more earth.

b. Eccl. To lay on hands in blessing, or ID or-

dination, confirmation, etc.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Mark x. 16 And imposing hands ypon
them, he blessed them. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixvi. i

When Israel blessed. .Joseph's sons, he imposed upon them
his hands and prayed. 1642 JKK. TAYLOR Episc. xxxii. 175

Bishops had a power of imposing hands, tor collating of

Orders, which Presbyters have not. 1658 BRAMHALL Can-
seer. Bps. vii. 177 What Priests did impose hands upon me.

c. To place in command or office ; to appoint or

set up authoritatively. Now rare or Obs. exc. as

associated with 4.

1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 57 And would be ready, after put-

ting off the person which now was imposed on him, with
much contentment to be commaunded by his Lordship.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. m. 78 They have a Generall . . who
deposeth, or imposeth Magistrates. 1682 Eng. Elect.

Sheriffs 20 So ungrateful a thing hath it always been to the

People of England, to have Sheriffs imposed upon, and set

over them, otherwise than according to the course and
direction of the Law.

d. Printing. To lay pages of type or stereotype

plates on the imposing-stone or the bed of a press,

and secure them in a chase, in such order that the

printed pages shall follow each other in proper order

when the sheet is folded.

1

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 182 His [the setter's]

lenishing of the gaily, and imposing of the form. 1656 [see

.MPOSITOK]. 1688 R. HoLMii Armoury in. 122/2 Imposing,
is the placing of the Pages that belong to a Sheet, within

the Chase . . in order, that when the Sheet is wrought off . .

all the Pages may be foulded into an orderly succession. 1824

J. JOHNSON 'J'ypogr. II. xiv. 495 The compositor who im-

poses a sheet must correct the chargeable proof of that sheet.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1172/1, 18, 24, 32 and 48010. may
be imposed in a similar manner, or may be so imposed as to

be cut before folding.

2. fig. a. In general sense : to put, place ; to

place authoritatively, b. To apply authoritatively

or bestow (a name or title) upon, on, *{ to. (In

quots. 1500, 1566 with inverted construction.) Now
associated with 4. f C. To put authoritatively (an

end, conclusion, etc.) to. Obs.

1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 50 In whose service he im-

poseth greater confidence. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II.

iv. iv. 154 Lally had now . . imposed upon the English so

much respect, as deterred them from the siege.

b. c 1500 Melitsitm xix. 102 He was soone baptised and

imposed to name Edon. c 1566 J. ALDAV tr. Boaystuan's
Thcat. ll'orld A vij, If thou wilt impose tins worke a

rapsodie, collation or gathering. . thou shalt doe it no wrong.

1596 Si'LNSER F. Q. v. viii. 49 To prove her .surname true,

that she imposed has. ifogCAMDEN Rein. (1637) 122 Riuer..

also haue imposed names to some men. 1669 GALE Crt.

Gentiles i. i. vii. 36 The names, which the Phenicians im-

posed on those places. 1774 J. BRYANT A/ytkol. II. 294 The
name was imposed antecedent to his birth. 1862 STANLEY

Jew. Ch. (1877) I. ix. 183 The native names were altered,

and new titles imposed by the Israelites.

C. 1541 R. Coi'LAND Galycn's Terapeut. 2 Hj, \Ve wyl
shew ye reason & maner to heale . . than we wyl impose
the ende of this fourth boke. 1581 SAVILE Agricola (1622)

197 To fiftie yeeres trauailes let this day impose a glorious
conclusion. ci6u CHAPMAN Iliad xxiy. 708 Before they
had imposed the crown To these solemnities.

f3. To lay (a crime, etc.) to the account of; to

impute, charge. Obs. (The earliest recorded use.)

1484 CAXTON Fables ofJEsop 2 b, How he excused hym of

that was imposed to hym. 1502 [see_ IMPOSANT].
_

1596
DRAYTON Legends ii. 447 On him, the King . . Impos'd my
Death. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. J7

,
iv. i. 157 The imputation of

his wickednesse . . should be imposed vpon his Father that

sent him. 1663 GERBIER Counsel a viij a, It were a matter

to impose as a charge upon the Author of such a Treatise.

4. To lay on, as something to be borne, endured,

or submitted to ;
to inflict (something) on or upon ;

to levy or enforce authoritatively or arbitrarily.

1581 N. Riding Rec. I. 250 And further that the said Em-

pryngham at an Admyrall Court dyd sett and empose

freate
and grevouse Fynes. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 850

iiipose some seruice on me for my loue. 1593 3 Hen. Vft

iv. iii. 58 What Fates impose, that men must needs abide.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <v Commw. (1603) 174 They .. im-

pose uppon the people al kinde of injuries. 1688 BUNYAN

Jerusalem Sinner (1886) 52 These bloody letters were not

imposed upon me. I went to the high-priest and desired

them of him. 1703 POPE Tkebais 398 On impious realms . .

impose Thy plagues. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i. vii. 1 1

To impose on a child to get by heart
' a long scroll of un-

known phrases or words '. 1849 M AC A i- LAY Hist. Eng. vi.

II. 159 Pretending to abhor tests, he had himself imposed
a test. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1885) Ixi. 471/1

[Alexander said] We have no wish to impose the Bourbons
on the French people. 1875 IOWETT Plato ted. 2) V. 58

Minos . . imposed upon the Athenians a cruel tribute.



IMPOSE.

b. with double object (orig. dative of person and

accusative of the thing).
1613 HEYWOOD Silver Age HI. i. Wks. 1874 III. 126 Fur

your sake I will impose him dangers, Such and so great.

1619 BRENT lr. Sarpi's Counc. Trent (1676) 499 Cardinal
Crescentius ..was wont .. to impose them silence. zSio u.

Mad, de Stael Holstein's Libertine Hush. I. 52 Her ad-

mirer, Dorville, was imposed .silence. 1873 HKOWNING AY./
Cott. A'/.-tvi/* 221 Before the servant be imposed a task.

c. To put or levy (a tax, price, etc.) tm or upon
(goods, etc.).
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Ci*nestagffio 18 They imposed a newe

cuslome upon
the salt. 1600 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's

Tran. 228 (He] petitioned him he would bestow upon him
the captive Princesse, or vouchsafe to impose a ransom on
her. 1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade 15 To impose what wages
they please upon their labours. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. ii.

601 That the Crown had the right to impose duties on
foreign merchandise.

d. To put or subject (a person, etc.) to a penalty,
observance, etc.

1568 NORTH tr. Guevara's Diall Pr. (1619) 610 It is as

necessary for the Courtier.. to impose his tongue to silence.

159* CONSTABLE Sonn. vn. vi, Thus long impos'd to euer-

lasting plaining. 1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado v. i. 282 Impose
me to what penance your inuention Can lay vpon my sinne.

e. University or school slang. To punish (a per-
son) by an imposition : see IMPOSITION 5 c.

1887 J. R. MAGKATH (in Let,), Very lately a man was im-

posed for having missed chapel.

6. To obtrude or *

put' (a thing) upon (a person)
by false representations ; to palin or pass off.

1650 EVELYN Mem. 14 Dec., An impostor . . had like to
have impos'd upon us a pretended secret of multiplying
gold. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 618 The God
of Truth would never have empowered them to impose
such a Cheat upon the World. iyi tr. Pomet's Hist.

Drugs I. 2 Take care . . that Southemwood-seed be not im-

posed upon you for this. 1736 BOLINCBROKE Patriot. (1749)
142 A silly fellow can never impose himself for a man of
sense. 1738 BIRCH Miltonl. App. 73 First inventing a Fob-
hood, and then imposing it on the World. 1835 MACKIN-
TOSH, etc. Hist. Enjr. V. i. i Thus early was he familiar
with the art of imposing decorum for morality.

II. intr. (Often with indirect passive].
6. To put oneself upon : in various senses, a.

To impose itself forcibly, authoritatively, or strik-

ingly; to exert an influence on; to be of imposing
character or appearance, f b. To encroach upon,
to

'

put
'

upon. Qbs. c. To intrude, presume upon ;

to take advantage of.

a. x6a$ BACON Ess., Truth (Arb.) 499 When it [Truth J is

found, it imposeth vpon mens Thoughts. 1669 PEPYS Diary
30 Mar., They do think that I know too much, and shall

impose upon whomever shall come next, and therefore must
be removed. 1751 CHESTER*-. Lett. (1792) III. ccxlv. 126 If

you engage his heart, you have a fair chance for imposing
upon his understanding, and determining his will. 1881
LUBBOCK Addr. Brit. Assoc. in Nature No. 618. 411
Mechanism that imposes through its extreme simplicity.
1883 LiEUT.-Cou STEWART in Pall Mall C. 23 Nov. i/i
The troops, if not very formidable in quality, still impose
through their number.
b. 1667 PEPYS Diary 9 Jan. .There is no danger, in the pass-

ing this Bill, of imposing on his [the King'.-,] prerogative.
1694 WOOD Let. June in Life (O.H.S.) III. 458 note, Impos-
ing upon a generous person and making htm a ridicule to
the company, .becauseof his then growing infirmity. aijiS
PF.NN Wks. (1726) I. 448 No Man is so accountable to his

fellow Creatures, as to be imposed upon, restrained, or per-
secuted for any Matter of Conscience whatever.
C- 1670 COTTON Esfernon Ded., I should not otherwi>e

. . have presum'd to impose upon your Protection. 1883
C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 46 An idle 'vagrom* man, who
lives by imposing

on the good nature of others. 1888 MRS.
H. WARD R, Elsmere I. 88 She wished her son to impose
upon her when it came to his taking any serious step in
life.

7. To put a tax, to levy an impost (upon}. ? Obs.

rit. i l*r l. I irn/ulgtr <J I . I 1 lu rculriullc I'lc V^TOWne Ilolll

imposing upon the people without their consent. 1643 in
Clarendon Hist. Ret. v. 21 Desire a bill, (the only old

way of imposing on our subjects). 1871 BROWNING /V.
Hohetist. 1814 Who scores a septett true for strings and
wind Mulcted must be else how should 1 impose Properly ?

8. To practise imposture; with upon, on, to
cheat or deceive by false representations.
1661 STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr. l. ii. 9 The great reason '

the world hath been so long time imposed upon with
\

varieties of books going under the name of Hermes Triv
,

megistus. 1711 STEELE Sfmct. No. 300 p 2 There are some
;

so weak as to be imposed upon by fine Things and false
Addresses. 1791 PAINE Rights Man, It can be of no real

'

service to a Nation, to impose upon itself, or to permit itself
to be imposed upon. 1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible i. (1875) 4
'l"he counterfeit must have some resemblance to the genuine,
else it would impose on nobody.
Hence Impo'sed ppl. a., in the various senses of

the vb.
; also imposed-upon : see sense 8 above.

1630 R. Johnsons Kipgd. * Comnnv. 134 The imposed
buildings (on London bridge), being so many, and so beau-
tifull. 1641 JER. TAYLOR E/>isc. (1647) "39 To transplant
them [words) to an artificial!, and imposed sehse. 1706DE FOE Jure Div. Pref. 27 They obtain'd so much upon
the subjected Minds of the Poor imposed-upon Multitude.

jS7
G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 217 It generally consists of

lour stones, three upright and one imposed. 1847 GROTE
Greece ll. xxxiii. ( 1862) II I. 202 Of the nineteen silver-paying
satrapies, the most heavily imposed was Babylonia.
t Impo'86, si. Obs. rare. [f. IMPOSE v.} The

imposition or laying on of a charge, duty, or task.

102

1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. \\. iii. 8 According to your Ladi'

ships impose, I am tbns early come. 1605 TryallCkfV. n.

ii. in BuIIcn O. PI. III. 293 Uut this impose is nothing,
honour'd King.

Iniposement (imp^i-zment). rare.
[f.

IMPOSE
v. + -MENT.] The action of imposing ; imposition.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. xiiL 45 This imposement upon

my self was a great ease and pleasure to the charitableness
of my nature. 1896 Columbus (Ohio) Disf. 18 July 5/5
The residents . . who are opposed to the imposement are

fighting U.

Imposer (impJu-zaj). [f. IMPOSE v. + -EU l.]
One who imposes : in various senses of the vb.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \, Ixxviii. g a According
to the mind of the first unposer of that name. 1641
MILTON Amntadv. i, Civil politic, say you .. came from
arbitrary imposers. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1741) 189 The
coronary thorns did not only express the scorn of the

imposers,. .but did also pierce his tender and sacred temples.
1681 H. MORE vftGlanviirsSadducisnius Postscr., Prrcsti-

giator an Imposer on the sight. 170* DE FOE Occas,
Conform, in Misc. 315 An Oath is to be taken in the Sense
of the Imposer, and a Sacrament, which is a Recognition of
the most Sacred of Oaths, must be also taken in the Sense
of the Imposer. 1860 TRENCH Semi. Westm. Abb. ix. 96
They might have cursed the imposers of those tasks. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 36 What that is to which the

imposer ofnames gives this name of temperance or wisdom.

Imposing (imp^'zirj), vbl. $b. [f.
IMPOSE z/.

+ -UTG 1
.]

L The action of putting, placing, or laying on
;

imposition, spec, fa. The imposition of taxes,

taxing. Obs.
z6xo Bn. CARLETON Jurisd. 289 This imposing of the

Popes lurisdiction vpon other nations, a 1618 RALEIGH
Invent. Shipping ^\ Certainly the imposing upon Coales ..

can be no hinderance. ,to the Newcastlemen. 1668 GLAN-
VILL Plus Ultra (1688) 148 [This] prevents all imperious
Dictates and Imposings.

b. Printing. The arrangement of pages of type
in a * forme', attrib. Imposing-stone, -table,
a slab of stone or metal on which pages of type or

stereotype plates are imposed.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Printing^ The compositor. .

carries them to the imposing or correcting-stone, there to

range them in order, in a chase. 1824 J. JOHNSON
II. vii. 146 Imposing in quires may be carried on to any
extent, by observing the following rule. Ibid. xiii. 482 The
moment a sheet is composed and made up, he should order
it to be imposed, provided there be room on the imposing-
stone. 1846 Print. Apparatus for Amateurs 43 The ar-

ranging the pages of type for this purpose is called imposing,
and this term also includes the placing of the furniture be-
tween the pages so as to make the necessary margin. 1883
Scotsman 9 May 11/7 A number of Imposing Tables.

2. with upon : Deception ; imposition.
1658-9 Hnrton's Diary(i8zB) IV. 180 This is an imposing

upon you.

Imposing (imp^i'ziq), ///. a.
[f.

IMPOSE v. +
-ING -.] That imposes, in various senses of the vb.

1. That peremptorily enjoins ; exacting.
1651 BOYLE Occas,Refl.(i66$) II. v. ix.i79 A piece of Vanity,

which, as imposing as Custom is wont to be, it has not yet
dar'd to enjoyn. 1679 PENS Addr. Prot. \\. 144 An Imposing
Church, .will be Ixnh Party and Judge : it requires Assent
without Evidence, and Faith without Proof. 1772 MAD.
D'AKBLAY Early Diary (1889) I. 143 He felt the utter

impossibility of arguing with a man so imposing and so very
ignorant, 1853 J- H. NEWMAN Hist. S<L (1873) II. i. iv.

203 The more barbarous is a nation, the more imposing and
peremptory are its claims.

2. That impresses by appearance or manner.

t
1786 W. THOMSON Watson's Philip III (1794) II.

y. 133
Touched with an imposing delicacy on the irregularity of
Ossuna'h disposition. 1800 MRS. HEKVEV IWourtray /'aw.
II. 15 She had such a majestic imposing air, that . . many
were disposed to make way for her. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
Aut. Brcakf.-t. i. 4 Audacious self-esteem, with good
ground for it, is always imposing. 1860 TYNDALL Glac, i.

xvi. no Mountains, -of imposing magnitude.
3. Using deception ; practising imposture.

_ 1754 FIELDING Voy* Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 85 The impos-
ing disposition of the people ; who asked so much more
than the proper price of their labour. 1796 J. OWEN Trav.
Europe I. 72 The Dutch are represented as very trickish
and imposing.
Hence Impo singly adv.) in an imposing manner;

impressively. Impo sing-ness, the quality of being
imposing or impressive.
1812 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary I. ^77 The whole scene

is imposingly magnificent. 1813 L. HUNT in Examiner
22 Mar. 184/1 There is a pretty general breaking up of
French imposingness over the Continent. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der. v. xxxv, The white silk. .might have something
to do with the new imposingness of her beauty. 1880 Miss
BIRD

Japan^
L 15 The British Consulate, imposingly ugly.

Imposition (impdzrjdn). Forms : 4 impo-
siscion, -sicoun, 5-6 -sicion, (6 inpossession),
5- imposition. [ME. ad. L. imposition-em y

n. of
action from impotiere to place upon, IMPOSE, or a.

OF. imposition^ -icion ( 1 3 1 7 in Godef.) . First used
in the special senses I b, 2, 5.]
1. The action of putting, placing, or laying on.
Also concr. A layer over something, rare.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 38/2 The

impoMtion of the fingers one the mouthes of the Veynes.
599 f. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke 54/2 On the sayed
Slraweberryes you must agayne s'trewe saulte, and agayne
theron an imnositione of strawberryes, . . continuing the
impositionc of one on the other till the bascn be repleate.
1833 MEDWIN Shelley 11847* 1 1- 48 The imposition of my
band on hU forehead, instantly put a ktop to his spasms.

IMPOSITION.
1888 Pall Mntt G. 6 Dec. 5/1 A Japanese lacquer box . . in

various stages of development, from the imposition of colour
on the first stone to the last.

b. spec. The laying on of hands in blessing, or-

dination, confirmation, etc. [L. impositiot Vulgate,
Acts viii. 18.]
138* WYCUP Bible Pref. Ep. Jerome iii t The grace, the

which is ;ouun to hynr bi imposicoun (1388 puttyng toj of
the prestis hond. 1548 CHASMKK Catech. 230 The ministra-
tion of Gods worde .. was deryued from the Apostles vnto
other after theim by imposition of handes, and gyuynge the

holy ghost. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. IXVL | i With
prayers of spiritual and personal benediction the manner
hath been in all ages to use imposition of hands, as a cere-

mony betokening our restrained desires to the party, whom
we present unto God by prayer. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy
Comitiun. i. iii. 59 Thus we find that the grace of God is

given by the imposition of hands. 1706 MORSE Amer.
Gcog. II. 157 Ministers, or preaching presbyters, .atone can
..assist at the imposition of hands upon other ministers,

1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) s. v., In two instances (the

imposition of hands in ordination and confirmation) it [the
rite] has received a sacramental efficacy.

c. Print. The imposing or arranging of pages
of type in the forme.

18*4 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. vii. 144 A general outline for
the imposition of whatever odd matter there may be at the
conclusion of a work. Ibid. xiv. 495 Pages . . laid down for

imposition, without folios or head fines, must be rectified by
the person who has been slovenly enough to adopt this plan.
2. The action of attaching, affixing, or ascribing ;

bestowal (of a name, etc.)'

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. iv. (Skeat) 1. 141 Wei, quod I,

this inpossession I wol wel understande. 1430-40 Lvoc.
Bochas i. i. (1544) i b, Adam made an imposicion. -to those
beastes all Of very reason what men should them call. 1599
HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 80 Termed Cantam, which is rather
the common name of the prouince, then a word of their

proper imposition. 1709 STEELE Toiler No. 49 F i The Im-

position ofhonest Names and Words upon improper Subjects.
1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent i. 2. 7 By our appre-
hension of propositions I mean our imposition of a sense
on the terms of which they are composed.
f 3. Imputation, accusation, charge. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 74 The Imposition clear 'd,

Hereditarie ours.

4. The action of imposing or laying as a burden,

duty, charge,
or task ; the action of inflicting,

levying, enjoining, or enforcing.
1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1697 At this request .. Each present

Lord began to promise aide, As bound in Knighthood to
her imposition. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. iu 6 The
Imposition of this Law upon himself is his own free and
voluntary Act. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel, i. ii. i. ii. (1651)
51 The superstitious impositions of fasts. 1841 MYERS
Cath. Th. 111.

34. 123 Opinions, .not derived from forcible
external imposition. 1845 MCULLOCH Taxation i. iv. 108
The effects that would result from the imposition of taxes.

*t" b. The levying of a tax ; taxation. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. i. pr. iv. 9 iCamb. MS.) Coemption

; .pat weere estabelyssed vp onthepoeple by swich a manere
imposiscion as who so bowhte a bossel coin he moste yeue
the kynge the fifte part. 1628 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. in.

217 Any power of Imposition upon any Merchandizes.

5. Anything imposed, levied, or enjoined : a. An
impost; tax, duty; spec. in//, duties upon imports
and exports imposed by the royal prerogative.
(.-1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <V Lim. Man. x. (1885) 132 He

takith certayn imposicions made by hym selff vppon euery
oxe. 1483 Act i Rich. ///, c, a A new Imposition called a
Benevolence, a 1533 LD. BERNEHS Htton Ix. 210 He hath

reissyd vp in all hislondes new taylles gables & in posses*
syons. 1689 BUHNET Tracts I. 44 Those who stay behind,
can scarce live and pay those grievous Impositions that are
laid upon them. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 83 The
lands of the church were also subject to the ordinary
impositions for the public service. 1863 H. Cox htstit.
in. ii. 601 Prerogative impositions at the ports were dormant
from the reign of Edward III. to that of Mary.

t b. A command, charge, or ordinance imposed
or laid upon one. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. iv. 33, I doe desire you Not to
denie this imposition, The which my loue and some neces-

sity Now layes vpon you. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 513 In
those capitulations of peace . . I find this expresse article and
imposition, that they should not vse yron, but only about
tillage of tne ground. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose
i. 141 His imposition,

'
let those in ludea Hie to the moun-

taines'. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. iii. 7 The decrees and
ceremonial impositions of men.

c. A literary exercise or task imposed as a

punishment at school or college. (Colloquially
abbreviated impo or impot.}
1746 WARTON Progr. Discontent 121 When impositions

were supplyd To light my pipe, or sooth my pride. 1785
Minor Poems Milton 422 note (Webster), Literary tasks

called impositions. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum.
Life (1826) xii. Concl. 322, 1 have never forgotten the passage,
since I once translated it at Oxford as an imposition. 1844
J. T. HEWLETT Parsons

3-
W. xy, The penalty for trans-

gressing this, .was a long imposition task some would call

it. 1899 Punch 22 Feb. 88/2, 1 . .got an
'

impot
'

for cribbing
a Greek exercise.

6. The action of imposing upon or deceiving by
palming off what is false or unreal ; an instance of

this, an imposture.
163* LITHGOW Trav. in. 108 When the flat contrary of

hts abjured impositions is infallibly knowne to be of un-
doubted trueth. 1708 SWIFT Death Partridge, The predic-
tions you printed . . were mere impositions on the people
1749 FIELDING Torn Jones xvi. ix, He was afraid Miss
Western would never agree to an imposition of this kind.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2> II. 83 He who would either im

pose on others or escape imposition must know the truth.



IMPOSITIVE. 103 IMFOSTERY.

Inipositive (imp^'zitiv), a. rare. [f. lM- 2 +
POSITIVE #.] Not positive.
c 1856 DE MORGAN Budget Paradoxes (1872) 275 He [the

psychological speculator] requires it to be granted that his

system is positive and that your's is impositive.

t Impositor (impp-zitai). Obs. rare. [a. L.

impositor, agent-noun from imponfre to IMPOSE.]
One who imposes ;

IMPOSES, ^ a. One who
imposes a name. b. Printing. One who imposes
the pages of type in a forme, c. The inflicter of

a task or imposition.
1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 122 b, Yf the imposytoure

and gyuer of the name hath perfyte scyence and knowledge.
1617 MINSHEU Doctor Ling.) Impositor, in schooles he that

put the names into a Rolle. 1636 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Impo-
sitor^ the Impositor or Monitor in a School ; also he that im-

poses the pages into a Form for the Press.

Impossibilifica'tion. nonce-wd. [f. IMPOS-
SIBLE : see -FICATION.] A rendering impossible.
1818 COLERIDGE in Rem. (1836) I. 88 Sovereigns and their

courtiers were flattered by the degradation of nature and
the impossibitification of a pretended virtue.

Impossibi'litate, z>. rare.
[f.

IMPOSSIBILIT-Y

+ -ATF, 3
;

cf. Sp. imposibilitar. It. impossibilitare]
trans. To render impossible.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 14 It [covetousness] im-

possibilitates
the entrance into heaven. 1646 CHAS. I Let.

in Carte Ormonde (1735) 111.452,!. .would do nothing toim-

possibilitate ayde [printed adye] from thence. 1834 SOUTHEY
Doctor II. 116 How many accidents might for ever have
impossibilitated the existence of this incomparable work !

Impossibility (imp^sibrliti). [a. F.
impps-

sibilitt (i4th c.) or ad. L. impossibilitdt-em-> f. im-

possibilis IMPOSSIBLE : see -ITT.]
1. The quality of being impossible.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. iii. (Skeat) 1. 14 Shewe me

the absence of that
imppssibilite. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de

W. 1531) 215 No lesse impossibilite it is, but rather more.

15^8 HALL Ckron. y Hen. VIII no To declare the impossi-
bihte of this demaunde. 1647 CLARENDON Hist, Reb. i. 55
The impossibility that his Intelligence could be true. 1707
Curios, in Husb. fy Card. 187 The Impossibility they He
under of restoring them to their first State. 1754 EDWARDS
Freed. IVill i. iii. 19 Impossibility is the same as negative
Necessity, or a Necessity that a Thing should not be. 1876
MOZLEY Univ. Serin, xi. (1877) 221 Where is the impos-
sibility of a glorious and endless existence?

b. With an and //. : An instance of this ; an

impossible thing ;
that which cannot be.

ciSoo Three Kings' Sons 112, I am not bounds to noon
ympossibilite. 1570 BII.LINGSLEY Euclid i. i. 9 A demon-
stration leadyng to an impossibilltie is that argument whose
conclusion is impossible. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract, Disc. (1711)
III. 73 The Impossibilities are of two sorts, Impossible
Truths, and Impossible Goods. 1772 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relzg.
(1782) I. 28 Even divine power cannot produce impossibili-
ties. 1828 CARLYLE Misc., Burns 1,1872) II. 14 Is not every
genius an impossibility till he appear?

f 2. Impotence, inability. (So med.L. impossi-
bilitas.} Obs.

1450 tr. De Imitations in. vi. 71 Loue .. pleynij? neuere
of impossihilite, for it demej* itself mi^ty to all binges. 1553
LATIMER Serm. Lord's Pr. iv. (1562) 22 b, He woulde haue
vs to know our owne impossibilitye and vnablenesse to doe

any thyng. Ibid. vii. 45 Whan, .we say, Leade vs not into

temptation, we learn to know our own impossibilitie and
infirmitie. 1654-66 Lp. ORRERY Part/ten. 534 News of his

impossibility of doing it. 1796 Plain Sense II. 167 Theutter

impossibility of her father to afford any effectual assistance.

3, Math. The quality of being
*

impossible* or

imaginary, rare.

1673 WALLIS in Rigaud Corr, Sci. Men (1841) II. 557 Not-

withstanding the impossibility of., the square root of a

negative quantity.

Impossible (imp^-sTb'l), a. and $b. Forms :

3 inpossibile, 4 in-, ympossible, impossibel,

4-6 impossyble, 5 inpossybyll, impossybul,
St. impossibyll, 4- impossible, [a. F. impos-
sible (i4th c.)

- It. impossible)
or ad. (post-cl.j L.

impossibilisy f. im- (!M-
2

) +possibilis POSSIBLE.]
A. adj. 1. Not possible ; that cannot be done

or effected; that cannot exist or come into being;
that cannot be, in existing or specified circum-

stances. Const, to orfor.
The exact sphere in which the thing is declared to be im-

possible is sometimes expressed by the advs. logically,

Mathematically, morally^ physically (see these words).
a 1300 Cursor M. 14761 It es hot foli al \>\ talking, And

als an inpossibile \Gstt. impossible] thing. 1340 HAMPOI.E
Pr. Consc. 6281 Swa witty and myghty es he pat na-thyng
til hym impossibel may be. c 1460 Tvwneley Myst. xii. 373
Nothyng it inpossybyll sothly that god wyll. i484CAXTON
Fables oj

'&'sop v. i, None ought not to entremete hym to
doo that that Impossyble is to hym. 1529 MORE Dyaloge
i. Wks. 126/1 They .. laughed therat as at an impossible
lye. 1697 DAM PIER Voy. I. 274 We see that sometimes

designs have been given over as impossible, and at another
time . . have been accomplished. 1751 SIR J. HILL Rev.
Wks. Roy. Soc. (1780) 66 It becomes a wise Man not to
think any Thing impossible. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 74
We reached a place where further advance was impossible,

b. with infinitive complement (now usually ac-

tivet sometimes passive).
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1830)

xxvi. 265 Summe of hem trowed, it

were an Inpossible thing to be. 1476 J. PASTON in P. Lett.

No. 777 III. 164 It is non inpossybyll to bryng a bowght.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofJEsop \. xvii, None ought to enter-

mete hym self for to doo a thynge, whiche as for hym impos-

syble
is to be done. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. i. 5 b,

His power impossible to be auoided, hangeth oner them.

1656 WALLER To my Ld. Protector x, What may be thought
impossible to do By us. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 548 The
rest was craggie cliff.. impossible to climbe.

C. Often qualifying an infinitive phrase, or sub-

stantive clause : commonly introduced by it.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 1108 To oure painede peple in-

possible hit semej>, pat }e oure manerus mihte mekliche
endure. 1377 LANGL. P, PI. B. x. 336 Poule preueth it in-

possible riche men haue [some MSS. to haue] heuene. 1382
WYCLIF Heb. xi. 6 It is inpossible ony man for to plese God
withoute feith. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 153 To ben a god is

inpossible. a 1400-50 Alexander 2707 Inpossible it semes
A heuy As to be houyn [Dublin MS. to hefif] on hye to be
sternes. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 17 It was im-

possyble for them to. .wynne the sayd lande. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Skr. n. i. 285 It were impossible I should speed
amisse. ^1712 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett. (18871 H- T -

I believed it impossible you should forget me. 1852 H.
ROGERS Eel. Faith (1853) 2

7.
5 ^ 's impossible that we should

ever see levers perfectly inflexible. 1864 Daily Tel. so

Sept., To give anything like a correct amount of the loss. .

would be impossible. 1890 Law Times Rep. LXIII. 766/2
It was impossible, .for a loading berth to be secured.

2. Math. Having no possible or real value, ima-

ginary.
1673 KERSEY Algebra I. 269 Impossible Roots are such

whose values cannot be conceived or comprehended either

Arithmetically or Geometrically ; as in this Equation,
a 2 \/ -

i, .. for no Number can be imagined, which being
multiplied by itself according to any Rule of Multiplication
will produce i. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I.

226 Coming, like impossible roots, by pairs. 1874 TOD-
HUNTER Trig. xix. 271 (1882) 216 If n be even, the last

term, .is possible .. and the last term but one is impossible.

3. In recent use, with ellipsis of some qualification

suggested by the context
; as, impossible to deal

with, to carry into practice, to do anything with, to

get on with, to tolerate, to recognize ; utterly un-

suitable or impracticable,
* out of the question *.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. in. vi. I. 247 Never was a spirited

young fellow placed in more impossible position. 1863
M. ARNOLD Ess. Cn't. Pref. 19 Oxford.. adorable dreamer.,
home of lost causes, and forsaken beliefs, and unpopular
names, and impossible loyalties ! 1876 BESANT K RICE
Gold. Butterfly II. 173 To all the world except Jack and

Agatha, she was an impossible girl ; she said things that

no other girl would have said. 1884 Harper s Mag. May
91 r/2 The . . ghosts . . made the place absolutely impossible.
1886 G. ALLEN & MARY COTFS Kalec's Shrine \. 17 The
dear old ugly lady .. in the speckly dress and impossible
bonnet.

B. sb. IMPOSSIBILITY, rare in sing.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troilus in. 476 (525) That wyst he wel an

inpossible were. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Loz-e n. iv. iSkeat)
1. 152 If I graunte con trad iccion, I should graunt an impos-
sible, c 1440 CAPGRAVE St. Kath. iv. 662 Your secte ..

May not stands. .Right for \>e impossibles whiche J>er-inne

?e hepe. 1472 J. PASTON in /*. Lett. No. 701 III. 53 Your
desyer. .was an impossoybyl to be browght abowght. 1678
CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst. i. ii, 5. 63 A bundle of mcompre-
hensibles, unconceivables, and impossibles. 1789 T. TAYLOR
Proclns II. 6 The nature of an impossible becomes known
from the seventh [theorem], 1866 Miss MULOCK Chris-
tian's Mistake 130 Heaven sometimes converts our impos-
sibles and inevitables into the very best blessings we have.

C. Comb., as impossible-looking.
1871 CARLYLE in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. I. 13 Certainly the

impossiblest-looking literary problem I ever had. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 31 Mar., This impossible-looking constituency.

Impo'ssibleness. rare. [f. prec. + -NESS.]= IMPOSSIBILITY.

1447 BOKENHAM ^<y<ys(Roxb.) 29 Whan this Austyn sey
the gret mischef . . And the impossybylnesse it to relef.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 101 The needlesnesse, difficulty, yea,
impossiblenesse of prevailing. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Impossibly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.] Not

possibly ;
in an impossible fashion. Now chiefly

in not impossibly^ (just) possibly, perhaps.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1656) 116 Rome, .which . . had

impossibly attained unto so high glory and power, .without
the singular favour of the Gods. 1603 DRAYTON Odes viii.

7 S' impossibly I love you. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. -560
Reason not impossibly may meet Some specious object by
the Foe subornd. 1715-20 POPE Iliad v. 353 note (Seager),
H is enemy took . . a rising ground, by which means he might
not impossibly stand higher, c 1825 BEDDOES SecondBrother
n. ij, Let us forget what else is possible, Yea, hope impos-
sibly ! 1885 Manch. Exam. 28 May 5/3 The ceremony . .

may not impossibly be marred.

Impost (i-mp0nst), jtf.l [a. OF. impost (1429
in Hatz.-Darm.), now itnpdt = Sp. impuesto^ I'g.

imposto, ad. med.L. imposfats or impostum (1272
in Du Cange) from L. impostus, impositus^ pa. pple.
of imponSre to IMPOSE. The corresponding It. im-

posta represents the fem. of the same pple. (cf. mille

equi de
imposta^

an. 1302 in Du Cange).]
1. A tax, duty, imposition/tribute ; spec, a customs-

duty levied on merchandise. Now chiefly Hist.
The distinction suggested by Cowell, that impost properly

denotes a duty on
imported goods, and custom one on goods

exported, is repeated by later diets. ; but there is no evidence
that it was ever in accepted use.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. t Hen. II, II. 81 He neuer put any
tribute, impost, or taxe vpon his subiectes. 1570 Act 13
Eliz. c. 4 i Customs, Subsidies, Imposts or other Duties
within any Port of the Realm. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $
Commit'. (1603) 124 Keeping garrison there to receive the

impostes, and customes of the ariving vessels, a 1618
RALEIGH Prerog. Parl. (1628) 51 The great taxe vpon wine
is still called Impost, because it was imposed after the

ordinary rate of payment had lasted many years. 1726
CAVALLIER Mem. iv. 274 That the Inhabitants of the

Cevennes, whose Houses have been burned in the Wars,

shall pay no Imposts for the Term of seven Years. 1789
Const. U. S. i. 10 The net produce of all duties and
imposts, laid by any State on imports

or exports, shall be
for the use of the treasury of the United States. 1861

GOSCHEN For. Exch. 20 Import duties, or transit dues, and
the whole range of Government imposts. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. viii. 5, 513 A bench of Judges . . declared the
new impost [ship-money] to be legal.

fig. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 236 Confidence is not the

favour but the impost of a prince.

b. attrib t> as impost-finet -/aw; also impost-
taker (see quot. a 1700).
1588 Acc.-Bk. W. Wray m Antiquary XXXII. 54 Payd

. . vj$. \\\)d, for an Impost Finne to the quens maiestie of
xv. akers lande. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew Impost-
taker^ one that stands by and Lends Money to the Gamester
at a very hig^h Interest. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1808)

25 Ye who sit..divising impost-laws.
2. Racing slang. The weight which a horse has

to carry in a handicap race.

1883 Daily News 25 June 2/1 The horse .. has such a
lenient impost that it will be easy to make him first

favourite. 1887 Ibid. 7 Feb. 2/6 His light impost might
enable him to win.

Impost (i'mp0ost), sb2 Arch. [a. F. imposts

(1545 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. imposta^ of same
derivation as prec.]
1. The upper course of a pillar or abutment,

frequently projecting in the form of an ornamental

moulding or capital, on which the foot of an arch

rests.

Where there is no projection, the impost is said to be
continuous.

1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. 130 Imposts .. are

nothing but their Capitels or more protuberant heads, upon
which rest the ends of the Arches. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le
Blond's Gardening 74 An Arch adorn'a with Imposts. 1845
PETRIE Eccl. Archit. Irel. 178 Round pilastres, or semi-

columns, with flat imposts or capitals.

1 2. The hanging stile of a door or gate ; hence,
the leaf of a door or gate. Obs. rare.

1730 A. GORDON Maffefs Amphith. 295 Of these three

Gates, the first, .has no Marks of ever having had Imposts,
..the other. .has two round Holes in the Stone of the
Threshold . . in them the Hinges of two parts of the Gates . .

turned round, causing the Imposts to play {Jacendo giocar
lc imposte\. By this we discover the manner of the ancient

Imposts, called Pastes by the Latins.

3. A horizontal block supported by upright
stones, as at Stonehenge. Also attrib.

1768 G. WHITE Selborne xxl. (1875) 74 These birds [dawsj
deposit their nests in the interstices between the upright and
the impost stones of that amazing work of antiquity. 1769
De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 296 The outer Circle of Stone-

henge.. in its Perfection, consisted of 60 Stones, 30 Up-
rights, and 30 Imposts. 1852 T. WRIGHT Celt, Roman fy

Saxon ii. 59 Thirty upright stones sustaining as many
others placed horizontally, so as to form continuous

impost.

t Impost, v. 1 Obs. rare. [app. ad. It. impostare
1
to set on the impost or case to a door or window

*.]

1. trans. To set or base on imposts.
1730 A. GORDON Maffefs Amphith. 327 The.. Wall, .has

no Thickness., sufficient to Impost another Roof of the Wall
a-new. Ibid. 407 There being no Marks of Vaults on. .the

Wall, in which they may have been inlaid or imposted.

2. intr. To begin to curve inward
;
to spring, as

an arch.

1730 A. GORDON Maffeis Amphith. 285 The Roofs do
impost, or draw in above the thickness of the Arches.

I'mpost, v.- U.S. Customs,
[f.

IMPOST sb.^~\

trans. To classify (imported goods, etc.) according
to their tariff designations and the rate of duties paid
on them. Hence I'mposter; I'mpostinff ///. a,.

1884 Harper's Mag. June 57/2 [JVVni York Custom Ho.)>
The entry papers . . are . . sent to an official who imposts
them, or, in other words, classifies the articles therein

described in separate columns according to the rate of duty
that each is liable to pay. Ibid.^ From the imposter the
entries pass to other hands. Ibid. t Again they pass into

the hands of the imposting and statistical clerks.

Imposteme, obs. form of IMPOSTUME.

Imposter, obs. f. IMPOSTOR
;
see IMPOST v.^

f Imposte*rious, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IMPOS-

TEHY + -OUS; cf. IMPOSTORIOUS, -URIOUS.] =next.

1633 HART Diet Diseased in. xxx. 373 As for the signe of
life and death by the blood sweaty drops, I hold it either

imposterious or impious and superstitious.

t ImpO'SteroUS, a. Obs. [f. imposter; IM-

POSTOR, or perh. (from the date) IMPOSTURE +
-ous

; cf. IMPOSTOROUS, -TROUS, -TUROUS.]
1. Of the nature of an imposture ;

false.

1562 BULLEVN Bfc. Simples 44 a, Nothing, but the impos-
terous subtiltie of wicked people. 1607 BEAUM. & FL.

Woman-Hater in. ii, To hold thy strictness false and

imposterous. 1665 J. SPENCER Vulg. Prophecies 4 So im-

posterous and litigious an Argument as this is.

2. Having the character of an impostor.
a 1626 MIDDLETON Mayor Qneenborough n. iii. 235 When

thou'rt known to be a whore imposterous. a 1640 DAY
Parl. Bees ix. (1881) 56 This Satyre is the Character Of an

imposterous Quacksalver. 1653 GAULE Klagastrom. 370
Executed for an imposterous tray tor.

Hence t Impo'sterously adv.

1657 W- MORICE Coena quasi KOII/TJ Def. xi. 123 They
would not dare to argue so imposterously.

tlmpO'Stery. Obs. rare 1
, [cf. prec.] Im-

posture : = IMPOSTORY, -TRY, -TURY.

1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 72 His riding into Exeter



IMPOSTHUME.
wl a horrid piece of pageamiy and impostery, but how In

call that blasphemy in him I know not.

Imposthume, etc. : see IMPOSTUMK.

Impostor (impfstai). Forms : a. 6-7 im-

posture, ;6 -ur). 0. 7-9 impostor. 7. 7 impos-
tour, 7- impostor, [a. F. impostcur (i6th c.)

Sp., Pg. impostor, It. imposture, ad. late L. impostor,

agent-noun f. imponlre to IMPOSE (ppl. stem ii-

posit-, impost-}. At its first adoption into English,
the word was app. confused with the older IMPOS-

TDBE, the termination being subsequently altered

to -er and -or, the latter of which, agreeing with

the original L. form, has survived.]
One who imposes on others ; a deceiver, swindler,

cheat ;
now chiefly, one who assumes a false char-

acter, or passes himself off as some one other than
he really is.

o. 1586 .Tvs. VI in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 21 To
takk. thaime to be malicious imposturis, as suirliethey are.

1591 HORSEV Tra-j. (Hakluyt Soc.) 161 Ther mett him an

impostur or magician, which they held to be their oracle.

1634 SIR T. HERRKRT Trav. 145 Mahomet the great Im.

posture.
0. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 301 This thing haue

the imposters of the World vsed for a Phyltre. 1687 T.
BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 81 They are seven
as arrant imposti-rs as ever deluded the credulous world.

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain 113 The fanatics and imposters
of the early ages.
y. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia in. xii. 94 Being found a

meere Impostor, he dyed most miserably, a 1682 SIR T.
BROWNE Tracts (1684* 3The Impostour Barchochebas. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 35 P 4 There is an Impostor abroad,
who takes upon him the Name of this young Gentleman.

1825 LYTTON Zicci i. i, It is very clear that this Zicci is some

Zostor.
'. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. m. iv. 64 These flawes and starts

posters to true feare).

attrib. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lt Blanc's Trav. 14 The
Impostor-Prophet Mahomet. 1678 WANLF.Y Woitd. Lit.
World'iv. li. 10. 453/2 He commanded all those Impostor
Priests to be crucified. 1738 WARBURTON Dm. Legal. I.

Ded. 40 What says our Imposter Jew to this ? 1837 HT.
MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 70 An unworthy bondage of
mean fear to some impostor opinion.

t ImpOStO'rious, a. Obs. rare.
[f. IMPOSTOBY

f-ous; cf. IMPOSTEBIOUS, -TCRiotfs.J Having the

character of an impostor or imposture.
1623 HART Arrnigntit. Ur. n. ii. 43 An impostorious

cmpiricke. Ibid. 44 Nothing else but impostorious con-

jecture. 1670 EVELYN Mem. 5 Aug., I was formerly ac-

quainted with the impostorious Nunns of Loudune in France.

t Impo-storism. 0/>s. rare- 1
, [f. IMPOSTOU

(-ISM; cf. IMPOSTURISM.] = IMPOSTURE.
1652 Mcrcuriits Democritus 18-28 Aug. 162 Hocus Pocus

Jugangs, forgeries, and damn'd Impostorisms.

ZmpOStorOTIS (impp-stsras), a. [f. IMPOSTOR,
or pern, (from the date) orig. f. IMPOSTUUE + -OUS

;

cf. IMPOSTEROUS, -TRODS, -TUROUS.]
\ 1. Of the nature of an imposture. Ot>s.

1548 HOOPER Ten Cotnmandm. vii, That noman after
there deathe shuld deceaue the people . . with false and
impostorous doctrine. 1652 GAULF. Magastrotn, 224 Rites
and ceremonies, .impostorous, prophane and impious.
2. Having the character of an impostor ; practis-

ing imposture.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. IX. xx. 13. 944 Richard

Simon, an ambitious and impostorous wretch. 1628 FORD
Lover x Mel. i. ii, Thou . .art indeed an impostorous empirir.
1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koifrj Def. xxvii. 273 His
impostorous Physician assured him, that he could not live

one day without his Medicines. 1882 CRFIGHTON Hist.

Papacy II. 458 marg., Impostorous Embassy from the East.

Iiupo storship. [f. IMPOSTOR + -SHIP.] The
office or character of an impostor.
1620 SHELTON Qui.r. III. xi. 68 This Vale of Tears where

there's scarce anything without Mixture of Mischief, Im-

postorship or Villany. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 23 An
examiner, and discoverer of this impostorship. 1823
BENTHAM Not Paul 185 Should he., find himself stigmatized
as an impostor; find himself encountered by a certificate
of impostorship. 1836 Eraser's Mag. XIII. 334 In the
annals of literary, as well as political impostorship.

t ImpO'Story. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. + -Y
;

cf. IMPOSTEKY, -URY.] = IMPOSTURE.
1653 A. WILSON "Jas. 1 107 It could not be imagined that

any thing of Impostory could result from him. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. x. iv. ft 56 The Disease of the Mother being the
best Foundation to build such Impostourie thereon.

t Impo-strate, ///. a. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
IM-

POSTOR or IMPOSTURE + -ATE
'*.]

= IMPOSTROUS.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. i. 4 The impostrat quagmires of this

abortive age.

Impostress (imp(>-stres). [f. imposter, IM-

POSTOR -t- -ESS
; perh. after OP", imposteresse (Gode-

froy), but cf. actor, -tress, hunter, tress.'] A female

impostor. Now rare.

1614 BACON Let. to Jos. 1 n Feb., The impostress Eliza-
beth Barton. 1665 WITHER Lord's Prayer \yi Reason is

cryed down as an Impostress. 177* Poetry in Ann. Reg.
213 No wonder if th' impostress had decetv'd. 1839 PVE
SMITH Script, ft Geol. 179 It was an impostress under the
name of philosophy.

I Impo strix. Obs. rare. [a. med.L. impos-
trix, fern, of impostor] =

prec.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. ii. 1 47, I am heartily sorry that

the gravity of John Fisher . . should be so light, and the
sharp sight of S' Thomas More so blinde, as to give credit
to so notorious an Impostrix. 1700 HICKRS in Pepys' Diary
19 Jane, Some suspected her for an impusmx.

104

ImpOStrOUS (imjystres), a. Also 7 impog-
t'rous. [Abbreviation of IMPOSTEBOUS or -OBODS :

cf. monster, -Irons.]
1. Having the character of an impostor.
1611 DSAVTON Pofy-ftt. xviii. aB6 He that took th'

;
impost'rous Ciprian king. 1850 GROTE Crctce 11. Uvii.

i VIII. 484 Aristotle. .gave to the word Sophist a definition

substantially the same as that which it bears in the modem
I languages

' an impost rous pretender to knowledge ', a man
who employs what he knows to be fallacy, for the purpose
of deceit and of getting money.
2. Of the nature of an imposture.
1635 HEYWOOD Hicrnrch. v. 289 Further to speak of his.

' impostrous lies. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. v. v. (1713) 412
i The Idolatrous and Impostrous Church of Rome. 8io
< KF.NTHAM Packing (1821) 26 As of the true and original

jury, so of this impostrous modern substitute, the origin lies

buried in obscurity, 1818 IAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. i\.

699 The outcry was groundless and impostrous.
So Impo-Btry= lMPOSTEHY, -ORY, -UBY.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xicliolay'syay. m. xviii. 105 They

returns to their houses triumphing of their impostrie.

t Imptvstnmate, ///. a. Obs. Also 8 -thu-
mate. [Altered form of afoslumate, APOSTEMATE

///. a., after IMPOSTCME.] Affected with impos-
tumes

; of the nature of an impostnme. Alsoyf.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxvil. iv. II. 273 The leaves are

[ singular good to be laid upon impostumat swellings. 1651-3
I JER. TAYLOR .SVrw. for Year (1678) 187 He let his finger

j

alone, and told him that his liver was tmpostumate. 1725
POPE Oityss. xx. 358 This lord Ulysses ey'd; And thus
burst out th' imopsthumate with pride. 1754-64 SMF.LLIK

Midwif. I, 132 The ovaria are sometimes . . inflamed, im-

postutnate [etc. ].

t Impo'stnmate, v. Obs. Also 7-8 -thumate.

[Altered form of apostnmate, APOSTEMATE v., after

IMPOSTUME
; cf. prec.]

1. trans. To affect with an impostume ;
to cause

an impostume in. Also fig.

i59 NASHE 4 Lett. Cmifiit. L ij b, To corrupt the aire and
impostumate mens ears with their pan-pudding prose. 1646
BUCK Rich. ///, 53 So much our vices impostumate our
fames. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obsfrv. Surg. (1771) 220
Some fresh Stone having . . impostutnated the Kidney.
2. intr. To swell into an impostume, to form an

j

ulcerous tumour
; to fester,

'

gather '. Also^.
1607 MARKHAM Caval. l. (1617) 68 Grosse and impostumat.

ing humors. Ibid. vn. 71 When those kernels doe swel and
impostumate outwardly. 1711 ARBUTHNOT John Bull i. viii,
The bruise imposthumated, and afterwards turned to a
stinking ulcer. 176* R. Guv Pract. Obs. Cancers 162 The
Lump soon afterwards impostumated.

t Impo'stnmated, ///. a. Also 7-8 -thu-
mated. [f. as prec. ppl. adj. and vb. + -ED'.]
Affected with, swollen into, of the nature of, an

impostume ; ulcerated. Also^y.
1576 BAKER JewellofHealth 131 b. Agaynst the Palsie of

the tongue or other members, if they are impostumated or
cankered. 1647 CLARENDON Conlemfl. I's. in Tracts (1727)

471 Like the pain the impostumated patient suffers in the

lancing his sore. 1712 Perquisite Monger 20 Intoxicated
with Power, and imposthumated with Ambition. 1771
SMOLLF.TT Humph. Cl. 8 May, Putrid gums, imposthumated
lungs.

Xmpostnination, -tliumation (imp<?sti-

nv''J;>n). Now rare. [Altered form of aposluma-

I

lion, APOSTEM.VTION, after IMPOSTUME.]
1. The formation of an impostume ; festering,

suppuration.
1551 HULOET, Imposthumacion or runnynge of a sore,

suppitrantia, siippitratio [etc.]. 1643 I. STEER tr. .r/.

Chyriirg.v. [3 Hereby commeth inflammation, impostima-
tion, and divers times Gangrene. 1674 JOSSELYN Voy. Ne-,v

Eng. 184 They are troubled with a disease in the mouth or
throat .. Quinsies, and Impostumations of the Almonds.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Impostkumation^ the formation of an

imposthume.
2. = IMPOSTUME^. i, 2.

1514 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 185, I haue beene . . sore
vexed . . with an impostumacion risen within my mouthe.
1607-11 BACON Ess., Seditions (Arb.) 408 Maligne vlcers
and pernicious impostumacions. a 1788 POTT Chintrg. l\'ks.

II. 448 An abscess, or imposthumation which may be re-

lieved or cured by an opening. 1807 Med. Jrnl. 2t6Twoor
three small imposthumations appeared forming on the legs.

Impostume, -thume (imprstirfm), sb. Now
rare. Forms : 5-6 em-, en-, im-, -postern e,

-tym(e, -tome, -tume, 6-8 impostera, 7 im-
posthim, 6- impostumo, -thume. [a. OF. em-

postume (also in :6th c. Eng.), altered form of

apostume, apostente ; see APOSTEM.
A word which has undergone unusual corruption both in

prefix and radical part. Originally Gr. airoa-rwxa abscess,
L. afostittta, F. aposteme. In OF. the ending was corrupted
to -stumt (whence ME. APOSTUME) ; in late OF. the initial

a of the prefix apo- was, like a* prefix, sometimes confused
with em-, making emfoslume. The Latin form of em-

i being i>-, the word was modified in Eng[.
as impostitme.

The earlier ME. apostume was meanwhile aphetizcd as

POSTUME, and this app. associated with the derivatives of

|

L. postunins\ when these were erroneously spelt posthume,
posthumous, the erroneous h passed also into apostMttte,

impostu>ne\ the spelling iitiposthuHtc is occasional from
c 1550, and prevalent (though not universal) from c 1700.)

1. A purulent swelling or cyst in any part of the

body ;
an abscess.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 4 Contents, Cap. iiij of empos-
teme undire be rote of be ere. ll'id. 38 As it schal be teld
in J> chapitle of an enpostyme {MS. R. apostemej. IbiJ.

52 An enpostym. Ibid. 54 Knposlcmes. Ibid. 214 heading.

IMPOSTURE.
Of empostyms of Je heed. *4*3 Cath. Attgl. 195/1 An
ImjXKteme, apostema. 15*5 Li>. RFRNERS Froiss. II. cv.

[' i.J 307 By gambaldyng of the horse the impostume brake
m his body. 1548 MALI. Chron., Hen. l'I (1809) 209 As
though he had died of a Palsey or Empostome. 1551
Ht'LOET, Imposthume, or botche, or course of euil humours.
1578 LVTE Dodotns i. Ixiii. 93 Empostcms wennes, or
harde swellings about the cares and throte. 1643 ROGERS
.\aantan 440 When the disease was

ripe,
he lets out the

imppstume. 1659 SOUTH Serm. (1697) I. 103 An Error in
the judgment, is tike an impostem in the Head. 1685 BOYLE
Knq. Notion Nat. 2?8 Producing sometimes inward Impos-
thumes. 1738 STUART in Phil. Trans. XL. 327 Morbid
Impo&tems or Tumors. 1748 tr. I7. Reiiatns' Distcmf>.
Horses 238 A Suppuration, which they call an Impostume.
1841 HREWSTER Mart. Sc. ill. Hi. (1856) 205 An imposthume
in his brain, occasioned by too much study.

2.yf^.
a. With reference to moral corruption in

the individual, or insurrection in the state : A moral
or political

'

festering sore
'

;
the '

swelling
'

of

pride, etc.

1565 CAI.FHII.I. Annv. Treat. Crossc (1846) 93 It openeth
the festered sores, the pestilent imposthumes of our ill

desires. 1612 MAI.VNKS Anc. Lavs-Merck. 234 The three

Impostumes of the world, namely, Warres, Famine, and
Pestilence. 1685 R. YOUNGS in Sprat vid /V. Rtlat. latt
Wicktd Contrn'ancf 1 1693) 97 Several Imposthims they like-

wise haue sent abroad, which I can prove. 1701 Eng. Thto-

phrast. 177 To hinder the imppstume of bad humour from
breaking. 1839 JAMES Louis AY/', I. 276 This most absurd
and abusive imposthume upon an absurd and abusive

system was called the Paulette. 1876 BROWNING Pacchiar.
xxii, The imposthume I prick to relieve thee of, Vanity.

f b. Applied to a gathering cloud or its contents.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars n. xvi, From the swolne fluxure

;

of the Clouds, doth shake A ranke Impostume upon every
Lake.

t C. Applied to a person swollen with pride or
'

insolence. Obs.
1621 FLETCHER Isl. Princ. i. iii. Dost thou know me,

bladder, Thou insolent impostume?

tlmpo'stume, -thume, v. Obs. Forms:
see prec. [f. prec. sb.

;
cf. apostume, APOSTKME z*.]

1. intr. To gather into an impostume or abscess ;

~ IMPOSTUMATE v. 2.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 64 Whanne bat bou art sikir

fro be enpostemynge [MS. J3. empostomynge]. 1517
ANDREW Brnnsityke's DistylL Waters Bitjb, Good for

impostumyng and payne in the gummes. 1580 HOLLYBANO
Treas. Fr. Tong, Apostmner <V tneitrtr, to empostume, to
runne. 1607 TOPSEI.L Four~f. Beasts (1658) 326 The knots
will encrease daily, and inflame, impostume, arid break.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxxyi. ur Whatsocuer is taken
in, that is distastfull, and contituies there yn-voyded, does

daily impostume, and gather till at last it kills.

2. trans. = IMPOHTUMATE v. \.

1643 G. DANIEL Potins \Vks- 1878 II. 02 They are free Of
that ranke venome which imposthumes Alee.

t Impo'stumed. -thunied, ppl. a. Obs. [f.

IMPOSTUME + -ED.]
^ IMPOSTUMATED. Kt. andyf^-.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. i. iii. $ 6 heading^ Offwounde*
Impostemede. Ibid. 58 penke nou^t to heele be wounde
as fonge as it is enpostemed \MS. B, apostomyde]. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1622) 384 How can an impostumed
hart but yeld forth euitl matter by his mouth? 1628 SIR
W. MURE Fancies f'amv. iii. 3 Impostumde scares the

patient most torment. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 10 Th' im-

postum'd bubble of a wave. 1663 Aron-bimn. 65 To launce
our ynpostum'd Ulcers.

I Impo storage. Obs. rare. [f. IMPOSTURE
+ -AGEJ The action of an impostor ; imposture.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. viii. 230 Pardon my impos-

turage. 1656 Artif. Ifandsont, 127 To impute to the devils

invention, or to count them any hurtfull imposturage.

t Impo'stural, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +
-AL.] = IMPOSTOBOUS.
1588 J.

HARVEY Disc. Probl. 71 The
vnruly and presump-

tuous insolencie of such imposturall prophets. 1612 T.

JAMES Jesuits' Down/, j A most impostural corporation,
that haue cleane forsaken and forfeited the spirit of the
Catholicke Church.

Imposture (impp'stiili), sb. [a. F. imposture
(earlier ewposture), ad. late L. impostnra, abstract

sb. {.impost-, ppl. stem of imponlre to IMPOSE.]
1. The action or practice of imposing upon others ;

wilful and fraudulent deception,
'537 tr- Lathner's tnd Serm. bef. Convoc. Cvij, Great

imposture commeth, when they that the common people
take for the lyght, go aboute to take the sonne and the

lyght out of the worlde. 16*6 BACON Syh>a 241, I see no

great
vse of it, but for Imposture. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler

No. 79 P 13 He that suffers by imposture has too often his

virtue niore impaired than his fortune. 18x9 BYRON Juan
i. cxxviii, You d best begin with truth, and when you've
lost your Labour, there's a sure market for imposture. 1878
MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. Carlylt 198 Imposture must
come to an end.

t b. The deception of unreal or feigned appear-
ances ; illusion. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. u. 5 The counterfeit

griefes of those knowne and professed impostures [at a Play].

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i.i. 38. 47 There is something
in us superiour to Sense, which judges of it, detects its

Phantastry, and condemns its Imposture. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. II. 331 Nothing can secure the mind from error

and imposture, but the precision arising from a candid

philosophical spirit.

2. An act of fraudulent deception ; a cheat, a

fraud.

1548 HALL Chron,> Hftt. VI 153 By this prat ye cautele

and slyghe imposture. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxx. (1632)

103 A punishable imposture. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot.

(1813) I. it. 115 The vigilance of the reformers detected



IMPOSTURE. 105 IMPOUND.
these impostures. 1838 LVTTON Calderon i, He had sub-

mitted to an imposture.
b. A thing (or person) which is pretended to be

what it is not,

1690 BURNET 39 Art. xxii. (1700) 245 Many of the Bones
which were carried about by Monks, were none of their

Bones but Impostures. 1781 J. MOORE I'iew Soc. It.

(1790) 1. i. 18 We were a gang of impostures.

f3. An obs. form of IMPOSTOR, q.v.

Hence Zmpo'stureship = IMPOSTORSHIP.
1608 T. MORTON Preamh. Encounter 39 A sportfull or

rather execrable Imposturesh'ip of P. R.

t ImpO'Sture, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr.

To practise imposture, b. trans. To impose upon,
deceive, c. To declare or prove to be an imposture.
1622 H. SYDENHAM.SV.'?//. Sol. Occ.

(i637_) 92 Labouring to

nu Hi tie his acts, blemish his descent, imposture all his

miracles. 1624 T. SCOTT Belg. Souldier yz Spaine assembles

armies, the lesuites coniure, the Priests imposture, a 1659
Lady Alimony iv. vii, The Devil's a Witch, and has im-

postur'd them.

Hence Impo 'ataring vbl. sb, and ppl. a,

1618 GAINSFORD P. Warbeck in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793^
60 Where the imposturing of priests hath got the upper hand
of all religion and piety. 1624 Gagfor Pope 7 1 Her abomin-
able life and imposturing deceit, a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU
Acts 4- Mon. (1642) 214 Imposturing lewd Libels, counter-
failed under the names of the Apostles.

t Impo'stured, ppl. a. Obs. [f. IMPOSTURE
sb. or v. -f -ED.] Falsified, adulterated

; impostrous.
1619 PasquiFsPalm (1877) 149 False impostur'd wines doe

hurt the eyes. 1648-99 J. BEAUMONT /Yrrta n. cxxxvi. (1702)

23 That face which I Wantonly scorn'd, and cast my love

away Upon impostur'd Lust's foul Mystery.

t Impostu'rious, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IM-

POSTURY + -ous
;

cf. IMPOSTERIOUS, -ORIOUS.] =
IMPOSTROUS.
la 1600 Hystorie ofHamblet iv, There are some imposturi-

ous companions that impute so much des'Jnitie to the devell.

t Impo'sturisni. Obs. rare. [f. IMPOSTURE
sb. + -ISM.] The practice of imposture.
a 1640 DAY Peregr. Sckol. (1881) 48 For she knew . . her

base imposturisme would be discoverde. 1656 EARL MONM.

Advt.fr. Parnass. 179 The cunning and imposturism which
the princes of the world have used.

t ImpO'Sturize, v.^ Obs. [f. imposture, or

impostor + -IZE.] intr. To practise imposture.
Hence Impo'sturizing///. a.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. Pref., Imposturising Renega-
does that come fresh from the Popes Tyring House. Ibid.

xxi. 134 Imoosturising Sooth-sayers. 1624 GEE Foot out of
Snare 44 Diuers other obseruations haue our imposturising

Renegadoes.

f ImpO'Sturize, v? nonce-wd. [f.
IM- ' + Pos-

TURIZE.] trans. To mimic the postures of.

1772 W. HUDDESFORD in /. Granger's Lett. (1805) 149
Your attempt to imposturize Tony will be vain, futile,

useless. ..no one can tell but I how he looked, how he

walked, how he scowled.

Imposturous (imp^-stmras), a.
[f.

IMPOSTURE

+ -ous
;

cf. IMPOSTEROUS, -TOROUS, -TROUS.]
1. Of the nature of imposture ; deceptive, fraudu-

lent. Now rare.

1608 T. MORTON Preamb. Encounter 35 So suspicious and

imposturous a Title. 1687 S. HILL Cath. Balance Pref.,

Methods of prescribing Tradition against imposturous Doc-
trines. 1852 GROTK Greece n. Ixii.y III. 50 They [the five

thousand] did not even exist as individual names on paper,
but simply as an imposturous nominal aggregate.

f 2. Given to practising imposture; having the

character of an impostor. Obs.

x6xx SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. (1632) 1175/2 The
shamefull vntruth of those imposturous Hers. 1668 H. MORE

t CEdip post

[f.
IMPOSTURE +t ImpO'Stury. Obs. rare.

-Y
;

cf. IMPOSTERY, -TORY, -TRY.] Imposture.
16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. 107 Not long after the impostury of

Mahomet. Ibid. 173 That Imposturyof fetching fire from

the Sepulcher upon Easter eve.

Imposure (imp^u's'fu). rare. [f. IMPOSE v. +
-URE

;
cf, COMPOSURE.] An imposing ;

a laying on.

1682-3 Case Indiff. Things 49 It must issue in things in-

expedient to Christians, or an unlawfulness in the Imposure.

1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 5463 At next quick impo-
sure of decree.

Impot: a schoolboy's abbreviation of IMPOSI-

TION.

Impotable (imp^-taVl), a. [f.
IM- 2 + POT-

ABLE.] Undrinkable.
1608 A. WILLET Hexapla in Exod. 224 Bitter waters.,

impotable and vnpleasant. 1883 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXVI.
532 Distilled water is made impotable and unhealthy by any
traces of that [hydrochloric] acid.

t ImpO'te, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IM- l + l^potdre
to drink.] intr. To drink heavily.

X7i BERKELEY Let. to R. Nelson 6 Oct. in Fraser Life iv.

(1871) 93, I have bin at many tables and civilly used in a

sober way without impoting.

Impotence (i'mp<>tens). Also 5 in-, ym-.

[a. F. impotence (i3th c.) = Sp. impotencia. It. im-

potenzia, ad. L. impottntia (see next).]

1. Want of strength or power to perform any-

thing ;
utter inability or weakness ; helplessness.

a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4654 Hir [= their] im-

potence StrecchiJ* naght so fer as his influence. 1614 UP.

VOL. V.

HALL Recoil. Treat. 1036 Ready to cast imputations of

levity, or impotence upon God. 1656 HOBBES Lib., Kecess.

$ Chance (1841) 368 A sick or lame man's liberty to go .. is

an impotence, and not a power or a liberty. 1671 MILTON
Samson 52 O impotence of mind, in body strong ! 1788 GIB-
BON Decl. $ F. xliii. (1869^ II. 612 Every accident betrayed
the impotence of the government. 1851 JERROLD St. Giles
xiv. 143 The old man .. wrung his hands in the very im-

potence of sorrow. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. <V Stud. (1875^ 267
Alike by his powers and his impotences, by his capacity and
his defect, Coleridge was inapt for dramatic poetry.
2. Want of physical power ; feebleness of body,

as through illness or old age,
1406 HOCCLEVE La male regie 443 As I saide, reewe on

myn inpotence, pat likly am to sterue yit or eeue. '1445
LYDG. Test, in Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 246 He can^no moor
diffence, Than crokyd age in his moost impotence. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 99 b/i It happed that two of them . . a
brother and a suster cam to y[m]potence. 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. n. ii. 66 Greeued, That so his Sicknesse, Age, and
Impotence Was falsely borne in hand, a 1674 MILTON
Hist. Mosc. i, Any rich man who through age or other im-

potence is unable to serve the Public. 1836 H. COLERIDGE
North. Worthies (1852) I. 21 Which [chronic diseases]

slowly but surely reduce the body politic to a condition of

impotence and dotage.
b. Path. Complete absence of sexual power :

usually said of the male.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. vi. | 17 Whilest Papists crie up
this his incredible Continency: others easily unwonder the

same, by imputing it partly to his Impotence, afflicted with

an Infirmitie. 1798 MALTHUS Popnl. in. ii. (1806) II. in
Is it some mysterious interference of Heaven which, .strikes

the men with impotence and the women with barrenness?
1833-58 COPLAND Diet. Pract. Med. II. 319/2 Impotence
may exist in either sex, but most commonly in the male.

f 3. Lack of self-restraint, violent passion. Obs.

1634 MASSINGER I'ery Woman n. i, The being your sister

would anew inflame me With much more impotence to doat

upon her. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 156 Will he, so wise, let

loose at once his ire, Belike through impotence, or unaware ?

1715-10 POPE Iliad xxiv. 53 The dire Achilles . . A lion,

not a man, who slaughters wide In strength of rage and

impotence of pride.

Impotency (i'mp^tensi). [ad. L. impotentia
want of power, want of self-restraint, abstract sb.

f. impotens IMPOTENT. Cf. prec. and see -ENCY.]
1. = IMPOTENCE i.

In the i7th c. freq. used to denote moral weakness, in-

ability to follow virtuous courses or to resist temptation.
< 1460 FORTESCUK Abs. $ Lj'tti. Jlfon. xix. (1885) 155 Ffor

all such thynges come off impotencie, as doyth power to be

syke or wex olde. 1552 LATIMER Serm.
fy

Rum. (Parker

Soc.) 149 Stories, wherein is mentioned the impotency of the

devil. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. \\. viii. 70 An impo-
tency or disability to do good. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key
Wks. 1867 V. 303 The covenant of works is the lasting
monument of man's impotency and changeableness. 1727
DE FOE Syst. Magic i. ili. (1840) 68 The first [magicians]

gradually deposed themselves by their mere impotency.
1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc. i. (1852) 28 The mind feels its

own impotency in attempting to grasp them. 1871 MOKI.EY
Crit. Misc. 23 Intellectual poverty and impotency.
2. = IMPOTENCE 2.

1440 I. SHIRLEY Dethc K. James (1818) 5 The greet age
of the Kyng..the ympotencye of his lymmes and membirs,
the febilenese of his persone. 1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr.
Acad. n. 365 They are taken with palsies, lamenesse, and

impotencie in all their members. 1663 PETTY Taxes 4 It is

unjust to let any starve, when we . . limit the wages of the

poor, so as they can lay up nothing against the time of their

impotency and want of work. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-

Watch 380 Swelling in the Hands and Feet, impotency of

Walking. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. ^6 When
the impotency results from a paresis or paralysis of the

local nerves, .the case is nearly hopeless.

b. = IMPOTENCE 2 b.

1594 CAREW Hnarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 283 If these two

separat each from other, vpon pretence of impotencie, and
so hee take another wife, and shee another husband. 1644
MILTON Jdgm. Bucer xliii, She who.. hath made her self

unfit by open misdemeanours, or through incurable im-

potencies cannot be able, is not . . to be esteem'd a wife.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 157 An evidence of weakness,

impotency, and want of manhood.

f3. = IMPOTENCE 3. Obs.

1542 N. UDALL in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 5 When he
had oons shaken of that ympotencie of voluptuous appetites.

1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. n. an. 27. 269 Letters were

secretly sent whereby her womanish impotency might be

thrust on to her own destruction. 1729 BUTLER Serm.

Compassion Wks. 1874 II. 64 Persons . . the most free from
the impotencies of envy and resentment.

Impotent (rmptftent), a. (j.). Also 5 in-,

[a. F. impotent (i4th c.)
= It, Sp. impotente, ad,

L. impotent-em powerless ; usually, lacking self-

restraint, f. im- (\.^.-

t

}
J
rpotens^ potent- POTENT.]

1. Having no power or ability to accomplish

anything; powerless, helpless ; ineffective.

1444 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 219, I sauh a krevys, with his

klawes longe, Pursewe a snayl, poore and
impotent. 1533

COVERDALF, Nell. iv. 2 Sancballat . . saide . . What do the

impotent lewes? 1568 in H. Campbell Love-Lett. Mary
Q. Scots App. (1824) ii When any of the persons of the said

councell shall depart, or become impotent to serve. 1671
MILTON P. R. \\. 433 Yet Wealth without these three is

impotent To gain dominion or to keep it gain'd. 1788
GIBBON Decl. fy F. xliiL (1869) II. 610 The works of man
are impotent against the assaults of nature. 1860 MOTLEY
Netherl, (1868) I. ii. 25 The impotent monarch who occupied
the French throne. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief 39
The finest microscopes . . are impotent to detect the mole-

cular and atomic constitution of any form of matter.

2. Physically weak; without bodily strength; un-

able to use one's limbs; helpless, decrepit.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 383 And also for my daies olde
That I am feble and impotent, c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 482
He was feble and Gold, And inpotent. 1538 STARKEV Engl.
i. i. 3 He ys by syknes or age impotent and not of powar to

helpe hym selfe. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <y Commw.
(1603! 184 Those onely who are impotent in their Jimes.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 27 F 2 The Fellow with broken
Limbs justly deserves your Alms for his impotent Condition.

1853 C. BRONTE yillette iv, A rheumatic cripple, impotent
hand and foot.

fig. 1604 SHAKS. Oik. n. i. 162 Oh most lame and impotent
conclusion. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. (1872) 20 But he stops
short in a most lame and impotent way.

b. Wholly lacking in sexual power ; incapable
of reproduction.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 7 Here it is a common practise to

bewitch them : made thereby impotent with their wives,
untill the charme be burnt. 1634 SIR T. HERBKRT Trai>.

148 Eight or ten lustfull women, by the law subjected to one
(and he perhaps an impotent man). 1676 DRYUBN Aurengz.
Ded. aj b, The Impotent Lover in Petronius. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Sfee. ix. (1873) 250 Whole groups of animals and plants
are rendered impotent by the same unnatural conditions.

f3. Not master of oneself; unable to restrain

oneself; unrestrained, headlong, passionate. Also
with of. Obs. [So L. impotens.']
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xii. r O sacred hunger of ambitious

mindes, And impotent desire of men to raine ! 1639
MASSINGER Unnat. Combat in. ii, An impotent lover Of
women for a flash, but, his fires quenched. Hating as deadly.
1670 DRYDEN ist Pt. Cong. Granada v. i, Rash Men, like

you,
and impotent of Will, Give Chance no time to turn,

but urge her still. 1715-20 POPE Iliad iv. 33 But Juno,
impotent of passion, broke Her sullen silence.

B. sb. An impotent person.
15x3 BRADSHAW St. Werourgt i. 2268 And brought to the

shryne this wretched impotent. 1596 Ediv. ///, in. Hi,

Whom should they follow, aged impotent, But he that is

their true-born sovereign? 1662 PETTY Taxes 4 The main-
tenance. .of impotents of all sorts. 1685 Last Will p. xi,

As for impotents by the hand of God, the publick ought to

maintain them. 1833 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 768 A similar

institution might exist for a higher class of will-maniacs or

impotents.

t Impote'Htial, a. Obs. rare. [f. IM- 2 +

POTENTIAL.] Impotent.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Rich. II, Ixxxv, It will adore

An Onion . . And tremble to its impotentiall Power, c 1700
Earl Oswald in Evans O. B. 11784) III. H. 303 Want, or

secret dread, Or impotential age.

Inipotently (i'mp^tentli), adv. [f. IMPOTENT
a. + -LY2]
1. Powerlessly, helplessly, ineffectively.
1611 COTGR., Intpnissament, impotently, vnpowerfully.

a 1652 J. SMITH SeL Disc. n. i. (1821) 33 To imagine him
so impotently mutable, that his favour may be won again
with their uncouth devotions. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v, 553
Some weep in earnest; and yet weep in vain ;. .Passion,
blind passion ! impotently pours Tears, that deserve more
tears. 1868 KINGLA KE Crimea (i 877) III. i. 64 He
impotently watched the progress of Antemarre's brigade.

f 2. Without self-restraint ; ungovernably, un-

restrainedly. Obs.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. vi. v. (1651) 575 He loves

her most impotently, she loves not him, and so e contra.

1630 B. JONSON New Inn \. Wks. (Rtldg.) 412/1, I have
loved this lady long, And impotently with desire enough.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. 203 (T.) The danger is of

being impotently passionate.

ti'mpotentness. Obs. rarf~. f f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] Impotence.
1530 PALSGR. 234/1 Impotentnesse for age, deeref>ilenient.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Impotentness, want of Power or

Strength, Weakness.

t Impp'tionate,///. . Obs. rare. [ad. med.

L. impotionat-us, pa. pple. of impotionare to poison,
i,im- (III-

1
) + potion-em draught, spec, poisoned

draught.] Poisoned.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1877) 31 Any people, .that

hath drunke so deep of this impotionate Cup. Ibid. 105
Curious cookries and impotionate slibber sawces.

t Impo'tionate, ?' Obs.rare~ l
. [f. ppl. stem

of L. impotionare : see prec.] trans. To poison.

1563-87 FOXE A. % M. (1596) 364/1 Certaine Lepers con-

spiring with the Turks and lewes went about to impo-
tionate, and infect all Christendome, by invenoming their

fountains, lakes [etc.].

t ImpOU'ch, v. Obs. rare ~. [f. IM- T + POUCH,
after F. ewpocher.'] trans. To put into a pouch,

bag, or pocket.
x6xx COTGR., Empochf^ impoakt, impouched. Ibid., Em*

packer^ to impouch, to put into a pouch or budget.

Impound (impatrnd), v. Also 6-7 empound,
impownd. [f.

KM- or IM- *
-f- POUND sb.^\

1. trans. To shut up in a pound or pinfold (cattle

legally seized).
1554 [see IMPOUNDING below], 1569 in W. H. Turner

Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 327 To impounde .. every of

their catell put in above their rate. 1641 Termes de laLey^
Parco fracio is a Writ that lies against him that breakes

any pownd and takes out the beasts which are there law-

fully impownded. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2399/4 A Bay
Mare, .having strayed and been impounded near Hogsden.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 346 To exempt them
from all liability of having their sheep impounded or taken

up as estrays. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace iv. ix.

(1877) III. 24 Some cattle . . had been impounded for tithe-

payment.
fig- 1584 FF.NNER Def. Ministers (1587) 16 The other

questions because they are driuen in ouer the hedge . . wee
will nowe impounde them.

b. gen. To shut up (cattle) in an enclosure.
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IMPOUNDABLE.

1877 J. A. ALLEN Amcr. Bison 575 The Indians . . in the

habit of hunting ihe buffalo by impounding them, or by
driving them into an artificial enclosure. 1878 A. AVLWARI*

Transvaal ii. 17 The sun being set, and the cattle and stock

impounded in their kraals and places of safety.

2. To shut in, enclose, confine (a person or thing)
as in a pound.
1561 PHAER /Eruiti ix. C civ, King Latyns wife gets here

no gage, Nor she thy fathers walls this time empoundes
in cage. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. vi. H v b, A fountayne
bryghte, with stones empounded rounde. i6aa BACON
Hen. VII 169 How to impound the Rebels, that none of them
might escape. 1834 G. DOWNKS Lett. Cont. Countries I. 3

On landing, we were impounded for about ten minutes
within an enclosure of ropes and chains, before we were
admitted into the Custom-house. 1861 \V. FAIRBAIRN Kef.
Brit. Assoc. Ixiv, By this means forty million gallons of
water per day are conveyed . . into the Mugdock basin,
where the water is impounded for distribution.

Jig. 1574 R. SCOT Hop^Gard. To Rdr., The Flemmings. .

seeking to impownde vs in the ignoraunce of our commodi-
ties, a 1639 WOTTON in Relig. (1685) 240 As for Caesar . .

they gave mm at first only Illyricum and the nearer Gallia

..(as it were to impound his spirits), a 18*8 R. W. HAM-
ILTON Rew. If Pnnishm. vii. (1853) 291 What right have
they to impound the truth ?

3. To seize or secure by legal right; to take legal
or formal possession of (a document or the like) to

be held in custody of the law.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. vii. (1739) 40 Because

they found them impounded in the Staple, they set all

at liberty to buy and sell the same as they pleased. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. i. 12 The things distreined must
in the first place be carried to some pound, and there im-

pounded by the taker. 1851 DIXON W. Ptnn ii. (1872) 10
Officers came down from Seville, .impounded his goods, his

plate, his jewels. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 39/1 Her life

interest can be impounded for the benefit of the disappointed
parties.

Jig. 1781 Hist, Ear. in Ann. Reg. 141/2 To impound ..

520,000 of the public money . . for the sole and exclusive
service of the navy.
Hence Impou-nded ppl. a. ; Impou-nding- vl>l.

sb. and ///. a. Also Impou ndable a., liable to

be impounded ; tImpou ndage, Impou -ndment,
the act of impounding ; Impotrnder, one who im-

pounds or puts cattle, etc. into pound.
'554 Act 1*2 Phil, ff M. c. 12 Preamb., Disorder in

taking of Distresses and impoundyng of Cattayle. 1611

COTCR., Parchage, impoundage, or an
impounding. 1664-5

Act 16-17 Chas. //, c. ii o Present sale thereof to make
after the fowerth day of Impoundment. 1676 MARVELL
Mr. Smirke 49 Whensoever a Christian transgresses these
bounds once, he is impoundable, or like a wafe and stray
whom Christ knows not, he falls to the Lord of the Manner.
1828 WEBSTER, Imfounder. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life
Tiger/and 152 The bleating of an impounded kid. 1889
Pall Mall G. 26 June 1/3 A warning note as to the safety
of the impounding reservoirs in this country. 1893 Daily
Ifnus 6 Apr. 2/6 He could subpcena the officer of the Court
to produce the impounded documents at Bow-street.

t ImpO'VCr, v. Obs. rare. [Later form of EM-
POVER, with IM-

'.] trans. To impoverish.
1535 Goodly Primer^ Song of Hannah, The Lord im-

povereth, & he maketh rich. 1567 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1814)
29/1 The Realme is vtterlie impouerit be euill cun}e. 1634
BRERETON Trav. 31 Ghuest-houses, one for impovered and

impotent persons, another for fatherless children.

Impoverish, (impp-verif), v. Forms: 5 en-,
empoveris, -poverys(s)h, inpoveryssh, 6 im-
poverys(s)h, -yshe, -iahe, 6-9 empoverish, 7

ym-, 6- impoverish, [ad. OF. anpoveriss-,

lengthened stem of emp<rv(c)rir, -pauvrir to make
poor, f. em- : L. im- (In- 1) + pavre,pauvre POOR.]
1. trans. To make poor ;

to reduce to poverty.
1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (1818) 8 Also of the

gredi covatise that he oppressid and enpoverisid his
comonalte. 1494 FABVAN Chron. n. xxxix. 27 He enriched
hym self and mpouerysshed his subiects. 1555 EDEN
Decades (Arb.) 54 England is in fewe years decayed and
impouerysshed. 1641 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. \. lii. oHe
that impoverisheth his children to enrich his widow,
destroyes a quick hedge to make a dead one. ijji Junins
Lett. Ivii. 295 Corruption . . impoverishes and enslaves the

country. 1866 ROGERS Agric. ft Prices I. xxix. 692 The trader
was impoverished by high poor-rates.
tb- To reduce or diminish (wealth or a stock

of anything). Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. vul. vii. 25. 403 A former

warre against the French had empouerished much of their
wealth. 1661 HOVLE Style o/ Serift. (1675) 207 The dayes
consecrated to God's service rather improve than impoverish
our stock of time.

t c. To make bare, to strip of (some form of

wealth). Obs.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. v. (1614) 9/2 Iron and glasse

.. impoverish the country of woods. 1716 G. ROBERTS
4 Years Voy. 391 They impoverished the Island of its
Cattle.

2. To make weak or poor in quality or produc-
tiveness; to exhaust the strength or nativequality of.
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 108 But when .. God shall

deject, and impouerish, and evacuate that spirit, 1767 A.
YOUNG Farmer's Lett. People 200 The unprofitable practice
of ploughing up pastures . . tends perpetually to impoverish
them. 1784 TWAMLEV Dairying*) Many People may think
Water will hurt the Milk or impoverish the Cheese ; ex-
penence shews it will not. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. v. 99bucn theories . . impoverish the minds which they absorb.
1897 ALLBUTT

Sfit. Med. III. g, Other depressing forces
may have come into play impoverishing the blood.

Impo verished .-ijt), ppl. a.
[f. prec. + -ED'.]

Reduced to poverty ; made poor, weak, etc.
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a 1631 DONNE in Seteet. (1840) 16 Records of., impoverished
and forgotten, and obliterate families. 1753 N. TORRIANO
Gangr. Sore Throat

p. xii, An impoverished, and con-

sequently an acrimonious State of Blood. 177* BURKE
Dormant Claims Ch. Wks. 1842 II. 498 An impoverished
and degraded clergy. i88a J. H. BLUNT Ref. Lh. Eng. II.

486 He found an impoverished exchequer.

Impo verisher. [f. as prec. + -BR '.] One
who, or that which, impoverishes.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves i.

Ixxj. 193 They are .. mighty
louers of their Pallates ; and this is knowne an impoueri slier.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 26 The very troublers and im-

poverishers of mankind. 1777 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 99/1
Rape and hemp are. . impoverishes of the soil. 18*7 HONE
Every-day Bk. II. 12 Drink is . . the impoverisher of their

property. 1831 E. E. CROWE Hist, trance III. x. 306
The rigid impoverisher of his own subjects.

Impo;verishing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING i
.]

The action of the vb. IMPOVERISH.
1450 Rolls ofParIt. V. 206/2 Grauntes. .made to the dis-

truccion and fynall empovrysshing of the seid Monasterie.

1694 FALLE Jersey Pref. Bhj, The impoverishing, if not un-

doing of the French. 1881 HENTY Cornet of Horse xvij.

(1888) 176 The impoverishing of the nobles.

Impo'verishing, ///. a. [f. as prec, -t- -iNo2.]
That impoverishes.
1598 J. DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 120 Boulstring

vp
with your bags their impouerishing braueries. 1876 T.

HARDY Ethelherta (1890) 21 Country bookselling is a miser-

able, impoverishing, exasperating thing in these days.

Impo-veriahly, adv. rare- 9
, [irreg. f. IM-

POVERISH + -LY 2
,]

' So as to impoverish '.

1847 in CRAIG. Hence in mod. Diets.

ImpO'verishment. [ad. AF. empoverissc-

tttent, f. empoverir to IMPOVERISH : see lM-2.]
1. The fact or process of impoverishing or making

poor ;
the condition of being impoverished ;

loss of

wealth or means; that which has this effect.

1560 BECON New Catech. Wks. 1564 I. 367 b, To the

empouerishment and losse of his goods. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 57 To abstaine from almes for feare of impoverish-
ment. i7a7$wiFT I'iewSt. /rr/.Wks. 1761 1 1 1. 169 All appeals
for justice . . to another country, are so many impoverish-
ments. 1850 GROTE Greece u. Ixiii. VII. 230 The ruin and
impoverishment., inflicted by the Persian invasion of Attica.

1897 W. C. HAZLITT FonrGenerat. II. 134 His fondness for

little dinners and other sweet impoverishments.
2. The process of making or becoming poor in

quality ; deterioration,
1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk. Falconry (1633) a3 ^nt* on th 's *m'

pouerishment attendeth many other infirmities. 1669 W.
SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 163 A further impoverishment of
spirits. 1860 ADLER FauneCs Prov. Poetry vii. 136 The
natural tendency of languages towards disintegration and
impoverishment. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879* 489 Im-
poverishment and excessive fluidity of the blood.

Impower, obs. var. EMPOWER.

Impracticability (impne'ktikabi-liti). IT-

IMPRACTICABLE : see -ITT.]
1. The quality or condition of being impracticable.

a. Incapability of being done or carried out
; prac-

tical impossibility.
1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 524 Because of the impracticabi-

lity of a march over the precipices. 1831 BREWJ.TER Nat.
Magic xi. (1833) 293 The impracticability of foreseeing all

the possible combinations of the parts. 1843 PRESCOTT
Mexico (1850) I. 222 The impracticability of the attempt.

b. Incapability of being put to its purposed use,
or of being dealt with

; unserviceableness, un-

manageableness ; intractability, stubbornness.

1764-7 LYTTELTON Hen. II (1769) II. n. 356 These great
regular armies could not pursue them . . from the impractic-
ability of the country. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. xxxiv. II. 183
Exposed to a variety of disagreeable adventures from
the

impracticability
of the road. 1864 Realm 30 Mar. 4

A track . . which, for steepness and apparent impractic-
ability, more resembled the bed of a mountain torrent.

2. with an and //. Something impracticable ; a

practical impossibility.
a 1797 H. WALPOLK Mem. Geo. II (1847) III. ii. 40 Lord
Hardwicke . . had clogged it with impracticabilities, absur-

dities, and hardships. 1881 Blackiv. Mag. May 559 He
was equally an impracticability while armour was employed.

Impracticable iimpix-ktikab'l
1

), a. (sb.} Also

7 inp-. [f. IM- * + PRACTICABLE : cf. F. impratic-
able

(i6thc.).J
1. Not practicable ; that cannot be carried out,

effected, accomplished, or done
; practically im-

possible.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1810) I. 252 To attempt things im-

possible or impracticable. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3226/2
Finding that design inpracticable. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. 244 Such distrust would render the exercise of that

power precarious and impracticable. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
\. xxv. 182 Balmat pronounced the passage impracticable.
2. That c.innot be put to use or practically dealt

with ; unmanageable, intractable, unserviceable.

a. Of things generally,
1717 S. CLARKE Leibnitz sM Paper 181 The Fiction of a

material finite Universe, moving forward in an infinite empty
Space, cannot be admitted. It is altogether unreasonable
and impracticable. 1821 CRAIG Led. Drawing ii, 113 The
colours become stiff and impracticable soon after they are

applied. 1838 W. IRVING in Life $ Lett. (1866) III. 123
Millions of acres which might. .have remained idle and im*

practicable wastes.

b. Of roads, districts, etc. : Incapable of being
used for passage ; impossible to pass along, over,

through, or to ; impassable or inaccessible.

IMPBECATINOLY.
1653 CROMWELL .Sf. 4 July in Carlyle, The way they were

going in would be impracticable. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No.
165 p 5 They took Post behind a great Morass which they
thought impracticable. 1847 GROTE Greece n.xl. (18621 III.

435 The pass appeared impracticable. 1871 L. STKPHEN
riaygr. Enrobe iii. (1894) 78 Cliffs so steep as to be per-

fectly impracticable.
c. Of persons, or their dispositions, etc. : In-

capable of being
*

managed', influenced, or per-

suaded; impossible to deal with or get on with;
intractable, stubborn.

1713
ROWE Jane Shore i. i, And yet, this tough impractic-

able Heart Is govern'd by a dainty-finger'd GirL 1768
GOLHSM. Good-n. Man n. i, A poor impracticable creature !

1809 MAI.KIN Gil Bias x. xi. (Rtldg.) 377 Scipio .. is one
of those impracticable beings, on whom good example, good
advice, and a pood horsewhip, are equally thrown away.
1856 FROUDE ///'*/, Eng. (1858) II. vii. 203 Fisher must have
been a hopelessly impracticable person.
B. as sb. An impracticable person : see a c.

1829 Bengalee 13, I was looked upon as an utter im-

practicable. 1870 ^MERSON Soc. 4- Solit. ix. 187 Then the

heady men, the egotists, .the steriles,and the impracticable^.

Impracticableness (.impr^'ktikab'lnes). [f.

prec. +-NKSS.] The quality or condition of being

impracticable, a. -IMPRACTICABILITY i a.

1653 CROMWELL St. 4 July in Carlyle, Having this dis-

course concerning the impracticableness of the thing. 1751
CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 449 The impracticableness of keeping
her alive in prison. 1853 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt.

(1858) I. xv. 52 The impracticableness of passing this desert.

b. - IMPRACTICABILITY i b.

a 1715 BURNET Own Titftf, Q. Anne (T. SuppU, The
greatest difficulty in these sieges was from the impracticable-
ness of the ground, 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. in, No
clerical magistrate had .. less of mischievous impracticable-
ness in relation to worldly affairs.

Impracticably (impne-ktikabli), adv. [f.

as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an impracticable manner or

degree ; impossibly ; unmanageably.
1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Addtunwu.\ 1 1. 1 10 His morality

is neither dangerously lax, nor impracticably rigid.

Impractical (impne-ktikal), a. rare. [f.
IM- 2

+ PRACTICAL.] Not practical ; unpractical.
1865 J. S. MILL in Morn. Starb July,

' How injudicious !'

said one;
' How impractical !' said another. 1875 MEKIVALE

Hist. Rome xl. (1877) 294 A rigid and impractical declaimer.

1887 G. GISSING Thyna I. xi. 228 He is. . I'm afraid, so very,

very impractical.

t Impra'vable, <* Ofo. In 6 inp-. [f.
IM- 2

+ L. prav-us crooked, wrong, bad + -ABLE.] In-

corruptible.
1543 BECON Potat. /Wks. 1564 I. 44 b. He that fasteth

must, .set before hys eyes alway the eye of the euerlastyng
i iudge and the inprauable iudgyng place.

Impray (imprr ') * rare 1
,

[f.
IM- ' + PRAY,

? after L. imprecari.] trans. To pray to, invoke.

1855 BAILEY Spit: Leg. in Mystic, etc. 72 Or warlike Don ;

Or Po, by Goths imprayed with murderous rites.

Imprease : see EMPRISE, IMPRESS sb*

Imprecate (i'mpr/k^'t), v. [f. L. imprecat-^

ppl. stem of imprecari, in senses i and 2, f. im-

(IM-
1
) +precarl to pray.]

1. trans. To pray for, invoke (something, usually
from a deity), a. To invoke or call down (evil or

calamity) upon a person.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 216 The

falling sicknesse
. . they vse to imprecate it to each other in their anger, as

they also doe the plague. 1672 CAVE Prim. Chr. in. i.

(1673) 220 Imprecating upon himself that he might be
burnt. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Cnr. Life (1747) III. 215 How im-

portunately
soever our past Guilts may imprecate the divine

Vengeance upon us. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784)

45, 2 She . .imprecated .1 thousand curses upon his head. 1852
HAWTHORNE Grandf. Chair m. ix, There is scarcely a

tongue . . that does not imprecate curses on his name.

b. To pray for
;
to beg for, entreat (something

good), rare.

1636 PRVNNE Unbish. Tim. fi66i l 63 Priests and Presbyters
who give Baptism and imprecate the Lords Advent to the
Eucharist. 1664 Lp. CARLISLE in Man-eirs Wks. (1872-5)
II. no, I wish and imprecate to your Imperial Majestie all

Happiness. 1861 LOWELL Biglou> P. Ser. 11. Introd., He . .

would only imprecate patience till he shall again have '

got
the hang' (as he calls it) of an accomplishment long disused.

2. To pray (a deity), invoke, supplicate. Now
rare or Obs.

1643 PRYNNK Sw. Power Parl. n. 39!), Which I shall

dayly imprecate the God of Peace speedily to accomplish.

1843 CARLYLE Past <f- Pr \\. viii, Imprecating the Lord.

fo. absol. or intr. To pray ;
to invoke evil. Cbs.

1647 W. BROWNE tr. Gombervilles Polexander iv. ii. 204
Polexander, not knowing whom to accuse but his destinie,

imprecated against himselfe. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. u.

ix. 140 After they had imprecated on the head ofthe sacrifice,

they cut it off. 1673 Lady's Call. i. 23 Aristides . . was so

far from acting, or imprecating against them, that (etc.).

4. trans. To invoke evil upon (a person) ;
to

curse. Now rare or Obs.
1616 BULLOKAR, Imprecate, to curse and wish euill. 1641

J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 66 The Jewes imprecated
themselves with

' His blood bee on us, and on our children '.

1760 DERRICK Lett, (1767) I. oo View this .. baseness and

ingratitude of the Stuarts, and imprecate the name, ye in-

fatuated friends of that family. 1879 MINTO Defoe iii. 33
His co-religionists were imprecating him as the man who
had brought this persecution upon them.

Hence I-mprecating'///.fl. )
that imprecates, in-

voking a curse; whence I'mprecatingly adv.) in

the way of a curse.



IMPRECATION.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 280 Picus Mirandula. . was envy-
ously and imprecattngly told ..that [etc.]. 1686 BURNET
Trav. i. (1750) 40 He swore to them in a most imprecating
Style, that he would never discover the Secret.

Imprecation (impr/ki-j3n). [ad. L. impre-
cation-em t n. of action from imprecdrt to IMPBE-
CATE: cf. F. imprecation, OF. -acton (i4th c. in

Littre).] The action, or an act, of imprecating.
1. a. The action of invoking evil, calamity, or

divine vengeance upon another, or upon oneself,
in an oath or adjuration ; cursing.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic in. xix. (Arb.) 221 By way

of exclamation or crying out . . imprecation or cursing,
obtestation or taking God and the world to witnes. 1649
MILTON Eikon. xii, The bare denyall of one man, though
with imprecation, cannot in any reason cpuntervaile. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 184 A cairn on your head,
is a token of imprecation. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Ckr. v. xiii.

(1864) III. 335 Arnulfs oath of fidelity . . couched in terms
of more than usual severity of imprecation.

b. (with//.) An invocation of evil, a curse.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch*s Mor. 489 When he had powred
out grievous imprecations against those unthankfull Xan-
thiens. 1639 HABINGTON Castara n. (Arb.) 88 Why lives
the gamester, who doth blacke the night With cheats and
imprecations? 1737 [S. BERINGTON] G, di Lucca's Mem.
277 He cursed himself with the most dreadful imprecations,
if he were not [etc.]. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 145
He drove them from him with imprecations. 1883 FROUDE
Short Stud. IV. i. x. 114 At each fierce imprecation he
quenched a light, and dashed down a candle.

f 2. A prayer, invocation, petition, entreaty. Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tn. Nicholay's Voy, iv. ii. 115 After
some imprecations made, [he] annoynted their sacrifice with
oyle, milk and hony. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 374
Brute, .made his imprecation to the Goddesse to this effect.

Imprecator (i'mprfk^'tsi). [Agent-noun in L.

form from IMPRECATE : see -OR.] One who impre-
cates or invokes evil.

1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 36 Bad luck seldom deserts
the house of the imprecator.

Imprecatory (i'mpr^k^'tari, -k/t3=ri, impr/"-

k^i'tari), a.
[f.

L. imprecat-^ ppl. stem of impre-

1. Expressing or involving imprecation ; invoking
evil or divine vengeance; cursing, maledictory.
1587 FLEMING Contn. HoUnshed III. 400/2 An epitaph

imprecatorie .. is here placed as a conclusion of this his

memorial!, and appliable vnto all . . that antichristian and
diabolicall succession. 1628 SIR S. D'EWES Jrnl. (1783) 46
This hexastich. .of alike imprecatorie nature as the former.
a 179* G. HORNE in Spurgeon Treas. Dai>. Ps. xxviii. 4-5
In most of the imprecatory passages the imperative and the
future are used promiscuously. 1881 W. ROBERTSON SMITH
Old Test, in Jeiv. Ck. vii. 207 The interpretation of the

imprecatory Psalms.

f 2. Of the nature of prayer or invocation; in-

voking blessing ; invocatory. Obs. rare.

a 1625 BOYS Wks. (1629) 665 Other imprecatorie, by way
of a good wish or salutation, the Lord be with you.
Hence I'mprecatorily adv.

y
in the way of an

imprecation or curse.

1874 E. P. CROWELL Notes to Andria of Terence 158
Abin t an interrogative form used imprecatonly.

tlmpre'Ciable, a. Obs. [ad. late L. impre-
tiabilis (-prec-} inestimable, f. im- (!M- 2

) +pretiare
to prize (Cassiodorus) : see -BLE.] Invaluable ;

beyond price.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 228 A

man selleth the thynge imprecyable, and the whiche proprely
may not be solde. 1650 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Impreciable,
unpriseable, unvaluable.

Imprecise (impr/sai-s), a. rare. [f.
IM- 2 +

PRECISE <z.] Not precise ; wanting in precision.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 651 To say that no

less can be acknowledged than this divine origin of law, is

imprecise. 1830 Germ. Poetry I. 288.

Imprecision (impr/si'gan). rare.
[f.

IM- 2 +

PRECISION.] Want of precision ; inexactness.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIV. 487 The impre-
cision of this language arises from Berkeley's not having
investigated what ideas are. 1815 Ibid. XXXVIII. 502
The slightest imprecision of outline may annihilate beauty.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 637 Scorbutus . .

could not therefore, without imprecision be used in a generic
signification.

Impredicable (impre'dikaVI), a. rare. Also

7 in-, [f. IM-
2 + PKEDICABLE.] That cannot be

predicated. (In quot. 1864 loosely
= that cannot be

predicted.)
i6j3CocKERAM Eng. Diet, u, Not to be Spoken, Ineffable,

Inpredicable. 1864 LOWELL Rebellion Prose Wks, 1890 V.
126 Dependent on a multitude of new and impredicable
circumstances. 1880 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) XXXI.
276/1 Nor can we doubt that ' formal grammar ', as impre-
dicable of English . . will cease to be a topic [etc.]. Mod.
Spiritual qualities are impredicable of physical things.

Impreg'll (imprrn), v. Also 7 -preegn. Now
only m poetic use. [ad. late L. impr&gna-re to

make pregnant, f. im- (IM-
1
) + pr&gndre to be

PREGNANT. Cf. mod.F. imprlgtter (1690 in Hatz.-

Darm.).]
1. trans. = IMPREGNATE v. i, 3.

(1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 221 This
woman, .beingeimpregned Die her husbande. 1647 H. MORE
Song ofSoul i. i. Iviii, This all-spread Semele doth Bacchus

bear, Impregn'd of love or On. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV.
235 The Male impregns the Row which the Female has
before deposited.
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I fig. a 1618 SYLVESTER Tropkeis Henry Gt. 2 Since first

I Apollo lent the World his light, And Earth impregned with
his heatfull might. 1657 PIERCE Div. Philanthr. Ded. 6
Once he terribly miscarried with what he had long been
imprajgn'd. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 140 Th' unfruitful
rock itself, impregn'd by thee, In dark retirement forms the
lucid stone. 1839 BAILEY Festus \. (1852) 3 All souls, im-
pregned with spirit, God-begot.
2. = IMPREGNATE v. 3, 4.
1652 BENLOWES Theoph. (Fancie upon Theophila), Mag-

netick Virtue's in her Brest Impregn'd with Grace, the
noblest Guest. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 737 His perswasive
words irapregn'd With Reason, a 1769 J. G. COOPER Hymn
to Health (R.), No wholsome scents impregn the western
gale, a 1834 LAMB Sonn. iii, Impregning with delights the
charmed air. 188 . R. G. H[ILL] Voices Solit. 172 The sub-
stance I will impregn With my light.

Hence Impre'gned, Impre'gning ppl. adjs.
1641 HOWELL Vote in Lett. (1650) II. 129 The Ocean. .Is

not for sail, if an impregning wind Fill not the flagging
canvas. 1647 H. MpRE6V ofSoul i. n. v, True SoverajgnOf working phancie when it floats amain With full im-

pregned billows and strong rage. 1753 Scots Mag. XV.
76/1 To breathe the balm-impregned gale.

Impregnability (impregnabMiti). [f. next :

see -ITY.] The quality or condition of being im-

pregnable ; incapacity of being taken or reduced

by force, lit. andy%-.
1861 M&iKEAnc.Lawv'i.(iB'74) 202 The new or Praetorian

Testament derived the whole of its impregnability from the

Jus Honorarium or Equity of Rome. 1865 Maon. Mag.
Nov. i^ The castle profited by the road in accessibility,
but its impregnability was so far lessened. 1879 MENDELL
Art of War "i- 77 Believing in the impregnability of these

[mountain] chains.

Impregnable (impre'gnab'l), a. (sb.} Forms :

5-7 imprenable, (5 inprenable, 6 inprennable,
enprenabill), 6 impreignable, inpreyngnable,
impreniable, 6- impregnable. [Corrupted from

impreignable^ imprenable, a. F. imprenable, f. im-

(!M-
2
) +prenable able to be taken, f. pren-, stem of

prendre to take. Theg was evidently in imitation
of the g mute in reign, deign, and the like, though
it appears to have sometimes led in i6th c. to the

pronunciation ny
.]

1. Of a fortress or stronghold : That cannot be
taken by arms; incapable of being reduced by
force

; capable of holding out against all attacks.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vii. ix. (MS. Bodl.) If. 360 b, Breed-
ing non enmy, for it was Imprenable. 1477 EARL RIVERS
Dictes 129 Dimycrates saide pacience isa castell imprenable.
1530 PALSGR. 756/2 The castell whiche men wente had ben

inprennable is throwen downe nowe. 1531 ELYOT Gov.
i. xxvii, A fewe englisshe archers haue . . also wonne im-

preignable cities and stronge holdes. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Hnon lix. 203 Stondyng on a rocke on the see syde, it was
impreyngnable. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV

',
228 What

folye was this in duke Charles, to besege a towne im-

pregnable. 1553 BRENDE Q, Curttus C v, They said
theyknewe it to be impreniable. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider fy F.

Ivii, 134 Se thenprenabill fort : in euery border. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. i. 44 Let vs be back'd with God, and
with the Seas, Which he hath giu'n for fence impregnable.
1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. n. xix. 120 Such a mans soul
is an impregnable fort. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xiii. I. 369
Rendering his camp impregnable to the sallies of the

besieged multitude. 1885 RUSKIN Pleasures Eng. 100 The
Normans set themselves to build impregnable military walls.

2. fig. That cannot be overcome or vanquished ;

invincible, unconquerable, proof against attack.

158* N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedas Cong. E. Ind. ii.

4 b, Valyauntnesse of minde (for atteining of things im-

pregnable). 1602 MARSTON Ant. <$ Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 37,
I find them wondrous chaste, Impregnable, a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) III. 309 He wrote an excellent book.. con-

taining impregnable truth. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 101

P i This Iniquity is committed by a most impregnable Set
of Mortals, Men who are Rogues within the Law. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxxii. 448, I do not fear the cold : we
are impregnable in our furs. i86a CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

yiii.
v. (1872) III. 29 A man politely impregnable to the

intrusion of human curiosity.

B. as sb. That which is impregnable, rare.

1803 Gentl, Mag. \r\ Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1804) VII. 43
Disappointed in attacking our impregnables.

Impre'gnableness. rare. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
= IMPREGNABILITY.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1170 Discouraged with
the impregnablenes of the place. 1647 CLARENDON Con-

tempi. Ps. in Tracts (1727) 419 The strength and impreg-
nableness of his castles and forts.

Inipregnably (impre-gnabli), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an impregnable manner
;
so as to be

impregnable ; invincibly, unconquerably.
1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. Induct., Wks. 1856 I. 5 So

impregnably fortrest with his own content. 1661 J.
STEPHENS Procurations 26 They make that Custome . .

impregnably strong, a 17x1 KEN Anodynes Poet, Wks.

1721 III. 445 Patient, resign'd, and humble Wills, Impreg-
nably resist all Ills. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas 1004 If Greece
must be A wreck, yet shall its fragments re-assemble, And
build themselves again impregnably In a diviner clime.

Impregnailt (impre-gnant), a.1 (/.) Now
rare. [In sense i, f. In- 1 + PREGNANT ; in sense 2,

ad. L. impr&gnant-em, pres. pple. of imprxgnare ;

see IMPBEGN and -ANT.]
f 1. Impregnated, pregnant, a. Caused to con-

ceive
; fig. rendered fruitful or productive, b. Im-

bued, saturated with. Obs.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 163 Vapours of Nitre ..

I bodying, and impregnant with Spirits of Nitre. 1643 SIR

IMPREGNATE.
T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 16 [In the chaos] there was po
deformity, because no forme, nor was it yet impregnant by
the voice of God. 1670 E. BOKLASE Lathom Spavi 5 The
Water dies it with a rusty iron colour, one Argument of
what it is impregnant with. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 303
P 4 The Division of Hell into Seas of Fire, and into firm
Ground impregnant with the same furious Element.
2. Impregnating. Also as sb. That which im-

pregnates (cf. quot. 1664 s.v. IMPBEONATE v. 4).
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. xiv. 133 It [interest] is the Pole,

to which we turn, and our sympathizing Judgements seldom
decline from the direction of this Impregnant. 1825 COLE-
RIDGE Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 340 This chaos, the eternal will,
.. acting as the impregnant, distinctive, and ordonnant
power, enabled to become a world. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sf.
Gipsy iv. 313 As the impregnant sap Of years successive
frames the full-branched tree.

t Impregnant, a. 2 Obs. rare. [f. IM- 2 +
PREGNANT a.] Not pregnant ; sterile.

a 1659 OSBORN Misc., Queries (1673) 610 That all things
were not Created for their Own sakes, but the meer Interest
of Nature, which abhors to be Idle, or to leave any in Im-
pregnant Condition.

Impregnate (impre-gn^t), ///. a. [ad. late
or med.L. imprygnat-us, pa. pple. of imprsegnare :

see IMPBEGN, of which this was also used as the

pa. pple.]
= IMPREGNATED (as pa. pple. or adj.}.

1. Caused to conceive
; pregnant ; rendered fruit-

ful or prolific. Also^.
1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mmikynde n. vii. (1643) 133 All such

women which be impregnate or concerned.
"

1651 SIR E.
SHERBURN Salmacis 7 The tumid Earth (As if impreg-
nate with a fruitful! Birth) Swels gently up into an easie Hill.

1663 Flagelbtm, or O. Cromwell (ed. 2) 2 Nor were there

any presagious dreams or fearful divinations of his Mother
when she was impregnate with him. 1664 EVELYN Sylva
(1679) 4 Being more impregnate with the Sun, Dews and
heavenly Influences. 1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 539 The
leading impregnate thoughts, the ideas, or laws laid down
for a poetical composition. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 161
And oft without embraces any, by the wind Impregnate.
2. Imbued,saturated, filled, permeated with (some

active principle), fin quot. 1661, Magnetized:
cf. IMPREGNATE v. 4, quot. 1664.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE /Vrf. Ep. in. xxi. 161 If the ambient

aire be impregnate with subtile inflamabilities. 1661 GLAN-
VILL Van. Dogm. xxi. 203 Let one move his impregnate
needle to any letter in the alphabet, and its affected fellow
will precisely respect the same. 1688 BUKNET Lett. Pres.
St. Italy 144 The Meadow. .is impregnate with Salt, Iron,
Nitre and Sulphur. 1715-20 POPE Iliad v. 968 Impregnate
with celestial dew. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. IV. Iv, Thy
decay Is still impregnate with divinity, Which gilds it with

revivifying ray. 1851 WHITTIER Chapel^ ofHermits vi, O
light and air of Palestine, Impregnate with His life divine !

U Erroneously for IMPREGNABLE.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 506 Impregnate Forts, devalling

Floods, and more Earth-gazing heights. 1721 D'URFEY
2 Queens Brentford n. i, Bring me the Caitiff here before

my Face, Tho' made Impregnate, as Achilles was.

Impregnate (impre-gne't), v.
[f. prec. or its

source: see -ATE 3
3-5.]

1. trans. To make (a female) pregnant ;
to cause

to conceive ; to get with young ;
in Biol.

, also, to

fecundate the female reproductive cell or ovum.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xii. 134 Hermophrodites

although they include the parts of both sexes .. cannot

impregnate themselves. 1707 NORRIS Treat. Hvmility\\\\.
352 She was to be impregnated by the overshadowings of
the Holy Ghost. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 31
Mr. Adanson has seen vast numbers of sea snails, united

together in a chain, impregnating each other. 1841-71 T. R.

JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 363 By these the ova are

developed, impregnated, and oviposited ; and thus provision
is made for. .continuing the existence of the species.

b. Bot. Of the pollen or male reproductive cell

in plants : To fertilize, t In quot. 1671, To cause

to grow or develop (in the embryo plant).
1671 GREW Anal. Plants i.

-f4
The Lobes did at first

feed and impregnate the Radicle into a perfect Root. 1769
E. BANCROFT Guiana 28 Their pistils are covered . . with
farina fcecundans, . . which when mature falls into and

impregnates the subjacent matrix. 1776 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (1796) II.
4_oi

Produced by the Pollen of the P.

secunda, impregnating the germen of the P. rotundifolia.

c. intr. for pass. To become pregnant, to con-

ceive, rare.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 127 r 2 Were they, like Spanish
Jennets, to impregnate by the Wind, they could not have

thought on a more proper Invention.

2. Jiff, (trans.} To render fruitful or productive ;

to fertilize. (Also absol.)

1667 Decay Chr. Piety i. i Christianity is . . so apt to

impregnate the hearts and lives of its proselytes, that it is

hard to imagine that any branch should want a due
fertility.

1720 WELTON Suffer. Son ofGod II. xviii. 490 He left His

Holy Spirit there, -to Impregnate the Divine Seed that He
had sown. 1860 SYMONDS in Life (1895) I. 345 Joy impreg-
nates : sorrows bring forth.

3. To fill (a substance or portion of matter) with

someactiveprinciple, element, or ingredient, diffused

through it or mixed intimately with it ; to imbue,
saturate. In earlier use sometimes simply (with
more direct allusion to i) to fill. (Most com-

monly in passive.}
1605 TIMME Quersit. L, iv. 15 The elements returne to their

parents full and impregnated with celestial! forms, 1671 J.
WEBSTER Metallogr. iv. 74 Sulpher, with which A rgent vine

is impregnated. 1732 ARBUTHNOT ./?/ of Diet 299 Water

impregnated with some penetrating Salt. 1789 MRS. Piozzi

yourn. France I. 40 Savoy is impregnated with many
79-2



IMPREGNATED.
minerals. 1808 Med.Jrnl. XIX. 1 10, 1 determined loimprcg.
uate his system with mercury by external inunction. 1847

SMEATON Buildtr'i Mail. 6a Attempts . . to prevent the

destruction of wood, by impregnating it with some substance

capable of restraining its ravages.

b. fig. To imbue or fill with (active thonghts,

feelings, principles, influences,
moral qualities, etc. ).

163* J. HALL Htight Elm;, p. xiv, We ought to nurture

our souls to greatnesse, and impregnate them.. to thoughts

high and extraordinary. 1784 JOHNSON in Bonuell 15 May,
She has a constant stream of conversation, and it is always

impregnated ; it has always meaning. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi

I. iv, He had sought to impregnate his colleagues with the

same loftiness of principle. 1878 H. IRVING The Stage 24

Producing plays, the whole structure of which is impreg-
nated witn moral unhealthiness.

4. Said of the active principle or influence : To
be diffused through (something) ; to permeate, in-

terpenetrate, fill, saturate.

1664 POWER Exf. Philos. in. 158 The Magnetical Efflu-

viums., proceed ab extrinseco &c. therefore do impregnate
the Stone again, upon their re-admission. 1744 BERKELEY
Sirit I 45 Light impregnates air, air impregnates vapour.

1746-7 HEKVEY Medit.(i8iB) 89 This magnificent luminary
. . beautifies and impregnates universal nature. 1816 \ .

SMI i ii Panorama Sc. * Art II. 822 He suspended the

birds by the feet, .for the salts to impregnate the body.
Hence Impregnating vbl. so. and///, a.

1705 STANHOPE Parapkr. II. 73 The impregnating warmth
of the Sun. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I.

119 Then insects, .become, in their journeying^ of pleasure
from flower to flower, the porters who bear the impregnating

principle.

Impregnated (impre-gn*'ted), ///. a. [f.
IM-

PREGNATE v. + -ED 1. It took the place of the earlier

ppl. adj. impregnate.]
1. Made pregnant ; caused to conceive ; fertilized.

1780 BAILLIE in Phil Trans. LXXIX. 75 In the impreg-
nated uterus. 1881 MIVART Cat 317 The impregnated
ovum becomes an embryo. iSBsGoODALE Phys. Bot. (1892)

436 The fertilized or impregnated oosphere is termed an

oospore.
2. Imbued or saturated with something ; having
some active ingredient diffused through it.

1605 [see IMPREGNATE . 3!. 1719 Evilyn's Kal. Hort.
206 A Vessel of impregnated Water. 1790 KEIR in Phil.

Trans. LXXX. 372 Adding water to the impregnated acid.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 280 An impreg-
nated stratum of quartzite.

Impregnation (impregn^'Jan). [n. of action

from IMPREGNATE v. Cf. F. impregnation ( I4th c.

in Godef., and in Cotgr. 1611), which may be the

source.]
1. The action or process of making pregnant;

fecundation, fertilization, a. in animals.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. iv. 15 Which impregnation
commeth from no other than from those astral! seedes. 1633
Bp. HALL Hard Texts 373 Upon her impregnation, the

burden of her wombe shall force her to rest. 1799 Med.

"Jrnl. I. 3 It has been an opinion, .that when an animal of

a perfect order is brought forth an hermaphrodite, that it

must have been the consequence of a double impregnation.

1878 BELL tr. Gcgcnbaur's Comf. Anal. 19 The egg-cell

undergoes changes, which ordinarily commence after im-

pregnation. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 157 Circumstances
which render artificial impregnation more practicable [in

fishes] than in any other class of animals.

b. in plants.
1735 J. LOGAN in Phil. Trans. Abr. VIII. 57 (heading)

Experiments concerning the Impregnation of the Seeds of

Plants. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 262 In no

plant may the process of impregnation be so distinctly seen.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 485 Of pollen-tubes.,
only one usually grows to an extent sufficient to effect

impregnation.
2. The action of imbuing or fact of being
imbued with something; diffusion of an active

element through a substance ; saturation. Also
/fg-.

1641 FRENCH Distill, i. (1651) n Impregnation^ is when

any dry body hath drank in so much moisture that it will

admit of no more. 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 65 The
Impregnation of the Blood with Air. 1790 KEIR in Phil.

Trans. LXXX. 373 note. Colour communicated to oil of

vitriol by impregnation with nitrous gas or vapour. 1847
SMF.ATON Builder's Man. 66 The impregnation of timber
with corrosive sublimate. 1856 KANE Arct. Exfl. I. xxix.

390 The impregnation of fatty oil through the cellular tissue

makes a well-fed bear nearly uneatable.

3. concr. That with which something is impreg-
nated ;

an impregnating element, influence, etc.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Tkeol. (J.), What could implant in

the body such peculiar impregnations, as should have such

power? 1756 C. LUCAS iss. Waters II. 52 These several

saline impregnations seemed nearly equally colorless and

bright. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 39? The
least period that this impregnation is allowed to remain.

b. Geol. A mineral deposit consisting of a rock

impregnated with ore, not forming a true vein.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss. , Impregnation, an ore-

deposit consisting of the country-rock impregnated with

ore, usually without definite boundaries.

Hence Impresfna'tional a., of or relating to im-

pregnation.
1888 I. T. GULICK in Linn. Soc. Jml. XX. 238 Impreg-

national Segregation is due to the different relations in

which the members ofa species stand to each other in regard
to the possibility of their producing fertile offspring when
they consort together.

Impre'gnative, a. rare.
[f.

IMPREGNATE v.,

or its source + -IVE.] Having the quality of im-

pregnating with something ; tending to impregnate.

108

i686 GOAD Celest. Bodies 111. i. 377 An Aspect that is not

. . so impregnative with Moisture, nor so potent.

Impregnator (impre'gn^'taj). [agent-n. in L.

form from IMPREGNATE v.] One who impregnates.
173* POPE Let. to Gay 13 July, Lett. 1735 I. 321 An

Impregnator of the Barren. 1883 SIR M. MONIER-WILLIAMS
Relig. Th. India xiii. 355 Let Praja-pati be the Impreg.
nator ; let the Creator give the Embryo.

Impregnatory (impre-gnatari), a. [f. L. im-

prygnat-, ppl. stem + -OBY.] Having the function

of impregnating.
1857 BERKELEY Introd. Cryftog. Bot. 9 ijS. zoo The sper-

matozoids..vary a little in shape. . .There can, however, be
little doubt that they are truly impregnatory organs.

t Imprehe-nd, v. Obs. rare -'.
[f.

IM- + L.

prehendfre : see next.] trans. To tike in, comprise.
1590 C. S. Right Relig. 22 This that Christ saith . .

iinprehendeth no other thing of Peter, but that which . .

Peter himselfe speaketh.
So f Imprehe-nsion, undertaking. Obi. rare~.
1611 FLOKIO, Iniprensioiu t

an imprehension.

t Imprehe'nsible, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF.

imprehcnsible (Godefroy), ad. late L. impre(he}n-
sibilis, f. im- (IM- 2

} + prehendire, prehens- to

take, seize : cf. COMPREHENSIBLE.] Not to be

grasped or seized ; not to be apprehended.
16*3 Babington's Com/. Notes Numb. xxix. W_ks. II. 134

The imprehcnsible [edd. 1615,1637 incomprehensible] sweet*
nesse of our blessed Sauiour.

Impreignable, obs. form of IMPREGNABLE.

t Imprejtvdicate, /// a. Obs. [f. IM- - +
PHEJUDICATK ///. a.] Unprejudiced.
1640 R. BAILLIE Canterb. Self-Convict. Pref. 7 To theful

satisfaction of the whole world of free and imprejudicat
mindes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. /. i. vii. 26 The
solid reason of one man . . with imprejudicate apprehen-
sions, a 1677 BARROW Wks. (1686) III. xli. 473 Well-mean-

ing, imprejudicate and uncorrupted persons.

Hence f Impreju'dicately adv., without pre-

judice. Obs.

1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Tkeol. vi. 172 The previous Com-
ment, .impartialy perused, and imprejudicatly pondered.

t Imprejuoice. Obs. [f. IM- -* + PREJUDICE.]
Absence of prejudice ; unprejudiced opinion.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXI. 401 Its bearing

favours the cause of toleration and imprejudice.

t Impreme'ditate, /// a. Obs. rare. [f.lM-'-'

+ PREMEDITATE///.<Z. Cf. k'.tmprtmea'iM(Cotgr.),
It. impremeditalo (Florio).] Unpremeditated.
1647 SALTMARSH Spark. Glory 166 Speakings to God in this

. . impremeditate or extemporary way.
So (Impreiuedita/tion, want of premeditation.
1611 FLORIO, Intpremeditanza, impremeditation.

Impren(i)able, -prennable, obs. ff. IMPREG-
NABLE. Imprent, obs. form of IMPRINT.

t Imprepara'tion. Obs. [f.
IM- 2 + PREPARA-

TION.] Want of preparation ; unpreparedness.
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. ii. 2 Impreparation and

vnreadinesse. a 1656 Br. HALL Rein. Wks. (1660) 24,

I strongly pleaded my indisposition of body, and my in-

preparation for any such work. 1779 EI.IZ. CAKTEF Lett.

5 Dec. (1808) II. 359 The awful stroke that hurried poor
Lord Lyttelton from such a dreadful state of impreparation.

t Imprepa-ring, vbl. sb. Obs. rare", [f. IM-H

+ PREPARING vbl. sb."\
=

prec.
1530 PALSCK. 234/1 Impreparyng, impreparation.

t Iinpre'Sa. Obs. Forms : 6-7 impresa, -so,

7 impreza, -prezza. [a. It. impresa (t'mpr/'za ,

undertaking, attempt, device, etc. : late L. *im-

prensa : see EMPRISE, and cf. EMPRESS sb.-, IM-

PRESS, IMPRESS sbj, IMPRESSA .]

1. An emblem or device, usually accompanied by
an appropriate motto (cf. quot. 1649).
1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 45 There was banding of

such lookes, as euerie one imported as much as an impreso.
1598 VONG Diann 392 Making verses, impresas, ana Ana*

grammes of her lone and name. 1602 MARSTON Ant. ff

Mtl. v. Wks. 1856 I. 55, I did send for you to drawe me a

devise, an Imprezza, by Sinecdoche a Molt. 1637 KEY-
WOOD Land. Mirr. Wks. 1874 IV. 315 Every one of them

expressing their natures and conditions in the impresaes of

their shields, a 1649 DKUMM. OF HAWTH. Disc. Impresas
Wks. (1711) 228 Though emblems and impresa's sometimes
seem like other, . . the words of the emblem are only placed to

declare the figures of the emblem ; whereas, in an impresa,
the figures express and illustrate the one part of the author's

I intention, and the word the other. 1653 URQUHART Robe,
lais i. ix, The device or impresa of my Lord-Admiral.

2. The sentence accompanying an emblem ;

hence, a motto, maxim, proverb.
1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 230 The Impresa,

Sceptrafouent Artes, may better be attributed to common-
weales or popular gouernments, than vnto Monarchies or

Kingdomes. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 78
The Comicke Impreza : If wise, seeme not to know that

which thou knowest. 1641 R. BROOKE Eng. F.pisc. i. iii.

5 For a Motto, and impreso, the Poets words, Et guat non

fecimus ifsi [etc.].

II Impresario (imprcza-rio). Also erroneously

impressario. [It. impresario the undertaker of

any business, contractor, etc., f. impresa : see prec.]
One who organizes public entertainments ; esp. the

manager of an operatic or concert company.
1746 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Sir H. Mann 5 Dec., We have

operas, -the Prince and Lord Middlesex fmfrcsarii. 1751
Ibid. 18 June, Impresario Holderness. 18*1 BYRON Jnan\\.
Lxxx, A troop going to act In Sicily all singers., sold by the

IMPRESS.

impresario. 1878 MOKLEV in b'ortn. Rfv. Apr. 596 The
Editor, the impresario of men of letters. 1887 EDNA
I.VALL Knight-Errant xix. (1889) 172 A man can't be in

htm&elf impresario, singer, and business agent all at once.

Imprescience (imprrj'e'ns). [f.
IM-:* + PRE-

SCIENCE.] Want of prescience or foreknowledge.
a 1859 DE QUINCEV Postk. Wks. (1891) I. 235 note. Acqui-

escing in total ventrine improvidence, imprescience, and
selfish ease.

Imprescribable(imprfskr3i'b&b'l),<z. ['
In- 2

+ PREBCRJBABLE.] Imprescriptible.
1887 Westm. Rev. Sept. 688 The ownership of land

was by the law of the islands (Orkney] reserved to the
descendants of the original occupant, by an inalienable and

imprescribabte entail.

Imprescriptibi'lity. rare. [f. nextf-ix*.
Cf. >. imprescriptibilitt\\*is* in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The quality of being imprescriptible.

? 1797 tr. Vaitets Law ofNations (Webster 1828). 1806
W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rtv. IV. 263 The imprescriptibility of

royal titles form[sj no part of the law of nations.

Imprescriptible (impr/skri-ptib'l), a. Also

6inpre-,7 impree-. [a. V.imprescriptible (i6thc.),
f. im (In- 2) + prescriptive PKESCBIPTIBLE.] Not

subject to prescription ;
that cannot in any circum-

stances be legally taken away or abandoned ; esp.
in imprescriptible rigkt(s*

1563-87 FoxE-4. 4- M. (1596) 330/1 The said lawe is called

inprescriptible ; for that it is fus Jisc ;'. 1671 F. PHILLIPS

Reg. Ntcess. 305 Those things which were granted or given
in signe of subjection are

imprescriptible. 1791 PAINE
Kights ofMatt (ed. 4) 117 The natural and imprescriptible
rights of man . . are liberty, property, security, and resist-

ance of oppression. 1884 W. J. COURTHOPE Addison L 3
The author of any ideal creation . . has an imprescriptible
property in the fame of his work.

Hence Imprescri ptibly adv.

1807 COXE Austria (Jod.), Imprescriptibly vested in the
church.

tlmpre'se, rmprese. Obs. Also 6 ym-
preze, 6-7 imprease, 7 impreze. [a. obs. Jb". im-

prese (1562 in Godefroy), ad. It. *>#/r<rj IMPUESA.]
1. A device, emblem : = IMPRESA i.

1588 FRAUNCK Lawiers Log. p ij, Hieroglyphikes, and
Italian

Impreses. 1589 PasquiTs Ret. 10 Scutchions,
Emblems, Impresses, strange trickes and deuises. 1590
R. W. Three Lords London (N.t, That for his ympreze
gives queene Junoes bird. 1604 EDMONDS Observ. Cxsar's
Cotnnt. vii. vii. II. 60 An Imprese with a circle, and a hand
with a sharpe stile

pointing
towards the center with this

motto: Hie labor* noc opus. 1667 MILTON /*. L. ix. 35
Emblazon'd Shields, Impress quaint.
2. A motto: =IMPHESA 2.

1614 R. WILKINSON Pair* Serm. 78 Ich dien, the word or

imprease of the English prince. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad.
Pr. n. 44 But whence the cause? eye the impreze, and it

will informe ihee. 1811 LAMB Melatich. Tailors Wks. 1818
II.i86Thc beautiful motto which formed the modest imprese
of the shield.

fig. at6$&Lady Alimony u. iii, Your choice has crown'd
me ; Nor shall track of time Raze out that Impreze which
your free assent Has here ingraven.
Hence f Impressed ///. a.t furnished with an

imprese.
1590 R. W. Three Lords London (N.), Their shields

ymprez'd with gilt copertiments.

Impreso, variant of IMPRESA.

Impress (i'mpres), $b\ Also 6-7 impresae,
(6 empresse). [f. IMPRBSS z/.

1 Formerly also

stressed impress-, see quot. 1627 and Johnson.]
1. The act of impressing or stamping ; the

'stamp* ((^anything); concr. a mark or indenta-

tion made by pressure, esp. one produced by a seal

or stamp.
159* Nobody ff Somcb. in Simpson Sck. Shaks. (1878) I.

354 Abasing of thy Soveraigncs Coyne, And traitrous im-

presse of our Kingly scale. 16*7 MAY Lncan vi. (1631* 14

Stamp'd his coines impresse In gold. 1706 WATTS Hor&
Lyr. t

'

Father^ kmv wide thy glory shines ', The Labour of

thy Hands, Or Impress of thy Feet. 1834 MEDWIN.^ /*?-

in Walts I. 62 Bluish marks, .as if made by the impress of
the fingers. 1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. iv. 37 The
reverse U incused with the impress of an amphora.

t b. A cast, mould. Obs. rare.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 204 Having
taken the Impresses of the Insides of these Shells.

c. = IMPRINT; impression.
1877 W. BOYD Deter. Model Newsp. vi, Tis a sheet

octavoed, handy ; Fit in paper; impress clear. 1886
SYMONDS Remiiss. ft. t Catk. React. (1898) VII. ix. 50
Seven of his most important works . . bore the impress of

Paris and Venice.

2. fig. a. Characteristic or distinctive mark ;

special character or quality stamped upon anything.
1590 GREENE Mourn. Garm. (1616) 58, I counted expence

the empresse of a Gentleman. 1599 KYD Solyman ff

Perseda i. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 261 The fiery Spaniard,
bearing in his face The impress of a noble warrior. 1636
FEATLY Clavis Myst. xvii. 218 Holinesse to God is the

impresse of the regenerate. 1691 KAY Creation n. (1692)

148 They therefore who through the contrary Vices do
deface and blot out this natural Character and Impress.

183* DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 134 Of all the Swiss
towns I have yet seen, Lucerne bears most strongry the

impress of the middle ajjes. 1875 LYBLL Princ. beol. I.

i. xii. 235 The physical sciences .. always bear the impress
of the places where they began to be cultivated.

b. An impression upon the mind or senses. Now
rare.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. ii. 6 This wcake impre&se of



IMPRESS. 109 IMPRESSA.

Loue, is as a figure Trenched in ice. 1651 JER. TAYLOR
Serin, for Year \. Ep. Ded., Hearing is so effective an
instrument of conveying impresses and images. 1691 RAY
Creation i. (1692) 119 Only passive to the Instincts and Im-

presses thereofupon them. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xvi.

IQI Some painful impress of solitary danger.. kept them

closing up continually.

t c. An expression of. Obs.

1641 HINDE y. Bruen xxiii. 71 He. .writ it with his ownc
hand, to set it forth as an impresse of his chief desire.

3. Comb., as impress copy, a copy of writing,
taken by pressure ; a press-copy.
1885 Pall Mull G. 5 May 6/1 We use . . the . . Remington

Type-writer, by which several legible copies can be printed
by the aid of carbon paper, and also water impress copies.

Impress (i'mpres), sb.* Now rare. [f. IM-

PRESS v,"^ Formerly stressed impre'ss : so in

Bailey, Johnson, Ash.] Impressment; enforced

service in the army or navy.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. \. \. 75 Such impresse of Ship-wrights,

whose sore Taske Do's not diuide the Sunday from the
j

weeke. 1606 Ant. $ Cl. in. vii. 37 Your Marriners arc
|

Militers [muleteers], Reapers, people Ingrost by swift !

Impresse. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. s Pp Our regiments ;

would soon be filled without the reproach or cruelty of an
|

impress. 1803 Naval Chron. IX. 420 We are all much i

alarmed . . with a military impress. 1833 MARRYAT .M Forster \

xiii, He could not prevail upon himself to accept a berth
which was not protected from the impress.

b. attrib., as impress-officer, -service
; impress-

gang = PRESS-GANG (Craig 1847).
1780 Genii. Mag. L. 442 An impress officer, .thought it a

fine opportunity to pick up some useful hands to serve his

Majesty, fbid. 443 The trial. .[of]acaptain and lieutenant
of the impress-service, or an action for illegally impressing
and imprisoning the plaintiff. 1830 H. CROW Mem. 92,
I have always considered the impress service as a thousand
times worse than any negro trade whatever.

Impress (i'mpres), sb.% Obs. exc. Hist. [var.
of IMPBESE, through association with IMPRESS sb.1 ;

cf. IMPRESSA as erroneous var. of IMPRESA. In

i6-i7th c. also impre'ss]
1. An emblem, device: IMPRKSA i.

1623 Sfiaks's Rich. //, in. i. 25 From mine ownc Win-
dowes torne my Household Coat, Raz'd out my Impresse
[Qos. imprese]. 1694 Phil. Tram. XVIII. 38 These assumed
the Name of Investtgantes, with an Hound for their Im-

press, and .* Vestigia lustrat, for their Motto. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. Wks, V. 398 Their shields broken, their impresses
defaced. 1868 CCSSANS Her. ix. 133 The Impress belonged
exclusively to the Knight's person.

f2. A motto, sentence : = IMPRESA 2. Obs.

1611 COHYAT Crudities 303 This impresse is written ouer
the dore in great letters. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

v. 253/2 Sentences are . . of the Learned termed a Period,

Text, Aphorism, Axiome, Impress, Motto.

t Impress,^'.
4 Obs. [Variant of IMPREST sb. 1]

1. Money advanced, pay in advance : = IM-

PREST sb. 1

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestag^io 28 He gave them im-

presse, and they remained for his service. 1633 T. STAFFORD
Pac. Hib. in. xii. (1810) 597 Hee had received eight hundred
duckets impresse.

To. attrib., as impress-money, earnest-money.
1617 MORYSON [tin* n. 273 [They] had taken impresse

money from the King of Spaine. 1726 SHKLVOCKE Voy.
round World (1757) 38 Endeavouring to force them from

Gravesend, before they had received their river pay, and

impress money.
2. A charge made upon the pay of a naval officer

who has not satisfactorily accounted for public

money advanced to him (cf. IMPRESS v 2).

a full discharge from any impress against me.

I Impre'SS, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. impress-us,

pa. pple. of imprimcre to IMPRESS.] Impressed.

Impress species (Schol.L. impressa species} : cf.

IMPRESSED///. a.\ quot. 1704.
1704 NORRIS Ideal World \\. vii. 335 These species are

gross and material by way of distinction from those express

species which are spiritualized. These impress species of

bodies must then be little bodies.

Impress (impre-s), z>.l Also 4-6 in-, 4-7 im-

presse, 5-6 impreise. [f. L. impress-^ ppl. stem of
|

tmprimere, f. itn- (IM-
1
) -\-premere to press (whence ;

also obs. F. imprcsser). Partly answering in sense
j

to OF. empresser to press, press or crowd upon,

crush, print : cf. EMPRESS v]
I. trans. To impress a thing on, upon, in, into

something else.

1. To apply with pressure; to press (a thing

upon another) so as to leave a mark ; to produce
by pressure (a mark on, f in some substance) ;

to

imprint, stamp.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. iv. 130 (Camb. MS.) The

notes and the figures Inpressed in manere of matere. 14..
Circumcision in Tundales Vis. (1843) 99 'n oure forhede

when we Jesus impresse. 1590 SI-ENSER F. Q. in. xii. 33
Albe the wound were nothing deepe imprest. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. v. vi. 108 This Curre. .Who weares my stripes imprest

vpon him. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 150 Fairest fruit .. On
which the Sun more glad impress'd his beams. 1700 DRY-
DEN Meleatfer 4- Atalanta 219 The conquering chief his

foot imprest On the .strong neck of that destructive beast.

1784 COWPER Task i. 280 Not all its pride secures The grand
retreat from injuries impress'd By rural carvers, who with
knives deface The pannels. 1816 SHELLEY Alastor 515 He

did impress On the green moss his tremulous step. 1856
STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. i. (1858) 54 The foot-mark on the
rock . . pointed out . . as impressed by his dromedary or
mule. 1898 Times 25 Aug. 2/6 A signature impressed with
a rubber stamp.

fig. 1649 J. ELUSTONE tr. Behmcns EpUt. i. 39 Faith
. . receivelh Christ into it selfe ; it doth impress him into its

hunger, with his heavenly flesh and blood.

2. &.fig. With immaterial object: esp. (in modern

use) To *

stamp
'

(a character or quality) upon any-
thing. Also refl,

1413 Ptlgr. Sow/e (Caxton 1483) iv. xxiv. 70 The ymage
that first is impressid in to the sowle is most likely to abiden.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 66 He is yet very
greene . . pliable to whatsoever may be impressed in him.

1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 182 Nature first gave Signs, imprest
On Bird, Beast, Airc. 1791 MKS. RADCLIFKE Rom. Forest
i, The image of virtue, which Nature had impressed upon
his heart. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, xiii. (1870) 254
A beautiful character impresses itself upon the very features
of the body. 1868 M. PATTISON Academ. Org. v. 121 The
superstition, .that a use and direction, once impressed upon
property by a founder, must be obeyed for ever.

b. transf. To produce or communicate (motion),
exert (force), etc. by pressure. Const, on, upon.
1717 J. KKILL Anim, (Econ, (1738) 75 That Motion, which

. .was impressed on the Coats of the Arteries by the Systole
of the Heart. 1765 A. DICKSOM Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 209
The force impressed upon a ship by the wind. 1875 LYKLL
Princ. Geol. I. u. xx. 492 Movements .. impressed on a wide

expanse of ocean. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i.

262 A horse towing a boat on a canal is dragged back-
wards by a force equal to that which he impresses on the

towing-rope forwards.

3. Jig. To imprint (an idea, etc.) on (^ in, to}

the mind
; to cause to take firm mental hold

; to

enforce, urge (a rule of conduct, etc.) on another.

1374 CHAUCER Troylus \\. 1322 ("1371) Yn good herte it

mot som roube impresse, To here and se pe giltless in dis-

tresse. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxix. 295 1 hou scholdest
thenke and impresse it in thi mynde, that nothing is imnor-
talle. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xi. 39 Sadlye in thy hart

inpres Qnod tu in cinerem reuerteris, 1590 SPENSER P. Q.
II. xi. 5 So fowle and ugly, that exceeding feare Their

visages imprest, when they approached neare. Ibid. in. iv.

49 So deepe the deadly feare of that foule swame Was
earst impressed in her gentle spright. 1649 J. ELLISTONE
tr. Behmcns Epist. i. 39 That a man impresseth (or

imagineth in his mindej^to himselfe, that Christ is deade for

hissinnes. rt 1711 KEN Divine Love Wks. (1838)238 Impress
on my heart so tender a sense of thy sufferings. 1776 GIBBON
Dccl. <$ F. xi. (1869) I. 225 A few such examples impressed
a salutary consternation. 1838 DICKKNS Nick. Nick, x, I am
sure you will impress upon your children the necessity of

attaching themselves to it early in life. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola. n. xxi, This man had a power .. of impressing his

beliefs on others.

f 4. To print, make a typographical
*

impression
'

of. Obs. (Complemental adjunct usually absent.)
1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. Prol., I haue put the sayd sermons

in wrytynge for to be impressed. iS33^"/. Papers^Hen. VIIIt

I. 413 That the same Acte may be impressed, transumed,
and set up on every churche dore in Englonde. 1658
J. ELLIOT in Gosp. in New Eng. (1655) 4 Let him .. work
under the Colledg Printer, in impressing the Bible in the
Indian language. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV.
22 Lintot impressed the same pages upon a small Folio.

H. trans. To impress a thing with, by some
instrument, or as an instrument does.

5. To exert pressure upon; to press; to mark
(a thing) by means of pressure, esp. with a stamp,
seal, etc. Const, with.
With quot. 1667 cf. IMPRESSION sb. 5.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 236 His hart like an Agot with
your print impressed. 1603 Macb. v. viii. 10 As easie

may'st thou the intrenchant Ayre With thy keene Sword
impresse. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 558 As a shooting Starr
In autumn thwarts the night, when vapors fir'd Impress the
Air. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Shepherd^ In impress-
ing the Back near the Hips, if the Sheep does not bend,
he judges *em to be Sound and Strong. 1791 MRS. RAO-
CLIFFE Rom^. Forest viii, The Marquis seizing her hand,
impressed it with kisses. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in

Library (1892) I. vi, 200 The ring . , was impressed with the
seal of the Prophet.

b. To stamp, imprint, invest with a character,

quality, etc.

1814 GARY Danlc
t Paradise xvn. 75 That mortal, who was

at his birth imprest So strongly from this star. 1838
LVTTON ^ //f? i. ii,The words were impressed with a wild and
melancholy depth of feeling. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi
ii. (1869) 33 The people of Attica . . had long been impressed
with a markedly Pelasgian character. 1884 Law Times
Rep. L. 374/1 Real property . . impressed . . with an implied
trust for sale.

t c. To subject to peineforte et ditre ' see PRESS
v. Obs.

1651 W. G. tr.
CffiycFs lust. 273 In cases of Felony, he

shall be impressed, viz. he shall be committed to the Prison
. . where ,. being stripped naked, he shall be laid upon the
bare ground . . and his Arms and Legs pulled out by four

ropes, .hee shall be stretched out upon his back : Then . .

hee shall have so great a weight of Iron or Stone laid upon
his Breast as hee is able to beare.

6. To produce a deep effect or impression on the

mind or feelings of; to affect or influence strongly.

Usually said of the instrument.

1736 BUTLER Anal., Nat. Virtue Wks. 1874 I. 328 Brute
creatures are impressed and actuated by various instincts

and propensions. 1772 MACKENZIE Man World i. i. (1823)

420 He had come to that period of life when men are most
apt to be impressed with appearances. 1846 DICKENS Let.
to Wills 4 Mar., The letter., does not impress me favourably.
1851 RCSKIN Stones Ven. I, I could not but be solemnly

, impressed by the appearance of a circular temple. 1886

GURNEV, etc. Pltantasms ofLiving I. 568 A man is tele-

pathically impressed to conjure up his father's image.
absol. 1823 BYRON Juan XIL lxix> Novelties please less

than they impress.
b. To affect (a person

1

) strongly with an idea.

1786 BURKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 131 To impress
all the neighbouring princes .. with an ill opinion of the

faith, honour, and decency of the British nation. 1804
NELSON i Feb. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 400 Impressed
with the importance of this service..! felt justified.. in

ordering the Frigates to proceed immediately. 1838 THIRL-
WALL Greece xliv. V. 349 Some pains had been taken to

impress the Athenian ambassadors with the same belief.

i 1878 J. W. EBSWOHTH Introd. Braith-watfs Strappado 26

I

Men . . impressed with an indignant scorn against unclean-
I ness. Mod. He tried to impress me with his importance.

f HI. intr. 7. To press in ; to press or throng
about. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 334 Heigh fantasye and curious

bisynesse Fro day to day gan in the soule impresse Of
. lanuarie aboute his mariage. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy
I

i. v, The people ne wolde cesse Aboute them to gather and
! irapreise. c 1480 Crt. ofLove cxx, More and more impressen
1 gan the dent Of Loves dart, while I beheld her face.

Hence Impre'saing vbl. sb.1- and ///. a. Im-
\ pressing cylinder in a printing-machine : see quot.

1530 PALSGR. 234/1 Impressyng or printyng of a boke,
I impression. 17^8 E. ERSKINE Serm. Wks. 1871 III. 351

j

The eye is an impressing organ ; what we see with our
I eyes leaves an impression upon our minds. 1822 Specif.
1 Patent No. 4640 Applegath 2 Applying the ink to the form

j

of types, plates, or blocks, partly on one side of the impress-
1 ing or printing cylinder, and partly on the other side.

t Impress (impre-s), 0.2 [f.
IM-! + PRESS .*,

in same sense.

The latter, before the end of the i6th c., was evidently felt
' as the same word as PRESS v. 1 to subject to pressure or force,

which easily led to a use of impress, as if to
'

press in ',
*

press into service '.]

trans. To levy or furnish (a force) for military or

naval service, to enlist ; spec, to compel (men) to

: serve in the army or navy (in recent use, only the

latter) ;
to force authoritatively into service.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. [V
f

i. i. 21 Vnder whose blessed Crosse
We are impressed and ingag'd to fight. 1605 Macb. iv.

(

i. 95 Who can impresse the Forrest, bid the Tree Vnfixe his
'

earth-bound Root? 1652-62 H.E\LW Cast/iegr. iv. (1682) 123
The Inhabitants being able to impress 280 Horse for pre-

!
sent service. 1679-88 St'cr. Stry. Money Chas. $ Jos.

, (Camden) 31 To Cap
1 John Tyrwhite, for money by him dis-

1 bursed for impressing 118 seamen for his said Majesties
service. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Impress Soldiers or Seamen^ to

compel them to enter into the Publick Service. 1803 Naval
Chron. IX. 335 Yesterday sailed the Diamond .. to impress
men. 1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faithf. xliv, The seamen are

Impressed^by force, the soldiers are entrapped by other
means even more discreditable.

b. To take or seize by authority for royal or

public service.

1749 J. POTE Windsor Castle& Commissioned to provide
Stone, Timber, Lead, Iron and all other necessaries for the
work and to impress carriages for their conveyance to

Windsor. 1755 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 194, 1 im-

pressed his wagons, and compelled him by force to assist in

: this work. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. viii. 715 Commissions..
1 authorizing different officers to impress both men and ships

|

for the Royal service. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xv.

!
288 The chief captain was empowered to impress men, ves-

sels, victuals, and arms, paying however reasonable prices.

C. In various Jig. and transf. senses : To enlist,

force, or take into some service, press (a thing) into

service in argument, etc,

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koti'rj Dial. vi. 314 How few

uncase and impresse their pens against the enemies of our

common faith. <i68o BUTLER Rem. (1759) II. 194 He as-

I sunies a Privilege to impress what Text of Scripture he
I pleases for his own Use. 1779 MACKENZIE Mirror No. 12

! F 13 The toyman's little family of plaything figures.. whom
I he had impressed into the service. 1825 T. JEFFERSON
'

Autobiog. Wks. 1859 1. 108, I then meant, .to withdraw from
i political life, into which I had been impressed by the cir-

! cumstances of the times. 1838 HT. MARTINEAU Ireland iu.

43 Dan proceeded, .to impress into his temporary service a
horse which grazed in the neighbourhood. 1860 DICKENS
Uneomm. Trav. ix, They had impressed a small school . .

to assist in the performances. 1869 FAKRAR Fam. Speech
ii. 42 Hypotheses into the service of which Philology was

impressed.
Hence Impressing vbl. sb. 2

1641 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. ui. (1692) I. 458 A Bill for

Impressing of Souldiers. 1705 Royal Proclam. in Lond.
Gaz. No. 4186/3 Officers Imployed in Impressing_.
attrib. 1863 Morti. Star 17 Dec. 5/6 The impressing

agent has gone around.

i Impre'SS, z>. 3 Obs. rare. [Erroneously for

IMPREST v.^ : cf. IMPRESS sb*]
1. trans. To advance (money) :

= IMPREST z>.< i.

1665 EVELYN Diary 19 Mar., 5000 impressed for the

service of the sick and wounded prisoners. 1819 REES
Cycl. s. v. Auditor

i
All monies impressed to any man for the

king's service.

2. To charge with a deduction (the pay of an

officer) in respect to public moneys or stores not

accounted for by him : see IMPRESS sb.* 2.

1803 NELSON 12 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V, I . . beg
that their Lordships will exonerate them from the charge,
and direct the Victualling Board not to impress their

Accounts.

t Impre*ssa ]
. Erroneous form of IMPRESA (cf.

IMPRESS sb$}.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 57 The Impressa in the

shield, was a heauen full of starres, with a speech. 1656



IMPRESSA. 110 IMPRESSION.
KAIL MONM. Advt.fr. Pamass. 410 The Impressa which
he bore in hi> chief Standard, which was a writing Pen.

\ Impre'ssa -. Erroneous f. IMPRESS so.* (3 a\
16*8 KtLTiiAM Resolves 11. xlx. 60 Surely, the Soule hath

the reliqu'd Impressa's of diuinc Vertue still .. left within
her. 1647 Case h'ine</. 6, I observe now an Impressa ot

divine glory and excellency in many of their Pra-,ti:>es.

Impre-ssable, a. rare.
[f.

IMPRESS v* +

.]
Liable to be impressed into service.

1865-6 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr. II. 83 Wagons
. .

[ were] made
impressable

for the use of the army.

Impressed (impre-st),///. a. 1 [f. IMPBESSZ/.'

+ -ED".] That is pressed or forced in, stamped
upon something ; stamped, marked by pressure or

with impressions ;
in '/,ool. and Bot.

t having an

appearance of being stamped in; sunk in, depressed.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 644, I hertles was ay

thurghe myne impressed* drede. 1704 N ORRIS Ideal World
u. vu. 349 Which species . . because they are imprinted by
the objects they come from upon the outward senses, arc
therefore in their first state called impressed species, images,
or phantoms. 1826 KIDDY & Sr. Entomol. IV. 284 Infiltrate
. . when stria: or other impressed parts have a metallic

splendour. 1845 LINDLEY StA. Bot. v. (1858) 58 Seeds
angular, impressed, brown speckled. 1854 WOODWARD Afo/-

lusca u. 216 Shell smooth or plaited, dorsal valve frequently
impressed. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Pkys. Sc. u. (ed. 2) 28

Change of motion is proportional to the impressed force.

Hence Impre asedly (-edli) adv. t in an im-

pressed manner.
1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv. Learn, iv.

ij.
(R. Suppl.

s. v. Malacissation)) Penetrating and insinuating remedies
. .convay more easily and impressedly the virtue thereof.

Impressed (impre-st), ///. a* [f.
IMPRESS v*

+ -EiTi.] Enlisted; compelled to serve.

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 51 To . . turne our imprest Launces
in our eies Which do command them. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 573 You subject the impressed man to
the same severities as the volunteer. 1803 Naval C/iron,
IX. 417 Volunteers and impressed men from the fleet.

Impressibility (impresibi'llti). Also -ability,

[f. next: see -ITY.]
The quality of being impressible.
1751 tr. PernettCs Pkilos. Lett. Physiog. xxxiii. 229 They

(blue eyes]
are sure Signs of a tender Impressibility and

sympathising Disposition.
18x1 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev.

LXV. 12 When tne change of scene had restored the im-

pressability (may we call it?) of his senses [etc.]. 1860 W.

PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614^ 630 The Duke of Avcro, with
his Portugal*, made a great impression into the Mores host.

1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 21*5 Elephants . . by the vio-

lence of their impression . . often threw the enemy into
disorder. 1799 LD. KKITII 9 July in Nicolas Disf. fcelson

'1845) III. 414 note, ^The Enemy have no intention of

stance to receive such an impression . . as shall establish its

character as current money.
b. A specimen or example of the impressible.

1820 Examiner No. 642. 495/1 [They] are all that fairy
land can do for us. They are for younger impressibilities.

Impressible (impre'sib'l), a. [f. IMPRESS v. 1

(or L. impress- ppl. stem) + -IBLE.J Capable of

being impressed : a. Sensitive to impressions ;

susceptible, impressionable; b. That can be im-

pressed on something.
16*6 BACON Sylva 846 The Differences of Impressible

and Not Impressible, Figurable and Not Figurabfe, . . are
Plebeian Notions. 1681 GLANVlLL-SVirfV/w/'j/ww.! i. ( 1726) 18 An
heightened and obstinate Fancy hath a great Influence upon
impressible Spirits. 1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 355 The
mind impressible and soft with ease Imbibes and copies
what she hears and sees. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. II. App.
xi. 405 The instruments became very impressible to artificial

elevation of temperature. 1874 MOTLEY Bamcvcld II.

xxii. 404 Impressible, emotional, and susceptive, he had
been accused of infirmity of purpose.
Hence Impre ssibleness, impressibility ;

Im-
pre'ssibly aJv., in an impressible manner. (In
recent Diets.)

Impressing : see under IMPRESS vbs.i and *.

Impression (impre-Jan), st. Also 4-5 en-,

5 in-, [a. F. impression (i3th c.), ad. L. impres-
sion-em (in classical L. common only in the sense

of '

irruption, onset, attack ', but used by Cicero
for '

emphasis
'
and 'mental impression', and in

later L. for ' action of impressing or stamping '),

n. of action from imprimlrt (ppl. stem impress-) :

see IMPRESS z>.']

1. The action or process of impressing, in various

senses : esp. a. The action involved in the pressure
j

of one thing upon or into the surface of another
;

also, the effect of this.

1444 Pol. Poems Uoll-,1 II. 218 Stable in the eyr is noon
inpressioun. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 34 a/2 We ought to

here the crosse ofjhesu cryst . . in the mouth by confession
. . and in the vysage by contynuel impression. 1590 bi'ENstR
/'. C>. in. vi. 8 'Ihe fruitful! seades Of all things liuing,

through impression Of the sunbeames . . Doe life conceiue.

1502 SHAKS. / V'/. <y /}/. 566 What wax so frozen but dis-

solves with tempering, And yields at last to every light
impression? 1613 PUHCHAS Pilgrimage (16141 55 Signa-
tures of Natures owne impression. 1793 BKUUOES Calculus
175 The heart does not contract itself immediately upon the
first impression of the blood. 1817 COLKRIDGE Biog, Lit.

63 In any given perception there is a something which has
been communicated to it (the mind] by an impact, or an
impression ab extra. 1878 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 596
The creation of the world: is the impression of order on a
previously existing chaos.

fb. A charge, onset, attack, assault. Obs.

1401 HOCCLEVE Let. Cupid 233 Suche is the force of myn
impressyon That sodenly I felle can hir host. 1577787
HOLINSHCD Chron. 1. 23/1 They were not able to susleine
the violent imprcMion uf the armed men, and so fkd. 1613

attempting an impression on the Island of Sicily.

fc. Oppression (so OF. impression^}. Obs. rare.
c 1470 HARDING Chrott. cxxvm. iv, Euery lorde . . spoyled

other . . By greate impression and cruel] sore raunson.

d. The impact or shock of any atmospheric or

physical force. ? Obs.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. Introd. (1711) 22 To line them
with the skins of Beasts, thereby to keep out the sharp
impressions of the air. ij** WOLI,ASTON Reltg. Nat. ix.

168 He is in danger from falls, and all impressions of vio-

lence. 1799 KIRWAN Ceol. Ess, 69 The traces of a violent
shock or impression from the south are as yet perceptible
in many countries. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. \. 330
I
When a cold wind rises] the most hardy cannot conceal

their uneasiness under its first impressions.

T" e. In elocution Tjr metre : A stress, emphasis.
1643 MILTON Divorce n. viii, To you he wrote this precept

. . which (to you) must be read with an impression. 1824
L, MURRAY Eng. Grant, (ed. 5) I. 383 The intermixture of

Pyrrhics and Spondees ; in which, two impressions in the
one foot make up for the want of one in the other.

2. A mark produced upon any surface by pres-
sure, esp. by the application of a stamp, seal, etc.

Hence, any depression, indentation, etc. such as

would result from pressure ; also, the figure pro-
duced by stamping or sealing ; a cast, mould, copy.
1308 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvi. Ixxiv. (Bodl. MS.), He

findeb mater more able and obedient to his worchinge be
more noble impression he prenteb herein, c 1430 LYDG. Mitt.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 51 Of crosse nor pile there is no recluse,

Prynte nor
impressioun

in all thyseynt-warye. 1593 DAVIES
Immort. Soul xm. ii, When a Seal in Wax Impression
makes. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 95 The horns
like a rams . . with beaten notches or impressions. 1699
DAMPIEK Voy. II. u.

10^
The Impression in the Sand,

seemed much like the '1 rack of a Cow. 17x3 BERKELEY
Hylas ft Phil. in. Wks. 1871 I. 346 As .. a seal [is said] to
make an impression upon wax. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters
III. 236 Impressions of fishes, and sometimes of fern . . are
often found. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 276 Shell.. with
a long and prominent ligament, and two adductor impres-
sions. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 184 [He] breathes on
his seal, and presses it firmly against the paper .. A very
clear impression is thus produced.
fig- X57* FLEMING Pattopl. Efist. 372 Ignoraunce . . maketh
him unmeete metail for the impressions of vertue. c 1600
SHAKS. Sonn, cxii, Your loue and pittie doth th'impression
fill, Which vulgar scandall stampt upon my brow. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 983 If it bear The stamp and clear im-

pression of good sense. 1847 PRESCOTT Peru
(18^0)

II. 357
In his young and tender age he was to take the impression
of those into whose society he was thrown.

fb. (See quot. and cf. sense I, quot. 1483.) Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgr. (1614) 300 The impression or signe of

peace, which is done with bringing both hands over the face.

t C. A mark, trace, indication. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 671 For the Ethiopian
names or crosses . . slaves . . might leave such impressions.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 81 Time nath left now no impressions
of his barbarous labour. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE f/ydriot. i.

"736j 8 Hones.. with fresh Impressions of their Combustion.

t d. Jig. Stamp ; creation
; hence, rank. Obs.

A French usage ; with quot. 1639 cf. D'Aubignc* mar-
quis de la nouvelle impression iLittrc).

1639 Du VERGEK tr. Camus' Admir. Events 50 A gentle-
man of the new impression. 1677 Gort. Venice 23 'Tis every
day to be seen in Venice, Noblemen of the last impression
do marry Ladies of the first.

3. The process of printing. Now rare.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. xi.v. (Percy Soc.) 220 Go, little

boke ! I praye God the save From misse metryng by wrong
impression. 1577-87 HARRISON England \. x. in Holinshed
44 At such time as I first attempted to commit this booke
to the impression. i6oa T. FlTZHKRBBKT Afiol, Pref. i b,
This Apology being written . . and lhade ready for the print
. . it seemed good . . to stay the impression of it, vntil [etc.].

a 1794 GIBBON Mem. Misc. Wks. 1814 I. 260 The impression
of the fourth volume had consumed three months. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist, Lit. I. i. iii. 73. 193 The number of scholars
was still not sufficient to repay the expenses of impression.

b. The result of printing; a print taken from

type or from an engraving or the like ; a printed

copy.
1559 Primerm Priv. Prayers (1851* 114 Neither to sel nor

bye of any other impressions than suche as shal be Printed

by the sayde Richard. 1589 NASHE Deti. Greene s Meiiaphon
(Arb.) ip Euerie priuate Scholler .. beganne to vaunt their

smattering of Latine, in English Impressions. 1623 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 438 They print .. the letters not

being therein set backeward, that in the impression they
may appeare forward. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India tf P. 20
Itundles of Characters tied together to Ape Printing. What
they make their Impression on, I cannot inform you. iSai
CRAIG Lcct. Drawing \\\. 381 He rubs the plate over with

printing ink, as if an impression were about to be taken.

1832 BABHAGE Econ. Matittf, xi. (ed. 3) 72 Coloured impres-
sions of leaves upon paper maybe made by a kind of surface

printing. 1869 MRS. HEATON A. D&rer n. iii. (1881) 215
Very early impressions of JJurer's engravings are seldom
now to be met with.

C. The printing of that number of copies (of a

book, etc.) which forms one issue of it
;

* one course
of printing* (J.); hence, the aggregate of copies
thus printed ; see EDITION 3 b.

Sometimes distinguished from '

edition ', as an unaltered

reprint from standing type or plates ; but often used as a
more general term including both '

edition
'

and '

reprint
'

:

cf. quot. 1891.

1570 87 Kox* A. 4- M. (1684) III. 594 The Copy of which

Dispensation . . is exemplified in our first Impression. 159*
NASHE /*. Penilesse (ed. 2) 2 You write to mee my booke is

hasting to the second impression. 165* COLLINGES Caveat
for Prof. (1653) A iij b, 6000 of his books being sold, if 1500
be allowed to an Impression. 1774 WARTON Hist, Eng.
Poetry xix. II. 19 Of this translation there were six impres-
sions before theyear 1601. 1891 Ribliog. Cat. Matmillatfs
Publications Pref. 5 After careful consideration the Pub-
lishers decided to describe as an Edition an impression from
type set up afresh either with or without alteration and read
for press by a proof-reader. An impression from standing
type or from Stereotype or Electrotype plates is described
as a Reprint.
4. Tne effective action of one thing upon another ;

i influence ; the effect of such action ; a change pro-
duced in some passive subject by the operation of

an external cause.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 94 After thilke interstition. In
which they take impression. 1471 RIPLEV C&mp. Alck. ix.

xi. in Ashm. (1652) 176 The Body of the Spryte takyth
im-

pression. 1576 BAKER Jewell of Health n6a, Such oyles
are made. . onely by impression . .as when symple medycines
boyled, stieped, in common oyle, doe leave theyr vertues in

it. 1648 BOYLE Serapk. Love xvi. (1700) 98 The Load-stone
. . doth never rightly touch the amorous Steel without leav-

ing an Impression. 1686 W. HARRIS Lemery's Chym. (ed. 3)

524 It is better to use vessels of Earth or Glass than those of
Metals, because there is less fear of an Impression from
those than from these. 1707 Curios, in Hush, ff Card. 330

I Its fix'd Salt.. cannot devest it self of the Impression it had
I

received from Nature, continuing always essencify'd with
the same Qualities, .as the Plant from which it is extracted.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Ckron. 7/1 The Coorugs, being

I

unable to make any impression on the pagoda. 1821 IMISON
Sc.

<J-
Art II. 120 One of the hardest of the metals ; a file

' can scarcely make any impression on it. 1888 Miss E.
BROWN / Pursuit ofShadow v. 78 The late rains seemed

I

to have made but little impression on the streets of Moscow.
1 5. spec. An atmospheric influence, condition, or

phenomenon. Fiery impression^ a comet, meteor,
or the like. Obs.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 3439 Off tllementys I am
maystrebse, Lady also & pryncesse Off wyndys and inpres-
syouns. 1530 PALSCR. 412 These impressyons of the eyer,
'

hole, colu<r, fayre, foule [etc.].' 1563 \V. FULKE Meteors
(1640) 2 Divided into moist and drie impressions, consisting
cither of Vapors, or exhalations. 1657 S. PURCHAS Pol.

Flying-Ins, i. iv. 10 Some leaving the hot impressions in
the aire, attribute it to the driness of the earth. 1684
T. BUKNET Th. Earth \\. 64 Hot fumes and sulphureous
clouds, which will sometimes flow in streams and fiery im-

pressions through the air.

6. The effect produced by external force or in-

fluence on the senses or mind. a. An effect pro-
\
duced on the senses; a sensation, or sense-percep-
tion, in its purely receptive aspect.
163* J. HAYWARD tr. Bionttfs Eromena 107 The eye

.. is

more inclined to receive the impression. of the one [black]
than of the other [white]. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. u. xxvii.

156 The impressions our Senses had formerly received. 1736
BUTLER Anal. i. v. Wks. 1874 I. 89 Passive impressions
grow weaker by being repeated upon us. 1807 T. THOMSON
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 202 It has a sourish taste at first, then
makes a bitterish cooling impression, and at last leaves an

; agreeable sweetness. 1855 BAIN Senses
fy

Int. i. ii. 22
1

(1864) 62 An impression of sound, a musical note, for ex-

i
ample, is carried to the brain. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

j

IV. 278 It is hard to say how much our impressions of hear-

I

ing may be affected by those of sight.

b. An effect, especially a strong effect, produced
on the intellect, conscience, or feelings.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 372 Ek obere seyn bat fx>rugh

Impressions [v. r. enpressiounnys) As yf a wight hath faste
a l>ing in mynde . . cometh swich auysions. c 1386 Sqr.'s
T. 363 In hire sleepe right for impression, Of hire Mirour
she hadde Avision. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 267 Mad*
nesse kindleth diseases in the mjTide, bycause that it

worketh in them. . phantasticall impressions. 1655 FULLER
Ch, Hist. 11. ii. 69 Being over-rigid and severe, his Sermons
made no Impression on his English Auditory. 1759 FRANK-
LIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 407 While he was under the first

impressions given him by the governor to our disadvantage.
1771 yuniits Lett. xlix. 256 If they had made no impression
upon his heart. 1773 SMOLLETT Ode to Indtp. 30 He . .

deeply felt the impression of her charms. 1847 HUGH MILLER
(titIf) First Impressions of England and its people. 1870
FREEMAN Norm, Cong. (ed. 2) I. App. 560 A deep impression
had been made on the minds of Englishmen.

c. In the philosophy of Hume (see quots.).

1739 HUME Hum. Nat. i. i. Wks. 1874 I. 311 Those per-

ceptions, which enter with most force and violence, we may
name impressions. 174* Ess. Hum. Und., Orig. Ideas

(1817) II. 16 By the term impression^ I mean all our more
lively perceptions, when we hear, or see, or

fcel^
or love, or

hate, or desire, or will. . . Impressions are distinguished
from ideas, which are the less lively perceptions, of which
we are conscious, when we reflect on any of those sensations
or movements above mentioned.

7. A notion, remembrance, or belief, impressed
upon the mind

; esp., in modern use, a somewhat

vague or indistinct notion remaining in the mind
as a survival from more distinct knowledge.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 3 That there is a God ;..

This is a common notion, and impression, sealed up in the
minde of every man. 1679 BCRNET Hist. Ref, \. \. 170
They seemed to have strip't themselves of those impressions
of pity and compassion, which are natural to mankind.

1837 CALHOUN WKS. (1874) III. 130, I am of the impression
it may be both safely and conveniently used. 1869 E. A.
I'AKKKS Pract. Hygient (ed. 3) 64 That most fallacious of
all evidence, a general impression, without a careful collec-

tion of facts. Mod. I have an impression that I have some*
where met with it before. But it is a mere impression, and
I may easily be mistaken.

8. Painting* a.
' The ground-colour, or that



IMPRESSION.

which is first laid on to receive the other colours'.

b. ' A stratum of a single colour laid upon a wall

or surface for ornament, upon outside work, or upon
metals to protect from humidity' (Webster 1864).
9. Comb. Impression cup, tray {Dentistry), a

cup or holder for the material used in obtaining
a cast of the mouth ; impression cylinder, in a

printing-machine (see quots.).
1830 Specif, Patent No. 5988 Appjegath 2, A is the cast-

iron frame ; B, the impression cylinder, upon which the

the alveolar border. 1884 Western Daily Press 16 Sept. 5/6
Around the large cylinder were grouped from two to ten
small impression cylinders. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry
r86 The platen was impossible. Why not try Nicholson s

impression cylinder?

Impre-ssion, v. rare.
[f. prec. sb. Cf. F.

impressionner, to which the current use (sense 2)

may be due.]

fl. To stamp; make an impression. Obs. rare~ l

.

ifiia STURTEVANT Metallica. (1854) 94 Peculiar Metallical

instruments, which worke . . by pressing, impressing, im-

pressioning or moulding.
2. trans. To make an impression on, to affect with

an impression. In pass. To be affected.

1865 Reader 9 Sept. 291/1 Its busy roar of life is such that
it is to all appearance but little impressioned by that sudden
swerving [etc.]. 1892 Argosy Nov. 404 Impressioned as she
had been by the mysterious music.

Impressionability, [f. next: see -ITY.

Cf. mod.F. imprtssionnabilitQ The quality of

being impressionable; susceptibility to impressions.
1835 Blackm. Mag. XXXVIII. 23 The joyous carelessness

and prompt impressionability of that beautiful and healthful

period of expansion and of growth. 1862 LVTTO_N Str.

Story II. 226 Extreme impressionability to changes in tem-

perature.

Impressionable (impre-Janab'l), a. [a. F.

impressionnable, f. impressionner : see -ABLE.]
1. Of persons or their feelings : Liable to be easily

impressed or influenced ; susceptible ofimpressions.
[1835 New Monthly Mag. XLIV. 426 A nature which

must be what the French so happily term impressionable.}
1836 T. HooK<7. Gurney(L.), She had a pretty face and an
impressionable disposition. 1848 LON'GF. in Life ^1891) II.

133 He has real merit and quick, impressionable feelings.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule
(1874^ 49 Attentions . . such as must

have driven a more impressionable man out of his senses.

2. Of things : a. Capable of being impressed.
b. Sensitive to physical or chemical influences.

1878 MAXWELL in Life xiv. (1882) 455 Tinfoil thin enough
to be impressionable by the metal style. i88p Anthony s

Photogr. Bull. II. 150 Sensitive or impressionable sub-
stances . . which receive and retain the actinic energy.
Hence Impre'ssiouableness, impressionability.
1858 Chamb. Jrnl. IX. 161 A nervous organisation of

great delicacy, impressionableness, and excitability. 1881
G. MACDONALD Mary Marston I.vi. 101 A certain dropsical

impressionableness of surface which made him seem and
believe himself sympathetic.

Impre'ssioiial, a. rare. [f. IMPRESSION s!>.

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to impressions ; of the

nature of an impression : in quot. 1860 = IMPRES-
SIONABLE.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Culture (1861) 78 He must be

musical, Tremulous, impressional. a 1882 J. QUINCY Figures
of Past (1883) 279 The resemblance .. could scarcely be
called physical, and I am loath to borrow the word '

impres-
sional

' from the vocabulary of spirit mediums.
Hence Impre sslonalist = IMPRESSIONIST

;
Im-

pressiona lity, impressional quality.
1876 Nation (N.Y.) 14 Sept. 163/2 There is no end to the

descriptive efforts of the impressionalists. 1884 tr. Bracket's
Aix-les-bains i. 96 The doctor directs the thermal course

according to the impressionality of the patient.

Impre'ssionary, a.
[f. as prec. + -ARY.]

= IMPRESSIONISTIC.

1889 A. MF.YNELL The Newlyn School in A rt Jrttl. No. 53.

140 The beautiful lucid surface, .capable of reflections which
are in themselves an intricate yet distinctively impressionary
study. 1801 AttienxuHi 27 June 831/2 An impressionary
drawing of ' A Reception at Archbishop's House '. 1895
Pall Malt G. ii Oct. 4/2 The most impressionary and
modern of narrative descriptions even whole sentences
without any verb, which is your real impressionary style,
as generally understood.

Impressionism (impre-Janiz'm). [f. IMPRES-
SION sb. + -ISM : see next,

j

f 1. Applied to the philosophy of Hume : cf. IM-

PRESSION sb. 6 c. nonce-use.

1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. vi. ii. 202 All hail to Berkeley
who would have no matter, and to Hume who would have
no mind ; to the Idealism of the former, and to the Impres-
sionism of the latter !

2. The theory or practice of the impressionist
school in art

; the method of painting (or describ-

ing) things so as to give their general tone and

effect, or the broad impression which they produce
at first sight, without elaboration of detail.

1882 Athenxum 10 June 737/2 M. Duez, one of the fathers
of Impressionism, seems to have modified and refined his

practice. 188^ Contemp. Rev. July 141 The influence of

impressionism is on the whole decreasing. 1888 Ch. Times
29 June 575/4 Impressionism is an excellent thing in its

proper place, which is the artist's own sketch-book, not the

completed canvas. 1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 536 In the case of

111

Velasque?, Mr. R. A. M. Stevenson claims this ultimate

development as distinct
'

Impressionism '.

3. The literary presentation of some scene or emo-
tion in its salient features, done in a few strokes.

1883 VERNON LEE in Academy 29 Dec. 426 Complete nega-
tion of all the elements most common in modern writing
namely, realism . . and, if I may use an artist's word, impres-
sionism in execution. 1892 rail Mall G. 24 Mar. 6/1 A de-

lightful freshness and vividness a touch of unconscious
literary impressionism, if the phrase may stand.

Impressionist (impre-Jsnist). [ad. recent F.

impressioniste : see IMPRESSION and -IST.]
A painter who endeavours to express the general

impression produced by a scene or object, to the
exclusion of minute details or elaborate finish; also,
a writer who practises a similar method.
1881 Even. Standard \ Feb. 4/5 To create this misty senti-

ment is the aim of the modern impressionist. 1883 Times
3 Mar. 8 This artist . . is something of an impressionist ;

though he does condescend . . to put into one point of his

picture .. a vast amount of elaborate work. 1891 Ibid.
20 Jan. 4/5 Velasquez and Frans Hals, the Great Twin
Brethren of the Impressionists' worship.
attrib, 1884 Littelfs Living Age CLXI. 74 The Impres-

sionist school. 1887 Athenxum 23 July 123 The great in-

crease of so-called Impressionist pictures. 1892 MRS. H.
WARD David Gritve II. 337, I should make one of the

poetical impressionist painters who sway the public taste.

Impressionrstic, a. [f. prec. + -ic.j Of or

pertaining to impressionism; in the style of the im-

pressionists.
1886 Sat. Rci>. ii Dec. 782 In what is called impression-

istic painting you paint something to suggest the temporary
mood in which you looked at a certain scene or effect. 1891
Athensenm 28 Feb. 282/3 A new volume of poems, consist-

ing of short impressionistic lyrics. 1894 Brit. JrnL
Phptog. XLI. Suppl. 4 The hideous plague of impression-
istic smudges.

Impre ssioiiless, a. rare. [f. IMPRESSION
+ -LESS.] Without impression ; void of impres-
sions; unimpressible.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1889 Eng. lllustr. Mag. Apr. 500/1
A face as impressionless and vacant as the white door-post
against which he lounged.

Impressive (impre-siv), a.
[f. IMPRESS 7>.i +

-IVE.]

f 1. Capable of being easily impressed ; suscep-
tible (to] ; impressible. Obs.

1593 NASHE Chrisfs T. (1613) 50 She hath steeled my soft

impressiue heart. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars m. 58 (1605)
Those pleasing raptures from her graces rise Strongly
inuading his impressiue breast. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies
(1665) 52 The multitude.. cannot but be greatly impressive to

any great and religious Perswasions concerning Prodigies.
1665 Vulg. Prop/t. 70 Men. .of strong fancies, impressive
tempers, and weak intellectuals.

f2. Conveying an impression of. Ohs> rare~ l
.

*79* J- HAMPSON Wesley III. 167 A freshness of com-
plexion impressive of the most perfect health.

3. Characterized by making a deep impression
on the mind or senses

; able to excite deep feeling.
Said usually of language or scenes ; rarely of per-
sons.

1775 ASH, Impressive^ suited to make impression, making
impression. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng, <$ Scot. 189 That ani-

mated and impressive eloquence which usually distinguishes
inventors and projectors. 1825 LAMB Elia Ser. it. Barbara
S

, When that impressive actress has been bending over
her in some heart-rending colloquy. 1860 TYNDAI.I. Glac.
i. viii. 59 The scene was exceedingly impressive.

Impressively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY-.] In

an impressive manner
;
in a way fitted to impress.

1818 in TODD. 1830 D'ISRAKU C/uis. /, III. vi. no The
King, .impressively assured him that he considered him the

happiest man in England. 1841 ORDERSON Creol. xvii, 209
The funeral service was impressively performed. 1860 TYN-
DAI,L Glac. i. xvi. 115 My guide .. repeating the warning
more impressively before I attended to it.

Impre'ssiveness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
f 1. The quality of being impressible ; suscepti-

bility to impressions. Obs.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 57 That impressiveness
of spirit which times of action and change . . are generally
attended with.

2. The character or quality of being impressive,
or of making a deep impression on the mind, etc.

a 1805 PALEY Sertn. Several Snbj. iv. (1827) 632/1 We
think a great deal more frequently about it. .and our thoughts
of it have much more of vivacity and impressiveness. a 1831
A. KNOX in Rent. (1844) I. 37 [It] makes them have the im-

pressiveness of present facts. 1882 B. D. W. RAMSAY Recoil.
Mil. Ser?'. I. viii, 172 He spoke. .with great impressiveness
and eloquence.

Impre'ssmeiit '. rare. [f. IMPRESS vl +
MENT. In sense 2 for F, empressement.]
1. The action of impressing ; exertion of pressure.
1865 BUSHNELL Vicar. Sacr. Hi, Carried by mighty impress-

ment, such as if by some unseen hydrostatic pressure.
2. Earnestness, ardour.

1854
' MARION ^HARLAND' Alone ix, Several young men

dashed to the side of the carnage, with as much impress-
ment as at a ball. 1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur 384
Simonides . . gave his farewell and the peace of the Lord
with the impressment of a father.

Impressment 2
(impre'sment). [f.

IMPRESS
z>.

2 + -MENT.] The act or practice of impressing
or forcibly taking for the public service.

1796 MORSE Amer.Geog. I. 689 The loss to the citizens

directly by the. .British army, and indirectly by American
impressments, 1819 MARRYAT h\ Mildmay xxi, America

IMPREST.
looked upon our system of impressment as the sheet-anchor
of her navy. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <fr Prices I. iv. 67 The
right of the impressment of beasts for carriage was part of
the ancient prerogative.

fi%. 1834 H. MILLER Scenes & Leg. xvi. (1857) 232 There is

no irregular impressment of the young and vigorous in the
way of accident. 1876 E, MELLOR Priesth. App. D. 412 On
three conditions only can such impressmenf of witnesses be
justified.

t Impre'SSOr '

. Obs. rare. [Agent-noun in L.
form from L. imprimfre to IMPRESS (cf. L. pressor^

expressor}.'] One who, or that which, makes im-

pressions.
1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies^ Wine-soaker 101 And now . .

he hath had his evening lecture, and trenching home sup-
ported by his friendly impressor, makes every foote an in-

denture. 1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. i. 8 Their action is

overcome by the strokes of stronger impressors. 1663 J.
BEALE in Boyle's Wks, (1772) VI. 333 Fancy is the receiver
and impressor.

t Impre'SSOr *. Obs. rare. [f. IMPRESS v* +
-OR, after prec.] One who impresses or takes by
force for the public service.

1781 R. H. LEE in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) III. 409
Let his mill and wagons have protection from the destruc-
tive talons of impressors.

Impressure 1
^imprefui). Now rare. [f.

IMPRESS v^ +-URE, after pressure^
1. The action of impressing or exerting pressure

upon.
1649 J. ELLISTONE tr. Behmen's Epist. i. 37 The mag-

netick impressure, hunger, and desire, of the soule. Ibid.
vi. 10 Comprehensive impressure or formation of the ex-

pressed word. 1784 New Spectator No. 16. 2/1 At an age
when the twig bends under every impressure. 1875 SWIN-
BURNE Ess. <$' Stud. 247 The subject, .lay ready shapen for

the strong impressure of his hand.

2. A mark made by pressure ; an impression ; an
indentation.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. v. 23 Leane vpon a rush, The

Cicatrice and capable impressure Thy palme some moment
keepes. 1601 - - Twel, N. n. v. 103 The impressure her

Lucrece, with which she vses to scale. 1631 BRATHWAIT
Whimzies Ep. Ded. 7 What else are characters but stampes
or impressures, noting such an especiall place, person or
office. 1848 JOHNSTON in Proc. Bcrw. Nat.

Clnb^ II. No. 6.

289 Behind it a short mesial line . . and a deep impressure
still further backwards.

3. A mental or sensuous impression.
1607 MIDDLETON Michaelm, Term n. i, I knew not what

fair impressure I received at first, but I began to affect your
society very speedily. 1609 B. JONSON Case is altered i. iv,
The impressure of those ample favours I have derived ..

Would bind my faith. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. <y Stud. (1875)
182 One little Requiescat . . leaves long upon the ear an im-

pressure of simple, of earnest, of weary melody.

t Impre'ssure -. Obs. rare~^. [f. IMPRESS
Z>.~ + -URE, after prec.] -IMPRESSMENT-.
1680 Nation's Interest in Relation to Pretens. Dk. York

31 Their Bulwark against High Payments, and Impressures,
demanded by the King.

Imprest (rmprest), a. and sb.^ [Appears in

the loth c. for the earlier PREST a. and sbt The

prefix im- occurs in It. (and med.L.) imprestare to

lend, imprestO) imprestito advanced, lent (cf. OF.

emprest a loan), imprestanza (OF. imprestance] a

loan, advance, but in English may have been partly
due to a misunderstanding of the common phrase
in prest {money} : see PREST a.]

f A. adj. Of money : Lent, or paid in advance,

advanced, esp. to soldiers, sailors, and public offi-

cials. Obs.

1570 Act 13 Eliz* c. 4. i Receiver of any Sums of Money
imprest, or otherwise, for the Use of the Queen's Majesty.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. Ded. A ij b, Such imprest
money I doe not like, but protest against it and the pay-
master. 1658 PHILLIPS, Imprest Money, is money paid to

Souldiers before hand. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2580/4 Some

St. Gt. Brit. n. 87 Accomptant for Imprest Money for pay-
ing of Incidents. 1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 257 To
insure the. .imprest Money advanced to Seamen.

B. sb.

I. An advance (of money) made to one who is

charged with some business by the state, to enable

him to proceed with the discharge of the same,

f Formerly, also, advance-pay of soldiers or sailors.

1568 NORTH tr. Gueuara's Diall Pr. (1619) 678/1, I did

accept in way of imprest, and not of gift. 1588 Copy Let.

to Mendoza 20 For the Nauy of England . . bargaines are

already made, and Imprest of money deliuered, and certaine

sent into the Estlands, for great store of al maritime proui-
sions. i6ooDEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. ii They [the

soldiers] have their imprest, coates, and furniture. 1617
MORYSON ftin. n. 242 Upon every Contract we make, we
give the Victualers an imprest beforehand. 1633 T. STAF-

FORD Pac. Hib. IIT. xvii.
j(i8io) 654 He had lately received

a great imprest of Spanish money. 1723 Land. Gaz. No.

6141/2 Navy-Office, Feb. 20, 1722 . . All Persons who have

any Imprest standing out against them . . are advised to

bring in their Bills. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. i. 9 The Govern-
ment agreed to advance them io,oooL] upon imprest. 1863
H. Cox Instit. in. vli. 690 The moneys drawn from the

Exchequer are applied partly to final payments, and partly
to advances or '

imprests '.

t b. In general sense : An advance, a loan. (In

quots. said of the borrower.) Obs.

1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. 37. 122 There is

nothing which doth more impoverish a Prince, than Im-

prests of Money at great Usance. 1704 FLAMSTEED Diary



IMPREST.
8 Nov. in Hon Ertry-day Bk. I. 1096, I would not cumber

my. .estate with imprests or security-..

O. Auditor of the Imprest (see quot. 1670). Bill

of Imprest, an order authorizing a person to draw

money in advance : cf. imprest-bill.

1665 PEfYS Diary (1879) HI. 331, I did get a bill of im-

prest to Captain Cocke to pay myselfe in part. 1668 Loiut.

Gas. No. 277 '4 All such Accounts as pass by the Auditors
of Imprests. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet,, Auditor of the
frests or Imprests, Are . . Officers in the Exchequer, who
take and make up the great Accompts of Ireland, Berwick,
the Mint, and of any Money imprested to any Man for His
Majesties service. 1741 BETTERTON Eng. Stage ii. 7 After
he had so profitable a Post, as Auditor of the Imprest. 1781
Act at Geo. Ill, c. 56 S 10 The Receipt of the Vice-Chan-
cellor shall be allowed by the Auditor and Auditors of the

Imprest.
2. attrib. and Comb., as imprest-account, -accoun-

tant (see quot. 1865); f imprest-bill = bill of im-

prest ; t imprest-office, formerly, a department of

the Admiralty which attended to the advances
made to paymasters and other officials.

1615 SIR R. BOYLE in Listtwre Papers (1886) I. 60 For
this debt I have his imprest bills. 1666 PEPYS /Vary (1879)
IV. 123 The clearing of all my imprest bills. 1865 Times
17 Aug., The person to whom the advance is made is called
the

'

imprest accountant '. 1893 Daily News 27 Aug. 7/1 The
'

imprest
'

account . . related to sums advanced to officers for

the purpose of making inquiries,

t Imprest, sb.- Obs. Also 7 emprest. [f.

IMPREST z/.
2

: cf. IMPRESS sl>.
2
]
= IMPRESSMENT -.

6lo DONXE Pseudo-Martyr xi. 7. ^26 To disobey the

Kings emprest when hee leuies an Armie. 1617 J. CARTER
Expos. Serm. on Mount 47 To bee compelled, by imprest
from authority, to go a mile, a league, or more, at the
officers pleasure. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxii.

(1739) 103 None were then compelled to enter into Service

by Imprest, or absolute Command.

t Impre'St, v. 1 Obs. [ad. It. (and med.L.)
imprestare to lend : see IMPREST M, and the

earlier PREST
z/.]

1. trans. To advance, lend (money).
"5*5 Q' E LIZ - Let. to Bedford in Robertson Hist. Scot.

(1759) II.
App. 28 The other 2ooo/. . . to imprest some part

thereof to the new numbers of the 6co footmen and 100
horsemen. 1646 SIR J. TEMPLE Irish RcMl. n. 3 Both of
them had money imprested ; Sir Thomas Lucas to coniple.it
his Troope ..,Captaine Armstrong to raise a new Troop.
1780 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 331 The sum that shall be iin-

prested by the exchequer to the bank, to answer these drafts.
1810 Ann. Reg. 455 These half-yearly accounts do not
exhibit the money imprested to the conductor, or the
balance due from him.

b. With inverted construction : To furnish (a

person) with an advance of money.
1611 DAVIF.S Why Ireland, etc. (1747) 58 He should have

four thousand Markes for the first year, whereof he should be

imprested 2,000 li before hand. 1613 SIR R. BOYLE in Lit-
more Papers (1886) I. 23 This day I impresed [= imprested]
my mother in lawe . .wlh

50*' ster. to sett the worck in hande.
2. To draw (a bill or money by a bill).

1617 MORYSON /tin. II. 207 Billes imprested upon accounts
here. 1661 PEPYS Diary 13 June, So to the Wardrobe and
got my Lord to order Mr. Creed to imprest so much upon
me to be paid by Alderman Buckwell.

Hence Impre 'sting vbl. sb., advancing(ofmoney),
loan.

'5*S Q' ELIZ. Let. to Bedford in Robertson Hist. Scot.

(1759) II. App. 28 The impresting to him of looo/. might
stand him in stead for the help to defend himself. 1591
UNTON Corr. (Roxb.) 2 Create sommes of money, .by waie
of imprestinge yealded to the said Kinge since he came to
the crowne.

t Impre'St, v.- Obs. [f. imprest, -pressed, pa.

pple. of IMPRESS v:2 , perh. confused with IMPREST
v. 1

] trans. To impress for the army or navy.
1645 Martin's Echo in Prynne Fresh Discol'. Prodig.

Wand. Blazing Stars 44 You have your Husbands, your
Sons and Servants, Imprested from you. 1651 N. BACON
Disc.

Gm>t._ Eng. n. xi. (1739) 62 Englishmen were anciently
used to be imprested for the Wars in France, a 1680 BUTLRR
Rern. (1759)11. 174 He will join as many Shields together
. .to fortify the Nobility of a new made Lord, that will pay
for the impresting of them, and allow him Coat and Con-
duct Money. 1704 Royal Proclam. 14 Dec. in Lond. Gas.
No. 4081/2 Captains .. Imployed in Impresting Men for
Our Fleet. 1708 Ibid. No. 4415/3 No Men shall be Im-
prested from any Merchant Ships.

t Impre'St, zv'< Obs. rare. Erroneous for IM-
PRESS z.i (Due to the confusion of impress and

imprest in the two preceding vbs.) Hence Im-
pre 'sting vbl. sb.

1651 GAULE Magastrom. 93 Either the stars doe inflow
and imprest, yea, portend, and signify perpetually, or not.

1659 C.entl. Calling (1696) in It is . . the duty of those who
are possest of this advantage, to use it to the impresting not
of Vice, but Vertue.

tlmpre'Stable.a. Obs. rare. [f.lM-2 + PREST-

ABLE.] That cannot be performed or rendered.
1683 Last Speech 7. Wilson in Cloud Witnesses (1810) 225

Counting the cost and Seeing the cost of themselves im-

prestable. 1711 WODROW Hist. Stiff. Ch. Scot!. II. 60 (Jam.)
Sending against us an armed host of barbarous savages . .

for inferring of a most unnatural bond, wholly illegal in
itself, and imprestable by us.

t Impre tiable, a. Obs. rare~\ [f.
IM-2 +

PRETIABLK ] Invaluable, priceless.
1638 O. SEDCWICKK Sermon (1639) 6oThey[divine Truthes)

are impretiable.

t Impre-valence. Obs. rare . [see next and
-BUCK.] =next.

112

1818 in WEBSTER ; whence in later Diets., with erroneous
attribution to Bp. Hall : cf. next.

t Impre'valency. Obs. rare- 1

,
[if.

IM-Z +

PREVALENCE] Unprcvailing character; want of

prevailing power.
a 1656 BP. HALL Rein. Wks. (1660) 276 He..triumphes in

the impotence, and imprevalency of them all.

t Impreva'ricable, a. Obs. rare '. [f. IM-
2

+ PREVAHICABLE.] That cannot be deviated from
;

invariable.

1644 DIGBY Ttvo Trent, n.
yiii. 412 If then it be an im.

preuaricable law with all bodies, that none whatsoeuer can
moue, vnlesse it be moued by an other [etc.].

tlmpreve, -prieve, v. Sc. Obs. Also 6

ympreif, impryve, imprive, impreive. Pa.

pple. improven (-in), [ad. L. improbare to

prove bad, to reject, blame, disprove ; cf. F. im-

prouver to disapprove, blame. The form of the
radical follows that of PREVE, prcive, repr. OF.
proeve, premie, tonic form of pryver, now froirvcr.
Cf. APPREVE.]
1. trans. To disallow ; to disprove.
1488 Acta Dom. Cone. 90 (Jam.) Ane instrument . . appre-

uand and ratifiand James Bonare of Rossy hir assignay.and
imprevand James Bonare hir secund sone. 1564 Acts
Sedcrunt 15 June (Jam.), Quhair ony person . . taks on
hand to imprieve the execution of the precept. 1:1575
BALFOUR Practices (1754) 381 Improbatioun of writis, in-

strumentis or evidentis beand offerit, he that offeris him to

impreive the samin, sould find the samin day and time
cautioun jo the uther partie. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Aitiirois

219 Wha swair that he had never sene it, And tuike in
hand for to impryve it \rime mischevit]. 1600 SKENE Reg.
Maj. 123 The direct maner of improbation be the witnes
insert in the wreit quhilk is taken to be improven. 1617
Sc. Acts fas. VI (1814) 546 (Jam.) In all cases except where
the writtis so registrated ar offered to be improvin.
2. To rebuke, reprove.
"55* ABP. HAMILTON Cntech. (1884) 61 Ympreif, repreif,

exhort, with all suffering and doctrine.

Impreve-ntable, a. rare-", [f. IM- 2 + PRE-

VENTABLE.] That cannot be prevented (Webster
1864). Hence Impreventabrlity, the state or

quality of being impreventable.

Imprevisible (imprfvi-zib'l), <J. rare. [f. IM-
2

+ PREVISIBLE a.] That cannot be foreseen. Hence
Imprevislbi-lity.
1887 Mind XII. 622 The notion of '

imprevisibility
'

is to
be asserted without qualification as part of its meaning (i.e.

of Free Will]. 1888 T. WHITTAKEK ibid. XIII. 119 The
whole conception of which these strictly

'

imprevisible
'

acts
form part.

Imprevi'Sion. rare. [f. IM- 2 + PREVISION.]
Want of foresight ; improvidence.
1883 W. J. STILLMAN in Cent. Mag;. Oct. 825/2 The whole

realm of beggary and imprevision will make a hitch forward.

t Impri'de, v. Obs. rare. In 5 ynp-. [f.
IM- l

+ PRIDE sb. (Cf. incourage, inheart, ME. forms of

encourage, enheart.}] trans. To imbue with pride,
make proud.
ci45 Found. St. Bartliolotum's (E. E. T. S.) ? In pros-

perite nat ynpridid. In aduersite paciente.

Imprieve : see IMPREVE.

Imprimatur (imprimi-tzu). {^.imprima-
tur, 3rd sing. pres. subj. pass, of imprimere to im-

press, imprint, in mod.L., to print.]
1. The formula (

= '
let it be printed '), signed by

an official licenser of the press, authorizing the

printing of a book
;
hence as sb. an official license

to print.
Now (in Great Britain and U. S.) only in works officially

sanctioned by the Roman Catholic Church.
1640 SIR E. DRRING Sp. on Relig. 23 Nov. iii. (1642) 7 To

this 1 parallel! our late Imprimatur's, Licences for the
Presse. 1641 MILTON Animad'n. i, Your proud Imprimaturs
not to l)e obtain'd without the shallow surview, but not
shallow hand ofsome mercenary, narrow Spul'd, and illitterate

Chaplain. 1660 Trial Regie, [on p. facing title p. I, Impri-
matur ; J. Btrkenhead. 1711 AnnisON Sfect. No. 445 T t

A Sheet of blank Paper that must have this new Imprimatur
clapt upon it. 1770-81 JOHNSON /.. P., young Wks. IV.

229 The vice-chancellor's iHiprinuitt<r,for it was first printed
at Oxford, is dated May the loth, 1713. 1855 MACAULAV
Hist. Kng. xxi. IV. 607 But Etherege's She n'onldifShe
Could . . obtained the Imprimatur without difficulty. 1870
BALDW. BROWN Eccl. Truth 242 These tales . . were circulated
. . with the imprimatur of the church. 1883 Catholic Diet.

p. iv, Imprimatur. Henricus Eduardus Card. Archiep.
Westmonast Die 18 Dec. 1883. 1884 Ibid. (ed. 2), It has
not been thought necessary to secure a fresh

'

Imprimatur
'

for the additional matter in this edition ; but it is submitted
to the authority of the Church.
2. fig. Commendatory license, sanction.

1671 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 46 As things of Buffoonery
do commonly, they carry with them their own Imprimatur.
1741 YOUNO Nt. Th. vil. 1404 Thus shall my title pass
a sacred seal, Receive an imprimatur from Above. 1893
PATMORE Relig. Poet* 121 Lord Rosebery affirmed that the
test of true literature and its only justifiable Imprimatur is
'

the thumb-mark of the artisan '.

t Impri-mature. Obs. [app. f. F. imprimer to

print + -ATE 3 7 + -DRE, after such forms as abbrevia-

ture, etc.
; but prob. influenced by prec.] Printing ;

print, impression.
1761 A. CATCOTT Deluge (1768) 407 Things . . that had not

an^ existence when the imprimruures of the antediluvian
animal and vegetable bodies were formed in the solid rock.

1813 J. THOMSON Led. Inflow. Introd. 32 The right of

IMPRINT.

imprimature . . was denied by the faculty to a small work
of Ambrose Parey's.

II Also, erroneous form of IMPRIMATUR
1813 J. THOMSON Led. Injlam. Introd. 32 A decree pro-

hibiting . . the publication of any medical books which had
not previously obtained their imprimature.

tlmprime, .- Obs. Also 6-7 em-, [f. IM-'
+ PRIME a. or sb., or L.prim-us first. The his-

tory of the hunting sense is obscure, and it may be
a word of different origin.]
1. trans. Hunting. (See quots.)
'S75 TURBERVILF. Rk. Venerie 242 When he is hunted and

doth first leave the herde we say that he is syngled or em-
ymed. 1590 COKAINE Treat. Hunting Civb, Put your

hounds softly vpon, for he wil fall oft at the beginning ;

which although the Huntsman see, yet must he giue libertie
to the yoong houndes to imprime him themselues. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Emprinted, a term used by Hunters
when a Hart first forsakes the Herd. 1706 PHILLIPS, To
imprime (in Hunting), to unharbour, rou?e, or dislodge a
Wild Beast ; A Deer is also said to be imprimed when she
is forc'd to forsake the Herd. 1775 in ASH.
2. To begin;

commence, initiate, enter upon.
1637 WOTTON in Rtliq. (1651) 441 To trouble you ..about

the yet imperfected, though wel imprimed, Business of New-
Windsor.

Hence Impri ming vbl. sb., beginning, com-
mencement ; entering upon action.
c 1633 WOTTON in Ritiq. (1651) 455 After their impriming

in France I could wish them to mount the Piremes into

Spaine. a 1639 Ibid. 6 These were both their springings
and Imprimings, as I may call them.

t Impri'me, sb. Jlunting. Obs. [f. prec. vb.]
The act of '

impriming
'

a deer.

1590' COKAISF. Treat. Hunting C iv b, And being sure it

his owne Deere, he may giue one gibbet, at euery imprime,
and no more. 1703 Rules Civility 116 If you be a hunting
the Buck [with a noble person], . . suffer him to come in
first to the death or imprime. 1741 Coinpl. Fam. Piece it.

i. 293 If he be sunk, and the Hounds thrust him up, 'tis

call'd an Imprime, and the Company all sound a Racheat.
1 1 mpritnent. Obs. rare. [zc\.\..impritnent-

fm, pres. pple. of imprinifre to IMPRESS.] Some-
thing that impresses or imprints.
1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xl, It is inherent in the seeds

of all animals, and maybe preserved .. by consubstantials,
impriments, and occludents [cf. IMPRINTER, quot. 1638].

t iHipri'mery. Obs. Also -ie. [a. F. impri-
merie printing, printing-house, f. imprinter to print,

imprimeur printer : see -ERY.]
1. A printing-office or printing-house.
1663 Signet Office Docqvet Bk. Aug. (P. R. O.), A new

erected otfice for the surveyeing of the Imprimery and print-
ing presses and to grant the same to Roger Le Strange Esq'. ,

together with the sole lycencing of all ballads [etc. ]. 1679 in
Hutch Coll. Cur, I. 271 Several persons .. furnisht .. an
Imprimery, with all the necessaries thereof. 01685 LD.
ARLINGTON To Oxford Univ. (T.), You have those con-
veniences for a great imprimerie, which other universities
cannot boast of. 1696 PHII.LII-S (ed. 5), Imprimery, a
Printing House.
2. Printing.
1681 WOOD Life 15 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 529 Afterward he

surveyed the places of imprimerie.
3. A print or impression.
1674 in BLOI'NT Glossogr. (ed. 4). 1706 PHILLIPS, Im-

primery . . an Impression, or Print.

II Imprimis v imPrai'mis), adv. or adv. phr.
Also 5-6 in primis, inprimis, 7 in-primis. [L.
assimilated form of in primis, lit.

'

among the first

things ',
' in the first place '.] In the first place ;

first. Orig. used to introduce the first of a number
of items, as in an inventory or will

; thence in more

general use. Now unusual.

1465 MARC. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 503. II. 189 Inprimis,
a peyr brygandyrs, a salet [etc.]. 1548 HALL Chrou.,
Hen. I'HI 147 b, In primis, the Frenche kjng sware to

1700 CONGREVE Way of World iv. v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 278/1
Imprimis then, I covenant, that your acquaintance be
general, a 1774 GOI.USM. Nnv Simile 15 Imprimis, pray
observe his hat, Wings upon either side mark that 1841
E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) 1. 89 What made you write the
verses if you were not moved by the picture imprimis?
1860 All Year Round No. 63. 304 Imprimis, then, who can
make a will ?

t Imprimitive (impri-mitiv), a. Obs. rare.

[f.
Iv-'f+ PRIMITIVE.] Not primitive ;

not follow-

ing primitive usage or tradition.

a 1716 W. REEVES Serm. (1729) 259 That scandalous

contempt and ridicule which some imprimitive Divines of
late have put upon it.

t Imprinci'piate, a- Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IM-Z +
L. principi-um beginning + -ATE ^.J Without a be-

ginning or origin.
1683 CAVE Ecclcsiastici, Eusebius 31 God . . has a proper,

unbegotten, imprincipiate Deity.

Imprint (i'mprint), sb. Forms : 5 em-, en-

praynt(e, enprinte, enprynte, 6 imprynte, Sc.

imprent, 7- imprint. [ME. type cmpreynte,

-printe, a. F. empreinte
' a stampe, a violent assault

'

(Cotgr.), ppl. sb. from empreind-re (pa. pple. em-

preint) ;
the prefix subscq. conformed to L. : see

next. Empreinte was a formation of the same
class as armtc, assist, conduite, etc.]

I. 1. A figure impressed or imprinted upon



IMPRINT.

something ; a mark produced by pressure on a
surface

; an impression, stamp.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 109 b/2 Thy seal wherein is then-

prynte of the crosse. iga6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531)
304 The Vernacle, whiche is the very similitude & im-

prynte of thy blessed & gloryous vysage. 1585 JAS. I Kss.
Poesie (Arb.) 31 As into the wax the seals imprent Is lyke
a scale. 1835 J. BATMAN in Cornwallis New World (1859)
I. 411, I requested the chief., to give the imprint of his
mark. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. v. Devil's Bridge, I showed

b. fig. A character impressed upon something ;

an attribute communicated by, and constituting;
evidence of, some agency ;

'

stamp',
'

impression '.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixxvii, The vacant leaues thy mindes
imprint will beare. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855)
1. xxxii. 490 He has left upon the Continent an imprint of
beneficence which time can not efface. 1874 SYMONDS S/:.

Italy <y Greece (1898) I. xi. 215 The form-giver has stamped
his thought . . and fire has made that imprint permanent.

c. A representation or type of something.
1857-8 SEARS A than. xvii. 148 Has God hung down these

pictures ..as the most perfect imprints of the good and
fair?

2. fa. The condition of being printed, printed
form,

'

print
'

(in phr. in cnprinte). Obs. b. The
printing of a book, etc. c. Something printed, an
'

impression
'

of a. writing.
1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 57, I haue sette them in enprinte

according to the translacion of Treuisa. 1485 C/ias. Gt.

2, I late had fynysshed in enprynte the book of the noble
& vyctoryous kyng Arthur. 1882 N. fy Q. 6th Ser. V. 300/1
An imprint of a part of Roger Dodsworth's Yorkshire col-

lections. Mod. (Review) In Mr. Martineau's opinion Zurich
is the most probable place of imprint.

3. The name of the publisher, place of publica-
tion, and date, printed in a book, usually at the

foot of the title-page (formerly often at the end of

the book) ; also, the name of printer and place of

printing, printed at the end of the book, or on the

back of the title-page : these are distinguished as

the publisher's imprint and printer's imprint.

ady Chester/.
3 Many professional critics confine their labours to review-

mg the title and imprint of a book. 1893 E. G. DUFF Early
printed^Bks. 138 From the time of Caxton's death, in 1491,
to the time when his own name first appears in an imprint,
Wynkyn de Worde printed five books.

b. Extended use : see quot.
1876 C. A. CUTTER Rules Diet. Catal. 136 The imprint

consists of place of publication, publisher's name, date,
number of volumes, typographic form, number of pages,
and number of maps, engravings, and the like.

fll. 4. An onset, assault, charge. Cf. IM-

PRESSION i b. Obs.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xx. 62 So moche he made

atte the first empraynte, that ar euere his spere was broken,
he threwe doune ded syx of his enemyes. Four Soiincs

Aymon xx.453 Eche of theim overthrew vii knightes at that

enpraynt.

Imprint (impri'nt), v. Forms : o. 4-6 em-,
en-, -print, -prynt, -prent, 5 enpreynt, em-
prende, enprend. /3. 5 inprent, impraynt,
imprend, 5 (6 Sc.") imprent, 6 imprynt, 5- im-
print. [ME. emfreynte-n, -prent-, -print-, partly
a. OF. empreinte-r, -priente-r, a secondary vb.

(tiuousbemjireintesb.) homempreinii-re (pa. pple.

empreinf)
' to print, also to assaile or set on with

violence
'

(Cotgr.) :empnembre : late pop. L.

imprempre, for cl.L. imprimere to impress, imprint ;

partly (in form emprende) immediately from em-

preind-re ; the eventual form being largely due to

the F. pa. pple. empreint
'

imprinted", and the prefix
conformed to L. as in IMPRINT sb. : cf. PRINT

.]

1. trans. To mark by pressure ; to impress, stamp
(a figure, etc. on something) ;

to delineate by pres-
sure. In first quot., to take an impression of (a
solid body).
a. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 873 This fresshe May . . In

warm wex hath emprented [Harl. emprynted] the clyket
And Damyan . . The cliket countrefeted pryuely. c 1420
LVDG. Thebes 901 The Carectys of his woundes olde Upon
his fete emprented wonder depe. 1502 Orel. Crysten fl'feii

(W. de W. 1506) i. iii. 20 Unto whome we haue enprynted
in the forhede the sygne of the crosse.

(3. ci44o Promp. Pant. 262/1 Inprentyn (MSS. K. & S.

imprentyn), inpriwo. 1600 E\ BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 26

Leaving with them a Scale which did imprint with inke this

word REII. a 1631 DRAYTON Quest Cynthia vii, Then
looking on the ground, The shape of her most dainty foot

Imprinted there I found. 1670-98 LASSF.LS I'oy. Italy II.

22 The Volto Santo or print of our Saviour's face, which he

imprinted in the handkerchief of St. Veronica. 1870 DICKENS
. Drood iii, Each sometimes stops and slowly imprints

a deeper footstep in the fallen leaves.

f b. To portray (by some printing process). Obs.

1592 Nobody ty Someb. in Simpson Sch. Skaks. (1878) I.

309 Let him be straight imprinted to the life; His picture
shall be set on every stall.

f 2. To impress (letters or characters) on paper
or the like by means of type ;

to PRINT (a book
or writing). 0/is.

a. 1474 CAXTON Chnse Pref., By cause thys sayd book is

ful of holsom wysedom . . I have purposed to enprynte it.

1477 in Earl Rivers' Dicles 145 Here endeth the book
named the dictes or sayengis of the philosophres enprynted

VOL. V.
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by me William Caxton at Westmestre the yere of our lord

.M.cccc.lxxvij. 1493 Petronilla (adfin.\ Empryntyd by Ry-
chard Pynson. 1496 Bk. St.Albans^ Fishing 41 Yf it were
enpryntyd allone by itself & put in a lytyll plaunflet. 1538
BALE Thre Laives 1971 Enprent their dec!aracyon.
f

/3. c ioo Love <$ Compl. Mars % I'enns (Colophon), Thys
in pryntide in westmoster in kyng strete . For me Julianus
Notarii. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (title-p.), Inprentyd
in the Cyte of London in Fletestre at the signe of Saynt
George By Rycharde Pynson. 1548 HALL Chron.,Hen. VIII
186 Willyam Tyndale had newly translated and imprinted
the Newe Testament in Englishe. 1556 LAUDER Tractate
(1864) 21 Imprentit, In the yeir of God Ane M.U.C.LUI, 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 114 note, So are the woordes set
down in three auncient copies : and not . . as in some bookes
it is imprinted. 1611 BIBLE (title-p.) t Imprinted at London
by Robert Barker, Printer to the Kings most Excellent
Maiestie. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxx. 176 Clean paper,
fit to receive whatsoever.. shall be imprinted in them. 1709
SWIFT Merlin's Proph. t In an old edition of Merlin's pro-
phecies, imprinted at London . . in the year 1530.

3. fig. a. To impress on or fix in the mind,
memory, etc.

; formerly often, to impress on one's
own mind, consider or remember carefully.
a. C1374 CHAUCER

Boeth.^ v. metr. iv. 129 (Camb. MS.)
Ymagynacions of sensible thinges weeren enpreynted [Add.
A/S. (a 1420) inprentid] in to sowles fro bodies with-owte
forth, r 1386 Merch. T. 934 Ye been so depe enprented
in my thoght. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. v, What that
she sawe both in minde & thought She all emprynteth.
^1440 CAPCRAVE St. Kath. in. 580 Soo enprended it is On-to
hir herte. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 125 These vysyons
were soo enprynted in this chyldes mynde. 1^53 DOUGLAS
sEnet's xii. x. 16 Than of ane greter bargane in his entent
All suddanly the figure dyd emprent [MS. imprent].
$. a 1420 [see a. c

137^]. 1461 Paston Lett. No. 433 II.

66 Sorowe is imprended in myn hert. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos
xiii. 48 Desirynge the presence of Eneas by Imagyna-
cyon impraynted wythin the fauntasme of her entende-
mente. 1529 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1196/1 Some
..haue with long and often thinking thtron, imprinted that
feare so sore in theyr ymaginacion. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Kpist. 24 Imprint this in thy memorie. 1643 MILTON
Divorce ii. iv, Not otherwise then to the law of nature and
of equity imprinted in us seems correspondent. 1712 ADDI-
SON Spect. No. 415 p 6 Every thing that is Majestick im-

prints an Awfulness and Reverence on the Mind of the
Beholder. 1796 MORSE Amur. Geog. I. 95 It is the business
of the women to notice every thing that passes, to imprint
it on their memories. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith ii. 75
As we are incorrectly wont to say, imprint themselves on
the memory; but to speak more justly, which memory
firmly retains.

b. To impress (a quality, character, or distin-

guishing mark) on or in a person or thing; to

communicate, impart. In pass, of a quality, etc. :

To exist strongly marked in or on a person, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 273 b, Why than sholde
we be aboute to imprynt suche swetenesse in to carnall

affeccyons? 1561 T. NORTON
Calvin's^ Inst. \. 53 Euen in

the vices themselues there remain emprinted some leauinges
thereof. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 60 Repugnant to sound
reason, and that wisedome which the Divine hand bath

imprinted in his workes. 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag. in.

523 God alone, when first his active hand Imprints the
secret byass of the soul. i853J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873)
II. i. iii. 118 The misery and degradation which are at

present imprinted on the very face of the soil.

4. transf. To make an impression or impressed
figure upon ;

to stamp or impress (something) with
a figure, etc.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 239 Money.. Of lether em-
prented or of papyre. 1596 DAI.RYMPLE tr. Leslie s Hist.
Scot. I. i The way. .sa deip imprented with the futstepis of
thair foirbears. 1717 PRIOR Henry <$ Emma 655 She. .sees

his num'rous herds imprint her sands. 1818 MRS. SHELLRY
Frankenst. i. (1865'' 10 A land never before imprinted by
the foot of man. 1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. xiv. (1858) 452
The rncbe.. pointed out as imprinted with the footstep of
our Saviour.

b. fig. (transf. from 3 a and b). To impress wi'th

some feeling, quality, etc. ; also of the quality, To
;
be impressed upon, manifest itself in.

! , #1732 GAY Arachne 107 Dread omnipotence imprints his

|

face. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto i, Manfred, .had imprinted
i

her mind with terror.

Imprinted (imprrnted), ///. a. [f. prec. vb. +

-ED*.] Impressed, stamped, printed : see the verb.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 3 b, This imprinted per-

|

suasion of God is of most greate force.
1746-7^

HERVF.Y
! Mcdit, (1818) 149 As the wax is turned to the imprinted

j

seal. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN in Lyra Apost., Shame iii,

. Saviour! wash out the imprinted shame. \m& Century HIag.
\

XXXVI. 763/1 The bearer of the imprinted piece of paper.

Imprinter (imprrntaA [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.]

! One who or that which imprints or impresses ;

I

(
a printer (pbs^}. With quot. 1638 cf. IMPRIMKNT.

1548-^9 (Mar.) Bk.Cojn. Prayer CQ\Q$\\Q'(\, The Imprinter to

sell this Booke in Queres. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's lust.

Pref. Contents, I doe pray and request the Readers that if

they doe finde any [mistakes], they shall advertise the Im-

printer. 1638 RAWLEV tr. Bacons Life $ Death 421 Mala-
cissation is wrought, by Consubstantials ; by Imprinters ;

and by Closers up. [BACON Hist. Vitse $ Mortis^ Canon
xxvi. 443 Malacissatio fit, per Consubstantialia, Imprimentla,
& Occludentia.] 17x849 J- C. MANGAN Poems (1850^ 333
Are forty winters such faint imprinters Of age on a thing of

thy mould?

Imprinting (impri'ntin), vbl. sb. [f.
as prec.

-f- -ING*.] The action of the verb IMPRINT, q.v. ;

-\spec. printing (of books) (pbs^}.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 262/1 Inprentynge, inpressio. 1480

CAXTON Chron. Eng.cc\v\\. (1482) 336 Aboute this tyme[i455J
the craft of enpryntynge was first founde in Magunce in

IMPRISONING.
Almayne. is68GRAFTON Chron. 11.637 This yere one named
Johannes Fauscius, a Germain, first found out the noble
science of Imprintyng in the Citie of Mentz. 1581 J. BELLHaddon*s Answ. Osor. 480 b, The singular and most excel-
lent Art of Emprinting. 1628 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)
I. 621 The imprinting of such as are written against them,
and in defence of the Orthodox Church, are hindred.

Imprrnting, ///. a. [-ING2.] That imprints :

see the verb, in quot., f That imprints or im-

presses something on the mind, impressive (o6s.).
c 1592 BACON Co/n Pleas. (1870) 12 Him that would offer

the most pleasing object to the most imprinting sence.

Hence f Impri ntingly adv. Obs., impressively.
594 NASHE Terrors of Night G iij, To the end their

naturall. .portions might oe more imprintingly apprehended.

Imprison (imprrz'n), v. Forms : a. 3-4 en-

prisone, 4 enprisounne, -presone, 5 -prisoun,
-prysone, emprisone, -oun, -presoun, 6 en-
prison, -pryson, 6 emprison. 0. 5- imprison,
(5-6 in-, 6 impryson, ympreson). [ME., a. OF.
en-, emprisoncr (ufa c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F.
cmprisonner, f. en-, in- (!N-

2
) + prison PRISON :

cf. Pr. ewpreisonar, It. impi-igionare.~\
1. trans. To put into prison, to confine in a prison

or other place of confinement ; to detain in custody,
to keep in close confinement; to incarcerate.
a. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9521 Muche robberie me dude

aboute in euerich toun, And bounde men & enprisonede, vor
te hii finede raunson. c 1380 Sir Fenonb. 1181 Enprisonehem her wib-inne by tours, & so her let hem lye. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 19 Guytoga .. empresound him in >e
castell. Ibid. x. 40 He was emprisouned in many placez.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 376 He did emprison them in

dyverse prisons, commaundyng the jaylours to kepe them
streyt in Irons. 1574 \x. Littleton's Tenures 43 a, He maye
enprison his villaine.

jS. 1:1450 R. Gloucester's Chron. (1724) 464 note (MS.
Coll. Arms) The Kynge. .toke this Geftray, and imprisoned
him. 1513 BRADSHAW St* Werburge i. 1599 And how into

Egypt yonge loseph was solde, There was inprysoned by
a false coniectour. 1522 MORE De Quat. Noviss. Wks. 84/1
In worse case be we, than those y* be taken & imprisoned
for theft. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxii. 19 Lord, they know that
I imprisoned [TINDALE prespned] .. them that beleeued on
thee. 1771 ynnius Lett. xliv. 236 They have no legal au-

thority to imprison any man. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's
Hist. Ref. III. 621 They imprison men and women, and
make inquisition into their faith.

b. In more general sense : To confine.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXI. iv, Since imprison'd in

my mother Thou me freed'st. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 278She did confine thee.. Into a clouen Pyne, within which rift

Imprison'd, thou didst painefully remaine A dozen yeeres.
1651 HOBBES Leviath* n. xxi. 107 All living creatures, whilst

they are imprisoned . . with walls, or chayns. 1682 CREECH
Lucretius (1683) iv. no As when the hindring door Im-
prisons up the longing Eye no more. 1725 WATTS Logic
n. iv. 6 If a Man imprison himself in his Closet, and
employ the most exquisite Powers of Reason to find out the
Nature of Things^ a 1821 KEATS Ode Melancholy 19 If

thy mistress some rich anger shows, Imprison her soft hand,
and let her rave. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 97 Therefore
will I put thee to death imprisoned in this bottle.

2. transf. andyi^. To confine, shut up : in various

connexions, in which either the confining agent or

cause, or the object confined, or the nature of the

confinement, or both, are other than physical, or in

which the object is inanimate.
rtI533 LD. BURNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Nn vj,

Thou enprysonedst my harte at thy wyndowe. 1576 FLEM-
ING Panop'l. F.pist. 78 Alas .. that we .. should be thus im-

prisoned in perplexities. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

429 They have much gold, but hold it an high offence to

imprison it . . in Chests or Treasuries. Ibid. 739 An extreame
Fogge, as double gard to that Hand (uncertaine weather
to fortifie it, or to imprison them). 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 55 At this time such raine, thunder and lightning fell

upon us, that wee were imprisoned in our Tents. 1671
MILTON Samson 8, I, a prisoner chained, scarce freely draw
The air imprisoned also. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 519
It is a great mistake .. so far to imprison our love to our

selves, as to make it inconsistent with charity towards
others. 1691 TRYON Wisd. Dictates 2 Imprison thy Tongue
lest it imprison thee. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), Try to imprison
the resistless wind. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes ii, The sculptured
dead. .Emprison'd in black, purgatorial rails.

Hence Imprisoned ppl. a., Impri'soningf vbL
sb. and///, a. ; Imprrsoner, one who imprisons.
1529 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 317/2 These poore em-

prisoned soules whome Christ . . by his precious bloude . .

delyuered out of the lake of fyre wherin they lay bounden
for their sinnes. c 1542 UDALL in Royster D. (Shaks. Soc.)

p. xix, None ympresonyng, noo tormentes. 1615 G.SANDYS
Trav. 243 Which heates the imprisoning rockes, when hot
it growes. 1656 PRYNNE Rights Eng. Freemen 30 Any
Levier of them [taxes], or imprisoner of refusers of them.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 107 The imprisoned
officer was liberated. 1879 GEO. ELIOT TJteo. Suck 14
A

partial
release from the imprisoning verdict, that a man's

philosophy is the formula of his personality.

t Impri'SOn, sb. Obs. rare, [f. prec. vb.] Im-

prisonment.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxin. (Percy Soc.) 159 But yet

they hoped for to have releve Of theyr imprison which did
them so greve.

Imprisonable (impri-z'nab'l), a.
[f. prec. vb.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of or liable to imprisonment.
1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 133, I am of opinion that

a person is both Fineable and Imprisonable. 1659 RUSHW.
Hist. Coll. I. 533 He said he would prove a free man inv

prisonable upon command or pleasure, without cause ex-

pressed, to be absolutely in worse case then a villain.
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IMPRISONMENT.

Imprisonment (imprrz'nment). Forms : see

IMPRISON. [ME. en-, emprisonemtnt, a. AF. en-

pri'sMiiiement ( Hritton ,
OK. emf>risonnement{\yh

c.), f. emprisonner to IMPRISON + -MK.VT.]
The action of imprisoning, or fact or condition of

being imprisoned ; detention in a prison or place
of confinement

;
close or irksome confinement ;

' forcible restraint within bounds '

; incarceration.
a. [1*9* BRITTON I. ii. S n Sur peyne de enprisounement

et de greef raunsoun.] 13. . E. E. Allil. P. B. 46 On payne
of enprysonment & puttyntj in stokkez. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 5 He shall] haue xiiij d. duryng hys enpresonement,
euery wyk. c 1440 "Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 93 In fals

enprisonement, or fals nwest, or false dome. 1590 H. BAR-
ROW in Greenwood Collect. Sclaund. A rt. D ij b, I . . haue

1467 in Eng. Gilds ^1870) 388 Inprisonment of hur bodyes
at the kyngez wylle. 1513 MORE Rich, tit, Wks. 52/1 For
they would remembre their imprisonment. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. n. xxviii. 164 ttttprisoKment, is when a man is by
publique Authority deprived of liberty. 1780 BUKKE Sf.
Bristol frevious to Elect. Wks. III. 389 It is but six or
seven years since a clergyman of the name of Malony. .was
condemned to perpetual imprisonment for exercising the
functions of his Religion. 1817 W. SELWYN Law ffisi
Prius (ed. 4) II. 851 An action for false imprisonment was
brought by a native and inhabitant of Minorca . . against
the governor of the island.

b. transf. andyfc. See IMPRISON v. 2.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 226 Into the slavishe imprison-ment of vices most detestable : yea, into that bondage it

bringeth them, c 1614 SIR W. MURE Dido <$ /Sneas i. 211
At such impresonement they oft, repining, Lowd bellowing
all break out. 1670 CLARENDON Contempt. Ps. in Tracts
(1727) 611 No imprisonment so unworthy, as to be inclosed

by our servants, oy our own narrow and sordid affections.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xviii. 187 The manly fortitude
with which they bore up during this painful imprisonment.
t Impri'vacy, v. Obs. rare. [f. IM- i + PRI-

VACY.] trans. To place in privacy ; to secrete.

01670 HACKET Cent. Serm. (1675) 600 To what purpose
doth . . Saul imprivacy himself in a cave ?

Imprive : see IJIPREVE.

t Irnproa-chable, a. Obs. In 6 improche-
able. [f. IM- 2 + PROCHE v. to approach + -ABLE.]
Unapproachable.
1571 DiGCEs; fan/am, i. xi. D ij b, With the ayde of two

places to search out improcheable heightes.

Improbability (imprpbabi-liti). [f. IMPROB-
ABLE: see -ITY. Cf. F. improbability (1776).]
The quality of being improbable ; unlikelihood.
1598 FLORIO, lmprob{ab\ilita, improbabilitie. 1617 MORY-

SON llin. n. 245 The improbabilitie of their comming. 1690

the Confines of Impossibility. 1749 F. SMITH Voy. Disc.
II. 332_The sending a Person over Land, carries not the
least Air of Improbability with it. i86a HEURTLEY in Repl.
to Ess. f, Rev. 144 There is no longer any antecedent im-
probability to be overcome.

b. with an and//. An instance of this ; an im-

probable circumstance ; something unlikely.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 97 It is a meere improbability, yea

and an impossibility, that this should be the true Serpent.
1612-15 BP. HALL Contempl., O. T. v. i, It is the praise of

omnipotencie to worke by improbabilities. 1699 BENTLEY
Phat. 76 Which is to add another Improbability to all that
have gone before. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. v. 1 1 1 A uni-
versal empire.. is.. a physical improbability.

Impro babilize, v. rare. [f. IMPROBABLE +

-IZE.] trans. To render improbable.
1820-27 BENTHAM Princ. Jndic. Proced. Pref.Wks. 1838-43

II. 5/2 The fear of seeing real improvement obstructed and
even improbabilized by the creation of new offices, with
enormous salaries attached to them.

Improbable (imprp-bab'l), a. [ad. L. impro-
bdbil-is, f. im- (!M-

2
) +probabilis probable, likely:

cf. F. improbable (1611 in Cotgr.).]
1. Not probable ; not likely to be true ; not easy

to believe
; unlikely.

1598 FLORIO, Improbabile, that cannot be prooued, improb-
able. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 90 They pleaded
against the most Christian Queene, that her pretention was
improbable. 1601 SHAKS. Taiel. N. in. iv. 141 If this were
plaid vpon a stage now, I could condemne it as an improbable
fiction. 1710 STEELE & ADDISON Taller No. 254 P 2 Were
they not so well attested, [they] would appear altogether
improbable. 1770 Juntas Lett, xxxix. 193, I think it was
highly improbable. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxx. 407, 1 agree
. .in regarding the explanation as improbable.
b. Qualifying a clause, usually introduced by it.

1617 MORYSON Itiu. i. 30 Though it bee improbable that
there should be any want of waters. 1674 tr. Scheffer's

Lapland 24 It is very improbable that so many Christian
Kings should take no care of propagating their Religion.
1790 PALEY Horx Paul. Rom. i. n It is in the highest
degree improbable that it should have been the effect of
contrivance and design. 183$ MACAULAY Ess., Temple
(1887) 448 When two armies fight, it is not improbable that
one of them will be very soundly beaten. Mod. That he
will succeed is highly improbable.

C. With complement, rare.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rib. vlli. I 179 Nor was the design
improbable to succeed. 1654-66 LD. ORRERY Parthenissa
(16761 241 His Love could not be more improbable of suc-
cess than Perolla's had been.

2. In pregnant sense : Unlikely to 'do', suit, etc.

1659 HAMMON
probable soile.

se : ney o o, su, ec
1659 HAMMOND On Ps. civ. 10-18 And that in the most i

probabl
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Hence Impro-bableness, improbability.

K7
in BAILEY vol. II.

aprobably (impr^-babli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2.J In an improbable manner ; without likeli-

hood.
(Usually qualifying the statement as a whole, and denoting;

that it is not likely to be true ; now chiefly in not improb-
ably, an expression for

' with more or less
probability '.)

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Eft. iv. xiii. 320 That he lived
and writ in these parts, is not improbably collected from the

Epistles that passed betwixt him and Artaxerxes. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. in. VVks. (1847) 504/2 Dioneth, an
imaginary king of Britain, or duke of Cornwal, who im-

probably sided with them against his own country, a 1691
BoYLE(J.), He speaks very improbably. 01808 HfRD/V//;.
App. (R.), A few years more may, not improbably, leave
him without one admirer. Mod. He is coming to Oxford
soon, and may not improbably call on me.

t I-mprobate, a. Obs. rare-'. In 6 (&.) -at.

[f. L. improbat-us blamed, condemned, or L. im-

probus wicked : see -ATE -.] Wicked.
1596 DALRYMPLB tr. Leslie's Hist. Scat. iv. 220 Throuch

his awne exemple the improbat he teached.

t Improbate, v. Obs. rare- a
. [!.L.t'mpro-

bat-, ppl. stem of improbare to disapprove, blame,
condemn, reject, make void, f. JOT- (!M-

2
) +probarc

to make good, pronounce good, approve.] trans.

To disapprove, disallow.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Improbate, to disallow, to dis-

praise, or dislike.

Improbation (improb^-Jsn). [ad. L. impro-
bation-em, n. of action from improbare: see IM-
PROBATE v. Cf. F. improbation (1504 in Hatz.-

Darra.).]
) L Disapprobation, disapproval. Obs.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 225/2 He with-holds

from answering, either in approbation, or improbation of
something, a 1677 MANTON Serin. Ps. cxix. verse 143 Wks.
1872 IX. 16 God discovered his approbation and improbation
then more by temporal mercies and temporal judgments,
1789 BENTHAM Prim. Legisl. Wks. 1843 I. 51 These, if they
call it honour, will prefix an epithet of improbation to it,

and call it false honour.

f2. Disproof, confutation. Obs. rare (in gen:
sense : cf. next).
1551 RECORDS Cast, Knfftul. iv. (1556) 118 As the firste im-

probation doth reproue the flames of the earth betwene
easte and weste,. .so this second confutation improueth the
opinion of plainesse betwene south and north. 1657 TOM-
LINSON Renau's Disp. 275 The conjecture is not worth the
improbation. 1657 Physical Diet.. tmprobation, disproving.
3. Sc. Law. Disproof of a writ; an action

brought to prove a document to be false or forged.
c 1575 BALFOUR Practicks (1754) 381 Anent improbatioun.

1609 SKKHI Reg. Alaj. 122 The first is called the direct
maner of improbation^ be the witnes insert in the wreit,
quhilk is taken to be improven. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.
(1862) I. 422 Summons of improbation to prove our charters
of Christ to be counterfeits, are raised against poor souls.

1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 15 Indicting the
Prisoner in the Terms of the Decree! of Improbation. 1861
W. BELL Diet. Law Scot., tmfrobation is the disproving
and setting aside of writs exfacie probative on the grounds
of falsehood or forgery. The form of process by which this
is generally done is an action of reduction-improbation.

Improbative (imprfbativ), a. [f. L. impro-
bat-, ppl. stem of improbare IMPROBATE w. + -IVE.]
L Liable to improbation or disproof; not proved

to be true or genuine.
1754 ERSKINE Print. Sc. Latu (18091 517 Where witnesses

attest a deed without knowing the granter, and seeing him
subscribe . . the deed is not only improbative, but such wit-
nesses are declared accessory to forgery. 1866 Guide to

Elgin Cathedral iv. 226 Some respect ought to be paid to
universal tradition however improbative.
2. = IMPROBATORY.
1876 LOWELL Among my Kks. Ser. it. 44 'The form or

mode of treatment', he [Dante] says, 'is . . definitive, divi-

sive, probative, improbative, and positive of examples '.

Improbatory (imprjrbatari), a. [f. as prec.
+ -ORY.] Having the function of disproving; in A".

Law, made in iinprobation or disproof of a writ.
1818 in W. Bell DM. Lam Scot. (1861) 76 [When the

writing has been abidden by, the record is made up] by
ordering a condescendence of articles improbatory, and
answers containing articles approbatory, which shall be
revised and accompanied with notes of pleas in law. 1861
Ibid., These articles improbatory and approbatory consist
of articulate averments and answers . . setting forth the
facts and circumstances relied on by the one party, as in-

structing the alleged forgery or falsehood, and by the other,
as showing the writing to be genuine and fairly come by.
t Improbe. Obs. rare. [a. OF. improbc (151)1

c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. improbus bad, wicked,
f. im- (!M-

2
) + probus good.] A wicked person.

1484 CAXTON Fatltt o/sEsop (1880) i The malyce off the

euylle people, and the argument off the Improbes.

Improbity (imprjvblti). [ad. L. improbitas,
f. improbus wicked, persistent : cf. OF. improbiK
(I4th c. in Godef. Compl.).]
1 1. Persistency, perseverance. Obs. or nonce-use.
c 1380 WYCLIP Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 154 pis lastinge knock-

ing is purging of man bat hat lyved synfully ; bis improbite
to bis purpos is just tariyng of God. 1883 Athenxuin
19 May 627 The reader who has had the improbity tin the
untranslatable Latin sense of improbus) to follow M. Kenan
carefully.

2. Wickedness, want of principle or integrity.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. i. | 7 Persons excommunicable,

yea and cast out for notorious improbitie. 1695 I.n. PRKSTON

IMPROCrRESSIVENESS.
SoefA.lv. 198 That the exuberant Improbity of ill Men may
be repell'd and abated. 1731 MEDLEY Kolfren's Cafe G.
Hope I. 27 His countrymen, among whom.. all Improbity
is abhorred. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. \. vii. 5 The waste of
wealth occasioned to Society by human improbity.

t rmprobous, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. improb-ns
or F. improbc + -ous.] Wicked, unprincipled.
Hence t I'roprobouBly adv., wickedly; violently.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 295 One [nettle] whose

leaves are improbously mordacious. Ibid. 596 Alas 1 the
improbous do so impose upon us.

t Improbration. Obs. rare.
[f. In- 1 + L.

probr-nm reproach + -ATION : cf. L. exprobrdtio
reproach, med.I,. improbros-us disgraceful, and
OF. improperer to reproach as shameful, address

reproaches to (whence perh. an OF. imp/opera-
tion).] Reproach, reviling.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. i53l ) 301 They dyd leade

the bounden . . with all . . improbracyons, sclaunders, false

contumelyes.
t ImproceTOUS, a. Obs. rare

~
. [f. L. im-

procer-us not tall + -ons.] So t Improoe'rity.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., tmproceroiis, low, not tall. 1658

PHILLIPS, Improcerity, a lownesse, want of tallncsse.

t Impro-creable, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L.

improcreabilis that cannot be procreated.] So
t ImprocreabHity. (See quots.)
1623 COCKERAM, Improcreable, not begotten. 1658 PHIL-

LIPS, Improcreability, a barrennesse, or unaptnesse to pro-
create.

IniprOCUrabi'lity. rare.
[f. *improcurable

(f. IM-
2 + PROCURABLE) : see -ITY.] The condition

of being unprocurable.
1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights et Ins. II. xxxiii. 619 Absolute

novelty and improcurability elsewhere or forever.

t Improdrrced, ///. a.
[f.

IM- 2 + PRODUCED.]
Not produced from anything else ; unprodnced.
1662 STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iL to There will bee

three real improduced things. 1691 RAY Dissol. World
(1713) 4 They make no mention of the Creation of this

Chaos, but seem to look upon it as self-existent and im-

produced.

Improdtrcible, a. rare. [f.
IM- 2 + PRODU-

CIBLE.] Incapable of being produced ; nnprodu-
cible ; unfit to be produced, unpresentable.
1704 NORRIS Ideal U'orlti n. viii. 381 We cannot produce

them, and that because they are absolutely improducible.
1820 COLTOS Lacon I. 93 Dr. Johnson was pronounced to
be an improducible man by a Courtier.

t Improdu-ction. Obs. rare. [f. IM- 2 + PRO-

DUCTION.] The condition of not having been pro-
duced from anything else.

1662 STILLINOFL. Orig. Sacr. HI. ii. & 10 The eternity and
improduction of matter as the passive principle of things.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 6. 197 Hermogenes and
otner[s]. .assert the self-existence and Improduction of the
Matter.

t Improfi'cience. Obs. rare
-

'.
[f.

IM- 2 +
PROFICIENCE.] =next.
1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. vii, 7 This misplacing hath

caused a deficience, or at least a great improficience in the
Sciences.

Zmprofi-ciency. Now rare. Also 7 in-, [f.

IM- a + PROFICIENCY.] Lack of proficiency ; nn-

skilfulness, backwardness.
1647 BOYLE Lit. 20 Feb. in Wks. (1772) I. Life 35 The

excellency of the Ministry, since waited on by such an im-

proficiency, increases my presaging fears. 1661 FELTHAM
Resolves n. xlv. 271 The least neglect does steal us into

improficiency and offence. 16750. WALKER, etc. Paraphr.
Hcb. 21 Gently taxing their negligence and inproficiency.

1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 354/1 Knowing my own impro-
ficiency, I almost feared to tempt the giant game.
t Improfi'CUOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. In- 2

+ PROFICUOCS.] Unprofitable.
1650 BULWFR Antliropomet. 53 We need not doubt to take

away and freely to coerce that tmproficuous matter of hair.

t Imprcvfitable, a. Obs. Also 4-5 in- [f.

IM- 'i + PROFITABLE.] Not
profitable, unprofitable.

1x1325 Prose Psalter lii[i]. 4 Hij ben made inprofitable.

1434 MISYN Mending l.ifcy\. 124 Qwateuer he do, inpro-
fetaoyll & intollerabyll it semys. 1558 KENNEDY CoHtpcnd.
Tractive in Wodr. Sec. Misc. (1844) 125 Impromtnble for
our purpose. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 87 Weeds, fern,
heath, broom and other unprofitable vegetables. 1725
BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Milk, The only Way to make
a Cow dry and utterly improfilable for the Dairy.
Hence tlmpro-fltableness, unprofitableness.
a 1643 J. SHUTE Jitdgem. ff Mercy (1645) 176 Cause . . to

wish that they had never scene your faces, because of your
irnprofitablenesse.

Improgressive (improgre-siv), a. [!M-
2 +

PROGRESSIVE.] Not progressive ; unprogressive.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) HI. 179 Improgressive

arrangement is not method. 1817 Biog. Lit. (1870) 222
The immense empire of China improgressive for thirty cen-
turies. 1817 DE QUINCBY U'ks. (1800) IV. 399 Cathedral
cities in England, imperial cities without manufactures in

Germany, are all in an improgressive condition.

Hence Improgre'ssively adv., without making
progress or advance ; Improgre ssiveness, the

quality of being unprogressive, stationary character.

18x7-48 HAHE Guesses Ser. ll. (18591 3 10 The stprmbeaten
Atlantic, over which men had for ages been sailing to and
fro almost improgressively. Ibid. 312 The other great
scandal of philosophy, its improgressivencss, may easily be
accounted for. 1839 f'raser'i Mag. XIX. 105 It is this

alleged improgressiveness of China that startles the ima-

gination.



IMPROLIFIC.
t Improli-fic, a. Obs.

[f. IM-* + PROLIFIC.
Not prolific ; unprolific.

w 'f?-'
Fu

t
LER W r

>l."'s, Hartfordsh. n. (1662) 22 Man,
Worthies, who are . . either improlifick, or have Children t,Kcnilorum vitupenum. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 234 Imperfect
improlific eggs, which will never produce Chicken

'

tlmprolrfical.a. Obs.
[f. IM- ^ + PROLIFICAL 1

=prec.
1646 SIK T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. u. i. so That which isnot watery and improlificall will not conglac'iate ,636BLOUNT Glossogr Improlifical, .. not apt to have issue

tlmproh-ficate.z-. Obs.
[f. IM- i + PROLIFI-

CATE v.] trans. To render prolific, to fertilize.

at'eV, '? I'
B
fT'

NE Pstud- Et v"' xvi ' W The inordin-ate longitude ot the organ . . may be a meanes to improlificalsseed. 1630 Ibid. (ed. 2) 151 A greater difficulty, .is, ho..

conception f
'

Ml
lmprlificates and makes the ovall

t Impromrscuous, a. Obs. rare, [f L im.
proiniscu-us + -ous.] Unmixed, unminried

1656 m BLOUNT Glossogr. 1792 T TAYLOR Proclus I
Dissert, p. Ixxviii The first is simple and impromiscuous

'

tlmpro-mpt, a. Obs. [ad. L. imprompt-us,
i. im- (J.M--) + promptus ready, PROMPT.] Not
ready or prepared ; unready.
1739 STERNE Tr Shandy II. ix, So imprompt ! so ill-

prepared to stand the shock of it as Dr. Slop was
impromptitucle (impr^mptitid). [f. IM- -2.

+ PROMPTITUDE : cf. prec.] Want of promptitudeor quickness in action
; unreadiness.

1887 Story oj"a Kiss HI. xv. 267 His uncle's reproach ofhis 'impromptitude' was a different thing.

Impromptu (farprp-mnifi), adv., sb., adj. fad.
.L. in promptu in readiness, at hand (promptus
readiness), written as one word and with the n
changed tom before/, as in F. impromptu (Moliere,
1059), whence also the adj. and sb. uses.]A. adv. Without preparation or premeditation;
ott-nand, on the spur of the moment

; extempore.
1669 LADY CHAWORTH in i 2M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App v. ii Mr. Elliot desired Mr. Titus to make some
/7V ' r>5? ,'

d thus ' ""Promptu [etc.]. 1788 BURNSLet. to Mrs. Dunlop 16 Aug., She sometimes hits on a
couplet or two impromptu. 1791 BOSWEI.L Johnson (1816)

3> inis was made almost impromptu. 1882 FARRAR
Early Chr II 375 note, This was afterwards improved intothe story that he [John] wrote the whole Gospel impromptu.
B. sb. Something composed or uttered without

preparation or premeditation ; an extemporaneous
composition or performance ; an improvisation.
Also, a musical composition having the character
of an improvisation.

'??
3 '^

A rt c" z"r''44We mustdeal plainlyand seriouslywith such men waving all in prompt*'* and subtilities.
1693 DRYDEN Juvenal Introd. (1697) 37 They were made
txttntporr,a.uA were, as the French call them, Impromptus.
1776 JOHNSON Poem(titk), To Mrs. Thrale, on her complet-
ing her thirty-fifth year, an impromptu. 1847 DISRAELI
TaiKrtd n. ix, Lady Constance . . had a variety of conclu-
sions on all social topics, which she threw forth . . with the
well-arranged air of an impromptu. 1880 GROVE Diet.MHS. L 768/2 1 he two sets of pieces by Schubert known as
Impromptus, .were. .not so entitled by him.

G. adj. 1. Composed or uttered without pre-
paration or premeditation ; improvised; invented,
produced, etc. on the spur of the moment and

'

without previous thought.
1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France I. 240 Who would risque I

the making impromptu poems at Paris? 1830 D'ISRAELI I

<~lias. J, ill. Pref. 4 ,
I am not fortunate in impromptu

replies. 1849 THACKERAY Lett. Apr., I daresay I shall have
to make an impromptu speech.
2. Made or done on the spur of the moment ;

hastily made for the occasion, or converted to use
in an emergency; extemporized, makeshift.

i

*7
!!\T

MR
i
H V<RIS '" Pria- Lett- Lli- Malmesbury I. 118Lord North took an impromptu dinner with us yesterday1800 Mus. HERVEY Mourtray Fan,. I. 67 They had a little

impromptu ball. 1856 Miss MULOCK J. Hali/axxxii. (1865)
215 My daughter encouraged me to pay this impromptu
visit. 1872 BAKER Nil* Tribut. viii. 128 We prepared an
impromptu raft.

Hence Impro'mptu v., to compose off-hand
; to

improvise, extemporize. Impro'mptuary a. =
C. i. Impro-mptuist, one who composes off-

hand, an improviser.
J
.*?

2 H
-.
SWINBURNE in Courts Europe (1841) II. 334 The

soldiers sing in the evening an endless German song, and
the sailors impromptu in Danish. 1802-12 BENTHAM
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 2 Answers impromptuary.
1834 MEDWIN Angler hi Wales I. 48 In a pelting rain, im-
promptu d the following epigram. 1848 Athenznm 5 Aug.

115

after F. improprt (1372 in Hatz.-Darm.), L. im-
proprtus.} Not proper ; the opposite of proper.
1. Not truly or

strictly belonging to the thingunder
consideration; not in accordance with truth

tact, reason, or rule; abnormal, irregular: incor-
rect, inaccurate, erroneous, wrong
sureT/'LId n?'

imes W
-
Uh u

-
t imPlicati f Name or cen-

'

pro'oe'r
;oTl?t^

mean
K
ln8 S'ven to

awprd which is not the
proper or literal one, but metaphorical
.'S3' [implied in IMPROPERLY]. ij HU
fjopri

s abusiuus. ,58, MAR|K:BWhen he Scriture saith, that the Lord God is un

SSSWBs^Sa^Sfts
sSK^Sfir^BwSrSBuRKfc i>p. Bristol previous to Elect. Wks. III. 362 It is

u r
y U

-
should censure me improperly, but lest youlorm improper opinions on matters of some moment

to you, that I trouble you at all upon the subject. 1870IYNDALL Lect. Electr. R. Instil. 14 The conductors were
^"elJ.??-'<. because they could not be so electrified
1 he division is improper, because if a conductor be insulated'
it can readily be electrified.

b. Not properly so called
; Improper fraction-a fraction whose numerator is greater than (or equal

to) its denominator, and whose value is therefore
greater than (or equal to) unity. (Formerly applied
to analogous fractions in Algebra.) Improper diph-
thong: seequot. 1826.

US. u^***
r
i
Art

-'s (' 575> 34 An Improper Fraction
nat is to saye, a fraction in forme, which in dede is greater

ijj" ^ r u !
6l

j
FLETCHEK Faithf. Shepherdess ToKdr They [shepherds and shepherdesses in a Pastoral] arenot to be adorned with any art but such improper ones as

%S5 'r TM '

T

S 'OW
' " 5 'n

r?ins
and P "^' Ifi74 JEAKEAnt/i. (1696) 44 Improper Fractions have alwayes the

Numerator greater than the Denominator. 1806 HUTTONCourse Math. 1.187 To Reduce an Improper Fraction to aWhole or Mixed Quantity. ,824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
ea. 5) 1- 30 An improper diphthong has but one of the
vowels sounded : as, ea in eagle, oa in boat.
J. Not in accordance with the nature of the case
>r the purpose in view; unsuitable, unfit, inappro-
inate, ill-adapted.
1370 VsxMatli. Prc/. 33 Rather, then, either to want a
ame,ortohauetobaseand impropreaname. 1601 R. JOHN-ON Kingd. ff Com,,,. (1603) go The Hungarish horse bynature are not improper for war, being couragious, strong

1663 LOYLE Occas Rcjl ,v. xiii. (,848) 248 A Plain being a
very improper place for such a purpose. 1702 ADDISON
Dial. Medals n. Misc. Wks. 1726 HI. 52 [The quotation) isnot improper to the occasion. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. N.
Pole 50 As improper to be approached as a rocky lee shore

I^J!^?"**'* ClK'"- L 56 Hydrogen gas is improper

gram. 14 tenzum 5 UK
3 Ba last-waggons. . impromptued and filled up with seats.

1882 Chant. Jrnt. 742/2 Theodore Hook .. was a most prolific
impromptuist. 1897 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXIV.
435/1 His impromptuary deliverances.

tlmproo'f. Obs. rare.
[f. IMPROVE v.\ after

prove, proof.}
1. Disproof, refutation.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 145 Now secondly for
he ilench, and use of improofe.
2. Reproof, rebuke, censure.

1590 GREENWOOD Answ. De/. Read Prayers 30 The whole
iicripture is . . inspired of God, & profitable vnto doctrine,vnto improof, vnto correction. 1594 SOUTHWELL M. Mafd.Fun. Tears To Rdr., That the reader may learn to love
without improof of purity.

Improper (imp^-pai) ,
a.

[f. In- - + PROPER ;

th

3. Not m accordancewith good manners, modesty,or decorum; unbecoming, unseemly; indecorous,
indecent. Also transf. of a person.
. 1739 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. xxxi. 108 It would be very
improper and indecent if you were to fly your kite or playat nine-pins while you are with Mr. Maittaire. 1776 Trial
ofNundocomar 106/2 It would be highly improper that
their books should be wantonly subjected to curious and
impertinent

_ eyes. 1791 [see IMPROPER v.i]. ,849 JAMESWoodnian n, It never occurred to her that there was any-
thing improper in having them there. 1832 MRS. CARLYLF
Lett. II. I7 7, I see single women besides myself at Verev's

riot improper governesses, and the like.

t4. ?Not proper or peculiar to an individual;
general, common. Obs. rare.
[Quot. 1610 in i b is taken in this sense in recent Diets.]
t Improper, r'.

1 Obs. Forms : 4-5 enpropre,
-per, 6 empropre, -per, 6-7 impropre, 5-7 impro-
per. See also IMPROPRY. [ME. en-, empropre, app.
repr. an AFr. *enproprier, a variant (with change of
prefix) of OF. aproprier, ad. L. appropriate to
APPROPRIATE. (No OF. emproprier or improprier
is recorded, and the med. or mod.L. impropriare
is cited by Du Cange only from English docu-
ments, and is presumably a latinization of the AFr.
or Eng. word, though, in form, immediately f. I..
in (Ix- 2) into -rpropri-us own, private.) In Big.
apropre, APPROPHE, was in earlier use, app. with
the same sense. The variant IMFROPHY corresponds
to apropry.']
1. traits. To assign as a proper or private posses-

sion, to appropriate ;
= !MPHOPRIATE v. i.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 81 But bobe bes ben enproprid to
god. 1486 Bk. St. Attans, Her. B ijVThat is to hym im-
propend bi lawe of armys. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 44 tHe also had enproperyd vnto hym dyuerse wardys belons-
ynge to the Kynge. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i?2
Persones.. whose lyfe is aboue other impropered to contem-
placyon. 1537 NORTH Gneuara's Diall Pr. 82 a He that
empropereth to him selfe that, whiche oughte to be common
to al. is to be blamed of god, and hated ofmen. 1563 JEWEL
Kepi. Harding (1611) 383 If he would in like maner im-
proper, and inclose the Sun beames, to comfort the rich.
1642 [? BP. HALL] Mod. Confut. Animadv. iii. 6, I have
alwayes resolved that neither person nor cause shall improper
me, further than they are good. [Cf. MILTON Apol. Sm. iii.]
A. Ecd. Law. IMPHOPRIATE v. 2.

1328 Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 2 To unite, annex,

IMPROPORTIONABLE.
and improper the same unto the church of Saint Peters in
Ipiswiche ,529 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 333/1 Many an
abbey . . haue the great parte therof in benefices geuen inand empropred vnto them. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 27 b,
Parsonages and vicarages, which were . . impropryd vntothem 1601 F. GODWIN Bp*. ofEng. 304 He impropred vntoour church the parsonage of Buckltnd Abbatis
t Improper, v? Obs. nonce-wd,

[f. IMPBOPEB
a.] intr. To behave improperly.

17.9' H. WALPOLE Corr. (1837) III. 438, I am too old tobe improper and you are too modest to be impropered to.

tlmpro-perate, z/. 1 Obs. rare-", ff. ppi

stem ot late L. improperare to taunt, upbraid
(Vulgate and Petronius), It. improperare 'to vp-
braid, to twit' (Florio), OF. improperer; cf. late
L. zmpropenmn opprobrium, reproach ( Heb. xi. 26
in Vulg.).] trans. To reproach, upbraid.
1623 COCKERAM, Improperate, to reproch. 1656 in BLOUNT
tlmpro-perate, f. 2 Obs. rare-",

[f. ppistem of L. improperare] intr. To hasten in.

'

tot?in.""

7 ^ fm*n*er "-- "als ' > h"te

.
t Impropera'tion 1

. Obs. [n. of action (probm OF.) from late L. improperare, OF. improperer :

see IMPROPEHATE
.l] The action of upbraidingor

reviling ; a reproach, taunt,

othe?
rd' Crys'e" Vm (W. de W. 1506) ii. ix. 112 Two

H'/Sh
P
"^'a

(
-
W' de W- ' 53I> 3 4 b ' False cormimeles,blasphemes, & improperacyons. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's

hi
I2
^
5

c
'mPr Peration and slander that went ofhim. 1643 SIK 1. BROWNE Kelig. Med. i. 8 3 Omittinethose Improperanons, and Terms of Scurrility betwixt us?

5

t Impropera-tion 2
. Obs. Erroneous form

for IMPHOPHIATION, after IMPROPER z-.l

1336
jn

Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. Ixxix. 187 At the
time of the improperation. 1330 LEVER Serin. Paul's Cross
tvj, Nothynge is so papystycall as improperacions of
benefices be. 1624 DONNE Serm. xlvi. 466 This is an Im-
properation without Sacrilege, .to make God mine owne
t Impropera-tion '>. Obs. rare- , [n. of ac-

tion from IMPHOPERATE
z/.2] A hastening in.

1638 PHILLIPS, Improperation, a making haste.

Improperly (impr^paali), adv. ff. IMPROPER
a. + -LY -.

The instance from Gower stands alone in date; the word,like its adj. IMPROPER, coming into general use in the i6th c.KM properly is common from c 1223. The corresp. F adv
improprenient occurs in Oresme ( I4th c.).]
In an improper manner; wrongly, incorrectly

unsuitably, unbecomingly.
1390 GOWER Con/. I. 21 The world as of his propre kyndeWas euere vntrewe and as be blynde Improprelich he

demeb fame. 1331 ELYOT Gov. i. xxv, Modestie: whiche
worde nat bemge knowen in the englisshe tonge,. they im-
proprely named this vertue descretion. 1377 tr. Bulttnra>l
Decades (1592) 463 Justification is properly attributed to the
reconciling righteousnesse through Christ Jesus, and is im-
properly ascribed to the obeying righteousnes, or righteous-nes of obedience. 1661-98 SOUTH Serm. III. 6 Merit, whichwe may not improperly define ' A Right to receive some
good upon the score of some good done '. 1776 Trial of
Nundocomart)Tli The seal of Bollakey Doss was improperlymade use of. 1879 CasselCs Techn. E.htc. vi. 330/2 The
heroic Jeanne Dare (commonly but improperly written
d Arc). 1883 Law. Rep. 29 Ch. Div. 454 The lease . has been
by mistake improperly drawn.

Impro-perneSS. rare.
[f. as prec. + -NESS.]The quality of being improper ; impropriety

1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. viii. (,627) no For Ihe improper-nesse of the phrase in our speech. 1648 JENKYN BlindGuide
I. 13 haine to . . snarle at the seeming impropernesse of a
word. 1695 S. LOBB Let. Dr. Bates 1 1 The I mproperness of
Calling God Creditor, and Sin Debts otherwise than Meta-
phorically.

t Impro'perty. Obs. rare.
[f. IMPROPER a. +

-TY: &
property] ^IMPROPRIETY.

1353 SHERRY Treat. Fig. Cram, f, Kliet. 6 b, Impropertie,when a worde is brought into the talke hauing nothyng at
al his owne proper signification. 1663 GERBIER Counsel
a v) a, Ordering each part thereof, proper to its particular
use, shunning all improperties.

t Impro-pery. Obs. [ad. L. improperiwn re-

proach, opprobrium ; cf. F. improperie : see IMPRO-
PERATE

z/.l] Reproach, upbraiding.
1342 BECON Pathw. Prayer ii. B vij b, Sara . . desyrynge

to be delyuered from the impropery & imbraydyng of a
certayne default.

t Impropi-tions, a. Obs. rare.
[f. IM- 2 +

PROPITIOUS. Cf. F. impropice (ijth c. in Littre).]
Not propitious ; unfavourable, unpropitious.
1638 WOTTON in Reliq. 1 1672) 574, 1 am sorry to hear . . that

your dreams were impropitious

t Impropo-rtion. Obs. Also 5 in-. [!M- a.]
Want of proportion, disproportion.

The seeming impropo.*.Un w, .

ments to Finite Transgressions.

tlmpropo-rtionable, a. Obs.
[f. IM- ^.]

Not proportionable ;
= IMPROPORTIONATE.

1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. i. iii, [If she] could have
dard so improportionable and abrupt a digression. 1621
SANDERSON Serm. I. 210 Profits improportionable to the painsand dangers men must undergo in them. 1661 Grand
Debate 117 Forcing the. . Liturgy, and Ceremonies, and that
by improportionable penalties.

80 -a



UNPROPORTIONAL.

t Impropo-rtional, a. Obs. [f.
IM- -' + PRO

PORTION AL a.] next.

i65 T. CRAUFURD Hist. Univ. Edinb. >.1808)99 A number

improportional to the number of students, which in many
years exceeded 16 score. 1784-98 in Lect. Paint, v. (1848)

203 The apparent objects in pictures should appear neither

improper!ional nor deformed, on account of the distances

and heights of the objects painted.

t Inipropo-rtionate, a. Obs. [f. IM- - +
PROPORTIONATE a.] Not proportionate, out of pro-

portion, disproportionate.
1581 Mui.CASTER />

<w/V;'tfjxxxvii. (1887) 146 To distribute

their multitude to the best and easiest proportion of their

owne state : which otherwise improportionate would breade
an aposteme. 165* GAULE Magastrom. 172 Acting and

effecting at an improportionate distance. 1666 J. SMITH
Old Age (ed. 2) 59 The Cavity is improportionate to the

head of the humerus.

t Impropo-rtioned, ///. a. Ohs. [f. IM- 2 +

PROPORTIONED///, a."] Disproportioned : prec.
1656 J EASES Mixt. Schot. Dtv. 40 Cognoscitive powers. .

that can never reach spiritual substances, for they are impro-
portioned unto it.

Impropriate (imprJu'pri^'t),!/. [f. ppl. stem
of mea. or mod.L. impropriare ; see IMPROPER z*.

1

and cf. APPROPRIATE v.}

fl. trans. To make proper or peculiar to some

person or thing ; to make one's (or some one's)
own ; to appropriate. Obs
1567 DRANT Horace^ Ep. To Rdr. *

vj, To mipropriate it

to me it were neither honestye, nor wysedom. i6xa T.
TAYLOR Comtn. Titus i. 3 In that period of time, which the

wisdome of God hath impropriated unto them. 1651
HOBBES Leviatk. iv. xlvi. 378 They.. that impropriate the

Preaching of the Gospell to one certain Order of men. 1679
MARVELL Reh. Transp. I. 279 In this imprudent and
nauseous discourse, you have all along appropriated or

impropriated all the Loyalty from the Nobility, the Gentry
and the Commonalty, and dedicated it to the Church. 1703
MRS. CENTLIVRE Stolen Heiress n, The venerable man to

whom this goodly mansion is impropriated.

t b. \V ith inverted construction : To instal (a

person) as proprietor. Const, into. Obs. rare.

16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. iii. 164 To impropriate my
.elf into that which is not mine.

2. spec. To annex (an ecclesiastical benefice) to

a corporation or person, as their corporate or pri-
vate property ; esp. b. (in later use) to place tithes

or ecclesiastical property in
lay hands.

Impropriate was in early use applied to the annexation of
the tithes of a benefice to a religious house ; at the Reforma-
tion most of these impropriations passed into lay hands, so

that the word came to be specially associated with the lay

possession of tithes, the synonym appropriate being subse-

quently taken to designate the original sense (with a covert
allusion to the adjs. appropriate and improper): see IM*

PROPRIATION I.

1538 LELASD Itin. I. 41 Robert Sun to Hilbert Lacy
impropriate booth this Hospital and S. Clementes yn the

Castelle . . to the new Priorie. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holin-
sited \\\. 1302/1 The patronage and lordship of Woodburie
.. he gave and impropriated unto the vicars chorall of hi-,

church.
b. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage \\. \\\. 1 13 Of nine thousand

two hundred eighty and foure parishes in England . .

three thousand eight hundred fortie five were (as it is

properly termed) impropriated. 1607 C. LESLIE Snake in

Grass (ed. 2) 265 To maintain the Sacrilegious Impropria-
tions which the Pope had made of theTythes of the Secular

Clergy, to endow their Monasteries: which Hen. VIII.
instead of Restoring, did yet more Sacrilegiously Impro-
priate to the Laity. 18*7, 1860 [see IMPROPRIATED].

Impropriate (imprJu-prir/t),^//. a. [ad. med.
or mod.L. impropriat-its^ pa. pple. of impropriare :

see prec. vb.]
1. Appropriated to some particular person or per-

sons. ? Obs.
a 1600 HOOKER Serm. Jude 17-21 19 Look upon Israel,

. .to whom., the promises of Christ were made impropriate.
161* T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. i A grace impropriate to

the elect. 1706 DE FOE Jure Dtv. v. 8 If we dislike his

Law, We must from his impropriate Lands withdraw.

2. spec. Of a benefice or its revenues : IMPRO-
PKIATED 2. (See IMPKOPBIATE v. a.)

1538 LELAND Itin. IV. 71 The Personage of Aulcester is

impropriate to Aulcester Priory. 1555 Act 2 <$ 3 Phil, fy

Mary c. 4 $ 7 Rectories Personages and Benefices impro-

pryate. 1631 StarChamo. Cases iCamden) 66 The plaintiff
b r Edward Leech holdeth the tythes of the parsonage im-

propriate of Chesterfield, which tythes the Vicar of Chester-
.field claymed to hold by an auncient composition. 1707
J. CHAMBEKLAYNK St. Gt. Brit. \. i. 3 Hereof 3845 [parishes]
are Churches impropriate, i. e. in Lay-Hands, where Lay-men
receive the Tythes ; or Appropriate, i.e. annexed to Church-

Dignities. 1850 Hi. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace iv. ix. II. 114
There were different kinds of tithes the vicarial, rectorial,
and impropriate. 1889 Land Agent's AVc. 6 Apr. 317, I pay
the impropriate tithes as well.

Impro priated, ppl. a.
[f. prec. vb. + -ED '.]

1.
Appropriated

to some person or thing. ? Obs.

163* LITHGOW Trav. i. 21 Italy was called so of Italus, a

King in Sicily. . . The more impropriated names were
Hesperia, because it is situate under the evening starre

Hesperus : Latium..and ^notria in regard of [etc.].

2. Of a benefice or tithes : Annexed to a corpora-
tion or held by a lay impropriator : see IMPKO-
PBIATE v. 2, IMPROPRIATION i.

1661 BRAMHALL JW Vi*d. iii. 37 Why did they not
restore the appropriated, or. as we call them truely, impro-

priated tythesi to the Incumbents and lawful owners? 18*7
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. viii. 66 A project of restor*

B
ti
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ing all impropriated hereditaments to the church. 1860

FKOUDK ///*/. Eng. V. 355 The estates of the bishopric of

Winchester were transferred to the crown in exchange for a
few impropriated rectories.

t b. Of a person : Provided with an impropria-
tion. Obs. rare.

1 153$ BYCOD Treat. Impropr. Benefycts B xi, Nowe my
meters

impropriated
or

improper maisters . . haue nat you
..dysiroyed these holy and godly prouysyons, made for the

maintenance
of goddes holy word.

Hence Impro priatedly adv., by appropriation.
1847 R- W- HAMILTON Disq. Sabbatkiii. (1848) 64 Every

thing that can enter into the category of Christianity is

impropriatedly his.

Impropriation (impr0opri|fi*Jaii). [n. of
action from IMPROPRIATE v. : see -ATION.]
1. The action of impropriating ; the annexation

of a benefice or its revenues to a corporation, office,

or individual, esp. b. (in later use) to a lay cor-

poration or a lay proprietor.
By i7-i8th c. law writers distinguished from appropria-

tion : see quot. 1708, and APPROPRIATION 2. Although the
distinction has app. no etymological or historical basis tcf.

etymology of IMPROPER z'.*), the assignment of a benefice to
a monastic house, and to a layman, being alike called im-

propriation in the i6th c., the later usage has been to
restrict impropriation to the lay proprietorship of tithes or
other ecclesiastical revenues.

? 1535 BYGOD (title) A treatyse concernynge impropriations
of benefyces. 1549 LATIMER 6//< Serm. bef. Ldw. VI
(Arb.) 168 Wyth impropriacions he [the Devil] hath turned

preachynge in to priuate Masses. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS
Serm. (Parker Soc.) 45 Rome hath robbed Christ of his

honour, and by impropriations given his patrimony to idle

fat monks to feed upon. 1660 R. COKE Power $ Subj. 215
If the Pope did give Abbots and Priors power, being Eccle-
siastical persons, to make divers Impropriations to their

benefit, the King will take a power to take them all away,
and convert them into Lay-fees, and incorporate them, .into

particular mens estates. 1697 [see IMPROPRIATE v. 2b).
b. i6ax BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. (1651) 64

No impropriations, no lay patrons of church livings.

1708 Termes de la Ley 396 Impropriation is properly so

called, when the Advowson is in the Hands of a Lay-
man, and Appropriation, when in the Hands of a Bishop,
College, &c. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela. (1824) I. xxxii. 318
A bill for restoring to it [the church] all that it had lost by
impropriations and other secularizations. 1868 J. H. BLUNT
Ref. C/t. Eng. I. 25 note, Impropriations are the alienation
of tithes to laymen.

b. The proprietorship conveyed by this action.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 356 The Churches . . were
impropriated to the Deane. .by diuers Bishops ; the Impro-
priations whereof were theirs at that time. 1849 STOVEL
Introd. Cannes *

Necess.' no An impression .. that, by
appealing to the benevolence of individuals, the impropria-
tions of church livings might be purchased and put in trust

for the use of such ministers as they might approve.
c. An impropriated benefice ;

a living, tithes,

etc., held by a religious house, or (in later use)

by a layman or lay corporation.
1578 in Neal Hist. Purtt. (1732) I. 367 Besides the im-

propriations
in our shire. 1589 COOPER Admon. 78 Those

lawes. .whereby Impropriations and Patronages stande as
mens lawful! possession and heritage. 1605 T. RYVES
Vicar's Plea (1620) 98 The parsonages were heretofore.,

granted to the Monkes in proprios vsus from whence they
haue their name of Impropriations. a 1661 FULLER Worthies
(1840) II. 292 An impropriatiun which the Lord Gray of
Wilton., restored to the Church. 1761-2 HUME Hht.Eng.
(1806) IV. Hi. 105 Certain zealots had erected themselves
into a society for buying m of impropriations, and transfer-

ing them to the church. 1778 hng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v.

Northleech* A free grammar-school, endowed with the

impropriation of Chedworth, worth Sol. a-year. 1861

TULLOCH Enjr. Pttrit. I. 32 It required., that impropriations
annexed to bishoprics and colleges be converted into regular
rectorial livings.

t 2. gen. The action of making proper or pecu-
liar to some person or thing ; appropriation ;

in

quot. 1614, 'exclusive possession* (Todd). Obs.
1611 LOE Bliss o/Br. Beauty (1614) 29 (T.) The Gnos-

ticks had, as they deemed, the impropriation of all divine

knowledge. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 266 Is the Impro-

any to Want, they hired themselves out to Labour.

t b. Something appropriated to a private owner
;

a property. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Govt, <$ Soc. Kp. Ded., What Nature at first

laid forth in common, men did afterwards distribute into
several! Impropriations. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 7, I will

never be your Impropriation.
3. The action of taking in the *

proper
'

or literal

sense, nonce-use.

i8aj COLERIDGE Aids Refl, (1848) I. 257 The impropria-
tion of this metaphor (that is, the taking it literally).

Impropriator (imprJa-pri/Uaj). [agcnt-n. in

L. form, from med. or mod.L. impropriarc or IM-
PBOPRIATB V.]
1. One to whom a benefice is impropriated ; esp.

-lay impropriator-,
a layman in possession of a

living or its revenues.
ifiaa T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 27 The irreligious Impro-

priators, who prey vpon Church and State. 1635 PAGITT
Ckristianogr. 229 The example of the Kings, Colledges,
Bishops, Dean and Chapters giveth impropriators no allow-
ance at al. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. ix. 80 Upon this

IMPROSPERITY.

portion of the tithe. .had been alienated to the Crown, .or

to lay impropriators.

f* 2. gen. One to whom anything is appropriated,
a proprietor, owner

;
one who appropriates or ar-

rogates something to himself. Obs. rare.

1631 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlew. (1641) 283 Art not thou. .

a Robber, who has received goods as a steward or dispenser ;

and entitles! thy selfe the impropriator or owner? 1660 1'..

MAKTIN His Opinion ii. (1602) 23, I should condemn any
' man. .fora most unconscionable Incloser and Impropriator,

that should take upon himself to give another leave to speak,
or write this or the like, which is as common for every one
as the Air which wee breathe.

Impropriatriz (impr<?u;nri (
^ l

Mriks). [fern, in

L. form of prec. : see -TRIX.J A female impro-

priator ;
a woman who holds a benefice.

1774 Carton Inclos. Act 5 The said Jane Cooke, Impro-
priatrix of the said rectory. 1801 H. GWILLIM Coll. resp.

Tithes 1620 Upon a second trial a verdict was found for

the impropriatrix .

t Impropli'etary. Obs. rare. [A modifica-

tion of the earlier APPROPRIETARY, conformed in

the prefix to IMPBOPRIATK, -ATOB, etc.] -!MPRO-
PRIATOB i.

1637 HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose Ep. ded., Your endevours
. .to induce some improprietaries. .to an enlargement of my
poore maintenance,

Impropriety (impr<?iprai-eti). [ad. F. im-

proprt&t (Calvin, 1560), or its source L. impro-
prietds, f. impropri-us IMPROPER a. : cf. PROPRIETY.]
1. The quality of being improper, a. Want of

accordance with the nature of the thing, or with

reason or rule ; incorrectness, erroneousness, inac-

curacy.
x6xx FLOKJO, I

tn^roprieta^ impropriede. i6ia DRAYTON
Poly-olb. ii, The pfaine truth (as wordes may certifie your
eyes, sauing all impropriety of obiecti is that in the Poote
are seated tnree Isles. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI.

iv. 114 Then which words there can be none plainer, nor
i more evidently discover the improprietie of this appellation.
;

1776 ADAM SMITH JK. N. iv. ix. (1860) II. 259 The following
|

observations may serve to show trie impropriety of this

representation. 1843 MILL Logic \. ii. 4 We may there-

! fore say, without impropriety, that the quality forms part of
1

its signification.

b. Want ofaccordance with the purpose in view ;

unsuitableness, unfitness, inappropriateness.
1697 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) IV.

^16
There appeared

near 20 of the colledge of physitians to shew the impropriety
of the medicine. 1774 C. J. PIUPI-S Voy. A*. Pole 2:2 The
impropriety of the common process of distillation. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 234 The impropriety of holding a

public discussion with such men.
C. Want of accordance with good manners or de-

'

corum ; unbecomingness, unseemliness, indecency ;

morally improper conduct.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 174 P 13, I was convinced .of

the impropriety of my conduct 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth
ix, The licence and impropriety of the Duke of Roihsay's

1 conduct was the more reprehensible in the public view, that
he was a married person. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 247/2
The defendants obtained the property by misconduct, fraud,
and impropriety.
2. with an and //. An instance of improper

language, conduct, etc. ;
a breach of propriety.

a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xiv. 66 They had made
themselves merry with some improprieties in the French.

1685 STILLINGPL. Orig. Brit. v. 283 We are not bound to
follow any modern Writers in their Improprieties. 171(5

JOHNSON Diet. Pref. ? 6 Every language has likewise its

improprieties and absurdities, which it is the duty of the

lexicographer to correct or proscribe. 1831 CAKLYLE in

Froude Life (1882) II. 229 How often do we tind a conduct
defaced by many a moral impropriety ! 1888 J. INCLIS
Tent Life Tigerland 185 Guilty of some terrible impro-
priety.

[Impropriety a
, in Strype, by a misreading of

impregnate, app. after propriety ~ property.
17*1 STRYPE Eccl. Mem. III. xxxiv. 268 Rectories, parson-

i ages, benefices, improprieties, glebe-lands, tithes. (The
1

original document has '

Beneficis impropryate': see IMPRO-

PRIATE///. a. 2, quot. 1555.)]

t Impro prious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. impro-
pri-us lMi'KopH -f- -ous.] ? Lacking E

of its own.
\
a proper form

the great tithes. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's xi. 273 A large

1688 R. HOLMK Armoury \. 12 Till the receiving of such
forms we must account them as rude and improprious things.

tlmpro'pry, -rie, ^. Ofa. [Of the same

origin as impropre^ IMPROPER z*. 1 : cf. the parallel

apropre, aproprye^ under APPROPRE v.] trans. To
appropriate, impropriate.
1536 Pilgr. Ptrf' ('53 1 ) 33 Th partes of marines body

hath not tneyr onyce for them selfe onely impropryed, but

for the common wele of the hole body. 1535 CRANMEK
Let. Crotmvell 2 Nov. in Wits. (Parker Soc.) IT. 313 That
I, pretending title to .. certain lands in Denham lately

belonging to the house of Davyngton, and my brother in

like manner to the benefice sometime impropried
to the same.

a 1571 JEWEL On 2 Thess* (1611) 114 Hee hath impropried
the whole kingdome of Purgatorie to himselfe, and hath

i made it more gainefull than heauen and earth.

t Improspe'rity. 06s. Also 6-7 in-, [f. L.

improper (see next) +-ITY: c(. fr0sferitj>.] Want
I of, or the opposite of, prosperity ; bad fortune, ill

i success, adversity ; unprosperousness.
1518 LYNDESAY Dremt 848 Than quharcin lyis our inpros-

pritie? 1634-61 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxv. 254 God nath

pronounc't an inprosperity to wickedness. 1660 GAUDBN
Anal. Cmttuint ^ What improsperities, disorders, .. wars,

spoils, and bloodshed. 1711 WOLLASTO.N Rclig. Nat. v. 107



IMPBOSPEBOUS.
The prosperity or improsperity of a man . . does not intirely

depend upon his own prudence or imprudence.

t Impro Sperous, a. Obs.
[f.

L. improsptt
unfortunate (F. im- (Isi- -) + prosper favourable,

prosperous) + -OUS.]
1. Not prosperous or thriving ; unfortunate, un-

lucky, unsuccessful. (Of persons, enterprises, etc,)
1602 WARNER Alb, Eng. XH. Ixxiv, Ah, falsed Matches,

finished in the wrong of Others, might, By still improsper-

pus Presidents, deterre from wronging Right. 1634 \V.

TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 168 That he no longer
imploy those improsperous persons. 1727 BRADLEY Fam.
Diet, s. v. Fencest The improsperous Condition of Wood-
hind and Plantations. 1829 T. L. PEACOCK Misfort. Elphin
viii. 109 The household of Elphin was sufficiently impros-
perous during the absence of its chief.

2. Of fortune, etc, : Adverse to prosperity, un-

propitious.
1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus^ Ann. (1603) 70 As fortune was

favourable to Augustus in government of state, so in house-
hold matters unluckie and improsperous. 1603 SIR C. HEV-
UON Jud. Astrol. ii. 101 The action of the starres . . became
vnluckie and improsperous. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent. (1688)
6-2 Bring upon them some improsperous Disease.

Hence f Impro'sperously adv.\ flmpro'sper-
ousness.
1594 DRAYTON Matilda 598 Thus like a rose.. The with'r-

ing leaves
impros'prpusly doth cast. 1647 HAMMOND P&ivt-r

ofKeys Hi. 39 The improsperousnesse of the cause of late
in this kingdome hath m.-ed some of them. 1658 Whole
Duty Man xii. 9. 95 The strange improsperousness of ill

gotten estates, a 1691 BOYLE (J.), This experiment has
been but very improsperously attempted.

Improbability (imprwvabi-liti). Also im-
proveability. [ IMPROVABLE a* : see -ITV.J= IMPKOVABLKNESS.
1791 NEVVTE Tour Eng. $ Scot. 180 Since Great Britain

has not yet come near to the ultimatum of its improve-
ability. 1813 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV, 194 One of
the questions . . was on the improvability of the human
mind. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. v. (1879) 205 The ex-

traordinary improvability of the Perceptive faculty.

t Improvable, a-1 Obs.rare. Also improve -

able. [f. IMPROVE v. 1 + -ABLE.] Capable of being
disproved or refuted ; to be censured or condemned.
1604 N. D. yd Pt. Three Confers. Eng. 411 They were

ashamed to bring forth so improueable a testimony. 1713
WARDER True Amazons 17 His Brain . . hath brought forth
these improvable Maggots into the World.

Improvable funprw'v&b'l), a Also im-
proveable. [f. IMPROVE ^.- + -ABLE.] Capable
of being improved ; susceptible of improvement.
1. Capable of being turned to profit or account ;

that may be taken advantage of, or used profitably ;

serviceable. Now rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 338 The assayes of
weaker heads affords oftentimes improveable hints unto
better. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. v. v. 1 1848) 314, I think it a
less improvable Prerogative, to be able to coyn any Metal
into mony, or call it m at pleasure. 1692 W. SHERLOCK Fut.

Judgent. 316 Every thing that is improveable to the service
and glory of God, is a talent, a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826)
II. 8 Finding this project of a penny-post turn out so well,
and apparently improvable. 1799 SSOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I.

74 When I go over the houses I shall see how improvable
they are.

2. Of land (orig. a specific use of i, passing into

sense 3) : Capable of being profitably cultivated ;

adapted for cultivation ; capable of being made
better or more productive by cultivation.

1659 GeniL Calling (1696) 27 Though a rich, yet still such
an improvable Soil, as will encourage and reward his Hus-

bandry. 1677 \V. HUBBARD Narrative (1865) II. 72 All the
Land improvable for such Uses, being already taken up.
1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3720/4 The Premisses (which are very
Improvable by Limestone on the Place). 1712 AUDISOS
Sped, No. 549 f 3, 1 have got a fine spread of improveable
lands.

175(9 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 245 After all, im-

proveable is an indefinite term
;
and the last generation

thought many spots unworthy of culture, which we now see
converted into good arable land. 1813 G. EDWAKDS Meas.
True Pol. 25 The improveable land of the whole Kingdom.
3. Capable of being made better; that may be

brought into a higher or more desirable condition.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. ii. 68 With Moral prin-
ciples inherent in his Nature, and improvable by the exercise
of his Faculties. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. App. 56 Maps and
Sea-Draughts are always improvable, a 1716 SOUTH Serin.

(1717) IV. 81 Here is indeed something improveable into
a bright and a noble Perfection. 1870 BLACK A7//*7y (1877)
284, 1 should not offer you the advice if I did not think you
were improvable.
Hence Impro'vably a,, in a manner that admits

of improvement.
1755

m JOHNSON. 1818 in TODD, and in mod. Diets.

Improvableness (imprfi'vab'lnds). [f. prec.
4- -NESS.] The quality of being improvable ;

capacity or susceptibility of improvement.
1653 BLITHE {title) The English Improver Improved . .

discovering the Improveableness of all Lands, a 1660 HAM-
MOND IVks. I. 475 (R.) The Romish doctrines of the improv-
ableness of attrition into contrition, by the priest's aid. 1878
MURLEY Diderot i. 8 Active faith in the improvableness of
institutions.

Imprcrvatory, a. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. IMPROVE
v?% after confirmatory', etc.] Of improving nature

or tendency.
1835 New Monthly Mag. XLV. 298 Three or four hundred

letters . . hortatory, dehortatory, expostulatory, improvatory,
and exclamatory !
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t Improve, v.\ Obs. Also (6 emprove), 6-7
improove. [a. OF. improver, Y. improiwer
(presme, I4th c.), ad. 'L. improbare to condemn,
reject, disapprove, f. iniprobus bad : cf. probarc to

make good, i.probus good.]
1. trans. To prove to be wrong; to disprove,

refute, confute (a statement, etc., or a person).
c 1449 PECOCK l<epr. i. xiii. 70 For to improue and reproue

the seid nrste opinioun. 1531 TINDALB Exp. i John (1537)
8 Ye se . . how we haue manifestly improued the ypo-
crites in an hundreth textes. 1554 BRADFORD Serin, etc.

(Parker Soc.) 91 Things which I have here brought forth to

improve transubstantiation. 1581 J. BELL Haddon'sA ttsw.
Osor. 87 Whose doctrine when hee could by no meanes
emprove, he rushed upon him like a Jolye Sycophaunte, with
slaunders and reproches, 1606-10 R. FIELD Hist. Ch.
(1628)359 This we deny, and will in due place improve their
error therein. 1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 336 A false
Axiome is improoved two wayes.
2. To disapprove as bad

; to disallow ; to re-

prove, rebuke ; to blame, censure, condemn.
i526_TiNDALE 2 Tim. iii. 16 All scripture geven by in-

spiracion of god is profitable to teache, to improve, to
informe. 1346 BALE Eng. Votaries 8 They haue improued
that doctryne and taught the contrarye. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. More"s Utop. i. (Arb.) 54 When they had improued and
disallowed my sayinges. 1560 ABI-. PABKEK Corr. (Parker
Soc.) 130 We trust your gracious zeal towards Christs reli-

gion will not improve our doings. 1615 BEDWELL Mohaw.
Imp. n. 63 This the Astronomers do denie : yea all Philo-

sophers do improue this opinion. 1642 Coll, Rights <y Priv.
ParL 10 When subjects doe improove wicked decrees.

Improve (impr-v), z>.
2 Forms : 5-6 en-

prow(e, improwe, emprow, emprou ; 6-7 em-
proue, improue, 6-8 emprove, 7 improove, (8-9
pa. pple. (erron.) improven), 6- improve. [In
1 6th c. en-, emprowe^ a. AFr. en-, emproiuer^ en-

pronwer* emprovtr (1292 in Britton), a parallel
form (with prep, en instead of a) of aprower, in

med.(Anglo-)L. appritare^ approare ;
f. OF. en

into + pro, prou, preu, oblique case vtpros profit,

advantage : see APPROVE v$
The normal phonetic descendant of the OF. verb would

be emproWy improw (cf. allow) as in i6th c. ; but, as
in APPROVE z/.

a
, through confusion of u and v, and the in-

fluence of other words in which -prone stood for -/n/tr,

imfrffWfi improue, has passed into improve.}

f 1. reft. To improve (improwe} oneself (of} : to

make one's profit (of), to avail oneself (of) by
using to one's profit. Obs.

Especially used of the lord's inclosing and bringing into
cultivation of waste land : cf. APPROVE v.2

,
and for the

constr., Cath. Angl.,
' To approwe, Approare^ sicitt doniini

stfaciunt tit vastis* \ i.e. as lords approwe (or improwe)
themselves of wastes.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. 5 It is to be inquered .. what of
those wodes the lorde maye improwe him selfe & of howe
many acres. Ibid. 6 If the lorde graunt a man commen with
his catell within certayne meyres . . & boundes, the lorde
shall nat improue hym selfe within those meyres and
boundes. 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. 6 The Townsmen ..

unconscionably improving themselves on the Scholars neces-

sities, extorted unreasonable rents from them.
2. trans. To turn (a thing) to profit or good ac-

count, to employ to advantage ; to make profitable
use of, take advantage of, avail oneself of, utilize

j

to make use of, use, employ.
+ a. To lay out, invest, or employ money to

profit ;
to put out to interest. Obs.

[1292 BRITTON in. iii. 4 Et tut le profit qe i! prist pur le

mariage soit restore' as amis et as parentz la femme pur
emprouer al oes la femme [let all the profit be restored
to the woman's friends to emproue to the profit of the
woman].] 1646 Bury Wills (Camden) 192 Item I give
vnto Frances Browne, my grandchilde, fifty pounds, to be
payd into her father's hands . . and to be improued by him
for her vse, and to be payd to her at her age of sixteene
years. 1658 Whole Duty Man xvii. 7. 140 To put his

money in some sure hand, where he may both improve, and
be certain of it at his need. ai68o BUTLER Rem. (1759) I.

225 As if his Talent had been wrapt up in't Unthriftily, and
now he went about Henceforward to improve, and put it

out. (-1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 356, I will .. improve the
money I have obtained, in some way of merchandise.

*t*b. To turn land to profit; to inclose and
cultivate (waste land) ; hence to make land more
valuable or better by such means, and so, in later

use, merged in sense 5. (Cf. also sense 3.) Obs.
The ancient sense, or something akin to it, was retained

in i7-i8th c. in the American colonies.

[1292 BRITTON in. ii. 12 Villenage est tenement de
demeynes de chescun seignur, bailie a tenir a sa voluutc par
vileins services de enprouwer al oes le seignur [the holding
of a lord's demesne lands . . to enproniue to the profit of
the lord].] 1632 Mass. Col. Rec. (1853) I. 94 If the . . said

John Winthrop shall . . suffer the said ileland to lye wast,
and not improue the same, then this present demise to be
voide. 1642 Mass. Colony Laws etc. 7 (Pickering)
Where lands lye in common unfenced, if one man shall

improve his land by fencing in several, and another shall

not, he who shall so improve shall secure his lands against
other men's cattle. 1653 Early Rec. Lancaster^ Mass.
(1884) 27 The Plantation or Sellect men shall determine the

time, how Longe every man shall hold and Improue the
said Lands for the proffit thereof. 1684 Attorney Gen. in

State Trials (1735) VII. 574/2 All this piece of ground, of

twenty acres, is built upon and improved, a. 1687 PETTY Pol,
Arith. (1690) 96 Tangier and Bumbay have, .been improved
from a Desart condition to abound with People. 1700
EVELYN Diary 13 July, The land was . . thus improved for

pleasure and retirement by the vast charge and industry of

IMPROVE.
this opulent citizen. 1740 W. DOUGLASS Disc. Curr. Brit.
Plant. Amer. 21 A good Farmer improves his Lands not by
working them out of Heart . . but by manuring them, that
they may yield the better Crops.

f c. To make profitable or advantageous use of,

employ to advantage ; to avail oneself of, utilize,

use, employ as an instrument or means (a thing;
also in American use, a person as an agent). Obs.
or dial.

a 1519 SKELTON P. Sfamue 700 His [Chaucer's] mater is

delectable, . . His Englysh well alowed, So as it is en-
prowed, For as it is enployed, There is no Englysh voyd.
1639 FULLER Holy War iv. xiil 191 The Egyptians stand-
ing on the_ firm ground, were thereby enabled to im-
proue and inforce their darts to the utmost. 1650 CROM-
WELL Lett. Covertior Edin. CastI* 12 Sept. (Query i) in

Carlyle, Improving the Covenant against the Godly and
Saints in England. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative (1865)
II. 75 Near some River .. whose Streams are principally
improved for the driving of Saw-mills. Ibid. 201 Such of
the Women as were gifted at knitting and sewing, were
improved to make Stockings and Garments. 1694 in Willis
& Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 461 Materials that may be
vsefull for y College, to be improved for that vse or to be
sold. 1704 in B. Church Hist. Philip's War (1867) II. 137
All the Forces, .that shall be improved in the Service to the
Eastward of Casco-Bay. c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary
(1888) 300 Every Corner is improved for Cupboards and
necessarys. 1714 in Early Rec. Lancaster, Mass. (1884)
216, I endeavour to Improve the men constantly to the
most advantage. 1798 in Root Amer. Lam Kef. I. 173
The witnesses improved in the former trial were admitted.

d. (In American use.) To make use of or occupy
a place.
1677 W. HUUBARD Narrative (1865) II. 71 Other Places

adjoining were soon after seized, and improved for Trading
and Fishing. 1782 Rhode Island Colonial Rec. (1864) IX.
512 That Josiah Flagg . . have the liberty of improving the
cellars under the state house in Providence, as repositories
for the public stores. 1803 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnk. r
Corr. (1888) II. 114 We found in the octagon hall, which

- _- -nproved by .

tenant. This application is perhaps peculiar to some parts
of the United States. 1863 HAWTHORNE Old Home (1883)
I. 96 It has come to base uses in these latter days, being
improved, in Yankee phrase, as a brewery and washhouse.

e. To make good use of, turn to good account

i (an action, occurrence, event, season, time; now
I

usually with occasion, opportunity, or the like).
'539 POLLAKD, etc. in St. Pap. Hen. VIII, I. 619 [We)

made so diligent encjuirye and serche, that, with vigilante
labour, we muche improvide the same. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. ii. 213 So far did we . . improve our time . . that . .

within two daies we made this Fort guardable. 1677W. HUBBARU Narrative (1865) I. 245 An Opportunity . .

was let slip, and not improved. Ibid. 256 Yet was their
Labour well improved, and followed with good Success.
1720 WATTS Divine Songs xx, How doth the little busy
bee Improve each shining hour ! 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa
(1811) VIII. 267 Then for improving a hint, thou wert
always a true Englishman. 1774 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett.

11876) 17 The fine weather .. I hope has been carefully
improved to get in my hay. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch.
(1858) 1. ii. 78 He improved the opportunity. 1869 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. III. xii. 159 His next thought was how to

improve the occasion. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 97 The
Roman army improved the victory of their fleet by at once
marching to Egesta.

To turn to account for spiritual profit or

edification ; esp. to preach or speak on, with a view
to edification ; now chiefly in to improve the occa-

sion (which is felt as a contextual use of e).

1624 SANDERSON Twelve Serm. (1637) 487, I should also
have desired. . to have improved it [my Text] a little farther

by a fourth Inference. 1650 W. BROIJGH Sacr. Princ. (1659)
67 Teach me to improve my poverty. 1676 I. MATHER
K. Philips War (1862) 64 The news of this Blood-shed came
to us . . in the midst of the Sermon, the Scripture then

improved being that Isai. 42, 24. 1677 W. HUBBARD Nar-
rative (1865) IL 249 Sad Events should rather be improved
to our own Instruction, than the condemning of others.

1705 STANHOPE Parapkr. I. Pref. 12 The Expounding and
improving the Portions of Scripture recommended to us.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xviii, To improve the providential
success which they had obtained by a word in season. 1823
SCORESBY Whale Fishery 127, 1 thought it my duty to ad-
dress them, with the particular view of improving the serious

impression evidently made upon them, by the awful death.

1857 LAWRENCE Guy L. viii. 66, 1 had . . little opportunity for
'

improving the occasion ', as the Nonconformists have it.

to. To enhance in monetary value; to raise the

price or amount of. Obs.
As said of lands and rents, app. connected with senses i and

j b, land that was '

emprowed
'

or inclosed and cultivated

being enhanced in value or in rent.

1548 Latudemu MS. 238, If. 317 Noble men and gentlemen
that haue not enprowed nor enhaunsed ther rentes. Ibid. If.

324 Noble and gentlemen whiche had not emprowed nor
enhaunsed ther rentes. 1616 BULLOKAR, Imfraoite, to raise

rents higher. 1617 MORYSON /tin. n. 265 They improve their

commodities to a treble price. Ibid. in. 148 Yet this prodigall
age hath so forced Gentlemen to imorove their revenews, as

many of these grounds are by them disparked, and converted
to feede Cattell. 1626 in Crt. *, Times Chas. I (18481 I. 142
It will overthrow trade by the altering of the exchange, ..

improve Spain's bullion, enhance the price of all things. 1750
Highlands ofScotland in 1750(1898) 40 They have screwed
their Rents to an extravagant Height (which they vitiously
term improving their Estates).

1 4. To make greater in amount or degree ; to

increase, augment, magnify, enlarge, intensify ;
to

advance. Obs. (Now merged in 5.)

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 124 Suche a one as



IMPROVE.
thou . . For thou thy selfe doost so much cnprou Above the

h[e]avcns by exaltacion. 1676 LISTER in Ray's Corr. (1848;

125, I have much improved my Catalogue of Snails, having
added five species thereto, a 1687 WALLKR To a Person cf
Honour 8 You have advanc'd to wonder their renown,
And no less virtuously improv'd your own. 1690 CHILD
/';V. Tratle (1694) 8 Some more particulars might be added,
and those aforesaid further improved. 1717 Philip C^uarII

(1816) 56 He found seven peas ; . . and thinking they might . .

be improved to a quantity large enough to serve for a meal,
he laid them by. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. 1. 103 This sum
. .only served to improve their desire for fresh exactions.

t D. To increase or augment (what is evil), to

aggravate, make worse. Obs.

1615 HIERON Wks* I. 615 His tyranny began to be im-

proued, and the burdens, .were heauier then before. 1618

iT.Catnden'sHist. Eliz. (1620) II. 380 Defect of health and
i

strength, which the indisposition of theatre. ., being a filthy,

windy, and rainy day, much improoued. 1617 COWLKY
Mistress, Incurable vii, As wholesome Medicines the
Disease improve, There where they work not well. 1718
PENN Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 851 Thus Men improve their

own Miseries, for want of an Equal and just Estimate of
|

what they enjoy or lose. 1800 BP. PORTEUS Lect. Matt.
]

xiii. (1802) I. 331 We all . . have . . by our own personal and

voluntary transgressions, not a little improved the wretched
inheritance we received from our ancestors.

5. To advance or raise to a better quality or

condition ; to bring into a more profitable or de-

sirable state ; to increase the value or excellence

of; to make better; to better, ameliorate. (The pre-

vailing modern sense, in which 2 b is now merged.
1

)

1617 MORVSON /tin. n, 219 To himselfe, whose endeavours
in that Kingdome had much improved her opinion of him.

1698 FRYEK Ace. E. India $ P. 182 The Mango (which

they have improved in all its kinds to the utmost Perfection).

1706 PHILLIPS, To Improve, to better .. to promote or

advance, to bring to greater Perfection. 1733 P. LINDSAY
Interest Scot. 167 The Reeds, Harness, bhuttles, and

Temples,, .lately given to the Weavers .. have improven the

Cloth in its Goodness much more. 1766 FORDVCE Sewn,

Yng. Worn. (1767)
II.

yiii. 34 [She] had from her youth
improved herselfby reading. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl.

(1806) III. 134 A large natural cave, which had been partly
improven by art. x6* SIR B. &K.QDIE. Psychol. Ing. II. ii.

50 The habit of attention may be improved by exercise.

1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland 184 The tobacco smoke
had not improved his appearance, and . . he .. looked bad

enough.

6. With into : a. (in sense 2), To make into or

represent as, for the sake of turning to account
;

tb. (in sense 4), To turn into or represent as

something greater, to magnify into (obs.} ; c. (in

sense 5), To convert info something better.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. iv. 38 Taking all oppor-
tunities, uncharitably, to improve Mistakes, into Crimes.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in UproarVite. 1730 I. 74 Improve
this mole-hill into a mountain. 1700 tr.Fresnys A musem.
Ser. fy Com. 76 Sometimes, that a Witty Vertuous Woman
will improve a Dull Heavy Country Booby, into a Man of

Sencc. 1688 SOUTH Sfrrtt.djytfV. ix. 391 Did God vouch-

safe such transcendent Blessings, .only to be improved into

have been the interest of Amyntas, to improve this incident

of the birth of his son into a pledge of future happiness.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. iv. 155 Preparations.. for

improving the blockade into more expeditious methods of

reduction. 1846 J. W. CHOKER in C. Papers (1884) I II. xxiv.

67 The [potato] failure . . was . . (as the Methodists say)

improved into an ostensible excuse for the measure [Corn
Law repeal]. [Cf. sense i f.]

7. With away or a phr. of similar meaning: To
remove, get rid of, lose, spend, or cause to disappear,

by making improvements.
1780 CRAIG Mirror No. 69 P 5 My crops never paid for

the expense of raising them : and . . I found that I had

improved away every shilling of my fortune. 1887 JESSOPP |

Arcady viii. 229 All the
pinders

are gone improved off the I

face of the earth. 1887 J. BALL Nat. in S. Amer. 213 It is
'

a question whether, like most native races . . they will ulti-

mately be improved out of existence.

8. absol. To make improvements. To improve
on or upon : to make or produce something better

or more perfect than
;
to advance beyond. See

IMPKOVEMENT 6 b.

1699 BESTLEV Phal. 277 By long use and experience ..

he might improve upon his own Invention. 1748 J. GEUUKS
Cotnpos. Antients 362 Longlnus here seems to have im-

proven on the orator. 1771 *Junius Lett. \x vii. 331 The
son has regularly improved upon the vices of his father.

186* MERIVALK Rom. Kmp. (1865) VI. xlviii. 64 note, It was
not beyond [his] means, .to improve on this political master-

piece. 1867 H. MACMILLAN Biblt Teach, xiii. (1870) 253 We
cannot improve upon nature. Mod. A tenant who improve*
ought to have the value of his improvements secured to htm.

+ 9. intr. To increase, augment, become greater,

advance, develop. Obs. (exc. as merged in 10).

1650 GRLENHILL Ezek. 77 Iniquity improves in the going.
a 1681 AU.I.SI KKI. Serin. (1684) I. 270 (L.) That fool . . e'er

long emprovcs into a wit. 1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor. SubJ. n.

(1702) 52 Admiration improves into Love. 1748 Ansotfs

voy. 11. viii. 221 The relish improving upon them by degrees.
1776 JOHNSON Let. to Thrale 3 June, The lameness . . has

improved to a very serious and troublesome fit of the gout.
1809 W. IRVING Knickerb, \. Hi. (1849) 48 Intimacy im-

proves with time.

10. intr. To increase in value or excellence ; to

advance or rise to a more excellent condition ; to

become better.

17*7 SWIFT To a Young Lady, It is a shame for an english
lady not to relUh Mich discourses, nol to impruvc by

118

them. 1737 fS. BERINGTON] C. di Lucca's Mem. 171
A Wine . . mellowing and improving as it is kept. 1748
Anson's Voy. \\. \. HI This diversified landskip . . still

improved upon us the further we advanced, 1796 JANE
AUSTEN Pride ty PrcJ- xu. 235 But afterwards she seemed
to improve on you. 1805 PIKK Sources Mississ. \. App. (1810)
6 Their situation improves by a communication with the
whites. 1834 MI.MUIN Angler in Wales I. 49 The scenery
improves, and becomes wilder in its character. 2866 ('.\KLVM

Inaug. Addr. 174 In. .the best of all possible condition* to

improve by that book. 1885 Munch, Exam. 14 May 5/3 Our
trade in the south has ..

improved.
t Improve, v.s Oos. [A variant of aprovt,
APPBOVK w.i, with change of prefix : pern, in-

fluenced by the corresp. change in IUFKOVE f.2]
1. trans. To prove, establish, demonstrate, show

to be true or real.

ilmprotted) in Heame's A*. Clone, p. 466, is an error for

iprcnted: cf. Rolls ed., line 9552.)

1613 in Crt. <y Times Jos. / (1849) I. 246, 1 . . will hope to

improve my industry and diligence such as you shall find

no fault to complain that [etc.). 1633 I Jr. HALL Hard Texts,
N. T. 1 37 Doe thou shew and improve this love of thine to

me in this one point. 1650 T&uvNV&AntkropoMet. 183 These
Amazons discarding the tendernesse of their Sex, and de-

siring to improve themselves Virago's. 1670 K. BORLASE
Latham Spaw 8 More. . I am persuaded that Mr. Hooke in

his Book hath improved to Admiration.

b. intr. To prove or turn out to be. rare,
1614 DAVIES Why Ireland etc. 95 Meanes for some great

action, which. .ifheehadliued,woulde rather haue improued
[ed. 1664 proved] a iourny into Fraunce then into Ireland.

2. trans. To approve, sanction, countenance.

1704 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vn. 31 They that shall have

too^ suddenly improved those Men, will be Partakers of

their Sins.

Improved (jmprw'vd),///. a.
[f.

IMPBOVEZ/.-

+ -JEDM
1. Under cultivation ; cultivated, cultured.

1617 MIDDLETOS & ROWLEY Fair Quarrel n. D iij, The
most improude yong souldier of seuen kingdoms. 1644 in

I. Merrill Hist. Amesbury, Mass. 11880; 29 The
improved

lands . . upon ye west side of ye
Powwaus river. 1736 BUTLER

Analogy \. iii. 82 Two or three men of the best and most

improved understanding. 1775 A. BURNABY Trav.N. Amer.
78 The climate, soil, natural produce, and improved state of

it, are much the same as of Rhode Island. 1818 JAS, MILL
Brit. India I. i. i. 3 At that time the most improved and
commercial part of Europe.
2. Turned to good account.

1641 J. SHUTE Sarah <$ Hagar (1649) 205 What a fruitful

gain is to be made of our well-improved-amictions !

f3. Made greater, increased, enhanced; aggra-
vated, Obs.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. m. xi. i The natural and im-

prov'd Imperfections of Language.
4. Made better or more serviceable ; brought to

a higher or more desirable condition.

1713 STEELE Guardian No. 2^3 He left behind him an

improved paternal estate of six thousand pounds a year.

1799 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierrc's Stud. Nat. I. Pref. 7 This
new and improved Translation. 1800 MRS. HLRVEY Mour-

tray Fain. I. 222 In consequence of her Improved circum-

stances. 1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 263 Improved
implements and methods. 1849 R. V. DIXON Heat \. ii. 147
An improved air-pump of his own construction.

Improvement (imprw'vment). Forms : see

IMPROVE v.- [a, AF. tmprowement, etnpntemcnt,
f. emprower IMPROVE v* + -MEN?.]

f 1. The turning of a thing to profit or good ac-

count ; profitable management or use
; making the

most of a thing for one's own profit ;
realization

of the profits of anything ; cotter, profit. Obs. in

lit. sense.

In early use, Anglo- Fr. and Eng., applied to the profitable
cultivation of land by the owner, and to the collection of

the proceeds of customs or imposts by the king's officers, as

distinguished from the letting of land or taxes to a farmer,
who managed them for his profit.

[<ri3ao?LANCTorr MS. Ox/. Fair/. 24 If. 12 Car le pays est

gaste si ne se asseure niant Au roy ne a sa meinie pur son

empruement. a 1400 Lib. Custttm. If. 175 (Rolls) I. 220 Quil
ieit une commune nuche de la compajgnie .. en la

ijuele
les

remembraunces et les enprowemenz de la compaigruesoient
mis en sauve garde, [hid. 222 Soit le

surpluis.
.mis en com-

mune huche a lenprowement de la compaignie. 1402 Act 4
Hen. IV, c. 24 Come nadgairs. .ordelgnezestoit..qe launage
des draps. . ne seroit mys a ferme, a graunt damage de nostre

sieur le Roy annuelment, ordeigne/ est . . qe le dit aunage
purra estre commys a ferme ou en emprowement \Rolls of
Parl. III. 508/1 en aprowementl, solonc ladvys de Tresorer

Denglcterre purle temps esteant.] 1453 Rolls of ParL V.

268/2 It is ordeigned be Statute made in the tyme of Harry
the fourth that the aunage of Cloth withinne this Roialme

may be committed to ferme or in emprowement, after the
advis of the Tvesorer of Englond for the tyme beyng. 1478
I. PASTON in Paston Lett. No. 811. III. 217 Mastyr Yotton

iad..desyred me.. to se th' enprowment of syche profytes
as ar growing of hys chapell in Caster that ye gave hym.
1523 FITZHEKB. (title* The Boke of Surueyeng and Improu-
mentes. Itid.g Rynning waters, .as they be stored with fysshe,
so dothc y

e
profyte rysc to the lordes, wheder they go by way

of improuement or set to ferme : wherof the bayly snail make
accomptc. Ibid. 10 And of mylnes there shall more be spoken
of in the chapiter of waters, among the improwmentes.

f* b. The profitable employment or investment of

money; also (in religious use) of a 'talent'. Obs.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. in. (1701) 75/2 His Father . .

left mm four-score Minae which being entrusted with a
Friend for Improvement they miscarried. 170* ECHARD
Eccl. Hist. (1710) 255 One who had made such good em-
provement of his small portion of grace.
2. spec, f The turning of land to better ac-

IMPROVEMENT.

count, the reclamation of waste or unoccupied land

by inclosing and bringing it into cultivation (obs.) ;

hence, in later use, cultivation and occupation of

land ; merged at length in sense 5, Betterment,
amelioration.

[130* Year-bks. 30-1 Edw. / (Rolls) 19 Le leu ou les avers
furent pris est une Wastin, e lenpruement dil Wast apend a
nous.] 1549-50 Act 3-5-4 Ed-w. I//, c. 3 (title) An Acte con-

cerninge the ymprovemcnt of Comons and Waste Groundes.

i6s BACON Ess., Riches (Ax\>. 1235 The Improuement of the

Ground, is the most Natural! Obtaining of Riches;.. But it

is slow. 1677 YAHRANTON Eng. fntfrov. 115 In these delight-
ful Countries, there is no waste Lands, but all under im-

provement. 1767 A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett. People 250 AH
improvement ceases to be such when more money is spent
in it than the advantages will repay. 1888 J. INCUS Tent

Life Tigerland 301 The '

grants were held under certain

conditions of improvement clearly laid down and defined in

the Waste Land Regulations.

t b. concr. A piece of land improved or rendered

more profitable by inclosure, cultivation, the erec-

tion of buildings, etc. (Now associated with senses

5, 6.) Obs. exc. in U.S. dial.

1640 in New Haven Col. Rec. 1638-49 (1837) 43 If they
remove, to sell nothing butt improvements. 1666 Plymouth
Col. Jtec.(i8$$) IV. 119. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops toCon^. i. i, My
aunt's bell rings for our afternoon's walk round the improve*
menu. 1776 Twiss Tour Irtl. 66 The gardens (termed

improvements in Ireland, and policies in Scotland) are not
extensive. 1800 ADUISON A int. . Law Re}. 249 Bought for

a trifle a small improvement, to wit some trees deadened.

1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 291 To purchase from the
Backwoodsman what he calls' his improvement . . The im-

provement consists in a log house, a peach, and perhaps an

apple orchard, together with from ten to thirty or forty
acres of land, inclosed, and partially cleared.

"t"
Cg fi%* Bodily or mental cultivation or culture ;

also an item of such personal culture, an accom-

plishment. Obs. exc. as merged in 5, 6.

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 41 F 2, I am a mere Man of the

Town, and have very little Improvement, but what I have

got from Plays, a 1716 SOCTH (J.), I look upon your city
as the best place of improvement : from the school we go to

the university, but from the universities to London. 1734
tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. xv. 15 (1827) VI. 231 The fifth is

of soldiers whose only improvement is war. 1738 BIRCH
Milton M.'s Wks. 1738 I. 3 As well in voluntary Improve-
ments, as in the perfecting of his School-exercises.

3. The making good use or turning to account of

any person or thing (now obs. or U.S. dial?), or of

any event or season ; profitable use or employment.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad vi. 484 To lead in fight, and give no

danger pass Without improvement. 1677 W. HUBBARU
.MtfTttmv(l865)IL&9 What Benefit and (improvement was
ever made thereof [Gorges's Patent for Maine] by his Agents
or Successors. 1697 DAMHER Voy. I. 227, I have not heard
of any improvement made of this commodity by our

Countrymen anywhere. Mod. His prompt improvement of

the opportunity was admirable.

b. The turning of anything to good account for

spiritual or moral edification ; spec, the profitable

spiritual application of a text or incident.

*655 J- CLEKK Faithfull Steward 30 A sober use and
faithful! improvement of these his mercies. 1677 I. MATHER
Preval. Prayer (1864^ 268 That is the special Improvement
which should be made of what hath been discoursed. 1678
R. L'KSTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 519 A great part of the

End of them is lost, without such an Emprovement. ^ 1705
STANHOPE Paraphr. II. 4 The Improvement I design to

make of this passage. 1818 JAS, MILL Brit. India II. v. iv.

447 Such is the doctrine ; the practical improvement is

obvious. 1842 R. M. M'CnKvst in Mem. (1872) 269 Seek
a right improvement of this bereavement.

f c. In more general sense : Use ; practice. Obs.

rare.

1686 SOUTH Sernt. (1727) V. i. 12 The Corruption of Men's
Manners by the habitual Improvement of this vicious Prin-

ciple. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will n. xi. (1762) 115 The
good or bad State of the moral World depends on the Im-

provement they make of their moral Agency.

t d. In American use : Employment, occupa-
tion. (Cf. IMPROVE v.* 2 c, d). Obs.

1703 S. SEWALL Letter-bk. 22 Apr. I. 282 Very few gray
hairs are to be found in the Colony, in civil or sacred im-

provement. 1705 ///</. 6 June 312, I have a good right to

a third part of the said meadow, and am in the actual im-

provement of it. 1736 in AVri Eng. Hist. Reg. (1850) IV. 112.

f4. The action or process of enhancing, making
or becoming greater or more complete, or an in-

stance of this : a. Enhancement (of rent), b. In-

crease, enlargement,growth,development, advance-

ment, c. Intensification or aggravation of evil.

(See IMPROVE v.'2 3, 4, 4 b.) Obs.

1548 MS, Lansd&ivne 238,!!. 317 These great fines for landes

and emprowment of rentes shall abate. 1607 HIERON Wks. I.

436 Thus the enlargement of Gods mercy . . is the greatest

improuement of our sinne. 1617 Ibid. II. 70 This was

nothing but an addition to his vexation, and an
improue-

ment of his griefe, 1646 Si it

'

I'. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. Ill.xvii.

149 The multiplication of Hares, which is by superfetation
. . or an improvement of a second fruit before the first be

excluded. 1674 tr. Scheffers Lapland 34 A further cause
of the little improvement of Christianity, is the vastness of

the Country. 17*7 PkiKp Quarlt (1816) 59 He went to see

the improvement of his peas and beans, which he found
increased to admiration. 177* PRIESTLEY /nst. Relig. (1782)

I. 19 The earth itself is in a state of improvement. 1788 V.

KNOX Winter EZ*H. I. il. xv. 212 Not entirely intelligible

to children under twelve or fourteen, unless in rare cases of

premature improvement and sagacity.

f d. qauMMMT. An advanced stage, developed
form, development ((/something). Obs.



IMPROVER.

1692 SOUTH Scrm. (1697) II. 60 Friendship is the Noblest

and most Refined Improvement of Love, a 1716 Ibid.

(1744) IX. iv. 105 A sin against this is the highest pitch, the

utmost improvement, and . . the ne plus ultra of provocation.

f e. concr. Increase, produce. Obs.

1703 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 29 The greatest part of the

Wealth and Improvement there consisted in Sheep. 1719
DE FOE Cnisoe i. xix, The improvement, or annual produc-

tion, being distributed to charitable uses.

6. The action or process of making or becoming
better ; advance or increase in value or excellence ;

betterment, amelioration.

(Only gradually separable from the earlier senses of bene-

ficial cultivation (x\ and advancement or development (4).)

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. I. 15 For the improvement
of his Education, and giving an ornament to his hopefull
Person. 1662 I. DAVIES tr. Mandehlo's Trav. 284 The

quiet of the City, the wellfare of its Inhabitants, and

by proper discipline and exercise. 1783 BLAIR A/i. 1. u.

19 Exercise is the chief source of improvement in all our

faculties. 1859 MILL Liberty 128 We are eager for improve-
ment in politics, education, even in morals. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 96 A good education tends to the improve-
ment of body and mind.

6. With an and pi. : a. An act of making or be-

coming better ;
a process, change, or addition, by

which the value or excellence of a thing is increased ;

that in which such addition consists or by which

anything is made better.

(In early use chiefly in reference to land ; cf. 2 and 2 b.)

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gcorg. i. 122 Long Practice has a sure

Improvement found, With kindled Fires to burn the barren

Ground. 1705 STANHOPE Parap/tr. II. 168 Religion is the

highest Improvement of Humanity and Good-nature. 1739
CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. 1. 181 You cannot imagine what
alterations and improvements I expect to find every day,
now that you are more than Octennis. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS

Voy. N. Pole n With the new chain-pumps . . according to

Captain Bentinck's improvements. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV,

N. i. i. (1869) I. it Many improvements have been made by
the ingenuity of the makers of the machines. 1796 MRS.

improvement ?
'

. . the" definition he gave seemed to meet

with general approval that it shall add to the letting value

of the land, and must be suitable to the holding. 1888

J.
INGLIS Tigerland 264 If the tan is occasionally rubbed

into the pores of the skin it will be an improvement.

b. With on or upon : The production of some-

thing better or more perfect than (something pre-

vious), an advance upon ; hence, the result of this,

a thing that is better than (the former thing).

1712 ADDISON Sptct. No. 273 r 4 (ed. 2! The Parts of

Sinon, Camilla, and some few others, which are fine Im-

provements on the Greek Poet. 1782 PRIF.STLEY Corrupt.
Chr. I. in. 301 An improvement was made upon this doc-

trine. 1878 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps.
cyi. 7 We fear the

sons are no great improvement upon the sires. 1896 News-

agents' Chron. 3 Oct. 3/3 The . . Magazine for October is a

decided improvement on its predecessors.

Improven, obs. (erron.) Sc. pa. pple. of IM-

PROVE v. 2

Improven, -in, pa. pple. of IMPREEVE v.

Improver 1
(impr?7'vaa). [f.

IMPROVED.2 + -ER 1
.]

One who or that which improves.

f 1. One who turns something to good account,

or makes profitable use of it: in quot. 1647, one

who cultivates or practises. Obs.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rrb. i. 132 The greatest . . im-

provers of that Breeding, and those Qualifications with

which Courts used to be adorned. 1654 WHITI.OCK Zoo-

tomia 434 The ablest Improver of his time and parts. 1662

STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 18 This great improver and

discoverer of the Mechanicall power of matter.

2. One who makes better; a person that increases

the value or excellence of a thing, or brings it into

a more desirable state. In early use, One who ad-

vances, develops, or makes more perfect (a branch

of knowledge, etc.).

a 1661 FULLER Worthies xii. (1662) 41 Eminent Improvers
of any art may be allowed for the Co-inventers thereof. 1713
GAY Guardian No. 149 r 18, I would counsel all our im-

provers of fashion always to take the hint from France.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. vi. 310 The monks were

. . the improvers of themselves, and the instructors of others,

in the most useful arts. 1842 MRS. BROWNING Grfc. Cfir.

Poets (1863) 120 An improver of the language. 1882-3 in

Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knmul. 2132 An improver of other

men's verses.

b. spec. One who applies himself to making
land more productive or profitable. (Cf. IMPROV-

ABLE 2, IMPROVEMENT 2). Now merged in 2.

1649 BLITHE (title) English Improver, or a new Survey of

Husbandry. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. H. (ed. 2) 274

May I be allowed to say, without giving offence to Im-

provers [etc.] ? 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) I.

585 In 1723, a Society of Improvers was established at Edin-

burgh. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 861 Many landlords are

great improvers. Many spend annually a third or half of

their rent in improvements.
c. A thing that improves or makes better, spec.

Short for dress-improver : see DRESS s6. 4.

1669 STTI.LINGFL. Serm. ix. (1673) 167 Cold and nakedness,

stripes and imprisonments, racks and torments ? Are these

the improvers of an excellent constitution ? 1669 WORLIDGE

Syst. Agric. v. 2. 61 [Chalk] after it is burned into Lime,

becomes a very excellent Improver of Lands. 1777 LIGHT-

FOOT Flora Scot. II. 658 Fern cut while green, and left to

119

rot upon the ground, is a good improver of land. 1884 Pall \

Mall G. 6 Sept. 7/2 She was searched, and her '

improver
'

was found to be so arranged as to hold 6 Ib,
o_f smuggled

tobacco. 1887 Daily News 22 June 5/2 The hideous ' im- I

prover ',
which is one of the blots upon the picturesqueness

of modem costume.

3. A person who works at a trade under an em- t

ployer for the purpose of improving his or her

knowledge or skill, and accepts the opportunity
of such improvement wholly or in part instead of

j

wages.
1858 SIMMONDS Did. Trade, Improver, a learner. 1883

Daily Tel. g Apr. 7/6 (Advt. Milliners) Juniors
or im-

provers. 1884 B'ham Daily Post 24 Jan. 3/5 (Advt.) Tele-

graph Clerks. Wanted, Young Lady, as Improver. 1895
IVestm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 3/1 His favourite plan is to take a

situation as 'improver' to a working jeweller in a small

way of business.

f 4. = APPROVER 2. Obs. rare.

1670 BLOUNT Lam. Diet. s.v. Approve, You may see what
kinde of Approvers or Improvers were formerly in the

Marches of Wales, authorized by the Prince thereof.

Hence Impro-veress, a female improver; Im-

pro'vership, the position of an improver (sense 3).

1744 J. PATERSON Comm. Milton's P. L. 305 Ceres was an

inventress or improveress of husbandry. 1884 Daily News

3 Sept. 8/5 (Advt.) To Printers. Improvership Wanted.

t Impro-ver *. Obs. rare-", [f.
IMPROVE w.i +

-ER !.] One who disproves, a confuter.

1611 FLORIO, Impr(ruatore, an itnproouer.

t Improvi'ded, a. Obs. [f.
IM- 2 + PROVIDED.]

1. Unprovided ; unprepared.
1348 HALL Chron., Edw. IV, 247 b, He was in jeopardye

of hys lyfe, and all unprovided, for dread of death, coacted

. .to sayle vnto Fraunce. 1622, BACON Hen. VII, 109 He
was not to hope for any aide from Maximilian, for that hee

was altogether improuided.
2. Unforeseen ; unlocked for.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. xii. 34 To worke new woe and im-

provided scath.

Improvidence (imprp'videns). [ad. L. tm-

providentia, f. im- (!M-
2
) + providcnlia PROVI-

DENCE, foresight ;
cf. also obs. F. improvidence

(i6th c. in Godef.), It. improvidenza.'] The fact or

quality of being improvident ;
want of providence

or foresight ;
thriftlessness.

1598 FLORIO, Imprmidenza, improuidence, rashness. 1602

MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. l. Wks. 1856 I. n Shee'le lift thee to

improvidence, And breake thy neck from steepe secnritie.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 88 Malice in other men or

improvidence in myself, had ruined my fortune. 1786

BURKE W. Hastings in. iii. 15 His total improvidence in

not taking any one rational security whatsoever against the

inevitable consequences of those acts. 1836 H. COLERIDGE
North. Worthies (1852) I. 40 Improvidence or treachery
had left our shores defenceless, a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. IMs.

(1872) I. 542 The only peculiarity I have found common to

all barbarous nations is improvidence indifference to the

future.

Improvident (improvident), a. [f. IM- 2 +

PROVIDENT : cf. prec., and L. improvidus not fore-

seeing, improvident.]
,

I. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Unforeseeing ;

that does not foresee or forecast the future.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ft Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 5 We finde

yonge people be moche improvydent. 1597 DANIEL Civ.

IVars m. xxix, When men well have fed, th' blood being

warme, Then are they most improvident of harme. 1637 R.

LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 2S 1 ney could not have been so

improvident, as not to foresee the main inconveniences that

must ensue. 1793 Lo. AUCKLAND Corr. u862) III. 306 The

improvident, undignified, and unwise conduct of the Ger-

man powers.
2. Not circumspect ;

heedless ; unwary.
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. i. 58 Improuident Souldiors, had

your Watch been good, This sudden Mischiefe neuer could

haue falne. 1625 J. GLANVILL Voy. Cadiz (Camden) 58 They
cutt of some few of our improvident and stragling men. 1650
HULWER Anthropomet, 162 P>ehold ..what the improvident

curiosity of men hath thought on. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. 50 There is imminent danger of his employing that

strength to improvident or oppressive purposes. 1849 GROTE
Greece n. Iv. (1862) V. 10 Amphipolis had been once lost by
the improvident watch of Thucydides and Eukles : it was
now again lost by the improvident concessions of Nikias.

3. That fails to provide for future needs ; thriftless.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. no So improuident as not

to put Corne in the ground for their bread, but trusted to

the store. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. xxxviii. 279 Great

numbers . .will be improvident, spending every thing they
have in the most extravagant manner. 1809-10 COLERIDGE
Friend (1837) II. 199 They who live from hand to month,
will most frequently become improvident. 1873 H. SPENCER

Stud. Social, xv. 366 The English people are complained of

I

as improvident. Very few of them lay by in anticipation of

|

times when work is slack-

Hence Impro-videntness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

t Improvide'ntial, a. Obs. rare. [lM-2.]

1. Not providential ; ungoverned by Providence.

a 1684 LEIGHTON Serm. Wks. (1868) 358 Though trouble

be the general lot of mankind, yet it doth not come on him

by an improvidential fatality.

2. Improvident : see next.

f Improvide'ntially, adv. Obs. [f. prec. 2 +

IMPROVISATION.

1. In an improvident manner ;
without fore-

thought ;
without providing for the future.

tfsiv. 203 1

dently framed or placed. 1780 BURKE -S)>. Ecm. Reform
Wks. III. 333 To recommit all its business to the council

from whence it was very improvidently taken. 1868 ROGERS
Pol. Econ.

yiii. (1876) 70 Agricultural labourers marry early

and improvidently.
2. In an unforeseen or unanticipated manner, rare.

1885 E. F. BVRRNE Entangled I. I. viii. 139 Nature may
treacherously and improvidently back-water ; and he

dreaded to he landed incontinently in the stagnation of

satiety.

t Improving, vbl. sb.\ Obs. [f.
IMPROVE z/.i

+ -ING T.] The action of IMPROVE v.\ ; disproving,
refutation.

1449 PECOCK Repr. i. i. 5 It is miche nede forto first . .

vnroote and ouerturne tho thre trowingis .. bifore the im-

prouyng of othere. c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 49 Argu-
mentes for the prouinge or improuynge of compounde
themes. 1574 WHITOIFT Def. Aunsvj. \\. 100 You shoulde

haue kept you to the improuing of this general! proposition.
1611 FLORIO, Improuationc, an improouing.

Improving (impra-virj), vbl. sb? [f. IMPROVE
v? + -ING l.] The action of IMPROVE v?, q.v. ;

improvement.
1602 FULBECKE 2rf Pt. Parall. 54 The improouing of

ground from worse to better, is clearely permitted by our

law. 1785 J. PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Navig. 49 Were it for

nothing else but the improving of land, .the expence would
be amply repaid.

b. Improving lease (Sc. Law) : a lease granted
to a tenant for a longer period than the usual one,

with the object of encouraging him to make per-

manent improvements on the holding by ensuring

to him a longer enjoyment of their benefits.

1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot, s.v., A lease of ordinary
endurance is a lease for nineteen or twenty-one years ; and

an improving lease is usually for thirty-eight or forty-two

years.

Impro-ving, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That improves.
1. That makes better; spec, that improves the

mind, understanding, or character ;
that makes

agricultural improvements.
1665 BOYLE Occas. ReJJ. Introd. (18481 24 The Sun, by his

piercing and improving Beams, can not only make Diamonds

sparkle, and Rubies flame, but [etc.]. 1736 BUTLER Anal.

II. vi. Wks. 1874 I. 240 Temptations render our state a more

improving state of discipline, than it would be otherwise.

1792 MARIA RIDDELL Voy. Madeira Ded. 6 After it has

once undergone a few corrections from your improving
hand. 1881 Daily News 14 Sept. 3/1 Should an improving
farmer wish to leave for a finer opening in agriculture.

1884 G. ALLEN Philistia II. 11 Read a few verses of some

improving volume every night.

2. Becoming better
; advancing or increasing in

excellence.

1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables
yiii. 298 A soul so filled

with grace as the improving soul will be. 1791 WASHINGTON
Lett. Writ. 1892 XII. 49 The country appears to be in a

very improving state. 1891 A nthony's Photogr. Bull, IV. 88

Improving powers of criticism.

Hence Impro-vingrly adv., in an improving
manner ;

in the way of improvement.
1842 Fraser's Mag. XXVI. 520 Were he to disturb, how-

ever improvingly, the earlier songs. 1852 Blackiu. Mag.
LXXI. 461 How are we to amuse them 7 Respectably of

course ; improvingly by all means.

Improvisate (imprp-viz^'t), v. Also improv-
visate. [f.

F. improviser or It. improv(v)isare :

see IMPROVISE and -ATE
:>.]

= IMPROVISE, a. trans.

1832 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) I. 284, I was obliged to

improvisate a padlock. 1837 Taifs Mag. IV. 453 It was

easy to improvisate a paroxysm of royal rapture. 1837

Fraser's Mag. XVI. 413 He had improvvisated the verses.

b. intr. To speak extempore.
1838 JAS. GRANT Random Recoil. Lds. % Cam. Ser. n. II.

vii. 89 Few men in the house can improvisate better [than

Mr. Gladstone).

Impro'visate, ppl- a. rare. [ad. It. unprov-

(v]isalo, pa. pple. of improv(v)isare to improvise.]
= IMPROVISED; unpremeditated, impromptu.
1847 in CRAIG. Hence in mod. Diets.

Improvisation (imprpviz^'-Jan). [n. of action

from IMPROVISE, IMPROVISATE : cf. mod.F. impro-

visation^
1. The action of improvising or composing ex-

tempore ;
also concr. verse, music, etc. so impro-

vised.

_. =next.

1797 HOLCROFT Stoloergs Trav. (ed. 2! III. Ixxxiii. 330

Chesnuts, which the mother, not improvidentially, had put
in her pocket. 1819 CRABBE T. ofHall 32 The younger . .

had rather improvidentially but happily married.

Impro'vidently, adv. [f.
IMPROVIDENT a.

+ -LYV]

improvisation. 1834 GREVILLE Mem. 13 Aug. (1875) III.

xxiv. 119 After dinner he [Theodore Hook] displayed his

extraordinary talent of improvisation. 1872 GEO. ELIOT

Middlem. xx, This speech .. was not indeed entirely an

improvisation, but had taken shape in inward colloquy.

1876 LOWELL Amoagmy Bks. Ser. n. 214 We can not expect

in a modern poet the thrush-like improvisation .. that

charm[s] us in our Elizabethan drama.

2. The production or execution of anything oft-

hand ; any work or structure produced on the spur

of the moment.
1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy ft Greece (1898) I. xi. 214 The

terra-cotta decorations . . have all the spontaneity of unpro-



IMPROVISATIZE.

visation. 1884 S. E. DAWSON Handbk. Canada 231 The
Crystal Palace Opera- House, an improvisation on Dominion
Square [Montn-.il]

Improvisatize [Imfu/fidbaiz] , v. rare, [irreg.
f. IMPROVISATE + -IZE.] IMPROVISATE, IMPROVISE.

1847 in CRAJG. 1860 A.'L. WINDSOR Ethica vii. 382 Unlike
Chatham, Mirabeau did not improvisatize.

Improvisator (imprp-viz^'taj). [agent-n. in

I., form, from IMPROVISE, IMPKOVISATE, after It.

imprtrv(v}isatore, F. improvisatcur.] One who
improvises or composes extempore ; an improviser.
1795 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Kev. XVIII. 125 The Italian

improvisator never attempts a ballad without striking his
mandolino. 1819 CAHLYLE Mitt. F.ss., A'ovatis (1872) II.

183 The old guild of literary Improvisators. 1870 EMERSON
Soc. f So/it., Elog. Wks. (Bohn) III. 28 The world knows
pretty well the style of these improvisators [Eastern story,
teller,].

Improvisatore, -prowisatore (z'mprov-
!izatoT). PI. -Oti (-5-Tt), also -ores. [It.

improwisatore, formerly improvisatore
' an extem-

pore-sayer
'

(Florio), agent-n. from improv(v)isare
to IMPROVISE.
(The non-etymological doubling of the r is a matter of mod.

Italian phonetic spelling not generally followed in Eng.)]
An improvisator (Italian or of the Italian type).
1765 SMOLLETT Trav. (1766) II. xxvii. 56 One ofthe greatest

curiosities you meet with in Italy, is the improvisatore;
such is the name given to certain individuals, who have the

surprising talent of reciting verses extempore, on any subject
you propose. 1785 Europ. Mag. VII. 300 Metastasio .

was at his outset an impryuisatore, or extempore poet. 1817
BYRON Beppo xxxiii, He patronised the Improvisator! ..

Wrote rhymes, sang songs, could also tell a story. 1814
Juan xv. xx, Just as I feel the '

Improwisatore'. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy $ It. 1st. I. 370 The Eumolpus of
Petronius . . fills up the only link required to complete the

analogy between the classical and the modem improv-
visaton. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tiferleaut 234 The
musicians, .improvisatores, reciters of ancient legends.
attrib. 1800 SOUTHEY Poet. Wks. (1853) 213/1, I do not

wish the improvisator? tune. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN Cath.
in Eng. viii, 302 The extempore and improvisatore mode of
fabricating and fabling against us.

Improvisatorial (impr<>vizat6->-rial), a.
[f.

as IMPROVISATORY + -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or
of the nature of an improvisator ; relating to
or having the power of extempore composition or

oratory.
1813 New Monthly Mag. IV. 467 Singing . . some old

Castilian air, to which he often adapts some improvisatorial
words. 1860 J. WOLFF Trail, tt Adv. \. 81 His improvisa-
torial powers have been already mentioned. 1886 A themeum
14 Aug. 197/3 Hence, in the deepest and truest sense, Scott,
often called the most improvisatorial, is the least improvi-
satorial of writers.

Hence Improvisato rially adv., after the manner
of an improvisator.
1886 TUPPER My Life as Author 385 Those who speak

off-hand in prose or verse,
'

inspirationally

'

as they call it,

but as the outer world prefer to believe, improvisatorial ly.

Improvisatorize (imprfrviz^'toreiz),?'. rare.

[f. IMPROVISATOR + -IZE.] a. intr. To play or act

the improvisator, b. trans. To improvise.
1828 Harrovian 43 M read novels, and F impro-

visatorized in heroics. 18315 Frascr's Mag. XII. 541 Might
not the mirthful poet of ' Dean-Bourn '

. . have impro.
visatorised the following trille ? 1837 Ibid. XV. 286 Tragedy
and comedy were originally improvisatorised.

Improvisatory (improvi-zatari), a. [f. IM-
PROVISATOR (or IMPROVISATE v.) : see -DRY.] = IM-
PROVISATORIAL.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 138 Write with or

without rime, as happens to accommodate best your impro-
visatory method of composition. 1886 SYMONDS /ftrozm. //..

Cath. React. (1898) VII. xi. 158 Marino had the improvisa-
tory exuberance, .of his birthplace.

II Improvisatrice, -prowisa- (mprov(v)/-
zatrrtj?). PI. -trici (-trrtjV ). [It. improwisatrice
(formerly improvis-), fern, of impro^'(v\isatore : see

-TRICE.] A woman who improvises.
1804 MATILDA BETHAM Bieg. Diet. Worn, 290 An honorary

name given to the poetess limprovisatrice) D. Maria Madda-
lena Morelli Fernand_ez. 1838 Penny Cjrcl. XII. 452/2 Several
ladies have distinguished themselves in the same art : they
are styled improvyisalrici. 1844 MARC. FULLER Worn, igt/i
C. (1862)28 We will not

speak
of the enthusiasm excited by

actresses, improvisatrici, female singers. 1886 W. J. TUCKER
E. Europe 338 The improvisatrice, the bewitching, supple
siren stepped forward into the midst of the vacant space.

Improvise (improvai-z), v. [a. F. improvise-r
(1642 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. improvisare (now
impraw-}

' to sing or say extempore' (Florio), f.

improv(v iso IMPROVISO.]
1. trans. To compose (verse, music, etc.) on the

spur of the moment; to utter or perform extempore.
i86 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. i, He possessed also the singular

faculty of being able to improvise quotations. Ibid. iv. ii,
You must not

improvise parliamentary papers. 1858 DORAN
Crt. Foolt 251 His happy facility of improvising rhymes.
1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece (1808) I. vi 115 The ..

funeral chant, improvised by women at funerals over the
bodies of the dead.
2. To bring about or get up on the spur of the
moment

; to provide for the occasion.
a 1854 E. FORBES Lit. Papers viii. (1855) 206 If a number

of both sexes happen to assemble at the same house a dance
u improvised. 1859 DICKENS Lett, to Miss D. 13 June
(1880) II. 95 A tent improvised this morning.
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3. iulf. To compose, utter, or perform verse or
music impromptu; to speak extemporaneously;
hence, to do anything on the spur of the moment.
1830 H. N. COLERIDGE Crk. Poets (1834) 42 A noted Eng-

lish wit of the present day can improvise in rhyme even in
our language. 1845 E. HOI.MKS Mvzart 33 He sang, played,
and composed extempore, played and transposed at sight . .

improvised on a given bass. 1880 VERN. LEE Italy iv. i. 147He had the honour of improvising liefore cardinals anil

princesses.

Hence Improvising vbl. sb. also atlrib.

1832 W. IRVING Alhambra, Jonnify 11896) 10 'I'his talent
of singing and improvising is frequent in Spain, and is said
to have been inherited from the Moors. 1853 JKRDAN
Auiobiog. III. ii. 20 [He] was. .in superb trim to answer the
calls for various improvising interludes.

Iniprovi-se, sb. rare. [f. prec. vb.] An im-

provised composition ; an improvisation.
i8jo MRS. SHELLEY in Dowden Shelley 11887) ". 360 Go

to the theatre and hear the Improvise of Sgricci. 1821
SHELLEY Hellas Pref., The poem .. is a mere improvise.

Improvised (improvai-zd), ///. a. [f. prec.
vb. + -En 1.] Composed or uttered off-hand ; in-

vented or produced on the spur of the moment or
for the occasion.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. i. iv, What part might be
premeditated, what was improvised and accidental, man
will never know. 1883 GF.O. ELIOT Ronwla 11. xxvi, [He)
let Gaddi have the credit of the improvised welcome. 1873
SMILES Huguenots Fr. i. x. (1881) 214 By crossing their
hands over each other, they, .carried him along on this im-

provised chair. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vm. Ixi, His

improvised words had inevitably some drollery.

Improvisedly (improvai-zedli) ,
ativ. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2. In sense 2, for L. improvise, It. improi'-

visamente.]
L In an improvised or unpremeditated manner

;

impromptu, extempore.
1881 H. C. MERIVALE Fancit of B. I. I. vi. 97 He . . could

dress up Plato's Republic improvisedly, in sympathetic and
attractive English of his own.

f 2. (Sc. improvisitlie). Without forethought,
imprudently, precipitately. 06s.

cijfS in H. Campbell Love-Lett. Mary Q. Scats App.
(1824) 20 Humblie requiring .. that pretendit and unlaucn-
full marriage quhainn sho was improvisitlie enterit to be
dissolvit.

Improvrser. [f. IMPROVISE v. + -EH i.] One
who improvises ; an improvisator. Also atlrib.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 134 Earth holds no impro-
vizer like Theodore. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling it. vi. (1872)
137 Essentially an improviser genius ; as his Father too was.
1880 Sat. Rev. 26 June 830/2 There was a certain Maria
Maddalena Morelli . . known as poet and improviser, and
much in request for her powers of social entertainment.

t Improvi'sion. Obs. [f.
IM- 2 + PROVISION.]

Want of provision or forethought.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. ii. 108 Wherein ..

there would be a maine defect, and her improvision justly
accusable, if [etc.]. 164; JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in. 14.

41 The disadvantages of ignorance or improvision.
I Improvise (improvs'rzo), a. Obs. [It. im-

proviso, now spelt imprawho
'

vnprouided, extem-

pore* (Florio), = L. imprlvistti unforeseen, unex-

pected, f. im- (!M-
2
) + provisus, pa. pple. of pro-

vidcre to foresee. (The word may also be taken
as an adjectival use of the L. adv. improvise (also
de improvise, ex improvise)

' on a sudden, unex-

pectedly'.)] Improvised, extempore.
1786 MRS. PIOZZI Anecdotes Johnson (title of poem) Im-

proviso translation of the following distich on the Duke of
Modena's running away from the comet in 1742 or 1743. 1789

Journ. France I. 374 Our postillion sung improviso
verses on his sweetheart. [1839 A^iW/ix/ 29 Mar. in Spirit
Metrop. Conserv. Press (1840) I. 142 An impassioned and
c.r-imprmnso survey.]
Hence Improvi-so <!. trans. (nonce-wd.\ to im-

provise.
1835 Blaclnv. Mag. XXXVII. 518 He had imprmisoed a

joyous song.

Improwisatore, -trice : see IMPROVIS-.

Imprudence (impr-dens\ [nd. L. impru-
dintia, n. of quality f. imprudent IMPRUDENT : see

|

-KNCE. Cf. F. imprudence (Oresme, I4th c.}, which

may have been the immediate source.] The quality
I

or fact of being imprudent ; want of prudence, cir-
|

cnmspection, or discretion ; indiscretion, rashness.
[In Chaucer's Parson's Tale f 317,

'

imprudence
'

is the

reading in MSS. Harl. 7334, Petw. 635, Selden ; hut this is

evidently an error: all MSS. have 'impudent' in the cor-

relative ' 323 : see quot. 1386 in IMPUDENCE i.]

1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Terapeitt. 2 B iij b, The
fyrste speake ouer lyghtly and to imprudently, yf it be
imprudence to afferme a thynge impossyble. c 1645 HOWELI.
Lett. (1650) I. vi. iii. 253 To this day the Spanish council
is taxed of improvidence and imprudence, that there was

monument of your imprudence. 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr.
1 1. 85 Not taking those precautions against the weather . .

,

I soon suffered lor my imprudence.
b. with an and //. An instance of this, an im-

prudent act.

1646-9 JER. TAYLOR Apol. Liturgy 5 95 It were a strange
imprudence, choosingly, to entertain those inconveniences.

1768 74 TUCKER /,/. .\at. (1852) II. 361 If Eve had been
deceived before by the serpent into some imprudences nut

criminal, she might have been aware of his wiles. 1889

IMPUDENCE.
I.UBBOCK Picas. H/i ii. iv. 64 Love at first sight sounds
like an imprudence, and yet is almost a revelation.

t Impra'dency. Obs. [ad. L. impriidentia :

see prec. and -KNCY.] = IMPRCDKNCE.
1576 BAKEK Jewell ojHealth 1223, Through the hasti-

nesse and imprudencie of the worker. 1610 VENNER I'Ya
Recta viii. 166 The fault is rather to be attributed to our
imprudcncy, and intemperande. 1698 MORRIS Pract. Disc.
IV.. Pref., Men have a Toleration for their Imprudencies.
1793 A. VOPNG Trar. France 118 Some imprudencies in
the manner of forcing the King's system. 1800 LAMB Let.
to Wordsworth 10 Oct., It tickles one with the image of an

imprudency, without the penalty usually annexed.

Imprudent (impr-dent), a. (sb.) [ad. L. im-

priiiictn, imprudent-em, i. im- (IM- 2
) + priidens,

contracted from prinndens, pres. pple. ofprevidere
to see before one, provide : see PBUIJENT. Cf. K
imprudent (ij-i6th c. in Ilatz.-Darm.).] Not
prudent, wanting in prudence or discretion; the
reverse of prudent; rash, heedless, indiscreet, in-

cautious, a. Of persons.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man o/ Law's T. 211 Imprudent

Emperour of Rome alias Was ther no philosophre in al thy
toun ? 1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Trrapeut. 2 D j, O foole
and imprudent Thessalus. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII
46 He and his imprudent counsayll were fully resolved on
this poincte. 1710 NORRIS Car. Prud. ii. 71 Imprudent
men are call'd Fools. 1893 TANNER Steps Priuc. Atric.
(ed. 2) 61 We Atf not so imprudent, .as to destroy the Dees
that work for us.

b. Of conduct, actions, etc.

'599 HAKLUYT K<y. II. 35 iR.) Thus by the imprudent
and foolish hardines of the French earle, the Frenchmen
were discomfited. 1660 R. COKE Power 4 Subj. 15 Loss
for the folly of imprudent actions. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman (1841) I. vii. 53 Nothing can be more impru-
dent and impolitic, as it regards himselfand his family. 18*7
D. JOHNSON Ind. Held Sports jo note, When the rivers
are . . rising, it would be imprudent to venture into them.

C. rarely with of.

1750 AKENSIDE Odes u. iv. Not imprudent of my loss to
come.

t B. sb. An imprudent person. Obs.

1753 L. M. tr. DM Boscq's Accompl. H'am. I. 20 [It] is

ever in the mouth of these Imprudents. 1767 Woman of
Fashion I. 244 The little Imprudent How could I expect
a Miracle !

Hence Impru dcntness, imprudence (Bailey vol.

II, 1727).
t Imprnde-ntial, a. Obs. rare. [f. IM- 2

-r

PRCDENTIAL, : cf. IMPRUDENCE.] Not prudential ;

not marked by prudence; imprudent, improvident.
1649 MILTON Eikon. xxviii, The most unwise and impru-

dential Act as to civil Government.

Imprudently Jmpr-dentli), adv. [f. IM-
PRUDENT a. + -LY 2

.] In an imprudent manner ;

with imprudence ; indiscreetly, unadvisedly.
1541 [see IMPRUDENCE], 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI

1870, He so imprudently demeaned hymselfe, that .. he
came into the handes of his mortal! enemies. 1685 BAXTER
I'araphr. N. T. Matt. vi. 28 Christ here neither blameth
..meet labour, nor would have it done imprudently and
carelesly. 1781 GIBBON Decl. t F. xxix. III. in The new
magistrate imprudently departed from the maxims of the

court, and of the times. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx.
IV. 403 William, with the ardour of a very young com-
mander, had most imprudently offered battle.

Impryve : see IMPREVE.

I'mpship. rare. [f. IMPJ&] The condition or

station of an imp : in quot. as a mock title.

1684 OTWAY . I ther.it ill, I hope your little Impship will be
civil to me.

Imp-tree : see IMP sb. 8.

Impuberal (impi'beral), a. rare. [f. L. im-

putes, impfiber-em (f.
im- (!M-

2
)
+ piibes , piiber-em

of ripe age, of the age of puberty) + -AL.] Not
come to puberty or maturity ; immature.
1836-7 SlRW. HAMILTON Metaph. (1870) I. App. 409 In

impuberal animals the cerebellum is in proportion to the
brain proper greatly less than in adults.

Impn'berate, a. rare. [f.
as prec. + -ATE 2.]

prec. Also absol. as sb.

1880 MUIRHEAD Gaivs n. 179 To our impuberate
descendants in potestatf we may . . make a substitution in

the manner already described. Vlpian xvi. $ i The
death of any of those impuberates . . secures for them the

right of taking in full.

Impnberty (impiw-baJti .
[f. L. impuber-em

(see IMPUBEBAL) 4- -TY, after puberty .] The con-

dition of not having reached the state or age of

puberty.
1785 PALEY Mor. Philos. in. vii. (1830) 220 Sentences of

the ecclesiastical courts, which release the parties A vinfjtlo

matrimonii by reason of impuberty (etc.], .are not dissolu-

tions of the marriage-contract, but judicial declarations that

there never was any marriage.

Impnbic (impi-bik), a. rare, [irreg. f. L.

impiw-es,-is (see IMPUBERAL) + -ic: cf. PUBIC.]
= IMPUBERAL.
1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder etc. 140 In only six were the

subjects impubic, the average age being the 2oth year.

t Imptrblic, v. Obs. rare. [f. IM-' 4 PUBLIC.]
trans. To make public ; to publish.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves ll. xci. 265 It hath made them

slighted,
ever since his passions so impublik'd [fd. 1709 pro-

claimed] them.

Impudence (i*mpiifdens). Also 4-5 in-, [ad.
I. imfuilcntia shamelessness, n. of quality f. im-
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pttdens IMPUDENT : see -ENCE. Impud-ence\w& the

form of suffix derived through OF., while impnd-
ency has that formed directly from L. ; but F. *";;*-

pudence is recorded only from 1 539 (Hatz.-Darm.).]
The quality or fact of being impudent.
f 1. Shamelessness ; immodesty, indelicacy. Obs.

r 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T, 7 317 [Twigs of Pride] There is

..Arrogance. Inpudence [v.r. Impudence]. .Insolence.. and

many another twig. 1406 HOCCLEVK La Male regie 62

My lustes blynde han causid thee to varie Fro me thurgh
my folie and inpudence. 1601 SHAKS. AIVs Wcll\\. i. 173

King. Vpon thy certainty and confidence, What dar'st

thou venter? Hell. Taxe of impudence, A strumpets
boidnesse, a divulged shame. i68a Hereford Dioces. Reg.

p Oct., This deponent, blushing to see soe much impudence
betwixt the said persons, immediatly went out of the same
Chamber. 1712 J. DIGBY tr. Epicurus' Mor. 37 'Tis very
well known, that Crates and Diogenes have made profession
of lieasdy Impudence, even in public places.

2. Shameless effrontery ;
insolent disrespect, in-

solence; unabashed presumption.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 57, I ne're heard yet, That

any of these bolder Vices wanted Lesse Impudence togaine-

say what they did, Then to performe it first. 1656-9 I>.

HARRIS Parivats Iron Age (ed. 2' 26 The impudence of a
certain Monk called Tetzel, exceeded so farre, as to presume
to sell the Indulgences. 1697 DRYDEN Ifirg. Georg. \\. 721
Some with Impudence invade the Court. 1715 DE FOE
Fam. Instruct, i. iv. (1841: I. 73 Who will have the impu-
dence to hinder us? 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xiii, 'Con-
found his impudence 1' muttered Squeers. ^

1884 PAE
Eustace 6^ He gave me a deal of impudence . . just now.

b. with an and //. A piece of impudence.
1885 T. MOZLEY Remin. Towns etc. I. 413 Any kind of

head-covering was a weakness, or an impudence.
O. Applied to an impudent person.

1671 DRYDEN Even. Love it. 20 Peace, impudence, and
see my face no more.

3. In a good or neutral sense : Freedom from

shamefastness ; cool confidence.

1619 FLETCHER, etc. False One iv. iii, Off, my dejected

looks, and welcome impudence ! My daring shall be deity,
to save me. 1688 SHADWELL Sgr. Alsatia 11. i, Learned

lawyer of little practice, for want of impudence. 1692
DRYDEN St. Euremonfs Ess. 133, I. .will tell you with the

utmost impudence that I esteem much more his Person, than

his Works. 18*4 W. IRVING T. Trait. I. 259, I had not

enterprise nor impudence enough to venture from my con-

cealment.

Iillpudeiicy (rmp3fd&wi), Now rare. [ad.
L. impudentia : see prec. and -ENCY.]
1. Shamelessness, immodesty ;

= IMPUDENCE i.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xxvi. 117 Insomuche
that he ioyned impudencie and unshamefastenes. 1577
BULL Luther s Comm. Ps. Grad. 237 The impudencie of the

monks, .was so great that I am ashamed to speak it. 1594
T. B. La Primaitd. Fr. Acad. n. 329 Although too much
shamefastnesse, when it is causelesse, is woorthy of blame. .

yet is it more praise-woorthy then jmpudency. 1648 Eikvn
Bas. xxi. (1824) 218 Nor did his [Noah's] open infirmity

justifie Chams impudency. 1864 Frasers Mag. Oct. 50$
Were she as naked as Diana, there should he no impudency
on the figure of Imogen. 1892 Harper's Mag, Sept. 494 2

In his earlier talcs he seemed to seek pleasure with the

impudency of a splendidly healthy young faun.

b. with an and//.
1628 WITHF.R Brit, Rememb. iv. 255 For those impuden-

cies, Those riots, and those other foule offences. 1845
Blackw. Mag. LVI1I. 369 The whole dialogue, .is polluted
with similar impudencies.
2. Shameless effrontery ;-=!MPUDENCK 2.

1529 FRITH Antithesis Ixxviii. in Pistle Chr. Rdr. 102

What impudencye is this? I thinke he wold saye also

that an As.se were a man yf he thought to gette eny avan-

tage thorow it. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 258 Some haue

growne to that impudencie, that they haue denied a woman
to haue a soule as man hath. 1635 H. MORE App. Antid.

(1662) 162 That will .. argue . . rash boldness and blind im-

pudency in him that shall return so irrational an Answer.

1871 BROWN-ING Balaust. 1604 Alas and yet again ! How
full is age of impudency !

b. with an and//.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia, v. 194 It had beene a high

impudency and presumption to haue medled with them.

1644 HAMMOND Loyal Convert 10 How, for their encourage-

ment, are Lyes and brasse-brow'd Impudencies invented.

f 3. IMPUDENCE 3. Oh.
ci6io Women Saints 167 All humane helpe being des-

payred of.. in fine, of holie and notable impudencie, she

imitated the woman, that, .pressed to touch the hemme of

Christs garment.

Impudent (rmpitfdent), a. (sb.) Also 4-5 in-.

[ad. L. impitdens, impudent-em shameless, f. im-

(IM-
2

)
+ pudens ashamed, modest, orig. pres. pple.

of pitdere to make or feel ashamed. Cf. F. im-

pudent (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm. and Godef. Compl, :

but the latter has the adv. impudemment of 1461).]

fl. Wanting in shame or modesty ; shameless, un-

blushing, immodest ; indelicate. (In quot. 1628,
1 without the means of decency '.) Obs.

ri386 CHAUCER Pars. T. ? 323 Inpudent is he that for

hU pride hath no shame of hise synnes. 1533 UDALL
Floures po Canis (sayth Donate) is a worde that menie
vse to obiect vnto suche as be impudent shameles felowes.

'579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 61 Setting the best

and impudentist face of it that I can borrowe. 1611 BIBLE

Ecclus. xix. 2 He that cleaueth to harlots will become

impudent. 1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 101 Many for

want of things necessary, .were forced to become impudent
in the funerals of their friends. 1633 LITHCOW Trav. i. 26

Their impudent Curte?ans, the most lascivious harlots in

the world. 1659 D. PELL Itnpr. Sea 76 With impudent
VOL. V.

fore-head--, and with brows rubbed on brass-pots. 1731
GAY A chilles in, Then her bosom too is so preposterously

dent f

ossessed of unblushing presumption, effron-

tery, or assurance ; shamelessly forward, insolently

disrespectful.
1563-87 FOXE A. 9f M. (1684) III. 493 Thou art as impu-

dent a Fellow as I have communed withal. 1583 FI*LKE

Defence xix. 544 You are the most impudent advoucher, I

think, that ever became a writer. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's
Lett. (vol. III.) 123 Sufficient defence against the audacious-
nesse of the most impudent. 1705^-10

HHARNK in Rtliy*
(1857) I. 181 Some persons were so impudent (to speak m
the canting phrase) as to huzza him. 1710-11 SWIFT Lett.

(1767) III. 125 Oh faith, you're an impudent saucy couple of
sluttekins for presuming to write so soon. 1829 LYTTON
Devereitx it. iv, Thou art an impudent thing to jest at us.

1848 DICKENS Dombey viii, Wickam is a wicked, impudent,
bold-faced hussy.

b. Of conduct, actions, etc.

"597 SHAKS. 2 Hen, IV, n. L 135 You call honorable

Boldnes, impudent Sawcinesse. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus'
Mor. Rclat. 246 [She] disclosed, .[his] impudent attempt
against the reverence of his marriage. 1755 YOUNG Centaur
ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 134 Our impudent folly puts nature out of

countenance. 1862 MARSH Eng. Lang. i. 10 An impudent
fabrication of the fourteenth century. 1873 HALE in His
Name vi. 64 This was the impudent reply of the largest boy
of the group.
B. sb. A person of unblushing effrontery or

insolence.

1586 T. B. tr. La Primand. Fr. Acad. (1589) 404 No
beast (as they say) is so shamelesse as an impudent. Ibid.

2 53- '5^9 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie \. xxvii. (Arb.) 69 De-
frauded of the reward, that an impudent had gotten by abuse
of his merit. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 434 Many dissembling

impudents intrude themselves in this high calling of God.

Impudently (i'mpirifcUfntli),
adv. [f. prec. +

-LT 2
.J

In an impudent manner ; with effrontery ;

shamelessly, insolently.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fnst. i. 25 Whosoeuer deny y* it

hath thus ben done in time past, yea within our owne re-

membrance, they impudently lie. 1664-5 PEPYS Diary
19 Mar., Castlemaine lay impudently upon her back in her

coach asleep. 1770 Junius Lett. xl. 207 A boy, impudently
thrust over their heads. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv.

(1871) II. 72 An impudently false accusation.

I'mpudentness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being impudent ; impudence.
1599 SANDVS Europse Spec. (1632) 19 Governours and

Subjectes .. striving as it were with other in an impudent-
nesse therein. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Impudicity impiwdi'slti). [a. F. impudicitf,
f, L. type *impndicitaS) for cl. L. impttduitia, f. im-

pndic-us shameless.] Shamelessness, immodesty.
1528 LYNDESAY Drente 279 With thare prouocatyue Impu-

dicitie, Brocht mony ane man to Infelicitie. 1577 HELLOWES
Gncuaras Chron. 416, I bred thee chaste, and thou arte

imbrued with impudicitie. 1674 tr. Du Mottling Papal
Tyranny 38 The luxury . . the impudicity, the gluttony . .

that reigned in the Papal Court. 1824 LANDOR Imag. Conv.
Wks. 1846 I. 55^2 This impudicity. .seems to have always
been a characteristic of the Italian race. 1883 BEECHER in

Chr. World Pulpit XXI II. 372/3 Knowledge with women
in Grecian days was a token of impudicity.

b. with an and //.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Mark vii. 22 Theftes, auarices, wicked-

nesse, guile, impudicities.

1 Impudicous, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. impudtc-
us + -ou.s.] Immodest, indelicate, indecent.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi KOCITJ Def. xii. 157 It may be
a wanton and impudicous act in another to kiss a woman.

Impugn (impiw'ni, v. Forms: 4 in-, yn-f

4-6 en-, (5 em-), 5-6 ym-, 4-7 impugne, 4-5
in-, impungne, 6 impunge (?), Sc. impung, 6-

irapugn. [a. F. impugncr (1363 in Godefroy)
= Pr. tm-j enpugnarj Sp. impugnar t

It. impugnare,
ad. L. impHgndre to attack, assail, f. im- (!M- 1) +

pugnare to fight.]

fl. trans. To fight against ; to attack, assail, as-

sault (a person, city, etc/}. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Mace. xi. 41 Thei inpungneden Yrael. 1388
Judg* 'x - 44 He roos. .and enpugnyde [1382 a^enfi^tynge]

and bisegide the citee. c 1450 tr. De Imitations in. xl. no
t>ou dwellist amonge enemyes, Jxni art impugned on be ri3t

nonde & on be lifte honde. 1553 BECON Rcliques ofRome
(1563) 264 We are set Jn a sllpperye place, and are impugned
of deuills. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 35 He . . laid

siege unto Damascus . . which he so notably impugned,
that [etc.].

fig* '^S1 HOBBES Lmiath, Ded., The Outworks of the

Enemy, from whence they impugne the Civill Power.

fb. To fight in resistance against ; to withstand,
resist, oppose. Obs.

1577 HAMMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (i6tt>) 43 Josephus. .which
himselfe also at the first impugned the Romaines. 1591
Tronb. Raigne K. John n. (xOci) 107 Only the heart im-

pugnes with faint resist The fierce inuade of him that o n-

quers Kings. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. v. 25 God . .

will not leaue vs succourlesse, whiles in a just cause, we
impugne a most vnjust Intruder. 1660 F, BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc's Trat 1

. 223 To impugn with all his power the

Moores Jews, and Idolaters.

trans/. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 291 The
defect of alternation would utterly impugne the generation

1 of all things.

2. To assail (an opinion, statement, document,

action, etc.) by word or argument ; to call in ques-
tion

;
to dispute the truth, validity, or correctness

of ; to oppose as false or erroneous.

136* LANCL. P. PI. A. vm. 155 Al )>is makef> me .. to|>en-

ken. .On Pers J>e plouhmon and whuch a pardoun he heddc,
And hou J>e preost inpugnede hit. c 1380 WYCLIF Stl. Wks.
III. 350 pes sectis inpungnen be gospel, and also J>e olde

lawe. 1415 HOCCLHVE To Sir J. OldcastU 173 No man
\volde Impugne hir right. 1494 FABYAN Chron. IT. xliii. 29
This sayinge contraryeth and enpugnyth myne Auctor
Gaufhde. 1549 Compl. Scot. To Kdr. 12 Detractione . .

reddy to suppedit & tyl impung ane verteous verk. a 1614
DONNE Bietdai/aTOt (1644) 124 No man hath as yet, to my
knowledge, impugned this custome of ours. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. i. v.642 It cannot be accounted less than extreme
sottishness and stupidity of mind . .thus to impugn a Deity.

before his claims to beatitude were impugned.
b. To assail the actions, question the statements,

etc. of (a person) ; to find fault with, accuse.

Now rare.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiii. 123 One Pieres J>e ploughman
hath inpugned vs alle, And sette alle sciences at a soppe,
saue loue one. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495)
in. iii. 318 b/i Many hated hym & specyally theretykes;
for he cessed not to enpugne & repreef theym. 1530
LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 13 Quho dar presume thir Poeus
tyll Impung, Quhose sweit sentence throuch Albione bene

sung? 1596 SHAKS. Merck. F. iv. i. 179 Yet in such rule,
that the Venetian Law Cannot impugne you as you do pro-
ceed. 1879 FARRAR St. Pautx]. II. 323 note, The Law, for

the supposed apostasy from which he was impugned.
Hence Impu'gned ppl. a. ; Impu'gning vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 73 Inpungning of J>e law of God. c 1440
Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 276 It techyth be. .to defende (>i

feyth wyth resouns fro inpugnyng of heretykes. 1599
SANDYS Enropae Spec. (1632) 94 For defence of impugned
truth. 1802-12 BENTHAM Rat, Judic.Emd. (1827) 111.204
It should be allowable, .to call upon the impugning witness
. . to declare [etc.]. 1860 Sat, Rev. IX. 145/2 The impugned
department will send down, .a cohort of witnesses.

Impugnable (impiS'n&b
1

!), a.1 rare. [f. prec.
+ -ABLE.J Liable to be impugned.
1823 Neio Monthly Mag. VIII. 262 If any chance to be

impugnable on the score of principles. 1847 DISRAELI Tan-
crediv. viii, Her reason, .though not easily impugnable was
not as satisfactory to his understanding as to his ear.

Impugnable liinp*gnab'l),fl.
2 lObs. [f.lM-2

+ L. pugn-are to fight + -ABLE; cf. ExPUGNABLE.]
That cannot be assailed or overcome.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 3/27 Impugnable, impugnalnlis. 1611

SPF.ED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. v. 217 To withstand so puissant
and impugnable an enemy. Ibid. x. i. (1632) 1242 If the

Tower were impugnable.
Hence ImpugTiabrlity. ? Obs.

1837 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Justif. iv. 167 So long as

the canon of Tertullian shall flourish in its absolute im-

pugnability.

t ImpU'gnance. Obs. rare- 1
. In 6 in-, [f.

\..impiigna.re to IMPUGN: see -ANCE.] = IMPUG-

NATION.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon ix. v. (1602) 308 Therefore

doe we call traitors rebels : when they rise by resistance or

inpugnance of their Princes authority.

-t

1

ImpU'gnant, ppl a. Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. L.

impugndnS) impugnant-em, or corresponding It.

impugnante, pres. pple. of intpugndrt to oppose,

IMPUGN.] Repugnant, opposed.
1579 FENTON Guicciard. n. (1599) 95 Whether you ought to

be the personage so impugnant and contrary to your proper
resolution.

Impugnation (imppgn^-Jsn). ? Obs. [ad. L.

impugnation-em j noun of action f. impugndre to

IMPUGN : cf. obs. F. impugnation.}
f 1. The action of attacking or assaulting (a per-

son) ; esp. spiritual assault, temptation. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. ix. xxx. (MS. Bodl.i, Ajens
|>eese so manye inpungnacions we bej? ywarded and isocoured

with spyrytual armoure. c 1450 Mirour Salitacioun 3179
Oure lord has ordeyned y1 a man shalle haf here impugna-
cionne. 1602 T. FITZHERBERT Apol. g a, He i eceiued such
a violent impugnation and persecution of all the bad priests
in the cittie [Rome], that he was forced to depart thence.

1645 Bp. HALL Remedy Discontents 108 The fift is a per-

petuall impugnation, and self-conflict.

2. The action of impugning (an opinion, etc.);

calling in question, disputing; impugnment.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 11. vii. 103

Impugnacyon of trouth the whiche is whan the persone of

certayne malice ayen sayth unto the trouth of the fayth.

1529 MORE Suppl. Sotiiys Wks. 313/2 The impugnacion of

that vncharitable heresye. 1692 NORRIS Curs. Reft.
' Ess.

Hum. Vnd' 21 Having considered our Author's Impugna-
tion of Innate

Principles. 1873 WAGNER tr. TeuffeCsHht.
Rom. Lit. II.

9jj
It begins with a lengthy impugnation of

the mythical opinions caused by the poets.

t Impugna'tor. Obs. rare 1
, fad. late L.

impugnator, agent-n. f. impugnare to IMPUGN
;

cf.

F. (obs.) imptignateur.'] =next.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 123 The lesuites themselves,
who are his most puissant Impugnators, give him a more
candid and favorable treatment.

Impugner (impi*n3i;. [f. IMPUGNS. + -ER',]
One who impugns or assails.

1539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 51 Redye to
defende the faith ageynst the impugners of it. a 1688
CUDWORTH Immttt. Mor. (1731) 223 Some of these Strenuous

Impugners of Immaterial and Incorporeal Substances. 1712
BERKELEY Passive Obed. 38 A .. prejudice which in-

fluenceth the impugners of non-resistance. 1818 HAZLITT
Eng. Poets iii. (1870) 80 The way to defend Milton against
all impugners is to take down the book and read it. 1890
Spectator 6 Sept., The impugners of the story . . have failed
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IMPUGNMENT.
to support their scepticism with anything that can properly
be called evidence.

Impugnment (impiw'nme'nt). [f. as prec. -f

-MENT.J Thi- action or fact of impugning.
1840 K. HOWARD Jack ashore xlvii. (Stratm.), Yt must not

be an impugnment to his manhood that he cried like a child.

1861 HL-RION lift. Hunter (1863) 63 The theses on which

aspirants after university honouis held their disputations or

impugnments.

Inipuissance (impiw'isans). [a. F. impuis-
sance (.1361 in Littre) : see IM- 2 and PUISSANCE.

(By the Brownings stressed impu^i'ssance^}
1. Impotence, powerlessness,

weakness.

1483 CAXTON Golei. Ltg. i/i (R. Suppl.) In tyme whan man
was vaynquysshed of ignoraunce and impuissaunce. 1601
PATERICKE tr. Gentillct 26 An impuissance to conserve
himself. 1645 City Alarum 9 We have always hoodwinkt
our selves with conceits of the kings impuissance till it

came to tryal. 1761 STERNE Tr. Skandy\. xvi, He lay
under an impuissance. .of advancing above a line and a half

in the compass of a whole summer's day. 1855 BROWNING
San/ xviii, Why is it I dare Think but lightly of such

impuissance? 1856 MRS. BROWSING Attr. Leigh tx. 469,
I felt myself So sale in impuissance and despair I could not
hurt you. 1884 BROWNING Ferishtak^ Cherries^ Never too
much of faith In impuissance, man's.

f2. \Vantofself-control; cf. IMPOTENCE 3. Obs.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 95 When the light ofreason
is under a Bushel of passion ;

and impuissance is regent in

the soul.

So f Impn issancy [see -ANCY]. Obs. rare* 1
.

1701 BEVERLEY Af>oc. Quest. 39 An Imageof Supremacy ;

and yet Impuissancy.

Impuissant (impi/7-isant), a. [a. F. impuis-
sant (i 5th c.) : see IM--' and PUISSANT.] Impo-
tent, powerless, weak.
1619 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 127 How invpulssant

and dejected they are. i6s-6a HF.VLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682)

St
The Country made a prey to impuissant Enemies. 1853
ROTE Greece n, Ixxxiv. XI. 113 An impuissant embrace of

philosophy on the part of so great a potentate. 1863 LD,
LVTTON Ring Antasis I. 188 Vain, ana impuissant are the

pity and commiseration of a feeble fellow-creature.

Impu-lsatile, a. rare 1

,
[f.

IM- 2 + PULSATILE

a."\ Not characterized by pulsation.
1859 TODD Cycl. Anat, V. 288/1 In these vessels.. its [the

blood's] movement is impulsatile or venous.

Impulse f

v i'mppls), sb. [ad. L. impttls-tis a

push against, f. ppl. stem of imptllfre to IMPEL.]
1. An act of impelling ;

an application of sudden
force causing motion ;

a thrnst, a push.
1650 ASHMOLE Chytn. Collect, (ed. 31 227 The Second

lurketh in the bowels of the Earth, by the Impulse and
action whereof the Subterraneous vapours are driven

upwards through Pores and Pipes. 1690 LOCKE Hum,
Und. iv. x. 19 We cannot conceive how any thing but

impulse of body can move body. 1751 H UME Kss. 4- Treat.

(1777) II. 68 The impulse of one billiard-ball is attended
with motion in the second. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 2 F i

He will wish to advance rather by the impulse of the wind,
than the strokes of the oar. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \\. i. 228 To
produce the impression of violet light a still greater number
of impulses is necessary. 1871 HUXLEY Physiot. viii. 210
The chief agents in transmitting the impulses of the aerial

waves. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PI. x. 240 When a gland is

first excited the motor impulse is discharged within a few
seconds.

fig. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. i. 12 Driven on by the
blind impulses of Fatality and Fortune. 1818 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. ix. 698 The total exemption of the
deliberations in parliament from the impulse of the royal
will. '877 MRS. OUPHANT Makers Flor. vi. 160 The early
impulse of the Renaissance [was] just then beginning to in-

fluence the world.

b. Path. 'The shock felt on the chest-wall when
the heart beats, or over an ancurysm during the

cardiac systole . . Cardiac impulse, the apex heat

of the heart' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 182 Of the Heart : No
sensible impulse; sounds hardly audible. Ibid.) Area ill-

defined ; impulse diffused ; sounds muffled.

2. Dynamics, a. An indefinitely large force

enduring for an inappreciably short time but pro-

ducing a finite momentum ; such as the Mow of a

hammer, the drive of a bat, the impact of colliding
balls, etc. b. The product of the average value

of any force multiplied by the time during which
it acts. (This extended use was introduced by
Clerk Maxwell Matter *& Motion 43.)
1796 HUTTON Math. Diet.) Impulse, the single or momen-

tary action or force by which a body is impelled. 1806

Course Math. II. 132 The Momentum, or Quantity uf

Motion, generated by a Single Impulse, or any Momentary
Force, is as the Generating Force. 1859 LUNN OfMotto*
87. 1868 ROUTH Rigid Dynamics (ed\ ai 262 We may
regard an impulse as the limit of a large finite force acting
for a very short time. 1875 MAXWRLL Thfory of Ifcat (ed.

4) 88 The impulse of a force is equal to the momentum pro-
duced by it. 1868 W. K. CLIFFORD Ltct. 11879) I. 76
A shuttlecock, which has its entire state of motion suddenly
changed by the impulse of the battledore.

3. a. Force or influence exerted upon the mind
by some external stimulus

; suggestion, incitement,

instigation, f Formerly, esp. t
A strong suggestion

supposed to come from a good or evil spirit.
1660 R. COKE Pvwer 4- Sttbj. 177 If he by chance offend

by the impulse of the Devil, let him make amends therefore.

1674 OWEN Holy Spirit 11603) 184 An immediate Revela-
tion or Divine Impulse and Impression. 1701 G. HAMMOND
(>'/*> Discourse of Angels . . also something touching
Devils Apparitions, and Impulses. 1798 WOROSW. Tablet

122

turn,\l vi. One impulse from a vernal wood May teach you
more , . Than all tne sages can. 1833 CRUSK Ensfl'ius n. i.

49 Thomas, under divine impulse, sent Thaddeus as herald
and evangelist, 1847 PHKSCOTT Ptrit (1850) II. 138 He was
not a man . . to yield timidly to the impul-.es of others.

b. Incitement or stimulus to action arising from
some state oi mind or feeling.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 60 His purpose, .proceeded

only from himself and the impulse of his own Conscience.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. /' 11813) III. xi. 281 No motive to
direct him but the impulse of ungovernable passions. 1833
Hi, MARTINEAL Ch>irin,-<i Sea i. 2 Some ran on, under an
impulse of curiosity. 1853 ). H. NEWMAN Hist. SJk. (1876)
II. i. iu. 107 The inward impulse of gigantic energy and
brutal cupidity urged them forward.

C. Sudden or involuntary inclination or ten*

dency to act, without premeditation or reflection.

1763 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 50, I act almost always from

my present impulse, and with little scheme* or design. i86t
GEO. ELIOT Si/as M. ii. 12 He seemed to weave, like the

spider, from pure impulse, without reflection. 1869 FREE*
MAN Norm. Cong. III. xiii. 281 Men .. are apt to be

guided by impulse rather than by judgement. 1876 I .

HARDY EtheIberia (1890) 271 It was mere impulse.
4. The effect produced by impulsion ; motion

caused by the sudden application of force; mo-

mentum, impetus.
1715 DESAGCLIERS Fires ///*% 8 A Ray . . goes on by

a compound Motion made up of its Impulse . . and its con-
stant tendency upwards, a 17*1 KKILL Maupertvis"

1

Diss.

(1734) 25 The motion of such a Vortex . .ought to give them
some horizontal Impulse, and hurry them along in its own
direction. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. xii. 133 My team . .

leaping them .. and the impulse of our sledge carrying it

across. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 188 The impulse may be
transmitted through the earth to an enormous distance.

fig. 1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 97 Orseolo gave a new
impulse to navigation. 187^ GREEN Sliort Hist. vii. $ 7.

418 Circumstances .. were giving a poetic impulse to the

newly-aroused intelligence of men.

b. Path.
' The wave of change which travels

through nerve and muscle in passing from rest into

action
*

(Syti. Soc. Lex, \ 886).
5. attrib, and Comb, in various technical terms

relating to the driving mechanism of a clock, as

impulse-teeth, etc. ; impulse-wheel, a form of

turbine water-wheel driven by the impact of a jet

upon it (Cent. Dict.\
1823 J- NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 520 The impulse-

teeth consist of very small tempered steel pins, inserted on
the surface of the rim of the wheel on one side only. 1879
Casselfs Tcchn, Editc. IV. 369/2 The

impulse-arc
of the

balance . . is determined by the radii of lever and roller.

1884 K. J. BRITTEN Watch <y Clockm. 55 The escape wheel
..overtakes the impulse pallet and drives it on. Ibid.*
The impulse roller. Ibia. 97 The impulse teeth . . the

impulse finger.

Impu'lse, "v. Now rare.
[f. the sb. or f. L.

impnls-) ppl. stem of impcllcre to IMPEL; cf. obs.

F. impulser^ trans. To give an impulse to; to

impel ;
to instigate.

1611 FLORIO, Iittpnlsarc, to impulse, to persw.ide often.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. {1634) 34 With that force so

Impulsed and prest they are carried under the deepe Ocean.
1658 BKOMHALL Treat. Specters i. 102 The Man being im-

pulsed by some invisible spirit. 1680 T. PLLNKET L'/uir.

Cfd. Coinntfltidcr 45 The Earth's fill'd with fraud and vio-

lence, Impulsed by the Jesuits influence, a 1711 KEN
Hymns Ffsti?'. Poet.AVks. 1721 I. 307 Love to the Cross
his Soul impuls'd. a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 548
His Good Angel or Spirit . . very often impuls'd or moved
him to preach to the People. 1757 ELIZ. GRIFFITH Lett.

I/fnry fy Frances (1767) II. 55 The Centrifugal [power], .is

a force impulsed upon all the planets, at their creation, tbat
directs them forward, in a right line.

Hence Impirlaing vbl. sb.

1885 L. OLIPHANT Sympncutnata\\\\. 207 They may trace
. . the radiant current through the human story of the
Divine impulsing^.

Impulsion vimjwlJanX Also 5-6 ym-. [a.
F. impulsion (("1315 in Godefroy t'oMpt.} t

ad. L.

impulsion em influence, instigation, f. impttls-t ppl.
stem tAimpcntre to IMPEL

;
cf. IMPULSE sb.}

1. The action of
impelling

or forcing onward :

also of striking upon, thrusting, pushing, or press-

ing against without producing motion; the condi-
tion of being thrust or pushed.
<43*-5o tr. Higden (Rollsi IV. 109 The body of Tholo-

mcus borne vu to the londe by the impulsion of the see.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 245/2 The deken fyll wyth the

chalyce by thympuUion and threstyng of the paynems.
1581 \V. STAFFORD Exam.Comfil. iii. (1876) 78 Thus one
thyng hanges vpon another, and sets forwarde one another,
but one fir^t of all is the chicfe cause of all this circuler
motion and impulsion. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. n.

11701) 73/2 The Wind that comes next presseth the first,

forcing .. it by frequent impulsions. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (17761 I. 4 That of attraction, which draws them
towards the sun; and ..impulsion, which drives them
strait forward into the great void of spnce. 1794 SULLIVAN
/'/>:<' Nat. I. 54 The centrifugal force, or force of impulsion,
is still unknown. 1835-4 TODD Cycl. Ana/. I. 621/2 The
impulsion of the water takes place on the surface of the
tentacula. 1863 TYNDALI. I/cat vii. (1870) 309 The needle
of the galvanometer Ls instantly deflected, and the limit of
ttie first impulsion is noted.

transf. or fig. 1610 R. NICCOI.S li'tnt. Nts. F., R.
Curthose in Mirr. Mag. 652 To see How gricfes impulsions
in my brest did beate. a 1626 BACON JAi.r. \ Uses Com.
Law i. i To judge the causes of causes, and their impulsions
one of another. 1844 MRS. DROWNING Lady Geraldine
Iviii, A vibration and impulsion to an end beyond its own.

IMPULSIVENESS.

frb. An impelling cause or occasion. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, it. x. f 3. 41 Medicine . . con-

sidereth causes of Diseases, with the occasions or impul-
sions.

f c. Attack, assault. Obs.

1631 WKEVER Anc. Fitn. Mon. 146 The citie of Jerusalem

being recovered against the impulsions of the Infidels.

2. a. External influence excited upon mind or

conduct ; instigation, incitement.

1560 DA us tr. SltidtinJs Comm. 13 If the Frenche kynge
comjuere. .it maye be that the Byshoppeof Rome throughe
his impulsion will vndooure Election. i6*8HoBBES Tkutytt,
(18221 6 Atreus and Thyestes .. at the impulsion of their

mother slew this Chrysippus. 1676 M ARVELL Gen. Councils
Wlcs. 1875 IV. 127 "I'is meant that it was free from all ex-

ternal impulsion. 1819 I. TAYLOR Enthns. vii. 168 The few
who might have done the same without impulsion. 1859
HOLLAND Gold /". xv. 171, 1 do not believe any man ever
becnme thoroughly industrious, save under the impulsion
of motives outside of labor.

b. Determination to action resulting from na-

tural tendency or temporary excitement ; impulse.
1:1530 L. Cox Rkft. (1809) 77 Natural impulsion is angre,

hatred, couetyse, loue, or suche other affections. 1586 BRIGHT
Altlanch. xii. 60 The other not only derection but impulsion
also from an inward vcrtue. 167* EACHARD Hobbs's Staff
AVi/. < 1705) 108 This he did by a certain impulsion of nature.

1793 Oojtct. to the War Examined 44 It can only be upon
the like impulsion from which a drowning man catches at

a twig. 1875 LOWELL Under old Elm 4 With sure impulsion
to keep honor clear.

3. Tendency to onward motion imparted by some
force or influence; impetus.
1795 CRAUFURD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 290

Whether the impulsion be given by the people to their re-

presentatives, or . . by the representatives to the people [etc.J.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. xii. 11870) 11.417 The
impulsion which Kant had given to philosophy. 1881
Mtinch. Exam. 3 Mar. 4 A great impulsion

has of late years
been given to steam navigation in the Levant.

Impulsive imptf-lsiv),
a. (j.) [ad. med.L.

iniputsiv-ns or a. K impulsij-, -ive (i4th c.), f. L.

impuls-, ppl. stern of impiUtrt to IMPEL ; see -IVE.]
1. Having the proj>erty of impelling or producing

impulsion ;
characterized by impulsion or impetus.

1604 DRAYTON Moses n, The goodly horse . . Lies where but
late disdainfully he trod, . . [and] Stirs not when prick'd with
the impulsive goad, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad v. 232 The
force Of the impulsive chariot. i6ai G. SANDYS OvM's

I

Met. vi. (1626' 113 A shaft, which from th'impulsiue bow-
i string flew. 1794 SULI.IVAN t'uw \at. 1 1. 387 '1 lie impuKive
|

motion of the planets, .gives rise to numberless phaenomenn.
b. Dynamics. (See quot. and IMPL'LKK j. 2.)

1803 J. WOOD rrinc. Mech. L 15
When a force produces

it's etfect instantaneously, it is said to be impuUive. 1807
HUTTON Course Math. II 137. If the forces be impulsive or

momentary, the motions will be uniform. 1879 THOMSON &
TAIT Nat. Phil. I. L 298 The shot is fired into the block in
a horizontal direction . . The impulsive penetration is . .

nearly instantaneous.

2. Impelling or determining to action. Impul-
sive cause (freq. in 7th c., now rare), originating
or primary cause.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Di-corce Hen. I'll! (Camdcn) 214 The

cause impulsive moving the praetor to promulge this edict
was [etc.]. 1621 SANDFRSON Sertn. I. 1 80 There isakind of
cause . . which the leurncd . . call the impulsive cause : and
it is such a cause as moveth and induceth the principal
agent, to do that which it doth. 1686 HORNECKOKC;/; yesns
xii. 234 The love of God was the impulsive cause, but our
sins were the instrumental cause, these brought him to the
Cross. 1788 REID Acti^>e /'owers HI. n. I (1803) 159 Some
cool principle of action, which has authority without any
impulsive force. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 6 That thirst [for

applause] . . is . . on the whole, the strongest impulsive in-

fluence of average humanity. 1894 Month Mar. 392 The
impulsive cause of the granting of a dispensation is that
which . . moves the superior.

3. Of persons, their character, actions, etc. :

Actuated or characterized by impulse ; apt to be
moved by sudden impulse or swayed by emotion.

1847 L. HI-NT Jar Honey v. (1848) 58 The Scotch have
shown a more genial and impulsive spirit in their songs and
dances than the English. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith xx\iri.

276 Who was very impulsive, and prone to acts of incon-
siderate generosity. 1854 H. MILLFR Sc/t. 4- ScAt/t. xix.

(1860) 208 One of those impulsive acts of which men repent
at their leisure. 1867 FRKEMAN AVr/. Conq. I. vi. 558 Such
conduct would not be that of a sentimental and impulsive
hero. 1897 ALLBUTT Svst. Med. II. 851 Impulsive drunken-
ness or dipsomania is the result of an hereditary taint.

f B. s/i. An impelling agent or cause. Obs.
a 1628 PRESTON Brcastpt. 2,a>t (1631) 29 Where love is, it

is such a strong impulsive in the heart, it carries one on to

serve and please the Lord In all things 1659 H. L'STRANCB
Alliance Dtv. Off. xi. 326 This was the genuine and true

impulsive
to Calvin, to write that letter.

Impulsively (imprlsirli),
cutv. [f. prec. +

-LY 'A] Iu an impulsive fashion
; with, or by

means of, impulse ; by sudden impulse.
1768 STERNK Sent, journ.^ Act ofCharityI T\te two ladies

seemed much affected ; and impulsively at the same time

they both put their hands into their pocket. i8aj Blackjv.

Mag. XVI II. 295 Causes, which, .bear impulsively, or bin-

dermgly, upon every action. 1865 Miss MvLocKCArisftan's

Mistake 2 He looked like a man who was not in the habit of

acting hastily or impulsively. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Win/.

i'hil \. \. 6 '.17 A stated velocity in a stated direction is com-
municated impulsively to each end of a flexible inextensible

cord.

Impulsiveness jmprrlsivnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being impulsive in feel-

ing or action.



IMPITLSOB. 123 IMPURPTTBE.

1659 D. PELL Ittipr. Sea To Rdr., A strong, and an un-

withstanding impulsiveness that lay . . upon my heart and
spirit, till I went about it. 1863 GKO. ELIOT Remain Proem,
Crude passions acted out with childish impulsiveness. 1884
W. J. COURTHOPR Addison v. 97 That impulsiveness of

feeling . . made him [Steele] the most powerful and persuasive
advocate of Virtue in fiction.

I" Impil'lsor. Obs. [a. L. impulsefy agent-u.
from impellSre to IMPEL

;
cf. F. (obs.) impulseur.']

One who, or that which, impels.
1633 H. MORE Antid, Ath, (1662) 151 Nor [can] Motion

be communicated but by Impulse, nor Impulse without

Impenetrability in the Impulsor. jr 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Card. Cyrus ii. 43 The innitency and stresse being made
upon the hypomochlion or fulciment in the decussation, the

greater compression is made by the union of two impulsors.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 136 So that God be the motor
and impulsor .. of the action and worke. 1700 S. PARKKK
Six Philos. Ess. 106 Independent of any foreign Impulsor.

Impulsory (injptrlsori), a. rare. [f. L. im~

puls-) ppl. stein of impellfre : see IMPULSE v. and

-OBY.] That tends to impel or force onward.

1659 D. PELL Jmpr. Sea 498 Hee gives some or other

amongst you secret, and impulsory hints and warnings.
1843 G. OLIVER Colt. Biog. Soc. Jesus 171 Whatever he
said, .was dictated by the impulsory act of his conscience.

t Impulverable, a. Obs. rare*- 1

, [f. lM-2
+ PULVEKABLB.] Incapable of being pulverized.
a. 1691 BOYLE Hist. A ir (ify-*) 169 Some good fine dried

jalap, -he found by the heat of the air to be melted, and by
consequence to beimpulverable.

Impunctate (imppgktJt), ///. a.
[f.

IM-2 +
PUNCTATE.] Not punctate ; not marked with

points or dots.

1819 G. SAMOUEI.LE Entomol, Commend. 157 Hyphydrus
ovatus, Obscure, ferrugineous, impunctate. 1846 HARDY
in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 14. 196 Fovea: impunc-
tate. 1854 WOODWARD Mollmca. n. 314 The Joop, or

brachial processes, are always impunctate.

t ImpU'nction. Obs. rare- 1
, fad. L. type

*impunction-em, f. im- (!M- ') + pungtre to prick,

pierce ; cf. FUNCTION.] .Pricking or piercing.
1712 SIR G. WHELER Liturgy 138 Cabasilas hath nothing

of chopping the bread . . but impunction, and cutting, as by
a Lance.

Impunctual (impwrjktiwal), a.
[f.

IM- 2 +

PUNCTUAL.] Not punctual, behind time (Webster,
1864). So Impunctua'lity, want of punctuality.
1790 Observer No. 139 r 2 Unable to account for his

impunctuality, some of his intimates were dispatched in

quest of him. a 1804 ALEX. HAMILTON cited in Worcester.

Impunctured (impzrrjktnud),///. a.
[f.

In- 2

+ PUNCTURED.] Unpunctured ; impunctate.
t Impune (impiw'n), a. Obs. [ad. L. impiln-is

unpunished ;
f. im- (In- 2

) -fpcena penalty, punish-
ment, pilntre to punish.] Unpunished ; enjoying

impunity.
1614 T. ADAMS Fatal Banquet ii. Wks. 1861 I. 235 The

breach of our national statutes can not go impune by the

plea of ignorance. 1615 White Devill 34 [Not a thing
that] can priviled- or keep impune the injuries [etc.].

tlmpu'nely, adv. Obs.
[f. prec. i- -LY-.]

With impunity ; without punishment.
1614 T. ADAMS Fatal Banquet i. Wks. 1861 I. 184 The

blood of his enemies shall not be impunely shed. ^1711
KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 118 Shall he im-

punely sacred Law defie ? 1715 D. JONES Hist. House
Brunswick 380 A certain Militia Captain . . (and that im-

punedly) order'd the Musick on his March to play,
' The

King shall enjoy his Own again '.

Impung, -punge, obs. forms of IMPUGN v.

Impunible (impt/7-nib'l), a. rare.
[f.

lM- 2 +
L. punlre to punish + -IDLE.] Not punishable;

unpunishable.
1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 47 But Mr. Hobbs outruns

the Constable, and makes the King or Civitas . . impunible
for whatsoever he shall do.

Hence Impirnibly adv., without punishment,
with impunity.
1743 J. ELLIS Knowl. Div. Th. ii. 65 Xenophon repre-

sents the Opinion of Socrates, that.. no Man impumbly
violates a Law established by the Gods. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY
Gayworthys xxiii. (1879) 2 3 She never lied, or stole, or

slew, impunibly.

Impunity (impiw'mti). [ad. L. impunitas^ f.

impunis (see IMPUNE and -TY\ or ad. K. impunitt
(i 4th c. in Littre).] Exemption from punishment
or penalty.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 716/2 For the safegard

of heretikes, and impunitie of all mischjeuous people. 1598
BABCKLEV Felic. Man 11631) 648 Wicked acts and mis-
demeanours are allured by impunity, as it were by rewards.
1660 R. COKE Power $ Suhj. 45 This unlimited power of

doing anything with impunity, will only beget a confidence
in kings of doing what they list. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. ii.

Wks. 1874 I. 41 Delay of punishment is no sort nor degree
of presumption of final impunity. 1873 BLACK Adv. Phaeton
xxv, You can't commit murder in this country with impunity.

b. In weaker sense : Exemption from injury or

loss as a consequence of any action ; security.
1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 50 Men of strong constitutions

began to stimulate in excess very early in life, and con-

tinued in the practice for several years with impunity.
1806 Ibid. XV. 442 Mr. Fewster..had the small-pox in his

youth, and was exposed to the infection with impunity for

forty years. 1834 PRWGLE j^/". Sk. viii. 285 The venom of

the most deadly snakes may be swallowed with impunity.
1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xiv. 142 Its runners . . seem to

bear with impunity the fierce shocks of the ice.

tlmpnra'tion. Oh. rare.
[f. L. impiirns

IMPURE + -ATION : cf. L. purare to purify.] The
action of making impure ; pollution, lit. andy^.
1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 833 The impuration or

corruption of the Roman Church, a 1656 Sernt. Christ
ff Cxsar Wks. 1863 V. 336 For these happy regions, -may it

please you to forbid their impuration by the noysome fogges
and mists of those mis-opinions.

Impure (impiu->u), a. (sd.) [ad. L. impur-us t

f. im- (!M- 2) +purus pure. Cf. F. impur, -t (i3th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

I. 1. Containing some defiling or offensive mat-
ter ; dirty, unclean.

IS97 A - M' tr- Guillemeau's Fr. Chirnrg. 46 b/r We then
sowe a cleane white Compresse on the impured compresse,
and then we draw away the impure compresse from vnder
the Fracture. 1647 COWLEY Mistrtss% Bathing in River
v, Thou No priviledge dost know Above th' impurest
streams that thither flow. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
I. 170 The impurest fresh water that we know, is that of

stagnating pools and lakes. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 103
Want of due discrimination between the effects of an impure
atmosphere and of contagion.

b. Not pure ceremonially ; unhallowed, unclean.

1612-15 BP. HAtLContftnpt., O. T. XVIH. vi, His [God's]
only command sanctifies those creatures which, by a genera I

charge, were legally impure. i66a J. DAVIES tr. Olearins*

yoy. Ambuss. 204 Their meat., if it happen that anyone.,
should blow or breath upon it, they cast it away as impure.
1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I, 120 An honest

man, by touching impure food, .. will be degraded 1840
THIRLWALL Greece liv. VII. 49 The invader, who bad
touched the hallowed soil with impure feet. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. iRtldg.) 51 Dogs, which, according to the tenets
of the Mussulman religion, are impure animals.

2. Not pure morally; defiled by sin; unclean,
unchaste ; filthy, a. of persons.
a 1536 TINDALE Exfos. Matt. v. 6. 18 Impure and vnclean

herted then ar al they that study to breake God's commaunde-
mentes. 1591 SPENSER Tearcs ofMuses 120 The \vretched-
nes of world impure. 1620 GRANGER Div. I.cgike 140 It is

then more intolerable to serve an impure fellow. 1784
COWPER Task n. 751 Jockeys, brothellers impure, Spend-
thrifts, and booted sportsmen. 1818 SHELLKY Rev. Islam
x. vi, Those slaves impure, Each one the other thus from ill

to ill did lure.

b. of actions or things.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 66 Astrologie, which. .he

defiled with impure Magicke. 1667 MILTON /'. /,. iv. 746
Defaming as impure what God declares Pure. 1780
COWPER Progr. Err. 584 The temple of impure delight. 1864
J. WALKER l-'aithf. Ministry 103 We fill the hearts of others
with impure desires.

II. 3. Mixed with or containing some extraneous
or foreign matter, esp. of an inferior or baser kind

;

contaminated, adulterated, a. Of things physical.
1626 BACON Syha 98 The Oyly, Crude, Pure, Impure,

Fine, Grosse Parts of Bodies, and the like. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory I. 334 In this manner are extracted from roses
. . the three impure parts, phlegm, water, and earthy resi-

duum. 18x1 PINKERTON Petral. I. 317 Another cove ..

which affords a greyish impure .steatites, spotted with black.
1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. .V Art 11.370 Impure mercury
also soils white paper, and the presence of lead may be
detected by agitating the metal with water. 1838 T. THOM-
SON Client. Org. Bodies 114 The catechuic acid obtained in

this way was still impure.
b. Of things immaterial.

1704 NORRIS Ideal World \\. iii. 179 That [act of the will]

may be said to be impure or mixt, partly voluntary, partly
involuntary. Ibid, 180, I call that an impure thought,
whose object is material or corporeal. 1844 D. R. HAY
Qrig* Gcom. Diaper Designs 3 Many of the kinds of orna-
ments called styles being themselves impure, in so far as

they are destitute of the first principles of beauty. 1894
Daily News 6 Mar. 7/4 The testator died . . possessed of

ig. 6/2 The nation has adopts
entanglements of the Art of previous races.

c. Of a langu.i^e, style, etc. : Containing foreign
idioms or grammatical blemishes.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 47 By reason of their

traffique,
it [the language] proved impure there also. 1814

[implied in IMPURELY].

d. Of a colour : Containing an admixture of
some other colour or colours

; also said of a spec-
trum when the colours overlap.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. i. 227 The rainbow is an imperfect

or impure spectrum. 1869 Fragiti. Sc. (1879) 1. 115 The
sky-blue is gradually rendered impure by the growth of the
particles. 1882 P. G. TAIT in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 593/1 The
spectrum produced in this way is very impure, i.e., the

spaces occupied by the various homogeneous rays overlap
one another. 1892 Nature -22 Sept. 485/1

'

Impure '..may be
an objectionable term to apply to a colour when mixed with
white, but. .it can only be used in that sense.

B. sb. An unchaste or lewd person ;
a harlot.

1784 AVw Spectator No.
3. 4/2 Balloon hats now adorn

the heads of. .the parading impures. 1825 C. M. WESTMA-
COTT Eng. Spy II. 24 Four fashionable impures. 1830 H.
INGELO Reminisc. II. 282 The destiny of those unfortunate

impures.

t Impu're, v. Obs. [f. IMPURK a.]
1. trans. To render impure; to defile.

'597 (see IMPURE a, i]. 1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt*
O. T. xx. iv, One drop of that wicked blood was enough . .

to impure and spill all the rest, 1641 Attsio. Vind. Smectynt-
nuiis 59 To take up gold mislaid in a channel!, which could
not impure it. 1673 CARYL Nat. $ Princ. Love 46 Sin did

impure his whole inner Man.

2. intr. To become impure.
ax6z8 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortal. Ixx, Pure in she [the

<*oul] came, there living she impures And suffers there a
thousand woes the while.

Impurely (impiuuli), adv. [f. IMPURE a. +
-LY a

.J In an impure manner ;
with impurity ;

corruptly.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 15 In general), men im-

purely vse them two wayes 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 43
A Church impurely Reformed. 1813 W. TAYLOR Eng.
Synonyms (1856) 52 Fashionable is impurely formed, and

ought to mean able to be fashioned. 18x4 in Monthly
Mag. XXXVII. 118 The translators of the Bible use the
word counsellor impurely, instead of adviser.

Impureness (impiu^-jnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being impure ; impurity.
1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) in. ii, The people

. . by the impurenesse thereof [a palace] are with sundry
vices corrupted. 1623 MIDULETON More Dissemblers \. i,

As void of all impureness as an altar. 1803 Med. Jrnt. X.

_ _

in all his life with the realities of impureness.
t Impu'lify, v. Obs. rare.

[f.
IMPURE a. after

PUBIFYJ trans. To render impure.
1693 W. FREKE Set. Ess. xxix. 166 Let no Temptation

impurify thy Will.

Impivritan. [f.
IMPURE <ZM after PURITAN.]

a. One who practises impurity, b. A hostile term
for one not a Puritan or opposed to Puritanism.
1617 DABORNE Serin. Waterford (1618) n There are a third

Sect, and those are/>V quasi mininte puri^ the impuritnns
of our time. 16x7 J. CARTER Expos. 19 Not.. Impuritanes
in any degree, whether walkers in the counsel! of ilie un-

godly, or [etc-]. 1647 WARD Simp. Cabler 29lf those who are
tearmed Rattle-heads and impuritans, would take up a
Resolution to begin in moderation of haire, to the just

reproach of those that are called Puritans and Round-
heads, I would honour their manlinesse. 1818 BENTHAM
Ch. Eng. Introd. 27 It may moreover, .be not unacceptable,
to behold the difference between Puritans and Impuritans.
Hence Impu'xitauiszn, the principles ot an Im-

puritan as opposed to those of a Puritan ; also,

impure life or principles generally.
1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. Introd. 23 The difference between

Church-of-Scotlandism and Church-of-Englandism : be-
tween Puritanism, since that must be the name, and Im-

puritanism : between Presbyterianism and Episcopacy. i89z
Chicago Advance 15 Feb., The protest of the Puritan against
the impuritanism of his time.

Impurity Umpiu9
"riti). [a. OF. impuritt

(i5th c. in Littre) = mod.F. impwet t
ad. L. im-

puritaS) f. impitrus : see IMPUKE a. and -TV.]
1. The quality or condition of being impure or

of containing something foul or unclean
; concr.

foul or offensive matter, dirt.

J597 A. M. tr. Guil/fweans Fr. Chirurg, n b/i The
matter, and all impuritye might therout have free passage.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Lc Blanc's Trav. 14 By rea.^on of the

impurity of the ayr, there is scarce any more then ihese two
townes in the whole country. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds
(1847) I. 156 Its entrails are shaken out, leaving only the

body thus cleansed from all its impurities. 1806 Med, Jrnl.
XV. 547 Wipe out the little subjacent drop of pus, in order
to guard against impurity. 1860 RUSKIN Mod, Paint, vui.

i.7 (1897) V. 175 Exclusive of animal decay, we can hardly
arrive at a more absolute type of impurity than the mud or
slime of a damp, over-trodden path, in the outskirts of a

manufacturing town.

2. The state or condition of being morally im-

pure ; uncleanness, unchastity ; defilement by sin.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. 'John xiii. 74 Excepte ..

the affeccions of his mynde be often purged Horn all im-

puritie uf this worlde. a 1610 HEALEY Thcophrastiu. (1636)
44 Impurity 01 beastlinesse is not hard to be defined. 0:1711
KEN Div. L<rve Wks. (1838) 292 Let thy love, who art purity
itself, create in me a perfect abhorrence of all impurity.
1874 SAYCE Compar. rhifol. viii. 305 Sin and moral impurity
are words which he would not understand.

b. \Vith an and //. That which is or makes im-

pure morally ; moral uncleanness or corruption.
c 1450 tr. Dt Imitations in. liii. 126 Come, heuenly swet-

nes, &. make fle fro bi visage all maner impurite. 1593
SHAKS. Lucr. 854 But no perfection is so absolute, That
some impuritie doth not pollute. 1639 Du VERGER tr.

Camus* Admir. Events To Rdr. aij-b, Novels., full of

impurities, impieties. 1790 BEATTIE floral Sc. \. ii. 6.

347 Let no visible or audible impurity, .enter the apartment
of a child.

3. The quality of containing some extraneous or

foreign admixture, esp. of an inferior or baser

kind; concr. foreign matter which detracts from
the purity of any substance.

1605 TIMME Quersit. r. ix. 37 Saltes haue their corporal!

impurities. 1704 NORRIS Ideal \Yorld\\. iii. 182 The meta-

physical . . impurity of thought is the . . materiality of its

object. 1750 tr. Leonardus* Mtrr. Stones 2$ These virtues

are varied . . by reason of . . the purity or impurity of the
matter. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 142 Neal the copper
. . to prevent ashes or other impurities getting to it. 1842
PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) X 9 The hydrochloric acid of

commerce is always contaminated with impurities which
render it quite unfit for general use as a reagent.

Impurple, obs. form of EMPURPLE v.

t Impurpure, v. Sc. Ofa. Also 7 em-, [f.

IM- l + PUBPUKE, earlier form of PuiiPLE.] trans.

To make purple ; to empurple.
1551 LYNDESAV Monanhe Prof. 146 Quhose donke impur-

purit vestiment nocturnall, With his imbroudit mantyll
matutyne. 1628 SIR W. MURE Spir. Hymne 114 Empur-
p'ring thy vnstained face.

Imput, var. of INPUT v., to put in.
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IMPUTABILITY.

Imputability (.impi^tabi-Uu;. [f-lMPUTABLE:
see -TY. So mod.*'. i*iputabititt.\ The quality or

condition of bt'ing imputable.
1771 R. WATSON Cktm. Ess. (1787) V. 175 There arise th

a proportionable imputability of conduct. 1831 BLAKEV
Free will 32 The entire absence of restraint . . confers upon
all human actions the character of moraj impuiability. 1857
T. E. WEBB Inttllectualisut Locke vii. 141 That which

declares and measures the Moral Imputability of Actions.

1875 POSTE Gains in. led. 2) 452 They.. imply imputability,
or responsibility for dolu* and culpa.

Imputable ;impi'tab1), a. [ad. med.L. im-

putabilis, f. imputare to IMPUTE: sce-BLB. Cf. K.

imputable (Oresme, 14th c.).]

L That may be imputed to or assigned to the ac-

count of; chargeable, attributable.

16*6 JACKSON Creed viu. xxvii. $ 5 The errour is imputable
onely to the Transcriber or Interpreter, not to the author.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Refi. Introd. (1848129 Apologies., for the

Imperfections imputable to this Treatise. 1780 T. JEFFER-
SON Corr. Wks. 1850 I. 371 Their being exposed. .toa want
of covering, would be imputable to themselves only. 1845
LD. CAMPBKLL Chancellors cxii. (1857) V. 217 No blame is

imputable to him. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius iv. 163 notet

Damages, the amount of the pursuer's loss imputable to the

defender.

f 2. Liable to imputation ; open to accusation or

censure; blameworthy, reprehensible, culpable. Cf.

IMPUTE v. 3. Obs.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. i. ii

t
There being nothing

that can render an action culpable or imputable [etc.]. 1710
SHAFTESB. Charact. u. n. i. (1737) II. 120 Some justly blame-
able and imputable Act. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergon 58 The
law deems her to be a dutiful wife . . in no wise imputable.

1784 J. BARRY in Lect. Paint, iv. (1848) 162 This fault . . is

hardly imputable, as it was not committed through ignor-
ance but by election.

Hence Impu tableness, the quality of being im-

putable ; Imptrtablyoafc'., in away that is imput-
able or chargeable with fault.

1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 298 "Tis necessary to im-

putahleness of an Action, that it l>e avoidable. 1710 Chr.
Prud. vii. 327 A man may sin by following his conscience. .

and that too imputably, tf it was mistaken for want of care

to inform it better.

t ImputaTian. Obs. rare l
. [f. IMPUTE v.

+ -arian, as in Unitarian, Trinitarian, etc.]

One who holds the theological doctrine of imputed
righteousness.
1668 PESN Sandy Foundation 28 Some . . of the same

spirit with the Satisfactionists and Imputarians of our time.

Imputation (impii 'Jan), [ad. late L. im-

putafion-ern, n. of action from imputdre to IMPUTE.

Cf. F. imputation (isth c. in Godef. Cowpl.}.]
L The action of imputing or attributing some-

thing, usually a fault, crime, etc., to a person ;
the

fact of being charged with a crime, fault, etc.;

(with//.) an instance of this; accusation, charge.
1581 SIDNEY Afol. Poetrit (Arb.) 51 Nowe then goe wee

to the most important imputations laid to the poore Poets.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen, /K, v. i. 81, I would humour his men,
with the imputation of beeing neere their Mayster. 1611

BIBLE Trans/. Pref. 10 The imputation of Six t us. .that our

people had bene fed with gall of Dragons in stead of

wine. 1693 DKYDEN tr. Juvenal Ded. 7 Heaven be piais'd,
our common Libellers are as free from the imputation of

Wit, as of Morality. 1786 BURKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842
II. 202 The imputation of a new violation of faith. 1802

sa HENTHAM Ration. wV&Wks. 1843 VII. J 6 Individuals,

really innocent, have sunk under a load of imputation heaped
upon them by fallacious circumstantial evidence. 1871
MARKBY Etem. Law 258 Rashness or heedlessncss may
be a ground of criminal imputation.
2. Theol. The attributing to believers of the

righteousness of Christ, and to Christ of human
sin, by vicarious substitution ; also, the imputing of

the guilt of Adam's sin to all his descendants.
X54$ JOYE Exp. Dan. iii. 45 b, In the remission of synnes

and in the imputacion of rightwysnes and lyfe eternall.

1597 HOOKER Ecct. Pol. v. Ivi. n We participate Christ

panly by imputation, as when those things which he did
and suffered for us are imputed unto us for righteousnesse.
1656 COWLEY Misc. Pref., No body can be justified by the

Imputation even of anothers Merit. 1758 S. HAYWARD
Strm. ix. 270 Of this kind is the imputation of Christ's

righteousness, the imputation of our sins to him, and the

imputation of Adam's sin to us. i8$a HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871)

383 Imputation is the attributing of a character to a person
which he does not really possess.

b. concretely.
1644 ROGERS Naaman 13 Christ was no such large impu-

tation of all grace, as Adam was of sin.

f8. Attribution of merit ;to oneself); the making
a merit of a thing. (So L. imputare). Obs.
16*8 EARLE Microcosm., Metre C//(Arb.) 93 A man that

will spend his sixe pence with a great deale of imputation,
and no man makes more of a pinte of wine then he.

Imputative '

irnpmtativ), a. [ad. late L. ////

putdtiv-us (/T20O Tertullian), f. ppl. stem of im-

putare to IMPUTE : see -IVE.]
L Characterized by being imputed; existing or

arising by imputation : esp. in reference to the

theological doctrine of imputed righteousness.
1579 FULKE Ke/ut. Rastel 704 All the

justice and holi-

nes*e of good men is but an imputatiue Justice. 1600 E.
BLOUNT liospit, Incur. Fooles A ij, Poets still . . traduce
your Ladvshyp with the imputative slanders of Niggardise
and

instability. 1691 SHAOWELL Scourers u, A man would
think we need no imputative wickedness. 17x3 NELSON Life
Bf, Bull 11$ The imputative Righteousness olChrist. 1881-3

124

SCHAFI- En<.)d. Reli%. Knou>l. II. 1608 He fought for supra-

lap^arian predestination, imputative justification, etc.

2 Given to making imputations.
18*4 A.i amincr 756/1 Never being smart, ironical, or what

we will venture to call imputative.
Hence Impu'tatively ././/., in an imputative

manner; by imputation. Impu'tativeness, impu-
tative character or quality.
f 1611 S. WARD Life ofFaith (1627) 61 A lust man, not

iiely impiitatiuely, but
inherently

in part, a 1708 BEVKRIIX;K
V/V'. Thoughts vii. (1816^ 65 The righteousness of God,

r. eyes >. orn. . v. 29 e

ocTiu'Tjf 6tov took place for men imperatively.

Impute i in
|

n/ri
,

7
1

. Also 4 input, 6 inpute.

ad. L. imputdre to bring into the reckoning, enter

into the account, charge, f. im- (!M-
l
) + putdre to

clear up, settle, reckon.]
1. trans. To bring (a fault or the like) into the

reckoning against; to lay to the charge of; to

attribute or assign as due or owing to (f into, unto).
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Margaret 701 Ihesu, for bi pitte bu

input nocht bis ded to me ! 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xx. 73
A lyar, that dredeth not .. to Impute to theym [the godtles]
that they ben cause of thyn vntrouth. 1535 JOVE AfoL Tin*

</z/^(Arb.)3o Here he imputethvnto me certain crimes. 1674
N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. \\. (16771 173, I rather impute that

fault to the ignorance, or negligence and harshness of the

Faulconer. 1746 JOHNSON Plan Diet. Wks. IX. 185 We usu-

ally ascribe good, but impute evil. 1814 D'!SKAELI Quarrels
Anth. (1867) 263 He had frequently imputed to the poet

! meanings which he never thought. 1869 SIR I. T. COLERIDGE
i
Mem. Keble 353 No one could impute that he took them up
hastily. 1875 SCRIVENER Lect. 'J ext N. Test. 7 Variations

such as we must at once impute to the fault of the scribe.

b. Less usually in a good sense : To set to the

credit of; to ascribe or reckon to.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 16 Imputing all thinges to

Goas grace. 16x1 BIBLL Rom. iv. 22 It was imputed to

him for righteousness*:. 1767 JOHNSON Let. to W. Drum'
mond 21 Apr., I hope you do not flatter me by imputing to

me more good than I have really done. 18316 EMERSON Eng.
Traits* Universities Wks. (Bohn) II. 89, 1 imputed to these

English an advantage in their secure and polished manners.

2. Theol. To attribute or ascribe (righteousness,

guilt, etc.) to a person by vicarious substitution :

see IMPUTATION 2.

[1539 BIBLE (Great) Rom, iv. 6 Dauid descrybeth the

blessedfulnes of that man, vnto whom God imputeth
ryghtewesnes wythput dedes.] 1583 FULKE Defence t. 121

.
The justice of Christ which is imputed unto us by faith.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 201 Thy merit Imputed shall absolve
them who renounce '1 hlr own both righteous and un-

righteous deeds. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) V. 237 To all

believers the righteousness of Christ is imputed. 1876 J. P.

NORRIS Rudim. Theol. i. Hi. 48 Luther's theory of imputa-
tion : man's sin was imputed to Christ, and Christ's

righteousness was imputed to man.

3. To charge, arraign, or tax with fault; to

accuse. ? Obs.

1596 MUNDAY tr. Silvetyris Orator 25 You will impute me
for favoring more the Plebeian then Patrician faction.

1625 FLKTCHER Noble Gent. i. i, If you fail, Do not impute
me with It ; I am clear. 1639 GENTILIS Servitas Inqitis.

(16761 886 They ought not to proceed but against the per-
sons imputed. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien 824 They, .that most

impute a crime Are pronest to it, and impute themselves.

tb. loosely. To condemn, sentence. Obs. rare.

c v&pPilgr. 7Vz/455 in Thynne's.*J/;/m^z'. (1865' App. i.

go O wyched worme . . by god inputed to crepe upon thy
Brest.

f4. To reckon or take into account; to reckon,

regard, consider. Obs.

i53*TiNDALK/i.rAwV. (Parker Soc. 1849)89 God promiseth
to forgive usoursins,and to impute us for full righteous. 1548
UoALL.etc. Erasm.Par. John xviii. in They.. yet impute
themstrlues pure and fre from murder. 1555 EDEN Decades

48 Vowe may . . impute this to occupie the place of the

tenthe. 1611 SPEED Tkeat. Ct. Brit. vi. 11614) n/i (K.
Henry VI] for his holy life was imputed a Saint. 1673
MAKVELL Kch. Transp. II. 5 They impute it for a great

obligation. 1717 SWIFT Prayer for Mrs. Johnson, ii, Accept
and impute all her good deeds. .1 i794GiBBON(Webster 1864),
If we impute this last humiliation as the cause of his death.

t 5. To impart. Obs.

1594 J. DICKLNSON Aria/'tis 11878) 63 Trust me, employ
me, impute to me thy desires. 1633 G. HKKBEKT Temple.
Faith ix, Thou didst make the sunne, Impute a lustre, and
allow them bright 1675 TRAHERNL Chr. Ethics 57 The

i value of the objects imputes a lustre and higher value to the

j

light wherein they are enjoyed.
Hence Impirting vol. sb.

;
also Iinpu ter, one

|
who imputes or charges.
1611 COIGR., lmputeur% an imputor; a putter of thing

ypon. .others. 1630 Pcnit. Con/. xii. (1657) 3 l(^ ^or tuc "ot

imputing,
the remitting, and covering of sin appertain to the

righteousness of faith, a 1641 HP. MOUNTAGU Acts 4- Mon.
(1642) 169, I wonder it is not vouched by the Imputers, that
he was counterfaited by the Apostles themselves.

tlmpu*te, sb. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IMPUTE v.:

cf. repute.] Imputation, charge.
1649 G. DANIEL 7'rinank., Kick. //, xxv, Hee might be

worthy blame, (If Royalty may fall vnder Impute).

Impute, var. of INPLT v., to put in.

Imputed (impiw'ted),///. a.
[f. IMPUTE v. +

ED'.]
1. Charged (as n fault) ; attributed or ascribed.'

*55* HULOET, Imputed, obiectus. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\.

I. 20 He shortly shall againe be tryde, And fairely quit him

IN.

of th' imputed blame. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. if. ix. I 22
To distinguish the primary-, and real Qualities of Bodies,
which are always in them .. from those secondary and im-

puted Qualities, which arc but the Powers of several Com*
ninations of those primary ones. 1794 SULLIVAN Vifio Nat.
II. 299 Their imputed names were titles. 1891 CHURCH
Oxford Mwettt. x. 169 The party soon had the faults of a

party, real and imputed.
2. Ascribed by vicarious substitution.
1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 60 Imputed justice by which

we are justified before God, is inherent in Christ. 17*9
SWIFT Libel on Delany, Steel, who own'd what others writ,
And flourish'd by imputed wit. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin. \.

ix. 141 Uy imputed gutt is meant, in theological language,
that a person is treated as if he were guilty. 1871 MACDVFF
Mem. Patnios xiii. 173 The pure white garment of Christ's

imputed righteousness.
Hence Impu tedly aJv.

t by imputation.
1646 P. BULKKLEY GospelCovt. u. 173 When he hath made

us imputed! y righteous, he will have us inherently righteous
also.

Imputrescence (impitie-sens). [f. IM- 2 +

PUTRESCENCE.] Absence of putrescence or dccom-

position.
1658 PHILLIPS, Impittrescence t a keeping from putrefac-

tion, or rotting, an uncorruptiblencs.se. 1833 New Monthly
Mag. VII. 144 The magistrates . . found his body with all

the usual characteristics of animation and i inputrescence.

Imputrescibi'lity. ff. next + -TV.] The

quality
of being imputrescible or incorruptible.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1797 PEARSON in Phil. Trans.
I,XXXVIII. 28 Its peculiar, .distinguishing properties are,
iinputrescibility, facility of crystallization [etc.].

Imputrescible (impitre*sibT), a. [f.
IM- -

! + PUTBESCJBLE.] Not subject to putrefaction or

decomposition ; incorruptible.
1656 in BLOVNT Glossogr, 1805 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans.
XCV. 211 Tannin, .renders the skins of animals insoluble in

water, and imputrescible. 1859 MORFIT Tanning^ Curry,
ing (1853) 47 It.. thus forms insoluble and imputrescible
compounds.

t Zmpu'trible, a. Obs. Also 5 in-, [ad. late

L. imputribil-is (^400 Augustine, Jerome), f. im-

(lil- -) + putribilis corruptible, f. ptttrerc to be

rotten : see -IBLE.] Imputrescible ; not subject to

decomposition ; not liable to rot or decay.
1430-40 LYDC. Bochas iv. i. (MS. Bodl. 2631 If. 212/1 Minis

braunchls.which been InpuiribleEnduryngeuere and corn pte
nouht. c \qyt.Mironr Saluacioun 1237 The Testamentis arke
ofSethim a tree inputrible was made. 1607 TOPSELL Four./.
Beasts (1658) 15 It was afterward supposed he was buried
therein, and was lively to be seen imputrible.

I Imputrid (impi-trid), a. Obs. [f. IM- ^ +

PUTKID.] Not putrid : applied to a fever.

1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Comfit, vi. 188 Whether drinking
of cold Water be proper in an imputrid continent fever.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 676 The species has
been distinguished by a variety of names . . imputrid syno-
cltus, which is that of Galen ; imputrid continued fever
. . that of Boerhaave ; imputrid continent . . that of Lommius.

Imputt, Imputter : see INPUT, etc.

I'nipy, a. rare. [f.
IMP sb. + -Y.] Impish.

1845 tt*iitehatl xxxvi. 244 A swarm of impy changelings.

t Impyre, a. Obs. var. of EMPYKE, empyrean.
1552 LYNDESAY Monarch* 6034 Frome erth, vp to the

Heuin Impyre, All beis renewit oy that fyre. 1567 Gudc 4-

Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 29 That thay sail cum .. To gloir and

joy, and heuin Impyre. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems
xiii. 10 That fervent fyre Of burning love inipyre.

Impyre, obs. form of KMPIKK.

Impyteous, -pytous, -pytuous, obs. var.

IMPETUOUS.

Imunction, variant of EMUNCTION, Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. v, The imunctionof the eies, with

the juice thereof [sc. green onions], is thought to dense
their Licatrises or cloudinesse of the eies.

I-munde: see YMUNDE.
tl-munef I-myiie, V- Obs. [QE.gemunan,

gemynan, f. munan to remember.] trans. To
bear in mind, remember.
971 Blickl. Horn. 55 Mid inneweardre heortan gemunan

and fcebencan. cxooo Ags. Gos. Luke i. 72 emunan
[Lindisf. ^emynd^a] his halegan cybnesse. ciooo Sf.

Juliana 721 in Exeter Bk.
t pact he mec..bi noman minuin

gemyne. c iao$ LAV. 16309 Wei ,c hit ma^en imunen pat ich

wulle mxinen.

I-munt, pa. pplc. of MINT v., to intend.

t I-munte, v. Obs. [OE. gemyntan, f. myntan
to think, intend.] trans. To intend, determine.
ciooo .'t'.i.nuc Horn. II. 126 Grcgorius .. gemunde hwact

he . . Angelcynne gemynte. c 1205 LAY. 8038 For xuere
more he mat imunnen pzt he him her imunten [v.r. imunte].

I-murtJred, ME. pa. pple. of MUHDEK v.

I-mylded, ME. pa. pple. of MILD v.

In (in), //?/. Forms: a. i-in; also 3 Qrm.

inn, 5 yn(e, ynne. ^3. 2-6 i, i-, 3-4 y, 6- i'.

[Common Teut. = OFris., OS., OHO., Goth. iW)

ON. i (Sw., Da. i), cognate with L. V vGr. tv.

In OE., in all those texts in which the word oc-

curs, the full form in is used, but in early ME. the

apocopated i became common in certain dialects.

In the OnnulMnt inn (=/} is employed before vowels

and n, and i before all consonants except It. Early southern

texts, such as the Lamb, and Colt* Homilies* ?//Jw, St.

Kath.^St. Marker^ After, tf ., etc., show a similar tendency,
but with more or U-s> irregularity, the MSS. often differing

in this respect ; on the whole, i is preferred when the prep,

precedes the definite article or the demonstrative pronouns,
as i fit,

i //>, i /at. In some of these texts (A no. A*.,
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Lamb, Horn.) the relations of the two forms are further

complicated by the use of INE, which also appears (e.g.
in Ayenb., Owl <y Night., Skorekam) where i is rare or

altogether wanting. The prevalence of * in these southern
texts suggests that Ormin's use of this form was not due to
Scandinavian influence, especially as northern writers (in-

eluding Scottish down to 1600) always employed /, though
r" is common in the modern dialects. In standard English
from the time of Chaucer in has been the normal form ; but
former colloquial usage is sometimes retained in verse in the
combination /' tk\ or as an archaism in ?faith.
11x75 Lamb. Horn. 79 J>e uisces i|?e wetere and fu}elesibe

lufte. c xaoo OKMIN Ded. 5 Broberr min i Godess hus. Ibid,

506 To serrvenn i be temmple. 1:1205 LAY. 1231 Blende
France i )>et west, a 1240 SawUs Wards in Cott. Horn. 245,
I bis hus is be huse lauerd. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 84 All
hearts i* th state. Ibid. 130 Ith' dead of darkenesse. Ibid.

11. i. 147 I' th' Commonwealth, a 1734 [see 29]. 1783 BURNS
Vision i. ii, Whan the day had clos d his e'e, Far i the west.

1855 BROWNING Bp. Blougram's Apol. 2 Cool i'faith ! We
ought to have our Abbey back you see.]

General Sense : The preposition expressing the

relation of inclusion, situation, position, existence, or

action,withinlimitsofspace, time, condition,circum-
stances, etc. In ancient times, expressing also (like
L. in} motion or direction from a point outside to

one within limits
;
the two senses being determined

by the case of the word expressing the limits, the

former taking the dative (originally locative), the

latter the accusative or case of direction. These
cases being subsequently levelled, this distinction

ceased to be practicable, and the latter relation is

now ordinarily expressed by the compound in-to,
INTO

;
but there are various locutions in which

(either because the accompanying verb conveys the

sense of motion, or through the preservation of an
ancient phrase without analysis) in still expresses
motion from without to within.

In OK. (as in OS. and to some extent in OKris.)
the prep, in was displaced by the prep.0K (WGer.
an, Goth, ana' , so that in classical and late

WSaxon, and to some extent in other OE. dialects,

on was used for both on and in, an emphatic or

distinctive sense of *

in
'

being however expressed

by innan. (See full details in Dr. T. Miller, OE.
Version of Bede, Introd. xxxiii-xliv.

',
In Anglian,

esp. in the north and west, in remained (though,
under WSax. influence, often displaced by on in

documents) ; and in ME. the distinction ot in and
on was gradually restored, though many traces of

their former blending still remain. (See sense 2.)

The formal coincidence of in with the L. prep, in

("with which it is originally cognate) led to its

being employed, in translating from L., in senses

or uses which were idiomatic in L., but not origin-

ally English. These also have affected the current

contextual use of the preposition.

I. Of position or location.

Primarily in (of position) is opposed to out of\ anything
which is in a given space is not out of it, and vice versa.

The compound ivith-in, is mainly an equivalent of in

emphasizing the relation to limits. The simple relation-

words nearest in sense to in are at and on, with which in

sometimes has common ground, e g.
' in or at Oxford ',

' in

or on a street
',

'

in or on behalf of a man '. / may also

have common ground with with, as
'

to travel in or with a
caravan, a railway train, etc.

1

.

1. Of place or position in space or anything having
material extension : Within the limits or bounds of,

within (any place or thing).
May relate to a space of any size, however large or small :

e.g. in the universe, in the world, in heaven, in hell, in the

earth, in the sea (otherwise on the earth, on the sea, at sea),
in a field, wood, forest, desert, wilderness (but on a heath,

moor, or common), in (U.S. on) a street, in a house, carriage,

box, drawer, nut-shell, drop of water, etc.

a 700 Epina.1 Gloss. 549 In curia, in maethlae. c 825 Vesp.
Psalter viii. 2 Hu wunduriic is noma Sin in alre eorSan.
t' 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pa children ple^eden in bere strete.

Ibid. 23 pa men be beo6 in be castel. c 1205 LAY. 17490 In

ban brade uelde. 1297 R. GLOUC. v Rolls) 2 Engelond Iset in

be on ende of be worlde as al in be west, c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Ckron. IVace (Rolls) 8253 pey are now saylynge in be se.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. i. 114 Summe in be Eir, and summe
in be Eorbe, and summe in helle deope. 1426 E. E. Wills

(1882) 73 My bachous in Wodestrete. 1470-85 MALORY
Artkttr x. i, In euery place he asked, .after sir Launcelot,
but in no place he coude not here of hym. 1551 RECORDE
PatJiw, Knowl. i. xxvii, The circle is not named to be

drawen in a triangle, because it doth not louche the sides of

the triangle. 1608 TUPSELL Serpents (16581 741 Dryed in a

furnace. 1653-1756 In the open air [see AIR sb. 3 D]. 1660

WOOD Life 4Dec. *O. H. S.) I. 350 His chamber in Merlon
Coll. a 1707 BP. PATRICK Antobiog. (1839) 105, I never saw

greater devotion in any countenance. 1711 AUDISON Spect.
No. 10 P4 Spectators, who live in the World without having
anything to do in it. x8z8 SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xv, The
fish were poisoned in the streams ; the birds In the green
woods perished. 1828 SCOTT F. .If. Fcrt/i ii, Adjacent to

Couvrefew Street in which they lived. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. i. 150 The restored wanderer reposed safe in

the palace of his ancestors. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. vi, The
wind's in the East. 1855 KISGSLEY Heroes* Perseus i. 4

They arc. .in the open sea. 1873 TRISTRAM Moab viii. 157

An orderly in the doorway. 1898 FLO. MONTGOMERY Tony 9
In a somewhat crowded train.

b. After z, the article is often omitted, esp.

when the function of the place is the prominent

notion
; as in bed, in chancery',

in chapel^
in chitrch,

in court) in kali, in prison, in school, in /0w : see

the sbs.

/ earth, in, sea, follow in lieavcn, in hell, which are
treated like geographical proper names : see c.

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 59 In eor5e, in heuene is his mahte.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11793(6011.) Alle baidrouued in see. 1389
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 5 Be he in toun ober out of toun. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. xii. 11495) 196, I suffre not a
woman to teche in chyrche. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. F/, in.

ii. 70, I had rather lye in Prison. 1675 tr. Machiavelli's
Prince (Rtldg.) 207 Strasburg . . has a million of florins . .

in bank. 1744 BERKELEY Siris 77 A large glass every
hour.. taken in bed. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. ii, In Chan-
cery. Between John Jondyce [etc.]. Mod. Hundreds lay
languishing in prison.

c. In is used with the proper names of conti-

nents, seas, countries, regions, provinces, and other

divisions, usually also of large cities, esp. the capital
of a country, and of the city or town in which
the speaker lives. Cf. AT prep. 2.

^900 O. E. Chron. an. 894 pa -^egaderedon Ja J in Norb-

hymbrum bu^eaS & on East Englum. 971 Blickl. Horn.
211 Wacs he . . in Italia afeded, in Ticinan paere^byrig.

c 1205
LAY. 10712 Wes Alice be king in are temple in Lundenne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24765 Willam basterd, bat warraid in jng-
land ful hard. 1526 TINDALE Matt. iv. 13 Jesus. . went and
dwelte in Capernaum. 1686 F. SPENCE tr. barilla's Ho.
Mtdicis 176 The worthiest man in Europe. 1841 THACKERAY
Gt. HoggaHy Diam. ix,We wished her at Bath ; certainly
not in London. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. E>ig. ii. I. 158 The
Presbyterian system was fully established nowhere but in

Middlesex and Lancashire.

f2. ^ON (of position). Obs.

Partly a reaction from the blending of in with on in OE. ;

but partly also transl. L. in, and partly due to a different

notion in reference to the sb.

Beowulf (2..} 1952 Hio sySc-an well in gum-stole gode rmere

. . breac. a. xooo Riddles xli. 98 (Gr.) Ne hafu ic in heafde
hwite loccas. a. loooCxdmotis Dan. 723 (Gr.) Engel drihtnes

..wrat ba in wage worda gerynu. (,1250 Mcid. Maregr.
xlvii, Ho . . Sette ir fot in is necke. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

6179 Me slou is folc aboute in eche syde. a 1300 Cursor A/.

8136 An heremite bar bai fand at ham, In J>at inuntan. Ibid.

11819 ' n his heued he has be scall. a 1300 etc., In a chair

[see CHAIR sb. i]. ^1305 St. Andrew 42 in E. E.P. (186^)

99 In J?e Rode as H louerd deide : ic wole sette be. c 1380
WYCLIF IVks. 1,1880) 457 pe pope sitti|. in his troone.

6-1430 PHgr. Lyf Manlike \\. xcviii. (1869) in pat oon
bar bat oober in hire nekkc. fi449 PECOCK Repr. n.

ii. 138 Sette him up an hi^e in the eend of a long pole.
Ibid. v. 166 Write sum. .carect with cole, .in the wal. 1480
Robt. Devyll 28 He kneled downe in the floore. a 1550
Christis Kirkc Gr. xviii, His wyfe hang in his waist. 1607
TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 241 The Rider must lay the

rains in his neck. 1664 MAKVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II.

157 note, Farr from making any favourable impressions in

the Tzar. 1692 S. PATRICK Answ. Touchstone 89 Antichrist

is long ago in the Throne of the Roman Church. 1701

Stanley's Hist. Philos. Biog. 10 He. .spent his Time in the

Solitary Top of a Mountain. 1730 A. GORDON Maffei\s
Amphith. 42 Flattering Fame is .. generally in the magni-
fying Side.

*f* b. AT. Obs.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 85 Then was the

General . . in the head of his Regiment . . shot in the thigh.

1653 HOLCROFT Procopius 20 The Barbarians came up close,
witn Gelimer in the head of them. 1671 MILTON P. R. i.

98 Ere m the head of nations he appear.

3. In is now regular with collectives thought of

as singular (in an army, a crowd} ; among with

plurals, or collectives thought of as plural (among
the people] ; but through Latin influence in was

formerly used also with plurals.

^825 Vesp. Psalter Ixvi. 3 Bait we oncnawen . . in allum
Siodum haelu Sin. 4900 CYNEWULF Crist 195 in Exeter Bk.,

gen strengreis baet ic. .scyle. .lifgan sibban fraco'5 in folcum.

1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke i. 28 xebloedsad 3u in wifum,

1:1380 WYCLIF Sel. IVks. III. 445 Freris wold not here bis

publischt in j>e pepul. 1388 Ps. Ixvi. 3 [Ixvii. 2] That we
knowe thi weie on erthe, thin heelthe in alle f'olkis. 1535
COVERDALE Judith viii. 21 Seinge ye are the honorable and
elders in the people of God.

4. With numerals, nouns of quantity, and the like,

expressing ratio or rate.

1598 W. PHILLIPS LinschoUn (1864) 171 Commonly worth
fme and twenty or thirty in the hundred profit, a 1613
OVERBURY Chttr. t

Crfditoitr Wks. (1856) 161 He takes ten

groats i' th' pound. 1703 MOXON Mech. E.verc. 239 Dearer
. . by about six Shillings in a Thousand. 1726 LEONI tr.

Albertfs Archit. I. 74/1 A very good Rise for a slope is

half an inch in every three foot. 1732 NEAL///J/. Pitrit. I.

Pref. 7 Not one beneficed clergyman in six was capable of

composing a sermon. 1761 WKSLEY Jml. 23 June 11827)
III. 62 Ninety-nine in a hundred were attentive, 1892
Laiv Times XCII-i47/i A debtor . . offered 6s. 8^. in the

pound.
6. Defining the particular part of anything in

which it is affected.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 112 A lutel ihurt i ben cie derue<5 more ben
de3 a muchel iSe hele. a 1300 Cursor iM. 7224 Man aght to

dred be brand
|>at

brint him forwit in his hand. Ibid. 12184
Leui was wrath . . And gaf him in be heued a dint, a 1533 LD.
BERNERS/'

' '" "" *- - -

ai6i8RAi
head by Pa
v. i, There's many . . Whom I have nipp'd i' th' ear. 1703
MOXON Meek. Exerc. 36 You must mend it in that place.

1795 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 70 A masked battery took them in

flank. x8$8 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. ix. ix. 11.491 King of the

Two Sicilies . . whom Naples, in all ranks of it, willingly

homages as such. 1898 Tit-Bits 17 Sept. 484/1 The horse
. .is blind in one eye.

6. Expressing relation to that which covers,

clothes, or envelopes, its material, its colour, etc.,

clothed in, wearing, enveloped in, bound in,

etc. : as a lady in a court dress, in a Gainsborough
kai, in muslin^ in mourning, in white, in curt-

papers^ a man in armour, in slippers, in a wig, a

parcel in brown papert etc. (In AitMS, and other

idiomatic uses: see the substantives.) Cf. alsoisb.
ti looo Cxdmotis Exod. 212 (Gr.) Saeton aefter beorgum in

blacum reafum. a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 277 Poure

}m wunden was irattes and i cfutes. c 1300 Ha-velok 1767
Conies a ladde in a ioupe. 13. . Coer de L. 5616 Our Crys-
tene men ben armyd weel Both in yren and in steel, c 1386
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1261 Som wol ben armed in an hauber-

geon And in bristplate and in a light gypon. c 1430 Life
Si. Katk, (1884) 17 pc company of martirs clothed alle in

purpul. 1581 J. BELL fJaddon's Answ. Osor. 28 b, The
same was gaynsayd by some men in armes. 1710 ADDISON
Tatler No. 221 P i A little Boy in a black Coat 1843 Bl&ckw.

Mag. LIV. 195 A lovely girl in mourning is sitting. 1843
Eraser's Mag. XXVIII. 324 Aladyin black velvet is seated.

1868 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav.xx, A compactly-made hand-
some man in black.

7. The physical sense of location often passes
into one more immaterial; e.g. in a book y in an
author, come to mean '

in the course of the narra-

tive or subject
1

of the book, or the writings of the

author
;
in a company, college, association, orparty,

in the army, the navy, and the like, become = ' be-

longing to, or in the membership of the company,
party, the army

1

, etc. In COMPANY, in LEAGUE,
etc. ; see the sbs.

^890 O. E. Ckron. an. 878 para monna be in bam here
weorbuste waeron. c n^$Lata. Horn. 7 pis wite^ede dauid
. . in be saltere. a 1225A ncr. R. 400 Ase he sei3 buruh Sein

iohan
i5e Apocalipse. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 56 We ssulleb

er after in bise boc telle of al bis wo. c 1340 Cursor Af.

15563 (Fairf.) We salle ga in company & sufire babe a sare.

<; 1460 Towncley Myst. xyi. 202 Syrs, I pray you inquere
in all wrytyng, In vyrgyll, in homere, And all other thyng Bot

legende. 1548 LATIMER Ptoughers (Arb.J 17 All thinges that

are written in Goddes boke. 1657 HP. KING Poems in.

ix. 1843) 90 Let it no more in History be told. 1662 STILLING-

FL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 5 So true is that of Balbus in Tully
when he comes to discourse of the Nature of God. 1709
ADDISON TatlerNo. 131 Pn A Friend of mine in the Army.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 325 The place of the

clergyman in society had been completely changed by the

Reformation. 1887 ANNE GILCHKIST \nCenturyGnitd Hobby
Horse 13 Eblis in the Koran, Cain in the Bible are .scarce

so black as this royal phantom in his Escurial. 1890 Law
Times Rep. LXIII. 685/2 The plaintiff applied for shares in

this company.
8. With non-physical realms, regions of thought,

departments or faculties of the mind, spheres of

action, etc., treated as having extension or content.

c888 K. J^LFRLD Boeth. i, Se wacs in boccrseftum & on
woruldbeawum se rihtwisesta. a 1000 Cxdmon"s Dan. 732
(Gr.) Sohton ba swlfie in sefan ^ehyduni. a. 1225 Leg. Kath,

607 In hire mod inwiS. c 1300 Havelok 122 Sho is mikel
in mi bouht. 1:1400 Three Kings Cologne xiv. 50 ^if be

werkisof god mygt be comprehendit in mannys wit orrespn.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 2 Hald in mynde thar nobille

worth! deid. 1601 CORNWALLYKS Ess. n. xlv, In no course

is it more behovefull then in the life of a Souldier. 1645
FULLER Good Th. in Bad T. (18411 33, I discover an arrant

laziness in my soul. 1670 SIK S. CKOW in rtt/i Rep- Hist.

A/SS. Comm. App. v. 16 In my opinion a better designe.
a 1770 JOKTIN Serin. (1771) IV. vi. 114 A faith which dwells

in the memory hath no influence on the heart. 1826 J.

WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 240 How canst thou thus

in fancy burn with fruitless fires? 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. vi. II. 39 All the thirty were in politics vehemently
opposed to the prisoner.

II. Of situation, condition, state, occupation,

action, manner, form, material, and other circum-

stances and attributes.

9. Of situation, i.e. kind or nature of position :

e.g. itt the dust, in the mud, in snow, in clover; in

hot water. Often idiomatic : see the sbs.

^900 CYNEWULF Crist 561 in Exeter Bk.^ In cwic-susle

Sehynde & jehaifte, c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 47 leremie be

prophete stod . . in be uenne up to his mu3e. 12. . Rclif,

Songs in Wright Owl <y Night. (Percy Soc.) 75 Ich schal

bcrnen in fur and chiverin in ise. 1383 WYCLII-' Job xlii. 6

Therfore I .nyself repreue me, and do penautice in dead
cole and askis. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey cci. 293 Haban-
douned in ordure and fylthe. 1592 SHAKS. Van. % Ad. 94 She
bathes in water. 1697 DKYDEN Virg. Gwg. m. 548 A hilly

Heap, seven Cubits deep in Snow. Ibid. iv. 545 The sacred

Altars are involv'd in Smoak. 1765 MRS. HARRIS in Priv.

Lett. Ld. Matmesbitry(rt-]o) I. 125 We are kept, to use the

modern phrase, in hot water. 1849 TENNYSON In Mem.
Prol. iii, Thou wilt not leave us in the dust. 1886 Laiv
Times LXXX. 166/2 Hall., found his working about

eighteen inches deep in water.

b. Situation expressed by material instruments :

e.g. in bonds, chains, fetters, leading-strings, in a

cord, a leash, a rope, a string>
etc.

a 1200 Moral Ode 289 In bo lobe biende. c 1200 ORMIN

19975 Inn hiss cwarrterrne i bandess. c 1300 Beket 15 Al in

feteres and in other bende. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlv. 14 Bounde
in manycles thei shul wende. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 4
And by her, in a line, a milkewhite lanibe she lad. 1611

BIBLE Job xxxvi. 8 If they bee bound in fetters, and be

holden in cords of affliction. 1712 STF.ELE Sftct. No. 504
? 5, 1 am to be hang'd in chains. 1862 C. HUDSON in Peaks,
Passes

t$-
Glaciers Ser. u. I. 209 During the descent..

Melchior, Tuckett, and I, who were in the same cord with

them, were . . obliged to stop until they got down some of

the more difficult rocks.

c. Situation as to light, darkness, and atmo-

spherical environment.



IN.

0ivtt^'fZ.)87SeellengBst..Mbein}ystruin bad. a IMS
Jutiana 31 As ha brinne wes i beosternesse. a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 17811 (Golt.) pe folk in dedeli imrknes stad. 1382
WYCLIP fsa. ii 5 Go wee in ihe \iy of the Lord oure God.

1553 T. WILSON A*htt. (1580) 160 Gropynn in tho dark. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. i. i. ? When shall we three meet againe?
In Thunder, Lightning, or in Raine ? 1648 BP. HALL
Breath, Devout Soul xxix.

4^6
An inheritance in light :

In light incomprehensible, in light inaccessible. 1697 DKY-
m&virg.Gcorg. in. 135 His thick Mane., dances in the
Wind. Ibid. 473 Where basking in the Sun-shine they may
lye. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 593 Privateers
and smugglers who put to sea in all weathers. 1887 Spec-
tator 27 Aug. 1148 Planting his potatoes in the rain.

d. Situation within the range of sensuous obser-

vation or the sphere of action of another. In
the eyes of: see EYE ;. 4 c, d.

1388 WYCLIF Ezek. ix. 5 He seide to hem in myn heryng.
a 1425 in Rel. Ant. I. 330 He is God, that all thmge made,
and all thinge hath in his power, c 1460 Towneley Myst. \.

15 All is in my sight. 1667 MILTON P. L. m. 655 Those
seav'n Spirits that stand In sight of God's high Throne.

1780 Cou'PER Table T. 97 There, .the group is full in view.
1860 TROLLOPE Framley P. i. i, The living of Framley was

'
in the gift of the Lufton family.
10. Of condition or state, physical, mental, or

moral : e, g. in a blaze, in debt, in doubt, in (omfort,
in health, in hope, in life, in love, in pain, in

sickness, in solitude, in sorrow.

c8as Vesp. Psalter ii. n Deowia3 dryhtne in ege IL. in

titnore]. c\\"j$Lamb. Horn. 59 He inakede mon i riht-

wisnesse. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 328 Him bo^te, be ymage
in is slep tolde him is chance. 1340 Aytnb. 250 per he him
rested, per he is in pais. c 1350 Will. Palerne 841 He semes
bi semblant in sekeness ful harde. 1450 .Merlin 71, I am
in certeyn of oon thynge, that he farith well and is in hele.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Chron. xxi. 19 He dyed in euell diseases.
1602 aw/ Pt. Return fr. Parttass. in. iii. fArb.) 43 [He]
throwes the booke away in a rage. 1666 PEPYS Dia>y
6 June, All the Court was in a hubbub. 17x1 ADDISON
'/'<''' No. 15 F 6 Her Husband .. has been in Love with
her ever since he knew her. Ibid* No. 98 F i, I am highly
pleased with the Coiffure now in Fashion. 1732 LKUIAKU
Setkos II. ix. 273 You are absolutely forbidden speaking
to him in private. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii,

Egad, Master, you're m the right. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus

314 Supposing that the carbon is in a very attenuated state

in the blood. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng: Char. 13 No sooner in

print, than out of print. The reviews revere him. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 482 The sea was in a blaze
for many miles.

b. The condition may be expressed by a con-

crete sb. : e.g. in calf, in kid, in cash, in drink ^

in liquor y in wine, in tears, etc. : see the sbs.

1460 Tffwneley Myst. xii. in What, art thou in ayll?
a 1561 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 317 Havyng a great
multitude of artifycers and laborers, .dayly in wages. 1593
NASHE Christs T. (1613) 25 Sore am I impassioned for

the storme thy tranquillity is in child with. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. fV, u. iv. 458, I doe not speake to thee in

Drinke, 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. x. 19 For him the lofty
Laurel stands in Tears. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3971 {4 Calve-
Skins in the Hair. 1704 Ibid. No. 4034/4 John Jackson . .

aged near 40. .in his own Hair. 1754-64 SMELLIE Midivif.
I. 400 Women in the first child seldom have after-pain^,

*799 J- ROBERTSON Agric. Pertk 196 Where the land has
not lain for some time in grass. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
Prol. 142 Sweet girl-graduates in their golden hair. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 123 Leaving their castles in

ruins. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <r Prices I. xxvi. 642 Goats in

kid. 1881 SHELDON Dairy Farming 8/1 If the cow is

in milk.

11. Of occupation or engagement : chiefly with
nouns of action and vbl. sbs.

c 1105 LAY. 27767 per he heom funde i fihte. a 1300
Cursor M. 49 In riot and in ricolage Of all here liif spend
bai be stage. 1340 Ayetib. 7 pe ilke bet dispende^ )>ane
zonday and be festes ine zenne and ine hordom. 1502 Privy
Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 52 A servaunt .. that cam
in message to the Quenes grace. 1618 HOBBES Thucyd.
(1822) 19 The Lacedemonians . . are already in labour of the
war. 1701 Stanley's Hist. Pkilos. Bio. 10 He . . spent his
Time . . in seriously bemoaning the Follies and Vanity of the
World. 1754 HUME Hist. En. (18121 I. iii. 163 The King,
in purMiance of his engagements, had indeed married Editha.

1838 DICKENS Mem. Gnmaldi iv, In search of plunder. 1884
Ga. Wards June 400/1 They have. .been

'

in
* almost every

variety of crime, from petty larceny down to downright
murder.

b. In the process of, in the act of; in case of:

often equivalent in sense to a temporal clause intro-

duced by when, while, if, in the event of.
< 1400 MAUNDEV. (1830)111. 19 Wee synne dedly,inschauynKe

oure berdes. //., Wee synne dedly, in etynge of best- s.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 67 Gladdenesse, whichc
encresses daily in me in lernynghe wysdom. tat 1550 Life
Fisher in /".'* Wks. (E. E. T. S.) II. p. Hii, I am not affraid

in gevinge you this counsel! to take vpon my owne soul all

the damage. 1591 SHAKS. i lien. VI, v. iii. 41 And may
ye both be sodamly surpriz'd By bloudy hands, in sleeping
on your beds. 1596 Merck. V. m. ii. 320 In paying it,

it is impossible I should Hue. 1607 Stat. in Hist. Wake-
field Gram. Sck. (1892) 58 Leaves word thereof att thair
howses in theire beince abrode. 1846 M'CuLLocn Ace.
Brit. Empire 1854) II. 217 In estimating the chances
which any candidate has of succeeding . . no one ever
thinks of inquiring into the politics of the tenants. 1864
HOLME LEE / Silver Age (1866! 408 Kindness is not a

Siality
that perishes in the using. Mod. He was drowned

crossing the river.

f" C. After the verb bt
t
and some other verbs, in

was formerly used to express the relation of occu-

pation before a verbal sb. where it varied with a
'A prep. 13), and is now omitted, the vbl. sb.

functioning as a present participle active. Obs.

126

1509 HAWES Past. PUas. (Percy Soc.) 79 Of many floures
..A goodly chaplet she was in makynge. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Sot. I. 528 Richt quyetlie in hunting ne is gone.
1580 I.YLY A'///*r(Arb.) 367 Camilla, whome he founde in

gathering of flowers. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867
V. 577 A griping usurer, who was always best when he was
most in talking of the world. ITO WHISTON Josepkus,
Antiq. v. ii. S 2 They went on still in taking the cities.

Ibid, ix. xii. 3 He went on in worshipping them. 1808
SOUTH KY in C. C. Soulhey Life 11850) III. 137 You saw me
in London everlastingly at work in packing my books.

fd. In (varying with A prep. 12) was formerly
used with a vbl. sb. expressing the action or pro-
cess to which a thing or person was subjected.

(The prep, is now usually omitted, and the vbl.sb.

functions as a present pple., passive in meaning: e.g.
while the ark was (in or a) building (

*= in the pro-
cess of building, being built). Obs. or arch.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 21 When be toure of Babilon

was in makyng. 1465 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 533
II. 250 Whille the logge at Heylesdon was in the betyng
down. '11535 fmmatStrm. Passion Wks. (1876) 427 So
the grasse is euer in eatyng, and neuer full eaten. 1620
Frier Rush 36, I haue a new Church in building. 1699 in
Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 326 New streets are built
and still in building. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xi.

45 While the symbolic act was in doing.

12. Of manner (way, mode, style, fashion).
i97 R. GLOUC. (.Rolls) 1473 In Jis manere be brutons bis

lond wuste bo. 4:1305 Pilate 56 in E. E. P. (1862) 112 per
ne mi^tc so neuere non beo in none wise, c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon xvi. 380 In lyke wyse dyde Alarde. 1559
UP. SCOT Sp. Parl. in Strype Ann. Kef. (1824) I. App. vii.

408 Every man . . sholde . . at large speke his mind in con-
science in the contents of all the bills. 1606 W. SCLATER
Conmi. Malachy 11650) 196 The things there spoken of
cannot in any hand agree to Ellas. 1654 CROMWELL Let.
20 Jan. in Carlyfe, What can be made out in this kind?

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. .VYw invent. 62 In the manner an-

ciently used. 1^06 tr. Dupin's Keel. Hist. i6t& C. II. in.

iv. 81 Begging him to take this their Remonstrance in good
part. 1737 WHISTON Josephits, Antiq. n. i. i He was, in

way of jest, called Adorn. 1833 HT. MARTINEAL- Berkeley
the Banker \. iv. 92 He told several people in confidence.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 619 He oegged in piteous
terms that he might be admitted to the royal presence.
1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 54 The baptistery has been re-

stored in Renaissance,

b. Of form, shape, conformation, arrangement,
order. [The OE. example has the accusative.]
a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 725 in Exeter Bkn pa he . . wass in

cildes hiw cla<5um biwunden. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. 12
In likness of a dragoun. 1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie m. 7 Fiue
Plates in crosse. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas ii. u. iii.

Colonies 391 That vast Extent, where now fell Tartars hant
In wandrmg troops. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. m. iv. 210 When in

one line two crafts directly meet. 1605 Lear in. vL
31 The foul fiend haunts poor Tom in the voice of a

nightingale. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 641 Under a Coronet
his flowing haire In curies on either cheek plaid. Ibid,
vii. 459 Among the Trees in Pairs they rose. 1694 LUT-
kELL Brief Ret. (.1857) III. 292 The agent .. is gone
aside, and hath carried with him 2ooo in money belonging
to the troop. 1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 221 f 2 Whether I
had best sell my Beetles in a Lump or by Retail. 1776
MICKLK tr. Camoens Lusind 330 He gives the prelude in a

dreary sound. 1807 SOUTHEY Kspruuas Lett. II. 395 Did
he, contrary to the ordinary proi ess, begin in rogue, and end
in enthusiast? c i8zo S. RO^EKS Italy. A tfz'fnt, A hawk Flew
in a circle, screaming. 1843 /'"'wcrV Mag, XXVIII. 695
A cloak falls In easy folds down his back. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Enff. xvi. III. 684 Within a few hours and a few acres
had been exhibited in miniature the devastation of the
Palatinate. 1891 L,iw Rep. Weekly Notes 82/2 A land

company, who afterwards sold the adjoining land in building

plots. 1895 Scot, Antiq. X. 79 In singles or in pairs men
began to put in an appearance.

c. Of manner of speech or wilting.
^900 tr. Bxdas Hist. iv. xxiv. [xxiil] 11800) 333 Heo ..

fcewat to bzere ceastre. pe in Kngli.sc is ehaten kwelcaceaster.

1397 U. GLOLC. (Rolls) 2430 pe heye god bat in vre tonge
woden icluped is. c i3isSHOREHAM 122 Hy niakede joye in
hare manere And eke in hare langage. c 1400 MAUNDEV,
i Roxb. i ii. 5 pe table .. on |'e whilk pc tytle was writen in

Hebrew, in Grew and in I^atyne. 1541 UDALL Erasm.
Apoph. 106 a, An herbe called.. in latin, Beta. 1680 EVELYN
Diary 2 Sept., The discourse is in High Dutch. 1776 'I rial
of Nundocomar 22/2 Sometimes he wrote the bonds . . in

Nagree, sometimes in Bengal. 1833 HT. MARTINLAU Van-
derput $ S. \. 3 He . . spoke in a strong French accent.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. 1889) 1. 13 Bede is writing in a dead
language, Gregory in a living.

13. Of means or instrumentality : now usually ex-

pressed by with.

\ a. Illustration of earlier uses. (Often a literal-

ism of translation.) Obs.
c 85 Ve$p. Psalter ii. 9 Du reces hie in jerde iserre [L. in

virga ferred\. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ibid., In yherde
irened salt bou stere ba. 138* WYCLIF i Cor. iv. 21 Shal
I come to 5011 in a jerd : or in charite ? c 1450 tr. De
Iinitatione m. xlviii. 119 pan shal Iherusalem be serched
in lanternes. 1503 Act 19 Hen, yi/t c. 4 5 3 No persone. .

shall occupie or shote in eny Crosebowe. 1580 LYLY
Eut>/tucs (Arb.) 445 It more deliehteth them to talke of
Robin hood then to shoot in his bowe. 1693 J. DRYDEN,
jun. in Drydens Juvenal (1697) 367 Penelope knew which
of her Suitors cou d shoot best in her Husband's Bow. 1753
CHESTBRF. Lett. 1702) IV. ccxcix. 19 Getting drunk m
Port. 1804 Naval Chron. XIII. 147 A French Ship ..

ballasted in mahogany.
b. Uses in which the senses of in {on} and with

{by} are both present : e.g. to cover in or with any
envelope.
c 900 tr. B.i-iia's Hist. iv. xxiv. [xxv.J i8yo\ 346 He eal ba

he in jehyrnesse jeleornian meahle, mid hineXemy-
'-- J -

IN.

|
a 11*5 Lfg. Kath. 1035 In his an bing he schawde. .bet he

! wes so8 godd. a 1340 HAM POLE /'W/rrxvii. 48 In herynge
I

ofere he boghed til me. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T, S.)

137 pou wylt wretthe god in brrkyng be halyday. 1609
UIBLK iDouay) i Sam. xviii. 6 The wemen came .. singing
and dancing . . in timbrels of joy, and in tornettes. i6ai

j

BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. HI. iv. (1651* 495 Whom luno for
'

pitly covered in her Apron. 1697 DMYDKN I'irg. Gtorg. iv.

19 Progne, with her Ilosom stain'd in Blood. 1880 CHURCH
^Penser v. 137 He drowns us in words.

c. Here may be added the use of in after eat,
drink

j pledge, etc. Also - (eat or drink) out of.

1593 SHAKS. a Hen. fr'/, u. iii. 60, 1 drinke to you in a Cup
of Sack, ifci BARTON Anat. Mel. \\. iii. in. '16*51) 323 A
poor man drinks in a wooden dish, and eats his meat in

i wooden spoons. 1711 ADDISON Sfiect. No. 15 F 4 Whether
thty keep their coach and six, or eat in plate. 174* FIELDING

I

y. Andrnves iv. ii, He was drinking ner ladyship's health
I below in a cup of her ale.

14. Of material, constituents, and ihe like.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 94 They paint them also in strong

oyle
colour thrice over. 1686 tr. Lkardiris 'Jrav. 75 Our

Snips Lading consisted in Salt, Fish, Cavearc, Oyle, Bis-
cuite. 1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 243 P i The Statue of an
Horse in Brass. 17*1 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 23 It was
in gold, all but 14*. 1853 DICKENS Bleak Ho. vi, Half-

Irngth portraits, in crayons. 1891 Truth 10 Dec. 1240/2
The long coat was also in green velvet, with sleeves and
revers in green cloth.

15. Of degree, extent, measure.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 510 Cristene men .. shulde

have discerved most bank of God in degre possible to hem.
1601 SHAKS. Ttvfl. N. i. v. 61 M isprision in the highest degree.
1649 CKOMWELL Let. to W. Lentkall 14 Nov. in CarlyU,
Only, in the general, give me leave humbly to offer [etc.].

1667 MILTON /*. L. v. 490 Differing but in degree, of kind the
same. 1696 Dupin's Ectl. Hist. i6M t*. I. 54 In the main
they agree with ours. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist. Bible (1740) I.

ix. 585 Without being in the least discouraged. ibq^Fraser s

Mag. XXVIII. 647 Tears fell in profusion. 1845 STEPHEN
Comm. Laws Eng. (18741 I. 79 Any act repealing in who!'
or in part any furmer statute. 1875 F. HALL in Lipfnuott's
Mag- XVI. 750/1 Drift-wood was lying about in large quan-
tities.

16. Expressing object, aim, or purpose: with
an abstr. sb., as in affirmation^ aftsiw, denial,

memory, honour, proof, quest, recompense^ reply,
retunt, reward^ scorn, search, testimony, token,

it'ttnesy, worship, etc. See farther under the sbs.
It is possible that the object here was orig accusative, and

that these expressions came under sense 30.
a 1*15 A tier. A*. 30 In hore wurSshipe Mgged ober lesober

mo. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls 1

466 Brut . . let vair tabernacle
in Ii' .'.in of him rere. c 1115 SHOKFHAM 131 In tokne that

pays scholde be. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) iv. 31 In the

worschipe of hem there is a fair chirche. 1526 Ptlgr. Perf.
(W. de W.) i Diuyded in to thre bokts, in the honour
of the Trinite, 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 552 She thus in

answer spake. 1713 ADDISON Cato i. ii, I claim in my re-

ward his captive daughter. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv.

xii, Loudly the Beattison laughed in scorn. 1821 J. F.
COOPER S/>y viii, He went in quest of his new applicant.
Mod. A holiday in honour of the event. He has written to
the newspaper in reply to his assailant.

17. Expressing reference or relation to something:
In reference or regard to; in the case of, in the

matter, affair, or province of.

Used especially with the sphere or department in relation
or reference to which an attribute or quality is predicated :

see 32 b, c, 33-35.
III. Of time.

18. Within the limits of a period or space of time.
With in the day, in the night : cf. by day, by night, Bv

prep. 19 b.

Beowulf (Z.) 2 We Cardena in gear-dajum peod-cyninga
brym ^e-frunon. a 900 O. E. Chroti. an. 709 In foreweardum
Danieles dagum. 1299 R GLOUC. (Rolls) 9129 In be sixe
& briltibe }er of his kinedom. 13.. A". Alts. 85 By cler

candel, in the nyght. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. i. i In thebigynnyng
God made of nou^t heuene and ertlie. c 1400 MAL'NDFV.

(1839) Prol. 4, I . . passed the see, in the ^eer of oure lord

Jhesu crist MCCCXXII. c 1500 Melnsitu- Uii. 369 He wa*
neuer in his dayes so afercl. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 39
One day in a weeke to touch no foode. 1591 Two Gent.
in. i. 178 Except I be by Siluia in the night ..V'nlesse I

looke on Siluia in the day. 1650 TRAPP L'ettttu. Lev. xxvi 26
Common in times of famine. 1655 STANLEY Hist. r/uJos, i.

(1701)36/1 Pittacuswas. .born in (he
thirty

second Olympiad.
1710 S i KKLt. Tailtr No. 222 r i Between tne Hours ofTwelve
and Four in the Morning. i8xa T. JEFFERSON Writ, (1830)
IV. 176, 1 think our acquaintance commenced in 1764. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 490 In the days of the Common-
wealth.

b. With other sbs. implying time.

871-889 Charter in O. E. Texts 452 In bissum life ond-
wardum. a 1000 Seafarer 40 (Gr.) In ^eo^ube. a 1x40
Wohumgt in Cott. Horn. 277, I b* bur6 tid. Ibid.. I bi cild-

had. 13 . . Cocr de L. 4049 A si-ie, That hadde be

Crystene in hys youthe. c 1440 Jacob's tt'ell (E. E. T. S.j

277 To styen vp to beuen m ^oure ende. 1555 DI-:N

vecades 245 They are neyther bytten with coirlde in wynter
nor molested with heate in summer. 173* BKFKFLEV ./f /<////>-.

i- ii, 1 never saw a first-i.-it.-
picture

in my life. 18*5
T. H. LISTER Granby vii. ' 1836) 43 V'ou must be an archeress
in the summer, and a skater in the winter. 1839 I HIKIAYALI.

Greece VI. 89 The education of the prince in his childhood.

c. With processes occupying time.

1711 ADDISON sp,-ct. No. 126 P 8 In all our Journey from
London tu his House we did not so much as bait at a Whig
Inn. 17*1 Loud. Gaz. No. 5954 'i In ihe Passage we had
bad Weather. i8oa H- MARTIN Helen of Glenross IV. 73
In our descent down life. 1859 J. WHITE Hist. France
(18601 90 All the gentlemen's houses you see in a railway
excursion.

1 9. Of the length oftime occupied ;
in the course of.

t*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1818 per were in a moneb (so nrt>st



IN.

MSS. ; A has wibinne one mon)>e] seuentene bousend & mo
Vmartred. 1388 WVCLIF Exod. xxxi. 17 In sixe dales God
made heuene and erthe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiii
148 Men may saile it in seuen days. 1526 TINDALE i Cor.
xv. 52 We shall all be chaunged . . in a moment and in the
twincklynge of an eye. i6n BIBLE Trai:sl. Pref. n The
worke hath not bene hudled vp in 72 dayes. 1702 Eng.
Theophrast. 163 Presumption leads people to infidelity in a
trice. 1885 Munch. Exam. i$ May 5/6 From the CatlingGun . . a trail of 1,000 bullets can be discharged in a single
minute. Mod. The voyage to America can now be done in
less than 7 days. By working hard he could make one in a
week.

20. Of a limit of time : before or at the expira-
tion of

; within the space of.
a 1300 Treat. Science (1841) 138 Ther nis non. .That ever-

eft i-heled beo, acdeyeth in a stounde. 13. . SeitynSag. (W.)
115 In time of seuen yere He sal be wise withowten were.
1513 MORE Kick. /// (1641) 210 He dyed in three moneths.
1706 tr. Dufin 's Eccl. Hist, ibth C. II. VH. xviii. 261 In Pro-
cess of Time they might be corrupted. 1782 JOHNSON Let.
to Dr. Taylor 8 July, I came back from Oxford in ten days
1843 Blackvi. Mag. LIV. 305, I rallied in n day or two.
1884 f.aiv^

Tunes Rep. L.
231/2 Anything put into the

defendants' well was certain in time to affect the supply.
21. Formerly (and still sometimes) used, where

at, on, during, for are now in use, or where the

preposition is omitted.
At is now ordinarily used with a point of time, e.g. at

this time, at the moment, at day-break, at sunset ; on in

stating the date of an event, e. g. on. the first of May, on
Monday next, on a summer morning ; during for the
course or continuance of a period, for which/or is'also used,
esp. in negative statements, e. g. he has stayedfor a week,
I have not seen himfor a longtime. For all these in occurs
in earlier or dialectal use.

a. =At.
c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 121 J>as pine, .ure drihten bolede . . ;n

bisse tnnan. a 1225 St. Mar/ier.zVies in be ilke time liuiende
. .bet eadi meiden. 13. . K. Alis. 403 In the dawenyng He

. . in the brekynge of the daye. 1604 SHAKS. Ota. I. ii. 94
The Duke in Counsel! ? In this time of the night? a 1713
BuRNETO' Time (1823) I. 315 But he. .got his offices to be
published .. in a time when [etc.]. i8o/CRABBE Par. Kef.
n. 456 No Sunday shower Kept him at home in that im-
portant hour_. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Liff\\. ii. 205 When
an architect in tbe present day has to restore some venerable
church.

b. = On. [The OE. example has the accusative]
agooO. E. Chron. an. 626 Her Landed .. wss gefulwad

in pone haljan asfen Pentecosten. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. Si

J>et me sculde in be ehtube dei bet knaue child embsniben.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8668 In a bores-dai it was. .1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) Pro). 4, I. .passed the see. .in the day of
Seym Michelle. 1426 in Surfers Misc. (1888) 7 In be Vigil
of be Assumpcion of our Lady. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. If, i.

ii. 233 Looks you . . that our Armies ioyn not in a hot day.
1806-7 J- BF.RESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x. 1, In a
chilling evening . . after you have carefully stirred a very
ticklish fire.

C. = During.
1713 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 492 In all the time I have

been conversant in business, I never before observed [etc.].

1748 Anson's Voy. n. vii. 209 Captain Mitchel, in the whole
time of his cruise, had only taken two prizes. Ibid. viii. 220
The succeeding four months in which we continued at sea.

d. = For. (In negative sentences.)
1470-85 MALORY Art/wr x. x.vxvi, He made them to

swere to were none harneis in a twelue monethe and a day.
1525 LD. BERXERS Froiss. II. xliv. [Ixix.] (1812) 422 If they
dranke moche . .they coulde not helpe themselfe in two dayes
after. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny^ (1634) II. 379 Wash it not offin
three daies. 1669 PKPYS Diary (1879) VI. i To Westminster
Hall, where I have not been, .in some months. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comnt. I. v. 228 It had not been practiced in some
hundreds of years. I793.SMEATON EdystoneL. 265 They did
not come back in some days. 1889 E. SALTUS Tristrem
Varick xiv.i52 He was hungry as he had not been in months.

e. Where no preposition is now expressed.
1382 WYCLIF Luke i. 75 In hoolynesse and rijtfulnesse

bifore him in alle oure dayes. 1523 LD. BKRKBR8 y*VVAH. I.

ccxxxv. 332 In the same euennyng the two marshals ..

commaunded euery man to drawe to their logynge, and in
the next mornyng to be redy at sownyng of the trumpettes.
1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. iv. 9 Why should wee pro-
claime it in an howre before his entring ? 1726 SWIFT Gnl-
/iver i. i, This engine . . set out in four hours after my
landing.
IV. Pregnant uses : sometimes due to ellipsis.

22. With reflexive pronouns : In himself, in it-

self, etc. : in his or its own person, essence, or
nature ; apait from any connexion with or relation

to others
; absolutely.

r 1200 OKMIN 3041 Jesu Crist Iss .. sob Godd inn himm
sellfenn. 1340 Ayenb. 237 pe sacrement bet is ymad . . be
be hand of |e kneade mimstre ne is 11:131 lesse worb ine him-
2elue. 1531 TINDALE Rxf. t John (1537) 7 The scripture
abydeth pure in herselfe. 1656 Artif. Handsom. (1662) 178
Suppose Artificial beautifying of the face be not in it self

absolutely unlawful. 1843 MILL Logic i. iii. 7 Of things
absolutely or in themselves. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. L amps vii.

5. 189 Neither originality, therefore, nor change, .are ever
to be sought in themselves. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
led. 2* I. App. 739 The story may be true in itself.

23. In spiritual or mystical union with.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 2 Ydemyd we bethe In Adam and ine

Eve. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xv, 22 As in Adam alle men
dyen, so and in Crist alle men schulen be quykenyd.

Rev. xiv. 13 Blessed the deede men, that dien in the
Lord. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Comm. Prayer, Communion (Coll.
ad fin\ Al our woorkes begonne, continued, and ended in

thee.
17^45

A. BfTLER Lives ofSaints (1836) I. 23 It was
their desire that he might follow bis vocation in God.

127

24. In the person or case of.

.1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 341 pe fend .. moved be
emperour of Rome to dowe bis Chirche in bis preest. 1470-
85 MALORY Arthur ix. xxv, Fy for shame, .that euer suche
fals treason shold be wrought or vsed in a quene and a
kynges syster. 1589 SPENSER F. Q. (Let. to Raleigh), Sir
Guyon in whome I sette forth Temperaunce. 1603 SHAKS
Meas. for M. n. iii. That in theCaptaine's but a chollericke
word, Which in the Souldier is flat blasphemie. 1633 H.
MORE Antid. Ath. in. viii. (1712) m Which also happen'd
in a Maid of his. 1707 Glassogr. Anglic. Nora,Asa/octida,
. . good against fits in women. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 333
r 7 It was.. a. .bold Thought in our Author, to ascribe the
first Use of Artillery to the Rebel Angels. 1821 CLARE
rut, Minstr. I. 20 Dread no thief in me ! 1854 J. SCOF-
FERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Client. 102 This instrument was
found in the thermomultiplier of Nobili. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Concj. 1 1. x. 470 How great a captain England pos-
sessed in her future King. 1878 MORI.EY Crit. Misc. Ser. i.

Carlyle 201 Those who .. found in the rules and discipline
and aims of that system an acceptable expression for their
own disinterested social aspirations.

25. Belonging to, as an intemal quality, attri-

bute, faculty, or capacity, inherent in
; hence, within

the ability, capacity, thought, etc. of.

ai2*$Acr. R. 166 per }e schulen beon ine brunge, auh reste
and pels is in me. 1377 LAXGL. /'. /'/. B. xix.jrS Al be witte
of be worlde was in po bre kynges. 1388 WYCLIF John i.

4 In hym was lijf. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 156
And I, in bat in me es, makez bam parceneres of bam.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. 111. i. 179 There is no musicke in

the Nightingale, c 1600 G. HARVEY in Shaks. C. Praise 30
Shakespeare's . . Lucrece, and his tragedy of Hamlet . . have it

in them to please the wiser sort. 1603 SHAKS. Lear n. iv. 177
'Tis not in thee To grudgemy pleasures. 11611 BEAUM. & FL.
Maid's Trag. in. i, It is jn me to punish thee. 1678 WANLKY
Wond. Lit. World v. ii. 16. 469/2 A covetous Pelagian,
and one that had nothing of worth in him. 1737
BRACKEN Farriery linpr. (1757' II. 129 As to the Notion. .

I think there is not much in it. 1773 SHERIDAN St. Patr.
Day i. ii, You did not mean any rudeness, did you,
Humphrey? Oh No, in deed, miss ; his worship knows it

is not in me. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 174 To prefer
evil to good is not in human nature. Ibid. 332 An enquiry
which I shall never be weary of pursuing as far as in me
lies. 1889 _.\'atnre n Apr. 500 Anyone who has it in him
to do heroic deeds.

26. In the hnnds of; in the control or power of;

legally vested in.

c 1460 Toitmeley Myst. xvi. 92 In me standys lyfe and dedc.
la 1500 Cm. Myst. (1841 311 Alle the poer lytli now in the.
ft 153* LD. BERNERS Hnon Ixxxi. 250 You knowe well it is in
me to cause Huon to dye. 1607 Stat. in Hist. M-'akcfield
Gram. Sell. (1892) 65 The election, .shall be in the Maister
and Fellowes of Emanuel Colledge. a 1626 BACON Max. ft
Uses Com. I.a-.i> (1636) 23 Lands possessed without any such
title, are in the crowne, and not in him that first entreth. 1708New I'ie-.u Lond. II. 484/1 The Living is a Rectory, the
Advowson in the Bp. of London. 1837 WHEWKLL Hist.
Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 30 The government of Greece is in the

king. 1884 LD. COLERIDGE in Law Times Ref. L. 45/2
The minerals, therefore, are in the trustees.

27. Partaking, sharing, associated, or actually
engaged in. To be in it, to be one of those actu-

ally engaged as partners, competitors, etc. ; to be
in the running, to be a serious competitor, to count
for something.
1728 W. CI.EI.AND Let. on Dvnciad in Pope's H'ks.

(GJolie) 359 None, it is plain, was so little in their friend-

ships, or so much in that of those whom they had most
abused. 1792 Hist, in Ann. Keg. 13 Neither the Count
d'Artois .. nor Mr. de Calonne were in the secret. 1812

J. H. VAUX Flash Diet, s.v., To let another partake of any
benefit or acquisition you have acquired by robbery or
otherwise, is called putting him in it : a family-man who is

accidentally witness to a robbery, &c., effected by one or
more others, will say to the latter, Mind I'm in it. 1888
Lady 25 Oct. 374/1, I thought I really was in it at last, and
knew what_she meant. 1888 Longm. Mag. July 256 To
those l

in it' every sound conveys a meaning. 1889
Spectator 21

Sept.,
'

Flying Childers
' and 'Eclipse' would

not be 'in it' with our modern cracks.

28. Of representative character or capacity, as in
NAME of, in RIGHT of: see the sbs.

29. Elliptical for (a) in the name of; ;b) in

the character of.

11734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 203 'Ay, i' God, is it',
said the lord. 1831 FR. A. KKMBLE Let. in Kec. Girlhood
II. viii. 229, I am to come out in Bianca, in Milman's
' Fazio '.

V. Of motion or direction. See also 16.

30. Expressing motion or direction from without
to a point within, or transition from one thing to
another :

= INTO.
In OE. this was the proper sense of in with the accusative :

see above. The sense of
' into

'

is still retained after some
verbs, as fut, cast, split, fart, where the sense implies
motion, and in some idiomatic phrases which are no longer
analysed.

t a. Illustrations of earlier usage, now obs.

or dial.

c 825 / "esp. Psalter
y.

8 Ic inga, dryhten, in hus Sin. 971
Blickl. Hom, 121 pa hie.. in boneheofon locodan asfterhim.
a 1000 Hymns vi. 27 (Gr.) Ne laed bu us . . in costunge.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 Go3 in bane castel bet is on-jein eou.
Ibid. 45 Munejing of bam hali gast be he sende in his

apostles, c 1220 Bestiary 230 Do we oe bodi in Se bale.

-(1300 F.. E. Psalter xxix. 12 [xxx. 11] pou torned mi
weping ..In blisse. 1:1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. n And
brpghte hire hoom with hym in his contree. c 1470 HENRY
II 'allace I. 147 His fadyr Malcom in the Lennox fled, c 1300
Melnsine 369 Soone after [she] tourned herself in the figure
of a serpent and so vanysshed away. 1509 Bury Wills
(Camden) in Yff ony off my childern happyn to cumme in

pouerte.
in

Poe

IN.

'535 COVERDALF. 2 Esdras iii. 4 And hast brethed
in him the breth of life. 1370 Tragedie 127 in Salir.
"oems Reform, x, Turnit day in nycht and nycht in day.
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 8 Dorpes and
wynes .. now growne in fair townes. 1680 in iitk Ref.
Hist. MSS. Comm, App. Vll. 394 My daughter was brought
in bed of another boy. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 645
[The snake] retires . . And m some secret Cranny slowly
glides. 1783 BURNS Death $ Dr. Horn-bk. xiv, Deil mak
his king's-hood in a spleuchan !

b. Illustrations of current usage after the verbs

tost, fall, lay, put, throw, thrust, etc., divide,
split, break, etc.
a 900 O. E. Chron. an. 709 Was todaeled . . in tua biscop-

scira West Seaxna lond. 971 Blickl. Hom. 191 His lie. .in
ba stowe asetton be Uaticanus hatte. 1134 O. E. Chron.
an. 1137 F 2, & dide aelle in prisun, til hi iafen up here castles.
< 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 And was his holie lichame leid
in buneles, in be holie sepulcre. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
II ace (Rolls) 3618 Ibe barel of gold bey leid ilkon. 1390GOWER Cm/. I. 106 Full ofte he heweth up so highe That
chippes fallen in his eye. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv.
'53 Pe prestez . . hewez be body all in smale pecez. c 1460
'lowncleyMyst. xxvi. 413 Mycatyf hart wyll breke in thre.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 22 Preamble, The seid John
caste the seid writing in the fire. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. tV. n.
i. 108 Hoared headed frosts Fall in the fresh lap of the
crimson Rose. 1391 i Hen. VI, i. iv. 52 They suppos'd
I could . . spume in pieces Posts ofAdamant. 1697 DKYDEN
I_~irg Georg. iv. 766 He. .in the Billows plung'd his hoary
Head. 1836 FONBLANQUE Eng. under? Administ. (1837)
III. 336 Is he put on the shelf, or cast in the lumber-room?
rti868 M. J. HIGGINS Ess. (1875) 118 The most judiciousmode of putting a kicker in harness. 1876 MOZLEY Univ
Serin, vi. (1877) 142 This dreadful schism .. which splits
them, as it were, in two beings.

c. See also in theface of: P'ACE sb. 4.
1 31. The sense of motion or direction formerly

gave rise to various modifications. [Cf. L. in with

accus.] Obs.

t a. = Upon, on.
a 1225 Leg. Katli. 102 Ha . . spende al bet oSer in neod-

fulle & in nakede. ^1305 St. Lvcy 7 in E. E. P. iot In
fisciciens heo hadde ispend moche del of hire gode. c 1430
Hymns /'/;. 97 pan schal neuere myscheef in j>ee falle.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 26 Y- grete. .cryme, perpetred and
cpmmysed in the persone of sychee. 1533 STEWART Cron.
Scot, II. 528 To put handis in ane crownit king. 1357NORTH Guevara's Dinll Pr. 127 b/2 To caste their eyes
onelye in that that is presente.

t b. = Against, towards.

_

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliii. 6 [xliv. 5) In bi name for-howm us risand. a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter vi. i Forgifynge til

him bat synnes in vs. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 198 To
oure dettouris bat is to men bat han synned in vs.

fc. =*0ver.

(1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 16 That noon
enmyes have in him powere.
t d. = Unto, to.

1323 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxvi. 50 Sir Water of
Manny . . dyd set fyre in the strete ioynin'ge to the castell.
Itid. cclxxix. 417 Parte of them that had set the fyre in the

towne._ 1333 COVERDALE 2 Esdras iii. 7 Thou appoyntedest
death in him, and in his generacions.

VI. Constructional uses.

32. Expressing the relation which the action of
a verb has to some indirect object : forming with
the latter an adverbial adjunct to the verb, and
often entering with it into an indirect passive: e.g.
to be believed in, to be dealt in, to be engaged in. See
the verbs individually.)

a. To believe, trust, hope in, and the like. In

OE., believe took in with the acctis., = into, unto,
towards (cf. L. credere in Deum, etc.).

825 I csp. Psalter ii. 13 Ead^e alle Sa 5e jetreowaS in
hine [L. confidunt in cum}, a looo Juliana 434 in Exeter
Bk., pu in ecne god..binne getreowdes. ci2oo Trin. Coll.
Horn. 19 He be bileueS in god. 13.. A'. Alis. 7348
Alisaunder him gan affye In his owne chivalrie. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xv. 166 In theise thinges. .ther ben many
folk that beleeven. 1533 Q. MARY in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(17211 III. App. i. 3 For the special trust and affiance we
have in you. 1733 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) IV. 6, I hope in
God she will give you the will of exerting them.

b. To partake, share, concur, engage, join, deal
in

; to consist in
;

to succeed, fail, increase in ; to

delight, exult, glory, joy, rejoice, triumph in
;

etc.

<zi22S Alter. R. 38 5if me .. delen in his pinen. 01300
E. E. Psalter ix. 3, I sal fayne and glade in be. 1373
BARBOUR Bruce iv. 718 Thai men, that will study In the craft
of astrology, c 1383 R. BROWNE A law. Cartwright 68, I par-
take in another mans ofiring. 1393 SHAKS. Lucr. 77 To
those two Armies that would let him goe, Rather then
triumph in so false a foe. 1697 DRYDEN Yirg. Georg. i. 13
Join in my Work. 1776 Trial a/A'uxiidcomar6S/i,l\Ked,
a long time ago, to trade in salt. 1793 Hist, in Ann. Reg.
5 All classes . . concurred in this determination. 1845
S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. I. 185 A regular war with
France was not to be engaged in without negotiations.

c. With trans, vb. : To instruct (a person) in
;

to convict, condemn, mulct in
; to baffle, disappoint,

limit in
; to spend (money, time, etc.) in. To hold

in (honour, etc.) : see HOLD v. 12 f.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2610 In despit sco haldes me, 1382
WYCLIF 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3 The king of F.gipt . . condempnede
the lond

in^
an hundrith talentis of syluer. 1490 CAXTON

Eneydos vii. 33 To haue some prynce . . for tenstructe hym
in doctrynes and good maners. 1388 SHAKS. L. L.L n. i.

19 Spending your wit in the praise of mine, a 1713 BURNETOwn Time (1823) II. 207 The crown had been . . limited in
the power of raising money. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xi.

II. 24 The Athenians, who had been repeatedly baffled in



IN.

their attempts. 1893 W. P. COI'RTNFV in Acad. 13 May
413/1 The money expended in the improvement of the site.

33. Expressing the relation ofan adjective (often

ppl. to some sphere or department to which its

qualification is limited : in and its object forming
an adverbial adjunct of the adjective; e.g. accom-

plished, adroit, at home, complete, diligent, eager,

eloquent, great, learned, skilled, strong, weak in ;

attacked, grieved, hurt, marked, wounded in ; etc.
CUM tr. Bgda's Hist. iv. xxiiili.). (1890) 332 Wses heo . .

seoele in woruld lebyrdum. Ibid. 334 In rexollices lifes
lare swiSe xeornful. a me Leg. Kath. 525 In alle wittes
of worldliche wisdome wiseste p worlde. 1381 WYCLIF
Acts vii. 22 Moyses. .was myjty in his wordis and werkis.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicta 76 Right connyng in
fisike and a good fisicien. 1516 TINDALE Matt. v. 3 Blessed
are the povre in sprete. 1557 NORTH Guevara's Diall Pr.
(1582) 1 74 a, Pirrus . . was stout and hardy, valiant in armes,
liberall in benefices, pacient

in aduersities. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. iv. ii. 66 Though in your state of Honor I am perfect.
1865 BOVLK Occas. Reji. (1848) 294 To admire and thank him
that is infinite in Beauty, and in goodness. 1711 ADDISON

Sffct.
No. 81 r 2 If Rosalinda is unfortunate in her Mole,

Nigranilla is as unhappy in a Pimple. 1833 I. TAYLOR
Fanat. i. 2 Ignorant in the chief article of the case. 1845M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 2 Rich in works of the historical
class. 1884 Law Times LXXVII. 27/2 A railway com-
pany was held liable in damages. 1895 Bookman Oct. 22/2
Louis [XIV] was .. wanting in all the elements of true
greatness.

34. Expressing the relation ofa substantive (esp.
one that involves an attribute) to a certain sphere.
c aoo ORM. 5483 pe firrste 3ife iss witt & skill Inn heofenn-

hke bmgess. 1381 WYCLIF Dan. i. 17 God jaue to these
children science and discipline in ech boke. 1513 DOUGLAS
Mneis i. Prol. 56 Nane is, nor was . . ne jit sal haue sic crafte
in poetrie. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. ix. (1633) 27 The Bar-
barians highly honoured him forhis cunning in all languages.
1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxv. (1700)266 In all this Diversity
there is no real difference. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones i. x,He was himself a very competent judge in most kinds of
literature, a 1770 JORTIN Sena. (1771) I. iii. 46 Those who
have skillmarts..inwar..inpolitics. 1830 T. TAYLOR A rgts.
Celsus etc. 63 Alacrity in the performance of things. 1849MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. in The Houses .. would have
made no formal change in the constitution. 1859 C. BARKER
Assoc. Princ. ii. 56 Young beginners in business. 1884 W. C.
SMITH Kildrostan 48 Let nothing shake your trust in her.
35. Expressing the relation of number or quan-

tity to the dimension or amount in question : e.g.
length, breadth, depth, or the like.
c 1175 LAY 21995 Hit his imete in brede fif and twenti

fote. 138* WYCLIF i Kings, vi. 2 The hows . . hadde sexti
cubitis in length and twenti in brede. l^ltAct^Hen. I'llI,
c. i i The said Countie is thre score and ten myle in

lenght. 1548 UDALI., etc. Erasm. Par. Mark i. (1552) 120
Fewe in numbre. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knoifl.
Introd. 8 12 A black line of an inch in length. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 306 The virtues, which are also
four in number. 1881 W. SHARP D. G. Rossetti ii. 86
A man six feet two inches in height.
36. With a substantive (or adj.), forming an ad-
verbial phrase- e.g.incharity,induty,in/tonotir;
in right; in common, in general, in especial; in

fact, in (all') probability, in truth, in faith ;
in

conclusion, infine; in haste; in any case, in every
way ;

in (all) the world. See the sits.
;
also IN-

DEED.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13402 pai fild a cupp ban son in hast.

r 1386 CHAUCER Para. Prol. 126 But herkneth lordyngesin
conclusioun Youre likyng is that I schal telle a tale. 1513MORE Rich. Ill, in Grafton Cnron. I. 781 In faith man. .1
was never so sory. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Goi't. Eng. i. iii.

8 In Charity, therefore, the English Church in those daics
must be of mean repute for outward pomp. 1667 PRIMATT
City f C. Build. 2 Consider . . what casualties it may in

probability be subject unto. 1711 St. German's Doctor ft
Stud. 309 If a man buy a horse, .of him that in right had no
property to him. 1801 MAR. EDI.KWORTH Moral T. (1816)
I. xii. loo Debts, which he could not, in honour, delay to

discharge. 1871 SMILES Charac. i.
(1876)

n Everyone is

. .bound in duty, to aim at reaching the highest standard of
character. 1881 MRS. WAI.FORD Dick Ncthcrby xiv. 162
Not a shilling in the world.

37. In many prepositional phrases, as in CASE
of, in FACE of, in FAVOUR of, in FRONT of, in
HONOUR of, in LIEU of, in PRESENCE of, in RE-
SPECT of, in SPITE of, INSTEAD of; in REGARD^/", to,
in RESPECT of, to ; in ORDER lo, in PROPORTION- to,

in RELATION to; in COMMON with, in COMPANY
with, in COMPARISON with, etc. See these words.

VII. Phrases.

33. In so far : in such measure or degree (as) ;

to such extent (that).
1596 DALRYMPLK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 269 Britannic

was . . in sevin Regimentis, deuydet be the Saxonis, ..

Jnsafar, that a certane and sure ordour of kingis coulde not
well be collected. 1836 H. TAYLOR Statesman xxxi. 232A man's manners have much real and intrinsic significancy,
in so far forth as they are the result of his individual nature
and ta-te 1896 Act 59 >, 60 Viet. c. 39 | i (3) In so far as
they are temporary in their duration.

39. In that : in the fact that ; in its being the
case that ; in presence, view, or consequence of
the fact that; seeing that ; as, because.
CI440 Gesla Rom. it. xxi 399 (Add. MS.l The child is

not apte to serve god, in that he is inparfite. 1513 LD.
BE.N.M Froiss. I. chv. 186 The kyng of Nauerr . . ex-
cused hymselfe honorably, in that he departed out of the
realme of France. 1535 COVF.HDALE Jrnk. xxii. 31 We
knowe, that y Lorde u amonge vs, in that ye haue not
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tresparcd agaynst the Lorde. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in.
1. 257 Let him dye, in that he is a Fox. r 1680 BF.VERIDCE
Strm. (1729) II. 302 In that they think they get good by
such hearing. . they are really the worse for it. 1883 DOBSON
Helding i. 18 This is the more likely, in that Arne the
musician . . was Fielding's contemporary at Eton.
4O. See also INASMUCH, INSOMUCH, etc.

In (in), adv. and a. Forms. I-in; linn, 3-5
inne, 4 ynne, ine, 4-5 yn. [Common Teut. ;

OE. in(n = OFris., OS., OHG. in (MHG. in, tn,
Ger. 'w\ Goth, inn- (in composition with vbs.),
ON. inn (Sw. in, Da. ind). The distinction be-
tween a,fv. and prep, is clearly marked in mod.Ger.
ein beside in, in Scandinavian inn, in, ind beside

/, i, and in English dialects which use in for the

adv., i' for the prep. OE. inn was employed only
with verbs expressing motion, the corresponding
form to denote rest within a place being inne (see
INNE), but during the ME. period the loss of the
final vowel made the two words identical in form ;

in some texts it is doubtful whether the e of inne,

ynne is of etymological significance or not.]
A. adv. I. Of motion or direction. [OE. inn,

in.]
1. Expressing motion from a point without certain

limits to a place within these ;
so as to penetrate

or pass into a certain space; esp. into a house
or other building (see also under COME, Go, PASS,

i PuT.etc.). Frequently followed by preps, indicating
1

the direction, extent, etc. of the movement, as in at,

by, f on, through, to, under, etc. : also in-a-doors
1

(see A-DOORS).
Beo-.vulf (Z.) 3090 pa me ^erymed waes . . si3 . . inn under

i eordweall. c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 14 Da beah bzt
' land baer eastryhte, obbe seo sai in on 5aH lond. c 1000 Ags.

Gosp. Matt vii. 13 GangaS inn [v.r. in] burh bset nearwe
Real. " 1225 Ancr. R. 74 Hwose euer wule mei gon in.

;

13. . A". Alis. 349 In he cam to hire bour. c 1400 Rom. Rosf
i 74 My paleis and myn hous make I There men may renne
ynne openly. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iii. 42 The groome
went streight way in, and to his Lord Declar'd the message.
1673 RAY Jovrn. Low C. 23 At our Entrance in [to Breda]
we passed [etc.). 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. i, In comes my
nephew. i7 Col. Jack (1840) 311, 1 was called in again.
1814 MRS. WEST Alicia de Lacy III. 215 We shall be never
the nearer . . unless we can climb in at the.. window. 1804
BARING-GOULD Kitty Alone II. 101 Put the cob in, said he

j

to the ostler.

fb. In OE. (poetry and prose) and in ME.
j

poetry, in often precedes the verb with which it is

I
construed. Obs.
c looo J*LFRIC Horn. II. 520 Be Sam hunde oe his hand

eft inn abxr. Exoii. xxi. 3 Ga he ut mid swilcum
reafe swilce he in com. Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxvi. 41 Wa-
ciab . . ban je in ne gan on costunge. c izoo Trin. Co/I.
Horn, ot penne be procession ut goS of Jerusalem and eft

benne it in cume5. 13.. A*. A Us. 544 A dragon com yn
]

fleon. 13. . Coerde L. 3305 They leten hem in come. ibid.

\ 6316 A stout Sarezyn gan in sterte. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 52
Let hym in come swythe faste. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1538 The
portere . . Lete the knyghtis in fare, c 1440 fpomydon mo
PC rede knyght anone in rode.

C. Used after auxiliary verbs, as may, must,
shall, etc., or absolutely with imperative force,
with omission of 'go', 'enter', 'get', or the like

(cf. IN v. 5). Now chiefly poet, or rhet.

971 Blickl. Horn. 127 Duru bset mannes heafod, xe ba
sculdro, majan in. a izaj Ancr. K. 74 Ase buruh wiSuten
wal, ber ase uerd mei in oueral. 13 . Cocr dc L. 3842 The
Sarezynes myght neyther in ne ouie. 1340 Ayenb. 232 pet
hy ne mpje najt in. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 37 This is

some Priorie, in, or we are spoyl'd. 1595 J<>An i. i. 171
In at the window, or else ore the hatch. 16*7 SANDERSON
Serin. (1681) I. 284 Unless God kept him back, he must on,
and he must in, and he must in deep. 1668 DAVENANT
Alan's tlu- Master in. i, Sure, this is Isabella's chamber;
the door is open ! I'll in, and take my leave of her. 1821
BYRON Sardan. n. i. 6ot Let's in. 1857 TROLLOI-E Bar-
chtster T. I. v. 62, I see that there are three trains in and
three out every Sabbalh.

d. Imperatively =' take in '. Also in ivilh.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xviii. (1737) 76 He cry'd, in
with your Top-sails. 1857 Merc. Marine Mag. (1858) V. i

In jib and main course.

2. Phrase. Day in, day out : ns each day comes
in or begins, and goes out or closes ; continually.
So with week, year, etc.

1839 LOSCF. Village Blacksmith iii. Week in, week out,
from morn till nignt. 1884 Miss WII.KISS in Harper's
Mag. July 303 2 Sitting and sewing as she did day in and
day out.

3. Expressing motion in the direction of some
central point ; hence, position attained by (or as by)
coming, bending, or pressing in ; in proximity,
within reach of, or near to some point or limit

specified or implied ; into or in close
quarters.

i7o Lond. Ga:. No. 3781/4 Goes a little in with his Ancles.

1709-10 Taller
(J.)j They [fencers) are in with you, if you

offer to fall back without keeping your guard. 1811 Sport-
ing Mag. XXXIX. 24 Crib always was in and fighting with
him. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton (1878) 532 The swans were
sailing close in by the reeds. 1888 R. HAGGARD Mama's
Rerengt iv, About five yards in, it [the path] took a turn.

1898 To-Day 5 Nov. 4/2 When you have a man '

fighting in ',

there is no possible time to use anything but your hands.
4. Into the bargain ; in addition (to the legal

amount) ; over and above, besides ; as in . to get,

give, throw in : see the verbs.

IN.

1634 MASSING Very Woman in. i, He will not yield
above a peck of oysters : If I can get a quart of wine in
too, you are gone, Sir. 1718 Free-thinker No. 28 T i To
these [exquisite Faces] he threw me in Three Songs. 1836-9
DICKENS St. Boz 116 iHoppe) And so you have the fight in

gratis. l864Throwin[seelKBRF.ADS/.J. 1886 [see GIVE 59 f).

II. Of position.
5. Within a certain space ; esp. inside a house or

other enclosed place, inside the usual place of

abode, shelter, or safety.
In early ME. use chiefly northern, the southern word

being orig. INNR.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14737 Ne wald he neuer o bairn blin,

Till all war vie bat bar was in. c 1475 Ran/ Coilyar 94
Vndo the dure belitie ! Dame, art thow in ? 1719 l)p. FOE
Crusoe l. i, Our ship rid forecastle in. 1793 SMEATON
Eayst<->ne L. { 287 To come home with her cargo in. 1805
COLLINGWOOD 6 Oct. in Nicolas Disf. (1846) VII. 81 note,
I think at 5, or at 4, the Boats will be better in. Mfrl.
Is Mr. A. in ? He is not in at present. Do you know when
I shall find him in?

b. On the inside, within. From in, from the
inside.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5615 An esscen kyst sco did be wroght,
Did pik it sua, wit-oute and in [Gelt, widuten nnd inne ;

Trin. wiboute & ynne). 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ft Cr. HI. iii. 97 Man,
how dearely euer parted, How much in hauing, or without.
or in, Cannot make boast to haue that which he hath.

,
r 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 22 Reeve it from in out

I through the quarter block. 1873 TRISTRAM Mono iii. 43A sheepskin coat with the woolly side in.

0. In various special senses.
In some of these the adverbial use may have arisen from

the prep, by ellipse of a substantive; in olhera the verb lo
I be takes the place of one implying motion. Hence in may
be used in almost any sense arising from verbal combina-
tions, and only the more common ones are illustrated here.

a. In prison, in confinement.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hex. IV, v. v. 40 Thy Dol . . is in base Dur-

ance, and contagious prisipn . . Dol is in. 1877 five Years
I'enal Scrvit. iii. 147 It is the etiquette among prisoners
never to ask a man what he is in for. The badge upon his
left arm gives his sentence.

f b. Engaged, involved, entangled in
x
an action,

\
esp. an unlawful one). Obs.
1588 SHAKS. L. L,. L. iv. iii. 20, I would not care a pin, if

i6aj MASSINGER Dk. Milan 11. ad. fin., All my plots Turn
back upon myself : but I am in. And must go on.

c. Of a statesman or political party : In office,
in power.
1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 15 Talke of Court newes . . Who

looses, and who wins ; who's in, who's out. 1678 EARL OF
ARRAN in Lauderiiale Papers (1885) III. 102 Some people

Crts. Europe Last Cent. (1841) II. 303 We are in a strange
situation, half a ministry in, and half another out. 1880
Daily Tel. 22 Sept., Incorrigible revolutionists, who must
attack a Minister because he is

'
in '.

d. Of a player or a side in a game : In posses-
sion of the field, etc.; having the turn or right to

play. Cf. INNINGS.
T
77 J- LOVE Crickc1 24 The two last Champions even now

,

are in. 1874 J. D. HEATH Croquet-Player 69 Instructions
to the player who is

'

in '. 1884 Lillywhiti't Cricket Ann.
1 55 He scored 33 out of 35 made while he was in.

e. In legal possession of (an estate).
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 350 Where the heir takes

any thing which might have vested in the ancestor, the heir
should be in by descent.

f. Of a ship's sails : Taken in, furled.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), In, the state of any
of a ship's sails, when they are furled or stowed.

g. Of fire or light : Burning, lighted. Chiefly
with certain verbs, e.g. lo keep in

; to blow in, the
reverse of to blmv out.
1661 SIR S. Ti'KF. Adv. Fire Hours v. i. in Hazl. Dodslcy

j

XV. 287 (Pedro .. lets the candle fall .. Diego takes up the
candle.! Here's a fair trial for your maiden breath ! Flora,

,
blow't in again. .(Flora blows the candle in). lynAoDisoN
Sped. No. 72 F 7 They observe the law.. which orders the
Fire to be always kept in. 1793 SMEATON EdyttontL.S 247

j

This evening's tide we worked with links, and it began to
I blow so fresh that we had much ado to keep them in. 1883

L'pool Daily Post 28 Dec. 5/3 By 3 o'clock the electric

lights were in, as though it were in the evening. 1889 Pall
Mall G. 2 Dec. 3/1 One has to think seriously before blow-
ing in a furnace whether the price will be maintained long
enough to leave him a profit. l$9$ Argosy ]&n. 23 We. .sat
round the. .fire, which we kept in more for the sake of cheer-
fulness than warmth.

b. Of a train, coach, steamer, mail, etc. : Come
in, arrived.

1870 Miss BRIDGMAM R. Lyxne I. xv. 249 The 7.30 train
would be in.

i. In the market ; in season ; in fashion.

1687 [see IN ANU Our i b). 1851 MAYHF.W Lond. Lalour
I. 85 During July cherries are in as well as raspberries.
1891 Daily Pfems 24 Oct. 5/4 Savoys are in.

III. Contextual uses.

7. With verbs, besides the senses 1-5, above,
in has many contextual and idiomatic uses; e.p.

expressing irruption, as in break, burst, strike

in ; penetration, as in burn, cut, force, rub in ; en-

closing, surrounding, or covering, ns in build, cover.

fence, hem, roof, wall in
; acceding, yielding, ns in

come, fall, five in. See the verbs.



IV. Phrases, etc.

8. In for. [Cf. 6 b.]
a. t () Involved or engaged in some business

or occupation for a specified time, (b) Involved
in some coming event, etc. from which no escape
is possible; finally committed or destined to do or
suffer something.
1599 Broughton's Lett. viii. 26 Herein, .you are in for all

daV " is your element. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (828) IV.
37
We are in for a month at this rate of speaking. 1773GOLDSM. Stoops to Cma. iv, I was in for a list of blunders.

1835 eraser's Mag. XI. 21 We are in for a speech 1880
Repent. P. Wcntworth I. xiv. 285 We are in for a prettv
severe storm.

b. esp. in phrase in for it : Committed to a
course of action ; also, certain to meet with punish-
ment or something unpleasant.
1698 FARQUHAR Love and a Bottle in. i, I've thrown my

cast, and am fairly in for't. But an't I an impudent doe ?
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 91 As I am in for't I
must now proceed. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. DO, I am
in font now, over Head and Ears, I doubt, and can't help
loving him 1855 KINGSLEY Plays f, Purit. 145 Raleigh
finds himself 'in for it', and takes the island out of hand
"i it m f masterlv fashion. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel.
26 feb., When.. the representative receives a lady's cardHe knows that he is in for it.. he has to exhibit the lions of
the Capitol.

c. In the competition or race for some prize or
thing to be gained. Cf. Go infor: Go v. 82 e.
l85 SCORESBY Cheners Whaleman's Adv. xiii. (1859)

,? j
r

?,
ough not myself .. in for any share of the profits.Mod. .Several good men are in for the librarianship He is

in for Moderations at Oxford.
d. In for a penny, in for a pound : see PENNY

9. In with.
a. In agreement with

; on friendly terms with.
To keep in -with : see KEEP v.
a 1677 MANTON in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. cxix. 98A godly-wise man is careful to keep in with God. 1682

BUNYAN Holy ^ar(Cassell) 115 They knew that . . againsthim they had been in with Diabolus. 1692 BULSTRODE in
IS/A Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. n. 21 He was a naughty
proud man, in with King Charles the Second. 1714 SWIFT
Pres. St. Aff. Wks. I778 VI. 101 Those who pretended
wholly to be in with the principles upon which her Majestyand her new servants proceeded, a 1875W. ARNOT Anchor
oJSoul(i%j6)T2 When I am no longer in with my destroyer,
I have the Omnipotent on my side.

b. Naut. Close in to, near (the land).
1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4422/7 It proving close and dirty

Weather, . . we could not venture in with Land. 1748
Anson's Voy. n. xiii. 275 We kept plying on and off the
whole night, intending to keep well in with the land 1800
SIR M. HUNTER Jrnl. (1894) 159 We sailed close in with
the island.

fc. At close quarters with ; even with. rare 1
.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 335, I can't say, but you're
in with me now. . . Ay, by my Soul, you have nabbed me
Cleverly.

d. To come in with (see COME 59 n) ; to fall in
with (see FALL v. 90).
10. See IN AND IN, IN AND OCT.
V. Combinations.

11. Participles and vbl. sbs., nouns of action, and
agent-nouns, from verbs qualified by in, are formed
by prefixing in-, when used as adjs. or sbs. The
number of these is practically unlimited. See IN-

pref.\
a. With pres. pple., as in-abiaing, that abides in

;

so in-curling, in-flying, etc. Also INBURNING, IN-

BORSTING, INCOMING, etc., etc.

_ 1889 }. SMITH Fellowship \. (1891) 26 The inabiding and
mworkmg Christ. 1894 G. EGERTON Keynotes 66 Like the
wave-note of the in-curling sea in the Mediterranean. 1804
Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 46/1 We lay . . in the bottom of the
boat and. .waited for the in-flying game.

b. With pa. pple., as in-burnt, that is burnt in;
so in-built, in-moulded, in-set, etc. Also INBLOWN,
INBOWED, INGROWN, INPODHED, etc.

17.. Christmas Baing in Skinner Misc. Poet. (1809) 127
(Jam.) In came the insett Dominie Just riftin frae his dinner.
1848 A. H. tr. Richter's Levana i. ii. 7 An Indian slave,who wanders about with the inburnt stamps of his various
masters. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 271 A man
of true self-abandonment must be un-built from the creature,
in-built with Christ 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 8/1 Coffins
. . made of heavy _ plate-glass, the sides and top being
strengthened by an in-moulded network of wire.

C. With vbl. sb., as in-abiding, an abiding in
; so

in-flashing, etc. Also INBEAMING, INBKINGING,
etc., etc.

1850 W. ANDERSON Regener. (1871) 205 That there be a
continuance of that inflashing of the truth into the .. soul.

1889 }. SMITH Fellowship (1891) 126 You enjoy the in-

abiding of the mind of God.
d. With noun of action, as INBURST, INCAST, IN-

COME, INPOUR, etc., q.v.
e. With agent-noun, as IKBRINGEB, INCOMER,

etc., q.v.
12. With sbs. Usually opposed to out-. (Cf.
IN a., which differs from this only in being written

detached.)
a. That is, lives, lies, or remains in, or within

(some understood place) ; internal : usually op-
posed to a person or thing which is out or external,
as i-n-brother, a resident brother of a fraternity
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or guild ; i-n-burgess, a burgess resident in the
burgh ; rn-case, a case of an in-patient ; i-n-

company, a company employed at home or at

headquarters ; i-n-patient, a patient who remains
m a hospital while under medical treatment, as

distinguished from an out-patient who comes daily,
or from time to time, to be attended to ; i'u-pen-
sioner, a pensioner resident in a charitable institu-
tion.

1644 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Caatero., Receiued
when he was admitted an "inbrother. 1479 Burgh Rec
Aberdeen (Spalding Club) I. 37 Of all otheris, outeburees
and "mburgessis and indwellaris havand chavmer or house
a penny. 1741 in Gross Gild Merch. (1890) II. 200 The
Foreign Burgesses and the Inn-Burgesses.. Those admitted
by the Council or by the Mayor are called Inn-Burgesses
by Copy of Court Roll. 1892 Daily News 13 July 5/5 A
faction fight

'

has contributed a further contingent of
'

"in-
cases 'to the local hospitals. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.

101 The out-company not to return home till the *in-com-
pany is carried out to relieve them. 1760 MORE in Phil.
Trans. LI. 938 Thinking, that if he was admitted an *in-
patient at the hospital, he should be more likely to obtain
a cure.

187$ Si. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 693 Four of these
were also inpatients of the hospital. 1804 Daily News
12 Sept. 5/3 It would be very unfair to take the Hospital
away from the 'in-pensioners.

b. That is in office or power, as i'n-party (cf.

quot. 1817 in IN a.).
a 1860 WHATELY Comm.-pl. Bk. (1864) 172 An out-parly

will generally have more zeal, .among its members, than an
in-party.

C. Inside a person ; inside the body ; internal
;

as rn-evidence, internal evidence
; f i-n-musole,

an internal muscle
; rn-parts, internal parts of the

body (cf. quot. 1599 in IN a.). Also INMEAT.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad v. 76 The region About the bladder,

underneath th' in-muscles and the bone, a 1629 T. GOFF
Three Trag. (1656) 208 This hand shall rip her breast, And
search her inputs, but I'll find it out. 1662 STILLINCFL
Orig. Sacr. n. viii. 4 The in-evidence which is so much
spoken of as an ingredient of the nature of faith.

d. Situated within limits, or nearer to the centre,
or point of reference, as IN-FIELD, INLAND, IN-

PAHISH, IN-SHORE. e. In various other compounds,
which see in their places.
13. Parasynthetic derivatives from sbs. forming

adjs., as in-backed, having the back bent inwards.
So IN-KNEED, IN-TOED.
1833 Nnu Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 33 The in-back'd

slave, Who, laid face upward, hews the black stone down
14. With verbs : see IN- prefix^.
15. With adverbs and prepositions ; as IN-

ABOUT, IN-BETWEEN.

In, a. [!N adv. used attrib., or as positive of

INNER, INMOST.] That is in; that lies, remains,
lives, is situated, or is used in or within ; internal.

(In most cases it is more usual to hyphen in to
the sb. : see IN adv. 12.)
159? CHAPMAN Hum. days Myrth Plays 1873 I. 76 All

their m parts then fit to serue pesants or make curdes for
dawes. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. v. 305 Up he rose, put on His
in and out weed. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693)

"*--"> *" ,. jtuBnK i auw riiTascoi. i^ren. (1093
734 You made it out by in and home proofs. 1693 Ansvi.
'

Just Measures '

$ What's this but to say we may have
one sort of Power to Govern the out Part, and another to
guide the in 1 1817 COBBETT Pol. Keg. XXXII. 62 The out
party proposed to pass a law [etc.]. The in party said that
such a law was unnecessary. 1818 Ibid. XXXIII. 469 To
suppose.. that the out part of '

the regiment
'

would be dis-
posed to call the in part of ' the regiment

'

to account. 1836
SOUTHF.Y /.(. (1856) IV. 464 Twenty-nine little volumes. .

with one duke's arms on the outside, and another . . on the
in. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights tf Ins. xxiv. 238 The out-
side and the in of a thing.

In, so. [f. IN adv.}
1. //. a. In politics : The party which is in office

(see IN adv. 6 c), usu. in phrase (the) ins and outs.
1764 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) IV. ccclxxix. 201, 1 believe that

there will be something patched up between the iVand the
outs. 1774 H. SWINBURNE in Crts. Europe Last Cent. (1841)
I. 16 What an epoch for ministers, both ins and outs ! 1823BYRON Juan xiii. xxiv, Juan stood well both with Ins and
Outs. 1884 SPURGEON in Pall MallG. 19 June n/i Every-
thing the Ins do the Outs denounce, and then the moment
this denunciation has done its work, the Outs take the place
of the Ins, and are abused in their turn, not because they
are wrong, but because they are in.

b. In games : The side whose turn it is to plav
(see iNoafc. 6d).
1862 J. F. CAMPBELL Pop. Tales W. Highlands IV. 37 note,The circle within which the 'ins' stand at the game of

rounders. 1891 Daily News 4 Aug. 4/8 In an ocean-going
steamship, .a ball in the rigging or in the air funnels is the
fortune of the ins.

2. Ins and outs. a. Windings or turnings in
and out, devious or tortuous turns to and fro in a
road, a course of action, etc. ; sinuous ramifications.
0:1670 HACKET//. Williams l. (1692) 152 Follow their

Whimsies and their In and Outs at the Consulto, when the
Prince was among them. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias VH. vi,
Laura . . required from me a faithful and true narrative of all

my pros and cons, my ins and outs, since that, .separation
of ours, a 1845 HOOD Laying down the Lava ii, A cele-
brated judge, too prone to tarry To hesitate on devious ins
and outs. 1862 SALA Ser ren Sons III. v. 83 The labour of
following the ins and outs of the close-clustered carriages.
1878 R. H. HUTTON Scott ii. 27 Keen appreciation of the
ins and outs of legal method. 1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery

IN.

under Arms xxii, He knew the ins and outs of the road
better than any of us.

In (in), v. Also 5-9 inn, 6-7 inne. [TheOE.
innian, %cinnian, appear to attach themselves in
part directly to the adv. inn, IN, partly to be more
immediately associated with the derivative, INN
sb. In mod. use we distinguish IN v. from INN
v. in accordance with their sense, but the formal
distinction fails in the inflected forms inned, inning
and, in ME., even in the present forms inn-en, inn-
cst, inn-eth, inne

; in some uses, also, it is possible
that both notions were present. Cf. OHG. inndn
from the adv. inn.]
1. trans. To give or put in (ott.); to take in,

include, inclose
; esp. to take in, inclose or reclaim

(waste or unprofitable land). Now dial.

*J
- &*? Exm- * He hzf5 Seinnod ban a:r leutod was

1387 TREVISA.Higden (Rolls) VI. 367 Aluredus inned Loi>doun first and Colwulfus deel to his owne kyngdom. 1529MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 278/1 The landes Inned by dyuer"owners in the Isle of tenate. ,543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII,
c. Q Wappmge Marshe . . beyng longe tyme surroundedand over flowen w' water was recovered and ynned by the
saide Cornelys [Wanderdelf J. 1592 BACON Obseni. LiM in
Rttutatatio (,66,) n 3 Wast, and unprofitable Ground
Inned, Reclaimed, and Improved. 1640 SOMNER Antiq.<-anterb. 290 Appledore mershes were inned in his time.

"I?
5
?!

vmber <: **"~v. Act 2038 Any part of the shores .

shall be inned, gained, or reclaimed from the water 187*PARISH Sussex Gloss, s. v., I inned that piece of land from
the common.
2. To gather (grain, hay, or other produce)

into the barn, stackyard, etc. ; to harvest or house.
c 1407 HOCCLEVE Bal. $ Chanceon to H. Someria Haasteth

our heruest as soone as yee may.. Were our seed Inned welWe !S?ten PIeve- '49* Dives * Paup. (W. de W.) x. viii.

383/1 Ihou shalt tylle and other shall in that thou tyllest
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxii. 55 Then he taryed tyll
they had inned all their corne and vyntage. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 562 They make greater hast to cut it [Barley]
downe, and to inne it. a 1605 MONTGOMERY Poems xlviii

240 Notwithstanding all wes ind and bair. 1676 T. CLARKm Hubbard Narrative (1865) II. 139 note. To fight the
linemie out of our Borders, that our English Corn may be
inned in. 1743 Lond. ty Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2) 253 When
Barley is mn'd wet, it will heat or burn in the Mow. 1821
Blackvj, Mag. VIII. 428 October either rots, or inns the
stuff. 1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 842 The brownie had inned
the corn and threshed it.

b. To harvest (a field). Now local.

1646 in Picton L'fool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 234 From the
tyme of seedeing till the towne feild be inned.
3. To get in, gather in, collect. (Partly transf.

from 2.)

1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner III. 647 The
same [money] is clearly inned again, together with all
other charges. 1655 FULLER C't. Hist. x. iii. 13 The
profits of two former years, which the knight inned at his
own cost, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Fat, the last
landed, inned or stowed ofany sort of Merchandize.
t4. To take in mentally, comprehend, rare 1

.

1603 FLORIO Motitaigne n. iv. (1632) 201 He hath assuredly
understood and inned the very imagination, and the true
conceit of the Author.

f5. intr. To go in. to enter; in 17* c. to make
a beginning, to begin. Ol'S.

(The OE. instance is a late variant reading ; it has app. no
historical connexion with the i7th c. use.)
K. ALFRED Boeth. xxii. i (Bodley MS. a 1200), He [se

laececraeft] bi swiSe biter on muSe. .ac he werodao sySSan
he innaS, & bi5 liSe on Sam innoSe [Cotton MS. a 1000, ac
he weredaS siSSan he innan bi5, & swiSe liSe on Sam
innoSe]. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. i. i, The warmer
Sun the golden Bull outran And with the Twins made haste
to inne and play. 1639 J. CLARKE Parzmiol. 13 We inne
diversely, but end alike.

II In (in). I. The Latin preposition in, (with the
ablative case)

'

in ', (with accusative)
'

into ', enters
into a number of phrases, chiefly of legal, logical,

philosophical, or ecclesiastical origin, now or for-

merly current in English, of which the chief are

given below.
In early use, the in seems occasionally to have been taken

as the English preposition, and is thus found printed in
roman type, while the rest of the phrase is in italics.

1. in ca-pite, in chief (see CHIEF sb. 12), holding
directly from the crown.
[1275 in Rot. Hundred. (1812) d ij b, Jurat! dicunt quod

civitas London. . . tenetur in capite de domino Rege.] a 1558
STAUNFORD Kinges Prerog. i. (1567) 6 a, It extendes to any
landes .. whether they be holden of the king in capite or
not. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 129 Men shall hold
of mee in Capite. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 60 All
tenures being thus derived .. from the king, those that held
immediately under him . . were called his tenants in capite,
or in chief.

2. in ezte-nso, at full length.
1826 Congress Debates II. n. 1767 It might not suit the

views of the Government, to give, in extenso, the instructions

given to our Ministers. 1855 THACKERAY Ne^ucomes II. xx.
196 The evening papers gave Rowland's address, in extenso.
Mod. The speech will be published in extenso.

3. in eztre-mis, in the last agonies, at the very
point of death.
a 1530 R. PACE Let. to Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m.

I. 199 Mr. Dean off Paulis hath lyen continually synst
Thursdaye in extremis and is not yitt dedde. 1646 EVELYN
Diary (1850) I. 230 An Irish Friar . . confessing him . . and
other ceremonies used in extremis. 1764 G. WILLIAMS in

J. H. Jesse G. Stlwyn * Contemp. (18431 1. 321 The Master
of the Rolls . . tumbled out of his chair last Sunday at

82
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church, and is, they say,
in e.rtremh. 1840 HARHAM fngol.

Leg., Lady Rohesm, His lady was in extremis.

4. in fo rma pan-perls, in the form or guise f

a poor person (exempted from liability to pay the

costs of an action : see PAUPEK sb) ; hence, in a

humble or abject manner.

1599 GREKNK Quip Upst. Courtier E j h, The poore man
lh.it . . pleads in forma pauperis. 1605 SYLVESTER Dn
Rartas n. Law Ded. to Ld. Chauncelor, He is compell'd,
in forma pauperis, To Plead. 1641 Spiritual Courts in

Hurl. Misc. (Main.) IV. 420 Many of them were in forma
pauperis. 1711 STEELK in Sped. No. 78 r 10 We have
been oppressed so many Years, that we can appear no other

way, but in forma pauperis. 1883 Wharton 's Law Diet.

(oil. 7) 409/1 A person admitted to sue in formA pauperis
is not entitled to costs from the opposite party, unless by
order of the Court or a judge.
5. in innni-tum, to infinity, without end (cf.

AD JNFINITUM).
1564 GRINDAL /'. Strm. Emp. Ferdinand'm Rein. (1843)

4 And so in infinitttnt, until all years and days be clean

past and expired. 1674 BOYLE K.vcell. Theol. 11. iii. 146
Each of these parts is divisible . . into other corporeal parts.
lesser and lesser, in infinitum. 1790 REID Let. to J.

Gregory Wks. 11846) 86/i Diminish the time, I'M infinitum,
and the effect of a centripetal force is diminished in injiii-
ititm,

6. In li mine, on the threshold, at the very
outset.

1804 Eilin. Rev. July 297 One objection, in liniine, we
feel ourselves called upon to make. 189. S. LEATHF.S
Testim. Earlier Profh. Writ. 7 The supposition of super-
natural teaching, which is in limine rejected by the critics.

7. in lo-co, in place of; esp. in loco pare ntis,
in the place or position of a parent.
1710 New Hampshire Prov. Papers (1869) III. 434

George Jaffrey was this day elected.. a Representative in
loco Mark Hunkin. [1785 LD. THURLOW in W. Brown
Chancery Cases (1820) I. 426 A provision .. made directly,
or as a portion by a parent Or person loco parentis.} 1828

Congress Debates IV. l. 1335. I now stand to them, in loco

parentis, in the place of a father. 1854 THACKERAY New-
comes I. xvi. 157, I stood towards him in loco parentis ',

because he was as a child to me.

8. in me'dias re's, into the midst of affairs, into
the middle of a narrative.

1786 HAM. MORE Bos Bleu 33 But be as epic as I please,
And plunge at once in medias res. 1819 BYRON Don Juan
i. vi. 1883 BLACK Yalande I. xiii. 253 For good or ill, she
determined to plunge in medias res.

9. in memo riam, to the memory of, in memory
of. Common as the commencement of an epitaph
or commemorative inscription. Hence, after the
title of Tennyson's poem, used as s!>. = A memorial

poem or writing.
1850 TENNYSON (title) In Memoriam A. H. H. Obiit

MDCCCXXXIII. 1895 Daily News 19 Oct. 6/1 The in memo-
riam of a bereavement, a breviary of a sorrowing parent's
love.

10. in nu-bibus, in the clouds ; not yet settled

or decided
; also, incapable of being carried out.

1583 BABINCTON Commandm. To Gentl. Glamorgan, Both
the fee and freehold of the Church is in suspence, and in
nubibus. 1614-5 J- CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. * Times Jos. /
(1848) II. 506 The French match is still in nubibus, and
few or none know yet what to judge of it. 1717-18 EYRE
in Gilbert Cases in Law ff Equity (1760) 266 It would
Occasion great Delay, should the Plaintiff be put to take
out a new Writ, whilst the Business is thus in Nubibus.
1848 THACKERAY Van. F. Ixvi, 'Bah', said the other,
1 the concert is a concert in nubibus '.

11. in pa-rtibns (inflde'linm), in the regions of
infidels

;
in countries inhabited by unbelievers. In

R. C. Ch. describing a titular bishop in an un-
civilized or a heretical country : see BISHOP I b.

1687 in Ellis Orif. Lett. Ser. ill. IV. 314 The King having
. . recommended Father Phillip Ellis Dr. Gifford, and Dr.
Smith, to be Bishops in partibus. 1787 BECKFORD Italy
(1834) II. xiv. 73 He is become Archbishop, in partibus.
1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 88/2 Bishops in partibus can
attend general councils.

12. in perpe tuuni, in perpetuity, to all time, for

ever.

i&4i tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. iii. $ 239 If Lands or Tene-
ments bee devised by Will, unto a man and his Assignees,
In perpetuum. 1807 Edin. Rev. July 361 We ought not
to annex, in perpetuum, to the office of cabinet-minister,
one or two hundred more of close boroughs.
13. in pontiflca libus, in pontificals, in the pro-

per vestments of a pope, cardinal, archbishop, etc.

1494 FABVAN Chron. VH. 607 The deane and the chanons of
Paulys, with whom also in pontificalibus came the arche-

bysshop of Caunterbury. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III.

892/2 The cardinal! . . sat in pontincalibus vnder his cloth
of estate. 1679 LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) I. 29 At night
were several bonefires, and particularly a very great one at

Temple gate, where was a pope burnt in pontincalibus.
1788 H. WALPOLE Remin. iv. in Lett. 1857 I. p. cxii, He
offered to proclaim the Pretender at Charing Cross in pon-
tificalibus.

b. Also in his, their, etc. ponlifualibus : see
PONTIFICALIBUS.

14. in pro-prla perio-na, 'in proper person',
in bis (her, etc.) own person.
. M GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. vii. 113 He Knight-Errant,
'foe stealc in propria persona, is Uncalendred for ever.
1761 SMOLLETT SirL. Greaves xvi. (1793) II. 85 Believing he
was the devil in propria persona. 1817 BYRON Let. to
Maori 28 Jan. in Moore Lett. etc. (1830) II. 72 Marianna
h *, in propria persona .. without a single word seizes her
said suler-in-law by the hair. 18*8 LYTTON I'elham III.

xvii. 280 As they have never U lit-M me before, it would
very little matter if I went in propria persona.
15 in si tu. in its ^original) place ; in position.
1817 Edin. Rev. Mar. 180 Granite and clay slate are those

[rocks] alone which appear in situ. 1845 J. C. ATKINSON
in /'roc. Reno. Nat. Club II. No. 13. 134 We shall find it

in situ close by. 1894 Nation (N. Y.) 31 May 405/1 What
actually remains in situ is the walls of the foundations.

16. in sta tu quo- (ante, prius, or mine
, in the

same state (as formerly or now).
1602 W. WATSON Decacordon 174 The seculars are but in

statti otto prius, and cannot be in a worse then they are in

at this present, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. xlvii. 60
In slat it quo nitnc I am grown useless and good for nothing.
1687 Nnu Etig. llist. f, Gen, Reg. (i8so)lV. 222 Matters
will never be againe in Statu quo here. 1688 T. TRAMALL
in Hatton Corr. (Camden) II. 98 Things were put in statu

quo, only M r
. Charnock was left out. 2717 LADY M. W.

MONTAGU Let. to Lady {Rich} 17 June, However, my face
is still in statu quo. 1817 BYRON Let. to Murray 2 Apr. in

Moore Life (1830) II. 94 Of course I had the box remitted
in statu guo.
17. in terro-rem, as a warning, in order to ter-

rify or deter others.

1612 J. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. , Times Jos. 7(1848) I. 213
Most men believe . . that only it was done in terrorem.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. i'o Dr. Lewis, 2 June, This
[the pillory] is so far from being accounted a punishment
in terrorem, that it will probably make his fortune. 1845
M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 18 Exhibited in terrorem to
the assembly.
attrib. 1799 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 153 If

the augmented force was not intended as an in terrorem
measure the delay in Recruiting it is unaccountable.

18. in to'to, as a whole, absolutely, completely,
without exception.
[a 1639 WOTTON Surv. Educ. in Reliq. (1654) 293 Always

I except Prodigious Forms, and meer natural Impotencies,
which are unmanageable In toto Genere.} 1798 WASHING-
TON Lett. Writ. 1803 XIV. 135 It was impossible to comply
with them, and difficult to discriminate, for which reasons
it was deemed best to reject them in toto. 1858 GREENER
Gunnery 357 Many writers condemn in toto the Minic

principle and its cup. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 32, I de*

cline in toto to hear more of it.

19. in tra nsltn, in passing, on the way.
1620 Reliq. Wotton. (1654) 334, I had, in transitu, con-

ferred with him your Christian ends. 1665 SOUTH Semi, at
Court 23 They only please and affect the mind in Transitu.

1787 GROSE in Durnford & East Rep. (1704) II. 76 The
consignor may seize the goods in trausitu, if the consignee
become insolvent before the delivery of them. l88a Ln.
SELBORNR in Law Rep. 7 App. Cas. 576 But for the indorse-
ment., the right of stoppage in transitu would have been
well exercised.

20. in va'cuo, in a vacuum or empty space.
1660 EVELYN Diary (1872) I. 364 Various experiments in

vacua. I7I6CHEYNE P/iilos. Print. Relig. l. 114 Supposing
a body moving iu vacua. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Ckem. Philos.

138 A wire of platina may be preserved in a state of intense

ignition in vacua.

21. In many other phrases : e.g. in abstwcto, in

the ABSTRACT (a. 5) ; in arti-culo mo'rtis, in the
article of death (cf. AKTICLE 2 b) ;

at the point, or

in the instant of death
;
in ba-nco, on the bench (see

BANCO) ;
in ca'mera, in (a judge's) private room,

not in open court (see CAMERA i b) ;
in ca-thedra,

in the chair of office, in the seat of authority : see

CATHEDRA 2; in commrndam : see COMMENDAM i
;

in concre'lo, in the CONCRETE (a. 5) ; in deli-ciis, in

favour, in affection ; in depo-sito, in deposit (see
DEPOSIT sb. i and DEPOSITUM) ;

in du'bio, in

doubt, in uncertainty ; in duodecimo, in embryo,
in equilibria, in e-sse : see the sbs.

;
in cxce'lsis,

in the highest (heavens), in the highest degree ;

in fi'eri : see FIERI
; in flngrcrnte delrcto, iu the

very act of committing an offence (cf. DELICT b) ;

info-lio : see FOLIO 5 ; info-ro conseie-ntiie, in the
court of conscience (cf. FORVM 2 b) ;

in fwmo,
in smoke (in Alchemy] ; in ge-nere, in the genus,
in general ; in media, in the middle, in an un-
settled state ;

in pla'tto, on a plane surface ; in

po'sse, in potentiality, in the condition of being
possible : see POSSE

; in potc'ntia, in potentiality ;

in pri-inis : see IMPRIMIS
;
in princi'pio, in the be-

ginning : the first words of Genesis and St. John's
Gospel in the Vulgate ; in pifris natura'libus, in
'

pure naturals
'

(cf. NATURAL sb.) ; in a purely
natural condition, hence '

stark naked
'

; in re, in

reality : see RE ; in re-rum natu-ra, in nature, in

the physical world ; in sa-ctt/a sieculo'rum, to the

ages of ages, to all eternity, for ever and ever ; in

specie, in specific form, in the precise or identical

lorm : see SPF.CIE
; in trnebris, in darkness, in a

state of ignorance or doubt ;
in te'rminis, in ex-

press terms, expressly.
1596 Estate Eng. Fugitives 75 (Stanf.) Visitation of sicke

men *in articulo mortis. 1868 J. T. BENJAMIN .Wfi (18841
409 The only case decided 'in banco, that has been found
on this point. 16*1 BURTON Anat. Mel. II. ii. iv. (1676)
172/2 Their cats which they have */ dcliciis. 1615 J.
CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. 4 Times Jas. I (1848) I. 362 The
place of Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports hath, .remained
in the lord chamberlain's hands as *itt deposito. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones iv. xi, As his Intention was truly up-
right, he ought to be excused "in l-'oro Conscienti*. 1605
B. JONSON Volpone it. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 183/2 When these

practitioners come to the last decoction, blow, blow, pun",

puff, and all flies "in fumo. 1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. i.

Heatiing, Of the chesse borde *in genere how it is made.

1609 HOLLAND Ainm. Marccll. Annot. xiv. a iv, 1 leave it

'in media. 1884 l.aiu Times LXXVIII. 131/1 To keep the

property in media until the rights of the parties were ascer-
tained. 1661 KYF.I.YN Chalcogr. (1769) 98 Solid bodies may
seem swelling, and to be embossed 'in piano by art. 1610
B. JONSON Alch. n. iii, The egg. .is a chicken *in potentia.
f 1386 CHAUCER 1'rol. 254 So plesaunt was his */n principio.
c 1570 Pride 4- Lowl. (1841) 23 Sure thou were not in prin-
cipio. 1633 SANDERSON Serm. II. 34 Compare thy self and
him . .

*
in puris naturalibus, and thou shall find no differ-

ence. 1584 R. SCOT Disc. Witch, xill. v. 292 Such as except
we had seene . . we would not beleeve to be VH reruni
uatura. 1686 J. DUNTON Lttt.fr. Nftti-Eng. (1867) 21
Stuflf'd with Wonders of my own Invention, and such as
never were in rerum natura. 1593 PEELE Edw. I Wks.
(Rlldn.) 382/2 To follow my fortune *in secula scuilorum.
1668 DRVDEN Even. Love iv. ii, But, how she lost it, and
how it came upon your finger, 1 am yet *in tenebris. 1646
HAMMOND Wks. (1674) 1- 2S4

"r ' s *> id uf Christ in

Scripture *in terminis that he was the day-spring to give
light to them which sit in darkness. 1808 SCOTT Life
Dryden in Dryden's Wks. 1. 98 A contradiction in terminis.

II. The Italian prep. = Latin in, as in the phrases
in fresco, in petto, for which see the sbs.

In, obs. f. INN
; var. HiN/ro. Obs., him.

Ta.-,pref.
i
, the prep, and adv. IN, in combina-

tion with verbs, verbal derivatives, and other words.
In original compound verbs, unaccented in- passed
in \VS. intopn- (cf. iN/nr/., General Sense) : e.g.
Goth, inliuhtjan, OHG. inliuhten, OE. onliehtan

to enlighten, illuminate; Goth, int'and/an, OE.
ontendan to set on fire, Goth, intvandjan, OE.
onivendan to turn, change. In such of these verbs

as survived in ME., on- was normally reduced to

a-. But, in late OE., numerous new verbs in in-

appeared as glosses or literal renderings of Latin

verbs in in-, e. g. inbldwan = L. injlare, inspirare
to blow in, inbringan = L. inferre to bring in,

inlfedan = i-.. introducifre to lead in. The forma-
tion of these in similar circumstances continued in

ME. to the close of the i-jth c., when numerous

examples occur in Wyclif. Among the ME.
examples are inclepe, L. invocare to call in,

indelve, L. infodfre to dig in, injctte, L. infundtre
to pour in, in/oje, L. iiiflammare to inflame,

inwlappen, L. involvfre to enwrap, imvrite, L.
inseribere to inscribe. Few or none of these verbs
have survived into mod. English. In OE. the adv.

inn, in, was also freely used in collocation with
verbs of motion or change of state. The position
of the adv. was with the finite tenses, variable

;
in

the infinitive it generally stood before the vb., and
in derived verbal sbs. and adjs. always so. In this

position the adv. came at length to be written in

combination with the vb., e. g. income-n, incoming,
income sb., indwe/le-n, indwelling, indweller, etc.

In the infinitive and other verbal forms in- re-

mained movable, and is now regularly placed after

the verb, as in come in, go in, call in, lead in, etc. ;

but the derived sbs. and adjs. in which the position
of in- was invariable, have become regular com-

pounds with stress on in-, thus incoming, income,
incomer (beside come in], indwelling, indwcller

(beside dwell in), inlet, insight, intake, etc. See
IN adv. 1 1. (Cf. the parallel case of German verbs
with movable prefixes, as cingehen, einzttgehen,

eingegangen, gehe ein, er geht ein, wenn er ein-

geht, eingang, eingehend ; eingelien, eingeber; etc.)
There are also various other formations, OE., ME.,
or modern, in which this prefix occurs, usually with

the sense '

in, within, internal
', e.g. OE. ingehygd,

in^efianc internal thought, intent, inland demesne

land, M E. inwit conscience
;
mod. inborn, inside,

inward, etc. In a few instances prepositional

phrases with in- have given rise to attributive

combinations, as in-college residents, in-door occu-

pations.
As to the blending of this prefix and \K-pref'.* in

later use, see at the end of the latter.

In-, pref^, repr. L. in- adv. and prep., used in

combination with verbs or their derivatives, less

commonly with other parts of speech, with the

senses '

into, in, within ; on, upon ; towards,

against ', sometimes expressing onward motion or

continuance, sometimes intensive, sometimes transi-

tive, and in other cases with little appreciable force.

Form-history. In earlier L., in- was generally re-

tained unchanged before all consonants ; but in

later times it was assimilated to the following con-

sonant, becoming il- before /, im- before a labial,

ir- before r. These changes are retained in Eng. :

e.g. it-late, im-but, im-mit, im-pel, ir-radiate : see

IL- 1
, IM- 1

,
IB- i. In OF., in inherited words, in-,

im-, became en-, em- but learned words derived

or formed from L., esp. in later times, regularly
retained in-, im-. The French words were adopted
in 1'Jig. in their current form

; but from the 141)1 c.
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onward, there was a growing tendency in words in

which the L. derivation was evident, to change
i'ii-, cm- back to L. in-, im-, as in the words of
learned origin. This was even extended to some
words which were not obviously, or not at all

of L. origin, including some of those in which
en-, cm- was, as a living formative, prefixed
to radicals of OE. or other origin. (See EN-.)
Conversely, some words directly from L. were
formed with the French en-, em-. Hence, a large
number of words occur in the I5th and i6th c.

with both forms of the prefix, and some have re-

tained both forms to the present day, either with no
distinction of sense, as in enclose, inclose, enijuire,

inquire, or with differentiation of use, as ensure,
insure. The general tendency (though with nu-
merous exceptions) has been to establish in-, im-, in

words evidently derived from L., reserving en-, em-,
for words formed in French and not having a L.

type, or in which the L. type is disguised by
phonetic change, and for words formed in Kng. on
the analogy of these. In this Dictionary, current
words are placed under their usual form, whether
in- (im-) or en- (em-), or, in unsettled cases, in

that which, on grounds of etymology or analogy,
appears to be the preferable form

;
obsolete words

have been dealt with on the same principles, and
cross-references have been given to the form under
which each word is treated.

Since IN- ! and IN- 2 are identical in form, and to
a great extent in sense, they come in later use to be
felt as one and the same prefix ; and it is this re-

sulting prefix, which appears in many words of later

formation, formed upon native substantives or ad-

jectives, in which in-, im-, has affinities at once with
the prefix en-, em-, from French, and with OE. in-.

In-, prefj, the Lat. in-, cognate with Gr. <}-, av-,
Com. Teut. un-, prefixed to adjs. and their deriva-

tives, rarely to other words, to express negation or

privation; as felix happy, infelix unhappy, utilis

useful, inutilis useless, noccns hurtful, innocens un-

hurtful, innocent, doctus learned, indoctits unlearned.
In earlier Latin, in- was used before all consonants,
but in later times was subjected to the same assimila-
tions as IN--, as in il-litteralus illiterate, im-incnsus

unmeasured, immense, ir-reguldris without rule,

irregular, and was besides reduced to i- before gn,
as in i-gndrus ignorant ; i-gnoscere not to take

cognizance of, to overlook, forgive. In a few OF.
words, L. in- became en- as in IN- -, e.g. inimicus,
OF. euemi enemy, L. invidia, OF. envie envy;
but most French words containing this prefix are

of learned formation, and retain L. in- (il-, im-,

ir-) ; as is the case also in Eng. with words de-
rived either through French, or from L. direct. In

Eng. in- (il-, im-, ir-) is a living negative suffix for

words of Latin or Romanic origin, freely used, even
when no corresponding formation appears in Latin ;

in this use it interchanges to some extent with
the OE. negative un-, which is used in native or

thoroughly naturalized words, e.g. incautious, un-

caulioiis, in-, mi-ceremonious, in-, un-certain, in-,

un-communicative, in-, un-devout, in-, un-distin-

guiskable. In such cases the practice in the i6th
and 1 7th c. was to prefer the form with in-, e.g.

inaidable, inarguable, inavailable, but the modern

tendency is to restrict in- to words obviously an-

swering to Latin types, and to prefer un- in other

cases, as in unavailing, uncertain, undevout.

In-, pref., of Teut. origin, prefixed to OE. and
ME. adjs., with intensive force. In origin akin
to IN- pref.l, with the sense '

inly', 'intimately',
'

thoroughly ', and hence '

exceedingly ',

'

very '.

Examples : OE. indryhten most noble, infrdd
1

very
wise, inhold thoroughly loyal ;

ME. inrtadeep red.

(On this prefix in the cognate langs., see Hoefer
'Das intensive IN ', in Germania, new ser. III. 61.)

-in, suffix i. Client. A modification of the
chemical suffix -INK 5, introduced into systematic
nomenclature by Hofmann a 1860, used systemati-
cally in Watts' Diet. Chem. in 1866, and subse-

quently adopted by the Chemical Society, for the

names of neutral substances, such as glycerides,

glucosides, bitter principles, colouring matters,
and proteids, which are thus distinguished from
names of alkaloids and basic substances in -INK.

Examples, albumin, casein, fibrin, globulin, miicin,

myosin , pepsin ; cerebrin, chitin, chondrin, gelatin,
lecithin ; acetin, alizarin, aloin, arbutin, cerotin,

curctiinin, dextrin, hxmatin, indigotin, inulin,

isatin,palmitin.pttrpurin,salicin,ulmin, vanillin.

Some of these were formerly spelt with -ine, and
in that spelling had passed into popular use before
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the rectification of the nomenclature, esp. dextrine,

gelatine, margarine, which are still commonly so

spelt in non-scientific use.
1881 Chemical Society, Instntctions to Abstractors T 16

Basic substances should invariably be indicated by names
endmg^in -iitc, as anilin,-, instead of unilin, the termination
-ft being restricted to certain neutral compounds, \it.

glycerides, glucosides, bitter principles, and proteids, such
as

galinitin, atnygdalin, albumin.

-in, suffix '*, an obs. variant of -INE ! in adjs., as

feminin, genuin, etc. ; also an occasional variant

of_-!NE
4 : L. -ma, as in ruin.

-ina, suffix l, a Latin feminine suffix found in

reg-ina queen, extended in It. or Sp., and thence
in Eng. use, to form feminine titles, as czar-ina

(for Russ. tsaritsa), and female Christian names, as

Alexandr-ina,Angel-itta, Chrisl-ina, Clement-ina,
Georg-ina, Tliomas-ina, Wilhelm-ina, etc. (Cf.

I

-INE 4.) It occurs also as a formative of some
other words, as in concertina, seraphina, etc.,
names of musical instruments,

-ina, suffix *, in words which are the neuter pi.
of L. adjs. in -ittus, and in mod.L. words formed
after them, used (in agreement with animd/ia

animals, understood) to form names of groups of
animals related to some typical genus, as JSomby-
cina (genus Bombyx), etc.

t Inabrlitate, ppl. a. Obs. rare
-

'. [(. med.
L. inhabilitatus, pa. pple. of inhabilitdre to de-

clare unfit, f. inhabilis unfit, unable, etc.] Declared
unfit or unable, disqualified.

1577 HELLOWES Gueuara's Chroii. 259 They . . were in-

abihtate of all power to commaund or to gouerne.

t Inabilite, v. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. med.L. in-

habilitdre (see prec.), or a. obs. F. inhabilite-r

(Oresme, I4th c.) : cf. INHABILITV.] trans. To
declare ineligible (for an office) ;

to disqualify.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rollsl VIII. 448 Takynge their bene-

fices, and inabilitynge beim to eny benefice afterwarde.

Inability (inabi-liti). Also 6-7 inhab-. [f.

IN- 3 + ABILITY : cf. It. inabilita, . inhabited]
The condition of being unable ; want of ability,

physical, mental, or moral
; lack of power, capa-

city, or means.
14.. Goodly Ballad L'Envoye, I haue besought my ladies

Sapience Of thy behalfe, to accept in game Thine inabilite.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 130 Knowynge our owne
fraylty &; inabilite, we shall thynke our selfe vnworthy.
1651 tr. Life Fat/ur Sarpi (1676) 23 The temperament and
complexion have a great part in the liabilities or inhabilities
of men. 1684 T. BURNET Tk, Earth \. 214 The cause of
that driness and decay, or other inhability in the solid parts.
1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will \. iv. 25 The word Inability . .

has Respect to some stated Defect. 1843 CARLYLE Past
<fr

Pr. I. i, Instead of noble thrift and plenty, there is idle

luxury alternating with mean scarcity and inability.

t D. spec. Bodily infirmity. Obs.

1640 in Grant Burgh Sell. Scoff, n. xii. (1876) 368 In re-

gaird of his old aige and inhabilitie of bodie. a 1834 LAMB
Let. to Soutltey in Talfourd Lett. (1837) 1. iv. 107 A good
field for dwelling on sickness, and inabilities, and old age.

c. Const, for (f to) something; to do, of doing
something.
1644 Direct. Pnbl. Worship 6 Their own inability to so

great a Worke. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 4 He tells you
of childrens inability of judging. 1676 SOUTH Semi. (1697)
I. 407 Their Inability for, and frequent contrariety to the
bringing about such designs. 1697 Ibid. (1698) III. 41 That
Infinitely Greater Inability, .to present Him with any Thing,
which they were not first Beholden to Him for. 1711 STEELK
Spcct. No. 437 P 3 Good Nature is only an Inability of
observing what is faulty. 1803 N. NICHOLLS Let. in Corr.
id. Gray (1843).49 A want of love for general society, indeed
an inability to it. 1867 DICKENS Let. to Miss Hogarth 21

Jan. (1880) II. 272 My distressing inability to sleep at night.

finable, -ment, obs. forms of ENABLE, -MENT. i

1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i, x. 6. 118 They owe
jmuch of these furtherances and inablements to the civill

Discipline and Politique literature of Courts. Ibid. xv. i.

267 That treasure which is dispensed to us for our inable-
ments to this discharge.

Iil-abou't, adv. Sc.
[f. IN adv. t ABOUT adv.]

In or into proximity ; about or close to a place.
1813 W. BEATTIE Tales 4 (Jam.) Just as I entered in-

about, My aunt by chance was looking out. Mod. Come
in-about here. There was a lot o' fowk in-about yesterday.
t Ina-brogable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Not

abrogable; that cannot be abrogated or revoked.
1617 COLLINS Dcf. Up. Ely Ep. Ded. 5 Their authoritie is

inabrogable.

Ina-bstinence. [!N- 3.] Want of abstinence ;

failure to abstain.

1667 MILTON P. L. XT. 476 What miserie th' inabstinence
of Eve Shall bring on men. 1863 W. LANCASTER Prae-
terita 77 Man, Ape of all change, whose fierce inabstinence
Gulps at illusion.

t Inabstra'cted, ///. . Obs. rare. [IN- .]

Not abstracted.
16. . Hooker's Eccl. Pol. VIH. i. 5 Names betokening

accidents unabstracted \v.r. inabstracted], dp betoken not
only those accidents, but also together with them the I

subjects whereunto they cleave.

t Inabirsively, adv. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Not
abusively, properly.

1677 Lt>. NORTH Light in Ifajt Paradise (1682) 91 (T.)
That infinite wisdom . . which resideth in the Deity, and

INACCOBDANCE.
which makes power to consist inabusively only there, as in
its proper sphere.

tlnaece-ntuated, a. rare. [IN-:*.] Accen-
tuated, emphasized.
1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Frit. II. 304 The Jacobit Mobs

Skreeking and Bawling one on top of the other with in-
accentuated Clamours and Barbarous Huees.

Inaccentuation. [!N- 3.] Unaccented con-
dition. Also^/^.
1867 C. J. SMITH Syn. # Antonyms s. v. Accent, Smooth-

ness. Inaccentuation. . . Equableness. 1883 E. C. BABER
in K. Geog. Soc. Suppl. Papers I. i. 157 In every step and
movement there was a decision and exactness widely dif-
ferent from the sluggish inaccentuation of the Chinese
physique.

luacce'ptatale, . rare. [!N-S.] Not ac-

ceptable, unacceptable.
1878 LECKY Eng. iZlk C. II. viii. 445 The French made

propositions of peace, but they appeared utterly inaccept.
able.

t luacce'SSe, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inaccessus

unapproached, unapproachable, f. in- (!N- 3) + ac-

cessus, pa. pple. of accedlre to approach.] Unap-
proachable, inaccessible.

iSSS ABP. PARKER Ps. xciv. 266 My God was rocke : as
maccesse [rime stresse] My trust and! confidence.

Inaccessibility (i'n&ksesibi-liti). [f. next
+ -ITY. Cf. F. inaccessibility (i;th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The quality or condition of being in-

accessible; unapproachableness. Alsoy?^.
1665 MANLEY Grotius' Low C. Warres 317 The inacces-

sibility of the Marishes frighted them from their Design.
1798 PENNANT Hindoostan II. 73 The partial inaccessibility
bestowed on them by nature. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 389/2 The
Jungfrau . . owes its name to its supposed inaccessibility.

1843.MILL Logicm. xxi. 4 Accounted for by .. their inac-

cessibility to observation. 1864 Spectator 1403 Should we
prove our reliance on his inaccessibility to error 1

b. (with//.) An inaccessible place.
186* CARLYLE I-'redk. Gt. ix.x. (1872) III. 154 Going from

Stollhofen. .up into the inaccessibilities.

Inaccessible (i:n;iekse-sib'l),a. (s6.) Also 6-7
erron. -able. [a. F. inaccessible (141)1 c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. late L. inaccessibilis, i. in- (lN-3) +
accessil/ilis ACCESSIBLE.]
1. That cannot be reached, entered, or got to;

that cannot be scaled or penetrated.
iSSS EDEN Decades 253 The south partes. .inaccessable by

reason of great heate. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638)
281 The desperat danger . . in climbing the inaccessible
mountain. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 37 Vninhabitable, and
almost inaccessible. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to
Abbe Conti 31 July, The harbour . . [is] inaccessible almost
six months in the year. 1846 GROTE Greece l. xvii. (1862)
II. 433 Its inaccessible acropolis defied them.
2. fig. That one cannot come into personal or

close relations with
; not open to advances or

influence, unapproachable.
1583 STUBBES Aunt. Atus. i. (1879) 35 Tne ^ord our God,

a spiritual . .substance, incomprehensible, immensurable, and
inaccessible, a 1663 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867)
431 Fortify the

spirit
. . of a man, to make it inaccessible

unto, .cares and fears. 1781 GIBBON Ded. # F. xxxiv. (1869)
II. 265 This savage hero was not inaccessible to pity. 1896
' M, FIELD '

Attila i. 19 Always inaccessible To any suitor.

t_3. (tr. Gr. doTTTos.) 'Not to be touched,
resistless, invincible.' Obs.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad 1.550 Curb your tongue in time, lest

all the Gods. .Too few be and too weak to help thy puni.ih'd
insolence, When my inaccessible hands shall fall on thee.

B. sb. That which is inaccessible, rare.
iSiz KEATINGE (title) Eidometrian Local, Victoria!, and

Military, for Inaccessibles.

luacce'ssibleuess. [f. prec.
<- -NESS.] The

quality of being inaccessible
; inaccessibility.

1612 15 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xii. viii, Them that
trusted to the inaccessiblenesse of the place. 16*7 H. BURTON
Baiting ofPope's Bull Ep. Ded. 3 Whose case . . became the
more desperate, through the inaccessiblenesse of interces-
sors. 1769 Scots Mag. Sept. 526/1 Haughtiness and inac-

cessibleness, are crimes in a servant of the public. 1844
EMERSON Ess. Ser. n. i. 33 The inaccessibleness of every
thought but that we are in, is wonderful.

Inaccessibly, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LY ^.J In

an inaccessible manner or degree ; unapproachably.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 82. 2/1 God is Inaccessibly Glorious.

1785 GLOVER Athenaid XXI. Poems (1810) 151/2 Friend-

ship's unremitted care Still in Sandauce's chamber held the

queen Sequester'd, inaccessibly immur'd. 1816 SHELLHY
Alastor 503 O stream ! Whose source is inaccessibly pro-
found.

t Iiiacce-ssioiial, a. Obs. rare. [!N- a.]

Unapproachable.
1654-66 LD. ORRERY Partlien. 97 A Lady, who possest the

several Beauties of shape, stature, complexion, and features

in so inaccessioual a degree. Ibid. 137 To raise your in-

solence to an inaccessional height.

t Inaccidentate, v. Obs. [f. IN- 2 + ACCIDENT
sb. (sense 6) + -ATE 3.] trans. To unite with the
' accidents

'

(in reference to transubstantiation).
1579 FULKE Hedtiiii Part. 257 He [Christ] is neither im-

panated, nor inuinated, nor inaccidentated.

t InaCCO'mmodate, a. Obs. rare. [f. Is- 3

-(-ACCOMMODATE///, a.] Not suited, unsuited.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 697 Some things he dis-

allowed of as inaccommodate.

InaccoTdauce. [lu-s.] =next.
1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 61 Another cause of

irregularity, .is an inaccordance of time, or manner.
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Inacco'rdancy. [I.N-3.] Tne quality of

being inaccordant ; want of agreement or harmony.
18x1-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 295 The contractile

power of the one follows instead of keeping pace with the
contractile power of the other, or evinces some other mode
of inaccordancy. Ibid. IV. 102 An incongruity, inaccord-

ancy, or want of adaptation in the constituent principles.

Iiiacco'rdant, a. [IN- >.] Not accordant ;

not in agreement or harmony ; inharmonious.
Hence Inacco rdantly adv.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 403 [They] belong to
the same genus in botany, however inaccordant they may
appear to the eye of an ordinary spectator. Ibid. III. 327
Violent motions sometimes separately and sometimes syn-
chronously, but inaccordantly as to the number of throbs in
a given time.

t
Ibid, IV. 373 An organ, whose common

function is so inaccordant with such a production. 1851
Seddoes'

1 Poems Mem. 19 This unhesitating sacrifice of
partial but inaccordant beauty.. is. .among the surest tests
of the true artistic mind.

Inaccou'ntable, a. rare. 1 Obs. [IN 3.] Not
to be reasonably accounted for ; unaccountable.

8* T. BURNET Th. Eartk \. 216 To imagine that his

years are to be understood one way, and those of his fellow-

patriarchs another, would be an inaccountable fiction.

Inaccuracy (inx'kiurasi). [f. next : see -ACY,
and cf. accuracy] The quality or condition of

being inaccurate ; want of accuracy, exactness, or

precision ; with an and pi. An instance of this, an
inaccurate statement.

1757 SYMMER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 400 An inac-

curacy with regard to one of the great privileges of the
House had . . been suffered to slip. 1771 Jftmius Lett.
btviii. 343 An appearance of inaccuracy in the use of
terms. 18*4 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. led. 5) I. 29 Some
examples of inaccuracy, in the use of the verb without its

nominative case. 1883 A. ROBERTS O. T. Revis. vi. 131
The historical inaccuracies which the book contains.

Inaccurate (inse-kiur^l), a. [f. IN- 3
-i- ACCU-

RATE.] Not accurate ; inexact, incorrect, erroneous.
1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal, n. vi. Wks. 1811 II. 301Men going into Antiquity under the impression of modern

ideas, must needs form very inaccurate judgements of what
they find. 1775-* TYRWHITT Chaucer App. to Pref. (1860)
5 note, Leland is also inaccurate . -in representing the edition
by Thynne as coming next after that by Caxton. 1875
JOWETT Plato III. 620 Inaccurate modes of expression.
Hence Ina ccurateness, inaccuracy.
1873 WAGNER tr. Teujfcts Hist. Ram. Lit. II. 564 There

are numerous inaccuratenesses.

Iiiaxcurately, adv. [!K- 3.] In an in-

accurate manner ; not accurately ; incorrectly.
1669 FLAMSTEED in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 78

These appearances, which I had not inaccurately calculated.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. 11.316 Phaenomena, inaccurately
observed very often, and not always very fairly recorded.
1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 42 Quoting or alluding to
Homer inaccurately.

Inacquaintan.ee (inakw? ntans). [!N- 3.]
The being unacquainted ; want of acquaintance.
1607 MARKHAM Canal, in. (1617) 57 The very inacquain-

tance therewith will make him tyer euen in his best strength.
1779-84 W. RUSSELL Euroft IV. 290 (Jod.) An inacquain-
tance with the

principle
of gravitation. 1879 GEO. ELIOT

Theo. Such 96 He . . took his inacquaintance with doctrines
for a creative dissidence.

Inacquie-3Cent, a. [!N- a.] Not acquiescent.
1818 SCOTT Hrl. Midi, xiii, In the same dry inacquiescent

tone of voice and manner.
So f Inacquie-scncy, want of acquiescence.
1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv. i. i. (1854) 6 From an in-

acquiescency and dissatisfaction with the success of the
present.

Inact (inse-kt), z>.i
[f. IN- 2 + ACT t;.]

f 1. trans. To bring into activity ; to actuate.
1647 H. MORE Philosoph. Poems 348 note, The Mundane

-spirit, .inacted by Psyche. 1660 Myst. Codl. x. ix. 514He is inacted by the envy of Satan against the Kingdoms;
of Christ. 1661 GLANVILL Lux Orient, xiv. 145 The soul.,
was united with the most subtile and aethereal matter that
it was capable of inacting.
2. intr. To act in or within, rare.

1830 Erasers
Jlfaf.

I. 513 The principle is the all in all,
precedes all, inacts in all.

Inact, v:*-, obs. form of ENACT.
Inaction (inarkfan). [f. IN- 3 + ACTION sb. :

cf. . inaction (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Absence
of action or activity ; inertness, snpineness.
1707 Curios, in Hull. 4 Card. 63 In Winter, the Trees are

in a state of Inaction. 1796 BURKE Let. ta Ld. Rocking/tarn
Wks. 1842 II. 393 That your lordship should meet your
friends with some settled plan either of action or inaction.
1861 STANLEY East. CA. i. (1869) 35 In regard to missions
the inaction of the Eastern Churches is well known. 1868
Isee INACTIVITY bj. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii. { 2. 120 The
revelation of a danger at home . . shook him out of his con-
temptuous inaction.

Hence Ina ctionist, one who advocates inaction ;

a member of a party of inaction.
1891 Tem(le Bar Mag. May 50 It is. .his schemes for the

reconstruction of society that most raise the gall of the
great inactionist, who. .fumes at interference.

Inactive (inarktiv), a.
[f. IN- 3 + ACTIVE :

cf. F. inactif( 1 771 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not active
;

characterized by absence of action or activity ; not
disposed to act ; inert, indolent, sluggish ; passive
quiescent.

17J POPE Odyu. View Epic. Poem | 3 Led away by Ihe
seemms Charms ofan idle and inactive life. 1789 W. BUCHAN
Dam. Med. (1790) 85 The inactive are continually complain-
ing of pains of the stomach. 1818 CRUISE Difest (ed. 2) I II.
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231 The title to a barony, which has descended upon, and
is vested in coheirs, remains in them in an inactive and
dormant state. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I.

159 This Alexandrian period, so inactive and barren. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece xxiL III. 207 The Spartans .. were not
entirely inactive this summer. 1866 ODLINC A nim. Chetn.
155 A converter of inactive or free, into active or combined
oxygen. 1883 Manch. Exam. 13 Dec. 4/1 The money
market to-day was very inactive.

So Ina, ctiveness, inactivity.
1678 C. HATTON in H Corr. (Camden) I. 164 Complaining

to y- King of y weeknesse of y King's bench, by reason of
y" mactivenesse of y L* Ch. Justice.

Ina-ctively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an
inactive manner

; inertly, sluggishly.
1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1755 in JOHNSON. [J. quotes

Locke (Educ. 125),
* whether he inactively loiters it away *,

but in all edd. examined the word is 'unactively '.] 1837H ALLA.M Hist. Lit. ill. ii. 6 This pope was not inactively
occupied in the great cause of subduing the Protestant
heresy. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. xliii. V. 22 The Con-
tinental Congress.. waited inactively for his appeals.

Inactivity (inaekti-viti). [IN- 3. Cf. F. in-
actiwiti (1790 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality or
condition of being inactive ; want of activity ; in-

ertness, sluggishness ; passiveness, quiescence.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i.

y.
18 By a temperamental!

inactivity we are unready to put in execution the sugges-
tions or dictates of reason. Vij*$Pofz Let.toGay 21 July,
Lett. 1735 I. 326 Poor Fenton . . died at Easthamstead, of
Indolence and Inactivity. 1738 SWIFT To Dr. King i Virtue
conceal'd within our breast, Is inactivity at best, 1830
KATER & LARDNER Mech. iii. 33 The term inactivity im-
plying the absence of all force.

b. Phrase. Masterly inactivity.
1791 MACKINTOSH Vind. Gallicx i. (1837) 44 The Com-

mons, faithful to their system, remained in a wise and
masterly inactivity, which tacitly reproached the arrogant
assumption ofthe Nobles. 1831 CALHOUN Wks. (1874) V. 143
If the Government should be taught that the highest wisdom
of a state is a wise and masterly inactivity, an invaluable
blessing will be conferred. 1848 Sp. Oregon Quest, ibid.
IV.

286, I venture to say a wise and masterly inactivity ',

in despite of the attempt to cast ridicule upon the expres-
sion. 1867 J. WYLLIE in Ediii. Rev. Jan. [1868 G. DUFF
Pol. Surv. 71 The much-sneered-at policy of masterly in-

action.)

Ina'ctor, obs. form of ENACTOB.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World iv. vii. i Chosen Goueruours

of the State, and inactors of Solons lawes.

Inactnate (inarktiwje't), v. arch. [f. IN- 2 +
ACTUATE.] trans. To make active, put in action,
stir into activity.
1651 H. MORE Second Last in Enthus. Tri. (1656) 179How magnificent a state is the Sou! of man in, when the

life of God, inactuating her, shoots her along with himself
through Heaven and Larth. 1652 H. MORE in R. Ward
Life More (1710) 292 Those [Souls] .. do very highly and
vigorously Inactuate the Matter which falls to their Share
for their Vehicles. 1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient, xiv. 160
The plasttck in them is too highly awakened, to inactuate
only an aerial body. [1881 SHOHTHOUSE J. InglcsantWln)
I. xvii. 310.)

Hence luactua tion, a bringing into activity, the
condition of activity.
1661 GLANVILL Lux Orient, xiii. 138 That they should be

inconsistent in the supremest exercise and inactuation, is
to me as probable. Ibid. xiv. 145 They [the creatures] were
then constituted in the inactuation and exercise of their
noblest and most perfect powers.

Inadaptability (.inadseptabi-liti). [IN- 3.]
Want of adaptability ; incapacity for adaptation.
1840 Taifs Mag. VII. 662 The inadaptibility of the soil.

1881 Macm. Mag. XLIV. 117 An inadaptability to their
social environments.

Inada'ptable, a. rare. [!N- .] That cannot
be adapted ; incapable of adaptation.
In mod. Diets.

Inadaptation (inaedaptfi-Jan). [IN- 3.] Want
of adaptation ;

the condition of not being adapted. !

1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet.

Inada ptive, a. [IK- 3.] Not adaptive.
1886 AthenxHtH g Oct. 471/1 Among extinct ungulates

there are two types of foot-structure one adaptive, such as

isjieen to-day, and one inadaptive.

adept.
1877) 167 Is

and which . . loves to take its very pleasures sadly?

Inadequacy (inae-d/kwasi). [f. next, after

adequacy.J The condition or quality of being in-

adequate; insufficiency.
1787 BONNYCASTLE Astron. xv. 244 The inadequacy of his

natural powers. 1818 SCOTT Rob Ray xvii, My own in-

adequacy to sustain the task of a dissembler. 1834 PKINGLE
l/r. Sk. ix. 291 The inadequacy of the income for the sup-

port of a family. 1879 FHOUDE Ctfsari. 2 Inadequacy to
some unforeseen position.

Inadequate (inse-d/kw<!t), a. [IN- 3.] Not
adequate ; not equal to requirement ; insufficient.
1675 BOYLE Reconciteaolen. Reason !, Relig. i. ii, We can

have but inadequate conceptions of them. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. u. xxxL (1695) 207 Inadequate Ideas are such,
which are but a partial or incomplete representation of
hose Archetypes to which they are referred. 1791 Anecd.
W.Pitt II. xxiii. 49 There had been a bargain, but the
erms were inadequate. 1814 SYD. SMITH Wits. (1867) II.

192 It is astonishing what unworthy and inadequate notions
men are apt to form ofthe Christian faith. 1880 C. R. MARK-
IAII Penai. Bark xix. 214 He would then . . have received
some, though probably very inadequate, remuneration.

b. Const, to, and with in/in.
'75 JOHNSON Rambler No. 126 r6 We must conclude

INADVERTENCE.
ourselves safe when we see no danger, or none inadequate
to our powers of opposition. 1788 G IBBON Decl. >, F. xl. ( 1 869)
1 1 . 476 His revenues were found inadequate to bis expences.
1874 GKEEN Short Hist, vi 5. 318 The ordinary resources
ofthe Crown . . were inadequate to meet the expenses of war.

Inadequately, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY *.] In

an inadequate manner or degree ; insufficiently.a 1691 BOYLE (J.), These pores they may either exactly fill
or but inadequately. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vi. Wks. 1874
I. 244 Signs often can be no more than inadequately expres-
sive of the things signified. 1843 PKESCOTT Mexico (1850)
I. 215 He . . was very inadequately provided with supplies.

Ina-dequateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]The quality of being inadequate ; inadequacy.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xii. 252 This comes to pass from

the madequateness. .of the creature to the nobler and more
excellent soul of man. 1796 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 66 The
madequateness ofthe successes obtained. 1873 M. ARNOLD
Lit. if Dogma (1876) 60 This inadequateness of our speech

Inadequation (inxdlkv/e '-Jan), arch. [1N-3.J
Want of equivalence or exact correspondence.
1630 I. CRAVEN Serm. (1631)29 Man.. cannot [know the

secrets] of anothers heart ; nor those of his owne. but with
madequation to the truth. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 35The difference arising only from the Inadequation of
Languages. 1830 DE QUINCEY R . Bentley Wks. VII. 105The continual Inadequation (to use a logical term) of Greek
to modern terms.

Ina'dequative, a.
[f.

IN- s + ADEQUATIVE.]
Nothavingexact equivalence; not ofequal extension
or comprehension. Hence Ina dequatively adv
i86a F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 120 A characterization

of akdia will serve to show how inadequately it is repre-
sented by

*
ether '.

Inadherent (inaedhi'rent), a. [!N- 3.] Not
adherent ; not attached.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Inadhesion (insedhj-gau). [!N- 3.] The fact

of not adhering ; non-adhesion.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. <ed. 2) I. 198 Its colour, inadhe-

sion to the tongue and fingers. Ibid. 199.

Inadhesive (inaedlu-siv), a. [lN-3.] Not
adhesive, without the property of sticking.
1811 PINKERTON Petrol. II. 474 Composed only of lapillo,

pumice, and other substances ofan inadhesive quality. 1832BABBAGE Ecoti. Manuf. xi. (ed. 3) 79 Two kinds of ink . .mu- --
. jf J *

~

tually inadhesive. 1879 J. J. YOUNG Ceram. Art 22 Giving
by the help of water a certain consistency to the inadhesive
sand.

Inadmissibrlity. [f. next + -ITY : cf. F. -

admissibiliU (1835 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality
or fact of being inadmissible.
1801-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV. 417

Whether through inadmissibility or through insufficiency
[of the evidence], c 1811 FUSELI in Lect. Paint, iv. (1848)
440 The admissibility and inadmissibility of Allegory in
poems of supposed reality. 1881 WESTCOTT & HOKT Grk.
N. T. II. 209 The proved inadmissibitity of the third
supposition.

Inadmissible (inaedmi-sib'l), a. [IN- 3. Cf.
K. inadmissible (1475 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not
admissible ; not to be admitted, entertained, or
allowed.

1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. 116 Who . . contemn whatever
theory suggests as visionary, and inadmissible in practice.
1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) I. 557 To leave her in

possession of our posts, seems inadmissible, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 1 16 The demand which was made upon
himself was altogether inadmissible. 1896 ALLBUTT Syst.
Med. I. 402 Tea, coffee, and alcohol are inadmissible.

t Ina-dulable, a. Obs. rare~". [ad. L. in-

aduldbilis, t. in- (lN-3) + adulabilis AliULABLE.]
Not to be flattered.

i6 in COCKERAM. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossagr.

t Inadu-lterate, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- 3

+ ADULTERATE ///. a.] Unadulterated.
1648 HEHRICK Hesper., Proof to no purpose, Induc't that

inadultrate same Streame to the spring from whence it

came.

t Inadva'ntage. Obs. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] Dis-

advantage.
1680 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 55 They which dye in

that War seem to have this mad vantage.
InadveuturOUS (inaedve-ntiures), a. [IN- 3.]
Not adventurous; unenterprising. Hence Iiiad-
ve nturousness.
"853 C. BRONTE Villette

yiii, Inadventurous, unstirred by
impulses of practical ambition. 1867 C. J. SMITH Syn. f,

stH/ony/Hss.v.AdreHlurous,Un<:nleTpri!iing, Inadventurous.
Ibid. s.v. Audacity, Diffidence, Inadventurousness.

Inadvertence (inaedvautens). [ad. Schol.L.
inadverteiitia: see next and -ENCE. Cf. OF. inaver-
tance (Oresme, 141)1 c.), inadvertance.] The fact
or habit of being inadvertent ; want of advertence,
failure to observe or pay attention; inattention;
also = INADVERTENCY.
1568 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 36 He who slayes

any upon suddentie and inadvertence. 1669 CLARENDON
/Iss. In Tracts (1727) loo Incogitance, inadvertence, not
thinking at all, not considering anything, which is degrad-
ing ourselves . , by renouncing the faculties of a reasonable
soul. 1786 BURKE W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 184 The
said letter . . was, through inadvertence, laid before the
board. 1871 I. G. MURFIIY Coiiim. Lev. v. 18 The offences
. . are invariably acts of inadvertence. 1875 I'OSTE Gains
i. Introd. (ed. 2) 14 Inadvertence to the consequences of
commission may be called heedlessness.

b. with an and//. An instance of this; an act
or fault of inattention ; an oversight.



INADVERTENCY.
1725 WATTS Logic n. iv. 3 Such an Inadvertence or

Mistake will expose you to great Error in Judgment. 1876
Miss BRADDON Dead Men's Shoes I. i. 6 Marriage is one
of those inadvertences which can hardly go for nothing
even in the easiest life. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. xv. 257
The mind broods over some passing inadvertence or fancied

neglect till it assumes gigantic dimensions.

Inadvertency (insedvautensi). [ad. Schol.L.

inadverteniia, f. in- (!N- 3) + advertentia ADVER-

TENCY.] The quality or character of being inad-

vertent ; heedlessness ;
also INADVERTENCE.

1592 Q. ELIZ. in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) II. xlvi.

302 If any person speak ill of the Emperor through a foolish

rashness or inadvertency, it is to be despised. 1647 CLAREN-
DON Contempt. Ps. in Tracts (1727) 460 If through inadvert-

ency or unskilfulness they know not how to ask. 1755
JOHNSON Diet. Pref. ad fin., Sudden fits of inadvertency
will surprize vigilance. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xi. II. 46
Defects . . which might creep in through error and inad-

vertency.
b. with an and //. =prec. b.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Red. n. 4 It was a fatal inadver-

tency that., these Canons, .were never seen by the Assembly.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. xxxv. 220 Forgive my
inadvertencies ! 1866 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Exod. vii. 6
Grave inadvertencies into which they are betrayed.

Inadvertent (insedvDMtent), a.
[f.

IN- 3 +

ADVERTENT.]
1. Of persons, their dispositions, etc. : Not pro-

perly attentive or observant ; inattentive, negligent ;

heedless. In quot. 1653, Not having the faculty
of observation.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. \\. v. 3. 53 The effects of an
inadvertent form (Aoyos cvi/Aos) of materiated or incorporated
art or seminal reason. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Ckr. Life (1747)
III. vii. 89 If we are not wilfully deaf and inadvertent to it.

1694 KETTLEWELL Comp. Penitent 124 Whose unconstant

Temper . . is supine and inadvertent. 1718 Freethinker
No. 21 PS A Volume is thrown away upon the Inadvertent.

1863 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Gen. \. 3 Inadvertent critics

object to God being described as speaking, or performing
any other act that is proper only to the human frame.

2. Of actions, etc. : Characterized by want of

attention or taking notice ; hence, unintentional.

1724 SWIFT Advice Grand Jury Wks. 1761 III. Si If such
a writer should in one or two places happen to let fall an
inadvertent expression. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 564 An in-

advertent step may crush the snail, That crawls at evening
in the public path. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 2 Another
secret charm of this book is inadvertent humor.

Hence Inadve'rtentness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Inadve'rtently, adv. [f. prec. + -LY2.] in

an inadvertent manner ; without due attention

or thought; inattentively, heedlessly, carelessly;

hence, unintentionally.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 747 They . . inadvertently

give their assent to those Words in a Wrong Sense. 1756
BURKE Subl. 4- B.iv. xvii, If, after descending a flight of

stairs, we attempt inadvertently to take another step in the

manner of the former ones, the shock is extremely rude and

disagreeable. 1803 WELLINGTON Let. to Col. Collins in

Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 140, I cannot approve of the expres-
sion inadvertently used in Colonel Stevenson's letter. 1866
G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xl (1878) 214, I have

already inadvertently broken my promise.

iliiadve'rting, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 +

adverting, pres. pple. of ADVERT v.~\ Inadvertent.

Hence f Inadve'rtingly adv., inadvertently.
1678 Lively Orac. viii. 26. 315 The vertue God has put

there .. can never be drawn out by drousy inadverting
readers. ^1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. Yy iija,Dr. Mills

inadvertingly gives some handle to the Arians.

t Inadve'rtisement. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 +

ADVERTISEMENT i.] Want of attention or obser-

vation ; inadvertence.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 10 Forget not how

assuefaction unto any thing minorates the passion from it ;

how constant objects loose their hints, and steal an inad-

vertisement upon us.

t Inadve'rtist. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 + adver-

tistfrom ADVERTISE v. 1-3.] One who habitually
fails to take notice; an inadvertent person.
1679 HARBV Key Script. \\. 20 The msedulity of sleepy

Inadvertists that mind nothing.

Inadvisable (inaedvarzab'l), a. rare. [!N-
3
.]

Not advisable; unadvisable.

1870 Daily News n Feb., That it was inadvisable at the

present time to add to the taxation. 1896 Allbutfs Syst.
j\lcd. I. 402 Sugar is inadvisable.

Hence Inadvisabi'lity, unadvisableness.

1864 R. A. ARNOLD Cotton Fam. 429 The inadvisability of

raising the rate of relief any higher. i88z T. A. GUTHRIK
Vice Versa viii. (ed. 19) 153 He saw the inadvisability of

mingling with the crowd.

InadvisedlyCinKdvsrzedli),^^. rare. [lN-3.]

Unadvisedly, ho Inadvi'sedness.

1658 HOWELL Giraffes Rev. Naples n. 193 The Duke of

Guise, .was much taxed of inadvisednesse to leave the City.
1681 KETTLEWELL Chr. Obed. (1715) 561 They, who scarce

ever sin wilfully at all . . are wont most frequently through
indeliberation and inadvisedness to miscarry. 1894A thenxum
17 Nov. 671/1 She has entered upon the task somewhat

inadvisedly.

-inse, suffix^ in words which are the fern. pi. of

L. adjs. in -thus, and in mod.L. words formed on

this pattern, used (in agreement with bestix beasts,

understood) to form names of sub-families of ani-

mals, as Canin& (L. caninus canine), Fclinx (L.

feltnns feline).
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Insequ- : see INEQU-.

Inaesthetic (inftjwtik), a. [IN-
3J Not

aesthetic ; void of aesthetic perception or taste.

_ 1846 FORD Gat/ur.fr, Spain 18 The Oriental inaesthetic

incuriousness for things. 1877 MAY LAFFAN Hon. Miss
Fermrd III. iii. 101 We are all utterly ignorant and in-

aesthetic.

t Ina'ffable, <* Obs. [IN-3J Not affable.

Hence f Inaffabrlity, want of affability.
x6n FLORIO, Inaffabilita^ discourtesie, inaffabilitie. 1656

BLOUNT Gloasogr.^ Inaffable^ .. not affable, discourteous.

1665 S. CLARKE Descr. Germany 17 He is misliked for his

inaffability.

Inaffecta'tion. rare
-

. [!N- 3.] Freedom
from affectation

; unaffectedness.

1658 PHILLIPS, Inaffectation^ carelesseness, freeness from
vain-glory.

t luaffe'Cted, ppl. a. Obs. rare - . [IN- 3.]
= UNAFFECTED. Hence f Inaffe ctedly adv. ;

f Inaffe ctedness, the quality of being unaffected

or not touched in tie feelings.
1617 MINSHEU Dnctor^ Inaffected^ vi. unaffected. 1623

COCKERAM, Inaffectedly^ . . done carelessly. 1648 Petit.

Eastern Ass. 28 Our apprehension of your inaffectednes
with these our publike miseries.

flnaffe'ction. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 3 + AF-

FECTION i.] ? Want of power to affect or move.
1739 GIBBER Apol. iv. 03 In the just Delivery of Poetical

Numbers, particularly where the Sentiments are pathetick,
it is scarce credible, upon how minute an Article of Sound
depends their greatest Beauty or Inaffection.

t Inaffe'ctionate, a. Obs. rare. In 6 ineff-.

[f.
IN- 3 + AFFECTIONATE a. 2.] Unbiased, un-

prejudiced.
1538 KENNEDY Compend. Tractiue 94, I appele the con-

science of the ineffectionat & godly redare diligentlie to

considder [etc.]- itfi^RcasoningCrosraguell $ Knox 20 b

(Jam.), As the. .ineffectionat readr may cleirly perceaue.

Inage, var. ENAGE v. Obs.
y
to make old.

Inaggre'SSive, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not ag-

gressive ; unaggressive.
1876 W. E. HEARN Aryan Househ, xiv. 325 The strong

individuality and the inaggressive nature of the early cults.

tlnagree-able, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- a.]

Not agreeable or accordant to.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou^s Disp. 49 That . . is most averse
from and inagreeable to our nature.

tlnai'dable, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [!N- 3.] ThaJ

cannot be aided or assisted ; helpless.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well \\. i. 122 The congregated Colledge

haue concluded, That labouring Art can neuer ransome
nature From her inaydible estate.

I-nailed, ME. pa. pple. of NAIL v.

f Inai'red, ///. a. Obs. rare l
. [? f. IN- 3

(or
? IN- 3) + Ant sb. + -ED.] ? Suspended in the air

(or ? deprived of vital air).
1602 WARNER Alb. Bug. x. lix. 261 Natures Mynion [Absa-

lom], Eyes Admier, and now in-avred Earth, (For, hanging,
loabs ruthles speare had vented vitall breath).

Inala'Crity. rare. [IN- 3.] Want of alacrity.

1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synonyms (1856) 206 Men are . . in-

dolent from insensibility, lazy from inalacrity. i&e&Chamb.
Jrnl. IV. 219 Owing to .. my unhappy inalacrity in dis-

mounting.

Inalbtrminate, # rare. [IN- 3.] Not fur-

nished with albumen
;
exalbuminous.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Inalbuminate, applied to a plant
embryo that is deprived of albumen, as in the Faba.

Inalienability, [f.
next + -ITY : cf. F. in-

alitnabilitt (1722 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality
of being inalienable; incapability of alienation.

1773 DE LOLME Eng^. Const, n. x. (1784) 195 This inalien-

ability of the executive power. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr,
xiv. i. (1864) IX. 10 This property, instead of standing
secure in its theoretic inalienability, was in constant fluctua-

tion. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 191/1 The present genera-
tion has seen a momentous change in the theory of inalien-

ability.

Inalienable (m^-lienab'l), a. [f. IN- 3 +
ALIENABLE. Cf. F. inalienable (i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Not alienable ; that cannot be alienated

or transferred from its present ownership or rela-

tion.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. x. 18 Their youth shall last

alwaies with their lust, and love shall be satiated withonely
one, where it shall remain inalienable. 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Amcr. (1813) II. vi. 248 Inalienable prerogatives of

royalty. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 120 This right
of the individual to retain his whole natural

independence.
.

is absolutely inalienable. 1884 Law Rep. 27 Ch. Div. 163
This petition has been opposed . . on the ground of the in-

alienable character of alimony.
Hence Iiia-liena'bly adv.

;
IiiaTicnableiiess.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Inalienableness^ incapableness of

being alienated, or transferred to another by Law. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. V^ I. 170 (Seager) Some of the highest
offices in the empire have been annexed to them inalienably.
1868 STANLEY IVestm. Abb. \. 48 The ceremony of the

coronation has been inalienably attached to the Abbey.
1885 Law Times Rep. LIII. 78/1 A married woman takes

an interest under a settlement, vested in her inalienably.

Inalime-iital, a. rare. [lN-3.] Not ali-

mental
;
not affording nourishment.

1626 BACON Syhta 649 The Making of Things Inali-

mentall, to become AHmentall, may be an Experiment of

great Profit, for Making new Victual!. 1656 in BLOUNT
Glossogr. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Inali-

mental, not capable of affording nourishment.

INAMORATO.

Inalterable (influrab'l), a. [!N- 3.] Not
alterable; not subject to alteration or change;
unchangeable, immutable ; unalterable.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyeris Terapent. 2Ej, The impatable
and inalterable thynges to be the fyrste elementes. 1555
BONNER Necess. Doctr. 69 For the Godhed is inalterable
and unpassible. a. 1653 GOUGE Comm. ffeo. vi. 2 The
sentence at the last judgement will be inalterable. 1876
LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. Wordsw. 211 He was to
make men better, by opening to them the sources of an in-

alterable well-being. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. xviii. 331.
Hence Inalterability, unchangeableness ; In-

a'lterafoly adv.) immutably.
1631 GOUGE God's Arrows HI, 78. 329 God was falter-

ably resolved utterly to destroy Amafek. 1714 DERHAM
AstrO'Tkeol. (1715) 75 note. Contrary to the received
Opinion then, of the Heavens inalterability. 1856 W. A.
MILLER Elem.Chem. 564 From its lightness and inalter-

ability in the air, aluminum has been applied to the prepara-
tion of small weights. 1878 W. E. HENLEY in Academy
12 Oct. 355/1 Hopelessly and inalterably poor.

Inaui, variant of ENAM (E. Indies).

Iiiainbi'tious, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Not am-
bitious.

xyag T. COOKE Tales, Propos. etc. oo Contented he
enjoys what Nature yields, And inambitious plows his
native Fields.

f Ina-mbuJate, v. Obs. rare- ,
[f. ppl. stem

of L. inambuldre, f. in- (!N- ^) + ambulare to walk.]
(See quot.) Hence f Inambula'tion.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., fnambulate, to walk up and down

in a place. 1658 PHILLIPS, Inambiilation, a walking from
place to place.

I-named, ME. pa. pple. of NAME v.

Inamelfl, enamil, obs. forms of ENAMEL.
f Ina*miable, a. Obs. rare . [!N- 3.] Not

amiable, unamiable. Hence *j* Ina'miableness.
1623 COCKERAM, Inamiable, unpleasant, not to be beloved.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Inamiableness. x8x8in TODD; whence
in mod. Diets.

tlna'micable, a. Obs. rare^ 1
. [lN-3.] Not

amicable
; unfriendly, hostile.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 127 In this season, which is

I

inaimcable to the pure Spirits of all such food.

luaiilissible (inamrsib'l), a. Now rare.

[IN- 3. Cf. F. inamissible (1617 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Not liable to be lost.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. \\\. xv. 38 As this is

irremediable and irrecoverable, so is the other inamissible.
i66a GLANVILL Lux Orient, viii. (1682) 68 Had we been so
fixt in an inamissible happiness. c 1771 FLETCHER ^th

Check^ Wks. 1795 III. 87 How can you infer, that the life of
faith isinamissible? 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. vi. 11867) M
The Scriptures.. declare, .that virtue will be inamissible in
heaven. 1886 STUART & MACPHERSON tr. Ebrard's Chr.
Apol. I. 123. 287 With man . . it is a monad cognizant
of itself in inamissible identity with itself.

Hence XuamissibMity, Inami'ssibleness, the

quality of being inamissible.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Inamissibleness, uncapableness of

being lost. 1742 tr. Bossitefs Variat. Prof. Ch. (1829) I.

357 The dogma called inamissability of justice, a 1861 W.
CUNNINGHAM Hist. Theol.

(186^)
II. xxi. 9g The persever-

ance of the Saints .' . Romish divines usually call the mamissi-
bility of justice or righteousness.

Inamitie, var. of JNEMITIE Obs., enmity.
Inamor, obs. f. ENAMOUR: see also INAMOUK.
Inamorata (inemora*ta). Also 9 en-, [a. It.

in(n)amorat& mistress, sweetheart, fern. pa. pple. of

in(n)amorare: see INAMORATE v.] A female lover,

mistress, sweetheart.

1651 SHERBURNE Forsaken Lydla iii. The faire Inamorata
who from farre Had spy'd the Ship which her hearts
treasure bare. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 18 July Let. i,

On finding herself abandoned by her new admirer, in favour
of another inamorata. 1841 [see ENAMORATO, -TA], 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby vm. vii, Percy is often in love . . and
never likes us to be very intimate with his inamoratas.

Iiia'Uiorate, a. and sb. See also ENAMOKATE.

[ad. It. in(n}amorao : see below.] a. adj. Ena-

moured, in love, f b. sb. One in love, a lover.

1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. i. i. Wks. 1856 I. 76 Looke
1 not now like an inamorate? 1605 CHAPMAN Mons.
D^OUve iv. i. Fiij, His blood was framdefor euerie shade of

vertue, To rauish into true inamourate fire. i6ia HEYWOOU
Apol. Actors iii. 55 Deriding foolish inamorates who spend
. . themselves in the service and ridiculous imployments of

their mistresses. 1886 Belgravia Mag, LX. 97, I became
over head and ears inamorate of the all-accomplished Ida.

Hence f Ina'morately adv., lovingly, fondly.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stitjfe*, It is so inamorately protected

and patronized.

t Ina'morate, v. Obs, rare. See also ENA-
MORATE. [ad. It. inamorare, now innamor-,

* to

enamour, to fall in loue
'

(Florio), f. in- (!N-
2
)

+ amore love.] trans. To inspire with love, to

enamour. Hence t Inamora'tion, enamourment.
1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. i. 30 A confection, which. .Jason

gave to Medea to inamourat her. 1652 KENLOWES Theoph.
iv. 51 The Inamoration.

Inamorato (inaemora-to). Also 8-9 en-, [a.
It. inamorato, now innamoralo lover, masc. pa.

pple. of in(ii}amorare : see LVAMORATA.] A lover.

1592 GREENE Ufst. Courtier D iv, He. .asketh. .whether
hee wil huue his peak cut short and sharpe, amiable like an
Inamerato. 1621 BURTON Anai. Mel. \\. \\. iv. (1651) 282
Such Inamoratoes as read nothing but play-books. 17x2
HUGHES Spect. No. 525 P 5 All our Pretenders to Rhyme are

professed Inamorato's. 1756-18x2 [see ENAMORATO]. 1831



INAMOBETTA.
T. L. PEACOCK CroLhet Castle xvi. (1887) 168 A mingled
expression of mistrust, of kindness, and of fixed resolution,

which liic far-gone inamorato found irresistible.

f- Inamore'tta. Obs. A corruption of INAMO-

HATA, pcrh. confused with amorttte, antoretto.

1709 MK*. MANUEY Sfcr. Mew. (1736) II. 66 There art-

others, .that lavish vast Sum-, upon their Inamoreii.Vs. 1767
Woman ofFashion I. 231 You remember an Inainoretta of

mine Peggy Williamson. Ibid. I. 122.

f Inamour, -ed, obs. forms of ENAMODB, -KD

1591 SYLVESTER Dtt Bartas i. iv. 738 The Stars-king all in-

aiuoured on thee, Full of desire, shine* down direct upon
thee. 165* BESLOWK*. Theoph. iv. xcvi, Through her eyes
Did love mamoring Passions rise. 1665 BOYLE Occas. AY//.

(1848) 374 As absurd were it for us, to . . fancy Piety ours,
because our Discourses can possibly iuamour others of it.

17*9 T. COOKE Talesi Promos, etc. 42 In the flowry Vale in-

amour'd stray.

Iiiamo vable, a. rare. [!N-^. Cf. F. in-

antffviblc (iSthc. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not liable to

be removed. Hence Inamovabi Uty [cf. F. in-

amovibilite\ the quality of not being removable.

1849 MILL Ess, (1859) II. 370 Declaring.. that the inatnov-

abitity of judges was inconsistent with republican prin- !

ciples. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. <$ Eng. II. 173 They |

rendered him [Hugh-le-Grand] .the inamovable Protector
!

of the monarchy.

Inanagenne-sis, erron. iuanage'nesis. [mod.
f. Gr. ?s, lv~ fibre + avaytvvrjffts ANAGENNESIS, re-

generation.] (See quot.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Inanagenesis, .. muscular re-

generation, or the reproduction of muscular fibre. 1886

Syd*. Soc. Lex., Inanagenesis.

Inanaphysis (manse
1

fisis). [mod. f. Gr. is, iv-

fibre + dr<tyv<r<s growing again.]
( A term for the

renewed growth or increase of muscular fibre*.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

In and in, in-and-in, adv. and sb. [Ix adv.]
A. adv. Further and further in ; continually in-

wards; esp. in phrase to breed in and in, to breed

always within a limited stock (see BREED v. Ill) ; so

to marry in and in, to marry with near relatives,

in successive generations.
1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub iv. ii, A weaver he was .. his

shittle Went in and in still. We [joiners] do lay Things in

and in, in our work. 1765 Treat. Dom. Pigeons 61 Should
he (as the term is) breed them in and in . . the breed would
degenerate. 1794 Sporting Mag. IV. 115 This practice is

well known, under the term of breeding in-and-in. 1828

MACAULAY Misc. Writings (1860) I. 266 Their minds, if we
may so express ourselves, bred in and in. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 163 The marrying in and in of the same
family tends constantly to weakness or idiotcy.

b. attrib. (in quasi-flt^". use).

1831 T. P. THOMPSON in IVestm. Rev. XIV. 444 They
maintained a sort of in-and-in communication with each
other. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. <( Met. /us. iv. 75 Avoiding in-

and-in breeding. 1881 SHELDON Dairy Farming 13/1 The
practice of close in-and-in breeding has .. produced extra-

ordinary results. 1891 Pall Mall G. 8 July 1/2 Sometimes
it leads to 'in-and-in' marrying, and the royal families

deteriorate or die of exhaustion. 189* Daily Ntnus 19 Jan.
2/6 The charter was, in fact, nothing more nor less than an
in-and-in system between two colleges which would have
the main control of the faculties and the studies and the
examinations.

B. sb. f 1. The name given to a throw made
with four dice, when these fell all alike or as two
doublets. Obs.

1633 SHIRLEY Gamester in. iv, A curse upon these reeling
diceT That last in-and-in was out my way ten pieces.
1668 DRYDEN Even. Love HI. i. Wks. 1883 III. 310 The
highest duplet wins, except you throw in and in, which is

called raffle. 1668 DAVENANT Maiis tlte Master v. i, The
devil's in the dice if you throw twice in and in, without any
light.

t b. A gambling game, played by three persons
with four dice ; the player who threw in and in

(see above) took all the stake. Obs.

A full description of the game is given in Cotton's Com-
pleat Gamester (1680) 117.

1630 B. JONSON AVw Inn in. !, He is a merchant still,

adventurer, At in-and-in. 1671 SHADWELL Humourist in,

I saw you . . inveigle a third man at Six-penny In and In.

1674 COTTON Comfl. Gamester (1680) 13, I have seen three

persons sit down at twelve penny In and In [etc.].

2. A space which opens up and ever discloses

something further in.

1890 J.
H. STIRLING Pkilos. y Theoi. iv. 69 A boundlev*

in and in of subjective inlernalities.

In and out, in-and-out, adv (Cf. also ins

and outSj IN sb. 2.)

1. Alternately in and out
;
now in, now ont.

a Of motion.
[a 1*40 Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 247 |?e warliche loki

hwam ha leote in ant UL] 1503 HAWKS Examp, l^irt. ix.

xiii, 1 was in a tnase goynge in and oute. a 1641 SUCKLING
Ballad on Wedding^ Her feet beneath her petticoat Like
little mice stole in and out. 1703 DAMHKK l'< \ . III. 19
This Hope serveth to hale the Boat in and out. 1897
HALL CAINE Christian xi, Little knowing curls that went
in and out on her temples.

b. Of position, condition, season, etc.

01635 NAUNTON Fragnt. Reg. (Arb.) 52 Their affections
had been more permanent, ana not so in and out as they
were, like ait Instrument ill tuned. 1687 R. L'ESTRANGK
Answ. Dus. 23 "1'is not with Sermons, as tis with Mackrel,
to be In, and Out. 1711 ADDISOH Sjtect. No. 72 p 7 The
Fire . . has seen the Gla.ss-hou&c Fires in and out above an
Hundred times. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit i. xxix. He was
much in and out.
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f2. Inside out. Obs.
a 1533 Lu. BKKNKRS Hiton Iv. 187 When he had well

proued him (a hor=>e] and turned liyin in and out. 1542
UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 234 b, Cesar permitted liym to turne
the tale in and out, and laie the wyte or blame on hymselfc.
1548 UUALL, etc. Erasm, Par. Luke 138 a, Soodainly turned
in and out clene arsie verMe. Ibid 151 a, O the course of
thinges meruailously turned in and out.

3. Both in and out ; inside and outside.

1895 How to get Married \\$ A widow knows him [a man]
in and out.

4. attrib. (quasi-o^'.) in various senses; spec.
in-and-out bolts (see qnot. 1850) ; in-and-out class*
those paupers who are now in and now out of the
workhouse

; in-and-out cottage* a cottage of irregu-
lar plan; in-and-out running^ alternate winning
and losing of races (so in-and-outfootball}.
1640 HP. HALL Episc. u. xvii. 182 What Ordination to

that their In-and-out Office; have these succeeding and
Momentary Presidents? 1814 Miss MITFOBD Village Ser.
i. (1863) 239 Ah I the in-and-out cottage ! the dear, dear
home, c 1850 Ruditn. Nam?. (Weale) 126 In and out*
..applied to those bolts in the knees, riders, &c., which
are driven through the ship's bides, or athwartships, and
therefore called 'In and out bolts'. 1888 Times 26 June
4/5 Have you heard of what Ls called in-and-out running?
1897 Westtn. Gaz, 31 July 2/3 Children of habitual tramps
and of the

'

in and out classes.

Hence In-and-ontishuess, -outism, outness
nonce-wds., irregularity of form or outline.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 5 A cottage, .all

angles, and of a charming m-and-outness. 1833 T. HOOK
Widow fy Marquess vin, The in-and-outishness of the
Quebec. 1836 G. Gurney III. in. 135 Her figure was.,
full of those in-and-out-isms which constitute in my mind
true symmetry.
Inane (in^'-n), a. and sb. [ad. L. man-is

empty, useless, vain.]
A. adj. 1. Empty, void.

1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient, ix. (1682) 72 To have con-
fined his omnipotence to work only in one little spot of an
infinite inane capacity. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xxx,
Dilating into vast inane infinities. 1850 CARLYLE Loitered.

Pampk. iii. (1872) 79 To live .. like inane phantasms, and
to leave their life as a paltry contribution to the guano
mountains.

2. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Void or desti-

tute of sense ; silly, senseless ; empty-headed.
1819 SHELLEY Cenci in, i. 277 Some inane and vacant

smile. 1813 CARLYLE Past <$ Pr. \\, vii, We listen.. to the
inanest hubbub. 1852 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Af4oMM (1857)
12 We have merely inane prettiness. 1885 Manck. Exam.
11 Nov. 3/1 To us the book seems a very inane, tiresome,
and purposeless affair.

3. Comb., as inane-visaed adj.
1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Lend. (ed. 2) 54 An tnane-vis-

ageu man.

B. sb. 1. That which is inane, void, or empty ;

void or empty space ; vacuity ; the * formless void
'

of infinite space.
1677 HALE/V//W. Orig. Man. in. ii. 257 An infinite number

of small imperceptible Bodies, that floated up and down in

a vast infinite Inane. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Utid. 11. vii. 10
The capacious mind of man . . that . . makes excursions into
the incomprehensible Inane. 1700 S. PARKER .SV.r Philos.
Ess. 5 Atoms . .dispers'd and dancing in the great Inane. 1837
CARLYLE /*V. Rtn>. III. vii. i, So much is getting abolished ;

fleeting swiftly into the Inane. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius
40, I saw the flaring atom-streams And torrents of her

myriad universe, Ruining along the illimitable inane.

2. An empty-headed, unintelligent person.
1710 PorE Let. to Cromwell 17 May

t Being all alike

Inanes, we saunter to one another's habitations, and daily
assist each other in doing nothing at all.

Hence Ina'nely adv.) emptily, senselessly.
1883 Harpers Mag. May 894/1 What sport, .sounds more

inanely foolish than confetti-throwing? 1895 P^M Mall
Mag. VII. 516 'Can't you pu^h on a bit ?' I said, somewhat
inanely.

t In-ane, in an^e, inane, <uiv. Sc. and north,

dial. Obs. [Northern form of ANON, q.v.J In one
accord

; in one and the same state ; without cessa-

tion or interruption, continuously ; straightway.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 272 And euer he dede as be slei?e And

held his hert in an, pat wise, c 1450 HOLLAND Hmvlat 47
Nerar that noyss in nest I nechit in ane. Ibid. 861 And,
considerand the causs, concludit in ane That thai wald
Nalur beseike. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis yn. x. 89 The detest-

able weris, evyr in ane, Agane the fat is all, thai cry and
rane. Ibid. ix. xiii. 66 On sik wys is he quhelmyt and
confundit, That euer inane hys bos helm rang and soundit.

t Ina'ngular, a. 1 rare. [!N-
:{

."|
Not angular.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. iv. i. 180 Inangular pos-
tures upon the back, the belly and the feet.

Ina ngular, a.2 rare. pN- *.] Situated in

an angle.
a 1855 RANKEN Canada fy Crimea xiv. (1862)258 Every

embrasure was distinctly marked by its inangular dark patch
of shadow.

Ina-ngulate, a. rare. [!N- a.] (See quot.)
I&55MAYNE Expos. Lc.\.) InaHgnlattts, having no angles;

inaitgulate. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t InanHoquent, a. Obs. rare~ . [f.L.tfMttis
INANE + loqiient-em, pres. pple. of loqul to speak.]
Full of empty or idle talk. So f Inani'loquousa. ;

also + InanHoquence, t Inaniloquu'tion.
1656 BLouNT(7/<tt.r,, Inaitil&juentt that speaketh vainly,

a babbler. 1658 PHILLIPS, htanilo<]nation, an idle or vain

speaking. 1711 BAILEY, Inaniloguons^ vain Talking or

Rabling. 17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Inaniloquen^e%
vain Talk,

foolish Babbling.

INANIMATBNESS.

t Inanimadve'rsion. Obs. [I.v- .] -next.
(In qnot., An instance of this.)
1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirte 15 A whole Cargo of Conse-

quences which .. will, upon search, be all found the Ani-
inadvertent proper goodl and Trade, his own Inconsequences
and InanimadverMons.

luauimaclve rteuce. Obs. [In- a.] In-

advertence, inattention.

<ri6s6 BKAMHALL Keflic. 13 Not by chance or inanimatl-
vcrtence, but upon premeditation. Ibid. 37 Their inani-
madvcrtence might make the separation lesse Justifiable.

Inanimadve rtency. Obs. [In-3.] in-

advertency, inattentiveness.

1650 H. BROOKE Consent. Health 158 Neglect or inani-

madvcrtency. 1658 W. BURTON ///. Anton. 42 Therein he
doth but discover his own inanimadvertency. 1679 HARBY
Key Script, ii. 30 The Inanimadvertency of Ages could not
comprehend these things.

t Ina-nimal, a. Obs. rare- .

[Ix-3.] =next.
1613 COCKERAM, hidiiitnall, hue which is dead.

Inanimate (inorninut), a. (si.) fad. late L.

ittanimdtus lifeless, f. in- (lN-3) + aiiimatus AN-
IMATE. Cf. F. itianim^.}
L Not animated or alive ; destitute of life, life-

less ; spec, not endowed with animal life, as in in-

animate nature, that part ofnature which is without

sensation, i.e. all outside the animal world.
1563-87 FOXE A.

(/
M. (1684) III. 286 Shall we see Sacri-

fice and God's service done to an inanimate Creature, and
l>e mum? 1643 J. STEER tr. Exp. Ckyrurg. xvi. 65 Inani-
mate creatures, as Trees, and the like. 1784 COWI>ER Tiuk i.

107 Nature inanimate employs sweet sounds, But animated
Nature sweeter still. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, The
beauties of inanimate nature. 1866 I.IMHJN Banift. Lcct.
iv. 152 At His bidding life returns to inanimate corpses.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains, Digest 632 He who . . did damage
to any inanimate property . . was liable in its highest value.

2. Without the activity or motion of life (lit. and

Jig.) ; spiritless, inactive, dull.

1704 PorK Windsor For. 308 From her roofs when Verrio's
colours fall, And leave inanimate the naked wall. 1862
HELPS Ess., Organ. Daily Li/e '1875) 162 Organi/alion
should not be an inanimate, but a living, growing thing.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus^ xvii. 24 If from stupor inanimate

peradventure he wake him. 1884 PAE Eustace 10 His arms
grasped the girl's inanimate form. 1893 Daily News 19
June 4/7 The stock markets were quite inanimate.

B. sl>. An inanimate thing ; that which is in-

animate.

1652 GAULE MagastroMi. 167 The very inanimates, whom
words can in no wise effect or move. 1741 T. KRANCKLIN tr.

Cicero's Nat. of Cods 1. 65 Even Inanimates have their

Koper
Stations assigned. 1836 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 56

y enjoyment was drawn ..from the beautiful inanimate in

all its forms..

t Ina nimate, f. 1 Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of late

L. inanimare to animate, encourage, f. in- JN- -)
+ animare to ANIMATE. (Sc. pa. pple. inanimat,
after L. inanimcil-us.)]
1. trans. To animate, infuse life into. AUoyfi'.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Mart. vi. 172 God inanimates, .euery

man with one soule. 1647 R. STAPYLTON J*vaalt>s Stealing
tire from the suns coach-wheeles, wherewith he inanimateu
his man of clay. 1679 M. RUSUEN Further Discov. Bees
59 Which matter so inanimated .. is called by some San-
darack, by others Bee-bread.

2. To animate, encourage, quicken.
1600 Sc. Acts jfas. K/(;8i4) 248 (Jam.) To continew in

prosequuling^ the said actioun, uuhairby vtheris . . may be
thair examplll be inannimat to the lyik interpryisis. 1604
T. WRIGHT Passions v. 157 To inanimate their soul-
diours to battell. a 1631 DONNK Sijr Sertn. iv. (1634) 5 In
the shadow of death, the Lord of life should quicken and
inanimate their hearts. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals ill. l.

251 To excite, and inanimate their Subjects to an expedition.
Hence t Ina'nimated ///. a., endowed with life.

1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 57 Magistrates . . are but
an inanimated and speaking Law.

t Ina nimate, v.* Obs. rare.
[f. INANI-

MATE a. 1
] trans. To deprive of life.

1647 tr. Malve-<.zis Pourtract 3 It wounds not, it inani.

mats not.

Ilia uimated, Obs. [f.
IN- 3 + ANIMATED

ppl. a.] Not endowed with or having life.

1. = INANIMATE a. \.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 159 Principles,
which are .. common also unto inanimated constitutions.

1651 HOBBES Lct'iath. iv. xliv. 339 God that raised inani-

mated dust and clay into a living Creature. 1777 KOBEKTSOM
Hist. Arner. (1813) II. vii. 286 Every representation of

inanimated nature, is extremely rude and awkward. 1826

Blackw. Mag. XX. 676 With our religious spirit Iwel embue
alt the ongoings of animated and even inanimated life.

2. - INANIMATE a. 2.

1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784! 183/2 Her faded lips,

her pale cheek, and her inanimated features. 1788 CLARA
REEVE Exiles II. 47, I behaved . . like a poor, inanimaled,
lifeless creature.

lua'nimately ,
adv.

[f.
INANIMATE a. + -LY ^J

Lifelessly, without animation.

1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta II. xliii. 199
'

It makes no differ-

ence ',
said Mountclere, inanimately. 1881 Standard 8 Nov.

2/4 Having been rendered inanimately faint from his wounds.

In animateness. [f.
as prec. + -KESS.J Life-

lessness
;
want of animation, life, or vivacity.

1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. u. ii. 3 Might not

the motion have been accounted less perfect, by reason of
the deadness and inanimateness of the subject mov'd ? 1847
HARE /"/./. Faith 34 The inanimateness of a bare intellec-

tual belief.



INANIMATING-.

t Ina-nimating, ///. a. Oh. rare. [{. IN- 3 +
ANIMATING///. a.] Notanimating; not quickening.
'755 Man No. 26. 4 Being only inanimating or dead know-

ledge.

rliiauiiua-tion '. Obs. [Noun of action from
INANIMATE w.'J Infusion of life, spirit, or vitality.
a 1614 DONNE BiaOavaros (1644) 175 He hath preserued . .

from that ordinary corruption of eviil. .(as he is said to have
done our B. Lady from original! sinne in her inanimation,)
some of those acts of ours. 1625 Serai, cl., Wks. 1839 VI. 67
God hath given our zeal.. a new inanimation by this fire
of tribulation. 1647 Br. HALL Christ Mystical (R.), This
habitual joy. .arising from the inanimation of Christ living
and breathing within us.

Inanimation 2
(inseninu'i 'Jan). [lN-3.] In-

animate condition
; absence of life or liveliness.

1784 ffnv Spectator No. 9. 8/2The lines on Mrs. Bannister's
inanimation. i8i6BENTHAM Chrestom. i.Wks. i843VIII.i2
The growth of the mind is retarded to an inordinate degree,
by the state of inanimation in which it is kept. 1817 SHELLEY
in Dowden LifeU. 168 Towards evening I sink into a state
of lethargy and inanimation. 1858 Times 19 Nov. 7/6 After
such a long duration of inanimation she became perfectly
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3. with an and pi. An instance of vacuity or

frivolity; an inane remark or practice.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dopn. xvi. 153 To make good its

conscious.

t Inailite, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. inanit-, ppl.
stem of inanfre to make empty or void, f. inanis

INANE.] trans. To empty.
a 1598 ROLI.OCK Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II. 460 He was so in-

anited
as_

never creature was. On 2 T/iess. (1606! 33 (Jam.).

Inani'tiate, v. [A back-formation from inani-

tiation, ineptly formed in French by Chossat,
from inanition : Littre points out that the proper
French form would be incmisation. In English
Dictionaries from Dunglison ; but not in Eng. use.]
trans. ' To affect with inanition ; to exhaust for

want of nourishment'. So Inanitia'tion [see
above],

'
Chossat's term for the gradual passage of

the animal body into a state the end of which is

Inanition
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 492 Inanitiation, . . The act of

being exhausted for want of nourishment. One so exhausted
is said to be inanitiated. (Hence in OGILVIE and later Diets.)

Inanition (inani-Jan). [ad. L. inanition-em,
n. of action f. inanire : see INANITE

;
cf. F. inani-

tion (i/fth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action or pro-
cess of emptying ; the condition of being empty ;

spec, the exhausted condition resulting from want
or insufficiency of nourishment. Also fig.
c 1400 tr. Lanfranc's Cirurg. too Of ^e whiche drawynge

bat ben .ij. causis coniunct : be toon is repleccioun of be
senewe obere of be corde, be ober is in-anisioun. 1543 TRA-
HERON Vigo's Cliirnrg. n. iii. 17 Of inanition and repletion.
1615 CROOKK Body ofMan 169 In the Dogge-appetite there
is no Inanition or emptinesse of the parts, but an exquisite
sense of suction. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 308 Fevers
proceed from too great Fulness in the beginning and too
great Inanition in the latter end of the Disease. 1836
FROUDE Hist. Etig. II. 252 Anarchy, .is usually shortlived,
and perishes of inanition. 1866 A. FLINT Princ. Mcd. (1880)
516 Inanition is a pathological condition entering into all

diseases which interfere with the ingestion or the assimila-
tion of aliment. 1873 JOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) III. 123 Hunger
and thirst are inanitions of the body.

Inanity (inse'niti). [ad. L. inanitas empti-
ness, n. of quality f. inanis INANE. Cf. F. inanite

(I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The quality or condition of being inane, empty,

or void
; emptiness.

1607 Sckol. Disc. agst. Antiihr. i. iii. 128 How ill God is

pleased with that which is vaine, through inanitie of com-
moditie and of proffu which ought to bee in it. 1631 R. H.
Arraignm. Whole Creature xiii. 3. 208 What shall fill ..

the Inanity and Vacuity of the heart of man? 1649 G.
DANIEL Trinarch., lien. II*', cccxxv, Where pruneing
Lawes lye by ;

till the inanitye Of Branches call 'em out,
lest the whole Dye. 1744 ARMSTRONG Present. Health
(1807) 29 The elemental tubes Collaps'd and shrunk with
long inanity.

2. fig. a. Want of substance or solidity ; the

quality of being void of interest ; inability to satisfy
desire ; unsatisfactoriness ; vanity ; hollovvness.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 625 Their inanity . . will

sufficiently be felt, and doth sufficiently produce it selfe.

1684 Contempt. St. Man n. i. (1699) 135 O the inanity and
emptiness of temporal Goods ! 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 133 7 4 Such helpless destitution, such dismal inanity
. . All is gloomy privation or impotent desire. 1826 KIRBY
& Sp, Entomol. III. xxix. 55 He has placed the inanity ..

of such high-sounding terms in their true name_. 1877
FARRAR Days of Youth xxviii. 279 The inanity of its own
cherished hopes.

b. Mental vacuity ; lack of ideas or sense ;

frivolity, senselessness, silliness.

1753 C. SMART Hilliad (R.), Inanity will ever be the same.

1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope I. iii. 201 The Rambler calls his

[VV'al.sh'sI works Pages of Inanity. 1803 Ann. Rev. 1.400/2
This same topic is treated with similar inanity for thirteen

pages more. 1878 LECKY Eng. in iStA C. II. ix. 529 The
pretentious and verbose inanity of his theological writings.

c. Vacuity of existence ; want of active interest ;

idleness, inaction.

1782 W. F. MAHTYN Geog. Mag. I. 737 They consider any
further exertions unnecessary, and retire again to the enjoy-
ment of their favourite inanity. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer n.

i. 165 A., state of inanity and torpor. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, i, A fine gentleman, bred up in the thorough idleness

and inanity of pursuit, which . . is absolutely necessary to

the character in perfection. 1837 Miss SEDGXVICK Live <$

let L. (18761 92 Do not let us consider any occupation so

vulgar as indolence and inanity.

DICKENS Nic/t. Nick, xxviii, If this young lord does
whisper his drivelling inanities in your ears. 1863 HOLLAND
Lett. Joneses viii. 122 The vanities and inanities of fashion.

Inantherate (,inse-njri*'t), a. Bot. [f. IN- a

+ ANTHER + -ATE -.] (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 620/2 Inantherate, bearing no anther ;

applied to sterile filaments or abortive stamens.

Inantheri-ferous, a. Bot. [!N- s.j
= prec .

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Inantheriferus, applied to a
filament ofa stamen which bears no anther : inantheriferous.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Ina'ntidotal, a. Obs. rare-'1

. [IN- 3.] Not
antidotal, of no value as an antidote.

1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xviii. 50 Take the Cordiall To pre-
vent Sicknes ; In-antidotall Protraction makes it.

t Ina'UUlate, v. Obs. rare - '. [f. It. inanel-
lare 'to frounse, or crisp, or-curle haires' (Florio,
1 598), refashioned after L. anulus ring : see -ATE 3.]
iitlr. To curl, form ringlets.
1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 23 Theyr tresses of haire . .

crisping and inanulating by their eares.

Ina'pathy. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] The absence or

opposite of apathy ; feeling, sensibility.
a 1846 Edin. Rev. cited by Worcester. Hence in later Diets.

Inape'rtous, a. Bat. rare. [f.
L. inapert-us

unopen + -ous.] (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 620/2 Inapertous, not opened, although

its habit is to open.
t Inapes, var. of A-NAPES. Obs.

'55*-3 Inii. Ch. Goods, Staffs, in Ann. Lichfleld (1863)
IV. 52 One vestement of fustian inapes.

t InapO'State, a. Obs. rare 1
. [IN- 3.] Not

apostate ; not revolted
; loyally disposed.

1648 HsRKiCKffesfer., To his brother Nicholas, The man
that will but lay his eares, As inapostate, to the thins he
hcares, Shall by \printed be] his hearing quickly come to
see The truth of travails lesse in bookes then thee.

t Inappara'tion. Obs. rare^". [ad.L.inap-
paration-em, f. in- (IN- 3) + apparatio APPAHA-
TION.] 'Want of provision

'

(Cockeram, 1623).
t Inappa'rent, a. Obs. [IN- 3.] Not appa-

rent or manifest
; invisible; latent.

1626 DONNE Serin. Ixxx. 823 Fire, a body more disputable
and inapparant. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. i, (1701) 24/2.
1694 SALMON Bates' Dispens. 11713) 316/1 Then the inap-
parent Writing done with the first Liquor appears black.

1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 23 A latent or inap-
parent Flooding, .which does not appear outwardly.

t Inappealable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.]
= IN-

APPELLABLE.
1651 HOWELL Stint. Venice 14 All. .flagitious crimes, .they

have inappealable power to punish.

Inappeasable (inaprzab'l), a. [IN- 3.] Not
appeasable ; not to be appeased.
1840 J. F. COOPER Pathfinder ii, The appetite of the ab-

original American for venison being seemingly inappeasable.
a 1848 R. W. HAMILTON Reui. ff Punishin. iii, (1853) II0

Inappeasable longings of the soul. 1851 DIXON W. Pent:
xxxlv. (1872) 321 These disorders were a source of inappeas-
able grief to Penn.

Inappellable (inape-lab'l), a. [f.
IN- 3 + L.

appellare to APPEAL + -BLE.] That cannot be

appealed against ; from which there is no appeal.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 180 A supreme and

inappellable tribunal. 1855 LEWIS Credib. Early Rom.Hist.
xii. 9 II. 28 The absolute, undivided, and inappellable
power of the dictator. 1887 T. A. TROLLOPE What I re-
member I. 320 The inappellable law of fashion.

Hence Inappellabrlity.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem. III. 25 The inappellability of

the Councils.

Inappendi'cnlate, a. Zool. and Hot. [IN- s.j
Not appendiculate ; having no appendicles or minute

appendages, as the branchiae of certain molluscs or

the anthers of certain plants.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., tnappendicnlatus,. .applied by

H. Cassini to the bractea; of the pericline of the Synan-
therese, .. inappendiculate. 1880 GRAY Stt-iict. Bot. (ed. 6)

416/1. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Inappe-rtinent, a. rare. [lN-3.] Not ap-
pertinent ; impertinent.
1814 COLERIDGE in J. Cottle Early Recoil. (1837) II. 204

What, in a great commercial city, will not be deemed trifling
or inappertment.

Inappetence (inavpftens). [f. IN- 3 + AP-
PETENCE: cf. F. inappetence (i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Lack of appetence; want of appetite,

desire, or longing.
a 1691 BOYLE Agst. Custom. Sivearing 106 [He] takes

a long walk to the physician's lodging, to beg some remedy
for his inappetence. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. vii. 3
(1734) 188 Inappetence and Weakness of Digestion. 1859
TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 670/1 Irresistible impulse, alternating
with total inappetence. 1887 Miss LINSKILL In Exchange
for Soul III. Ixiv. 228 His inappetence for spending money
on himself.

Inappetency (inarpftensi). [f. IN- 3 + APPE-
TENCY : see -ENCY.] =prec.
1611 COTGR., Anorexie, inapetencie. 1647 LILLY Cln:

Astral, xliv. 280 There's inappetency of the ventricle. 1733
CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. v, 3 Loathing and Inappetency
. . always attends . . all Disorders. 1884 T. HARDY in Inde-

INAPPRECIABLE.
pendent 7 Feb., Her virtues lay in no resistant force of
character, but in a natural inappetency for evil things.

Inappetent (ince-pttent), a. [IN- 3.] Not
appetent ; without appetite or desire.

1796 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 176 Totally inappetent of food.
1803 Monthly Mag. XVI. 123 Inappetent, restless, and un-
easy for want .. of exercise. 1886 Miss LINSKILL Haven
under the Hill II. i. 7 She awakened very slowly, and with
an inappetent listlessness.

Iiiappetible (inre-pftib'l), a. [IN- 3.] Not
appetibie; that awakens no appetite or desire.
1874 M'CosH Scott. Phi/os. xix. (1875) 148 The place

which the idea of an object, .as appetible or inappetible has
in all feeling.

Inapplicability (inasplikabi-Hti). [f. next :

see -ITY : cf.
applicability.'] The quality of being

inapplicable ; incapability of being fitly applied.
Also with an and//. An instance of this.

**73 H. MORE App. Antid. Idol, xxxvi. 43 The inapplic-
ability is so easily discoverable. 1792 BURKE Let. to Sir
H. Langrishe Wks. VI. 301 The inapplicability of your own
old principles to the circumstances that are likely to in-
fluence your conduct against these principles. 1820 L. HUNT
Indicator No. 18 These scripture names of men . . have
given rise to some curious inapplicabilities, as Adam Smith
and David Hume, two infidel philosophers. 1884 W. J.
COURTHOPE Addison^ i. 21 Retaining the old ideas, .without
being able to perceive their inapplicability to the existing
nature of things.

Inapplicable (inre-plikab'l), a. [IN- 3. Cf.
F. inapplicable (iSthc.).] Not applicable ; incap-
able of being applied (to some cnse) ; unsuitable
(to the purpose).
1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 273 The late king cited

statutes, but you declared them inapplicable in the case of
the commission of array, a 1794 SIR W. JONES Two Hymns
to Pracriti Argt., Lest European criticks should consider
a few of the images as inapplicable to Indian manners.

1839 JAMES Louis XIV, IV. 262 To show that this reasoning
is inapplicable. 1881 LUBBOCK Addr. Brit. Assoc. in Na-
ture No. 618. 409 Doppler's method was practically inap-
plicable, because the amount of effect on the colour wouldcae, ecause e
be utterly insensible.

lua'pplicableuess.
1. = INAPPLICABILITY.

rare". [-NESS.]

1730-6 BAII.EY (folio), Inapplicablcness, uncapableness of

being applied to.

t2. = INAPPLICATION. (Cf. APPLICABLE a. i.)
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Inapplicableness, heedlesness [pr.

heedfulness], want of Application.

Ina'pplicably, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In
a way not capable of application ; unsuitably.
1864 in WKBSTER. 1884 LD. BURY in Cyclist 13 Feb. 251/1

That sex, which has been .. perhaps inapplicably, termed
the weaker.

Ilia-pplicate, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. inapplicat-
iis, f. in- (IN- 3) + applicatns APPLICATK.]
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., hiappticatus, used by H. Cas-

sini, to the bracteoles of the Synanthereae, when they are
not applied against the clinanthium : inapplicate. 1886 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.

Inapplicatiou (in.tplik^-Jan). [IN- '': Cf.

F. inapplication (1718 in Diet. Acncl.}.]
1. \\ ant of application ;

the fact or habit of not

applying oneself to one's duties.

1721 BAILEY, Iiiapplication, heedlesness. 1755 JOHNSON,
Inapplication, indolence, negligence, a 1797 H. WALFOLE
Mem. Geo. II (1847) II. viii. 259 The Prince excused his own
inapplication on the foot of idleness. 1800 W. TAYLOR in
Robberds Mem. I. 330 Inappjication, versatility, are, I sup-
pose, the dangers of a mind like Henry's.
2. The condition of not applying or having no

application to the case
; inapplicability.

1784 J. BARRY in Led. Paint, iii. (1848) 146 These rules..

appear to me to be very inconclusive, and much out of their

place, when thus applied to prescribed forms. . Besides their
utter inapplication, these multiplied little rules seem [etc.].

Inapposite (inse-p&it), a. [IN- 3
] Not ap-

posite, not to the point, out of place ; impertinent.
1661 K. W. Conf. Charac., Pane Pulpit-filler (1860) 84

Another sort, .fill up their sermon with., a heaped congeries
of impertinent and inapposite Scriptures. 1670 W. SIMPSON
Hydrol. Ess. 130 He supposed my Answer to be inapposite
only to that point afore-noted. 1809 HAN. MORE Calebs I.

236 (Jod.i, I. .forbore telling her how totally inapposite her

application was. 1838-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. IV. vii. 29
IV. 313 A name .. inapposite to our purpose. 1862 F. HALL
Hindu Philos. Syst. 260 In one respect, that illustration is

inapposite.

Hence Ina'ppositely adv., in an inapposite

manner, unsuitably, impertinently.
1620-55 I- JONES Stone-Heng (1725) 6 It may not inap-

positely be observ'd. 1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 69 Under
the name so inappositely represented at present by the

English word deacon. 1884 Law Times LXXVII. 307/1
An Act of Parliament inappositely described . . as the 'Set-

tled Land Act 1882 '.

Inappreciable (inaprfJiab'l). Also 9 -tiable.

[f. IN- 3 + APPRECIABLE. Cf. F. inappreciable

(I5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not appreciable.
fl. That cannot be sufficiently appreciated,

valued, or esteemed ; invaluable, priceless. Obs.

1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 153 His knowledge
and integrity render his value inappreciable. 1827 SCOTT
Napoleon I. iii. 86 A barrier of inappreciable value. 1868
MiLMAN-S

1

/. Paul's xvii. 446 Gratitude for his inappreciable
services.

2. Too inconsiderable to be estimated or valued ;

imperceptible; of no consequence.
1802 SMITH SON in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 14 Excepting an



INAPPRECIABLY.

inappretiable quantity of vitriol of lime. 1862 F. HALL
Hindu Philos. Syst. 60 An atom i* . . inappreciable by any
of the senses. 1878 HUXLEY Pkysiogr. 16 The rise from
the river to their summits would be almost inappreciable in

a diagram.
3. Not capable of being appreciated ; beyond the

appreciation of some person, etc.

1855 Miss COBBK Intuit. Mor. 36 Their libraries of wisdom,
their galleries of beauty, inappreciable to beast and bird.

Hence Inappre ciably adv., without, beyond, or

beneath appreciation ; imperceptibly.
1860 PATMORE Faithful for Ever in Sat. Rev. 10 Nov. 500

One athirst, who comes thereby And inappreciably sips The
deep with disappointed lips. 1893 F. HALL in JVrt//Vw*(N.Y.)
LVI. 274/1 Inappreciably as the fact imports my contention.
Mod. The difference is inappreciably minute.

Inappreciation (inapr/jV'-Jon). [!N- s.]
Want of appreciation; failure to appreciate or

estimate duly.
1864 iii WEBSTER. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 120 This

strange inappreciation of the relative position. 1881 MRS.
C. PRAKD Policy 4 P. \. 263 Embittered by disappointment
and inappreciation.

Inappreciative aniprrJiAiv), a. [Is- s.]
Not appreciative ; wanting in appreciation. Hence
Inappredatively /"/''

; Inappre'ciativeness.
1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xxxi. 166 Colonel Godfrey's

inappreciativeness of his darling. 1881 Worldly July 8/1
The religious papers have expressed themselves, not inap-
preciatively, but with a certain subacidity of grief. 1897
Educat. Rev. X.III. 69 Which makes even the dullest and
most Inappreciative peasant remove his hat.

t Inapprehe'nding, ///. a. Obs. rare.

flN- 3.1 1 hat does not apprehend ; inapprehensive.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 161 It is not for the ^appre-

hending part to have an ordaining power over the apprehen-
sive whole.

Inapprehensible (hmprfhenrib'!), a. [IN- 3.

Cf. late L. inapprehensibilis, perh. the direct

sonrce.] Not apprehensible ; that cannot be appre-
hended or grasped by the senses or intellect.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Man. (1642) 25. 1649 MILTON

Apol. Smect. Introd., Wks. (1851) 273 Those celestial! songs
to others inapprehensible. 1841 EMERSON Addr., Mem.
Nature Wks. (Bohm II. 231 Your end should be one inap-
prehensible to the senses. 1873 Contemp. Jtev. XX. 674
Sublimated into inapprehensible nothingness.

Inapprehension (injeprthe-njan). [IN- 3.]
1. Want of apprehension ;

failure to apprehend
or grasp mentally.
1744 WARBURTON Wks. (i8ri) XI. 362 An intire inappre-
hension of the very drift and purpose of it. a 1808 HURD
Serm. Wks. 18 it VI. xxi. 306 It is not envy, but inapprehen-
sion, which sets them on work. 1843 POE Purloined Letter
Wks. 1864 I. 277 The moral inapprehension by which the
intellect suffers to pass unnoticed those considerations which
are too obtrusively and too palpably self-evident.

2. Absence of apprehension of danger, rare.

1865 Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 5 He took advantage of their

inapprehension and defenceless condition to gratify the
worst passions.

Inapprehensive (inceprfhe-nsiv), a. [!N- 3.]
Not apprehensive ; without apprehension : a. that

does not grasp mentally, or perceive by sense
; b.

that does not apprehend danger.
1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year \. v. 63 [They] remain

stupid and inapprehensive. 1666 STILLINGFL. Serm. (1683)
i. 5 When were they ever more secure and inapprehensive
of their danger than at this time ? a 1731 ATTERBURY Serm.
('737) HI- J 38 In respect of divine truth they may be alto-

gether inapprehensive
and stupid. 1867 BUSHNELL Mor.

Uses Dark Th. 99 The more inward parts of the body are

comparatively inapprehensive.
Hence Inapprehe nsiveness.
1651 SPARKE Prim. Devot. (1660) 172 Not out of a Stoical

Apathy, or inapprehcnsivenesse, but out of a Christian mag-
nanimity. 1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVI1I. 456 In pure
inapprenensiveness of the juste milieu.

Inapproachable (inapr<5-tjab'l), a. [!N- '!.]

That cannot be approached ; inaccessible, unap-
proachable.
1818 in WEBSTER. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. App. i,

Many subjects..may be dealt with by this kind of art which
are inapproachable by any other. 1858 HOBHOUSE Italy
(1859) II. 158 The Forum and the vast arcades of the Basilica
ofConstantinewere. .almost inapproachable from filth. 1860
PUSEY Min. Proph. 427 His inapproachable light is darkness
to eyes which would gaze on it.

Hence Inapproa chably adv. \ Inapproacu-
abi'lity, unapproachableness.
1864 WEBSTER, Inapproachably. 1871 tr. Lange'l Comm.

Jeremiah 196 Defiant in its inapproachability.

luappropriable (inapr<?-priab'l), a. rare.

[IN- 3.] Not capable of being appropriated.
1851 S. JUDD Margaret II. ii. (1871) 201 Unreachablc, in-

appropriable, anagogical.
Hence Inappro priableness.

^
1836 R. F. WILSON in Nnvman's Lett. (1891) II. 206 The

1

inappropriableness
'

of Church property . . to Church pur.
poses different from those which the letter of the Founder's
intentions prescribed.

Inappropriate (inapnw-prift), a. [!N- 3.]
Not appropriate ; unsuitable to the particular
caie

; unfitting, improper.
1804 Ann. Rev. II. 19/2 A rambling inappropriate retro-

spect of Indian history. 1848 DICKENS Domtey ii, [He]
invaded the grave silence . . with the singularly inappropriate
air of A Cobbler there was '. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat.
Law in Stir. W. Pref. (ed. 2) 13 Inappropriate Hybridism
is checked by the Law of Sterility.

136

]
Inappropriately, adv.

[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

j

In an inappropriate manner ; unfittingly.
1847 in CRAIG. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. App.

599 Verses not inappropriately chosen for the epilogue of
his work. 1870-4 COCHRAN Let. in Anderson Missions
Amer. Bd. IV. xxxvii. 314 This innovation .. was not in-

appropriately
followed by the suspension of the Sabbath-

school and preaching service.

Inappro priateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Inappropriate quality ; unfitness, unsuitableness.

1847 in CRAIG. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 124 The very
levity and inappropnateness with which it is applied, shows
a want of a right appreciation of it. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.
Serm. i. 8 The inappropriateness of the punishment consti-
tutes its injustice.

Inapt (inse-pt), a. [f. IN- 3 + APT. Cf. INEPT.]
1. Not adapted to the purpose or occasion ; un-

suitable, inappropriate, inapposite.
1744 HARRIS Three Treat. IIL i. (1765) 142 Others are In-

apt, incongruous, and Disagreeable. 1818 COBBETT Pol.

Reg. XXXIII. 436 The occasion rendered this inapt and
far-fetched. 1885 Law Times LXXVIII. 242/1 The words
. . being altogether inapt to express more than one devolu-
tion of title.

2. Not apt ; wanting in aptitude or skill
; unskil-

ful, awkward.
1860 Sat. Rev. IX. 600/2 Uncouth and inapt to charm the

female heart. 1867 D. G. MITCHELL Rural Stud. 246 How-
ever inapt a man may be at . . horticultural pursuits. 1895
Current Hist. (Buffalo) V.8zo The well-meant but hopelessly
inapt attempt of the powers.

Inaptitude (in:e-ptitid). [!N- 3.] Want of

aptitude.
1. Unfitness, unsuitableness, inappropriateness.
<ri688 CUDWORTH fmmut. Mor. (1731) 149 Such as are

Cause, Effect.. Equality, Inequality, Aptitude, Inaptitude,
Symmetry, Asymmetry. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V.
98 A moral and almost physical inaptitude of the man to
the function. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 194 Our
excessive neglect of the idea and our consequent inaptitude
for it.

2. Unreadiness, unskilfulness, unhandiness.
ifao E. BLOUNT Horse Subsec. 103 Inaptitude to the former

[honourable expences) shewes a man to be of a poore and
ignoble spirit. 1715-16 STEELE Tmvn- Talk No. 8 This in-

aptitude is too notorious to have left a nation . . the least
room for reporting any advantageous circumstance of this
remarkable person. 1834 Edin. Rev. LIX. 54 There was
such inaptitude in the English people. 1884 /f 'est. Mom.
News 5 Sept. 4/5 Rags of fish and tough meat lead people
daily to believe that national cookery is another name for
old inaptitude.

Ilia ptly, adv.
[f. INAPT + -LY .] In an inapt

manner
; unfitly, inappropriately.

a 1834 COLERIDGE cited by Worcester. 1859 C. BARKER
Assoc. Princ. ii. 34 These associations may not inaptly be
compared to the then military organization of the country.
1885 Laiv Times LXXVIII. 211/2 An auction is not inaptly
called locus penitetttia?.

Ina'ptneSS. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The quality

of being inapt ; inaptitude.
1795-1814 WORDSW. Excursion II. 70 The poor man . . un-

able to subdue Impatience through inaptness to perceive
General distress in his particular lot. 1841 MYERS Cat/i.
Th. MI. 49. 186 Some sentence . . to which it may attach
itself with not more obvious inaptness. 1844 W. H. MILL
Serm. Tempt. Christ iii. 68 That luxury.. which, .produces
of itsalf inaptness for spiritual objects.

t Ina-qnate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. inaynaf-us,
pa. pple. of inaqudre to turn into water, f. in-

(Ix-'
2)+a$ua water.] Converted or transformed

into water. Hence f Inaqna'tion, conversion into

water.

'550 CRANMF.R Defence 33 b, Ther foloweth no Impanation
thereof, no more than the holy ghost is Inaquate, that is

to say, made water, being sacramentally ioyned to the
water in baptisme. 1551 GARDNER Exflic., Transubst. 126 b,
The solution to the seconde reason is allmost as soundely
handled, alludynge from impanation to Inaquation, although
it was neuer sayde in Scripture, this water is the holy ghoost.

Inarable (inx-rab'l), a. [IN- 3.] Not arable ;

incapable of being ploughed.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inarable, not arable, that cannot

be plowed. [Hence in BAILEY, JOHNSON, etc.] 1843 C'AU.M i,

Past ff Pr. in. viii, No soil, not even an inarable one. 1866
Remin. (1881) I. 166 A

place lying all in dimples and
wrinkles . . grassy but inarable.

tlnarate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of L.
inarare to plough in ; also to till, cultivate.] 'To
till ground (Cockeram, 1623).
Inarch (ina-itj), .' Also 8-9 enarch. [f. IN--
+ ARCH v.] trans. To graft by connecting a

growingbranch without separating it from its parent
stock; to graft by approach : see APPROACH sb. 10.

1619, etc. [see INARCHING]. 1671 EVELYN Kal. Hort. 76
(July) Graff by Approach, Inarch, or Inoculate Jasmines,
Oranges. 176* HUDSON in Phil. Trans. LI I. 409 It appears
. . that a tree inarched between two other trees, though
its root be cut off .. will continue to grow. 1845 Florist's

Jrnl. 77 The remedy consists in grafting or inarching the
Chinese varieties on some more durable and luxuriant

growing kind.

Hence Ina-rehed ///. a., grafted by approach.
1741 Compl. Fain. Piece ll. iii. 390 Cut the inarched

Orange Stocks from the bearing Trees. 1898 BAILEY Prun-
ing Bk. 388 Inarched Elms. .

Ina'rch, .
2 rare . [C IN- 1 + ARCH v.] trans.

To arch in, encompass like an arch. Hence In-

BTohing ///. a.
1881 F. Wl H. MYERS Renewal of Youth 203 When all the

INARTICULATE.

embracing earth, the inarching blue, Seemed the soul's
cage no wings might battle through. 1893 W. W. PEYTON
Memorab. Jesus ix. 281 The Divine Presence whom Christ
calls His Father, who inarched the Spirit of Jesus and in-
folded Him.

Inarching (ina-itfiq), vbl. ill. [f. INARCH v. 1

]
1. The action or process of grafting by approach.
16*9 PARKINSON Parodist, Ord. Orchard iv. 543 Inarching

is another manner of grafting in the stocke. 1717 BRADLEY
/'am. Diet. s.v. Grafting, Grafting by . . Enarching. 1863ALCOCK Capit. Tycoon I. 525 The Japanese understand,

surfaces and the exposed parts of the wounds covered with
wax. This is a species of inarching.
2. transf. -"ANAPLASTY, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 127 We might abate
the Art of Taliacotius, and the new inarching of noses.

1650 Bi-LWF.il Anthroponut. 78.

t Inarchitecto nical, <?. Obs. rare
-

'. [!N- s.]
Not architectonic.

1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 113 Absurdly inarchitcc-
tomcal Expressions.

t Ina-rcious, a. Obs. rare. [? f. IN- 3 + ABT +
-(l)ous : cf. ingracious.] Not technically or pro-
fessionally skilled. (See ART sb. 4.)
IS47 BOORDE Brev. Health Pref. 2 This sayde archane

science to the whiche none inarciouse persons can nor shal
atteine to the knowledge. Ibid. 3, I advertise al inarcyous
phisitions to beware.

i Ina'rdent, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] Not

ardent or burning.
1730 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 289 The upper yellow Liquor

is separated from the inardent sulphureous.
t Ina rgentate, f. Obs. rare .

[f. ppl. stem
of L. inargentare, to overlay with silver, (.in- (IN-

2
)

+ argentnm silver.]
' To gild or cover with silver

'

(Cockeram, 1623). Hence t Inargeiita'tioii.
1658 in PHILLIPS. 1721 in BAILEY.

Ilia rguable, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not arguable.
a 1875 HELTS in Gd. Words (1884) Mar. 206 Love, .incom-

prehensible, indefinable, inarguable-about.

t Iua-rk, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- i or 2 + ARK sb.}
trans. To put or enclose in an ark.

'595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grinvile (Arb.) 59 Greater, and
better then inarked he, Which in the worlds huge deluge
did suruiue. 1646 W. BRIDGE Serm. (1647) 17 Get your
soules in-arked in all these promises.

Inarm (ina'jm), v. Also 9 enarm. [f. IN- 1 or 2

+ AliMfi. 1
: cf. F. etitbracer, -brasser to embrace.]

trans. To clasp within or as with the arms; to
embrace ; to throw the arms round. Hence In-

o/rmed, Ina'rming ///. adjs.
i6u SELDEN lllustr. Draytmi's Poly-olb. xiiL 223 War-

wickshire . . you might call Middle-Engle for equality of dis-
tance from the inarming Ocean. 1713 M. HENRY Wks.
(1835) II. 271/2 He [Christ] inarmed them (children], he took
them into his embraces. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. 11852} 276
As the twin tidal wave inarms the world. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixiv. 28 Thee could Thetis inarm, most beauteous
Ocean-daughter. 1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. ii Fire
should have flung a passion of embrace About thee . . re-

splcndently inarmed. 1876 A Forgiveness 126 Gallant
and lady . . Enarming each the other. 1881 F. W. H. MYERS
Wordsworth 43 Norway's inarming melancholy sea.

Inarm, obs. form of ENAHM, to aim.
155* LVNDESAY Alonarche 2150 Ane man of weir, Inarmit

weill with sword and speir.

luarti'culable, . rare. [f. IN- 3 + articul-

able, f. L. articula-re to ARTICULATE + -BLE.] That
cannot be articulated or pronounced articulately.
1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 99 To unite in one

termination b, d, g, v, or z, with p, t, k, f, or s, is inarticulable.

Inarticulate (inaJti-ki;7U
v
t), a. [ad. L. inar-

ticulat-us, i. in- (!N- 3) + articulatus ARTICULATE.
Cf. K. inarticuli^ Not articulate : the opposite
of ARTICULATE.
1. Not jointed or hinged ; esp. in Zool. and Bot.
Not having articulation ; not composed of segments
united by joints.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 449 The whole body
inarticulate, and not well compounded for the outward
sight. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xiii. (i6n> 134 Such
beasts as haue their feet Solid or Vndiuided or. .inarticulat,
that is to say without toes. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet.
xxi. 230 The Feet of women, which being naturally short
and round, and also inarticulate. 1776 DA COSTA Coiichol.

242 A hinge is inarticulate when not set with any visible

joints or teeth. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 639 Gorgonidae

forming an inarticulate solid stony axis. 1851 RICHARDSON
Geol. viii. 229 Body inarticulate, soft and pulpy.

b. Of or belonging to the division Jnarticulata

of Brachiopods, with non-articulate valves, now
called Hcardines. In mod. Diets.

o. Disjoined, unconnected, dislocated.

1851 G. W. CURTIS Hmvadji in Syria (1872) 26 (Funk)

Heliopolis is a mass of sand mounds now, and a few in-

articulate stone relics.

2. Of sound or voice : Not of the nature of ar-

ticulate speech ; not consisting of distinct parts

having each a definite meaning ;
not uttered or

emitted with expressive or intelligible modulations :

without distinction of syllables : as a long musical

note, a groan, or the sounds produced by some
animals. Also, not clearly articulated, indistinctly

pronounced.



INARTICULATE.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor, 643 A kinde of voice, not

altogether inarticulate and insignificant. iSioG. FLETCHER
Christ's Viet. To Rdr., The inarticulate sounds of musique
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. iii. i Had they not learned
the inarticulate voice of the goats. 1670 DRYDEN Tyran.
Lmie Pref., Solemn Mustek, which is inarticulate Poesie.
1790 BKATTIE Moral Sc. i. i. 4. 81 Inarticulate sounds maybe divided into musical sound and noise. 1828 WORDSW.
Power of Sound xiii, ye banded instruments of wind and
chords Unite .. Your inarticulate notes with the voice of
words ! 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Ing. I. ii. 50 In the
attempt to do so he produced sounds which were wholly
inarticulate.

b. Unable to speak articulately or distinctly;
not using articulate speech ; dumb.
I7S4 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann 28 Mar., The poor

t-arl, who is inarticulate with the palsy. 1850 CARLYLE
Latter-d. Pamf/i. ii. (1872) 41 The heavy miseries pressing..on the great dumb inarticulate class. 1855 THACKERAY
Nnacomes v, [She] was found . . in the morning, inarticulate
but still alive. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 289 Then
inarticulate with rage and grief Pliineus turned on him.

C. transf. Having no distinct meaning.
1855 BRIMLEY Ess., Poetry f, Crit. 191 Inarticulate gib-

berish. 1809 Watm, Gaz. 7 Feb., The beautiful comprehen-
siveness of these inarticulate Articles.

t Inarticulate, z>. 06s. rare.
[{.

IN- n + AR-
TICULATE

v.~\ trans. To joint in, joint together.
1713 DERIIAM Phys.-Theol. iv. iii. Note 19 (1727) 124 In

Man, and Quadrupeds, they are four, curiously inarticulated
with one another.

Inarti-culated, ppl. a. [IN-S.] Not articu-
lated.

1. Zool.sai&Bot. Unjointed; = INARTICULATE a. i.

1830 LINDLEY ffal. Syst. Bat. 280 Arborescent stems with
rigid . . inarticulated leaves, called fronds. 1861 HULME
'r. Moi/uin-Tandon n. n. 60 Lamarck .. associated the
Polype or Compound Animals with Inarticulated Animals.
Ibid, n. vi. i. 292 A sucker inclosed in an inarticulated
sheath. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. In-j. Anim. viii. 466 In the
inarticulated Brachiopods, our knowledge of the nervous
system is very imperfect.
2. Of sound or voice : Not uttered articulately ;= INAKTICULATE a. 2.

1824 GALT RotMan II. iv. viii. 169 She . . listened to the
inarticulated menaces of his inflamed spirit. 1886 Pall
MallG. 22 Apr. 13/2 Cries of

' Out with the Premier, and
give us a railroad

', alternated with the fierce, inarticulated
yells.

Inarticulately, adv. [f. INARTICULATE a.
+ -IY

>*.] In an inarticulate manner
; without

words or syllables; without distinct articulation
or expression ; with indistinct utterance, indistinctly.a 1660 HAMMOND Serm. God of Bethel Wks. 1683 IV. 497The Divine admonitions and holy laws whisper'd inarticu-
lately in our hearts. 1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qua/.
(1809) IV. 66, I muttered somewhat, as I suppose, inarticu-
lately, toward an answer. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Monrtray
Fant. I. 215 Emma inarticulately attempted to express her
regret at this unfortunate circumstance. 1884 SEELEY in

Contemp. Rev. Oct. 501 They have . . but inarticulately
striven to communicate it to others.

Inarticulateness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being inarticulate or
of not using articulate speech ; lack of clear arti-

culation, indistinctness of utterance.
1731 BAILEY, Inarticulateness, the being not articulate,

indistinct, confused. 1891 Spectator 14 Mar. 376/1 Not in
the least discouraged by the banter his inarticulateness
excited.

t Inarticula-tion J
. Obs. [f. IN- 2 + ARTI-

CULATION : cf. INAKTICTJLATE v.] The jointing of
one thing into another

;
= ENAUTHROSIS.

1378 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 24 Certaine cauities . . of the
three neither most ribbes seruyng also to their inarticula-
tion. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farms 472 For the
better perfecting of this inarticulation, there are two edges
or brimmes, that so they may the better ioyne together.
1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. vi. xlii. (1678) 165 Enar-
throsis or Inarticulation is a kind of Dearticulation, in
which a deep cavity receives a thick and long head.

Inarticula-tion -. rare. [!N-
3

: cf. INARTI-
CULATE a.] Absence of distinct articulation

; in-

articulate utterance.

1765 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 III. 397, I might have
mentioned inarticulation among the defects in common
speech that are assumed as beauties in modern singing.
31773 CHESTERF. (T.I, The oracles meaned to be obscure;
but then it was by the ambiguity of the expression, and
not by the inarticuiation of the words.

Inartificial (iniutifi-Jal), a. [ad. L. inarti-

fidalis (Quintilian), f. in- (Is- 3) + artificidlis AR-
TIFICIAL (used to render Gr. arfxi/os). Cf. F. in-

artificiel (i6th c.).] Not artificial.

1. Not resulting from art or artifice; not pro-
duced by constructive skill

; natural. Now rare.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vil. (1701) 329/1 There are . .

two kinds of Fire, one artificial, requisite to the use of life,

which converteth nutriment into it self
;
the other inartificial

(so Cicero renders aTeyt-iicoi') by which all things grow, and
are preserved. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commun. Introd.
8 It is nothing but a shining cloud . . cast into a contingent
and inartificial shape. 1672 GREW Philos. Hist. Plants

8 When needful to add the preparations of Art to that of
Nature ; how to Enlarge those of Art, and Recline those
which are indeed Inartificial.

2. Not in accordance with the principles of art ;

constructed without art or skill, rude, clumsy ; in-

artistic.

1613 CAWDRHY Table Alfh. (ed. 3), Inartificiall, without
art or skill. 1660 JKR. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. i. iv. (R.), For

VOL. V.
'

137

these and many other concurrent causes, the proceeding is
inartificial and casual, and fit to lead the ignorant, but not
the learned. 1671 in E. D. Neill Virg. Carol. (18861 332We are at continual charge to repair unskilfull and inarti-
ficial buildings. 1748 Anson's Voy. HI. x. 412 The Chinese

( _..
adhere to the rude and inartificial method of represent-

ing words by arbitrary marks. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India
I. n. viii. 257 Their warlike instruments are rude, noisy

(

and inartificial. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 326
Nothing could be . . more inartificial and unnatural than
its classification. 1881 FARRAR Early Clir. II. 153 In the
style of Papias, so inartificial and inexact, it cannot be
regarded as certain that this is his meaning.
1 3. Of an argument : Not according to the art

of Logic ; not deduced by logical methods from
I accepted premisses, but derived from authority or

testimony. Obs.

1588 FRAUNCE Larmiers Log. i. ii. 10 Ramus divideth an
argument into artificiall and inartificiall. 1639 FULLER
Holy War in. xxvi. (1647) 157 The Legate used an inarti-
ficiall argument drawn from the authority of his place.a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 339 There
being two kinds ofarguments or reasons . . whereby positions
or tenets are wont to be proved, artificial and inartificial :

by artificial, the meaning is, those that are levied and
wrought out by the light and strength of the understanding
from general principles; by inartificial, the testimony or
consent of judgment amongst men about a matter. 1678

j

CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Pref. 38 The Scripture- Faith, is not
a meer Believing of Historical! Things, and upon Inarti-
ficiall Arguments, or Testimonies onely. 1725 WATTS Logic
III. ii. 8 An artificial Argument is taken from the Nature
and Circumstances of the Things ; . . An inartificial Argu-
ment is the Testimony of another.

4. Not assumed or put on; artless, unaffected,
natural. (Of personal qualities, actions, etc. ; hence
of persons.)
1664-5 EVELYN Let. to Ld. Cemetery Feb., This excesse,

Jiich.^proceeds from th honest and inartificial gratitude
of [etc.]. 1779 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Jan., A rather

i girl ; very young and inartificial. 1780 BURKEpretty, pale jI" J,
I

&" , ~'/ >"""& I"MM MMIMUkUM. 1700 DUKKK
Econ. Reform Wks. III. 249 Any inartificial expression of
the

people^s wishes. 1871 S. C. HALL Bk. Memories 383
His [Hogg's] vanity was so inartificial as to be absolutely
amusing.
5. Without complexity or artifice ; not elaborately

designed or worked out; plain, simple, straight-
' forward.

1823 J. F. COOPER Pioneers xi. (1869) 46 The '

long room
'

was but an extremely plain and inartificial temple. 1838-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. i. iv. 23. 1. 271 What is told in narra-
tion, according to the ancient inartificial form of tragedy is

finely told. 1893 H. WALKER 3 Cent. Scot. Lit. I. 173 The
thought is without complexity, inartificial and, to a large
extent, common property.
Hence Xnartificiality, inartificial character.
1847 L- HUNT Men, Women, * B. II. vi. 81 The defects,

in want of character and probability. -and inartificiality of
ordon nance.

Inartificially (inaitifi-Jali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2.] In an inartificial manner
; without art or

technical skill
; clumsily, unskilfully, inartistically;

untechnically.
1623 COCKERAM H, Ilfauour'dly done, Inconcinnately,

. Itiarteficially. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph. ii. 44 He
did it so inartificially . . that Arius thought he did not dis-

tinguish the persons. 1774 WHITE in Phil. Trans. LXV.
273 Her rude nest, consisting of fine grasses and feathers, . .

very inartificially laid together. 1815 SIMOND Tour Gt.
Brit. I. 3 Three small dishes dressed very inartificially.
1831 SCOTT Monast. Introd., The incidents were inartifi-

cmlly huddled together. 1884 Lam Times Rep. L. 254/1
The word '

heirs
'

would have been used inartificially,
because used in reference to a legacy of personal estate
simply.

D. In an artless or unaffected manner ; simply,
artlessly.
1825 AVro Monthly Mag. XVI. 300 The air. .was sweetly

and inartificially sung.

Inartistic (inaJti-stik), a. [!N- 3.] Not ar-
tistic ; not in accordance with the principles of art.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede 55 Inartistic figures crowding
the canvass of life without adequate effect. 1875 JOVVETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 191 This book is a very dull and inartistic

performance.
b. Having no appreciation for or love of art

;

unskilled in art.

1875 STEDMAN Viet. Poets iv. (1887) 134 An inartistic
nature and a dull or commonplace mind.

Iiiarti-stical, a. [!N- 3.] Not artistical
;=

prec. Hence Inartistica-lity.
a 1849 P E M. f, L. Davidson Wks. 1864 III. 226 The

rhythm lapses in the most inartistical manner. Long,
fellow, Willis, etc. ibid. 348 The prevalence of this folly
[speaking aside] detracts as much from the acting merit of
our drama generally, as any other inartisticality. 1869
Eng. Sleek. 31 Dec. 390/1 Minute and .. inartistical notches

Iiiarti-stically, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.J In

an inartistic manner ; without conformity to the
rules of art ; without technical skill.
1862 ' SHIRLEY '

Nugae Crit. viii. 348 The rude inscriptions
on the tombs of these early Christians, . . inartistically scraped
upon the stone. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

V. 5 The
externals of the scene, which are briefly and inartistically
described, soon disappear. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI.
832/2 This last paragraph is rather inartistically drawn.

Inasmuch (inaezmo-tf), adv. [orig. three
words in as much (in northern ME. in als mikel),
subsequently sometimes written as two words, in

asmuch, and now (esp. since ifth c.) as one.]
I. In phrase Inasmuch as.

INATTENTIVELY.
I. In so far as, to such a degree as, in proportion

as, according as.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 19596 Sua aght all preistes mar and less,In als mikel als m J>aim es. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel.

Wks. II 206 pe popis lawes in )>is mater ben litil worb but
masmyche as (iei ben groundid of Goddis lawe or of resoun
1526 TINDALE Matt. xxv. 40 In as moche as [Ags. Gaspswa lange swa ; WYCLIF as long as] ye have done it vnto
won of the leest of these my brethren

; ye have done it tom - .577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (1604) 124 In as much as his
mind is bent unto righteousness, he putteth away naughti-
ness. 1711 Fingall MSS. in lothRef. Hist. MSS. Comm.

j

App. v. 112 We are bound, inasmuch as it lyes in our power
to make satisfaction. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. ii

(1859) 32 God is only God inasmuch as he is the Moral
Governor of a Moral World.
2. In that

; in view of the fact that ; seeing that
;

considering that ; on the ground or for the reason
that ; since, because.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 601, I haue to yow, quod
?' \,$S?

tresPas In as muchefr.r. moche] as I maked yow
aferd Whan I yow hente. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xliii. 461*or In as Moche as God he was, he Ros Ajen thorwgh his
Owne Gras. 1545 BRINKLOW Complaynt 3 b, Inasmoch as
there is no powr but of God. 1557 N. T. (Gerlev.) Ep. *iij,
tuery man might fynde him in him selfe : in asmuche as
we are all susteined and conserued by his vertue that
dwelleth in vs. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 193 He hath no iust
cause to pleade against God ; in as much as the conscience
of his owne deserts will stop his mouth. 1771 WESLEY
Sirm.1. i. 5 Inasmuch as

' he was delivered for our sins '.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 476 The recitals in the
indenture of assignment were false, inasmuch as there never
was any indenture of mortgage. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood
in, I am unable to reply that I am much the better for seeing
you, Pussy, inasmuch as I see nothing of you.

II. f3. Without as: In an equal or like degree,
likewise. 06s.

1727 SWIFT Circumcision E. Ctirll Wks. 1778 VII. 236The wisest man that ever was, and inasmuch the richest,
beyond all peradventure was a Jew.
t Ina-sperate, v. Obs. rare.

[f. IN- 2 + L.

asperare to make rough or fierce, after exasperate :

cf. Ital. inasperare (Florio), F. enasprir (Cotgr.),
which may have served as models.] To provoke
to cruelty or bitterness

; to exasperate, embitter.
IS99 SANDYS Evropx Spec. (1632) 242 Their doubt of

farther inasperating the Turke in his Cruelty. a 1639WOTTON in Rely. 11685) 708 To sweeten the humours of that

Family, not a little inaspirated by the Death of Alfonso.

Inassi-milable,". rare. [lN-3 : so in mod.
F.] Not assimilable, not capable of assimilation.
1886 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Inassimila-tioil. rare. [lN-3.] Non-assi-
milation

;
failure to assimilate (food).

1885 Alien, t; Neural. VI. 541 It is one of the frequent
occurrences in inassimilation that the organism is not

uniformly well nourished.

Inassuageable (inasw^-dsab'l), a. [f.
IN- 3

+ assuagealne, f. ASSUAGE.] That cannot be as-

suaged or allayed.
1887 G. GISSING Thyrza II. viii. 155 To bear the torture

of an inassuageable desire.

t InaSSU'rance. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Want
of assurance, uncertainty.
1614 JACKSON Creed in. Pref. a va, Their inassurance of

life eternal). 1675 EARL OF ESSEX Lett. (1770) 21 Not from
any. .unkindness or inassurance I have of his friendship.

Iriate, obs. form of INNATE.

Iiiattaxkable, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Not attack-
able ; that cannot be attacked

; unassailable.
1832 Fraser's Mag. III. 234 The most precious, the most

inattackable part of the existing system.

Inattention (inate-njan). [IN-
3

: peril, a. F.
inattention (1701 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Want of at-

tention
; failure to attend, take heed, or fix the

mind attentively upon any matter ; want of obser-

vant care or notice ; heedlessness, negligence.
1710 Tatler No. 187 p 6 The universal Indolence and

Inattention among us to Things that concern the Publick.

1759 ROBERTSON ffisl. Scot. (1813) I. I. 30 This was not

owing to the inattention of our princes. 1793 BEDDOES
Calculus etc. 272 He was totally misled by some inatten-
tion in conducting his processes. 1839-40 W. IRVING
Wolferfs R. (1855) 61, I recollected her inattention to my
discourse of the preceding morning.

b. Want of courteous personal attention.
c 1792 HAYLEY Let. to Cmoper (in Sotheby's Catal. July

1887), Damped by a little blank gloomy inattention from
our great Friend. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 183 From
the beardless countenance, and inattention of the Indian to
the female.

Inattentive (inate'ntiv), a. [IN-
3

: cf. F. in-

attentif( 1 762 in Diet. Acad.},] Not attentive; not

fixing or applying the mind steadily ; not heedful
or observant ; negligent.
1741 WATTS Improv. Mind \. xv. 6 If we indulge the

frequent rise and roving of passions, we shall thereby pro-
cure an unsteady and inattentive habit of mind. 1777
SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. iii, She will find I have not been
inattentive to her interest while living. 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 120 All in sight of inattentive man. 1838 LYTTON.^/K*
13 Or else Evelyn was peculiarly inattentive.

b. Not rendering personal attentions; neglectful.
1795 BURKE Corr. IV. 320, I hope you will not think me

inattentive to you.

Inattentively (inate-ntivli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an inattentive manner ; without pay-
ing attention or giving due heed ; negligently.
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INATTENTIVENESS.

1748 BUTLER Strm. Wks. 1874 II. 308 A kind of pre-

judice, to which perhaps most of us . . may inattentively be

liable. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. /*v Pop* Wks. IV. 41 Be-

haviour, inattentively deficient in respect. 1839 HAII.AM

Hist. Lit, II. u. v. 12 Mote, Corniani, and all the rest, must
have read her very inattentively. 4
luattentiveness (inate-ntivnea). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being in-

attentive ;
want of attenliveness.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI. Ivi. 369 That in-

attentiveness to his own figure and appearance, which
demonstrate the truly fine gentleman. 1785 PAL.FV Mor.
Pkilos. \\ v. (1830) 986 [The second inconvenience of a

liturgy is] that the perpetual repetition of the same form of
words produces weariness and inattentiveness in the con-

gregation. 1884 J. PARKER Afost. Life III. 12 It hears
tones that have not uttered themselves to inattentiveness.

t Inauda'City. Obs. rare. [f. L. inaiufax not

daring, timorous : cf. audacity^ Lack of boldness
or resolution, timidity.
1594 CONSTABLE Diana vn. x, Such punie thoughts ..

whose inaudacitie dares but base conceits.

Inaudibility (ingdlbi llti). [f. next + -ITY.]
The quality or condition of being inaudible; in-

capability of being heard.
1811 LAMB Elia Ser. l. Old ft Ntw Schoolm., A whisper

teases you by its provoking inaudibility. 18157 TYNDAUL
Sound m. (1875) 272 The steamer was immediately turned
and urged back to our last position of inaudibility. 1870
Daily News 17 Feb., The female witnesses were, with one
exception, indistinct almost to inaudibility.

Inaudible (inj-dlb'l), a. [ad. L. inaudlbil-is,
(. in- (!N- 3) + audJbilis AUDIBLE : cf. It. inaudibile

(Florio, 1598).] Not audible; not capable of

being heard ; imperceptible to the ear.
1601 SHAKS. Alls H^ellv. iii. 41 Th' inaudible, and noise-

lesse foot of time. 1616 BACON Sftoa 122 As the Bullet
moueth so swift, that it is Inuisible, so the same Swiftnesse
of Motion maketh it Inaudible, a 1770 C. SMART Ode
St. Cecilia i, Ye, that inform the tuneful spheres, Inaudible
to mortal ears. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 129 An echo
in the room which rendered his words inaudible.

Inaudibly (inj-dibli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY
'<.]

In an inaudible manner, so as not to be heard.

1708 WORDSW. P. Bell 111. li, He Sets down his hoofs in-

auaibly. a 1822 SHELLEY Summer Even. 24 Its awful hush
is felt maudibly.
t Inaudrte, . Obs. rare l

. [a...inaudi/e
(Rabelais), ad. L. inaudtt-us unheard, f. in-

(lN-3).] Unheard of.

1708 MoTTKirx Rabelais (1737) V. 229 Your placid Life,
here inaudite before, Repletes the Town of Lugdun.
Inaugur (ing-g&i), z>. Now rare. Also -ure.

[a. F. inaugure-r (i4th c. in Littr), or ad. L. in-

augurdre to INAUGURATE.]
1 1. trans. = INAUGURATE v. I

; also fig. Obs.
rtlSSS LATIMER (Webster 1864), Inaugured and created

king. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 32 [He] is worthy to be
inaugured with a laurel crown of follie. 1611 SPEED Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 41. 1142 Shan, then chosen, proclaimed,
and inaugured O'Neale, by an old shoo cast ouer his head,
seized vpon his Fathers inheritance. i63iHEVwoODZ,<7m/tfw'j
Jus Hon. 273 To inaugure you, in your Praetorium seate.

1644 H. LESLIE Strm. Bless. Judah 25 Howsoever the King
be sometimes chosen by them, and alwayes inaugured by
them. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 2 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 176 Then
3 shall beat 5, be inaugur'd in Spain.
2. = INAUGURATE v. 5.
1890 'ANNIE THOMAS' On the Children II. x. 166 The

opportunity of inauguring the half-days of cessation from
commercial cark and care was welcomed gladly.

Inaugural (ing-giural), a. (sb.) [a. F. inau-

gural (i;th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. inaugurer to

INAUGURATE, after L. auguralis.] Of or pertaining
to inauguration ; forming part of the ceremony of

inauguration or of the formal commencement of

any course or career.

1689 in Somers Tracts II. 332 Instances of auspicious
inaugural Medals. 1708 HEARNB Collect, 12 May lO. H. S.)
II. 108 Mr. Thwaites Greek Professor made his Inau-
gural Speech. 1805 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 34The satisfaction you express with the last inaugural
address. 1841 ARNOLD Let. in Stanley Lift (1844) II. x.

300 My Inaugural Lecture was so kindly received that it

gives me great hopes of being able to do something. 1897
[see INAUGURATION 4], 1898 A. W. W. DALE Life ofR. IV.
Dale xii. 269 The inaugural meeting was attended by men
of all parties.

B. as sk. An inaugural speech or address. U.S.
1860 BARTLKTT Diet. Anier. s. v.,

' Have you read the
President's inaugural?' 1871 S. N. RANDOLPH Dam. Life
T. Jefferson 280 He went in to deliver his inaugural. 1884
Century Mag. XXVIII. 504 A few days before one of his
inaugurals.

t Inau-gurate, ///. a. Obs. Also 6 -at. [ad.
L. inaugnrat-us, pa. pple. of inaugurarc : see

next.] Inaugurated, ceremoniously or formally in-

stalled into office: see next, I. (Const, aspa. pple.}
1600 HOLLAND Lhiy xxvii. xxxvi. 635 Dolabeila was in-

augural or installed king of the sacrifices. 1644 HAMMONDSerm Christ's Resnrr. Wks. 1683 IV. 529 The new state,
to which Christ was inaugurate at his resurrection. 1681
W. ROBERTSON Phraseot. Gin. (1693) 533 That the consuls
might be made and inaugurate.

Inaugurate (inj-giuwit), v.
[f.

! inaugural-,
ppl.

stem of inaugurarc to take omens from the
flight of birds, to consecrate or install after taking
such omens or auguries, f. in- (!N- 2) + augurare
to take auguries : see AUGUR sb. and v.}
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1. trans. To admit or induct (a person) to an
office or dignity by a formal ceremony ; to conse-

crate, install, invest. Also with complement.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxii. (1612) 344 More to

their proper Elements inaugurated none, Than shee to hers

by.passed, he to his possessed Throne. 1612 DRAYTON
Poly-olb. xvii. 260 The seat on which her Kings inaugu-
rated were. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 261

They behoved to be doctorated ere they were inaugurated
bishops. 1708 OCKLEY Saracens (1848) 387 Yezid..was in-

augurated Caliph on the new moon of the month Rejeb.
17815 BURNS Let. to J. Kennedy Aug. s

I have . . made my
public appearance, and am solemnly inaugurated into the
numerous class. 182$ MACAULAY Ess., Milton (1851) I. 22
When Cromwell was inaugurated in Westminster Hall.

t 2. To invest (a thing) with a sacred or sup-
posed sacred character, etc. Obs.

1638 F. Jumus Paint. Ancients 136 The inaugurated
Statues . . being set up by skilfull enchaunters in . . the

temple, or else secretly digged in the ground, were thought
to appease . . the Gods, and to protect the Country. Ibid.

137 The inaugurated statues, which now adays. .are called
Talisman.

3. To make auspicious or of good augury; to

confer solemnity or sanctity upon ;
to sanctify,

consecrate, rare.
a 1639 WOTTON Life Dt. Buckhm. in Relia. (1651) 79

Those beginnings of years were very propitious unto him,
as if Kings did chuse remarkable dayes to inaugurate their

favours, that they may appeare acts as well of the Times, as
of the Will. 1847 R. W. HAMILTON Disf. Sabbath i. (1848)
7 And now succeeds the Sabbath which inaugurates all these

accomplishments, . . as it perfects, illustrates, and glorifies
the wondrous Hebdomade.
4. 'To begin with good omens' (J.); to begin

(a course of action, period of time, etc., esp. of an

important character) with some formal ceremony
or notable act

; to commence, enter upon ; to in-

troduce, usher in
;
to initiate. (Sometimes merely

grandiose for '

begin '.)

"755 JOHNSON, To Inaugurate, . . to begin with good
omens, to begin. 1851 GALLENGA Italy i. 22 The revolution
was to be inaugurated without a single deed of violence to

any Italian, a 1861 MRS. BROWNING Sabbath Morn, at Sea
v, And^ sky and heaven made mighty room To inaugurate
the vision. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxi. 428 He would
certainly have inaugurated a new era on the East Coast of
Africa. 1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl. n. v. 159 The daily
work of the school was inaugurated and generally con-
cluded . .with the ceremony of engaging publicly in prayer.
5. To initiate the public use of, introduce into

public use by a formal opening ceremony (a statue,

fountain, building, etc.).

[1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome I. xiii. 237 The augurs were to
attend in order to inaugurate the ground where the soldiers
were to meet.] 1851 LD. COCKBURM Jrnl. (1874) II. 282 On
the i8"> instant, Steell's equestrian Statue of the Duke of

Wellington was inaugurated, as it is now the fashion to call

such proceedings. 1861 Sat. Rev. 22 June 630 Then, why
is everything

'

inaugurated
'

? It is silly enough to talk
about the '

inauguration
'

of a new statue ; but we have
quite got beyond that.

f Erroneously explained in early Diets.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alpft., Inaugurate, to aske
counsell of soothsayers. 1656 BI.OUNT Glosso^r., Inaugur-
ate . . to ask counsel of the Augures what shall follow, to
dedicate to soothsaying.

Inauguration (injgiiW-Jan). [ad. L. inau-

guration-cm consecration or instalment under good
auspices or omens, n. of action from inaugurarc :

cf. F. inauguration (-acton}, (i4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The action of inaugurating ;
formal in-

duction, institution, or ushering in, with auspicious
ceremonies.

1. Formal or ceremonial induction to an office or

dignity ; consecration, investiture, installation.

1569 in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mary Q. Scots App.
(1824) 59 Our Soverane Lordis coronatioun and inaugura-
tioun in his kingdom was ratyfeit and found gude. 1575-85
ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 56 Eusebius . . was ap-
pointed to celebrate with a sermon the inauguration of Con-
stantinus the emperor. 1617 in Crt. ; Times Chas. I (1848)
I. 214 Dr. Bargrave's sermon at the King's Anniversary
Inauguration, March 27. 1751 J. GILL Trinity vn. 143 The
Father's solemn inauguration of him into his kingly office.

1789 A. HAMILTON H'ks. (1886) VII. 44 The day . . of the
inauguration of the President, which completed the organi-
zation of the Constitution. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Anier. 121
The inauguration of the professors of the university of
Lexington occasioned much stir to-day. 1861 MILL Auto-
biog. iv. (1874) 123, I have always dated from these con-
versations my own real inauguration as an original and
independent thinker.

2. The formal or definite commencement or in-

troduction of a course of action, an important era
or period of time, etc.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Ene. I. 292 To the one it was the
advent of Antichrist, to the other the inauguration of the
millennium. 1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 219 It was the in-

auguration of privateering.
3. The formal introduction of something into

public use with appropriate ceremonies, as the

opening of a building or park, the unveiling of a

statue, fountain, etc.

1861 [see INAUGURATE v. 5], 1865 Pall Mall G. 31 Aug.
10/1 Another ludicrous perversion of a word of Latin origin
is the popular use of the word '

inauguration' as applied to
the uncovering of a statue or a monument.
4. attrib. usually in sense I: = !NAUOUBAL.
1686 WOOD Life 6 Feb. (O. H. S.) III. 179 King's in-

INAUSPICIOUS.

auguration aay kept very solemnly at Oxford. 1741 MID.
DLKTON Cicero I. vi. 425 Cicero was invited to the inaugura-
tion feast. 1771 FOOTE Nabob in. Wks. 1799 II. 314 An

I inauguration-speech is required. 1897 Daily Aleuts 5 Mar.
8/3 The inauguration exercises took place to-day . . Mr.
McKtnley delivered his inaugural address in the open air
in front of the Capitol.

U Erroneously explained : cf. INAUGURATE v.

1658 PHILLIPS, Inauguration, an asking counsel ofAugures
or Soothsayers.

Inaugnrative (inj-giiirAiv), a. rare.
[f.

as
I INAUGURATE v. + -IVE.] Having the function of

l inaugurating; inaugural.
1853 Miss SHEPPARD Ch. Auchesterl. 317 The mother-

sickness that is the very treble-string of humility to many
a hero in his inaugurative exile. 1885 lllustr. Land. News
21 Mar. 292 She gave an inaugurative dinner.

InaUguratOr(in'giiirf
l

Uj;. [agent-noun from
L. inaugurare to INAUGURATE.] One who inau-

gurates; an introducer, initiator.

a 1834 COLERIDGE cited by Worcester. 1851 J. MARTINEAU
Stud. Chr. (1858) 289 They have assumed .. that its agents
and inaugurators must have been fully cognizant of its whole

scope and contents. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brtnvn at Oxf. \.

(1889)4 The inaugurators of these changes had passed away.
1877 SYMONDS Renaiss. Italy, Fine Arts 70 The inaugurator
of the humanistic impulse of the fifteenth century.

t Inan-guratory, sb. Obs. [f. L. inaugural-

I (see INAUGURATE v.) + -CRT : cf. laboratory, obser-

vatory^ A place for the ceremony of inauguration.
1665 J. WEBB Stonc-Hetig(\Ti$i 120 His whole Endeavour

hath been . . to make our Antiquity designed for an In-

auguratory of Princes. Ibid. 174 Homage was paid not
in a stony Inauguratory, but on an HilL

Inauguratory (ing-giur/tari), a. [f. as prec.
+ -OHT.J Pertaining to inauguration ;

= INAU-
GURAL.
'775 JOHNSON Joum. West. Isl., St. Andrews, An in-

auguratory speech by the present chancellor. 1770-81
L. P., Dryden Wks. III. 390 Inauguratory gratulations.

1865 GROTE Plato I. v. 178 A sort of . . Inauguratory com-
position for the opening of his school.

t Inau-gurer. Obs. rare.
[f.
INAUGUR + -ERI.]

One who inaugurates a person to an office.

1636 W. SCOT Apol. Narr. (1846) 40 Commission was given

[

to try the Chapter and the Inaugurers. 1605 J. SAGE The
(

Article Wks. 1844 I. 261 The ordainers and inaugurers of
the said Archbishop.

t Inau-gurize, v. Obs. rare
-

. [f.
IN- * +

I AUGURIZE.] trans. To inaugurate.
1611 COTGR., Innugurf, inaugurized, consecrated, dedi-

|

cated.

Inaunter, var. ENAUNTER, in case (that). Obs.

ISS' R. ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia l. (Arb.) 57 That
therefore the Skottes muste be . . readie at all occasions, in
aunters the Englishmen shoulde sturre neuer so lytle. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Potsie ill. xiii[ij. (Arb.) 134 For your
foote amfhibrachus . . ye haue these wordes and many like
to these resisted, dclTghtfull, rcprTsall, tnaunter, enamUl '.

Inaurate (ing'r^t), a. rare. [ad. L. inaurdt-

us gilded, pa. pple. of inaurdre, f. in- (IN-
2
) -f

attrare to gild.] a. Gilded, covered with gold.
b. Entom. Applied to parts having a metallic lustre.

1826 KIRDY Si Sp. Entoniol. IV. 284 /warate..when striae

or other impressed parts have a metallic splendour. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Inauratits . . applied to pills which it

was formerly usual to gild in order to prevent their taste

being perceived in swallowing : inaurate.

t Inau-rate, v. Obs. rare.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

inaurare to gild : see prec.] trans. To gild.
16*3 COCKEKAM if, To Gild with golde, inaurate.

Hence t Inau-rated ppl. a. Obs." INAURATE a. ;

\-
Inaura tion, gilding.
16*3 COCKERAM, Inaurated, gilted, or couered with gold.

1706 PHILLIPS, Inauration (among Apothecaries), a gilding
or covering of Pills,.. etc. with Leaf-Gold. 1717 ARBUTHNOT
Coins (J.), The Romans had the art of gilding . . but some
sort of their inauration, or gilding, must have been much
dearer than ours.

Inairreole, v. nonce-wd. [f.lN-2+ AUREOLE si.]

trans. To surround with or as with an aureole.

1807 F. THOMPSON New Poems 5 [Light] Did inaureole
All her lovely body round.

t InaU'Spicate, . Obs. [ad. L. inauspicdt-us
at which no auspices were taken, f. in- (,!N-

:

<) +

auspicattis consecrated by auguries, started with

good auspices : see AUSPICATE.] Ill-omened, in-

auspicious.
1631 VICARS tr. Virgil's JEneid\. [Lat. 1. 635] (N.) With

me com; burn these ships inauspicate ; For I Cassandra's

ghost in sleep saw late. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill 43 Though
it bore an inauspicate face, it proved of a friendly event.
1668 R. STEELE Husbandm. Calling vii. (1672) 170 The
raven . . is an unclean creature . . an inauspicate creature.

So f Inau-spicated/// a. Obs. rare".
i63 COCKERAM n, Vnluckily done, inausficated.

Inauspicious (in^spi-Jas),
a. [f.

IN- 3 . AUS-

PICIOUS.] Not auspicious, not of good omen ; of

unfavourable presage, foreboding evil ; ill-omened,

unlucky, unfortunate.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. ft Jul. v. iii. in O here Will I. .shake
the yoke of inauspicious starres From this world*wearied
flesh, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 19 It was an
unthriftyana inauspitious war. 1638 COWLFY Love*s Riddle
v. i, On that Trees Top an inauspicious Crow Foretold
some ill to happen. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. I.

9 i. 192, I begin this inauspicious Work, which my ill Stars
and you have assign'd me. 1781 GIBBON Dec!. 4 f. xxiv.

(1869) I. 695 The appearances of the victims threatened the
most inauspicious events. 1818 D'IsRAELl Chas. I, II. ii.



INATTSPICIOUSLY.

55 Many inauspicious rumours were bruited among the

people. 1856 K.f>HKArct.Expl. II. App. ii. 310 A tardy and

inauspicious season.

Iiiauspi'ciously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In an inauspicious manner
;
with presage of evil.

1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts Ixvii. 219 Unless he know
how to Govern his own House and Family, [he] is very

inauspiciously prefer'd. 1797 BURKE Kegic. Peace iii. Wks.
VIII. 263 What had been so inauspiciously begun and so

feebly carried on. 1884 Leeds Merc. 24 Oct. 4/4 [The
Session] has commenced not inauspiciously.

Inauspi ciousiiess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being inauspicious ;
unluckiness.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 130 The propitiousness of the

Hence in Todd and mod. Diets.

Inauthentic (ingbe-ntik), a. rare. [IN- 3.]

Not authentic. Hence Xnauthenti'city, inau-

thentic character.
1860 MRS. BROWNING .e^. May (1837)

II. 384 The serious

intention, hid in those mummy wrappings, is not inauthentic.

1883 Q. Rev. July 165 Their precariousness and inauthen-

ticity. 1883 H. M. KENNEDY tr. Ten Brink's E. E. Lit. 389
Evidence of the inauthenticity of Asser's Life ofAlfred.
Inanthoritative (ingb^-rite'tiv), a. [!N- 3.]

Not authoritative ; having no authority. Hence
Inautho ritativeness.

1650 GAUDEN Tears Ck. 53 Ignorance and impudence,
inability and inauthoritativeness contend which shall be

greatest. Ibid. 281 As if all we had done . . had been

irregular, confused, inauthoritative. 1774 T. JEFFERSON
A utobiog. App., Wks. 1859 I. 132 An act of Parliament had
been passed . . against which act the Americans had pro-

tested, as inauthoritative. 1839 New Monthly Mag. LVI.

275 The only attempt at a connected Life . . is. . anonymous,
and inauthoritative. 1888 Nature^ 8 Mar. 442/2 Far-reaching
interests will not excuse inauthoritativeness [in statements].

t Inavai'lable, a. Obs. [In- a.] Of no avail ;

unavailing.
1650 HUBBERT Pill Formality 204 All the means in the

world are inavaileable. 1681 FLAVEL Metlt. Grace i. 8

Without this [personal application of Christ to us by the

Spirit] all is inavailable and ineffectual to our salvation.

Iiiave'rtible, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not averti-

ble ; that cannot be averted.

1885 GOSSE Fr. Shaks. to Pope, A javelin, ponderous,
inavertible, lethal.

t Inavovdable, a. Obs. [IN-
3
.] That can-

not be avoided; unavoidable, inevitable. Hence

t Inavoi'dableness ; t Inavoi'dably adv.

1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xxvii. 274 By reason of the

Neerenesse and Inavoydablenesse of the Evill. 1670-98
I.ASSELS Voy. Italy II. 109 These waters afford innumerable

and inavoidable wetting places. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. ft

Ab. Physic 122 Had she not been strong enough for both

the Disease and the Remedy, Death had inavoidably fol-

lowed.

tlnawe, enawe (in', eng-), Obs. rare.

[f. IN-
2 (En-) + AWE sl>.]

trans. To put in awe or

fear ; to awe, overawe.

1642 SIR W. BRERETON Let. to Cromwell in i-\tk Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i. 45 It would seem they [the

Commissioners of Array] intend to enawe or expel our best

ministers. 1645 Let. to Lent/tall ibid. 317 Unless it be so

that Sir Francis Gamull and Sir Richard Grosvenor . . do

enslave and inaw them hereunto. 1645-6 Ibid. 336 Many
of the citizens [of Chester] remain still so enthralled and

enawed as that they dare not oppose nor resist.

I-nayled, ME. pa. pple. of NAIL v.

+ Ina'zure, v. Obs. var. enazure : see EN- 2.

1611 FLORIO, Inazzurrare, to inazure, to inblew.

f Inbalme, -bau(l)me, obs. ff. EMBALM v.

1611 FLORIO, Imbalsamare, to inbalme.

In banco : see BANCO sb.

Inbardge, variant of IMBABGB v.

flnbark, obs. form of EMBARK v.

1612 SYLVESTER Lacrymz Lacr. 176 Wee Humbled
Mourners may be Heav'nly Markt, In Mercies Vessell to

be All inbarkt.

Inbarn, variant of IMBABN v.

flnbassat, -et, Inbassitour, obs. forms of

EMBASSADE or EMBASSIATE, AMBASSADOR.
c 1450 St. Ciithbert (Surtees) 7913 J>e kyng made hym an

Inbassitour. 1462 Paston Lett. No. 458 II. no The Lrles

of Warrewyk, of Essex . .and other go in to Scotland of m-

Illnbat, var. EMBAT (Turkish), northerly wind.

1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 70 The apart-

ments are in the upper story . . open to the sea and the

refreshing inbat.

Inbatail, -batell, -battel, obs. ff. EMBATTLE .'

Inbathe, obs. form of EMBATHE.

t Inbay, obs. form of EMBAY v. 1

a 1608 SIR F. VEREC<V>. (1657) 36 The ordinary and ready

way to the town lay on that side low and inbayd to the foot

of the hilly downs.

Inbealch : see INBELCH v.

I'n-beatming, vbl. sb. [f. IN adv. 1 1 c + BEAM-

ING vbl. sb.] A beaming or shining in ;
illumina-

tion, irradiation.

1662 J. CHANDLER Van Heltaont's (Mat. 290 Indeed, that

is proper to the soul, by a singular radiation or in-beaming.

1663-70 SOUTH Serm. (1717) IV. 293 Boastings of new

Lights, Inbeamings, and Inspirations..

I-nbea:ring, ppl. a. &. [f. ta adv " +

bearing, pres. pple. of BEAK v. (branch 1I1).J

Intrusive, officious, meddlesome.

139

a 1800 Sir P. Spens xv. in Child Ballads HI. Iviii. (1885)

28/1 Then out it speaks an auld skipper, An inbearing dog
was hee. 1808 Go JAMIESON, Inbcarittg, officious, prone to

embrace every opportunity of ingratiating one's self, espe.

cially by intermeddling in the affairs of others.

t Inbea't, v. Obs. [f. IN- i + BEAT v.] trans.

To beat in, drive in by beating.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. vi. 183 Then with a barre inbete

hit, batte hit ofte, And playne nit rough. 1610 HOLLAND
Caniden's Brit. \. 319 The sandes and beach which the sea
doth inbeate into the haven.

In-being, inbeing (i-nbi-.in), [f. IN adv. n c

+ BEING vbl. sb.}

1. The fact of being in ; existence in something
else

; inherence, indwelling, immanence.
1617 DAYRELL On the Church 81 Were it not extreme

folly . . because of this manner of enterance, to deny the in-

being of the aforesaid men in the house? 1654 WARREN
Unbelievers 107 'Tis such an union and in-being in Christ.

1776 J. NEILL 23 Serin. 88 Believing, .[consists] in such a

reception of them as gives them a real subsistence and in-

being in the Soul. 1834 J. BROWN Lett. Sanctific. v. 295
Must not that be pleasant which is, if I may use the expres-

sion, a mutual inbeing in God ?

2. Inward or essential nature ;
that which a thing

is in itself.

1661 W. ANNAND Panem Ouotid. 9 God giving Lawes for

the inbeing of the National Church which he was then in-

stituting. 1869 RUSKIN Q. ofAir % 135 Men get to know
not only their income, but their inbeing to know them-

selves, .what is in them, and what may be got out of them.

1 3. An indwelling being : applied to the
'

per-
sons

'

of the Trinity. Obs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay v. (1617) 53 In the same most

single essence are three Persons or In-beings. a 1643
SUCKLING Ace. Relig. 115 This cannot be done, but by one
of the three Inbeings, which is the word they use to expresse
the Trinity by.

t Inbe Ich, v. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 1 + BELCH v.]

trans. To ' belch
'

or vomit in ; to cast in.

1610 HOLLAND Cattidens Brit. I. 341 The Ocean . . is now
so farre excluded by reason of sandy residence inbealched

with the tides.

I'iibe:iiding, vbl. sb. ff. IN adv. n c + BEND-
ING vbl. sb.] A bending or curving inwards.

1881 MIVART Cat 221 For the lining of the lungs is but, as

it were, a very deep and complex inbending and infolding

of the body's external surface.

I'nbe:ttdiug, ppl. a. [f.
IN adv. 11 a + BEND-

ING ///. a.] 1 hat bends or curves inwards.

1622 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xxv. 7 To diuide Low Holland
from the High, which on their Easterne side Th' in bending
Ocean holds from the Norfolcan lands.

I -

nbe:nt,///. a. [f. IN adv. ii b + BENT///, a.]

Bent or curved inwards ; turned or directed inwards.

a 1586 SIDNEY Astr. fy Stella xciv, So darke . . that inbent

eyes Can scarce discerne the shape of mine owne paine.

1623 LISLE /Elfric on O. q N. Test. Ded., Hauing thus

with inbent heau'n begunne, See how this bulked world

vnto thee bowes. 1625 Du Bartas, Nan
151^

It is con-

cave and convex, which is as much as to say inbent and
out-bent. 1889 Geol. Jrnl. XLV. i. 152, I can distinguish
no regular markings on the inbent surfaces of the radials

between the spines.

In-betwee -n. [subst. or attrib. use of phr. in

between (!N adv. + BETWEEN prep, or adv.}.'] a.

quasi-i^. (a) An interval ; (b) A person who inter-

venes, b. quasi -adj. Placed between.

1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma i. iii, Busy . . talking and listen-

ing, and forming all these schemes in the in-betweens. 1815

Zelnca I. 393 He's fallen in love with Lady Naglefort,
because she s an in-between. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 22 Sept.

3/2 White or pale-coloured silk, with an in-between layer of

chiffon.

tlnbi'll, v. Obs. [f.
lN-2 + BiLL^.3; cf. also

BILL w.3] trans. To enter in a '
bill

'

or list.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 391 II. 13 John Jeney enformed

me. .ye ar inbylled to be made knygth at this Coronacion.

In-bland, adv. phr. Obs. See BLAND s6. 1

Inblement, obs. form of EMBLEMENT.

flnblrnd, var. of EMBLIND v. Obs. trans., to

produce blindness in
;
to blind.

1513 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570! Civb/2 Such rusty

meates inblindeth so our brayne, That of our favour the

muses have disdayne.

t Inblow, v. Obs. [OE. inblawan, f. IN- 1 +

BLOW v., tr. L. inflare, inspirare. See also EN-

BLOW.] trans. To blow or breathe into : a. to

inflate, puff up ; b. to inspire (also in bad sense).

Hence t Intolown ppl. a.

c 975 Rushw. Gasp. John xx. 22 In-bleow on nine & cwsea

him on-foaS 3one hal^an gast. 1041 Charter in Land-

Charters (Earle) 242 jif aenij bonne sy uppahofen & m-

blawen on ba oferhyda baere jeaettredan deofles lare. 1382
WYCLIF i Cor. iv. 6 Oon a?ens anothir be inblowyn with

pride Ibid. viii. i Sobely science [glass or kunnynge]
Fnblowib [*M wib pride]: charite edifieth. i678CuowORTH
Intell. Syst. \. iii. 29. 134 Bewitched enthusiasts . . acted

by a dark, narrow, and captivated principle of life, and (to

use their own language)
' in-blown

'

by it. 1678 H. MORE
Ptstscr. Glanvills Sadducismns (1681) 48 Whether the in-

spired Scripture, or these inblown Buffoons, puffed up with

nothing but ignorance. .are to be believed.

flnblue-, v. Obs. rare-". [lN- 2
-]

trans. To

colour blue.

1611 FLORIO, Inazzurrare, to inazure, to inblew.

Inboard (i-nbowd), adv., prep.,nnA adj. Naut.

[Properly a phrase, IN prep. + BOARD sb. V : cf.

on board, etc. For form and sense cf. inland.]

INBORN.

A. adv. Within the sides of a ship or vessel
;

also, towards the centre of the vessel. Also trans/.
1853 KANE Griiinelt Exp. xi. (18561 83 It passes inboard

through a block. 1863 Sat. Rev. 437 At every successive

collision the eager spectators on paddle-boxes and other
elevated standing-points were in danger of being knocked
off. Luckily, those who were upset managed to fall inboard.

1894 Times 27 Mar. 1 1 Each leaf [of the 1 ower bridge] over-

hangs the water iccft. The shaft or pivot on which the leaf

hinges is placed i3ft. qin. inboard, and beyond this the short

arm of the leaf extends 49ft. 6in. 1897 KIPLING Stn'eti Seas,
Anchor Song, Up, well up the fluke of her, and inboard
haul !

B. prep. Inside, within (a vessel). Cf. ABOARD
B, BOARD sb. i4b.
1864 ATKINSON Stanton Grange 2 A jerked pebble fell in-

board the fractious vessel.

C. adj. Situated within or towards the centre of

the vessel
; interior; in quot. 1898 said of a ' sea'

that has washed inboard.
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 126 Inboard, within the

ship, as the inboard works, &c. 1876 C. H. DAVIS Polaris

Exp. i. 29 New bulkheads and inboard works. 1898 Blackw.
Mag. Sept. 377 This inboard sea gurgled gently.

t Inbo-dy, obs. var. of EMBODY v.

1596 DRAYTON Leg. iii. 47 Whilst here my Soule inbodyed
did abide. 6ii FLORIO, Incorporare, to incorporate, to

inbodie.

( Inbo-ld, var. of EMBOLD v. Obs. , to embolden.
a 1520 BARCLAY Jugurth (Pynson, ed. 2) 78 Whan he had

assembled and inbolded with his words these fresshe fotemen.

t InbO'lt, v. Obs. Also imbolt. [f. IN- l +
BOLT .] trans. To bolt in, fasten in with bolts.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 461 To disburden me of my irons,
which being very hard inbolted [1682 imbolted] he could not
Ram-verse the Wedges for a long time.

Inbond (i'nbpnd), a. Building, [f. IN- ' +
BOND ji.l 1 3 a.] Said of a brick or stone laid

with its length across a wall (also called a header);
also of a wall built wholly or mainly of bricks or

stones thus placed. Opp. to outbond.

1842-76 GWILT Archil. Gloss., InbondyatHbstoni',3.\>onA-
stone laid in the joint of an aperture. 1864 WEBSTER, In.

bond-stone, a stone laid lengthwise across a wall
;
a header.

t I'nborgh, inborrow. Obs. Forms : i in-

born, 2 inbor}, inborej, 3 inbor(e)we, (7 in-

borow). [OE. inborh, -barges, f. IN-! + borh

security, BOEKOW sb.~\

1. a. (In OE.) Security, bail. b. One who gives
or offers security for another, a surety.
c looo Ord. Djtnsetas c. 8 in Schmid Gesetze 362 ponne sette

mon in-borh. a noo Laws Edw. Conf. c. 6 i ibid. 114 ^if
hwa bifSe betoken sy. .bonne niman ba be hit to-xebyre<5 on
his aehtan in-borh. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 73 Heore god-
faderes and heore godmoderes scullen onswerie for hem et

be chirche dure and beo in bor3es et J>e fonstan |>et heo
sculen beon bi-lefulle men. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 17
Here godfaderes . . ben here bore3es tojenes gode ate chireche

dure, and inborejes ate fanstone.

2. In phr. inborroiv and outborrow (in I3th c. in-

borewe and utborewe), 'surety in and out', applied
in 1 3th c. to the Earl of Dunbar, who became

surety to the kings of England and Scotland re-

spectively for persons permitted to pass out of the

one realm into the other.

X2IO-I2 Red Bk. Exch. If. 147 (Rolls) 562 Comes Patricius

[de Dunbar, tenet] baroniam de Beneleghe, ut sit inborewe

et utborewe inter Reges Anglize et Scotise. 1278-9 Assize

Roll (Northumb.), 7 Edw. I in Cal. Docts. rel. Scati.(iS&^
II. 42 [The jury present that . . Earl Patrick holds his ser-

jeanty in Northumberland by being] in-borwe et ut-borewe

ad merk et mere [between the kingdoms]. 1610 HOLLAND
tr. Camden's Brit. 815 In King Henrie the Third his time

the Baronie of Patricke Earle of Dunbar : who also as we
read . . was Inborow and Outborow betweene England and

Scotland, that is to say, if I mistake it not, he was to allow

and observe in this part, the ingresse and egresse of those

that travailed too and fro betweene both Realmes.

Inborn(inb(7in),///.a. [f.lN<z<fo. + BOKN///.<Z.]

1 1. Of a person : Born in a place or country ;

native, aboriginal. Obs.

a loaoln-toren, native (Sweet). 1609 HOLLAND^M. Afar-

cell. 37 1 The hills .. were passable for none but the inborne in-

habitants that knew the wayes verie well. 1627 SPEED Eng-
land\\\. 10 [They] put to the sword (almost) euery mothers

childe of the in-borne Inhabitants. 1670 MILTON Hist.

Eng. i. Wks. (1847) 476/2 Those old and inborn names of

successive Kings. 1875 DASENT Vikings III. 270, I would

sooner have given her to an inborn man, said the Earl.

2. Of a quality, etc. : Born in a person, existing

in him from birth ; implanted by nature; innate.

1313 DOUGLAS JEneis i. Prol. 97 (Comment), Innalive is

alsmekil to say as inborn, or that quhilk cumis til ony

person .. throw thar forbearis. 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silk-

wormes 42 Whose inborne skil our want of witte controules.
'

(11625 FLETCHER Nice Valour \. iii, Merit, manners, And

!
in-born virtue does it. 1723 POPE Odyss. xix. 383 He whose

in-born worth his acts commend. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr.
Poems ii With some inborn sense Of courtesy. 1874 CAR-

,
rENTER Ment. Phys. i. vi. i (1879) 227 An intellectual in-

stinct inborn in Man.
b. Of an attribute or condition: In or into which

one was born ; inherited, hereditary, rare.

1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. Ixxxi, Bow'd to the inborn

tyranny of years.

c. trans/. Of a person : That was born such, or

is such by nature ;
= BORN B. I b. rare.

1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. xciv, Bequeathing their heredi-

tarv raae To the new race of inborn slaves. 1878 Bosw.
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IN-BOBROW.
SMITH CarHtagf 439 1 he Arab Ls, in a -.CUM: in which it can

hardly be said of any European nation, an inborn gentle-

man. 1895 Weitm. Go?. -Jt May i/a Every in-born artist

of the air.has a natural method, like the song-birds

t I:n-bo'rrow, v. Sc. Obs. [f. IN- i + BOBBOW

v.] trans. To redeem from pawn.
1541 Aberdeen Reg. V. 17 To requir Cristene Malisoun to

inborrow hir kirtill inihilk sche hes lyaiul in wed. Ibid.,

And requvr him to inborrow & inquytt ane ring of gold

quhilk he laid in wed.

Inborrow, sb. : see INBOBGH.

t Inbo'som, obs. var. of EMBOSOM v.

1610 HOLLAND Carttdett's Brit. n. 52 A country much
mangled with many inlets and armes of the Sea inbosoming
itselte with manifold commodities. 1611 SPKEU Theat, Gt.

Brit. (1614) 131/2 Scotland, .inbosoming many loughes and
inlets upon the East and West.

I ubound, a. [f. IN adv. + BOUND///, a.i : cf.

outbound.] Bound inward or homeward.
1894 Outing(V. S.I XXIV. 473/1 Inbound vessels told of

passing these valiant American schooners.

t Inbpn'nd, v. Obs. ff. IN- ' + BOUND v.]
trans. To inclose as a boundary ; to bound. (See
also EMBOUND.)
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xviu. xx, On the greene banks which

that faire streame inbound, Flowers and odours sweetely
smilde and smeld. 16x7 SPEED England v. i Vpon the
East Kent doth imbound it [Surrey]. 1649 BLITHE Eng.
Imprw. Impr. (1653) 47 Your Marsh Lands, .lye under the
Level! of the Sea, and were it not inbounded by the banks,
..would all return to the Sea again.

f InbOW, v. Obs. [f. IN- 1 + Bow w.l In

Wyclif rendering L. incurvare, inclinare.]
1. trans. To bend into a curved or arched form ;

to incurve, arch. Cf. Bow v. 9, EMBOW vl 2.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. lix. 8 The pathis of them inbowid [L.
incuniatx, 1388 bowid] ben to them. 1465 Mann, ff

Housek. Exp. (Roxb.) 496 Paid, .fore inbowenge ofdyverse
werke. c 1520 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 202 Radulpho
Turret inbowyng tymber per iij dies. 1552-1625 [see IN-

BOWED below}.

2. To bow or bend (towards) ; to incline.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. xliv. n Here, dojter, and see, and in-

bowe [ L. iiulina] thin Eere. Ibid. cxiv. 2 For he inbowide
his ere to me ; and in my da^is I shal inwardly clepe.
Hence t Inbowed ///. a. [cf. EMBOWED], bent

into an arch, curved, arched, t Inbowlng v^/. sb.,

curvature, arching, arched work.
1451 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 282, ij of the

Bemys shalbe. .inbowed with lozinggys. /bid., iij sengulere
Principalls in werkyng in inbowyng and in Scantlyon
accordyng to the Principalls. 1465 Inbowenge [see if. 1552
HULOET, Beame of a rouffe, not beynge inbowed or fretted.

1556 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (18861 II. 564 The holle
rooffe of ooke inbowed. 1625 BACON Eu., Building (Arb.)

551 For Inbowed Windowes [Latin text prominentes sive

arcuatas], I hold them of good Vse.

t I-nbowed, in-bowed, a. Obs. [f. IN adv.

+ bowed, pa. pple. of Bow v.] Bowed or bent in-

wards or concavely.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 92 He met her full . . With

inbow'd bosom well for her prepared, c 1586 C'TESS PEM-
BROKE Ps. cxxrx. iv, Filling neither reapers hand Nor the
binders inboud lapp. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz Surg. n. vii.68
Neither must the in-bowed scull be opprest with Cata-

plasmes.
Ibid, xxvii. 180 There is a very small difference

between a Fracture and an in-bowed bone.

So t I'nbowinjf ppl. a., bending inwards or con-

cavely.
1603 OWEN Petnbrokesh. (1891) 2 Diuerse other Inbowe-

inge places, .where the sea occupieth a great Inlett.

f Inbo-x, obs. var. of EMBOX v., to enclose in

n box.

1596 Foxe's A. f; M. 361/2 Thinking to finde refuge at
the presence of the transubstantiated God of the aultar there
caried and in boxed.

tlnbrawn, v. Obs. [f. IN- 2 + BRAWN sb.

or v. Cf. incrusl.] trans. To cover or encase as

with a hard skin : cf. BRAWN sb. 5.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist, 178, I should shew my self

inbrawnd with foolishnes, when I see others usurping, .yet
1 me selfe to be so precise, as to absteine.

In-bread (i-nbred), sb. [f. IN adv. + BREAD.]
Bread ' thrown in '; the extra loaf or loaves allowed

by a baker in each dozen. Cf. baker's dozen, s.v.

BAKER 6.

1639 Bury Wills (Camden) 177 Fowre and twenty loaves
of the said bread, w'" the inbread allowed by the baker for
those twoc dosens of bread, a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the
Spirit (1867) 377 As that which we call the in-bread is given
jnto the dozen, there is nothing properly paid or given for

it, but only for the dozen. 1864 HOTTEN Slant; Diet.,
Baker's dozen, this consists of thirteen or fourteen j the

surplus number, called the inbread, being thrown in for fear
of incurring the penalty for short weight.

t Inbread (inbre-d), v. Obs. Also en-, [f.
IN- l or * + BREAD.] trans. To embody in bread :

IMPANE, q.v.

1547 BALE Lett. Exam. Anne Askewe 24 At the wyll of
the prestes, to be inpaned or inbreaded. 1548 GESTK Pr.
Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life App. i. (1840) 87 The im-
panmg or enbreding thereof [i.e. of Christ's body).
Inbreak (i-nbtf'k). rare. [f. IN adv. + BREAK
MX after outbreak.] A breaking in, irruption, in-

vasion, forcible incursion.

1837 CARLYLE fr. Rev. I. vii. x, Deshuttes and Varigny,
matMicred at the first inbreak, have been beheaded in the

140

that we had experienced in ninety-nine days. 1879 A. b.
DAVIDSON in Expositor 255 The inbreak of Phoenician

idolatry.

So I nbrea king vbl. sb., a breaking in ; ///. a.,

that breaks in.

1651 J. PAWSON Brief yind. Free Grace 6 The out-break-

ings of corruption, the m-breakings of Satan. i8ta H. SCOTT
HOLLAND Logic 4- Life (1885) 307 Waiting, .for the inbreak-

! ing of God's tremendous Majesty. i8pi MOULE Suppl.

j

Cambr. Rev. p. Ixi/2 The solemn gloom ofjudgment without
the inbreaking sunshine of pardon.

Inbreathe (inbrrS), v .
[f. IN- i + BREATHI.

v. after L. inspirdre. Cf. EMBKKATHE, IHBREATBE.]
1. trans. To breathe (something) in. lit. and /if.
1381 WYCLIF Ecclus. iv. 12 Wisdom to his sonus inbrethede

[1388 enspirith] life. 1574 J. JONES Nat. Beginning Grow.
Things 19 A nother cause is contagiousnes which the
ambient of compassing aire powreth and inbreatheth vpon
those whome it doth enuiron. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apal.
72 They cannot inbreath into us such knowledg that shal

quiet and allay our. .hearts, a 1763 BYROM Fragment (R.),
That inward, holy thing, inbreathed then.

1873;
SYMONDS

Grk. Poets x. 337 So true and delicate a spirit is inbreathed
into the old forms.

2. To inspire (a person).
1851 [see INBREATHED], 1883 Prcsfyt. Messenger 221

A soul saved and inbreathed byJesusChrist. 1895 A. MURRAY
Holiest ofA II 40 All prove to us how they were inbreathed

by that Spirit ofChrist.

3. To draw in as breath ; to inhale, Inspire.
1880 ILLINCWORTH Probl. Pain in Lux Slundi (ed. 10)

122 He felt himself inbreathing power from on high.

Inbreathed (i-nbr*~Sd), ///. a. [f. IN adv. 1 1

+ BREATHED.] Breathed in
; inspired.

( 1630 MILTON At a Solemn Music 4 Wed your divine
sounds, and mixed power employ, Dead things with in-

breathed sense able to pierce. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE
Norm, *f Eng. I. 200 The advantages which the inbreathed

spirit receives. 1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets x. 321 Brilliant
with the inbreathed fancy of the North.

Inbreather (i-nbrrSai). [f. as INBREATHE +
-EH l.] One who inbreathes ; an inspirer.
1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets iii. 84 Elffiwi^w and airrjs or

' inbreather
' and '

listener '. 1880 A. RALEIGH Way to

City 280 The very image of the Maker, the Inbreather.

Inbreathing (i-non'Sin), vbl. sb.
[f.

as prec.
+ -ING !.] The action of the vb. INBREATHE ;

breathing in ; inspiration.
1381 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xxii. 16 Fro the inbrethinge of the

spiryt of his woodnes. 1657 H. PINNELL Philos. Reformed
60 Man hath an Intellectual and immortal Soul, or Spirit
by the inbreathing of God. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers
(i84_i) 163 'There is', saith he, 'some lovely and some
desirable thing in man, which is called the in-breathing of
God, fp^fow* 9< '

'88 H. SCOTT HOLLAND Logic $
Life (1885) 128 Man .. has withdrawn from him .. that
essential inbreathing of God.

Inbred (i-nbre^d), ///. a. (sb.) Also 7-8 im-
bred. [f. IN adv. 1 1 + BBED.]
1. Bred, engendered, or produced within ; innate,

native, inherent by nature.
a 1501 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 481 O sin-bred hurt ! O

inbred hell ! Nor full, nor fasting, never well. 1612
WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 206 Not onely the Sea,
but also all other creatures . . cannot . . subsist without a
natural inbred salt in them. 1660 BOVLF. New Exp. Pkys.
Mech. Proem 2 Your inbred Curiosity, and love of Experi-
mental Learning. 1738 WESLEY Ps. xxxvi. via,

The Pray'r
is seal'd : We now foresee The Downfal of our inbred Foes.

1849 GROTE Greece n. lix. (1862) V. 237 He exhorted them to
show their inbred superiority as Dorians.
0. 1617 HAKEWILL Apol. in. iv. (R.), To be wise, that

is, to search the truth is a disposition imbred in every man.
1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. iv. 67 This imbred heat is

sufficient, aijii BURNET Own Time 11766) I. 125 Out of
the imbred love that all men have for their native country.
f2. Bred in a place, native; in quot. 1625 as

sb. A native. Obs. rare.

1625 LISLE DII Bartas, Noe 100 The old Britton, the

Marble Court. 1853 KANE
C^f/7"^i/."xli."(l8}6) 378

ak upon our desolate circle of ice and waterThe first inbreak

3. (Properly in-bred.) Bred in-and-in.

1892 STEVENSON Across the I'lains 185 Sore-eyed, short-
lived, inbred fishermen.

Inbreed (inbrrd), v. Also imbreed. [f. IN- 1

+ BllEED V. 1

1. trans. To breed, engender, or produce within.
1S99 SANDYS Europst Spec. (1632) 83 These lesuites ..

endeavour . . to imbreed that fiercenesse and obstinacie in
their schollers. 1641 MILION Ch. Gmt. II. Introd., To in-
breed and cherish in a great people the seeds of vertu, and
publick civility. 1647 . BACON Disc. Govt. Enr. i. Ixii.

(1739) 121 The first and last Heresy that ever troubled this

Island, was imbred by Pelagius. 1847 CLOUGH Life * Duty
49 Perplexing these that sleep, and in their folly Im-
breeding doubt and sceptic melancholy. 1879 M. D. CON-
WAY Demonol. II. iv. xxiv. 293 The Church, .not wishing to
imbreed in the popular mind a sceptical habit.

t 2. To breed, bring up, or train in a course of
action. Obs. rare.
1610 HOLLAND Cauiilen's Brit. n. 39 Inbread and nuzeled

in warlick exercises or robberies rather.

In-breeding (i-nbn'din), vU. sb.
[f.

IN adv.
+ BREEDING vbl. sb.] Breeding from animals of
the same parentage or closely related; breeding
in-afTd-in.

i 1842 E. I. LANCE Cottage Farmer, An in-breeding soon
breaks up the inattentive keeper of domestic animals. 1881
J. P. SHELDON Dairy Farming 4/2 Inbreeding, . . that is
the

breeding
for a time amongst near relations generally

results mischievously on the systems and on the fertility of

IN-BY(B.
the stock. 1882 Standardly Aug. 2/1 Over-preserving and'

in-breeding
'

arc deteriorating the herds.

) Inbri'dle, var. of EMBMDLK v. Obs.
1611 FLOKIO, Inbrigliare, to inbridle, to insname.

flnbrl-er, var. of IMBRIER v. Obs.
1611 FLORIO, Infrascare, . .tointangle, to inbricr, to inbush
t Inbri ng, i:n-bri'ng, v. Obs. Chiefly Sc.

Also 4-7 imbring. Pa. t. and pple. inbrought ;

for Forms see BRING. [OE. inbringan, f. IN- 1 +
BRINO ; transl. L. officrre, etc. See also EUBBING.]
trans. To bring in (lit. anAfig.) ; to introduce ; to

adduce; to induce, cause to come; in .S'c. Law,
to bring in by legal authority, to produce in court,
to confiscate (the goods of a condemned criminal).
c 1000 Agi. Gosp. Mark ii. 4 pa hi ne mihton hine in-

bringan [.1160 in bringen] for ba;re mxnigu. c I35 Metr.
Horn. 116 Bitakcnstimquenlau imbroht knawing of sm. 137$
UABBOUR Bruce ill. 268 Thusgat thaim confortyt the king ;

And, to confort thaim, gan Inoryng Auld storys. c 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lotdsk. (E. E. T. S.) 81 Som-tyme
|>is Reubarb is venomous, and inbrynges deth to hem bat
takys hit ouer mancre.

ijj6i WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 21
Quhoumekle calauiitie is inbrocht be the inductioun of
a new doctrine. 1574 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 200 To
serche seik and inuring all our soverane lordis jowellis to
his hienes use. 1600 SKENE Reg. Maj., Slat. Robt. Ill 57
Ilk Justltiar or his depute, spuld cause his Clerk bring ball
the extracts of his Justice aire..Andgif. .the saidis extracts
are not imbrocht : that sail be imputed to them. 1619 SIR
J. SEMI-ILL Sacrilege Handl. App. 17 Paul . . proucth both
to imbring and bind other persons after coming, to the per-
formance of things by them then represented. 1751 j.
LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 55 Ordain all his move-
able Goods and Gear to be escheat, and in-brought to his
Majesty's Use. Ibid. 127 Ye denounce them our Rebels,
and put them to our Horn, escheat, and in-bring all their
moveable Goods and Gear to our Use. 1816 Scon Old
Mort. xxxvi. His moveable goods and gear escheat and in-

brought to his Majesty's use.

Inbringer (i'nbrrrjai). Now rare or Obs.

[f. IM adv. -t- BRINGEH.] One who brings in, an
introducer.

;5S7-7S Diurnal Occurr. (Bannalyne Club) 176 The in-

bnngans of thir said Inglismen, strangers of this realme
wer James erle of Mortoun, lohne erTe of Mar. 1613 T.
SCOTT Projector To Rdr. 2, I feare not what they bring in
so much, as 1 doe the In-bringers. a 1670 SPALDING Trout.
Ckas. / (1792) I. 267 An evil patriot and special inbringer
of thir innovations within the church.

I'nbri nging, vbl. sb. Now rare or Obs.
[f.

INBULNG + -ING ', or f. IN adv. + BRINGING vbl. sb.]
The action of bringing in

; importation, introduc-
tion ; bringing in under legal warrant.
1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) I. 29 An in-bryngynge to

ofmen to his regiment. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2936/3 Another
Proclamation, .for the better In-bringing of Their Majesties
Excise. 1829 SCOTT Rob Roy Introd., The Earl ofArgyle's
service, .in the inbringing of MacGregor, with a great nrany
of the leading men of the clan, worthily executed to death
for their offences, is thankfully acknowledged.
f Inbro'thel, v. Obs. rare. [Cf. IMBBOTHELLED.]

trans. To place in a brothel.
i6n KLORIO, Inbordcllare, to inbrothel).

t Inbro'ther,z>. Obs. rare. [f. IN-I + BBOTHEU.]
trans. To admit as a brother.
1611 FLORIO, Infratellare, to in brother.

t Inbro-therer, obs. form of EMBBOIDEBER.
1577 FLEETWOOD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 56 On[e]

1 layward, an inbrothercr.a Servauntofmy Lo.Wentworthes.
1610 Canterb. Marriage Licences 10 July (MS.), Willi'mus
Grain* Ciuitatis Cant. Inbrotherer.

flnbrowded, var. ofEMBRou IJED, embroidered.
c 1440 Promt. Parv. 261/1 Inbrowdyd (v.r. inbrowdredl,

intcxtus. Inbrowdyd clothe (Pynsoti inbrowdred),,/n^i<*.
Inbuche, obs. form of AMBUSH.
t Inbu-11, var. of EMBULL v. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 432 Messangers were
scnde from kynge Edwarde unto the pope for this accorde
to be inbullede.

Zuburuiug (i-ntwunirj), ///. a.
[f. IN ativ.

+ BURNING//?, a.] Burning within or internally.
1596 SPENSER f. Q. iv. viii. 17 Her inhuming wrath she

gan abate.

lubnrst (i-nbist\ sb. rare. [f. IN adv. +
BURST si.; cf. outburst.] A bursting in, irruption.
1837 CARLYLE fr. Rev. 1. vn. ix, Like the infinite inburst

of water ; or say rather, of inflammable, self-igniting fluid.

1858 MASSON Milton 1.424 If there was no inburst of the
essential Scottish spirit into English literature. 1871 G.
MACDONALD Wilf. Cumt. II. xx. 291, I could see nothing
for some time for the mighty inburst of a lovely light.

lubu'rst, v. rare. [f. IN adv. + BDRST v.]
intr. To burst in ; to come in with suddenness and
violence. So I'nbursting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1540 Pilgr. T. 220 in Thynnt's Animadv. (1865) App. i.

83 1 her workes lay in pryson fast, till the kyng of ylory in-

l.i.i .1. a 1876 H. BUSHNELL in Butler's Bible Horlt 1 1883)
II. 326 The inbursting ofa cloudless day on all the righteous
dead. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLVI. 12; Sorely pressed by the

inbursting Goths in the province of Mcesia.

f Inbush, obs. variant of AMBUSH v. ; also to

cover with bushes, involve, entangle.
a 1533 Lp. BERNERS Huon ix. 25 Y' knyghtes that were

inbushyd in the wode. 1611 FLOKIO, Infrascart, . . to in-

tangle, to inbrier, to inbush.

In-by(a (i'nibsr), adv. S(. and north, dial.' [f.

IN adv. + BY adv.] In an inwaid direction ;



INC.

closer or further in towards the centre or interior

of a house, farm, mine, etc.

1768 Ross Helenore 66 (Jam.) That gate she halds, and as

she weer \ wore] inby She does a lass among the trees

espy. i8a$-Bo JAMIESON, To gae inby^ is to go from the
door towards the fire. 1851 GREKNWKLL Coal-trade Terms
Nortkuntb. <$ Durk. 31 Inbye> in the workings, or away
from the shaft. 1899 westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 6/3 1 he passage
is rather low, and we had to ride

'

inby
'

[in a coal-mine].

b. attrib. as inbye fields (on a farm), inbye

servant^ worker; etc.

t Inc, pron. Obs. Forms: 1-3 ino, 2 sunc,
sine, hino, 3 ^unc, (Qrm. Junnc), unk, hunke.

[OE. inc =OS. ink, Goth, igqis, QN.ykkr, dat and
ace. dual ofthe second pers. pron. THOU. The ace.

had in early OE. the fuller form incit, which has

no parallel in the other Teut. languages. In late

OE. altered (app. after the nom. dual tit, and the

plur. ge, eow) to ginc, gunc, corrupted subseq. to

unk, hunk,]
a. You two, both of you. b. To you two.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 29 Sy inc aeftyr incrun jele-
afan. Ibid. Mark i. 17 Ic do me [ffattott gunc] jyxt gyt
beoS sawla onfonde. c 1175 L,ainb. ffoiit. 93 Hwi iwearS
hinc swa \Kt ?it dursten fondian godes. c 1200 ORMIN 4-193

Wi(?t> unnclasnnessess fule lusst, To filenn swa }unnc bape.
a zai$ St. Marker. 21 pe hali gast, bat glit of inc baSen.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 1 1 Ne brec bu nawt tat seil bat seiled inc

to gederes. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1733 Unk [v. r. Hunke]
schal itide harm and schonde. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 2830 Ic
sal red Gunc bo5en bringen read and sped.

If Inca (rrjka). Also 6-8 Inga, 7 Ingua, Ynca.

[Peruvian inca 'lord, king, emperor', also, more

widely, 'man of the blood royal', the king being
distinguished as Capa Inca, i.e.

' sole lord
'

(Garci-
lasso de Vega, Comment, reales (1609) I. xxiv).
(The form inga was, according to Garcilasso (himself of

the race of Incas), a Spanish corruption.)]

1. The title of the emperor or king of Peru before

its conquest by the Spaniards ; also, one of the royal
race of Peru, descended from Manco Capac and
Mama Ocollo.

[1526 OVIEDO Hist. Gen. y Nat. de las Indias XLVI. xvii.

(1855), Solo al superior senor le llaman Inga.] 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. (1597) 275 The Prouince Peru .. yet
vnder the Gouernement of their naturall King, which then
was called Ingas. 1604 . GKIMSTONE tr. D'Acosta's
Hist. W. hid. iv. xll. 320 The Ingua king of Peru.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. Introd. Poem 2 Which made
the Indian Inca think they were Spirits who in white sheets
the aer did tear. 1668 H. MORE Div. DiaL m. xvi. (1713)
210 Those of Peru frequently sacrifioe their Children for

the success of the affairs of their Ingua, 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Amer. (1783) III. 23 The empire of the fncas or Lords
of Peru. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 10/1 In 1780 the Peru-
vians took up arms against the Spaniards, under Tupac
Amaro, an Inca. 1847 PRESCOTT Peru (1850) II. 143 The
brows of the young Inca were encircled with the imperial
borla by the hands of his conqueror.
2. attrib. a. Inca Cockatoo, an adaptation of

a German name, Inka Kakadu (cf. Reichenow,

Vogelbilder attsfernen Zonen 1878-83), of the Pink
or Leadbetter's Cockatoo of Australia, b. Inca

dog, a South American species or sub-species of

dog, Cants ing& of Tschudi. C. Inca tern, a

species of tern (Nxnta inca}, called also Bearded
Tern.

Originally described in 1826 by Lesson (Voyage de la

Coqttille, Zoologie 731) as 'Sterne des Incas
'

Sterna inca ;

placed by Boci (fsis 1844, p. 189) in a new genus Nxnia,
overlooking which Jardine in 1850 proposed to name it

Inca mysticalis.

1887 MAC FARLANBUI /^/V 204 There were numbers of. .the

beautiful slate-black Inca Tern (Nxnia Inca) with its curl-

ing white moustaches and cherry-red bill and feet.

tinea-Innate, v. Obs. [f.
IN-I or 2 + CABIN

+ -ATE S^: cf. F. encabaner^\ trans. To enclose

as in a cabin or cabinet
;
to confine, restrict.

1671 Mil. <y Marit. Discigl., Mil. Observ. Exerc. Port \\.

177 This power was incabmated within the breast of Em-
perours, Kings and Generals.

t Inca-g, v. Obs. rare . [f.
IN- 1 or 2

-t- CAU
j<M] trans. To put into a cag or small cask.

16x1 COTGK., Encacquci incagged, put into a cag.

flnca-ge, etc., obs. var. of ENCAGE, etc.

^f 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. Wks. 1726 II. 750 Fitly in-

caged for death, c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LVII. iii, My
soule incaged lyes with lions brood.

IncalculabilityCinksedknaabi'liti). [f. next:

see -ITY.] The quality of being incalculable.

1873 B. STEWART Conserv. Energy\\. 218 Such machines
are eminently characterized by their incalculability. 1892
Standard 21 June 5/4 Mr. Gladstone's incalculability is

"incalculable (inkse-lkilab'l), a. [f. IN- 3 +
CALCULABLE. So in F. (1789 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That cannot be calculated.

a. That cannot be reckoned up ;
of an amount

or number greater than can be computed ; beyond
calculation.

'795 BURKE Scarcity Wks. VII. 398 They may even in

one year of such false policy, do mischiefs incalculable.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleoniania 253 The incalculable

benefits derivable from education. 1842 LYTTON Zanoni 28

They say his wealth is incalculable.

b. That cannot be reckoned or determined be-

forehand
; incapable of being estimated or forecast.

141

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 83 Passing, with
a rapid, eccentrick, incalculable course, from the wildest

anarchy to the sternest despotism. 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses
i. v. 127 Thrusting himself into an incalculable position.
2. Of a person or his disposition : That cannot

be reckoned upon ; such that his action cannot be
estimated or forecast.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. v. xxxvii, Anxiety about the
beloved but incalculable son. 1879 Theo. Such vi. 123
An uncertain incalculable temper.

Inca IculaWeness. [f. prec. , -HESS.] The
quality of being incalculable.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1870 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such vi. 126
Ground for bearing with his diurnal incalculableness. 1897
Daily Nevjs 19 Feb. 5/2 It entirely falsifies the predictions
as to the '

incalculableness
'

of the female vote.

Incalculably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -.] In
an incalculable manner ; to an incalculable extent ;

beyond calculation ; more than can be computed.
1806 MAURICE Fall ofMogul i. L (Tod.), The sum incal-

culably vast demanded. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer.
II. 162 The population is advancing incalculably faster in
Illinois than in Missouri.

t Inca-lendared, pa. pple. Obs. In 7 -ered.

[f. IN- 2 + CALENDAR v. or sb. + -ED 1.] Entered in

the calendar of saints
; canonized.

1622 DRAYTON Poly-alb, xxiy. 78 These foure haue been for

Saints preferd, And with their leader still doe liue incalen-

dered.

IllCalescence (inkale-sens). Now rare or

Obs. [f. L. incalesc-ere: see INCALESCENT and

-ENCE.] The action or process of becoming hot
or warm ; rise of temperature ; heating.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 270 Making

no more thereof, then Seneca commendeth . . that is, a sober
incalescence and regulated actuation from wine. 1669
BOYLE Contn. New Exp. i. (1682) 154 The Incalescence of
solid bodies struck or rubbed against one another. 1749
LAVINGTON Entlms. Method. % Papists (1754) I. ii. 58 No
sooner do the Inebriation and Incalescence go off, but a

Sinking of the Spirits, a Coldness and Dullness take Place.

1761 Descr. S. Carolina 16 The greatest Incalescences of
the Air, which . . I have known take place in Twenty-four
or Thirty Hours, were, 19 Degrees in the Spring, 24 in the
Summer.

I Incale'SCency. Obs. [f. as prec.: see

-ENCY.] =
prec.

1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa viii. 46 Though it produce an
incalescency in the

Spirits. 1691 RAY Creation H. (1692)
58-9 This Inunction is useful, indeed necessary. .For pre- i

serving the ends of the Bones from an Incalescency.

IncaleSCent (inkale'sent\ a. Now rare. [ad.
L. incalescent-etn, pres. pple. oiincalescHreio become
warm or hot, f. in- (IN- -) + calesclre to grow [

warm.] Becoming hot or warm ; increasing in

warmth, lit. K&Afig.
1680 BOYLE Produc. Cheni. Princ. iv. 213 There are many

learned Chymists that looke upon incalescent Mercuries . .

as Chymical non-entia. 1706 PHILLIPS, lucalescent Aler-

cury, a Name
g_iven by Mr. Boyle to Mercury or Quick-

silver., which being mingled with a due Proportion of Leaf-

Gold, or small Filings, would amalgamate, or turn to a
Paste, and grow hot with the Gold. 1876 G. MEREDITH
Bwuch. Career I. xiv. 212 [His] bubbling generalizations
. . would ascend as incalescent adjectives to the popular
idea of the sublime.

In-calf (iii|ka-f), a. Also 6 enoalf. [attrib. use

of phrase in calf: see IN prep. 10 b.] Of a cow :

That is in calf
; pregnant. So Inca'lving a.

;

Inca'lver, a cow in calf.

1556 Richmond. Wills (1853) 90 To everye of the sonnes
of Evan Haddocke. .one encalf qwye. 1613 SIR R. BOYLE
Diary in Lismore Papers (1886) I. 29, I delivered him 30
incalf cowes and yj oxen. 1856 Fanner's Mag. Nov. 372
It is their common practice to purchase incalving cows.
1886 Leeds Merc. 22 Feb. 6/4 Not so many milch cows and
incalvers. 1890 Strat/ord-on-Avon Herald 19 Dec. 6/2

Keeping in-calf cows on the pastures in the bleak days and
chilly nights of October and November.

t Incall, v. Obs. [f.
IN- i

*- CALL v., after L.
invocdre to call in, INVOKE.]
1. trans. To call in ; to call upon, invoke.

41340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiii. 9 God bai incald noght.
Ibid. xix. 10 Here vs in day bat we inkall be. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 95 Enchauntors . . in callun fendis to ken hem bingis,
or to telle hem Bingis be for. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir
Thrc Quest. Ixxvii. Wks. 1888 I. 124 Gif we may incall the
sanctis to pray for ws. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow
Soc.) 329 After incalling of the Lord's name.

b. To pray for, invoke,
'
call down '

(on a per-
son), rare.

i5< WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Ixii. Wks. 1888 I.

1 15 The Prophet incallis the wraytn of God on thame.

2. intr. a. To call on or upon : = i. b. To
piayfor, that.

a 1572 KNOX Hist. ReJ. Wks. 1846 I. 162 That Sanctis
should not be honored nor incalled upone. 1588 A. KING
tr. Canisius

1

Catech. 20 b, Promised to al thame nuha vn-

feignedlie sal incal on the. 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (Wodrow
Soc.) 69 He man bow down and earnestly incall for the

Spirit. 1591 Ibid, 202 The prophet incalled that the Sun
should be brought back. 1663 R. BLAIR Autobiog. vi.

(1848) 85 After incalling upon the name of the Lord.

Hence t Inca-ller, one who invokes, a suppliant.
1389 R. BRUCE Serm. (Wodrow Soc.) 149 Ye man be dili-

gent incallers for mercie.

lucalliug, vbl. sb. [See the senses.]

fl. [f. INCALL + -ING l.] Invocation, supplication.
'5S4 KNOX Prayer Sel. Writ. (1845) 44 The incallings of

such as pray without Jesus Christ are vain.

INCANDESCENT.
2.

[f. IN aifv. + CALLING vbl. sb.~\ The action of

calling in
; invitation.

1669 R. FLEMING Fulfill. Script. (r8oi) I. 280 This truth
anent the incalling of the Gentiles.

flnca'lm, obs. var. oiencalm (see EN-! 2), to

becalm.
1582 N. LICHEHELD tr. CastaHheda's Coiif. E. Iitd. vii.

17 b, The Tuesdaye after . . hee was incalmed. Ibid. xxiv.
61 b, Eight great ships, .wer incalmed.

Incalver, Incalving : see IN-CALF.

t Incarceration (inksemer^i-Jan). Obs. [a.
F. incamdratioii - It. incamerazione, n. of action
from F. incamirer, It. incamerare, f. in- (IN-*)
+ It. camera chamber, the papal treasury: see
CAMERA 2.] Annexation to the papal domain.
167? G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. n. 161 He oppos'd the

validity of the Bull for the incameration of Castro. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., lHcattieration,\n the apostolical chancery,
the union of some land, right, or revenue to the domain of
the pope.

Incamp, -ment : see ENCAMP, -MENT.
Incan (i'nkan), a.

[f. INCA + -AN.] Pertain-

ing to the Incas of Teru.
1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. VI. 216 We have no accurate

knowledge_of the Incan history earlier than the century
before the invasion of the Spaniards.

t Inca-ncred,///. a. Obs. [var. encankered : see
ENCANKEK under EN-I 2.] Cankered, converted
into an ulcer or gangrene.
1562 SHUTE Catnbinfs Turk. Wars 68 There appeared in

the rallies of hys backe an incancred appostume, which
dyd. .eate hys fleshe.

Incandeut (inkae-ndent), a. rare. [f. IN- 2 +
L. candent-em CANDENT, after L. incandesce

."]

Shining white.

1854 DOBELL Balder xxiii. 116 Some great acropolis,
Above the wondering eyes of ancient men . . Sent out her
idols round the incandent hill.

Incandesce (inkjende-s), v. [ad. L. incan-
desc-lre to become warm, glow, inflame, f. in-

(!N- -) + candiscere to become white.]
1. intr. To be or become incandescent ; to glow

with heat. Chiefly in pres. pple. Incandescing
INCANDESCENT.
1874 Pop. Sci. Monthly Jan., The heat of the incandesc-

ing body. 1880 Edison's U. S. Patent No. 230255 My

incandescing body to an extremely high temperature.

that of a Swan lamp per equal area, when incandesced to

240 candles per hurse-power.

Incandescence (inkaende-sens). [f. INCAN-
DESCENT: see -ENCE; so in F. (1798 in Diet.

Acad.}.}
1. The fact or condition of glowing with heat ;

the emission of light by a body heated to a high
temperature ; the state of being incandescent.
1704 J. HUITON Philos. Light etc. 24 A body .. heated

far below the intensity necessary for incandescence. 1837
BREWSTER ./!/<?/. 52 Incandescence does not give to bodies
the power of coercing the magnetic influence. 1860 TYN-
DALL Glac. I. iii. 31 Meteorites . . brought to incandescence
by friction against the earth's atmosphere. 1881 SPOTTIS-
WOODE in Nature No. 623. 547 The Swan, the Maxim, the

Lane-Fox, and the Edison lamps, in which the light is due
to the incandescence of a fine thread of carbon.

b. transf. Glowing or intense heat. rare.

1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 195 It was delightful to
me after the incandescence from which 1 had just come.

c. transf. Matter in a state of incandescence or

glow.
1833 KANE Grinnell Exf. xxviii. (1856) 230 We had

parhelia . . a mass of incandescence 22 from the sun. 1862
M. HOPKINS Hawaii 23 The descending lava presented a
head of incandescence 200 rods in width.

2. Jig. The state of becoming or being
' inflamed'

with anger or other strong feeling ; ardency, fervour.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incandescence, a being or waxing
very angry, or greatly inflamed. 1882-3 W- M. TAYLOU in

Schaff fcncycl. Relig. KnowL II. 1015 Not with the earnest-
ness of rant or roaring, but with that of fervid incandescence.

1898 Daily News 17 Nov. 5/5 An ally prone to velocity . .

and to sudden states of incandescence.

So Incande'scency (rare), the quality or state

of being incandescent.
1882 Dredge's Elect. Ilium. I. 153 A platinum wire 18

B.W.G. and 15 feet long was raised to vivid incandescency.

Incandescent (inkaende-sent), a. [ad. L.

incandescent-em, pres. pple. of incandesc-Sre to IN-

CANDESCE : so in F. (1798 in Diet. Acad.).']
1. Emitting light on account of being at a high

temperature ; glowing with heat.

1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light etc. 172 The incandescent
heat . . would soon be carried away from the mass of coalt>,
however great. 1822 IMISON Sc. ty Art II. 27 If the heated

body is not luminous or incandescent, as hot water, for in-

stance. 1869 TYNDALL Notes Lect. Light 43 The spectrum
of incandescent sodium-vapour consists of a brilliant band
on the confines of the orange and yellow. 1876 PAGE Adv.
TexUk. Geoi. i. 35 The hypothesis of an originally incan-
descent globe.

b. gen. Glowing, brightly shining, brilliantly
luminous.
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INCANDESCENTLY.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 124 If any incandescent object

be placed in a suitable position. 1871 B. TAYLOR fans!

(1875) I. xxi. 181 Here gush the sparkles incandescent Like

scattered showers of golden sand. 1872 C. KING Mountain.
Sierra .VVi'. xi. 228 Through forest vistas, the incandescent

snow greeted us.

c. trans/. Intensely hot. rare.

1859 SALA T-.v. round Clock (1861) 8 These are the shops
to make your incandescent coppers hiss.

d. techn. Applied to that form of electric light

produced by the incandescence of a filament or

strip of carbon : the glow-lamp as distinguished
from the arc light : see ABC 5. Hence extended to

various forms of gas and other lamps in which

an appliance of a similar nature is used to increase

the brightness of the flame.

[1848 Times 2 Nov. 3/6 The Electric light . .is not a flame,
but is an incandescent light.] 1881 SIR W. THOMSON in

Mature No. 619. 434 A Faure cell . . charged and employed
to excite incandescent vacuum-lamps. 1894 Daily Nevis
7 Nov. 7/3 The use of the

'
incandescent

'
or Welsbach

burners is rapidly increasing . . The leading features of the

system are . . the incandescence of a cone or
' mantle

'

of

filament, by which a soft, white, steady, and smokeless light
is given. 1899 Incandescent gas lamps were introduced two

years ago to light the streets of Oxford.

2. jig. Becoming or being warm or intense in feel-

ing, expression, etc. ; ardent, fiery ;

'

flaming up '.

1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 340 Holy Scripture become
resplendent ; or, as one might say, incandescent ; through-
out, and taking effect upon all minds. i88a FARRAR Early
Chr. II. 23 As he dwells on the point his words seem to

grow incandescent with the writer's vehemence. 1894
JiSestin. Caz. 27 Dec. 2/3 The 'incandescent passions' of
the Anti-Semites,

Hence Incande'scently adv. ; zAsojig.
'

hotly '.

1803 Editi. Rev. II. 184 More incandescently wrong-
headed than any body else.

t Incane'scence. Obs. rare
~

. [f. as next +
-ENCE.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incanescence, a waxing hoary or

white headed. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Incanescent (inkane-sent), a. rare. [f. L.

incanescent-em, pres. pple. of incanescgrc to become
white, f. in- (Is-

z
) + canescfrf to become white,

cdnere to be white.]
= CANESCEKT.

1866 Treas. Bot., Incanescent, having a hoary or grey
aspect, because of the presence of hairs upon the surface.

t Incano nical, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Not
canonical ; uncanonical.

1637 C. Dow AnsTV. to H. Burton 105 b, Illegal!, in-

canonical! proceedings. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., To his

brother Nicholas, Their large narrations, incanonicalL

t Inca'nopy, v. Obs. In 7 incanope. [f.

IN- 2 + CANOPY st>.]
trans. To inclose in or as in

a canopy.
1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass i. (1664) i Incanoped and

intrenched in this darksome misty Cloud of Ignorance.

IncanoUS tink^'-nas), a. Bot.
[f.

L. incan-us

hoary + -ous.] Hoary with white pubescence.
1864 WEBSTER cites A. Gray.

fluca'nt, P. Obs. [ad. L. incantd-reio chant,
make incantation, charm, enchant, bewitch, f. in-

(!N-
2
) + cantdre to sing, chant.] a. intr. To use

incantation or enchantment, b. trans. To enchant,
charm. Hence Inca-nting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries I. (1550) 35 All vayn andcraftye
scyences. .exorcising, incanting, & conjuring. 1658 BROM-
HAI.L Treat. Specters I. 38 They .. have lesse incanting

amongst them then formerly. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trtiv.

(i67y) 306 With incanting voices, . . poesy, mirth, and wine,

raising the sport commonly to admiration.

( Incantate, v. Obs. rare . [f. ppl. stem of

L. incantare: see prec.] =prec.
1623 COCKERAM n, To Charme, Incantate.

Incantation (inkoent^'Jan). [a. F. incanta-

tion (i Jth c. in Godef. Compl.}, ad.,L. incantation-

em, n. of action from incantare : see INCANT.]
The use of a formula of words spoken or chanted

to produce a magical effect; the utterance of a

spell or charm ; more widely, The use of magical
ceremonies or arts

; magic, sorcery, enchantment.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 45 With nigromaunce he wolde
assaile To make his incantacion. 1517 ANDREW Brunsviykc's
Distyll. Waters Dj, It is good dronke for them that hath
eaten or hath in his body any incantacyon. 1616 CHAPMAN
Homers Hymne to Hermes 75 Thy vertue . . Gainst Great-

yll-causing incantation, To serue as for a Lance, Or Amulet.

1757 BURKE Abridem. Ene. Hist. 1. ii. (R.), Medicine was
always joined with magick ; no remedy was administered
without mysterious ceremony and incantation. 1862 BURTON
1H-. Hunter (1863) 315 Like the demons of old summoned by
incantation.

b. with//. An instance of this; concr. a magical
formula chanted or spoken, or (more widely) any
act or ceremony performed, to produce a magical
effect ; a spell, charm.
1412-20 Lvixi. Chron. Troy i. ii. (MS. Digby 230) If. 31/1

Oethes |>e Kyng w 1 ful greet laboure Made kepe it by incan-
taciouns. a 153$ MORE Let. Frith K ij b, To stoppe euery
good mannes cares from suche vngracyouse incantacyons as

thys mannes reasons be. 1603 WARNER Alb. Ene. XL Ixvii.

(1612) 286 Loues Incantations so did he with Malice such
dene. 1671 SlRT. HKOWNK /,.//. Friendlb Amulets, Spells,
Sigils, and Incantations, practised in other Diseases. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 15 The old women, when they
undertake a cure, mumble certain rhythmical incantations.
a 1854 H. REED Lict. Enr. Lit. vi. (1878) 195 The magic of
the dark incantations of Shakspeare's witchcraft.
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lucantator (i-nkxnt^taj). rare. [a.L. incan-

tdtor, agent-noun from incantare : see INCANT.]
One who uses incantation

; an enchanter.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 85 Julyan anoon to the

incantatour Thy craft he seyde is not worth a flykke. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Incantator, a charmer or enchanter.
1885 A. STEWART Ben Nevis $ Gltncoe I. 8 We have to beg
the Incantator not to direct the rats to the Lochaber shore.

Incantatory (inkse-ntatari), a. rare. [f. as

j

prec. + -OBY.] Using, or of the nature of, incan-

|

tation.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 12 Fortune tellers,

Juglers, Geomancers, and the like incantatory impostors.
/Ma. I. iv. 16 Amulets, charms, and all incantatory applica-

, lions. 1888 Harper's Mag. Aug. 332/2 It is wild, barbaric,
[ incantatory it is a monstrous musical conjuration.

tlnca'nter. Obs. rare. [f. INCANT v. + -EB 1
.]

INCANTATOB.
1819 Examiner 500/1 The flapping of great wings from a

gigantic demon hovering over the incanters.

lucanton (inkx-nt^n), v. [f. IN- - + CANTON
so.] trans. To make into or admit as a canton.

1705 ADDISON Italy, Switzerland 517 When the Cantons
of Bern and Zurich propos'd, at a general Diet, the In-

corporating Geneva in the Number of the Cantons, the

I

Roman Catholtck Party.. propos'd at the same time the In-

|
cantoning of Constance, as a Counterpoise.

Incapability (ink^pabiiiti). [f.
next + -ITY.]

The quality or condition of being incapable ; in-

capacity, inability, incompetence : see the adj.

1632 SHERWOOD, Incapabilitie, or incapablenesse. a 1641
I SUCKLING

(J.),
You have nothing to urge but a kind of in-

capability in yourself to the service. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Refl. (1848) 371 An absolute Incapability of Love. 1793
HOLCROFT tr. Lavattr's Physiogn. xlv. 228 There are

capabilities and incapabilities in the countenance. 1868
MILL Eng. <r Irtl. 41 The difficulty of governing Ireland
lies entirely in our own minds; it is an incapability of

understanding.

Incapable (ink^-pab'l), a. (so.) [ad. med.L.

incapdbil-is, f. in- (lN-3) + capabilis CAPABLE.

(F. incapable is known from 1517 (Hatz.-Darm.) ;

capable in Eng. from c 1 560.)]
I. Not capable ; the opposite of capable.
1 1. Unable to take in, receive, contain, hold, or

keep. Const, of. Obs.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxiii, Incapable of more, repleat with

you. My most true minde thus maketh mine eye vntrue. 1628
HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 2 Attica being incapable of them
itself, they sent out colonies into Ionia. 1683 D. A. Art
Converse 104 The Mobility of their Spirits, and the

Volubility of their Tongues, make them incapable of a
Secret. 1841 L. HUNT Seer (1864) 2 This dandy would be

incapable of his own wealth.

( b. Unable to receive or take calmly, put up
with, or endure ; impatient or intolerant of. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rflig. Med. Pref., Men of my con-
dition may be as incapable of affronts as hopeless of their

reparations. 1712 STKELE Spect. No. 438 p 4 Your Temper
is Wanton, and incapable of the least Pain.

2. Unable or unfit to receive so as to be affected

or influenced by; not open to or susceptible of;
unable to

' take in
'

so as to realize, insensible to.

Const, of. Obs. or arch.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Comticw. (1603) 64 Plato

|

deemed the Cyrenians incapable of discipline, by reason of I

their long prosperitie. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, iv. vii. 179 As
I

one incapable of her owne distresse. 1644 QUARLES
|

Barnabas ff B. (1851) ii Lord, wherein am I more incapable
of thy indignation [than Babel's proud king]? z683SlR W.
SOAMES tr. Boileaii's Art Poetry (R.), Decrepit age; In*

capable of pleasures youth abuse, In others blames what
age does him refuse. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 81
If he refuse this, he is incapable of science.

3. Of such a nature, or in such a condition, as

not to allow or admit of; not admitting or suscep-
tible of. Const, of; also formerly with inf.
Equivalent to

' that cannot ' with an infinitive passive ;

e. g. ittcapable of measurement, or incapable of being
tneasured~ '

that cannot be measured '.

17X2 BUDGELL Spect. No. 401 p 3 His Person . . might . .

i make him believe himself not incapable to be beloved. 1748
Anson's Voy. ll. viii. 210 The pearl oyster .. was incapable
of being eaten. 1871 B. STEWART Heat (ed. 2) I 289 Un-
avoidable loss of heat which is incapable of accurate
measurement. 1873 YEATS Tcchti. Hist. Cotnm. 430 Per-

manent, and incapable of being lost.

4. Not having the capacity, power, or fitness for

a specified function, action, etc. ; unable. Const.

of; also formerly with inf.
With verbal nouns, or infinitives, equivalent to

'

that
cannot

'

with an infinitive active ; e.g. incapable of aspira-
tion, or incapable of'aspiring= 'that cannot aspire

1

.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. in Of temporal royalties He
thinks me now incapable. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 408 Is
not your Father growne incapeable Of reasonable aflayres?

1674 tr. Scheffer's Hist. Lapland 34 Their understanding
. . incapable of discerning between true and false. 1781
GIBBON l>,-cl. <t /' xxix. III. 124 A claim, which they were
incapable of supporting, either by reason, or by arms. 1783
Hist. Miss Baltimores 1.179,!.. was almost incapable to
utter a syllable. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. \. iii. 95 In-

capable, in the infancy ofcriticism, to discern authentic from
spurious writings. 1842 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 149, I am
still incapable of much exertion. 1895 Bookman Oct. 22/2
Louis [XIV.] . . was also quite incapable of appreciating
genius in others.

b. In a good sense : Not having the depravity,

effrontery, or moral weakness for a specified act, etc.

17515 YOUNG Centaur ii. Wks. 1757 IV. 136 The world ..

was incapable of so great a guilt. 18*6 SCOTT /'". M. Perth

INCAPACITATE.

xxvii, My foes .. have laid things to my charge whereof I

am incapable, even in thought. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. v.

147 The valiant Diomede replied, Incapable offear.

6. absol. Destitute of, or deficient in, ordinary
capacity or natural ability ; incompetent ; without
natural qualification.
In phr. drunk and incapable (in police reports*, i.e. so

drunk as to be incapable of taking care of himself.

IS94 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, n. ii. 18 Incapeable, and shallow
Innocents, You cannot guesse who caus'd your Fathers
death. 16*3 COCKERAM, Incapable, which cannot conceiue,
a foole. 1849 MACAU-LAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 158 That the
finances might not be ruined by incapable and inexperienced
Papists. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 139 In a few days
he was found, .drunk and incapable in the street.

6. Not having some external, esp. legal, qualifica-

tion; not legally qualified or entitled; disqualified.
Const, of; also formerly with inf.
1651 HOBBES Ltviath. ll. xix. ico They are incapable of

Election of any new Monarch. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No.
495 P 8 The Jews .. are in most, if not all, Places incapable
of either Lands or Offices. \'j^Resol.Ho. Commons 17 Feb.,
John Wilkes Esq : . . was and is incapable of being elected a
Member to serve in this present Parliament. 1818 HALLAM
Mid. Ages(i%-j-2) 1. 199 Incapable of property, and destitute
of redress. i8 MACAULAY Hiit. Eng. xv. III. 518 That
every person who . . should presume to take any such office
. .should be for life incapable of holding any public employ*
ment whatever.

II. 1 7. In passive sense med.L. incapdbilii
that cannot be taken in or comprehended : That
cannot be received or apprehended. Const, to.

Ot>s. rare.

1591 SYLVESTER Da Bartas i. i. 162 God, of himselfe, in-

capable to sense In's Works reucales him t'our intelligent:.

-1625 BOYS in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. xix. Introd.,
God is incapable to sense, yet he makes himself, .visible in
his works.

B. sb. A thoroughly incompetent person ; one
without capacity or ability.
1809 BENTHAM Plan Part. Reform (1817) 25 Many

opulent, and thence idle incapables . . crowd the list. 1838
LYTTON Alice XL iv, Saxingham and his friends were
imbeciles incapables. 1861 J. G. SHEPPARD fall Rome
vii. 360 The guidance of an Incapable like Radagasius.
Inca pableuess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being incapable ; incapability.
1631 SHERWOOD, Incapabilitie or incapableness. 1642

ROGERS Naaman 4 Our incapablenesse of noly things. 1659
R. CELL Amendm. Bible 403 Nor to be understood onely
according to the dulness or incapableness of the hearer.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Culture (1861) 95 An incapable-
ness of being dazzled or frightened.

Inca-pably ,
adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -.] a. In

an incapable or incompetent manner, b. To such
a degree as to be incapable (in phr. incapably
drunk : see INCAPABLE 5).
1846 WORCESTER cites Westm. Rev. 1896 Daily News

19 Sept. 2/6 She was found incapably drunk in Rosehill-
road.

t Incapa'cify. v. Obs. rare. [f. L. incapdx,
incapaci- + -FY : cf. capacify.]

= INCAPACITATE.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Div. 10 Then

are you utterly incapaaned as to the Concerns of these

ftlysteries and Sublimities.

Incapacious (inkap^-Jas), a. [f. L. incapdx,
incapaci- + -ous: cf. It. incapace and CAPACIOUS.]
Not capacious ; the opposite of capacious.
1. Not of sufficient size to take in or contain

something; not having space or room. b. Not
able to contain much ; not spacious or roomy ;

narrow, limited, (lit. andyijf.)
1635 PAGITT Ckristianogr. App. n These my Letters are in-

capacious for mee to set downe at large the reasons. 1668
HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 4 The momentary pleasure
of narrow and incapacious sense, a 1715 BURNET (J.), Soujs
that are made little and incapacious cannot enlarge their

thoughts to take in any great compass of times or things.
2. Unable to comprehend or apprehend ; not

having mental capacity for something. Const, of;
also formerly with inf. b. absol. Deficient in

mental capacity or ability.
1617 MIDDLETON& ROWLEY Fair Quarrel n. ii, Can art

be so dim-sighted, learned sir? I did not think her so in-

capacious. 1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Caesar ix. So Buzzing
them into popular cares and capacities, incapacious of them.
1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixiii. 293 Nature has doom'd
him among the incapacious and

silly. 1651 W. HARTLEY
Infant-Baptism 10 [He] was incapacious to comprehend a
rule or law. 1836 LANDOR Peric. 4- Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 404
The minds of them all. .however incapacious, are carried to
the utmost pitch of enthusiasm.

Hence Xncapa'ciousness, the quality of being
incapacious, want of capacity.
1717 in BAILEY vol. II. Hence in JOHNSON, TODO, etc.

Incapacitate (inkapx-siu't), v. [ INCAPA-
CITY + -ATE 3

: cf. capacitate.']
1. trans. To deprive of capacity; to render in-

capable; to disqualify, unfit. Const, for, \ of

(obs.),from, or inf.
1661 SOUTH Sernt. III. 170 There is an Universal stain

and depravation upon Mans Nature, that does incapacitate
him for the Fruition ofGod. i666G. HARVEY Morb. Angl.
xii. 137 They are. .incapacitated of digesting the alimonious
humours into flesh. 1727 SWIFT What passed in London,
Which might .. incapacitate her to give ready and apt
answers. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 91 A stale that

incapacitates us from reasoning, and almost from observa-
tion ! 1877 S. Cox Sah'. Mundi vii (1878) 152 A reward
which his evil qualities and defects incapacitated him to



INCAPACITATED.
receive. 1882 MRS. PITMAN Mission L. Greece fy Pal. 254
My lameness does not incapacitate me, .for the work of the

day school.

2. To deprive of legal capacity ; to disqualify
in law.

1657 CROMWELL Sf. 21 Apr. in Carlyle, You have in-

capacitated public Preachers from sitting in Parliament.

1687 in Magd. Coll. $ Jos. II (O. H. S.) 222 The order
for incapacitating the late Fellows . .was read. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Cotnrn. I. 162 A minor was incapacitated . . from

sitting in either house, bythelawand custom of parliament.
1885 Law Rep. 2$ Ch. Div. 548 The death of one of two
trustees does not incapacitate the other trustee from giving
a good receipt for trust funds paid to him.

Hence Incapacitated , Incapacitating///, adjs,

'783 JOHNSON Let, to Reynolds 12 Apr. in Bosivell, Ifyou
could procure the revocation of this incapacitating Edict.

1805 EUGENIA DK ACTON Nuns ofDesert II. 73 The inca-

pacitated situation of his servant. 1811 Henry Sf Isabella \

II. 59 Many instances of daughters supporting incapacitated
j

parents. 1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such ii. 37 To look always
from overhead at the crowd of one's fellow-men must be in

many ways incapacitating.

Incapacitatiou (inkapcesit^-jbn). fn. of ac-

tion f. INCAPACITATE.] The action of incapacitat-

ing or fact of being incapacitated ; the rendering or

being rendered incapable ; disqualification.
a. general : cf. prec. i.

1790 G. WALKER Serin. II. xix. 82 An incapacitation for

the happiness of heaven. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxt. 8

A wily wit defeated Pays in scandalous incapacitation.
b. legal : cf. prec. 2.

1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. 1842 I. 143 If they suffer

this power of arbitrary incapacitation to stand, they have

utterly perverted every other power of the house of
commons. 1771 Junius Lett. xx. 93 note

t
The house of

Commons .. exceeded their boasted precedent of the expul-
sion and subsequent incapacitation of Mr. Walpple. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. iv. viii. (1864) II. 385 A public sign of

their incapacitation for secular business.

attrib. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 210 Mr.
Belsham applauds the clergy-incapacitation act.

Incapacity (inkapce*siti). [ad. F. incapacity
\

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) It. incapacity ;Florio,
i ^98) : see IN- 3 and CAPACITY.]
1. Want ofcapacity ; inability, powerlessness ; in-

competence, natural disqualification ; incapability.
Also with an and//., an instance of this.

1611 FLORIO, Incapacita, incapacity, vncapablenesse. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Psend. Ep, in. i. 107 Wee doe not conceive
.. any such intolerable incapacity in the organs of divers

other Quadrupedes. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rel<. i. 141
The Lord Conway . . for age and incapacity, was at last

removed from the Secretary's office. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 456 f 2 The Incapacity of an Infant or a Lunatick.

1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xxi. (1869) I. 589 His incapacity
and ignorance were equal to his presumption. 1819 SHELLEY
Cenci n. ii, The eldest son of a rich nobleman Is heir to all

his incapacities. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life x. v. (1875)

391 Cerebral fatigue leading to temporary incapacity.

b. Const, of,for, or inf. : cf. INCAPABLE.
a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 27 An utter

incapacity of receiving the Spirit. 1681 LUTTRELL Brief
Rel. (1857) I. 131 The incapacity of the emperor to hinder
it. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. 100 Through incapacity of

knowing better, and doing better for themselves. 1813
LAMB Elia Ser. n. Old Margate Hoy^ The incapacity of
actual objects for satisfying our preconceptions of them.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 130 Feeling their own in-

capacity to take care of themselves.

C. Inability to take, receive, or deal with in some

way. Const, of, for,
,^1655 VINES Lord** Supp. (1677) l65 He brings .. a

church into an incapacity of sacraments. 1665 GLANVILL

Def. Vain Dogin. p. v, I fell into a violent feavour, which

long detained me m an incapacity for matter of such a
nature. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 411 Digestive in-

capacity for starch and milky food.

2. ligal disqualification, disability: with an and

//., an instance of this, a disqualification or dis-

ability.

1648 Art. Peace c. 8 That all Incapacities imposed upon
the Natives of this Kingdom . . be taken away by Act to be

passed in the said Parliament. 168 . in Somers Tracts^ I.

272 Persons of great Consideration and Credit . . lying
at present under an Incapacity. 1767 BI.ACKSTONE Comm.
II. 257 There is one more incapacity of taking by descent.

1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) I. iv. 189 The laws ..

inflicted upon him civil incapacity to the fullest extent.

flnca-pital, a. Obs. rare. [IN- a.]
Not

capital ;
not punishable with death.

1643 (title) Remonstrance of . . poore distressed Prisoners

. .committed for debt and other incapitall offences.

flneapon, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- '* + CAPONS.]
trans. To castrate.

1611 FLORIO, Incaponito, incaponed, guelded.

Incapsulate (inkae'psi^H^'t), v. Also en-,

[f.
IN- 2 + L. capsula small chest or box, capsule

+ -ATE *.] trans. To enclose in a capsule.

i874joNES & SIEV. Pathol. Anat. (ed.2) 150 The tumours
are sometimes clearly defined and incapsulated. 1876
DUHRING Dis. Skin 26 A membrane encapsulating the

corpuscle.
Hence Iiica psulatiiig

1

///. a. : applied fig. to

certain languages in which modifying elements are

inserted in the body of a word.
1868 MAX MULLER Stratific. Lang. 22 The infixing or in-

capsulating languages are but a variety of the affixing

class.

Incapsulation (inksepsiwl^'Jsn). Also en-,

[n. of action from prec.] The action or process
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of incapsulating; enclosure in a capsule.
in relation to languages : cf. prec.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. viii. 172 Every subordinate

clause being inserted in the main one by a species of

incapsulation. 1861 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 3)

49 The encapsulation of Plxsconia Charon . . presented
analogous phenomena. 1888 Lancet 30 June 1288/1 [In
cancer] Encapsulation means not only the surrounding of
the growth by a capsule which consists of the cellular tissue

which formerly occupied the site now occupied by the

tumour, but also of the blood vessels.

Inca'ptivate, v. rare. Also en-, [f. ppl.
stem of med.L. incaptivare, f. in- (IN- *) -f-late

L. captivare to CAPTIVATE : cf. It. incattivare

(Florio).] trans. To take captive, bring into cap-

tivity.
1611 FLORIO, Incattiuare, to encaptiuate. 1683 TRYON
Way to Health 563 That man should so prodigiously de-

grade, dishonour and incaptivate himself. 1771 T. HULL
Hist. Sir M7. Harrington I. 223 The radiant beams ofyour
encaptivating splendor. 1882 OGILVIB (Annandale), En-

captivate.

Incaptive : see ENCAPTIVE.

t Inca'rcer, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. incareelrer

(1508 in Hatz.-Darm.), earlier encarcerer (1392 in

Dn Cange), ad. med.L. incarcerdre to imprison, f.

in- (!N- 2) + career prison, jail.]
= INCARCERATE v.

c 1620 Z. BOYD Zioris Flowers (1855) 23, L.Incarc'rd lye
within this floating In.

Incarcerate (inka*iser<?t),///. a. arch. [ad.

med.L. inearcerat-us
, pa. pple. of incarcerdre : see

prec.] Incarcerated, imprisoned; confined, shut

in. (Formerly constr. also as pa. pple. of next.)

1518 ROY Rede Me (Arb ) 48 They lose their goodes with
oute mercy, And their boddies to be incarcerate. 1583 Leg.
Bp. St. Androis Pref. 31 Tane and incarcerat, kepit heir

and there. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul \\\. in. x, While in

this muddy world incarcerate They lie. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN
Form ofProcess ($&. 2) I. 61 The Committer.. shall order his

Liberation, or discharge his Imprisonment, if not incar-

cerate. 18*7 H. COLERIDGE Poems (1833) I. 85 Breathes the

mephitic and incarcerate fog. 1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous
I.x. 283 Many, .lay incarcerate years after they had satisfied

the Demands of their Creditors.

Incarcerate (inkauseV't), v. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. incarcerare\ see INCARCER and -ATE 3.]

1. trans. To shut up in prison ;
to put in con-

finement ; to imprison.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus n. 342 Tratour, I sail thy corps

Incarcerate. 1637-50 "Row /fist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 238
Mr. Andro Melvill, by great moyen. .obtained leave that

a servant should be incarcerated with him in the Tower.

1654 in W. Ross Abcrdour $ Inchcolme xi. (1885) 329 The
Session desires the Bailjie to cause apprehend and in-

carcerate presently Margaret Currie. 1833 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Loire 57 We were incarcerated a whole day in

the prison.

2. fig. To shut up as in prison ; to confine.

1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 216 What is it

.. to incarcerate the Liberty of the Subject under the Iron

and weighty Chains of an Arbitrary Government? 1665
G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 9 Those dense bodies ..

easily incarcerate the infected air.

Hence Inoa'rcerated ///. a. , imprisoned ; spec,

in Path.) variously used of a strangulated, ob-

structed, or otherwise irreducible hernia and of a

retained placenta ; Incarcerating
1

///. a.t that in-

carcerates, imprisoning.
1743 YOUNG Nt. Tk. iv. 665 From nature's continent . .

this little isle of life, This dark, incarcerating colony, Divides
us. 1783 POTT Chintrg. Wks. II. 76 Every symptom
which attends an incarcerated rupture. Ibid. 186 The
operation for the incarcerated bubonocele. 1822-34 Good's

Study Medt (ed. 4) IV. 65 A troublesome phimosis either of
the strangulating or incarcerating kind. 1823 BENTHAM
Not Paul 19 The sweeping and incarcerating commission
he had been intrusted with by the rulers. 1883 igt/i Cent.

May 878 The incarcerating creditor was compelled to allow
him a daily aliment. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hernia, in-

carcerated,, .variously explained by authors. It is used by
some . . as strangulated ; by others, to signify . . an obstructed
hernia ; and by others, to denote a hernia which has become
irreducible in consequence of thickening of, or fatty deposit
in, the enclosed omentum or mesentery.
Incarceration (inkaiser^Jan). [a. F. incar-

ch-ation (13-14111 c. in Littre), ad. med.L. incar-

ceration-em imprisonment, n. of action from L. in-

carcerdre : see prec.] The action of incarcerating
or fact of being incarcerated; imprisonment.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 179 Be langseiknes

and malancoly, quhilk he tuke for his incarceration, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. jfas. f Wks. (1711) 4 He thought by
gentle incarcerations to have restrained their malice. 1803
SYD. SMITH Wks. (1869) 31 Since the benevolent Howard
attacked our prisons, incarceration has become not only
healthy but elegant, 1855 Miss COBBE Intuit. Mor. 117 The
deprivation of Personal Freedom constitutes .. an incarcera-

tion of the Soul.

b. Path. Obstinate constriction or strangulation
of a hernia (see INCARCERATED) ; retention of the

placenta in parturition.
1826 COOPER Surg. 461 The . . simple obstruction ofa hernia,

is essentially different from incarceration, or strangulation.

Incarcerator (inkausertf'tai). [Agent-noun
in L. form from med.L. incarcerate to INCARCER-

ATE.] One who incarcerates or imprisons.
1820 J. CLELAND Rise Glasgow 82 Fees Paid by the In-

carcerator to the Jailor. 1869 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 10

The amnesty is not a greater relief to the incarcerated than

to the incarcerator.

INCARNADINE.

t Inca-rdinate, a. Obs. Used humorously as a

blunder for incarnate.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. v. i. 185 We tooke him for a

Coward, but hee's the verie diuell incardinate.

Ilica.rdiuate (inkaudirw't), v. [f. ppl. stem

of med.L. incardinare to institute into an eccle-

siastical benefice, f. in- (In- *) + cardo, cardin-em

hinge, cardinalis a chief presbyter, a CARDINAL.]
trans, a. To institute as principal priest, deacon,

etc. at a particular church or place (see Cardinalis

and Incardinare in Du Cange) ;
in quot. 1609 ex-

plained etymologically. b. To institute to a car-

dinalship, raise to the rank of cardinal.

1609 Bn. W. BARLOW Anna. Nameless Cath. 7 A dignitie

[that of Cardinal] denominated .. as being Incardinated (it

is Gregories word) that is Mortized or riueted to a Church,
as a hinge to a dore. [1725 tr. Dufin's Eccl. Hist. Tjt/i

C. I. n. iii. 42 He who had a right to succeed was called

Ittcardinatns ; whereas he who had a Church in present was
said to lie Ordi:iatns.\ 1862 HOOK Lives Abfs. II. xii. 663
When he had accepted the office of Cardinal, but before he

was incardinated. 1882 3 SCHAFP Encycl. Relig. Knmvl.
I. 403 Pope Pius V finally confined the title [cardinal]

formerly applied somewhat vaguely to all priests appointed
at a cathedral church.. to such among the clergy of the city

of Rome as had been ' incardinated
'

by the Pope himself.

So Incardina-tion, institution or formal incor-

poration.
1807 Dublin Rev, Oct. 483 A tribal badge, symbol of in-

cardination in the sept.

t Incare-ssmg, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.]

The opposite of caressing ; treating coldly or

harshly.
1608 MACHIN Dumb Knt. in, From this reproch, this

incarressing humour Hath taught my soule a new philo-

sophic.

lucarial (irjkeVrial), a. [f.
mod.L. type

*-
cari-us, or *incari-s, f. INCA (like L. aquarius,

contrarius, or familiaris, stellaris) + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to the Incas of Peru.

1863 Intel/. Observer \\\. 229 Ascending the Cordillera,

Incarial ruins will be met with continually. 1877 E. G.

SQOIER Peru (1878) 454 The procession of Corpus Christi,

in which the Incarial family, in regal native costume, take

part.

Incarminecl (inkaumlnd), ppl. a. [f.
IN- 2 +

CARMINE sb. + -ED !.] Imbued with carmine ; dyed
carmine or deep crimson.

1863 D. G. MITCHELL My Farm ofEdgcwood 210 Rosy
cheeks and incarmined arms do not belong to the heroines

of her dreams.

Ilicarn (inkaun), v. Also 6 en-, [a. F. in-

carner(iyj2 in Ilatz.-Darm.), ad.L. incannire (;;th

c.) to make flesh, f. in- (!N-
2
) + caro, earn- flesh.]

1. trans. To cover with flesh, cause flesh to grow

upon or in, heal over (a wound or sore).

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 122 Leie aboute be wounde. .a

defensif of bole armonyak. .aftirward incarne it, bat is to seie

brynge ouer fleisch, & aftirward consowde. 1543 TRAHERON

Vigo's Cliirnrg. n. ix. 23 Than ye must mundifye the place,

and incarne it, and scale it up. i6ia WOODAI.L Surf. Mate
Wks. (1653) 31 This unguent doth digest and incarn wounds

and ulcers. 1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 94 The wound was

thoroughly deterged, incarned, and . . cicatrized. 1821-34

GooiCsStudy Med. (ed. 4) II. 519 Here however the hollows

are not incarned or filled-up with a new material.

b. absol. To cause flesh to grow; to induce

healing.
1541 R. COPLAND Cuyiion's Form. Sivb, Ley it on with

towe, and a playster, for it dryeth, encarneth, and con-

forteth. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 10 Another

oyntment that doth digest, mundify, and incarn. 1758 J. S.

Le Bran's Observ. Surg. (1771) Diet., Efvlottca, Medicines

that incarn and cicatrize.

C. inlr. To become covered with flesh, to heal.

1689 MOYLE Sea Chyrurg. II. x. 57 You will know how it

incarns by a reddish speck, which you will see on the end of

your Tent when you take it out. ifj6PAil. Trans. LXy I.

438 As the wound incarned, the. .discharge lessened daily.

1822-34 Goats Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 43 Incarnmg and

cicatrizing easily.

2. To embody in flesh, to incarnate, rare.

1563 (see INCARNED]. 1882 L. WINGFIELD Gehenna II. vn.

211 Next time that you're re-incarned, you'll be a Byron.

Hence Inea'rning vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1721 QUINCY tr. Hodges' Plague Land. 200 Incarnmg is

gradually to be effected and the Ulcer slowly healed over.

1813 J. THOMSON I.ect. ftiflam. 611 To use several medica-

ments more or less humecting, digesting, deterging, mcarn-

ing or desiccative, to the sundry burnt parts.

Incarnadine (inka-inadin, -am), a. and st>.

arch. Also 7 -in. [a. F. incamadin, -ine (i6th

c.), ad. It. incarnadine, var. of incarnatino carna-

tion, flesh-colour, deriv. of incarnato INCAHNATE.]

A. adj. Properly, Flesh-coloured, carnation, pale

red or pink ;
but (b.) also used for various shades

of crimson or blood-red (cf. CARNATION 2) ;
in mod.

use sometimes= Blood-stained (from Shaks. Macb.

n. ii. 62 : see INCARNADINE v.).

1501 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 609 Her wings and tram

of feathers (mixed fine) Of orient Azure and incarnadine.

1649 LOVELACE Poems, To my Lady H. (1864) 124 Whose

white satin upper coat of skin, Cut upon velvet rich incar-

nadin, Has yet a body (and of flesh) within. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Incarnadin colour, a flesh colour, or the colour ofa Damask

Rose. 1:1872 in A. E. Lee Hist. Columbis, Ohio (1892) I.

710 The color ranged from a deep crimson to a light or pale

incarnadine.



INCARNADINE.
b. iSjo MYRON Mar. 7-Vi/. in. ii. sog You'll, .calmly wash

i
BARIUM Ingol. Leg.,those hands incarnadine. 01845 - ---,--. ^.,

Jerry Jarvis's Wig, His very fore head was incarnadine.
1888 WATTS-DUNTON in Athcn&nm 18 Aug. 225/1 And
Night's black wings are glowing incarnadine From Dover
cliffs to Gravelines tower With sparks with fiery flakes, a
ruddy shower On breeze and brine !

B. sb. Flesh-colour, blush colour; also, a crim-
son or blood-red colour (see A).
i6u PEACHAM Compl. Gent. (1661) 155 Incarnadine, or

flesh colour. 1735 SKWEL Dutch Diet. (ed. 3), Hoar rood,
Carnation-colour, incarnadine. i8ao BYRON Mar. Fal. iv.
ii. 147 No Barbaric blood can reconcile us now Unto that
homble incarnadine. 1865 TRENCH Gust. Adolphus \. 49To take the rich incarnadine of blood.

Inca rnadine, v. arch. Also erron. incar-
nardine. [f. prec.] trans. To dye or tinge with
incarnadine (see prec.) ; to redden.
Properly, to make flesh-coloured or carnation ; but from

Shakspere onward associated with the colour of blood.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. ii. 62 This my Hand will rather

The multitudinous Seas incarnardine, Making the Greene,
one Red. a 1639 CAREW Poems Wks. (1824) 85 A fourth
[shall] incarnadine Thy rosie cheeke. 1791 COWPHR Iliad
xi. 480 His blood the glebe Incarnadines. 1831 L. RITCHIE
Capt. Conspirator in Remembrance 144 The yellow oil-

flower, incarnardined with gorgeous poppies, fluttered in
the waving wind. 1845 LONGF. Evening Star, The painted
oriel of the West Whose panes, .the sunken sun incarnadines.
1866 CONINGTON ,Eiieid vi. 176 War, dreadful war, and
Tiber flood I see incarnadined with blood.
fig. 1879 FARRAR St. faulix. (1893)08 Not the only blood
of which the stains had incarnadined nis conscience.
Hence Inca rnadinod ///. a.
**". Tales of Landlord New Ser. Witch Glas Llyn II.

170 The fierce reflection glowed on the incarnadined waters
of the Clowdoc.

Incarnalize, var. of ENCABNALJZE .

Incarnate (inkaunrt), a. [ad. L. incarnal-us
made flesh (common in 4th c. in Christian writers),
pa. pple. of incarnare : see INCABN. In sense 3
corresp. to F. incarnat, -ate, It. incarnate incar-

nate, flesh-coloured.]
1. Clothed or invested with flesh ; embodied in

flesh ; in a human (or animal) bodily form. a. Of
a person, soul, or spirit. (Sometimes const, as

pa. pple., esp. when used of Christ.)
In phr. a devil incarnate, applied hyperbolically to a

person (cf. DEVIL sb. 4), the true meaning is often more or
less lost sight of, and the adj. becomes nearly = '

out-and-
out ',

' arrant '.

1395 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 53 A sone of perdicioun,
and a devil incarnat othir in flesh, a 1410 HOCCLEVE De
Reg. Princ. 3333 Mercy Crist caused to ben incarnate. 1494FABYAN Chron. ill. liii. 34 In the season that he was Kynge
our Sauyour Criste Ihesus was incarnat of that moste
blessyd virgyne our Lady. 1534 MORE On the Passion
Wks. 1315/1 By his goinge fro the father, was nothynge
ment, but his beynge incarnate in the worlde. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Commun. (Nicene Creed), And
was incarnate by the holy Ghoste, of the Virgin Mary 1597HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ii. 2 The nature of God .. in the
onely person of the Sonne is incarnate. 1609 ROWLANDS
Rnane of Clubbes 31 Incarnate deuils, such as do Assume
a humane shape. 1611-15 Up. HALL Cpntempl., N. T. i. ii,1

hat_ God^should be incarnate ofa virgin was an abasement
of His maiestie, and an exaltation of the creature beyond
all example. 1738 WESLEY f's. n. ii, And slay th' incar-
nate Deity. i8ao SCOTT Abbot xvii, Whether there be a i

devil incarnate in you or no. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. l.

iv. (1872) 21 You look on him almost with a shudder, as on
some incarnate

Mephistopheles. 1896 GLADSTONE Will 2

Commending myself to the infinite mercies of God in the
Incarnate Son as my only and sufficient hope.

b. Of a quality or other abstraction : Embodied
in human form ; impersonated.
(In quot. a 1652 in extended sense : Put into a form

adapted to human nature or comprehension ; expressed
'after the manner of men '.)

c 1531 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1056 We juge her
;a thought or understandynge incarnate, a 1651 J. SMITH
\

Sel. Disc. vi. 183 Divine truth becomes many times in

eyes Vere was purity incarnate.

C. Vaguely used : Enshrined.
ai3 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Nn iij,The hertes incarnate in loue are lyttel satisfied with syluer

1871 TVLOR Prim. Cult. II. 98 To remain incarnate in the
memory of friends is something.
H Erron. used, as if f. Is- :

'i = noti.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 46 (D.), I fear
nothing -. that devil carnate or incarnate can fairly do
against a virtue so established.

t 2. Consisting of flesh ; fleshy. Obs. rare.
"597 A. M. tr. Guilltmeaiis Fr. Chintrg. 13 b/i All in-

carnate or fleshye partes of the bodye.
3. Flesh-coloured

; light pink or crimson. Obs.
exc. in Bot. as a

rendering of L. incamatus.
"'533 LD. BERNERS Gold. St. M. Aurel. (1546) Nnivb,Well colowrcd face, incarnate tethe, ruddye lyppes. i<a

in Strype Kccl. Metn. (1721) II. xiv. 350, 4 Yards of TurkeV
'ncamate- * MARY STUART Let. in Lamartin/tM. Stuart

\fp. (,859) 174 Send to me half elle of incarnat
tin. isrS LYTE Dodoens l. xiii. 21 Butter burre. .puttethf . , "f,

".. **nil UUIIC . . UUIICIII
Mitt a hollow stalke of a span long, set full of small in-
irnate floures at the toppe. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. In-

carnation. An Incarnate colour is a Carnation colour, a

5? t.
or' or of thc colour of our Damask Rose. 1791W. BARTRAM Carolina 104 The flowers, .are of a pale in-

carnate colour. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. (i860 99 Th

144

common red and incarnate clovers (Tri/olium pratense and
incarnatntn).
Hence Inca rnately aiiv., in a bodily form.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Aiir. Leigh vi. 46 Freedom's self . .

Fixed in a feudal form incarnately To suit our ways of
thought and reverence.

Incarnate (inka-in^t), v. Also 6 en-, [f.

prec., or f. ppl. stem of L. incarnare : see INCABN.]
1. tram. To render incarnate ; to embody in

flesh. In pass, to be embodied; to assume, or
exist in, a bodily (esp. a human) form.

S33 TINDALE Supter ofLord Wks. (Parker Soc.) III. 245
I
hey believed in Christ to be incarnated, and to suffer

death. 01556 CRANMER Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 74 We say
that they [fathers and prophets of the old testament] did

|

eat his body and drink his blood, although he was not yet
born nor incarnated. 1598 BARCKLEY Fetic. Man in. (1603)
227 That old Serpent, .can by God's sufferance . . incarnate
himselfe, or possesse infants. Ibid. iv. 317 An English man
itahanated is a devil incarnated. 1614 DONNE Senn. ii. 16,
I must not ask why God took this way to incarnate his Son
1715 DE FOE Fam. Instruct, i. i. (1841) I. 20 He incarnated,
by a miraculous birth, the divine nature into the human. 1844
MARG. FULLER Worn. i9th C. (1862) 18 The All-Sustaining
incarnated himself to guard . . the destinies of this world.
2. transf. znAJig: a. To put into, express or ex-

hibit in, a concrete or definite form
;
to realize,

actualize, embody (an idea or other abstraction).
1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. i. Iviii, There shall no foolish

plaints, nor famed ire Hinder me to encamat my desire.
1856 KINGSLEY Misc., Fronde's Hist. Eng. II. 74 Forces
which we can no more stop, by shrieks at their absurdity,
from incarnating themselves in actual, blood, and misery
and horror than [etc.]. 1878 DOWDF.N Stud. Lit. 9 A political
doctrine,

.expecting
to be incarnated in institutions. 1885CLODD Myths r Dr. i. vii. 122 The ennobling qualities in-

carnated in some hero. . meet with admiring response.
b. To exhibit (in oneself) in bodily or human

form ; to be the living embodiment or type of
; to

impersonate, embody (a quality, etc.).
1806 R. CUMBERLAND Mem. (T.), If quick conception,

true^ discrimination, and the happy faculty of incarnating
thc idea of his poet, are properties essential in the com-
position of a great . .actor. 1849 Fraser's Mag. XXX IX.
395 The truest artist . . must be he who incarnates best the
age's artistic tendencies. 1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. It , Cath
React. (1898) VII. x. 85 This friar incarnated the Venetian
spirit.

f c. To canse to exist, or represent as existing,
in a particular mode of being, or as a part of some-
thing else. fd. To entertain as an indwelling
presence ; to enshrine. Obs.

1643 MILTON Divorce ll. iii, Nay this is . . to incarnat sin
into the unpunishing and well pleas'd will of God. a 1711KF.N Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 213 O may I thee
incarnate in my Heart.

1 3. To cause flesh to grow upon or in (a wound
or sore); to heal over : = INCABN I. Obs.
1543 TRAHERON Riga's Chirurg. n. ii. 16 After mundifica-

tion ye must incarnate the place, after thys forme. 1577
FRAMPTON "Joyfull Nevies n. (1596) 38 The Tabaco .. doth
make them [wounds] cleane, and incarnate them. 1616
SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 223 The other Ointment
is better to incarnate and consolidate all sorts of wounds
1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Lucatellus Balsam, It is
used externally to deterge and incarnate green Wounds and
Ulcers.

t b. absol. = INCABN i b. Obs.
'5*3 T. GALE Antidot. II. 13 Thys Unguent . . incarnateth

verye well. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Course Chym.
(ed. 3) 628 Its Tincture . . is discutient, detersive, good I

against Gangrenes, and to incarnate.

t C. intr. for re/I.
= INCAHN I c. Obs.

*74-7 J- MOLINS Anat. Obs. (1896) 17 As the adjacent
parts mundified, soe it incarnated. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy \

II. v, My uncle Toby's wound was near well .. the surgeon
. . told him, 'twas just beginning to incarnate,

t 4. To make fleshly or carnal ; to degrade from
spiritual nature, despiritualize. Obs.
1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 166 That I .. am now constrained

|

Into a Beast, and mlxt with bestial slime, This essence to
incarnate and imbrute. 01683 WHICHCOTK Aphorisms,
Bad men [study] to incarnate their souls.

1 5. To enclose or insert in the flesh. Obs. rare.
1661 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonl's Oriat. 282 They cut

off part of the garment, that they may incarnate a thread or
rag thereof, within the skin of the forehead of every one
that is bitten by a mad dog.
6. To convert (vegetable matter) into flesh.
1881 PLAYFAIR in Macm. Mag. XLV. 335 As is said in the

west, it is cheaper to 'incarnate
'

Indian corn (L e. by feed- I

ing cattle with it] than to send that bulky grain by railways, i

Hence IncaTnated///. a. ; Incamating vbl. so.

and///, a. (in various senses of the verb).
1549-61 STERNHOLD & H. Ps., Quicunoue vult. Of the

incarnating of Christ, our Lord, believe aright. 1576 BAKER I

Jcivell of Health 1483, In every incarnating and closing !

togyther and healing. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeau's Fr.
Chirurg. 12/1 That newe incarnated fleshe, which, after the
trepaninge, groweth therin. Ibid. 490/1 Any incarnatinge
medfcamentes. 1671 FLAVEL Fount. Life v. 14 He hath
laid the foundation thereof so

deep,
in the Incarnating of

INCARNATION.
1. The action of incarnating or fact of being in-

carnated or ' made flesh
'

; a becoming incarnate
;

investiture or embodiment in flesh ; assumption of,
or existence in, a bodily (esp. human) form.

a. spec, of Christ, or of God in Christ. Often
absol. tlie Incarnation. (The earliest and still the
prevalent sense. In early use often in reference to
the Christian era : the date of the incarnation or
birth of Christ.)
i97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 197 pe vifbe [age] was fram dauid

to (>e transmigracion Of babiloyne and six(>e to |>e incar-
I nacion, pat was vorte god was ibore. 1381 WYCLIF Isa
Gen. Prol., The principal entent of the orofetis is to declare
the mysterie of Cristis incarnacioun, passioun, resurrec-
cioun, asccnsioun, and the comyng to the general doom
la 1400 Arthur 626 pe yheer after \K Incarnacione, Vyfhundred fourty & two. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxxii. 146
Pai trowe wele be incarnacioun of Criste. 1477 E*"- RIVERS
(Caxton) Dictes 123 He was borne after the Incarnacion of
ufe lord

ij. c. yeres. 1516 I'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
179 b, 1 he preemynence of his moost gracyous incarnacyon
1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ii. 3 Taking . . our flesh, and
by his incarnation making it his owne flesh. 1653 WALTON
Angler i. 13 Angling is much more ancient then the in-
carnation of our Saviour. 1716 tr. Gregory's Aitron. I. 251We are to take notice, that Dionysius, called Exiguuj, was

said, Fhe Word was made ffesh, whence we speak of the
: incarnation of our Blessed Lord, i.e.

' His takinc on Him
' our Flesh '.

b. In general sense.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. i. 274 The woman being
formed out of the nb, was once removed from earth, and

J framed from that element under incarnat ion. 1684 T. BI'R-
NET Th. Earth i. 301 The incarnation, as 1 may so say, of
a spiritual substance, is to me a kind of standing miracle.
1841 EMERSON Meth. Nat. Wks. (Bonn) II. 227 The thoughts

i he delights to utter are the reason of his incarnation. 1858SEARS Athan. in. iii. 272 The reader will here distinguish
! carefully between two things -between the resurrection
l and the re-incarnation of the dead.

- fig- The putting into, or assumption of, a
concrete or definite form ;

' embodiment '. 1 Obs.
1615 CROOKK Body ofAlan 274 Before the birth or incar-

nation as we may say of Philosophy. I648HERRICK Hesper.,
Julias Picture, How am 1 ravish'd, when I do but see

i
"' P?'"'"'5 art 'n 'hy sciography? If so, how much more

snail I dote thereon, When once he gives it incarnation.
2. concr. a. A body, person, or form in which

a soul, spirit, or deity is incarnated
; an incarnate

or embodied form (of).
174* YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1341 When shall my soul her in-

carnation quit, And.. Obtain her Apotheosis in Thee? 1836
EMERSON Nature, Spirit

;
Wks. (Bohn) II. 167 The world

is a remoter and inferior incarnation of God. 1841 ELPHIN-
STONE Hist. Ind. I. iv. 167 Vishnu and Siva . . and their
incarnations now attract almost all the religious veneration
of the Hmd.'is. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 387 i The other
Avataras, descents or incarnations of Vishn'u. Ibid., His
first incarnation was that of a fish. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel
v. 181 The line of the Pharaohs, the incarnations of the
Sun-God.

b. A person in whom some quality, attribute,
principle, etc. is exhibited in a bodily form ; a

living type or representative, embodiment, imper-
sonation (of& quality, etc.).
1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 126 Blue-Beard, that

incarnation ofjuvenile romance. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos.
(1867) II. 551 Great men are the incarnations of the spirit
of the age. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. iv. You incarnation
of saucmess. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. x. 302 William
Rufus .. a foul incarnation of selfishness in its most abhor-
rent form.

c. Loosely or by extension : A thing in which
some quality, etc. is typically represented or exhi-
bited

;
an embodiment (of).

i8ai SHELLEY Adonais xiii, Splendours, and Glooms, and
glimmering Incarnations Of hopes and fears, and twilight
Phantasies. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q, Ntighb. xiii.

11878) 244 The grounds about the Hall seemed the incarna-
tion of a summer which had taken years to ripen to per-
fection.

1 3. Conception (in the womb). Obs. rare.
I548-67THOMAS Hal. Diet., Incarnacione, the incarnation

or engenderyng tyme. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 3 That
quality that doth

predominate in the Spirit at the incarna-
tion and Birth, that very same property doth carry the
upper Dominion in the Body.
4. The formation or growth of new flesh upon

or in a wound or sore
; healing up ; granulation.

Also concr. A growth of new flesh.

1544 fH*t.Regim. Lyfe (1560) Pij, Precede with mundi-
fication and incarnation, even as in other kindes of apo-
stumes. i6cjcjPhil. Trans. XXI. 403 Theicxternal containing
parts of the Neck began now to unite by Incarnation.

1783 POTT Chirurg. Wks. II. These were soon covered
with an incarnation. 1811-34 Good's Study Med. (ed.4) II.
1 8 From this period the process of incarnation commences.
5. Flesh-colour, carnation ; a pigment or dye of

this colour. Obs. or arch.Mvww av uccu, ill tile iui,ur[l(llllK "I tula wiuul. I '('.I. VI Ul < n .

-,S!Z i "' l87
!! P *^?1 '- Ma/chmaking(1mAn.) ( 1:1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club! 73 For an incarnacion,

72 Little Fay was delightful-for all the world like a bit of take sable and saffrone and rede lede, and medylle heme
incarnated sunshine. 1878 BAYNE Purit. Rev. vi. 224 The welle togedyre. 1573 Art ofLimning 8 b, If you wil make. .AYNE ur. ev. v. 224
love of romantic young men for their incarnated ideals.

Incarnation (ink.nnpi'Jon). [a. F. incarna-
tion, in rath c. Norman F. incarnaciun (Phil, de
Thaun), ad. late L. incarnation-em (in Hilary,
Jerome, Ambrose, etc.) , n. of action from incarnare :

see INCAHN.]

welle togedyre. 1573 Art ofLimning 8 b, If you wil make
incarnations for Visages, or a fleshly colour for Images.
1811 BYRON Cain in. i, His little cheeks, In their pure in-
carnation.

b. attrib. or as adj. Flesh-coloured, light pink :

= INCARNATE a. 3. Obs. or arch.

1561 TURNER Herbal n. n6b, Damaske roses, incarnation
roses, muske roses. 1651 UROUHAUT Jewel Wks. (1834) 942



INCARNATIONIST.
A pair of incarnation velvet slippers. 1672 Phil. Trans.
VII. 5172 The Dying of Wool of an Incarnation colour,
with a kind of Moss growing in Malta.

f 6. The plant CARNATION. Obs.

1538 TURNER Libelius A iij a, Herba quam uernacula lin-

gua uocamus a Gelofer, aut a Clowgelofer, aut an Incarna-

cyon.
Hence Incarna'tionist, a believer in an incarna-

tion.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 223 The new Incarna-

tlonists of Johanna Southcote.

Incarnative (inka'Jnativ), a. and sb. [a. obs.

F. incamatif) -ive (early i6th c.),
* flesh-bringing,

flesh-breeding* (Cotgr.), ad. med.L. incarndttvus,
It. incarnativo (Florio), f. as INCARNATE v. + -IVE.]

A. adj.
1. Having the quality of incarning ; promoting

the growth of flesh in a wound or sore.

c\qx>Lanfranc*sCirnrg. 153 Medicynscomfortatiuis& in-

carnatiuis [MS. B. Incarnatyfes], Ibid. 342 Regeneratiue, &
incarnatiue [medicines], & facientes carnem nasci, ben oon to

seie. 154* R- COPLAND Guydoris Quest. Ckirurg. L j b,There
ben thre maners. One is incarnatyue and it competeth to

newe woundes, and fractures. 1563 T. G\\.KAntidot. i. ix. 6

Medicines incarnatiue, which doe also ingender fleshe. 1614
T. ADAMS DeviCs Banquet 329 Your exulcerated sores

cannot bee healed with incarnative salues. 1694 SALMON
Bate's Disp. \. (1713) 312/2 Mercury is the Balsam of Na-
ture, in which is an incarnative and regenerative Vertue.

f2. Humorously or blunderingly used for incar-

nate (here
= ' arrant

'

: see INCARNATE a. i, note}.

1504 GREENE & LODGE Looking^Glasse i. Wks. (Rtldg.)

119/2 Paltry ! ..why, you incarnative knave, what are you
that you speak petty treason?

B. sb. An incarnative medicine or application :

see A. i.

1568 SKEYNE T/te Pest (1860) 43 Curatiuis and incarnatiues

succedis. 1643 I. STEER tr. Exp. Ckyrurg. viii. 36 To
Vlcers already mundified, it is best to use Incarnatives.

1710 BECKET in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 53 He scraped it with
an Instrument for several Days, and drest it with Incarna-

tives, designing to have ingendred Flesh on it.

t Inca'rned, ///. a.

INCARNATE.
Obs. [f.

INCARN
v.~\

1563 Mirr. Afag. t Rivers Ivi, The duke of Glocestre that

incarned devyj_l. 1871 T. H. NOYES Hymns Mod. Man t

Relig. Love xiii, Prating That Godhead incarned ever trod
The bye-paths of our pitiful Planet.

Incarnifica*tion. rare . = INCARNATION i.

1864 in WEBSTER.

t Inca'rry, v. Obs. [f. IN-
l + CARRY v.~\ trans.

To carry or convey in
; to mingle, mix.

1486 Bk. St. A Mans, Her. Dva, Theys armis ar calde
watteri : for ij.

colowris ar incanel oon in to an other by
the manor of water trobulde wl wynde. 1646-7 in Swayne
Santm Churchw. Ace. (1896) 324 Carying and incarying the

Organ Pipes if.

t Inca'rve, v. Obs. rare. Also en-, [f. IN- 2

^EN- 1

3 + CARVED.] trans. To carve in or upon
something ;

to engrave.
1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 22 Encarving

characters of memorie. 1605 DANIEL Queen's Arcadia v.

ii, He had incaru'd a woful Elegy. 1615 Hymen's Tri.

Wks. (1717) 131, I found incarv'd, and fair incarv'd, these

Words : Thy Sylvia, Thirsis, lives; and is return*d.

Incase, -ment, var. of ENCASE, -MENT.

t Iiica'sk, 7>. Obs. [f. lN-ior2 + CASK^.] trans.

a. To put into, or as into, a cask. b. To cover

with, or as with, a casque or helmet.
1611 COTGR., Enfnstt, inpiped, or incasked. 1612 SHELTON

Quix. I. in. xiii. 256 Then did hee incaske his pate in his hat,
which was so broad, as it might serue him excellently for

a Quitasoll.

Incast (i'nkast), sb. local, [f. vbl. phrase cast

in.} Something
( thrown in

*

;
a quantity of some

commodity given in addition to the exact measure.

1798 R. DOUGLAS Agric. Surv. Roxb. $ Selkirk 357 It is

still usual in several places to give a pound of incast, as it is

here called, to every stone of wool, and a fleece to every
pack sold. 1863 MORTON Cyd. Agric. {E. D. S.), Incast

(Roxb. & Selkirksh.), a pound in a stone of wool, and a
fleece in a pack, usually given above measure.

t Inca'st, v. Obs. [f.
IN- T + CAST

z>.]
trans.

To cast or throw in ; fig. to suggest. Hence f I*n-

casting vbl. sb., throwing in
; suggestion.

1398 TREVISA BartJi. DeP. R. v. xxiv. (1495! 132 Somtyme
hoorsnes of the throte falHth by incastynge of powdre.
c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) i. xxi, Yf they
fele ony stiryng wythiu by thyncastyng of thenmye, or

elles fro wythout of ony of the deuylles prophets whiche
men callen sothsayers. 1469 Sc. Acts Jas. Ill (1597) 34
The said poynding for mailles and annualles, in-casting and

out-casting of tennentes, be deferred. 1616 J. LANE Cont.

Sgr.'s T. ix. 63 Th
1

assailantes entries, evrie wheare to hinder,

incastinge stooles, ropes, froes, chaines, manors, beddes, and
all trassh whatsoever.

t Inca-stellate, en-, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem
of med.L. incastellare, It. incastellare to INCASTLE :

see IN- ^, and -ATE 3.] trans. To make into a castle ;

to fortify; to enclose (a well or cistern) with

masonry: see CASTELLATED.
1538 LELAMO Itin. I. 73 Began first to encastellate it.

1598 STOW Surv. viii. (1603) 46 And also incastelated the

same round about. Ibid xxxiii. 295 Incastellated the same
in sufficient cesterns. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps. of Eng. 522
The Auncient mannor place at Arkland he did encastellate.

t Inca-stellated, ///. a. Obs. [ad. It. in-

castellato
'

hoof-bound, that is when a horses hoofe

is dride vp, so that it sounds hollow' (Florio), F.

VOL. V.
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encasteU (1606), according to Hatz.-Darm., related

to It. incastare, incastrare to enchase, mortice,
insert firmly.] Hoof-bound (as a horse).
1611 COTGR., Encastelle, incastellated, or narrow-heeled

(as a horse). Ibid., Encastelure, a being incastellated, or

growing narrow heeled ; a vicious, or painfull narrownesse
in a horses heele. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incastellated
(Fr. EncastelU), narrow-heeled (as a horse). 1658 in
PHILLIPS. 1676-1714 in COLES.

tlnca-stle, v. Obs. In 6-7 encastle, 6-8
inoastell. [ad. med.L. incastellare = It. incas-

tellare (Florio), OF. enchasteler to furnish with
a castle or castles, f. in- (IN-

2
) + L. castel/um

CASTLE
;

cf. INCASTELLATE.] trans. To provide
with castles

;
to fortify.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 47/2 Meth
was alredie meetlie well and indifferentlie fortified and in-

castelled. 1611 FLORIO, Incastellare, to encastle, to fortifie

with castles, to reduce or bring to a castle.

flnca-stled, inca-steUed, ///. a. Obs. [ad.F.
encasteU: see INOASTELLATED.] Hoof-bound.
1706 PHILLIPS, Incastelled, narrow Heel'd, or Hoof-bound,

as A n incastelled Horse.

I ncatcll, sb. nonce-wd. [f. vbl. phr. catch in.]
i

A catching or sudden drawing in (of the breath).
1895 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 782/1 There followed a fierce in-

catch of his breath, a hollowing of his lean cheeks.

Ilicatenate (inkse'tiha't), v. [f. It. and med.
L. incatenare to enchain, f. in- (IN-

2
) + L. catenare

\

to bind with chains, catena chain. Cf. F. enchatner.] \

trans. To put in chains ; to enchain, to fetter.

1839 Black. Mag. XLV, 689 He looks as embarrassed
and incatenated, as a galley slave escaped from the bagne
of Toulon.

lucatenation (inkjetftw'-Jan). [ad. med.L.

incatenation-cm, n. of action f. med.L. incatenare :

see prec.] Putting in or fastening with chains
;

harnessing ;
a linking or being linked together.

1761 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. cviii, Still, .more triflingly sedulous
in the incatenation of fleas, or the sculpture of a cherry-
stone. 1885 Q, Rev. Oct. 362 The blank verse . . had no

variety, no incatenation, no harmony.

\ Inca'thedrate, v. Obs. [f. med.L. incathe-

drdre, f. in- (IN-
2
) + cathedra chair, bishop's seat.]

trans. To place in a chair
;
to chair

; esp. to place
in the cathedra or bishop's chair ;

to enthrone as

a bishop.
1635 PAGITT Ckristiaiiogr. 77 He was there incathedrated,

and with great reverence received and esteemed. 1641 SIR

E. DERING Sp. Relig. 21 June (1642) 72 You are in your
selves but fellow-members of the same house with us . . untill

by our Election, and by common suffrage you are Incathe-
drated.

t IncaU'SaWe, a. Obs. rare. [In- 3.] Not

capable of being caused ; having no cause.

1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's Hist. Winds 357 This is a most
abstruse and hidden Motion . . and in some things it seemes
as it were to be incausable.

t Incatrsative, a. Obs. rare. [IN- a.] Not

causing.
1829 COLERIDGE Lit. Kent. (1836) IV. 3 Merely an ante-

cedent, or an incausative alien antecedent in time.

t Incau'telous, Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CAUTE-
LOUS : cf. L. incautela incaution.] Incautious, un-

wary, heedless.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. l. xix, The bold Physitian

too incautelous, By those he cures himselfe is murdered.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xxviii. 485 The wiles and strata-

gems it makes use of to ensnare the incautelous soul, a 1734
NORTH Exam. ll. iv. no (1740) 288 All Advantage of

Cavil at the Expressions of the Judges, if any had been in-

cautelous, was lost.

Hence t Iiicau'telously adv.
; f Incatrtelons-

ness.

1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xv. 144 This by incautelous-
!

nesse and Credulity, a 1656 HALES Rent., Serin. Rom.
xiy.

i

(R.) We grow sick many times by incautelously conversing j

with the diseas'd. 1693 HAMPFIELD Repl. Dr. Wallis 32 If
it were not written incautelously.

t Incairtely, adv. Obs. [f. L. incaut-ns in-

cautious, incante incautiously + -LT 2
. Cf. the obs.

F. equivalent incaittement.] Incautiously, heed-

lessly.

1510 Stieph. A'al. vii. Gvb, Ofte tymes Incautely Not
takynge hede what they swere. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi
KOMTJ Def. xi. 126 It was incautely said so of him alone.

Incaution (inkg-Jan). [f. IN- 3 + CAUTION,
after L. incautus, etc.] Want of caution ; care-

lessness, heedlessness, nnwariness.

1713-80 POPE Iliad xxni. 415 Lest thro
1

incaution failing,
thou may'st be A joy to others, a reproach to me. 1800

Med. Jml. IV. 439 That disease .. quickly spreads, from

incaution, to the nouses of their more opulent neighbours.

1884 HORNER Florence (ed. 2) I. xxi. 312 The accusation

arose from the incaution of one of the monks.

Incautious (inkg-Jas^a. [f.
IN- 3 + CAUTIOUS,

after L. incautus, etc.] Not cautious ; wanting in

caution ; careless, heedless, unwary, rash.

(11703 POMFRET Poet. Wks. (1833) 27 Some swains, I own,
impose upon the fair, And lead the' incautious maid into a
snare. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 101/2 If

in an incautious moment that honourable director had
written an imprudent letter. 183* LEWIS Use fy Ab. Pol.

Terms Introd. 2 An incautious employment . . of language.

1867 H. MACMILLAN Bible Teach, ii. (1870) 33 A single in-

cautious step may be attended with the most fatal conse-

quences.

INCEND.

Incautiously (inky-Josh', adv. [f. prcc. +
-LT 2

.] In an incautious manner
; without caution ;

heedlessly, unwarily, rashly.
1733 ARBUTHNOT On Air (J.), A species of palsy invades

such as incautiously expose themselves to the morning air.

1741 tr. D'Argens Chinese Lett. vi. 32 The Sentence of
Death pronounc'd ever so incautiously and bluntly. 1898
W. M. RAMSAY Was Christ born in Bethlehem 1 v. 115 He
incautiously adopted a series of errors.

Ilicautiousness inkg-Jasni-s). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being incautious ; heed-

lessness, rashness.

1796 JANE AUSTEN Sense r Sens. I. xv, Your eyes have
been reproaching them every day for incautiousness. 1865
Daily Tel. 7 Nov. 6/5 The obloquy. .is due in a great mea-
sure to the incautiousness of its votaries.

Incavate (rnkavd't), v. rare-", [f. ppl. stem
of L. incavdre : see INCAVE, and cf. EXCAVATE.]
trans. = INCAVE z<.i

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Incavated, made hollow. 1839 SMART,
Incavated, made hollow ; bent round or in. 1884 CasselCs
Encycl. Diet., Incavate, to make hollowed or concave.

Incavate (.rnkav^t), a. rare-", [ad. L. in-

cavdt-us, pa. pple. of incavart : see prec.] Hol-
lowed, bent inwards.
In recent Diets.

Incavation (inkav^'-Jan). [n. of action from
L. incavare : see INCAVATE.] a. The action of

making hollow or bending inwards, b. A hollow
or depression on a surface ; a hollowed place.
1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 70 The protuberance . . in South

America, corresponding with the mcavation on the African
side from the river of Congo to Cape Palmas. 1852 SEIDEI.

Organ 78 This lip is . . not a separate part ot the pipe, but
merely an incavation on the foot.

t Inca've, v. 1 Obs. [ad. L. incavare to hollow,
f. in- (!N-

2
) + cavare to hollow.] trans. To make

hollow or concave ; to bend inwards. Hence lu-

ca-ved///. a.

(11586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1622) 141 But bow all knees,
now of her knees My tongue doth tell what fancie sees . .

Whose bought incau'd doth yeeld such sight, Like cunning
Painter shadowing white.

Incave, encave (ink^'-v, en-), z/.2
[f. IN- 2,

EN-I + CAVE.S*. Cf. F. encaver (1295 in Godef.

Compl.*).] trans. To enclose or shut up in, or as

in, a cave.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 82 Stand you a while apart . . Do
but encaue your selfe. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 307 (D.) The
bristled Bore and Beare Incaued rage, 1729 SAVAGE Wan-
derer i. 158 There . . Incav'd secure th' exulting eagle
dwells. 1821 MOIR in Blackiv. Mag. X. 301 The staylcss
element found its way to nether domes encaved. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. II. xxvi. 264 The rocks seemed to close above
our heads, .a protecting cliff between us and the gale. We
were completely encaved.

Incaveru, encavem (inkse-vsm, en-), v.

[f. IN- 2, EN- l + CAVERN iA.l : cf. It. incavernare

(Florio).] trans. To shut up in a cavern :
=

prec.
1611 FLORiQ t fncauemare, to encaue, to encauerne, to en-

denne. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 6 Then Lid creeps on

along, and taking Thrushel throws Herself amongst the
rocks ; and so incavern'd goes. 1836 F. MAHONEY Rel.
Father Pront, Literature <fr Jesuits (1859) 178 Soothing
the toils of the encaverned slave.

t Inca'Vity. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 2 + CAVITY :

cf. L. incavare to INCAVE.] The quality of being
bent inwards, hollowed formation, concavity.
1730 A. GORDON Maffeis Amphith. 135 Their Size, Sharp-

ness, Incavity, and Form.

Incawse, var. of ENCAUSE v., Obs.

Inceasible, erron. form of INCESSABLE a.

Incede (ins-d), v. rare. [ad. L. incedcre to go
on, f. in- (IN- 2) + cedere to go, depart : cf. recede,

proceed] intr. To move on, advance ; to move
or march with measured or stately pace. Hence
Ince ding- ///. a. ; Ince'dingly adv. (often with

allusion to Virgil, Atn. I. 46).

1669 FLAMSTF.ED in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 79
The stars will appear to incede nearly under the same angle
and spots of the moon. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. i. 142
In his Retrocession, when direct he incedes above it. 1822

Blackw. Mag. XI. 459 The majestic inceding step of the

English Muse, as exemplified by Shakespeare and Milton.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xxiii. (1863) 248 Even in the utter-

most frenzy of energy is each maenad movement royally,

imperially, incedingly upborne.

t Ince lebrated, a. Obs. [f. IN- s + CELE-

BRATED, after the L. equiv. incelebratus,"\ Not
celebrated ; having no celebrity.

1538 LELAND Itin. II. 79 Ther was a Chapelle of Thomas
Bekket on the Grene in Shirburn, it stondith but incele-

bratid.

So Inoele-brity, want of celebrity.

1803 COLERIDGE Lit. Retn. (1836) I. 256 A mournful proof
of the incelebrity of this great and amazing work [Barclay's

Argents] among both the public and the people. 1812

EUSTACE Class. Tour (1821) IV. 342.

t Incend (inse-nd), v. Obs. (exc. as nonce-wd.}

[ad. L. incend-lre to set on fire, kindle, f. in-

(!N- *) + *candere to cause to glow, cf. candere to

glow, shine : cf. It. incendere to kindle, inflame.]

1. trans. To kindle, set alight, set on fire. In

qnot. 1872, to bum as incense (nonce-use}.

'597 A. M. tr. Gmllemeau's Fr. Chimrg. 32 b/i A little

peece or inche of a candle, which they incende and light.

1598 YONG Diana 149 Nor thou that I in flames am thus
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incencled. 1614 QI'ARLKS Div. /'veins, Man's Smii. xx. 19

Thy brealh . . inccnds quick flames. 1705 C. PUBSHALL

Meek. MMrxosai 34 Steel incended by the Mroak of a Hint.

1871 J. ('. MUKI-HV Comm. Lev. iv. 12 It signifies merely to

destroy by fire ; whereas the other means to incend, or con-

sume as incense.

2. To engender (bodily heat) ; to heat, inflame

(the body or its organs).V

"S33 KI.VOT Ctist. Helthe in. iii. (1541) 54a t
Naturallheate,

by withdrawing of moysture, is to moche incended. 1574
NEWTON Health Mag. 5 Nothyng doth so muche incende

and enflame natural! neate, as laboure and mooving. 1621

BURTON Anal. Mel. I. iii. in. i. They incend it [the brain]
without measure.

8. To inflame, excite (the mind, passions, etc.) ;

to incite to action.

150* ATKVNSON tr. De litiitatione m. vi. 300 Loue knoweth
no mesure ;

but it incendeth the louer oute of measure.

1531 ELYOT Gov. \. xxiii. The perfecte paterne of Industrie

. .to be understande of the reders. And .. incende them to

approche to the true practising therof. 1599 MARSTON Sco.

I'illaHie 11. vi. aoi Oh theres a line incends his lustful!

blood. 1684 T. HOCKIN Gods Decrees 71 Spanish flies . .

given in a potion incend lust.

Hence Inoe-nding vbl. sb. and ///. a.

'533 ELYOT Cast. H'tithe i.(i539) 11 b, Moche incendynge
or adustion of bloude. 177* NUGENT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund
II. 338 The Persians offered to the sun. .incending pyres.

Incendiarism (inse'ndiariz'm). [f. INCEN-

niABY + -ISM.] The practice of an incendiary.
a. lit. The practice or act of maliciously setting

fire to buildings or other property ; the practice
or commission of arson.

1837 LOCKHART Scott Ixxix. an 1830, Every newspaper
teemed with details of riot and incendiarism. 1850 KINGS-
LEY Alt. Locke xvii, With robbery, assassinations, vitriol-

bottles, and midnight incendiarism. 1897 Times 23 Jan.

13/1 The Fulahs have proved themselves masters in in-

cendiarism.

b. fig. The inflaming or exciting of passion,

strife, or violence ; inflammatory agitation.
1674-1710 BURNET Serm. Royal Martyr 5 Among the

much-abused words of the late time were Incendiary and
Incendiarism. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Kasy (1863) 202

Already we have had a good deal of incendiarism about the

country, and some . . have advised sedition and conspiracy.
1860 L. HARCOURT Diaries G. Rose 1. 156 Lord John Russell

will do well to abstain from raking up the. .embers of Whig
incendiarism.

So Ince'ndiarize v. trans, (nonce-wd.), to infect

with incendiarism; to inflame, 'set on fire'.

1859 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 291/2 Suspecting that we had

picked up traitorous designs . . and meant to incendiarise

Constantinople with the same.

Incendiary (inse-ndiari), a. and sb. Also 7

en-, [ad. L. tncendidri-us causing conflagration,

setting on fire, f. incendi-um burning, conflagration,
f. incendlrc to INCEND : see -ABT.]
A. adj.

1. Consisting in, relating or pertaining to, the

malicious setting on fire of buildings or other

property.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. 105. 626 An incendiary

outrage at Norwich, where the Citizens set on fire the

Prione Church, a 1845 HOOD (title) An Incendiary Song.
1856 Miss MULOCK J. Halifax vii. (ed. 17) 76 The glare of
some incendiary fire.

b. Mil. Adapted or used for setting on fire an

enemy's buildings, ships, etc.

1871 Daily Neivs 14 Jan., Should they still be obstinate,
a shower of incendiary shells of great size will be

poured
upon them. 1891 E. BAKER Prelim. Tactics ii. 31 Tne am-
munition carried per gun . . is : ring shell, 84 ; . . case, 8 ;

incendiary shell, 6.

2. Jig. Having the character of inflaming or excit-

ing the passions, esp. in regard to political matters ;

tending to stir up strife, violence, or sedition ; in-

flammatory.
1614 T. ADAMS DeviCs Banquet 22 Zeale is i. hote ; no

incendiary, no praeter-naturall, but a super-naturall heate.

1777 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 145 All incendiary acts and
incendiary practices. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Montaigne
Wks. (Bonn) I. 336 Ideas are disturbing, incendiary, follies

of young men, repudiated by the solid portion of society.

1853 BRIM LEY Ess., My Novel 263 To counteract the effect

of incendiary publications.
B. sb.

1. A person who maliciously sets fire to a building
or other property; one who wilfully or criminally
causes a conflagration ; one who commits arson.
1606 HOLLAND Siteton. 238 Others called him with open

mouth Incendiarie {ntarg. Or firebrand because he burnt the

CapitollJ. 1671 K. WILD Poet. Licettt. 26 We would make
Bonfires (sir) but that we fear Name of Incendiaries we
may hear. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xvi. 220 Fire too fre-

quently involves in the common calamity persons unknown
to the incendiary, and not intended to be hurt by him. 1834
LYTTON Pompeii HI. i, These are the incendiaries that burnt
Rome under Nero.

t b. gen. A person or thing that kindles or sets

on fire. Obs.

1654 H. I.'KsTRANc.K C/tas. I (1655) 17 Instructions were
issued out for the firing of them, and Sir Samuel Argall was

|

appointed to be the incendiary. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth
\

n. 47 The sun, and the central fire. These two great in-

cendiaries, they say, will be let loose upon us at the con-

flagration.

2. fig. A person who inflames or excites the pas-
lions of men, esp. in regard to political matters ;

one who stirs up civil strife or violence ;
a mover

ofdissension or sedition : an inflammatory agitator,
a * 6rebrand '.

1631 GOUGE GotCs Arrows in. $ 93, 356 Campion, and
other Seminaries and Incendiaries were sent by the

Pope.
1673 MARVEI.L Reh. Transp. \. 163 He is an hot-headed In-

cendiary. 1704 J. BLAIR in \V. S.
Perry Hist. Coll. Atner.

Col. Ch. I. 101 Playing the Incendiary by endeavouring to

make differences among friends. 1775 \QMVLAnter. /net. 462
Transforming them.. into dangerous political incendiaries.

a i7s7 H - WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. Ill (1845) III. i. 8 The
Jesuits had been the incendiaries of the late insurrection.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. hid. i. u. I. 139 Native officers ..

had been active in aggravating the irritation caused. . . The
dismissal of the incendiaries., restored tranquillity.

t b. A thing that inflames or excites passion,

strife, etc. ; an incentive to evil. Obs.
1628 BURTON Aunt. Mel. in. UL i. it. (ed. 3) 548 Causes or

incendiaries of this rage. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. \\. 58
Their intemperate drinking . . was the incendiary of some

quarrels. 17*6 SHKLVOCKE Voy. round World 286 We took
a booty, .which might have been made valuable, if discretion

and prudence might have had the management of it ; for

want of which it proved a troublesome incendiary.
Hence Ince'ndiaryship (nonte-wd.) t the office

or personality of an incendiary.
1640-1 LD. DIGBV Part. Sp. p Feb. 13 Was there a man

peaceably affected, studious of the Ouict and Tranquillity
of his Counlrey? Their Incendiariships hath plagued him.

t Ince'ndiate, ~'- Obs. rare. [f. L. incendi-um

conflagration, burning + -ATE 3
7 : cf. mod.F. in-

cendier.] trans. To set fire to, burn, make a fire

of. {Affected.'] So f Incendia'tion, conflagra-
tion

; t Ince-ndiator, one who kindles or excites.

1653 SeveralProc. Parl. 9-16 Aug. No, 4. 42 (Stanf.) The
chief Incendiators of the most of the Troubles and Wars in

Europe. 1700 RVCAUT Hist. Turks III. 302, I believe that

this Incendiation did proceed from an
Irruption

of Subter-
ranean Fires. <t \-JQI SKDLEV Grumbler i. i, He has lacerated,
incendiated all his books.

t Ince'ndious, a. Obs. [ad. L. incendios-us^
i. incendium : see -ous.] = INCENDIARY a. Hence
t Incendiously Oiiv. (Webster, 1 856).
1823 J. D. HUNTER Captivity N. Amer. 5 The massacre

ofmy parents and connections, . . and the incendious destruc-

tion of their dwellings.

11 Ince'lldium. Obs. Also in anglicized form

incendy. [L. incendium burning fire, conflagra-

tion, burning, f. incend$re\ see INCKND. Cf. in

same sense It. incendio^\ A conflagration ; a vol-

canic eruption.
1637 NABOBS Hanniball <$ Sciplo m. iii, To prevent an

incendium it is best To quench a brand before it fire the
rest. 1667 Obs. Burn. Lond. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1703)

"an b\
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R. ROE Let. to Abraham Johnson 12 Quench'd the fatal

flames as spedily as Gulliver did the fam'd Lilliputian In-

cendium.

t Ince'ndment. Obs. rare. [f.
INCEND v. +

-MENT.] The action of kindling or inflaming.
1647 W. BROWNE tr. Gomberville's Polexander in. v. 144

This love, being so ardent, could produce nothing but flames

and incendmerits.

Incensation (insens^i-Jan). [n. of action f.

med.L. incensare to INCENSE.] The action of

perfuming with incense ; censing.
1853 J. D. H. DALE tr. Baldtschis Cerem. Rom. Rite 8

During the incensation of the Celebrant, he stands near the
Deacon. 1890 T. E. BRIDCETT lUnnd.^ <V Forg. iv. 101

A priest with a thurible continues the incensation. 1893
Dublin Rev. Apr. 281 The ceremony concludes, in the Byzan-
tine rite, with., the incensation of the gifts.

Incense (i'nsens), sb. Forms: 3 ansens, 4
ensense, encenz, 4-5 encense, encence, 4-6
encens, ensence, 4-8 ensens, 5 yiicense, 5-6
incence, 6 inaence, 5- incense. [ME. ansens,

encenz^ a. OF. encens (i2th c.), amens, ad. eccl. L.

incensutn incense, lit. 'that which is set on fire*,

neuter of incenstis^ pa. pple. of incendfre to set on
fire. Altered through ensence, encence, to incense^
after L. An aphetic ME. form was CENSE sb. ']
1. An aromatic gum or other vegetable product,

or a mixture of fragrant gums and spices, used for

producing a sweet smell when burned.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 178/22 Gold and mirre and An-

sens. c 1340 Cursor M, 9358 (Trin.) Wei swotir hir vesti-

nient pan encense bat is brent, c 1380 Sir Fenimb. 2545

pan was bar at hure fete of encenz a fair dentee, And of
balme )>at smylle^ swete & spycery gret plentee. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt's T, 1573 And moore encens m to the fyr he
.t-ir. c 1400 MAI NDKV. (Roxb.) xix. 87 pai bring.. incense

and ober thinges swele smelland. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf.^f. de
W. 1531) 179 b, Some aduysed her to brenne incence m her
cell. 1578 LVTE Dodoens \\. xcvii. 280 His roote sauoreth
like the Encens, which is called in Greke Libanos. 1610
MARKHAM Master^, i. xciv. 186 Take the powder of gum-
dragant, Ensens, and damaske roses. 1666 DRYDEN Ann.
Mirab. ccxcvii, The East with incense, and the West with

gold, Will stand like suppliants to receive her doom. 1709
Lond. Caz, No. 4518/4 fr or Publick Sale,, .a good quantity
of . . Oil of Turpentine, Ensens alias Frankincense. 1850

J. GARDNER Faiths World II. 127 On the great day of
atonement, .having received incense from one ofthe priests,
he (the high-priest] offered it on the golden altar. 1807
WILLIS Flower. PI. II. 363 It [Styrax] is used medicinally
and for incense.

2. The smoke or perfume of incense, esp. when
burned as an oblation or in religious ceremonial.

1380 WVCLIF Sfrtfr, Sel. Wks. I. 341 Bi |>e encence bei

my)ten putte awey be stynke of be stable. 1390 COWER Con/.
HI. 243 With encense He sacreth and doth reverence. 1483
CAXTOM Cato livb, To pease God wyth encence and by
good werkes. 1611 BIBLE Kuk. viii. n A thicke cloud of
incense went vp. 1661 SOUTH Twelve Serm. (1608) III. 177
Like Incense, while it ascends to Heaven it perfumes all

about it. 1739 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 60 We listened
to this, and breathed nothing but incense for two hours.
1860 C. SANUSTKK Hesferus etc. 181, 1 too Did offer incense
in that solemn place.

3. transf. a. (In biblical language.) The smoke
or odour of any burnt sacrifice, b. Any pleasant
perfume or fragrance, as of flowers.
a 1340 HAMFOLE Pialttrlxv. 14 [Ixvi. 15], I sail offire til

be wib encens of wetbirs [so WVCLIF 1382 ; i6ir incense of
rammes], 1667 MILTON /'. /.. ix. 194 Sacred Light began
to dawne In Eden on the humid Flours, that breathd Thir
morning Incense. 171* POPE Messiah 24 With all the
incense of the breathing spring. 18*1 SHELLEY Ginevra 126
The matin winds from the expanded flowers Scatter their
hoarded incense.

4. Jig. Applied to something figured as a religions

sacrifice, or as offered in the way of homage, e.g.

prayer, praise, flattery; esp. when represented as

grateful to the recipient.
[01340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxl. 2 My prayere be rightid

as ensens in pi sight.) 1381 WVCLIF Rev.
yiii. 4 The smoke

of the encensis of the preyers of halewis. 1593 SHAKS.
I.ncr. 194 Offer pure incense to so pure a shrine. 1614 EARL
STIRLING Dames-day n. (R.), The sorrow of his saints doth
move God much : No sweeter incence then the sighs of
such. 1738 POPE Univ. Prayer 52 To thee . . One Chorus
let all Being raise, All Nature's Incense rise ! 1746-7
HERVEY Meait. (1818) 195 Continue to add the incense of
a dutiful life, to all the oblations of a grateful tongue.
a 1854 H. REED Led. Brit. Poets (1857) II. x. 22 The
incense of flattery which his satellites were forever burning
beneath his nostrils. 1879 FARRAK St. Paul I. 313 The
king, to whom no incense was so sweet as the voice of

popular applause.

6. Comb., as incense-breath, -cloud, -mist, -pan,

-pot, -smoke ; incense-tearing, -burning, -loaded

adjs. ; incense-blossom, a blossom yielding
'
in-

cense
'
or fragrance ; incense-boat, a boat-shaped

vessel used to hold incense for transfer to a censer ;

t incense-brass, a rendering of Gr. \n\Ku*j$avuv
in Rev. i. 15 (1611 'fine brass', R. V. 1881
' burnished brass ', but also explained as '

yellow
frankincense'); incense-breathing^'., exhaling
'
incense

'

or fragrance ; incense-burner, (a) one
who burns incense ; (/>) a vessel or stand in or on
which incense is burnt ; incense-cedar, the genus
Libocedrus, esp. the White Cedar (/.. decurrens)
of Western North America ; incense-cup, a cup
or small vessel for burning incense ; also applied
to certain small vessels found in prehistoric graves ;

(incense-frank = FRANKINCENSE (obs.) ; incense-

tree, a name for various trees yielding incense,

esp. of the genera Boswellia (chiefly East Indian)
and Idea (chiefly South American) ; also applied
to a species of Pittosporum, from its fragrant
flowers

; incense-wood, the wood of Idea hepta-

phylla, a South American tree ; f incense-wort,
'a kind of herb' (Phillips, 1706).
1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam xll. xix, Many a lawny moun-
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presents the navicula (or *incense-boat) to the Master of
Ceremonies. 1866 R. F. LITTLEDALE Incense 19 The
priest . . takes the incense-boat, and burns incense in the

thurible, censing the altar five times. 1561 DAUS tr.

Bullinger on Afoc. (1573) 17 b, The feete of the Lord are
of Copper, or like to *Incens-brasse burnyng in a fire. For
Incensbrasse is a word compounded of Brasse and Incence.

1750 GRAY Elegy v, The breezy call of "incense-breathing
morn, a 1843 SOUTH EY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV, 3 An "incense-
burner to the idols. 1884 MILLER Plant-u.^ Liboctdnts,
*Incense Cedar, a 1815 MRS. HEMANS Poetns, To Picture

Madonna^ And hath the crested helmet bow'd Before thee,
midst the *incense-cloud? 1633 True Trojans in. vi. in

Hazl. Dodsley XII. 498 An altar we descry, Where
*incense-frank and amber fumes did fly In little rolling
curls, 1849 FABER Styrian Lake etc. 37 The *incense-

loaded air. a 1835 MRS. HEMANS Poems, minster^ Reveal-

ing Through *incense-mist.s their sainted pageantry. 1611

FLORIO, Incensorio, a censor, or *incense-pan. a 1661

HOLYDAY Juvenal 248 There was no such matter as the

bringing of their incense in papers to the altars ; there

trees. 1855 K.INCSLEY ll'estiv. Ho xxi. (1889) 391 Shrubberies
of heaths and rhododendrons, and woolly incense-trees. 1884
Leisure Hour Dec. 753/2 The Pittosporum or incense tree,

as it is here called from the perfume which its pretty white
flowers give out. i860 Trtas, Bot. t "Incense wood, fcita

heptaphylla.

Incense (rnsens), z*.
1 Forms: see INCENSE

sb. [a. F. cnccnser (Chanson Roland\ nth c.)f

corresp. to med.L. and It. inctnsare, f. entens,

incensum
t incenso^ INCKNSE sb.~]

1. trans. To fumigate or perfume (a person or

thing) with incense, esp. in connexion with a reli-

gious ceremony ;
to burn or offer incense before

(an image), or to (a deity) ; to cense.

303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 11093 pey ensensede \fc

">' f '375 ^*:- !'* -Saints, Raftista 47 J>is /achary . .bi??



INCENSE.

wes in be tempil gan, . . til incense )>e altere. 1401 Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 44 Chorees children, with new senceres

ensencen the auters of synne. 1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W. de

W.) i. xv. 47/1 Now clerkes encense ymages & other. 1558

HF.THE in Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. App. vi. 402 Kinge
Ozias did take the censer to incense the aulter. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 144 An Idol-roome, where they
Incense these Deities morning and euening. 1709 J. JOHN-
SON Clergym. Vade M. \\. 194 They that . . did not . . with

their own hands incense Idols. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc n.

ii, And those infernal Priests who guard him then . . At

morning and at evening incense him, And mock him with

knee-reverence. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. i. x, Neither.,

shall any man or woman, self-styled noble, be '

incensed,'

foolishly fumigated with incense, in Church.

fig. 1729 STACKHOUSE Body Divin. iv. i. 2 (1776) II. 428
The prayers of the saints incensed with the merits of his

sacrifice.

2. transf. To perfume with any pleasant odour ;

to suffuse with fragrance ; to scent. (In quot. 1503,
to drive out by diffusing fragrance.)

1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. IV. iii. Fragrant floures full of

delycasy That all yll heyres [
= airs] dyde ensence oute.

1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. vii. 68 Some
Powder of Benjoin, Myrrh or Frankincense, which produce
a thick Smoke, that incenses or perfumes the whole Room.

1852 HAWTHORNE Blithedale Rain, iv, A goodly quantity of

peat, which was crumbling to white ashes, . . incensed the

kitchen with its not ungrateful odor. 1861 L. L. NOBLE
Icebergs 303 Wild roses incensed the fresh air. 1884 J. PAYNE
loot Nightsy\\\. 20 She incensed herself with aloes-wood

and scented herself with musk and ambergris.

3. fig. To offer flattering homage or adulation

to ; "to flatter. ? Obs.

1732 Gent/. Instr. (ed. 10) 212 (D.) He .. now must be

bought off and incensed by his Sovereign, as the Devil is

by the Indians, that he may do no more harm. 1736 Ln.

HERVEY Mem. Geo. II, I. 319 Flatterers that were per-

petually incensing his altars. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertne's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 206 This was not the

only instance in which the poet incensed the painter.

4. To burn or offer as incense (lit. tuiAfig.}.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. Concl., The good, if any bee,

is due . . to be incensed to the honour first of the Diuine

Maiestie, and next of your Maiestie. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 417 A Censer with Incense, which he

incenseth. 1872 J. G. MURPHY Coiniit. Lev. iv. 11-12 The
whole carcass of the bullock is burned, not incensed or

turned into a sweet smell on the altar, but consumed by fire

in the place of ashes.

5. intr. To burn or offer incense.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun's T. 395 They nolde encense ne

sacrifise right nought. 1388 WYCLIF Luke i. 9 He . . entride

in to the temple, to encense. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. vi.

169 To encense to God or to a Seint bifore an auter.
|

1638 Penit. Con/, viii. (1657) 250 Such who .. through

frailty had incensed unto Idols. 1870 Daily News 7 Feb.,

His Holiness . . afterwards walked round the coffin, incens-
j

ing and sprinkling holy water.

Incense (inse-ns), v.z Forms : 5 enoense, 5-6
euseuse. 5-7 incence, 6-7 insenoe, 6- incense,

[a. OF. incenser (? encenser) ( 1 5-1 6th c. in Godef.),

f. L. incens-, ppl. stem of incendere to set on fire,

INOEND.]
fl. trans. To set on fire, kindle; to consume

with fire, burn. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xxi. xi, Syr Launcelot with his

viij felowes wente aboute the hors here syngyng & redyng

many an holy oryson, & frankensens vpon the corps en-

censed. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 64

Incenced with Heate. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. I. xv,

Envyroned about With tongues of fyre as bright as any
starre, That fyry flambes ensensed alway out. 1593

G. FLETCHER Licia (1876) 53 For why my heart with sighs

doth breath such flame, That ayre and water both incensed

be. 1625 BACON Ess., Adversitie (Arb.) 505 Venue is like

pretious Odours, most fragrant, when they are incensed, or

crushed, c 1700 ADDISON Milton imit. out of yd /Etuid

(R.), Now belches molten stones and ruddy flame Incenst,

or tears up mountains by the roots,

t b. To heat, make hot. Obs.

1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. I. i. I. iv. 12 Madnesse .. hath

the same causes as the other [Phrensie], as Choler adust,

and Blood incensed, Braines inflamed,

t 2. fig. To inflame, excite,
' kindle

'

(passion or

ardent feeling). Obs.

1599 MARSTON^CO. Villanie i. iii. 184 Shall Curio . .with

bare groping touch Incense his lust! 1631 GOUGE Gods
A rrovjs i 4. 7 These by their sinnes much incense Gods

wrath. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 692 Will God incense his

ire For such a petty Trespass ? 1809 W. IRVING A imkerb.

vn. vi. (1849) 410 Perplexities which bewildered the brain

and incensed the ire of honest Peter.

f3. To inflame, excite, 'fire' (a person with

some ardent feeling or passion). Obs. exc. ns in b.

1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 102 My saule truly with holy

lufe was ensensyd. 1531 ELYOT Gov. I. ii, Some . . be in-

censed with glorie, some with ambicion. 1610 G. r LETCHER

Christ's Viet. i. Ix, And all incensed with love, With

wonder and amazement, did her beauty prove. 1664

Flodden F. i. i You muses all my mind incense,

b. spec. To inflame with wrath, excite or pro-

voke to anger, make angry, enrage, exasperate.

(The current sense.)

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. ccvii. 220 For the whiche he

ensensed the kynge of Fraunce agayne hym in all that he

myght. <ris86 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVIII. xvi, How
ofte this crooked kind Incenst him in the desert every

where. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iii. 36 Much was the knight

incenst with his lewd word. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s

Trav. xxx. 119 They incensed the Inhabitants against him.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvi. ii, This so incensed her

father that .. he departed from her with many hard words

147

and curses. 1858 BRIGHT Sp. India 24 June, A thing likely
to incense and horrify the people of India.

c. fig. To stir up, make violent or furious.

In quot. 1604 with mixture of sense i.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 133 Winds
wrastling with great fires, incense the flames. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 2 A sea tempestuous and vnfaithfull ; at an
instant incensed with sudden gusts. Ibid. 25 A trade-wind

blowing . . which when contrary to the streame, doth ex-

ceedingly incense it.

\ 4. To incite to some action
;
to urge, instigate,

stir up,
'
set on '. Const, to or to do something.

In some instances perhaps associated with INSENSE, q. v.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xiv. If nature .. wyll dispose them to

that maner studie, they shall be therto the more incensed,
and come unto it the better prepared and furnisshed. 1549

COVEKDALE, etc. rasiH. Pur. i Pet. 7 The Profession . .

whereunto they ought rather to be encensed and allured by
your honest behauiour. 1600 HOLLAND Lay xxvn. xlix. 665

[Asdrubal] when his men were weery and drew back . . in-

censed [accendit] them againe, one while by faire words
and intreatie, another while by sharpe checks and rebukes.

1639 FUI.LEK Holy Warn, xxviii. (1647) 217 By which speech
he incensed the English to go on with him.

Incensed (rnsenst), ///. a. 1
[f.

INCENSE z;.i

(or sb.) + -ED.] Perfumed or accompanied with

incense ; filled with the smoke of incense.

1611 HEYWOOD Cold. Age I. Wks. 1874 1. 13 The Delphian

God, Spake from the Incenst Altar. 1812 S. ROGERS Colt, in-

cus v. 2-1 The incensed rites, and choral harmonies. 1866

NEALE Sequences $ Hymns 131 Again shall banner, cross,

and cope gleam thro' the incensed aisle.

Incensed (inse'nst, poet, inse'nsed), ///. a. 2

[f.
INCENSE z>.2 + -ED i.]

fl. a. lit. Set on fire, kindled, b. fig. (of

anger, etc.) Kindled, excited. Obs.

1612 ROWLANDS More Jfnanes Yet ? 27 Whose heauy wrath

and iust incensed Ire, Hath sentenc'd me to euerlastmg fier.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 213 The coruscation of

some incensed Exhalations breaking forth by pauses and

intervals from the Clouds. 1694 tr. Milton's Lett. Stale,

ToPr. Transilvania May an. 1655, Beseeching him to re-

move his incens'd Anger from his Subjects.

2. Inflamed with wrath, made angry, enraged.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, II. i. 52 Betweene these swelling

wrong incensed Peeres. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 847 Hast'n

to appease Th' incensed Father, and th' incensed Son, While

Pardon may be found in time besought. 1681-6 J. SCOTT

Chr. Life (1747) III. 16 He will appear against us as an

incensed Judge in the Quarrel of his father's Authority.

1838 THIKLWALL Greece xviii. III. 51 To abandon the

Samians to the vengeance of their incensed sovereign.

3. Her. Said of an animal depicted with fire

issuing from the mouth and ears.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1256/2 The field, .charged
with so many lions of the first rampants incensed gules. 1882

CUSSANS Her. vi. ted. 3) 90.

Hence Ince'nsedness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Iiiceiiseless (i'nsensles), a. [f. INCENSE sb.

+ -LESS.] Without incense.

1836 G. WILSON Gateways Kntrwl. (1859) 80 An oppor-

tunity .. which our modem incenseless worship does not

supply.

Inceusenient (inse'nsment). Now rare. [f.

INCENSE z>. 2 + -MENT.] The fact of being incensed ;

anger, wrath, exasperation.
1599 PORTER Angry Wont. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodslcy'V\\.

tion can be none, but by pangs of death and sepulcher !

1624 HEYWOOD Captives in. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Rather

give him upp a Sacrifice To my lord's just incensement.

1821 Examiner 814/2 Popular incensement. .seems more to

be indicated. 1867 OUIDA Idalia x. 126 Such a freedom . .

now lashed him into vehement pain and incensement.

i

Ince'iiser '. Obs. Forms: o. 4 encenser,

ensenser ; 13. 5-6 eneensour, -or, 6 inoensur ;

y. 7 incenser. [Two types : ME. ence-nser, a.

AF. encenser, OF. encensier :-\3.\K L. incensdrium

(Du Cange), f. incensum INCENSE ; and ME. en-

censor, ad. OF. encensoir, med.L. incensdrium IN-

CENSOKT. Cf. CENSER.] A vessel in which incense

is burned ; a censer.

a. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 323 Somme of bise newe

ordris hauen costy encenseris to encense beddis of men &^of
wymmen & to spoyle hem. 1382 Exod, xxxvii. 16 En-

sensers [1388 censeris] of moost clene gold. 1387 TREVISA

Hidden (Rolls) V. 225 He ordeyned bat no [wolman schulde

..doo ensens in be ensencer \v.rr. senser, censer].

ft. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 43 Foure encensours of

gold. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xm. xiii, Eneas, .gaf to the

Kynge of his jewels .. a moche ryche encensor. 1563 WiN3ET
Four Scoir Thre Quest. Ixii. Wks. 1888 I. 115 Be exemple
of the incensuris of Dathan and Abiron.

y. 1624 DARCIE Birth of Heresies xvi. 66 They had a

portable Incenser, wherewith to incense.

Incenser 2
(rnsensai). Also 6 eneensour,

9 ineensor. [a. F. encenseur (i4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) agent-n. from ensencer, INCENSE v.1 Subseq.

conformed to Eng. type of vb. and suffix: see

-EB 1
2.]

1. One who burns or offers incense.

1555 w - WATREMAN Fardle Facions ii. xii. 270 An eneen-

sour with the censoure in his hande. 1775 R. CHANDLER
Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 167 Some of the inferior ministers

. . the sacred herald, the incenser, the player on the flute.

2. fig. A flatterer : see INCENSE z/.l 3.

1873 LD. HOUGHTON Monogr. 36 The servility . . which

degraded the ineensor of Frederic the Great M. de Voltaire.

INCENSORY.

Incenser 3 : see INCENSOB.

t Ince'USial, a. Obs. rare. In 6 enoenoyall.

[f. encens INCENSE sb. : prob. immed. a. OF. encen-

siel: see-AL.] Pertaining to or resembling incense.

1493 Festhiall (W. de W. 1515) 84 There is noo encence

savoureth soo swete and gyueth so encencyall an odour, .as

dooth good prayers.

Ince'nsible, a. rare- 1
. [f. L. incens-, ppl.

stem of L. incendere to INCEND + -IBLE.] Capable
of being incensed or excited in feeling.

1614 T. ADAMS in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. xxxv. 17 Were
God Tike man, subject to passions, or incensible by the sug-

gestions of the common barrator.

Incensing (i'nsensin), vbl, sbl [f.
INCENSE

v.1 + -ING !.]
The action of INCENSE v. 1

;
a per-

fuming with, or offering of, incense ; censing.

1388 WYCLIF Luke i. 10 Al the multitude of the puple . .

preiede in the our of encensyng. 1496 Dives <$ Paup. (W.
de W.) i. xv. 47/1 In euery lawe thuryfycacyon or encen-

synge hath ben an hygh dyuyne worshyp. IS59 Bp. Cox in

Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. App. xxii. 51 linages in ^the
Church of Christ have been foully abused, .with., clothing,

gilding, incensing, and other kinds of honour. 1679 PULLER
Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 137 As formal . . as any Romanist
can be in his crosses and incensings. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS
Div. Worship 264 The elaborate incensing of the altar and
of persons and things.

Incensing (inse'nsirj), vbl. sb2 [f.
INCENSE

v.'2 + -iNGjl.J The action of INCENSE v.2 ;
in-

flaming; ( stirring up (obs.) ; a making angry.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 350 The commons of y cytie were

so ferre out of rule by ensensynge of ryotous persones. 1650
B. DiscMiminiwn 53 The worl<3 never saw. .such incensing

of forraigne hatred upon a Nation.

Ince'nsing, ppl. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That incenses, inflames, or excites.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie in. viii. 212 To streake him-

selfe, and with incensing touch To faint his force.

tluce'nsion. Obs. Also 4-5 insenoyon.

[ad. L. incension-em, n. of action from incendlre

to INCEND : cf. OF. incension (1488 in Godef.).]

1. Burning; setting on fire
; conflagration.

1432-50 tr. Higdett (Rolls) I. 29 The iiij. ages of the

world, from the plasmacion of Adam vn to the incension of

the temple of the lewes. 1626 BACON S_ylva 23 Subtill or

Windy Spirits are taken off by Incension or Euaporation.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incension,. .a burning or inflaming.

2. Bodily heating or inflammation.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaii's Fr. Chirurg. 17/2 The
woundes of the belly are not so subiecte vnto inflammation

or incensions. 1745 MOKTIMEH in Phil. Trans. XIJII. 477
Was it not for the Superabundance of aqueous Humours
in Animals.. fatal Incensions would frequently happen.

3. The inflaming or exciting of passion or ardent

feeling ; incensement.

1675 BAXTER Cath. Thcol. 11. i. 2 Wars and blood-shed ..

hath followed partly by this incension.

t Ince'nsive, a. and sb. Obs. rare. Also 7

insensive. [a. obs. F. incensif, -ive, ail. L. type

*incensiv-tts, f. incens-, ppl. stem of incendere :

see INCEND and -IVE.]

A. adj. 1. Of inflamed disposition, full of rage

or wrath.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1684) 1. 90/2 Unto Christian piety

and Religion, he was most incensive, and in the East

Churches exercised cruel persecution.

2. Tending to inflame or excite passion or angry

feeling.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. i Quarelling, and multiply-

ing incensive terms, a 1677 BARROW Wks. (1686) III. x.

118 To be extremely hated, and inhumanely persecuted
without any fault committed, or just occasion offered, is

greatly incensive of humane passion.

B. sb. = INCENTIVE sb.

,i 1618 RALEIGH War D vj b, Hence we may observe, that

the very propagation of our kind, hath with it a strong

insensive even of those daily Wars, which afflict the earth.

I Ince'iisor, -er. Obs. [a. L. ineensor, agent-n.

from incendere : see INCEND v. Cf. obs. F. incen-

seur ( 1 6th c.). The form incenser might be agent-n.

from INCENSE v.-] One who kindles, inflames,

stirs up, or incites ; an instigator.
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 254 The

chief incenser and solicitor of the first divorce. 1576 NEWTON
Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 7 The humours and spirits ^hich
be the incensors and stirrers forward of the mmde). 1613

North's Plutarch Add. Lives 1215 Seneca vnderstandmg . .

how these lewd incensers did accuse him. .besought him

[Nero] to hear him. a 1627 HAYWARD Earn, VI ^630) 55

Many priests, .were incensors of the rage.

Incensory (i-nsensori). [ad. med.L. incen-

sori-uin, f. incensum INCENSE : see -OKY. Cf. IN-

CENSEB !.]

fl. ?A burnt offering, or ?an altar of burnt

offering. Obs. rare.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 686 A cup of gold, crown'd with

red wine, he held On th' holy incensory pourd [<ir <uo-

fXCPOlt ttpOKTl].

2. A vessel for burning incense ;
a censer.

1645 EVELYN Mem. 17 Feb., Other saints lie here, decor-

ated with splendid ornaments, lamps, and incensories of

great cost.t 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incensory, a Church-

vessel to burn Incense in; a censing or perfuming pan.

1826 C. BUTLER Grolius Introd. 21 Chalices, patines, incen-

sories, images . . were fabricated. 1844 LINGARD A nglo-Sax.
Ch. 11858) I. vii. 269 In some churches an incensory, or

metallic vessel, was suspended from the roof.
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INCENSURABLE. 148 INCERTAIN.

Inceusurable inse'nsiurab'l, -Pur-), a. rare.

[Is-
3
.] Not liable to censure; not censurable or

blamcable. 1846 WORCESTER cites DWIGHT.

Hence Inoensurably adv. rare.

1846 WORCESTER cites SHELLEY.

t Ince ntioiJL. Obs. rart~ . Iny-sion. [ad.
L. incention-em, n. of action f. incinfre to sing to,

blow on an instrument, f. in- (IN-
a
) + canert to

sing.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intension (ab incino}, melody of In'

struments, or of men singing together.

Incentive (.inse-ntiv), a. and so. [ad. L. /-
centiv-us setting the tune, inciting, f. incinlre : see

ISCKNTIO.V. In sense 3, app. confounded with

INCENSIVB, and other derivatives of L. incendlre to

kindle, set on fire.]

A. adj. 1. Having the quality of inciting or

arousing to feeling or action ; provocative, exciting.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1143 Pythia the Priest-

resse of Apollo, being once come downe from her three footed

fabricke, upon which she receiveth that incentive spirit of

furie, remaineth Quiet. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone.

Relig. l. vii. 109 Embellish'd with many beauties incentive
of our Love. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative Postscr. 10 In-

stances of this nature should be Incentive unto us, to bless

the Father of Lights, a 1734 NORTH Lives (ifa6) I. 371 The
Lord Shaftesbury. .made an incentive speech in the House
of Lords. 1864 Reader No. 92. 405/3 Pleasing and incentive
. . to . . our mental faculties. 1866 CANDLISH i Ep. John
be. 104 It is a stimulus and incentive impulse.

f 2. Having the property of kindling or setting
on fire. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. VI. 519 Part incentive reed Provide,
pernicious with one touch to fire. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder l.

(Seager), The cavern'd ground, With grain incentive [gun-
powder] stor'd, by sudden blaze Bursts fatal.

B. sb. [L. inccntlvum."\ Something that arouses

feeling, or incites to action ; an exciting cause or

motive ; an incitement, provocation,
'

spur*.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 5 The incentive of manhode.

16x1 SKLDEN luustr. Drayton's Poly-alb, vi. 07 A musicall
incentiue to wane. 1638 ROUSE Heav. Univ. l. (1702) 3 Let
the Precepts and Patterns of Vertues . . serve for Spurs and
Incentives to Grace. 1665 BOYLE Occas, Refl. (1848) o
Incentives to inflame our hearts with Charity and Zeal.

1713 STEELE Engliskm. No. 50. 329 This Paper is principally
designed as an Incentive to the Love of our Country. 1849
Miss MULOCK Ogilvies viii, With men of Lynedon's char-
acter opposition is often the greatest incentive to love.

Hence Inoe-nttvely adv., incitingly.
1856 in WEBSTER.

Incentor (inse'ntai). Now rare. Also 6 -our,

9 (erron.) -er. [a. L. incentor singer, setter of a

tune, inciter, from incinfre : see INCENTION.]
1. One who excites or stirs up (strife, etc.) ; one
who incites to action.

1563-67 FOXE A.
<J-
M. (1596) 79/2 The cheefe Capteinc and

incentour of which persecution was first Dioclesian. 1609
BP. \V. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 172 They tooke
him to be Incentor, the Stirrer or Procurer of the same.
1636 BlOUHT Glossogr., Incentor, . . a make-bate, or Boute/eu.
1658 PHILLIPS, Incentor, the same as Incendiary. 1718
PRIUEAUX O. ft N. Test. n. IL 138 The chief Incentors of
this War. 1895 N. Brit. Daily Mail 30 Aug. 5 A placard,
declaring that all incenters to riot would be executed.

t 2. (See quot.) Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incentor, he that singeth the
descant. In singing there are three degrees, the first Sue-
centor, the secona 1wentor, the third Accentor. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Incentor, he that sings the middle part.

Iiicentre, encentre, (in-, ense'ntai), . rare.

[f. IN- 2
,
EN- l + CENTBE: cf. It. incentrare.]

trans. To centre in something; to place or fix in

the centre.
161 1 FLORIO, Incentrare, to encentre, or goe to the midle or

centre. 1613 WILLIAMS Let. to Dk. Buckingham 15 June in

Hacket Life l. (1692) 135 Nor is your Love incentred to me
only in your own Breast. 1843 E. JONES Sens. 4 Ev. in
Encentred in this meadow, one revolved Inquiring gaze.

Incept (inse-pt),i/. [f. L. incept-, ppl. stem of in-

cipire to begin (see INCIPIENT). Cf. rare OF. incepler
to begin = L. freq. inceptdre to begin, undertake.]
1 1. trans. To undertake ; to begin, commence,

enter upon. Obs.

1569 NEWTON Cicero's Olde Age 7 b. Those things . . were
unluckely and in ill time incepted. 1641 Moris Rich. Ill
245 Was not his first

enterprise
. . begun and incepted by

the murther of divers noble .. and vertuous personages?
1801, 1895 [see INCEPTED, INCEPTING below].
2. intr. To enter formally upon the office of a

Master or Doctor in a University, and to be recog-
nized as such by the Faculty; to complete the

taking of the degree ;= COMMENCE v. 4. (A term
retained at Cambridge: now obs. at Oxford.)
Hence gen. to enter upon one's career or office.

1851 C. A. BRISTED Eng. University (ed. 2) 348 The M. A.
incepts in about three years and two months from the time
of taking his first degree. 1888 MULLINCER in Encycl. Brit.
XXII 1. 835/1 What is technically known as admission to
that degree (licrntia docendi) was really nothing more nor
less than receiving the chancellor's permission to incept.
i95 RASHDALL Unfa. Europe in Mid. Ages I. v. 288 The
Licentiate

'

was not regarded as a full
' Master

'

tr ' Doctor
'

111)
he had incepted '. 1896 Daily News 28 Oct. 3/4 Cam-

bridge . . Permission to incept in surgery has been granted
by the Degree Committee of the Special Board of Medicine
to H. H. C

, M.A., M.B., of Clare College.
3. trans. (Bit/.) To take in, as an organism or cell.

1863 H. J. CARTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. Scr. in. 45 Each
time after incepting a grain it went away to some distance.

1885 E. A. SCHAFER in Proc. R. Sac. XXXVIII. 88 The in-

tussusception of particles is one of the most characteristic

phenomena exhibited by amoeboid cells, which will carry
such incepted matters along with them in their slow move-
ments from place to place.

Hence luce pted, Ince-pting///. adjs.
1801 PALEY Nnt.Tkeol. xxvii. (1819) 482 In plants ..the

incepted organization, though formed within and through
and by a preceding organization, is not corrupted by its

corruption, or destroyed by its dissolution. 1861 M. PAT-
TISON Sertn. (1885) 60 The love of truth . . which is as un-
mistakable in the incepting scholar as in the consummate
scientific intellect. 1884 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) XXXIX.
338/3 An introductory guide to Sanskrit .. for incepting
students whose mother-tongue is English. 1893 FOWLER
Hitt. C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 277 One of the incepting Doctors.

1895 RAVEN Hist. Suffolk 58 The joint action of the village

community, rather than the mandate of an incepting thane.

Inception (inse-pjan). [ad. L. inception-em,
n. of action from inciplrc to begin. Cf. OF. in-

ception, -don (i5-i6th c.).]

1. The action of entering upon some undertaking,

process, or stage of existence ; origination, begin-

ning, commencement.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1792) 18 From his

first inception, tyll the day of his dethe, his house stode aftyr
one vnyformitte. z6j6 BACON Syhia 316 The Inception
of Putrefaction hath in it a Maturation. 1677 HALE Prim.

Grig. Man. I. ii. 69 The very repugnancy in Nature of suc-
cessive Beings to be without an inception, or eternal. 18x7
JARMAN PovjelFs Devises II. 299 Cases in which . . the de-

vise, according to the state of events at the time of its in-

ception, never could have had an object. 1866 GROVE
Contrib. Sc. in Corr. Phys. forces (1874) 211 Minute
organisms which appear so to speak, full-blown at their in-

ception. 1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. I. ii. 213 Between the

inception and the execution of the project Louis XIV died.

2. In University use : The action of incepting ;

see quots. 1888, 1895, and cf. COMMENCEMENT a.

c 1680 WOOD Annals (ed. Gutoh, 1^792)
I. 60 After he had

feasted the Scholars at his Inception, they like clownes
left him. Ibid. 66 There was no scholar, if of any ac-

count, but did show himself bountiful at his Inception.
1841 PEACOCK Stat. Cambridge 1 1 There yet remained to
be performed [before creation] the exercises of inception or

commencement. 1888 MULLINGKR in Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
835/1 By inception was implied the master's formal entrance

upon, and commencement of, the functions of a duly licensed

teacher, and his recognition as such by his brothers in the

profession. 1895 RASHDALL Univ. Europe in Mid. Ages I. iv.

232 In our English Universities, conservative as they are in

many things, every trace of the ceremony of Inception has
at length unhappily disappeared ; only the preliminary
ceremonial of the License survives. Ibid. v. 452 An interval

of half a year commonly elapsed between License and In-

ception. .. He was then free to give his formal inaugural
lecture or rather disputation in the presence of the Faculty,
to receive the Magisterial biretta and the book, . .to receive
the kiss of fellowship, and to take his seat upon the magis-
terial Cathedra.

3. The action of taking in, as an organism.
a 1849 E. A. POE (O.), The result is the immersion of the

mouth and nostrils, and the inception, during efforts to
breathe while beneath the surface, of water into the lungs.

Inceptive (inse-ptiv), a. and sb. [a. obs. F.

inceptif, -ive (i6th c. in Godef.), ad. L. type
*'-

ceptiv-us, f. incept-, ppl. stem of incipere to begin :

see -IVE.] A. adj.
1. Beginning, commencing, incipient ; relating to

or of the nature of a beginning, initial.

1661 J. SPARROW tr. Behme's Kent. Wks., 2nd Apol.
Tylcken 10 Whether is it an inceptive or beginning Mystery,
or an Eternal I one ? a 1763 BYROM Art Eng. Poetry (R.),
You see, in speaking, or by sound, or ink, The grand incept-
ive caution is to think. 1873 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue
(ed. 2) 24^7

The various accents of the Newfoundland dog
..are manifestations wonderfully like inceptive speech.
2. Gram, and Logic. Expressing the beginning

of action, as inceptive verb, inceptive tenses, incept-
ive proposition : see quots.
1656 TRAPP Cotnm. Rotn. vii. 7 The word concupisco is

inceptive. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., Verbs Inceptive, the same as
Inchoatives. 1715 WATTS Logic in. ii. 4 Inceptive and
desitive

propositions
. . as the fogs vanish as the sun rises ;

but the fogs have not yet begun to vanish ; therefore the sun
is not yet risen. 1751 HARRIS Herines l. vii. Wks. (1841) 152
The three first of these tenses we call the inceptive present,
the inceptive past, and the inceptive future. 1824 L. MURRAY
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 128, 'I am going to write'; 'I am
about to write '. These have been called the Inceptive
future, as they note the commencement of an action. 1885
A thenseum 23 May 660/1 Nor has any attempt been made
to give the inceptive force of the participle DN3TO [being

brought forth] in Gen. xxxviii. 25.

b. Beginning a word ; initial.

1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in Jrttl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
54 note. This [ttrt'inyo] is . . supplied with the truly S.

African inceptive < before a consonant

1 3. Geom. Used of a locus deficient in some

particular dimension, but generating by its motion
another which has that dimension. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Inceptive Magnitude, a Word us'd by Dr.
Wallis to express the first Principles in Geometry, which,
though of no Magnitude themselves, are yet capable of pro-

ducing such ; thus a Point has no Magnitude it self, but is

inceptive of a Line. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.. So a line,

though it have no breadth, is yet inceptive of breadth ;

that is, capable, by its motion, of producing a surface which
has breadth.

B. sb. 1. a. Gram. An inceptive verb. b.

Logic. An inceptive proposition.

i6 BKINSLEY Pas. Parts (1669) 126 What mean you by
Inceptives ending in sco't 1669 MILTON Accedence Wks.

(18^7) 466/1 Verbs called Inceptives ending in sco, borrow
their Preterperfect Tense from the Verb wherof they are

deriv'd, as tepeico tepui from
tefeo. 1715 WATTS Logic n.

ii. 5 6 Inceptives and desitives, which relate to the beginning

called inchoatives or inceptive:,.

1 2. (//.) Initial circumstances ; beginnings. Obs.

1718 NORTH Mem. Mustek (1846) 14 In these inceptives of
musick. 01734 Exam. i. iii. 63 (1740) 171 One may
observe a different Scope in each, as the Persons, however
close to the Inceptives of the Movement, were differently
circumstanced.

Hence Ince-ptively adv., in an inceptive way,
1856 in WEBSTER.

Inceptor (inse-ptai, -jff). [a. L. inceptor,

agent-n. from inciplre to begin : cf. obs. F. incep-
teur (i6th c.).]
1. One who incepts or is about to incept in a

University.
1470 W. PASTO.V [at Oxford] in Paston Lett. No. 830 III.

j

246, I wold be Inceptor be fore Mydsomer. 1553 HULOET,
Inceptours or regent masters in the vniuersities, candidati,

I l574inPeacock3rV>/.Cat*rjVi5r'(i84j)App. A.p. xxi. 1650
in Quincy Hist. Harvard Univ. (1840) I. 518 In case any
of the Sophisters, Ouestionists, or Inceptors, fail in the

premises . . they shall De deferred to the following year. 1669

j

EVELYN Diary 10 July, Next followed the Disputations of
the Inceptor-Doctors in Medicine. .Then disputed the In-

ceptors of Law . . Lastly, Inceptors in Theology. 1706
HEARNE Collect. 7 Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 201 Dr. Hudson, then

|

an Inceptor in Arts, bore a Musquet. 1865 Standard
5 Ju'y, The proctors [at Oxford] have, this morning, issued
. . the list of '

inceptors
'

of the present year by which we
mean the list of those who, by proceeding to some superior
degree, have made themselves members of convocation.

1895 RASHDALL Univ. Europe I. v. 453 The evening con-
cluded with a banquet given at the expense of the Inceptor
or a party of Inceptors to the Masters and others.

2. gen. A beginner, rare ".

1706 PHILLIPS, Inceptor, a Beginner, or Enterprizer.

Hence Ince'ptorship.
1831 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., St. Eiig. Univ. (1852)

405 The forms of Inceptorship, and the Examinations of
some of the Nations, still connected the Faculty of Arts
with this venerable site.

t I'ncerate, v. Obs. rare ",
[f. ppl. stem of

L. incirare to spread wax on, overlay with wax, f.

in- (IN- -) + cerare to wax, f. cera wax.]
l63 COCKERAM, Incerate [printed Incernate], to couer

with wax, to seere. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, Incerated.

) Incera'tion. Obs. [n. of action from prec. ;

soinmod.F. (Littre).] The action of covering with

wax
;
the bringing of a substance to the consistency

of moist wax.
1610 B. JONSON Alc/i. it. iii, He's ripe for inceration, he

stands warm, In his ash-fire. 161* WOODALL Surf. Mate
Wks. (1653) 272 Inceration is the mixture of humidity with
that which b dry, by a gentle and not hasty combibition to

the consistence of mollified wax.

t Ince-rative, a. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem
of L. incerare (InCEBATE v.} + -rVE.J (See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Inceratif, inccratiue, waxing ; cleauing, or

sticking vnto. 1818 in TODD.

t Iiicerenicvnious, a. Obs. rare. [Is-
s
.]

Void of ceremony ;
unceremonious.

1651 BP. HALL Susurrium xvii, Another approves better

of a simple and inceremonious devotion. 1687 Good Advice
40 Who ..would not be brought to so Inceremonious a way
of Worship as that of the CaTvinists.

flnce-rn, v. Obs. rare-". fad. L- incern-lre,
i. in- (IN- 2) + centre to sift.] To sift (a matter) ;

to examine closely.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inccrning, sifting, trying by sift-

ing, looking narrowly into. Scotch Papers. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Intern, to sift, to examine strictly.

t Ince'rnicle. Obs. rare. [ad. L. incernicu-

lum sieve, f. incernerc : see prec.] A sieve.

1657 TOMI.INSON Kenan's Disp. 484 Sieves made of Horses
hairs . . called . . sometimes excussive incernicles. 1657

Physical Diet., Incernicle, a sieve.

Incert, obs. erron. form of INSERT.

t Ince'rtain, a. and sb. Obs. [a. F. incerlain

(Oresme, :4th c.), f. in- (IN- 3) + certain, after

L. incert-us uncertain.]
A. adj. Not certain ;

= UNCERTAIN (in various

senses).
1491 CAXTON Vital Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 280 b/2 All is

incertayne duryng this lyfe. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par. Jos. iv. G i, Thys is a thinge moste

incertayn,
how

long they shall lyue, and a thing moste certain that they
shall not lyue longe. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. i. 20 What
Dangers . . May drop vpon his Kingdome, and deuoure

Incertaine lookers on. 1*55 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers
(Camden) II. 293 What he will be able to doe is incertain.

716 M. DAVIES Atken. Brit. II. To Rdr. 26 Christian

Hope will or ought to be my not incertain support. 1741
T. ROBINSON Gavelkind ii. 16 All the Possessions were

incertain ; and this Incertainty was the cause [etc.].

B. sb. 1. Uncertainty.
1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) II. xviii. 136 The

incertayne of the houre of a moment and of the estate.

2. Name of an obsolete game at cards,

1689 SHADWELL Bury F. l. i, With ombre, crimp, comet

or incertain.

t Ince-rtain, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN-- + CERTAIN
I a.

;
cf. ENCEBTAIN.] To make certain, assure.



UNCERTAINLY.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxviii. 89 The first hath more

incertain'd honor ; but lesse safety : The latter is humbly
secure.

[Incertain, a frequent scribal and editorial

error for in certain, in truth, certainly (CEBTAIN
sb. 7) : e.g. in Pauli's Cower I. 150, 245, etc.]

t Ince'rtaiuly, adv. Obs. [f. INCEBTAIN a.

f -LY *.]
= UNOEBTAINLY, in various senses.

1530 PALSGR. 66 Other sixe used of their auctours incer-

taynly, sometyme as masculynes, sometyme as femynines.
1572 HULOET, To aunswere incertainely and ambiguouslye.
1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 65 The learners shall still goe in-

certainly and fearefully. 1714 SCROGGS Courts-leet (ed. 3)

171 If the Verdict find the Matter incertainly.

t Ince-rtainty. Obs. [a. OF. incertainet<!

(1477 in Godef. ; in Cotgr. 161 1 ), f. incertain, after

certainete CERTAINTY.] = UNCEBTAINTY, in various
senses.

1484 CAXTON Curtail 6 To ryse & mounte fro certaynte
to Incertaynte. 1579 FENTON Guicciard. i. (1599) 28 Mens
. . hopes full of suspicions and incertainties. c 1600 SHAKS.
Sana, cvii, Incertenties now crowne them-selues assur'de.

1684 B. HALE Pref. to Contempt. St. Man (1699) p. iii, Here
thou mayest see the incertainty of Mortal Life. 1792 T. JEF-
FERSON Writ. (1859) III. 330 There is great iucertainty in
the meaning of the term.

Incertitude (iusautitid\ [a. F. incertitude

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. type *incertitudo,
f. in- (IN- 3) + certitudo CEBTITUDJS.]
1. Subjective uncertainty ; the state or condition

of not being certain or sure of something ; absence
of assurance or confidence ; doubt, hesitation.
iSoi HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xxv. 586 The cause of this

incertitude and difficultie [as to the beginning of Spring],
is partly the convexitie of the cope of heaven, and partly
the diverse climates observed in the globe of the earth.
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 207 The fearful man . . falls

into labyrinths, of incertitudes, and impertinencies, and . .

anxieties, and irresolutions. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles ill.

1 58 For Scepticisme and incertitude is the punishmentofsuch
temeritie. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 63 Thus
we were brought back to our old incertitude. 1833 ALISON
Europe v. 63 (1849) I. 621 The king was distracted by the
most cruel incertitude.

2. Objective uncertainty; uncertain or insecure

condition ; insecurity.
1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 875 The incertitude and

instabilitie of this life. 1691 LOCKE Toleration i. Wks. 1727
II. 241 Let us grant . . that in this Incertitude of Things,
the safest . .Way . . is to follow his Dictates. 1802 CORRY
Mem. A. Berkeley 152 The incertitude of his reconciliation
with Miss Vernon.
3. Indistinctness of visible forms ; obscurity.
1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 821 Visit it . .towards the close

of day, when the gray incertitude lies on the mighty city.

Incessable (inse-sab'l), a. Now rare or Obs.
Also 6 -ceissabill, 7 -oeassable, erron. -ceasible.

[ad. L. incessabil-is, f. in- (!N- :!

)
+ *cessdbilis, f.

cessare to CEASE: cf. F. incessable (I5th c. in

Godef.). In i6-i7th c. sometimes assimilated to

cease.'} Of unceasing character; ceaseless, incessant.

'545 'Rjctuoi.DByrthMtutkyiule iv. vi. (1634) 198 Incessable

sweating. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 492, I sail vphald
his seruice Inceissabill. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. ix. 443
His liver and heart is perpetually tyred on by a ravenous
vulture, who still renewes his inceasible torments. 1637-77
FELTHAM Resolves \\. v. 168 The life of man is the Incess-
able walk of time.

Incessably (inse-sabli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

Without cessation ; ceaselessly, incessantly.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. n. viii. (MS. Harl. 614)

Eb/i
Also he meueb incessable [ed. 1495 -blyj for sich a loue

lileb neuer. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v.

iii. 383 The lamentacyons, and the complayntes that they
make in sessybly. 1893 Proceed. World's Congr. Deaf
(1894) 174 Our deaf mute mimics continued incessably to

give assault to these prejudices.

Incessancy (inse-sansi). [f. next: see-ANCY.]
The quality of being incessant or unceasing; un-
broken continuance.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 248 Whose white bones wasting
lie . . with th' incessancy Of showers pour'd down upon
them. 1663 R. B. COIIIIH, 2 Tales 59 By the incessancy of
his Prayers, Heaven's wrath was appeased. 1853 LYNCH
Chr. Practicalness in Lett, to Scattered etc. 350 The in-

cessancy and vastness of human labour. 1883 Contemp.
Rev. Sept.^ 457 The incessancy and minuteness of their
bureaucratic study.

Incessant (inse-sant), a. [prob. a. F. inces-

sant (implied in incessaniinent, 1358 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. late L. incessant-em (implied in in-

cessanter'}, f. in- (IN- 3) + cessant-em, pres. pple.
of cessare to cease.]
1. That does not cease ; unceasing, ceaseless,

continual, either in duration or repetition.
1532 MOKE Confut. Tindale Wks. 362/1 These incline . .

with their incessaunt s_earche fynde out false causes. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 71 The incessant weepings of my
wife. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. cclxxviii, And now four

days the sun had seen our woes ; Four nights the moon
beheld th' incessant fire. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver i. ii, An
incessant noise like that of a water-mill. 1852 M. ARNOLD
Future vii. Cities will crowd to its edge In a blacker in-

cessanter line. 1885 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig. <y Sc. v. 140
The pivots of all the prophetical teaching are the incessant
inculcation of justice and mercy.

b. transf. Of persons and things in reference to

their action.

149

1749 SMOLLETT Regicide in. iv, The rude flint Yields to
the incessant drop. 1820 SHELLEY Witch All. I, The in-

cessant hail with stony clash Ploughed up the waters. 1863
BRIGHT Sf. Anier. 16 June, A few persons .. have been
incessant m their condemnation of the North.

f2. Unending, endless, everlasting. Obs.

1557 F. SEAGER Sch. Fertile 845 in liabces Bk., Eternall
blisse where incessaunt ioie continually is. 1561 DAUS tr.

Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 26 Which doctrine surely is in-

cessant or perpetual! to the Church of Christ. 1564 BUL-
LEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 135 To thee, oh heaueulie
father, be incessaunte honour and glorie.
3. quasi-<&ft<. Without intermission or pause ; un-

ceasingly.
'557 PHAER jEneidvn. (1558) S iv, A swarme of bees beset

the bows, Incessant thick with noise. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. i.

i. 314 Do they not. .call Incessant on his tardy Vengeance?
1871 B. TAYLOR faust (1875) I. vi. 103 The world's a ball

Doth rise and fall And Roll incessant.

Incessantly (inse-santli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY %

: cf. F. incessainment, L. incessanter, both
found earlier than the adj. on the type of which

they are formed.]
1. In an incessant manner ;

without cessation ;

unceasingly.
14.. Lament. Mary Magd. Ixxxv, Myne hert is wounded

with thy charite, It brenneth, it flameth incessauntly. 1481
CAXTON Godefroy ccix. 306 Thise turkes . . pourchaced in-

cessantly alle the harme & euyl that they myght. 1534
MORE Com/, agst. Trib. i. Wks. 1161/1 When Sainct Peter
was in prieson . . the whole churche without intermission

prayed mcessantely for him. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xix.

349 The frosty north wind blowes a cold thicke sleete ..

flakes after flakes, incessantly descending. 1682 NOKRIS
Hierocles 3 They incessantly enjoy the divine felicity. 171*
BUDGELL Spect. No. 404 F 6 Cselia's Tongue runs inces-

santly. 1776 GIBBON Decl. 4- F. xii. I. 330 He was inces-

santly tormented by factions which he could not asswage.
1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. iv. 190 During which time

heavy rain pours incessantly.

1 2. For ever ; perpetually. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. i. 5 Certainly god was to fore, and
shal be incessantly after without ende & withoute begyn-
nyng.
1 3. Without pausing ; instantly ; immediately.
X47_a Pluutpton Corr. (Camden) p. Ixxvii, The said Joan

making like response incessantly to the said Sir \yilfiam.
1649 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 41 My oathes. .then with thee

incessantly grew cold. 1700 CONGREVE Way of World v.

viii, If I see him I fear I shall turn to Stone, and petrifie

incessantly, a 1807 A. ADDISON Charge to Jury (Cent.),
I shall incessantly order him to be stripped of his gown.

Ince'ssantiiess. [f. INCESSANT a. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being incessant.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v.

(1875) 193 Because of this incessantness of his barking [he]
cannot get listened to. 1890 Spectator 22 Nov., The men
and women . . will detest its sobriety, the incessantness of
its officers' admonitions.

t Ince'SSion. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. incession
'

pace, gait, or going
'

(Cotgr.), ad. L. iacession-em,
n. of action from incedere to go on, walk.] On-
ward motion

; progression, locomotion.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. P 197 The slow and necessary in-

cession of mediocrity. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus
iii. 56 The incession or locall motion of animals. 1845 M. J.
HIGGINS Ess. (1875) 215 Elegant young men unsurpassable
in speed, endurance, and oiliness of incession [in dancing].

Incession, var. INSESSION, Obs., a hip-bath.

Incest (i'nsest). [ad. L. incestus (u stem) or

inceslum (neuter of incestus adj. impure, unchaste),
from in- (!N- 3) + castus chaste, pure. Cf. OF.
incesie (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.). In sense 2, ad.

L. incestus, F. inceste, an incestuous person.]
1. The crime of sexual intercourse or cohabitation
between persons related within the degrees within

which marriage is prohibited ; sexual commerce of

near kindred.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 204 Incest . . is bitwhwe sibbe, vleshliche

o5er gostliche. a 1300 Cursor M. 27042 Incest, bat es for

to lij bi bat bi sibman has line bi, or if bou has don bat sin

wit ani of bin aun kin. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.)
162 Neyther may be weddyd to oberes kyn, in-to be fyfte

degre, ne medle wyth hem ; for jif bei don, it is incest.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke iii. (R.), Thys holy man
coulde not abide such incest and vnnaturalnesse of mariage
in a king's house. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. in. i. 139
Is't not a kinde of Incest, to take life From thine owne
sisters shame! 1840 MACAULAY Ess., Ranke (1851) II. 137
Its annals are black with treason, murder, and incest. 1868
FARRAK Seekers in. iii. (1875) 299 Hideous charges of can-
nibalism and incest.

b. Spiritual incest (in R. C. C/i.) : (a) Marriage
or sexual connexion between persons related by
spiritual affinity, or with a person under a vow
of chastity, etc. (/>) The holding by the same person
of two benefices, one of which depends on the col-

lation of the other.
a. iz2S [see i]. 1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 361/1

Mayster Marline Luther hymself. .toke out of religion a

spouse of Christ . . liueth with her openly . . in shameful)
incest and abhominable bycherye. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v., Spiritual incest is understood of a .. beneficiary who
. . holds two benefices, the one whereof depends on the col-

lation of the other. Such a spiritual incest renders both
. . benefices void.

t 2. A person guilty of incest. Obs. rare.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofAZsop vi. iv, Thow arte an inceste

& lechour, For thow knowebt naturelly both thy moder and
thy doughter.

INCH.

3. Comb.
1633 FORD '

Tit Pity v. iv, When my young incest-monger
comes.

Incestancy. rare- 1
, [irreg. formation.] 1

INCEST.
1602 MIDDLETON Blurt, Master-Constable ill. i. 71 In-

cestancy dwell on his rivell'd brow That weds for dirt.

f Ince-stial, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. INCEST +
-AL : cf. bestial.']

= INCESTUOUS.
1581 NUCE Seneca's Octavia I. iv, And with incestiall love

benummed quite His brother Germanicks daughter. Ibid.,
To which unlucky incestiall brydall bed.

Incestuous (inse'sti|3s), a. Also 6-7 -teous,
-tious. [ad. L. imesluos-us, f. incestu-s INCEST :

see-ous; c{,.inceslucax,-euse (i3th c. in Godef.).]
1. Guilty of incest.

1551 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 10 Incesteous personis.
<> 159* H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 368 Caius Caligula, that
wicked and incestuous emperor. 1651 C. CAKTWRIGHT Cert.

Relig. i. 99 The [Romish] Church reputed those, who mar-
ried together after their vowes, not only for adulterers, but
also for incestuous persons. 1746 COLLINS Odes, Fear 38
Wrapt in thy cloudy veil, th' incestuous Queen Sigh'd the
sad call her son and husband heard. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. iv. vi. (1864) II. 319 The sway of an incestuous female
Martina.

fig. I59I SYLVESTER Dit Bartas i. iii. 520You City-Vipers,
that (incestious) joyn Use upon use, begetting Coyn of
Coyn !

fb. Loosely or more vaguely : Adulterous. Obs.

1632 HEYWOOD ist Pi. Iron Age n. Wks. 1874 HI. 291,
I would not for the world, Priam should send Incestious
Hellen backe on tearmes of peace. 1681 COLVIL WTiigs
Supplk. (1751) 30.

2. Of tie nature of or involving incest.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 394/2 These shameles

heretykes Hue in open shameful! incestuous lechery, and
call it matrimonie. c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII
(Camden) 258 Incestuous copulation should not once be ac-

counted under the name of marriage. 1581 MARBECK Bk.

of Notes 486 He openlie condemned the incestious Matri-
monie of Herode with Herodias. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay s

Argents \. xi.t. 399 The feare of the mention of such an in-

cestuous marriage. 1766 WARBURTON Ded. to Freethinkers

Postscr., Wks. 1811 I. 182 Virtuous love, not adulterous or

incestuous. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xiii. II. 177 He had
even trampled on the laws of Persia by an incestuous union
with his sisters. 1879 GREEN Read. Eng. Hist. vii. 33 As
the new Queen was Eadwig's kinswoman, the religious

opinion of the day regarded his marriage as incestuous.

f b. Jig. Applied to other crimes committed
between persons nearly akin. Obs.

1744 ARMSTRONG Preserv. Health in. 536 (Seager) Her
legions in incestuous murder [i. e. civil war] mix'd.

1 3. Begotten of incest. Obs.

1588 ALLEN Admon. (1842) n An incestuous bastard, be-

gotten and borne in sinne, of an infamous curtesan. 1621

G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. x. (1626) 206 Th'incesteous infant,

now at perfect groth Within the tree ; indeuors to get
forth.

Ince'StuOUSly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In

an incestuous manner ; in the way of incest.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. i Cor. vii. (R.), Theyr
children, as borne incestuously and by vnlawfull meanes.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. v. 27 An English Count who
lived incestuously with his own Kinswoman, a 1700 DRY-
DEN (J.), Macareus and Canace, son and daughter to ^Eolus

. -loved each other incestuously.

Ince'StnonsneSS. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] In-

cestuous quality or character.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. Addit. iii. (R.), The knowledge
of the horrible incestuousness of this match.

Inch (inj), sbl Forms : i ynce, ince, 3 unehe,
4-6 ench(e, ynche, 4-7 ynoh, 5-6 inche,6unch,
St. insoh, 4- inch. [OE. ynce :*unkja, a. L.

uncia twelfth part, inch (cf. OUNCE). A word of

early adoption, not in the otherTeutonic languages.]
1. A measure of length, the twelfth part of a foot.

Hence, a measure of surface and of solidity (expli-

citly square or superficial, cubic or solid inch} equal
to the content respectively of a square or cube the

sides of which are of this length.
c looo Laws ofjEthllbcrt c. 67 Jife ofer ynce, scilling ; zt

twain yncuni, twegen. c 1000 Lains ofSElfred c. 45 Wund
inces lang. c 1000 in Sal. 4- Sat. (Kemble) 180 He [Adam]
waes vi and ex ynca lane. 11205 LAY. 23970 He wunde

afeng feouwer unchene long, c 1300 Havelok 1034 An
inch or more, c 1380 Sir Ferinnb. 3302 per ne wanteb nojt

enches foure. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. cxxix.

(1495) 937 An yuche is leste parti of mesures of feldes.

c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 128 pis is
.y.

inche
thycke.

c 1500 Melusine xix. 104 Whiche at his birth brought in

hys mouthe a grete & long toth, that apyered without an

ench long & more. 1559 W. CUNKINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse

56 In . . measures, we do go from a barly corne, to a finger

breadth : from a finger breadth, to an unch : from an uncb,

to an hand breadth. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 193 The
Princesse bids you tell, How many inches doth fill vp one

mile? 1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 784, 9 London inches are

equal to 8-447 Paris inches and decimals. 1824 R. STUART
Hist. Steam Engine 200 A column of water equal to ten

pounds on the [square] inch. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.

Sc. (1857) I. 163 Each inch being the thickness of six grains
of barley. Mod. The gill contains 8-665 cubic inches. The

pint contains 4 gills or 34-660 inches.

b. As the unit of measurement of rainfall : That

quantity of water which would cover a surface to

the depth of an inch ; equivalent to 3630 cubic feet

on an acre, or about 4$ gallons on every square yard.

1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 264 The



INCH.

rams set in fairly at the beginning of June . . Two inches in

the twenty-four hours often fall ; sometimes three. 1896

G. I. SYMONS Brit. Rainfall 20 On the western slope of

Sea Fell, between it and Wastwater . . mean fall about

oo inches. 1896 Whitaker's Almanack 53 An 'Inch of

Rain
' means a gallon of water spread over a surface of

nearly two square feet, or 3630 cubic feet=ico tons upon
an acre.

o. As the unit of measurement of atmospheric
or other pressure : That amount of pressure which

balances the weight of a column of mercury, an

inch high, in the mercurial barometer.

[1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Barometer, On the top of

Snowdon-hill . . Dr. Halley found the mercury lower by
three inches eight tenths than at the foot thereof. 1835

Penny Cycl. III. 37/1 The mean height of the barometer in

London is stated at 29-88 inches.) iBJrj
RALFE Phys. Cheiu.

134 Oil, to which a few drops of bile have been added,

passes readily through animal membranes under the slight

pressure of 0-068 to 0-132 inches of mercury. 1896 Whit,
aker's Almanack 602 Atmospherical pressure was least,

28-6 inches, on the i4th [Nov. 1894] ; greatest, 30-6, on the

3oth.
d. As a unit of measurement of the flow of water

(esp. in mining, whence specifically called miners

inch] : That amount of water that will pass in 24
hours through an opening of I square inch under

a constant pressure of 6 inches.

1858 LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. Phil., Hydros!., etc. 238
The rate of discharge from the orifice is called the inch of

water, and is the hydraulic unit by which the discharge
from pumps is expressed. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
fy Mining 90 note. One 24-hour miners' inch is equivalent
to 2,230 cubic feet of water. Ibid. 95 Water at that time
cost 75 cents an inch. 1882 Rep. to ffo. Repr. Prec. Met.
U. S. 646 The nearest even figure, is 17,000 gallons in

twenty-four hours, and, in the absence of any legal deter-

mination, this may be regarded as the approximately correct

equivalent of a miner's inch of water.

2. trans/, andyijf. A very small measure, distance,

amount, or degree ; the least amount or part (of

space, time, material or immaterial things) ; a very
little

;
a '

bit '.

d 1350 Birth of Jesus 40 in Horstmann Altengl. Leg.
(1875) 66 }>e tyme hem po?te longe Inou*, ech vnche hem

bou^te a sponne. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5101 But thou art not
an inch the nerre. 1582 BENTLEY Man. Matrones ill. 360
Neither will I suffer my selfe . . to depart one ynch from

thy holie commandments. 1594 KYD Sf. Trag. iv. in Hazl.

Dodiley V. 114 There is not left in him one inch of man.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 76 Tho' thousands of their

Men dropt, they would not give ground an Inch. 1726
G. ROBERTS 4 Yrs. Voy. 30, I will drub you, you Dog,
within an Inch of your Life, and that Inch too. 1781
COWPER Let. 4 Oct, Wks. (1876) 85 That I may avail myself
of every inch of time. 1839 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xiii, I'll

flog you within an inch of your life, and spare you that.

1894 H. NISBET Bush GirCs Rom. 156 He could not see an
inch before him.

b. Applied to material things : t (a) A. small

piece or fragment ; (6) A person of small stature.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 94 Thocht the wallis

wes wycht, Jit dowbell battrie brak thame al in inschis.

1884 BLACK Jnd. Shaks. iv, You imp, you inch, you elfin

queen, you !

3. Phrases, f a. At an inch, at inches : close at

hand ; (ready) at any instant ;
in immediate readi-

ness. Ol>s.

?547~^4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) vi. ii, Vpon this

wicked rabble . . crafty concupiscence waiteth as a seruant
at inches. 1583 RICH Phylotus ff Emelia (1835) 18 Atten-
daunt vpon her, and readie at an ynche to prouide her of

any thing. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald. fret, in Holinshed II.

144/1 In such a readinesse to be at inches with them. 1618

FLETCHER Loyal Subj. iv. ii, He wait ye at an inch.

b. By inches, inch by inch : by small degrees,

by little and little, very gradually, bit by bit.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iv. 42 All swearing . . They'l giue him
death by inches. 1652 COLLINGES Caveat^for Prof7\. (1653)
B iij, They were forced to . . reforme by inches. 1700 CON-
GREVE Way of World IV. xii, No, don't kill him at once . .

starve him gradually, inch by inch. 1719 K. HARE ('//.

Authority rind. 27 To dispute the ground inch by inch.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxix, Wasting away, and dying,
as they say, by inches. 1869 B. WILBERFORCE Sk. Lives
Dottun. Missionaries Japan 195 All these four martyrs
expired by inches, after a series of torments.

c. Every inch : every bit, every whit
; altogether,

entirely, in every respect.
f 14*0 .V. Etheldred 720 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

298 pat ston was well ygraue . . eueryche a neynche. 1520
Caxton's Citron. Eng. III. 24 b/i This man was cursed

every ynche. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 100, I, euery inch
a King. 1684 WINSTANLEY Rich. Ill, Life Shakspert,
A man of Arms, every inch of him. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones vii. vii, I tremble every inch of me. 1809-10 COLE-
RIDGE Friend (18371 HI. 289 Lord Nelson was an admiral,
every inch of him. 1893 KARL DUNMORE Pamirs II. 336
His . . companion . . looks a soldier, every inch of him.

d. Inches = stature
; of inches, of (considerable)

height, tall. Of one 's inches: in respect of one's

height or stature.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. i. iii. 40, I would I had thy inches.

1687 T. BROWN Saints in UfroarWks. 1730 I. 73 A notable
fellow of his inches, and metal to the back. 1768-74 TUCKER
f-t. Nat. (1852) II. 629 Beware of servants instilling the

prodigious importance of master or miss beyond all others
of their inches. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v, i. p 18 Pedro was
what we call a tall fellow of his inches. 188; Graphic
28 Feb. 214/2 In order to make the most of her inches she
had acquired the habit of holding her head thrown back.

e. By inch of candle : see CANDLE ID. 5 d. Give
him an inch and he'll take an ell : see ELL ' I b.

150

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 78 Whan I gaue you an

ynche, ye tookc an ell. 1640 HOWELL Doaona's Gr. 8

For sovereignly where she Rets an inch, stickes not some-
times to stretch it to an ell. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chitz.

(Househ. ed.) 311/1 Give lohn an inch in that way, and he
was sure to take several ells.

4. attrib. and Comb., as inch-allotment, -diet;

inch-deep, -high, -long, -thick, -wide adjs.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. 7". i. ii. 186 Gone already Ynch.thick,

knee-decpe. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv.
(1746) 7_2

An exquisite thin Diet (called of J[obertus . . the

Inch-diet, wherein we eat by Drams, and drink by Spoon-
fuls). 1681 CREECH tr. Lucretius (1683) iv. 115 Little

Puddles..Tho scarce Inch-deep. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. u.

360 Life's little stage is a small eminence, Inch-high the

grave above. 1876 LOWELL A mong my Bks. Ser. tl. Spenser
189 Futile gossip and inch-long politics. 1884 BROWNING
Ferishtah, A Bean-stripe 218 Aphis that I am, How leave

my inch-allotment? 1899 Westm. Gaz. 11 May 4/2 Strings
. . of inch-wide black velvet.

b. attrib. Containing an inch hi any dimension ;

of the length, thickness, etc. of an inch ; as inch-

board (board an inch thick), inch-line, etc.
;
of the

focal length of one inch, as inch object-glass.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xviii. 383 A candle

out of a Musket will pierce through an inch board. 1683
KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 93 lo see through an Inch-

Iward. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. Easy (1863) 165 He asked

Captain Hogg to bring on shore some inch line. 1837
GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 179 Suppose we have an
inch triple achromatic object-glass. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.,

Inch-stuff, deal plank sawn to the thickness of an inch.

c. attrib. with prefixed numeral (two-inch, six-

inch, etc.) : Of the length, diameter, etc. of (so

many) inches.

1559 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 739, xl m. of iii ynche
plancke for the said jutties. 1698 DAMPIER Voy. 282 Con-
demned . . to have three blows from each man in the ship,
with a two-inch and a half rope on his bare back. 1798
NELSON Let. to Nepean ^ Aug. in A. Duncan Life (1806)91,
I have . . brought off the two thirteen-inch mortars. 18*5
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 576 Three or four thicknesses

of one and a half inch-deal. 1879 Daily News 12 Aug. 5/3
Fourteen of the Bacchante guns are seven-inch weapons.

d. Special Combs. : inch-bones sb. pi., frag-

ments of bone used as manure (distinguished from

bone-Just : cf. c) ; inch-measure, -rule, -tape, a

measuring rule or tape divided into inches ;
inch-

pound (Dynamics), the work done in raising a

pound weight vertically through an inch (cf. FOOT-

POUND) ; inch-worm, a name for a geometer cater-

pillar, also called looper or measuring-worm.
1846 J. BAXTER Litr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 353 The

smaller bone-dust is ground the more effective^
it is as a

manure, .on the other hand large or drilled or *inch-bones,
as they are called, remain longer in the soil undecomposed,
but produce less immediate effect. On these accounts bone-

dust is the more valuable manure for turnips, and inch-

bones for wheat. x8$x MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 377

(Hoppe) They all sell thimbles, needles, *inch-measures,

bodkins, etc. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 3/2 [He] measures
the force of the temptation with an 'inch-rule. 1884

' EDNA
LYALL' We Two xxx, [She] has gone to fetch an 'inch

tape.

Inch v'nj). sl>? Also 5 ynche, 6 Sc. insche.

[a. Gael, innis (inij), genit. hinse ('nj) island,

land by a river.] A small island. (Frequent in the

names of small islands belonging to Scotland.)
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. Prol., I wes . . made priowre Of

the ynche wyth-in Loch-Iewync. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace
ix. 1147 Bot in Lochlewyn thair lay a cumpane, Apon that

inch. 1396 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 24 In the

Sey selfe ar mpny lies and Inches nocht few, as the Mai,
the Basse, the ile of S. Colme. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. ii. 61

Till he disbursed, at St. Colmes ynch, Ten thousand Dollars

to our generall vse. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot/. VIII. 597
There are some beautiful islands which are called Inches.

1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xxiii, To inch and rock the

sea-mews fly.

b. Applied locally to a meadow by a river (as

the Inches of Perth) ; also, to a piece of rising

ground in the midst of a plain.
1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 476 Such parts of the

Carse [of Gowrie], as are elevated above the common level

of the country are called Inches (which word signifies

islands). 1863 LYKLL Antiif. Man iii. (ed. 3) 54 The Celtic

name of Inch being attached to many hillocks, which rise

above the general level of the alluvial plains.

Inch
(inf),

v. [f.
INCH rf.l]

1. inlr. To move, advance, or retreat, by inches

or small degrees.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 213 And if he itch and

inch forward one way for an ell, nee looseth an other. 1607
DKYDEN sEneid ix. 1065 Now Turnus doubts, and . . with
slow paces measures back the field, And inches to the walls.

i8ia W. TENNANT Anster F. m. xlv, Inching along in

motion retrograde. 1881 Amer. Grocer 20 July, Boys who
did not play fair . . would keep reaching over the line in

order to get nearer the marbles in the ring and have a better

chance to knock them out. This was called
'

inching ', and
' fen inchings

'

was the warning against such unfair play.
1888 Chicago Advance 29 Nov., Meanwhile, the celebrated

case, possibly, will be inching along toward some final

decision.

2. trans. To drive by inches or small degrees.
1667 DRYDEN Maiden Queen in. i, And so inch him and

shove him out of the world. 1691 Cteowenes n. it. (R.),
He gets too far into the souldier's grace ; And inches out

my master. 1868 BROWNING Rj'tg ff Bk. ill. 617 Like so
much cold steel inched through his breast-blade. 1895 Outing
lU. Si Oct 10/2 The children . . inched their chairs closer

and insisted there was not room for her between them.

INCHER.

3. To measure or compute the number ofinches in.

1673 SHADWELL Epsom Welts i, E'er a horse in your Stable,

weigh him and inch him. 1690 11. QOGGF.SHALL] Art Pract.

Measuring Ititle-p.), Gauging and Inching of Tuns. 1718
STEELK fish-Pool 171 The Fish-Pool sloop being inched

according to common gauging.
4. Inch out : a. To eke out by inches or small

amounts.
1610 I. V. tr. P. du Moulin't Serm. Rom. L 16. 2 He hath

inched out the skin of the Lion with that of the Foxe,
adding craft to crueltie. i6u MABBE tr. A lemonsGuzman
d'Alf.\\. 263 When I could not inch it out any further.. I

found my seHe then in that strait, that [etc.). i6s-6B H KV-

LIN Cosntogr. n. (1682) 206 The Women cutting off their Hair
to inch out their Tackle. 1654 E. JOHNSON Wend.-wrkg.
Prov. 173 Corn tncht out with Chesnuts and bitter Acorns.

1679 MRS. BEHN Feign'd Curtizan in. i, Cou'd you not ..

throw in a little Love and Constancy, to inch out that want
of Honesty of yours? 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic 127
There stands Paul erect, Inched out his uttermost.

f b. To deal out inch by inch, hence, by small

amounts or sparingly. Obs.

1636 HENSHAW Hora Succ. 300 God . . doth .. not requite
it with a little, or inch out His blessings, a 1656 HP. HALL
Rent. Wits. (1660) 267 In the inching out of the possibilities
of our assurance by nice distinctions.

5. To divide or graduate into inches ;
to mark

with lines an inch
apart.

Inchafo, Inchaln, Inchair : see IN-.

Ineha-mber, v. rare", [f.lN-
2 + CHAMBER.]

trans. To lodge in or as in a chamber.
1611 FLORIO, fmamcrart; to chamber, to inchamber. 1611

COTCR. , Enchambre, inchambred ; lodged as in a chamber.

t Incha'nge, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- J or * +

CHANGE v., after L. immiitare.] trans. To pro-
duce change in

;
to change, alter.

1383 WYCLIF Job xiv. 20 Thou shalt inchaungen his face,

and thou shalt senden hym out. i Co>: xv. 51 Alle we
schulen ryse a^en, but not alle we schuten be inchaungid.

t Xncha-ngeable, a. Obs. rare. fIn-3.] Not

changeable ; unchangeable, immutable. So In-

chang-eabi lity, unchangeableness.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent, clxix. 1047 The calling of

God . . is without repentaunce, and inchaungeable. 1654
tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 116 As for the word of a King, it

ought to be inchangeable. 1773 KENRICK Rhet. Gram. vi.
" -- " <''----- --sessed with

ell us, that

Inchant, inchanter, etc. : see ENCHANT, etc.

Incharge : see ENCHAKGE.

Uncharitable,*. Obs. [IN- 3.] Not charit-

able ; uncharitable. Hence t Inch.vrit*blencss,

uncharitableness, t Inoharltably adv.

1496 Act 12 Hen. Vll, c. 6 Their incharitable and inor-

dinate Covetise. 1610 SHAKS. 7V"//. I. i. 44 You bawling,

blasphemous incharitable Dog. 1670 PENN Truth Rescued

fr. Impost. 5 The second discovery, .is not less Incharitable,
then the first was Proud and Impudent. 1679 Addr.
/'rat. n. 63 The Debate . . fill'd this Kingdom with Inchari-

tableness and Division.

t Incha-rity. Obs. [f. IN- a + CHAKITY : cf.

prec.] Want ol charity ;
uncharitableness.

1589 WARNER Alt. Eng. n. Prose Addit. (1612) 340 Least

mine incharitie proue lesse pardonable than his Iniurie. i6oJ

Ibid. ix. liii. 237 Avarice, Incharitie and Pride. 1670 PENN
Case Lib. Const:. 36 It is high Incharity to proceed so severely

upon meer Suppositions. 1679 Adttr. Prot. n. 90 Great
must their Incharity and Presumption be, who [etc.],

Incharm.Inchase: seeENCHAHM, ENCHASE v.'*

t Inchaste, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 + CHASE a. :

cf. L, incaslus.] Unchaste.

1599 PEELE David * Btthsabe Wks. (Rtldg.l 476/2 HU in-

chaste and lustful fire.

India- stity. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CHASTITY : cf.

L. incaslitds.'] Want of chastity ; unchastity.

1586 MAHLOWE ist ft. Tamburl. v. ii, All blot of foul in-

chastity. 1613 HEYWOOD Brazen Age iv. Wks. 1874 III. 230
What will Diana Say when shee heares of our inchastity t

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloquies Aiijb, To keep them
from the temptation of inchastity.

Inchaunt, etc. : see ENCHANT, etc.

Inchear, variant of ENCHEEB, v.

Inched (inft), a. Also 7 inoht. [f. INCH sb.1

or v. + -ED.]
1. In combination, with numeral, etc. prefixed :

Containing (so many) inches in length or other

dimension. (Witli qnot. 1894 cf. INCH sb* 3 d.)

1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 57 To ride ona Bay trotting Horse,

(Tod.), Almost all our Englisn writers, . . possessed with

this inchangeability of accent and quantity, tell

all accented syllables are long.

acred, and well-whiskered.

2. Divided into or graduated in inches.

Incheer, variant of ENCHEEB v.

Incher (injj). [f.
INCH sb.\ + -BR >.] In com-

bination, with numeral prefixed, applied to some-

thing of so many inches in length, diameter, etc.

1885 Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz. Sept. 289/1 A tricycle of ab-

normal growth a o6-incher. 1898 KIPLING in Wcstm. Gaz.

Nov. 9/2 Firing . . with six-inchers, twelve-pounders, and

Maxims all turned loose together.

tlnche-son, inche-sspun, var. of RNCHEASON.
a 1400-50 Alexander 343 pe

incheson of his charme.

Inchest, variant of ENCHEST v.

t Inche'te, -er, obs. var. of ENCHEAT, -EB.

1483 Cath. Angl. 195/2 To Inchete, fiscare. Ibid., An
Incheter, fiscator, fiscarius.



INCHILD.

t Inchl'ld, v. 06s. rare.
[f.

lN-2 + CHILD.]
trans. To introduce as a child, to affiliate.
i6n FLORIO, Infiglmolare, to inchilde.

Inchmeal (rnf,m/l), adv. (sb.) [f. INCH sl>.\ +
-MEAL, ME. -mele, OE. -mxlum.] By inches; inch

by inch; by small portions, little by little.

1548 COOPER Elyofs Diet., Vnciatim, ynche by ynche,
ynche meale. 1579 J. JONES Preserv. Bodie % Smile i.

xxxi. 63 Some dyed Inch-mele, some were Famished, some
Starued. 1583 FOXE A. <j- M. 2066/1 Thou shall bee racked
inchmeale. a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. iv. 108 (1740) 286
As Towns are taken Inch-meal. 1792 HOLCROFT Road to
Ruin iv. iii, I would indeed starve inchmeal, rather than
he should marry her ! 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron.
(1833) II. xxviii. 187 People., will stand to be cut to pieces
inchmeal, rather than submit to a conqueror.

b. Also with by (giving the force of the lost

inflexion).
1530 FALSER. 833/1 By ynche meale, monument, or far

policies, 1549 CHALONER tr. Erasm. on Folly L iij b, They
take upon theim to measure the sonne. .as it were byynche-
meale. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. 11. ii. 3 All the infections that

hours, to die, as it were, by inch-meal. 1893 National
Observer& Feb. 329/1 The ground must be fought by inch-
meal.

Inchoacy (rnk0,asi). rare.
[f. INCHOATE a. :

see -ACY.] The state of being inchoate; inci-

piency.
1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess., Clough (1880) II. 247 A picture

of mchoacy I admit.

Inchoant (Intrant), a. rare. [ad. L. in-

chodnt-em, pres. pple. of inchoare : see next.] Be-

ginning, incipient, in an initial stage.
a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Garden (1880) II. 275 The pro-

jector of an Inchoant and rather incoherent periodical.

Inchoate (i-nko,^:), a. (sb.) [ad. L. inchoat-us

(more correctly incohdtus), pa. pple. of inchoare

(more correctly incohdre) to begin.] Just begun,
incipient ; in an initial or early stage ; hence

elementary, imperfect, undeveloped, immature.

ii. (1584) H iv, It was a Church inchoate, beginning, not

perfect,
a 1626 Bp. ANDRF.WES Sena. (1856) I. 109 His

heavenly grace, which is glory inchoate, He imparteth to
His Saints. ai7ii KEN Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I.

409 You are in happy State ; Our Bliss is only Inchoate.
1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xv. 436 If a boy under fourteen,
or a girl under twelve years of age, marries, this marriage is

only inchoate and imperfect. 1821 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859)
I. 326/1 Many inchoate acts are innocent, the consumma-
tion of which is a capital offence. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS
John Bapt. viii. 473 The position I have ventured to main-
tain. . as to the inchoate, imperfect, and transitional work of
John. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. ii. 181 All was as
yet in an inchoate state.

b. as sl>. A beginning, rudiment, rare.

1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Edtic. vi. (1846) 135 The
drudgery of teaching and learning the barest inchoates of
knowledge.
Inchoate (i-nko^t), v. [f. ppl. stem of L. in-

choare (prop, incohare) to begin : see prec.]
1. trans. To begin, commence, initiate, take the

first steps in.

(i i6iz DONNE EiaOaparot f 1644) 182 This growth (Inchoated,
increased, grown great, and perfected). 1647 H. MORE Song
of Soul Notes 150/2 The great soul of the World does
at least inchoate, and rudely delineate the fabrick of our
body at first. 1746-7 Act 20 Ceo. //, c. 43 28 That royal
burgh . . which shall lie nearest to the place where such
poynding was inchoated. 1868 BROWNING King <$ Bk. I.

1155 How he. .Conceives and inchoates the argument.
b. To cause to begin, originate, bring about.

1654 WARREN Unbelievers 236 Any moral . .inchoating our

Justification. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxiii. (1819) 390 To
inchoate the formation of an eye. 184^5 STOCQUELER Hand-
bk. Brit. India (1854) 113 Nor will it inchoate their ruin to

expend a few rupees more than an accurate calculation of
comforts might allow.

2, intr. To commence, make a beginning.
1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. vn. 75 At the Worlds origin this

Book inchoats. 1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (1774) 7, 1 shall
inchoate with one of its most delicious morsels of eloquence.
Inchoated (i'nko,ited), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED i.] Begun, commenced
; just begun, incipient,

inchoate.
a 1631 DONNE Scrm. Ixiii. 633 The torment is an inchoa-

tive hell, so is the Person, The Wicked here, an inchoated
Devill. 1651 C. CAKTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 205 This righte-
ousnesse of ours is but inchoated and imperfect. 1762
KAMES Elem. Crit. ii. 6 (1833) 80 An inchoated gratifica-
tion of the prevailing passion. 1826 Q. Rev. XXXIII. 298
There is a fine gradation between the inchoated conception
and the completed purpose.

Inchoately (i-nkoi/tli), adv. [f. INCHOATE a.

+ -LY 2.] In an inchoate manner or degree ; inci-

piently.
1626 SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 52 Such as. .are purged,

though but inchoately, from all filthinesse offlesh and Spirit.

1675 O. WALKER, etc. Par. Hcbreivs 18 Here inchoately . .

hereafter absolutely. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) II.

235 Confirmation seals in their fulness . . those sanctifying
gifts . . which are given inchoately, in Baptism.
Inchoateness (i-nko^nes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being inchoate.
1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess. Developm. 100 Defect or in-

choateness in its doctrines. 1893 FAIRBAIRN Christ Mod,
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Theol. 1. 1. i. 30 It was their very differences and inchoate-
nesses that made it necessary for her to speak.

Indication (ink^'-Jan). Also 7 incohation.
[ad. late L. inchoation-em (prop, incohation-em)
(Augustine), n. of action from inchoare (incohare)
to begin.] Beginning, commencement

; origina-
tion

; initial or early stage.
1530 PALSGR. 403 Whan the tenses ofje vas is joyned to

an mfymtyve, he dothe betoken inchoacion. 1597 HOOKFB
heel. Pol. v. Ivii. 6 But the inchoation of those graces, the
consummation whereof dependeth on mysteries ensuing.
1652 T. WHITFIF.LD Doctr. Armin. 88 The life of Grace Is
an inchoation of the life of glory. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.Nat.
(1852) I. 215 An inchoation of virtue, or, as we may call it,
the embryo or seedling not yet arrived to perfection. 1885
SIR H. TAYLOR Autobiog. I. xiv. 226 The members were to
be, at the inchoation of the bodies, named by the Crown.
fb. //. First steps, beginnings. Obs.

a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. H. viii. 3 (1622) 284 The prz-
paratiues vnto it : or rather indeed the inchoations of it.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vm. v. 378 Having. .some more
weak inchoations of the life of Righteousness.
fc. The initial elementofa word; a prefix. Obs.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Cornwall i. (1662) 197 By Tre,
Pol, and Pen, You shall know the Cornishmen : . . Some
adde to these a fourth inchoation, viz. Car (which I guess
to signify a rock).

Inchoative (inkon-ativ, i-nkflie'tiv), a. and sb.

[ad. L. inchoatw-us (prop, incohativ-us], {. ppl.
stem of inchoare, incohdre to begin : see INCHOATK
v. and -IVE.]
A. adj. 1. That is in an initial or incipient stage ;

rudimentary, inchoate ; belonging to or of the
nature of a beginning or commencement, initial.

01631 [see INCHOATED]. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter
in. i This pureness is either imputative..Or inchoative, in-
herent pureness. 1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat.
32 That the stable Ferments of places, should be as it were,
the chief universal, simple, and inchoative or beginning
Beginnings of Seeds, a 1703 BURKITT On N. T., Gal. v. 24We must not understand this of a total, plenery, and final

crucifixion, but inchoative only. 1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt.
xxi. y. (1872) X. 45 The solution of the Polish Business is
still in its inchoative stages.
2. Gram. Of verbs: Denoting the beginning of

an action
; inceptive.

668 WILKINS Real Char. 450 Those particular Termina-
tions which signifie a Verb to be Inchoative, Frequentative,
Diminutive, are not without many exceptions. 1751 HARRIS
Hermes i. vii. (1765) 126 These Inchoative Verbs are so
peculiarly appropriated to the Beginnings of Time, that they
are defective as to all Tenses, which denote it in its Comple-
tion. 1871 ROBY Lat. Gram. 634 The inchoative form
sometimes exists alone, sometimes is used besides the
ordinary stem.

B. sb. (Gram.) An inchoative verb; see A. 2.

1530 PALSGR. 403 They knowe neyther frequentatyves, nor
mchoatyves, nor no suche sortes of verbes. 1678 PHILLIPS
(ed. 4), Inchoatives, in Grammar . . as Calesco, to grow hot,
or begin to be hot. 1751 HARRIS Hermes i. vii. (1765) 126
The Latins.. have a Species of Verbs, derived from others
. . called Inchoatives or Inceptives. 1871 ROSY Lat. Gram.
638 Inchoatives formed directly from noun steins.

Incho'atively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2

.] In
an inchoative manner

; in relation to the beginning
or early stage ; incipiently, initially.
1649 J. ELLISTONF. tr. Behmen's Epist. vi. 60 The humane

Science (which inchoatively is arisen from the Spiration of
the Word), a 1703 BURKITT On N. T., Heb. iv. 10 This is
done two ways, initially, inchoatively, and imperfectly in
this life ; fully, finally, perfectly, and completely in the
next.

I I'nchpin. Obs. Also 6-7 -pinne, -pyn.
[app. f. INCH sb. + PIN sb. but perh. (in sense I )

a popular corruption of some other word.]
1. A name among huntsmen for the sweetbread

of a deer. But by some explained as ' the lower
gut ', or otherwise : see quots.
1376 TURBERV. Venerie 134 Take the caule, the long, the

eares, the doulcets, the tenderlings . . and thesweetegut,which
some call the Inchpinne.. altogether for the Prince or chiefe
1583 STANVHUKST /Ends i. (Arb.) 24 Thee stags vpbreaking
they slit to the dulcet or inchepyn. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Bcyati,
Gras boyau, as Boyaii cnlier; In beasts called, the Inche-
pinne, or Inne-pinne. 1616 BUI.LOKAR, Inchepinne, the
lower gut of a Deere. 1637 B. JONSON SadS/ieph.l.vi,Mar
1 gave them All the sweet morsels, called Tongue, Eares,
and Doucets! Rob. What? and the inch-pin? 1688 R.
HOIMK Armoury n. 188/1 Inchpin are the Sweet-breds or
sweet Gut in the Deer.

2. ? A pin of the length of an inch.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxi. 12 He compareth them

to a But wherin an inchpin is woont to be set up.

t Inehristiana-tion. Obs. rare-^.
[f.

IN- 2

+ CHRISTIAN + -ATION, forming noun of action.]
Admission into Christianity or the Christian Church.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xv. 253 That this learned

contrivance of Mr. Curates could worke in Zoraidas Inchris-
tianation, with the solemnity and rights belonging to it.

t Inchristia-nity. Obs. rare. [!N-.] Un-
christian or non-Christian condition.
1611 FLORIO, Inchristianita, paganisme, barbarisme, in-

christianitie.

t InchuTch, obs. var. of ENCHURCH v. Hence
Inchvrrched///. a., admitted into or included in

the church.
a 1658 J. DURHAM Exp. Revel, n. iii. (1680) 85 The

governing of Churches, and inchurched members. 1677
1. MATHER Preval. Prayer (1864) 257 Never baptized, nor
of the inchurched Indians. 1702 [see F.NCHURCH].

INCIDENCE.

tlnci'CUrable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L.
mctcurdliilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + cicurare to tame ; see
CICUBATE and -ABLE.] That cannot be tamed;
hence, of plants, incapable of being introduced into
cultivation or naturalized..

.
OMLINSON Renou's Disp. 284 Schcenanthum. .grow-

ing in India, whence it is brought to us. .being incicurable
by al art. 1776 HUNTER in Evelyn's Sylva 359 Those
[trees], .strangers till of late, and believed incicurable here
Incide (insai-d), v.< ? Obs. Also 6 (erron.) in-

soide, inscyde. [ad. L. incidere to cut into f
in- (IN- 2) + cKdere to cut

; cf. INCISE v.]
1. Surg. (trans, or intr.) To cut into, cut, make

incision.

M*5^ A- ?A-.\
r-Guillemeaii's Fr. Chimrg. i6b/2 The

'
rfH ,

l

l,

nscl??th w" her
.

ed es - ">id. 31V They first
inscyded the skmne wherwith the varix is covered 1747
tr. Heister's Gen. Syst. Surg. U75o) 425 Takes a Lancetand therewith cautiously incides through the Cornea. 1784

SftfP^B "' 'X ' (
-r'

Cu"ing or indding the fore-skiru
179? W. G. BROWNE frati. AJrica etc. xviii. 258 After

whhTn'hot
'

W"h a" ordinary knife> theV scar th w nd

f2. Med. Of the action of internal remedies- To
sever, loosen, disperse, resolve (a viscid humour,
phlegm in the chest, etc.) ; =CuT v. 10. Obs
1612 Enchir. Med. 89 It doth incide and attenuate, and

by his dnnesse doth resolue. 1684 tr. Bonets Merc. ComM
MI. 92 Such Medicines are convenient, as incide the coldand viscous humours.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s v Those
medicines are said to incide which consist of pointed and
sharp particles ; as acids and most salts. 1797 J DOWNING
Dtsord. Horned Cattle 30 These IMdlSS. .. infallibl?incide and remove heavy slime, and putrid matter.

Incide (insai-d), z/.2 rare. [ad. L. 'incidere
to fall upon, f. in- (Is- 2) + cadfre to fall

; cf. IN-
CIDENT o.l] intr. To fall upon to have incidence.
a 1774 GOLDSM. Sum. Exp. Philos. (1776) II 10, The

r
'=
y Cfcdding still less obliquely . . will be less refracted

1855 M BRIDGES Pop. Mod. Hist. 423 The cruel inequalitywith which the gabelle incided upon certain rural districts.

Incidence (i-nsidens). [a. F. incidence (15111
c.), f. incident INCIDENT a.1 : see -ENCE.]
fl. = INCIDENT rf.l i

; incidental matter. Obs.
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. vii, Precede I will agayn to my sen-

tence Off my mater, and leue all Incidence. 1525 LD
BERNERS Froiss. II. i. 3 In the same season there fell in
Lombardye a marueylous msydence, which was moche

!
spoken of throughe out all the worlde. Ibid. clii. [cxlviii J

j
4'9, I knowe nat by what insydence certayne men layde in
wayte on hym, and in the feldes set on him or he was ware
1603 BACON Adv. Learn, n. viii. | 3 Many operations have
been invented sometimes by a casual incidence and occur-

H"?I; A6S '.,
jER - ^K* "?l

t L ine "' * (I87> '53He that hath wounded his neighbour is tied to the expensesof the Surgeon and other incidences,

t b. A casual circumstance. Obs.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. i. in Since by way of in-

cidence [It. incidenza, digression], I have spoken of Alms
t c. = INCIDENT jvM 4 b. Obs.

. '574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 47 a, Al the rente and service
in suche case bee incidences to the reversion.

1 2. Liability ; natural tendency to. Obs.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 112 A conscious and confest in-

cidence to error.. even in the very rule or art it self.

3. The act or fact of falling upon, coming in con-
tact with, or affecting in some way.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. IV. (1701) 135/2 It is enough

that a Man be affected and reduced by incidence of one
single pleasure. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxiv. (18561 196
1 he great expanse . . had up to this moment resisted the
enormous incidence of a heavy gale. 1868 ROGERS Pol.
Econ. ix. (1876) 93 The incidence of the event will be very
probably obviated by the large use of machinery in agricul-
tural operations. 1885 J. MARTIHEAU Types Eth. Th. (ed.2)
I. i. xi. 8. 212 A partial incidence of the Divine thinking.
4. Physics. The falling of a line, or anything
moving in a line (as a projectile, a ray of light,
heat, etc.) upon a surface; the manner of such
falling, esp. in regard to the inclination of the line
of incidence to the surface.

Angle of Incidence, the angle which the incident line,
ray, etc., makes with the perpendicular or normal to the
surface at the point of incidence (t formerly, also, the angle
between the line, etc., and the surface). Axis ofincidence,
the perpendicular or normal to the surface at the point of
incidence. Cathetvs of incidence (see CATHETUS, quot.
1751). Plane of incidence, the plane through the line of
mcidence and the normal to the surface. Point ofincidence,
incidence-point, the point at which the line of incidence
meets the surface, f Ray of incidence, an incident ray, a
ray which falls upon a reflecting or refracting surface.
1626 BACON Sylva 245 In Mirrours, there is the like

Angle of Incidence, from the Object to the Glasse, and from
the Glasse to the Eye. 1656 tr. Hoboes' Elem. Philos. Wks.
1839 I. 274, I call an angle of incidence, that which is made
between a strait line and another line, strait or crooked,
upon which it falls, and which I call the line reflecting.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 67 This is also the law
of reflexion in moved bodies and sounds, which . . observe
the rule of equality between incidence and reflexion. 1664
POWER Exp. Philos. i. 81 Every Ray of incidence is seven
times refracted in the Eye before it reach the Retina. 1704
NEWTON Opticks (J.), In equal incidences there is a con-
siderable inequality of refractions. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. Axis, Axis of Incidence, in dioptrics, is a right line
drawn through the point of incidence, perpendicularly to
the refracting surface. 1803 J. WOOD Princ. Atech. vi. 130
The velocity of the body after reflection is equal to it's

velocity before incidence. 1854 TOMLINSON A rago's A stron.

3 DO will be the direction of the reflected ray, and the

point I, where it cuts the surface of the mirror, will be



INCIDENCY.

the point of incidence. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sf. (1879)

II. viii, 129 The searcher welcomes every gleam, and seeks

to augment his light by indirect incidences.

6. Astron. = IMMERSION 3.

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. %. v. Eclipse, Immersion, or inci-

dence of an eclipse, is the moment when part of the sun or

moon's disk first begins to be hid.

6. Geom. The situation of one locus with respect

to another when they have a common point or

points, but do not completely coincide; e.g. of a

point to a line on which it lies, of a point or a line

to a plane in which it lies, or of two intersecting
lines to each other. [From the German of Schubert,
Kalkul der Abzahl. Geom. (1879) 2 S-1

7. Manner of falling upon or affecting in any

way ;
the range or scope of a thing, the extent of

its influence or effects.

1846 FONBLANQUE in Life * Labours (1874) 210 It is clear

that the Duke has not mistaken the post hoc for the
propter

hoc, incidence for causation. 1851 DE QUINCEY Ld. Car-
lisle on Pope Wks. XIII. 24 The question .. always is,

Whether the differential feature..ought not to disturb the

incidence of the legal rule ? 1866 ROGERS Agric. ff Prices

1. xv. 266 The incidence of the Plague was general. 1871
EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 37 On, the preposition, exists

in Saxon, but its area of incidence is different.

b. spec. v&Pol. Econ. Oftaxation (see quot.iSyS).
1815 MCULLOCH Pol. Econ. i. 8 The incidence and effect

of taxes and regulations. 1848 MILL Pot. Econ. v. vi. i

(1876) 521 The real incidence of indirect taxation is every
day more generally understood. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol.
Econ. 127 It is often impossible to say what is really the
incidence of a tax, that is, the manner in which it falls upon
different classes of the population.

t 1 ncidency. Obs. [See prec. and -ENCY.]
1. An incidental occurrence or circumstance ; an

incident.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 403 Declare What incidencie

thou do'st ghesse of harme Is creeping toward me. 1663
J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 171 We have no reason why
we should, .vouchsafe the honor of a solemn notice to any
such little incidences as these. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World
i. ii. 42 But ordinarily, and out of these singular incidencies

. . his way of procedure . . is to act according to the general
and stated laws of motion.

2. a. The quality of being liable to fall to. b.

(with //.) A thing incident or liable to befall or

fall to.

1615 T. ADAMS White Devil! 55 First the difficulty, to

beare the bagge and not be couetous secondly the usual

incidency of the bagge to the worst men. a 166* HEYLIN
Laudl. (1671) 53 If any other considerations of Profit, Pre-

ferment or Compliance, did prevail upon him . . they may
with charity be looked on as the common incidencies of
Humane frailty. 01683 WHICHCOTE Disc. (1703) III. 426
Particular errours and misapprehensions in some things is

an incidency to uprightness of heart.

3. Physics. = INCIDENCE 4.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes 4- Oos. Ep. Ded. (1650) 4 Rayes of

incidency contract no warmth upon the Earth, unlesse re-

flected back upon their original! Sun.
17^04

NORRIS Ideal
World u. 245 As a certain subtile matter in its direct inci-

dency is light.

fig. a i7ii NORRIS (J.), He . . receives a more vigorous
joy from the reflexion than from the direct incidency of his

happiness.
4. The falling of one line upon another, the

meeting of lines.

1789 MORSE Amer. Geoff. 346 Four streets intersect each
other at right angles .. whose incidencies form a spacious
parade.

Incident (rnsident), sf/.i Also 5 incedent,
5-6 incydent. [a. F. incident (i3th c.), subst.

use of incident adj. ;
see INCIDENT a. 1

]

L Something that occurs casually in the course

of, or in connexion with, something else, of which
it constitutes no essential part ; an event of accessory
or subordinate character.

1411-10 LYDG. Chron. Troy\. xxxvii, In Troye boke no
more of hym I fynde.. Fro henceforth I can no processe reade
But incydentes that beare no substaunce. 1525 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. xl. 126 Yf an incydent had not ben or this, he
had ben farre in the countrey of Hungery. 1533 MORE
Apol. xxvi. Wks. 891/2 The touching of this matter is no

part of my principall entent, but happeneth as an incident
to fall in my waye. i* J. HEYWOOD Spider ,5- F. Ixi. 63
This present argument. Is : to principall case, but an inci-

dent. 1711 SHAKTKSB. Charac. (1737) III. iv. ii. 220 Habita-
tions of Defence against the Seasons and other Incidents.

1715 BRADLEY Fans. Diet. s. v. Preseme, Corn, by the
Moisture of the Weather, want of turning, and some other

Incidents, will grow musty. 1879 Athenaeum 6 Sept. 305/1
Failures are inevitable incidents.

2. An occurrence or event viewed as a separate
circumstance.

1461 J. PASTOH in P. Lett. No. 439 II. 89 This and what
incedentes ye knowe, I preie yow Dy wrytinge certefie me I

in all hast. 1563-87 FOXE A. H M. (1684) III. 861 But of
j

these incidents and occurrents here-after more. 17*5 DE FOE
l-'oy. round World (1840) 254 Rarities in nature, and sur-

262 To relate incidents as they have really happened, is the
work of the memory. i88 SCOTT F. M. Perth v, Even the

high-swelled hopes with which the late incident had filled him
began to quail. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library {&yz)
1. 1. 34 This book . . snows a skill in selecting telling incidents.

t fa. A matter, an affair. Obs. rare.

1485 CAXTON St. Wenefr. 21 After many wordes and causes
leyd and after Innumerable incidentes and reasons alledged
atte last they were al acorded. 1709 STEELE Toiler No.

152

I 25 P 4 Upon such Incidents as we decide by Combat. 1761
HUMK But. Eng. II. xlii. 443 natr, This parliament..
passed some remarkable incidents.

3. In the arts : a. A distinct piece of action in

;

a play or poem ; f in early use, an event snbordi-
nate to the main design (so F. incident).

I69S.DRYDEN tr. Du Fresno?'f Art Paint. (J.), No person,
no incident in the play, but must be of use to carry on the
main design. 1700 STEELE Tatter No. 19 F 3 The Plot and
Incidents of the Play are laid with that Subtilty of Spirit.

I

17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Incident, in a poem, is an epi-
,

sode or particular action, tacked to the principal action,

I

or depending on it. 18*3 MRS. C. CLARKE Stats. Char.
'. xiv. 350 A set-off against the pathetic incidents of the play.
: 1873 SVMONDS GrK. Poets vii. 205 The plays of Euripides

are more rich in stirring incidents than those of his prede-
cessors.

b. A single feature in a picture ; especially one
that does not form part of the main design or
scene, rare.

1705 ADDISON Italy 379 The Prospect from the Capucin's
Garden, which for the kxtent and Variety of pleasing Inci-
dents is, 1 think, the most charming. 1846 RUSKIN Mod.

I

Paint. (1848) I. 11. l. vii. 13. 86 Behind the '

Sacrifice for
! the Friends

'

of Giotto at Pisa, there is a sweet piece of rock
incident.

t 4. Something liable to attach itself to or connect
itself with another thing; an accessory circumstance.

! Const, to, unto (rarely into). Obs. exc. as in b.

1649 BP. HALL Cases Const. I. iv. (R.), There are two
[

incidents into this practice which may render it not un-
warrantable. 1660 R. COKE Power If Suoj, 95 Treason does

!
ever produce fatal and final destruction to the offender, and

i never attaineth to the desired end (two incidents insepar-
,

able thereunto). 1735 B. MARTIN Afaf. Arts $Sc. n. xi.236
Virgil, from the various Incidents of this Season, gives

I many singular and notable Epithets thereto.

b. Law. A privilege, burden, custom, etc. com-

monly or invariably attaching to an office, estate,
i or the like.

16*8 COKE On Lilt. 151 b, Incident, a thing appertaining
i to or following another as a more worthy or principal! . .And

of incidents some be separable, and some inseparable. 1670
BLOUNT Law Diet. s. v. Advowzen, Advowzen Appendant
. .depends upon a Mannor, as appurtenant to it, termed by
Kitchin an Incident that may be separated from the Subject.

I 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 301 Their dignities had ceased
for some ages to be an incident of their tenures. 1817 LD.
LOUCHBOROUGH in Douglass' Rep. II. 727 A fine to be paid
on the change of a tenant is almost a constant incident of a

copyhold estate. 1876 DIGBY Real Prof. \. 48 Some of the
'incidents' of tenure by knight-service had their counter-

part in tenure in socage.

f C. An incidental charge or expense. Obs.

1737 J. CMAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. in. 87 (List Officers

Excise) Accomptant for Imprest Money for paying of Inci-

dents. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 495 If the
salaries of officers and other incidents, therefore, amount to
more than ten per cent. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water
38 An Estimate of the Expence . . amounted to twenty
thousand Pounds, and . . we allowed the five hundred for
Incidents.

Incident, rf.2 : see INCIDENT a. 2

Incident (i'nsidgnt), a.1 Also 6 inoydent(e,
insedent, insident. [a. F. incident or ad. L.

incident-em, pres. pple. of incidtre to fall into or

to, fall upon, happen to, etc., f. in- (IN-
2-
) + cadttre

to fall. The senses of the English word are derived

from med.L. rather than from F.]
I. L Liable or apt to befall or occur to ; likely

to happen; hence, naturally appertaining or attach-

ing, a. Const, to vt', into), rarely on.

1488 Will of Stattvorth (Somerset Ho.), To socour his

simple body as they think incident and conuenient to him.

1530 RASTELL Bk. Purgat. in. xii, Punyshment. .is incydent
to the repentaunce wriiche taketh away y8

synne. 1534
MORE Cotnf. agst. Trio. ll. Wks. 1177/2 Vf we well con-

syder these twoo thinges, tentation and persecution, wee
maye fynde that eyther of theym is incydente into the
tother. 1578 LVTE Dodoens vi. Ixxxvii. 771 A kind of cor-

ruption or maladie insident to the
pine-tree. 1584 I.YI.V

Campaspe v. iv, Commonly we see it incident in artificers

to be enamoured of their owne workes. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit
Trees i. 46 Which is not incident in this way of grafting.

1685 H. MORE Para. Prophet. 414 That the Time of the
New Jerusalem is comprized in, or, at least, incident into,
the Philadelphian Succession. 1744 WARBURTON Wks.
(1811) XI. 407 Deliberation and after-thought are not inci-

dent to God. 1773 REID Aristotle's Log. v. 3 (1806) 119
The fallacies incident to categorical syllogisms. 1859 LANG
Wand. India 359 The noise . . incident on the striking of
the tents and the breaking up of the little camp. 1888
BRYCE Amer. Commit*. II. xxxvii. 43 A State government
is a natural growth, which prima facie possesses all the

powers incident to any government whatever.

b. without construction.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 5 Both the one and the other hath
fractions incident. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Iviii. 4

Baptisme is farre more necessarie then any such incident
Rite or Solemnitie ordained for the better administration
thereof. 1649 MILTON Eikm. xxvi, /Emulations . . are in-

cident among military men. 1633 Woodall's Wks. Pref.

9 To instruct them in the uses and dangers incident by
mistakes, a 1677 MANTON Serm. Ps. cxix. verse 107. Wks.
1872 VIII. 96 Those in the highest station have their inci-

dent cares and troubles. 1898 Daily News 23 July 5/5
The Puerto Rico expedition, and the incident aggressive
steps taken in the campaign.
2. Law. Attaching itself, as a privilege, burden,

or custom, to an office, position, etc.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 22 2 Fees and annuyties inci-

dent to every or the same Offices. 1513 FITZHERB. Bk.
Surv. 21 b, It is called a rent seeke, bycause there is no dis-

INCIDENTAL.
tresse insedent nor belongyng to the same. 1574 tr. Little-
ton's Tenures 21 a, Fealtie is incydent to everye manner of
Service, a 1616 BACON Max. I, Uses Com. Law (1636) 35Jo this tenure by Knights service in chief, was incident
that the King should have a certain summe of money,
called aid.

176-; RI.ACKSTONE Coinm. II. xi. 176 Where
rent is reserved, it is also incident . . to the reversion 1876DIGBY Real Prof: iii. 162 Every freeholder holding lands
within the manor had, as of right, common of pasturage on
the wastes as incident to his lands.

1 3. Relating or pertinent to. Oh.
l7 Ord. Hospitalls F iij, The Books of this Howse. in-

cident to the matter. 1583 STUBBES Anal. Aeus. n. (1882) 2
Such necessary questions, as are incident to my purpose
1614 RALEIGH Hist.World in.

(1634) 89 It is not my purpose
to pursue the historic of the Persians . . otherwise than as
they shall be incident to the affaires of Greece.

f 4. Apt to fall into ; liable to ; subject to. Obs.
1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars i. Ix, Men are not ever incident

to losse, When Fortune seemes them frowardly to crosse.
16*4 HKYWOOD Gnnaik. I. 18 A wicked and irreligious man
is subject and incident to fall into many distresses and
casualties. 1647 W. BROWNE tr. GemttrwUt Folexander
in. iii. 84 Ah ! ingratefull Zabaim, King incident to all
crimes' ! 1676 W. HUBBARD Happiness ofPeople 55 Spiritual
Pnde is an evil, the very best ^>f Gods Children are inci-

16 The little complaints they [children] are incident to.'

5. Occurring or liable to occur by the way, or
in the course of something else of which it forms
no essential part ; casual; = INCIDENTAL i . Now
rare or Obs.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cccxix. 493 The duke of Lan-
caster was nat in the fauoure of the comen people, wherby
dyuers incydents parels fell after in England. 1581 Confer.
I. (1584) Fiyb, By occasion incident there was talke of a
text of Scripture. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 309 The incident
Mistakes, which he has run into, have not fail'd to increase
in Number. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Crit. Hist.
53 That Doctrine, which those chance-Propositions or inci-
dent Expressions seem to insinuate,

fb. Of expenses or charges ;
= INCIDENTAL i b.

1651 Act Cointmu. Sale Est. Ld. Dunbar, etc., The Com-
missioners shall and may allow all incident charges for the
necessary carrying on of this service, a 1680 BUTLER Rent.
(1759) 1. 230 With all the Charges incident. 1756 WASHING-
TON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 313 By this means the country
loses . . the sums of money which each man costs, besides
many incident charges, such as horse hire. 1768 Woman
ofHonor III. 178 He put into my hand a bank note, more
than sufficient to defray any incident charges.
6. Subordinate, subsidiary, accessory.
a. Anat. (See quot.)

1855 M*YNE Expos. Lex., Incident Spinal Nerves .. those
of the spinal system of nerves which convey any impressions
on, or irritation of the integuments, or mucous membranes,
to the true spinal marrow.

fb. Incident proposition, s. proposition inserted
in a principal one, and introduced by a relative

pronoun, as '

bodies, which are transparent, have

many pores
'

(Watts); a subordinate relative clause.

1715 WATTS Logic n. ii. 5 The whole proposition is called
the primary or chief, and the additional proposition is called
an incident proposition.

II. 7. Falling or striking upon or against ;

acting upon anything from without, esp. Of light :

Falling or striking upon a surface. Const, upon.
1667 BOYLE in Phil. Trans. II. 606 Locking-Glasses . .are

conspicuous only by the incident beams of the Sun. 1710
J. CLARKE Rohaulfs Phil. (1729) I. 91 If the incident Body
A, and the Body CDE F upon which it strikes, are void of
all Elasticity [etc.]. 1716 CHEYNE Philos. Princ. Relig. i.

78 The Obliquity of the Incident Ray is great. 1831
BREWSTER Nat. Magic iv. (1833) 59 Mirrors . . adjusted
not only to one another, but to the light incident upon each.

1841-3 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) 116 Transparent
matter upon which light is incident. 185^ J. EDWARDS
Art Landscape Paint. Waiter Col. 37 Illuminated by light
actually incident upon the picture. 1864 H. SPENCER Princ.
Biol. 169 That there may be continuous changes of struc-
ture in organisms, there must be continuous changes in the
incident forces.

t 8. Opposed to, running counter to. Obs. rare~>
.

[Cf. L. incidfre to fall upon, attack, strike or dash

against.]
c *SK HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 74 There

is no marriage, but only between the parents and children,
of itself and immediately incident and repugnant to natural
reason.

t Incident (insai-dent), a. 2 and sb* Obs. [ad.
L. incident-em, pres. pple. of incidlrc to INCIDE.]
A. adj. That ' cuts

'

the phlegm, etc. B. sb. An
inciding medicine.

"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Incidents, or Attendants, in

the mater ia medica. ..To this class belong the roots of
arum, asarabacca, acorus [etc.]. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Inciaens, having power to cut ; formerly applied to medi-
cines.,supposed to cause the phlegm to be discharged, by-

cutting, as it were. . : incident.

Incidental (inside-ntal), a. (sb.) [f. INCIDENT
sb. + -AL. Cf. mod.F. incidentcl.]
1. Occurring or liable to occur in fortuitous or

subordinate conjunction with something else of

which it forms no essential part ; casual.

1644 MII.TON Educ. Wks. (1847) 08/1
Those incidental

discourses which we have wanderea into. 1607 DAMPIBR
Voy. I. 161 With an incidental Account of the first Induce-
ments that made the Privateers undertake the passage.
1736 BUTLER Anal. II. Concl. 405 In Scripture, whether in

incidental passages or in the general scheme of it. 1790



INCIDENTALLY. 153 INCIRCTTMSCRIPTIBLE.
PALEY Hora? Paul. Rom. ii. 19 A circumstance as incidental,
and as unlike design, as any that can be imagined. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 III. 17 The simple and apparently
incidental manner in which the last remark is introduced.

1876 E. MELLOR Pricstlt. viii. 371 There is scarcely any
practice which is so corrupt as not to produce some inci-

dental good.
b. Of a charge or expense : Such as is incurred

(in the execution of some plan or purpose) apart
from the primary disbursements.

1739 CIBBER Apol. (1756) II. 86 In the first six days of

ncting it, we paid all our constant and incidental expence,
and shnr'd each of us a hundred pounds. 1772 Ann. Reg.
224 For defraying the expences of the civil establishment
of his Majesty's colony of West Florida, and other inci-

dental expences attending the same. 1804 W. TENNANT
Ind. Kecreat. (ed. 2) I. 63 The house rent, and the inci-

dental charges ofa family. 1868 PEARD WaUr-Farm. x. 104
These calls sufficed .. for the nursery, and incidental expenses.

C. Incidental images ,
colours : such as are per-

ceived by the eye as a consequence of visual im-

pressions no longer present.
1876 BERNSTEIN Five Senses 117 These prolonged impres-

sions of light are called incidental images. Ibid. 120 The
incidental colours . . which are formed in the eye, are most
interesting.

2. Incidental to : liable to happen to ; to which
a thing is liable or exposed. Incidental upon \

following upon as an incident.
1616 CORYAT in J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. (1630) 11. 83 If

I should happen to be destitute ; a matter very incidental!
to a poore Footman Pilgrim. 1665 T. MALL Offer F. Help
96 Those temptations that are incidental to a suffering state.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 10, I, who am no great genius,
have a weakness incidental to little ones. 1828 SCOTT F.
M. Perth vi, The hesitation incidental to the use of a foreign
language. 1851 H. SPENCER Social Statics 70 Others, .may
contend that .. with the rightly constituted or moral man,
correct conduct to others is merely incidental upon the ful-

filment of his own nature. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Lift Tiger-
land 148 The dangers incidental to pigsticking.
3. Casually met with or encountered, rare.

1856 J. CUMMING Script. Read. Deuteron. viii. 143 The
green moss and incidental flowerets break out from the
rifts and rents. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 122 The . .

braying of an incidental ass. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der.
v. xxxviii, A store of magical articulation with which he . .

promised himself to frighten any incidental Christian of his
own years.

b. Given to relating casual incidents, nonce-use.

1843 CARLYLE PastffPr. \\. v, Says the incidental Jocelin.

1 4. = INCIDENT a^ 7. Obs. rare.

1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius iv. Comment, xv. The angle
contained by the incidental ray.
B. sb. An incidental circumstance, event, charge,

expense, etc.

1707 Modest Enquiry in SewalFs Diary (1879) II. 73
The accidental occasions of hiring Transport Ships, together
with the other Incidentals that must necessarily accrue.

1726 POPE Let. to Bethel 9 Aug. , Almost every body and
every thing is a cause or object for humanity, even pros-
perity itself, and health itself; so many weak pitiful inci-

dentals attend on them. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices I.

xxviii. 673 We should find in others a large bill for inci-

dentals.

Incidentally v inside-ntali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an incidental manner
;
as an incident,

or a subordinate and casual circumstance.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Rffl. (1848) 56 A Theme, that fell but

incidentally under my consideration. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
ii. vii. Wks. 1874 I. 254 He mentions these gifts incidentally,
in the most easy manner. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv.

III. 407 In the course of the debate a grave constitutional

question was incidentally raised. 1879 R. K. DOUGLAS
Confucianism iv. 94 The supreme object of learning should
be truth, and incidentally self-improvement.
Incide'ntalness. [f.

as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or state of being incidental.

1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1775 in ASH. Hence in WOR-
CESTER, etc.

t Iiicide-ntary, a. Oh. rare. [f. INCIDENT
rf.l + -ARY. Cf. accidi-niary.'] Casual, incidental.

Hence Incide'ntarily adv., incidentally.
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams II. (1692) 208 He had been

near fifty years from the county of Carnarvan and the town
of Conway, unless by incidentary visits. Cent. Serin.

(1675) 621 They came together upon appointment, or inci-

dentary occasions. Ibid., Incarn. iv, These 14 generations
are reckoned up, and but 4 women incidentarily put into

the catalogue.

Incidented (i-nsidented),a. [f. INCIDENT rf.l

+ -ED-.] Filled with incidents, eventful.

1898 W. J. LOCKE Idols 274 In the course of an incidented
life. .1 have found that discretion is the better part of virtue.

I-ncicleiitless, a. rare. [f.
INCIDENT rf.i +

-LESS.] Without incident ; uneventful.

1782 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 26 Oct., My journey was
incidentless, but the moment I came into Brighthelmstone
I was met by Mrs. Thrale.

I I'licidently, adv. Obs. [f. INCIDENT a. 1 +
-LT 2

.] In an incident manner ; by the way,
casually ; incidentally.
1529 MORE Dyaloge I. xxii. 28 Y-* author therfore incy-

original.

VOL. V.

t I-ncidentness. Obs. rare -". [-NESS.]
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Incidentness, Hableness.

i Inci'der. Obs. [f. INCIDE v. 1 + -ER 1
.]

One
who or that which, cuts ;

an '

inciding
'

medicine.
1598 FLORIO, Incisore, an incider or maker of an incision.

1720 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 33 Attenuaters and
Inciders, as Salvia, Horminum. 1749 T. SHORT Chron.
Hist. Air, etc. I. 260 The Cure consisted in repeated Leni-

tives, cooling Inciders, and Pectorals.

Inci'ding, vbl. sb. ? Ot>s. [f. as prec. + -ING'.]
The action of INCIDE .l ; a cutting, incision.

1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713)43/1 This Mixture has
the Power of inciding, and attenuating. 1746 R. JAMKS
Inlrod. Mouffet'^ Health's 1mfro-.'. 2 The first Part of Man-
ducation is, the inciding, or cutting the Aliment with the
fore Teeth.

Inci-diug, ///. a. 1 06s. [-ING 2.] Cutting ;

t loosening and removing phlegm or the like.

1678 SALMON rharm. Lond. vi. ii. 814 Inciding, such as

cut, attenuate and make matter or humors thin. 1758 J. S.

Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771)
86 The Stroke .. was incid-

ing with regard to the first Table ofthe Bone. 1788 HOWARD
F.ncycl. s. v. Albugo, A little of this powder .. gradually
absterges and wears off the spot by it's inciding quality.

Incidtions (insrdi3s),a. rare. \i.L,.incid?re
INCIDE v? : ci. deciduous.'] Ofa pulse: Undulating.
1822 GOOD Study Med. II. 26 The dicrotic, coturnising,

and inciduous [pulses] proposed by Solano, as mere sub-
varieties of the rebounding or redoubling. [Cf. DUNGLISON

(ed. 1851) Fulsus incidens, . . undulating pulse.)

t Inci'nderment. Obs. [f. *incinder vb. (ad.

F. encendrer : L. incinerare) + -MENT.] Reduction

to ashes ; incineration.

1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode (1876)26 (D.) Hee, like the

glorious rare Arabian bird, Will soon result from His in-

cinderment.

Incinerable (insi'nerab'l), <z. rare. [f. med.L.
incinerare to INCINERATE -i- -ABLE.] Capable of

being burnt to ashes.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iti. 23 Other incinerable
substances were found so fresh, that they could feel no

sindge from fire.

t ilici iierate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. med.L. in-

cinerat-us, pa. pple. of incinerare : see next.]
=

INCINERATED. (Const, as fa. pple. or adj.)
1471 RIPLKY Camp. Alch. i. xix. in Ashm. (1652) 133 Thy

Elements shalbe incynerate sone. 1526 Pilgr. Ptrf. (W.
de W. 1531) 182 b, Our fyrst mother Eue with her husbande
was incinerate and turned to dust after theyr deth. 1626
BACON Syh'fi 683 Fire burneth Wood, making it first

Luminous; Then Blacke and Brittle; And lastly, Broken
and Incinerate.

Incinerate ; insrner<?it), v. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. incinerare to reduce to ashes, f. in- (IN-
2
)

+ cinis, ciner-em ashes (of a fire) : see -ATE S.]

1. trans. To reduce to ashes, burn to ashes, con-

sume by fne.

1555 EDEN Decades 334 The fyer whose force dooth in-

cinerate or brynge to asshes .. all creatures. 1626 BACON
Sylva 87 The Heat .. doth Incinerate and Calcinate.
1661-80 BOYLE Scept. Chem. I. 80 It is the Fire only that

Incinerates Bodies. 1805 C. HATCHET in Phil. Trans.
XCV. 216 Animal coal is incinerated with much more
difficulty than vegetable coal or charcoal. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 10 Mar. 5/3 A Crematorium . . has been established,
in which . . forty bodies had been incinerated after the
manner of the Romans of old.

2. intr. To become reduced to ashes.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 190 A light spongy char-

coal, which easily incinerates when burnt in the open air.

1826 KIRBY &Sp. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 306 Feathers, wool,
hair, etc., when exposed to the action of fire liquify, more
or less, before they incinerate.

Incinerated (insi-nere'ted), ppl. a. [f. prec.

-f-ED'.] Burnt or reduced to ashes.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. ii. 15 Near the same plot
of ground . . were digged up coals and incinerated sub-

stances. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 37 The
difference between the weight of the simply dried and the
incinerated solids.

b. Reduced to
' ashes ', i. e. to the dust of death.

1647 FARINGDON Serin. 55 (L.) That power which is requi-
site to raise a body now putrified and incinerated.

Incineration (insiner^'Jan). [a. F. incinera-

tion (14111 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. incinc-

rdtio, n. of action from incinerare to INCINERATE.]
The action or process of incinerating or burning to

ashes ; reduction to ashes.
a 1529 SKELTON P. Sparoute 536 The phenyx . . Of whose

incyneracyon There ryseth a new creacyon. 1678 SALMON
1'harm. Lond. Yl. ix. 834 Incineration is the burning a
matter to Ashes, either with live coals, or by the help of
Niter. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. tt'aters III. 322 Some land

plants give some sea salt by incineration. 1842 PARNELL
Cheat. Anal. (1845) 84 Organic matters may be removed by
incineration.

b. Applied spec. (esp. in U.S.) to the cremation
of the dead.
1880 Nature XXI. 239 The time for the complete in-

cineration of the bodies was . . about two hours. 1885 Pall
Mall G. 28 Oct. 3/1 In America cremation or, as it is

called, incineration is making rapid strides.

Incinerator (insi*neM*tai). [agent-n. in L.

form from INCINERATE z/.] One who or that which
incinerates

; spec, an apparatus for burning sub-

stances to ashes
;
a cremator.

1883 BENGLOSS in Princeton Rev. 149 The door of the in-

cinerator is opened to receive the body. 1889 Engineer
18 Jan. Advts. p. xxvii,

' The Incinerator
'

|Dr. Sargeant's
Patent) for destroying the refuse of Hospitals [etc.].

Incipher, obs. form of ENCIPHER v.

Incipience (insi-piens). [f. INCIPIENT : see

-ENCE.J Beginning, commencement, origination ;

the fact or condition of being incipient or in an

early stage ; with //. A beginning, a first step or

stage.
1864 WEBSTER, Incipience, Incipiency, beginning; com-

mencement. 1865 CARLYLH Fredk. Gt. xvin. x. (1872) VII.
270 The dim incipiences of dawn. 1898 ic-M Cent. XL1V.
995 The wealth of England does not explain the incipience
of the college system.

Incipience, obs. (erron.) f. INSIPIENCE.

Incipiency (insi-piensi). [f.
as prec. + -ENCT.]

The quality or state of being incipient ; incipience.
1817!'. L. PEACOCK Mclincourt xxiil, If that ugly monster

. . had not knocked us both down in the incipiency of our
progression. 1834 Fraser's Mag. IX. 583 In the incipiency
of his business. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1857) 14 The
infinite as being in a constant state of incipiency, 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. iv. i.

(1872)
I. 274 She oversaw his ..

first attempts at walking . . incipiencies of speech. 1876
HARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 155 Dose . . of quinia and
morphia . . given at the incipiency of the attack.

Incipient (insi-pient). a. and sb. [ad. L. in-

cipient-em, pres. pple. of incipfre to begin.]
A. adj. Beginning ; commencing ; coming into,

or in an early stage of, existence
;
in an initial stage.

16*9 W. SIMPSON Hydrol, Chym. 164 Incipient putrefac-
tion. 1764 GRAINGER Surar-Catie iv. note (R.), The juice
of the leaves drop'd into the eye will remove incipient films.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Addison Wks. III. 56 The flying
vapours of incipient madness. 1803 BEDDOES Hygeia x. 20
It is affirmed that the evening and . . night are the seasons
of most violence with incipient lunatics. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. Chem. (1814) 302 A slight incipient fermentation is

undoubtedly of use in the dunghill. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. I. I. iv. 293 note, It is evident that Greek was just now
incipient at Cambridge. 1869 GOULBURN Ptirs. Holiness
vii. 57 The same instinct is found in an incipient and crude
state among animals.

B. sb. 1 1- A beginner ;
= INCEPTOR. Obs.

1389 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 39 This I speake to shew
what an obloquie, these impudent incipients in Arts, are
vnto Art. 1598 FLORIO, Incipiente, an incipient, a beginner.
2. Heb. Gram. The verbal '

tense
'

or form with

prefixed servile letters, variously called Future,

Present, and Imperfect.
1866 J. G. MURPHY Cotinit. Exod. iii. 14 It [present tensej

is . . the only form fit to express the Hebrew incipient.

Hence Inci'piently adv., in an incipient manner.
1856 in WEBSTER. 1893 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ II.

231 Christ is incipiently becoming the inrooted Righteous-
ness of every man who., deplores his inherent sinfulness.

Incipient, obs. (erron.) form of INSIPIENT.

II Incipit (i'nsipit). The L. word incipit
=

[here] beginneth, used by mediseval scribes in indi-

cating the beginning of a new treatise, poem,
division, etc. in a Latin or (sometimes) English MS.;
hence, as sb. The beginning or first words or lines

of a treatise or poem in a MS. Cf. EXPLICIT.

[1377 LANGL. P. PI. B, Incipit liber de Petro Plowman.]
1897 Dublin Rer. Oct. 473 The contents of each volume are

fully given, for the most part with incipits and explicits.

I'n-ci:rcle. Geom. [f.
IN adv. -(- CIRCLE sb.\

An inscribed circle.

1883 W. H. H. HUDSON in Nature XXVIII. 7, 1 beg leave

to suggest the following names : circumcircle, incirclt,

excircle, and tnidcircle.

Incircle, incircule, obs. ff. ENCIRCLE v.

tlnci'rclet. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. IN- i or 2 +

CIRCLET.] A little circular curl or spiral.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. xvii. (1622) 130, No purer then

the prettie eares .. In whose Incirclets if ye gaze, Your

eyes may tread a Louers maze.

t Inci'rcnit, v. Obs. [f.
IN- 2 + CIRCUIT. Cf.

phrase
' in circuit '.]

trans. To encircle, surround.

<7i6$o in Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. (1853) I; 9' This
Towne was strengthened, environed, and is incircuited with

strong walls and flankeirs.

t IncirCTimcised, a. Obs. [f.
IN- 3 + CIR-

CUMCISED, alter L. incircumcisus or F. incirconcis]
Not circumcised ; uncircumciscd.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 65 b/2 And dauid said what is

this incircumcised that hath despysed the boost of the god
of Israhel ? 1554 KNOX Godly Let. A vj b, Beholde, theyr
eares be incircumcised, they can not advert.

So f Incircumci^sion, uncirctimcision.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Moil. (1642) 499 Heare this

you Jewes and Gentiles, attend it Circumcision and In-

circumcision.

t InciTCnmSCript, a. Obs. [ad. late L. in-

circumscript-us (Prudens, 1:400) : see IN- and CIK-

CUMSCRIPT ; cf. obs. F. incirconscrit, incircumscripl

(Godefroy).] Not circumscribed or limited; un-

bounded, infinite.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 148 God is without cause,

without end, sempiterne and eternal . . incircumscripte.

i Incircumscri'ptible, Obs. [ad. med.

L. incirciimscriptibihs, obs. F. incircumscriptible,
incirconscritible: see IN- 3 and ClRCUMSCRiPTiBLE.j

Incapable of being circumscribed or limited.

'55 CRANMER Defence 28 a, God . . is inuisible. immortall,

incircumscriptible, incomprehensible. 1635 PAGITT Chris-

tianogr, I. iii. (1636) 106 Who can make an Image of God ?

who is invisible, incorporall, and incircumscriptible. 1652
E. BENLOWES Theofh. VIM. xvii, So there Th' incircum-

scriptible would circumscribed appear.
85



INCIRCTJMSCRIPTIBLENESS

Hence t Incircnmscrl ptibleness.
1615 I!VMI:I.D Expos. Coli'ts. \. 17 The immensity of Christ's

divine nature hath . . incircumscriptibleness in respect of

pl.tce.

Incircumscription (insojk^mskri-pJsnX
Now rare. [In- 3.] The condition of not being cir-

cumscribed or limited ; boundlessness, infinitude.

1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Yearl. xxvii. 351 His mercy
. . returns to its own centre and incircumscription, and in-

finity, unlesse it issues forth upon us. 1652 CHARLETON
Darkness Atheism 2 Consider how impossible it must be
. . to behold invisibility, derive independency, calculate

eternity, circumscribe incircumscription. 1865 Union Rev.
III. 440 The tenet, .is. .at variance with the incircumscrip-
tion of the Divine Nature.

t Incircumspe'ct, a. 06s. [IN- 3.] Not
circumspect ; incautious, heedless, imprudent.
1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 102 The incir-

cumspect occupying of ther crafts. 1531 TINDALE Exp.
Matt, v-vii, Vnstable, inconstant, and lyght manered, full
of wittes, after wilted (as we call it,) incircumspect, incon-
siderate, heady, rash. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 770With their teeth they bite and wound at unawares, incir-

cumspect Mowers, and harvest-folks. 1651 BIGGS New
Disp. p 170 Incircumspect credulity.
Hence f lucircumspe ctly adv. ; f Incircum-

*pe-ctnes.
1541 Lam. $ Piteous Treat, in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 236Two shyppes of the Turcke . . whiche incircumspectly fell

into oure handes. 1568 C. WATSON Polyli. 8s a, The mcir-
cumspectness of Hanno hindered not the Carthaginenses
only at this time, but also [etc.]. 1563-87 FOXE A.f, M.
(1596) 269/1 The Christians . . entring into the munition
incircumspectlie, were pelted and pashed with stones.

t Incircumspe'Ction. 06s. [lN-3.] Want
of circumspection ; heedlessness, unwariness.
16,46 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. xi. 45 Whereby he more

easily led away the incercumspection of their beliefe. 1683CAVE Ecclesiastici, Eusebitts 33 He did it .. through heed-
lessness and incircumspection.

Incise (insai-z), v. Also 6 incyse, 7 incize,

[a. F. incise-r (i5th c. in Godef.), for OF. endser
(izth c. in Littre), f. L. incis-, ppl. stem of inctdlre
to cut into : see INCIDE zv.i]
1. trans. To cut into, make a cut or incision in

;

to cut marks or figures upon, engrave with figures.
1567 [see INCISING below]. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. i. v.

14 Flesh being cut or incised into many parts, yet is euery
part still flesh, a 1639 CAREW Poemt Wks. (1824) 32 Fond
man, that canst beleeve . . that thy weake steele can incize
The crystal! case wherein it lyes. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's
Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 615 The other parts of the lungs were ..

imbued with a yellowish frothy serum, which escaped from
them when incised. 1873 J- GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age xxiv. 316
Glacial deposits were swept out of the valleys, and the solid
rocks themselves deeply incised. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. vui. Ix, The wood was beautifully incised with Arabic
lettering.

b. absol. To make a cut or incision.

154' R- COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chimrg., etc., By in-

ysynge, cuttynge, or scaturysyng. i6 WOODALL Surf.Mate Wks. 11653) ' I behoveth the Surgeon to regard if. ;" ^w;,^ i ii uciiuvcui me ourgeon to regara it

he
^incise deep. 1617 FLETCHER Mad Lover in. ii, Ye can

incise To a hair's breadth without defacing.
2. To produce, form, or trace by cutting ; to

carve, engrave (a statue, figure, inscription, etc.).
c 1631 CAREW Elegy Donne in D.'s Poems (1633) 388, I on

thy Tombe this Epitaph incise. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
v. (1701) 178/2 Twas Mars's Steel that Venus did incize.
1851 D. WILSON Pren. Ann. (1863) II. iv. ii. 246 Stones
decorated with crosses, incised or in relief. 1876 BIRCH
Rede Lect. Egypt 35 A nation . . incising virtues and not
vices for public consideration.

Hence Inci sing vbl. sb. = INCISION.
1567 Ann. Barber-Surg. (1890) 315 The desections or

mcysynges of the body.
t Incise (insai-s), a. rare ", [ad. L. incisus,

pa. pple. of incidlre (see prec.). Cf. concise] =
INCISED. Hence Inci sely adv.
1818 WEBSTER, Incisely, in the manner of incisions or

notches. Eaton.

Incised (insai-zd),///.a. [f. INCISEZ/. +-EDI.]
1. Cut into, having an incision made in it ; marked
by cutting.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. aob/i Thrust

cleane through the incisede skinne. 1743 Land, f, Country
Breiucr fed. 4) 292 The best Staple incised Isinglass, two
Ounces. 1800 Med. yrnl. IV. 80 No inflammation could
be traced on the margin of the incised gums. 1853 G TATE
A,f,tr. Berwick. Naturalists' Club, Sketches of incised rocks
at Ford and Bewick.

b. Hot. and Zool. Having marginal notches, as if
cut or slashed ; as a leaf or an insect's wing. Also
in comb. = INCISO-, as in incised-crenate.
18*6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 205 Incised, cut into equal

marginal segments. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 292 LatmuniaUmm . leaves. . rarely deeply incised. Ibid. 294 Teucrium
cliamz,lrys leaves petioled ovate incised-crenate 1880
GRAY Struct. Hot. iii. 8 4. 98 The blade [of a leaf] is said to
be Incised, when cut by sharp and irregular incisions more
or less deeply.
2. Produced by cutting or incision

; engraved.
i8o7-*5 S. COOPER First Lines Svrg. (ed. 5) 1 10 An incised

wound, made with a clean sharp instrument . . can have no
foreign bodies in it. 1851 RUSK IN Stones Yen. I. xxl. i ?>he ornaments on the armour are simply drawn with incised
hnes. 1875 I.UBBOCK Addr. Pol. * Educ. . ,73 Two stones,with incised crosses.

Incisiform inwi-zif^m), a. Zool.
[f. L. in-

is-ui as stem of INCISOK + -PORK ] Having the
form of an incisor tooth, esp. of that of a rodent.

154

i88s Amer. yrnl. Sci. Ser. in. Mar. 187 In the genus
Dinoceras there are three incisor teeth, and a small incisi-
form canine on each side.

Incision (insrz,an). Forms : 5 incisyon (in-
soioioun), 6 inoysyon, (insioion, -yon, 6-7 in-

scision(e, 7 iucission, inscition, inscission),5-
inciaion. [a. F. incision (13-14111 c. in Hatz.-
Darm.), ad. L. incision-em, n. of action from in-
cidlre to cut in, INCLDE v. ' The 16-1 7th c. spelling
in ittsc- arose from erroneously referring the word
to L. scindere, scissum to divide, tear, cut : cf. abs-

cision, abscission, and scissors (orig. cysours, cizars,
F. ciseaux).]
1. The action of cutting into something; esp. into
some part of the body in surgery.
1474 CAXTON Chesse 100 Instruments of yron and of siluer

for to make incisions. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health Pref. 4
lhat they [Surgeons] be circumspecte in insicyons. 1614W. B. Philosopher's Banquet (ed. 2) 2 That put the knife to
inscition, or thesawe to abscition. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.Georg.
li. in We make a deep Incision in the Tree. 1794 S. WIL-
LIAMS Vermont 89 Nor can they be easily withdrawn with-
out tarmg the flesh, but by incision. 1846 G. E. DAY tr.
Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 422 On making incisions into the
warm flesh of an animal just killed, we obtain, by pressure,an acid fluid. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye (ed. 3) 576

'
In-

cision is suited when the iris will retract.
2. The effect of cutting into something ; a divi-

sion produced by cutting ; a cut, gash.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 302 pou schalt make be insci-

cioun of be veme be more long. 1564-78 BULLEYN Dial,
agst. Pest. (1888) 47 Make the insicion long. 1609 W
BIDDULPH in T. Lavender Trav. (1612) 10 Out of these in-
cisions and cuts proceedeth the masticke by drops 1705
A. ANDERSON Brit. Emb. China xi. 133 The incision made
from the top of the mountain to the surface of the road.
1870 STAINER Music ofBible 83 An incision in the surface
of the cane.

b. Bot. and Zool. A deep indentation or notch

haying the appearance of being produced by cutting,
as in the margin of a leaf or of an insect's wing, etc.

1578 LYTE Dodoetts in. Ixiii. 404 The leaues be white, with
great and deepe incisions and cuttes. 1875 W. HOUCHTON
Sk. Brit. Ins. 84 The incisions between some of the seg-
ments are deep black. 1877 F. HEATH Fern IV. 22 The
incisions reach down to the rachis, or mid-rib, of the frond.
1 3. Med. The loosening and removal of obstruc-

tive or viscid humours : cf. INCIDE p.i 2. Obs.
1616 BACON Sylva 42 Abstertion. .is plainely a Scouring

off, or Incision of the more viscous Humours.. And Cutting
betweene them and the Part.
4. fig. Incisiveness, keenness of action or appre-

hension.
i86a TROLLOPE N. Amer. I. 303 The mind of the English-man has more imagination, but that of the American more

incision, a i88j J. S. BLACKIE (O.), The bards performed
the function of public censors with sharp incision.

H 6. In I7th c. often erroneously used for INSI-
TION, engrafting.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. f, Comnnv. 132 These acquisitions

are as it were incisions or graftings. 1681 FLAVEL Met/i.
Grocir u. 27 Implanted, or ingrafTed by way of incision.
6. attnb. and Comb., as incision operation ;

in-

cision-knife, a knife for making surgical incisions.
i6ii COTGR., Incisif, cutting, launcmg, opening, incision-

making. i6ia WOODALL Snrg. Mate Wks. (1653)2 It is very
. .needfull for the Surgeon to have at the least two incision
Knives. 1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 29 The preservation of
abuse .. against the attacks of the probe, or the incision-
knife. 1897 AllbnKs Syst. Med. II. 1131 During the seven

years
. . 121 incision-operations have been performed on

hydatids within the great cavities of the body.
Hence f Inci'sioner Obs. nonce-wd., one who

makes incisions, a surgeon.
i6oj W. CLOWES Struma 33 A famous Incisioner and Licen-

tiate Chirurgian of London.

Incisive (insai-siv), a. (sb.) Also 6 (erron.)
inscisive. [ad. med.L. incisiv-us, f. incis- (see
INCISE v.) + -IVE: cf. F. incisif, -ive (13-14111 c.
in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Having the quality of incising or cutting into

something ; cutting, penetrating with a sharp edge.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 14 b/2 Inscisive

or cuttmge pinser or tonges, to cutt of any splinters of
bone. 176* GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 155 Take off the
points of the needles or pins with incisive pincers 1885
Harper's Mag. Nov. 824/2 The wet sand . . LS fed into the
opening, and .. produces an incisive friction.
2. Anat. Applied to the incisor teeth (F. dents

incisives
; see INCISOB) ; and hence to parts or

structures connected with these, as the incisive
<Wj= the premaxillary bones.
1804 Med. yrnl. XII. 549 In the first, .the canine and in-

cisive teeth, and m the latter the incisives only, perform the
most essential part of mastication. 1841 E. WILSOX Anal.
Vade M. 34 Beneath the nasal spine, and above the two
superior incisor teeth, is a slight depression, the incisive or
myrtiform fossa. 1847 ANSTED Anc. World xv. 355 The
incisive teeth and the extremities of the jaws.

t-
3. Sharp or keen in physical qualities or effects ;

cutting, piercing ; in old Med. and Phys., having
the quality of '

cutting
'

or loosening viscid humours
(see INCIDE z/.l 2). Obs.
1518 PAYNEL Salerne's Regim. P iv, Whey .. is incisiue or

subtile. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1187 Now this aire
by . . incisive qualitie thereof, piercing in to the brasse
forceth out of it a deale of rust. 1694 SALMON Bate's ffis-
pens. (1713) 118/1 The Acid being alone, becomes incisive,and pricks the Nervi Gustantes by their Points

INCISURE.

4. Jig. Sharp or keen in mental qualities ; pro-
ducing a highly clear and impressive mental effect

;

penetrating, acute, trenchant.
a 1850 MARC. FULLER At Home * Abr. (1860) 239 Their

talk is . . picturesque and what the French call incisive.
1854 EMF.KSON Lett. , Soc. Aims, Poet, t fmag. Wks.
(Bonn) III. 162 An idea steeped in verse becomes suddenlymore incisive and more brilliant. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur' ^igk "'709

Hcr incisivc smile- 1866 G. MACDONALD
Ann. Q. Neighb. iii. 11878) 30 She said this in an incisive
tone. 1880 Times 27 Dec. 7/1 Lord Grey always writes in
an incisive and pungent style.
B. sb.

1 1. Med. An ' incisive
'

drug : see A. 3. Obs.
1716 LEONI Alberli's Archil. IL 107/2 Physicians, for the

cure of. . Fevers, order the use of the juice of squills and of
incisives.

2. Anat. An incisor tooth
1804 [see A. 2].

b. Entom. ' The incisive edge of the mandible
of a beetle

'

(Cent. Diet.).

Incisively (insai-sivli), adv. [f. prec. + -L
In an incisive manner or style (lit. and_/iy.).
1871 A/AertxumiDec. 714 Equally incisively are the good

people of Middlemarch brought before us face to face. 1879
L'asselfs Techn.Ednc. IV. 72, 2 Some of the turning tools lor
iron also act

incisively. 1894 Chicago Advance 24 Mas',
[He] holds his convictions clearly and expresses them inci-

sively and boldly.

Incisiveness (insai-sivnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being incisive : usually in
sense 4 of the adj.
1865 Daily Tel. 23 Oct. 4/5 That incisiveness of expres-

sion, that clearness of mind, for which he was famous. 1896Law Times C. 393/1 The Doctor's reply, .was not wanting
in incisiveness.

Inciso- (insarsfl), combining adverbial form of
L. incisus INCISED, in botanical and zoological
terms, used in the sense '

incisedly ',

'
incised

and ', as inciso-dentate, -denticulate, -lobate,

-pinnatifid, -serrate adjs.
1847 w - E. SnajtfielafSft, 94 Leaves pinnate, leaflets

cordate-ovate, inciso-lobate. 1848 DANA Zooph. 180 Lamella;
stout, broad dentate and inciso-dentate. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 285 Leaves ovate-cordate inciso-serrate. Ibid. 462
Asplenmm Adiantnin-nigrum . . pinnules petioled inciso-
pinnatind and serrate.

Incisor (insai-sai, -fi). Anat. and Zool. [a.
med. and mod.L. incisor lit. 'cutter', agent-n.
from L. incidere to cut, INCIDE z.i] A tooth

adapted for cutting ; any one of the front teeth in
either jaw, having a sharp edge and a single fang,
situated between the canine teeth on each side, as
in man and other mammals

; hence extended to
teeth of any character having this situation.
1672 Sm T. BROWNE Lett. Friend 12 In the burnt frag,ments of urns which I have enquired into, altho I seem to

find few Incisors or Shearers. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol.
IV. xi.rwte (R.), Suppose the order of the teeth . . inverted,
the grinders set in the room of the incisors. 1831 YOUATT
Horse^ v. (1847) 107 The horse has six incisors or cutting
teeth in the front of each jaw.

b. attrib. (a) Adapted for cutting, as incisor

forceps; incisor tooth (*=prec. sense). (/>')
Con-

nected with the incisor teeth, as incisor artery,
canal,foramen,fossa, nerve.
1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 289 The human teelh

are chiefly incisor or cutting teeth, and! molar or grinding
teeth. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 215 Like
the incisor teeth of rodent quadrupeds, they are therefore
continually growing, and are thus always preserved sharpand fit for use. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 635 Aided
by strong cutting and incisor forceps, a partially decayed
upper canine tooth was forcibly extracted. 1886 Syd. Sac.
Ltx., Incisor artery, a branch of the inferior dental artery.
It supplies the canine and incisor teeth. . . Incisor nerve, a
branch of the inferior dental nerve. It supplies the canine
and incisor teeth.

Incisorial (insaisdVrial), a. [f. as next + -AL.]Of or pertaining to the incisors ; of the character of
an incisor. (In recent Diets.)

Incisory (insai-sori), a. [ad. L. type *inclsdri-

ris, in F. incisoire, f. as INCISOB : see -ORY.]
1. Having the property of cutting, incisive : ap-

plied to the incisor teeth.

'594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 105 Right afore
there are foure aboue, and as many beneath . . which are
called incisorie teeth. 1661 LOVELL.//K/. Anim. f, Min. 302
Sixteen [teeth], of which foure are incisory, two canine, and
ten molar.

1 2. Having a form as if cut ; incised. Obs.
a. 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. viii. 70 Fig-tree-leaves . .

by reason of their. . incisory notches, were, .proper.

Incisure (insi-^'Cu). [ad. L. inclsiira a cutting
into, an incision, f. incis-, ppl. stem of incidere IN-
CIDE z>.l; see -DUE.] A deep indentation in an

edge or surface,.caused or appearing as if caused

by cutting; a cut, notch, slit, cleft; = INCISION a.

"S?? GERARDK Herbal n. ci. 353 One whole and entire
leafe without any incisure at all. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Man-
Jet's Thcat. Ins. 936 Ventricle or belly, distinguished with
five or six clefts or incisures. 1660 Phil. Trans. IV. 987 In
.. the structure of this Insect [silk-worm) he takes notice
. . of its eleven Rings or Incisures. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
(1776) VIII. 116 Crooked jaws . . in each of which are seen
incisures, that look like teeth. 1819 G. SAMOUKLLR Entomol.
Compend. 342 Toothed like a saw, the incisures turned
towards the extremities.



INCITABILITY.

Incitable (inwi'tab'l), a. rare. [f. INCITE v.

+ -ABLE: cf. mod.F. incitable (Littre).] Capable
of being incited or urged to action. Hence Inci-

tabi'lity. capability of being incited.

1800 Med. Jrttt. IV. 560 The phenomena of fever differ . .

according to the incitability or activity of the organic parts.
1881 LINCOLN tr. Trousseau $ Pidouxs TJierafeutics (ed 9)
III. 297 The more an organ is incited, the less it is incitable.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Incitability, same as Irritability.

t Znci'tament. Obs. rare
~ !

. [ad. L. incita-

men-tim, f. incitdre to INCITE.] = INCITEMENT.
1579 FULKE Heskins' Par/. 9 The little incitament vnto

vertue, that you suppose to appeare in the ballattes of
Salomon.

Incitant (i'nsitant, insai'tant), a. and sb. [ad.
L. incitant-eni) pres. pple. of incitare to INCITE

;

cf. F. incitant^\
A. adj. That incites, stimulating.

1886 Syd, Soc. Lex., Incitant^ ..moving, provoking. ..

Ijicitantforce, in Brown's System, a term applied to every-
thing capable of acting on the living body and exciting the
exercise of the faculties.

B. sb. That which incites ; an inciting agent.
a 1802 E. DARWIN cited in Webster 1828.

t I'ncitate, ppl. a. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. in-

citdt-us, pa. pple. of incitare to INCITE.] Incited,

instigated.

1568 C. WATSON Polyb. 9 a, But [they] , . being moved and
incitate by the example of the Mamertines . . violated and
falsified their oath.

1 X'&citate, v* Obs. [f. L. incitdt-, ppl. stem
oi incitdre \.Q INCITE; cf. prec.] trans. To incite.

1597 M. BOWMAN in Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
*

ij, The
excellence of this booke hath incitatede me to dedicate [it]

to your Mty". 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 371 The
Lamb being fastned upon the top of the pillar, doth incitate

the hunger-starven heart of the Lion by his bleating. 16*3
COCKEKAM n, To Anger ette, Exagitate, Irretate, Exasper-
ate, Stimulate, Incitate.

Incitation (insit^'Jan). [a. F. imitation (i4th
c.), ad. L. incitdtion-em, n. of action f. inciidre to

INCITE.]
L The action of inciting ; stirring up, incitement,

stimulation, instigation.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 89 b, Medea cam and mette with

him by the incitacion and admonishment of loue. 1579
FENTON Guicciard. (1618) 89 This accident hapned..by the

incitation of certaine souldiers. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst.
Antickr. n. viii. 103 Pharoes seruants, by whose meanes
and incitation Abraham had his Wife taken from him. 1710
ADDISON Tatler No. 255 p 2 Is there any Thing that tends
to Incitation in Sweetmeats more than in ordinary Dishes?

1842 SIR H. TAYLOR Edivtn in. iii, The seculars By secret

incitation hearten'd up, Will give their voices. 1881 LINCOLN
tr. Trousseau <y Pidoux's Tlierapeutics (ed. 9) III. 297
Brown was sometimes right in the pathological order, if

the incitation is repeated and remains the same.

j2. That which incites or stimulates to action;
a stimulus, incentive, incitement. Obs.
1622 SPARROW Bk. Coin. Prayer (1661) 70 These words,

Let us
pray,--

are an Incitation to prayer. ^1653 GOUGE
Comm. Heo. xni. 3 As an incitation this clause . . tmplieth
a due consideration of our own condition. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 23 F 7 This passion . . the strongest and noblest

Incttafion to honest Attempts.

f 3. Power of inciting. Obs.

1656 TRAPP Comm, Afatt. xiii. 34 But now that form (*as

I have loved you ') . . is matchless, and more full of incita-

tion to fire affection. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. xvi. 553
Where need is of Medicines endued with a certain incita-

tion.

-j- Inci'tative, # and sb. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F.

incitatif) -tve, ad. L. *incitdJv-us (see -ATIVE), f.

incitdre to INCITE.]
A. adj. Having the quality of inciting or stir-

ring up ; stimulative.

1490 CAXTON Eiieydos vi. 90 She sayd to theym, wepynge
these incitatyf wordes.

B. sb. An inciting or stimulating agent, medi-

cine, etc.

i6ao SHELTON^WUT. IV. xiii. 103 Wallets, .well provided
at least with Incitatives that provoked to drink two Miles off.

t Inci'tatory, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. incitdt- (see

INCITATE) + -ORY.] Tending to incite ; stirring,

stimulative.
16x0 DONNE Psendo-Martyr 151 We will . . onely repeat

Baronius his Panegyrique and Incitatorie Encouragement.

Incite (ins3i"t),z>. Also 5 encyte, 5-6 incyte.

[a, F. inciter (i4th c.
;
OF. also enciter]

=
Sp.,

Pg. incitar^ It. incitare^ ad. L. incitdre^ f. in- (!N--)
+ citdre to set in rapid motion, rouse, stimulate,

etc., frequentative of ciere^ dt-um to put in motion,

stir, rouse ; see CITE.] trans. To urge or spur
on ; to stir up, animate, instigate, stimulate.

Const, to do something ; to or unto some action.

1483 CAXTON Cato A viij, For to doo thys right canon ad-
moneM.cth and inciteth us. 1490 Etieydos Contents 7
How Eneas encyted the patrons & maystres of his shyppes
for to departe. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatiotie i. xi. 161

The firste mocions that incyteth vs to synne. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. xi. i He incited all men vnto bountifull con-

tribution. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstinega, The
rather to incite him vppe vnto their ayde, [he] shewed the

exceeding valour of their women. 1661 BRAMHALL Just
Vind. vii. 221 The Pope incited the King of Spain to make
war against the Republick. 1715-20 POPE Iliad iv. 499
These Mars incites, and those Minerva fires. 1812 G. CHAL-
MERS Dom. Econ. Gt. Brit. 423 Manufactures were incited,

155

and pushed forward, by every sort of encouragement. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 462 Each of us was urging and in-

citing the other to put the question. 1880 E. WHITE Cert,

Relig. 24 A certainty, and an overflowing gladness in the

heart, which are capable of inciting to heroic deeds.

b. To urge or provoke (some action).
1617 Lisander <$ Cat. v. 90, I could not finde any thing

which might incite my stay after this losse.

Hence Inciting vbi. sb.

1611 FLORID, lnfugatione t . .a prouocation, or inciting vnto.

Incitement (insortment). [f. INCITE v. +
-MENT : cf. F. incitement (i6th c. in Littre), L.

incitdmentum^ f, iiuiiare^
1. The action of inciting or rousing to action ;

an urging, spurring, or setting on
; instigation,

stimulation. fAlso, the condition of being in-

cited. ,

IS94 CAKEW Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 296 By his con-
tinuall incitement. 1647-8 COTTERELL Davila's Hist. Fr.

(1678) 20 Chiefly by the incitement of the Cardinal. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. \\. Wks. (1851) 64 Incens'd against him
. . by the incitement of Roscius Qelius Legat of a Legion.

1803 Afed, Jml. X. 53 Does the incitement of the influence
which in Mr. Galvanis experiments, occasions the muscles
of animals to contract, either wholly or in part depend upon
any peculiar property of living bodies? 1876 E. H. CHAPIN
Faith <y I* ift? vi. 105 The method of Christianity is not ex-

citement, but incitement.

2. That which incites or rouses to action ; an in-

citing cause or motive ; stimulus, incentive,
*

spur
1

.

a 1600 G. C. in Hakluyt I'oy. III. 670 And she [Nature]
must neede incitementes to her good, Euen from that part
she hurtes ! 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \. vii, Let us not therefore
make these things an incumbrance . . which God sends us
as an incitement to proceed with more honour and alacrity.

1709 STEELE Tatler N o. 3 F i A good Play . . must raise

very proper Incitements to good Behaviour. 1875 JOWETT
Plato III. 653 Pleasure, the greatest incitement of evil.

Inciter (insartai). Also 7 incitor. [f. IN-
CITE v. + -ER !.] One who or that which incites

or rouses to action ; an instigator.
1598 FLORIO, Impuh&re^ an inciter, aperswader. 1611 COTGR.,

Instigateur^ an instigator ; stirrer, incitor, vrger, egger on.
a 1626 BACON Maxims ft Uses Com. Law xii. 53 The law
accounteth the incitor as principal!, though he be absent.
a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 190 The
Romans, .politickly encouraged that humour in every body,
as being a constant inciter to virtue. 1813 L. HUNT in

Examiner 15 Feb. 97/2 Inciters to robbery. 1893 BOYD
CARPENTER Son ofMan ii. 43 He is an inciter of revolution.

Hence Inci'tress, a female inciter.

1611 COTGR., Concitatricn^ a concitatrix, incitresse, pro-
uokeresse.

Inciting (insaitiij), ///. a. [f. INCITE v. +
-ING a

.J
1 hat incites

; stimulating, provoking.
Hence Inci'tingly adv.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Incitans^ . . applied to medicines
. . which provoke or excite ; inciting. 1856 WEBSTER, /-
citingly. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. vii. 118 * My letters?'
he said incitmgly.

'
I read them.' 1884 Daily News 3 Sept.

4/7 Mr. Gladstone has been a restraining not an inciting
influence upon most of his followers.

Incitive (insartiv),<z. and sb. rare. [f. INCITE
v. + -IVE ; cf. INCITATIVE.]
A. adj. Having the quality of inciting ; stimu-

lative.

1888 T. W. HUNT in New Princeton Rev. Nov. 363 The
style is thus instructive and incitive.

B. sb. An incentive, incitement.

1736 LEDIARD Marlborough I. 57 A proper Incitive to a
constant Vigilance. 1881 J. F. T. KEANE Journey Medinak
194 He .. will never, except under a very strong incitive,
expose himself to unnecessary danger.
Incito-motor (insai'tomtm-tai, -61), a. rare.

[f. INCITE z/.-t- MOTOR, after EXCITO-MOTOB, q. v.

Cf. F. incito-moteur (Littre).] Inciting to motion
or muscular action ; applied to the action of the

nervous centres which determine the contraction of
the muscles through the intermediation of the
motor nerves. Also erroneously identified with
excito-motor. So Incrto-mo tory, a.

1884 CasselFs Encycl. Diet., Incito-motory. 1886 Sytt. Soc.

Lex., Incito-motor^ same as Excito-motor. 1893 DUNGLISON
Med. Diet. (ed. 21), Incitomotor, epithet applied to an
action the reverse of excitomotor, as muscular motion, com-
mencing in the nervous centres, and exciting the muscles to
contraction.

Incivic (insi-vik), a. rare-'1 , [f. IN-
3 + Civic.]

Having no civic spirit or virtues.

1795 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XVII. 505 Ye rise above
the base Incivic herd, like Cato and Brutus, superior to
a senate of cowards and hirelings.

t Inci'vil, a. Obs. [a. F. incivil (i4th c.), ad.

late L. incwilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + civllis CIVIL.]
1. Not of the rank of a free citizen.

1549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 147 He that hed neuyr dune ane
vaiUjeant act contrar his enemeis, vas reput for ane inciuile

villaine. Ibid. 150 Thy father vas ane mecanyc tail^our dis-

cendit of inciuile pure pepil.

2. Not according to civil law.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. \ 1621) 214 The Contract
was made in prison, and therefore incivill, and not to be
held by the right of Nations.

3. Savage, barbarous.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tambnrl. \. i, Tamburlaine, that

sturdy Scythian thief That. .Daily commits incivil outrages.
4. Unmannerly, rude, clownish ; impolite or un-

courteous to others ; uncivil.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 292 Cym. He was a Prince. Gui.

INCLAMITATE.
i A most inciuill one. The wrongs he did mee Were nothing
I

Prince-like. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 117 They are rather
not civil than positively incivil. 1707 Re/lex, upon Ridicule
189 He is Proud, Haughty, Incivil.

Hence flnci'villy adv., t Inci vilness (Bailey
vol. II, 1727).
1671 Plymouth Col. Kec. (1856) V. 53 Hee did highly mis-

demean himselfc. .by. .bringing in off a mare inciuilly into
the parlour of James Cole.

Incivility (insivi-liti). [ad. F. incivilitl (1426
in Halz.-Darm.), ad. late L. incaiilitat-em, f. in-

clyllis
see prec. and -ITY.] The quality or con-

dition of being incivil or uncivil.

1 1. Want of civilization
; uncivilized condition ;

savageness, barbarism. Obs.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xi. iii. (1886) 153 The in-
civihtie and cruel! sacrifices of popish preests. 1611 BKERE-
WOOD Lang, ff Kclig. xiii. 118 In their incivility and many
barbarous properties, they [Americans] resemble the old
and rude Tartars. 1663 BLAIR Autotiog. iii. (1848) 57 The
northern Irishes remaining obdured in their idleness and
incivility. 1774 WAHTON Hat, Eug. Poetry xvi. I. 423 The
licentiousness of Boccacio's tales . . was not so much the
consequence of popular incivility, as it was owing to a par-
ticular event of the writer's age. 1811 Hmry $ Isabella I.

Pref. 5 That barbarous relic of feudal incivility, duelling.
1 2. Want of good manners or good breeding ;

ill-bred behaviour. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 49 Curt. . . Is not your hus-
band mad? Adri. His inciuility confirmes no lesse. 1603HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 42 Cowardise, follie, and per-
verse incivilitie, be the defects of learning, and are metre

begin any person of Honour's health, and to address it

to himself.

3. Ill-bred, uncivil, or uncourteous behaviour
towards others ; want of civility or politeness ;

discourtesy, rudeness.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 2 It would be thought

too much inciuilitie to stay a man from shooting his venotned
arrowes. 1684 Conlenifl. St. Man n. x. (1699) 236 The irre-

verence and great incivility towards God in a Mortal Sin.

1769 LD. ROCHFORD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 521 The
Russian Ambassador appears personally satisfied with the
excuses made for personal incivility, but considers his Court
is highly insulted. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 454 At
Council he [Guildford] was treated by Jeffreys with marked
incivility.

b. An act of rudeness or ill-breeding.
1652 H. COGAN tr. Scudery's Ibrahim n. iv. 76, 1 had done

an hundred incivilities to satisfie her. a 1693 LUDLOW Mem.
I. 88 (R.) No person offered me the least incivility.

Incivilization (insi:vili2^-j9n, -aiz-). [f.
IN- a

+ CIVILIZATION.] Uncivilized condition ; want of
civilization.

1813 New Monthly Mag. IX. 169/2 His excuse is at best
incivilization and ignorance. 1843 CARLYLE Past <$ Pr. in.

v, A terrible worker ; irresistible against . . incivilisation.
1861 GRESLEY Sophron q N. 145 We have spoken, in a
former

paper, of the incivilization of China.

t Incrvilize, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 2 -t-

CIVILIZE
;

cf. It. incivilire ' to grow ciuill or man-
j nerly'(Florio;.] trans. To make civilized, to refine.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. vi. (1632) 512 Such hands as
would gently have polished, reformed and incivilized, what
in them they deemed to be barbarous and rude.

i Iiici'vilized, a, Obs. rare. [lN-3]. Not
civilized

; uncivilized.

1647 y .
BROWNE tr. Gombtryille's Polexandcr iv. iii. 240

One incivilis'd, and unworlhyeither to breathe or to serve her.

IncivisiU (i-nsiviz'm). Also 9 -isme. [ad.
F. incivisme (1791 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. in- (IN- )

+ civisme CIVISM.] The opposite of CIVISM;
want of good citizenship.

a. In reference to the French Revolution : want
of loyalty to the principles of the Revolution: re-

garded as a crime against the Republic.
1794 J. GIFFORD Louis XVI, 563 As the body guard which

had been allotted to the king by the constitution was parti-
cularlysuspected of incivism, it was disbanded. 1794 HERON
Inform. Powers at War 185 None dare absent themselves ;

for, such an act of incivism would be punished with the loss
of liberty and property. 1887 M. ARNOLD in igt/i Cent. May
634,J should not like to be brought before_ him as President
of a Committee of Safety, on a charge of incivism.

b. In reference to olher states and times.
1820 COLERIDGE Lett., Convers., etc. I. 91 Judge Abbot. .

put the question on the ground of incivism, and not on the

religious ground. 1865 GROTE Plato I. viii. 303 Socrates is

to be . . exculpated from the charge of incivism. 1879 M.
PATTISON Milton xii. 153 Milton will exclude Romanists from
toleration, not on the statesman's ground of incivism, but
on the theologian's ground of idolatry.

Incize, Cackling, obs. ff. INCISE, INKLING.
i Iiiclaiua'tiou. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. in-

cldmatldn-em, n. of action f. incldmare to
cry out

to, call upon, f. in- (IN-
2
) + cldmnre to call.] A

calling upon ; invocation. Also, aery, a loud call."

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xvm. ii, Steps forth a

prophet of God, and interrupts that glorious service, with
a loud inclamation of judgement. Ibid, vii,These idolatrous

prophets now rend their throats with inclamations. 1613
CHAPMAN Bussy D'Atnbois Plays r873 II. 140 Cassandra's

prophecie . . when shee fore-tolde Troyes ruine : which suc-

ceeding made her vse This sacred Inclamation.

t Incla-mitate, v. Obs.-" [f. ppl. stem of in-

clamitare (Plautus), frequentative of incldmare :

see prec.] 'To call often' (Cockeram, 1623).
85-2



INCLAMITATION.

Hence flnclamitA'tion,
' an often calling upon'

^Phillips, 1658).
Inclasp, obs. form of ENCLASP v.

Inclau-dent, a. Bot. rare. [!N- *.] Not closing.

1840 PAXTON Bot. Diet., Inclaudcnt* not closing.

tlncla'vate,v. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. med.L. in-

dftvat-, ppl. stem of huls-mlre (f. I* in-, IN- - +

<7<U*Jr*tonail, f. r/avjnail): see -ATE 3.] trans.

To nail or bolt in, fix firmly.
1666 J. SMITH Old Aft 81 These [teeth] are more firmly

inclavated and infixed into the jawbones by treble or quad*

ruple
roots.

Inclava'tion. rare. [n. of action f. prec.J The
condition of being firmly fixed in, as of a tooth in

its socket.

1855 MAYNK Expos. Lt.i\, Incjaveatw, term for the con-

dition of a tooth in its socket ; inclaveation.

Inclave, obs. form of ENCLAVE a. Her.

Incle, variant of INKLE sb. and v,

Inclear, variant of ENCLEAB v. Obs.

I'H-clea:riiig. [IN adv. u c.] The cheques,
bills of exchange, etc., collectively, payable by a

bank, and received through the Clearing-house for

settlement; also attrib. as in in-clearing book

(short i-n-book) the entry book of these claims.

Hence I n-clearer, the representative of a bank
in the Clearing-house who receives the in-clearing ;

also called In-clerk.

[1817 GILBART Treat, on Banking (ifyg) 11.442 Thedrafts
which are drawn upon the house, and which have come in

from the clearing . . are called the
'

clearing in '.] 1871 E.

SEYD Lend. Btvtkingtfc The . . Banker . . receives . . 25 batches

of Cheques, all drawn upon his Bank . . he . . must enter them
to his debit, into his

*
in

'

or
'

paid
'

clearing book. 1878

clearing
'

or as they
changes. 1881 Gilbarfs Hist.^ etc. ofBanking (ed. Michie)
II. 325 The In-Clearing Book of each clerk ought to agree
. . with the portions relating to him of the Out-Clearing
Books of the other twenty MX Clerks. 1884 HOWARTH
Clearing System iv. 53 The '

in-clerk
'

is also at his post . .

and finds awaiting him several charges, which he enters on,
as a continuation of the morning work. Ibid. iv. 54 Between

half-past three and four . . the in-clearer^ with lightning-like

rapidity run the items in their in-bpoks and cast them up.

Inclemency (inkle'mensi). [ad. L. incletmn-

tia : see next and -ENCY. Cf. F. incUmence.'] The

quality or condition of being inclement.

1. The opposite of mildness or temperateness of

climate ; severity of weather.

1559 VV. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse Pref. A vj, In

travailing, thou shall not be molested with the inclemencye
of th

1

Acre, boysterous windes [etc.]. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist.

Turks 11621) 70, I cannot .. longer endure the inclcmencie

and intemperature of the aire in this extreme hot season.

17*5 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Planting Strong enough to

bear the Inclemency of the weather. 1775 ADAIR Artier.

Ind. 3, I saw. .a white man. .who, by the inclemency of the

bun, .. was tarnished with as deep an Indian hue, as any
of the camp. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 381 His
inarch was delayed by the inclemency of the weather.

trans/. 1864 HOWELLS Venet. Life vii. (1866) 95 Provi-

dence, tempering the inclemency of the domestic situation,

sent them Giovanna.

b. With//.: A particular instance of this.

1699 GARTH Dispens. 9 Deep sunk in Down, they.. Avoid
th

1

Inclemencies of Morning Air. 1748 An$on*s l^oy. H. xiv.

288 Not fit to struggle with the inclemencies of a cold

climate. 1749 SMOLLETT Regicide v. vii. Who rest secure

From all the inclemencies of stormy life. 1865 LUBBOCK
Preh. Times xvi. (1878) 606 This gave him clothing against
the varying inclemencies of the season.

t 2. Want of clemency or kindliness of disposi-
tion ; pitilessness, unmercifulness. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Inclemema^ rigorousnes . . mercilesnesse, in-

clemencie. 1610 BP. CARLETON Jurisd. 221 After his death
Clement vsed all inclemency against me, setting vp another

King. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. t Imprest ofGod \\. 667
The inclemencie of the late Pope laboring to forestall him
in his just throne. 1658 PHILLIPS, Inclemency^ rigour, sharp-
ness, a being without pitty or compassion.

Inclement (inkle'ment), a. [ad. L. indement-

ern, f. in- (!N- 3) + clement- CLEMENT ; cf. F. inclt-

nunt (1564 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not clement. -

1. Of climate or weather : Not mild or temperate;
extreme ; severe. (Usually applied to cold or

stormy weather ; rarely of severe heat or drought.)
1667 MILTON P.L. x. 1063 To shun Th1

inclement Seasons,

Rain, Ice, Hail and Snow. 1701 1. PHILIPS Splendid Shilling
94 When . . th' inclement air Persuades men to repel be*

numbing frosts. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Tk. in. 80 In this incle-

ment clime of human life. 1760 BEATTIE Past. vii. Poems 157
Inclement drought the hardening soil would drain. 1853
". H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) II. i. i. 8 The North does
>ut hold out to them a climate more inclement than their

own. trans/. 1867 Good Cheer 11 This is not because the

country to which they have been driven is ugly or inclement
it may or may not be such.

1 2. Not merciful or kindly ; pitiless, harsh,
severe, cruel. Obs.
1611 MOLLE Catrterar. Liv. Libr. v. iii. 330 Pope Clement

the fift, was inclement and cruel). 1715 POPE Odyss. xix.
288 O thou, she <

ry'd, whom first inclement fate Made
welcome to my hospitable gate !

trans/. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 149 We have been
tossing nearly all day upon a rough, inclement ocean.

Hence Incle'mently adv., pitilessly ; Xnclr-

(Bailey vol. II, 1727).

\

156

1789 JAS. WHITE Earl Stroitfbwv \\. 167 By adhering in-

clemently to her recent resolution.

t Incleme'ntal, a. Ots. rare
-

'. [f- prec. +

-AL.]
= INCLEMENT i.

1709 Brit. Afollo II. No. 18. 3/2 To be lodg'd safe from
Inclemental Air.

t Incle'nsion. Obs. rare. [repr. L. inclina-

tion-cm INCLINATION : cf. DECLENSION.] The
action of inclining.

1751 tr. Female Foundling \. 67 Making, with some Con-

fusion, an Inclenston of the Head. Ibid. I. 68 By a small

Inclension of her Head.

t Incle'pe, v. Obs. [f. IN- 1 + CLEPE v.
;
after

L. invocctrc, which it is used to translate.] trans.

To invoke, call upon.
1382 WVCLIF Rom. x. 13 Forsoth ech man who euere serial

inclepe the name of the Lord, schal be saaf. How therfore

schufen thei inclepyn liyin,
into whom thei han not bileued ?

2 Car. \. 23 Forsoth I inclepe God witnesse in to my
soule. c 1400 Prymer in Maskell MOK. Kit. (1846-7) II. 106

[Ps. xx. o] Lord . . heere thou us in the dai that we shulen

inclepe tnee.

In-clerk : see IN-CLEABING.

Inclinable (inklsi-nab'l), a. Also 6-8 en-.

[a. OB', enclinatle (Roman de Rose), in i6th c. in-

clinable, i. encliner, in I4th c. incliner, ad. L. in-

cltnSre : see INCLINB and -ABLE.]
1. Having a(mental) inclination or leaning in some

direction; inclined, disposed, fa. to something.
Obs. (Common from early i6tb to late J8th c.)

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 324 Whan Lewys harde of these

tydynges. -he was more inclynable vnto peace. 15*6 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 227 b, So meke & enclynable to the

instruccions and mocyons of the holy goost. 1561 T. NORTON
Calvin's lust, l. xi. 22 b, The Jewes were forbidden images,
because they were enclinable \cd. 1634 inclinable] to super-
stition. i67-77 FELTHAM Resolves u. xix. 200 This King,
being of a Noble Nature, and inclinable to mercy. i68a

LUTTREU. Brief Rel. (1857) I. 162 The Algerines..are very
inclinable to a peace with us. 1706 tr. Dufin's Eccl. Hist.

i6M C. II. v. 85 The opinions of the Calvinists, to which he

had been inclinable in his younger years. 1779 J. MOORE
View Sec. Fr. II. xciv. 414 Sensibility renders the heart

averse to scepticism, and inclinable to devotion.

b. to do something.
c 1500 Three Kings Sims 107 [They) founde the kynge en-

clynable y-nough to entende to thise matiers. 1546 OAK-
DINER Declar. Art. Joy* 41 b, God myght haue chaunged
it . . and not haue made man inclineable t o fali. 1647 FULLER
Good Th. in Worse T. (1841) 86 A multitude is not so in-

clinable to save as to destroy. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4060/5
Such Persons as are enclinable to furnish Pork. 1795 LD,

AUCKLAND Corr. (1862) III. 283 This country is very low-

spirited as to continental politics, and very inclinable to

leave the Continent to go to the devil in its own way. 1826

LAMB Elia Ser. n. Papular Fallacies v, His master was in-

clinable to keep him, but his mistress thought otherwise,

t C. with other constructions, or absol. Obs.

1587 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xxxii. 180 It is not for that

God is inclynable, or for that he resembfeth vs or for that

hee is mooucd thereto, a 1600 HOOKEK (J.), A probable

opinion, that divine authority was the same way inclinable.

1654 tr. Scttdery's Curia Pol. 1 10 Too inclinable for factions.

1701 J. LOCAN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 95 (This] made
me inclinable that he should hold his hand. 1737 Col. Rcc.

Pennsylv. IV. 319 The Government of Pennsylvania has

not appeared to me. .so inclinable for a good understanding
and Harmony.
2. Favourably disposed ; willing to accede, assent,

or submit to ; propitious, favourable ;
amenable ;

in-

clined to favour or side with some person or party.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. xviii. 262 O God make the Patroun

. . be to us inclynable. ctSSS HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen.
VIII (Camden) 189 In case they found not the Pope so

propice and inclinable to their desires as they looked for.

1631 LE GRVS tr. Velliitis I'aterc. 25 The Rhodians . . did

then seeme . . more enclinable to the Kings part. 1692 SIR

T. P. BLOUNT Ess. 78 They may have our minds easie and
inclinable. 1709 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 290 He was
recommended by the L' 1

. Clarendon . . wch made some in-

clinable to him. 1759 W. HASTINGS in Beveridge Hist. India

(1862) I. in. xii. 664 An argument that the nabob is inclinable

to the French. 1880 FREEMAN in Stephens Life q Lett. (18951

II. 196, I am myself rather inclinable to them [Hittites]

as far as one can be inclinable to any non-Aryan creatures.

3. Having an inclination or tendency to some

physical quality, character, condition, or action.

1607 NORDEN Surv. Dial. 211 You see this country inclin-

able to wood and timber much. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.

Country Farme 573 The meale . . falleth out to be more in-

clinable and readie to corrupt. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1867/8
His Hair inclinable to Red. 1684 tr. lionet's Merc. Comfit.
vi. 220 He. .was already inclinable enough to a Fever. 1700

J. WELWOOD Mem. 83 When he was warm in discourse, he
was inclinable to stammer. 1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 125
A strong loomy soil inclinable to clay. 1789 G. KEATE
relew Isl. 264 Of a middling stature, rather inclinable to

be corpulent. 1805 Log 'Sirius' 20 Oct. in Nicolas Disp.
Nelson (1846) VII. 134 note. Light airs, inclinable to calm.

4. Capable of being inclined or sloped.
1766 Phil. Tram. LVI. 2 The telescope was . . inclinable

on all sides, so that it was easy to place it according to the

motion of the sun.

t Incli-nableness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or character of being 'inclinable '; in-

clination, readiness, willingness.
a 1617 HIERON Wks. (1619-20) II. 436 An inclineablenesse

of will to doe him any seruice. a 1656 HALKS Goltl. Rein.

(1688) 71 A general Inclineableness to Merciful Proceed-

ings. 1718 HICKES & NELSON "}. Kettlruxll n. { 34. 141
One of the main Objections . . was their Inclinableness to

Popery. 1715 COLLIER Several Disc. 201 An Inclinableness

to this Passion argues Weakness in us.

INCLINATION.

t Incli'nably, adv. 06s. rare. [f. as prec. +
I -LY^.] With an inclination or disposition (in

! quot., to some particular opinion or belief).
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acti * Man. (1642) 142 He is not

resolved where . . but most inclinably, upon the taking in of

Jerusalem by Cn. Pompeius.

t Inclina-bo. Oks. [A humorous application
of L. inclinabo I shall bow or incline.] A bow.

1640 R. UAH Lit Canltrt. Selfcomiict. 52 A number of

low cringes towards these elements, .a low inclinabo before

the bread, when they set it downe.

t Inclrnary, a. 06s. rare. [f. INCLINE . +

-ABY.] Belonging to inclination or disposition.
1618 FELTHAM Resolves n. (i.J xxxvii. 114 For worth in

I many men, we are more beholding to the defects of Nature,
! then their owne inclinary Loue.

t I'nclinate, a. 06s. rare. [ad. L. incRnat-us

inclined, pa. pple. of inclinare to INCLINE.] In-

clined, sloping, oblique.
1571 DIGGES Pan/am, ill. ii. Qjb, Whether the Pyramts

be direct or inclinate.

t I'nclinated, /// a. 06s. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -ED !.]
=

prec.
1757 PULTNEY in Phil. Tram. L. 66 The style is filiform,

of the length of the stamina, and indicated.

Inclination (inkling
1

Jan). Also 5 en-, [ad.
K. inclination (Oresme, I4th c.), ad. L. iiulind-

Iion-em, n. of action from inclindre to INCLINE.]
I. 1. The action, or an act, of inclining or bend-

1

ing towards something : spec, a. A bending for-

ward of the body or head in token of reverence or

. courtesy ;
a bow. (In quot. 1659, a bending.)

Prayer of inclination, name for various prayers in the

liturgies of the Eastern Church ; esp. that between the

Lord's Prayer and the Communion, also called the prayer
o/hvwble access.

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 437 b/i There he maketh a depe
cnclynacion. 1516 Pitgr. Perjf. (W. de W. 1 531 ) 237 b. With
genufieccyons or knelynges, inclinacyons, prostracyons, or
other reuercnce. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgriwage 1 1614) 300 With
eight inclinations and foure prayings. 1659 PLARSON Creed
Art vi (T.), To sit, doth not (here] signify any peculiar

' inclination or flexion, any determinate location or position,
' of the body. 1713 ADDISON Sped. No. 305 ? 14 To furnish

them with Bows and Inclinations of all Sizes, Measures,
and Proportions. 1850 Arab. .Vis. (Rtldg.) 412 Having
made him a courteous inclination of the head, she proceeded
on her route. 1865 DICKENS Mttt. Fr. I. viii, With a languid

'

inclination of the head.

t b. The sloping or tilting of a vessel in order

to pour out the liquor from it without stirring up
the sediment ; decantation. 06s.

1641 FRENCH Distill. \. (1651) o Decantation^ is the pour-
t ing off of any liquor which hatn a selling, by inclination.

1694 SALMON Bait's Disptns. (1713) 157/1 Separate the clear

from the Faeces by Inclination. 1758 REID tr. Macqtter's

I
Chyw. I. 306 Pour off the liquor by inclination, and wash

l

the
precipitate

with fair water.

t 2. fig.
= DECLINATION 5, DECLINE s6. I. rare.

1565 HARDING in Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 370 Any other

stocke, that ye can name since the inclination of the Roman
\ Empire.

3. The fact or condition of being inclined
; de-

viation from the normal vertical or horizontal

position or direction
; leaning or slanting position ;

slope, slant.

1530 PALSGR. 234/1 Inclynation, inclineHtunt. 1590 SPENSER
1 F. Q. in. vi. 44 There was a pleasaunt Arber, not by art
< But of the trees owne inclination made. 1664 POWER Exp.
'

Pkilos. in. 167 The Angles of Inclination and Elevation will
' remain the same. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's St*d.

A'at. (1799) 1 1. 124 This inclination undergoes Some varieties

. in certain mountain-trees. 1799 KlRWANGVo/. Ess. 335 A con-

nexion between the inclination of the slip, and the elevation

or depression of the strata. 1862 SMILES Engineers III. 175
The inclination of the gradients being towards the sea.

b. The amount of slope or deviation from the

horizontal position.
1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Ptrth 494 The drain has an

inclination uf one foot in 100 yards. 1851 GREENWELL
Coal-tratie Terms Northumb. <y Dttrh. 31 An underground
self-acting plane

should not have a less inclination than

ii inch to tne yard. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 143 When a
river approaches the sea, the inclination of its basin usually
diminishes.

c. Dialling. The amount by which the plane of

an inclining dial (see INCLINE v. 9 b) deviates from
the vertical.

1593 FALE Dialling 4 If the angle which the plat maketh
uith the horizon be accute or sharp, then it doth incline.

The quantity of inclination is thus known. 1717-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl., Inclination ofa Plane, in dialing, is the arch of

a vertical circle, perpendicular both to the plane and the

horizon, and intercepted between them.

d. The dip of the magnetic needle : see DIP
i s6. 4. Hence attrib. in inclination-chart, -compass
i (

=
dipping-compass), -equator, -pole.

1678 HODBES Decant, viii. 101 The same Needle placed in

a Plain perpendicular to the Horizon, hath another Motion
called the Inclination. 1839 G. BIRD Nat. Phil. 151 The

dip or inclination of the needle.

atlrit. 1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 44 The first in-

clination chart was published by Wilke. 1870 R. A. PROCTOR
in Eng. Meek. 14 Jan. 424/2 As we leave either inclination-

pole, the dipping needle leaves its vertical position, and

gradually approaches the horizontal . . until, along a curve

lying midway between the two poles, the needle becomes

exactly horizontal. This curve is called the magnetic in-

; clination-equator.
e. An inclined surface ; an incline, rare. ,



INCLINATION

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 250/2 s. v. Railway, If . . any in-

clination occur so steep that the ordinary power cannot

ascend it by a reduction of speed. Ibid., On inclinations of

much greater steepness.

4. gen. (chiefly in Gtem.) The direction of a

line, surface, or body, with respect to another line,

surface, or body which has a different direction ;

the difference of direction of two lines, etc. re-

garded as '

leaning
'

or tending towards each other ;

usually, the amount of such difference measured

by the angle which they make with each other (or

would make if produced), called the angle of in-

clination. In Astron. sometimes spec, the position

of the plane of a planet's orbit in relation to that

of the ecliptic, measured by the angle between

them.

1370 BILLINGSLEY Euclid XI. def. iii. 313 Inclination or lean-

ing of a right line, to a plaine superficies, is an acute angle.

1656 tr. Hotbes' Elan. Philos. Wks. 1839 I. 198 An angle,
which is made by two planes, is commonly called the in-

clination of those planes. 1704 NEWTON
Optics^ (J.), The

two rays, being equally refracted, have the same inclination

to one another after refraction which they had before ; that

is. the inclination of half a degree answering to the sun's

diameter. 1714 DERHAM Astro-Theol. iv. iv. (R.), The other

lying in the broad path of the zodiack at an inclination of

twenty-three and a halfdegrees. 1760-72 tr. yuan iff
Ulloa's

Voy. (ed. 3) I. 368 A course of above 200 leagues in a direct

line from E. to W. with some, though insensible, inclina-

tions to the S. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fyArt\.
538 The inclination of Mercury's orbit, to the plane of the

ecliptic, is about 7. 1880 GF.IKIE Phys. Gcog. \. 15 The
alteration of the Seasons depends . . upon the inclination of

the earth's axis in its yearly orbit.

b. Loosely used for the deviation of a line from

the perpendicular to a given plane.

1854 BREWSTIIR More Worlds iv. 66 The small inclination

of Jupiter's axis to the plane of its orbit, which is only
about three degrees. 1868 LOCKYER CuillemMs Heavens

l.ed. 3! 31 The Sun's axis of rotation is but slightly inclined

. . to the ideal plane in which pur Earth moves round the

Sun. If this inclination were nil [etc.].

II. 5. The action of inclining, bending, or

directing the mind to something. ? Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. (Percy Soc.) 1 10 Whan
the comyn wytte hath the thinge electe, It werketh by all

due inclynacyon For to brynge the mater to the hole effecte.

1603
Ser. i. if I. 74 Thus presuming your Grace will yield favour-

able inclination to this my dutiful and lowly petition.

6. The condition of being mentally inclined or

disposed to something, or an instance of such con-

dition ; a tendency or bent of the mind, will, or

desires towards a particular object ; disposition,

propensity, leaning, a. absol.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 91 He . . holly gaf his

inclynaciouns, Duryng his lyf, to every vicyous thyng.

1490 CAXTON How to Die 16 That he resiste his euyll en-

clynacyon. a 1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 323/1 They are both

inclinations of nature, implanted of God. 1667 MILTON

P. L. n. 524 Each Ms several way Pursues, as inclination

or sad choice Leads him perplext. 1704-5 J. LOGAN in Pa.

Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 376 There seems to be growing on the

inhabitants, in the main, much better inclinations. 1767

Junitis Lett, iii. 19 It was taken from him, much against

his inclination. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 139

Clarendon's inclinations were very different : but he was,

from temper, interest, and principle, an obsequious courtier.

1897 GLADSTONE E. Crisis 2 Inclination does not suffice to

justify silence.

b. Const, to, for (\of, after, toward) some-

thing ; to do something.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. K. via. i. (1495) 295 The more

inclynacyon and appetyte it hath to spyrytuall fourme and

shappe. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 982/1 From the

inclinacion toward pyty. 1548 HALL Citron., Ed-iu.lYi-A

A certayn naturall inclination to make warre in r raunce.

,553 BRENDE Q. Cnrtiiis v. 86 b, Alexander ..had in him

more enclinacion of heate then of pacience. 1691 HART-

CLIFFE Virtues 5 Enough to draw off all our Inclinations

after this World. 1712 STEELE Sfect. No. 264 P 3, I h.ivc

an Inclination to print the following Letters. 1845 M.

PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 18 The Frank warriors..showed an

inclination of executing at once the sentence. 185;)
MRS.

CARLYLE Lett. III. 17, I havn't time nor inclination for

much letter-writing.

C. Liking, affection.

1647 COWLEV Mistr., My Diet iii. If you an Inclination

have for me. 1711 STEELE SJiect. No. 33 f i Daphne, de-

spairing ofany Inclination towards her Person,has depended

only on her Merit. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. u. 112,

I love you with affection and inclination. 1882 STEVENSON

N&uArab. Nts. (1884) 195, I conceived that any inclination

between a man and a woman would rather delay, .the step.

fd. General or permanent mental tendency;

natural disposition ; nature, character. Obs.

vii 34 He of naturall inclinacioune Dois favour the. 1377

tr. Bullingcr's Decades 11592) 638 He hath giuen to all

creatures a certaine inclination and nature, which he hath

made their owne. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. tr Cl. n. v. 113 Bid him

Report the feature of Octauia : her yeares, Her inclination,

let him not leaue out The colour of her haire. 1713 DER-

HAM Phys. Tlicol. v. i. (1754) 27 There is the same Reason

for the Variety of Genii, or Inclinations of Men.

7. A tendency, disposition, or propensity to some

physical condition or quality ; formerly, the general

character or nature (of a thing: : now only as fig.

from 6 (with const, as in b).
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1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, HI. ii. 195 Men judge by the com- 1

plexion of the Skie The state and inclination of the day.
1616 [see INCLINED 4]. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius^ Goth.
Wars i. 22 The whole inclination of the War depending
on him. 1704 ADDisoN//<z/y(J.), Though most of the thick

woods are grubbed up since the promontory has been culti-

vated, there are still many spots of it which shew the natural
inclination of the soil leans that way. 1899 Warehouseman
<$ Draper 3 June 789 When he held yarn (or cloth) in such
a manner that it could not shrink, and then immersed it in

caustic soda, subsequently washing the caustic soda out

again, the yarn no longer had any inclination to shrink.

8. transf. a. Au action or practice to which one
is inclined. (Chiefly referring to an infinitive clause.)
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2b, Her naturall in-

clynacyon is to be abrode m the open ayre. 1734 tr. Rollins
Anc. Hist. (1827) I. n. vii. 219 Traffic was the predominant
inclination. 1760-72 tr. Juan <$ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 348
The usual inclination of the wind in these seas, .is to follow

the sun from E. to S., S.S.W. and N. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. I. 104 Thieving is a very prevalent inclination among
them. 1885 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig. $ Sc. iii. 77 We do
what it is our custom, our inclination, our character to do.

fb. A person for whom one has a liking; a

favourite. (Also in//, in same sense.) Obs.

1691 TEMPLE Mem. 1672-9, iii, This was the Character of

Monsieur Hoept, who was a great Inclination of mine. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. ii, Of the three brothers . . Jack
had, of late, been her inclination.

III. 9. Gr. and Lat. Gram. The throwing of

the accent of an enclitic upon the last syllable of

the word to which it is attached : see INCLINE v. 5.

1842 jKLHCr. Gram. (1851) I. 6"i The inclination of the

accent is naturally subject to the general laws of accentua-

tion.

Inclina-tional, a. rare. [f. prec. + -AL.]

a. Relating to slope or inclination to the horizon.

b. Of or pertaining to mental inclination or dis-

position.
1821 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Atag. LII. 395 As he per-

sisted in writing for the stage, it was deemed wiser to

patronize his inclinational than his professional exertions.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 397 There are two

freedoms, one azimuthal, the other inclinational ; the first

neutral, the other unstable, when fly-wheel not rotating.

II Incliliatorium (inkbinatoe-ri&n). [mod.
L. ^cf. med.L. incliaatorium a. couch) ; see next.]

The inclination-compass or dipping-needle.
1840 Miss OTTE, etc. tr. Hiimboldt's Cosmos I. 172 note,

Hardly twenty years after Robert Norman had invented

the inclinatorium.

Illdiuatory (inklai'natsri), a. 1 06s. [f. L.

iiiclinat- (ppl. stem oiinclindre to INCLINE) + -ORY,

as if ad. L. *
iuclfnatoriiis.] Relating to or char-

acterized by inclination or '

dip
'

(see INCLINATION

3 d). Indinatory needle= DIPPING-NEEDLE.

1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies Pref. 2 To have the In-

clinatory-needle trulyplaced in his ring. 1625 N. CARPENTER

Geog. Del. \. iii. 11635) 46 The Magneticall Inclinatory
needle in euery eleuation of the Pole is . . disposed to the

Axell of the Earth, a 1691 BOYLE Unsucceed. Exfer. Wks.

1772 I. 343 In some men's hands it will not at all succeed,
some hidden property in him that uses the [divining] wand

being able, as they say, to overpower and hinder its inclina-

tory virtue. 1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 366 He got an in-

clinatory needle constructed at Basle. 1842 United Sen'.

Mag. I. 292 The attractive and repulsive power of the

magnet, and its directive and inclinatory faculties.

Hence Incli natorily adv.

1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. u. ii. 60 Whether they
be refrigerated inclinatorily or somewhat ^Equinoxially,
that is toward the Easterne or Westerne points. . Ifan iron

or steele. .be held perpendicularly or inclinatorily unto the

needle, the lower end thereof will attract the ciisfis or

southerne point.

Incline (inklai-n), v. Forms: a. 4-6enclyne,
4-8 encline ; 0. 5-6 iuolyne, (6 incleine), 6-
incliue. [Ultimately from L. incllnare to bend

inwards or towards, f. in- (IN- -) + cttnare to bend.

The ME. form, a. OF. encliner, was encline, usnal

before 1500, and still found after 1600; incline,

after later F. incliner (Oresme, I4th c.), is rare

before i6th c., the early examples being chiefly Sc.

or northern.] To bend in the direction of some

object or point expressed or implied: hence gener-

ally construed with to, toward, and the like.

I. Transitive senses.

1. To bend or bow (the head, the body, oneself)

towards a person or thing, and hence forward or

downward.
a. 6-1303 iicoo Virgins 159 in E. E. P. (1862) 70 pe

bodie aros vp alone And enclynede hire to )>e heje weued.

.1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 115 Ilk man enclynez his

licucd toward be erthe. 1483 CAXTON Calo A iv, Thou
oughtest to enclyne and bowe thy kne. 1631 WEEVER
Anc. Fun. Man. 147 Kneeling close to the Sepulchre, en-'

clining his head vpon the same.

(3. 1450 Alexander 1603 (Dubl. MS.) fan all be lewes
. . Inclines bairn [As/an. MS. Enclynes bam] to bis con-

querour & hym on knees gretes. 1567 Gude % Godlie It'.

(S. T. S.) 44 Than he his heid culd inclyne. 1590 SPENSER

F. Q. n. ii. 3 Oft himselfe inclyning on his knee Downe
to that well. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 615 The timely dew
of sleep, Now falling with soft slumbrous weight, inclines

Our eye-lids. 1671 Samson 1636 With head a while

inclined, And eyes fast fixed he stood. 1873 JOWILTT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 482 Socrates inclined his head to the

speaker and listened.

b. To bend or turn one's ear(s towards a speaker,
to give ear, listen favourably, attend (to).

INCLINE.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 6 That holy virgyne
Wycn to synful prayers lyst hyr ere enclyne. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. xvi[i.]. 6 Kndyue thine eares to me,and herken vnto
my wordcs. Jer. vii. 24 They were not obedient, they
inclyned not their eares there vnto. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Commitn., We beseche thee mercifully to inclyne
Ihyne eares to us. 1708 POPE Ode St. Cecilia 127 When
the full organ joins the tuneful quire Th' immortal pow'rs
incline their ear. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) II. xii. 122
It was unwise that he should incline his ear.. to those who
counselled severe measures.

f 2. Jig. To cause to bow, obey, or be subject to

a person or thing ; to
bring down, subject. Obs.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione m. lix. 137 Redy. .to be mekely
enclyned & bowed to euery creature of man [kynde]. 1450
Q. MARGARET in Four C. Eng. Lett. 8 Inclynyng you to
his honest desire at this tyme. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg.
29 b/i He enclyneth the hye thynges doun.
3. To bend (the mind, heart, will, etc.) towards
some course or action; to give a mental leaning or

tendency to (a person) ; to dispose. Const, to

something, or to do something. (See also IN-
CLINED 3.)

a. c 1430 Pol., Rel. tf L. Poems (1866) 166 pou. .To him
bin herte wolt hooli enclyne. 1509 FISHER Fan. Sertn.
C'/ess Richmond Wks. (1876) 299 Here vnto his ryght-
wysnes also sholde enclyne hym. 155* Bk. Com. Prayer,
Comimin., Encline our heartes to kepe thys lawe. 1642
ROGERS Naaman 441 Not whether the heart would of
itselfe encline, but whether God enclines it.

^. 1483 CAXTON Calo B iij b, Oftentymes they inclyne or
bowen them to suche playes. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

19 b, Goostly pile, mclyneth hym to the same by in-

shall incline him . . to propound. 1756 BURKE Viiid, Nat.
Soc. Wks. I. 9 You were inclined to the party which you
adopted rather by the feelings of your good nature. 1771
WESLEY Serin. I. in. 8 To hear them speak .. might in-

cline one to think they were not far from the kingdom of
God. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece xlvii. VI. 105 The language
of /Eschines inclines us to believe, that they did not adopt
the motion of Demosthenes.
4. To cause to lean from the vertical or horizontal

(or other given) position or direction; to bend,

direct, or turn downwards; to slope, tilt.

1590 SPENSER_ F. Q. n. xii. ^4 An embracing vine, Whose
bounches hanging downe. .did them selves into their hands
incline. 1694 SALMON Bate's Disfens. (1713) 242/1 Then
inclining the Glass, decant the Tincture. 1732 POPE Ef.
Cobham 150 Just as the Twig is bent, the Tree's inclin'd.

1769 yitnius Lett, xviii. (1804) I. 113 It is not the Printer's

fault, if the greater weight inclines the balance. 1839 G.
BIRD Nat. Phil. 221 So inclining them that they may lean

against each other. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. 223 Bradley . .

found that, owing to the velocity with which the earth flies

through space, the rays of the stars are slightly inclined.

b. To bend the course of (something) in the

direction of, towards, or to (some person or thing).
1712-14 POPE Rape Lock in. 66 Now to the Baron fate

inclines the field. 17*5 Odyss. I. 538 To this his steps
the thoughtful prince inclin'd.

tc. To direct (something immaterial) towards
a particular object ; to apply, bestow. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE Ezra ix. 9 Oure God . . hath enclyned
mercy vnto vs. 1596 J. NORDEN Progr. Pietie (1847) 170
Such.. will have regard unto the same, and incline help
thereunto, a 1626 BACON Max. fy Uses Com. Laiv iii.

(1636) 22 The issue, .shall encline and apply all the proofes
as tending to that conclusion.

5. Gr. and Lat. Gram. To cause (a dependent
word) to lean its accent upon the preceding word :

see ENCLITIC a.

1751 HARRIS Hermes i. v. (1806) 84 [Certain pronouns]
not only took their place behind the Verb, but even gave it

their accent, and (as it werei inclined themselves upon it.

And hence they acquired the name of 'IvyxAuiKoi, that is,

Leaning or Inclining Pronouns. 1764 PRI.MATT Accent.

Rediv. 249 After giving some instances where they [words]
are inclined.

II. Intransitive.

6. To bend the head or body forward or down-
ward ; to bend, stoop, bow : esp. in token of respect
or courtesy. ? Obs.
o. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 236 Enclynande lowe in

wommon lore. 13. . Gam. ff Gr. Knt. 340 To be kyng he
can enclyne. c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's Prol. 14 If that

any neighebore of myne Wol nat in chirche to my wyf en

clyne. c 1500 Melusine xxxiii. 233 XVhan she cam byfore
her vncle she enclyned & honourably made to hym her

obeyssaunce.
(3. cuoo MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 41 He inclynes berto

reuerently. 1:1470 HENRY Wallaces. 51 Wallace inclynd,

and thankit this wys lord. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl,
xxiv. (1870) 185 Whan they do heare masse, & se the sacra-

ment, they do inclyne. 6-1658 MILTON Sonn. Deceased

Wife, As to embrace me she inclined, I waked, she fled, and

day brought back my night. 1667 P. L. xi. 250 Adam
bowd low, hee [Michael] Kingly from his State Inclin'd not.

c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Ginevra 27 She sits, inclining for-

ward as to speak.

f b. With indirect obj. [Cf. OF. encliner to

bow to, salute.] Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 509 (Edin. MS.) Than went thai

till the king in hy, And hym inclynyt curtasly. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2305 He enclynet the Kyng & closit his

mowthe.

7. fig. To ' bow ', submit, yield to ;
to ' bow

down', condescend ;
to accede (to).

a., c 1440 York Myst. x. 245 To goddis cummaundement
I sail enclyne. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 65/2 He could

not fynde m his hearte . . to enclyne to theyr dcsyre.



INCLINE.

fl. c 1470 HENRV Wallace x. 1001 Baiih hycht and waill

obeyed all till his will . . The byschopryki;. inclynyt till his

crounc isoo-io DUNBAR Poems x. 25 All clergy do to him

inclyne, And bow vnto that barnc benync. 1611 BIBLE Ps.

xL i I waited patiently for the Lord, and he inclined vnto

me.
'

l66 Standard 24 Nov. 4/6 A favorite . . is generally

of that pliant temperament which never gives offence

because it ever inclines before it.

8. To turn in mind, feeling, or action, in a given

direction; to apply oneself (to); to favour, take

sides, or show practical sympathy, with a person,

party, or cause. (Now mostly with mixture of

sense 9.)
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 25516 pou giue vs lauerd ! . . Wit hand

and werck, hen and will . . To be wit hcrt encline. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Blasius 181 Til enclyne fals godis till.

1535 COVERDALE Acts v. 36 All they y" enclyned vnto him
were scatred abrode. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 150
To judge to whiche parte he should moste encline, and geve
credence.

ft. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxiv. 17 Se je hir full sud-

danelie incleine To tak a crippill, or a creatour Deformit.

1530 PALSGR. 590/2, I inclyne .. I applye my myndc to do
a tnyng. a 1580 Farrattt's Anthem, Lord,for thy tender

mercies' sake ', Give us grace . . to decline from sin and

Low C. Warns 339 The very Common People . . would
not . . hearken or incline to any Thoughts of Peace. 1770

Junius Lett, xxxvi. 175 Your best friends are in doubt

9. To have a mental leaning, bias, or favourable

inclination towards something ; to be disposed or

inclined (see INCLINED 3). Const, to (toward, for)

something, to do something.
a 1340 [see INCLINING///, a. 2]. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv.

722 (Edin. MS.1 The constellatioun That kyndlik maners

gifs thaim till, For to inclyne to gud or ill. c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione in. lix. 138 Nature enclineb to creatures, to hir

ovne flesshe. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 149 Whiche
caused hym to encline to mariage. 1611 BIBLE Jitdg. ix. 3

Their hearts inclined to follow Abimelech : for they said.

He is our brother, a 1703 WALLIS Pref. in J. Greenwood!

Eng. Gram,
{ijjii) 6, I rather encline to the contrary

Opinion. 171* DE FOE Plague (1754) 15,
I enclin'd to stay

and take my Lot in that Station in which God had plac'd
me. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. IV. 03 It was not, . . without

private reasons that Marlborough inclined for war. 1839
G. BIRD Nat. Phil. 290 The second theory, .toward which

philosophers of the present day generally incline. 1847
GROTE Greece u. xlvii. IV. 168, I incline to believe [etc.].

b. elliptically. To be inclined or disposed (to

go, do, have, etc.) ;
to desire.

1746 ELIZA HEYWOOD Fern. Sptct. (1748) IV. 235 What
they incline, they have not the power to tnforce. 1777
WATSON Philip II (1793) III. xx. 72 To carry them to

whatever place they should incline. 1795 MACKNIGHT
Apost. Epist. I. 267 The unregenerated do not the good
they incline, but the evil which they do not incline. 1834
CAMPBELL in Brown's Lett. Sanctif. vi. 320, I had not that

assurance of my state which I inclined.

10. To have or take a direction or position which
leans in a given direction from the vertical or hori-

zontal ; to slope, slant, bend downwards. Const.

to, towards.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 131 The Beame should stande

upright . . enclinyng to neyther partie. 1673 RAY Joum.
Low C., Pisa 262 The Campanile or Steeple . . so very
much enclining or seeming to encline or lean to one side,

that one would think it could not long stand upright. 1756-7
tr. Keysler*s Trav. (1760) II. 64 The head inclines on one
side. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Technol. (ed. 2)

I. 81 The sole of the furnace is raised in the centre and in-

clines towards the sides. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal f, Coal-

mining 23 They are found to incline, .more or less regularly
from the moderate angles of 6 or 8 to as much as 25 or 30 .

b. Dialling. Said of a dial, the plane of which
leans forwards from the wall against which it is

placed : opposed to recline.

1593 FALE Dialling 4 If the angle which the plat maketh
with the horizon be accute or sharp, then it doth incline.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 321 It is not upright, but Inclines

or Reclines.

11. gen. To have or take a course or position

turning away in the direction of some point, region,
etc. ; hence, generally, to have an oblique position
or direction, so as to make angles with something
else.

'553 EDEN Treat. Nevte Ittd. (Arb.) 39 Melcha is situate
more toward the West, and Calicut more enclininge towarde
the south. 1613 PURCMAS Pilgrimage (1614) 410 A course

directly East, or inclining to the South. 1833 H. J. BROOK i:

Introa. Crystallogr. 163 The unequal angles at which the

primary planes incline to each other at the edges. 1838
GUEST Eng. Rhythms I.

5
If they incline from each other,

they will bulge inwards, if towards each other, they will

bulge outwards.

b. Mil. To move in a direction at angles with
the front of the formation, so as to gain ground to
the flank while advancing.
'79*-7 lns.tr. f, Reg. Cavalry (1813) 19 At the order

to Incline ! each man makes a half face on his horse's
fore feet . . and the whole will look to the hand to which they
are to incline. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 47 The march of
every body, except in the case of inclining, is made on lines

perpendicular to its front. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl.,
Incline, to gain ground to the flank, as well as to the
front.

12. fig. a. To turn or go aside in a given direc-
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tion ; to have a tendency, tend (to' ;
in quot. 1615,

to have relation, refer
\ttf).

1509 HAWES Past. Pleat, xxxiii. (Percy Soc.) 163 My
name is Falshed, I shall cause enclyne My neygtibours
goods for to make them mync. 1568 GKAI-TON Chron. II.

102 We . . intend so to procctdc in this matter neither cn-

dynyng on the right hande, neyther vet on the left. 1611
BIBLE 7'r<n>. ii. 18 Her house inclineth vnto death, and her

pathes vnto the dead. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 45 Inducing
matter that inclined To wise Ulysses. 1788 GIBBON Dal.
V /'. lii. (18691 HI. 272 Victory inclined to the side of the
allies. 1884 LD. COLKKIDCE in f.u-.u Rep. 12 Q. Bench
Div. 322 The weight of authority inclines upon the whole in

favour of the objection.
b. To tend towards some quality or condi-

tion ; to have some attribute in an incipient degree.
Const, to with noun or adj., or inf.

1589 COGAN Haven Health ccxviii. (1636) 352 Beere or
ale being made of wheate malt enclineth more to heat, for

wheate is hot. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner P iij b,
Tobacco . . of a tawny colour, somwhat inclining to red.

1699 DAMPIER I'vy. II. l. 32 The weather is more mixt and
uncertain (tho inclining to the wet extreme). 1749 FIELDING
Tom yones ly. ii, Sophia . . was a middle-sized woman, but
rather inclining to tall. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) '-

28 The top of the head . . dark brown, inclining to black.

1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faithf. vi, He was stout and well-

built, inclining to corpulence.

fc. To fall off, decay, wane :
= DECLINE v. 10.

1611 [see INCLINING vbl. sl>. i b, ppl. a.\\
Incline (inkbi-n, rnikbin), sb. [f. the vb.]

fl. Mental tendency, disposition: = INCLINA-
TION 6. 06s.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 140 All alike neare

to God by creation, by redemption, by natures incline in

euery one. Ibid. 193 This so gracious . . incline of her
Maiestie and honorable Counsell to mitigate our general!
. .affliction. Ibid. 273 A. .sweete incline to mercy.
2. An inclined plane or surface ; a slope, declivity

(esp. on a road or railway).
1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 663/2 To fear that the train

would be unable to ascend an incline of 16 feet per mile.

18830 1. WILLS Mod. Persia \i?\\t rode, .under an arch-

way and up a steep incline. 1887 LOWELL Deniocr. etc. 16
A railway train running down an incline.

b. Mining. More fully incline-shaft : A shaft

or opening into a mine having considerable incli-

nation or slope; distinguished from a (vertical)

shaft and from a level.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 85 The incline-

shaft is down 800 feet.. .The 600 and 700100! levels are con-
nected by a winze, which is 175 feet south of the incline.

1898 Daily News 12 July 2/7 In changing over to the new
central incline shaft from the old shaft.

Inclined (inkbi-nd), ppl. a. Also 4-6 en-,

[f. INCLINE v. + -ED i.]

1. Having a direction leaning or falling away from
the vertical or horizontal

; sloping, slanting.
Inclined plane, a material plane surface inclined at an

acute angleto the horizon, constituting one of the mechanical

powers.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirvrg., From the

nether parte it [the heart] is enclyned a lytell towarde the
left syde, to gyue place to the lyuer. 1710 J. CLARKE
Rohaults Nat. Phil. ( I72o) I. 87 The Force and the Weight
will then support one another upon an inclined Plain. z8ia-
16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <y Art I. 316 The inclined

plane is any flat surface which forms an angle less than a

right angle, with the plane of the horizon. iSai CRAIG
Lect. Drawing vii. 401 Turning the plate slowly round, .in

a somewhat inclined direction. 1833 LYELL Print. Geol.
III. 174 Sets of inclined and horizontal layers of sand. 1878
MARG. STOKES Early Chr. Anhit. Irel. 3 The ancient
features of the horizontal lintel and inclined sides are pre-
served in the doorways.

b. gen. Having a direction making an angle
with something else (const, to

; cf. INCLINATION 4).
1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (1815) 58 The sides ofmoun-

tains which are most inclined to the horizon. 1840 LARDNER
Geotn. iv. 39 The sides of the triangle will be inclined to
MN at the same angles as those at which they are inclined
to its parallel A.

2. Having a physical tendency (to something, or

to do something) : DISPOSED 5.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 241 Every Ryver to the see

Enclyned vs to goo by kynde. 1716 LEONI tr. Albertls
A rchit. I. 65/1 The Winds are naturally enclined to follow
the Sun.

3. Having a mental bent, tendency, or propensity
towards a particular object ; favourably disposed ;

in the mood or mind for something :
= DISPOSED 4.

a. Following its sb. : Const, to or for something,
to do something ; also with adverb or adverbial

phrase, as dishonestly inclined, that way inclined.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 179 Enclined to vertue or to vice.

1413 Pilgr. Sffwle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 He is enclyned
to counceylle. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 58 The
kyng ever enclyned to

mercy,
sent theim apparel!. 1506

DRAYTON Leg. iv. 173 Being besides industriously inclindc.

1603 SMAKS. Meas.JorM. in. ii. 130 He was not enclin'd
that

way. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. i. viii. 38 A mans spirit,
enclined to Godlinesse. 1703 DE FOE in is/A Rep. Hist.
MSS, Comm. App. iv. 62 If you find him inclined to have
compassion. 1754 MURPHY Gray's-Inn Jrnl. No. 91 r i

Gentlemen that arc inclined for Marriage. 1873 BLACK Pr.
Thule vii, Ingram was now well inclined to the

project.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 162, I wish Protagoras either
to ask or answer as he is inclined. Mod. I don't feel much
inclined for work.

b. In attributive construction ; usually with pre-
ceding adverb, as well-inclined.

1561 T . NORTON Calvin's Intl. i. 21 His fatherly bountie

INCLIP.

and enclined will to do good. 1619 Vise. DONCASTEK in

Eng. $ Germ. Camden) 201 Inducements heninto strong
inough to sway inclined mimics. 1710 STEELE Tatter
No. 207 F i A well inclined young Man.

t 4. Having a particular disposition, character, or
nature. Obs. rare. (Cf. INCLINATION 6 d.)
1583 STUBBES Anal. Abus. n. (1882) 65 He that is borne

vnder Cancer, shall be crabbed and angrie, bicause the crab
fish is so inclined. 1616 SURPL. & MARKH. Country Farme
28 He shall know how euerie moneth in the yeare will be
enclined, by obseruing the inclination of the day of the
Xatiuitie, and of the testiuall

dayes following.

Incliner (inkbi-naj). [f. as prec. + -EH'.]
One who or that which inclines ; an inclining dial.

1609 W. SCLATER Threefold
'

Preserv. (1610)D iv b. Another
kind of Apostasie, whicn we call partial), a fearfull incliner
to this irrecouerable condition. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math.
701 Ifthe Plain pass between the Horizon and the Pole, the
North Pole ; and on the Incliners opposite to them, the South
Pole must be elevated. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 331 If

your Plane be an East Incliner, or a West Recliner.

Inclining (inkbi-nin), vbl. sb. Also 4-6 en-,

[f. as prec. -r -ING '.] The action of the verb IN-

CLINE; inclination.

1. A bending forward or downward ; a bowing of

|

the head or body in salutation or worship ; a slope,
declivity.
^1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 234 pei gon .. before the

Emperour, with outen speche of ony woord, saf only en-

clynynge to him. ! 01550 in Dunoar's Poems (S. T. S.)
322 Hevin, erd, and hell makis inclynyng, 1506 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 30 A plane field, haueng na in-

clyneng or bowing.

t b..fig. A falling off, decline. Obs.
1611 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 6 (1619) 105 In the inclin-

ing of Salomons prosperitie, the first exception the Lord
tooke against him was, that he loued many outlandish
women.
2. Tendency,propensity, bent (physical ormental).
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 11. 236 Vnto whiche place euery

thynge Thorgh his kyndely enclynynge Moveth for to come
! to. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlvi. 52 To luve eik natur gaif
thame inclynnyng. 1577 B. Gooci: Heresbacli's llusb. n.

(1586) 80 b, There is required a more enclining to the one
parte. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8nt III. iii. 35 I'll

tell thee my inclinings as I proceed. 1895 Daily .\'ews

20 June 6/t He had many tastes and many inclinings outside
the. .world of politics.

b. Party, following (cf. INCLINE v. 8). Obs. or

arch.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. I. ii. 82 Hold your hands Both you of

my inclining and the rest. 1758 MURPHY Gray's-Inn yrnl.
No. 10 r 7 Sir. Plastic is a compleat Shaftesburian Philo-

sopher ; like all the Gentlemen of that inclining, he has a
polite Taste for the imitative Arts. 1893 MCCARTHY Dic-
tator I. 14 The flower that had come to be the badge of
those of his inclining.

Inclining,/// <<. Also 4-6 en-, [f. as prec.
+ -ING 1

*. Cf. ENCLINANT.] That inclines, in

various senses.

L Leaning or bending from the vertical or hori-

zontal (or other given) direction or position ;

bending downward or fonvard
; sloping, slanting.

Inclining dial '. see INCLINE v. lob.
x6ia DRAYTON Poly-old, ix. Notes 140 Such composed

quiet, as inclining Age affects, a 1681 SIR T. BKOWNE Let. to
Friend in Hydriot. (1736) 59 A large Pot was found, which
lay in an inclining Posture. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 311
Inclining Planes, which lean towards you. 1771 Ann. Reg.
76 This mountain is situated in a gently inclining plain. 1825
J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 518 The pendulum.. with-
draws the detent, .from the tooth, which now pushes off the
detent, by acting on the inclining face of it. i88z N. 4- Q.
22 Jan., Passing through a romantic gorge, where the inclin-

ing ridges met.

2. Having a tendency, leaning, or disposition to

some particular thing; inclined, disposed; f dis-

posed to comply with or favour a particular person,

party, or cause (o/>s.).

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. i Whils he has any affec-

cioun enclynand til any creature. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii.

346 For 'tis most easy The inclining Desdemona to subdue
In any honest suit. 1649 G. DANIEL Triitarch., Hen. IV,
clxxxyiii, These Suggestions Made the enclineing Commons,
All his freinds. 1682 MRS. BEHN City Heiress 37 What
Wit, what Art Can save a poor inclining heart ? 1771
GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. III. 373 They supposed that he was
more inclining to popery.

b. Of things : Tending, approximating.
a 1774 GOLDSM. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 367 The

more inclining to violet .. would be the colour of the body
which they composed.

Inclinometer (inklin<rmftai). [irreg. f. L.

tnctinare + -METEH i cl. I.'CLIN< >MKTKK.J
1. An instrument for measuring the vertical in-

tensity of the earth's magnetic force, as shown by
the inclination or dip of the magnetic needle.

184* Proc. Atner. Phil. Soc. II. 237 A new induction

inclinometer by Professor Lloyd of Dublin. 1851-9 Man.
Sci. Eng. 91 It consists of a dipping-needle and graduated
circle differing little from the accustomed form of an Incli-

nometer.

2. An instrument for measuring the inclination

or slope of anything.
1898 Tit-Bits 16 July 313/3 A

designed to register the exact roll or I

of a vessel at sea or in harbour.

Inclip (inkli-p), v. arch. [f. IN-' + CLIP v. 1

]

trans. To clasp, enclose, embrace.
1608 SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. ll. vii. 74 What ere the Ocean

pales, or skie inclippes, Is thine, if thou wilt ha't. 1855

patent inclinometer,
r list to port or starboard



INCLOS.

SINGLETON Virgil I. 277 The tiny frames of his two sons
Each snake, inclipping them, infolds.

Incloise, -cloiss, obs. var. of INCLOSE.

Incloister, -cloyster, var. of ENCLOISTER v.

t In-Clos f pple. Obs. = ENCLOSE, enclosed.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5107 J>yse Bretons

J?at were in-clos & byseged wi^> her fos. c 1475 [see ENCLOSE].

Inclose (inkl^u'z), v. Also 6 incloise, -cloiss.

Variant form of ENCLOSE, being the legal and

statutory form, in reference to the inclosing of

common and waste lands; formerly a frequent and
still an occasional variant in other senses: see EN-
CLOSE, a. in general sense.

1400, etc. [see ENCLOSE v.
i]._ 1503 DUNRAR Thistle $

Rose 156 A coistly croun .. This cumly quene did on hir
heid incloiss. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vi.

340 The Reliques of Malcolme . . war Jncloset and keipetm the selfe buist. 1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 40
The Sea . . upon the East-side, where the same is inclosed
betwixt Ireland and Great-Britain. 1796 KIRWAN Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) I. 18 Many of them [crystals] inclose organized
substances which they could not have admitted but when
in a soft or liquid state. 1839 G. BIRD Nat. Philos. 106
The air inclosed between E and A will escape through the
valve E. 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow Married iii, I

inclose you a Jock of his dear little hair.

b. in specific sense.

[1538 STARKEY England 97, I thynke hyt veray necessary
to haue thys inclosyng of pasturys for our catayl and bestys.
1633 G - HERBERT Temple, Ch. Porch iv, If God had laid
all common, certainly Man would have been th' incloser.]

1712 Act 12 Anne c. 4 i It shall . . be lawful . . to inclose

any Part of the Wastes or Common Grounds., not exceed-

ing Sixty Acres. 1744 JACOB Laiv Diet. s. v. Inclosure ^

If the Lord of a Manor inclose Part of the Waste or Com-
mon, and doth not leave sufficient Room for the Commoners ;

they may break down such Inclosure, or have Writ of
Assize. 1756 Act 29 Geo, II. c. 36 (title) An Act for inclosing
by the mutual Consent of Lords and Tenants, Part of any
Common. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II.

594 The general advantages of inclosing land can admit of
no question.

Inclosed, -er, -ing, var. ff. ENCLOSED, etc.

1538 [see b above]. 1532 HULOET, Inclosed, inclnsus.

1573-80 BARET A Iv. 1.94 Inclosed: shut in. 1633 [see b

above].

Inclosure (inklJu^j'&r, -33.1). Variant form of

ENCLOSURE, being the statutory form in reference

to the inclosing of waste lands, commons, etc.

Formerly also in other senses: see ENCLOSURE.
a. in general sense.

1517 Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 248 Landes enclosid by
hedgys, dikes, or other Inclousours. 1543-4 /Jc/ 17 Hen.
Vni, c. 17 17 If thinclosure or inclosures of any of the
saide Coppies. .happen to be broken or pulled downe. 155*
BIBLE? Exod. xxxix. 13 (R.) A turcas, an onix, & a jaspis
closed in ouches of gold m their inclosers. 1552 HULOET,
Inclusure called a barton to feade fowles in, chors. c 1710
CEI.IA FIENNES Diary (1888) 8 Fruitfull Country's for Corn,
graseing, much for inclosures that make the wayes very
narrow. 1776 J. HANCOCK in Sparks Corr. Ainer. Rev.

(1853) I. 235 Your letter of the aist instant .. with the

inclosure, was duly received.

b. in specific sense.

1538 STARKEY England <fi Hyt ys no thyng necessary for

the nuryschyng of our bestys to haue so grete inclosurys of

pasturys, wych ys a grete dekey of the tyllage of thys
reame. 1614 Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat. 1035 Whence are
our depopulations, and inclosures? 1712 Act 12 Anne c. 4
(title} An Act for making Inclosures of some Part of the

Common-Grounds in the West-Riding. 1780 BURKE Sp.
Econ. Ref. Wks. III. 272, I propose to have those rights
of the Crown valued A manorial rights are valued on an
inclosure. 1801 Act 41 Geo. Ill, c. 109 (title) An Act for

consolidating in one Act certain Provisions usually inserted

in Acts of Inclosure. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. a) II. 542
It shall be lawful for the commissioners in inclosure acts.

1845 Act 8 # 9 Viet. c. 118 2 The Commissioners, .shall

be styled 'The Inclosure Commissioners for England and
Wales'. 1873 Act 36 # 37 Viet. c. 19 Preamb., Lands
allotted under Local Acts ofinclosure for the benefit of the

poor.

t Inclo*surer. [f. INCLOSURE + -ER.] One who
*

squats
*

on an inclosure from a common or waste.

1665 Lex Scriptal. ofMan (1819) isy^And so.. turning
Cottiers or Inclosurers on some Highway Side, are commonly
given to pilferingand stealing, and intertainers ofVagabonds.

t Inclo*syer, obs. form of INCLOSER.
a 1529 SKELTON Vox Populi 366 Our covetous lordes . .

With comons and comon ingenders With inclosyers and
extenders.

Incloude, -owd, obs. forms of ENCLOUD.

Includable, variant of INCLUDIBLE.

Include (inkl-d), v. Also 5-6 enclude, 6

includ, 6 pa. pple. include. [acu L. inclnd-^re

to shut in, f. in- (!N- 2) + claudere to shut.] trans.

To shut in, enclose, confine, embrace, comprise,
contain : predicated either of the agent or of the

confining or containing limits or space.
1. trans. To shut or close in ; to enclose within

material limits ; fto shut up, confine (obs.). Now
only in passive : cf. INCLUDED ppl. a.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 338 The flouryng tre, the trunke

inleed Enclude. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 169 That
he includede a wicked spirite in a potte boylynge. Ibid. 1. 39
Marianus a Scotte and a monke, included at a cyte callede

Mangotia. 1500-20 DUNBAR F0ets\xxxv. 78 Hospitall riall,

the lord of all Thy closet did include. 1564HAWARD Eutrophts
1. 10 The Romaynes which were here [in the capitol] included.

J57 BILLINGSLEY Euclid \. 7 That two right lines include

not a superficies. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. in. viii. R j b, The

159

circles semidiameter that encludeth tne greater Hexagonum.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. \. xvii. 62 b, They hedge in

and include the ground, a 1592 GREENE Jas. IV, n. ii, O,
that I were included in my grave. 1678 EVELYN Diary
23 J u]y> Went to see Mr. Elias Ashmole's library and
curiosities . . He shew'd me a toade included in amber.

1750 tr. Leonardus"1 Mirr. Stones 151 It holds air included
in it, and swims by the lightness of the air. 1784 COWPER
Task vi. 244 He. .includes In grains as countless as the sea-
side sands, The forms with which he sprinkles all the earth.

1799 DAVY in Beddoes Contrib. Phys. $ Med. Knowl. 158
The globe was . . inserted horizontally in a vessel, so as to be

perfectly included from light. 1857-8 SEARS A than. viii. 68
A spirit allied with seraphim included in this animal frame.

D. fig. (The limits, object, or inclusion being
non-material.)
la 1550 Dunbar's Poems (S. T. S.) 325 The Souerane Sen-

$our of all celsitude . . Quhilk all thing creat, and all thing
dois includ. 1567 Glide % Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 185 Of thair

fude his flock we haif begylit. .And in fals belief hes thame

jncludit. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. # Cr.i. iii. 119 Then euery thing
includes it selfe in Power, Power into Will, Will into Appe-
tite. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jer. xix. 9 The distresse, wherein
their enemies shal include them. 1781 COWPER Charity 598
The soul, thus kindled from above . . Includes creation in her
close embrace.

c. To enclose (in an area).
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. ii. 4 It was after included

in its circuit. 1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. xiv. (1858) 459
The question whether the wall of Herod really ran so as

just to exclude or just to include the present site.

2. To contain, comprise, embrace, a. To con-

tain as a member of an aggregate, or a constituent

part of a whole ; to embrace as a sub-division or

section ; to comprise ; to comprehend.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 118 The moralite . .

includithe in many sundry wise, No man shuld . . For
no prerogatif his neyghburghe to dispise. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. 5 This boke Includyth Storyes fele. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI

t
i. ii. 137 With Henries death, the English

Circle ends, Dispersed are the glories it included. 1659
PEARSON Creed (1839) 370 In the number of the fifty days
was both the day of the wave-offering and of Pentecost
included. 1673 TEMPLE Observ. United Prov. i. (R.), I can-

not affirm whether it [Flanders] only bordered upon, or in-

cluded the lower parts of the vast woods of Ardenne, 1797
BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I. 70 It includes . . the Pie, Jay,
Nutcracker, Chough, Chatterer, c. 1843 MILL Logic i. v.

3 The proposition, Man is mortal, asserts, according to

this view of it, that the class man is included in the class

mortal. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iv. 2. 167 The Great
Council . . was held to include all tenants who held directly
of the Crown.

b. To contain as a subordinate element, corol-

lary, or secondary feature ; to comprise virtually or

by inference
,*
to involve, imply.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 128 In the yertue of

fayth is vnderstande sure hope & perfyte charite : For
whan fayth is perfyte, it encludeth them bothe. a 15^0
BARNES Wks. 228 (R.) Our mayster Christ sheweth that in

fulfilling ii. of these commaundementes, bee all workes in-

cluded. 1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. \. \. 20, [A proposi-
tion] which is contrarie to all reason, and includeth in it

selfe a manifest contradiction. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i.

iii. 8 The losse of such a Lord, includes all harmes. a 1763
SHENSTONE Ess. (1765) 144 Every good poet includes a
critic. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 174 A power of ap-

pointment, which relates to the land, includes a right to

appoint either absolutely or with a new power of revoca-

tion and appointment. 1876 J. PARKER Paracl. i. iii. 24 The
term God includes all other terms. 1883 Contemp. Rev.
XLIII. 47 There is a love that includes friendship, as

religion includes morality.

3. To place in a class or category ;
to embrace

in a general survey or description ; to reckon in a

calculation, mention in an enumeration, etc.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 796 Bot I suppone thir

wemen ar Include .. For to fulfill the number suspensiue.
1625 USSHER in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 132, I was bold
to include you in a Letter to my Lo. of Landaff. 1794 SUL-
LIVAN View Nat. I. 18 Men of feeble parts . . are not to be
included in this number. 1843 MILL Logic i. i. 3 The
enumeration has omitted nothing which ought to have been
included. 1848 Pol. Econ. i. i. i It is necessary to

include m the idea [of Labour] all feelings of a disagreeable
kind, .connected with the employment of one's thoughts, or

muscles, or both, in a particular occupation.

f4. To bring to a close :
= CONCLUDE 5. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 160 We will include all iarres,
With Triumphes, Mirth, and rare solemnity.

1 5. To infer : = CONCLUDE 8. Obs.

1529 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 291/1 Wherof he would
include that . . y6 king must nedes graunt a licence to such
lewd felowes to rayle vpon them.

Hence Including vblt sb., inclusion.

1598 FLORIO, Jnclusione^ an including.

Included (inkl/7-ded), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED l.]

Shut in, enclosed, contained, comprised.
1552 HULOET, Included, inclusus, 1561 T. NORTON Cal-

vin's Inst. iv. xiv. (1634) 637 marg; t They [the Sacraments]
work not by secret included force. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix.

416 The onely two of Mankinde, but in them The whole in-

cluded Race. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Cupping, After
the included air has been well heated. 1806 HUTTON Course
Math. I. 275 If two Triangles have Two Sides and the In-

cluded Angle in the one, equal to Two Sides and the

Included Angle in the other, the Triangles will be Identical,
or equal in all respects. 1874 LYELL Elem. Geol. xiii. 176
The quartzose sand and the included shells are most . .

[of] ochreous colour. 1884 TENNYSON Becket i. i, The in-

cluded Danae has escaped again Her tower.

b. Enlom. Said of a clypeus or nasns, situated

between two projecting portions of the supraclypeus
or postnasus.

INCLUSION.

l8a6 KlRBY & Sp. Entojnol. IV. 313 Included, when the
nose is included between the two sides of the Postnasus
which run towards the upper lip.

C. Bot. Said of parts (esp. the style or stamens)
which do not protrude beyond the corolla.

1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot. 120 Pyrola minor. Stamens

indexed, equalling the straight, included style. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 416/1.

t Inclu'dent. Obs. [ad. L. includent-em, pres.

pple. of includere to INCLUDE.] = INCLUDES b.

1670 Conclave wherein Clement VIII "was elected Pope 16

Upon this new relation he did animate Sforza, and Sfon-

drato, assuring them that the Includents of Santa Severina
were hut 34.

t Inclu'der. Obs. [f.
INCLUDE v. + -ER 1.] One

who or that which includes.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. xii. (1611) 120 The outmost

includer which is the skinne.

b. spec. One who votes for the admission of a

candidate. Cf. EXCLUDER b.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals m. n. 282 They observ'd no

great zeal either in the Excluders, or Includers.

Includitale (inkhJ-dib'l), a. Also -able. [f.

INCLUDE v. + -IBLE, after L. type *includibilis]

Capable of being included.

1890 D. G. BRINTON Ess. Americanist 399 These are
with much difficulty or not at all includable in a graphic
method. 1894 in Voice (N. Y.) 12 July, The exciting causes
of spavin . . will appear to be fairly includible under two
general heads. [The citation from Bentham in some recent
diets, is erroneous : the word there being ineluctable.}

Including (inkbJ-din),///. a.
[f. INCLUDE v.

+ -ING 2.]

1. That includes, shuts in, encloses, or comprises.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. in. 329 If the Head of the

including Faction, offers the Head of the Excluding Party,
to assist him at any time, in the Election of one of the
Excludents. 1843 MANNING Serm, (1848) I. xiv. 197 God
has given him a moral sight to discern the right as the test,

and as the including form of true expediency. 1899 Edin.
Rev. Apr. 318 The including shafts were masked by

(

pans
'

or depressions.
2. Including pres. pple. often governs a sb. parti-

cularizing a person or thing included in a group pre-

viously (or afterwards) mentioned ;
= Inclusive of.

Syntactically, it may sometimes be viewed as agreeing
with the word for the group, e. g. 'I met a large party in-

cluding your brothers '

; but often it appears to agree_with
an indefinite pronoun one^

lwe
t you t

e. g.
'

including [= if we,
one, you include] servants, the party will number fourteen '.

In the latter construction we have a kind of active of the

passive absolute clause '

servants being included ', or '
if

servants are included '.

1853 RUSKIN Stones Ven. II. vi, A large body of English
landscapists come into this class, including most clever

sketchers from nature. 1864 Daily Tel. 20 Sept., These

premises . . were . . in the occupation of several other ware-

housemen, including Mr. T. Tapling.
Hence Incln'dingly adv., inclusively.

1:1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xix. in He theryn and therbi

biddith includingli and closing!! al it to be doon.

Inclu'Se, a. and sb. Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. L.

tncfus-us, pa. pple. of incliidfre to shut in. Cf.

obs. F. enclus anchorite (i4th c. in Godef.), whence
the form ENCLUSE, q.v.]
A. adj. Shut up as an anchorite.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 42 t>ou sail be safe as ane ankir

incluse. c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) i. xliv.

B. sb. An anchorite.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 81 A religious man and

pilgreme. .whiche hade lernede of an incluse [TREVISA, of

a man recluse] that sowles of dedde men were punysched
for theire synnes in a place of the see nye to Sicille. 1868

KINGSLKY Hermits 330 Through these apertures the
'

incluse
'

or anker, watched the celebration ofmass, and partook ofthe

Holy Communion. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True Vine vi. 263

Those incluses, or '

holy men of the stone ', during the middle

age lived for years in a small cell built up around them,
beside the wall of a cathedral. 1881 T. E. BSIDGETT Hist.

Holy Eucharist II. 180 The Incluse or Recluse, .was con-

fined within fixed and narrow limits.

t Indu'Se, Ol>s. [f. L. incZiis- ppl. stem :

see prec. At first only in pa. pple. inclused, f. as

prec. -f -ED.]
1. trans. To enclose, shut up.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 141 This Cithero did

write so subtily alle the batelle of Troy that hit semede as

inclusede withynne the schelle of a nutte. 1474 CAXTON
Chesse iv. ii. R iij b, Yf he be taken or deed or ellys Inclusid

and shette up . . al is finysshed and lost. 1496 Dives

$ Pauf. (W. de W.) vi. xiii. 253/1 Of wymen ancres

so inclused is seldon herde ony of these defautes. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 129 Keip not Capua quhil
aone knaifis incluse sow. 1571 Ibid, xxxvi. 84 pe Quene wes

m the Louche Inclusit. 1578^ rchpriest. Controv. (Camden)
I. 91 The inclused monkes of that Diocese. 1597 MONT-
GOMERIE CherrieffSlae 282 Within mycairfull corpis inclu-

issit, In presoun of my breist.

2. To close, shut (a house, the eyes, etc.). In

quot. intr. for refl.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixxiv. 46 My ene for paine incluse

and steik.

Inclusion (inkhJ-jsn). [ad. L. inclusion-cm,

n. of action f. incliidSre : see INCLUDE.]
1. The action of including (in various senses of

the vb.) ; the fact or condition of being included ;

an instance of this.

1600 ABP. ABBOT Ejcp. Jonah 33 St. Austen . . doth by
a secret inclusion compare this mind of man, to one who
is to passe over a ditch, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xvi. 291



INCLTJSIONIST.

These Greeks .. Obtain'd a little time to breathe, but found I

no present venls To their inclusions. 1611 SELDEN tUiatr.

Drayton's Poly-alb, ix. 145 In this Kingdome the name of

expansion of any natural inanimate particles of elementary
Fire. i8i7jA*iAH PovielFs Devises (ed. 3) II. 95 The in-

clusion of the produce of the fund in the general residuary

clause, may be considered as a mere arrangement of lan-

guage. 1851 MANSKL Proleg. l.ogica (1860) 55 To illustrate

the position of the three terms in Barbara by a diagram . .

tends to confuse the mental inclusion of one notion in the

sphere of another with the local inclusion ofa smaller portion
of a space in a larger. 1884 Manch. Guard. 24 fan. 5/3
The questions involved in the inclusion of Ireland in the

Bill. 1891 WELTON Man. Logic n. ii ! 94 On the class view
the relation between subject and predicate is that of inclusion

in a class.

2. concr. That which is included ; spec, in Min.,
A gaseous or liquid substance, or a small body,
contained in a crystal or a mineral mass.

1839 BAILEY Festus ix. (1852) I2r All the starry inclusions

of all signs, Shall rise, and rule, and pass. 1881 Nature
No. 616. 355 Other sections . . are those on mineral inclu.

sions, on the hardness and etching of crystal faces.

Incla'sionist, sb.
[f. prec. + -1ST.] One who

supports a principle or measure of inclusion.

1893 D.iily News 12 July 4.'8 Hours are enough., to trans-

form them from exclusionists to inclusionisu, from Federal
Home Rulers to Colonial Home Rulers.

Inclusive (inklw'siv), a. (si.) [ad. mecl.L. itt-

cliistv-us, f. inclfts-, ppl. stem of incliidlrt to IN-

: see -IVE. Cf. F. inclnsif, -ivs.}

1. Having the character or function of including,

enclosing, or comprehending.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. i. 59 The inclusiue Verge Of

Golden Mettall, that must round my Brow. 1814 WORDSW.
Excursion iv. 678 Altar and image, and the inclusive walls

And roofs of temples built by human hands. 1858 HAW.
THOHNE fr. 4 ft. Jmls. II. 23 Between the two inclusive

extremes of Phidias and Clarke Mills.

b. Characterized by including a great deal, or

everything that naturally comes within its scope ;

comprehensive ; all-embracing.
Inclusive terms, payment, etc. : such as include all acces-

sory payments.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. iii. 232 Notes, whose faculties

inclusiue were, More then they were in note. 1817 COLE-
RIDGE Biog. Lit. I. xii. 242 In Latin we must too often be
contented with a more general and inclusive term. 1876
J. PARKER Paracl. I. xiv. 220 In His self-resurrection our '

Lord repeated alt His miracles in one inclusive act. 1880
MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Even ? xv. 135 Not so deep or inclu-

sive as to anticipate query.
0. Characterized by including, comprising, or

j

taking in, as opposed to excluding or leaving out.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. (1656) 105 The word,
' To such

'

is

. .rather inclusive as to them, then exclusive. 1665 T. MALL i

Offer F. Help 57 There are divers sorts of marks : some are
exclusive . . others are inclusive. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardi.
nnls HI. in. 328 He had not enough of the inclusive power.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) 394 It is the nature of all human
science and knowledge, to proceed most safely by negative
and exclusive, to what is affirmative and inclusive.

d. Inclusive of, including or embracing (some
specified thing or matter which is hereby taken in).

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 19. i/i Those Words .. wou'd
be Inclusive of Perjury. 1871 J. G. MURPHY Coinm. Lev.
v. 21 Fraud . . and oppression are inclusive of most wrong
done to a neighbor.

t 2. Characterized by being included or compre-
hended in something else. Obs.
1616 BULLOKAR, Inclusiue, which containeth, or is con*

tained. 1641 MILTON Argt. cone. Militia 36 What they
declare to be Law the King by an inclusive judgement
declareth to be Law also. 1735 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty
II. 327 Each note inclusive melody reveals.

3. quasi-arfz). The term or terms named being
included :

= INCLUSIVELY 2.

Formerly sometimes treated as med.L. inclusive adv.

1515 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. "261 Fra be xiiij day
forsaid inclusiue, to xx day of be s itnyn exclusiue. 15 . .

Almanack/or Year 1386, 49 Lat hym wythdraw the 3 fourt

parted until be 24 day of February inclusive. 160* rYi.-

BECKE Pandectesb If you accompt from the first hower to the
seuenth inclusive. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus 4 I'anessa 148 I'll

search where ev'ry virtue dwells. From courts inclusive
down to cells. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Frobab. 77 In 200
tosses, what is the chance that the number of heads shall

lie between 97 and 103, both inclusive? 1873 HAMERTON
Inlell. Life xi. v. (1875) 427 From Monday till Saturday
inclusive.

B. sb. An inclusive proposition or particle. Cf.

EXCLUSIVE B. i.

1S33 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 43/1 This man is so cun-
ning in his inclusiues & exclusiues, that he dyscerneth
nothing betwene copulatiues and disiunctiues.

Inclusively (inklw'sivli), adv.
[f. prec. +

1. In a way that includes ; so as to include or be
included, a. By way of comprehension within
material limits.

1636 HENSHAW Hone Succ. nt God is inclusively in no
P.S

e' and
>'
ct ne '" '" every place. 167$ BROOKS Gold. Key

Wks. 1867 V. 458 Repletively [God] is. .everywhere, though
inclusively nowhere.

b. By way of comprehension of particulars in

a group, or of a
part

in a whole.
57* Almanack, ffm Caltnd. in Littirg. Sen. Q. Elit.

(Parker Soc.> 441 An Almanacke, inclusively comprehend-

160

ing, not onely howe to finde the Epact for . . xxxii. yecres
to come, but also the Golden number. 1589 flay any Work
29 Our callings are not onely inclusiuety, but also expressely
in the worde. 1658 OSBORN K.Jas. Wks. (16731 ^75 [It was]
maintained that his Majesties Pardon lay inclusively in the
Commission he gave him upon his setting out to sea. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. 88 He [man] abdicates all right to be his

own governor. He inclusively . . abandons the right of
self-defence. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 44 Tne in-

tention of the agent, wherever it can be independently or

inclusively ascertained.

2. With inclusion of the term or limit mentioned
;

one or both extremes being included. Cf. INCLP-
SIVE a. 3.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 70 In reckoning your distances
. . you vnderstood mee exclusiuely, and 1 meant inclusiuely.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 247 They were cele-

brated in Olympus every fifth year inclusively, that is, after

the end of every fourth year, a 1661 FULLER Worthies \.

(1662) 98 He built the Church of Newberry from the Pulpit
westward to the Tower inclusively. 2701 S. SEWALL Diary
14 Jan. (1870) II. 31 Singing of the 9oth Psalm, from
the 8th to the isth verse inclusively. 1761 H. WALFOLE

Virtue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 274 Four small plates of

kings from William I. to George I. inclusively. i9e$ East's

Reports V. 246 The word until. . is used indifferently either

inclusively or exclusively.

Inclusiveness (inkl-sivnes). [f. as prec.
4- -NESS.] The quality of being inclusive.

1731 in BAILEY vol. II. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Crk.
N. T. II. App.32/i The instinctive hankering after inciusive-
ness of text. 1885 G. H. TAYLOR retaic * llernic Thera-

peut. 295 The adequacy of the means is shown in its scope
and inclusiveness.

Incln'SOry, a. rare. [f. L. incliis-, ppl. stem

(see INCLUSIVE) + -OUT.] Having the property of

including various elements ;
= INCLUSIVE.

1775 WRA_XALL Tour North. Europe 360 Dedicating it to
the . . Trinity, the . . Virgin, and St. Bernard. These inclu-

sory dedications were common in most countries.

t Incoa-ched, ppl. a. Obs. Also en-, [f.

IN- 2 + COACH + -ED '.] Conveyed in a coach or

carriage.
1599 R. FITCH in Hakluyt Voy. II. I. 264 The king goeth

inc[o]ached, as they do all. a 1618 J. DAVIES Wks. (18761 22

(D.) Tamburlaine . . encoacht in burnisht gold.

) Inco,a'ct, a. Obs. rarc~. [ad. L. ineoact-ns,
f. in- (!N- 3) + foacttis COACT ppl. a.]

= next.
1616 BULLOKAR, Incoact, vnconstrained.

tlncOia'Cted, a. Obs. rare [l.\..incoa(t-ns

(see prec.) + -FJ>1 2 : cf. COACTFJI.] Uncompelled,
unconstrained.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. flfart. 312 A light and clear Intel-

lect, a free and incoacted Will.

Incoagnlable (ink0|3e-gilab'l), a. [f. IN- -I

-I- COAGULABLE.] That cannot be coagulated ; in-

capable of coagulation.
1667 Phil. Trans. II. 556 Certain Bodies .. in themselves

invisible and incoagulable. 1671 BOYLE Ess. Gems t. Wks.
1 772 1 1 1. 527 The remaining and incoagulable part of it may
have been imbibed by the ambient air. 1832 34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 648 The fluids of the body are loose

And incoagulable.
luco ale-sceiice. rare.

[f.
IN- '< + COALES-

CENCE.] Want of coalescence ; non-coalescence.

1846 in WORCESTER (citing Walker).
Inco

l ale-scible,a. rare 1

, [f.
IN-^ + COALESCE

v. + -IBLE.] Not capable of coalescing.
i8ai Tales ofLandlord New Ser. Fair Witch G/as Llyn

I. p. vii, The incoalescible learning of Coke upon Littleton.

f Incoa- ted, encoa-ted, Ml. a. Obs. rare.
'

[f.

IN- -, EN- + COAT sb. + -ED i.J (See quots.)
1611 FLORIO, Incottato, incoated, hauing a coat on. Ibid.,

Ingiubbato, encoted, hauing a cote on.

t Inco cted, a. Obs.
[f. L. incott-tis un-

cooked, raw + -ED 1
2.] Uncooked, raw, crude;

hence, undigested or indigestible.
1645 Bp. HALL Remedy Discontents xii. 61 Meates usually

sawced with an healthfull hunger, wherein no incocted
Crudities oppresse Nature. 16S7TOMLINSON Renou's Disp.
92 Things incocted and untractable are cocted and made
more mild.

t Inco'ctible, a. Obs. [f. IN- + COCTIBLE.]
Indigestible.
1684 tr. Bonel's Mere. Compit. ix. 323 The Flower remains

crude, incoctible, and insuperable.

i Inccvctile,". Obs. rare-'1

. [f.lN-3 + COCTILE.]
Crude, raw.

1684 tr. Bonel's Merc. Comfit, xvm. 606 A great Putre-
faction, .of a thick and incoctil nature.

t IncO'Ction J
. Obs.

[f.
IN- -, after cotuoction ;

cf. late L. incoctio a boiling in.] App. = coneaction

or third concoction : see CONCOCTION i b.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 64 The first [engendered] after

our aliment is blood, phleume is the first after incoction.

t IncO'Ction -. Obs. [!N- -I.] Indigestion.
1651 tr. Bacon's Li/e\ Death 41 Touching the prolongation

of Life, and Reparation by Aliments, and Retardation of
the Incoction of Old Age. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit,
vi. 179 Troubles and disorders about the Stomach . . Want
of appetite, Incoction.

Incoercible (ink0,5MsIb'l), a.
[f.

IN- 3 4- COEB-
CIBLE : cf. F. incoercible (i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That cannot be coerced, restrained, or over-

powered by force ; irrepressible.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 126 Heal . .when confined,

causes incoercible explosions. 1804W. TAYLOR mAnn. Rev.
II. 337 They [the American ministers] must abide by the
incoercible result of popular suffrage. 1896 Daily

INCOGITANT.

23 June 6/1 She called upon me while suffering from an
attack of incoercible sickness.

2. Incapable of being confined ; volatile.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 192 Flatus, .an invisible,

impalpable, and incoercible Spirit. 1756 C. LUCAS ss.

II attrs II. 166 An acid of extreme suutility, almost in-

coercible. 1835 Kiu'.v /fair.
4;

Inst. Anim. I. Introd. 41

Speaking of the imponderable incoercible fluids, and speci-

fying beat, electricity, the magnetic fluid [etc.].

f b. Incapable of being liquefied by pressure :

formerly said of some gases. Of>s.

1861 B. SlLLIUAN, Jr. rhysiis (ed. a) f 256 It [the atmo-

sphere] is composed of two incoercible gases, nitrogen and

oxygen.

Incoexistence (iii|k^,egzi'stens). rare, nonce-

ivd.
[f. IN- 3 + COEXISTENCE.] Absence of coex-

istence ; the fact of not existing together.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. iii. 12 There is yet another

and more incurable part of ignorance which sets us more
remote from n certain Knowledge of the co-existence, or

inco-existence (if 1 may so say) of different ideas in the

same subject.

Incoffin (ink<rfin), v. Also 6 -en. [f.
IN- * +

COFFIN : cf. F. enter/finer (early i6th c. in Godef.).]
1. trans. To enclose in, or as in, a coffin.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 128 This good
father (thinking to have procured some gaine to his Church,

by veneration of the dead bodies . . ) persuaded the King to

incoffen them, and to commit them to honorable buriall in

Christeschurch at Canterburie. 1574 HELLOWES Cutxara's
Fam. Ep. (1577) 343 The Citties did burie their dead . . in-

coffined with a certcin wood of Cithia incorruptible. 1670
PF.NN Cf. Cau Lit. Consc. Wks. 1782 III. 15 They condemn
the Papists for incoffining the scriptures and their worship
in an unknown tongue.
2. To hold or enclose like a coffin.

1633 FORD Love's Sacr. v. i. That sepulchre that holds

Your coffin, shall incoffin me alive.

InCOg (ink^-g), a., adv., sb. [Colloquial abbre-

viation of INCOGNITO, INCOGNITA.]
A., adj. = INCOGNITO, INCOGNITA a.

1705 Double Wtlcome xl, He's now a Priest incog . . with
Sword and Wig. 1711 OLDISWORTH tr. Horace Odes i. 23/1
He had a mind to be Incog. 1835 W. IRVING Crayon Misc.

(1849) 227, I am apt to treat him with respect from the idea

that he may be a great prince incog.
B. adv. = INCOGNITO aJv.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 34 F 5 Mr. Justice Overdo . . met
with more Enormities by walking ittcog. 1777 SHERIDAN
Sch. Stand, iv. iii, What ! turn inquisitor, and take evi-

dence incog? 1807 SIR R. WILSON Jnil. 15 July in Life

(1862) II. viii. 320 We hear . . that Buonaparte went on the

water incog, at Konigsberg. 1840 HOOD Kilmansegg,
Courtship x, A Foreign Count who came incog.

C. sb. = INCOGNITO, INCOGNITA sb.

01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Incog, for Incognito, a
I Man of Character or Quality concealed or in disguise. 1813
BYRON Br. of^Abydos \\. ix. note, I have seen the Capitan
Pacha. . wearing it [a Turkish sailor's dress] as a kind of

incog. 1895 Weslni. Gaz. 2 Aug. 2/1 The '

incog.' was kept

very strictly. No visits were received, the local press was
silent as the grave concerning the august visitors.

t IncO'ffent, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 3 + CO-

GENT.] Not cogent ; without force.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 157 But I forbear what
mine Oratory is incogent in.

InCOgitabrlity. rare
-

'. [f. next : see -ITT.]
The quality of being unthinkable ; incapability of

being thought.
1852 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. 602 We then predicate

incogitability.

Incogitable (inkp-d^itabU), a. [ad. late L.

incogitabil-is : see IN- 3 and COGITABLE.] Unthink-

able, inconceivable.

i$S3 MORE DC Quat. Naviss. Wks. 78/2 To mynyster by
subtylle and incogytable meanes . . vnlawefull longyng to

lyue. 1678 HOBBES Decant, v. 55 As for the conversion of
Air into Water by Condensation . . it is a thine incogitable.

1865 UROTE I'lato I. ii. 108 Let us grant that Ens or Entia
exist ; they would nevertheless (argued Gorgias) be incogit-
ahle and unknowable.

t InCO'gitance. Obs. rare. [f. as next : see

-ANCE.] Want of thought ; =next.
1637 JACKSON znii

'

Serttt. Jfr. xxvi. 19 3 The second in-

cogitance is more pertinent to this
place,

and in itself more

dangerous. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Plrilos. xni. (1701) 611/1
We oppose not Prudence to any affection so much as to In-

cogitance, Ignorance, Folly.

t IncO'gitancy. Obs. [ad. L. incSgitanlia

thoughtlessness, f. incogitant-em : see next.]
1. Want of thought or reflection ; thoughtlessness,

heedlessness, negligence ; inadvertence.
i6ia SCLATF.R Chr. Strength 3 Infirmities . . are, vsually,

sins of incogitancie. i6ai lip. MOUNTAGU Diatriba i. 39 It

was peraduenture a slip of the pen vpon incogitancy. 1693
TYRRELL Law Nat. 160 Through some Errour, Weakness
or Incogitancy . . they may often deviate from this great
end. 1759 B. MARTIK Nat. Hist. Kng. I. Wilts. 104 An
Argument of vulgar Incogitancy.
2. Want of the faculty of thought.
1649 JKR. TAYLOR Ct. Exemp. n. viii. 83 The tremblings

of tne heart, the incogitancy of the minde .. represent a
1 death-bed to be but an ill station for a penitent, c 1673
Reasonable Def. Seasonable Disc. 20 Were not our Author
furnished with a convenient talent of incogitancy, he could

not but know.

InCOgitant (inVdgitant), a. [ad. L. incogi-
tant-em unthinking, f. in- (In- 3) + cogitans, pres.

, pple. of cogitare to think.] That does not think.

i. Thoughtless ; unthinking ; characterized by
want of thought ;

inconsiderate.



INCOGITANTLY.
1628 JACKSON Creed vi. x. i By the incogitant use of these

and the like scripture phrases. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit.
Pardoned \\. i. (1713) 138 A light incogitant young man.
a 1683 WHICHCOTE Disc. (1703) III. 194, I might have
been incogitant all my days of these things, which when
offered I know to be true. 1732 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible

(1767) VI. viii. v. 512 So blind and incogitant that his Em-
press Messalina married herself to another man. 1893 F.
HALL in Nation (N.Y.) 16 Feb. 123/1 If the ruling of an in-

cogitant autocrat is to be preferred to the warrant of good
usage.
2. Not having the faculty of thinking.
1702 HOWE Living Temple i. iii. 12 Wks. 1724 I. 45 As

mind is acogitant substance, matter is incogitant.

IncO'gitantly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT
2.] Un-

thinkingly, thoughtlessly, without consideration or

reflection.

1645 T. HILL Olive Branch of Peace (1648) 34 If they finde

they did it rashly and incogitantly. a 1677 BARROW Serin.

(1687) I. xiii. 184 Men almost as often speak incogitantly,
as the,y think silently.

t InCO'gitate, a. Obs. rare 1- 1
, [ad. L. in-

cogitat-us, f. in- (!N- 3) -{- cogitatus^ pa. pple. of

cogitare to think.] Not thought of; unexpected ;

unpremeditated.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 95 The nature and property of a

meer contingent is to be . .unknown, sudden, indeterminate,
incogitate.

Incogitative (inkp-dgit^tiv), a. rare. [f.

IN- 3 + COGITATIVE.] Unthinking ; destitute of the

thinking faculty.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. x. 9 There are but two sorts

of beings in the world, .which. .we will hereafter call cogi-
tative and incogitative beings. 1706 CLARKE Nat. $ Rev.
Relig. Pref. (R.), From my using the word mere Matter,
he concludes that I imagine there is another form of Matter,
which is not a mere, bare, pure, incogitative Matter. 1813
BUSBY Lucretius in. Comment, xiv, If the seeds of heat,
air, and vapour are as positively incogitative as those of the

body.
Hence Inco^gitati'vity (rare

~ 1
), the quality of

being incogitative or without the faculty of thought.
1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 191 Is the same in effect

as to say, that God may superadd a faculty of thinking to

incogitativity.

II Incognita (inkp'gnita), a. and sb^- [It. in-

cognita, fern, of incognito unknown.]
A. adj. Of a female : Unknown or disguised ;

having one's identity concealed or unavowed.
1668 DRYDEN Mock Astrol. in. Wks. 1701 I. 303 Being

thus incognita,, I shall discover if he make love to any of

you. 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 3 Aug.,
I walked almost all over the town yesterday, incognita, in

my slippers. 1884 RITA Vivienne v. v, She would go to

Naples incognita.

B, sb. 1. An unknown or disguised woman or

girl ; one whose identity is not made known. In
1 8th c. used often of a sweetheart.

1718 MRS. CENTLIVRE Wonder v. i. (Jod.), That's the lady's
name of the house, where my incognita is. 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod. Rand. li. (1804) 349 The whole was subscribed ' Your
incognita '. 1807 ANNA M, PORTER Hwigar. Bro. iii. (1832)
40 It will be impossible for me to see your incognita without

knowing her by instinct. 1828 Miss MITFORD Village Ser.
in. (1863) 465 Nobody knew any thing certain of the incog-
nita, or her story. Jig. 1833 Westm. Rev. Jan. 41 The
charms of that fair incognita the *

legitimate
'

drama.
2. Unknown or unavowed character or position

(of a woman).
i88a World No. 399. 10 The Queen will not assume her

incognita until she reaches Cherbourg.

II IncO'gnita, sb2 pi. [L. incognita, neut. pi.
of incogmtus unknown; cf.next.j Unknown things
or places.
1846 GROTE Greece (1854) I. 477 They [myths], .explained

many of the puzzling incognita of the present. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xxxi, (1856)272 At this rate, we will in a few

days be within the Baffin's Bay incognita.

t Incognite (inkfTgnit), a. Obs. [ad. L. in-

cognit-its unknown, f. in- (!N- 3) + cognit-us^ pa.

pple. of cognoscere to get to know.] Unknown.
1600 Ev. Woman in Hum. n. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, All

which to me are . . Obsurde inigmaes, and to my studies

Incognite Language. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 458 It

becomes us . . to receive , . al the workes of Providence, albeit

they may seem to many injust, because incognite and in-

comprehensible. 1678 T. JORDAN Triumphs Lond. Ded.,
By their [merchants'] Cost, Adventures, Diligence, and
Vigilance, incognite Countries have been discovered.

Inccvgnitive, rare 1
, [f. IN- 3 + COGNI-

TIVE.] Destitute of the faculty of cognition; unable

to take cognizance.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 154 God made the

soul cognitive ; and who shall make it incognitive?

II Incognito (ink^-gnit^), a., adv.> sb. PI. -ti

(-it). [It. incognito adj., adv., unknown, disguised,
ad. L. incognitus : see INCOGNITE.

1652 H. COGAN tr. Scitdery's Ibrahim i. ii. 39 He went ..

in that manner, which the Grandees of Italic do often make
use of, whenas they travell, and which they call Incognito.]

A. adj. Unknown ; whose identity is concealed

or unavowed, and therefore not taken as known ;

concealed under a disguised or assumed character.

1649 EVELYN Lib. $ Servit. iv. Misc. Writ. (1805) 22 They
make it. .their chiefest care to make themselves hidden and

incognito. 1676 ETHF.REDGE Man ofMode iv. i, A Fool is

very troublesome, when he Presumes he is Incognito. 1732
LEDIARD Sethos II. vn. 70 This prince was incognito in

Arabia. 1864 Linnet's Trial \. i. iii. 72, I only came for
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a couple of days . . and I intended to have remained in-

cognito.

b. Of a thing: Done or conducted under disguise.
1819 T.HOPE A nastasius (1820) 1 1. ii.ao Asses for incognito

expeditions.
B. adv. With one's real name, title, or character

undisclosed or disguised : used esp. in reference to

royal or dignified personages who wish to conceal

who
ognito. 1691 T. ROGERS Disc. Trouble

Mind 384 A Christian in this World is like a King that
travels Incognito in a strange land. 1709 PRIOR Ladle 2
The Scepticks think 'twas long ago Since Gods came down
Incognito. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 10 As
you wished to do good incognito, I did not disclose your
name. 1862 HOOK Lives Abps. II. iii. an He had passed
incognito through Canterbury.

C. sb. 1. An unknown man
; one who conceals

his identity ;
an anonymous person.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 228, I send you
all I have of that admirable Incognito. 1784 COWPER Let.
22 Feb., The same incognito to all except ourselves made
us his almoners this year likewise. 1797 E. Du Bois Piece
Fam. Biogr. II. 81 This for the incogmti. 1802 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xix. 163 This young incognito.
2. The condition of being unknown, anonymity ;

fictitious character
; disguise ; orig. in phrase in in-

cognito (taken as L. or It.), in concealment, in an

anonymous character.

[1663 COWLEY Verses ff Ess., Obscurity, I think, .that the

pleasantest condition of life is in incognito, c 1669 LADY
CHAWOHTH in I2/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 12 The
Prince of Thuscany .. being in incognito.] 1822 HAZLITT
Table-t. Ser. ii. ii. (1869) 35 Never venturing out of their

imposing and mysterious incognito. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1802) I. i. 12 Few writers would have
preserved their incognito so long. 1886 W. ALEXANDER St.

Augiistine's Holiday 9 Proving that chance is God's in-

cognito.

Inco:gttizabrlity. rare. [f. next : see -ITT.]
The quality of being incognizable.
c 1860 Lond. Rev. No. 32. 541 His doctrine of the incog-

nisability of the Infinite.

Incognizable, -isable (ink^gni-, -k<?-niz-

ab'l), a. [f. IN- 3 + COGNIZABLE
; cf. F. incon-

naissalle (f incognoissable~) ,i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.]
Not cognizable; incapable of being known, per-
ceived, or apprehended by the senses or intellect

;

incapable of recognition.
1852 M. ARNOLD Human Life 8 On life's incognisable sea.

1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. 288 Why then describe these
truths as intrinsically incognizable ? 1880 Churchman
No. 5. 331 The old coinage of years gone by had become
incognisable by stress of wear and mutilation.

Incognizance (ink<rgni-, -kp'nizans). [f. IN- 3

+ COGNIZANCE.] Want of knowledge or recog-
nition.

((1856 SIR W. HAMILTON Lect. (1877) I. xix. 367 Now
this incognisance may be explained. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY
Gayworlhys vi. (1879) 68 They would scarcely drift away
from each other into utter incognizance and .separation.

Incognizant (inkp-gni-, -k(!-nizant), a.
[f.

IN- 3 + COGNIZANT.] Not cognizant ; without

cognizance, knowledge, or apprehension of; un-

aware, unconscious of.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XV. 760 Being utterly incognisant
of their inquiries, [she] merely shook her head. 1836
FERRIER Inst. Metapk. i. 81 A man . . is never altogether
incognisant, is never totally oblivious, of himself. 1878
RysKlN Notes Turners Drawings 88 Not incognizant of
this joyful industry.

InCOgnoSCeut (ink(;gn?-sent), a. rare. [f.

IN- a + COGNOSCENT.] Unknowing, ignorant.
1827 W. G. S. Excurs. Village Curette 133, 1 pardon you,

my choleric incognoscent octogenarian.

Incognoscibility (ink?gn?sibHiti). [f. next :

see -ITY7] The quality or condition of being in-

cognoscible ; unknowableness.
1824 BENTHAM Bk. Fallacies I. i. i The incognoscibility,

the expensiveness, the dilatoriness, the vexatiousness of the

system of judicial procedure. 1838 SOUTHEY Z>:r"<w Interch.
xix. V. 386 If. .the Imperial Philosopher should censure the
still incognoscible Author for still continuing in incognosci-
bility . . 1 should remind him of the Eleusinian Mysteries.
1848 MILL Pol. Econ. v. viii. 3 (1876) 533.

Incognoscible (ink?gn<rsib'l), a. [f. IN- 3 +
COGNOSCIBLE.] Unknowable, beyond cognizance.
1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's Theos. Philos. 199 To some this

Question may seem, .so occult as if incognoscible [printed
incogniscible]. 1838 New Monthly Mag. LIII. 304 The
magnificence of that mind which dwelt . . in the regions of
the incognc-scible. a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor(i%tf) VI. Archch.
205 Incognito I am and wish to be, and incognoscible it is

in my power to remain.

Incoherence (inkohlo-re'ns). [f. IN- 3 + CO-
HERENCE; cf. It. incokerenza (Florio, 1611), F.
incoherence (i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The fact,

condition, or quality of being incoherent.

1. lit. Want of cohesion.

1672 BOYLE Hist. Fluidity % 16 Wks. 1772 I. 388 The
smallness and incoherence of the parts do. .make them easy
to be put into motion. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria vii. 126
The . . shale . . from its incoherence has been denuded for

the most part.

2. Want of connexion
; incompatibility, incon-

gruity of subjects or matters.

1665 BOYLE Occas. t1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft. Introd. Pref. (1848) it The In-
coherence of the Subjects, .may make them look so little of

INCOHERENT.
kin to one another, as scarce to appear the Productions of
the same Pen. 21674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. xi. $ 202
Impracticable Particulars, which troubled the Parliament
the less, for their incoherence, and impossibility to be
reduced into practice. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
(ed. 5) I. 494 The same author, .says,

' There is not a single
view of human nature, which is not sufficient to extinguish
the seeds of pride '. Observe the incoherence of the things
here joined together; making a view extinguish, and
extinguish seeds.

3. Want of coherence or connexion in thought
or language; incongruity, inconsistency; want of

logical or rational consistency or congruity.
i6n FLORIO, Incoheretiza, incoherence. 1643 MILTON

Divorce n. ii, The incoherence of such a doctrine cannot,
must not be thus interpreted. 1664-94 SOUTH Twelve Serm.
II. 141 A Petition fraught with Nonsense and Incoherence,
Confusion and Impertinence. 1778 Bp. LOWTH Transl.
Isaiah Notes (ed. 12) 189 This obscure incoherence is given
to it by the false rendering of a Hebrew particle. 1829 I.

TAYLOR Enthus. iv. (1867) 84 The intrinsic incoherence of
heresy. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 98 Never was a greater
amount of incoherence crammed into a short sentence.

b. with an and //. : An instance of this
; an in-

coherent statement or proceeding.
1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps. vii. 157 A Testimony which

is clogged with so many improbabilities, and incongruities,
and incoherences. 1710 ADDISON Whig Exam. No. 4
(Seager) The system of his politicks, when disembroiled and
cleared of all those incoherences and independent matters
that are woven into this motley piece. 1859 I. TAYLOR
Logic in Theol. 285 This mythic theory is a mass of in-
coherences.

Incoherency (ink0hi-rensi). [f. as prec.: see

-ENCY.] The quality of being incoherent; = IN-
COHERENCE 2, 3.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 186 There is an Incoherence in
their Words now, as there was before. 1751 EARL ORRERY
Remarks Swift (1752) 51 The incoherency of situation is

perhaps one of the most excusable faults in the collection.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 227 The pulse has
been a hundred and forty .. in a minute, with incoherency or
delirium from the first night. 1843 BETHUNE Sc. Fireside
Stor. 71 To believe, that the whole of his illness, and the
incoherency of his speech, had been feigned to elude
suspicion.

b. with an and//. An instance of this quality ;

something incoherent.

1708 Lond. Can, No. 4417/3 Besides the many Absurdities
and Incoherencies in the historical Part thereof. 1837-9HALLAM Hist. Lit. HI. iii. | i T 20 This cannot give a sanc-
tion to the incoherencies of Madness. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur. Leigh i. 7 The incoherencies of change and death.

Incoherent (inkohio-rent), a. (s/>.) Also 7
-hasrent.

[f. IN- 3 + COHERENT : cf. F. incoherent

(i8th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not coherent.
1. Without physical coherence or cohesion ; con-

sisting ofparts which do not stick or cling together ;

unconnected, disjoined, loose.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth n. (1723) 123 Matter
which was . . lax, incoherent, and in Form of Earth, or of
Sand. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 40 Various earths . .

void of humidity are but loose, light, and incoherent dust.
1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 340 Entire mountains of serpen
tine and ollite, which were only heaps of incoherent blocks.

1849 MURCHISON Siluria iv. 72 A mass of . . incoherent
slaty schists.

D. transf. 3.-a&fig.

1768 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 161 He spoke of the ministry
as a strange incoherent composition, that certainly would
not stand. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ivii. (1862) V. 105 The
incoherent mixture of races. 1884 H. SPENCER in Pop.
Sc. Monthly XXIV. 730 A comparatively small body of
officials, coherent, . .and acting under central authority, has
an immense advantage over an incoherent public which has
no settled policy.

2. Of abstract things (as schemes, actions, etc.) :

Consisting of or forming a group or series of in-

congruous parts ;
not connected or unified by any

general principle or characteristic ; inconsistent,
uncoordinated.
1626 DONNE Serm. xxi. 211 But hath lost his Soule so long

agoe in rusty and incoherent Sins, (not sins that produced
one another as in Davids case). 1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr.
in. n An incoherent fortuitous system, governed by
chance. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 2 They affirm, with
Aristotle, that nature is not full of incoherent episodes, like
a bad tragedy.
3. Of thought and mental phenomena, language,

literary compositions, etc. : Without logical con-
nexion or natural sequence of ideas ; inconsistent,

rambling, disjointed.
1632 SANDERSON Twelve Serin. 467 Whose discourse

should be incohasrent and vnjoynted. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 60 f 7 This incoherent Stuff was answer'd by a tender
Sigh. 1791 MRS. RADCLIPFE Rom. Forest i, Sometimes
she muttered an incoherent sentence. 1839 KEIGHTLEY
Hist. Eng. II. 25 She used to utter much incoherent
rhapsody.

b. Characterized or marked by incoherency of

thought or expression.
1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus \. (1831) 5 His voice was

hurried and incoherent. 1845 T. ARCHER Mem. % Disc. 287
Listen to that preacher, unrhetorical, incoherent, un-
grammatical. 1874 MAUDSLEY Respons. in Ment. Dis. vii.

245 Sometimes . . there was an attack of incoherent and
furious mania.

4. Incapable of cohering or coalescing ; naturally
different

; incompatible, incongruous.
1643 MiLTON_.D/zw I. x, To force a mixture of minds

that cannot unite, and to sowe the furrow of mans nativity
with seed of two incoherent and uncombining dispositions

86



INCOHERENTLY.

1704 SWIFT Bolt. Bkt. Wks. 1778 I. 425 His armour was

patched up of a thousand incoherent pieces. 1708 W. KING
Coektry (1807) 71 Hence mack'rel seem delightful to the

eyes. Though dress'd with incoherent gooseberries.

B. sb. That which is incoherent, rare.

1813 T. G. WAINEWRICHT Ess. I, Crit. (1880) 319 Percep-
tions, .of coherents in incoherents.

Incoherently (inkohi'rentli), adv. [f. IN-

COHERENT + -i.v -.] In an incoherent manner.

1651 HOUSES LtTtath. in. xxxyi. 224 One that speaketh
incoherently, as men that are distracted. 1790-3 BEATTIE
Moral Sc. iv. i. 9 3 (R.) It being the nature of violent passion
to unsettle the mind and make men speak incoherently.

1859 C, BARKER Assoc. Prittc. ii. 57, I have endeavoured to

place before you, I fear very incoherently and imperfectly,
some account of the Trade Guilds of the Middle Ages.
Incohe'rentness. rare-", [f. as prec. +

-NK88.] Want of coherence ; incoherence.

1737 in BAILEY vol. II. Hence in ASH, and mod. Diets.

incohering (inkohi^-rirj), a. Also 8 -hrer-.

[f.
IN- 3 + COHERING.] That does not cohere : =

INCOHERENT i.

1659 O. WALKER Instruct. Oratory 11 All which variety
of in-cohering matter is to be joynted and set together in the
second review. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. in. ii. 66 That
they should.. consist of lax, incohsering Earth. 1867 PACK
Adv. Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 4) 18 Some hard and compact,
others soft and incohering.

Incohesive (inkohf-siv), a. [IN- 3.] Not co-

hesive ; without cohesion ; that has not the quality
of sticking together.
1846 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. II. 67 Turned out of an

Italian mould, .in a state too fluid and incohesive to stand
in English. 1881 Knowledge No. 5. 88 Experiments . .

proving that all gases are composed of matter which is not

merely incohesive, but is energetically self-repulsive.

t Incohible, a. Obs. [ad. late L. incohibil-is,
{. in- (\y-Z) + cohil>ilis, (. cohibere to

restrain.]
1656 Hi or N i Glossogr., Incohible, that cannot be restrained.

t Inco'ible, a. Obs.- [ad. late L. incoibil-is,

f. in- (Is- 3) + *coil>il-is, f. cot-re to go or come
together.]

' Not to be mingled
'

(Cockeram, 1623).
Hence IncoibMlty , incapability of going together
or mixing.
1671 E. MAYNWARING Pract. Phys. 81 The rejection and

incoibility of Some.

Iiico i'ncidence. [!N- 3.] Want of coinci-

dence or agreement.
? 1798 COLERIDGE Lett. (1805) 346 It were wrong indeed if

an incoincidence with one of our wishes altered our respect
and affection to a man. 1828 in WEBSTER.
Incoincident (inko,i-nsident), a. [f. IN- 3 +

COINCIDENT.] Not coinciding ;
not necessarily

existing together ;
not identical.

1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. xiv. 188 The graces of the

Spirit, and the vertues of the mind are incoincident. 1812
SHELLEY Let. to Godwin 10 Jan. in Dowden Life (1887) I.

222 My Father's notions of family honour are incoincident
with my knowledge of public good.

t I'ncolant, incolent. Obs. rare. [ad. I ..

incolent-em, pres. pple. of incolpre to inhabit, for

which incolare (pres. pple. incolant-eni} also occurs
in late L.] An inhabitant.

1597 MIDDLETON Wisdom Solomon xvi. 4 The sinful in.

colants of his made earth. 1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. xn.
Ixxii, As how the natural! Incolants the Iselanders subdew.
//'/'(/. Epit. p i The first Incolents, and of this our Hand.

tl'ncolary. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. stem of L. in-

cola inhabitant, incolifre to inhabit + -ARY.] An
inhabitant.

1651 URQUHART "Jewel Wks. (1834) 245 The very Scyths
and Sarmats, even to the almost subarctick incolanes.

t InCOled, ///. a. Obs. rare. [repr. L. inco-

lat-us (Incorrectly explained in Du Cange) : cf.

COLE v.%] Cut into scallops or zigzag indentations.

1543 TRAHERON tr. Vigo's Chirttrg. in. vi. 93 You must
sewe of cloutes incoled or cheuerned, and lave them vpon
y" wounde w' the past aforewrytten [L. svanturfecit in-

tolate \ pasite cttm supradicta pasta}.

I I-ncoler. Obs. rare
1
, [f. as INCOLARY or

obs. K. incole inhabitant (1530 in Godef.) +-EB'.]
An inhabitant.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxlvii. 133 Not as inhabytans or
incolers of Spayne, but that they were issuyd out of Affryca.

tl'ncolist. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. L. incottre to
inhabit + -1ST.] An inhabitant.

1657 ToMUtiSOH Rtnou's Disp. 360 Which maladyes much
molest the Germanes, and Septentrionall Incolists.

Incolora- tion. rare . [f. IN- 3 + COLORA-

TION.]
' Defect of colour

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Incolumity. Obs. Also 6 -ite. [a. OF.
incolfimitf, ad. L. incolumitas safety, soundness, f.

incolumis safe, sound : see -TY.] Safety, sound-

ness, freedom from danger.
.

533 CATH. PARR tr. F.rasm. Can. Crede 75 Not for the
incolumite and presentation of one cyte or of one nation,

City. 1671 BOYLE Hydnst. Disc. n. v. Wks 1772 III. 617
Ihe cause of the incolumity of the tadpole is, that the
pressure. .of the particles of the water against one another
is hindered .by the principium hylarchicum.
Incombent, obi. form of INCUMBENT sb.

Inoomber, -bre, -brance, etc., obs. var. EN-
CUMBER, ENCHMBRANCK, etc.
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tinco'mber, var. of ENCUMBER sb., Oks., an
encumbrance (on an estate), a mortgage.
i6ia DEKKER I/it it not good Wks. 1873 '" 35' Euen

yet Raues hee for Bonds and incombers.

t Incombi'ning, a. Obs. rare-*. [IN--X] Not
combining, incapable of uniting ; incompatible.
1643 MILTON /'/rw<r i. x, Minds that can not unite. .two

incoherent and incomttining dispositions.

Incombustible (ink/JmbVstlb'l), a. and sb.

Also 5 -able. [acl. med.L. intombusfibilis, or a. F.

incombustible (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) : see IN- 3

and COMBUSTIBLE.]
A. atlj. Incapable of being burnt or consumed

by fire.

^1460-^70
Bk. Quintessence 10 Manye philosophoris clepip*

bis quinta essencia an oile incombustible. 1471 RIPLEY
Comf. Alch. III. iii, So out of our stone precious, if thou be
witty, Oyle incombustable and Water thou shall draw. 1605
TIMME Quersit. Ded. 2 The 4 elements . . having in every
of them 2 other elements, the one putrifying and combustible,
the other eternal and incombustible. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ef. in. xiv. 140 There are in the number of Mine-
rails, some bodies incombustible ; more remarkably that
which the Ancients named Asbeston. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory I. 427 To make an incombustible wick. 1874
tr. LommeFs Light 6 An infusible and incombustible sub-

stance, as chalk or magnesia,
B. sb. An incombustible snbstance or matter.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 95 The combustibles
unite with each other . . also with incombustible* and with
metals. The incombustibles. .do not unite with each other,
nor with the metals.

Hence Incomlnrstibleness, Incombustibi-
lity, the quality of being incombustible.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Atfi. in. ix. (1712) 114 The pro-
digious Weight of his body . . As also the Incombustible-
ness thereof, a 1691 SIR 1. ROBINSON in Ray Creation I.

(1692) 84 The Bonpnia Stone, .is remarkable for its shining
quality. The Amianthus for its Incombustibility. 1747
Genii. Mag. 535 Demonstrates its incombustibleness. 1861
BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. iCfthC. vi. 225 Stone . . is the
most perfect material for groining, if for no other reason, at
least for its comparative incombustibility.

Income (i'nktfm), it. 1 Also 4-7 in-oom,
incom, in-come, 6 inoomme, (inoombe, in-

oumb). [f. Is adv. + COME z>. : cf. INCOME v.,
and come in, COME v. 59.]
1. Coming in, entrance, arrival, advent

; begin-
ning (of a period of time, or an action). Now rare'.

(11300 Cursor M. 11127 At be income of be firth monet
[v. r. first moneth] loseph him went to nazareth. ?a 1400
Morle Arth. 2171 But Kayous at the income was kepyd
un-fayre With a cowarde knyghte of be ky the ryche. 1566
DRANT Horace, Sat, i. vi. (R.J, At mine income, I lowted
lowe, and muttred full demure. 1593 SHAKS. Lvcr. 334
Pain pays the income of each precious thing, c 1611 CHAP-
MAN Iliad xyn. 482, I would then make in indeed, and steep
My income in their bloods, in aid of good Patroclus. a 1670
Br. RUST in Glanvill Lnx Orient. (16821 192 Incomes of

light and shade. 1840 Nmi Monthly Mag. LX. 267 An
annual income of one child, always strong and thriving,
sometimes twins. 1898 ll'estm. Gas. 25 Feb. 5 '3 Where
the management .. do not systematically check the income
of provisions supplied.

b. spec. The coining in of divine influence into

the soul ; spiritual influx or communication.

(Common in I7th c. : now Obs. or rare.)
1647 J. HEYDON Discav. Frescrv. Fairfax n God hath. .

given you large experience of the incomes of God through
Jesus Christ. 1678 R. BARCLAY Afol. Quakers xi. x. 368 The

5ure

Incomes of his holy Life . . flow in upon them, n 1694
.SCOTT Wks. (1718) II. 375 Among the Turkish and heathen

saints, there are as notorious instances of these sweet in-

comes and manifestations, as among our own. a 1708
BEVERIDCE Thes. Theol. (1711) III. 412 Consider .. what
incomes of His grace . . God vouchsafed to you. [1849
WHITTIER Marg. Smith's Jrnl. Prose Wks. 1889 I. 161 She
said . . that no eye could see . . the sweet incomes and re-

fre^hings of the Lord's spirit.]

fc. The act of 'coming in" with something
(e.g. a statement or argument) ;

the fact of being
'

brought in
'

or adduced. Obs.

''54 JK. TAYLOR Keal Pres. 23 Therefore we have the
income of so many Fathers as are cited by the Canon-Law
. . to be partly a warrant.

1 2. A place at which one comes in, an entry or

entrance. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10546 Quen bou ert common to be cite
O Jerusalem, atte gilden yate, par es an in-com [ Trin. an
cntiv] bat sua hatt.

t 3. A fee paid on coming in or entering ; entry-
!

money, entrance-fee. Obs.

1549 LATIMER md Serm. bef. Kctii*. VI (Arb.) 50 Thy I

Tennant .. whom, wyth newe Incomes, fynes .. and such
lyke vnreasonable exactions thou pilles, polles, and miser-

,

ahlie oppresses. 1549 m W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
\

(1880) 199 What Promtts and Incumbs are due to the
Bailiff's. i79 MS. Indcntun , Mappleton, Yks., 400 marks
paid for a lyne or incombe. 1646 BRIDGE Serm. John i. 16.

27 There are no In-com's, no Incom's to be paid at our
coming in to Jesus Christ. 1661 J. STRYPR Let. in E. F.

King Life Newton 33, I shall have to pay but ioj. a year
Ifor my chamber] besides my income, which may be about
401. or thereabouts. MM Act 12 Annec. 4 ! 4 So as no
Fine Income or other Consideration be taken for the same.

1 4. A person who comes in or has come in ; a

new-comer, incomer, immigrant. Obs.

1555 W. WATRF.MAN Eardle Focion* i. iii. 35 Fower sondric

peoples, of the whiche. .twaine ware alienes and incommes.
1570 LEVINS Maiiip. 161/45 Income, incola, aduena. 1804
TARRAS Forms 14 (Jam.) Lat's try this income, bow he
stands An' eik us sib by vhakin' hands.

INCOMER.

t 5. A thing that comes in (in addition, or by
the way) ; something added or incidental. Obs.
1583 GOLDING Calvin tm Dtttt. xiii. 76 Where as God pro-

mised the land of Chanoan .. this was no parte of that
Coun trie : he gaue them this as an income or overplus. 1587

De Momay ii. 32 Euill is neither a nature nor a sub-
stance, but an income or accident which isfalne into natures
and substances. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xtu. Ixxviii. (1612)
322 But not that yll, productiuely, from Nature firstly

springs. But as an In-come, hapning in the substance.

6. spec. That which comes in as the periodical
produce of one*s work, business, lands, or invest-

ments (considered in reference to its amount, and

commonly expressed in terms of money); annual
or periodical receipts accruing to a person or cor-

poration ; revenue. Formerly also in
}>/.

=
Receipts,

emoluments, profits ; but the plural is now used only
in reference to more than one person. (The pre-
vailing sense.)
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Comatw. (1603) 196 Paying the

expence of one yere with the income of another. 1633
HERBERT Tetnfle, Ch. Porch xxvii, Never exceed thy in-

come. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. Angclls 152 Hee hath
beene at a great deale of paines and cost ; now what are
his in-comes? 165* C, B. STAPYLTON Htrodian 16 He
scraped still and never was content. But studied more his
Incoms to augment. 1697 DRVDEN virg. Georg. n. 285 No
Fields afford So large an Income to the Village Lord. 17819
Loiterer^Q. 43. 10 Having lived, what is called up tonis
income, that is a good deal above it. i8oa.l/c</. Jrnl. VIII.
229 Income, in its usual acceptation, is a loose and vague
term ; it applies equally to gross receipts and to net produce :

But when the Legislature had limited it to be synonimous
with profits and gains, it became as clear and precise as

any other word. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt u. I. 76 No,
I shan't attack the Church only the incomes of the bishops,
perhaps, to make them eke out the incomes of the poor
clergy.

b. fig. Profit, proceeds; result, 'harvest*. Also

in//, (obs.}.

1635 RUTHERFORD Let. to M. MacknaHght 8 July, Christ
will not be in your common to have you giving out any-
thing for Him and not give you all incomes with advantage.
1687 Bp. CARTWKIGHT in Magdalen Coll. $ Jus. //(O. H. S. )

116 They are. .afraid of the income of their evil practices.
C. transf. That which is taken in, as food (with

reference to amount).
1896 Allbittt's Syst. Med, I. 162 Physiologists have shewn

that the minimum daily income required by a healthy man
performing his average daily work and maintaining his
usual body weight is five per cent, of that body weight.
7. attril*. and Comb, (in sense 6), as income-pro-

ducing adj. ; income bonds, bonds of a corpora-
tion or company, the interest of which is not

cumulative, secured by a lien upon the net income
of each several year, after payment of interest upon
prior mortgages.
1889 Daily Nrtvs 29 Nov. 6/2 In America, Income bonds

are something like preference stock in England, but carry-
ing no voting rights. 1894 SIR J. HUTTON in Daily NWS
2 5 July 7/3 I he acquisition of income-producing undertak-
ings, such as tramways, water supply, &c.

t Income 'hikm), sb.- Sc. and north, dial.

[f. IN adv. + COME. Cf. the earlier AN-OOME, ON-
COME.] A morbid affection of any part of the body,
a swelling, impostume, tumour, or the like.

1808 in JAMIKSON. 1823 GALT Sir A* ll'ylie III. xxii. 191
She had got an income in the right arm, and cpuldna spin,
1825 BROCKETT Ar

. C. Gloss.
, Income^ any swelling or other

bodily infirmity, not apparently proceeding from any ex-
ternal cause, .or which has formed unexpectedly. Ancome

t

in the same sense, is an old word. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise

Midge (1863) 195 An Income is a tumour, sir ; and mine was
a very bad one. 1859 J. BROWN Kab $ F. (1862) 13 She's

got a trouble m her breast some kind o' an income we're
thinkin'.

Income, ?'. Obs. [OE. incnman = OHG.
inqueman, inchomsn (MUG. tnkonun^ Gcr. ein-

komnten}, MPu., MLG. incomcn, Du. inkemen\
Da. indkomme t S\v. inkomma. Not an original

compound vb., but a collocation of IN adv. + COME
v. : see \K-pref.l and IN adv. i b. Now replaced

by come in : see COME v. 59.] intr. To come in,
to enter.

ciooo ^ELFRIC Lev. xxiii. 10 And bonne ge incumaf} on
\>xt. land be ic eow sille. 1297 R. GLOIX. (Rolls) 1112 To
kepe pe emperours folc ar hii to ver in come, a 1300 . E.
Psaller xxiii[i]. 7 King of blisse in come sal he. 13. . Coer
de L. 3305 So that ye lat us inne come. .They leten hem in
come anon. Ibid. 3991 Thoo the cunstable herd telle, That
the Crystene wer incomen. (1565 LINDESAV Chron. Scot.

(1814) 236 i Jam.) The king, .has maid his oath of fidclitie. .

that he schould not incum in judgment . . in no acuoun,
quhair he is pairtie himself.

I'ncomed, a. rare.
[f.

INCOME sbJ- + -Kr> 2.]
Provided with an income.

1790 Cowpnf//. 26 Jan., Johnson, I believe, is tolerably
well incomed.

lucomeless (rnkmles), a. [f. INCOME s&i +

-I.KSS.] Without an income (sense 6).

18*9 ARCHD. WRANCHAM in L Estrange Friendships Miss
Mitjord (1882) I, 194 Taking possession . . of a new and
almost incomeless archdeaconry. 1899 Daily Nrws 6 Mar.
4/2 The entirely incomeless woman to whom the full pen-
sion of i& was adjudged.

Incomer rnkp'maj). [f. Ix adv. -H COMER.]
One who comes in : in the general sense (opposed
to outgoer :̂ and with various specific applications ;

e.g. a. One who comes in or has come in from



INCOME-TAX.

another place or country ; a visitor, immigrant, or

foreign resident, b. One who comes in where
he is unwelcome or troublesome ;

an intruder
; an

invader, c. One who comes into a position or

office relinquished by another; a successor, d.

Sport. A bird that flies towards the sportsman.
1536 TINDALE Gal. ii. 4 Be cause of incommers beynge

falce brethren, which cam in amon^e wother. 1613-18 DANIEL
Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 32 To foster a party against so

dangerous an incommer, that was like to thrust them all

out of doore. a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642)

469 The Samaritans . . would not confesse themselves . . In-
commers from those trans-Euphratean nations. 1663 GER-
BIER Counsel B viij a, Kept Officers at the gates of the City,
to invite all incomers to take refreshment in his Pallace.

1721 New Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1869) III. 817 note,

Voted, yt all Pedlers and Incomers yt shall trade in this

Province of New Hampshire shall pay zj per cent, for all

their trade. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 25 A body
of troops is stationed, to take cognizance of incomers and
outgoers. 1861 Jrnl. R.Agric.Soc. XXII. n. 325 Mutual
accommodation between incomer and outgoer. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 44 Differences of manners, language and
race between the native African and the Phoenician in-

comer. 1888 Law Times Rep. LVIII. 114/1 The outgoer
is liable for one part and the incomer for the other half.

^
I'ncome-tax. [INCOME sbJ- 6.] A tax levied

in some countries on incomes.

_
In Great Britain first introduced as a war-tax in 1790 ; re-

introduced in 1842, and. maintained since. Assessed at a
rate annually fixed by Parliament of so many pence per
pound (e.g. a sixpenny or eightpenny income-tax), with
exemptions or deductions for incomes below certain defined
amounts.

1799 H. BEEKE (title) Observations on the Produce of the
Income Tax, and its proportion to the whole Income of
Great Britain. 1803 PITT in G. Rose's Diaries (1860) II. 17He puts the income tax at 4,5oo,ooo/. 1819 BYRON Juan i.

clxxxiii, The only mischief was, it came too late; Of all

experience 'tis the usual price, A sort of income-tax laid on
by fate. 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 401
The existing income-tax, .certainly is a tax that should not
be retained a moment after it can be dispensed with. 1873
H. SPENCER Stitd. Social, i. (1875) 16 An increased income-
tax obliges you to a"bridge your autumn holiday.

t Inco'mfortable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.]
= UNCOMFORTABLE.
1574 HELLOWES Gneuara's Fam. Ep. 180 Impatient men

are mconifortable to serve and of conversation perrillous.
1655 E. TERRY Voy. E.-Ind. 242 Our family was not
exempted from that most incomfortable visitation.

Incoming (i'nko:min), vbl. sb. [f. IN adv. +
COMING vbl. sd.]
1. The action or fact of coming in ; entrance

;

arrival. (Opposed to outgoing?}
1582 WYCLIF Ecclus. i. 7 The multepliyng of the incomyng

of it who vnderstod ? 1:1400 Three Kings Cologne 51 pe
which is a C dayes iorney bitwix in-comynge and goynge.
1463 Bnry Wills (Camden) 22 Liberte of fre owth goyng

BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 54~5 To regulate them
. . for close shutting, and suitable opening, to the incomming
of the Tide, out-going of the Floods. 1726-31 TINDAL
Rapitis Hist. Eng. xvn. (1743) II. 72 note t The incoming
of others into the Cabinet. 1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I.

491 With the incoming of spring there is an outgoing from
town. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xix. 108 Wardlaw . .

watched for her in-comings and out-goings.

t2. Place of entrance; entrance, entry: = IN-

COME sb 2. Obs.

1382 WYCLIK Ecclus. 1. 5 The incomyng of thehous, and of
the porche he made large [1388 alargide the entryng of the

house], c 1440 Boctus (Laud MS. 559) If. 3 b, Hit was right
at y* incomyng Of garabys lond, ('1511 \st Eng. Bk.
Amer. (Arb.j hit rod. 35/2 In the incomynge of euery cyte
stande iij crosses.

t3. An entrance-fee : = INCOME jA 1
3. Obs.

1554-9 WATERTOUNE in Songs $ Ball. (1860) 10 Be in-

comings and fynes many tenantes decaye.
4. Money that comes in, revenue : = INCOME j/'J

6. (Usually in//.)
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 252 Garnard

King of Peychtis . . bigit a gret hous w l a kirk and gaue it

Rentis, and incuming of the nerrest feildis. 1820 SCOTT
Monast. ix, More followers than he can support by honest
means, or by his own incomings. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ.
Prel. Rem. (1876) 4 Money, .a convenient shape in which to
receive his incomings of all sorts. 1881 Sat. Rev. 5 Feb.

185/1 The nominal incomings are 900^.

1'ncoxning,///. a.
[f.

IN adv. + COMING///, a.]
That comes in or enters : in the general sense, and
with various specific applications; e.g. a. Enter-

ing upon a position or office vacated by another,

succeeding, b. Coming in from abroad, immi-

grant. C. Coming in as profit, accruing, d. Of
a period of time : About to begin ; ensuing (Sc.}.

1753 Stewart's Trial App. 52 As to the agreement betwixt
him and the incoming tenants, when he undertook to be
their bouman. 1795 BURKE Th. Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 249
The farmer should have a full incoming profit on the pro-
duct of his labour. 1808 JAMIESON, The incomin ook, the
next week. 1862 ANSTED Channel 1st. i. iii. led. 2) 50 Tracing
the in-coming or out-going tide. 1870 Daily News 22 Sept.,

Pilots, for incoming vessels. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT

Telegraphy 146 The incoming line wire at A is attached to

terminal i, and the compensating wire to terminal 4. Mod.
Sc. Plans for the incoming year.

tlnco'mity. Obs. rare~~. [f. L. incom~is un-

pleasant, after COMITY.]
'

Discourtesy
'

(Blount

Glossogr. 1656).

163

t Iiicoiiuue ucl, v. Obs. [IN- ^.] trans. To
commit, entrust (to a person); = COMMEND v. i.

1574 HEI,LOWES GueuarcCs Fatit. Ep. 53 Many times did
the Consul Scipio request the Numantms to incommend
themselves to the clemencie of Rome. Ibid. 103 Warres to
be good must be incommended unto the Goddes. 1590 H.
BARROW Brief Discov. i The Gospell . . deliuered and in-
commended by his holy Apostles and Prophets vnto vs and
all posterities. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres n. i. 27 The
Ensigns to be incommended to the Ensigne-bearer. i6zi
AINSWORTH Annot. i'etitat. t Lev. vi. i Of incommending a
thing, and requiring it.

i Iiicomme'mlaMe, Obs. [Ix-3; cf. obs.

F. incommendable (Cotgr.).] Not commendable
or praiseworthy ; discommendable.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) F ij, That suche

thing seined earst honest and laudable, Nowe semeth dis-

honest, vile and incommendable. 1657 TOMUNSON Renoit's

Disp : 564 Tryphrae, as he describes them.. are incommend-
able in faculties.

In commendam : see COMMENDAM i.

Incommensurability (fak|!tee<neWrSbi'lftiJ

-jur-). [f. as next + -ITY.J The quality or char-
acter of being incommensurable.
1570 BILLINGSLEY Ettclid x. xvni. 24^ According to their

cpmmensurability or incommensurabilitie. 1653 H. MORE
Conject.Cabbal. (1713) n Wherein also is involved the In-

compossibility and Incommensurability of things. 1785
REID Intetl. Poiversvi. vii. (1803) II. 387 Aristotle mentions
the incommensurability of the diagonal of a square to its

side. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Pkys. Sci. xii. (1849)
95 The incommensurability that exists between the length
of the day and the revolution of the sun. 1841 J. R. YOUNG
Math, Dissert. Pref. 9 The first [Dissertation] contains an
attempt to prove the incommensurability of the circle.

Incommensurable (ink^me-nsiiirab'l, -jur-),
a. (st>.) [ad. med.L. incommensurabilis

^ also in

Fr. (Oresme, I4th c.) which may be the interme-
diate source : see IN- 3 and COMMENSURABLE.]
1. Math. Not commensurable; having no common

measure (integral or fractional). Said of two or
more quantities or magnitudes, or of one quantity
or magnitude in relation to another (const. wiht

f to] ; also sometimes absol. incommensurable
with ordinary or *

rational
'

quantities, as the na-

tural numbers ; the same as irrational or surd

(but not usually said, like these, of roots).

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid x. def. ii. 229 Incommensurable
magnitudes are such, which no one common measure doth
measure. 1571 DIGGES Pantom. m. vili. R j b, These lines
for that they are some of them incommensurable, can not

exactly be expressed, sane only in surde numbers, a 1688
CUDWORTH Intinut. Mor. (1731) 271 That the Diameter of

every Square is Incommensurable with the Sides. 1710 J.
CLARKK Rohault's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 33 Suppose ABCD
to be a Square, it may be geometrically demonstrated, that
the Side AB, is incommensurable to the Diagonal AC.
1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. iii. 136. 242 The rules as to
surd roots are referable to incommensurable magnitudes.
Mod. The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its

diameter (denoted by JT) is an incommensurable quantity.
b. (in At'itk.) : Having no (integral) common

measure except unity ; prime to one another.

1557 RECORDS IVhetst. Bj, If thei haue no suche common
diuisor, then are thei called incommensurable, as 18 and
25. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 53 If it happen that
the common measure thus found is i ; then the numbers
are said to be incommensurable, or not having any common
measure,

2. gen. Having no common standard of measure-
ment

; not comparable in respect of magnitude or

value.
1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 12 Whether such things so

apprehended by the Senses, be pleasant, profitable, just or

unjust .. commensurable, or incommensurable. 1664 H.
MORE Myst. Iniq. Apol. 539 Will not this Position prove as
incommensurable to humane affairs and be laden with as

great inconveniences? 1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks.
1842 II. 260 Between money and such services .. there is no
common principle of comparison : they are quantities incom-
mensurable. 1845 DE QUINCEY Nat. Temperance Movem.
Wks. XII. 167 The two states are incommensurable on any
plan of direct comparison. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk.
N. T. II. 46 The rival probabilities represented by relative
number of attesting documents must be treated as incom-
mensurable.

b. spec. Not worthy to be measured with ; not

coming up to the standard of measurement of

(something) ; utterly disproportioned to.

1799-1805 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax, (1836) I. in. iv. 188 The
forces of either were so incommensurable with the numbers
and bravery of the people they attacked. 1856 DOVE Logic
C/ir. Faith vi. 2. 340 His past life is incommensurable
with infinity. 1892 STEVENSON &L. OSBOURNE Wrecker x.

173 Solutions, which I still dismissed as incommensurable
with the facts.

B. sh. An incommensurable quantity, etc. : usu-

ally in pi.
1741 WATTS Im^rov. Mind 1. 1. S 3 Puzzling enquiries con-

cerning . . incommensurables. 1813 Edin. Rev. XX. 94
Omitting to introduce any thing concerning the nature of
incommensurables. 1845 H. ROGERS Ess. I. iii- 125 Me-
lancthon was '

cutting and contriving
'

to perform impossi-
bilities, to find a common measure of incommensurables.

Inconime-nsurableness. rare. [f. prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being incommensurable

;

incommensurability.
a 1691 BOYLE Advices judging Things Wks. 1772 IV. 468

But [Euclid] contents himself to demonstrate the incommen-
surableness of the side and diagonal of a square. 1833 J. H.
NEWMAN Arians n. iii. 1,1876) 164 The impropriety of the

INCOMMODATE.
inquiry arises from the incommensurableness, not the coin-
cidence, of the respective feelings.

Iiicomme'nsurably, adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY a

.] In an incommensurable manner or degree ;

incomparably.
1652 W. HARTLEY Infant-Baptism 9 Unless we affirm that

the Death of Christ be incommensurably reparative to our
fall in Adam, 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 1830 The in-

commensurably Beautiful.

Incommensurate (inkjJme-nsiuiYt, -Jur-), a.

[IN- 3.] Not commensurate.
1. Not of equal or corresponding measure or de-

gree; out of proportion, disproportionate, inade-

quate. Const, with, to.

1684 BOYLE Porousn. Solid Bod. iv. Wks. 1772 IV. 780 So
they be not incommensurate to its pores., 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 127 r 10 His improvement grows continually
more incommensurate to his life. 1847 GROTE Greece 11.

xxxi. IV. 172 The four ancient tribes, .had become incom-
mensurate with the existing condition of the Attic people.
1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. 251 That power, unfortunately,
was incommensurate with their good will.

fb. Having parts or elements out of propor-
tion ; disproportioned. Obs. rare.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 186 The natural proportion of
the body is depraved, and the Body made incommensurate.
2. Not having a common standard of measure-

ment; = INCOMMENSURABLE.
a 1687 H. MORE (J.), The diagonal line and side of a quad-

rate . . to our apprehension, are incommensurate. 1694
HOLDER Disc. Time (J.), If the year comprehend days, it is

but as any greater space of time may be said to comprehend
a less, though the less space be incommensurate to the
greater. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 374 Difficulty and doubt
are incommensurate.

Hence Incomme'nsurately adv.
;
Incoinme n-

surateness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, fiicoftunensurfiten^ss, incommensur-

able Quality. 1823 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 285 The
utter incommensurateness and the unsatisfying qualities
of the things around us. 1828 WEBSTER cites Cheyne for

Incotninensurately. 1841 Blacfciu. Mag. XLIX. 152 The
incommensurateness of Christianity, under its present de-

velopments, to embrace and to form a rest for the new
mental developments of society.

t Incommensura'tion. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.]

Incommensurateness
; disproportionateness.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 250 In knowing and judging
of Commensuration or Incommensuration of a Body.
Ilicommiscible (ink/mi-sib'l), a. rare. [ad.

L. incommiscibilis : see IN- 3 and COMMISCIBLE.]
Incapable of being mixed together.
1620 WOTTON in Reliy. (1672) 501 Whose habits make us

incommiscible. 1813 BP. JEBB Let. xlii. in Life. etc. 476 To
blend materials, if not altogether incommiscible, at least

very uncongenial. 1825 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXIII. 146
Incommiscible with matter.

Hence Incommiscibi -

lity, incapacity of being
mixed together (or with something).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. go By some anti-

pathic, or incummiscibility therewith.

t Incommrxed, -mrxt,a. Obs. [IN- a.] Not
mixed together, or with something ; unmingled.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 28 Which preserved their

bones and ashes incommixed. 1660 STANLEY Hist, Philos.

ix. (1701) 352^2 Those fair things which are first, and Divine,
and Incommixt, and always the same.

t Iiiconuui'xture. Obs. [lN-3.] Freedom
from mixture ; unmixed condition.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 100 This incom-
mixture and simple purity of parts and principles, a 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 135 In what purity and incom-
mixture the Language of that People stood which were

casually discovered in the heart of Spain.

Incommobrlity. rare 1
, [ad. late L. in-

commobilitas, f. in- (IN- 3) + commobilis easily
moved : see -ITY.] Incapability of being moved
or stirred to feeling.
1822 T. TAYLOR Afaleiia, Philos. Plato n.

q-jfj
The attend-

ants on this are indignation, and incommobility, which is

called in Greek dopy>jcri'a, or a disposition incapable of being
excited to anger.

t Iiiccrmniodate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

incommodare to inconvenience, f. incommod-us in-

convenient : see INCOMMODE a.]
1. trans. = INCOMMODE v. i.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 24. 490 As wee may
easily thinke that the French would gladly incommodate
the King of England. 1648 EARL WESTMORELAND Otia
Sacra (1879) 140 When the Scorching Noon-dayes heat,
Incommodates the Lowing Neat. 1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT
Nat. Hist. 106 Tea . . consumes superfluous Humours, which
incommodate the Brain.

2. = INCOMMODE v. 2.

t' 'SSS HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 86 This
definition doth nothing incommodate and hurt our cause.

1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 182 Your

Majesty may bestow it without incommodating your
affaires. 1682 H. MORE Annot. Glanvill's Lux C?. 115 In-

commodated by any dull cloudy obscurations.

I Iiico'mmodate, ppl- a. Obs. [ad. L. in-

commodat-us, pa. pple. of incommodare : see prec.]
Incommoded ; inconvenienced.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'AZf. n. 117 This

incommodate accommodating of thy selfe will cost thee

money. 1658 BAILLIE in Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) App.
35/1, I. -am exceedingly incommodate, 1669 MORTON New
Eng. Mem. 22 Scurvy, and other Diseases, which this long

Voyage and their incommodate condition had brought upon
them.
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INCOMMODATION.

Incommodation (takfBiAF'fta). Now rare
or Oos. fa. of action from L. incommoddre to IN

COMMOPE.J The action of incommoding, or fact

of being incommoded ; inconvenience.

1664 H. MORE Myst. fnif. xx. 75 But to let pass these in-

comruodations of the Body ; Christianity may be made very
uneasieand uncomfortable by several rackings and dislra< t-

ings of the Mind. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. ii, The assurance
of crowd and incommodation at public places. 1857 Chamb.
7m/. VIII. 8 Enjoyments were purchased at a rather dear
rale in the incomrnodations connected with that coach.

tlnconimo'de, i'. ^/') Obs. \&.1t,incommotie
(
lOtli c. in Godef. Compl.), ad. L. incommodus in-

convenient, f. in- (!N- 3; + commodus convenient :

see COMMODE a.]
1. Inconvenient, troublesome; = INCOMMODIOUS i .

1671 WYCHEHLEY Love, in irotxlDcd., To be obliging to
that excess as you are. .is a dangerous quality, and may be
very incommode to you. 1686 tr. Agiatis 75 Think of
gaming the esteem of the World, and never shew your self
incommode. 1161-71 H. WALPOLE Yertue's A need. Faint.
(1786! V. 203 If those streams of hair were incommode in
a battle, I know nothing they were adapted to. Itid. 264Venue was incommode ; he loved truth.

2. Unsuitable, unfitting ;
= INCOMMODIOUS 4.

1678 GALE CV/. Gentiles III. 31 It seems more incommode
to say that God moves and predetermines to al other acts.
B. sb. An inconvenience, incommodity.

1518 WOLSEY Let. to Ambass. France in Strype Eccl.
Mem. (1721) I. i. 22 Advoiding sundry incommodes and in-
conveniences that might follow thereof.

Incommode (ink(7m<5'd), v. [a. F. incom-
nutde-r (i5th c. in Littre'), ad. L. incommoddre to
inconvenience : see INCOMMODATE z>.]
1. trans. To subject to inconvenience or dis-

comfort; to trouble, annoy, molest, embarrass,
inconvenience.
1598 FLORID, Incomodare, to incommode, to trouble, to

disease [etc.]. 1671-3 MARVELL Rek. Trans/,, i. ,,, The
King would find himself incommoded with all that furniture
upon his back. 1691 BENTLEY Boyle Led. iii. 87 Every
breath of wind would incommode us. 1748 RICHARDSON
Claruta (1811) V. viii. 96 Not that . . I would incommode
the lady. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 334 We had been,
for some weeks past, so accustomed to sleep entirely in the
open air, that, at first, the confinement of a chamber incom-
moded us. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE Dust II. 96 The revelation
could be so managed as not to incommode anyone.
3. To affect with inconvenience

; to hinder, im-
pede, obstruct (an action, etc.).
ITM W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant liv. 210 A wooden Shed,which very much incommodes their inarching in Procession.

1775 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 13 July, The hay har-
V
i5

St 's nere
very

much incommoded by daily showers. 1801
area. Jml. VIII. 37 The breathing was much incommoded
when she reclined on a sofa or bed.

t Incommodement (-o"'dment). Obs. rare.
[ad. F. incommodiment (1549 in R. Estienne), f.

incommoder: see -MENT.] Condition of being in-
commoded or inconvenienced.
'733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady 3ts (L.), I persisted in my

ordinary course of living and business, though with severe
Incommodement.
t Incommo'deration. Obs. [IN- 3.] The

opposite of '

coinmoderation '

; mixture (of 'hu-
mours ') in undue proportions.

6ia WOODALL Surf. Male Wks. (1653) 141 An Apostume
is a tumour composed of three kinds of diseases . . Inlem-
perature, Incommoderation, and Solution of continuity.
t Ineommo-diate, v. Obs. [irreg. f. INCOM-

JIODI-OUS (or its source) + -ATE3. Cf. COMMODIATE.]
INCOMMODE v.

1650 EARL MONM. tr. Settaults Man bee. Guil/y 171 We
ought to mcommodiate our selves, to serve our friends
1654 tr. Bentivogtio's Hist. Warrs Flanders III. vii. 426 It
is not to be said . . how much the Artillery was incommo-
dlated. Ibid. 359, 363, 384.

Incommodious (inVm^-ilias), a. [f. IN- 3 +
COMMODIOUS ; cf. F. incommode, L. incommodus.']
Not commodious, or the opposite of commodious.
1. Causing inconvenience or discomfort ; trouble-

some, annoying, disagreeable, inconvenient.
'Si* ROBINSON tr. More's Utof. t. (Arb.) 48 Beside their

dayly labour, their life is nothing hard or incommodious.
1654 tr. Scudcry's Curia Pol. 131 The Slaves know that the
lightest chaines are alwaies the least incommodious. 1713DERHAM Phys.-Theol. m. iv. 80 Hills and Vales though to
a peevish weary Traveller, they may seem incommodious
and troublesome, yet are a noble Work of the great Creator.
l8u-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 289 It may be
given in any form, though its disgusting taste poults out
that of pills as the least incommodious.
t b. Of persons or their dispositions : Trouble-

some, difficult to get on with. Oh.
1563-87 FOXE A. >, M. (1596) 46/2 In the time of this

Lommodus, although he was an incommodious prince [etc 1

1783 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 20 Nov., A temper veryincommodious in sickness, and by no means amiable in the
tenour of life.

t2. Disadvantageous, hurtful, injurious. Obs.
i;79-8o NORTH Plutarcl(i6j6)n They cast also a certain

moisture and steam .. that is very hurtfull and incommo-
dious. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health; tmfrav. (1746)

) Whereas Honey is hurtful to choleric Complexions,
bugar is incommodious or hurtful unto none.
to. Unprofitable, unfit, unsuitable; unbefitting

unbecoming. Const, for, to, or inf. Obs.
ISS3 EDEN Treat. Veiue Ind. (Arb.) 41 There are manye

wildernesses . . lacking water, and incommodious for the
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jyfe of man. 1618 JACKSON Creed vi. xx. { 5, I am not
ignorant what censures pass upon this author for his incom-
modious speeches in this argument. 1714 STEELK Lover
No. 20 (1723) 119 It was incommodious to the Circum-
stances of his Family.
4. Of places or the like : Not convenient for

shelter, travelling, etc. ; not affording good or
sufficient accommodation; inconveniently small,
narrow, etc. ; uncomfortable.
1615 tr. De Mmfarfs Sun. E. Indies j A great bridgeof boates . . som-what incommodious by reason of the larce-

nes and height of the Riuer. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevcnofs
Jrav. i. 10 The Streets of this Town are incommodious in
that one is always going either up hill or down hill. 1715POFE Odyss. xix. 220 An incommodious port. 1777 HOWARDPnsont Eitg. (1780) 213 In March 1775, when lie number
of prisoners was 175, there were with them in this incom-
modious prison wives and children 46. 1859 DICKENS T. Two
Ctliet n. i, Tcllson's Bank was small, dark, ugly, and very
incommodious.

Incommo diously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In an incommodious manner or degree; incon-
veniently, uncomfortably ; troublesomely.
.
'55' R. ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utof. n. (Arb.) 93 To th-

intent the sycke . . shuld not lye to thronge or strayte, and
therfore vneasely, and incommodiously. 1583 FULKE De-
fince xm. 439 Neither was this Cyprian's fault alone, that
he wrote of repentance many things incommodiously [marg
imfrudenter\ and unwisely. i6$a COCAN tr. ScuderfsIbrahim n. 1. 15 It is certain, that I am not incommodiously
inconstant. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. v. ii. (R.), Without
this erect posture his eyes would have been the most proneand incommodiously situated of all animals. 1784 COWPEB
J as* i. 69 Incommodiously pent in, And ill at ease behind.

Incommo'diousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]The quality of being incommodious; inconvenience,
incommodity. Also with//., An inconvenience.
16x4 DONNE Serin. V. cxxx. 330 If Abraham had any such

doubts . . of an Incommodiousness in so troublesome a Seal,of a Needlessness in so impertinent a Seal. 1640 SANDERSON

i'j' I I7S God hath so temP r i 'he things of this
world, that every commodity hath some incommodiousness,and every conveniency some inconvenience attending the
same, a 1713 ELLWOOD Autobiog. (1765) 151 The Incom-
modiousness of the Place wherein he was kept, may have
occasioned his Death. 1854 Chamb. Jrttl. \. 257 Bearing
. . evils altogether beyond masculine philosophy even, it

may be, mcommodiousnesses that threaten health, nay, life

t l8s DlcKENS T- T-wo Cities n.
i, The partners in

the House were proud of its smallness . . proud of its ugli-
ness, and proud of its incommodiousness.

Incommodity (ink^m^-diti). [a. F. incom-
moditi (1389 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. ituommo-
dtlas, f. incommodus : see INCOMMODE a. and -ITY.]
1. Incommodious quality, condition, or state of

things; inconvenience, disadvantage, discomfort
43-5<> ta.Higdm (Rolls) VI. 31 The gardyn of delices,where noon intemperaunce is or affliccioun of incommodite,but the Iruicion of alle maner delices. ? a 1500 Chester PI.

xi. 5 Moche teene and incommodite Foloweth age 154 i

ELYOT Image Cov. (1540) 102 Nor there is any other thyng
priuateie dooen to our mcommoditee. 1596 SPENSER Slate I

Irel. Wks (Globe) 618/1 Declare your opinion . . about the
lawes of that realme, what incomodity you have conceaved
to be in them. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. ii. xv. (1810) 385 <

To bee exposed to the like incommoditie of cold and raine
1773 JOHNSON Let. to Boruitll 27 Nov., I came home last

tT\
""nout any incommodity, danger, or weariness.

^. \V ith ft. : An incommodious thing or circum-
stance

;
an inconvenience, disadvantage ; a discom-

fort, annoyance, f Formerly also in stronger sense : i

Something hurtful, an injury, damage (cf. i)
I43-SO tr. Higden (Rolls) VI 1 1. 24, In the endeof herveste

were so moche wete and rcyne . . whereby mony incommo-
dues folowede. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione n. xii. 58 To suffre
many contrary binges & diuerse incomodites in bis wrecchid
hf. 1579 FENTON G,,icciard. i. ( IS99) ,6 Touching their
expedition by land it was full of incommodities. i6ae
BACON Ess., Usury (Arb.) 541 It is good to set before v^
the Incommodities, and Commodities of Vsury. 1711 LondGaz. No. 4919/2 The Incommodities of the Season will soon
oblige the Troops to decamp. 1851 HAWTHORNE RlithedaleKom. vii. I. 107 As soon as my incommodities allowed me i

to think of past occurrences.

t Inco-mmodons, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. in-
commod-us inconvenient (see above) + -oi'S.1 = IN-
COMMODIOUS.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 180 The Communitie. .do best

understand what is most commodous or incommodous for
the preservation and promotion of their Societies.

t Inco-mmon, var. of ENCOMMON v. Ol>s. t to
make common.
1617-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. Ixxvi. 235 The way to makeHonour last, is to doe by it, as men doe by rich Jewels;not in-common them to the every day eyes.

Incommnnicability (mk(?mi:nikabHrti).
[f. next + -ITY.] =INCOMMUNICABLENESS.
.<" CAREW Song (title) Wks. (.651) 82 Incommunica-

bihty of Love. 1660 JEK. TAYLOR Duct. Dutil. ii. ii rule
vi. 24 An act of so great simplicity and incommunicabilitythat it hath neither brother nor sister, mother nor dauehter
kiff nor km. .855 DE QUINCEY Let. to Daugktert 3 Mar!
in H. A. Page L,/e (1877) II. xviii. 100 To account for the
incommunicability and to show that the accident of last
night in George Square was no accident.

Incommunicable (intymi/J-nikab'l), a. [f
IN- 3 + COMMUNICABLE: cf. F. incommunicable
(ibth c., Calvin fnst:, mod.L.

incommfmictibilis]L Not communicable
; that cannot be communi-

cated or made common
; incapable of being im-

parted or shared.

INCOMMUNICATION.
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 675 Hee . . who doth

communicate the incommunicable properties of God to
creatures. 1608 WILI.ET Hexapla in Exod. 40 This name
lehouah is also incommunicable. 1671 WILKINS Nat. Kelie.
104 Those are called incommunicable attributes, which are
proper to God alone, and not communicated to any creature
1760 C. JOHNSTON C*ryt*l(itm) III. 139 To wrest from the
sovereign an essential part of the incommunicable power of
the crown. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xviii. 65 None shared
or knew His deep and incommunicable joy.

b. absol. or as sb.

a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAC-U A. is i, Mm. ^642) 33 A Receptionof Superabundant Transcendency, Christs peculiar Incom-
municable, which . . is ultra cottsortes.

2. That cannot be communicated to another by
speech ; incapable of being told or uttered

; ineffable

| unspeakable, unutterable.
1664 SOUTH Tmlvt Serai. (1697) II. 79 How freely did

Christ unbosom himself to his Disciples!, .[notJin the extra-
ordinary discoveries of the Gospel only, but also of those
incommunicable Revelations of the Divine Love, in refer-
ence to their own personal interest in it. 1817 POLLOK
Course T. v, Heard unutterable things, And incommunica-

,

We visions saw. a 1864 FERRIER Grk. P/iilos. (1866) 252
Its true meaning is utterly incommunicable by one being to
another.

3. Not communicative ; incommunicative.
1568 NORTH Guevara's DiallPr. iv. x. 136 Terrible Judges,

seuere, intractable, collcrick, incommunicable. 1831 SOUTHKY
i

Le
,
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.
8
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iy-
2<7 About the Essays or Colloquies 1 can

tell nothing, Murray being incommunicable.
4. Not in communication (with others or with

each other) ; not having inter-communication ;

without communication or intercourse.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. vii. 307 For the North

and boutherne pole, are the invariable termes of that Axis
,

whereon the heavens doe move, and are therefore incom-
municable and fixed points. 1804 WORDSW. Affliction Mar-
garet vm, Perhaps. . thou . . hast been summoned to the deep,1 hou, thou and all thy mates, to keep An incommunicable
sleep. 1865 GROTE Plato II. xxv. 266 The two worlds,
though naturally disjoined, were not incommunicable.

t
Incommu nicableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]The quality of being incommunicable : a. Incapa-

bility of being communicated, imparted, or shared.
1600 BP. HALL No Peace with Rome S 8 Wee neither can

nor dare arrogate vnto our selues those things which, by an
holy reservation and incommunicablenesse, are proper onelyvnto the Highest. 1701 BEVERLEY Glory of Grace n The
Incommunicableness of the Perfection of all the Attributes
of God. 1882 MATHESON in Expositor Aug. 140 The Jew
emphasized . . the self-containedness, the incommunicableness

j

of God.

t b. Want of inter-communication or intercourse.
1643 HERLE in T. Goodwin, etc. Afol. Narration Introd.,Ihe vindication of the Protestant party in generall, from

the aspersions of Incommunicablenesse within it selfe, and
Incompatiblenesse with Magistracy.

c. Reticence, taciturnity, incommunicativeness.
, .

l835 <#" Rev. LX. 280 His incommunicableness with
his children accounts for the paucity of those familiar
anecdotes.

InCOmmnuicably (ink (;mi;?nikabli), adv.

[f. as prec. + -LY
-'.]

In an incommunicable man-

|

ner
;

in a way that cannot be communicated, im-
parted, or shared.

1617 HAKEWILL Afol. (1630) i. iv. i. 46 [Annihilation is] as
incommunicably the effect of a power divine and above
nature, as is the worke of the Creation it selfe. 1707 NOHRIS
1
real.. Humility vii. 300 To usurp that praise and honour

which is peculiarly and incommunicably due to him. 1881
JARRAR Early Car. II. 430 Abide in the Unction. It is
a thing absolutely real, incommunicably dissevered from all
that is false.

b. Without communication or intercourse.
i8oa STEVENSON Across the Plains 197 Each, in his own

little world of air, stood incommunicably separate
t Incommu-nicate, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. IN- 3

+ COMMUNICATE ppl. a.} =next.
1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 11 It is not happy byan mcommumcate happiness, nor glorious by an incom-

mumcate glory.
Hence t Inconuiiu-uicately adv., without com-

munication.
I*6

f.H-
MORE.Myst. fiifa., Synopsis Profh. 524 A singularor individual substance completely existing by itself, but not

incommunicably, though incommunicately.

tlncommu'nicated,///.a. Obs.rare. [lN-3.]Not communicated
; uncommnnicated

; that is

without communication.
. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. in. xxiv. 171 Although
in that mdistmguisht masse, all things seemed one, yet
separated by the voyce of God, according to their species
they came out in incommunicated varieties, and irrelative
semmalltles. 1664 H. MORE Antid. I,M. ii. 18 Excellen-
cies so far as we know incommunicated to any Creature.

Incommn-nicating, a. [IN- 3.] Not com-
municating, without communication.
a 1676 HALE Hist. Com. Law xii. (1713) 256 That Con-

fusion and Disparity that would unavoidably ensue, if Ihe
Administration was by several incommunicating Hands,

vi \i
T-

-
B"01

*. Tnutt
(1684) 130 Even in their

Northern Nations and incommunicating Angles, their Lan-
guages are widely differing. 1876 J. MARTINEAU Ess.,
Aitttr. etc. (1891) IV. 225 Incommunicating distances.

I Incommunica'tion. Obs. [IN- a.] Ab-
sence or want of communication or imparting.
1611 SCLATER Key (1629) 133 The third branch is incom.

mumcation, Inuidia Canina. .the dog in the manger. 1618
J. DOUGHTY Ckurck-Schismes 17 They inflicted vpon them ab-
stcnsion, orca-s I may say) incommumcation with the Church
1653 MANTON Exf. James iii. 14 Envy discovered itself



INCOMMUNICATIVE.
By incommunication : men would have all things inclosed
within their own line and pale.

Incommunicative unk/mi/7-nik/Uv), a.

[!N- '.] Not communicative ; not disposed for

intercourse or conversation ; uncommunicative.
1670 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I. 149 We

cannot expect it from one here (who is incommunicative).
1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. II. To Rdr. 15, I shall not
imitate their incommunicative Tenaciousness. 1816 BYRON
Fragw.,

l CouldJ remount', Or do they in their silent cities
dwell Each in his incommunicative cell 1 1851 HAWTHORNE
Grandfather's Chair m. xi. (1879) 210, I am naturally a
silent and incommunicative sort of character.

Hence Incoimmvnicatively adv. ; Iiicommu -

nicativeiiess.
1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 45 The officer resisted

conversation with more firmness than is usual in France . .

and shut himself up in almost total incommunicativeness.
a 1862 THOREAU Cafe Cod vi. (1865) 109 Silently, and for
the most part incommunicatively, going about their busi-
ness. 1872 J. L. SANFORD Estitn. Eng. Kings, C/ias. I, 335
The overt act of a lie seemed frequently the best method of
incommunicativeness.

Iiicommutabrlity. [f. next + -ITT. Cf.
mod.F. ineommutabiliti (1718 in Diet. Acad.')."\T1!*.. ...-.Hi 11*: f 1 . ,1

ranks and conditions. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Know!.
1.48 Maimonides maintained the incommutability of the law.

Incommutable (ink^mi-tab'l), a. [ad. L.

incommiitabilis, f. in- (In- 3) + commiitabilis COM-
MOTABLE : cf. F. incommutable (1381 in Hatz.-

Darm.). In sense 2 f. IN- 3 + COMHUTABLE.]
1. Not changeable ; not liable to change or altera-

tion ; unchangeable, immutable.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. iii. 66 But alias ! for good in-

commutable, for mede inestimable, for souerayn worship,
for endeles glory, men wol not suffre be lest werynes. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 26 b/2 The Incomutable deyte of the
blessyd trynyte is without ony chaungyng. 1677 GALE Crt.
Gentiles iv. 184 One uniforme, sempiterne, and incommut-
able Rule of Justice in al Times and Nations. 1842 CHAL-
MERS Led. Rom. I. 54 The giver of a perfect and incom-
mutable law.

2. Not commutable ; that cannot be commuted
or exchanged ; unexchangeable.
1773 HARRIS Philos. Arrangem. Wks. (1841) 331 The

powers, though invisible, are incommutable ; nor can those
of the shipwright enable him to forge an anchor, or those
of the smith enable him to construct a ship, a 1806 HORSLEY
Serm. (1811) 424 Notwithstanding the reality of those dif-

ferences, and the incommutable nature of the two things.
Hence Incommvrtably adv., unexchangeably ;

Incommu-ta'bleness.
1828 WEBSTER, Incommtttableness, the quality of being in-

commutable. Incommutably, without reciprocal change
i8ss W. H. MILL Applic. Panth. Princ. (1861) 197 But the
first element of this name Eliakim .. differs in its initial
radical letter and etymology from 'HAi . . as completely
and incommutably as do their respective correlations in
Arabic, Allah and Ali.

t Incommutative, a. Obs. rare-". [!N-.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Incommutative, not to be changed

or altered.

Incompact (ink^mpse-kt), a. [!N- 3.] Not
compact ; loosely put together ; of loose consistency.
1616 BULLOKAR, Incompact, slight, not close ioyned. 1684

T. BURNET Th. Earth n. 55 These mines, .being not onely
unequal in their surface, but also hollow, loose, and incom-

pact^ within, as ruines use to be. 1759 tr. Duhamefs Husb.
i. viii. (1762) 22 The earth itself loose and incompact.

b. transf. andJig.
1829 LANDOR Wks. (1846) I. 399/2 The empire of the

Czars being already incompact and vast. 1852 SEIUEL
Organ 116 Their tone is too braying and incoherent (or
incompact). 1869 HADDAN Afost. Smc. iii. 55 An organized
Church is a more effective instrument for the transmission
of truth than the incompact school of a philosophical sect.

Hence Incompa'ctly adv., Incompa'ctness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Incompactness. 1846 LANDOR IVks.

I. 71/2 My memory.. is apt to stagger and swerve under
verses piled incompactly. 1898 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 540/1
The geese . . have a strange air of incompactness, mainly
attributable to the independent character of many of their

wing-feathers.

Incompa'Cted, a. rare. [f. IN- 3 + COM-
PACTED ppl. a.i] Not compacted ; incompact.
1680 BOYLE Scept. Client, v. Wks. 1772 I. 546 The other

four elements might indeed be variously and loosely blended
together, but would remain incompacted.

Incomparability (ink^mparabrllti). [f. next :

see -ITY.] The quality of being incomparable ; in-

comparableness.
1603 FLORID Montaigne (1634) 568 Truth hath her lets,

discommodities and incomparabilities with us. 1884 tr.

Lotze's Metaph. 436 Opposing those who adduce the incom-
parability of things psychical and material as an objection
against the possibility of any interaction between them.

Incomparable (ink^-mparab'l), a. (adv., sb.}

[a. F. incomparable (12-isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. incomparabilis, f. in- (Itr- 3) + comparabilis
COMPARABLE.]
1. With which there is no comparison ; unequalled

in manner, kind, or degree ; matchless, peerless,
transcendent.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. vi, And of beaute je bene
incomparable, c 1450 Coy. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 391 Heyl !

incomparabil quen Goddis holy Iron ! 1533 ELYOT Cast.
Helthe (1541) 353, Honye .. is of incomparable efficacy.
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a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 451 She was afterwards
his incomparable wife. 1740 WARBURTON Div. Lcgat. iv.

y. Wks. 1811 IV. 215 A new hypothesis . . which hath the

incomparable Sir Isaac Newton for its Patron. 1871 L.
STEPHEN Playgr. Europe ix. (1894) 202 The squalor of an
Italian town surrounds monuments of incomparable beauty.
1897 GLADSTONE Let. 20 Apr., Incredible shame, incom-
parable bungling.
2. Not to be compared (with or to).
1614 JACKSON Creed m. xi. 18 marg., Vniuersall absolute

obedience vnto men is incomparable with true loyalty vnto
Christ. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 116 Neere mountayne
Taurus is now a Citie both great and famous, yet incom-
parable to what shee was in Ecbatans time. 1897 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. III. 640 As knowledge becomes more accurate,
the tables constructed in successive periods become incom-
parable. 1899 Westm. Can. 15 May 9/2 The British patent
system . . is incomparable, from every point of view almost,
with the patent systems of Germany and the United States.

t B. adv. = INCOMPARABLY. Obs.

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 101 Mekyl more gladder
and that yncomparable for the certen bydyng that he boode
to haue the sight of god. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
I53 1) 4 D

, Thou shake De in heuen ruler of incomparable
more treasure. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. 6 The Gray,
or Horse-Fly. Her eye is an incomparable pleasant
spectacle.

C. sb. 1. An incomparable or matchless person
or thing.
1704 PENN in Pa, Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 355 That there

ever should be such a succession of incomparables. 1807 tr.

Three Germans III. 19 This incomparable would be an evil

to be dreaded in the city.

2. A name for a North American bird, the

Nonpareil or Painted Bunting (Cyanospiza or

Passerina ciris), so called from its gorgeous
colouring, blue, green, yellow, and scarlet.

1889 Cent. Diet., Cyanospiza .. contains the common
indigo-bird of the United States . . , the lazuli finch . . , the
nonpareil, incomparable, or pape [etc.].

Incomparableness (ink^mparab'lnes). [f.

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being incomparable.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 5 Whose . . incomparable-

ness of number, may well fill our hearts with admiration.

1733 FIELDING Don Quixote Eng. n. v, I will make thee a
dreadful

example to all future knights who shall dare dispute
the incomparableness of that divine lady. 1882-3 SCHAFF

Encycl. Relig. Knmvl. II. 1003/1 It is from this centre that
the ideas of his . . incomparableness and glory irradiate.

Incomparably (inkp-mparabli), adv.
[f.

as

prec. + -LY 2
; cf. F. incomparablement (i2-i3thc.),

L. incomparabilitcrl\ In an incomparable manner
or degree ; in a way that does not admit of com-

parison ; beyond comparison.
(1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 257 Goostly lucres &

wynnynges . . Exceedynge in value all eerthly thynges In-

conparablely. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1263 Hire bemes
ouer alle the sternes ere incomparabli bright. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. i. xxvii, Shootinge in the longe bowe . . incomparably
excelleth all other exercise. 1634 HEYWOOD Maidenhead
in. Wks. 1874 IV. 131 Does not the new Gowne the Prince
sent my Mistresse, become her most incomparably ? 1666
BOYLE Orig. Formes % Qua!. (1674) 14 The structure even
of the rarest watch is incomparably inferiour to that of a
humane body. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 419 F 7 Shake-
spear has incomparably excelled all

others._ iSss EMERSON
in Scot. Rev. (1883) 283 Incomparable things said incom-
parably well. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings Ser. n. 115
Strafford. .was incomparably the abler of the two.

t Incompa'red, a. Obs. rare 1
. [IN- 3.] Un-

matched, matchless, peerless, incomparable.
1590 SPENSER To Sir F. Walsingham. i That Mantuane

Poetes incompared spirit.

Incompass, obs. var. of ENCOMPASS v.

t Incompa-ssible, a. Obs. rare - 1
. [a. obs.

F. incompas$ible incompatible (i4th c. in Godef.),
f. in- (IN- 3) + compassible, a parallel form to COM-
PATIBLE.] Incompatible.
1630-56 SIR R. GORDON Hist. Earls Sutherland 413

(Jam.) It seemed to be incompassible in the persone of any
subject, derogative to the king's honor, and insupportablie
grievous to the leidges.

t Incompa'ssion. Obs.
[f. lu-s + COM-

PASSION: so It. incompassioiie.~\ Want or absence
of compassion or pity.

. 1625 SANDERSON 12 Serm.
(1637) 231 There are many publike

and nationall sinnes, . . our incompassion to our brethren
miserably wasted with Warre and Famine in other parts of
the world. 1630 Ibid. II. 259 Whilst we avoid the one
extreme, that ofincompassion, we may not fall into the other,
that of foolish pity. 1673 Art Contentm.x. 7. 232 [They]
look on our enjoiments and their sufferings thro' the con-

tracting optics of ingratitude and incompassion.

t Iiicompa-ssionate, a. Obs. [I.\- 3.] Not
compassionate ; void of compassion or pity.
1611 COTGR., fmpitenx, pitilesse, incompassionate. 1623

SANDERSON 12 Serm. (1637) 126 He was to wrestle with the
unjust and bitter upbraidings of unreasonable and incom-
passionate men. 1674 FLATMAN Review 8 When incom-
passionate Age shall plow The delicate Amira's brow. 1679
Establ. Test 21 They will, .repay them with the.. most in-

compassionate Cruelty.
Hence f Inconipa'ssionately adv., without com-

passion or pity ; \ Incompa'ssionateness, lack
of compassion, pitilessness.
1621 T. GRANGER On Eccl. 94 (T. Suppl.) The incom-

passionateness of other great men, which were merciless,
cruel, and hard-hearted. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial u. iii,

Plead not, .without sense of pity So incompassionately.

Incompatibility (ink^mpartibrliti). [a. F.

incompatibility (i5th c.) : see next and -ITY.J

INCOMPATIBLENESS.
1. The quality or condition of being incompatible;

incongruity, absolute inconsistency, irreconcilable-

ness.

i6n COTGR., Incompatibility, incompatibilitie, iarring,
disagreement. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 310 The incom-

patipilitie of the then vsd superstitions in the Camp, and
Christianitie. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. iii. 15 Incom-
patibility, or repugnancy to co-existence. 1763 SCRAFTON
Indostan ii. (1770) 45 Hadjee Hamet . . gave the world an
instance more of the incompatibility of wickedness with

happiness. 1831 BREWSTER Optics vii. 66. 73 The hypo-
thesis . . which others had rejected from its incompatibility
with the phenomena of the spectrum. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) V. 128 Divorces are readily allowed for incompati-
bility of temper.

b. (with//.) An incompatible thing or quality.
1671 E. PANTON Spec. Juvent. 105 You may tell me that

I propose Incompatibilities. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 80 They
made him an absurd Compound of incompatibilities. 1822
LAMB Elia Ser. i. Artif. Comedy Last Cent., The comedy,
I have said, is incongruous ; a mixture of Congreve with
sentimental incompatibilities. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp.
xlvii. (1856) 442 It became a grave question, how to recon-
cile the incompatibilities of dog and goat.

f2. = INCOMPETIBILITY. Obs. rare.

1659 Par!. Let. 9 May in England's Con/. 14 We. . urged
their incompatibility to judge of the Members.

Incompatible (ink^mpae-tib'l), a. (s6.~) [ad.
med.L. incompatibilis (said of benefices) ; cf. F.

incompatible (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), and see
IN- 3 and COMPATIBLE.] Not compatible.
1. Of benefices, etc. : Incapable of being held

together. [med.L. incompatibility
_IS63-S7 FOXE A. ft M. (1596) 3/2 For infinite dispensa-

tions, as to dispense with age, with order, with benefices

incompatible. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 57 Inacted,
aganis pluralitie of offices incompatible in one man's persone.
1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 115 By the Canon Law Incom-
patible Benefices are Dignities, Parsonages and other
Benefices, which do by some Statute or approv'd Custom
require a Personal Residence. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss.
Eccl. Terms, Benefice incompatible, means one which
cannot be held with another.

2. Mutually intolerant ; incapable of existing to-

gether in the same subject ; contrary or opposed in

character ; discordant, incongruous, inconsistent.

1502 DANIEL Rosamond I iii, As heere beholde th' incom-
patible blood Of age and youth. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 75
When thesubiect, and thething dissenting, doth abhorre each
other, and are . . incompatible, than there is a totall opposi-
tion betweene them. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Left. ii. 66 The
ideas of Matter and Thought are absolutely incompatible.
1755 Fox in H. Walpole ;!/. Geo. 77(1847) II. ii. 37 Yet.,
are we on incompatible lines ? 1816 T. L. PEACOCK Head-
long Hall vii, Luxury and liberty are incompatible. 1871
BLACKIE Four Phases i. 18 He felt that to be a politician and
a preacher of righteousness was to combine two vocations

practically incompatible.
b. Const, with.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 24 A prudence which

was incompatible with her Sisters nature. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. $ F. xxvii. III. 68 The use of the shield is incom-
patible with that of the bow. 1832 tr. Sismondfs Ital.

Rep, xv. 319 Law and order seemed incompatible with the

government of priests.

fc. Const, to. (Sometimes confused with IN-

COMPATIBLE.) Obs.

1641 R. GREVILLU (Ld. Brooke) Efisc. 113 A trade, which
yet they thinke not altogether incompatible to Preaching.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 75 Is not the prescience or provision
of future things . . incompatible to the nature of any creature
in heaven or earth ? 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 101
Balaam knew it was incompatible to Him to lie or repent.
1790 ANNA M. JOHNSON Monmouth III. ii She knew the un-
conditional liberation . . was incompatible to his Lordship's
professions.

t d. Const, of: Intolerant of. Obs.

1605 RALEIGH Introd. Hist. Eng. (1693) 34 The English
Nobility, incompatible of these new Concurrents, found .. a
darkning of their Dignities by the Interposition of so many.
1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 24 A Nobilitie, stub-

borne, haughty,and incompatible of each other's precedency.
1646 BUCK Rich. Ill 51 He was now incompatible of any
others precedency and propinquity.

\ 3. Unable to agree or '

get on
'

together ;
dis-

agreeing, at variance. Obs.

1567 THROGMORTON Let. to Eliz. in Robertson Hist. Scot.

(17^9) II. App., The earle of Argyll, the Hamiltons and he
be incompatible. I do find amongest the Hamiltons, Argyll
and the company two strange and sundry humours. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, ii. xxii. 13 Is there not a caution, .to

be giuen of the doctrines of Moralities themselues . . leaste

they make men too precise, arrogant, incompatible ? a 1659
OSBORN Defect, Rowe Wks. (1673) 396 By which they have
rendered themselves incompatible with any other Tenets
than their own. 1723 DE FOE Plague (1884) 298 The
Quarel remain'd, the Church and the Presbyterians were in-

compatible.

f4. Irreconcilable. Obs. rare.

1623 COCKERAM, Incompatible, vnreconcilable. 1635 R.
BOLTON Com/. Affl. Consc. xvii. 321 They set themselves

against godly Christians with incompatible estrangement,
and implacable spite.

B. sb. An incompatible person or thing.
a 1711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. r?2i IV. 280, I am all

Resignation, all Desire. How can these Incompatibles con-

spire 1 1731 HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 183 Such syntax is

in fact a blending of incompatibles ; that is to say, of a
defined substantive with an undefined attributive. 1848
H. ROGERS Ess. I. vi. 305 This union of incompatibles.
1885 PallMallG. 9 June 1/2 He might shed his incapables
and his incompatibles, and build up a new Cabinet.

Incompa'tibleness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being incompatible, incompatibility.



INCOMPATIBLY.
1608 Disfiilt A'Hff/iufA'acram. 124 The incompatiblene*

and disproportion of kneeling with the acts and demonstra-

tion* of reioycing. 17S CAKTK //.'. /;i'. III. 615 Nothing
but the iiiconipatibleness of their two lives could have

determined her to sign the warrant. 1815 COLERIDGE AM*
Kffi. (18481 I. 241 The incompatiblenesb of thy will and

nature with Heaven and holiness and an immediate God.

Incompa tibly, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY ^.]

In an incompatible manner, so as to be incompa-
tible with something else.

a 1711 KEN HytHtutrium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 100 Your

Country's Heav'n, your Business to rejoice, God's Love is

incompatibly your choice. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in mod.
Diets.

Incompe-ndious, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Not com-

pendious, not economical ; uneconomical.

1833 Fritters Mag. VII. 307 The same failing purposer..
the same inconmendious actor the same too-lavish and

too-sparing merchant.

t Ineompe-nsable, a. 06s. rare-". [In-
3

: so

inod.F. incompensabU (Littre).] Incapable of

being compensated. Hence f Ineompe-nsable-
ness (Bailey vol. II, 1731).
1658 PHILLIPS, IntompensabU^ uncapable of being recoin-

penced. 1731 in BAILEV; and in mod. Diets.

Incompetence (ink/vmpftens). [a. F. incom-

petence (1549 in R. Estienne), f. in- (lN-3; -t-<w-

pitence : after INCOMPETENT.]
t 1. Inadequacy, insufficiency. O6s.

1663 FlagellitiH, or O. Crow-well'(1672) 160 The niggardli-
ness and incompetence of his reward.

2. The fact or condition of being personally or

practically incompetent; want ofcompetence; lack

of the requisite ability, power, or qualification ;

incapacity.
a 1716 SOUTH St'r/tt. (1744) VII. xiv. 302 That Incompe-

tence arises from this : That no Man can judge rightly of

two Things, but by comparing them together. 1795-1814
WORDSW. Excurs. vill. 13 Therefore no incompetence of
mine Could do them wrong. xSxi W. GODWIN in C. K.
Paul W. Godwin (1876) II. 213 The feeling I had in myself
of an incompetence for the education of daughters. 1874
MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 201 The incompetence
ofthe tradesman to whom the work is entrusted. 1876 Trans.
('/in. Soc. IX. 47, I found . . on examination, incompetence
of the aortic and mitral valves.

3. Of a logical conclusion : Want of legitimacy
or propriety ; faultiness : = INCOMPETENCY 3.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic (1860) II. 465 It shows at

prec. or

a glance the competence or incompetence of any C

Incompetency (inkp-mpftensi). [f.

INCOMPETENT : see -ENCY.]
1. The quality of being incompetent ; inadequate

ability, incapacity for what is required:
= IN-

COMPETENCE 2. Also, with //., an instance of this.

1611 COTGR., Incompetence, incompetencie. 41691 BOYLK
Ess. Intestine Motions iv. Wks. 1772 1. 447 The incompetency
of our eyes to discern the motions of natural bodies, a 173*
AITKRBURY Sertn. Isa. Ix. 22. ii. (Seager), The meanness and

incompetency of the instruments that wrought this effect.

178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. \. 260 [The] utter incom-

petency of the bishops. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. I. v.

31 (1875) 109 Is it not proved that this incompetency is the

incompetency of the Conditioned to grasp the Uncondi-
tioned? 1871 BLACKIE FourPhases 1.66 Exposing the mani-
fold superficialities and incompetencies of the persons with
whom he conversed.

2. Legal incapacity, disability, or disqualification.
1650 HOBBES A HSW. Davenanfs Prff. Gonditert Wks. 1840

IV. 456 Having thus . . avoided the first exception, against the

incompetency of my_ judgment, I am but little moved with
the second, which is of Deing bribed by the honour you
have done me. 1660 Trial Regie. 157 Concerning the com-
petency or incompetency of the witness ; the incompetency
against him is this, that [etc.]. 1833 MYLNE & KEEN Kef,
II. 245 The affidavits .. positively denied ..the testator's

alleged incompetency to enter into the agreement. 1895
Law Times Rep. LXXII1. 23/2 The original incompetency
to deal with it continued down to . . when the husband died.

3. Logical impropriety or illegitimacy.
1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxi. 11866) I. 424 The

arguments . . by which it was attempted to evince the in-

competency of this figure.

Incompetent (inkp-mpftent), a.
(si.'j [a. F.

incompetent, ad. late L. incompetent-cm, f. in-

(!N- 3; + competent-em COMPETENT.] Not com-
petent.

1 1. Insufficient, inadequate. Obs,
1611 COTGR. s.v. Rose, Cliafieau, ou chapelde roses, a small,

sleight, incompetent, or lessc-then-due portion giuen a
maid to her mariage. 1692 BEXTLEY Boyle Lect. vii. 256 An
incompetent Cause for the Formation of a World. 1789 A.
HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 25 The situations .. were yet
incompetent to the full display of those .. endowments with
whidi nature .. decorates a favorite. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser.
il. Tombs in Abbey, A purse incompetent to this demand.
2. Of inadequate ability or fitness

;
not having

the requisite capacity or qualification ; incapable.
Const, to, to Jo something. Rarely of things.
a 1635 NAUNTON hragm. Reg. (Arb.) 39 Sir Francis Knowls

was somewhat of the Queens affinity, and had likewise no
incompetent Issue. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. i. | 3,
1 may not be thought altogether an incompetent person,
having been present asa Member of Parliament in Councils.

1693 " MATHER I'ref. Owen's Holy Spirit 3 It is not for
so incompetent a person to say as writes this. 1800 COLE-
RIDGE in C. K. Paul W. Godwin (1876) II. 13, I would
gladly write any verses

; but to a prologue or epilogue I am
utterly incompetent. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. viii.

678 I he Nabob, who was totally incompetent to his own
defence. 1(41 TuiNYKm Two Voice* 375 Much more, if rust

166
'

I floated free, As naked essence, mut I be Incompetent of

memory. i8fi9TYNDALL Notes Lect, Light 41 A body placed
in a light which it i-. incompetent to transmit appears black.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 84 The mitral valves were

(

puckered and incompetent. 1880 L. .^n mi \ Pope v. 131
> He was no philosopher, and therefore an incompetent

assailant of the abuses of philosophy.
3. Not legally competent or qualified.
1597 DANIEL Ctv. Wars in. tK.), Subjects. .judges incom-

petent To judge their king. 1650 HOBBES Arttw. Daven-
ant's Pref. Gondibert Wks. 1840 IV. 443, I He open to two
exceptions, one of an incompetent, the other of a corrupted
witness. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 187 The
objections of an incompetent judgment 1880 MUIRHKAU
Cains iv. 107 Further action, .is ifso jure incompetent.
4. Logically inadmissible or illegitimate.
1835 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Deafy Dumb (18521 135

Dr. Whately's definition, is therefore, not only incompetent,
but delusive. 1837-$ Logic xvii. 1866) I. 320 This
process is wholly incompetent to the logician.
B. sb. An incompetent person.

1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. * Man iv. 248 These jealous in-

competents had . . hurled him down into a muddy pit of
error. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884) 324 A dauber,
an incompetent, not fit to be a sign-painter.

Hence Xnco-mpetentness, incompetence (Bailey
vol. II, 1727).

Incompetently (ink^'mp^tentli\ A/V. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2.] In an incompetent manner or degree ;

inadequately, insufficiently ;
with incompetence.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp., Beatit. 9 He that fights
for temporals . . loses his title, by striving incompetently for

the reward. 177* BURKE Sp. CA. Claims Bill Wks. X. 146
Not that the Church of England is incompetently endowed.

i Incompatibility. Obs. [f.next: SCC-ITY.]
The quality or condition of being

'

incompetible
*

;

incompetency, incapacity. Sometimes confused

with incompatibility : see the latter, sense 2.

1664 HAMMOND 19 Sertn. Wks. 1684 IV. 604 The com-

petibility of knowledge, and incompetibility of true faith

with carnall desires. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man, 122

The stress . . rests not upon the incompetibility of an excess
of one Infinitude above another, either in Intension or Ex-

tension, but the incompetibility of any multitude to be
infinite.

t Incompe'tible, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + COM-

PETIBLE.] Not competible ; not within one's com-

petence or capacity; not properly applicable or

suitable to ; inappropriate. Sometimes confused
with incompatible : see the latter, 2 c.

1611 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx m. 415 Puffed vp with in-

comparable and incompetible Titles of Learning. 1641
MILTON Prel. Episc. 5 For now the Pope was come to
that height, as to arrogate to himselfe by his Vicars in-

competible honours. 1650 Exercit. Usurped Powers 9
Take him as a usurper, and my allegiance is incompetible
to him. 1655-87 H. MORE

APj>.
Anttd. (1712) 186 Indivisi-

bility is incompetible to a Spirit. 1684 BUKNKT The. Earth
n. 139 The characters of the New Jerusalem ..are very
hard to be understood : some of them being incompetible
to a terrestrial state, and some of them to a celestial.

Hence f Incompe tibleness INCOMPETIBILITY.

^Confused with incompatiblef

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Incompetibleness, the Condition of
a Thing, that will not square or agree with another.

Incompletable (ink^mplrtab'l), a. rare~.

[f. IN- a + COMPLETABLE.] That cannot be com-

pleted. Hence Incompletabi lity, Incom-
ple'tableuess, incapability of being completed.
18*9 CARLYLE Misc., Novalis 11872) II. 213 (tr. NovalU)

Men often wondered at the stubborn Incompatibility of
these two Sciences. 1898 Q. Ka>. Jan. 80 It is the infinity
or physical incompletableness of the Universe which baffles

the scientific understanding. Ibid. Apr. 86 This idea of the

mysterious incompletability of existence.

Incomplete (inkffmpl/'t), a. [ad, L. incom-

plet-tts, f. in- (!N-
;I
) + comptetus COMPLETE : cf.

F. incomplct, -ptttc, in OF. -plette (1372 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Not complete ;
not fully formed, made,

or done
;
not whole, entire, or thorough ; wanting

some part ; unfinished, imperfect, defective.

c 1380 WYCLIK.SW. Whs. III. 342 J>e chesyng maad of man
is fals signe, and incomplete, for to make Cristis viker.
ii 1600 HOOKER ij.), It plea>eth him in mercy to account
himself incomplete and maimed without us. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\\. xviii. 152 That they be comparativly
incomplete wee need not todenie. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl.
Ded., What I had written was In-compleat. 1711 J. GREEN-
WOOD . Gram, 114 If we consider whether an action be

compleat or incompleat. 1817 G. ROSE Diaries;(i86o) 1.30
The abolition [of slavery] was incomplete even in England.
1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 91 The Resistance was de-

livered incomplete ten months after the contractor's agree-
ment. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 79 Thou would'st be
child for ever, Completer whilst incomplete.

b. In technical uses :

IncompUte Jloiver, a flower wanting one or more of the
normal parts (calyx, corolla, stamens, or pistils). Incomplete
metamorphosis (in insects, etc.) = I M TERM- cr metamorphosis.
Incomplete areolet : see quot. 1826.

1760 J. LEK Introd. Bot. (1788) 95 Such as are incomplete.

Note^ Calyx or Corolla wanting. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's
Bot. ix. 96 Incomplete flowers only are found . . on separate
trees or plants. 18*6 KIKBY & Si'. Entomol. IV. 342 Incom-
plete \arfolets\i open areolets that terminate short of the

margin. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 190 Flowers are

incomplete, in which any one or more of the four kinds of

organs ia wanting.

t Incomplete, ^- Obs. rare" 1
, [f. prec. after

COMPLETE z/.] trans. To render incomplete, to

destroy the completeness of.

INCOMPLIANCE.

1656 JEANES /'*/. Christ 26 Will ChrUt then, .suffer any
thing to prevaile against his Church, which is his fulness?

What were that but to mayme and incompleate him?

Incomple'ted, a. [f. IK- 3 + COMPLETED.]
Not completed ; unfinished, incomplete.
1836 LYTTON Athens (1837) I. 408 One of those rude but

serviceable instruments by which a more practical and

perfect action is often wrought out from the incompleted
theories of greater statesmen. 1889 Electrical Rev. 12 Apr.
415/2 The details of an incompleted research.

Incompletely (ink^mplrtli), adv.
[f. INCOM-

PLETE a. + -LY -.] In an incomplete manner or

degree; partially, imperfectly.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 15 Those that are de jure, or

incompleatly Disciples. 1777 WATSON Philip II (1793) I.

ix. 363 Undisciplined, incompletely armed and disheartened.
1862 LATHAM Channel /->/. in. xv. led. 2) 368 It is only par-

tially and incompletely that bis request b attended to.

Incompleteness (ink/mplftnes). [f. as prec.
f -KES8.J The quality or state of being incom-

! plete; want of completeness.
1643 MILTON Divorce Introd., Error .. willingly accepts

i what he wants, and supplies what her incompleatnesse went

seeking. 1664-5 BOYLE Cause Condens. Air Wks. 1772 II.

499The incompleteness of the theory ofcold. 1845-6 TRENCH
lluls. Lect. Ser. i. i. 8 A book . . underlying the same . . incom-

pletenesses as every other work of men's hands. 1860 TYN-
DALL (7/o. 33, 1 had often occasion to feel the incompleteness
of my knowledge.

Incompletion (ink^mplrjan). [f. IN- 3 +
COMPLETION.] Incomplete or unfinished condition,

incompleteness.
1804 Miniature No. 5 F i He .. only effects one design,

that he may regret the incompletion of others. 1815; W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 43 His literary history
of them would appear useless from incompletion. 1873
BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-fap iv. 762 Artist-preference Fur
work complete, inferiorly proposed, To incompletion, though
it aim aright.

InCOmpleX (inkp-mpleks, formerly ink(7m
-

ple'ks), a. [ad. late L. incomplex-us. f. /"- ^!K-
3
)

+ complex-us COMPLEX; so F. incomplcxe (1732
in Diet. Trevoux).] Not complex ; not compli-
cated or involved

; simple.
1658 BAXTER Saving Faith vi. 36 Complex Objects, which

are appointed to be the means of knowing the incomplcx.
a 1677 BARROW Sertn. iv. Wks. 1686 II. 55 It is unintelligible
how any incomplex thing . . can be the complete or imme-
diate object of belief. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vn. ii.

382 The Ear is in Birds the most simple and incomplex of

any Animals Ear. 1789 T. TAYLOR Proclus II. 49 The
incomplex [theorems] are such composites as cannot^ be

divided into simple theorems, as the fourth proposition.
1827 WHATELY Logic 59 Incomplex apprehension is of one

object, or of several without any relation being perceived
between them.

I InCOmple'ied, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

late L.

incomplex-us (see prec.) + -ED 1.] Not complex ;

incomplex.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 12 Aristotle giues his incom-

plexed things no name : but, thereby he meanes arguments.
Ibill. 151 Arguments . . those single, or incomplexed termes
whereof wee spake in the former part.

tlncomple xionate,*'- Obs. rare-*. [IN--*.]
Not *

complexionate'; not influenced by the mental
*

complexion
'

or humour.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vi. xiii. 354 To intoxicate them

with the same heat and noise in their enravished Imagina-
tion, whereby that still and small voice of Incomplexionate
Reason cannot be heard.

Incomple'xity. rare. [IN-
a
.]

Absence of

complexity ; simplicity.
1782 V. KNOX Ess. (1819) III. clxxvi. 278 Artlessness, and

incomplexity of fable.

t Incomple'xly, adv. Obs. [f. INCOMPLEX
a. + -LY -.] In nn incomplex manner; simply.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 313 The Divine Intellect

understandes things complexe incomplexely ',
but the human

Intellect nnderstandes things most simple and incomplexe,
complexely.

i Incoinpli able, a. Obs. [f.
IN- 3 + COM-

PLIABLE.] "Not able or ready to comply or act in

concord ; disagreeing, unconformable.

161$ BP. MOUNTAGU Af>p. Cxsar i. vii. 60 Men intractable,

insociable, incompliable with those that will not gdifcnrt
atidtssensiones. 1639 PKYNNE Ch. Eng. 137 Which., of these

irreconcilable, incompliable Assertions are the ancient..

Doctrines of our Church. 1664 H. MOKE Myst. Iniq. 448
You see how distorted, forced, and incompliable his Exposi-
tion is to the text.

Hence tlncompli'ablenesa, the quality of being
*

incompliable '; unconformable tendency.
164* ROGERS Naaman 11 Convinced of their owneincom-

pliablenesse to the grace of God offred. Ibid. 130 That
wofull and desperate flinging out of the soule, and inconi-

pliablenesse of the spirit.

Incompliance (ink^mpbi'ans). Now rare.

[Ix- a.] The fact or quality of being incompliant.

f 1. Want of conformity or accordance. Obs.

a 1655 VINES Lord's Siipp. (1677) 200 A streight rule dis-

covers a crooked line by the incompliance of it to the rule.

f2. Unaccommodating disposition; want of com-

plaisance. Obs.

<ti6o4 TILLOTSON Sertn. (1743) I. iil 101 All peevishness
and incompliance of humour in things lawful and in-

different. 1697 COLLIKR Ess. Mor. Subj. i.
(1703) 79

A martial man, except he has been sweetened and polished

by a lettered education, is apt to have a tincture of sower-

ncs-s ami imomplyance in his behaviour. 1770 LANCHORNE
Plutarch (1879) * 391/3 A peevishness of temper or incom-



INCOMPLIANCY.

pliance of manners, ..produce the most incurable aversions
in a married life. 1805 FOSTER Ess. ii. v. 178 Invested with
a manner of sternness, reserve, and incompliance.
3. Failure to comply with a claim, desire, or

request; non-compliance.
1708 Dtss. Drunkenness 29 Will he baulk his Interest,

and punish himself for so small an Incompliance? 1781
JOHNSON Let. 4 Apr., Mr. Johnson knows that Sir Joshua
. . will excuse his incompliance with the Call, a 1797 H.
WALPOLE Mem. Gea. U (1847) HI- 21 Pitt .. foresaw

incompliance on the Duke's part. 1885 R. W. DIXON Hist.
Ch. Eng. xvi. (1893) III. 147 They wrote to complain,
18 July, adding that her incompliance in religion gave
countenance to the disturbances.

Inconipli'ancy. rare. [f. INCOMPLIANT : see

-ANCY, and cf. compliancy,] Incompliant character.
1658 OSP.OKN Jos. /, Wks. (1673)519 The Incompliancy of

pliancy.

Incompliant (inkjJmpbi-ant), a. Now rare.

[f. IN- 3 + COMPLIANT.] Not compliant.
1. Not yielding or disposed to yield to the desires

or requests of others
; unaccommodating, unsub-

missive, uncompliant.
1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 302 There are a sort of incom-

pliant People that are all of a piece. 1709 STRYPE Ann.
Ref. (1824) I. vii. 154 If they themselves held together, and
remained incompliant with the steps that were taking, the
Queen must be forced to keep them in the church. 1721
Eccl. Mem. II. xxix. 238 We find three incompliant prelates
more this year under confinement in the Tower. 1830
DISRAELI Chas. /, III. xiii. 285 That reaction which inflames
the incompliant to obstinacy.
2. Of things : a. Not in harmony, incompatible,

not lending itself to some purpose, b. Unpliant,
unyielding.
1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv. in. v. (1854) 150 The narrow-

ness of the ways . . was altogether incompliant with the
army's march. 1663 T. JORDAN Royal Arl>. Poesie 22 Men
act, that are between Forty and fifty, Wenches of fifteen

;

With bone so large, and nerve so incomplyant, When you
call Desdemona, enter Giant. 1846 LANDOR Wks. II. 216/1
No branch of intellectual pleasure so brittle and incompliant
as never to be turned to profit.

Hence lucompli'antly adv., in an unyielding or

unaccommodating manner.
1847 in CRAIG.

tlnco'mplicate, a. Obs.rare. [IN- 3.] Not
complicated ; uncomplicated ; simple.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. iii. 178 This belongs to the

Chapter of Complicate Aspects, and our Method engages
us yet to show the Influence only of the Single and incom-
plicate. Ibid. in. iv. 508 We seek for the Nature of the
Single and Incomplicate Aspect. 1804 ANNA SKWARD Mem.
Darvjin 392 This incomplete and so easily practicable
system.

t Incpmplying, a. Obs.rare. [IN- 3.] Not
complying; incompliant. Hence flncomplying1 -

ness, uncomplying character.

t,*MMF, j v^ii/ *^i yaiuuiy uioy iiuijfisj uenvo weir aspency
. .from the protervity and incomplyingnesse of their people.
a 1732 ATTKRBURY Serin, xxii. (L.), That obstinate resolution
of mind, that stubborn incomplying virtue, which is requisite
to preserve a man undenled and blameless.

t Incompo'rtable, a. Obs. [IN- s.] Not to
be borne, intolerable, insupportable.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 18 (1740) 39 It was .. no new

Device to shove Men out of their Places by contriving in-

comportable Hardships to be put upon them. Ibid. 5^.
57 Setting up what was called the Country Party, to an
incomportable Height.

t Incomposed (inkfJmpim-zd), a. Obs. [f. IN-
3

+ COMPOSED: cf. F. incompos? (ijth c. in

Godef.), L. incompofitus.]
1. Not composite or compound; simple, uncom-

pounded.
1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (1638) 242 A simple and

incomposed substance . . farre from all composition and
mixture. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. n. (1701) 62/1 He
used the lonick Dialect, plain and incomposed. 1657-83
EVELYN Hist. Rclig. (1850) I. 189 [The Soul], being an act,
is incomposed, and, could she die, would be annihilated.

2. Wanting in composure or orderly arrange-
ment ; disordered, disarranged; disturbed, agitated,

discomposed.
1608 CHAPMAN Byrons Trag. Plays 1873 II. 256 When

th' incomposd incursions of floods Wasted and eat the
earth, a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. u. xi. 4 (1622) 318 Such
vntuneable and incomposed noyse. 1667 MILTON P. L. n.

089 Him thus the Anarch old With faultring speech and
visage incompos'd Answer'd. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
491 The strong laborious ox, of honest front Which incom-

pos'd
he shakes. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol ill. 339 With

hasty Step, and Visage incompos'd, Wildly she star'd.

3. Indisposed (to), not in the proper state for.

Cf. COMPOSE v. 14.

shortly quarrel with himself.

Hence f Incompo-sedly adv., in a disorderly or
disturbed way; without composure; flncom-
]>o'sedness, want of composure, disorder! iness.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xi. vi, If she had
spoken too loud and incomposedly, he might have had
some just colour for this conceit. 1653 H. MORE An/id.
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AtA. i. x. (1662) 32 Whose limbs by force of the convul-
sion are moved

very incomposedly and ilfavour'dly. Ibid.
in. xvi. 141 A jumbled fecuiency and incomposedness of the
spirits. 111711 KEN Man. Prayers Wks. (1838) 426 If you
find in any duty, .incomposedness, and weariness of spirit.

Incomposite (.inkp-mpdfcit), a. (sb.) [ad. 1..

INCOMPREHENSIBLE.

. .

1. Not composite; not composed of parts; sim-

ple, uncompounded. Also as sli. Something simple
or uncompounded.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 253 Thus Damascene, Ortho-

dox. Fid. I. i. c. 15 . . .
' The Deitie is not a composite :

but in three perfect (Persons) one perfect, indivisible and in-

composite (Essence) '. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. .44 Sub-
stancesdestitute ofparts, simple, incomposite and indivisible.
Ibid. 133 All the rest, .he denominates incomposites.

b. Arith. Incomposite number: a number not

|

composed of factors, a prime number. ? Obs.
1706 PHILLIPS s.v. Number, Prime, Simple, or Incomposit

Number . . is a Number, which can only be measur d or
divided by it self, or by Unity, without leaving any
Remainder. 1776 HUTTON in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 479 The
. .incomposite number 239.
2. Not properly composed or put together.
1879 SWINBURNE Study Shaks. ii. (1880) 97 The whole

structure of the
play

if judged by any strict rule of pure art
is incomposite and incongruous, wanting in unity, con-

sistency, and coherence of interest.

Incompossibility QnktapftlbHfti). Now
rare. [f. next : see -ITT.1 The quality or condi-
tion of being incompossible ; total incompatibility.
Also, with//., an instance of this.

i6t9 JACKSON Creed vi. n. xxix. 2 Whether we respect
the contrariety of their natural dispositions or the incom-

ppssibility
of their projects and engagements. 1630

RANDOLPH Aristippus (1652) 3 What should this Scotus
meane by

t
his possibilities and incompossibilities ? My

Cooper, Rider, Thomas and Minsheu are as farre to seek as
myself. 1742 C. OWEN Nat. Hist. Serfents 66 By reason
of some great Disproportion or Incompossibility. 1864
BOWEN Logic vi. 170 The Incompossibility, or the fact that
the two Judgments cannot both be true. 1877 E. CAIRO
Philos. Kant v. 83 The incompossibility of different things
(i.e. the impossibility of different things existing together).

Incompossible (ink<rmp?'sib'l), a. Now rare.

[ad. scholTL. incompossibil-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + med.
L. compossibilis COMPOSSIBLB : cf. F. incompossible
(1732 in Diet. Trevoiix).] Not possible to-

gether ; that cannot exist or be true together ;

wholly incompatible or inconsistent.

1605^ Answ. Discov. Rom. Doctrine 21 The gouernment
'

of their Eldership, or Presbitery (incompossible with Princes
\

Supremacy) is the cheefest article of their religion, a 1640
JACKSON Creedx. xl. 5 Conditions.. whose performance.,
was very incompatible, though not incompossible with
haughty pride or tenacious avarice. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sacr. in. i. (1702) 248 Things, .which in nature seem wholly
incompossible (as the schools speak). 1701 BEVERLEY
Glory ofGrace 12, I . . illustrate this grand Point by an In- i

Compossible Supposition. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 169 To
adopt the Hamiltonian word, the two Judgments are incom-
possible. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant Introd. v. 84 If
there be any positive existences which are incompossible
i.e. which cannot be combined without opposition and con-
flict.

t IttCOmpO'Sure. Obs. [IN- 3.] The state
of being 'incomposed'; discomposure, disorder.

1644 BULWKR Chiron. 133 The incomposure of the Hands
is to be avoided. 1655-87 H. MORE App. Antid. (1662) 177
That Birds prune their feathers.. to rid themselves of that
more uncouth and harsh sense they feel in their skins by
the incomposure of their ruffled plumes. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Incomposure, Disorder, Confusion.

t Incompotrnd, a. Obs.rare. [IN- 3.] =next.
'735 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty iv. 68 With vision of internal

powers profound, A pure essential unit, incompound.
t Incomporrnded, a. Obs. [IN- s.] Not

compounded ; uncompounded.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1252 The Hemitone in the

Mese will be incompounded. 1735 H. BROOKE Unw. Beauty
i. 199 An incompounded radiant form they claim, Nor spirit
all nor yet corporeal frame.

t Incompoirndness. Obs.
[f. IN- 3 + COM-

POUND a. + -NESS.] The quality or state of not

being compound.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 195 The single incompound.

nesse of that self-moving soule..m comparison of the flesh.

1649 BLITHE Eng. Imprav. Impr. (1653) "37 The nely sign
..is the incompoundnessof it.

Incomprehe'uded, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not
comprehended ; beyond comprehension.
1652 H. C. Looking-Gl. Ladies 15 Speech, that vast in-

comprehended measure. Ibid. 19 The great incomprehended
phrase [God in Man]. 1839 I. WILLIAMS Hymnsfr. Pans
Brev. 160 Thrice holy, thrice Almighty Three, Incompre-
hended Trinity.

Incomprehe'nding, ///. a. rare. [IN- 3.]
Not comprehending ; wanting in comprehension or

understanding. Hence Incomprehe ndingly adv.
1881 MRS. C. PRAED Policy tj P. I. 195 Good Mrs. Ferris,

incomprehending soul, knew nothing of [etc.]. 1885Head Stat. 7 The Kanaka shook his head incompre-
hendingly.

t Incomprehe-nse, a. Obs. rare. In 7 -ence.

[ad. L. incomprcliens-us, f. in- (!N- 3) + compre-
lienstts comprehended.] Not comprehended or

comprised within limits
; boundless, unlimited.

1606 MARSTON Sophonisba v. ii, Could no scope of glory
. . Fill thy great breast, but thou must prove immense In-

comprehence in vertue?

Incomprehensibility
Hti). [f. next : see -ITY : ct. F. incomprthensibilite:
(Montaigne, i6th c.).] The quality or state of

being incomprehensible; an instance of this.

1. Incapability of being comprised or circum-
scribed within limits

; boundlessness, infinitude.
1650 HOBBES Treat. Hum. Nat. xi. Wks. 1840 IV. 60 This

it is which all men conceive by the name of GOD, implying
eternity, incomprehensibility, and omnipotency. 1701 NORRLS
Ideal World

^
\. v. 302 The Divine nature, and . . the same real

infinity and incomprehensibility that essentially belongs to
it. 1724WATERLAND;4Ma.Orf 139. 1866 LlDDON Bampt.
Lect. i.

(187^) 29 When we confess the omnipresence and in-

comprehensibility of God.

t b. That which is incapable of limitation. Obs.
1610 HEAI.EY St. Aug. Citie of God 459 His [i.e. God's]

wisdome .. can comprehend all incomprehensibility, by his
incomprehensible comprehension.
2. Incapability of being grasped by the mind ;

inconceivableness, unintelligibility.

,
Z
598, FLORIO, Incomprehensibility, incomprehensibilitie.

...v-v.i.fjit., ^uaiuiiiiy in many m me rtrucies 01 tne t-ntistian
Faith. 1734 BERKELEY Analyst 49 This obscurity and
incomprehensibility of your metaphysics. 1836-7 SIR W
HAMILTON Aletafh. xxvi. (1859) II. 136 The incomprehensi-
bility of the fact of consciousness.

b. Something inconceivable or unintelligible.
1651 tr. Life Father Sarpi (1676) 39 This ariseth . . from

some incomprehensibility that is met with. 1815 COLERIDGE
Aids Re/?. (1848) I. 141 On the score of any incomprehen-
sibilities and seeming contradictions that might be objected
to it. 1850 DE QUINCEY in H. A. Page Life (1877) II. xvii.

69 Such a result . . would have been an impossibility, and not
only so but also an incomprehensibility.

Incomprehensible ;ink^mpr/he-nslb'l), a.

(sb.} [ad. L. incomprehcnsibil-is, f. in- (In- 3) +
comprehensibilis COMPREHENSIBLE. Cf. F. incom-

prehensible (i3-i4th c. in Littre).]
1. That cannot be contained or circumscribed

within limits
; illimitable, boundless, infinite

;
im-

mense. (Chiefly Theol.) arch. (Now chiefly in
allusions to the use in the Athanasian Creed.)
a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter cxliv. 3 He is incomprehensibil,

for na stede na thoght may vmlouke him, hot all he passis.
1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxxii. 19 Gret in counseil, and incompre-
hensible in thenking. 1538 STARKEY England n. i. 143 We
cal to Hym who, by Hys incomparabul gudnes and incom-
prehensybyl wisdome, made, .and rulyth al thyngys. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, A than. Creed, The father incom-
prehensible [L. immensus\ the sonne incomprehensible:
and the holy gost incomprehensible. 1596 SHAKS, i Hen. fV,
i. ii. 209 The vertue of this lest will be, the incomprehen-
sible lyes that this fat Rogue will tell vs, when we meete at
Supper. 1596 NASHB .Saffron Walden 42 He is asham'd of
the incomprehensible corpulencie thereof [i. e. of his book].
1667 MILTON P.L. vm. 20 The Firmament .. And all her
numberd Starrs, that seem to rowle Spaces incomprehen-
sible. 1771 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) II. 113 The
incomprehensible greatness and perfection of the divine
being. 1863 Morn. Star 23 May, The principal word in
this well-abused creed.. is 'immensus', translated 'incom-
prehensible '.

2. That cannot be grasped by the understand-

ing ; beyond the reach of intellect or research ; un-
fathomable by the mind. Obs. or arch. exc. as in b.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxviii. 5 Incomprehensible it

is made for my syn, swa that .i. may neuer wyn til contem-
placioun of the thorgh my myght. 1382 WYCLIF Rom. xi.

33 How incomprehensyble ben his domes, and his weyis
vnserchable. 1435 MISYN J-'ire of Love 14 He treuly
knawes god parfitly bat hym felys incomprehensibyll &
ynabyl to be knawen. 1526 TINDALE Rom. xi. 33 Howe
incomprehensible are his iudgementes. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. \. viii. 39 Incident to none but those, that converse
in questions of matters incomprehensible. 1738 WARBURTON
Div. Legat. n. App. Wks. 1811 II. 211 A God whose essence
indeed was incomprehensible, but his attributes . . discover-
able by human reason.

b. In weaker or more general sense : That can-
not be understood ; inconceivable, unintelligible.
1604 CAWDREY, Incomprehensible, that cannot be con-

cerned, or vnderstood. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol.
II.) 217 The carriage at Cazal, is a thing incomprehensible.
1719 W. WOOD Sun'. Trade 299 For so many to believe it

redounds to the Good of this Kingdom . . is to me incompre-
hensible. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, ix, She was perfectly
incomprehensible to me. 1884 L. DAVIES in Contemp.
Rev. Mar. 306 He must be looked at as a

'

prophet ', or
be put aside as an incomprehensible fanatic..

f3. That cannot be grasped or taken hold of

(physically) ; incapable of being caught (quot.

1607) ; impalpable. Obs. rare.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1638) 115 Jupiter, to avoid
confusion, turned both the incomprehensible beasts into
stones. 16*1 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. ii, That the
Diuell being a slender incomprehensible spirit, can easily
insinuate and winde himselfe into humane bodies. 1745 tr.

Columella's Husb. x. Pref., Of the incomprehensible small-
ness of sand a rope cannot be made.

B. sb. An incomprehensible thing or being (in
sense i or 2).

[1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, A than. Creed, There be
not three incomprehensibles, nor three uncreated : but one
uncreated, and one incomprehensible.] 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. l. ii. 5 v. 63 lhat notion .. is nothing but a
bundle of incomprehensibles, unconceivables, and im-
possibles, a 1711 KEN Hymnarhim Poet. Wlis. 1721 II.
18 In the Incomprehensible I rest, By humble Ignorance,

we know the Godhead best. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr.
Faith Introd. 5. 12 The incomprehensibles are the absolute



INCOMPREHENSIBLENESS.
and the infinite (to which in a secondary sense may be added
the primary and the ultiiniilc).

Incoiuprehe-nsibleness. [f.prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being incomprehensible : = INCOM-
PREHENSIBILITY (in senses I and l).

1611 COTGR., Imontprehensibilite^ Incomprehensibleness.
i6aa DONNE Serin. \. 3 The Incomprehensiblenessof Man's
Sin. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in. 72. 317 It implieth
Gods incomprehensiblenesse, immutability, and all suffi-

ciency. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T., i Cor. viii. 2 If

they knew God, or any of his Works, they would know
their Incomprehensibleness. 1861 H. SPENCER First Princ.
l. iii. f 21 (1875) 67 He realizes . . the utter Incomprehen-
sibleness of the simplest fact, considered in itself. 1879
GEO. ELIOT Thto. Such i. iq [They] recite to me examples
of feminine incomprehensibleness as typified in their wives.

Incomprehensibly, adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an incomprehensible manner or degree ;

t infinitely (obs.) ; beyond mental comprehension,
inconceivably, unintelligibly.
1531 ELYOT Gov. in. xxx, Their soules .. shall be incom-

prehensibly rewarded of the gyuer of wisedome. 1664
H. POWER Exp. Philos. l. 17 How incomprehensibly subtil
must the Animal-Spirits be, that run to and fro in Nerves
included in such prodigiously little spindle-shank'd leggs.
1807 H. MARTYN in Sargent Life (1881) 223 O thou most
incomprehensibly glorious Saviour I 1863 MRS. WHITNEY
Faith Gartney xxvi. 247 Do we not and most strangely
and incomprehensibly live two lives?

Incomprehension (inkfrnprfhe-nfan). [f.
IN- s

-i- COMPREHENSION ; after the prec. words.]
The fact of not comprehending or grasping with
the mind ; want of comprehension ; failure to

comprehend or understand.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. x. 2 It is the remote stand-
ing or placing thereof that breedeth these mazes and in-

comprehensions. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 295 From
our ignorance and incomprehension of the least things in
Nature. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 50 Her perfect in-

comprehension of everything like ceremony. 1877 BLACK*
MORE Erema vii, Sam . . feigned pure incomprehension of
that glance.

Incomprehensive (inkpmprrhe-nsiv), a.

[!N- 3.] I. Not comprehensive.
1. Not understanding ; deficient in mental grasp.
1651 W. HARTLEY Infant-Baptism 10 To manifest charity

where the object for reception of benefit is incomprehensive.

1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarf, i. ii, Thou art an incomprehen-
sive coxcomb. 1817 Blacletv. Mag. XXI. 852 Like an un-
skilful and incomprehensive general, who, heedless of the
main breast-work of the battle, pursues his wing of victory
beyond limits.

2. Not inclusive ; not comprising all that it

should or might.
1774 WARTON Hilt. Eng. Poetry Ixii. (1840) III. 406

A most incomprehensive and inaccurate title. 1851 [im-
plied in INCOMPREHENSIVENESS].

II. f3. Not to be comprehended or under-
stood ; incomprehensible. 06s.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) 134/2 The first are
comprehensive, the second incomprehensive, the Soul being
weak in the discernment thereof by reason of . . motions,
mutations, and many other causes. 1735 H. BROOKE Univ.
Beauty m. Poems, etc. 1789 I. 217 Within, while wisdom

cause of preservation.

Hence Incomprehe nsively adv.
; Incompre-

he-nsiveness (in quots. in sense 2).
1846 WORCESTER cites Perry for Incomprehensiveness.

1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley (1852) 8t The incomprehensiveness
of the aspect under which it took its view of human nature.
a 1856 SIR W. HAMILTON (O.I, These are received only upon
trust, as incomprehensively revealed facts.

t Incomprenable, a- 06s. [a. OF. incom-
;

prenable incomprehensible, f. in- (lN-3) + com-
,

prenable understandable, f. comprendre to com-
prehend, understand.] = INCOMPREHENSIBLE.
1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) H. xviii. 132 !

Hyer and incomprenable mater [orig. Y.flws haulte et in-

com/Tenable ntatiere] as these the whiche foloweth. 1H,I.
iv. xxix. 333 Than cometh. .so grete and so incomprenable
batayll of dyscease, of sorowe, and of fere.

Inconipressibility (inkfJmpresibHTti). [f.
,

next: see -ITT : cf. F. mcompressibilitt (1755 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality of being incompres-
sible.

i73- in BAILEY (folio). 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 5 Water
has its Incompressibility. c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art I. 149
The incompres^ibility of water, proved by the Florentine
experiment. 1818 Leigh's New Pict. Land. 312 The longi-
tudinal Incompressibility of timber.

Incompressible (inympre-slb'l\ a.
[f. lN-3

-t- COMPRESSIBLE : cf. F. incompressible (Furetiere,
1690).] That cannot be compressed or squeezed
into smaller compass ; incapable of compression.
1730-6 in BAILEY (folio), a 1743 CHEYNE (}.}, Hardness is

the reason why water is incompressible, when the air lodged
i it is exhausted. 1781 A. MONRO A nat. .25 The middle ;

lid part is incompressible. 1858 LARDNF.R Hand-bk. Nat.
Phil., Hydros!, etc. iii. 46 Liquids in general are treated in

hydrostatics as
incompressible bodies. 1876 tr. Wagners
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Hence Incompre-ssibleness (Bailey.folio, 1730).
t Inco mpt, a. Obs. [ad. L. incom(p}t-us un-

ndorned, rough, f. in- (IN- 3) + complus combed,
dressed, neat, COMIT.] Void of neatness

; inelegant.
Hence t Inco'mptness, inelegance.
1631 SIR J. DODERIDCE Eng. Lawyer 52 What horrid

and incompt words hath Logicke and Philosophy endured.
1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters i. 2 His beard incompt and
squalid, and his hair disorderly hanging down. 1659

|

O. WALKER Instruct. Oratory 51 Metaphors; without
which the speech shews incompt and naked. 1669 BOYLE

I Contn. New Exf. n. Pref. (1682) 7 There is no need of any
farther apology, to excuse the incomptness of the style.

Incomputable (inWmpitt-tab'l, inVmpiw-
tab'l), a. [f.

IN- 3 + COMPUTABLE a.] That cannot
be computed or reckoned ; incalculable.
1606 EARL NORTHAMPTON in Tnte ft Perfect Relat,
Hh ij a, These two Lordes are in one Regiment incompu-

I
tible. 1630 }. LANE Cant. Sqr.'s T. (Chaucer Soc.) 199 note,
Thincomputible summes of theire expense. 1655 Ref.
Comimv. Bees 19 An incomputable sum of money. iSoa
PALEY Nat. Theol. xx. (1819) 314 The variety of the seed-
vessels is incomputable. 1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. viii.

(1861) 215 At some incomputable distance of time.

t Inconcea'lable, a. Obs. rare~\ fjN-3.]
That cannot be concealed.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vtl. x. 359 The inconceale-

able imperfections of our selves, .will hourely prompt us our
corruptions, and lowdly tell us we are the sons of earth.

Inconceivability (ink^smibHiti). [f. next:
see -ITT.] The quality or condition of being in-

conceivable ; inconceivableness.
1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr. xvii. (1857) 302 Exactly

the same degree of inconceivability attaches to
' the years

of the Eternal '. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton iv. (1872) 63
The inconceivability and consequent unknowability of the

i Unconditioned. i88z Macm. Mag. XLV. 405 The incon-
ceivability of a popular revolution [in Russia].

b. An instance of this ; something that is incon-

j

ceivable.

1843 Mat Logic in. v. o (1856) I. 389 The action of mind
upon matter . . has appeared to some thinkers to be itself the
grand inconceivability. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. <y
Nat. 219 The three points where Mr. Spencer's theory falls
foul of inconceivabilities.

1863; MAS_SON Rec. Brit. Philos.

303 He has had to assume an mexplicability, an inconceiv-

I
ability, a paradox, as nevertheless a fact.

Inconceivable (inkfJnsf-vab'l), a. (si.) Also
8 -oeiveable. [f. IN- 3 + CONCEIVABLE. Cf. F.
inconcevable (1617 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That cannot be conceived or realized in the

imagination; unthinkable, unimaginable, incredi-
ble. Often with exaggerative force for '

hardly
credible ',

'
incalculable

',

'

extraordinary', of things
which transcend common experience.
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 147 The inexpressible and

inconceivable love of Christ. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm.
Angells 34 With an inconceivable dexterity and quicknes.
1711 BELLAMY Th. Trinity Introd. 3 There can be but one
God, and . . his Perfections are both infinite and inconceiv-
able. 1748 Anson's Voy. HI. ii. 310 There were inconceiv-
able quantities of coco-nuts. 1811 IMISON Se. 4- Art I. 222
Light appears to move with a velocity that is truly incon*
ceivable. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) II. i. iv.

229 One thing is inconceivable, that the Turks should, as
an existing nation, accept of modern civilization.

2. spec. As a philosophical term.
The following distinctions in meaning, though disputed

by some, are generally recognized : (<i) Opposed to the
fundamental laws of thought, self-contradictory, involving
a contradiction in terms. l^> Repugnant to recognized
axioms or established laws of nature, (c) Involving the
dissolution of ideas which have become inseparably linked
in the human mind. (rfl Involving a combination of
facts, which renders a proposition incredible to the ordinary
mind, if) Incapable of being represented by a mental
image.
i*5S H. MORE Antid. Ala. i. iii. 10 What is inconceivable

or contradictious, is nothing at all to us. 1754 SHERLOCK
j

Disc. (1759) I. iii. 136 The Objection represents a Mystery
as a Thing inconceivable., irreconcileable to.. Reason. 1785
RKJD Intell. Pmvers n. xiv. (1803) I. 305 Power without ,

substanceisinconceiveable. 1819818 W. HAMILTON/?IKKM., !

nilos. Unconditioned Myt) 12 The Unconditioned is in-
|

cognisable and inconceivable. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton
vi. (1872) 86 The first meaning of Inconceivable is, that of
which the mind cannot form to itself any representation . .

the first and most proper meaning. Ibid. 90 This extends
the term inconceivable to every combination of facts which

j

. . appears incredible. It was in this sense that the Antipodes
were inconceivable. Ibid. 93 He [Hamilton] gives to the

'

term a third sense. ' We conceive a thing only as we think ;

it within or under something else
'

. . The inconceivable in
this third sense, is simply the inexplicable. 1873 H. SPENCER
Princ. Psychol. (ed. 2) II vil. xi. 42; Let me here define
what I mean by inconceivable, as distinguished from in-
credible or unbelievable. An inconceivable proposition in

one of which the terms cannot by any effort be brought
before consciousness in that relation which the proposition
asserts between them. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 271
Even these inconceivable qualities of space, .may be made
the subject of reasoning.

B. as sb. A thing or quality that cannot be con-
ceived.

INCONCINNOUS.
1661 GLANVILL Fa*. Dogm. vi. 57 Wee need go no

further for an evidence of its inconceivableness. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. iii. t 6 Men. .who because of the m-
conceivableness of something they find in one, throw them-

. .

I$8 Thc brain is Suite incompressible.
. g. in quot. 1824 -irrepressible.')

i83 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Itfag. LVI. 129 That higher
ss of writers whose popularity [is] incompressible within
e scanty limits of one country. 1814 Examiner 370/1His incompressible mental independence subjected him to

the rancorous, .calumny of those who knew him not,

found together these exclusive inconceivables into a single
notion. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton 63 Inconceivables
are incessantly becoming Conceivables as our experience
becomes enlarged.

Inconceivableness (intynsrvab'lnes). [f.

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being inconceivable.

of which we can have no idea, but that reflecting upon it,
it appears to be nothing. 1872 H. SPENCER I'rinc. Psychol.
(ed. 2) II. i 426 The inconceivableness of its negation is that
which shows a cognition to possess the highest rank.

Inconceivably (inkffosrvabli), adv. [f. as

prec. + -it 2
.] In an inconceivable manner or

degree. Often exaggerative for
'

extraordinarily ',

'extremely',
'

very highly'.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 55 The Church of Christ is not in

a worse condition now .. but inconceivably better. 1711
STBF.LE Sfect. No. 167 p 3 The ill Consequence of these
Reveries is inconceiveably great. 1748 JOHNSON Vision
Fheodore p 6 Amazed to find it without foundation, and
placed inconceivably in emptiness and darkness. 1750Rambler No. 41 P 13 Though its actual existence be incon-
ceivably short. 1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 19 The book is

inconceivably absurd.

t Inconce-ptible, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.]
=

INCONCEIVABLE.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 86 It is inconceptible how

any such man that hath stood the shock of an eternal dura-
tion, .should after be corrupted or altered. Ibid. 289 As it
is utterly impossible that mankind should be without a
beginning, so it is utterly inconceptible that he should have
any other original but this.

t Inconce-ption. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Want
of conception or understanding.
1761 Bi'. HILDESLEV in Richardson's Corr. (1804) V. 153As to the ladies, they may be allowed to understand no

I harm in what they read : but our sex, I doubt, have no
! pretensions to such a plea of inconception.

t Inconce-rued, a. Obs. rare~". [IN- 3.]
Unconcerned. Hence ) luconce rnedly adv.

;

f Inconce ruedness.
1688 Ess. Magistracy in Harl. Misc. I. 7 The parting

with it tamely would argue the greatest stupidity and in-
roncernedness. 1695 J. SAGE Article Wks. 1844 ' 39
They inconcernedly quitted their pretensions.

t Incouce'rmngr, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- s +
CONCERNING ///. .] That does not concern one,
that does not matter ; unimportant.
1641 FULLER Htlp $ Prof. St. n. ix. 86 He is carefull not

to entitle violence in indifferent and inconcerning matters
to be zeal. 1650 BAXTEB Saints' K. i. viii. (1662) 136 This
Conviction is not met by meer Argumentation, as a man is

convinced of some inconcerning Consequence by dispute.
1 Inconce'rnment. Obs. rare l

. [f. IN- 3

+ CONCERNMENT.] The fact of not being con-
cerned or affected.

1671 True Nonconf. Pref., To contradict his asserting of
Religious inconcernment in these matters.

t Inconci'liable, a. Obs. rare. Also -cilable,
-oileable. [f. IN- :> + CONCILIABLE a. Cf. F. '-
fonciliabli (1752 in Diet. Trevoux}.'] Incapable
of being conciliated or reconciled ; irreconcilable.
1643 MILTON Divorce i. xiv, To kindle one another, not

with the fire of love, but with a hatred inconcileable. 1661
R. L'ESTRANGE State Dirinity 38 Their Principles are In-

cpnciliable,
save by the stronger malice they bear to the

Government then to each other. 1694 Fables xiv. (1714)
59 An Alliance among those that Nature her self has divided
by an Inconcilable disagreement

t Inconcrnn, -e, a. Obs. rare.
[f. lN-3 + CoN-

OINNE. Cf. L. inconcinnus awkward, unpolished.]
Not adjusted or adapted ; incongruous.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. \. xvi. 183 To omit what is

very inconcinne. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Sysi. i. i. J 16. 16
Asclepiades. .supposed all the corporeal world to be made,
of Dissimilar and inconcinn Moleculee, i.e. Atoms of different
Magnitude and Figures.

t Inconci'nnate, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 ;mm.
-ite.

[f.
IN- 3 + CONCINNATE ///. a.] a. Awk-

ward, clumsy, b. Not adapted ; unsuitable.
'533 CATH. PARR tr. Erasm. Com. Crede 79 b, The very

inconcinnite and unhandsome ioyninge or hangynge togeder
of the speche and oration. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoit's Disf.
495 Latter Writers . . have rejected some [medicaments] as
inconcinnate.

Hence f Inconol-nnatrty adv., inelegantly.
i6j COCKERAM n, Ilfauour'dly done, Inconcinnately, In-

artejtcially.

Inconcrnnity. Obs. or arch. [ad. L. inctm-
cinnitas inelegance, impropriety, f. inconcinn-us :

see INCONCINN and -ITY.] Want of concinnity,
congruousness, or proportion ; inelegance, awk-
wardness; impropriety, unsuitableness.
1616 BULLOKAR, Inconcinnilie, vnaptnes : ill agreeing,

disproportion. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 160 This Text
in respect of the inconcinnity of this phrase, ami its incon-

gruity to the F.lect.. cannot be aptly accommodated to them.
a 1645 VINES Lord's Supp. (1677) 396 He hath corrected all

inconcinnity by the glass, ana composed his dress. 1664
H. MORE flfyst. /nig. 357 So are there also several Incon-
cinnities in it, and even Historical Defects. 1857 TRENCH
Defic. Eng. Diet. 18 As . . other little-used words are intro-

duced, there is at least an inconcinnity in omitting these.
1861 Ep

f
. Seven Ch. (ed. 2) 15 There is a certain apparent

inconcinnity in the abstract ySaatAciixi' joined with the con-
crete ifpels.

t InCOnci'UnOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. inconcinn-us

inelegant, absurd + -ocs : cf. CONCINNOUS.]
1. Incongruous.
1661 Life 4- Death Sir H. I'axe 50 How grossly incon.



INCOWCLTTDENCY.

cinnupus must it now appear to the common reason of all
mankind that such as take upon them to be magistrates . .

should give the rule to all other's consciences.

2. Mas. Inharmonious, contrary to the principles
of harmony.
Inconcinnous discord (or interval ) : a discord or dissonant

interval which cannot be used in harmony,
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Continuous, Discords are

distinguished into concinnous and inconcinnous intervals.

1760 STILES in Phil. Trans. LI. 716 Without one or other
of which circumstances, the composition was held incon-
cinnous. 1811 REES Cycl. s.v., Inconcinnous intervals ..

are such as are a comma flatter or sharper than perfect.

t Inconcltrdency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. next:

see -ENCY.] The quality of being inconclusive;
an instance of this, an inconclusive argument.
1654 HAMMOND Ansm. Animadv. Ignat. ii. i. 31 That

learned Grammarian did never more passionately 5ouAeiitir

ujro#e'<r, then in this heap of inconcludencies.

t Ilicoiiciu'deilt, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CON-
CLUDENT.] = next.

1671 True Nmconf. 20 Your insinuation is General and
inconcludent. ai6jj BARROW Pope's Suprem. (1687) 235
The Instances alledged . . are inconcludent and invalid.

1726 AYUFFE Parergcm 447 An inconcludent Proof is so far
from being good Evidence, that it renders the Matter stilt

more doubtful and uncertain.

t Inconcluding, a. Obs.
[f.

IN- 3 + CON-
CLUDING///, a.] That furnishes no ground for a
conclusion ; inconclusive.
a 1644 CHILLINGWORTH Serin. Ps. xiv. i 3 Which in-

ference of his were weak and inconcltiding. 1659 PEARSON
Creed (1839) 72 [They] made use rf very frivolous and
inconcluding arguments. ai6jj HARROW Disc. Unity
Church in Pofe's Suprcm. (1687) 316 The reasons alledged
. .are insufficient and inconcluding.

t Inconclirsible, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3 +
CONCLUSIBLE.] Not capable of being concluded ;

endless.
1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 439 That

inconclusible Controversie, and Endless Entercourse, which
I see J. O. and others are there engaged in.

luconclusiou (inkpnkbr^an). [f. IN- 3 +
CONCLUSION. Cf. It. inconclusionc ' an vncertain-
tie' (Florio, 1598).] The condition of reaching
no conclusion

;
an inconclusive result, an unwar-

ranted conclusion.

1847 FR. A. KEMBLE Rec. Later Life (1882) III. 289,
I float comfortably enough over infinite abysses of incon-
clusion. 1886 TUPPER My Life as A uthor 380 It seems to
me quite an inconclusion to give to the

spirits of the dead
. . the seemingly miraculous powers exhibited.

Inconclusive (ink<5nkl-siv), a. [!N- 3.]
1. Not conclusive in argument or evidence ; that

does not bring to an end (a doubt, dispute, or in-

quiry) ; not decisive or convincing.
1690 [implied in INCONCLUSIVENESS]. 1707 A. COLLINS

Refly Clarke's Def. (R.), The author of the objection to that

argument still thinks it inconclusive, and proposes to show
its inconclusiveness in the following papers. 1838 T. THOM-
SON Cftem. Org. Bodies 969 The experiments of Duhamel
and Tillet are equally inconclusive. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.
xi. vi. (1864) VI. 108 Long and inconclusive debates took
place on the legality of a Papal abdication. 1879 FROUDE
Cxsar xi. 120 When evidence is inconclusive, probability
becomes argument.

b. Given to inconclnsion ; undecided.
1836 SIR H. TAYLOR Statesman xxi. 142 He whose mind

is not seasonably inconclusive, and cannot bear with a
reasonable term of suspense, will either get wrong, or get
right more tardily by means of after-thought and correc-
tion.

2. Not conclusive in action
; reaching no final

result or producing no conclusive effect.

1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. 563 Even his Indian

operations . . are so far from displaying any signs of system
or combination, that their desultory and inconclusive nature
would lead us to deny him a comprehensive intellect.

Inconclirsively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in
an inconclusive manner.

..'755
'n JOHNSON. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char.

iii. 68 He reasons clearly and consistently, it may be in-

conclusively.

Inconclu'siveness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being inconclusive.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xvii. 4 The weakness and
inconclusiveness of a long artificial and plausible dis-

course. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will Concl. (ed. 4) 401 The
inconclusiveness of the arguments he offers. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. 1.324 The beauty of the form was insufficient to

disguise the inconclusiveness of the reasoning.
Inconelu'sivism. nonce-iud. [f. asprec. + -ISM.]
A theory or doctrine that conclusive evidence on

metaphysical or religious questions is unattainable.
a 1866 J. GROTEExam. Util. Philos. Introd. (1870) 9, 1 have

no wish to originate any school of my own, and yet have
strongly denounced . . the writing merely to profess incon-
clusivism and scepticism.

t Iiiconco'ct, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CONCOCT
.]= next.

1596 BARROUGH Meth. Physick vi. ix. (1639) 366 If the
same unctuosity doth more abound in the yonger wood, it

is more inconcoct and excrementous. 1626 BACON Syh'a
838 While the Body to bee Conuerted and Altered, is too

strong for the Efficient . . it is (all that while) Crude and In-

concoct
;
And the Processe is to be called Crudity and Incon-

coction.

t InconcO'cted, a. Obs. [!N- 3.] Not con-
cocted

; not fully digested or matured ; raw, crude ;

not softened by ripening ;
nnconcocted.

VOL. V.

169

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xiii. 60 By reason of his soliditie
and hardness inconcocted. 1620 VENNER Via Recta viii.

190 They remaining crude and inconcocted in the body ..
doe at length settle and produce morbificall affects. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 338 Divers plants con-
taine..an austere and inconcocted roughnesse, as Sloes,
Medlers and Quinces. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. I. i.

23 Better, .than when I was a Child, and had my organical
Parts less digested and inconcocted.

t Inconco'ction. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CONCOC-
TION.] The fact or condition of being nncon-
cocted or undigested.
1626 H. MASON Epicure's Fast v. 42 Let Fasts be moder-

1656 Si
v. (1701) 255/1 The end of Concoction . . is mutation of the
Essence, as when food is converted into flesh and blood . .

Inconcoction is an Imperfection in the opposite passive
qualities, proceeding from defect of heat.

IiiCOlicre'te, a. Now rare. [ad. late L. incon-
cret-us (c 320), f. in- (IN- 3) + concret-usCONCKETE.']
Not concrete ; abstract ; immaterial.
01626 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. (1841) I. 88 There is not ..a

more pure, simple, inconcrete procreation than that whereby
the mind conceiveth the word within it. 1659 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. xiii. (1701) 558/2 The Divine Nature, which is

inconcrete, and, by reason of its Tenuity, cannot be touched
nor struck. 1876 RUSKIN Fors Clan. fxvi. 180 Tell me one
or two of the inconcrete results of separate evolution.

t Inconcn'lcate, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 2 +
CONCULCATE

v.~\ trans. To inculcate persistently.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Martyr Advt. to Rdr., An ordinary

Instrument of his. .had oppugned his Lordships Booke,
and iterated and inconculcated those his oppositions.

t Inconctrrrent, a. Obs. rare - '. [!N- 3.]
Not concurrent ;

= next.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxv. 136 Retarded also by the
inconcurrent judgements, and endeavours of them that
drive it.

t Inconctrrring, a. Obs. rare*. [IN- s.]
Not concurring; not acting in combination to-
wards some end.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. iv. 16 Deriving effects
not only from inconcurring causes, but things devoid of all

efficiencie whatever.

t Incoiictl'SS, a. Obs. [ad. L. inconcitssus

unshaken, f. in- (lN-3) + concussus, pa. pple. of
concute're to dash together, shake violently.] = next.
1342 BECON_Pathm. Prayer in Early Wks. (Parker Soc.)

144 Prayer is . . the inconcusse, unshaken, and puissant
custody or watch of the faithful. 1646 BUCK Rich. Ill, 60
An inconcusse and great resolution.

t Iiiconcivssed, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED
1.]

Unshaken, firm, stable.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 71 Trewely the fame of Para-
disc hathe stonde as inconcussede

by^ yj. ml. yeres and more.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation? in. xxxviii. 108 For so he may
abide oon & be same inconcussyd. 1623 COCKERAM, In-
concussed, stable, not to be shaken.

t Inconctrssible, a. Obs. Also -able. [a.
obs. F. inconcussible, f. in- (IN- 3) + *concussible,
f. L. concuss-, ppl. stem of concutfre to shake

violently : see -IBLE.] That cannot be shaken
;

firmly fixed, stable.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi[i.]. (Arb.) 113 As the
roundell or Spheare is appropriat to the heauens . . the
Triangle to the ayre, and the Lozange to the water : so is
the square for his inconcussable steadinesse likened to the
earth. 1609 BELL Theoph. $ Reinif. 46 A pillar that is

sublime, straight, inconcussible. 1715 M. DAVIES A then.
Brit. I. Pref. 32 To this inconcussable Maxim in our Legal
Israel, the Sophistical Jesuit, .could say nothing at all.

Incondensable (ink<?nde-nsab'l), a. Also
-ible. [f. IN- ^ + CONDENSABLE a., which see in
reference to the prevalent erroneous spelling ible.']
That cannot be condensed

; incapable of being
made more dense or compact ; spec, incapable of

being reduced to the liquid or solid condition.

1736 Elaboratory laid open 108 The tin pipe, for carrying
off the incondensible fumes. 1812 SIR H! DAVY Chem.
Philos. 85 Steam at 500 degrees of Fahrenheit would be
equally incondensible with air at a range of temperature
such as we can command below our common temperatures.
1828 WEBSTER, Incondensable. 1864 H. SPENCER Biol. I. 5
Carbonic oxide, .is an incondensible gas.
Hence Incondensability (erron. -ibility), the

quality of being incondensable.
1828 WEBSTER, Incotidensability.

t Incondi'gn, a. Obs. [f. IN- z + CONDIGN.]
Unworthy, undeserving, undeserved.
c 1450 LYDG. & BURGH Secrees 1532 This lady lyst nat to

parte the tresourys Of hir substaunce to my Childhood in-

condigne.

Incondite (ink^ndit), a. [ad. L. incondit-us

disordered, uncouth, f. in- (!N- 3) + conditus, pa.
pple. of condSre to put together.]
I. Consisting of parts which are ill arranged ;

ill constructed, ill composed : said esp. of literary
and artistic compositions.
1634 JACKSON Creed vn. x. 2 Such incondite figures, or

confused fancies as are thereon painted. 1708 J. PHILIPS
Cyder n. (1807) 02 Now sportive youth Carol incondite

rhythms with suiting notes. 1794 GIFFORD Baviad (1811) 48O deign, To cast a glance on this incondite strain. 1832
AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) II. xxxv. 619 An incondite collection
or heap of single and insulated rules. 1871 CARLYLE in
Mrs. C.'s Lett. I. 75 Plenty of incondite stuff accordingly
there was [in the lecture).

INCONFORMABLE.
2. Unformed, crude

; without delicacy of finish
;

rude, unpolished, unrefined.

'539 TAVERNER Card. Wysed. u. (1545) 2 a, I muste desyre
you . . to pardon -myne incondite and grosse phrase. 1657TRAPP Comm. Ps. cxvi. i An inarticulate incondite voice
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 434 Something far
more rude and incondite must have preceded and paved the
way for it [the alphabet]. 1871 KINGSLEY At Last II. xv
262 The Negresses, .forgot themselves, kicked up their legs,
shouted to the bystanders, and were altogether incondite.
3. Rendering L. incondita qualifying vox '

utter-

ance', and applied to interjections representing
mere natural utterances.

[1549 LILLY Brev. Inst, Grammatical; Cogtwsc., Interjectio
est pare orationis quae sub incondita voce subito perrum-
pentem animi affectum demonstrat . . An interiection is
a parte of speche whyche betokeneth a sodayne passion of
the mynde under an unperfect voyce.] 1845 STODDART in
Encycl. Metrof. (1847) I. 186/1 These variations then
depend not on the articulation, but on the intonation ; that
is . . on

the^ elevation or depression of voice in pronouncing
: but this is

>

not peculiar to the interjection oh I or to
the incondite' interjections generally; for the same maybe observed of any nouns or verbs used interjectionally.
Hence Inco mutely adv., in a crude or undi-

gested condition ; in an ill-constructed form.
1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 141 Its [the stomach's]

fluids are poured forth too sparingly or too inconditely.
1880 F. HALL Doctor Indoctus 35 The rule here inconditely
laid down admits, as worded, of a tedious variety of inter-
pretations.

tlncondi'tional, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- 3
+ CONDITIONAL.] Without qualifying or limiting
conditions

; unconditional.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iv. 15 When from that

which is but true in a qualified sense an inconditionall and
absolute verity is inferred.

Hence f Inconditiona'lity, the quality of being
unconditional.

1696 LORIMER Goodwin's Disc. vii. 133 To answer the
aforesaid Sophism taken from the Inconditionality and In-
dependency of God's Will

Inconditionate (ink^ndi-Jsn/t), a.
(SP.~) [f.

IN- 3 + CONDITIONATE : cf. mod.F. inconditionne]
Not subject to or limited by conditions; uncon-
ditioned.

1654 J. P. Tyrants $ Protectors 28 The power of Govern-
ment .. is fiduciary, and not inconditionate. 1608 NORRIS
Pract. Disc. IV. 148 The First of these is wholely Absolute
and Inconditionate (there being nothing required of us to
make sin pardonable to us).

B. sb. Philos. An entity which is uncondi-
tioned

;
a form under which the Unconditioned is

conceived.

1829 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Philos. Unconditioned
(1853) 15 The Conditioned is the mean between two ex-
tremes, two inconditionates. 1882 VEITCH Life Hamilton
230 The Unconditioned and the species, or Inconditionates
which it contains viz., Absolute and Infinite.

Hence Incondi-tionateness, the quality of

being unconditioned.

1693 BEVERLEY True St. Gosp. Truth (title-p.), The In-
conditionateness of the Gospel Salvation.

Inconducive (inkpndi/rsiv), a. rare. [lN-3.]
Not conducive, not tending towards an end or
result; nnconducive.
1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 354 Habits are formed inconducive

to good government. 1867 C. J. SMITH Sytt. # Antonyms
s. v. Applicable, Inconducive, Inapplicable.

Inconey: see INCONY.

IiiCO'nfideuce. rare. [In- 3.] Want of con-

fidence, distrust.

1626 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 165 There may be
obserued in many, .inconfidence of at least, Timely Reuoca-
tion. iSiz Henry $ Isabella I. 215 She looked with incon-
fidence on every one.

t Inco'nfident, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.]
1. Not confident, not trusting, distrustful.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 132 Whose project it is to
keep us jealous and inconfident each of other.

2. Unfaithful, untrue to atrust. (Cf. CONFIDENT 6.)
1603 H. CROSSE Vertucs Comtmu. (1878) 95 He is incon-

fident to whom mony is deliuered vpon trust to paie to an
other, and doth either keep it back all, or deliuer but halfe.

t Inconfi'nable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] That
cannot be confined

; unconfinable.
1606 DEKKER Nevis fr. Hell C ij, The raptures of that

fierie and inconfinable Italian spirit, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU
Acts if Man. (1642) 494 Christ .. had .. transcendent, incon-
finable power and authority.

t Incoiifi rmed, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Not
confirmed ; not become firm or strong.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 216 In the first

septenarie doe most die . . the infirmities that attend it are
so many, and the body that receives them so inconfirmed.

t Inconfivrm, a. Obs. [f. IN- s + CONFOBM
.] Not conformed to.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. Eng. in. xi. 291 A way most
charitable . . and no way inconform to the will of God in
his Word. 1663 CHARLETON Chor. Gigant. 26 Inconform to
the Rule of the Close order.

Inconformable (.inkffnf^umab'l), a. [IN- 3.]
Not conformable ; unconformable.
1. Not according in form, pattern, position, or

character (to*).
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica (1854) 81 R. Define an incon-

formable muention. A. An inuention ..whose Protoplast
. . cannot be conformed to any former inuention in use
1665 J. WEBB Stone-ffeng (1725) 169 In Position not much
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INCONFORMIST.

inconformable to that in our Antiquity. 1670 /-awims Con-

clave whertin Ctciacitt I'll/ was tleilta 34 There was

nothing more detestable in a man, nor inconformable to

L Christian, than ingratitude. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals

of the principle, .that, when an anomalous or inconformable

instance actually arises, we seek at once for the means of

eliminating it, or explaining it away.

2. Of persons: Not disposed or wont to conform
;

of incompliant disposition or practice : esp., in

Eng. Hiit., Not conforming to the usages of the

established Church.

1633 AMES Arst. Ctrtm. it. 102 This calumniation con*

cernmg some inconformable suffered for a time, a 1663

HEYLIH Laud (1668) i Two of the Lecturers in that

Diocess . . they found obstinately inconformable to the Kings
Directions. 1861 W. S. PERRV Hist. Ch. Eng. I. xvi. 502
There are scarcely any inconformable or troublesome minis-

ters noted in this report.

t InconfoTmist. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CONFOR-

MIST.] One who does not conform in matters

religious or ecclesiastical ;
- NONCONFORMIST.

1633 AMES Afit. Crrtm. n. 196 The Inconformists are by
him tossed (as it were) in a blancltet. 1634 CANNE Nectsi.

Sefar. (1849) 19&> 1 W'N nere lay down some few syllogisms,

entirely made up between the Inconformists and Con-
formists. 1658 MANTON Exf. J-ude vers. 22-3 The late

bishops' courts were chiefly bent against the godly ;
a

drunkard and an adulterer found more favour than a goodly
inconformist.

Inconformity (inkffaf<rjmiti). [f.
IN- 3 +

CONFORMITY.] Want of conformity.
L Want of correspondence in form or manner ;

want of agreement in character ; dissimilarity ;

want of conformity to (t unto) or with a pattern.
1625 BACON Ess., Innovations (Arb.) 527 New Things

peece not so well ; But though they helpe by their vtility,

yet they trouble by their Inconformity. 1661 R. L'ESTRANGE
fntirtst Mistaken 65 We find an Inconformity of Practise

to Profession. 1665 J. WEBB Stonc-Heng (1725) 205 The
Dissimilitude or Inconformity betwixt Stone-Heng and the

Monuments in .. Denmark. 1711 STRYPE Parker an. 1573

(R.), Neither did he, I believe, ever endeavour for it,

knowing his own inconformity. "890 I. MARTINEAU Seat
Author. Relig. v. t 593 The chief difference .. lies in the

conformity or inconformity of the seeming fact with ex-

pectations.

2. Refusal or omission to conform to some rule,

standard, or fashion ;
want of conformity with a

guide or pattern.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. iv. iv. i [abridging Cartwrieht,

whoTnowever, has not the word] Utter inconformity therefore

with the church of Rome in these things, is the best and
surest policie which the Church can vse. 1507 E. P. v.

Ixxxi. ii It being better that the Church should want

altogether the benefit of such mens labours, than indure

the mischiefe of their inconformitie to good Lawes. 1651
HOBBES Leviatk. 1. xv. 74 Conformity or

Inconformity
of

Manners to Reason. 1681 MANTON Serm. Ps. cxix. 80 Wks.
1872 VII. 346 God..taketh notice of our conformity and
inconformity to his will.

3. spec. Want of conformity in worship ;
refusal

to conform to the religious worship or ecclesiastical

polity established or publicly recognized ;
- NON-

CONFORMITY.
1633 LAUD Wks. (1853^ V. 320 His lordship certifies that he

hath suspended a lecturer for his inconformity. 1644 Br.
ST. ASAPH Let. to Laua in Hist. Nonconf. Wales (1861) 10

They were not any where troubled with Inconformity.

1667 J. CORBET Disc. Relig. Eng. 23 As for the Ministers

of this Perswasion, some have called them Fools for their

Inconformity. 1824 SOUTHEV Bk. ofCh. (1841) 447 Incon-

formity had become well nigh general. 1861 W. S. PFRRY
Hist. Ch. Eng. I. xiv. 510 We might almost imagine that . .

there was scarce any disaffection, inconformity, or difference

of opinion prevalent.

b. An instance of this ; a practice not in con-

formity with the recognized form of
religion.

a 1661 H KYI.IN Land \. (1668) 124 All Calvinians are not
to be counted as Puritans also ; whose practices many of
them abhor, and whose inconformities they detest.

Inconfused (inkfJhfi/?zd), a. [f.
IN- 3 + CON-

FUSED ; after L. inconftis-us."\ Not confused ;

free from confusion or mixture of the elements or

essential parts.
i6j6 BACON Sylvtt 9 192 All the curious Diuersitie of

Articulate Sounds, of the Voice of Man, or Birds, will enter

at a small Cranny, Inconfused. 1647 HERRICK Noble .\'untl'. t

To God (1869) 413 God's undivided, One in Persons Three,
And Three in Inconfused Unity. 1660 STANLEY Hist,
/'kilos, tx. (1701) 385/2 The Diastematick .. manifests the
mutation which is in all its parts which is inconfused and
divided and disjoined.

Hence Inconfa-sedly adv.

i8$a Bp. FORBFS Nicene Cr. 303 The union of the two
natures in Jesus Christ has taken place, neither by disorder . .

nor by confusion .. but by synthesis; or personally, . .im-

mutably, inconfusedly, unalterably, inherently, inseparably,
in two perfect natures in one person.

t Inconfu'sible, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

confiisidilis (Vulgate), f. in- (Iw- 3) + confiisiUlis

CONFUSIBLB. So F. inconfusible (15111 c. in

Godef.).] Incapable of being confused.

1565 CALFHIU. Anno. Treat. Crosse (Parker Soc.l 140 He
hath confounded, by confusion most wicked, that uniting
and knitting together of the two natures, which are incon-

fusible, and in themselves distinct. 1651 BENLOWRS Tfuofft.
Ded. 23 The Immaculate Earth of the Humanity, Insepar-
able, Inconfusible. Inconvertible.
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Mnconfu sion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Ix-3 +

CONFUSION, after L. inconfits-its.] Absence of

confusion ; the condition of being unconfused.
1626 BACON Xyfaa % 224 The Cau.se of the Confusion in

Sounds and the Inconfusion in Species Visible; is, For thai
the Sight worketh in Right Line;;, and maketh seuerall

Cones.

t Inconfu-table, a. Obs. rare-*. [!N- 3.]

Not confutable; not to be confuted.

1679 PF.NN Addr. Prat. n. 84 To which Malice and Slander
he returned this Inconfutable Answer.

Hence f Inconftvtably adv,
t
in a way not to be

confuted.

1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissvas. Popery \, i. (1686) 6 The
writings of the fathers were .. full of proper opinions and
such

variety
of sayings, that both sides eternally and incon-

futably shall bring sayings for themselves respectively.

Incongealable (ink^id^rlabH), a. 10bs. Also

incongelable. [f. IN- 3 + CONGEALABLE : cf. F.

incongeldble (Cotgr. 1611).] Incapable of being
congealed.
1623 COCKERAM, Incongealable^ not to be frozen. 1665

BOYLE Exfer. Hist. Cold\\\. WKS. 1773 II. 517 This train

oil ..swimming upon the surface of the water, and being
incongealabltTby the cold, protects the subjacent water from
the freezing violence of the cold.

Hence Incongea lableness.

1717 in BAILEY vol. II ; also in some mod. Diets.

t Iiiconge'iierous, a. Obs. [!N- =*.]
Not of

the same kind ; the opposite of CONGENEROUS I.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 11. iii. 69 Certaine it is . .

that the Loadstone will not attract even steele it selfe that

is candent, much lesse the incongenerous body of glasse
being fired.

Incongenial (ink^ndgrnial), a. [!N- 3.] Not

congenial ; uncongenial. Hence Incongenia'lity.
1797 HAICHTON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 184 The im-

pression which these experiments at first made on my mind,
was .. not altogether mcongenial to my wish. 1847 A.
BENNIE Disc. 42 A sphere of usefulness that was by no means
incongenial to his tastes. 1864 WEBSTER, Incongeniality.

tlnco'ngrue, a. Obs. Also 5-6 -gru. [a.

F. incongrU) -grttt (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

incottgru-us : see INCONGRUOUS.] = INCONGRUOUS.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. n. ii. (1495) 27 Yf the

nominatyf caas & the verbe discord in person and in

nombre, thenne the reason is incongrue. 1490 CAXTON How
to Die 18 It oughte not to seme to none incongrue ne
meruellous. c 1560 Phylogamus in Skelton's Wks. (1862)
I. p. cxxxii t Thou wrytest tbynges dyffuse, Incongrue and
confuse, Obfuscate and obtuse. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 3 5 2

No Fine . . shall be reversed . . by any Writ of Error, for false

or incongrue Latin.

Hence flnco-ngruly adv. Obs., incongruously.
1483 Catk. Angl. 74/2 [Injcongruly; [Lat.J iacongrue.

Incongruence (ink^rjgr,ens). [ad. L. in-

congntentia (Tertullian), f. incongruent-em IN-

CONGRUENT : see -ENCE.] Want of congruence ;

disagreement, incongruity.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 900 Wherefore there

shalbe no cause of dislike through incongruence of parts.
a 1691 B"OVLE Hist. Fluidity xix. Wks. 1772 I. 391 The
humidity of a body . .depends chiefly upon the congruity
or incongruence of the component particles of the liquor in

reference to the pores of those particular bodies, that it

touches. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 381 This, not with

airy- incongruence or disharmony. 1885 R. BRIDGES Nero
i. ii, Foreseeing how The incongruence of time and place,
the audience Of drunken sots would turn my best to worst.

Inco ngmency. ? Obs. [f. as prec. : see

-ENCV.] =prec.
1604 CAWDREV Table Alph., Incongntencie^ want ofagree-

ment. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth u. 166 This is the first

argument against the reciprocal production of mountains
and the sea, their incongruency or disproportion.

IncongTUent (ink<rrjgr,ent), a. [ad. L. in-

congruent-em, f. in- (IN- 3) + congruent-em CON-

GRUENT.] Not congruent; disagreeing, unsuitable,

incongruous.
1531 ELYOT Gov. \. xiii, It shall nat be incongruent to our

mater to shewe what profile may be taken by the diligent

reding of auncient poetes. 1603 DEKKKR Grissil (Shak*.
Soc. ) 21, 1 bought them of a penurious cordwainer, and they
are the most incongruent that e'er I ware. 1655 Fitlke s

Meteors Obscrv. 172 Lead is an incongruent and malignant
Metal to all others. 177* SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. v. (1876)

365 A harsh jarring of incongruent principles, a 1864
HAWTHORNE Anter. Note-Bits. (1879) II. 168 Things most

incongruent to his hereditary stomach. 1893 H. WALKER
3 Cent. Scot. Lit, I. i. 8 There is the additional improb-
ability of incongruent circumstances.

Inco-ngruently, adv.
[f. prec. + -L\-2.] In

an incongment manner ; incongruously.
1568 C. WATSON Polyb. iga. Oftentimes of this fashion

erreth Pbilinus incongruently and without reson. 1632
MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry \\.\, What fouler object
in the world, than to see a young, fair, handsome beauty
unhandsomely dighted, and incongruently accoutred ?

Incongruity (inkffa|gr/Hti). [ad. med.L. in-

congruitas, f. ;- (IN- 3) + congmitas CONGBUITY :

cf. F. incongruite (1529 in Hatz.-Darm.) perh. the

immediate source.] The quality, condition, or fact

of being incongruous ;
an instance of this.

1. Disagreement in character or qualities ; want
of accordance or harmony ; discrepancy, inconsist-

ency. (Now often with some colour of sense 2.)
1612 LD. ROCHESTER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 329

That incongruity betwixt your Hignnes age and hirs is one
inconvenience which neither syde can help. 1664 POWER

INCONGRUOUS.
F.xp. Philos. n. 149 We have tried Oyl and Water, and no
Motion at all was perceived, for the same reason of incon-

gruity. 167* MARVF.LL Ktk. 7Vj/. i. 269 Never was
there such Incongruity and Nonconformity in their furni-
ture. 1704 F. FULLER Med. Gyntn. (1711) 2511 I have
often .. admir'd the Incongruity of the Circumstances of
Humane Life. 1807 KEES Cycl. s.v. Congruity^ Incon-
gruity denotes an unfitncss of their surfaces for jomine
together. Thus quicksilver will unite with gold . . hut will

roll off from wood. 1850 KINGSLRY Ait. Lockf xxvii, The
quaint incongruity of the priestly and the lay elements in
his speech.

b. (with //.) An instance or point of disagree-
ment

;
a discrepancy, an inconsistency.

a 1610 HEALEY Epictetns Man, Ep. Ded., In extenuation
of so many incongruities, a 17*0 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.)
Iv'ks. (1753) II. 112 We ought to believe it well and wisely
done, whatever incongruities may appear in it. 1830
HERSCHRL Stud. Nat. Phil. 43 There we find no contra-

dictions, no incongruities but all is harmony. 1868 BAIN
AffMt. 4- Mor. Sc. xiii. (ed. a) 31^ The most commonly
assigned cause of the Ludicrous is Incongruity ; but all

incongruities are not ludicrous.

2. Want of accordance with what is reasonable
or fitting; unsuitableness, inappropriatencss, ab-
surdity.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xx. \ 9 As if they who abolish

legends could not without incongruitie reteine.. Homilies.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vi. ii. 318 To shew there is no
incongruity nor inconvenience in it. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5*,

lncwigruity t
. . Figuratively said of Faults committed

against Civility, against Decency, and the received Customs
of the World. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. pa P i Without
incongruity., we cannot speak of geometrical beauty. 1875
JOWETT Ptato(td. 2) IV. 130 He felt no incongruity in the
veteran .. correcting the youthful Socrates. 1877 BLACK
Green fast, xxiv, She thought it arose from a sarcastic

appreciation of the incongruity of his presence there.

D. (with//.) An instance of such disagreement ;

fin inappropriate matter
;
an absurdity.

11626 BP. ANDREWES Serm. (1856) I. 333 How great,
gross, and foul an incongruity it is to pour out ourselves
into sin .. when we go forth to correct sin. 1663 GERBIER
Counsel i The incongruities committed by many under-
takers of Buildings. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod, Rand, xlv, The
only Expedient I know . . is to lay hold of some incongruity
he has uttered. 1881 A. MACFARLANP. Consangum. 16
There was an incongruity in using the two phrases as

equivalent.
3. \Yantofharmonyofpartsorelements; want

of self-consistency; incoherence. Also (with //.)

something incoherent or not self-consistent.
a 153* Rtmtdit ofLove 2 This werke who so shal see or

rede Of any incongruitie doe me not impeche. a 1653
GOUGE Comm. Heb. it 10 In this there is no great incon-

gruity. 1799 BUTLER Serm. Self-deceit Wks. 1874 H- 122
Hence arises that amazing incongruity, and seeming incon-

sistency of character. 1813 SCOTT Peveril xxxii, Had
Julian been inclined for mirth, . . he must have smiled at the

incongruity of the clerk's apparel. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.
Serm. viii. 179 The whole story is one grand incongruity;
a splendid illusion.

f4. Gram. Violation of the rules of concord;
grammatical incorrectness ; solecism. Obs.

*573-8o BARET Ah. I 97 Incongruitie. solacismtts. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie in. xxi. (Arb.) 256 Some nianer of

speaches . .are euer vndecent, namely barbarousnesse, incon-

gruitie, ill disposition. Ibid. xxii. 258 Your next intolerable
vice Utottcistrttu or incongruitie. .that is by misusing the
Grammaticall rules to be ooserued in cases, genders, tenses,

j

and such like. 1612 UKINSI.KY /-<v</. Lit. xv. (1627) 199, 1 have
, found my schollers to misse most in these. . . Incongruity in

I
their concords.

Incongruous (ink^-ngr^ss), a.
[f.

L. incon-

gru-us (f. *'/;-, IN- 3 + congrn-us : see CONQBUOUS)
+ -ous.] Not congruous ; the opposite of con-

gruous.
1. Disagreeing in character or qualities; not cor-

responding; out of keeping ; disaccordant, incon-

sistent, inharmonious, nnsuited. Const. with t to.

(Often with mixture of sense 2, stress being laid upon
the inappropriateness or absurdity resulting from the want
of correspondence. )

1611 COTGR., Incongnte, incongruous, vnagreeing. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 184/2 All the ecclesiastical

glue the liturgy or laymen can compound, is not able to
soder up two such incongruous natures into the one flesh of
a true beseeming marriage. 1666 BOYLE Orig. Forme* 4-

QitaL (1667) 5 If its Shape were incongruous to that of the

cavity of the Lock, it would be unfit to be used as a Key.
1695 HUMPHRY Mediocria 53 This is a Scheme 1 look on as

incongruous with free reason. IT BULLOCK Wont, a
Riddle i. i. 8 O Stupidity unparalleled, incongruous to all

sense and breeding ! 1787 G. WHITE Seifortur i. 3 The cart

way of the village divides .. two very incongruous soils.

1821 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 191
Here are two new measures of capacity altogether incon-

gruous to the new system. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot.

203 The number of stamens is incongruous with the lobes of
the corolla. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Roinola xu, There entered
a figure strangely incongruous with the current of their

thoughts.
2. Disagreeing or inconsistent with the circum-

stances or requirements of the case, or with what
is reasonable or becoming ; unbecoming, unsuit-

able, inappropriate, absurd, out of
place.

1623 COCKERAM, Incongruous, absurd, disagreeable. 1630
PRYNNK Anti-Artttin. 175 This ..is no such incongruous,
ridiculous nouell distinction. 1664 H. MORF, Myst. litiq.

xxii. 85 As if a man should be acquitted and yet punished
for the same crime, at the same Court, then which nothing
is more foolish or incongruous. 1719 DE FOF. Crusoe \\. i,

I have since often observed, how incongruous and irrational

the common Temper of Mankind is. 1791 BURKE Let. to



INCONGRUOUSLY.
SirH. Langrishc Wks. 1842 I. 548 It would be incongruous
and absurd, to have the head of the church of one faith, and
the members of another. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath 267
Most miserable, most incongruous wretch ! Barest thou
spurn thy life, the boon of God? 1876 C. M. DAVILS
Unorth. Lond. 106 The effect was slightly incongruous.
3. Having parts or elements not agreeing with

each other ; involving inconsistency or disagree-
ment ; not self-consistent ; incoherent.

1658 T. WALL Charac. Enemies Cli. 43 Their confused
and incongruous intermixture of the different parts of

grayer.
1788 H. WALPOLE in Walpoliana, Fr. Philos. 50

urely of all human characters a fanatic philosopher is the
most incongruous, and of course the most truly ludicrous.
1880 L. STEPHEN Pope v. 135 The consequent alterations
make the hero of the poem a thoroughly incongruous figure.

1 4. Gram. Violating the rules of concord ;

grammatically incorrect. Obs.
1616 BULLOKAB, Incongruous, against rule of Grammar.

1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers xv. v. (1701) 526 It is incon-
gruous to say vos tunas, vos legis, that is you lovcst, yon
re&dest, speaking to One.

f5. Geotn. Not coinciding when superposed.
1656 tr. Hobbes" EUm. Pkiios. (1839) 18 Of crooked

magnitudes, some are congruous, that is, are coincident
when they are applied to one other ; others are incongruous.
6. Theory of Numbers. Of two numbers: Not

congruent; giving different remainders when di-

vided by the modulus : see CONGRUENT 5.
1864 WEBSTER, Incongruous Numbers,

Inco-iigruously ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in

an incongruous manner; inconsistently; inappro-
priately ; incoherently.
1641 CLARENDON Ess., Tracts (1727) 228 The excellency of

those pious fathers have intitled that age, how incongru-
ously soever, to be looked upon as the primitive time. 1744
BERKELEY Sin's 8 278 Nature . . may not improperly and
incongruously be styled the life of the world. 1822-34
Gootfs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 715 There was a low muttering
delirium, in which the patient spoke incongruously. 1847
DISRAELI Tattered n. xiv, Never were men more incon-
gruously grouped. 1884 Law Times LXXVIII. 77/2 It
shows incongruously beside the more prosaic business of the
law.

( b. Gram. With violation of concord, ungram-
matically. Obs.

1:1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. 382 They speak of some
towns called the Lacones, which retain yet, and vulgarly
speak the old Greek, but incongruously, a 1684 KNATCH-
BULL Annot. Tr. 56 (T.) Saying, that Luke .. writ incon-
gruously ; when, in truth, he is acknowledged by all ex-

positors too knowing in the Greek to commit such a
solecism.

f c. Geom. So as not to coincide. Obs.
1656 tr. Hobbes' Elan. Philos. (1839) 183 If they be in-

congruously applied, they will, as all other crooked lines,
touch one another, .in one point only.

Inco'ngruousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being incongruous ; incongruity.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV.

688/1 There is [in dreams] a complete incongruousness in
the thoughts and images which pass through our minds.
1869 SEELEY Led. $ Ess. i. 18 It was a revolution which
struck with incongruousness. .the very instinctive impulses
of men.

Inconie : see INCONY.

t Inconje-ctable, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + L. con-

jectd-re to conjecture, guess (see CONJECT) 4- -ABLK.]
Used to render Gr. avtiKatrTos '

unattainable by
conjecture, immense '

(Liddell & Scott).
1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xvn. iv. 85 Apollo power-

ful, Lord and Patron inconiectable of the Diademes [wi'pio?

6iaS?JMaToc ayei*acTTos], unto whom the Lord of j^Egypt hath
set up statues in this kingdome.

Incpnjoinable (ink^nd,?oi-nab'l),a. (si.) rare.

[f. IN- 3 + CONJOIN v. + -ABLE.] That cannot be

conjoined : in quot. as sl>.

1844 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic II. App. 328 The Principle
of Inconjoinables (i. e. What cannot be thought as with and
beside each other, cannot exist with and beside each other).

t Inco-njugated, a. Obs. [IN- 3.] Not
coupled or paired : cf. CONJUGATION 4.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man yin. 112 Galene rehearseth

besides all these a Nerue inconiugated, or hauyng no fellow.

Inconjunct (ink(;nd3z>-nkO, a, Obs. [IN- 3.]
Not in conjunction ; spec, in Astral., said of two

planets or their positions when they are so placed
that neither affects the operation of the other;
' when a planet, house, or sign has no aspect or

familiarity with another' (Wilson Diet. Astral.,

1819). (Cf. ASPECT sb. 4.)
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jrtd. Astrol. xxi. 469 All the rest

beeing inconiunct, and out of familiaritie, and therefore
without operation. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. xix. 109 These
are called Signes inconjunct, or such as if a Planet be in one
of them, he cannot have any aspect to another in the Signe
underneath. 1819 J. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astrol. 101 The
ancient opinion was, that a planet, being rive signs distant
from any moderator or significator, was inconjunct, and had
no effect on it whatever. . . The semisextile was likewise
considered as an inconjunct position. Ibid. 277 Houses also
are inconjunct ; as the ist with the 2d, 6th, 8th, and i2th.

Inconne'Cted, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Not con-

nected ; unconnected ; disconnected. Hence In-
conne ctedness.
1742 WARBURTON Pope's Ess. Man i. 45 The best system

cannot but be such a one as hath no inconnected void ;

such a one in which there is a perfect coherence and
gradual subordination in all its parts. 17. . HURD Epist.
Writ. (R.\ To treat a number of inconnected and quite
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different subjects in the same measure. 1880 Victorian
Rev. Dec. 196 In spite of the proverbial inconnectedness of
the subject matter [of a Dictionary].
t Inconne-xedly, adv. Ois.rare~\ [f. lN-3
+ CONNEXED^M/. a. + -LY -

: cf. L. inconnextis un-

connected.] In an unconnected way; without
connexion.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. iv. ix. 201 Ascribing
hereto as a cause what perhaps but casually or inconexedlv
succeeded.

Inconnexiou, -ection (ink^ne-kfon). ? Obs.

[IN- 3
; cf. L. inconnex-tts : see prec.] Want of

connexion
; unconnectedness.

1620 BP. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy i. 3 Neither need
wee any better or other proofe of the inconnexion of this
vow with holy orders. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Ittconnexion
. . In Rhetorick it is the same as the figure AsyntJteton.
1697 COLLIER Imitwr. Stage iv. 3 (1730) 150 This strange-
ness^ of Persons, distinct Company, and Inconnexion of
Affairs. 1755 JOHNSON Hist. Eng. Lang, p 4 Their speech
. . must have been artless and unconnected, without any
modes of transition or involution of clauses ; which abrupt-
ness and inconnection may be observed even in their later

writings. 1815 T. BUSBY Lucretius in. Comment, xl. The
utter inconnection of the time which passed before our being
with that in which we live.

b. (with //. ) An instance of this ; something
unconnected with what precedes or follows.

1697 COLLIER Ess. Mor, Sitbi. 1 1. ( 1 703) 94 As to single ideas,
inconnexions, and slight touches, my observation holds good.
t Iiicoime'xive, a. Obs. [!N- 3.] Of uncon-

nected nature or character; without connexion.
1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. III. n. 144 The Monads in

the Duad are inconnexive to those of the Triad.

t Incccnquerable, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3 +
CONQUEBABLE.] Unconquerable.
iMo N. INGELO Bentiroglio # Urania (1682) I. 93 Alledg-

ing, That sin is inconquerable in this mortal body.
Iiiconscient

(inkjrnjlftit),
a. rare. [f. IN- 3

+ CONSCIENT. Also in mod.F. (Diet. Acad. 1878) :

cf. L. iticonscius.] Unconscious.
1885 Alien. <$ Neural. VI. 486 The old doctrines .. sus-

pected not the immense efficacy of the inconscient, which is

the foundation of mental life. 1894 LD. SALISBURY Pres.
Addr. Brit, Assoc. 7 Aug., Whether you believe that
Creation was the work of design or of inconscient law, it is

equally difficult to Imagine how this random collection of
dissimilar materials [the chemical elements] came together.
So Inconscience (inkp'njens), unconsciousness.
1891 A. LYNCH Mod. Autliors 96 The genuineness and

inconscience of these elemental motifs.

t Inconscionable, ". Obs. [!N- 3.] Not hav-

ing, or not regarding, conscience ; unconscionable.
1596 SPENSER State Ircl. Wlcs. (Globe) 619/1 Soe incon-

scionable are these common people, and so title feeling
have they of God. 1671 WYCHERLEY Love in Wood iv. i,

Inconscionable, false woman . . You cheated, trepanned,
robbed, me of the five-hundred pounds t

Hence f Inco'nscionableness
; f Inco' uscion-

ably adv.

1634 STRAFFORD Let. to Coke in Lett, t, Disp. (1739) I. 238
Most inconscionably the Landlords ..had laid it upon the
poor and bare Tenants. 1800 \om$OKAmer.LawRep. 57
There is intrinsic inconscionableness in the bargain.
luconscious (inkp'njas), a. Now rare. [f.

late L. inconsci-us + -ous : cf. CONSCIOUS.]
1 1. Not

privy to some deed : cf. CONSCIOUS i .

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. iv. (1851) 182 Miserably slain by
his people, some say deservedly, as not inconscious with
them who train'd Osred to his ruin.

2. Not conscious ; unconscious.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iii. 34. 144 Concluding
that all Matter and Substance as such, hath Life and Per-

ception or Understanding Natural and Inconscious, Essen-
tially belonging to it. 1790 Norman q Bertha II. 8^ Miss
Westbrook . . had long entertained a penchant for him, of
which . . he was not inconscious. 1868 BROWNING Ring* Bk.
in. 466 Each in turn Patting the curly calm inconscious head.
Hence Inco nsciously adv. rare, unconsciously.
1840 BROWNING Sordelto vi. 148 He had inconsciously

contrived forget, I' the whole, to dwell o' the points. 1873
RedCott. Ntrcap in. 386 Chatting and chirping sunk

inconsciously To silence.

Inconsecutive (inkpnse-kitiv), a. [IN- 3.]
Not consecu tive ; characterizedbywant of sequence ;

inconsequent.
1837 G. S. FADER Prim. Doct. Jnstif. v. 233 note. His

argument is altogether lame and inconsecutive. 1833
Reriv. Fr. Emperorship 64 Mr. Elliott is far too hasty
and too inconsecutive to be a safe guide. 1894 Titt^s
24 Nov. 1 1/2 They follow one another in an absolutely in-

consecutive and irrelevant manner.
Hence Iiiconsec'utively adv. ; Inconse'cu-

tiveness.
1836 G. S. FABKR Prim^. Doctr. Election 11. vi. 330 An in-

consecutiveness ofreasoning which cannot be tolerated. 1845
Bachelor Albany 7 He had read a good deal, inconsecutively
and superficially. 1880 M. PATTISON Milton xi. 138 The in-

consecutiveness, the want of arrangement, are exaggerated.

Inconsederat, obs. form of INCONSIDERATE.

Inconsequence (ink^-nsilcwens). [ad. L.

inconsequentia (Quintil.), f. inconsequent-em IN-

CONSEQUENT. So F. inconsequence (lyth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The fact or quality of being

inconsequent ;
an instance of this.

1. Want of logical sequence ; the character of an
inference that does not follow from the premisses,
or of an argument involving such an inference ;

in-

conclusiveness, illogicalness.

INCONSEQUENT.
1588 FKAUNCE Lawiers Log. I. ii. 7b, Syllogismes are the

true and onely rules of consequence and inconsequence
1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot. yer. 174 Mr. S. himself could
not but see the inconsequence of his own argument. 1764
HuRDZrf. toDr.Lelandlf..), Strange! that you should
not see the inconsequence of your own reasoning. 1862
Sat. Rev. 18 Man 298 With a ludicrous inconsequence it

labours to establish a necessary connexion between the
mere consolidation of grants and efficiency in fundamental
instruction.

b. (with //.) An instance of this ; a conclusion
that does not follow from the premisses; an illo-

gical inference or piece of reasoning.
1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. xviii. 2 Men are vndermined

by Inconsequences. 1656 HOBBES Quest. Lib., Necess. 4-
Chance Wks. 1841 V. 425 And from -will work to doth work
upon absolute necessity, is another gross inconsequence
1828 W. SEWELL Oxf. Prize Ess. 42 We cannot, without
a gross inconsequence, deny them a proportionate result.
2. Want of sequence or natural connexion of

ideas, actions, or events ; irrelevance ; discon-
nexion, inconsecutiveness ; an instance of this, an
irrelevant action or circumstance.
1842 POE Marie Roget Wks. 1864 I. 232 The whole of this

paragraph must now appear a tissue of inconsequence and
incoherence. 1846 N. P. Willis Wks. 1864 III. 33 The
plot was a tissue of absurdities, inconsequences and incon-
sistencies. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. Ixiii. VIII. 16 The
inconsequence of the proceeding might easily be overlooked.
3. As a quality of persons, their thought, or ac-

tion : a. The practice or habit of drawing incon-

sequent inferences j illogicalness of reasoning, b.
The practice or habit of speaking or acting dis-

connectedly or without sequence.
1817 COLERIDGE Biag. Lit. 104 That fortunate inconse-

quence of our nature which permits the heart to rectify the
errors of the understanding. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.
Leighvi. 13 For what is lightness Lut inconsequence, Vague
fluctuation 'twixt effect and cause Compelled by neither?
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxviii, That mingling of in-

consequence which belongs to us all, and not unhappily,
since it saves us from many effects of mistake.

f 4. The being of no consequence or importance.
'759 Compl. Letter-writer (ed. 6) 218 My extreme incon-

sequence, and the little I can say. 1812 I. J. HENRY Camp,
agst. Quebec 80 Being without arms, and in an unknown
country, my inconsequence, and futileness lay heavy on
my spirits.

t Inco'nsequency. Obs. [f. as prec.: see

-ENCY.] =prec. (in quot., in sense I b).
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Moil. (1642) 142 Full of in-

consequencies and absurdities. 1655 H. MORE Antid. Ath.
App. i. i.

2g4_ To search and discover, .any weakness or
inconsequency in any Argumentation throughout the whole
Treatise. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

Inconsequent (ink^nsrkwent), a. (16.) [ad.
L. inconsequent-em without due sequence or con-

nexion, f. in- (!N- 3) + consequent-em CONSEQUENT.]
1. Not following as an inference or logical con-

clusion
; falsely or erroneously inferred ; illogical.

1627 HAKEWILL Apol. (J.), The ground he assumes is un-
sound, and his illation from thence deduced inconsequent.
1644 DIGBY Two Treat, n. (1645) 109 Inconsequent to the
whole

body
of reason, a 1688 CUDWORTH Immut. Mor.

(1731) 65 Not only ridiculously absurd and contradictious in

themselves, but also altogether inconsequent from the same.
b. Not following naturally in the order of

events
; having no rational connexion with pre-

ceding or accompanying circumstances
;

irrelevant.
1881 H. JAMES Portr. Lady xxxix, She was checked . . on

her progress to the door, by an inconsequent request from
Isabel. 1893 W. H. HUDSON Patagonia 143 Who that has
noticed monkeys in captivity their profound inconsequent
gravity and insane delight in their own unreasonableness.

c. transf. Of things : That do not follow on, or

carry out the purpose or design of something else.
1866 HOWELLS Veiut. Life ii. 24 The narrowest, crookedest,

and most inconsequent fittle streets in the world. 1898
IVestm. Ga2. 24 Nov. 3/2 Inconsequent trimmings, that
have no raison d'etre, are well known to be the crime of
the third-rate dressmaker.

2. \Vanting in logical sequence of thought or

reasoning ; involving erroneous inference.

'579 FULKE Heskins' Part. 430 Who euer heard a more
shamelesse lye, or a more inconsequent argument ? 1663
J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 120 A most inconsequent ana
presumptuous reasoning. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light
etc. 2, 1 wish to show the erroneous, or inconsequent way of

reasoning, which has prevailed in physical investigation.

1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith i. 24 Confused thought and
inconsequent reasoning.

b. Wanting in sequence or connexion of ideas or

subjects ; characterized by irrelevance ; discon-

nected, inconsecutive.

1869 Miss MULOCK Woman's Kingd. II. 15 She ., began
talking in her smoothly flowing, inconsequent way. 1891
Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. 204 The trumpeters, .blew long
notes of inconsequent music.

3. transf. Of a person : Characterized by incon-

sequence in thought, speech, or action.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. V. 381 This to me, is the most
clear; that the private Atheist is an inconsequent man,
and an enemy to himself. 1813 SHELLEY Notes Q. Mob
Poet. Wks. (1891) 47/1 A Necessarian is inconsequent to his

own principles if he indulges in hatred or contempt. 1863
TROLLOPE Rachel Ray I. 250 Mrs. Ray was herself so in-

consequent in her mental workings, so shandy-fated, if I

may say so, that it did not occur to her [etc.].

4. Of no consequence, unimportant, not worth
notice, rare.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) 1. 202 (The Rose), I blush 'd
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INCONSEQUENTIAL.
at many a word the first month which I found incon.se-

quent and perfectly innocent the second.

fB. sb. A conclusion that dots not follow from

the premisses ;
an illogical inference ; a tton st-qui-

tur. Obs,

1643 PRVNNK Sav. Pawfr Pa,rl. in. 128, To which I answer
that this ib a meer inconsequent.

Inconsequential Cink^ns/kwe*n.fal),.ff. [lN-3.]

Characterized by inconsequence; the opposite of

CONSEQUKNTIAL (in senses 3-6).
1. Characterized by inconsequence of reasoning,

thought, or speech ;
= iNCONbEguENT 1-3.

i6ai \V, SCLATER Tytkts (1623) A j a, So yttcrly inconse-

quential! are all arguments pretended against the diuine

right of Tythine. 1650 CROMWELL / .'/. 12 Sept. in OVi >/)/.,

I cannot let such gross mistakes and inconsequential reason-

ings pass without some notice taken of them. 17x0 NORKIS
Chr, Prud. iii. 117 The loose and inconsequential Reasoner
.. in his wild ramble may happen to light upon Truth.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. /*., Sorttervzttt, The fiction is unnatural,
ana the moral inconsequential. 1837 J. H. NKWMAN /V.'///.

Office Ch. 132, I do not say that such reasoning is, neces*

sarily, inconsequential or unfair.

2. Of no consequence ;
= INCONSEQUENT 4.

178* Miss BURNEY Cfci/ia ix. iii, As my time is not

wholly inconsequential, I should not be sorry to have an
early opportunity of being heard. 1791-1843 I)'IsK.\i u
Cur. Lit., Lit. Anecdotes, A circumstance, which may
appear inconsequential to a reader, may bear some remote
or latent connexion. 189* STEVENSON Across tke Plains 306
An affair too simple and inconsequential for gentlemen of
our heroic mould.

Hence Inconseque-ntialism (nonce-wd.\ incon-

sequential or disconnected nature.

1893 National Observer 15 Apr. 544/2 A practice that from
its inconsequentialism was always pleasing.

Inconseqnentiality (mk-pns-fkwenfi,3e-liti).

[f. prec. + -ITY.] Inconsequential quality or char-

acter : the opposite of CONSEQUBNTIALITY.
1. -.-INCONSEQUENCE i, i b.

L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 358 His inconsequen- ',

tiahties were usually of a pleasanter character. 1858 R.
CHAMBERS Dom. Ann. Scot. (1859) I. 137 A sense of the in-

consequentiality ofsuch reasoning at length came over them,
j

2. The quality of not being consequential.
1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. xv. (1860)241, I used to rally him !

[Shetley] on the apparent inconsequentiality of his manner .

upon those occasions.

Inconseque'ntially, Jv. [f. as prec. +
LY 2

.] In an inconsequential manner ; without

logical sequence.
1754 WARBURTON ViewBolingbrokJs Philos, iii. Wks. i8n

XII. 225 He infers inconsequentially in supposing that from
the inconsistency of a certain relation concerning revela-

,

tion, there never was any revelation at all. 1879 TROLLOHE
Tkackeray ix. 197 He must mass his sentences inconse-

quentially.

Inco nsequentism. nome-wd. [f. INCONSE-
QUENT a. +ISM.] -= INCONSEQUENCE 3.

1829 CARLYLE Misc. t Novalis (1872) II. 214 (tr. Novalis)

They.. hold their views as results of weakness, as Incon-
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inconsiderable, that (etc.,. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (18.18)
III. So, 1 never heard of the fellow. He is inconsiderable.

1699 BENTUEY Phal. 133 This Discovery of mine, if it be
true, is no inconsiderable one. 1711 STEI-.LE Spect. No. 302
P ii A trifling inconsiderable Circumstance. 1754 SHERLOCK
Disc. (1759) I. xi. 311 This Earth was made for the Habi-
tation of Men, wicked and inconsiderable as they are. 1806
SURR Winter in Land. (ed. 3) II. 39 My uncle, in who*c
correspondence . . Mr. Montagu has made no inconsiderable

figure.

b. Hence, Of very small value, amount, or size.

1648 D. JENKINS Wki. 3 The place is of so inconsiderable
a benefit that it is worth but So. /. per Annum. 1654 SIR E.
NICHOLAS in A^ Papers (Camden) II. 61, I know nothing of
all the money he hath received, . . which I assure you have
not been inconsiderable sums. 1766 SMOLLETT Hist. Eng.
(1804) V. 264 A small fortification . .defended by aninconsider-
able garrison. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geof. I. 450 Paukatuck
river, is an inconsiderable stream. iSia CHALMERS Dont.
Econ. Gt. Brit. 373 The American tribes, .are found to be
inconsiderable in numbers. 1875 SCRIVENER Lect. Text N.
Test. 9 But a few inconsiderable fragments of the New
Testament still extant are older than the fiery reign of
Diocletian.

f3. Inconsiderate, thoughtless. Obs. rare.

1640 [implied in INCONSIDERABLENESS 2]. a 1646 (implied in
INCONSIDERABLY ]. 169* LOCKE Educ. 138 Questions which
to a supercilious and inconsiderable Tapaner would seem very
idle. 1716 LEONI tr. A Ittrtis A rchit. 1 1. 100/1 The Region
wherein an inconsiderable Architect has placed his City,
may perhaps

have those defects.

t B. so. A point or circumstance not worth con-

sidering, or of no importance. Chiefly in //. Obs.

1670 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ess. p. xiv, Both not so repleat
with inconsiderables.

luconsi'derableuess. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being inconsiderable.

1. Unworthiness of being considered ; small im-

portance or consequence ; slightness of value or
amount

; trifling amount ; insignificance.
1646 JENKYN Remora 16 The smallnes and inconsiderable-

nes of the pretext. 1663 PEPYS Diary $ Sept., I did inform

myself well in things relating to the East Indys; both of
the country, .and the inconsiderableness of the place of

Bombaim, if we had had it. 1730 A. GORDON Maffeis
Amphith. 24 The Inconsiderableness of that Edifice. 1811
CHALMERS Dam. Econ. Gt. Brit. 66 The cargoes, .could not,
from their inconsiderableness, have filled a mighty void, for

any length of years.

f2. Thoughtlessness, want of consideration. Obs.

1640 Bp. REYNOLDS Passions xl. 522 A Depraved Under-
standing,. .Depraved by Neglect and Inconsiderablencsse ;

not darkned by Ignorance.

Inconsiderably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY
*.]

1. To an inconsiderable, insignificant, or trifling
extent ; slightly, very little.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Inconsiderably, meanly, etc. 1JS3
COSTARD in Phil. Trans. XI.VIII. 483 His number, .differ!

inconsiderably from what they, most probably, made it.

1794 SULLIVAN Viciv Nat. II. 325 Those islands, .being
but inconsiderably elevated above the surface of the water.

f2. Thoughtlessly, carelessly, inconsiderately.
Obs. rare.

sequentism. a l64j j GREGORY Ttrr.st. Globe in Posthuma (1650) 266

InCO'nSequently, adv. [f. INCONSEQUENT
j

[It] was thwartly ink self, and, in the proof, inconsiderably
+ -1Y -.] In an inconsequent manner.
1. Without logical sequence ; in the way of erro-

neous inference ; inconclusively.
i6a6 JACKSON Creed viil. xxvii. 6, I could not condemn

Maldonat for speaking inconsequently either to the truth

itself, or to the authority of the Romish Church, wherein
he lived. 1681 GLANVILL Sadducismus 113 How cra/ily
and inconsequently they collect that the human Soul is

nowhere. 1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Stud. Math.
(1852) 286 It would argue a mind incorrigibly false, to reason

[

inconsequently on principles so obtrusive.

2. Without sequence or connexion of ideas or

circumstances ; not as a consequence of anything ;

irrelevantly.

don.

t Inconsi'deracy. Obs. rare. [f. INCONSI-
DERATE : see -ACY.] Inconsiderateness.

1748 CHESTERK Lett. 11792) II. cxli. 2 This is the common
effect of the inconsideracy of youth. 1847 tr. Fciichters-
lebeifs Princ. Med. Psyclwl. iSyd. Soc.) 271 Hence their. .

habitual absence of mind, inconsideracy, forgetfulness.

t Inconsi'derauce. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

considerantia, f. incomiderant'-em acting inconsi-

derately : see -ANCJS.] Want of consideration ;

inconsiderateness.

1864 Linnet's Trial iv. iii. II. 248
' Are you not longing to

see Kirkham again ?' asked Brandon rather inconsequently.
1881 H. \toKsPortr. Lat/jrxMi, And Edward Rosier looked
all round, inconsequently, with his single glass.

Inco'iisequentness. rare. [t. as prec.

-NESS.] The quality of being inconsequent.
1717 in DAII.EY vol. II. 1856 J. YOUNG Demonol. iv. vii.

447 Often may the inconsequentness of the reasoning be

unperceived. 188* Pop. Set. Monthly XX. 816 There is

always some inconsequentness or incoherency in madness.

t Iiiconsrder. v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3 + CON-
SIDEU v. : cf. INCONSIDERATE.] trans. Not to

consider ; to leave out of consideration.

1607 R. PEIRCE Bath Mem. i. u. 29 We were forc'd to . .

apply our selves wholly to the Consumption . . and incon-
sider the Sciatica.

Inconsiderable '.iakfJnsi-darat/l,,7. MA i [a.
F. inconsiderable (i6th c. in Godef.), f. in- (IN--1

)

+ considerable] Not considerable; not to be
considered.

fl. Incapable of being considered or reckoned,
incalculable. (Cf. CONSIDER 6.) Obs. rare.

1598 FLORIO, InconsiaerabUe, that cannot be considered,
or imagined, inconsiderable, a 1631 DONNK Serin. (Alford)
IV. cvn. 466 All that inexpressible inconsiderable Number
made not up one Minute of this Eternity.
2. Not to be considered

; unworthy of considera-
tion ; beneath notice

; of no consequence, unim-

portant; insignificant, trifling. The opposite of
CONSIDERABLE (senses 3-5).
1637 LAUD in Collect. (O. H/S.) I. 318 Nor is it altogether

1549 CHALONER Erasin. on Folly S ij a, Unlesse he had
laide folie and inconsideraunce to bote. a 1644 CHILLINGW.
Sertn. ii. $ 9 The cause of this practical atheism . . was igno-
rance or rather imprudence, inconsiderance.
Su t Inconsi derancy. Obs. rare~". =prec.
1599 MINSHKU Sp. Diet, ii, Inconsiderancie, inadvertencia,

inconsideracion. 1643 COCKERAM, Inconsiderancie, folly.

1706 PHILLIPS, Inconsidertincy, Inconsiderateness, Unad-
visedness, Rashness.

Inconsiderate (ink^nsi-darA), a. (if'.) Also

5 inconsederat. [ad. L. inconsidcrat-us unad-

vised, thoughtless, inconsiderate ; f. in- (IN- a) +
consideratus CONSIDERATE.]
1. Of things, actions, etc. : Not properly con-

sidered ; done or made without deliberation ;

thoughtless, unadvised, precipitate, rash. (Now
often regarded as transf. from a.)
c 1460 [implied in INCONSIDERATELY]. 1549 COVCRDALE,

etc. Erasm. far. i Pet.
-j That you geve none occasion

unto their inconsiderate ignoraunce. 1611 T. TAYLOK
COIHIH. Titus iii. i Sauls inconsiderate and rash oath. 1661

J. STEPHENS Procurations i Unseasonable and incon-
siderate speaking. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swi/l
(1752) 181 Our inclinations are so apt to hurry us intoincon*
siderate actions. 1798 MALTHUS Papal. (1817) III. 52 We
often draw very inconsiderate conclusions against the

industry and government of states from the appearance of
uncultivated lands in them. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot.
v. 219 An inconsiderate application of genuine principles to

particular instances.

2. Of persons, etc. : Not characterized by con-
sideration

; acting without deliberation ; thought-
less, imprudent, indiscreet, careless.

'S9S SHAKS. John 11. i. 67 Rash, inconsiderate, fiery
voluntaries, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Rig. (Arb.) 33 You

INCONSIDERATION. .

will never leave it until! you are knockt on the head, as that
inconsiderate fellow Sidney was. 1660 MILTON Free
Cowtnw. Wks. (1847) 448/1 If there be a king, which the in-

considerate multitude are now so mad upon. 1710 POPE
Let. to Cromwell 17 Dec., Inconsiderate authors wou'd
rather be admir'd than understood. 1833 ALISON Europe
(1849)^1. i. f 62. 105 There is enough here to arrest the
attention of the most inconsiderate. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 343 They are younger and more inconsiderate.

t b. Not thinking of, careless of, regardless of.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 343 The silly beast in-

considerate of all fraud coineth out and is taken. 1667
Decay Chr. Piety viii. P 12 So wholly taken up with the

contemplation and enjoyment of his own felicity, that he is

utterly inconsiderate of that of his creatures. 1670 G. H.
Hitl. Cardinals HI. in. 27 The innocent Popes .. walk on
careless and inconsiderate of what they do.

3. Without consideration or regard for the cir-

cumstances, claims, feelings, etc. of others.

1841 The Visitor (R. T. S.) 60 (Aunt Priscilla), She was
not of an inconsiderate temper. She did not allow herself
to utter remarks or censure without considering how they
were

likely to operate on the tempers and feelings of others.

1858-85 [implied in INCONSIDERATENESS 2], Mod. It was
most inconsiderate to mention the matter in her hearing.

1 4. Not held in consideration, unconsidered ;

of no importance ; inconsiderable, trifling. Obs,

1655 E. TERRY Voy. E. Ind. 15 When they had sold any
one of their bullocks to us, for a little inconsiderate peece of
brasse. 1657 North's Plutarch Add. Lives (1676) 42 But an
inconsiderate person, of a base extraction. 1703 MOXON
Mech.Exerc. 276 The difference of the thicknesses being so

inconsiderate, is not discerned.

B. sli. An inconsiderate or thoughtless person.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. ill. i. 79 O pardon me my stars, doth

the inconsiderate take salue for lenuoy, and the word lenuoy
for a saluet 1611 S. WARD lethro's Ivstice efPeace (1627)
8 Ambitious Inconsiderates. .climbe into the chaire of honor.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 168, I was as willing
as the gay inconsiderate to call another cause, as he termed it.

Inconsiderately, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ".]
In an inconsiderate manner ; without consideration

or deliberation ; thoughtlessly, unadvisedly, indis-

creetly, rashly.
< 1460 FORTESCUE Alts, tf Lim. Man. xi. (1885) 136 Yff

suche gyftis, and namely tho wich Iiaue be made incon-

siderate, or aboff the merytes off hem that haue thaim,
were refourmed. Ibid. xiv. 143 Gifles. .made offthekynges
livelod inconsederatly, as not deseruet. 1591 PERCIVALL
V/. Diet., Desatinadantentc, rashly, inconsiderately. 1594
T. B. La Primaud. fr. Acad. ll. 307 Such

passions
did

neuer vse any consultation, but performed all things incon*

sideratly and at aduenture. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mar. 205 He answereth not. .inconsiderately, but with good
advice and seriously. 1682 NORRIS Hurocles i ; Now the
best way to doe this is not to use Oaths frequently, nor in-

considerately. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 422 MissL.,
is of a remarkably soft Temper, tho' not so inconsiderately
soft as Miss Cope. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains ll. 33 Our state*

ment . . is not made inconsiderately.

Inconsi'derateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being inconsiderate

; thought-
lessness, want of consideration ; imprudence, rash-

ness ;
an instance of this.

1591 PEKCIVALL Sp. Diet., Desatino, .. rashnesse, incon*

sideratenesscj folly. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
ll. 275 Our mconsideratenesse, our blockishncsse and in-

gratitude is the cause, why wee cannot learne this lesson.
l6a6 BEHNARD Isle ofMan (1627) 67 Where Ineoiisiderate-

nesse sits, there Audacitie and Foolehardinesse will waite.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 531 It shall be my care to
check his inconsiderateness in this one article. 1855 LD.
HOUGHTON in Life 11891.' I. xi. 527 It is one uf tlio--e incon-
Mderatenesses with which 1 ain continually reproaching
myself.
2. Want of consideration for the claims or feel-

ings of others.

1858 HOLLAND Titcomb's Lett. iii. 190 Injustice and in*

considerateness will not
g_o

down especially when adminis-
tered by a man's companion. 1885 Mancn. /../;'/. 6 July
4/7 Servants .. were often .. treated with painful incon-
siderateness.

Inconsideration (inkjtoudsr^'Jso). [a. F.

inconsidiration (i6th c.), or ad. late L. inconsidera-

tidn-em (Salvianus c 440), f. in- (!N- )
+ considcrd-

tion-em, after inconsiderm-us inconsiderate.]
1. Want of consideration

; failure or refusal to

consider ; thoughtlessness of action
;
indiscretion.

iS6 Pilfr. Per/.(\V. de W. 1531) oo b, Lechery, blyndncs
of mynde, inconsideracyon or neglygence. 1570-6 LAM-
UARDE Peratiib. Kent 118261 91 Tymor standing by blamed
him [the kingj of great inconsideratipn. 1656 Artif.
HandsotH. 146 They are at first, through inconsideration or

unwontednesse, scandalised at them. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) I. 281, I had reason to impute full as much
to my own inconsideration, as to his power over me. 1815
JANE AUSTEN Emma ill. xv, Faults of inconsideration and
thoughtlessness. 1847 A. HI.SMI. />/ji. 52 This tranquillity
is the result of inconsideration.

t b. (with //.) An instance of this ; an incon-

siderate act
;
a failure to consider. Obs.

'579 FENTON Guicciard. (1618) 288 All men being much
amazed at so great an inconsideration. 1649 Ji it. TAYI.OU
Gt. Exemp. in. 15 (R.) The greatnesse of John's love,
when he had mastered the first inconsiderations of his fear,

made him to return.

2. Absence of consideration for others; incon-

siderateness.

187* W. R. GKKCJ Enigmas (1873) iv. 178 Her [Nature's]
merciless inconsideration for the individual where the in-

terests of the Race are in question. 1885 Pall Mall G.
22 Sept. 4/3 A protraction of time which is frequently caused

by the inconsideration of principals, who will drive off



INCONSIDERATIVE.
'

writing their letters
'

to the last moment. 1891 Scenes Life
Nurse 63 In spite of the inconsideration shown by the lady,
I felt very sorry for her.

flnconsi-derative.a. Obs. rare- 1
. [f.Ix-a

+ CONSIDERATIVK.] = INCONSIDERATE I.

1684 Def. Resol. Case Cause, cone. Symbol. Ch. Rome 36
You never uttered a more inconsiderative saying.
IilCOnsidered (inkjrasi-daid), a. rare. [Is- 3;

after L. inconsiderdt-tis, F. inconsidtri] Not
considered, unconsidered ;

= INCONSIDERATE i.

1630 DONNE Serm. (Alford) I. xi. 220 God will scarce
hearken to sudden inconsidered irreverent Prayers. 1894
Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 460 Gradually by inconsidered
increments the mightiest economic changes are made. 1895
Westm. Gaz. 30 Sept. 3/3 Greater harm is done to society
by emotional and inconsidered charity, than by the refusal
to help some cases of perhaps doubtful genuineness.

t Iiiconsi deriiig, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Un-
considering; = INCONSIDERATE 2.

1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne I. 586 One effect of its virtue,
even in the most inconsidering sort of men.

Inconsistence (ink^nsi-stens). Now rare or
Obs. [f. INCONSISTENT (after consistence) : see
-ENCE. Cf. F. inconsistance (1755 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Want of agreement or harmony {with some-

thing, or between things) ; INCONSISTENCY i.

1651 HOBUICS Leviath. Concl. 390 There is . . no such In-
consistence of Humane Nature, with Civill Duties, as some
think.

_
1661 MARVELL Let. to Mayor ofHull Wks. 1776 I.

27, I did not at all see what inconsistence there could be
between Colonell Gilby's interest and mine. 1713 BERKELEY
Passive Obcd. 51 The inconsistence of such a state with
that manner of life which human nature requires. 1764
HARMER Observ. x. ii. 6 Some seeming inconsistence be-
twixt this and the preceding observation.
2. Want of agreement between the parts of a

thing; = INCONSISTENCY 2.

1643 MILTON Divorce u. viii, What may we do then to
salve this seeming inconsistence? 1736 BUTLER Anal. 11.

vii. 361 Any inconsistence in its several parts. 31797 H.
WALPOLE Mem. Ceo. II (1847) I. x. 319 [There was] no
deviation, no inconsistence in his narrative.

3. Inconsistent action or conduct; = INCONSIS-
TENCY 4.

1713 BENTLEY Free-think. i. (ed. 2) 9 These very Men. .are
honour'd in other parts of his Book, and recommended as
Free-thinkers. What inconsistence is this, what Contradic-
tion 1 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 91 Well, you may be
gone from my Presence, thou strange Medley of Inconsis-
tence 1 1769 Junita Lett, xviii. ^804) I.

was, of all men, the person who should not have complained

Medley of
I. 114 Mr. Grenville

of inconsistence with regard to Mr. Wilkes. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 16 Feb. 3^2 Let them ignore the consistence or the
inconsistence of the occupants of the two front benches.

4. With an and pi. An instance of inconsistence ;

an inconsistency.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. HI. vii. 18 Else these inconsis-

tences will not be reconciled. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will
u. iv. 51 Nor will it help in the least its Absurdities and
Inconsistences. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jitdic. Evid.
(1827) V. 62 English jurisprudence will be found variegated
by inconsistences.

Inconsistency (ink/nsi-stensi). [f. as prec.
(after consistency) : see -ENCY.] The quality, con-

dition, or fact of being inconsistent.

1. Want of consistency or congruity ; lack of ac-
cordance or harmony (with something, or between

things'); incompatibility, contrariety, or opposition.
1699 BENTLEY Phal. 481 What an inconsistency is there

between the U and LXIX Epistles ? a 1719 ADDISON Chr.
Relig. u. iv, An eminent instance of the inconsistency of
our Religion with Magic. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II.
iv. vii. 260 That disappointment and distress which their

inconsistency with the matters of fact rendered a necessary
consequence. 1853 BRIGHT Sf. India. 3 June, There is . .

great inconsistency between the speech of the right hon.
Gentleman and that which he proposes should be done.

2. Want of agreement or harmony between two
things or different parts of the same thing.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 296 The inconsistency of sealing

these two at once. 1721 BELLAMY Th. Trin. 28 Which two
[Persons], though different, are inseparably united ; which
nevertheless implies not the least Inconsistency. 1849
MACAULAY Hiit. Eng. x. II. 630 The one beauty of the
resolution is its inconsistency. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

no_Nor is there any inconsistency in wise and good fathers

having foolish and worthless sons.

3. With an and //. Something that is inconsis-

tent ; a discrepancy, incongruity.
1647 H. MoRE_.S0jf ofSoul H. App. xxix, If those single

lights hither aspire, This strange prodigious inconsistency
Groweth still stranger. 1668 WILKINS Real Char, bj,
Affected phrases; which being Philosophically unfolded.,
will appear to be inconsistencies and contradictions. 1713
BERKELEY Hylas fy Phil. in. Wks. 1871 I. 329, I know that

nothing inconsistent can exist, and that the existence of
Matter implies an inconsistency. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat.
i. 6 A world of wonderous inconsistencies.

4. Of persons : Want of consistency in thought
or action ; esp. discrepancy between principles and

practice, or between one action and another.

1665 GLANVILL Def. Vain Dogin. 54 If he sayes otherwise
elsewhere, 'tis only an argument of the inconsistency of
Aristotle. 1745 WESLEY Ausvj. Ch. 7, I am continually
charged with Inconsistency herein. 1790 HAN. MORE Relig.
Fash. World (1791) 220, I dare not say this is hypocrisy,
but surely it is inconsistency. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump.
(1876) 204 Inconsistency the only thing in which men are
consistent.

1874^
MOTLEY Barneveld\. viii. 349 James had

given a new exhibition of his astounding inconsistency.
b. An instance of this

;
an inconsistent act.

173

x?$o JOHNSON Rambler No. 14 F i The many inconsis-
tencies which folly produces, or infirmity suffers in the
human mind. 183$ MACAULAY Ess., Pitt (1851) 298 The in-

consistencies of which Pitt had been guilty. 1862 Frasers
Mag. July 19 Such peopje talk edifyingly enough of the
sins ofChurch-goers their

*

inconsistencies '. . their worldly
gossip.
5. Logic. (See quot.)
1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 169 This new sort of Opposition or

Incompossibility, as it exists between two Judgments which
are alike in Quality, either both Affirmatives or both Nega-
tives, . .is called Inconsistency.

Inconsistent (ink^nsi-stent), a. (sb.) Also

7-8 -ant.
[f. IN- 3 + CONSISTENT a. ; cf. mod.F.

inconsistant.] Not consistent.

I. 1. Of a substance : Without consistence or

firmness, of incoherent nature, rare. arch.
1677 GREW Exp. Solut. Salts ii. 10 If the Particles of

Water were themselves Fluid or Inconsistent and Alterable.

1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig. Philos. (1730) I. xi. 10 The
whole Matter is so soft and inconsistent that it can hardly
bear touching with the Hands. 1860 RUSKIN//^. Paint.
V. vni. i. 159 The parts of a crystal are consistent, but of
dust, inconsistent.

II. 2. Not consisting; not agreeing in substance,

spirit, or form ; not in keeping ; not consonant or

in accordance; at variance, discordant, incom-

patible, incongruous, a. Said of one thing in

relation to another ; const, with, j- rarely
to.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. viii. 30 It contaiiieth

impossibilities and things inconsistent with truth. 1664
Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1857) II. 64 Whether ther be any
lawes that are inconsistent to the present government. 1729
BUTLER Serm. Forgiveness Wks. 1874 II. 109 Resentment
is not inconsistent with good-will. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.
Atonem. viii. (1852) 258 The benevolence of God. .is not in-

consistent with his determination to punish. 1870 JEVONS
Elem. Logic ix. 76 The proposition, A, then, is inconsistent
with both E and O. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. iii. 163
note, Three combinations, .give results inconsistent with the
others.

b. Said of two or more things, in relation to

each other.

("1656 BRAMHALL Replic. v, 227 Thus he confoundeth
Papall and Patriarchall Power, making things inconsistent
to be one and the same thing. 1657 CROMWELL Sp. 21 Apr.
in Carlyle^ And it is a pitiful fancy . . to think they are in-

consistent. Certainly they may consist, a 1704 LOCKE
Posth. Wks. (1706) 179 Can the same unextended indivisible

Substance have different, nay inconsistent and opposite
Modifications at the same time 1 1857 MAURICK Ep. St. John
xv. 247 Are these two passages inconsistent? 1875 ABP.
THOMSON Laivs Th. 124. 256 Two or more inconsistent
views . . may be formed at the same time.

fc. Applied to a benefice incapable of being
held together with a fellowship. Obs.

1690 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 85 Dr. Hern, .having
a Hveing at St. Anns in Westminster, the bishop declared it

inconsistent with his fellowship. 1691 Case Exeter Coll. 51
The Statutes of Exeter-College , . would very imprudently
have made that distinction betwixt Benefices consistent and
inconsistent.

3. Wanting in harmony between its different parts
or elements ; self-contradictory ; involving incon-

sistency. Said of a single thing, or of action in-

cluding two or more courses.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 277 For his humanity to reign
actually, and to suffer at the same time, is inconsistent.

1658 BRAMHALL Consecr.^Bps. v. 134 It had deserved more
credit, then this silly, improbable, inconsistent Relation.

*774 J- BRYANT Mythol. I. 306 All which in time, .gave rise

to a most inconsistent system of Polytheism. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) II. ix. 340 The language of the Roman
see had been inconsistent, but the actions of it had been
always uniform. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 84. 150
Inconsistent opposition lies between any two affirmative

judgments which cannot be correct together, but may be
false together.

4. Of a person : Not consistent in thought or
action, a. Const, with, *( rarely to (oneself, one's

principles, etc.). b. absol. Acting in a way at

variance with one's professed principles, or with
one's conduct at another time.
a. 1709 STRYPE^WM. Ref. (1824) I. i.viii. 166 Many of these

accused them to the Queen, .as men that were inconsistent
to themselves. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 7 F i Man is a
Creature very inconsistent with himself. 1771 Junins Lett.
xlviii. 252 You . . are inconsistent with your own principles.
1887 FOWLER Dediictive Logic (ed. 9) Examples 174 You
are inconsistent with yourself.
b. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. n. 113 Ah ! how unjust to nature,

and himself, Is thoughtless, thankless, inconsistent man !

a 1863 WHATELY Comm.-pl. Bk. (1864) 99 A man is..

properly called inconsistent whose opinions or practices
are at any one time at variance with each other ; in short,
who holds at once a proposition and its contradictory. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. ii Nor .. in speaking of God
both in the masculine and neuter gender, did he [Plato] seem
to himself inconsistent.

B. sb. (pi.} Things, statements, etc. which are in-

consistent with each other or with something else.

1653 GAULE Magastroin. 147 Necessity and contingency
have alwayes been held as contraries and inconsistents. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. \. ii. 4 As for other inconsistents with
truth . . they prove not that this whole Story should be re-

fused, but refined. 1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 169 Two Incon-
sistents . . cannot both be true.

Inconsistently(ink^nsi'stentli),#</z>. [f. prec.
+ -LT 2

.] In an inconsistent manner.
1665 J. SPENCER Vulg. Proph. 109 (T.) A melancholy

kind of madness .. made him speak distractedly and incon-

sistently. 1681 H, MORE Exp. Dan. 86 Who will be sure

INCONSONANT.
never to interpret it inconsistently to his own corrupt
Interest. 1710 WATERLAND Eight Serm. 262 The Text
of St. John . . is very inconsistently put together with this
other Construction. 1831 LAMB Elia Ser. u. Ellistoniana,
Adventitious trappings, which, nevertheless, sit not at all

inconsistently upon him. 1881 W. B, POPE Higher Catech.
Thai. 382 1 his plausible argument is inconsistently urged
hy the annihilationist.

t Inconsi'stentness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] = INCONSISTENCY.
1647 H. MORE Song of Soul u. App. xlix, And what

might come to passe Implies no contradictious inconsistent-
nesse. 1727 in BAILEY voL II.

t Incousi-stible, a. Obs.
[f.

IN- 3 + CON-

SIBTIBLE.] That cannot consist ; inconsistent.
1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. Pref. 5, 1 was amazed to see

such inconsistible and impossible things to come from Men,
otherwise so learned, a 1734 NORTH Exam. ill. viii. 59.

629 It hath a ridiculous Phiz, like the Fable of the old Man,
his Ass, and a Boy, before the inconsistible Vulgar.
Hence f Incousi^stibility, inconsistency.
1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Powers 30 An

inconsistibility ..of the things one with another.

t Iiicousi'sting, ///. a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 +
CONSISTING.] = INCONSISTENT.
1658 W. SANDERSON Grapliice Pref., A secret inconsisting

with^coramon capacities. 1679 PENN Addr. Prot. ll. 216

Obstinately . . maintaining inconsisting Things with the
Faith, Peace and Prosperity of the Church. 1705 S.
WHATELY in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. 1. 167
As Clandestine, as Ensnaring, as Inconsisting, as Pre-

engaging or what ever else Mr
. Comr will call it.

Inconsolable (ink^nsou-lab'l), a. [ad. L. /-
consoldbilis, f. in- (In- 3) + consoldbilis CONSOLABLE.
Cf. F. inconsolable (1611 in Cotgr., but inconsola-

blement is found earlier).
In poetry formerly sometimes stressed inco'nsolablc

(quots. 1596, 1754); but Bailey 1730 has inconso'lable.}

Not admitting of consolation or solace ; that can-

not be consoled, alleviated, or assuaged, a. Of
grief, trouble, etc.

1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 97 And hath by
death receiv'd an overthrowe, Vnto the worlds inconsolable
woe. 1637-77 FELTHAM Resolves u. Ixxi. 311 Sins being
the work of darkness, we prefer the inconsolable darkness
before the pleasure of the brightest Ray. 1746-7 HERVEY
Aledit. (i8r8J 180 This unallayed and inconsolable anguish
of our all-gracious Master. 1754 BLACKLOCK Elegy Con-
stantia. (R.), Impell'd by deep inconsolable grief, She
breathes her soft, her melancholy strain. 1862 Sat. Rev.
8 Feb. 153 Inconsolable woe seemed to depress the Ministry
decent grief was stamped on the faces of the Opposition.

1870 MACDUFF Mem. Patnws xxiii. (1871) 318 Indulging
in a wild and inconsolable lament.

b. Of persons : Disconsolate.

1677 LADY CHAWORTH in izth Ref. Hist. MSS. Comin.
App. v. 44 The Dutchesse is inconsolable, but the Duke
bears it lyke a great man. 1710 ADDISON Tatler No. 152
V 6 They were all Three inconsolable for his Absence. 1848
C. BRONTE J. Eyre xiii, Was he so very fond of his brother
as to be still inconsolable for his loss? 1881 STEVENSON
Virg. Puerisque 138, I dare say the sick man is not very
inconsolable when he receives sentence of banishment.
absol. 1799 MRS. JANE WEST Tale o Times I. 20 The

mortal dart of woe in the bosom of the fair inconsolable.

Hence Inconsoaa'brlity, Inconsolableness,
the condition of being inconsolable; Inconso'laWy
adv., in an inconsolable manner.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Inconsolably. Ibid., Inconsolable-

ness. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 191 F 3 A letter from
Mr. Trip, .about absence and inconsoleableness, and ardour
and irresistible passion, and eternal constancy, a 1857 D.

JERROLD John Afplejohn Wks. 1864 III. xviii. 386 John
wandered inconsolably backwards and forwards. 1858 Dt
QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. Wks. II. 313 note, The poor unhappy
goddess seemed to be eternally aground on this Goodwin
Sand of inconsolability. 1879 R. T. SMITH Basil theCreat
xii. r82 Sometimes they laugh incessantly and sometimes
lament inconsolably.

Inconsolate (inkfnsJLR), a. rare. [f.
IN- 3

+ CONSOLATE a.; cf. F. inconsoli (i8th c.), Pg.

inconsolado^ Unconsoled, disconsolate. Hence

Inco'nsolately adv., disconsolately.
a 1656 BP. HALL Serm. Gal. ii. 20 (R.) Honors, titles,

treasures, which will at the last leave you inconsolately
sorrowfull. 1882 LD. ACTON in Academy 9 Dec. 407 The
Despot of Cremona dying inconsolate.

IilCOllsoiiance (ink^'ns^hans). [f. INCONSO-

NANT (after consonance") : see -.\NCE.] Want of

consonance or agreement ;
inharmoniousness.

i8u REES Cycl., Inconsonance, in Music, is of the same

import nearly with dissonance, or a jarring and unpleasant
sound. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1870) 67, I presumed
that this was a possible conception (i. e. that it involved no

logical inconsonance). 1849 R. I. WILBERFORCE Holy Baft.

(1850) 135 To judge respecting the consonance or incon-

sonance of the means employed.

t Inco'nsonancy. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. ;

see -ANCY.] =prec.
1650 A. A. Reply Sanderson 3 The like inconsonancies

hath he to this purpose. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym.
37, 1 have made animadversions upon all his five ingredients

shewing the inconsonancy and inconsistency of them.

Inconsonant (inkp'nsJnant), a. [f.
IN- 3 +

CONSONANT a.] Not consonant or agreeable to

(t unto) ; not agreeing or harmonizing with.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. 36 They carried them out

of the world with their feet forward, not inconsonant unto

reason. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. in. iii. 260 A Fiction

utterly inconsonant to the whole Method of Nature. 1763
SCRAFTON Indostan (1770) 77 These words were too incon-

sonant to his schemes, to be followed by actions. 1836



INCONSONANTLY.
LYIION Atkens (1837) I. 398 A naditkm far from incon-

sonant with the manners of the time, or the heroism of the

>ex. 1883 Century M.ig. XXV. 912 The spell that wars
With aught inconsonant to heart or eye.

Hence Inco nsonantly ailv. (Webster, 1856).

t Inconspicable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- : >

f ( oxM'K'AitLK.] Invisible.

a 165* J. SMITH .SV/. Disc. \. i. 11821) 136 Though God
hath copied forth his own perfections in this conspicable
and sensible world,, .yet the most clear and distinct copy of
himself could be imparted to none else but to intelligible
and inconspicable natures.

Inconspicuous (ink(7nsprki,as), a. [f. late

L. inconspicu-us + -ous ; see IN- 3 and CONSPI-

CUOUS.]
1 1. That cannot be seen ; invisible. Obs.

1614 [implied in ISCOSSPICUOUSSESS i]. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Pkys. Meek. xvii. 128 Those lesser and inconspicuous
parcels of Air. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Xyst, i. iv. 18. 333
The Life or Soul s passing into the Invisible or Incon-
spicuous. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 72. 2/1 The Moon, while
in Conjunction with the Sun, is Inconspicuous. 1751-73
JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), Socrates in Xenophon . . says that
the Deity is inconspicuous.

tb. Not discernible to the mental eye. Obs.

1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love (1660) 18 Their greatest
Accomplishments compar'd to His Perfections, .are. .as in-

conspicuous as the faint Qualities of more ordinary Persons.

1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. 70 p 2 The joint beauty of
the whole or the distinct use of its parts were inconspicuous.
1793 T. TAYLOR Oral. Julian 122 note. The occult art by
which they were fabricated .. was inconspicuous.
2. Not readily seen or noticed; not prominent

or striking in appearance or character.
i8>8 WEBSTER, Inconspicuous.. 2. Not conspicuous. 1835

SIR J. Ross Narr. vid Voy. xvii. 266 There was an incon-

spicuous aurora. 1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrnh. II. xxiv.

170 In inconspicuous scattered tufts. 1866 UEO. ELIOT
f. Holt xiv, A veil drawn down gave her a sufficiently in-

conspicuous appearance. 1886 SWINBURNE Misc. 24 Shake-
speare who led an inconspicuous life.

b. spec, in Bot. Of flowers, when small, green,
or of pale colour.

1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. iv. (1858) 40 Flowers usually
racemose, very often small and inconspicuous. 1863 BATES
Nat.^Amazon I. 70 The majority offorest-trees in equatorial
Brazil have small and inconspicuous flowers. 1880 C. R.
MARKHAH Peruv. Bark xxii. 238 A wide-spreading melas-
tomaceous plant, with inconspicuous flowers.

Hence Inconspicuously adv. \ invisibly (obs.) ;

so as not to be readily perceived.
1661 BoVLKSfrinf Air (1682) 05 The particles ofair which

. . inconspicuously lurk within the Bladder. 1893 Christian
at Work (N. Y.) 13 Apr., This Chamber has. .shared not in-

conspicuously in the history .. [of] both church and state.

Inconsprcnousness. [f. prec. -; -NEUS.]
1 1. The quality or state of being invisible. Obs.
1614 ABP. ABBOTT yisio. True Ch. 16 This paucitie of

lielecuers, and inconspicuousnes of his Church, a 1691
BOYLE Man's Ignorance Uses Nat. Things i. Wks. 1772
III. 472 The inconspicuousness of those stars.

2. The quality of not being prominent to notice.
1881 J. G. BARNARD in Smith. Contrib. Kncrwl. No. 310.

15 1 he inconspicuousness of this tide in our actual oceans.
l88a G. ALLEN in Nature 17 Aug. 372 Perhaps its very in-

conspicuousness saves it from the obtrusive visits of undesir-
able insect guests. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Lam in.Spir.
W.\. n. (1884) 47 The assumed invisibility or inconspicuous-
ness of the old Laws.

tlnconspirinjf,///. a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CON-
SPIRING ppl. a.] Not concurring in purpose or
aim

; without unity of plot or aim.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. l. iv. 5 24. 411 Incoherent

and Inconspiring, like an Ill-agreeing Drama, botch'd up of
Many Impertinent Intersertions.

I IncO'nstance. Obs. [a. Y. inconstance

(i3th c.), ad. L. inconstantia, n. of quality f. incon-
stant-em INCONSTANT : see -ANCE.]
1. Fickleness of conduct : = INCONSTANCY i.
f 1386 CHAUCEK Sompn. T. 250 What nedeth yow diuersc

freres seche ? . . Youre inconstance is youre confusioun.
1450 tr. De [mitatiene i. xiii. 14 The begynnyng of all

temptacions is inconstance of herte & litel trust in god.
1485 CAXTON Chns. Ct. 112 Sortybrant, which knewe the
mutabylyte of wymmen & thynconstaunce. 1549 Conipl.
.Scot. iv. 30 That terme youthed suld be vndirstandin for

ignorance ande inconstance. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat.
cone. Relig. n. ix. 288 The inconstance and imbecillity of
man. i7 BLACKMORE Creation 314 From fair to fair with
gay inconstance rove.

2. Mutability of things : = INCONSTANCY i.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) II. 240 It lytell auayleth
. .A whyle to

lyue well in suche inconstance. 1569 STENSKR
Visions a/ffellay xi. in Theat. Worldlings, Wearie to see
th inconstance of the heauens. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mor. 421 (R.j The uncertainty and inconstance of mutable
fortune.

3. Inconsistency : = INCONSTANCY 3.
1519 MORE Dyaloge iv. iii. .103 a/2 Whan he chaungeth so

often, and wryteth euer the longer, the more contrary. . But
I pray you how excuseth he hys inconstaunce [ Wks. (1557)
inconstauncie] ?

Inconstancy (ink<vnstansi). [ad. L. incon-
stantia

; see prec. and :ANCY.] Want of constancy.
1. Of persons (or things personified, as Fortune} :

r- ickleness of conduct or purpose ; changeableness
of character or disposition ; unsteadfastness. Also,
with //., an instance of this.
15* PUgr. Pfr/. (W. de W. ,53.) 90 b, ^consideration
neglygence, inconstancy or vnstablenes. 1590 SPENSER

f. Q. I. iv. i For unto knight there u no greater shame
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'1 hen Imhtneuc and inconsiancie in lu\ c. 1601 HOLLAND
: Pliny II. 600 Willing after a sort to play at Fortunes game

. . and in sonic measure to ^atLsfie her inconatancie. 1663
COWLEY Verses <y Ess., Disc. Cromivell( 16691 54 Art thou
the Country which didl bate, And mock ilic French In-

constancy? 1713 Swtrr in Four C* ng* Lt.lt. 165 You
have triumphed . . by the steadiness of your temper, over
the inconstancy and caprice of your friends. 1740 CHI.YNL

Regimen 167 Unaccountable Terrors. Panics, Inconstancies.

1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman 47 How you excuse, and
even praise, the inconstancy of a woman who throws over
another man for you.
2. Of things or events : Mutability, variability ;

irregularity ; absence of
uniformity.

1613 PUHCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 13 The silent Moone ..

constant image of the worlds inconstancie, which it never
seeth twice with the same face. 1645 BoATE hcl. Nat.
/list. (1652) 165 It is never dry weather two or three

dayes together. Which inconstancy and wetness of the
weather [etc.]. 17*6 I-KONI Albertis Archit. I. 101/2 The
Inconstancy of the air is what

spoils every thing. 1825M eCuLLOcn Pol. Ecott. in. ii. 240 The wages of labour, in

different employments, vary with the constancy and incon-
stancy of employment. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth.
I'll. I. 421 The inconstancy of his [ComicV] analysis of the
human capacities and instincts.

fb. Variation, difference. Obs.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes <$ Obs. (1650) 64 The Armenian
Translation rendreth,

' And Pharaoh called Joseph Fesuut '.

. .This is all the inconstancy of reading 1 could observe.

f3. Inconsistency (in statements,etc.); an instance

of this. Obs.

*557 t 5*6 INCONSTANCY 3]. 1565 JEWEL Rtl. Harding
(1611! 412 He seemeth not to consider the mconstancie,
and folly of his owne tale. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. n. x.

10 Let a man took into their
[phisitians'j prescripts and

ministrations, and he shall finde them but inconstancies.

T! 4. Erron. for INCONTLNEUCY. Obs.

1581 MAKBECK Bk. ofNotes 799 Some doe gather of this

place, that Paule did mortitie in himself the fire of incon-

stancy, by long fasting. 1607 TOPSELL Four/. Beasts (1658)
204 The bladder of a female Kid drunk in powder, helpeth
the inconstancy of urine. 16*3 COCKERAM, Inconstancies
vnchastnes.

Inconstant (ink^-nstant), a. (s&.) [a. F. in-

constant (1372 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. incotistant-

cttt, f. in- (!N- *)
+ constant-em CONSTANT.] Not

constant.

1. Of persons, or their character, actions, etc. :

Not steadfast ; fickle, changeable.
1402 HOCCLEVE Letter ofCufid 101 She . . ys fals and in-

constant and hath no feythe. 1508 DUNBAR Tita ntariit
tuewen 260 Be constant in *our gouernance, and counterfeit

gud maneris, Thought 50 be kene, inconstant, & cruell of
mynd. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 26 Inconstant man, that
loued all he saw. And lusted after all that he did loue. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia n. 30 They are inconstant in every
thing but what feare constraineth them to keepe. 1776
GIBBON Decl. <V F. x. I. 278 It is difficult to paint the light,
the various, the inconstant character of Gallienus. 1844
LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const. App. in. (1862) 461 The fickle,

inconstant, volatile temper of the people.

2. Of things : Frequently changing or altering ;

mutable, variable, irregular.
iSa6 Pilgr. Per/. ,W. de W. 1531) 7 b, What is more

frayle, more inconslaunt & mutable than is the wyll of man?
1593 SHAKS. Rotn. fy Jitl. \\. ii. 109 O sweare not by the

Moone, th' inconstant Moone, That monethly changes in

her circle Orbe. i6oz MAKSTON Attt. $ Mel. i. Wks. 1856
I. 16 Sayling some two monthes with inconstant winds.
1684 Contempt. State Man \. ii. 11699) 12 All things on this
side Heaven are inconstant and transitory. 1833 LYELL
Princ. Geol. III. 43 Mineral and organic characters, al-

though often inconstant, may . . enable us to establish the

contemporaneous origin of formations in distant countries.

1875 POSTE Cains Pref. (ed. 2) 8 The orthography of the
Veronese MS. is extremely Inconstant.

f b. Of the eyes : Unsteady, shifting. Obs.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 21 They [the Tartars] be bardic
and strong ..their eye-browes extending from their fore-
heads downe to their noses, their eies inconstant and blacke,
their countenances writhen and terrible.

f 3. Inconsistent with. Obs.

1642 SIK E. BERING .S"/. on Rclig. 61 Episcopacy is in-

compatible and inconstant with the authority of a secular
jurisdiction.

B. sb. An inconstant person or thing. (Cf. F.
tin inconstant.}
1647 COWLEY Mistress Ixiii. (heading) The Inconstant.

1703 FARQUHAR (title} The Inconstant; or the way to win
him. 1703 MoTTEL'x Prol. 28 ibid., This night we hope you'll
an Inconstant bear. 1794 W. CURTIS Bot. Mag. No. 218
The Disandra varies extremely in the number of its stamina
. . few such inconstants exist. 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPK
Widviv Jlfarritd xxx'iv, Either from his being a gambler,
or an inconstant.

Inconstantly (inVnstantli), adv. [f. prec. !

+ -LY 2
.] In an inconstant manner, variably, with

fickleness, inconsistently.
1540 COVERUALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. 7 Why art thou

now become vnlike thy selfe, why doest thou inconstantly
withdraws the from diner ? 1647 COWLEY Mistr., Monopoly
iv, They flutter still about, inconstantlie. a 17*0 SHEFFIELD
(Die. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 196 Divine power does
nothing irregular, or inconstantly. 1757 WARBURTON Rtrn.
Hume xiv. Wks. 1811 XII. 366 A modern often thinks..

inconstantly.
i Iiictrustantness. Obs. [f. as prec. , -NESS.]

Inconstancy.
a iff* CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 286 The inconslantnes of

prynces favour. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 132 To
terrific the stubborn stomack.s and inconstantne&M of proud
people. 17*7 in BAILEY (vol. II).

INCONTAMINATE.

Inconstru able, a. rare. [f. IN- + CON-
s i ur.uii.i

.J That cannot be construed.

1874 H. K. REYNOLDS John Baft. v. g 2. 325 It may be
pronounced . . inconstruable to exact thought.
t Inconsue'te, a. Ots. rare. [ad. L. imon-

sult-us unaccustomed, f. in- (lN-3) + consuilus

CONSUETK.] Unusual, unaccustomed.
1432-50 ir. Higdctt (Rolls) 111. 437 As for that inconsuete

message. Ibid. IV. 395 3irTenge to ihcym singuler prero-
gatives, and inconsuete of the noble dignites of Rome.

t Inconsu'lt, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [ad. L. in-

consult-us unconsnlted, unadvised, f. in- (Is- 3)
+ consul/us : see CONSULT v . Cf. obs. F. incon-

sulte.] Inconsiderate, unadvised, unreflecting.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 135 Rude sensual! appetites, mecr

animal affections, and inconsult.

Inconsumable, a. rare. [!>.] Incapable
of being consulted.
1888 RYB Records ff Record Search, iv. 30 The King's

Silver Books . . owing to damage done them by fire arc in-

consultable until that [reign] of George I.

t Inconsu'lted, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. incon-

sult-us (see INCONSULT) + -ED!. Cf. F. inconsuM]
1. = INCONSULT.
1533 BELLENDEN Livy in. (1822) 237 Ye .. ar like ane

vane cumpany of pepill inconsultit and fulische.

2. Unconsulted, not asked (cf. L. inconsitllo

smialu, etc.).

15*9 in Bumet Hist. Kef. II. 98 Ne do by himself any
thing notable therein . . the said Emperor first inconsulted,
or not consenting thereunto.

Inconsumable (inkf>nsi-mab'l), a. [!N- .]

1. Incapable of being consumed by lire, etc.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xiv. 140 Named As-
beston ..whereof by Art were weaved napkins, shirts, and
coats inconsumable by fire. 1774 GOLIJSM. Nat. Hist.

(1862) II. n. iii. 401 ^Salamander) The idle report of it*

being inconsumable in fire, has caused many of these poor
animals to be burnt. 18*1 SHELLEY Epipsychid. 579 Ever
still Burning, yet ever inconsumable. 1875 F. 1. SCUDA-
MORE Day Dreams 31 An inconsumable candle, which
diminished not, no matter how long it was lighted.
2. Pol. Scon. Of which it is not the object or

purpose to be consumed in use.

1785 PALEY Mar. PAilos. in. i. ix. (1830) 104 When the

identical loan is to be returned, as a book, a horse, a harpsi-

chord, it is called inconsumable. 1884 I GROULUNU Coop.
Conimw. i. 28 The inconsumable things, like machinery,
leather, coin.

Hence Inconsivmably adv. (Wright, 1855).
t InCOnSU'med, a. 06s. rare-'. [f.*lN-3 +

consumed, pa. pple. of CONSUME v.] Uiiconsumed,

uncorrupted.
1450-1530 ^fyrr. our Ladye 309 loye thou, for thoughe

thou be deade, yet thow abydest mconsumed.

t Iiicoiisu inmate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late

L. inconsummat-us : see IN- '> and CONSUMMATE.]
Not consummated or completed ; unfinished.

11641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts v MOH. (16421 32 The other

lesus, son of losedec, left things as imperfect and incon-
smnmate. 1678 CUDWORTH InteU. Syst. \. v. 648 Nor did
the Nature of things take begining from incon-summate and
imperfect things. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. in. 134 For
Nature doth not derive her Origine from things diminished
and inconsummate.

Hence i Inconsirmmateness (Webster, 1828).
t Inconsn-mptible, a. Obs. [a. obs. F.

inconsiimptiblc, -somptible, or ad. late L. incon-

smiiptibilis, f. in- (Is- 3) + consumptibilis CON-

SUMPTIBLE.] Incapable of being consumed.

.'57? PULKE Heskiiis' Part. 50 The maister did set before
his disciples the inconsumptible meate. r 1610 I~ivei Wotn.
Saints 33 It [the cross] is diuided to allmoste innumerable

receyuers of it daylie, yet still whole to those that adore it,

and all this inconsumptible inteeritie hath it [etc.]. 1644
DIGBY .Vat. Bodies vii. (1645) 64 They believe such fires to

feed upon nothing; and consequently, to be inconsumptible
and perpetual!. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabtlaa v. xli. (1737) 172
They were full of burning Water . . inconsumptible.

t Inconsu'tile, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. in-

consutilis (\v\g., John xix. 23) not sewed together,
without seam, f. in-

k lN-3) + consfitilis CONSUTILE,
f. coiisufre, consul- to sew together.] Disagreeing,

incongruous (like
' a piece of new cloth sewed on

an old garment ', Matt. ix. 1 6).

1657 GAULE Sapient. Just. 42 What perhaps may be con-

gruously spoken betwixt one particular man and another is

very inconsutile to be said betwixt Adam and all Mankind.

t Incontainabi'lity. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + CON-
TAINABLE + -ITY.] Incapability of being contained.

1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fienncs s Trial 65 For his horse
and foot, incpntainability in the Castle, in Case he had been
forced to retire into it.

Incontaminable (ink^ntac-ininab'l), a. [ad.
eccl. L. incontaniinabilis : see IN- 3 and CON-

TAMINABLE.] Incapable of being contaminated.

1846 TRE-CH Mirac. x. (1862) 221 He . . incontaminable

Himself, feared not the contamination of a touch.

Iiicontaminate, a. [ad. L. inconldmindtus,
f. in- (Iii-3) + fontamindlt<s CONTAMINATE///. a.]

Uncontaminated, undefiled, unaffected by any

corruption.
1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Pi. cxxx. Wks. (1876) 228 It is the

very innocent and precious blode of the incontamynate lambe.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. Apol. 563 Ye that phansy your
selves . . the onely sound and incontaminate part of our
Nation. 1844 W. KAY in Ir. Henry's Eccl. Hisl. III. 341



INCONTAMINATED.
nottf t The essential light mixes not with other matter, but is

incontaminate, incapable of being united .. with any other
substance.

Hence Inconta'minateness (Craig, 1847).

t Inconta'minated, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. as

prec. + -ED 1
.]

= INCONTAMINATE.

1654 COKAINE Dianea \. 55 Knowing him of an incon-

taminated goodness, he would have prevented him with
chastisement.

Iiicoiite'mptible, a. rare. [lN-3.] Not to

be despised.
1742 JOHNSON Debates in Parl. (1787) II. 108 New argu-

ments equally conclusive and incontemptible.

f Inconte-ntable, a. Obs. rare*" 1
. [!N- 3.]

Not contentable ;
not to be satisfied ; or perh. Not

to be contained or bounded.
io WELTON Suffer. Son of God II. xiv. 393 O Happy

Spirits, whom the Vision . . of this Heavenly Redeemer
furnishes with that Incontentable Variety of Bliss.

flncontenta-tion. Obs. rare. [f. IN-S + CON-

TENTATION.] Dissatisfaction, discontent.

1860 in WORCESTER, citing GOODWIN.

Incontestability, rare.
[f.

next : see -ITT.

Cf. F. incontestability.'} The quality of being in-

contestable ;
an indisputable fact.

1862 WRAXALL Hugo's
* Mise'rables* v. xxviii. (1877) 17

Under the pressure of this incomprehensible incontestability
he felt his brain cracking. 1864 in WEBSTRR.

Incontestable (ink^nte-stab'l), a. (Also er-

roneously -ible.) [a. F. incontestable (
=
Sp. in-

contestable, It. incontestabile)^ f. in- (!N- 3) + con-

testable CONTESTABLE.] That cannot be contested

or disputed ; indisputable, unquestionable, incon-

trovertible.

1673 TEMPLE Let. to Dk. Florence Wks. 1731 II. 287 Your
Judgment is with me incontestable. 1748 Anson's Voy. \.

iii. 33 This alone would be..an incontestible proof of the

service, which the Nation hath thence received. 1825 SCOTT
Betrothed i t Her beauty was incontestable. 1885 SIR J. W.
CHITTY in Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 992, I hold that the

evidence is altogether incontestible.

Hence Inconte'stableness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Incontestibleness. 1864 WEBSTER,

Incontestableness. 1895 Black"iu. Mag. July 171 One in-

stance . .exceeds all others in definition and incontestableness.

InCOntestably (inkpnte 'stabli) ,
adv. (Also

erron. -ibly.) [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] Unquestionably,

indisputably, indubitably.
(11711 KEN Hymns Evaug. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 180 Rising

from Death, was an appropriate sign Of Power most incon-

testably Divine. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ E.rp. Philos. IV.
xxxviii. 50 The annual motion of the earth is incontestibly

proved by observation. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets vii. 230
Euripides incontestable* displays the quality of radiancy.

tlnconte'Sted, a. Obs. [!N- 3.] Not con-

tested, uncontested ; undisputed.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 543 P 4, I think we may lay this

down as an incontested Principle, that Chance never acts in

a perpetual Uniformity and Consistence with it self. 1757-8
SMOLLETT Hist. Eng.(i?><x>) II. 158 These assertions were

supported by many incontested facts. 1794 J. WILLIAMS
Crying Epistle 55 Her mind was incorruptible, her wisdom
incontested.

Incontestible, erron. form of INCONTESTABLE.

tlnconti'gUOUS, a. Obs, rare. [f. late L.

ineontigit-us (f. in- (IN- 3) + contiguus CONTI-

GUOUS) + -ous.] Not in contact or touching one
another ;

unconnected.
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xx'iv. 193 Small Brace-

lets, consisting of equally little incontiguous Beads. 1685
COTTON tr. Montaigne I. 293 The way of speaking that

I love is.. free from affectation, irregular, incontiguous and
bold, where every piece makes up an entire body.

Hence flnconti-gfuously adv. (Wright, 1855).
Incontinence (ink(?'ntinens). Also 4-6 in-

contynence. [a. F. incontinence (i2th c.) or ad.

~L,.incontinentia, n. of quality f. incontinent-em \

see IN- 3 and CONTINENT a.]
1. Want of continence or self-restraint

; inability
to contain or retain : a. With reference to the

bodily appetites, esp. the sexual passion : Un-

chastity.
1382 WYCLIF i Cor. vii. 5 Eft turne je a^en in to the same

thing, lest Sathanas temple ?ou for ^oure incontynence.
CZ4OO MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv. 161 Often tyme . . the godt
Dyamande lesethe his vertue, be synne and for Incontyn-
ence of him that berethe it. 1535 MORE Apol. |x.

Wks. 866/r,
I doe not allowe, but obhorre incontinence in sacred pro-
fessed persones. 1624 MASSINGRR Renegado iv. ii. Any
virgin . . convicted of corporal looseness and incontinence.

1784 Co\vi>KK Task i. 699 Such London is, by taste and
wealth proclaim'd The fairest capital of all the world, By
riot and incontinence the worst. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets
vt. 169 Handsome youths are admonished by Pindar to

beware of lawlessness and shun incontinence.

b. In general sense. (Const, of.)

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 342 He who labours
under an incontinence of speech, seldom gets the better of
his complaint. 1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. I. v. 202 His

laughter would follow his tears with a happy incontinence.

1858-65 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. XL iii, [They] do not waste
themselves by incontinence of tongue. 1881 SIR T. MARTIN
Horace, Odes i. xviii, Transparent as crystal, that shows In
its babbling incontinence all that jt knows.

2. Path. Inability to retain a natural evacuation,

esp. incontinenceofurine (
= L. incontinentia nHn&9

in Pliny).
'754-^4 SMELLIE Midwif. I. 162 The woman commonly
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labours under an incontinence of urine. 1874 VAN BUREN
Dts, Genit. Org, 229 Incontinence, like retention, is a symp-
tom, and not a disease.

t Iiico'iitiiieixcy. Obs. [ad. L. incontintn-
tia : see prec. and -ENCY.] The quality of being
incontinent.

1. a. INCONTINENCE i.

1483 Act i Hen. K//, c. 4 Avoutrie fornicacion inceste
or eny other flesshely incontinency. 1526 TINDALE i Cor.
vii. 5 Come agayne to the same thynge lest Satan tempt
you for youre incontinency. a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts
(1684) 63 The one accused Susanna of incontinency under
a IlpiVof, or Ever-green Oak. 1732 NEAL Hist.Purit. I. 415
Such as shall, .be convicted of. .any fleshly Incontinency.

b. ^INCONTINENCE i b.
c 1715 SWIFT Inquiry Qmen's Last Ministry i. Wks. 1841

I. 504/1 As the earl was too reserved, so perhaps the other
was too free, not from any incontinency of talk, but from
the mere contempt of multiplying secrets.

2. Path. = INCONTINENCE 2.

[Cf. quot. 1607 s.v. INCONSTANCY 4.]

1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 531 Suppression and
incontinency of urine.

Incontinent (ink^-ntinent), a. (/.) [a. F.

incontinent (i4th c.) or ad, L. incontinent-em
>

f.

in- (VS'^} -\-continSnt- CONTINENT.]
1. Not continent ; wanting in self-restraint: chiefly

with reference to sexual appetite.
^1380 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. (1892) 138 Of an

incontinent monk, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7037 pat
nane presume, incontinent, To sacre |>e haly sacrament.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 95 He is so mcontynent
& ynchaste, y* his mynde is blynde. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

rtmafft(i6x4) 882 It was death for
any^

to be found false and
incontinent. 1767 FAWKES Theocritus \. Note cvii. (R.), The
mistress of Daphnis upbraiding him for his incontinent pas-
sion. 1857 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. Hv. 83 Origen treats the

remarriage during the consort's life asforbidden by Scripture ;

yet thinks it may be conceded, with qualification to the

infirmity of incontineot men.

2. Unable to contain, retain, orkeep back. Usually
const, of.

1641 MILTON Ch.Govt. 11. iii, Although I have given it the
name of a liquid thing, yet it is not incontinent to bound
itself, as humid things are. 1660 Free Commit}. Wks.
(1851) 438 Incontinent of Secrets, if any be imparted to
them, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 446 A Prodigal . . is

very_
loose and incontinent of his Coin, and lets it fly, like

Jupiter, in a Shower. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 79 Melantho
. . Renewed the attack, incontinent of spleen. 1865 Sat.
Rev. 5 Aug. 167/1 Underlings incontinent of tongue often
reveal . . the policy of their masters.

3. Unable to retain natural evacuations.
1828 in WEBSTER.
B. as sb* An unchaste person.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. vi'ii, O, old Incon-

tinent, dost thou not shame When all thy powers in chastity
are spent To have a mind so hot?

Hence Iiico'iitineiitness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Incontinent (inkp-ntinent), adv. (a.) arch.

Also 5-6 en-, -tynent, -tenent. [a. F. incontinent

(i4th c. = Sp., It. incontinent'e) t
ad. late L. in conti-

nenti (sc. tempore] in continuous time, without any
interval. The early variant encontinent corresponds
to earlier OF. encontenant^ Prov. encontenen.~\

Straightway, forthwith, at once, immediately, with-
out delay; = INCONTINENTLY aefo. 2

[1432-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 393 Where he diede inconti-
nenti after that he hade seide so.]

1425 Sc. Acts Jas. I (1597) 51 The partie sal be challenged
incontinent of the Kingis peace breaking, c 1440 Gencrydes
1571 Whanne they were come, anon incontynent Generydes
was brought owt of the layle. Ibid. 1769 Thanne spake
Lucas anon encontinent. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 130
She was incontenent itiged vnto the dethe. 1523 Ln. BER-
NERS Froiss. I. xiv. 14 They entred encontynent into theyr
shippes, to passe the see. 155^ MORWYNG Evonym. 12 A
water may be made which shall incontenent breake the stone
in the bladdar. ifopSKENE^g'.JIf.ri/. ii.xl.36Heiresbeingof
lawfull age. incontinent after the deceis of their predicessours
they may enter to their heretage. <ri6n CHAPMAN Iliad
xxiv. 299 This charge incontinent He put in practice. 1719
D'URFEV Pills (1872) III. 326 Behind the Cloth the Friar

went, And was in the Well incontinent. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xxi, The Lords will be here incontinent, and proceed
instanter to trial. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i. Leech
Folkestone^ Place thyself incontinent in yonder bath.

b, as adj. (nonce-use} Immediate.
1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. i^Leech Folkestone, Hath

any one a smoky chimney? here is an incontinent cure.

iiico'iitiiieiitly, advl [f. INCONTINENT a. +
-LT 2

.] In an incontinent manner; loosely, tm-

chastely.
1552 HULOET, Incontinently, solute. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic.

Ulan (1631)611 It is an unseemly thing, .to live delicately,
loosely, or incontinently. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vii.

28 Queen Isabel, .living incontinently with R. Mortimer.
I75S JOHNSON, Incontinently^ unchastely ; without restraint
of the appetites.

Incontinently (iuk^ntinntli), adv? arch.

[f.
INCONTINENT adv. + -LY 2

.] Straightway, at

once, immediately ;
= INCONTINENT adv.

1484 CAXTON Fables of sEsop v. v, Incontynently as the

dogges perceyued and sawe the foxe and the catte, they
beganne to renne vpon them. 1542-3 Act 34 fy 35 Hen.
VI'//, c. 14 4_

The said clerke . . shall incontinentlie with-
out delate certifie the saide names. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac.
Hib. n. x. (1810) 337 Sir Charles incontinently dispatched
a Horseman with Letters to the President. 1761 STERNE Tr.

Shandy IV. xxvii, The effect of which was this, that he leapt

incontinently up. 1844 EMERSON Lect., Young American
Wks. (Bohn) 11.297 If one of the flock [of wolves],, so much

UNCONTROLLED.
as limp, the rest eat him up incontinently. 1876 C. M.DAVIES
Unorth. Land. (ed. 2) 426 My cheery friend.. presented me
incontinently

to the lecturer.

Incoiitinuity. rare. [IN- 3.] The quality
or fact of being incontinuous

; absence or breach
of continuity.

iStfrAthmxiim No. 1959. 648/3 Incoherences and incon-
tinuities.

Incontinuous (inkpnti-niK,3s), a. rare. [Iu-3.]
Not continuous

; discontinuous.
iM R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist. % Art 68 They become

imperceptible to the ear, in the low notes by the vibrations

becoming too dull and incontinuous. 1891 STEVENSON
Across tltc Plains 230 All brought down to the same faint
residuum as a last night's dream to some incontinuous
images.

tlncontra'Cted, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Not
contracted ; uncontracted.
1725 BLACKWALL Sacr. Class, i. 228 (T.) This dialect uses

the incontracted termination Doth in nouns and verbs.

Incoutractile (ink^ntrse-ktil.-sil),^ [lN-3.]
Not contractile ; incapable of contraction.
1812-34 Goofs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 670 The pupil [was]

dilated and incontractile. Ibid. II. 648 The muscular fibres
are equally loose and incontractile.

Zncontraction (mk^ntrse-kjan). [IN- 3,] The
fact of not contracting ; failure to contract ; non-
contraction.

1803 Med. yrnl. X. 2 On the Incontraction of an Artery
t Tncontradi-ctable, <r. Obs. (Also -ible.)

[f. IN- 3 + CONTRADICT 4 -ABLE: known much
earlier than contradictable] That cannot be con-
tradicted or gainsaid.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia Ml. ii. 44 This incontradictable

reason will shew them plainely they are too ill advised to
nourish such ill conceits. 1630 Trav.t,- Ada, 13 Many
incontradictible perswading reasons.

t lUGO'ntrair, adv. and prep. Sc. Obs. Also

-are, -ar.
[f.

IN prep. + CONTKAIB st>. ; cf. the
fuller phrases in the contrair (of), in our contrair,

etc.] a. as advb. phi: or adv. (followed by a pre-
position) : In opposition to, in spite of.
c 1480 HENEYSON Mcr. Fat. 37 This hound of hell, Deuored

hes my Lambe . . in contrair to your cry. 1535 STEWART
Crtm. Scot. III. 145 Incontrair than of all his lordis will.

b. as prep. In opposition to, contrary to
; against.

1484 Sc. Acts Jos. Ill (1814) 166 Impetraciouns made in
the Court ofRome incontrare our souuerane lordis privilege.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. viii. heading, How Alecto per-
suadit has Turnus To move battale incontrar Latinus. 1558
KENNEDIE Compend. Tract, in VVodrow Soc. Misc. (1844) I.

tig Abominabyll heresyis incontrar ourfaith. 1560 ROLLAND
Crt. Vetms Prol. 205 [It is als] incontrair his Complexioun
[As ane fjasert to fecht with ane Falcoun.

t IncO'ntrary, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, \i.\sprep.

+ CONTRARY s/>. An AF. encontrarie is quoted by
Godefroy from the Conquest of Ireland] In op-
position, contrary (to) :

=
prec. b.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. n Forfeiture of the double
value of all the Wolles bought . . incontrarie to this orden-
aunce.

t Incontrrbutive, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.]
Not contributive ; that does not contribute.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lontf. 170 Proprietors which now
are incontributive to the Publique Charge.

InCOntrollable (ink<?ntr<w-lab'l), a. [IN- 3.

Cf. F. incontrdlable (Littre).]
1. That cannot be controlled, checked, restrained,

or authoritatively regulated ; uncontrollable.

15519 SANDYS Europac Spec. (1605) L iij b, Their not erring
and incontroleable lord of Rome. 1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU Ap.
Csesar v. 153 Solyman, Amurath, and others, challenging
absolute, irresistable, incontrouleable power to set up, pull
downe, order, alter, and dispose the world, and all things in
the world, at pleasure. 1652 J. HALL Height Eloq. p. Ixxxi,
They breed up incontroulable Tyrants over their souls. 1744
HARRIS Three Treat. HI. n. (1765) 232 Fated in that Order of
incontroulable Events. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iii, A character. .

by nature bold, impetuous, and incontrollable. 1844 STANLEY
Anwld (1845) I. iv. 196 An incontrollable desire to give
vent to the thoughts that were struggling within him.

f 2. That cannot be interfered with or altered in

any way ; fixed, unchangeable. Obs.

1605 TIMME Quersit. n. iv. 116 In gold . . there is a cer-

taine incontrollable and incorruptible composition. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. v!. x. 322 Of colours in generall . . no
man hath yet beheld the true nature, or positively set downe
their incontroulable causes.

j3. Incontrovertible, unquestionable. Obs.

'1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 1.477 Writings, .handed over to

posterity as incontroulable truths for so many ages. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. iv. xii. 214 These were delivered

by the Evangelist, and carry no doubt an incontroulable con-

formity into the intention of his delivery.

Hence Incontro-llably adv. a. Unrestrainedly;
without control ; ) b. Incontrovertibly, fixedly.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 218 Being not in-

controulably determined, at what time to begin, whether at

conception, animation, or exclusion, a 1716 SOUTH Serin.
VIII. i. (R.), For, as a man thinks or desires in his heart,
such indeed he is, for then most truly, because most incon-

troulably, he acts himself. 1800 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)
IV. 344 The abuses which would be incontrolably com-
mitted.

t Incontro-lled, a. Obs. [!N- s. Cf. F. -

contrSU (Littre).] Not controlled ; unchecked ;

not interfered with.

1650 HOWELL For. Trav. iii. (Arb.) 24 There is no com-
pleat and incontrouled comfort.



INCONTROVERTIBLE.

Incontrovertible (ink(mtr<)rv5-jtlb1\ a.

[IN- 8.] That cannot be controverteil ; incontest-

able, indisputable, indubitable.

1646 SIK T. BKOWNK Piexd. Ep. vn. xiii. 365 Lastly,

the thing it selfc whereon the opinion dependeth . . is not in-

controvertible ; and for my own part, I remaine unsatisfied

in8 MALTHUS PtpuL (1817) II. 65 The increase of popula-

tion since 1780 is incontrovertible. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle

xvii. Absolute and incontrovertible truth.

Hence Inoontroverttbi-lity, InoontroveTtl-

bleness, the quality of being incontrovertible.

1775 ASH, liuontrovertitility (s. perhaps
not sufficiently

authorized, from incontroverttble\ the state of being incon-

trovertible. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVK Merch. ff Friar (1844)

ill Cases of flagrant delict... required noother trial than the

publicity or incontrovertibieness of the fact.

Incontrove-rtibly.W*1
. [f. prec.

> -LY2.]
In an incontrovertible manner; without contro-

versy, beyond dispute, indisputably.
1646 SIR T. BROWNS Pseud. Kf. vi. i. 278 For the Hebrew,

it is incontrovertibly the primitive and surest text to rely
on. 1711 in Somers Tracts II. 184 That Great-Britain is in.

controveitibly more powerful than this State. 1845 LD. CAMP-
BELL Chancellors (1857) III.

Ixyii. 303 It was then shown

very distinctly and incontrovertibly that none of the charges
amounted to treason. 1886 SIDCWICK Hist. Ethics iv, 248
It is not to be regarded as absolutely and incontrovertibly
valid.

t Incontirnded, a. Obs. [IS-
8
.]

Not bruised

or pounded.
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoucr's Rk. Physicke 51/2 Ligate a

little incontundede Safferne in a little linnen cloth, soacke

it 3 dayes in a little whyte wyne.

Inconvenience (ink^nvrniens), sl>. [a. OF.
inconvenience, (mod.F. inconvcnance), ad. late L.

inconvenientia inconsistency, n. of quality f. incon-

venient-em INCONVENIENT : see -ENCE. Cf. ILL-

coNVENrENCE.] The fact or quality of being in-

convenient,

tl. Want of agreement; incongruity, disagree-

ment; inconsistency with reason or rule, absurdity;
with //. An instance of this ; an inconsistency ;

an absurdity. Obs.

c 1400 Beryn 2576 That I may bet perseyve al incon-

venience Dout, pro contra, and ambiguity. 1516 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 194 Yet it is no inconvenyence y' his

holy mother & other sayntes be as particular meanes bytwene
vs & god. a 1536 TINDALE Doctr. Treat. (Parker Soc. 1848)

380 That Christ was made man and died : also bread, which
seemeth to some a great inconvenience. 1587 GOLDING De
Marnay i. 12 By these inconveniences they conclude, that

there is no God at all. 1610 A. COOKE Pope Joan in Harl.
Misc. (Malham) IV. 77 Protestant. What mean you by the

inconvenience of their testimonies? Papist. Their disagree-

ing one with another, a 1619 FOTHERBV Atheom. n. iii. 8 2

(1622) 215 Yet can he not be the cause of himselfe, for the

fore-named inconueniences. 1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist.

i6M C. II. v. 45 Francis Maryon beliey'd there was no
Inconvenience in saying, That some of it [Christ's blood]
staid here below.

t b. Unsuitableness, unfitness. Ohs.

1413 Pilgr. Soiule {Caxton 1483) tv. ii. 58 Adam was

nought well disposyd to etyng of this appel for inconuen.

Since
of the season in whiche he receyued it. a 1600

OOKER i J.), They plead against the inconvenience, not the

unlawfulness of popish apparel. 1684 R. WALLER Nat.

Rxper. 74 To avoid this inconvenience of the Screws.

f2. Moral or ethical unsuitableness; unbecoming
or unseemly behaviour ; impropriety ; with //., an

unseemly act, an impropriety, an offence. Obs.

r 1460 Play Sacrum. 897 Agaynst god yf ye haue wroght
eny Inconuenyence. 1^09 BARCLAY Shyf ofFolys (1874) I.

51 Howe youthe which is nat norysshed m doctryne, In age
is gyuen vnto al Inconuenyence. 1547 Homilies I. Agst.
Contention I. (1859) 135 They fall . . sometime from hot words
to further inconvenience. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Numbers,
Argt., That either they fall not to such inconueniences, or

else return to him quickly by true repentance.

f8. Harm, injury, mischief; misfortune, trouble. ;

Obs. (passing into 4).

14 . . Proverbs ofGood Counsel 82 in Q. Eliz. Acad. (1869)

70 Yf bou be trobyllyd with ynconvenyens, Arme bp alway
with Inward pacyens. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, x. (Percy
Soc.) 36 To dysnull myschefe and inconvenyence, They
made our lawes wyth grete diligence. 1651 HOIJHKS /-frvu///.

n. xviii. 94 They that live under the government of Demo-
cracy, . . attribute all the inconvenience to that forme of

{

Commonwealth. 1653 HOLCROFT Procofius i. Goth. Wars
20 Beneventum standing high, and over against Dalmatia,
shares in the inconvenience of this wind. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth v. (1723) 264 The Inconvenience would
not have stop'd there.

fb. with//. A mischief, an injury; an untoward

occurrence, a misfortune. Obs. (passing into 4b).
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon \. 33, I haue grete fere

that some inconuenyence De happed vnto him. ij^PowEi.
Lloyd's Cambria 95 Whereof grew a great inconuenience
ancf slaughter. 1608 ARMIN Nest \inn. (1842) 15 Rapine,
mine, and a thousand inconveniences, follow. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. 1. iii, Wks. 1874 I. 57 Often infamy and external
inconveniences are the public consequences of vice as vice.

1796 C. MARSHALL Card. ii. (1813) 21 It is yet unable to
bear the inconveniences of the weather.

fo. Technically distinguished from mischief:
see quot. Oh.
i6u MALvsfs/lm-. La-.v-Mrrch. 161 It is better tosuflera

mischiefe than an inconuenience ; the mischiefe being attri- i

buted to one or some particular persons and the inconuen-
ience to the whole Common-wealth in general), a 1709

176

ATKVKS Par/. % PoL Tracts (1734) 199 By a Mischief U
meant, when one Man or some few men suffer by the Hard*
ship of a I-aw, which Law is yet useful for me Publick.
But an Inconvenience is to have a publick Law disobeyed
or broken, or an Offence to go unpunished.
4. The quality or condition of being inconvenient ;

want ofadaptation to personal requirement or ease
;

trouble, discomfort, disadvantage ; incommodity.
1653 WALTON Angler Table, In this Discourse .. I have

not observed a method, which, .may be some inconvenience
to the Reader. 1783 MORELL Ainsiwrth** Lnt. Diet. iv.

s.v. y >V//<>j,That Aurora made him immortal, but could not
take from him the inconvenience of old age. 1837 DICKENS
Pickiv. xxvii, She could have spared him without the smallest
inconvenience. 1885 Daily A *-ws 2 1 Dec 5/1 The long delay
.. has already led to considerable public inconvenience.

b. with//. An inconvenient circumstance; some-

thing that interferes with ease or comfort, or causes

trouble
;
a disadvantage, a discomfort.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 30 The letter being written,
there was found an inconvenience, which was, they knew
not how to carrye the letter secretly. 1641 WILKISS Math.
Magicki. ix. (1648) 59 The chief inconvenience of this in-

strumen t is, that, in a short space it will be screwed unto
its full length. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 296 They
have only one Inconvenience, that they create Thirst. 1618
CRUISE Digest (ed. a) II. 327 This rule was originally . . in-

tended to avoid the inconveniences which might arise by
admitting an interval, when there should be no tenant of
the freehold to do the services to the lord. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 2 May 4/7 The necessity of taking out passports
would be a serious inconvenience to foreign traders.

Inconvenience (ink^hvrniens), v. [f. prec.

sb.] trans. To cause inconvenience to ; to put to

inconvenience ; to incommode, trouble.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Rent. i. (1673) 49 For it is not the variety

of opinions, but our own perverse wills . . which hath so in-

convenienced the church. 1674 tr. Schefffr*s Lapland 90
That they may . . not be inconvenienced with the weight of
these blankets. 1797 SOUTHF.Y Lett. (1856) I. 40, I instantly
quitted the university, that my uncle might no longer be
inconvenienced by me. 1841 S. LOVER Handy Andy \. 9
The inconvenienced party had only to say [etc.]. 1876 1 .

HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 369 Be content to let her keep her

position without inconveniencing her by your intrusions or

complaints.

Inconveniency (ink^nvrniensi). Now rare.

[ad. L. incoirvenientia : see prec. sb. and -ENCY.]
fl. = INCONVENIENCE sb. i. Obs.
a 1533 FRITH Wks. 141 (R.) Of this text should follow two

inconueniencies, if the sacrament were the naturall body of
Christ. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. vi. 8 Thus every
way, this opinion . . is pressed with inconveniencies. a i68>
SIR T. BROWNE Let. to Friend in ffydriot. etc. (1736) 56
Though some wondered at this Position, yet I saw no In-

conveniency in it.

f2. = INCONVENIENCE sb. 2. Obs.
1610 HEALBY St. Attg. Citie of God xxn. xxiii. (1620) 846

Lest desire of reuenge should draw vs to inconueniencie.

1747 CHESTERF. Lett. (1752) I. cxxxiii. 355, I should have
avoided many follies ana inconveniencies, which undirected

youth run me into.

1 3. - INCONVENIENCE sb. 3. Obs,

1553 Q. MARY Proclam. Coins in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)

III/App. v. 8 In no wyse can longer suffer the same incon-
ueniencie. 1660 PENN No Cross xiv. 7 Insensible of the

Inconveniency that attends the like Follies. 1706 MRS. CENT-
\.\\"KS. Basset- Table v, Now you discover what inconveniency
your earning has brought you into.

tD. -INCONVENIENCE sb. 3 b. Ob$.
a 1450 Knt. df la Tour (1868) 98 To saie no thinge in the

presence of the peple vnto his displesaunce, for doute of
man! gret Inconneniencys. 1543 GRAFTON Contn. Harding
567 That some inconueniencie or cause of strife should
chaunce. 1647 SPRIGGK Anglia Rediv. i. vi. (1854) 56 He
might have prevented that inconveniency which fell out.

r? 1722 LISLE Hush. (1752) 90 For fear of a worse incon-

veniency.
4. = INCONVENIENCE sb. 4.

1552 HULOET, Inconueniencye, itnportunitas. a 16*8 F.

GREVILLE Sidney (1652) 64 To weigh the immortall wisdom
in even scales with mortall conveniency or inconveniency.
1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 363 Your question is not
of conveniency or inconveniency, but of right. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N. (1869} II.iv. i. 9 Ifmoney is wanted, barter will

supply its place, though with a pood deal of inconveniency.

1858 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxxviii. There's inconveniency
in it, but the novelty gives it a sort of relish.

b. = INCONVENIENCE sb. 4 b.

1640 (QuARLES Enchirid. HI. 53 Cast one eye upon the

Inconveniencies, as well as the other upon the Convenien-
cies. vj^aWttixxPrinc.Methodisty. More Inconveniencies

may arise from the latter than from the former. 1818 JAS.
MILL Brit. India II. v. ix. 697 The lending of money to the
Nabob of Arcot . .had given rise to many inconveniencies.

c. cortcr. Applied humorously to an incom-
modious conveyance : cf. COKVENIENCY 6 d.

1877 LOWELL Lett. (1804) II. xlii. 225 This leather incon*

veniency will be at the door in half an hour.

Inconvenient (ink^nvrnient), a. and sb. [a.
F. imonvtnient (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. *'-

convenient-em t f. in- (!N- 3
) -f convenient-em agree-

ing, according, CONVENIENT.]
A. adj. \\. Not agreeing or consonant ; dis-

cordant, incongruous ; inconsistent with reason or

rule, absurd. Obs.

1398 TBEVISA Bartk. De P. R. vni. xxviii. (Bodl. MS.),

panne it is nou^t in comieniente to setle bat twei bodies
oene ifeere in one place )if one of ham is sotel and formal . .

of }>at ober material and vnperfite. 155* HULOET, Inconue-

nient, abhorrynge, discordynge .. absnrdus. 1570 LEVINS
Manip. 68/43 Inconvenient, incongrvus. 1635 PAGITT

INCONVENIENTLY.
Christianogr. in. (1636)40 In which booke many things.,
were found inconvenient, and contrary to the true faith.

1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (1693) 57 Nothing is ascribed unto
him that is unreasonable, inconvenient unto him in the Din-

charge of his Office.

1 2. Not befitting the case or circumstances ; un-

suitable, unmeet, inappropriate, out of place. Obs.
ci4flo FORTBSCUR Abs . ft Lint. Mon. ix. (1885) 128 That

diuerse lordis off Englande haue also moch livelode off thair

owne, as than shall remayne in the kynges handes fTor hi-.

extraordinarie charges; wich were inconvenient, and wold
be to the kynge right dredefull. 155* HULOET, Inconuenient
tyme, intempestas. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. ii. 73 If it an-

peare not inconuenient to you. 1681 CHF.THAM Angltr's
I 'a,/f'fft. xli. (1689) ^07 Because the Pike is so noble a Fish
.. it's not inconvenient if I . . make a more

particular Di<u
course of him. 1840 R. M. M CHKYNK in Mem. (1872) 449
It will make the Syren Songs of this world inconvenient,

t b. Constfor, to. Obs.
r 1400 Lan/ratic's Cirnrg. 85 An inconuenient medicyn to

bat tnetnbre. 1651 J.
GOODWIN Ktdftnft, Redeemed \. | 5

Which signification is no ways inconvenient for this place.
1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health't Imfrow. (1746) 177 No
Meat so wholesome as Pheasant-pouts ; but to strong
Stomachs it is inconvenien test. 169* LOCKE Educ. | 159
The reading of the whole Scripture indifferently, is . . very
inconvenient for Children.

f3. Morallyorethicallyunsuitable; unbecoming
in manner ; unseemly, improper. Obs.

1494 FABVAN Chron. \\. cxcviii. aoi He walowed in

lechery, giuynge hym to all vicious and inconuenyent lyfe
of his body. 1542 Procl. Hen. VIH 22 July in Warton
Hist. Eng. Poetry liv. (1840) III. 267 Boyes do singe masse,
and preache in the pulpitt, with such other vnfa tinge and
inconuenient vsages. T 1694 TILLOTSON Strut, xxii. (1742)
II. 77 It is very inconvenient to say, that they who were to
teach the precepts of Christ to others, did themselves break
them by inspiration.

4. Not conducive to ease of action or condition
;

unfavourable to comfort; incommodious, trouble-

some, embarrassing, disadvantageous, awkward.

(The current sense.)
1651 HORDES Leviatfi, it. xxvi. 147 The people of Rome

grew so numerous, as it was inconvenient to assemble them.

1706 PHILLIPS, Incottvenient^ not convenient, troublesome,
cumbersome. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. n. i, If it be not
inconvenient to you, he'll come and wait upon you. 1852
HAWTHORNE Blithedale Rom. xvi, This species of nervous

sympathy . . was yet found rather inconvenient in its prac-
tical operations. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood xviii, We nave
a good choice of inconvenient lodgings in the town.

B. sb. That which is inconvenient.

fl. Something discordant, an incongruity, an in-

consistency; something inconsistent with reason,
an absurdity. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER BoetJt. v. pr. iii. 123 (Camb. MS.) And yit

ther tolweth a noother inconuenyent of the whiche ther ne
may ben thoght no moore fetonos ne moore wykke, and bat
is this, bat [etc.], 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love HI. iii.

(Skeat) 1. 77, I wene that none inconuenient shall thou finde
betwene Goddes forweting, and libertie of arbitrament ;

wherfore, I wote welt the! maie stande togider. 1449 PE-
COCK Rcfr. i. xv. 81 Noon inconvenient is thou; God or-

deyned the seid resoun.

f2. Something morally unfitting ; an unseemly
or unbecoming act; an impropriety, an abuse.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (1858) 279 Aftir the batayle ful

schamefully the Walsch women cutte of mennes membris,
and fjut hem in her mouthis that were ded ; and many
othir inconvenientis ded the! that tyme. 1483 CAXTON Cato
3b, The Synnes and inconuenientes that comen of playeng.
1533 FITZHKKB. Surv. 26 b, The whiche mesemeth is the

grettest inconuenyent that nowe is suffred by the lawe.

1538 BALE Thre Lawes 61 Proudenesse ye abhorre with

lyke inconuenyentes.

1 3. A troublesome or untoward circumstance ;

a misfortune, a mishap ; an inconvenience. Obs.

(-1400 Apol. Loll. 70 l>is inconuenient mai not be voydid.
143~S tr- Higdtn (Rolls) VIII. 469 Somme inconvenientes
wolde folowe with ynne schorte space, bothe to hym and to
the realme. 1475 ** Noblesse (Roxb.) 33 Here is yet noone
so gret inconvenient of aventure ne mysfortune falle at this

tyme, but tbat it bathe be scene fallen er now. 15*6 Pilgr.
Perf. (1531) 57 And so by these meanes thou shalte . .

eschewe many sclaunders and inconvenientes. 1610 J.
MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.i 532 Eschewing any danger
or inconvenient quhilk may be likelie to fall out. 1645 BOATE
Irel. Nat. Hist.

(1652] 65 In her mouth, she is incumbred
with several 1 inconvenients.

t Inconvenientise. Obs. rare. [f. prec. +
-JSE. (enfranchise.}] = INCONVENIENCE 4 b.

1528 PAYNEL Salcrne's Regim. B j b, Many other incon-
uenientises . . groweth and chanceth throughe excesse of
meates and drynkes. Ibid. B ij, [This] ingendreth many
inconuenientises in the body.

Inconveniently, adv. [f. INCONVENIENT a.

+ -I.Y
2.] In an inconvenient manner.

fl. Unsuitably, inappropriately; unbecomingly,

improperly ; inconsistently, incongruously. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY Skyp Folys hxtf..* This present Boke myght
haue ben callyd nat inconuenyently

the Satyr. 1549
LATIHER $tfr Sen*, bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 14^7

On wyl say,

peraduenture, you speake vnsemelye, and inconuenientlye,
so to be agavnste the offycers. isja HULOET Inconueni-

entlye, or dishonestly, or contrary to reason, abiurdr. In-

conuenienllye, or out of due tyme, intempestiue.

2. With inconvenience, trouble, or discomfort ;

uncomfortably, incommodiously.
/i 1656 BP. HALL Mourners in Sion (R.), There is many

an holy soul that dwels inconveniently, in a crazy, tottering,
ruinous cottage. 1665 G. HAVFRS P. della Valle": Tray.
E. India in We stayed under a great Tree . . spent this

night inconveniently and supper-less. 1717 BERKELEY Jml.



INCONVENIENTNESS.

ELIOT Dan. Der. xii, Things may turn out inconveniently
after all.

I
Inconve'nieiitness. Obs. rare. [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being inconvenient,
inconvenience ; in quot. 1616 unsuitableness.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 529 If the incon-

uenientnesse of the place will not suffer you to cast them
into squares, then make them somewhat more long. 1737
in BAILEY vol. II.

Inconversable (ink^nva-Jsab'l), a. ? Obs.

Also erron. -ible. [f. IN- 3 + CONVERSE v. + -ABLE
;

cf. Sp. inconversable (Guevara, 1539) and CONVER-

SABLE.] Not conversable ; ) unsociable (obs.}
not disposed to converse, uncommunicative.

1577 HELLOWES Gueuara's Chron. z If he be incon-

uersible, they abhorre him [ortg. si es inconuersable aborre-

scenle]. 1611 COTGR., Insociable, vnsociable, yncompanable,
inconuersible. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. i. ii. (1713) 3 He
is a Person very inconversable. 1706 Reflex, upon Ridicule

39They are regarded as inconversable, rough hewn, rude and
phantastical. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xv. (1840) 254
They fled from us, and were altogether inconversible.

Hence Inconve'rsableness (Bailey vol. II, 1 72 7) .

Inconversant (inkf?-nv3.isant),0. rare. [Itf-3.]
Not conversant ; not versed in or familiar with.
1800-19 G. SHAW Zool. III.

pq (L.) A person inconversant
in natural history. 1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Stud.
Math. (1852 ) 311 Though himself not inconversant with
these . . he did not perceive of what utility they could be.

luconversibrlity. rare.
[f.

IN- s + CON-
VERSIBILITY

; cf. L. inconversibilis, F. inconversi-

ble] Incapability of being converted (into some-

thing else) ; inconvertibility.
1784 MANN in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 427 M. Lavoisier,

who has been combating these many years past in favour of
the inconversibility of Water into any thing else.

tlucouve'rsion. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Un-
converted or unregenerate condition.

1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 210 Sinne hath in the
time of your inconversion beene but of sleight account.

t Inconve'rted, a. Obs. [IN- 3.] Not con-
verted ; not turned or changed ; unconverted.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. vi. 98 The bird not able

to digest the fruit whereon she feedeth, from her inconverted

muting. Ibid, in. x. 128 Wheresoever they rested remain-

ing_ inconverted, and possessing one point of the Compasse,
whilst the wind perhaps hath passed the two and thirty.

Inconvertible (inkpnva-Jtib'l), a. [IN- 3;

perh. after F. inconvertible (1546 in Hatz.-Darm.)
or late L. inconvertibilis unchanging.] Not con-

vertible ; incapable of being converted.

1. Incapable of being changed into anything
else ; f spec, incapable of being assimilated, indi-

gestible (cf. CONVERTIBLE 5b).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n.

y- 85 It. .taketh leave
of the permeant parts, .and accompanieth the inconvertible

portion unto the siege. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph. Ded. 22
The Immaculate Earth of the Humanity, Inseparable, In-

confusible. Inconvertible.

2. Incapable of being exchanged for one another,
or transposed each into the place of the other ; not

interchangeable. Usually of terms : Not equiva-
lent or synonymous.
1706 PHILLIPS, Inconvertible (in Philos."), that cannot be

transposed, changed, or altered ; as inconvertible Terrns.

1864 BOWEN Logic v. j 13 Genus and Accident inconvertible
with the Subject.

b. Logic. Of a proposition: That cannot be
converted (see CONVERT v. 4 b, CONVERSION 4).

1864 BOWEN Logic vii. 204. 1875 ABP. THOMSON Laws
Tit. 85. 155 The judgment is usually considered incon-
vertible by the ordinary method.

3. Incapable of being exchanged for something
else. spec, of paper money, That cannot be con-

verted into specie.
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the Banker I. vi. 120 In-

convertible bank paper would have been everywhere
refused. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. m. xiii. 2 (1876) 330 An
inconvertible currency, regulated by the price of bullion,
would conform exactly in all its variations, to a convertible
one. 1866 CRUMP Banking ix. 185 This country had what
it is to be hoped it will never see again an inconvertible

paper currency.

) 4. Incapable of being turned awayfrom. rare.

1829 LANDOR Wks. (1846) II. 220/1 First, we must find the

priests ; for ours are inconvertible from their crumbling altars.

Hence Inconvertibility, Inconve'rtibleness ;

Inconve'rtibly adv.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Inconmrtibleness. 1816 BENTHAM
Chrestom. App. viii, Inconvertibility of Geometry and
Algebra. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the Banker i. viii.

159 Others . . complained of the example of inconvertibility
set by the Bank of England. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits
iv. 55 The fixity or inconvertibleness of races, as we see

them. 1882 OGILVIE, Inconvertibly.

f Inconvrctedness. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3 +
CONVICTED + -NESS.] The state of not being con-

victed or convinced. So f Inconvi'ction, absence

of conviction.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. Apol. 557 It is not the Firm-
ness of our Conviction or Inconviction that will warrant an
act from becoming sinful, but the perfect Sincerity of the

party. Ibid., By this last Objection it is insinuated that I

make Inconvictedness of Conscience to excuse from the
most hainous crimes.

VOL. V.

177

Inconvi-ncedly, adv. [Is- 3.] In an uncon-
vinced way ; without conviction.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 102 Sinne is not alike dwelling in

all, but in some men it dwels without a law, ignorantly, in-

convincedly. 1658 [see INCONVINCIBLY, quot. 1646].

InCOUvincible (inkjfavi-nsib'l), a. (sb.) [IN- 3.]

Incapable of being convinced; not open to con-
viction.

^1674 Gffvt. Tongue XI. 9 (1684) 162 None are so incon-
vincible as your half-witted people. 1732 BERKELEYA Iciphr.
Ii. ip There is nothing so dogmatical and inconvincible as
one of these fine things, when it sets up for free-thinking.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. v. i, The Commons are incon-
vincible, the Noblesse and Clergy irrefragabty convincing.
1871 RUSKIN ForsClav. v. 14, 1 am not inconvincible by any
kind of evidence.

b. as sb. An inconvincible person.
1843 MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteboy i. 3 You are one of the

'

inconvinceables \

Hence Inconvincibi-lity ; Incouvi'ncibly adv.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 27 Yet is it not

much lesse injurious unto knowledge obstinately and incon-

vincibly \ed. 1658 inconvincedly] to side with any one. 1882
W. M. WILLIAMS Science in Short Ch. 55 With all the con-
servative inconvincibility of a born and bred Englishman.
t Iiico'liy, a. Obs. Also income, in-eonie,

in conie, inconey, in oonye. [A cant word,
prevalent about 1600, of unascertained origin.
It appears to have rimed with tttoney, cf. CONEY. Sugges-

tions as to its derivation are that it represents F. inconnu, or
It. incognito, unknown ; that it is a variation of uncanny,
uncanny incautious, etc. (see CANNY) ; that it is connected
with unco unknown, strange, etc. ; but none of these is free
from difficulty.]

? Rare, fine, delicate, pretty,
'
nice '.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. in. i. 136 Clow. My sweete ounce of
man's flesh, my in-conie lew. Ibid. iv. i. 14467^. . . O my troth
most sweete iests, most inconie vulgar wit. c 1592 MARLOWE
Jew ofMalta IV. v[i.], Let music rumble Whilst I in thy in-

cony lap do tumble. 1599 PORTERA ngry Wom.Abingd. H ij,O I haue sport in coney I faith. 1602 MJDDLETON Blurt,
Master-Const, n. ii, It makes you have, O, a most incony
body ! 1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub iv. i, O super-dainty
Chanon ! Vicar in coney ! Make no delay, Miles, but away ;

And bring the wench and money.
b. advb.
1602 Narcissus (1893) 122 Hang it yonder, & twill make

mee act in conye.

t IilCOO'p, incoup, v. Obs. rare - *. [f. IN- a

+ COOP sli.Y] trans. To coop up, enclose.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. m. 665 With sudden
blindness smites the Syrian Troup, The which in Dothan
did him round incoup.

Incoordinate (ink^-idin^), a. [IN- s.]
Not co-ordinate. So Incoo-rdinated.
1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crii. Method 50 The in-

coordinate character of Mr. Moulton's doctrine fully betrays
itself. 1896 A Mutt's

S_yst.
Med. I. 899 Disturbed and inco-

ordinate contraction of its [the heart's] walls.

InCOOrdination (inkoifJtdin^'Jan). [IN-
3

;

cf. F. incoordination (Diet. Acad. 1878).] Want of
co-ordination ; esp. in Phys. in reference to muscular
action (see CO-ORDINATION 4).
1876 W. A. HAMMOND Nerv. Dis. (ed. 6) 726 A similar in-

coordination is observable in the right hand. 1878 A. M.
HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 171 Incoordination of upper or lower
extremities. 1892 W. R. GOWERS Dis. Nerv. Syst. I. 454
The incoordination is revealed by the patient's gait, which
is distinctly unsteady.

tlnco'pious, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- 3.] Not

copious ; limited, restricted in quantity.
1734 CAREY Chrononhotonth. i, The world is too incopious

to contain 'em.

Incopresentable (inkoupn'ze-ntab'l), a. [f.

IN- 3 + Co- + PRESENT v. + -ABLE.] Incapable of
simultaneous presentation (to the senses or intel-

lect). Hence Incopresentabrlity.
1886 J.WARD in Encycl. Brit. XX. 46/2 Just as. .a field of

sight all blue is incopresentable with one all red. Ibid.,
Certain sensations or movements are an absolute bar to the
simultaneous presentation of other sensations or move-
ments. We cannot see an orange as at once yellow and
green, though we can feel it at once as both smooth and
cold. .. Such incopresentability or contrariety. .occurs only
between presentations belonging to the same sense or to the
same group of movements.

t Inco-psed, ///. a. Obs. rare
-

.
[f. IN- 2

(or
? IN- 3) + COPSE sb. + -ED !.] ? Covered with copse-
wood.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World i. i. 155 There was no great

pleasure in passing into farre countries after the generall
Deluge, when the earth lay (as it were) incopsed for loo or

130 yeares together.

Ineorage, obs. form of ENCOURAGE.
tlnco-rd, v. Obs. rare-", [ad. It. incordare;

cf. next.] (See quot.)
1611 FLORIO, Incordare,. .to incord or burst as a horse.

t IncO'rded, ///. a. Also 7 encorded. [ad.
It. incordato: see INCORDINO, quot. 1607.] Of
a horse : Ruptured ; suffering from hernia.

1607 [see INCORDING]. 1611 FLORIO, Incordato,. .incorded
as a horse, c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Dispens. xii. (1734)
259 When a Horse is incorded or bursten.

t Inco-rdiate, v. Obs.~ [ad. supposed L.

*incordiare, inferred from incordies, erroneous

reading in Plautus Cist. I. i. no for mihi cordi est.~\

1623 COCKERAM, Incordiate, to put into ones heart. 1656
in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Inco'rding, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. INCORD v. +

mCORPOBALNESS.

(cf. quot. 1607).] Rupture or hernia in a
horse.

1598 FLORIO, Incordatura, . .the incording or bursting of a
horse. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 307 This term, In-

cording, is borrowed of the Italian word Incordato, which in

plain English is as much to say as Bursten. .The Italians, as I

take it, did call it Incordato, because the gut follows thestring
of the stone, called of them It cordons, or Za corda, whereof
Incordato&eems tobederived with some reason. According to
which reason we should call it rather Instringed, then In-
corded jforOrdkdothsignifieastring or cord. Notwithstand-
ing, sith that Incording is already received in the stable, I for

my part am very well content therewith, minding not to
contend against it. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. ii. xlix. 292
This incording or burstinesse in horses, is when the rim or
thinne filme which holdeth the guts vp in a horses body is

broken, so that the guts falleth downe either into the cods
of the horse, or into the horses flancke. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Dict.s.v. Rupture, Rupture otherwise called Incord-
ing or Burstness, a distemper in a horse.

fr Inco'rnet, v. Obs.rare~. [ad. F. encorneter

(Cotgr.): see IN- 2.] (See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Encornett, incornetted ; put into a borne ;

wrapped vp, as spice, etc. in a cornet, or coffin.

t Inco'mished, ppl. a. Obs. rare- l
. [f. IN-

2

+ cornish CORNICE + -ED
; after It. incorniciare to

put a cornice or frame upon, f. in- (!N-
2
) + cornice

COENICE.] Furnished with a cornice or cornices.

164^5
EVELYN Diary n Apr., The outer walls .. are .. in-

cormsh'd with festoons and niches, set with statues from the
foundation to the roofe.

Incoronate (inkp>T<5h/t), a. [ad. It. incoronato
or med.L. incoronat-us (pa. pple. of incorondre
to crown) ; cf. OF. encoroner to crown, and CORON-

ATE.] a. Wearing or having a crown ; crowned.
1867 LONGF. Dante, Inferno iv. liv, I saw hither come a

Mighty One, With Sign of victory incoronate. 1887 E. H.
PLUMPTRE Dante, Comm. II. 347 My Lady fair in heaven
incoronate.

b. Bot. (See quot.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Incoronat-us, Applied by H.

Cassini to the calathidium or anthodium of the Synan-
therex, when all the flowers which constitute it resemble
the form of a corol : incoronate.

So Inco'ronated///. a.

1867 LONGF. Dante, Parad. xxni. 119 Mine eyes did not

possess the power of following the incoronated flame.

Incorouation (inkprifti^-Jan). [n. of action f.

med.L. incorondre to crown : see prec. Cf. It. in-

coronazione (Florio).] Coronation, crowning.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur I. viii, After the incoronacion of

hym at the Cyte ofCarlyon. 18315 F. MAHONEY Rel. Father
Prout, Songs Italy ii. (1859) 349 Concerning this solemn
incoronation, we have from the pen of an eye witness,
Guido d'Arezzo, details [etc. ]. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights
fy Ins. II. xii. 426 From the Nativity of the Virgin to her

Assumption and Incoronation.

t luco'rpor, v. Obs. rare. \aA.'L.incorpord-re

(see INCORPORATE): cf. ENCORPORE, f.encorporer."}
1. trans. To incorporate.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. xiv. (1495) 59 The

vertue retentiua kepyth the fode that is pured, and sendyth
to all the lymmes, and incorporyth, and makyth it like.

1492 Acta Dom. Cone. 259/2 A confirmatioune incorporand
a charter of selling of the landis of Schethynrawak.
2. intr. INCORPORATE v. 6.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Alts not Gold that Glisters xvi, O where
is then the Holy Flock ! Call'd in one Hope, built on one
Rock, Into our Faith incorporing ?

IncO'rporable, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being incorporated.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. I. ii. 102 They were in-

corporable into the bread and wine to make one banquet
with them. 1899 Daily News 19 Sept. 6/2 A great part of
the town supposed to be excluded from the Municipal
Corporations Act of 1835 did not really exist. Chelsea,
Knightsbridge . .and Mile-end were not really incorporable.

t IncO'rpOral, a. (sb.} Obs. [ad.L. inforporal-

is, f. in- (IN- 3) + corporate CORPORAL : cf. F.

incorporel, It. incorporate.] INCORPOREAL ;

immaterial
;
insubstantial.

1551 GARDINER Explic. Transubs. 109 (R.) The soule of
man hath his end and terme & spiritual alteration, incor-

porall, to be regenerate the sonne of God. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. of Notes 385 His mans nature, which should be forth-

with aduaunced to immortall and incorporall glorie, 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1337 No lesse impossible is it to

apprehend, that of bodies having no soule any should moove
of themselves to an incorporall place, and having no
difference of situation. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. A ngels 9
If you aske . . whether the Angells have bodies, or are alto-

gether incorporall.

B. sb. An incorporeal thing or place. rare~ l
.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 821 But if it be

demanded, when the Soul goes out of this Body, whether it

be carried into any Corporal Places, or to Incorporals like

to Corporals [etc.].

Hence f Inco-rporaUy,
' without matter, imma-

terially
'

(J.). t Inco'rporalness = next (Bailey
vol. II, 1727).

t Inco'rporality. Obs. [ad. late L. incor-

pordlitds : see prec. and -ITT. Cf. F. incorporate^
The state or quality of being incorporeal.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits $ Divels 89 Whatsqeuer

is incorporallj that same is euery where, because vbiquity is

the cause of incorporality. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I.

v. 801 Incorporality is free from all Custody or Imprison-
ment, as also devoid of Pain and Pleasure. 1777 PRIESTLEY
Matt. $ Spir. (1782)

I. xix. 219 Austin .. learned of the

philosophers the incorporality of God.
88



INCORPORATE.

Incorporate, a. (st>.) rare. [ad. rare L.

incorporat-us not embodied (Claud. Mamertus,

470), f. in- (In- 8) + corporatus CORPORATE.]
I. Without body or material substance

;
incor-

poreal, uncmbodied.
1540 MOMYMNK I'n'es Introd. Wysd. Gjb, The more

thou transposeste thy selfe from thinges corporall unto

thinges incorporate, the more godlye lyfe shalte thou leade.

1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 366 For besides the in-

corporate world, that is above all the rest .. there are three

bodily worlds coupled together, a 1618 RALEIGH in Gutch
Coll. Cur. 1.79 Inheritance incorporate, or invisible. 1661
G. RUST Origin's Opin. in Phenix (1721) I. 31 And so there
be brought into light Spirits incorporate, a 1849 P E
Silence, There are some qualities some incorporate things,
That have a double life.

U 2. ' Not incorporated ;
not existing as a cor-

poration; as an incorporate banking association
or other society' (Webster, 1864).
Hence in later Diets., but prob. an error,

t B. as sb. Something which is
incorporeal. Obs.

c IS3 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1057 In the whiche
all maner shape and efngiation doth shyne clerely, so well

corporates as incorporates.

Incorporate (ink-p-jporA), ///. a. [ad. late
L. incorporat-us, pa. pple. of incorporare : see the

vbj Formerly used as pa. pple. incorporated.
I. 1. United in one body ; combined in one mass

or substance, lit. vaAfig. Now rare.
a 1533 LD. BURNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. xv, And the ver-

tues wel incorporate, nourishe many enuious. c 1586 C'TESS
PEMBROKE Ps. David cxxxv. iii, The reaking vapors rise :

Then high in cloudes incorporate they stand. 1591 SHAKS.
Ven. ff Ad. 540 Her armes do lend his necke a sweet
imbrace, Incorporate then they seeme, face growes to face.

I04_ E. G. D]Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xfi. 243 Alwaies
turning and stirring the mettall, to the end it may be well

incorporate. 1751 YOUNG Brothers iv. i, The friend of
Rome ? That severe you for ever ; Tho* most incorporate
and strongly knit. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith (1853) *
The incorporate life of father and son.

b. Const, into, in, with, f to. (Cf. the verb.)
J387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 329 Hibernia..wasof olde

tyme incorporat [Marl. MS. concorporate, L. concorflorata}
in to be lordschippe of Bretayne, so seib Giraldus. 1398
Earth. De P. R. x. v. (Tollem. MS.), Leye [flame] fonde).
to meue upwarde, and draweb fro be neber parties upwarde
to be whiche he is incorporate. 150* Ord. Crysten Men
(W. de W. 1506) l. iv. 40 Incorporat and unyed with holy
chirche. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i86b, To be
incorporate in hym, as one of the membres of his misticall

body. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. C&irvrg.,OyMe.
tnentes. .made of y

'

powdre of dragons blode,. .encorporate
with whyte of an egge. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. I. iii. 135 It
is Caska, one incorporate To our Attempts. 1626 BACON
Sylva 411 Drinke incorporate with Flesh, or Roots.. will
nourish more easily, than Meat and Drinke taken seuerally.
1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) I. xi. 67. 139 This
science is incorporate in all the books of the doctors of the
church. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. ii, Gazing on thee,
sullen tree, . . I seem to fail from out my blood And grow
incorporate into thee. a 1864 J. D. BURNS Mem. f, Rem.
(1879) 363 Some beloved object which seemed to be one and
incorporate with their living selves.

2. Of a company, association, etc. : Formally
constituted as a corporation. (Cf. CORPORATE a.

4.) Also of persons : United in a corporation.
1480 Bury Wills (Camden) 58 Whan so euer the colage

of prestis of Bury be incorporat and have a maister, presy-
dent, or other reuler [etc.). 1540 Act 32 Hen. YllI, c. 42
All personnes of the said company nowe incorporate by this

present acte. 1591 WEST \st Pt. Symbol, i. 46 Guildes,
fraternities, fellowships and companies incorporate. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. vi. (1810) 78 Conducted to the
next incorporate Towne. 1671 True Non-con/, n, I finde
the keeping of the Lords Covenant . . injoined to the People
of Israel, as one body incorporat. 1863 H. Cox Instil, in.
ix. 730 The province of the incorporate municipal govern-
ments. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines >t Mining 6* An
incorporate company, having its principal place of business
at the town of Gold Run.

t b. Of persons : Associated or admitted to fel-

lowship with others, as members of the same cor-

poration. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. ii. 124 Estranged from thy selfe . .

being strange to me : That vndiuidable I ncorporateAm better
then

thy
deere selfes better part. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. (1637)

17 The Welshmen our neighbours, or rather our incorporate
countrimen, both by approved allegeance and law. 1684
BAXTER Theol. Dial. 2 You make your self and all these
parties, incorporate Members of the Church of England.

tc. trans/. That constitutes a close connexion

(cf. INCORPORATING ///. a. b). Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. F, v. ii. 394 To make diuorce of their

incorporate League. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. 1. 98 note. In
such an incorporate union (which is well distinguished by a
very learned prelate from iffederate alliance) . . the two con-
tracting states are totally annihilated . . and a third arises
from their conjunction.

II. 3. Having a bodily form ; embodied.
1398 TREVISA Bar/A. De P.R. x. vii. (Bodl. MS. ), Colle is

fuyre incorporat in deede. 1450 1530 Myrr. onr Ladye 298
l he beyng worde of the hiest hathe suffered to be incor-
porate, takynge a body. 1878 GF.O. ELIOT Coll. Break/. P.
424 Ideals never yet incorporate.

Incorporate (ink/f-jp^w't), v. Also 5 incor-
porate, 6-7 encorporate. [f. late L. ineorporat-,
ppl. stem of incorpordrt to embody, include,
f. in- (Iw-2) + corporarc to form into a body,
CORPORATE v.]

I. trans. 1. To combine or unite into one body
or uniform substance

; to mix or blend thoroughly
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together (a number of different things or one thing
with another

1

!, a. material substances.
1544 PHAER Kegim. I.y/e (1553) Fjb, Take.. tosted bread,

and moist it in wine and incorporate it with pouder of
mastyke. 1660 BOVLF. Nnv Exp. Phys. Mech. Proem it
A melted Cement, made of Pitch, Rosin, and Wood-ashes,
well incorporated. 1678 Phil. Tram. XII. 950 Tinn,
for the most part, is incorporated with the Stone, or is

found in it. 1771-84 COOK I'oy. (1790) V. 1551 Stirring up
Ihe several ingredients, till they were perfectly incorporated.
1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. xii. g 2 (1876) no Manure .. care-

fully mixed and incorporated with the Soil. 1879 CasselCs
Techn. Educ. IV. 71/1 Equal parts of oat, wheat, barley,
and bean meals, and the whole . . incorporated by stirring.

b. trans/. anAJig.
1591 SHAKS. Rom. , Jut. ll. vi. 37 You shall not stay

alone, Till holy Church incorporate two in one. 1643 MILTON
Divorce n. xvi, That the fit union of their souls be such as

may even incorporate them to love and amity. 1646 H.
LAWRENCE Comm. Angells 185 Incorporate your selves with
that which is good, make your self one with it. 1684 J.
LACY Sir H. Buffoon \. Dram. Wks. 11875) "5 An Atheist
and a Wit are incorporated, and like man and wife become
one flesh. 1815 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan III. 242 That
which incorporates their being for ever and ever. 1841
MYERS Catli. Th. ill. 8. 27 At what period, they were
incorporated into a Sacred Canon, is . . unknown. 1847-8
H. MILLER First Impr. vi. (1859) 89 When the geological
vocabulary shall have become better incorporated than at

present with the language of our common literature.

2. To pat into or include in the body or substance
of something else ; to put (one thing) in or into

another so as to form one body or integral whole ;

to embody, include. Const, in, into, t to.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. xix. 11495) 875 Clere-
nesse incorporatyd in that blacke makith it meene and
temporal. 1579 FULKK Heskins' Parl. 234 This breade
and this cuppe . . shall assure you, that you are truely in-

corporated into my bodie. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man v.

(1603) 542 As though they would incorporate their soule to
their body. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 365 Some there be
who incorporat the said head [of a swallow] within white
wax, and therewith annoint the forehead. 1794 PALEY Evid.
i. i. (1817) 31 The religion of that age was not merely allied
to the state ; it was incorporated into it. 1843 ). CLASON
Serm. vii. 126 We eat and drink what is taken by us
enters into and is incorporated in our systems. 1876 MOZLEY
Univ. Serm. i. (1877) 5 What are the doctrines which the
Roman Church will thus incorporate into her teaching?

b. To take in or include as a part or parts of
itself (esp. of literary material) ;

to absorb.
1814 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 538 The best edition, incorporat-

ing all the works of the author. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch.

viu._(i869) 271 The Koran incorporates some of the earlier

Jewish, Christian, and Arabian traditions. 1890 Law
Times Rep. LXIII. 732/1 The Act of 1885 expressly incor-

porated sect. 28 of the Act of 1878.

t c. To take or absorb into the body. Obs. rare.

1653 WALTON Angler vi. 139 By the wormes remaining in
that box an hour . . they had incorporated a kind of smel
that was irresistibly attractive.

3. To combine or form into a society or organi-
zation

; esp. to constitute as a legal corporation.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. ff Lim. Moti. ii. (1885) in Whan

Nembroth . . made and incorporate the first realme. 1534
MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1348/2 Christ .. doth .. in-

corporate all christen folke and hys owne bodye to gether
in one corporacyon mistical. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 42
Whiche company of Barlx>urs be incorporated to sue and be
sued by the name of Maistres or Governours of the mistery
and commynaltie of the Barbours of London. 1693 LUT-
THF.I.L Brie/ Ji el. (1857) III. 176 A charter is past to incor-

porate
the lord Shandois, Mr. Neal, and Mr. Thomas

Wharton, in working of mines, and refining of oare, &c.
1731 POPE, etc. Art Sinking xvi. 81 It is propos'd, that the
two Theatres be incorporated into one company. 1890
GROSS diet Merck. I. 146 The staplers of a town were
generally incorporated as a company or fraternity.

b. To admit (a person) as member of a com-

pany or association ; to receive or adopt into a
'

corporation or body politic. (Const, into, in, \

rarely \unto, with.}
"530 PALSGR. 590/2, I incorporate a man, I make him of

crafte or faculte to be sworne to it. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav, 78 Hee had incorporated himselfe unto another
people. 1649 Alcoran 401 Giving freedom to such prisoners
as would embrace his Law, [he] encorporated them into his

Army. 1679 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) II. 465, I heard at
Weston that the vice-chancellor of Oxford, Dr. Fell, has
denied Oatcs his incorporating D. D. . . Gates sent word to
the vice-chancellor, that ' he would come and wait on him
.. for his degree '. But they denied him that is, if he was

,

Doctor of Divinity at Salamanca thty would incorporate him. I

1691 Ath. Oxon. II. 688 This year Richard C'rashaw of
[

Cambridge was incorporated. 1707 HEARNE Collect. 21 Mar.
I

(O. H. Sj II. i Yesterday was incorporated A. M. Mr. >

Slevens. 1711 E. COOKE I'oy. S. Sea 295 The Indians
given to Spaniards, should be set free, and incorporated in
the Crown. 1861 STANLEY Kast. Ch. xi. (1869) 356 He
made a point of compelling all foreigners to . . incorporate
themselves into the Russian nation by baptism.
4. To furnish with a body ; to give bodily shape

to ; to embody, rare.

16*3 BP. ANDREH-RS Serm. (ed. 18) 269 The incorporating
Christ, the ordaining Him a body, a 1688 CUDWOKIH
Immut. Mor. (1731) 145 Certain crasse. palpable, and Cor-
poreal Images, to incorporate those abstracted Cogitations
in. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. ll. v, Some actual Air-maiden,
incorporated into tangibility and reality.
H. intr. To incorporate itself or become incor-

porated.
5. Of one thing : To unite or combine with

something else so ns to form one body. Const.

with, rarely into.

INCORPORATING.

1594 PI.AT yeivelWi0. t
New sorts Soylf 6 Salt . . by solu-

tion being very apt to incorporate therewith, consumeth all

the putrtfied vapors or parts thereof. 1681 FI.AVEL Meth.
Grace xxvi. 452 Grace can no more incorporate with sin,
than oyle with water, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1717) IV. 22 He
must have mastered his Notions, till they even incorporate
into his Mind. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 137 In
three or four weeks time the bud will incorporate. 1809
MAI.KIN Gil Bias vi. i. F a A rivulet .. meandering .. to

incorporate with the waters of Guadalaviar. 1831 RREWSTFR
Nat. Magic vi. (1833) 150 The Water will gradually incor-

porate with the Syrup.
6. Of two or more things : To unite so as to form

one body; to grow into each other; to form an
intimate union (lit. and^:). 1 Obs.

16*5 BACON Ess., Unity Relig. (Arb.) 431 Truth and Fals-
hood . . are like the Iron and Clay, in the toes of Nabucad-
nezars Image ; They may Cleaue, but they will not Incor-

porate. 1674 GREW Disc. Nat. Mixture v. Inst. a 4
Take good Oyl of Vitriol and drop it upon Oyl of Anise-
seeds ; and they will forthwith incorporate together. 1733
BERKELEY Alciphr. in. Hi, They unite and incorporate into
families, clubs, parties and Commonwealths, by mutual
Sympathy. 1797 DOWNING Disord. Homed Cattle 32 Beat
them with a spoon until they incorporate and become a
white paste.

t b. To copulate. Obs. rare.
i6aa MASSINCER & DEKKER Virg.-Mart. HI. iii, Worse

than the noise of a scolding oysterwench, or two cats in-

corporating.

Incorporated, ppl* a. [f. prec. + -EH i.]

1. United into one body; combined.
1599 MINSHEU^"/. Dict,i Incorporation incorporated, made

into one body. 1711 BLACKMORE Creation 298 Now flows
in one incorporated flood. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. \.

174 To obtain the incorporated or united mass.

2. Constituted as a legal or formal corporation
(cf. INCORPOKATE///. a. 2).

1677 YARRANTOM Eng. Imprtrv. 182 The Incorporated
Companies of Weavers, Pin-Makers [etc.]. 1776 ADAM
SMITH W. N. i. x. n. (1869) I. 137 In many large incor-

porated towns no tolerable workmen are to be found. 1837
HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amtr. III. App. 335 There were
about 20 incorporated academies in the State [of Vermont],
where young men were fitted for college. 1884 H. SPENCER
in Content}. Rev. XLVI. 29 This holds of an incorporated
nation as much as of an incorporated company.
3. Included as part of a whole.
1715 NELSON Addr. Pers. Qua/. 197 An incorporated

Member of His Body. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v.
ix. 714 The government of India was made totally depen-
dant upon the minister, and became in fact an incorporated
part of his administration.

f 4. Embodied. Obs. rare.

1644 DIGBY Mans Soul (1645) 1 1 An incorporated soule . .

can looke upon but one single definite place. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. noFs Incorporated minds will always feel

some inclination towards exterior acts, and ritual observ-
ances.

Hence Inco'rporatedness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Jncorporatedness, the State or Con-

dition of being incorporated, or the unitedness of one Thing
with another.

Incorporating, M $b. [f. as prec. + -ING*.]
1. The action of combining into one body (in

trans, sense).

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 78 This diuision was an

incorporating, and an vniting of the whole together. 1645
PsiGiTrf/crtsioer. (1661) 50 The Lord? sign of his. .receiving
of us into the Church, and incorporating of us into Christ.

b. spec. The process ofcombining the ingredients
of gunpowder, so ns to produce a homogeneous
compound. Also attrib. t as incorporating mill.

1869 Daily News \ 9 Aug., The explosion, which originated
in one of the incorporating mills, was caused by a workman
disobeying the rules. 1883 Pall Mall G. 17 Feb. 9/2 The
incorporating mills of the Kennal Gunpowder Company's
Works, near Penryn, were blown up yesterday. 1881
GREENER Gun 311 The incorporating is one of the most
dangerous processes.

2. The action of uniting into a society or asso-

ciation (in intr. sense) ;
>= INCORPOUATION 2.

1651 HOBBES Leviatk. ir. xxii. 119 The End of their In-

corporating, is to make their gaine the greater. 1689 tr.

Buchanans De Jure ftfgni a^iui Scotos 8 You do not
then make utility, .to be the cause . .of men's incorporating
in political Societies.

Incorporating, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -INO 2.]
That incorporates, or unites into one body.
1611 COTCR., fnc0rforant t incorporating, ioyning in one

bodie. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1847) '89/2 The most
intimate and incorporating duties of Love and embrace-
ment. 1746 JAMES Introd. Moufet ff Bennett Health's

fmprov. 64 The tender and fresh Parts of Plants abound
with Water, and . . Salts ..'To the Mixture of which, with
a moderate

oily and vegetable Fluid, is owing their incor-

porating and dissolving Juice.
b. Incorporating union, a union which combines

two or more states, etc. under one government, or

converts separate bodies into one corporation.

(Orig. said of the Union between England and
Scotland in 1707.) So also Incorporating Act.

1706 LUTTBELL BriefRel. (1857) VI. 105 The parliament
had read 5 or 6 addresses against an incorporating union
with England. 1707 I 'utfone 18 They had changed their

Notion of an Incorporating Union into that of a Federal
one. 1813 M. CUTLER in Lt/r, Jrnls. *f Corr. (1888) II.

320,
I shall send you . . our Incorporating Act and Constitution.

18*5 T. JEFFKRSON Autobiog. Wks. 1850 I. 32 He distin-

guished )>etween an incorporating ana a federal union.

1871 Pall Mall G. 12 Jan., It is hopeless to expect an in*

corporating union of all the seven provinces (of Australia]
ni present.



INCORPORATION.

C. Of languages : Combining several parts of

speech (e.g. verb and objects, etc.) in one word:
cf. INCORPORATION i b.

1859 MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. (1871) I. 371 A fourth class,

sometimes called polysynthetic or incorporating, including
most of the American languages. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang. xii. 260 This common mode of structure . . is called

the polysynthetic, or incorporating.

Incorporation (inkpjpor^'Jan). [ad. late L.

incorporation-em, n. of action from incorpordre to

INCORPORATE. Cf. F. incorporation (i5th c.).]

1. The action of incorporating two or more

things, or one thing with (in, into, f to} another
;

the process or condition of being so incorporated ;

union in or into one body.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. x. vii. (Bodl. MS.), Fuvre

by his incorporacion and onyng to gretter and bikker

parties of erbelich matere . . is iliolde bynebe by a certeyne
violence of kinde. 1579 FULKE Heskins* Parl. 267 Our
drinking is as it were a certeine incorporation in him. 16x2

T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 5 Such as haue receiued inuisible

incorporation into Christs bodie. 1641 FRENCH Distill, i.

(1651) ii Incorporation, is a mixtion of a dry and moist

body together, so as to make an uniform masse of them.

1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp. 35 Incorporation, thus term'd in

Pharmacy, is employed in bringing and joining together,

by the Interposition of a third Body. 1765 HUTCHINSON
(title) The History of the Colony of Massachusets Bay from
the first settlement thereof in 1628 until its incorporation
with the Colony of Plimouth. 1812 G. CHALMERS Dom.
Econ. Gt. Brit. 95 The incorporation of two independent
legislatures has proved equally advantageous to both coun-

tries. 1861 STANLEY East. Ch. ix. (1869) 285 The gradual
incorporation of Russia into the commonwealth of Western
nations. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 12

The incorporation of various readings noted in the margin.
b. Philol. The combination of two or more

parts of speech in one word, as when the object or

complement of a verb is inserted between its stem
and termination so that the whole forms one word :

cf. INCORPORATING ppl. a. c.

1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol. i. 22 The Basque verb presents
the phenomenon of incorporation to an astonishing degree.

2. The action or process of forming into a com-

munity or corporation ; esp. the formation of a legal

corporation or body politic.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. ff Lim. Man. ii. (1885) 112 This

|

incorperacion, institution, and onynge of hem self into a I

reaume. 1513-14 Act 5 Hen. VIII^ c. 6 The forsaid Citie

of London, from the tyme of their firste Incorporacion.

1640-4 in Kushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 154 The Patent
for the Incorporation of the Parish Clerks. 1819 J. MAR-

,

SHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 195 The charter of incorporation ;

was granted at his instance.

f b. The document creating or legalizing a cor-
J

poration ; a charter. Obs.
a 1600 in Eng. Gilds 302 A new incorporacion w ch the saide

j

company of Taylors had procured from the kinge. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 6 Adrian spent his whole reign

!

. . in a . . survey of the Roman empire . . granting new fran-

chises and incorporations.

3. An incorporated society or company ;
= COR-

PORATION.
1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 85 To have of

them an incorporacion . . and to have a Master and Warden '

of there Crafte. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Puratnb. Kent (1826)

169 At Courtopstrete they do yet reserve a Mace and a
Home assured badges of an incorporation. 1631 GOUGE
Gods Arrows in. ii. 206 Vniversities, Innes of Court,

Incorporations, Companies, and other such like Societies.

1776 ADAM SMITH Iv'. N. v. i. (1869) II. 382 The clergy of

every established church constitute a great incorporation.
1822 SCOTT Nigel ix, An eminent member of the Gold-

smiths' Incorporation. 1879 H. GEOKGE Progr. % Pov. in.

iv, Railroad companies and other incorporations.

4. Embodiment ;
an embodied realization, rare.

1645 M. CASAUBON Orig. Temp. Evils -2 That opinion of

the ancientest Philosophers, .that the Spules of men had a
subsistence long before their incorporation. 1647 H. MORE
Poems 229 The self-form'd soul may work without In-

corporation. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt xvi, He thought he

saw a very troublesome, vigorous incorporation of tliat

nonsense [enthusiasm] in Felix. 1884 J. RAE Contemp.
Socialism 233 Schmoller . . offers us no other incorporation
of his dogma.
Hence (nonce-wds.} t Incorpora'tioner, a mem-

ber of an incorporation ; Incorpora'tionist, one

who favours or supports incorporation.
1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. Ej, At the townes end met

him the burgers and dunsticall incorporationers of Witten-

berg. 1888 Daily News 31 Oct. 7/1
The great struggle

centres in striving to obtain a majority of incorporatiomsts
in the council.

Incorporative (ink^uporAiv), a.
[f.

IN-

CORPORATE v. + -IVE.] Characterized by or tending
to incorporation.
1592 LYLV Galathea. n. iii, We call those spirits that are

the grounds of our arte, and as it were the metals more in-

corporative for domination. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit.

II. 424 The same true infinite God and truly finite Man,. .

Temporally and Humanly Communicative and Incorpora-
tive. 1824 Westm. Rev. II. 420 The incorporative union of

two sovereignties under a common head.

InCOrporator (ink^upor^'taj). [agent-n. in

L. form, from INCORPORATE.]
1. One who incorporates or combines into one

body or substance.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXV. 89 These compound incorpora-
torsof sour fruit, sugar, and brandy.

2. One who takes part in the formation of an
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incorporated company; spec. (f/.S.) *one of the

persons named in an act of incorporation ;
one of

the original members of an incorporated body or

company' (Cent. Diet.*}.

1883 Harper's l\fag. Nov. 938/2 The first incorporators
were not practical railroad men. 1883 American VII. 174
The incorporators of the Chain of Rocks Bridge Company.
1887 Pull MallG. 5 Nov. 6/1 Obliged to have a majority
of the incorporators United States citizens.

3. A member of one University who is incor-

porated in another (cf.quots. 1679-1707 in INCOR-
PORATE v. 3 b).
1887 J. FOSTER Prospectus A lumni Oxon. t I have arranged

to include also in my work all honorary and nominal mem-
bers of the University, as well as Incorporators.

f Inco-rporature. Obs. rare- , [f. L. type
*incorpordtura^ f. incorpordre : see INCORPORATE

and-URE; cf. CORPOBATDRE.] = INCORPORATION.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 192/14 Incorporature, incorporatio.

Incorporeal (ink^poe-nal), a. (sb.} Also 6

-iall. [t. L. incorpore-us (Maerobius ^400) with-

out body + -AL : cf. CORPOREAL.] Not corporeal.
1. Having no bodily or material structure; not

composed of matter ; immaterial.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 387/2 God may make
the bodyly corporall water able to worke vpon the vnbodyed
incorporiall soule. 1577 HANMER Anc. Ecct. Hist. (1619)

190 A Nature incorruptible, incorporeal!, free from earthly
Matter. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. ApoL 2 Corporeal signs
cannot work or make an impression upon incorporeal souls.

1713 BAKTELETT Guardian No. 130 F 20 They are not

actuated by any incorporeal being or spirit. 1838-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. II. n. iii. 9. 104 Two active incorporeal principles,
heat and cold. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 403 It has
been argued that the soul is invisible and incorporeal.

2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of imma-
terial beings.
1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 37 The sedentarie Earth, . .

receaves, As Tribute such a sumless journey brought Of
incorporeal speed, her warmth and light. i8n W. R.
SPENCER Poems 200 Thy taste's quick glance of incorporeal
sight. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in T/ieol. 133 The incorporeal

liberty of angelic existences !

3. Law. Having no material existence in itself,

but attaching as a right or profit to some actual

thing ; esp. incorporeal hereditament (see quots.).
1628 COKE On Lift, qa, Grant, Concessio, is properly of

things incorporeall, which (as hatli been said) cannot passe
without Deed. 1767 BLACKSTONK Comm. II. iii. 20 An in-

corporeal hereditament is a right issuing out of a thing

corporate (whether real or personal) or concerning, or

annexed to, or exercisible within, the same. 1802-12 BEN-
THAM Rat. Jud. Evid. (1827) II. 555 note^ Property called

incorporeal, such as an annuity. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop.
(1877) ii A house is corporeal, but the annual rent payable
for its occupation is incorporeal.

4. In which the body is not (primarily) affected

or concerned.

1887 GIFI-EN Pres. Addr. Econ. Sc. Sect. Brit. Assoc.,
Numbers employed in . . what may be called incorporeal
functions that is, as teachers, artists, and the like.

B. sb. (pi.} Things incorporeal.
1628 KELTHAM Resolves II. Ixix. 195 Nor is it pnely true

in Materials and Substances ; but even in Spirits, in In-

corporeals. 1678 CUDWOKTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 776 That

Incorporeals are in No Place. 1793'!'. TAYLOR tr. Plato
Introd. Timaeus 395 The divine nature ., cannot be seen

through the telescope, and incorporeals are not to be
viewed with a microscopic eye. 1880 MUIKHEAD Gains 11.

28 It is manifest that incorporeals are incapable of transfer

by delivery.
Hence 1 1acorpo'realism, the doctrine or belief

that incorporeal spirit or substance exists. *f *n"

corpo'realist, one who holds this view. Incor-

poreality, the quality of being incorporeal, incor-

poreity. *f Incorpcxrealize v. intr.> to maintain

the theory of incorporeal existence.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. L 22. 21 We puss to

Pytnagoras. .it is well known, .that he was a professed -In-

corporealist. Ihid. 26. 27 So . . did all the other ancient
Atomists . . joyn Theology and Incorporealism with their

Atomical Physiology. Ibid. 33. 40 The same persons did
. . theologize or incorporealize, asserting souls to be a sub-

stance really distinct from matter. 1846 GEO. ELIOT tr.

Strauss' Life Jesus II. 268 The idea that demons shunned

incorporeahty.

Incorpo'really, adv. ff. prec. + -LY 2.] in

incorporeal fashion ; immaterially.
1626 BACON Sylva 700 It is Sound alone, that doth

immediately, and incorporeally, affect most. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 15. 280 There is One God ..

incorporeally and invisibly present in all things, and per-

vading them. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. in. xiv, Possibly the

wooden countenance of Mr. Silas We^g was incorporeally
before him at those moments. 1886 FAKRAR Hist. Interpret.
288 Christ had ascended incorporeally to the Father.

Incorporeity 1
(inkip6rrfti). Also 7 crron.

-iety. [f. med.L. type *incorporeitas^ f. incor-

fore-us INCORPOREAL : see -ITY ; cf. CORPOREITY.]
1. The quality or state of being incorporeal ;

immateriality; with//., an incorporeal attribute

or quality.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits <V Divets 89 An omni-

presence, or (if so I may speake) an incorporeity, is truely
in God. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul ii. ii. in. Argt., The
souls incorporeitie From powers rationall We prove. Ibid.

IL iii. i. iii, But still new mists he casts before our eyes,
And now derides our prov'd incorporeities. 1660 R. COKE
Justice Vind. 12 The outward senses apprehend only the

corporiety or substance of things . . but the understanding

INCOBBECTLY.
only the incorporiety of things so seen. 1744 BERKELEY
Sins 270 Incommunicable attributes of the Deity .. such
as infinity, immutability, indivisibility, incorporeity. 1840-9
SIR J. STEPHEN EccL Biog. (1850) II. 421 The notion that,
after death, man was to pass into a state ofpure incorporeity.

b. In legal sense : see INCORPOREAL 3.

#1735 MADOX m Gross Gild Merck. (1890) I. 104 One
general Figurative notion of Incorporeity hath produced
many fictions.

2. An incorporeal entity, rare.

1743 J. ELLIS Knowl. Div. Things (1811) 394 The first

stumbling block was. .to conceive an incorporeity, anything
entirely void of matter.

t Incorpore-ity 2
. nonce-wet,

[f.
INCORPOR-ATE

v., after prec.] The quality of being incorporated.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 189 The merchant.-*

became a Bank and South Sea Company, and the six

hundred fighting men a regiment, by having incorporeity
and regimentality introduced among them. .

t IncorpOTeOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. incorpore-us

(see INCORPOREAL) + -oca,]
~ INCORPOREAL i.

1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's Life fy Death (1650) 64 The
Reasonable Soule: which is Incorporeous and Divine.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Ferriages Mystic Div. 103 note,
There must be.. in the passions, .some kind of spiritualise,
otherwise incorporeous things could never by these be made
as objects of their election.

t Incorpoii'ficated, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IN- 3 + corporificate (^CoRPORlFY q.v.) + -ED 1
.]

Unembodied ; not fixed as a specific substance.

1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 163 The esurine salt being
incorporificated is farre more active . . then when it hath
received its body by becoming a specificated salt,

Incorpsed (ink^upst), a. rare. Also 7 en-,

[f.
IN- * + CORPSE sb. + -ED 2

.] Made into one body
(with something) ; incorporated.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. iv. vii. 88 (2nd Qo., 1604) He grew vnto

his seate, And to such wondrous dooing brought his horse,
As had he beene incorp'st [so all Qos. : folios encorps'i ; edd.

from Pope incorps'd] and demy natur'd With the braue
Beast. 1828 I. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 132 The
dominion o' the man is lost, and the superior incorpsed with
the inferior nature. 1881 W. G. PALGRAVE in Mticnt. Mag.
XLV. 33 A fairy structure in a fairy land ; itself incorpsed
. .like Shakespeare's good horseman, into that on and amid
which it is placed.

Incorrect (ink^re'kt), a. [ad. L. incorrect-us :

see IN- 3 and CORRECT; cf. also F. incorrect (1421
in Hatz.-Darm.).]

T" 1. Uncorrected ; not corrected or amended
;

unchastened. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 73 So the yere stode as
incorrecte from that tyme vn to the tymes of lulius Cesar.

1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 56 pe synar awdyr ba leef [either

ment, is a course Of impious stubbornesse. .. It shewes a
will most incorrect to Heauen.
2. Of a book : Uncorrected for the press ; con-

taining many scribal or typographical errors.
c 1484 CAXTON Cant. Tales (ed. 2) Pref., Of whyche

bookes so incorrecte was one broughte to me vi. yere passyd.
1774 WARTON F.ng. Poetry Ivi. (1840) III. 290, I have a
most incorrect black lettered copy in duodecimo. 1850 L.
HUNT A utobiogr. vii. 136 The plays ofShakespeare . . the in-

correctest publication that ever issued from the press.

3. Of style, action, etc.: Not in conformity with
a recognized standard; improper, faulty.
1672 DKYDEN Dcf. Epil. Conq. Granada^ The Wit of the

last Age was yet more incorrect than their Language. 1735
PorE Prol. Sat. 45 The piece, you think, is incorrect? why,
take it, I'm all submission, what you'd have it, make it.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 100 According to the
immortal Brummel, it is highly incorrect to be helped a
second time to soup. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia, 96
A practice that was considered incorrect.

4. Of a statement, etc. : Not in accordance with

fact ; erroneous, inaccurate.
1828 WKBSTER, Incorrect, . . 2 Not according to truth ;

inaccurate ; as, an incorrect statement, narration or calcula-

tion. 1858 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. i. v. 43 This is the . .

account; incorrect in some unessential particulars. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. u. xxvi. 373, I had reason to believe that

this statement was incorrect. 1881 SHORTHOUSE J. Ingle-
sant ii. (1883) 22 That lazy facility which always gives a

meaning, though often an incorrect one.

t InCOrre'Cted, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [!N- 3;

cf. prec.] Not corrected or amended.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 8 Being so illiterate

in point of intellect, and their sence so incorrected.

Hence f Incorre'ctedness.
1681 R. FLEMING Fulfill. Script. (1801) I. App. 420 From

the incorrectedness of the first impression.

t Iiicorre'ction. Obs. rare. [!N-
3

; cf. F.

incorrection incorrect character (1512 in Hatz.).]
1. The action of making incorrect.

1598 FLOKIO, Scorrettione^ an incorrection or marring of

any thing.

2. The condition of being uncorrectecl.

1649 ARNWAY Tablet (1661) 9 (T.), The unbridled swing or

incorrection of ill nature maketh one odious.

3. Incorrectness, faultiness.

1788 H. WALPOLE Left., Poetic Epochs, When, after acts

of barbarism and incorrection, a master or two produce
models [of poetry] formed by purity and taste.

Incorrectly (ink^re-ktli), adv.
[f.

INCORRECT
a. + -LY -.] In an incorrect manner ; erroneously.
LfaiCoTGR. t

I>icorrectementy incorrectly, faultily,corruptly.

1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) III. 12 The latter [.in-

scription] which has been incorrectly printed before, is as



INCORBECTNESS.
follows. 1855 MACAI-I.AY Hist. * xv. III. 602 A Latin
word endorsed on the bock of the indictment was incorrectly

spelt. 1884 .1. V.AE CanterM^. Socialism 247 Two important
economical changes, .which he incorrectly ascribes to the

political revolution at the end of last century.

Incorrectness (ink^re-ktncs). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being incorrect.

167* DRYDEN Dtf. Epil. Conq. Cranada, The Incorrect-
ness of his [Fletcher s) Language. 1749 HfRD Contnt.
Horace An Pott. 240-51 (R.) An incorrectness and want of
care in the Roman writers. 1811 LAMB Elia Ser. 1. 1infer/.
Symp., A great deal of incorrectness and inadvertency . .

creeps into ordinary conversation. 1864 BOWEN Logic ix.

267 It is more difficult to weave invalid but specious argu-
ments, knowing their incorrectness.

b. An instance of this
; a mistake, error, fault,

a 1771 GRAY Lilt. I. ijytCent.) Several incorrectnesses have
been altered in the printing. 1774 WAHTON Hist. Eng. Poetry
Diss. iii. p. Ixvii, Many of these petty incorrectnesses are
not,'however, to be imputed to Froissart. 18*9 W. IRVING
in Lift It Lett. (1864) II. 378, I feel certain that there must
be many incorrectnesses in my writings. 1838-9 HAI.LAM
Hist. Lit. IV. iv. vi. 18. 68 Even his incorrectnesses are
often but sacrifices required by good taste.

Incorrespo'ndence. rare. [!-'.] Want
of correspondence or harmony.
1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 162 Trade being like a

Scale, in motion up and down, .upon such incorrespondence,
if not insolvency, must acquiesse. 1810 COLERIDGE Let. to
y. H. Green 25 May in Lett. (1895) 708 The repaired
organs might from intimate in-correspondence be the causes
of torture and madness.

Incorrespo ndency. rare. [I.f-3.] =prec.
1817 COLERIDGE Btog. Lit.

xyiii. (1870) 185 The frequent
incorrespondency of nis diction to his metre. 1845 J.
MARTINEAU Church $ State in Ess. (1891) II. 30 VVho
can fail to observe the healthy and natural tendency of this

incorrespondency to right itself?

t Incorrespcrndent, a. Obs. rare. [Is- 3.]
Not corresponding ; not in agreement or harmony.
1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 199 A like or at least-

wise not incorrespondent forme ofChurch government. 1667
WATERHOUSE Fire Land. 10 Convulsions, incorrespondent
to their general designment.

lucorrespo nding, a. [!N- 3.] Not corre-

sponding ;
=

prec.
a 1834 COLERIDGE is cited by Worcester.

Incorrigibility (inVridjibi-Uti). [f. next
+ -ITY ; ct F. incorrigibilitt (1694 in Diet.

Acad.).] The quality of being incorrigible : a. of

being evil beyond correction ; f b. of not being
liable or open to correction

(olis.).
a. 1631 DONNE Strm. xxxvi. 336 There is an incorrigibility

in which when the reproofe cannot lead the Will ft must
draw blood. 1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parl. App. 149 The
absolute Soveraignty . . irresistibilitie, incorrigibility of the
Kings of ludah and Israel by their whole States, Congrega-
tions (etc.). 1740 WARBURTON Dh: Legal, v. i. Wks. i8u
V. 16 If the corrigibility of a bad soil perfectly agreed with
the end of the Dispensation . . the incorrigibility of it was
as well fitted to the mean. 1881 Law Rep. 6 Prob. Div. 109
Drunkenness,.. crime, . .incorrigibility.

Incorrigible (inkp-ridjib'l), o. (sb.) Forms:
4 iuoorygibile, 5 -corigibyll, -corrygyble, 6-
incorrigible, (6 -ibiU, -yble). [a. F. incorrigi-
M' ('334 m Hatz.-Darm,), or ad. L. incorrigibilis
(Seneca), f. in- (Is- 3) + *corrigibilis COBBIGIBLE,
f. tarriglrt to correct : see -LBLE.] Incapable of

being corrected or amended.
1. Bad or depraved beyond correction or reform :

of persons, their habits, etc.
a 1340 HAMPOLB Psalter xiii. 5 Incorygibile malice vndire

be hppes of bairn. 1481 Monk of Eves/tarn (Arb.) 68 Y
hadde wende they had be incorrygyble. 1583 BABINGTON
Commanam. iii. (1637) 28 Then is the partie . . incorrigible,
and past all hope of amendment in mans eyes. 1655 R. I

YOUNCE Agst. Drunkards 6 An habituated, infatuated, in-
'

corrigible, cauterized Drunkard. 1710 STEELE Tatlcr \

No. 231 F i Many ill Habits, .which, after we have indulged
our selves in them, become incorrigible. 1788 Disinterested
Lave 1 . 95, I found you incorrigible to my remonstrances.
ciSjo Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 527 His father continually
chastised him, yet still Aladdin remained incorrigible.

f2. Ofsomething faultyor defective: That cannot
;

be improved or set right. Of disease : Incurable.
1540-1 ELYOT Image Go!'. 5 The most miserable astate of

the weale publyke, and as it semed incorrigible. 1668 H
MORE Div. Dial. i. xxxviii. (1713) 85 The loss is many
times irrecoverable, and the inconvenience incorrigible
1740 WARDURTON Div. Legal, v. i. Wks. 1811 V. 16 The
soil ofJudea was absolutely incorrigible. 1804 AOERSETHY
Surgical Obs. 45 A malignant ulcer, which . .was incorrigible
by any medical means employed.
1 3. Not liable or open to correction

; so good
that it cannot be improved. Obs. rare- 1

.

*6" R
/ -
PEAKE * Serlio't yd Bk. Archit. Ab, The

Reader being well instructed . . may, without any further
labour, make a good and incorrigible peece of worke.
B. sb. One who is incorrigible.
7t.w- HORSLEY Fool (1748) I. 245 The Man is an In-

corrigible ; all gentle Rebukes are lost upon him. 1818 P
CUNNINGHAM fr. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 279 Lazy incor-
rigibles, ready to resume their thievish practices again
Inco rrigibleness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of Iwing incorrigible.

180

Incorrigibly ^nkp-ridz.ibli), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LY

*.]
In an incorrigible manner ; beyond the

possibility of amendment; obstinately, stubbornly.
1610 BP. CARLETON Jurisd. 290 If hec persist therein in-

corrigibly, it is nothing inconuenient for the Church to
depart from him. 1748 FIELDING Jacobite's Jrnl. No. 34
F 8 The writers of those papers were so incorrigibly dull
1810 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 189 A few boys are in-

corrigibly idle, and a few incorrigibly eager for knowledge.
t Incorrcvborated, a. Obs. rare. [!N- s.]

Uncorroborated.
"7*4 New Spectator No. 17. 3/2 An incorroborated

charge of treason.

Incorrodible (ink<JrJ-dib'l), a. [IN- a.] j.n.

capable of being corroded.
"855 Cornwall 217 As compared with iron, it [copper]

is remarkably incorrodible. 1807 Kev. af Rev. Oct. 429Aluminum is practically incorrodible.

Incorro'sive, a. rare. [lN-3.] Not cor-
rosive; having no tendency to corrosion.
1871 Echo 6

Jan.j Porcelain teeth, when carefully manu-
factured,, .are low in

price, they are incorrosive.

Incorrumptibiletee, obs. var. INCOBBUPTI-
BiLrrr.

Incorrupt (intyrtrpt), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

incorrupt-us, [. in- (!N- 3) + corruptus C'OBBUPTa.]
Not corrupt ; free from corruption.
1. Of organic matter : Free from decomposition

or putrefaction; not decayed or rotten; not in-
fected by that which causes decay ; sound.

'-
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 149 Was i-founde..)>e

and handled with his hands the incorrupt body of the
foresaid King and Martyr, a sudden feare came vpon him.
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 56 Sin, that first Distemperd all

things, and of incorrupt Corrupted. 1676 HOBBES Iliad
xix. 36 And dropt Ambrosia into his nose, To keep his
body incorrupt and sweet.

t b. Incapable of corruption ; incorruptible.a 1510 BARCLAY Jugurth A iv, The inynde and soule
beynge incorrupt, eternal, . .ruleth and weldeth al thynges.
2. Not debased or perverted ; pure, sound.
ijjo CRANMER Defence n6b, The first churche of the

Apostles . . was moste pure and incorrupte. 1579 LYLY
Euphues (Arb.) 151 That he be.. brought vp in such a
place as is incorrupt, both for the ayre and manners. 1653MILTON Hirelings Wks. (1851) 374 The incorruptest
Council of those Waldenses, or first Reformers.

b. Of the text of books, languages, etc. : Un-
affected by error or corruption.
z64 BEDELL Lett. vi. 99 The quotations . . are taken, ad

verbum, out of those bookes which are incorrupt. 1676 tr.

Guillatiere's Yoy. Athens 149 Their Language at Athens
is the most pure and incorrupt of all the Cities in Greece.
1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible vii. (1875) 260 To preserve the
text incorrupt.
3. Morally uncorrupted ; pure in life ; esp. faith-

ful and upright in the discharge of duty, not to be
bribed or led into wrong-doing.

S4S JOYE Exp. Dan. vii. (R.), The most juste and in-

corrupt juge. 1669 MILTON Free Commw. Wks. (1847)
448/2 Such a king, who . . may have no vicious favourite,
may hearken only to the wisest and incorruptest of his
Parlament. a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. If, I. 373 Wehave no succession of incorrupt senators. 1858 POLSON
Law tf L. 92 Dr. Parr has observed, that to say of a judge
that he was incorrupt was hardly to eulogize him.

Incorrrrpt, v. rare. [f. prec. adj.] trans.
To render incorrupt ; to preserve from corruption.
[1550 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 47 He that will live. .

let hym beleve, let him be incorrupted & quyckened.] 1890TALMAGE Fr. Manger to Throne 304 That purity which
mcorrupts the corruptible.

t Incorrupta-rian. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. prec.
ailj. + -ABIAN.] One who holds the world to be
incorruptible or not liable to decay.
1690 T. BURNET Th. Earth in. 23 Porphyry .. had the

same principles with these anernaUsts in the text, or, if I

may so call them, incorruptarians, and thought the world
never had, nor ever would undergo any change.
t Incorrtrpted, . Obs. [lN-3.] Notcorrupted. !

1. Not decayed or putrefied ;
= INCOBBUPT i.

i3 Rites * Man. Ch. Durh. (Surtees) 86 Not onely his I

bodic was hole and incorrupted, but the vestments wherin
his bodie laie. .freshe, saife and not consumed. 1646 SlRT.BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 111. xxv. 1,2 A special! proprietie in
the flesh of Peacocks rost or boiled, to preserve a long time
incorrupted, hath been the assertion of many.
2. tree from corruption, debasement, or perver-

sion
;
= INCOBBUPT 2.

IS90 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 47 That soile, where all good
things did grow, . . As incorrupted Nature did them sow.
1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prof. i. iii. 27. 141 How shall I
be assured, that the Scriptures are incorrupted in these
places? 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inio. 274 The incorrupted
Christianity being once made the Religion of the Empire.
o. Uncorrupted in morals, virtue, chastity, devo-

tion to duty, etc. ;
= INCOBBUPT 3.

1519 MORK Dyaloge iz3b/2 They shall .. commende y
thyngys whych now theyr incorrupted conscyenccabhorreth.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pofsie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 209 [It
becomes] Priests to be sober and sad .. a ludge to be in-

INCORRUPTION.
Hence

I Incorru-ptedness. rare- 1
.

'*53 VAUGHAM Life T. Jackson in J.'s Wks. (1844) '

p. xl, A sure and honourable argument of the incorrupted-
ness of that place.

Incorruptibility. Also 5 incorrumpt-.
[ad. late L. incorruptibililas (Tertullian), f. in-

corruplibil-is INOOBBUPTIBLE : see -ITT. So F.

i*ttrr*ptiUliU(l.yo
in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. The quality of being physically incorruptible,
or not subject to decomposition or decay.
1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 7 J>e vertu of brennynge watir is

ilch
|jat

.. it holdil> incorrumptibiletee and an euene heete.
iS*o 1 INHALE i Cor. xv. 54 When this corruptible hath puton mcorruptibilite. 1605 TIMME Ottersit. n. iv. 116 The
mcorruptibiliiie of gold maketh it the best medicine. 1711
BERKELEY Hylas I, Phil. in. Wks. 1871 I. 354 The beingof a God, and incorruptibility of the soul, those great
articles of religion. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 38/2 The
Aphthartodocetac attributed to our Lord's Body .. incor-
ruptibility.

. .

T
.

ne <

j
uality f being morally incorruptible ;

invincible honesty or uprightness.
1830 Miss MITKORD Village Ser. iv. (1863) 238 A guardianof the punty of the corporation, and the incorruptibility of

the vestry. 1849 GROTE Greece ll. Ixiv. (1862) V. 477 An
established reputation for . . incorruptibility.

Incorruptible (ink^ru-ptib'l), a. (si>.) [a. F.

incorruptible (Oresme I4th c.) or ad. late L. incor-

ruptibilis (Tertullian) , f. in- (Is- 3) + comtptibilis
COBBrjPTIBLK.J
1. Incapable of undergoing physical corruption ;

that cannot decay or perish ; everlasting, eternal.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xci. iz He sail be incoruptibil . .

in heuen. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. xiii. ( M95 ) 56
J he resonable

spule is euerlastynge incorruptyble and may
not dey. 1516 TINDALE i Cor. xv. 52 The trompe shall blowe
and the deed shall ryse incorruptible, ijss EDEN Decades
334 margin, Golde is incorruptible. 1651 J. GOODWIN
Kedempt. Redeemed iv. % 31. 64 Though all the individuals
of a species be corruptible . . yet the species it self remaines
incorruptible. 1788 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1834) 91 Beds
of incorruptible cedar. 1830 TENNYSON Deserted House v,
Life and Thought . . in a city glorious . . have bought A
mansion

incorruptible. 1886 SIDGWICK Hist. Ethics ii. 86
1 he blessed and incorruptible has no troubles of its own, and
causes none to others.

2. Incapable of being morally corrupted; that
cannot be perverted or bribed.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 298 Suppos'd Not incorruptible of

faith, not prooff Against temptation, a 1704 T. BROWN
Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 101 Incorruptible abstinence
and honesty. 1734 tr. RollMs Anc. Hist. (1827) VIII. xix.
v. 163 Invincible and incorruptible by money. 1817 CAR-
LYLE Fr. Rev. III. n. v, Till all the Convention .. had
almost indicted the Incorruptible there on the spot. Ibid.
V. v, Robespierre himself . . opens his incorruptible lips
copiously in the Jacobins Hall. 1870 DICKENS . Drood
tx. A man of incorruptible integrity.
3. asj*. (//.) An ancient Christian sect, the Aph-

thartodocetse, who maintained the incorruptibility
of the body of Jesus Christ.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl, Incorruptibles, incorruplibiles,
the name of a sect which sprang out of the Eutychians.
Their distinguishing tenet was, That the body of Jesus
Christ was incorruptible. 1853 M. KELLY tr. Gosselin's
Pope Mid. Ages I. 89 The edict of Justinian in favour of
the sect called the Incorruptibles.

Incorrtrptibleness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being incorruptible; incorrupti-
bility.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. viu. ii. (Bodl. MS.), Pure-
ness and mcoruptiblenes of mater. 1579 FULKE Heskins'
Parl. 211 Wicked men are not made, .partakers of incor-
ruptiblenesse. 1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 14 xvi.
(1669) 64/1 So much a Soul hath of Heavens purity and
mcorruptibleness, as it hath of Sincerity. 1685 BOYLE Eiu/.
Notion Nat. iv. 114 The incorruptibleness and immutabilityof the heavenly bodies.

Incorru ptibly, adv.
[f. as prec. + -LY 2.] In

an incorruptible manner ; in a way not subject to

corruption.
1579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 351 Which worde of God

feedeth them that are corruptible incorruptibly 1805
SOUTHEY Madoc i. xv, The dead, In royal grave-clothes
habited . . with precious gums and spice Fragrant, and in-

corruptibly preserved.

Incormption (intyrc-pfan). arch. [a. F. in-

corruption (uth c.) or ad. late L. incorruption-em
(Tertullian), f. in- (IN- 3) + corruption-em, COB-
BUFTION.l
1. Freedom from physical corruption or decay ;

incorrupt condition. Now arch, and only in refer-

ence to i Cor. xv. 42, etc.

*56 TINDALE i Cor. xv. 42 Hit is sowen in corrupcion and
ryseth in incorrupcion. 1558 Bp. WATSON Sev. Sacram.
xvi. 101 Oure synnes shall kyndle oure

payne, and incor-

ruption of bodye and soule shall without ende continue the
same. 1611 BIBLE Wisd. vi. 18-19 The gluing heed vntoher
lawes, is the assurance of incorruption. And incorruption
maketh vs neere vnto God. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. in. xxv. 172 The same preservation, or rather incorrup-
tion, we have observed in the flesh of Turkeys, Capons,

-

. ,

him the incorrupted virtues of the brave i

W. B. POPE Femlef Lect. 1^5 Its
incorruption and sinless-

ness were imparted
'

by the indwelling of the Holy Ghost '.

t 2. Freedom from corrupt conduct
; uprightness

and honesty. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND LnyxLvi. 1335 L. /Emylius Paulus. .whose

incorruption and abstinence from the publicke treasure was



INCOBBUPTIVE.
such that (etc.]. 1677 GOT/. Venice 192 Ancient Senators
eminent for Incorruption and good Oeconomie.

1 3. Of texts : Freedom from erroneous altera-

tions ; purity. 06s.

1638 CiliLLiNGW. Rclig. Prat. I. iii. 27. 141 For the in-

corruption of Scripture, I know no rational! assurance we
can have of it. i66z STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv. g
The controversie between the present Hebrew Copies and
the LXX. in point of integrity and incorruption.

t Incorrtt'ptive, a. Obs. rare
~

'.
[f. IN- 3

+ CORRUPTIVE; cf. lateL. incorruptivus (Jerome).]
Incorruptible, not liable to decay.
1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag. i. 435 Round her brow To

twine the wreathe of incorruptive praise.

Incorrtrptly, adv. [f. INCORRUPT a. + -LY 2
.]

In an incorrupt manner ; purely ; uprightly.
a is83inStrype.?>CmKfa/(i7io)ii. App. vii. 71 Whether
your Bishop and his Chancellour, commissaries,and all other
his officers, do minister Justice indifferently, and incorruptly
to all Her Majesty's Subjects. i6ia T . TAYLOR Comm. Titus
\. 14 If it be purely and incorruptly preached. 1641 MILTON
Ck. Govt. 1. 1, Observation will shew us many deepe coun-
sellors of state and judges to demean themselves incorruptly
in the setl'd course of affaires.

Incorrn-ptness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being incorrupt, in its various senses.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Eartli n. (1723) 107 Integrity

and Incorruptness of Manners. 1771 Autia. Sarisb. 2 The
incorruptness and general use of the old British [tongue],
before the coming of the Romans and Saxons. 1775 DE
LOLME Eng. Const, n. vi. (1784) 245 They have, in the dis-

charge of their function, shown an incorruptness. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. V. xlvii. 62 With the faults of pride,
inflexibility, and dilatoriness, he also had incorruptness.
1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. II. App. 46 A suspicion
as to the incorruptness of the existing MS.S.

Incorteyn, obs. form of ENCURTAIN v.

t Inco-stive, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [? f. lN-2 + COS-

TIVE.] = COSTIVE.

.*57.o LEVINS Manip. 153/43 These folowing..doo rather
signifie passiuely : as, Incostme, stipatus ventre.

tlncounselable, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- 3.]

Not open to counsel
; unwilling to be advised.

1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 2558 Gyf he ;it remanith
obstmat And to the holy kirk Incounsolable [v. r. incoun-
salabill].

Incounter, -traunce, -trie, obs. ff. ENCOUN-
TER, etc.

In-COUntry (i-n,kz7-ntri). Sc. [f. \-sadv. 12 d
f COUNTRY.] The inland country, the interior

; the
mainland as opposed to the outlying isles; the

country within reach of the capital and centre of

civilization, as distinguished from outlying districts.

I55 MARY Q. SCOTS Let. 23 Aug. in Keith Hist. Scot. (1734)
313 (Jure Rebellis he retiterate thame to the In-cuntre, the
suffering quhairof is na wayis to us honourabil. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 2 Before I begin the
historic of the Inne cuntrey, I wil first . . descriue the
quarteris and boundes of Scotland. 1x1639 SPOTTISWOOD
Htst.^ Cfi, Scot. vi. 412 In the Isles and High-lands were
likewise great Troubles : nor was the In-country more quiet.

Incoup v. : see INCOOP.

t Ineouple, z>. Obs. rare . [f. IN-- COUPLE.]
trans. To couple together.
1611 FLORIO, Incoppiare, to incouple.

Incourage.-ment.etc., obs. ff. ENCOURAGE, etc.

1530 NICOLL Thucyd.fx) (R.) The othere rulers, through the
requeste & incouragement of the Megariens, wolde assaye
to take the port of Athens.

Incourcion, obs. form of INCURSION.
t InCOUTSe. Obs. rare. Also 5 yn-. [ad. L.

iucurs-us (see INCURSE), with assimilation to con-

course, recourse, or to OF. eiicours, incours (i4th c.

inGodef.).] Running in
; inflow, inrush ; assault,

attack.
a 1440 Ps. xci in Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.)

8 Thou schalt nat drede for the nyghte drede . . ne for the
yncourse [L. ab incursu} and mydday devyl. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Man v, 81 Nothyng resisteth the incourse therof into
the intrels. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. A nat. Man.
i. ii. 306 Its Substance is exceeding thin, but . . very compact,
lest they should break by a strong incourse of the blood.

Incourtaine, obs. form of ENCURTAIN v.

Incptrrteously, adv. [lN-3.] Uncourteously,
impolitely.
1859 MACAULAY in Trevelyan Life II. 367, I was .. un-

willing to act incourteously towards a person who to me
personally had shown the most marked civility.

t Incouth, scribal var. of UNCOUTH, strange.
c 1340 Cursor M. 16541 (Laud MS.) To beryynne incoube

[otherOfSS. vncuth] men that to that Cite sought.

tlnco'venanted,///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- 2.]

Brought into covenant.

1656 S. WINTER Serin. 23 The children of believing parents
are incovenanted, therefore they are to be sealed with the
initial seal of the covenant.

t lUCO'Veuanting, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [IN- 3
:

see COVENANT v. 4.] Not covenanting ; not sign-
ing the Covenant.
1640 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 384 Act anent

incovenanting Patrons.

Ineover, variant of ENCOVER v.

t Inco-verable, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [f. IN- 3 +
*coverable, f. COVEK z>.

2
] Irrecoverable, irrevo-

cable.

1516 Wills $ [mi. ff. C. (Surtees 1835) 107, I sir Thomas
foster.. maks my last and incoverable will and testament in
maner & forme following.
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Incradle, obs. form of ENCRADLE v.

t Incra'fty, a. Obs. rare - *. [Erroneous form
for UNCHAFTY, with IN- 3.] Unskilful, stupid.a 1520 BARCLAY J^pKfllAqb, Nor he gaue nat hym-
selfe to be corrupte with lust nor incrafty slouthe.

Incrash (i-n,kra:J). rare. [f. Ix- 1 + CRASH.]A crashing in
; a breaking in with a crash.

1861 Macm. Mag. III. 327 No.. trace of the murderous
incrash of the ball which had slain him.
Incrasion : see INCHASSION.

t Incra'SSant, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. in-
crassant-em, pres. pple. of incrassare : see next.]
A. adj. Thickening : said of medicines supposed
to thicken the '

humours '. B. sb. An '
incrassant'

medicine or preparation.
1678 SALMON Pharm. Land, vi. ii. 814 Incrassant, such

as make thin humors thick. 1810 REES Cycl. s.v., In-
crassants, or incrassating medicines, .of the old writers ..
such medicines as were imagined to condense or thicken the
blood and humours.

Incrassate (inkrse-sA), a. [ad. L. iturassat-

its, pa. pple. of incrassare : see next.]
fl. Thickened (in consistence); condensed. Obs.
1608 WILLET Hexapla. Exod. 121 The aire . . was incrassate

and thickned. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. Test. Heb. xi. 3
That Earth is but incrassate Humor, and Humor (or Water)
incrassate Air, and Air incrassate Fire, and Fire incrassate
vegetative Spirit, and that incrassate intellectual Spirit.

1 2. fig. Of the mind : Dulled, made gross. Obs.
1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cxix. 70 Their heart is incrassate

and grosse. a 1660 Serin. Wks. 1684 IV. xiv. 657 Their
understandings were so gross within them, being fatned and
incrassate with magical phantasms.
3. Zoo!, and Bot. Of a thickened or swollen form.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (1765) 225 The Peduncle or

Flower-stalk . . is said to be . . Incrassate, thickened towards
the Flower. 1826 KIRBY& Sp. Entomol. IV. 260 Incrassate,
disproportionately thick in part. Ibid. 294 Margin..Incrassate,
when the margin is disproportionably thick. 1847 J. HARDY
in Proc. Benu. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 248 Antennas short, in-
crassate. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 382
Femora often incrassate.

Incrassate (inkrse-s^t), v. [f. L. incrassat-,

ppl. stem of incrassare to thicken, f. in- (Is-
2
) +

crossfire to make thick, f. crassus CRASS.]
1. trans. To thicken in consistence ; to condense,

inspissate. Now rare.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 255 The nature of the seed is

astringent: it doth incrassat and thicken humors. 1658 SIR
T. BROWNE llydriot. 23 Liquors, which time hath incrassated
into gellies. 1709 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 74 That
does not hinder its Blood from being incrassated by Cold
and bad Dyet. 1864 ALGER Future Life I. i. 8 Incrassated
and clogged with vapors and steams.

b. absol.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 194 That [gum], .is of a stronger

operation^
to thicken and incrassat. 1718 QUINCY Coinpl.

Disp. 96 'Tis reckon'd to cool and incrassate.

t c. intr. To grow thick, to become condensed.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady i. iti. 7 (1734) 21 These

naturally subtile Parts, .incrassate and grow clumsy.
1 2. fig. To make gross (the mind, etc.) ; to dull,

stupefy. Obs.
a 1660 HAMMOND Serm.Wks. 1684 IV. xiii. 651 Their spirits

fatned and incrassated within them. 1666 SPURSTOWE Spir.
Chyin. Pref. (1668) 6 Men that have incrassated their souls.

1 3. To thicken in sound : see INCHASSATED b.

4. To thicken in form : see INCRASSATED.
Hence Inora'ssating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1620 VENNER Via Recta, viii. 170 Some meats, .are of an

attenuating and soluble faculty. . ; and some ofan incrassat-

ing, and an astringent. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet
265 In the Case of incrassating or thickening. 1767 Goocn
Treat. Wounds I. 179 Of a cooling, incrassating, and agglu-
tinating nature. 1771 J. S. Le Dran's Oosen: Surf. (ed. 4)
Diet., Pachuntii'a, incrassating Medicines.

Incrassated (inkra-s^ted), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED i.] Thickened : esp. in Zool. and Bot. = IN-
CHASSATE a. 3.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Rclig. (1850) I. 143 The angels ..
tlso lost their celestial natures. . . and, becoming more in-

rrassated, were thereby . . penetrable by that fire prepared
or the devil and his angels. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 309
Siliques bent backward, flat, linear: with an incrassated
margin. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1843) I. 94 Its four
posterior thighs are incrassated. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog.
Botany 207. 218 The fruit consists of incrassated ceils

springing vertically from the frond.

+ b. Thickened in sound : used as = aspirated.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 367 V Consonant : T'is of the

same power which is commonly ascribed to B asperated, or
rather incrassated. So the Western Jews pronounce their
Letter (2) when not Dageshated. 1691 RAY Ace. Err. in
Words 156 The sound we give to V Consonant, which is

nothing else but Ii aspirated or incrassated or Bh.

Incrassation (inkrses^-Jan). [n. of action f.

L. incrassare ; see INCRASSATE v.]
1. The action of incrassating, or condition ofbeing

incrassated
; thickening, condensation.

1633 HART Diet ofDiseased i. xiv. 48 Lettice . . too much
thickneth the blood, and . . breeds an incrassation in the
opticke spirits. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. ix. 31 Ice
becomes fixed by Incrassatiorr. 1786 T. ARNOLD Observ.
Insanity II. 76 Induration, incrassation and partial ossifica-
tion of one or both membranes of the brain. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 247 This incrassation is traced
chiefly in the colon.

b. concr. A thickened growth or formation.
1822-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) I. 302 The rectum . .

INCREASE.
was . . so indurated as to render it difficult to say whether
the incrassation should be called flesh or cartilage.
t 2. Phonetic '

thickening
'

; applied by Wilkins
to aspiration. Obs.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 367 (F) .". seems to be such an

incrassation of the Letter (P) as (V) is of (B). Tis answer-
able to the Greek ().

Incrassative (inkrarsativ), a. and sb. 1 Obs.

[f. L. incrassat-, ppl. stem of incrassare (!NCHAS-
SATE) + -IVE.]
A. adj. Having the quality of '

incrassating' or

thickening the ' humours '. B. sb. A medicine or

preparation having this property.
1666 HARVEY Mori,. Angl. (J.), Incrassatives to thicken

the blood. 1853 E. HAMILTON Flora Homxop. II. 68 Its
juice is very congealing, incrassative, and desiccative.

Incra-ssion, perverted form for INCKASSATION
(sense I), (for the sake of the rime).

a. 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 454 Also it fries and
dries

away the Bloud. .by whose incrassion \v. r. incrasion]
I he vital! spirits in an unwonted fashion Are bay'd and
barred of their passage due Through all the veins.

t I'ncre, a. Sc. Obs. [Of uncertain origin : see

ENKERLY.] Earnest, fervent, eager, hearty.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathou 425 In-kyre luf he had

god til. Ibid., Laurentius 585 pis martyre pane with incre
wil He

prayt helpe to sende hyme til. Ibid., Placidas 101
Placydas with incre wil Presit fast to cum hym til.

So f I-ncrely adv. (also inkir-, inkyr-, fenere-,

ENKERLY,q.v.),earnestly,fervently,eagerly,heartily.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints. Petrus 181 And luffit Criste mar

Increly f>an be laf did, Richt fastly. Ibid., Egypdane 1368He lowit god mwartly, And gret rycht sare inkyrly. Ibid ,Andreas 48 Bot he for bame yhet prayt bane, Sa increly.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneu vi. i. ,22 The Kyng hymself than
mkirly from his hart Maid this orisone.

t Increable, a. rare~. [f. IN- 3 + CREABLE.]
Incapable of being created. Hence Increabi lity,

incapability of being (or having been) created.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. Schol. (1713) 558 The Incre-

abihty of the external World from eternity.

Increasable (inkn-sab'l), a. Also 6-7 en-,
6-9 increaseable, 8 inoreasible. [f. INCREASE
v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being increased

; suscep-
tible of increase.

IS34 MORE Treat. Passion Introd., Wks. 1270/2 Their full
and perfit, and not encreceable blisse. 1611 COTGR., Multi-
pliable, multipliable, increaseable. 1733 TULL Horse-Hoing
tlnsb. 17 So is . . this Pasture Increasible ad Infinitum.
1735 LAW Enquiry i. (R.), But ifwe could once suppose anend of these, they would be no longer increasable. 1806
W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 38 To grant the lands to indi-

Hence Increa'sableness, capacity of being in-

creased; Increa-saTjlyaafzi. (inqnot.=increasingly).
1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. i. xxiv. 33 a, The mad-

nesse of men increaseably putteth it in practise. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 766 Indefinite encreasableness of
body and space seems to be mistaken for a positive infinity
thereof. 1735 LAW Enquiry \. (R.), We find an indefinite
mcreaseableness of some of our ideas, an impossibility of
supposing any end of them.

tlncrea'sal. Obs. rare.
[f. INCREASE v. +

-AL 4.]
= INCREASE sb. : in quot, Profit.

1601-* FULBECKE md Pt. Parall. 36 If the executors doe
merchaundize with the goodes of the testator, the increasall
of them shall bee assets in their hands.

Increase (inkrrs), v. Forms: a. 4-5 en-
ores(se, enerees(e, eucreesse, encresoe, 4-6
encrese, encrece, (5 encresohe), 5-6 euereace,
6 encreas, (7 pa. pple. encrest), 5-9 enorease.
0. 5 increase, increasse, 5-6 inorese, (Sc.} in-

cress, 5 (6 Se.) inores, 6 increaee, (Sc.) incresce,
6- increase, [a. AF. encres-, encress- (infl. en-

cresse, encressent) = OF. encreis(s)-, stem of en-

creistre, later encroistre : L. incresccre to increase,
f. in- (!N- 2) + crcscSre to grow. In later use, the

prefix is assimilated to L. ; the ea represents ME.
open e.J I. Intransitive senses.

1. To become greater in size, amount, duration,
or degree ; to be enlarged, extended, or intensified

;

to wax, grow.
. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 958 per glory & blysse schal

euer encres. 1:1380 WYCLIF .Verm. SeL Wks. I. 19 Goostly
feeste shulde encreese. c 1386 CHAUCER Clark's Prol. 50
The Poo . . That Estward ay encresseth in his cours. 1398
TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. Ixiii. (Bodl. MS.), pe more fe
fatnes encreseb and waxib. 1504 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iii. 48
Still his power encreaseth. 1628 SIR W. MURE Spir. Hyntne
101 Without thee, Lord, . . Heaven's glorious courts had neere
encrest [rimes blest, invest, prest, rest, addrest]. 1774
GOLDSM. Ifat. Hist. (1776) I. 76 In mines .. the cold seems to
encrease from the mouth as we descend. 1825 LINGARD
Hist. Eng. VI. 3 As the danger of the queen encreased.
&. 6-1440 Promp. Parv. 261/1 Increse, or grow or wax

more. 1460 Towneley Myst. viii. 177 Thare comforth
shall euer increasse

[rimes^ peasse, seasse, measse], a 1553
UDALL Royster D. iv. iii. (Arb.) 65 In case this strife
increaee. 1567 Gude 4- Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 83 Quhilk ay
incressis moir and! moir. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. m.
iii. 8 As corruption increased in the world. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. i. (1884) 23 Drowsiness, increasing till it ends in
sound sleep. 1864 TENNYSON Victim iii, His beauty still

with his years increased.

2. To grow in numbers, become more numerous
or frequent, to multiply; esp. by propagation.



c 38oWYcL,F Wks. (1880) 369 le clergy in alle bese poyntisben encresvd c^y> LYDC. Minor Kami (Percy Soi.) 5is mortalle foon to oppressen and here adoune. And him
cresm as Cristis champion. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. To

Genllm. Eng. (Arb.) ,{I Cicero.. increased the laline foungeafter anolher sorte. I6o
? SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 235 This peace

Bailadmll.."
' ""' ' r

"
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a. c 1315 SHOREHAM 72 No siren may non cncressy

Wylhoute flesches losle 1377 I.ANGL. /'. PI. B. XI. 389
And bad euery creature in his kynde encrees. 1536 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 86 Many small graynes of come may
growe and encrease to fyll a greal garner. 1641 RooiM
\aatHan yyj Hypocrites encrease. 17** DE FOE Plague
(1884) ii The Burials encreased. 1798 FERRIAR llliutr.
Sterne i. 4 Materials have encreased on my hands.
p. 1530 PALSGR. 590/1 It is a slraunge thynge thai one

grayne
shulde increase thurty. 1590 SPENSEK F. Q. in. vi.

34 ITie mighty word, .. Thai bad them lo increase and
multiply. 1667 MILTON P. L. IV. 748 Our Maker bids in-

crease, who bids abstain But our Destroyer, foe to God and
Man ? 17*7-38 GAY Fables \. xxxix. 29 He feels no joy,
his cares increase. 1855 TENNYSON Maud ill. ii, And watch
her harvest ripen, her herd increase.

3. To become greater in some specified quality
or respect ; to grow or advance in.

1388 WYCLIF Acts xvi. 5 The chirches . . encreseden in
noumbre eche dai. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werlmrge i. 1705
Dayly encreasynge in worshyp and renowne. 1516 TIN.
DALE Lute n 52 Icsus increased in wisdom and age, and in
favoure with god and man. 1567 Gude * Godlie B. (S.T S )

146 Lat vs incres in lufe of the. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sat.r. in. iv. i 12 Daily increasing in numbers and power
1814 Miss O'KEEFE Zeiiooia II. 112 He became subject lo
His parents and encreased in stature and in wisdom. 1871
L. MORRIS Songs two Worlds Ser. I. RickQ Wise (1872) 100
In wit and wealth do 1 increase.

4. In pregnant sense: To advance in wealth,
fortunej power, influence, etc.; to grow richer,
more prosperous, or more powerful ; to thrive more
and more ; to prosper. Obs. or arch.
1388 WYCLIF Matt. xxv. 29 To euery man that hath me

schal jyue, and he schal encreese. 1486 Bk. St. Allians
C vij a, She shall encrece myghtely. 1516 TINDALE Joluim. 30 He musl increace : and I musle decreace. i6ajBACON Ess., Riches (Arb.) 237 He cannot bul encrease
mamely. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 168, I began lo
increase visibly ; I had a large quantity of land cured.
5. Lot. Gram. Of a noun or adjective : To have

one syllable more in the genitive than in the nomi-
native ; the word is said to increase short or lotii'

according as the vowel of this syllable (i.e. the
last syllable of the stem, preceding the case-ending;
is short or long.
i6i [implied in INCREASER 4). 1669 MILTON Accedence,

Nouns, buch [nouns of third declension] as increase not in
the genitive are generally feminine, as tiubes nubis. 1871Pub. Sclwol Latin Primer 29. 14 Merces, merges, auies
seges, Though their Genitives increase. 1873 W. SMITH
Smaller Lat. Gram. 144. 84 Es increasing short in Geni-
llve.

II. Transitive senses.

6. To cause to wax or grow ; to make greater
in amount or degree; to augment, enlarge, extend,
intensify.
O
'j &'

'

'"?'" I4 ?7 His ost lle en esed with six thou-
synd Of noble knyghtis. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 457 And
yet encresseth this al my penaunce. < 1491 CAXTON Chtut.
iioddes Cli]/ld. 69 Ryches encreaseth auaryce in a couetous
man as drmke encreseth thursl in a man lhat hathe the
dropesie. 1579 LYLY Enfliues (Arb.) 97 It encreaseth mysorrow and

thy shame. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xxv. 16 Thou
shall encrease the price thereof. 1747 WESLEY /'rim. Physic
(1762)57 It may be encreased or lessened according to tht:

strength of the Patient. 18x1 IMISON Sc. fy Art II. 37 The
combustion will proceed with a splendour much encreased.

ft. ^1440 I'romp. Pant. 261/1 Incresyn, or inoryii, auren
c 1450 Cov. Myst. xxxii. (Shaks. Soc.) 326 Now is my care
wel more mcressyd ! [rime dressyd). a 1553 UDAI.I. RoysterD. Prol. (Arb.) 10 Mirth increaseth untie, 1611 BIBLE
Ecct.L 18 Heethat increaseth knowledge, increaseth sorrow
1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules oj Diet 262 Such things as increase
its Velocity. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Ecoit. 73 Wages are
increased by increasing the produce of labour, not by de-
creasing the produce.
7. To make more numerous, augment the num-

ber of, multiply.
1382 WYCLIF Ecclas. I. 24 That encreside oure daaes fro

lhe wombe of oure moder. c 1386 CHAUCER Melil: p 774Sweete wordes mulliplien and encreesen [f. r. encrcscenl
freendes 1552 lit. Com. Prayer Litany, Encrease lhe
fruiles of the yearth. 1611 BIBLE Jer. xxix. 6 Take ye wiues
. .thai ye may bee increased ihere. 1788 COWPER Negro's
c<w///. i, lo increase a slranger's Ireasures.

tb. To make fruitful; to cause to yield in-
crease. Obs. nonce-use.
1607 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 27 Come all ye Gods and

(.oddesses that wear The rural Honours, and increase lhe

8. To make greater in some specified quality or

respect. Const, in, also formerly with. Now
rare or Obs.

1411 SIR. H. LUTTRELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 86
I pray unlo God of hys grace encresce }ow in worship, i

prospente, and perfit ioye. 1516 TINDALE Rn. iii. 17 Thou
sayst thou arte nche and incresyd with gooddes, and haste
nede off nothing*. 1700 DRYDEN Iliad \. 372 Believe a
Inenrt with thrice your years increas'd.

9. In pregnant sense : To make more wealthy
prosperous, or powerful ; to enrich or advance ;

to cause to thrive
; to promote. Obs. or arch, (cf

INCREANKR 3).
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Increase .i'nkris,/OT-//>-/(<inkrf-s),rf. Forms:
see the verb. [f. prec. vb.
The

shifting of the stress is recent. Todd remarks 'the I

accent, .has, in modem times, been often placed on the first

syllable, by way of so
distinguishing the substantive from

the verb'. /'ncreaie appears in Walker 1791, Perry 1805Some later diets, have both increase and i-ncrease v> i

Tennyson.)
I. The action of increasing.

1. The action, process, or iact of becoming or
making greater ; augmentation, growth, enlarge-
ment, extension.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylvs iv. 1229 (12571 It nys but foly
ncres of e -and encres of peyne. c 1386 - Prol. 275 Sownynge alwaythencrees of his wynnyng. c 1430 LYDC. in Pol. Rel. * /.

Poems 27 Is none so gret encrese Of worldly ucsowre as for
to lyve m pease. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 15,,) 4
Augmenlacyon and encrease of meryte. 1601 SHAKS. Ham
1. ll. 144 As if encrease of Appetite had growne By what it
fed on. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 93 F i Opinions which
the progress of his studies and the encrease of his knowledge
oblige him to resign.
f. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 139 Encres, or incres, . . augmcn-

tacio. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting w. Kennedie 21 Incres of
sorrow, sklander, and

eyill name. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.
v. xi. 2 As God gaue increase to his Church. 1674 PLAY-
FORD Stiil Mus. i. vii. 24 Notes of Augmentation or In-
crease 17po DRYDEN Flower e, Lea/ 505 For things of
tender kind, for pleasure made Shoot up with swift increase
?.
n
.?

1

5udden are
decay'd. 1870 E. PEACOCK Raff Skirt, I. 6

With increase of business came increase of expense.
t b. spec. The rising of the tide, or of the waters

of a river
; the advance of daylight from sunrise to

noon
; the waxing of the moon. Obs.

'555 EDEN Decades 1,9 They see the seas by increase and
decrease to flowe and reflowe. 1600 SURFLET Countrie
Farmi 11. liv. 381 In the increase of the day, thai is lo saie
about nine or tenne a clocke in lhe morning. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (16141 564 The Land of Egypl doth not onelyowe the fertilitie, but herselfe also, unto the slimie encrease
of Nilus. 1626 BACON Sytoa 892 Seeds will grow soonesl,And Haire, and Nailes, and Hedges, and Herbs, Cut, &c
will grow soonest, if they be Set, or Cut, in the Increase
of the Moone 1665 BOYLE Occas.Kefl. (1848) 55 Oysters,and other Shell-fish, are observ'd to thrive at the Increase
of the Moon, though her Light be unatlended with Heat.
2. The becoming more numerous or frequent ;

growth in numbers ; multiplication, a. gen
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 283 [Moab and Ammon), as it is

founde, Cam afterward to greal encres. 1579 LYLY Euthues
(Arb.) 114 Deuise. .howe the encrease of them may encrease
thy profile. 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in iv 8 iq Wecan have no reason lo Ihink, that . . none of them [Sem's
posterity) went further off, which necessity would put them
upon because of their great increase. 1768 GOLDSM. Good.,,.Man i. !, 1 he encrease and progress of earthquakes. 1849MACAILAY Hist. Eng. ui. I. 284 The increase of the people

|

has been great in every part of the kingdom.
b. spec. The multiplication of a family or race

of men or animals; the production of offspring;
reproduction, procreation, propagation, breeding.'
1390 GOWEK Con/. III. 277 In whom was gete nc-theles Of

worldes folk the first encres. 1538 STAKKEY Englami \ iii

98 Few men study the increse of bestys and catayl 1605SHAKS. Lear\.n. 301 Drie vp in her the Organs of increase
i68a DRYDEN Mad- 1. 8 I31el with issue of a large increase
1841 TENNYSON Edwiii Morris 44 God made the woman
for the man, And for the good and increase of the world.

C. The fruitful multiplication of plants or crops
1608 G. THOMAS /V;. * W. Nau Jersey (titlc-p.), The

Richness of the Soil . . the prodigious Encrease of Corn
1794 b. WILLIAMS / ermont 79 Trees and plants derive their
nourishment and increase 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xlvi,lhe fruitful hours of still increase.

3. Phr. On the increase (in senses i, 2) : Increas-
ing, becoming greater or more frequent.
1JS* HUME Ess. t, Treat. (1777) I. 5 , The power of the

crown . .is rather on the encrease. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk.
<jt. n. VIIL I. 100 Brandenburg was. .always ralher on lhe
increase lhan otherwise. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 26 Sept
3/4 The use of the

telephone is generally on lhe increase in
most parts of the Continent.

t4. spec. Growth in wealth, prosperity, honour,
or influence

; advancement, progress. Obs
.-1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1087 (Dido) Al the worshippeand encres 1 hat I may goodly doon yow. iteo O Nliii

CARET ,n FourC. Eng. Lett. 8 We, desiryng th^ncres
I urtherance, and preferring of oure said squire. 1513 MORE
in Graflon Uiron..1568) II. 793 To lake upon him the
governaunce of this realme, lo the welth and increase of !

lhe same 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, o/ Ancients 112 Uponsome she bestowed honour, force, and increase 1718 WATTS
Is. cxxn The man that seeks thy peace, And wishes thine
increse, A thousand blessings on him rest. 1719 W WOOL.
Surv.

rradey It is manifest, we have not diminish 'd in our
Encrease by Foreign Trade, from 1688 to this Time.

II. The result or product of increasing.
6. The result of increasing ; an increased amount,

addition, increment.

7. urese. c 1440 t romp /
..'.'.'

' ln
!7

e
?' incremeittum. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI. in.ii. 2oThou wilt but addc encrease vnto my Wrath 1810 WFL-

LINGTON in Gurw. Desf. (.838) V. 508 The increase of ex-
Dense occasioned

by the increased subsidy to the Portuguese
Government, and by the increase of our own army 1878
JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 69 Working men think that;when their wages are raised, the increase comes out of the
pockets of their employers.
6. Offspring, progeny, brood (of men or animals)

Properly collective: also pott., of an individual -
i Offspring, child.

INCREASER.
iSSf HULOET, Increase of callell, fatura. 1607 SHAKS

Lor. m. m. 114 My deere Wiue's Eslimate, he/wombes'
encrease. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. ii. 33 And all the increase of
thine house shall die in the floure of their age 1674 tr
Schejfer's Lapland 128 The two Rain-deers . . as likewise'
their increase, which sometimes comes lo a considerable
number. 1688 DRYDEN Brit. Redh: 208 loves increasewho from his brain was born, a 1717 AODISON tr. OvidWks. 1753 I. ,99 Only five Of all the vail increase were left

7. That which grows or is produced from the
earth

; vegetable produce, crops. Also formerly
in//, (rare), arch.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. lxvi[ij. 6 That the earth maye brinee
fortrThir increase. 1535 - i Mace. xiv. 8 The irees g!their frutc and encreace. 1585 in Capt, Smith rTrgSS*
,k

( $ 4 ^ond are ma"X >*les full of fruits and
other Natural! increases, rifeo SHAKS. Smut, xcvii, The
teeming autumn, big wilh rich increase. 1695 WOODWARDNat flat. Eartk I. (1723) 60 The Earth didTot Ihen teem
forth in Encrease. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes i 8 Abel
broughl as much of his encrease.

b. trans/. That which breeds in, or is produced
by, any region, as fish in the sea (cf.

'
the harvest

of the deep'), rare.

'f
59^' C 1"1"** Cosmogr. Glasse Ded. A ij, Behold

. .Ihe beaswuh
hermeryeilous increse. 1687 DRYDEM Hind

j i A 'j
4 l "he w 'ld increase of woods and fields fi. e.

birds), And who in rocks aloof, and who in sleeples builds.
o. (Chieflyfig. from 7.) The product, result, or

fruit of any action; a literary production (quot.
1589); that which is obtained or gained, profit-
interest on money.
1560 BIBLE

(Geney.) Lev. xxv. 37 Thou shall nol .. lendhim thy vilailes for increase. 1584 R. SCOT Ditcw. Witchcr
xiy. ym (,886) 3,2 They doo [lose] their increase and thei^
princlpall. ,589 NASHE Pref. Greene, Menaphon (Arb.)
,7 George Peele . . whose firsl encrease, the ArVaignementof Pans, might plead to your opinions, his pregnant dex-
teritie of wn. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 241 All kinds of
Hints., are hard to burn .. because a great part of its
increase goes away by a kind of Glass.

Increased (inkrrst), ///. a.
[f. INCREASE v.

+ -EDl.J Made or become greater, augmented,
multiplied, etc. : see the verb.

' HULOET, Increased, auctus. 1790 HAN. MORE Relig.fash. HorU(iw) 3 The increased profligacy of the com-mon people 184* GKEKNER Sc. Gunnery 374 Occasioned bythe increased speed. 1885 Daily AVwa, Dec. 1/5 Increased
facilities for Residence, Travel and Occupation
Increasedly finkrf-sedli), adv. rare.

[1. prcc.+ -LY
-.] In an increased degree ; to a greater

amount or extent.

i83 Examiner 49o/, Encreasedly entitled to public fa-
vour. 1840 GLADSTONE Ch. Princ. ,74 The hope of reward
is more exalted than lhe fear ofpunishment, .and increasedlv
so, as our conception of lhe reward approximales to lhal ofM. John.

tlncre-asefnl, a. Obs. rare. [f. INCREASE j*.
+ -FUL.J Full of increase ; productive, fruitful.
1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 958 To cheare the Plowman with in-

creasefull crops. 1599 R. UKCHE A nc. Fict. M iii It be-
commeth more rich, fertile, and increasefull.

lucreasemeilt (inkr/'sment). Now rare. Also
4-7 en-, [f. INCREASE v. + -MEM.]
1. The action or process of increasing; giowth,

augmentation ; multiplication : = INCKEASK sli.i.t
ISO) BP. FISHER Fun. Serin. C'tess Richmond Wks (1876)

292 Neuertheles by maryage & adioynyng of other blode it
toke some encreasement. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Manknde
i Ihe encresement of the chyld in her wombe ioj
WYKLEY Armoric, Ld. C/iandos 60 Him sicklies look with

sharpe
mcresment sore. 1609 R. BARNEKD Faithf.Shepheard

IM>- Ded. 5 A mite in a great Treasurie is small in shew for
encreasement thereunto. 1646 TRAPP Comm. John xvi. 32He hides his love oft, as Joseph did, out of increasemenl of
love. 1651 tr. De las-Coveras' Hist. Don Fenise loj The
ease they would give him lurneth into the encreasmenl of
his pames.
2. That by which something is increased

; an in-

crement, addition, augmentation ; progeny pro-
duce : = INCREASE sb. 5-7.
1389 in F.ng. Gilds (1870) 79 To brynge r catelle wt yencresemenl. 1561 T. NORTON Catvins /list, n ,40 With

so much greater encreacementes of reuelation he did day
by day more brightly shew it. i6 W. SHUTE tr
1'ougasses Venice i. 6 The buildings since then, oughtrather to be called encreasemenls, as made . . by little and
hllle. 1878 Law Rep. 4 Com. Pleas 442 Where lhe en-
croachment of a river was so gradual that . . il could nol
be perceived, lhe increasemenl was got to lhe owner of the

Increaser (inkrrssa). [f. INCREASE v. + -KB i
.]One who or that which increases.

1. One who or that which augments or makes
greater ; an agent that causes something to grow,
a 'breeder' ((^something).
1S8 PAYNEL Salerne's Regim. H, This strange wyne is

special encreacer of the spirilis. 1571 BOSSEWELL A rniorie
124 Luna, the riper and encreaser of fruites. 1614 CAPT.

bM1 V'rgmia iv. 155 These crosses and losses were no
small increascrs of his malady. 1756 BURKE rind. Nat.
Soc. Wks. 1842 I. 6 Such a nurse and increaser of blessings.

93 J- J. MODI in Barrows Parlt. Relig. II. 901 Ahura-
Mazda, . . He is lhe crealor as well as lhe destroyer, lhe
increaser as well as lhe decreaser.
2. One who advances or promotes. Obs. or arch.
1618 BEAUM. & FL. Valentin, v. viii, A lover, and encreaser

of his people. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 384 Honour,
able mcreasers, Rulers and preseruers of all such mailers
which conduce to Chrislian pielie. 1851 SIR F. PALGHAVENorm, f, Eng. I. 258 The Epilhct . . Encreaser of lhe



INCREASING. 183 INCREMATION.
Empire. 1838 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. n. ix. I. 101 A notable

increaser of his House.

f3. (With qualifying adj.) An animal or plant
that multiplies (greatly, etc.). Obs.

1665 REA Flora 96 The Virginia spider wort Is a great

increaser, and thereby growes common in almost every

garden, 1704 Collect. Voy. $ Trav. III. 46/1 The greatest
Encreasers are the Guanaco's. 1727 BRADLEY Font. Diet,

s.v. Hollow-root, They are great Increasers even in any
Soil, but like Sandy best.

f4. Lat. Gram. A noun that 'increases' in the

genitive : see INCREASE v . 5. Obs.

1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 139 Pner pueri, is a graue in-

creaser, and therefore of the Masculine Gender.

Increasible, obs. form of INOREASABLE.

Increasing (inkrrshj), vbl. sb. [f.
INCREASE

V. + -ING 1J
1. The action of the verb INCREASE

; increase,

augmentation, enlargement, growth, etc.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 25 That J?ei shuld oo tyme
yevene hem . . to the werkes of actiffe liffe in

profitt
of her

encresynge. 1382 WYCLIF Eph. iv. 16 Of whom alle the

body, .makith encresynge of the body. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON
Catech. (18841 36 He promissis incressmg of grace and
vertew. 1386 W. WEBBE Ejig. Poetrie (Arb.) 89 Artes haue
their increasinges euen as other things, beeing naturall.

1620 SANDERSON Twelve Serm. (1632) 113 The. .encreasingof
the body to the edifying it selfe in loue. 1703 MAUNDRELL
Jonrn. Jems, 8 A Benediction and a Virtue of encreasing.
1850 JOHN BROWN Disc, our Lord (1852) I. ii. 60 Not near

approaches to satisfaction but increasings of the capacity.

f 2. The result of this action : Increase, produce.
1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. ix, 10 He schal multiplie joure seed,

and make moche the encresyngis of fruytis of ^oure n5twys-
nesse. 1483 Cath, Angl. 114 AnEncresjmge,. .incrementum.

1644 DIGBY Mans Sonle (1645) 33 Abridging them of their

naturall encreasings.

Increasing, ppl a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]

That increases ; growing, augmenting, enlarging,
etc. : see the verb.

1597 SHAKS. z Hen. IV, I. ii. 205 Haue you not . . a
decreasing leg, an incresing belly? 1677 HALE Prim.
Orig. Man, n. ix. 208 Fishes are infinitely more numerous
or increasing than Beasts or Birds. 1752 HUME Ess. #
Treat. (1777) I. 49 The encreasing luxury of the nation.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii. II. 484 A pier and a haven
..insufficient for the increasing traffic.

Increasingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an

increasing degree, or at an increasing rate
; grow-

ingly ;
more and more.

c 1380 WYCLIF .SW. Wks. III. 33 He cchide encreessingH
hise servauntis. 1620 THOMAS Lat, Dlct^ Auctim, .. in-

creasingly. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xii. 27 Finding
his position increasingly uneasy. 1885 Spectator^ 18 July
9,49/1 As time goes on it becomes increasingly difficult to

find good investments.

Increia'table, a. rare- ,
[f.

IN- 3 + GREAT-

ABLE.] Incapable of being created. Hence
Increatability (inkr/j^tabi'liti), incapability of

being created.

1888 MRS. SPENDER Kept Secret III. ii. 29 The in-

destructibility and increatability of matter.

Increate (inkn^'O* a- [a<^* rned.L, increat-

tts, f. in- (!N- 3) + ereatus created.] Not created,
uncreated : said of divine beings or attributes.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy i. vi, Myghty loue eterne and
increat. 1435 MISYN Fire Love 6 pe warmnes of charite

increate or vnwroght. c 1544 Golden Litany in Maskell
Mon. Rit, 11.245 Lorde god, by thy increate andevndiuidid
trinite : haue mercy on vs. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 6 Hail,

holy Light! .. Bright effluence of bright essence increate.

1679 L. ADDISON First State Mahnmedism 48 The Alcoran
was not the Increate word of God. 1849 THOREAU Week
Concord Monday 158 The Creator is still behind increate.

Hence Incre^'tely adv.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Arians ii. 4 (1876) 181 In process
of time, a distinction was made between ayeVrjTos and

ayeVi-T;TO?, (increate and ingenerate}, . . so that the Son
might be said to be ayevijrtay yewqros (increately generate],

t Increia'ted, ppl' a. Obs. [f. as prec. -f- -ED i

2.] Uncreated ;
= IXCBEATE a.

1552 HULOET, Increated, increatus. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
Wisd. viii. conun.^ God, the increated wisdom is infinite.

1697 BP. PATRICK Comm. Exod. xxiii. 20 Not a created

Angel, but an increated vis : the Eternal Son of God. 1702
ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 514 Hermogenes . . was the first

Christian that maintained matter to be increated and eternal.

1721 R. KEITH tr. T. a Kempis* Solil.Sonl'^ Howshalt thou
be able to dive into that which is increated?

i Incre.ivtioii. Obs. rare. [f. INCREATE a. : see

-ATION.] The condition of being uncreated.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp. s.v. Alcoran, This eternity
and increution of the alcoran has occasioned vehement
disputes.

Increative (inkrzV
7i

*tiv), a. [IN- 3.] Not
creative

; incapable of creating.
1877 FAIRBAIRN Stud, Philos. Relig. 238 Nature informed

with mind helps to form its lives in its life, receives that she

may give ideas and images of beauty : but alone she is in-

creative. 1880 Stud. Life Christ Introd. (1881) 27 It

was fundamentally increative, radically infertile.

Incredibility (inkredTbrlTti). [ad. L. incre-

dibilitaS) f. incredibilis INCREDIBLE ; cf. F. incr&ii-

bilitt (1690 in Furetiere).]
1. The quality or fact of being incredible; a thing

that cannot be believed ; an incredible notion or

circumstance.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. ii. 12 riote, He to salve his

incredibilitie, deviseth a motion both of the Earth and of
the Starres. 16^4 H. MORE Myst. hiiq. 133 The number of

these either Delusions or Incredibilities, a 1674 CLARENDON
Hist. Rth. xi. 228 The incredibility or monstrousness of
such a kind of proceeding. 1764 HARMER Ooserv. xv. i. 39
The seeming incredibility of the account Josephus gives.
1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. ii. vi. 250 The intellect rose
in protest, and declared that incredibilities should not be

taught any longer.
2. The fact or quality of being incredulous, rare.
1882 Standard No. 17942. 5 [They] have become con-

vinced that incredibility is no longer justifiable.

Incredible (inkre'dibT, a. (sb.) Also 6 in-

creadible. [ad. L. incredibilis unbelievable, un-

believing, f. in- (!N- 3) + credibilis CREDIBLE : cf.

obs. F. incredible (i6th c. in Godef.).]
1. Not credible; that cannot be believed ; beyond

belief.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy\\. xxx, For incredible was..
To se howe lie through his great myght The Grekes put
proudely to the flyght. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Acts xxvi. 8

Why shulde it be thought a thynge incredyble vnto you,
that God shuld rayse agayne the deed ? 1615 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 503 Pliny reports things more incredible.

1736BUTLER Anal. i. i. (1884) 33 There is nothing incredible

in the general doctrine of religion. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. ii.

ix. 269 The assertion that a glacier moves must appear . .

startling and incredible. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe
x. (1894) 226 The small nucleus of fact round which so many
incredible stories have gathered.

b. In weakened sense : Such as it is difficult to

believe in the possibility of, or to realize
;
said esp.

of a quantity, quality, number, etc., of a degree

beyond what one would a priori have conceived as

possible ; inconceivable, exceedingly great.
1482 Monk of Eves/tarn (Arb.) 33 An inestymable and in-

credibulle swetenes of ioyfull conforte. 1559 W. CUNNING-
HAM Cosmogr. Glasse 176 Ther are iij. mountaines of an
incredible height. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 72 Euphues
was surprised with such increadible joye at this straunge
event that he had almost sounded. 1655 FULLER Ch, Hist.
i. v. 4 It is incredible, how speedily and generally the
Infection spread by his preaching. 1777 BURKE Corr.

(1844) II. 147 These stories do incredible mischief. 1856
KANE Arct, Expl. II. xiv. 144 Off they sprang with in-

credible swiftness. 1856 EMERSON Eng, Traits, ist Visit
Wks. (Bohn) II. 7 The incredible sums paid in one year by
the great booksellers for puffing.

C. Of a person, rare.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jnd.Evid. (1827) II. 67 Unless

you maintain that the same man is credible or incredible,
honest or dishonest, according as [etc.]. Ibid. v. 83 He was
heard; yes; but upon what occasion? On the occasion on
which he is deemed incredible?

f 2. Unbelieving. Obs. rare.

i>57NoRTH tr.Gui'uara's DiallPr.iqi&li Incredible of that
is told him. 1624 JACKSON Serin. Introd. Knowl. Jesus 29
Their relations of it are so plain . . that the incrediblest Gen-
tiles of that age were inexcusable. 1640 WALTON Life Donne
26 The incredible reader may find in the Sacred Story that

Samuel did appear to Saul even after his death. 1761 L.
HOWARD Hist. Bible, z Kings vii. note, This incredible
nobleman saw the plenty but did not partake of it.

B. as sb. An incredible thing. (Chiefly//.)
1610 HF.ALEY St. Aug* Citie of God xxn. viii. (1620) 825

This incredible thing which was not scene, was confirmed

by other incredibles which were scene.

Hence Incre'diWeness, incredibility.
1611 FLORIO, Incredililita^ incrediblenesse. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage i. ii. 12 The quantitie and the swiftnesse is much
more after the former then after this later opinion, which doth
better salue the incrediblenesse thereof. 1668 M. CASAUBON
Credul. <$ Incred. 180 (T.) The very strangeness, or in-

credibleness of the story. 1706 PHILLIPS, Incredibility or
Incredibleness.

Incredibly (inkre-dibli), ado. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In an incredible manner or degree, in a way or

to an extent that is impossible or very difficult to

believe ; to an extent that one would not have be-

lieved possible ; exceedingly, extremely.
c 1500 Three Kings Sens 99 He had seen hem do in armes

that day yncredibly. 1538 LELAND Itin. IV. 124 Leofric
. . adorned it with Gould and Sylver incredibly. 1656
COVVLEY Pindar. Odes, Praise Pindar notes i, Pindar was
incredibly admired and honoured among the Ancients. 1794
SULLIVAN I'ieiu Nat. I. 372 Unless . . we should suppose it

to be incredibly condensed. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. in. i.

140 In an incredibly short period, mutiny was quenched.

fIncredital)le(,inkre'ditabU),a. Obs. [Is- 3
.]

Not creditable ; discreditable, bringing discredit.

1695 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. ii. (1702) 136, I own 'tis

difficultly removed, and incredhable into the bargain. 1732
Gentl. Instructed (^A. 10) 145 (D.) Hypocrisy and dissimula-
tion are always increditable.

t Iiicre'dited, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Not
credited, disbelieved.
c 1633 ADAMS Serin. Gal. v. 9 Wks. 1862 II. 354 [Hazael]

was brought to this self-incredited mischief; as impossible
as at first he judged it.

t lucre
1

chile, a. (sb?) Sc. Obs. Also -uil.

[a. F. incrtdttle unbelieving, incredible (Froissart,

I4th c.), ad. L. incrednlus^ f. in- (Ix-3) +credulus

believing, easy of belief, CREDULOUS.] Incredulous.

b. as sb. An incredulous person.
1549 Compl. Scot. iii. 27 Til extinct that false seid ande that

incredule generatione. 1590 A. HUME Hymns (1832) 12

Increduils hence ga hide you hie.

Incredulity (inkr/di;7-liti). [Late ME., a. F.

incredulity ad. L. increduHtat-em^ n. of quality f.

increduhts INCREDULOUS.]
1. A disbelieving frame of mind ; unreadiness or

unwillingness to believe (statements, etc.) ;
disbelief.

1430 LYDC. St. Margarcte 249 And fynal cause of thi

mortal distresse Is thi wilful incredulite. c 1460 in Pol.
Rt'l. $ L. Poents 112 Gayne thomas Indes incredulite.

1553 EDEN Treat. AVtff/rf.(Arb.)7The sodeyn straungenes
. .snal not., gender in thee incredulitie[/77/Y/incrudelitie].
1672 WILKINS Nat. Relig. n. ix. (R.), There is nothing so wild
and extravagant, to which men may not expose themselves

by such a kind of nice and scrupulous incredulity. 1742
JARVIS Quix. n. i. xiv. (1885) 57 Here is my sword, which
shall make incredulity itself believe. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
Vertne's Anecd. Paint, (1786) III. 66 The altar-piece in the

chapel is the best piece I ever saw of his ; the subject, the

incredulity of St. Thomas. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood vii,

Mr. Crisparkle looked in his face, with some incredulity.
*875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 183 The greatness of their pro-
fessions does arouse in his mind a temporary incredulity.

f 2. Want of religious faith ; unbelief. Obs.

1532 MORE Confnt. Tindale Wks. 713/1 Nor no sinne can

or. .in incredulity. 1619 SANDERSON Twelve Serm. (1632) 7
When the Faith of a true beleever is sore shaken with

temptations of incrcdulitie and distrust.

f 3. = INCREDIBILITY. Obs.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. HI. (1617) 3 Others tell vs other

tales, of as much incredulity, of the Horses of Scithia,
Greece, and Barbary.
Incredulous (inkre'dirflas), a.

[f.
L. incre-

dul-us (see INCREDULE) + -ous.]
1. Unbelieving; not ready to believe; sceptical.

Formerly used of religious unbelief, but no longer

applicable in that sense. Const, of, rarely f to.

iS79 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.) 164 Harken what they [Scrip-
tures] say of such as be altogether incredulous. 1582 N. T.
(Rhem.) John iii. 36 He that is incredulous to the Sonne,
shal not see life. 1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 84, 1 am
altogether incredulous of it, and do know that no man in

the world can maintaine it. 1651 HOBBES Lnnath. in.

xxxvii. 235 It was not., that the end of Miracles was not to
convert incredulous men to Christ. 1791 COWPER Odyss,
xiv. 475 Thou hast, in truth, a most incredulous mind. 1829
LANDOR Wks. (1846) I. 425/2 They call it philosophical to

be incredulous on holy things. 1836 ALISON Ettrope xxxi.

2 (1849-50! V. 299 They were ignorant or incredulous of
the rapid change.

b. Of action, etc. : Indicating or prompted by
incredulity.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 223, I perceive by your

incredulous smiles, you will scarce beleeve. 1864 TENNYSON
En. Ard. 854 The woman gave A half-incredulous, half-

hysterical cry.

t 2. Not to be believed ;
= INCREDIBLE. Obs.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 88 No obstacle, no incre-

dulous or vnsafe circumstance. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun.
Mon. 554 Miracles .. will be thought incredulous in this

age. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xviii. 380 Unto
some it hath seemed incredulous what Herodotus reporteth
of the great Army of Xerxes. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv.
Impr. (1653) 142 They . . make such vast Improvements, as

to raising Corn and Grass also, as is incredulous. 1750
WARBURTON Julian Wks. (1811) VIII. 207 The crosses on
the garments, .must appear a very incredulous circumstance.

fb. a,s adv. "INCREDIBLY. Obs.

1533 BONNER Let. to Hen. VIII in Burnet Hist. Ref.
(1715) III. Collect. Records 38 The Pope, whos Sight is

incredulous quick, eyed me, and that divers tymes.
Hence Xucre'dulousness, incredulity.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON.

Incredulously (inkre'di/Jflssli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.J In an incredulous manner
; with in-

credulity.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fain. IV. 199 She shook

her head, incredulously. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanors
Viet. I. i. 9 The Englishman looked almost incredulously
at his animated companion.

flncree'p, v. Obs. [f. IN adv. + CREEP v. \

see IN- prefix l.] intr. To creep in. So I'n-

cree per ;
1'iicree ping vbl. sb. and ///. a. (see

IN adv. n a, c, e).

13.. K.Alis. 2168 Now rist grete labour betyng. .Launces
breche and increpyng. c 1420 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems 210
So bryth, so gloriouce, J>e sonne increppe, His schynyng
merkes here bodi bare. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f, Beasts (1658.)

563 The Epithets hereof [Weasel] are, fearful!, in-creeper,
and swift, and beside these I finde not any material!, or

worthy to be rehearsed. 1892 Chicago Advance 29 Sept.,
The increeping tide of worldliness. 1896 Edtn. Rer. Apr.
352 The most fair-seeming ceremonies were not without
their increeping element of moral declension.

1 1'HCremable, a. Obs. rare, [f. L. type

*incremabitis, f. in- (Ix- 3) + L. cremare to burn,

consume by fire + -ABLE.] That cannot be burnt

or consumed by fire
;
incombustible.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xiv. 140 They con-

ceive that from the skin of the Salamander, these incremable

pieces are composed. 1658 Hydriot. 28 Incombustible

sheets made with a texture of Asbestos, incremable flax, or

Salamanders wool.

Incremation (inkrnn^'Jsn). Now rare or

Obs.
[f.

IN- * + CREMATION, f. L. type *incremare :

see prec.] Burning, esp. of a dead body ;
=CHEMA-

TION (which is now the usual word).
1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amor. Wks. 1855 I. 107, I hope you

will improve that department notwithstanding your order of

incremation. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis II. iv, 'Shall we

44 Tb
of incremation which was most followed by the Greeks.
1866 HUXLEY Preh. Rein. Caitkn. 127 Cistic tombs . . con-

structed according to the customs of incremation. 1870
Echo 4 Nov., An article on Incremation as opposed to In-



-..........:, Wi,. wl tiding;, ana railings. 1007 WATERHO:
j'n

" 7 ^-elebrated benefactors to Londons Clergyand Religious Increment. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.ll
"^

'j
3$ MaJes<y, bV waV of increment to Hacke . . has latelymade him ' Master of the Hunt '.

C. The waxing of the moon : spec, in Heraldry.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry HI. iii. (ifi,t) 9I According to the

divers apparitions of the Moone hath she her divers de-
n2"1

D
tlo

,5
s m Hera'<irie; as her increment in her increase.

K. HOLME Armoury n. 21/2. 18*4 BOUTELL Her.
Hist, f, Pafxi. 71 She is Increscent, or in Increment, whenher horns point to the dexter.

d. Rhet. ' An advancing from weaker to stronger
expressions, an ascending towards a climax '

: = L
incrementum in Quintilian (Lewis & Short)
[tS7 J- SMITH Myst. Rhet. 132 Increment* .. is a form

of speech which by degrees ascends to the top of somethingor rather above the top, that is, when we make our speech'
grow and increase by an orderly placing of words, makingthe later word alwayes exceed the former in the force of
signification . It is a kind of a Climax.) 1753 CHAMBERS
(-ycl.Sifpf Increment . . in rhetoric, a species of climax,which rises from the lowest to the highest. 1864 WEBSTER
Increment.. 4 (Rhet.) An amplification without strict

max, as m the following passage: 'Finally, brethren,whatsoever things are true '

Phil. iv. 8. [1893 FmMsMand. Diet., Increment . . 5. Rhet. A form ofdiscourse that
:onsists m repeating with increasing emphasis an already
emphatic statement, as in

' he is a parricide-a parricide, I

say ; do you hear? a parricide ! ']

f2. trans/. Something that helps or promotes
growth : a. A support for a growing plant : b
Nourishment. Obs.
c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. i. 189 Stakis longe ar vynys in-me

,

n
t,'' ? J,'

PHI"PS Cyiitr < l8o7> 8* The 'oosen'd
roots then drink Large increment.
f3. Produce: cf. INCREASE sb. 7. Obs. rare.

3 Bacchus Bountie in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 273 He
promised to honour the eating thereof with the best incre-
ments of his overflowing tunne.
4. Amount of increase; an amount or portionadded to a thing so as to increase it, an addition

an amount gained, profit.
Unearned increment : see UNEARNED.ii BRATHWAIT Whimsies, Traveller 93 Should hee cast

up his accompts..hee would finde his decrements great, his
increments sma I.

,840^ SIR E. DERING in Rushw. Hist
\~Oll. III. IIOO2] I. ?n-> In BMMM \V~~A* .1 .I.:- J.lf.-

M Ii / S
e annual increment of the Population.

jt/i Rep. Postmaster Gen. 20 Annual increments of
salaries and wages. 1865 MILL Pol. Econ. v. ii. 8 5 (ed 6)

e no objection to declaring that the future increment of
rent should be liable to

special taxation. 187* B. W
RICHARDSON />. Mod. Life vi. 96 The increment of heatwhich proves fatal is from ,, to ,,'' Fahr. above the natural
temperature of the animal. 1890 MORLEY Sft. Ho. Comm.,Ihe question of unearned increment will have to be facei!
before many years are over. 189* Rep. Sel. Com. on Tmm
Holdings p. xxv, The person who has benefited by the un-
earned increment in the value of the land.

b. Math, and Physics. A small (or sometimes
infinitesimal) amount by which a variable quantity
increases (e.g. in a given small time) ; spec, the in-
crease (positive or negative) of a function due to a
small increase (esp. of unity) in the variable, as in

tJ- f Increments, now called the Calculus
Unite Differences (see DIFFERENCE sb. 2 b).

HA'U** /
^AYLC"'

".'"'> Methodus Incrementorum.] 1711

^ZSi^^,^^tMois! 1

small Portions of

INCREMENT.
terment, is worthy of attention, the case made out being one
of considerable strength.

Increment (i-nkr/ment). [ad. L. inrrement-
iirn increase, means of growth, f. stem of incre-scfre

\

to INCREASE: see -ME.NT. (SoF. increment, iSthc.)] I

L The action or process of increasing or becoming
greater, or (with //.) a particular case or instance

\

of this ; increase, augmentation, growth.
<-i4J< Found. SI. Hartholomm''s (E. E. T. S.) 39 The

desind hellh by certeyne incrementys began to come '

Ageyne. c 1450 Mirour Salaacioun 2979 Joseph a son I

Cwing
or increment [r>. r. encrees] is for to say. 1570 6

HBARDE Peramb. Kent (,826) 379 It was beaten . . into the
|

heades of the common people . . that the Roode (or Crucifix)
or this church, did by certaine increments continually waxand growe. ,640 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemf. it. ti. 144 They
prayed .. that Christ's kingdome upon earth might have its

proper increment. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. xvii. 171Ihe increment of the Nails is very natural. 1761 KAMFS
em. CfcB.fi. 86 (1833) 53 Our emotions are never instan.

laneous . . [they] have different periods ofbirth and increment.
1835 KIRBV Hab. I, Inst. Aiiim. II. xvii. 2,8 We add daily
increments to our knowledge and science. 1861 BBRESI.
HOPE Eng. Cathedr. ig/A C. viii. 264 A standing proof of
the increment of dignity which conspicuous height gives to
a town construction. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary'sPhaner. 532 Woody plants . . in which the limit of the
annual increment of growth is sharply denned by the layer
of penderm formed at [the] outer side [of the cortex].
f D. Increase of prosperity ; advancement : cf.

INCHEASE v. 4, si. 4. Obs. or arch.
1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marctll. xiv. xi. 27 Turning to and

fro, as she knoweth full well, the weights of increments and
detriments both, of risings and fallings. 1667 WATERHOCSB

''

sma ort ons

PoVtionfrf T 1
" are

^"J
1

?""
1 in a"y '"definitely small

?L ni"
1" arc called Moments or Increments. 1748HARTLEY Obsen. Mn* i ,- -ru-

184

Pars. Sc. x. (,849) 80 The sum of all these increments of
velocity, .would in time

Income perceptible. 1879 THOMSON
ft TAIT AW. Phil. I. i. 28 Acceleration of velocity is
said to be uniform when the velocity receives equal increments in equal times.

5. A
quantity obtained from another by increase

or addition. Const, of. (rare.)
1864 BOWEN Logic xii. 4,0 Each term may be an incre.

ment of its predecessor by the addition of a constant quan-
tity. 1865 GROTE Plato I. L M note, All [numbers] above
ten were multiples and increments of ten.

Incremental (inkrfine-ntal), a.
[f. prec. +

-AL.] Of or relating to an increment or increments
(usually in the mathematical sense, 4 b : in quot.
1882, Relating to growth).
1715 Phil Trans. XXIX. 3,2 The Principles of the New

Incremental Method. 1791 WARING ibid. LXXXI. ,57 Thesame
principles may be applied to the resolution of alge-

aical, fluxional, incremental, &c. equations. 1881 QUAINAuat. (ed. 9) II. 552 Lines .. seen in sections of the dry-
tooth, conforming m direction with the lamination just

IS? /"V (incremental lines. Sailer). 1885 Bookseller Sept
16/2 The exclusion of the rule of subtraction, and the sub.

smution of incremental or complementary addition

tlncrementa-tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action
f. med.L. inerementdre to give the increase, f. in
cn-mentum INCREMENT : see -ATION.] Production
of growth oHncrease; means of promoting growth,

"n Marche and September

INCRUCIATED.

c ,420 Pallad. on Husb. xii. 294 In marcn<
putacioun To chasten is incrementacionn.

fl-ncrepate, v. Obs.
[f. L. increpat-, ppl.

stem of increpare to make a noise at, scold, chide,
f. in- (!N- *) + crepdre to make a noise, creak, etc.]
front. To chide, rebuke, reprove.
1,5

s? .

LEVINS M<"i'p. 40/33 To Increpate, increpare. 1657W. MORICE Coena guasi Koi^i Def. xvi. 284 He increpates
n,
ot 'ne Church-governors for admi 'ng such. 1657 REEVE

God's Plea ,8 He is eager upon a cruel bent, but God doth
increpate, and interrogate him.

Increpation (inkr/>-i-j3n). Obs. or arch. [ad.
L. mcrepation-em (Terlullian), n. of action from
increpare to INCREPATE. Cf. OF. increpacion ,

-atton (Oresme, 141)1 c.).] Chiding, reproof, re-
buke : with //. a reproof or rebuke.
ISM Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) IV. xxix. 330 By

thretenynges, & by mcrepacyons. < 1540 tr. Pol. ferg.
Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 180 Throughe the holsome pre-
cepte and mcrepations of Annas. 1605 G. POWEL Refut
hpist.by Puritan-Papist 33 They . . disswaded them, some-
times by milde admonitions, and sometimes by seuerer in-
crepations. a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serin (,717)11! 422 The
Thunder of that dreadfull Increpation .. 'Friend, how

mest thou in hither, not having a Wedding-garment ?
'

1868 MILMAN St. Paul's 82 Edw. HI had promulgated a
tremendous Increpation against the Dean and Chapter.
t Incre-patively, ado. Obs. rare.

[f. late I,
mcrep&tlve, OF. en-, increpativement, f. L. *in-
a-epativus, OF. increfatif, -ive scolding, reproach-
ful : see -LT2.] Chidingly, reproachfully; with
scolding.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 425 b/2 And as saint powle that

to the synnars shewed him Increpatyfly.
t Incre-patory, a. Obs. [ad. late L. increpd-

ton-us (Sidonius), f. ppl. stem of increpare to
INCREPATE : see -ORY.] Rebuking, reproving.
1645 T. COLEMAN Hopes Deferred t His answer hath two

parts ; one mcrepatory..the other directory

Incres(s, increace, obs. forms of INCREASE.
Increscent (inkre-sent), a. and sb. Also 6-7

inoressant, -ent. [ad. L. inmscent-em, pres. ppleof incresclre to INCREASE : see -ENT. In the form
incressant, a. AF. incressant = OF. encreissant
pres. pple.]
A. adj. Increasing, becoming greater. Chiefly

of the moon (esp. in Heraldry] : Waxing, in her
increment

. *?? J

>""-UPS' Ifreaant, resembling the Moon not come
to the

full, a term in Heraldry. ,8a> Black. Mag. XI. 669Ihe first is on the wane ; the third is not increscent. 1854H. MILLER Sch. , Schm. xii. (1857) 260 Every object stood

L.T ' 225P co
' in the increscent light of morning.

18711 lENNYSONGa^M Si8Thegood Queen .sent, Between
the increscent and decrescent moon, Arms for her son.
a. sb. (Chiefly Her.) The moon in her incre-

ment, represented as a crescent with the horns
towards the dexter side. (Opp. to decrescent.)
1ST* BOSSEWELL Armorie it An Incressante is the moone
JO"

1 'he pryme, till after the firste quarter. ,66, MORGAN
e* XT'"'? ';

lv-
i$

Or
'
an 'ncressant vert. 1691 Land.

Gaz. No. 1674/4 A Cross Moline between i Increscents and
IJecrescents 1864 BofTELL Her.Hist. t, Pop. xv. f 8 (ed. 3)IQS (tr. nn a ff^cf. f.~ir tk_A*. :.. .- _f .t f .. *

'v* ""
ZL. ,<generated in equ

eo
1 Ur' Tl>y|or- I8o3 } WOOD

l '"^renients of velocity are always
,834 M R9 .fcSmcS

.. -w^ MWV itui. iirr.nisi. (J-
/ on, xv. () a

,-Jr, on a fesse arg., three increscents of the field.

T Increst (mkre-st), v. Obs. rare. Also en-.
[f. IN- *, EN- i + CRIST sb.] trans. To furnish
or adorn with or as with a crest ; to crest (with).1611 FLORID, Increstamento, an encresting. Ibid., In-

?A*' !E 5
n(

;r
est ' Ibid; Incimicrato, crested or en-

crested. i6 DRI-MM. OF HAWTH. Soun. \. xiii. Two
foaming billows .. did their tops with coral red increst.

Incretionary (inkrrjsnari), a.
[f. "increlion

(f. L. in- (I.v- 2) + crfscfre to grow) -f> -ARY : cf.

concretionary.'] (See quot)
1874 DAWKINS Cave Hunt. ii. 57 Their mineral contents. .have been deposited on the sides of the cavity by the same
mcretionary faction, /bid., I have used the term in!

cretionary as implying an accumulation of mineral matterrom the circumference of a cavity towards its centre, as inthe caw of an agate.

Incriminate (inkri-mirufit
1

,!,. [f. ppl. stem
)t med.l,. tncnmitiare to accuse, f. in- (IN- 2) +
crimindre to CRIMINATE

; pcrh. partly due to F
'"trimmer (1791 in Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. To
charge with a crime

; to involve in an accusation
or charge.

?
B*'v (fKo), To Incriminate, to recriminate.

WEBSTER, Incriminate, to accuse: to chanre with -\

- ;
fau "' l86? WRAXALL H^f^uSKSu^.^,ir theory is incriminated. 1874 SVMONDS S*. Italy *

fhe OJi,9 ) *t
22

-

IVWOU'd ^ "^"K to i"iinate

A-L ^ T /

F
?"-

C
,

1S ^ any susP'on. 1885 Manch.
/-.raw, 6 June 5/3 Evidence which will incriminate others
while it clears themselves.
Hence Inori-minated, Incri'minating/// adis
.858 Tima 27 Nov. 8/2 Any incriminated phrasVof Monl
rr M ^""P111"- l8 3 KINGLAKE Crimea I. xiv. 231Inis Maupas, or de Maupas .. deliberately offered to ar-

e that incriminating papers, .should be secretly placedm the houses of the men whom he wanted to have accused.

'f
7-5 S*.C''*t- Hist. III. xix. 343 If the ordinaryclaimed the incriminated clerk. 188.%RAILL Sler,,, iv 40An excuse for the incriminated passage.
Incnmination (inkrimin?'-Jan), rare. [n. of

action f. med.L. mcriminare : see prec Cf F
incrimination (Littre).] The action of chargingwith a crime, or involving in a charge ; the fact or
condition of being so charged or involved.
1651 BIGGS New Disf. F 212 Their incrimination and

arraignement may appear by the verdict. 1827-10 DF
0.1-iNCEY Murder Postscr., One other fact . .became^re
important than many stronger circumstances of incrimination
'

Jf?f
tne

,,
snoes_ f

J!f
murderer . . creaked as he walked.

1846 MRS. OoRE.fiMf.Ckir. (1852)84To incrimination follows
ecnniination.

Incxi'minator. rare,
(agent-n. in L. form

from INCRIMINATE.] One who incriminates: an
accuser.

1846 LANDOR /mag. Com. Wks. II. 13 Yet our judges
pur incnmmators, firmly believe in the transcendent excel-
lence of those works.

Incriminatory (inkri-minatari), a. [f. as IN-
CRIMINATE + -ORY.] Tending to incriminate.
1861 Times 10 July, That an incriminatory report of an

Election Commission shall be followed by a suspension of
elective rights for five years. 1890 lbid.it, De^s/i The
quantity of documents and cipher manuscripts seized
lurmshedlhe authorities with much incriminatory evidence
t Incri-minous, a. Obs. rare-". [Ix-s.] Not

criminous; innocent.
1613 COCKERAM ii, Faultlesse, Inculfable, Incriminmu.
Incrrmsoned,///. a. rare. =ENCHIMSONE
9E THELAWNEY

Afb. younger Son I. 328 Kissing his in-cnmsoned hands and eyes. ,86, DICKENS Gt. E*p<ct xii,\ arious stages of puffy and incrimsoned countenance.
t Incrrspated, ppl. a. Obs. rare- \ [f. L.

tncnspat-us, pa. pple. of incrispare (Tertull. Idol
8, with variant

incrustare), i. in- (lX-*)+ertoj&
to curl, wrinkle : see CRISPATE.] Stiffly curled
wrinkled.

'7
i*
7
<:u

r- Astrvc
l.
s
,

F"'m '8z They are incrispated, and
each fibre tense, like the chord of a musical instrumeni
Incroach, -ment, incroatch, incrochfe,

obs. ft. ENCROACH, -MENT.

Incroniele, obs. f. ENCHBONICLE.
t Incroo'k, v. Obs. rare.

[f. IN- i + CROOK v
after L. incurvare, which it translates.] trans.
To crook, bend, or incurve.

<

"*
3
it?i
H
C
M1
?l:

E
-

/lM/
''-
r

,

lxviii- a8 MWdd thaire egn<=n
' '

Stm?" r fe""
aX mkroke - ""'<< Cant. 509 Inkrokid

are be hillis of \* _warfd. 1381 WVCLIF Rom. xiT ,o Be the

pen of hemmaad derke ..and incroke algatis the bak ofhem [ft. Ixvm. 8 the rig of hem . . crooke thou in].

tlncro-BSed, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 2

(
= EN- l) + CBOSS v.] Crossed over each other.

i *^? DANIEL Quern's Arcadia n. i, His Arms incross'd,his Head down on one Side.

II Incro-tchet, v. rare. Also en-, [f. IN- 2,EN- i + CBOTCHET rf.] trans. To enclose within
crotchets or brackets.
1806 Soi'THiv Lett (,856) I. 397 He will . . encrotchet ( Jthus what Hyems has to copy, a ,834 COLEKIDGE in

iJSftSSSS'
SePt' 3M/3 TrU 'y Bfc as are a,, the

flncrou'ching,///. a. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. Is-i

+ CROUCH v.] Crouching in, cringing, fawning.
'593 G. FLETCHER Licia To Rdr., As a man may sooner

feel us to flatter by our incrouching eloquence than suspect
it from the ear.

Illncroyable ({nkrwaya-b'l). [F. incroyable
incredible, f. in-

(lN-3) + croi-rc, crcy-ant to
believe (:-L. credfre} + -abU (see -BLK).] A con-
temporary name for the French fop or dandy of
the period of the Directory.

-.

1? j
term seems to have orig'"ati in 1795 ; ace. to Littre,

it had reference not only to the extravagant dress of the
fops, but also to their frequent use of the phrase Test vrai-menl incroyable '.

, I797, T"' ?
W
4?

BI""<K Lct- in Crts. Er. close last Cent.
(1841) II. 181 The men were clean, many in English dresses,but there were also a good many extravagant*, or incror-

J V
8
i*J

CA ""-VI-E s<"->- Ka. i. ix, Wert thou not, at one
period of life, a Buck, or Blood, or Macaroni, or Incroyableor Dandy, or by whatever name . . such phenomenon is dis'
tmguished? 1887

Watm. Rev. Nov. 947 The republican
young man of fashion, the incroyablt.
t Incrn-ciated, a. obs. rare- 1

, riw-3-
see CRUCIATE p.] Not tormented

; nntortnred.



INCRUCIATION.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxi. 223 His Ignorance
gave him. .a kind of innocence, whereby might have passed
away his life incruciated without the sense of so fatal mis-
fortunes.

Incrucia-tion. Anat. [f.
IN- 2 + CRUCIATION.]

* A crossing of fibres ; same as decussation
'

(Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1886).
1855 MAYNR Expos. Le.v., Incructatio .., the decussation

or crossing of the fibres of the optic nerve : incruciation.

t I'licruent, a. Ol>s. rare. [ad. L. incrncnt-us
y

f. in- (Itf- 3) +crucntus bloody, CRUENT. Cf. obs.

F. incruent (i6th c.).] Bloodless; not attended
with shedding of blood.

1624 FISHER in F. White
Refil.

Fisher 463 So should, .the
Eucharist be a bloudie Sacrifice, and not incruent as the
Fathers tearme it. 1660 WATERHOUSE Anns 4- Ann. 209
For incruent Victories are least offensive to God and man.
So t Incrue'ntal, T Incrue'ntous adjs. (cf.

CRUENTOUS).
1674 EtiEvwrSartlatEfufffr^oK He musters out as many

places as he can find, that make any mention of Liturgy,
Oblation, Holy Victime, Incruental Sacrifice, and Mass.

1675 BURTHOGGE Caustt Dei 302 To offer his Devotions on
an Incruentous Altar, a 1706 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 369 Gar-
lands of the leaves and blossoms [of Myrtles] impaled the
brows of Incruentous victors at Ovations.

Iiici'iist, etc., variants of ENCRUST, etc.

1641, etc. [see ENCRUST z'.]. 1663 J. BEALE Let. 21 Jan. in

Boyje's Wks. 1772 VI. 387 A black incrusted substance,
which he found in Mendipp-hills, bedecked very delightfully
with artificial branches of the exact form of ferns, wliich

they say is an infallible discoverer of a coal-mine, a 1691
BOYLE Hist, Air (1692) 140, I visited the incrusting spring
. . and could not find anything incrusted within 26 yards of
the rise of it. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723)

519 Some Rivers do thus bring forth . . mineral Matter in

great Quantity so as to cover and incrust the Stones, Sticks
and other Bodyes lying therein. 1725, etc. [see ENCRUST z/.J.

I lucrirstaiueilt. Obs. rare. [a.&.It.mcrosta-
mento ' a pargeting or rough casting' (Florio), L.

type
*incrustamentum, from incrustdre to incrust.]

= INCRUSTATION 2.

1538 LELAND Itin. V. 7 There were founde a late . . certeyne
paintid Incrustamentes hard by the Castel.

Incrustate (inkr-st<ft), ///. a. (Erron.

-crustrato.) [ad. L. mcrttstdt-us, pa. pple. of in-

erustare, f. in- (!N-
2
) + crustare^ f. crusta CRUST.]

f 1. Formed or hardened into a crust. Obs.
1626 BACON Sylva 99 The Finer Part will bee turned into

Aire, and the Grosser sticke as it were baked, and incrustate

vpon the Sides of the Vessel!. 1674 GREW Nat. Mixture v.

Inst. ii. 8 The top of the unresolved Salt will be incrustate,
or as it were frosted over. 1731 TUI.L Horse-Hoing Hush.
(1733) 64 If Land sown with Wheat be not Ho'd, its Surface
is soon Incrustate.

2. Enveloped with a crust or solid superficial

layer of matter : cf. CRUSTATE. Obs. exc. Bot.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3017 A cherry-stone round about
incrustrate with stony matter. 1866 Treas. Bot. 621/1 /
crnstate, . . coated with earthy matter.

3. Bot. (See quot.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., fncrustatn$

t
. .applied to a seed

and pericarp when they adhere one to the other with so

much force that they seem to form an entire body : incrus-

tate. 1866 in Treas. Bot. 621.

4. Zool. and Bot. Having the form of a crust, as

a polyzoan ora lichen
; spec. Of or pertaining to the

Incrustata, a division of cyclostomatous Polyzoa.

Incrustate (inkry-st^t), v. Now rare. Also
en- ;

erron. -crustrate. [f. L. incrustat-9 ppl.
stem of incrustdre : see prec.]
1. To cover with a crust or hardened coating, as

of deposited or crystallized matter, rust, scum, etc.

= ENCRUST 2.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 40/34 To Incrustate, incrustare. 1620

VENNER Via Recta vi. 106 Couered ouer and incrustated . .

with sugar, which we. .call Candied Ginger. 1682 H. MORE
Annot. Glanviirs Lnx O. 142 To let its Central Fire to

incrustate it self into aTerrella. *li$psxtt*M Phys.-Thcol,
64 note, Vast Stones, which . . are incrustated with this

Sparry, Stalactical Substance. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. <$ Exp.
Philos. II. App. xiv. 127 The copper in precipitating will. .

incrustate the nail with pure copper. 1811 PINKERTON
Petral. I. 519 Encrustrating various objects, as birds'

nests, plants, leaves, &c.

f 2. In the arts : a. To cover with an ornamental

layer after the manner of a natural incrustation :

ENCRUST i. b. To attach as or like an incrustation.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Incrusted^ or Incrustated

Column^ is a column consisting of several pieces or slips of

some precious marble, masticated or cemented around a

mould of brick, or other material. 1764 HARMER Observ.

vin. iii. 99 The art of incrustating buildings with it [marble].

Ibid. XL. vi. 304 The figures are incrustrated like the cyphers
on the dial-plates of watches.

Hence Incru'stated, Incnrstating ///. adjs.

1650 H. MORE Immort. Soul (1662) 196 They make their

peculiar Vortex . . from Pole to Pole, and thread an incrus-

tated Star. 171* Phil. Trans. XXVII. 520 The encrustated

Particles which stick to the Skin, 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Observ. Surg. (1771)259, 1 took off a Quantity of incrustated

Gravel with the Cnrrette. 1884 Pall Mall G. f Extra 24

July 2/2 Encrustated papers, luminous paint, &c. 1885 J.

CROLL Climate fy Cosmol. xi. 187 Masses of calcareous tufa

which have been formed upon the borders of incrustating

springs.

Incrustation (inkiest? "Jan). Also en-, [ad.

late L. incrustation-em i
n. of action from incrus-

tare to INCBUSTATE ; cf. F. incrustation (i6th c.).]
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1. The action of encrusting ; the formation of a

crust, the fact or condition of being encrusted.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Incrustation^ a pargetting, rough-

casting. 1658 PHILLIPS, Incrustation, a making or become-
ing hard on the outside, like a crust, a rough-casting, or

pargetting. 1764 HARMER Observ. vin. iii. 97 The incrus-
tation of their walls with the most exquisite marbles. 1769
CROKER Diet., Incrustation, in Surgery, the induction of a
crust or Eschar upon any part. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848)
500 The branches formed by incrustation are sometimes six
inches long. 1853 RUSKIN Stones Ven. II. iv. 24 The
incrustation of brick with more precious materials. 1874
SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece 251 Had the whole church
been finished as it was designed, it would have presented
one splendid though bizarre effect of incrustation.

2. An outer hard layer or crust of some fine or

costly material placed over a rough or common
substance, esp. a facing of marble or other precious
stone on a building.
1644 EVELYN Diary 7 Mar., A Chapell . .all ofjasper, with

several incrustations of marble in the inside. Ibid. 17 Nov.,
The walls .. are cover'd with antiq incrustations of history.
1726 LEONI tr. Albert?* Archil. I. 33/2 Alabaster .. cut
with a Saw into large thin pieces, extremely convenient
for Incrustations, 1838 G. DOWNES Lett. Cent. Countries
I. 338 An incrustation, consisting of small segments of while
and black marble, gives these edifices a motley appearance.
1880 C. E. NORTON Church-build. Mid. Ages ii. 54 The whole
surface . . was to be covered with precious incrustations of
mosaic or of marble.

t k- fig. An adventitious ornament. Obs.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. ii. 66 The old popishe
ceremonies . . are, as it were, an Incrustation both vnlawful
and vnseetnly. 1644 J. GOODWIN Innoc. Triumph. To Rdr.

(1645) 3 What incrustations, and misrepresentations of

opinions, sayings, practises, actions. 1740 WARBURTON/)*V.
Legal, iv. iv. Wks. 1811 IV. 181 Every age adorned it with
additional superstitions ; so that at length the old founda-

i tion became quite lost in these new incrustations.

3. A crust or hard coating formed naturally on

j
the surface of an object ; esp. a calcareous or crys-
talline concretion or deposit.
1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xxxix. 359 We shall find an

Incrustation upon the out-side of the moss and leaves. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler No. 166 r 3 Like unpolished gems, of
which none but the artist knows the intrinsick value, till

their .. incrustations are rubbed away. 1830 SIR T. D.
LAUOER Floods Moray iti 1829 (ed. 2) 234 Stalactitic incrus-

tations, formed by the evaporation of water, holding cal-

careous matter in solution. 1878 HUXLEY Fhysiogr. 202
This siliceous matter is deposited around the mouth of the
hole as an incrustation.

b. fig. An accretion of habit, etc. compared to

a hard crust formed over and around an object.
1806 FELLOWES tr. MiltoiCs -znd Defence 230 There are. .

many evil incrustations about your heart. 1833 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Loire 215 Her really warm heart . . was frozen

over by a thin incrustation of vanity, ft 1864 J. D. BURNS
Mem. ff Kent. (1879) 364 The pure simplicities of His Word
. .get overlaid with earthly incrustations. 1869 J. MARTINEAU
Jtss. II. 397 Hidden under the incrustations of sense and
evil habit.

4. A hard dry formation on the surface of the

body; a scab or eschar (cf. CRUST sb. 3).

1656 BLOUNT Gfossegr., Incrustation, . . a crustiness, or
thick scabbedness. 1800 Med. JrtiL IV. 2 A slight incrus-

tation was formed on the vesicle. 1875 H. WALTON Dis.

Eye 729 The incrustations which adhere to the cuticle. 1897
AllbutCs Syst. Mcd. II. 195 Such is the course of the

ordinary small-pox papule through the several stages of

macule, papule, vesicle, pustule, and incrustation.

t Incru'stative. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. INCRUSTATE
V. + -IVE.] A substance that tends to form incrus-

tations.

1765 Universal Mag. XXXVII. 355/2 Incrustatives and
exsiccatives, as myrrh, aloes.

Incrusted, Incrusting : see INCRUST.

t Xncrystal, v. Obs. Also en-, [f. IN- 2 ..+

CRYSTAL sb.]

1. trans, (and in(r^) To turn into crystal, to

CRYSTALLIZE.
1611 FLORIO, Inchristallire^ to encristall, or become cristall.

2. To enclose in crystal.

1648 HERRICK Hesper.^ Hour-glass, That Houre-glasse..
With water filFd . . The humour was . , But lovers tears in-

christalled. 1664 POWER Ex. Philos. i. 35, I have artificially
frozen all the said Liquor into a mass of Ice, wherein all

these Animals it seemed lay incrystalled.

Hence Incrystalled///. a., crystallized.

<zi649DnUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 29 The next
enchristall'd light Submits to Him its beams ; And He doth
trace the height Of that fair lamp.

Incrystalli:zable, a. rare" 1
. [lN-3.] In-

capable of being crystallized ; uncrystallizable.
1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 578 This salt is tasteless,

incrystallizable by art, insoluble in water.

Incuba, nonce-wd.j factitious fern, of INCUBUS.
1708 Brit. Apollo No. 45. 1/2 There being in nature no

Other Incubusses or Incuba's.

Incubate (i*nkiwbc
l

t), v. [f. L. incubdt- (more
commonly incubit- : see INCUBITDRE), ppl. stem of

incuba-re to lie on, to hatch, f. in- (IN-
2
)
+

cuba-re to lie : see -ATE 3.]

1. trans. To sit upon (eggs) in order to hatch
them ; to hatch (eggs) by sitting upon them or by
some equivalent process.
1721 BAILEY, To incubate^ to brood or hover over, to lie or

set upon as a Hen. 1730-6 Ibid, (folio), Incubated^ brooded
or hovered over, as by a Bird on her Eggs or Nest. 1782
A. MONRO Compar* Anat. (ed. 3) 61 They are incubated

j

INCUBATIVE.

by the heat of the Sun. 1788 JENNER in Phil. Trans.
LXXVIII. 229 Respecting the Cuckoo: why., it should
not build a nest, incubate its eggs? 1849-52 TODD Cycl.
Anat. IV. 974/1 The egg .. had been incubated six days.
1855 OWEN Camp. Anat. Vtriebr.vm. (L.), Still fewer [fishes]
nidificate and incubate their ova.

b. Jig. To brood upon.
1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 179 Gods Spirit . .

must incubate, and brood both, to make them fruitful!.

2. intr. To sit upon eggs, to brood.
'755 JOHNSON, To Incubate, v. n., to sit upon eggs. 1788

JENNER in Pkil. Trans. LXXVIII. 230 Many of the birds
which incubate have stomachs analogous to those ofCuckoos.
1874 E. COUES Bints N. W. 41 The one that is incubating
flutters up with loud cries of distress.

b. fig. To brood.
1660 tr. Amyraldvs' Treat, cone. Relig. m. viii. 476 The

Spirit of God gently incubated on the World, a 1847
MACVEY NAPIER in Sel. Corr. (1879) 508, I wrote this while
incubating on my Bills in Edinburgh.
3. a. intr. Path. Of a disease : To pass through

the process of INCUBATION, q.v. 3. b. trans. Biol.
To place in an incubator (for developing bacteria).
i8o(5 Alllulfs Syst. Med. I. 805 The tubes are capped,

shaken and incubated for twenty-four hours.
Hence I-ncubated ppl. a., I-noubating vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1730-6 [see sense i]. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 673/1 The
vascular area of the incubated egg. 1878 Masque Poets 216
By its own law. .The incubated egg unfolded. 1890 DailyNews 21 Nov. 3/2 Dr. Koch's lymph . . is prepared in an in-

cubating stove within a space which is hermetically sealed
and sterilized.

Incubation (inkiwb^'-Jan). [ad. L. incuba-
tion-em brooding, n. of action f. incubare to brood.]
1. The action of sitting on eggs in order to hatch
them ; the hatching of eggs by sitting on them.
Artificial incubation, hatching of eggs by artificial heat.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. in. vii. 120 Incubation alters
not the species . . as evidently appeares in the eggs of Ducks
or Partridges hatched under a Hen. a 1711 KEN Hynmotheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 304 Her Incubations by Degrees dis-

pence Parts, Form, Life, Motion, Nutriment and Sense,
Till they full grown, their Prisons open fling. 1845 DARWIN
yy. Nat. v. (1879) 91 Each cock bird will have its fair share
in the labour of incubation. 1870 ROI.LESTON Aniui. Life
Introd. 50 Observed in. -the incubation of the Python. 1891
W. N. LANE Poultry Farming 4 Artificial incubation is a
cheaper method of hatching than the natural one.

2. transf. onAjig. Applied esp. to the '

brooding
'

or '

moving
'

of the Divine Spirit over the face of
the chaos at the Creation (Gen. i. 2).
1614 RAUKICH Hist. World i. (1634) 5 Whether that

motion, .and operation, were by incubation, or how else, the
manner is onely knowne to God. 1677 HAI.E Print. Orig.
Alan. in. i. 247 Some assign a natural determined Cause
of the first production of Mankind, namely, the due pre-
paration of the fat and slimy Earth after a long incubation
of Waters, a 1679 GURNALL in Spurgeon Treas. Da-v. Ps.
cxix. 130 He who, by his incubation upon the waters of the
creation, hatched that rude mass into the beautiful form we
now see. 1731 TULL Horse-Hoing Husb. (1733) 25 Many
of the Pores or Interstices close up during the Seed's Incu-
bation and hatching in the Ground. 1796 BURKE Regie
Peace \\. Wks. VIII. 258 The Dutch Republicks were hatched
and cherished under the same incubation. 1856 EMERSON
Eirg. Traits xiv. (1857) 235 'Ihe mind became fruitful as by
the incubation of the Holy Ghost. 1878 SEELEY Stein III.

437 The Middle Ages .. were the age . . if not actually of
the greatest painting and poetry, yet of the incubation of
both.

3. Path. The process or phase through which
the germs of disease pass between contagion or

inoculation and the development of the first symp-
toms.
Period of incubation, the space of time occupied by this

process, which varies greatly for different diseases, and in
different circumstances.

1835 G. GREGORY Tlieo. # Pract. Meti. i. vi. (ed. 4) 81
Period of incubation. .The interval which elapses between
exposure to malaria and the invasion of disease is liable to
some variety. Ibid. n. v. 149 Sometimes a degree of catarrhal
affection is present throughout the whole term of incubation.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 137 The period of incubation
of cholera lasts at least one week. 1885 Daily News 30
Oct. 3/3 The period of incubation, i.e., the time from the
infliction of the bite till the disease shows itself, is stated . .

to vary from 12 days, .to one year and upwards, the average
being from 44 to 75 days.

4. Gr. Antiq. The practice of sleeping in a

temple or sacred place for oracular purposes.
1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. II. in This place was celebrated

for the worship of ^Esculapius, in whose temple incuba-

tion, i. e. sleeping for oracular dreams, was practised. 1884
Encycl. Brit. XVII. 808.

5. attrib., as inatbation-period, -process.

1858-65 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt, xn. xi. IV. 262 The incubation-

process may have uses for some of us !

187^9
St. George's

Hosp. Rep. IX. 712 In this case.. the incubation period was
two days. 1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 539 A specific
bacillus which, introduced by feeding into mice^ produces. .

illness and death after a definite incubation period.

Hence Incnba-tional a., of or connected with

incubation.

1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1209/1 The cloaca . . serves

as a kind of incubational . .pouch.

Incubative (i'nkiab^'tiv), a. [f. L. incubnt-,

ppl. stem (see INCUBATE) + -IVE.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the in-

cubation of oviparous animals.

1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. n. II. xi. 285 A beautiful

thing is the incubative, the pre-maternal instinct.

89



INCUBATOR.

2. Path. Of or pertaining to the incubation of
disease ; characterized by incubation.

1835 G. GREGORY Thio. 4- Pract. Med. n. v. (ed. 4) 140
he circumstance of the initiatory catarrhal fever, being

-

The

me linie waign inc imecuous germs wnen sej
their source will retain their productiveness. 1869 E. A.
PARKES Pratt. Hygiene ( ed. 3) 477 The incubative period [of
yellow fever] is longer than usually supposed.
Incubator i-nkiab^'taj). [a. L. incubator,

agent-n. f. incubare to lie in or on.]
1. A bird which incubates or sits on eggs ; a

sitting bird. b. fig. One who sits brooding.
1858 DE QUINCEY Language Wks. IX. 81 The Hebrew . .

sitting, .as incubator over the awful germs of the spirituali-
ties that connect man with the unseen worlds.

2. An apparatus for hatching birds by artificial

heat.

1857 Cottage Gardener 4 Aug. 274/2 An incubator is an
unprofitable machine .. It is a good hatcher .. but the
chickens cannot be reared. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in
S. C. 188 The heat of the manure-heap acts as an incuoator
[to snakes' eggs). 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 119/1 A
Series of Thermostatic Incubators . . for the artificial hatch-
ing of eggs.

b. An apparatus for rearing children born pre-
maturely.
1896 Westm. Gaz. \ June 4/1 One of the incubators, or
foster mothers, by means of which the lives of . . little ones
prematurely born into the world have been saved.
3. An apparatus for the artificial development of

bacteria.

1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 805 These [test-tubes] are
capped and kept at 37 in the incubators for twenty-four
hours.

4. fig. and trans/. A breeder, author, source.
1864 Daily Tel. 6 Sept., His mind is only an incubator for

hatching lewdness. 1897 L. A. THURSTON Handbk. A nnf.r.
Hawaii 35 An incubator of international friction.

Incubatory (i-nkiab^'tari), a.
[f.

L. incubat-

(see INCUBATE) + -OBT.] Of or pertaining to incu-
bation ; incubative.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Ixv. Anim. x. (m For distinction's
sake the incubatory pouch may be termed the ovicyst. 1879Hume v. no The incubatory instinct of a bird.

flncu-be, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. IN- 2 + CUBE
so.] trans. To infix like a cube.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. vi, Prelaty . . must be faine to

inglobe or incube her selfe among the Presbyters.
tl'ncubee. Obs. A distortion of INCUBUS;

used as a term of reprobation. (Cf. INCTJBY.)
1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair n. ii Where's my pipe now ?

not fill'd ? thou errant Incubee. [Said to a servant.]

t Incu biture. Obs. [f. L. incubit- (ppl. stem
of incubare to INCUBATE) + -URE, as if from L. type
*incutitiira.'] Brooding; = INCUBATION i.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. n. xi. (1712) 72 Aldrovandus
rejects that Fable of .. her [the Bird of Paradise's] Incubi-
ture on the back of the Male. 1706 PHILLIPS, Incubation or
Incubitnre, a Philosophical Term for brooding or sitting
upon Eggs as Birds do. 1743 J. F.I.LIS Divine Things 15}
(T.) The incubiture of the female upon the back of the male,

t I'ncubo. Obs. rare. [a. L. incubo a spirit
that lies on a treasure to guard it, f. inctibii-re to
brood over.] A covetous man, who broods over
or jealously guards his wealth.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 45 The covetous Incuboes of
the world, a i6s BOYS Wks. (1630) 129 Like a brood goose,
or a hen that sits ; Incubo (for so the Latines terme him)
hee keepes his nest and sits as it were brooding.

Incubous (i-nkiwbas), a. Bot. [f. L. incuba-re
to lie on + -ous.] (See quots.)
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Botany $ 489. 444 The leaves [of

some Liverworts] are disposed after two different plans, ac-
cording to which they have received the name succubous or
incubous. In the former case they are disposed in a spiral
which turns from left to right, and consequently the anterior
border ofeach inferior leaf is covered by the posterior border
of that immediately above. In the latter, the spiral turns :

from right to left, and the anterior border of each inferior
'

leaf covers the posterior border of the leaf placed immedi-
ately above it. 1880 GRAY Struct. Rot. (ed. 6) 4i6'2 Incn-
bous, the tip of one leaf or other part lying flat over the
base of the next above it.

II Incubus (i-nkibi). Also 6 Sc. incobus.
PI. ineubi (-bat) ;

also 7-9 incubuses, 8 incu-

bus's, incubusses, (9 incubus). [lateL. incubus

(Augustine) = cl.L. incubo nightmare; in the
middle ages often represented as a malignant demon
who lay upon men and women

;
f. L. incubare to

lie upon. Cf. F. incube (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A feigned evil spirit or demon (originating in

personified representations of the nightmare) sup-
posed to descend upon persons in their sleep, and
especially to seek carnal intercourse with women.
In the Middle Ages, their existence was recognized
by the ecclesiastical and civil law.
c la 5 LAY. 15783 Heo beo^ ihaten ful iwis incubii demones

.. monine mon on sweuene ofte heo swencheS. 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8088 Wse spyrites do women
schame; Incuby demones

y cald )>er name, flendes in

lf?-f ;_'"
at m

,

an'' woman nan forlayn. c 1386 CHAUCER
lYi/es r. 24 Wommen may go saufly vp and doun. .Ther is
noon oother Incubus but he And he ne wol doon hem but
dishonour. 1387> TKEVISV Higden (Rollsl I. 419 That fend
Pt gooji a nyy, Wommen welofte to beetle, Incubus hatte
be ryit. 1135 SrRWARr Cron. Seel. II. 221 Marling also

186

wes in tha samin d.iis Into Britane. . Ane incobus with sulv
till sorcenc is#4 K. Bean Disc.*: U'itfhcr. II. ix.(i886) 26
Ihey [witches] use vencrie with a divell called Incubus
1614 MASSINGER 1'arl. Love n. ii, I'll sooner clasp an in-
cubus, or hug A fork-tongued adder. 1671 MII.TON /'. j;
n. 152 Belial, the dissolutest

spirit that fell, The sensualest
and, after Asmodai, The fleshliest incubus. 1801 W TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. XII. 421 Angels, Incubusses, Saints
jostle m his song. 1865 TVLOR Early Hist. Man. i. 7 The
evil demons who trouble people in their sleep, the Incubi
and Succubi.
attrib a 1651 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. x. 501 He that allows

himself in any sin ..does .. entertain an incubus dami,n
1674 Govt. Tongue v. 2. 120 A sort of incubus brats the'
infamous progenies of the lying spirit.
2. A feeling of oppression during sleep, as of
some heavy weight on the chest and stomach

; the
nightmare.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apolh. 10 a, The disease called

Incubus that is the Mare whych is a sycknesse or famasve
oppressive

: ai man in his slepe. i6<n MAKSTON Antonio's
Kev. iv. iv, 1 hen death, like to a

stifling incubus Lie on my
bosome. i6i BURTON Anat. Mel. itt ill. ii, Such as are
troubled with Incubus, or witch ridden, as we call it, if they
he on their backs. 1753 J. BOND (title) Essay on the Incubus
or Night-mare. 183.4 LAMB Hyfochtmd. 30 Night-ridingIncubi Troubling the fantasy, a i86a BUCKLE Civiliz. (1860)
III. v. 472 The dire superstition which sits like an incubus
upon them.

3. A person or thing that weighs upon nnd op-
presses like a nightmare.
1648-9 C WALKER Relat. A Otierv. 17 Looke to it there-

fore
i,r

state Incubi - I653 MII.TON Hirelings Wks. (1851)
369 1 he many years preaching of such an Incumbent, I may
say, such an Incubus oft-times. 1653 GAL-DEN Hierasp. To
Rdr. 5 Worldly designes .. are .. the Incubusses of Con-
science. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. x. 262 The church of
fcngland. .fainting under the incubus of false doctrine, and
a secular spirit. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi Pref. 10 The
great fact that the Americans have rid themselves of the
incubus of slavery. 1875 M'LAREN Serm. Ser. n. vi. 121
r ree from the incubus of evil habits.

4. Entom. Name of a parasitic genus of hymen-
opterous insects.

tl'ncuby. Sc. Obs. A perversion of incubus,
or its plural ineubi ;

= I.NCUBU.S.
1508 DUNBAR Poems vi. 3, I, Maister Andro Kennedy .

(lOltm with sum incuby, Or with sum freir infatuatus
In cuerpo : see CUEBPO.
t Inculcate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. inculcat-

tis, pa. pple. of inculcare : see next.] Inculcated,
taught. (Const, as pa. pple. or adj.}
1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 308 Wee had neede to haue

the word of God often inculcate and beaten vpon vs 1643
SIR J. SPELMAN Case o/Affairs 22 The duty which . . hath
both by Law and Christian Religion been inculcate to him
1647 H. MORE Poems

154 Phansie ? that's so swayd.. By-botched inculcate paradigms made By senses dictate. 1653
Conject. Cabbal. (1662) 175 Long inculcate Precepts . .

mistaken for connate Principles.

Inculcate (i-nk-plke't, inkHkc't%. [f. L. itt-

cnlcat-, ppl. stem of inculcare to stamp in with the
heel, tread in, cram in, press in, impress upon (the
mind), f. in- (IN- 2) + calcare to tread, f. calc-, calx
heel. As to the pronunciation, see CONTEMPLATE.]
1. trans. To endeavour to force (a thing) into

or impress (it) on the mind of another by emphatic
admonition, or by persistent repetition ; to urge on
the mind, esp. as a principle, an opinion, or a
matter of belief; to teach forcibly. Const, upon,
on

; f formerly in, into, un/o, to.

155 COVERDALK Spir. Perl,' xxviii. O iv, This praclyse
dyd the holy elect of god in the olde time not onli incul-
cate and teach with words, but also expresse and performe
in dede.

_ 1559 Bp. SCOT Sf. in Strype Ann. Re/. (1824) I.
n. App. vii. 418 The aucthoritie of the bisshoppe of Rome
. . some inculcate against us, as a matter of great weight.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. xi. 5 n That commandement
which Christ did so often inculcate vnto Peter. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. u. iii. (1810) 251 Yet was not hee
ashamed, .to inculcate into the earesof the Pope, .that shee
was more tyranicall than Pharaoh. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol.
Quakers vn. viii. 225 He presses this exhortation upon them,
and inculcates it three times. 1700 PRIOR Carmen Sec. 165And still the Sire inculcate to his Son, Transmissive Les-
sons of the King's Renown. 1736 BUTLER Anal. u. i. 142A standing Admonition, to remind them of it, and inculcate
It upon them. 1741 MIDDI.ETON Cicero xii. II. 518 This is
the notion that he inculcates everywhere of true glory.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 210 The moralist will
begin with striving to inculcate this desire of happiness into
himself and others as deeply as possible. 1791 Anted. II'.

Pitt II. xxxv. 263 These three words.. deserve to be incul-
cated in our minds. 1791 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 3 You
cannot too often inculcate to your chief friends, that this
affair . . cannot possibly be the work of a single day. 1801
MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xi. 89 An opinion ..
difficult to inculcate upon the minds of others. 1809 Susan
I. 155 The conception . . had inculcated itself. . into her mind.
1866 FELTON Anc. t, Mod. C,r. II. i. iii. 47 All these teachers
inculcate, .the duties of order, obedience and fidelity, on the
slaves. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. i 2 These, .inculcated
passive obedience to the monarch as a religious obligation.

1 2. To tread upon, trample, press with the feet.

'597 A. M. tr. Gnillemean's f'r. Chirurg. "iij, The earth
which with our feete we inculcate and treade one. 1657
TOMLINSON Xenon's Dist. in. n. v. 127 A certain Cloth . .

is often dipped and inculcated [L. inculcatur\ in a fit Em-
plaister already made up.

t Inculcatedly, culv. Obs. rare-',
[i. in-

culcated pa. pple. ot prec. t -LY
'-.] By inculcation ;

by impressive repetition.

INCULPATE.

i*? ft VORE Kjcf- ^an - " 47 The Son of man is a Title
which Christ so inculcated!)- assumes to himself.

Inculcating (see the vb.), vbl. sb.
[f. Ixcn.-

CATE v. + -INO i.J The action of inculcation
; im-

I pressive repetition.
1593 NASHE Cnrisfs r.(i6i3 ) 50 With dismall crying and
XMferatine inculcating vnto her. a 1614 DONNE Iliatfai n-ov

!'
644> 35 The often iteration, and specious but sophisticate

inculcalinKs of Ijiw, and Nature, and Reason, and God
.-1645 HOWELL Lett. II. Ixix, To use so many iterations'
iculcatings, and tautologies, .is no good manners in moral

Philosophy.

Inculcation (inkolk^'-Jan). [ad. late L. in-
culcation-em, n. of action f. inculcare to INCUL-
CATE. Cf. F. inculcation (i6th c.).] The action
of impressing on the mind by .forcible admonition
or frequent repetition ; the emphatic or persistent
teaching (/something.
ISS3T. WILSON Rhet. 04, I wil not trouble the reader with

double inculcation, and twyse tellyng of one tale. 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingd. f, Comnnu. (1603! 254 He evermore
laboreth with often inculcations, to infixe this most finally
in his mind. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 131 r 8 The daysthat are to follow must pass in the inculcation of precepis
Iready collected, and assertion of tenets already received
1805 ! OSTF.R Ess. i. ii. 17 The constant inculcation of truth
1844 STANLEY Arnold I. iv. ,86 His works were not
merely the inculcations of particular truths, but the expres-
sion of his whole mind. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q
Ne,ghb. xxxni. (1878) 588 Action is more powerful than
speech in the inculcation of religion.

t Incu'lcative, a. Obs. rare.
ff.

L. incuJcat-,
ppl. stem (see INCULCATE

z>.) + -IVE.] Tending to
inculcate; of the nature of inculcation

; impressivei66W. FENNER Hidden Manna (1652) 2 Bare teaching will
not availe neither ; but there must be a speciall inculcativ.
teaching, a 1677 MANTON Serm. Ps. cxix. verse 48 Wks
1872 VII. 20 When you have heard the word . . apply it to
yourselves by serious inculcative thoughts.
Inculcator (i-nkplk^-'taj, ink-lk-). [agent-n.

in L. form from INCULCATE. (Cf. late L. incul-
cator, used by Tertullian in literal sense.)] One
who inculcates.

1675 BOYLE Consid. Reconcil. Reason $ Relig. i. viii. Wks
1772 IV. 183 DCS Canes himself., has been the greatest
example and inculcator of this suspension [of assent]
1890 Temple-Bar Mag. Sept. 91 He was an inculcator of
muscular Christianity.

Incu'lcatory, a. rare. [f. INCULCATE v. +
-ORY.] Fitted or tending to inculcate

; character-
ized by inculcation.
a 1887 M. HOPKINS Discuss. Yng. Men 233 (Cent.) As

typical and mculcatory, nothing could have been more
admirable than these sacrifices. 1889 J. M. ROBERTSON
fa. tnt. Method 69 A matter of native bias, length of
habit, and mculcatory, belike painful, preparation,
t Incu 'Ik, v . 06s. [ad. L. inculc-dre to INCUL-

i CATE: perh. immed. after F. inculquer (1549 in

| Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. = INCULCATE v.
1518 in Burnet Hist. Re/. II. 85 To inculke unto Him the

i said Points and Considerations. 1537 Inst. Chr Man
,

vijb. These thynges. .shoulde be continually taughte and
|

inculked into the eares of all true christen people. 1561 Bp.
i GARDINER Let. to Somerset in Foxe A. n M. (1563) 740 Yf
I your Grace thinke not yourselfe encombred with my babling

'"d'nculkmg. 1576 NEWTON Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 34Which sentence Saint Paul, .went about to inculke into the
minde of the Athenians.

tlnCU'lp, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. inculp-are

tolNcuLPATE, perh. after F. tncu/fer(Cotgr. 161 1).]
trans. - INCULPATE v.
i6ia SHELTON Qmx. n. vi. 1. 108 For, if Chrysostomes im-

patience and head-long desire slew him, why should mine
honest proceeding and care be inculped therewithal]?

Incnlpable (inkzvlpab'l), a. Now rare. [ad.
late I., inculpabilis , f. in- (Is- 3) + culpabilis CUL-
PABLE.] Not culpable; blameless; free from blame.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. dc W. 1495) i. Prol i b/i

They knewe not that ony euyll were done in the worlde, ne
also what synne was : But they were all utterly Inculpable.
1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 31 Suche personages as neuer
were mfamed with any vice notable, and whose lyues be
inculpable. 1649 JER.' TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. v. 153 Little
more then sins of pure and inculpable ignorance 1730
FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 56 If his error is inevitable or
such as.. he could not help, he is inculpable. 1858 FABER
Spir. Confer. (1870) 160 There are inculpable unrealities to
which bodily weakness exposes us.

Hence Inculpability i ;,-.:.

1765 G. CANNING Patriotism in Sch. Satire (1802) 326 Pity-
ing Justice tacks, in their defence, Inculpability to want of
sense.

Incu-lpableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] Blame-
lessness.

1548 UDALL Krasm. Par. Lute xi. in The puritie con-
sisteth in the inculpablenesse and innocencie of the herte.
1684 SHARP Disc. cone. Conscience 29 The great thine .. U
the Culpablencss or Inculpableness ; the Faultiness or Inno-
cence of the mistake.

Inculpably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -.] Blame-
lessly, innocently.
IS3* LATIMHH Serm. ,5- Rent. (Parker Soc ) 377 Though I

im not altogether so scrupulous, yet I would it were done
nculpably and duly. 1640 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. u. viii.
i God will accept the will for the deed when the extemallaccep e w or e ee wen te externa

act is inculpably out of our powers. 1685 Case Doubting
< omcience 96 A man may very innocently and inculpably
be Ignorant of it. 1864 MANNING Let. to Pusey 14 The
Church teaches that men may be inculpably out of its pale.
t Inculpate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inculpat-



INCULPATE.

us, {. in- (IN- 3) + culpatus, pa. pple. of culparc
to blame.] Unblamed, blameless, inculpable.

161,2 T. JAMES Jesuit's Dmvnf. 14 Every lesuit takes vpon
him to be an illuminate, an inculpate guider of soules. 1647
JER. TAYLOK Lib. Proph. xi. 171 Causes of Errour in the
exercise of Reason which are inculpate in themselves.

Inculpate (i'nkolpA, inko-lp^t), v. [f. med.
L. inculpdt-, ppl. stem of incitlpare, f. in- (!N-

z
)

+ culpdre to blame ; cf. exculpate. As to the pro-
nunciation, see CONTEMPLATE.]
1. trans. To bring a charge against ; to accuse

;

to blame, find fault with.

1799 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax. I. in. Hi. 173 Gildas incul-

pates him for having destroyed his uncle. 1833 I. TAYLOK
Fanat. vi. 185 We should be slow to inculpate motives.
1846 DE QUINCEY Glance Wks. Mackintosh Wks. XIII. 65
The poor lady could have had no rational motive for in-

culpating herself.

2. To involve in a charge ; to incriminate.
1839-40 W. IRVING Wolferfs R. (1855) 257 De Mille . .

confessed to a plot to murder the broker, . . and inculpated
the Count in the crime. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa
427 Attempting to exculpate himself and inculpate Dr.
Nassau for not having told him one was necessary.
Hence Inculpated, Inculpating///, adjs.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. in. ix, Will not perhaps the

inculpated Deputies consent to withdraw voluntarily ? 1864
Daily Tel. 8 June, Major-General Dix . . was . . ordered

the exculpating falsehood.

Inculpation (inktflp^-Jan). [n. of action f.

INCULPATE : see -ATION. Cf. F. inculpation (1752
in Hatz.-Darm.).] The action of inculpating ;

blame, censure, incrimination.
1798 SIK M. EDEN in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III.

389, I should be sorry to have my career terminate in a
manner that will be interpreted as an inculpation of me.
1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Stud. Math. (1852) 266
As to the inculpation of the Metaphysicians why was
Locke not mentioned in place of Hume? 1850 GROTK
Greece n. Ixv. VIII. 299 In this assembly the most bitter

inculpations were put forth against the Athenians. 1871
FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. xi. 329 We do not think him
equally successful in his inculpation of the Confederates.

b. transf. Blame, fault, rare.
1822 BYRON Werner n. i, I should rather lay The inculpa-

tion on the Hungarian.

Inculpative (ink-lpativ), a.
[f. L. iiiculpat-,

ppl. stem (see INCULPATE
z>.) +-IVK.] =next.

i8oz SYD. SMITH Lett, iii, With the inculpative part of
your criticisms on mine I very much agree. 1802-12
BENTHAM Ration. Eyid. Wks. 1843 VII. 17 The incidents
by which the conclusiveness of an inculpative presumption
may be proved.

Inculpatory (iuki)-lpat3ri), a.
[f. as prec. +

-OBY.] Tending to inculpate or incriminate ; attri-

buting fault or blame.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. in. ii, From the Southern

Cities come addresses of an almost inculpatory character.
1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 495 The second of the
inculpatory letters.

_ 1883 J. MAKTINEAU Types Eth. Th.
II. 158 A very sufficient vocabulary of inculpatory words.

Incult (inko-lt), a. Now ran. Also 7inculte.
[ad. L. incultus, f. in- (IN- 3) + cultus, pa. pple. of
tolere to cultivate. Cf. F. inculle (i;;-i6th c.).]
1. Uncultivated, unfilled, in a state of natural

wildness.
1621 BURTON Ana-t. Mel. n. iii. in. (1651) 326 Germany

then, saith Tacitus, was incult and horrid, now full of
magnificent Cities. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 884 Her
forests huge, Incult, robust, and tall. 1864 SALA Diary in
Amer. (1865) I. xii. 340 There were no trees, hedgerows,
gardens visible. All was incult and horrid without form
and void.

2. Unpolished, untrimmed, inartistic, rude.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke Transl. toRJr.
i, I hope, and trust the most curteous Reader will accept. .

this my most inculte and vntilled labour. 1611 W. SCLATEK
Key (1629) 114 Eyther incult and horrid stones or unshapen
and rude matter. 1669 BOYLE Contn. New Exp. n. Pref.
(1682) 9 The reading of so incult and unpolite a Rhapsodic.
a 1851 MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT(Webster), His style is diffuse
and incult. 1887 SAINTSBURY///S Elizab.Lit. iii. (1890) 60
The miscellaneous . . writers, who, incult and formless as
their work was, at least maintained the literary tradition.

3. Of persons, their manners, etc. : Wanting in

culture or refinement ; inelegant, rough, coarse.
1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. To Rdr. 56 Let them be rude,

stupid, ignorant, incult. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 8
In the more incult and fierce behaviour of our English and
Saxon Ancestors. 1862 SYMONDS in Life (1895) I. 208 She
saw his coarseness at once. He is incult, but clever. 1891
C. WORDSWORTH Ann. Early Life ii. 145 His [Neander's]
appearance was very incult.

t Incu-ltivate, a. oi>s. [f. IN- s + L. cul-

tlvat-us, pa. pple. of cultivdre to CULTIVATE. Cf.
F. z'K<//z'z^(i6thc.).]

= next.
1661 GLANVILL Van, Dogm. xii.ns As they did of old upon

the Barbarism of the incultivate Heathen. Ibid. xvii. 165
The modern Retainers to the Stagirite have spent their sweat
arid pains upon the most litigious parts of his Philosophy ;

while those, that find less play for the contending Genius,
are incultivate. 1806 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 284
Nothing but the understanding and the heart are left in-

cultivate.

t Incu-ltivated, a. 06s. [IN- 3.] Unculti-
vated ; uncultured

; unpolished, rude.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 380 iT.) The soil

although incultivated, so full of vigour that it procreates

187

without seed. 1682 KVATS Cretins' War q Peace 85 If
there be .. any Land that is desart and incultivated. 1694
G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccxxii, Where Minds
incultivated, feed their owne Thistles of Rage, to boast the
highest growne. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. 1 1 \.Crit. Hist.
7 More like Verbose . . Catechists, or even Exorcists, than
well educated Scholars.. in their incultivated Exarations.

Incultiva'tion. rare. [IN- 3.] \Vant of cul-
tivation

; uncultivated condition.
1784 J. BERRINGTON Hist. Abeillard 108 (T.) In that state

of incultivation which nature in her luxuriant fancies loves
to form.

1 Incu'lture. Ol>s. rare. [!N- 3.] Want of
culture or cultivation.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlix. 257 The Inculture of
the World would perish it into a Wilderness, should not the
Activeness of Commerce make it an universal City. 1653
Consid. Dissolv. Crt. Chancery 48 The smallnesse of Com-
merce, paucity, poverty, and inculture of people. 1867
C. J. SMITH Syn. <$ Anton., Agriculture, .. Fallowness.
Inculture.

t Incu'mb, v. 06s. rare. [ad. L. incumb-Sre :

see INCUMBENT a.]
1. intr. To be incumbent ; to lie upon something.
1629 [see INCUMBINC //>/. .].

2. To lie down ; to succumb, yield.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 24, I am too weak and brittle to

deal with you, so chuse rather to Incumbe, then try it out
with such a Combatant.

In.cu.mb, obs. form of INCOME.

I Iiicvrmbeiice, Obs. [f. INCUMBENT: see
next and -ENCE.] a. The fact of being incumbent ;

an overhanging or impending, b. A matter that
is incumbent ; a duty or obligation.
1677 HALE Contempl. n. 227 When the Necessity and

Fear, and Incumbence of Evil is removed [etc.]. 1681
BURTHOGGE An Argument (1684) 18 Which Duty and
Incumbence, and the Consequentialness of it from the
Covenant, is [etc.]. 1700 RYCAUT Contn. Knotles'' Hist.
Turks III. 131 The next care and incumbence of the
Generals was to provide Winter-quarters. 1768 Woman of
Honor III. 137 The education of his only son. .he held too
sacred an incumbence to trust to any one but himself.

Incumbency (inko-mbensi). [f. INCUMBENT :

see -ENCY.j
1. The condition of lying or pressing upon some-

thing ; brooding ; a spiritual brooding or over-

shadowing. Now rare or Obs.

1651 Raleigh's Ghost 226 The sacred Writ, .being writen
by the peculiar incumbency and direction of the holy Ghost.
1663 FlageUiun or O. Cromwell (1672) 124 And the addle
eggs put under the chill incumbency of other wildfoul. 1805
WORDSW. Prelude in. 116 Felt Incumbencies more awful,
visitings Of the Upholder of the tranquil soul.

b. With an and //. : That which is incumbent
;

an incumbent weight or mass.

It becomes altogether unfit for strong Incumbencies, or
other robust Uses. 1889 Corah. Mag. Mar. 269 The stream
is choked with its compact incumbency of snow.
2. The quality of being incumbent as a duty ;

an
incumbent duty or obligation. Now rare.

a. 1608 DONNE Let. Sir H. G. in Lett. (1651) 71 The duties
of a man, of a friend, of a husband, of a father, and all the in-

cumbencies of a family. 1667 Land. Cas. No. 159/2, I have
thought it an Incumbency both upon my Place and Duty,
to represent to Your Majesty the Scandal, that will be given
to all the World. 1798 T. CHALMERS Posth. Wks. (1840)
VI. 9 They will there recognise the doctrines which it is

incumbent on them to believe, and . . the sources of this

incumbency. 1799 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV.
184, I feel an incumbency to inform you, that another copy
of that letter has been either surreptitiously obtained, or
fabricated. 1846 GROTE Greece n. iv. II. 423 The celebra-
tion of the Olympic games thus became numbered among
the incumbencies of Elis. 1868 BROWNING Ring # Bk. x.

363 Speaks or keeps silence, as himself sees fit, Without the
least incumbency to lie.

3. The position or office of an incumbent
; now

only Eccl. (or transf. from this). Also, the sphere
in which an incumbent exercises his functions, and
the period during which the office is held.
4:1656 BRAMHALL Reflic. v. 202 The Pope having in-

stituted one man into a Bishoprick, cannot during his in-

cumbency give the joint government of his Church to
another. 1657 HOWELL Lontiinop. 18 There be many
things that concern the incumbency of the Conservator ofso
noble a River. 1681 BURNET Hist. Kef. II. Pref. (R.),
They have now the same right by their incumbency that

they then had. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy f,
It. Isl. II. 37

This bishop's incumbency falls under the reign ofAlexander
Severus. 1851 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. Ixi. 41 Inviting the
clergy of the various incumbencies . . to frame, .lists. 1886
Law Times' Rep. LIII. 708/1 [He] has . . retired from his

incumbency and given up his benefice. 1895 Daily News
12 July 5/2 With the present incumbency of the Board of
Trade, there is no knowing what may happen.

Incumbent (inktrmbent), sb. [ad. L. incum-
bent-em : see next. The use of the term in senses
i and 2 is peculiar to English, and app. belongs to
a med.L. sense of L. incumbgre = '

obtinere, possi-
dere, ut est apud Jurisconsultos

'

(Du Cange).]
1. The holder of an ecclesiastical benefice.

1423 Rolls Parlt. IV. 306/1 As if the Benefice were voide,

promocions spirituall afore especified. 1373 Wills 4- Inv.
N. C. (Surtees 1835) I. 392 Also I giue to ye Incombent two
cowbords a sidbord an almerie. 1641 TcrmesdelaLeys.v.,

INCUMBENT.
Who is .. called the Incumbent of that Church, because he
doth bend all his study to the discharge of the cure there.

'739 WHITEFIELD in Life $ Jrnls. (1756) 147 The Incum-
bent lent me the Church. 1784 J. POTTER Virtuous Vil-

lagers II. 137 The present incumbent on the living, .is. .in
a dangerous state of illness. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV.

i_7 Every parson, vicar, or other incumbent of any ecclesias-
tical benefice, is enabled to exchange parsonage houses and
glebe lands, with the consent of the patron and bishop, for
other houses and lands. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxiv,
An incumbent of this diocese.

2. Iii general sense : The holder of any office.

Now rare.

1673 MARVELL Reh. Transf. I. 243 They [kings] are the In-
cumbents of whole Kingdoms, and the Rectorship of the..

People . . rests upon them. 1700 ASTRY tr Saavedra-Faxardo
II. 2i'Tis necessary besides to settle a competent Salary upon
each Office,such as the incumbent may live handsomely upon.
a 1832 BENTHAM Offic. Aptitude Wics. 1843 V. 339 Who is

there that does not know, that the value of an office to the
incumbent is directly as the emolument, and inversely as
the labour? a 1852 WEBSTER Wks. (1877) II. 49 We pro-
test against doctrines which regard offices as created for the
sake of incumbents. 1884 Law 7Y; LXXVII. 1/2 The
incumbents, for the time being, of the various coronerships.
3. One who leans over something, nonce-use.
1719 Free-TkinktrVo. 143 P 5 Indocil Incumbents over

Folios.

Incumbent (inkfmbent), a. [ad. L. incum-
bent-em, pres. pple. of incumbere to lie upon, to
lean or press upon, to apply oneself to, etc., f. in-

(!N-
2
) + cumbere to lie : cf. CUMBENT.]

1. That lies, leans, rests, or presses with its weight
upon something else. Const, on.

1624 WOTTON Archit. in Reliq. (1672) 61 Two Incumbent
Figures gracefully leaning upon it towards one another. 1667
MILTON P. L. i. 226 With expanded wings he stears his flight
Aloft, incumbent on the dusky Air. 1782 PENNANT Jaurn.fr.
Chester to Land. 88 His figure, .is engraven on the incumbent
alabaster slab. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mech. 96 The
wheel, with its incumbent apparatus, weighs about 20 tons.

1853 LYTTON My Novel v. iv, Rising from his incumbent
posture. 1853 HEKSCHEL Pop. I.ect. Sc. iv. 18 (1873) 156
It goes to add to the weight incumbent on the polar.
fig. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

<J-
F. xxx. III. 161 The nations . .

must have pressed with incumbent weight on the confines
of Germany. 1862 MtRivALE.tf<w/. F.mf. (1865) III. xxvi.

230 All support was withdrawn, and the incumbent mass of
the conquerors rushed headlong over the bodies of their
adversaries.

b. poet. Of things which lean or hang over some-

thing else : also of darkness, breaking waves, etc.

1719 YOUNG Paraphr. Job Wks. 1757 I. 207 Death's in-

most chambers didst Thou ever see ? . . and wade To the
black portal thro' th' incumbent shade ? 1728-46 THOMSON
Spring 41 Incumbent o'er the shining shore The master
leans. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol I. 209 Like some huge
Rock he stands, That breaks th' incumbent Waves. 1810
SOUTHEY Kehama xxi. i, The Ship shot through the incum-
bent night. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL.m. xxvi, M any a rock . .

in random ruin piled . . frowned incumbent o'er the spot.
2. spec. a. Physics. Of air, fluid, or other weight,

with reference to the downward pressure exerted

by it.

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. ii. 38 The Atmosphere
incumbent upon the upper part of the same key or stopple.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos. I. 53 The lower air

presses the palm of the hand as much upwards, as the in-

cumbent column presses the back part downwards. 1831
LARDNER Pneinnat. iii. 243 The elasticity of the air which
surrounds us is equal to the weight of the incumbent atmo-

sphere.
b. Geol. Overlying and resting (upon) ; super-

imposed, superincumbent, as a stratum.

1789 MILLS in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 79 The whole is in-

cumbent on regular basalt pillars, of various dimensions.
1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 569 Coal sometimes contains ..

crystals of calcareous spar, perhaps infiltrated from incum-
bent limestone. 1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxxi. 411
The Lower Ludlow shale or mudstone is as uniformly in-

cumbent on the Wenlock limestone. 1874 LYELL Elem.
Geol. xiii. 190 The shells of the Incumbent yellow sand of
the same territory.

c. Bot. Said of an anther when it lies flat against
the inner side of the filament ;

of cotyledons when
the back of one is applied to the radicle.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. n. xix. (1765) 112 The Anthera;
incumbent. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 38 Anthers in-

cumbent, with contiguous lobes. 1851 BALFOUR Bot. 601.

288 The cotyledons are applied to each other by their faces,
and the radicle is folded on their back, so as to be dorsal,
and the cotyledons are incumbent. 1872 OLIVER Elem. Bot.

H. 139 Compare.. Sisymbrium, with the radicle curved over
the back of one of the cotyledons (incumbent).

d. Entom. Applied to wings which at rest lie

horizontally upon the body, as those of most moths.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entotnol. IV. 337 Incumbent .. wings

which when at rest cover the back of the insect. 1856-8
W. CLARK Van derHoeven's Zool. I. 321 Wings incumbent.

e. Zool. Of hairs, spines, etc. : Lying along the

surface on which they grow.
f. Ornith. Of the hallux or hind toe of a bird :

Resting on the ground or other support with its

whole length, its insertion being on a level with

the anterior toes (Cent. Diet.).

3. Resting or falling upon a person as a duty or

obligation. Const, on, upon (also ^fto").

1567 in Row His/. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 35 The host of God
. . shall doe all incumbent to them for the establishing of the

true religion. 1637-50 Row ibid. 344 The first thing incum-
bent to be done there was to have deposed and excommu-
nicat their Lordships. i653CROM\VELL6'/. 4 July in Carlyle,

89-3



INCUMBENTESS.
That there was a duty incumbent upon us. 1713 BERKELEY
Hylas ft Phil. in. Wks. 1871 1. 348 It would still be in-

cumbent on you to shew those words were not taken in

the vulgar acceptation. 1851 GLADSTONE Clean. IV. i. i,

I have come home with a deep sense of the duty incumbent

upon me. 1865 Reader 14 Jan. 39/1 Our author thinks that

it is the incumbent duty of England to promote emigration
to such a country.

t b. Falling as a charge or pecuniary liability.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. i. 23 As to debts, obliga-
tions, and incumbent charges, they speak not a word. 1776
ADAM SMITH W. N. (1869) I. Introd. 4 Defraying the ex-

penses incumbent on the whole society.

t o. Resting or vested as a
right. Obs.

1651 Persuasive to Compliance 13 The decision of all con-
troversies lay incumbent in the person of the King onely.
1 4. Weighing upon the mind or feelings. Oos.

1651 HOBBES Lei'iath. n. xxvii. 155 Ambition, and Covet,
ousnesse are Passions . . that are perpetually incumbent,
and pressing. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. I. II. 8 3.

30 Things are no less active and incumbent on the Mind,
at all Seasons, and even when the real Objects themselves
are absent.

t6. Impending, imminent, threatening. Obs.
1646 Bp. MAXWELL Kurd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 295

God s Judgments are incumbent and imminent upon Church
and Kingdom. 1681 EVATS Grotius' War I, Peace 82 When
the danger incumbent is past, restitution is to be made, if

w are able. 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life <fr Writ.
(1832) II. 383 The proselytes will return to their original
sentiments as soon as the incumbent terror is removed.

t 6. Bending or applying one's energies to some
work ; closely occupied with something. Const, on
(upon), over, to. Obs.

IJ48 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xix. 149 a, Lowe men spiri-

tually are suche, as are incumbent and dooe rest on filthie or
vile and transitory thynges. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet.
78 What she is most incumbent upon, and which she alwayes
beholds, are those things which appertain to action and
utility. 1668 CLARENDON Vindicat. Tracts (1727) 39 Every-
body remembers the multiplicity of business the king was
incumbent to at that time. 1814 SCOTT Wav. (ed. i) iii,

He was losing for ever the opportunity of acquiring habits
of firm and incumbent [later edd. assiduous] application.
t7. In occupation of a benefice; holding the

position of an incumbent. Const, on. Obs.
1604 N. D. 3rJ Pt. Three Convert. Eng. r93 He had

byn depriued . . from a certayne benefice, that he vniustly
.. was incumbent vpon. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 68
Parishes . . places bounded in regard of the Profits from the
people therein, payable onely to a Pastour incumbent there.
a 1661 Worthies (1840) III. 210 He was never incumbent
on any living with cure of souls.

Hence Incu mbently adv. rare, in an incumbent
manner, after the manner of an incumbent weight.
1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 229 A duty . . which

presses most incumbently on all those who stand by the wheel
that shapes the course of the state.

Incu'mbentess. nonce-wd.
[f. INCUMBENT

so. + -ESS.] A female incumbent or occupant.
1760 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1833) HI. 37' The

ancient barony of Clinton, which is fallen to her by the
death of the last incumbentess.

Incumber, variant of ENCUMBEB.
t Incu mbing, ///. a. Obs. [f. INCUMB v. +

-ING 2.] Lying upon, overlying; = INCUMBENT a. i. ,

1619 Sin W. MURE TrueCrucif. 563 Crusht downe with
weight of Gods incumbing wrath.

tlncumbi'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action,

irreg. f. L. incumbfre (of which the ppl. stem iiicu-

bit- gave L. inculntion-em).'] The action of lying
or pressing upon. (In quot. fig.)
'759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. iii, The souls of connoisseurs

themselves by long friction and incumbition, have the hap-
piness at length to get all be-virtu'd.

Incumbrance, etc., var. ENCUMBRANCE, etc.

Incummiscibility : see INCOMMISCIBILITY.
Incnuable (inki-nab'l). [a. F. inclinable,

ad. L. *incundbulum : see next.] A book printed
in the infancy of the art. Chiefly in //.

= next, 2.
1886 P. FITZGERALD Book Fancier 32 Concerning the in-

cunables or cradle books. 1886 LANG Hooks f, Bookmen
(1887) 133 Incunables! for you I sigh. 1894 Month May
116 One of the early

'

Incunables' or '

Fifteeners'.

II Incunabula (inkina:-bila), si. pi. [L. in-

ciind6uta(neut. pi.) swaddling-clothes, hence cradle,
andy?-. childhood, beginning, origin, f.cilna; cradle.]
I. The earliest stages or first traces in the develop-
ment of anything.

of Christendom. 1864 J. MARTINEAU Ess.~Kev. etc. (189!)
11.476 The Gospel is sifent Kspecting the incunabula of the
Master's life.

2. (With sing, incunabultim} : Books produced
in the infancy of the art of printing ; spec, those
printed before 1500.
1861 NKALE Notes Dalmatia etc. i. 9 What are Incuna-

bula ?
you ask. It is the name that Germans give to books

printed before 1500. 1866 Sat. Kev. 21 Sept. 305 The fac-
simile of a most interesting incunabulum '. 1885 Even.
Standard i ,

Apr. 1/1
'

Tall '

copies and
'

large paper
'

copies,
incunabula and Elzevirs.

3. Omith. The breeding-places ofa species of bird.
Hence lncn.na bular a., of or pertaining to early

printed books.

with an
Athautum 15 June 7i,/, Each paragraph .. decorated
n imposing and quite incunabufar f.
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Incur (inkj>u), v. Also 5-7 incur(r(e, 7 -cure,
6-7 onourr(e. [ad. L. incurr-fre to run (into, to-

wards, against), f. in- (IN- -) + currgrc to run : cf.

OF. encorrt, -courre, mod.F. encaurir.'}
I. intr. t 1. To mn, flow, fall, or come to or

into; to fall (within a period of time, the scope of
an argument, etc.). Obs.

1536 Art. Insurgents in Froude Hist. Eng. III. 157 note,We humbly beseech . . that the Lady Mary may be made
legitimate, and the former statute therein annulled, for the
danger if the title might incur to the crown of Scotland.
1619 USSHER Litt. (1686) 69 The beginning of Dhitkarnain
.. certainly doth incurr in annniit pcriodi Julianae 4402.
c i6ao A. HUME Brit. Tongue xi. 33 Becaus sum nounes
incurre into adverbcs, let us alsoe noat their differences.

i6s HACON Ess., Envy (Arb.) 513 For it . . commeth oftner
into their remembrance, and incurreth likewise more into
the note of others. 1651 BP. HAUL Imis. World i. J 7 These
graces do incur into each other, and are not possible to be
severed. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 146 Kircherus in
the first BOOK of his Egyptian Antiquities . . supposeth the
first 15 Dynasties to have incurred before the Flood.

f b. To come in so as to meet the eye, the ob-

servation, etc. ; to occur. 06s.
i66 BACON Sylva 98 They are Inuisible, and incurre not

to the Eie. 1681 EVELYN Corr. 27 Sept. in Mem.(iSig) II.

215^ If any thing incurr to you of Curious. .you will greately
oblige that Assembly of Virtuosi in communicating any pro-
ductions of the places you trauell thro'. 1691 SOUTH iiSerm.
(1697! ' 317 According to the different Quality of External
Objects that incurr into the Senses.

c. To devolve or accrue ; to supervene.
1786 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) I. 546 The principal, with

the interest incurring before and after the war. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) 1 1 1. 17 No lapse incurs by the non-presentation
of the patron, within six months.

t 2. To run into (danger, etc.) ;
to render oneself

liable to (damage). Obs.

1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 15 Other spyrituall persones
. . naue fallen and incurred into dyuers daungers of his
lawes. 1533 SIR W. FlTZWlLUAil in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

II. 28 All suche pore people as shulde receyve her said

Maundy shulde encurre to farre in daungier of. . Lawes, and
of High Treason. i6ao SHELTON Qtdx. III. xiii. 82 God
deliver me . . out of this dangerous Profession of being a
Squire, into which I have this second time, incjurr'd.

II. trans.

t 3. To run into ; to move or pass into, on, or

against ; to come upon, meet with. Obs.
1599 A. M. tr. Cabelhoner's Bk. Physicke Bed., Whose

beaten footepath, your. . Maiestyes. .persone doth so incurre.. . .

aidrrj BARROW Serin. (1687) I. viii. 92 He that is no longer
affected with a benefit than it incurrs the sense, and suffers
not it self to be disregarded, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I.

205 Those imported from the East, Where first they were
incurr'd, are held the best.

4. To run or fall into (some consequence, usually
undesirable or injurious) ; to become through one's
own action liable or subject to; to bring upon
oneself.

I53S STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 699 And so this Robert in-
curnt greit skayth, And frustrat war than of tha kinrikis

bayth. 1579 LVLV Euplmes (Arb.) 54, I should haue . .

incurred the suspicion of fraud. 1604 SIIAKS. Oth. III. iii.

67 H is Trespasse . . is not almost a fault 1" encurre a priuate
checke. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 15 They, not obeying, In-
curr'd, what could they less, the penallie. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 155 p i No weakness of the human mind has
more frequently incurred animadversion. 1795 BURKE Tk. '",

Scarcity Wks. 1842 II. 253 All the expence is incurred
gratis. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. x. (1873) 91 Dissem-
inating falsehood without incurring favour. 1838 LYTTON '

Calderon ii. 65, I owe you the greatest debt one man can i

incur to another. 1841 ELPHIN8TOHB Hist. [nd. I. 581 He
incurred the displeasure of his sovereign. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. I. v. 366 A fine . . was incurred in ordinary cases, i

1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Etn. Tit. II. 48 Feelings which :

incur, .our disgust or complacency.
fb. Obsolete constructions. Ohs.

c 1430 LYUC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 141 The tenthe part
fro Clod yif tllou withdrawe, Thou music incurre. .To been
accursyd by rigour of the lawe. 1716 AMHERST Terrx Fit.
Pref. 20 He has attempted this change, without incurring
upon himself that obloquy and clamour, which usually
attend such innovations.

t5. To cause to be incurred; to bring on or

upon (some one) ; to entail. Obs.
1617 HAKEWILL Afol. iv. xii. 5 (1630) 472 The Apostles

warmesse in not naming it expressely, lest thereby he should
incurre hatred against the Christian Professours and
Religion. 174^ Adv. Kidnapped Orphan 201 The pusil-
lanimous behaviour of the lieutenant . . incurred on him the
c
2
nHmpt.f

the wnole corps. 1784 Laura ft A ugvstus III.
28 This sickness has necessarily incurred expences, which
we are unable to bear.

Hence Incurred (inkoud) ///. a.; Incurring
,inkMin) vbl. si. an&ppl. a.

S99 X1NSHEU sf- D"'; Incvrrimiento, running into,
falling into, incurring. 1644 MILTON Judgm. Bncer xl, Not
death but the incurring of notorious infamy. 1836 W. IRVING
Astoria III. 181 The interior trade, which they pronounced
unequal to the expenses incurred, a 1890 J. BROWN Serin.
(1892) 120 The recklessly incurred . . debt.

Incurability (inkiu>rabi-liti). [f. next: see

-ITY; cf. F. incurability The quality of being
incurable ; incurableness.

1630 H. R. Mythomystes 2 To helpc on these diseases to in-

curability. 1664 POWER Exp.Philos. in. 187 The incurability
of Cancers and Quartans. 176! CANTWKLL in PhiL Trans.
LI1. 520 That the incurability proceeded from, .some other
distemper complicated with the cataract. 1868 FARRAB
Stekers ConcL(i87 5> 330 The supposed incurability of evil.

INCURIOUS.

Incurable (iukiu-rab'l), a. (si.) fa. OF. in-
curable (13-1 4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.}, ad. L. incur-

dbilis, (. in- (!N- 3) + curabilii CURABLE.]
1. That cannot be cured

; incapable of being
healed by medicine or medical skill.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Cant. 520 Vcnym of snakis in-

curabil. 1381 WYCLIF 2 Mace. ix. 5 But the Lord God of
Yrael..smote hym with a wound incurable. 1386 CHAUCER
Monk's T.6io God . . him . . smoot With invisible wounde, ay
incurable. 1480 CAXTON Chron, Eng. cci. 183 The mormal
. .be hald Incurable. 1533 MORE Apol. xii. Wks. 870/2 For
healthe of the whole bodye, cutte and cast of the incurable
cancred panes therefro. 1715 NELSON Addr. Peri. Quat.
210 We have not, for instance, a Hospital for the Incurable.
1846 TRENCH Mirac. x. (1862) 216 The disease, .was incurable
by the art and skill of man.
2. trans/, andyijf. Not admitting of remedy, cor-

rection, or reformation.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 13 How bat lewcd men ben
ladde. .porugh vnkonnynge curatoures to incurable peynes.
1560 JEWEL Serm. tie/. Queen, Ps. Ixix. 9, That yet before
the faulte be incurable, there may be some redresse. 1595
SIIAKS. "John v. i. 16 Present medcine must be minislred, Or
ouerthrow incureable ensues. 1665 GLANVILL Def. Van.
Dogm. 82 The Transcripts were full of errour and incurable
delects. 1715 BERKELEY Propos. S uppl. Ch. Plant. Wks. III.
226 Ignorance is not so incurable as error. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 386 The faults of James's head and heart
were incurable. 1879 JEFFERIES WildLife in S. Co. x. 203

Wasps are incurable drunkards.
B. sb. A person suffering from an incurable

disease. Usually in//.
1651 HOWELL tr. Cirajf's Kev. Naples n. 131 They burnt

the Monastery of Santa Maria, together with the Hospital
of the Incurables, a 1745 SWIFT (I.), If idiots and lunaticks
cannot be found, incurables maybe taken into the hospital.
1766 CHESTERF. Lett, i Aug. (1774) IV. 245 To withdraw in
the fulness of his powers . . from the House of Commons . .

and to go into that Hospital of Incurables, the House of
Lords. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Southward, This
hospital . . is said to be for incurables, i. i. for such as are
turned out of other hospitals for any ailments that are in-

curable (except lunacy). 1816 SOUTHEY in Q. Kev. XIV. 353
To leave a country which, like a lunatic hospital, contained
only fools and incurables.

Incurableness (inkiu-rab'lnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being incurable.

1611-15 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. vii, The. .incurable-
nesse of her disease both sent her to seek Christ, and moved
Christ to her cure. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 362 The incur-
ableness of the complaint. 1817 BENTHAM Plan Part. Kef.
Introd. 190 The incurableness of the disorder, and the con-

sequently incurable corruptness of Honourable House.

Incurably (inkiu-rabli), adv. [f. as prec. 4-

-LY 2
.]

In an incurable manner or condition
;
to an

incurable degree.
15*9 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks. 322/1 Some other whose

body is so incurablye corrupted, that they shall waiter and
toiler. 1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. vi. (R.), If any man
shall fraudulently sell an horse, which he knows secretly
and incurably diseased, to another for sound. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry 4- Mus. xii. 212 The French Language is . . void of

Harmony and Variety, and incurably discordant. 1847-8
H. MILLER First Impr. i. (1857) 4 Of all great losses and
misfortunes, his [the hero's] master achievement the taking
of a nation is the greatest and most incurably calamitous.

1856 FHOUDE H 1st. Eng. I. 285 Incurably given as they were
to fighting in the best ordered times.

t Incurie. Obs. rare. [a. F. incnrie (Cotgr.),
ad. L. incfiria carelessness, f. in- (lN-3) + cura

care.] Carelessness.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 301 There

varienge bothe in places and mentis names . . I thought good
to advertise . . that thuir incurie may not be a blemishe to
our historic. 1633 COCKERAM, Incurie, carelesnesse.

Incuriosity (inkiu'rvrslti). [f. INCURIOUS :

cf. CURIOSITY, F. incuriosity The quality or fact

of being incurious, or without curiosity.
1. The quality of being subjectively incurious;
want or absence of care

; want of curiosity or in-

terest in things.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii. (1632) 605 How soft, how

gentle, and how sound a pillow is ignorance and incuriosity
to rest a well composed head upon. 1659 H. L'ESTRANGE
Alliance Div. Off. 25 Lest by chance, either through
ignorance or incuriosity, heterodox and unsound tenets be
vented. 1751 WAKBURTON Serin. Wks. 1811 IX. L i But his

[ Pilate's] incuriosity or indifference, when Truth was offered
to be laid before him as a private man, . . shews him in a light
much less excusable. 1811 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old ft Naa
Schooltn., I alone should stand unterrified, from sheer in.

curiosity and want of observation. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz.
I. vii. 398 Books, .from the general incuriosity of the people
found nut few readers.

1 2. The quality of being objectively incurious, or

not carefully composed ; homeliness, inelegance.
1661 Papers on Alter. Prayer Bk. 38 God heareth not

Prayers, for the Rhetorick, and handsome Cadencies, and
neatnesse of Expression, but will bear .. with some In*

curiosity of words.

t b. quasi-wr. An inelegant or careless trait.

1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for Yeari. xv. 195 Thinking all

things become
curiosities.

. . .

e a good man
;
even his gestures and little in-

.

Incurious (inkiu-rias), a. [ad. L. ineiiries-us

careless, unconcerned, negligent, not done with

care, f. in- (Is-
3
) + ciiriSsus careful, CURIOIIH ; cf.

F. ituurieux. In sense 7, app. f. Ilf- 3 + CUBIOUS.]
I. Subjectively.

1. Without care or concern : a. Not bestowing
care; careless, negligent, heedless, b. Free from



INCURIOUSLY.

care or apprehension; not anxious, untroubled.

arch. (Constr. of.)

1570 LEVINS Manip. 226/6 Incuriouse, ittcurtosus. a 1619
FOTHERUV Atheom. (1622) 270 Can we think that the Provi-
dence . . should be so supinely incurious as to slight and
neglect the falling of Kingdoms? 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib.

Proph. Ep. Ded. 15 It would be hard to say that such

Physitians are incurious of their Patients. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Rcb. vn. 231 In his Cloaths and Habit,, .he was not
now only incurious, but too negligent. 1670 MAYNWARING
Vita Sana xv. 132 In a threefold manner the Soul . . is in-

curious of the wellfare of the Body. 1737 L. CLARKE Hist.
Bible (1740) II. Gosp. vi. 157 But they, incurious of those
hell torments Judas felt. 1861 LYTTON& FANE Tannhduser
92 He wander'd forth, incurious of the way.
2. Not desirous of obtaining knowledge, informa-

tion, or news; uninquisitive, uninquiring, indif-

ferent ; devoid of curiosity.
16x3-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 2 So incurious

were they of further knowledg then what concerned their
trade, a 1614 DONNE Bia0afdTo? 205 Papias the Disciple
of Saint John, whose times cannot be thought ignorant or
incurious of Judas' History. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythai, I.

155 There surely was never a nation so incurious and in-

different about truth. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin.
\

(1837) III. xiiH i88, I am speaking of thoseof us who have
learned to reflect, . . not of the incurious or illiterate. 1842
LYTTON Zanoni 29 Not with the absent brow and incurious I

air of students. 1883 Century Mag. XXV. 692/1 Cecil
was. .incurious about the . . lives and character of her two
comrades.

3. Not careful in observation ; heedless, inatten-

tive, careless.

1691 RAY Creation i. (1692)45 Exposed to the Eyes and
notice of the more careless and incurious Observer. 1713
DERHAM Phys.-Tfieol. (1749) II. 15 note, By an incurious

view, it rather regrateth, than pleaseth the eye. tyfa B.
STILLINGFL. tr. Sweet.^Nat. Hist, in Misc. Tr. 359 twte, It is

a notion which prevails commonly that cows eat the crow-
foot..This shews how very incurious the country people
are in relation to things they are every day conversant with.
1812 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst. Quebec 223 Resembles the

latter, in the bark and leaf so much, that an incurious eye
might be deceived. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnation
v. (1852) 99 He discerns the full meaning of what had at
first fallen idly on his incurious ear.

f4. Not minute or careful in estimating; not

precise or fastidious
;
not particular ; uncritical ;

undiscriminating. Obs,

^ 1645 BP. HALL Remedy Discontents 116 The meek spirit
is incurious ; and . . takes his load from God (as the Camel
from his Master) upon his knees. 16^8 HERRICK Hesper.^
Wnket Players . . Base in action as in clothes ; Yet with
strutts they will please The incurious villages. 1728 VANBK.
& CIB. Prov. Hnsb. Epil., The greatest Blessing Heav'n
e'er sent, Is m a Spouse, Incurious and Content. 1749
P<nver Pros. Numbers 5 Many modern Writers . . are so

very incurious in this Point, that provided tht-rc be Grammar
and Thought they seem concerned for nothing else.

II. Objectively.

t 5. Not carefully or exquisitely prepared, made,
composed, or done ; plain, homely, coarse.

1608-33 B p - HALL MediU 4- Vou>s, Love Christ 10 Canst
Thou, O blessed Saviour, be so taken with the incurious
and homely features of thy faithful ones? Ibid.

t Sight
Raven (1851) 74 No doubt, Elijah's stomach was often up
before that his incurious diet came. 1615 T. ADAMS Black
Dei'il 47 It [the house] is not sluttish, for it is swept ; it is

not incurious, for it is garnished. 1691 tr. Emiliannes
Frauds Rom. Monks 114 The Angel-Limner must have
been but a Blockhead and Bungler at his Art, to draw such
rude and incurious Stroaks. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 535
This solid piece of not incurious Sculpture.

j6. Not elaborate, or abstruse ; simple. Ob's.

1664 JER. TAYLOR pissuas. Popery 21 They establish no

doctrine, neither curious nor incurious.

7. Unworthy of careful notice, not remarkable,

uninteresting, deficient in interest
;
not curious.

(Esp. in negative forms of expression.)
X
74.7

GOULD Eng. Ants 71 The Manner of the Process is

not incurious. 1776 Twiss Tour Irel. 71 The inscriptions
. .have never been published, and are not incurious. 1824
DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 589 The author of several very rare and
not incurious pieces of poetry.

Incuriously (inkiua-rissli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY ^.] In an incurious manner ; carelessly; with-

out care, concern, or close attention.

1605 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii, These .. who so slackly
and incuriously receive their good fortune. 1654 H.
L'EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 56 Subize. .surprised the Isle of

Rhe, then incuriously guarded. 1735-^ BOLINGBROKE On
Parties xix. (T.), In such an age. .public accounts [will be]

rarely or incuriously inspected. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy <V

Greece
(1898) I. i. 18 You take it for a stone cross, .and you

pass it by incuriously.

Iiicuriousiiess (inkiuo'riasnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being incurious ;

= IN-

CURIOSITY i.

1610 Bp. HALL Apol. Brownists 6 Maruell at this silent

and sociable incuriousnesse. 1649 JER. TAYLOR G/. Exemp.
in. xv. 83 Jesus found his apostles asleep, gently chiding
their incuriousnesse. 1751 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III.

cclxvii. 222 How many are there . . who, from laziness, in-

attention, and incuriousness, will not so much as ask for it.

1877 R. F. BURTON in Athensum 3 Nov. 569/1 Signer
Romolo Gessi. .neglected, with true unscientific incurious-

ness, to land at the southernmost extremity.

Incur!, variant of ENCURL v.

t Iiicivriueiit . Obs. rare. [f. INCUR + -MENT.]
The action of incurring.
1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. n. iv. 90 The voluntary

incurment of a more criminous guilt. Ibid. x. 159 The in-

curment of the guilt of damnation.

189

Incurrable (ink-rab'l),o. [f. INCUR + -ABLE.]
Liable to be incurred.
l8ia L, HUNT in Examiner n May 290/1 Hardships in-

currable from a dispute between this country and America.

Incurrage, obs. form of ENCOUKAGE.
Iiicurrence (inko-rens). [f. INCURKENT : see

-ENCE.] The action or fact of incurring : a. The
entrance of sensations or impressions, b. The
running into liabilities.

a 1656 Bp. HALL Wks. (1837-9) v - 42 (D.) No more ..

than we can open our eyes at noon-day without anlncurrence
and admission of an outward light. 1659 STANLEY Hist.
Philos. xl. (1701) 465/2 Cogitation is made byincurrence of

Images. 1831 MRS. GORE in Fraser's Mag. IV. 14 Further
expenditure forced upon her incurrence. 1892 Current
Hist. (Detroit) Dec. 226/1 A barrier against the incurrence
of new or altered foreign complications.

Incurrent (inks-rent), a. [ad. L. incurrettt-

em, pres. pple. of iiicurrere to run in : see INCUR
and -EOT.] Running in; penetrating into the in-

terior
; f falling within (a period).

15*3-87 FOXE A . ff M. (1684) 824/1 Seeing_we have com-
prehended, .the most principal matters in his time incurrent.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollvsca 139 Ampidlaria glooosa, . .

Animal with a long incurrent syphon, formed by the left

neck-lappet. 1884 Stud. Biol. Lab. Johns Hopkins III. 39
Running down the middle of the triangular plate is the.

central string of tissue, the rachis, and at its end the in-

current blood-vessel.

t Incu'rsant, a. Obs. rare '. [ad. L. incur-

sdnt-em, pres. pple. of incursdre, freq. of incurrcre

to run in.] (?) Running into each other, meeting.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 401* The stone Amiantus,

which consists of many incursant Lines.

t Ilicursa'tioii. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. in-

cursatioti-em, n. of action f. incursd-re : see prec.]
= INCURSION.
1659 H. MORE hnuiort. Soul in. x. (1662) 186 Taking

away this Panick fear of the incursations and molestations
of these Aereal Inhabitants.

t Incurse. Obs. rare. [ad. L. incurs-us, f. ppl.
stem of incitrrere to INCUR : cf. INCOURSE.]
1. = INCURSION 2.

I543"4 Aet 35 Hen. VIII, c. 12 The same Scottes. .make
diuers and sundry incurses, inuasions . . and depopulations
in this his realme. 1597 Sc. Acts Jos. F/(i8i6) IV. 163/2
The samyn landis and lies wilbe in perrell and hazard of
Incurss of the hieland and brokin men. 1642 R. CARPENTER
Experience 11. xi. 219 Every sally or incurse of Temptation.
2. The running of anything into another, so as to

join or fall into it.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man \. 15 Through which hole, a
braunch of the viij conjugation taketh direct incurse into

these Muscles.

Incursion (inku'jjon). Also 6 ineurtion, in-

courcion, cncursion. [ad. L. incursion-em, n.

of action f. incurrZi-e to INCUR : cf. F. incursion

(I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of running in or of running against.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 174 As the winde it passeth

and repasseth at his pleasure, vnseene, but not vnfelt ; for

the force and incursion thereof is not without a kinde of
violence. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. v. 761 The Demo-
criticks and Epicureans did .. suppose, all humane Cogita-
tions to be Caused . . by the Incursion of Corporeal Atoms
upon the Thinker. 1760 JOHNSON Idler No. 103 F 8 The
inevitable incursion of new images. 1885 Law Times
LXXX. 133/2 The cargo was damaged by the incursion of
sea-water through a hole in a pipe.

2. A hostile inroad or invasion
; esp. one of sud-

den and hasty character ; a sudden attack.

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 363 That other is expownede
to the incursion of deuelles. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v. Ixxxiii.

61 And the Saxons, .shuld defende the lande from Incursion
of all Enemyes. 1555 \V. WATREMAN Fardie Facions Pref.

8 To auoied the inuasion of beastes, and menne of straunge
borders . . with commune aide to withstande suche encursions.

1591 HORSEY Tray. (Hakluyt Soc.) 158 He had continuall

warrs with the Crimme Tartor, who did sore anoye him . .

with their yearly incourcions. 1671 MILTON P. R. III. 301

Against the Scythian, whose incursions wild Haue wasted

Sogdiana. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. (i86g) I. i. 20 Their in-

cursions were frequently repelled and chastised. 1828
SCOTT F. HI. Perth xiv, There had been repeated incursions

of the Highlanders into the very town of Perth. 1885 J.

MARTINEAU Types Eth. Th. II. 24 The consequences
become .. terrible like an incursion of wild beasts.

b. transf. andyf^.
1640 HP. REYNOLDS Passions xxviii. 296 It least of all

suffers the Incursion of grosser Passions. 1660 JER. TAYLOR
Worthy Commnn. i. v. 103 We give too much way to the

daily incursions of the smaller irregularities of our lives.

1700 DRYDEN Ceyx ff Alcyone 471 To the neighbouring
mole she strode, Rais'd there to break th* incursions of the

flood. 1794 PALEY Evid. 11. vi. (1817) 135 The sudden and
critical incursion of the disease. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iv. 34
An embankment . . to defend the land from the incursions of

the river.

t c. Sins of daily incursion : the small sins

which make daily inroads upon a holy life. Cf.

quot. 1660 in b. Obs.
a 1655 VINES Lord's Stiff. (1677) 236 Quotidian sins of

daily incursion. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 67. i/i Lesser

Miscarriages .. stil'd by the Casuists, Sins of Daily Incur-

sion are Inseparable to Frail Mortality. 1737 WATERLAND
Eucharist 558 Sins of daily Incursion, such asare ordinarily
consistent with a prevailing Love of God, and Love of our

Neighbour.

f 3. The action of incurring (blame or liability).
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God xv. xv. (1620) 521

INCURVATION.
Who dare affirme how many they were, without incursion

of rashnes?

Ineu-rsionist. [f. INCURSION + -IST, after ex-

cursionist^ One who makes an incursion or inroad ;

an invader. (Humorous.}
1883 AY<KZ. Mag. July in To be hunted from post to

pillar in one's own nouse by surging floods of independent

incursipnists. 1892 lllustr. Land. News 17 Sept. 37^/1
These incursionists will leave some of their cash to fructify
in British pockets. 1898 W. P. GARRISON A'ew Gitllfoer 33
The building . . contained . . along with skeletons of the

monkey incursionists, others of the Yahoos.

Zncnrsive (ink-jsiv), a.
[f.

L. incurs-, ppl.
stem of incurrSre to run in + -IVE.] Given to

making incursions
; aggressive, invasive.

1592 R. D. Hypncrotomachia 66 Shee is malignant, fro-

warde, disdainefull, with unstable incursyve passions. 1771
GOLDSM. Hist. Eiig. IV. 61 The forces he had to combat
were incursive, barbarous, and shy. a 1774 Surv. Exp.
Pliilos. (1776) II. 331 All the parts oppose their united

repelling power, to meet the incursive rays. 1880 Time II.

159 In the good old times of feud and petty incursive
warfare.

Incurtain, -teyn, obs. var. of ENCURTAIN v.

Incurvate (inkuvt
v
t), ppl. a. [ad. L. incur-

vdl-us; pa. pple. of incnrvare to INCURVE.] = IN-

CURVED.
1647 H. MORE Song of Soul n. App. xc, Their [comets']

widend beards this aire so broad doth strow Incurvate.

17. . Hue Sf Cry Dr. SJf in Somers Tracts I. 390 How
does Man (a tender Twig) grow stubborn, incurvate, de-

formed. 1776-88 J. LEE Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 380 The
trunk or stem . . Direction . . Incurva-tus, incurvate, bending
inwards. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 578 Large . . spreading"
ramose, incurvate.

Incurvate (inkS'Jv^'t, i'n-), v. [f. L. incurvdt-,

ppl. stem of incurvare to INCURVE. App. first in

i pa. pple., f. as prec. + -ED.]
1. trans. To bring into a curved shape ;

to bend
! from a straight line or form

;
to curve, to crook

;

' now, spec., to bend or curve inwards.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Jlfart i. 34 Obliquely stretching and
incurvatcd. 1623 COCKKRAM Eng, Diet, n, To Bow, Incur-

uate, Incline. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 190 By their

constant and foolish Fasciation . . the Bones may be in-

curvated. 1714 DEKHAM Astro-Tlieol. i. ii. note, A Micro-
meter . . which would incurvate the rays one way. 1822-

34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 438 The muscles are

thrown into a rigid and permanent spasm, not incurvating
the body as in .. tetanus.

Jig. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. I. 42 Age doth
not recline, but incnrvate our natures. 1691 E. TAYLOR
Bfhinen's Tticos. Phil. 6] Decorateth or incurvateth his

|

Mind towards Good or Evil.

f 2. intr. To take or have a curved form ;
to

curve, to bend or bow. Obs.

1647 LILLY Cltr. Astrol. xvi. 99 The Body .. not very
straight, but incurvating somewhat with the Head, a 1697
AUBREY Lives, Den/iam (1898) I. 220 He was of the tallest,

but a little incurvetting at his shoulders.

IllCUrvated (inkouvc'ted), ppl. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED 1
.]

Bent into, or having, a curved form;
curved, crooked ; spec, curved inwards.

1665 MANLEY Grotiiis' Low C. Warres 310 Fortified with

j

a strong incurvated Rampire. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts
i $ Sc. 320 A long incurvated Glass-tube. 1776 CAVALLO in

Phil. Trans. LXVI. 408 The cord of the incurvated string.

1822-34 Good's Study Med: (ed. 4) I. 72 In extreme debility
and emaciation, with stiff incurvated limbs.

Incurvation (inkav^'
-

j3n). [ad. L. incurva-

tion-em, n. of action from incurvare to INCURVE.]
1. The action or process of bringing into or as-

suming a curved form ; curving, bending; with//.
an instance of this.

1608 HIERON Defence in. 156 All incurvation and bowing
of the body unto Images. 1612-15 Bp. HALL Contempt.,

I

O. T. xxi. v, That so stiffens the knees of Mordecai that

j

death is more easie to him then their incurvation. 1713
DERHAM Phys.- Theol. v. ii. 326 Firmly braced with Muscles

and Tendons, for easy incurvations of the Body. 1831
BREWSTER Newton (1855) I. vii. 152 The incurvation or

bending of a ray of light, incident on such a surface.

t b. spec. Bowing in reverence or worship. Obs.

1607 Scliol. Disc. agst. Autuhr. \\. v. 7 Must incurvation

towards the East be still continued? 1664 H. MORE My_st.

Itiiq. I. xi. 36 Thou shalt not doe the service of Incurvation,

2. The condition of being bent ;
curved formation,

curvature ;
an instance of this, a curve or bend.

1647 H. MORE Songo/Soiil n. App. Ixxxv, How can the suns

rays that be transmisse Through these loose knots in Comets,
well expresse Their beards or curld tayls utmost incurva-

tion? 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece in. iv. (1715) 42 The
Incurvation of the Scythian Bow, which . . was so great as

to form a Half-Moon. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 222 In the

incurvation of the spine. 1802-3 tr. Pal/as's Trail. (1812)

I. 179 Extending nearly in a straight line . . without follow-

ing the incurvations. 1885 GOODALE Phys. Bot. (1892) 346
The incurvation [of the leaf] lasts for only a day or two.

fig. 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempl. (1841) 168 Some will say
that the weight of heavy taxes have caused this crookedness

. . Our mutual malice and animosities . . have caused this

incurvation. 1765 BLACKSTONE Coiuta. I. ii. 17-2 note, The
incurvations of practice are then the most notorious, when

compared with the rectitude of the rule.

3. A curving inwards, or the condition of being
curved inwards.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 58 It [whitlow] is

also occasioned by an incurvation of the nails. 1866 A



INCUBVATURE.
FLINT Prim., .\trti. ud3oi 202 Bulbous enlargement of the

ends of the fingers, with incurvation of the naiK, forming
what are called clubbed fingers. 1875 DARWIN /rtiectiv.

PI. xvi. 3;j There was decided incurvation.

Incurvature I inkuuvatiiu). ran:, [f. L. in-

airv&t-, ppl. stem of inciirvart to INCCBVK : cf. L.

fiirvatfira curvature, and see -URE.] A curving
inwards; an inward curvature or bend.

1809 KENDALL Trav. I. ii. 8 Its actual sea-board is rendered
much more considerable, by the incurvatures of small bays
and inlets. 1888 Xatnre q Aug. 359/1 The greater incurva-

ture of the wind in rear than in front of hurricanes in the
Southern Indian Ocean.

Incurve (.inkti-av), v. [ad. L. incurua-rc to

bend in, bow, crook, curve, f. in- (IN-
2
)
+ curvarc

to crook, bend, COBVE, ciirvus crooked, bent.]
1. trans. To bend into a curved form, to curve

(
= !NCUBVATE v. i) ; in mod. use, To curve or

bend (something) inwards.
1610 HOLLAND Caiden's Brit. i. 651 The Sea now retyr-

injj
South-ward : and with a mighty Compasse and sundry

bates incurving the shores. 1660 J. LLOYD Prim. Episc. si
Come . . to the Cup of his blood, not entending thy hands,
but incurving them. 1735 SOMERVILLE CAase iv. 426 Yon
hollow Trunk, That with its hoary Head incurv'd salutes
The passing Wave. 1866 NEALE Sfyufftffs ff Hymns 146
The mountains, incurving themselves round the City. 1880
in Nature XXI. 357 The steel having been violently rent
and incurved.

2. intr. To take or have a curved form
;
to curve

or bend inwards.

1704 GREW Museum (L.), Towards its extremity the spine
protrudes, and afterwards incurves. 1848 CLUUGH Amours
tie Voyagt HI. 301 Those fair open fields that incurve to

thy beautiful hollow.

Hence Inou-rving vbl. sb. and///, a.

1865 IntelL Obsfrv. No. 47. 339 The spiral incurving of
the wind. 1880 WARREN Book-plates iv. 31 The incurving
of the shell-work. 1884 Science Jan. 42 To find the direction
of the storm-centre, we must know the incurving angle of
the wind's spiral.

Incurved .inkouvd), ///. a.
[f. prec. + -EDl.

Taken as representing L. incurvits bent, crooked.]
Bent into or having a curved form; curved,
crooked; in mod. use, Curved or bent inwards,

having an inward curvature. (Now chiefly in Zool.

and Bet.)

large incurved oysters. 1826 KIRBV & Si'. Entomol. III.
xxxi. 253 The head projects into a long incurved obtuse
horn. 1852 DANA Crust. I. 252 The spiniform teeth., a
little incurved. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lcct. i. 5 In the genus
Pinguicula. .the leaves are concave with incurved margins.
1880 Daily News 3 Nov. 3/8 The incurved varieties [of

chrysanthemums] from China. 189$ Ibid. 4 Nov. 3/3 The
classes for cut flowers comprised Japanese, incurved, re-

flexed, anemone, and pompon anemone varieties.

Incurvetting : see INCURVATE v. 2, quot. 1697.

tlnCUTvity. 06s. [f. L. iiuurv-us bent,
crooked + -ITY : cf. L. curvitiis crookedness, CURV-
ITT. ] The quality of being incurved ; inward cur-

vature.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. ii. 235 Men best ex-

pressed their velocity by incurvity, and under some ligure
of a bowe. 1868-9 Wks. (1848) III. 512 The little incur-
vitie at the upper end of the upper bill, and small recurvitie
of the lower.

II Incus 'i'rjkfc;. Anat. and Zool. [L. incus,
incud-^m anvil, f. incud-Sre : see INCUSE z/.2]
1. The middle one of the three small bones of the

ear (ntalleus, incus, and s/apes), to which the sono-
rous vibrations are conveyed from the malleus or
' hammer '

: = ANVIL 3 b.

1669 HOLDER EUm. Speech 162 The Malleus lies along
fixed to the Tympanum ; and on the other end is joyned to
the Incus by a double or Ginglymoid joynt. 1787 HUNTER
in Phil- Trans. LXXVII. 434 The incus is attached by a
small process to the tympanum, and is suspended between
the malleus and stapes. 1856 TODD & Bow MAN Pliys. Anat.
1 1. 70 The incus is shaped not unlike a molar tooth.

2. A part of the '

trophi
'

or mouth-apparatus in

Rotifera, upon which the two mallei work.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. htv- Anjm.'iv. 188 The contraction

of the muscular masses, to which the mallei are attached.
causes the free ends of the latter to work backwards and
forwards upon the incus. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 633 The mouth [in Rotifera) leads into an
(esophagus, followed . . usually directly by a muscular

pharynx or mastax containing the chitinous jaw-apparatus
or '

trophi '. These consist of two hammer-like bodies, the

mallei, which work against an incus or anvil . . The incus

[consists] of two pieces, rami, borne upon a single piece, the
fulcrum.

InCUSe inU.vv , a. and sb. [ad. L. iiiciis-ns,

pa. pple. of incfidfre : see INCDSE v.* The sb. use

corresponds to F. incuse (1692 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. Hammered or stamped in : said of a

figure or impression upon a coin or the like.

1818 R. P. KNIGHT Symbolic Lang. (1876) 64 In the
centre of an incuse square. 18*5-7 HONE Every-day Bk.
II. 497 The carving is incuse. 1879 LUBBOCK in igtA Cent.
VI. 795 On the one side is an incuse square or punch mark.
1886 Alhcnzuin 27 Mar. 416/3 Mr. T. Jones communicated
a paper on the rare didrachm with the owl on the obverse
and incuse square diagonally divided on the reverse.

B. sb. A figure stamped in ; an impression in

intaglio upon a coin, etc.

190

i8i8 K. P. KNIGHT Symbolic Lang, (1876) 63 Antiquaries
have supposed this incuse to be merely the impression of

, something put under the coin to make it receive the stroke
of the die more steadily. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. 1 1.

< 508 The incuse is visible on the back, and this is OCCuSonatty
a great help when a particular rune has been injured on
the front, for we can thus trace it more or less sharply on
the other side, so leaflike is the metal. 1879 H. PHILLIPS

, Notes Coins 7 The head of Proserpine in an incuse sur-
i rounded by dolphins.

t Incuse, z/.
1 Obs. rare- , [ad. L. intftsare

,

to accuse, find fault with, f. in- (Is-
2
) + causa

occasion , CAu SE, tausart to take occasion of,

i plead, debate : cf. ACCUSE z>.] To accuse. So
1

f Inclination, accusation.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 105 5 To incuse, ineusarc. 16*3
COCKERAM, IncKsation, blaming. 1658 PHILLIPS, Incusa-
tlon

t
a blaming or accusing.

Incuse (mki*z), v.-
[f. L. incus-, ppl. stem

of inctid-re to forge with the hammer, work on
the anvil (incus} A trans. To impress by stamp-
ing; to mark with an impressed figure. Chiefly
in pa. pple. (or ppl. adj.) Incirsed.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. iv.

37 The reverse is incused with the impress of an amphora.
1879 H. PHILLIPS Addit. Notes Coins ij There are specimens
of Sybaris and Metapentum, in Magna Grecia, known as
the incused coinage.

t InCUSS, v. Obs. Also 6 Sc. incus, [f. L.

incuss-, ppl. stem of inculere to strike into, strike

upon, INCDTK, f. in- (Ix-
2
) + quattre to shake,

strike, dash. Cf. CONCUSS, Discuss.] trans. To
strike in, impress; to strike (terror, etc.) into the

mind ; to inspire a person with (some feeling).
1527 St. Papers Hen. l////t I. 280 Whereby no litle ter-

' rour and feare shalbe incussed unto thEmperialles. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy 88 (Jam.) That he micht incus be his deith
the samin terroure to the LatinU. 1613 DANIEL Coll. Hist.

Eng. ii The first events are those which incussed a daunt-

[
ingnesse or daring.

t IHCU SSion. Obs. rare. Also 7 trron. in-

cusion. [ad. L. incussidn-ein t n. of action from
'

incutere : see INCUSS vJ\ A striking or dashing
against something ; collision, impact.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 591 The better to resist outward

iniunes and violent incusions of the ayre. 1658 Piiii.r ir.s,

fncitssioH, a violent shaking, or dashing against any thing.
[In ed. 1706 marked Obs.]

Incut (i'nktft), ///. a. ff. Ix adv. 1 1 b-f CUT
ppl. a.] Set in by or as if by cutting ; spec, in

Printing, inserted in a space left in the outside ofthe

text instead of in the margin ;
also called cut-in.

1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocab.^ Incut notes, side-notes

which are let into the text, instead of being in the margin.

t IttCU'te, v. Obs. [ad. L. incut-fre to strike

into : see INCUSS z f

.] trans. To strike in : = INCUSS.

1542 BECON Chrhtm. Banq. in Early Wks, (Parker Soc.)

63 This doth incute and beat into our hearts the fear ofGod.
Potat. Lent ibid. 101 Secondly, it incuteth and beateth

into our hearts a shamefacedness, whereby we are so
ashamed of our faults.

I nCTrtting, vbL sb. rare. [See IN adv. C. 3.]

A cutting in, or the opening made thereby ; incision.

1598 FLORIO, lntisionc t an inci>ion, an mcuttinjj, a gash
[etc.J. 1611 COTGK., TaiHt ff tspargne> .. the mcuttjng
being filled with tnamell, and the work set out, or appearing
among it, in gold &c.

Incypyent, obs. (erron.) form of IXSIPIEXT.

Incyse, obs. form of INCISE.

Incysted, obs. form of ENCYSTED. So fln-
cystated in same sense ;cf. ENCYSTATION).
17*8 RUTTY in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 565 This Tumour

i proved a Congeries of incystated Abcesses .. of different

Sizes. 1738 A. STUART Ibid. XL. 328 Small incysted pulta-
ceous and cretaceous Tumours. 1791 HOME Ibid. LXXXI.
97 All preceded by the same kind of incysted tumour*.

Ind (ind). Forms : 3-6 Ynde, (4 Yngde), 4-9
Inde, 5 Yende, Ynd, 7 Ind. [a. K. IndeiL.
India (cf. Afric, Greece) : see INDIA.]
1. An earlier name of the country now called

INDIA; sometimes applied to Asia or the East.

Now archaic and poetic.
a ia5 Ancr. A*. 342 Deorewur5e ouer alle gold hordes, and

ouer alle aimstones of yude. 13.. A". Alts. 4843 In the londe
of Ynde tnou mighth lere Nyne thou>ynde folk of selcouth
manere. 11386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 1143 And sklendre

wyues, fieble as in bataitle, Beth
e^re

as is a tygre yond in

Ynde. 15x9 Intcrl. Four Elctn.^ 1 his sayde northparte is

callyd Europa And this south parte callyd affrica This eest

parte is callyd ynde But this newe landes founde lately
Ben callyd america. 1535 COVERDALE i Mace. vi. 37 Euery
Elephante was couerenwith a stronge tower of wod . . &
within it was a man of Inde to rule the beest. i6 QUARLES

1 Div. PoetttS) Esther i, Whose Kingdome was to East, and
West confin'd, And stretcht from Ethiopia unto Ind. i8ai

!
BYRON Sardan. \. ii. 15: Who conquer'd this same golden
realm of Ind. 1833 Jnan xiu ix, From Ceylon, Inde,

. or far Cathay. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xi. 2 Whether your
i Catullus attain to farthest Ind.

fb. //. (Cf. INDIES.) Obs.
c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 40 per be iii. Indes of JH:

whyche |?es iij. lordes were kynges ; and all bes londes &
\ kyngdoms for |>e more partye be yles. 1558 W. WARDE tr.

Alexis Seer. i. 108 b iSlanf.) Dowe or paste of Borace . .

, brougbte latelye oute of the Indes.

c. With qualification
= (East or West) Indies;

formerly also the less and the great Ind Hindu-
stan and the East Indies or the Last generally.

INDARE.
( 1375 Sc. Lee. Saints^ Tkomas 441 In hc^t [~ highest ;

I.. snferioretn} ynde, or he fane, be weut, & J>ar throw

fcrlys schan. c 1400 MASDEV. Trar. Prol. Roxb.) 3Thurgh
. .Amazon, Inde pe lesse and be mare, a grete party, c 1490
CAMPKDEN Sidrac in Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry (i&vto U.
306 nottt His londe lay be greic Inde, Bectorye hight hit as

we fynde. 1600 SHAKS Ar, L. in. ii. 93 From the east to

westerne Inde No iewel is like Rosalinde.

f2. //. Indians, natives of India. Obs.
< 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 341 Jewis and Sarasynes,

Orekis and Yngdis. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. tie P. K. xvui. xli.

(MS. Bodl.), The Elephaunte hatte Elephas . . but be Indes

[1495 Yndes] cU-pi^ lyym Bairo. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. ,

Gffv. Lordsk. (E. E. T. S.) 67 Of whom of philosophers ^e
bigynynge of Philosophye hadden Indes, Grecys, Percys and

latyns. npt/ttfer. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) ^7
What sholde

be the ende of the warre. .bytwcne hym ana the yndcs.

f3. The Indian language. Obs. rare.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5012 Scho begynes all in grew &

endis in ynde.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1430-40 LYDC. Bochas ix. xxxviii. 217 b, Inde stones vpon

their golden tresses. 1433 St. Edmund \. 873 Of gold and

stonys ynde. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.Leigkv. Poems
1800 VI. i8q An Ind-born man.

Ind, indigo: see INDE.

Ind-, Ckem. : see INDI-, INDO-.

-Ind, -inde, obs. ME. ending of pres. pple. : see

I) Indaba (inda'ba). [Zulu iit-daba subject, topic,

matter, affair, business, doing, f. nominal in Hex in-

+ stenWia^ (pi. izin-daba affairs, communications,

news}.] A communication or transaction of affairs,

a conference or consultation between or with South
African natives.

1894 Pall Mall C. 26 Dec. 3/3 A message was therefore

conveyed . . to the King, inviting Umtassa to come in to an
indaba at Umtali. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 5/1 They will

then attack Gimgem's kraaJ, where the chief Ulimo Is hold-

ing an indaba, or consultation. 1896 Daily Xeivs 31 Aug.
3/1 The Indunas, after the final indaba, returned to the hills

with the professed intention of consulting their brethren.

t Indaga'ciotlS, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

stem of L.

indaga-re ^see next) + -ACIOUS.] Given to search

or investigation.
1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 270 The business requires that

we be indagacious and exact in the least punct of the mea-
sure thereof.

Indagate J-ndag^t), v. fObs. \{.\^.indagdt- t

ppl. stem of ittdagarc to trace out, search into,

| investigate.] trans. To search into, investigate.

x6a3 COCKERAM, Indagate^ to search. 1633 J. FOSBBOKK
1 Six Scnn. Ep. Ded., I'o indicate and search out the drift

and scope of the Spirit of Goo. 1677 GARY Ckronol. \\. \. \.

\
xiii. 126 How from them should we indagate the time of his

Expulsion? i89 LANDOR Wks. (1846) I. 470/1 We talk of

indagating, of investigating. 1867 MUSCKAVE Nooks Old
1 France I. ix. 293 They indagate the history of a hundred and
i fifty years.

Indagation (ind a ge
71

'Jan).
? Obs. [ad. L. in-

dagation-etn. n. of action f. indagdre\ see prec. ;

[
cf. It. imiagatione (Florio}.]

The action of search-

! ing or tracking out ; investigation.
1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 38 The indagation of the

truth. 1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick ( 1639) Pref. i The
painfull indagation of the secrets of nature. 1664 EVELYN
Sytva 95 See also with what accurateness the Society con-

>tantly proceeds in all their Indagations, and Experiments,
i 1771 NUGENT \x. Hist. Friar Gerund 11.341 Having mocked

our most diligent and exquisite indagation. 1839 BAILEY
Fcstus xix. (.1848) 200 By indagation of supreme&t spheres
Material and spiritual.

t Indagative, a. ? Obs. [f. I .. indagat- (see

; INDAGATE) + -IVE.] Characterized by searching or

investigating; in qaot., inclined to seek.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. 40 The Church might not be

ambitious, or indagative of sucn imployment.

Ilidagator (rndagd'toa). Now rare. [a. L.

indagator^ ageut-n. from inddgare to INDAGATE ;

!
cf. obs. F. indagateur (Cotgr.}.] A searcher, in-

! vestigator, inquirer.
i6ao VENNKR Via Recta iii. 62 Not^ sen.sible, but to the

curious Indagator and Ob>eruer uf things. 1653 H. MORE
I

Conject. Cabbal. (1662) 155 To pretend to be more accurate

,
Indagators into matters of Religion. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Th.
v. 748 Awake, ye curious indagators t fond Of knowing all,

but what avails you known. 1849 JKKKREY Let. in Cock-
burn Life II. ccvii, Unreadable for all but the indefatigable

indagators of transcendental truths. 1884 A thenzutn 9 Feb.

187/3 Being too extensive and obstructed for a solitary non-

resident indagator.

Indagatory (i-ndag^'tari), a. rare. [f. L.

indagdt- (see INDAOATE) + -DRY.] Pertaining to

or of the nature of investigation.
iSjis G. MUSGRAVE Ramble Normandy 312 In classical

! studies, their [the Germans'] indagatorv research and
laborious analysis have long since placed them in the first

rank of Scholiasts. 1861 By-Roads 285.

t Indaga'trix. Obs. rare. In 7 indig-. v Cf.

quot. 1633 in INDAGATE v.) [a. L. inddgatrtx, fern,

of indSgdtor.] A female searcher or investigator.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 369 The soul, the indigatrix

of all things.

Indaign, variant of IWDEIOS v. Obs.

Indamage, -dammage, obs. var. ENDAMAOK.

Indamnifie, obs. form of INDEMNIFY.

Indanger, -daunger, obs. var. ENDANOEK v.

t Inda're, v. 06s. rare. Also 7 en-,
[f.

IK- 2



INDABKEN.

(
= EN-) + DAKE ?>.] trans. To inspire with daring ;

to incite, provoke.
1599 Life More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biag. (1853) II. 139

Considering that if he should there in his owne presence,
receaue any overthrowe, it would . . indare them to attempt
the like or greater matters. 1611 FLORIO. Inardire, to en-

dare, to enhardie.

f Inda-rken, variant of ENDARKEN v.
1618 FF.I.THAM Resolves n. xxii. 74 As if the breath which

the child lost, had disclouded his indarkned heart.

Indart (inda-Jt), v. Also 6-7 en-. r
f. IN- ' +

DART z>.] trans. To dart in.

1598 SHAKS. Rom. q Jnl. i. iii. 98 (2nd Qo.) No more deepe
will I endart \so later Qos. and Fos.

',
ed. TJieobald (1733)

indart] mine eye,Then your consent giues strength to make
[itj flie. 1882 H. SCOTT HOLLAND Logic $ Life (1885) 263
In the light of his indarted splendour. .evil reveals the full

horror of its. .deformity.

+ Incle. Obs. Also 4 ind, 4-5 ynde. [a. F.

inde, AF. ynde, ad. L. *indiiim = indicum, lit. In-

dian, as subst. indigo.] A blue dye obtained from

India, now called INDIQO
;
the colour of this, or a

fabric dyed with it.

^1300 Cursor M. 9920 pe toiler heu neist for to find, Es
al o bleu, men cals Ind [v. r. ynde). c 1320 Cast. Love

(1790) 43 ^ ^
c. 9 3 Grounded . . with Woad and Anele, 'alias blue'' Inde.
1658 [see INDKBAUDIAS below].

b. at/rib, or as adj. Blue. Inde carde : cf.

CARDE sl>.

1359-60 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) II. 384 In duabus
pecils de indekarde. 1360-61 Ibid. 385 Et in vj vln. de
inedecard. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 25 His back es

ynde colour. 1433 LYDG. St. Ednnmd Prol. 49 This other
standard, feeld stable off colour ynde. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 588/23 Jacinctimts, ynde colour.

Hence t Indebaudias (Inde Baunias), indigo.
1573 Art ofLimning 4 Indebaudias of it selfe maketh a

darke and sad blacke. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. i.

xxiii. So Take Indebaudias and grinde it with the water of
Litmose, if you will have it deepe, but if light, grinde it

with fine Ceruse. 1658 PHILLIPS, Inde,.. a certain Mineral
wherwith they use to paint or die of a blew colour, called
also Indico. .. It is of two sorts, English Inde, and Incle
Baunias.

Indear, -ment, obs. vnr. ENDEAR, -MENT.

Indeavour, obs. variant of ENDEAVOUR.

t Indebi litate, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. med.

L. indebilitat-us : see IN- - and DEBILITATE a.]

Debilitated, enfeebled.

1529 Will of Prymar (Somerset Ho.), Indebilitate of

So f Indebi-litated a.

bod :

1696 W. COWPER in Phil. Trans. XIX. 302 Of these
extravagant Pains she was much eased,, .but never the less
continued much indebilitated.

t Inde bt, fpl. a. Obs. rare. In 6 indett, en-
debt. [Short for INDEBTED; cf. DEBT ///. a."}

Indebted.

1504 Bury Wills (Camden) 05 All my good ffrendes

soullys that I am bownd or indett to pray for. 1642
Perkins' I'rof. Bk. ii. g 180. 79 If a man by his Obligation
doth acknowledge himselfe to be endebt unto the Obligee.

Illde'bt, T'. Now rare. [InferredfromlNDEBTEn;
pern, after F. endetter (endebter) in same sense.]
1. trans. To bring under monetary obligation;

to involve in debt. (In quots. reft.}
1386 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. (1589) 206 After he

had indebted himselfe in seven hundred and fiftie thousand
crownes. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 209 One indebteth
himselfe for to build a sumptuous and stately house.

2. To bring under an obligation of any kind.

1603 DANIEL Panegyr. Wks. (1717) 340 Thy Fortune hath
indebted thee to none, a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes n.
xxiv. (1640) 13 Bee they not benefits indebting us to God in

many praises? 1672 PKXN Spir. Truth I'ind. 114 We
would not indebt our selves to his Favour. 1875 RUSKIN
Pars Clav. V. Iviii. 285 If it borrow at all, it is at least in
honour bound to borrow from living men, and not indebt
itself to its own unborn brats.

Indebted (inde'ted ',///. a. Forms: a. 3 an-

detted, 4-6 endetted, (4 -id, 5 -yd' ; /3. 5 in-

dettydd, 6 -detted, 6- indebted. [ME. endetted,
after OF. endcM, pa. pple. of endetter to involve
in debt, f. en- (EN-) + dette DEBT sb. cf. Pr.

endef/ar, -dentar, Sp. endeudar, It. (and med.L."i

indcbitare. In the 15-1 6th c. the prefix was as-

similated to IN- 2 and the radical to DEBT
si.']

1. Under obligation on account of money bor-
rowed

; owing money ;
in debt.

a. c 1386 CHAUCKR Can. Yearn. Prol. ff T. 181 Yit I am
endetted so therby Of gold, that I haue borwed trewely.
1+22 T. HOSTEL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 96 He being
. . now falle to greet age and poverty : gretly endetted. 1494
FABYAN Chran. vii. 653 He . . after longe beynge in West-
mynster as a seyntwary man. .dyed there, beynge greatly
endettyd vnto many parsonys. 1542-3 Act 34 , 35 Hen.
VIII, c. 4 Anie person . . endebted to anie suche offendour.
0. 1483 Catlt. Angl. 195/2 Indettydd. 1512 Act 4

Sim, VIII, c. 18 g 15 Persones so indetted . . to be utterly
acquyted & discharged therof. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch
( 1 595) 162 Hee beganne to flatter the common people, and
specially those that were indebted. 1761-2 HUME Hist.
Eng. (1806) IV. Ixiii. 709 Notwithstanding the supplies
voted him, his treasury was still very empty and very much
indebted. 1885 TAIT Prop. Matter iv. 63. 51 If he over-
draws . . he is to that amount indebted to the bank.

191

t b. To be indebtea, to owe (so much).
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. I, Commw. (1603^ 17 [He] left

his sonnes indebted 30. millions of crownes, and without
credite amongst the merchants. 1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia
(1769) II. 292 Jenkin Williams, .lent him the money he was
indebted. 1784 R. BAGE Bar/mm Damns II. 158, I am
indebted. .to your Lordship an answer. 1797 MARY ROBIN.
SON Walsingham III. 187 To this infamous associate I was
indebted thirty pounds.
2. Under obligation to another on account of

some liability incurred or claim unsatisfied ; liable
for some omission of duty, an unfulfilled promise,
etc. ; bound. Ots. or arch.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 126 pu ert andetted touward me swuSe

mid sunnen. c 1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. 352 Ech man is

endettid to God, as ech man is endettid to o>ir, to helpe him
algatis goostli and bodili. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xi. 4
And forgeue vs our synnes ; for euen we forgeue euety man
that is indebted to vs. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (1841)
202 The flock is indebted to their pastor, to honour and to
reverence him as their father. 1608-33 Bp . HALL Mcdit. %
l-'invs (1656) 114 When I have promised, I am indebted;
and debts may be claimed, must be paid. 1667 MILTON
P. L. in. 235 He her aide Can never seek, once dead in sins
and lost; Attonement for himself or offering meet, Indebted
and undon, hath none to bring.
3. Under obligation to another for favours or

services received
; owing gratitude ;

beholden.
1561 tr. Calvin's Foure Godlye Serin, ii. D v, If we be so

endetted and bounde to god. 1590 GREENE Menaphon
(Arb.) 63 Then, sir, haue I mistooke your honestie, and am
lesse indebted to your courtesie. 1660 WILLSFORD Scales
Comm. Pref. A vij, All the others have nothing to glory in,
but how Princes and States are indebted to them. 1777
PRIESTLEY Matt, f, Spir. (1782) I. xiv. 157 For this observa-
tion I am indebted to an ingenious and worthy friend. 1847
MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest viii, They were indebted to
him for the situation they hold now in the forest.

b. Of things.

been often infinitely indebted. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico
(1850) I. 54 The Aztec mythology .. was much indebted,
as I have noticed, to the priests.

Indebtedness (inde-tednes). [f. prec. + -NESS.]
1. The condition of being indebted or in debt.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. n. vi. 2. 1. 307

The indebtedness of the proprietors in the flourishing
cantons of Zurich '

borders on the incredible '. 1861 GOSCHKN
For. Exch. 9 It is above all things necessary to form a clear
view of what is meant by international indebtedness.

b. The extent to which one is indebted
; the sum

owed
;
the actual debt.

1862 SALA Ship Chandler (L.), Perhaps .. this vast sum is
in payment of Master Edward's indebtedness. 1867 Times
4 June, The indebtedness of the bankrupt amounted to
,1,382. 1889 Ibid, (weekly ed.) 27 Dec. 5/4 The indebtedness
of the Municipal Corporation of Belfast is only 777,733.
2. The condition of being under obligation for

services, etc., rendered.

1647 TRAPP Exp. Epistles Ep. Ded. A iij a, To professe
my deep indebtednesse unto You, for Your many fatherly
favours. 1893 SIR R. BALL Story of Sun 26, I am glad to

acknowledge my indebtedness to these papers. 1897 MARY
KINGSLF.Y W. Africa 9 The indebtedness which all African
travellers have to the white residents in Africa.

Indebtmeut (inde-tment). rare. [f. as prec.
+ -MENT

; app. after F. endettement (endebtement ,

Cotgr. 1611).] The state of being indebted; in-

debtedness.

1650 BP. HALL Balm Gil. (R.), Fear thou a worse prison
if thou wilt needs wilfully liue and dye in a just indebtment,
when thou maiest be at once free and honest. 1813 T.
JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 198 It is, at the same time, a
salutary curb on the spirit of war and indebtment. 1815 Itid.
254, I feel my portion of indebtment to the reverend author
1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, f, Art 71 The work of
one to whom we love to be indebted, and still more to pro-
claim our indebtment.

t Inde'Cence. Obs. rare.
[f. INDECENT (see

-ENCE) : perh. a. F. inddcence (i6th c.;.] Unbe-
comingness, impropriety: = INDECENCY i.

1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. III. Introd. (R.), I was indeed
amazed to find a poor harmless woman . . so carried to an
indecence of barbarity. 1740 tr. De Mouhy's Fort. CountryMaid (1741) II. 93 To commit such an Indecence. a 1707
H. WALPOLE Mem. Gco. Ill (1845) I. viii. 122 Stating to
Barre the indecence of treating an infirm and much older
man with such licence.

Indecency (indrsensi). [ad. L. indccentia,
n. of quality i. indecent-em : see next and -ENCY.]
The quality of being indecent.
1. Unseemliness, unbecomingness ; unbecoming

or outrageous conduct.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 279 As rude

and vnciuill speaches carry a marueilous great indecencie, so
doe sometimes those that be ouermuch affected and nice."

rfspttvixT.RAnthnpomet. 126 An act not only ofindecency,
but of injustice and ingratitude against God and Nature.
1702 Eng. T/ieop/trast. 104 We must not be too familiar
with Inferiors by reason of indecency, a 1814 LD. N
SPENCER in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 261 The
indecency of excluding and proscribing the English at the
same time that other strangers are received. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iv. I. 453 The disgrace which the barbarity and
indecency of so great a functionary brought upon the
administration ofjustice.

b. With an and //. An instance of this ; an un-

becoming or unseemly action, trait, etc.

1639 FI-LLER Holy War in. ii. (1647) 112 These Bishops. .

were fain to descend to many indecencies and indignities to

INDECIDUOUS.
support themselves. 1650 HOBBES Anrtu. Pref. Gondiltert
Wks. (1840) IV. 454 Of the indecencies of an heroic poem,
the most remarkable are those that show disproportion
either between the persons and their actions, or between
the manners of the poet and the poem. 1675 TRAHERNE
Chr. Ethics 422 A discontented mind . . throws a man into
all the indecencies of avarice, ambition [etc.].

1 2. Uncomeliness of form. Obs.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. n. i. A rk 567 Th' unpleasing

blemish of deformed marks; As lips too great, or hollow-
nesse of eyes, Or sinking nose, or such indecencies. 1648
HERRICK Hesper., To Pireitna, When I thy parts runne
ore, I can't espie In any one, the least indecencie.
3. A condition which offends against personal

delicacy or the recognized standards of propriety ;

immodesty; a quality savouring of obscenity.
1692 E. WALKER Epictelus' Mor. xli, If vain, or frivolous

the Converse be, Or seem to savour of Indecency, Alter the
Subject. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Addison Wks. III. 84No greater felicity can genius attain than that of having
purified intellectual pleasure, separated mirth from in-

decency and wit from licentiousness. 1802 J. BOWLES
(title) Modern Female Manners, as distinguished by In-
difference to Character, and Indecency of Dress 1871DARWIN Desc. Man i. iv. (ed. 2) 119 The hatred of indecency
. .is a modern virtue.

b. With an and pi. Something indecent
; esp.

an indecent act, an offence against decency.
1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xvi. (1840) II too

Various freedoms and indecencies unsuitable to the sex
1790 BEATTIE Moral Sc. I. ii. 5 (R.) Profane talkers, lewd
jesters, and they who, by speech or writing, present to the
ear or to the eye of modesty any of the indecencies I allude
to, are pests of society. 1885 Law Times Rep. LII. 317/1That is an indecency which could not have been intended.
Indecent (indrsent), a. [a. F. indicent (\ifdn.

c.), or ad. L. indecent-em, f. in- (Iu-3) + decent-

DECENT.]
1. Unbecoming; highly unsuitable or inappro-

priate (t to) ; contrary to the fitness of things ; in

extremely bad taste ; unseemly.
1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1684) III. 94 It is not . . indecent

to thy Justice. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiv.
(Arb.) 283 The Philosophers [action was] disproportionable
both to his profession and calling and therefore indecent
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. x. 44 This so positive De-
claration of the Prince . . made all farther Arguments . . not
only useless but indecent. 1779-81 JOHNSON Lives, Syden-ham Wks. IV. 500 He never betrayed any indecent impati-
ence, or unmanly dejection. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng.
II. 82 With indecent haste she gave him her hand. 1879FROUDE Cxsarxx. 345 It is indecent to owe money to a
political antagonist.

t 2. Uncomely, inelegant in form. 06s.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ix. i Of all Gods workes . . There

is no one more faire and excellent, Then is mans body
Whiles it is kept in sober gouernment ; But none then it

more fowle and indecent, Distempered through misrule and
passions bace. 1671 BLAGRAVE Astral. Physic 77 His thighs
lean, his feet and knees indecent. 1705 J. LOGAN in Pa.
Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 57 To correct that much, .would render
it too indecent and ungrateful to the eye. 1743 tr. Heisier's
Surg. 19 They usually occasion indecent Cicatrices.
3. Offending against the recognized standards of

propriety and delicacy ; highly indelicate, immo-
dest ; suggesting or tending to obscenity.
1613 J. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt. ff Times Jas. I (1848) I. 273

If you knew what indecent words have passed in the
course of this suit, you would excuse me and think me
modest. 1676 tr. Guillaticre's Voy. Athens 267 Their
Dances were lascivious, their Gestures indecent, and their

Songs immodest. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752)
2i The many filthy ideas, and indecent expressions (I mean
indecent in point of cleanliness and delicacyi that will be
found throughout his works. 1768 STERNE Sent, jfourn.
(1778) II. 65 (Passport), I have something within me which
cannot bear the shock of the least indecent insinuation
1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 322 The costume of the
women . . is now, when carried to the extreme of the fashion,
highly indecent.

Hence Inde-ceutness, indecency (Bailey vol. II,

1727).

Indecently (indf'sentlij, adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY a
.] In an indecent manner

; unbecomingly,
indelicately, immodestly.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Porsie m. xxiii. (Arb.) 269 If they

fall out decently, .all is well, if indecently, and to the eares
and.myndes misliking. .all is amisse. 1660 R. COKE Power
<J- Snbj. 161 Let there be no vain speech, nor anything inde-
cently done. 1723-4 SWIFT To Stella 13 Mar., When inde-

cently I rave, When out my brutish passions break. 1771
FLETCHER Checks Wks. 1795 II. 211, I enquired into the
cause of the dissatisfaction he had so indecently expressed.
1849 THACKERAY Pendennis vii, A stout fellow-passenger
..kept him awake by snoring indecently.

Indeciduate (indftrdi|ft), a. Zoo/. [IN-S.]
Not deciduate, as a placenta ; not having a decidua

;

belonging to the Indeciduata, or non-deciduate
mammals (a division comprising the Ruminantia,
Edentata, and Cetacea).
1879 tr. De Qnairefages' Hum. Spec. 109 Man, apes, bats,

insectivora, and rodents, form a natural group to which . .

no indeciduate mammals can be admitted.

Indeciduous (ind/si-diz<,as), a. Also 7 indi-
ciduous. [IN- 3.]

f 1. Not liable to fall off or be shed ; permanently
attached. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 269 The statua of
the Sun was framed with rayes about the head, which were
the indiciduous and unshaven locks of Apollo. 1656 in
BLOUNT Glossogr.
2. Bot. Of a leaf: Not falling off at a definite

i:



INDECIMABLE.

time of the year; not deciduous. Of a tree or plant :

Not losing the leaves annually ; evergreen.
'755 JOHNSON, IiidfdJiious, . . used of trees that do not

shedtheir leaves in winter. 1828 \Vi HSU .

u, Indftiduou*,
not falling, as the leaves of trees in autumn. 1836 I.AMHIU
Peric. -T Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 385/2 There are no indcci<hi .IK

plants, Aspasia ! the greater part lose their leaves in winter,
the rest in summer.

flnde'cimable, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- a + I,.

decima-re to tithe, DECIMATE + -ABLE. Cf. med.L.
indtcimatus not tithed.] (See qnot.)
1641 COKR tnst. ll. 490 What things be indeclinable by the

Law, and ought not to pay tithe. 1670 in BLOUNT Law Diet.

[Hence in later Diets.]

Indecipherable indfei-farab'l), a. [IN- .]

Incapable of being deciphered or made out.
i8oj T. JEFFERSON writ. (1830) 1 1 1. 491 A cipher. . which . .

is the most indecipherable .. of any I have ever known. 1853
RUSKIN Stones yen. II. iii. 5 35. 50 Nor are the original
features of the rest of the edifice altogether indecipherable.
1886 A. EVANS in Anhxol. XI.IX. 143 A few words were
indecipherable.
Hence Indecipherabi-lity, Indecipherable -

ness.
1806 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 127 The inde-

cypherableness of the
story. 1804 M't-stin. Gaz. 13 Sept.

8/2 Downright indecipherability (of handwriting).
Indecision (.md/si-jan). [a. F. indecision

(1611 in Cotgr.) ; see IN- 3 and DECISION.] Want
of decision ; inability to decide or to make up one's

mind; a wavering between possible courses of ac-

tion; hesitation.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. (1765) 208 The term indecision, in

a man's character, implies an idea very nicely different from
that of irresolution ; yet it has a tendency to produce it.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson ij Apr. an. 1778, I talked of the

strange indecision of mind, and imbecility of the common
occurrences of life, which we may observe in some people.
1828 D' ISRAELI Chas. I, I. x. 290 A character of hopeless
indecision is fatal to military success. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (1876) II. App. 529 His indecision, his unwillingness
to accept the crown . . cause delay.

Indecisive (ind&ai-siv), a. [IN- 3.]

1. Not decisive ; not such as to decide or settle

(a question, contest, etc.) ; inconclusive.

1726 BERKELEY Let. to T. Prior 12 Nov. in Fraser Life
iv. (1871) 137 The observations you have sent are . . so am-
biguous and indecisive as to puzzle only. 1798 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. V. 4 An indecisive passage of Deuter-
onomy. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 275 On the

Upper Rhine . . an indecisive predatory war was carried on.

1878 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. 134 In place of truth he found only
a conflict of indecisive reasonings.
2. Characterized by indecision ; undecided; hesi-

tating ; irresolute.

1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. '55 An honester man
cannot be found, nor a slower, nor a more indecisive one.

1824 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Kev. CIII. 32 Somewhat inde-
cisive about his future place of residence. 1843 MOZLEY
Ess., Ld. Strafford (1878) I. 75 Perplexed and indecisive
whether to go forwards or backwards.

3. Uncertain, doubtful
; not definite, indistinct.

1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 339 As if on purpose to
render indecisive .. the hope of that immortality which is

one of the noblest prerogatives of our being. 1822-34 dw^/V
Study Med. I. 341 As there is much obscurity in this dis-

ease, its medical treatment is indecisive. 1874 T. HARDY
Farfr. Mad. Crowd II. i. 15 A contrasting prospect east-

ward, in the shape of indecisive and palpitating stars.

Hence Indecisively adv.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1869 M. PATTISON Serm. (1885) 180

Whether Christian or deist, or wavering indecisively be-
tween the two. Mod. The first day's struggle had ended
indecisively.

(ind/sai-sivnes). [f. prec.
'

-XESS.] The quality of being indecisive.

1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 50 F 3 The indecisiveness
of battles; the formalities of encounter. 1809-10 COLERIDGE
Friend (1837) II. 193 Indecisiveness of character., is almost
always associated with benevolence. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN
Apol. 168-9, I saw a patent fulfilment of all that I had
surmised as to their vagueness and indecisiveness.

t Indecla-rable, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- 3.] in .

capable of being declared.
1610 HEALEY Viva" Couim. St. Aug. Citie of Cod (1620)

372 Plato mentions the Father and the Sonne expressly,
indeed the third he thought was indeclareable.

Indeclinable (ind/Tcbi-nab'l), a. (sb.') [a. F.

indeclinable (ijth c.), ad. L. indeclinabilis un-

changeable, grammatically indeclinable : see IN- 3

and DECLINABLE.]
1 1. Incapable of declining, or being caused to de-

cline; undeviating, unchangeable, fixed, constant.

43*-5 tr-
Ififden (Rolls) IV. 25 This Fabricius is as inde-

clinable [1387 TREVISA
' hardere to be i-torned '] from honeste

as the sonne from his naturalle cowrse. 1623 COCKERAM,
Indeclinable, constant. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose
Pref., Stoicks [maintain] . . the indeclinable order of things.

1 2. That cannot be turned aside from or shunned ;

unavoidable, inevitable (cf. DECLINE v. 12). Obs.
1658 PHILLIPS, Indeclinable, not to be declined, or shun'd.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. I. ii. rule 789 For the
avoiding of a greater evil which is otherwise indeclinable.
3. Gram. Incapable of being declined gramma-

tically ; having no inflexions.

1<30 PALSGR. Introd. 37 For the knowledge of theyr panes
indeclynable remyttyng the lernar to the seconde boke.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 353 The other Particles are not
capable of Inflexion . . and therefore may be stiled inde-
clinable or invariable. 1748 WESLEY Eng. Gram, it 18 All
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Adjectives are indeclinable, having no variation cither of
Gender, Case, or Number. 1877 MOULTON tr. It'iiuri
N. T.Gram. 11, f 10. a Many Hebrew proper names- are
treated as indeclinable in the LXX. and the N. T.
B. as s/>. An indeclinable word.

new vigour on the nervous line. 1786-180$ TOOKB Purley
251 All the Indeclinables except the Adverb, we have al-

ready considered. 1897 F- HALL in Nation (N. V.) LXI V.
396/2 As regards the hinges of language, indeclinable*.

Hence Indecli nableness, the quality of being
inevitable or irresistible.

1648 JENKYN Blind Guide iv. 79 The invincibility, cer-

tainty, and indeclinablenesse of the worke of grace upon
the will.

Indeclinably (indrtcbi-nabli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LY 2 .] In an indeclinable manner : fa. Unde-
viatingly. fb. Unavoidably, irresistibly, o. As
an indeclinable word.
1624 BP. MOUNTAGU limned. Address 140 The Angels ..

did euer indeclineably Behold the face of God in glory.
1625 App. Caesar it. i. in To follow indeclinably . . the
Discipline of the Church of England. 1648 JENKYN Blind
Guide iv. 79 You give your owne interpretation of working
invincibly and indeclinably upon the will. 01677 MAN ION
Twenty Strut, vi. Wks. 1871 II. 235 The apostle prays that
God would form and set their hearts straight, that they may
be more indeclinably fix_ed

towards God. 1864 WEBSTKK,
Indeclinably, without variation of termination. 1877 Frascr's
Mae. XV. 171 The forms ending in -urn were employed in-

decfinably.

Indecompo-nible, a. rare.
[f. IN- 3 + DE-

COMPONIBLE.J = next.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 173 The assumed
indecomponible substances of the Laboratory. 1821 in
Bliickiu. Mag. X. 246 Existence is a simple intuition, un-
derived and indecoinponible. 1844 N. Brit. Rev. II. 76 An
indecomponible substance accidentally discovered.

Indecomposable (ini!(k^mpo"-zab'l),a. [IN-I:
cf. F. indicomposable (Voltaire, 1 738).] Incapable
of being decomposed or resolved into constituent

elements.
i8ia SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 291 A compound in-

soluble in water, indecomposable by acid or alkaline solu-
tionsr 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. v. 07 Words which are
primitive, indecomposible, and irreducible, a 1862 BUCKLE
Civiliz.

(1863) III. v. 359 Other faculties, which being
original and indecomposable, resist all inductive treatment.
1868 LOCKYER Guillemin s. Heavens (ed. 3) 435 Among the
many nebula;, indecomposable into stars.

Indecorous (imUkoo-ras, -de'koras), a. [f. L.
indecor-us (see lN-3 and DECOROUS) + -ous: or
ad. late L. indecorostis. For the pronunciation see

DECOROUS.]
fl. Unbecoming, inappropriate. Obs.
1680 [implied in INDECOROUSNESS]. 1692 RAY Dissol.
World in. xii. (1732) 441 It seems to me indecorous and un-
suitable to the Person and Majesty of God.
2. Contrary to, or wanting, decorum or propriety

of behaviour; in bad taste.

1682 E>,a. Elect. Sheriffs 46 Their Actions are infinitely
more indecorous, unreasonable, and silly. 1790 BURKI-:
A nity Estini. Wks. 1878 1 1 1. 280 At his time of life . . it was
useless and indecorous to attempt any thing by mere
struggle. 1832 G. DOWNF.S Lett. Cant. Countries I. 76 The
demeanour of both sexes was strikingly indecorous a
harsher epithet would be unjust. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
II. xiv. 139 Among savages especially haste is indecorous.
1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Dili. Worship 305 The indecorous
habit of overlapping one part of the Office by another.

b. Immodest, indecent rare.

1829 MACAULAY Ess., Sout/tey's Colloq. Soc. (1851) I. 113
Drapery was put on indecorous statues.

Hence Indecorously atfv., in an indecorous
manner, without decorum.
1818 in TODD. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixvi. 62 The

religious squabbles which so indecorously disturbed the
latter years of the reign of King James. 1885 Law Rep.
14 Queen's Bench Div. 683 The oath was not taken in-

decorously, improperly, or without order.

Indecorousness (see prec.). [f. prec. + -NESS.]
1 1. Inappropriatencss. Obs.
1680 H. DODWELL Disc. Sanchoniatho's Phanician Hist.

(1691) 102 The indecorousness of their Allegories to their
Deities.

2. The quality of being indecorous ; violation of

propriety or decorum.

1762 STERNE Let. to Garrick, Crebillon . . has agreed to
write to me an expostulatory letter on the indecorousness of
'Tristram Shandy'. 1811 Ann. Reg. Chron. 108 He never
falls to dwell with censurable indecorousness on the illness
of our venerable Sovereign. 1841 DICKENS Lett. (ed. 2) 1. 62,
I have seen none of that greediness and indecorousness on
which travellers have laid so much emphasis.
Indecorum (ind/1coT#in). [a. L. indecorum,

subst. use of neut. sing, of indecoriis INDECOROUS;
cf. DECORUM.]
L An indecorous or unbecoming action or pro-

ceeding; an impropriety, a violation of the rules
of behaviour proper to the sex, age, or character
of the actor.

1J7S GASCOIGNE fnstr. Eng. Verse (Arb.) 32 To enter-
mingle merie iests in a serious matter is an Indecorum. 1594

INDEED.
coarser curiosity . . which the dissipated man, by successive
indecorums occasioned. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Iv. (1862)
V. 52 This was a flagrant indecorum, and known violation
of the order of the festival.

2. The quality of being indecorous ; lack of de-
corum ; impropriety, now esp. of behaviour.
1664 H. MOKE Myst. Inia. Apol. 542 It is little detriment

or Indecorum for them to use so well a limited indulgence.
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 60 Upon a bare Moral
account of the intfecorum, unreasonableness, unseasonable-
ness or utter unfitncss of the thing it self. 1742 JARVIS
CHI'JC. II. II. xxii. (1885! 88 A woman suffers more . . by

1709 STEEI.E Taller No. 109 P I ..

may be thought an Indecorum that I visit a Man. 1828
CARI.VLE Werner in Misc. Ess. (1888) I. 74 It was a much !

The adroit manner in which he apologized for the acts of
indecorum committed by their attendant,

t b.
Inelegance, unhandsomeness. 06s. rare.

?Sp7
A. M. Guilltmean's Fr. Chirnrg. 47/2 The patient

might be mutilate, and without greate indecorum or

deformity, should not be able to goe.

Indeed (ind/'d), adv. phrase. Forms : see DEED
sb.

[f. IN prep. + DEED sb. (5 b and 5 c) : down to
1600 commonly written as two words, as still in

the stronger in very deed.]
1. In actual fact, in reality, in truth ; really, truly,

assuredly, positively.
CI330 R. BRUNNK Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7591 l>at was be

firste wassail in dede. c 1340 Cursor M. 10160 (Trin.) Of
him we wol cure story rede For worbiest hit is in dede.
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas ix. iii. iMS. Bodf. 263) 408/2 In al his

j

book, he had afforn nat seen A mor woful creature, in deede.
1526 TINIJALE Luke xxiv. 34 The lorde is risen in dede and
hath apered to Simon. 1610 SHAKS. Temf. i. ii. 96 My trust
..which had indeede no limit. 1766 GOI.DSM. I'ic. W. iv,When Sunday came it was indeed a day of finery. 1816 j.
WILSON City ofPlague n. i. 37, I hear thy voice, And know
that I indeed am motherless. 1878 HUTTON Scott iv. 37 He
was, indeed, a man of iron nerve.

b. Freq. placed after a word in order to empha-
size it : hence, with sb. = actual, real, true, genuine;
with adj. or adv. =

really and truly. (The adj. is

often preceded by very.)
1575 FLEMING Virg. liucol. x. i O Arethusa, graunt this

labour be my last incleede. 1611 BIBLE John i. 47 Behold
an Israelite indeed^TiNDAi.E a ryght Israelite] in whom is
no guile. 1638 F. Ji NIUS Paint, o/ Ancients 236 Our dis-
course is not about ordinary workmen, but wee doe rather
ipeake of such men as are Painters indeed, that is, men of
excellent wittes and great. 1653 WALTON Angler xi. 218,
I marry Sir, this is Musick indeed, this has cheered my
heart. 1742 JARVIS QIHJT. n. I. i. (18851 M 'Marvellous
indeed ! said the priest. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague i.

i. 163 My hours of sleep are now but few indeed. 1848 B
LEPROY in State Trials (N. S.) VI. 695, I should be very
glad indeed to find that I had mistaken altogether the drift
of that defence. 1876-7 L. MORRIS Epic Hades, Phaedra,Amid the crowd of youths He showed a Prince indeed.
2. In reality, in real nature or essence, opposed

to what is merely external or apparent.
1412-10 LVDC. Chron. Troy \. v. (MS. Digby 230), There

was oone enclosed in her herte And anobir in hir chere
declared For maidens han ofte sibes spared To shewe oute
bt bei desire in dede. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 143
Rather make it seme lesse incomparably than it is in dede.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholtm. Pref. (Arb.) 18 The Scholehouse
should be in deede, as it is called by name, the house of
playe and pleasure. 1649 MILTON Eikon. Pref., Like those
captive women who

bewaij'd the death of Patroclus in out-
v. ard show, but indeed their own condition. 1691 E. WALKER
Epictetta? Mar. v, That which I see. Is not indeed that
which it seems to be. 1876-7 L. MORRIS Epic Hades,
Marsyat 88 The Muses' Eyes, who were indeed Women,
though god-like.

|-
b. In an adversative clause, emphasizing the

real fact or reason in opposition to that which is

false. Obs.

1596 DALRYWPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 33 Theschirref-
dome.. of Perth is nocht litle, but ample indcde and large.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. 11. i. 54 Gon. How lush and lusty the
grasse lookes? How greene ? Ant. The ground indeed is

tawny. 1611 BIBLE Trattsl. Pref. 2 (He) was iudged to be
no man at armes (though in deed he excelled in feates of
chiualrie). 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 90 Whereas
that rednesse ariseth indeed of the winds, which . . carry . .

red Earth or Minium.
3. Used in a clause which confirms and amplifies

a previous statement : In point of fact, as a matter
of fact.

1535 JOYE Apol. Tindalt 42 And in dead I brought the
same texte agenst him. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. f Comnrtv.
(1603) 78 Their disposition (as indeed almost all the rest of
the Germans) very honest. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref.,
Of the Church of England, or indeed of the whole Catholick
Church ofChrist. 1710 HF.ARNB Collect. III. 16 There is a
very large Preface, but silly, and plainly shews the Author
to be a Whigg, and indeed a fool. 1854 MRS. JAMESON Bk.
ofTh. (1877) 117 What do we know of the mystery of..
child-life? What, indeed, do we know of any life? 1885
RIDER HAGGARD K. Solottton's Mines 32, I am.. a cautious
man, indeed a timid one.

4. With concessive force (usually followed by an
adversative clause) = It is true, it must be admitted.
1563 W. FUI.KE Meteors (1640) 8 Indeed sometimes it may

be so, but.. it is not so alwayes, nor yet most commonly.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. \. (Arb.) 32 These ye will say, be
fond scholemasters . . They be fond in deede, but surelie

ouermany soch be found euerie where. 1711 STEELE Sped.
No. 95 f 3 Grief and Weeping are indeed frequent Com-
panions, but, I believe, never in their highest Excesses.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth

y,
She blushed deeply indeed, but

there was more than maiden's shame in her face. 1894
FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 81 Latin, not classical indeed,
but good of its kind.



INDEFAILABLE.

5. In dialogue, used to emphasize the reply

(affirmative or negative) to a question or remark :

e.g. 'Yes, indeed!', 'No, indeed!'

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 89 Is not that your
meaning? That is my meaning indeed. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. ii. iv. 9 Sil. Seruant, you are sad. Val. Indeed,
Madam, I seeme so. 1734 CAREY Chrononhoton. ii, Queen.
Away 1 you flatter me. \st Lady, We don't indeed. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 19 Can you tell me? Indeed 1

cannot. 1885 Punch 19 Dec. 298/1
' But you don't mean to

tell me you're the secretary of all these companies?
' ' Indeed

I do, my dear fellow \

b. Used in echoing the question asked by an-

othef speaker.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. vii,

* Who knows how this may
end?' '

Aye, who knows that indeed !

'

answered I. 1826
DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. xv,

' Who is this Mr. Grey?' 'Who,
indeed !

'

6. Interrogatively =
( Is it so ?

' '

Really ?
'

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. ii. 13 Mis. P. Whose at home
besides your selfe? Mis. F. Why, none but mine owne
people. Mis* P~ Indeed? Mis. F. No, certainly. 1604
Otk. in. Sii. loi la. \ did not thinke he had bin acquainted
with hir. O. O yes, and went betweene vs very oft. la.
Indeed ? O. Indeed ? I indeed. Discern'st thou ought in

that? 1710 STEEI.E Tatter No. 171 ?3, I go no further

than, Say you so, Sir? Indeed! Heyday! 1870 DICKENS
E. Drood xviii, 'That's JarsperV. 'Indeed?' said Mr.
Datchery.
7. As an interjection, expressing (according to the

intonation) irony, contempt, amazement, incredu-

lity, or the like.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I, 181 This is the Angler
in Wales, indeed ! exclaims some fair reader. 1837 DICKENS
/Yra>. xxvi,

' Ah '.said Sam,' to be sure; that's the question.'
'

Question, indeed
:

, retorted Mrs. Cluppms. 'she'd question
him, if she'd my spirit.

1

1866 RUSKIN Wild Olive (ed. 2)

91, I think such and such a thing might be desirable . . a
damask curtain or so at the windows. 'Ah', says my
employer,

' damask curtains indeed ! That's all very fine '.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 219
'

O, Indeed ', I said,
' what

a wonderful thing, and what a great blessing !

'

8. Indeed and indeed, really and truly, colloq.
1673 WYCHERLEY Genii, Dancing-M. in. i. Wks. (Rtldg.)

52/2 Indeed, and indeed, father, my aunt puts me quite out.

Ibid. iv. i. 54/2 Indeed and indeed, father, I shall not have
him. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge xxii, She said that
indeed and indeed Miss Dolly might take pattern by her
blessed mother. 187 . W. S. GILBERT Distant Shore, O say
that I love him indeed and indeed !

Indeere, obs. form of ENDEAR.

t Indefarlable, a. Obs.
[f.

IN- 3 + DEFAIL v.

+ -ABLE. Cf. obs. F. adv. indefalliblement
* inde-

failably' (igth c. in Godef.).] Not liable to fail.

1693 BEVERLEY True St. Gosp. Truth 32 All is in Con-
nexion, and inseparable Concatenation, and indefailable

Certainty to the Elect. 1701 Glory ofGrace 15 Such a
Communication of Holiness, as should be unchangeable, or
indefailable.

Indefa tigabi'lity. [f. next : see -ITY.] The

quality of being indefatigable; incapability of being
wearied

; unremitting diligence or perseverance.
a 1634 ISAACKSON in Fuller Abel Rediv., Andreives (1651)

**iij b, His Indefatigability in Study cannot be paralleld.
1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I.

yi. 37 All the

manly virtues, were inseparably connected with pedestrian
indefatigability. 1862 C. STRETTON Chequered Life II.

100 Every one is conversant with the indefatigability of
the ant.

Indefatigable (indflse-tigab'l),!*. [a. obs. F,

indefatigable ( 15-1 6th c. in Godef.), ad. L. inde-

fattgdbtl-is, f. in- (!N- 3) + defatigare to wear out :

see -BLE.] Incapable of being wearied ; that cannot
be tired out

; unwearied, untiring, unremitting in

labour or effort, a. Of persons or things personi-
fied.

1586 [implied in INDEFATIGABLY]. 1611 COTGR., Indefatig-
able

t indefatigable, vnweariable, vntirable, not to be toyled

put.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 49 He was-an

indefatigable Reader, whether by Sea or Land. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 408 Upborn with indefatigable wings Over the vast

abrupt. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 1*5 P 6 My Friend Sir

Roger has been an indefatigable Man in Business of this

kind. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xxix. III. in Active and

indefatigable in the pursuit of revenge. 1847 GROTE Greece
n. xlvi. (1862) IV. 108 He was indefatigable in his attention

to public business. 1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. n. 137 The
indefatigable students of Germany.

b. Of qualities or actions.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iv. i. i. (1651) 635 An in-

defatignble love and beauty. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

F.p, \. viii. 31 A man of great eloquence, and industry inde-

fatigable. 1781 GIBBON Decl, $ F. xviii. (1869) I. 476 His

diligence was indefatigable. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vn.
vi. (1864) IV. 178 The Hermit . . with indefatigable restless-

ness went from province to province.

Indefa'tigableness. [f.prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being indefatigable.
1653 WATERHOUSE Apol. Learn. 231 (L.) Dost thou thus

repay thy teachers for their pains, care, study, indefatig-
ableness? 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 300 He .. pursued
them with the greatest perseverance and indefatigableness

imaginable till he lost his life. 1830 Edin. Rev. LI. 505
Adams was a representative . . of the sturdy indefatigable-
ness.. of New England.

Indefa-tigably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2.]

In an indefatigable manner
; unweariedly ;

with

unremitting perseverance.
1586 W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 34 Master Arthur

Golding . . which . . trauelleth as yet indefatigably, and Is

addicted without society, by his continuall Iaboure,to profit
this nation and speeche in all kind of good learning. i68a

VOL. V.
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I DRYDEN Pref. Relig. Laid Wks. (Globe) 185 A man in-

defatigably zealous in the service of the Church. 1748
Alison's l-'oy. in. v. 336 We laboured indefatigably in getting
in our water. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita 11.413 Indefatig-
ably carrying his little daguerreotype box up everywhere.
t ludefatiga-tiou. Obs. [f. IN- s + DEPATI-

GATION.] The condition of being unwearied.
a 1646 I. GREGORY Poslhuma, Tcrrestr. Globe (1650) 267The Arabian Geographers . . holding themselvs not to bee

inferior . . either to the indefatigation or Skill of the Greek
Geographers.

Indefeasible (indflrzib'l), a. Forms : 6 in-

diffeasable, 6-7 indefeeible, 7-8 -feasable,
-feisible, 8 -feazable, -fiezable, 7- indefeasible,

[f. lN-3 + DEFEASIBLE
; cf. It. inde/cssibile ( Florio) .]

Not defeasible; not liable to be 'defeated', made
void, or done away with ; that cannot be forfeited.

1548 Lr>. SOMERSET Efist. Scots Av in Comfl. Scot. (18721
App. iii. 239 By manage . . one bloude . . is made of two,
and an indefeeible right geuen of bothe to one, without the
destruction and abolishing of either, a 1600 HOOKER Eal.
Pol. viii. ii. 8 All those things are utterly void, they make
him no indefeasible estate, the inheritor by blood may dis-

possess him. 1661-98 SOUTH 12 Serm. III. 18 He, who
gives a Being, .has an Indefeasible claim to whatsoever the
said Being so Given . . either is, or has, or can Possibly do.

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet, s.v., A good and indefeisible
estate. 1735-8 BOUNGBROKE On Parties lor. If it be not
proved to be something more than human, it will hardly be
proved indefiezable. 1859 MILL Liberty i. 19 The great
writers, .have mostly asserted freedom of conscience as an
indefeasible right. 1873 SYMONDS Crk. Poets xii. 414
Beauty is the true province of the Greeks, their indefeasible
domain.

Hence Indefeasibi Uty, Indefea'sibleness, the

quality or character of being indefeasible.

1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 2 The indefeasableness of the
succession seems to be a natural consequence of its being a
lineal one. 1818 WEBSTER s. v., The indefeasibility of a
title. 1843 MILL Logic in. v. i There are very few
[uniformities] which have any, even apparent, pretension to
this rigorous indefeasibility. 1885 Law_ Times LXXIX.
332/2 There are limits to this indefeasibility of title.

Indefeasibly (indtfrzibli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2
.] In an indefeasible manner

;
so as to be in-

defeasible.

1540 Act 32 Hen. J'/If, c. 42 i By the same name
peasably quietly and indifieasably, shall have, possesse,
and enjoye, to them and to their successours for ever all

suche landis and tenementis. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. vii,
I was. .Lord of all this Country indefeasibly. 1831 CARLYLE
Sart. Res. in. iv, Venerable to me is the hard Hand ;

crooked, coarse ; wherein . . lies a cunning virtue, indefea-

sibly royal, as of the Sceptre of this Planet.

f Indefea-table, a. Obs. Also -ible. [f. IN-
3

+ DEFEAT v.~\ Incapable of being defeated or un-
done

;
indefeasible

; indefectible. Hence Inde-
featabi-lity (-ibility).
(Possibly in quot. 1643 an error for indefeasable, -ible, in

1755 for next two words.)

1643 T. WARMSTRY Answ. W. Bridges cone. War 15
That indefeatable power, and that incorruptible wisdome
that is in God himselfe. 1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 53
Those [controversies] about free will, . . predestination and
reprobation, grace irresistible and indefeatible. Ibid. 55 The
decisions of this factious synod [of Dort] in favour . . of the

irresistibility and indefeatibility of grace.

Indefectibility (indtfektibHIti). [f. next:
see -ITT. Cf. F. indiftctibiliti (iyth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The quality of being indefectible ;

exemption from liability to failure or decay.
1624 BP. HALL True Peace-Maker Wks. (1627) 541 Hee

alone hath infallibility and indefectibilitie. 1644 DIGBY
Mans Soul vi. (1645) 68 These Propositions, .have in them-
selves an indefectibility insuperable. 1726 J. TRAPP Popery
I. 50 There is no Promise of Indefectibility made by our
Saviour to any particular church. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr.
I. 383 That [controversy] which raged between Calvinists
and Arminians on the '

indefectibility of grace '.

Indefectible (ind/Te-ktlb'l), a.
[f. IN-S +

DEFECTIBLE, prob. after F. indefectible (1582 in

Hatz.-Darm.\ or med.L. indefectibiliter adv. (Dn
Cange).] Not defectible.

1. Not liable to failure, defect, or decay ; unfail-

ing; that cannot fall short, come to an end, or be
done away.
1659 PEARSON Creed vnr. (1866) 476, I believe this infinite

and Eternal Spirit to be. .of perfect and indefectible holiness
in himself. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 46 When the Greek
Church is excommunicate by the Roman, .what and where
then was the Catholick Church, that was indefectible and
against which the Gates of Hell did not prevail? 1736
CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 273 The burning, and not consum-
ing bush, signifies the indefectible splendor of the church.

1842 MANNING Semi., Fallingfr. Baptismal Grace (1848)
I. 36 Some beguile themselves by the dream that they
magnify the mercies of God, in contending that the gifts of

grace are indefectible. 1887 FAIRBAIRN in Congregat. Rev.
May 4^26

The system that made grace most absolute made
the saints most indefectible.

2. Not subject to defect; faultless.

1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians u. v. (1876) 231 At first

Arianism had not scrupled to admit the peccable nature of
the Son, but it soon, .avowed that, in matter of fact, He was
indefectible. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith (1853) 403 An
indefectible wisdom on one point.

Hence Indefe'ctibly adv., without capability of

failure.

1837 J. H. NEWMAN Propli. Off. Ch. 394 The faith com-
mitted to the Church is represented, .as clearly proclaimed,
indefectibly maintained, and universally acknowledged.

INDEFICIENT.

Indefective (indtfe-ktiv), a. lObs.
[f. IN- 3

+ DEFECTIVE: cf. med.L. indefectw-us (i5th c. in
Du Cange).] Not defective ; free from defect ;

faultless, flawless.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts # Men. (16421 5 Charity inde-

fective in this, .life, and in the world to come everlasting life.

1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 53 God is of himself infinitely
glorious, because his perfections are absolute, his excellen-

C
d

y
Sept. (O. H. S.) II. 131 Everlasting and indefective happines.
17x7 CROXALL Ovid^ Met. vi. (R.), Seven are my daughters,
of a form divine, With seven fair sons, an indefective line.

flndefe'Ctuous, a. Obs. rare~.
[f. IN- 3

+ DEFECTUOUS: cf. obs. F. indcffectueux (i6th c.

in Godef.).] =prec. Hence flndefe ctuous-
ness.
^1687 H. MORE in Norris The. Love (1688) 153 Those

terms Totnm and Omne. .may signify either the Entireness,
Indefectuousness or Perfection of the thing they are pro-
nounced of.

tlndefe-ndable, -ible, a. Obs.
[f.

IN-S +
DEPENDABLE. Cf. F. indtfendable (Moliere, I7lh
c.).] Incapable of being defended

; indefensible.
1671 True Npnconf. 424 You hereby plainly acknowledge

that Religion is not indefendible, except by meer subjects,
against their Sovereign.

Indefensible (indtfe-nsib'l), a. [f. IN- 3 +
DEFENSIBLE. Cf. F. indefensible (Montaigne, i6th

c.).] Not defensible; admitting of no defence.
1. Incapable of being defended by force of arms.
1569 STOCKER tr.- Diod. Sic. n. xxx. 82 They did forsake

the indefensible small townes and villages. 1682 BURNET
Rights Princes Pref. IT By an obstinate keeping of an in-
defensible piece of Ground. 1849 JAMES Woodman iv,
Their great extent rendered them indefensible against the
means of escalade. 1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1290/1 The town
of Itself is nearly indefensible.

2. Incapable of being defended in argument,
maintained, or vindicated; unjustifiable, inexcus-
able.

1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 151/1 His proude foly, in the
defence of his indefensible errour. a 1614 DONNE "BiaOava-
TOS (1644) 123 Of which I perceive not any kinde to be more
obnoxious, or indefensible then that . . so common with our
Delinquents to stand mute at the Barre. 1745 WESLEY
Answ. Ch. 5 Those Expressions . . of our own Countrymen,
are utterly indefensible. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 65 This
hypothesis is as indefensible as the foregoing. 1849 COBDEN
Speeches 35 It is manifestly unjust and indefensible, that

you should tax the people of this country for the expenses
of our colonies. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. i. iii. 34 To
risk the peace of the Church in so Indefensible a quarrel
seemed obstinate folly.

Hence Indefensibility, Indefe usibleness, the

quality or character of being indefensible
;
Inde-

fensibly adv., in an indefensible manner, so as not
to admit of defence.

1690 J. MACKENZIE Siege London-Derry 21/2 Collonel

Lundy . . spoke so discouragingly . . concerning the inde-
fensibleness of the place. 1776 MICKLEU. Camoens' Litsiad
ix. Note 32 (R.) Some of the terms of expression are still

indefensibly indelicate. 1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 216 The
utter indefensibility of the design. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. xxix, The indefensibleness of her marriage. 1891
LOUNSBURY Stud. Chaitcer I. Introd. 20 The evidence ..

seems to me sufficient to show the indefensibility of any
such position.

t Indefe'nsive, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + DEFEN-
SIVE (sense i c) .] Incapable of making defence

;

defenceless.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie To Gentl. Inner Temp., Thus,
if I had to alledge no other reason in the defence of this

my action .. yet were I not left indefensiue. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 78 Turkes and Persians, both whom in all

occasions were insulting over them, because indefensive
and without government. Ibid. 337 The sword awes the
indefensive villager.

Indeferent, obs. form of INDIFFERENT.

t Indefe'SSe, a. Obs. fad. L. indefess-us, f.

in- (!N- 3) + defessus weaned, tired (de- down, etc.

+fess?tsvtesLTy, tired).] Unwearied, untiring.
1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribm 512 The learned Gram-

marian Didymus, for his Indefesse paynes in reading and
writing, surnamed, Iron-side, or heart of Oke.

t Indefi'ciency. Obs.
ff.

next : see -ENCY.]
The quality or character of being indeficient or

unfailing ; unfailingness.
1614 JACKSON Creed \\\. vii. 2 note, Their readinesse to

defend the mdeficiencie of his faith . . argues, they must of
necessitie holde, that the Popes faith doth neuer faile. 1666

TILLOTSON Rule Faith in. 6 Wks. 1742 IV. 690 The inde-

ficiency of oral tradition. 1732 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible iv.

i. (T. Suppl.), He [God] took care of their meat and drink,
and indeficiency of their clothing.

t Indeficient (mdtfrjent),^. Obs. [a. OF. in-

deficient (ifith c. in Godef.), ad. L. indeficient-em ^

f. in- (!N- 3) + deficient-em DEFICIENT.] Unfailing,

exhaustless, unceasing.
1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. 25 Welcum pure indeficient adiu-

torie, That evir our Naceoun helpit in thare neyd. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 170 b, Euer fresshe and
newe, indefycyent and neuer faylyng. 1604 T. WRIGHT
Passions \\. 308 Whence-from proceedeth the indeficient

regular . . beating of the pulse. 1656 JEANES Futn. Christ

229 He hath . . an indeficient fullnesse, an inexhaustible
fountaine. 1695!- SAGE Article Wks. 1844 I. 366 There
is Sermon upon Sermon, indeficient Sermoning, till the

Congregation within the Church is dissolved. 1851 TRENCH
90



INDEFICIENTLY.
Potms 75 The Lamb His people feeds from inefficient

streams.

Hence f Indefl-ciently adv., unfailingly.
161* PRESTOM Godly ATtui's Imj HIS. ii. 49 Trees of the Lords

planting
continue their fruits indeficiently, neither doe their

leaues drop off.

Indefinable (ind/fei-nab'l), a. (j<*.) [f.
IN- 3

+ DEFINABLE.] That cannot he defined or exactly
described; not susceptible of definition.

1810 tr. Mttft, Cottin's Chevalier tit ffrsenai I. 194 That
secret and indefinable instinct. iSaa LAMB Kiia Ser. i. Roast
/'/<', O call it not fat ! but an indefinable sweetness growing
up to it. 1830 D'IsRAELi Chas, I, III. xiii. 269 An obscure
and indefinable line. 1863 OEO. ELIOT Romola xxii, Some-
thing as indefinable as the changes in the morning twilight.
1867 Miss BRADDON Ruptrt Godwin I. i. a Every look, every
movement was instinct with that indefinable grace for which
we can find no better name than good breeding.
B. sb. An indefinable person or thing, rare.

1810 tr. Mad. Cottiti's Chev. de Versenai I. 164
~

woman is one of your indefinables.
64 That

Hence Indefl nableness
; Indefinably adv.

1847 CRAIG, Indefinably. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis II.

ix, The expression in Captain Costigan's eye . . was ., inde-

finably humourous. 1889 Harper's Mag. Dec n8/i It has
a vaporous indefinableness that leaves it a riddle.

tlndefinible, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 3 + L,

*difimbilis, f. deftnire to set bounds, bound, limit :

see DEFINE v.] Incapable of being limited ; illi-

mitable.

1651 BENLOWES Theoph. Ded. 22 The Empyraean flame of
the Divinity, Indefinible, Interminable, Ineffable.

Indefinite inde-finit , a. (si.) Also 6 indif-

fynit(e, -yte, indiffinite, indyflnyte, 7 indifl-

nite, indennit. [ad. L. indifinit-us, f. in- (!N- 3)
+ definil-ns DEFINITE. Cf. F. indefini (Montaigne,
i6th c.).] Undefined, unlimited : the opposite of
DEFINITE.

I. generally.
1. Without distinct limitation of being or char-

acter; having no clearly defined or determined
character ; indeterminate, vague, undefined.

1561. T. NORTON Calvin's fnst. i. xiii. (1634) 46 When
there is simple and indefinite mention made of God, this
name belongeth no lesse to the Sonne and to the Holy
Ghost, than to the Father. 1616 BULLOKAR, Indifinite, not
precisely exprest ; vndefined. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 76
Some generall indefinite promises. 17*2 ]^odro^v Corr.
(1843) 11.678 Your address is likewise a little indefinite;
but I send this at a venture as you direct. 1818 HALLAM
Mid. Ages (1878) 1 1. viii. n. 329 Those indefinite aspirations
for the laws of Edward the Confessor were changed into
a steady regard for the Great Charter. 1875-6 W. B. POPE
Compend. Theol. (1881) 656 The indefinite use of the term
Sacrament in the early church. 1885 S. Cox Exposit. Ser. i.

v. 66 A fine, though indefinite, emotion.
2. Of undetermined extent, amount, or number ;

unlimited.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 46 Peace to thy Ghost, and
yet me thinkes so indefinite a spirit should haue no peace
or intermission of paines. 16*5 BACON Ess., Usury (Arb.)
546 Let these Licensed Lenders be in Number Indefinite.

1841 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 86 Thus oxygen and hydro-
gen . . will remain unaltered for an indefinite period. 1851
ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. in. xil 150 With respect to our moral
and spiritual capacities, we remark that they are not only
indefinite but absolutely infinite. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas.
Faith ii. 67 That is indefinite which has, or may have, a
limit, but whose limit cannot be ascertained. 1884 J. RAE
Contemp. Socialism too Commodities that admitted of in-
definite multiplication.

fb. Formerly, sometimes, Extending beyond any
assignable limits

; boundless, infinite. Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. 17 The process of Art is

indefinite, and who can set a non-ultra to her endevours ?

'745 W' THOMPSON Sickness v. (R.), Indefinite and omni-
present God, Inhabiting eternity ! shall dust, Shall ashes,

darepresume to sing of thee?

II. specifically (in various technical uses).
3. Grammar.
a. Applied to various adjectives, pronominal

words, and adverbs, which do not define or deter-

mine the actual person or thing, the place, time,
or manner, to which they refer ; as any, other, some,
such, somewhere, anyhow, otherwise, etc. : esp. in

indefinite article, a name for the individualizing ad-

jective a, an (A ad/.
2
), or its equivalents in other

languages.
b. Applied to those tenses or inflexions of verbs which

merely denote an action taking place at some time (past,
present, or future), without specifying whether it is continu-
ous or complete ithus distinguished from both imperfect
and fer/ecl), e. g. the Greek aorist and the English simple
past

;_
in French grammar formerly (as by Palsgrave) to

the simple past tense corresponding to these, now called

fast or preterite definite ; in modem French, fast or pre-
lerile indefinite is applied to the compound tense corre-

German and Old English grammar, to that declension of the
adjective which is used when it is preceded by the indefinite
article, possessive adjective, pronouns, etc : the strong de-
clension of the adj.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 32 The indiffynite indicative of the

thyrde conjugation endeth ever in -V. Ibid. 84 The indif-
finite tens, s&je parlay, I

spake. Ibid. 382 To knowe
therfore howe and whan the frenche men use their preter

imparfyte tence, and whan their indiffynyte tence, whiche
name I borowe of the grekes, for they have a lence whiche i

they call aoristus, that is to say, indifinitus, whiche moche

194

resembleth this tence in the frenche tonghe. 1717 BAILEY
vol. II, Indefinite Pronouns. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.
Article, The article a is said to he indefinite, because ap-
plied to names taken in their more general, and confused
signification. 1817 I. HEARD Cram. Rnss. Lang. v. { i.

141 There are four branches : the indefinite, the perfect.
the semelfactrue, and the iterative. The indefinite ex.
presses the action indeterminately with regard to its com-
pletion ; as OUT, Tp6riUT>, he moved. 1874 R. MORRIS
Chaucer's fro/.ttc. (Clar. Press Ser.) Introd. 33 Adjectives,
like the modern German, have two forms Definite and In-
definite. 1877 MootTOH tr. Winer's Gram. N. T. III. { 25.
2 I he indefinite pronoun Tit, TI, is joined to abstract nouns.
4. Logic. Applied to propositions in which the

subject has no mark of quantity ; not distinguishing
between ' some ' and '

nil '.

1773 REID Aristotle's Log. ii. { 6 Wks. II. 692/2 A pro-
position is called indefinite when there is no mark either of
universality or particularity annexed to the subject : thus,Man is of few days

'
is an indefinite proposition. 1864HOWEN Logic v. 122 The logicians formerly distinguished

another Class of Judgments as Indefinite, meaning those
in which the Subject, having no sign or predesignation of
Quantity affixed to it, is not expressly declared to be either
Universal, Singular, or Particular. Thus, Elephants are

I sagacious animals ; Learned men are to he found at
Oxford. 1887 FOWLER Deduct. Logic iii. (ed. 9) 29 'In-

I

definite or 'mdesignate
'

propositions, as they are called,
i.e. propositions in which the subject, being a common
term, is not quantified, are inadmissible in Logic.
6. Bot. a. Said of inflorescence in whichi the cen-

1 tral axis grows indefinitely in length, producing a
1 succession of lateral branches bearing flower-buds

(or of sessile flower-buds) which open successively
from the lowest upwards ; also called centripetal
or indeterminate, b. Sometimes similarly applied
to fibrovascular bundles which grow indefinitely,
so that the stem increases in thickness, as in ' Exo-
gens

'

or Dicotyledons, c. Said of the stamens or
other parts of the flower when numerous and not

clearly multiples of the number of the petals, etc.

1845 LINDLEV Sch. Rot. iv. (1858) 25 Stamens indefinite;
that is to say, more numerous than can be easily counted
1849 BALFOUR Man. Bot. 77 The vascular bundles [in
exogens], from their mode of development in an indefinite
manner externally, have been called exogenous \ and for the
same reason, Schlieden has denominated them Indefinite.
Ilnd. 1 472 T he ovules are very numerous or indefinite. 1876HOOKER Botany Primer 46 Called indefinite, because the
axis goes on elongating after the first flower opens 1880
GRAY Struct. Bot. v. (ed. 6} 144 The kinds of Inflorescence
. . are all reducible to two types . . viz. Indefinite and Definite,
or . . Indeterminate and Determinate. Each may be . . simple
or compound.
B. sh. (ellipt. uses of the adj.) An indefinite

thing, word, statement, etc.
; something of in-

definite nature or meaning, or which cannot be

definitely specified, described, or classed.
1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet. Fa, Aduerbs commonly gouerne

an Indicatiue Moode : saue that where Interrogatiues are
changed into Indefinites theyhaue some time a Subiunctiue.
1615 BACON Ess., Dispatch (Arb.) 248/1 That Negative is

more pregnant of direccion, then an indefinite. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 16 Aug. 10/1 A table of the occupations of the

people
after a new classification . . I.

'

Professionals
'

. .

II. Domestics
'

. . III. Commercials ; IV. Agriculturists ..

V. Industrials .. VI. Indefinites, that is, general labourers,
gentlemen of means, and paupers, with a few others not
open to classification.

Hence flnde-flnite v. Ol>s. (nonce-wit.^, in phr.
to indefinite it = to act or speak indefinitely. In-
de-finitism (nonce-tad.') , indefinite character.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 76 If we indefinite it, when we

should demonstrate, and universalize it. 1855 DORA GREF.N-
WELL Present Hcaren u86i) 103 The vague spirituality or
rather indefinitism of our ideas.

Indefinitely (inde-finilli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.] In an indefinite manner or degree.
1. Without definition or limitation to a particular

thing, case, time, etc. ; indeterminately, vaguely.
1471 [see INDETERMINACY). 1530 PALSGR. Introd. 32

Other thre dyvers tymes, imparfytly past, indifTynitly past,
and more than parfytly past. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's
fust. i. 37 So oft as we do indefinitely speake of the name
of God, we meane no lesse the Sonn and the Holy ghost
than the Father. 1635 J. GORE H'ell-,Mng -3

A preacher
..delivers his message indefinitely to the whole assembly.
1858 CARI.VLE f'rrdk. Gt. i, iv, She had felt herself indefi-

nitely unwell. 1863 MRS. CARI.VLE Lett. III. 168 They
pressed me to come to them . . and I promised indefinitely
that I would.
2. To an indefinite amount or extent ; without

specified or assignable limit or end
; unlimitedly.

1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. II. iii. m, Tis a fortune which
some indefinitly preferre before prosperity. 1664 POWER
Exp. Pliilos. Pref. 10 Motion also may be indefinitely swift
or slow. 1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. 04 The Pacifick Sea . . from
30 to about 4 deg. south latitude, and from the American
shore westward

indefinitely. 1833 Miss MlTFORoin L'Es-
trange Life III. i. 6 Life is too short, .for an alienation in-

definitely prolonged. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cotuj. II. App.
540 It would be easy to prolong the list indefinitely.

Indefiniteness (indefmitnes). [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being indefinite ; want
of definiteness

; indeterminateness, vagueness.
'589 PUTTKNHAM Eng. Poesit'it. XL. (Arb.) nt The Roundel!

or Spheare. .for his indefinitenesse hauing no speciall place i

of beginning nor end. 16*3 Bp. HALL Best Barraine Wks.
|

(16481 476 The indefinitenesse of the charge implies a gene-
rail,.,, in i/- i*~ in '-

-emicious loose-
ill so generally.

ralhty. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 201 That pernicious loose-
ness and indefiniteness of speech, which prevail so

INDEIQN.
1880 E. WHITE Cert. Relig. 34 There is now and then an
Oriental indefiniteness as to method. 1885 Si rue,EON Treas.
Dai', cxxxii. 10 The fault of most prayers is their indefinite-
ness.

Indefinitive (ind/fi-nitiv), a. rare.
[f. IN- 3

+ DEFINITIVE.] Not definitive ; not characterized
by definition or limitation ; indeterminate, indefinite.
1598 BARRET Theor. Warres v. i. 125 From the point of

the first Trauesse next adioyning, is drawne an indefinitiue
line. 1850 J. H. NEWMAN

Oiflc. Anglic. 82 A school of
opinion, .fixed in Its principles, indefinittve and progressive
in their range.
Hence Indefl nitively adv., without definition or

limitation
; Indefi-nitiveness, vagueness.

i6i SANDERSON Twelve Serm. (1637) 59 Ordinarily in
our Sermons we mdefinitively condemne as evill, swearingand gaming for money. 1795 Ann. Keg. App. Chron. 92
1 hey are all elected for two years, and may be immediatelyand mdefinitively re-elected, a 1849 POE Marginalia Wks.
1864 III. 587 If the author did not deliberately propose to
himself a suggestive indefinitiveness of meaning.
Indefinite- (indefinsi-to), comb, form from

L. indefinllus INDEFINITE; as in
indefinite-defi-

nite adj., applied by Sir W. Hamilton to pro-
positions predicated of the greater part or more
than half.

1847 Snt w- HAMILTON Let. De Morgan 43 Indefinite-

defimtes, To UI, YO, last we come ; And that affirms, and
this denies, Of more, most (half plus some). /,/. 44 [Pro-
positions] i. Definite; 2. Indefinite-definite; 3. Semi-defi-
nite ; .(. Indefinite.

Indefinitnde (ind/rVnitid). [f. IN- 3 + DE-
FINITUDE i,or f. INDEFINITE after defnitude).}
1 1- The condition of having no known or assign-

able limit; undefined or undefinable number or
amount. Ots,

-"
13, ^wllludlallvlla, illlu v-ullJUUCUOnS,

2. Want of definiteness or precision ; indefinite-
i ness, undefined state.

1827 G. BEAUCLERK Jonrn, Afarocco Ded.. Until it has
arrived at years of discretion . . an indefinitude of age both

i in books and men. 1833 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Eng.
Trent. Logic (1853) i46The vacillation or indefinitude of
Aristotle himself in regard to the number of the modes.
'854 R- G. LATHAM Kative Races Russian Emp. 248 They
are measures of the extent to which the aulhor who uses

' them eschews indefinitude.

Indefinity (ind/fi-niti). rare.
[f. INDEFINITE,

,

after infinity : see -iiy.]
fl. =prec. i. Ots.

1*13 COCKERAM ii, Endlesnes, indifinity. 1678 CUDWORTH
1

Intell. Syst. Contents (i. v. 643) This potential Infinity or
Indefinity of Body, seems to be mistaken for an actual In-
finity of Space.
2. =prec. 2.

a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. iii. J 38 (1740) 144 He can . . come
off, upon the Ambiguity or Indefinity of his Expressions.
1881 Fraser's Mag. XXV. 487 Branch lines .. only to be
entered upon after the ominous 'change' to whose con-
venient indefinity the porter stentoriously invites us

Indeflectible (ind/fle-ktib'l), a. [f. IN- 3 +
*dejlectible, f. DEFLECT v. + -IBLE.] Incapable of

being deflected or turned from a straight course.

1883 F. W. POTTER Gambetta in French Celebr. 28 Pro-
claiming in a single voice his indeflectible fidelity. 1884
Fortn. Re7i. May 569 All unite in one Hndeviating and in-
deflectible direclion.

tlndefle-xible, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] .prec.a 1641 Bp. MOUNTACU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 122 Indeflexible
subjection to Gods will.

t Indeflo-re, a. Obs. [Arbitrary f. IN- 3 + stem
of L. deflord-re to DEFLOWER ; for indefloredm in-

dejiorit.} Not deflowered
; chaste, inviolate.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 55 Implore, adore, thow
indeflore. To mak our oddis evyne.
t Indeflon risking, a. Obs.

[f.
IN- 3 + pres .

pple. of DSFLOUBISH v.J Not ceasing to flourish,

unfading: cf. DEFLOURISH 2.

iSio G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. xlvi, Ros'd all in liuely
crimson ar thy cheeks Whear beawties indeflourishing
abide.

Indeformable (indtf<Jumab'l), a. [IN-S.I
Not deformable

; incapable of being
' deformed '

or put out of shape.
1880 MiHCHiN.SV<iMtt(ed. 2)13 In nature there are no such

things as rigid bodies. For a great many practical matters
there are bodies which may be treated as if they were rigid
or indeformable.

Indegent, Indegest : see INDIGENT, etc.

Indehiscent (indHii-sent), a. Bot. [IN- 3
.]

Not dehiscent : said of fruits that do not split open
when mature, but retain the seed till they decay.
1831 LIHOLEV Introd. Bot. I. ii. 179 Cells one-seeded, inde-

hiscent, dry, perfectly close at all times. 1841 MRS. LOUOON
ist Rk. Bot. (1845) 25 Most of the kemeled fruits are inde-
hiscent, and, if left to nature, must decay before they can
liberate the seed. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True fine 158 The
fruit of the vine is indehiscent. 1871 OLIVER Elan. Bot. i.

vii. 9^ Syncarpous fruits . . which are dry and indehiscent,
that is, which do not open, but liberate the seed by decay,
as the fruit of the Hazel, you may simply call nuts.

Hence Indehi'scence, the quality of being inde-
hiscent. 1847 in CRAIG.

t Indeign, v. Obs. rare. In 4 indeyne, 5 in-

daign. [A form intermediate between ENDEION
and INDION; q.v.]



INDELAYED.

1. intr. To be indignant or angry.
138* WYCLIK Gen. xviii. 30 Y biseche thee, he seith, ne

indeyne thow, Lord, if I speke.
2. trans. To disdain, despise.
1483 CAXTON Cato Cjb, Thou myghtest lese theyr loue

and be indaigned of them.

t Indelay ed, a. Obs. [!K- a.] Not delayed
or put off; immediate.

1523 St. Papers Hen, VIII, VI. 118 If this overture shall

not mowe take effect, indelaied order must be geven by His

Majeste for the raysing and setting furthe of an armye.
1564 Q. ELIZ. in Abp. Parker's Corr. (Parker Soc.) 227 We
will that you shall duly inform us thereof, to the end we
may give indelayed order for the same.

t Indelayedly, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

Without delay ; immediately.
1535 HEN. VIII Let. Earl Sussex 17 Apr., We..wol ther-

fore and command you . . that ye indelayedly do apprehend
and take them. 1563-87 FOXE A. q M. (1596) 262/1 That
he indelaiedlie . . should prepare himselfe to be gone out of
the realme. 1579 6V. Acts Jos. VI, c. 70 Presentlie and
indilayitlie upoun thair apprehensioun or convictioun . .he or

sche sail be put and haldin in the stokkis. c 1600 Cowrie's

Conspir. in Select. Harl. Misc. (1793) 102 Verie miscontent
j

that indelaiedlie he raid not to Sanct-lohnstoun.

Indeleble, -ebly, obs. ff. INDELIBLE, -IBLY.

ludele ctable, a. rare. [!N-
a

: cf. obs. F.

indelectable (Godef.).] Unpleasant, disagreeable.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Ix.vi. (1811) VIII. 327 Stiffened

and starched . . into dry and indelectable affectation. 1806
Edin. Rev. Oct. 109 His remarks upon this indelectabie
attendant.

t Indelegabi'lity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- a

+ DELEGABLE + -ITY. Cf. F. indtttgable (Littre).]

Incapability of being delegated.
1695 J. SAGE Article etc. Wks. 1844 I. 75 Is such a dele-

gation consistent with our author's position about the in-

devolvibility or indelegability of such a power?
Indeliable, obs. form of INDELIBLE.

Indeliberate (ind/li-ber^t), a. [!N-
3 : cf. F.

indelibiri (lyth c.).]

1 1. Of persons, their qualities, etc. : Wanting in

deliberation ; inconsiderate ; hasty or rash. Obs.
a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) ico This may rebuke rash,

indeliberate, and self-willed persons. 1652 GAULE Mag-
astrom. 22 He reprooves . . their indeliberate rashness.

a 1677 MANTON Twenty Sertn. xv. Wks. 1871 II. 333 There
is a will natural and indeliberate, and a will deliberate and
elective.

2. Of actions : Done without deliberation or

forethought; not carefully considered or planned
beforehand. Also of thoughts, words, etc. : Un-

premeditated, spontaneous. Now rare.

1655 BP. BRAMHALL Def. true Liberty 37, I distinguish
between free acts and voluntary acts. The former are

always deliberate, the latter may be indeliberate. 1680

H. DODWELL Two Lett. Advice (1691) 96 Indeliberati;

actions are not capable of affectation, a 17x1 KEN Psyche
Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 162 She felt a sudden indelib'rate

Thought, Which strange Conviction in her Spirit wrought.
1896 Academy 12 Dec. 535/2 Short, insignificant, prattling,
indeliberate letters.

t Indeli-berated, a. [!N- 3.]
=

prec. (sense 2).
a 1663 BRAMHALL (J.), Actions proceeding from blandish-

ments, or sweet persuasions, if they be indeliberated, as in

children.. are not presently free actions.

Iiidelrtaerately, adv. rare. [f. INDELIBER-

ATE + -LY 2.] Without deliberation or premedi-
tation

; unintentionally, involuntarily.
1681 KETTLEWELL Chr. Obed. (1715) 340 What we have

been wont to do by long practice, we do as easily, as

quickly, and as indeliberately, as we do those things which
flow from the necessity of our very nature itself. 1700 R.

PEARSON Naaman V'indie. 44 They might be . . forced

Ignorantly, or indeliberately to Warship.. the Pagan Idols.

Indeli'berateness. rare. [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] Absence of deliberate intention.

1681 KETTLEWELL Chr. Obed, (1715) 345 That indeliberate-

ness in sinning, which ariseth from an habit and custom of

sin. .doth not in any wise lessen or excuse a sinful action.

Indelibera'tion. Now rare. [See INDELI-

BERATE and -ATION. (So mod.F. indilibiration

(Littre).] Want of deliberation or forethought.
a 16x4 DONNE BiatfavaTos (1644) 31 Any mprtall

sinne . .

proceeding from indeliberation. 1646 JER. TAYLOR Apol.

Liturgy Pref. n She should have no Liturgy at all, but

the worship of God be left to the managing of chance and
indeliberation and a petulant fancy. 1681 KETTLEWELL
Chr. Obed. (1715) 561 They, who scarce ever sin wilfuUy at

all, or very rarely, are wont most frequently through inde-

liberation and unadyisedness to miscarry. 1854 FABEK
Grmutli in Holiness iii. (1872) 45 Eagerness, anxiety .. in-

deliberation . . are all fatal to recollection.

Indelibility, rare. Also -ability, [f. next :

see -ITY.] The quality of being indelible.

1804 HORSLEY Speeches Parlt. (1813) 421 The indelebility

of the sacred character was a principle in the Church of

Rome, x&gx Daily News i July 5/6 The ink. .lost its ancient

indelibility. 1896 Blackw. Mag. May 683 This indelibility

of tribal types.

Indelible (inde-lib'l ,
a. Also 6-7 indeleble,

(7-9 indeliable). [In 16-17* c. indeleble, ad. L.

indelebilis, f. in- (lN-3) + delebilis DELIBLE
;

cf. F.

indelibile, -leble (i6th c.). The termination has

been assimilated to -IBLE.]

That cannot be deleted, blotted out, or effaced ;

ineffaceable, permanent.
a. of a material mark, stain, etc. or of the sub-

stance which makes these, as indelible ink.
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1579 KULKE Ileskhis' Part. 422 Before he .. hath his in-

deleble character scraped out of his handes and fingers endes.

1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 850 The women paint
their faces with indeleble lines. I65OBLLWEK Antkrofomet.
Pref., Pricking the same with Needles, then they take Inde-
liable tincture. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,^ Indeleble. 1658
PHILLIPS, Indelible. 1772-84 COOK I'oy. (1790! I. 92 This
operation, called by the natives Tattaowing .. leaves an in-

delible mark on the skin. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama, Sc. <$

Art II. 783 Indelible Ink for marking Linen, itc."
r. iSasT. JEFFERSON Autobiog. W!"

it, opinio
tween them.

.

fig. itosT. JEFFERSON Aulotipg. Wks. 1859 I. 49 Nature,
habit, opinion have drawn indelible lines of distinction be-

b. of a stain on character or reputation, infamy,
disgrace, etc.

15*9 MORE Suppl. Sottlys Wks. 322/1 So deadly poisoned
wt sin, y l their spottes bene indelible & their filthines

vnpurgeable. 1624 SANDERSON Serm. 11637) 432 Branded
with an indeleble note of infamy. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler
20 Accursed with indelible infamy. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.

Waters HI. 284 This would be an unpardonable, an in

delible reproach. 1887 BOWEN Virg. &neid v. 108 This

victory gain . . and preserve us from shame's indelible stain.

c. of a mark, stamp, or character impressed upon
anything; spec, of the spiritual character which,

according tovarious sections of theChristianChurch,
is held to be impressed or conferred by some of

the sacraments.

1531 MOKE Confiit. Barnes vm. Wks. 745/1 With the in-

delible caracter and badge of baptisme receiued into hys
liuerey and hys holy houshold. 1638 CHILLINGW. Rclig.
Prot. i. vi. 39. 358 We shall then consider whether your
indelible Character bee any reality. 1711 G. CARY Phys.
Phylastick. 416 This Divine Power is what the School men
and Church call an Indelible Character. 1871 DARWIN
Desc. Man II. xxi. 405 Man still bears in his bodily frame
the indelible stamp of his lowly origin. 1875 MANNING
Mission H. Ghost \. 21 To all eternity they will bear the
mark of their regeneration, the indelible character stamped
upon them at the font.

d. of an impression on the mind; also ofa feeling.
a. 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 27r, I have so many and so in-

Charles had retained too indelible a recollection of the past.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred 11. ii, Such an event makes an in-

delible impression.

t e. of a title, right, or the like ; Indefeasible.

(1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. iv. viii. 186 They shall be

only Keepers of the Great Seal, which for title and office

are deposable ;
but they say the Lord Chancellor's title is

indelible. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. i. 3 The indelible

rights of mankind.

Hence Inde'libleness, the quality of being in-

delible, incapability of being blotted out or

destroyed.
1654-66 EARL ORRERY Parihenissa (1676) 401 The in-

delibleness of the impressions of Youth. [In mod. Diets.]

Indelibly i

v inde-libli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY a.]

In an indelible manner
;
so as not to be blotted

out or effaced.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. x. 253 The murderesse

Quendrid. .hath left her name indelebly stained with his

innocent bloud. 1659 E. REYNOLDS in Eliot Gasp. Ne^u-

Eng. A iij b, These premises are indelebly written in the

minds of men by nature. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 54
p ii Our crime .. is indelibly recorded, and the stamp
of fate is fixed upon it. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III.

xvii. 524 He had left the print of his individual genius

stamped indelibly . . into the constitution of the country.

Indelicacy (inde'likasi\ [In--*: see next and

-ACY.] Want of delicacy ;
want of a nice sense of

propriety, refinement, or good taste ; coarseness of

character, manners, etc.

171* STEELK Spect. No_. 286 p i Your Papers would be

chargeable with something worse than Indelicacy, they
would be Immoral. 1766 COLE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n.

IV. 486, I hope you will pardon the indelicacy of the ex-

pression. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 177 The
indelicacy of this animal [the pig] is., rather in our appre-
hensions than in its nature. 18x8 JAS. MILL Brit. India

(1826) I. 398 The indelicacy of the Hindus. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. I. 316 That indelicacy which was the singular
blemish of his character.

Indelicate ' inde-likA), a. [IN- 3. Cf. F. in-

dtlicat (1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Wanting in, or offensive to, a sense of delicacy

or propriety ; coarse, unrefined ; bordering upon
what is immodest or indecent.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 42 Don't think to let me
lose my beloved Wife and have an indelicate Nurse put

upon me instead of her. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry
xxx. (1840) II. 447 Their manners were too indelicate to be

shocked at any indecency. 1804W. TENNANT Ind. Rccreat.

led. z) I. 274 Who bandied about amongst each other the

coarsest ribbaldry, and most indelicate sarcasms. 1846 GROTE
Greece I. i. I. 15 A cast of fancy more coarse and indelicate

than the Homeric.

fb. Used as sl>. Obs.

1743 RICHARDSON Pamela xxxv. III. 342 These Gentle-

men, the very best of them, are such Indelicates ! Ibid.

IV. Let. xiv. 82 What strange indelicates do these writers

of tragedy often make of our sex 1

2. Wanting in fine tact or nice regard to the

feelings and tastes of others.

1800 MRS. HERVEY Alonrtray Fam. IV. 102 She felt that,

under the present circumstances, it would be indelicate to

attempt more. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 462 It was

apprehended that such indelicate greediness might disgust
the benefactor.

f3. Of food: Coarse. Obs.

INDEMNIFY.
1750 COVENTRY Pompey^ Litt. (1752) 101 The coarse fare

be met with . . were but indelicate morsels to one who had
formerly lived on ragouts and fricassees. 1777 G. FORSTER
V'oy. roumi World II. 224 Time makes these indelicate
viands acceptable and delicious to their taste.

Hence Indelicately adv., without delicacy.
1800 MKS. HERVEY Motirtray Fam. III. 71 To throw her-

self, most indelicately, into the arms of a gamester, a prulli-

fate,

a man of no birth. 1816 SCOTT Let. to Byron 5 Jan.,
'he indiscreet zeal of the friend, who. .has injudiciously

and, as she thinks, indelicately brought into view circum-
stances of private attention.

Indeligence, variant of INDULGENCE, Obs.

\ Inde'lve, v. Obs. rare- '.
[f.

IN- ! + DELVE,
after L. infoiKre."] trans. To dig in, to bury.
138* WYCLIK Gen. xxxv. 4 Thei }yuen to hym alle alyen

goddis that thei hadden..and he indeluede hem vndur a

theribynte.

t Inde mn, tf 06s. rare }
. In 6 indempne.

[a. F. indemne (in i6th c. also indempne), ad. L.

indtuinis, (. in- (In- 3) + damnum loss, damage.]
Free from or clear of loss or hurt.

15*6 SIR R. WINGFIELD Let. to Wolsey (MS. Cotl. Calba
B. 14 If. 3 b) The sayde kynge hath bownde hymsylff

to
save themperour indempne agaynste the kynges highnes of
alle thingis.

t Inde-mned, a. Obs. rare",
[f. prec. + -ED!,

after F. iiuienint, pa. pple. of indemner to indem-

nify].
= prec.

1552 HULOET, Indempned, indemnis. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
49/36 Indemned.

Indemnification (inde^mnifik^'-Jan). [f. IN-

DEMNIFY : see -FICATION.]
1. The action of compensating for actual loss or

damage sustained
;
also the fact of being compen-

sated ; concr. the payment made with this object.
1732 J.i niAKi) Setlws II. ix. 335 The only security we have

left for our indemnification, is in our prisoners. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. i. 139 Giving him a full indemnification and
equivalent for the injury thereby sustained. 1789 BENTHAM
Princ. Legisl. xiii. 3 The party injured loses all hope of
indemnification. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 145
The unwillingness to pay a money indemnification was so

insuperable, .that the British Commissioners were induced
to lower their demand.

b. The action of compensating for trouble, an-

noyance, etc. ; concr. the recompense so rendered.

1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry ix. I. 294 The Franciscans
. . enjoyed from the popes the privilege of distributing in-

dulgences, a valuable indemnification for their voluntary
poverty. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil. Lukes Wks. 1862 II. 97
Not likely to accept . . gorgeous philosophy . . as an in-

demnification for irregular performance of public duties.

f 2. '

Security against loss or penalty
'

(J.) ;
in-

demnity. Obs.

Inde'mnifica.tor. rare, [agent-n. in Latin

form, f. INDEMNIFY.] One who indemnifies.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 493 The

common vouchee or indemnificator general, in the Common
Pleas.

Inde'mnifica:tory, a. rare. [f.
INDEMNIFY :

see -OKY.] Pertaining or tending to indemnification.

1875 POSTE Gains m._(ed. 2! 397 Where the actions on
delict are purely indemnincatory.

Indemnified, -fier : see under next.

Indemnify (inde'mnifai),!'.! Also 7 indemp-
nifle, -damnifie. [f. L. indemn-is INDEMN + -FY.]

1. trans. To preserve, protect, or keep free from,
secure against (any hurt, harm, or loss) ; to

secure against legal responsibility for past or

future actions or events ; to give an indemnity to.

1611 COTGR., Indemniser, to . . indarnnifie. 1651 BIGGS
Nfw Disp. F 217 Save harmles and keep indempnified. 1665

J. WEBB Stoiu-Htiig(iji^) 153 An Asylum, to which any
of them flying remain'd indemnified for whatever Delict

committed. 1712 ARUUTHNOT John Bull a. iv, Why must
the rest of the Tradesmen be. .indemnified from charges?

1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xi. 142 The fact indemnified

the peace officers and their assistants, if they killed any
of the mob in endeavouring to suppress such riot. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 554 An Act. .providing that,

if Cook would make.. a true and full discovery, he should

be indemnified for the crimes which he might confess. 1870
Standard 12 Nov., On entering into partnership in 1860 he

was indemnified against liability on previously overdrawn
accounts. 1884 J. RAE Contemp. Socialism 376 A sound

system of working class insurance must be devised, which

shall indemnify them against all the accidents and reverses

of life.

2. To compensate (a person, etc.) for loss suf-

fered, expenses incurred, etc.

1693 Mem. Ct. Tcckely in. 2 That they who formerly pos-

sessed Employments, should be indempnified for the Loss

of their Posts. 1771 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778) II. vi.

226 The plunder of the countries they invaded served to

indemnify them for what they had expended in equipping
themselves for the service. 1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist. Senna
xx. 377 It was left to the Sultan to indemnify his vassals for

their loss. 1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest i, [They] in-

demnified themselves for the nonpayment of their salaries by

killing the deer for sale and for their own subsistence. 1866

FELTON Anc. $ Mod. Gr. II. II. vii. 395 They, .indemnified

themselves by extortions from their unhappy subjects.

b. To compensated^ disadvantages, annoyances,

hardships, etc.

1707 Rejlex. upon Ridicule 121 You ought to indemnify
others for the Uneasiness you give them. 1836 MACGIL-

LIVRAY tr. Humboldfs Trav. xxv. 376 The high price of

provisions indemnifies the cultivator for the hard life. 1856

GRINDON Life xiv. (1875) 173 However long and dreary
90-3



INDEMNIFY.
may be the winter, we are always indemnified by the spring.
1766 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. no This is one way of indem-
nifying one's self for the plainness of one's habit. 1863MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Ch. iii. 40 She somehow appeared
. . to indemnify herself for her privations.

t3. To compensate, make up for. Obs. rare.
1750 BEAWKS Lex Mercat. (1752) 3 Two advantages . . in-

demnified this defect

Hence Inde'muifled, Inde'mnifying ppl. adjs.
Also Inde-mnifler, one who indemni6es.
1769 BLACKsroNH Comm. IV. xi. 143 There is the like in-

demnifying clause, in case any of the mob be.. killed in the
endeavour to disperse them. 1817-18 COBBKTT Raid. if. S.
(1812) 341, I am doing my best to repay this country for
the protection which it has given me against our indemnified
tyrants. 1881 LD. BLACKBURN in Law Rep. 7 App. Cases
339 The amount which the indemnifier is bound to pay.
t Indemnify, v* Obs. rare. Also en-. [C

Is-2 + DAM.VIFV, with vowel assimilated to IN-
DEMN.l trans. To hurt, harm.
1583 SrocKER Hilt. Civ. Warns Lowe C. i. 63 a, He ..

did not belieue that his Maiestie by this occasion coulde
?,
nX I*/ be endemnified. 1593 LODGE William Longbtard
. ij, What harnie the Rhodians haue doone thee, that thou

so much indemnifiest them ?

Indemnitee (indemnitr). U.S. [irreg. f.

INDEMNITY: see -as.] 'The person to whom
indemnity or promise of indemnity is given.' So
lude'mnitor, the person who undertakes to

indemnify another against loss or liability.
In recent American dictionaries.

Indemnity 1
(inde'mniti). Also 5-7indempn-,

6 indimn- ; 5-6 -te, 6-7 -tie. [a. K. indemnity
(1307 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. inJemnitas,
-totem, n. of condition f. indemnis I.VDEM.V.
The order of the senses is obscure ; an early use of sense 3.

otherwise unexemplified, appears in 3 c.]
1. Security or protection against contingent hurt,

damage, or loss j safety, spec, (see qnot. 1834).
1467 Paston Lett. No. 575 II. 307, I entende noon other

but m als meche as in me is to se your indempnyte. ii
MORE DebelL Salem Wks. 970/1 Vpon complaint made to
the kynge and hys counsayle . . the! would prouide suffi-

ciently for thindemnity of the wytnes in that behalfe 1548HALL Ckran., Edw. 1Y, 216 The citiezens. .began maturely
to consult, what parle they should folow for their most
indempmte. 1641 in Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. f 164 The
Indemnity of the Rights and Priviledges of Parliament.
1681 FLAVEI. Righteous Mans Re/uge 208 Gods unchange-
ableness is his peoples indempnity. 1796 BURKE Regie.Peace iv. Wks. IX. 61 They assure you.. that they will give
you nothing in the name of indemnity or security, or for
any other purpose. 1834 MACCULLOCH Did. Commerce I.
682 Indemnity is where one person secures another from
responsibility against any particular event. 1858 LD. ST.
LEONARDS Handy-Bk. Prof. Law xxi. 148 You will, of
course, be entitled to an indemnity against any demand
which still binds you ; for example, future rent under a
lease to the testator. 1879 LUBIIOCK Addr. Pol. f, Educ. viii.

148 Insurance ought to be a contract of indemnity.
2. A legal exemption from the penalties or liabi-

lities incurred by any course of action.
1670 COTTON Espernoit i. in. 122 An indempnity, and

oblivion of all pass d unkindnesses. 1703 DK. QUEENSBERRY
in Elhs Or,f Lett. Ser. it. IV. 238 To secure their friends
there would be a General Indemnity past. 1761 HUME
Hist.Snf. I. ix. sot All his vassals who had entered into
confederacy with Richard, should receive an indemnity for
the offence. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xxxi. 483 Besides
this allowance, he has also an indemnity granted him, of
being free anJ discharged for ever from all debts owing byhim at the time he became a bankrupt ; even though judg-mini.shall have been obtained against him. a iKa BUCKLE
CtoUu. (1869) III. m. 145 Receiving beforehand an indenv
nity for every excess.

b. Act (or Bill) of Indemnity, an act of Parlia-
ment or other authority granting exemption from
the penalties attaching to any unconstitutional or
illegal proceeding. Alsoyf^-.
Such an act used, previously to the general act of 31 & 32

Viet., c. 72 16, to be passed annually for the relief of thosewho had failed to take the necessary oaths of office In
Eng. Hist, the term is specifically applied to the Acts of
1060 and 1690, exempting those who had taken arms or
acted against Charles II and William III respectively, from
tn= penal consequences of their former deeds.
1647 FULLER Good Tk. in Worse T. d84i) 106 So shall I

have an act of indemnity before he can enter his action
against me. ,648 D. JENKINS ins. 79 The Army by an
Act of Indemnity free themselves from all those dancers
which an Ordinance can no more do then repeale all theLawes of the Land. 167. MARVELL Kelt. Trans/,. ,. 94 He
therefore carried the Act of Oblivion and Indempnitythorow. 1793 BURKE Rem. Policy Allies Wks. 1842 I 603A valuable friend .. asked me what I thought of acts ofWMral indemnity and oblivion, as a means of settling

2i^l ^^^f""!""' ('876) III. xv. 112 Theyretained the bill of indemnity in the commons. 1830 }{.
COLERIDGE North. Worthies

(,852) I. ,, The Act of In-
demm.y and the trial of the regicides transpired before the
commencement of the correspondence.
3. Compensation for loss or damage incurred;

indemnification.
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1,000,000 guilders. 1876 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. (ed. 5) i. iv. 32Within four years, France had to pay to Germany a war
indemnity of 240,000,000.

t<5. spec, (in early use). A payment made to
the archdeacon in compensation for the loss of
his induction money, and also to the bishop in
lieu of his institution fees, when a church was
impropriated to an abbey or college. Obs.
S+-3 A" 34 ^ 35 Hen. 111, c. 19 J i Diuers pencions,

porcions, corrodies, indimnitics, sinodies, proxies and other

profiles. 1545 Instr. to Cromwell in Colt. MS. Cleof. F i
1C 85 Pensions or Indemnities be tics, whan a churche is

Imprnpercd to an abbay or a coleage, then the Archedeacon
for euer lesithe his induction money, and in recompens of
that he shall haue yerly oute of the saide benefice so Im-
properede xijd. or ijs. for a yerly pension more or lesse . .

euyn so cpiscopus conseruatur Indemnis and hathe a lyke
pension for his Indemnitie, in the lewc of his Institucion.
4. atlrib., as indemnity bill, loan, money.
i8i8 r;<vi. II,st. in Ann. Reg. 36/1 The third reading of the

indemnity bill occurred on March 5th. 1867 Homeward
Matt 16 Nov. 954/2 The indemnity money paid after the
destruction of the Old Factory gardens. 1897 Daily Nmis
17 Sept. 5/7 1 he Powers, it is believed, will guarantee the
indemnity loan.

t Inde mnity -. Obs. rare. Also 6 endem-
nitee. [ad. OF. j<fc/'/V' (1433 "J Hatz.-Darm.),
f. in- (!N- -) + L. damnum loss, damage ; for the
vowel cf. INDEMNIFY v.2] Damage, hurt, injury.
"SS J. HEYWOOD Spider , f. xxxi. 12 Which growth, .of

kmred, not of enmitee, Did I (in you) by ingrate endem-
nitee Doute here : . . I were a beaste. c 1819 LAYTON Span'sPlea To Rdr., We doe not read of greater Persecution,
higher indignitie and Indemnity done upon Gods People . .

than in this our Hand.

Indeniniza'tion. rare. [a. F. indemnisation,
n. of action from indcmniser : see next.]

= INDEM-
NIFICATION 2.

1836 Tail's Mag. III. 651 To be indebted for the indem-
mzation of my creditors to some other grocer's daughter
1845 For Q. Kev. XXXIV. 281 He spent two vexatious
years m the sorry business of secularization and indemniza-
tion, which the peace of Luneville had left as a legacy to
diplomatists.

t Inde-mnize, v. Obs. rare-", [a. F. indem-
nise-r(isq% in Hatz.-Darm.), l.indemne INDEMN.]
trans. To indemnify.
1611 COTGR., Indemniser, to indemuize, or indainnifie.

Indemo:nstrabi-Iity. rare.
[f. next: see

-ITY.] The quality of being indemonstrable; in-

capability of being demonstrated.
1789 T. TAYLOR Proclus' Comm. II. 2 Principles in sim-

plicity, indemonstrabilitj;, and self-evidence, should excel
things posterior to principles. 1847 DE QUINCEY Protest-
antism Wks. VIII. 108 Kant was the first person, and
perhaps the last, that ever undertook formally to demon-
strate the indemonstrability of God.

Indemonstrable (ind/rnf-nstrabl), a. [IN- 3 :

cf. F. indemonstrable (Littre).] Incapable of being
demonstrated or proved. (Said esp. of primary or
axiomatic truths, principles, etc.)
1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid I. i. 9 The first principles and

grounds, which are indemonstrable, a 1619 FOTHERBY
Atheom. I. i. 4 (1622) 6 The first and most ancient prin-
ciple, and therefore of all other the most indemonstrable.
1785 REID Intell. Powers vi. vii. 11803) H- 388 We find
likewise some of the axioms of geometry mentioned by
Aristotle as axioms, and as indemonstrable principles of
mathematical reasoning. 1867 Contemp. Rev. VI. 447 Let
U
o
8 'V

5
U endeavouring to demonstrate the indemonstrable.

1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant i. 139 Certain primary con.
ceptions or indemonstrable material principles of truth.
Hence Indemo-nstrableness, incapability of

being demonstrated ; Indemo nstrably adv.
1654 WARREN Unbelievers 195 Which indemonstrablysheweth the instrumentality of this grace. 17*7 BAILEY !

(vol. II). Indemonstrablcness.
t Znde-n, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 en-,

[f. IN- '*

+ DEN j^.l] trans. To
put into a den.

1598 FLORIO, Intanare, to indenne, to put, enter, go, or
creepe into a caue or denne. 1611 Ibid., Incauemare, ..to
endenne. 1664 FULLARTON Turtle Dove, lerome was stoned,and Daniel was indened. Amos was rent. Paul by the
sword did end.

tlndencion. Obs. rare 1
. [Erroneous form

for indensation : see I.NDENSE.] A rendering dense,
a thickening.
1547 BooRDE Brei'. Health cxlviii. 54 The one [fever] doth

come by the indencion or thyckenes of bloude.

t Indeniable, a. Obs. rare. [lN-3.] That
cannot be denied ; undeniable.

A
.

U
.

C
.
KLA!<D Cerr. (1861) III. ,3 The reasonable-

r"?!?!
* *>" indemnity to the Dutch by the

s wJ,
*ad

- ^"'nock. '8.5 BENTHAM Ration.

3j
When an individual is only indemnified, he is not

L M.
' re"a

,
rd

.

' ' k*'"' whcn indemnity is complete.

rant 1\ A\""!- E"f- " ' '57 The Cavaliers very natu-
demanded indemnity for all that they had suffered.

D. A sum paid by way of compensation.l7l YIAT8 Growth Comm. 216 The viirour of Pminw.!]
eventually compelled the Dutch tT^&SS*

i6ai Br. MOI-NTAGU Diatribx 82 Maine and indeniable
consequences. 1651 P'KENCH Yorksh. Spa iii. 38 Their in-
deniable testimony.

tlndeni-ed, a. Ol>s. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] Not

denied ; undenied.
1614 Bp. MOUNTACU Gaff 17 By necessary consequence,and indented it is but you have tied yourselfc . . unto ex-

prcsse words.

Indenize, -ation, etc. : see ENDEMZK, etc.

I749MART1N ffnuEitf. Diet. Introd. Eng. Tongue 17 Many
words and terms in these arts have also been indenized.

Indeno'minable, a. rare- 1
. [In- 3.] That

cannot be named ; unnameable.
1647 WARD Simp. Cotter 28 An indenominable Ouxmalry

of overturcas'd things.
I Indensate, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L. type
*indensat-us

> pa. pple.
of *indensd-re : see next,

and cf. DE.VSATE v.] Rendered dene j thickened.

INDENT.
1599 R. LINCME AHC. Fkt. N, The aire becommeth inden-

sate and grosse.

t Inde nse, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. type */'-

dcnsa-re, (. in- (Ix- Z) + densd-rc to make thick f
densus DENSE.] trans. To make dense or thick.
ij7 NEWTON Lemnu's Complex. (1633) 118 Vnctions and

l-rictions .. mdense the body, that the ayrc and windes
should not batter and damnific it.

Indent (inde-nt), o.l Also 5-6 endent. [ad
F. endenter (Ph. de Thaun, uth c.)

'

to snip, notch,
iag on the edges' (Cotgr.), L. type *indenta-re
(med.L. and It. indenture}, (. in- (Is- -) + "denta-re
to furnish with teeth, f. dens, dent-em tooth ; cf.

dentatus DENTATE.]
I. In general sense.

I. trans. To make a tooth-like incision or incisions
in the edge or border of; to notch or jag; now,
chiefly, to give a zigzag or strongly seriate out-
line to.

f
c
')y> P'lgr. I.yf Manhode u. cxlviii. (1869) 135 She ..

Y . rayn yrcn and endented it. c 1440 Ipomydott 1641A harbor he callyd, .. And shove hym bothe byhynd and
before, Queyntly endentyd, oute and in. 103 FITZHERB.
Must. 23 lake hede that thy mower mowclene and holde
downe the hynder hand of his sith. that he do not endent
the grasse. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks iv. 120 The jaw . . is
marked with five longitudinal ribs which indent the edgesof the plate.

b. To form a deep recess or recesses in (a
coast-line, etc.) ; to penetrate deeply. Also trans/.
?SS5 EDEN Decades ill. ix. 138 It is eaten and indented

with two goulfes. i6ia DRAYTON Poly-olb. L 5 Those armes
of sea.. By their meandred creeks indenting of that land.
1773 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 21 Sept. p 17 It is an
island, .so much indented by inlets of the sea that there is
no part of it removed from the water more than six miles.
1777 COOK zxrf I'oy. in. xii. (R.), The coast, .seemed to be
indented into creeks and projecting points. 1831 CARLVLE
Sort. Res. i. iv, Each part (of the book) overlaps, and
indents, and indeed runs quite through the other. 1855
MACAULAYy/ur. Eng. xviii. IV. 191 Lochleven, an arm of
the sea which deeply indents the western coast of Scotland.

O. tntr. To recede or form a recess.

1784 J. BARRY in Led. Paint, iii. d848) 145 The forms
are angular, as well where they indent or fall in as where
they swell out. 1856 GROTE Greece n. App. XII. 667 At
the spot here mentioned, the gulf indents eastward.

II. To indent a document, and senses thence

arising.
2. trans. To sever the two halves of a document,

drawn up in duplicate, by a toothed, zigzag, or

wavy line, so that the two parts exactly tally with
each other ; to cut the top or edge of two or more
copies of a legal document in such an exactly
corresponding shape ; hence, to draw up (a docu-
ment) in two or more exactly corresponding copies.
'Ihis was done in the case of a deed, covenant, agreement,

etc. in which two or more parties had an interest, so that
one copy was retained by each party; the genuineness of
these _could be subsequently proved by the coincidence of
their indented margins. See INDENTURE s6. 2.

I38s(see INDENTED//)/, a. '

3]. 1413 Exam. Oldcastle in Arb.
Garner VI. 133 His Belief, which was indented and taken to

i the Clergy, and set up in diuers open places. 1473 WARKW.
Chron. 10 Alle this poyntment aforeseide were wrytcne,
indentyde, and sealede. 15*6 1'ilgr. Per/. (1531) 85 All
thynges..that thou hast promysed to god, & be conteyned
in thyne obligacyon, endented bytwene god & thy soule.
557 Order Hosfitalls D vj b, An Invcntorie. .shall be In-

dented, th' one part thereof to rcmaine in your custodie, and
the other in the custodie of the persons charged. i6a*
CALLIS Stat. Savers (1647) 232 All other Laws and Or-
dinances of Sewers . . which be but in parchment, and not
Indented, or which be indented also, if not sealed, continue
in force no longer then that Commission continueth by the
power whereof they were made. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia
vi. 229 Contracted with me by articles indented vnder our
hands. 1735 Col. Rec. I'mnsylv. III. 601 Articles of
Agreenient Indented, Made, Concluded and Agreed upon
at Philadelphia. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xx. 295 If
a deed be made by more parties than one, there ought to
be regularly as many copies of it as there are parties, and
each should be cut or indented (formerly in acute angles
instar dentium, but at present in a waving line) on the topor side, to

tally
or correspond with the other

; which deed,
so made, is called an indenture. 1809 R. LANCFORD Introd.
Trade 103 When a deed begins This Indenture, it must
actually be indented, that is, must be cut or scalloped at the
top, otherwise it will be a Deed-poll (This is no longer so :

cf. quot. 1845 in INDENTURE sb. 2.]

1 3. intr. To enter into an engagement by inden-

tures; hence, to make a formal or express agree-
ment ; to covenant (with a personfor a thing) ; to

engage. Also_/f^. Obs.

1489 W. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 908 111. 351 My Lorde
of Northethombyrland . . hath endentyd with the Kynge for
the kepynge owt of the Schottys and warrynge on them.
1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 11 The said maister of the
wardes and liueries. .shall haue power . . to couenaunt and
indent with euery person . . for his . . liuerie. 1561 T. NORTON
Calvin's Inst. in. 301 Many . . do nothing but indent with
God vpon a certaine condicion, and binde him to the lawes
of their couenanting. 1644 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. v. iii.

367 At last she indents downright with the devil. He is to
find her some toies for a time, and to have her soul in ex-

change. 1655 Ck. l/iit. n. iv. 23 Thus would I have
Ecclesiastical] and civil Historians indent about the Bounds,
and Limits of their Subject). 1700 J. BROME Trav. Ene.
Scot. in. (1707) 176 The Servants . . do usually indent with
their Masters, when they hire them.

Parapkr. I. 139 The Persons baptized
undertake some new conditions, and

by John, did also
indent in some



INDENT.

Privileges._ a 1734 NORTH Exam, in. viii. 38 (1740) 612
Courage did not serve them to refuse delivering over the
Goals by Indenture to North and Rich, as the Way is; nor
to indent with their own Anti-Sherriffs. 1759 GOLDSM. Pres.
St. Pol. Learning xi. Wks. (1854) II. 50, I fire with indig-
nation when I see persons wholly destitute of education and
genius indent to the press, and thus turn hook-makers,

f b. with subord. cl. or inf. expressing purpose.
1462 faston Lett. No. 453. II. 104 He hathe undented

with the owners of the schip what daye it schulbe redy.
1480 Howard Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) o, I, lohn lord Howard,
endented with the King my sovrain Lord to do him servisse

opon the see. 1585 ABP. SANDYS Sertn. xiv. 26 (Parker
Soc.) 276 He indented not what reward he should have.

1643 S. MARSHALL Letter 7 Suppose a free man indents with
another to be his servant in some ingenious employment.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 366 [She] indented with
her husband that her heritable issue should assume her sur-
name. 1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. \\. iii, Till this time
towmond I'se indent Our claiths of dirt will sa'r.

t 4. trans, a. To contract for, bind oneself to,
or promise, by or as by making indentures ;

to

covenant, stipulate, agree about, promise. 06s.
<* '555 BRADFORD Hurt Hearing Mass Wks. (Parker

Soc.) 318 We should take it no less than idolatry or image-
service, whatsoever thing is indented by man, sainl, or angel,
and not by him, concerning his worship and service. 1600
HOLLAND Lray vit. xli. 279 He would not indent ought for
his owne securitie. 1607 Schol. Disc, agst. Antichr. I. ii.

72 Euen as Paul indented an imitation of lewish rites when
he shaued his head at Cenchrea. 1631 R. H. Arraignm.
Whole Creature x. i. 74 They indent golden Mountames,
but pay chirping Myce.
t b. To engage (a person) as a servant, etc. by

or as by indentures ;
= INDENTURE v. 2. 06s.

1758 [see INDENTED j>j>l. a.' 4], 1387 BURNS Let. to Moore
2 Aug., I was thinking of indenting myself, for want of

money to procure my passage. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath
(1839) 17/2 To indent one's person for life, is a tremendous
engagement.
6. intr. To make out a written order with a

duplicate or counterfoil ; hence, to make a requi-
sition on or upon a person for a thing. (Orig. an

Anglo-Indian use.) In later usage also to draw
upon (a source of supply). Cf. INDENT s6. 1

4.
1819 Bengalee 136 Could it prove of any service, .to offer

part of the accommodation for his stores? but at all events,
he might indent freely on hers, on their arrival. 1837
MACAULAY in Life fy Lett, (1880) I. 469, I have indented
largely, ito use our Indian official term,) for the requisite
books. 1831 F. HALL in Btnarcs Mag. VI. 719 note, Shefta'b
work.. is indented upon, by the Maulawi, without stint and
without acknowledgement. 1859 LANG Wand, India. 277
Other magistrates had been indented upon (as magistrates
very frequently were, when ladies were nervous and travel-

ling with only an ayah). 1882 SALA in Illustr. Lond. News
30 Sept. 343 The medical officers are unable to

'

indent
'

on
the commissariat or ordnance stores for newspapers. 1888
Pall Mall G. 9 Mar. 14/1 [quoting Indian paper] The salt
tax has at last been indented upon for covering the deficit
in our Budget.
6. trans. Comtn. To order by an indent

;
to order

a supply of (a commodity). Cf. INDENT sbl 5.
1897 \Vestin. Gaz. 2 Mar. 10/1 On what principle do you

work in indenting books from England ? 1899 Ibid. 27 Feb.
2/2 A short time ago Mr. Kinder indented 20,000 tons of
Welsh coal.

III. In other literal and technical senses.

7. trans. To make an incision in (a board, etc.),
for the purpose of mortising or dovetailing ; to

join or joint together by this method.
(Although the evidence for the sense is late, it appears

very early in INDENTING vol. sb. 1 2 and INDENTURE sc. i b.)

1741 A. MONKO Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 71 Each of these bony-
Pieces is indented into the larger Bones. 1805-17 R. JAMESON
Char. Min. (ed. 3) 154 The ranges are indented into each
other. 1811 Self Instructor 135 In wainscoting, the dimen-
sions are taken . . indenting the string where the plane goes.
1825 J. NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 588 Boards can be con-
nected together at any given angle . . by indenting them
together. 1844 H. ROGERS Introd. Burkc's Wks. 65 He
put together a piece of joinery, so crossly indented and
whimsically dove-tailed. 1876 GWILT Archil. Gloss., In-
dented, toothed together, that is, with a projection fitted to
a recess.

b. Indent in, to mortise in, joint in with art :

in quot. fig.
1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Char. Anagram Wks. (1711) 231

An anagram . . fitly Cometh in mostly in the conclusion, but
so that it appeareth not indented in, but of it self naturally.
8. Printing. To set back (from the margin of the

column of writing or type) the beginning of (one
or more lines), as a means of marking a new para-
graph, of exhibiting verse, etc. ; to begin (a line

or a succession of lines) with a blank space.
1676 MOXON Print Lett, n You must indent your Line

four Spaces at least. 1791 BOSWKLL Johnson Mayan. 1748
Indenting the notes into text. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II.

vi. 137 Authors should always make the beginning of a new
paragraph conspicuous to the compositor, by indenting the
first line of it far enough, absol. 1884 SOUTHWARD Pract.
Print, (ed. 2) 87 To set out a paragraph in this style, the

compositor would be told to
' run out and indent '.

1 9. intr. To move in a zigzag or indented line ;

to turn or bend from side to side in one's course ; to

double. O6s.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vn. (1593) 177 But doubling
and indenting still avoids his enimies lips. 1502 SHAKS.
Ven.

<jr Ad. 704 Then shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled
wretch Turn, and return, indenting with the way. 1607
TOPSELL four-/. Beasts (1638) 176 It windeth or indenteth
like a Serpents figure. 1643 MILTON Divorce n. xiv, To
limit and levell out the direct way from vice to vertue..not

197

winding or indenting so much as to the right hand of fair

pretences.

f b. trans. To indent the way : in same sense.
1612 W. PARKES Curtaitu-Dr. (1876) 57 To see light-

headed drunkennesse indent the way from side to side.
1622

J.
TAYLOR (Water P.) Water Cormor. Wks. (1630) in.

5/1 I1 rom side to side he staggered as he went, As if he
reeling did the way indent.

Indent (indent), v.'2- Also 4-5 (inf. and pa.
pple.} endent(e. [f. IN- ^ + DENT v.

Although this is, at least in its radical part, etymologically
distinct from INDENT v. 1

, the two are in actual use (and perh.
have always been) consciously regarded not as distinct

words, but only as senses or uses of the same word, the
difference between them in their primary signification being
much less than that between actual senses of INDENT z'. 1 .

This blending is even more apparent in the derivatives, such
as indentation, indenture^ which owe their form entirely to
the Romanic INDENT v. 1

, but have senses derived from both
verbs.]

I. fl. trans. To inlay, set, emboss; = DENT #.3.
E, E. Allit. P. A. ion pe topasye twynne how be

rfe Artk. 3

.

nente endent. ?<z i^ooMorfe Artk. 3298 His dyademe was
droppede downe, dubbyde with stonys, Endente alle with
diamawndis. c 1400 MAUNDKV. (Roxb.) xxiii. 106 pe greece
. . es all of precious stanes,endentid with gold, c 1435 Torr.

Portugal 227 Towrres Endentyd with presyos stonys,
Schynyng ase crystall clere. lc 1475 Syr. lowe Degre 788
Your sensours shall be of golde, Endent with asure many a
folde. a 1649 DRUHM. OF HAWTH. Poems 129 A Glasse In-

dent'd with Gems. 1730 A. GORDON Maffei's A inphith. 368
The Marble .. in which he imagm'd precious Stones were
indented. Ibid. 371 Small Streaks and Pieces of other
Metal, .are nicely indented and interspersed on the Statue.

fig. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 628 Anon be day with derk

endente, pe my 31 of deth dotz to enclyiie.

II. 2. trans. To form as a dint, dent, or de-

pression ;
to strike or force inwards so as to form

a dent or hollow ; to impress.
c 1400 Beryn 1851 Thus langelyng to ech othir, endenting

euery pase, They entrid both in-to the hall. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 83 A huge Dragon.. divided the earth, as
he went seeking to hide. . -Thus did he indent a passage for

this River. 1641 Rhode Island Colon. Rec. (1856) I. 115 A
Manual Scale shall be provided for the State . . in the Liess or

Bond, this motto indented : Amor vincet omnia, 1693
DRYDEN Jm-enal vi. (1697) 123 Deep Scars were seen in-

dented on his Breast. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 267 Deep in

the neck his fangs indent their hold. 1769 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 160/2 Having his name indented only on a tin plate
and not painted on his cart. 1851 J. D. MACLARKN in Mem.
(1861! 213 [These] leave their footsteps deeply indented.

1877 Lu JBWITT Half-ho. Eng. An fit/. 83 Lines produced
by indenting a twisted thong into the soft clay.

fig. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 31 Among all the
Lessons which Nature hath taught, this is the deepliest
indented. 1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. n. iv. 17 The Danish
Garrisons lay so indented in the Heart of the Land. 1822-34
Good*$ Stuffy Med, (ed. 4) II. 422 Properties., which if not

peculiar to the plague are indented upon it far more strik-

mg'y> than upon any other disease.

3. To make a dint or dints in the surface of (a

thing) with or as with a blow ; to mark with a sur-

face hollow, or depression ;
to dint or dent.

c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cv. v, loseph . . Whose feete
.. fretting irons did indent. 1653}. HALL Paradoxes 114
A countenance Savage with bristles or indented with scars.

1846 I. 184/1 Although the sabre does not penetrate the

metal, it indents it so deeply as to produce the same effect.

1837 DICKENS Pickio. xvi, Mr. Pickwick . . indenting his

pillow with a tremendous blow.

fig. 1798-9 LAMB Corr. (1870) 107 Many a little thing
which .. seemed scarce to indent my notice now presses
painfully on my remembrance.
4. intr. To receive or take an indentation; to
become indented or furrowed.

1633 A. WILSON Jos. /, 161 His countenance had indented
with Age before he was old. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 55 The oyster .. breeds a large shell, and the shell
itself indents to receive its impression.

Indent (inde'nt, i'ndent), sb.i
[f.

INDENT 7/. 1
]

I. 1. An incision in the edge of a thing ; a deep
recess, strictly of angular form ; an indentation.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, HI. i. 104 It [the Trent] shall not
winde with such a deepe indent, To rob me of so rich a

Bpttome here. 1627 SPEED England x\\\\. 2 The whole in

Circumference, traced by the compasse of her many indents,
one hundred twentie and eight miles. 1779 FORREST Voy.
N. Guinea 268 A cut, or an indent into the coral rocks,
about a hundred foot broad. 1807 J. JOHNSON Oriental Voy.
40 Simmon's Bay, a cove or indent on the western shore.

1867 OUIDA Idalia xxix, The cliff . . rose aloft, curving in-

ward and shaping one of the many indents of the irregular
southern coast.

2. Printing. The blank space or set-in at the

commencement of a paragraph : = INDENTION 2.

1884 in Cassell's Encycl. Diet.

II. 3. = INDENTURE sb. 2 : in various senses.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 299 In nego-
tiating with princes we ought to seeke their fauour . . and
not . . to trafficke with them by way of indent or condition.
a 1605 R. BANNATYNE Jrnl. (1806) 346 To mak it as it were
a contract, to be subscryvit be both the parteis ; or rather
everie partie to subscryve thair awin part of the indent.

1710 Nav Hamp$h.Prwinc. Papers (1868) II. 623 You will

call them over by the Indent of the Engineer left when he
received them. 1724 S. SEWALL Diary i Feb. (1882) III. 330
The Coroner shewed me the Indent of the Jury. 1820 in

P. Warung Tales Old Regime (1897) 167 The indent having
been examined, this certifies seven years have elapsed since
sentence of Transportation .. was passed. 1897 Ibid. 146
Make a note, Mr. Comptroller, to ascertain how it is that

the ship's indent was so imperfect.

INDENTED.
b. A certificate of a money claim or the like

;

spec, an indented certificate issued by the U. S.

Government, or by a state government, at the end
of the War of Independence, for the principal or

interest due on the public debt. Obs, exc. Hist.

1788 M. CUTLEK in Ltfet Jrnls. fy Corr, (1888) I. 381 Ad-
venturers who have paid for shares are exceedingly pressing
for the Indents, which are to be returned to ihem. 1798
BAY Atittr. Law Rep, (1809) I. 121 An indented certificate

(of loan) commonly called a general indent of the State of
South Carolina. 1809 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 124
The indents issued upon them [state bonds] for interest, were
drawn by David Rittenhouse.

4. An official requisition for stores. (Originally
by a covenanted servant of the E. Ind. Company.)
1799 WELLINGTON Let. to Lieut. Col. Harness in Gurw.

Desp. (1837) I. 46, I have desired the commissary of supply
to be prepared at Bangalore to answer your indents for every
thing that you will want. 1803 Let. to Sec. Gov. 18 Apr.,
Specifying in the indent the contents of the loads. Ibid., \

shall countersign these indents. 1871 Daily News 21 Sept.,
Any regimental quartermaster, through the simple medium
of au indent, can in any emergency obtain a supply of pro-
visions out of this. 189* Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. 2/1 Indents
were made on the Medical Department for quantities which
soon nearly exhausted the stores at its command.
5. Comni. An order for goods, esp. one sent to

England from abroad.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. Parl. 27/1 From the

ready sale, the governments abroad were induced to add
considerably to their indents. 1879 Commercial Let.

,
We

enclose an indent of stationery. 1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Nov.
4/5 The sudden fall in sterling exchange has checked
dealers in sending home indents to any extent. 1891 Times
9 Oct. 9/3 Indents come home at rather better figures owing
to supplies abroad being light.

Indent (i'ndent), jl [f.
INDENT v.2} A dint

or depression in the surface of anything, made by a

knock or blow
;
an indentation ; hence, any depres-

sion, hollow, or furrow in a surface.

1690 LEVBOURN Curs. Alat/t. 454 b, If a Spherical Body
had ..here and there some irregular indents made in it.

1781 THOMPSON in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 254 Its surface was
full of small indents. 1868 Daily Tel. 3 July, This shot
made an indent of 4-5 inches, and drove the 12 by s-inch

supports out between two and three inches. 1876 HUM-
PHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. ii. n On the other [side of the coin]

merely the indent formed by the punch used to drive the
metal into the die. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 356
A superficial unevenness in the shape of scattered indents
or depressions.
fig. 1874 HLLPS Soc. Press, vi. (1875' 77 Character . . has

deeper indents in it than are made by any of the adventi-
tious circumstances that you have adduced.

Indentation (uxtet^'jan). [In form, n. of

action f. INDENT a. 1
(see -ATION) j

but in sense

derived also from INDENT v.
1

*]
I. Senses from INDENT v,\

1. The action of indenting; the condition of being
indented or having the edge cut into tooth-like

notches or angular incisions ; denticulation ;
tooth-

ing.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 247/1 The form of leaves . . margin,

the manner of their indentation, and the nature of the leaf-

stalk. 1858 GLENNY Gard. Every-day Bk. 65/2 If the edge
be smooth, with no indentation, and perfectly circular. 1877
F. HEATH Fern l. 22 The indentation assuming various

shapes, often being deeply incised.

2. with an and pi. A cut, notch, or angular inci-

sion in the margin of anything; a deep recess in a

coast -line, or the like
;
a series of incisions ;

a zig-

zag moulding, etc.

a 1728 WOODWARD (J-), The margins do not terminate in a.

streight Hue, but are indented ; each indentation being con-

tinued in a small ridge, to the indentation that answers it

on the opposite margin. 1796 MORSE Artier. Geog. II. 101

The opposite Welsh coast is broken by various bays and
indentations. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 69 Leaves oblong, on
short leaf-stalks, blunt, wing cleft, with indentatioiis. 1853
KANE Grinncll Exp, xxii. (1856) 170 Captain Austin ..

entered the same little indentation in which five of us were
moored before, a i86a BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 302
The Greek coast is full of indentations.

3. Printing.
= INDENTION 2.

1864WEBSTER s.v., Common indentation, .hanging indenta-

tion. 1884 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print. 86 The first line of the

paragraph .. is shorter than the two following, there being a

widespaceatthe beginningofit. This iscalled an indentation.

II. Sense from INDENT v.~

4. The action of impressing so as to form a dent

or dint
;
the dent, hollow, or depression thus formed ;

any deep and decided depression in a surface.

1847 JAMES Convict ii, On the summit of one of the most
elevated points, -there was a little indentation. 1861 Times
11 July, Injurious compression of a soft, moist soil, by the

indentation of its wheels. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 115 The
extent of its surface is further^ increased by the existence of

numerous superficial folds or indentations.

Indented (inde-nted), ppl. a.' [f. INDENT z/.i

+ -ED 1.]

1. Having the edge or margin deeply cut with

angular incisions; deeply, strongly, or coarsely
serrated along the margin.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 261/1 Indentyd, indentatus. 1551

TURNER Herbal i. A v b, Acanthium is a kynde of thystel
indented after the fashion of branke vrsin. Ibid. B j b, One
of them hath leues lyk a plain tre, and depely endenty_d.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 307 All [beasts] that haue teeth in-

dented in like saws, be naturally devourers of flesh. i6a8

MILTON Vacat. Exerc. 94 Trent, who, like some earth-born

giant, spreads His "thirty arms along the indented meads.



INDENTED. 198

had two Claws, -which were indented, or made Saw-wise 01:

16S3 H. COCAN tr. Pinto's Trar. xxxiv. 135 Banners of white <

1635 HHAlHWAlT^nrarf./V. 123 Wilhanindentedpace [hel
damask, cleeply indented. 1664 POWER Exp. Phila. 1. 14 She addressed himselfe with best speed he could towards Them-

h'
a
'j

l8
?*

LYTTON fonipeii n. i, Their eyes . . fixed on the
bloody throat of the one, and the indented talons of the
other.

b. Marked with sharp depressions on the surface,
as if caused by the dint of some instrument.
Hence lude-ntedly adv., by indentation

;
in in-

taglio.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v. Camaieu, Any kind of

gem, whereon figures may be engraven either indentedly,
or in relievo.

Indentee (indentf), a. Her. [ad. F. endente,
ad. med.L. indentdtus, pa. pple. ofindenture : see

,

INDENT z/.i] (See qnots.)
7^4 .CHAMBERS Cycl., Indented, iudentce,. .when the

outline of a bordure, ordinary, etc. is notched, in form of the
teeth of a saw. 1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I, Indentie,

t having indents not joined to each other, but set apart, as

I

indentfe borderwise, called by the French a tordure canette,and dentelee ofeach point.
Indenter ^inde-ntai). [f. INDENT z.i + -ER i.]
One who indents, covenants, or orders by indent.
1660 HEXHAM, Een bcsfrtker, . . a Conditioner, or an In-

denter. 1897 Manch. Guard. 25 Oct., Cases, .where goods
indented for . . are now wanted for delivery, the indenters
coolly offering to pay at the guaranteed rate.

Indentilly (inde-ntili), a. Her. Also -illey,
-elly. [Corrupted from OF. endentele I. en- (IN- 2)
+ denteU DENTELATED.] (See qnots.)
1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I, Indentilley, having long

indents, somewhat resembling piles conjoined, as a fesse
indeutillcyat the bottom...These kind of indents are, in old

I

authors upon heraldry, sometimes blazoned indented per
long, meaning with long indents. 1889 ELVIN Diet. Her.,
Indentelly, indented Perlong, with notches much deeper
than usual.

Indenting (inde-ntirj), vbl.sb. 1
[f. INDENT z.I

+ -LNG l
.] The action of INDENT Z".

1

,
or the result

produced by this.

L = INDENTATION i and 2.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. T 343 The cost of embrowdynge,

MHWj INN iiuiiu uvauitiuii^ \,ut ill, UI IIIUCIIICU.

b. Having a serrated or zigzac figure, direction,
or course, as a line, wall, moulding, path, etc. ;

constructed with salient and re-entrant angles, as
a battery, parapet, etc.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. Hi. 113 A green and guildcd
snake . . with indented glides, did slip away. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Phys. Meek. xxiv. 193 A wavering or wrigting motion,
whereby they describ'd an indented Line, iffj MILTON
f. L. ix. 406 The Enemie of Mankind, enclos'd In Serpent
. . toward Eve Address'd his way, not with indented wave,
. . but on his reare. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Indented
Line, (in Fortif.) a Line running in and out like the Teeth
of a Saw : often us'd on the bank of the Counterscarp upon
a River or Sea-Coast, c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 73
There is one walke all ye length of the Garden, .it is indented
in and out in Corners. 180* 19 REES Cycl. s. v. Redens,
Redens, redans, or redant in Fortification. A kind of work
indented in form of the teeth of a saw. . . It is also called saw
work and indented work. 1834-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field
Fortif. (1851) 15 Some authors recommend an indented
parapet to obtain fire on the salient angles of works. 1853
STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Indented Line, in fortification,
is a serrated line, forming several angles, so that one side
defends another. The faces are longer than the flanks.
1875 PARKER Clots. Archil, (ed. 4) 158 The other favourite
mouldings of the Norman style, are.. the Indented [etc.].
2. Her. Of an ordinary, etc. : Having a series

of similar indentations or notches.

jn Guillim, however, the description of 'indented' shows
it to bear the current meaning.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 2053 A derfe schelde, endenttyd with

sable With a dragpne engowschede. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur ix. xxxvi, His sheld. .was endented with whyte and
black. 1486 Bk. St. A loans, Her. D iij, Qvarterit armys . .

calde mdentit for .ij. colowris oon in to an othir by the
manerof teth ar mdentit. 1513 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. (1812)
I. Ix. 81 His baner . . was goules, a sheffe, syluer, thre
cheuorns in the shefie, bordred syluer indented. 1611
GUILLIM Heraldry i. v. 18 He beareth Gules a bordure in-
dented Argent. Ibid. This bordure is said to be indented,
because it seemeth to be composed (as it were) of teeth. 1725BRADLEY Fain. Diet., Indented, a Term in Heraldry, when
the Out-Line of a Bordure, Ordinary, &c. is in the Form of
the Teeth of a Saw. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, f, Pop. xii.
84,Indented, having a serrated border line.

3. Of a legal document : Cut zigzag or wavy at
the top or edge; having counterparts severed by
a zigzag line ; esp. in deed (bill, etc.) indented (as
opposed to DEED POLL) = INDENTURE sb. 2. Cf.
med.L. chartx (scriplttrsc, etc.) indentatx.
1385 (May 15) A-wardbetw. Robert Earl o/Fy/e and John

ofLogy, To the wytnes of the qwylkis al and syndry in thir
endentyt lettrys contenyt, tyl ilke parte of the forsayde en-
dentunsIhafeputmyCele. nnE.E. Wills (1882) 62 Made
by dede endented. 1431-50 tr. Higdai (Rolls) VIII. 432
Scales were not putte to wrytnges indentede that the kynge
of Ynglonde scholde have all londes of the duchery off
Aquitanny. 1440 U-'a.lsall Rules c. 17 in Gross Gild Merck.
(1890) II. 240 The olde Masters of the Gylcle shall by byll
indented . . delyver to the newe Masters alle the money
plate [etc.]. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v. cxxxii. 116 He there in

'

y
1

presence made his testament, y before he had causyd to
be written in .iiii. sondrye skynnes endentyd, to be rad, &
than sealyd w' certeyne of theyr *ealis, wherof y' one he
wylhd to be kept in the tresory of Seynt Denys. 1523
FITZHERB. Sun. 20 There is no maner of estates made of
free lande by polle dede or dede indented. 1679 BEULOE
Popish Plot 1 1 They were both parties to the same Indented
Articles. 1706 PHILLIPS, Deed Iiulented, or Indenture, a
Writing cut with Dents or Notches on the top or side ;
which consists of two or more Parts, and wherein 'tis ex-
press'd, That the Parties concerned have interchangeably,
or severally set their Hands and Seals to every Part of it.

'747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 581 There were three indented
copies made. 1765 BLACKSTO.NE Coiiim. I. xi. 426 Apprentices
. . are usually bound for a term of years, by deed indented,
or indentures, to serve their masters, and be maintained
and instructed by them. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I V. 10
Deeds are divided into two sorts ; deeds poll, or cut in a
straight line ; and deeds indented. 1845 [see INDENI URE 2].

4. Bound or engaged by an indenture or formal
covenant : = INDENTURED I.

175* Ace. Micmakis # Maracheets 105 He had been an
indented servant in New England. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph.
Cl, Let. to Mrs. Gwyllim 28 Apr., What between his will-
fullness and his waste, his trumps and his frenzy, I lead the
life of an indented slave. 1788 WESLEY lfks. (1872) VII.
79 Indented servants, who are legally engaged to remain
with you for a term of years. 1810 Public Notice, Sydney,
Australia 21 July (Morris) A ship .. with female convicts,whom it is .. the Governor's intention to distribute among
the settlers, as indented servants. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel.
24 Sept., These miserable bondsmen these indented ap-
prentices to the great planter, Death. 1881 FISKE in Harper's
Mag. Dec. 114/2 There were a few indented white servants.
6. Printing. Of a line ofwriting or printing : Set

in, so as to break the line of the margin. See
INDENT z.i 8.

1840 MRS. BROWNING Lett. R. H. Hone (1877) I. xxi.i23 ,I am sorry you do not print the stanzas with (he indented
lines.

Indented Jnde-nted), ppl. fl.2
[f. INDENT v.'i

+ -EDI.] Impressed, struck, or dinted in, so as
to make a depression or hollow in a surface.

- -r" .
- * . r j^j * lie v.uai \ji ci .. _^ o -,

the
demise, endentynge, barrynge . . and sembtable wast of

clooth in vanitee. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 261/1 Indentynge,
iitdentacio. 1551 TURNER Herbal i. I v a, In forme and in-

dentyng of the leafe, lyke vnto an oke leafe. 1608 WILLET
Hexapja Exod. 614 To carue or graue with incisions and
indenting. 1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. iii. 44 They removed
not forenght, but with many flexures and indentings. 1787
G. WHITE Se/tornc v. (1789) 12 The outline, in all its curves
and indentings, does not comprise less than thirty miles.
1797 Encycl. Brit. II. 437/2 Neither of these .. take notice
of any indentings in the curve . . which divides the illumi-
nated part from the dark in the disk of Venus.

b. Her. (Cf. INDENTED///, a.i 2.)
1486 /tt. St. Albans, Her. C vja, This engraylyng is no

propur langage aftir the sight of thys cros : bot rather an
endentyng as truth is. 1611 GLILLIM Heraldry i. v. (j66o)
28 Every of these Indentings, entring into the Field, lessen
and take away some part of them as they goe.
f2. Mortising; a mortise joint: see INDENT .l 7.
1381 WYCLIK i Chron. xxii. 3 And myche yren . . to

endentyngis [Vulg. ad conunissuras] and ioynyngis Dauid
made redy.
3. The making of an INDENTUBE (2) or INDENT

(**' 3-5)-
1x88 in Naval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 33 In makyng of..

Rekennynges of pursers of shipps indentyng with diuers
persons & other muniments. 1618 E. ELTON Rom. viL (1622)
115 By way of restipulation or indenting with them againe
i6ss FULLER Ch. Hist. n. ii. 40 Though there be no in-

denting, and conditional capitulating with God (who is to
be taken on any terms). 1808 PENSON in H. A. Page De
QuilKty (ifyTi I. vii. 137, I must insist on your indenting
on my funds.

Indenting (inde'ntiy), vbl. sb?
[f. INDENT v*

+ -ING !.] The action of INDENT v.-, or the result

produced by this.

1. = INDENTATION 4.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. fr. Tang, Eschancrure, an in-

denting. 1606 SYLVESTER n. iv. n. Magnificence 59 Hils
were not seen but for the Vales betwixt The deep indentings
artificial! mixt. i^P/til.Trans. XVII. 955, 1 conclude, that
these Indentings are the places where the Scarf-skin is most

"""fd
to 'he Skin underneath it. 1746 BADCOCK ibid.

XLIV. 168 The only Part of the Flower which appears
with a Hollow or Indenting on its Top.
1 2. Inlaying or embossing ; inlaid work. Obs.
1730 A. GORDON Maffeis Amphith. 371 OrnamentingWorks of Metal, .by Indenting and In-laying. Ibid. These

Indentings arc of a reddish kind ofCopper.

t Inde-nting, ///. a. [f. INDENT z/.2 + -ING *.]
That indents or makes indentations on a surface.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Me/al I. 374 The contrivance

of what are called indenting cylinders.

Indention (inde-njan). [Irregularly formed
from INDENT 9.', instead of inJenlatiou; but in
sense derived also from INDENT v.Z]

I. From INDENT .i

L = INDENTATION i and 2.

1763 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 66/1 They are .. smooth,
thick, and without indention at the edge. 1814 SCOTT
Diary yay. ,<j Aug. in Lockhart, The bay is formed by
a deep indention in the mainland. 1861 HUL.ME tr. Moquin.landon u. m. ii. 119 A lamina of bone folded upon itself
so as to form three indentions on the outer edge. 1870 F. R.
WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 126 Each indention [is] enriched with
bead ornament.

2. The indenting of a line in printing or writing ;

the leaving of a blank space at the beginning of a

INDENTURE.
line at the commencement of a new paragraph,
etc. ; the blank space so left. See INDENT v.l 8.

Hanging or reverse indention, the projection of the first
line of a paragraph, etc., beyond the vertical line of those
that follow.

1814 ). JOHNSON Typogr. II. 136 The mere indention of
an m [is] scarcely perceptible in a long line. 1884 SOUTH-
WARD Pract. Print, (ed. 2) 87 The whole would be a 'hang-
ing indention ', because part of the first line would hang
over the succeeding ones.

II. From INDENT v.2

3. A dent or dint : = INDENTATION 4.
. I839.CHATTO Wood1

Engraving 564 It will make a small
indention in the [wood] block, and occasion a while or grey
speck in the impressions.
t Inde-ntment. Obs. [f. INDENT vl + -MIWT :

cf. F. endentemcnt.'}
1. Indentation (of the edge of anything).
1671 GRKW Anal. PI. v. j 4 Yet is the top of the Empale-ment indented also ; that the Indentments, by being lapp'd

over the Leaves before their expansion, may then protect
them. 1713 in Connect. Colon. Rec. (1870) V. 389 There
must be new cut on this larger plate, the words on the
mdentment at the head of each bill.

2. An indenture, covenant.

1507-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. ii. (T.), The brabling neighbours
on him call For counsel in some crabbed case of Taw, Or
some Indentments, or some bond to draw. 1599 NASHE
Lenten Stujfe (1871) 99 With this indentmenl and caution,
that, though there be neither rhyme nor reason in it . . they . .

shall supply it with either. IH SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.
viu. 14. 540 Sundry great Lords of cyther side were by in-
dentment of Writing, made sureties to the counter-part.

Indentor (inde-ntai). Comm.
[f. INDENT v. 1

6 + -OB.] One who indents or writes an order for

goods.
1883 Manch. Exam. 30 Nov. 4/5 There have been heavy

arrivals [at Bombay] on account of native indentors. 1886
Daily News 24 Sept. 2/3 All other circumstances remaining
the same the mdentor from India pays more or less gold
according to the state of the exchange.

Indenture (inde-ntiiii), sb. Forms: 4-6 en-
dentur(e, 5 -or, -our, 7 -er; 5-6 indentour, 6
-er, 5- indenture. [In form (ME. endenture) a.

OF. endenteure (later -are) indentation, furnishing
with teeth, f. L. type *indentlUura, {. "inJcnlat-,
ppl. stem of */<&/<-;- lNDENTf.1: c(.i,.Jentat-us

DENTATE, and see -URK. But in sense, representing
also INDENT v.*]

I. Senses derived from INDENT v. 1

! The action of indenting or notching a thing on
the edge ; an angular notch, indentation, or incision
in the edge or border of anything.
1671 CHEW Anal. PI. L 45 The Lobes of the Seed, have

both a little Indenture. 1686 PLOT Stajfordsh. 239 Which
counterchanging of the ridges make the indentures on the
sides. l6oa RAY Dissol. World u. iv. (1732) 138 Some serrate
with small teeth others withgreat indentures. 17*3 CHAMBERS
tr. Le Clcrc's Treat. Archil. I. 96 A little Indenture or
Retreat, BC, not exceeding a Minute in depth. 1763 WIN-
THROP mPhil. Trans. LIX. 506 The Sun's limb, undulating
. . made it somewhat difficult to judge when the indenture,
formed by the Planet upon it, intirely ceased. 1818 SCOTT
Rob Roy xxxvi, This noble lake .. spreads its base around
the indentures and promontories of a fair and fertile land.
1865 SWINBURNE Poems ft Ball., Cameo u Till lips and
teeth bite in their sharp indenutre. 1883 HOLDER in Harper's
Mag. Jan. 181/1 Those who. .linger along the indentures of
rocky shores on summer nights.

t b. Jointing by means of notches or indenta-
tions : cf. INDENTING vbl. sb.i- 2. Ob$.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 313 pcnne cleme hit [the ark] with

clay comly with-inne & all pc endentur dryuen daube with-
outen.

2. A deed between two or more parties with
mutual covenants, executed in two or more copies,
all having their tops or edges correspondingly in-
dented or serrated for identification and security.
Hence, A deed or sealed agreement or contract
between two or more parties, without special refer-

ence to its form.

Originally both copies were written on one piece of parch-
ment or paper, and then cut asunder in a serrated or sinuous
line, so that when brought together again at any time, the two
edges exactly tallied and showed that they were parts of
one and the same original document : hence the expression'

pair ofindentures '. Occasionally a word, sentence, or figure
was engrossed on the space where they were divided, as in
the space between a bank cheque and its counterfoil.
(The earliest sense, and app. of Eng. or Anglo-Fr. origin.)
[1304 Rolls ofParlt. I. 164/2 Et fiat Indentura inter ipsumt Coronatorem. 1330 //</</. II. 107/2 Sous certeynes Con-

dicions comprises esEndentures sur ceo faites, et enseales.]
1375 BARBOUR Bruce I. 513 The barownys thus accord) t

ar, And that Ilk nycht writyn war Thair Endenturis, and
aythis maid. Ibid. 565 Bot the Endentur till him gaf he,
That soune schawyt the Iniquite. 1413 SIR T. ROKEBY in
Ellisprig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 97 Als it, be hys endenture made,
betwix the forsayd noble kyng and the forsayd Thomas
Rokeby, uleinli appiers. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxlviil

127 The fourme of accord . . was in a payr of Endentures
and they put her scales vnto that one part, and they that
comen in the kynges name putt her scales to that other
part of endentures. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 441 [He]
concludyd a peace atwene the Kynge & the Scottis, &
causyd to be delyuered vnto theym the Chartyr or Enden-
ture called Ragman, with many other thynges. 1534 ^I R E

Com/, agst. 'I rib. in. Wks. 1228/2 You deuyse as it were
indentures betwene God and you, what thing you will doe
for him, Kind what thing you wyll not doe. 1591 WEST
ist ft. Symbol. ( 101. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, tu.Tso And



INDENTURE.
our Indentures Tripartite are drawne : Which being sealed

enterchangeably . . Tomorrow, Cousin Percy, you and I,

part in the hands of the commissioners of Prussia. 1628
COKE On Litt. i. 229 a, If a deed beginneth, Hyc Inden-

tura, &c. and in troth the Parchment or Paper is not in-

dented, this is no indenture, because words cannot make it

indented. . . It maybe an Indenture without words, but not

by words without indenting. 1706 [see INDENTED 1
3], 1767

[see INDENT v. 1
2]. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prop. (1877) 150

Deeds are divided into two kinds, Deeds poll and Inden-
tures. 1845 Act 8-5-9 Viet. c. 106 5 A deed executed after

the said first day of October 1845, purporting to be an in-

denture, shall have the effect of an indenture, although not

actually indented.

b. spec. The contract by which an apprentice is

bound to the master who undertakes to teach him a

trade
;
also the contract by which a person binds

himself to service in the colonies, etc.

To take itp one's indentures^ to receive the indenture back
from the master in evidence of the completion ofapprentice-
ship or service.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 16 He to haue his indentour
of his prentished ye wiche I hadde in kepyng. 1542-3 Act
34 <$ 35 Hen, VIII, c. 18 The same indentures of appren-
tisehode, shall comprehende like couenauntes. a 1635
NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 14 Fortune calling to mind,
that the time of her servitude was expired, gave up her
Indentures. 1745 De Foe"s Eng. Tradesman \. (1841) I. 8

An apprentice who has served faithfully and
diligently^

ought to claim it as a debt to his indentures. Ibid. xii.

(184^1)
I. 87 They who contract matrimony should forfeit

their indentures. 1822 J. FLINT Lett.Amer. 98 The inden-
ture of the boy expires when he is twenty-one years of age.
1822 SCOTT Nigel xxxv, I have broke my indenture, and
I think of running my country. 1862 Lond. Rev. 23 Aug.
165 By the terms of the indenture, the Coolie agrees to
serve the planter for three years, receiving the same rate of

wages as is paid to the unindentured labourer. 1865 CAR-
LYLE Fredk. Gt. ix. xi, He is now out of his Apprentice-
ship ; entitled to take up his Indentures.

c. An official or formal list, inventory, certificate,

etc., prepared (orig. in duplicate) for purposes ofcon-

trol, as a voucher, etc., and properly authenticated.

[1300 Indenture in Nat. MSS. Scot. II. No. 10 Indenture
de nominibus equitum et peditum commorancium in muni-
cione castri de Edenborghe a .xxvij.o die Nouembris anno
regni Regis Edward i .xxix.]

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 45 Thys endenture makyth men-
cion of be goodes )>at I . . gyve to sertayn personis. 1497
in Naval^ Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 82 The said Retorne must
accord with the Indentures of Shipping of the same. 1570-4
Bp. Cox Injunctions, Whether your Ministers kepe their

Registers of Maryages buryalles and christenynges well

and orderly, and to present the copie of them once a yere
by Indenture, to the Ordinarie or his officers. 1651 N. BACON'
Disc, Go^it. Eng. u. xiv. (1739^ 77 The names of the persons
elected, .shall be returned by Indenture between the Sheriff"

and the Elizors. 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. xvi.

225 (List Officers Navy) Surveyor . .whose Office is . . to

estimate the Value of Repairs by Indenture. 1846 MAC-
CULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 319 The election of
scholars [at Flton] takes place every year . . The usual num-
ber admitted on what is termed the indenture [i.e. between

King's Coll. and Eton], at each election, is twenty-four.
[This ceased in 1871.] 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xix.

362 The persons arrested are to be delivered to the ordin-

aries by indenture to be made within ten days of the arrest.

d. fig. Contract, mutual engagement.
1540 MORYSINE Vives' Introd. Wysd. Gvij, We haue by

indenture of Jesu ,. that they shall lacke nothinge whiche
seke .. the kyngdome of God. 1589 NASHE Almond for
Parrat 3 My soule being the cittie, whereof the deuifl is

made free by endenture. 1595 SHAKS, John \\. i. 20 This
zelous kisse, As scale to this indenture of my loue. 1624

QUARLES Dh>. Poems, Job 11717) 210 My heart hath past
Indentures with mine eye, Not to behold a Maid. 171677
MANTON Serin. Ps. cxix. cxxxiii. Wks. 1872 VIII. 251 Gods
covenant .. this mutual and interchangeable indenture.

f 3. A zigzag line ; a zigzag course
;
a doubling.

1598 I. M. Seruingmans Coin/. (1868) 138 He turned his

Cattle from Plough to Pasture, making Indentures all along
the ditches. [1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 743 He must
not run directly forward, but winde to and fro, crooking
like an Indenture.] 1611 COTGR., Bricoller, . . to reele,

stagger, or make indentures, in going. 1672 MARVELL Reh.

Tramp, i. 146 He makes Indentures on each side of the

way wheresoever he goes. 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting
(1788) 45 It must never be expected that the indentures of
the Hare can be well covered, or her doubles struck off.

II. Senses derived from INDENT V?
f 4. An inlaying or embossing. Obs.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 7 Her eye is indented all over
with a pure EmerauId-green, and all latticed or chequered
with dimples .. which makes the Indentures look more

pleasantly.
5. A hollow or depression in a surface

;
= INDEN-

TATION sb. 4.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 245 Little indentures upon
the surface of the courses. 1822 New Monthly Mag. VI.

334 Furrows . . left by the indentures of vessels' bottoms.

1872 LE FANU In a Glass Darkly I. 201 He pointed to

a deep indenture, as if caused by a heavy pressure.

III. 6. attrih. and Comb, (from I.), as fin-
denture English, the language of legal deeds ;

indenture-fashion, indenture-wise adv.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) in As if a wise man

would take Halles Cronicle, where moch good matter is

quite marde with Indenture Englishe, and first change
strange and inkhorne tearmes into proper and commonlie
vsed wordes. 1598 FLORIO, Filicare^ to notch about the

edges, as feme is, or indenterwise. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age (1614) 542 Their Crisses or Daggers are two foote long
waved Indenture fashion, and poj-soned.
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Inde nture, v. [f. INDENTURE sb., in several

unconnected senses, related to both verbs INDENT.]
I. From INDENTURE sb. 2 (INDENT v.l

~).

fl. intr. To enter into an indenture; to cove-
nant. Obs.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 79 Hee's but slipt to

the_
bottom to recruit himself and indenture with stones to

oblige their protection.
2. trans. To bind by indentures, esp. as an ap-

prentice or servant.

1676 MARVELL Mr. Sniirke I iij b, A good Christian will

not, cannot atturn and indenture his conscience over ; to be
Represented by others. 1808 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.
XXVI. in Men. .too deficient in skill, or industry, or charac-
ter, to be employed or indentured by the profession. 1834
HT. MARTlNEAU.fl/0>-/n.77The plan ofindenturing servants
to colonial settlers. 1884 Daily News 13 Oct. 4/8 Mr. Cole
. . was indentured as a clerk or writer to Mr., afterwards
Sir Francis, Palgrave.

II. From INDENTURE sb. 3.

f3 intr. To move in a zigzag line
;
to zigzag. Obs.

1631 BRATHWAIT Wliimzies, Wine-soaker 102 Indenturing
along in some blinde-alley, hee terribly affrights the pas-
senger if hee meete any : for hee coasts here and there, as
if it were Saint Anthomes fire, or some igttis fatuus. 1635
HEYWOOD Hierarch. 134 (L.) They took Their staves in

hand, and at the good man strook : But, by indenturing,
still the good man 'scap'd.

III. From INDENTURE sb. 5. (INDENT .
2
)

4. trans. To make an indentation in
;
to indent,

fuiTOW.
c 1770 WOTY Autumnal Sottg (T.), Age may creep on, and

indenture the brow. 1854 DOBELL Balder^ v. 32 Immemorial
plains Indentured where the furrows fill with flowers As with
a Tyrian rain.

Hence Indenturing vbl. sb.
a 1631 T. TAYLOR GacTs fudgem. 11. vii. (1642) 108 Two

Gallants.. overtaken with Wine, .loath. .to take the benefit
of a light, because their indenturing should not be observed.

1898 in \Vestm. Gas. 7 Jan. 3/1 The Imperial sanction had
been given to the indenturing of the Bechuana rebels.

Indentured (inde-ntiuid), ppl.a. [f. INDEN-
TURE V. + -ED 1.]

1. Bound by indentures, esp. as an apprentice or

servant.

i?S7 in W. Thompson R. N. Advoc, 6 George Woods,
Eastcheap, Indentured Master. 1806 SI-UK Winter in Land.
(ed. 3) III. 241 An attorney at Oxford, who .. consented to
receive me as his indentured clerk. 1808 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. XXVI. in Indentured bond-slaves are

shipped from Liverpool and Glasgow, for Canada, and in-

dependent North-America, in considerable numbers. 1882

Daily Neius 17 Mar. 5/3 The employment of indentured
labourers [coolies] from India.

2. Indented, having the border incised.

1885 Pall Mall G. 17 Apr. 6/1 The three towns on the

densely timbered, deeply indentured Vancouver Island.

tlnde'nturely,a(fo. [f. INDENTURE sb. + -LY2
.]

In the way of an indenture, by making indentures.

i$5 Sc. Ads Jos. F_(i8i4) 302 (Jam.) That all gudis and
artilyery . . sail be put in the handis of the provest of Abir-
dene..beauctenticK Inuentore indentourly maid.

Indentureship (inde'ntiiujip). rare.
[f.

IN-

DENTURE sb. zb + -SHIP.] The position of being
indentured as an apprentice, servant, etc.

1878 Daily News 7 Jan. 5/2 Misgivings as to the expe-

diency ofextending the indentureship system, which in other
colonies has notoriously provoked grave scandals. 1882-3
S. M. JACKSON in Schan Rncycl. Relig. Knoiul. 1252 A few
months of indentureship to a shoemaker.

Z'ndeutwise, adv. [f. INDENT */<.' + -WISE.]
After the form of an indenture, with a counterpart.
1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 8 The sheet is then to be

cut in the middle, from top to bottom, indentwise. 1758
Act 32 Geo. 11, c. 10 38 Which two Columns .. shall be

joined with some Flourish or Device, through which the
outermost Tickets may be cut off Indentwise.

t Indepa-rtable, a. Obs. [IN- s.] That
cannot be parted or separated; inseparable. So
f Iiiclepa rted a., not parted or separated.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 27 The! by-tokne|>. . be trinite . .

Thre persons in-departable. 1434 MISYN Mend. Life 126
O lufe indepartyd, o lufe singulere. 1435 Fire of Love
123 Luf truly is indepartyd qwhen . . be mynde is kyndyld
and to criste with boght vndepartyd draws.

t Indepe-nd, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
IN- 3 +. DE-

PEND, after independent: cf. also independing."]
intr. ?To be independent, or to profess Indepen-
dency.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. II, xcviii, And Newer

Lights, old Rights may vilepend ; But wee must All be fixt

or Independ.

Independence (incUpe-ndens). Also 8 -ance.

[f.
INDEPENDENT : see -ENCE ; or f. IN- * + DEPEN-

DENCE. Cf. F
'

.indtpendance (1630 in Hatz.-Darm.),
It. independenza (Florio, 1011).]
1. The condition or quality of being independent ;

the fact of not depending on another (with various
shades of meaning : see the adj.) ; exemption from
external control or support ; freedom from subjec-

tion, or from the influence of others; individual

liberty of thought or action. Rarely in bad sense :

Want of subjection to rightful authority, insub-

ordination.
Declaration ofIndependence : see DECLARATION 6.

1640 Bp.flALLffnMbfc Rfw0nstr.(R.) t Some, .can be con-
tent to admit of an orderly subordination of severall parishes
to presbyteries, and those again to synods ; others are all

INDEPENDENCY.
for a parochiall absolutenesse and independence. 1750
SHENSTONE Eleg. ix. 50 The charms of independence let us
sing. (71760 SMOLLETT Ode to Indep. i Thy spirit, Inde-
pendence, let me share ! Lord of the lion-heart and eagle-
eye. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 339 That independence Britons
prize too high, Keeps man from man, and breaks the social
tie. 1775 (28 Nov.) in W. H. Foote Sk, North Carol. (1846)
43 Resolved, That the delegates from this colony, in Con-
tinental Congress, be empowered to concur with the dele-

gates of the other colonies, in declaring independence, and
in forming foreign alliances. 1783 BURKE Rep. India Wks.
1842 II. 50 That general spirit of disobedience and in-

dependence, which has . . prevailed in the government of

Bengal. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. v, Independence, in
all kinds, is rebellion, a 1850 CALHOUN Wks. (1874) IV. 329
It is one great defect in the character of the public men of

America, that there is that real want of independence. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) L ii. 161 Their national indepen-
dence was respected. 1873 L. FERGUSON Disc. 130 He de-
nuded himself of His original Self-completeness and inde-
pendence. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 38 The
proud independence of the Percies was becoming . . a source
of danger. 1876 TAIT Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc. xiii. (ed. 2) 319The mobility and perfect independence of the various par-
ticles of. .gases. 1885 Daily News 21 Dec. 5/1 A . .scheme
for conceding legislative independence on purely Irish

subjects to Ireland. 1895
' IAN MACLAREN ' Anld Lang Syne

273 (A Servant Lass) If she didna sit up at nicht makin'

the^ bairns' claithes, and work in the fields a' day tae earn
their schulin

1

,
an' a' tae keep her independence, as they ca't.

b. Const, on, upon^ of, ia.it\yfrom.
1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 235 Her independ-

ence from the body. 1761 HUME hist. Eng. I. App. ii. 260
The dignified clergy, .pretended to a total independence on
the State. 1768 Neiu Hampsh. Prov. Pap. (1873) VII. 250
The House of Burgesses . . have therefore thought proper
to represent.. That they do not affect independence of their

parent Kingdom. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. L 229 A pre-
tence of independence upon secular power. 1852 HAWTHORNE
BJithcdale Rom. xix, Our habitual independence of conven-
tional rules. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iii. 159 The
independence of the English Crown upon any foreign
superior. 1896 BRYCE in Century Mag. June 250 A . . conven-
tion, signed at Bloemfontein in February, 1854, declared the

independence from the British crown of the inhabitants of
Ihe country, .between the Orange and Vaal rivers.

2. concr. A competency :
= INDEPENDENCY 3d.

1815 JANK AUSTEN Emma \. iv, As early as most men can
afford to marry, who are not born to an independence. 1837
DICKF.NS Pickiv. viii, She possessed that most desirable of
all requisites, a small independence. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-
dentil's xxviii, You are heir to a little independence. 1874
DASENT IJalfa Life II. 41 He was an old man who . . had
made an independence.
3. attrib. and Comb.
Independence Day, July 4, the day on which, in 1776, the

Declaration of Independence was made; celebrated annu-
ally in the United States as a national holiday.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. t Independence Day, 1875

Graphic 10 July 30/3 As the Fourth of July fell this year on
a Sunday,

'

Independence Day' was observed by the
Americans resident in London on Monday, the 5th in*t.,
who dined together at the Crystal Palace. 1894 Pop. Sci.

Monthly XLIV. 481 These independence-loving, self-govern-
ing mountaineers. 1898 Daily News ^ Sept. 5/7 To offer. .

inducements to the independence party to co-operate.

Independency (ind/pe-ndensi). Also 7-8
-ancy. [f. as prec. + -ENCT.]
1. =prec. i. Now rare.
1611 FLORIO, Indcpendenza^ independencie. 1645 H.

MARTEN \.tith\ The Independency of England Maintained
against the Scottish Commissioners. 1646 SIR T. BROWNK
Psend. Ep. i. iii. 12 The independency of their causes, and
contingency in their events. 1647 MAY Hist. Parl. \. v. 55
The independency of that kingdome. a 1670 RUST Disc.
Truth 1 1682) 1 85 Then will God be determined in his actions
from something without himself, which is to take away his

independency and self-sufficiency. 1737 POPE Hor. Ep. i.

vii. 70
* Give me ', I cry'd, (enough for me) * My Bread, nnd

Independency !' 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. 11792) II. cxlv. 20
The Seven United Provinces ; whose independency was first

allowed by Spain at the treaty of Munster. 1775 J. ADAMS
in I1

'

am. Lett. (1876) 66 Suspicions entertained of designs of

independency ;
an American republic. 1790 BEWICK Hist.

Quadrnp. (1807) i The wild and extensive plains. .where he
[the horse] ranges without controul, in a state of entire inde-

pendency. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. iii. (1867* 55 Reason as
well as faith . .demands that we deny independency to what-
ever is created. 1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Feb. 8/2 Urged to

maintain the independency of Zulu territory.

b. Const, on, upon, of, io.ie\.yfrom.
1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 450 In an extasie there is

alienation and independencie of the spirit vpon the sences.

1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 94 The freenesse of Gods Elec-

tion, and its in-dependancy on any fore-seene faith. 1642 G.
EGLISHAM Forerunner Revenge \nSelect. Harl. Misc. (1793)

371 In regard.. of my independency from the accused. 1668
PEPYS Diary (1877) V. 433 In opposition to, or at least

independency of, the Duke of York. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. I. 256 A desirable degree of independency on British

and other foreign manufactures. 1841-4 EMERSON Essays
Ser. i. ix. 11876) 217 Its independency of those limitations

which circumscribe us on every hand.

2. That system of ecclesiastical polity in which
each local congregation of believers is held to be

a church independent of any external authority :

= CONGREGATIONALISM i.

The prevailing name in England, in the i7th century, for

this form of church government, but not favoured in New
England (see quot. 1648, and CONGREGATIONAL 3^, and in

modern use (other than historical) largely displaced by Con-

gregationalism.
1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. xvi. 82 That new-borne

Bastard, Independency. 1648 J. COTTON WayCongreg. Ch.
(New Eng.) ii Nor is Independency a fit name of the way of
our Churches. For in some respects it is too strait, and in

others too large. 1648 C. WALKER (title) The History of



INDEPENDENT.

Independency. 1694 ProrU. God^ Those they then called

Puritans, .were divided about Church-Government, some for

Presbytery and others for Independency. 1733 NEAI. Hist,

/'itrit. II. 107 His fRobinson's] peculiar sentiments of

Chndl discipline, since known by the name of Indepen-
dancy. 187* G. H. CURTEIS Hampton Lect. ii. 41 The

cradle in which Independency was nurtured was the Non.

Conforming Puritanism of the sixteenth century.

8. concr. o.. pi. Independent things; things un-

related to each other.

1659 BP. WALTON Consid. Considered!) The whole being
'rudis indigestaque moles', a confused heap of Indepen-
dencies. [A pun on sense a.]

b. An independent or autonomous stale. (Cf.

DEPENDENCY 40.)
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. ii. 355 Of these indepen-

dencies, the most important . . was that . . which . . included
the whole of the vast

province,
or region of Bernr. 1847

GROTE Greece n. xxv. IV. 16 Many petty independencies
small towns, and villages.

c. A person of independent means.
1866 CARLYLE Edw. Irving 125 Expecting to be flat-

tered like an independency, as well as paid like an inn-

keeper.
d. A competency; a fortune which renders it

unnecessary for the possessor to earn his living :

=
prec. i.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xiii. 87, I, who never

designed to take advantage of the independency bequeathed
me. 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 286 Men . .

who leave their native country with the sole view of acquir-

ing an independency. 1886 ISpool Daily Post 5 Mar. 4/5
The deceased had something in the nature of an indepen-

dency, however modest.

Independent (indfpe-ndent), a. and sb. Also

7-8 -ant. ff. IN- 3 + DEPENDENT : cf. F. indi-

pendant (c 1600 in Hatz.-Darm.), It. independenle

(.Florio, 1598).] Not dependent.
A. adj.

1. Not depending upon the authority of another,
not in a position of subordination or subjection ;

not subject to external control or rule ; self-govern-

ing, autonomous, free.

1611 H. JACOB Declar,
fy

Plainer Open. 13 [Each con-

gregation is] an entire and independent body-politic, endued
with power immediately under and from Christ. 1651
HOBBFS Levinth. II. xxlx. 172 It is not one independent
Common-wealth, but three independent Factions. 1774

J. BRYANT Mytkol. II. 40 Attica .. was divided into .. in-

dependent hamlets. 1776 ADAM SMITH //'. N. l. viii. (1869)
I. 73 An independent workman, such as a weaver or shoe-

maker. 1881 MRS. PITMAN Mission L. Greece fy Pal. 37 In

1829, Greece was acknowledged as an independent state,

having its own king and government. 1885 J. MARTINEAU
Types Eth. Th. II. 10 The theory of an autonomous or

independent conscience.

b. Const, a/
1
"

(formerly on, upon, front).
1651 HOBBES Govt. $ Soc. xv. 8 18. 258 An opinion, that

there is any man endued with a Soveraignty independent from
God. 1680 MORDEN Geog. Reel., Brit. Isles (1685) 15 These
Islands, .were first possessed by divers People, independent
one upon the other. 1705 ADDISON Italy 489 The Town of
St. Gaul is a little Protestant Republick, wholly indepen-
dent of the Abbot. 1776 (13 June) Amherst Rec. (1884)70/1
Voted That should the Honourable Congress, for the safety
of the united Colonies in America: Declare them Indepen-
dant of the Kingdom of Great-Britain

;
We . . solemnly

engage with our lives and fortunes to support them in the
measure. 1785 T. BAI.GUY Disc. 1 15 It has been said . . that
the church is independent on the state,

2. (with capital /.) Belonging or adhering to

that form of ecclesiastical polity called INDEPEN-
DENCY (q.v., sense 2) : = CONGREGATIONAL. 3.
Also applied to that political party in the i7th century of

which the Independent churches formed the chief element.
[1611 : see i.] 1641 T. LECHFORD PI. Dealing or Ne^vs

fr. Neiv Eng. 79 The Congregationall independent govern-
ment, whereof I have had some experience. 1653 VS. DELL
Tryal Spir. 82 Sydrach Simpson, one of the first Pastors of
an Independant Congregation in England, a 1654 SEI.DF.N
Tablt-t. (Arb.) 57 Both the Independant man, and the
Presbyterian man do equally exclude the Civil Power,
though after a different manner. 1660 R. COKE Pmver ff

Stibj. 262 The Army, commanded by Oliver Cromwell,
turned out the Rump of the Long Parliament which headed
the Independent party, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rebell.
vin. 259 The Independent party (for so they were now
[1645] contented to be call'd, in opposition to the other
which was styled Presbyterian). 1676 W. HUBBARD Happi-
ness of People 55 Why else doc wee in New England . .

practise the discipline of them called Independant, or Con-
gregational Churches T 1711 ADDISON Sfcft. No. 494 Pi
A very famous independent minister. 1766 ENTICK London
IV. 8 There is an Independent meeting-house. 1831 (title)
Declaration of the Faith, Order and Discipline of the Con-
gregational or Independent Dissenters. 1871 (!. H. CURTEIS
Hampton Lect. ii. 40 The Independent system does not
concern itself with either Ritual or Doctrine.

3. Not depending on something else for its exist-

ence, validity, efficiency, operation, or some other
attribute ; not contingent on or conditioned by any-
thing else, a. Const, as in sense i.

1614 JACKSON Creed in. xxix. j 6 His faith (is) no other,
wise independent of any externall proposall then ours is.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm. Angelh 73 The will is inde-
pendent upon all created power, both in its operation and
in its being. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1682) I. 31 A Being of

fand independent from any other. 1691 BF.NTLEY Boyle
ect. 69 An incorporeal substance independent from matter. Mod. The widow has a hard struggle, but is very inde-

1709 STEELE Taller No. 54 P i Beauty and Merit are pendent, and refuses all pecuniary aid. He. is too indepen-
Thmgs real, and independent on Taste and Opinion 1771

dent
J accept as a favour what he cannot earn by his own

PRIESTLEY Inst. Relif. (1782) I. 276 They cannot be con- exertions,
idered a< independent of one another. 1790 PALEY Horm \

6. Math. Not depending upon another for it-
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Paul. l. F 13 The instances are independent of one another.
1816 PLAVPAIR Nat. Phil. II. 323 This is quite independent
of the figure of the Earth, and would be the same though
the Earth were truly spherical. 1885 S. Cox Exposit. Scr. I.

ix. 107 An argument .. wholly independent of the teaching
of Scripture.

b. simply. Not depending upon the existence or

action of others, or of each other
; existing, acting,

conducted, or obtained in a way apart from and un-

affected by others, as independent action, inquiry,

investigation, conclusion, results, account, record,

information, evidence ; also of the agent, as in-

dependent investigator, observer, witness, etc.

1790 PALEY Horae Paul, i. P 6 No danger of confounding
the production with original history, or of mistaking it for

an independent authority. Ibid. iv. No. iv. It is the junc-
tion of two conclusions, deduced from independent sources.
Ibid. v. No. H, Two records . . manifestly independent, that

is manifestly written without any participation of intelli-

gence. 1865 EARLE Two Saxon Chron. Introd. 37 Some
of the independent entries of C countenance its Abingdon
origin. Ibid. 45 Other independent annals about the same
date, e. g. 1031, 1032, 1043, argue the presence of such a
source. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I.yi. 510 Something
is proved when two independent narratives agree. 1871
WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 779 Scheeler's investigation .. com-

5rised

another independent discovery of oxygen gas. 1879
. A. H. MURRAY Synopsis Horse Paul. 10 Here four inde-

pendent witnesses, none of which give all the facts, confirm
and supplement each other. Ibid. 14 Have we any indepen-
dent information connecting Erastus with Corinth? 1885
TAIT Prop. Matter iii. 33 Air is made up of separate and
independent particles. Mod. An independent inquiry has'

been instituted by the Local Board of Health. The work
is the result of independent research.

O. Often used adverbially in phr. independent

of (\on, f/;w)= Independently of, apart from,
without regard to, irrespective of.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. v. 5 5 Put together in the

Mind, independent from any original Patterns in Nature.

1748 Anson s I'oy. ill. ii. 311 Independent of that attachment
which all mankind have ever shown to the places of their
birth . . there were few countries more worthy to be regretted.
a 1871 GROTE Eth. Fragni. i. (1876) 20 We pursue the one
and avoid the other quite independent of regard to the

feelings of others.

4. Not dependent or having to rely on another
for support or supplies, a. Const, as in sense i.

1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade Pref., While other Creatures
live free and Independent from one another, only Man stands
in need and help of another, a 1788 N. COTTON Fables,
Bee, Ant $ Spar., Who . . Are independent of the great,
Nor know the wants of pride and state. 1837 LYTTON E.
Maltrav. i. xii, He was thus made independent of his
father. 1880 SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesant ii. (1883) 18 His
father had left him so considerable a fortune that he was
independent of any profession.

b. simply, (a) Not dependent on any one else

for one's living; () not needing to earn one's

livelihood
; possessing a competency.

1731 LAW Serious C. x. (ed. 2) 142 He hath chosen to be
idle and independant in the world. 1786 BURNS Ep. Yng.
Friend vii, Gather gear by ey'ry wile That's justify'd by
Honor . . for the glorious privilege Of being independent.
1801 MAR. EDGEWOHTH Moral T. (1816) I.i. 7 He was

really
independent, because he had leamt how to support himself

ejther by the labours of his head or of his hands. 1847
C. BRONTE

J. Eyre xvii, She [a servant] has saved enough
to keep her independent if she liked to leave. 1893 Westm.
Caz. 10 Apr. 5/2 A room occupied by an independent elderly
gentleman.

trans/. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 409 A dry but independent
crust, hard earned And eaten witn a sigh.

o. transf. Sufficient to make one independent;
constituting a competency.
c 1790 IMISON Sch.Art I. 215 The prices .. being .. out of

the reach of any, but such as are possessed of independent
fortunes. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxiv, A gentleman of
considerable independent property. 1885 Daily News 3
Oct. 4/6 A person of independent means.

5. Not depending on others for the formation
of opinions or guidance of conduct; not influ-

enced or biased by the opinions of others; thinking
or acting, or disposed to think or act, for oneself.

(Of persons, their dispositions, etc.)

1735-8 BOLINUBROKE On Parties 9 On this Foundation all

the reasonable, independent Whigs and Tories unite. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 26 June, I believed there was not
a more independent and incorruptible member in the house.

1795 BURNS Fora" that iii. The man of independent mind,
He looks and laughs at a that. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 52
An independent and energetic man who will vote as he
pleases. 185* HAWTHORNE Blithedalc Rom. xix, A person
capable of

taking an
independent

stand. 1861 GEO. ELIOT
Silas M. i. 10 This would nave been an effort of independent
thought such as he had never known. 1889 Dally Newt
28 June 5/2 Perhaps the best bon-mot attributed to the late
Lord Derby is his definition of an independent politician as
' a politician who cannot be depended on '.

D. Used in the names of various political or
other parties, as Independent Republicans (U. S. :

see H. t b), IndependentLabourParty (see LABOUR) ;

also in the names of newspapers, as the Cambridge
Independent Press.

o. Also (with some colouring of 4), Refusing
to be under obligation to others

; having a self-

respect which declines unearned assistance.

INDEPENDENTLY.
I value. Independent variable : a quantity whose

variation does not depend on that of another.
i8$a TODHUNTER Diff. Calc. i. | i Frequently when we

are considering two or more variables it is in our power to
fix upon whichever we please as the independent variable

\ 1873 H. WILLIAMSON Diff. Calc. (ed. a) i. 5 2 [If a, v, it; be

(

functions of t J. x is said to be the independent variable, to

!

which any value may be assigned at pleasure ; and u, v, u>,
are called dependent variables, as their values depend on
that of x. 1891 J.

EDWARDS Diff. Calc. i. { 5 An Inde-

|
pendent variable is one which may take up any arbitrary-
value that may I* assigned to it.

1. Comb.
1837 DICKENS Pichv. xxviii, A kind, excellent, indepen-

1

dent-spirited., man. 1890 Boi. FIREWOOD W. Reformer (i%<)i)
143 A certain independent-minded young lady friend.

B. sl>.

1. An adherent of Independency ; a member or

adherent of an Independent church ; a Congrega-
tionalist.

Also Hist, a member of the Independent party in the 171!)

century : see A, 2.

1644 (tilM Apologetic.il Narration of the Independents.
1646 (29 Aug.) in Hamilton Pap. (Camden) 113 Cheesely
says the Independents intend not to demalind the King.
1691 WASH! xr. i ox tr. Milton's Def. Pop. Pref., They that we
call independents . . hold, that no classes or synods have a
superiority over any particular church. 1710 STEELE &
ADDISON Taller No. 257 P 12 Camaronians, Muggletonians,
lirownists, Independants, Masonites, Camisars, and the
like. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings II. 74 In modern times
the credit of being the first to advocate the doctrine of
toleration must be shared between the Independents and
Quakers. 1884 STOVGHTON Ktlig. Eng. I. 236 The old his.

toric name of Independent began [at the beginning of the

i9th century] to be merged in that of Congregationalism
2. A person or thing that is independent (in

various senses), nonce-uses.

1675 OCILBY Rrit. Pref. 2 Roads we have divided into In-

dependants, such as commence actually at London [etc.].

1741 YOUNG Nt. Th. n. 332 That awful Independent on To-
morrow ! . . Whose Yesterdays look backward with a Smile.
1886 Daily A'evts 4 June 5/2 There is a school of indepen-
dents in domestic service, as there is in literature.

b. A person who acts (in politics, art, etc.) inde-

pendently of any organized party ; also, a member
of any organized party called Independent (see
A. 5 b\
1808 PIKE Sotir.es Mississ. ill. App. (i8io> 50 Twenty

thousand auxiliaries from the United States, joined to the

independents of the country [Texas]. 1888 BRYCE Amer.
Comnnv. II. ill. Ivi. 379 The Independent Republicans..
Independents or Mugwumps. 1896 A. HILLIEK in Daily
News 16 Jan. 6/3 If later painters arrived at more harmo-
nious results . . the Independents have still the glory of being
the bold hussars of the vanguard, the Jacobins of the revolu-
tion in art which has since been accomplished throughout
all Europe.

o. A frequent name of a newspaper, as the New
York Independent (cf. A. 5 b).

(

I ndependent
'

. . as well as to the ' Newcome Sentinel '.

Hence t Indepe'ndented ///. a. Obs. (nonce-

ivd.~), made independent, formed according to In-

i dependency. i Indepe'ndentigh a., having a
flavour of Independency.
1653 R. BAILLIE Disywas. Vind. (1655) 44 Presbyterian

j
water, exceedingly weakened with Independentish ingre-

i dients. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 43 The new titles . . of
i bodyed and congregated, associated or independented and

new-fangled Churches.

Indepe-ndentism. [f. INDEPENDENT + ISM. J

1 1. =!NDEPENDENCY t. Obs.

1653 R. BAILLIE Disnvas. Vind. (1655) 44' ^ 'ove not

epenentsme . . ruey just
Church of England. 1665 J. LIVINGSTONE Mem. Charact.
in Sfl. Riog. (1845) I. 335 He marvellously refuted Indepen-
dentisme. 18*7 AIKMAN ///*/. Scot. IV. vii. 84 They op-
posed every approach to independentism.

2. The principles of any party called Independent.

Independently (indfpe-ndentli), adv. [f.

INDEPENDENT a, + -LT -.] In an independent
manner; without dependence on another person
or thing, or on each other

; apart from or without

regard to the action of others.

1651 J. GOODWIN Redemption Red. L 10 Second causes. .

do not perform, what . . they do perform, independently, and
of themselves. 1849 T. R. BIRKS Harm Apostol. Pref., My
own conclusions were formed independently. Ibid., The
dates to which I have been independently led agree very
nearly with those adopted in ihe Literary History. 1860 TYN-
DALLC?/frc. i. xxv. i SO Mr. Wills., made the same observation

independently. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxiii, She can

hardly earn her own poor bread independently. 1886 FARRAR
Ilitt. Interpret. 403 He examined the Canon as indepen-
dently as Luther had done. Mod. The two parts of the

mechanism work independently.
b. With ^/"(formerly on,upon,from^: In away

independent of; without regard to; apart from.

1659 PEARSON CVrf(i845l 485 note. Independently from
this place, we have proved, that the Holy Spirit

is a person.

1678 Ci'uwoRTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. i 7. 199 They Maintained
Matter, to exist Independently upon God. a 1700 DRYDEN

(J.), Dispose lights and shadows, without finishing every
thing independently the one of the other. 1707 S. CLARKI:

yd & 4*k Def. (1712) 7, Parts, existing distinctly and inde.

pendently from each other. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram.
led. 5> I. 274 The infinitive mood is often made absolute, or



INDEPENDING.
used independently on the rest of the sentence. 1867 TROL-
LOPE Chron. Barset II. li. 76 So that he might work at his

canvas independently of his model. 1884 J. RAE Contenip.
Socialism 165 Utility can confer value independently of
labour.

tlndepe-nding, a. Ol>s. [f.
IN- s + DEPEND-

INO ppl. a. : cf. INDEPEND v.]
= INDEPENDENT a.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions VI. 301 The soule . . being im-

mortall, and independing of the body. 1637 HAKEWILL
Apol. n. v. (1630) 82 A Soveraigne and independing power.
1650 B. SPENCER (title) Chrysomeson, a Golden Mean ..

wherein all Seekers . . may find the True Religion, ^de-
pending on Man's Invention. 1653 Bp. HALL Invis. World
II. i An independing and selfsubsisting agent. 1675 OCILBV
Brit., Post-Roads En$., The . . Roads . . are Reduc'd to
these 6 Independing Itineraries.

f Indeplo-rable, a. Obs. rare - . [Is- 3.]

1623 COCKERAM II, Not to be Lamented, Indeplorable.

Indepo-sable, a. rare. [IN- 3.] That cannot
be deposed.
1673 STILLINGFL. Serin. 5 Nov. (L.), That doctrine which

makes princes indeposable by the pope.

t Inde'pravate, a. Ol<s. [ad. L. indepravat-
us, f. in- (IN- 3) + deprdvntus depraved, corrupted,

DEPBAVATE.] Not depraved ; uncorrupted, pure.
1609 J. DAVIES Holy Rooiie (1876) 28 (D.) O let these

Wounds, these Woundes indeprauate, Be holy Sanctuaries
for my whole Man.

t Inde-precable, a. Obs. rare- , [ad. L. in-

deprecabil-is that cannot be averted by prayer, f.

in- (IN- 3) + deprecabilis DEPRECABLE.]
1623 COCKERAM, Indeprecable, that will not be entreated.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS, etc,

tlndepreke-nsible, a. Obs. [ad. L. inde-

prehensibilis not to be seized or caught (Quintil.\
f. in- (IN- 3)-+ deprchendSre to seize, catch, DEPRE-
HEND: see -IBLE.] Incapable of being mentally
apprehended or detected

;
undiscoverable.

1633 T. MORTON Discharge 174 (T.) A case perplexed and
indeprehensible. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 142 To presume
his errour indeprehensible.

Indeprivable (ind/prei'vab'l), a. Now rare.

[f. IN- 3 + DEPRIVABLE.]
1. Of which one cannot be deprived ; incapable

of being taken away ;
inalienable.

1744 HARRIS Three Treat, in. I. (1763) 121 The Sovereign
Good . . should . . be durable, self-derived, and (if 1 may use
the Expression) indeprivable. Ibid. n. 192 Rectitude of
Conduct is a Good Indeprivable. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Joum.
France I. 126 The advantages of blood . . may surely be
deemed indeprivable. 1835 GRESWELL Parables II. 59 So
pure, so valuable, and so indeprivable.
2. That cannot be deprived of something. rare~.
1828 WEBSTER, Indeprivable, that cannot be deprived.

[Hence in later Diets.]

Hence Indeprivabi lity, the quality of being in-

deprivable or inalienable.

1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France\. 125 James Harris tells

us, that virtue answers to the character of indeprivability.

Inder, -ly, -more, -ward : see INNER, -LY, etc.

flnderkins. Obs. rare- 1
. Some kind of fabric:

see quot.
1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 2} Inderkins, which is

a sort of Cloth of no great use in this Town, only proper for

Towels, it is a coarse narrow Cloth which comes from

Hamhorough . . it is made of the worst of Hemp.
Indescribabi lity. [f.

next : see -ITY.] In-

capacity of being described ;
also (with an and //.)

something that cannot be described.

1824 Examiner 456/2 In ably conveying the assumed

boyden, and falling somewhat short of critical conception
in the indescribubilities. 1843 CARLYLE Past ff Pr. I. ii,

A fearful indescribability. 1864 SALAin Daily Tel. 21 Sept.,
I have now done my best to describe what . . I may term
the indescribability of Transatlantic warfare.

Indescribable (ind&krei-bab'l), a. (s/>.) [lN-3.]
1. That cannot be described ;

that does not admit

of exact description ; indefinite, vague.
1794 W. CURTIS Bot. Mag. No. 254 That indescribable

something, called by Linnseus the Nectary. 1833 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Cinnamon ft Pearls \. 16 Various sacred indescrib-

able articles were scattered around. 1862 MRS. OLIPHANT
Last Mortimers i. xii, His voice . . had . . an occasional

indescribable note which reminded me of some other voice.

2. That transcends description ; too great, beau-

tiful, etc. to be adequately described.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.l. 613 The rapture of the specta-
tor is really indescribable. 1817 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XLII.

366 A Funding System has never existed in any country,
without producing indescribable misery. 1880 HAUGHTON
Phys. Geog. v. 240 Its waters break with indescribable fury.

B. sb. 1. pi. Things of which no description can

be given.
1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser. i. I. 105 Pine-apples,

boiled hams, pies, puddings, barley-sugar, and many other

indescribables. 1890 Boy's Own Paper T. Feb. 278/3, I had
to fish out [from a bath] about twenty long-named inde-

scribables that had committed suicide during the night.

2. humorous slang (orig. euphemism}. Trousers

(cf. inexpressibles, unmentionables).

1794 Sporting Mag. III. 221 That hebdomodal display of

Foppery, Frivolity, and Fashion, has already begun to

sport its vernal variety of indescribables. 1837 DICKENS
J'ickw. xvi, Mr. Trotter . . gave four distinct slaps on the

pocket of his mulberry indescribables.

Hence Indescri'toableness, the qnality of being
indescribable, rare.
1880-1 CHEYNE Isaiah (1884) I. 92 His sense of their inde-

scribableness.
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Indescribably (ind/skrai'babli), adv. [f.prec.
f -LY 2

.] In a manner incapable of being described
or transcending description.
1795 tr. Aloritz* Trav, Eng. (1886) 101 How indescribably

beautiful was this evening and this walk. 1875 LYELL
Print. Geol. II. u. xxvii. 65 The quantity . . is said to have
been indescribably great.

Ilidescri pt, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Undescribed.
1854 DOBKLL Balder xxiv. 162 Some ethereal colour inde-

script.

Indescri-ptive, . rare-". [lN-3.] 'Not
descriptive or containing just description" (Web-
ster, 1828).
Indesert (indrza-.it). Now rare. [f. IN- 3 +
DESERT sb. 1

] Absence of desert ; want of merit ;

the fact or character of being undeserving.
1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 80 Let the giddie

Rout give weight and poise To Indesert. 1672 ffxaiSpirit
of Truth Vind. 97 This much in Answer to his Cavills,
whose Emptiness might have been enough to sound out
their own indesert of any. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 69 p i

A Man in Power who can . . raise obscure Merit, and dis-

countenance successful Indesert. 1861 GOULBURN Pcrs.

Relig. iv. iv. (1870) 282 To relieve them without any re-

markable indesert on their part,

b. //. Demerits, faults.

1612 SHELTON Quix. in. xiii. 264 What indeserts did this

wench commit. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 256 P i All those
who . . were once looked on as his quals{

are apt to think
the Fame of his Merits a Reflexion on their own Indeserts.

Indesigiiate (.inde signet), a. Logic, [f. IN- 3

-I- DESIGNATE ///. a. (see quot. 1844).] Not quan-
tified, indefinite. Also absol. as sb.

1844 HAMILTON Reidty-z The term indefinite ought to be
discarded in this relation, and replaced by indesignate.
1852 Discuss. App. ii. 601 The Indesignate is thought,
either precisely, as whole or as part, or vaguely, as the one
or the other, unknown which, but the worse always pre-
sumed. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton xxii. (1872) 511 note,
The Indesignate is . . often not thought in any relation of

quantity at all. 1866 FOWLER Deduct. Logic (1869) 29
'
In-

definite' or 'indesignate 'propositions, .in which the subject,

being a common term, is not quantified.

t Inde'sineiice. Obs. [IN- 3 : cf.

INDESINENT, DESINENCE.] Want of proper ending.
T593 NASHE 4 Lett. Confitt. 68 In a verse . . a leake of

indesmence as a leake in a shippc, must needly be stopt,
with what matter soever.

t Inde'Sinency. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. next: see

-ENCY.] Unending continuance
; perpetuity.

1657 REEVE Goifs Plea 239 Oh what a diuturnity and in-

desinency of bliss might there be, even from generation to

generation.

t Inde'sinent, a. Obs. [ad. late L. iadesi-

nent-em : see IN- " and DESINENT.] Unceasing,

incessant, perpetual.
1601 DENT Path-M. Heaven 174 What indesinent paines

and unwearied labour, this silly creature [the ant] taketh.

1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. (1651) 174 The foure elements by
their indesinent motion cast forth a Sperme. 1799 E. Du
Bois Piece Fain. Biog. I. 131 He made up for this loss by
an indesinent application to his snuff-box.

t Inde'sinently, adv. Obs. [f.prec. + -LY'-!.]

Without ceasing or interruption ; incessantly ;
con-

tinuously.
1651 J. GOODWIN Redemption Red. iv. 19 These things

are not there.. either past or to come, but indesinently and
as present, a 1677 BARROW Serin. I. vi. 70 'AStaAi'<r7uK,
that is, indesinently, or continually. 1756 AMORY J. Buncle

(1825) I. 191 Reason must confess a miraculous power in-

desinently and variously put forth in our bodies.

t Indeei-rable, a. [Is- 3.] Undesirable.

1846 WORCESTER cites Month. Anth.

t I'ttdeSS. Obs. rare. [f.
IND + -ESS.] A female

(American) Indian.

1672 JOSSELYN Neiv Eng. Rarities 49 Of the Moss that

grows at the roots of the white Oak the Indesses make a

strong decoction. 1674 Voy. Neiv Eng. 133 Another time
two Indians and an Indess came running into our house.

Indestructibi'lity. [f. next : see -ITY. Cf.

F. indestruclibiliti (\lyi in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
quality of being indestructible ; incapability of

being destroyed.
1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. iv. 78 There is therefore in

Mercury itself. . the nearest cause or reason of indestructi-

bility. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. x. 261 Proof of the inde-

structibility and victorious power of Christianity, a 1862
BUCKLE Misc. Whs. (1872) 1. 16 To the magnificent doctrine
of the indestructibility of matter, we are now adding . . one
of the indestructibility of force. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat.
Law in Spir. }v

r
. (ed. 2) 236 The philosophical thesis of

the immateriality or indestructibility of the human soul.

Indestructible (indfstra-ktib'l), a. [Lv- 3; see

DESTRUCTIBLE. Cf. F. indestructible (17-1 8th c.).]

That cannot be destroyed ; incapable of destruction.

1674 BOYLE Excell. Theol. I. i. 27 The soul .. is a simple
substance and yet as real a substance as matter itself, which

yet the adversaries affirm to be indestructible. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. II. xxxviii.

g. 480 The individuality of
his [man's] perceptive part rendering it indestructible by all

natural powers. 1794 in G. Adams Nat. <$ Exp. Philos. I.

App. 524 [Carbon] is indestructible byanyagent except fire in

the open air. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 337 The bones,
the most indestructible part of the human frame. i876TArr
Rec. Adv. Phys. Sc., Force (1885) 366 Energy is indestruc-

tible it is changed from one form to another, and so on,
but never alterea in quantity.
Hence Indestru ctibleness, the quality of being

indestructible ; indestructibility. Indestru'ctiWy
adv., in an indestructible way.

INDETERMINATE.

1831 CAKLYLE Sart. Res. II. ii, How indestructibly the

good grows and propagates itself. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby
vn. ii.The indestructibleness of its [the Church's] principles.

1865 Sit/. Rev. ii Feb. 160/2 Their most transient blunders
and follies are embalmed indestructibly in print. 1870 E.
WHITE Life in Christ iv. xxiv. (1878) 378 The thought of
the indestructibleness of the wicked in the fires of hell.

Iiidete'ctable, a. rare. Also -ible. [IN-
3
.]

Not detectable ; incapable of being detected.

1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVII. 98 What was then an excep-
tion, easily checked, has now become an indetectible system.
1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 78 When mixed
even in large quantity with water, [they] are indetectable by
the senses.

Indeterminable (ind/ta-jminab'l), a. (st.)

[ad. L. indelerminabilis (Tertullian) : see DETER-
MINABLE. Cf. F. indeterminable (1753 in Hatz.-

! Darin.).] Not determinable.

\ 1. incapable of being limited or bounded in

! respect of range, number, etc. Obs. rare.

1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. A v, Ther ben ix. vices con-
trari to gentilmen of the wiche v. ben indetermynable and
iiij determynable. The v indetermynable ben theys : oon to
be full of slowthe in his werris [etc.]. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. i. Ad sect. 3 ii His memory is indeterminable and
unalterable, ever remembring to do us good. 1690 LOCKE
Hum. Und. n. xvii. 1 1 Conceiving ourselves to be, as it

were, in the center [of space], we do on all sides pursue
those indeterminable lines of number.
2. Of disputes, difficulties, etc. : Incapable of

being decided or settled.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xvi. 87. 846 In Monarchies
. .where lineal] succession is the rule of inheritance, there
somtimes fal out as great and as indeterminable difficulties,
as where Election designeth the Successor. 1651 HOBBES
Govt. ff Soc. xvii. 27. ^34 The controversies which rise

among them will become innumerable, and indeterminable.

1841 MYERS Catlt. Th. iv. 32. 333 Were the whole question
to be determined by the old Testament alone, it would be at

present for us indeterminable.

3. Incapable of being definitely fixed or ascer-

tained.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. i. 273 As its [the

world's] period is inscrutable, so is its nativity indetermin-
able. 1798 W. MAYOR Brit. Tourists V. 31 Veins of rock
run into the sea to an indeterminable distance. 1881 WEST-
COTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 13 The gain or loss ..

is from the nature of the case indeterminable.

b. Nat. Hist. Of which the species, or place in

classification, cannot be determined.

1848 OWEN in Times ii Nov., Of any large marine nonde-

script or indeterminable monster they [the museums of

Scandinavia] cannot shew a trace.

B. as sb. An indeterminable point or problem.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. i. 340 To condenine

such indeterminables, unto him that demanded on what hand
Venus was wounded, the Philosopher thought it_a

sufficient

resolution to reinquire upon what leg King Philip halted.

Hence Indete'rmlnableness, the quality of

being indeterminable.
In mod. Diets.

Indete'rminably, adv. rare. [In sense i,

f. IN- 3 + DETEKMINABLY
;

in 2, f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

fl. In an indefinite manner: cf.DETERMiNABLYaofe.

1471 FoRTEscuE Wks. (1869) I. 533 Our lordesayde..indif-

finytely or indetermynably that she [woman] shulde be

vnder the power and lordshipp of man.

2. In an indeterminable manner.

1846 WORCESTER, Indeterminacy, in an indeterminable

manner. Dr. Allen.

Indeterminacy, rare. [f. next : see -ACY.]

The quality of being indeterminate ;
want of de-

terminateness or definiteness.

1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Hosea vi. 72 Such an indifferency and

indeterminacy in the manner of working. 1879 THOMSON &
TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 337 The linear transformation ceases

to be wholly determinate ; but the degree or degrees of in-

determinacy which supervene is the reverse of embarrassing.

1892 Nation (N. Y.) 27 Oct. 324/2 Vagueness is an indeter-

minacy in the limits of the application of an idea.

Indeterminate (ind/ta-amin/t), a. (sb.}. [ad.

L. indelermitiat-tis(Te\ia\\ia.rC) : see DETERMINATE.
Cf. F. indetermint (i4th c., Oresme).] Not deter-

mined ;
undetermined.

fl. Not definitely set down; undetermined: cf.

DETERMINATE pa. pple. Obs.

(1391 CHAUCER Astrol. it. 1 17 To knowe the verrey degree
of any maner sterre . . thow he be indeterminat in thin

astralabie.

2. Not fixed in extent, number, character or

nature ; left uncertain as to limits of extent, number,
etc. ; of uncertain size or character ; indefinite, in-

distinct, uncertain.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1334 This indeterminate

and troublesome infinity. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n.
xxyiii.

163 An indeterminate, that is to say, an arbitrary Punish-

ment. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. ill. ii. 9 Numenius..
condemns all those, as not understanding Pythagoras, who
attribute to him the production of the indeterminate Hyle.

1722 WOLLASTON Rflig. Nat. ii. 33 For time, as well as

space, is capable of indeterminate division. 1774 J. BRYANT
Mythol. I. 226 Can we believe that they would . . choose for

a characteristic what was so general and indeterminate ?

1782 MARTYN Geog. Mag. I, 728 Empires of great extent but

indeterminate limits. i8os-i7R. jAMESONCAar. Min. (ed. 3)

109 The eight or nine sided prisms afford only accidental or

indeterminate varieties. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anal. 702
This artery gives off twigs of indeterminate number. 1885

J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. Th. II. 6 Would it be better ..

to blur into an indeterminate mess perception, reasoning,

imagination, passion ?
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INDETERMINATELY.
b. Of statements, thoughts, words, etc. : Not

clear and definite ; wanting in precision ; vague.
1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 498 His account is very inde-

terminate and obscure. 1874 JEVONS Priiic. Sc. I. 49 Some
is an indeterminate adjective ; it implies unknown qualities
. . but gives no hint as to their nature. 1878 C. STANFORD
Sym6. Christ iii. 60 Too often the term '

Angel
'

has for us
a cloudy and indeterminate meaning.

c. Math. Of a quantity : Not limited to a fixed

value or number of values. (Also absol. as sb.)
Of a problem : Having an unlimited number of
solutions.

Indeterminate analysis^ the branch of analysis which
deals with the solution of indeterminate problems ; ntethotl

ofi. coefficients (more properly o/undetermined coefficients),
a method of analysis invented by Descartes; i.egaation,
an equation in which the unknown quantities are indeter-
minate

; /. form, a form consisting of two indeterminate
quantities ; i. series, a series whose terms proceed by the
powers of an indeterminate quantity.
1706 PHILLIPS s.v. Problem, Such an one as is capable of

an infinite number of different solutions. .is. .called an in-
determinate Problem. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet. s. v.

Series, Indeterminate Series is one whose terms proceed
by the powers of an indeterminate quantity x. 1806
Course Math. I. 131 It is obvious . . that questions of this
sort admit of a great variety of answers . . These kinds of
questions are called by algebraists indeterminate or un-
limited problems. 1811-16 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I.

27 No one of them can be indeterminate, or can admit of
innumerable values, otherwise V itself would be indeter-
minate. 1816 tr. Lacrpix's Diff. $ Int. Calculus 143 We
may take the successive differentials, by making those of
the two indeterminates. which are considered as functions
of the third, vary at the same time. 1841 J. R. YOUNG
Math. Dissert, ii. 34 The equation, .becomes indeterminate,
and capable of an infinite number of different values. 1882
MINCHIN Unipl. Kinem. 211 At each of these points the
value of i/i is indeterminate.

A.-Bot.(a) = INDEFINITE 53.; (/,) of aestivation:
see quot. 1880.
1841 BRANDE Diet. Set., Lit. etc., Indeterminate,. .<x\n

a stem is never terminated by a flower, nor has its growth
stopped by any other organic cause. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat.
iv. 2. 134 The aestivation is said to be Open or Indeter-
minate, when the parts do not come into contact in the bud
so as to cover those within. The most familiar case is that
of the petals of Mignonette.
3. Not fixed or established

; uncertain.
1616 BACON Sylva 698 The Insecta haue Voluntarie

Motion . And whereas some of the Ancients haue said, that
their Motion is Indeterminate, and their Imagination In-

SS?
e ' ' W3S

,
ed at Valladol 'd- i84 POF. Marie RogetWks. 1864 I. 233 The period of their rising is, and necessarilymust be indeterminate. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vii. It

[harvest] 'lies all underground, with an indeterminate future
4. Not settled or decided; left doubtful.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 191/2 Indeterminate

is that which is in our Power, and to which part soever it

enclineth, will be true or false. 1678 MARVELL Def. Hmue
Wks. 1875 IV. 201 So it will be too if God be to determine
it, indeterminate till he have determined it. 1781 MARTYN
Geog. Mag. II. 65 This court, where the law is silent or in-
determinate, has a decisive voice. 1878 YEATS Growth
Lomnt. 216 Meanwhile several millions sterling had been
wasted by both companies in indeterminate conflicts.
6. Not determined by motives (regarded as ex-

ternal forces) ; acting freely.

is conceived as emanating from an indeterminate superior.

Indeterminately (indftaumin/tli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] ln an indeterminate manner.
1. Without precision ; indefinitely ; vaguely.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Iviii. 12 To speake indeter-

minately, as it were of a multitude. 1628 T. SPENCER Logkk168 This word some . .doth designe an vniversall, or common
terme indeterminately. 1716 AYI.IFFK Parergon 350 A Libel
is not valid, if the Demand or Petition therein containd be
deduced and set forth indeterminately. 1835 I TAYLOR
Stir. Despot, iv. 166 No writer of the age of Cyprian uses
the words bishop, presbyter, and deacon so indeterminately

-ictedly as ->~ <

deduced and set forth indeterminately. i8 I TAYLOR
Stir. Despot, iv. 166 No writer of the age of Cyprfthe words bishop, presbyter, and deacon so indeten
or so abstractedly as do the

apostles,
t 2. Without specification or selection ; indiffer-

ently. Obs.

1677 HAI.K Prim. Orig. Man. i. iv. 106 Whether we sub-
duct that Number of Ten out of the last Generations of
men, or out of Generations a thousand years since or inde-

jSJ/B&S1" ' the whole Colle 'n fc.J. 1704 NORRISIdeal World 11. m. , so All knowledge must be immediate
or mediate indeterminately, a 1761 LAW Th. Relig HI ii

(R..),
The worst and most dreadful part of the sentence

which denounced death absolutely and indeterminately.
51 \\ ;<!..,, j_^:j: ...it

Uialogo (1612) : the Englis
partially and indefinitely

1

.

*~4* *>R F.WSTER Mart. Sc. v. 81 Galileo's work [in
which) he discusses, indeterminately and firmly, the argu-ments proposed on both sides.

Indete rminateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1 he quality of being indeterminate

; vagueness, in-

defimteness, want of exactness, etc.

To draw, .from ir
r

' - -

A nfus'on to a clari
'}'

and determination.
This

deficiency, in respect

delerm,

879H
termini
ness of the means
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Indetermiuation (indAaimin?'-Jan), [f. IN-
DETERMINATE : see -ATION. Cf. K. indittrminaiion

(1651 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Absence or want of de-
termination

; the fact or condition of being unde-
termined

; nnsettledness.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. I. $ 7. 107 The indetermina-
lion of her [the Virgin's] thoughts was a trouble great as the
passion of her love. 1660 Duct. Dutit. iv. i. i. 5 In
moral and spiritual things, liberty and indetermination are
weakness. 1749 BOLINGBROKE Patriot. 243 His whole man-
agement, .was contrived to keep up a kind of general inde-
termination in the party about the succession. 1838 Blackw.
Mag. XLIV. 545 While this indetermination continues, the
power of choice remains inoperative. 1860 FARRAR Orig.
J.ang. yiii.

166 The earliest languages are marked by exube-
rance, indetermination.

b. The fact of being indeterminate as a quantity,
a problem, or the like.

1789 T. TAYLOR Procluf Comm. II. 32 Such things as are
properly denominated problems ought to avoid indeter-
mination, and not to be of the number of things capable of
infinite variation.

fc. An indeterminate number or quantity. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. x. 4 (1622) 309 All wholes,

all parts, all termes, and alt indeterminations.

Indetermined (indftaumind), a. Now rare.

ff. IN- 3 + DETERMINED///, a.] Not determined,
UNDETERMINED.
1. Not definitely fixed, settled, decided, or ascer-

tained
; having no definite or clearly-marked char-

acter.
i6ii SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. vi. $ 90. 507/1 The Westerne

Princes . . wrapt and knotted in mutual! suspitions and
quarrels mdetermined. 1641 R. GREVILLE (Ld. BROOKE)
Eng. Episc. i. x. 56 Most of their Tenets were so much
indetermined, that scarce any of them knew what he was to
hold and beleeve. 1735-6 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty v. 5The Eternal Height of indetermin'd space ! 1764 REID
Inquiry i. i. 47 The word impression as used by Hume is
for the most part a vague and indetermined expression.
1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 60 What, .has no qualities attributed
to it, though attributable, is said to be indetermined.

t 2. Not determined to a certain course of action.
1618 T. SPENCER Lofick 219 Mans will is a facultie free, and

indetermined vnto one. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone.
Relig. ii. ii. 180 He will become poised between contrary
probabilities, and indetermin'd (as they speak) not knowingon which side to propend. a 1670 RUST Disc. Truth (1682)
190 We have natures so indetermined to what is good.
t 3. Math. = INDETERMINATE 2 c. Obs.
1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 137 Here 'tis

plain, the Question is Indetermined. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen
200-1 Indetermin'd Problems in Algebra. 1743 EMERSON
Fluxions 2 Those Quantities that are continually changing
their Value are called variable or incUtermin'd Quantities.

Iiidetermiiiism (indrtauminiz'm). [f.
IN- 3

+ DETERMINISM (see quot. 1874).] The philo-
sophical theory that human action is not necessarily
determined by motives, but is to some extent free.

INDEX.

(676) 158 To curb and subdue that Clergy that was inde-
voted to him. 1759 Hi'RoDiaf. Retirem. Note (R.), Some
persons indevoted to the excellent chancellor.

Indevotion Jndfrou'Jan). [f. IN- a + DEVO-
TION : cf. K. induction (158^, L. indtvdtio).]
Want of devotion ; indevout feeling or conduct.
I56 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 139 Cese not fro prayer

. . by y reason of suche drynes or indeuocyon. 1614 TADAMS DtvOl Banouet 21 The chilling and killing cold of
our Indevotion. 1649 J E - TAYLOR Ct. Exemp. i. Ad { 8.
116 The example may entice us on a little further, then the
customes of the world or our own indevotions would engage
us. 1756 W. DODD Fasting (ed. 2) n Spiritual vices, such
as.. mdevotion and deadness in prayer. 1866 Ch. Times

praise.jhe prime object of his ministry; the other found
the performance indevotional, and raved that education
should be sacrificed to wretched music.

Indevout (ind/vau-t), a.
[f. Ix-3 + DEVOUT.

(In first quot. trnnsl. L. indfvotus : see INDEVOTE.)]
Not devout, irreverent, irreligious.
<-i4SO tr. De Imitatione HI. xxxviii. 108 pou shall be

founden . . nowdeuoute.now indeuoute (ijoa AncnouifUfc,
vndeuout). 1645 Bp. HALL Remedy Discontents 1 58 Under
which, a praying soulecan no more miscary, then an indevout

??V ,
*?." cn

ioy safe'y- '77? J- BARETTI Joum. to Genoa
III. Ivni. 98 No lady here misses hearing mass every day. .

if she did . . she would be considered as indevout. 1855
MAURICE Learn. % Work. vi. 181 Brought together by what
in our thoughtless, indevout language we call accidents.
Hence Intlevon tly adv., Indevou tness.
1694 KF.TTLF.WELL Comp. Persecuted 48 Thy pure Worshipand Service had been, .carelessly and indevoutly attended

1841 MANNING Serm., Worldly Affect. (1848) I. 68 The in-
devoutness of your present prayers.

Indew, obs. form of ENDUE.
Indewly, variant of INDULY.
Index (i'ndeks), sb. PI. indexes (also 7 in-

dex's) and indices (i-ndisfz). [a. L. index, in-

dic-em, pi. indices, the forefinger, an informer, sign,
inscription, f. in- (Is- 2) + dic- to point out : see
INDICATE. Cf. F. index (i6th c.).
In current use the plural is indieti in senses 8, 9, and

usually in other senses except 5, in which indexes is usual.)
1. The fore-finger : so called because used in

pointing. Now chiefly Anal.
_Also, in Comp. Anat., the corresponding digit of the fore-
limb of a quadruped, or of the wing of a bird.

1398 TRF.VISA Barth. De P. K. v. xxix. (1495) 140 The
seconde fj ngre hygbt Index . . for by hym is moche shewynges
made. 1594 PLAT Jeii'dl-ho. in. 43 The index or forfinger
of your right hand. 16x0 SKELTON Qvix. IV. iv. 27 He . .

clapt the Index of his right Hand upon his Nose and Eye-
brows. 1644 BULWER Chinm. 79 Both the Indexes joyn'd,
and pyramidically advanced. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Ooser-.:
Surf. (1771) 269, I thrust the Index of my Left-Hand into
the Cavity. it*sSforti,ig Mag. XVII. 36 Our hero longed
to have his index upon the trigger. 1844 MRS. BROWNING

'

1874 W. G. WARD in Dublin Ra>. Apr., Mr. Mill.. calls ; Lady Geraldine xxx, And the left hand's index drop'pethms theory determinism'; we will call our own, therefore, i

from tne
l'P.

s upon the cheek. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds-j ..-. ....iiu.!, , wt win i,.in uur uwn, inereiore,
by the name of ' indeterminism '. 1881-3 F. L. PATTON
in Schaff Encycl. Relig. K'nmvl, III. 2525/1 According to
the tenets of iudeterminism, there is no way of having a free
choice, except through an infinite series of choices, or else
through a theory that makes all choices fortuitous 1886
SiDGWlCK Hist. Ethics iv. 250 In Clarke's system . . Inde-
terminism is no doubt a cardinal notion.

Indete'rrnimst. [f. IN- a + DETERMINIST.]
One who holds the doctrine of indeterminism.
1880 W. L. COURTNEY Epicurtis in Hellenic* (1880) 257

Epicurus was not. .an Indeterminist : he was an opponent
of Fatalism, not of Determinism, a i88a T. H. GREEN Prol.
Ethics n. i. (1883) 93 The question commonly debate. 1 . .

between '

determinists
'

and '

indeterminists ';.. whether
there is, or is not, a possibility of unmotived willing.
Indett, obs. form of INDEBT.
t Inde-vil, v. Obs. rare. Also en-, [f. IN- 2

(EN-) + DEVIL sb.] trans. To possess with a devil
;

esp. in pa. pple. Inde-villed.
1604 PARSONS yd Pi. Three Corners. Eng. 279 They were

indeuilled, superdeuilled, and thorowdeuilled. 1611 FLORIO,
Indemoniare, to endiuell, to possesse one with some diuell
or euill spirit. 1614 GEE Foot out of Snare 52 There was
one M. Blewes . . and one M. Fowell . .of whom either were
or seemed to bee indiuelled.

t Indevi rginate, a. Obs. rare. [Is- 3.]
Undeflowered. Alsoyf^-. Unsullied.
1616 CHAPMAN Homer's Hymn to Venus (R.), Pallas, the

seede of gis-bearing Joue ; Who still Hues indeuirginate.

i i. ,

WA""'-'i''HT Ess. * Crit. (1880) 294 Those
plump shoulders, that bosom indevirginate.

Indevoir, obs. Sc. form of ENDEAVOUR v.
t Indevolvibi-lity. Obs. rare 1

. ?f. *in-

devolvibk (f. IN- 3 + DEVOLVE v. + -IBLE) + -ITY.]
Incapability of being devolved on another.
1695 [see INDELEGABILITY].

Indevor, obs. fonn of ENDEAVOUR sb. and v.
t IndevO'te, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. late L. in-
devot-us, (. in- (!N- 3) + devdtus DEVOTE a cf. F
indtvot ( i pth c.).]

= INDEVOUT.
a 174. BENTLEYCW. (1842) I. 7 They give no good account

of the other little book. There are so many of the same
arguments, and so indevote an age.

t Indevo-ted, a. Obs. ff. IN- 3 + DEVOTED a.]Not devoted or attached
; disaffected or disloyal

1647 CLABKNDON Hitt. Reb. n. $ 102 By which husbandry
II the rich families of England . . were exceedingly incensed,and even mdevoted to the Crown, a 1674 Stfrt,. Lrviatk

. .

459 Index..m Birds always the best developed of the digits
of the fore-limb.

2. A piece of wood, metal, or the like, which
serves as a pointer ; esp. in scientific instruments,
a pointer which moves along a graduated scale (or
which is itself fixed while a graduated scale moves
across its extremity) so as to indicate movements
or measurements.
1594 PLAT Jewcll-ho. HI. ii Let there be a sharpe index,

that may point vpon a table of wood. 1613 M. RIDLEY
Magn. Bodies 115 So that his broad Index, .may be set to

point
out the degrees of the altitude of the pole. 1667 R.

TOWNELEY in Phil. Trans. II. 458 Marking above 40,000
Divisions in a Foot, by the help of two Indexes. 1715DESAGUUERS Firet Impr. 121 To know at sight in what
manner the Holes are open . . have an Index which takes
up but little room. 1716 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 263 Having
brought the Place of the Sun to the Meridian, bring the
Index to twelve a Clock. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Index
of a Globe, is a little style fitted on to the north-pole and
turning with it, pointing to certain divisions in the hour-
circle. 1833 J. HOLLAND Klanuf. Metal II. 296 The gradu-
ated arch passes through the loop, until the index on the
edge of the loop is opposite zero. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xxv.
190 The magnet to arrange the index of the thermometer.

b. The arm of a surveying instrument
; an

alidade.

1571 DIGGES Pan/am. G. iij, Laye the line fiducial! of your
index vppon the beginning of the degrees in your Quadrant.
1681 Providence Kec. (1804) VI. 80, 2 sights for sirveiors
worke belonging to an Jndex. 1711 J.JAMES tr. Le Blond's
Gardening Si Two Rulers or Indexes, one immoveable . .

and the other moveable. 1793 SMEATON Edysloiie L. \ 97
To the index of the Theodolite was screwed a ruler. .this
index-ruler being carried horizontally round . . the index
would mark the degree and minute of the circle in which it

is placed. 1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 54 An, index,
which is a brass two-foot scale, with either a small telescope,
or open sights set perpendicularly on the ends. These
sights and one edge of the index are in the same plane, and
that is called the fiducial edge of the index.

3. The hand of a clock or watch ; also, the style
or gnomon of a sun-dial. Now rare.

1594 BI.UNDEVIL F.xerc. in. H. x.( 1636) 390 Untill the Index
do justly touch the

prick
ofsome perfect noure. 1613 FEATLY

Fisher catch'd O ij ,
No man can perceiue the index in a

Watch, or finger in a Diall to wagge or stirre. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 324 If I should see a curious
Watch . . and should observe the exact disposition of the
Spring, the String, the Wheels, the Ballance, the Index.
1817 T. L. PRACOCK Melinconrt xxxii, There was a sun-dial



INDEX. 203 INDEX.
in the centre of the court ; the sun shone on the brazen

plate, and the shadow of the index fell on the line of noon.
1822 IMISON St.: $ Art I. 87 The showing the time is con-
trived by the motion of the indices or hands on the dial-plate.

fig. 1635 SWAN Spec. J/. ii. 2 (1643) 31 The Sunne (who
is the Index of time, by whose revolution we account for

years). 1742 YOUNG Nt. T/t. ix. 1324 Pointing out Life's

rapid, .flight, With such an Index fair, as none can miss.

b. slang. The nose (cf. GNOMON i c) ;
or ?

* the

face
'

(Farmer ; cf. DIAL sb. 6 c).

1817 Sporting Mag. L. 53 He put in a sharp blow on the

bridge of Randall's nose, so that it pinked the index of

Paddy in an instant. 1818 Ibid. (N. S.) II. 280 The handy
work of Martin upon his opponent's index was now apparent.
1828 EGAN Finish to Tout <y Jerry 48 (Farmer) Kind-
hearted Sue ! Bless her pretty index. [Cf. 4b, quot. 1616.]

4. That which serves to direct or point to a par-
ticular fact or conclusion ; a guiding principle.
1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. i. 103 Lest when my lisping

fuiltie
Tongue should hault, My Lookes might prove the

ndex to my Fault. 1640 LAUD Let. to Chas. /in Bihlioth.

Keg. 41 This is the only index to us whereby that the bless,

ing of God is present with you. 1747 Scheme Equip. Men
of War 26 His Services would be indexes denoting his

Merit, c 1750 SHENSTONE Elegies ii. 36 And readers call their

lost attention home Led by that index where true genius
shines. 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus viii. (1831) 76 His
uniform being black, he needed no other index than his pale
and mournful countenance to announce that he was chief
mourner. 1859 HOLLAND Gold F. i. 13 The proverbs of a
nation furnish the index to its spirit and the result of its

civilization. 1888 BHYCE Amer. Commw. II. xxxviii. 5.-

They [amendments] are so instructive . . as an index to

present tendencies of American democracy. 1889 Nature
19 Sept., One of the first indices to the solution of the

question lies in the situation of the oil-bearing regions.
b. A sign, token, or indication <?/" something.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 151 The square and flat

Nose is the best signe and index thereof. 1616 R. C. Times
Whistle ii. 632 Man is to man a subject of deceite ;

And that olde saying is vntrue ' the face Is index of the
heart '. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. in. 193 Diodorus saith

that Isis was wont to appear by night and to inject dreams
. . giving manifest indices of her presence. 1779 J. MOORE
f'iVw Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xtii. 363 A sensible manly counten-
ance, .the true index of hischaracter. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
211 A raised beach is therefore an index of elevation of the

land. 1887 STEVENSON Misadv. J. Nicholson i. 3 His son's

empty guffaws., struck him with pain as the indices of a
weak mind.

5. f a. A table of contents prefixed to a book, a
brief list or summary of the matters treated in it,

an argument ; also, a preface, prologue, Obs. b.

An alphabetical list, placed (usually) at the end of a

book, of the names, subjects, etc. occurring in it,

with indication of the places in which they occur.

One work may have several indexes, e. g. an index of
names of persons and places, of subjects, of words, etc. For
these the Latin phrases index nominum, locorjtm^ rerum,
vcrboruin are often employed as headings.
[1578 LYTE Dodoens (heading), Index Latinorum noininum.

Ibid., Index appellationum et noinenclaturarum omnium
Stirpium [etc.]. Ibii.^ The Englishe Table conteyning
the names and syruames [etc.]-] 1580 FLEMING in Baret's
Ah. Aaaaj, Which words, though expressed in this Index,
are notwithstanding omitted . . in this Aluearie. Ibid.

Nnnn ij (/leading), A briefe note touching the ProuerbiuH
Index. lbid.

t
Such Prouerbes as we haue . . reduced into

an Abecedarie Index or Table, a *593 MARLOWE Hero <y

Leand, \\. 129 As an index to a book. So to his mind was

young Leander's look. 1604 SHAKS. OtJt. ii. i. 263 An
Index and obscure prologue to the History of Lust. 1606

Tr. 9t Cr. i. iii. 343 In such Indexes, although small

prickes To their subsequent Volumes [etc.]. 1632 MASSIN-
CER & FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, The index tells us the

contents of stories, and directs to the particular chapters.

1699 BENTLEY/^W. Pref. 79 No Learning..no Knowledge
in Books, except Index's and Vocabularies. [1750-1 JOHN-
SON Let. to Richardson 9 Mar. in Boswell, I wish you would
add an index rerum, that when the reader recollects any
incident, he may easily find it.] 1858 CAHLYLE Fredk. Gt.

' i- 3. 9 Books.. which want all things, even an Index.

[1888 Athenxnm 28 Jan. 112/3 The Royalist Composition
Papers . . of which Mr. Phillimore supplies a capital index

nominutn.}
Jig. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xviii. 57 He became as a very

profitable
Index to the family, to call to minde what they

Had learned. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 71 God hath

appointed .. all the labors of Nature, as a kind of Indices

to this great Volume of the World, a 1680 BUTLER Rent.

(1759) II. 188 He is but an Index of Things and Words,
that can direct where they are to be spoken with, but no
further.

f* c. A reference list. Obs.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comnt. 209 Some men of very

great Commerce and trading keep a Kalender, Register, or

an Alphabeticall Index, of the names of Men, Wares, Ships.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 12 The master employed him
to make an alphabetical index of all the verbs neuter.

6. spec, (short for Index librorum prohihiloruni).
The list, published by authority, of books which
Roman Catholics are forbidden to read, or may
read only in expurgated editions.

Rules for the formation of such an Index (Regulse Indicts}
were formulated by the Council of Trent, in accordance with
which an Index libroritm prohthitorum (Index of prohibited
books) was published by authority of Pius IV in 1564, and,
with an Appendix, by Clement VIII in 1596 ; new editions,

augmented with the names of later authors and books, have
been published from time to time down to the present. This
is the official

' Index '. In its current form, it is a list, not

only of works entirely prohibited to the faithful, but also of

works not to be read, unless or until they are corrected (nisi
or donee corrigantur) ; in the case of the latter, the portions
to be deleted or altered are sometimes indicated.

(In first quot., short for Index expurgatorius '. see b.)

1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 90 L. Vives..when lie

telletn tales out ofScnoole, the good mans tongue is shortned,
and their Index purgeth out that wherewith hee seeketh to

purge their leaven. 1640 SIK E. DntNG<S/.Mtc$f. 23 Nov.
iii. 7 The Roman Index is better then are our English
Licences. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirkc 10 We seem to have
got an Expurgatory Press, though not an Index. 1791-1823
DISRAELI Cur. Lit,, Licensers ofPress, The simple Index is

a list ofcondemned books which are never to be opened. 1839
[see CONGREGATION 10]. 1857 CHURCH Misc. Irrii. (1891) I.

79 They [Montaigne's Essays] were .. put in the Index.
1886 FARRAR Hist. Interpret. 320 His [Erasmus's] Collo-

quies were burnt in Spain and put on the Index at Rome.
fig. 1882 Spectator 7 Oct. 1289 She . . read by stealth

Shakespeare, at that time on the Index of a religiously
narrow village opinion.

b.
||
Index expurgatoritts (Lat.), Expitrgatory

Index
)
an authoritative specification of the passages

to be expunged or altered in works otherwise per-
mitted. Also transf. and_/?^.
The Regnlie of the Council of Trent provided for the ex-

purgation of such books, and in accordance therewith an
Index Expurgatorius was printed at Antwerp, under the

authority of Philip II, in 1571 (reprints of which are referred
to in quot. 161 1), another under the authority of the Inquisitor
General Quiroga at Madrid jn 1584 (see quot. 1625*, and
others with the same or similar titles in various Roman
Catholic states. A bull of Sixtus V v 1585-90) also authorized
the Cardinals chosen to deal with prohibited books to prepare
'

indices expurgatorios '. Such a work on a large scale was
commenced at Rome 1607 (Bergamo 1608), with the title
'

Indicis librorum expurgandorum in studiosorum gratiam
confecti Tonius L, in quo 50 auctorum libri pra: catteris

desiderati emendantur, per F.Jo. Mariam Brasichell., Sacri

Palatii Apostol. Magistrum '. This (which never proceeded
beyond the first volume) is the work referred to in quot.
1620. (See, on the whole

subject,
Rev. J. Mendham Account

of the Indexes^ both prohibitory and expurgatory,-^^^
Literary Policy of the Church of Rome, 1830 and 1844).
In English use, the name Index Expurgatorius has often

been applied to the Index librornm prohibitoruin (cf. quot.
1845), especially in transf. and fig. uses.

1611 CORVAT Crudities 521 The Index expurgatorins
printed at Geneua and Strasbourg. 1620 BRENT tr. SarpCs
Counc. Trent (1676) 875 In the year 1607, they printed in

Rome with publick authority, a Book intituled Index Ex-
purgatorius. 1625 USSHER AfUW, to Jesuit 513 Their old

Expurgatory Index . . set out by Cardinall Quiroga. 1691
T. BROWNE Keas. Mr. Uttrs, etc. 13 (Stanf. > To prevent,
Sir, all storms that might have issued from that quarter,
I presently set me up an Index expurgatorins. 1788 H.
WALPOLE Remin. v. 42, I acquainted him with it . . why he
had been put into the queen's Index expurgatorins. 1845
THACKEKAY Pict Gossip in Misc. Ess. 11885) 260 Knowing
well that Frascrs Magazine is eagerly read at Rome, and
not.. excluded in the Index E.vpnrgatorius.

f7. a. Music. = DIRECT sb. 2. Obs.

1597 MOKLEY Introd. Mus. 20 Phi. What is that which

you
haue set at the end of the Verse? Ma. It is called an

Index or director: for looke in what place it standeth, in

that place doth the first note of the next Verse stand. 1869
NUTTALL Diet. Sci. Terms 189 Index .. in music, a cha-
racter or director at the end of a stave to direct to the first

note of the next stave.

i8b. ? Obs.b. Printing. =
1727 W. MATHER l'. Matfs Conip. 38 Index is a Note

like a Hand, with the Forefinger pointing out at something
that is remarkable, thus, S". 1807 CRABBE Library 186 Till

every former note and comment known, They mark'd the

spacious margin with their own J Minute corrections proved
their studious care ; The little index, pointing, told us where.

8. Math. a. Alg. A number or other symbol
placed above and to the right of a quantity to denote
a power or root : = EXPONENT 2 a.

An integral index^
as in x 2

,
denotes a power ;

s.fractional

index, as in -ri, a root ; a negative index, the reciprocal of
~

Course Math. I. 163 So 3 is the index of the cube or 3d
power, and .. J is the index of the cube root. 1859 BARN.
SMITH Arith, $ Algebra (ed. 6) 198 The figures 2, 3, .. ta

t

denoting the number of factors which produce the powers,
ate called Indices.

fb. The integral part, or characteristic, of a

logarithm. Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) s. v., In Logarithmical Arithmetick
Index is that which represents the distance of the first

figure of any whole number from Unity. 1727-41 CHAM-
IIERS Cycl., Index, in arithmetic, is the same with what is

otherwise called the characteristic, or exponent of a loga-
rithm. 1795 HUTTON Math. Diet. II. 46/1 The Index is

also called the Characteristic of the Logarithms, and is

always an integer, either positive or negative, or else = o.

1828 J. H. MOORE Pract. Namg. (ed. 20) 25 Whatever index

you make represent unity, omit it in the sum of the indices.

c. Applied to the number which is characteristic

of a particular member, or group of members, of

a class of geometrical or algebraical concepts ; as

the index of a point, line, or plane, relatively to a

quadric surface. Discriminantal iwtex : see Dis-
CEIMINANTAL.
9. In various sciences, a number or formula ex-

pressing some property, form, ratio, etc. of the thing
in question.

a. Optics. Index of refraction or refractive
index (of a medium), the ratio between the sines

of the angles of incidence and refraction of a ray
of light passing from some medium (usually air)

into the given medium.

a power, as .r~-= unity divided by x 2
.

1674 JEAKE Arit/t. (1696) 191 Mark their Indices, or ho
many degrees the Number you would produce is removed
from the Root, as whether it be second, third, fourth, etc.

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iii. 279 Algebraic Signs for

Addition, Subtraction, Indexes, Coefficients, 18x0 HUTTON

1829 Hand-hk. Nat. Pkilos.
t Optus ii. 4 The number

'3361 which regulates the refraction of water, is called its

index, or exponent, or co-efficient of refraction, and some-
times its refractive power. 1871 TYNUALL Fragm. Sc. (1879)
I. xi. 340 The media must possess different refractive

indices.

b. In Craniometry^ A formula expressing the

ratio of one diameter or other dimension of the

skull to another, as alveolar or basilar, cephalic,

facial, gnathie, nasal> orbital, vertical index. Also,

generally, in Anthropometry ,
The ratio of two

dimensions of an organ or part to each other.
1866 HUXLEY Preh. Rem. Caithn. 83 The term cephalic

index . . indicates the ratio of the extreme transverse to the
extreme longitudinal diameter of a skull, the latter measure-
ment being taken as unity. 1882 QUAIN Anat. (ed. 9) I. 82
The proportion of this [the height of the skull] to the length
..is the index of height. IJ>id. 83 The nasal index of Broca.
Ibid. t The orbital index is the ratio of the vertical height
of the base of the orbit to the transverse width.

c. Cryst. Each of the three (or, in Bravais'

notation, four) whole numbers which define the

position of a face of a crystal.
1868 DANA Min. Introd. 28 Miller.. uses the letters //, /, A;

as '

indices' referring to the axes. 1878 GURNEY Crystallogr.
18 The three numbers //, A; and / are called the indices of
the plane, and the three together hkl is called its symbol.
1895 STORY-MASKELYNK Crystallogr. 472 The introduction
of the fourth index [in Bravais' notation].

d. Dynamics. Index of friction ,
the coefficient

of friction : see COEFFICIENT 2 b.

1O. attrib. and Comb., as index-face, -maker,
-making, -map, -plate, -point',

-ruler \ also index-
arm = sense 2 b

;
index constituency, a con-

stituency in which the result of an election is con-

sidered a good indication of the state of parties in

the country; index-correction, a correction for

index-error; index-digit = sense i
; index-errorj

the constant error in the reading of a mathema-
tical instrument, due to the zero of the index not

being exactly adjusted to that of the limb
; index-

fiuger, (a]
^ sense J, (b}

= sense 2; index-gauge,
a measuring instrument in which the distance be-

tween the measuring-points is shown by an index ;

index-glass, a mirror at the fixed point of the

index-arm in an astronomical or surveying instru-

ment, from which the light is icilected to the hori-

zon-glass; index-hand senses 2 and 3; index-

hunter, one who acquires information by consult-

ing indexes; so index-hunting; index-know-
ledge, index-learning, information gained by
means of indexes, superficial knowledge ; index
law (Alg?) : see quot. 1859; index machine, a
machine for fancy-weaving, being a modification

of the Jaccjuard loom
; index-pip, a miniature in-

dication of the denomination of a playing-card,

placed in the left-hand corner for convenience in

sorting ;
index-raker- index-hunter*

1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDEN Astron. 92 The 'index-arm
carries the index-glass. 1888 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 4/1
Aston Manor is not only a Midland constituency, but it is

emphatically an *index constituency. 1843-55 OWEN Anat.
Vertebr. (L.), The Pottos . . offer an anomaly, in the fore-

hand, by the stunted phalanges of the *index digit. 1851-9
AIRY in Man. Sci. Enq. i The *index-error of the sextant
must be carefully ascertained. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's
Pocket Bk, v, (ed. 2) 152 Taking the angles off and on the

arc, adding them together, and dividing by 2, gives an
angle free of index error. 1664 BUTLER Ihtd. u. iii. 284
Quote Moles and Spots, on any place O' th' body, by the
*Index-face. 1849 THACKEKAV Pcndennis II. i, Jeames
simply pointed with his *index finger to the individual.

1875 ROUTLEDGE Discov. (1876) 12 The index-finger and
graduated scale are seen, protected by a glass plate. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XI, III. 390 The "index-glass being bent by
the brass frame that contains it. 1828 J. H. MOORE Pract.
Navig. (ed. 20) 152 If the arch seen direct, together with
its reflected image, appear to be in one line, the Index-glass
is truly adjusted. 1742 POPE Dune. iv. 140 A Spectre rose,
whose *index-hand Held forth the yjrtue of the dreadful
wand. 1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. viii. 53 The index-hand
of the sidereal clock. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. xlii. (1779)
II. 57 He rated him in his own mind as a mere *index-
hunter. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. xii. 381 Mr. B. declares more
than once, that he despises the mean Employment of

"Index-hunting, 1859 BOOLE Different. Equations 373 The
*index law, expressed by the equation >tt* m*' = ttz*

+
. 1728

PO^E Dune. i. 279 How *index-learning turns no student

pale, Yet holds the eel of science by the tail. 1831 MA-
CAULAY Johnson Misc. 1860 II. 273 Starving pamphleteers
and *index-makers. 1869 DUNKIN Midn. Sky i The assist-

ance of the corresponding *index-maps. 1899 Let.fr. T. De
La Rue fy Co., [For these] Playing Cards, the proper term
is

' with *index-pips '. 1825 J. N ICHOLSQN Oferat, Mec/tam'c

526 A change of place in the *index-point on the graduated
arch or *index-plate. 1676 R. DIXON Two Testam. To Rdr.

15 Not stuffing my Margin, as *Index-Rakers do, with

Quotations of Divines, Philosophers, Lawyers, Historians,
etc. 1793

*Index-ruler [see 2 b above].

Index (i-ndeks), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To furnish (a book, etc.) with an index.

1720 Wodrwo Corr. (1843) H. 522 Since the Letters are
not indexed, I cannot point out all the places, a 1832 SCOTT
in Lockkart xvii, There were always huge piles of materials
to be arranged, sifted, and indexed. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling
H. ii. (1872) 103 Sterling's Letters . . a large collection of
which now lies before me, duly copied and indexed. 1885
Law Times LXXIX. 159/1 The contents are exceedingly
well indexed.
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INDEXED
b. To furnish (the parts

of a diagram
1

with

different symbols to facilitate identification in the

accompanying description.

1894 Harper's Mag.tAu. 552/1 The accompanying diagram
of an abstract flower, the various parts being indexed.

2. To enter (a word, name, etc.) in an index.

1761 Dfscr. S. Carolina Pref, Every material Fact or

Circumstance in this Description is indexed under its proper
Head. 1848 prater's Mag. XXXVIII. 364 In many German
universities the Amber Witch was indexed as a criminal

law book.

8. To place on the Index: see INDEX sb.6.

I79i-i83 D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit., Licensers ofPress, While
the Catholic crossed himself at every title, the heretic would

purchase no book which had not been indexed.

4. To serve as an index of, to indicate. Also to

index out, to point out.

1788 BURNS His face -with smile 4 High as they hang with

creaking din To index out the Country Inn. 186* R. H.
PATTERSON Ess. Hist, ft Art 350 These changes indexed
the general turning of the European intellect from Mind to

'

Matter, and from Man to Nature. 1885 Century Mag.
XXIX. 683/2 A slender, bony negro-man ; whose iron-gray
wool and wrinkled face indexed bis age at near seventy years.

Hence I ndexinjf vol. so. Also I ndezer, one

who compiles an index.

1856 WEBSTER. Indexer. 188* FURNIVALL Forewords to

E. E. Wilts 16 May all opprest Indexers hav the like sweet
consolement ! 1887 Athenseum 21 May 667/2 The exhaus-
tive indexing of at least a hundred selected authors. 1887
Sat. Rev. 24 Sept. 418/2 The classifier and indexer of natural

objects.

Indexed (rndekst), ///. a.
[f.

INDEX v. or sb.

+ -ED.]
1. Furnished with or having an index

;
entered in

an index.

1871 Daily News 27 Apr. 3/4 In addition to his indexed

ledger, the warder has a large scrap-book.
2. Her. Having a book-marker in it.

1885 Burke's Peerage 310 [Arms of Sir J. Conroy, bart.]

Azure, an ancient book, open, indexed, edged or, a chief
embattled of the last

Indexical (inde'ksikal).o. [irreg.
f. INDEX sb.

+ -ICAL.] a. Arranged like an index, b. Relat-

ing or pertaining to an index, o. Of the nature of

an index or indication.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1866 R. W. SMALL (title) The Carrier's

Indexical Ready Reckoner. 1884 American VIII. 267
Lists of indexes and indexical works. 1893 Nation (N, Y.)

it May 350/3 Indexical defects are so common that the

reviewer is in danger of becoming hardened to their serious-

ness. 1897 Harper s Mag. Apr. 744 This is
very

tame be-

side the idiomatic Spanish in which it was said, but it is

indexical.

So Inde'zioally adv., in the manner of an index,

alphabetically.
1728 SWIFT Let. to Pope 16 July, I would have the names

of those scriblers printed indexically at the beginning or

end of the poem.
Indexless (i-ndeksles), a. [f. INDEX .-/<. -r

-LESS.] Having no index.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vn. viii. II. 272 The date, in

these indexless Books, is blown away again. 1889 Sat. Rev.

31 Aug. 250/2 Few writers are so indexless in all editions as

Hazlitt. 1893 E. COUES in Hist. Lriuis <y Clark Exp. I.

p. cxxv, There ought to be a law against indexless books.

Hence I ndeilessuess.
1888 Amer. Naturalist Feb. 174 Certainly no reader of

the last year's volume of the Gazette can complain, in Car-

lylean phrase, of its
'

indexlessness '.

Indexte'rity. rare. [f. IN- '> + DEXTERITY :

cf. F. indexteriie (Littre'), It. indesterila(V\ono).'\
Want of dexterity ;

awkwardness.
1611 FLORIO, Itutfstcrita, indexteritie, vnaptnesse. 1647

M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. Ep. Ded. 9 The Husband-
man, whose Indexterity hath reaped this sorrie Crop. 1670
G. H. ///'*/. Cardinals n. MI. 178 His weakness and index-

terity in politick affairs. 1809 Academy 19 Aug. 175/2 His

indexterity of execution no less disqualifies him.

I Inde-xtrous, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- a.]

Void of dexterity ; clumsy, awkward.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Contpit. ix. 329, I have often ob-

served . . an indextrous way of making an Issue.

Indeyne, variant of INDEIGN, Obs.

Indi-. Client, [f. L. Indus, as root ofindicuat,

indigo.] A combining element used in naming
substances derived from or related to indigo : e. g.

indifulvin, indirubin,

India (i'ndia). [a. L. India, a. Or. 'Irtia, f.

'Ivoot the (river) I ndus, a. Pers. hind, OPers. ( Achne-

menian) hifld'u, Zend liendu, Skr. sindhii
'

river ',

spec, the river Indus
;
hence the region of the

Indus, the province Sindh ; gradually extended by
Persians and Greeks to all the country east of the

Indus. OE. had India from L. ; but the ME. form
from Fr. was Ynde, Inde, IND (cf. Afric), now
archaic and poetic; the early i6th c. adaptation
of L. was Indie, TNDY (cf. Italy, Germany], of

which the pi. INDIES is still in use. The current

use of India appears to date from the 1 6th c., and

may partly reflect Spanish, or Portuguese usage.]
1. A large country or territory of southern Asia,

lying east of the river Indus and south of the

Himalaya mountains (in this restricted sense also

called Hindustan : see HINDUSTANI) ; also ex-

tended to include the region further cast (Farther

204

or Further India), between this and China. See
also EAST INDIA.
c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. ( 6 Diet sint India \Cott. MS.

Indea] gemacro . . Indus sco ea be westan, and seo Reade SJB
be suban. .. On I mica londe is xliiii bcoda. Ibid, 10 Of
fcem beorjum be mail hset Caucasus. .|>a be be norban India
sindon. 1519 Intcrl. Four tet.

t This quarter is India
minor And tnis quarter India major The lande of prester
lohn. 1576 EDEN (title} Decade of Voyages. The Naviga.
tion and Voyages of Lewes Verlomanus . . to the regions of
Arabia . . East India, both within and without the Ganges.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage 11614) 452 Under the name of
India, heere we comprehend all that Tract between Indus
. .on the West, unto China Eastward. 1663 BUTLER Hud.
l. ii. 283 He spoused in India, Of noble house, a lady gay.
1783 BURKE Sp. E. 1. BittWks. IV. 7 If we are not able to
contrive some method of governing India well. 1818 MILL
Brit. India (1826) V. 533 The same barefaced disregard of
truth, which always characterized the natives of India.

1 2. Formerly applied to America, or some parts
of it : see quots., and cf. INDIES, WEST INDIES.
(Mostly reproducing Spanish or Portuguese usage.)
1553 EDEN (title) A treatyse of the newe India, with other

new Tounde landes and Ilandes .. after the description of
Sebastian Munster. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 451
The name of India, is now applied to all farre-dlstant

Countries, not in the extreeme limits of Asia alone ; but
even to whole America, through the errour of Columbus . .

who . . in the Westerns world, thought that they had met
with

Ophir,
and the Indian Regions of the East. Ibid. 786 It

[Chololla] was the Citie of most devotion in all I ndia . . Eight
leagues from Chololla is the hill Popocatepec, or smoaKe-
hill. 1760-7* tr. Juan 9f Vlloa's Voy. S. Amer. (ed. 3) II.

243 An idea of the fertility of this country . . a live beast . .

may lie purchased fur four dollars ; a price vastly beneath
that in any other part of India.

1 3. //.
= INDIES. Obs.

1513 St. Papers Hen. VIII, VI. 193 Golde. .browghl hilhir

from the Indias. 1548 HALL Citron., Hat. VI11, 125 By the
labor . . of us only 1 ortyngales, the trade to the . . Indias

[was] fyrst sought and found. 1604 T. WKIGHT Passions
vi. 333 In every place, as in the Indiaes . . the vse of many
seemeth to take away all abuse.

1 4. Used allusively for a source of wealth. O6s.

1613 J. MAY Dcclar. Est. Clothing i. 2 No kingdome what-
socuer can speake so happily of this benefit [wool] .. it may
be rightly called, The English India.

6. Short for India silk, paper, etc. : see 6.

1711-13 STEELE Guardian No. 10 r 5 Celia, whose wrap-
ping-gown is not right India. i8iaH. &].SmmKfj.AJitr.,
ftteatrf 104 Where Spitalfields with real India vies. 1885
Daily News 21 Dec. 4/4 This celebrated . . plate, now ready
for issue, signed, India remarquc.
6. attrib. Belonging or relating to India, Indian ;

esp. in names of fabrics or other commodities im-

ported from India, as India cloth, cotton, cracker,

goods, lake, matting, muslin, satin, silk, etc. ; also,
of or belonging to the East India Company, or to

the British Indian Empire or government, as India

bonds, stock, etc. ; (East and West) India Docks,
docks in East London, formerly appropriated to

vessels trading with the East and West Indies;
t India House, the office of the East India

Company in London; India ink (see INDIAN

INK) ;
India Office, that department ofthe British

Government which deals with Indian affairs ; India
proof = India paper proof: see INDIA PAPER i

;

India red = Indian red (see INDIAN A. 4 a) ;

t India wood, a name for log-wood. See also

INDIA PAPER, RUBBER.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. I. i. His money, which he had
laid out in Bank stock and 'India bonds. 1817 RAFFLES
Java (1830) 1. 243 The import and export of.. "India
cloths, 1770 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 413 Those paper matches
which the Chinese put into those little squibs, which go
by the name of Mndia crackers. 1773 GOLDS.M. Stoops to

Cong. II. i, Left me by my uncle, the 'India director. 1837
Penny Cycl. IX. 45 The East "India Docks . . are situated
at Hlackwall, below the entrance to the West India Docks.
1848 DICKENS Doml-cy ix, Captain Cuttle lived . . near the
India Docks. 1837 Lett. Jr. Madras ^1843) 95 So, "India-

fashion, we took mm in to do the best we could for him.

1711 E. COOKK I'oy. S. Sea 361 Laden with rich 'India
Goods. 1704 W. WOODFALL (title) A Sketch of a Debate at
the 'India House. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits x. 165 Scan-
dinavian Thor .. sits down at a desk in the India House.
1658 W. SANDERSON Craphice 80 The Colour Crimson is

most difficult to worke . . therefore instead of that, use Mndia
Lake or Russet. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Triuti; 'India-mal-

ting, grass or reed mats, made . . from Papyrus corymbosns.
1885 Daily AVwj 21 Dec. 4/5 Tea and Mndia merchants.
Ibid. 32 Sept. 2/1 Industrious at the Mndia Office. 1895
Ibid. 26 Feb. 6/3 Mndia Pale Ale is so called because it was
originally made solely with a view to the climate of the
East Indies. 1731 J. PEELE H'ater-Colours 42 "India-Red
. . is helpful for a back Ground. 1769 tiiie An Address
to the Proprietors of Mndia Stock. 1809 R. LANCFORU
Introd. Trade 57 India stock . . is the capital of the East
India Company, and is placed under the management of
a Court of Directors. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis II. vii,

Three stars in India Stock to her name, begad ! 1800
Asiatic Ann. Reg. t

Hist. Ind. 2/1 Hence the mariners em-
ployed in the Mndia trade became confident in their skill.

1797-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
*India Wood, .is taken out of the

heart of a large tree growing plentifully in the isles of

Jamaica, Campeche, &c.

Indiademed (indsi-ademd),///. a. [Is-i or 2
;

cf. endiaJem (EN- pre/.
1 i b).] Set in a diadem.

1805 Sol'THEV Ma tec I. vii, Whereto shall that be liken'd ?

to what gem Indiadem'd, what flower, what insect's wing ?

t Indi-al, v. Obs. rare- '.
[f. IN-

2 + DIAL ib.]
trans. To record or exhibit on a dial.

INDIAN.

1648 EARL WESTMORELAND Olia Sacra (1879) 156 The
Sun-beams steady Fire, with the Aire Of the inconstant
winds Indiall'd are.

Indiaman (i-ndiama-n). PI. -men. [f. INDIA
-t- MAN, as in man of war, etc.] A ship engaged
in the trade with India

; spec, a ship of large ton-

nage belonging to the East India Company.
>79 (see EAST INDIA). 1711 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sett 452

The^ Donegal India-Man gave us seven, which we all re-

man. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 323 From time to
time valuable Indiameu fell into their bands.

Indian (i-ndian), a. and sb. Also 5 Yndeen,
6 Indyan, 7 Indean. [f. INDIA : cf. -Aic.l

A. adj. 1. Belonging or relating to India, or
the East Indies, or to the British Indian Empire ;

native to India.

Formerly, sometimes, more vaguely = Oriental, Asiatic.

1667 MILTON P. L. in. 436 Toward the Springs Of Ganges
or Hydaspes, Indian streams. 1734 SALE koran Prelim.
Disc, f i Alexander the Great, alter his return from his
Indian expedition. 1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 57 F 11
Of China . . the Emperor and other Indian monarchs. 1839
Lett. fr. Alatirat (1843) 283 That is the grand Indian sorrow

the necessity of parting with one's children. 1881 Garden
ii Mar. 171/1 The unrivalled collection of Indian Rhodo-
dendrons in the temperate house at Kew. 1893 ANNA
BUCKLAND Our Nat. Inst. 109 The Indian Budget is brought
into the English House of Commons every year and sub-
mitted to its approval.

b. Of Indian manufacture, material, or pattern.
1673 DRYDEN Marr. A fa Mode in. i. Wks. 1883 IV. 304

That word shall be mine too, and my last Indian gown thine
for 't. 1715 Land. Gas. No. 5367/4 Robert Sutton . . Indian
Gown-Seller. 18*5 HUNK Every-day Bk. \. 967 Flowered
Indian gowns, formerly in use with schoolmasters. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Dcr. .\.\i, An Indian shawl over her arm.
2. Belonging or relating to the race of original

inhabitants of America and the West Indies. (Cf.
INDIA 2, INDIES i.

N Indian house, a wigwam.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 10 (That which now

no I ngle wants) Indian Tobacco. 1634 Relat.Ld. Baltimore's
Plant. (1865) 17 The Indian houses are all built heere in a
long halfe Ouall. 1637'!'. MORTON A'ewnf. Canaan (1883)
198 A small sized CholTe that eateth the Indian mnisze. 1657
R. LICON Bureattoes (1673) 55 This Indian Maid, .fell in love
with him, and hid him close from her Countrymen. 1716 B.
CHURCH Hist.

P/tilif's
War (1867) II. 112 In ranging the

Woods found several I ndian-houses, their fires being just out,
but no Indians. 1708 I. ALLEN Hist. Vermont 34 To give an
Indian whoop and raise their ambuscade. 1855 LONGF.
Hiaw. Introd. 86 Listen to this Indian Legend, To this Song
of Hiawatha ! 1888 M. A. GREEN Springfield (Mass.) 3 It

was, in fact, an Indian trail centre.

3. Made of Indian corn or Maize, as Indian bread

(see also 4 b), Indian meal, Indian dumpling.
1635 Mass. Col. Rec. (1853) I. 140 Noe person whatsoeuer

shall from henceforth transport any Indcan come or meale

167. SIR W.
(1858) II. 45

Who, at our setting out, laughed at my provision of Indian-
meal. 1751 J. BAKTRAM Opsert: Trav. Pcnnsyly., etc. 60
Last of all was served a great bowl, full of Indian dump.

out of this jurisdiccon, till the nexte harvest. .

TALBOT in F. L. Hawks Hist. N. Carolina (1858) II. 45
Who, at our setting out, laughed at my provision of Indian-
meal. 1751 J. BAKTRAM Opsert: Trav. Pcnnsyly., etc. 60
Last of all was served a great bowl, full of Indian

lings, of new soft corn, cut or scraped off the ear. 1775
Connect. Col. Rec. (1890) XV. 16 Half a pint of rice or a
pint of indian meal. 1897 WILLIS Man. Flower. Plants II.

395 The grain (of maize) is made into flour, Indian meal.

4. In names of various natural and artificial pro-
ducts a. of India or the East Indies (sense i), or
so originally supposed : Indian almond, a large
tree ( Terminalia Calappa), the seeds of which re-

semble almonds
; f Indian ass, a fabulous animal

like a unicorn
;
Indian berry = COCCULUS INDICUS,

or the plant \Anamirta Coccttlits) which yields this
;

Indian blue, a name for indigo (cf. INDY blue) ;

Indian cane, a name for the Bamboo; Indian
club, a heavy club shaped somewhat like a large
bottle, for use hi gymnastic exercises

; hence/rf/a-
clu'bber; fIndian cock, an old name for the turkey
(cf. cock of Ind, COCK sb.l 10, F. coq d'Inde, and

synonymous names in other European languages :

prob. by some confusion ; the bird being a native
of North America) ; Indian crocus, a name for

the dwarf orchids of the subgenug Pleione (genus
Ccelogyne^, having large bright-coloured flowers

which appear before the leaves (as in the crocus)
or after the leaves have fallen

; Indian eye, name
for a species of pink (Dianthus plumarius), from
the eye-shaped marking on the corolla; Indian
fire, a composition of sulphur, realgar, and nitre,

burning with a brilliant white flame, used as a

signal-light ; Indian geranium, name for a grass
of the genus Andropogon, which yields a fragrant
oil used in perfumery; f Indian grass, an old
name of silkworm gut used by anglers ; (see also

in b below) ; Indian heart, a plant of the

fenus
Cardiospermum, esp. C. Corindtim (see

eartseed, s.v. HEART .(/'. 56 b) ; Indian hemp :

see HEMP (see also in b below) ; Indian hog, a

name uf the Babiroussa ; f Indian house, a shop
for the sale of Indian goods ; Indian ivy, a climb-
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ing plant of the genus Scindapsus (N.O.
Indian leaf, the aromatic leaf of a species of

Cinnamomum ; Indian light = BENGAL light \

f Indian mouse ^ ICHNEUMON i
; f Indian nut,

the coco-nut ;
Indian oak, a name for the teak-

tree ( Treas. Bot. 1866) ; Indian Ocean, the ocean

lying to the south of India, extending from the east

coast of Africa to the Malay Archipelago ; Indian
oil, in phrase to anoint withj. o., to *tip' with

gold ; f Indian rat = Indian mottse
; Indian red,

a red pigment orig. obtained from the East Indies

in the form of an earth containing oxide of iron
;

now prepared artificially by roasting iron sulphate

(Ure Diet. Arts (1875) II. 890); Indian reed
= next (Treas. Bot. 1866) : (see also in b below) ;

Indian shot, name for the plant Canna indica

(N.O.Jlfarautace&)yhom its round hard black seeds;
Indian walnut, a name for the Candleberry-treo,
(Aleiirites trilobcf , from the form of its seeds

(Treas. Bot. 1866); + Indian weed Indian

grass \ (see also in b below) ; Indian yellow,
a bright yellow pigment obtained from India : see

quot.

1887 MOLONEY forestry JK Afr. 351
*Indian Almond. .

Large tree. . . The bark and leaves yield a black pigment,
used by the Indians to dye their teeth. 1594 BLUNDEVII,
Exerc, v. x. (1636) 553 The Unicorne is found in ./Ethiopia,
like as the

* Indian Asse is found in India, which hath like-

wise one only horne in his forehead. 1765 CROKER, etc.

Diet, Arts $ Sc. t

* Indian Berry, Cocculuslndieus. 1828

WEBSTER, Indian Berry, a plant of the genus Menisper-
mura. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv, liv. 531 The Cane of Inde, or

ye *Indian Cane is of the kind of Keedes, very high, long,
great, and strong. 1857 Chambers' Inform. People II. 674/1
Indian Club Exercises.. The main object is to expand the

chest, and increase the power of the arms. 1801 Harpers
Mag. July 177/1 A more persevering dumb-beller and
*Indian-clubber never was. 1638 tr. Bacon's Life <$ Death
(1651) 10 The *Indian-Cock, commonly called the Turkey-
Cock. x88a Garden 30 Sept. 304/1 ^Indian Crocuses . . are
now among the gayest occupants of Orchid houses. 1573
TUSSER Hitsb. xliii. (1878) 96 Indian eie, sowe in May, or set

in slips in March. 1875 Ores Did. Arts II. 890
*Indian

fire . . is composed of 7 parts of sulphur, 2 of realgar, and
24 of nitre. 1696 Lona. Gaz. No. 3206/4 AngJe-Rods made
of Foreign Dogwood, .also the best new*Indian Grass, and
all other sorts of Fishing Tackle. 1769 G. WHITE Selborne

xxii; (1789) 63 Your account of the Indian-grass was enter-

taining .. Inquiring . . what they supposed that part of their

tackle to be made of? they replied 'of the intestines of a
silkworm '. 1884 MILLKK Plant-it.^ Cardiospermum Corin-

duni, Heart-seed, *Iudian Heart. 1876 B. \V. RICHARDSON
Dis. Mod, Life xii. 324 The ancient Scythian .. threw the
seed of the * Indian hemp on the hot stones and then inhaled

effects whatever '. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III.
The Babyrouessa, or "Indian Hog. 1783 ROWE Ulyss. Epil.
28 There are no "Indian Houses to drop in And fancy Stuffs
and chuse a pretty Screen. 1765 CHOKER, etc. Diet. Arts fy

iSV., "Indian Leaf, ft[alabathr:tm, . .the leafof atree brought
from the East-Indies. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Cinnatnomum
Malabathrum, Indian, or Malabar, Leaf. 1787 Phil. Trans.
LXXVII. 214 The "Indian lights are alternately exhibited.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, "Indian Mouse. 1658 PHILLIPS,
Indian Mouse, a little beast called in Greek Ichneumon.
1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 67 Cuppes . . of Ostridge-
egges, "Indian-Nuts, Mace-wood, and Stone. 1653 H.
MORE Aittid. Atli. \\. vii. (1712) 61 The famous Indian
Nut-Tree, which at once almost affords all the Necessaries
of Life. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ocean. Eastern, or
*Indian Ocean, has its first name from its situation to the
east ; as its latter from India, the chief country it washes.
1626 L. OWEN Running Register 12 Constrained to anoint

Pope Paulus Quintus in the fist with "Indian oyle, for his

good-will. 1647 TKAPP Coinin. Rom. xiii. u Whiles the
Crocodile sleepeth with open mouth, the "Indian rat gets
into his stomack, and eateth thorow his entrails. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp, s. v. Red, ^Indian Red, a name
used by the colounnen and painters for a kind of purple
ochre, brought from the island ofOrmus in the Persian gulf.
1882 Garden 30 Sept. 289/1 The colour is a clear orange-
red, or rather Indian red. 1760 J. LKE Introd. Bot. App.
('765) 3 J 6/i "Indian Shot, Canna. 1794 MARTVN Rous-
seau's Bot. xi. 117 The seeds.. are round, and very hard ;

whence this plant has the name of Indian shot. 1865 GOSSE
Land fy Sea (1874) 322 The noble, reed-like leaves of the
Indian-shot throw up their scarlet

sjnkes. 1741 Compl.
Fattt.-Piece n. ii. (ed. 3) 333 At most Fishing-Tackle Shops
you may have "Indian Weed, which is best to make your
lower Link of for either Trent, Bream or Carp. 1866-72
WATTS Diet. Chem. IV. 751 Purree serves for the prepara-
tion of "Indian yellow, a fine rich durable yellow colour
much used both in oil and water-colour painting, and con-

sisting mainly of euxanthate of magnesium. 1874 SCHORLEM-
MER Organic C/iem. 414. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 890.

b. of America or the West Indies; chiefly of
North America : Indian apple, a name for the

May-apple, Podophylluni peltatum (N.O. Ramtn-
fulaceiv) ; Indian arrow, the shrub Euonyinus
atropurpureus, also called Burning-bush ;

Indian
balm, the purple Trillium or Birth-root ( Trillium
erectum or T. penJulum , ; Indian bean, a tree,

Catalpa bigtionioides, N.O. BigHoniacex (Miller
Planl-n. 1884) ; Indian bread, t (a) a former
name for the Cassava, or the bread made from it

;

(6) bread made of Indian corn
;
Indian chick-

weed, the Carpet-weed, Mollugo, N.O. Caryophyl-
lacex (Treas. Bot. 1866); Indian chocolate,

Geum rivale and other species, from the colour of

their roots (Treas. Bot.'}; cf. CHOCOLATE-?/ ;

Indian cress, cresses, a name for the South
American genus Tropxolum (now popularly called

Nasturtium), from the flavour of the leaves ;
In-

dian cup, cups, the N. American Pitcher-plant
(Sarracenia) ;

Indian's dream, a N. American
fern, Pellsea atropurpurea ; f Indian drug, ap-
plied to tobacco (ais.) ; Indian file, the same as

single file, so called because the North American
Indians usually march in this order ; Indian gift

(see quot.) ; so Indian giver, one who expects a

gift in return ; Indian ginger, a name for Asanim
canadense, from the flavour of its root ( Treas. Bot.) ;

Indian grass : see quots. ; f Indian harvest,
the harvest of Indian corn; Indian hemp,
the common name of Apocynum cannabinum, a

plant having a fibrous integument used by the

North American Indians for the same purposes as

hemp (see also a above) ;
Indian hen, the Ame-

rican bittern, Botaurus miigitans or B. lentigino-
sus ; ( Indian herb, applied to tobacco (obs.) ;

Indian ladder,
' a ladder made of a small tree by

trimming it so as to leave only a few inches of each
branch as a support for the foot

'

(Bartlett Diet.

Amer. 1860) ; Indian lettuce, a name for Frasera
verticillata (N.O. Gentianacese) ;

Indian, path, a

foot-path or track through the woods, such as is

made by North American Indians ; f Indian pep-
per, old name for Capsicum ;

Indian physic,
name for Gilienia trifoliata, a N. American rosa-

ceous plant with a medicinal root ;
Indian pipe,

an American name for Monotropa uniflora, a leaf-

less plant with a solitary drooping flower, of a uni-

form pinkish-white throughout, parasitic on the
roots of trees (Treas. Bot. 1866); Indian plan-
tain, common name of the genus Cacalia of com-

posite plants ( Treas. Bot.} ; Indian poke, the

White Hellebore of N. America, I'eratnim viride

(Webster, 1864) ; Indian pudding, a pudding
made with Indian meal, molasses, and suet, a fre-

quent dish in NewEngland ; also, the same as hasty-

pudding (Cent. Diet.) ; Indian purge, a species
of Iponiica (?/. pandurata), the JMechameck of

North American Indians ; Indian reed, applied to

a blow-pipe such as the N. American Indians use
for shooting arrows

; (see also in a above) ;
Indian

rice = CANADA rice (Hydropyrum esculenluni) ;

Indian root = (a) Indian physic ; {If) the Ameri-
can Spikenard, Aralia racemosa (Cent. Diet.) ;

Indian shoe, (a) a moccasin ; (b) an American
name for the plant CypripeJium, also called Lady's
Slipper, from the shape of the flower; f Indian
smoke, applied to tobacco smoke ; ) Indian sun,
old name of the Sunflower (Helianthus) ; Indian
tobacco, a name for Lobelia inflata. ; Indian tur-

nip, (a) the tuberous root of Arisa-ma triphyllum
(N.O. Aracex), or the plant itself; (6) the edible

tuberous root of a leguminous plant Psoralea escu-

lenta (Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1860) ; Indian weed,
(a) see quot. 1687 ; (b) an appellation of tobacco

;

t Indian wheat, an old name for Indian corn.
1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Trillium, The plant [T. erectum or

pendulum} is also called "Indian Balm. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., ''Indian-Bread, see the article Cassada-Bread.
1828 WEBSTER, Indian Bread, a plant of the genus
Jatropha. 1856 G. DAVIS Hist. Sk. Stockbridge ff Sout/tor.

(Mass.) 179 Skilled in. .making rye and Indian bread. 1597
GERARUE Herbal II. xiv. (1623) 253 "Indian cresses. 1629
PARKINSON Paradisi v. 281 Nasturtium Indicum, by
which name it is now generally . . called, and we thereafter
in English, Indian Cresses. 1883 Cd. Words Nov. 712/1
Dahlias, fuschias, morning glories and Indian cress. 1837
P. H. GOSSE in E. W. Gosse Life (1890) 108 That curious

Slant,

the "Indian cup or pitcher plant (Sarracenia}. 1630
. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (N.), His breath compounded

of strong English beere, And th' ^Indian drug, would suffer
none come neere. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 440 Having
ranged themselves in regular "Indian file, the veteran in
the van, and the younger in the rear. 1814 SCOTT Wav.
xxxyiii, The party . . moved up the pathway in single or
Indian file. 1841 CATLIN N._Amer. Ind. (1844) I. xxii. 150
At his heels in

' Indian file ', i. e. single file, one following in

another's tracks. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. 469
note. An "Indian gift is a proverbial expression, signifying
a present for whicn an equivalent return is expected. 1860
BARTLETT Diet. Amer., *lndian giver, When an Indian

gives any thing, he expects to receive an equivalent, or to
have his gift returned. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass.
I. 480 note, The natural upland grass of the country
commonly called "Indian grass, is poor fodder. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n., Grass, Indian, Sorghum nutans and Molinia
cterulea. 1643 Mass. Col. Rec. (1853) H- 37 Two bigger
Corts are to be kept there, the one between the English
and "Indian harvest, and the other in the spring. 1676
in S. G. Drake Old Ind. Citron. (1867) 282 Our Indian
Harvest is like to be very Fruitfull, that Grain is now sold
at two Shillings Sixpence the Bushell. 1707 N. Hampsh.
Prov. Papers (1868) II. 566 Which will last till the Indian
Harvest is over. 1637 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan
(1883) 135 Matts . . made of their "Indian hempe. 1794
S. WILLIAMS Vermont 71 The Indian Hemp (asclefias) may
be woven into a fine, and strong thread. 1866 Treas. Bot.

80 From the fibrous bark of A\J>ocynnm\ cannabinnm
(commonly called Indian Hemp), and hypericifoliwn> the
Indians prepare a substitute for hemp, of which they make
twine, bags, fishing-nets, and lines. 1597 ist Pt. Return
fr. Parnass. \. i. 447 Longe for a rewarde may your witts be
warmde with the *lndlan herbe. 1791 W. BARTRAM
Carolina 247 Having provided ourselves with a long
snagged sapling, called an "Indian ladder, /bid. 42 A very
singular and elegant plant . . called "Indian Lettuce, made
its first appearance in these rich vales. 1884 M ILLEH Plant-it.)
Lettuce, Indian, Frasera vertidHata. 1809 A. HENRY
Trav. 180 Our only road was a foot-path, or such as, in

America, is exclusively termed an-
*Indian path. 1578 LYTE

Dodoens v. Ixix. 634 The *Indian Pepper hath square
stalkes. 1596 RALEIGH Discov. Guiana (1887) 141 Al! places
yield abundance of all sorts of gums, of Indian pepper.
1788 M. CUTLKR in Life, etc. (1888) II. 285 A plant called
* Indian Physic, or Indian Root; it blossoms, I believe,
early in the year, for the seed was ripe in August. 18*3
J. D. HUNTER Captiv. N. Amcr. 445 A warm infusion of
the Indian physic, or gilienia trifoliata. 1771 J. ADAMS
Diary 10 June, Wks. 1850 II. 276 Just as they had got
their ^Indian pudding and their pork and greens upon the
table. 1809 W. IRVING Knickfrb. in. i. (1820) 150 He was
making his breakfast from a prodigious earthen dish, filled

with milk and Indian pudding. 1888 J. Q. BITTINCER
fUst. Hoverkill (N. Hampsh.) 358 The Indian pudding
was a great favorite, if we may judge from the frequency
with which it made its appearance at meal time. 1687 J.
CLAYTON Virginia in Phil. Trans. XLI. 150 There is

another Herb, which they call the *Indian Purge. .It bears
yellow Berries round about the Joints : They only make use
of the Root of this Plant. 1877 LANIKR Poems, Hard
Times Elfland 88 Bows, arrows, cannon, *Indian reeds.

1775 A. ADAMS in J. Adams' Fain. Lett. (1876) 96, 1 should
be glad of one ounce of ^Indian root. 1704 N. Hampsh.
Prov. Papers (1868) II. 422 For entertaining an Express,
and some friend Indians about making *Indian Shoes.
1758 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield, Mass. (1895) I. 656
His scoutsmen are destitute of Indian shoes. 1626 L. OWEN
Running Register 50 They spend it all most lewdly in

good liquor and "Indian smoake. 1645 G. DANIEL Poems
Wks. 1878 II. 26 Keep the Round of good Societie, In
high-pris'd Indian SmoKe. 1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xxxiv.
191 The ^Indian Sunne, or the golden floure of Perrowe
is a plante of such stature and talnesse that .. it groweth
to the length of thirtene or fouretennc foote, 1851 BAL-
FOUR Man. Bot. 924 Lobelia wjlata, "Indian Tobacco
. . is used medicinally as a sedative, expectorant, and anti-

spasmodic. 1866 Treas. Bot. 90 The Dragon-root, or
. "Indian turnip of America, is the tuber of A\rhyma\
atrorubens, which furnishes a kind of starch. Ibid. 935
P\soraleii\ csculcnta is a native of Wisconsin .. and other
parts of North-west America, where its tuberous roots,
known as Indian or Prairie turnips . . form a great part of
the food of the indigenous population. 1687 J. CLAYTON
Virginia in Phil. Trans, XLI. 145 They have .. various

very good Wound-herbs, as an Herb commonly called

*Indian-weed, which perhaps may be referred to the
Valerians. 1889 FARMER A mcricanisms, Indian weed,
tobacco. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. x. 464 They do now
call this grayne .. in English Turkish Corne, or "Indian
wheate. 1595 DRAKE Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 25 An iland,
called St. Crusado, . . where they had store of hens and
Indian wheate for nine weekes. 1634 Relat. Ld. Balti-
morels Plant. (1865) 21 We haue planted since wee came,
as much Maize (or Indian Wheate) as will suffice .. much
more company than we haue. 1720 PE FOE Caff, Single-
ton ix. (1840) 163 We found some maize, or Indian wheat,
which the negro-women planted.

c. For Indian arrowroot, cucumber, currant^

jalap, take, millet, ochre, ox, pink, reservation,

ringworm, steel, etc. see the sbs. See also INDIAN

CORN, FIG, INK, SUMMER, in their places as main
words

;
Indian rubber : see INDIA RUBBER.

B. sb.

1. A member of any of the native races of India

or the East Indies; an East Indian. Now rare;

usually replaced by Hindoo, t In early use some-
times spec, (like Gr. 'I^Sos) applied to an elephant-
driver or mahout : cf. Yule 331/2, 333/2.
1495 Trevisas Bart/t. De P. R. xvin. xlii. tW. de W.) 804

Elyphauntes ben full peryllous in time of generacion and
namely the wilde eliphauntes . . and therfore the Yndeens
[Bodl. JJAV. Indes] liyde theyr tame female eliphauntys.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. l^/ff, 125 You Portyngales. .to the

Indyans you cary nothyng but wyne, whiche is hurt to all

countreys. 1611 BIBLE i Mace. vi. 37 There were also vpon
euery one [elephant] two and thirtie strong men that fought
vpon them, besides the Indian that ruled him. 1663 BUTLER
Httit. i. ii. 587 As Indians with a female Tame Elephant
inveigle the male. 1703 (title) The Customs of the East

Indians, with those of the Jews and other ancient People.
1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 385 A copper colour denotes .

the complexion of the Indians of Asia. 1802 BARTOLOHEO
Voy. E. Indies i. vii, The Indians consider it indecent.

b. A European, esp. an Englishman, who re-

sides or has resided in India; an Anglo-Indian.

Chiefly in Old Indian, returned Indian, and the

like.

1751 ELIZA HEYWOOD Hist. Betsy Thoughtless III. 254
This young Indian. 1816 ELPHINSTONE in Sir T. E. Cole-
brooke Life (1884) I. 367 (Y.) Our best Indians. In the
idleness and obscurity of home they look back with fond-

ness to the country where they have been useful and dis-

tinguished. x8ao Bengalee 360 A friendliness.. to be met
with among old Indians. Ibid. 450 Batb, and Cheltenham
.. At the latter two, so many returned Indians are in the
habit of congregating. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 216 We
all know that 'advice* is plentiful enough, even the advice
of 'old Indians'.

2. A member of any of the aboriginal races of

America or the West Indies; an American Indian.
The Eskimo, in the extreme north, are usually excluded

from the term ; as are sometimes the Patagonians and
Fuegians in the extreme south.
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ij EDM Trt*t. Nrux ltd. (Arb.) 33 They saw ctrtayn

Indians galheringc .-.hel fyshes by the sea bankes. 1607-11

BACON Eu ,
Al/u-itm (Arb.) 334 The Indians of the WK

have names for theire particuler Codes, thoughe they have

noe one name for God. 1631 MASSINGEK City Madam in.

iii, Receive tlicae Indians, lately sent him from Virginia,

into your hou:. 1661 STiLLiNcri. Orig. Satr. in. iv. | 8

The tradition of the Flood is among the Indians, both in

New France, Peru, and other parts. 1736
WESLEY Lit.

xxviii. Wks. XII, They have sent up such traders, both to

the Creek and Chicasaw Indians. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.

India (1826) I. 397 note, The Indians of Peru. 1814 BUL-

LOCK Six Months Mexico-fl As we approached Puebla, we
met several groups of Indians. 1858 LONOF. M. Sttuidisk

i. 50 Now we are ready, I think, for any assault of the

Indians. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight vi. 78 No one ever heard

of a shortsighted Indian.

b. Kttl huiian : one of the aboriginal race of

North America ; so called from the coppery colour

of their skin ; also, colloq., red man, redskin.

1831 CARLYLK Sart. Res. ill. vii, A red Indian, hunting by
Lake Winnipic. 1887 A. LANG Bla. <fr

Bookmen 53 Japanese,
Australians, Red Indians, and other distant peoples.

8. Short for Indian corn.

1651 Ric. Dedham (Mass.) (1893) III. 187 To be paid . .

hatfe in Indian corne, the Indian when the said Daniell
shall demaund. 1664 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) IV. 72 The
burly att four shillings .. and the Indian att three shillings
the bushell. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Anur. 215 A mixture of
the flour of wheat and maize is called wheat and IiMan.
4. The language (or one of the languages) of the

aborigines of America.

1714 S. SEWALL Diary 6 Apr. (1879) II. 433 Mr. Mayhew
writes a Letter in Indian to Saul. 1857 THOKEAU Main*
W. (1894' 285 pur Indian knew one of them, and fell into

conversation with him in Indian.

5. Name of a constellation (Indus) lying between

Sagittarius and the south
pole.

1674 MOXON Ttttor Astron. I. iii. 8 lo(ed. 3) 19 Twelve Con-
stellations . . posited about the South Pole. .2 The Phenix,
3 The Indian, 4 The Peacock. 1860 LOCKYER Gnitlt:milt's

Heavens ted. 3) 344 The constellation of the Indian.

6. Comb., as Indian-like adj. and adv.

atjti YOUNG Wks. (1767)111. 95 (Jod.)
' Behold the Sun !'

and, Indianlike, adore. 1851 MAYSE REID Scalp Hunt. ii.

16 Their erect, Indian-like carriage in the streets. 1869
T. W. HIGGINSON Amy Life (1870) 56 An Indian-like

knowledge of the country.

Indian corn. [INDIAN a. 2.] The common
'

name of Zea Mays, a North American graminaceous

plant,
or of the grain produced by it ; not known

in the wild state, but cultivated by the North Ame-
rican Indians at the time ofthediscoveryofAmerica;
an important cereal in the United States and in the

warmer parts of the world generally, to which its

cultivation has extended. Also called MAIZE, and
in U.S. simply CORN.
c 1631 W. HILTON Let. in Capt. Smith New Ettg, Trials

(Arb.) 261 Better grain cannot be then the Indian corne.

1630 WINTHROP Let. in Nttv Eng. (1825) I. 379 Though we
have not beef and mutton, &c. yet (God be praised) . . our
Indian corn answers for all. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative

(1865) II. 56 He propounded it in his Council, that all the

West-plantations, .should this last Summer be planted with
Indian-corn. 1781 S. A. PETERS Hist. Connecticut 242
Maize, or Indian corn, is planted in hillocks three feet apart.

1817 RAFFLES Java (1830) I. 108 Indian corn is usually
roasted in the ear. 1856 Cottage Gardener 2 Dec. 140/2
Indian corn is bad food for poultry.
Indianeer (indianlu). rare. [f. INDIAN + -EEK,

after privateer.]
= INDIAMAN.

1846 WORCESTER cites For. Q. Rev.
Indianess (i-ndianes;. nonce-wd. [f. INDIAN sb.

+ -ESS.] A female Indian ; an Indian woman.
1817 G. DARLEYi>/t//a 89, I might pass for a wild Indian-

ness, and exhibit myself as a pattern of unsophisticated
nature.

Indian fig. [INDIAN a. 4.]
1. Applied to species of Opnntia or Prickly Pear.

1711 Indian fig [see FIG s6. 1 i c}. 1718 LADY M. W. MON-
TAGU Let. to AboeContiii July, That plant we call Indiaii-

fiX'-i* an admirable fence, no wild beast being able to pass
it. 1797 HOLCROFT tr. Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. Ix. 367
The cactus ofuntia, or Indian fig, grows, .among the rocks.

1830 DISRAELI Home Lett. (1885) 54 Surrounded by aloes
and Indian figs 1 could have fancied myself in the Antilles.

2. Indianfig-tree, a. The BANIAN tree.

1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. v. vii. (1636) 546 The Indian fig-

tree groweth round about Goa. .the fruits are small Kigges,
and red as blood, a 1715 TATE Cmvley( Mason), The Indian

figtree next did much surprise With her strange figure all

our deities. 188$ C. J. STONE Clir. be/. Christ 93 He per-
ceived a sacred Indian fig-tree.

t b. The BANANA. Ots.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 505 The Indian Figge-
tree : if it may bee called a tree, which is not above a mans
height, and within like to a reede . . it hath leaves a fathom
long, and three spannes broad .. men beleeve that Adam
first transgressed with this fruit.

Indian ink. Also India ink. A black pig-
ment made in China and Japan, sold in sticks; un-
derstood to consist of lampblack made into a paste
with a solution of gum and dried. More accurately
called China ink (CHINA 2 b).
1665 PEPYS Diary j Nov., Mr. Evelyn, who.. showed me

most excellent painting in little, in distemper, Indian incke,
water colours. 1667 Ibid. 26 Apr., A young man was working
in Indian inke the great picture of the King and Queen.
I7-7I H. WALTOLE I'trtue't A ntcd. Paint. (1786)111. 32
His designs . . are in Indian ink, heightened with white.
1848 TMACKKBAY Van. AWrxxxvii, A drawing of the Porter s
Lodge at Queen's Crawley, done .. in India ink. 1887 A.
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LANG Bks. <J-
Bookmen 88 It seemed to be sepia, sometimes

mixed with a little Indian ink.

Indiauist (i'ndianist). [-IST.] One versed in

the languages, history, or customs of India.

1851 F. HALL in Benares Mag. V. 22 Whose merits tlie

indolence or indifference of Indianists has., left uncau-
vassed. 1869 KARRAK I'\uii. Speech i. (1873) 9 The problems
remained unsolved, because the sinologues had known no
Sanskrit, and the Indianists had known no Chinese. 1804
Nation (N. Y.) 14 June 443/2 The author [W. D. Whitney!
was one of the strictest Indianists rather than one of the

professed comparative grammarians.
Indianite (i-ndianait). [-ITK.]
1. Min. A variety of ANOUTHITE found in India,
where it forms the matrix of corundum.
18x4 T. ALLAN Min. Nomcn. 18 (Chester). 1873 Proc.

Atner. Pkil. Soc. XIII. 375 A white, grayish and reddish
variety of anorthite, called indianite.

2. Name given to a solution of caoutchouc or
india-rubber. (Cf. vukaniU^
1870 Kng, Mech. n Mar. 625/3 A solution of caoutchouc

(indianite).

Indiaiiize (i-ndianaiz), v. [-IZE.]

fl. intr. To act like an Indian
; to play the In-

dian. Obs.

1703 C. MATHER Magn. Ckr. VL v. (1852) 400 We have

shamefully Indianized in all those abominable things.
2. trans. To make Indian in character, habits, or

appearance. Chiefly in pa. pple,
1829 Bengalee 408 Turning from my Indianised friend.

1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 117 From having been com-

pletely heated through in the summer, I ant now pretty
well Indianized. 1879 in A". SeiualFs Diary II. 375 note, Com-
petent authorities tell us that.. on this continent, more than
one hundred of the whites have been '

Indianized
'

to each

single Indian who has been civilized. 1882 Standard No.
17,072. 5 The polite mapmakers have done their best to

Indian tse the worst of them [place-names given by settlers],

Indianly, adv. nonce-wd. [f. INDIAN a. +
-LY 2

.]
In Indian fashion; like an Indian. (In

quot. with allusion to tobacco-smoking.)
1599 H. BUTTES Dyets dric Dinner P iv, On English

foote : wanton Italianly : Go Frenchly : Duchly drink :

breath Indianly.
Indian summer. [INDIAN a. 2.]
A period of calm, dry, mild weather, with hazy

atmosphere, occurring in the late autumn in the
Northern United States.

(The name is generally attrib uted to the fact that the region
in which the meteorological conditions in question were
originally noticed was still occupied by the Indians ; but
other more specific explanations have been essayed. In its

origin it appears to have had nothing to do with the glow-
ing autumnal tints of the foliage, with which it is sometimes
associated. The actual time of its occurrence and the cha-
racter of the weather appear also to vary for different

regions: see the quots.)

1794 E. DENNY Milit. Jrnl. (1859) 198, Oct.ijth. Pleasant
weather. The Indian summer here [near Presqu' Isle].

Frosty nights. 1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Vobuy*s View Soil U.S.
210 A series of fine days arc expected near November,
which is called the Indian summer [une s<5rie de beaux
jours, appeles Pete' sauvage (Indian summer], 1812 J.
FREEMAN Serin, viii. 277-8 not?. Two or three weeks of
fair weather, in which the air is perfectly transparent, and
the clouds, which float in a sky of the purest azure, are
adorned with brilliant colours. .. This charming season
is called the Indian Summer, a name which is derived from
the natives, who believe that it is cau*ed by a wind, whicli

comes immediately from the court of their great and bene-
volent God Cautantowwit, or the south-western God. 1817
J. BRADBURY Trav. Atttcr. 259 About the beginning or

middle of October the Indian summer commences, and is

immediately known by the change which takes place in

the atmosphere, as it becomes hazy, or what they term

smoky. 1824 DODDRIDGE Notes on hid. Wars W. Virginia
366 The smokey time commenced and lasted for a consider-
able number of days. This was the Indian summer, be-
cause it afforded the Indians another opportunity of visiting
the settlements with their destructive warfare. 1837 LONGH.

Drift-Wood Prose Wks. 1886 I. 324 There is . . no long and
lingering autumn, pompous with many-coloured leaves and
the glow of Indian summers. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie I'.

xiii. (1891' 186 The real forest is hardly still except in the
Indian summer. 1887 J. C. MORISON Service ofMan (1889)
1 28 The soft autumnal calm, and purple tints as of an Indian
summer.
fig* 1830 DE QUINCEY BentLy Wks. VI. 180 An Indian
hummer crept stealthily over his closing days. 1899 AUSTIN
Indian Summer, Long may the Indian Summer of your
days Yet linger in the Land you love so well !

b. attrib. and Comb.
1848 LOWELL (title) An Indian-Summer Reverie. 1883

E. P. ROE in Harper's^ Mag. Dec. 46/1 A perpetual Indian-
summer haze of kindliness. 1898 BOLDREWOOD Rout. Can-
vass Town 71 Cool nights, bracing mornings and mild
!ndiansummer-like days.
Hence Indian-sivmmerish a. nonce-ivd.

1852 THOREAU Autumn (1894) 79 It is a warm, Indian*
Mimmerish afternoon.

India paper.
1. A soft absorbent paper of creamy-yellow or

pale buff colour, imported from China where it is

made, and used for the *

proofs
*

or first and finest

impressions ofengravings ;
for the proofs of copper-

plate or steel engravings, it is mounted upon
ordinary stout paper. The name is sometimes given
loosely to other papers of Oriental manufacture,
and to European or American imitations. Hence
India faper proofs (also India proofs).
The kind of paper referred to in quot. 1768 is uncertain:

cf. an earlier letter to Rev. W. MUMJII of 7th June 1760.

INDIA-RUBBER.

1768 GRAY Let. to Rn>. Norton NiclwtU 3 Feb., Are your
India-paper, your Axminster carpets, your *ofas and peche's
mortels in great forwardness? vflkCatal. Print Sale by
Greenwood ('GuUton

1

Sale) 05, No. 16. Eight illustrious

heads, by Houbraken, on India paper, prior to the reign
of Ouccn Elizabeth. Ibid. 148, No.

103.
' The Battle of

La rioguc ', a most beautiful proof oti India paper, by Wool*
lett, after West. Ibid. 153, No. 83. A remarkable fine impres*
sion of the Small Copenal, on India paper. 18x7 Sotheby's
Catal. Sa/e 1'rints Feb., No. 640 India paper, proofs. Ibid.
No. 750 Proof Etchings on India paper. 1842 FRANCIS
Diet. Arts, etc. s. v.J*aer, India paper, .comes from China,
and is used as a superior article for the same purpose as

plate paper. 1864 Lmvndes* Bibl. Man. 401/3 Cervantes.
Don Quixote . . 1818 With plates on India paper. Ibid. 2829/1
The engravings were originally published separately, India

proofs, at 10 10*.

2. (Oxford India paper.} A very thin tough
opaque printing-paper made by the Oxford Uni-

versity Press in imitation of paper from the East,
used chiefly for Bibles and Prayer-books.

9 (See Tkt Periodical 17 Dec. 1896.)

1875 Spectator 28 Aug., India paper ofextreme toughness.

University Press Warehouse, a copy of the Smallest Bible
ever produced .. printed on tough India paper, of extreme
thinness, and wonderfully clear for the size. 1896 Periodical
17 Dec., The incidents which led up to the manufacture of
the Oxford India Paper.

I:iidia-ru-bber, India rubber. Also 8-9
Indian rubber.
1. The coagulated juice of certain trees and plants

of South America, Africa, the East Indies, etc.,
which forms a highly elastic and flexible substance,
used for rubbing out black lead pencil marks, and
for many purposes in the arts and manufactures ;

also called CAOUTCHOUC, q.v. for earlier notices.

In later use shortened to rubber.

[1788-9 HOWARD New Royal Encycl.^ Caoutchouc^ in

natural history . . a
very

elastic resin . . Very useful for erasing
the strokes of black lead pencils, and is popularly called

rubber, and lead-eater.] 1799 HOOPER Alta. Diet. s. v., The
substance known by the names Indian rubber, Elastic gum,
Cayenne resin, Cautchuc. .is prepared from the juice oTthe

SiphoHia elastica. 1802 HKNRY in Phil. Trans. XCIII.
31 It is attached to the copper pipe, by a tube of Indian
rubber. 1812 J. SMYTH /'nut. ofLustoins (1821) 113 India
Rubber is a substance which cozes out under the form of a

vegetable milk, from incisions made in the Syringe Tree
of Cayenne 1817 RAFFLES Java. (1830) I. 48 The elastic

gum, commonly called Indian-rubber. 1837 DICKENS Ptikw.
xv, The unwonted lines .. in Mr. Pickwick's clear and open
brow, gradually melted away . . like the marks of a black-
lead Dencil beneath the softening influence of India rubber.

1838 T. THOMSON Chcnt. Org. Bodies 604 Caoutchouc. . is very
much used in rubbing out the marks made upon paper
by a black-lead pencil ; and therefore in this country it

is often called Indian-rubber. 1861 Du CHAILLU Equat.
Afr. x. 122 It is a pleasant sight to see a party of natives

setting out to gather India-rubber. 1885 TAIT Properties
Matter \. 99 The rapid passage of gases through ungtazed
pottery, sheet indiarubber, etc., shows the porosity uf these
bodies.

2. An overshoe made of india-rubber. L'tS.<olhq.
In later use commonly rubber.

1840 LONGF. in Life (1891) I. 357 Feet pinched with India-
rubbers. 1852 EMILY DICKINSON Lett. (1894* I. 141 I'll take

my india-ruboers In case the wind should blow.

3. attrib. Belonging or relating to india-rubber;
made of india-rubber, as india-rubber baft, band>
bottle, tube, etc. ; yielding india-rubber, as india-

rubber plant, tree, vine ; devoted to the manufac-
tuic of india-rubber, as india-rubber works.

1833 LoNGF- Outre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 237 The pale
invalid may go about without his umbrella, or his India-
rubber walk-in-the-waters. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxv,There
was one young gentleman in an India-rubber cloak. Ibid.

xxxvi, Mr. Dowler bounced off the bed as abruptly as an
India-rubber ball. \ty$Cottage Gardener \& Dec. 170/2 The
shoots of a fine India-rubber plant. 1885 I'AIT Properties
Matter xi. 224 Tlie pulling out of an india-rubber band is

almost entirely due to change of form. 1887 MOLONEY
Forestry W. Afr. 87 The destruction of enormous tracts of
india-rubber forest. 1897 Allbutt's Sytt. Afed. II. 948 His
experience was gained in the india-rubber works in Paris.

Ibid. III. 563 When the whole of the wall of the stomach is

affected, it forms what is known as the india-rubber bottle
stomach.

b. trans/. Resembling india-rubber ; highly
elastic and flexible (alsoyfo).
1894 Daily Neivs i Aug. 5/2 Mr. Morton corning up quite

fresh with his indiarubber amendment applicable to the
third in the list of Tramway Bills.

4. Comb., as india-rubber-bodied, ittdia-rubber-

like, india-rubber-tyred adjs.
1882 Daily News 22 May 2/3 The ' india-rubber-bodied

*

style of entertainment, recently popularised by the Yokes'
and the Girards. 1888 Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 1/2 To culti-

vate a certain Jndiarubber-Hke forbearance and a cool

temper. 1896 Daily Nwvs 23 May 6/3 The whole apparatus
. .is wheeled to the bedside on an inuiarubber tyred trolly.

Hence I ndia-ro bbered ///. a., treated with

india-rubber, coated with a solution of india-rubber ;

I ndia-ru bbery a., resembling or having the con-

sistence of india-rubber.

1890 ABNEY Treat. Pkotogr. (ed. 6) 176 An image in pig-
mented gelatine remains on the indU-rubbercd paper. 1891
Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. iii. 28 Sheep's cheese is. .elastic

or uidiarubbery in texture. 1896 HOWELLH Impressions fy

Exp. 36 The rollers, .were of an india-rubbery elasticity and

consistency.



INDIARY.

t I'ndiary, a. 06s. rare. [f. INDI-A + -ABY,
after lunary, etc.] Relating to India, Indian.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. viii. 30 He wrote the
History of Persia, and many narrations of India . . his testi-

mony is acceptable in his Jndiary relations.

Indie (i'ndik), o.l rare. [ad. L. Indic-tis, a.

Gr. 'IxSiKos INDIAN.] Of or belonging to India ;

Indian, Hindu.
1877 RAWLINSON Orig. Nations vi. (1883) 24 Indie civili-

7a_tion
is supposed to have commenced about the same time

with Iranic.

I-ndic, a. 2 Chem. [f. IND-IN + 10.] Of
indin

;
in Indie (formerly Indinic) acid, the hypo-

thetical acid CnjHuNjOa, of which the potassium
salt is indin-potassium or potassium indate.
[1843 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 345/2 Indinic Acid is formed

in combination with potash, yielding black crystals . . the
indinate of potash is

readily decomposed by water. .Indinic
acid is probably similar in composition to isatic acid.]
1889 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMF.R Clum. III. v, When Indin

(Ci6 Hio N2 02} is treated with concentrated alcoholic potash,
it yields the potassium salt of indie acid, Cic H u NaO.i K,
which forms small black crystals, which are decomposed by
water with formation of the original indin. 1892 MORLEY
& MUIR Diet. Chem. III. s.v. Indin, A solution in concen-
trated alcoholic potash deposits black crystals . . probably
potassium indate Cic HID KN 2 O3 .

fl-ndical, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. indic-em
index or indexes.

indic-em
INDEX + -At.] Pertaining to an .

a. 1661 FULLER Worthies, Norfolk n. (1662) 256 There is a
lazy kind of learning which is onely Indical, when scholars
..nibble but at the tables, .neglecting the body of the book.

Indican (i-ndiksen). Chem. [Named by
Schunck 1855, from INDIC-UM + -AN I. 2 : see AL-
LOXAN.] The natural glucoside (CM H31 NO, 7)
formed in plants which yield indigo, by the decom-
position of which indigo-blue is produced ;

it

forms a light-brown syrup, of bitter taste, and

slightly acid reaction, b. Indican of urine : an
incorrect name for the potassium salt of indoxyl
sulphuric acid, a normal constituent of the urine of
animals. Also called uroxanthin.
1839 T. A. CARTER in Edin. Med. Jrnl. Aug. 119 (title)

On Indican in the Blood and Urine. Ibid. 121 On treating
imlican with the mineral acid, he [Schunck] found that it

was resolved into blue indigo, 'indirubine ',

'

indifuscine ',

and a peculiar kind of sugar. 1866 ODLING Anirtt. Chem.
122 Human urine . . contains habitually an indigo-yielding

obtained from urine is not a glucoside. 1889 MORLEV& MUIR
Diet. Chem. II. 759/2 Indican by heating with dilute acids
is resolved into indigo and indiglucin <a sngar\ Simul-
taneously are formed iiutiriMn Cie HI O Na Oa, indirctiti
Cis Hl7 NO.', (dark.brown resin, sol. alcohol), indifiihiin
(reddish-yellow resin, insol. alk.), indihumin Cio Ha NO:i
(brown powder, insol. water and ajcohol, sol. alk.), indi-

fitscin Ca Hao Ns Od (analogous to indihumin).
Hence Indicanine (i'ndikanaiu), Chem. : see

quot. ; Indicanvrria, Path, presence of indican
in excess in the urine.

1865-72 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 248 Indicanin, CM Has
NOia . is produced, together with

indigluciiij by the action
of aqueous alkalis . . on indican. Indicanin is a yellow or
brown bitter syrup, soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. 1889
MORLEY & MUIR II. 759/2 Indicanine. TSyjAlltntfs Sysl.
Med. IV. 200 We occasionally meet with indicanuria.

Indicant (i'ndikant), a. and sb. [ad. L. indic-

ant-em, pres. pple. of indicare to INDICATE.]
A. adj. That indicates

; indicative. Indicant

days : see quot. 1 706.
1607 ScJwl. Disc, agst, Antichr. i. ii. 108 There are words

meerely indicant which shew, and signes figuratiue which
signifie. 1633 AMES Agst. Cerent, n. 340 It is a naturall in-

j

dicant signe of peace. 1706 PHILLIPS, Indicant Days famong
Physicians>, those Days which signifie that a Crisis or
Change in a Disease, will happen on such a Day. 1886 in

Syd. Soc. Lex.
B. sb. (Med.) That which indicates the remedy

or treatment suitable (cf. INDICATION i b).

1623 HART Arraignm. Ur. iv. 103 Contraindication is that
which primarily and principally doth hinder that which was
suggested by the indicant. 1701 GREW Cosni. Sacra 66 (I..)
A physician

:
.considers first the nature, causes, and symp-

toms of the disease, as the prime indicants of what he is to do.

Hence f I'lidicantly adv. Ol>s., by indication.

1607 Scliol. Disc. agst. Antichr. i. ii. 108 A booke teacheth
mdicantly, not Sacramentally.

1 1 ndicate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. indicat-us,

pa. pple. of indicare : see next.] Indicated.
1541 R. COPLAND Gafyat't Terap. 2 Cij b, I neuer founde

curation that was indicate and shewed of the olde vlceres,
nor of new.

Indicate (i-ndike't), v. [ad. L. indicat-, ppl.
stem of indicare to point out, show, mention, etc. ;

f. in- (lN-2) + dicare to make known : cf. INDEX.]
1. trans. To point out, point to, make known,
show (more or less distinctly'). In Med., To point
out as a remedy or course of treatment.
1651 WITTIE Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. viii. 237 It is an

Axiome of Physicians ; One thing is indicated or betokened

by one. . . Whatsoever indicates any thing, doth indicate
either the conservation or removeall of it selfe. 1661 GLAN-
VILL Van. Dognt, v. 42 To suppose a Watch . . by the blind
hits of Chance . . to indicate the hour, day of the Moneth,
Tides, age of the Moon, and the like . . were the more pardon-
able absurdity. 1767 GOOCH Treat, Wounds I. 381 The
patient must submit to a spare, liquid diet, have his body
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kept open, and lose blood occasionally, as fever, inflamma-
tion, &c. shall indicate, c 1780 COWPER Jackdaw ii, Above
the steeple shines a plate, That turns and turns, to indicate
From what point blows the weather. 1880 MAcCoRMAC
Antisept. Surg. 30 In every case of strangulated hernia . .

such an operation as this would seem to be indicated. 1880
GEIKIE Pfijrs. Geeg. ii. 9. 57 Under ordinary circumstances
the thermometer indicates 212 as the temperature at which
water boils. 1885 Daily News 21 Dec. 3/8 The dotted lines
indicate the extreme variations.

2. To point to or towards the presence, existence,
or reality of; to be a sign or symptom of, to be-
token. Also with obj. clause, expressing a fact.

1706 PHILLIPS, To Indicate, to shew or discover; as This

dicating prudence. 1814 SCOTT Wan. xxxi, He.. observed
symptoms, which indicated a disposition in the Highlanders
to take arms. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, ly Loire 186 The
masts of some vessels .. indicate the proximity of the river.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxvii. 197 There was . . no voice of
joy to indicate that it was the pleasant Christmas time,

f b. intr. To point. Obs. rare.

1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 305 A Symbol not obscurely
indicating unto Jesus Christ.

3. trans. Of persons : To point out, direct atten-

tion to. Less usually, in literal sense, To point to

with the hand or by gesture.
1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 69 So, in regard to written or

real evidence, A has not the document sought : but he
indicates B, who is supposed to have it. 1829 LYTTON
De^<erenx i. ii, An admirable plan, but liable to some little

exceptions which Sir William will allow me to indicate.

1832 HAWTHORNE Blithedale Rom. xi, The course you indi-
cate would certainly be the proper one. 1853 C. BRONTE
yillette viii, 'Will you go backward or forward?' she said,
indicating with her hand, first the small door of the dwelling-
house [etc.], 1885 L. CARROLL Tangled T. ii. 9 She drew up
the blind, and indicated the back garden.
4. To state or express, esp. to express briefly,

lightly, or without detail or development ; to give
an indication of.

1751 HARRIS Hermes i. viii. Wks. (1841) 158 If we simply
declare or indicate something to be or not to be.. this con-
stitutes that mode called the declarative or indicative. 1846
GROTE Greece (1860.) I. 237 The opinion long ago expressed by
Heyne, and even indicated by Burmann. 1846 ELLIS Elgin
Marb. II. i The waves are indicated on the plinth. 1855
BAIN Senses $ Int. n. i. 6 (1864' 84 My last argument is

one that can only be indicated here ; the full illustration

belongs to a more advanced stage of the exposition.
Hence Indicated, I-ndicating ppl. adjs.
Indicated (horse-} j>O".uer, the working power of a steam-

engine, shown by the INDICATOR ; so indicated duty.
'7.53 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 30 A more indi-

cating Pulse. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Indicating Days,
the same as Critical days. 1875 URE Diet. A\rts II. 812
Nominal horse-power is a conventional mode of describing
the dimensions of a steam-engine . . and bears no fixed
relation to indicated or to effective horse-power. /^/rt^The
indicated power of different engines usually exceeds the
nominal power [etc.]. 1885 Pall Mall G. 8 May 8/1 The
demarcation . . of the line of frontier . . as well as the placing
of the indicating posts, will be reserved for Commissioners,
which the two Governments will furnish with powers for
this purpose.

Indication (indik^ -Jan). [a. F. indication

(Pare, l6th c.), ad. L. indication-cm (found only
in the sense of '

valuation '), n. of action from
indicare to INDICATE.]
1. The action of indicating, pointing out, or

making known
;
that in which this is embodied

;

a hint, suggestion, or piece of information from
which more may be inferred.
1626 BACON Sylva 479-80 But these are Idle and

Ignorant Conceits; And forsake the true Indication of
the Causes. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. vi. 340
The configurations and indications of the various Phases
of the Moon . . and divers other curious indications of
Celestial Motions. 1793 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 154 His
skill consists in.. following the indications given by nature,
times, and circumstances. 1866 GKO. ELIOT F. Holt xv.
(ed. 2) II. 6 The case was nothing short of a heavenly indica-
tion. 1885 TAIT Properties Matter i. i The indications of
the senses are always imperfect, and often misleading.

b. spec, in Med. A suggestion or direction as to
the treatment of a disease, derived from the symp-
toms observed. (App. the earliest use in Eng.)
1541 COPLAND Galyen's Terap. 2 B iv b, It is euydent y'

none indication is taken of the cause that hath excited and
made the vlcere. Ibid. 2 C ij b, What is the indicacyon
curatyfe taken of olde Sores ? 1651 WITTIE Primrose's Pat.
Err. 43 The use of indications, without which no remedy
can be applyed. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus 261 It is probable
that the true indication of cure in typhus is to restore the
oxygene. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 19 The term or
expression indication for a given remedy, being in constant
use, ought to be distinctly understood ; by it is meant the
pointings of nature, or, in other words, the evident needs of
the system.

c. The degree of some physical state, as pres-
sure, temperature, etc., indicated by an instrument,
as a barometer, anemometer, thermometer, etc. ;

the reading of a graduated instrument.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 197 Settling the grand affair

of the mercurial barometer, and its indications. 1860 TYN-
DALL Glac. n. iii. 245 The effect . . produced was very large
as measured by the indications of the instrument. 1871 B.
STEWART Heat (ed. 2) 82 In comparing an English and
a French barometer it is therefore necessary to reduce the
indications of each to 32 Fahr.

INDICATOR.

2. A sign, token, or symptom ;
an expression by

sign or token.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. v. xv. 175 There are other in-

;

dications of the beginning of a new Systeme of Prophecies.
1712 STERLE Sped. No. 350 r 2 Modesty is the certain In-
dication of a great Spirit, and Impudence the Affectation
of it. 1749 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. II. 16 A Black-Bird was
seen, .which was looked on as an Indication that the Geese
would soon follow. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 563 The
will contained indications of such an intention. 1860MAURY
Phys. Geog. Sea iii. 158 Perhaps the best indication as to
these cold currents, may be derived from the fish of the sea.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 16 No traces of grain .. nor any
other indication that the ancient people had any knowledge
of agriculture.

Indicative (indi-kativ, i-ndik^itiv), a. (st>.)

[ad. F. indicatif, -we (Oresme, I4th c.)
=

Sp., It.

indicative
) ad. L. indieativ-us (in sense I below),

f. itidicat- : see INDICATE and -IVE. The first pro-
nunciation is that used in sense i

; the second is

frequent, though not exclusive, in sense 2, in which
it is recognized by Smart, 1836.]
1. Gram. That points out, states, or declares :

applied to that mood of a verb ofwhich the essential

function is to state a relation of objective fact

between the subject and predicate (as opposed to a
relation merely conceived, thought of, or wished,
by the speaker).
'53 PALSCR. 84 The indicative mode they use whan they

shewe or tell a thyng to be done. 1669 MILTON Acced.
Grammar Wks. (1851) 447 The Indicative Mood sheweth
ordeclareth, as laudo I praise. 1705 HICKEKWGILL Priest-
cr. i. (1721) 16 The original Greek Word, translated search,
may as well be translated in the Indicative Mood. 1876
MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 21 1 62 note, In modem English it

is getting . . more and more common to use the Indicative
Mood in cases where the Subjunctive would be more cor-
rect. 1892 SWFFT Eng, Gram. I. 105 The statement he
comes is in the 'indicative' mood.

b. Of a form of statement : Having the verb in

the indicative mood
; assertive of objective fact.

a 1667 JER. TAYLOR Div. Instit. Office Ministerial (R.) t

The instance of Isaac blessing Jacob, which in the several

parts was expressed in all forms, indicative, optative, enun-
ciative. 1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl, Terms s. v. Absolve
tc, It is a matter of controversy whether the indicative or
the precative form of absolution was the earliest.

2. That indicates, points out, or directs
;

that

hints or suggests, f Indicative day (see quot. and
|

cf. INDICANT a.).

1624 F. WHITE Reply Fisher 525 It is a Precept Indicatiue,
or significatiue, what is fit to be done, but not obligant.
1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. xlvii. 202 It was the first Indicative

. day, wherein the Physician might expect how the disease

,

then would shew it selfe. 1655 R. SANDERS Physiogii. u
The next is called Index, the indicative or demonstrative
finger, because with it we point at any thing, 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. vi. iv. (1737) III. 371 That which we.,
have already termVI her persuasive or indicative Effort. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (i^ii] I. xii. 73, 1 shall pass over these
whole hundred of his puerile rogueries (although indicative
ones I may say). 1865 W. COLLINS Armadale iv. v, The
lawyer's indicative snuff-box was. .in one of his hands, as he

i opened the door with the other.

b. Furnishing indications of; suggestive of.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 315 There are no such
indicative Signs of any changes in States and times as
mention hath been made of. 1772 Ann. Reg. 8/2 These
transactions seemed indicative of some such consequences
as followed. i8ia SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 7 The earlier

philosophical work of the Romans, as if indicative of the

youth of the people, is marked by power and genius, by
boldness and incorrectness. 1882 WESTCOTT Sf. John In-

trod. 8 The portraiture of the people in the fourth Gospel
is no less indicative of its Jewish authorship.
B. absol. and as sb. Gram. The indicative mood;

an instance of this, a verb in the indicative mood.
1530 PALSGK. 09 The first parson singular of the indiffinite

tense of the indicative, a 1679 POOLE in Spurgeon Treas.
Dai>, Ps. xxv, The infinitive is here thought to be put for

the future tense of the indicative. iS^oMouLTON tr. Winer's
Gram. N. T. in. xli, The indicative denotes the actual,
the conjunctive and optative that which is merely possible.

1879 ROBY Lat. Gram. II. 255 Principal clauses which con-
tain an indicative or imperative. 1892 SWF.ET Eng. Giam.
I. 107 The inflections of the English verb are so scanty
that .. the distinction between indicative and subjunctive
is very slight.

Indicatively (seeprec.),a</z>. [f. prec. + -LY2.]
1. Gram. In the indicative mood.
rti6o3 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem, N. T. (1618) 647

Whether it be turned Imperatiuelyor Indicatiuely, it hurteth
not us. 1882 WESTCOTT St. John viii. 39 If 'do' be taken

imperatively in v. 38, the connexion is [etc.]. If it be taken

indicatively, then the answer is [etc.].

2. As regards indications given.
a 1711 GREW (J.), These images, formed in the brain, are

indicatively of the same species with those of sense.

3. In an indicative manner
;
so as to point out.

1856 DICKENS Rogites Life ii, I heard her say sweetly
and indicatively

'

my father .

Indicator (rndik^'tai). [a. late L. indicator,

agent-noun from indicare to INDICATE
;

cf. F. in-

dicateur (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. One who or that which points out, or directs

attention to, something.
1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. HI. v, We ourselves, restricted to

the duty of Indicator, shall forbear commentary. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I. 72 O youth, The indicator ofthe crooked

plough. 1879 FROUDE Caesar ii. 9 Birds .. were celestial

indicators of the gods' commands.



INDICATORY.

b. Anat. The muscle which extends the index

or forefinger j
the extensor i>t<li\ is.

1696 PHILLIPS, Indicator, one of the Muscles extending
the Fore-finger. 178* A. MONRO Anat. Hones, Xcrres, etc.

191 The tendons of the indicator.

c. In a microscope, A pointer which indicates

the position of a special object in the field of view.

1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Mictvgr. 51 It would perhaps
be advisable to have the tire of the wheel made broad

enough to admit of four sets of divisions, over which the
indicator should extend with a sharp edge. 1883 J. HOGG
Microsc. 191 Finders and Indicators.

2. That which serves to indicate or give a sug-

gestion </* something ; an indication of.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 73 They are the true indica-

tors of strength. 1760-7* H. BROOKE Fool o/ Qual. (1809)
II. 98 Our silence and our looks were too sure indica-
tors of the fatal tidings. 1860 TYNDAI.L Glac. i. i. 5 The
shells became the indicators of an action to which the mass
.. had been subjected. i88a FROUDE Carlyle II. 130 They
(clothes] were the outward indicators of the inward and
spiritual nature.

b. Anything used in a scientific experiment to

indicate the presence of a substance or quality,

change in a body, etc.
; esp. a chemical re-agent.

i84-3 GROVR Corr. Phys. forces (1846) 19 The substance
we use as an indicator does not undergo the same physical
change as those whose dynamical relations we are examin-
ing. ci86p FARADAY Forces Nat. v. 129 You need be in
no want of indicators to discover the presence of this attrac-
tion. 1869 ROSCOE Cheat. (1871) 25 Solids expand too little

and gases too much to be convenient indicators.

3. techn. A mechanical device or recording in-

strument which indicates the condition of the

apparatus, etc., to which it is attached ; e.g. :

a. An instrument which indicates the pressure of steam
on the piston of a steam-engine at each portion of its stroke.
b. In mines: see quot. 1867. o. In a blast-furnace, a

essages are indicated in a dial-telegraph.
ment which indicates the position at any moment of the

cage in the shaft of a mine (Raymond Mining Gloss. 1881).
f. A contrivance in a lending library for showing what books
are out or in.

1839 R. S. ROBINSON Natit. Steam Eng. 153 A most use-
ful instrument, called an indicator, can be attached to the

cylinder, which will point out the exact working state of
how much of the steam is lost between the boiler

cylinder, w
the engine,
and cylinder, [etc.]. 1867 Morning Star 30 Jan., The baro-
meters in mines are sometimes furnished with an indicator,
which tells the furnaceman when it reaches a certain point
that he should light up a great fire. 1876 ROUTLEDGR
Discov.p The actual power of a steam engine is ascertained

by an instrument called the Indicator. 1876 PREECE &
SIVEWRICHT Telegraphy 85 If the pointer in the indicator

jumps . . the currents are either too strong, or the pointer
is too lightly adjusted. 1886 Leeds Mercitry 20 Jan. 5/4

Causing him to lose sight of the indicator, which would
show him the position of the cages in the shaft. 1886 T.
GREENWOOD Public Libraries (1891) xix. 392 (Indicators)
There are several methods ofshowing to the public, by means
of the devise called the indicator, what books in a lending
department are in use or on the shelves. Ibid. 393 [In] 1870
. . Mr. John Elliot, public librarian of Wolverhampton,
brought forward his indicator. 1898 MACFARLANF. f.lbr.
Administr. 208.

4. Ornith. A honey-guide, a bird of the genus
Indicator, or family Indicatoridte ; esp. the South
African species, /. Sparmanni.
First described by Sparrman (1777) who gave it the name

of Cucutus indicator (Newton Diet. Birds 429^.
1835 STEF.DMAN Wander. S. A/r. n. v. 189 The little honey-

sucker, or indicator, kept fluttering before us with its cry
ofcherr, cherr. Ibid. looThe trunk of a tree over which
the indicator was hovering.
5. attrib. and Comb., as indicator-card, the card

on which an indicator-diagram is traced (Webster,
1864); indicator-cylinder, the cylinder of a

steam-engine indicator; indicator-diagram, a

figure traced by the indicator of a steam-engine,
showing the pressure at different points of the
stroke (Webster, 1864); indicator-muscle = IN-
DICATOB I b ; indicator-pointer, the pointer in

a telegraph indicator
; indicator-telegraph, a

form of telegraph in which the letters of a message
are indicated by a pointer on a dial-plate.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1180/2 Near the mid-length of

the 'indicator-cylinder. 1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. ffavrtz'
Winding Mach. 77 The mean pressure is most easily de-
duced from the theoretical 'indicator diagram of the half
stroke. i88a QUAIN Anat. (ed. 9) I. 224 The extensor in-
diets or "indicator muscle arises from the outer division of
the posterior surface of the ulna. 1878 PREECE & SIVE-
WRIGHT Telegraphy %$ If., the 'indicator pointer lags be-
hind and drops letters, the currents sent are too weak, or
the springs are too stiffly adjusted. 1875 KNIGHT Did.
Meek. M8z/t Cooke and Wheatstone's "indicator-telegraph.

Indicatory (i-ndikatari, i'ndikf'tari), a. [f. L.

indicat-, ppl. stem of indicare to INDICATE 4- -OEY.]
1 1. Afed. Serving to indicate the nature or tendency

of a disease
; symptomatic : cf. INDICANT a. 06s.

1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick in. xiii. (1639) 119 If the
flux . . be indicatory, the signes are rehearsed in another
place. 1603 SIR C. HBYDON Jud. Astrol. i. 19 Who will
say that the Physition in his iudgemenl by vrine, by indica-
torie and critical! daies, by Symptomes and other arguments
.. doelh intrude into the secret prouidence of God? 1614DOXNE Deyot. 347 (T.) The Pharisees pretended, that if theyhad been in their fathers' days (those indicatory and judica-
tory, those critical

days!, they would not have been par-
takers of the blood of ihe prophets.

208

2. Serving to indicate or point out something.
01734 NORTH Lives (1826) II. 198 Sir Samuel Moreland

published .. a device to prolong the indicatory space from
three inches as in common tubes to a foot or more . . This
he called a statick barometer. 1814 Examiner 471/1 The
overture is admirably spirited, indicatory, and impressive.
1871 KARI.E P/iilol. Eng. Tongue (1877) 8 198 The la of
Saxon times has none of the indicatory or pointing force
which lo now has. 1873 SIR C. W. THOMSON Deptla o_f
the Sea vii. 294 The box which covers the coil and indi-

catory part of the thermometer.

8. Indicative ^something.
1798 BELSHAM Hiit. Gt. Rrit. an. 1781 (R.) Great prepara-

tions were made .. indicatory of an approaching siege. 1811
Blackit'. Mag. X. 675 The writer alludes to certain physio-

gnomical
peculiarities

of the writers in the Review, as in-

icatory of their character.

Indicatrix .imlik^-triks . [mod. 1... fern, of
INDICATOR : see -TRIX. Cf. DIRECTRIX.]
L Geom. The curve in which a given surface is

cut by a plane indefinitely near and parallel to the

tangent-plane at any point ; so called because it

indicates the nature of the curvature of the surface
at that point.
1841 J. R. YOUNG Math. Dissert, il 43 This evanescent

curve, the limit of the intersections of the plane with the
proposed surface, is that which Dupin calls the indicatrix.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT .Vat. Phil. 1. 1. 130 A plane parallel
to the tangent plane and very near it cuts the surface in an
ellipse, hyperbola, or two parallel straight lines, in the
three cases respectively. This section, whose nature in-

forms us as to whether the curvature be
synclastic,

anti-

clastic, or cylindrical, at any point, was called by Dupin
the IndicatrLv.

2. Optical indicatrix : name given by L. Fletcher
to a surface (sphere, spheroid, or ellipsoid) devised
to indicate by its geometrical characters the optical
characters ofrays of light refracted through a crystal
of any kind.

1891 L. FLETCHER (title) The Optical Indicatrix and the
Transmission of Light in Crystals. Ibid. 20 To the surface
of reference the term Optical Indicatrix may be assigned . .

index-ellipsoid of Liebisch.

II Indicavit (indik^'-vit), sb. Law. [Substan-
tiveuseofL. indicavit'he has pointed out', 3rd sing,

perf. ind. of indicare to INDICATE.] A writ of pro-
hibition, by which a suit raised by one ecclesiastic

against another on account of tithes, amounting to
at least a fourth part of the profits of an advowson,
might be removed from the ecclesiastical court to the

king's court, at the instance of the patron of the

defendant, whose right of patronage would be pre-

judiced if the plaintiffwas successful in the spiritual
court.

[1385 Statute ll'estnt. c. 5 Cum per breve Indicavit im.

pediatur rector alicujus ecclesie ad petendum decimas in vi-

cina parochia. 1191 BRITTON v. x. ti La prohibicioun del

Indicavit, a fere suspendre le play en Cristiene court jekes
autaunt qe discus soit en nostre court par entre les avowez
(etc.).] 1607 in COWEL Interpr. 1641 COKE -2nd Inst. (16711

489 It appeared) by the ancient Writ .. of/luHcavs't.. that
the right of tithes was tried in the Kings Court. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. III. vii. QI If the right of patronage
comes at all into dispute . . there the ecclesiastical court
hath no cognizance, provided the tithes sued for amount to a
fourth part of the value of the living, but may be prohibited
at the instance of the patron by the king's writ of indicavtt.

t I'ndice. Obs. rare. fa. F. indict (1501 in

i Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. indicium INDICIUM.] An
indication, sign, token.

1636 B. JON'SON Discov., ffflweri Ulysses (Rttdg.) 744*2

|

Too much talking is ever the indice of a foole. 1645 City
Alarum 5 An infallible indice of self-emptinesse of worth.

Indices, plural of INDEX.

Indich, variant of INDITCH, Obs.

Indicia, plural of INDICIUM.

Indicia! (indi-Jal), a. [f. INDICI-UM + -AL ; but
in senses 2 and 3 used as adj. to INDEX.]
1. Of the nature of an indicium

;
indicative.

a 1849 POE Lancy Wks. 1864 III. .380 The renown thus

acquired is strongly indicial of his deficiency in that nobler
merit.

2. Of the nature or form of an index.

1858 J. P. COLLIER (title) Shakespeare's .. Poems, edited
with copious notes and indicial Glossary.

3. Ornith. Of or pertaining to the index-finger.
1895 Pop. Set. Monthly Apr. 764 The claws on the indicial

digits of young gallinules are pretty well developed.

t Indi'Cible, a- Obs. Also 5 -dyoybylle, 6

-dyoible. [a. OF. indiciblc (1480 in Hatz.-Darm.)
or ad. med.I,. indicibilis

,
(. in- (!N- a) + dicibilis,

{. dictre to say : see DICIBLE.] Unspeakable, in-

expressible.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xn. xix, It is grete joye and in-

dicible gladnes to all hys enemies. 1481 Monk of Evesham
Arb.i 40 Owte of that same fowle ponde bysyly brake a

myste of an
indycybylle

stenche. c IS3* Du WES Introd.
Fr. in Palsgr. 1037 To consider and beholde the indicible
vertues of the whiche our Lorde . . hath . . made [you] to
shine. 1685 EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin (1888) 151 O vupara-
lell'd loss ! O griefe indicible.

Indiciduous, obs. form of INDECIDUOUS.
Illdi'cion 1

. Obs. rare-*, [a. OF. indicion,
variant of indicfion (Godef.).] INDICTION 3.

INDICT.

fiS3 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1079 Indicions that
lien made of thre lustres, which ben

fyftelie yeres.

t Indi'cion -. Ol's. rare. Also -dit-. [irreg. f.

L. indie- (see INDEX, INDICATE) + -(c; ION, -TION.]
== INDICATION, INDICIUM.

1541 COPLAND Galyen's Terap. * Biij, The prymytyfe
cause serueth nothynge to the indicion of curyngc, although?
it be vtyle to the knowledge of the dysease, to them that
haue knowen the nature of venymous beastes by vse and
experience, and therof taketh curatyfe indicion. 1588 K.
PARKF. tr. Mention's Hist. China 85 And if. .the Judge do
vnderstand by witnesse and by indicions that bee is faultie
and culpable. Ibid. 379 That is a sufficient indition [etc.].

II Indicium (indi-jiimi . PI. indicia. [L. in-

dicium sign, mark, etc., f. indie- : see INDEX, INDI-

CATE.] An indication, sign, token. Chiefly in//.
1615-6 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. x. 1857 Other sufficient

Indicia, or euidence besides. Ibid., This Indicium of this

Malefactor. 1675 HANNAH WOOLLF.Y Gentlnv. Companion
55 A ridiculous Garb is the most certain indicium of a
foolish person. 1776 SIR J. BURROW Reports K. Bench IV.

2366 Now where are the Indicia or distinguishing marks
of Ideas? 1815 SCOTT Guy M. x, The corpse afforded no
other indicia respecting the fate of Kennedy. 1861 SIR
G. C. LEWIS Astron. Anc. iv. i We may perhaps rather
wonder that Hipparchus should have succeeded in discover-

ing this truth by means of the far and faint indicia which
were within his reach.

Indico, obs. form of INDIGO.

Indicolite (indi-Wbit). Min. [f. Gr. \v6ne6-v

INDIGO + -LITE: named by d'Andrada in 1800.]
An indigo-coloured variety of tourmaline.
1808 T. ALLAN List Mm. 38 Indicolite .. from Uto in

Sweden. 1816 CLEVELAND Min. 262 Indicolite . . has an
indigo blue color, sometimes so dark, that it appears almost
black. 1843 PORTI.OCK Geol. 213 The Indicolite, of a fine

blue colour, occurs in the granite of Donegal.

Indict (indai'O, z>.l Forms: a. 4-6 endyte,
4-7 endite, 6 endight (endict). ft. 4-9 indite,

,Sindyte,^6 indyght,6-7indight). y. 7- indict.

[ME. enditc-n, a. AF. cndite-r to indict, charge,

accuse, corresponds in form to OF. enditer, -dilier,

-dilter, answering to a late L. type *indictare, f.

in- (IN- ') + dictare to say, declare, DICTATE. But
the OF. verb is recorded only in the senses

' make
known, indicate, dictate, suggest, compose, write,

instruct, inform, prompt, incite
'

(Godef.), so that

the history of the AF. and ME. word is not clear.

A corresponding med.L. indictare to indict, accuse,
is cited by Du Cange only in English legal use,
and seems to be merely the latinized form of the

AF. and ME. verb, in accordance with which

again the ME. endite has been altered to indite,
and (since 1600) written indict, though the spoken
word remains indite. See also INDITE v.

The sense of endite, indict, may have arisen from L. in-

dicere '
to declare publicly ',

taken as in II.
indicere^

'
to de-

nounce
'

(Florio) ; but it comes near to a sense of L. indicare
to INDICATE,

'

to give evidence against
'

; and it appears as
if there had been, in late L. or Romanic, some confusion of
the L. verbs indicare, indlcerc, indictart- : thus in It., Florio
has '

Indicare, to shew, to declare, to utter ; also to endite
and accuse, as Indicerc

'

',

'

Indfcere, to intimate, denounce,
manifest, declare ; . .also to accuse, to appeach or detect

'

;
' Indiltare, to indite; also as Indicere*

', 'Indittore, an in-

diter, a denouncer ; also an intimator '.]

I. 1. trans. To bring a charge against ;
to ac-

cuse (a person) for (f of) a crime, as (\for) a

culprit, esp. by legal process.
[1178 Rolls of'Parlt. 1.4/2 Ceus ke sunt enditeeparquatre

hundredez. 1293 BRITTON I. v. 8 II n'i deit estre, car mei
endita [he ought not to be upon the jury, because he in-

dieted me].]
o. 1303 R. BRUNNF. ffandl.Synne 1340 What shul we sey

of bys dytours. .pat for hate a trewman wyl endyte? 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xi. 307 Neyther is blamelees pe bisshop
ne be

chapleyne,
For ner eyther is endited. 1393 Ibid. C.

xvi. 119 Ferly me bynkeb, Bote dowel endite sow, in die
iudicii. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxciii. 169 Els the man
that ought it shold be falsely endyted of forest or of felonye.

1537 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) I. 62 Which too lordes
were endighted of highe treason against the Kinge. 1581

J. BELL Haddon's AHSW. Osor. 1 1 1 You must withall endite

guiltie of the same crime, the best and most approved
.. interpretours of elder age. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's
Viet. l. xxvi, Justice herself the plaintifie to endite him.

ft. c 1440 Promp. Parr. 261/1 Indytyd be lawe, for tres-

pace, indictatvs. 1530 PALSGR. 500/2, I indyte a man by
indytement. 1591 WARNER Alb. Eng. vni. xl. (1612) 194 He
being then indighted Was hardly found a Felon. 1593
NASIIE 4 Lett. Con/iit. 6 Hold vp thy hand G. H. thou art

heere indited for an incrocher. 1651 ASHMOLE Theat. Chem.
196 Thereof the People will the at Sessions indight. 1678
Trans. Crt. Spain 53 Your Majesty might have indited

him, or received his Justifications.

y. a I6a6 BACOM Max. >t Uses Com. Law (1636) 66 If he
bee indicted of felony, or treason. 1640-4 in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. ill. (1692) I. 59 William Coltman .. did indict him at

the Sessions at Newgate. 1709 STEEI.E Taller No. no n
One of her Admirers who was indicted upon that very Head.

(11713 ELLWOOD Autobiot. (1885) 285 They indicted our
friends as rioters. 1764 BURN Poor La-.vs 247 If a man
be indicted for an assault. 1874 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) V.

325 Let any one who will, indict him on the charge of loving
MM gains.
2. To make (it) matter of indictment

;
to charge

(a thing), rare.
a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serin. (1675) 483 That their own in-

famy should be endited against them to after ages. 1898

SCOTT F. M. Perth xxv, It is indited against Simon Glover
. .that he hath spoken irreverent discourses.



INDICT.

Hence Indi'eted///. n.1
, Indi-cting vbl. sl>.

c 1440 Pmmp. Parv. 139/2 Endytyd, or indytyd for trespas,

indicates. Ibid. 140/1 Endytynge (A", indytinge) of tres-

pace, indictacio. 1529 MORE Suppl. Sonlys Wks. 290/2 The

byshoppe of London was in a greate rage for endyghtynge
of certayne curates of extorcyon and incontinencye. 1785
CRABBE Neivspapcr Wks. 1834 II. 124 Rector, doctor, and

attorney pause ..on .. Indited roads and rates that still

increase.

t Indi'Ct, v. 2 Obs. Also 7 erron. indight,
indite, [f. L. indict-, ppl. stem of indicfrc to

declare, proclaim, announce, appoint, f. in- (IN-
2
)

+ diefre to say, tell, declare, etc. : cf. addict, con-

tradict, predict. In OF. endire, indire, pa. pple.

in 1 6th c. indict (Godef.), which may have con-
j

tribnted to the formation of the Eng. word.]
1. To declare authoritatively, announce, proclaim.

a. To proclaim (a public meeting), convoke or

summon (a council, assembly).

1538 Epist. Hen. VIII (title.p.), The Kynges Hyghenes
owgnt neyther to sende nor go to the Councill, indicted at

Vincence. 1565 HARDING in Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 584
To summon them to the Councel, which the Pope thought

good to indict at Trent. 1639 Clias. I.'s Proclam. Scat. 2

We were pleased to cause indict a free generall assembly
to be holden at Glasgow. 1648 SIR E.^NICHOLAS

Let.

O

1848 1. 165 The consuls used to indict a meeting of the

senate. 1720 \Vodrmu Corr. (1843) II. 535 The next As-

sembly is indited to May TI, 1721.

b. To proclaim, announce, or ordain (a religious

observance, esp. a solemn fast or festival) ; to fix

or.name (a day for a fast or festival).

1500 H. BARROW in Confer, iii. 55 You . . solemnlie indict

an Eaue, a day, on the one a fast, on the other a solemne

feast. 1649 Br. HALL Cases Consc. iv. vii. (1654) 357 In

some solemne fasts indicted by the Church for some pub-

lique humiliation. 1662 GUNNING Lent Fast 50 To break

. .the Lent indicted to Believers. 1702 C. MATHER Magn.
Cltr. vii. App. (1852) 651 The pastor of the church there in-

dicted a day for prayer with fasting.

C. To declare or proclaim (peace or war).
c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 186 The

Pope should indicte a general peace among all Christian

princes. 1671 EVELYN Mem. (1857) III. 229 His Majesty's
ministers being recalled from their respective ministries

abroad, the war was fully indicted.

H 2. To indicate : cf. IXDICTION 6.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn., Moles, etc. 31 [It] indicts to

the native some ktndes of strife.

Hence f Indrcted ///. a.-

1685 EVELYN Mrs. Godolphin 173 (R. Suppl.) Upon indicted

fast dayes, how extraordinary were her recesses and devo-

tions on euery Friday.

Indict, obs. erron. form of INDITE.

Indictable (indai-tab'l), a. [f.
INDICT w.l +

-ABLE.]
1. Liable to be indicted or accused of a crime.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Indictable, that may be . . in-

dicted or prosecuted. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 97. 1/2 We
stand Indictable of a Non-compliance. 1762 tr. Busching s

Syst, Geog. V. 310 The abbot, .should not be indictable

before any other person than the Emperor. 1817 COBBETT

Whs. XXXII. 72 These gallant Knights, .are, I think,

fairly indictable for an attempt at fraud.

2. That renders one liable to an indictment ;
on

account of which an indictment may be raised.

1721 Mod. Rep. X. 336 The keeping of a gaming house is

an offence indictable at common law as a nusance. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. ii. (ed. 2) 167 The reasons, .extended

equally to every indictable offence. 1860 EMERSON Cond.

Life, Culture Wks. (Bohn) II. 364 The sufferers parade
their miseries, . . reveal their indictable crimes that you may
pity them. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 131 Even though
the points had oeen proven, there was no indictable offence.

Hence IncU-ctably adv., so as to be indictable.

1824 DE QuiNCEY Goethe Wks. 1863 XII. 194 If the novel

be German, this is indictably indecent.

t Indi-ctament. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L.

indictamcntum an accusation, f. indictare = f^t.

enditer to accuse.]
= INDICTMENT.

1525 in W. H. Turner Select. Kec. Oxford (1880) 39 All

such indictaments as shalbe agaynst him.

Indictee (indaitf ). Also 6-7 enditee. [f.

INDICT v?- + -IE.] A person indicted or charged
with a crime.

1581 LAMBARDE />. IV. vii. (1588) 517 To certifie an other

Record of the
acquittall

of that Enditee. 1613 SIR H. FINCH

Law (1636) 404 No enditor be put in enquests vpon the de-

liuerance of enditees of felonies or trespasse. 1721 St.

German's Doctor # Stud. 316 The Judges knew of their

own knowledge that the Indictee was guilty.

Indicter (indai-tai). Forms: 5 indytar, 6 en-

dightour, indighter, 7 enditor, inditer, in-

diotor, 7- indicter. [a. AF. endiloiir, f. enditer

to INDICT .!.] One who indicts, a formal accuser.

[1292 BRITTON i. v. S 8 Ay presumpcioun de ly et de touz

mes enditours, qe, etc. [I presume ofhim and all my indicters,

that, etc.].] 1460 Tmuneley Myst. xx. 24 All fals indytars

Quest mangers and hirers . . Ar welcom to my sight. 1533

MORE Apol. xl. Wks. 908/2 Thendightours maye haue eui-

dence geuen them a part, or haue heard of the matter ere

they came there, a 1535 >Vks. 987 !R-> Maister More
saith yet further that vpon indightmentes at Sessions the

indighters vse not to shewe y names of them that gaue
them informacion. 1622 BACON Hen. VII, 146 (R.) In them

(king's suite) .there passeth a double June, the indictors,

and the tryors. 1655 FULLER Cn. Hist. ix. vi. 51 By Law
VOL. V.
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no man may be Accuser, and Witness ; Inditer and lurer.

1872 Daily Nr*us 5 Oct. 5 [He] has been accused .. of pla-

giarism, and occasionally proofs positive have been furnished

by his indicters.

Iiidiction (indi-kjan). fad. L. indictidn-em,

noun of action from ttM&efn to appoint, announce,

INDICT v. '*, perh. immed. a. OF. indiction, indic-

tiun (Ph.de Thaun, I2th c.).]

1. The action of ordaining or announcing authori-

tatively and publicly ;
an appointment, declaration,

proclamation.
1563-87 FOXE A. ft M. (1506) 642/2 A prorogation is made

before the terme is expired and not after, for after, it is

rather called an newe indiction or appointment. 1586 FF.RNE

Blaz. Gentrie 153 A hereald must be couragious to promul-

....... . , ,

at Edenburgh. a 1714 BURNET Hist. Re/, an. 1536 (R.) He

take care that the Rectors of the Churches have these

Letters of Indiction on Sunday. 1872 W. H. JERVIS Galilean

CA. I.ii. 150 The bull of indiction was so worded as to admit

the view for which the French contended.

2. The decree or proclamation of the Roman

Emperors fixing the valuation on which the pro-

perty-tax was assessed at the beginning of each

period of fifteen years ; hence, the tax or subsidy

paid on the basis of this assessment. Also
transf.

e principal

of each diocese, during two months previous to the first day
of September. And, by a very easy connection of ideas, the

word indiction was transferred to the measure of tribute

which it prescribed, and to the annual term which it allowed

for the payment. 1848 HALLAM Mid. Ages n. Note vii. I.

306 The indiction, or land-tax, imposed on the subjects of

the Roman empire. 1831 SIR J. STEPHEN Lect. Hist. Fr.

(1852) I. 25 There was a new assessment, or, as it was called,

indiction, every fifteenth year.

3. The fiscal period of fifteen years, instituted by

the Emperor Constantine in A.D. 313, and reckoned

from the 1st of Sep. 312, which became a usual

means of dating ordinary events and transactions,

and continued in use as such down through the

Middle Ages. Also called Cycle or Era of in-

diction or inductions.

Besides this, the original or Constantinopolitan Indiction,

there were also the Constatitinian (adopted on mistaken

grounds in Western Europe) which began on Sept. 24, and

the so-called Roman or Pontifical, beginning with the

commencement of th" civil year.

1387 THEVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 255 J>e Romayns. .hadde

of every lond bat fey hadde i-wonne (m: manere tribute in

fiftene jere, and cleped be fiftene ;ere Indictioun. 1552

HULOET, Indiction, which is the space of fiftene yeres and

used after the church of Rome, indictio. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 127 Computation of times, as amongst
the Greekes by Olympiads, and amongst the Romans by
Lustra and Indiciums, a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 641.

therefore from any given year of the Christian era 312 be

subtracted and the remainder be divided by 15, the year of

this cycle will be obtained. 1897 W. M. RAMSAY in

Expositor Apr. 275 The indictions are not known to have

been in use earlier than the fourth century.

b. transf. Any similar cycle of years.

1843 PRESCOTT Mexico I. iv. (1864) 36 To enable them to

specify any particular year, they divided the great cycle into

four smaller cycles, or indictions, of thirteen years each.

4. A specified year in the recurring period of

fifteen years, counting from A.D. 312-313, indicated

by its numerical position in the cycle ; the number

thus indicating a year.
1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 253 After \* concep-

cioun of lohn Baptiste, be sixte mon|>e, be fyve and twenty

day of Marche, in a Friday, be tenbe day of the mone, |>e

twell>e Inductioun [Higden Indictione duodecima; Hart,

transl. the xii"> indiccion], at Nazareth in Galilee, Crist is

iconceyved of be virgine Marie. 1447 BOKENHAM Seynlys

(Roxb.) 28 The secunde yer of the forseyd pope Sergye, and

thwelfte indiccyoun. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. vn. ix. (1636)

661 Adde to the yeere of the Lord given 3, and divide the

INDICTMENT.

frequency of our Theatrical pastimes during that Indiction.

1685 Mrs. Godolphin (1888) 175 Not onely did she fast

on dayes of Indiction, and such as the Church enjoynes.

^16. = INDICATION : cf. INDICT v. 2 2. Obs.

1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn., Moles etc. 21 [It] is the in-

diction of a short life.

Indictional (indrkfanal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to an indiction or cycle of years.

1701 BEVERLEY Apoc. Quest. 8 The rest of the parts of

Prophetic Time are not strictly Indictional by themselves,

but joyn'd one part with another, fall into Indictions. 1897

W. M. RAMSAY in Expositor Apr. 275 The indictional

periods of fifteen years.

Iiidictive (indi-ktiv), a. rare. [ad. L. indic-

tiv-us proclaimed, f. indtcere : see INDICT z>.2 and

-IVE. (In sense 2 from INDICT p. 1
)]

1 1. Proclaimed or appointed by authority. Obs.

1636 BLOUNT Glossogr., Indictive, that which is declared,

appointed, or solemnly uttered, whereunto the people were

wont to be called by Proclamation. 1696 KENNETT Komtf

Antiq. n. x. (R.), Tt\\tfwivs piiblicvm . .may be sometimes

understood as entirely the same with the indictive funeral,

and sometimes only as a species of it. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl., Indicti-JC, an epithet given to certain feast-days

appointed by the Roman magistrates.

2. Accusing, containing an indictment or charge.
1880 'MARK TWAIN' Tramp Air. I. 73 Each sang his

indictive narrative in turn.

Indictment (indsi-tment). Forms : a. 4-6

endyte-, 4-8 endite-, 5 endyt-, 6 eudyght-,

6-7 endightment. P. 5-6 indyte-, 6-8 indite-,

7 indightmeut. 7. 6- indictment, [a. AF. en-

ditemcnt, -dictement, f. enditer INDICT w.i.]

1. The action of indicting or accusing, a formal

accusation ; spec, in Eng. Law, the legal process

in which a formal accusation is preferred to and

presented by a Grand Jury. Hence the phrases

:
to bring in or lay an indictment, and (of the Grand

1

Jury) tofind an indictment.

1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 8915 Ne quest take of

endytement Yn holy cherche, ol>er jerde purseynt. c 44

Promp. Para. 261/2 Indytynge, or indytement for trespas,

indictacio. 1460 CAPGIIAVE Chron. (Rolls) 247 The tydingis

of this endytment cam to the knowlech of the duke of

Glouceter ; and he.. swore on the Holy Gospel, that it vas

nevyr his purpos, ne his wil, for to purpos no thing ageyn
the velfare of the kyng. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. v.

(1588) 484, I take an Enditement to be the Verdite of the
:

lurors, grounded upon the accusation of a third person.

1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 356 Who dares bring in

such a foul endightment against the divine law. 1682

BUNYAN Holy War vii, Mr. Haughty, . . How sayest thou ?

1 Art thou guilty of this indictment or not? 01716 SOUTH

Sena. (1717) III. 512 The Hand-writing against him may
be Cancelled in the Court of Heaven, and yet the Endite-

ment run on in the Court of Conscience. 1769 BLACKSTONE

Comm. IV. xix. 262 When such an indictment is therefore

found by a grand jury of freeholders in the king's bench, . .

it is to be removed by a writ of certiorari into the court of

the lord high steward. 1849 JAMES Woodman xiii, You

plead, my lord, to an indictment I have never laid. 1886
'

FARRAR Hist. Interpret. 309 An even more tremendous

indictment against the decadent morality of Rome and her

priesthood might be drawn from the writings of Petrarch.

fig. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 146 Must we against the

glory of Gods transcendent love towards us be still the ser-

vants of a literall
'

indightment
'

?

b. The legal document containing the charge ;

!

' a written accusation of one or more persons of a

crime or misdemeanor, preferred to, and presented

upon oath by, a grand jury
'

(Blackstone). Hence

to draw (up) an indictment.

1506 W. DE WORDE (title) The boke of Justyces of peas the

I charge with . . all that longyth to ony Justyce to make en-

dytements of haute treason, petyt treason. 1548 HALL

Chron., Hen. VIII, 86 When thenditement was openly redde,

he Duke sayd it is false. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, HI. vi. i

;
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. (1889) II. 177 A motion in arrest

ofjudgment was instantly made, on the ground that a Latin

against the prisoner, they ... ----- ~t --

true bill
' or ' no true bill

'

as the case may be.

fi
dict

rue or .

fit. 1875 M'LAREN Sertii. Ser. n. vi. 103 The gloomy in-

ictment has been penned by our own hands.

Lord eight hundred and fourteen, the seventh Indiction, on

C. Bill of indictment, the written accusation as

preferred to the Grand jury, before it has been by
them either found a true bill, or ignored.

of November. 1861 SCRIVENER Introd. Crit. N. Test. 183

note, The letter x is quite illegible, but the Indiction 9

belongs only to A.D. 831, 1131, 143'- l875 Lect. J ext

N. Test. 15 The year of the Greek era, and sometimes the

proper Indiction of that year.

f 5. An ecclesiastical observance authoritatively

enjoined, or the period during which it is observed ;

esp. a public fast. Obs.

1641 MILTON Reform, i. Wks. (1847) TO/I He that cannot

tell of stations and indictions . . shall be counted a lank,

shallow, insufficient man. 1665 EVELYN Corr. 9 Feb., The
Lenten abstinence minds me of another incongruity . . the

1530 Star Chatnb. Proceed, in Proc. Soc. Antiq. Ser. II.

, . 322 The seid William Trewhitt toke the seid billes of

indytement of the seid fyle. 1589 Pasq-utfs Return CI nj b,

i The . . Elders . . had neuer put vppe any Billes of endignt-

they [the grand inquest] may return the bill ignoramus.

laid before them at the suit of the king. 1818 JAS. MILL

Brit. India (1826) V. 53 The absurdities with which a bill

of indictment is frequently stuffed.

2 Scots Law. A form of process by which a
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INDICULAR.

criminal is brought to trial at the instance of the

Lord Advocate ; the formal written charge.

1773 ERSKINK Just. iv. iv. $ 87 The trial of proper crimesW
the court ofjmlicUry proceed* cither on indictment, which

method is generally observed when the accused person to be

tried is in iirivm, or [etc.). Ibid. 89 That part of the indict-

ment..which contains the ground of the charge against the

defender, and the nature and degree of the punishment that

he ought lo suffer, is called the libtl. 1861 Keifs Diet. Lam
Scat. 440/2 Where the private party is the principal prose-

cutor.. it is not in the form of an indictment that he brings

his action, but in the form of criminal letters. Ibid. 441/1

The indictment is prepared
in a syllogistic form, in which

the major ftrvposition states the nature of the crime .. the

minor proposition states the offence actually committed ..

the conclusion is, that on the panel's conviction by the jury,
he ought to suffer the punishment inflicted by law on the

crime.

tlndi'cular, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. ituiictilus,

urn, dim. of INDEX + -AB.] Of the nature of, or

containing, n list or catalogue.
1716 M. DAVIES Athcn. Brit. III. Coiiamina Lyr. Ded

,

An Indicular Essay upon the Dome-stick Criticisms and
Clerical Characters .. contain'd in his said Atkenx Rrittin.

nicm.

II I ndicuni. Obs. [L. Indicant (Pliny), ad.

Gr. 'IvSutuv, neut. of 'lvSix6s Indian.]
= INDIGO.

1308 TUCVISA Bnrth. De P. K. xix. xxxii. (Bodl. MS.l,
Indtcum is founde in Caues of Inde, ipijt in slyme w Come

clemynge to be slyme & ayrie wi)> wondre medlmge of kinde

purpur and of blewe. 1558 WARDE tr. Alexis* Seer. I. 89 a,

Stiepe the Intiicvm in thicke redde wyne. 1711 tr. Pomtt's

Hist. Drugs I. 91 There is a Meal made of Anil, that is

only distinguished from the Indicum..as being made out of

the entire Plant.

Indies v i-ndiz), sb. pi. [Plural of Indie or Ixnv,

adaptation of L. India]
1. A name given to India and the adjacent regions
and islands, and also to those lands of the Western

Hemisphere discovered by Europeans in the I5th
and 1 6th centuries, and originally supposed to be

part of the former ; with the progress of geographical

knowledge the two were distinguished as EAST
INDIES and WEST INDIES, q^.v.
In mod. English use, Indies without qualification means

the East Indies ; and West Indies is (in strict use) confined

to the group of islands lying to the east of Central America;
but, in translations from French, Spanish, or Portuguese,
Indies often occurs in its i6th c. sense.

1555 EDEN Decades \n All that trauayle into these Indies

haue greater respecte to luker and gaynes then diligently to

searche the woorkes of nature. Ibid. 175 {heading) Of the

ordinary nauygation from Spayne to the Weste Indies.

1588 T. HICKOCK (title) The Voyage and Trauaile of M.
Caesar Frederick, .into the East India, the Indies, and beyond
the Indies. 1605 Jeronimo in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 354 Alas,
that Spain cannot of peace Forbear a little coin, the Indies

being so near. 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. lit. iii. i

Telling men that there are Jewels of inestimable value in

the Indies. 1700 TOLAND Clito viii. 6 Both Indys gladly
will thy Handmaids be. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits viii.

11857) 140 The English did not calculate the conquest of the
Indies.

f 2. Used allusively for a region or place yielding

great wealth or to which profitable voyages may be

made. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iii. 79 They shall be my East
and West Indies. 1613 Hen. VI11, iv. i. 45 Our King
ha's all the Indies in his Armes. c 1640 [SHIRLEY] Capt,
Un>tenvit n. iii. in Hullen O. PI. II.

% 353,
I am sailing now

to my owne Indies, And see the happie Coast, too. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Black-Indies, Newcastle, from
whence the Coals are brought. 174* JARVIS Qitix. n. iv. liv,

Regarding it [Spain] as their Indies, to which they are cer-

tain of making a profitable voyage.

Indiffeasable, obs. form of INDEFEASIBLE.

Indifference 1

(indrferens). Also 6 -aunce.

[f.
as INUIFFEHENCV

; see -ENCE. Cf. F. indiffi-
rence (1629 in Hatz.-DarmAJ The quality of

being indifferent.

1 1. The making of no difference between con-

flicting parties ; impartiality;
= INDIFFEBENOY I .

1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 1008/1 He is . . farre fro

such indifference & equitie, as ought and must be in the

iudges. 1537 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 140
Trustyng in yor wysdomes and indifferaunces, and upon the

fidelyte ye here unto us. 1641 Declar. I.prds <y Com.
7 Nov. 3 Reasonable satisfaction shall be made unto them,
. . according to Justice and indifference. 1699 BURNET
39 Art. ix. (1700) 116 Thus I have set down the different

Opinions in this point, with that true Indifference that I

intend to observe on such other occasions, a 1754 FIELDING
Conversation Wks. 1784 IX. 371 The gentlemen, .are to be
seated with as much seeming indifference as possible, unless
there be any present whose degrees claim an undoubted
precedence.
2. Absence of feeling for or against ; hence esp.

Absence of care for or about a person or thing ;

want of zeal, interest, concern, or attention ; un-

concern, apathy. Const, to, towards.
'* STANLEY Hist. Pkihs. xn. (1701) 471/2 Eratosthenes

relates, That he . . often carried to Market Birds, or . . Pi;;-
to sell, anil managed his Houshold-Affairs with the like in-

difference, insomuch as he is reported to have washed a
Sow. 1711 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Worthy
Montagu if, Feb., Vour indifference to me does not hinder
me from thinking you capable of tenderness. 1749 FIFI.IV
IM. Tom "Jones \. xi, She behaved to him before company
with the highest degree of indifference. 1756 BL'RKE SiiH.
* B i. ii, The human mind is often .. in a state neither of

pain nor pleasure, whicli I call a state of indifference. 1818
SCOTT f. M. Perth vi,

'

Perhaps never, if snrh be my
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faiher';; pleasure', continued Conachar, with assumed in-

difference. 1833 HT. MARIINF.AU Clt,irni,;i Sea i. 8 Her
indifference was towards her parents, and most who crossed

her daily path. 1847 GKOTK Greece n. xlv. (1862) IV. 56
'J'he feeling towards Athens was rather indifference than
hatred. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xiv, A look of complete
indifference to his own external appearance.
3. Imletermination of the will (cf. INWFFERENCY

3), or of a body to rest or motion ; neutrality.
17*8 PEMBERTON AVwAw'j P/iilcs. 29 All bodies have such

an indifference to rest, or motion, that if once at rest they
remain so [etc.]- 1768-74 TUCKER /,/. Nat. (1834) I. 66
It will tear up the main foundation whereon they build
their doctrine of indifference (of the will), namely, that

without it there could be no demerit, and consequently no
room for punishment. 1831 I.AKUNKK Hydrost.

vji. 124
A solid immersed in a liquid may have several distinct

positions of equilibrium, instability, and indifference. 1886

W. CUNNINGHAM St. Austin iv. 128 The indifference of the

human will, its perfect ability to choose this or that.

f4. The quality of being indifferent, or neither

decidedly good nor evil (cf. INDIPFERENOT 6). Obs.

1690-1 TILLOTSON Semi. (1728) I. 355 Conscience is no-

thing else but the Judgment of a Man's own Mind con-

cerning the Morality of his actions ; that is, the Good or

Evil, or Indifference of them.

b. ' Passableness ; mediocrity; as, indifference of

quality' (Webster, 1864).
5. Want of difference or distinction between

things ;
= INDIFFERENCY 7.

Doctrine of indifference: the doctrine (of certain i2th c.

philosophers) that universals are individuals considered in

those respects in which they do not differ from other indi-

viduals of the same kind.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) 142/1 He asserted

Indifference, that there is no difference of things. 1662

GUNNING Lent Fast 194 Each one therefore .. is willing

through these daies, to keep himself from indifference of

meats. 1850 MAURICE Moral $ Met. Philos. I. 558 We can-

not work ourselves into his [Abelard's] passionate feelings

against this doctrine of Indifference.

6. The fact of not mattering or making no differ-

ence ; unimportance; esp. in phrase a matter of in-

difference ; also, an instance of this
;

a thing or

matter of no essential importance.
1644 MILTON Areob. (ArtO 76 Those neighboring differ-

ences, or rather indifferences, are what I speak of, whether
in some point of doctrine or of discipline. 1683 E. HOOKER
Pref. Pordage's Mystic Div. 71 What are, as cunningly as

commonly, called . . innocent indifferences and orderli dc-

cences. iToSSiANHOPE Parafhr. (1709)^.79 The Necessity
or Indifference of observing the Mosaic Rites. 18x6 SCOTT
Bl. Dwarf \\, This would have been a circumstance of great
Indifference to the experienced sportsman. 1885 Yorksli.

Post 17 July 4 '2 If the possession of the Zulfikar Pass is a
matter of such utter indifference to the Ameer [etc.].

7. Magnetism. Indifference point, point of indif-

ference :

* the middle zone of a magnet where the

attractive powers of the two ends neutralise each
other* (Syd. Soc. Lex, 1886).

f Indrfference *. Obs. rare. [app. f. IN- 2 +

DIFFERENCE, but perh. erroneous; see INDIFFERENT

at.2] Difference.

1501 ARNOLDF. Chron. (1811) 103 The indifferences of theis

obligacions. Ibid. 105 Theis ben the indiffrence of y"
aquitauncis, the furst is one party of payment. The ij is of
ful payment. 1589 NASHE Prcf. Greene's Menaphon (Arb.)

7 The hunger of our insatiate humorists, .readie to swallowe
all draffe without indifference.

Indi fferenced, ///. a. nonce-wd.
[f. IN-

DIFFERENCE 1 + -ED 2; cf. iced, frosted*] Indif-

ferenced&ver, covered over with indifference, having
an outward show of indifference.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xxxi. 186, I again
turned to her, all as indifferenced over as a girl at the first

long expected question, who waits for two more,

Indi'ffereneist. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. + -IST.]
One who maintains the indifference or indetermi-

nation of the will.

i768TucKER Lt. Nat. I. vi. 25. 159 If. .merit or demerit
extend no further than while the will can act independently,
why do your indifferen cists ever punish for acts done in

consequence of a perverseness already contracted?

Indifferency (imlrferensiX Also 6 indyff-,

6-7 indeff-. [ad. I,, indifferenlia (Gellius), n. of

quality from indifferent-em : see INDIFFERENT a.i

and -ENCY.] The quality of being indifferent.

I. Of a person or thing, in relation to two or

more persons, things, courses, etc.

1. Absence of bias, prejudice, or favour for one
side rather than another

; impartiality, equity, fair-

ness. Now rare.

1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1226/2 Then shall

they fall from indirferencye, and mayntayne false maters of

theyr friendes. 1548 HALL Chron. > Hen. VI 177 b. Not as

he, which requireth of you favor, parcialitie,
or bearyng,

but egall right, frendly indifferencie, and trew ..justice.
11571 JEWEL On 2 Tkess. (1611) iza Marke then, and wit-
nesse of my indifferencie . . that I follow not affection, but
deale vprightly. 1610 CARLETON Jurisd. 131 How can
sinceritic and indifferencie bee expected of them, that are
aforehand bound by Oath to the Pope? a 1670 HACKET
Crttt.Scrm, (1675)11 Mark here the equity and indifferency
of the Son of God both to Jew and to barbarian. 1785
PALEY Mor. Philos. vi. viii. (1830) 406 The advantage at-

;

tending the second kind of judicature [where the judge is
'

determined by lot at the lime of the trial, and for that turn .

only] is indifferency. 183* AUSTIN Jurisj>r. (1873)
I. iii. 137 ;

Few of them will pursue it with this requisite
'

indifferency'
or impartiality.

INDIFFERENCY.

2. Neutrality of feeling ; hence, Absence of active

feeling or interest; unconcern, aprfthy ;
= IxiHF-

FKKKNCE 2. Const, iff, towards. Now rare.

16*$ Br. HALL Let. in Neal Hist. Pttrit. (1733) II. 156
How long will you halt in this Indifferency? 16*6 DONNE
Sertn. iv. 38 That you are in iequilibrio, in an Eycnesse an

Indifferency in an Equanimity whether ye die this night or

no. 1642 RociERS Naaman 176 Their former love of the

word bath turned to indifferency. 1689 HOWE in H. Rogers
Life ix. (1863) 253 In matters of religion Charles II was

sufficiently known to be a prince of great indifferency. 1715
Wottrow Con: (1843) II. 54 The state of things did not bear

an indifferency and neutrality. IT DK FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 203, I had a perfect indifferency for the whole sex.

1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot. \. 7 To rest in a profligate

indifferency to religion. 1836 I. GILBERT Chr.Atonem. vii.

(1852) 1^5 Even the least sembfance of indifferency towards
the decisions of law.

1 3. Indetermination of the will
;

freedom of

choice; an equal power to take either of two

courses, f Liberty of indifferency* freedom from

necessity, freedom of the will. Obs.

1551 LATIMER Serat. $ Rent. (1845) 80 We cannot do so

here in England ; for our indifferency is taken away by a
law. flibi^ HAYNK On Efh. (1658) 144 The indifferency of

the inclination in exercise is bound by Gods decree, n 165*

J. SMITH Set. Disc. vii. u. (1821) 316 Upon Adam's first

transgression, that grand liberty of indifferency equally lo

good or evil began first to discover itself. 1690 I^OCKK

HUM. Und. H. xxi. 71 The operative Powers, .remaining

equally able to operate, or to forbear operating after, as

before the Decree of the Will, are in a State, which, if one

pleases, may be calPd Indifferency. 1699 BURNET 39 Art.
x. (1700) 117 This Indifferency lo do or not todo, cannot 1*

the true Notion of Liberty.
4. Of a word : Capability of being applied to

different things; neutral or equivocal sense, am-

biguity. Now rare or Obs.

1596 BELL Surv. Popery in xii. 497 To make aduantage
of the indifferencie of the word. 1640 FULLER JosefKs Coat,
i Cor. xi. 28 (1867) 77 The seeming indifferency in the

English tongue is necessitated in the Greek, Aoxijia^tiai.

1701 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. n. v. (1852) 136 The usage . .

.seems to have been accommodated unto that indifferency of

signification in the terms. 1881 J. C. DOLAN in /V. Sch.

Jrn/. XXX. 88 Because of this indifferency, the term will
has here been used in its most popular sense.

f5. Of a place: Neutrality in point of advantage.
a. Absence of athantage for either of two opposing
sides. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 592 The Rhodians
accounted the Turks as good as vanquished, for that they
Leing so many in number, and in a plate of such indiffer-

encie, had not yet prevailed. Ibid. 848 The Christians

fought at great disadvantage, both for the number of men,
and indifferencie of the place.

fb. Equal accessibility for all parties concerned.
a 1645 HABINGTON Surv. Wore, in Proc. Wore. Hist.

Soc. II. 193 An Officer of Armes was joyned in commissyon
to consyder the safety and indifferency of theyre place of

meetinge.

1 6. The condition of being neither good nor

bad, pleasant nor unpleasant. Obs.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxi. 60 'Tis a mistake to

think, that men cannot change the Displeasingness or Indif-

ferency that is in Actions into Pleasure and Desire. 1692
Edite, 75 Though before it were a Thing of Delight or

Indifferency.

U. Of two or more things, in their relation to

each other or to a person, etc.

7. \Vantofdifferenceinnaturcorcharacter; sub-

stantial equality or equivalence. Now rare.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 131 For indifferencye and

equalitie of both [buyer and seller] . . was ordeyned that

[etc.]. 167* SIR T. BROWNE Let. friend 7 Tho more
have perished by

violent deaths in the day, yet in natural
dissolutions botn times may hold an indifferency, at least

but contingent inequality. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend
(1865) 27 If the assertor of the indifferency of truth and
falsehood in their own natures, attempt to justify his

position. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess. Ser. i. x. (18761 251 You
have arrived at a fine Pyrrhonism, at an equivalence and
indifferency of all actions.

8. Absence of difference in respect of consequence,
effect, significance, or importance ; the fact of its

making no difference, or of being of no consequence
or importance either way.
1564 BriefExam. ***, If the indifferencie of these orders

hange vponthe vse : then we must loke wherevnto they are

ordeyned. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. n. iv. 4 The choice is

left to our pwne discretion, except a principall bond of some
higher dutie remoue the indifferencie that such things haue
in themselues. 1637 LAUU Sp.btar-Chantb. 14 June 54 The
Indifferency of the standing of the Holy Table either way.
1699 WACSTAFFE /'/</. Carol, xiii. 88 Ceremonies, .how in

different soever they are in themselves, when they are once
commanded, the indifferency ceases. 188* T. MOZLEV
Retain. II. ex viii. 331, I still believe. .in the indifferency of

customs, so long as they do not make void the Divine
word.

b. esp. in phrase of indifferency',
that is indif-

ferent, unessential, immaterial, unimportant.
1560 BECON New Catt-ch. Wks. 1844 II. 300 So far 1* it off

that these missal vestures are now things of indifferency.

1579 FULKE Refttt. Rastcll 781 It is a matter of meere in-

differcncy. 1650 BULWKR Anthropomet. 56 Haire long or

short, thick or thin, more or lc*sc, is a matter of indifferency.
a 1673 T. HORTON in Spurgeon rreas. Dor: Ps. Uiii. 6 As
a place of indifferency; that is, there as well as anywhere
besides. 1758 S. HAVWARO Serin, iv. 134 It is not a mere
matter of speculation, and therefore not a point of in-

differency. 1861 J. BROWN HormSnbt. (ed. 3) 177 Religion
was no matter of indifferenry to him.



INDIFFEBENT.

f c. A matter of indifference
;
a non-essential.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mid. i. 26, I would not perish

upon a Ceremony, Politick points, or indifferency. 1668 H.
MORE Dii>. Dial. i. xvi. (1713) 36 If it be an Imperfection,
it is to be removed .. If an Indifferency, it is indifferent

whether you remove it or not.

Indifferent (indi'ferent), a. 1 (sb. and adv.}.

Also 5-6 -deferent, -dyfferent. [a. F. indifferent

(i5th c. in Littre), or ad. ^.indifferent-em not dif-

fering, making no difference, of medium quality, of

no consequence, not particular, careless, f. in- (IN- 3)

+ different-em DIFFERENT.]
I. Of a person or thing, in relation to two or

more objects, courses, etc.

1. Without difference of inclination ;
not inclined

to prefer one person or thing to another ; unbiased,

impartial, disinterested, neutral ; fair, just, even,

even-handed. Const, to, unto (tfor), arch. a.

knowlegeth the thinges.' 1413 Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton) i. ii.

(1859) 4 Thou assignest a juge that is nought indifferent,

but frend to your partye. 1465 fusion Lett. No. 529 II.

38 He choulde be indeferent for bothe partyes acordyng to

the lawe. 1502 ARNOLDE Ckrou. (1811) 124 And nether

wyll delyuer the sayde goodis to me or to ony other in-

different man. IS23 FITZHERB. Surv. 20 The stewarde is

bounde by lawe and conscyence to be an indyfferent iudge
bytwene the lorde and his tenauntes. 1x1568 ASCHAM
Scttolejit. (Arb.) 133 Trewly, D. Medcalfe was parciall to

none : but indifferent to all. 15514 WEST vnd Pt. Symbol^.
22 Two things seeme necessarie. .namely that the arbi-

trators be sufficient,- and indifferent. 1618 RALEIGH
Apol. 21, I leave to all worthy and indifferent men to

judge. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) II. xxxix. 1 19
A man who means honestly, is never afraid.. to refer all

differences to the next unbiassed and indifferent man he
meets. 18x4 SOUTHEV Roderick xxl. Poet. Wks. IX. 194
He the indifferent Judge of all, regards Nations, and hues,
and dialects alike. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvii.

(1862) 260 They dare not go before an impartial judge and
indifferent jury.

b. Of a thing, action, etc. ; esp. indifferent jus-

tice, impartial or even-handed justice.

1494 FABYAN Chron. VI. clxiv. 157 Guydyng it with all

sobernesse and indifferent iustyce. 1570-6 LAMBARDE
Pcratnb. Kent (1826) p. viij, The indifferent and discrete

course ye keepe in handling and compounding such contro-

versies. 1612 DAVIES Why Ireland viz. (1787) 213 There is

no nation . . that doth love equal and indifferent justice better

than the Irish. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 5 Their

excise, which is certainly the most equal and indifferent

tax in the world. 1721 St. German's Doctor 4- Stud.
3^12

Methinketh that the law in that point is very good and in-

different. 1882 FAKRAR Early Chr. II. 34 It even stands as

a description of St. James on the indifferent page of the

Jewish historian.

2. Not inclined to one thing or course more than

to another; having no inclination or feeling for

or against a thing ; hence, Without interest or feel-

ing in regard to something ; unconcerned, unmoved,
careless, apathetic, insensible. Const, to.

1519 Interl. Four Elew, in Hazl. Dodsley I. 43 By my troth,

I care not greatly, I am indifferent to all company, Whether
it be here or there. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 165/1 Woulde
ye be then indifferent to take the one syde or the other. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. V, \. i. 72 B. Ely. Doth his Maiestie Incline

to it, or no? B. Cant. He seems indifferent. 1645 SLINGSBY

Diary (1836) 145 They . . show'd a mind indifferent wk way
they went, so they followed their General. 1702 FAKQUHAR
Twin-Rivals in. iii, Madam, you appear very indifferent

to me to what you were lately. 1757 WARBURTON Lett.

(1809) 256, I am very indifferent of obligations from that

quarter. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in. xvii, These mighty cliffs,

that heave on high Their naked brows . . Indifferent to the

ferent to us, we grow indifferent to their indifference.

FKEEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) II. x. 504 Not merely indif-

ferent or unfriendly to his cause, but avowedly and bitterly

hostile.

( 3. Undetermined in regard to impressions, ac-

tions, etc. ;
of neutral disposition ; equally apt,

disposed, or indisposed to. Obs.

1538 STARKEY England
1

1. ii. 28 The mynd of man fyrst of

hyt selfe ys as a clear and pure tabul . . apt and indyfferent
to receyue al maner of pycturys and image. 1548-77 VICARY
Anat. iv. (1888) 33 Why he [the brain) is moyst, is, that it

should be the more indifferenter and abler to euery thing
that shoulde be .. gotten into him. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sacr. in. iii. 7 The soul being of such a nature as is indif-

ferent to good or evil. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxi.

(1695) 141 A man is at Liberty to lift up his Hand to his

Head, or let it rest quiet : He is perfectly indifferent to

either.

1 4. Having a neutral relation to (two or more

things) ; impartially pertinent or applicable. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge ii. Wks. 181/1 There might be saide,

that it nedeth not to assigne any place, wher the very
churche & true christen congregacion is. But sith euery

place is indifferent ther vnto [etc.]. 1533 F.LYOT Cast. Helthe

(r53Q) 36 a, The latyn worde Cereuitia, is indifferent as welle

to ale as to biere. 1580 LYLY E-nphnes (Arb.) 271 To Hue
and to loue well is incident to fewe, but indifferent to all.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iii. 124 A certain infinite

materia frima, which was neither air, nor water, nor fire,

but indifferent to every thing.

t b. Of a word : Of neutral signification or

application; hence, Equivocal, ambiguous ; of either

gender, common. Obs,

211

a 1533 FRITH Disput. Pnrgat. (1829) 167 Albeit the word i

of itself were indifferent in the Latin, yet it is not indifferent

in the English. 1584 R. W. Three Ladies Land, in Hazl.

Dodsley VI. 309 You know that homo is indifferent. 1622

BACON Hen. VII, n Chose rather a middle way. . and that

under covert and indifferent words.

(5. Not more advantageous to one person or

party than to another, a. Of a place : Neutral in

situation, as respects position and accessibility.

i53i-z Act 23 Hen. VII'/, c. 2 layles. .shoulde be. .edified ;

in suche townes . . as shall be most indifferent for conueiance
of prisoners from euery parte of the shire. 1548 HALL
Chron., Ediv. 7K 230 If your pleasure shalbe, to have the
communicacion in any place, indifferent betwene bothe
tharmies. 1593 Jack Straw in. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 403

j

If the king would anything with us, Tell him the way is

indifferent to meet us. 1655 FULLER Ch.Hisl. 11. ii. 2 An
indifferent Place, for mutual Ease, in mid-way betwixt both.

+ b. Of a contest : Even, equal, undecided. Obs.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xm. 9 He thought not any one of

all the Deities,When his care left th' indifferent field, would !

aid on either side. 1618 BOLTON plants (1636) 6 The same
beasts which carried away the first day cleere, and made the

second indifferent, gave away the third past controversie.

f 6. Having a neutral quality between excess

and defect; not extreme; of medium quality or

character. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Sttrv. (1539) 6o The moste indifferentest

mean to make. 1579 LYLY Eitphties (Arb.) 144 The mind with

indifferent labour waxeth more perfect, with [ouer] much I

studye it is made fruitlesse. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hiisb.

I. ii. (1668) 26 Make not your career too long . . or too short
\

..but competent and indifferent. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II.

in. 33 Where there blows a moderate and indifferent Gale
between both extreams.

b. Of medium or moderate extent, size, etc.
;

fairly large ; tolerable. Obs. or arch.

1546 Yorksh. Chantry Sum. (Surtees) 482 Of good conver-

saclon and qualities and indifferent lerenyng. 1580 LYLY

Etiphues (Arb.) 408 Indifferent wealth to maintaine his

family, expecting al[l] things necessary, nothing superfluous.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. q-

Commw. (1603) 77 Of sheepe they
have in some places indifferent store. 1097 DAMPIER I'oy.

I. 06 Two little Islands, each about a mile round, of an in-

different heighth. 1707 Curios, in Hitsb. fy Card. 231,
I discover'd them to be compos'd of much Mercury, of an

indifferent Quantity of Sulphur, and a little less of fixt Salt.

7. Not definitely possessing either of two oppo-
site qualities ; esp. (in current use

x

,
Neither good

nor bad ; of neutral quality.
1532 MORE Con/tit. Tindale Wks. 367/1 Those thynges

whiche he taketh for indifferent, that is to wit of their nature

neither good nor euyl. 1568 TILNEY Disc. Zlariage B, Tell

us, liow the indifferent sorte \vere maried, that were neyther
foule, nor fayre, but lovely browne. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage (1614) 369 The Chaldeans. .in the seven Planets

making two good, two bad, three indifferent. Ibid. 550 The
Earth diversified in aspiring Hills, lowly Vales, equall and
indifferent Plaines. 1702 Eng. Theophrast. 81 We are to

look upon men as indifferent sort of things, neither good nor

bad to us but according to our management. 1821 Blcukw.

Mag. VIII. 668 Bards and bardlings, good, bad, and in-

different.

b. Hence, byeuphemism : Not particularly good;

poor, inferior ; rather bad. (Frequently preceded

by but or very.}
1638 F. JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 66 The favourable accla-

mations of them that praise and extoll every indifferent

worke. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 60 After an ill

supper, he was shewed an indifferent bed. a. 1715 BURNET
Own Time (1766) I. 246 The English interest was managed
chiefly by two men of a very indifferent reputation. 1796

JANE AUSTEN Pride #r Prej. xiv. (1813) 59 Her indifferent

state of health unhappily prevents her being in town. 1824
SCOTT St. Romin's xiv, Meg .. sipped again, then tried to

eat a bit of bread and butter, with very indifferent success.

1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 20, It is generally more advisable

to pass than to play with an indifferent hand.

t C. In poor health, ailing, poorly. Obs. or dial.

1755 MRS. DELANY^ZV&V- (18611 III. 244 [She] is but

very indifferent, but really looks as pretty as ever. 1779
Miss WILKES Let. in Wilkes' Corr. (1805) IV. 295, I saw
her last night, when she was very indifferent with shortness

of breath. 1803 NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 455,
I have been but very indifferent, but I am much recovered.

1816 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) II. 327 Your Mama means
to ride to Speen Hill to-morrow to see the Mrs. Hulberts,
who are both very indifferent. 1828 Craven Dial. ^s-v.^If
I ask a Craven peasant how his wife does, he replies

'
in-

different, thank ye' ; then I conclude that she is in tolerably

food
health. But ifhe tells me that

' she is very indifferent ',

am assured she is very ill ; or almost in a hopeless state.

8. In scientific use : a. Neutral in chemical,

electrical, or magnetic quality, as indifferent point.
b. Undifferentiated, not specialized, as indifferent

cell, tissue, etc.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lejc., Indijferens_
.. term applied to

compound bodies which do not exercise electro-chemical

reactions and which do not combine with other bodies : in-

different. 1872 HUXLEY Pnysiol. xii. 272 The material of

the body when in this stage of growth is often spoken of as

indifferent tissue. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2)

103 These cells, which are usually known as indifferent cells,

possess no limiting membrane, but consist of little masses of

protoplasm which are almost in close contact with one

another. 886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Indifferent gases, gases
which when breathed excite no irritation or other unpleasant
effect, but in the absence of oxygen are incapable of sustain-

;
ing life. Ibid., Indifferent faint, the point of the intrapolar

i region of an electronised nerve which lies between the ane-

lectrotonic and the catelectrotonic areas. 1890 Nature
i ii Sept., The mode of renewal of the nails or of the epider-

mis generally is a good example, each cell commencing its

existence in an indifferent form in the deeper layers of the

INDIFPEHENT.

epidermis, and gradually acquiring the aduit peculiarities
as it approaches the surface. 1896 Alibutt's Sysi. Mud. \.

360 Place the indifferent electrode in a suitable position on
the patient.

II. Of two or more things, a thing and its con-

trary, etc., in relation to each other, to a person,
etc. ; and in senses thence arising.

t 9. Not different in character, quality, effect, in-

cidence, etc. ; equal, even ; identical, the same. Obs.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xxxv. (1870) 210 Latyn,
welcome to me ! . . For thou art indyfferent here and in euery
place. 1549 Act of Leet in Sharp Cor. Myst. (1825) 184 At
the indeferent costs and charges of Mr. Maire and the
Shereffs. That is, the Maire to pay the one half, and the
Shereffs the other half. 1584 R. SCOT Discov* Witchcr. v.

ix. (1886) 88 It is indifferent to sale in the English toong;
She is a witch ; or, She is a wise woman. 1721 St. Germans
Doctor fy Stitd. 328 He may have meat and drink, .and his

fellows also at their own costs, or at the indifferent costs of
the parties.

10. Not differing in estimation or felt importance ;

regarded as not mattering either way. To be in-

different to> to make no difference to, to be all the

same to.

(The converse of sense 2 : we are subjectively indifferent
to things which are objectively indifferent to us.)

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 758 Friend and
foe was much what indifferent unto him : where his ad-

vauntage grew, he spared no mannes death. 1601 SHAKS.
Jul. C, i. in. 115, I am arm d, And dangers are to me indif-

ferent. 1682 DRYDEN Medal Ep. Whigs, "I'is indifferent to

your humble servant, whatever your party says or thinks of
him. 1724 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 139 It was indif-

ferent to him whether you said Moses was the author of the

Pentateuch, or Esdras re'established it. 1743 JOHNSON Let.
to Cave Aug. in Bosivetl, I would have it understood as

wholly indifferent to me. 1768 Woman ofHonor I. 147 In

quality of brother to Lady Harriet, .he commands and ob-
tains her utmost respect ; but for any thing farther . . there
is not that man on earth that is more indifferent to her.

1885 J. MAKTINEAU Types Eth. Th, II. 71 The sentiments of
others are indifferent to him.

b. Of no consequence or matter either way ; un-

important, immaterial.
1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xxyii.

i Many haue sinned for a smal
matter \inarg. thing indifferent]. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist.

(1714) I. 18 As the differences we speak of are not essential

in points of Faith, the Apostles and Fathers .. might fairly

enough neglect these indifferent Disputes. 1788 PKIESTLEY
Led. Hist. in. xiv. 1 18 The real time of Christ s birth can no
more affect the proper use of this system than that of any
other indifferent event. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. vii,

What she herself held in tenderness and reverence had con-

stantly seemed indifferent to Gwendolen. 1885 Jrnl. Sc. July
408 It is perfectly indifferent to which race the father or the

mother belongs.
C. spec. Of an observance or ceremony : That

may equally well be done or not done, observed

or neglected, etc. ; non-essential.

1363 GRINDAL Rem. (Parker Soc.) 94 In that meal it shall

be indifferent to eat flesh or fish. 1576 Aur. SANDYS Serm.
i Parker Soc.) 187 Neither would they so uncharitably have

judged their brethren in things indifferent. 1689 LOCKE
Toleration i. Wks. 1727 II. 244 Things in their own Nature
indifferent cannot, by any human Authority, be made any
Part of the Worship of God. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II.

127 By Indifferent are only meant, such as might be either

.. done thus or otherwise. 1731 WESLEY Lett. xiv. Wks.
XII, This rule holds of things indifferent in themselves.

111. 11. Comb., as indifferent-looking (senses 2,

7), ^minded (sense i) adjs.
1622 Relat. Eng. Plantat. Plymouth in Arber Story Pilgr.

Fathers (1897) 503 Every indifferent-minded man should be
able to say, with father Abraham,

' Take thou, the right-
hand ;

and I will take the left !

'

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick.

xviii, If she was twice as indifferent-looking, I should be so

much the more her friend. 1894 H. NISBET Bush Girl's

Rom, 70 She was struggling to be calm and indifferent-

looking, with a great horror chilling her young heart.

B. sb.

j-1. One who is impartial or disinterested. Obs.

c 1570 Pride fy Loivl. (1841) 17 For of the hyndes or of the

paysauntie I feare I should not have indifferents. 1602

Archpriest. Controv. (Camden) II. 6 He would have some
indifferent joined with them.

2 One who is neutral or unconcerned, esp. in re-

ligion or politics ;
a neutral

;
an apathetic person,

-f- Hence, as a qtiasi-proper name, John Indifferent.
1556 J- HEYWOOD Spider $ F. Ixiii. Dd vij b, These in-

diffrentes (or newters) that part most take That strongest

is, or strongest like to be. 1589 R. HARVEY PL fere. 5 If

I vse indifferency, call me not lohn Indifferent. 1624
STRAFFORD Lett. $ Disp. (1739) I. 23, I was best pleased to

hear of that Commodity, being for all the rest John In-

different. 1633 G. HEKBERT Temple, Method v, Should
Gods eare To such indifferents chained be, Who do not

their own motions heare? 1703 Seer. Policy Jansenists 119

Why then did not the pretended Indifferents side with the

Clergy, the King, the Pope, the whole Church to defend the

Faith? 1742 Lond. Mag. 614 Indifferents and Absentees

are equally abhorrent to our Constitution. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond in. x, The indifferents might be counted on to cry

King George or King James, according as either should

prevail. 1894 Westm. Gas. 20 Nov. 1/2 It is the indifferents,

the abstainers, the waverers, and the wobblers who decide

elections.

3. //. Things indifferent (see A. 10); non-essen-

tials, rare.

1626 SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess, (1629) 256 Vaine ianglin^s
about indifferents. 164^7

WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 5 lo
tolerate more than indifferents, is not to deal indifferently

with God. 1876 F. H. BRADLEY Eth. Stud. Note to Ess. v.

191 Now, where there are no indifferents and no choice be-

tween them, rights are never wider than duties.
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INDIFFERENT.

t C. adv. = INLUFFEIIENTLY adv. 5. Obi.

(Very common c 1600-1730.)

1583 HOLI.YBAND Campo di fior 117 Me thinkes I under-

stand indifferent well. 1601 HOLLAND rliny II. 497 Indif-

ferent good workcmen, but nothing comparable to the other

before named. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. \\\. i. 123, I am my selfe

indifferent honest. i6ao MARKHAM Farew. Hush, u. xv.

(1668) 68 Lay upon the Harrows sonic indifferent heavy

piece of wood. 1707 I. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. 1. 1.

lii. 2i The Air is colcf, the Soil indifferent fruitful. 1748
F. SMITH I'oy. Disc. I. 30 An indifferent high Land to N.
. . but to the S. it fallelh away very low. 1824 SCOTT St.

Rjitans iii, He . . was supposed to make an indifferent good
thing of it. i86 Woodst. v, You have seen me act my
part indifferent well.

t Indrfferent, a.- Obs. rare. [app. f. IN-*, but

perh. erroneous : cf. INDIFFERENCE".] Different.

1511 DOUGLAS .tends x. vii. 179 Thayr agis was nocht far

indyfferent [L. nee multum
discrepat^ aetas\. 1549 Comft.

Scot. xiii. 107 There naiuris and conditions ar as indefferent

as is the nature of scheip and voluis. 1644 DIGBY Nat.
Bodies (1645) 363 This [Septum lucidum] is an indifferent

body from all the rest that are in the braine.

Iiuliffere-ntial, a. and sb. rare. [Ix-
:|

.] a.

adj. Characterized by indifference, b. si. A thing
indifferent (see INDIFFERENT loc); anon-essential.
1818 COLERIDGE in Lit. Rent. (1836) III. 173 Driving into

wildernesses their Christian brethren for admitted indif-

ferentiak. 1836 G. S. FABER Elation (1843) 53 Some.,
it tells us, are neither elected nor reprobated ; and. .these
indifferential individuals either may, or may not, be saved.

Indiffere-ntiated, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not
differentiated

; not rendered different in structure,

function, or the like ; not specialized.
1878 lAfa.\.Gtgtniaur's Camp. Anal. 109 Thus the cellular

jayer of the ectoderm, in the Hydroid-Polyps, is as yet an
indifferentiated organ of sensation.

Indifferentism (indi-ferenliz'm). [f.
INDIF-

FERENT a. + -ISM: cf. F. indiffjrenlisme (Littre).]
1. A spirit of indifference professed and practised.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. u. iv, Often, notwithstanding,

was I blamed. . for my so-called Hardness, my Indifferentism
towards men. 1877 BLACK Green Past, i, There are others
who have educated themselves into a useful indifferentism
or cynicism. 1879 HOWELLS.. Aroostook xxiii. 365 A cast-
off accent of jaded indifferentism, just touched with dis-

pleasure. 1890 BOLDRBWOOD Col. Reformer (1801 1 6 These

people either did not know . .or, with the absurd indifferent-
ism of Englishmen, did not care.

b. esp. The principle that differences of religious
belief are of no importance ; adiaphorism ; absence
of zeal or interest in religious matters.

1817 SACK Let. in Pusey Hist. Enq. (1838) I. p. xiv, It

originated with men very far removed from indifferentism.
1818 PUSEY Ibid. 59 His anxiety to promote Christian charity
converted into indifferentism. 1840 MILMAN Hist. Chr. II.

381 The public acts. .of Constantine, show how the lofty
eclectic indifferentism of the Emperor.. gave place to the

progressive influence of Christianity. 1845 B- BARRETT
in Letters of R. Browning^ ff E. B. Barrett (1899) I.

24^0He has a certain latitudinarianism (not indifferentism) in his
life and affections. i8jj6

R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I.

--) The signs of a growing toleration or indifferentism meet
im on every side.

2. AUtaph. (See quot.)
1866 MANSELLinC0/y//. Rev. 1.33 Hence arises a third

form of philosophy, which, for want of a better name, we will
call Indifferentism, as being a system in which the charac-
teristic differences of mind and matter are .supposed to dis-

appear, being merged in something higher than both.

3. Biol. ' Term originally applied to the condi-
tion of the sexual glands at the time of develop-
ment, when parts of them are common to both
sexes' (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1886).

Indrfferentist. [f. as prec. + -IST; cf. !'.

indifferenliste (Littr).] One who professes or

practises indifference, neutrality, or unconcern.
Also attrib. a. In religious matters.

1807 SOUTHEY Espriella's Lett. II. 36 Into this party all
the indifferentists from other sects . . naturally fall. 1813
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXVI. 333 It was after
the expulsion of the Moriscoes that the Spaniards be-
came indifferentists. 1853 CONYBEARE Ess., C/i. forties
11855) "55 Arnold was no indifferentist and his followers
have been no Epicureans. 1869 ROSSETTI Mir/t. Shelley
p. xxxiii, He was . . as so many other people are, a reli-

gious indifferentist who acquiesced in what he found estab-
lished. 1884 A thenxum 33 Feb. 244/1 Those Japanese who
pretend to any education are almost universally indiffer-
entist agnostics.

b. In politics.
1817 BENTHAM Purl. Re/. Catech. Introd. 169 Corruption-

eaters, and corruption-hunters, and blind custom led men,
and indifferentists. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton 131 These
political phases were not the acquiescence of a placeman,
or indifferentist, in mutations for which he does not care.
1800 G. GISSING Emancipated I. 75 Madeline was an in-

differentist in politics and on social questions.
C. generally.

1866 ALGER So/it. Nat. ft Max iv. 341 It is obvious that
he was never a misanthrope or an indifferentist, but pain-
fully concerned about his fellow-men.

Indifferently (indi-ferentli), adv. [i. INDIF-
FERENT a. + -LV *

; but in earliest use directly based
on L. indifferenter or F. indiffiremment .] In an
indifferent manner

; with indifference.
1. Without difference or distinction ; equally,

alike, indiscriminately.
* 374 CHAUCER Koeth. v.

pr. iii. 133 (Camb. MS.) So bat
he wile egaly, as who seyth indifferently, bat thinges mowen
ben doon or elles nat ydoon. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 30 Ilk prest

nh
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[

of Crist was callid indifferently prest and bischop. 1549 I

COVERDALE. etc. Erosui. Par. Gal. 12 What lette shouldc I

l there be, why God sboulde not indifferently coumpte all for

his chyldren? 1600 HOLLAND Livy u. xxxiii. 66 The same
yeare died Menenius Agrippa, a man. .beloved indifferently
[L. pariter] of the Scnatours and the Commons. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 57 f a All Mankind are indifferently
liable to adverse Strokes of Fortune. 1756 BURKE .Sutl. ,y

B. ll. ii, They frequently use the same word, to signify in-

differently the modes of astonishment or admiration and
those of terrour. 1880 GEIKIE /'firs. Gear. iv. 365 At first

we might expect to meet with lakes indifferently on any
part of the earth's surface.

t b. In a position equally convenient as to dis-

tance for all parties. Obs.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. it % 44. 187 A Court U called

j

in the Priory of Dunstablc in Bedford-shire, as a favourable
place, indifferently distanced.

1 2. Without bias or prejudice ; impartially. Obs.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas v. xxx. (1554) 141 Indifferently his

\

domes demeaning Such one is able to be doped a kyng.
; JS3i- Act 33 Hen. VIIt, c. 5 I 5 You .. shall trewly and

indifferently execute the auctoritie to you geuen. 1548-9
(Mar.i Bk. Com. Prayer, Coalman., That they maye
truely and indifferently minister Justice. 1617 SIR R. BOYLE
Z?tVirv<i886) I. 165 So many mares as shalbe vallued at
Ix" by two men indifferently to be chose by us bothe. 1737
WESLEY Whs. (1873) I. 53, I .. was determined to behave
indifferently to all, rich or poor, friends or enemies. 1844
LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. I 6 (1862) 351 Twelve men
indifferently chosen, and of a station near his own.
3. With indifference or unconcern

; calmly, un-

concernedly ; carelessly.
iS73-8o BARET Alv. I 128 But if he shall vnderstand . .

that you take the matter indifferently or quietly [L. xqvo
animo]. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. ii. 87 Set Honor in one eye,
and Death i'th other, And I will looke on both

indifferently.
1663 PEPYS Diary 10 Jan., I answered him [Penn] so indif-

ferently that I think he and I shall be at a distance. 1747
Cent/. Mag. Apr., But Lovat's fate indifferently we view,
True to no king, to no religion true. 1848 C. BRONTE J.
Eyre xvii,

'
I have not considered the subject ', said he in-

differently, looking straight before him.

t4. Without determination either way; neutrally.
1607 SHAKS. Car. 11. ii. 19 If he did not care whether he

had their loue, or no, hee waned indifferently, 'twixt doing
them neyther good, nor harme. a 1716 BLACKALL Wks.

I (1733) I. 53 Whether they be our Friends or our Enemies,
I or indifferently affected towards us.

5. To some extent, in some degree (as inter-

mediate between very or very much
,
and not at all)

|
moderately, tolerably, fairly; esp. indifferently well.

i pretty well. (Cf. INDIFFERENT adv.) Now rare.

CIS40 tr. Pol. Yeri;. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 38 That
;

evene man, but indifferentlie skilful! maye perceave the
crafte. 11578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 19 A certayne rownd
and long Processe, indifferently thicke. 1599 SMAKS. Hen. y,
ii. i. 58, I haue an humor to knocke you indifferently well.

1771-84 COOK Voy. (1790) IV. 1227 The churches are not

magnificent without ; but within are decent, and indiffer-

ently ornamented. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, I. i. ii. 13
French he could speak indifferently well. 1858 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. v. i. II. 57 For reasons indifferently good.

b. Not very well
; poorly, badly (usually pre-

ceded by very or but).
1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens up The Wine they

provided
was indifferently good, but their water was excel-

lent. 1700 S. L. tr. fryta I'oy. E. Ind. 159 He thought
I understood my business but very indifferently, since I kept
him so long under my hands. 1706 7 FARQUHAR Beaux
Strat. l. Wks. (Rtldg.) 644/1 We are an inland Town, and
indifferently provided with Fish. 1855 PKESCOTT Philip //,
i. vii.

(_i8s7) 114 Montmprency .. now took the command,
for which his rash and impetuous temper but indifferently
qualified him. 1868 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 339, I rest

very indifferently at night.

Indi'fferentness. [f. as prec. + NESS.] The
1

quality of being indifferent ; indifference.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Imiiffercnttuss, the having little or
no Concern or Affection for ; also middle Nature or Quality
neither best nor worst.

t Indi-ffering, a . Obi. rare
~

'. INDIJTERENT.
a 1694 Life Matt._ Robinson (ed. Mayor) 57 As to Church

ceremonies he was indiffering.

Indiffinite, -ynite, obs. ff. INDEFINITE.

Indlffu-sible, a. [IN- 3.] Not diffusible.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Indifulvin (indifo-lvin). Chem. [f. INDI- +
L.fulv-us yellow, FULVOUS + -IN.] A brittle, fri-

able, reddish-yellow resin (C i2H20N,O :1) obtained

(in two forms) by treating indican with dilute
acids.

i86s-7_i
in WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 248.

Indifuscin (-fo-sin). Chem. [f. INDI- + L. !

fiuc-us dark, Fuscous + -ix.] A brown powder
(Cj4iI;, NjO9) obtained from indican and indicanin.
1859 [see INDICAN). 1865-7* in WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 240. i

So Indlfirscone (CMH20NaO5) D** -ONE].
Indigen, var. of INDIGENE.

Indigena. Fl. indigenes. [L. indigcna
native, f. indu- in, within + -gena from gen-, stem

I

f g'gn-tre to produce, beget.] A native, abori-

ginal ;
= INDIGENE sb.

1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Comnau. (Hakl. Soc.) 98 As
though they were indigence, or people bredde upon that
very soyle. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xxxvii. 35 Spreading
himself as an mdlgena flourishing. 1799 W. G. BROWNE

i Traa. Africa etc. xxi. 320 The ordinary maxims of indigene
are rarely to be entirely disregarded.

Indigeual (indi-dz,/rnal\ a. and sb.
[f. I. in-

digen-a + -AL.] A. adj. = INDIGENOUS.

INDIGENE.

1715 H. BOURNE in Spirit Put. Jrnls. 11825) 390 It appears
to me to be an indigenal Custom of our own. i8oa Sporting
Mag. XX. 170 The indigenal British cattle are still extant.

1847 MEDWIN ShelUy II. 140 Bright aubum hair and eyes,
that seem indigenal to, or hereditary in, the fair Venetians.

B. sb. A native ;
= INDIGENE sb.

17*0 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 35, 1 have not inserted

any Plant, .but such as are indigenals in Biitain.

t Indi'genary, a. Obs. [f. L. inJigen-a native
+ -ABY.] Native; = INDIGENOUS.
1651 BIGGS Kevi Disp. T 288 The indigenary ferment in

the stomack. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais u. vi, The primeval
origin of my ave and ataves was indigenary of the Lem
ovick regions (F. indigene ties regions Lemoricqves].
t Indi genate, it. Obs. [a. F. indigenat, ad.

L. type *indigenatus, f. indigena native : see -ATE '

i.] The position or status of a native.

tj6* tr. BusMng's Syst. Geog. IV. 138 It was formerly
customary that the person who was desirous of obtaining
the right of indigenate, or a share in the privileges, must
previously pay a certain sum of matriculation or enrollment.
1796 MOUSE Amer. Geog. II. 27 The law of indigenate,
which excludes foreigners, not naturalised, from holding
any employment of trust or profit.

t Indi-genate, a. Obs. rare. [app. f. L. imii-

gen-a + -ATE 2.] Of native origin.
1775 PIANTA in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 139 The domains

granted^out by them to different indigenate families.

Indigence (rndidjens). Also 5-6 indygence,
6 i ndigen s, (7 iudygens . [a. F. indigence (l 3th
c. in Littre), ad. L. indigintia, i. indigint-em IN-
DIGENT : see -ENCE.]
1 1. The fact or condition of wanting or needing

(a thing) ; want or need of something requisite ;

lack, deficiency ; need, requirement.
CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Egipciane 319 Grant syne to myn

Indlgens bl proteccione & defens ! 1387-8 T. USK Tut.
Lovew. viii, By indigence ofgoodes . . by right shulde he ben
punisshed. ?I4.. Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 223 And
beestys alle shal .. Nouthir etc nor drynke for noon indi-

gence. 1513 DOUGLAS jKneis Prol. 72 Therto perfyte, but
ony indigence, a 1628 PKKSTON A'rtv Cmt. (1634) 35 Mutual
indigence knits men together, when they have need one of
another. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles MI. 165 Working . . by

2. spec. Want of the means of subsistence
; strait-

ened circumstances
; poverty, penury, destitution.

(.1386 CHAUCER Man of Lava's T. 6 Thou most for Indi-

gence Or stele, or begge, or borwe thy dispence. 1444 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) II. 317 Avaunsyd persownys holdc residence
Among ther parysshens, make a departysoun Of ther tresours
to folk in indigence. 1555 ABP. PARKER Ps. xxxiv. 86 God
seeth the just in providence . . He them relieveth in indigens.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1211 This other heere. .doth
not abandon povertie, nor raseth out the hereditary indi-

gence of his father and house. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 276
f i To tell a rich Man of the Indigence of a Kinsman of his.

1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 495 As they had
before been reduced from affluence to indigence. 1884
J. V.*n.Contemp. Socialism 414 To have no shoes is a mark
of extreme indigence to-day.

b.
personified.

(Ti4K> LYDG. Story Thebes I. in Chaucer's Wks. (1561)
360/2 Treason, Pouert, Indigence and Nede And cruell
death, in his rent wedc. 17*6 GOLDSM. Vic. II '. xviii, This
|ilace, the usual retreat of indigence and frugality. 1858-65
CARLYLE h'redlt. Gt. xi. i. IV. 7 Under this King Indigence
itself may still have something of a human aspect.
1 3. An instance of want

;
a want, a need. Obs.

. 1416 HOCCLEVE Min. Poems (1892) 62 Let your Iiy
worthyneue Ourc indigences softne & abate ! 1491 CAXTON
1'ilas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xliii. 72 b/i She endured not
oonly grete indigences ; But also many rebukes and shames.
1664-94 SOUTH Twelve Srrm. II. 114 We. .lay before them
our Wants and Indigences, and the misery of our Condition.

tlndigency (i-ndid^ensi). Oks. [ad. L. in-

digintia: see prec. and -KNCY.]
1 The quality or

condition of being indigent.
1. Want, deficiency; need; INDIGENCE I.

a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. l. v. 4 (1622) 38 The chiefesl
lye, and bond of all humane society, is neither reason, nor
speech, nor indigency; but religion and piety, c 16*4 LUSH-
INGTON Recant. Serin. mPhenU

(1708) II. 492 Manceaseth
to be Man, if we conceive him All-sufficient ; God only is
so . . Man's Being and his Good is Indigency and Want.
1714 FORTESCUE-ALAND Pref. to Fortescue's Ats. I, Lim.
Mon. 13 In the Infancy of the State and Indigency of Laws.
2. spec . Want of the means of subsistence ;

= IN-
DIGENCI 2.

1631 WEEVER Aw. Fun. Mon. 355 Great want and indi-

gencie. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth u. 183 Where there is

indigency, there is sollicitude, and distraction, and uneasi-
ness, and fear. 1691 BENTLEY Boyle Led. 38 That the
common heathens had such mean apprehensions about the

indigency of their gods, it appears plainly, .from Aristo-

phanes's Plutus, and the Dialogues of Lucian.
3. with pi. A want, a need ;

= INDIGENCE 3.
1*51 J. ROCKET Chr. Suf>j. vii. (1658) 90 Keady to supply

their indigencies, to pardon their infirmities. 1713 DERHAM
Phjfs.-Theol. x. 459 All which various Methods being so
nicely accommodated to the Indigencies of those helpless
Vegetables. IMI R. KEITH tr. A Kempis' yall. Lillles 52Who is there that is found like to the '

poor (Jesus)
'

as to
all his

I_ndigcncies? Verily none.

Indigene (rndidgm), a. and sb. Also 7 -gin e,

7-9 -gen. [a. F. indigene (Rabelais, i6th c.), ad.

L. indigena native, lit.
' in-boin

'

person, f. indi-

(indu-) ancient deriv. form of in
prep. +gcn- stem

of gigitlre, in passive
'

to be born
.]
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fA. adj. Native; ^INDIGENOUS. Obs.

1598 HAKLUYT K<y. I. 491 They were Indigene, or people
!

bred vpou that very soyle. 1673 EVELYN Terra
(1725) 7

'

All sorts of Mould, foreign or mdigen. 1697 Nuiittsm.
,

ix. 312 The Native, and truly Indigin are generally well !

shap'd.
B. sb, A native.

1664 EVELYN Sytva. xxiv. 62 The Alaternus . . thrives with i

us in England, as if it were an Indigene and Natural. 1679
Ibid. (ed. 3) xvi. 68 The Birch . . [is] doubtless a proper
Indigene of England. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I.

i. i. i4The Goths were indigenes of Scandia. ISI^COLERIDGE
Own Times (1850) HI. 952 One of the true indigens of this

planet. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 89 They differ,

moreover, to a large extent, from the indigenes. 1876 H.
SPENCER Princ. Social. (1877) I. 46 The Hill-tribes of India,
which are remnants of indigenes planted by the flood of

Aryans.

t Indige'nital, <*. Obs. rare. [f. L. indi- (see
<

prec.) + genit-ns born 4- -AL : after L. indigena^

-genus.'] Of indigenous character.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t Indigenital^ born in the same
\

Town or Country; natural. 1674 JEAKK Arit/i. (1696) 89
Greek Measures of capacity may be considered, as Indi-

genitaL.Or, 2. Exotick.

Iiidige'liity. rare. \i.\..indigen-u$z&}. (see

next) + -ITY.] The quality of being indigenous ;
in-

digenousness.
1893 Naturalist No. 241. 241 Many new species, but

mostly of doubtful indigenity, have their line for the first

time.

Indigenous (indrdgtoas), a. [f. late L. intii-

gen-us born in a country, native (L indigen-a a
|

native : see INDIGENE) -f -oua.]
1. Born or produced naturally in a land or region ;

native or belonging naturally to (the soil, region, \

etc.). (Used primarily of aboriginal inhabitants or
,

natural products.)

nous or proper natives of America. 1697 Phil. Trans. XIX.
497 This Creature was formerly Common with us in Ireland ;

and an Indigenous Animal .. universally met with in all

parts of the Kingdom. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. $ Scot. 188

In different Highland glens . . where the indigenous sheep
are supposed to remain unmixed. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Ver-
wont 70 A plant indigenous only to China and Tartary.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 212 They had . .

been passionately fond of their indigenous poetry. 1868
F. HALL in Examiner n Apr. 228/3 Compositions which

studiously reject all words that are not either Sanskrhic or

indigenous. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Qrk. ^V. 7*. Introd.

118 Hardly any indigenous Syriac theology older than the

fourth century has been preserved. 1885 RIDER HAGGAUU
K. Solomons Mines Introd. 5 The indigenous flora and fauna
of Kukuanaland.

b. transf. zxi&jig. Inborn, innate, native.

a 1864 I. TAYLOR (Webster), Joy and hope are emotions

indigenous to the human mind. 1885 J.
MARTINEAU Types

Eth. Th. II. 68 The more we appreciate what obligation.

means, the more shall we rest in the psychologically indi-

genous character of its conditions.

2. Of, pertaining to, or intended for the natives;
j

'

native', vernacular.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 579 Most of the Mis-
]

sionary establishments attempted the formation of an Eng-
j

lish school in connexion with their indigenous schools.

Hence Indi'grenously adv., in an indigenous i

manner, as a native growth. Indig-enousness,
the quality of being indigenous or native.

1846 GROTE Greece 11. iv. II. 403 The Achseans. .belonging

indigenously to the peninsula. 1851 G. BLYTH Remin.
Miss. Life iv. 183 The cotton plant grows indigenously.

plan
indigenousness in the north is doubted.

Indigent ,i*ndid3ent), a. (sb.} Also 5 indy-

gent(e, 6 indigente. [a. F. indigent, ad. L. in~

digent-em, pres. pple. of indige-re to lack, want, f.

indu- (Ix- *)
+ ege-re to want.J

1. Lacking in what is requisite ; falling short of

the proper measure or standard ; wanting, deficient.

arch. (In quot. 1596, said of the thing wanted.)
1426 LYDC. De Guil. Pilgr. 6388 He ys so feble & indy-

gent .. That he knoweth her-off ryht nouht. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. i. xxii,Whan they be done with suche moderation that

nothing in the doinge may be sene superfluous or indigent

..they be maturely doone. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 40 Quhat ane way abundes with ws, another

way intakes with vs, and is indigent. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intelt. Syst, \. iv. 34. 537 The Divided Parts of the World,
taken severally, are but indigent and imperfect things.

1743 GRAY Odes, Spring ii, How low, how little are the

Proud, How indigent the Great ! 1841 EMERSON Addr. t

Meth. Nature Wks. (Bohn) II. 222 Great men do not content

us.. There is somewhat indigent and tedious about them,

b. Destitute of, void of.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos 12 The sayd troians myserable
semed . . indygent of force. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.

630 Indigent Off meit and drink, quhilk wes tbair lyvis
fude. i6a6 BACON Sylva 840 Such Bodies, as..haue the

Tangible Parts Indigent of Moisture. 1663 COWLEY Ess.,

Greatness (1684) 124 They abound with Slaves, but are

indigent of Mony. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 115 Such

things as are indigent of matter, .degenerate from the per-

fection of their essence. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude m. 435 Nor

indigent of songs warbled from crowds In under-coverts.

t C. In need of\ requiring the aid of. Obs.

158^ PUTTENHAM Eng, Poesie i. xii. (Arb.) 44 Miscon-

ceaumg his diuine nature, .Namely to make him ambitious

uf honour . . and indigent of mans worships. 1660 WILLSFORD
Scales Comm. Ded. Aijb, Indigent of Protectors for a

Convoy. 1701 STEELE Funeral n. 11734! 44 How do I see

that our Sex is naturally indigent of Protection ? 1708 J.
PHILIPS Cyder u. 81 Oh Albion, .indigent Of nothing from
without.

2. spec. Lacking the necessaries of life; in needy
circumstances ; characterized by poverty ; poor,

needy. Of persons, their condition, etc.

c 1400 ROM. Rose 5695 An usurer. . Shal never for richesse

riche bee, But evermore pore and indigent, a 1420 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Prim:. 1059 Yfalle in indigent povert. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 431/2 To at Indygente he openyd the Dosom of

myserycorde. 1535 Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 104 Re-

fresshing of poore indigent persons. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V,
l. i. 16 Indigent faint Soules, past corporal) toyle. 1671 J.
WEBSTER Metallogr. \. 18 The Miners . . being but people of
the most indigent sort. 1711 AODISON Sfect. No. 177^4
That which goes under the general Name of Charity, .con-

sists in relieving the Indigent, 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Verities
Anecd. Paint. 11786) III. 240 A man of indigent circum-
stances. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 379 An almonry or

alms-house for the reception of indigent children. 1844
THIRLWAI.L Greece VIII. 391 The indigent who^could only

expect relief through, .changes in the distribution of pro-

perty. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 5. 385 Each town
and parish was held responsible for the relief of its indigent
and disabled poor.

Jig. 1663 COWLEY Ess., Solitude (1684) 92 The solitary
Life will grow indigent, and be ready to starve without

them [books], a 17x1 KEN Div. Love Wks. (1838) 304 The
utmost ardours of a penitential and indigent love.

f*
B. sb. An indigent person ;

one poor and

needy. Obs.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thrc Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 115
Kirk landis, anis dedicat to.. feble and waik indigentis.

1739 GIBBER Apot. viii. (1756) I. 214 The author of it was
a desperate indigent that did it for bread. 1747 HERVEY
Medit., Winter Piece (1813) 369 The bitter winds plead for

the poor indigents.

Hence Indigently adv.) in an indigent or desti-

tute manner (Webster, 1856) ; I'udigentness, in-

digency (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

tlndrgerable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. obs. F.

indigerable (a 1516 in Godef.), f. in- ijN- 3) +

Jigtr-eriQ DIGEST : see -ABLE.] = INDIGESTIBLE.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. PkysUke 7/1 You must
take especiall hcede . . of all manner uf tarte and indigerable
viaudes.

i Illdige'St, a- (sb.} Obs. Also 5-6 Sc. -de-.

[ad. L. indigcst-ns unarranged, contused, nut

digested, f. ///- (.Ix-
3
) -t* digest-its^ pa. pple. of

digerere to DIGEST. Cf. F. indigeste 04th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] Undigested ; crude, immature ;

shapeless, confused; unarranged.
(.Often with reference to Ovid's Qitein di.vere chaos ^

ritdis

iudigcstaquc moles, Met. I. 7.)

1398 TKEVISA Bartlt. DC P. R. xvii. Ixxiv. (Addit. MS.
27944) If. 228/1 Fruyt

is first grtne and indigest. .but f>e vtter

hete comforteb be Inner hete, and makip digestioun in the

soure humour, and dissolueth it. 1538 STARKEY England \\,

\. 154 Correctyon of corrupt and indygest humorys ys the

chcfe poynt. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 1. 133 Then
the personis fornamed heard weaping and, as it war ane

indigest sound, as it war of prayeris, in the which he con-

tinewed neyre ane hour. 1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. ii.

(R.), Me thinkes a troubled thought is thus exprest, To be
a chaos rude and indigest. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. AVr.
I. 257 The somewhat rude and indigest mass of his materials.

1806 Ibid. IV. 884 The lump of indigest materials indus-

triously provided by a man of letters for the purpose of

drawing up a book.

b.jak; Of persons: Immature; of crude or

hasty character.

1433 JAS. I Kingis Q. xiv, Though [sely] south of nature

Indegest.Vnrypit fruyte with windis variable. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEtieis xi. vii. 104 A man nocht indegest, bot wys and cald.

B. sb. A shapeless mass.

1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 26 You are borne To set a forme

vpon that indigest, Which he hath left so shapelesse and so

rude.

Indige-st, v. (trivia/.} [f.
Ix-ii + DIGEST v.

after INDIGESTION.] trans. To fail to digest.

1814 BYRON Let. to flfoore 9 Apr., Which I swallowed for

supper, and ///digested for I don't know how long. 1882

Three in Nor^uay p. xii, One of those people who never in-

digest anything, but always look, and always are, in perfect
health and spirits.

b. intr. To fail to be digested.
1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous II. ix. 299 He breakfasted

very heartily of Minced Veal, which he hoped would not

indigest.

Indigested (indidge'sted), a. [f.
INDIGEST a.

+ -ED 1
, or f. IN- ^ + DIGESTED ///. a.] Not di-

gested; undigested.
1. Not ordered or arranged ;

without form or ar-

rangement of parts ; shapeless, unformed, chaotic.

(Often In expressions echoing Ovid's description of chaos :

see INDIGEST a.)

iS93 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Vf, v. i. 157 Hence heape of wrath,
foule indigested lumpe, As crooked in thy manners, as thy

shape. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 7 A rude and in-

digested Chaos, or confusion of matters. 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Matt. iv. ii. 295 The remaining indigested parts _of
Nature. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. viii. 289 A rude and in-

digested lump of Atoms, a 1794 GIBBON Misc. IVks. (18141
I. 42-3 The only principle that darted a ray of light into

the indigested chaos. 1884 CHURCH Bacon viii. 193 Half
his time was spent in collecting huge masses of indigested
facts. fig. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) IV.

175 Boys of the same Age appear crude, indigested, devoted

only to Rudeness and Play.

b. Not ordered in the mind ; not thought out ;

ill-considered.

1587 ABI*. SANDYS Serin. (Parker Soc.) 448 Rude and

indigested platforms, .tending not to the reformation, but to

the destruction of the church of England. 1667 EVELYN
Mem. 1.1857) III. 159, I send you notwithstanding these in-

digested thoughts, and that attempt upon Cicero, which you*
enjoined me. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. i,

The wild and indi-

gested Notion of raising my Fortune. 17^8 RICHARDSON
Clarissa (1811) II. xliv. 328 Forgive these indigested self-

reasonings. 1867 SWINBUKNE Ess. fy Stud, (1875) 177 This
is not a fair or clear judgment : it is indigested and violent

and deformed in expression.
2. That has not undergone digestion in the

stomach.
1620 VENNER Via Recta viii. 186 Causing the meat to

passe from the stomacke indigested. 1702 A ristotle's Sec.

Seer. 58 The Stomach cannot digest the Food, but it remains
an indigested Nutriment. 1822 34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
I. 126 Morsels of indigested fruit.

fig. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy m. 257 Repentance is the

weight Of indigested meals ta'en yesterday.

fb. Suffering from indigestion. Ohs.

1663 P. HKNKY Diary (1882) 141 Preacht in the aftern.

indigested.

t 3- Not purified or rectified by heat
; crude, raw.

1624 WOTTON Archit. in Reliq, (1672) 7 That it [the air] be
not indigested for waut of Sun.

t 4. ' Not brought to suppuration' (J.). Obs.

1676 WISEMAN Surgery (J.), His wound was indigested
and inflamed.

Hence Indig-e'stedness. undigested condition.
1682 BURNET Life Hale (R.), They looked on the Common

Law as a study that could not be .. formed into a rational

science, by reason of the indigestedness of it.

Indigestibility (indi^estibHiti). [f. next

4- -ITY. Cf. F. indigestibilitt.~\ The quality of

being indigestible.
1847 E. J. SEYMOUR Severe Dis. I. 35 Experiments on the

comparative digestibility or indigestibility of various articles

of diet. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 206 Fish of hard fibre,whales,

dolphins, seals, and large old thunny, which last , . come very
near to them in indigestibility.

Indigestible (indiidge'stib*!), a. (sb.} [ad. L.

indigestibilisj f. in- (IN- 3) 4- digestibilis DIGES-

TIBLE.] Incapable of being digested, or difficult to

digest ;
not easily assimilated as food.

1528 PAYNEL Salertie's Regim. G b, Wheate sodde is heuy
meate and indige^table. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in.

xxii. 165 To reduce that indigestible substance into such a
forme as may. .enter the cavities, and le?se accessible parts of

the body, without corrosion. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VI. in Among the ancients the goose was abstained from
as totally indigestible. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Chein.

(1814) 106 Woody fibre appears to be an indigestible sub-

stance. 1896 Ainer. Ann. DeafYtb. 73 If you give him his

[mental] food in an indigestible and unpalatable form, you
take away all his interest in his work.

Jig. and transf. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. Ivi. (1632) 1^73

They present us with the state of an indigestible agonie.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims IV. 1808 Out of the indigestable
malice that he had concerned against Biencourt. 1873 Miss
BRADDON L. Davoren I. Prol. 6 It's rather a pity that one's

friends are reported to be indigestible. 1898 Ln. CURZON in

Daily News 8 Nov. 6/4 He had utilised his time at home
by placing a number of solid and thoroughly indigestible
volumes upon the library shelves.

B. as sb. An indigestible substance.

1841 BRANDE Ckem. 1410 Hair, feathers, the shells of

insects, .belong to the class of absolute indigestibles.

Hence Indige'stibleness, the quality of being

indigestible; also f inability to digest (Obs.}.
1626 DONNE Sertn. iv. 38 Our stomachs are dead in an

indigestiblenesse, our feete dead in a lamenesse [etc.]. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Indigestiblcness> uncapableness of being

digested. Mod. Things to be avoided on account of their

indigestibleness.

Indigestion (indiidge'styan). Also 7 indis-

gestion. [a. K. indigestion ^I3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. late L. indigestion-em >
f. in- (lN-3; +

digestion-em DIGESTION.]
1. Want of digestion ; incapacity of or difficulty

in digesting food.

1450-1530 Afyrr. our Ladye 30 They fele some tyme a

maner of payne in the stomacke or in the hed, for lacke

of sleape or indygestyon. 1495 Trmiscis Barth, De P. R.
v. xlii. (W. de W.) 159 By scarsyte of vse of mete and in-

dygestion a gloten desyreth indygeste superfluyte of mete.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Explan. Words, Indigestion^
want of concoction and digestion, by which means_many

for the indisgestion Mr. Hobbes himself doth much dis-

like, c 1750 SHENSTONE Ruined Abbey 82 Wks. 1764 I. 310
The trivial pain Of transient indigestion. 18^8-65 CAR-
LYLE Fredk. Gt. xi. viii. (1872) IV. 97

' His Imperial

Majesty felt slightly indisposed 'indigestion of mushrooms
or whatever it was. 1880 BEALE Slight Ailm. 84 Indiges-
tion is learnedly spoken of as dyspepsia. 1896 Alltutt's

Syst. Med. I. 402 Indigestion of amylaceous food leads to

the same [acid dyspepsia].

fig. 1824 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) I. 306 The un-

certainty of our future plans, gives me a sort of indigestion
of mind which quite disturbs its tranquillity. 1891 Spectator

5 Sept., We have eaten so much territory in the decade,
that if we do not take care, we shall have indigestion. 1894

Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 185/1, I wonder tbe mixture didn't

give him moral indigestion,

b. with//. A case or attack of indigestion.

1702 J. PURCELL Cholick (1714) 147 The Cure of the

Cholick occasion'd by Crudities and Indigestions of an

Acid Nature. 1798 MALTHL'S Popul. 11878) 22 The dis-



INDIGESTIVE.

orders arising from indiyouons. 1845 JAMES A. Neil ii.

You will give me an iiuli^cstiun.

2. Undigested condition ; the state of not being
reduced to order or brought to maturity ; disorder,

imperfection. Also, an instance of this condition.

1656 Br. HALL Occas. Mtdit, 38 (1851) 45 In this man's

country . . our whiteness would pass . . for an unpleasing
indigestion of form. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 5 Ixrading
him to dwell rather upon the indigestions of the elements
than his own.

8. attrib. and Comb.
1861 lllxstr. Load. News 25 May 485/1 Eschewing all

indigestion-creating, .delicacies. 1807 Westm. Gaz. a Dec.

3/2 What with the skate and the cycle, liver pills and indi-

gestion syrups should soon vanish from the land.

Indigestive (indi,d.?e-stiv), a. [f. IN- 3 + Dl-
UKSTIVE; cf. obs. F. indigestif (Godef.).]
L Characterized by or suffering from indigestion ;

tending to indigestion ; dyspeptic.
1631 SHERWOOD, Indigestiue, txdigcsle. 1658 R. FRANCK

North. Mem. (1694) 308 To shave off the foreign Ferment
from your crude and Indigestive Ventricle. 1861 DICKENS
Gt. Expect, xxv, She was a cousin, an indigestive single
woman. 1870 E. Drood x, Disturbed from an indiges-
tive after-dinner sleep.

t 2. Not ready to
'

digest 'or brook offences. Obs.

(Cf. DIGEST v. 6.)
1670 COTTON Espernon in. xi. 560 To which indigestive

humour of his, his Animosity.. being every day exasperated
more and more by new Provocations ; he, in the end, was
no longer able so to conquer his passion.

t I'ndigete. Obs. rare. [ad. L. indices, -etis.]A deified hero regarded as a patron deity of his

country.
1549 Comfl. Scat. To Rdr. 8 Amasis the sycond, quhilk

vas the last kyng ande indegete of the egiptiens. tnarg.,
Indigetes var goddis of egipt quhilkis hed beene verteonse
princes quhen thai lyuit.

Indight, obs. var. of INDICT and INDITE.

tlndi'git, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. indigitare,
-etare to INDIGITATE.] = INDIOITATE v. 2.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 101 Be sure they were
reserued for your owne fingring . . indigiting holy priests.

t Indigitament. Obs. rare. [ad. I,, in-

digitdmentum, in pi. indigitdmenta books con-

taining the names of the gods and prescribing their

ritual, f. indigita-re to INDIGITATE: see -MENT.]
An appellation or title by which a deity was (in
local or special connexion '> known and invoked :

see also quot. 1675.
1658 W. BURTON Itin. Antonin. 56 The indigitaments

of old Deities
(

were often inscribed to Rivers ; as Belisama,
a name of Minerva, to the River Rible . . as the names of
Saints are usually to divers places abroad at this day. 1675
BIKTHOGGE CausaDeiisz Reuchlin. .affirmeth that. .their

Imprecations, Vows, or Blessings were called Indigitaments.

ludigitate (indi'djits't), v. [f. ppl. stem of
L. indigitare, -etare to call upon, invoke (a deity

1

,

to utter, proclaim, declare ; of obscure origin,

erroneously associated in 1 6th c. Latin-Eng. Dic-
tionaries with digitus finger, and explained as '

to

point out as with the finger
'

; hence the Eng. use
in sense 2. Sense 3 is taken directly from digitus.]
f 1. trans, a. To call, to indicate by an appella-

tion or name. b. To proclaim, declare. Obs.

l6>3 COCKERAM, Indigitate, to call ; to shew with point-
ing the finger. 1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 77
It is not at all harsh to conceive, that they [the Naiades]
may be here indigitated by the name of the Upper Waters.
a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serm. (1675) 6co The Scriptures did
mdigitate he would rise again the third day. 1680 H. MORE
Apocal.Apoc. 191 Idolatry is indigitated here by t^apfiaKcio,
Sorcery or Witchcraft, as that whereby it is introduced.

1 2. To point out with or as with the finger ; to

show, indicate, point to. Obs.

1633 [see i]. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, lip. i. vi. 31

Juvenall and Perseus were no prophets, although their
lines did seeme to indigitate and point at our times. 1649
ROBERTS Clavis BiH. 620 To indigitate and point out, as
with the finger, John Baptist the first Prophet of the New
Testament. iToiPmLLlPS, To Indigitate, to shew, or point
at, as it were, with the Finger. 1716 M. DAVIES Alliea.
Brit. III. On Pal. Angl. 5 Under the Analogy of Dialeclica
or Logick, he indigitates the Anabaptists, Rosacrusians,
Capucms, Nominalists, and such like gross and mean Ele-

mentary Professors.

3. intr. To interlock like the fingers of the two
hands

; to penetrate each other in this way.
835- TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 7/3 These bundles [of fleshy

fibres) indigitate with those of the diaphragm.

Indigitation (indidjit/i-Jsn). [n. of action
from I., indigita-re to INDIOITATE : see -AT1ON.]
1 1. The action of pointing out or indicating ;

an

indication, demonstration ; a declaration. Obs.
i44 HULWEB Chirol. 163 The natural! validity of this in-

digitalion of persons. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. ll.
yii.

(1662) 5<j Which things I conceive no obscure Indigitation
of Providence. 1658 PHILLIPS, Indigitation, a pointing at,
or shewing with the finger. 1689 S. WILLARD in Andres
Iracts I. 189 This [taking of an oath upon the Bible] must
of

necessity
be more than the bare Indigitation of the

I erson, and nothing less than a Religious Application. 1706
fHlLLin/xttt'fItalian, an indigitating, or shewing ; a con-
vincing Proof, or plain Demonstration.
2. Computing or

conversing by the fingers.
***. SouTHitr I't'td. Keel. Angl. 77 He wrote also upon

indignation, both as an art of computing by the fingers,and ofconvening by them.

214

3. Anat. Interlocking of the fingersoftwo hands;
hc-uce, the mode of junction of muscle and tendon.
1846 T. CALLAWAV Ditttc. * Fractures (1849) 33 The

^. ir.itusmaj;nus..takes its rise by nine indigitations from
the eight superior ribs. 1851 E. WILSON Anal. Vade M.
217/fo show the muscles beneath without interfering with
its

indigitations with the serratus magnus.

Indiglncin ;indigl/7-sin). Chcm. [f. INDI- +
Gr. irAv*-i;s sweet -t- -IN.] A light yellow sweet

compound or 'sugar', C6H10O6 , one of the con-

I

stituents of indican.

i86s-7 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 250 Scbunck has further
shown that woad contains indican, . . which, . . when boiled
with acids, splits up into indigo-blue and indiglucin.

Indign (indai-n), a. Now only poet. Forms:
5-6 indygne, 5-7 indigne, 6 (9) Sc. inding, 6-
indign. [a. F. indigne, ad. L. indigiiits unworthy,
f. in- (!K- 3) + digmts worthy.]
1. Unworthy; undeserving. Const, of (to, or

inf.). arch.
c 1450 Chaucer's Clerk's T. 303 (Petw.) Indigne [other

MSS. vndigne] and vnworbi Am I to bat [honour) bat

je me bede. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 417 b/2 A cursycl
foole and Indygr.e hounde that peruertest the myght of
god to enchauntementes. c 1489 Sonnes of Ayinon vi.

153, 1, Indygne for to speke. Blanchaniyn Ded. i

Unto the right noble puyssaunt & excellent pryncesse,
.. Moder vnto .. henry b 9 seuenth .. I, wyllyam caxton,
his most Indygne humble subgette and lytil seruaunt,
prcsente this lytyl book. 1491 Vitas Patr. (W. de W.
1495) n. 243 b/2 To haue mercy of me poore synnar &
Indygne of thy grete myserycordye. 1536 BELLENDP.N
Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. vi, I wes in service with the King ; . .

1618 Dcclar. Demeanour Raleigh 25 Ifby new
should make himselfe indigne of former mercies. 1657 W-

I
MOHICE Coena quasi KOUTJ Def. xvi. 263 No less is every holy
Ordinance [polluted] by an indign Partaker. 1678 PHILLIPS
(ed.

4^)
List Barbarous Words, Indign, unworthy. 1819

W. 'IENNAXT Papistry Storm'd 11827) 192 Worthy o' you
to say and sing, Albeit I be to write inding. 1898 T. HAKDY
Wessex Poems 132 Such scope is granted not my powers
indign.

2. Unworthy of or unbefitting the person or cir-

cumstances ; unbecoming ; fraught with shame or
dishonour

; disgraceful.
'S45 JOVE Exp. Dan. vi. Lvijb, It were the mostc

indygne and detestable thynge that good lawes shulde bee
subjecte and under evill men. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 274
All indigne, and base aduersities, make head against my
Estimation. 1619 T. TAYLOR Couim. Titus UL i This
were an indigne thing, and a great blot in his high place.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordagc's Mystic Div. 104 note,
When thei sai their Ave Maries (so praiing for her, which
is most indign and injurious). 1830 W. PHILLIPS Alt. Sinai
11.615 He freely promises; no guerdon mean, Indign, or
scant. 1879 TRENCH Poems 38 He . . counts it scorn to
draw Comfort indign from any meaner thing.

b. Of punishment or suffering : Undeserved.
1747 Advent. Kidnapped Orphan 142 The villains who

have offered such indign treatment to a worthy youth ! 1836
GLADSTONE On an Infant viii, Fruition of the immortal
prize. Purchased for thee . .

liy agony indign.

f3. Indignant, resentful. Obs. rare.

165* GAULE Magastrem. 1-74 Nero, indi^ne in the fall and
lusse of so necessary a friend and familiar, took occasion
against Peter.

t Iiidi'gn, v. Obs. [a. F. indigner (i-jth c. in

Ilatz.-Darm.\ ad. L. indigna-rl to regard as un-

worthy, to be indignant at, f. inJigniis unworthy :

cf. ENDEIGN.]
1. trans. To treat with indignity.
1490 CAXTON Encydos xviii. 68 Yarbas, kynge of Gectuscs,

that I haue so ofte tndygned, for to aiienge hys Iniuryes,
shalle reduce me in-to captyuitc.
2. To be indignant at or with ; to resent.

1651 GAUI.E Magastroiii. ^42 Diana, indigning this in-

solency, raised up a scorpion, that slew him. Ibid. 282 He,
ituligning to be thus dealt withall, quite deserted Chris-

tianity. 1657 Sapient, fasti/. 106 He is indigning him
in especial, that shall, .tax him for it.

ludi'gnaiice. rare. ff. INDIGNANT : see
-ANCE. Cf. med.L.

iiutigiiiintia.'] The fact or con-
dition of being indignant ; indignation.
1590 SPENSER /". Q. in. xi. 13 With great indignaunce he

that sight forsooke. 1790 A. WILSON in /Yvu
15-

Lit. Prou
(1876) II. 30 Fired wi indignance I turned round. 1845
R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Edtic. \. (ed. a) 269 We are not
scared by . . all this towering indignance, this

'
Ercles

vein '.

Indignancy (indi-gnansi). rare. [f. INDIO-
NANT : see prec. and -ANCY.] The quality or state
of being indignant ; indignation.
1790 G.WALKER Strut. II. xx. 100 Mutual indignancy

breaks an union which mutual esteem and kindness had
tied. 1837 J. BUCHANAN Comfort in Affliction vi. ( 18511 102
A generous indignancy against whatever was base.

Indignant (indi-gnfat), a. (st>.) [ad. L. indig-
nant-em, pres. pple.

of indigtia-rl to regard as un-

worthy, to be indignant at, f. indignus unworthy: see
INDIGN a. and v.'] Affected with indignation ; pro-
voked to wrath by something regarded as unworthy,
unjust, or ungrateful ; moved by an emotion of

anger mingled with scorn or contempt ;

' inflamed
at once with anger and disdain

'

(J.X Said of per-
sons, their feelings, etc. ; alsoyf^. of things.
1590 Si KXSKR./?. Q. in. v. 23 Full of fiers fury and indignant

hate To him he turned. 16*7 MILTON /'. L. x. 311 Xerxes. .

INDIGNATION.
I Europe with Asia joyn'd ; And scourg'd with many a stroak

th' indignant waves, a 173* ARBUTHNOT & POPE (J.), The
lustful monster fled, pursued by the valorous and indignant
Martin,

spurn:When . . _.__
rods, Sought, with an indignant mien, Counsel of her

country's gods. 1870 DICKENS /-. Droodv'iu. He feels indig-
nant that Helena's brother should dispose of him so coolly.
1880 C. R. MARKHAM Perw. Bark 45 He published an
indignant pamphlet on the subject of his wrongs.

b. Const, at
;
with (a person) ; t of (a thing).

1718-46 THOMSON Spring 435 And Hies aloft, and flounces
round the pool, Indignant of the guile. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Italian ii. (1826) 16 Indignant at the slander which
affected her name. 1805 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 234,
I was too indignant of his cruel neglect of Chatterton.
1858 DICKENS Lett. (i88o> II. 64 Our men are rather indig-
nant with the Irish crowds. 1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) IT.

viii. 553 The clergy, indignant at such proceedings, mur-
mured and even threatened.

B. sb. An indignant person, rare.
1801 Sat. Km. XII. 584/1 These three sets of people the

indign^nts themselves tele.].

Indignantly (indi-gnantli ,
adv. [-LY -.]

1 1. "ith indignity. Obs. rare" 1
.

1601 WHITGIFT Let. in Strype 7.1X1718) 555 [To others he
wrot not, especially the Maior, because he took himself so)

indignantly (used by him).
2. In an indignant manner, with indignation.
a 1783 H. BROOKE fox-Chase (R.), Indignantly they feel

1'he clanking lash, and the retorted steel. 1788 GIBBON
Decl. ff F. xxxix. (1869) II. 449 They indignantly supported

j

the restraints of peace and discipline. i8a8 D'!SAELI
:

Chas. f, I. ii. 17 The little Prince indignantly flung down
\

the square cap, and trampled on it. 1859 TENNYSON / 'ivicn

402 Heanswer'd half indignantly. 1885 I. CARROLL Tangled
Talc ii. 9 The landlady indignantly protested.

Indignation (indign^
1

-Jan). Forms: 4-5 in-

dignacioun, 4-6 -cion, 5 -oyoun, indygnacion,
cyon, tendyg-. indignacione , 5 6 indigna-
oyon, 6 indignation, [ad. L. indignation-eta,
n. of action f. indigna-n'io regard as unworthy, to

be indignant at : see INDIGN v. ; or immed. a. F.

indignation (i2th c. in Hatz.-Dann.).]
1 1. The action of counting or treating (a person

or thing) as unworthy of regard or notice ; disdain,

I contempt ; contemptuous behaviour or treatment.
t: 1374 CHAUCER Bottli. i. pr. iv. 9- (Camb. MS.), I putle me

ayeins the hates and indignaciouns of the accuser Cyprian.
c 1380 Wvt LIK Wks. (1880) 204 5if bei lyucn in pride of herte

i
for nobeleie of blood . . & ban indignacion and dispit of obere
pore men or wymmen. ta 1400 Arthur j$ At Cayrlyone ..

lie let make be Rounde table . . pat no man schulde sytt
aboue other, ne haue indignacioun of hys brober. < 1440

! Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 76 pe sexte cornerc of pride is

I

indignacioun. pat is, whan bou hast dysdc>n of symple
folk, & lust 11031 to speke to hem. 1530 PALSCR. 234/1 In-

| ilygnation, disdaynyng, indignation.

t b. Treating with indignity. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 3474 Lest the cruell

gentfli . . With pollute hondes full of corrupcion Shulde
i

louche her body by indignation. 1506 t'ilgr. Ptrf. (W. de
W. 15311 305 And some with great indignacyon olTred thy
grace aysell to drynke. 1615 G. SANDYS Trttv. 131 The face
[of _the Colossus] is .something disfigured by time, or indig-
nation of the Moores, detesting images.
2. Anger at what is regarded us unworthy or

wrongful ; wrath excited by a sense of wrong to

;

oneself or, especially, to others, or by meanness, in-

justice, wickedness, or misconduct; righteous or

dignified anger; the wrath of a superior.
i}8a WYCLIH Iso. xxvi. 20 Go, my puple .. be hid a litil

while, to the tyme that passe myn indlynacioun. 1470-85
MAI.OKY Arthur i. vi, There were some of the urete lordes
had indignacion that Arthur shold be kynge. igiCTnoMUi
Matt. xxvi. 8 When his disciples saw that, they had indig-
nacion sayinge : what nedcd this wast! 1601 SIIAKS. '/met.
-V. in. iv. 269 His indignation dcriues it selfe out of a very
computent iniuric. 1651 HOBBES Lcviath. i. vi. 26 Anger
for great hurt done to another, when we conceive the same

i
to be done by Injury, (is called] Indignation. 1739 BUTLER
.Serin. KesintlH. Wks. 187^ II. 95 The indignation raised

by .. injustice, and the desire of having it punished .. is by
no means malice. 1784 COWPEK Task v. 442 That man
should thus encroach on fellow man . . Moves indignation.
i88 D. STEWART Act. t, Nor. i'ovvrtVfks. 1854-8 VI. 202
When injustice offered to others awakens resentment against
the transgressor . . the emotion we feel is more properly de-
noted in pur language by the word indignation. 1858
CARLYLE h'rcdk. Gt. in. x. (1872) 1. 198 His indignation knew
no bounds. 1865 KINGSLEY Hercward xxi. 268 Ivo rode
on, boiling over with righteous indignation. 1866 LIDDON
Bampt. Lett. iv. ( 1875) 192 We cannot regard with any other
sentiment than indignation the propagation of what is

known to be false.

J'S- '595 SHAKS. "John n. i. 212 Ready mounted are they
to spit forth Their Iron indignation 'gainst your walles.

1613 PI:RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 827 The fresh-water not
able further to endure the hot indignation of that now-
beleeved Burning-Zone, fled out.

b. Const, against, with (f of, f upon) a person ;

at (t against, f of) an action, etc.

1381 WYCLIF Dan. xi. 30 He schal turne a;en, and scbal
haue indignacioun ajens the Testament of seyutuaric. -
Matt. xx. 24 And the ten herynge hadden indignacioun of
the two bretheren. 15x0 Caxton's Chron. Eng. v. 4 b/i The
Brytons had indygnacyon of Aloth, and wolde not be to

hym attendaunt. 1534 ELVOT Doctr. Princfs 16 Persons. .

that .. do envie and have indignacion at them that speake
truly. 1605 SHAKS. Lear I. ii. 86 To suspend your indigna-
tion against my Brother. 1607 TopstLL Four-/. Beasts (1658)
8t Venus had turned a Cat into a beautiful woman ..who. .

contended with the Goddesse for beauty ; in indignation



INSIGNATORY.

whereof, she returned her to her first nature. 1611 BIBLE :

Mai. i. 4 The people against whom the Lord hath indig-
'

nation for euer. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 666 With show of

Zeale and Love To Man, and indignation at his wrong.

1843 LYTTON Last Bar. iv. vi, I read your generous indigna- i

tion with our poor Clarence. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. 1,1858)

I. ii. 157 So great was the indignation against Wolsey.

f 3. The turning of the stomach against unwel-

come food, etc. Obs,

1398 TREVISA Barth.De P. R. xvn. xxxiii. (Bodl. MS.), Car-

domomum . . helpeb berfor asens . . wlatenes and indignacioun
of be stomake. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol, Anat. i.

ix. 20 The Pylorus . . being Moderator of Digestion : From
the indignation whereof he fetches the cause of the Palsie,

and Swimming Dizziness of the Head.

4. Comb.) as indignation -letter ; indignation-

meeting, a meeting to express public indignation
in reference to some proceeding.
18.. W. IRVING Knickerb, (Bartlett), Those indignation

meetings set on foot in the time of William the Testy, where
men met together to rail at public abuses. 1856 Sat, Rn>.
II. 391/2 Paterfamilias, who writes indignation-letters from

Margate to the Times. 1861 Ibid. 7 Dec. 583 When Liver-

pool heard of the
affair

of the Trent, there was what the

Yankees call an '

indignation meeting'. 1894 MRS. H.WARD
Marcella 1. 101 His constituents held indignation meetings.

Indi'gnatory, a. rare. [f.
L. indignat-, ppl.

stem of indigna-ri to be indignant + -ORY.] Ex-

pressive of indignation.
171624 BP. M. SMITH Serm. (1632) 27 The question is ten-

tatory (.Will you also go away?) .. the answer is partly in-

dignatory (Lord, to whom
shajl wegoe?). 1834 Taifs Mag.

I. 367 He may inflate the indignatory muscles of his mouth.

tlndi'gned,///- a- Obs. [f.
F. indigni (L.

indignatus] pa. pple., with English ending -ED I

2 : cf. INDIGN
v.~\

Excited to indignation, rendered

indignant ; offended, angry.
1490 CAXTON Encydos xix. 70 The Soule of my fader An-

chisis, the whiche . . apyereth byfore me . . stroagely in-

dygned, and ayenste me sore moeued. Ibid, xxvii. 96 The
see wexed right sore inpacyent &indigned. c 1500 Klelusi>ie

262 Ye ne owe to be therfore indigned ayenst vs. 1598
YONG Diana 481 Indigned spirits, once at my request
Powre foorth your wrath.

i Iildi'gJiify, v. Obs. [f. L. indigtt-us un-

worthy + -IT : cf. DIGNIFY.] To treat with in-

dignity ; to dishonour; to represent as unworthy.
1593 SPENSER Col. Clout 583, I deeme it best to hold eter-

nally Their bounteous deeds. .Then by discourse them to

indignifie. 1611 [TARLTON] Jests (1844) 14 The gallant,

scorning that a player should take the wall, or so much
indignifie him .. presently drew his rapier. ^1626 BP.

ANDREWES 96 Serm., Holy Ghost (1661) 482 The Elders of

the Jews dignified him [the Centurion, Luke vii. 4] highly:
but he indignified himself as fast, a 1684 LFIGHTON Coitnn.

i Pet. i. 23 Do children delight to indignify and dishonour
their father's name ? 1743 E. POSTON Pratlcr (i 747) 149 The
very Idea . . is greatly indignified, even by our aiming or

pretending to understand it.

Indignity (indi-gniti). [ad. \..indignitat-ent,
n. of quality f. indignus unworthy, INDIGN

; cf. F.

indigniU^(i5~i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

f*l. The quality or condition of being unworthy;
unworthiness. In //., Unworthy qualities ;

un-

deserving traits. Obs.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Ep. Ded. 3 Let my vnschooled

indignities conuert themselves to your courtesie. 1589 PUT-

TENHAM Eng. Potsie\\\. iv. (Arb.i 159 In steade of indignitiet

yee haue vnworthinesse : and for penetrate^ we may say

peerce. <xi6i8 SYLVESTER DM Bartas Corona Ded.
t Accept

my Zeale, and pardon mine Indignitie, 1677 GAUE Crt.

Gentiles w. 154 To suppose that God should fetch the com-

mun rule of his giving or not giving grace, from man's

dignitie oi" indignitie.

f 2. The quality or condition of being unbecom-

ing, dishonourable, or disgraceful ;
want or loss of

dignity or honour, b. Conduct involving shame or

disgrace ; a disgraceful act. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xi. 63 Fie on the pelfe for which

good name is sold, And honour with indignitie debased.

fbidsn. \. 28
' To take defiaunce at a Ladies word

*

(Quoth he)
'

I hold it no indignity'. 1603 H. CROSSE Vcrtnes Coninnv.

(1878) 22 When he had ended his office, went againe to his

olde labour without indignitie to his person, or derogating
ought from his worthinesse. 1671 MILTON Samson 411 Foul

effeminacy held me yoked Her bond-slave; oh, indignity !

oh, blot To honour and religion ! i^GoLDSM. \'ic. W. xx,
A mind too proud to stoop to such indignities.

3. Unworthy treatment; contemptuous or insolent

usage; injury accompanied with insult. With aw
and //. : A slight offered to a person ;

an act in-

tended to expose a person to contempt ;
an insult

or affront.

1584 R. SCOT Disco-.'. Witchcr. v. vii.
(^886) 83 They

thinke it too great an indignitie for Christ to be made
subject to Sathans illusions. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy* III. 440
Their contempts and indignities offered to our Countrey
and Prince. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 42 The poore Mon-
ster's my subiect, and he shall not suffer indignity. 1665
MANLEY Grotins' Low C. Warres 177 He pretended the

Indignities offer'd him by the States were the cause of his

departure. 1757 SMOLLETT Reprisal \\. v, You dare not

treat me with indignity. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets xi. 356
That a human body should toss, unburied, unhonoured, on
the waves, seemed to them the last indignity. 1876 GEO.
KUOT Dan. Der. in, xxiii, The mere association of anything
like

'

indignity
'

with herself, roused a resentful alarm.

f4. Anger excited by unworthy conduct or treat-

ment ;
^INDIGNATION 2. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vii. 36 Her noble heart with si.yht

thereof was fild With deepe disdaine, and great indignity.

215

1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. iii. 55 God (as justly he might) took

this their affront in high indignity. 1701 SWIFT Contests

Athens fy Rome iii. Wks. 1778 II. 265 That great Roman
received the notice with the utmost indignity. i7_84

BAGE
Barluim Downs I. 105 My bosom glows with indignity at

the remembrance.
Obs.

[f.
L

In an indign manner, with indignity ; undeservedly;

shamefully, ignominiously. To take indignly : to

take as an insult, be indignant at.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 136 His iust demerits, in-

dignly, draw vnto him vniust hatred. 1607 Schol. Disc,

agst. Antichr. i. i. 49 They take nothing more indignly,
then to see the least indignity offered against it. 1608-11

BP. HALL Epist. n. iii. Wks. (1627) 299 A place, 1 grant,

miserably handled by our aduersaries, and . . indignly torne

out of the councels. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus
i._6

Whence we may gather, how indignely the Lord taketh it.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. Eng. 53 Behold how I am" fain ..

indignly, and almost desperately.

t Indi'gnOUS, a. Obs. rare. Also erron. in -

dignious. [f. L. indign-us unworthy + -ous : see

INDIGN a.] Unworthy ; ignominious.
1611 SPF.RD Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 36. 553 The most in-

dignious injury, which the Pope meant to obtrude vpon him
and his Kingdome. Ibid., A farre more indignous wrong and

contumely.

Indigo (i'ndigp), sl>. (a.) Forms : a. 6-8 indico.

0. (6 endego),6- indigo. [Occurs from i6th c.,

in the two forms indico, indigo, repr. two Romanic

forms, from L. indicnm (Pliny), a. Gr. IVOIKOV (Dio-

scorides) the blue Indian dye, lit.
' the Indian (sub-

stance)', sb. use of neuter of IvSmos, Indicus,

Indian. Indico, 1 from Sp., was the usual form in

i6-i7thc., and continued into the :8th; endego
occurs in R. Eden 1555 (from the It. of Ramnsio
Itinerario .Venice, 1550), transl. a Portuguese list

of prices at Calicut and Malabar), and indigo in

the 1598 transl. of Linschoten, from Dutch, app.
also of Indo-Portuguese origin ;

but this form came
into general use only after the middle of the

I7thc. : cf. also F. indigo, 1658 in Hatz.-Darm.
The usual name in the Mediterranean countries, before

the Portuguese went to India, was annil, anil, which came

west, through Arabic and Persian, from Sanskrit : see ANIL.

But indaco occurs in It. in 1390 : see Yoc. della Crusca, s.v.)

1. A substance obtained in the form of a blue

powder from plants of the genus Indigofera, N.O.

Legitminosie ,
and largely used as a blue dye.

It is produced by the decomposition of the glucoside Is-

DICAN, which exists not merely in the indigo-plant, but in

woad and various other plants.
Its essential constituent

is indigo-blue ; besides which, however, commercialCK crude

-'ndigo contains indigo-red, indigo-brown, and some earthy

dyers vse to die blew. 1680 MORDEN Gcog. Red., Mogul
(1685) 398 In the Suburbs they make Indico. 1686 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2186/1, 700 Chests of Indico of Guatimala. 1703
MOXON Mech. Kxerc. 62 Workmen sometimes grind Indico

and Sallad-oyl together. 1733 Gtntl. Mag. XXV. 201 In-

dico, or Indigo, is a dye extracted from a plant of the same
name. 1788 Neiu Lond. Mag. 244 A ship . . freighted with

indico, cochineal, and rich stuffs.

0. 1555 EDEN Decades 239 Endego to dye silke, trewe and

good, the farazuola, Fanan. xxx. [RAMUSIO Itincrario(i~,y^

348 Endego vero e buono val la farazuola, fanoes xxx.] 1598
W. PHILLIPS tr. LilKchoten's Vcy._ i. (Hakluyt Soc.) II. 91
Annil or Indigo by the Gusurates is called Gali, by others

Nil. [LINSCHOTEN Itinerarinm (1596) Ixix. 92/2 Van't Annil

ofte Indigo. Het Annil, anders Indigo ghenaemt, ende in

Gusaratte, Gali ; van andere Nil.] 1665 PEPYS Diary
25 Sept., We did agree a bargain of ^5000 .. for silk,

cinnamon, nutmegs, and indigo. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade

(1694) 172 It employs the Nation for its Consumption,
with Pepper, Indigo, Calicoes, and several useful Drugs.

1712 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 90. 1731-7 MILLER Card.
Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. Anil, Every-body does, or should know,
that ludigo is a Dye used to dye Wool, Silk, Cloaths and
Stuffs blue. 1813 SIR H. DAVY Agric. Client. (1814) 92

Indigo may be procured from Woad . . by digesting alchohol

on it, and evaporating the solution. 1826 HENRY Elem.
Chem. II. 277 Good indigo has a deep blue colour, inclin-

ing to purple, and is destitute both of taste and smell.

1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chein. III. 250 Its introduction into

Europe as a dye is generally attributed to the Jews, who
during the middle ages practised the art of dying with

indigo in the Levant. 1889 MORLF.Y Mum Watts' Diet.

Client. II. 753/1 The Egyptian mummy cases were certainly

dyed with indigo, and it has been employed in India for

many thousands of years. 1889-96 G. M'GowAN Bernthscn's

Organ. Chein. (ed. 3) 469 In addition to indigo-blue (indi-

gotin), commercial indigo contains indigo-gelatine, indigo-

brown, and indigo-red, all of which can be extracted from it

by solvents. lbid: . Indigo has been prepared synthetically

by Baeyer..from isatin chloride [etc.].

b. //. (In commercial use.) Sorts or samples
of indigo. (But formerly a collective pi., like ashes,

oats, grains, silks.")

1609 SIR H. MIDDLETON in Beveridge Hist. India (1862)

I. n. i. 251 Their indicoes and other goods of theirs. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 171 There are great abundance of

. . Tobacco, Sugarcanes, Indices, Parsnips. 1821 LAMB
Elia Ser. I. huperf. Symp., Hast thee heard how indigos

go at the India House ? 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 903 The
Manilla indigos present the marks of the rushes upon which

they have been dried.

t c. Used in extended sense for
'

dye '. Obs.

1703 DAMPIER l^oy. (1729) III. i. 438 They make a saffron-

coloured Indico of the Seed, called Arnatto.

INDIGO.

2. A plant from which indigo is obtained, IN-

DIGO-PLANT, including several species of Indigofera.
Among these are Common or East Indian I., Indigo-

/era tinctoria, W. Indian I., /. Anil, Australian I.,

/. Anstralis, Purple-flowered I., l.floribunda.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa ii. 268 In this prouince

groweth great store of Indico, being an herbe like vnto wilde

woad. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 507 Annil or Indigo

growes in Cambaia : the herb is like Rosemary. 1657 R.

LIGON Barbadocs 24 We found Indico planted, and so well

ordered, as it is sold in London at very good rates. 1703
DAMPIER Vtf, (1729) III. i. 438 White Indico has a white

Flower, and the Roots yield a blue Juice. 1813 SIR H.
DAVY Agric. Client, iii. (1814* 93 The indigo of commerce
is principally brought from America. It is procured from

the Indigo/era Argentea or Wild Indigo, the Indigofera di-

sfertna or Guatimala Indigo, and the Imiigofera linctoria

or French Indigo. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 657

Indigo, .is a small shrubby plant indigenous to the tropical

parts of the East and West Indies, and Africa. 1881 MRS.
C. PRAED Policy 4- P. I. vi. 1 10 Overgrown with rank grass
and creeping indigo.

b. Also, with prefixed word, applied to other

plants yielding a blue dye : as Bastard Indigo,
an American shrub of the %fns&Amorpha ; Chinese
or Japanese Indigo, Polygonum tinctorium ;

Egyptian Indigo, Tephrosia Apollinea (Treas.
Hot. 1866) ; False or Wild Indigo (of U.S.), (a)

the genus Baptisia (Treas. Bot. 1866) ; (4)
= Bas-

tard Indigo ; Pegu Indigo, Marsdenia tinctoria.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. (1765) 316'] Indigo, Bastard,

Amorpha. 1819 Patitologia, Amorpha, Bastard indigo.
There are two species, both natives of Carolina : A . fr-itti-

cosa and A . pnbescens. 1841 MRS. LOUDON Ladies Coinp.
Flmvcr-Gard. (1846) 159-60 The false Indigo, Amorpha, also

belongs to Leguminosa5.
3. The colour yielded by indigo, reckoned by
Newton as one of the seven prismatic or primary
colours, lying in the spectrum between blue and

violet, and now often called blue-violet or violet-

bhie.

1622 PEACHAM Comfl. Gent. xiii. (1634) 136 For a deepe
and sad Greene, as in the inmost leaves of Trees, mingle
Indico and Pinke. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 72 Darkest

shadows, you may well set off with sap-green and Indico.

1704 NEWTON Opticks 87-8 The Spectrum/* formed by the

separated rays, did., appear tinged with this series of colours,

violet, indico, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, together with

all their intermediate degrees, in a continual succession per-

petually varying. Ibid. 49 It is scarce to be discovered and

perceived by sense, except perhaps in the Indigo and Violet.

1831 BRF.WSTER Optics vii. 67 1'here will be formed upon
the screen . .an oblong Image, .of the Sun, containing seven

colours, viz. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and
violet. 1873 HOLLANDS). Bonnie, l. 27, I fancy the family
blood has been growing blue for several generations, and per-

haps there's a little indigo in me. 1874 SVMONDS Sk. Italy <$

Greece (1898) I. i. 21 The pine-forests on the mountain-sides

are of darkest indigo.
B. adj. (attrib. use of A. 3.) Of a deep violet-

blue colour. Also in comb, to express blended

shades, as indigo-black.
1856 KANE Arct. Exfl. II. xxiv. 245 We see its deep

indigo horizon. 1878 H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents i. 18 A
sky of . . a streaky indigo hue. 1897 MARY KINCSLEY H7.

Africa 550 Sometimes it is wreathed with indigo-black
tornado clouds.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1. simple attrib. and general Comb., as indigo

factory, plantation, vat
; indigo-planter; indigo-

bearing, -dyed, -producing, -yielding adjs.

1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 151 'Indi^,

plants. Ibid. 144 *Indigo-dyed cotton. 1838 Penny Cy
XII. 460/2 In the "indigo factories of Bengal it is the

custom for the European factors to provide the seed. 1888

J. INCI.IS Tent Life Tigerland 106 The general tendency
on all

*
indigo plantations is to bring .. ryot and landlord

into a much more harmonious state. 1849 THACKERAY Pen-

dfnnis xxiv, Amory . . set up as "indigo-planter and failed.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 657 It appears that the

^indigo-producing constituent is indican. 1765 CROKER, etc.

Diet. Arts iy fie. s.v., Mr. Hellot describes two *indigo vats

with urine. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 250 Woad . .

go-bearing~
\'d.

ferrous sulphate, three parts of slaked lime and 200 parts of

water. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 155 In 'indigo-

yielding plants our knowledge is indeed very contracted.

2. Special Comb. : indigo-berry, a name given

to (a) The fruit olRandia latifolia and /'. acnleala,

from which a blue dye is obtained ; (A) that of the

South American Passiftora tuberosa (Cent. Diet.

1890) ; indigo-broom, an American name of Wild

or False Indigo ; indigo-brown, a brown resinous

substance, a mixture of indihumin and indiretin,

existing in all kinds of commercial indigo; in-

digo-carmine, indigo-disvtlphonate (snlphindigo-
tate^ of sodium or potassium, used for dyeing

silk, and as a water-colour ; indigo-copper, the

mineral COVELLINE ; indigo-extract : see quots. ;

indigo-finch = INDIGO-BIRD; indigo -gelatine,

indigo -gluten, the glutinous matter found in

commercial indigo ; indigo-green, a green sub-

stance obtained from indigo by adding potash to

an alcoholic solution of an alkaline hyposulphindi-

gotate (Ure's Diet. Arts 1875) ; indigo-mill, a

name for the cistern in which indigo is triturated

to a fine paste (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); in-



INDIGO-BIRD.

digo-purple, pnrple obtained from indigo by
the action of fused sodium sulphate ; indigo-

purpurin, indigo-red, synonyms of INDIRUBIN
;

indigo-snake (l/.S^ t the gopher-snake, Spilotcs

Couptri\ indigo-sulphate, sulphate of indigo :

see quots. ; indigo-sulphonic {popularly -sul-

phuric) acids, i.e. indigo monosulphonic and in-

digo disulphonic acids, products of the action of

sulphuric
acid on indigo-bine ; indigo-weed --

indigo broom
; indigo-yellow,

* a substance pro-
duced by heating hyposulphindigotate of calcium
with lime-water in contact with air; it is a trans-

parent yellow mass
'

(Watts Diet. Chem. 1865-72).
1866 Treas. Bot. 6ai/i Mndigo-berry, Randia latifolia.

1838 retiny Cycl. XII. 460/1 According to Berzelius the

indigo of commerce . . consists of indigo-blue, indigo-red,

'indigo-brown, and a glutinous matter. 1855 MAVNR Exj>os.

Lex., fndigocarntina, a term used by some chemists for the

purple of indigo, a modification of soluble blue. .*indigocar-
miiie. 1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 261 Sulphindigotate
of potassium occurs in commerce as paste or dry powder,
known as precipitated indigo, indigo-carmine, soluble indigo
or solid blue. .Sulphindigotate of sodium, also called indigo-
carmine, resembles the potassium salt, and is used for

similar purposes, but is more soluble in saline solution*.
1868 DANA Mi*, (ed. 5) 83 Covellite,. .Mndigo-Copper. 1875
Ure's Diet. Artx\\\. 914 Indigo-copper^ the native proto-
sulphide of copper. 1874 SCHORLEMMER Ore, Chan. 427
They [pot & sod. indigotmdisulphonates] are found in com-
merce under the name of '

indigo-carmine
'

or
'

^indigo-
extracf. 1889 MORLEY & Mum Watts' Diet. Ghent. II.

757/2 By dyeing from a bath of indigo-di-sulphonic acid

(' sulphindigotic acid ',
'

indigo-carmine ',
or

'

indigo-ex-
tract '). 1865-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 357 To obtain
it [indigo-brown], the "indigo-gluten is first removed by-

treating the indigo with dilute sulphuric, .acid. 1838 Penny
Cycl. All. 460/2 This solution of indigotin . . has been
called sulphate of indigo. According to Berzelius, it con-
tains "indigo-purple, sulphate of indigo, and hyposulphate
of indigo. 1865-7* WATTS Diet. C/tem. III. 257 Indigo-

Purple^ . . probably consists of Sulphindigotate or sulpno-
nhoenicate of sodium. Ibid. 261 Sulphopharnicic acid

t
zCi

HsNO.SOs, Indigo-purple, Phcenicin, Sulphopurpuric acid.
This acid is formed when sulphuric acid is allowed to
act upon indigo for a short time, or not in excess. 1838
*Indigo-red [see Indigo-brown above). 1881 WATTS Diet.
Chem. 3rd Supp. 1086 When an aqueous solution of indican
is boiled . . and .. then decomposed by acids, [it] yields, no
longer indigo blue, but indigo-red, and other products.
1884-5 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 367 Spilotes couj>eri

-
I 1 ..!___ ____!? _..__* 1_

* .._!__ lj .

or sulpmndigottc acidjare called indigo-sulphates, and are,
like the acid, of a dark blue colour. ..The indigo-sulphates of
the alkalis may . . be prepared by steeping wool, previously
well cleaned, into the solution in sulphuric acid. 1881
WATTS Diet. Chem. 3rd Supp. 1088 A peculiar modification
of commercial 'indigosutphonic acid (commonly called in-

digosulphuric acid). 1889 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet.
Chem. II. 758/1 Indigo-mono-sulfhonic acid, Ci6H9N QOo
(SO3H), Phcenicine sulphuric acid : a blue powder formed
by allowing to stand some time a mixture of indigo with
ordinary sulphuric acid.

lbid.j Indigo-di-sulffhonic acid,

CuHsNjOafSOjHJa, Sulphindigotic acid, Cxruline-sul-

phurioacid, Indigo-extract. 1884 MILLER Plnnt-n., "Indigo-
weed, Baptisia tinctoria.

I'ndigo-bi:rd. A well-known North American

bird, a species of painted finch, Cyanospiza cyanea,
family Fringillidse, the male of which has the head
and upper parts of rich indigo-blue. It is found
on the Atlantic slope from Canada southward, and
is often kept as a cage-bird.
1X64-5"^ooo Homes without H. xx ix. (1868) 550 The Indigo

Bird, or Blue Linnet of America, which derives its name from
the hue of its feathers. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. (1886) 17
Till within a fortnight, a pair of indigo-birds would keep up
their lively duo for an hour together. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser.

Story viii, That indigo-bird in yonder tree-top. 1808 A tlantic

Monthly Apr. 462/1 Populous with chats, indigo-birds, wood
pewees, wood thrushes, and warblers.

Indigo-blue, sb. and a.

A. so. 1. The blue-violet colour of indigo.
1711 E. COOKE fey. S. Sea 320 The Back of an Indigo

Blew. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mm. led. 2) I. 27 [Colours]
Indigo blue -the deepest, nearly black. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
l. xxvii. 196 They appeared of a decided indigo-blue. 1879
ROOD Chromatics viii. 03 The original white colour passed
rapidly through a greenish blue into a beautiful indigo-blue.
2. The blue colouring matter of indigo, also

called indigotin, C, aH10N2O2 , crystallizing in fine

right rhombic prisms of blue colour and metallic
lustre ; pure indigo.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 198 The sublimed

sulphite becomes blue when dissolved in water, probably in

consequence of a little indigo blue having been carried over.

1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 250 Schunck has further
shown that woad contains indican . . which . . when boiled with
acids splits up into indigo-blue and indiglucin, without the
intervention of oxygen. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 007 The
value of indigo depends entirely on the quantity of indigo,
blue which it contains.

B.
adj.

Of the Mue colour of indigo.
1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humtoldt's Trav. xxii. 309 The

surface of the bay was of an indigo-blue or violet tint.

184* G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 178 Urine
containing an excess of this colouring matter . . deposits a
brownish, blackish, or frequently an indigo-blue sediment.

Indigo ferous, a. [f. INUIGO + L. -fer bear-

216

Indigogen (i-ndig|d,?en). Client, ff. INDIGO
+ -GEN, taken as '

producing'.] An obsolete name
for INDIGO-WHITE.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 375 Indigogen ills-

solves in alkalies. 1841 BRANDE Chem. 1122 The probable
composition of white deoxidized indigo, or indigogene.
1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 233 Indigo blue is derived
from a colourless constituent of the urine or indigogen.

Indigolite, variant of IKDICOLITE.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1896 in CHESTER Diet. A'aaies Min.

Indigometer 'indigfmftsi'). [f. as prec. +
-METER.] An instrument for ascertaining the

strength of indigo.
So Indig-o metry, the art or method of determin-

ing the colouring power of indigo.
1838 WEBSTER, Indigometer. 1847 CRAIG, Indigometry.

Indigo-plant. A plant yielding indigo ; spec.
a plant of the genus fndigofera : cf. INDIGO 2.

1757 H. BAKER in Phil. Trans. XI. 137 (title) The
Effects of the Opuntia, or Prickly Pear, and of the Indigo
Plant. 1779 FORREST I'oy. N, Guinea 270 In that part of
the country, the indigo plant taggum grows abundantly
amidst the long grass. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxvii.

303, I shall present the curious with a drawing of the

indigo plant. 1870 YEATS Nat. /fist. Comm. 216 The
indigo plant grows best in the East Indies.

I'ndigotate. Chem.
[f. as next + -ATE.] A

salt of indigotic acid ; a nitrosalicylate.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 142 Buff found

indigotate of barytes composed of Indigotic acid to . .

Barytes 7.

Indigotic (indig^rtik), a. ft. as INDIGOTIN +

-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or produced from indigo ;

indigotic acid, C 7H6(NOj)O3 , prepared by treating

indigotin with oxidizing agents; =AuiLic ACID.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem, Org. Bodies 141 Indigotic acid

has t>een given in the Chemistry of Inorganic bodies. 1866
OOLING Anim. Chem. 121 By boiling indigo for a long time
with oxidising agents, mid by treating salicic acid with

strong nitric acid, we obtain identically the same product,
which has received the names of anilic, indigotic, and nitro-
salicic acid. 1876 tr. Schiitzruberger's Ferment. 118 We
ought to add previously to the yellow indigotic liquid a
sufficient quantity of a diluted solution of ammonia.

Indigotin (i-ndigdtin). Chem.
[(.

INDIGO +
/ euphonic (cf. agiotage) + -IN.] INDIGO-BLUE.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 460/1 When common indigo has

licen treated with dilute acids, alkalis, and alcohol, the
remainder is indigo-blue, or indigotin, or indigo nearly in a
state of purity. 1874 SCHOKLEMMER Org. Chem. 425 Indi-

gotin or indigo-blue, CisHioNjC^.
b. attrib. and Comb.,v& indigotin-disulphonic

= indigo disulphonic; indigotin-disulphonate =
Sulphindigotate : see indigo-carmine (INDIGO C. 2).

1874 SCHORLEMMER Org. Client. 427 The filtrate from this
acid contains indigotindisulphonic acid (indigo-sulphuric
acid), CisHgNjO.,(SO3H)2 .[See quot. for indig(HXtract
(iNDIGoC. 2).]

IndigO-white. Chem. Reduced or deoxidized

indigo, CjsH^NjOj, also called leucindigo, a white

crystalline powder produced by subjecting commer-
cial indigo to the action of a reducing agent, as an
alkaline fluid

; it is re-converted by oxidation to

indigo-blue.
Formerly supposed to exist

ready-formed in indigoferous

plants (see quot. 1850), (whence the former name INDIGOGEN) ;

but now known to be formed from the natural glucoside,
INDICAK, by the agency of a special bacillus.

[1850 DAUBENY Atom. Th. viii. (ed. 2) 237 Indigo is ex-
tracted from a

variety of plants, in which it exists in a
colourless form, constituting what is called white indigo,
which becomes blue on exposure to light and air.] 1874
SCHORLEMMER Org. Chem. 426 Hydro-indigotin or Indigo-
white stands in the same relation to indigotin as hydrazo-
benzene to azobenzene. . . Indigo-white is a crystalline white

powder. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 90; When an excess of
some acid is added to the yellow solution, the indigo-white
is precipitated in white or greyish-white flocks.

Indihnmin (indi,hi/7-min). Chem. [f. INDI-
+ L. hm-us soil + -IN.] A product of the decom-

position
of indican, which occurs with indiretin in

indigo-brown : formula C^HjNOj.
1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 72. 1889 [see INDICAN].

t Indiju-dicable, a. Obs. rare. [!N- a.] In-

capable of being decided. Hence tlndiju dicably
adv.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xu. 1 1701) 485/2 Whether will

they say, the controversy is dijudicable . . or indijudicable ?
if indijudicable, it is fit we suspend ; for in things indiju-
dicably repugnant, it is not possible to assert.

I Indike, v. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. indique-r to

indicate.]
= INDICATE v. I.

I54J R. COPLAND Galyen's Terapeut. 2 D ij b, The which
wold indyke the curacyon.

t Indila'table, a. Obs. rare-". [lN-3.] Not
dilatable. Hence t Indilatabi-lity, incapability
of being dilated or distended.

1783 POTT Ckirurg. Wks. II. 169 Who can tell what may
be the consequence of. .this indilatability of the skin ?

t Indila-tely, adv. Sc. Obs. Also 6-7 indi-

latlie, -laitlie.
[f.

IN- 3 + dilate, Sc. pa. pple. of
DILATE i-.l to delay + -LY

2.] Without delay ; im-

mediately, forthwith.

1571 in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) III. 181
We require you indilatlie, upon the recept heereof to proceed
to your election. 1579 Sc. Acts Jos. Vl (1814) III. 138/2

INDIP.

The refuiss or inhabilite of ony person?.. to pay be saidis

panes respectiue, presentlie and indilaitlie.

t Indl'latory, a. Oh. rare- 1
. [In- 3.] Not

dilatory; expeditions.
1654 tr. Cormvallit' Let. to Sf. King in Cabala Supp. 105

Since you have firmed, .new orders, .you would be pleased
in like manner to give them a new form of indilatory
execution.

Indileucin (indil'-sin). Chem. [f. IN PI- +
dr. \fvK-6s white + -IN.] A substance, C lcl

HMNjO,
obtained, in colourless glistening needles, by reduc-
tion of indirubin with zinc-dust and acetic acid.

1889 MORLEY & MI-IR Wafts' Diet. Chem. II. 760/1.
t Indiligence. Obs. [ad. I., tndtligentia, f.

in- flu- 3) + diligentia DILIGENCE.]
1. Want of diligence or application ; inconstancy

or negligence in effort
; indolence, sloth.

1496 Sc. Acts Jas. /KUSi^) II. 238/2 Gif thai be notit
of Indeligence or sleuth bann, bat bai be punyst b be
kingis gude grace. 1604 EDMONDS Obsem. Cesar's Comm.
61 The armie was distressed for want of corne by reason of
the povertie of the Boij and the indiligence of the Hedui.
1658 PHILLIPS, Indiligence, want of diligence, sloth.

2. ^ ant of attention ; heedlessness, carelessness.
1636 B. JONSON Discmi., De optima scriftore Wks.

(Rtldg.) 760/1 Is it not as great an indignity, that an excel-
lent conceit and capacity, by the indiligence of an idle

tongue, should be disgrac'd? 1651 JER. iKnjmStrni./ar
Year \. iii. 38 It is with much errour and great indiligence
usually taught in this question, that (etc.).

t Indi'ligeut, a. Obs. [ad. L. indiligent-tm,
f. in- (IN- 3) + diligent-em attentive, careful ; cf. F.

indiligent (Montaigne, i6th c.).]
1. Not diligent ; idle, slothful.

1633 B.

p- HALL Heard Texts, N. T. so So is the unfaithfull
and indiligent man

apt
to lay the fault upon his Maker.

1670 EVELYN Corr. 20 Jan., I easily believe his Majestic will
neither believe the time long nor me altogether indilligent, if

he do not receive this Historic so soone as otherwise he
might have expected.
2. Inattentive, heedless, careless.

1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly P iij a. They are indili-

gent remembrerers what is written in many places of scripture
concerning theyr duties. 111617 BAYNE On Coloss. i.-ii.

(1634) no There is such an indiligent carelesnesse that we
let them nang in the

ayre. 1658 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 26 As
will easily appear to the not indiligent Reader of Beda. 1738
WARBURTON Dh<. Legal. I. 22 The most indiligent observer.

Hence f IndMig-ently adv., without diligence.
a 1631 DoNNE-SVrw. c. IV. 309 Let us. . not pray, not preach,

not near, slackly. .suddenly, unadvisedly, extemporally,
occasionally, indiligently. a 1656 Bp. HALL Rent. Wks.,
Sfecialities (1660) 5 After I had spent some

years (not alto-

gether indiligently) under the ferule of such Masters. 1775
E. HARWOOD Classics Pref. n (Jod.), I have not indiligently
revised the whole.

j Indi'm, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. IN- 2 + DIM v.]
trans. To make or render dim

; to dim.
1510 BARCLAY Jugurth (Pynson, ed. 2) 76 a. That the

ayre therwith was indymed.

Indime-nsible, a. rare~*. [f.In-3 + dimen-
sible from DIMENSE v.] That cannot be measured
or reduced to measure.

1844 W. H. Ma-LSerm. Temft.Christ Notes 161 Things
in themselves unmixable are mingled . . the Eternal with
time, the Indimemible with measure.

Indime-nsional, a. rare
-

'. [I"- 3.] Not
dimensional

; having no dimensions.
1875 TAIT in Gd. Words No. i. 20 One of the most singular

facts presented to the human mind is the Indimensional
character of space.

t Indimi nishable, a. Obs. rare. [lN-3.]
That cannot be diminished or lessened.

I'hys. ff Med. Knoivledge 79 A gas or gases indiminishable
by nitrous oxyd. Ibid. 167 note.

Inditt (i'ndin). Chem.
[f. IND-, indigo- + -IN]A crystalline substance of a beautiful rose-colour,

isomeric with indigo-blue.
1845 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 345/2 Indin is prepared by the

action of potash on sulphesathyde . . It is isomeric with
white indigo. 1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 265 Indin
forms a deep rose-coloured powder, or fine microscopic
needles, insoluble in water.

b. Comb.: indin-potassiura (C,,H,,N,OjK),
the potassium salt of indie acid ; indinsulphuric
acid, indinsulphate, etc. Also, as a second element

mdibromindin, dichlorindin,hydrindin,nilrindin,
compounds of indin with bromine, chlorine, etc.

1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 265 Indin-totassivm . .

may be prepared . . by warming indin moistened with
alcohol, and dissolving it in strong alcoholic potash. Ibid.

267 A hot solution of indinsulphuric acid mixed with excess
of a potassium. salt .. deposits the indinsulphate on cooling
in interlaced needles of a dark-red colour. Ibid. 268 The
barium-salt evaporated down with hydrochloric or sulphuric
acid, is converted into indinsulphate of barium.

Hence Indl'nic a., obs. synonym of INDIC a. q.v.

Inding, Sc. variant of INDIGN.

t Ittdi'T), v. Obs. Also endip. [f.
IN- 1 +

DIP v. Cf. Dn. int/tppen.] trans. To dip in.

1596 R. HINCHE! Diella, Don Diego (1877) 82 Sacred
Pymplaeides endip.my quill Within the holy waters of your
spring. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. 11. xi, Whose
garment was before indipt in blood. 1631 Ctlestina vl. 77
That poyson. .wherewith that cruet shot of Cupid hath it s

sharpe point deepely indipped.



INDIPPING.

Hence f Indrpping vbl. sb.

1/1564 BECON Cert. Art. Chr. Relig. in Prayers, etc.

(Parker Soc.) 415 Julius the pope, .doth utterly forbid such

intinction or indipping, and commandeth that the cup
should severally be taken by itself.

Indirect (indire-kt), a. [a. F. indirect (1364
in Godef. Compl.}, or ad. L. indirectus (Quintilian),

f. in- (!N- 3) + directus DIRECT.] Not direct.

1. Of a way, path, or course: Not straight;

crooked, devious ;
also of a movement : Oblique.

(Chiefly_/#., often with suggestion of b.)

1474 CAXTON Chesse iv. i [If. 66] The_quene foloweth..to

a place indirect in the maner of a rook in to the black poynt
tofore the physicien [CESSOLES (ed. 1505, h i) : Ad locum in-

directnm ad modum Rochi in qnadro nigro ante medicnm'}.

1595 C. MIDDLETON Swimming 8 Unorderly labouring in

the water, they by the indirect mooving of their bodyes pull
downe themselves. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 185
Heauen knowes. . By what by-pathes, and indirect crook'd-

ways I met this Crowne. 1638 SUCKLING Aglaura \. \.

(1646) 6 The indirect way's the nearest. 1667 MlLTOJrP.Z.
xi. 631 O pittie and shame, that they. .should turn aside to

tread Paths indirect, or in the midway faint! 1762 CHURCHILL
Ghost 702 By ways oblique and indirect.

b. Of actions or feelings : Not straightforward
and honest

;
not fair and open ;

t crooked ', deceit-

ful, corrupt. (Also of persons : see DIRECT a. 5 b.)

1570 Act 13 Eliz. c. 20 i Livings . . may not by corrupt
and indirect Dealings be transferred to other Uses. 1604
SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. in Did you, by indirect and forced

courses Subdue, and poyson this yong Maides affections ?

a 1653 GOUGE Comm. Hebr. xiii. 5 Whatsoever is by force

or fraud, by stealing, lying, or any other indirect course

gotten, is an effect of covetousnesse. 1696 PHILLIPS,

Indirect, said of a thing done by ill Practice, or under-hand

Dealing, or by foul means, contrary to Law and Custom.

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4422/7 One of Her Majesty's . .

Secretaries of State recew'd a Letter, .promising discovery
of several indirect Practices. 17*7 SWIFT Poison. E.Cnrll
Wks. 1755 III. I. 150, I do sincerely pray forgiveness for

those indirect methods I have pursued in inventing new
titles to old books, putting authors' names to things they
never saw, &c.

C. Of a succession, title, etc. : Not descending
or derived in a straight line.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. iii. 105 His Title, the which
wee finde Too indirect, for long continuance.

2. Not taking the straight or nearest course to the

end in view; not going straight to the point; not

acting or exercised with direct force ; round-about.

1584 R. SCOT Discffo, Witchcr. n. iii. (1886) 19 All maner of

waies are to be used, direct and indirect. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Reft. Introd. Pref.
(184^8) 32 To condemn Figurative and In-

direct ways of conveying ev'n Serious and Sacred matters,
is to forget How often Christ himself made use of Parables.

1720 WATERLAND Eight Serm. 237 The implicite or indirect

proofs I shall but briefly mention. 1783 WATSON Philip If

(1793) I. in. 38 1 To agree to such an indirect form of expres-

sion, as might not alarm the pride . . of the Spaniards. 1865
TYLOR Early Hist, ftlan. \. 4 The place of direct records

has to be supplied, in great measure, by indirect evidence.

b. Logic. (See quots., and DIRECT a. 40.)

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Indirect Modes* of syllogisms
in logic, are the five last modes of the first figure . . It is the

conversion of the conclusion which renders the modes in-

direct 1828 WHATELY Rhet. i. ii. i in Encycl. Metrap. 258/1
Either the Premiss of an opponent or his Conclusion may
be disproved, either in the Direct or in the Indirect Method ;

i. e. either by proving the truth of the Contradictory, or by
showing that an absurd Conclusion may fairly be deduced
from the Proposition in question. 1860 ABP. THOMSON
Laws TIi. 127. 271 Showing that something impossible or

absurd follows from contradicting our conclusion is called

indirect demonstration. 1864 BOWEN Logic v. 141 Indirect ..

predication was.. that.. in which the species was predicated
of the genus [etc.]. Ibid. vii. 201 If we exclude the Fourth

Figure altogether, considering Bramantip, Camenes, &c. as

indirect Moods of the First, there are but fourteen direct

Moods. 1891 [see DIRECT a. 4 c]. 1896 WELTON Manual of
Logic (ed. 2) iv. iv. 128 I. 358 Reduction is indirect when

j

a new syllogism is formed which establishes the validity of

the original conclusion by showing the illegitimacy of its

Contradictory.

C. Pol. Econ. Of taxation : Not levied directly

upon the person on whom it ultimately falls, but

charged in some other way, esp. upon the pro-
duction or importation of articles of use or con-

sumption, the price of which is thereby augmented
to the consumer, who thus pays the tax in the form

j

of increased price. Cf. DIRECT a. 6e.
1801 A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 192 That which is !

called the direct tax. .was always insisted upon by them as ;

preferable to taxes of the indirect kind. 1845 hot: DIRECTS. ,

6 e]. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xxii. (1876) 287 The greater \

part of the taxes raised in this and in most other civilised

countries are known as indirect. They consist in the levy
of imposts on articles of consumption [etc.]. 1884 J. RAE
Contemp. Socialism i. 37 Customs and indirect taxation of

different kinds.

3. Gram, f a. Indirect relation, the syntactical

relation between two words which are not in full

grammatical concord.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 344 QuaJ> J>e kynge to con-
|

science,
' knowen ich wolde What is relacion rect and in-

i

dyrect after, .for englisch was it neuere'. Ibid. 365 Thus
j

is relacion rect ryht as adiectlf and substantif A-cordeJ> in

alle kyndes with his antecedent. Indirect J>yng ys as ho so

coueited Alle kynne kynde to knowe and to folwe, With-
oute [case] to cacche [to] and come to bo^e numbres.

b. Of speech or narration : Put in a reported
j

form, not in the speaker's own words, but with
;

the changes of pronouns, persons, tenses, etc. I
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which conform it to the point of view of the

reporter; oblique : opposed to DIRECT a 6 b.

The idioms of different languages differ widely in respect
to indirect construction. In English, indirect sentences are

orce
,
are reported indirectly, by the person addressed, a;

he said [that] he would not go unless I used force ', bj
_L third party as

' he told X. [that] he would not go, unless
he (X.) used force'. The question 'Do you know me?' be-

comes, in indirect narration,
' He asked me if I knew him \

and ' he asked X. if he knew him \
1866 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 7) in In such sentences ..

the dependent clauses are indirect questions. 1866 W. E.

JELF Grk. Gram. (ed. 4) 886 II. 627 Indirect interrog.
sentences. 1870-7 MOULTON tr. Winer's N. T. Grant, in.

60. 9 When words spoken by others are quoted, they are

not, as a rule, brought into the structure of the sentence in

the indirect construction. 1879 ROBY Lat. Gram. II. 342
When a statement, question [etc.] is reported in a form which
makes it dependent in construction on some such words
as said

t
the language is said to be oblique or indirect.

c. Indirect object (see qnots.).
1879 ROBV Lat. Gram. II. 54 The indirect object is the

person (or thing) affected by the occurrence of an action,,

although not directly or primarily acted on. 1881 MASON
Eng. Grant, (ed. 24) 149 The Indirect Object of a verb
denotes that which is indirectly affected by an action, but is

not the immediate object or product of it, as 'Give him the

book ',

' Make me a coat '.

d. Indirect passivej a passive verb having for its

subject the indirect object of the active voice, as

/ was told it ;
he was refused admittance ; the

mayor is given power and authority (see GIVE v.

2) ; also, a passive voice formed on an intransitive

verb construed with a preposition, the prepositional

object becoming the subject of the passive verb,

while the preposition becomes adverbial, as they
have spoken to him, he has been spoken to\

many run after her, she is much run after.
4. Not directly aimed at or attained ; not imme-

diately resulting from an action or cause.

1823 SCOTT Pmeril xxxix, He is one who will neither
seek an indirect advantage by a specious road, nor take an
evil path to gain a real good purpose. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. ting. vi. II. 95 He could not bring himself to sacrifice

.. his salary of eight thousand pounds a year, and the far

larger indirect emoluments of his office. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 9 H appiness is not the direct aim, but the
indirect consequence of the good government.

Indire'Cted, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not directed

or guided.
1601 CORNWALLVES Disc. Seneca (1631) 71 Have fixed

their indirected steppes upon Arts unprofitable. 1819
CRABBE Ta/es of Hall iv. 228, I pray'd in heart an in-

directed prayer.

Indirection (indire'kfan). [f. INDIRECT, after

DIRECTION.]
1. Indirect movement or action ; a devious or

circuitous course to some-end; round-about means
or method. By indirection^ by indirect means,
indirectly.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. it. i. 65 And thus doe we.. By indirec-

tions finde directions out. 1634 FORD P. Warbeck in. iii,

If king James, By any indirection, should perceive My
coming near your court, I doubt the issue Of my employ-
ment. 1673 S. C. Art ofComplaisance 75 These were the
effects of real merit and virtue, which still sheds a luster

on the rest, and not of indirection. 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits xiii. 211 Oxford also has its merits. .. Whether in

course or by indirection, .. education according to the

English notion of it is arrived at. 1879 J. BURROUGHS
Locusts 4- W. Honey (1884) TOO The weather is . . to be
understood, not by rule, but by subtle signs and indirections.
1888 Q. Rev. Oct. 407 As is always the case with good critics,
Mr. Arnold worked more by indirection and suggestion than

by sheer delivery of judgment.
b. In literal sense : An indirect or devious way.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <$ //. Jrnh. (1872) I. 16 Through
some other indirections we at last found the Rue Bergere.
2. Want of straightforwardness in action; an act,

or practice, which is not straightforward and honest
;

deceit; malpractice.
1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 276 The better Act of purposes

mistooke, Is to mistake again, though indirect, Yet indirec-

tion thereby growes direct, And falshood, falshood cures.

1601 Jul. C. iv. iii. 75 To wring From the hard hands of

Peazants, their vile trash By any indirection. 1710 Tatler
No. 191 r i The Indirection and Artifice which is used

among Men. 1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen iRtldg.) 106 To
no vile indirections will I

stoop. 1895 Rev. ofRev. Aug. 138
He hated diplomatic indirections, or, to speak bluntly, lying.

Indirectly (indire'ktli), adv. Also 6 indy-
rectly. [f. INDIRECT -f -LY 2

;
in early use perh.

f. IN- 3 + DIRECTLY. ] In an indirect way or manner
;

not directly.
1. Not in a straight line or with a straight course

;

circuitously; obliquely. Now rare.

1474 CAXTON Chesse [If. 67] The quene. .[may go] on the

right side tofore the alphyn & secondly on the lift syde where
the knyght is & thirdly Indirectly vnto the black poynt
tofore the phisicien [CESSOLES (ed. 1505, bib): Tercio in>

directnm : ad locum nignnn ft uacnnm ante medicnm\.
1503 HAWES Exatnp. Virt. xiv. 6 Enlrynge theyr houses
of the .xii. synes Some indyrectly and some by dyrecte

lynes. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 4b, In places where
the beames are cast indirectly and obliquely. 1596
Edward ///, i. i. 2 You are the lineal watchman of our i

peace, And John of Valois indirectly climbs. 1831 BREW-
j

STER Nat. Magic ii. (1833) 15 All objects seen indirectly are
j

seen indistinctly.

INDISCERNIBLE.

fb. By crooked methods
; wrongfully, unfairly,

dishonestly. Obs.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Apposter> to suborne,
to appointe some body to save or doe indirectlye. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. V^ ii, iv. 94 He bids you then resigne Your
Crowne and Kingdome, indirectly held From him. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 937 Unto whom this imputation
was laid, that by corruption he liad caried away the prize,
and indirectly obteined the victoria.

fc. Not to the point, evasively. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV>
i. iii. 66 This bald, vnioynted Chat

of his. .Made me to answer indirectly. 1603 Meas.for M.
iv. vi. i To speak so indirectly I am loath, I would say the
truth, but to accuse him so That is your part. i673DRYDEN
AJarr. a la Mode 11. i, You answer sawcily, and indirectly:
What Interest can you pretend in her? 1712 ADDISON
Sped. No. 505 r ii The other is to answer him indirectly,
and, if possible, to turn off the Question.
2. By indirect action, means, connexion, agency,

or instrumentality ; through some intervening per-
son or thing ; mediately.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 56 The lyf Jugeth in-

derectly amongis the dede. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 165 Eyther immediatly or medially, that is to say,
without meane, or by some meane, directly or indirectly.
1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 199 Whereof any person is not
capable directly or by himselfe, he is not capable thereof,
indirectly or by an other. 1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N.
Papers (Camden) II. 172 Tell vs freely whether .. Tom
Chichly holds any correspondence directly or indirectly
with

Secretaire
Nich. 1776 ADAM SMITH W, N. v. ii. ii.

(1869) II. 466 The state not knowing how to tax, directly and
proportionably, the revenue of its

subjects^ endeavours to tax
it indirectly by taxing their expense, which, it is supposed,
will in most cases be nearly in proportion to their revenue.
1885 TAIT Prop. Matter \\\. 34. 26 Its weight, except indi-

rectly through friction, has nothing to do with it.

b. Not in express terms ; by suggestion or im-

plication.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 225 Whose hand soeuer

lanch'd their tender hearts, Thy head (all indirectly) gaue
direction. 1613 WITHER Abuses iv. in Juvenilia (1633) 26
If to the Father they dispraise the Sonne, It shall be slily

indirectly done. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 230 The
question, .has been already asked and indirectly answered
in the Meno. 1882 WESTCOTT St. John Introd. 5 What then
is the evidence which the fourth Gospel itself bears to its

authorship, first indirectly, and next directly?
3. Gram. In or by indirect or oblique oration

..see INDIRECT a. 3 b).
1877 MOULTON tr. Winers N. T. Gram, in. 60. 2 When

a writer has begun by quoting words indirectly, he will fre-

quently pass very quickly into the oratio dirccta.

Indirectness (^ndire-ktnes). [f. INDIRECT a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being indirect
;
want of

directness or straightforwardness.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. vii. 1581 Is thy Sov'raynes

path Unequall? or is't rather thine which hath Such in-

directnesse? 1654 W. MOUNTAGUEZ>^Z<O/ Ess. n. vii. 5. 142
The maligners of this doctrine of Purgatorie, have methinks,
us'd a worse kind of indirectness in their exposure of it.

1790 PALEY Horse Paul. i. 4 This very indirectness and sub-

tilty is that which gives force and propriety to the example.
1821-30 LD. CoCKBURN^/ffff. iii. 11874) M Indirectness was
. .entirely foreign to his manly nature.

* Indiretin (indirTtin), Chem.
[f.

lNDi- + Gr.

pijrivT} resin + -IN.] A dark-brown shining resin,
C 18H 17NOn> one of the components of indigo-
brown, obtained by decomposition of indican.

1865-7* WATTS Die*. Chem. III. 248 The indiretin which
still remains in solution is separated by ammonia. 1889 [see

INDICAN].

Indirubin (indirw'bin). Chem. [f. INDI- +
L. rub-er red + -IN.] A substance, isomeric with

indigo-blue, obtained by decomposition of indican,

crystallizing in long purple metallic-shiningneedles.
Also called indigo-purpurin and indigo-red.
1859 tsee INDICAN]. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 249

On. .exposing the filtrate to the air, a purple-red deposit is

formed, consisting of indirubin. 1881 Nature XXIV. 230
The red isomeride of indigo-blue, Indirubin .. possesses a

splendid red colour, but has little or no tinctorial power.
1880 MORLEV & MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. II. 759/2 When
fresn indican solution is mixed with strong acid and boiled,

only indigo and indiglucin are obtained, but if the indican
solution is previously boiled for a short time indirubin is also
formed .

t Indisce rned, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [IN- 3.]

Not discerned, indistinct.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 166 The study and search . . proves
very confused, indlscerned, unsafe, and pernicious.

Indiscernible (indizS'jrfb*!), a. and sb. Also

7 -able. [f. IN- 3 + DISCERNIBLE : cf. F. indiscern-

able (1582 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Incapable of being discerned by the

senses or intellect; imperceptible; undiscoverable.

1635 SWAN Spec. M.\. 2 (1643) 148 Dew . . falleth down
in very small and indiscernible drops. 1640 W. CRABTKIE
in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 283 The light of the Sun .. doth
make it. . indiscernable. 1664 POWER E*p. Philos. i. 18 An
Animal . . whose whole bulk to the bare eye is quite indis-

cernable. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc, (1759) I- 63 His Wisdom and
Holiness, and even his Mercy, are as indiscernible as his

Justice. 1853 READE Chr. Johnstone 34 A rapid look, in-

discernible by male eye. 1879 CHR. G. ROSSETTI Seek 4- F.

192 Be the stars at a given moment discernible or indis-

cernible by our vision.

2. That cannot be distinguished (from something
else) ; indistinguishable. Obs. or arch.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 176 That red and
sanguineous humor . . affording in linnen or paper an indis-

cernable tincture from blood. 1825 WATERTON Wand. S.

93



INDISCEBNIBLENESS.
Amir i (1887) 79 The mountains gradually retire, .till

they
are indiscernible from the clouds in which they are involved.

B. sb. 1. A thing (animal, etc.) that cannot be

discerned by the senses.

tSss KIRBV Hat. H Ixst.Anim.(rt<p] 1. 163 The infusories,

or as they have been also called animalcules, microscopic

animals, acrita or indiscernibles.

2. Mttaph. A thing that cannot be distinguished

from some other thing or things.

Identity of indiscerniblts : the doctrine that things can-

not exist together as separate entities unless they have dif-

ferent attributes.

1717 S CLARKE Leitnitz' $tfi Paper 173 The Supposition
of two Indiscernibles. such as two Pieces of Matter per-

fectly alike, seems indeed to be possible in abstract Terms.

1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant Introd. v. 82 Where there is no

difference, there is no activity, and hence no substance or

individuality. This is the meaning of the celebrated
'

iden-

tity of indiscernibles '. 188* .SYi/. Rev. ii Mar. 280. Mr. Glad-

stone, whose ingenuity in detecting the non-identity of

indiscernibles . . has been sharpened by this matter to a

preternatural degree.

Hence Indlica'rnibleness, the quality of being
indiscernible ;

Indisce rnibly adv., in an indis-

cernible manner, imperceptibly.
1643 T. GOODWIN ChildofNight 61 He is able indiscernibly

to communicate all his false reasonings. 1648 HAMMOND
Serm. iv. Wks. 1684 IV. 404, I should have shew'd you also

the indiscernibleness (to the eye of man) of the difference

of these distant states. i8i DE QUINCEY Richter Wks.
1860 XIV. 117 The pathetic and the humorous, .melt indis-

cernibly into each other. 1885 Sat. Rev. 30 May 717 The
human mind is seldom found in such a state of indiscernible*

ness.

t Indisce'mi-ttg, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Not

discerning.
1660 N. INGELO Bentirolio * Urania (1682) II. 126 That so

many varieties, .should rise out of Matter by a blind scuffle

of indiscerning Principles, is. .an absurd Phancy.

t Indisce rpible, a. Obs. [f. lu-s + DIS-

CEBPIBLE.I = INDISCERPTIBLE.

and
Essence, x66a GLANVILL Lux Orient, iv. (1682) 35 Th
soul, which is immortal and indiscernible. 1703 KELSEV
Sernt. 224 Some Philosophers

make it [the Soul] a Sub-
stance indiscerpible, that it cannot be divided. 17*3 WOL-
LASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 180 That there should be atoms,
whose parts are. .indiscerpible. 1837-0 HALLAM Hist. Lit.

III. in. iii. 863 If. .we could know the internal structure

of one primary atom, and could tell, .through what constant

laws its component, though indiscerpible, molecules, the

atoms of atoms, attract, retain, and repel each other.

Hence f Indiscerpibi lity, t Indisce-rpible-

ness, the quality of being indiscerpible; f Indis-

ce'rpiWy adv., in an indiscerpible manner.

1659 H. MORE Immort. Saul Pref. (1662) 7 Endowing it

with such Attributes as are essential to it, as Indiscerpibuity
i-i to the Soul of Man. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Contents

(i. v. 833) Something, .extended otherwise than Kody, so as to

be penetrable thereof, and indiscerpibly one with itself and
self-active. i68a H. MORE An'wt. Glanvilts Lux O. 222

An Indiscerpibleness not arising from thinner and thinner

parts of matter. ITI BAILEY, Inditccrpibility, a being in-

seperable.

Indiscerptible (indisa-aptib'l), a. [f. IN- 3-

+ DISCEKPTIBLE.] Incapable of being divided into

parts ;
not destructible by dissolution of parts.

1736 BUTLER Anal. I. i. Wks. 1874 I. 21 There is no ..

reason to think death to be the dissolution . . of the living

being, even though it should not be absolutely indiscerptible.

1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xlvii, A power impassive and indis-

cerptible. a 1848 R. W. HAMILTON Rew. $ Pviiishm. v.

(1853) 216 The soul has no parts to be separated : in Butler's

phrase, it is indiscerptible. 1880 PRITCHARD in Churchman
No. 5. 330 Definite groups or clusters of indiscerptible atoms
are associated, we believe, into molecules.

Hence Indiscerptibl'lity, Indisce rptiblenems,
the quality of being indiscerptible ;

Indisce *rpti-

bly adv.

1755 JOHNSON, Inrliscerptibility, incapability ofdissolution.

1775 ASH, Intiiscerpliblfntss. 18*5 R. P. WARD Trcmainc
III. ix. 83 The indtscerptibility of thought., is, in truth, the

great argument which goes to the bottom of the proof
a priori. 1855 DE QUINCEY in

' H. A. Page
'

Life 11877)
II. xviii. 128 Its indiscerptibility or non-liability to violent

separation.

indisciplinable (indi-siplinab'l), a. [f. IN- 3

+ DISCIPUNABLE : cf. F. indisciplinable (1580 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] Incapable of being disciplined;
not amenable to discipline ; intractable.

1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 354 Their rudeness and in.

disciplinable barbarisme. a i6i J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 85
Sense. . which is the most indisciplinable thing that may be.

a 1676 HALE Provis. Poor Pref. (Mason), Necessity renders
men of phlegmatic and dull natures stupid and indisciplin-
able. 1793 W. GODWIN Enq. cone. Polit. Justice 304, 311.

1814 SHU.I.KV Review Hogg (1886) 27 His great though
indisciplinable energies.

t Indi'sciplinate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

indisciplinHt-us, (. in- (!N- 3) + disciplinat-us Dis-

CIPLINATE : cf. F. indiscij>lin^.'] Not disciplined ;

not subjected to discipline.
c 1450 tr. De Imilatirmt n. iii. 43 Harde & ouerthwart

men indisciplinate & contrariouse. 1579 J. FIELD tr. Cal-
vin's Serm. Dcd., An indisciplinate kinde of life.

t Indisciplina-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late

L. indisciprtnatidn-em, {. in- (Is- 3) + disciflfna-
tiSn-em IJISCIPLISATION.] Non-subjection to dis-

cipline ; undisciplined conduct.
i 1450 tr. Dl Imitatitme in. xii. So Lest (wu engendre

sclaundre in ubir |>oru) indisciplinacion.
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Indiscipline (indrsijdin). [f. IN- 3 + DISCI-

i.iXE, or a.F. indiscipline -1762 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Absence or lack of discipline ; want of the order

imposed by constituted (fsp. military) authority

upon a body of persons amenable to it; want of

the order and method acquired by training.
1783 J. ADAMS U'A-s. (1854) IX. 517 To venture upon a

piece of indiscipline, in order to secure a tolerable peace.

179* Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life ft
ff^rit. (1852) II. 175

My former letters have mentioned the indiscipline of trie

French armies. xSii WKLLINCTON in Gurw. Desf. (1838)
IX. 604 The habits of indiscipline and insubordination are

such, that even those corps .. are in as bad a state. 1884
Guardian 21 May 769 Indiscipline

in the Church of England.
1887'!'. HARDY l\'oodlander$\\. xvii. 310 Mental indiscipline
hindered her from beginning her conversation.

t Indisco'iisolate, a- Ofis. rare. [IN-^.J
Not disconsolate.

1647 W. BROWNE tr. GombervilU's Polexander iv. i. 164
[They] would not have been so indisconsolale, but onely
for taking off Iphldamantus discontent.

Indlscoverable indisktrvarab'l), a. [f. lN-3

+ DISCOVERABLE.] Not discoverable ; not to be
found out

;
undiscoverable.

1640 QUARLES Enchirid. i. (1641) 74 To keepe his own
designs indiscoverable to his Enemy. 1704 NOKRIS Ideal
World n. iii. 177 Conclusions of great importance to be

known, and otherwise perhaps indiscoverable. 1889 SWIN-
BURNE Study Ben Jonson 21 The artist, the scholar . . is as
indiscoverable as the spontaneous humourist or poet.

Hence Xndisco*verably adv.

1669 Addr. hopeful vng. Gentry Eng, 80 An old stout

Carrack . . lost by its old indiscoverably growing leakages.

t Indiscovered, a. Obs. rare" 1
. [!N- a.]

Not discovered ; undiscovered.
1663 Cowi-RY I'erses sev. Occas., Ode Drake's Chair iv,

Lancn forth into an indiscovered Sea.

t IndisCO'Very. Obs. rare.
[f.

IN- :

*.]
Non-

discovery ; failure to discover or find out.

1629 N. CARPENTER Achitophel \. 8 The indiscovery of such
mens natures causeth. .their worst actions to carry the best

construction. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ef>. vi. xti. 338
The collateral! verity, may unto reasonable speculations,
requite the capitall indiscovery.

Indiscreet (indiskrrt), a. Forms : 5 indys-,

5-7 indiscrete, 6 Sc. -creit, (7 -creete), 6- -creet.

[prob. a. F. indiscret, -crite (though this is cited

only of 1 6th c. in Hatz.-Darm. )
=

It., Sp. indiscrete;
or directly ad. L. indiscretus^ in a late or med.I,.

sense : see note to DISCREET a. The direct repr.
of the L. word in its classical sense is INDISCRETE.]
Not discreet, without discretion.

fl. Without discernment or soundjudgement. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) in. viiL 55 So haue they
ben forfaren with indiscrete sorowe, as was cursyd Cayn
the fyrst borne child. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 319
Indiscrete men supposede nym to haue the wynde in nis

gouernaile and powere. c i4 MVRC 825 Leste indyscrete
hys prest were Hys confessyohe for to here. ci6xi CHAI'*
MAN Iliad n. (1884) 36 O Priam ! thou art always pleased
with indiscreet advice. 1617 CORNWALLYES /."., Praise
Rich. Ill (ed. a) Ciij, The partiall writings of indiscreet

chroniclers. 1675 BOYLE Reconcil. Reason ff Reltg. i. i.

Wks. 1772 IV. 158 There are others, who, out of an indis-

crete devotion, are so solicitous to increase the number and
the wonderfulness of mysteries.
2. Injudicious or imprudent in speech or action

;

inconsiderate; unadvised, unwary.
1588 SHAKS. L. L t L. iv. ii. 31 It would ill become me to

be vaine, indiscreet, or a foole. 1656 Nicholas Papers
III. 280 That it may bee knowen where to lay the blame of
so indiscreete, if not malicious, a reporte. 1661 BAXTER
Mor. Prognost. i. P 84. 17 The younger, and indiscreeter

passionate sort, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766- I. 369
The indiscreetest and wildest creature that ever was in a
court. 174* JARVIS Qnix. n. Ixxii, By his indiscreet zeal

the object would be lost. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art i.

(1868) 35 You may do much harm by indiscreet praise and
i by indiscreet blame, 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. iii, The
I younger sister had been indiscreet, .in her marriages.

3. Sc. Uncivil, impolite.
1727 P. WALKER Life Pedcn To Rdr. (1728) 4 Others, .gave

! me indiscreet, upbraiding Language, calling me a vile old

Apostate. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker. (1882) I. 225,
'

I think
I never saw so ill-bred a man*. 'I can't just say that, Bell

',

said her mother,
' I'm sure he was nowise indiscreet '.

Hence Indiscree'tness, the quality of being in-

discreet, indiscretion.

1658 A Fox Witrtz* Surg. i. iii. n Through this rashness
and indiscreetness most dangerous and worst symptoms are
caused. 1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho. liv, I'm surprised at the
indiscreetness you commit.

Indiscreetly (indiikrrtll), adv. [f. prec. +
-LT 2.]

1. In an indiscreet manner; with or through
want of discernment, judgement, or prudence.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* in. viu. 74 Somme indiscretly for

grace of deuocion haue destroyed hemself. 1535 Act 27
Hen. V/fft c. 10 i They . . doo many times olspose Jn-

discretely and vnadulsedly their landes and inheritances.

1634 MASSINGER Very Woman i. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 368/2
Twas done indiscreetly. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xm.
viii, It should be a warning to all persons (says she, looking
at her daughters) how they marry indiscreetly. 1815 BEN-

1 THAM Ration. Rnv. Wks. 1843 II. 210 Astonished that legis-
lator* have so

indiscreetly multiplied the operations which
tend to weaken its [veracity's] influence.

2. Sc. Uncivilly, impolitely.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 312. I hope you

will not use me soindiscreetlie a* did one Mr David Calder-
wood when I was comeing oat of Scotland.

INDISCRIMINATE.

Indiscrete (indiskrrt),<z. Also 7 indiscreet,

[ad. L. indiscrt-t-us unseparated, undistinguished:
see IN -3 and DISCRETE, and cf. the differentiated

INDISCREET.]
tl. Not distinctly separate or distinguishable from

contiguous objects or parts. Obs.
1608 TOPSBLL Serpents (1658) 629 The Ammodyte, indis-

creet on the Land \indiscretits arfnfs]. Doth hold the colour
of the burning sand. 1661 LOVF.LL Hist. Anim. 4- HIhi.
Introd., The round crustates, sc, the Cancri, have . . an in*

discrete head.

2. Not divided into distinct parts.
1781 POWNALL Antiq. 132 (T.) A chaos, in which the ter-

restrial elements were all in an indiscrete mass of confused
matter. 1883 SIR M. MOWER-WILLIAMS Kelif. Tit. % Life
India 13 Next all was water, all a chaos indiscrete. 1893
FAIRBAIRN Christ in Mod. Theol. \\. \\. iii. 409 The Abso-
lute is not Substance homogeneous and indiscrete.

Hence Indiscre tely ti,ir., without separation or

division.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 463 AS for Method, there is none
at all . . the Species being promiscuously and indiscreetly
placed as they came to Hand.

Indiscretion (indiskrejan). Forms : 4 in-

discrecyone, 5 indyscrecioun, 6 indiscresaion,
-cretione, 6- indiscretion, [a. F. indiscretion

(i2-i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. indiscre-

tion-em, f. in- (\"K-%}+ discretion-em DISCRETION.]
L Want of discretion ; the fact of being indis-

creet
;

in early use, chiefly, want of discernment
or discrimination ; in later, want of judgement in

speech or action ; injudicious, unguarded, or un-

wary conduct ; imprudence,
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 18 He sail neuer erre by fan-

tasye, ne by indiscrecyone. 11450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

242 Vengeaunce and wrathe in an hastyvyte, Wyth an un-
stedefast speryte of indyscrecioun. s$oa ATKYNSON tr. De
Imitatfoite \. via. 159 They by theyr mdiscression & euyl
maners . . discomfort and hurte those they wene to helpe &
comforte. 1501 DANIEL Compl. Rosamond Wks. (1717) 39
Happy liv'd I, whilst Parents Eye did guide The Indis-

cretion of my feeble Ways. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 8 Our
indiscretion sometimes serues vs well, When our deare

plots do paule. 1645 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. III. 318
Prince Rupert was absolved and cleared from any disloyalty
or treason, in the rendering of Bristol ; but not of Indiscre-
tion. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 128 Thus our hopes perished
by the indiscretion of one foolish fellow. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 167 r 5 Granting what only the indiscretion

of her kindness enabled him to withhold. i8a< W. OXBERRY
Dram. Biog. III. 43 When and where the first act of in-

discretion (this is the holiday term for vice) occurred, we
know not. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.En^. xvii. IV. 21 In spite
of calumny for which their own indiscretion had perhaps
furnished some ground.
2. An indiscreet or imprudent act or step. (Some-

times a euphemism for a transgression of social

morality: cf. 1825 in I.)
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ty Cotnmw. (1603) 82 It were an

equall indiscretion, to estimate a mannes worth, either by
their body or apparell. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett.
to C'ttss {Bristol} (1887) I. 238 They suffer sometimes for

their indiscretions in a very severe manner. 1739 (JIBBER

Apol. (1756) I. 57 A lady . . whose female indiscretions had
occasion'd her family to abandon her. 175* Isee INFANCY 2).

1840 MACAULAY Ess., Kanke (1854) II. 146 A youth, guilty
only of an indiscretion.

3. Sc. Incivility, want of politeness, rudeness.

1825-80 in JAMIESON.

Indiscre-tionary, a. nonce-wet, [f. prec. , after

DISCRETIONARY.] Of or
pertaining

to indiscretion.

1841 LEVER C. O'Malley xxxvi. 202 With a most indiscre-

tionary power over the cellar.

t Indiscrrminally, adv. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

Ix- 3 + L. discrtminal-is serving to divide or sepa-
rate + -LY 2

; with erron. application.] -INDISCRI-
MINATELY.
1665 BOYLE Occas. Rcfl. iv. xvii, 109 She vouchsafes to dis-

course indiscriminally with all commers that Talk to her.

t Indiscrrminancy. rare. [f. IN- 3 + DISCRI-
MINANT : see -ANCY.] Undiscriminating quality.
1890 Universal Rev. 15 Oct. 306 It. .strikes with sunlike

indiscrimtnancy 'the just and the unjust'.

Indiscriminate (indiskri'minA), a. [f. IN- 3

+ DISCRIMINATE.] Not discriminate.

1. Of things : Not marked by discrimination or

discernment ; done without making distinctions ;

confused, promiscuous.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exentf. ix. 8 2 Before he gave to

him an indiscriminate testimony. 1755 Connoisseur No. 58
P i The inconveniences arising from tne indiscriminate power
lodged in our Press-gangs. 1777

PRIESJLEV M*{t 4" $"/""

(1782) I. xvii. 109 They lay aside this indiscriminate ven-

geance. 1858 THIRLWALL Greece II. xiv. 195 Otanes.. com-
manded an indiscriminate slaughter without regard to age
or to place. iS6a STANLEY *frw, Ck.dZ-jj) I.xvni. 346 Par-

tisans who are loud in indiscriminate censure and applause.

1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 23 The indiscriminate almsgiving
which has done so much to create and encourage pauperism.
2. Of persons or agents: Undiscriminating, not

exercising discrimination ; making no distinctions.

i79Anecfi. W. Pitt III. xlii. 120 The indiscriminate hand
of vengeance has lumped together innocent and guilty. 1808

Sketches ofCharacter (\%\$\ I. 200 You are too indiscrimi-

nate in your partiality for them. 1840 Miss MITFOBD in

L'Estrange Liff (1870) III. vii. 107 Without being one of

his indiscriminate admirers, I like parts of his books.

3. quasi-oflfe.
-INDISCRIMINATELY.

1597-8 DP. HALL -So/, v. iii. (T.), Could ever wise man wih,
in good estate, The use of all things indiscriminate?



UNDISCRIMINATED.

Hence Indiscrrminateness, the quality of being
indiscriminate.

1879 M CCARTHV Ouin Times I. ix. 183 Measures to miti-

gate the rigour and to correct the indiscriminateness of the

death punishment. 1890 Spectator 13 Dec. 866/2 No_word
can be denuded of its true utility by fatuous indiscriminate-

ness of application.

Zndiscriminated (indiskri-miiw'ted), a. [f.

IN- 3 H- DISCRIMINATED ///. a.] Not discriminated

or distinguished from one another ; indiscriminate.

1669 Addr. liopefulyng. Gentry Eng. 33 Supposing those

many indiscriminated . . Heads to have had but one common
parent, a. 171^ BURNET Own Time (1766) I. 273 To keep
themselves united, and either to set on an indiscriminated

toleration, or a general prosecution ; for so we love to soften

the harsh word of persecution.

Indiscriminately (indiskri-min^lli), adv. [f.

INDISCRIMINATE + -LY^.J In an indiscriminate

manner; without distinction; promiscuously; with-

out the exercise of discrimination.

1652 GAULE Magastroiu. 179 Divines, Historians, and Poets
thus speak ofthem indiscriminately. 1654 J KR. TAYLOR

R_
ail

Pres. i. (R.), A cloud of fire, majesty, and secrecy indiscrimi-

nately mixt together. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772,

252 Not to shelter indiscriminately every offender. 1774 J.
BRYANT Mytliol. I. p. x, To distinguish the various people, .of

whom writers have so generally and indiscriminately sp_oken.
1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Grain, led. 5) I. 412 The stress is laid

on long and short syllables indiscriminately. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 126 They praise indiscriminately all their

goods, without knowing what are really beneficial or hurtful.

Iiicliscriminatiiig (indislcrrmin^'tin) , a. [f.

IN- 3 + DISCKHIINATINU ///. a.] Not discriminat-

ing ;
that does not make or recognize distinctions;

undiscriminating.
1734-67 BALLY (Mason),That indiscritninating floods should

spare A chosen few. 1776 BENTHAM Fragm. Govt. Wks. 184^3
I. 229 A hasty and indiscriminating condemner of what is

established, may expose himself to contempt. 1860 MILL

Repr. Govt. (1865) 23/1 Too lavish and indiscriminating be-

neficence.

Hence ludiscrrmiuatingly adv., in an indis-

criminating manner, without discrimination.

1824 New Monthly Mag. X. 105 Complaints made indis-

criminatingly against authors. 1887 Spectator 23 July 995/2
A comparison which has been made too ^discriminatingly
of late.

Indiscrimination (indiskrimWjau). [f.

IN- 3
-t- DISCRIMINATION.] The fact of not discri-

minating or making distinctions ; the condition of

not being discriminated ; absence of distinction ;

want of discrimination or discernment.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinp. \. 6. 97 Since God ha_d
hin-

dered him [Herod] from the executions of a distinguishing
sword he resolved to send a sword of indiscrimination and
confusion. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xdi. q What ever indis-

crimination there appears between them here in this world.

1796 S. HORSLEY Serin. (1812) I. 240 The like indiscrimina-

tion may prevail in higher orders. 1876 \.WJVA.\. Among viy
ks. Ser. n. 325 As far indeed is his

' Lamia ' from the lavish

indiscrimination of ' Endymion '. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov.

3/2 In spite of her indiscrimination and lack of sound judg-
ment, which has alienated many.
Indiscrimiiiative (indiskri

-

min<?tiv), a. [f.

IN-3 + DISCRIMINATIVE.] Not discriminative ; not

characterized by, or inclined to, discrimination.

1854 Ta.it 's Mag. XXI. 168 Conscious of. . weaknesseSj

arising . . from excessive but . . indiscriminative strength.
1880 SWINBURNE Iiitroit. Collins in T.- H. Wants Eng.
Poets III. 279 That sweeping violence of indiscriminative

depreciation.

t Indiscrrminatively, adv. 06s. [f.
Is- a

+ DISCRIMINATIVE + -LY -.] Without exercise of

discrimination ; indiscriminately.

1684 HOCKIN Gotfs Decrees 316 The Almighty hath . .

indiscriminativelyascertain'd future happiness to everyone.

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. Contents Zz ij b, Lavishing
of their Lashes and Encomiums. . Indiscriminatively, rather

than impartially.

tliidiscu-ssed, a. 06s. rare. [f.
IN-S +

DISCUSSED///, a.] Not discussed ;
undiscussed.

*S34 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices in. (1540) 116 Hepromysed
to wryte of thre maners ofdelyberacions, and lefte the thyrde
indiscussed. (11631 DONNE Lett. to Sir H. Goodeere in

Poeuis, etc. (1633) 359 Upon reasons light in themselves or

indiscussed in mee.

Indiscirssible, a. Also -able. [f. IN- 3 +

DISCUSSIBLE.] Incapable of being discussed.

1893 Nation (N. Y.) 24 Aug. 134/1 The letter.. must be

accepted as the sole and indiscussable rule by which all

Catholics must be guided on the question involved. 1898
SWINBURNE in Westm. Gaz. 15 Nov. 10/1 The noble passion
and the noble pathos of its greater parts are alike indiscus-

sible and irresistible.

t Indisgra'Ced, a. 06s. rare
- l

. [f. IN- 3 +

HHlUHUMi <-> KCUaiMV , **W* >-*>-

t I'ttdish, a. Oiis. [f.
IND + -ISH : cf. Engl-ish,

Scott-ish, Span-ish, etc.]
= INDIAN a.

1548 TURNER Names ofHerbs, Indishe peper, Capsicum an-

nunm. c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) I
ij,

For the webbe

and cloudines in y eyes, take & stampe indisshe Peper, and

put to it y ioyce of a Fenel rote. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II.

to Cameleon, fed. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 235 The biggest

and most monstrous creature in the Indish Ocean.

t Indi'Sh, v . Ol>s. rare. Also en-, [f. IN- *

or
"
+ DISH sb.~\

trans. To put into a dish.

219

1611 FLOKIO, Impiattare^ to endish. Ibid.^ [ti

to indish, to put into dishes.

Indispe'llable, a. rare. [f.
IN- S + *dispell-

able, from DISPEL v.J Incapable of being dispelled.
1817 BENTHAM C/i. ofEng. (1818) 122 notet Note the es-

sential and utterly indispellable obscurity of the subjects
themselves.

Iiidispensabi-lity. [f. next + -ITY.] The

quality or fact of being indispensable.
1. Incapability of dispensation. (See INDISPENS-

ABLE, i, a.)

1648 LD. HERBERT Henry VIII (1683) 401 The indis-

pensability of the first Marriage. i6o JER. TAYLOR Duct.
D'ibit. \\. iii. rule n i The indispensability of the natural

laws, which are the main constituent parts of the evangelical.

2. Incapability of being dispensed with or done

without. (See INDISPENSABLE 3.)

1793 HOLCROFT La-pater's Pltysiog_.
vi. 41 Of all earth's

creatures, man alone rejoices in his indispensability. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. vii. 395 Preaching the divine

right, as it is called, or absolute indispensability, of epis-

copacy. 1861 MILL Utilit. v. 81 Recognised indispensability
becomes a moral necessity, analogous to physical.

Indispensable (indispe-nsab'l), a. (sl>.) [ad.

med.L. mdispensabil-is',
f. in- (!N- 3) + dispensabil-

is DISPENSABLE: cf. F. indispensable (i7th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] Not dispensable ; not to be dis-

pensed, or dispensed with. (See also, in senses i

and 2, UNDISPENSABLE.)
f I. Not subject to ecclesiastical dispensation ;

that cannot be permitted, allowed, or condoned, by

suspension or relaxation of a law or canon. (Cf.

DISPENSABLE i.) Obs.

1533 CRANMEK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 36, I gave
finaU Sentance therin, howe it was indispensable for the

Pope to lycense any suche marieges. c 1555 HARPSFIELD
Divorce Hen. Vlll (Camden) 121 There were also two

doctors of divinity. . that thought the case was indispensable.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. i. vi. 39. 359 Whether the

Popes irregularities if he should chance to incurre^any, be

indispensable? 1634 Br. HALL Cases Consc. Addit. i. 399

[He] absolutely condemnes this marriage as incestuous and

indispensable.

2. Of a law, obligation, duty, etc. : That cannot

be dispensed with, remitted, set aside, disregarded,
or neglected. Also \ indispensable with.

1653 H. MORE Couject. Cabbal. (1662} 162 The indispensable

dictates of the divine Light. 1635 Fl'i.LER Cli. Hist.\. ii.

18 A Book of Cranmers penning, proving Gods Law indis-

pensable with, by the Pope. (11677 BARROW Serin. (1687)

I. viti. 100 He . . hath by settled rules and indispensable

promises obliged himself to requite them, a 1714 BURNET
Hist. Ref. an. 1532 (R.) Those few that \yere

about the

pope, thought the prohibition of such marriages was only

positive, and might be dispensed with by the pope : whereas

all other learned men thought the law was moral and indis-

pensable. a 1732 ATTERBURV Serin, i Cor. xv. 19 (Seager) A
great and indispensable duty. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. i.AVks.

1874 1. 170 Our obligations to obey all God's commands, .are

absolute and indispensable. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. q- f. xxx.

III. 142 The citizens, and subjects, had purchased an exemp-
tion from the indispensable duty of defending their country.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India Pref. 24, I lay under an indis-

pensable obligation to be faithful.

3. That cannot be dispensed with or done without ;

absolutely necessary or requisite. Const, to, for.

1696 PHILLIPS, Indispensable, that is of Absolute Necessity.

1707 ADDISON Pres. State War (Seagerl, There are few

perhaps that will not think the maintaining a settled body of

numerous forces indispensable for the safety of our country.

1793 HOLCROI T Lm'iiter's Physiog. xvi. 82 The knowledge
of anatomy is indispensable to him. 1829 SIR W. NAHER
Penins. War vm. II. 268 To attack Victor, it was indis-

pensable to concert operations with Cuesta. 1831 CARLYLE
Sari. Res. (1858) 139 Thou toilest for the altogether indis-

pensable, for dailybread. 1845 M'CuLLocH Taxationlo.troA.

(1852) 19 The articles on which they are imposed are rarely, if

ever, indispensable. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy fy Greece (1898)

I. x. 195 Physical exercises, .were indispensable to a young
Italian soldier. 1883 FUOUDE Short Stud. IV. v. 336 Courage
and character, .are the conditions indispensable for national

leaders. 1899 Brit. Weekly 13 July 230/3 There are many
ways of getting on in the City, but none apparently in which

a silk hat is not indispensable.

B. sb. An indispensable thing or person ;
one

that cannot be done without.

1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. Pref. 77 The Indispensable* of

Christian Religion. 1730 MRS. MANLEY Power of Love
vi. (1741) 317 To buy your Highness necessary Linnen, and
those Indispensables that belong to young Women. 1823

J. D. HUNTER Captiv. N. Amer. 324 Their equipments and
stores amount merely to indispensables. 1895 lyestm.Gaz.

17 Jan. 2/1 He pays the
'

indispensables ',
like engine-drivers,

a fancy wage, to seduce them from loyalty to the poorly paid
workers in the poorer grades.

fb. A kind of small satchel or bag worn by
women instead of a pocket. (F. indispensable,

Littre.) See N. 6- Q. gth Ser. IV. 310. Obs.

1800 (12 Feb.) GILLRAY Print (repr. scene French Mil-

liner's), A number of disputes having arisen^ in the_Beau
Monde, respecting the exact situation of ladies Indispen-

sibles (or New Invented Pockets). 1806 C. K. SHARPE Corr.

(1888) I. 265 Rows of pretty peeresses, who sat eating sand-

wiches from silk indispensables [at Lord Melville's trial].

C. //. (colloquial euphemism.} Trousers.

1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk I. 156 Manufacture

broadcloth, .into coats, waistcoats, and indispensibles. 1842

Comic Almanack June (Farmer), He slapped his hand

against his yellow leather, indispensables. 1884 Manch.
Exam, i Nov. 5/6 A pair of native-cut indispensables.

Indispe'nsableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]

INDISPOSE.

The quality of being indispensable : a. incapability
of dispensation or of being set aside ; b. inability

to be done without
;
absolute necessity.

1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals xii. 2 Of Indispensable-
ness ofOaths. 1711 BERKELEY Pass.Obed. 26 The indispens-

ly life.

'

iK* Times'26 May 9 It

the sense of his indispensableness at present to France.

Indispensably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY *.]

In an indispensable manner : f a. without possi-

bility of dispensation or remission ;
b. without

possibility of being dispensed with or done without.

a. ci64S HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 58 Under penalty of a
forfeiture which is to be indispensably payed, a 1677 MAN-
TON Serin. Ps. cxix. verse 142 Wks. 1872 IX. u The law
of God immutably and indispensably bindeth all men. 1767
MRS. ELIZ. CARTER Mem. (1816) I. 389 This declaration,

which I thought myself indispensably engaged to make.

1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. iv. i26Grotius. .determines

that subjects are indispensably bound not to serve in a war
which they conceive to be clearly unjust.
b. 1664794 SOUTH Twelve Senn. II. 152 Devotion, and

Affection, is indispensably required in Prayer, a 1708 BEVE-
RIDGE T/ies. Theol.

(17^10)
I. 47 The understanding the prin-

ciples of religion is indispensably necessary to salvation.

1741; WESLEY Ansiy. Ch. 19 In order to this, nothing is

indispensably required, but Repentance, or Conviction of

Sin. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. I. 230 Robbing the soil

of the sun's heat, which is so indispensably requisite.

tlndispe-nsible, a. (si.) Obs. [f. IN-S +
DISPENSIBLE, q.v.]

= INDISPENSABLE.
1662 STILLINGFL, Orig. Sacr. m. iii. 5 The indispensible

obligation which was in the nature of man to obey whatever
his Maker did command him. 1692 LOCKE Educ. Pref,
I think it every man's indispensible duty. 179* Anecd.
W. Pitt II. xxiii. 89 The corruption of Parliament .. is be-

come an indispensible part of the mechanism of Government.

1800-41 [see INDISPENSABLE sb. b, c].

Hence f Indispe'nsibleness, t Indispe-nsibly
adv.

1649 Bounds Publ. Obcd. 44 If I. .be. .still indispensibly

obliged by it. 1681 FLAVEL Aletk. Grace xxvi. 443 The in-

dispensibleness and necessity thereof. 1710 STEELE Tatler
No. 159 F 5 A longer Letter . . which I am indispensibly

obliged to answer. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica Introd. (ed. 2) i

Liberty . . is indispensibiy necessary to our happiness. 1860

GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. ciii. 9 On the indispen-
sibleness of Slavery to the West India interest.

tlndispe'rsed, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IN-3 +

DISPEKSED ///. a.] Not dispersed or scattered ;

undispersed.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul n. ii. n. ix, Indispers'd, quick,

close wilh self-union. Itid. n. iii. n. xxxv, But indisperst
is this bright Majesty. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 22 While the

Meteor remains compact and indisperst.

t Indispe'rsion. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
IN- 3 +

DISPERSION.] Undispersed condition.

1647 H. MORE SotlfofSoului.ni.xvy, The soul is of such

subtlety, And close collectednesse, indispersion.

t Indispe'rtible, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

indispertlbllis indivisible, f. in- (IN- 3) + dispertire

to divide.] Indivisible.

a 1641 Bp. MpUNTAGU Acts % Moil. (1642) 413 Gods eter-

nity., is an indivisible, indispertible Duration, Continuance,
or Being all at once in act without succession.

Indispose (indispau-z), v. [f.
IN- 3 + DISPOSE

v. ; perh. orig. a back-formation from next.]
1. To put out of the proper condition or '

dispo-
sition

'

for some action or result ;
to render unfit or

incapable (to do something, or for something) ; to

disqualify, incapacitate.
1637 S. PUKCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 113 Dust (much more

ashes) will . . so fur their dew-clawed feet, that it will in-

dispose them to flye. 1672 WILKINS Nat. Relig. 33 That

prejudice .. and their ignorance of His divine commission

and high calling, did indispose them for an equal judgment
of things, and render them unteachable. 1674 Govt. Tongue
viii. 12. 149 He so indisposes the soil, that no future seeds

can ever take root. 1710 NOKRIS Chr. Prud. vii. 310 Rather

assisting than indisposing a man to be a good Christian.

1863 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 291 Not to get one's

Sleep . . indisposes one more or less for the Day.

2. To affect with bodily indisposition, put out of

health, disorder. (Chiefly in pa. pple. ; see INDIS-

POSED, 4.)

1694 WOOD Life 31 Dec. (O. H. S.) III. 475 This hard

winter of 1694 hath strangley indisposed my body. 1714
ADDISON Sped. No. 582 r t The Small-Pox . . after having

indisposed you for a time, never returns again. 1726 G.

ROBERTS 4 Years Voy. 333 He was a little indisposed by
a Fall that he had received. 1821 Examiner 156/2 Varney
causes the Countess to swallow a medicine to indispose her.

3. To affect with mental indisposition, disincline,

render averse or unwilling. Const, to, or with inf. ;

rarely towards, from.
1692 LOCKE Educ. 21 You are now . . to indispose him

to those Inconveniences as much as you can. 1709 Tatler

No. 90 F 5 A Scene written with so great Strength of Imagi-

nation, indisposed me from farther reading. 1798 MALTHUS

Popul. in. x. (1806) II. 262 note, Indisposing landlords to let

long leases of farms. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 309
The miseries of the revolution, succeeded, .by. .an imperial

despotism, had totally indisposed the people towards any
interference with politics. 1889 Spectator 16 Mar., An
annual summons would indispose everybody to employ
Reserve-men, and therefore destroy the force.

4. To cause to be unfavourably disposed ; to

make unfriendly, set at variance. (Now unusual.)

1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792)
II. clxvi. 108 Polemical con-

versations . . certainly do indispose, for a time, the contend-
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INDISPOSED.

ing parties towards each other. 1779 F. HKRVLY A'tr.-'. Hist.
II. 103 The declamations of the pulpit, indisposed the minds
of men towards each other, and propagated the blind rage
of party. 1788 A. HAMILTON Federalist No. 83 II. 337 The
capricious operation of so dissimilar a method of tnal .. is

of Itself sufficient to indispose every well regulatedjudgment
towards it. 1815 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXX. 462
The licentious passages might have indisposed the censors
of the Inquisition. 1848 LD. MALMESBUKY .1/,-w. Ex-
minister (1884) I. 309 She has long indisposed the whole
kingdom against her.

5. To undo a physical tendency or inclination
in ; to render not liable or subject (to something).
1811-34 Good's Study .l//.(cd. 4) IV. 347 A constitutional

or superinduced hebetude of the muscular coat ofthe bladder,
so as to indispose it to inflammation. 1830 COLERIDGE
Tablt-t. 33 May, Inoculation .. has so entered into the
constitution, as to indispose it to infection under the most
accumulated and intense contagion.

Indisposed (indispou-zd), ///. a. [I. IN- 3 +
DISPOSKD ppl. a. Cf. F. indispose (1442 in

Godef.), indispost (ifith c.), late L. indispositus.
In later use taken as pa. pple. of prec.]
1 1. Not put in order, not properly arranged or

prepared ; unorganized ; hence out of order, dis-

ordered, disorganized. In quots. 1425 (in reference
to death), Not prepared for, for which one has not
made the proper dispositions or preparations :

med.L. indispositus. 06s.
c 1415 Orolog. Sapient, v. in Anglia X. 361/17 pat I falle

not in suche peryl of indisposid deth. Ibid. 364/22, I haue
so litil fors taken ofindisposed deth. 1508 FLOKIO, Indisposto,
indisposed, vnlustie, crazed, weake, without order, disordred.
1661 COWLEY Eu., CromwM Wks. 1710 II. 652 The indis-
pos'd and long tormented Commonwealth. 1691 RAY
Creation n. (1692) 74 Creation being not only a Production
of a Thing out of Nothing, but also put of indisposed
Matter. Ibid. 75 Whatever Agent can introduce a Form
into indisposed Matter.

(2. Not properly fitted, unfitted, unqualified.
Cf. INDISPOSITION i. Obs. rare.

1449 PECOCK Refr. in. v. 308 In indisposid persoones, u ;

her vndisposicioun . . the! ben . . occasiouns of vicis. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. (1659) 6 They are farther
indisposed ever to attain unto truth. Hid. i. v. 14 There
are not onely particular men, but whole nations indisposed
for learning.

t 3. Of evil disposition or condition ; evilly dis-

posed or inclined; ill-conditioned; also, of the

weather, in a bad state, bad (cf. OF. indisposition
dit temps, Godef.). Obs.

M?1 Surtees Misc. (1888) 44 Indisposed personnes onely of
malice have, .troubled hyme. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xviii. 67
In this harde wedder of wynter. .y see full of tempest, .and
the tyme alle indisposed more than euer it was. 1597 J.
KING On Jonasgo All carelesse, dissolute, indisposed persons.
4. In a disordered bodily condition

; out of
health; ill, unwell. (Usually implying a slight
degree of ill health.) Mostly predicative.
1598 [see i]. 1605 SHAKS. Lear it. iv. 112 To take the

mdispos'd and sickly fit, For the sound man. 1613 MAS-
SINGER Dk. Milan in. ii, If I am sought for, Say I am
indisposed. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trail, xliv. 175 The
Captain . . found himself much indisposed in his health.
1670 TEMPLE Let. to L,l. Berkeley Wks. 1731 II. 217 The
first is like Diet, hut the other like Exercise, to an indis-

posed Body. 1711 STKELE Sped. No. 284 p i She .. professes
Sickness, .and acts all things with an indisposed Air. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones v. vii, Mr. Allworthy had been for
some days indisposed with a cold. 1831 LANDER AJr.
Niger III. xx. 2 !3 Six of her crew, who had been ill of fever,
and are still indisposed.
5. Not disposed or 'in the mind', disinclined,

unwilling, averse (to, or to do something).

other considerations. a 1665 J. GOODWIN filled w. the
Spirit (1867)281 Hardhearted and indisposed unto acts of
bounty. 1811 CRABBE Tales xviii, Unfit to rule and indis-

posed
to please. 1885 Lam Times LXXVIII. 212/2 The

learned judge might have been less indisposed to stay the
execution.

6. Not of friendly disposition ; not favourably
disposed or inclined (towards) ; unfriendly ; un-
favourable. (Now somewhat rare.)
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rebel. I. 190 The king.. was

sufficiently indisposed towards the pel-sons or the principles
of Mr. Calvin's disciples. 1703 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks
L,fe t, Writ. U832) II. 382 The people are already indis-
posed, and only kept under by fear of instant death. 1844
NAPIER Cong. Scinde n. viii. (1845) 469 Lord Ellenborough
. . was already indisposed towards him.
7. Not having a physical inclination or ten-

dency ; not liable or subject.

3" The saturated marine solution is indisposed tocrystallize.
r o. Not disposed of or bestowed. 06s. rare.
1694 SOUTHERNE Fatal Marriage i. ii, When yet a Virgin,

free, and indisposed.

Indispo-sedness. Now rare or Obs. [f.

prec.
+
-NESS.] The condition of being indisposed ;

indisposition.
1 1- Want of arrangement, disorder. Obs.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 III. 384 Who can Tansy

be"creed ?

Confusion and 'naisposedness the World could

2. Want of adaptation ; unfitness.
a 1684 LEICHTON Comm. i Pet. ii. t A child hath in it a
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reasonable soul, and yet by the indisposedness of the body
. . it is so bound up that its difference from the beasts . . is

not so apparent as afterwards.

3. Disordered state of health ; bodily indisposi
tion.

1654 WHITLOCK /.ootomia 500 Dulncssc, drowsincsse, or
indisposednesse of head, or stomach. ''1655 P. HENRY in

Life in M. Henry's Wks. (1835) II. 619 My very great in-

disposedness in point ofhealth. 1683 TRYON Way to Health
70 For this . . causeth a heavy indisposedness through the
whole Body.
4. Mental indisposition ; disinclination, unwil-

lingness.
1651 Bp. HALL Susnrrium 73 Not that we should in the

midst of a sensible indisposedness of heart fall suddainly
into a fashionable devotion. 1656 BAXTER Reformed Pastor
(1862) 234 Our own darkness, dulness and indisposedness to
duty. 1685 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. 1. 156 [They] declared their
utter Indisposedness thereunto, a 1691 FLAVEL Sea-Deliv.
('754) 182 The indisposedness of the Master that evening
both to meat and sleep.

Indisposition (indisp&i-Jsn). [f. IN- 3 + DIS-
POSITION : cf. F. indisposition (ijth c. in Littre).]
The fact or condition of being indisposed.
1 1. Want oi adaptation to some purpose, or to

the circumstances of the case ; unfitness, unsuit-

ableness; incapacity, inability. Obs.

, eaenes, sorer. 105 ILLET exaa en.

353 Difficult trauaile . . may be caused . . by the greatnes
of the infant, or the indisposition thereof in the wombe,
1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. 293 The disposition, or rather
indisposition of this Matter, dark, stupid, and unactivc.

3. Disordered bodily condition ; ill health, ill-

saner < a. i. 4 saner s nsposton proceee rom
the unholesome ayre of the citie. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. To Rdr. 3 A long indisposition of Health hath much
hindred and interrupted me. 1739 (tilli) The Ladies' Physical
Directory, or a Treatise of all the Weaknesses, Indisposi-
tions^and Diseases peculiar to the Female Sex, from Eleven
Years to the Age of Fifty or upwards. 1788 COWPER Wks.
(1837) XV. 198, I shall be happy to hear that my friend

Joseph has recovered entirely from his late indisposition,
which I was informed was gout. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. xxi. IV. 543 The father of the bridegroom was de-
tained in London by indisposition.
4. The state of not being mentally disposed, or

'
in the mind '

(to something, or to do something) ;

disinclination, unwillingness.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. i. 10 The indisposition . . of

the Church of Rome to reform herself. 1607 SHAKS. Timon
n. ii. 139 Perchance some single vantages you tooke. When
my indisposition put you backe. a 1618 PHESTON Saint's
Daily Ejccn. (1629) 74 A sreat indisposition to prayer.
1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. III. 3! To correct and sweeten
the Tempers of Men, and to bring them off from these

Indispositions. 1804 CASTLEREACH in Owen Mrq. Wellesleys
Desf. (1877) 252 He declined the proposal evidently from
indisposition to receive a British force within his dominions.
6. The state of being unfavourably disposed to

or towards a person or thing ; aversion.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 32 This Indisposition of

the Ring towards the Duke was exceedingly encreased and
aggravated. 1780 BUKKE Let. to T. Burgh 5 Jan., I had
conceived that an indisposition to the interests of Ireland
had never been my characteristical fault. 1898 Westm.
GHZ. 24 June 3/2 Was it from indisposition towards the
Colonial Secretary ?

6. Want of physical inclination or tendency ; the
condition of not being liable or subject.
Mod. The two substances showed an indisposition to

combine.

Indisputable (indi-spitab'l, indispi-tab'l),
a. fad. late L. indisputabilis (Cassiodorus), f. in-

(!N- y)+dispulabilis, DISPUTABLE.]
1. That cannot be disputed ; unquestionable.
iSSi ROBINSON tr. Men's Utopia i. (1895) 91 [That] whiche

with good and iust Judges is of greater force than all lawes
be, the Kynges indisputable prerogative. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE
Relig. Mea, i. 29 Great and indisputable miracle, the
cessation of Oracles. 1790 BURKE f'r. Rev. Wks. V. 74
The Revolution was made to preserve our ancient, indis-

putable laws and liberties. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV.
ll. iii. 192 One of those persons of indisputable genius who
was likely to make a mark upon his time.

1 2. Undisputing. Obs. rare.

174* RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 74
' My Lady commands so

or so . . are sure to meet with an indisputable Obedience.
lience Indisputability, ludisputableness, the

character or fact of being indisputable.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, Indisputabltness, .. unquestionable-

ness, so great Certainty, as not to be argued against. 1856

tauuiu nut uiav.ici.iiMi iu yuvciU IlllllbCII, UUl
must be led for defaut of natural reason. 1519 WOLSEY in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 12 Supplying myn indyssposcycon
and lack of wyt. 1612 BREREWOOD Lung, ty Relig. xxv. 216
By reason of the indisposition of U bun us, in most places,
for frequent habitation. 1663 BOYLE Ustf. Exp. Nat. Philos.
n.

y.
ii. 126 If we examine other plants .. and observe ..

their disposedness or indisposition to yield spirits or oyls by
fermentation. 1750 tr. Leonardos1

Mirr. Stones 31 A bad
Commixture sometimes happens . . from the indisposition
of the hot or cold agent, and sometimes from the unfitness
of the place.

t 2. Want of apt arrangement or orderly placing ;

displacement or misplacement ; disorder, chaotic
condition. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, lndupositionet indi>position, vnlustines,
crasednes, weakenes, disorder. 1605 WILLET Hexapla Gen

INDISSOLUBLE.
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. Jtix. 32 People shut their eyes
to the dark indisputableness of the facts in front of them.
1880 A. ARNOLD Free Land 207 It may be stated with a
considerable degree of indisputability.

Indisputably (see prec.), adv. [f. prec. +

LY-.] In an indisputable way; without possi-

bility of dispute; unquestionably.
1646 Sin T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ill. xii. 251 Nor is it indis-

putably ccrtaine what manner of death she dyed. 1719
STEELE Old Wkig 287 The property of the house of peers will

indisputably surmount that of the house of commons. 1755
YOUNG Centaur i. Wks. 1757 IV. 127 The more it is dls-

: puted, the more indisputably will it shine. 1879 FROUDE
C.rsar\i. 139 The list .. contained the names of none but
those who were indisputably guilty.

t Indispu'ted, a. Obs. [!N- a.] Not dis-

puted ; undisputed, unquestioned.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Kc/ig. Med. i. 9 15 Natura tiihil

agetfrustra. is the only indisputed Axiome in Philosophy.
1733 SWIFT OH Poetry 303 His indisputed rights extend
1 brought all the lane, from end to end. 1804 EARL LAUUERO.
Publ. Wealth Advt. 8 They are assumed as indisputed and
incontrovertible.

t Indisse verable, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3

+ disseverable, i. DISSEVEB + -ABLE.] That cannot
be dissevered, indivisible.

11 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts 4 Man. (1642) 25 The true,
actual!, indisseverable union hypostaticall of God and Man,
in one Christ.

Hence flndiise-verably adv., indivisibly.
1586 Will ofSpenser in Grosart Spenser's Wks. I. p. xyii,AUother thinges. .shall be indyseverablie occupied betwixt

my wyfe and . . my . . sone.

t IndiBsi-mulable, a. Obs. rare-". [!N- 3.]
' That cannot be d issembled '

(BAILEY vol .11,1717).
t Indi'ssipable, a. Obs. [Is- 3.] That can-

not be dissipated.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 182 The Soul . . is in-
! dissipable otherwise than by a total annihilation. 1661 G.
RUST Origen's Opin. in Phenijc (1721) I. 54 The Souls of
Brutes are

Spirits.. and remain undiminisnable and indis-

sipabFe in their intire Substances.

ludissociable (indis^u-J'ab'l), a. [IN-
3

: cf.

eccl. L. indissotidbitis.] Incapable of being dis-

sociated.

1855 H. SPENCER Priuc. Psychol. 11872) I.
ly. viii. 476

States of consciousness once separate become indissociable.

Indissolubility (indis<71-, indis^liKbi-liti).

[f. next : see -ITY.] The quality of being indis-

soluble.

I. Incapability of being decomposed or disinte-

grated (or of being disunited, as parts or elements).
01704 LOCKE (J.), From whence steel has its firmness, and

the parts of a diamond their hardness and indissolubility.
1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man n.

iy. 427 The Happiness of
the Good is denoted by Incorruption, Indissolubility.

1 2. Incapability of being dissolved in a liquid 4

insolubility. Obs.

1768-74 TUCKER LI. Nat. (1834) I. 92 The whole complex
of gola . . malleability, ductility, specific gravity, dissolu-

|
bility in aqua regia, and indissolubility in all other men-
struums. 1794 SULLIVAN Viaa Nat. I. 258 The effervescence
and indissolubility of many of them in the vitriolic acid.

3. Of a connexion or obligation : Incapability of

being dissolved, undone, or broken ; perpetuity of

j
binding force. (The prevailing sense.)
1677 HALE Pritn.

t Orig. Man. iv. iii. 313 Upon the breach
'

of that Condition were either utterly lost, as the indissolu-

bility of the Union of the Composition- 1748 HARTLEY
Obscn'. Man 11. iii. 232 The Indissolubility of the Marriage

' Bond. 1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. /'/Mas. Wks. 1846 I. 195
The best writers of Mr. Bentham's school overlook the in-

dissolubility of these associations. 1884 Contetnp. A"n'. Feb.
' 262 Christianity . . setting upon monogamy the seals of
! sanctity and indissolubility.

Indissoluble (indi-Sf}lib'lt indisflib'l), a.

[ad. L. intUsseliiUl-is : see Is- 3 and DISSOLUBLE.]
Not dissoluble; that cannot be dissolved.

1. That cannot be dissolved into its elements or

particles ; incapable of being decomposed or dis-

integrated ; that cannot be destroyed, put an end

to, or abolished ; indestructible.

"1568 COVERDALE Hofe J-'aitlif. xyi. (15741 !34 Which
spiritual body (that is

incorruptible, indissoluble and im-
inortall) we haue receiued ofChrist our Lorde. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. i. 519 Well fenced with an indissoluble wall.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. L 109 Atoms, as being the first

matter, must also be indissoluble, in order to their l>eing

incorruptible. 18*1-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 44
Some of the drying-earths, employed as cements.. which
harden into an indissoluble plate or mass under water.

b. That cannot be separated or disunited, as an

element, from the whole, rare.

i84oCARLYLK//frtvs iii. (1872) 94 Not a leaf rotting on the

highway but is indissoluble portion of solar and stellar

systems.

f2. That cannot be dissolved in a liquid (see
DISSOLVE 2 b). Obs. (Replaced by INSOLUBLE. 1

1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes fy Qual. (1667) 41 Indissoluble

in Aqua fortis. 1758 REID tr. t\lacqiter's Chym. I. 142 It is

mild, unctuous, indissoluble in spirits of wine. 1794 G.
ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Philos. I. xi. 487 The clear liquor then
should be carefully poured off. .from any indissoluble sedi-

ment that may remain.

b. That cannot be melted or liquefied (gee DIS-

SOLVE i a) ; not fusible. ? Obs.

170 JOHNSON Rambler No. 174 P 4 Some bodies, indis-

soluble by heat, can set the furnace and crucible at defiance.

i8j6 SCOTT Letter to Lady Vary 6 Feb. in Lockhart,



INDISSOLUBLENESS.
That direful chemist never put into his crucible a more indis-

soluble piece of stuff.

3. Of something that binds, as a chain, knot, etc.,

or (usually) fig. of a *
tie ', connexion,

' bond ', ob-

ligation, etc. : That cannot be dissolved, undone,
or broken

; firm, stable, perpetually binding or

lasting. (The prevailing sense.)

1542 HEN. VIII Declar. Scots Bij b, In his wordes he pro-
fesseth an indissoluble ami tie. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm.
Par. Matt. xix. (R.), The indissoluble knot of the marine
and of the wyfe. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. I. 17 A most indis-

soluble tye. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. iv. 194 This binds

together the Actions and Fortunes of Men by an indissoluble

Connection ofCauses. 1777 PRIESTLEY Disc, Philos. Necess.
ii.

17
There are persons who admit this indissoluble chain

of circumstances. 1833 MRS. BROWNING Prometh. Bound
Wks. 1850 I. 139 With links Indissoluble of adamantine
chains. 1879 STAINER Music of Bible 3 The natural and in-

dissoluble link between music and rhythm.
4. That cannot be dissolved, as an assembly or

association.

1649 MILTON Eikon. v, If. .he.. were so loath to bestow a
Parlament once in three yeare,..was it likely.. he should
bestow willingly on this Parlament an indissoluble sitting?
5. That cannot be solved or explained ; inexpli-

cable, insoluble, rare.
1868 Pref. Digby's Voy. Medit. 35 An indissoluble riddle.

Indissolubleness (see prec.). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being indissoluble ;
indis-

solnbility.
1656 W, D. tr. Comenius* Gate Lat. Unl. p 71 The Earth,

hardened to indissolubleness, is a stone. 1685 BOYLE Eng.
Notion Nat. vi. 209 The indissolubleness of the alcalisate

salt, that is one of the two ingredients ofglass. 1699 I M; KM-: i

39 Art. xxv. (1700) 289 This doctrine of the Indissolubleness
of Marriage . . was never settled in any Council before that of
Trent. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Rouiola m. xv, In her marriage
. . she had ceased to see the mystic union which is its own
guarantee of indissolubleness, had ceased even to see the

obligation of a voluntary pledge.

Indissolubly (indi-spliwbli, indisp'lidfcli), adv.

[f, as prec. + -LY ^.] In an indissoluble manner ;

so as to be incapable of being dissolved
;
in the

way of firm or perpetual connexion
; inseparably.

1338 LELAND Itin. VII. 141 The old Walles . . made of

Bntons_ Brikes, very large and great Flynt set togyther
almost indissolubely with morters made of smaule Pybble.
1622 PRESTON Godly Man's Inquis. ii. 50 It knits vs indis-
soluble to the Lord. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 69 On they
move Indissolubly firm. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. IVilli. iv.

22 A previous Bias and Inclination . . may be so powerful
that the Act of the Will may be certainly and Indissolubly
connected therewith. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xvi,
She considered herself as indissolubly bound by that promise
as if it _had been given at the altar. 1855 LYNCH Rivulet
xxxix. iii, Fair peace shall be to truth at last.. Wedded in-

dissolubly fast. 1870 EMEKSON Soc. fy Solit.^ Fanning-
Wks. (Bohn) III. 57 Early marriages and the number of
birth* are indissolubly connected with abundance of food.

Indissolute (indi-sol
!

wt), a, rare. [IN-3 +
DISSOLUTE a. : cf. late L. indissolut-us (Boethius).]
Undissolved, unbroken.
1834 SIR H. TAYLOR ist Pt. A rtevelde in. iii, Where is that

indissolute chain Which to thy anchor'd mandaments eterne
The floating soul shall grapple !

t Indissolvable, . (*.) Obs. Also 7 -ibie.

[!N- 3.] Incapable of being dissolved.

1. Incapable of being disintegrated, destroyed, or

abolished; = INDISSOLUBLE i.

1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 47 Mr. Hobbs outruns the

Constable, and makes the King or Civitas . . indissolvable by
that power that made him. 1701 NORRIS Ideal

lV_orld^\\.
ii.

55 A substance really distinct from matter, must likewise of

necessity be indissolvable. a 1711 KEN HymttotJieo Poet.
Wks. 1721 III. 300 They of no disagreeing Parts consist :

Immortal, indissolvable abide, What has no parts, Time
never can divide.

indissolvable in aqua regis too. 1098 NOKRIS Pruct. /uf
IV. 176 Like a Medicine wrapt up in an indissolvible Vehicle.

1774 Westtn. Mag. 11.315 The indissolvable earthy residuum.

b. Infusible; INDISSOLUBLE 2 b.

1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. i. (1658) 60 The softer
veins of Chrystal remain indissolvable in scorching terri-

tories. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth n. 79 There is no
terrestrial body indissolvable to fire.

3. Of a tie, connexion, obligation, etc. :
-= INDIS-

SOLUBLE 3.

vi. oo mere is a necessary ana maissoivauie dependence 01
all second causes upon the first. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace
ii. 27 This [conjugal] union is not indissolvable, but may and
must be broken by death. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. ii.

67 The union of their ideas appears so indissolvible, that we
find we have it not in our power to disunite them in our

thoughts. 1788 Land. Mag. 429 There, indeed, friendships
were happy and unions indissolvable.

4. Of an assembly, etc.
; INDISSOLUBLE 4.

1643 Cunning Plot to divide Parlt. 10 This Parliament . .

was. .made indissolvable without its own consent.

5. Insoluble, inexplicable ;
= INDISSOLUBLE 5.

1637 JACKSON -znd ,SV;v. 2 Chron. vi. 39-40 Wks. 1844 VI.
40 Trie unsearchable ways of God's wisdom, or his indis-

solvable contrivances of extraordinary success. 1643 SIR T.
BROWNE Relig. Med. \\. 9 There are not onely diseases in-

curable in Physick, but cases indissolvable in Laws.

b. as sb. Something insoluble or inexplicable.
1661 GLANVILL l^att. Dogin. y. 5 } The composition ofbodie?,

whether it be of divisible* or indivisibles, is a question which
must be rank'd with the indissolvibles.
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Hence f Imlissolvabrlity , f Indisso'lvable-
uess = INDIHSOLUBILITY ; t Indisso-lvaWy adv.
- INDISSOLUBLY.
1659 Army's Plea pres. Practice 22 All that may be said

with reference to the Parliament, .the indissolvableness of
them without their own consent. 1667 WATEKHOUSE Fire
Loud. 135 They unite into an indissolvability of affection.

1673 Lady's Call. i. v. r 67. 54 Only that he may the more

indissolvably unite, yea incorporate himself with us.

t Indisso-lved, a. Obs. [In- a.] Not dis-

solved ; undissolved.
1626 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 3 2 While the said

Peace was continuing, and the said Treaties indissolved.

Indissua-dable, a. rare-", (f. IN- 3 + dis-

suadable, f. DISSUADE v. + -ABLE.] That cannot
be dissuaded ; inexorable. Hence Indissua'datoiy

adv., inexorably.
a 1894 STEVENSON Weir ofHtrmistou vi. (1806) 178 Fate

. . obscure, lawless, august, moving indissuaoably in the

affairs of Christian men..

tludi'staiice. Obs. [ad. med.L. *

f. indistans (see next): cf. IN- 3 and DISTANCE.]
The quality or character of being

' indistant '. So

t ImU-staiicy, in same sense.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 439 They make nothing for

corporall presence by indistance of place. 1656 JEANES
Fuln. Christ 137 The .. Lutherans from the inseparability,
and indistance of the union, betwixt the two natures, plead
for the coextension of the manhood, with the Godhead. 1639
PEARSON Creed v. (1870) 421 If not by way of circumscrip-

tion, as proper bodies are, yet by way of determination and

indistancy.

I Indi'Stailt, a. Obs. [ad. late or med.L.

indistanst -stantem
%

tr. Gr. dStdoTaTos : see IN- 3

and DISTANT.
In L. the adv. indistanter occurs in Friscian and Am-

mianus ; the adj. indistans (with the sb. indistantia) in a

i3th c. grammarian quoted inThurot Doctrines grammati-
catesdumoyenage^\fy,axv& in William of Moerbeka's transl.

of Proclus De decent dubitat. (col. 85, Cousin), and Ficinus'

transl. of Plotinus (ed. Oxon. I. 88). (Prof. I. Bywater.)]
1. Not distant, not separated by an interval;

without break or interval, continuous.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies v. 11645) 43 The very nature of

quantity uniteth any two parts that are indistant from one
another. 1647 H. MOKE Sotfg of Soul Notes 336 Eternity
hath all the world in an indivisible indistant way at once.

1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (1693! 51 To be present with them,
or indistant from them. 1788 T. TAYLOR Produs I. 91 What-
ever form contains occultly, and in an indistant manner, is

produced into the phantasy subsisting with intervals,

divisibly and expanded.
2. Without material extension.

1678 CUDWORTH Intcll. Syst, i. iv. 416 The Generality of

those other Ancients who asserted Incorporeal Substance,
did suppose it likewise to be Unextended, they dividing
Substances (as we learn from Philo) into SiacrT^aTucat,
ical aSiaaTaToi ovaiai, Distant and Indistant, or Extended
and Unextended Substances. Ibid. i. v. 774 In like manner
SirnpHcius . . writeth thus : TO fie 70100701* apepe? tvQvs

di'dyKt) elfai (ecu afiiaoTaroi 1

, fxeptarbp yap xai BidffTaTOV

VTToipxovt
" fiufarat [if.r.A.], because what is such, must of

necessity be indivisible, and indistant ; for where it divisible,
and distant, it could not all of it be conjoined with its

whole self [etc.].

Hence j-Iiidrstantly adv. [f. prec. + -LT-, repr.

L. indistanter (see above), Gr. aSmo-Tarcus.]
1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 137 Divines, .affirme, that the

manhood, and the person of the word are united, not onely
inseparably but also indistantly, therefore one of them is not
distant from the other. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v.

776 (.transl. fr. Porphyrius) The corporeal world is distantly
present to the Intelligible (or the Deity) ; and that is indi-

visibly and indistantly [a6tao"TaTtu$] present with the world.

Indistinct (indistrqkt), a. (sb.) [ad. L. in-

distmct-uS) f. in- (!N- '*} + distinctus distinguished,
DISTINCT : cf. F. indistinct (1549 in R. Estienne).]
1. Not distinct or distinguished from each other,

or from something else ;
not kept separate or apart

in the mind or perception ; not clearly defined or

marked off.

(In quot. 1871 with mixture of sense 'Not distinguished or

celebrated, without distinction': cf. DISTINCT a. 5.)

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions
y. 4. 199 What shall I say of. .

three sacred persons in Trinitie, distinguished really, and
yet indistinct essentially? 1613 SKLDEN Illustr. Drayton's
roly-olb. i. iR.), The Gauls, Cimmerians and Celts, under
indistinct names, . .over-ran Italy, Greece, and part of Asia.

1658 PHILLIPS, Indistinct^ not distinguish! or known one
from another. [1871 RUSKIN Fors Claw. ix. 12 The rest of
the candidates for distinction, finding themselves, after all

their work, still indistinct, think it must be the fault of
the police, and are riotous accordingly.]
2. In active sense, ofjudgement or action : Not

distinguishing between different things ;
undiscri-

minating, indiscriminate. Now rare or Obs.

i6soSiRT.BROWNE/Vfw<.^. in. xxv. (ed. 2) 144 Some in an
indistinct voracity eating almost any, others out ofa timorous

?reopinion
refraining very many. 1704 QIVVQHV Baviad-j^

'ools who, unconscious of the critic s laws, Rain in -such

show'rs their indistinct applause. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

V. 15 The use of the relative and antecedent is more indis-

tinct, .than in the other writings of Plato.

3. Not seen or heard so as to be clearly dis-

tinguished or discerned, or to present a clear

distinction of parts ; confused, blurred; hence,

faint, dim, obscure. (Also transf., e.g. from speech
to the speaker.)
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic ii. iv. [v.] (Arb.) 87 The most

laudable languages are alwaies most piaine and distinct,

INDISTINCTLY.

and the barbarous most confuse and indistinct. 1726-46
THOMSON Winter 632 The city swarms intense. The
public haunt, Full of each theme, and warm with mixt

discourse, Hums indistinct. 176$ REID Inquiry vi. 22 (R.)

According as they are more distant . . their minute parts
become more indistinct, and their outline less accurately
denned. 1839 LONGF. Hyperion n. iii, The objects around
them grew indistinct in the fading twilight. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India I. 247 He . . was awakened by the

indistinct noise of the approaching multitude. 1887 Nature
21 Apr. 581/1 The Oldhatniais often indistinct.

b. Of the act of perception or mental impres-
sion, or a faculty by which something is perceived.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 186 But this fayth. .was

not sufficyent : for it was imperfyte & indistincte. 1780 T.
FRANCKLIN tr. Lreciatt, True Hist. (1887) 135 We had a view,
but confused and indistinct, of the Island of Dreams. 1781
COWPER Con-versat. 539 Their views indeed were indistinct

and dim. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 275, 1 have an indis-

tinct recollection of his mentioning a complex Cretic rhythm.
C. as sb. Something indistinctly perceived, rare.

1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 173 The woman,
who had become the radiant indistinct in his desiring mind
was one whom he knew to be of a shivery steadfastness.

t Indisti'nctible, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3 +

distinctible^ f. L. distinct-^ ppl. stem of distinguere
to distinguish + -IBLE.] Undistinguishable.
1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1840) I. piss. iii. 176

A favourite old romance is founded on the indistinctlble

likeness oftwo of Charlemagne's knights, Amys and Ame-
lion.

Indistinction (indistrrjkjgn). Now rare.

[f.
IN- a 4- DISTINCTION, after indistinct.]

1. The fact of not distinguishing or making dis-

tinctions ; failure to perceive or make a difference.

1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 31 Such variety and difference

is in traditions which this Hudler confoundeth to deceive

his Novice with indistinctions. 1768 Wonan ofHonor II.

107 That scandalous indistinction between the worthy and
the worthless. 1876 STEVKNSON Charles of Orleans Wks.

1894 II. 263 Was it always one woman ? or are there a dozen
here immortalised in cold indistinction?

2. The condition or fact of not being distinct or

different ; absence of distinguishing qualities or

characteristics ; undistingnishableness.
1644 JESSOP Angel of Ej>h. 7 Sundry Divines . . doe prove

the Identitie and Indistinction of Bishops and Presbyters
both in name and Office in sacred Writ. 1654 TER. TAYLOR
Real Pres, 220 In a body there cannot be indistinction of

parts, but each must possesse his own portion of parts. 1824
LAMB Elia Ser. n. Blakcsmoor in h Shire, I was
astonished at the indistinction of everything. Where had
stood the great gates? What bounded the Court-yard?
Whereabout did the outhouses commence?

f3. Indistinctness, obscurity, dimness. Obs.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 7 77 The indistinction, confusion

and perpetuall turbulency of our CEconomy. 1693 SOUTH
Twelve Serin. (1698) III. 62 His whole Soul is nothing but

Night, and Confusion, Darkness, and Indistinction. 11774
HARTE Charit. Mason (R.), Wild indistinction did their

place supply ; Half heard, half lost, th' imperfect accents die.

1795 MASON Ch. Mus. ii. 96 The numerous Composers who
succeeded Tallis .. rather increased than diminished this

indistinction of the words, by introducing more elaborate

harmonies.

4. Absence of distinction or eminence ; obscurity.

nonce-use.

1865 Athenaeum No. 1969. 105/1 Persons of distinction or

in-distinction.

Indistinctive (indistrrjktiv), a. [f.
IN- 3 +

DISTINCTIVE, after indistinct.'] Not distinctive.

1. Not distinguishing; undiscriminating.
1699-1881 [implied in INDISTINCTIVELY].

2. Without distinctive character or features; not

markedly different from others.

1846 POE Kirkland Wks. 1864 III. 38 In person rather

short and slight; features indistinctive. 1861 Sat. Rev.

25 May 541 The hills, of New Red-Sand.stone, are low and

indistinctive, the streams slow and sluggish, a 1864 HAW-
THORNE Amcr. Note-Bks. (1879) I. 183 The blue and indis-

tinctive scene.

Indisti-nctively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^
: cf.

distinctively.'} In an indistinctive manner
;
with-

out distinction ; indifferently, indiscriminately.

..ag. LVIl. 398 The whole Essay ; _.

descriptions of persons to those who will Ic critics, and to

those who will be poets. Both are here addressed, and

indistinctively. 1881 Coiitemp. Rev. June 897 Pastimes in

which nobles and patricians indistinctively took part.

Indistrnctiveness. [f-
as prec. + -NESS.]

1. Incapacity for distinguishing or making dis-

tinctions.

a 1859 DE QUINCKY cited in Worcester Snppl. 1881.

2. Want of distinctive character ; indistinctness.

1837 For. Q. Rev. XIX. 401 The might that gave shape
to confusion, denned indistinctiveness, and portrayed the

very void of the soul.

Indistinctly, adv. [f. INDISTINCT a. (or its

L. original) + -LY -
: repr. L. indistincte^

fl. In such a way as not to distinguish or make
a difference between things, persons, or cases;

without distinction ; indifferently, indiscriminately.

ci4io Pallaii. mi Husb. in. 1064 The herid blake, in colde

contre the hoor, And euery hugh to haue in places warme,
Is indistincly good, and may not harme. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.

(W. de W. 1531) 189 In y first article .. is conteyned &
included indistinctly all y' we byleue expresly of god in

hymselfe. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. 32 But I am far from

concluding all indistinctly. 17*6 AYUFFB Parergon 370



INDISTINCTNESS. 222 INDITEB.

After the year of Probation, when this Habit is common
and indistinctly given to Novices and Persons profess'd.

2. Not clearly to the perception, discernment, or

understanding; confusedly, obscurely, dimly.
1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. />. Tong, Confinement, con-

fusedly, indistinctly. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Malt, i.
ij. 46

The pnaiuasie . . Compounds those Images into sonic things
not unlike Propositions, though confusedly and indistinctly.

1764 Kr.iu Inquiry vi. 22 (Rj When the object is removed
beyond the farthest limit of distinct vision, it will be seen

indistinctly. i8>6 FOSTER in Life <y Corr. (1846) II. 78
Articulate more indistinctly than formerly. 1863 TROLLOPK
Orlt-y F. xiii. 105 The black unwelcome guest, the spectre
of coming evil, had ever been present to her; but she had
seen it indistinctly. 1863 H. Cox Instil, in. iv. 639 Their
earliest constitution and functions are . . very indistinctly
traceable.

Indistinctness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or condition of being indistinct ; obscurity,
dimness. (In reference to either sensuous or mental

perception.) a. As a quality of the object : In-

capability of being clearly perceived or understood.
a 1717 NEWTON (J.), According to the indistinctness of this

picture [in the bottom of the eye], the object will appear
confused. 1785 REID Intell. Pmocrs v. ii. (1803) 123 If we
attend to the cause of this indistinctness, we shall find, that
it is not owing to their being general terms, but to this,
that there is no definition of them that has authority. 1827
WHATELY Logic (1845) Introd. 33 The ambiguity or indis-
tinctness of Terms. 1880 E. WHITE Cert. Relig. 35 There
is a certain indistinctness in her outlines.

b. As a quality of perception or thought : cf.

INDISTINCT 3 b.

1783 BLAIR Rhetoric x. I. 186 The obscurity which reigns
so much among many metaphysical writers is, for the most
part, owing to the indistinctness of their own conceptions.
1783 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale in June, I felt a con-
fusion and indistinctness in my head, which lasted I suppose
about half a minute. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc.

(1857) I. 185 The indistinctness of thought which is so fatal
a feature in the intellect of the stationary period.

Indistinguishable (indisti-rjgwijab'l), a.

[!N- 3.] Not distinguishable ; that cannot be dis-

tinguished.
1. Incapable of being discriminated or recognized

as different from something else, or from each
other ; of which the difference cannot be perceived.
1658 SiT. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 51 The true seeds

of Cypresse and Rampions are indistinguishable by old eyes.
1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 359 The simultaneous-
ness of the two sensations renders them indistinguishable.
1881 G. ALLEN in Knowledge No. 19. 403 So after a short
time they became as indistinguishable from the true Celts,

as^Normans and Danes in England have become indistin-

guishable from the rest of the community.
b. trans/. Of which the parts are not distinguish-

able ; of indeterminate shape or structure.
This is perh. the meaning in the Shaks.

ijuot.,
where the

word is used of Thersites, ? m reference to his deformity.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <y Cr. \. i. 33 You ruinous But, you

whorson indistinguishable Curre. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle
(1874) i The sea and the air and the sky seemed to be one
indistinguishable mass of whirling and hurrying vapour.
2. That cannot be clearly perceived (by the senses

or the mind) ;
not discernible ; imperceptible.

1641 A nsm. Observ. agst. King 10 The Scales of the Votes
dancing indistinguishable whether they leane. 1809-10
COLERIDGE Friend (1837) III. no The silent and ..indis-

tinguishable lapse of time. 18x1-34 Goofs Study Mcd.
(ed. 4> I. 527 The pulse of the arteries of a paralytic arm
was quite indistinguishable. 1847 J. WILSON Ckr. .Vort'i

(1857) I. 244 Indistinguishable to the eye.
Hence Indistineruishabi lity, Indisti'nguisli-

ableness, the quality or character of being indistin-

guishable.
1731 BAILEY vol. II, lndistinguiskaoleness..\xi(xn<i.b\enK&

to be distinguished. 1855 H. SPENCER Prittc. Psyc/wl. (1872)
II. vi. vi. 52 The true interpretation of equality is indistm-
guishableness. 1885 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig. <y Sc. ii. 41
Here we mean a different thing by the word same. We
mean indistinguishability. 1891 .Voniit I. 488 Shading off
from

perfect
likeness or indistinguishableness to just recog-

nisable affinity.

Indisti-uguishably, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

f 1. Without distinguishing ; indiscriminately.
1689 Proc. Pres. Part. Justified 5 All who cherish Re-

sentments of this kind I dare not indistinguishably condemn.
2. So as to be indistinguishable ; so that the

difference cannot be perceived.
1815 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1858) I. App. C. 404 They

likewise pass into each other so indistinguishably, that the
whole order forms a very network. 1873 SYMONUS Grk. Poets
ii. 44 Empedocles lived at a time when poetry and fact were
indistinguishably mingled.

Iiidisti-uguished, a. Now rare. [IN- 3.]
Not distinguished ; undistinguished.
1605 SMAKS. Lear iv. vi. 278 On indistinguish'd space of

Womans will, A plot vpon her vertuous Husbands life, And
the exchange my Brother. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psrud.
Ep. in. xxiv. 171 In that indislinguisht masse, all things
seemed one. 1884 Congreg. YearBk. 52 The common and
mdistmguished life of man.

t Indisti-nguishing, a. Obs. [lN-3.] Not
distinguishing ; undiscriminating.
i8j8 WEBSTER,

_
Iiidistinguishing, making no difference;

as, mdistinguishing liberalities. Johnson.

Indistributable indistri-bitab'l),a. [lN-3.]
That cannot be distributed : see DISTRIBUTE v.

1847 SIR W. HAMILTON Let. De Morgan 43 The rule of
the Logicians, that the middle term should be once at least
diitribuled tor indUlributtble) . . U untrue. 1879 H. SPENCER

Data Ethics xiii. 336 Since that, .cannot be happiness itself

which is indistributable.

Indisturbable (indisti>Mbab'l), a. [f. IK- 3

+ disturbable, !. DISTCBB v. + -ABLE.] Incapable
of being disturbed.
1660 H. MORE Afrit. Godl. 268 The true and indisturbable

kingdome, full of all .. heavenly Beautifulness. 18855. Cox
Expos. Ser. l. vii. 85 The quiet and indisturbable depths
of a soul stayed on God.

Indisturbance (indist'.ibans). Now rare.

[f. Ix- 3 + DISTURBANCE.] Absence of disturbance
;

undisturbed condition ; quietness, tranquillity.
1659. STANLEY Hist. Philos. xi. (1701) 459/1 You . . neither

perceive, through want of knowledge, the bounds of Indis-
turbance and Perturbation. 01677 BARROW Serm. Govt.

Tongue in Beauties Harrow (1846) 52 Speaking ill upon
presumption of secrecy, and thence of indisturbance and
impunity. 1770 BEATTIE'/I'M. Truth ill. ii. (1811) 274 We
are told that the end of Scepticism, as it was taught by
Pyrrho . . was to obtain indisturbance. 1866 FERRIER Grk.
Philos. I. xv. 469 Perceiving our ignorance to be inevitable,
we shall live in a state of . . mental indisturbance.

tlndistu-rbed, a. 06s. [Is- 3.] Not dis-

turbed ; undisturbed.
1660 N. INGELO Benthiolio ff Urania (1682) II. 150 Not-

withstanding the indisturbed temper of the Divine Nature.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 20 Others of the same kind being
wholly indisturbed.

t Indrtch, v. 06s. Also 6 endich. 7 indich.

[f.
IN- i or a + DITCH s6.]

1. trans. To cast into or bury in (or as in) a ditch.

1597 BP. HALL Sat. in. ii, Wert thou inditched in great
secrecie ; Where as no passenger might curse thy dust, Nor
dogs sepulchral! sate their gnawing lust. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Wki. 1. 64/2 One was cast dead into the Thames
. . drawne with a Boat and a rope downe some part of the

Riuer, and dragged to shore and indiched.

2. To enclose or surround with a ditch ; to en-

trench.

1598 FLORIO, Affossart
1

. to dike, to ditch or moate about,
to make trenches or dikes, to endich. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. i. 212 The Danes, .raised as it is thought
certainc trenches: whereof one is called Maumbury being
an acre indiched.

Indite (mdai-t), v. Forms : a. 4-6 endyte,
4-9 endite, (5 enditt, 6 endight, -dyt, 6-7
errta. endiot). 0. 5-6 indyte, 6 indight, -dyt(t,
(-ditie), 6- indite, (6-8 erron. indict). See also

ADYTE. [a. OF. enditer, -ditier. -ditttr :-L. type
*indictdre, f. in- (.IN-

2
) + dictare to declare, dictate,

compose in words, freq. of diclre to say. The same
word orig. as INDICT, but retaining the French form
of the radical part.]

fl. trans. To utter, suggest, or inspire a form of

words which is to be repeated or written down ;

= DICTATE v. I. Also absol. 06s.
a. < 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. met. i. i <Camb. MS.) Rend-

ynge Muses of poetes enditen to me thinges to ben writen
and drery vers. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 16 The holy
cost endited the rewle hymselfe by his holy mouthe to saynt
Birgit. 1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. 267/1 As he endyted the
lettre. .and another monk wrote hit. 1600 HOLLAND/,/^
xxxl. ix. (1600) 778 The Consul! pronounced the vow
according to the very same forme of words (as the high
priest endited and spake before him 1

. 1639 FULLER f(olyWar v. ii. (1647) 231 In this case their words are endited
not from their heart but outward limbes. 1815 T. JEFFERSON
Writ. (1830) IV. 251 English newspapers endited or en-
dowed by the Castlereaghs or the Cannings.

ft. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 139/2 Endytyn, or iudytyn
scripture and feyre spechc, dicto. 1483 Cath. Angl. 195/2
To Indyte, dictare, jndictarc. 1586 T. B. La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. I. (1594) 84 lulius Caesar .. would indight a letter

to one of his secretaries, a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 160
That . . I may alwaies beleeve what the Spirit of Love hath
Indited, and the beloved Disciple hath written. 1657

SPARROW^ Bk. Com. Prayer 94 The Common Prayers which
were indicted or denounced by the voice of the Deacon. 1717
PRIOR To the EarlofOxford 4 Smiling, bid her freely write
What her happy thoughts indite. 17*7 W. MATHKR Yng.
Man's Comp. Pref., Canonical Scripture, which is indicted

by the Holy Ghost.

1 2. To enjoin as a law, precept, or maxim
;
=

DICTATE v. 2. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. vii. 61 lustyce ne
maye nought endyten this sentence that this shold be due.

1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits v. (1596) 66 Out of one
consideration endicted to them by their Schoolemaister, they
will gather a hundred. 1633 Dp. HALL Hard Texts, N. T.

299 God himselfe . . hath indited these things to us. 1709
POPE Ess. Crit. i. 92 Hear how learn 'd Greece her useful
rules endites, When to repress and when indulge our flights.

b. To dictate to, enjoin (a person;.
^'399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 15 Noght only to my king

of pes y write, Bot to these othre princes cristene alle, That
ech of hem his oghne herte endite. 1581-8 Hist. Jos. VI
(1804) 5 Shoe constraint nane of her siibiects to exercise in

religion utherwayes than thair conscience indytit thame.

3. To put into words, compose (a poem, tale,

speech, etc.) ; to give a literary or rhetorical form
to (words, an address) ; to express or describe in

a literary composition.
a. ii 1340 HAMFOLE Psalter, Cant. 409 Anna.. made bis

psalme enditand it. c 1374 CHAUCF.R Troylus I. 6 Thesi-
phone bow helpe me for tendite This woful vers. a 1490
HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1854 Endite in Latyne or in
Frensshe thy grief clcre. 1508 DUNBAR Cold. Targe 64
Quho could wcle endyte How all the feldis. .Depaynt war
brycht. 1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trie. in. Wks. 1*223/1He hadde deuised his artycles so wyscly, and endicted
lhe[m) so well. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 35 The ditty in

miter so aptly endighted to the matter. 1659 HAMMOND
OH Ps. Ixxiv. (title) The Seventy Fourth Psalm . . seems to
have been endited under the captivity. 01670 HACKI i

Abp. Williams l. (1692) 118 That which comes to the insti-

tute I handle was thus endicted. 169* W. LOWTH Vitid.

(1690) 8 Unless. .God cannot order a Book to be writ in as

Intelligible a manner, as men can endite it.

ft. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. i, Ye musis nine . . cans
me dewlie till indite this storie. 155$ J. PROCTOR Wyat's
Reb. Ded., Moving others to indict and pen stories, c 1560
A. SCOTT Poems xiii. 8 Sum thame dclytis till indyte
Fair facound speich. 1611 BIBLE /V. xlv. i My heart is

inditing a good matter. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 27 Not
sedulous by Nature to indite Warrs, hitherto the onely
Argument Heroic deem'd. c 1706 PRIOR Her Right Name
21 Old Homer only could indite Their vagrant grace and
soft delight, a 1800 COWPER Cde to Apollo 3 Luckless

brains, That . . Indite much metre with much pains, And
little or no meaning. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred ill. iv, Men
far too well acquainted with their subject to indite such
tales of the Philistines as these 1

b. absol. or intr.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 367 For is none of |>is newe
clcrkes. .fat can versifyc faire ne formalich enditen. c 1386
CHAUCER A'nt.'s T. 1883 Of this bataille I wol namoore en-

dite. 1447 BOKLNHAM Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 3 The matere
wych I wyl of wryte Althow but rudely I kun endyte. 1514
BARCLAY Cyt. 4- Uplondyskm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixii, Of gay
matters to sing & to endite. 1687 WALLER On kis Divine
Poems 2 The subject made us able to indite. 174* SHEN-
STONE Schoolmistress 167 Sigh'd as he sung and did in

tears indite.

4. trans. To put into written words, write, pen
(a letter, etc.); to inscribe, set down, or enter in

writing. In later use, passing into 3, the '

wording
'

being more thought of than the actual writing.
1340-70 Alex. % Dind. 181 panne let be lordliche king

lettres endite. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 51 Saye that

S:
your self haue made the lettre and endited it. 1509

AWES Past. Pleas, xxx, (Percy Soc.) 149 Whan for my
selfe she did so well indite, As 1 shall shew . . The gentyll
fourme and tenour of her letter. 1548 HALL Citron.,
Ediu. II', 227 A letter of diffiance, bolhe for the stile and
the pennjoig excellently endited. 1588 J. MELLIS Briefe
fitstr. iij b, Thus yee shall indight the parcel! of the

Journal! into the Debitor, that is on the left hand. 1671
MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. 4 He may .. be improved to en-

dite Tickets for the Bear-garden. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman ii. (1841) I. 11 The young Man's learning how
to indite his letters in a tradesman's style. 1870 DISRAELI
Lothair Ixix. 367 He would probably find that functionary
inditing a private letter to the English Secretary of State.

II 5. Catachr. a. for invite
;
b. for inscribe. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jul. n. iv. 135 She will endite him
to some Supper. 1597 2 Hen. //', n. i. 30 Hee is indited
to dinner to the LuDDars head in Lombard street. 1793 J.

WILLIAMS Li/e Ld. Barrymore 115, I will not indite his

sepulchre with that adulatory language.
Hence Indrted///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 139/2 Endytyd (K. or indityd) as

scripture and speche, dictatus. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871)
46 Her wel endighted dialog. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

axxviii. z The Prophet Damd . . left behind him . . a
number ofdiuinely endited Poems. i6a6W. FENNER//fVrV
Manna (1652) 10 An indited Epistle, which an unskilful

Ideot. .cannot read.

t Indrte, st. Sc. Obs. In 6 en-, indite, en-,
indyte. [f. INDITE v. : cf. DUE rf.]
1. The action or faculty of inditing.
1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 270 This He before was bare,

and desolate Off rhetorike, or lusty fresch endyte.
Flyting a.'. Kennedie 109 Thow hes full littill feill of fair

indyte. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix, 324 My dull

indyte can not direct my pen.
2. Style of composing, literary style ; also, the

thing indited, a composition ; esp. a poem.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon., Envoy iii. Thy barrant tennis,

and thy vile indite Sail not be mine. 1513 /Eneis Pref. 2

Laudc, honor, prasingis, thankis infynite 1 o the, and thi dulce
ornate fresch endite Mast reuercnd Virgill. 1551 LYNDESAY
fllonarcne 6335 All gentyll Redaris hertlye I Implore For

tyjl
excuse my rural! rude Indyte. i$bySatir. Poems Reform.

iii. 212 In poetrie I traist }ow be na barne, Quhilk dois re-

heirs the Poetis auld indyte. 1570 Ibid. xx. 7 Desyring all,
baith greit and small . . Not for to wyte my rude Indyte.

Indite, obs. or archaic form of INDICT v.

Inditemeut (indai-tment). 06s. or arch. (Also
7 indictment.) [f. INDITE v. + -JIENT. Cf. OF.
enditement, -dictemcnt suggestion, instigation

(Wace, 1 2th c.).] The action of composing in

prose or verse ; composition.
1567 DRAM 1'/trace, Ep. Ded. iij. No potentate of all

the world . . hath more fayre inditements to his commenda-
tion. 11635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 56 His
Secretaries did little for hhn by the way of Inditement,
wherein they could seldome please him, he was so facetc

and choice in his phrase and stile, a 163^ WOTTON Ps. civ,

May . . both harp and voice In sweet indictment of thy
hymns rejoyce. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIX.
328 The Ecclesiasticus . . was actually in the process of

composition or inditement. 1806 in Ann. Rev. IV. 604

They gave up these long undertakings, as likely to outlast

the spirit, the rapture, the enthusiasm, of enditement.

Inditement, obs. form of INDICTMENT.
Iiiditer (indaHai). Forms: a. 4 enditour,

5 -dytour, 5-9 -diter, 7 -ditor, -dighter, (8 crron.

endicter. ft. 5 indyter, 6 -dytor, 6-7 -dighter,
6- inditer. [ME. (and?AF.) enditour (L. type
*indictatSr-cni) t f. endite, INDITE v. + agent-suffix

our, -or, passing at length into -EH : cf. DITER.]
One who indites ; one who composes or dictates

a literary work, speech, or letter ; an author, writer,

composer.



INDITING.

spekei , ..-..-
diebits Plautus Latinus rhetor^ magni Pompeii libertns t

doctor Romae claruit\ 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 82 Enditours
Of old cronique and eke auctours. 1483 Catk. Angl. 115/1
An Enditer, dictator^ indictator. 1x1586 SIDNEY Arcadia
(1622) 267 [He] presented his Letters, desiring Amphialus,
that . . he would consider that he was onely the bearer, and
not the enditer. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 364 The
basest and the hungriest endighter. 1664-04 SOUTH Twelve
'Serin. II. 142 It is the simplicity of the Heart, and not of

the Head, that is the best Enditer of our Petitions. 1717 J.

Fox Wanderer (1718) 46, I could hardly wlth-hold my Com-
passion from the fair Endicter [of the Fiction]. 1813 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXV. 215 This Memoir, .must
have had Joseph for its main compiler, enditer, or author.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 47 The feeling enditer

of Sympathy's tale.

ft. iifaCath.Angl. 195/2 An Iridyter of lettirs, dictator.

1570 FULKE Ref. Rastel 734 Bookes of holy scripture, the

indighters of which .. be not knowne. 1617 COLLINS Def.
Bp. Ely\\. vi. 249 We know the inditer, though we doubt of
the penman. 17^4 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) VI. xxxvi.

245 You will think your ward very bold to address you by
Letter : especially as she is a very poor inditer. 1876 BAN-
CROFT Hist. U. S. IV. xxvii. 518 Jonas Clark, the bold inditer

of patriotic state papers.

Inditer, obs. form of INDICTER.

Inditing (indartin.), -vbl. sb. [f. INDITE v. +
-ING *.] a. The action of the verb INDITE

; com-

position, b. A thing indited, a literary composi-
tion, a treatise, poem, letter, etc.

1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind. 243 Dereworbe dindimus be en-

ditinge hurde. 1388 WYCLIF znd Prol. Job, Fro the

begynnyng of the volume vnto the woordis of Job, anent
the Ebruys the enditing is prose, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. ,

Gov. Lords/i. (E. E. T. SO 106 J?e endytynge ys J?e body and
be writynge ys be clethynge of wprdys and spekynge.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems lix. 15 He hes indorsit myn mdytting
With versis off his [awin] hand vrytting. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. 172 There are three maner of stiles or inditynges.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bit. (Camden) 76 Affectinge the

comendation of an eloquent . . style by overcurious and

statelye enditinge. 1604 ARMIN in Nest Ninn. (1842) Introd.,
The Booke of her owne indighting. 1708 Brit. Apollo No.
20. 3/1 For Letters and Writings, Of other's Indicting, 1749
FIELDING Tom yones xviii. x, It was all his own invention,
and the letter of his inditing.

Indition : see INDICION 2
.

Indi'tress. rare. [f.
INDITER -f -ESS.] A female

inditer.

1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 657 Was there to be a virtual

non-imprimaturm force against our songstresses, romance-
inditresses, tragedianesses, sonneteeresses, or other 'build-

resses of the lofty rhyme
'

?

t Indi'ture. Obs. rare 1
, [f. indite, INDICT

v. + -TJRE.]
= INDICTMENT.

1614 T. KENNRY in Lismore Papers Ser. ii. (1887) I. 202

Being twise indited, by twoe seuerall inditures, I was cleared

of both.

Indium (i'ndiwm). Chem.
[f.

radical of ind-iaim

INDIGO + -?"&;//, after sodium, etc. ;
in reference to

the two indigo lines which form the characteristic

spectrum of the metal.] A soft silver-white metal

of extreme rarity, occurring in association with zinc

and other metals
;
discovered by Reich and Richter

in 1863, by means of spectrum analysis, in the zinc-

blende of Freiberg. Symbol In.

1864 LYELL Inaug. Addr. in Reader 17 Sept. 358A fourth

metal named indium, from its indigo-coloured band, was
detected by Professor Richter of Freiberg in Saxony in a
zinc ore of the Hartz. 1874 tr. Lommefs Light 114 The
blue light of Indium undergoes a still stronger refraction

than that of Thallium. 1882 Nature No. 639. 290 He finds

that indium is like some other metals in not coming under
the often-accepted rule that pure metals have a change of

coefficient of resistance with temperature.
b. attrib., as Indium bromide (In Br), Indium

chloride, monochloride (In Cl), diehloride (In C1 2),

trichloride (In C13 ); Indium iodide, oxide, hy-
droxide ; Indium salts, etc.

1897 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Chem. II. 609 Indium
Oxide In^Os is a pale yellow powder. Ibid. 6n Indium
Ammonium Alum ..is deposited in well-defined regular
octohedra.

Indivertible (indiva-itib'l), a. [f. IN- 3 + di-

vertible, f. DIVERT v. + -IBLE.] Incapable of being
diverted or turned aside.

1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old Benchers I. T., Indivertible

from his way as a moving column. 1874 G. MACDONALD
Malcolm (1875) III. xiii. 176 The indivertible guardian of

his morals.

Hence Indive-rtlbly adv., in a way that cannot

be turned aside.

1853 Taifs Mag. XX. 267 Its recent history, its greatness
all associate it intimately and indivertibly with the

German ' Fatherland '. 1868 H. BUSHNELL Serm, Living
Subj. 1 86 We are all saying, the young man eagerly, the

old man indivertibly, the same thing.

t Indive'rtive, a. Obs. rare
~

*. [f.
IN- s +

DIVEKTIVE.] Not divertive
;
not of an amusing or

entertaining character or tendency.
1700 J. BUOME Trav. Eng.^ Scot. Ded. Ep. (1707) 3 Some-

thing which may not prove altogether indivertive.

t Indive'stitale, a. Obs. rare
- \ [f.

IN- 3 +

divestible, f. DIVEST + -IBLE.] Of which one can-

not divest oneself.

a 1631 DONNE Serm. cvi. IV. 433 Being under an in-

vincible ignorance and indivestible Scruples.

t Indivi-d. Obs. Abbreviation of INDIVIDUAL.

223

1677 T. HARVEY tr. Owen's Epigr. (N.), Why want none
tasting, touching? "cause of these That th' individ, this

guards the species.

t Iiidivrdable, a. Obs. [!N- s.] Not divid-

able, indivisible.
The exact sense in the Shaks. quotation is uncertain.

Schmidt says 'Not to be distinguished by a particular
appellation

'

; Aldis Wright,
' Where the unity of place is

observed 1
.

1601 SHAKS. Ham. ii. ii. 418 (Qos. 2-3, 1604-5) Scene in-

deuidible [Qos. 4-6 (1611-37) indeuidable ; Folios indiuible]
or Poem vnlimited. 1601 R. DOLMAN tr. La Primand. Fr.
Acad. (1618) in. xi. 663 Democritus, and Diodorus affirme,
that before all things, there were -certen Atomoes, or litle

i

indiuidable bodies [etc.]. 1625 Gii-LSacr. Philos. \. 32 One
individeable and peculiar being cannot belong to more than

one, as the being of Thomas cannot be the very same being
which is of Peter or lohn. 1637 EARL MONMOUTH tr. Mal~
vezzis Romulus <V Tarqinn 149 A point which in the ab-

stract is individable.

t Individed, a. Obs. [Ix- s.] Undivided.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 84
Christe realie thair praesent (quhilfc ane indiuidit . . euiry
Christiane..ressauisX 1579 FULKE Heskiits' Parl. 147 He
remained whole in that his indiuided vnity with his father.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul n. ii. ii. xxxi, One individed

faculty. 1695 BP. PATRICK Comm. Gen. xviii. 2. 299
A Representation of the blessed individed Trinity.

Individual (indivi'diwial), a. and sb. Also 5

indyvyduall. [f. med.L. individual-is, f. indt-

vidu-us indivisible, inseparable (see INDIVIDUUM)
+ -AL : cf. F. iitdividiie? (i6th c.), It. individual.

(Fornm individuates occurs in Adhelard of Bath,
c 1115 (Haureau Philos. Scolast. I. 349) ; the adv.

individualiter in Abelard Epist. i. ii. 5.)]

A, adj. 1 1. One in substance or essence
;
forra-

I ing an indivisible entity ;
indivisible. Obs.

ci4S5 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) n To the

|

. . glorie of the hye and indyuyduall Trynyte. a 1619
' FOTHRRBY Athfom. i. vii. i (1622) 50 Some make their

god of Atomes, and indiuidual moates : some of diuidual

numbers; as Epicurus, and Pythagoras. 1623 WHITBOURNE

Neivfeundland 56 In the name of the holy and mdiuiduall
Trinitie, 1641 MILTON Animadv, ii, This untheologicall
Remonstrant would divide the individuall Catholicke
Church into severall Republlcks. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. iv. 36. 611 It would be liable to misinterpretation,
and to be taken, in the SabelHan sense, for that which hath
one and the same singular and individual essence.

f2. That cannot be separated ; inseparable. Obs.

c 1600 Timon I. ii. (1842) 6 Where ere thou go'st I still

will folowe thee An indiuidual! mate. 1623 COCKERAM,
Indiuiduall^ not to bee parted, as man and wife, c 1645
HOWEI.L Lett. I. in. ix, He. .is an individual Companion to

the King. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 486 To have thee by my
side Henceforth an individual solace dear.

3. Existing as a separate indivisible entity ;
nu-

merically one, single, b. Single, as distinct from
others of the same kind

; particular, special. Also
absol. in phr. t In the individual^ in the particular
case : opposed to in the general (GENERAL a. 1 1 d).
1613 JACKSON Creed ii. v. 5 Whether things indifferent

in the general, or vnto many . . be indifferent In the in-

diuiduall, to this or that particular man. 1651 BAXTER
Inf. Bapt. 25 The whole Church must be so sanctified ;

therefore the individuall members. 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Und. in. vi. 3 Our Idea of any individual Man would
be . . far different. 1729 BUTLER Serm. Hum. Nat. iii.

Wks. 1874 II. 31 Every man in his physical nature is one
individual single agent. 1786 BURKE IV. Hastings Wks.
1842 II. 227 All powers delegated from the board to any
individual servant of the company. 1793 A. HAMILTON
Wks. (1886) VII. 75 Settlement of Accounts between the

United and Individual States. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by
Loire 23 The traveller takes it [the chateau] for a town
rather than an individual edifice. 1836 FROUDE Hist. Eng.
(1858) II. vili, 244 A determination in each individual man
to go his own way. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief 7$ It

is not in the use of individual words, alone, that this principle
of explanation is adopted.

f c. Expressing self-identity : Identical, self-

same, very same. Obs.

1633 PRYNNE Histriomastix 177 To sport themselves
with those individuall smnes upon the Stage, which the

parties . . are condoling now in Hell ? 1641 J. JACKSON
True Evang. T. n. 130 Polycarpus, Bishop of Smirna,
and some say that Individuall Angell of the Church of

Smirna, whereunto the second of those seven Asiatique
Epistles are written. 1653 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv.

i Seals . . setting down . . the individual place where any-
thing was sealed. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III.

228 That this Remnant still continued the same individual

Kingdom of Christ with the former, tho' very much re-

formed and improved. 1701 WALLIS in Hearne Collect.

24 July an. 1705 (O. H. S.) I. 15 Which I do believe to

be this individual Book. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784)

178/1 They were communicated to her by the nun, who was
no other than the individual Wilhelrmna. 1804 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Conversations I. 132 It is more probable that the

individual insect in question had been produced this Summer.
4. Distinguished from others by attributes of its

own ; marked by a peculiar and striking character.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. \. 19 A man should be

something that men are not, and individuall in somewhat
beside his proper nature. 1894 Harper's Mag. Mar. 494
He is so quaint and so individual in his views. 1897 Brit.

Weekly 27 May 97 In him Nonconformity has lost one of

her most conspicuous and individual figures.

5. Of, pertaining or peculiar to, a single person
or thing, or some one member of a class ; char-

acteristic of an individual.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. iii. 4 As touching the Manners
of learned men, it is a thing personal! and individuall. 171* S.

INDIVIDUAL.
CLARKE Def. Immateriality Sonl\-$ The sole Reason urged
. . why a System of Matter cannot have a Power of Think-

ing or an Individual Consciousness. 1777 BURKE Addr. to

King Wks. 1842 II. 395 We, . . several of the peers of the

realm, and several members of the house of commons . . do
in our individual capacity, . . beg leave

[etc.]. 1838-42
ARNOLD Hist. Rome xliii. III. 64 Our tendency is to admire
individual greatness far more than national. 1859 DARWIN
Orig, Spec. ii. (1878) 34 The many slight differences which
appear in the offspring from the same parents . . may be
called individual differences. 1859 MILL Liberty i. (1864)

3/2 There is a limit to the legitimate interference of col-

lective opinion with individual independence. i86a RUSKIN
Unto tins Last iv. (1880) 169 All effectual advancement . ,

must be by individual, not public effort.

b. Individual name (^word), judgement (see

quots.).
1641 MILTON v4rwrt<&>. xiii, It is no individuall word, but

a Collective. 1843 MILL Lo%ic \. ii. 3 An individual or

taken as one whole. 1871 Public Sc/i. Lat. Gram, 23 Nouns
or Names are Individual or Proper . . which can only be

applied to single persons, places, or objects.
B. sb.

fl. //. Inseparable things: see A. 2. 06s.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves i. xix. (1628) 17 Humanity and
Miserie are alwayes paralels : sometimes indiuiduals. 1661

Litsoria (1696) 44 They are here Individuals, for no De-
monstrance of Duty or Authority can distinguish them.

2. A single object or thing, or a group of things
forming a single complex idea, and regarded as a

unit
;
a single member of a natural class, collective

group, or number.
1605 TIMME Quersit. i. iv. ij We shall thoroughly discuss

and ransacke euery particular individuall in his kinde. 1700
DRYDEN Palamon fy A . in. 1056 That individuals die, his
will ordains ; The propagated species still remains. 1715-20
POPE Iliad Pref., We see each circumstance of art and in-

dividual of nature summoned together by the extent and
fecundity of his imagination. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter s

Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 269 ttofe, I have not unfrequently met
with herds [of giraffes] containing thirty individuals. 1868
ROGERS Pol. Econ. vi. (1876) 54 It makes no difference
whether the individual be a numerical unit, or an aggregate
unit, as a partnership, company, or corporation of traffickers.

b. Logic and Metaph, An object which is deter-

mined by properties peculiar to itself and cannot
be subdivided into others of the same kind

; spec.
in Logic : An object included in a species, as a

species is in a genus. See INDIVIDUUM.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 44 It is not possible to know vntill

wee come vnto indiuidualls .. vntill we ataine vnto those

things which doe not admit division. 1658 PHILLIPS s. v.,

An individual . . in Logick . . signifies that which cannot be
divided into more of the same name or nature, and is by
some called Singulare. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The
usual division in logic is made into genera.. those genera
into species, and those species into individuals. 1833 J. H.
NEWMAN Arians n. iv. (1876) 185 Ovtri'a . . being, substance
..'that which has existence in itself, independent of every
thing else to constitute it': thnt is, an individual. 1858
WHEWELL Hist. Set. Ideas (ed. 3) II. 148 (L.) Our idea of
an individual is, that it is a whole composed of

parts,
which

are not similar to the whole, and have not an independent
existence, while the whole has an independent existence and
a definite form. 1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th, 56. 86
An individual is that which cannot be divided without

ceasing to be what it is.

c. Zool. and Bot. A single member of a species ;

a single specimen of an animal or plant.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. ii. (1873) 34 No one supposes

that all the individuals of the same species are cast in the
same actual mould. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. ix. i. 315
Individuals are the units of the series which constitute

species . . Each individual is an independent organism, of
which the component parts are reciprocally means and
ends. 1885 GOODALE Phys. Bot. (1892) 425 In scientific as
well as popular language the term individual \$ commonly
applied to each and every plant.

d. BioL An organism regarded as having a

separate existence.

Sometimes used specifically of a single member of a colony
of organisms (as a leaf-bud, or a polyp of a ccelenteratei

; by
others defined as ' the whole product of a single fertilized

ovum '

; more strictly : an organism detached from other

organisms, composed of coherent parts, and capable of

independent life.

1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 159 Blossom

general, regular. Individuals of i petal, tubular. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. 46 In the Polypes . . a number of indi-

viduals, each capable Hike a leaf-bud) of living by itself,

are arranged on one common plant-like structure. 1864
H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. 74 I. 207 A biological Individual
is any concrete whole having a structure which enables it,

when placed in appropriate conditions, to continuously ad-

just its internal relations to external relations, so as to

maintain the equilibrium of its functions. 1870 NICHOLSON
Zool. 25 In zoological language, an individual is defined as
'

equal to the total result of a single ovum \ 1888 ROL-
LESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 231 The proglottides . . are

supposed to be produced . . by posterior germination of the

scolex, from which they are detached in many instances

either singly or in groups . . But the facts do not appear to

necessitate the view that the proglottis is an individual.

3. A single human being, as opposed to Society,
the Family, etc.

1626 J. YATES Tbis ad Caesarem n. 12 margin, The Pro-

phet saith not, God saw euery particular man in his bloud,
or had compassion to say to euery Indiuiduall, Thouskalt
Hue. 1641 J. JACKSON Trite Evang. T. in. 213 Peace .. is

the very supporter of Individualls, Families, Churches, Com-
monwealths. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N, (1869) I. Introd. 2



INDIVIDUALS.

Among the savage nations of hunters and fishers, every In-

dividual, .i*. .employed in useful labour. 1868 M. PATTISON

Acadftn. Orf. v. 141 We are most jealous of the rights of

individuals, and careless of the common welfare. 1899 J.

MOSRO GIBSON in Expositor Feb. 144 It will not be as

Churches but as individuals that we shall all stand before

the Judgment seat of Christ.

b. Without any notion of contrast or relation

to a class or group : A human being, a person.

(Now chiefly as a colloquial vulgarism, or as a

term of disparagement.)
174* JOHNSON Debates (1787) II. 172 Only one individual

was injured l>y another. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. III. 125
These she bequeathed to different individuals. 1781 S.

PRTKBS Hist. Conn. 74 The People of Massachusetts.,

conceived the idea of exalting an individual of their own
Province. 18*8 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxiv, The three indi-

viduals entered the boat with great precaution. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. II. x. in The individual whom I desired to

meet. 1888 F. HUME Mad, Mtdas^ i. Pro!., He appeared
to be an exceedingly unpleasant individual,

fi Short for individualperson \ person, person-

ality, sel Obs.

1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Pagers tCaroJen) 305 As to

what concernes my owne poore indiuiduall, I am armed

against all euents and deffy fortune to her teeth. 1678 Ci n-

WORTH Inifll. Syst. i. v. 674 They could not propagate their

kind by generation, as neither indeed preserve their own
individuals. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 15 July, A transi.

ent compliment made to his own individual in particular,
or to his country in general. 1774 LEE Let. to Burke B.'s

Corr. 1844 I. 513 Even the appearance of their individuals

is totally changed since I first knew them. 1800 GODWIN in

C. Kegan Paul W. Godwin (1876) II. 5 Driven back .. to

consider of my own miserable individual.

Individua'lic, . nonce-word, [f. prec, + -ic.]

Denoting individuals.

1824 J. GILCHRIST Etym. Interpreter 72 It (English] has
. . too many generic, and too few specific and individualic,
terms. Ibid. 129.

Individualism (indivi'diializ'm). [a. F.

indimdualisme (f. med.L. individual-is INDIVI-

DUAL + -j'stw, -ISM) ; or f. INDIVIDUAL + -ISM.]
1. Self-centred feeling or conduct as a principle ;

a mode of life in which the individual pursues his

own ends or follows out his own ideas ; free and

independent individual action or thought ; egoism.
1835 H. REEVE tr, De Tocqueyille's Democr. in Anur. ii.

H. ii. (1840) III. 203 Individualism is a novel expression, to

which a novel idea has given birth .. Individualism is a
mature and calm feeling, which disposes each member of
the community to sever himself from the mass of his fellow-

creatures, and to draw apart with his family and friends.

1840 GLADSTONE Ch, Princ. 08 It is too closely connected
with our individualism in religion. 1856 KINGSLEY Misc.,
Hours iv. Mystics I. 351 He is not tempted by it to selfish

individualism, or contemplative isolation, as long as he is

true to the old Mosaic belief. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. <V Dogma
(1876) 312 It is the consecration of absolute individualism.

2. The social theory which advocates the free and

independent action of the individual, as opposed to

communistic methodsof organization and state inter-

ference. Opposed to COLLECTIVISM and SOCIALISM.

1884 J. RAE Contemp. Socialism 209 Socialism and indi-

vidualism are merely two contrary general principles, ideals,
or methods, which may be employed to regulate the con-
stitution of economical society. 1890 WESTCOTT in Guar-
dian 8 Oct. 1581/1 Individualism regards humanity as made
up of disconnected or warring atoms: Socialism regards it

as an organic whole, a vital unity formed by the combina-
tion of contributory members mutually interdependent.
3. Metaph. The doctrine that the individual is a

self-determined whole, and that any larger whole
is merely an aggregate of individuals, which, if

they act upon each other at all do so only exter-

nally.
1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant iv.

^i
Is such a more adequate

fhilospphy
to be found in the idealistic individualism of

.eibnilz?

4. = INDIVIDUALITY 2, 3.

1854 Blackw. Mag. LXXV. 66 Their idens of God did
not possess that individualism and personality which so

remarkably characterised those of the Hebrews. 1870
EMERSON Soc. Solit. viii. 173 A person of commanding
individualism will answer it as Rochester does. 1885 f/ar-

per*s Mae, Mar. 520/2 The individualism which is aimed
at by architects.

5. An individual peculiarity; e.g. a manuscript
reading peculiar to an individual scribe or copyist.
1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. II. 232 Singular read-

ings which are mere individual isms, so to speak, originating
with the scribe or one of his immediate predecessors.

Individualist (indivi*di,alist). [f. INDIVI-

DUAL -t- IST; cf. F. individualist.]
1. One who pursues an independent or egoistic

course in thought or action.

1840 GLADSTONE Ch. Princ. 131 The sentiment of the
catholic is better, and its besetting danger less, than those
of the individualist in religion. 1856 KINCSLEY Misc.^ Hours
w. Mystics I. 351 The Pharisee becomes a selfish indivi-
dualist just because he has forgotten this. 1883 HKAKM
Reformation v\. 189 The Anabaptists were the individualists
of the Reformation.

2. An adherent of the social theory of Indivi-

dualism. 'See also quot. 1891.)
i7 FAWCETT Pol. Econ, (ed. 5) n. x. 275 It is maintained

by the individualists that if a great number of manufactories
and other trading establishments were brought into con-
nection with the Wholesale Society, the business would
become far too extensive and complicated to be properly
managed. 1888 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. 3/2 To hold the
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scales between Individualists nnd Socialists. 1891 BEATRICE
POTTER Covf, Mevent. Gt. Brit. 75 The term Individualist
has been used within the Cooperative movement for the
List twenty years to denote that school of Cooperators who
insist that each separate manufacturing establishment shall

be governed (if possible owned) by those who work therein ;

the profits being divided among the working proprietors.

Opposed to Federalist. 1896 Times 30 Jan. 8 If the indi-

vidualists are to hold their own against the encroachments
of the State.

3. attrib. or as adj.
= INDIVIDUALISTIC.

1871 M OK LEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. 341 Owing to the su-

premacy in European thought of the individualist ideas
which Christianity carried in with it. 1885 Content^. Rev.

June 003 He condemns Liberalism because it is individualist.

1891 Times 14 Oct. 7/2 The traditions of French workmen
are strongly individualist, and they have not been in a hurry
to enter into combinations. Ibid. 26 Nov. 9/2 The cautious
individualist development of colonization in Australia or
North America.

Individualistic (indivi:diialrstik), a. [f.

prec. + -ic.] Of or pertaining to individualism or

individualists ; characterized by individualism.

1874 SIDGWICK Meih. Ethics v. 262 Individualistic ideal.

1879 MORLEY Burke 172 That reaction .. into which the
Revolution drove many of the finest minds of the next

generation by showing- the supposed consequences of pure
individualistic rationalism. 1893 G. ALLEN Scallywag III.

190 The opinion of others has a vast effect upon even the
most individualistic amongst us. 1897 BRYCE Impress. S.

Africa 156 They [Boers] were self-reliant and individualistic

to excess.

Individuality (individi,wl!ti). [f.
as prec.

f -ITY : cf. F. inaividnatttl\
1. The state or quality of being indivisible or in-

separable; indivisibility, inseparability, b. An
indivisible or inseparable entity.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 165 These words also inferre

that there ought to be an individuality in Mariage. 1813
J. H. NEWMAN Arians n. iii. (1876) 171 As though He
were so derived from the simple Unity of God as . . to
inhere within that ineffable individuality. 1864 ApoL
App. 61 When the eternal foes are so intermingled and
interfused that to human eyes they seem to coalesce into
a multitude of individualities.

2. The fact or condition of existing as an indivi-

dual ; separate and continuous existence.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 19 But the soul subsist-

ing, other matter clothed with due accidents, may salve the
individuality, a 1735 ARBUTHNOT (J.), He would tell his
instructor . . that individuality could hardly be predicated
of any man. 1801 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxvii. (1819) 4^82
Consciousness carries identity and individuality along with
it through all changes of form or of visible qualities. 1876
J. P. NORRIS Rudim. Theol. i. iv. 72 Individuality is essen-

tial to our idea of a person.

b. The action or position of the individual

members of a society.
1796 BURKE Regie. Pence ii. Wks. VIII. 253 To them the

will, the wish, the want, the liberty, the toil, the blood of
individuals is as nothing. Individuality

is left out of their

scheme of government. The state is all in all.

3. The aggregate of properties peculiar to an in-

dividual
;
the sum of the attributes which distin-

guish an object from others of the same kind
;

individual character, b. Idiosyncrasy ; strongly
marked individual character.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 117 Appietas and Lentulitas,
For the indiuidualite, as it were of Appuis and Lentulus,
or Patauinitas for Luiies stile. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 196

jA man is a living Creature, mortal 1, and capable of learning. !

In this sentence, man abstracted from individualitie. .is de-
scribed. 179* MARY WOLLSTONF.CR. Rights Worn. iv.

151
The spring-tide of life over, we look fur sol>erer sense in

the face ; . . expecting to see individuality of character. 1866
A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 18 The circumstances which

give
to the different diseases their individuality. 1874

REEN Short Hist. viii. 10. 585 The Puritan individuality
is nowhere so overpowering as in Milton. 1875 JOWETTPlato
(ed. 2) V. 21 In every man's writings there is something i

like himself and unlike others, which gives individuality.
C. //. Individual characteristics.

1647 H. MORE Poems 126 The soul . . Against the law of

Corporeities, It doth devest them both of time and place,
And of all individualities. 1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter (1863) !

16 All identically the same in edition and minor individuali-
ties. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. II. 304 Mere individualities
of taste and talent and temper.
4. a. An individual thing, b. An individual i

personality.
"775 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 26 July, Here sit

poor I, with nothing but my own
solitary individuality.

1859 B'KESS BUNSEN in Hare Lift (1879) II. iv. 245 That
little cherished individuality, though ever so young, lives

on. 186* DANA Man. Geol. 759 In what respects the earth
is an individuality. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char.

\

vi. 150 Jack Fal staff, that most unique and fine of indi- i

vidualities.

6. Phrenology. The faculty of knowing objects
as mere substances or existences ; the supposed
*

organ
'

of this faculty.
18*8 G. COMBE Const. Man 72 Individuality and Eventu-

ality, or the powers of observing things that exist and
occurrences.

Individualization (indivrdi,aliz^-j3n). ff.

next + -ATION.] The action of individualizing ; the

fact or condition of being individualized : in various
senses of the vb. ; see next.

1746 W. HORSLEY Fool (1748) I. 195 A Nation, or Com-
munity, is a Number of Individuals assembled under one
Kind of Government, for the mutual Benefit of each other ;

j

from which . . in Proportion as they deviate, they fall into
i

a Kind of Individualisation again. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. I

INDIVIDUALLY.
Lit. 117 In a poem, the characters of which, amid the
strongest individualiz.ilion, must still remain representative.
1813 BKNTIIAM Not 1'aul 24 Towards the individuali/atinn of
the portion of space some approach is made : the town being
foreknown .. the street is particularized. 1845 STODDART in

Rntycl, Aft/n>f. 67/1 When this process of iiidividualization
is effected tiy a separate word, we call that word an Article
1854 OWEN SM. 4 Teeth in Orr's Circ. .?<-., Organ. Nat. 1 .

301 This individualization of the teeth is eminently signifi-
cative of the high grade of organization of the animals mani-
festing it.

_ 1876 H.SPKNCER Print. Social, in. ix.(i879) 777The division presupposed by individualization of property
cannot be carried far without appliances which savage life

does not furnish.

Individualize (indivi-diM,alaiz\ v.
[f. INDI-

VIDUAL + -IZE.]
1. tram. To render individual or give an indivi-

dual character to ; to characterize by distinctive
marks or qualities; to mark out or distinguish
from other persons or things.
1637 GILLESFIE Eng. Pop. Certm. iv. ii. 5 In morall actions,

modus
adjecttts is principinm individuatioiiist and nothing

else doth individualize a morall action. 1805 N. DKAKF. Ess.
Tatlrr (L.), The peculiarities which individualize and distin-

guish the humour of Addison. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, fy
Seine. 61 Every element, .every class of objects recognisable
by the senses, individualised into a god. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN
far. Serm.

(1837) '.' ?
xi - lfa The naturaleffect . . of pain

and fear, is to individualize us in our own minds. 1840
MILMAN Hist. Chr. III. 374 The Church stood, as it were,
individualised, by the side of the other social impersonation,
the State. 1851 MANSKL Pralegna. Log. i. (1860) 25 To

w i -in i in ii IK i.^r im.m. 1863 MRS. V*. V-l.AKKr. ,lA".t. L./f<7f.

i. 5 The inferior agents are individualised with a minuteness
of surpassing truth to nature.
absol. a 1834 COLERIDGE in Eraser's Mag. (1835) XII.

494 Life, in the sense here meant . . may be defined' ten-

dency to individualise '. 1865 LOWELL Scotch the Snake
Prose Wks. 1890 V. 242 The more we can individualize and
personify, the more lively our sympathy.
2. To point out, mention, notice, or consider, in-

dividually ; to specify, particularize. Also absol.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 100 Many, .men, worthy of honour,
which I may not individualize. 1807 Ann. Reg. 251 With-
out individualizing any, it was a virtual declaration of
hostility against every neutral power. 18*3 Examiner
658/2 We may revert to this subject, in which case we shall
individualize a little more than we have now done. 1840
DE QUINCEY Style

^
\\. Wks. 1860 XI. 239 The . . general

functions of the article definite . . are first, to individualize
[etc.]. 1849 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. i. x. 152 We feel that
God sympathises and individualizes.

3. Toappropriateto the useof an individual, rare.

1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home (1883) 1.264, I a little

grudged the tracts [of land] that have been filched away, so
to speak, and individualized by thriving citizens.

Hence Individualized ///. a. t rendered indivi-

dual
; marked by distinctive characteristics, In-

divi'dualizer, one that individualizes.

i85 COLERIDGE Aids Refi. (1848) I, 327 The distinct and
individualized agency that by the given combinations utters
and bespeaks its presence. 5*1834 Lit. Rem. (1836)
II. 102 Their different combinations and subordinations
were in fact the individualizes of men. 1854 J. SCOP-
FERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 49 Lithium is the least indi-
vidualised alkaline metal. 1891 Monist II. 298 Law became
an indiindualista or, individualiser.

Individualizing (indivi-diwjablzin), ///. a .

[f. prec. -t- -INO^.] That individualizes.

1830 COLERIDGE in Mrs. H. Sandford Th. Poole fy Friends

i war. roc. inoa. si rr, * nat maiviuuansmg property, which
should keep the subject . . distinct in feature from every
other subject. 1865 GROTI: Plato I. i. 38 The individualising
influences arising from the body, .overpowered this kindred
with the universal.

Hence Indivi'dnali zing-ly aJv.. in an indivi-

dualizing manner.
1873 PATRICK tr. Keift Jeremiah I. ii. 57 People in the

two
opposite regions of the world are individualizing!)' men-

tioned instead of all peoples.

Individually (indivi-diwiali), adv. [f. INDI-
VIDUAL + -LY 2.] In an individual manner.

tl. Indivisibly ; inseparably, nndividedly. Obs.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ivi. 2 How should that sub-
sist solitarily by it selfe which hath no substance, but indi-

uidually the very same whereby others subsist with it ? 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (i6i4> 3 The persons which all have
that one being, and every of which have all that being, which
in itselfe is individually one. 1627 HAKEWILI. Af>ot. (1630)
283 An attribute . . individually proper to the Godhead, and
incommunicable to any created substance.

2. In individual identity ; as one and the same

person or thing, htdividually the same, identi-

cally the same, the self-same. ? Obs.

1614 GATAKER Transutst. 48 One thing is said to be
another, which cannot be individually or specifically the
same. 1656 tr. Hobbef Elem. Philos. Wks. 1839 1. 137 When-
soever the name, by which it is asked whether a thing be
the same it was, is given it for the matter only, then, if the
matter be the same, the thing also is individually the same ;

as the water, which was in the sea, is the same which is

afterwards in the cloud. 1748 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann
(1834) II. 219, I have received the Eagle's head ; the lid is

broken off individually in the same spot with the original.

b. Individuallydifferent: different as individuals

Chough they may be identical in species').

1814 L. MURRAY F.ng. Grant, (ed. O I. 357 The definite

article is likewise used to distinguish between things, which
are individually different, but have one generic name 1864
BOWBN Lofti iv. 92 Two things may be said to be . . indi-



INDIVIDUATE.

vidually or numerically different, when they do not constitute

one and the same reality.

3. Personally; as a single person distinct from

others; in an individual capacity.
1660 R. COKE Power fy Sitbj. 54 There are many things so

inherent in the Prince individually, that they are incom-
municable to any other. 1781 W. BLASE Ess. Hunting Pref.

(1788) 8 note. Impossible for him, who is not individually free

and independent, to be politically
so. 1840 Miss MITFORD

in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vii. 108 To me individually
it would be a great release to be quit of the trouble and

expense of the garden.
4. In an individual or distinctive manner; as

single persons or things, singly ; each by each, one

by one : opposed to collectively.

1641
' SMECTVMNUUS *

I'ind. Answ. xiii. 129 To whom as

to individuall persons such care and offices were individu-

ally intrusted. 165^ Gentl. Calling (1696) 9 Not
only to

those Exercises which belong indifferently to their whole

species, but to those also for which they are individually

qualified. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. v. i. i. (1869) I. 282
That army was superior, in which the soldiers had, each in-

dividually, the greatest skill and dexterity. 1830 MARRYAT
King's Own \, Whether we act In a body or individually.

1859 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ ft. Jrnls. II. 300 Moss plants too
minute to be seen individually, but making the whole tree

green. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 122 The sacrifice which
they collectively made was individually repaid to them. 1896
C. LLOYD MORGAN Habit fy Inst. 346 There is little or no
evidence of individually acquired habits in man becoming
instinctive through heredity.

Iiidivi'duate, ///. a. [ad. med.L. indtvi-

dudt-us, pa. pple. of individud-re : see next ; but,
in sense, partly representing L. individitus]
fl. Undivided, indivisible, inseparable. Obs.
1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Emb., Blasphemie (1877) 34 Touch-

ing the Indiuiduate essence of God. 1630 Eng. Gentlent,

(1641) 34 Mildenesse is a quality so inherent, or more
pro-

perly individuate to a gentleman. Ibid. 165 A friend, being
indeed a mans second selfe, or rather an individuate com-

panion to himselfe. 1751 Student II. 311 (T.) O Thou, the

third in that eternal trine, In individuate unity divine !

2. = INDIVIDUATED i. arch.
1606 FORD Honor Tri. (Shaks. Soc.) 24 Bewty matched

with the indiuiduat adjunct, unsoyled constancy. 1609 R.
BARNERD Faithf. Shepheard 31 If the places agree not to

one indiuiduate thing . . there is no contradiction betweene
them. 1681 BAXTER Ace. Sherlocke vi. 216 Perhaps you
think that as Averrhois thought all Souls are one, indivi-

duate only by receptive matter [etc.].

Individuate (indivi-diw^it), v.
[f. med.L.

indlviduare or obs. F. individuer to render indi-

vidual, f. L. individu-us : cf. prec. and -ATE :t

.]

To render individual.

1. trans. To form into an individual or distinct

entity ; to give individual organization or form to,

16^6 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. i. 274 There was a

semmality and contracted Adam in the rib, which by the

information of a soule, was Individuated into Eye. 1653 H.
MORE Antid. Atk. n. ix. (1662) 66 Life being individuated
into such infinite numbers that have their distinct sense and

pleasure. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 385 That
which individuates any Society, or makes it a distinct Body
from all other Societies, is the Charter or Law upon which
it is founded. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL Sev. Star. 9 This

symbolism of language which individuates a man's private
memories.

2. To give an individual character to
; to distin-

guish from others of the same species ;
to indivi-

dualize
;
to single out.

1614 [see INDIVIDUATING below]. 1641 J. JACKSON True
Evang. T. n. 156 Circumstances individuate actions. 1661

RUST Origerfs Opin. in Phenix (1721) I. 74 Such Pecu-
liarities as individuate Peter and Paul, as to their Bodies.

1733 BERKELEY Alciphr. vii. 5 In Peter, James, and John,
you may observe in each a certain collection of Stature,

Figure, Colour, and other peculiar Properties, by which

they are known asunder, distinguished from all other Men,
and if I may so say, individuated. 1802 COURTIER Pleas.

Solit. 13 The heart, that loves its object to select, To indivi-
|

duate. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. i. (1873) in That in which
he differs and is distinguish.! from other men, is his indi-

viduality, and individuates or individualizes him.

f 3. To appropriate to an individual. Obs. rare.

1641 TRAPP Theol. Theol. 207 Neither [do they] individuate
the same to themselves. 1646 Comnt. John xx. 28 This
is true faith indeed, that individuates God, and appropriates
him to itself. 1647 Conttn. Gal. \\. 20 True faith indivi*

duateth Christ, and appropriateth him to a mans self.

Hence Indivi-dilating vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. Pref. B iv, It's thought, that^ in

the Seed are alwaies potentially seuerall indiuiduating
Qualities deriu'd from diuers of the neere Ancestors. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. iv. 323 In the separating or

individuating of these Elements. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. iv. 36. 602 Peculiar notes and properties or indi-

viduating circumstances. 1835 GRESWELL Parables V. i.

208 Other individuating marks of distinction.

Individuated (indivi-diw^'ted), ///. a. [f.

INDIVIDUATE v. or///, a. + -ED i.]

1. Rendered individual ; individualized.

1823 DEQuiNCEY-it"rt-Wks. 1860 IX. 126 The Hebrew
has scarcely any individuated words. 1862 H. SPENCER First
Princ. n. xiv. 107 (1875) 308 A simultaneous increase of
combination among such individuated portions.

f 2. = INDIVIDUATE///, a. i. Obs.

1698 NORRIS Treat. Sev. Sitbj. 37 All the Perfection be-

longing to that Individuated Nature.

Iiidividuatiou (indivrdi/fi^i'Jan). [ad. med.
L. individuation-eni) n. of action f. individua-re :

see INDIVIDUATE .]

1. The action or process of individuating or ren-
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dering individual
;
that of distinguishing as an in-

dividual, spec, in ScholasticPhilosophy, The process

leading to individual existence, as distinct from that

of the species.

Principle^ of individuation (= med. L. principntm indi-

viduationis) : the principle through which the individual
is constituted or comes into being. In Scholastic Philosophy
this was variously held to be Form (by most Realists) ;

Matter (by the Nominalists) ;
and Matter as limited in the

individual (by Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas).
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 43 The matter is the principium

of individuation, saith Thomas.. And againe, the essence is

restrained vnto one individuall thing by the matter, a 1638
TWISSE in Mede's Wks. (1672) iv. Ixxiv. 855 Natural actions

require Time and Place for the performance of them, the

unity whereof together with the unity of the subject neces-

sarily concur to the individuation of them, if I remember
aright my old Philosophy, a 1640 JACKSON Creed x. xii. 3
The root of individuation or distinction of one particular

person from another was wholly from the matter, not from the

form. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 506 Agreeable to the sense

of several considerable Philosophers and School-men.. who
contend that Individuation is from the Form onely, and
that the Matter and Suppositum is individuated from it.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub ix, Effects of so vast a difference.. as to

be the sole point of individuation between Alexander the

Great, Jack of Leyden, and Monsieur Des Cartes. 1729
BUTLER Serin. Hum. Nat. iii. Wks. 1874 II. 31 note, The
inward frame of man considered as a system or constitution :

whose several parts are united, not by a physical principle
of individuation, but by the respects they have to each
other. 1733 BERKELEY Alciphr. vn. n None but those

who had nicely examined, and cou'd themselves explain, the

Principle of Individuation in Man, or untie the Knots and
answer the Objections, which may be raised even about
Humane Personal Identity. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 175

Essence, in its primary signification, means the principle of

individuation, the inmost principle of the possibility of any
thing, as that particular thing. 1855 H. SPENCER Induct.

Biol. in. iii. 353 (L.) Schelling defines life as the tendency to

individuation. 1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iii. 92 He never

got to the idealisation, or even the individuation, of words.

f 2. Undivided character or condition ; oneness.

1654 H. L/ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 8 It cannot be denied,
but unity and individuation of perswasion in all points of

sacred truths, were to be wished between married couples.

3. The condition of being an individual; separate
and continuous existence as a single indivisible ob-

ject ; individuality, personal identity.
1642 H. MORE Song of Soul n. iii. n. xix, Fine spunne

glittering silk crumpled in one Changeth not 'ts individua-

tion From what it was, when it was gaily spread In flutter-

ing winds. 1660 Myst. Godl. vi. iv. 223 It being most
certain there is no stable Personality of a man but what is

in his Soul, (for if the Body be Essential to this numerical

Identity, a grown man has not the same individuation he
had when he was Christned). 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat^.
v. 75 We are severally conscious to our selves of the indivi-

duation and distinction of our own minds from all other.

1725 WATTS Logic I. vi. 6 What is the principle of indi-

viduation? Or what is it that makes any one thing the

same as it was some time before ?

4. An individualized condition.

1648 W. SCLATER, Jr. in W. Sclater's Malachi (1650'! Ep.
Ded., It gives them al their several natures, or distinct in-

diyiduations. 1852 A. BALLOU Spirit Manifest, i. 16 Each
spirit is an individuation of Spirit-substance, combined with
and interiorating a corresponding individuation of Matter.

5. a. Biol. The sum of the processes on which
the life of the individual depends.
1867 H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. 327. II. 409 Grouping under

the word Individuation all processes by which individual life

is completed and maintained. 1871 DARWIN Desc. Man I.

viii. 318 Mr. Herbert Spencer has shown . . that with all

organisms a ratio exists between what he calls individuation
and genesis.

b. The unification of parts or forces necessary
to constitute an individual or organic unity.
1881 MIVART 01/376 Such an animal, .is really the theatre

of some unifying power which synthesizes its varied ac-

tivities, dominates its forces, and is a principle of individua-
tion. 1889 Truth 300 Without the presence of some imma-
terial principle of individuation, our different mental acts . .

could not be united so as to constitute an act of judgment.

Inclivrduative, a. rare 1
, [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. individud-re to INDIVIDUATE + -IVE.]

Tending to individuation ; individualizing.
1862 BURTON Bk. Hunter 224 The eighteenth century

having been an age of individuative, the nineteenth neces-

sarily became an age of associative . . development.

Illdivrduator. rare, [agent-n. in L. form,
from med.L. individua-re to INDIVIDUATE.] One
who or that which individuates.

1643 DIGBV Observ. Browne's Relig. Med. (1650) 52 He is

composed of the same Individual Matter; for it hath the
same Distinguisher and Individuator, to wit, the same Forme
or Soul.

t Indivi-duify, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. L. A~-

vidu-iis (see INDIVIDDUM) + -FV.] trans. To mark
out as a separate individual ; to individualize.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies i. (1662) if>

The Statute of Addi-

tions, was made in the first of King Henry the fifth, to

Individuine (as I may say) and separate persons from those
of the same name.

t Indivi-duism. Obs. rare
~

'. [f. L. indi-

vidu-us (see INDIVIDUUM) + -ISM.] Individuality.
1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 404 Knowing no reason why a

state of individuism should not prevail.

t Individu'ity. Obs. [ad. med.L. indimdui-
tat-em individuality, f. L. individu-us (see next) ;

cf. F. individual (i6-i7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The quality or character of being indivisible.

INDIVISIBILITY.

1611 COTCR., IndMduitf, indiuiduitie, inseperablenesse.

1631 I. L. Womens Rights 63 The consummation and in-

diuiduitie of marriage. 1693 LD. PRESTON Boeth. iv. 103
The further it departs from the middle Individuity of the

Point, so much the more Space it doth fill.

2. The quality of being individually owned.

1605 DANIEL Queen's Arcadia Wks. (1717) 182 No Tenures,
but a customary Hold. .Common, without Individuity

3. The quality that constitutes an individual,

whether as distinct from other individuals, or as

continuously identical with itself.

1650 FULLER Pisgalt II. ill. vi. 422 Gods unintermitted ser-

vice, .preserving the individuity, or oneness of this Temple
with the former. 1656 tr. Hoboes' Elem. P/iilos. Wks. 1839
I. 135 Some place individuity in the unity of matter ; others

in the unity of form ; and one says it consists in the unity
of the aggregate of all the accidents together.

t Indivi'duous, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. indivi-

du-us not divided, indivisible + -ous : see INDI-

VIDUUM.] Of undivided nature
;
indivisible.

1642 H. MORE Song of'Soul II. iii. n. xxv, That thing is

individuous, Whatever can into it self reflect, Such is the

soul as hath been prov'd by us Before. 1647 Ibid. in. App.
Ixxxv, But I elsewhere, I think, do gainly prove That souls

of beasts, by reasons nothing scant, Be individuous. Ibid.

Ixxxvi, But if mens souls be individuous, How can they
ought from their own substance shed ?

II Iiidividuuni (indivrdiH|m). PI. -a, -urns.

[L. individittim an indivisible particle, an atom, in

med.L., an individual, esp. a member of a species ;

subst. use of neut. sing, of individuus undivided,

indivisible, inseparable, f. in- (In- 3) + dividuus

divisible, DIVIDUOUS, f. divide
1

to divide. Treated

as a Latin word in senses 1-2 ;
but in 3 as natura-

lized, with pi. -urns.]
1. That which cannot be divided ; the indivisible ;

an indivisible entity.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie I. ii. 177 Almighty men, that

can tbeir maker make, And force his sacred bodie . . to be

vidwm, that which cannot bee diuided. 1734 SHERLOCK
Disc. (1764) I. 203 The Learned made the Soul alone to be

the perfect Individuum.

t b. An atom. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Individuum, one singular thing ;

that which cannot be divided, a body inseparable, a Moat.

1706 PHILLIPS, An Individual or ItufivUviim. (in Philos.) a

_Body
or Particle so small that it cannot be divided, which

is otherwise call'd an A tome.

2. Logic. A member of a species ;
= INDIVIDUAL

sb. i b.

Individwim vagvin : something indicated as an indi-

vidual, without specific identification.

1555 RIDLEY Lord's Supper Wks. (Parker Soc.) 24 And
therefore he [Duns] calleth this pronoun demonstrative 'this

1

,

indiiridu-uiti vagum, that is, a wandering proper name. 1610

D. CARLETON in Crt. ff Times y<is. I (1848) I. 124 When we
ask the question,

' Why this objection may not as well hold

in every private bill of this kind?' they answer that, 'in-

dividua, by name, do no hurt to the general '. 1653 GAULE
Magastrom. 230 In the forehead of the image let be written

the name of the species, or individuum, which the image
represents. 1727 POPE Mew. M. Scriblertts I. vii. Wks.

1751 VI. i3i From particular propositions nothing can be

concluded, because the Indimdua vaga are. .barren.

3. An individual person or thing; = INDIVIDUAL
sb. 2, 3.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 843 That so each Kinde

may last immortally, Though th' Indiuiduvm pass succes-

sively. 1618 M. BARET Horsemanship i. 98 In horses,

though there be many differences of the iitdiuidunms . .yet
the expert Horseman . . can reforme their rebellion. 1646

J. HALL Poems i. 23 Why would she choose her Priests to

be Such ludividntims as ye ? Such Insecta's ? 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 253/2 A continual succession of many
individuums of the same species. 1659 Bp. WALTON Consid.

Considered in Todd Klein. II. 80 Is not a man the same in-

dividuum, when his hair is cut or his nails pared, that he

was before? 1745 E\KT.v.DonQuix. II. vi. v. 306 Hehadthe
misfortune to appear in my Eyes the most horrid Indivi-

duum of human Race.

t Iiidivi'liable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Not
divinable

; incapable of being divined.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne III. ii, There are secret and in-

divinable parts in the objects men doe handle.

t Iiidivi'ne, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3J Not divine
;

unholy.
1603 J. DAVIES Microcosm. (1876) 57 (D.) His brother

Clarence . . He did rebaptize in a butt of wine . . A Turkish

providence most indivine.

t Indivi'uity. Obs. rare. [IN-
3

: cf. mod.F.

indivini/t!.'] Want of divinity, absence of divine

character.

him . . received no higher answer, then the excuse of his

impotency upon the contradiction of fate.

tlndivi'se, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. ittdims-

us undivided, {.in- (Is-3) + divisus divided, DIVISE.]
Undivided.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 255 Those things, whose essen-

tial notion is indivise and inseparable, such are most one

and simple.

Indivisibility (indivizibi-liti). [f. next : see

-ITY. Cf. F. inJMtmSU(l6l6 in Godef.), It. in-

divisibilita.] The quality or condition of being
indivisible.
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INDIVISIBLE.

1647 H MORB Song of Sonl\\. ii. in. xix, Now shall the !

indivUibilitie Of the >ouU -- an argument. 166*

STILLINGFU Orig, Sacr. ML ii. 15 The solidity and indivi-

sibility of these angled Atom*. 1775 OF. LOI.MF Etig. Const.

n. xvii. (17841 256 The solidity and indivisibility of the i

power of the crown. 1878 MOHI.FV Condortet 63 Conspiring
'

against the unity and indivisibility of the
Republic.

indivisible (indivrzTb'l),#.and so. Also 4-6
with y for i ; (7-9 trron. -able, 8 -viseable). [ad.
late I-. indwi$ibilit t

f. in~ (lN-3) + dtvTsibilis DI-

VISIBLE. Cf. F. indivisible (r 3-1 4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).]
A. adj. Not divisible; incapable of being divided

(actually, or in thought) ; incapable of being dis-

tributed among a number
; \ incapable of being

separated or detached, inseparable {obs.\
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 197 Ech bing bat God

,

contyimeb is maad of partis indyvysible. 15*6 PHgr. Per/. I

t\V. de \V. 1531* 100 Fayth is a supernaturall lyght, & ther- i

fore it is indiuysyble. 1553 GARDINER True Obed. 43 (K.) .

[In] all thynges which he created, spake, or did, he was
alwaies, together with the HolyGhost,lhe indivisible worker,
(one substaunce of the three persons in dminitie.) 1638 K.

Ji'Nius Paint, of Ancients 164 They carried him every
j

where along as an indivisible companion. 1651 HOBBES Govt,

ff Soc. ix. 1. 135 Dominion (that is) supreme power is indi*

visible, insomuch as no man can serve two Masters. 1656
tr. Howes' Elein. Philos. Wks. 1839 I. 313 Besides, equality
and inequality are found out often by the division of the two
quantities into parts which are considered as indi visable ; ;

asCavallerius Bonaventura has done in our time, and Archi- ,

mede* often. 1694 SOUTH Twelve Srrtn. III. 304 Who can
j

resolve . . the Difficulties about the Composition of a con-
j

tinned Quantity, as whether it is Compounded of Parts
!

Divisible or Indivisible ? a 1711 KEN Hymns Festiv, Poet. !

Wks. 1721 I. 218 A thousand Years is but one Day In God's
Indivisible Ray. 1837-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. in. iii. 86 The ;

consciousness of a self within, a percipient indivisible Ego.
1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. C/unt. (ed. 3) 21 According to the

!

atomic hypothesis . . matter is composed of certain minute, ,

indivisible particles, or atoms ; and consequently cannot be
divided infinitely. 1870 Daily News n Nov., M. Gent ..

calls on the Marseillais in the name of the Republic one
and indivisible, to carry on the war without truce or mercy.

B. sb. That which is indivisible
;
an infinitely

small particle or quantity.
Method of indivisibles : a method of calculating areas,

volumes, etc. based on the conception of indivisibles, pub-
lished by Bonaventura Cavalier! in 1635. (Cf. quot. 1656
in A.)

1644 DiGBvJ/aw'f.Vo/f 164 s) i4'> One instant or indivisible
of time. 1647 H. MORE Philos. Poems 376 If quantity con-
sists of Indivisibles or Atoms. 163,6 HOBBES 6 Less. Wks.
1845 VII. 301 The method of indivisibles, invented by Bona-
ventura. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. 7 The very Atoms
and their reputed Indivisibles and least realities of Matter.

17*1 BAILEY, Indivisibles, (in Geometry), are such Elements
or Principles, as any Body or Figure, may be supposed to
be ultimately resolved into. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III.

in. viii. 1 1. 400 Galileo trod in the steps of Kepler, and . .

became conversant with indivisibles.

Hence Indivi sibleuess, indivisibility.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUK Devout Ess. i. ii. a. 19 In which

the intire Trinity doth reside, the Son of God in Person,
the Holy Ghost or Spirit of God by Character and impres-
sion, and consequently God the Father by the indivisible-
ness of his essence from their presences. 1682 H. MORE
Annot. Glanviirs Lux O. 220 We will conclude with Mr.
Baxter's Conceit of the Indivisibleness of a Spirit.

Indivisibly (indivi-zibli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2.] In an indivisible manner; inseparably; in

a manner not admitting of division.

1551 HULOET, Indiuisiblye,
indittidne. 1598 B \RCKLEY

Felic, Man vi. (1603) 611 Christian charitie which is indi-
visiblie joyned with true religion . /iiyn KEN Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 21 The Infinite is ne'er confin'd to Place,
Indivisibly fills all real Space. 1849 DK QCINCF.V Eng. Mail-
coach \\. Wks. 1890 XIII. 301 Light does not tread upon
the steps of light more Indivisibly. *88a FARRAR Early C/tr.

II. 352 The Divine became Human, and dwelt in our Hu-
manity indivisibly,

Indivision (indivrgan). [ad. late L. indfvt-

sion-em (Boethius) : see IN- 3 and DIVISION
;

cf. F.
indivision (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Absence of
division ; undivided condition.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 410 The body of Christ in

heauen, is not ioyned to the sacramental! body, by continua-
!

tion or indiuision. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real /'res. 326 Bel-
j

lartnine .. sayes there is a double indivision or unity of

being : an intrinsecal and an extrinsecal, a local, and an !

essential. 1875 MAISK Hist. Inst. vii. 104 The land had
;

remained jn a stale of indivision during several generations.

tIndivi*sive,<T. Obs. rare. [lN-3.] Indivisible. ,

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Rclig. (1850) I. 162 Its [the Soul's]
immortal and indivisive nature.

> Indivn Ision. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN-

3
;

cf. L.
indivulsus not torn asunder (Macrobius).] Ab-
sence of separation ; unsevered condition.

(i 1638 MEDE Wkt. (1672) i. xxxvi. 193 The Water ascends
upward, the Aire downward, against nature, to maintain
the connexion and indivulsion ofthe parts of the world.

i Indivu Isive, . Obs. rare- . [!N-.] Char-
acterized by not tearing or being torn asunder.
Hence I Indivrvlsively adv., inseparably.
1678 CUDWOBTH tntell. Sytt. i. iv. | 36. 566 The .. highest
1Mb. .are so near a kin to that Highest Good of all that

they do naturally and indivulsively cleave to the same.

fl-ndling, a. Sc. var. of EVNDLINO, jealous.
1600 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 355 God, who was

j

holy, angry and indling.

Indo- '
(i'ndo), combining form of Gr. 'IK!US,

L. Indus (cf. Gr. 'Ivto-ameia Scythia of the

INDO-EUROPEAN.

Indies, Indian Scythia), employed in modem com-

pounds, in which it qualities another word, sub-

stantive or adjective, or denotes the combination
of Indian with some other characteristic (chiefly

ethnological) ;
as Indo-Aryavi, Aryan of or in

India, or modified by native Indian characters
;

so Judo-British, - Briton
, -English, -heathenish,

-hitman, -Mohammedan
',

-Portuguese \ Indo
Celtic, a term used by some for Jndo-Germanie
and Indo-European, emphasizing the position of

Celtic as the most western member ofthe linguistic

family ; Indo-Chinese, belonging to Further

India, or the region between India and China,
sometimes called Indo-China; Indo-Egyptian,
Greek, Egyptian or Greek influenced by Indian ;

Indo-Spanish, Spanish modified by (American)
Indian; Indo-Teutonio (ra) iNDO-GERMANic.
See also INDO-EUROPKAN, -GKRMANJC.
1850 H. TORRENS in JrttJ, Asiat. Soc. Bengal i In the

*Indo-Arian researches, we see the suggestion and first dis-

covery with Prinsep. 1881 Athensfnm 9 Apr. 494/3 A new
work .. on the history, language, literature, customs, dress,

&c., of the early Indo-Aryans. Ibid. 23 Apr. 553/3 The
largest section of the population is the Kho, a high Indo-

Aryan type. 1831 J. GOLDINGHAM in Southey Life Andrew
Bfll (1844) III. 697 Some of the most respectable

y lndo-
Hritons. 1862 REVERIDGE Hist. India III. vui. iv. 394 An
Indo-Briton of the name of Campbell. 1884

*
I ndo-Celtic [sec

INDO-EUROPEAN i). 1886 O. Rev. Jan. 211 The name * Indo-
China was an invention of that versatile and fiery spirit John
Leyden. 1898 Westm, Gaz. 29 June 3/2 Such an end of
the . . Siamese problem will be regretted by few who under-
stand the inner track of affairs in the Indo-China peninsula.
1842 PRICHARO Nat. Hist. Man xxiii. (1845) 240 Others

approximate to the "Indo-Chinese form. 1861
J.

G. SHFP-
PARD Fall Rome xii. 675 He indicates an original source

purely Greek, another Indo-Greek, another Indo-Egyptian.
1837 SIR G. C. LEWIS Lett. (1870) 73 The history of *Indo-

English Administration. 1887 SKEAT Princ. Eng. Etym. L
84 The Indo-English family of languages. 1886 W. J.

TUCKER E. Europe 341 The second [hymn] . . can easily Be
traced to its Indo-heathenish source. 1845 DARWIN I'oy.
Nat. xvi. (1873) 371 Within the Mndo-human period. 1864
N. %Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 142/2 Mndo-Mahomedan folk-lore. 1886
YULE & BURNELL liobson-Jobson Introd. 24 The *Indn-

Portuguese Patois. Ibid., The Indo- Portuguese New Testa-
ment. 1891 Times 8 Jan. 9/2 In Paraguay [etc.].. the ma*s
of the population is "fndo-Spanish. 1855 MILMAN Lat.<*hr.
xiv. vii. VI. 527

* Indo-Teutonic languages.
>*. them. Before a vowel ind-. [f. Gr.

f, L. Indus, as root of indicum, INDIGO.] A
formative of names of various compound bodies
related to indigo, or belonging to the INDOLE

group : see INDOGEN, IN-DONE, INDOPHANE, IN-

DOXYL, etc.

t Indoce, var, of ENDOSS v. Obs.
y
to endorse.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxvjii. 7 Cbryst with his blud our
ransoms dois indoce. Ibid. xlii. 103 Matremony.. The baud
of freindschip lies indost, Betuix Rewty and the presoneir.

1 Indocibility. Obs. [f. next + -ITT.] In-

capability of being taught ; unteachableness.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 21 Making a man with
an Asses head to signifie impudency, shamelessness, and
indocibility. 1837-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. (1847) H. 486
A different fault is indocibility, or difficulty of being taught.

t Indo'Cible, a. Obs. [ad. late L. indocibilis^
or f. IN- 3 + DOCIBLE.] Incapable of being taught
or instructed ; unteachable. Also indodble of.

1555 EDEN Decades i"Arb.) 52 Be not indocible lyke
Tygers and dragons. 1666 SANCROFT Le.v Ignea 10 Our in-

docible and unteachable Humor. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 142 It renders him indocibte of that most useful

science of ignorance.
Hence f Xudo'cibleness.

1647 J ERt TAYLOR Lib. Proph. ii. 25 Out of pevishnesse
and indociblenesse of

disposition. 1678-9 FOULKES Alarm
& inn. 31 The ignorance or mdocibleness ofsome of the People.

Indocile (indim'sail, -dp-sil), a. [a. F. indocile

(igth c.), or ad. L. indocilis^ f. in- (!N-
3
) + docilis

DOCILE.] Unwilling or unapt to be taught ;
not

readily submitting to instruction or guidance; in-

tractable.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xx. (1632) 4-5 Men have reason
to checke the indocile libertie of this member. 1692
BRNTI.EY Boyle Lett. 13 Indocil intractable fools, whose
stolidity can baffle all arguments, and be proof against
demonstration it self. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 15 He
had been indocile and restive to the pedant who held the
office of his tutor. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond n. i, We are
indocile to put up with grief, however. 1884 RUSKIN Pleas,

Eng. 20 The Lombards, .were sternly indocile.

Hence Indo cileness. indocility (Bailey 1727).

Indocility (indosi-liti). [f. prec. + -ITY ; perh.
after F. indocility (i6th c.) or L. indoeilitas.]
Indocile character or nature ; intractableness, un-
ruliness.

1648 W. MOUKTAGUE Devout Ess. i. Pref. aivb, For
Humane Nature., is well charactered in the stiffness and in-

docility of the Pharisees, a 1656 Br. HALL St. Pattfs
Cotnbat

(T.) t To have left us in their miserable darkness
and indocility. 1785 J. ADAMS li'ks. (1854) IX. 537 Ireland,
I think, stands between us and evil. Her indocility may
have changed the plans of the cabinet. 1873 HAMF.RTON
Intell. Life it. ii. (1875^ 54 Many of us .. were remarkable
for our indocility in boyhood.
t Indock, v. Obs. nonte-wd. To put in dock.

to dock : in quot.^f. (in pa. pple.) Intently fixed,
* anchored '.

Tomi6(t Corynt's ( 'rttdities Panegyr. Verses h ij, Nimble T
..Whose minde on trauels still mdockt Kates Obseruati.

by the eyes, Hath spu'd a booke of Crudities, Which Vul-
cans forge will not concoct.

tlndo*ct, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. indoct-us :

cf. Doer.] Untaught, not learned.

1677 T. HARVEY Owetfs Epigr. (N.), Sick stomachs much
receive, not much concoct ; Sothou know'st much, I know,
yet art indoct.

Indoctrinate (indfktrin^t), v. Also 7, 9
en-,

[f.
L. type *indoctnnarC) *itraf- (see Doc-

TBINATE), prob. used in med. or mod.L. : cf. It.

indottrinare (Florio), Pr. cndoetrinar
t
F. endoc-

triner (i2th c. in Littre").]
1. trans. To imbue with learning, to teach.
1616 JACKSON Crecd\\\\. xii. 6 This will not indoctrinate

him to know the extremities ofthe stone so perfectly as his

meanest patient doth. 1652 62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. 11682)
128 They are altogether unlearned, even the Priests meanly
indoctrinated. 1677 f'*w/.

I'enice 144 Young Gentlemen,
who .. are received into the Colledg to be indoctrinated.
i8ao SCOTT Monast. xix, It shall be my part so 10 indoc-
trinate him, as to convince him what is due . to your lord-

ship. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxv. 513 No pains what-
ever are taken to indoctrinate the adults of the tribe.

b. To instruct in a subject, principle, etc.

1656 H. MORE Enthm. 7V/. 21 Manes . . left a sect
In-hind him indoctrinated in all licentious and filthy

principles.
01661 FULLER ll'frthies (1840) II. 312 The

lord treasurer Burleigh.. was indoctrinated by a cobbler in

the true tanning of leather. 1858 SEARS Athati. in. v. 291
His mind had become thoroughly indoctrinated in the tenets
of his sect. 1876 C. GEIKIR Christ xxxv. (1879' 417 He
rather trained their spiritual character than indoctrinated
them in systematic theology.

c. To imbue with a doctrine, idea, or opinion.
183* Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 138 The little town having

long before been handsomely enaoctrinated with philosophy
..and the solemn and sworn belief that every Frenchman.,
was perfectly competent to judge of politics. 1861 M.
ARNOLD Pop. Ednc. France 59 Fully indoctrinated with a
sense of the magnitude of their office. 1874 CARPENTER
AferiL Phys. \. iii. (1879) 130 It has been the writer's object
. .to indoctrinate the Reader with that idea [etc.].

d. To bring into a knowledge of something.
1841-4 EMI RSO\ Ess.

t Spir. Laws wks. (Bohn) I. 62 If a
teacher have any opinion which he wishes to conceal, his

pupils will become as fully indoctrinated into that as into

any which he publishes. 1862 GOULBURN Prrs. Relig. 274
May He indoctrinate us into it.

2. To teach, inculcate (a subject, etc.). rare.

1800 T. GREEN Extracts (1810) 209 The Adventures of St.

Leon . . do not indoctrinate the unsatisfactory nature of
boundless opulence and immortal youth. 1868 M. PATTISON
Academ. Org. v. 308 The philosophical sciences can only be
indoctrinated by a master.

Hence Indoctrinated///, a. ; Indoctrinating
z 1/'/. sb. and ///. a.

1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. i, To expresse his indoctrinat-

ing power in what sort him best seem'd. 1644 Ednc.

(1780) 183 Then will be required a special) reinforcement of
constant and sound endoctrinating to set them right and
firm. 1870 ANDERSON Missions Anter. Bd. IV. xlv. 471
Churches, .each with its indoctrinated native pastor.

Indoctrination (ind^ktrin^'Jan). [n. of ac-

tion from prec.] Instruction
;
formal teaching.

1646 SIR T. KKOWNE Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 25 Postulates, very
nccommodable unto Junior indoctrinations. 1668 H. MORE
Div. Dial. iv. ix. (1713' 39 His Indoctrinations touching
the Centre of the Soul in the Heart. 1842; 'fnit's Mag.
IX. 751 A science to be understood by the indoctrination
of the understanding. 1865 M. PATTISON Serm, 123 The
positivist knows of no other education than indoctrination.

Iiido Ctrinator. rare, fagent-n. in L. form
from INDOCTRINATE : see -OR.] One who indoc-

trinates. In recent Diets.

t Ind.0'ctrine, v. Obs. Also 5-7 en-. [ME.
cndoctrint) a. OF. cndoctrine-r (i2th c. in Littre),
f. en- = L. /;/- + doctrine, parallel to Pr. endoctrinart

It. indottrinare, L. type *indoctrinare
;
the prefix

at length conformed' to Latin type: sec IN- 2
.]

trans. To teach, instruct ;
= INDOCTRINATE.

a. 41450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 112 For to norisshe

orphelyns and for to endoctrine hem in vertu and science.

1483 CAXTON Cato A v b, To teche and endoctryne hyr all

good conditions, a 1533 Ln. BERNERS Gold. Jlk. M. Anrel.

(1546) Eeiijb, Oide wyse men ought to endoctrine the

yonge people. 1633 J- DONE Hitt. Septnagint a This
Ptolomeus Philadelphus was endoctrined in the Science of

good letters by Strabo.

ft. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. 28 Sayeng she wolde in her

goodly scyence In short space me so well indpctryne. 1549

Compl. Scot. To Rdr. 14 To disput ande tyl indoctryne the

maneir of the veyris ande of the batellis. 1624 GEE^/VW/
out of Snare v. 29 It plaseth God. .to indoctrine the inno-

cent, to refute the insolent, iSao SCOTT Monast. xiv, That
all-to-be-unparalleled volume .. which indoctrines the rude
in civility.

Indo'ctrinize, v. rare. [f. indoctrim or in-

doctrinate + -IZE; cf. DOCTEINIZE.] trans. =

INDOCTRINATE i. Hence Indo^ctrinia-tion.
1861 THORNBUHY T*nur (1862* I. 19 Turner .. there

received . . both health and learning being at once

oxygenized and indoctrinized. 1887 Artf Princeton Rrt:

Jan. 32 All that remains for specific indoctrinization may
easily be left to the Sabbath-schools and the churches.

I:ndo-Europe'an, a. and sb. [f. INDO- * +

EUROPEAN.]
A. adj. Common to India and Europe; applied

to the great family or class of cognate languages

(also called INDO-GERMANIC and ARYAN, q.v.)



INDOG^AN.

spoken over the greater part of Europe and ex-

tending into Asia as far as northern India, and to

the race or its divisions characterized by the use of

one or other of these languages.
The earliest name for this family of languages, and, both

from priority of date and superior fitness of expression,

having greater claims than luoo-GEKMANIc.

1814 [DR. T. YOUNG] in Q. Rat. X. 255 (AJtlxitgs Mi-

ttiridatts) Another ancient and extensive class of languages,
united by a greater number of resemblances than can well

be altogether accidental, may be denominated the Imlo

european, comprehending the Indian, the West Asiatic,

and almost all the European languages. Itid. 256 Classes

and Families . . II. Indoeuropean : Sanscrit, Median, Ara-

bian, Greek, German, Celtic, Latin, Cantabrian, Sclavic.

1815 [DR. T. D. WHITAKER] Itid. XIV. 97 (Hermes Scytki-

CHS) Of the five classes which we denominated Monosyl-
labic, Indoeuropean, Tataric, African, and American, the

first two only are to be considered as constituted ac-

cording to correct philological principles. 1826 PKICHAKU

PAj/s. Hist. Mankind v. i. 491 By some the term of Indo-

European, by others that of Indp-German dialects, has

been applied to the whole class of idioms which are found

to be thus allied. The former of these terms is pre-

ferable to the latter, and indeed to any other, as being the

most general. 1831 Eastern. Origin Celtic Nat. 20

Adelung and Murray have regarded the Celtic as a branch
of the Indo-European stock. 1841 LATHAM Eng. Long. i.

3 That the Celtic languages were Indo-European has lately

been demonstrated by Dr. Prichard. 1871 MOKKIS Hist.

Oatl. Eng. Accid. (1873) 6 The Indo-European family com-

prehends nearly all the languages of Europe, and all those

Indian dialects which have sprung from the old Hindu

language (Sanskrit). 1877 PAPILLON Man. Compar. Philol.

(ed. 2) 12 The original home of the Indo-European or

Aryan nations, [bid., The position of an Indo-European
people. 1884 RHYS Celtic Britain i The great group of

nations which has been variously called Aryan, Indo-

European, Indo-Germanic, Indo-Celtic, and Japhetic.

b. Pertaining or belonging to the Indo-European

family of languages or peoples, as Indo-Eiiropean

root, philology, culture, etc.

B. sb. 1. A member of the Indo-European race ;

an Aryan.
1871 MORRJS Hist. Outl. Eng. Afcitl. 10 The language

of the primitive Indo-Europeans had its local varieties or

dialects.

2. An Indianized European, rare.

1825 HEBER Jrnl. (18281 II. 343 One of these Indo-

Europeans is an old Colonel, of French extraction, but com-

pletely Indian in colour, dress, language, and ideas.

Illdogsean (indadjz'an, -gran), a. [f. mod.L.

fndogiea, f. INDO- 1
-t- Gr. yata the earth + -A>".]

Of or pertaining to IiiJogxa, the zoological region

(also called Indian} comprising India, China, the

Eastern Peninsula, and the Indo-malayan archi-

pelago, as far as Wallace's line.

1885 GILL in Proc, Biol. Sac. Washington II. 17 We see

reason for admitting nine primary divisions of the earth's

inland surface characterised by major associations ofanimals.

. .(3^ The Indogaean. Ibid. 19 The Indogaean realm. 1899
W. L. & P. L. SCLATER Geog. Mammals.

Indogen (i'ndodgen). Chem. [f. INDO- 2 +

-GEN i
.]

A name for the group C6H4/ -^^
\C=

the double molecule of which (di-indogen) consti-

tutes indigo-blue. Hence Iiuloge'iiic a. in /. acid

Indoxylic acid. Indo'genide, a compound of

indogen with another radical, as indogtnide of ben-

soic aldehyde, or of pyruric acid. Indigo-blue is

the indogenide of pseudo-isatin, or di-indogen.
1886 Syd. Sue. Lex., Indogen. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR

Diet. Cheat. III. 7 Indoxyl forms condensation products,
called indogenides, with bodies containing a CO group.

I'nclo-Ge'rnian, a. rare. =next.
1826 [see INDO-EUROPEAN a.] 1847 PRICHARD Rep. Brit.

Assoc. 241 The Indo-European, sometimes termed Indo-

German, and, by late writers, Arian or Iranian languages.
1880 EAKLE Pliilol. Eng. Tongue 262 These forms are an

indelible feature of all Indo-German tongues.

I:ndo-Gernia'uic, a.
[f.

INDO- i + GERMANIC,
ad. Ger. indogerma>iisck.~\

= INDO-EUROPEAN a.,

ARYAN a.

(

l Indo-Germanic
'

is a term of later introduction than
'

Indo-European', and of German origin, appearing first, so

far as yet traced (see Gustav Meyer in Indoger. Forschungfn

'of

xpression tused by_
him in an earlier work)

* die gr
Indisch-Medisch-Sclavisch-Germanische Volkerkette, die

vom Ganges bis zu den Britannischen Inseln reicht ', naming
the two extreme members of the ethnological

' chain '. When
Celtic was shown to be a still more extreme member of the

same series,
'

mdogermanisch
'

lost its appropriateness, and
some scholars tried to substitute indokettisch^

'
Indo-Celtic ',

in Fr. tndo-celtique, while others, as Bopp in his Ver^

gleichende Grammatik) gave preference to the more com-

prehensive i>idoenropdisch, the equivalents to which, INDO-

EUROPEAN, indo*europeeU) were also favoured in Great
Britain and France. But the employment of

'

indoger-
manisch

'

on the title-page of Pott's Etymologische Forsch-

ungen auf dem Gebiete der indogermanischen Sprachen

(1833-36) popularized this term in Germany, whence_under
the influence of German textbooks, or of teachers trained in

Germany, it has come into English use, and is now probably
more used than *

Indo-European
1

.)

1835 [DR. ROSEN] in Q. Jrnl. Educ. Apr. 332 (Review of
Pott\ The family of the Indo-Germanic languages may,
according to Mr. Pott, be divided into five branches. 1839

Penny Cyd. XIII. 308/2 The following table taken from
Pott's Etymologisclie Forschungen contains a list of the

principal transformations of letters in some of the Indo-

-IX.]
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Germanic languages. 1848 LAI HAM Eng. Lang. led. a) iv.

31 Until the Celtic was shown by Dr. Prichard to have
the same affinities with the Latin, Greek, .. Sanskrit, and
Zend, as those tongues had with each other, the class In

question was called Indo-Germanic ; since, up to that time,
the Germanic languages had formed its western limit. 1866

Corn/i. Mag. Nov. 631 The highest forms of Indo-Germanic
culture. 1877 PAIMLLON Alan. Compar. Pliilol. (ed. 2) 10
The name Indo-Germanic, employed by many German
scholars, is hardly comprehensive enough of the European
branch of the family.
Hence I mlo-Ge-rmaiiist, a student of Indo-Ger-

manic philology.
1889 MAYHEW in Academy 17 Aug. 104/3, I hardly think

that any Indo-Germanist would be found at the present
day to favour such an hypothesis. 1896 LLOYD Ibid.

7 Mar. 203/1 A PlionetIk for Indogermanists.

f Indo'gged, a. Obs. rare~. [f.
IN- 2 +

1611 FLOKIO, Incanito^ indogged, become currish.

[Indoice, error for INDOKE z/.]

Indoin (rnd0|in). Chem. [f.
INDO- S

A blue dye-stuff, C 3:i
H 20N4O5 ,

related to indigo.
1884 in Casseirs EncycL Diet. 1890 MOKLEY & MUI

Diet. Chem. II. 760/2.

t Tndois. Obs. rare. In 4-5 yndoys. [a. OF.
Indois-. cf. GREGOIS.] a. The language of India.

b. //. Indians.
a. 1400-50 Alexander 5009 pe son-tre .. Entris in with

yndoyes, & endis in Greke. Ibid. 5072 J?is titill was of twa

tongis tone out & grauen, Of Ebru & of yndoys. c 1400 tr.

St'creta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 83 Aftyr be ordre and pe
craft ofgregeys, of yndoys, & of hem of Perse.

Indole (i
p

nd<?"l), sb. Chem. Also (improp.) indol.

[f. IND(O- - + -OLE, from L. oleum oil. (Not -<?/,

as indole has not the structure of an alcohol.)] A
crystallizable substance (C^H7N), called also ketole,

formed in large shining colourless laminae, having
a peculiar but not very powerful odour ; it is ob-

tained artificially by reduction of indigo-blue, and
occurs in small quantities in human excrement.

The pi. indoles is applied to alkylated derivatives

of indole.

[ndolc groitp^ a name for the group including indole,

isatin, indigo, and related compounds and derivatives.

1869 ROSCOE C/u'tfi. 390 Indol is a crystalline substance
which forms the starting-point ofthe indigo series. 1872WATTS
Diet. C/teni. VI. 733 Indol, CsHyN .. may be regarded
as the nucleusof the indigo-group. 1881 Ibid. 3rd Suppl. if,

1089 The clear ethereal solution leaves on distillation a
reddish oil with the characteristic smell of indole. 1886

Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v., Indol , . when fused with potash forms

aniline, and when in solution forms with ozone indigo-blue.

1892 MOKLEY & MUIK Diet. C/ttw., Indole.

t Indole, a. Obs. rare- [ad. med.L. in-

dol-us, f. in- (!N- 3) + dolus guile.] Guileless.

1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 126 His gongest sone beniemyn vas
indole and innocent.

Indolence (Tnd^lens). [a. F. indolence (i6th

c.), or directly ad. L. indolentia freedom from pain,

insensibility (Cicero), n. of quality f, in- (Ix- 3) +
dolent-ent t pres. pple. of dolere to be pained.]

f*l. Insensibility or indifference to pain; want of

feeling. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plittarcfcs Mor. 69 Clemencie and Mild-

nesse, [they say it is the meane] betweene senselesse Indo-
lence and Crueltie. 1706 [see INDOLENCY i]. 1723 Pres.

State Russia I. 153 A Russian values neither Life nor

Death, and undergoes capital Punishment with unparalleled
Indolence.

f2. Freedom from pain ;
a state of rest or ease,

in which neither pain nor pleasure is felt. Obs.

1656 STANLEY Hist. P/tilos. iv. (1701) 135/1 Indolence,
which Epicurus held, they esteem not pleasure, nor want
of pleasure, .for Indolence is like the state of a sleeping
Man. 1702 S. PARKER tr. Cicero's De Finibns ii. 56

D'you know, said I, what Hieronymus Rhpdius has allotted

for the Summum Bonitntt I know, said Torquatus, he
resolves it into Nihil dolere^ Mere Indolence. 1713 BERKE-
LEY Hylas $ Pkil. i. Wks. 1871 I. 269, I could rather call

it an indolence. It seems to be nothing more than a priva-
tion of both pain and pleasure. 1731 EARL ORRERY Re-
marks Swift (1752) 113 That tranquility of mind, and
indolence of body which he made his chief ends.

b. Path. Absence of pain (in a tumour: cf. IN-

DOLENT i).

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Obs. Surg. (1771) 219 The Pain or In-

dolence of the Tumour indicates the Quality of the Contents.

3. The disposition to avoid trouble ; love of ease ;

laziness, slothfulness, sluggishness.
1710 STEELE Tatler No. 132 p i Heavy honest Men, with

whom I have passed many Hours with much Indolence.

178^ JOHNSON Let, to Langton 12 July, That voluntary
debility which modern language is content to term in-

dolence. 1816 SCOTT Fain. Lett. 14 Nov. (1894) I. xii.

1. 23 Passing his days in indolence and indulge

1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach, iii. 63 Some men fail as

preachers through intellectual indolence.

tl'ndolency. Obs. [ad. L. indolentia\ see

prec. and -ENCY.]
1. = INDOLENCE i.

[1577 tr. Bullingcr's Decades (1592) 301 The vnsauerie

opinion of the Stoickes, touching their Indolentia or lacke

of greefe.] 1623 DONNE Serrtt. xvi. 159 He wept not

inordinately, but he came nearer Excesse then Indolency.
1662 H. MORE EtttAns. Tri. 42 That affected, and not

altogether unattainable power of Indolency amongst the

Heathen. 1706 PHILLIPS, Indolence, or Indolcncyt a being
insensible of Pain or Grief.

INDOMITABLE.

2. = INDOLENCE 2.

1603 FLORID Montaigne u. xii. (1632) 275 The sect of

Philosophic, that hath most preferred sensualuie, hath also

placed the same but to indolencie or unfeeling of paine.
1689 POPPLE tr. Locke's isf Let. Toleration 6 Civil Interests
I call Life, Liberty, Health, and Indolency of Body. 1690
LOCKE Hunt. Und. n. xx. 10 Despair . . sometime pro-
ducing uneasiness or pain sometimes rest and indolency.
3. = INDOLENCE 3.

1741 MIDULKTON Cicero I. i. 48 The indolency of his

ancestors.

Indolent (rndtflent), a. (j.) [ad. late L. in-

dolent-em (Jerome :

* dicamus a-nrj\yrjKOTts indo-

lentes sive indolorios ') ,
f. in- (Is- 3

) + dolens griev-

ing, DOLENT. Cf. F. indolent (i6-i;th c.).]
1. Path. Causing no pain, painless; esp.inftiMe/tf

tumour^ ulcer,

1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. P/tilos. u. L 25 Curing
of cancers . . by the outward application of an indolent

powder. 1713 R. RUSSELL in Phil. Traits. XXVIII. 277
An Indolent Tumour in her Breast. 1783 POTT Chirurg.
Whs. II. 286 As he lay on his back, it was perfectly
indolent ; but in an erect posture, .he complained of pain.
1804 ABERNETHY Surf. Obs. 58, I was led to inquire
further, whether the surface might not be sometimes irrit-

able and sometimes indolent. 1861 HULME tr. Moqnin-
Tandon u. in. iii. 1313 Ceratum Cantharidis. .is used to . .

stimulate issues and indolent ulcers.

ft), loosely. Of a pain: Very slight. Obs.

758 ]' S. Le Dran's Obseru. Surf. (1771) 155 He felt an
Indolent Pain on the Shoulder.

2. Of persons, their disposition, action, etc. :

Averse to toil or exertion ; slothful, lazy, idle.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 132 p 4 A good-natured indolent
Man. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 5 p i To gratifie the

Senses, and keep up an indolent Attention m the Audience.

1744 H. WALPOI.E Lett. //. Mann (1834) I. xciv. 324, 1 am
naturally indolent and without application to any kind of
business. 1839 LONCF. Hyperion i. vi, An easy and in-

dolent disposition. 1885 S. Cox Exposit. Ser. i. ix. 112 [To]
rouse the indolent and indifferent.

transf. 1839 LONCF. Hyperion^ in. i, Through the
meadow winds the river careless, indolent.

T B. sb. An indolent person. Obs.

1720 Humourist q The Indolent remains in Suspense and
Anguish. 1810 Splendid Follies I. 144

'

Yes, yes, 1 see her
',

replied the fair indolent.

Hence I'ndolentness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Indolently (rndtflentli), adv. [f. prec. -f -LY -.]

In an indolent or lazy manner.

aijig AUDI SON ij.), While lull'd by sound, and un-
disturb'd by wit, Calm and serene you indolently sit. 1762
GOLDSM. Cit. W. xiv, I perceived a little shrivelled creature

indolently reclined on a sofa. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus iv.

25 Indolently now She rusts, a life in autumn. 1885 Leeds

JHercury 31 Jan. 6/5 If., we indolently decide to do nothing
at all, we shall soon see the result.

IlldoleS (i'nd0Ifz). rare. [L. indoles
t
f. indu-

in, within + *ol- to grow ;the stem found in

ABOLISH, ADOLESCENT, ADULT). Cf. OF. indole,

Sp. indole.] Innate quality or character.

1673 O. WALKER Editc. i.\. 93 He must be treated as the

Brachmans did their children, whose indoles they disliked.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Alan, u, iv. 160 Such is the indofas

of the Humane Nature, where it is not strangely over-

rown with Barbarousness. 1882 Q. Rev. July 214 Every
language has its own '

indoles '.

Indoline (i'ndtflain). Chcni. [f. INDOLE + -INE.]
A polymer of indole, C 1GH 14N2 , formed by heating

leucindigo with barium hydrate, zinc-dust, and

water, crystallizing in long bright yellow needles.

1884 in Casse/rs Encycl. Diet. xSga'in MOKLEY & MUIK
Diet. Chem. 11.760.

Indology (indp-lod^i). [f.lNDO-
1
+-LOGY.] The

study of Inman history, literature, philosophy, etc.

1888 Tnt&ner's Monthly List Oct. 134 There is not a

single branch of Indology with, perhaps, the single excep-
tion of Vedic studies which will not gain very considerably

by its publication. 1895 Atlantic Monthly Mar. 399.

So Inclolo-gian, a student of Indology.
1897 A. DKUCKER tr. Ihering's Evol. Aryan 20 The

endeavour of Indologians to attribute the highest possible

degree of civilization to the mother-nation.

t IndO'mable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. indoni-

abiliSj f. in- (IN- 3) + domalilis tameable, f. domare

to tame. Cf. OF. indomable^\ Untameable.

1623 COCKERAM, IndomabU) not to bee tamed. 1656 in

BLOUNT Glosspgr. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iii. 47 Inhabit-

ants, no less indomable than the very Leopards it breeds.

Hence flndo-maWeness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Indomage, obs. var. of ENDAMAGE v.

Indomitable (ind^'mitab'l), a. [ad. late L.

ittdomitabilis, f. in- (IK-
3
) + domitare to tame :

see DOMITABLE.J
1. That cannot be tamed ;

untameable. ? 06s.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 13 The inhabitants so indomit-

able. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. /, 162 Indomitable Spirits by
gentle usage may be tamed and brought to obedience.

b. Of temper and the like : passing into 2.

1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ix, Personal qualities of wisdom
and valour, mingled with indomitable pride. 1828 D'ISRAELI

C/tas. /, II. ii. 40 The genius of Richelieu alone could at

once subdue an indomitable aristocracy. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. vii. i. 347 The temper of the man remained indomit-

able as ever.

2. Of persons, etc. : That cannot be overcome or

subdued by labour, difficulties, or opposition ;
un-

yielding ; stubbornly persistent or resolute. Usually

approbative. (The ordinary use.)
94-2
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INDOMITABLBNESS.

1830 CAKLVLK Mix. u857> ". 133 A rugged, deep-rooted,

indomitable strength. 18*6 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xiv. 145

The natives, as indomitable as their dogs, made the entire

circuit of Dallas Bay. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxi. 427

He has by indomitable energy overcome obstacles under

which most persons would have sunk. 1873 SMILES Hugue-
Hats />. l. vi. ( 1881) 100 They were alike indomitable and
obstinate in their assertion of the rights of conscience.

Hetiee Indomitabi'lity, IndO'mitableneM, the

quality of being indomitable.

1851 SIK K. PALGRAVK Norm, ft Eng. I. 311 This young
prince . . obtained singular importance through his spirit, his

mdomitability. 1860 PUSEY Mia. Profh.
116 Joel exhibits

the indomitableness of the locusts, now notning checks,

nothing retards them.

Indomitably (inoymitabli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2.J Resolutely, stubbornly, unyieldingly.

1837 EMERSON, AtUr.,Amer.SeHtt.Vna. (Bonn) II. 189 If

the single man plant himself indomitably on his instincts,

and there abide, the huge world will come round to him.

1856 FKOUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. no Both had imperious
tempers, and both were indomitably obstinate.

t Indo'mite, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [ad. L. indomit-

us, (. in- (!N- 3) + domitus, pa. pple. of domare
to tame.] Untamed, savage.
1617 J. SALKELD Treat. Paradise 122 (L.) No tiger so

fierce . . no not any creature, so indomtte, but that it was
subject to man's dominion, while man were subject to his

Lord and Maker.

t Indtvmptable, a. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. in-

domptable (1420 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. in- (lN-3) +
domptcr to tame : L. domtt-are.) = INDOMITABLE.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. lii. 208 Emperor of the

indomptable [ed. 1663 indomitable] Forces of the Elephants
of the Earth.

Indonaphthene (-nae-ffih). Chem. [f. INDO-
2

-i- NAPHTHENE.] The hydrocarbon C 9 H e ,
or

~

,
a clear colourless oil, present

in coal-tar ; also called indent.

1'iidoiie. Chem. [f. IND(O- Z + -ONE.] The

ketone C6
H4/ACH. which may also be

viewed as the anhydride of di-oxy-indonaphthene.
Indonesian (indonrfan), a. and si. [f. INDO-

1

+ Gr. yf/o--os island + -IAN.] a. adj. Of or belong-

ing to the East Indian islands ; spec, pertaining to

those Malay inhabitants of these islands who ap-

proximate to an Indian type, b. sb. An inhabitant

of the East Indian islands; spec, a member of this

branch of the Malay race.

1881 Nature XXIII. 249 That fair element in Malaysia
which Dr. Hamy proposes to group as Indonesians. 1891
Alhenjutm to Oct. 485/1 Interesting aspects or phenomena

^__ _ _..rk Indonesian rai

are Indonesians.

in Indonesian ethnology and folk-lore. 1895 Edin. R
Oct. 516 The dark Indonesian race. //>/</., The Malagc

ev.

;asy

Indoor, in-door (i-ndo:j), a. (adv.) [For
earlier within-door (Bacon) , phrase taken attrib. :

cf. next. In early use generally hyphened.]
1. Pertaining to the interior of a house or other

building ; situated or carried on within doors or

under cover. (Opposed to out-door?)
1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 430 One admires musick

and paintings, cabinet-curiositys, and in-door ornaments.

1774 FOOTE Coteners i. Wks. 1799 II. 158 He. .does, .more
in-door christenings than any three of the cloth. 1813 SCOTT
Let. to Joanna Baillie 12 Sept. in Lockkart, The indoor
work does not please me as well. 1856 KANE A ret. Expl.
II. xxix. 296 Gradually accustoming ourselves to indoor
life and habits. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 131 Part
of the universal indoor dress of the Persian women.

b. Within the workhouse or poorhouse.
1864 Times 24 Dec., The State, with its vast revenue of

Poor-rates, its capacious workhouses . . its indoor and out-
door poor. 1876 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. (ed. 5) p. xxxi. (Con-
tents', The in-door relief given in London is a charge upon
the whole metropolis.
2. transf. In an inward position or direction.

1874 I. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 93 The water is raised
in the lower or drawing lift by the up or '

in-door
'

stroke of
the engine. Ibid. 98 The piston-rod, which b attached.. to
the inner or 'in-door

'

end. .of the great beam.
B. adv. = INDOORS.

1884 TENNYSON Beckct n. ii, They are plagues enough in-

door.

Indoors, Ut-doorS (i<ndoMz), adv. [Orig.
two words, repr. earlier within doors (see DOOB 5) :

sometimes hyphened.] Within or into a house, etc.;
under cover. (Opposed to out-of-doors^
18.. L. HUNT To Grasshopper $ Cricket, In doors and out,

summer and winter. 1831 HT. MAKTINEAU Denitrara iii. 29
Would they step in-doors and rest. 1871 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton ix, Tita rose and said we must go indoors. 1885
MABEL COLLINS Prettiest Woman xii, I am sure she lives
indoors too much.

t b. attrib. = INDOOR adj. Obs.
*79 WASHINGTON Writ. (1893) XIV. 229 There are many

sorts of m-doors work, which can be executed in Hail, Rain,
or Snow, as well as in sunshine.

Indophane (i-ndofe'n). Chem. [f. INDO- 2 +
Or. -^ai-Tjs appearing.] A condensation product,
C|iH-nN<O4) a blue substance resembling indigo.

.
WATTS Diet. Ckem. VII. 669 Pure dry indophane is

ofa violet colour, and has a beautiful green metallic lustre.

Indophenin (-fir-nin). Chem. [f. INDO-
* + Gr.

<pai-uv to show, appear + -IN.] A condensation

228

product, < ',jIl 7 N().S, formed by shaking isatin

with sulphuric acid and benzene that contains

thiophene ; obtained as a blue powder exhibiting
when rubbed a coppery lustre, or in small needles.

1891 in MORLEY & MUI'K Diet. Chem. III. 7. 1896 C.
M'GowAN tr. Bernthsen's Organ. Chem. (ed. 3) 331 The
formation of the blue colouring matter Indophenin.

Indopnenol (-ffnpl). Chem. [f. INDO- 2 +

PHENOL.] A coal-tar colour used in dyeing, pro-
duced by the simultaneous oxidation of a phenol
and a paradiamine ; one of its commercial forms
is naphthol blue.

1891 in MORLEY & ML IK Diet. Chem. III. 7.

Indophile (i-ndofil, -fail), [f. INDO-! + Or.

C/HA.OS lover, friend.] A lover or champion of the

natives and interests of India.

1865 Pall Mall G. 19 Sept. 10/1 Sir Fitzroy Kelly comes
out. .as an Indophile of the most exalted disinterestedness.

Hence Indo philism, partiality for the natives

or interests of India
; Xndo'phili*t = INDOPHILE.

1897 Westm. Caz. 22 Sept. 2/3 [He] was held up as a

type of the Indophilists wnose educational theories have
had a bad influence on the natives.

t Indo-re, var. of ENDORE v., Obs., to glaze with

yolk of egg, etc.

a 1655 SIR T. MAYERNE Arckimag. Anglo&all. cxxiv.

(1658) 79 Take some Potters moulds, .and indore {fr. indove)
them over with a little melted butter. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury ill. 83/1 Jttdoice [error for Indorre], is to rub the
in-side of the Coffin of a Pie, with Butter very thin.

Indo'rsable, a. Another form ofENDORSABLK :

cf. INDORSE.

1704-1809 [see ENDORSABLE].

t Indo-rsate, fa. pple. Sc. Obs. [ad. med.L.

indorsatus, pa. pple. of indorsare, taken as = Sc.

indorsit.] Indorsed.
< 1470 HENRYSON Mar. Fab. VI. (Sheep $ Dog] iv, The

rauin, as to his office weill effeird, Indorsate hes the write.

Indorsation (md/js^'-Jan). [n. of action from
INDORSE v. : chiefly Sc. ; see quot. 1849.] The
action of indorsing, indorsement.

1540 Sc. Acts Jos. V (1597) c. 74 That na indorsation sail

baue faith.. hot they that ar signed with thesaids signettes.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Indorsation, an indorsing ; or a
bearing, or laying on the back. 175* LOUTHIAN Form of
Process (ed. 2) 175 The Indorsations, certifying, that every
thing required of him by the said Writs, was done. 1766
W. GORDON Gen. Counting-ho. 339 The indorser . . remits it

to his correspondent, with an indorsation or transference
of property. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xv, Ancient Indorsation of
Letters of Importance. 1849 GILBART Banking (ed. 5) 20
Should we say indorsement or indorsation? In England,
we always use the word indorsement . . In Scotland, the
term more generally used is indorsation. 1891 STEVENSON
& L. OSBOURNE Wrecker (ed. 2) 170 This hearty indorsation
clinched the proposal. iSoa Annual Rep. Exam. Papers
tnst. Bankers Scotl. 46 Wnat effect can be given to endor-
sation of a Deposit Receipt to a third party?

Indo'rse, v., another form of ENDORSE v., q.v.

Etymologically, indorse is the fully latinized type
(conformed to med.L. indorsdre*), while endorse is

a partially latinized form of the earlier ME. eitdois,
OF. enJosser.
Indorse is the form found in legal and statutory use, and

in most political economists ; it is also that approved in all

American dictionaries ; in English use, according to Bithell

(Counting-house Dictionary^ ed. 1893), *as to the forms
Indorse and Endorse, practice appears to be entirely con-
trolled by the taste of the writer ; but Endorse is said by
business men to be now almost universal in English com-
mercial use. So with the derivatives except Indorsation
(which is now almost exclusively in Scotch use).

1547-1821 [see ENDORSE t'. i /3]. 1849 GILBART Banking
(ed. 5) 20 All legal writers write indorse. 1866 CRUMP
Banking 122 On indorsing a bill or note to another person,
care should be taken to spell the indorsee's name correctly.
1891 Law Times XC. 409/1 The writ was indorsed with
a claim for the removal of two of the trustees. 1893 Law
Times Rep. LXVIII. 441 'i A memorandum of that date
was indorsed upon the indenture of the 6th Oct. 1887.

Indorsee (i'ndfusr). See also ENDORSEE, [f.

prec. + -EE.] One in whose favour a note or bill

is indorsed.

1754 Diet. Arts >i Sc. I. 300 The indorsee is to receive the

money of the first drawer, if he can. 1766 W. GORDON Gen.
Coiinting-ho. 340 The holder or last indorsee. 1767-1809
[see ENDORSEE!. '*'7 W. SELWYM Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4)
II. 1 186 The legal title .. of the indorsee of a bill of lading,
may be impeached on the ground of fraud. 1849 GILBART
Banking (ed. 5) 55 The person who indorses a bill is called
the indorser ; the person to whom it is indorsed is called the
indorsee [ed. 2, 1828, has endorses, endorser, endorsed, en-

dorsee]. 1866 CRUMP Banking 122 A payee indorsing a bill

not negotiable is liable to his indorsee; for each indorser
as it were takes the place of a new drawer. 1888 Timet
3 Nov. 9/4 The indorsee of the bill was a fictitious person.

Indorsement. [Another form of ENDORSE-
MENT : see INDORSE v.] The action of indorsing
a document ; the signature or writing on the back
of such document

; spec, that by which a bill or

cheque is made payable to another person.
1586-1866 [see ENDORSEMENT],

Indo rser. Also 8 -or. [Another form of EN-
DORSER : see INDORSE v.] One who indorses a
bill or document.
1743-1849 [see ENDORSER]. 1766 [sec INDORSATION]. 1849,

1866 (see INDORSEE).
Indoss (pa. pple. Indost) : see ENDOSS v.

INDRAUGHT.

t Indo"t, v., var. of ENDOTE v. Obs., to endow.
iSJo Charters, etc. Peebles (1872) 50 The said Schir Patrik

sail indot gyf and infeft certane landis . . in honor of God.
t Indotate, v. Obs. rare-1

,
[f. ppl. stem of L.

indotdrelo endow. Cf. DOTATE.] trans. To dower.
1647 LILLY Ckr. Astral, clxxxv. 815 The Profectionall

Revolution having the Signe of the seventh ascending . .

giveth hopes of Marriage (if indolated), and strong caution
to be careful! of trusting Martial! men.
t Indou btable, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [!N-.]
That cannot be doubted

;
indubitable.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Ep. iv, Jesus Christ was declared by
certeyn and indoubtable testimonies to be him, and nonother,
y l shulde come.

t Indou-bted, a. Obs. rare. Also Sc. 6
-doutit, 7 -dowtit. [!N- 3.] Undoubted.
1467 J'aston Lett. No. 575 II. 306 He thynkyth in-

doubted that William Worcetre shuld not be unremembred
of this. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I.

66 We dar. .embrase the samin as the indoutit veritie. 1598
J. RACSTER A nsw. A labaster 6 The Apostles were the in-
doubted and authentical scribes of the Holy Ghost.
Hence t Indou'btedly adv. (also Indon-btly),

undoubtedly.
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 132

5our fatheris afoir jou hes bein men haifand indoutitlie the
samin giftis. 1606 St. Ads Jos. VI (1816) IV. 201 The
Infinite commoditieand contentment, quhilk Indowtllc they
sail ressaue be the same.

Indow, -ment, obs. forms of ENDOW, -KENT.

Indozyl (ind^-ksil). Chem. [f.
INDO- 2 + OXVL.]

A brownish oil, C SH,NO, isomeric with Oxindole,
formed, with evolution of carbonic acid gas, when
indoxylic acid is heated above its melting point ;

it is converted by oxidation into indigo-blue.
Hence Indoxylic a., in /. acid, C,H,NO3 ,

a
white crystalline precipitate, slightly soluble in

water, and converted by air or oxidizing agents
into indigo-blue : its salts are Indo xylate s.

1886 Syd. Sac. Lex., Indoxyl. 1896 Allbutts Syst. Med.
\. 899 Albuminous [urine] and containing indoxyl and casts.

1897 I'id. IV. 287 The most important of these are the in-

doxyl and skatoxyl sulphates of potash.
Indraft : see INDRAUGHT.

flndra-gon, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 en-, [f.

IN- a + DRAGON sb.
; cf. It. indragare, indracare

(Florio, 1598).] trans. To convert into a dragon,
invest with the form or character of a dragon.
1611 FLORIO, fndracato, endragoned, become a Dragon.

a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 208 Lucifer
now in-dragon'd swell'd with Pride.

t Indrape, v. Obs.
[f.

IN- 2 + DRAPE v. Cf.

It. indrappare to put into clothes, OF. endraper
to drape.] trans. To make into cloth

;
to weave.

1621 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch. 56 An Epitome of all

former Acts concerning the indraping of Wools. 1636
STRAFFOHD Lett. (1739) II. 19 So long as they did not indrape
their own Wools. 1778 Phil. Sunt. S. Irel. 344 Suffering
Ireland to indrap her own wool 1843 MOZLEY Ess., La.
Strajfford 1. 42 England at present indraped Irish wools.

Indraught, indraft (indraft), [f. IN adv.

1 1 d + DRAUGHT : cf. indrawn, etc., and dram in,
DRAW v. 82.]
1. The act of drawing in

;
inward attraction.

168* SIR T. BROWNE Ckr. Mor. in. 22 Having been long
tossed in the ocean of this world, he will by that time feel

the in-draught of another, unto which this seems but pre-
paratory. 1697 DAMPIEK Voy. I. 289 The Dutch call that

part of this Coast, the Land of Indraught, (as if it mag-
netically drew Ships too fast to it.

1
. 1749 F. SMITH Voy.

Disc. II. 267 Being also dubious as to the Indraught of the

Fall, the Boats came to an Anchor. 1751 SMOLLETT Per.
Pic. (1779) I. xviii. 166 Better be sucked into the gulph of

Florida, than once get into the indraught of a woman.
1891 Daily Nnvs 7 Sept. 6/5 The indraft of the towns is

irresistible, and usually in silence, but with decision, and
'
for good ', the capable young men abandon country

labour.

2. An inward flow, stream, or current, as of water
or air ; esp. a current setting towards the land or

up an estuary, etc.
;
a draught of air into a confined

space ;
an influx, inrush.

1594 BLUNUEVIL Exerc. vn. liv. (1636) 744 The Sea wil
flow more by one point of the Compasse in the spring-tides,
.. in every River, that hath any indraft. 1598 HAKLUYT
I'i'r. I. 122 Hee sayd that those foure Indraughts were
drawne into an inward gulfe or

whirlepoole,
with so great a

force, that the ships which once entred therein, could by no
meanes be driuen backe againe. l6aa SIR R. HAWKINS
Voy. S. Sea (1847) 141 In some bayes, where are great in*

draughts, it [the tide] higheth eight or ten foote. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe \. iii, To avoid the Indraft of the Bay or Gulf
of Mexico. 1794 G. ADAMS .Vat. n Exp. Philot. I. iv. 102
The larger the fire, the sharper is the indraught of the air.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp, vii. (1856) 54 The Esquimaux,
too, . . assert the existence of a well-marked indraft. 1858
MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea v. 283 These indraughts are

known as monsoons at sea ; on the land, as the prevailing
winds of the season.

b. transf. ;

1638 SIR R. COTTON Atstr. Rec. Tower 94 To abate the

mighty indraught of Forraine Manufactures. 1851 Ri SKIN-

Stones yen. I. App. viii. 160 This indraught of the Lom-
bard energies upon the Byzantine rest, like a wild north
wind descending into a space of rarified atmosphere.

1 3. A place where the water flows into the land ;

an inlet ; an inward passage. Obs.

1570-6 LAMBARDK Peramb. Kent (1826) 234 Which be-

tokeneth an Indraught (or Inlett) of water into the lande,
out of, and besides the maine course, of the Sea, or of a
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River. 1665-6 Phil. Trans, I. 284 They have also vast In-

draughts of some hundred Miles within Land. 1677 PLOT

Oxfordsh. 30 The one . . is received by a rocky subterraneous

indraught, and appears no more. 1706 PHILLIPS, Indraught,
a Gulpn or Bay that runs in between two Lands.

1" k- fi$*
' In^t ! passage inwards

*

(J.)- Obs.

a 1626 BACON (J.), Navigable rivers are indraughts to

attain wealth.

t 4. Revenue, income ;

* toll or duty collected at

a port' (Jam.). Sc. Obs. [Cf. Sw. indragt re-

venue, income, rent.]

1633 Sc. Acts Chas. I (1814) V. 93 Grantit. .the port and
harberie of the said burgh of Bruntiland callit the port of

grace with the indraucht thairofand prymegilt of all shipes

coming to the said port.

Indrawal (i*ri|dr:al). rare. [f. IN adv. +
DRAW v. + -AL, after withdrawal.] The act of

drawing in: = INDRAUGHT i.

1869 BLACKMOKK Lorna. D. viii. (1889) 50 Centred (as it

might be* with a bottomless indrawal. 1884 PROCTOR in Gd.
Words no The indrawal of water below the sea-floor.

111drawing (i*n|drg:in), vbl. sb. [!N adv. n c.]

The action of drawing in.

1398 TKBVISA Bartk. De P. R. m. xv[i]. (Add. MS.
27944) If. 23/1 pe kepinge of be kinde hete is a temperat
indrawinge of coold aier.

I-ndrawing, ///. a. [!N adv. 1 1 a.] That
draws in or inward.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 122 Purposely described all the
Northerne Islands, with the indrawing seas. 1886 C. A.
YOUNG in New Princeton Rev. Jan. 51 The moon is con-

tinually moving faster and faster, as if upon an indrawing
spiral which ultimately would precipitate her upon the
earth. 1892 TENNYSON St. Telemachus, Borne along by
that full stream of men, Like some old wreck on some in-

drawing sea.

Indrawn, ///. a. [IN adv. 1 1 b.] Drawn in.

a. as adj., or before sb. (i'nidrpn).

1751 ELIZA HEYWQOD etsy Thoughtless IV. 168 He stood

undistinguished in the circle .. with a kind of an indrawn
reserve. xSio SOUTHEY Kehama iv. v, She saw the start and

shudder, She heard the in-drawn groan. 1856 MBS.
BROWNING Aur. Leigh vi. 627 And then with indrawn

steady utterance said.

b. as ///<?., or after sb. (inidro-n).

1865 SWINBURNE Atalantaiyfi With chin aslant indrawn
to a tightening throat. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion it, v. 91
With sight indrawn he sat, And seemed to listen.

t Indrea'd, v. Obs. rare '. [f. IN-I + DHEAD
v. (Cf. adreait) OE. ondrxdan^ To dread in-

wardly ; to feel an inward or secret dread.

1584 HUDSON Du Bartas' Judith I. 57 So Isaaks sonnes

indreading for to feel This tyrant, who pursued them at the

heel, Dissundring fled.

f Indre'nch, v. Obs. Also 6-7 en-,
[f.

IN- -,

EN- 1 4- DRENCH z>.] trans. To ( drench
'

or drown
in something; to immerse. (Cf. DKENCH v. 2, 6.)

_

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 44 My soule .. will .. en-

drench mee in .. dolour. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. \. \. 51

Reply not in how many Fadomes deepe They lye in-

drench'd. 1609 JONES Musicall Dreatne (T.), If in this

flesh, where thou indrench'd dost lie, Poore soule, thou
canst reare up thy limed wings. 1741 FENNING Diet., In-

drench^ to soak ; to drown.

H Indri (i'ndri). Also indris. [An erroneous

application of the Malagasy exclamation indryl
* lo I behold ! *, or indry zzy I

' there he is ! *, mis-

taken by the French naturalist Sonnerat for the

name of the animal, when first seen by him c 1780 :

the only Malagasy name is babakoto. See quot.

1893.] A name given to the BABACOOTE, a lemurine

animal of Madagascar {Indris or Lichanotus brevi-

cattdatits}) living in trees, with soft woolly hair,

very long hind legs, and very short tail.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 461/2 The Indris are inhabitants

of Madagascar. 1863 HUXLEY Mail's Place Nat. n. 72 In

that remarkable lemurine form, the Indri (Lic/tan0tus) t the

leg is about as long as the spinal column, while the arm is

not more than $ of its length. 1890 Daily News 5 Jan.
2/6 The avahi is still more nearly related to the indri, of

which there is not a specimen in the Zoo. 1893 J- SIBREE
in Antananarivo Ann, V. 83 Their native name is Babakdto,

literally 'father-child' (or '-boy*), not Indri, as said by
Sonnerat, who discovered the species.

t I'ndried, ppl. a. Obs, [IN adv. u b. ? transl.

G. eingetrocknei^ Dried inwardly, desiccated.

1517 ANDREW Brutuwykfs Distyll. Waters Lvj, The
same water is good for them that have an indryed nature
and

destroyed.
Illdruilk (i'n|drt;nk), ppl. a. rare, [!N adv.

1 1 b.] Drunk in, imbibed.
t66a J. SPARROW tr. Bekine's Rent. Wks., isi Apol, Balth.

Tylcken 23 It giveth forth that indrunk meek Spirit.

flndru'nken, v, Obs. In 4 in-dronkenen.

[f.
IN- ! + DRUNKEN v,, after L. inebridre.~\ trans.

To make drunken, inebriate : in
quot.^g-.

a 1300 E. E.Ps. Ixiv. it [Ixv. 10] Brokesof it m-dronkenand
[Vulg. rivos ejus inebrians].

Indnbious (indiw'biss), a. [f. IN- 3 + DUBIOUS;
perh. after L. indubius not doubtful, certain.]
1. Not admitting of doubt ; certain, clear, indu-

bitable. Now rare.

162* T. JAMES in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 319 The Decretals
. .will make the matter indubious. 1753 SHUCKFORD Crea-
tion Pref. 73 To keep clear and indubious the Articles of
our Faith, 1808 J. BARLOW Columb. vm. 315 Gives each
effect its own indubious cause. 2840 CLOUGH Amours tie

Voyage (1874) 238 Am I not free to attend for the ripe and
indubious instinct?

f2. Keeling no doubt ; free from doubt. Obs.

1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 14 Hence appears
the vulgar vanity, reposing an indubious confidence in a

spoonful or two of those ordinary Antipestilential spirits.

Hence Indu'biously adv. t not doubtfully; clearly,

certainly.
1642 Snt E. I") t KING Sj. on Relig. xvi. 75 Epistles that

are indubiously his. 41670 HACKEV Abp. Williams \.

(1692) 38 They that .. were ripe and weighty in their

answers, were indubiously designed to some place of credit

and profit.

Indubitable (indi'bitab'l), a. (sd.) [a. F.z'w-

dubitable (i6thc.), or ad. L. indubitabilis \ see IN- 3

and DUBITABLE.] That cannot be doubted
; per-

fectly certain or evident.

i6jj CONWAY in HowelVs Lett. i. iv. vii, Prince Charles,
his rightful and indubitable Heir. 1678 CUUWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. v. 716 Whensoever any thing is thus necessarily^ in-

ferred, from what is undeniable and indubitable, this is a
Demonstration. 17*5 WATTS Logic n. ii. 7 Those Pro-

positions, which contain the most certain and indubitable

Truths. 1775 JOHNSON Tetx.no Tyr. 13 That the Americans
are able to Dear taxation, is indubitable. 1871 BLACKIE
Four Phases i. iz^ Evidence of the most distinct and in-

dubitable description.
b. absol. as sb. An indubitable thing or fact.

1733 WATTS Philos. Ess. Pref. F 6 A few Indubitables.

Hence Indivbitableness, the quality of being
without any doubt.

17*7 in BAILEY vol. II. 1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 522

Receiving indubitableness, not from this world, but . . from
the sure and certain truth of the life to come.

Indubitably (indiw-bitabli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.] Beyond the possibility of doubt ; unques-

tionably; without any doubt.

1624 WOTTON A rchit. in Reliq. (1672) 34 There will in-

dubitably result from either a gracefull and harmonious
contentment to the Eye. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
vn. xviii. 382 Whereunto neither can we indubitably assent.

1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xx, Parts . . indubitably both
made and fitted to go together. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. #
Dogma (1876) 198 The way of the Eternal was most indu-

bitably a way of peace and joy,

f Indu'bitate, a. Obs. [ad. L. indubitdt-ust

f. in- (!N- 3) + dubitttt-US) pa. pple. of dubitare to

DOUBT.] Undoubted, certain.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlix. (1482) 318 Eugenye the

fourth was pesybly chosen in rome by the Cardynals, and
was very an* indubytate pope. 1494 FABYAN Citron, v.

c.xxiii. 101 He shuld there shewe and proue yl he was the

indubitat sone of y first Clothayre. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. V 73 The very indubitate heyre general to the crowne
of Fraunce. 1678 CUUWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 16. 281

Such Monuments of Pagan Antiquity, as are altogether

unsuspected and indubitate.

Hence f imUviritateiy adv., undoubtedly, un-

questionably, without doubt.

1538 LELANU/^/. 1.92 Howbeit the hole Chirch that now
standith indubitately was made sins the Conquest. 1661

GLANVILL Van. Dognt. xxiii. 227 They . . are indubitately
assur'd of the Truth, and comparative excellency of their

receptions.

t Indu'bitate, v Obs. rare. [f. IN- - + L.

ditbitat-us doubted : see prec.] trans. To render

doubtful or uncertain
;
to call in question.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \, x. 42 He [the Devil]
would make men beleeve there is no such creature as him-
selfe .. and contriveth accordingly many waves to conceale
or indubitate his existency. 1660 tr. Atnyraldus

1

Treat, cone.

Relig. in. ix. 502 He . . might with good reason be judg'd
troublesome and impertinent for indubitating a thing of so

constant credit.

t Indu'bitate, v.~ Obs. rare ",
[f.

lN- 3 + L.

dubitare to doubt; cf. DUBITATE f.] 'To doubt

nothing at all' (Cockeram, 1623).

tlndubita'tion. Obs. rare" . [Iu- 3.] 'A
not doubting, a yielding for certain

'

(Phillips,

1658).

Indu'bitatively, adv. rare. [Iu-3.] In-

dubitably.
a 1853 WARDLAW Lcct. James xii. (1869) 186 A case most

clearly and indubitatively decisive of the point. 1898 W. J.
LOCKE Idols 284 But it was for her happiness. Indubita-

tively.

Induce (indi's), v. Forms : a. 4-8 enduce,
6 enduse. 0. 5- indue*, (6 induse, induice).

[ad. L. indiicfre to lead into, to introduce, etc., f.

in- (!N-
2
) + diicere to lead. In early use the prefix

was commonly assimilated to that of OF. enduire

(pres. subj. enduise) : see ENDUE. The L. verb

developed a number of special senses, some of

which are represented by obsolete uses in English.]
1. tratts. To lead (a person), by persuasion or

some influence or motive that acts upon the will,

to (^into, "\unto} some action, condition, belief,

etc. ; to lead on, move, influence, prevail upon
(any one) to do something, a. Of persons, personal

action, influence, etc.

a. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints^ Egipciane 562 Al vthyr als, Jjat

I mycht enduce to J>at foly. Ibid., Bafttsta. 773 pe caynis
bruthire . . with cristine wes enducyt sa J>at he baptysme
can haly ta. 1494 FABYAN Chron. v. xcvii. 71 She lafte nat to

enduce and tourne her Lord to the faith in all that she

myght. 15*3 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. I. cclxxii. 408 He. .sayd,
he wolde go himselfe to Angolesme to the prince, and to

the lordes that be ther, trustyng to . . enduse them. 1533

MORE AHSTJU. Poysotted Bk. Wks. 1044/2 To enduce theym
the better to the beliefe of his great kindnes. 1633 T. STAF-
FORD Pac. Hib. ii. xxiii. (1810) 432 Willingly enduced for

just respects, to disengage themselves.

ft. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 199 Ful perylous it is

to inducyn & steryn an-ojier to synne. 1480 CAXTON Chron.
Eng. vi. (1520* 67 b/i He induced the noble men to swere
that . . they sholde chese Octavianus his sone pope. 1490

Eneydos xxiv. 90 She can not by no wyse induce herselfe

to gyue a reste vnto her eyen by a lityll slepe. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. i. v, To induce them in-to a contention with their in-

feriour companions. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia \\. ix.

(1895) 272 It he coulde not by fayre and gentle speche induce
them vnto his opinion. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. ix. 16, I haue
done as you haue done. . Induc'd as you haue beene. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 159 Hee perswaded them for the

space of a whole yeare . . and at last induced them to leave
their riches . . and to follow him. 1647 CLARENDON Hist.
Reb, i. 3, I have the more willingly induced myself to
this unequal task, out of the hope of contributing somewhat
to that blessed end. 1679 Animadv. SJ>. 5 Jesuits 20 That
Prince . . who induces his Subjects into Heresie. 1793
BUHKE Conduct Minority Wks. 1842 I. 620 To induce us to

this, Mr. Fox laboured hard to make it appear [etc.]. 1839
BAILEY Festus xvii. (1852) 223 Where is the spirit which
induced me here ? 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trow. 266 To in-

duce settlers upon territory of such uninhabitable quality.
1878 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach, ix. 279 You should try by
gentle means to induce the people to make a change.

b. Of things, circumstances, or considerations.

(Also absol.) without personal object expressed.)
1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vi. i. (15^4) 145 b, People of Grece, of

Rome and of Chartage . .Were indused by swetenes of lan-

guage To haue together their conversacion. 1513 MORE in

Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 778 The thing that enduced him to
be. . one of the speciallest contrivers of all this horrible treason.

^1530 Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) 31 Let necessite induce
the therto. 1581 I. BELL Haddon!* Answ. Osor. 76 Many
men were wonderfully enriched by your Canons : but very
fewe enduced to have any especial! regarde to feare God by
y knowledge of them. 1607 ROWLANDS Guy Wa-rw. 74
There to be buried where he had been born, Was all the

Orig. Sacr. HI. i. i If I have not a soul of an immortal
nature, there can bee no sufficient . . motive inducing to
it [religion]. _ 1720 WATERLAND Eight Serw. 254 Where
an Argument is drawn from the natural and necessary Per-
fections of God, to induce us to some faint resemblance and
imitation of them. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud.
Nat. (1799) II. 263 These considerations induce me to be-

lieve [etc.]. 1871 YEATS Tec/in. Hist. Comm. 427 The de-
mands for food, clothing, fuel and shelter have induced
men to labour.

fc. ellipt. To lead to the belief or opinion

(that}\ to persuade. Obs. rare.

1655 in Hartlib Ref. Counniv. Bees 21 And that out of

Kine, either btrangled, or otherwise dying, and so lying
abroad, exposed to the influence of the Heavens, Bees

naturally will not spring, I am induced.

2. To bring in, introduce (a practice, condition,
state of things, custom, law, etc.). Const, into.

Obs. or blended with 4.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 51 }our daliaunce inducit ire

and envie. 1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 251 From the cite

made unto clx. yere folowenge was movede noo diuorce.
The firste man inducenge hit was callede Carbilius. 1485
Paston Lett. No. 883 III. 318 The seid Henry Tidder ..

entendith also .. to enduce and establisse newe lawes and
ordenaunces amongez the Kynggs seid subjetts. 1548
HALL Chron. t Hen. V 65 b, He doubted not but by his

onely meanes, peace should be induced. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie ii. xii[i.]. (Arb.) 127 By some leasurable trauell

it were no hard matter to induce all their auncitmt feete

into vse with vs. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. iii. 30 The first

that induced this Order of Nunnes, was Father Gerard.
a 1652 BROME Love sick Court v. iii, If you think it meet,
I will induce The practise of it presently. 1802 PALEY
Nat, Thcol. iv. (1819) 50 Occasional irregularities may sub-

sist in a considerable degree, without inaucing any doubt
into the question. 1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Stud.
Math. (1852) 269 To induce that numb rigidity into our
intellectual life.

fb. To introduce, insert (a material thing).
c\\2x>Pallad. on Husb. vi. 80 Into a potte of erthe enduce

a floure Vppon his bough doun bounden ther to dwelle.

fc. To introduce, bring in, present (a person).
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. \\. Wks. 1196/2 S. James

exhorteth men yl they shall in their bodely sickenes induce
the priestes. 1605 B. JONSON Masque Blackness Wks.
(Rtldg.) 544/2 These [Oceanus and Niger] induced the

masquers, which were twelve nymphs. a 1652 BROME
Queen <$ Concubine \. iii, My last command,, which was
JXever to see the court till I induc'd you.

f d. To introduce or bring in as a character

or speaker in a literary work. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofsEsop Pref., Esope. .induceth the

byrdes, the trees and thebeestesspekynge. 1534 WHITINTON
Tullyes Offices in. (1540) 135 i'ully , . induceth two of

Socrates secte of dyuers opinyons. 1558 KKOX First Blast

(Arb.) 2$ In an other place he induceth God speaking to the

woman in this sorte. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 350
The rest are all delivered as the wordes of Goof; hee being
induced as speaker, a 1744 POPE (J.),_The poet may be seen

inducing his personages in the first Iliad.

fe. To introduce, bring in, bring forward, by
way of illustration or argument ;

to adduce, quote.
1433 LYDG. S. Frenmnd^ Now purposyng..[to] Induce

a story longyng to this mater. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel

94 Ovyde was bannisshed for his skill And many mo whome
I cowdeenduce. 1563-87 FOXE A. & M. (1684) II. 44/2 Long
it were to induce here all Prophesies that be read in

Histories. 1381 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. 89 Sum auld

exemples heir I man induce, To bring my purpose to more

special!. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. i. (1628) 10 All which

may enduce sufficient reasons to thinkc him their first chiefe.



INDUCE.

1646 bin T. BROKNB Pien,i. Kf. in. .MXV. 3 j. 173 To expro-
brtc their Slupidilic, he inducelh the providence of Sim kc.

Now if the bird had been unknown, the illustration Ud IJCIMI

obscure.

f8. To introduce or bring (a person) into the

knowledge of something ;
to initiate, instruct. 06s.

c 1477 CA.XTON Jason 706, The sage and wisemen shal

enduce and teche the rude pcple and horde of entendement.

,48, GM. Lff. j33,'i He was. .wel lerncd and cnduced

in the sacrefyses and wcrkes of the temple. 1511-11 Act

3 Hen* V/If, c. 3 6 i Every man hauynge. .men children..

>hall provvde . . a bowc and i) shaftes to enduM: and lern

theym and bryng them uppe in shotyng.

f b. To introduce to a subject or study ;
to ini-

tiate into ; to habituate or accustom to. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Etuydos xxi. 77, 1 requyre only that he putte
this thync in delaye, for a certayn Space of tyme, Duryng
the wbiche I may induce my self to sorow. 1534 MORE
Treal. Passion Wks. 1330/1 Inducyng them into the com-

munyon of the Sacramentes.
^ 1556 WITHALS Diet. Prol.,

A thinge written by me to induce children to the latin

tongue. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullitiger tm Afoc. Pief. (1573) i

The holy Ghost beyng sent to his Apostles, induced them
into all truthe.

4. To bring about, bring on, produce, cause, give
rise to.

1413 Pitgr. Sarwle iCaxton 1483) v. xiv. 107 Euery thyng
that werketh naturelly . . enduceta the fourmt: of it seluen.

1433-50 tr. HigiitH (Rolls) I. 73 That grauntede, that

place scholde induce otherwhile the 'eclipse of the moone.
1513 FITZHERB. Hush. 164 If thou forgyue not thewronge
done vnto the. .thou enduces goddes curse to fall vpon >"'.

rftitoi. c.tuf. WKS.U04U 402, i mean gentle walKmg witnout

inducing fatigue. 1831 BREW.STER Optics xxviii. 241 The
phenomena are related to the shape of the mass in which
the change is induced. 1859 LANG Wand. India 355
Agricultural improvement would induce lasting and increas-

ing prosperity of the cultivating classes. 1874 CARPENTER
Mcnt. Phys. I. i. 27 (1879) 27 Such automatic states . .

may be artificially induced.

b. spec. To produce (an electric current or

magnetic state) by induction : see INDUCTION 10.
181* [see INDUCED]. 183* [see INDUCTION 10], 18390. BIRD

Nat. Philos. 266 A current traversing a wire induces a

Macn. ^ea. 4) 30 10 inauce currents in a conductor, mere
must be a relative motion between conductor and magnet,
of such a kind as to alter the number of lines of force
embraced in the circuit.

c. To bring on as a state or condition. Const.

upon.
1857-8 SEARS A than. xi. 97 This dim and sleepy life is

induced upon us that we may not know at the beginning
all that we are. 1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. f, Nat. 65
We induce upon the new individual the result of our
observation of past individuals.

t 5. To lead to (something) as a conclusion or in-

ference; to lead one to infer; to suggest, imply. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Tnllc on Old Age Av (R. Suppl.), Notable
examples to induce the soul to be perpetuel and most lygbt
and parfyght. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Africa/a (1622) 188
The coloured countenances of the Silures..seeme to induce,
that the old Spaniards passed the Sea and possessed those

places. loci R. JOHNSON Kingd. ft Commw. (1603) 58
Which are reasons sufficient to induce, that in this gulfe ..

he hath small means to rig out any. ? a 1694 SWINBURNK
SpoJtsaLs (1686) 72 The sixth Limitation is, When as by
common use of Speech the words induce Matrimony. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. x. 201 That an unsavoury
odour is gentilitious or national! unto the Jews,, .we cannot
well concede, nor jt/i\\ the information of reason or sense
induce it.

6. To infer ; esp. in recent use, to infer by reason-

ing from particular facts to general principles ;
to

derive as an induction.

1563 W. FULKE Meteors n. (1655) 34 If it were lawfull to
reason of this sort we might enduce them to betoken not

only these few things, but all other things that chance in the
world. 1583 KULKE Defence xii. (Parker Soc.) 424 He hath
already given you a sufficient reason to induce, that the

apostle speaketn not of faith as generally as of knowledge.
1667 Decay CAr. Piety viii. p 41 'fwould be hard to discern,
how from different premisses the same conclusion should be
induced. 1855 Miss Coiini: Intuit. Mar. 45 note. We
obtain a multitude of contingent truths, .and from these we
induce the general proposition. 1888 Science Dec. 304
From a sufficient number of results a proposition or law is

induced.

1 7. To draw (something) on or over
;
to put on

or overspread as a covering or the like. Const, on,

upon, over. Obs.

1567 DRANT Horace, Ef. xvi. E viij, Beduske my fraudc
withe cloudes, my sinnes. Induce on theym a night. 1588
J. READ Compexd. Met/tod 69 Dura mater,which had begun
..to induce flesh, had induced so beyond all measure (etc.).

laborious. 1784 COWPEH Task i. 33 And o'er the seat, with
plenteous wadding stuff '<!, Induc'd a splendid cover.

Induceable, obs. variant of INDUCIBLE.
Induced indi-st), ///. a.

[f. INDUCK v. +
-KD 1

.] Brought on, caused, or produced, by attrac-

tion, persuasion, etc. fsee esp. INDUCE v. 46);
induced current, an electric current excited by IN-

230

DUCTION sense 10). Also, affected by induction
us induced magnet,
1611 COIGR., Meu, .. also induced, inclined, persuaded.

1652 NLLDIIAM tr. Stan's Marc tV. 21 Som deriving the
Dominion of the Kepublick over the Sea from Custom,
som from prescription, others from an induced subjection.
i8u SIR H. DAVY 'Cktm. Philos. 133 The conductor, which
is thu> affected by induced electricity. 1830 HEKSCHJ-.L
.s.'/i(/. .\ at. ritit. 334 The phenomena of the communica-
tion of magnet Lsm and what U called its induced state,
alone remain unaccounted for. 1851 GKOVE Contrib. 5V. in
Corr. Phys, Forces (1874) 359 The ordinary plan for produc-
ing an induced current. 1874, CARPENTER Mtnt. Phys. i.

ix. a (1879) 393 The essential feature .. of natural and
induced Reverie. 1804 Westnt. Gaz. 29 Dec. 3/2 The other

improvement is that of induced instead of forced draught.
Inducement (indi-sment). Also 7-8 en-.

[f. as prec. + -MKNT.]
fl. The action of inducing or moving by per-

suasion or influence. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well ill. \\. 91 A verie tainted fellow,

and full of wicked nesse, My sonne corrupts a well deriued
nature With his inducement. 1648 MILTON Observ. Art.
Peace Wks. (1851) 569 And this in all likelihood by the in-

ducement and instigation of these Representers,
2. That which Induces ; something attractive by
which a person is led on or persuaded to action.

1594 SHAKS. Rick. ///, iv. iv. 279 If this inducement
moue her not to loue Send her a Letter of thy Noble deeds.

i6ja A. GROSSE \,title} Sweet and Sowle-Perswading in-

ducements, leading unto Christ. 1687 DRYDEN Hind 4- P.
n. 673 Coarse diet, and a short repast . . were weak induce-
ments to the taste Of one so nicely bred. 1746 MM.MUIII
tr. Pliny's Lett. \. xii, Corellius had many inducements to
be fond of life. 1779 F. HKRVKY Nov. Hist, II. 129 As an
enducement for people to bring them in their cash, these

goldsmith* paid at the rate of fourpence a day per cent.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. vi. 579 Kor can the

pleasure of exercising unbounded sway, .be justly regarded
as a feeble inducement. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. Pref.

(1880) 6 The English kings, .held out repeated inducements
to foreign artisans to come over and settle in this country.

f b. More widely : Any ground or reason which
leads or inclines one to a belief or course of action ;

a moving cause ; an incentive. Obs.

1594 HOOKI--K Eccl. Pol. n. v. 7 Many inducements
besides Scripture may lead me to that, which if Scripture
be against, they all . . are of no value, yet otherwise are

strong and effectual to persuade. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
<y Comnnv. (1603) 175 These reasons I take to be a sufficient
inducement to beleeve these reports. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.
New Invent. 1 1 Grounded this their sentence upon no other
Inducements, .than the particulars ofCompIair* accompany-
ing the said Report.

f c. Something that leads to a result ; an opera-
tive cause. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. vii. 6 It pleased God . . to use
the curiosity of this emperor as an inducement to the peace
of his Church in those days.

f 3. A preamble or introduction to a book or

subject Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiii. 6 Formal speakers,
that study more about prefaces and inducements, than upon
the conclusions and issues of speech, a 1617 HIERON Wks.
(1619) II. 446 An introduction and inducement to that
which is now to bee taught.

b. Law. (Sec quot. iSoi).
1791 in Addison Penttsyly. Rep. U8o<j 37 (Porter v. Brown),

The date of the bond is immaterial and the bond itself but
matter of inducement. 1891 W, II. UDGBRS Pleading,
Matters of inducement are Introductory averments stating
who the parties are, how connected and other surrounding
circumstances leading up to the matter in dispute, but not

stating such matter.

f4. A leading on to some conclusion or infer-

ence ; that which leads to a conclusion. Obs.

1646 SIR T, BROWSE Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 25 Having received
the probable inducements of truth, we become emancipated
from testimoniall engagements, and are to erect upon the
surer base of reason. Ibid. % It carrieth not, with it, the
reasonable inducements of knowledge.
Inducer (indiw'sw). [f.

as prec. + -ER 1
.]

L One who or that which induces, persuades, or

leads on (to some act, conduct, opinion, etc.).

1554 MARTIN Marr. Priests C iij b (T.\ How can he be a
mete perswader or indncer of the people to widowheade,
which hath himselfe been often nianed ? 1634 R. B. in

F. Whites Repl. AitotcrApp. 25 Euerie thing that is the
first Inducer to beleeue is not by and by .. trie principall
Motiue. a 1716 SOUTH Sernt. (1744) VIII. iv. 85 As if he
[God] were the great impeller ana inducer of men to sin.

1799 E. Du Bois Piece Fattt. Biog. III. 159 Grief is perhaps
a greater inducer to invoke the muse than joy.
2. One who or that which introduces or brings in

or on (some state or condition), rare.
a 1631 DONNE Serin, ciii. I. 387 And yet. .this Messenger

of Satan was . . a forerunner and some kind of inducer of
that Grace which was sufficient for him. 1833 MRS. BROWN-
ING Prometk. /forlWks. 1850 I. 160, I.. devised for them
Number, the inducer of philosophies.

t Induxes, sb. pi. Obs. rare - l
. [a. OF. m-

diueS) ad. L. indilciw : see next.] Respite, truce.

1490 CAXTON Etuydos viii. u She . . demaunded Induces
and space of thre monethes, In which tyme she sholde doo
her dylygence for to accomplysshe alle theyr wylles.

Induciae (indi//-si,f, -Ji,f), sb. pi. Sc. Law.
[L. indiicixt -diitiK truce, delay, inducite legates

legal delay.] The space of time intervening be-

tween the citation of a defendant and the day fixed

for his appearance in the action or process.
1751 J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. a) 256 Such

fatMcim as the Sheriff shall think proper. 1861 W. BKU,

INDUCT.
Diet. Law S<.ot. 443/1 The inducix of criminal letter* and
indictments are fifteen days. 1868 Act 31 <y 33 I'ict.c. 100
I 14 All summonses .. may proceed on seven days warning
or inducix where the defender is within Scotland.

t Indu'ciary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. i-
ducidri-us

t
f. induciiv : see prec.]

*

Pertaining to
truce or league

'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Indu cible, a. rare. Also 7 -ceable. [f. IN-

DUCE V. + -IBLE.]
1. Capable of being brought on, brought about,

or caused.
a 1677 BARROW Serw. Wks. 1686 III. tx. 99 Subject to all

the changes, inducible from the restless commotions of out-
ward causes affecting and altering sense.

t 2. Capable of being inferred. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rclig, Mud. \. 48 Many things are
true in Divinity, which are neither inducible by reason, nor
confirmable by sense. 1646 Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 303 That
the cxtream and remote parts of the earth were in this time
inhabited, is also induceable from the like Testimonies.

Inducing, vbl. sb. [i. as prec. + -io
i.j The

action of the verb IMHTL. a. Persuading, b.

Bringing about.
c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saittfs

t Baptista 265 Endusing makis
men to pennance for bare syne to do. 1548-67 THOMAS
Jtal. Dtct.i IndtzzatnentO) an enducing, perswasion, or
entisement. 1616 BACON Sylva ft 304 The Causes for the

Accelerating of Clarification, in general), and the Enducing
ofit. 1887 SAVER tr. Dante, Convito n. xiv. 83 The in-

ducing of perfection in the things so inclined.

IncUrcing, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -JNG 2.]

1. That induces, persuades, or leads on.
i6o6BiRNiE Kirk-Buriattxv^ He did punishe,. the seduc-

ing serpent with a curse, the inducing Eua with a crosse of
subjection. 1640 BASTWICK Lord Bps. viii. H iij b, The prime
inducing cause to that beleif. 1700 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. II.
10 That being the Inducing reason at first to Settle the Town
where it now is.

1 2. Introductory, preliminary. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, it. Ded. 15 But the inducing
part of the latter (which is the survey of learning) may be
set forward.

3. Producing electric or magnetic effects by in-

duction.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX 343/1 Hence the directions of the

inducing and induced currents are contrary. 1870 TYNDALL
Lect. Electr. 15 Its attracted electricity is held captive by
the inducing electrified body. 1870 R. M. FERGUSON
Electr. 7 If the inducing magnet be strong enough, the
induced magnet, .can induce a bar like itself, .to become a
magnet.
Indu cive, a. rare. [f. INDUCE v. + -IVE; cf.

CONDUCIVE.] Tending to induce.
1611 FLORID, Indottiuo, tnduciue, perswasiue. 1757 MRS.

ELIZ. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767) II. 187 That
pleasing opinion,

so flattering to the dignity of human
nature, and so inducive to its ethicks. 1886 Miss LINSKILL
Haven under Hill II. xi. 137 Soft murmuring sounds.,
inducive of quiet hoping and trusting.

flndu'Ct,///. a. Obs. rare. Also 5 en-, [ad.
L. induetus, pa. pple. of inducere to INDUCE.] a.
Induced, b. Initiated, instructed. C. Introduced.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron, (Rolls) 308 Jon . . vas loth to resine ;

but be the emperoure he vas induct that he schuld do it.

1481 CAXTON Gode/roy cxcv. 286 In his harnoys and armes
wel enducte and acustomed, that it semed that hit greued ne
coste hytn nothyng to bere them. 1545 Primer Hen. VIII
(Prayers), Grant . . that, all the course of my life being led in
holiness and purity, I may be induct at last into the ever-

lasting rest.

Induct (inoVkt), v. [f. L. induct-
, ppl. stem

of indftcZre to INDUCE.]
1. trans. Eccl. To introduce formally into pos-

session of a benefice or living, to install. (See
INDUCTION 4.)
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 450 Instuyng wib inducting &

many obere mannus lawis weren not to charge, but ri?t

pffiss
bat bis curat shulde do. 1495 FABYAN Chron. vn. 455

That no man . . shuld present or inducte any suche persone
or persones that so by the pope were promoted. 1531 Dial,
on Laws Eng. n. xxvi. (1638) in If he be able, then the

Bishop to admit him, institute him, & induct him. 1667
Ansiv, Quest, out ofNorth 7 By Instituting and Inducting
Parsons and Vicars to Benefices when they fall. 1719
PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 25 Every Vicar, when
he is inducted into the Church, takes possession of the

Body of the Church. 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses 11. vii. 123
Lately he has taken orders, and been inducted to a small

country living.

b. To introduce into office, to install.

1548 HALL CArvn., Hen. VII 17 b, Then lohn .. woulde
in all haste have rydden to induct the French kyng as their

sovereign e lorde. i8ao SCOTT Monast. xix, Thy Knee, my
son that we may, with our own hand . . induct thee into
office. 1828 WEBSTER s.v., In the United States, certain

civil officers and presidents of colleges, are inducted into

office with
appropriate

ceremonies.

c. To place or install in a seat, room, etc.

1706-7 FARQUHAK Beaux Straf, u. U, Then I, Sir, tips
me the Verger with half a Crown ; he pockets the Simony,
and Inducts me into the best Pue in the Church. i8a6
SCOTT Woodst. i, Inducting himself into the pulpit without
further ceremony. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge Ix, Hugh
and his two friends . . were received with signal marks of

approbation, and inducted into the most honourable seats.

2. To lead, conduct into (lit. andySg".). rare.

1600 HOLLAND Liry 1029 So soone as any one is in-

ducted and brought in thither, she or be is delivered to the

priests as a very sacrifice to be killed. 1861 Crt. Life at

Naples 239 She led the way to the galleria, into which she
first inducted the visitor. 1876 World V. No. 106. n,
I was inducted into error last week in stating (etc.). 1881



INDUCTANCE.
STEVFNSOM Virg. Puerisqne 155 Thus gradually inducted
into the slumber of death,

b. To lead in (before a court), rare,

1834 LYTTON Pompeii iv. vii. They say the crime is of so

extraordinary a nature, that the senate itself must adjudge
it ; and so the lictors are to induct him formally.
3. To introduce (to) ; to initiate (into).

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch'sMT

or. 461 There was a sacrificer
or priest named Philippus, who inducted and professed men
in the ceremoniall religion of Orpheus. 1833 LAMB Elia

i!

of the inn . . inducts us into all Us hidden mysteries. 1848
THACKERAY ran. Fair Ivi, The pleasures to which the foot-
man inducted him.

1 4. To bring in, introduce (a custom). Oh.
1615 G. SANDYS Tray. 24 The ceremonies in the gather-

ing hereof were first inducted by the Venetians. Ibid. 85Who use extreme unction, as inducted by Saint James.
5. absol. To form an induction ; to infer by

induction, rare.

i832WHEWELL in Tod-hunter's Ace. [I'hetvelfs Writ. (1876)
II.i4i The conceptions which must exist in the mind in order
to get by induction a lawfromacollection of facts ; and the
impossibility of inducting or even of collecting without this.

6. Electr. < INDOOX p. 4!). See INDUCTING ppl.a.
Inductance, [f. prec. (sense 6) + -ANCK.]

Magnetic or electric self-induction.
1888 Science July 18 The term commonly employed to

denote_the electrical inertia-like effect is 'self-induction',
which is becoming gradually shortened to inductance.
t Indu'ctative, a. Olis. rare- 1

. [f.L.induc/-,
ppl. stem (see INDCCT) + -ATIVE.] Tending to lead
or be led into something.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \\. xiii. (Skeat) 1. 48 Naturell

goodnesse of euery substaunce, is nothing els than his
substaunciall beyng, whiche is icleaped goodnesse, after

comparison that he hath to his first goodnesse, so as it is

inductatife by meanes into the firste goodnesse.
Indueteous (ind-ktz'|3s), a. [irreg. f. INDUCT

v. + -EOUS.] Rendered electro-polar by induction.
1855 H. M. NOAD Man. Klectr. I. 54 The originally

active body is called the inductric, and that under its

influence the inditcteons\ thus, in the last figure, A is the
inductric and C the inducteousbody.
Inductile (indo-ktil, -ail), a. [!N- 3 : c f. F. ;/-

ductile (Littre).] Not ductile; not pliable ;
un-

yielding to influences.

1736 LD. HERVEY Mem. Ceo. //, I. 57 The stuff she had
to work with was so stubborn and so inductile. 1827
J. FP.ARN in E. H. Barker Parriana (1828) I. 568 The
human mind becomes extremely inductile to the pressure of
any new evidence. 1828 WEBSTER, Inductile, not capable
of being drawn into threads, as a metal. 1855 H. SPENCER
Prim. Psychol. (1872) II. vi. xii. 156 Of bodies that resist in
different modes, .we have., the Ductile and Inductile. 1891
F. W. ROBINSON- Her Lave 4. llh Life I. in. ix. 278 A man
of honour, . . but inductile, unimaginative, hard.
Hence luductrlity. the quality of being induc-

tile (so F. inductilitf). 1828 in WEBSTER.

Indu'cting, -M. sb.
[f.

INDUCT v. + -ING i.]
1. Eccl. The action of introducing into, or put-

ting in formal possession of, a benefice.
c 1380 [see INDUCT ?'. i]. 1575-83 ADP. SANDYS Sena.

(Parker Soc.l 241 The bestowing of benefices, the present-
ing, instituting, and inducting of pastors. 1684 BAXTER
Par. Congreg. 28 Do all Independents assume the power of
Ordination, ..instituting, inducting?
2. The making of inductions or inferences.
1818 JAS. MILL lirit. India Pref. 15 Powers of combina-

tion, discrimination, . . inferring, inducting, philosophizing
in short.

Indu'cting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
That induces or causes induction.

1839 G. BIRD Nat. Pkilps. 173 Evidence . . that the inter-

vening dielectric, air, has its particles of electricity arranged
in a manner analogous to those of the conductor., by the in-

ducting influence of the glass tube.

Induction (ind-kjsn). Also 5-6 induccyon,
(6 enduction). [a. F. induction. ( I4th c.) or ad. L.

induction-em, n. of action from indficere to INDUCE.]
T" ! The action of inducing by persuasion ;

in-

ducement. Obs.

1490 Camal Smyift xii. 44 The incitacyons moeued by
naturell dylection, whiche commen of thy self, with out ony
othre induction. Ibid. xxix. 113 There was som deceptyon
or frawdulent induction that hath made her to condescende
therunto. 1588 ALLEN Adman. 5 Not the pope alone but
God himselfe suerly, & other the most zelous & mightiest
princes in Christendom by his Induction.
2. The action of introducing to, or initiating in,

the knowledge of something ; the process of being
initiated

; introduction, initiation. Now rare.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (1531) 25 b, Of these iii examples we may

take a general iuduccyon or informacyon to our sayd
iourney. 1531 ELYOT Gmr. 1. xxii, The principal cause of
this my little enterprise is to declare an Induction or mean
how children .. may be trayned into the waye of vertue.
1600 HOLLAND Lny 379 A strange kind of induction and
institution of the souldiours, binding them to take their

oth,. .as if they were to take orders in some holy mysteries.
1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 59, I have never yet
seen any service, and must have my induction some time or
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life for the best Induction to your endless rest. 1556 J.
HF.YWOOD Spider ft F. liv. 12 Enter the path.. One depe
enduction wherto . . Is to flee rash deedes rashlie done. 1631
CHAPMAN Caesar fy Pompty Plays 1873 III. 149 This prepares
a good induction to the change of fortune. 1641$ BUCK
Rick. Ill 118 (T.) An induction to those succeeding evils
which pursued that inconsiderate marriage. 1894 BLACK-
MORE Pcrlycross 15 An old-fashioned Inn. . . This . . was not
in the Parson's opinion a pleasing induction to the lych-gate,

b. An introductory statement ; a preface, pream-
ble, or introduction (to a book or the like), arch.

'533 MORE Answ. Poysoncd Bk. Wks. 1094/1 In the .xi.

leafe ne hath an other argument, towarde whyche he maketh
a hlynde induccion before. 1559 T. SACKVILI.E The Induction
to Mirronrfor Magistrates. 1607 I'.FAUM. & Fu Woman-
//atcrPro\. t Inductions are out of date, and a prologue in
verse is as stale as a black velvet cloak. 1645 MILTON Colast.
Wks. (1851) 362 That which hee takes for the second Argu-
ment . . is no argument, but an induction to those that follow.

1873 A. W. WARD Eng. Dram. Lit. I. Introd. 1 1 In the form
of a Prologue or . . by means of a separate Induction, or
even by an inductive Dumb-show.

t C. The initial step in any undertaking. 06s.

1574 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, I. i. 32 Plots haue I laide, Induc-
tions dangerous, . . To set my Brother Clarence and the

King In deadly hate, the one against the other. 1596
i Hen. II7

, in. i. 2 These promises are faire, the parties sure,
And our induction full of prosperous hope.

t d. A leading on or gradual transition from one

thing to another. Obs.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 281 [In a centaur] the
horse . . turneth from the one into the other as by a quiet and
insensible induction.

fe. Music. (See quot.) Obs.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 92 Here they set downe certaine

obseruations, which they termed Inductions, .euerie propor-
tion whole, is called the Induction to that which it maketh
being broken. As tripla being broken in the more prolation
will make Nonupla, and so is tripla the Induction to nonupla.
4. Eccl. The action of formally introducing a

clergyman into possession of the church to which
he has been presented and instituted, together with
all rights, profits, etc. pertaining to it.

c 1380 WVCLIF ll'is. (1880) 248 For institution and indue-
cion he schal }eue moche of Jis god bat is pore mennus to

hischopis officers, archdekenes & officialis. 1583 STUBBKS
Anal. Alms. H. (1882) 81 At the time of their initiation, in-

stitution, induction and admission. 1660 R. COKE Ptnoerf,-

Sitbj. 21 The division of all parishes, .the right of institution
and induction, .were all originally of the King's foundation
and donation. 1765 BLACKSTONE Coinm. I. xi. 307 The
method of becoming a parson or vicar is much the same.
To both there are four requisites necessary : holy orders;
presentation; institution; and induction, 1875 GLADSTONE
(tlt'an. VI. Hi. 228 He had indeed received a formal induc-
tion . . from the arch priest of Cavriana.

b. In Presbyterian churches : The placing of
a minister already ordained in a new pastoral
charge. (Distinguished from ordination.')
1871 SIR H. MONCRIF.FF I'ract. F. C. ofScot. (1877) 269 The

Presbytery resolved to loose him from his present charge
and translate him to - , . . and they request that Reverend
Court to give them notice of his Induction when it takes

place. Ibid. 270 Edict previous to Ordination or Induction.

c. gen. The formal introduction to an office, posi-
tion, or possession ; installation. (Cf. ENDUE v. I.)
1460 CAPCRAVF. Chron. (Rolls) 301 Ve send oure special le-

gates to trete. .of the restitucion, and the real inducciouneof
the duchy of Gian. 1828 WEBSTER s.v., Induction is applied
to the introduction of officers only when certain oaths are to
be ^administered or other formalities are to be observed,
which are intended to confer authority or give dignity to
the office. In the United States it is applied to the formal
introduction of civil officers, and the higher officers of
colleges.

6. The action of introducing or bringing in (a

person, custom, etc.). rare.

1604 DEKKER Kings Entert. Wks. 1873 I. 271 The induc-
tion of such a person, might pass very currant. 1610
HEALEV St. Aug. Citie ofGod n. xiii. (1620) 66 Such things
as our Gods themselues doe make sacred, by their owne
expresse induction of those plaies into our customes. 1612
WOODALL Pref. Stirg. Mate Wks. (1653) 9 The Knowledge
and use of all such medicines, .as were of his production
and induction. 1802 LAMB J. Wood-nil iv. ii, Therefore,
without much induction of superfluous words, I attach you
. .of high treason.

6. The bringing forward, adducing, or enumerat-

ing o/a. number of separate facts, particulars, etc.,

esp. for the purpose of proving a general statement.
1551 GARDINER Explic., Traiisntst. 125 (R.) For the

auctour of this booke concludeth solemly thus by induction
of the premisses, that euen so the bodye of Christe was aftei

harmoniously.
3. That which introduces or leads on or in to

something ;
an introduction. Now rare.

1-1540 Four P. P. in Hazl. Dodslty I. 355 Comparing that

pompe of words. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrmvs iv. 3. 377 It

may further be proved by that induction of particulars
tending to this purpose which God himselfe bringeth in.

1655 FULLER Ck. Hist. n. vi. 42 That the Doctrine remained
stdl sound and entire., will appeare by an Induction of the
dommative Controversies. 1794 PALEY Evid. i. ix. (1817) 168
The persuasion produced by this species of evidence de-

pends upon a view and induction of the particulars which
compose it. 1842 H. ROGERS Introd. Bnrkc's Wks. I. 40
It is valuable rather as a most extensive induction of facts,
than as an instance of their successful application.
7. Logic. The process of inferring a general law

or principle from the observation of particular in-

stances (opposed to DEDUCTION, q.v.).

_
[Directly representing L. indvctio (Cicero), rendering Gr.

eiraywyr} (Aristotle*, in same sense.]

1553 T.WILSON Rhct, in We mighte heape many men
together, and prove by large rehersall, any thyng that we
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INDUCTION.

would, the whiche of the logicians is culled induction. 1613
PuKCHAsPz/grztiuigedGn) Ep. Ded. piii, Others may hence
learne by that most laborious, though not most learned Ar-

gument of Induction, two lessons fitting these times. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 182/1 Induction is ever)

1 me-
thod of reason which proceedeth either from like to like or
from singulars to generals. TJ&'BVMKF.LF.Y Anafyst 19 You
must take up with Induction, and bid adieu toDemonstration.
1 812-16 PI.AYFAIR Nat. Phil. I. 2 It is from induct ion that all

certain and accurate knowledge of the laws of nature is de-

rived, a 1862 BUCKLE Misc. WIis. I. 41 Logic, considered as
a science, is

solely concerned with induction ; and the busi-
ness of induction is to arrive at causes. 1876 FOWLER Induct.

Logic (ed.3> Pref., Induction.,may or may not employ hypo-
thesis, but what is essential to it is the inference from the

particular to the general, from the known to the unknown.
b. An act or instance of induction ;

the result of
this

;
a conclusion derived from induction ; for-

merly used in the wider sense of (
inference'.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 1923 The hill in whiche
god ^af the wrytyn lawe On-to the lewes, ledeth to that

perfeccyon Of crystis gospell . . Paule in his bookis maketh
swyche induccyon ; He seyth it longeth to Jerusalem as in

seruage With alle his children heere in pylgremage. <. 1530
L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 49 He treateth of the fourme of SiUo-

ismes, Enthimemes and Inductions. 1587 GOLDING Dt
\Iornay xxvi. 396 We would haue [God] to vse Inductions
as Plato doth, or Syllogismes as Aristotle doth. 1697 tr.

Burgersdicius his
Logic^ II. xi. 46 In an induction .. it's

proved that animals void of bile are long-liv'd, because a
man, a horse, an ass, &c., are long-liv'd. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
CycL s.v., The conclusion of a syllogism, is an induction
made from the premises. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Briery Creek
iv. 86 They look .. into the evidence of circumstance, and
learn to make an induction for themselves. 1868 W. R, GREG
Lil. <$ Social Judgm. 313 The contrast between his wide
inductions and the apparently flimsy foundation on which
they are made to rest. 1869 FOWLER Induct. Logic \. i

[This] is an inference of that particular character which is

called an Inductive Inference or an Induction.

8. Math. (See quot. 1875.)
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 466/1 An instance of mathematical

induction occurs in every equation of differences, in every
recurring series, &c. 1875 TODHUNTER Algebra (ed. 7)
xxxiii. 484 The method of mathematical induction may be
thus described : We prove that if a theorem is true in one
case, whatever that case may be, it is true in another case
which we may call the next case ; we prove by trial that the
theorem is true in a certain case ; hence it is true in the next
case, and hence in the next to that, and so on ; hence it must
be true in every case after that with which we began.
9. The action of bringing on, bringing into exist-

ence or operation, producing, causing. Chiefly fried.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 403/2 The induction
of sickness is the expulsion of health. 1835 1. TAYLOR Spir.
Despot, in. 108 The gradual induction ofpolitical, ecclesi-

astical and moral changes. 1865 Reader i Apr. 374/3 Abuse
of tobacco is far more operative in the induction of this

paralysis than alcohol. 1877 ERICHSEN Surg. I. 23 The time

required for the induction of the anaesthetic state varies.

10. Electr. and Magnetism. The action of induc-

ing or bringing about an electric or magnetic state

in a body by the proximity (without actual contact)
of an electrified or magnetized body.
The terms induce and induction were originally employed

apparently to avoid the use of terms involving any theory
of the nature of the action involved. The medium of com-
munication is now held to be, as in the case of other forms
of energy, the intervening ether.

Electrodynawic or -voltaic induction^ the production of an
electric current (induced current} by the influence of another

independent electric current. Electromagnetic induction,
the production of a state of magnetic polarity in a body near
or round which an electric or galvanic current passes, or the

generation of an electric current by the action of a magnet
(the latter called by Faraday,more properly, magneto~electric
induction). Electrostatic induction, the production of an
electrical charge upon a body by the influence of a neigh-
bouring body charged with statical electricity, as exemplified
in Volta's electrophorns. Magnetic induction, the produc-
tion of magnetic properties in iron or other substances when
placed in a magnetic field, as when a bar of soft iron is

magnetized by a neighbouring magnet. Mutual induction,
the reaction of two electric circuits upon each other; self-
induction, the reaction of different parts of the same circuit

upon one another.
1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 132 To produce a succes-

sion of effects both conductors must be brought near bodies
connected with the ground, which gain the opposite state,
in consequence of what may be called induction. 1830 HER-
SCHEL Stud, Nat, Phil. 329 The communication of magne-
tism from the earth to a magnetic body, or from one magnetic
body to another, is performed by a process to which the name
of induction has been given. 1832 FARADAY Exp. Researches

i in Phil. Trans. 125 The power which electricity of ten-

sion possesses of causing an opposite electrical state in its

vicinity has been expressed by the general term Induction ;

which, as it has been received into scientific language, may
also with propriety be used in the same general sense to

express the power which electric currents may possess of

inducing any particular state upon matter in their immediate

neighbourhood. Ibid. 58. 139, 1 propose to call the agency
thus exerted by ordinary magnets, magneto-electric or

magnelectric induction. 59 The only difference which

powerfully strikes the attention as existing between volta-

electric and magneto-electric induction, is the suddenness
of the former, and the sensible time required by the latter.

1870 TYNDALL Lect. Electr. 14 This forcible separation of
the two fluids ofa -neutral conductor, by the mere proximity
of an electrified body, is called electric induction. Bodies
in this state are also said to be electrified by influence. 189*
S. P. THOMPSON DynamO'Elect. Mach. (ed. 4) 83 We know
that every electric current possesses a property sometimes
called 'electric inertia ', sometimes called 'self-induction',

by virtue of which it tends to go on, and that it is in the
current's own magnetic field that this inertia ofself-induction
resides. Ibid. 102 Mutual induction between adjacent parts
is of enormous importance in alternate current machines.



INDUCTIONAL.

11. Grammar. (See quot.)
1860 HAI.DKMAN Anal. Orthogr. ix. 52 Induction it the

influence of larger classes of words on smaller ones, causing
uniformity and regularity in Grammatical inflections.

12. Chan. (See quot.)
1891 MORLKY & MUIR Diet. Ctutn. III. 8/i When H and

Cl are mixed in
casual volumes and exposed to sun-

light, a measurable time elapses before chemical change
begins, llunsen and Roscoe, who examined this phenome-
non, regard the mixture as resisting chemical change, and
they used the term induction to express the gradual over*

coining of this resistance. The term has also been used by
Wright, who noticed a similar phenomenon in the reduction
of metallic oxides by CO and H.

18. altrib. and Comb., as (sense 10) induction ap-

paratus, current, machine, shock, spark ; ako in-

duction-balance, an electrical apparatus so con-

trived that the currents induced in the secondary
\vires of two induction-coils balance each other;

induction-bridge, a form of induction-balance ar-

ranged on the principle of a \Vheatstone's bridge ;

induction-coil, an apparatus for producing elec-

tric currents by induction, consisting of two sepa-
rated coils of wire generally surrounding a soft- iron

core, the primary coil being connected with an
external source of electricity, and having an ar-

rangement for causing the electric current to vary
in intensity, the effect of which is to produce a

current of different character in the other or second-

ary coil; (sense 3) induction-pipe, the pipe
through which the live steam is introduced into

the cylinder of a steam-engine ; induction-port,
the opening by which steam passes from the

steam-chest into the cylinder; induction-valve,
the valve which controls the passage of steam into
the cylinder,
1855-7 H- M- NOAD Man. Elcclr. II. 728 The "induction

apparatus as at present constructed by M. RuhmkorIT is

shown in Fig. 395. 1879 D. E. HUGHES in Proc. R. Soc.
XXIX. 56 M. Dove.. constructed an "induction balance,
wherein two separate induction coils, each having its primary
and secondary coils, were joined together in such a manner
that the induced current in one coil was made to neutrali/e
the induced current in the opposite coil, thus forming an
induction-balance, to which he gave the name of differential
inductor. Ibid., I have obtained a perfect induction balance
which. .allows us to obtain direct comparative measures of
the force or disturbance produced by the introduction ofany
metal or conductor. 1889 FLEMING Alternate Current

to a far greater degree of perfection than it had hitherto
attained by paying the greatest possible attention to the in-

sulation of the secondary wire. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT
Telegraphy 262 Each globe or tube ought to be tested from
time to time with an induction-coil, or some other generator
of electricity of high potential. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
I. 351, I shall speak of electrostatic methods, of treatment by
the battery current, and of treatment by the induction coil
current. 1881 MAXWELL Kltctr. q Magn. II. 408 This dif-
fusion and decay of the "induction-current is a phenomenon
precisely analogous to the diffusion of heat. 1875 BF.NNKTT
& DYER tr. Sack? But. 689 Weak induction-currents act on
the sensitive parts of the leaves ofMimosa . . like concussion
or contact. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 7 May 8/2 A small Wims-
hurst "induction machine. 1875.BENNETT & DYER U.Sachs
Bot. 680 The number of "induction-shocks, .appears to have
no considerable influence on the action. 1878 FOSTER Phys.
i. ii. 2. 46 Induction-shocks, or at least galvanic currents
in some form or other. 1865 Intell. Otserv. No. 36. 389
When the "induction spark is taken in air. 1870 PROCTOR
Other Worlds xii. 280 The spectrum of the induction spark.
1859 RANKINF. Steam-Engine (1861) 480 The admission and
discharge of the steam take place through openings near the
ends of the cylinder called

'

ports ', connected with passages
called '

nozzles ', which are opened and closed by "induction
and eduction valves.

Indu'Ctional, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of induction.

1819 Blaflnu. Mag. XXVI. 621 The leading farts upon
which his inductional argument is founded.

t IndU'Otious, a. Ots. rare 1
, [f. INDUCTION :

see -ous.] Persuasive; seductive.
i6o FORD Lima I'. (Shaks. Soc.)6o Flatterie to publique

persons is not more inductions on the one side, then enuie
on the other is vigilant.

t Indu'ctive, st>. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inducti-

vum, neut. sing, of inductivus : see next.] An in-

ducement, incentive.
a 1410 HOCCI.F.VE De Reg. Princ. 453 Me thynkyth this

a verray inductif Vnto stelthe. 1657 W. MORICB Coena
quasi KOIIT) Def. xxviii. 278 The same reason, .may become
also an inductive to their expulsion from Ecclesiastick Com-
munion. 1683 E. HOOKER I'ref. Pordage's Mystic Din. 92
These reasons, grounds, persuasives, motives, or, if you
please, inductives and incentives.

Inductive (ind-ktiv), a. [ad. L. induciiv-HS

(Priscian), f. induct-, ppl. stem of inducfrt : see
INDUCE and -IVE. Cf. F. inductif, -ire (i4th c. in

Godef.).]
L Leading on (to some action, etc.) ; inducing.
1607 Sckol. Disc. agit. A ntichr, 1 1. vi. 56 An active scandal!
not

only given by a purpose to drawe to sinne, but also
when haumg no intent a man doth that, which of it selfe is

mductiue to it, 1667 MILTON P. L. XI. 519 To serve un-
govern d appetite . . a brutish vice, Inductive mainly to them of Eve. 18.5 in Laiv Kef. 9 App. Cases jso/' The in-

28.2

ductive cause and primary object of granting the obligation
was to secure an annuity to Jean Knox.

1 2. Productive of, giving rise to. Obs.

1613 T. MILLF.S tr. Media's, etc. Treat. Anc. $ Mod. T.
957/1 Wee know and perceiue it [air] to be the operatiue
and inductiue Instrument, of the vertue of life. 1677 HALF.
Prim. Orig. Man. u. L 132 Probable and inductive of Credi-

bility, though not of Science or Infallibility. 1771 Juntas
Lett. Uviii. 343 Circumstances inductive ofa doubt, whether
the prisoner be guilty ->r innocent.

3. Caused by induction ;
of induced nature or

origin, rare.

1817 COLEBROOKE Misc. Ess. (1837) I. 371 Its activity is

not of its essence, but inductive through its organs.
4. Logic. Of the nature of, based upon, or char-

j

acterized by the use of induction, or reasoning from

j
particular facts to general principles.
1764 REID Inquiry vi. 24 (R.) Upon this principle of our

constitution .. all inductive reasoning, and all our reasoning
from analogy is grounded. 1830 HKRSCIIEL Stud. Nat.
Phil. 104 The whole of natural philosophy consists entirely
of a series of inductive generalizations. 1837 WHEWELL
(.title) History of the Inductive Sciences. i8&4BowEN Logic
viii. 262 In Inductive reasoning, the parts are first stated,
and what is predicated of them is also predicated of the
whole they constitute. 1860 FOWLER (title) The Elements
of Inductive Logic. 1874 DARWIN in Life ft Lett. (1887)
HI. 193 My mind is so fixed by the inductive method, that
I cannot appreciate deductive reasoning.

b. Of persons : Using the method of induction.

1764 REID Inquiry vi. o. 150 He planned out much work
for his followers who call themselves inductive philosophers.
1841 N. B. WARD Closed Casts PI. iii. (1852) 68 The mduc-

he has been an inductive philosopher more than forty years
without knowing it.

c. With reference to ethics (see quots.).
1861 MILL Utilit. \. 3 What may be termed the inductive

school of Ethics . . according to it, right and wrong as well
as truth and falsehood are questions of observation and
experience. 1869 LECKV Eitrop. Mor. I. i. 3 The other

(theory of morals] as the Epicurean, the inductive, the utili-

tarian or the selfish.

5. Of the nature of, pertaining to, or due to

electric or magnetic induction.

1849 MRS. SOHERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. (ed. 8) xxviii.

314 The inductive process may be indefinitely modified by
the various circumstances of the quantity and intensity of
the electricity. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. xv. 410
When .. good hard magnets act on each other from a suffi-

cient distance, the inductive action practically vanishes.

1879 G. PRFSCOTT Sf, Telephone 86 note. The phenomenon
of inductive retardation in long ocean cables.

6. Introductory.
1868 Ac/ 31 <$ 32 Viet. c. 101 Sched. (B) No. i. After the

inductive and dispositive clauses, the deed may proceed
thus [etc.). 1875 [see INDUCTION 3 b].

Hence Indtrctiveness, the quality of being in-

ductive.
ri8o FABF.R Eight Dissert, vi. vi. (1845) II. 54 Under-

standing the conjunction in its common import of indue-
tiveness. a 1866 J. GROTE Exatu. Utilit. Philos. xvii. (1870)
260 Such inductiveness therefore as there is in utilitarianism.

Iiuhrctively , adv. [f. prec. + -I.Y -.]
1. By inductive reasoning.
a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (17441 VIII. vii. 197 This I shall make

appear inductively, by recounting the several ends and
intents, to which . . it may be designed. 1800 Med. Jrnl.
IV. 487 No sufficient documents have yet been furnished,
either experimentally, inductively, or analogically. 1881
SEF.LEY Bonaparte in Macm. Ufaf.XLlV. 165/2 My desire

.is to see this question . . treated inductively and without
ungrounded assumptions.
2. By electric induction.

1870 R. M. FERGUSON Klcctr. 12 The two magnets .. act

inductively on each other and so lessen the conjoint power.
1879 G. PRESCOTT Kf. Telephone 22 The current pulsations,
which are inductively produced by the vibrations of the

diaphragms. 1891 S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-Elect. Mach.
(ed. 4) 101 In disk armatures of the. . Wallace.Farmer type,
each of the parallel coils acted inductively on its neighbour.
Induct!vity (indkti

-

viti). [f. INDUCTIVE +
-ITT.] Inductive quality ; power or capacity for

magnetic induction.
1888 HEAVISIDF. in Philos. Mag. Ser. v. XXVI. 367 When

the inductivities are equal, there is a material simplification.
Inducto- (indc-kto), used as a combining form

|

of INDUCTION, in forming names of some electric

apparatus or processes, as Xndnctometer (-pmftai^ ,

an instrument for ascertaining the force of electrical

induction. Indrrctoscope, an instrument for de-

tecting induction. Zndn'ctoiorlpt, a figure pro-
duced on a photographic plate by means of an

I
electric discharge from the object, usually by an

1

induction-coil
;
the process ofobtaining such figures.

1839 FARADAY Exf. Researches 1. 416, I beg to propose for
it .. the name of Differential Inciuctometer. 1891 F. J.
SMITH in Proc. Physical Soc, XI. 353 The inductoscript is

a name I venture to propose as it somewhat suggests the
nature of the process. 1893 Times n May 6/1 i'he Rev.

|

F. J. Smith's inductoscript . . By its means figures and pic-
tures are made by placing the object to be reproduced in
contact with an ordinary photographic plate placed upon
a conducting sheet of metal.

Inductor (indo-ktai). [a. L. inductor, agent
-

n. from inducfre, INDUCT v.l

L One who introduces or initiates, rare.

1651 BROME City Wit\. Wks. 1873 1. 364 Try, Who should
act and personate these 1..Sar. Me play the Inductor, and
then we are all fitted. 1841 L HI-NT .Seer it. 11864) "8

INDULGE.
Inductor of ladies and gentlemen into the shapely and
salutary art of dancing.

2. One who inducts a clergyman to a benefice.

1736 AVLIFFF. Parergon 283 If Inductors received more
than this on the Score of such Induction . . they were . . to
incur a Suspension no officio. 1818 CRUISE Digtst (ed. 2)
III. 15 After which the inductor

opens
the door, and puts

the clerk into the church, who usually tolls the bell to make
his induction public, and known to the parishioners; after
this the inductor endorses a certificate of the induction on
the mandate, which is witnessed by the persons present.
3. Any part of an electric apparatus which acts

inductively on another.

1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. xxx. in By connect ing
the binding-screws on one side with the inductor. 1881
MAXWELL Electr, fy Magn. I. 295 The moveable conductors
are called Carriers, and the fixed ones may be called Indue*
tors, Receivers, and Regenerators.
attrib. 1891 Timet a Oct. 3/2 In the machinery hall they

show the Kmgdon inductor dynamo, a most efficient nnd
interesting machine.

Inductorium (ind#kt6*ri#m). [mod.L., neut.
of late L. induetdrius INDUCTOBY : see -ORIUM. (L.
had inditctorium in the sense *

covering': see IN-

DUCE v. 7).] A name for the induction-coil as

adapted for the display of the electric spark.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1182/2. 1877 ROSENTHAI.

Muscles
ty
Nerves 36 An apparatus of this Icind is called

a sliding inductorium. 1881 Set. American XI,IV. 388 This
is the foundation of what is now called induction coils or
inductoriums.

Indu'Ctory, a. [ad. late L. inductori-ns, in

Augustine in sense
'

leading on, misleading
1

, f. in-

dfictre^ induct- : see -OKY.] Leading in ; intro-

ductory.
1631 C. DOWNING State Ecdes. Kingd. (1634) 7? [They]

are not Lawes inductory of a new, but declaratorie of the
ancient authoritie of our Prince. 1831 Prater's Mag. III.

513 Having made these admissions for the sake of candour,
and done that justice to the administration of Lord Grey
which their inductory conduct deserves [etc.].

I Indu'ctric, a. Electr. Obs. [irreg. f. Iimrc-

TION, after electric] Operating by induction.
i8 NOAD Man. Electr. I. 54 [see INDUCTEOUS). Ibid.

725 The manner in which this machine acts will be clearly
understood by reference to the general principles of volta-
inductrie action. 18515 MAYNE Expos. Lexn Jnductric,
a term synonymous with . . inducing. Inductric Contrac-
tion^ a term for that contraction of the muscles, obtained
without employing the electric current for its production.
So Indu ctrical a. = prec. (Webster, 1864).

Indue, variant of ENDUE, q.v.

Induellar, -er, obs. Sc. forms of INDWKLLEK.

Induement, var. of ENDurMEXT, Obs.

Induire, obs. Sc. form of ENDURE.
t Indui'tion. Obs. rare, [irreg, f. L. indn-frc

(ppl. stem *W/7/-).] Putting on (of a garment).
1584 R. SCOT Discoi'. Witchcr. xv. xxiv. (i886j 371 Item,

there must be . . communion, and induition of the surplis.

t Indu'lcate, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 indul-
ciate.

[f. ppl. stem of L. indulcare to sweeten, f.

in- (Iir-^) + dulcare to sweeten, dulcis sweet.]
trans. To sweeten. Hence f Indnloa'tion (in-

dulciation), sweetening.
i6a8 FKLTHAM Resolves ll. [i.] xli. 123 A friendly warre

doth indulciate the insuine cloze. 1661 On St. Luke (1606)

32^ The secret sweetness that gratifies and indulciates all his

spirits. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Indulcate, Indulciate, to
make sweet. 1658 PHILLIPS, [nditlcation or Indulciation,
a sweetning, a making sweet.

Indulge (indiHd,;), 7 1

. Also 8 endulge.

[acl. L. injulge-re (intr. with dative) to be cour-

teous or complaisant, to be kind or indulgent, to

yield, give oneself up (to), indulge in
; (with ace.

and dat.) to bestow as a favour, to concede, grant,
allow. The verb was adopted in 1 7th c. in several

of the L. senses, the way having been prepared by
the earlier use of indulgence, indulgent.]

I. Transitive.

1. To treat (a person) with such favour, kindness,
or complaisance as he has no claim to, but desires

or likes ; to gratify by compliance, or by absence

of restraint or strictness ;
to humour by yielding

to the wishes of. (The personal obj. represents
L. dative.) Const, in.

t66o R. COKE Pmuer t, Siihj. 116 King Charles had not
the same Reason of State to indulge the House ofCommons.
1661 MARVELL Corr. xxi. Wks. 1872-5

II. 55 In the matter
of your two companyes. .he is willing to indulge you. 1749
WESLEY Hymn,

'

Jesu, than Smereien Lord ', Indulge us.

Lord, in this request. i8j MRS. STOWF. Unclt Tatn'i C.

xvi, The fact is, St. Clare indulges every creature under

this roof but his own wife.

b. refl. To give free course to one's inclination

or liking ;
to gratify oneself, take one's pleasure.

Const, in (fin first quot. to: cf. 7).

1659 HAMMOND On Ps. ciii. 14 [They] do not indulge
themselves to any deliberate sin. 1736 BUTLER Anal.

Introd., Wks. 1874 I. 7 There are some, who. .indulge them-

selves in vain and idle speculations. i8oa MAR. EDCEWORTH
Atoral T. (1816) I.xviii. 147 Pleasing anticipations in which
he indulged himself. 1887 BOWEM l-'irg. &neid ll. 776

Why so fain to indulge thce in this wild passion of woe !

O. To favour or gratify 'a person) -ivith some-

thing given or granted.
1790 W. WHIGHTE Grotesqtu Archil, o The author hopes

he may be indulged with observing, that he hath . . seen



INDULGE.

a fine piece of water in the park. 1800 Asiat. Ana. Reg.,
Proc. . Ind. Ho. 146/1 Mr. Henchman gave notice of a
otion . . to indulge Mr. Dundas, during his life, with the. .

house in Downing Street.

anger and revenge. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. lit. 5. 140
The fall of Hubert de Burg

1

preference for aliens.

4. To bestow or grant (something) as a favour, or

as a matter of free grace ; to allow or concede as an

indulgence. Const. untot to, indirect obj. No\v rare.

In passive, something must be indulged to some indul-

gence must be shown to.

my' Female Patients. 1752 YOUNG Brothers \, i, The sword

by both too much indulg'd in blood.

2. To grant an indulgence, privilege, or dispen-

sation to : see INDULGENCE II.

1662 GUNNING Lent Fast 57 In holy Lent the Lord hath

indulged these two weekly daies [Saturday, and Lord's

day]. 1673 SIR W. COVENTRY Sp. Ho. Commons^ 14 Feb.

in Grey's Debates 1667-94 II. 30 Some are for indulging
j

Protestant Subjects only, and some for extending it to

Catholic subjects. 1682-1816 [see INDULGED a], a. 183*
MACKINTOSH Revol. o/"i688, Wits. 1846 II. 161 A Declaration

for indulging Nonconformists in matters ecclesiastical.

3. To gratify (a desire or inclination) ; to give
free course to, give way to, yield to, give oneself

up to. Sometimes in weaker sense : To entertain,

cherish, foster.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. Pref. 3 To indulge my own fancy,
I began to compile this work. 1697 DRYDEN fire. Georg.
i. 408 Saylors .. crown their Vessels, then indulge their

j

Ease. 1777 WATSON Philip II (1839) 465 Delusive hopes
:

which he had long fondly indulged. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $
F. xxxiii. (1869) II. 252 He indulged the sterner passions of

-"-- GREEN Short Hist. lit. 5. 140

irgh enabled him to indulge his

yoi

that we doe excuse small mistakes in them. 1647 CLAREM*

DOS Hist. Reb. i. 5 33 In this the Duke resumed the same

impetuosity he had so much indulged to Himself in the

debate of the journey. 1648 E. SPARKE in y. Slmte's Sarah

<$ Hagar a iv a, Scarce indulging himself necessary Relaxa-

tions. 1650 FULLER Pisgak n. v. 126 On Benhadads feigned
submission he indulged life unto him. 1709 STRYPE Attti.

Ref. (1824) I. xviii. 338 In the conclusion of the Queen's
letters patents, where she indulged the Colleges that liberty.

1774 S. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Civ. Law Pref. (1795) ii

A Valuable privilege is likewise indulged to Graduates in

this faculty. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873)

182 In the utterance of great passions, something must be

indulged to the extravagance of Nature.

5. Comtn. To grant nn indulgence on (a bill) ;

to allow (a person) an extension of the time within

which a bill is to be met. Cf. INDULGENCE 5.

1766 \V. GORDON Gen. Counting-ho. 341 An inland bill

may be indulged before protesting. 1827 CHITTY Bills of

Exchange (ed. 7) 208 Though the giving time to an ac-

ceptor or indorser, will thus in general discharge all subse-

quent indorsers, who would be entitled to resort to the

party indulged, the giving time to a subsequent indorser,

will not discharge a prior indorser.

II. Intransitive (with preposition).

)
6. Indulge to : to grant indulgence to, to give

free course to, give way to, gratify (a propensity,

etc. = 3 ; rarely, a person = i). Orig. =L. intr. use

with dative; but in later use coinciding in sense

\vi\\\indiilgein (7). Also with indirectpassive. Obs.

1646 H. LAWRENCK Comm. Angells 124 By a soft and
delicate life, by indulgeing to bodily things. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. i. 130 He indulged still too much to those im-

portunate and insatiate appetites. 1674 Govt. Tongue VI.

5. 124 There lies sure no obligations upon any man, to

wrong himself, to indulge to another. 1738-41 WARBURTON
Div. Legal. (1758-65) III. 334 By indulging too much to

abstract speculation. 1750 G. WALKER Semi. II. xxii. 149

Indulging to a worldly spirit at the throne of grace.

7. Indulge in (ellipt. for indulge oneself in, i b) :

To give free course to one's inclination for; to

gratify one's desire or appetite for ;
to take one's

pleasure freely in (an action, course of conduct,

etc., or a material luxury), f In first quot., to

dwell with pleasure on. Also with indirect passive.

1706 EsTcouRT.Fa;y .SAW;;/, v. i. 58 While my transported
Soul indulges on the Thought. 1763 MRS. BROOKE Laity

J. MandcvUle (1782) II. 189 The tears we shed are charm-

ing, we even indulge in them, a 1784 JOHNSON (Webster

1828), Most men are more willing to indulge in easy vices,

than to practice laborious virtues. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.

xiv, Any little amusement in which he could indulge. 1842
A. COMBE Pliysiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 210 Bodily exercise and

exposure to the open air are more indulged in. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. u. xiv. I. 268 Some of the gentlemen
strolled a little and indulged in a cigar. 1883 C. J. WILLS
Mod. Persia 96 Caid-playing^ .is only indulged in by the

less reputable of the community.
Hence Indulgeable (ind^-ld^ab'l) a., fit to be in-

dulged ; t Indn-lgement = INDULGENCE.

1691 WOOD Alh. Oxon. II. 381 Giving himself the liberty

of too frequent indulgments. 1^91 Gentl. Mag. 20/2 He
was qualified by law, as well as indulgeable in reason and

equity, for non-residence, a 1846 1'enny Mag. cited in

WORCESTER for Indnlgjnent.

Indulged (indp'ldgd),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

1. GratiliedorfavouredbycompliaD.ee; humoured,
etc. (see the verb).
1736 BUTLER Anal. n. vi. 300 If there be a strong bias

within, suppose from indulged passion, to favour the deceit.

1831 KEBLE Serm. v. (1848) 107 Partaking in other men's

VOL. V.
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sins, merely by brooding over them in fancy, with anything
like indulged approbation or sympathy.
2. That has received or accepted an Indulgence;

in Sc. Hist, applied to those Presbyterian ministers,

who, in the reigns of Charles II and James II, were
licensed to hold services under certain conditions :

see INDULGENCE 4.
i68a Sec. Plea Noncoiif. 37 When H is Majesty was moved

to grant an Indulgence, the indulged were to give their

Names, and their Places. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 105
Mr. Rate, then Minister of Dundee, an Indulg'd Presby-
terian. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. v, My uncle . . is of opinion
that we enjoy a reasonable freedom of conscience under the

indulged clergymen.

Indulgence (ind^'ldgens), sb. [a. F. indul-

gence (i 2th c. in Littre), or ad. L. indulgentia indul-

gence, complaisance, fondness, remission, f. indul-

gent-em INDULGENT : see -ENCE.]
I. General senses.

1. The action of indulging (a person), or the fact

of being indulgent ; gratification of another's

desire or humour
; favouring forbearance or re-

laxation of restraint. Sometimes dyslogistic :

Fond humouring, over-lenient treatment.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. Ixiii. 9 In his loue and in his indulgence
he aseen hojte them, and bar hem. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's
Prol. 84 And for to been a wyf he yaf me leue Of Indulg-
ence. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.^ Indulgence, suffer-

ance, too gentle intreating. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. Epil. 20
As you from crimes would pardon'd be, Let your Indulgence
set me free. 1625 FLETCHER, etc. Fair Maid of Inn i. i,

Some sons Complain of too much rigour in their mothers ;

I of too much indulgence. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1186

Left to her self. .Shee first his weak indulgence will accuse.

1718 Freethinker No, 152 F n The first Failure of every
Man calls for Indulgence. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc.

E. Ind. Ho. 90/2 He would not trespass any longer upon
the indulgence of the proprietors. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU
Soc. Amer. III. 106 Indulgence is given ner as a substitute

for justice. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. ix. 137 Where a member,
by the indulgence of the House, is permitted to make per-
sonal explanations.

b. with an and pi. An instance of this ; an act of

indulging ;
a licence, favour, or privilege granted.

(See also II.)

"1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. iii. 35 Stand back . . Thou that

giu'st Whores Indulgences to sinne. 1664 EVELYN Sylva no
One M r

Christopher Darell . . of Nudigate, that had a par-
ticular Indulgence for the cutting of his Woods at pleasure,

though a great Iron-master. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 545 ,

f 14 To prepare the Indulgences necessary to this Lady and
,

her Retinue, in advancing the Interests of the Roman
Catholic Religion in those Kingdoms. 1849 MACACLAY Hist.

Eng. x. II. 599 He ordered them to be removed to a more
commodious apartment and supplied with every indulgence.

2. The action of indulging (desire, inclination, '

etc.) ;
the yielding to or gratification of some pro- ;

pensity (const, of, in, formerly to} ; the action of in-

dulging in some practice, luxury, etc.

1638 F. Juxius Paint, ofAncients 206 Passions : in which
heate doth . . more than diligence. Provided onely, That
this indulgence doe not deceive us. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rcfl.
iv. xix. (1848) 283 And a full Table, .tempt him . . to Indul-

f:nce

to his Appetite, prejudicial to his Health. 1769-72
unius Lett. Pref. 10 The indulgence of private malice.

1843 J. CLASON Serm. v. 80 Our continued indulgence in

Sin. 1885 S . Cox Expos. Ser. i. iv. 49 Excessive indulgence
of natural appetite and desire.

b. absol. The practice or habit of indulging or

giving way to one's inclinations ; self-gratification,

self-indulgence. With an and //. A particular act

or habit of self-gratification ; something indulged

in, a luxury.
1649 SIR R. TEMPEST Entert. Solit. 5 (T.) The loosenesses

and indulgences of this age.. bear a proportion with the

religion of the Ottomans. 1726 LAW Chr. Perfect, ii. 42
A Separation of our Souls from worldly Tempers, vain In-

dulgences, and unnecessary Cares. 1732 Serious C. iv.

(ed. 2) 54 To grow Rich, that he may live in figure and in-

dulgence. iSiSMfis. SHELLEY Frankenst. ii, (1865) 46 The
time at length arrives, when grief is rather an indulgence
than a necessity. 1835 T. WALKER Original viii. (1887) 87
The people .. spent

their earnings on eating and drinking
and other indulgences. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Con*
siderations Wks. (.Bohn) II. 419 Human nature is prone to

indulgence.
II. Specific and technical senses (from i b).

3. R. C. Ch. a.
' A remission of the punishment

which is still due to sin after sacramental absolution, ,

this remission being valid in the court of conscience
!

and before God, and being made by an application
j

ofthe treasure ofthe Church on the part of a lawful
\

superior' (Amort, quoted in Catholic Diet. s.v.).
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vin. 156 And diuinede J>at Dowel I

Indulgence [Bfy C texts, Indulgences] passede, Bienals and '

Trienals and Busschopes lettres. 1377 Ibid. B. xvn. 253
And purchace al J>e pardoun of Pampiloun & Rome, And
indulgences ynowe. 1-1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 345

Many heresies as of assoilingis and indulgencis, and cur-

syngis, wij> feyned pardons, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 9 If it be
askid weber be pope selle indulgencs and merits of seynts.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peratnb. Kent (1826) 300 For confirmation
:

wherof, I will make you partaker of a Popish Indulgence
(or pardon, as they termed it) made under the scale of the

brotherhead of this house. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 492 Then j

might ye see. .Indulgences, Dispenses, Pardons, Bulls, The .

sport of Winds. 1717 BERKELEY Tour Italy 9 Jan., An in-
'

dulgence of above six thousand years was got by a visit *o
that church on any ordinary day. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V

j

ii. (1826) 111.307 Among others he had recourse to a sale ofIn-
j

diligences. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. F.ng, \. 418 He might also
j

INDULGENCE.
. . by paying money, or, by visiting some place of devotion
obtain an indulgence to exempt him from the punishment
due to one or more of his transgressions. 1885 Catholic
Diet. (ed. 3) 440. Ibid. 444 Divisions of Indulgences.
Plenary remit all, partial a portion, of the temporal punish-
ment due to sin e, g., an indulgence of forty days, as much
as would have been atoned for by forty days of canonical

penance. .Indulgences maybe temporal i. e. granted only
for a time ; or again perpetual or indefinite, which last till

revoked . . Personal indulgences are those granted to par-
ticular persons. .Local indulgences may be gained only in a
particular place . . Real indulgences are those attached to

crucifixes, medals, etc.

t b. Formerly in sense : Remission of sin. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vn. 56 Whan fc>ai drawen on to deye,
and Indulgences wolde haue, Her pardoun is ful petit at
her partyng hennes. c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's
(E. E. T. S.) 3 That he myghte obteyne parfite and plenere
pardoun and indulgence of his synnes . . he decreid yn hym
self to go to the courte of Rome, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMan-
hode (1869) 52 In J>e tenthe J>e..communioun of }>e seyntes,
and be indulgence of sinne bi cristenynge and penaunce.

C. Loosely used for an authoritative relaxation of

ecclesiastical law or obligation, properly called

DISPENSATION (sense 8).
a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 243 Your wise and cautious

Consciences Are free to take what Course they please ;

Have plenary Indulgence to dispose At Pleasure, of the
strictest Vows.
4. Eng. and Se. Hist. Applied (a) to the grant or

offer to Nonconformists, in the reigns of Charles II

and James II, of certain religious liberties as

special favours, but not as legal rights ;
also (b} to

the licence offered during the same reigns to

Presbyterian ministers in Scotland to hold services

on various conditions, such as receiving collation

from the bishops, recognition of the King's eccle-

siastical supremacy, etc.

Declaration of Indulgence, a royal proclamation offering
such religious liberties : esp. applied to that of Charles II

in 1672 (withdrawn the following year), and that of James II

in 1687 and 1688, which was one of the circumstances that

frecipitated

the Revolution. In Scotland there were five

ndulgences, two under Charles II in 1669 and 1672, and
three under James II in 1687.
a. (1668 J. OWEN (title] Indulgence and Toleration con-

sidered, in a Letter to a person of honour ; with a Peace

Offering, in an Apology and Humble Plea for Indulgence
and Liberty of Conscience.] 1672-3 CHAS. II. Sp. at Open-
ing Parit. 4 Feb. 3 Some few days before I Declared the War,
I put forth My Declaration for Indulgence to Dissenters,
and have hitherto found a good Effect of it. Ibid, 4 And in

the whole Course of this Indulgence, I do not intend that It

shall in any way Prejudice the Church, but I will support
its Rights, and It in its full Power. 1675 VILLIERS (Dk.
BuckhnU Speech 16 Nov., Wks. (1752) 165 My humble
motion therefore . . is, that you would give leave to bring
in a bill of indulgence to all protestant dissenters. 1687

(4 Apr.) JAS. II Declar. Lib. Consc., To the end that all

Our Loving Subjects may receive and enjoy the full Benefit

and Advantage of Our Gracious Indulgence hereby in-

tended. 1688 (27 Apr.) Ibid., Ever since we granted this

Indulgence [that of 1687], We have made it Our principal
Care to see it preserved without Distinction, as we are

encouraged to do daily by multitudes of Addresses. 1827
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xiv. 78 [The clergy] were
driven to extremity by the order of May 4, 1688, to read the

declaration of indulgence in their churches, a 1832 MACK-
INTOSH Revol. of 1688, Wks. 1846 II. 112 The difficulty of

proposing to confine such an indulgence to one class of dissi-

dents, and the policy of moving for a general toleration,

which it would be as much the interests of Presbyterians as

of Catholics to promote. 1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng. ii. I.

177 He knew .. it would be impossible to grant liberty of

worship to the professors of that [R. C.] religion without

extending the same indulgence to Protestant dissenters.

b. 1681 J. BAIRDV (title) Balm from Gilead ; or the
^dif-

ferences about the indulgences stated and impleaded, in a
Letter to the People of Scotland. 1687 J AS. II in Hether-

ington Hist. Ch. Scotl. (1842) 518 We allow and tolerate

the moderate Presbyterians to meet in their private houses

and there to hear all such ministers as have or are willing
to accept of our Indulgence. 1721 WODROW Suffer. Ch.

Scotl. I. n. iii. 291 In June or July this year [1668] the Earl

of Tweddale called for some of the Presbyterian Ministers

who were under their Hidings, and made proposals to them
anent some Favour and Indulgence he hoped might be

procured for them in Scotland. 1816 SCOTT Old Alort. \,

This indulgence, as it was called, made a great schism

among the presbyterians, and those who accepted of it were

severely censured by the more rigid sectaries. Ibid., 'Of all

the baits with which the devil has fished for souls in these

days of blood and darkness, that Black Indulgence has been

the most destructive.' 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I.

185 Presbyterian divines who had consented to accept from

the government a half toleration, known by the name of the

Indulgence.
5. Comm. An extension, made as a favour, of the

time within which a bill of exchange or a debt is to

be paid.
1827 CHITTY Bills ofExchange (ed. 7) 292 If a holder agree

to give indulgence for a certain period of time to any one of

the parties to a bill, this takes away his right to call upon
that party for payment before the period expires. 1891

BYLES Treat. Law Bills Exchange (ed. 15) 328 No indul-

gence to an acceptor or other prior party will discharge an

indorser, if the indorser previously consent to it.

IH. 6. attrib. and Comb.

. .

indulgence-mongers had left among them.

Indulgence, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1 1. trans. To grant or permit as an indulgence
or favour : = INDULGE 4. Obs.
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INDULOENCED.

1599 NASH* l-txltn Stnfft a If . . it were lawfully imlul-

Uc.iHt me freely to nduocale my ownl astrology.

2. A'. C. C/i. To attach an indulgence to (a

particular
act or object) : see prec. 3 a, and IN-

DULOENC H>.

1866 I. II XI--WMAX l.rt. la Fiuty (ed. 2) 106 There is one

collecuon of Devotions . . which . . consists of prayers of very
various kinds which have been indulgenced by the Popes.

18(5 Catholic Did. (ed. 3) 444 Large and often plenary in-

diligence* are attached to the recitation of short prayers . .

and to the use of blessed crosses, medals, etc. . . Other acts

of piety t.g. examination of conscience, hearing sermons,

visiting the Blessed Sacrament are also largely indul-

genced. 1891 J. BmnKX Lay Helf 5 (The Catholic Truth

Society] is indulgenced by the Holy See.

Indulgence)! indo-ldjjenst), ppl. a. K.C.Ch.

[f. prec. sb. or vb. + -ED.] Having an indulgence
attached to it ; applied to prayers, material objects,

etc., the use of wluch is declared to convey an indul-

gence.
1841 W. PALMKR Secmtl Let. la Wiseman 14 The whole

paraphernalia of indulgenced rites, objects, and prayers

1854 FABER Growth in Holiness xv. (1872) 287 The use of

indulgenced devotions is almost an infallible test of a good
Catholic. 1879 LITTLFDALE Plain Reas. xxv. (1884) 76 Of
the crowd of religious books in use in Italy, many of them

indulgenced, there is scarcely one which treats of the life

and teaching of Christ. 188 .
{titles of R.C. leaflets}. In*

dulgenced Prayers for Souls in Purgatory. . Indulgenced

Prayers for the Rosary of the Holy Souls.

! Indu'lgeucer. Obs. rare,
[f. INDULGENCE.

+ -ER.] One who is authorized to grant indulgences ;

= INDULOENTIART.
i647TnAi>pC<v<. Ken. xviii. nThe Popes Indulgences,

and other officers of his Exchequer.

Indulgenciaries : see INDULOENTIABY.

Indulgency (indc-ldgensi). Now ran. [ad.
L. indnlgintia : see INDULGENCE sb. and -ENCT.]
1. The quality or practice of being indulgent ;

indulgent disposition or action ;
= INDULGENCE sb. \ .

1547 Act i Ediu. VI, c. 12 i Great clemencye and indul-

gencye . . rather . . then exacte severitie and justice to l>e

shewed. <i 1635 NAUNTON I-ragin. Reg. (Arb.) 51 The first

w.is, a violent indulgencie of the Queen (which is incident

to old age . . ) towards this Lord. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828)
' V. 395 We used all acts of indulgency to them. 1663 CowuH
/ 'erses ff Ess., 'A Toiver ofBrass

'

v, Thrice happy He To
whom the wise indulgency of Heaven, With sparing hand,
but just enough has given. 1704 D'URFEY Royal Converts

Tales, etc. 247 Tortur'd twixt Indulgency and Rage. 1806-7

J. UKRESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) i. Introd., As the

crown of all its indulgency.
b. An indulgence ;

= INDDLGENCE sb. I b.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. n. xxiv. (1834) I. 505 Indulge?!-
cies. .granted in condescension to our infirmity. 1811 Ora
V Juliet I. lol This person . . distributed her indulgencies . .

according to the price that was paid for them.

2. = INDULGENCE sb. a.

1691-8 MORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 321 You should be very
sparing and indifferent in the indulgency of your Passions.

1889 STF.VENSON blaster of B. 263, I warn you, my lord,

against this indulgency of evil feeling.

b. - INDDLGENCE sb. 2 b.

1688 NORRIS Theory Love (1694) 141 That Sort of Corporal

Indulgency, which is emphatically call'd Sensuality. 1748
Anson's I'oy. 11. xiii. 278 An amicable well frequented port
. . abounding with the conveniencies and indulgencies of a
civili/ed life. 18*7 J. F. COOPER Prairie I. i. 14 Thousands
. . broke up from the enjoyment of their hard earned indul-

gencies. 1878 FR. A. KEMBI.G R ec. of Girlhood I. iii. 90
Meantime, the poetical studies, or rather indulgencies of

home, had ceased.

f3. = INDULGENCE sb. 3. Obs.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. J. 1 1 They receive Indul-

gencies. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxix. (1737) 1 19 Swarm-

ing with Pardons. Indulgencies, and Stations. 1789 BURNF.Y
11itt. Mus. III. i. 33 note, Luther began to preach against

indulgencies 1517. 1845 S. AUSTIN tr. Rankc's Hist. Re/.
III. 519 The communes .. were vainly reminded how much
their masses and indulgencies had heretofore cost them.

Indulgent (indo'ldjent), a. (sb.) [ad. L. in-

dulgent-em, pres. pple. of indulgere to INDULGE.
Cf. F. indulgent (:6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That indulges or tends to indulge ; disposed

to gratify by compliance with desire or humour,
or to overlook faults or failings ; showing or ready
to show favour or leniency ; disinclined to exercise

strictness, severity, or restraint: a quality of

superiors or such as have the power to refuse com-

pliance. Often in dyslogistic sense, Not exercising
'as parent or superior) due restraint, too forbearing,

weakly lenient. Const, to. \ unto.

1509 FISHER Fun. Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (18761298

Oftentymes in scrypture the. .faders maketh lamentable ex-

clamncyons, agaynste almyghtye god, for that he semeth, to

he more indulgent and fauourable vnto the wycked persone
then vnto the good lyuer. 1606 SIIAKS. Ant. r Cl. \. iv. 16

You are too indulgent, a 1680 WALLER (J.), Hereafter such
in thy behalf shall be Th' indulgent censure of posterity.

1683 Brit. S(ec. 12 Nature, like an indulgent Mother has
furnished it [Britain! with so great abundance of nil things,

necessary for the Life of Man. 1710 STEF.LE Tatltr No. 271

that aims at profane raillery. 1839 KEK;HTLF.V Hist, Eng.
II. 84 The best and most indulgent of landlords. 1849
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. ii. \, 170 His favourite vices were

precisely those to which the Puritans were least indulgent.

b. fig, of things.

1697 DKYDEN I'irg. Past, x. 94 Not tho' beneath the

Thnu-ian Clime we freeze; Or Italy's indulgent Heav'n
forego. 1762-7* SIR W. JONES J'oews, Arcadia (1777) 106
Kind Vanity their want of art supplies, And gives indulgent
what the Muse denies, c 1860 \V. ALLINC.HAM in Sonn.oJ
Ci'ninry ii, Tenderer in its moods Than any joy indulgent
summer dealt.

t 2. Indulging or disposed to indulge oneself or

one's own inclinations ; SKI.F-JNDULGENT. Obs.

1571 [implied in INDULGENTLY aj. 1697 DRVDF.N SEneid
v. 936 The feeble old, indulgent of their ease. 1705 STAN-
HOPE r<traf>hr. II. 192 A Satisfaction, to which all the
Pleasures of the most indulgent Epicure are as nothing,

f B. as sb. An easy chair. Obs,

18*5 R. P. WARD Tremaine II. i. i His chair, which was
what the upholsterers call an Indulgent (a great deal too

indulgent for study).
Hence Indu IgentnesB (bailey vol. II, 1727).

f Indulge'ntial, <? Obs. [f. L. indulgentia
INDULGENCE + -AL. Cf. penitential^ Of or per-

taining to indulgences : see INDULGENCE sb. 3 a.

1674 BREVINT SauJ at Endor x. (T.), You are fitted with
rare indulgential privileges.

t Indulge'iitiary. Obs. Also-enciary. [f.

L. indulgentia INDULGENCE + -ABY.] A dealer in

or seller of indulgences.
1577 tr. Bellinger's Decades (1592) 587 What shall we say

of the very Indulgenciaries, and the Pope himselfe whose

hirelings they bee? 1617 COLLINS Def. Bp, Ely 11. x. 458
The Pardon-mongers, and Indulgentiaries, were not re-

formed, but extinguished.

Indulgently (indirldjjentH), adv. [-LY
2
.]

1. In an indulgent manner ;
with indulgence or

dispositionto humour; kindly, favourably, leniently;
without strictness or severity.
a 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Tri. Love i, My mother, father, And

uncle, love me most indulgently, Being the only branch of

all their stocks. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xvi. 102

Being thus indulgently put into employment, [IJ soon re-

covered myself. 1884 Manch. Exam. 8 May 5/3 Not in the

humour to listen indulgently to an invitation to lay out fifty

thousand pounds on another public park.
f2. With indulgence of ones own inclinations;

self-indulgently. Obs.

57 tr. Buchanan's Detection (London ed.) H nja, Indul-

gently following the wantonnes of hyr wealth. 1647 HAM-
MOND Power of Keys iv. 112 To live indulgently in sin. 1659

On Ps, cxix. 7 As long as I live in any sin indulgently.

Indulger (indp-ldgaj). [f. INDULGE v. + -EHI.]
One who indulges, a. One who treats (a person
or thing) with indulgence : see INDULGE v. i.

1659 A. BROMF. On R. Bronte's Com. 6 These issues of thy
brain, Of all th' Indulgers of the Comtek strain Deserve

applause. 1693 YAMJKM Ode St. Cecilia Poet. Wks. (1833)

34 Music's the soft indulger of the mind, The kind diverter

of our care. i8a6 K. IRVING ttabylon II. vii. 240 Ye in-

tolerant indulgers of heresy, and the arch-heretic !

b. One who indulges or gives way to (a desire,

inclination, etc.) : see INDULGE v. 3.

1648 W. MOUSTACHE Devout Ess. i. x'ui. 5 (R. > And if. .

the severest watchers of their nature have task hard enough,
what shall be hoped of the bldulgera of it? 1705 STANHOPE
Pfiraphr. III. 322 Indulgers of those Lusts which every
baptized Believer hath solemnly renounced.

C. One who indulges in (some practice) : see

INDULGE v. 7.

1817 HOSE Erery-day Dk. II. 12 Illustrated by portraits
of some of the indulgers. 1850 M'Cosn Di-'.Gort, (1852)206
An indulger in fine sentiment.

f Indu-lgiate, v. 0/>s. rare, [irreg. f. INDULGE
or L. indulgert + -ATE :t

.] trans. = INDULGE v.

16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. iv. 293 More for profit, then to in-

dulgiate his gluttony. 16*8 FRLTHAM Resolves it. [i.] xlvii.

139 Too much indul.ciating of the flesh. 1656 in BLOUNT
tiiossogr,

Indulging (indirldgin), ///. rt. [f. INDULGE V.

-J--ING-.J That indulges; indulgent; that indulges
in some practice. Hence Indu Igingly adv.

[1707 NORRIS Treat, Humility vi. 237 Every nice, humour-

some, self-indulging fancy.] 1740 tr. Dr Mathy's Fortunate

Country Maid (1741' II. 178 No wonder my Mother was so

indulging. i786tr. Beckford't Ka/Al(x868)sf Bababalouk

perceived his pupils indulgingly expanding their arms. 1816

I. SCOTT I'is, Paris (ed-s) 198 It is perfectly well understood,
both by the husband and society, and the indulging party
is not severely treated by either. 1883 /'all MallG. 19 Nov.

12/2 Calmly, lovingly, and indulgin^ly trusting to God's

providence.

Induline ^i'ndiwloin). Chem.
[f. lND(o-

2 + /-,

dimin. + -INK.] A general name for a series of

compounds related to aniline, yielding blue-black,

blue, and greyish dyes, known in commerce as

nigrosine, violaniline, Elberfeld blue, aniline grey,
etc. : see quot.
1882 Athenaeum 30 Dec. 902/2 'Induline' is a term applied

to all coloured compounds formed by the action of amidoazo
compounds on the hydrochlorides of aromatic amines with
elimination of ammonia. 189* in MORLEY & MUIR Diet.

Chew. III. 8/2.

Indult (indzrlt;, sb. [a. F. indult (i5~i6th c.),

or ad. L. indultum indulgence, permission, favour,

privilege, subst. use of neuter of indttltus^ pa. pple.
of indiilgvre to INDULGE.]
fl. A special privilege granted by authority; a

licence or permission. Obs. in gen. sense.

'535 STEWART Croit. Scot. III. 548 Ane fre indult of euerie

fait and cryme. 1625 SANDRRSON Serm. (1681) I. 121 From
the free and voluntary indult of temporal princes.

2. A*. C. Ch. ' A licence or permission granted by

INDUMENT.
the Pope, whether to a corporation or to an indi-

vidual, authorising something to be done which the

common law of the Church does not sanction
'

(Catholic Diet.).
1536 BF.LLENDEN Cron, Scot. (1821) II. 327 At this time,

mony indultis and privilegis war grantit be the Paip. 1635
PAGITT Chrixtianogr. (1653) 259 The summes of money
which the pope receiveth for Firstfruits, Palls, Indulgences,
Buls Confessionals, I ndults .. Dispensations .. cannot be
counted. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2389/3 By vertue of an
Apostolical Indult of Eligibility previously granted him.
1718 in Karl

Stanhope
Hist, Eng. II. p. Ixxvin, The indult

granted the Pretender for the nomination of Irish bishops.
1858 KABER tr. Li/if Xmner 202 He had an indult from the

Holy See, authorizing him to say
the Office of three lessons,

which is considerably shorter than that which is common
to ecclesiastics. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) R.V., A familiar
instance is that of the Lenten indults, by which the Pope
authorises the bishops, according to the circumstances of
different countries, to dispense more or less with the rigour
of the canons as to the quadragesimal fast. In former times
indults chiefly related to the patronage of church dignities
and benefices.

3. ^INDULTO 2. In mod. Diets.

t Indu It, v. Obs. rare. [f. indult-, ppl. stem
of L. indulgere to INDULGE.] trans. To grant as
a privilege or favour : = INDULGE v. 4.
1611 G. BUCK $rd Univ. Eng. xlviii. in Stow's Ann. (1615)

988/2 Colledges, Athenaees, houses, and schooler, founded
and . . endowed with lands

;
and reuenewes by the attncient

Kinges and Princes of this land .. and vnto them royall
priuiledges indulted.

[Indultif, -tyf( error for inductyf: see INDUC-
TIVE sb., quot. a 1420.]
Illndulto (indwlttf). [Sp. and Pg. indulto,

exemption, privilege, licence : L. indultum IN-

DULT.]
fl. ^INDULT sb. i, 2. Obs.

1645 Treaty iv. Spain in C. King Brit. Merck. (1721) III.

132 Other Favours and Indulto's, which the King, .granted
you, 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. io/r In virtue of an indulto

granted by the Pope. 1765 Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg.
(1766) 19/1 '1 hat all slaves should be made free, by an in-

dulto general. 1813 Examiner i Mar. 131/2 In conformity
with the Concordat, and by virtue of the present indulto.

2. Hist. A duty paid to the King of Spain or

Portugal on imported goods ; a licence-duty.
1691 Land. Gas. No. 2722/3 The Galeons had not yet been

permitted to unlade, because the Indulto to be paid to the

King was not settled. 1697 Ibid. No. 3276/1 An indulta of

4 per Cent, is laid upon the Silver and other Men Imndi/r-.

brought home in the Flota. 1739 CIBBER .-//W. (1756) I.

291 An tndulto was laid of one third out of the proms of

every benefit for the proper use and behoof of the patent.
177* Weekly Mag. 7 May 168/1 The King had laid an in-

dulto of 33 per cent on all kinds of merchandise.

Ii Indu'ltum. [L. : see INDULT.] = INDULT.
1640 SOMNKR Antiq. Canterb. 310 The Archbishops fore-

noted indultums or grants made to this Archdeacon.

t Indu'ly, adv. Obs. In 5 indewly. [Is- 3.]

Unduly.
1484 CAXTON Curtail TI Herof foloweth that we lese by

good right that whyche we luge to our self, and that we
tlar demande indewly.

t Indument. Obs. [In branch I, ad. L. indu-
ment-wn garment, clothing, f. induSre to put on.

(The L. is also in current scientific use ; see sense 2.)

In branch II KNDITEMENT, ENDOWMENT.]
L (I'ndument.)

1. Clothing, investiture
;
an article of clothing,

a garment, robe, vesture.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. ccxxi. 243 This palle is an indu-
nicnt that euery archebysshop must haue . . and is a thynge
of whyte lyke to the bredeth of a Stole. 1586 FERNB Blaz.
Gcntrie 338 The conquered shall forfeit to the victor all his

robes or indumentes of honour. 1609 BELL Theoph. 4-

Rcnng. 2 He caused . . the papall induments to be taken

away. 1640 KP. REYNOLDS 1'assions .\\.\vi. 435 Their Lives
and Substance [of animals were given to manl to Aliment,
Indument, Ornament or any other use,

fi&* f589 NASHE Almondfor Parrat 3 That thou sholdst
adorne thy false dealing with the induments of discipline.

1684 HOCKIN Gods Decrees 176 The wedding garment ..

must be understood of the inward sanctity and indumcnt of
the heart.

b. fig. A material body or form, regarded as the

investiture of the soul.

159* NASHE P. Peniles&e (Shaks. Soc.) 83 Spirits, .although
in tneir proper essence they are incorporal, yet can they
take upon them the induments of any living bodies whatso-
ever. 1678 CUDWORTH Intetl. Syst. i. iv. 36. 565 Ancient
Christian Writers concurred with Origen herein, that the

Highest Created Spirits were jio Naked and Abstract

Minds, but Souls cloathed with some Corporeal Indument.

2. Nat. Jlist. A covering, as of hair, feathers,

etc.; an investment, integument; an investing

|

membrane. (Also in Lat. form indumentum.)
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vni. 100 [The] Pia Mater, .with

which indument the brayne and Cerebellum are nearely
, clad. 1864 WEBSTER, Indumrnt(Zool,\ plumage; feathers.

(1880 CRAY Struct. Bat. (ed. 6) 416/2 Indumentum, any
i hairy covering or pubescence which forms n coating.]

II. (Indu*raent.)
3. The action of investing or fact of being in-

vested with some quality or attribute ; also the

, quality or attribute with which something is in-

vested*; -ENDUEMEXT.
1517 St. Papers Hen. 1 7//, I. 243 For the parilite of your

mutual indumentes lx>th of grace and nature. 1583 STUBBES

;
Anat. Abus. i. (1877) 42 Without the induments of vertue,
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whereto only al reuerence is due. 1659 H. MORE Immort.
Soid (1662) 31 It is as easy a thing for him to. .indue it [a

creature] with what other Properties he pleases . . which
induments being immediately united [etc.].

4. ENDOWMENT.
1602-3 SIR E. STANHOPE Will in Willis & Clark Cam-

bridge (1886) II. 672 The Benefactors who haue given ame
yearelie perpetuitie of maintenaunce to that Colledg.. to-

gether with the perticuler induments which they have so

yearelie given.

II I llduna (ind/7'na). [Zulu in-duna officer of

state or army under the chief, f. nominal infiex in-

4- stem diina (pi. izin-duna] : cf. i-duna (pi. ama-

t/unti} male, sire, lord, person of consequence having
land and people under him.] An officer under the

king or chief of the Zulus, Matabele, and other

South African tribes.

aiBys *' GATES Matabele Land (1889) 83 They call it

[baobab tree] the ' indunas
'

tree ; for here the indunas from
the neighbouring kraals are wont to sit and drink beer when
any thing particular is on hand. 1889 Pull Mall G. 7 Mar.
6/3 Her Majesty talked some time with the indunas. 1897
/ftt>. ofRev. 21 Lobengula's indunas are to have ,60 a year
and a horse each.

Indungeon, var. of ENDUNGEON v.

t Induperator. 06s. rare. [a. I,, indupera-
tor, old form (with prefix indu- for in-} of impera-
tor.'\

~ IMPERATOK.
1599 NASHK Lenten Stuffe 22 This monarchall fludy In-

duperator [the herring]. 1660 TRAPP Conim. Jcr. li. 27 Thus
God the great Induperator bespeaketh the Medes and
Persians as his field-officers.

Induplicate (indi/7'plikA), a. Bot. [f. IN-^
+ DUPLICATE.] Folded or rolled in at the edges,
without overlapping : said of leaves and petals in

vernation or aestivation.

1830 LINULEY Nat. Syst. Bot, 69 The aestivation of Frank-
landia is induplicate, according to Mr. Brown. 1835
httrod. Bot. (1848) II. 375 Induplicate, having the margins
bent abruptly inwards, and the external face of these edges
applied to each other without any twisting. 1857 HENFREY
AW. 71 Valvate buds. . induplicate vernation. 1896 HENSLOW
IVildFl. 154 The four lobes of the corolla are vafvate in bud,
having the edges induplicate or folded inwards.

Induplication (indiwplik^Jan). [f. IN- 2 +
DUPLICATION

; prob. suggested by prec.] Folding
or doubling in; an example of this.

1874 BARKER tr. Prey's Histol. $ Histochem. 212. 389 The
whole induplication is enclosed in a transparent structureless
membrane. 1879 tr. Semper s Anim. Life 12 In every case
where such organs have ceased to be superficial on the skin

by its induplication.

Induplica'tive, a. Bot. [f. INDUPLICATE +
-IVE: cf DUPLICATIVE.] = INDUPLICATE.
1864 in WEBSTER (citing GRAY). 1866 in Treas. Bot.

Indu'rable, a.1 rare. [ad. med.L. indura-

be/isj f. in- (!N- 3) + diirabilis DURABLE.] Not
durable

; not enduring or lasting.
c 1450 tr. De Imitutione m. xxvii. 97 Rauisshe me & de-

lyuere from all indurable comfort of creatures. 1899 Hub
28 Oct. 822^1 Soft wood blocks are .. insanitary and in-

durable.

i- ludivrable, - Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- 3 +
DURABLE (sense 4).] Unendurable, unbearable.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 567 An extreame and

almost indurable inflammation and burning, through all the

parts of the body.

Indurable, -durance, etc., obs. ff. ENDURABLE,
ENDURANCE, etc.

flndirrand, obs. Sc. f, ENDURING /;?/., during.
1490 Act. DOM. Condi. 172 (Jam.) Indurand the tyme of

the ward of the samyn. 1549 Compl. Scot. To Rdr. 18 In-

durand the schort tyme of this oure fragil peregrinatione.

tlndU'rant,///. a.(sb.) Obs. rare. [ad.L. in-

dftrdnt-ew, pres. pple. of indnrdre : see ENDURE.]
1. Lasting, continuing long.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. rx. 547 His wilde speeches.,

some by errour alledge as cause of his indurant durance.

2. Of medicines : Having the quality of harden-

ing. Also as sb. An indurating medicine.

1678 SALMON Phartnac. Loud. VI. ii. 814 Indurant^ such
as coagulate, congeal or harden. 1721 BAILEY, Indurants,
hardening Medicines.

Indura'SCent, a. Bot. rare. [ad. L. type */-
durascent-em (indiirescere is found in post-Aug.
Latin), inceptive form from indurdre to INDURATE.]
*

Hardening by degrees' {Treas. Bot. 1866).
Indurate (rndiur/t), ///. a. Now rare. Also

5-6 en-, [ad. L. indurat-us, pa. pple. of indn-
rdre to make hard, f. in- (IN-

2
) + diirus hard:

see ENDURE. Formerly stressed indu'rate.]
1. Of things : Made hard, hardened. Now rare.

1530 TINDALE Ansiu. More Wks. (Parker Soc.) III. 13 As
the nature of those hard and indurate adamant stones is,

to draw all to them. 1555 EDEN Decades 273 Haddockes
or hakes indurate and dryed with coulde. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 339 A little above the hoofs . . there
are indurate and hardned thick skins. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. n. v. i. vi. (1651) 397 Avoid at all times indurate salt. .

meat. 1870 HOOKEK Stud. Flora 315 Beta . . Calyx urceo-

late, base indurate in fruit.

2. Of persons, their character, feelings, etc. :

Morally hardened, rendered callous ; also, fixed

in determination, stubborn, obstinate. Now rare.
Often of the heart, referring to the phrase tnditratuin est

for Pharapnis (Pharaoh's heart was hardened) in the Vulgate
(Exod. vii. 13, 23).

c 14*5 Orolog. Sapient, vii, in Anglia X. 388/24 To hem
(>at haue her vndirstondynge blyndet. and hir affeccyon in- ,

durate & hardnet. 1426 LYDG. De Gtiil. Pilgr. 4070 Hertys
that be obstynat With synnes olde, ek indurat, And fulfyllyd

|

with vnclennesse. 1581 J. BELLH'addon 's Answ. Osor.^gj b, |

Whereby we are taught to eschew the company of endurate

heretyques after once or twise admonition. 1598 ROWLANDS
Betraying of Christ 15 My heart's indurate, hardned, vn-

relenting. 1667 Answ. West North 14 They are as indurat
|

as Pharaoh. 1855 Fraser's Mag. LI. 170 Nothing but
indurate cynicism . . can account for it.

f b. Physically hardened ; rendered hardy or

capable of enduring hardships. Obs.

1555 EDEN Decades 253 They are indurate to abyde coulde,
hunger and laboure.

t c. fig. Of conditions and the like. Obs.

1558 WAKUE tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 24 b, If the griefe be
so indurate and hardened that it will not be healed by the
aforesaid remedies. 1635 ^' Camden's Hist. Eliz. in.

aim. 26. 256 To ease the indurate passion of the spleene.

Indurate U'ndiunr't), v. [f. L. indnrdt-j ppl.
stem of indnrdre: see prec. Formerly stressed

indu'rate.]
1. trans. To make (a substance) hard

;
to harden, i

1594 PLAT Jewelkho. i. 23 Which water .. doth indurate
(

and conjjeale it self with such things as doo happen to bee i

mixed with it. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau'sFr. Ckintrg, 4/1 i

The same syde and the stomacke beginne to be induratede
and harde. 1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 10 Divers waters,
not only indurate, and petrify other substances [etc.]. 1706

Emp, Ixiii. VIII. 28 The deep alluvial soil of the Danubian
Valley was indurated by frost.

b. To make hardy ; to inure.

c 1575 HOOKER Life Sir P. Carew in Archa>ol. XXVIII.
148 Yf fortytude . . doe also indurate the bodye to abyde all

labors. i879ToURGEE/
riWV .Vr. xx. 114 They [slaves] had

been indurated to want, exposure and toil. 1890 Spectator
4 Jan., They are hardier and more indurated against the
indifference or ridicule of the world.

2. To harden (the heart, etc.) ;
to render callous

or unfeeling ;
to make stubborn or obstinate.

1538 LATIMER Serin. $ Ron. (Parker Soc.) 392 More like

to indurate than to mollify. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. IVitchcr.

xin. xviii. (1886) 257 God indeed performed the other

actions, to indurate Pharao. 1635 BRATHWAIT A read. Pr.
118

Shiirp
doomes indurate natures most relenting. 1801

H. M. WILLIAMS Sk. Fr. Rep. I. ii. 13 It is the curse of

revolutionary calamities to indurate the heart. 1891 FARRAK
Darkness * Dawn I. 318 That such a spectacle . . should
indurate still further the callosity of hardened hearts.

3. intr. Of things: To become or grow hard.
1626 BACON Sylva 796 This sheweth that Bodies doe. .by

the Coltlnesse of the Quick-siluer, Indurate. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. ii. v. 91 That plants and ligneous bodies

may indurate under water . . we have experiment in Coral-
line. 1804 AuKRNimiv Snrg, Obs. 149 The disposition [of
the sore] to indurate is greater. 1831 LYTTON Godoiphin
xxi, The drops that trickle within the cavern harden, yet
brighten into spars as they indurate. 1898 J. HUTCHINSON
Archives Sarg, IX. 113 The one begins by an ulcer which
indurates, the other begins by an induration which ulcerates.

b. Of a custom: To become fixed or inveterate.

1865 PUSEY Eirenicon 30 (tr.
from Latin) And now, through

custom, or, rather, corruption, it has indurated, that a mass
. . is bought and sold by a blind people and by wicked
simoniacal priests. 1881 Times 10 Feb. 9/5 The prescription
will soon grow, and begin to indurate.

Indurated (i-ndiur^ted),///. a. [f. prec.]
1. Of substances : Made hard, hardened (esp.

Geol. of clay, marl, etc.).

1677 PLOT O-rfordsk. 141 The outward crust of these is

somtimes only an indurated chalk, c 1720 W. GIBSON Far-
rier s Guide \\. xlviii. (1738) 176 They so often degenerate
into those indurated and hard excrescences. 1794 MARTYN
Rousseau s Bot. xxix. 456 These have .. one seed within
the indurated calyx. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 299 Two beds
of indurated clay. 1847-8 H. MILLER First linpr. Hi. (1857)

33 Solid deposits of indurated sandstone.

2. Of the heart, feelings, etc. : Rendered callous

or stubborn.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions 349 A hard indurated heart may
resist the sweete calling of God. 1764 GOLDSM. Traveller

232 Love's and friendship's finely pointed dart Fall blunted
from each indurated heart. 1811 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854) IX.
635 Indurated stoic as I am. 1866 Sat. Rev. 21 Apr. 466/1
It is by hitting on some fresh power within us, that habits,
however indurated, are now and then broken or dissolved.

t Indtrrately, adv. Obs. rare. In 6 en-,

[f. INDURATE ///. a. + -LY ^.] Stubbornly.
i$53 BALE Gardiner's ' De -uera Obed.' B ij, If

thy^
hearte

be not endurately locked and cast vp from discerning the
truthe.

t Indu-rateness. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being indurate or spiri-

tually hardened.
1537 Inst> Chr. Man t Creed in FormitL Faith (1856) 59 i

Eytner for their infidelitie or for their induratenes.

Indurating, ppl. a. [f, INDURATE v. + -ING -.] ;

That hardens or makes hard.

1855 tr. Wedfs Path. Hist. i. i. 10 As indurating agents, !

alcohol, dilute chromic and nitric acids, .have already been ,

mentioned. 1895 T. WATTS in Athenaeum 5 Jan. 17/1 The in- i

duratingeflectsofa selfish religiosity never withered her soul,
j

Induration (indnuvfjan). Also 6 en-, [a.
j

F. induration (i4th c.),or ad. med.L. induration- '

em, n. of action f. indurdre to INDURATE.]
1. The action of hardening; the process of being i

hardened or becoming hard ; also, hardened con-
;

dition. Now chiefly in Geol. and Path.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoni. Prol. 302 Of bodies mollifi-

cacion And also of hire induracion. 1471 RIPLEY Comp.
Alch. vi. i. in Ashm. (,1652) 161 It ys of soft things Indura-

cyon.
t

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xiv.
_i. (1886) 294

Mystical! termes of art ; as (for a last) . . mollifications and
indurations of bodies. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Kp. n. i.

50 Wee usually ascribe their induration to cold. 1783 POTT

Chtrurg. ll'ks. II. 198 The induration, enlargement, or

other morbid affection of such parts. 1855 Cornwall 81 The
elvans have mostly a common mineral character, though of

very variable degrees of induration.
attrib. 1898 j. HUTCHINSON Archives Snrg. IX. 113 A

new induration form of large size and exactly like a primary
Hunterian sore.

b. A hardened formation or mass.

\9ogMed. yrnl. XXI. 281, I have found on opening these

subjects, remarkable indurations in the brain.

c. Hardened condition of body ; ability to endure

hardships.
1827 J. F. COOPER Prairie I. i. 23 His whole figure had

attained an appearance of induration.

2. A hardening ofcharacter or feeling ; obstinacy,
stubbornness ; callousness, want of feeling.

'493 Festivall tW. de W. 1515) 128 b, Askynge Ihesu for-

gyuenes of her enduracyon & obstynacy. 1550 BALE Image
Both Ch. Diij b, In her place shall stande up the sinagoge
of Sathan, with blyndnesse and induracion. 1651 C. CART-
WRIUHT Cert. Relig. I. 230 He saves the elect by mercy, and
dam ues the Reprobate by induration. 1x1732 ATTERBURY
Matt, xxvii. 25 (Seag_er)

The hand of God is m it, and some
degree of a judicial induration. 1873 Mem. T. i* inlayson
181 To what a degree of induration and searedness must

you have brought yourself.

f b. A hardening influence. Obs.

1583 STUBBES Anat. A bus. \\. (1882) 114 A hinderaunce to

mnnie in comming to the Gospel, and an induration to the

papists, hardning their hearts.

Indurative (rndiure'tiv), a. Also 6 en-, [f.

L. indurat- (see INDURATE v.) -f -IVK.] Of harden-

ing tendency or quality.
1592 LVLY Calathea \\. iii, Bellowes mollificative and en-

clurative. 1863 Sat. Rev. XV. 622/1 The habit of analysis
and self-examination has also a great indurative effect.

1873 T. H. GKEEN Inlrod. Patltol.
(ed._ z) 255^

When . . an
endocarditis is the precursor of the indurative process.
1882 Quaiit's Med. Diet. 255/2 Indurative changes in the

solid viscera lead to venous obstruction.

t Indirratize, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
INDURATE

///. rt. + -IZE.] trans. To harden (the heart).
1598 Toh i E Alba (1880) 86 Thy hart gainst me, not still

induratize, But my sad thoughts in me retranquillize.

t Indtrre, obs. form of ENDURE v. = INCUBATE.
c 1450 MirourSaluacionn 387 Whi god Pharaos hert \vald

in malice indure. 1535 Goodly Primer in 3 Prim. Hen.
VIU (1848) 222 Make soft our hard hearts .. which be
indured & hardened. 1578-1600 [see ENDURE v. i],

Hence flndu'red vSc. indirrit) ///. a., har-

dened, indurate; whence t Indu'ritness G$V.),

hardened condition, induration.

1538 KENNEDIE Comp. Tract, in Wodrow Soc. Misc. (1844)
I. 144 The indurit opinioun quhilk he consavis. Ihid. 161

Geve thow wyll manteyne, with pertinacitie and induritnes,
ane wickit opinion. 1563 Ressoning Crosrngneli $ Knox
C ill a (Jam.), His induretnes and pertinacitie. 1567 Glide

$ GodlieB. (S. T. S.) 148 Indurit ignorance hes slaine Thy
hart, and put vs to greit paine. "1598 ROLLOCK Lect. Hist.

Passion iv. Wks. (Wodrow Soc.) II. 63 What avails it to

speak to an indured heart ?

flndu'ring, variant of ENDUBING//T/., Obs.

1450-70 Golagros fy Gaw. 405 Na nane sa doughty of deid,

Induring his daw. 15x4-1650 [see ENDURING prep.].

Indusial (indi-zial), a. Geol. [f.
INDUSI-UM

+ -AL.] Containing, or composed of, indusia or

larva-cases; in induslal limestone (see quots.).
1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 232 There is another remark-

able form of fresh-water limestone in Auvergne, called

'indusial', from the ca.ses, or indusiy, of the larva; of

Phryganea, great heaps of which have been encrusted, as

they lay, by hard travertin, and formed into a rock. 1851
RICHARDSON Geol. (1855) 375 These indusial limestones

form but a portion of the strata of the district.

Indusiate (indiw-ziA), ///. a. Bot. [ad. L.

indiisiat-us \ see INDUSIUM and -ATE^ 2.] Fur-

nished or covered with an indusium.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 188 Monopetalous dicoty-

ledons, with, .an indusiate stigma. 1875 BENNETT & DYER
tr. Sachs' Bot. 395 A resemblance . . between the sporocarp
of Salvinia and the indusiate sorus of this family of Ferns.

IndTTSiated, ///. a. rart. [f. as prec. + -ED'.]

1.
' Cloathed with a petticoat, waste-coat, or

shirt' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
2. Bot. INDUSIATE.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Indtisiforxn (indi'zifpjm;, a. Bot. Also

-iiform. [f.
INDUSI-UM + -FORM.] Having the

form or shape of an indusium.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 603 The sori are produced
on exserted concave indusiiform marginal lobes. 1866 JOHN
SMITH Ferns Brit,

fy
For. (1879) 82 Sori round . . furnished

with indusiform laciniate scales.

ludusioid (indi-zi|oid), a. Bot. [f. as prec.
+ -OID.] Resembling an indusium.
1866 J. SMITH Ferns Brit. $ For. (1879) 87^

Sori oblong-

linear, marginal, furnished with indusioid stiphate squamae.

II Indusium (indi/?zi#m). PI. -ia. [L. indu-

sium a tunic, app. f. indulfre to put on : see ENDUE.]
1. Anat. The amnion of the foetus.

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1855 RAMSBOTHAM Obstetr. Med. 43
Beside* the peritoneal coat, indusium they possess
beneath it another, their proper tunic.

95 -a



INDUSTRIAL.

2. Bot. a. The membranous shield or scale cover-

ing the sorus or fruit-cluster of a fern.

1807 J. E. SMITH Pkyt. Hal. 348 My learned friends Willde-

now and Swartz have judged otherwise, calling this mem-
brane the intiiisium, or covering ; which seems to me
altogether superfluous. 1851 T. MOOUE Brit. Fernt 4-

Allies 11864) 13 The iiuiusiunt . .is mostly a thin transparent
membranous scale of the same general form as the sorus

itself. 1875 BENNETT & DVEK tr. SacAs' Bot. 356 The
whole sorus is very generally covered by an excrescence of

the epidermis, the true Iitditsinm : in other cases the false

induMum consists of an outgrowth of the tissue of the leaf

itself.

b. A collection of hairs united into a sort of

cup, and inclosing the stigma in the Goodtnicuem.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 186 Campanulas have not

the fringed indusium which terminates the style of Goode-
niaceae, and surrounds their stigma.
3. Enlom. The case or covering of a larva.

183* LVKLI. Print. Geol. II. 246 The Indusia, or cases of

the Tarvx of Phryganea. 1865 PACE Handbk. Geol. (ed. i)

256 The ittditsiiiin or case of the caddis-worm.

Industrial (industrial), a. and sb. [Occurs
in end of i6th c. ; then app. not till late in iSth.

The early instances, as well as 1 5th c. F. industrial,

appear to be independent formations from L. indus-

tria 4- -AL. In the igth c. the word appears as an

adaptation of mod.F. industricl(Dict. Acad.i%$$),
f. Industrie + -el ** -AL i.]

A. adj. Pertaining to, or ofthe nature of,industry
or productive labour ; resulting from industry. Of

persons : Engaged in or connected with an industry
or industries.

Industrial accession, additional value given to property
by labour expended on it (see ACCESSION 7). t Industrial

fruits, fruits grown or cultivated by human industry (so

obs. V.fruils industriaux, ^uje).

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments vu. 10 (1640) 135 Of fruits,

some bee Industrial), and some Naturall. By Industrial!, 1

meane suche as bee sowne in the ground by mans industry,
in hope .. to be reaped with increase ere long. Ibid. 136.

1774 S. HALUFAX Anal. Kom. Civ. Law (17^5) 14 Industrial

Accessions are i. Specification, or producing a new form
from another's materials [etc.]. 1830 W. THOMPSON Pract.
Direct. Estab. Commun. p. iii, The whole of the industrial

operations of society [Note. From the French * of or belong-
ing to industry']. 1841 F. VESEY Decl. Eng. Lang. 82

Industrial, a French word, said to mean mechanical :

lately adopted by the English newspapers. 1848 MILL Pof.
Econ. i. iii. g 3 The industrial capacities of human beings.
1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. viii. 489 Such of the industrial

classes as could leave the place had wandered away to Hol-
land and England.

b. Industrial School : A school for teaching one
or more branches of industry (cf. school of industry ,

INDUSTRY 4 b) ; spec, a school established for the

compulsory attendance ofneglected children, where,
besides being boarded (or lodged and boarded)
and being taught the ordinary elementary subjects,

they are instructed in some industry or trade;
a school of this kind in which the children are

boarded or partially boarded but not lodged is

more distinctively called a day industrial school.

1853 (title]
Industrial Schools the Means for Decreasing

Juvenile Crime. 1857 Act 20 -f 21 Yict. c. 48 3 The Com-
mittee of. . Council on Education may, upon the Application
of the Managers of any School in which Industrial Training
is provided, and in which Children are fed as well as taught
. .grant a Certificate . . and thenceforth the School shall be
a Certified Industrial School. 1876 Act 39 <fr 40 Viet. c. 79
8 16 A school in which industrial training, elementary
education, and one or more meals a day, but not lodging,
are provided . . to be a certified day industrial school.

B. sb. 1. One engaged in industrial
pursuits.

1865 Pall Mall G. 16 Aug. 10/1 Commercials . . Agricul-
turists . . Industrials. 1887 Ibid. 20 Jan. 12/1 A place in
which the home-keeping industrial could find out all he
wants to know about colonial industry. 1894 Lancaster
(Pa.) Marn. News 16 May, A band of Western '

Industrials
'

received .. an offer of $i. 40 per day and per man to work
on a railroad contract. 1899 Q. Rev. Jan. 10 To him it

appears a matter of course . . that nobles and industrials
should be fighting.

2. //. Shares in a joint-stock industrial enterprise.
84 Daily News n Sept. 3/6 There was no general tone

to the market, which excluding Industrials appears for
the present to have reached a state of equilibrium. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 2 Mar. 8/3 There is always plenty of money
awaiting investment in sound industrials.

Hence Industrially adv., in respect of industry ;

Indu strialness, the quality of being industrial.
a 1846 Far. Q. Rtv. cited in Worcester for Industrially.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade 203/1 Those identified with the

manufacturing pursuits, or producing arts, are said to be
industrially employed. 1876 H. SFENCK* Princ. Social.

(1877) I. 756 Simple tribes which are exceptional in their
mdustnalness. 1879 Ibid. in. ix. 711 Decrease of militancy
and increase of industrialness. 1883 American VI. 37 No
country which keeps a large fraction of its people under
arms, can compete industrially with countries like England
and America.

Industrialism, [f. prec. + -ISM. Cf. F. in-

dustrialisme
(Littr<<).] A system of things arising

from or involving the existence of great industries
;

the organization of industrial occupations.
1831 CAHLYLE Sart. Res. n. iv, Preparing us, by indirect
ul sure methods. Industrialism and the Government of the

,"?*.',. !*+ MA V HENNKU. -SV. Syst. aoi The anarchy
of civilized industrialism. 1869 SIEIEY Lect. f, Ess. i. 18
Poets sang of a golden age returned, and they hymned
industrialism in exquisite language. 1880 Academy 14 Jn.

236

59/1 Ceremony, .dies away ainon^ industrial societies, and
among those classes which industrialism has produced.

Industrialist. [f. as prec. + -IST. Cf. F.

industrialists (Little).]
1. One engaged in, or connected with, industrial

occupations ;
.1 worker or manufacturer.

1864 Times 23 Mar., The well-to-do industrialists, and the
landowners. 1869 M. ARNOLD Cult. <V An. (1882) 235
Industrialists in search of gentility. 1884 Pall Mall G.

25 Aug. 4/1 When once men have begun to be divided

definitely into industrialists and fighters [etc.].

2. attrib. or adj. Characterized by or engaged in

industrialism.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXL 107/2 What Saint-Simon desired

. . was an industrialist state directed by modern science.

Industrialize, z>- [f-
as prec. + -IZE.] trans.

To affect with ordevote to industrialism ; to occupy
or organize industrially. Hence Industrialized

///. a.

i88a Cornh. Mag. Dec. 736 Our modern desecrated and
industrialised England. 1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Sept. 4/1
Professor Foxwell . . spoke ominously of

'

industrializing
'

the

villages and making markets near the agriculturists. 1888
New Princeton Rev. May 328 Contempt of civilians,

patronage of 'trades-people ', survive from the middle-age
. .with a persistence that strikes our industrialized sense as

puerile.

t Indu'Striate, v. Obs. rare - l
. [f. F. indus-

trier + -ATE ^6: cf. s^ittdustrier * to labour, in-

deauour, bestirre himselfe' (Cotgr.).] reft. To
use one's industry, to make diligent endeavour.

1613 SHERLEY Treat. Persia 2 It was. .a weaknesse in my
judgement, which, notwithstanding, I ever industriated my
selfe to make

perfect.
Industrious (indtf-strias), a. [ad. L. (post-

class.) industridsus (f. industria industry : see

-ous), or its Fr. repr. industrieux (1503 in Hatz.-

Darm.). Cf. also L. industries diligent.] Char-
acterized by industry.

\ 1. Characterized by or showing intelligent or

skilful work ; skilful, able, clever, ingenious. (Of
agents, their actions, etc.). Obs.

[Cf. 1538 ELYOT Diet., Industrie, He that is wytty and
actyue. ]

1523 [implied in INDUSTRIOUSLY i]. 1531 ELYOT Gov, i.

xxni, They that be called Industrious, do moste craftily and

depelyunderstande in all affaires what is expedient, and by
what meanes and wayes they maye sonest exptoite them.
And those thinges in whome other men trauayle, a person
industrious lightly and with facilitic spedeth, and fyndeth
newe wayes and meanes to bringto effecle that he desireth.

*549 Coinpl. Scot. Ep. Queen 6[Be that industreus martial

act, he renforsit the tounc vitht victuah's. 1555 EDEN
Decades 338 The industrious and subtyle art of partyng
gold from new syluer. 1594 T. B. La Prtmaud.Fr. A cad,

11. 411 Are there many creatures although greater in sub-

stance, that yet haue such industrious & ingenious natures,
as these litle beasts [bees] haue ? 1505 SHAKS. John n. L

376 They gape and point At your industrious Scenes and
acts of death. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Comnnv. (1603)

178 Adversitie ripeneth the looser, and maketh him wane
and industrious. 1657 W. RAND tr. Gasscndts Peircsc II.

76 That the Ancients were so industrious, that they made
no Vessel, which did not contain a set measure, and a certain

weight. 1679 G. R. tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World \\. 308
Another composed a compleat Ship.. so industrious that a
Bee might hide or cover it under his Wings. 1687 DRYDEN
Hind fy P. u. 571 Industrious of the needle and the chart,

They run full sail to their japonian mart.

2. Characterized by or showing application, en-

deavour, or effort
; painstaking, zealous, attentive,

careful. Const, in (Rafter, of, to some matter, to do

something.
1551 HULOKT, Industrious,/^*-**/^-//. 1596 SHAKS. i //<. /K,

I. i. 62 Heere is a deere and true industrious friend, Sir
Walter Blunt, new lighted from his Horse. 1596 SPENSER
State IrtL Wks. (Globe) 626/1 Industrious to seeke out the
trueth of these thinges. 1608 MIDDLETON Trick to catch
old one n. i, His uncle [is] very industrious to beguile the
widow and make

up
the match. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage

(1614) 51 More industrious in humane inventions, then re-

ligious devotions. 1644 MILTON Editc. Wks. (1847) 9^/2
Those people who have at any time been most industrious
after wisdom. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. ex. i Some others
. . are most industrious to evade it. 1667 MILTON P. L. H.
116 His thoughts were low; To vice industrious, but to
Nobler deeds Timorous and slothful. 1693 G. STEPNEY in

Dryden's yuvtnal viii. (1697) 220 He was Industrious to
be esteem'd the best Musitian of his Age. 1699 BENTLEY
Phal. Pref. n Considering with what mdustnous Malice
the false Story had been spread over England. 1699 DRYDEN
To John Drtden 53 Industrious of the common good. 17*5
POPE Odyss. vni. 82 Before his eyes the purple vest he drew,
Industrious to conceal the falling dew. 1741 MIDDLETON
Cicero II. viii. 176 Very industrious in recommending it.

1761 HUME///*/. i'_n. III. li. 116 Hollis was so industrious
to continue his meritorious distress, that when one offered
to bail him he would not yield.

1 3. Characterized by or showing design or pur-
pose : intentional, designed, purposed, voluntary.
1639 N. CARPENTER Achit. 8 It was the part of a shame*

lesse Cham to bee an industrious spectator of his fathers
nakednesse. 1652 J. WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nature's Paradox
200 By industrious excuses (purposely invented) hee had
sharpen'd the desire of his Audi tours. 1654 H. L'ESTRANCE
Ckas. t (1655) 183 Some there are suspect this mistake to
have been not involuntary but industrious in him. 1668
H. MORE Dev. Dial. (I.), The industrious perforation of the
tendons of the second joints of fingers and toes, draw the
tendons of the third joints through. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.
Neiv Invent. 90 An industrious Omission, .of the Principal
Point of Care. 1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert. (1845) I.

, 269 His [Elijah's] industrious affectation of the wilderness.

INDUSTRY.

4. Characterized by or showing assiduous and

steady work; full of work; diligent, laborious,

hard-working. (The prevailing sense.)
1591 SPENSER Muiofiotmos 12* Who beeing..iorc indus-

trious, gathered more store Of the fields honour than the

others best. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xL 28 Solomon seeing the

young man that he was industrious [marg. t
//*. did worke].

1663 ROBINSON in Kay's Corr. (1848) 132 We have been

very industrious since our coming to Pans. 1715 DC FOE
Voy. round World (\%+o) 263 Soil well cultivated by the

poor industrious Chilians. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 390 Indus-

trious habits in each bosom reign. 1781 COWPER Heroism
69 Yet man, laborious man, by slow degrees . . Plies all the

sinews of industrious toil. 1864 J. WALKER Faith/. Ministry
, 207 The most pious man ought to be the most mdustriou*.

I

i8oj JAS. BROWN Semi. 207 Industrious poverty becomes a

|

nobler thing than idle wealth.

5. ^ INDUSTRIAL a. rare.

18*5 McCuLLOCH Pol. Econ. Introd. 45 Those who are
!

engaged in industrious undertakings. 1845 Taxation n.

y. (1852) 207 Such improvements.. in the arts as will enable
industrious undertakings to be carried on with a much less

: expenditure of fuel.

Industriously ^inaVstriasli}, adv.
[f. prec.

! +-LY ^.1 In an industrious manner.

fl. \Vith intelligent or skilful work; skilfully,

cleverly, ingeniously. Obs.

15*3 SKELTON GarL Laurel 851 The noble Pamphita ..

Habiuimentis royal I founde out industriously. 1647 W.
BROWNE tr. Polexander \. 26 The first part was full of little

Chambers, so industriously built that they seemed to be cut

out of the Rocke it selfe. Ibid. 28 The seeling was of a
hollow mirror, made ofmany Venice glasses, so industriously

joyned together, that [etc.].

2. With painstaking work ; carefully, studiously,

zealously, persistently ; often in bad sense : with

evil pertinacity.
1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Semi. (Parker Soc.) 212 Let us cast off

all hinderances, and strive industriously unto that salvation

which is set before us. 1670 CLARENDON Content^. Ps.

Tracts (1727) 608 The rankest pleasures which are industri-

ously applied to the corruption of human nature. 1709
ADDISON Tatler No. 96 f 3 It has been industriously given
out . . that John Partridge is dead. Ibid. F 7 Several have in-

dustriously spread abroad, That I am in Partnership with
Charles Lilly. 1716 S. SKWALL Diary 5 Oct. uSSj) III. 105
Govr., Lt. Govr. laid their hands on the Bible, and kiss'd it

very industriously. 1796 MORSE Anttr. Geog. II. 437 A
notion Industriously propagated by the Romish clergy. 1871
MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 8 Industriously shouting the cry of

a church. x883GiLMOiH Mongols xviii. 212 In the act of

disrobing, prayers are said most industriously.

f 3. Of set purpose ; with design ; intentionally,

designedly. (
= L. de industria.) Obs,

1611 SHAKS. Wmt. T. i. ii. 256 If industriously I play'd
the Foole, it was my negligence, Not weighing well the end.

1642 HOWELL for, Trav. <Arb.t 30 But here, shee seemes to

have industriously, and of set purpose studied it. 1674 T.
TUKNOR Case Bankers fy Creditors Cone). 33 There be many
things which possibly I have forgot, and some things which
I have perhaps Industriously omitted. 1774 J. BRYANT
My (hoi. II. 431 His horns are industriously so placed as to

form two lunettes. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idolatry
III. 244 The three pyramids of Egypt have been industri-

ously built upon the first hill between Cairo and the western
bank of the Nile.

4. \Vith steady application to work ; diligently,

assiduously, laboriously.
1611 COTCK. Industrieii$entent t industriously; diligently

..laboriously. 1663 COWLEY Verses 4- Ess., Ode Orindas
Poems, But thou industriously hast sow VI and till'd The fair,

and fruitful field. 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunt. Pref. (1788) 10
If he. .chuses to be idly busy rather than industriously so.

1859 SMILES Self-Help ii. 41 He worked away industriously

employing a few hands.

Indvrstriousness. [f.
as prec. + -KESS.]

The quality of being industrious : ^INDUSTRY 3.

1591 SAVILE Tacitus^ Hist. n. xc. 106 Extolling his own in-

dustriousness and temperancy. 1619 SCLATER Exf. 2 Thess.

(1630) 393 The Pismire can leach the Sluggard prouidence,
and industriousnesse. 18x8 HAI.LAM Mid. Ages (1872) H.

269 The characteristic independence and industriousness
of our nation. 1881 H, SI-ENCER in Pop. Set. Monthly
Nov. i Industrialism is not to be confounded with industn-
ousness.

f Indu-strouB, a. Obs. Rare. Variant of

INDUSTRIOUS. So t Indirstrously adv.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine 84 b, Painefull and

Industrous souldiors. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. iv, 214 The
Second to the Third is like industrous. And as degreed, 'tis

more and more illustrous. 17x1 Land, Gas, No. 5932/2 AU
which . . were industrously set on Fire.

Industry (rnd#stri). fa. F. Industrie (i4th c/,
or ad. L. industria diligence, *avertue compre-
hendynge bothc study and diligence

'

(Elyot Diet.

1538)-]
fl. Intelligent or clever working; skill, inge-

nuity, dexterity, or cleverness in doing anything.
1494 FABYAN Ckron. i. xiil (1533* 70, Saynge that the fore-

sayd note bathes were made by the industrye, or made of the

industry of luliuscesar. 1531 ELYOT G<n: \. xxiii, Industrie

hath nat ben so longe tyme used in the englisshe tonge as

Prouidence ; wherfore it is the more straunge, and requirelh
the more plaine exposition. It is a qualitie procedyng of

witte and experience, by the whiche a man perccyueth
quickly, inuenteth fresshly, and counsaylelh spedily. c 1566

J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Theai. World^C viij, With what
Industrie do they [ants] make theyr little holes, of the which
the comming in is not straight, for feare that other beasts

come not in. Ibid. Dijb, The Cuckowe. .{has] the Industrie

to espie where other Birdes make their nestes, and there

layth hir egges. 1397 A. M. tr. Guilletneau's Fr. Chirurg.
12 b/i There is a certay ne industrye in the depressione of
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the trepaue. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 521 [They]
have no .. weapons, but certaine swords: and are without
all industry for fishing and navigation.

t 2. An application of skill, cleverness, or craft
;

a device, contrivance ; a crafty expedient. Qbs.

CX477CAXTON Jason $}), I shal deliuere to him the In-

dustrie and teche him how he shal wynne the flees of golde.
1555 EDEN Decades 84 Nature was not sollicitate to brynge
furthe suche greate fluds by this so smaule industry. 1560
WHITLHORNE Arte iyurre(i$8&) 04 The first Industrie is, to
make the walles crooked, and full of tourninges, and of

receiptes. 1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie's hist. Scot. vn. 33
Sche, as was reported, suddenlie thairefter dies, be Industrie
of the gouernour. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 885 To
make the Computation of their yeere certaine, they used
this Industrie. 1621 BURTON Atuit. Mel. 11. i. n. (1651) 222
All the physick we can use, art, excellent industry, is to no
purpose without calling upon God.

3. Diligence or assiduity in the performance of

any task, or in any effort ; close and steady appli-
cation to the business in hand ; exertion, effort.

1531 ELYOV Cov. in. xxiii, That slouthe and dulnesse

beynge plucked from them by Industrie, they be induced
unto the continuall acte. 1576 GASCOIGNE SteeU 67. Ded.
(Arb.) 44 These examples are sufficient to proue that by
Industrie and diligence any perfection may be attained.
1681 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) I- 62 It consumed but one
house, being quenched by the great industry of the people.
1741 MIDDLETON Cicero II. x. 416 A story, kept up for some
days with great industry. 1791 Anecd. Iff. Pitt I. i. 3 The
present publication is the effect of industry, not of ability. ,

1863 FROUDE Hist.^Eng. VIII. 91 In a few well chosen ,

sentences she complimented the students on their industry.
4. Systematic work or labour; habitual employ-
ment in some useful work, now esp. in the produc-
tive arts or manufactures. (This, with 5, is the

prevalent sense.)
1611 SHAKS. Cymb* in. vi. 31 The sweat of industry would

dry, and dye But for the end it workes too. 1699 DAMPIER
Voy. II. i. 141 Those who can turn their hands to any thing I

besides drudgery, live well enough by their industry. 1764 j

BUHN Poor Laws 151 A man that has been bred up in the i

trade of begging, will never, unless compelled, fall to in-

dustry. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. n. iii. (1869) II. 338
The funds destined for the maintenance of industry are
much greater in proportion . . than they were two or three
centuries ago. 1843 CAKLYLE Pastq-Pr. iv. iv, The Leaders !

of Industry., are virtually the Captains of the World. 1863
FAWCETT PoL Econ, n. v. 198 When industry is conducted by
other combinations than those of employers and employed.

j

b. House of industry, a workhouse. School
j

(t College] of industry-,
a school in which various

!

industrial occupations are taught ;
an industrial

school.

1696 J. BiiLLERS (title) Proposals for raising a College of

Industry for all useful Trades and Husbandry. 1773 R.
POTTER \title) Observations on the Poor Laws, on the Pre-
sent State of the Poor, and on Houses of Industry. 1782
Phil. Trans. LXXII. 366 In the month of June, 1777,
several years after the House of Industry had been built.

1789 (title) Plan of the Sunday Schools and School of In-

dustry established in the City of Bath. 1882 MRS. PITMAN
Mission L. Greece <y Pal. 68 She said that she was most of
all pleased with the school of industry, because it was con-
fined to the poor.
5. A particular form or branch of productive

labour; a trade or manufacture.
cis66 J. AI.DAY tr. Boaystuait s Tfteat. World Civb, i

Spinners or Spiders . . have a much better grace . . in their \

industries, for there is no knots in their workings, nor wast.
1621 G. SANDYS tr. Ovid's Met. n. (1626) 32 The Thunderer
then, .finding nothing there by fire decay'd ; He Earth, and :

humane industries suruay'd. 1741 JOHNSON Debates Part.
\

(1787) I. 278 To maintain themselves by a more honest and
!

useful industry. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby n. i, The rights
and properties of our national industries. 1883 Atlten&mn

j

8 Sept. 309/2 An industry that has lately sprung up in the
United States concerned in the production of galvanised !

iron cornices for architectural purposes. 1883 C. J. WILLS ;

Mod. Persia 360 They knit socks as long as daylight lasts ;

.some widows even maintain a family by this industry.

f6. Ofindustry)
on- purpose, intentionally (after .

L. de or ex industria}. Obs. rare.

1613 CHAPMAN Revenge Bussy D'Ambois n. D ij a, Rpmes ,

Brutus is reuju'd in him, Whom hee of industry doth imitate.

Ibid. in. F ij b, When Homer made Achilles passionate,
. . He did compose it all of Industrie, To let men see, that

[etc.]. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings 4 A dissembl'd piety
fain'd of industry to begett new discord.

Hence I'ndustrying
1

[-ING l], practice of an in-

dustry, nonce-wd.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvnr. v. (1872) VII. 182 An eye-

sorrow, they, with their commerce, their weavings and in-

dustryings, to Austrian Papists, who cannot weave or trade.

t Indtrte, ///. a. Obs. rare
-

'. [ad. L. in-

dftt-uS) pa. pple. of induere : see ENDUE.] Clothed,
endued.

ci45o Cov. Myst. xxi. (Shaks. Soc.) 204 Clothe the in

clennes, with vertu be indute.

t Indu-tion. ? Endowment (f. INDUE - ENDOW).
1580 LYLY Enfkites F iv, They [bees] vse as great wit by

indution, and Arte by workmanship, as euer man hath or can.

Indutive (indiw'tiv), a. Bot. [f. L. indftt~
t

ppl. stem of induere (see next} + -IVE.] Of seeds :

Having the usual integument or covering (Syd. \

Soc. Lex. 1886).
II Induviee (indi;?viiJ), sb.pL Bot. [L.inditvix j

clothtfs, clothing, f. inditere to put on.] (See quot.) i

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 242 The withered re-
jmains of leaves which not being articulated with the stem '

cannot fall off but decay upon it have been called . . induvue,
the part so covered is said to be itiduviate.

Hence Indu'vial, a. Bot.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Induviaiis, . .

applied by Mir-

bel, to a calyx when it persists and covers the fruit . . in-

duvial.

Indirviate, a. Bot. [f. prec. + -ATE-.]
Clothed with induvise (q.v.).
1835 [see INOUVIA]. 1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1870

BENTLEY Bot. 127 The stem is said to be iuduviate.

Induyr(e, obs. form of ENDURE v.

Indw, obs. form of ENDUE, ENDOW.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 261/2 Indwyn, and yeve warysone,

doto. lbid.> Indwynge, dotacio.

Indwell (ittidwe'l), v. Pa. t. and pple. in-
dwelt. [f. IN- 1 + DWELL ; in Wyclif rendering
L. inhabitare."]
1. trans. To dwell in, inhabit, occupy as a dwell-

ing; also^/jg: To live in, occupy, or possess, as

a spirit or principle may inhabit a body.
1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxxvi[i]. 3 Hope in the Lord, and do

goodnesse ; and indwelle thou [Vulg. inhabita\ the erthe.

17. . Fttmblers Rant in HerdCW&f/.-iV. Songs (1776) II. 46
We awhim nought but a greygroat, The off'ring for the house
we in-dwell. 1839 BAILEY Festus xiii. (1848) 120 Living
clouds Indwelt by warrior souls. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases
i. 94 The Intelligence which indwelleth the whole of things.
1882 H. SCOTT HOLLAND Logic ,? Life (1885) 124 The body
..which man's spirit takes and inhabits, .and indwells.

2. intr. To dwell, abide, have one's abode (in}.

fused, and contained within. 1680 T. LAWSON Klite into
Treas. 18 Her Voice, her Prayers, her Praises, arising from
Divine indwellings. 1848 R. I. WILBERFOKCE Incarnation xi.

(1852) 275 This passage . . they interpreted of an immediate
in-dwelling of Godhead in the whole body ofmankind. 1887
J. S. BANKS Chr. Doctr. n. iv. 210 Sin in its guilt and in-

dwelling is defilement.

Indwelling, in-dwelling, ppl. a. [f. IN
adv. 1 1 a + DWELLING ///. a.] That dwells within,

inhabits, occupies, or
possesses. Usually^.

14.. Chalmerlain Ayr i. in Sc. Sftif. I, Alswele induel-
lande as furth midland. 1646 P. BULKELEY Gospel Covt. iv.

319 It was not any indwelling power within themselves, by
which they did them [those great works]. 1799 HAN. MOKE
Fern. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 264 So religion is not an occasional act,
but an indwelling principle .. from which indeed every act
derives all its life. 1880 E. WHITE Cert. Relig. 87 An assur-

ance., of the indwelling presence of God. 1885 CLOUD
Myths <$ Dr. n. vi. 180 The patient is kept without food so

as to starve out the indwelling enemy.
Hence Indwe-llingness, Inequality ofindwelling.

t Indwir, obs. Sc. form of ENDURE v.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 50 Thatt freindschip . .

langest will indwir.

t Iildy. Indie. Obs. [ad. L. India : cf. Italy.

Sicily, Germany, Tuscany, etc. The pi. INDIES,

q.v., is still in use.]
= INDIA. Also attrib.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixix. 634 Large Pepper of Indie.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 11. 81 The Indie-writers make men-
tion of sundry great cities in this Hand. 1647 H- MORE
Pkilos. Poems 181 Indie, EjjyP 1

)
Arabic.

^.
1382 WYCLIF Job x. 22 Whcr shadewe of deth, and noon

order, but fulli indwelHth euere durende orrour. 1649
ROBERTS Clccvis Bibl. Introd. ii. 31 Let the word of Christ
indwell in you richly in all wisdome. Not fa, but dwell
with you : not dwell with you, but dwell in yon, yea in-

dwell in you. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. Introd. (1862) 37 He is

not asking for a power not indwelling in Him. 1861 J. G.
SHEPPAKD Fall Rome xiii. 692 The secret principle of life

indwelling in its formal type.

Hence I-ndwe It///, a. (the pa. pple. is indwelt}.
1853 MILHA'N Lat. Chr. xiv. ii. (1864) IX. 56 The Holy

Ghost became a Dove, not as a symbol, but as a constantly
indwelt form.

ludweller, in-dweller (hi|dwe:b.i). [f.
IN

adv. 1 1 e + DWELLER : cf. prec. In Wyclif ren-

dering L. inhabitant, inhabitator^\
One who dwells or lives in a place ; an inhabi-

tant. Also _/%".

1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxxiiti]. S Of liyin fur.sothe first ben to-

gidere moued alle the indwdlerfs the world [Vulg. oinites

inhabit'antes orbetn\ Zeph, ii. 5 Y shal distruye thee,
so that an yndweller be not [Vulg. nt non sit inhabitator\.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Chrou. xx. 2o Herken vnto me O luda,
& ye indwellers of lerusalem. 1593 InterL Droichis Pt.

Play 22 in Dunbars Poems (1893) 315 Prowest, baillies, ofFi-

ceris, And honerable induellaris, Marchandis and familiaris
Of all this fair towne. 1608-33 BK HALL Occas. Medit.
no A house ready to fall on the head of the indweller.

1618 E. ELTON Rom. vii. (1622.1 351 The corruption of nature
..is still an in-dweller in them. 1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real
Presence Note S. 84 We may receive the good Lord as our
indweller. 1860 GEN. P.^ THOMPSON Audi Alt . III. cxvii.

54 If France could .. with the assent of the in-dwellers,

rejoin the Rhenish provinces.
b. A mere resident

;
a sojourner.

1535 COVERDALE Gen., xxiii. 4, I am a straunger and an
indweller amonge you. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 23 June, I have
been so long a citizen of Edinburgh, now an indweller only.
1835 J. P. KENNEDY Horse Shoe R. xiii. (1860) 150 He was
an in-dweller at the homestead.

Indwelling (i-ndwe-lirj\ vbl. sb. [f. IN adv.
1 1 c + DWELLING vbl. sb. \ cf. INDWELL v. In AVy-
clif rendering L. inhabitatio^ The action of

dwelling in a place ; residence. Usually fig. : esp.
The abiding of God or the Divine Spirit in the

heart or soul.

1382 WYCLIF U'isd. ix. 15 Kitheli indwelling [Vulg. in-
'

b. lady blue, the dye INDIGO, or its colour.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvm. (Percy Soc.) 80 A fayre
ana goodly garment, Of most fyne velvet, al of Indy blewe.

1*1529 SKELTON '

Ktioledge, aquayntance' 17 Saphyre of

sadnes, enuayned with indy blew,

Indycyble, Indyfferency, Indygence, In-
dygn, etc. : see INDICIBLE, etc.

tl'ne, prep. Obs. [An early ME. formation
found in southern dialects from 1175 to 1340, when
still in regular use in Kentish. Of uncertain forma-
tion : see below.] = IN prep., in its various uses.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Alse beos men do3 be liggeS inne
eubruche and ine glutenerie and ine manaoas. Ibid. 73
Of ileue spek ure drihten ine be hali godspel. Ibid. 75 His
halie lif wunden ba he bolede for us ine be halie rode, c' izoo
Triii. Coll. Hottt. 185 Ine be lond of Jerusalem, a 1125
Acr. K. 20 Hwen 3e vesteS ine winter. .& ine stimer. Ibid.

54 per heo lei ine prisune. Ibid 64 Spellunge and smec-
chunge beo5 ine mucSe bo8e, ase sihoe is i3en eien. a 1225
yuliatia 12 As beo bet ine godd hire hope hefde. a 1250
Cnvl% A"/"/i^.962The3hit bo ful ine nest bine, c 1250 Meid.

Maregrete xlix, Hef up bi fot a littel, ^at ine myn necke
stond. c 1315 SHOKEHAM 7 Codes body ine forme of bred.
ll'iif. 146 Fo3eles, lisches ine the depe. 1340 Aytnb. 7 pe
ilke bet dispendep bane zonday. .ine zenne and ine hordom
and in obre zennes aye God. Ibid. 167 pe salamandre bet

leue^ ine be uere. Ibid. 220 pet child lyerneb ine his yejebe,
he hit wyle healde ine his elde. Ibid. 262 Yblissed j>ou me
wymen.

b. In sense ' INTO '.

cl\j$ Lamb. Hoin. 143 pe heSene, be erites. .sculen beon

iwarpen ine eche pine, c 1315 SHOBEHAM 6 That man ne

falje
ine wanhope. c ly&Ayenb. 25 pis hire todeljj ine bry.

Ibid. 185 pe angel.. bet com ine erbe, be uor to rede.
f

.
In northern dialects, and in later use, ine, yne

appear to be only scribal variants of IN, yn, prep.
or aiiv.

a 1300 Cursor M. 941 (Gott.) Von tre bat lijf was ine

[Cott. bat lijf es in]. Ibid. 9674 (Gott.) Noe. .in bat schipp
allone was ine. c 1400 Ywaine ff Gmu. 760 A pot with ricne

wine, And a pece to fil it yne.
{Note. In the dialects in which it occurs, ine is the regnlar

word for in preposition. The i2-i3th c. documents in which
it is used have also / in the connexions z'/4", ifien, iflis, if>et,

i J>itie, etc.
; but these do not appear in the Aytuibite i4th c.

Ine has been viewed as an extension of the prep. IN with an
inorganic t.', and as a weakened or simplified form of INNE ;

there are difficulties, historical or phonetic, in either view,

though the latter is perhaus the less objectionable. Inns
and ine are found side by side in the Lambeth Homilies.]

-ine, suffix ', forming adjs., repr. L. -Tuns, -ftia,

-inuni, added to names of persons, animals, or mate-
rial things, and to some other words, with the sense
' of

'

or '

pertaining to ', 'of the nature of, repre-
sented in Fr. by -in masc., -ine fern., in Eug. now

usually by -ine, formerly and still exceptionally by
-in. Examples are L. adnlterlniis adulterine, an-

senntis anserine, asiainus asinine, caiiinits canine,

liivinus divine, femininus feminine, gmuiiius gen-

uine, lilvi-linus libertine, marlines marine, tiiascu-

llnus masculine, suptnus supine ; in some cases

with blending of a previous suffix, as elandestinus

clandestine, intestinal intestine, matutinus matu-

tine, vespertmus vespertine. Also from proper
names, as Alpinus Alpine, Capitolinus Capitoline,
Lafimis Latin (formerly Latine), Sainrninus

Saturuine, TarentTnits Tarentine. On tlie pattern
of these, adjs. have continued to be freely formed
in the Romanic langs. and in English, as in .-i/gerint:,

Caroline, Florentine, Socotrine ;
and the termina-

tion is now greatly used in Natural History, in

forming adjs., with or without L. type, on the names
of genera, as acarine, accipitrine, bovine, caprine,

equine, feline, liystricine, mttrine, passerine. In

these Natural History adjs. the pronunciation is

(-ain), usually unstressed ; but in other words it is

very various, depending upon the length of time

the word has been in English, the channel through
which it came, the place of the stress, and other

circumstances : cf. divine, supine (-si'n), marine

(-I'D), feminine, genuine (-in), aquiline, bovine,

leonine, alkaline (-sin)) and see the history of the

individual words.

-ine, siiffix'
i
, forming adjs.. repr. L. -fnus, a. Gr.

-IPOJ, from names of minerals, plants, etc., or (in a

few words) of L. origin, having, in Romanic and

Eng., the same sense and the same forms, as -INE 1
;

as ndamantin-us adamantine, ainethystinus ame-

thystine, corallinus coralline, crystallinus crystal-

line, hyacinthinus hyacinthine, pristinus pristine.

The etymological and historical pronunciation is

(-in), e.g. (pri'stin), (sedamae'ntin) ; but, from the

spelling -ine, and the attraction of words in -INE 1,

there is now a strong tendency to lengthen the i in

crystalline (-ain), etc.

-ine, suffix 3, forming sbs., repr. F. -ine, L. -ina,

Gr. -ivi\, forming feminine titles, as in Gr. flpai'tvt],

L. heroiiia, F. he'roine heroine. With this the Ger.

landgrafin, markgrafin, Du. landgravin, mark-

gramn (the suffix of which is orig. the same as

-EN 2
i), have fallen together in French and in

Eng., as landgravine, margravine.



-INE.

-ine, "iffij.
4

. forming sbs., rcpr. V. -iiit in

L. -iua (-fuus), in origin identical with -INK '. In

L., -ina formed feminine abstracts from verbs, as

raffna rapine, ruina ruin, and from agent-nouns,
as discifltna discipline, doctrina doctrine, medicina

medicine ; also sbs. from other sources, as fascina
fascine, rcslna resin, iirina urine. The adjs. in

-inus, -ilia were also used subst., as in concubinns,
ina concubine, luplnus lupine, and esp. in proper

names, as Antdiiinus Antonine, Augusttniu Augus-
tine, Constdntinus Constantine, Crisfinus Crispin,

fustinus Justin, Agrippina, Constantino, etc. The

English form of those in -ina (through Fr., or on

the Fr. type) is -ine, occasionally in
early

words

reduced to -in ; those in -inus give F. and Eng. -in,

but in Eng. often -ine.

Formations of this type were multiplied in late L.

and Romanic, e.g. famina famine, F. routine ; in
j

Romanic this suffix (It., Sp. -ino, -ina, F. -in, -ine}

is greatly used in forming names of derived sub-

stances, similative appellations, diminutives, etc.

Many of these have come into English, in the F.

form -ine (-fn), which has consequently become
a formative element, freely used in forming the

names of derivative products, and of things sup-

posed to be derived from, resemble, imitate, or

commemorate those from which they are named,
and thus in the trade-names of new varieties of

fabrics, cosmetics, patent medicines, and proprie-

tary articles generally, e.g. dentine, osseine, nec-

tarine, brilliantine, grenadine, albertine, victorine,

etc. Feminine personal names of Romanic origin
in -ina sometimes retain that form, but often take

-ine (-in or -rnl after Fr., as Caroline, Catherine,

Ernestine, Josephine.

-ine, suffix^, Cheni., in origin an offshoot of

-IKE *, as occurring in the names of some derived

substances : see GELATIN, -INE. At first used un-

systematically in forming names of extractive

principles and chemical derivatives of various kinds;

also, in the English names given early in the igth

century to the four elements chlorine, fluorine,

iodine, bromine (in F. chlore, Jluor, iode, bronte").

In all these, but especially in the names of ex-

tractive principles, the ending -ine was by some
reduced to -in, thus gelatine or gelatin, aconitine

or aconitin, chlorine or chlorin. In recent system-
atic nomenclature the two forms have been

differentiated, -ine being now used (i) in forming
names ofalkaloids and basic substances, as aconitine,

cocaine, nicotine, strychnine, etc., which are thus

distinguished from names of neutral substances,

proteids, etc., in -in (see -IN l) ;
and (2) in

Hofmann's systematic names of hydrocarbons of

the form CnH,n _,, as ethine or acetylene, C 2
HZ ,

/rapine or allylene, C 3H4 , etc. These latter are

not much used. In the names of the elements,
and some other substances, not belonging to any
of the classes named, -ine is retained (though
chlorin, Jlnorin, etc., appear in some American

books). In popular and commercial use, the

ending -ine is still current in the names of some
substances for which systematic nomenclature

requires -in : see -IN 1.

-ine has been used by some authors to form the

names of minerals ;
but in later systematic use, esp.

by Dana, this is changed, in names of species, into

-He ; thus chalcosine, erythrine, in Dana chalcocite,

erythrite.

Inearth, (iuaMj>), v.
[f.

IN-I + ~EAIITH sb.

Cf. med.L. interrare, F. enlerrer.~\

~L trans. To bury in the earth, to inter. Chiefly

poetical.
1801 SourHEY Thataba I. xxii. 20 The Ethiop. .Detects the

ebony ..
deep-inearth

'd. 1805 Madoc iii. Poet. Wks.

(1853) 320/2 Refusing rest, Tin I had seen in holy ground
inearth'd My poor lost brother. 1849 H. MAYO Pop. Supi-rst.

(1851) 54 The body.. thai had been rudely inearthed after

violent death. 1880 Coiiteiup. Ken. Mar. 431 The Founder
and his mate Were here inearthed.

2. To render '

earthy
'

or earthly, rare.

1863 HUSKY Oxford Lenten Serin, ix. \z What in us was

lofty, lowered : what was in the image of the heavenly, in-

earthed.

Ineaw, var. form of ENEW v., Obs.

Inebriacy (in/'briasi). rare.
[f.

INEBRIATE a. :

see -ACT.] The condition of an inebriate ; the

habit of drunkenness.
1876 Ckristian Union 27 Dec. (Cent.>, No faith in any

remedy for inebriacy, except as an aid to . . strong purpose.

Inebriant (in/-briant), a. and sb. [ad. L. /-
ebriant-em, pres. pple. of inebriare to INEBRIATE.
Cf. OF. inibriant (15th c. in Godef.).] a. adj.
That inebriates; intoxicating, b. sb. An inebriat-

ing substance or agent ; an intoxicant.

1819 Pattlnkfitt vv., Inebriants . . are properly divided

into native and artificial. i8>8 WKBSTKK, Inebriantt

intoxicating. 1859 K. V. BURTON CV/r. Afr. in Jrul.

Ctfog. Sec. XXIX. 224 The favourite inebriant is tembo or

palm-toddy. 1807 A Jibuti*s Syst, Med. III. 435 Among
the inebriants alcohol may cause, .ail intensely red colour

[of the interior of the stomach].

Inebriate (in*'briA), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L.

incbriat-its9 pa. pple. of inebriare : see next.]
A. ///. a. Inebriated, drunken; intoxicated (//'/.

and ./:.). Often const. v& pa. fple.
1497 Bp. AI.COCK Mans Perfect. Biij, Peter as a man in-

ebryat in the loue of god. 1548 UDALI, Erasm. Par. Pref.

5 a, We myghte haue ben so inebriate w' our uneslimable

felicitie. Ibid., Luke ix. 08 Thus spake Peter as a man
inebriate and made drounlcen with the swetenesse of this

vision. 174* YOUNG Nt, Th. m. zo Inebriate at fair For-

tune's fountain-head, And reeling through the wilderness
ofjoy. 1805 SOUTHKY Ball $ Metr. T. Poet. Wks. VI. 48
Inebriate with the deep delight, Dim grew the Pilgrim's

swimming sight. 1844 SIR \V. NAMKK Cony. Scinde \\. \.

(1845) 227 Inebriate, luxurious Princes.

B. sb. An intoxicated person ; esp. a person
addicted to drunkenness, a habitual drunkard.

1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 365 This vertigo also

continues, when the inebriate lies in his bed, in the dark.

1864 Soc. Sc, Rev. I. 419 We learn that an Asylum for In-

ebriates has been opened at Binghampton. 1898 Westut.

Gaz. 26 Apr. 2/1 When questions were over, the Home
Secretary introduced his Habitual Inebriates Bill.

Inebriate (inrbri^t), v. [f. prec., or ppl. stem

of L. inebriare to inebriate, intoxicate, f. in- (IN-
2
)

+ ebridre to intoxicate, f. cbrius drunk.]
1. trans. To make drunk; to intoxicate. Also

absol.

1555 EDEN Decades 250 Such stronge drinkes as are of

force to inebriate. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 152 Sweet wines
do not so much inebriate and ouerturne the brain, as others.

1744 BERKELEY Sin's 217 The luminous spirit lodged in

the native balsam of pines.. is of a nature so mild.. as to

warm without heating, to cheer but not inebriate. 1784
COWPER Task iv. 40 While.. the cups That cheer but not

inebriate, wait on each. 1894 Cornk. Mag. Mar. 300 Mr.
Tasker's tendency to inebriate himself.

2. transf. andy^*. a. To intoxicate in mind or

feeling ;
to excite or stupefy, as with liquor.

1497 Bp. ALCOCK Rfons Perfect. Biij, It inebriate them so

yt they were made by it oblyvyous of all worldly things.

1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (Shaks. Soc.) 13 Securitie in

wealth and prosperity, which doth inebriate the mindes of
men. 1640 HABINGTON Castnra in. (Arb.) 128 O you! whom
your Creators sight Inebriates with delight ! 1640-1 LD. J.
DIGBY Sp. itt Ho. Conitn. 9 Feb. 10 Christs discipline hath
beene adulterated, . . the whole Church inebriated by the

Prelates. 1728-9 BERKELEY Sert/t. Rom. viii. 13 Wks. 1871
IV. 632 Curb. .every passion, each whereof inebriates and
obfuscates no less than drink and meat. 1860 PUSEY Mitt.

Proph. io A spiritual drunkenness, inebriating the soul, as

strong drink doth the body. 1878 DISRAELI *S/. 28 July,
A sophistical rhetorician, inebriated with the exuberance of

his own verbosity.

fb. To refresh as with drink
; to water, drench,

moisten. Obs.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ps. Ixiv. 10 [Ixv. 9] Thou hast visited

the earth, and hast inebriated [Y'ul. incbriasti\ it. 1624
GATAKER Transttbst, 72 The Chalice is our Saviours blood to

cleanse and inebriate devout Soules. 1649 ROBERTS Ciavt's

Bibl. 83 With bloud I will inebriate Mine arrows.

f 3. intr. To become intoxicated. Obs. rare.

16*6 BACON Sylva 703 Great Quantities of Fish.. when

they come into the Fresh Water, do inebriate and turn vp
their Bellies, So as you may take them with your Ham!
[cf. quot. 1615 in INEBRIATED i].

Ine'briated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED '.]

1. Intoxicated, drunken.

1615 G. SANDYS Trtit\ 29 Fish of sundry kinds . . meeting
with the fresh, as if inebriated, turne vp their bellies, and arc

taken. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud, Ep. iv. vii. 196 As may be
observed in the lifting or supporting of persons inebriated.

1839 H - RO(;ERS Ess. 118741 H
;

iii-
.148

To be 'drank' is

vulgar ; but if a man be simply
'

intoxicated
'

or
'

inebriated ',

it is comparatively venial.

2. transf. and _/?. : see prec, 2.

1609 BIBLE < Douay) i Mace. xvi. comtn.^ To be inebriated

Mgnifieth no more but to be replenished with drinke com-

petently,
or abundantly, without excesse. a 1647 CRASHAW

/fA-j.tGrosartJ^ig A sweet inebriated extasy. 1830 D'lsK.u-.i.i

C/tas. /, III. vii. 154 When that genius becomes inebriated

by the flattery it receives.

Ine'briating, ///. . [f. as prec. + -ING -.]

That inebriates
; intoxicating, lit. andy^.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) /Yxxii(iJ. 5 Thou hast fatted my head
with oyle ; and my chalice inebriating how goodlie is it !

1613 PURCIIAS Pilgrimage vn. ix. i 3 (1614) 698 Strong and

inebriating wine. 1748 HARTLEY Ob$en>. Man n. ii. 106 The
fermenting and inebriating Quality of vegetable Juices. 1806

SURR Winter in Land. III. 130 Flying from reflection to in-

ebriating pleasures. 1841 LANK Xr<i Nts. I. 18 Wine and
all inebriating liquors are strictly forbidden.

Inebriation (iiw~bri|^''j9n). [ad. L. inebria-

tioneni (Augustine), n. of action from inebriare to

INEBKIATB. Cf. OF. inebriation, -acion (i5thc. in

Godef.).] The action of inebriating, or condition

of being inebriated ; intoxication, drunkenness.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 2^0 Unexpected
inebriation from the unknowne effects of wine. ai68
Tracts 25 Some generous strong sweet wine, wherein more

especially lay the power of inebriation. 1791 NEWTE Tour

Eng. 4- Scot. 171 He is computed to have drank, during the

period of his inebriation, half a century, a quart of gin or

whisky per day. 1860 PUSEY Min, Proph. 489 Through
inebriation the mind of those who drink is changed.

b. Jig. Intoxication of the mind or feelings ; ex-

INEDITED.

travagant exhilaration, excitement, or emotion, such

as to cause loss of mental or moral steadiness.

you
dab

MACALLAY Ksi., llallam (1851) I. 82 They did not preserve

him from the inebriation of prosperity. 1886 SVMONIJS

Kenaia. It., Cat/i. Kcact. (1898) VII. ix. 76 The inebriation

of the Renaissance, .pulses through all his utterances.

t Ine'briative, a. Obs. [f.
L. iiiibriat-, ppl.

I stem of inehriare to INEBRIATE + -IVE. Cf. F. '-

tbriatif, -ive (presme, I4th c,).] Having the

quality of inebriating, intoxicating ; of or pertain-

ing to inebriation.

1615 T. AIIAMS Blacke Dcvill 31 Those that drinke wines

. . with inebriative delight, a i6j Bovs Wks. (1629-30)
i

535 A man taking an inebriatiue potion. 1628 GAULE Pratt.

The.i 1629) 294 Potions (whether inebriatiue, soporatiue, or

stupefying).

Inebriety (in/brai-eti). [f.
IN- - + EBBIETV

(L. ebrietas), after INEBKIATK, etc.] The state or

habit of being inebriated ; drunkenness, intoxica-

tion, inebriation ; now chiefly applied to habitual

: drunkenness, esp. when regarded as a disease.

1801 Mid. Jml. V. 99 Driven to the slower suicide of
1 habitual inebriety. 1817 LADY MORGAN France I. 68 i Jod.)
; In the desperationof poverty and inebriety. x86 DISRAELI

I

I'iv. Grey vl. i, How ludicrous is the incipient inebriety of

a man who wears spectacles '. 8o DICKENS Uticoinm.

Trav. x, His mistress was sometimes overtaken by inebriety.

1893 Anna Mar. 452 Inebriety is a disease of ine nervous

system, Just
like epilepsy, chorea, or insanity.

b. Jig. : cf. INEBRIATION b.

1786 tr. Bedford's I'athfk (1868' 59 In the inebriety of

.outhful spirits. 1819 I. TAYLOR En/hut, ix. 233 An
labitual inebriety of the imagination.

InebriOUS (faTbriSi), a. rare. Also 5 en-

ebriouse. [f. L. type *iiifbrioius or F'. */-,

*enebrieiix, after L. Ibriosus (see EBKIOUS), with

! prefix in- as in INEBRIATE, etc.]

fl. Inebriating, intoxicating. (In quot. I )*>Jig.

cf. INEBRIATE v. 2.) Obs.
c 1450 Miraur Saluaciomi 1052 Y 1 virgine gloriouse

Bering this vigne of wyne thus wele enebriouse. a. 1704
T. BROWN Wks. (1760) IV. 331 (R.) And with inebrious

fumes distract our brains.

2. Inebriated, drunken ; addicted to drunkenness.

1837 Tait't Mag. IV. 676 Did no inebrious Pontiff stand

Hiccupping, to ask for thee .. A jovial benedicitcV i86a

JEAFIRKSON Bk. alit. Doctors xxvii. 320 Sailors .. retain

a decided preference for an inebrious to a sober surgeon.

Inebriism (hu-briiiz'm). [f. stem of inebri-ate,

I etc. + -ISM.] The scientific study of inebriety.
1886 Alien. <$ ffenrol. VII. 716 A permanent contribution

to the subject of Inebriism.

t Inebu-lliated, a. Obs. [f.
IN- 3 + ebulliated,

EBULLIATE .] Not boiled.

1599 A. M. tr. Cabellwiier's Bk. Pkysicltc 26/1 A draught
of mebulliated iuyce of greene peasen. JUd. 28/2 Take a

good Capone, which hath binne choackede, and over-

crammed, but inebulliatede.

t Iii-eche, v. in intched, perhaps rather, as in the
'

MSS., two words, in eched, added in : see ECHE v.

C13J4 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1280 (1329) (Campsall MS.)
And yf bat I at loues reuerence Haue ony word In eched

for be beste (i6M c. edd. ineched]. 1658 PHILLIPS, liuclied

(old word), put in.

IneCOnomio (in/k^np'mik), a. [IN-
3
.] Not

economic; not according to (political) economy.
1851 Q. Rev. Sept. 360 The in-economic prejudice against

them on the score of their causing a diminution of employ-
1 ment. 1897 Westin. (Jaz. 25 Oct. 5/2 A screw propeller

i works at a very great ineconomic disadvantage when work-

ing so near the surface.

IneCO'nomy. [IN- ^.] Want of economy ;

: waste of power, resources, etc.

1897 C. D. HASKINS in Let. to Editor i Sept. 1899 Boston

iU.S.) Cen. Electric Co., Bulletin 30 Aug., The function of

I
the Street Railway Meter is to record the exact amount of

energy used per trip by each car . . Attention is at once

directed to ineconomy in any part of the system.

t Ine'dge, v . Obs. [f.
IN- ' + EDGE v.] trans.

To edge in, get in edgeways or surreptitiously.

1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) 1.607/2 Occupying him thus

busily to inedge such Sentences to maintain nis Errors.

Inedible (ine'dib'l), <7. [Ix-".] Not edible;

unfit to be eaten.

18x1-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 218 Inedible fungi

mistaken for esculent mushrooms. 1855 BAILEY Myttic 31

The inedible fruit of immortality.
Hence Inedibility ,

the quality of being inedible.

i88a A. R.WALLACE in Nature XXVI. 87/2 Various degrees
of inedibility in butterflies. 1887 Atlienxiiw 12 Mar. 357/1

In tracing the inedibility through the stages it was found
'

that no inedible imago was edible in the larval stage.

tlne'difying, . 06s. [!N-S.] Not edifying.

1659 H. L'EsTRANi.E Alliance Div. Off. vi. 181 La''n.

[IK-S.
its not made known.] Not edited.

a. Not published ; unpublished.
1776 BURNEY Hist. Mui. (1789) I. Pref. 6 Manuscript in-

formation, and inedilcd materials from foreign countries.

1837 SIR F. PALCRAVE Merck. , Friar Ded. (1844' >" An
inedited epistle addressed to one Anselm, preserved or buried

in the Bodleian. 18$$ I.KWES Goethe I. IV. ii. 334 Her letters,

Mill extant although inedited.



1597 -^- ^'- t r - Gitillt-nieau s Fr. Chirnrg, 47 b/i A recreate
and ineffable venoume or poyson. 1608 WILI.KT He.vapla
E.vod. 39 The name of lehouah is ineffable, and not to be
vttered. 1744 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 177 If I may be

?
emitted to pronounce . . that ineffable Octosrammaton . .

-aziness. 1864 BROWNING Abt J'ng/er ix, To whom turn
I but to thee, the ineffable Name?

f3. That cannot be uttered or pronounced; un-

pronounceable. Obs. rare.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trar. (ed. 2) 18 Pliny confesses ..

That their names and Townes were ineffable. 1686 Observ.
Chinese Char, in IWisc. Cur. (1708) III. 225 The single
Strokes may be taken for single ineffable Letters as are the
Consonants.

f4. Math. That cannot be expressed in terms of
rational quantities ; irrational, surd. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Ineffable Numbers, the same as Surd
Numbers. 1709-29 V. MANDF.Y Syst. Math.^ Geotn. 137
Rational or Lffable Magnitudes, are those whose Propor-
tions may be expix-st by certain Numbers : Irrational or

Ineffable, are the contrary.

B.sf>.
-

INEDUCABLE.
b. Not described in any published work.

1760 SSVINTON in Phil. Traits. I.I. 856 All which singu-
larities . . will perhaps intitle the medal I am considering to
the denomination of an inedited Coin, 1834 J. Y. AKERMAN
(title) Rare and Inedited Roman Coins.

c. Published without editorial alteration or sup-
pression.
1865 MAFFEI Brigand Life II, 226 In this document, in-

edited, and written with the frankness of a soldier. 1884
American VIII. 217 The newspaper portrait of an author,
with '

inedited
'

anecdotes of him.

Ineducable (tae-dMWb'l), a. [IN- 3.] Not
educable ; incapable of being educated.

1884 Pop. Set. Monthly ~Dzc,, 272 He is childish .. in intel-

lect, and ineducable beyond the first standard. 1895 I''onun
(N. Y.) May 350 A 'practical short-cut' by which unedu-
cated or ineducable men are helped to the rewards of know-
ledge or skill.

Ilieduca'tion. rare. [!N- 3.] Want of educa-

tion, uneducated condition.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 396 There is a polished
public to please, to whom the blunders of ineducation, or the
coarseness of underbreeding can find no access.

Ineffability (inefabi-llti). [f.
next : see -ITY.]

The quality of being ineffable
; unspeakableness.

1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629! 51 Ama2ed at the incom-
prehensiblenesse and ineflabilitie of such his Birth and
Being.

(
1652 EENLOWES Theoph. xni. xlvii. 241 With joyes

ineffabilitie. 1721 in BAII.F.Y. 1755 in JOHNSON ; and in

Ineffable (ine-fab'l), a. (s&.} [a. F. imffable
(I4th c. in Hat7.-Darm.), ad. L. ineffabilis unutter-

able, f. in- (!N- )
+ effabilis : see EFFABLE.]

1. That cannot be expressed or described in

language ;
too great for words

; transcending ex-

pression ; unspeakable, unutterable, inexpressible.
f 1450 Miroitr Saluacioun 1679 O godde of hiegh pitee

inmense and ineffable. 1526 TINDALE 2 Cor. ix. 15 Thankes
be vnto God for his ineffable gyfte. 1550 Primer in Priv.
Prayers (18511 109, I stedfastly trust m thine ineffable

mercy. 1650 HULWKR Anthropomct. 104 Setting forth his
ineffable wisdome. 1709 Tatler No. 81 p 4 The Virgin . .

smiled with an ineffable Grace at their Meeting, and retired,
j

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. vii, A form of such ineffable and
sparkling grace. 1832 THIRLWALL in Philolog. Mnsenm
I. 492 A thoroughly bad citizen, as well as an ineffable fool.

1871 H. AINSWORTH Tmuer Hill i. ii,
' Go to, knave !

'

cried
(

Henry, with a look of ineffable disgust. 1887 liowEN V' rK-
^Eneid n. 3 'Tis an ineffable anguish again thou bidd'st
me renew.

2. That must not be uttered ; f not to be dis-
j

closed or made known i

239

1. pi. Trousers. (A humorous euphemism : cf.

inexpressibles, ^tnmcntionables^
1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 337 Our lower garments, .

or Ineffables, sit but awkwardly. 1867 W. CORY Lett. $ '

Jrnls. (1897) 196 Shoes off, ineffables tucked up.
2. One not to be mentioned or named ; an anony- 1

mous journalist, etc.; an 'unutterable* swell.

1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 31 The 'Times' has
its secrets by this time . . it holds them all fast now, admit-

ting none to its confidence but the Ineffables, the printers,
and the ever-throbbing steam-engine. 1861 Ulitstr. Land.
ATews 15 June 549 'i Two white-hatted and pegtopped in-

effables.

Ineffableness(ine'fab'lnes). [f.prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being ineffable

; unspeakableness.
(In quot. 1883 want of the power of utterance.)
1681 H. MORK Exp. Dan. iii. 75 The ineffableness and

i

unutterableness of the admirable union. 1883 MELVILLE
j

BELL in Nature XXVII. 531/2 In some quarters .. In-
effableness is held to indicate grasp of thought ; taciturnity
to be the cloak of profundity.

Ineffably (ine-fabli), adv. [f. as prec. + -LY^.]
In an ineffable manner, or to an ineffable extent or

degree ; inexpressibly, unspeakably, unutterably.
1550 CRANMER Ansiy. Gardiner 371 (T.) So dyd the divinity

ineffably put itselfe into the visible sacrament. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vi. 721 He all his Father full exprest Ineffably into

j

his face receiv'd. 1707-8 BF.RKELF.Y Serin. 2 Tim. i. 10
Wks. 1871 IV. 601 A good so ineffably, so inconceivably
great. 1873 HOLLAND .-/. Bonnie, i. 29 A name which was
ineffably sacred to him.

Ineffaceable jnefr-sab'l), a. [f. ix-3 + EF-
FACE + -ABLE. Cf. F. ineffacablc (1564 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] That cannot be effaced, obliterated, or

blotted out; indelible. (///. and_/0
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 219 The ineffacable

Copenhagen. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. q- It. Jrnls. I. 87 The
nail-marks in the hands and feet, of Jesus, ineffaceable, even
after he had passed into bliss and glory. 1879 FAKU.MI
St. Paul (1883) 52 That ineffaceable impression produced
by His very aspect.
Hence Ineffaceabi'lity, the quality of being in-

effaceable; Ineffaceably adv., in an ineffaceable

manner, indelibly.
'8l4,S?yTHEY Roderick x. Poet. Wks. IX. 99 On his fame

Ihe tthiop dye, fixed ineflaceably, For ever will abide.
1832 Eraser's Mag. V. 510 The hideous brand of interested
apostacy . . ineffaceably imprinted on his forehead, a 1878
MRS. GROTE in Lady Eastlake Life vii. (1880) 145 The
curious fact of the ineffaceability of the Jews. 1893 LOUISA
TWINING Recoil. 58 The ineffaceability of early impressions.

Ineffectible(inefe-ktib'l),0. rare. Also -able,

[f. IN- a + EFFECTIBLE (or its elements).]
f 1. Not capable of producing the effect ; ineffec-

tual, ineffective. Obs.

1645 Bp. HALL Cases Cause, in. ii. (1654) 175 Superstitious
acts, done by meanes altogether in themselves inefiectable,
and unwarrantable.

f 2. Not to be effected by ordinary or natural
means

; supernatural. Obs.
n 1656 Bn. HALL Saul's Fareaa. 7 He, in an ineflectible

manner, communicates himself to blessed spirits, botli

angels and men, and tbat very vision is no less to them than
beatifical.

3. That cannot be effected or carried out; im-

practicable.
1806 Mmthly Mag. XXII. 210/1 To reduce implicitly.,

pronunciation to orthography, or orthography to pronun-
ciation, is inefifectible.

Hence IneflVctibly (-ably) adv., in an ineffec-
tible manner : see sense 2.

1658 MANTON Exf.^yude verse 25 Wks. 1871 V. 372 For
as Christ, the wisdom of the Father, was eternally and in-

effectably begotten in the divine essence, so they worshipped
a . . goddess of wisdom, and feigned that she was begotten
by Jupiter, of his own brain.

Ineffective inefe-ktiv), a. (rf.) [f. IN- 3 +

EFFECTIVE.]
1. Of such a nature as not to produce any, or the

intended, effect
; insufficient

; hence, without effect,
ineffectual ; inoperative.
1651 BIGGS j\~i'w Disp. f 264 Other grievous and ineffective

remedies. 1706 Pim.l.irs, liifjfectiiv, or fnrfffctual, that
has no effect, vain, fruitless, it 1808 HTRD Xerur. Wks. III.
xxxv. (R.), How faint and partial and ineffective his best
virtues. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 81 The
Burmas, after one or two ineffective discharges, fled from
the approach of the storming party. 1898 A. W. W. DALE
LifeK. II'. Dale v. 114 Any public appeal, he felt, would
be injudicious and ineffective.

2. Of a person : Not able to effect or accomplish
anything ; inefficient

; not fit for work or service.

1653 JKII. TAYLOR Serm.for year I. xiii. 165 Vertue hates
weak and ineffective minds, and tame easie prosecutions.
1814 SOUTHKY Roderick xxnr. Poet. Wks. IX. 218 Weak
childhood there and ineffective age In the chambers of the
rock were placed secure. 1897 Weslin. Caz. 29 Apr. 3/1
The community.. has a special duty to the old, the weak,
and the ineffective.

3. Wanting in artistic effect.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. j It. Jrnls. I. 182 The architecture
..is very ineffective. 1879 Casselfi Techn. Ednc. vn. 26
The height.. would render very fine work altogether in-
effective.

B. sb. An ineffective person ; one unfit for work
or service.

1856 GROTF. Greece H. xciii. XII. 213 Leaving under guard
..the baggage, the prisoners and the ineffectives. 1878
Bosw. SMITH Carthage 397 Haying restored discipline by
clearing his camp of the ineffectives.

Ineffectively (,inefe-ktivli\ adv. [f. prec. +
-I.T 2

.] In an ineffective manner ; without effect
or result ; fruitlessly.
'*5S JtR. TAYLOR Umim Necess. vii. 5. 479 Still it con-

tended, but ineffectively for the most part. 1675 Art
Citntcntm. vni. 3. 216 He. .will be like Sestorius's soldier,
who ineffectively tugg'd at the horses tail to get it off at
once, when he that pull'd it hair by hair, quickly did it.

1881 STEVENSON l''irg. Puerisque 163 A career, .which was
so fitfully pursued, and which is now so ineffectively to end.

Ineffectiveness jnefe-ktivnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being ineffective.

1865 Sat. Rev, 7 Oct. 461/1 Another great cause of the
ineffectiveness ofmodem sermons. 1867 BARRY Sir C.Barry
viii. 276 The meagre ineffectiveness of our older buildings.

Ineffectual (inefe-ktial), a.
[f. IN- 3 + EF-

FECTUAL : perh. from a med.L. or OF. corresp.
form.] Not effectual. Of efforts, attempts, or
actions : Without effect

; unable to produce the in-

tended effect ; unavailing, unsuccessful, fruitless.
c 1425 Foundat. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 10 Ynef-

fectualle these prayers myght nat be, whoes auctor ys the
Apostle, whois gracyous herer was God. 1631 GOUGE God's
Arrows III. 21. 220 We observe meanes to be wanting or
to be ineffectuall. 1665 BOYLE Ofcas. Rcfl. Ded., Your
Commands can Prevail.. where those of Others would have
been wholly Ineffectual, a 1704 T. BROWN Satire Atttinifs
Wks. 1730!. 25 All his efforts were ineffectual. 1790 GIBBON
Misc. irks. (1814) V. 173 The title was vain, the grant in-
effectual. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in.

(1871) 85 In England, .the statute-books are filled with in-
effectual attempts of the legislature to establish uniformity.
1841 BREWSTF.R Marl. Sc. i. 11856) 7 When he found his

reasoning ineffectual, he appealed to direct experiment.

INEFFICACY.
b. Of things : Not producing the usual or ex-

pected effect ; weak or tame in effect. (Often in
allusions to Shakspere's 'uneffectual fire', Ham.
I. v. 90.)
1784 COWPPR Task v. 7 His (the sun's] slanting ray Slides

ineffectual down the snowy vale. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
I. xxxu. 451 The phosphorescence was not unlike the ineffec-
tual fire of the glow-worm. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur
I.eigh n. (1857) 76, I . . there confronted at my chamber-doorA white face, shivering, ineffectual lips. 1876 OUIDA
Winter Cily v. 95 She smiled a little, and let the cigarette
pale its ineffectual fire and die out.

o. Of a person : That does not effect the ends
for which he exists ; that is a failure.
1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iii. (1875) 124 The passive and

ineffectual Uranus of Keats's poem. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN
Quaker Grandmother 142 In everything she had become
ineffectual. Work had lost its savour, prayer its creative
atmosphere. 1897 T.HODGKIN CV;o.r.6V. 90 Pope Stephen III.,
the Sicilian, a weak and ineffectual man.

Ineffectually (inefekti,se-liti). [f. prec. +
-ITY.] The condition or fact of being ineffectual

;

eoncr. something ineffectual (quot. 1838).
1670 G.H.Jiist. Cardinals in. n. 256 Seeing the ineffec-

tuahty of his words, . . he held his peace. 1838 CARLVLE
Misc.,Scott (1872) VI. 32 Lope de Vega, .plays at best in the
eyes of some few as a vague aurora-borealis, and brilliant
menectuality. 1870 FROUDE Hist. Etig. Concl. XII 543With their ineffectually, their simony, and their worldliness,
they brought themselves and their office into contempt
Ineffectually (inefe-kti;7ali), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an ineffectual manner
; without pro-

ducing the intended effect or result
; unavailing!}',

fruitlessly, in vain.
c 1610 SIR J. MF.I.VIL Mem. (1735) 390 Which being done

by the said Earl ineffectually. 1*1693 LUDLOW Mem. I.

145 (R.) It had been besieged for about two months ineffec-
tually by the Scotts. 1800 MRS. HERVF.Y Monrtray Fan,
I. 243 Having ineffectually exerted all her eloquence to
shake Emma's resolution. 1860 MILL Repr. Govt. (1865)
137/2 Even the Spanish Government did this, sincerely and
earnestly, though ineffectually.

IneffectualneSS (inefe-ktWalm-s). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or character of being in-

effectual
; failure to produce the intended effect.

1650 WEF.KES Truth's Coujl. ii. 42 These phrases, .of Effec-
tualness and Ineffectualness.are not plainly understood. 1663BoYLK L'scf. Kxp. Nat. Phihs. n. v. xx. 302 The ineffectual,
nesse of our vulgar medicines. 1752 CARTE Hist. Eng III
442 Acquainting her with his son's design and the ineffectual-
ness of his own remonstrances. 1880 CHF.YNF. Isaiah 1. 143
It is the violence, not the ineffectualness, of the attack
which needs emphasising.
t Ineffe-Ctnate, v. Ol>s. [f. stem of ine/ec-

lu-al, ineffectu-ous + -ATE, after effectuate : cf. F.

W^-//nneffected.] trans. To render ineffectual.
1633 T. ADAMS Ej:p. 2 Peter ii. 14 It [covetousness] in-

effectuates the instruments of salvation.

Ineffervescence(inefarve-sens). rare. [lN-'i.]The fact of not effervescing; absence of efferve-
scence. So Inefferve-scent a. (rare~), having
the quality of not effervescing ; Inefferve'scible
a. (rare"), incapable of effervescing; Inefferve-
scibi'lity, incapability of effervescing.
1794 KIRWAN Min. I. 199 Porcelain Clay is distinguished,

from . . Marls, by colour, fineness, ineffervescence with acids.
Ibid. 201 Indurated lithpmarga is distinguished from . .

marls, by its fineness and ineffervescibility. 1828 WEBSTER,
Ineffervescatt . . Ineffei vescible. 1850 MANSEL Lett. (1873)
16 Substances ineffervescent in themselves.

tlne'fficace, a. Oh. rare-*. [a. Y .
ineffi-

cace, ad. L. inefficac-em : cf. EFFICACE.] =next.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 7/24 Inefficace, inefficax.

Inefficacious (inefikfi'Jas), a. [f. IN- 3 + EF-
FICACIOUS : repr. L. inefficax, -ciicem, F.

inefficace.']
Of a remedy, treatment, course of action, etc. : Not
efficacious

; without efficacy.
1658 MANTON Exp. Jude verse 5 Wks. 1871 V. 178 The

devils assent . . is not a naked and inefficacious assent, but
such as causeth horror and tremblings. 1769 Town 4-

Country Mag. Sept. 473/1 His remedy proved inefficacious.

1842 DICKENS Ainer. Notes (1850) 135/2 The precaution .. is

quite inefficacious.' 1875 POSTE Gains in. (ed. 2) 387 It did
not inevitably follow that his contract was inefficacious.

Ineffica-cicmsly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In-

effectually, unsuccessfully.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Ineffectually, litefficacimtsly, fruit-

lessly, to no Purpose. 1795 Cliron. in Ann. Reg. 10 He
exerted himself, however inefficaciously, in the cause of par-
liamentary reform.

Iiieffica-ciousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being inefficacious
; inefficacy.

1646 H. LAWRENCE Camm. Angells 67 That the ineffi-
catiousnesse of grace is as well discovered by this, because
even the Saints are sometimes overcome. 1678 Lively Orac.

yiii. 3. 310 To this we may probably impute that strange
inefficaciousness we see of the word. 1721 [see next].

Inefficacity (inefikse-siti). [ad. F. inejficacitt
(i6thc. in Hatz.-Darm.) : cf. IN- :> and EFFICACITY.]
=
prec.

1721 BAILEY, Inefficacity .. inefficaciousness, want of Force
or Virtue. 1886 DICEY Case agst. Home Rule 76 [He] attri-
butes the inefficacity of laws passed by the Imperial Par-
liament to their coming before Irishmen in a foreign garb.

Inefficacy (ine-fikasi). [ad. late L. inefficacia,
{. inefficax, -cacent: cf. IN- 3 and EFFICACY.] Want
of efficacy ; failure or incapacity to produce the
effect proposed or desired.



INEPFICIENCE.

1611-15 UP. MALI. Conttmfl., O. T. xix. viii. No marvell

if carnall mindcs despise the foolishness of preaching, .the

seeming ineflicacy of censures. 1688 BOYLE Final Caustt

\'at. Thinft\\. 84 Theinefficacy of the burning fiery furnace

on Daniel's three companions. 1751 JOHNSON Kamtltr
No. 87 P 3 The ineflicacy of advice is usually the fault of

the counsellor. 1849 LOSGF. Ktmanagtt vi, The uninten-

tional allusion to the inefficacy of his prayers.

t Ineffl'cience. Obs. rare. [f. as INEFFICIENT

+ -KNCE : cf. EFFICIENTS.] next.

1797 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) IV. 577
What does it prove

but the inemcience of an inert majority, opposed to the

active struggles of a party, less numerous by two-thirds?

Inefficiency (inefi-Jensi). [f.
as next + -ENCV :

cf. EFFICIENCY.] Want of efficiency ; inability or

failure to accomplish something; ineffectiveness,

inefficient character.

1749 CIIESTKRF. Lett. (1774) II. 187 Venice .. owes its

security to its neutrality and inefficiency, a 1761 LAW The.

Rtlig. n. (R.), Numerous texts affirm this total insensibility
and inefficiency of all such entities in the most absolute terms.

1817 B. R. HAVDON in Four C. Enf. Lett. 474 Relapsing for

a time to languid inefficiency. 1878 LECKY /' "* \Ztli C.
II. viii. 504 The scandalous inefficiency of the Government
of Lewis XV.
Inefficient (inefi-Jent), a. (sb.) [f.

IN- 3 + EF-

FICIENT.] Not efficient ; failing to produce, or in-

capable of producing, the desired effect ; ineffective.

Of a person : Not effecting or accomplishing some-

thing; deficient in the ability or industry required
for what one has to do ; not fully capable.
1750 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) II. 337 He is as insipid in his

pleasure, as inefficient in every thing else. 1804 \V. I'F.NNANV

Ind. Recreat. H. 240 Ploughs, .of a more awkward, and in-

efficient structure than those 1 have already described. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley tlu Banker l. viii. 165 When the

law was found inefficient the punishment was increased.

1839 KEIGHTLF.Y Hist. ". II. 75 He. .rarely promoted an
inefficient person. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. <$ Ptnt. IX. ii.

(1881) 398 Poorly paid labor, is inefficient Tailor.

B. sb. An inefficient person.
1898 Times 16 Dec. 7/6 Ill-born, ill-fed, ill-hpused, ill-clad,

many of them at best are poor animals, and
' inemcients

'

by
birth or degeneration.

Inefficiently, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an

inefficient manner
;

in a way that does not effect

its purpose ; ineffectively.
1818 in WEBSTER. 1855 T. WALKER Original i. (1887) 17

The art of government is the most difficult of all arts, .and
it is the most inefficiently practised. 1879 CasscWs Techn.
Educ. vl. 403/2, I fear that I have very feebly enforced and
very inefficiently illustrated the true principles on which
works of furniture should be constructed.

t lueffi'giate, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. tti-

effigiat-its, i. in- (IN- 3) + effigiatiis fashioned : see

EFFIGIATE.] Unfashioned.

1657 tr- Crollius' Phihs. Ref. I. 58 The first matter was
a kind of ineffigiate confused Essence, which Pliylosophers
call the Chaos and Hylen, or Mother of the world.

t Ine-ffrenate, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. late L.

iitffrinat-us unbridled, f. in- (? IN- 2; + effrrnatiis

unbridled.] Unbridled.

1581 STUBBES Two vwndcrfull Examf. in Shaks. Soc.

Papers (1849) IV. 82 So are the people ineffrenate, peruerse
in each degree.

t Ine-fmgible, a. Obs. rare~ a
. [ad. L. -

efugibilis inevitable, f. in- ,!N- 3) + *effugibilis, f.

effugl-rt to flee from, avoid.] Inevitable.

1656 BLOL'NT Ghssogr., Ineffugible, inevitable, not to be
avoided.

Ineffulgeilt (inefp-ldjent), a. ran. [I.v- .]

Not effulgent ; wanting brilliance.

1824 Examiner 138/2 No ineffulgent suns.

I Illegal, a. Obs. [a. F. infgat (Oresme, I4th

c.) f. in- (Ix- ) -T (gal equal, EGALL, after L. in-

xqualis INEQUAL.] Unequal.
1484 CAXTON Chivalry 82 Pryde is a vyce of Inequalyte or

to be inegal to other and not lyke.

t Ine'ger, v. Obs. rare '.
[f.

IN- 2 + eger
EAGER : corresp. to OF. enaigr-ir, enegrir to render

sharp, irritate, envenom.] trans. To make eager
or keen, to excite.

1657 S. PURCHAS Pal. Flying-Ins. II. 306 He is inegered
with thirsty greedinesse for pardon and grace.

t I-ne'hleche, v. Obs. [OE. tenea/acan
{. ntalxcan

; see NEHLECHE.] To draw near,

approach.
971 />'//(//. Horn. 199 pa ne dorstan hie baere stowe ^enealz-

i .in. //'/./. 243 Hi ne dorston hine xeneatacan. "1175
Lamb. Ham. 1 1 1 Summe lauerdes inehlecheft gode burh
heore lauer(d)scipe.

I-nciled, ME. pa. pple. of NAIL v.

Inelaborate (in/lae-b6rft), a. [IN- 3. Cf.

obs. F. inelaborf (1605 in Godef.).] Not elabo-

rate; not having much labonr expended on it;

simple or slight in workmanship.
650 BULWER Anlhnfomet. 60 Crasse and excrementitious

humours about the forepart of their Brain, which should
make their faces more inelaborate and confused. 1747 WAR-
URTOM Skaks. Cymb. v. v. 165 (Jod.) What Shakespeare

meant by
'

brief nature ', inelaborate, hasty, and careless as
to the elegance of form in respect of art. 1814 JEFFRF.Y in
Mem. M*W*(|j3) II. i6One little piece of yours, however
short and inelaborate. 1864 C. CLARKE Box far Statou I.

122 Miss Markby's style was decidedly inelaborate.

Hence Inela borately adv., in a way void of

elaboration.

it*4 I.ANDOR Imag. Cenv. Wlu. 1846 I. 205 In regard to

240

Herodotus his style I consider as .. the most simply and
inelaborately harmonious, of any author in any language.
t Inela-borate, v. Obs. rare 9

,
[f.

IN-
*
+

ELABORATE.] = ELABORATE v.

1613 COCKERAM, Inelaborate, to doe a thing curiously,

Inelaborated (inftoe-bor^ted), a. [IN- a.]
Not elaborated, not laboriously worked out ; not

thoroughly formed by natural or chemical process.
16*3 COCKERAM Eng. Diet, n, Not Curiously done, In-

elaborated
1

. 1822 34 Good** Study Mtd. (ed. 4! IV. 368
Their weakened and relaxed condition allowed the serous
or more liquid parts of the blood to pass off. . in a crude and
Inelaborated form.

Inelastic (m/lse-stik),*?. f. IN- 3+ ELASTIC.]
L Not elastic ; void of elasticity or springiness,

whether from rigidity or plastic quality ; not yield-

ing to a strain and springing back to its normal
condition on the removal of the strain.

Intlastic fluids, a name for liquids, as being void of
1

elasticity
'

in the older sense (see ELASTIC A. si cf. elastic

fluids s.v. ELASTIC A. 3.

1748 HARTLEY Obscn: Man I. i. 87 The Excess of Soft-

ness, which renders the medullary Substance totally inelastic
as to Sense. 1780 CHFSTON in Phil. Trans. LXX. 328
Its cavity was above half filled with a firm inelastic sub-
stance. 18*6 HENRV Eletn. Chem, I. 245 Common or inelastic
fluids are capable of remaining in contact with each other
for a Ion time without admixtiire. 1863 TYKDALL Hcat\\\.
175 The principle of conservation holds equally good with
elastic and inelastic bodies.

2. fig* That does not expand and contract in ac-

cordance with circumstance or need ; unyielding.
1867 Spectator 20, June 713 '2 The House of Lords show

not firmness and independence, but inelastic obstinacy and
obstructiveness, in such a vote. 1871 ALABASTER Wheel of
Law p. Ivii, Buddhism does not seem to be inelastic or un-
suitable to civilization. 1894 li'estm. Gaz. 5 June 6/1 The
aggregate of the bank notes in active circulation is equally
unchangeable and inelastic.

Inelasticate ^nflre-stik^tj, v,
[(". prec. +

-ATE 3
.] trans. To render inelastic.

1875 Ores Diet. Arts I. 701 These threads must be de-

prived of their elasticity before they can be made subservient
to . . textile manufacture. Each thread [of caoutchouc] is

intlasticated individually in the act of reeling, by the tenter

boy or girl pressing it between the moist thumb and finger
. .Thread thus inelasticatcd\&& a specific gravity of0-948732.

Inelasticity (imnaesti-siti, inila-s-). [IN-
3
.]

Absence of elasticity ; a condition the reverse oi'

elastic; rigidity.
18*8 in WEBSTER. 1881 Spectator 26 Mar. 407,, a The in-

elasticity of highly elaborate instincts among the lower
"insects.

^ 1885 igift Cent. May 742 No blind uniformity, no
unintelligent inelasticity.

Inelegance (ine-1/gans). [f. INELEGANT: see

-ANCE, and cf. F. infflgance (1525 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The fact or quality of being inelegant ;

want of refined grace of form or manner
;
clumsi-

ness
;
an instance of this.

1726 G. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy. Ded, Aiijb, Pardon the In-

elegance, &c. of this unpolisn'd Essay. 1779-81 JOHNSON
L. /*., Watts Wks. IV. 184 Whatever they baa among them
before, whether of learning or acuteness, was commonly ob-
scured and blunted by coarseness, and inelegance of style.

1837-9 HALLAM Hist, Lit. i. vi. 26 Their intemperance,
their coarseness, their inelegance, their scurrility, .are not

compensated . . by any impressive eloquence.

Inelegancy (.ine'lfgansi). [f. next: see-ANCV.]
The quality of being inelegant ;

= INELEGANCE.
17*7 in BAILEY vol. II. 1732 BERKELEY Alctyhr. v. 19

Whatever futility there may be in their notions, or inelegancy
in their language. 1887 Spectator 29 Oct. 1460 Those
literary inelegancies which seem the besetting sins of lady-
novelists.

Inelegant (ine-1/gant), a. [a. F. intttgant

(i5~i6th c. in HatZ.-Darm.}, ad. L. inelegant-em,
f. in- (!N- 3) + elegant-em ELEGANT.] Not elegant.
1. Wanting in grace of form or manner

; ungrace-
ful

; unrefined ; clumsy, coarse, unpolished.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 26/5 Inelegant, inelegans. 16*3

COCKERAM, Inelegant, not decked, rough. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beatify vi. 31 When the forms . . are inelegant, that

is, when they are composed of unvaried lines. 1768 BOSWELI.
Corsica (ed. 2* 23 The church of St. John in this city, by no
means an inelegant building. 18x7 LYTTON Pelkam via. 21
Vincent's somewhat inelegant person.

b. esp. of language and literary style.
1509 MhUCLwShypofFolys (1874) I. 7 Amaner ofwrytinge

nat inelegant. 1755 World No. 106 (1823) III. 8 If the

dispute
be about a Greek word, and he pronounces it to be

inelegant. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Rochester VfVs. II. 199
His imitation of Horace on Lucilius is not inelegant. 1814
L. MURRAY Rng. Grant, (ed. 5) I. 293 Such expressions, -are

very inelegant, and do not suit the idiom of our language.

f c. Not of delicate taste or flavour. Obs.

1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder i. 49 Ample Fruit .. pleasing to

Sight, But to the Tongue inefegant and flat.

d. Of a medical preparation : cf. ELEGANT 5 b.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Mcd. (1879) 150 The decoction, al-

though officinal, is inelegant and faulty.

2. Wanting in aesthetic refinement or delicacy.
a. Of things.
1667 MILTON P. /,. v. 335 Order, so coniriv'd as not to

mix Tastes, not well joyned, inelegant. 1711 STKELF, Spfct.
N'o. 521 P4 Fort Knock has occasioned several very perplexed
and inelegant Heats and Animosities. 1736 BOLINGBROKF,
Patriot. (1749) 13 They wander about from one object to

another, ofvain curiosity, or inelegant pleasure. 1834 I.YTTON

Pompeii 345 (U was] thought inelegant among the Romans
to entertain less than three or more than nine at their ban*

quets. 1840 MACAULAY/TM., Rankt (1851) II. 138 Letters

INELOQUENTLY.
and the fine arts undoubtedly owe much to this not inelegant
sloth.

fb. Of persons. Obs.

1735 SoMERvn.LK Chase \. 59 What remains On living Coals

theybroil, inelegant OfTaste. 1756 Connoisseur No. 130* a,
I am .. the unfortunate wife of that inelegant (I had almost
said insensible) husband. 1783 V. KNOX //.< r. (1819) ll.cxvii.

293 A common and inelegant spectator.

3. (tionce-use from late L.) Not in harmony with
the main body of the Law.
183* AUSTIN Jttrispr. (1879) II. xxx. 552 This want of

harmony or consistency with the great bulk of the system
the Roman Lawyers denote . .' inelegantia juris '. Now the
Canon or Civil Laws (as they obtain in England) may be

singular or inelegant but they are not less portions of the

general law.

Hence Xne-legantness, inelegancy (Bailey vol.

II, 1727).

Inelegantly (ine-1/gantli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY -.] in an inelegant manner ; ungracefully,

clumsily.
1667 SOUTH Strm. (1698) III. x. 477 He was not so much

buryed, as., deposited in the Grave fora small inconsiderable

space ; So that even in this respect he may not inelegantly
be said to have tasted of Death. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,
Milton Wkst. II. 154 Comus . . is a drama in the epick style,

inelegantly splendid, and tediously instructive. 1860 EMER*
SON Land, Life viii. (1861) 169 The cat and the deer cannot
move or sit inelegantly. 1871 RUSKIN Fors Clar. I. iv. 20
We fight inelegantly as well as expensively, with machines
instead of bow and spear.

Inelevable (ine-IMb'l), a. [I.\- *.] Not
elevable ; incapable

of being elevated or raised.
1806 SoL'TtiEY \n Ann. Rev. IV. 582 He is said to have

expressed . . his opinion that Rome ,. was inelevable.

Ineligibility (inetfidaibHTti). [f. next : see

-ITT.] The quality or fact of being ineligible.
1795 Fortnights Ramble 88 To them I thus object, on

the score of their ineligibility. 1805 East's Rep, V. 215 The
supposed ineligibility of a bailiff to be elected mayor. 18*8

WEBSTER, Incligibility . . a. State or quality of not being
worthy of choice. 1884 Afanch. Exam, 7 Aug. 4/5 The
amendment . . declaring the ineligibility of all monarchical
pretenders as candidates for the Presidency of the Republic.

Ineligible (ine-lid^ib'l), a. [f. IN- 3 + ELIGI-

BLE: cf. F. ineligible (17^2 in Hatz.-Darm,).]
1. Incapable of being elected ; legally or officially

disqualified for election to an office or position.
1770 JOHNSON False Alarm Wks. X. 144 The votes given

to a man ineligible being given in vain, the highest number
of an eligible candidate becomes a majority. 18*5 T. JEF-
FERSON Autobiog, Wks. 1859 I. Bo My wish, .was that the
President should be elected for seven years, and be ineligible
afterwards. 1861 O'CfRRY Ltct. MS. Materials 2^2 He
was dumb, and therefore . . ineligible to be made a king.

b. Hence, Unfit, or considered unfit, to be
chosen ; unworthy of choice.
i88 WEBSTKR, Ineligible . . a. Not worthy to be chosen or

preferred. 186* TROLLOPS Orley F. lii, As a son-in-law he
was quite ineligible. Mod, Altogether ineligible as a per-
manent residence.

f 2. Of actions, etc. : Such as one would not
choose to do

; inexpedient ; undesirable. Obs.

1779 R. HOWE in Sparks Corr. Amer, Rev. (1853) II. 321
He reports that storming them, at present, would be in-

eligible. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. Contents 9 [It was}
ineligible to take a greater time in the whole than formerly.
1797 T. JEFFERSON ll'rit. (1859) IV. 155 If there be any
circumstance which might render its delivery ineligible, you
may return it to me.

B. absol. M'ith //. as sb. One not eligible as a

suitor or a husband.

1896 Westm. Gaz. n May 2/3 Archibald Rolles, an in-

eligible, declares bis love to Margaretta Ridout, a penniless
girl. 1898 Ibid. 25 May 3/2 Mothers of marriageable
daughters . . sometimes lament that eligible men as a class

are so much less agreeable than the inehgibles.

Hence Ine-ligibly m/r-.. in an ineligible manner ;

Ine ligfibleness - INELIGIBILITY.

1846 WORCESTER, Ineligibly. Dr. A lien, 1871 Daily AVnv
2 Sept., The camp of the Army Corps headquarters, in-

eligibly situated . . if military conditions are regarded. 1881
Ibid. 4 Mar. 9/3 Unless experience of this latter place tends
to show its ineligibleness for sanitary reasons.

Ineliminable (in/li-minab'l), a. [lN-3.] In-

capable of being eliminated.

1875 A7
". Amer. Ret'. CXX. 108 The number of laborers is

an ineliminable element in the problem.

Ineloquence (ine-Wkw&is). [IN- s.] Want
of eloquence ; the quality of being ineloquent ; (in

Carlyle) the reverse of eloquence or speaking out ;

silence.

1843 CARLYLE Past ff Pr. n. xi, The Lord Abbot's eloquence
is less admirable than his ineloquence, his great invaluable
'talent of silence'. 1894 SIR H. IRVING in Daily AYrw
3 Dec. 6/7 We. -feel keenly the ineloquence of finite words
to express our emotions.

Ineloquent (ine'Wkwent), a. [f.
IN- s + ELO-

QUENT : cf. F. inthqutnt (i6th c. in Littre).] Not

eloquent, void of eloquence.
CIS30 L. Cox Rket. (1899) 42 The audyence falleth, for

werynes of his ineloquent langage, fast on slepe 1667
MILTON P. L. vm. 219 Nor are thy lips ungraceful. Sire of

men, Nor tongue ineloquent. 1818 SOUTHKV in Q. Rev,
XIX. 52 He quotes the old man's honest and not ineloquent
exhortation. 1843 CARLYLE Past^ Pr. in. v, The inelo-

quent Brindley, behold he has chained seas together.

Hence Ineloquently adv., in an ineloquent
manner ; without eloquence.
18*8 in WFBSTF.R. 1865 J. HULLAH Transit. Period Music



INELUCTABLE.

119 Rameau .. declared, very ineloquently no doubt, but

very decisively, that it was the work of two hands, the one
an artist, the other an utter ignoramus.

Ineluctable (infltrktaVl), # Also 7 -ible.

[ad. L. inehictdbil-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + eluctabil-is
^

f. elueta-rl to struggle out. Cf. F. ineluctable

(i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] From which one can-

not escape by struggling ; not to be escaped from.

1623 COCKERAM, Ineluctable^ not to bee ouercome by any
paines. 1629 JACKSON Creed vi. xx. xx. 2 The titles of
fate were anciently . . unavoidable, insuperable, inflexible,
ineluctable. 1659 PEARSON Creed 495 As if the damnation
of all sinners now were ineluctable and eternal!. 1763 Hist.
Eur. in Ann. Reg. 3/1 That trouble and confusion which
must probably attend these ineluctable events. 1880 SWIN-
BURNK Thalassius 222 All glories of all storms of the air that

fell, Prone, ineluctable. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmere
iv. xxix. 366 She and he were alike helpless both struggling
in the grip of some force outside themselves, inexorable,
ineluctable.

Hence Inelu'ctably adv.
, irresistibly, so that one

cannot escape from its grip.
1637 T. PEIRCE God's Decrees 62 That, .doth prevail upon

the will not ineluctably, but infallibly.

Ineludible (in/liw-dib'l), a. Also -able.

[Ix-
3
.] That cannot be eluded or escaped.

1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient, ii. 18 An opinion, so very ob-
noxious .. should not be admitted but upon .. ineluctable

[1682 ineludible] demonstrations. 1787 BENTHAM Panofif.
Let. xxi. (1791) 126 Doubts .. whether it would be advisable
. .to give such herculean and ineludible strength to the gripe
of power? 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses I. ii. 34 The ineludible

gripe, in which mortality clutches the highest and purest of

earthly mould. 1882 G. MACDONALD Castle Warlock xviii.

104 Making up his mind to the ineludible.

Hence Inelu dibly adv., in an ineludible manner.
1893 National Observer 20 May 9/1 Persisted in stub-

bornly, unchangeably, ineludably.

t Ine:manability. 06s. rare- 1
. [f.lN-3 +

L. emanabil-is, f. emana-re to EMANATE.] The
attribute of not originating by emanation.

c* 1656 HALES Gold. Rem. (1688) 327 The.. properties are
. . innascibility and inemanability . . these belong to the
Father.

Iiiembryoiiate (ine'mbrii^n^, a. Biol.

[IN- 3.] Not embryonate ; having no embryo.
1846 WORCESTER cites REID. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Inembryonattis, having no embryo, germ, or corculum ;

inembryonate.

t Ineme'udable, . Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

emendabilis that cannot be amended or improved ;

(in Laws of Cnut and Hen. I, in sense '
that cannot

be remedied by a fine
1

,
Du Cange) ; f. in- (!N- :

*)

4- emendabilis amendable, EMENDABLE.] Incapable
of being emended

;
incurable.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 569/2 In auoyding of
their sedicious trouble, and for the repressyng of theyr in-

emendable malice. 1708 KERSEY s. v., [In old Times] such
a Crime was said to be inemendable, as could not b atoned
for by a Fine. 1721 in BAILEY.

Hence f Ineme'ndableiiess (Bailey, 1727).

f Inemitie, obs. Sc. form of ENMITY.
a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. (1847) I. 147 This inenutie \ed. 1732

inamitie] was judged mortal 1, and without all hope of recon-
ciliatioun.

Iiie mulous, a. rare" 1
. [lN-3.] Not emu-

lous; without emulation; not envious of (fame,

power, or the like).

1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. \\. (1791) So He treads, in-

emulous of fame or wealth, Profuse of toil, and prodigal of
health.

Inemye, obs. form of ENEMY : see INIMI.

t Ilie'narrable, a. Obs. [a. F. inenarrable

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. inenarrahil-i$, f.

in- (!N- 3) + enarrabilis, f. enarra-re to narrate.

Cf. EXARBABLE.] That cannot be narrated, told,
or declared

; indescribable, unspeakable.
c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 4329 So grete is the payne of

helle and so inenarrable. 1308 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cii.

Wks. (1876) 138 He is the profoundyte of thyn inenarrable

wysdome. Ibid. 196 Whose goodnes is inenarrable and

euerlastynge. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad
'

\\. 422 The princes then,
and naule that did bring These so inenarrable troopes, and
all their soyles, I sing. 1616 Homers Hymns, Hercules

(1858) 104 And who. .through all the sea was sent, And
Earth s inenarrable continent. 1628 JACKSON Worthy
Churchman 25 An inenarrable hardnesse is the first and
chiefe quality of the Diamond. 1716 M. DAVIES A then.

Brit. II. 424 That sacred. . Mystery of the Holy Trinity is

ineffable and inenarrable by any Creature. 1730 BAILEY

(folio), Inena'rrable.

Hence f Xnenarrableness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Inena'rrableness, Unspeakableness.

t Ine'nce, ine-nt, obs. forms of ANENT prep.
13. . Cursor M. 23011 (Edin.) Saint austin says inent ^at

dai Es nan can godis consail sai.

Ineiicliyma (ine-rjkima). Bot. [f.
Gr. Is, lv-

fibre + t7xuMa infusion.] Fibrocellular tissue, the

cells of which resemble spiral vessels.

1831 BALFOUR Bot. n. 5 When united, they [fibrous

cells] form fibro-cellular tissue or Inenchyma.

111energetic (inenaidge'tik), a. rare. [!N-S.]
Not energetic ;

without energy.
1826 COLERIDGE Lett., Cowers., etc. (1836) I. Let. viii. 47

The energetic or inenergetic state of the minds of men.

flneno-dable, a. Obs. rare~ Q
.

[f.
IN- 3 + L.

enodabil-is, f. enoda-re to ENODATE.] That cannot

be untied or unravelled.
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1623 COCKERAM, Inenodable^ not to bee vnknit. 1721
BAILEY, Itienodablc, not to be untied or explained.
Hence Ineno-dableness,

'

uncapableness of being
unloosed, untied, orexplicated

1

(Bailey vol. II, 1 727).

Inept (ine'pt), a. [ad. L. inepttts unsuited, ab-

surd, foolish, f. in- (!N- 3) + aptus APT : perh. im-
med. a. F, inepte (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L Not adapted or adaptable ; not suited for(^to]

a purpose; without aptitude; unsuitable, unfit.

arch.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne f. xxxix. (1632) 126 A manner
peculiar unto myself, inept to all pubjike Negotiations.
1651 HOBBKS Leviath. \\. xxv. 134 The differences between
apt and inept Counsellours. 1699 RAY Dissol. World 142
The Air . . would contain but few nitrous Particles, and so
be inept to maintain the Fire, a 1754 NORTH Exam. i. ii.

67 (1740) 65 The Parliament then in being .. by all Ex-

periments was found inept for the great Designs of the
Faction. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 268 Not to wrest

power out of the hands of present possessors, but to render
them somewhat less generally and flagrantly inept than at

present for . . the exercise of it. 1893 Cortih. Mag. Oct.

380 Else the lawyers of the land were singularly inept
when our soldiers and sailors were at their best.

b. Not suited to the occasion ;
not adapted to

circumstances; out of place, inappropriate.
1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. I. I. 49 If they mean Negative

Propositions, it's true, but inept. 1858 T. MARTINEAU Stud.
Chr. 121 If the doctrine were true, could anything be more

inept than an allusion to it in this place? 1883 Law Times

Rep. XLIX. 555/1 He has merely used inept words which
do not affect the preceding absolute gift.

2. Absurd ; wanting in reason or judgement ;

silly, foolish.

1604 JAS. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 102 As to the Proposition,
That because the braines are colde and moist, therefore

things that are hole and drie are best for them, it is an inept

consequence. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. i. xi. (1662)

34 So soft and moistened by Drunkenness and excess, as to

make the Understanding inept and sottish in its Operations.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 81. 2/2 She look'd on you as an

Inept Animal. 1888 R. F. BURTON in Academy 20 Oct. 249/3
This policy of meddle and muddle, this ineptest interference

with local administration for party purposes.
3. Law. Void, of no effect.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxiii, Extrajudicial confession.,
was totally inept, and void of all strength and effect from
the beginning. Br. Lamm, xxvii, As a transaction

_j-__ -.._ . . *.!_ _ . : i :j i

inter minores . ,t\ie engagement was inept, and void in law.

1882-3 in Schaff /:'ncycl. Relig. Knowl, III. 2515/1 Edward
III. died.. and so the bull to the king became inept.

Ineptitude (ine'ptiti^d). [ad. L. ineptitude,
n. of quality f. ineptits INEPT : see -TUDE. Cf. obs.

F. ineptitude (isth c. in Godef.).] The quality of

being inept.
1. Want of aptitude ; inaptness, unsnitableness,

un fitness to orfor something ; incapacity.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 507 A ineptitude to learne

[sheweth] a drie and a hard braine. 1640 WILKINS AVzw
Planet n. (1684) 115 There is in it, and so likewise in the
other Planets, an ineptitude to motion, c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

I. i. ix. 17 A strong conjecture of the aptnesse or ineptitude
of ones capacity. 1710 STF.ELF. Tatler No. 203 p i That
Ineptitude for Society, which is frequently the Fault of us
Scholars. 1885 ^V. # Q. 6th Ser. XI. no/i An endeavour
to imitate phonetically the Red Indian name of the plant. .

a process for which the French usually show an extra-

ordinary ineptitude.

2. Want of mental capacity ; folly, silliness.

With an and pi. : A foolish act or remark.

1656 BLOUNT Gtessqgrt, Ineptitude, unaptness, fondness,
foolishness, trifling, vainness. 1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. n.

n. 42 Here are a multitude of Errors or Ineptitudes together.

1832 CAKI.VLF. Misc. (1857) HI- 55 [He] lived no day of his

life without doing and saying more than one pretentious
ineptitude. 1885 Spectator 18 July 948/1 This, .goes far to

justify Buckle's strictures on the ineptitude of statesmen.

Ineptly (ine-ptli), adv. [f. INEPT + -LY 2
.]

In

an
inept manner ; unfitly, unsuitably ; foolishly.

(The first example (which comes second-hand from Brian

Twyne's transcript
c 1620-24^ may be an isolated occurrence

after L. inepte, F . ineptcment^ 1380 in Godef.)

1523 HEN. VIII Let. to Bayliffe ofOxford iSOct, Twyne
MSS. XIII. 259 (cf. Turner Rec. Oxf. 42) All common weltli

there is ineptly permytted to fall into extremeruyneand decay.
1611 COTGR., Ineptement, ineptly, vnaptly. 1612 J. COTTA
Disc. Dang. Pract. Phys. i. vii. 54 Ineptly and injuriously
may the illusion of fancy.. be made snares for the innocent.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. \. x. (1662^ 31 Though it be done
never so ineptly and foolishly. 1601 RAY Creation n. (1692)
22 The Crystalline Humor of the Eye which they [the Peri-

patetics] ineptly fansied to be the immediate Organ of
Vision. 1886 TRAILL Shaftesbury (1888)89 A subtle note of
ironical compassion, as of a rat who was leaving the sinking
ship, for a rat who has ineptly selected the same moment
for joining it.

Ineptness (ine-ptnes). [f. INEPT + -NESS.]
The quality of being inept.
1. = INEPTITUDE i.

1633 W. STRUTHF.R Tnie Haj>pines 66 An universal! in-

eptnesse, both in soul and bodie to any good office. 1661

G. RUST Origen's^ Opin. in Phenix (1721) I. 24 An utter in-

eptness to all things worthy of a Man. 1722 WOLLASTON
Relig. Nat. ix. vii. (Senger), The ineptness of matter has
been well considered.

2. = INEPTITUDE 2.

1877 SPARROW Serm. xili. 173 They rebuke the multitude
for the grossness and ineptness of their views. 1892 Times
28 Apr. 5/1 Able, thanks to the ineptness of the prosecution,
to transform the prisoner's dock into a Tribune from which
he preached Anarchy.

t Inequabi'lity. Obs. rare-*,
[f.

IN- 3 +

INEQUALITY.

EQUABILITY : perh. directly ad. late L. insequabi-

litas, f. insequabilis INEQUABLE.] Want of equabi-

lity or uniformity.
1581 J. BELL Haddoris Ansiy. Osor. 403 b, Upon what

grew this Jnequabilitie and parcialitie of dispensation.

Inequable (infk-, -e'kwab'l), a. rare. [ad. L.

inaqudbil-is uneven, f. in- (IN-
3
) + Rqualril-is

EQUABLE.] Uneven, not uniform.

1717 J. KEILL Anim. CEcon. (1738) 64 The middle Velocity,
either equable or inequable. 1721 in BAILEY.

Hence Ine'quableness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Unequal (inrkwal), a. [ad. L. inxqual-is9
f.

in- (!N- 3) + sequdl-is EQUAL ; cf. OK inequal
(Oresme, I4th c.), mod.F. intgal] = UNEQUAL.

(The earlier formation
;
now arch. exc. as in b.)

Its earliest use appears to have been in ineqital /tours, the
hours formed by dividing the natural day or night into

twelve equal parts, the length of which therefore varied

according to the time of the year, the hours of the day
being also unequal to the hours of the night, except at the

equinoxes.
c 1386 CHAUCER JCnt.^s T. 1413 The tbridde houre in-equal

that Palamon Bigan to Venus temple for to gon Vp ropsthe
sonne. 1x391 Astrol. n. 10 Thise howris in-equalis ben

cleped howres of planetts .. pe howr in-equal of the day
with be howr inequal of the nyght contenen 30 degrees.

1539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Swtd. (1823) 7 The father by-
gatte hym not inequalle to hym selfe. 1577 HARRISON
England 11. ix. (1877) i. 192 The Dane law. .of all the rest

the most inequall and intollerable. 1588 A. K\t*Gtr.CanisiHs'

Catech. liij, 5ow halflf. .ye place of ye sone euery day accord-

ing to ye astronomical! calculation of his midde or aequal

motion, for seing ye precise recoiling of his inaequal or trew
motion do varie euery }ere [etc.], a 1681 SIR G. WHARTON
^Equation of Time Wks. (1683) 101 Seeing that Inequal
days cannot be the measure of equal motions, it is requisite
that those Inequal days be converted to equal. 1711
HEARNE Collect. III. 268 Inequal Distributions were made.

1741 SHENSTONK Judgm. Hercules 486 Welcome all toils

th' inequal Fates decree. 1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) I.

Iv. 82 An image, .which.. would be. .more or less elongated
and coloured, if the two refracting angles were more or less

inequal.

b. Of a surface: Uneven.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim, <V Min. 319 The ventricles . .

their inward superficies is inequall with caruncles. 1890
Cent. Diet., Inequal. 2. In entom. t covered with irregular
elevations and depressions : said of a surface.

Hence Ine'qually adv., in an unequal manner;
Ine-ctualness, inequality (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ty Min. 288 The field Spiders

eaten or drunk doe inequally affect the whole body by
heate, cold, horror, and itching. 1675 R. BURTHOGGF. Causa
Dei 172 He doth inequally dispense it.

Inequalitarian (in^kwolite'rian). rare. [f.

INEQUALITY, after EQUALITABIAN.] One who holds

the principle of the innate inequality of mankind.

1878 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) I. 234 In practice they
[the English people] are what I may call determined in-

equalitarians. in Newman Hall's Autobwg* (1898) 276,

I coined a word to express my opinion. I said I was_an
'

Inequalitarian '. I believe more and more in Heredity.

Qualities are inherited.

Inequality (inflcwg-liti). [a. OF. inequality
1 4th c. in Littre (^ mod.F. incgalit}y ad. med.L.

inwqualitas t
f. inzeqitatis INEQUAL.] The state

or condition of being unequal ; want of equality.

1. Want of equality between persons or things ;

disparity : a. in respect of magnitude, quantity,

number, intensity, or other physical quality.

1531 ELYOT<70:/. in. i, lustyce commutatiue .. onely con-

siderynge the inequalitie, wherby the one thynge excedeth

the other, indeuoureth to brynge them bothe to an equalitie.

1597 MORLKV Introd. Mns. 27 Proportion of msequalitie is,

when two things ofvnequall quantitie are compared togither.

1674 BOYLE Excell. Theol. n. iv. 177 It remains doubtful,
whether the differing sizes [of the fixed stars] .. proceed
from a real inequality of bulk, or onely from an inequality
of distance. 1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. (1869) I. i. x. n. 119

Inequalities in the wages of labour and profits of stock.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 430 Should the in-

equality of tension be occasioned by any original inequality
of thickness in the strands. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III.

xiil. 94 The growing inequality of fortunes had broken-

through this useful custom.

b. In respect of dignity, rank, or circumstances :

Social disparity ; the fact of occupying a more or

a less advantageous position.
1484 CAXTON Chivalry 82 Pryde is a vyce of Inequalyte or

to be inegal to other and not lyke. 1583 STUBBES Anat.

Abus. ii. (1882) 103 The apostles . .amongst whom was no

superiority, inequalitie, or principalHtie at all. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1638) 135 Betwixt Othoman and her was great

inequality .. she was (as she said) but meanly born, and

therefore was not to expect so great a match. 1791 BOSWELL

Johnson 13 Apr. an. 1773, She wondered how he could

reconcile . . his notions of inequality and subordination with

wishing well to all mankind. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral
T. (1816) I. i. i The inequality between the rich and the

poor shocked him.

c. In respect of excellence, power, or adequacy.

Also, A condition of superiority or inferiority in

relation to something, esp. the condition of being

unequal to a task, insufficiency, inadequacy.
1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. Ded. (Arb.) 5 There seemed

too me no lesse inequality betwene the tytle and the booke,

then if a man woulde professe to wryte of Englande, and

entreated onelye ofTrumpington. iS^SouTH TnvelueScrm.

(1698) III. 265 The Nature of the Things themselves, which

are the Subject matter of the Christian Religion
.. Their

surpassing Greatness and Inequality to the mind of Man.



INEQUALITY.

1708 Mas. CENTUVRE Busit Body Ded., Conscious of the I

Inequality of a Female Pen lo so Masculine an Attempt.

1777 WATSON Philip // (1793) II. xiv. 233 When she con-

sidered the inequality of the dispute between him and the

Flemings. 1899 CHKYNE in Xjtfttittr Apr. 258 There are

no doubt stylistic inequalities in the different Psalms.

2. t * Of persons : Unequal treatment of others ;

unfair dealing, unfairness, partiality, b. Of things:
Want of due proportion, uneven distribution. With
an and //. An instance of this.

1538 STARKEY England u. ii. 183 The chefe . . cause of al

sedycyon . . that ys to say t the inequalyte of dystrybutyon of
the commyn onyceys. 1551 LATIMER $t/i Strm. Lord's

Prayer Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 399 What meaneth God by this

inequality, that he giveth to some an hundred pound ;
unto

this man live thousand pound ; unto this man in a manner
nothing at all ? 167$ TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 478 If we shall

not be liberal to one another, it is a strange inequality. 1740
WARBUHTONZ?/V. Legtit. v. iv.Wks. i8nV. 145 We sometimes
find men complaining of inequalities in events, which were
indeed the effects of a most equal Providence. 1858 BRIGHT
A/. Reform vj Oct. (1876) 381, 1 could show you inequalities
as great and scandalous in the manner in which the income-
tax .. presses upon the owners of the soil and those engaged
in professions and trades chiefly carried on in towns.

3. Want of uniformity in a thing, person, or pro-
cess; unevenness, irregularity, variableness: a. in

surface or outline. With an and//. : An irregularity
of surface or outline ; a rise or fall of the ground.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 330 The roughness and

inequality of the place grieved, one part being higher then
another. 1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 5 The in-

equality of the coast, and of the great Bayes and Fore-
lands. 1601 RAY Cremation n. (1692) log To find out the side
towards wnich the inequality of the ground might more
easily permit it to rowl its shell. 1801 W. COXB Tour Man-
mouth. I. 117 The distant country U broken into fine in-

equalities of hill and dale. 1874 SYMONDS .. Italy $ Greece

(1898) I. i. 4 These inequalities in the surface of the earth
which we call Alps. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 135 The water
soon finds out some slight inequalities of surface.

b. in motion, action, or condition ; in duration
or recnrrence ; in rate or proportion ; in manner,
quality, degree, or other respect in which a thing
is liable to variation. With an and //. : An instance
of such unevenness.
i66 BACON Sylva 700 Inequality [of sounds], not Stayed

vpon, but Passing, is rather an Encrease of Sweetnesse. 1638
F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 316 Whatsoever doth not hang
well together, bewrayeth it selfe . . by an inequalitie of
colour. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med, il.xlvi. 308 The inequality
of the Pulse continuing is an evil sign. 1748 Ansons Voy.
i. viii. 77 These tempests . . were yet rendered more mis-
chievous to us by their inequality, and the deceitful inter-

vals which they at some-times afforded. 1753 HANWAY Trav.
(1762) II. u. ii. 76 The inequality of our climate. 1797
COLERIDGE in Jos. Cottle Early Recoil. (1837) I. 250 In
Wordsworth there are no inequalities. 1815 W. H. IRELAND
Scribbleomania 55 note. The inequalities observable both
in his style and versification. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5)
II. 9 Owing merely to an inequality of temperature.
4. Astron. A deviation from uniformity in the
motion of a heavenly body.
The older astronomers reckoned four inequalities, two

common to planets and the moon, and two confined to the
moon. First Inequality : that which is due to the eccen-

tricity of the orbit, and the acceleration of motion at a
planet's perihelion or the moon's perigee. SecondInequality :

that which arises from the obliquity of the direction of the

planet's motion to the radius vector of its orbit ;
= EVECTION.

Third Inequality : = VARIATION (of the moon). Fourth
Inequality : that due to the more

rapid
motion of the moon

when the earth is in perihelion; also called Annua-l In-

equality or Annual Equation. Later astronomers have
discovered several others, as Parallactic Inequality (see

quot. 1867-76); Periodic Inequality, the comparatively
short recurring orbital perturbation due to the attraction of
another body, as the great inequality of Jupiter and Saturn.

1690 LKYBOURN Curs. Math. 758 The second Inequality of
the Moon is explained by a little Circle. 1716 tr. Gregory's
Astron. I. 427 By any single observation of a Planet ..'to
clear it of its Second Inequality, and find its Distance from
the Sun. 1718 PEMBERTON Newton's Philos. 228 Sir Isaac
Newton has computed the very quantity of many of the
moon's inequalities. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 277
Besides these two great inequalities, there are ten others
. . to which Jupiter is subject. 1831 BREWSTF.R Neiulon
(1855) I. xi. 262 The annual inequality of the moon depend-
ing on the position of the earth m its orbit. 1833 HERSCHKL
Astron. xi. 347 An irregularity, which is well known to
astronomers by the name of the great inequality of Jupiter

lactic Inequality arises from ihe sensible difference in the
disturbing influence exerted by the Sun on the Moon, ac-

cording as the latter is in that part of its orbit nearest to, or
most removed from, the Sun, Ibid., The Secular Accelera-
tion of the Moon's mean motion . . This inequality was de-

fluence of Venus.

5. Math. a. The relation between quantities that
are unequal in value or magnitude. Sign of in-

equality, either of the signs > (' is greater than ')
and < (' is less than '). b. An expression of this

relation, consisting of two unequal quantities con-
nected by either of these signs : distinguished from
equation.
1875 TODHUNTRR Algebra (ed. 7) Ii. 674 If the signs of all

the terms of an inequality \x changed the sign of inequality
must be reversed.

Inequation (inrkwr<-fjn). [f. L. in*quat-us

242

unequal, after EQUATION.] A formula expressing

inequality ;
<= INEQUALITY 5 b.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psycho!. (1872) II. 16 To consider
the case of inequations. IMd. vl. iii. 29 The inequation ex-

presses a relation in which the second quantity bears a

greater ratio to the first.

Ine'qui-, combining element, in sense ' un-

equal", 'unequally'; not of L. formation (the

negative of L. Kqutis being intquus), but f. IN- '*

-t- EQUI- : usually in words that are the negatives
of equi- words, as equidistant, inequidistant, but

also forming negative compounds without corre-

sponding positive forms. The following are ex-

amples of both classes :

Ine quia-xed, Ine quia, xial a. [AxE, AXIAL],
havingunequalaxes. Ine quico'statea. [CosTATE],
unequally ribbed, as a shell or seed (Mayne, 1855).
Ine qnicU'stant a., not equidistant, ine qtiili -

brity, want of equilibrium. In quilo bate, In-

e'quilobed a., having unequal lobes. Ine quipo-
te ntial a., not equipotential ;

so Ine qnipoten-
tia'lity, inequality of potential, as at different

points on the surface of a glacier.
1863 G. P. SCROPE Volcanos 107 Where the component *in-

equiaxed crystals or scales are disposed conformably. 1879
RUTLEY Study Rocks iv. 35 When ''inequiaxial, arranged
with their longer axes parallel with the lamination. 1677
PLOT Oxfordsh. 268 Three *inequidistant arched ribs of

stone. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus 1. 78 Another operates with

weights, the motion of which is reckoned to be the cause of

"inequilibrity. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., "Inequilobate.
1871 NICHOLSON Pafoo'it. 328 In the Glyptolsemus . .the tail

is *inequilobed.

Inequilateral (in/'kwilse-teral), a.
[f.

IN--
+ EQUILATEBAL. Cf. F. in(qitilat(ral^ Having
unequal sides

; unequal-sided.
Inequilateral shell: one in which a transverse line drawn

through the apex of the umbo divides the valve into two
unequal and unsymmetrical parts.
i66a J. BARGRAYE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 123 Several rude

pieces of mountain chrystall. .amongst which there is one. .

sexangular, inaequilateral, cylindrical, pyramidical. 1830
BREWSTER Edin. Cycl. VII. i. 91/2 Shell transverse, inequi-
lateral, inequivalved. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n. 246 The
Bivalves are all more or less inequilateral, the anterior being
usually much shorter than the posterior side. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot. in. iv. 106 Inaequilateral Leaves, being unsym-
metrical by the much greater development ofone side. . . This
is illustrated in the whole genus Begonia.
So f Inequilater a. [cf. F. intquilatire], f In-

e quila terons a. = prec.
1614 T. BEDWELL Nat. Geom. Numbers i. 7 An inequi-

later parallelogramme. 1855 MAYNE, Inequitaterous.
In equilibrio : see EQUILIBRIUM 3.

Inequitable (ine-kwitab'l), <z.i [f. IN- 3 +
EQUITABLE : cf. F. intquitable.] Not equitable ;

characterized by want of equity or fairness
; unfair,

unjust.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety 64 The way of Process men take

in this affair is so inequitable as certainly presages the

partiality of the sentence. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 62
p 8 Nothing is more inequitable than that one man should
suffer for the crimes of another. 1768^-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 273 A spiritual pride, making them censorious,

inequitable, turning everything to the worst side. 1790
BURKE Fr, Rev. Wks. V. 252 The proportions seemed not

inequitable. 1879 H. GEORGE Progr. <$ POT. vn. i.(i88i) 306
The inequitable division of wealth.

Hence Ine-quitably adv., in an inequitable
manner, unfairly, unjustly.
184* DE QUINCEY Cicero Wks. 1857 VII. 207 As a com-

mander-in-chief, Pompey was known to have been inequit-
ably fortunate. 1880 MUIRHEAD (-ains iv. 126 It sometimes

happens that an exception, which pritna facie seems just
enough, will yet bear inequitably upon the pursuer.

t Ine-quitable, a? Obs. rare-", [ad. L. in-

equitabil-is, f. in- (!N- 3) + equitabil-is ridable, f.

eqititd-re: see next.] That cannot be ridden through.
16*3 COCKERAM, Inequitable, not to bee rid through.

Hence in BLOUNT, PHILLIPS, etc.

t Ine'quitate, v. Obs. rare
-

*. [f. ppl. stem
of L. inequitd-re to ride on or over, f. in- (IN-

2
)

+ equita-re to ride, f. eques, cquit-em horseman,
f. cqnns horse.] trans. To ride over or through ;

hence, to pervade, permeate.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. ii. 7 The World of Life,

which is everywhere nigh at hand, and does very throngly
inequitate the moist and unctuous Aire.

Inequity (ine-kwiti). [lu-3. (The corresp.
L. formation was intquilas INIQUITY.)] Want of

equity or justice ; the fact or quality of being un-
fair ; unfairness, partiality.

iJS* J. HEYWOOD Spider 4 F. Ivii. 10 Equite, in all things
. . is a vertew pewre. Inequite, for wrong, no waie can
make. 168* SCARLETT Exchanges Pref. A ij, To discern
between the justice and injustice, the equity and inequity
of these Exchanges. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. Index
614 Many of her statesmen confess its inequity and inex-

pediency. 1886 SYMONDS Sidney iii. 48 The inequity and the

political imprudence of freeing great nobles from burdens.

b. with //. An unfair or unjnst matter or action.
l8S7 J. PULSPORD Qttiet Hours i. i Thine iniquities are

m-eqvttits. 1884 H. SPENCER in Content?. Rev. July 38 Our
system of Equity, introduced . . to make uo for the short-

comings of Common-law, or rectify its inequities.

t Ineqni-valent, a. Ots. rare. [IN- 3.] Not
of equal valne; unequalled in value, matchless.

INERRANCY.

1568 NORTH tr. Guenara's Diall. Pr. (1619) 712/1 Beeing

inequiualent in estate or degree to them. 1610 Chester's

Tri., Britain 2 Whose boundlesse glories inequivalent Doe
so reflect on Fames oriental! wings.

Inequivalve (inrkwiivselv), a. Conch, [f.
IN-

EQDI- + VALVE.] Having valve* of unequal size.

1776 PENNANT Zool. IV. to8 Anomia, bivalve, inequivalve.

1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 243 If one valve is larger than
the other, it is said to be inequivalve. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 125 The valves of the shell are inequi-
valve in the Ostreidae, one valve being smaller than the
other.

So Ine qnivalved, Ine qniva'lvular a. =
prec.

1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident.y* Six species of inequivalved
Bivalves. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 710/1 When one
of the valves is larger than the other, it is of course inequi-
valved. 1828 WEBSTER, Inequivalvular.

t Inequi"VOCal, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [IN--

1
.] Not

equivocal, unequivocal.
'779 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. (1780) 146/2 A recent trans-

action from which the minister and he must from thence
forward stand upon the most inequivocal terms.

Ineradicable (inftse-dikab'l), a. [IN- ".] In-

capable of being eradicated or rooted put. Alsoyf^.
1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxxvi, This ineradicable taint of

sin. iSsi SHELLEY Prtnneth. Unb. 1. 175 And in the com. .

Teemed ineradicable poisonous weeds. 1840 BARIIAM Ingol.

Leg., Spectre of Toff.,
An ineradicable bloodstain on the

oaken stair. 1881 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 340 But prejudice
fortified by custom is almost ineradicable.

Hence Inera-dicably adv., in an ineradicable

manner.
1819 LANDOR Imag.Conv^V^ 1846 II. 22/2 A inged word

hath stuck ineradicably
in a million hearts. 1867 MOHLEY

in Fortn. Rev. July 48 The lapse of a century and a half

gave time for the spirit of independence to grow ineradicably
into the national character.

Inerasable (inft^-sab'l), a. Also -ible.

[IN-
3
.]

That cannot be erased, expunged, or

effaced. Hence Xnera'sably (-ibly) adv.
i8n SHELLEY St. Irvyne iv. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 160 What

man of honour needs a moment's rumination to discover

what nature has so inerasibly implanted in his bosom the

sense of right and wrong? l8ia Proposals ibid. 280

Men whose names are inerasable from the records of Liberty.

1885 L. SAUNDERS R. Boyle ii. 34 An ink perfectly in-

erasable.

tlnergetic (inojdje-tik), a. Obs. rare. [f.

IN- 3 + (EN)EROETIC.] =next.

1807
' CERVANTES Hooc [E. S. Barrett] Rising Sun III.

49 His whole administration was weak, inergetic, and unin-

vigorating. 1852 TUPPER Proverb. Philos. 403 Until spirit

be infused, the organism lieth inergetic.

t Inerge-tical, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 + (EN)-

EBOETICAL.] Without energy ; inactive, sluggish.
a 1601 BOYLE /ft*/. Airxiu. (1692) 72 Those eminent Stars

and Planets . . are not to be considered by us as sluggish

inergetical Bodies. 1706 PHILLIPS, Inergetical Bodies or

Particles, such as are unactive and sluggish.

Hence f Inerge'tically adv., Obs.

1717 BXlLEY vol. II, Inergetically, sluggishly, unactively.

inenn (insum), a. Bot. [ad. L. inenn-is un-

armed, f. in- (IN-
3
) + arma arms, armour. Cf.

F. inerme (1798 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Destitute of

prickles or thorns ; unarmed.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. v. (1765) 180 Leaves, in

respect to their Margin, are . . Inerm, unarmed or smooth :

which is opposed to Spinose. 1886 Syd. Soc, Lex., Inerm,
without spikes, prickles, or the like ; unarmed.

Inermons (ina'jmss), a. Bot. [f. as prec. +

-ous.] =prec.
1838 in WEBSTER

;
and in recent Diets.

Inerrability(inerabHiti). [f. next: see-ixv.]
Freedom from liability to err

; infallibility.

16*7 H. BURTON Baiting Pope's Bull 84 You are per-
swaded of the Popes inerrabihty. 1790 SIBLY Occult Sci.

(1792) I. 51 A standing memorial of the
inerrability

and
truth of this science. 1899 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 105,
I wish we could experience the inerrability of the press.

1878 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) III. 260 If we are to believe

in the inerrability of a person, or a body of persons.

Inerrable (ineTab'l), a-, [ad. L. (post-class.)

inerrabilis, (. in- (IN- 3) + errare to err.] Inca-

pable of erring ; not liable to err
; exempt from

the possibility of error; infallible, unerring.
1613 JACKSON Creed n. xxiv. S 6, Such a facile, inerrable

rule as the Papists haue framed for direction in points of

faith. 1687 BL'RNET Six Papers, Anmi. A'nu rest Ch.

Eng. Loyalty 34 We do not pretend that we are Inerrable

in this Point. 1715 M. DAYIES A then. Brit. I. 240 The
Scripture-Letter, as the inerrable Standard of their Morals
and Discipline. 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. n. ii. J 12.

142 No man or men on the globe compose a tribunal from
whose inerrable decision we may not appeal. 1879 BARING-
GOULD Germany II. 177 Catholic Christianity rested on an

inerrable Church as the teacher of truth.

Hence Iiie-rrableness = INEBBABILITY ; Ine'r-

rably adv., in an inerrable manner, infallibly.
i6ao HP. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy Answ. Advt.. The in-

errablenesse of Councels, whether particular, confirmed by
the pope, or general!. 1654 HAMMOND Fundamentals xii. $ a

The infallibility, and inerrableness, which is assumed, and
inclosed by the Romish church. i<7 PF.NN Spirit Truth
Vind. 40 To this end God gives it to . . his Church, that in

Doctrine, Life and Government she may inerrably be guided.

1877 PATMORE Unknown Ens (1890) i Many speak wisely,
some inerrably.

Inerrancy (ine-ransi). [f.
aslNERKANTa. : see

-ANCY.] The quality or condition of being inerrant

or unerring ; freedom from error.

1818-34 HORMK Introd. Crit. Stud. Script, (ed. 7) II. u.



INERRANT.

error. 1880 igtk Cent. Sept. 429 The superstition . . which

magnifies the wisdom of our ancestors into inerrancy.

Inerrant (ine-rant), a. [f. L. inen-ant-em, f.

in- (!N- 3) + errdnt-em t pr. pple. of errdrc to err

or wander.]
1 1. AstroH. Of a star : Fixed ; not '

wandering
'

as a planet. Ofa.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. xxvi,The sunne. .after which the

moon, and, beneath these, the rest, errant and inerrant.

2. That does not err ; free from error ; unerring.

1837'Fraser's Mag, XV. 368 The same inerrant pen winds

up this . . in the emphatic terms,
* which is idolatry '. 1868

E. S. FFOULKES Church's Creed or Crown's Creed? 20

Whether absolutely inerrant or not in matters of faith.

Inerratic (inerae'tik), a. [!N- 3.] Not erratic

or wandering ; fixed (as a star) ; following a fixed

course.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Phil&s. i. (1701) 11/2 He fixed a great
company of inerratick Stars. 1793 T. TAYLOR tr. Sallust t

etc. vii. 34 The inerratic sphere commences its motion from
the east. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 511 The inerratic circle

. . comprehends the seven spheres in which the stars are

placed. 1822 T. TAYLOR Apuleius 334 An inerratic course.

t Ine'rring, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [!N- 3.]
= UN-

ERRING. So flneTringfly adv. unerringly.
1645 HOWELL Twelve Treat. (1661) 328 They think they

have an inerring spirit, and that their Diall must needs go
tru, howsoever the Sun goes. 1755 JOHNSON, Inerringly.
[J. quotes Glanyill (Seeps. Set. vii. 34), 'that matter should
frame itself so inerringly', but in the first edition (1661, v.

45) the word is
'

absolutely *, and in the 1665 ed. *

unerringly '.]

Iiierroneous (iner^-mas), # rare* [!N- 3.]

Not erroneous, without error or mistake.
1880 R. G. WHITE Every-Day Eng. 127 There are many

thoughtful, although not inerroneous students of the subject.

Inert (inaut), a. [ad. L. inert-em unskilled,

inactive, sluggish, f. in- (IN- 3) + art-em ART : cf.

F. inert* (loth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of matter and material things : Having no

inherent power of action, motion, or resistance ; in-

active, inanimate ; having the property of INERTIA.

1647 H. MORE Immort. Souli. iv. vii. 104 Poore naked sub-
stance, -dull, slight, Inert, unactive. 1710 BERKELEY Princ.
Hunt. Knowl. 69 Matter is said to be passive and inert,
and so cannot be an agent or efficient cause. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 199 An opinion, that all nature was
animated, that . . even the most inert mass of matter, was
endued with life and sensation. i8^oHEHSCHEL6V^. Nat.
Phil. 234 To say that matter is inert, or lias inertia^ ..

is only to say that the cause is expended in producing its

effect. 1864 BOWEN Logic vii. 211 If matter is essentially

inert, every change in it must be produced by mind.

fig. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 15 The inert mass of
accumulated prejudices. 1857 BUCKLE Civitiz. I. vii. 307

Knowledge in not an inert and passive principle, which
comes to us, whether we will or no.

b. Without active chemical, physiological, or

other properties ; neutral.

1800 Med. yrnl. III. 452 Fumigations may.. be service-

able in rendering contagious matter inert. 1850 DAUBENY
Atom. Tk. ii. (ed. 2) 54 One of them, for instance, might
possess acid properties, the other be tasteless and inert.

1864 H. SPENCER Biol, I. 4 Carbon . . is totally inert at

ordinary heats. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. III. i The
collodion film is inert, and plays no actual part in the pro-
duction of a picture.

2. Of persons, animals, and (trans/.} moving
things : Inactive, sluggish, slow, not inclined for

or capable of action. Also of mental faculties.

1774 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 479 He is of that inert and un-
decided temper, that I fear he will not prevail on himself to

pursue his point with vigour. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb.

(1861) 151 He was, in fact, .. neither tranquil and inert.,

nor restless and fidgetting. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect.

Phys. Sc. xxvi. (1849) 284 In some places the subterraneous
fires are in the highest state of activity, in some they are

inert. 1849 BRIGHT Sp. Ireland 2 Apr. (1876) 171 He is

rather timid as a Minister and inert as a statesman. 1851
CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 334 It contains sufficient

oxygen to stimulate the nervous and muscular systems of
these comparatively inert animals. 1835 H. SPENCER Princ.

Psychol. (1872) I. i. i. 5 As we ascend from creatures that

are inert to creatures that are vivacious. 1859 DICKENS
Lett. 19 Oct. (1880) II. 104 The deadest and most utterly
inert little town in the British dominions.

It Inertia (ina-ijia). [L.,
- want of art or skill,

unskilfulness ; inactivity, f. iners^ inert-em INERT.

The L.term was introduced into Physics by Kepler.]
1. Physics. That property of matter by virtue of

which it continues in its existing state, whether of

rest or of uniform motion in a straight line, unless

that state is altered by an external force. Origin-

ally used as L., and also called vis inertix (force
of inertia).
Centre ofinertia. Moment ofinertia> Product flfinertia'.

see CENTRE, MOMENT, PRODUCT.

[1687 NEWTON Principia Def. in, MaterUe vis insita est

potentia resistendi . . neque differt quicquam ab inertia

Massa% 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) Vis insita Materix or

Vis InertiX) is the bare Power of Resistance only, by which

every Body. . endeavours to continue in that State in which
it is, either of Rest or Motion.]

1713 DERHAM Phys.- Theol. i. v. 33 The cause of the resist-

ance of all Fluids is partly from the Friction of the parts of
the Fluid, partly from the Inertia thereof. 1736 BLAKE in

Phil. Trans. LI. 2 By the principles of Mechanics, the
Inertia of any bodies revolving about a Center is as the

quantities of matter into the squares of the Brachia. 1803

243

J. WOOD Princ. Meek. i. 8 Inactivity may be considered.,
as that quality by which it resists any such change. In this

. . sense it is usually called the force of inactivity^ the

inertia^ or the vis inertias. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat.
Phil. I. i. 216 The Inertia of matter is proportional to the

quantity of matter in the body. 1882 MINCHIN Unipl.
Kinemat. 107 The force of inertia of a moving particle, in

any direction, is the product of its mass and its component
of acceleration in that direction.

fig. 1843 J. MARTINEAU Chr.Life(\
<

&6']} 106 The inertia of

a massive civilization. 1851 GLADSTONE Glean. VI. xxxiv. 22

That bias , . in favour of trusting to the force of inertia, to

the chapter of accidents.

b. Electric inertia^ a term applied to the resist-

ance offered by a circuit to sudden changes of cur-

rent, due to self- or mutual induction, or both.

Magnetic inertia^ that property of a magnetic
substance which prevents its being instantaneously

magnetized or demagnetized.
1886 HEAVISIDE Electr. Papers II. 60 The inertia, in the

electro-magnetic case, is that of the magnetic field, not of

the electricity. 1892 [see INDUCTION 10].

2. transf. Inactivity ; disinclination to act or exert

oneself; inertness, sloth, apathy.
1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 212 Tranquillity that

seemed no product of inertia. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. v.

ii, By wise inertia, and wise cessation ofinertia, great victory
has been gained. 1868 M. PATTISON Acadent. Org. v. 148 An
aimless inertia, an Oriental lassitude of habit, are not seldom
seen to be the consequence of high philosophical training.

Inertia! (inaupal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of inertia.

1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 609 A weight of inertial resist-

ance. 1887 Mind Jan. 151 The subsidiary conceptions
which he puts forward of

* the inertial system, the inertial

scale, inertial rotation, and inertial rest *.

Inertion (inaujsn). [irreg. f. INERT, perh. on

analogy of exert, exertion.] Inert condition ; in-

ertness ; inactivity ; sloth.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 121 Weaknesses of the stomach
and viscera proceeding from cold or inertion. 1798 WEBBE
in Owen Mrq. Wellesley's Desp. (1877) 5 Our inertion during
the contest. 1814 D'ISRAELI Quarrels Aut/t. (1867) 220
Mortified with the inertion of public curiosity. 1837 SIR
W. HAMILTON Metapk. xliv. (1870) II. 478 A natural prone-
ness to inertion in man. 1889 BROWNING Rephan xsii,

Tranquillity that lulls Not lashes inertion.

flne-rtious, a. Obs. rare , [f. L. inertia +

-ous.] Inert. Hence f Ine'rtiously adv., idly.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit.

yi.
xiv. (1623) 90 His youth,,

inertiously consumed in lasciviousness and penurie.

t Ine'rtitude. Obs. rare , [ad. med.L. in-

ertiliido, f. L. inert-em INERT.] = INERTNESS.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inertitudf, sloathfulness, dulness,

without Science or any craft. 1828 WEBSTER cites GOOD.

Inertly (inautli), adv. [f. INERT + -LY 2
.] In

an inert or inactive manner
; inactively ; idly.

1742 POPE Dune. iv. 7 Ye Pow'rs !. .To whom Time bears
me on his rapid wing, Suspend awhile your Force inertly

strong, Then take at once the Poet and the Song. 1837
WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. II. vi. i. 3 The more a heavy
body recedes from the beginning, or approaches the end of
violent motion, the slower and more inertly it goes. 1863
MRS. H. WOOD Verners Pride I. xi. 114 Her small white
hands rested inertly upon her pink dress.

Inertness (insutnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or fact of being inert; inactivity; in-

active or inoperative condition or character.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogmat. v. (R.), So long and deep a

swoon as is absolute insensibility and inertnesse. 1710
BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl. i. 25 The very being of an
idea implies passiveness and inertness in it. 1793 BURKE
Policy Allies Wks.VII. 195 It is not humanity, but laziness
and inertness of mind. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's Permit!.

(ed. 2) 102 Perceiving this inertness, I myself took a tea-

spoonful of the tincture : nothing ensued upon it. 1855
H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) 1. 1. v. 91 A greater inert-

ness of the nerve-centres, a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III.

y. 394 The great enemy of Knowledge is not error, but
inertness. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 81 Nitrogen is remark-
able for its inertness.

b. ~ INERTIA, i.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 305 Others.. style the

perseverance of body either in motion or rest a '
force or

power of inertness '. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 234
Matter . . presents us with two general qualities . . activityand
inertness.

t Ine-rty. Obs. rare
-

. [ad. L. INERTIA : cf.

F. inertie (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] =prec.
1623 COCKERAM, Inertie^ slothfulnesse.

Inerube'SCent, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Unblush-

ing, shameless.

1788 New Land. Mag. 515 She . . proved so inerubescent
as to render . . absurd all those exaggerations in her favour.

Inerudite (ine'rwdait), a. [ad. L. inerudit-us,
f. in- (!N- 3) + erudit-us ERUDITE.] Not erudite ;

unlearned, uninstructed.
1801 LAMB Ess.. Curious Fragm.^ Verbose, inerudite, and

not sufficiently abounding in authorities. 1816 BENTHAM
Chrestom. App. 19 Wks. 1843 VIII. 124 The primaeval
or inerudite analysis: a logical analysis performed upon
physical wholes. 1889 LANCIANI Anc. Rome \. 4 The simple
and inerudite imagination of the Middle Ages.
Hence Ine'ruditely a ( /z/., in an inerudite manner.
1851 SARA COLERIDGE Mem. $ Lett. II. 421 It is a great

pity that a good poem . . should begin so carelessly and in-

eruditely,

t Inerndi'tion. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. late L. in-

erudition-etn (Vulgate) : see IN- 3 and ERUDITION ;

cf. F. intntdition (Littre).] Want of erudition ;

unlearned condition.

INESPECIALLY.

1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne I. 241, 1 . .being too conscious
of my own inerudition to be able to instruct others.

Inescapable (inesk^'-pab'l), a. [IN- 3.] That
cannot be escaped or avoided ; inevitable.

1791 BURNS Let. to Cunningham 10 Sept., An inescapable
and inexorable hell, expanding its leviathan jaws for the
vast residue of mortals ! 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 113 To lead
us . . with their winged power, and guide us, with their in-

escapable eyes. 1872 W. R. GREG Enigmas Life vi. 239
The inescapable conclusion from all this ratiocination. 1895
S. P. THOMPSON Elem. Less. Electr. p. ix, The views which
the inescapable logic of facts drove Maxwell, .to adopt.
absol. 1896 J. L. ALLEN Kentucky Cardinal 17 Is it this

flight from the inescapable . . that makes the singing of the
redbird thoughtful and plaintive?

t Ine'scate, v. Obs. [(. ppl. stem of L. in-

esca-re to allure with bait, f. in- (IN-
2
) + esca food,

bait.] tram. To allure with or as with a bait ; to
entice.

1602 F. HERING Anatomyes 15 Thus they inescate and cir-

cumvent poore silly Soules. 1628 PRVNNE Lmielockes 2
A Baite..to Inescate, and Inamour others with vs. 1711
in BAILEY.

Hence f Ine'scating///. a., enticing, alluring.
1633 PRVNNE ist Pt. Hittrio-M. v. x. 289 All the inescating

lust-inflaming solicitations . . that either human pravity or
Satans policie can invent.

1 Iiiesca'tioii. Obs. [ad. late L. inescation-em

(Augustine), n. of action f. inesca-re to INESCATE.]
1. The action of attracting with a bait ; alluring ;

an enticement or allurement.

1645 USSHER BodyDiv. (1647) 324 Inescation and enticing
of the heart with delight. 1692 HALLVWELL Excell. Mor.
Virt. 107 The Deceitful Allurements and Inescations of
Flesh and Blood.

2. (See quots.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Imscation, . . also a kind of trans-

plantation. 1730-6 BAILEY (fol.). Inescation (with some
pretenders to Physick), a kind of transplantation used in

curing some diseases. It is done by impregnating a proper
medium or vehicle with some of the mumia or vital spirit
of the patient, and giving it to some animal to eat. It is

pretended that the animalunites and assimilates that mumia
with it self, imbibing its vicious qualities, by which means
the person. .is restored to health.

Ine'SCatory, a. rare',
[f. ppl. stem of L.

inesca-re (see INESCATE) + -DRY. Cf. med.L. j-
cscatoriuin allurement.] Of or pertaining to bait-

ing ; adapted to bait.

1823-43 T. D. FOSBROOKE Encycl. Antiq. I. 390/1 Pollux
mentions mouse-traps, inescatory traps, and others with
snares.

Inescaturation, erron. f. INEXSATURATION.

t Ineschewable, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + *eschcw-
ablc from ESCHEW z/.] That cannot be eschewed,
unavoidable.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy u. xix. (MS. Digby 230) If. 91/1

Nor come so fer for to fecche ageyn The quene Eleyne. .

With outen harmes now in eschewable.

Inesculent (ine-ski<lent), a. [In- 3.] Not
esculent, not used for food ; inedible.

1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotcliet Castle ii. (1887) 29, 1 care not
a rush (or any other aquatic and inesculent vegetable) who
or what sucks up either the water or the infection.

Iiiescutch.eon (inesko-tjgn). Her. Forms:
see ESCUTCHEON, [f. IN adv. + ESCUTCHEON.]
An escutcheon of pretence, or other small escut-

cheon, charged on a larger escutcheon
;

in the case
of a baronet, an escutcheon borne in chief and

charged with the red hand of Ulster. Cf. ESCUT-
CHEON i c.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry n. vii. (1611) 65 The Inescocheon
is an ordinarie formed of a threefold line, representing the

shape of the escocheon . . This Escocheon is sometimes
tearmed an Escocheon of Pretence. 1612 in Selden Titles
Hon. (1614) 358 The Baronets and their descendants shall
and may beare either in a Canton in their Coat of Armes,
or in an Inscutcheon at their election, the Armes of Vlster.

1614 CAMDEN Rein. 193 An Inschocheon of Armes may haue

K'
ice amongst Augmentations, which is the Armes of a wife

ing an heire general!, inserted in the centre or middle of
her Husbands Coates after he hath issue by her, to manifest
the apparent right of her inheritance transmissible to his and
her issue. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v.

,
He bears Ermine,

an Inescutcheon. 1897 ll^eslm. Gaz. 2 July 2/3 The Duke
of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha . . bears the Royal Arms of Eng-
land (with the

'

differences
'

as previously assigned to him in

this country) on an inescutcheon upon the arms of Saxony.
Inesite (ai'nesait). Min. [Named 1887, f.

Gr. Tvfs fibres + -ITE.] Hydrous silicate of man-

ganese and calcium, found in flesh-coloured fibrous

masses.

1889 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. HI. XXXVII. 500 Inesite.

flnespecial, obs. erroneous writing of the

phrase in especial, especially : see ESPECIAL a. 4.
1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 478 None of his cpunsail durst

once speake unto him, and inespeciall the Ladie Michell his

wife, .was in great feare to be forsaken.

t Inespe'cially, adv. Obs.
[f. phr. in especial

(see precT) -f -LY
; also found as two words in

especially.] In an especial manner ; especially.
"557 NORTH tr. Guevara's Diall Pr. 92 a/i The women,

and in especially greate ladies, know not [etc.]. 1563 GOLD-
ING Czsar (1565) 213 As. .to torne hys jorney into Province,
he thoght it behoved him not at the time so to do . . but in-

especially for that he was sore afraid for Labienus. 1572

In ease : see ESSE i .

96-3



INESSENCE.

t Ine-asence. Obs. rare- . [Ix-
;|
-J

1613 COCKERAM II, '1 'he tlOl HcinjJ of U thing, ItUJCisteittC,

/Hfssfuct.

fln-essent, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Ix adv. + I,.

esstns, fssent-erU) assumed pros. pple. of esse to be.]

That is within.

16*8 Kbi.TiiAM Rcsohws 11. [i-J Ixxxviii. 254 When the ayre
is thus moued, it comes by degrees to the care . . and [is] by
that m-es&ent Ayre, carried to the Auditory nerue.

Inessential (inese-njal), a. (sb.) [Ix-3.]
1. Devoid of essence ; unsubstantial, immaterial.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 337 Of these Names [of the

Deity] some are negative, signifying that Supcressential

Being : as t inessential, without time, independent. 1754
A K.vSTRONG ForcedMarriage \. xi, Are you not a ghost then ?

..as inessential As the vain rainbow? 1813 SHELLEY^. Mab
vii. 71 His inessential figure cast no shade Upon the golden
floor. 1818 Rev. Isltun i. xxv, When life and thought
Sprang forth, they burst the womb of inessential Nought.
2. Not essential, not ot the essence of a thing ;

not necessary or indispensable to the constitution

or existence of any thing.
183(6 MACGILLIVRAY tr. tlumboldt's Trav. xvu'i. 264 To

consider man as inessential to the order of nature. 1849
RUSKIN Sev. Latnbs ii. ig. 50 Ornament isari extravagant
and inessential tfflng. 1886 SYMONDS A'enaiss. ft., Catk.
React. (1898) VII. viii. 6 Details so insignificant as to be in-

essential.

B. sb. That which is inessential.

1778 BENmAM View Hard-Labour Bill 45 Wks. 1843
IV. 24 An anxious attention to the inessentials and externals
of religion. 18*5 Engl. Life II. 265 She yields to me in

what she terms inessentials.

Iiiesseiitiality (ineseoijiioe-llti). [f. prec. +
-ITY.] The quality of being inessential.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Led. 306 Contingency in this

sense is inessenttality, adventitiousness, extrinsicatity.

Inessive (ine'siv), <z. Gram, [irreg. f. L. inesst

to be in or at (f. in- (IN-
2
) + esse to be) + -IVE.]

Denoting the place in which a thing is ; locative.
1886 I. TAYLOR in N. 4- Q. 7th Sen I. 422/2 The suffix

itan, or -etan. .is the sign of the inessive or locative case in

Basque. 1896 Edin, Rev. Jan. 84 [In Finnish] The student
must remember the nominative, partitive, genitive, inessive
. .and instructive.

t Ine:stimabi'lity. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. next
+ -ITY.] The quality or fact of being inestimable.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 14. 241 Do you think
that you are able to determine, what Length or Quantity of
Time there hath been since Cities . . first began?.. there is a
kind of Infinity and Inestimability of this time.

Inestimable (ine-stimab'l), a. (sb.) fa. F.

inestimable (i-fth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. in-

xstimdbilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + atstimdbilis ESTIMABLE.]
1. Incapable of being estimated

;
that cannot be

reckoned up or computed ;
too great, profound, or

intense to be estimated.

<ri374 CHAUCER Boetk. v. pr. iii. 123 (Camb. MS.) The
erdon of |?e dyuyne grace which ^>at is inestymable. pat

is to seyn bat it is so gret bat it ne may nat ben ful ypreysyd.
1483 Monk of Evesham (Arb.)4o On tothyr syde of the for-

seyde hye bylle was so grete and inestymable coolde that ys
to seye of snowe and Hayle. 1555 EDKN Decodes 253 With
-real ingeniousnesse and inestiinable pacience these nations
iaue ouercome much greeter difficulties. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kin^d. fy Cowmiv. 185 The number of oxen..and prisoners
was inestimable. 1722 De FOE Mem. Catvj/itfr (1840) 47 The
wealth consumed was inestimable. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2}
I. 81 A companion of inestimable value for young men at
their age.

b. Too precious to be estimated ; of surpassing
value or excellence ; priceless ; invaluable.

244

t Ine-stimal, a. Obs. rare- 1
. - INESTISIABLE.

1678 Yng. Man's Call. 318 Consider the ineslimal joys
prepared for them,who. -ha^

e

1579 B. G{ARTER] (title) New Yeares Gifte, dedicated to
the Pope's Holiness .. in recompence of divers singular and
inestimable Keliques sent into England. 1504 SHAKS. Rick.
iff, \. iv. 27 Wedges of Gold, great Anchors, heapes of
Pcarle, Inestimable Stones, vnvalewcd Jewels. 1635-56
COWLEY Davidets in. 1002 At last th' inestimable Hour was
come, To lead his Conau'ring Prey in Triumph home. 1771
BURKE Prosecut. Libels Wks. 1842 II. 402 This charter, the
inestimable monument of English freedom. 18*7 LYTTON
Pelhani xvi, He would have been inestimable as an under-
taker. 1879 M. ARNOLD Ess., Democr. 37 Of one inestimable

part of liberty, liberty of thought, the middle class has been
the principal champion.

f2. f]iiasi-<U&. -INESTIMABLY. Obs.
c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $ Lint. Mon. vii. (1885) 125 This

charge woll all wey be grete. and so inestimable grcte, bat

[etc.], 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam, Coinpl. ii. (1876) 67, I

hcarde wise men say, that the Queenes highnesse Father
did winne inestimable great summes by the alteration of
the Coyne.
3. [f. IN- 3 + ESTIMABLE.] Unworthy of esteem.

rare.
1811 Henry -y Isabella II. 210 None but the inestimable

would offer insolence.

B. as sb. A person of inestimable merit.

1717 FIELDING Love in Sev. Masques i. i.Wks. 1882 VIII.
12 But have I never seen this inestimable?
Hence Ine stimableness liailcy vol. II, 1727).

Inestimably (ine'stimabli), udv.
[f. prec. +

-LY-.] In an inestimable manner or degree.
15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 179 b, Whiche . . thus

confoundeth y* devyll . . & delyteth aungell & man in-

estimably. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul in. Hi. vii, So Paul
and John that into Patmos went. Heard and saw things in-

estimably excellent. 18*4 SCOTT />'am. Lett. 4 June II. 206
Poor Byron's toss will be inestimably felt by the Greek.*.
1860 MILL R&r. Govt. (1865) 17/1 Their religion ..gave
existence to an inestimably precious unorganized institution

the Order . .of Prophets.

[f. IN- =i + Es-

imatc,
ence my

JVC. .triumph! over all the powers
of darkness, hell, dc:ith, and damnation.

t Ine-Btimate, a. Obs. rare
~

'.

i IMATE pa. pple.}
= INESTIMABLE.

1614 ROWLANDS f'ooles Bolt 34 No mins a hap inesti
Thou hast wrought me a freemans life, By taking henc
scoulding wife.

flne-Btuate, v. Obs. rare-",
[f. ppl.

stem
of L. insfstud-re to foam or boil in, f. in- (!N- -)
+ sestud-re to be hot, boil, f. xstus heat.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inestuate, to be very hot, to boil

vehemently.

Ineuch, Ineugh, Inewch, obs. Sc. ff. ENOUGH.
Ineunt (rnz,nt), a. and sb. [ad. L. ineunl-cm

entering, beginning, pres. pple. of ini-re to go in,

enter, f. in- (!N- *) + i-re to go.]
A. adj. Entering.

1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. xli. II. 423 In place of
two energies, an immanent and a transeunt, we may com-
petently suppose three, an ineunt, an immanent, and a
transeunt ..The ineunt energy might be considered as an
act of mind, directed upon objects in order to know them.
B. sb. A point of a curve. Also inetmt-point .

1859 CAYLEY 6th Mem. Qualities 185 Instead of the term
point of a curve, it will be convenient to use the term

[ineunt' of the curve. The line through two consecutive
ineunts of the curve is the tangent at the ineunt.

Ineva-dible, a. rare ". [f. IN- ) + evadikle,

EVADABLE.] = INEVASIBLE. Hence Iiieva dibly
adv., in a way not to be evaded.
1842 DE QUINCEY Philos. Herodotus Wks. 1858 IX. 201

For us, who know its truth, and how inevadibly it must
have haunted for months the Egyptians.

luevange lie, a. Obs. rare-". [IN-'VJ
Not evangelical ; unevangelical. Hence ( Xn-
evange'licly adv., unevangelically.
1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Mystic Div. 19 Super-

stitiously supercilious, immoraly obstreperous and most
inevangelicly malevolous.

Inevasible (in/v^-zib'l), a. [IN-S.] Not
evasible ; that cannot be evaded.
1846 WORCESTER cites Eclectic Kev. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY

Odd or Even ? xl. 49 There were absolute verities of life

presented there that were tangible, inevasible.

Inevidence (ine'videns). Now rare. [IN- '>.

Cf. mod.F. inevidence (Littre).] Lack of evidence
;

the fact of being inevident.

fl. Want of evidence or manifestation (of some-

thing). Obs.
a io4 H. BINNING Comm. Princ. Chr. Relig. Wks. 1830 I.

69 It is not so much the inevidence of marks and fruits that

I

makes them doubt. 1667 FLAVEL Saint Indeed (1754) 102
The hiding of God's face, the prevalency of corruption, and
the inevidence of grace. 1698 NORRIS_ Pract. Disc. (1707)
IV.

i4_6
When Faith is said .. to be of inevident things, the

Meaning is not of an absolute but of a Relative inevidence.

f2. Uncertainty. Obs.

1658 lip. REYNOLDS fan. Creature Wks. (1677) 6 He op-
; poseth the life of God, to the vanity and uncertainty, the
word is, to the Inevidence of Riches, a 1677 BAKKOW Sertti.

(1687) I. xxxi. 449 Charge them .. that they be not high-
minded, nor trust in uncertain riches (<n-i irAovrou ofiijAorrjTi
in the obscurity or inevidence of riches). [Cf. i Tim. vi. 17.]

3. The condition of not being evident or clearly
discernible

; want of clearness, obscurity, rare.

1671 FLAVEL fount, of Life xxi. 63 If thou . . hast gone . .

mourning and lamenting because of the Inevidence and
Cloudiness of thy Interest in Him. 1681 Meth. Grace
vii. 139 It may come to from the inevidence of the premises.

'

1817 COI.KRIDGE Biog. Lit. I. 269 note. This is clear by the
inevidence of the converse.

Inevident une'vident), a. Now rare. [ad.
late L. inevidcnt-em (Boeth.) : see lN-3 and EVI-
DENT : cf. F. intvident (Littre).] Not evident, not

manifest; lacking evidence; not clear or obvious,
obscure.

1614 JACKSON Creed in. xxxii. Contn. ist Bk., (tr. Va-
lentia) Seeing aswell thediuine reuelations, as the Churches
infallible proposall are obscure and ineuident [orig. obscurx
ct incnidentcs\. a 1613 W. PEMBLE Wks. (1635) 94 Know-

j

ledge is an assent to things evident, Beliefe an assent to
I

things inevident. a 1656 Be. HALL Kern. IVks. (1660) 267
Our Schoolmen make distinction of a certainty, evident,
and inevident. a 1755 Bp. CONYBEARK A'erm. II. viii. (T.I, I

An undoubting assent to those things which are of them-
!

selves inevident. Mod. Newspaper, A mysterious widening
out and flow in the skirt, the cause whereof is beautifully
inevident.

Inevitability (ine:vitabHfti). [f. next: see
-ITY. Cf. mod.F. inevitability.] The quality of

being inevitable
; inevitableness. Also with an and

//. An instance of this.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Ejctmp. Ad
yi. r 6 Ambition . .

falls under the inevitability of such Accidents which either
could not be foreseen or not prevented. 1675 WOODHEAD. etc.

Parapkr. Paul 25 This inevitability of sinning. 1847 MHS.
TROLLOPE Three Cousins (Railw. cd.)^7 By the help of thai
effectual mind-strengthener inevitability, the Bishop bore
this

'

contretems '

rather better than his lady expectccf 1871
R. H. HUTTON Ess. (1880) II. Goethe 25 He was already
beginning to accommodate himself to all inevitabilities.

Inevitable (ine-vitab'l), a. [ad. L. inevita-

bilis unavoidable, f. in- (IN- 3) + evitabilis Evi-

TABLK, f. fVitdre to avoid. Cf. F. inevitable (1549
in R. Estienne).] That cannot be aToided ; not

admitting of escape or evasion ; unavoidable.

INEXCITABILITY.
c 1430 Life St. Katli. (1884) 52 My body whyche aftur \K

inclinable lawe of nature abydeth lo be resolued in to de}>.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) D iv, What
should he dreade of deathe ? it U ineuitable, The general!
duetie and tribute of nature. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. t Cl. iv.

xiv. 65 When I should see bchinde me '1V ineuitable prose-
cution of disgrace and horror. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's
Autobiog. x. (1848) 212 There was an inevitable necessity
laid upon them. 1750 GRAY Elm 35 All . . Await alike th'
inevitable hour. i79sSouTHEY Joauo/Arc x.5o8[Hc]then
beholds the inevitable shark Close on him open-mouthed.
1838 TuavnikU.Greea\. xl. 122 A battle became inevitable.
'Soo TYNDALL Glac. \. ii. 10 The conclusion seems inevitable
that the mountain is sinking by its own weight.

b. absol. The inevitable, that which is inevitable,
what cannot be avoided or escaped.
1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Paniph. iv. 16 Our one interest in

such Government is, that it would be kind enough to cense
and go its wavs, before the inevitable arrive. 1887 LOWELL
Democr. 16 There is no good in arguing with the inevitable.

Inevitableness (ine-vitablnes). [f. prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being inevi-
table or unavoidable.
1626 DONNE Serm. Ixxviii. got Whatsoever the Prophets

say . . yet they meane not thee nor doe thou assume it in

inevitablenes.se upon thyselfe. 1695 H. DODWELL De/.
Vittd. Deprived Bishops 96 Why can they not sec the in-

evitableness of the same Consequences? 1857 TOULMIN
SMITH Parish 132 The certainty and inevitableness of the
result are what is needed in order that the true sense of
responsibility may exist. 1879 CHR. ROSSETTI Seek f, F. 204
To express the inevitableness of human suffering.

Inevitably (ine-vitabli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2.] In an inevitable manner ; unavoidably.
1447 BOKENUAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 33 Alias quoth he evene

as a straunger .. Inevytabylly I must deyin here. 1594
HOOKER Ecel. Pol. Pref. ii. 6 All good men were now in-

euitably certain to be trampled under foot. 1667 MILTON
P. L. viii. 330 For know, The day thou eal'st thereof . . in-

evitably thou shall dye; From that day mortal. 1861 H.
SPENCER first Princ. n. vii. 65 (1875) 196 Uniformity of
law thus follows inevitably from the persistence of force.

Inew, obs. Sc. form of ENOW pi. of enough.
f Inew, var. of ENEW v. Obs. Hence t Inew-

ing vbl. sb., driving into water.

1596 HAIUNGTON Mctam. Ajax (1814) 47 The fine phrase
of mewing a woodcock.

t Inewch, variant of inettch, ENOOGH.
Inexact (inegzce-kt), a. [IN- 3. Cf. F. inexact

(1701 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not exact; not strictly
correct or precise ; also, not strict or rigorous.
1828 WEBSTER, Inexact, not exact ; not precisely correct

or true. 1837 WHEWELL Hist, Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 83 This
statement of the ancient writer is inexact. 1875 JOWETT
Plato(*A. 2) III. 390 The enquiry was continued in. .a very
inexact manner. 1883 Longm. Mag. Apr. 620 The records
of an anemometer on the top of a house are, from their very
nature, inexact.

b. Of a person : Characterized by inexactness of

knowledge, statement, etc.

1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. vii. II. 178 note, Burnet was
far indeed from being the most inexact writer of his time.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. viii. 150 Inexact thinkers.

Inexactitude (inegzae-ktitid). [In-
:|

. Cf.

F. inexactitude (1701 in Hat/.-Darm.).] The
quality or character of being inexact ; want of

exactitude, accuracy, or precision ; inexactness.
Also (with//.), an instance of this ; an inaccuracy.
1786 T.JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) ". 48 Further enquiry . .

has satisfied me of the inexactitude of this information. 1865
CARI.YI E Fredk. Ct. xvi. x. (1872) VI. 261 The King . . never
pardons any fault which tends to inexactitude in the Mili-

tary Service. 1869 J. MARTINEAU a. II. 83 The author's
inexactitude of thought and expression. 1875 POSTE Gaitts
in. {ed. 2) 481 This .. must be regarded as an inexactitude
of Ulpian. 1881 Times n Apr. 5/3 There may be inexacti-
tudes of detail in the document.

Inexa'ctly, adv. [f. INEXACT + -LY *.] In
an inexact or inaccurate manner

; not with perfect
correctness.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Bug. vii. (1858) II. 421 He [William
of Orange) spoke and wrote French, English, and German,
inelegantly, it is true, and inexactly, but fluently and intel-

ligibly. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. 34 All through the life-

long process of learning one's '

mother-tongue ', one is liable
to apprehend wrongly, and to reproduce inexactly.

Inexactness (inegzae-ktnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being inexact ; want of

precision ; inaccuracy. Also with an and //. : An
instance of this.

1828 WEBSTER, Inexactness, incorrectness ; want of pre-
cision. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. m. 25. 92 An . . instance
of literal inexactness in the Gospel narratives. 1846 LANDOK
linag.Conv. Wks. I. 75/1 They do exclude wit, which some-
times shows inexactnesses where mensuration would be

tardy and incommodious. 1899 Q. Rev. Jan. 113 To sweep
it [language] away because of its inadequacy and inexact-
ness would be to sweep away the thoughts which it has
more or less inadequately preserved.

Inexaturable, -rate : see INEXSAT-.

I Ine-xcellence. Obs. rare-1
. [!N-

:

'.] Want
of excellence ; the opposite of excellence. So fin-
excellency.
1590 MARLOWE _./ /'/. Taml-urt. v. iii, Blush, heaven, to

lose the honour of thy name . . And let no baseness in thy
haughty breast Sustain a shame of such inexcellence [v.r.

inexccll'jncicj.

Inexcitability (ineksai:tabi-liti
v

. rare. [f.

next : see -ITY.] 1 lie quality of lieing uncxcitable ;

constitutional calmness.



INEXCITABLE.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1876 T. HAKDY Etlulberta xxviii.

(1890) 201 She had set him down to be a man whose external

inexcitability owed nothing to self-repression.

Inexcitable (ineksgi-tab'l), a. rare. [In sense

i (stressed incxcitable], ad. L. inexcitabilis
,

f. in-

(.IN-
3
) + excitabilis ;

in 2, f. IN- 3 + EXCITABLE.]

f 1. From which one cannot be roused. 06s. (Cf.

Seneca Epist. Ixxxiii. 13 soiimus ittexcitabtlis.*)

1616 CHAPMAN Homer's Wks. , Hymn Venus N ij, What

pleasure, .letts Humor steepe Thy lidds, in this inexcitable

sleepe ? 1631 T. STANLEY Poems, Mosc/ms 48 A long obscure

inexcitable sleep.

2. Not excitable ; not liable to excitement.

1828 in WEBSTEK. 1846 LANDOR ltag. Cottv. \Vks. I. 68/1

Animosities [have grown] tame, inert, and inexcitable.

Inexclu-dible, a. rare-*. [!N- s.] That

cannot be excluded.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. App, 12 Wks. 1843 VIII. 109

By the derivation, and thence by the inexcludible import,
of the word between.

Iiiexclusively (ineksklw-sivli), adv. [!N- ^.]

Not exclusively ; so as not to exclude others.

1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, viii. 8 When an incident

is directly intentional it may either be exclusively so or in-

exclusively. 1822 New Monthly Mag. IV. 314 Every
theatre should possess inexclusively the right to represent
the ancient dramatic authors.

tlnexGO'gitable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

inexcogitdbilis incomprehensible, f. in- (!N- 3) +

excogitabilis EXCOGITABLE.] Incapable of being

excogitated ; inconceivable, incogitable.
1599 R. LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fict., That vnspeakable wis-

dome and inexcogitable care. 1731 in BAILEY.

Inexcommu'nicable,tf fare. [!N-S.] That

cannot be excommunicated.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Mart. 39 So may they prodigally

extend the name and priviledge of mexcommunicable
Locusts to many in the other orders. 1617 COLLINS Def.

Bp. Ely ii. x. 531 A multitude is inexcommunicable.

f Inexcu'lt, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. inexcultus,

f. in- (!N- 3) + excultus cultivated, polished.]
1623 COCKERAMJ Inexculi, rude, not pohsht.

IiiexCU'rsive, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not excur-

sive ; incapable of a wide range of flight.

1837 LANDOR Pentameron Wks. 1846 II. 353/2 Allegory
had few attractions for me : believing it to be the delight,

in general, of idle, frivolous, inexcursive minds.

Inexcu:sabi'lity. rate. [f. next: see -IT y.]

INEXCDSABLENESS.
1888 R. F. LITTLEDALE in Academy 8 Dec. 368 In his eyes

the worst of all the sins committed by the Leaguers in

history, surpassing murder itself in criminality and inex-

cusability, was breaking up the Harkhallow hunt.

Inexcusable (inekski-zab'l), a. [ad. L. /'-

excftsabilis, f. in- Qm-ty+excusdbilis EXCUSABLE.

Cf. F. inexcusable (1474 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not
excusable ; incapable of being excused or justified.

a. Of persons.
1526 TINDALE ROM. ii. i Therfore arte thou inexcusable

[Vulg. inexcusabilis ',
WYCLIF vnexcusable] o man. 1548

Lu. SOMERSET Epist. Scots Bjb, Nothyng should be left, of

our part vnoffered, nothyng of your part vnrefused, whereby
you might bee inexcusable. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig.^

Sact:

HI. i. 13 Those Philosophers who questioned the existence

of a Deity, .were not so inexcusable therein, as our Modern
Atheists. 1775 BURKE Sp. Concil. Anter. Wks. III. 37,

I should be inexcusable in coming after such a person with

any detail.

b. Of conduct or actions.

1555 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 55 Howe muche I saye
shall this sounde vnto owre reproche and inexcusable sloth-

fulnesse and negligence. 1645 CHAS. I. in Ellis Orig.^Lett.
Ser. i. III. 313 The strange and most inexcusable deliverye

upp of the Castle and Fort of Bristoll. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 284 f 2 It is inexcusable in Men to come where they
have no Business. 1829 LYTTON Disowned xliv, He made
no reply to the inexcusable affront he had received. 1871
BLACKIE Four Phases i. 131 To condemn an honest thinker

to death for simple heterodoxy, .was altogether inexcusable.

Iiiexcivsableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being inexcusable.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contcmp!., O. T. xx. i, If God had not

meant the inexcusablenesse of Jehoram. 1684 J. GOODMAN
Old Relig. (1848) 93 The inexcusableness of a total and final

omission of it. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1737) II. vii. 263 Their
inexcusableness is stated upon the supposition of this very
thing ; That they knew God, but for all that, did not glorify
him as God.

Inexcusably (inekskiw'zabli), adv. [f.
as

prec. + -LY -.] In an inexcusable or unjustifiable
manner.

1587 HARMAR tr. Beza's Serin. 35 (T.) Behold here wherein

Eve, and after her Adam, did fail inexcusably. 1638 CHIL-
LINGW. Relig. Prot. i. iii. 3. 129 Who.. is more inexcusably

guilty, for the omission of any duty ; they that either haue
no meanes to doe it, . . or they which professe to haue . .

means to doe it? 1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia II. vi,

I should have thought myself inexcusably ungrateful. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. viii. 139 Here is an inexcusably gross

misrepresentation.

Inexcu'ssable, -ible, a. rare- , [f. IN- 3

+ EXCUSABLE.] That cannot be shaken out or off.

Hence luexcivssably (-ibly) adv., in an inexcus-

sable manner, so as not to be shaken out.

1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall xi, Grasped, .firmly

and inexcussibly in the hands.

t Ine*xecrable, a. Obs. rare. In quot. 1594, a

misprint for inexorable ; in quot. 1596, Folios 3 and

4, and some mod. edd. have inexorable ; but some
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would retain imxecrable in the sense, or as an in-

tensive, of EXECRABLE.
1594 CONSTABLE Diana vui. i, Though shee protests the

faithfullest severitie, inexecrable beautie is inflicting. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 128 O be thou damn'd, inexecrable

dogge, And for thy life let iustice be accus'd.

Inexecutable (inekse-kmtab'l), a. [f.
IN- a

+ EXECUTABLE. Cf. F. inexecutable (a neologism
in 1726, Hatz.-Darm.).] That cannot be executed.

1833 Q' R#u. XLIX. 555 They are the creatures of circum-
stances the victims of their own inexecutable system of

government. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. v. v, The King
has accepted this Constitution.. and executes it in the hope
mainly that it will be found inexecutable. 1861 M. ARNOLD

Pof. Educ. France 19 But the arbitrary and violent pro-
visions of this edict made it inexecutable.

Inexecution (ineksJkiw-Jan). [IN- 3. Cf. K.

inexecution (11600 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Lack or

neglect of execution
; the fact or condition of not

being executed
; non-execution, non-performance.

1681 NKVILE Plato Rediv. 161 Complaints of the Inexecu-
tion of the Law. 1720 OZELL Vertot's Rom. Rep. I. i. 55
If. . any one of my Fellow-Citizens still condemns me for the

Inexecution of my Word, I willingly put [etc.]. 1805 T.

JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 35 His inexecution of orders

baffled that effort. 1825 BENTHAM Ration. Rew. 188 Black-

stone complains of their inexecution. He did not perceive
that a law which is not executed is ridiculous.

Inexertion (inegzs-jjan). [!N-S.] Want of

exertion ;
failure to exert (oneself) or exercise (a

power or faculty) ; inaction.

1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoou. (1801) IV. 360 A temporary inex-

ertion of the brain. 1829 D. O'CONNELL in Bent/tarn's

Wks. (1843) XI. 21, I give myself six or seven weeks here

of comparative mental inexertion. 1886 Daily News 13
Oct. 5/6 Those form two reasons for past inexertion against
bad laws in agricultural Wales.

Inexha'lable, a. rare
~

'. [!N- *.] Not ex-

halable ; that cannot be exhaled or evaporated.
1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. xxviii. 151 A new laid

egge . . contains a greater stock of humid parts ; which must
be evaporated, before the heat can bring the inexhalable

parts into consistence.

t Inexhau-rible, a. Obs. rare- , [f.
IN-^

+ L. exhaurire to exhaust: see -IBLE.]
= INEX-

HAUSTIBLE. So f Inexhauribi'lity.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Inexhanribility^ a disability to

draw put or empty. Ckarlcton. 1658-78 PHILLIPS, Inex-

haustible, or Inexhaiiriblt) not to be drawn out or emptied
^Inexhaurible* omitted in 1696-1706].

t Iliexhau'st, a. Obs. [ad. L. inexhaitstus,
f. in- (Is-ty + exhaustus EXHAUST///. aj] =next.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comin. Titus in. 4 God the inexhaust

fountaine of all goodnes. 1615 SIR E. HOBY Curry-combe
i. 68 It must be an inexhaust treasure indeed, that can stop
a Popelings mouth, a 1665 GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit
(1867) 325 An inexhaust abyss of all excellency.

Inexhausted (inegzg-sted), a. [IN- 3.] Not
exhausted ; unexhausted.
1626 SCLATER Comm. 2 Thess. (1629) 91 That they stand

so long inexhausted is . . by the word of God supporting
them, a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. v. 168 Emanations of that

inexhausted light which is above. 1711 ADDISON Spcct.
No. in P 9 Inexhausted Sources of Perfection. 1846
TRENCH Mirac. xvi. (1862) 273 Himself., the inexhausted
and inexhaustible source of all life.

Hence Incxhau-stedly adv., without exhaustion.

1684 T. BUKNKT Th. Earth n. xi. 313 A third Glass that

pierceth further still makes new discoveries of Stars ; and
so forwards indefinitely and inexhaustedly for anything we
know.

Inexhaustibility (inegz^stibi'liti). [f. next:

see -ITY.] The quality of being inexhaustible ;
in-

exhaustibleness.

1834 Frasers Mag. X. 437 Can a poet control the ex-

haustion of the heart better than through the inexhausti-

bility of the human fancy? 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi.

xi. (1872) VI. 272 A dexterity, felicity, inexhaustibility of

laughing mockery and light banter.

Inexhaustible (inegz-stib'l), a. Also 8-9
-able. [!N- 3. Cf. OF. inexhaustible (i5~i6thc.
in GodefT).] Not exhaustible.

1. Incapable of being exhausted, consumed, or

spent ;
exhaustless.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 65 A free pardon by the in-

corruptible - . and inexhaustible blood of Christ Jesus. 1656
COWLEY Misc. Pref. adfin., Employing all her inexhaustible
Riches of Wit and Eloquence. 1732 BKKKELEY Alcipkr. \\.

14 If you had an inexhaustible fund of gold and silver.

1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. Pref. 4 Our inexhaustable
strata of coal. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amitsem. 179 The
most inexhaustable supply. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life
xn, iil, A noble loch in its inexhaustible loveliness.

2. Of a receptacle or vessel : Incapable of being
exhausted or emptied of contents.
Inexfiaustible bottle : a toy used by conj urors, and others ;

it consists of an opaque bottle containing within it generally
five small phials, which communicate with the exterior by
five small holes; each phial has also a small neck which
passes up into the neck of the bottle ; the phials are filled

with different liquors, any of which may at will be allowed
to pour out by opening the proper hole and letting in air.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. 4- Comimv. \ 1603) 40 The corne
and provision of the inexhaustible garners of Apulia, Sicil,

Sardinia. 1646 J. HALL//0rar Vac. 182 Rather free of their

countenance then purse, which as it cannot be inexhaustible,
so [etc.]. 1709 ADDISON Tatler No. 119 F i The present

Age by the Invention of Glasses, opened a new and inex-

haustible Magazine of Rarities.

3. Of a person or his attributes: Incapable of

being exhausted or worn out in strength or vigour.

INEXISTBNCY.

1762 GIBBON Jrnl. 23 Sept., He has inexhaustible spirits.

1842 LYTTON Ztinoni 24 The inexhaustible Paisiello,
charmed with her performance. 1848 A. B. LONGSTREET
Georgia Scenes 207 They [mountaineers] are, however,
almost inexhaustible by toil. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair liii.

288 Berwick is at Biarntz,an inexhaustible intriguer.

Inexhaustibleness (inegz-stib'lnes). [f.

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being inexhaus-
tible.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 182^ HARE Guesses Ser. i. (1873)

i75_A stream of love, the purity and inexhaustibleness of
which betokened its heavenly origin. 1845 THORPE tr.

Lappenberg's Anglo-Sax. Kings II. 22 This inexhaustible-
ness of the enemy was particularly felt by England. 1862
BURTON Bk. Hunter

(1863) 322 No one can grapple with
history without feeling its inexhaustibleness.

Inexhaustibly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -.]
In an inexhaustible manner or degree.
1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables xm. 427 A patron so in-

exhaustibly full, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. X. x. (R.), A cup
never to be drank off, inexhaustibly full, inconceivably
bitter. 1836 Fraser's Mag. XIV. 513 Iron, hemp, wood,
are hers inexhaustibly.

Inexhaustive (inegzg-stiv), a. [!N- 3.] Not
exhaustive.

1. INEXHAUSTIBLE; exhaustless.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring 478 Ah, where find words . .

whose power .. may perfume my lays With that fine oil,
those aromatic gales, That inexhaustive flow continual
round ? 1799 SOUTHEY Eng. Eclogues^ Poet. Wks. III. 166

Contemplate . . What inexhaustive springs of public wealth
The vast design required. 1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 525
The sea .. nourishes an inexhaustive store of sriells.

2. That does not exhaust the subject dealt with.

1865 PallMallG. 24 May n It [a book] is admittedly
desultory and inexhaustive.

Hence Iiiexliau'stively adv.) in an inexhaustive

manner; inexhaustibly; in a way that does not
exhaust the matter.
1882 SEELEY Nat. Relig. 122 Occupation for the thought

so inexhaustively interesting.

InexhaU'Stless, a. [Erroneous formation, due
to confusion of inexhausted (or inexhaustible} and

exhaustless.'] Unexhausted, exhaustless.

1739 G. OGLE Gnaltherns fy Gnselda 60 Her Strength of
Soul . . a pure but in-exhaustless Store ! 1805 MRS. BURKE
Secret of Cavern II. 240 Possessing an inexhaustless smirce
of entertainment within themselves. 1867 BAILEY Univ.

Hymn 6 Who showers, On spiritual and natural world alike,
His inexhaustless good.

Inexigible (ine'ksidgib'l), a. [!N- 3. So mod.
F. inexigible.'] That cannot be exacted.
1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. 280 Turn now to those [duties] of

imperfect obligation the inexigible services so often dis-

tinguished and explained.

Inexist (i=niegzi*st), v. [f. IN adv. + EXIST v. :

see INEXISTENT a. 1
] intr. To exist or have its being

in something else. Hence Inexrsting ppl. a.,

inexistent, inherent.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. i. 31. 38 Nothing can be
made e /xijfiepbs fWTrd.pxov70$ ij Trpou'wapxoi'TOs, from nothing
either inexisting or preexisting. Ibid. iv. 32. 500 How
can that which is created coexist with the Ingenit God?
how much less can it inexist in Him? 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.
Nat. (1834) II. 189 The roundness inexists in the clay, and
the thought of it inexists in my understanding. 1855 PUSEY
Doctr. Real Presence Note S. 647 The inexisting Wisdom
of God the Father. 1874 Lent. Serm. 427 See the Ever-
blessed Trinity, Each Person . . inexisting in the Other.

Inexistence ^
(inegzi-stens). [f. IN- - + EXIST-

ENCE : see INEXISTENT a.^ and -ENCE.] The fact

or condition of existing in something; inherence.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 134 By reason of their mutual!
inexistence. 1654 WARREN Unbelievers 70 There was an

inexistence, or being of all men in Adam. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. I. iv. 36. 559 These three Hypostases or Per-

sons - . have a Mutual Ilepi^wpijerts and 'Efun-ap^iy, Inexist-

ence, and Permeation of one another. 1684 BOYLE Min.
Waters 52 He . . may . . be also inabled to discover the

presence or inexistence of divers other Minerals. 1871
FRASER Life Berkeley 422 Separate inexistence in percep-
tion is one phase of the dualism of Berkeley.

Inexi'stence -. Now rare. [f. IN- 3 + EX-
ISTENCE : see INEXISTENT a.'2 and -ENCE. In mod.F.
inexistence (Littre).] The fact or condition of not

existing ; non-existence.

1623 COCKERAM ii, The not Being of a thing, Inexistence,
Inessence. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love (1660) 68 Our Inex-

istence. .was a condition wherein nothing in us was capable
of being a Motive of God's love. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig.
Nat. iil. 48 note, That way, which some Sceptics take to

prove the inexistence of truth. 1725 BROOME On Odyss.

(J.), He calls up the heroes of former ages from a state of

inexistence to adorn and diversify his poem. 1830 W. PHIL-
LIPS Mt, Sinai n. $22 Till . . Death drop stricken on his

latest prey, To inexistence starved.

i Iiiexi'stency '. Obs. [f.
IN-S + EXISTENCY:

see INEXISTENT a*and -ENCY.] = INEXISTENCE !
;

also (with //)' something inexistent or inherent

(Cf. EXISTENCY 2).

1674 BREVINT Said at Endor 382 This Moral Capacity is

grown into a true Natural Inexistency or Conjunction.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 346 The ancients held

forms, ideas, and truths, to be eternal.. in the Divine Mind
. . They were not God, nor attributes, nor yet distinct sub-

stances, but inexistencies in Him: which inexistency was
a very convenient term, implying something that was both
a substance and not a substance, and so carrying the ad-

vantages of either.

t Inexistency a
. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + EXISTENCY :

see INEXISTENT a.~ and -ENCY.] = INEXISTENCE '^



IN EXISTENT.

1659 STANLEY Hut. f'/iilos. xn. (1701) 485/2 The Dog-
iiialiTl take away Hippocenlaures, instancing them as

examples of Incxislcncy.

Inexistent (rn.egzi'stent), .' Also 7 -ant.

[ad. late I., inexislcnt-em (Bocthius), f. in- (Is- 2)

+ ejc(s)istent-em existing, EXIBTENT.] Existing or

having its being in something else ;
inherent.

ij53 BALE Gardiner's De vent Olxd. F ij a. Both scrip-

tures and reasons do alow it [the supreme head of tht:

Church], as a thing inexistent vnto the name of a prince
and of a king. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. i. 14. 15

[tr. Aristotle] Empedocles and Democritus. .say that Gene-
ration is not the Production of any new Entity, but only
the Secretion of what was before Inexistant. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 190 The ideas of pain, ignor-

ance, doubt, .too frequently inexistent in the minds of men.

Inexi'stent, a. 2 1 Obs. [!N- 3. cf. F. inex-

islant (Littre

1

), med. or rnod.L. inexistens.'} Not

existing ; having no existence ; non-existent (In

quot. 1 704, said of a state in which the person is

as if non-existent.)
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xx. 263 They look a

liberty to compound and piece together creatures of allow-

able formes into mixtures inexistent. 1704 STEELE Lying
Lover v. i, Oh sleep !.. Still in thy downy Arms embrace my
Friend, Nor loose him from bis inexistent Trance.

Inexorability (ine'ksorabHIti). [ad. L. in-

cxdrdbilitds : see next, and -ITY.] The quality or

character of being inexorable ; incapability of being

prevailed upon by entreaty ; relentless or rigid

severity.
1606 DEKKEK Sev. SiniKS, tonhf(Arb.) 41 Audaciiie:

Shifting: Inexorabilitie : and Disquietnesse of mind. 1748
RICHAKUSON Clarissa (i8u) VIII. xu 58 Violence and fierce

wrath, and inexorability. 1847 DISRAELI Tancrcd v. vi,

What sublime inexorability in the law \ 1874 BUSHNELL

Forgiven. 9t Law ii. 141 The dread inexorabilities of justice.

Inexorable (ine'ksorab'l), a. (sb.) [ad. L. /'-

txdralnlis, f. in- (Is-3) + exordbilis that can be

entreated, ExoRABLK ; pern, after F. inexorable

(i5~i6thc. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Incapable of being

persuaded or moved by entreaty ; that cannot be

prevailed upon to yield to request, esp. in the way
of mercy or indulgence; not to be moved from
one's purpose or determination ; relentless, rigidly
severe, a. Of persons, their actions or attributes.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtitts 192 (R.) To declare . . howe in-

exorable hee was to such as hee wanne by force. 1599
SHAKS. Rom. tr Jut. V. iii. 38 More inexorable farre, Then
einptie Tygers, or the roaring Sea. 1633 MARMION True
Compan. iv. v, Your excuse shall prevail; We are not in-

exorable upon extremity. 1697 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. in.

in Death's inexorable Doom. 17*5 DK FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 231 The Spaniards are . . cruel, inexorable,

uncharitable, voracious. 1847 DISRAELI Tancrcdi. ii, Her
mouth spoke inexorable resolution. 1876 J. PAHKEK Paracl.

i. ii. 12 As if the uttermost farthing alone would mitigate the

severity of the inexorable demand.

b. fig. Of things (chiefly personified).
1600 HOLLAND Livy 45 (R.) Lawes . . are things deafe and

inexorable. 1621 BURTON Aiiat. Mel. i. iv. i. (1651) 213
Lucian said of the gout, she was the queen of diseases, and
inexorable, a 1710 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.1 Wks. (1753)
II. 196 [Destiny] is inflexible and inexorable. iSsSCARLYLK
Fredk. Gt. L i. (1872) I. 13 How entirely inexorable is the

nature of facts.

B. st. A person who is inexorable.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 257 The fair inexor-

able is actually gone to church with Mrs. Bevis. 1818 SYD.
SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 238 Two . . most beautiful women . .

who acted . . the part of inexorable*.

Inexorableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being inexorable ; inexorability.
i6 DONNE Serm. 15 Sept. (1622) 14 An inordinate appre-

hension of Gods anger, and his inaccessiblenesse, his mex-
orablenesse. 1659 Gcntl. Callings. 20 11684)421 There
are many . . that far outgo him [the Unjust Judge] in in-

exorableness of temper. 1675 BUHTHOCGE Causa Dei 84 By
reason of their Imbenignity, Inexorableness, and Inclemency.

Inexorably (ine-ksorabli), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LY '*.]

In an inexorable manner
;
so as not to

be moved by entreaty ; relentlessly.
1610 HEALEY.SV. Aug.CitieofGod\fi Coriolanus warring

inexorably against his counlrcy. 17*6-46 THOMSON Winter
482 To virtue still inexorably firm. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. ff /'.

xxxviii. (1869) II. 399 Justice inexorably requires the death
of a murderer. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romota xvii, He saw her

standing inexorably aloof from him.

f Inexo-rbitant, a. Obs. rare- 1
. f?f. lN-2-t-

EXOBBITANT ;
or ? merely an error for the latter.]

1549 Coinpl. Scot. i. 21 The inexorbitant extorsions that it

[ Rome] committit on the vniuersal varld.

Inexpansible (ineksparnsib'l), a. [lN-3.]
Not expansible ; incapable of being expanded.
1878 MORLEY Diderot I.v. 174 Because that superstition was

incorporated in a strong and inexpansible social structure.

Inexpausive (ineksparnsiv), a. [Ix- '>.]
Not

expansive.
186. O. W. HOLMES Hunt after 'Captain' in Pages fr.

Old Vol. Life (1891) 48 General Wood still walked the cor-

ridors, inexpansive, with Fort McHenry on his shoulders.

Inexpectable (inekspe-ktab'l), a. rare- 1
.

[!N- 3.] Not to be expected.
1615 HP. HALL Serm. Thanksgiving Mortality Wks. 1837

V. 223 What loud cries did beat on all sides at the gates of
heaven . and with what inexpectable, unconceivable mercy
were they answered \ 1711 in BAILEY.

Inexpe ctancy. [I.v-
;1

.] Absence of ex-

pectancy ; the condition of not being expectant.
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1643 HEKLE Ansvi. f'trntii Inexpectancyof reward in the

discharge of that trust. 1885 E. F. BVRRNE Entangled 1 1 .

11. i. 153 The empty inexpectancy of a vague moment.

Inexpe'Ctant, a. [lN-3.] Not expectant;
devoid of expectation.
1853 C. BRONTE Villette xiii, Loverless and inexpectant

of love, I was as safe from spies in my heart-poverty, as
the beggar from thieves in his destitution of purse. 1894
J. KNIGHT Garrick iii. 51 First appearance, before a thin,
cold, inexpectant audience.

Inexpecta'tion. [IN- 3.] Absence of expec-
tation ; the fact of not expecting.
1617 FELTHAM Resolves i. [ii.J v. (1628) ; Three things are

there which aggrauate a miserie and make an euill seeme
greater then indeed it is : Incxpcctation, Vnacquaintance,
Want of Preparation.

t Inexpe'cted, a. Obs. [IN- 3. Cf. L. inex-

spectdtus in same sense.] Not expected; unex-

pected, unlooked-for.
<ii<86 SIDNEY Arcadia iv. (1622)432 When Pyrocles . . saw

his friend Musidorus, with the noble Lady Pamela in that

inexpected sort returned. x6a8 Br. HALL Righteous Mam-
mon Wks. 723 Inexpected fall of markets. 1651 HOWELL
Venice 127 Which strange and inexpected supply, .bred an
amazement.

Hence f Inexpe'ctedly adv., unexpectedly ;

t Inexpa'ctedness.
1611 Bp. HALL Conlempl., O. T. xx. iv, How could it bee

otherwise,when those great spirits of hers . . nnde themselves
so inexpectedly suppressed. Ibid. xxi. vi, The inexpected-
nesse of pleasing objects makes men many times the more
acceptable. 1645 Remedy Discontents 150 Comming in-

expectedly to his Country-House. 1651 HOWELL Venice 125
The TurkSj passing by the Galeasses, were inexpectedly
torn by their great shot.

t Ine-xpedible, a. Obs. rare ", [ad. late L.

inexpedibilis, f. in- (IN- 3) + *expedibilis, from ex-

pcdlre : see EXPEDE.]
1721 BAILEY, lnJfpmUft cumbersome, that one cannot

rid himself of.

Inexpedience (inekspf-diens). Now rare.

[See next and -EXCE.] = next.
1608 Bp. HALL Char. Virtues fy V., Envious 170 Not for

any incommoditie or inexpedience. 1653 DICKSON Psalms
Pref. to Vol. II. (1834) I. p. vii, The inexpedience of keeping
me in bonds. 1831 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XL1V. 115 An argu-
ment to prove the inexpedience of the punishment.

Inexpediency (ineksp/'diensi). [f. IN- 3 +
EXPEDIENCY

;
or i7 INEXPEDIENT : see-ENCY.] The

quality of being inexpedient ; disadvantageousness,
unadvisableness, impolicy.
1641 (title) Certaine Reasons to prove the Unlawfulnesse

and Inexpediencie of all Diocesan Episcopacy, a 1663
SANDERSON (J.), It concerneth superiours to look well to the

expediency and inexpediency of what they enjoin in indif-

ferent things. 1785 PALEY Rlor. Philos. vi. v. (1827) no/i
It is not the rigour, out the inexpediency of laws and acts of

authority, which makes them tyrannical. 1845 M cCuLLOcn
Taxation n. xii. (1852) 39oThe inexpediency of attempting
to raise any considerable revenue by means of income-taxes.

Inexpedient (ineksprdient), a. [f. IN- 3 +

EXPEDIENT.] Not expedient; not advantageous,
useful, or suitable in the circumstances ; unprofit-
able, unadvisable, impolitic.
1608 Br. HALL Char. Virtues ,5- V., Flatterer 117 If hee

grant evill things inexpedient, or crimes errors, he hath

yeelded much, it 1714 BUKNET Hist. Rt'f. an. 1550 lR.),

Hooper maintaining, that if it was not unlawful, yet it was
highly inexpedient to use those ceremonies, a 1808 HURD
Serm. Wks. VII. xlviii. (R.), They are indeed inexpedient,
that is, unprofitable, unadvisable, improper in a great variety
of respects, a 1831 BENTHAM Ojffic. Aftit. Wks. 1843 V. 297
Nothing could be more correctly lawful : but . . few things
would be more manifestly inexpedient. i875joWETT/Ya/0
led. 2) I. 148 There are some things which may be inex-

pedient, and yet I call them good.
Hence Inexpediently adv. 1856 in WEBSTER.

Inexpe'ditate, Obs. rare. [lN-3.] Not

expeditated.
1644 COKE On Lift. iv. (1671) 298 margin, A man may claim

to have dogs inexpeditate and bounds within the Forest.

Inexpensive (inekspe-nsiv), a. [IN- 3.]

1. Not expensive or costly ; involving little ex-

pense ; cheap.
1837 [implied in INEXPENSIVELY], a 1846 Eclectic Rev.

cited by WORCESTER. 1850 LANG \Vand. India 185, I re-

solved upon taking a smallbungalow for a short period, and
furnishing it in a mild and inexpensive manner. 1896 W.G.
WOOLCOMBE Pratt. Work Physics III. Pref., The apparatus
required is inexpensive.
2. Not given to expenditure ;

not extravagant.
1859 HAWTHORNE I-'r. y It. ")mls. II. 273 The Swiss people

are frugal and inexpensive in their habits.

Inexpe'nsively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY
'2
, or f.

IN- 3 + EXPENSIVELY.] In an inexpensive manner
;

without much expense ; cheaply.
1837 R. B. EDE Pract. Ckem. 46 The grand secret of

Chemistry, to those who would pursue it inexpensively, is

the art of working on a minute scale. 1871 TYNDALI.
FraffiH. Sc. (1879) I. v. 173 Such water can be softened in-

expensively.

tnexpe'nsiveness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being inexpensive ; cheapness.
1864 Miss YONCE Trial I. 156 Leonard treated its in-

expensiveness as a
personal matter. 1870 Eng. Mcch.

18 Mar. 660/2 The advantage . . is its simplicity and inex-

pensivencss.

Inexperience (inekspi-riens}. [a. F. inex-

ptricncc (1460 in Godef. Camp/.), ad. late L. /-
exptrientia (TertulL), f. in- (!N- 3) + experientia

INEXPIABLE.

EXPERIENCE.] Want of experience; the condition
of not having been practically conversant with
some department of study or work, or with affairs

generally ; the want of adequate knowledge or skill

resulting from this.

1598 FLORIO, lncspcrientui t inexperience, vnskilfulnes, vn-

acquaintance. 1609 DANIEL Crt'. H'ars Wks. (1717)207 The
Inexperience of his Years Made him less sltill'd in what was
to be done. 1693 DRYDEN ywenal Ded. (1697) 51 Those
Failings which are incident to Youth and Inexperience.
1769 Juntas Lett. xxxv. 156 We . . are ready to allow for

your inexperience. 1817 LYTTON Pelham xlii, An authority
to which nothing but the inexperience of the young could
accede.

Inexperienced (inekspiTienst), a. [Ix- 3.]
Not experienced; without experience; having no
(or little) experience; lacking the knowledge or
skill derived from experience. Const, in.
1616 GOUGE Serm. Digit. Chivalry 5 18 Such as for want

of former exercising were altogether inexperienced. 1776-
06 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 116 The inexperienced
botanist is not likely to encounter them at the commence-
ment of his progress. 1856 KANE Arct. Exfl.l. xvi. 193We were not inexperienced in sledging over the ice.

Hence f luexpe'riencedness Obs. rare, the state

or quality of being inexperienced.
17*5 BAILEY Erasui. Colhq. (1877) 318 (D.) The damsel

has three things to plead in her excuse : the authority of
her parents, the persuasion of her friends, and the inex.

periencedness of her age.

t Inexpedient, a. Obs. [ad. late L. iiiex-

periens (Bbethius), Ifin- (Is- 3) +experiens EXPE-

j

KIENT.] Not having experience ; INEXPERIENCED.
1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. ii. 273 He had but two

I Nephews . .who were young, and inexperient in all kind of
Politicks.

Inexperime'ntal, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not
founded on experiment.
1798 Eurof. Mag. in Spirit Pub. "Jrtlls. (1799) II. 93 So

wonderfully -sagacious is crude and inexperimental theory.

t Inexpe-rimenting, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 3

+ experimenting, pres. pple. ofEXPERIMENT v. (Cf.
F. inexperimenlt wanting experience.)] Not in

the habit of making experiments; unenterprising.
1746 Brit. Mag. 98 The Ignorance, or unactive inexperi-

menting Spirit of our Manufacturers.

Inexpert (inekspa-.it), a. (sli.) [a. OF. inex-

j

pert, -e (!4-i6th c. in Godef.), ad. L. inexfert-us
, untried, unexperienced, f. in- (lN-3) + expertus :

i
see EXPERT a.]

) 1. Not having experience, without experience ;

I inexperienced, unacquainted. Const, in, of. Obs.
c 1450 tr. DC Imitatione in. viii. 74 pei bat bijj 311 newe &

inexperte in be wey of god. 15*6 TINDALB lleb. v. 13 Every
' man that is feed with mylke is inexpert in the worde of

rightewesnes. a i6ai J. KING in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
xxx. 8 Utterly inexpert of the way into so far a country.
1697 Col. Kec. Pennsyht. I. 519 The best of us alt being but

|

inexpert in tnainie things relating to those affairs. [1861
LOWELL Billow P. Ser. u. 54 Himself, haply, not inexpert
of evil in this particular.]

2. Wanting the readiness, aptitude, or dexterity
derived from experience ; not expert; unskilled.

1597 A. M. tr. Giiillemcau's Fr. Chirnrg. 5/2 Although
that theire Chyrurgian is wholy inexperte. 1611 T. TAYLOR
Comm. Titus i. 6 They are not vnlike an inexpert musician.

1739 MELMOTH Fitzoso. Lett.djQj) 378 Inexpert in the man-
agement of this sort ofcontests. 1808 J. BARLOW Coluntb. vm.
684 In counsel sage, nor inexpert in arms. 1871 CARLVLE
in Mrs. C's Lett. II. 157 Workmen honest though inexpert.

B. sb. [mod., after EXPERT sb.] An inexpert or

unskilled person ; opposed to EXPERT sb.

1879 M (CARTHY OIVH Times II. xxi. 103 All these made on
'

the mind of the ordinary inexpert a confused impression.
\ 1883 American VI. 371 A test examination for experts, a

I
competitive examination for inexperts.

Hence Inexpe-rtly rt,/z'., in an inexpert way, un-

skilfully; Inexpe rtness, unskilfnlness, want of

expertness or dexterity derived from practice.

1744 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) I. xcv. 328 The
French pursued them outsailed them and missed them by
their own inexpertness. 1812-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
111. 431 In attempting the recovery of those who have been

hung, and particularly who have inexpertly hung them-
selves. 1897 Atlantic Monthly LXXIX. 126 Paddling in-

expertly through a lake.

Inexpiable (ine-kspiab'l), a. [ad. L. inexpid-
bilis inexpiable, implacable, f. in- (IN- 3) + expia-
bilis EXPIABLE. Cf. F. inexpiable (15-1 6th c. in

Godef. Compl.}.}
1. Ofan offence : That cannot be expiated or atoned

for
;
of which the guilt cannot be done away.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 4/26 Inexpiable, inexpiabilis. 1609
HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxix. i. 352 This was in him a
fault inexpiable. i6 STAN LEY Hist. Philos. ill. (1701) 93/2
Such as have used inexpiable deceit to wrong the pubUck.

1718 YOUNG Love Fame vi, Her lover must be sad to please
her spleen ; His mirth is an inexpiable sin. 1853 MILMAN
Lai. Chr. xiv. ii. (1864) V. 54 One of the inexpiable offences

of the Latin church.

2. Of a feeling, etc. : That cannot be appeased

by expiation ; implacable, irreconcilable. (Also

trans/, of an action.)

1598 FLORIO, Inespiabile, inexpiable, . .vnmcrcifull, deadlie,

marble-minded. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxlii. xlvii. 851 They
continued an endlesse and inexpiable warre with him alone

still. 1671 MILTON Xamsim 830 To raise in me inexpiable
hate. 1791 BURKE CVrr. (1844) 111.404 Against the nobility



INEXPIABLENESS.

and gentry they have waged inexpiable war. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 44 The revolt of the outraged Libyan
mercenaries, .which is known in history by the name of the
' War without Truce

'

or the '

Inexpiable war '.

Hence Ine'xpialjleness, the quality of being

inexpiable; Ine'jcpiably adv., in an inexpiable
manner or degree, unpardonably.
1650 R. HoLL!NG\yoRTii Exerc. Usurp. Powers 36 The

inexpiablenesse of his former facts. 1684 EARL ROSCOMMON
Ess. trails!. Verse Poems (1780) 48 Excursions are inexpiably

bad, And 'tis much safer to leave out than add. 1816

SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) I. 357 This struggle so inexpiably and

ineffaceably disgraceful for France. 1884 Chr. World ^ July

543/3 They were inexpiably wronged in the past.

Inexpiate (ine-kspi<*t), a. [ad. late L. inex-

piat-ns (Augustine), f. in- (IN-
:i
) + explains, pa.

pple.
of expiare to EXPIATE.]

1. Not expiated or atoned for.

1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 733 That mantle of inexpiate dis-

honour. 1876 SWINBURNE Erechtheus 1275 The unclean
soul's inexpiate hunted head.

f 2. Unappeased : cf. prec. 2. Obs.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad ix. 493 To rest inexpiate were much
too rude a part.

Ine'xpiated, a. rare. [IN- 3.]
=

prec. i.

1836 LYTTON Athens (1837) I. 457 The inexpiated sacrilege
made a duty of revenge.

Inexplainable (inekspU
7
'-nab'l), a. rare.

[IN- .] That cannot be explained ; inexplicable.
1623 COCKERAM, Inc-.rplanable, that cannot be explaned.

1861 MRS. OLIPHANT Last Mortimers vi. xv. (1862) 254 It

was a dread, inexplainable pause. 1899 Daily News 3 July
7/2 One very curious phenomenon recorded by all the dia-

grams, .is at present wholly inexplainable.

t Ine'xpleble, Obs. Also erron. inexple-
able. [ad. L. inexplebilis, f. in- (IN- 3) + *explc-

bilis, f. explere to fill up : see EXPLETE v.] That
cannot be filled or satisfied ; insatiable.

1569 NEWTON Cicero s Olde Age 16 b, Which with such
earnest sedulitie and inexpleble greediness I learned or

rather snatched unto me. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vin.

(1701) 322/2 An inexpleble desire of that which we want.

1788 D. GILSON Serin. 507 That inexpleable desire after

what is good and lovely.

Hence t Ine-xplebly (erron. inexpleably) [cf.

late L. inexplebililer (Prosper)], insatiably.

1615 G. SANDYS Tra-J. 9 What were these Harpyes, but

flatterers, delators, and the inexpleably covetous ?

Inexplicability (ine^ksplikabi-llti). [f. next :

see -ITY.] The quality of being inexplicable; in-

capability of being explained.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 513 The inexplicability

of many allusions, especially in Taliesin. 1824 SCOTT St.

Ronaris xxiii, The inexplicability which seemed to shroud
the purposes and conduct of his new ally. 1856 DOVE Logic
Chr. Faith v. ii. 321 The very appearance of such inexplica-

bility is a portion of the probation.
b. (with an and pi.) Something inexplicable.
1814 SCOTT Wav. xxiii, This is one of the inexplicabilities

of human nature. 1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. 393 He
has had to assume an inexplicability, an inconceivability,
a paradox, as nevertheless a fact.

Inexplicable (ine'ksplikab'l), a. (adv.) and sb.

[a. F. inexplicable (1486 in Godef. Compl.), ad. L.

inexplicabilis that cannot be unfolded or loosened,
f. in- (IN- 3) + explicabilis EXPLICABLE.]
A. adj. 1 1. That cannot be unfolded, untwisted,

or disentangled ; inextricable ; very intricate or

complex. Obs.

'555 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 49 Of the Mazes cauled

Labyrinthi . . of knottes inexplicable . . and dyuers suche
other portentous inuentions. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 579
Before a man can come to the Labyrinth indeed which is

so intricat and inexplicable. 1656 STANLEY
ffjsl.

Philos.

v. (1701) 159/1 He was busied in surveying the inexplicable
banks of Nilus .. and the winding compass of their Trenches.

[1837 EMERSON Addr., Amer. Sc/iol.Vfks. (Bohn) II. 175
There is never a beginning, there is never an end, to the in-

explicable continuity of this web of God.]

fb. as adv. INEXPLICABLY. Obs.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiv. 49 The contynuelle thoughte
wherinne she is Inexplycable occupyed.

f 2. That cannot be ' unfolded
'
or expressed in

words ; inexpressible, indescribable. Obs.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) v. ii. 363 Flagel-

lacyons and tormentes inexplycables without ende or without

releasynge. 1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 97 The in-

explicable benefite of knowledge. 1622 MALYNES Anc.
Law-Merch. 431 The miseries and afflictions of imprison-
ment are inexplicable and cannot bee conceiued by any that

haue not felt or had proofe thereof. 1691 RAY Creation.

I.
(17^04)

81 Fire, .a Subject or Utensil of so various and in-

explicable use.

3. That cannot be explained ; inscrutable, unin-

telligible ; (in recent use) that cannot be accounted

for, unaccountable.

1546 GARDINER Dcclar. Joye (Quarto ed.) 84 b, You turne
the matteir so aboute, as it is inexplicable. 1570 BILLINGSLEY

Euclid^ x. ix. 239 The matter . . obscure and hard, and in a
maner inexplicable. i6o2SHAKS.//*w.ni.ii.i3 Inexplicable
dumbe shewes. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. \. (1700) 37 IfGod has
declared this inexplicable thing concerning himself to us,
we are bound to believe it. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus 188

Phaenomena hitherto inexplicable in the animal and veget-
able ceconomy. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth vi, The wooer had
begun to hold the refusal of the damsel as somewhat capri-
cious and inexplicable. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea xiii.

(Low) 566 There were, in the depths of the sea, untold

wonders, and inexplicable mysteries. i8_79
FROUDE Cxsar

XV. 226 Still more inexplicable was the ingratitude of the

aristocracy.

247

B. sli. 1. Something that cannot be explained.

(Usually in//.)
1745 NEEDHAM Microsc. Disc. Introd. 5 We may surely

reckon it among the Inexplicable*. 1864 BOWEN Logic ix.

294 Miscellaneous sophisms of so puzzling a character that

the old logicians called them the Inexplicables.
2. //. A vulgar euphemism for ' trousers

'

: cf.

inexpressibles.
1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz III. 257 He usually wore a brown

frock coat without a wrinkle, light inexplicables without
a spot.

Ine'xplicableiiess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being inexplicable ; inexplicability.
1652 GAULF. Magastrom. 158 Why are

they
so confounded

at the inexplicableness of the circumstances? 1754 EDWARDS
Freed. Will H. vii. 64 Not to insist . . on the Abstruseness
and Inexplicableness of this Distinction. 1862 H. SPENCER
First Princ. i. iii. 8 21 The explanation of that which_is
explicable, does but bring out into greater clearness the in-

explicableness of that which remains behind.

Inexplicably, adv.
[f.

as prec. + -LY 11

.]
In

an inexplicable manner: fa. Inextricably, very

intricately ; f b. Inexpressibly, indescribably ; C.

Inscrutably, unaccountably.
1629 BP. HALLA>/ocr7>Wks.d634)36i What is their case ?

Surely inexplicably, unconceivably fearefull. 1710 BERKELEY
Princ. Hum. Knowl. 152 The inexplicably fine machine
of an animal or vegetable. 1814 BYRON Lara I. xvii, In him

inexplicably mix'd appear'd Much to be loved and hated,

sought and fear'd. 1822 LAMB Elia. Ser. i. Roast Pig,
A bundle of virtues and vices, inexplicably intertwisted.

Inexplicant (ine'ksplikant), a. nonce-ivd, [f.

IN- 3 + L. explicdnt-em, pres. pple. of explicare to

EXPLICATE.] Not explicating or explaining ; giv-

ing no explanation.
1825 LAMB Vision ofHorns, Tired with the fruitless chase

of inexplicant analogies.

t Inexplicate (ine-ksplikA), a. Ol>s. [IN- :

cf. late L. inexplicat-us unexplained, ittexplicitus

not unfolded.] Not to be disentangled ; very in-

tricate; = INEXPLICABLE i.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 102. 509 Hee built . .

an intricate Labyrinth at Woodstocke and therein bestowed
this his pearle of esteeme, vnto whose closet (for the

_in-

explicate windings) none could approach but the King
himselfe.

f Ine-xplicate, v. Obs. rare~ 1
. [Loosely or

erroneously used for EXPLICATE v. 2 a.] trans. To

disentangle.
1653 E. CHISENHALF. Cath. Hist. 280 Alexander, .doubting

if he should not inexplicate it [the Gordian knot] that it

might be reputed as an evidence.. of his bad fortune to

come, with his sword cut it asunder.

Inexplicit (inekspli'sit), a. [IN- 3. Cf. L.

inexplicitus in same sense.] Not explicit; not

definitely expressed or expressive ; not clear in

terms or statement.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jud. Evid. (1827) I. 116 You

have yourself, though in an obscure and inexplicit^way
. .

been delivering to me a proposition. 1847 J. HARDY in Proc.

fieriu. Nat. Club II. No. 5. 256 The description.. is.. inex-

plicit. 1886 Sat. Rev. 20 Feb. 245 The grumbles were in-

explicit and almost inarticulate.

So Inexpli'citly adv. ; Inexpli citness.

1775 R. CHANDLER Trail. Greece (1825! II. 130 Two struc-

tures yet remain, either omitted or mentioned inexplicitly

by Pausanias. 1869 A. W. POTTS Lat. Pr. Comp. (1870) 2

Indistinctness, inexplicitness..were faults which excluded
a writer from the list of literary men. 1871-3 EARLE Philol.

Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) 610 Saying a great deal in brief

compass, and with all the entailed consequences of inex-

plicitness.

luexplorable (ineksploo-rab'l), a. [IN- 3.]

That cannot be explored ;
inscrutable.

1646 BUCK Rich. Ill, in. 82 It was the Kings owne im-
moveable and inexplorable doome. 1802-12 BENTHAM
Ration. "}ud. Eviii. (1827) IV. i A blind inexplorable laby-
rinth. 1834 WILSON Dissert. Reasonableness Chr. viii. 171
The inexplorable infinity of his grace.

Inexplosive (inekspl<?"'siv), a. [IN- 3.] Not

explosive ; not liable to or capable of explosion.
1867 HOWELLS y?net. Life (ed. 2) xvii, To enjoy them-

selves in the mild, inexplosive fashion [ed. i, 1866 unexplo-
sive manner] which seems to satisfy Italian nature. 1884
American VIII. 38 The inexplosive materials of which

dynamite is compounded.

Iliexposable (inekspou-zab'l), a. rare 1
,

[f.

IN- 3 + exposable, from EXPOSE v. + -ABLE.] Not

capable of being, or liable to be, exposed.
1618 T. ADAMS Serm. Rage Oppress. Wks. 1861 1. 83 Those

whom nature or art, strength or sleight, have made inexpos-
able to easy ruin, may pass unmolested.

Inexpo-sure (inekspJo-giCu). rare 1
. [IN-

3
.]

'A state of not being exposed '.

1828 WEBSTER cites Med. Repos.

Inexpre'SS, a. rare 1
. [IN- 3.] Not defi-

nitely expressed ; not explicit : cf. EXPRESS a. 3.

1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. 277 Great work enough has been
done .. by men whose recognition was informal and inexpress.

Iliexpre'SSed, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Unexpressed.
1821 T.G. WAINEWRIGHT Ess. f, Crit. (1880) 186 For the

inexpressed purpose of deforming [etc.].

Inexpressible (inekspre-slb'l), a. and s6.

[IN- 3.]

A. adj. That cannot be expressed in words ;
un-

utterable, unspeakable, indescribable. (Often as an

emotional intensive : cf. ineffable.")

1625 DONNE Serin, iii. 22 Thou shall feele the loy of his

INEXPUGNABLE.
third birth in thy soul most inexpressible this day. 1667
MILTON P. L. vin. 113 Ere mid-day arriv'd In Eden, distance

inexpressible By Numbers that have name. 17x1 ADDISON

Sped. No. 159 r 8, I gazed with inexpressible Pleasure on

these happy Islands. i8oa MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. 224-5 It is with inexpressible concern, that I find

myself called upon . . to be the accuser of such a man. 1860

TVNDALL Glac. i. xxiii. 166 Its seclusion gives it an inex-

pressible charm.

B. sb. 1. Something inexpressible. (In quot.

1846 with punning allusion to next sense.)

1652 BENLOWES Theoplt. \\. vi. 24 Praise best doth Inex-

pressibles expresse. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 73
A pair of standard footmen seems to be the real pair of

inexpressibles.

2. pi. (colloq.) Breeches or trousers. (Orig. euphe-
mistic : cf. inffables, inexplicable!, unmentionables?)

1790 WoLcoTTiP. Pindar) Rowland for Oliver Wks. 1795
II. 154 (Farmer) I've heard, that breeches, petticoats, and

smock, Give to thy modest mind a grievous shock, And that

thy brain (so lucky its device) Christ'neth them inexpres-

sibles, so nice. 1793 GIBBON Let. n Nov. 1800 HELEN
BEDINGFF.I.D in Jerningham Lett. (1896) I. 196 A pair of

old inexpressibles . . contained seven thousand Guineas ! . .

deposited in so vulgar a Garment. 1809 Fanners' Ma$. X.

500 A fine lady can talk about her lover's inexpressibles,

when she would faint to hear of his breeches. i&]$Spcctator

(Mejbourne) 12 June 64/1 The episcopal inexpressibles . . for

obvious reasons will be unsuited to lay legs.

Hence Inexpresslbi-lity, Iiiexpre ssiMeiiess,

the quality of being inexpressible.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Intxprcssiblencss. 1826-7 DE QUINCEY
Ltssing Wks. 1859 XIII. 249, 1 do not admit the inexpressi-

-

bility ofpaternal grief. 1869 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. xxi. i

Our joy should have some sort of inexpressibleness in it.

Inexpressibly (jnekspre-sibli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LT
'Z
7\

In an inexpressible manner or degree ;

beyond expression ; unutterably, unspeakably, in-

describably. (Often as an emotional intensive.)
a 1660 HAMMOND (J.), God will protect and reward all his

faithful servants in a manner and measure inexpressibly
abundant. 1711 STF.ELE Sped. No. 75 F 8 Something so

inexpressibly Graceful in his Words and Actions, a 1797
H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) I. vii. 212 The King was

inexpressibly alarmed. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. ii. 17 The
final echos being inexpressibly soft and pure. 1875 _W.
COLLINS Q. of Hearts 21 Von terrify me so inexpressibly
that I shall be glad to get rid of you.

Inexpre-ssiou. tuna-ted. [Iu- ".] Want
or absence of expression.
1796 COLERIDGE Let. to Thchuall 19 Nov. in Lett. (1895)

1 80 'Tis a mere carcass of a face ; flat, flabby, and expres-

sive chiefly of inexpression.

Inexpressive (inekspre-siv), <z. [lN-3. Cf.

F. inexpressif'(isth c. in Godef.).]
1. = INEXPRESSIBLE, arch. (In modern writers

prob. in imitation of Shaks. A. Y. L. III. ii. 10, or

i. 124 Then the inexpressive strain Diffuses its inchant-

ment. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 298 To mortal ken

he dares unveil The inexpressive form in semblance frail.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh vii. 730 Those soft-winged

eyes..'T\vixt trembling lids of inexpressive joy. 1866 J.H.
NEWMAN Gcrontius (1874) 14, I feel in me An inexpressive

lightness and a sense Of freedom.

2. Not expressive ;
not

expressing
a meaning,

feeling, character, etc. ; wanting in expression.

1744 AKENSIDE Picas. Imag. in. 285 To behold, in lifeless

things, The inexpressive semblance of himself, Of thought
and passion. 1761 LLOYD Prol. Hecuba (R.), O ! glorious

times, when actors thus could strike. Expressive,.inexpres-

sive, all alike ! 1791 ROBERTSON India App. 280 Finished in

a stile considerably superior to the hard inexpressive manner

of the Egyptians. 1834 MEDWIM Angler in Il'affs I. 239

His features are inexpressive of intellect. 1846 MRS. GORE

Eng. Char. (1852) 152 That blank and inexpressive vacuity,

which an able diplomatist is careful to assume as a vizard.

c i860 FABER Old Labourer x, His inexpressive eye.^

Inexpressively, adv. [f. prec. +-LY -'.]

1. Inexpressibly, indescribably. Obs. or arch.

1809 Susan I. 217 The notes were wild, but inexpressively

sweet. 1840 POE Pit #r Pendulum Wks. 1864 I. 319, I felt

very oh, inexpressively, sick and weak.

2. Not expressively ; without expressive power.
1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 236 The name, so inexpressively

rendered, in the English, by the word Deacons 1893

A thetucmn 27 May 663/3 The idea here is a good one ;

but how inexpressively . . it is indicated !

Inexpre-ssiveness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being inexpressive ;
want of expres-

1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. Table i. Wks. 1843 VIII. 40 The

fictitiousnesn, and hence the inexpressiveness, or rather the

misexpressiveness, of the language. 1833 HOOK Parson s

Daughter (1847) 260 A countenance of immovable inexpres-

siveness. 1881 H. JAMES Portr. Lady liv, Pity for the poor

woman's inexpressiveness, her want of regret, of disappoint-

ment, came back to her.
.

t Ine'xprimable, a. Obs. rare, [a.r.inex-

primable (i6th c. in H. Estienne), f. in- (IN- 3) +

exfrimer to express.] Inexpressible.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Hearbes, Weedes, etc. Wks. (1587) 236

A louer being charged with inexprimable ioyes.

Inexpugnable (inekspo-gnab'l), a. [a. F.

inexpugnable (14th c. in Littre Suppl.), ad. L. tn-

cxpugnabilis, f. in- (Is- 3) + expugnabilis EXPUG-

NABLE.] That cannot be taken by assault or

storm ; incapable of being overcome, subdued, or

overthrown by force ; impregnable, invincible.
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a. lit. of a fortress, an army, etc.

1490 CAXTOM Entydos Prol. 10 Troye the graunte, and

many other places stronge and inexpugnable naue ben be-

sieged sharpely & assayled. 1533 MUKK Ansiu. Poysoned
/?-l.Wks. 1062/1 How the inexpugnable walles of Jerico were
ouerthrowen. 1540-1 ELYOT Iniagt Cm. (1556) 13 The inex-

pugnable armies
prepared against bym. 1658 Hist. Chris-

tina Qufen ofSlvedland 292 The Castle of Besen . . seated
on a craggy mountain, which renders it inexpugnable. 1787
Hist. Knr. in Ann. Kef. 79/2 Convinced at length .. that

this empire was inexpugnable. 1849 GROTE Greece 11. lix.

V. 249 Syracuse . . had not only become inexpugnable, but
had assumed the aggressive.

b. Jig. of a statement, argument, principle, de-

sire, disposition, quality, condition, etc., or of a

person in reference to his principles or disposition :

That cannot be overthrown or overcome.
a 1535 MORE Agst. Tyndall \\. Wks. 662 By some of hys

own argumentes . . he . . tnaketh it rather more strong, and
proueth it playn inexpugnable. 1500 BARROUGH Meth.
Physick I. xv. (1639) 24 An inexpugnable desire of sleeping.
1662 GUNNING Lent Fast 218 By Fasting, the three Children
also were found . . inexpugnable by the Babylonians, a 1734
NORTH Exam. Ml. vi. 85 The inexpugnable good Will of
the Parliament at that Time was the Preservation of the

King. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton 34 His arguments seem
to me very far from inexpugnable. 1894 MRS. H.WARD Mar-
cella II. 4 A certain inexpugnable dignity surrounded him.
Hence Inexpngnabi Uty, Inexpu gnableness,

the quality of being inexpugnable, impregnability;
Iiiexpu gnably adv., impregnably, invincibly.
1653 H. MORE Conject, Caobal. App. (1662) v. v. 122 In-

compossibility and Incommensurability that is inexpugnably
lodged up in the perverse and unreclaimable Hyle. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Intjcpugnableness. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drain-
ing viii. 437 Fixing tnose transactions inexpugnably in your
minds. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. XV. v. (1872) VI. 3 What
silent courage, or private inexpugnability of mind, was in

him. 1871 M on LEY Crit. Misc. 140 He was . . persuaded of
the general justice and inexpugnableness of the orthodox
system. 1881 STEVENSON in Longm. Mag. Apr. 680 Of one
thing I am inexpugnably assured.

t Inexpugnate, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. in-

expugiiat-us unconquered : see IN- 3 and EXPUG-

NAT.J Unconquered.
1631 LITHGOW Trav. i. 6 Then gnashing Spirits That

howling waile, Hells inexpugnat merits : Where's all your
gentry?

Inexpungible, -geable (inekspzrndjib'l,

-ab'l), a. [f. IN- 3 + *expungible, (. EXPUNGE v.]
That cannot be expunged or obliterated

;
indelible.

1888 R. DOWLING Miracle Gold III. xxxiv. 135 With in-

expungeable features of the dwarf sharp limned upon bis

smarting sight. 1896 Chicago Advance 20 Feb. 264/3 The
law is on the statute book of human thought, inexpungible.

' Ine'xputable, . Obs. rare- . [ad. L. in-

exputabilis incalculable, f. in- (IN- 3) + expulare
to reckon : see -BLE.]
1623 COCKERAM, Itifxpulalile, not to bee numbred.

t Inexsa-turable, inexat-, a. Obs. rare ".

[ad. L. inexsaluralrilis (inexatnr-), f. in- (!N- 3) +
exsaturabilis, I. exsaturare to EXSATUBATE.] Inca-

pable of being satisfied ; insatiable.

1656 RLOUNT Glossogr., Inexatnrable.

t Inexsa-turated, inexaturated, a. Obs.
rare ". [lN-3; see EXSATUBATE.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Inexaturated, not to be filled or satisfied,

of an unsatiable appetite.

t Inexsu'perable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

exsuperabiKs ; see IN-
''

and EXSUPERABLE.] That
cannot be overcome.
1613 COCKF.RAM, Inexuperable, not to bee passed ouer.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inexuperable, that cannot be passed
or overcome, invincible. 1659 H. MORE Iminort. Soul i. ix.

i i6a) 37 [HisJ inexuperable confidence of the truth of the
Conclusion.

Ine xtant, a. rare. [!N- s.] Not extant ; no

longer existing.
1831 l-'raser's Mag. IV. 541 The poem .. is supposed to

have for its basis one yet older, and for some time inextam.

Inexte iided, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Unextended ;

without extension.

'739 WATTS Proof Separate State i, If they suppose it

[the soul] to be inextended, or to have no parts or quantity,
I confess I can have no manner of idea of the existence or

possibility of such an inextended being without conscious-
ness or active power. 1897 M. DZIEWICKI Wyclifs

' De
Logica' (Wyclif Soc. t III. Introd. 19 Even AverrhoeV posi-

tion, viz., that they exist, but with less intensity of being,
would be contrary to the system of inextended points.
/bid. 3} Movement indeed, though inextended in itself, is

extended in the body which moves.

t Inexte'nsed, a. Obs. rare 1
,

ff.
med. or

mod. I., inexttns-us (f. in- (IN- 3) + extensus Ex-
TENSE a.) + -ED 1.] Without extension.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions vl. 300 How can the Soule ex-
tend iKdfi! thorow the whole body, being a Spirit indi-

visible, inextensed?

Inextensibi lity. rare. [f. next : see -ITY.

Cf. F. inexlcnsiHIitt (Littre).] The quality of

being inextensible.

1819 Nat. Phihs. I. Mechanics n. viii. 32 (U. K. S.) This
power of transmitting pressure in the direction of its length,
is not owing to the flexibility of the rope, but to its inex-

tensibjlity. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 512/2 Its inex-

tensibility admirably adapting it to . . mere passive resist-
ance. 1876 Kncycl. Brit. IV. 448.

Inextensible (inekste-nslb'l), a. [IN- S
; cf.

K. inextensible (Button).] Not extensible; inca-

pable of extension ; that cannot be stretched or

drawn out in length.
1840 LARDNER Geotn. 307 A heavy body . . attached to a

flexible and inextensible string. 1853 J. H. JELLETT (title)
On the Properties of Inextensible Surfaces. 1881 Athen-
aeum 2 July 16/3 He starts with the assumption that the

density of the luminiferous ether is constant (in other words
that the ether is inextensible and incompressible).

Inextension (inekste-njan). rare. [lN-3.]
Want of extension

; unextended state.

1827 J. FKARN in E. H. Barker Farriana (1828) I. 632 The
inextension of the mind.

Inexte'nsive, a. rare. [In- ".] Not exten-

sive, small.
1800 Scots Ol'server 25 Jan. 269/1 The public . . will no

doubt clamour for his inextensive volume.
In extenso : see IN Lot. prep.
Inexte'rminable, a. rare. [ad. L. (post-

class.) inexlerminabilis : see IN- 3 and EXTEKMIN-

ABLE.]
f" 1. Having no possible end ; interminable, end-

less. Obs. rare.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary l. (1625) 145 Continual!, nay
rather inexterminable vowes.. unto your services. 1668 H.
MORE Diy. Dial. n. Contents LI va, That there is an ever-

anticipative Eternity and inexterminable Amplitude that
are proper to the Deity onely.

2. ' That cannot be exterminated.'
a 1818 RUSH cited in WEBSTER.

Inextrnct, a. rare. [ad. L. inexstinct-us

(Ovid) : cf. IN- 3 and EXTINCT.] Unextinguished.
1623 COCKERAM, Inextinct, Inextinguable, not to bee

?uenched.
18*3 J. WILSON Trials Marg. Lyndsay xxxi,

n which he had not supposed such a capacity of love had

yet
remained inextinct. 1833 Fraser's Mag.\\. 402 Man's

high hope and inextinct desire.

t Inextrnguible, a. Obs. [a. F. inextin-

guible (I5thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. inexstin-

gnilnlis: see IN- 3 and EXTINGUIBLE.] = next.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy in. xxviii. (MS. Digby) If. 134/1
fou was by crafte made in extinguible For it ne my}t . .

Neiber be queynt w'winde, tempest, ne reyn. isoaATKYNSON
tr. De Itnitatione III. Ixiiu 256 They brenne in soule with the
ardoure of inextynguyble charyte. 1504 Mirr. Policy 186
The inextinguible fire of ciuile war. 1604 T. WRIGHT Pas-
sions vi. 325 Those inextinguible flames of infernal! fernaces.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 142 This infinite inextinguible
thirst after terrene goods.

Inextinguishable (ineksti-rjgwijab'l), a.
[f.

IN- 3 + EXTINGUISHABLE.] That cannot be extin-

guished (in various senses of the verb) ; unquench-
able, indestructible, etc.

In 'inextinguishable laughter', an echo of the Homeric
aa/3e<rroc ycAus, Iliad I. 599.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xlv. (Percy Soc.) 218 In heaven
ana hell I am continually Withouten ende to be inextinguis-
sible. 1661 MORGAN Spk. Gentry i. iv. 40 And to shew his

inextinguishable light and heat they used to maintain a per-

petual nre upon their altars. 1667 MILTON P. I.. \\. 217 So
.. together rush 'd Both Battels maine, with ruinous assault

And inextinguishable rage. 1791 COWPER Iliad i. 739
Heav'n rang with laughter inextinguishable. 1815 Scon
Guy M. ii, The efforts of the professor . . were totally in-

adequate to restrain the inextinguishable laughter of the

students. 1816 SOUTHKY in O. Rei'. XVI. 239 An impulse
of . . the most inextinguishable hope was excited in every

1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n. (1860) 387 What an inex-

ble titter that time spared not celestial visages.

heart.

tinguishabT
1861 MAINE Anc. Law v. (1876) 126 Primitive law considers
the. .family groups, as perpetual and inextinguishable.

Hence Inexti ng-uishableness (bailey vol. II,

1727) ; Inexti ngnishably adv.
1821 SHELLEY Epipsych. 82 The Moon Burns, inextinguish-

ably beautiful. 1883 Harpers Mag. Aug. 464/2 She burst

out crying inextinguishably.

Inexti-nguished, a. [!N- 3.] Not extin-

guished; still burning; Unextinguished.
1746-7 HERVEY jlfa/;Mi8i8> 174 Ye Stars, that beam with

inextinguished brilliancy' through the midnight sky, 1823

J. WILSON Trials Marg. I.yndsay xliii, That feeling, per-

haps, had inextinguished love below it. 1863 BATES Nat.
Amazon ix. (1864) 271 Having found the inextinguished fire

of their last encampment.

luextirpable (ineksta'jpab'l), a. [ad. L. in-

exstirpabilis (Pliny), f. in- (IN- 3) + exslirpare to

EXTIRPATE : cf. F. inextirpable (i5~i6th c.] That
cannot be extirpated or entirely rooted out.

1623 in COCKERAM. 1673 O. WALKER F.dnc. Lit All these,

indulged and accustomed, grow stronger, and at last inex-

tirpable. 1838 CHALMERS Wits. XII. 137 An inextirpable
disease.

Hence Inexti rpableness (liailey vol. II, 17^7 .

t Inexto llible, a. Obs. rare. [f. lN-3 + Vr-
tollible from EXTOL z>.] That cannot be extolled.

1772 NUGENT Hist. FriarGtmnd II. 337 Our inextollible

Friar Gerund remained alone.

In extremis : see IN Lot. prep.

Ine:xtricabi-lity. rare. [f.
next : see -ITY.

Cf. F. inextricabiliti (Littre).] The quality or

state of being inextricable. Also with an and pi.
An instance of this, a situation, etc. from which
one cannot extricate oneself.

1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Irel. 444 Taking them,
as his clue, into a labyrinth of inextricability. 1817 MED-
WIN Shelley I. 187 Spain has emancipated herself from the

inextricability of the chain. 1865 CARI.YLF. Fredk. Gt. xx. x .

(18721 IX. 186 He .. fell partly., into drinking, as the solu-

tion of his inextricabilities.

Inextricable (ine'kstrikab'l), a. [ad. L. /-

extricabilis that cannot be disentangled or disen-

gaged, from which one cannot disengage oneself,

inexplicable ^f. in- (!N- 3) + extricare to EXTRI-

CATE) ; pern, immed. a. F. inextricable (1 5th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. From which one cannot extricate oneself; esp.

so intricate or complicated that no means of exit

can be discovered.

a. Of places, esp. a labyrinth or maze. AIso^r
.

1555 EDEN ZtorterVf 260 It causeth marysshes and quamyres
inextricable and dangerous both for horse and man. 1572
BOSSEWELL Artnorie \\. 49 Of the

Labyrynlhe,
or of th'

obscure and inextricable buyldinge which Minos .. caused
Dedalus . . to make. 1603 KNOLLF.S Hist. Tnrks 11638) 95
The cuts and channels. . winding in and out with a thousand
inextricable twinings, inclosed them. 1720 WATF.RLAND
Eight Semi. 268 Lest. .we. -lose our selves in inextricable
Mazes. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. i. 54 A road

among the woods which they would have found inextricable.

b. Of a state or condition : That cannot be

escaped or got free from.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 161 [They] cast themselves
. . into millions of . . daungers in manner inextricable. 1626

JACKSON Creed vui. viii. 2 The crooked by-paths which
lend to death, and inextricable misery. 1667 MILTON
1'. L. v. 528 God . .ordaind thy will By nature free, not over-
rul'd by Fate Inextricable, or strict necessity. 1712 E.
COOKE I'oy. S. Sea 241 That he should run himself into in-

extricable Danger by going on. 1858 HAWTHORNE />. It.

5 t-iils. I. 136 The Laocoon . . is such a type of human beings,
-struggling with an inextricable trouble.

2. Of a knot, coil, etc. : That cannot be un-

ravelled, disentangled, or untied. Also trans/.
1610 B. JONSON Alch. v. ii, To deceive him . . that would

break Such an inextricable tie as ours was. 1728 VENF.ER
Sincere Penit. Pref. 7 Compassed about by the strongest and
most inextricable bonds of iniquity. 1829 SCOTT Guy M.
Introd., The knot of the accursed sophistry became more
inextricable in appearance, at least to the prey whom its

meshes surrounded.

b. Of a grasp : That cannot be loosened or de-

tached.

184^7 J. WILSON Chr. North (1857) I. 138 Catching an in-

extricable hold of every wall they can reach.

1 3. Of a problem : Incapable of being solved.

1613 PUHCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 147 The Scribes, .in cer-

taine niceties, and scrupulous questions, sometimes inextric-

able. 1660 WiLLSFORD Scales Comtn. 138 An exact propor-
tion betwixt the Diameter and Circumference is inextric-

able to Art. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 215 A Problem too
curious to enquire into, but not altogether inextricable.

4. Intricately involved, confused, or perplexed ;

incapable of being cleared up or pot straight.
i6gs FULLER Ch. Hist. ii. v. 3 In this Story there is an

inextricable Errour in point of Chronology. 1675 BAXTER
Cath. Theol, n. i. 157 If this be Nature with you, you cast

your self into inextricable difficulties to know what you say.

1748 Anson's I'py. ill. ix. 394 To embroil his Commodore in

an inextricable squabble with the Chinese Government. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. F.ttg. ii. I. 159 The ecclesiastical polity of
the realm was in inextricable confusion.

6. Intricate, elaborate, exquisitely wrought, rare.

1691 RAY Creation n. (1692! 93 What force and strength
was requisite, there being in them such inextricable Perfec-

tion [a transl. of Pliny's phrase, inextncaoilis perfection.

1799 HAN. MORE Feni. Ednc. (ed. 4) I. 34 A net of such

exquisite art and inextricable workmanship. 1851 RUSKIN
Slimes I'cn. (1874) I. 328 The inextricable richness of the

fully developed Gothic jamb and arch.

Hence Ine'ztrlcablenesa.

1624 DONNE Devotions 1 22 There is no perplexity in thee,my
God, no inextricablenesse in thee. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Inextricably (ine'kstrikabli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LT 2.] In an inextricable manner ; beyond all

possibility of being disentangled or extricated.

1598 DRAYTON Rosamond^ to K. Henry Annul.. Vaults
arched and walled with brick and stone, almost inextric-

ably wound one within another. 1602 RAY Dissol. World
134 The Sun may be so inextricably inveloped by the

macula;, that he may quite lose his light. 1^25 POPE Odyss.
vui. 342 Th' {mangling snares deny l Inextricably firm) the

pow'r to fly. 1830 D'IsRAF.Ll C/ias. I, III. xii. 268 Politics

was now inextricably connected with religion. 1887 I. S.

BANKS Man. Chr. Doctr. n. iii. 178 In the Roman teaching
. .truth and error are subtly and inextricably interwoven.

t Ine-Xtricate, a. Obs. rare~\
[f.

IK- 3 +
L. extricat-tis pa. pple. : see EXTKICATE v.] Not
to be disentangled ; involved, tangled, intricate.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xi. 389 But the equal fate Of God
withstood his stealth ; inextricate Imprisoning bands.

luexuperable, variant of INEXSUPKHABLE.

t Ineye (insi-), v. Obs. Also 5 eneye. [f. IN- z

(EN-) + EYE, after L. inoculare.] trans. To put
an eye or bud into (the bark of a tree) ; to inocu-

late, to propagate by inoculation ;
= Bun v. 5.

c 14*0 Pallad. on Huso. vui. 53 The figtre now teneye hit

U no wronge. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder l. 21 Let sage experi-
ence teach thee all the Arts Of Grafting and In-eyeing.

t Infa-bricated, a. Obs. rare-'. [IN- 3.]

Not fabricated, unwronght.
1623 COCKERAM, InfaMcated, Vnwrought. 1721 BAILFV,

Infaltritated, not well wrought, rough. 1775 ASH, Infant i-

cated, slightly put together. 1828 in WEBSTER.

t Infaci'litate, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 3 +

FACILITATE v.] trans. To render difficult.

1649 BLITHE Eng. /mfrm>. Impr. ix.(i6s}) 50The discovery
of some of those hindrances or rubs that either hinder or in-

facilitate this work of Fen-drayning.

Infeedation, obs. erron. form of INFEUDATION.
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t Infai'lable, a. Obs. Also 7 infaillible.

[lN-3. Partly, at least, a. F. infaillible (isth c.).]

Not liable to fail ; unfailing ; reliable ; infallible.

1561 EDEN Arte of Nauig. Pref. CLCUj, Certain infaile-

abie sygnes and tokens of the same. Ibid. A ij b, Infaylable

principles. 1631 DENISON Heav. Baitq. 47 Liuely and in-

faillible signes of the presence of Christ. Ibid. 106 A few. .

infaillible markes, wherby we may know whether wee haue
receiued Christ.

Infair : see INFABE sb.

Infaisable, obs. form of INPEASIBLE.

t Infai'thfol, a. Obs. rare-". [IN- 3.]
=

UNFAITHFUL. Hence t Infai'thfnlness.
1688 NORRIS Theory Love 164 It oftentimes receives a

Denomination from the sensuality, but never from the in-

justice, infaithfulness, or the like.

Infall (i-nfl). [f.
IN adv. n d + FALL sb. ;

=
Ger. tinfoil, Du. inval, hostile incursion.]

1. An inroad, attack, incursion, or descent upon
an array, town, etc., or into a country. Now rare.

1645 CROMWELL Let.zt, Apr. in Carlyle, A party of the Earl
of Northampton's Regiment .. came to make an infall upon
me. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vn. 322 The garrison at

Hull had many strong infalls into the country. 1679 in

Wodrow Hist. Suffer. Ch. Scot. (1722) II. 54 At the Infal

upon Glasgow. 1894 ATKINSON Old Whitby 67 The piratical,

predatory raids or infalls we can hardly dignify them by
calling them invasions from the side of the sea.

2. The place where the water enters a reservoir,

canal, etc. Cf. outfall.

1863 Daily Tel. 6 Apr., The puddling was not put in for

about 300 feet at the infall, and about 150 feet at the out-

fall, the ground forming, in fact, a natural bank.

3. The falling of a stream, road, etc. into an-

other ; junction, confluence.

1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss Hags xlvii. 334 It was near
the infall of the road from Loch Dee that we first got sight
of those we sought.

t Iiifallaxioxis, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Not
fallacious or deceptive.
1677 GREW Exp. Solut. Salts \. 10 In. .this Experiment,

two things, to render it infallacious, are to be noted.

lufallen (i-n,f:len),///. a. [f. IN adv. n b +

FALLEN.] That has fallen in. Cf. FALL v. 58 b.

1882 B'liam Weekly Post 8 Apr. 3/4 Due to
the_ covering

up by the infallen rock of certain submarine cavities.

Illfallibilism (infe'libiliz'm). [f.
as next +

-isj[.] The principle of the infallibility of some

person or thing, esp. of the Pope.
1870 Sat. Rev. z Apr. ^43 The present Archbishop of West-

minster, .having learnt infallibilism at Rome,, .was put over

the heads of English Catholics by the Pope, against their

will. 1895 BOYD CARPENTER Lect. Preach. 200, 1 would not

have any ofyou . .climb into the seat ofsmug and self-satisfied

infallibilism.

Infallibilist (infc-libilist). Also -blist. [f. L.

infallibil-is INFALLIBLE + -1ST.] One who believes

in or upholds the infallibility of some person or

thing, esp. (in reference to the Vatican Council)
that of the Pope.
1870 Pall Mall G. 10 Feb., The Infalliblists are said to

be now moving swiftly and surely towards their goal. 1873
MORLEY Rousseau II. xiv. 274 The presumptuousness of all

varieties of theological infallibilists. 1879 ig//i Cent. No. 32.

670 Hieronymus Porcius, the Infallibilist, wrote maintaining
the doctrine of the Papal infallibility. TZ^ Academy 25 Aug.
127/3 The position of a negative dogmatist is assumed to

differ fundamentally from that of a theological or scientific

infalliblist.

b. attrib. or as adj.

1875 PUSEY 2 Jan. in Liddon Life (1897) IV. xi. 279 The
whole extreme Ritualist party is practically infallibilist.
' We will not retreat ; because we are certainly right.'

Hence Infallibili stic a., of or pertaining to an

infallibilist.

1890 Microcosm Mar. oo Any other acknowledgment
would be fatal to its infallibilistic pretensions [i.e. those of

the Papacy].

Infallibility (infellbi-liti). [f. as INFALLIBLE

+ -ITY ; repr. med.L. infallibilitas, obs. F. infalli-

biliti (Fran9- de Sales a 1600, in Godef. Comfl.}.}
1. The quality or fact of being infallible or

exempt from liability to err.

1611 COTGR., Infallibilitf, infallibilitie, or infalliblenesse ;

certainetie, assurance. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 8 Men
. . priuiledged with the priuiledge of infallibilitie. 1624
GATAKER Transubst. no The Pope sitting in his Chaire, ..

may yet erre for all his infallibility so much and so oft

bragged of. i6a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. n. i. 2 [The
evidences] will likewise prove the undoubted certainty and

infallibility of those writings. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rojir.

Forest xii, A striking instance of the infallibility of my judg-
ment. 1870 Sat. Rev. 2 Apr. 443 Roman Catholics in this

country acquired all their civil rights on the strength of their

reiterated declarations that Papal infallibility was no doctrine

of their church. 1875 MANNING Mission //. Ghost xi. 301
That which we call infallibility is nothing but this: the

Church cannot err from the path of revealed truth.

b. His Infallibility, a title given to the Pope ;

also, a mock title.

1834 Oxf. Univ. Mag. I. 121 The day before the Pope ex-

pired, the startling announcement came forth
' His Infalli-

bility is delirious'. 1886 Pall Mall G. 19 June i/i_
An ex

cathedrfr utterance from his Infallibility of Midlothian.

c. An infallible person, rare.

1886 SIR F. H. DOYLE Retain. 49 Youthful infallibilities

of the normal Arnoldian type.

2. The quality of being unfailing or not liable to

fail
; unfailing certainty.
VOL. V.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 188 Thy light shall grow up,
from a fair hope, to a modest assurance and infallibility,
that that light shall never go out. 1640 HOWELL Dodona's
Gr. 67 Puffd up with such a certitude and infallibilitie of

hopes and presumptions, that .. there were Bonefires alreadie
made. 1856 KANE Ant. Expl. I. xviii. 216 The prestige
of a gun with a savage is in his notion of its infallibility.

tlnfallibi-lityshlp. Obs. [f. prec. + -SHIP.]
A mock title given to one who claims infallibility,

spec, to the Pope.
1679 in Hone Everyday Bk. I. 1490 The crafty devil leav-

ing his infallibilityship in the lurch. 1683 E. FOWLER Resol.

Symbolizing with Ch. Rome 34 [If] his Infallibilityship had
judg'd Impartially of Errors and Superstitions. 1709 J.
JOHNSON Clergym. Vadc M. H. 264 His Infallibility-ship
owns it to be true.

Infallible (infe-llb'l), a. (*.) Also 5-6 in-

fal(l)yble, 6 -abil, -able, -iable. [ad. med.
L. infallibiUs (in Bseda), f. in- (lK-Z)+fallibilis
FALLIBLE. Cf. F. infaillible (i5th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) ; also INFAICABLE.] Not fallible.

1. Of persons, their judgements, etc. : Not liable

to be deceived or mistaken ; incapable of erring.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. Prol. i a/i

Blessyd be god our souerayn creatour & dyrectour Infal-

lyble. 1539 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 169/1 The infallible

authoritie of the church in yc god techeth it euery trueth

requisite to y8 necessitie of mans saluacion. 1643 SIR T.
BROWNE Relig. Med. u. 9 If General Councells may erre,

I doe not see why particular Courts should be infallible.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig, i. 113 If the Popes autho-

rity be so great, and his judgement so infallible, i;

Jnni-us Lett* xlviii. 252 Parliaments are not infallible, i

JEVONS Elgin, Logic i. 8 As well might a man claim to

immortal in his body as infallible in his mind. 1875 JOWETT
P/ato (ed. 2) III. 2oq You admitted that the ruler was not
infallible and might be mistaken.

2. Of things : Not liable to fail, unfailing.
a. Not liable to prove false, erroneous, or

mistaken ; that unfailingly holds good.
1526 /V/^r. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 23 b, Our lorde to wyt-

nesse in his blessed promesse, whiche is infalyble. 1559
W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 57 Th* infallible rules of
Arithmetik and Geometrie. 1577 VAUTROUILLIER Lutheran
Ep. Gal. 158 It foloweth by an infallible consequence. 1654
tr. Scullery's Curia, Pol. 73 That Maxime is infallible, that
what is just, is honourable. 1748 Anson's Voy. \\. ix. 228
The height of the mountains was itself an infallible mark of
the harbour. 1764 REID Inquiry i. 8. 104 This justly en-

titles her to my. .confidence, till 1 find infallible proofs of her

infidelity. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W, (ed. 2)

361 An infallible standard is a temptation to a mechanical
faith.

b. Not liable to fail in its action or operation.
1711 STEELE Spect. No. 134 P 2 You.. offer an infallible

Cure of Vice and Folly, for the Price of one Penny. 1712
ARBUTHNOT John Bull \. ix, An infallible ointment and
plaister. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V, 244 The one being often liable

to fail, while the other is in its nature almost infallible.

1854 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-vtda II. 288 May she sew her
work with an infallible needle. 1881 MRS. R. T. COOKE
Somebody's Neighbors 64 (Cent.) He . . mended china with an
infallible cement.

C. That cannot fail to be, or to come ; certain.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well i. I. 150 To accuse your Mothers ;

which is most infallible disobedience. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.
Brit, vi. Iv. (1623) 199 A Forme infallible to bee of the
Britaine's Coines. 1843 CARLYI.E Past $ Pr. i. v, One of the
infalliblest fruits of Unwisdom.
B. sb. One who or that which is infallible.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 333 What heretic

shall presume to decide between these two discordant In-

fallibles? 1830 GALT Lawric T.\. ^.(1849) 4 Some proposed
one kind of infallible, and some another. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
Aut. Breakf.'t. vii. (1891) 172 A point of difference between
an infallible and a heretic.

Hence f Infallible v. trans., to render infallibly
certain ; t Infa-lliblesliip = INFALLIBILITY i b.

1613 JACKSON Creed n. xxix. 4 His infallible-ship heares
no farther in matters defacto then meaner men. 1656 S. H.
Gold. Law i We wil first begin with Scripture Arguments
the better to infallible it. Ibid.> We will next pursue it with

right Reason which will selfly infallible it.

Iiifa-llibleiiess. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being infallible ; infallibility.

4x586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 12 Nothing but fancie,
wherein there must either be vanitie, or infalliblenesse. 1640
Br. HALL Episc. n. 22. 210 In the infalliblenesse of their

judgement. 1870 RUSKIN Lect. Art iii. 74 [Its] infallible-

ness . . as a proof of every other good power.
Infalliblist : see INFALLIBILIST.

Infallibly (infte-Iibli), adv. [f.
INFALLIBLE a.

+ -LY 2
.] In an infallible manner.

1. Without fail or liability to prove false ; most

certainly, indubitably.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506} V. vii. 422 The

which ryght derely the blyssed Ihesu Cryste unto us hathe

conquered and promysed infayllybly. a 1529 SKELTON
Replyc. 364 With me ye must consent And infallibly agre
Of necessyte. c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1048
Infallibly, madame, the mater is to hyghe for my symple-
nesse. 1653 WALTON Angler \\, 53 tie will infallibly take the

bait, and you will be as sure to catch him. 1726 SWIFT Gul~
liver i. v, Mine eyes. .1 should have infallibly lost, if I had
not suddenly thought of an expedient. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM
Brit. Const, viii. (1862) 106 The Sovereign would infallibly
take part with the privileged orders.

2. Without liability to err or be mistaken
;

unerringly.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Iviii. i That the one might
infallibly teach what the other doe most assuredly bring to

pass. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. in. ix. (1695) 277 Though
every thing said in the Text be infallibly true, yet the

Reader may be . . very fallible in the understanding of it.

1707 HICKERINGILL Prit'st-ct'. n. i. 5 Pope Sixtus V. after-
wards infallibly said, That [etc.]. 1860 PUSEY Mitt. Propk.
321 To learn .. that He, the Infallible Truth, will teach
them infallibly. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 428 Bile
..is to be recognized .. more infallibly by testing with the

proper reagents.

t Infallid, a. Obs.
[f.

IN- 3 + (app.) an as-

sumed *fattidor L. *fallid-us, from/at&rt. bearing
the same analogy to fallible that horrid does to

horrible.'] That does not fail or prove false ;
= IN-

FALLIBLE 2.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. v. 308 Infallid testimonies of the
wisedome and power of the Almighty, a 1639 WEBSTER
Appins fy V. n. iii, Upon my infallid evidence, You may
pronounce the sentence on my side. 1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus.
xxxvii. 87 He gives infallid rules Of Knowledge.

Infalling (i-n^Un), sb. [!N adv. nc.] A
falling in

; t an invasion (obs.).

1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autobiog. x. (1848) 250 The
young laird of Swintoun, who before the infalling was sus-

pected to favour the enemy. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon II.
vni. 303 Preparatory for the in-falling of an outward power.
t Infama'tion. Obs. [a. F. infamation (1359

-acion, in Godef,), ad. L. infdmation-em t
n. of ac-

tion f. infamdre : see INFAME v.] .The action of

holding up to infamy ; the spreading of an ill re-

port; defamation.

1533 MORE Apol. xlv. Wks. 915/2 He bryngeth in as you
see. nis charitable infamacion of the cleargies crueftie,
making men wene it wer so. 1563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1684)
II. 123/2 The nature of the Church hath ever been to suffer
..slanderous reports and infamation by the malignant Ad-
versaries. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) 50 Some such
pestiferous Pens . . have . . infected the World with impostures
and infamations of those, whose works they were neither able
to extinguish nor confute.

t I'lifamator. Obs. rare- 1
. [Agent-noun in

L, form from L. infamare : see INFAME
z/.] One

who defames ; a slanderer.

1571 in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) III. 37
Suche as impugne proclamatioun of bannes cheefiie by
imfamie, and prove not, lett them be punished .. as infa-
mators.

Infa'matory, a. rare. [ad. med.L, infdma-
tori-uS) f. ppl. stem of L. infamdre : see -OHY.]
fa. = DEFAMATORY (obs.). b. Bringing infamy.
1612 T. JAMES Jesuits' Down/. 58 These Libels, the con-

tents whereof were wholly infamatory. 1620 SHELTON Qitix.
III. i. 12, I have not heaTd of infamatory Verse against the

Lady Angelica.
_
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 182 note, The

reference to the infamatory result of compromise of a claim
ex delicto is in the edict de infamia.
t Infa'nie, J<M Obs. Also 4 enfame. [a. OF.

infame, enfame : late L. infdminm (Isidore v.

xxxvii. 26)
= L. infamia INFAMY.] = INFAMY.

praising worship
by any cause folowyng after, maketh to rise thilke honour,
in double of wealth, and that quencheth the spotte of the
firste enfame. 1413 HOCCLEVE Piteous CompL Soul 258 Yit
am I nought of this oppinion, To couere so be excusacion
Of this infame, the mahse of my synne. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, x. 131 Than come dishonour and Infame, our fais,
And brocht in ane to reulewith raggit clais. i6i6J. LANE
Contn. SqrSs T. xi. 74 And conscient fault thear wears owne
willfull shame.Wheare reason playd false to right iust infame.

tlnfa-me, a. (sb*) Obs. [a. F. infdme (1356
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. infam-is of ill fame, in-

famous, f. in- (!N- 3) + fdma fame, report.]
= IN-

FAMOUS.
I5SS-86 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvi. 124 That fais and

degenerat seid Of Douglassis fais, wratchit, and infame.
a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref, i. Wks. 1846 I. 81 Whosoever war
produced for witnesses war admitted, how suspitious and
infame that ever thei ware. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. Table
82 Infame persones are all they quha are convicted of per-
jurie, vpon ane Assise. Ibid., He is infame, quha reveales
the secret of the gilde. a 1711 KEN Hymns Festi-u. Poet.
Wks. 1721 I. 274 Long had the Galilaean Name Been re-

probated and infame. a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. iii. 34 (1740)
142 A scandalous, infame State Libel.

B. sb. [absol. use of adj. as in Fr.] An infamous

person ;
one branded with infamy.

1550 BALE Eng. Votaries n. K iv, He shoulde be . . made
an infame or be put to the open reproch of all men.

Infame (iMPin), v. arch. Also 5-6 enfame.

[a. F. infame-rt ad. L. infamdre to render infam-

ous, f. in/amis : see prec.]
1. trans. To render infamous ; to brand with

infamy or dishonour ; to hold up to infamy ;
to

reprobate, arch.

14x3 HOCCLEVE Piteous Compl. Soul 252 Thi sone him
banysshed from heuen blisse, as for enfamed ; he and alle his.

1477 CAXTON Jason 10 Shal 1 murder Jason.. nay .. for

treuly for as moche as I sholde be enfamed. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. I. 66/2 Because he .. somewhat per-
secuted the Christians, he was infamed by writers. 1598
BARCKLEY Felic. Man in. (1603) 271 Quintus Hortensius . .

is infamed by historians, because he looked in a glasse when
he made him ready, a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 611
This inhuman Practice will infame your Government. 1826
C. BUTLER Vind. Bk. Rom. Cath. Ch. 116 Why then do you
infame Doctor Lingard for his not mentioning it? Ibid.

127 If we are to be infamed, let it be by the production of
facts. 1897 CREIGHTON Papacy V, vi. v. 1^7 He infamed

good works as though they were not meritorious.

f 2. To spread an ill report of ; to defame. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 181/2 She that enfamed the scr-

vaunte of god was taken and vexyd wyth a deuyl. 1529

97



INFAMED.

MR Draloff I I9&/2 No such faynyd wonders shiilde
|

.' very myracles. a 1533 LD. BERNERS (,M.

at?? iSSTtisJs I-' "J b
>
To thc CTtente to co
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'

owne Infamy, hey infame all other that bee good. .
1604

T"w.ir T rassions v. I 4- 279 If 'he ludge or lustice of

peace infame any person called before them vmuslly. the

Tiurv is almost doubled.

+ 3 To accuse of something infamous. Obs.
'

FIYOT Cor n vii, Infamynge hym to be a man with-

,,rhiritie S3* Ktm. Sedition 8 Is there any nation,

thai hath be'en more enfamed of barbarous conditions, than

heScvthes? 1550 BALF. Kg. Votaries II. Lvj b, She was |

-.fore thai, infamed of lyghte conuersacyon. 1571 CAMPION <

Ilist fret n. vi. (1633) 87 Hee infamed the said Prior, as

n ibetlourand favourerof Arnolds heresie. imR.Siimi
f-fl I aw (ed 6) III. 275 Ecclesiastical judges shall not

compel'any to come to
purgation

at the suggestionof their

apparitors, unless they fce infamed by grave and good men.
,

Hence Infa-ming vbl. sb. and ///. a.

,< E. HARVEI. in Ellis Orig. Lett. ten. 11.74 The i

infaming of our Nacion with the vehementist words they

use IM9 JAS. I Ba<riA. t^for (1682) 25 1 he mfam-

ing and makinVodious of the parent i?
the readiest way to

bring the sonne in contempt. 1611 COTGR., Chanvans,..
,

an infamous (or infaming) ballade sung by an armed troupe

vnder the window. . ..

Infa-med, ppl. " arch. [f. prec. vb. + -ED
.]

Made or become infamous; branded with infamy.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. iv. (1520) 30/1 Here was the

fvrst that ever the chyrche of Rome had an infamed pope.

i BKLLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 176 He waistit al the

public rentis . .in his infamit lust, a 1619 F3?|>v
^ '*'!""

1x5 4 (1622) 102Theodoras, the most infamed of the Atheists.

1661 FlagellumorO. Cromwell (<A. 2) 8 For Drinking, .and

the like outrages of licentious youth, none so mfam d as this

young Tarquin.

t b Legally pronounced or held infamous. Obs.

iuo MORE Dyalc-ge in. iii. n /' [That] the lawe made
by

thechyrche.sholde . . admytte and receyue a persone infamed.

KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 277 Abused by the

flattery of sick ane infamet person of the law and menswome

ipostate. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) -34 Whosoeuer

vsed diceplaying was taken . .and holden as infamed persons.

O. Her. (= F. infami.) Applied to a lion or

other beast figured without a tail ;
-DEFAMED 2.

1780 in EDMONDSON Heraldry II. Gloss. 1818 in BERRY

Encycl. Herald. I. 1889 ELVIH Diet. Her. Plate 26, De-

famed, Defame, or Infamed.

4 Infa'mer. Obs. rare. Also 6 -our. [f.
as

prec + -EB !
] One who brings infamy ; a defamer.

a IHJ LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Gg viij b,

Nor Rome shall not repute theim . . for augmentours of the

commonwealth, but infamours and robbers of clemency.

6oi CHESTER Love"! Mart., K. Arthur cvi, That vmust

Mordred, Mischiefes Nourisher, Times bad mfamer.

Infamilia-rity. rare. [IN- a.]
= UNFAMILIABITY.

1866 r.di. Rev. Apr. 575 Whether something is to be

allowed for a Norfolk man's infamihanty with natural

Tlnfa'nuty. St. Obs. [a. OF. infamete! in-

famy, f. infame INFAME a. : see -ITT.]
-= INFAMY 3.

I4< Ada Audit. 176 (Jam.) Vnder the pain
of penure &

infinite. 1543 Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Infamite
& permre,

Infamize (i'nfamaiz), v. [f. L. in/amis INFAME

a. + -T.7.E.]

1. trans . To render infamous ; to brand with in-

famy; to stigmatize with ;
- INFAME z/. i.

1506 NASHE Saffron Waldin 37 Another age . . may baffull

and infamize my name when I am in heauen. 1817 COLE-

RIDGE Zapoyla i. i. 141 Riotous slanderers leagued To

infamize tne name of the king's brother With a l.e"black as

hell 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. v. x. 2 (1876) 560/1 The moral

sense of mankind very rightly infamizes those who resist an

otherwise just claim on the ground of usury.

b. To render infamous in law.

1827 MILL in Bentham's Rat. Jud. Evid. V. 746 All per-

sons who have suffered any afflictive or infamizing punish-

ment. 1831 AUSTIN Jurispr (1873) I. xxiii. 472 Certain

obligations . . are sanctioned by penalties which are purely

infamising: by a declaration pronounced by competent

authority, that the party shall be held infamous or merits

infamy. 1865 MILL in Westm. Rev. XXVIII. 18.

2. To defame; -INFAMED. 2.

1508 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. I. Noah 577 Cham that

impudently view'd His Fathers shame, and . . thus began I o

imfamize the poor old drunken man. 1651 Life 1-ather

Sarti ( 1676) 74 This Cardinal did always use to infamise the

Father for his publish! Writings with odious appellations.

1817 COLERIDGE 0-wn Timci (1850) III. 057 Who infamizes

another man as an Apostate and Renegado. 1831 E.iammer

449/2 How is the claim to be stated without infamizing the

claimant ?

Hence rnfamixiiig vbl. sb. and///, a. (see sense

i b) ;
also rnfamlxer, a defamer.

ISO* G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. (1593) 180 Vnhneall

vsurpersofiudgement.infamizersofvice. 1817-31 Infamizing

[see i babove). 1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) VI. 197

Whatever baseness, whatever cruelty, whatever infamizing

of the national character (etc.).

+ Infa-monize, v. [A perversion of mfamnc.\
1588 SHAKS. /,. L. L. v. ii. 684 Braggart (Armado). Dost

thou infamonize me among Potentates?

Infamous (i-nfamas), a. Also 5 enfamouse,

(4 infamia, -es). [Corresponds to rare OK. in-

fameux, med.L. infamosus
= L. infiimis : cf. L.

famosus, F. /ameux, Eng. /amous. Formerly
stressed infa-mous (still

in Bailey 1730, but Milton

has i-nfainous}. The L. form infamis, also in-

fames, occurs in early use.]

1. Of ill fame or repute ; famed or notorious for
badness of any kind; notoriously evil, wicked, or

vile ;
held in infamy or public disgrace.

250

a. of persons, their attributes, etc.

,533 MOKE Del-ell. Salem ii. Wks. 935/1 [This] should but

make, .both paries more infamouse, amonge such other, .as

would be glad and ruoice to here much euill spoken of them

both. 1590 MARLOWE Faust, ii. 33, 1 fear he is fallen

into that damned art for which they two are infamous

through the world. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. xxii. 5 Those that

be neere .. shall mocke thee which art infamous, and much
vexed. 1684 Contempl. St. Man I. ix. (1699) 103 Set before

thy Eyes Christ Crucified upon Mount Calvary; if a Man
more Infamous be imaginable. 1734 tr. Rollin s Anc. Hist.

xx i. IX. 7 Perseus was utterly infamous for his crimes.

1844 THIRLWALL Greece Ix. VIII. n He appears to have

been more infamous for sacrilege than for bloodshed.

b. of things.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 271 No man li}ti)> a lan-

terne in derknesse, and puttib it in oon of l>e.s two infamous

\MS. Douce 321 famous] places : neber in hid place ne

undir a bushel. 1398 TRF.VISA Karth. De P. R. xix. cxvii.

(Add. MS. 27944) if 326/2 pis nombre .. is in-fames among
som men, for, by be nombre of tweyne we beb departed fro

oon, and so bis nombre is acompted tokne ..of departyng.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peraml'. Kent (1826) 245 No lesse infortu-

nate but much more infamous to this countrie, was the time

of the second muster here. 1650 FULLER PisgaJi n. xii. 253

The high-way betwixt Jericho and Jerusalem is infamous

for theeving. 1667 PRIMATT City ff C. Build. 10 Salisbury

Plain, and divers other places . . famous for curious air, and

as infamous for their barrenness. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.

Amer. (1778) II. vi. 155 An island, infamous for the most

unhealthy climate in that region of America. 1838 THIRL-

WALLGm- II. xv. 281 A part of the Coast, infamous in

ancient times, under the name of Ccela (the Hollows).

2. Deserving of infamy; of shameful badness, vile-

ness, or abominableness ;
of a character or quality

deserving utter reprobation. (One of the strongest

adjectives of detestation.) a. of persons, etc.

ri48o CAXTON Blanchardyn xlvi. 178 O thou ryght

enfamouse churle and olde myschaunte ! 1590 SPENSER

F O l xii 27 False erraunt knieht, infamous, and forswore.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Kartas n. ill. iv. Captains 1082 A Sink

of Filth, where ay th' infamousest Most bold and busie, are

esteemed best. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 126 F 3 Infamous

Hypocrites, that are for promoting their own Advantage,

under Colour of the Publick Good. 1841 LANE Arab. Nls.

I. 108 Thou liest, thou infamous woman.

b. of things.

555 EDEN Decades 208 The nobilitie. .repute it infamous

to loyne with any of base parentage, is* MARLOWE ist

I't. Tamburl. v. li, Then is there left . . no hope of end 1 o

our infamous, monstrous slaveries. 1671 MILTON Samson

417 My former servitude, ignoble, Unmanly, ignominious,

infamous. 1703 MAUNDRELL yourn. Jerui. (1732) 106

Detest the very ground on which was acted such an infamous

Treachery. 1858 Act 21 f, 22 Viet. c. 90 29 Any registered

medical practitioner . . guilty of infamous conduct in any

professional respect. 1869 E. A. PARKES 1'raet. Hygiene 561

The sanitary conditions, .were, without exception, infamous.

3. Lam. Of a person : Deprived of all or certain

of the rights of a citizen, in consequence of convic-

tion of certain crimes.

An infamous person is, until he has served his sentence,

disqualified for any public appointment, any public pension

or allowance, the right to sit in Parliament or exercise any

franchise. He is permanently disqualified (unless restored

by a free pardon! from serving as a juror ; and, down to

1844, was incapacitated from giving evidence in a court of

TiWS Remonstrance (1851) 87 And the! that ben forsworen

opinii, ben infamis, and worthi to be pnuid of alle beneficis.]

1548 Act 2*3 Edm. VI, c. 15 S i Everie Person so conspir.

ing for the third offence shall . . be taken as a man infamous

and his sayinge deposicions or.oathe not to be credyted at

anyetyme in any matters ofjudgement. i St. Acts Maty
(1597) c. 19 Infamous persons, never able to brink office,

honour, dignitie, nor benefice in time to-cum. 1651 W. O. tr.

Cmvefs Inst. 278 They [perjurers] were to be committed

to Prison and for ever rendered so infamous, that they were

deprived of the benefit of the Lawes, and their Testimonies

never to be admitted in any Cause. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAVNE

Si. Gt. Urit. ill. viii. (Punishments) 339 They are con-

demned to lose the Franchise or Freedom of the Law, that

, is, become Infamous, and of no Credit. 6 AVLIFFE

< Parerfon 55 Persons that are Infamous, or branded with
!

any Note of Infamy, .. are ipso Jure forbidden to be

Advocates. 1768 BLACKSTONE Com/w. III. xxiii. 370 Infamous

persons are such as may be challenged as jurors, propter

dflictum 1841 ELPHISSTONF. Hist. Ind. I. 59 Infamous

persons .. with others disqualified on slighter grounds, are

In the first instance excluded from giving testimony.

b. Of a crime or punishment: Involving or

entailing infamy.
Infamous crime is now chiefly applied

to abominable and

disgusting crimes, as sodomy and kindred offences: see the

Larceny Act of 1861, sect.46. In U.S.,'ingeneral,anoffence

punishable in a state prison '.

c ISSS HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. 1 III (Camden) 255 And

so had two wives at once, which is by the civil law a thing

infamous, c 1780 Constit. U. S. Amendm. v, No person

shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous

crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand

jury 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos. vi. ix. (1830) 444 Infamous

punishments are mismanaged in this country, with respect

both to the crimes and the criminals. 1861 Act 24 * 25

Viet c 96 S 46 margin,
' Infamous crime defined. 1863

BRIGHT .S>., Amer. 26 Mar. (1876) 128 A conspiracy whose

fundamental institution . . is declared to be felony and in-

famous by the statutes of their Country. 1870 Act 33 * 34

nW c 77 S 10 No man who has been or shall be attainted

of aiiy treason or felony, or convicted of any crime that is

infamous, unless he shall have obtained a free pardon .. is

or shall be qualified to serve on Junes or inquests. 1897

Rom-irr-i Law Diet. (U.S.) 8.V., The. .doctrine .that irn.

prisonment in a state prison or a penitentiary with or wit

out hard labour was an infamous punishment.
Mod. A nuif.

A warrant being issued against him for an infamous crime,

he fled the country.

INFANCY.

I'nfamously, adv. [f. prec. + -LT *.] In nn

infamous manner or degree ; with infamy.
1611 FLORIO, hifameinente, infamously, 1611-51 BI'RTON

Annt.AfeLl.lv. i,Two melancholy brethren, that made away
with themselves, and for so foul a fact, were accordingly cen-

sured, to be infamously buried. 1666 Afore A'nvs/r. Rome
(title. p.), According to the account of that infamously famous

man. Dr. Lee. 1718 LADV M. W. MONTAGU Lei. to C'tess

Bristol 10 Apr., They are bought and sold as publicly and
more infamously in all our Christian great Cities. 1718
MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 160 He was in a Condition to listen

to the Insinuations of the Infamously famous Count Julian.

b. In a manner or degree deserving of infamy
or utter reprobation ; disgracefully, atrociously,

detestably. (A very strong adverb of reprobation.)
1695 DKYDEN tr. Dn Fresnoy (J.), That poem was infa-

mously bad. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 404 The second
. .infamously betrayed him. 1800 MRS. HERVEV RIanrtray
/'am. I. v. 180 He is a horrid brute, and uses Mrs. Lenmer

infamously. 1886 W. J. TUCKER F.. Europe 98 His own
class considered itself infamously outraged.

I'ttfamonsness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being infamous ; infamy.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. iv. 6 131 The Infamousneu

of the Charge against him. 1675 J.
SMITH Clir. Kelig. Aff,

l. 17 His Daughter and Niece, being for their infamousness,
thrust by his own Decree into exile.

t Infamouze, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. IN-

FAMOUS a.] trans. To make infamous.

1618 SIR S. D'EwES Jrnl. (1783) 41 Some wit, to infamouze

the rare confidence of Mr. Felton, in that he fledd not . .

framed [etc.].

Infamy (i-nfami). [a. F. infamie (i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), which took the place of earlier OF.

infame, ad. L. infamia, I. infamis INFAME a.]

1. Evil fame or reputation ; scandalous repute ;

public reproach, shame, or disgrace.

1473 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 69/2 Nowe there remayneth no

colour or matcre of argument to the hurt or infamye of the

same right and title. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvi. 93 Thou
hast dyuerted my honour in-to dishonest infamye. 1553 EDEN
Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 21 She should incurre most

vyle
in-

famie. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 160 He not onely saw

in ruin and infamy, by surrendering it [Grave]. 1867 FREE-

MAN Norm. Com; . 1 1 876) I . v. 274 Two caitiffs . . whose names

are handed down to infamy.

b. with an and //. An instance of this : in qnot.

1611 trans/, an object of public reproach.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 114 To suffre all..

I

aduersite : As . . persecucyons, temptacyons, & infamyes or

shames. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitia Ann. i. xi. (1622) 21

Now was the time to blot out the infamies of their former

conspiracies. 1611 BIBLE Ezek. xxxvi. 3 Ye are taken vp
in the lips oftalkers, and are an infamy of the people.

2. The quality or character of being infamous

or of shameful vilencss; (with//.) an infamous or

'

utterly disgraceful act.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill Wks. 65/2 With which infami he

wold not haue his honoure stayned for anye crowne. a 1680

BUTLER Rein. (1759) I. 154 As if it were an Infamy To live,

when he was doom'd to die. 1776 GIBBON Dec/. * F. x.

(1869) I. 196 The infamy of the peace was more deeply and

more sensibly felt. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. i. 81 Thro'

infamies unheard of among men. 1859 WRAXALL tr. R.

Houdin v. 53 For the honour of my family let not
thispjpof

of my infamy be found here.

3. Law. The loss of all or certain of the rights of

a citizen, consequent on conviction of certain crimes :

see INFAMOUS 3. (Cf. INFAMITY.)
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. I. xiv, [Perjured jurors] sail tyne

;

the benefite of the law, and of the land, and sail incurre the

i I'nfance. Obs. rare. In 4 en-, infaunce.

[a. OF. cnfance, -ounce (mod.F. eiifance] :-L. in-

fantia: see next.] =next
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4288 In hir enfaunce. Hid. 5006 The

foly dedis of hir infaunce.

Infancy (i-nfansi). ta<1 - L. infanlia inability

to speak, childhood, f. infant-em INFANT j*.l :

see -ANCY.]
L The condition of being an infant ; the earliest

period of human life, early childhood, babyhood.

1494 FAIIYAN Ckron. in. Iviii. 38 This was from his

Infancy norysshed and brought vp among the Romaynes.
li E"LVOT (imi. l. v, Hit shall 1* expedient that a noble

nmnnes sonne, in his infancie, haue with hym continually

onely
speak

y suche as may accustome hym by litle and litle to

>uc*ke pure and elegant latin. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv.

iv. 168 A greeuous burthen was thy Birth to me, 1 elchy

and wayward was thy Infancie. 1671 MILTON P. R. iv.

TO8 Seldom have I ceased to eye Thy infancy, thy child-

iiood, and thy youth. 1691 LOCKE Educ. i The little, or

almost insensible impressions on our tender infancies, have

very important and lasting consequences. 1736 I.DTI.FR

Anal. i. i. Wks. 1874 I. 13 The helpless imperfect state of

infancy. 1803-6 WORDSW. Intimations v, Heaven lies

about us in our infancy. 1871 Educ. rimes i: June 49 The

child begins to emerge from the stale which is
properly

I called infancy; in truth, he is no longer an infant, for he is

no longer speechless. 1874 FARRAR Chrtttn, In the Arabic

Gospel of the Infancy, Simeon recognizes Jesus because he

sees Him shining like a pillar of light in His mother s arms.

b. trans/. Second childhood, dotage.

1697 DRVDF.N Virg. Gtorg Ded., An insipid Manhood,

and a stupid old Infancy.



INFAND.

2. Law. The condition of being a minor; the

period of life during which a person remains under

guardianship (extending, ia common law, to the
end of the twenty-first year) ; minority, nonage.
1658 GRIMSTONE tr. Crake's Rep., Jos. I (1791) 320 Debt

brought upon a lease for years . . The defendant in bar
pleaded infancy at the time of the lease made. 1752 SIR C.
VINEK Cancelled Will i July, I give to the Chancellor and
University of Oxford (to whom I think myself in some

BLACKSTONE Camm. IV. 22 We will consider the case of in-

fancy, or nonage. 1786 BURKK W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II.

215 The ministerial party at Poona, who held and exercised
the regency of that state in the infancy of the peshwa. 1818
CRUISE Digest (&&. 2) III. 34 It [the right of advowson] was
not vested in a guardian in socage, nor was he accountable
for any presentation made during the infancy of his ward.
Mod. The defendant pleaded infancy, the goods having been
supplied before he was of age.
3. Jig. The earliest period in the history of any-

thing capable of development; the initial and

rudimentary stage in any process of growth.
IS5S EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 56 He wrought miracles

..euen in thinfancie of faythe. 1633 P. FLKTCHKR Purfle
fsl. i. xlix, Thrice happy was the worlds first infancie. 1677
YAKRANTON Eng. fntfrav. 62 There will be such advantage

fiven
to the Linen Manufacture in its Infancy. 1771

RIESTLEY fast. Relig. 1.1782) I. 143 Our present being is

but the infancy of man. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mints ff

Mining 185 Our quartz interests are in their infancy. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 229 In the infancy of logic, a form
of thought has to be invented.

4. concr. (chiefly rhetorical.*) Childhood as em-
bodied in living examples ; infants collectively.
1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. v. v. 56 Sleepe she as sound as

carelesse infancie. 1606 Tr. ff Cr. \\. li. 105 Soft infancie,
that nothing can but cry. 1781 COWPER Ctiarity 48 Nor
age nor infancy could find thee there. 1813 SHELLKY
Q. Mob n. 152 Old age and infancy Promiscuous perished.
1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi AH. III. cvi. 17 When
tender infancy evinces needless terror at cow, or dog, or

shaggy goat.

to. In etymological sense: Inability or unwil-

lingness to speak ; speechlessness ;
silence. 06s.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gmit. n. Introd., Dare not now to say or

doanythingbetterthanthyformerslothandinfancy. 1670 -

Hist. Eng. v. Wks. (1851) 202 So darkly do the Saxon Annals
deliver thir meaning with more then wonted infancy.

t Infa nd, a. Obs. exc. as nonce-wd. [ad. L.

infand-us unspeakable, abominable, f. in- (Is- 3)

+fand-us, gerundive offa-rtto speak.] =next.
1608 Bp. J. KING Serin. 5 Nov. 18 Rome, .the Colnuics and

common sewer of all infande wickednesse. 1678 CUDWOKTH
Iittell. Syst. i. iv. 14. 240 They ought by all means possible
to hide and conceal that opinion (as infand and detestable).
1889 Sat. Rev. 2_Mar. 245/1 The Society, .has caused dolours
infand [cf. Virgil infandos dolorcs] to Gladstonians.

t Infa'ndous, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ous.]
Unspeakable, not to be spoken of; nefarious.

1644 HOIVELL Twelve Treat. (1661) 135 With what in-

fandous blasphemies have Pulpits rung ! c 1645 Lett. i.

v. xii. (1655)209 This infandous custom of Swearing, .reigns
in England lately more than any where else. 1658 PHILLII'S,
Infandous, .. monstrously wicked and hainous. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies in. iii. 466 To give some . . warning of such
Infandous Cataclysmes, Pictures, and Assurances of Noah's
Floud. 1708 HEAKNE Collect. (O.H.S.) II. 93 Hang'd fur
most infandous Crimes.

tl'nfang, >
. Sc.Obs. Abbrev. of INFANGTHIEF.

1549 Compl. Scat. xiii. 106 The grit familiarite that Inglis
men and Scottis lies hed on baitht the boirdours. .in mar-
chandeis in.. out fang and in fang, ilk ane amang vtheris.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth iv, Would you have us now yield
up our rights and immunities, our outfang and infang, our
hand-habend . . and our blood-suits?

i I'nfang, v. Sc. Obs. [f. IN-I + FANGS v.]
frails. To take in, haul in.

1513 DOUGLAS ,-Encis v. Prol. 30 Himself infangis the le

scheit of the saill.

t Infa-nglement. Obs, rate. [f. IN-
- + FANGLK

v? + -MENT.] A scheme, machination.
1745 RICHARDSON Grandison'Vl. xxv. 143 Neither you nor

your niece know how.. to go out of the common femality
path, when you get a man into your gin, however superior
he is to common infanglements, and low chicanery.

t I'nfangthie:f. Old Eng. Law. Obs. Forms:
1-2 infangenpeof, 3 infaugen(e)-, irifangethef,
4-6 infangthef, -e, (6 infanthef, infanketheiff) ,

7 infangtheefe, -theif(e), 9 Hist, infangthief.
Also erron. 6-7 infang-, 8 infaugentheft. [OE.
infangenpiof, f. IN adv. +fa>igeit, pa. pple. of fin
to seize (see FANG v.) + p&f THIEF

;
lit. 'thief

seized within '.]

Jurisdiction over a thief apprehended within the
manor or territorial limits to which the privilege
was attached ; the right of the lord of a manor to

try and to amerce a thief caught within its limits.

According to the i3th c.
' Laws of Edward the Confessor',

the criminal must be the lord's
' own thief, i.e. his own man

or tenant ; and, according to Bracton, must further be caught
in the act, or in possession of the thing stolen ; the latter

provision also appears in the i6th c. Scotch statements of
Balfour and Skene. The Latin formula for

'

infangen beof
and utfangen be"of' was 'cum furis comprehensione intus
et foris '.

1020 in Earle Land Charters (1888) 233 Ic cyoe eow baet
ic hsebbe jeunnen him J>aet he beo his saca & socne wyrde,
& grifSbryces & hamsocne & forstealles & infangenes beofes.
1066 Ibid. 343 Ic cyoe eow Sxt ic habbe eeofen Criste . .

251

4 De infangenebef. Justitia cognoscentis latronis sua e-t
de hoinine suo, si captus fuerit super terrain suam. c 1250
Gloss, in Rcl. Ant. I. 33 Infangenethef, Lamm firis ens
nostre tere. c 1250 BRACTON in. ii. xxxv, Et dicitur in-

fangethef, Jalro captus in terra alicujus, de hominibus
suis propriis, seysitus latrocimo. 1292 BRITTON i. xvi. i

Qe, launtost soint pris et en la Court le seignur del fee
si il eit la fraunchise de Infangenthef .. soint menez en
jugement. c 1350 HIGDEN Polychron. (Rolls) II. 94 Infang-
thef, peltinde inward [?>.r. pelfande in warde], id est infra
suum capere reum, Gallice, dedeinz le soen attachement de
laroun [Harl. (2261) transl. Infanthef pelfynde inwarde,
that is to say, to take a gilty man within his lordeschippe,
in Frenche, dedeins le soen atachemente de laron]. 1535
Act 27 Hen. I'll!, c. 26 23 Lordes Marches, .shall have
within . . their said Lordeshippes . . Wayff Straiff Infanthef
Outfanthef Treaspure Troves, a 1600 Balfonr's Practicks

(.*754) 39 Thair is sum Baronis quha hes privilege and
libertie of infang thift and outfang thift, quha thairfoir hes

power to sit and give dome . . upon all theives tane and
apprehendit in manifest thift [SKENE Quon. Attach, ch. c.,

vpon ane man, taken within their fredome, saised with
manifest thift] sic as hand-havand and back-beirand, within
thair baronie. a 1657 SIR W. MURE Hist. Rowallane Wks.
(S. T. S.) II. 241 The Mures, .were possessours of the estate
& lieve'mg of Rowallane . . infeft cum furca et fossa, sock et

sack, thole et theam, infang theif et outfang theif. 1832
SIR F. PALGRAVE Eng. Commw. vii, At the Conquest, the
Lords of Township had a right called the Right of Infang
Thief, or summary punishment of criminals taken in open
delict. 1839 KEMBLE Cod. Dipl. Introd. xlv. 1895 POLLOCK
& MAITLANU Hist. Eng. Law I. 628 The criminaljustice of
the boroughs [c 1272] seems seldom to have stretched to any
higher point than that of infangthiefand utfangthief, in other

words, the punishment of criminals caught in the act.

Infant ^i-nfant), sbJ (a.} Forms: 4~5enfaunt,
infaunt, 6 enfant, infante, (7 inphant), 6- in-
fant, [a. OF. enfantt -aunt (F. enfant, Pr. enfan,
Sp., Pg-, It. infante} child: L. infdns, infant-cm
child, sb. use of infdns unable to speak, f. in- (IN--*)
+ fans, pres. pple. o{/a-ri to speak. Aphetizcd
FAUNT.]
1. A child during the earliest period of life (or

still unborn) ;
now most usually applied to a child

in arms, a babe
;
but often extended to include any

child under seven years of age (cf. infant-class, IN-

FANT-SCHOOL) ;
in early use (esp. when transl. L.

infdns, or F. enfant} used in the wider sense of
*

child', and thus passing into the legal sense 2.

1382 WYCLU- Zeck. viii. 5 And streetis of the citee shuln
be fulfillkl with infaunt is [1388 gonge children] and maydens,
pleyinge in the stretis of it. i John ii. 14, I wrijte to

3ou, infaunt is \_gloss or ?onge children], for ?e han knowe
the fadir. < 1440 Gesta Rout. i. xlviii. 209 (Harl. MS.)
Gothe swyftly . . to the house of the forster, . . and takithe of
him the litle Infaunt, that his wyf this nyght chylded.
c 1450 Bk. Cttrtasye 141 in Babees Bk. (1868) 303 Yf that bou
be a Jong enfaunt, And thenke bo scoles for to haunt. 1582
N. T. (Rliem.) Luke xviu. 15 They brought vnto him infants

also, that he might louche them. 1594 T. B. La Primaud,
Ft; Acad. n. 397 The burthen, .hath sense & feeling about
the sixe and thirtieth day, and from that time forward it is

called an infant. But as yet it is voyde of motion. 1600
SHAKS. A, Y. L. n. vii. 143 The Infant, Mewling, and
puking in the Nurses armes. 1655 MILTON Sonn., Massacre
Piedmont, The bloody Piemontese, that rolled Mother with
infant down the rocks. 1710 PARNKLL Hermit 151 The
closed cradle where an infant slept. 1818 CRUISE Digest
xxviii. xvii. (ed. 2) 469 It was held that a devise to an infant in
venire matris, . . was good, which began with an allowance
for the birth of a posthumous child. 1850 TENNYSON In
Mem. liv, An infant crying in the night : An infant crying
for the light : And with no language but a cry.

fc- fig' One who is a '

child ',
or very young be-

ginner, in some department.
1526 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 b, They were ledde

by Moyses as yonge infantes and tender babes in fayth.
1594 PLAT Jewell'ho., New sorts Soyle 9 Whereby all those
that be the true infantes of Art, may receive a full light into
Nature. 1899 N. B. Daily Mail\b Feb. 5 As every political
infant cannot fail to recognise, the whole question was - .

unconnected with party politics.

c. transf, *A. thing newly come into existence, or
in its earliest stage.
c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps, xcvi. vi, Leavy infants of the

wood. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i. iii. 39 The Canker Galls, the
Infants of the Spring. 1608 HIERON Defence in. 139 Re-
puted an infant and a novelty, rather then an antiquity.
1890 BoLDRBWOQD Col. Reformer (1891) 215 The. .question-
ing of old Paul . . seemed adverse to the Utopian infant.

2. A person under (legal) age; a minor. In
common law, one who has not completed his or
her twenty-first year ; in the case of a ruler, one
who has not reached the age at which he becomes

constitutionally capable of exercising sovereignty.
[1376 Rolls ofParlt. II. 342/2 La Fyn ou Note se leva tan

qe come TEnfant estoit demz age.] 1513 MORE in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 774, I may require it for hym, except the
lawe geve the infaunt a guarden onely for his goods. 1601
F. TATE Househ. Ord. Ed-w. // 25 (1876) 17 The infantes
which happen to be the kinges wardes, shal have wages,
and liverees, and al other necessaries, according to their
estate. 1603 OWEN Pembrokesk. (1890^ 19 [He] was governed
by tutours beinge an inphant. 1624 COKE On Lift. 2 b, An
infant or minor (whom we call any that is under the age of
21 yeares).

_
1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. x. 684. 295 An

enfant who is a feoffee shall give notice, and an enfant who is

Lord shall take notice. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. 460 The
privileges and disabilities of an infant, or one underage and
subject to guardianship. 1786 W. THOMSON Philip III (1839)
249 Mary de Medicis sole regent of France during the

INFANT.
!

minority of her j>on,an infant in the ninth year of his age. 1858
Lu. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop. f,aw\in. 81 Although. .

until a recent period an infant might have appointed a
guardian to his children by deed or will, yet it seems that
he can no longer do so by will.

fig. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Miltoifs Def. Pop, Wks. 1738
I. 521 The Judges, .swear, that they will do nothing judi-
cially, but according to Law, though the King by Word, or

Mandate, or Letters under his own Seal, should command
the contrary. Hence it is that the King is often said in our
Law to be an Infant ; and to possess his Rights and Dignities,
as a Child or a Ward does his.

1 3. A youth of noble or gentle birth. Cf. INFANT
sb2, CHILD 5. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. viii. 56 To whom the Infant thus :

'

Fayre sir, what need Good turnes be counted as a servile
bond ?

'

1596 Ibid. vi. viii. 25 The Infant [Arthur] hearkned
wisely to her tale. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xvi. xxxiv, The noble
Infant [Rinaldo] stood a space Confused, speechless.
4. Humorously applied to various productions of

exceptional size, strength, etc. (See quots.)
1832 Brighton Gazette in Btaw Brighton $ its Coaches

(1893) 187 Mr. Walter Hancock's steam-carriage, the
4
Infant ', was on the way from London to this place on an

experimental trip. 1874 Graphic 5 Dec. 538/1 The heaviest

fun
now actually in position, commonly called the Woolwich

nfant, . .weighs 35 tons. 1888 PallMattG. 6 June 2/2 The
speciality

of Woolwich is its big guns, its now famous and
historic 'infants'.

6. attrib. (or adj.) (When aj>positive
or attrib.,

often equivalent to an adj. = infantile, infantine.}
a. appositive. That is an infant or like an infant,

as infant angel^ God, heir, king, martyr, poor,
warrior, etc.

1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars i. xxxiy, Kingdomes euer suffer

this distresse, For one or manie, guide the infant king. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 113 The Hotspur Mars, in swath-

ing Clothes, This Infant Warrior. 1629 MILTON Hymn
Chris?s Nativ. 16 A present to the Infant God. 1678 DRYDEN& LEE CEdipus iv. i, All the riches That empire could
bestow . . Upon its infant heir. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's

Def. Pop. xii. (1851) 241 A poor indigent King, surrounded
with so many Infant-Priests and Doctors, a 1704 T. BKOWN
Praise Drunkenness Wks. 1730 I. 37 Cheeks like those the
Painters give to infant-angels. 1720 WELTON Suffer. Son
of God I. ix. 231 Thou wouldst not suffer those Infant-

Martyrs . . to endure so much as Thy Self. 1872 J. A. H.
MURKAY Contplaynt ofScotl. Introd. viii, Of the three cen-
turies of Scottish history [1300-1600], .nearly a century and
a half were occupied by the reigns of infant sovereigns.
1874 FAKKAU Christ ii, The recognition of the Infant Saviour
by Simeon and Anna. Mod. The presentation of the infant

Jtsus in the temple.
b. appositive (or adj.}. In its earliest stage,

newly existing, ungrown, undeveloped, nascent,

incipient, as infant blossom, civilization, code, colony,

commerce, community, convert,fruit, letters, navy,
sorrow, spring, world, etc.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1096 Old woes, not infant sorrows, bear
them mild. 1671 GKEW Aneit. PI. \. vi. 2 Upon observa-
tion of a young and Infant-Apple. 1707 J. ARCHDALE
Carolina 23 Vast expence upon such an Infant Colony. 1728
POPE Dune. in. 95 The soil that arts and infant letters

bore. 1779 F. HEKVEY Nov. Hist. II. 144 Of all the infant
settlements in America, New-England alone, .acknowledged
the authority of the commonwealth. 1784 COWPER Ttroc.

43 Spring hangs her infant blossoms on the trees. 1796
BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 154 The ruin of com-
merce and the almost total extinction of an infant credit.

1820 KEATS Hyperion i. 26 She was a Goddess of the infant

world. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 43 The unequal
contest .. of England's infant navy against the. .supremacy
of the Hanseatic Confederacy.
6. attrib. (or adj.} Of or belonging to an infant

or infants, proper to or intended for an infant or in-

fants; childlike; childish; infantile,as2)z/foz/^a/ft&,

blood, breath, class, cradle, eye, gaud, state, softness,

weakness, years, etc. Also INFANT-SCHOOL, <j.v.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXI. ix, By thee from infant

cradle Taught. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, Epil. o Henry the

Sixt, in Infant Bands crown'd King. 1651-3 JER. TAYLOR
Serm.for year(i6j$) 282 Though it be a shame to us to

need such allectives and infant-gauds. 1671 MILTON P. R. ii.

78 The murderous king . .who sought his life, and missing
tilled With infant blood the streets of Bethlehem, a 1711
KEN Hymns Festiv, Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 386 You in their

Infant-age, To tender them engage. 1720 WELTON Suffer.
Son ofGod I. viii. 190 Even thro* Thy Infant-State, I be-

hold Thy Majesty.
Ibid. iv. 76 That Infant-Weakness

which Thou tookst upon Thee! 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas.
Mem. it. 392 The joys and sorrows of our infant-years.

7. Comb, as infant-baptism, the baptism of

infants, paedobaptism ; infant-queller, infant-kill-

ing, -sprinkling', infant-feeding^}.-, also infant-
like adj. and adv.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk # Selv. 51 A blind man, who had
been so from his *Infant-baptism. 1680 ALLEN Peace <

Unity 49 Churches Founded in Infant-Baptism, are not to

be held Communion with. 1897 Westm. Gaz, 19 Jan. 12/2
The ^infant-feeding competition represents the . . ceaseless

intrigues in Court circles. 1611 COTGR., Infanticide, child-

murthering, *infant-killing. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. i. 41 Your
abilities are to *infant-like, for dooing much alone. 1678
CUDWORTH IntelL Syst. i. v. 689 Produced, not in a mature
and adult but an infant-like weak and tender state, a 1641
BP. MOUNTAGU Acts <y Mon. (1642) 386 Herod, .the *infant

queller. 1653 SANDERSON Serm. II. Pref. 7 Where are your
lay-presbyters, your classes, &c. to be found in scripture ?

Where your steeple-houses? . . Your *infant-sprinklings?

Infant (rnfant), sb? [ad. Sp., Pg. infante'.

perh. through F. infant (1407 in Hatz.-Darm.) :

see INFANTE.] A prince or princess of Spain or

Portugal ;
= INFANTE, INFANTA.

97-2



INFANT.

5SS KDEN DtcaJts 349 Don Lewes thinfanl & brother lo

ihe kynge of Portugal. 159* PARSONS Confer. Sucteu. n.

viii. 181 The two duchesses, .daughters. .of the lord Kdwatd
infant of Portugal. 1614 SELDEN Titltt I/an. 179 The In-

fant and heir of Spain . . had the title of Prince of Asturias.

1631 HEVWOOD Eug. Eli*. (1641) i A match was concluded

betwixt Prince Arthur .. and the Infant Katharine, daughter
to the King; of Spain. 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. ia,'i The
Infant Eton Philip. 1838 LvrroN CalcUron i, The craft of the

king was satisfied by the device of placing about the person
of tne Infant one devoted to himself.

f I'nfant, v. Obs. Also 5 enfaunt. [a. F. eii-

// (i 2th c.) f. enfant, INFANT j<M] trans. To

bring forth (a child), to give birth to. Also_/i.
1483 CAJCTON Gold. Leg. 128/3 The place in whych the

vyrgyne marye enfaunted and childed Jhesu cryst. 1584
SOUTHERNS in Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 160

An ingenious inuention, infanted with pleasant
trauaille.

1610 G. FLETCHER Ckrisfs Viet. I. Ixxx, But newely he was
infanted, And yet alreadie he was sought to die. 1641
MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 43 This worthy Motto, No Bishop,
no King is of the same batch., and infanted out of the same
feares. 164* Apol. Smect. xi.

II Infanta (infa-nta). [Sp.,Pg., fern, of INFANTE.]
1. A daughter of the king and queen of Spain or

Portugal ; sptc. the eldest daughter who is not heir

to the throne.
1601 Imp. Consul. Sec. Priests (1675) 82 He might.. intitle

the King of Spain and the Infanta his Daughter to the
Crown . . of England. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2221/7 A Mar-

riage is Treating between the Prince of Tuscany and the
Infanta of Portugal. 1704 Itid. No. 3980/2 Some of the

Infantes his Sons, and both the Infanta's his Daughters,
have been ill. 1831 W. lv.\ixc,Al/iaibra II. 130 The tower
of the Infantas, once the residence of the three beautiful
Moorish princesses, partook of the general desolation.

t 2. transf. zn&Jig. Applied analogously or fanci-

fully to other young ladies. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvii. 108. 876 In the

meanewhile Ladie Elizabeth the Infanta of England was
in the French Court vsualty called Madame the Daulphin.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass iv. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 363/1 The
very infanta of the giants. 1633 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal
Dowry iv. i, O that I were the infanta queen of Europe !

1750 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann 31 Jan., Lady Cath-
erine grew frightened, lest her infanta [her daughter] should
vex herself sick. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxxvii, Mean-
while the infanta [a girl] herself, .promised to keep a stricter

guard for the future.

f See also IKFANTE.

II Infanta-do, app. a grandiose erroneous exten-

sion of infante.
1659 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 113 He had rather go home

and cast himself at his Masters feet and mercy . . then be
Duke or Infantado of Spain.

I-nfantage. rare- 1
, [f. INFANT sb.i + -AGE

suffix, associated in sense with AGE sb. : cf. barn-

age, nonage.] = INFANCY.
1866 Cornti. Mag: XIII. 437 Rude, provisional rules, only

absolutely obligatory during theinfantage of men.

II Infante (tnfa'nt). (Also 7 erron. infanta.)
[Sp., Pg. infante: L. infant-em INFANT jiM] A
son of the king and queen ofSpain or Portugal other
than the heir to the throne (who is called printipe) ;

spec, the second son.
Sometimes erroneously applied to the heir to the throne.

I5SS EDEN Decades 242 The conquest of Affryke . . began
where theinfanteofPortugale Don Henrique .. dyd begynne
to enlarge it. 1615 BEDWELL Arab. Trudg., Skerif, The
Heire apparant : the Dolphin, they call him in France : the

Infanta, in Spaine. 1668 DAVENANT Man's the Master n.
i. Wks. 1874 V. 30 You remember the triumphs at Burgos
for the first Infante. 1704 [see INFANTA i]. 1715 Lontt.
Gaz. No. 5337/1 The King, the Queen . . and the two In-
fantes continue at Aranjuez.

Infanthood ti-nfantihud). [f. INFANT sb.i +
-HOOD.] INFANCY.
1864 Miss MULOCK Mistr, 4- Maid xxiv, Master Henry

was not a remarkable specimen of infanthood. 1893 Colum-
bus (Ohio) Disp. 5 Oct., The unspeakable terrors of an
infanthood where every other child about him showed only
the face of a harassing ogre.

t Infa-ntical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INFANT sb.l

+ -ICAL.] Of or pertaining to infants.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits ff Divels 236 These Exor-
cizings . . are either archicall, apostolical), ecclesiastical!, or
infanticall [for the timely expelling of spirits and divels
from out of newly borne infants, before their admission to

baptisme].

Infa-ntici dal, a. [f. INFANTICIDE 2 + -AL.]
Of, pertaining to, or practising infanticide.
l8 in BOOTH Attalyt. Diet. 1851 Eraser's Maf. XLV I.

86 Laying violent infanticida] hands upon biscuit babies.

1873 W. E. MARSHALL Phrenol, among Todas xxiii. 191
Probably, no nation can justly escape the charge of being
descended of infanticidal ancestors.

Infanticide 1
(infse-ntiwid). [a. F. infanti-

cide (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. infanti-
cida, f. infant-em INFANT s/>.1 + csdlre, -cldire to
kill : see -CIDE i.] One who kills an infant.
1680 POTTER

Ckristofhalgia 52 (T.) Christians accounted
those to be infanticides . . who did but only expose their
own infants. 1834 Blac/nv. Mag. XXXVI. 360/2 The
regicide [Lady Macbeth] lied against herself, in saying that
under any circumstances she could have been an infanticide.
attrib. 1856 Sal. Rev. II. 336/1 An infanticide mother.

Infanticide 2
(infarntisaid). [a. F. infanti-

cide (Cotgr. 1611), ad. late L. infinticid-ium
(Tertull.), f. infant-em INFANT sb.l : gee prec. and
-CIDE a.] The killing of infants, esp. the custom

252

of killing new-born infants, which prevails among
savages, and was common in the ancient world.

1656 BLOUNT Glossngr., Infanticide^ a slaying or killing
of Infants, child-murthering ; such was that of Herod, a 1779
WARBURTON Div, Legat. ix.ii.Wks. 1811 VI. 285 The mad-
ness did not cease to rage till it terminated in Infanticide, or
in offering up to their grim idols. . the Children of their bowels.

1809 SOUTHEY in O. Rev. II. 58 Potnarre has. .promised the
missionaries to abolish infanticide and human sacrifice*.

1869 I.LCKV Europ. Mor. iv. II. 27 Infanticide . . was . . ad-
mitted among the Greeks, being sanctioned, and in some
cases enjoined . . by the ideal legislations of Plato and
Aristotle, and by the actual legislations of Lycurgus and
Solon. 1897 Jf-Yj/w. Rt-\ June 290 The exigencies of primi-
tive savage life made daughters a source of weakness to
the tribe, and accordingly female infanticide was largely
practised.

b. spec. The crime of murdering an infant after

its birth, perpetrated by or with the consent of its

parents, esp. the mother.

1789 BENTHAM Legal, xiii. 6 Infanticide, that is to say
homicide committed upon a new born child with the con-
sent of its father and mother. 1888 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept.
1/2 For 86 cases of murder and 77 of infanticide only 72

persons were committed for trial. 1890 Standard 20 Feb.,
If, then, it were made practically impossible for them to

hide the fact of their shame . . we must face the probability
of a considerable increase of infanticide.

Infantile (rnfantail, -til), a. [ad. late L. in-

fdntil-iS) f. infant-em INFANT sb : cf. F. infantile

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Of or pertaining to an

infant, infants, or infancy ; belonging to a person
when an infant

; existing in its infancy or earliest

stage of development.
1696 BROOKHOUSE Temple Open.. 13 All this time, Monarchy

was as a Beast in its Infantile State. 1713 DERHA.M Phys.
Theol. viii. vi. (1727) 390 The Fly lies all the Winter in these
Balls in its Infantile State. 1753 N. TORRIANO Midwtfry 5
We are obliged to them for their tender Care of the infantile

Age. 1800 Med. Jml. III. 293 Medical men .. who are
often consulted on infantile diseases. 1806 SURR Winter in
Lond. I. 260 The interest which his story first impressed
upon her infantile imagination. 1864 Spectator 24 Dec.

1476 The rapid growth of infantile literature.

b. Of the character of an infant ; infant-like.

1771 PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) II. 117 Consider the
infantile state of the first man. 1875 EMERSON Lett, .y Soc.
Aims ix. 220 In" the savage man, thought is infantile.

t Infanti'lity. Obs. rare
~ l

. [f. prec. + -ITY.

Cf. It. infantilita (Florio).] The fact or quality
of being infantile.

^ 1631 T. BURGES Answ. Rejoined 544 Christ., knoweth our
infantility, and disdained not to speake with vs . . after a
childlike fashion.

Infantine (i'nfantain), a. [a. F. infantin,
-ine (Cotgr. 1611), var. of enfantin, -inc (i2-i3th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.): see INFANT sb.i and -INE

'.]

INFANTILE.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne, i. xi. (1632) 20 A demy-God ..

with an infantine face, yet fraught with an aged-like
wisedoine. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. i. viii, These in-

fantine beginnings gently bear. 1757 BURKE Abridgtm.
F.ng. Hist, n. iii. (R.), A degree of

credulity
ne.\t to

infantine. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam n. xxii, what wert
tbou then? A child most infantine [rime divlnej.

Kugtinean Hills ^22 Autumn's evening meets me soon,

Leading the infantine moon. 1861 CARI.VLE 1-redk. Gt.\\.
\\\. (1872) III. 132 The countenance .. is so innocent and
infantine, you would think this head belonged to a child of
twelve. 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hokcnst. 1848 Genius has some-
what of the infantine : But of the cbildUb, not a touch
or taint Except through self-will.

Hence I'nfantinely adv., in an infantine manner.
1840 MILL Diss. fy Disc. (1859) I. Armand Carrel 262
A man singularly free . . from self-consciousness ; simple,
graceful, at times almost infantinely playful.

t Tnfantize, v. Obs. rate~ l
. [f. INFANT sb. 1

+ -BE.] INFANT v. (In quot. fig. )

1619 Time's Storehouse 899 (L.) Significant words.,
expliclte, and (as a man may say) do infamize and produce
the conceptions of man.

tl'nfantly, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. INFANT j^. 1

+ -LY 1
.] Infant-like, childlike.

c 1618 FLETCHER Q. Corinth in. i, He utters ^uch single
matter in so infantly a voice.

t Infantment. Obs. rare. Also5enfante-.
[a. F. enfantemcnt (lath c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f.

enfanter to INFANT : see -MENT.] Child-bearing ;

childbed, confinement. Also, Offspring.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 260 b/i Where thou arte then-

fantemente or fruyte of my wpmbe, c
ijj66 J. At.DAY tr.

Boaystuau's Theat. WorldD vj b ttote t Hippo, in his booke
of infantraents. 1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) To Rdr., Such
other things, .in the Treatise of the helpe of Women in their

Infantment.

Infanto'cracy. noncc-wd. [f. INFANT sb.* :

see -CBACY.] The rule of an infant.

1850 Miss MULOCK Dottiest. Stor. (1862) 284 Your
infantocracy is the most absolute government under the sun.

InfantO'latry. noncc-wd. [f.
INFANT sbt +

Gr. Aar/>c/a worship, -LATHY ; after IDOLATRY,
MABIOLATBY, etc.] Infant worship; babyolatry.
x88a Miss BRADHON ML Royal II. x. 215 Infantolatry is

a feminine attribute.

Infantry (rnfantri). Also 6-7 -torio, -ery, 7

trie, (-ree). [a. F. infanUrit, ad. It. (Sp., Pg.)

infanteria foot-soldiery, f. infante a youth, foot-

soldier : L. infantem INFANT sb.\ For the develop-
ment of the It. infante cf. the apocopated form

INFARCTION.

fante
' a man or woman servant or attendant ; also,

a footman or soldier seruing on foot ;
also the knaue

or varlet at cards' (Florio); cf. also the history
of footman^ groom, knave, knight^ lad, etc. By
Sylvester stressed (infa'ntcii). Sense 2 is from

INFANT sb.* sense i.]

1. The body of foot-soldiers ; foot-soldieis collec-

tively ;
that part of an army which consists of men

who march and mancenvre on foot and aie armed
with small arms, now a rifle.

Mounted Infantry^ soldiers who are mounted for the

sake of transit, but who fight on foot. (Cf. DRAGOON in

original sense.)

1579 FENTON Gnicciard. (1618) 256 Which rendred the

infantery of Italy infamous through all Europe. 16. .

SYLVESTER Bet/tuua's Rescue n. 428 Covering far and mgh,
The Plains with Horse, Hills with Infanterie. 1605 Play
Stucley 2626 in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I. 263 All

Portingales brave Infantries slain. 161* BACON En.,
Grtatn. Ktngd. (Arb.) ^76 Take away the middle people,
and you take away the infantery, which is the nerue of an
Annie. 1667 MILTON /'. L. \. 575 That small infantry
WarrM on by Cranes. 1709 STEKLE & ADUISON Taller No.
18 r 6 The private Gentlemen of the Infantry will be able to

shift for themselves. 1847 JAMES Convict xvi, A small but

compact body of infantry advanced at the charge w ith fixed

bayonets. 1856 STANLEY Sinai <y Pal. ii. 133 The Israelites

were a nation of infantry.

.fig' 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man. in Hutu. n. ii, Your poor
infantry, your decayed, ruinous, worm-eaten gentlemen of

the round.

2. Infants collectively, or as a body. Novrjocufar*
1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. i, No carefull nurse

whom the youngly infant ree Did their devout hosanna
sing. 1663 NEEDHAM Disc. Schools 2 The little dirty

Infantry, which swarms up and down in Alleys and Lanes.

1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. New York (1860) 58 If the case be

so, the minors and infantry of the best Families might wish

they had been born in Kent. 1847 Blaiku 1
. Mag. LXII.

264/1 The swarms of bare-legged and flaxen-haired infantry.

1863 Reader i Aug. 100 There was one A. B. C. book, or

pretty nearly one, for the whole '

infantry
'

of the country.
3. attrib., as infantry brigade, corps, regiment, etc.

1813 WELLINGTON Let. to Sir G. Collier 10 Aug. in Gurw.
Desp. XI. 15 A letter . . directing that the Infantry now in

the horse ships at Bilbao may be removed to the Infantry

ships. 1897 Daily News t$ Mar. 6/5 The Mounted
Infantry Corps, now an established and highly valued arm
of the Service.

I'nfantryman. A soldier of an infantry

regiment.
1883 E. O'DoNOVAN Story of Merv x. 107 The few

infantrymen, with their cumbrous old muzzle-loading rifles.

1891 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept. 5/1 The infantrymen of the

four regiments, as they passed, .looked rather distressed.

I'nfant-schoo'l. A school for infants, a school

organized for the instruction and training of young
children (usually under seven years of age).
1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom fy Lugger \\. ii. 42 He often

thought of taking him to the infant school. 1841 /Y////j>

Cycl. XLI. 38/2 '1 he real founder of Infant-Schools appear^
to have been the Pastor Oberlin. Ibid.^ Mr. Owen was the

first Englishman to establish an infant-school on a large
scale . . at New Lanark in Scotland . . in the year 1818.

Infarce, -se, variants of ENPAKCE v. Obs.

t InfaTciate, v. Obs. rare. In 7 infartiate.

firreg. f. L. infarctre (see next) + -ATE a.] trans.

To stuff in.

i6s7ToMLiNsos Renoiis Disp. in. iv. 124 Aait were filling

up or infartiating.

Infarct (infaukt), sb. Path, [ad.med. or mod.
L. infarctus, f. ppl. stem of infarcire : see next.]
A portion ot tissue that has become stuffed with

extravasated blood, serum, or other matter; the

substance of an infarction.

1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Path. (ed. 2) 340 The tract of

tissue.. which is more or less extensively infiltrated with

blood, is known as a hzmorrliagic infarct. iSratSV. George's

//osf. Rep. IX. 409 Scattered congestions and a fewinfarcts
were found in the lungs.

Infarct (infaukt), v. Path. [f. L. infant- (more

correctly irtfart-\ ppl. stem of infarcire, f. in-

(!N- *) + farare to stuff.] trans. To stuff up or

obstruct (a vessel, organ, etc.); to affect with in-

farction. 1 lence Infa'rcted ///. a.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV, 315 One or more
of the abdominal organs, considerably infarcted and en-

larged. 1889 Lancet 12 Jan. 64 The result of inflamma-
tion in infarcted areas.

Infarction (infaukjan). Path. [n. of action

from L. infarctre : see prec.] The action of stuff-

ing up or condition of being stuffed up, obstruction ;

concr. the substance with which a vessel or other

part is stuffed up, or a portion of tissue thus affected

(
= INFAUCT sb.}. Now usually restricted to morbid

conditions of the tissues resulting from obstruction

of the circulation, as by an embolus.

1689 G. HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, iv. 10 The
Humours., will b compacted into.. most obstinate Infarc-

tions. 1710 T. FULLER rkarm. Extern}, 334 They .. eX'

pedite pulmonary Infarctions. 1747 ir. AstruCs Fevers 114

The plenitude and infarction of the capillary arteries. 1811-

34 Good** Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 290 Infarction of the

abdominal viscera. 1885-8 FAGGE & PYE-SMITII Prine.

Med, (ed. 2) I. 181 Infarctions of the spleen arc .. not in-

frequently found after death from enteric fever.



INFABDEL.

f Infa*rdel, -die, v. Obs. rare
-

.
[f. IN- ^ +

FAKDEL s&. '

, after It. infarddl-are ; cf. OF. enfar-

deler.] trans. To make into, or pack up in, a
'
fardel

*

or bundle.
1611 FLOKIO, Infurdellare^ to infardle, or bundle vp.

Iiifare (i'nfea.i), sb. Forms : i infser, iuufocr,
1-2 infer, 2 infar, 4, 9 infair, 7- infare, (9 in-

far). [OE. innfxry f. *;/, IN adv. n d +fxr going,

journey, expedition, FARE sb^ 9 t.faran to go.]

1 1. (OE. and early ME.) a. The act of going
in ; entrance, b. An entrance, entry, way in. Obs.
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 230/15 Ex aditi$> ex

ingrcssibuS) of inferum. c 1000 /ELFKIC Gen. iii. 24 pa
Rescue God act J?am infaere engla hyrdraedene and fyren
swurd. Horn. I. 178 He ^ewite fram urum heortum mid
|>ain innfasre jehaeft, mid Jam J>e he inn-afaren waes and us

^ehasfie. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 He haueS Berimed riht-

wisan inannan infer to bis rice.

2. Sc. t north, dial., and ivestern U.S. A feast or

entertainment given on entering a new house ; esp.

at the reception of a bride in her new home.
1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvi. 340 For he thoucht for till mak

Intair. And till mak gud cher till his men. a 1670 SPALDING
Troub. C/ias. I (1792) II. w Upon the 25th of October
he brought over his wife to his own house in the Oldtown,
where there was a goodly infare. 1801 JOANNA BAILLIE in

A. Whitelaw Bk. Scot. SongnJi At bridal and infare I've

braced me wi pride. 1818 Edin. Mag. Nov.
414^

The
day after the wedding is the infare . . the company is less

numerous, and the dinner is commonly the scraps that were
left at the wedding-feast. 1847 PORTER Big Bear> etc. 162

(Farmer), I hurried home to put up. .some turkies to fatten

for the infare. 1887 Harper's Mag. Apr. 730/1 The wedding
and the infair were attended, .by Wiley.

b. Comb, infare-cake, a cake of shortbread

broken over the bride's head on crossing the thresh-

old of her new home.
1884 G ROGERS Soc. Life Scotl. I. iii. 118 The custom of

the infar-cake had its origin in the rite of Confarreation

whereby the Romans constituted matrimony.

f InfaTe, v. Obs. [OE. inn-
t infaran, f. inn,

IN adv. + faran to go : cf. OFris. in-fara^ Du. in-

varen, Ger. einfahren (with separable pref. : see

IN-!). Orig. two words, and so usually written.]
int)\ To go in, to enter.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 5 Ne maej he in faran on godes
rice, c 1000 >LFRIC Saints Live$(*. E. T. S.) x. 27 J>?et he
aelmessan under-fencge act \>a.m infarendum [v. r. inn faren-

duin]. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1538 The portere was redy thare,
Lcte the knyghtis in fare.

Infarre, obs. variant of INFER.

t Infa'scinate, v. Obs. rare. [!N- -.] trans.

To fascinate
;
to draw in by fascination.

1687 MRS. BEHN Emperor of Moon n. i, That bright
Nymph that had infascinated, charm'd and conquer'd the

mighty Emperor Iredonozor.

t Infa-shionable, a. Obs. rare. [IN-S.J
Unfashionable.

1635 SHIRLEV Coronation i. i, His rich cloaths [may] be

discomplexion'd With bloud, beside the infashionable
slashes. 1787 Mirror 88 An infashionable wretch cannot,
nor will not, be acceptable.

Infat, variant of EKFAT v, Obs.

flnfa'tigable, a- Obs. [a. F. infatigable

(i5~i6th c. in llatz.-Darin.), ad. L. infatlgabilis,
f. in- (!N- *) + fattgabilis FATIGABLK.] Incapable
of being wearied ; untiring, INDEFATIGABLE.
c 1510 MORE I'icus Wks. 15/1 With much watch and in-

fatigable trauaile. 1591 R. TURNBULL^/. James 207 Albeit
the deuill be infatigable, and neuer wearied. 1677 GALK Crt.
Gentiles in. 144 An infatigable and invincible champion
of Free-grace against Free-wil. 1713 Lond. Gay. No. 5122/3
The infatigable Application of Your Ministry.

Hence f Infatig-ability, t Infa'tigably adv.

1652 KIRKMAN Cltrio fy Lozia, 70 Those perceptive eyes
which are infatigablvopen to behold thy actions. ijogri/.
A6ollo II. No. 64. 2/2 Incessant Infatigability hath render'd

Infatuate (infc'tia), ppL a. Also 6 en-

fatuate, iufatuat. [ad. L. infatudt-tts^ pa. pple.
of infatuare : see next.] INFATUATED.
1471 RIPLEV Co)iip. Alch. i. xiii. in Ashm. 11652) 132 Sue

many one doth whych bene infatuate, c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr.
Gd. Manners (1570) F vj, Casing on the ground as one in-

fatuate. 1x1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 377 The dull abusyd
brayue The enfatuate fantasie. 1584 R. SCOT Discoi'.

Witchcr. xvi. v. (1886) 403 What man. .will be so infatuate
as to beleeve these lies ? 1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess.

(1630) 223. 1724 R.WELTON Subst. Chr. Faith 443 The holy
prophet mourns the infatuate stupidity of that people. 1884
Jthsoi'p in ig/A Cent. Mar. 405 He often exhibits an infatuate
attachment for it.

Infatuate (infye-ti/^t", v. Also 7 en-, [f.

prec., or L. infatttdt-, ppl. stem of infatuare to

make a fool of, infatuate, f. in- (Ix-
2
) + fatuus

foolish, fatuous.]
1 1. trans. To turn (counsels, etc.) into folly, to

reduce to foolishness, exhibit the foolishness of; to

confound, frustrate, bring to nought. Obs.

1533 TINDALE Supper ofLord Wks. (Parker Soc.) III. 234
Godhath infatuated yourhigh subtle wisdom. i6$5R.YoUNGE
Agst. Drunkards (i 863) 16 That I have unmasked their faces,
is to infatuate their purpose. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1856/5
That the Divine Wisdom may infatuate the Plots, baffle the

Enterprizes of all Traiterous Conspirators. 1724 R. WELTON
Subst. Chr. Faith 139 He prays that God would infatuate
their counsels.

1552 HULOET, Infcable* Infcabled.
fin:"

"
[nfeaffe, obs. form of ENFEOFF.

1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. Biij b, Might the name of the
Church infeaffe them in the Kingdom of Christ.

Infeasibrlity. rare. [f. next + -ITT.] The

quality of being in feasible or impracticable.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. nr. v. 42 Thus not King lames,

but the
infeacibility

of the thing they petitioned for. .gave
the denyall to their Petition. 1781 S. PETERS Hist. Conn.
ii There is an infeasibility in this supposition. 1806 LAMB
Let. to Rickman Wks. (1840) So Let the infeasibility be as

great as: you will.
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2. To make
(a. person) utterly foolisn or fatuous;

to affect with extreme and unreasoning folly ;
to

inspire or possess with an extravagant passion.
a is67?CovERDALE CarryingofCross'w. Wks. (Parker Soc.)

II. 241 Therefore doth Godjustly infatuate them, and maketh
them foolish. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. ill. xiii, Those
two maine plagues.. of humane kind, Wine and Women,
which haue infatuated and besotted Myriades of people,
a 1631 DONNE 6 Serin. (1634) ii. 40 Weshall be enfatuated_in
our counsels. 171* STEELE Spect. No. 278 P i He has so in-

fatuated her with his Jargon, that [etc.]. 1791 BOSWELL John-
son (1831) III. 525 Hepartook of the short-lived joy that in-

fatuated the public. 1860 EMERSON Coiid. Life, FateVfks.
(Bohn) II. 325 All the toys that infatuate men. .are the self-

same thing, with a new gauze or two of illusion overlaid.

atsol. 1633!'. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter \. 6 He., can turn bread i

into stones ; and make wine infatuate, not exhilarate. 1755 ,

YOUNG Centaur K. Wks. 1757 IV. 136 Heaven infatuates,

when it determines to destroy.

t 3. To stupefy (the senses). Obs. rare.

1712 tr. Pomct's Hist, Drugs I. 138 The chiefest Things
they are us'd for, is to infatuate Birds.

Infatuated (mfse-tiwi^'ted), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED!.] Made or become utterly foolish

; possessed
with an extravagantly foolish passion ;

besotted.

1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St.
y.

viii. 389 He may grow
so infatuated as to conceive himself . . a sincere Saint.

1756 LD. BARRINGTON in Ellis Orig. Lett. Scr. n. IV. 383
Alas 1 they were as infatuated as their chief. 1778 BURKE
Corr. (1844) II. 210 What the infatuated ministry may do,
I know not; but our infatuated House of Commons, .nave

begun a new war in America. 1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem
Ch. v. 94 The infatuated young man made no effort of resist-

ance, but hugged the enchanted chain.

Hence Infa tuatedly adv., in a way as if infa-

tuated ; with excessive folly ; madly.
1833 Blackw.Mag. XXXIII. 439 Infatuatedly addicted to

attempts. .which.. would prove fatal. 1889 Times 26 Feb.

9/2 The government had mfatuatedly made themselves the

dupes and accessories of. .an imposture and a plot.

Infa'tuating, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That infatuates or renders foolish.

1565 T. ROBINSON Mary Magd. I. 468 The poynted
Beanie, th 1

infatuatinge Fire, The Northern Comcets and

r painted Ire. 1660 J. SHARP in Laudei'd. Papers (Camden)
56 Infatuating and ruining distempeis. a 1708 BE\ ERIDGE

Tlics. Thcol. (1711) III. 346 Uncleanness ..is an infatuating
sin. 1858 FROUDE ///'$/. Eng. III. xii. 19 They had ascribed

the king's conduct to the infatuating beauty of this lady.

Infatuation (infetto|
l>

pn). [n. of action

from L. infatuare to INFATUATE ; cf. F. infatuation

(^1700 in Littre).] The action of infatuating, or

condition of being infatuated; a making or becom-

ing fatuous ; possession with extravagant folly ;
an

extravagantly foolish or unreasoning passion.
1649 Up. HALL Cases Cottsc. in. i, Free from all the un-

cleanness of diabolical infatuation. 1718 Freetkinker~$.Q. 77
P 6The Infatuation of the Enthusiast,setshimabove the Fear
of Death. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 169 P 14 Authors and
lovers always suffer some infatuation, from which only
absence can set them free. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Eimna. i.

viii, Your infatuation about that gia blinds you. 1882 Miss
BRADDON Mi. Royal I. iii.

97_
There never was a more

obvious case of mutual infatuation.

Iiifatuator (infertiM^'tsi). [agent-n. in L.

form from INFATUATE v. : see -OR.] One who or

that which infatuates.

1888 LADY HARDY Dangerous F.jcper. III. i. 9 Are we to

have the pleasure of seeing Jessie's infatuator tomorrow ?

Infaust (infg'st), a. rare. [ad. L. infaust-us

unlucky, perh. through F. infaiistt (Cotgr. 1611).]

Unlucky, unfortunate, ill-omened.

1658 PHILLIPS, Infaitst, or fnfaustous, unlucky, unfortu-
nate. 1668 CHARLETON Ephes. fy Cimin. Matrons n. 17
Dismal and infaust visions. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v.

(1737) 231 O most infaust who opiates there to live ! 1848
LYTTON Caxtons n. vn. xxvi, It was an infaust and sinister

augury. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 303 Taurus, whose in-

faust aspect may be supposed to preside over the makers uf
bulls and blunders.

So f Infau'stinj? vbl. sl>. (rare~
l

), a rendering
'

infaust', a boding of ill luck ; t Infan 'stous a.

(rare"} = INFAUST.
1622 BALUX Hen. l-

flf 196 Hee did withall bring a kind uf
Malediction and Infaustmg upon the Marriage, as an ill

Prognosticke. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Infaustous, unlucky,
unfortunate, dismal. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

t Infa'vour, -or, v. Obs. [f. IN- 2 + FAVOUB
sb. : cf. KNFAVOUB in EN- preft- 2.] trans. To
bring into favour ; to ingratiate.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] Ixxxix. 257 But it is to be

wondred at, how Repentance can againe infavour vs with
an offended God.

t Infavourable, a. Obs. rare- . [Is- . Cf.

L. infavdrabilis ,~\

1721 BAILEY, [nfavoitrable, not to be favoured [1730-6
(folio) adds, also severe],

t Infeable, obs. form of ENFEEBLE v.

I

INFECT.

Illfeasible (iuffzab'l), a. Now rare. Also

6-faisable, 7 -fesible, -fe(a)oible, 7-9-feasable.

[f. IN- 3 + FEASIBLE. Cf. F. infaisable (i7th c.in

Hatz.-Darm.).] Incapable of being accomplished
or carried out ; impracticable, impossible.
'533 St. Wafers Hen. VIII, VII. 497 Ve shall say that ye

remember ye herd Hym say oones, He wold neuer conclude

that mariage, but to do Us good, whiche is nowe infais-

ible. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. xii. 135 Which
secrets, although extreamly difficult, and tantum non in-

fesible, yet are they not irnposMble. 1665 GI.ANVH.L Scetsis

Sit. xiv. 80 But this is so difficult ; and . . so almost infeasable.

1678 BUTLER Hud. HI. iii. 391 Therefore I hold no Course s'

infecible As this of force to win the Jezabel. 1704 tr.

Boccalini's Lett.fr. Apollo I. 194 Judging the Attempt in-

feasable. 1817 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xiv. 70

Designs which the rising spirit ofthe nation rendered utterly
infeasible. 1881 igfft Cent. No. 48. 230 They pronounced it

not only infeasible, but of very doubtful benefit, even could

it be carried out.

Hence Infea-sibleness = INFEASIBILITY.

1654 W. MOUNTACI-E Devout Ess. ii. vi. f 3. 117 He
began the work ; and being disabus'd in point of the in-

feasableness, pursu'd his task, and perfected it.

t Infea'tlier, v. Obs. Also en-. [IN-
- =

EN- '.] trans. To furnish with fealheis, to feather.

1611 FLORIO, Impennarr, to enfeather, to enplume. Ibid.,

Inpennacchiare, to infeather, to inplume.

t Infe'Ct, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. infecl-us, f. in-

(!N- *) + faccre to make.] Incomplete, imperfect.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. ii. (Add. MS. 27944)

If. 212/1 Grene is ),e myddil colour bitwene reed, bat comeb
of the accioun and worchyng of perfyt hete and bytwen
white bat comeb of infecte.

t Infect, ///. a. Obs. Also 4- 6 enfect(e. [a.

F. infect (Oresme, I4th c.), or ad. L. infect-iis,fa.

pple. of inficert : see next. The spelling with en-

\vas rather English than French. OF. had also in-

faict, -fait, -fcl, cnfait (f. infaire : see next), whence
ME. eitfeit (0400 Three Kings Cologne 124).] =
INFECTED : Often construed as pa.pple. of next.

1. Affected materially, usually detrimentally ;

hence (a) dimmed, (b) stained, polluted, (c) made
in\alid, d) exhausted.
c 1374 CHAL-CKR Bocth. iv. met. v. 103 (Camb. MS.) Why

bat the homes of the fulle Moene wexen paale & Infect by
bowndes of the derke nyht. 1382 WYCI.IF 2 Mace. xii. 15

The pool of stondynge water. . infect \gloss or meyned] with

blood was seen to flowe. c 1386 CHALCLR Prcl. 320 So

:reet

a purchasour was nowher noon Al was fee symple to

ym in effect His purchasyng myghte nat been infect (r. r.

enfect], c 1420 Pallnd. on Hnsb. i. 294 A grt-t labour is lo

correcte A moold in this maner that is enfecte.

2. Tainted -with disease or organic corruption.
1382 ^y'YcLIF Lev. xiii. 48 A . . skynne, if it were infect

\\ ith whijt or reed weinine, it shal be holdun a lepre. c 1440

Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 5 Corru] t watyr, stynkynge and

infecte, of whi-jh watyr }if |u drynke or v.se, bou schalt be

enpoysonyd. 1518 in W. H. Turner Select. Rtc.OxforddZIo)
18 As well from London as from other infect places. 1525

Lp. BERNERS Froiss. II. cv. [ci.] 306 Dyuers that were enfecte

with sickenesse . . coulde not scape the peryle of dethe.

1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 13 7 Any hors gelding or mare
infect with scabbe or mange.

b. Of a disease : Caused by infection.

1541 R. CpI-LANU Guytloris Quest. Chirurg., Mancrcxaw.
laza-rcs Q ij b, Scantly the chylde scapeth lepry, or to be

scalled, or tached with suche infecte dyseases.
3. Tainted or contaminated with some fault,

defect, or vice, with evil habit, false doctrine, etc.

Also, culpably involved in, guilty of.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. u88o) 379 We may se. .how be cleigi

is wondirfulle enfect wib sj-monye & heresie. 1496 Dit'cs

<V Paup. ^W.de W.) \'i. x 248/1 Woman was lesbe infecte

in the fyrste pryuaricacyon tlian was man. 1497 Bp. ALCOCK
Mans Perfect. D iij, Infecle of ydolatry in worshyppynge
fals goddcs. c 1586 C'IESS PEJIBROKE Ps. cvi. x, 1 heir

sonns, with fathers fault infect, a 1612 HAFINGTON Brief
Vic~w Ck. 54 (T.) A blinded eye, a c^.ed ear, A hand with

bribe infect. 1617 MftckivelCs^ Dogge in Farr 6". P. Jas. I

(1848) 204 Heale the infect of sinne with oyle of grace.

b. simply. Morally corrupted ; contaminated ;

infected with sedition.

c 1400 LVDG. j-Esop'sFab. iii. 140 A false witness hath hi>

avauntage With mowth infect alwey to do damage. 1509
BAKCLAY Shyp of Falys (1874) I. 5 Holscm medicyne
which gaue vnto infect myndes fiutful doctrj-ne and

norisshinge. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr.^ i. iii. 187 And in the

imitation of these twaine. .many are infect. 1607 TOLRNEUR
Rev. Trag. iv. iii, For whose infect persuasions I could

scarce Kneele out my prayers.

Infect (infe-kt), v. Also 4-6 enfeot(e, 6 Sf.

infeck; 4-5 fa. tense and pple. in-, enfecte.

[ad. L. infect-, ppl. stem of inficcie to dip in, stain,

taint, impregnate, spoil, etc., f. in- (IN-
2
)
+faccre,

to make, do, put. Cf. F. infectcr (i6th c.) ;
in older

Fr. the popular form was in-, cnfaire, with pa.

pple. in-, enfait (see prec.).] To imbue a person

orthing with certain (esp. bad) qualities ;
said either

of the personal or material agent.
1. trans. To affect, influence, or imbue with some

quality or property by immersion or infusion,

t a. To dye, tinge, colour, stain. Obs.

1495 Trtvisa's Earth. De P. R. xvi. xxxvii. (W. de W.),
Electrum receyueth sone colour and hewe in what manere
a man woll and so it issoone enfected \MSS. infecte]. . wyth
Percyl. 1623 LISLE j&Wric on O. ,( A^. Test. Ded. xxvi, Nor
shall we more with artificiall hew, Infect our fells, by teach-

ing them to faine What Nature gaue not. 1633 P. FLETCHER
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Purple lit. II. \vii. His native bcuulii; is ulilic while, Which
atill sonic other colour'd stream infectclh. 1691 KAY L'ruttwu

II. (1692) 2} To thojc that Imvc the Jaundice, .objects appear
of that same Color wherewith their Eyes are infected.

b. To impregnate or imbue with some qualifying
substance, or active principle, as poison, or salt ;

to taint. Obs. or rare.

1553 EDEN Treat. ??fwe Ittd, (Arb.) 23' They vse also to

infect theyr arrowes with venime. 1563 w. FULKK Mettors
(1640) 64 b, Salt . . is first generated in the earth, after

commeth the water of the Sea, and is infected with it. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 44 The nature of the earth infectelh the

waters, as it were, with some strong medicine. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 646 He tempered a poysou for that pur-

pose,
with which a weapon infected, drawing never so little

bloud, did kill. 1680 BOYLE Scept. Cheat, l. 68 Upon the

unluting the Vessels it infected the Room with a scarce

supportable stink. 1853 KANE Grintull Exp. xxxiii. 11856)
288 Our snow-water has been infected for the past month
by a very perceptible flavor and odor of musk.

t 2. To affect injuriously or unpleasantly ; to

spoil or corrupt by noxious influence, admixture,
or alloy ; to adulterate. Oil.
c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 177 Alt Mayes eende a solar

is to paue, And rather [earlier] not, lest frostis hit enfecte.

1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 67 Copper, .giyeth way to

corruption, being infected with that greene mint- rail Cop-
peras. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 80 When pewterers
infect no Tin with leade. 1590 LODGE Euphues Gold. Leg.
(ed. Collier) 100 The synople tree, whose blossomes delight
the smell, and whose fruit infects the taste. 1599 B. JONSON
Ev. Man out of Hum. Epil. 8 Our cities torrent (bent t'

infect The hallow'd bowels of the silver Thames). 1693
DRYOKN tr. Persiia vi. 91 Our sweating Hinds their Sallads,
now, defile, Infecting homely Herbs with fragrant Oil.

3. To impregnate or taint with deleterious quali-
ties ; to fill (the air, etc.) with noxious corruption
or the germs of disease; to render injurious to

health.

ciJTJ-SV:. Leg. Saints, George 51 A serpent fel. .pat ofhis
aynd infect pe ayre. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 4150/2A dragon right venomous . . whiche enfected soo the place
that nothyng grewe aboute hym. 1543 BOOKDE Dyetary
iii. (1870) 236 Many thynges doth infect, putryfye, and cor-

rupteth the ayre. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 257 If her
breath were as terrible as [her] terminations, there were no
liuing neere her, she would infect to the north starre. 1635
SWAN Spec. M. v. 2 (1643) 122 The matter of lightning, .is

much infected, and therefore hurteth where it entercth.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Miss Sara Chismell
i
Apr.,

There are many that escape it [the plague] ; neither
is the air ever infected. 1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. i. ii. 23
The carcase would but rot and fester and infect the air.

jfig. 1400 Destr. Troy 936 He Enfecte the (firmament
with his felle noise.

4. To affect (a person, animal, or part of the

body) with disease ; to communicate a morbific
virus or noxious germs so as to generate disease

;

to act upon by infection or contagion. Also absol.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's Prol. 39 Hoold cloos thy

mouth . . Thy cursed breeth infecte wole vs alle. 1483
CAXTON Cold. Leg. 262 b/2 All they that were vexed and
seke and the fyre of pestylence had infected. 1538 BALE
Thre Lawes 286 The ayre whych geueth breathe, Sumtyme
mfecteth to deathe. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI11 i?6b,
Neither he nor the quene nor none of their company was
enfected of y disease. 1628 WITHER Brit. Reinemb. it.

449 Right so, this Plague . . infects lAt such or such a dis-

tance) ev'ry one. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 671 The
Causes and the Signs shall next be told, Of ev'ry Sickness
that infects the Fold. 17** DE FOB Plague 37 Persons in-

fected with plague. 1845 BUDD Dis. Liver 309 The lunys
were infected, as well as the liver.

b. trans/, and fig. Used of influences whose

operation or effect is (expressly or by implication,)

compared to that of an infectious disease.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2242 Philomela, ?it lestylh the

venytn of so longe ago That it enfectyth [r>. r. infecteth)
hym that wele {v. r. wyll] beholde The itorye of Therius
c 1411 HOCCLHVE Complaint 235 This grevous venyme that
had enfectyd and wildyd my brayne. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Htn. yil 30 She compassed, ymagened, and invented how
..to infect his whole realme with a pestiferous discorde.

1697 DRYDEX JEneid n. 733 With a Son's death t'infect a
Father's sight. 1784 COWPER Task v. 606 All the plagues
with which his sins Infect his happiest moments. 1821
SHELLEY Prometli. Unb. in. iv. 1^8 The wretch crept a
vampire among men, Infecting all with his own hideous ill.

6. To taint with moral corruption ; to deprave ;

to exert a bad influence upon character or habits.

11374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. iii. 94 (Carnb. MS.) The
vttcnstc wikkednesse . . ne defowleth ne entechcheth nat
hem oonly but infectyth and enuenymeth hem gretly. c 1460
J. RUSSELL Bk. Xttrliire 1249 Now, good god. graunt vs
grace oure sowles neuer to I nfecte ! 148* Monk ofEvetham
(Arb.) 60 With her wyckydnes they haue al moste enfecte and
cumbnd alle the howse. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 245He wes .. Infeclit far with auerice that syn. 1574 G.
Scorr in Fair i'. P. Eliz. (1845) ". 522 Rome is a cage of
birdes unclean*, . . Few errours haue the Church infect. That
dyd not there begynne. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 608 Till I

in Man residing, .. His thoughts, his looks, words, actions
all infect, And season him thy last and sweetest prey. 1751

their founder,, .infected those with the greatest corruption.
o. To taint with crime

;
to involve in crime or its

penalties.
1580 LYLY Euphuti (Arb.) 314 If any English-man be in-
icled with any myademeanour. 1601 FULBECKE ist Pt.

Hat-all. 79 If one say to an other that he is infected of the
robbery and murder lately committed and smels of the
murder, an action vpon the case will lye for these worded
iSi W. O. tr. Cawtti lust. 271 Moreover the luue of

Felons is so infected, that they are excluded from all hope
ur possibility of succeeding in the Inheritances of their

Ancestors, which otherwi.se should have descended to them.
1828 in WEBSTER ; hence in mod. Diets.

b. Internal. Law. To taint or contaminate with

illegality; to involve (a ship or cargo) in the
seizure or forfeiture to which contraband or pro-
hibited goods, or an enemy's ship, are liable. Cf.

INFECTION 8, INFECTIOUS 6.
a 1758 SIR GEO. LEE in F. T. Pratt Law of Contraband

(1867) 170 Soap and potashes are not contraband, but as

they belong to the same owners . . they by law are liable to
confiscation by being infected by the contraband. 1879
WOOLSEY tr. Treaty of Utrecht in Introd. lltternat. Law
(ed. 5) 198. 342 The ship itself, as well as the other goods
found therein, are to be esteemed free, neither may they be
detained on pretense of their being, as it were, infected by
the prohibited goods.
7. To imbue with an opinion or belief, esp. a

pernicious one, as heresy or seditious views; t for-

merly sometimes used in a good or neutral sense.

Also said of the opinion, etc.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 232/2 Whan the heresye of the

arryans had enfected al Italye. 1494 FABYAN Chron. \.

cxxxiii. 1 17 Y cursyd secte of y' detestable & false prophete
Machomet. .hath enfectyd .ii. pryncypall partis ofy worlde.

*S59 } W"VTE Serin, in Strype Ann. Kef. (1824) I.

vii. 154 Books . . full of pestilent doctrines, blasphemy and
heresy, to infect the people. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 24
Being infected by him with the true knowledge of the

gospell. 1660 Trial Regie. 55 The end of your Speech is

nothing, but to infect the People. 1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. I. i. 2? Philosophical opinions . . had then begun to
infect the Jews. 1882 J. H. BLUNT Kef. Ch, Eng.\\. 226
These foreign religionists had infected their English friends
. . with their opinions.
8. To affect (a person) with some feeling, esp. by

force of influence or example. Also of feelings :

To seize upon, take hold of.

1595 SHAKS. "John iv. iii. 69 A holy Vow . . Neuer to taste
the pleasures of the world, Neuer to be infected with de-

jight.
1611 IVint. T. l. ii. 262 'Twas a feare Which oft

infects the wisest. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 453 The Love-tale
Infected Sions daughters with like heat. 1765 H. WAI.POLE
Otranto ii. (1798) 33 Your terrors, I suppose, have infected
me. 1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiv, The frenzy of rage and
despair, infected next the minstrels. 1885 MABEL COLLINS
Prettiest Woman vii, Her gaiety infected him.

9. To affect or influence with some quality, or by
the introduction of some extraneous element.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 7 Men have used to infect

their meditations, opinions, and doctrines, with some con-
ceits which they have most admired, a 1680 BUTLEK Rein.

(1759) II. 217 His Muse is not inspired but infected with
another Man's Fancy. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 71 P 9
Forgetfulness of the fragility of life has remarkably infected
the students of monuments. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud, IV.
l. v. 56 The enthusiasm of the biographers for their master
and his cause infects every line of their narratives.

b. spec. Of a sound : To affect and alter the

quality of a sound in a neighbouring syllable, as

takes place especially in the Celtic languages. (Cf.
INFECTION ii.)
(Introduced in L. form iiificeri by Zeu^s Gram. Celt. I. 3.)

1872 [see INFECTED 4]. 1885 STOKES in Trans. Philol.
Soc. 179 [Final] -a Indo-Eur. a) is lost, but infects a follow-

ing consonant and breaks a preceding i or u. Il'Ul. 205
Toneless or grave e becomes a or /, or (after infecting a
previous vowel) is lost.

1 10. To infest, beset noisomely. Olis. [So F.

infectcr in La Fsntaine and Bnffon
(Littre\J

1547 BOORDE Ere-.'. Health 119 It is kynd of spirites, the
which doth infect and trouble men when they be in theyr
beddes slepyngc. 1607 TOPSELL Fottr-f. Beasts (1658) 177
Foxes are annoyed with many enemies . . the small flies,
called Gnats, do much trouble and infect them. 1654 H.
L'EsTRANGE Chas. / (1655) 130 His coasts were . . infected
with Pickroons, Turks, and Dunkirk-Pirats to the great
dammage of traffique. X7ia W. ROGERS Voy. (1718) 319
Much infected with serpents, moskittos, and other insects.

t II. iiitr. To become infected (in various senses).
c 1410 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 350 Lest they [wines] enfecte

is ferther now to trete. 1500-30 DUNBAR Poems xxxv. 30
Thir terrible monsteris sail togidder thrist . . Quhill all the
air infeck of thair pvsoun. a 1549 SKELTON Image Ipocr.
iv. 2 Nowe with sondry sectes The world sore infectes. 1589
COGAN Haven Health (16361 318 All infected in a manner
at one instant, by reason of a dampe or mist which arose.

1597 MONTGOMERY Cherrie <y Sloe 1354 Luke quhat laiks
for his relcif Or furdcr he infeck.

Infe'ctant, a. rare. [(. INFECT v.
(pr

its

source) + -ANT 1
: cf. F. infectant (Littre).] In-

fecting ; causing infection.

1867 Pall Mall G. No. 813. 1001/1 Uniformity of infectant

power.

Infected (infe-kted),///. a. [f. as prec. + -Ki>l.]
1. Tainted with disease or infectious

properties.
a. Of a thing or place, the air, etc. ; f abo for-

merly of pestilence.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxviii, The pestylence was so

enfected & so haboundant .. that unnethe there were left

lyvyng folk to buryc hem that were dede. 1544 BOORDE
Dyetary xxvii. (1870) 290 Strawe & rushes .. cast out of
a howse

infectyd. 1549 Compl. Scot, vi. 38 Al . . caliginus
fumis & infekkit vapours . . hed bene generit. 1666 W.
BocHL'Rsr 0rttvr. (1894)64 More have received the dis-

ease from infected Linen than infected Woollen. 1730
SOUTHALL Bitgs 34 Coming from infected Houses. 1897
HUGHES Medit. Fever ii. pi Isolated agricultural villages,
never visited by the inhabitants of the infected towns.

b. Of persons or animals, the body or its parts,
the mind, etc.

1597 A. M. tr. GuUlemeau's Fr. Chirure. 37 b/i The whole
,

infectcde and spoyledc parte swellelh. xooo SHAKS. A. Y. L.
; u. vii. 60, I will .. Cleanse the foule bodie of th' infected

|

world, If they will patiently receiue my medicine. 1605

j

Maca. v. i. So Infected mindes To their deafe pillowcs
: will discharge their Secrets. 1693 W, BOWLES in Drydetfs

"Juvenal \. (1697) 102 All round from him, as from th'infected

run. 172* DE Fotc Plague 43 To remove either his sound
or his infected people. 1798 *W. BLAIR Soldier s Friend 67.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Ptrtk xxvii. It U no light thing to be
shunned by the worthy as an infected patient.

t 2. Evilly affected or contaminated in respect of

i moral character, opinions, etc. Also of sin. Obs.

1570 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. ir. Ivii. 370 The tyranny
j

of such infected members, as . . might have imprisoned a
number of good subjects. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 95 In-

ward corruption and infected sin. 1638 Div. ff Pol. Observ.
26 Metis former flocking to Sermons in Infected places.

f3. Discoloured; stained; tinged. Obs.

1701 ADDISON Let. fr. Italy 23 Hoary Albula's infected
tide. 17x3 YOUNG Last Day in. 68 Yet still some thin re-

mains of fear and doubt, Th' infected brightness of their

joy pollute.

4. Celtic Gram. Altered in sound by the influence

of a neighbouring sound : see INFECT v. 9 b.

[ ^53 ZEUSS Gram. Celt. 1.2 Certis collocationis legibu.s pulsj
Iranscant in alios sonos secundarios, qui dici possunt alterati

vel infect!.] 1871 STOKES Goidelica 112 Infected g, (/, t are

dropped, as in ori(gk)tft bliddk^nec. .be(th)ad. Mod. The
ai Ql/aidh t and * ofjtr are instances of infected vowels.

Hence Infe-ctedness, the condition of being in-

fected (in quot., with disease).
1882 Quaix's Med. Diet. (Cent.), The infectedness of the

patient is first made known .. by . . general pyrexia.

Infexter. ? Obs. [f. INFECT v. + -EII '.] One
who infects ;

= INFECTOR.
1509 BARCLAY Shy} of Folys '1874) I. 56 Lousers of loue,

and infecters of Charite, Unworthy ar to
lyue

here at large.

1765 JOHNSON Note Shaks. Timon iv. iii, This alludes to an

opinion in former times, generally prevalent, that the vene-
real infection transmitted to another, left the infecter free.

Infe'Ctible, a. rare.
[f.

INFECT v. -*- -IBLE.]

Capable of being infected.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contentpl., N. T. iv. xvi, It was not

possibly infect ible, nor any way obnoxious to the danger of
others sin.

Infe'Cting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING!.] The
action of the verb INFECT, in various senses.

1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. ccxxxii. (1482) 249 A sikenes
that men callyd the pokkes slowe both men and women
thurgh hir enfectyng. 1508 KENNEDIE Flytingio, Dunbar
487 For fyling and iniecking of the aire. 1613 Nottingham
Kec. IV. 308 For kepinge a skebed horse, to the Jnfectinge
of his nebores horses. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1884) 256 This

infecting and being infected . . is evident.

Infe'Cting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That
infects : in senses of the vb.

1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 107/1 To sting thee
I with infecting jealousy, a 1653 Goucu Cmtn. Heb. xii. 8

I

Afflictions are as a rasor . . to let put the putrifying infecting

|

matter. 1883 M'SwiNEV tr. Wmdisck's frisk Grain. $ 18

I

The infecting or attenuating vowel (invariably an i), either

I

takes its place beside the vowel of the foregoing syllable, or
; has wholly extruded it. 1897 Allbutt's Sy*t. Med. IV. 419

Infecting virus being conveyed by the veins or lymphatics.

Infection (infe-k/an). Also 5-6 en-, [a. F. in-

i fection (15-14^1 c.), ad. late L. infection-em (in St.

Gregory in sense *

infection, contagion* of poison,

heresy), n. ofaction from inficfrt to INFECT. (The
en- form appears to be without French precedent.)]

f* 1. The action or process of affecting injuriously,
or the fact of being so affected

; corrupted or

diseased condition. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. .ff. vn. xvi[ij. (Add. MS.
^7944) If. 84/1 If it [rheum in the eyes] is euel I-kept, perof
leueb a lit il mole and infeccioun. c 1400 Lan/rancs Cirurg.
1 16 PC ventriclis of pe brayn . . ben of so

g^reet nobilitie,
L
oti5 pat per be neuere so litil infeccioun. .pel ben depriued

of her heelpe. ifiSyPAYNEL Barclay's Jttgurtk 31 Thyrdly
ye infeccion of Justice whiche is no wher here among us,
but clene exyled from our cytie. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors.

(1640) 65 b, Gold never corrupteth by rust, because it is pure
from poysonous infection. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i.

in. i. (1651) 31 [Melancholy] a privation or infection of the

middle cell of the Head.

f2. Contamination or corruption of air or water,

rendering it apt or liable to generate or propagate
disease; a morbific condition or quality of the

atmosphere, etc. Obs.

1412-20 LYDC. Chron. Troy i. vi. (1555), The enfection of

theyr troubled eyre,
He hath vanquished. 1548 HALL Chron,,

Edw. IV 232 What with savor of burnynge of townes, and
infeccion of the ayre, corrupted by the multitude of dead
carcases. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's A rgenis in. ii. 154
For the bodies of the enemies, lest by the Aires infection,

they should after their death prove hurtful! [etc.]. 1747
Gtntl. Mag, 480, I have long been of opinion, that

_the

plague itself is caused by the air's being full of invisible

animalcula, to which it owes its infection. 1801 Med. Jrnl.
V. 146 Dr. Tissott. .observes, that the Small-pox, .does not

propagate itself so much by contagion as by an infection of

the air.

3. The agency, substance, germ, or principle by
which an infections disease is communicated or

transmitted; morbific influence.

1412 20 LYDC. ChroH. Troy i. ii. (1555)* He was so full of

I foul coruption, and eke so dredeful of infection, c 1477
CAXTON Jason 75, I coude not so fast flee but that the terrible

dragon cast upon me a gobet of the most detestable infec-

cion that neuer was. 1541 BOORDE Dyetary xxvii. (1870)

290 The syckenei is taken with the sauour of a mans clothes

. . for the infection wyl lye and hange longe in clothe-,.



INFECTION.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. % Conmnv. (1603) 114 Even the

houses and their ruins are receptakles of infection, and
matter of corruption. 1722 DE FOE Plague 124 The infec-

tion may be in the very air. 1794
MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst.

Udolpha i, She had. .taken the infection during her atten-

dance upon him. 1855 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 530
Towards the end of the year 1694 .. At length the infection

spread to the palace, and reached the young and blooming

Queen. 1871 B. TAYLOR Fanst (1875) I. xix. 174 Seek pro-

tection As from a corpse that breeds infection.

b. //. Morbific influences, principles, or germs.
1533 ELYOT Cast. HcHhe (1539) 24 In a tyme of pestilence,

if one beinge fastynge, doo chewe some of the leaues [of |

sorrel] ..it meruaylously preserueth from infections. 1610

SHAKS. Temp. ii. ii. i All the infections that the Snnne :

suckes vp From Bogs, Fens, Flats, on Prosper fall, and '

make him By ynch-meale a disease. 1885 S. Cox Kxfits. ;

Ser. I. ii. 26 That the air may be freed from poisonous in-

fections.

4. The communication of disease, esp. by the

agency of the atmosphere or water (hence, in strict

use, distinguished from contagion, which implies
communication by actual contact) ; the action or

process of infecting ;
the fact of being infected.

1548 HALL Chroa., Hen. VIII 64 The kyng . . kept no
j

solempne Christmas, willyng to have no resort for feare of

infeccion. 1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk. Falconry xxviii. izo The
Rye, the Cramp, and the Craye . . the best way will be for

the keeper euermore to bee mindfull and carefull to preuent
their infection, before any of them hath laid holde, or seazed

on his Hawke. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 17^ r 14 As a i

man suspected of infection is refused admission into cities. :

1804 Med. Jml. XII. 327 Whatever is observed in the arti- I

ficial infection by inoculation, holds true in the natural infec-

tion. 1860 FLOR. NIGHTINGALE Nursing n. (1861) 29 True

nursing knows nothing of infection, except to prevent it.

5. Disease caused by infection ;
an infectious

disease; a plague, epidemic, pestilence ; f formerly

sometimes, A disease, a seizure with disease.

1563 BALDWIN in Jlfirr. Mag. Ccj b, God him selfe will

fyght with enfections and erthquakes. 1576 FLEMING
j

J'anofl. Epht. 238 note, Lecherie . . loathsome for the foule ,

infections which it breedeth : as the spanishe pocke [etc.],

1577 EARL LEICESTER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 273
The infection in Oxford and the Country falleth out to be :

onely at the Assizes gotten. 1593 NASHE 4 Lett. Conf. 50 ,

There would more gentle Readers die of a merrie mortality I

. . than there haue done of this last infection. 1680^-90
TEMPLE Ess., Learning Wks. 1731 I. 169 As an Infection

|

that rises in a Town, first falls upon Children or weak Con-

stitutions. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 26 We
were crowded together enough to bring an infection among
us. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 403 Sometimes '

indeed a slight infection may be carried off in a few days,

by bathing the parts in warm milk and water. 1844 THIRL-

WALL Greece Ixvi. VIII. 429 He found himself shunned in

public places as an infection.

6. Moral contamination ;
vitiation of character or

habits by evil influences ;
an instance of this.

a 1529 SKELTON Bk. 3 Fooles, Lechery. . is . . full of enfec-

cion and bytterness, for it distayneth the soule of man.

1582 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 67 Heathen Poets.. from

which the youth of the reahne doth rather receive infection

in manners than advancement in virtue. 1697 tr. Dufin's
Eccl. Hist. II. 76 The Cares and Affairs of the World.,

corrupt Men by an Infection, that is almost unavoidable.

1794 GIFFORD Baviad 345 If yet
there be One bosom from

this vile infection free. 1828 W. SEWELL Ox/. Prize Ess. 46

We dread the infection of mean and degraded objects.

7. Corruption of faith or loyalty by heretical or

seditious principles ;
communication of harmful

opinions or beliefs.

1529 MORE Dyalogc i. 29 b, Bringynge vp of some newe

fangell heresies to the infeccion o our olde
faythe.^ 1548

party, was carryed so far [etc.]. 1719 YOUNG Busiris n. i,

Thou hast a heart that swells with loyalty, And throws off

the infection of these times. 1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. I.

444 A regard for the public p_eace,
and for the preservation

of the church of Christ from infection.

8. Internal. Law. Contamination by illegality;

the communication to a ship or cargo of liability

to seizure, from association with hostile or contra-

band cargo, etc. (cf. INFECT v. 6 b).

1879 WOOLSEY Introd. Internat. Lam (ed. 5) 189 In 1744

. . a regulation freed neutral ships from the infection of the

hostile cargo.

9. The '

catching' and diffusive influence or ope-

ration of example, sympathy, and the like, in the

communication of feelings or impulses from one

to another
;
= CONTAGION 5.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle m. 1098 The infection Of thy

high leveld thoughts lets thee not see The ougly face of
thy

deformity, c 1630 MILTON Passion 55 And I . . Might think

the infection of my sorrows loud Had got a race of mourners

on some pregnant cloud. 1715-20 POPE Iliad vi. 645 There,
while her tears deplored the godlike man, Through all her

train the soft infection ran. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xiv, The
infection of his warm and poetic enthusiasm.

1 1O. The process of moistening, colouring, etc. by
immersion or infusion (cf. INFECT v. i). Obs. rare.

1657 TOMLISSON Return's Disp. 59 Tincture or infection is

neere akin to humectation. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. ii.

7, I find Fire to spit at the infection of Salt or Water.

11. Celtic Gram. Alteration of a sound under

the influence of a neighbouring sound.

[Cf. 1853 ZF-USS Cramm. Cfltica I. 3 Evolutione quam nos

dicemus infectionem.]

255

call it, eclipsis. 1883 M'SwlNEYtr. Windfall's Irish Grata.

i6The purity of the vowels undergoes infection or altera-

tion, owing to the influence the vowels of the neighbouring

syllables exercise over each other. Ibid. 17 Infection takes

place most frequently by means of the slender vowels.

If 12. Humorously misused for affection, liking.

1396 SHAKS. Merch. F. ll. ii. 133 He hath a great infec-

tion sir, as one would say, to serue. 1598 Merry W. n.

ii. 1 20 Her husband has a marwellous infection to the little

Page.
13. attrib. and Comb.
1896 Allbntt's Syst. Med. I. 215 Infection experiments

carried out upon animals. Ikid. 538 The toxic products
of the infection-carriers.

Iilfe'Ctioiiist. rare. [f. prec. + -1ST.] One
who lays stress upon infection as a cause of disease.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxxvii, The appeal was un-

fortunate, both for the appealer and the doctor. The latter

was an infectionist. 1865 /'// Mall G. 18 Aug. 9/2 An
ardent-' infectionist', says that, in the very same quarter of

London, those who used the Southwark and Vauxhall Com-

pany's water . . died at the rate of seventy-one to every ten

thousand houses. Mp/atrll. Observer 1X0.44. i28Theultra

contagionist or infectionist.

Infections (infe'kfos), a. [f.
INFECT-ION +

lous; cf. mocl.F. infectieux. An earlier formation

after L. infectu-s was INFECTUOUS.]
1. Having the quality or power of communicating

disease by infection ; infecting with disease ; pesti-

lential, unhealthy.
1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxvii. (1870) 290 Whan the Plages

of the Pestylence or the swetynge syckenes is in a towne or

countree . . the people doth fie from the contagious and

infectious ayre. Ibid., In such infectious tyme. 1602

MARSTON Antonio's Re^'. iv. iii, Why permit you now such

scum. .to. .taint the ayre With his infectious breath ? 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 195 It would seem that the pre-

dominance of any one vapour . . becomes infectious, and
that we owe the salubrity of the air to the variety oMts
mixture. 1829 LYTTON Derereitx II. ii, There is something
infectious in the atmosphere. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 470/2
The infectious qualities of substances which cannot be con-

veniently washed.

\ b. Poisonous. Obs. rare
~

'.

1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins. 900 On the trees . .

there growes a kinde of infectious honey. The which poyson
being drank makes men stu|*d, and out of their wits.

2. Of diseases : Apt to be communicated or re-

ceived by infection ;
liable to be transmitted from

one person to another by means of air or water (in

strict use, distinguished from CONTAGIOUS, q.v.).

1592 SHAKS. Rom. *f Jnl. v. ii. TO In a house Where the

infectious pestilence did raigne. 1610 Bp. HALL Recoil.

Treat. (1614) 754 Leprosie or plague . . diseases, not more

deadly then infectious. 1683 BURNET tr. More's Utopia

(1684) 93 That such of them as are sick of infectious

Diseases, may be kept so far from the rest, that there can
be no danger of Contagion. 1790 BEATSON Nat 1

, ft Mil-

Mem. II. 13 The fever was highly infectious, and swept off

great numbers. 1897 Allbutt's Syst, Med. II. 252 Its virus

is incapable of diffusion'in the atmosphere, and . . conse-

quently it is contagious only and not infectious also.

b. transf. Of or for infectious diseases.

1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 9/1 Typhoid is prevalent . . and
several cases are now being treated at the infectious hospital.

1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1064 The infectious hospital is that of

St. Ladislaus.

1 3. Infected with disease. Obs.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxvii. (1870) 290 The syckenes is

taken with the sauour of a mans clothes the which hath

vysyted the infectious howse. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.lv. i.
_2i

It comes ore my memorie As doth the Rauen o're the in-

fectious \Qt>s. infected] house Boading to all. 1618 ROW-
LANDS Sncr. Mem. Mirac. 41 Are there not ten infectious

creatures cleane, Of whom this poore Samaria stranger,

meane, Onely returns? 1727 BRADLEV Fam. Diet. s.v.

Canker, Incorporate the whole together with Vinegar, .and

rubbing the infectious Place therewith, it will cure them.

4. Tending or liable to infect or contaminate

character, morals, etc. Now rare.

1547-64 BAULDWIN Mar. Philos. (Palfr.) To Rdr., That

pestilent and most infectious canker, idlenesse. 1685 BAXTER
> Paraphr. N. T., Matt, xviii. 15, etc., To keep Christians

from the snare and the shame of infectious and wicked
Associates. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v. 142 The world's in-

fectious ; few bring back at eve, Immaculate, the manners
of the morn.

5. Of actions, emotions, etc. : Having the quality
of spreading from one to another

;

'

catching', con-

tagious.
a 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Maid's Trag. i. i, She carries with

her an infectious grief, That strikes all her beholders. ijoo
1 DRYDEN Palamon I, Arc. n. 313 Through the bright quire

th' infectious virtue ran. All dropt their tears. i828WHATEi.v
Rhet. in Encycl. Metrop. 300/1 Almost every one is aware
of the infectious nature of any emotion excited in a large

assembly. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xi. (1878)
200 How hearty and infectious his laughter ! 1899 Nation
(N.Y.) 12 Oct. 275/2 An infectious good humour and urbanity.

6. Internat. Law. Tainting with illegality (said
of contraband or hostile goods in their effect on

i the rest of a cargo, or on the ship); cf. INFECT z>. 6 b.

1878 KENT Internat. Law ix. (ed. 2) 339 Contraband
i articles are said to be of an infectious nature, and they

contaminate the whole cargo belonging to the same owners.

Iiifextioiisly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2
.] In an

infectious manner ; so as to infect
;
as if infected.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. tf Cr. n. ii. 59 The will dotes that is in-

! clineable To what infectiously it selfe affects, Without some

image of th' affected merit. 1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt.,
i

O. T. xviii. iii, The surest way is to keep aloof from the in-

fectiously wicked. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trar. (ed. 2) 60

i The ditch, .which too oft smels infectiously. 1896 Chicago

INPECUND.
Advance 15 Oct. 516 Glasgow's famous hospital for the

infectiously diseased.

Infe-ctiousiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being infectious.

1619 W. SCLATER Exf. i Thfss. (1630) 223 Seeing the
infectiousnesse of the pestilence or

leprosie in others.

1685 BOYLE Salnb. A ir iii. 89 Sometimes the plague
ceases, or at least very notably abates of its infectiousness
and malignity, in far less time. 1748 HARTLEY Observ.
Man i. iv. 489 The Infectiousness of our Tempers and
Dispositions. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 136 Some
classification of the partially infectious tumours by their
kinds of infectiousness may be agreed upon.
Infective (infe-ktiv), a. [ad. L. infectivus

(in cl.L. in neut. pi. infcctlva dyes) : see INFECT v.

and -IVE. Cf. OF.
iljfiffif, -ivc (Godefroy). The

word seems to have gone out of use c 1 700, but has

recently been revived in medical use.]

1 1. Having the quality of affecting injuriously or

tainting. Const, of. Obs. rare.

13518 TREVISA Barth. De P. J?. xvn. Ixxv. (Tollem. MS.),
Hit is sone greuid with colde eyer, with hayle, with rayne,
with euel dewe and infectyue [ex rore . . infective}, c 1420
Pallad. on Hnsb. ix, 14 Al other donge is infectif of wynys.
2. Having the quality of infecting with disease,

or of spreading disease by infection
; infectious.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvni. lxv[i]. (Add. MS.
27944^ lf.2Qi/i His[alion's]pre|jstvnkeJ?and is infectiue, and
infected obre Binges, and his bitynge is dedliche and vene-
mous. c 1485 Dighy Myst. iv. 368 To wash away corrupcion
of wondes infectyfe. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Ijnitatiime m.
xlv. 233 Truly vayne glory is an infectyue pestylens. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxxix, 347 They bare with fufl

great trouble the heate, and the infectyue ayre of the coun-

trey of Spaygne. 1562 TURNER Baths 2 a, If he be sieke in

a smittinjy or infective disease. 1583 BABINGTON Cont-
inandm. iii. (1637) 27 Some pestilent thing of an infective

operation. 1616 SURFL. & MARKII. Country Fanne 428 This

Gyle of Gates . . expelleth out of the bodie all manner of
venimous and infectiue humours. 1867 Pall Mall G. No.
813. looi/i The infective power of the poison. 1881 Nature
XXIV. 373/2 Prof. Klebs. .declared the infective quality to

he due to the presence of a microphyte. 1883 St. James's
Gaz. 29 Nov., The infective matter shown to exist in the

blood serum. 1895 PARKES Health 30 The prevention of

infective diseases.

3. Producing or spreading moral injection.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 269 The desire of vertue ..

though it be excessive, yet is it not noisome, yet is it not

hurtful, yet is it not infective. 1602 \V. BURTON Anat.
Belial 161 Some in their wanton and light behaviour are . .

infective to the weaker Christians. 1627-77 FELTHAM Re-
solves ii. Ixx. 309. 1899 Expositor Mar. 182 Sin is not only
cumulative but infective.

f 4. Producing an emotion, feeling, etc. by in-

fection. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY ij.)> True love, well considered, hath an

infective power. 1626 BACON Sylva 945 Feare and Shame
are likewise Infectiue ; for wee see that the Starting of one
will make another ready to Start : And when one Man is

out of Countenance in a Company, others doe likewise Blush
in hisbehalfe. ^osFARQUHAR/wrows/rt;;/' iv. iv, There, there,
behold an object that's infective ;

I cannot view her, but I

am as mad as she.

Hence Infe'ctiveness, Infecti'vity, the quality
of being infectious.

1871 Daily Nc~vs 16 Aug., Cholera has a certain peculiar
infectiveness of its own. 1881 Nature XXIV. 373/2 The
fatal infectiveness of crude tubercular matter. 1882 G. F.

DOWDF.SWELL in Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 67 There is .. con-

siderable uncertainty in the infectivity of such blood. 1897
A llbntfs Syst. Med. II. 186 The virus may be carried from
a small-pox hospital by the air a considerable distance with-

out losing its infectivity.

Infector (infe-toi). [a. L. infectw, agent-n.
f. injtct'rc to INFECT.] One who infects ; one who
causes or spreads infection.

1580 Godly Adtnmtition in Liturg. Serv, Q.EUz. (Parker
Soc.) 574 Infectors to others by their evil example. 1768
STERNE Sent. Journ. (1775) I. 63 (Gloves) They are com-
municated and caught so instantaneously, that you can
scarce say which party is the infector. 1868 W. HOWITT in

PallMallG. 12 Dec. 5 How is it possible to avoid a general
infection with . . infectors riding and running all over the land ?

t Infe'Ctory, a. Obs. [ad. L. infectori-iis : see

prec. and -ORY.] Having the property of dyeing.
1657 TOMLINSON Renon"s Disp. 283 Grain, which is

vulgarly called Scarlet dye, or infectory grain.

Infe'CtreSS. rare. [f.
INFECTOR : see -ESS.]

A female infector.

1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 301 How Lachish came first to

apostatise and to be the infectress of Judah, Scripture does

not tell.

t Infe'CtuoUS, a. Obs. [f. L. (post-class.) in-

fectu-s (w-stem) dyeing + -ous ; cf. OF. infectueux

(1381 in Godef.). Cf. AFFECTUOUS, DEFECTUOUS.]
^INFECTIOUS.
1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvni. Ixvi. (W. de W.),

The brethe of a lyon stynketh and is ryght infectuous [MSS.
infectiue] and contagyous. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Pnrgat. HI.

vii. 3 Nature shall expulse those infectuos humours. 1567
MAPLET Gr. Forest 52 Venemous and infectuous Plants.

a 1626 BACON New Atl. Sylva, etc. (1676) 243 The nature of

the sickness of our men was not infectuous. 1747 Col. Rec.

Pennsylv. V. 106 There was a very infectuous Distemper.

tlnfe'CtTire. Obs. rare'- 1
,

[f.
INFECT +

-URE.] The action of infecting ; infection.

1580 H. GIFFORD Gilloflowers (1875) 142 The cause of my
sadnes at length I coniecture, Is loue with his madnes, that

breedes this infecture.

Illfecund (infe'k#nd), a. [ad. L. infecund-us
f. in- (Ix- 3) +fecundus FECUND

; cf. F. inffcond



INFECUNDATED.

(isth c.). Formerly inftwnJ (so in J.).] Not

fecnnd, prolific, or fruitful ; barren, unproductive.

c I4>0 Patlad. an /fust. I. 667 Tak noon [pheasants] hut

of oon veer ; for, infccounde Are old. 1664 K\ H.YN Sylva

ti That little infecund part of the seed, a 1770 SMART Hof
Gard i Poems (18101 37/1 The next Is arid, fetid, infecund,

and gross. 1885 K. K. HYRHNE Entangled II. n. viii. 255

How cold, infecund, and unpromising.

Infe'Cttndated, a. [IN--V] Unfertilized; not

impregnated.
1864 InttlL Obsfrv. No. 33. 138 The infecundated ovum.

Infecnndity (inf/kc-mliti). [ad. L. i/;v-
ditas: see INFBCBND and -ITV. Cf. F. infteondile

(I4thc.).] Unfruitfulness ; barrenness. ///. andyff.
1605 WII.LET Hf.tafla Gen. 313 Shee grieued rather at

her owne infecunditie or barrennesse. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.

Hist. II. 308 Diminish the number of the other by in-

fecundily. 8i8 SOITHEY in Q. Rev. XVIII. 30 What he

calls the invincible infecundity of the Spaniards in epic

poetry. 1813 I.INGARD Hist. hng. VI. 250 The infecundity
of Anne. .had hitherto disappointed the king's most anxious

wish to provide for the succession to the throne.

t Infecu'ndous, a. Obs. rare-1
. [1. L. in-

fecund-us IxpEousn + -ous.]
= IKFECUNU.

1661 GLANVILL Van. Dognt. xix. 179 That the Aristotelian

Physiology cannot boast itself the proper Author of any
one Invention is pragnant evidence of its infecundous

deficiency.

Infeeble, obs. form of ENFEEBLE v.

Infeft (infe-ft), v. Sc. Law. Pa. t. and pa. pple.

infeft, rarely infefted. [Sc. form of ENFEOFF ;

the final / appears to be the suffix of the pa. pple.,

taken as belonging to the stem.] trans. To invest

with heritable property; to ENFEOFF.

1463 in Sir W. Fraser Douglas St. (1885) III. ox, I am
infeft heretabli be the saide erle in the laundis of Corsris

[etc.]. 1498 Mtlvilles of Meh'illc (1890) III. 52 The
said John Gowrlay, elder, sal infeft with

chartyrand posses-

sioune al and haill his landis of Cargowre to the said Johne
Gowrlay. younger. ijjo CArtrfVrf, 4r.,/V*/{i872)5pThe
said Schir Patnk sail indot gyf and infeft certane landis. .in

honor of God. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Act Alex. II, ip
And gif the lands are halden of the king : the Schiref sail

infeft the buyer be ane precept, quha buyes them, a 1700
Burd Isbel % Sir Patrick xliv. in Child Ballads vni. cclvii.

B. (1892) 422/1, I woud infeft your son this day In third

part o your land. 1861 J. R. MACDUFF Sunsets Hebr.

Mount. 186. 1893 Diet. Nat. Bior. XXXIII. 76 On his

infefting his brother William in the lands of Cairnie.

Hence Infe*ft sb. rare. -=next.

1803 Diet. Nat. Bio$.
XXXIII. 76 On 3 June 1366

Andrew received a new infeft of the earldom.

Infe-ftment. Sc. Law. [f. prec. + -MENT.]
The action or fact of infefting ;

' the act of giving

symbolical possession of heritable property, the

legal evidence of which is an instrument of sasine
'

(Bell Diet. Law Scot.) ;
ENFEOFFMENT.

lafeftmeat i" security, temporary infeftment of acreditor,
to secure payment of a debt. Infeftment of relief, a similar

security to relieve a cautioner from his engagement. iBell.)

1456 in Sir W. Fraser Wemyss afWtuyss (1888) II. 74

Twychyng the infeftments of the said landis. 1489 Sc. Acts

jfas. II', c. 12 And to eschew all circumvenciouns ft dis-

satis That has bene done to the Kingis hienes be bringing
of diuerse Signaturis Infeftmentis donacions giftis. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scat. II. 358 Fyftene abbais. . He foundit

hes with riche infeftment ilkane. a 1571 KNOX Hist.

Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 356 That the same [town] may be guyded
and reulled frelie, as it was befoir, be the Baillies and

Counsale, conforme to thair infeftmentis gevin to thame
be the ancient and maist excellent Kingis of this realme.

1617 in W. Mcllwraith Guide IVigtcivnsli. (1875! 90 The
saia burgh is now erect, made, and constitute and creat in

ane free burgh of barony by us and our infeftment. 1832
AUSTIN Jurispr, (1873) I. xiv. 302 The word infeftmtnt,
or investiture, properly applies to the personal title com-

pleted by the sasine : but is sometimes applied to the

sasine as distinct from the personal title, where, as it some-
times happens, they conflict. 1861 BRLL Diet. I.a Scot.

444 By the Infeftment Act, 8 and 9 Viet. c. 35, 1845, infeft-

ment may be effectually obtained by producing to the

notary-public the warrants of sasine and relative writs..

and by expeding and recording in the appropriate register
an instrument of sasine [etc.]. 1884 Law Rep. 9 App. Cases

305 The trustee's infeftment in the heritable estate was
recorded in the register of sasines at Glasgow.

Infelicific 'inf<"lisi'fik), a. Ethics, [f.
L. in-

felix, infilici- unhappy, after FEUCIFIC.] Pro-

ductive of unhappincss.
1874 SIDCWICK Mfth. Ethics (1877) 371 note, It will be

convenient to use the terms 'felicinc' and '
infelicific

'

for
'

productive of happiness
' and the reverse. Ibid. 423 The

breach of any moral rule is pro tanto infelicific from its

injurious effects on moral habits generally. 1890 M. MAC-
MILLAN Promotion Hafpinfss \. 3 The infelicific conse-

quences which would result to them from the knowledge of
our better fortunes.

t Infeli'cious, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ous :

cf. FELICIOUS.] Unhappy, unfortunate, unlucky.
1507 A. M. tr. GtiillemeaH s />. C/tirurr. *iv, Those are

esteemed infeliciouse and vnfortunale. 1669 COKAINB Ovid
136 Paid we not that duty To excellent Ovid's infelicious end.

lufelicitate inf/li-sitc't), v. rare. [f. ppl.
stem of L. infeKcitare, f. infilititHs INFELICITY : cf.

felicitate.] trans. To make unhappy.
i6&4 COKAINE Diania

ji.
161 The Gods be praised, that

hereafter my life cannot infelicitate any.

Infelicitous (inffli-slt3s\ a. [f.
IN- 3 + FELI-

CITOUS : c next.] Unhappy, unfortunate
; esf. not

happily suited to the occasion or circumstances;
not apt or appropriate : the opposite of FfXicrrors.

256

1835 '* TAYLOR Spir. Dfsf>ot. ix. 386 Prompted to deny
with indignation the allegation of their infelicitous position.

1857 Fraser's Mag. LVI. 600 He . . conceived the infelicitous

idea of making an abridged translation. 1876 GF.O. Ki KM
Dan. Dcr. xxxvi. 79 The infelicitous wife who had produced
nothing but daughters. 1884 Spectator 4 Oct. 1290/1 His
illustration .. is singularly infelicitous.

Hence Infeli citously adv., unhappily, inaptly.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Church 4- State (1839) J 93 'f

n? second

power, .commonly but most infelicitously called irritability.

1841 H. F. CHORLF.Y Music <fr Manners (1844) III. 351 [It]
dramatised the solemn text not infelicitously.

Infelicity v inf/li*stti). [ad. L. infelidtas, f.

injelix unhappy : cf. obs. F. infiliciM (I5th c.).]

1. The state of being unhappy or unfortunate ; an

unhappy condition or state of affairs ; unhappi-
ncss, misery; bad fortune, ill luck, misfortune.

138* WYCUP a Mace. viii. 55 Nychanore . . cam to An-
tioche, hauynge heijist infelicitee [gloss or most wretchid-

nessejj of the deeth of his cost. rx4$o tr. De Imitationc
HI. xxiii. 92, I morne and bere myn infelicite wi|> sorowe.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 350 For so is your power depover-
ished, and Lordes and great men brought to infelicitee.

1652-61 HEYLIN Cosmogr. To Rdr, i Being, by the unhapp!-
ness of my Destiny, or the infelicity of the Times, deprived
of my Preferments. 1750 JOHNSON Rasselas xxviii, You
surely conclude too hastily from the infelicity of marriage
against its institution. 1825 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Barbara
S

t
That pure infelicity which accompanies some people

in their walk through life.

b. A particular case or instance of bad fortune
;

an unfortunate circumstance or event ; a misfor-

tune ;
a cause or source of unhappiness.

1577 FENTON Gold. Epist, a When God administereth to
vs diseases, sorowes, deaths, and infelicities. 1651 HOBBF.S
Gervt. fy Soc. x. 16. 163 The government comes to be ad-
ministred in a Democraticall manner, and . . thence arise

those infelicities which for the most part accompany the
Dominion of the People. 168* H. MORE Annot. Glanvilts
Lux O. 189 It is the infelicity of too many, that they are

ignorant. 1731 NF.AL Hist. Purit. I. 81 So that his death
was not an Infelicity to the Church. 1891 Spectator 7 Mar.,
These infelicities of travel were of frequent occurrence, and
endured with cheerfulness.

2. The quality of not being happily suited to the

occasion or circumstances ; unlucky inaptness or

inappropriateness ; with //. an unhappily inappro-

priate expression or detail of style.

1617 HALES Gold. Rent. (1673) 10 With how great in-

felicity or incongruity soever it be. 1650 HAMMOND On Ps.
cxx. heading paraphr., A complaint of trie infelicity of such

companions. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Oxfc in
\

7
ac.^ Perad-

venture the Epiphany, by some periodical infelicity, would,
once in six years, merge in a Sabbath. 1879 CHURCH
Spenser 33 The beginnings of that great critical literature,
which in England, in spite of much infelicity, has only been
second to the poetry which it judged. Mod, A work marred

by its infelicities of style.

Not felonious ;
not of the nature of felony.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. iii, The thought of that

infelonious murder [of a canary] had always made her
wince.

Infelt, ///. a. [f. IN adv. lib + FELT///, a.]
Felt within ; inwardly felt or experienced.
a 1586 SIDNEY Astr. $ Stella Ixi, Who indeed infelt affec-

tion beares. 1774 IVestm. Mag. II. 93 Dice can no infelt

bliss impart. 1894 J. R. ILI.INGWORTH Personality viii.

(1895) 194 Its infelt capacity for intercourse with God.

Infeniinine Jnfe-minin), a. rare. [Ix-
:

*.]

Not feminine ; unwomanly.
1879 G. MEREDITH Egojst\\\. 30 There's my flat confes-

sion, and highly infeminine it is.

t Infe'nce, ^- Obs. Also 7 en-, [f. Ix- 1 or 2

+ FENCE z>.] trans. To inclose in, or as in, a

fence; to fence in. Hence f Infe-nced///. a.

1613-18 DAKIRL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 158 The ill ad-
ministration of lustice .. threw open agayne .. this ill in-

fensed closure. 1652 BENI.OWES Theoph. v. xi. Tomes full

of mystick characters enfense Those seas of blisse 1

t Infencibi'lity. Obs. rare.
[f.

IN- s + FEN-
CIBLE + -ITV.] The condition of not being

'
fenci-

ble
'

;
unfitness for defensive military service.

1651 URQUHART 9iv/Wks. ('834) 252 Then were these

very same men whom they had formerly cast, either for

malignancy or infencibility, inrolled in their troups.

t Infe'nse, a. Obs. rare, [ad, L. infenstis hos-

tile, inimical.] Hostile, inimical.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTACU Acts $ Mon. (1642) 470 The lewes

as infense to the Samaritans as they to them. 1680 CALDRR-
WOOD in Hickes Spjr. Popery 30 A most infense Enemy to

the Purity of Religion.

t Infe'nsive, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. infens-us

(see prec.) + -IVE
; cf. defensive^ offensive^ =prec.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 256 This King
was verie infensiueto the Regentis and Gouernouris.

Infeodate, -ation : see INPEUDATK, -ATION.

Infeof(f, -ment, obs. ff. ENFEOFF, -MENT.

Infer (infau), v. Also (6 infarre, enferre), 6-7
inferre, 7-8 inferr. Inflected inferred, etc. [ad.
L. inffrre to bear, bring, or carry in, to inflict, make

(war), to cause, occasion, to introduce; in med.L.,
to infer; f. in- (Ix-

2
) + ferre to bear. Cf. F.

inferer to allege, show, infer (i6th c.).]

\ \. trans. To bring on, bring about, induce, oc-

casion, cause, procure ;
to bring upon (a person,

etc.), to inflict ; to wage (war) upon. Obst

f 1540 BOORDF. The bokf for to Lernt C iv A, Immoderat

INFER.

ftlepe..doth induce and infarre [154* Dyctary viii. (1870)
245 infer] breuyte of lyfe. 154374 ^^ 35 Hen. F///, c. ta
The same frenche kyng. .hathe inferred and done vnto his

maicstie . . intollerable displeasures, 1566 PAISTF.R /'at.

Pleas, I. B ij b, Determined by common accorde, to inferre

warres vppon the Romaines,
1576

FLEMING Panopl. Epitt.
160 If any wound be inferred with force of forreigne

weapon. 1589 NASIIE Almond/or Parrat n b, A wicked
mind, eylher meditates the initiries which he i* about to

inferre, or feares some reproch to be inferred by others.

1594 SIIAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 343 Inferre faire England*
peace by this Alliance. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. viii. 31
Faire Serena; who. .fled fast away, afeardlOfvillany to be to

her inferd. 1640 Br. REYNOLDS/** Hi. 16. 1699 POTTER
Antiq. Greece I. xxvi. (1715) 178 He who wilfully infers

Damage, shall refund twice as much.
1754^

EDWARDS
i-'recd. Witt n. xii. 123 If absolute Decrees are inconsistent
with Man's Liberty as a moral Agent, .it is not on account
of any Necessity which absolute Decrees infer.

t b. To confer, bestow. Obs.

1571 CAMPION Hist.Irtl. (1633) 45 That the Metropoliunes
See was inferred upon meere lay persons of the blood roy?H.
1589 NAKHR Anat. Absurd. Epist. p iij, What ever content
felicitie or Fortune may enferre. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
i. ii. 363 That this honour might bee inferred on some one
of the bloud and race of their ancient King.

to. with (ompl. To cause to be; to make,
render. Obs. rare.

1667 MILTON /*. L. vn. 116 To glorifie the Maker, and
inferr Thee also happier.

t 2. To bring in, introduce (in discourse or writ-

ing) ! to mention, report, relate, tell ; to bring
forward (as an argument, etc.), adduce, allege.

(With simple obj., or more rarely obj. c/.) Obs.

1526 SKFLTON Magnyf. 61 Somewhat I could enferre Your
consayte to debarre. 1584 R, SCOT Discw. Witckcr. xui.
vii. (1886) 245 The Jasper stone, touching which.. I have in-

ferred Marbodeus his verses. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VIt n. ii.

44 Full well hath Clifford plaid the Orator, Inferring argu-
ments ofmighty force. 1607 DrewiltsArraignm. in HarL
Misc. (Main.) III. 60 This oath, .hauing beene. .read, .he
was required to alleadge or inferre against any part thereof
what he colde. a 1668 DAVENANT Play House Wks. (1673)

103 Towards the conclusion, it infers the Voyages of the

English thither, and the amity of the Nations towards them.

1710
PRIDF.AUX Orig. Tit/its lii. 152 </*, The Canon of the

Council of Friuli . . is too long to be here at full inferred.

3. To bring in or *dra\v' as a conclusion; spec.
in. Logic )

To derivebyaprocessofreasoning, whether
inductive or deductive, from something known or

assumed; to accept from evidence or premisses;
to deduce, conclude. (With simple obj. or obj. f!.)

1529 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 147/1 Wherupon is inferred
oft soi ie al that the messenger wold haue fled fro by force.

1568 in H. Campbell Lwe Lett. Mary Q. Scots (1824) 18

They inferred upon a letter of her own hand that there was
another meane. .devised to kill the king. 1584 FENNER Def.
Ministers (1587) 3 Because the strength of a consequence
doeth hange. .vppon. .the necessitie of the illation, let vs
marke what hee inferreth. 1614 SANDERSON Twelve Sertrt.

(1632) 468 We should from the premisses inferre something
for our farther use. 1717 PRIOR Alma in. 312 What I never
meant Don't you infer. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. II. 225
From this State of Antiquity I would inferr these twoThings.
1843 M ILI - Logic (1856) Introd. 4 The truths known by in-

tuition are the original premises from which all others are
inferred. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) I. vi. 423 Cnut
hastily inferred that they had deserted. 1871 B. STEWART
//t'rt/ 1 3 It will be inferred from what wehave said that [etc. J.

b. absol, To draw a conclusion or inference
;
to

reason from one thing to another.

1577 VAUTFOIJILLIF.R Luther on Ep, Gal. 155 Reason hear-

ing this, by and by doth thus inferre : Then God gaue the
tawe in value. 2634 MILTON Counts 408 I do not, Brother,
I nfer, as if I thought my Sister's state Secure. 1760 BURKE
Late St. Nation 76 These reasonings, which infer from
the many restraints under which we have already laid

America, to our right to lay it under still more.. are con-

clusive. .as to right ; but the very reverse as to policy and

practice.
iSaSwHATELy Rhet. in Encycl. Metro}. 242/1

Jo infer is to be regarded as the proper office of the Philo-

sopher ; to prove^ of the Advocate. 1876 JEVONS Logic
Prim. 12 When we thus learn one fact from other facts, we
infer or reason, and we do this in the mind.

4. To lead to (something) as a conclusion
; to

involve as a consequence ; to imply. (Said ofa fact

or statement ; sometimes, of the person who makes
the statement.)
c 1530 MORE Answ. Frith Wks. 840/2 The fyrste parte is

not the proofe of the second, but rather contrary wyse, the

seconde inferreth well y fyrst. 1581 MULCASTER Positions

xliii.( 1887 '277 Socrates findesa good scholerwhich in natural!

relation inferreth a good maister. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al
Mondo (1636) 1 10 Solomon saying that the day of death was
better than the day of birth, inferred that there was a faire

ing well. 1667 MILTON P. L. vni.
pi

Consider

first, that Great or Bright inferrs not Excellence. 1736
way of doing

,

BUTLER Anal. i. vii. Wks. 1874 I. 134 These assertions

..would infer nothing more than that it might have been

better. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. vi. 583 Yet, what
did the proposition of the Governor-General to the Council

infer? 1884 Academy 10 May 327 Socrates argued that a

statue inferred the existence of a sculptor.

f 6. To carry to the grave, to bury ( L. inferre}.

Obs. rare. (But perh. the word is interred.)
f 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 200 Her

dead corpse was carried to Peterborough and there inferred,

f 6. To carry in, insert ;
to figure as inserted or

projecting into. Obs. rare.

1571 BossEWELL-4r/wnVii. 27 Engrayled. .because two

colors, or any mettal or colour, be gradately inferred one

into the other, that no partition, but onely the Purflue, maie

be scene betwene them.

Infer : see INFARE sb.



INFERABLE.

Inferable, -ible (infa-rab'l, i-nferib'l), a.

See also INFERRIBLE, [f. INFER v., on the pattern
of preferable, referable, from the corresp. Fr. words;
but there is no F. inferable ; L. analogy would re-

quire inferible ; both L. and Fr. analogy, with the

example of preferable, referable, transferable, re-

quire the stress to be on the first syllable; the

pronunciation infa'rab'l, which is that of most

dictionaries, would require the spelling inferrable :

see INFERRIBLE.] That may be inferred or drawn
as a conclusion ; deducible.

175S JOHNSON, Inferible [citing SIR T. BROWNE who has
INFERRIBLE]. 1791 BURKE Afp. Whigs Wks. VI. 129 That
an Argument is inferable from these premises. 1807 G.
CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. ii. 251 The fact is inferible, from
. . the informations of Ptolemy. 1811 SHELLEY Let. to
Godwin in Dowden Shelley (1886) I. v. 218, I see no reason
hence inferable which should alter my wishes. 1860 H.
SPENCER Phys. Laughter Ess. 1891 II. 463 The fact, alike
inferable a priori and illustrated in experience. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. xiv. 290 The inferable beginnings of
human language-making.

Inferd, obs. : see FERD sbl

fin fere, in fer, adv.phr., in company: see

FERE sb. z 2.

Inference (i-nferens). [ad. med.L. inferentia

(Abelard Oi/vr. inld. ed. Cousin, 325, 328) (cf.

It. inferenza 'an inference, an implying', Florio

1611), f. inferent-em, pr. pple. oiinferre to INFER :

used instead of cl.L. illatio.']

1. The action or process of inferring ; the drawing
of a conclusion from known or assumed facts or
statements

; esp. in Logic, the forming of a con-
clusion from data or premisses, either by inductive
or deductive methods ; reasoning from something
known or assumed to something else which follows
from it; = ILLATION. Also (with^/.), a particular
act of inferring ; the logical form in which this is

expressed.
In English, the word appears first in the general sense,

not as a term of formal Logic. In Logical treatises, it is

found first applied to the deductive process of the syllogism,

inference}, ancf its use in the logic of induction (inductive
inference] appear later, and are not accepted by all logicians.
On the other hand, some restrict the term to induction,
and deny that either a syllogism or an immediate inference
can properly be called an inference.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. in. xi. 10 These are but weake
and feeble disputes for the inference of that Conclusion
which is intended. 1605 Land. Prodigal in. ii, "I'is merely
unsound unprofitable idle inference. 1643 MILTON Divorce
II. ix,

' Therefore shall a man cleave to his wife '. .which we
see is no absolute command, but with an inference, Therefore.
1736 BUTLER Analogy n. vi. 308 Religion is. .a matter of de-
duction and inference. 1803 Lo. EI.DON in Vesey's Rep. VIII.
436 That is too thin an evidence of intention to afford much
inference. 1817 WHATELY Logic iv, The Province ofReason-
ing, iii. (heading), Of Inference and Proof. 1837-8 SIR
W. HAMILTON Logic xv. (1860) I. 279 Inference or illation,
indicates the carrying out into the last proposition what
was virtually contained in the antecedent judgements. Ibid.
II. App. 255 There are various Immediate Inferences of one
proposition from another. .The first of these is Conversion.

1843 MILL Logic n. i. 3 Cases of inference in the proper ac-
ceptation of the term, those in which we set out fromknown
truths, to arrive at others really distinct from them. Ibid.
IV. i. 2 In almost every act of our perceiving faculties,
observation and inference are

intimately blended. 1864
BOWEN Logic vi. 148 Inference or Reasoning is that act of
Pure Thought whereby one Judgment is derived from
another, or from two others. 1866 FOWLER Deduct. Logic
in. i. (1869) 70 In any inference, we argue either to some-
thing already implied in the premisses or not : if the latter,
the inference is inductive, if the former deductive. If the
deductive inference contain only a single premiss, it is im-
mediate ; if it contain two premisses, and the conclusion be
drawn from these jointly, it is mediate, and is called a syllo-

gism. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. i. 2 This . . is not a
matter of inference. It is a recorded fact of history.

2. That which is inferred, a conclusion drawn
from data or premisses.
1612 BACON JSss., Judicature (Arb.) 452 ludges must

beware of hard constructions and strained inferences.

1691 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1607) I.
4.79>

I shall draw some use-
full Inferences, by way of Application, from the Premises.

1724 WATTS Logic Introd. Wks. 1813 VII. 315 These in-

ferences, or conclusions, are the effects of reasoning, and
the three propositions, taken all altogether, are called syllo-

gism or argument. 1788 REID Aristotle's Log. vi. i.

128 When a child first draws an inference, or perceives the
force of an inference drawn by another, we may call this the
birth of reason. 1838 MACAULAY Ess., Hallam (1851) I. 55
When it wishes to avoid a disagreeable inference from an
admitted proposition. 1843 MILL Logic Introd. 5 To draw
inferences has been said to be the great business of life.

1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 69 The natural inference
is that the wheel was just beginning to be known.

f 3. That which a thing leads to or brings in its

train. Obs. rare.

1673 Lady's Calling i. t. 16 This is evident enough if we
look only on the meer surface of the crime [Drunkenness] ;

but if we dive farther into its inferences and adherencies,
the affirmation is yet more irrefragable.

I-nferencer. nonce-wd. [f. prec, +-ER 1
.] One

who draws an inference.

1738 MRS. TlKiMn Life $ Corr. (1861) II. 13 The character
you give me of the Inferencer has raised my esteem of him.
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Inferential (infere-njal), a. [f. med.L. in-

ferentia + -AL.] Of or pertaining to inference;

involving or depending on inference ; of the nature
of inference.

1657 GAULE Sapient. Justif. 16 But was this inferential
motive heedlesly escaped ? 1804 W. TAYLOR in A nn. Rev.
II. 323 The speculations of hypothetical and inferential

reasoning. 1813-11 BENTHAM Oniol. Wks. 1843 VIII. 195An inferential entity, is an entity which, in these times at

least, is not made known to human beings in general, by the

testimony of sense, but of the existence of which the per-

ential proofs which hardly admit of deliberate condensation.
Hence (nonce-wets.') Infere ntialism, a theory

involving or depending on (mere) inference (as

distinguished from direct observation or conclusive

demonstration) ; Infere ntialist, an advocate of
such a theory.
1874 M"CoSH Scot. Philos.

xliy. (1875) 334 Brown's doc-
trine can scarcely be called idealism. It might more appro-
priately be called inferentialism. 1891 Athenaeum 8 Aug.
196/3 That the inferentialists will give up the contest, is not
to be expected.

Inferentially (infere-nfali), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In an inferential manner ; in the way of,

or by means of, inference. Sometimes qualifying
the whole clause or statement : = as an inference,
as may be inferred.

1691 BEVERLEY Thousand Yrs. Kingd. 23 From whence
He Inferenttally Goes on upon the Supposition [etc.]. 185*
WASHN. WILKS Hist. Half Cent. 337 Inferentially, had the
natural rate of increase been followed, the population would
have been two millions more than at present. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 2 Dec. 5/2 That women had no souls, and inferen-

tially no brains. 1895 F. HALL Two Trifles 9, lam Inferen-

tially assigned an equality with the poor creature.

tlnfe-rial, a. Obs. [cf. OF. inferial low-

lying, in low position (applied to hell), prob. repr.
a med.L. *inferidlis, i. L. inferus low, or inferius
adv. lower. (L. had inferialis funeral, f. tnferia
sacrifices in honour of the dead, f. inferi those of
the infernal regions, the dead

; whence sense 2.)]
1. Low in position, low-lying; situated below,

lower, nether
;
= INFERIOR A. i; spec, belonging

to this lower world, mundane, sublunary.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 151 After that is Cilicia. .The

nowbleste cite off theyme alle was Tharsis, more inferialle
towarde the see. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxn. (1845) 104
And the second day . . The waters above he did devide
aryght, From the erthely waters which are inferiall. 1519
Four Elements in Hazl. Dodsley I. 9 Men. .Disputing of
high creatures celestial . . And know not these visible things
inferial. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary x. (1870) 253 Strayne the
vpper parte . . and cast the inferyall parte awaye.

b. Of planets : = INFERIOR A. 5 a.
a 1545 BOORDE Pronost. Prol. in Introd. Knvwl. (1870)

Forewords 25 The son..illumynatynge as wel the inferyal
planetes as y superyal planetes.
2. (See quot.) rare~.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inferial, belonging tor Funeral

Obsequies. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Inferior (infio-mi), a. and sb. Also 6 -oure,
6-8 -our. [a. L. inferior lower, comp. of inferus
low. Cf. F. inftrieur, i6th c. in Littre (also rare

inferiore, I5th c.). (The i6-i7th c. spelling in-

feriour followed words from AF. -our, F. --.)]

A. adj.
1. Lower in position ; situated below, or farther
down than, something else; nether; subjacent.

(Now chiefly in technical nse ; see also senses 3-8.)
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 255 The inferior Germany,

towarde the weste, is abowte the floode callede Renus. 1517
Domesday Inclos. I. 257 A messuage in Tynton inferior

belongyng to John Richerdson. 1563 T. GALE Enchirid.
13 a (Stanf.), The inferior ventricle receyuing the liner,
stomacke, splene, kidneyes. a 1631 DONNE Epigr. (1652) 98
Here the swoln sea views the inferiour ground. 1751 FAL-
CONER To Pr. of Wales 59 The soul . . sails incumbent on
inferior night. 1812 SIR H. DAVY C/iem. Philos. 97 The
heated elastic matter must remain longer in contact with
the inferior than with the superior portion. 1830 LYELL
Princ. Geol. I. 297 The result would be the same if, the
swiftness being equal, the inferior current had only a fourth
of the volume of the superior. 1862 DANA Man. Geology v.

576 The old Glacial drift . . being observed in several places
as an inferior deposit.

b. Const, to (that which is higher), rare.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. i. xvii. Eiijb, So that the vent or
end. .be inferior to the Fountaine whence it is deriued.
2. Lower in the stream of time ; later. (Cf.
DESCEND v. 5, DOWN adv. 15.)
1641 Vind. Smectymnuus vii. 90 The Bishops of inferior

times. 1894 Daily Nevis 20 Dec. 6/2 The year which has
been chosen as the inferior limit.

3. Lower in degree, rank, importance, quality,

amount, or other respect ;
of less value or consi-

deration; lesser; subordinate.

1531 ELYOT Gov. I. i, In hym [man] shulde be no lasse

prouidence of god declared than in the inferiour creatures.

1548 HALL Chron., Edw. 7^241 b.The chief of his nobilitie

:6o7 No

INFERIOR.
Sum. Dial. A vj, Revenues . .brought in . . by the labours of
inferiour tenants. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 822 The
people worship the Sunne..the Moone also.. but in an in-
feriour degree. 1754 ERSKINE Frinc. Sc. Latv(iSog) 13 Inferior
courts are those whose sentences are subject to the review
of the supreme courts. 1756 BURKE Vind. Nat. Sac. Wks.
I. ii The body, or, as some love to call it, our inferiour
nature. 1878 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. iv. 146. 150To obtain at least an inferior limit to the density ofthe ether.

b. With to (t/0); = lower than, less than,
not so good or great as

; unequal to.

IS3S COVERDALE Job xiii. 2 Nether am I inferior vnto
you. 1535 JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 29 A man farre
inferior vnto them both in lerning, iugement, and vertew.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 20 The noyse not in-
feriour to a Cannon. 1706 H. MAULE Hist. Pkts in Misc.
Scot. I. 8 It had been nothing inferiour to them in beauty
and profit. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica Introd. (ed. 2) 9, I feel

myself inferiour to the task. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in.

48. 180 How inferior is it [the Koran] to any preceptive or
prophetic portion of even the Hebrew Scriptures.

tc. With other constructions. Obs. rare.

'S3? TONSTALL Serm. Palm Sund. (1823) 7 He was made
inferiour vnder angels. 1553 EDEN Treat. Nevie Ind. (Arb.)
15 The Elephant is a beast . . little inferiour from humaine
sense.

4. In a positive or absolute sense (admitting com-
parison with more and most) : Of low degree, rank,
etc. ; in mod. use esp. in reference to quality : Of
no great value or excellence

; comparatively bad,
poor, mean.
(In early instances, more inferior may be regarded simply

as a double comparative ^inferior.)
1531 ELYOT Gov. i. i, Begynnyng at the moste inferior or

base, and assendynge upwarde. 1699 GARTH Dispens. n. 17
I'le calmly stoop to more inferiour things. 1714 FORTESCUE-

74S SWIFT (Seager),
I he black A more inferiour station seeks, Leaving the fiery
red behind. 1806 SURR \Yinterin Land. I. 265 The hand
. . did but its duty, and must have done the same thing . .

for the most inferior of his fellow creatures. 1868 J. H.
BLUNT Re/. Ch. Eng. I. 413 Richard Masters . . was too
inferior a man to deal properly with such an outbreak.
1878 GLADSTONE Primer Homer 14 The country with which
he shows so inferior an acquaintance.

b. adverbially. In a lower position.
"597 'r. Gmllemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 22/2 It is situated

more inferior, wher all the fibers of the Scrotum doe end.

5. Aslron. a. Applied to those planets (Venus
and Mercury) whose orbits lie within that of the
earth (originally, according to the Ptolemaic astro-

nomy, as having their spheres below that of the

sun), b. Inferior conjunction : see CONJUNCTION
3. C. Inferior meridian : that part of the celestial

meridian which lies below the pole; so inferior
passage (of the meridian), etc.

1658 PHILLIPS s.v., Inferiour Planets are those which are
placed below the Globe of the Sun. 1787 BONNYCASTLE
Astron. ii. 26 The two first, because they move within the
earth's orbit, are called inferior planets. 1833 HERSCHEL
Aslron. viii. 253 The inferior conjunction will happen when
. . the planet has reached a point between the sun and
earth. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xiii. (1849)
105 Once under the superior and once under the inferior
meridian. 1854 MOSELEY Astron. x. (ed. 4) 47 Let the alti-

tude of the star be observed . . at the time of its inferior

passage.
6. Bot. Growing below some other part or organ ;

said of the calyx when growing below or free from
the {superior) ovary, and of the ovary when ad-
herent to the sides of the (superior) calyx so as to
be below the lobes of it.

[1765 LEE Introd. Bot. Gloss., Inferusflos. Flowers whose
Receptacle are situated below the Germen.] 1785 MARTYN
Rousseau's^ Bot. v. 55 The greater number of plants . . have
the germ inclosed within the flower ; these are called in-

of that organ with the ovarium in the one case, and its

of the calyx. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 416/2 An in-

ferior ovary is one with adnate or superior calyx.
7. Anat. and Zool. Applied to parts or organs

situated below others of the same kind (distin-

guished as superior), or below the usual or normal

position.
[1563: see i.] 1826 KIRBY & Sf.Entomol. IV. 314 Eyes..

Inferior . . When they are placed on the lower side of the
head. Ibid, 336 Wings . . Inferior. The posterior wings are
so denominated if the anterior wings, when at rest, are

-- 349
The inferior Vena Cava is formed by the union of the two
common iliac veins. 1878 FOSTER Phys. in. i. 392 The latter

degenerate from the inferior cervical ganglion below upwards
to the superior cervical ganglion above.

8. Printing. Applied to small letters or figures
cast or made to range at the bottom of the ordinary
letters, in a line of type, as in H2 , CnHw_2.
1888 JACOBI Printers" Vocal., Inferior Letters, small letters

which are cast on the lower part of the body, e.g. aelou
the reverse of '

superior
'

letters ' o u
.

B. sb.

1. A person inferior to another (in rank, or in

some respect specified or implied) ; one who ranks
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INFERIORITY.

below another; one of less consideration, attain-

ments, etc. ;
a subordinate. (Commonly with pos-

sessive pronoun ;
cf. BETTER A. 7.)

i*a* ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione in. xxiv. 217 He may
n itV. ry worthely exalte hym selfe aboue other ne vyly-

pende his inferyoure or the poore. 1530 L. Cox Rhet.

(1800) 46 Superyours whichc haue power to make lawes to

theinferiours. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-tit. (Camden) 4,

I have not shoun mi self so surli towards mi inferiors. 1613

PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 524 The Governours have abso-

lute rule over their inferiours. 1754 SHERLOCK Disc. (1759)

I xiii 344 Love towards Inferiors is Courtesy and Condes-

cen-ion. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. ix. (1877) 194 He finds

out how much harder it is to be fair to an equal than ever

so generous to an inferior.

2. A thing inferior to another ; something of less

amount, subordinate importance, etc. ; f also for-

merly (in //.), things of this lower world, sublunary

affairs or events (cf. INFERIAL i).

1589 PUTTENHAM Enf. Poesit ll. xiv. [xv.J (Arb.) 137
All

aboue the number of tnree are but compounded of their in-

feriours. 1591 SYLVESTER Drt Bartas i. iv. 461 And such

is he. lhat doth affirm the Stars To have no force on these

inferiours. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic I. viii. 13 Whoso-
ever is rightly seen in all these things, he will ascribe all

these inferiours to the stars as their causes. 1871 M.
COLLINS Mry. 4 Merck. I. viii. 247 The. . Manor, .had been

the manorial inferior of the
jords

of Ashridge.

8. Printing, An inferior letter : sec A. 8.

1884 SOUTHWARD Prac t. Printing(p&. 2) 17 The distinction

between ordinary letters and superiors or inferiors is found

in the unusually large white space at the top or bottom of

them respectively.

Inferiority (infiri|<mti). [f.
L. type

*-
ferioritSs (see INFERIOR and -ITY), prob. in med.

L., cf. Sp. infcrioridad (Minsheu, 1599), It. in-

feriorita (Florio, 1611), F. inferiorilt (Ondin,

1642).] The quality or condition of being inferior ;

lower position or state :

a. in degree, rank, quality, amount, etc.

i599.MiNs!!Ku.S>. Diet., In/erioriiiad, inferioritie, the lower

part. 1611 FLORIO, Inferiorita, infenoritie, a lower state.

1641 Bp. HALL Def. Humb. Remonstr. 124 A superiority and

inferiority betweene Officers ofdifferent kindes, will not prove
a superiority and inferiority betweene Officers of the same
kinde. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 149 F 10, I may feel the

stings of inferiority. 1830 LYELL Print. Geol. I. no The

inferiority of heat in the temperate and arctic zones south of

the line. i8s6MACAULAY^iof. (i867)69[Goldsmith]was pain-

fully sensible of his inferiority in conversation. 1886 RUSKIM
Prxterita I. xi. 345 With these farther inferiorities to Davie.

b. in local position, rare.

1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 208 The inferiority of the

Blaye limestone to the Miocene strata.

Infe-riorize, v. rare. [f. INFERIOR + -IZE.]

trans. To make inferior. (In quot. absol.)

a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Reni. (1838) IV. 238, 1 would avoid

the inferiorizing consequences by a stricter rendering of the

ti K1 o rlanjp.

Inferiorly (infi-ri3jli), adv. [f.
INFERIOR a.

+ -LY 2
.]

In an inferior position or degree.

1. In a lower position ;
further down

; below,

beneath ;
on the lower part or side.

1556 J. HEVWOOD Spider $ F. Ixxxviii. no Spiders are

plaste a boue superiorlie, And flies beneth them plaste in-

feriorlie. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 16 b/2
A little stone-drawer, superiorly hollowe . . and inferiorlye

like vnto a hoocke. 1841 T. R. JONES Aniin. Kingd. 664

Inferiorly, each plate
of whalebone is terminated by a broad

fringe of horny fibres resembling hair. 1885 H . O. FORBES
Natur. Wander. 369 Bordered mferiorly by a light band.

2. In a lower degree, subordinately ; to a less

extent ;
with a low degree of excellence, compara-

tively badly, poorly.
1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. In/ell, x. (1628) 320 More inferiorly

it is a deputy or officer vnder some noble man. 1838 JOHN
MARTIN Kern., Ess. iv. 316 Born partly, or, if you will, say

chiefly, by God, but partly also, however inferiorly, by
man. 1873 BROWNING Red Colt. Nt.-cap iv. 762 Artist-pre-

ference For work complete, inferiorly proposed, To incom-

pletion, though it aim aright.

t Infe'riorness. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. +

any great prejudice. 17*7 in BAILEY vol. II.

t Infe'nous, a. Obs. rare. [f. as INFERI-AL

+ -ous.]
- INFERIOR.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. \. ii. 76 As if a seruant

should . . take the right hand of him, because of old that

was the inferious place. 1641 Smieraifntv Kings
title- p

This was spoken Principally and Peculiarly of Rings, and
not of inferious subjects.

Inferme, etc., obs. form of INFIRM, etc.

t Infe-rment. Obs. rare. [f. INFEB v. +

-MENT.] Theaction of inferring; citation; inference.

1593 BILSON Goat. Christ's Ch. 297, I have cleared the in-

fcrments of both places before.

I Infennenta-tion. Obs.rare. [Iir-3.] Ab-
sence of fermentation ; unfermented condition.
1608 Disput. Kneeling Sacrum. 49 The circumstance of

the Evening, and of the infermentation belonged peculiarly
to the feast of the Passover, and of the unleavened bread.

t Inferine-nted, a. Obs. [In-
3
.] Unfennented.

1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules ef Diet 409 A Diet of farinaceous

Substances infermented, as of Pudding.
Infera (infs-in), a. pott. rare. [ad. L. infcrn-

us situated below, lower, infernal ;
in Dnnbar

perh. immcd. from OF. inferne,] =IKFBRNAU
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1500-10 DI-NUAR Poems ixxxv. 7 Our tern infeme for to

dispern, Helpe rialest rosync. i8oa COURTIER Solitude 19
To reconnoitre the infern abode Of sheer philosophise

Infernal (inf5-jnal), a. and sb. [a. F. infernal

(from 1 2th c. in Littre), ad. L. infernal-is of the

realms below, infernal, f. infemus adj. situated

below, subterranean, of the lower regions, whence

inferni the shades, inferna the lower regions, and,
in later (Christian) use, infernus sb. masc. '

hell
'.]

A. adj.
1. Ofor belonging to the world or '

regions' below,

i.e. to the realm of the dead in ancient mythology,
or the abode of evil spirits in Jewish and Christian

belief; of, pertaining or relating to, hell.

^1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1515 ('543) And this on euery
god celestial. .On euery Nymphe and deitc infernal, c 1483

Digby Myst. u. 412 The myjte prince of the partes in-

fernall. ISSS EuEN Decades 325 To open a way to

the courte of infernal Pluto. 1^63 Homilies ll. Rebellion

II. (1850) 567 The miserable captives and vile slaves of that

infernal tyrant Satan. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 3 The in-

fernal! powers beneath. 16*9 MILTON Nativity xxvi, The
flocking shadows pale Troop to the infernal jail. 1703 POPP.

Thebais 411 By the black infernal Styx I swear. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 141 To ascribe this strange

production to the operations of an infernal agent. 1818

SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii, The most abhorred fiend in the

infernal regions is sent to torment me.

2. Of the character, or having some of the attri-

butes of hell ; like that of hell
;
hellish.

1561 BULLEYN Def. agst. Sickness, Bk. Siclce Men 793,
God deliuer us all, from soche infernall plagues from hence-

forthe. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 119 The forty load

of Toback . . fired, whose black vapour upon free-cost, gave
the whole City infernal! incense, two whole dayes. a 1691
BOYLE Hist. ^1X1692) 157 The heat of the island Sua-

quena, Gregory used to call, infernal. 1858 KINGSLEY Lett.

\. (1878) 21 The infernal hiss and crackle of the flame.

8. Of the nature of the inhabitants of hell ;

diabolical, fiendish, devilish.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Tvrks(\(>-$) 101 The Sultan.. carried

with an infernall fury, defaced and most shamefully polluted
the sepulchre of our blessed Sauior. 1660 MILTON Free
Commw. Wks. (1851) 445 The Language of thir infernal

Pamphlets. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 48 An i

infernal project of the second mate's. .1756-7 tr. Kfyslers
Trav. (1760) III. 37 Tophana. .is still living in prison here, I

and few foreigners leave Naples without seeing this infernal

hag. 1817-35 WILLIS Wife's Appeal 20 Voltaire, With an
infernal sneer upon his lips. 1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blanc's

Hist. Ten Years I. 607 An infernal plot, it was said, had
been formed ; . . miscreants went about, poisoning food, wine,
and the water of the fountains.

4. fa. Infernal stone: an old name for lunar

caustic. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS, Infernal Slant, a sort of Caustick ..so

call'd from the exquisite Pain it causes in the Operation ;

it is the same w ith Silver Cautery. 1758 REID tr. Macftier's
Chym. I. 53 They are used by Surgeons, under the title of

Lapis infernalis. Infernal Stone, or Silver Caustic. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Lapis Infernalis, the infernal stone,

a term for the caustic potash.

b. Infernal machine : an apparatus (usually

disguised as some familiar and harmless object)

contrived to produce an explosion for the criminal

destruction of life or property; formerly, an ex-

plosive apparatus used in military operations.
[1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) F iv, Amidst the

confusion occasioned by this infernal apparatus.) 1810 Naval
Chron. XXIII. 137 The infernal machine which was let off

at St. Malo had no effect. 1816 W. WARDEN Lett.fr. St.

Helena (ed. 4; 169 He [Napoleon] still retains his original
belief in the contrivance of the Infernal Machine. 1863
CHAMBERS Bk. of Days I. IOQ/I It was the third time

that what the French call an Infernal Machine was used in

the streets of Paris. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV. liv.

154 Some rudely constructed infernal-machine was flung
into his bedroom at midnight.

C. Infernalfig : a name for Argemone mexicana,
a plant of the poppy tribe, with acrid seeds.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat. (1788) 339 Infernal Fig, Arge-
mone. 1866 Treas. Bat., Fig, Devil s or Infernal.

6. colloq. As a term of strong execration or con-

demnation :
' Confounded ', execrable, detestable.

being the author [of the play]. Juliet* What, is it bad,
then? Bever. Bad ! most infernal ! 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna.
ill. i, Well, it is the most unaccountable affair 1 'sdeath !

1764 FOOTE Patron in. (1781) 64 Bever. . . The infamy of
-

the author [of the play]. Juliet. What, is it bad,
Bever. Bad ! most infernal ! 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna

there is certainly some infernal mystery in it. 1866 MRS.
RIDDELL Race for Wealth xv. (Tauchn.) 159 Her father

boxed her ears, and told her not to make such an infernal

fool of herself. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 213 His
white trader friends told him not to be such an infernal ass.

B. sb.

1. An inhabitant of the infernal regions, or of

hell; an infernal deity; a fiend, devil. (Usually

in//.)
1583 N. T. (Rhem.) Phil. ii. jo That in the name of lesus

every knee bowe of the celestials, terrestrials, and infernals.

1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age Wks. 1874 III. 217 Vnmanacle
the fiends, and make a passage Free for the Infernals. c 1790
COWFER Notes Milton's P. L. \. 114 To invent speeches for

these Infernals so well adapted to their character. 1833
I. TAYLOR J-'anat. i. 6 Outlaw of humanity, and offspring,
as he [the persecutor] seems of infernals.

f2. pi. The infernal regions. Obi.

1613 HIYWOOD Silv. Age Wks. 1874 III. 158 And with

my club Worke my free passage (maugre all the fiends)

Through these infernals. 1673 DRYDEN Marr. A la Mode
v. i, And let me die, but 111 follow you to the infernals, till

you pity me.

INFERRED.

3. trans/, a. A person of fiendish character.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) 111.387 They are a set

of internals. 1788 J. MAY Jrnl. $ Lett. (1873) 4a O"ly
three days agone, some of the infernal* [Indians] killed a
white man.

t b. A thing of infernal character ; in later use,
short for

infernal
machine (see A. 4 b). Obs.

1610 l/istrto-tn. n. 219 Ush. One of you answer the names
of your playes. Post. .A russet coat and a knaves cap (an
Infernal). 1779 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 87^2 That
no mercy ought to be shewn to them, and if the infernal*

could be employed against them he should approve of that

measure. 1809 Naval Chron. XXII. 303 Rockets, infernals,
fire-devils.

Hence (nonet-wds.} Infe-rualism, infernal system,

practice, or character ;
Infe rnalnes, infernality

(Bailey vol. II, 1727); Infe-rnalry, a haunt of
' infernals

'

; Infe-rnalship, the personality of an
' infernal '.

1607 DEKKER fCnt.'s Cffnjur. (1842) 16 Had his Infernal-

ship ben arrested to any action how great soeuer . . (the
Diuell scornes to be nonsuited) he would haue answered that

too. 1864 E. SARGENT Peculiar II. 219 A noble people . .

manfully fighting the great battle of humanity against such
infemalism as this. 1871 CARLVLE in Mrs. Carlyle's Lttt.

HI. 199 Cockneydom with its slums, enchanted aperies and
infernalries. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 20 Dec., In its

plenary
infernalism the rumseller's license implies the following
contract.

Infernality (infsinie'liti). [f. prec. + -ITT.]

1. The quality of being infernal, or an instance

of this; hellishness, diabolicalness ;
a diabolical

act or characteristic.

1805 FOSTER Ess. (1844) 256 The Mexican abominations
and infernalities have already received from us their epic
tribute. 186* Sat. Rev. 629 An old philosopher, we are

told, is right that every Frenchwoman has a certain 'dose
of infernality '.

f 2. The infernal world and its occupants. Obs.

1593 NASHE Christ's^
T. (1613) 33, I would haue fought for

them, with hell, the diuell, and af infernality.

Infernalize (infS-jnalaiz),?. [f.lNFEBNALa. +

-IZE.] trans. To render infernal; to imbue with

a hellish disposition or character.

1817 COLERIDGE O'.nt Times (1850) III. 961 To infernalite
human nature, by poisoning the very sources of morality
and peace, c 1875 in MissCobbe/.^(i894) II. 219 {Scenes

which, as Colonel Leigh said],
'

infernalise a whole genera-
tion '.

Infernally (inf5Mnali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY -.] In an infernal manner, hellishly, diaboli-

cally. Usually colloq. To an ' infernal
'

extent,
'

confoundedly', detestably.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trent, (ed. 2) 275 An act so infernally

devillish, that all Persia cursed him. a 1670 HACKET A/'p.
Williams I. (1693)211 All this 1 perceive is infernally false.

1831 LVTTON Godolphin 14 You lost infernally last night.

1874 HATTON Clytie (ed. 10) 211 'It is infernally lonely
here ', whined Ransford.

II Inferno (infauno). [It. inferno: late L. '-

fernus hell (Ambrose).] Hell; a place of torment

or misery compared to hell ;
a place likened in some

respect to the Inferno of Dante's Divine Comedy.
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 24 The passage to what

some, who attribute to Byron a cloven foot, might call his

inferno. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iv. (1858) 23 This black
unluminous unheeded Inferno and Prisonhouse of souls in

pain. 1889 RUSKIN Pneterita III. i. 27 Rossetti was really
not an Englishman, but a great Italian tormented in the
Inferno of London.

Iiifero- (i'nfero), modern combining form of L.

inferus low (see INFERIOR), used in scientific terms

(chiefly Zool.) to designate parts situated low down
or on the under side ; as Infero-ante rior a.,

situated below and in front ; Infero-fro-ntal a.,

in the lower part of the forehead
;
Infero-la teral

a., below and on one side
;
Infero-me dian a,, in

the middle of the under side
; Infero-posteriora.,

below and behind.

1849 DANA Getl. App. i. (1850) 701 From the beak to the

"infero-anterior margin. 1864 HUXLEY in Reader 19 Mar.

364/3 The lateral excavation of the *infero-frontal region.

1877
~~ Anat - Inv.Anim. vi. 322 The "infero-lateral parietes

of the stomach arc strengthened by a number of other plates
and bars. Ibid. vi. 316 The lamella which forms the *infero-

median region of the rostrum. 185* DANA Crust, u. 1273
Dorsal and "infero-posterior margin minutely denticulate.

Ibid. 871 Palm "infero-subapical.

Inferobranch (j'nfer0|brse*jk). Zool. [f. IN-

FEBO- + L. bronchia gills : cf. mod.L. Inftro-

branchiata.'] One of the order or sub-order /-
ferobranchiata of gastropod molluscs, originally

comprising those in which the gills are situated

under the projecting border of the mantle, now
extended to include allied forms without gills.

So I nferobra-nchian, I nferobim'nohiate adj's.,

belonging to the Inferobranchiata; sbs. = INFERO-

BRANCH.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 411/2 Met with in the .. In-

ferobranchiate . . orders. 1847 CRAIG, Inferobranchians.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 34 In some of the Gasteropoda,
the respiratory organs form tufts .. protected by

a fold of

the mantle, as in the inferobranchs and tectibranchs of

Inferred infa-rd), ///. a. [f. INFER . + -ED.]

ta. Brought in, brought on, inflicted, (obi.) b.

Derived by inference.



INFERRIBLE.

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II.

228 That when they have wasted what their fathers left

them by pride, they may grow sparing and humble by in-

ferred pouerty. 1690 LOCKK Hum. Und. iv. xvii. (R.), To
see or suppose such a connection of the two ideas of the in-

ferred proposition. 1866 FOWLER Deduct. Logic iii. i

(1869) 81 The inferred proposition being virtually contained
in the propositions from which it is inferred.

Inferrible, -able (infa-rib'l, -ab'l), a. See
also INFERABLE, [f. INFER v. + -ABLE : the spelling

inferrible is of mongrel character between the

analogical L. *inferibilis with single r, and the

analogical English infe'rrable with rr, as in in-

ferring : see -BLE.] That may be inferred ; de-

ducible.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. iv. 13 Conclusions no
way inferrible from their premises. x68x BOYLE Contn.
Exper. Spring Air n. in. ix, From this experiment .. it

seems to be inferrible, that [etc.]. 1843 MILL Logic II. iii.

5 (1856) I. 223 A general proposition, every tittle of which
is legitimately inferrible from pur premises. 1881 N. Amer.
Rev. CXXXII. 308 It is fairly inferrable from these am-
biguous declarations . . that they are neither of them really in
favor of the proposed reformation.

Hence Inferribi-lity, capability of being in-

ferred.

1843 MILL Logic \. iv. 3 (1856) 91 What is asserted is ..

the inferribility of the one from the other.

Inferring (infa-rin), vbl. sb. [f. INFER v. +
-ING 1.] The action of the vb. INFER

; the drawing
of inferences.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. v. 8 After the manner of in-

ferring, in this wyse. 1827 WHATELY Logic iv. iii. 1 1 (1846)
310 Reasoning comprehends Inferring and Proving.

Inferring, ///. a.
[f. asprec. + -ING 2

.] That
infers, that draws inferences. Hence lufe-rringly
adv., in the way of inference, in an inferential sense.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixxi. 17 The particle (Nam) is

taken inferringly. 1890 A thenxum 12 Apr. 463/2 That ten-

dency, impulse or beliefwhich makes man an inferring being.

Infertile (infaMtil, -tail), a. Also 6 -ille, 7 -il.

[a. F. infertile (1488 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L.

infertilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + ferlilis FERTILE.] Not
fertile

; unfruitful, unproductive, barren, sterile.

"597 A. M. tr. GviUemcau's Fr. Chirurg. *iv b, To sowe
the same in an infertille grownde. 1611 SPEED Theat. Gt.
Brit, xliii. (1614) 85/1 The soile . . being so full of infertile

places, which the Northern Englishmen call Moores. 1753
HANVVAY Trav. (1762) I. in. xi. i8r A defect .. in one man,
could render only one woman infertile. 1868 DARWIN Plants
9r Anim. (1875) II. 130 Animals and plants, when removed
from their natural conditions, are often rendered in some
degree infertile or completely barren. 1869 RAWLINSON^MC.
Hist. 54 The most infertile of the four Continents.

Hence Iiife'rtilely adv., in an infertile manner

(Craig, 1 847) ; Infe rtileness (Bailey vol. II, 1 727)= next.

Infertility (infaJti-liti). [a. late L. infer-
tilitds, f. infertilis : see prec. and -ITY : cf. F. in-

fertiliti (i5-i6th c. in Godef. C<w//.).] The
quality or condition of being infertile ; unfruitful-

ness, unproductiveness, barrenness.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. iii. 7 The Minerals

. . shall Counteruaile the infertilitie of Soile. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orie. Man. n. ix. 214 Commonly the same distem-
perature of the Air that occasioned the Plague, occasioned
also the infertility or noxiousness

o_f
the Soil. 1847 LEWES

Hist. Philos. (1867) I. p. Ixii, This immunity from error ac-

companies an infertility of knowledge. 1859 DARWIN Orig.
Spec. ix. (1878) 248 Individuals which happened to be en-
dowed, .with mutual infertility.

f Infe-sse,w. Obs. rare-",
[f. IN- 2 + FESSE.]

To place a heraldic charge in fesse.

i6xx FLORIO, Infasclare, . . to infesse in armory.
f Infe-st, sb. Obs. Used (in pi.) by Turberville

to render L. inferise, funeral offerings or expiations.
1567 TURBERV. tr. Ovid, Heroid. xii. K vij, O wronged

Syre reioyce : ye men ofColche Be glad : and ofmy brothers

ghost receiue Th' infests.

tlnfe'St, a. Obs. [ad. L. infest-us unsafe,
hostile. But in sense 2 perh. short for infested.']
1. Hostile. Const, to, against, towards.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xi. iii. 51 Drances, that had full gret
envy At }yng Turnus, all way to him infest. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. V (1809) 65 Now approched the fortunate
faire dale to the Englishmen and the infest and unlucky daie
to the French Nobilitee. x6i2T. JAMES Jesuit's Down/. 30
The lesuits proued no lesse infest foes against the late
Princesse. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 23 Two
great and signal! Historians give in evidence against him,
how infest an enemy he was to Christians.

2. Molested, attacked. rare~~ l
.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. t, Commw. (1603} 177 While time
passeth, the neighbouring nations provide (if not infest) for
their owne safetle.

tlnfe'St,!'.
1 Obs. rare~*. [f. IN- 1 + fest,

FAST 0.1, after L. infigere.} trans. To fasten or
fix in something.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixviii. 18 Out take me of be lare

bat i be not infestid [L. ne infigar\.

Infest (infe-st), v? [a. F. infester (1390 in

Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. infestare to assail, molest,
f. infeslus unsafe, hostile.]
1. trans. To attack, assail, annoy, or trouble (a

person or thing) in a persistent manner
;
to molest

by repeated attacks ; to harass. Said a. Of per-
sons, animals, hurtful things. Now rare.

III. 191, I shalle

259

1477 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 797
nott trowble ner infete [1 read infeste] them therein. .

BELLENDEN Livy n. (1822) 130, I sal never infest nor trubil

you ony forthir with sic desiris. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Y
38 Outward enemitie or foreyn hostilitie not halfe so muche
infested, greved or troubled the valiaunt Britlons as their
owne. 1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) I. 229/2 He sought all
manner of ways to infest the Emperor. 1646 GAULE Cases
Consc. 38 The Divell now infesting them, if they grow slacke
to infest others. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. \. 198 They
would not have endured . . the Rain and the Wind to infest
them. 1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. I. 70/1 Deep roads ..

unsafe upon account of the ground which lies above them,
from whence any enemy may be prodigiously infested. 1846
LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1 1. 9, I am infested and perse-
cuted and worried to death by duns. 1850 NEALE Med.
Hymns (1867) 160 Cold and sorrow Him infest.

t b. Of diseases, perverse opinions, errors, etc. ;

(sometimes confused with INFECT, sense 4). Obs.

1542 BOORDE Dyctary xxxii. (1870) 294 The sycknes wyll
infeste [v. r. infecte] them more there than in any other place.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 6 That mightie rage Wherewith
the martiall troupes thou doest infest. And hartes of great
Heroes doest enrage. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 189 Their
children are more rarely infested with this infirmity. 1732
ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet (J.), No disease infests mankind
more terrible in its symptoms and effects, a 1754 FIELDING
Covent Card. Jritl. Wks. 1784 X. 64 That complication of

political diseases which infests the nation.

2. To trouble (a country or place) with hostile

attacks; to visit persistently or in large numbers
for purposes of destruction or plunder; to haunt
with evil intent, so as to render unsafe or unplea-
sant

;
to swarm in or about, so as to be trouble-

some. Said of persons (e.g. robbers, pirates),
animals (e.g. wolves, vermin, insects), diseases or

other evils.

1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 368 England .. dila-

cerate and infested aswell by the Saxons themselues as

by the Danes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 610 The
Turkish Pyrats, which . . infested al those Seas. 1615 G.
SANDYS Tray. 38 The plague for the most part miserably
infesteth this City. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. To
Rdr., Popery is the grand evill that doth infest the Church.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 358 Wasps infest the Camp
with loud Alarms. 1718 BP. NICOLSON in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. n. IV. 318 A country said to be much infested with a
set of barbarous and pilfering Tories. 1765 A. DICKSON
Treat. Agric. I. xiii. (ed. 2) 106 Some [weeds] . . infest the
land that is in tillage, and others the land that is in grass.

1796 SCOTT Chase note, An aerial hunter, who infested the
forest of Fountainebleau. 1863 LYKLLAfitig. A/an 207 Over
lands covered with glaciers, or over seas infested with ice-

bergs.

Hence Infe'sted ppl. a., Infe 'sting vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

1676 tr. Gmllaticre's Voy.A thcns 39 This way of infesting of

Ships is ordinary among them. 1881 Daily News 14 Sept.
3/1 A clearance of infesting borders, hedges, and poor timber
is wanted. 1893 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. Dec. 821 Infested barley
heads present a very characteristic appearance.

t Infe'Stance. Obs. rare. [a. OF. infestance.]
= INFESTATION.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxi. 76 Infestaunce obprobre ne

vytupere [Fr. mtlle infestance ne opprobre ne de raison\ to
anchises . . were neuer doon of my behalue.

I Iiife'Staut, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. infest-

ant-em, pres. pple. ofinfestare to INFEST: see -ANT.
Cf. OF. infestant (Godef.).] Infesting.
1659 H. MORE Immort.Soul 11. xvi, That this facilitates

their condition of appearing, is evident from that known
recourse these infestant Spirits have to their dead Bodies.

Infestation (infest? -Jan), [ad. late L. infes-
tation-em (Tertullian), n. of action from infestare
to INFEST; cf. F. infestation (14111 c. in Godef.).]
The action of infesting, assailing, harassing, or per-

sistently molesting ; now used esp. of insects which i

attack plants, grain, etc. in large swarms. Also,
with an and//. An assault or attack of this kind.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 187 The Scottis sal

perpetuallie_ rejose al boundis of Northumbirland, but
ony infestatioun of Inglismen, in times cuming. 1563-87
FOXE A.$ M. (1684) I. 567/1 Wheresoever that Water is

sprinkled, all vexation or infestation of the unclean Spirit
should avoid. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose i. 37
In the time of infestation of the Arrian heresie. 1695 KEN-
NETT Par. Antiq. iii. 9 The guard of our Sea-coasts from the
infestation of Northern Pirats. 1751 LAVINGTON Enthus.
Method. $ Papists n. iii. (1754) 152 The Diabolical Infesta-

tions, and surprizing Contagions . . were all among the Nuns.
1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng. I. 136 The external
enemies possessed a power of infestation which could not be
quelled. x88x Miss ORMEROD Injurious Insects, Prer. $
Rein. (1890) 248 The infestation did much harm in young
Fir woods. 1895 Times 8 Oct. 2/6 The world-wide referee
on entomological infestations.

t Infe'sted, ///. a.1 Obs. rare. Also 6 en-.

[?f. INFEST v. 1
; but perh. confused with INPES-

TERED.] Infixed, rooted, inveterate.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 28 Preamb., By a cursed Cus-
tome soo rooted and enfested. 1591 SPENSER Muiopot. 354
That olde Enfested grudge. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 161 (R.)
Only one man died of a maladie mueterate, and long infested.

Infested, ///. a? : see under INFEST v?
Infe'Ster, si. rare. [f. INFEST v. 2 + -ER l.]
One who, or that which, infests.

1791 COWPER Odyss. xxn. 348 The gadfly, infester fell Of
beeves. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. 208 Their insect
infesters..are confined to the Orders Strepsiptera [etc.].

t Infe'Ster, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 en-. [f.lN-2
+ FESTER n.] trans. To render (a sore) festered, to

INPIBBED.

cause to rankle. Also fig. Chiefly in In-, enfes-

tered///. a., festered, inveterate.

1563-87 FOXE A. 4- M. (1596) 1193/1 The long coloured
peruerse obstinacy, and infestered hatred of this double
faced dissembler. 1594 J. RADFORD Truth in Relir. To
Rdr., Olde infestred diseases must be cured with snarpe
medicines. 1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode (1876) 16 Whiche
His enfestered sores exulcerates. 1611 FLORIO, Inraiicorare,
to enrancor, to enfester.

t Infe'Stions, a. Obs. [ineg. f. L. infest-us

(INFEST a.) or INFEST v. 2, after adjs. in -ious; cf.

infectious, etc.] Hostile, inimical, troublesome.
1507 LYLY Wont, in Moont IV. i. 191 Detested falsor ! that

to Stesias' eyes Art more infestious then the basiliske.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Commw. (1603) 234 The king of
Adel is his no lesse infestious enimy. 1632 LE GRYS tr.

Velleius Paterc. 201 A Citizen was slaine then whom there
had none lived more pernicious to the Commonwealth, nor
more infestious to honest men. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serm.
5 Nov. 23 Like Growing Mischiefs, or Infestious Plagues.

tlnfe'stiye, a. 1 Obs. rare. [f. INFEST v.z +
-IVE.] Tending to infest ; troublesome, annoying.
1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. (1596) 277/1 Yet was he.. to him

a most secret and infestive enimie. 1602 WARNER A Ib. Eng.
Epit. (1612) 356 When their owne ciuill warres were most
intestine, and the Barbarians most infestiue to their Empire.
<; i6is CHAPMAN Iliad vm. 151, I will all their ships inflame,
with whose infestive smoke . . the conquer'd Greeks shall

choke. 1704 CIBBER Careless Huso. Prol., The Garden of the
Mind To no infestive Weed's so inclined, As the rank Pride.

t Infe'Stive, a. 2 Obs. rare-", [ad. L. infes-
tiv-us not pleasant (Gellius) : see IN- 3 and FES-

TIVE.]
' Without mirth or pleasantness."

1623 in COCKERAM. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.
So Infest! vity (rare), absence of festivity ; dull-

ness.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1855 ANNE
MANNING O. Ckels. Bun-ho. [in i8th c. style] xiii. 211,! was
quite wicked to be secretly complaining merely because of
the infestivity. 1882 T. HARDY Two on a Tower I. vi. 121

Lady Constantine's life of infestivity.

Infe'stnieiit. rare. [f. INFEST v? + -MENT.]
The action of infesting ; infestation.

1819 W. S. ROSE Lett. I. 288 The infestment of the roads

by banditti. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 505
Infestment of the common louse, chiefly inhabiting the head
of uncleanly children.

tlnfe'StnonS, a. Obs. [irreg. f. L. infest-us

(INFEST a.) or INFEST v. 2 , after adjs. in -nous : cf.

INFECTUOI:S.]
= INFESTIOUS.

1593 NASHE Chrtofs T. (1613) 64 There fell such an in-

festuous vnsaciable famine amongst them. 1604 Supplic.
Masse Priests i The two Kingdomes (which not seldome
in former times have beene much infestuous one to the

other). 1630 R. Johnson s Kingd. fy Comn.-iu. 426 Baduini
..alike infestuous to neighbour and traveller. 1712 H.
More's Antid. Ath. I. viii. Schol. 151 The infestuous shafts

of the accurate and sharp Wits.

Hence ) Infe-stuously adv. Obs.

1604 Supplic. Masse Priests
\ 39 In driving away divels

also from the places they most infestuously haunted.

t I'n ifetching, vbl. sb. Obs. rare-'. [IN
adv. nc.] A bringing in ; introduction.

1535 LYNDESAY Saiyre 2650 The infetching of lustice airis,

Exercit mair for couetice Then for the punisching of vyce.

Infetter, obs. variant of ENFETTER v.

t Infeu'date, a - Obs. In 8 infeodate. [ad.

med.L. infeuddt-us, pa. pple. of infcudare : see

next.] Of tithes : Granted to laymen (cf. F. dimes

infiod&s).
1706 tr. DupMs Eccl. Hist. II. v. 89 That the Rights

of Regales and infeodate Tithes would be overturned.

Infeudatiou (infiad^'-Jan). Law. Also 5-8
infeodation, (8 erron. infeed-). [ad. med.L. in-

feuddtion-em, n. of action f. infeudare, f. in- (!N-
2
)

+feudum : see FEUD -, FEE sb.- Cf. F. infjactation,

formerly infeudalion (1393 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L a. The granting of an estate to be held in fee;

enfeoffment. b. Infeudation oftithes, the granting
of tithes to laymen.
1473-4 Ace. Ld. H. Trias. Scot!. I. 5 Itemcomponit with

Adame Mure for a new infeodacione of his landis . . to be

haldin of the King in warde and relef. 1682 EVATS Grotins

War <$ Peace 1 19 Under Alienation is deservedly comprised
even Infeudations, under penalty of confiscation for breach of

Faith, given to the Lord of the Feoff. 1695 KjunmrAm
Antiq. ix. 441 This appropriation and infeodation of Tithes

and Glebe, was the meer innovation of Popery. 1710 PRI-

DEAOX Orig. Tithes iii. 162 Alienations or Inflations of

Tithes. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. iii. 27 A decree of the

council of Lateran held A. D. 1179. .prohibited what was
called the infeodation of tithes, or their being granted to

mere laymen. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law ix. 365 A person

wishing to engraft himself on the brotherhood [of vassals]

by commendation or infeudation came to a distinct under-

standing [with the lord] as to the conditions on which he was
to be admitted. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. ix. 252 note,

The
infeudation of benefices and transfer of magisterial jurisdic-

tions to the landowners.

2. A deed by which lands or tithes are granted
in fee, a deed of enfeoffment.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. 50 Which shews that

the Demesnes of the Crown were hplden sacred.. and here-

with concur all the Saxon infeodations. 1767 BLACKSTONE
Comm. II. iv. 53 Dediet concessi; which are still the operative
words in our modern infeodations or deeds of feoffment.

Infibred (infsi-bajd), a. rare. [f. IN- 2 +
FIBRE sb.} Wrought into the fibre ; engrained.
1879 J. D. LONG JEneid vi. 953 Not every pest infibred in

our wretched lives, Is sloughed.



INFIBULATE.

Infibulate (mlVbittk'O, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem
of L. infibuldrt, (. in- (In- -) + fibula a clasp,

pin, FIBULA. Cf. FIBDLATE.] trans. To fasten

with a clasp or buckle. Hence Infl-bulated///. a.,

fastened with a clasp (see next).
16*3 COCKKRAM, Ittfibulatf, to buckle. 17*1 in BAILEY.

1847 DE QUINCEY Sir W. Hamiltott Wks. 1890 V. 326
Hooks and eyes, .that are fitted to tnfibulate him. . . liiftl'it-

tate cannot DC a plagiarism, because I never saw the word
before ; and, in fact, I have this moment invented it. 1850
Litircii lr. C. O. MUlU^s Atu. Art 425 (ed. 3) 61 1 Carica-
ture of an infibulated citharccdus.

lufibulation (,infi:biU'-J;n). [n. of action f.

INKIBULATE ., perh. after F. infibulation (iGth c.

in Godef.).] The action of infibulating ; spec, the

fastening of the sexual organs with a fibula or clasp.
1650 IJULWEK Anlhrafowtt. 303 This art of Infibulation, or

buttoning up the Prepuce with a Bras.se or Silver-button.

77o Monthly Rev. 531 Infibulation, an operation performed
on young boys and singers by the Romans, who used it as a
muzzle to human incontinence. 1781 WESLEY Wks. (1872)
XIII. 454 He will enlarge upon virginity^ impotence, castra-
tion, infibulation (never neard of before in England). 1798
MALTHUS Popul. (1806) I. v. 79 The Abbs' Raynal speaking
. . of islanders in general says, It is among these people that
we trace the origin of . . Anthropophagy, the castration of
males, the infibulation of females, late marriages, the conse-
cration of virginity, etc. 1873 W. W. KEADE Martyrdom
Man 448 Premature unions among children were forbidden,
and sometimes prevented by infibulation.

t Infi'cche, v. 06s. rare. [f. IN-
- + FICCHE v.

,

after L. infigfre.'] tram. To fix, make fast.

ijSa WVCLIP Ps. xxxvii(i). 3 [2] For thin arwis ben in
ficchid to me [Vulg. in/ljra mihi\. Ibid. Ixviii. 3 [Ixix. 2],
I am inficchid [Vulg. infixus] in the slim of the depthe.
Inflce'te, a. rare. [ad. L. inficet-us, f. in-

(lx-Z)+/atetus'F&cKiE.] Unfacetious; not witty.
1830 Weslm.Rev.Kll. 277 Childish matter.. very inficete

and unprofitable to peruse. 1831 PEACOCK Crotchet Castle vi.

(1887) 77 Mr. E. Sir, you are very facetious at my expense.
Dr. f1

. Sir, you have been very Unfacetious, very inficete
at mine.

t Infi-cial, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. inficidlis,
more correctly infitialis, f. injitias denial, f. in-
ns- 3) + foteri to confess.]

' That pertaineth to

denial, negative' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
t Infi'ciate, v. 06s. rare~. [f. L. inficiat-,

inftiat-, ppl. stem of infitidri to deny, f. itifitise :

see prec.] trans. To deny.
1611 COTGR., Denier, to denie, disaffirm, inficiate, say nay

vnto. i63 COCKERAM II, To Deny . . , Abnegate, In_ftc[i\ate.

Hence flnfiolatlon [ad. L. ittficiation-et],

denial; f Infl'olative, f InfTciatory adjs., per-
taining to, or of the nature of, denial.
i6n COTGS., Deniement, a denial], denying, inficiation,

disaffirming, saying nay vnto. Ibid., Negatif, negatiue, in-

ficiatiue, denying. Ibid., Negatoire, negatorie, inficiatorie,
denying. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Infidatiim, Inficiatory.

t Infrcient, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inficient-em
that does nothing, f. in- (In- 3) +facient-em doing.]
Of no effect, ineffective.

1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. n. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, To
erect A towre of Sand on the uncertain surge, Or any thing
that were more inficient.

i Infi'cious, a. Obs. rare" 1

, [f. L. inficise,

infitm denial (see INFIOIAL) + -ous.] Given to

denying.
1613 Something Written by Accid Blacke Friers 4 When

. .we are to deale with such Antagonists, and inficious aducr-
saries, wee may well vse the language of Canaan.

t Infi de, a. Obs. rare ~ '. [ad. L. iitftdus, f.

in- (!N ) + fidus faithful.] Faithless, dishonest,
treacherous.

i3 Flagellitm orO. Cromwell (ed. 2) 4 The Elements of
Language and principals of Religion, both which he studied
with tliesame indifference,and infideand fallacious endevour.

Infidel (i'nfidel), s6. and a. Forms : 5-6 in-

iydele, (5 yn-), -fldele, 6 infydel(l, -fldell,

-fedel, 6- infidel, [a. OF. infidele (15-1 6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. infidel-is unfaithful, (in
eccl. writers) unbelieving, f. in- (IN- 3) + fidtlis
faithful, FIDELE.]
A. sb. f 1. One who does not believe in (what

the speaker holds to be) the true religion ; an I

'
unbeliever '. Obs.

15*6 TINDALE 2 Cor. vi. 15 What parte hath he that be-
leveth with an infidele? [So all i6-i7th c. versions ; WYCLIF
(1382) with vnfeithful. or hethene, (1388) the vnfeithful ;

1881 R. V. an unbeliever). i Tim. v. 8 The same
denyeth the fayth, and is worssc then an infydell [so all
i6th c. versions ; WYCUF (1388) an vnfeithful man ; R.y.an
unbeliever).

2. In specific applications : a. From a Christian

point of view : An adherent of a religion opposed
to Christianity; esp. a Mohammedan, a Saracen
(the earliest sense in Eng.) ; also (more rarely),
applied to a Jew, or a pagan. Now chiefly Hist.

.*470-*S MALORY Arthur v. a, Two honderd sarasyns or
Infydeles. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 301 If any thynge be
done to honoure of the Cristen, and reproche of infydelys," "

raj*' lykelj;
to be done by vs. 1548 HALL Chron.,

""% f** 33 o. The Moores or Mawritane nacion, beyng
infidcles and unchrislened people. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer (Coll. Good Friday), haue mercy upon all Jewes,
Turkcs, Infidels, and heretikes. 1506 SHAKS. Merch. V. iv.

'334 A Daniel, lew, Now infidell I haue thee on the hip.
1677 W. HUBBARO Narrative (1865) 1. 98 Finding no Indians,
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so secure were they, that they ventured along further to
find the Infidels at their chief Town. 1715 DE FOE I'oy.
round World (1840) 280 Propagating the Christian faith

among infidels. iSaS SCOTT F. At. Perth xxxi, Such ser-
vices, .gave the infidels possession of Spain. 1847 MRS. A.
KEKR Hist. Servitt 14 He . . did not hesitate to call even
infidels the Osmanli Turks, .to his assistance.

b. From a non-Christian (esp. Jewish or Mo-
hammedan) point of view : = Gentile, Giaour, etc.

i34 MORE Com/, ofit. Trio. i. Wks. 1159/1 [Solomon)
takinge to wyfe amonge other, such as were infidels. 1613
PURCIIAS fiigrimqgr(i6i4) 301 The Meizin .. prayeth God
to inspire the Christians, Jewes, Greekes, and generally all

Infidels to turne to their Law. 1671 MILTON Samson 221,
I sought to wed The daughter of an infidel. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 62 A slave, among Muslims, is either a person
taken captive in war, or carried off by force, and being at
the time of capture an infidel.

3. A disbeliever in religion or divine revelation

generally ; especially one in a Christian land who
professedly rejects or denies the divine origin and

authority of Christianity ; a professed unbeliever.

Usually a term of opprobrium.
15*6 Pilgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) 218 b, I shall not syt

with wycked infydcles that hath no fayth. 1551 HULOET,
Infydefe, atheos. 1615 JACKSON Creed v. i Every atheist
is an infidel ; so is not every infidel an atheist. 1630 PRYNNE
Anti-Armin. 132 There are many Infidels, and vnbeleeuers
in the world who haue no faith at all. 1709 STEELE TatUr
No. in r 4, I love to consider an Infidel, whether distin-

guished by the Title of Deist, Atheist, or Free-thinker. 1771
Juntas Lett. Ixviii. 335 Some men are bigoted in politics,
who are infidels in religion. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 335
He not only peremptorily affirms the reality of witches, but
he says that those who deny their existence are not merely
infidels but atheists.

4. In general sense : One who does not believe
in something specified ; an unbeliever. Const, in,

f to, ^against. (Freq.y^-. from sense 3).
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiy. Ixxxviii. 359 Not to be For-

tunes Infidels, hut better times to hope. 1716 ADDISON
Freeholder^o. 14 f4 A Tory, who is the greatest Believer in
what is improbable, is the greatest Infidel in what is certain.

17*0 DE FOE Life Duncan Campbell (1841) 44 If many do
remain infidels to my relations. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa.

(181 1) III. ix. 67 She must be an infidel against all reason and
appearances, if I do not banish even the shadow of mistrust
from her heart. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. $ It. Jrnls. II. 12

Spiritual communications, as regards which Mrs. Browning
is a believer, and her husband an infidel. 1884 Worldvo Aug.
5/1 The truth is that [he] is a political infidel.

f 5. One who is unfaithful to some duty. Obs.
nonce-use (with allusion to I Tim. v.8 : see sense i).
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v. v. f 31 One so fcuthfull to his

Servants, cannot be suspected for an Infidel in not provid-
ing for his family, of his own children.

B. adj. (including appositive or attributive uses
of the substantive.)
1. Of persons : Unbelieving ; adhering to a false

religion ; pagan, heathen, etc. (Cf. the sb.)
[1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccliv. (1482) 328 The Cyte of

Constantynople. .was taken by the turkes infydeles.) 1551
CRANMER Ansv), Gardiner 369 You haue written what you
dreamed in your sleape, rather then what you learned of

any author catholyke or infidele. 1651 HOBBES Goyt. ft

Soc. iv. 16. 66 Saint Paul .. reprehends the Corinthians.,
for going to Law one with another before infidell Judges.
1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess {Bristol} Lett.

(1887) I. 239 Her infidel lover was. .fond of her. 1821 SHELLEY
Hellas 244 Are there . . No infidel children to impale on
spears? 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 26 Desiring her
to go to the infidel King.

t b. Incredulous, sceptical. Obs. rare.

1607 TOPSELL Fottr^f. Beasts (1658) 495 Wonders in our
own Nation . . for which other Nations account us as great
liers..as these Infidel fools do them. 1704 HEARNE Duct.
Hist. (1714) I. 400 Of their Skil in Magick much is spoken
in Ancient Writers, but for our Part we are Infidel as to
that Power, and therefore shall pass it over.

2. Of things, actions, views, etc. : Of. pertaining
to, or characteristic of, infidels or infidelity.

174* YOUNG Nt. Th. 1. 109 Why wanders wretched Thought
their Tombs around, In infidel Distress? 1773 BURKE Sp.
Prot. Dissenters Wks. 1842 II. 473 The author has collected
in a body the whole of the infidel code. 1784 COWPER Task
t. 740 Through profane and infidel contempt Of holy writ.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. in A mer. III. 257The clergy com-
plain of the enormous spread of bold books, from the infidel

tract to the latest handling of the miracle question.

Infide'lic, a. rare. [f. prec. + -1C (? after

evangelic)] Pertaining or related to the views or

opinions of infidels. So also Inflde Ucal a.

i8oa COLERIDGE Unpubl. Lett, to 7. P. Esllin (Bright
1884) 95 The infidelical argument from Christian wars . . is

childish. 1864 Bookseller's Catal., This volume, for its in-

fidelical principles, has rendered him infamously popular.
1881 Homil, Monthly July 596 Let Spiritualism free itself

from its immoral ana tnfidehc tendencies.

t Infide'lious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. infideli-s

(see INFIDUL) + -ous. Cf. FIDELIOUS.] a. Un-
faithful, b. Unbelieving; infidel; of the nature of

infidelity ; characteristic of infidels.

1581 ANURESON Serm. Paules Crosse 18 Good and euil
ones, .faithful and infidelious, holy and hypocritical!. 1648
W. BRIDGE Englandsavedwith a Notwithstanding 26 That
infidelious, heretical!, apostatizing Princes and Governours
are to be deposed and excommunicated by the Pope. 165*
GAULE Mapastrom. 16^ A paganish and infidelious scandall
at good things happening to bad men here.

Hence f Inflde lionsly adv. Obs., perfidiously.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World 339 Which cilie . . another of

the Ptolemies infideliously wrested from his sonne in law
Alexander.

INFIELD.

I'ufidelism. nonce-wd.
[f. INFIDEL + -ISM.]

A system based on unbelief in religion.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Ran. (1838) IV. 231 To suppose

that the exposure of the folly and falsehood of one form of
Infidelism would cure or prevent Infidelity.

Infidelity (infide*llti). [ad. L. infi&litds un-

faithfulness, n. of quality from infidtlis INFIDEL.
Cf. F. infidtlitt (I2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L Want of faith ; unbelief in religious matters,

esp. disbelief in the truth or evidences of Chris-

tianity; the attitude of an infidel.

1509 BARCLAYSky} o/Fotys ( 1 874 ) 1 1 . 1 88 Nowe shall I touche
wretches of mysbyleue, kxpressynee theyr foly by theyr in-

fydelyte. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge \. WKS. 158/1 The stubburncs
and obstynate infidclite of the Jewes. 1577 VAUTROUILLIEK
Littker on Ef. Gal. 20 Not fained or trifling sinnes, but
such as are against the first table : to wit, greet infidclitie.

douting [etc.J. 1678 CUDWOKTH Intett. Syst. \. iv. $ 15. 278
Let us for the present yield thus much to your Infidelity
and grant that Christ was but an ordinary man. 1755
YOUNG Cetttaur L Wks. 1757 IV. 106 Infidelity lets loose
the rein to Pleasure, and gives it an ample range. 1814
CHALMERS Evid. Chr. Rtvcl. Advt. 5 The external testi-

mony of Christianity . . leaves infidelity without excuse.

1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost iv. no Infidelity is the

proper opposite of faith.

f b. Mohammedanism ; Heathenism (cf. IN FI-

DEL sb. 2). Obs. rare.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks Intrpd., Whose grieuous
groanings vnder the heauy yoke of infidelity no tongue is

able to expresse. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 746 That
thy Virgin Truth, by Virginian Plantation, or Northerly Dis-

covery, may triumph in her conquests of Indian Infidelity,

f* C. AJI infidel opinion or practice. Obs. rare.

2541-5 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 80 Which thinge aboue
all other infidelityes shall be our dampnacion. 165* GAULE
Magastrom, xxvi, Yea, they fear not to teach most perni-
cious heresies and infidelities.

2. In general sense : Disbelief, incredulity.
1579 LYLY Eupkues (Arb.) 171, 1 meane not to wast winde

in prouing that, which thine infidelytie will not permit thee
to Dcleeue. 164* FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. xviii. 335
After his death, how did men struggle to keep him alive in

their reports! . . partly out of infidelity that his death could
be true. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exj>. xxxvi. (1856) 325, I am,
I fear, heterodox almost to infidelity as to the direct action
of remedies.

3. Unfaithfulness or disloyalty to a person, e.g.
to a sovereign, lord, master, friend, lover ; sp., in

mod. use, to a husband or wife, called more fully

conjugal infidelity.
iS9 LATIMKR Serm. Card i, The king, seeing the great

infidelity of this person, dischargeth this man of his omcc.

1548 HALL Ckrott., Hen. VI 128 b, The Duke . . sente his

letters to the kyng of Engjande . . to purge and ercuse hiin-

selfe, of his untruth and tnfidelitie. 1598 BAKCKLEV l-'tlic.

Man (1631) 636 Martiall finding the infidelitie and incon-

stancie of love and friendship gweth this counsel!. 1673 R.
HEAD Canting Acad. 120 A remarkable casual revenge on
Tradewells infidelity. 1676 tr. Guillctiiere's 1'oy, A tkens 243
When Theseus, after his infidelity to Ariana, stole away
Hellen. 1700

' CASTAMORE
'

(title) Conjugium Languens ; or,
the Natural, Civil, and Religious Mischiefs arising from con-

jugal infidelity and impunity. 1749 FIELDING font Jones
xviii. x, I told her. .that you had never been guilty of a single
instance of infidelity to her since your seeing her in town.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. xi. (Cab. ed.) II. 357 Whether pro-
voked or not by infidelity on the part of Henry, [Anne's] own
conduct had been singularly questionable. 1877 S. Cox Salv.

Afundi Pref. n Any man's infidelity to his convictions.

b. With an and //. : An instance or act of such

unfaithfulness.

171* Spectator No. 624 F 5 The Infidelities on the one
Part between the two Sexes, and the Caprices on the other.

1739 CIBBER Afiol, (1756) I. 95 That scene of Alexander,
where the heroe throws himself at the feet of Statira for

pardon of his past infidelities. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der.

Ixiti, When his mother accused him of being in love with
a Jewess, any evasion seemed an infidelity.

f 4. Untrustworthiness ; an instance of this. rare.

1777 BURKE Let. to Fox Wks. 1842 II. 389 My opinion
of

the infidelity of that conveyance [the post] hindered me
from being particular. 1785 J KFFKRSON Let. to Izardzd Sept.
in Corr. (1829) I. 325 The infidelities of the post offices, both
of England and France, are not unknown to you.

I'nfidelize, v. [f.
INFIDEL + -IZE.]

1. trans. To render infidel.

1836 Bltickw. Mag. XL. 591 The work of infidelizing a

country is then more than half done. 1847 MKDWIX .S'/w//^
II. 219 To infidelize the world.

2. intr. To play the infidel, profess infidelity.

1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career III. i. 18 We shall see

him. . infidclizing, republicanizing, scandalizing his class and
his country.

I-nfidelly, adv. rare. [f. INFIDEL a. + -LY 2
.]

In an infidel or unbelieving way.
1844 Prater's Mag. XXIX. 143 By this education the

religious nature of man is turned . . by a fiend against him-
self to consume him! Infidelly-religious, revolutionary

principles !

t Znfidons, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. infld-us + -ous ;

cf. INFIDE.] Unfaithful ;
faithless.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disf.
572 Tabaxir, which his mfidous Interpreter Clusius calls his

Spodium,

Infield, in-field (i-n,md), sb. [f. IN adv. +

FIELD sbl\

1. The land of a farm which lies around or near

the homestead, as opposed to the outlying parts,

which are usually on higher ground and may consist

of moorland; hence, arable land as opposed to



INFIELD.

pasture; land regularly manured and cropped.
Infield and outfield, a system of husbandry which
confines manuring and tillage to the infield land.

1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 37 When we break up one
Field for Tillage, if we left out another for Hay or Pasture
in good Condition, the unfrugal Practice of Outfield and
Infield would be at an End, every Part of a Farm would in
its Turn produce equally plentiful Crops of Grain or Grass.

1765 A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 109 note, The
arable land in Scotland is divided into infield and outfield.

The infield is the land upon which, from time immemorial,
the whole dung made in the farm has been laid. 1820
SCOTT Mottast. i, The part of the township properly arable,
and kept as such continually under the plough, was called

in-field. 1848 HEPBURN in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II.

No. 6. 272 The wretched system ofagriculture, called infield
and outfield, which prevailed throughout the greater part
of last century. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 270 The culti-

vated land was divided into
'

in-fields
'

and '

out-fields
'

;

the former, being those nearest the central establishment,
received all the manure that was made, and were planted
with tobacco.

b. attrib., as infield corn, ground, land. (This
was prob. the original use.)
1606 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, c. 8 (Jam.) The croft infield corue

[to be teynded] at ane tyme, the beere at ane vther tyme,
and the outfield corne at the third tyme. 1765 A. DICKSON
Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 465 All land called infield land, has a
mixture of this kind of soil in its composition. 1791 Act 31
Gco. Ill, c. 92 title. An Act for . . inclosing a certain large
open Tract of Land within the Manor of Holy Island, .and
for

extinguishing the Right of Common upon the ancient
Infield Lands within the said Island. <z 1800 in Edinb. Rev.
CLXVIII. 196 The rich infield ground produced spon-
taneously rib-grass, white, yellow, and red clover. 1820
SCOTT Monast. xiii, There was but a trifling quantity of
arable or infield land attached to it.

2. A field adjacent to the farmhouse or grange ;

a home field.

1875 SIR G. W. DASENT Vikings II. 165 As they left the
in-fields, near the grange [etc.].

3. Base-ball. That part of the field enclosed
within the base-lines ; the diamond, b. The four
fielders placed on the boundaries of the in-field,
i.e. the three base-men and the short-stop.

Infie'ld, v.
[f. IN- 2 + FIELD sb. Cf. impark.]

trans. 'To inclose, as a field' (Webster, 1856).
In fieri : see FIERI.

t Infi-ght, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- i + FIGHT v.,
after L. impugnare.'] trans. To fight against,
attack, assail.

11300 E. E. Psalter xxxiv. i Over-come be in-fightand
me_ [L. impugiiantes, OE. 3a on-fehtendanj. Ibid. cxix. 7
pai m-faght [L. itnpiignabant] me self-will!.

I'ii-fi:gh.ting, vbl. sb. [f. IN ado. + FIGHTING
oil. sb] In pugilism : Fighting or boxing at close

quarters; the practice of getting close up to an

opponent: cf. quot. 1812 in IN adv. 3. So I-n-
fi ghter, a boxer who practises this method.
1812

Sporting_ Mag._ XXXIX. 19 It would not be too
much to denominate him as good an in-fighter. 18x6 Ibid.
XLVII. 256 The combat lasted one hour and fifty minutes
all at in-fighting. 1886 D. C. MURRAY ist Person Sing.
xxviii. 201 There are otherwise admirable boxers who know
nothing of what is called 'in-fighting '...Once get inside the
guard and they go to pieces.

tlnfrgure.z'. Obs. rare. [f.'L.lype*injigfirare
(see IN-^ and FIGURE .)=OF. enfigurer, It. i-
jigurare.]

1. trans. To represent in or by a figure or emblem.
1606 HOLLAND Siteton. 81 marg., Doues [are] consecrate to

Venus from whence the lulij are descended. By them there-
fore, .was infigured perpetuall felicitie to that name and
familie. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 274 Your dearest
selfe remaines infigured in my chastest breast.

2. To give figure or form to.

x6xx FLORID, Infigurare, to infigure, to shapen.

Infi gured, ppl. a. Also en-, [f. IN- 2, EN- 1

+ FIGURED. Cf. F. infigurf] Marked or adorned
with figures.
1611 COTGR., Infignre, infigured, figured. 21649 DRUMM.

OH- HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 38/1 Like world's bright eye
[the sun], That once each year surveyes all earth and sky,. .

Hurries to both the poles, and moveth even In the infigur'd
circle of the heaven. ijj+Poetty in Ami. Rff. lit Behold
The tissued vestment of enfigur'd gold.

lufile, obs. variant of ENFILE v.

Infill (infi-1), v. rare. [f. IN-
1 + FILL v] trans.

To fill within or internally.
1880 MBS. WHITNEY Odd or Even! ix. 79 Pure atmosphere

and the glory that infilled it, 1888 J. ELLIS NeviChristianity
11. 42 The nobler works of God, which are infilled with life

to every fibre.

Infilled (i'nfHd), ppl. a. [IN adv. n,b: see

fill in.] Filled in, filled up (of a vacant space).
1849 MURCHISON Siluria i. (1867) 10 Orthoceratites, . .

known to be the infilled borings of Annelids and small
Crustacea. 1887 Geol. Mag. 89 The impressions have been
produced by the infilled tracks and burrowings of marine
animals.

. nc:cf.prec.] The
action of filling in (a vacant space) ; that which is

used to fill up a hole or cavity.
1871 S. SHARP in Archxol. XLIII. 122 The fragments [of

pottery], .were wheeled away and buried with the infilling.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (U.S.) VI. 584 Various theories have
been proposed to account for the infilling of mineral veins.

Infiim, v. [f. IN- 2 + FILM v] trans. ' To
cover with a film

;
to coat thinly

'

(Webster, 1864).
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Infilter (infi-ltaj), v. [f. IN adv. + FILTER v.
,

or ad. F. infiltre-r (Pare, ifith c.).] trans. = IN-

FILTRATE v. 3.
01846 Med. Jrnl. cited in WORCESTER. 1873 LYELL

Princ. Geol. I. n. xvi. 364 The congelation of water infiltered

into the porous mass. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xiv. 287 The
amygdaloids of calcspar which have been infiltered into the
vesicles and crevices in basalts, long after their solidification.

Infiltrate (infHtw't), v. [f. IN- - + FILTRATE

v., perh. after F. infiltrer (Pare, i6th c.).]
1. trans. To introduce by filtration ;

to cause (a

fluid) to permeate through pores or interstices.

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 83 In most of
these Abscesses, the Pus seemed rather to be infiltrated

than deposited. i8ix PINKERTON Petral. I. 537 Sands ..

which, by means of a calcareous juice which the sea infil-

trates at that spot, harden gradually. 1854 tr. Lamartine's
Mem. Celebr. Char. II. Milton 5 The air of Naples, which
infiltrated itself through his veins. 1866 ROGERS Agric. fy

Prices I. xv. 293 The tissues becoming disorganized, and
the blood thereupon being infiltrated into them, dark
blotches appear on the skin.

fig. 1876 JAS. GRANT One ofthe '600* vi. 51 Love steals

into the nature.. infiltrating its sentiments.. through every
crevice of the being. 1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. C/i. Eng.
III. 354 Into the body of .. ancient matter he skilfully in-

filtrated a leaven of spurious additions.

2. To pass into or permeate by filtration ; to pass

through the pores or interstices of (a substance).

Freq. in pass, infiltrated with (rarely by).
1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 141 Purulent

Serum . . with which the Parts were infiltrated. 1867 J.
HOGG Microsc. i. ii. 67 As this infiltrates the osseous sub-
stance. 1869 Eng. Mech. 10 Dec. 294/2 The blood . . in-

filtrates the loose tissue. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 225
Carbonized remains, often infiltrated with mineral matter.

jig. 1884 ^Expositor Dec. 457 Abstractions infiltrated

with analogical conceptions.
3. intr. To pass through or into a substance by

filtration ; to percolate through pores or interstices.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1831 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2)

362 The watery part of the blood from the small vessels . .

may either infiltrate into the areolar tissue, or it may be
poured into some neighbouring serous cavity. 1856 MRS.
BROWNING Aur. Leigh 11. 1059 Death's black dust .. Infil-

trated through every secret fold Of this sealed letter.

fig. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 24 The Greek element
of thougnt . . infiltrating through the theosophy of Alex-
andria. 1861 SIR J. K. SHUTTLEWORTH Z./. to Earl Gran-
ville 51 Education infiltrates from the upper and governing
classes to the lower.

Infiltrate, sb. [f. prec. : cf. FILTRATE sb]
An infiltrated substance ; an infiltration.
In mod. Diets.

Infiltrated (infi'llre'ted),///. a. [f. prec. vb.
+ -ED l.] a. Permeated with some substance.
1868 W. B. CARPENTER in Sd. Opin. (1869) 6 Jan. 175/1

The infiltrated condition of those [sponges] previously
obtained. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 305 Free in-

cisions into infiltrated parts.
b. Introduced by infiltration.

1873 T- H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 58 The pressure
exercised by the infiltrated fat produces considerable anzmia
of the organ. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 106
This thickening of the membrane contains . . a large quantity
of calcium carbonate .. as a homogeneous infiltrated mass.

.fig' '876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der.
ly. xxviii, All the

infiltrated influences of disregarded religious teaching.

Infiltrating, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That infiltrates ; percolating, permeating.
1849 DANAGI/.

y. (1850) 317 The infiltrating fluid may
have contained silica. 1872 Corals ii. 155 The agency
of infiltrating waters. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Phaner. 509 The origin of the infiltrating substances.

Infiltration (infiltei-Jan). [n. of action from
INFILTRATE v. ; perh. a. F. infiltration (i6th c.).]
1. The action or process of infiltrating ; percola-

tion, a. In Physics and Geol., of water or mineral
substances in solution.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) 1. 427 The percolation or
infiltration of the particles. Ibid. 428 The infiltration of
sea-water through lavas. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 102
The soil is . . broken on the surface by funnel-shaped hollows.
. . These inverted cones are evidently excavated by the in-
filtration of water. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollvsca 74 The
phragmocone . . owes its preservation to the infiltration of
calc-spar. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. iii. 70 Waters
of infiltration always contain less or more of these Salts.

b. Fhysiol. and Path., of fluids (esp. blood or

fat) which penetrate the tissues.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xvii. (1856) 129 The infiltration
of fatty matter is rather alarming. 1866 A. FLINT Princ.
Mcd. (1880) 54 Infiltration is a term ordinarily applied to
the deposition of some material in or between the tissue-
elements. 1874 VAN BUREN Dis. Genit. Org. 6 Contusions
involving the urethra may lead to infiltration of urine.

C. fig. of immaterial elements or influences, as

ideas, opinions, etc.

1840 MILL Diss. $ Disc. (1859) I. Bcntltain 374 Principle
after principle of those propounded by him is. .making its

way by infiltration into the understandings most shut against
his influence. 1867 fnaug. Addr. St. Andrews (People's
ed.) 8 Reason . . is beginning to find its way by gradual in-

filtration even into English schools. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst.
viii. 235 The infiltration of tribal ideas.

2. The action of infiltrating a substance with

something ; the process, fact, or condition of being
infiltrated or permeated ; esp. in Path.
1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 61 Fluids .. keep the

country in a constant state of infiltration from below
upwards. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Palhol. (ed. 2) 51

INFINITE.

Fatty Infiltration which is often described as 'fatty

degeneration
'

consists in the infiltration of the tissues with

fat, which is deposited in them from the blood.

3. An infiltrated deposit.
<zx8i2 KIRWAN (Webster 1828) Calcareous infiltrations

filling the cavities of other stones. 1815 BAKEWELL Introd.
Geol. 21 This he attributes to a calcareous infiltration.

1898 J. HUTCHINSON Archives Surg. IX. 317 The cells

composing the infiltration are round or oval in shape.

fig. 1882 CHILD Ballads i. xv. 179/2 This passage is clearly
an infiltration from a different story.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Infiltration-theory, the

theory that a vein was filled by the infiltration of mineral
solutions. 1882 GEIKIE Text.bk. Geol. n. n. 72 The relation . .

between these infiltration products and the decomposition of
the surrounding mass. 1888 Times in Pall Mall G. x Oct.

4/1 This infiltration theory had necessarily to come under
Mr. Judd's consideration.

Infi'ltrative, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -IVE.]
Of the nature of, or productive of, infiltration.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xx. 242 The expansion of the

ice after the contraction of low temperatures, and the infil-

trative or endosmometric changes thus induced.

t I'nfimate, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. infimat-is

(Plautus) one of the lowest, f. infimus lowest,

INFIMOUS; after OPTIMATE.] One of the lowest

class.

1733 TULL Horse-Hoing Husb. Pref. 7 He will not suffer,

that the Possessors of Land shall be trampled on by Ser-

vants and Labourers, or other Infimates of the Country.

f I'nfimate, v. Obs. rare. [i. ppl. stem of L.

infimare to make low, f. infim-us lowest, IN-

FIMOUS.] trans. To make low or base ; to degrade,
debase. Hence Inflmating ///. a., debasing.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts ft Man. (1642) 394 Popular

novellising factionists and intimating sectaries . .who through
colour of piety trouble all.

Infi'mity. nonce-wd. [ad. L. infimitas lowness,
f.

infim-us ; see next ; in mod.F. infinite] The

quality of being 'infimous'; concr. an 'infimous'

person.
1885 Sat. Rev. 28 Mar. 410/2 Mediocrities, or rather

infimities, like those who crowd the French chamber.

t I'nfimOUS, a. [f. L. infimus (superl. of in-

ferus) lowest + -ODS.] Very low or base ; basest.

1613 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. 172 A man risen by subtletie

and his tongue from infimous condition. 1627 W. SCLATER

E.rp. 2 Thess. (1629) 150 They vowed to suffer losse, I say
not of life, but of the innmous goods of fortune, for the cause
of the Gospel. 1663 WOOD Life_ 15 June (O. H. S.) I. 476
A yong heire, who valuing not his father's labours, because
of his ignorance, put most of his papers, .to infimous uses.

tlnfi'nal, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN-
a + 'L.fin-is end

+ -AL: cf.final] = INFINITE.

1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. v. xxxi, Wo worth infynall

payne and dystresse. 1509 Past. Pleas, xlv. (Percy Soc.)

219 Praye to thy swete sonne whiche is infinall.

In fine, adv.phr. Finally, in short, to sum up :

see FINE A1

Infmitant (infrnitant), a. Logic, [ad. Schol.L.

infimtans, pres. pple. of infinitdre to INFINITATE.]
That infinitates; applied to a sign of negation
when joined to a term. See INFINITE a. 8.

Infinitary (infrnitari), a. Math. [
= Ger.

infinitcir, as in infinitdrkalkul
'

infinitary calculus
'

(Du Bois Raymond) : see -ARY 1
.] Relating to

infinity, or to an infinite value of a quantity ; as

infinitary property of a function, i. e. one which
the function has when the variable becomes infinite.

Infinitate (infi'nite't), v. [f. ppl. stem of

Schol.L. infinitdre (Abelard Dialectica, Wks.,
Paris 1 836, 2 2 5) , f. infimt-us INFINITE : see -ATE 3.]

trans. To render infinite
;

in Logic, to make (a

positive concept, term, or predicate) 'infinite' (see
INFINITE a. 8) or indefinite in extent, by prefixing
a negative. Hence lufi-nitated///. a.

1864 BOWEN Logic vi. 152 Either A, or its Infinitated cor-

relative, not-A , must belong to everything, and must include

everything. Ibid. 153 A negative Judgment can always be

changed in Form to an affirmative, or an affirmative to a

negative, simply by Infinitating one of its Terms, or by
dropping its Infinitation. 1867 ATWATER Logic 61 Hence
such purely Negative Conceptions are sometimes classed by
logicians as Infinitated Conceptions.

Infinitation (infinit^'Jan). Logic, [ad. Schol.

L. infinitatio (Abelard Dialectica 225), n. of action

from infinitdre : see prec.] The action of infini-

tating or making
'
infinite ; the condition of being

infinitated ; hence, applied to one of the forms of

immediate inference, also called permutation or

obversion, in which one term, usually the predicate,
of the original proposition is made negative.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 205 For the affirmation,

negation, and infinitation of propositions. 1864 [see prec.].

1867 FOWLER Deduct. Logic ill. ii. 77 The same inference is

sometimes called Infinitation, from the Nomen Infinitum,
or, more properly, Nomen Indefinitum (not-Y, as the con-

tradictory of Y), which is employed as the predicate. 1867
ATWATER Logic 71 [Division] must not be a priori, or by
Infinitation.

Infinite (i'nfinit), a. (adv.} and sb. Forms :

4-6 infynyt(e,. 4-7 infinit. (5 infenite, 6 in-

flnyte, infynit(e, Sc. inflneit), 4- infinite, [ad.
L. infinit-us unbounded, unlimited, f. in- (IN- 3)



INFINITE.

\fmit-us FINITE ; pern. oiig. through OF. infinit,

-ite (Ijth c. in Hatr.-Darm.), later infini (Oresmu,

ijth c.). In hymns sometimes rimed with (-ait).]

A. a<1j.

L Having no limit or end (real or assignable) ;

boundless, unlimited, endless ; immeasurably great

in extent, duration, or other respect. Chiefly of

God or His attributes ; also of space, time, etc., in

which it passes into the mathematical use (4 b).

1413 rilgr. Sovile (Caxton) v. i. (1850) 71 The largenes
therol may not be comprehended by thought of mannes

wytte; for it is Infynyte. 1477 EARL RIVEES (Caxton)
Dictes i Releued by tnynfyny te grace & goodnes

t

of our

saitl lord. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxlvi[i], 5 Create
_is

cure

Lorde, and greate U his power, yee
his wyszdome is infinite.

557 N. T. (Genev.) Ep. *iij, That he might shewc more

manifestly his goodnes and iiifmit mcrcie among men. 1651
HOBBF.S Leviath. i. iii. (1886) 22 No man can have in his

mind an image of infinite magnitude ; nor conceive infinite

swiftness, infinite time, or infinite force, or infinite power.

1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will i. iv. 22 That Power is not In-

finite; and so goes not beyond certain Limits. 1811 HEBEK
Hymn, Lord of

mercy and of might. .Maker, Teacher,
Infinite; Jesus, hear and save ! 1849 FROUDE Nemesis Faith
130 The doctrine of the infinite divisibility of matter must be
called in to help you in your dividings. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. l.

ii. 15 An infinite series of images of the candle will be seen.

b. In loose or hyperbolical sense: Indefinitely
or exceedingly great; exceeding measurement or

calculation
; immense, vast.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1675 Hypsip., Why lykede me..
of thyn tunge the infynyt graciousnesse. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
I. xxxii. 122 (Harl. MS.) He shulde wed hir with goodis
infinite. 1517 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 255 Infi-

nite number of lewes that were expelled out of Castill. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. Y. i. i. 114 Gratiano speakes an infinite

deale of nothing. 1602 Ham. u. ii. 316 What a piece of
worke is a man ! how Noble in Reason ? how infinite in

faculty? 1748 Anson's I'oy. Introd., Of infinite importance
to the commercial and sea-faring part of mankind. 1857
MAURICE Ep. St. John xvii. 281 We owe them infinite

thanks for it. 1865 R. W. DALE Jew. Temp. xxi. (1877) 233
A truth this of infinite importance.

f c. Occupying an indefinitely long time ; im-

mensely long, very tedious,
' endless'. (Used pre-

dicatively, with inf. or with personal subj. : cf.

long.} Obs.

575;*5 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 26 It were infinite

to recite what huge sums of money they have, .gathered.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 667 All which . . I will (lest I

should seem to be infinite) passe over with silence. 1620 K.
BLOUNT Horse Suit. 363, I dare walke no farther in this

Labyrinth, for feare ofgrowing too infinite. 1638 CHILLINGW.
Rehff. Prot. t. ii. 116. 97 Lastly, not to be infinite, it is

taught by Mr. Knot himselfe, not in one page only, .but all

his Book over.

2. with sb. pi. Unlimited or indefinitely great in

number; innumerable, very many, 'no end of.
Now arch, or rare.
c 1386 CHAUCER Kut.'s T. 1969 Infinite been the sorwes

and the teeres Of olde folk and eek of tendre yeeres. 1483
CAXTON Cato I ii. Many and Infynyte euyles and incon-
uenientes. 1555 EDEN Dtcades 88 Not onely. .infinite hun-
dredes and legions but also myriades of men. 1356 A urelio

$ Isab. (1608) L j, She and heir ladeis shedde infinite teares.
1611 BIUI.E Transl. Pref. 5 Now the Latine Translations
were too many to be all good, for they were infinite. 1668

HALE/V<^ Rollc's Abridgtn. bij, Infinite other Instances of
like nature may be given. 1709 ADDISON TatUr No. 1 19 F 2

There are infinite Parts in the smallest Portion of Matter.

1775 HARRIS Philos. Arrangim. Wks. (18.11) 265 Thus there
are. .infinite ways of being vicious, though but one of being
virtuous. 1858 CARLYLE Frtdk. Gt. in. xviii. (1872) I. 253
The Swedes . . found infinite

'

pigs, near Insterburg '.

1 3. Indefinite in nature, meaning, etc.
;
indeter-

minate. Obs.

15*0 WHITINTON Vulg. (1527) 6 Nownes infinyte as auis-

ffitts, quicuiiifue. 1553 T. WILSON Rliet. i Either it is an
infinite question and without ende, or els it is definite and
comprehended within some ende. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies
(1665) in It is a blind, confused, infinite, giddy thing.
4. Math. fa. Having no determined limit; of

indefinite length or magnitude. Obs.
1660 BARROW Euclid i. xii. Upon an infinite right line.

Ibid, xxii, From the infinite line DE.
b. Of a quantity or magnitude : Having no

limit
; greater than any assignable quantity or

magnitude (opp. to finite}. Of a line or surface :

Extending indefinitely without limit, and not re-

turning into itself at any finite distance (opp. to

closed).

169* HALLEY in Phil. Traits. No. 195 (title) Of the several

Species of Infinite Quantity, and of the Proportions they
bear to one another. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 277 To find
the Force wherewith an infinite Solid, plain on one Side LI,
attracts a Corpuscle placed at C. 1836 DE MORGAN Calctf

Itu Elem. Illustr. 61 When we say, a + is equal to a when

x is infinite, we only mean that as x is increased a 4-

becomes nearer to a and may be made as near to it as we
please, if j: may be as great as we please. 1840 LARDNER
Geometry 278 When the ellipse becomes a parabola, the
further i jcus will be removed to an infinite distance. 1869
TODHUNTER Plane Trigon. (ed. 4) iv. f 58 As the angle in-

.
from to 9 'he tangent increases from o with-
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infinite at any point within .V, we cannot include in the

integration the point at which the infinite value occurs.

c. Infinite series : a series of quantities or ex-

pressions which may be indefinitely continued

without ever coming to an end (but may or may
not have a finite value or ' limit

'
to which it ap-

proaches as more and more terms are taken : see

CONVERGING 2, DIVERGENT 4;. So infinite de-

cimal.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 44 The Operation
may either be terminated.. or else continued on in an In-

finite Series. 1763 EMERSON Increments
p. vi, The Method

of Increments will help us to this term, either expressed in

finite quantities, or by an infinite series. 1796 HUTTON
Math. Diet. s.v., Infinite Decimals, such as do not termi-

nate, but go on without end. 187} TODHUNTER Algebra
(ed. 7) xl. 557 An infinite series in which all the terms are

of the same sign is divergent if each term is greater than

some assigned finite quantity, however small.

6. Mus. Of a canon : see quot.
1869 OUSELEY Counterp. xv. 105 If [the canon] is made

continually to recur to the beginning, so as never to come to

a regular close, it is called Infinite, or Circular.

6. Law. Distress infinite : see DISTRESS sb. 3 b.

1495 Act ii Hen. VI1 c. 24 8 i In the same atteynte there

shalbe awarded ageynst the petite June the party and the

graund Jury somons and resomons and distres infynyte.

1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 3 i. 1641, 1768 [see DISTRESS
sb. 3 b]. 1882 Scrivcn's Copyholds (ed. 6) vi. 2. 227 The
proper remedy for neglect of suit of court, as well as for

refusal to do fealty, was a distress infinite of the beasts or

other personal property of the defaulter.

7. Gram. Applied to those parts of the verb

which are not limited by person or number ;
viz.

those verbal sbs. and adjs. which have certain verbal

properties, the Infinitive
' MOCK! ', Gerunds, Supines,

and Participles. Opposed tofinite.
1871 ROBY Lat. Gram. n. xvi. 183 The forms of the verb

proper are often called collectively the Finite Verb ; the

verbal nouns above named are sometimes called the Infinite

Verb. 1871 Publ. Sch. Lat. Gram. 35 The forms of the

Verb Infinite are not limited by Mood and Person. It com-

prises., (i) The Infinitive, a Verbal Substantive: ns,amari,
to love. .(2) Participles, which are Verbal Adjectives.

8. Logic. A rendering of Schol.L. infinitus, ap-

plied to a negative term, etc. ;
infinitated.

1860 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xiv. 1. 253 Aristotle denomi-
nated the negative terms, such as non-B

l non-homo, nan-

albus, etc., opo/iara aoptora, literally indefinite nouns.

Boethius however unhappily translated . . iioiH<rro? by the

Latin infinitus. The Schoolmen . . thus called the bvonara
aAfnTro. . .nomina infinita'. and the turn* they styled the

particula infinitans.

fB. adv. = INFINITELY : usually in hyperbolical
sense = very greatly. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 298 Infinyte ryche in

glory. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 616 Are there not infinite

many passages in thy life ? 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 60

Nature is so infinite various in the Colours and shadows of

the face. 1673 DRYDEN Marr. A la Mode i. i, I set a good
face upon the matter, and am infinite fond of her before

company.
C. absol. or as sb.

1. That which is infinite, or lias no limit ; an

infinite being, thing, quantity, extent, etc. Now
almost always in sing, with the', esp. as a de-

signation of the Deity or the absolute Being.

1^87 GOLDING De Mornay ii. 14 Two infinites cannot be

abidden, no nor imagined together, . . therefore, as there

must needes be one Infinite, so must there be but onely one.

01711 KEN Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. i No Rival

Infinite could share thy Throne, There no more Infinites

can be but one. 1712 H. Mores Antid. Ath. i. viii. Schol.

151 Since every part of an Infinite is infinite, there may be

supposed something more infinite than an Infinite. 1830
HEKSCHEL Stmi. Nat. Phil. 106 The telescope and the

microscope laid open the infinite in both directions. 1843

,

gtnt of go" it infinite. 1875 Algebra, (ed. 7) Iii.

The number of prime numbers U infinite. 1885 W& BUUUKY Math. The. Etectr. $ Mag*. I. 4 If u b

s, the t

i. 706
ATSON

4 If u become

2. In hyperbolical use: An exceedingly large
amount or number

;
a very great quantity or multi-

tude
; very much or many ;

' no end '. f a. absol.

(from A. 2 : always in plural sense.) Obs.
a 1368 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 69 Infinite shall be

made cold in Religion by your example. 1577 NORTH-
BROOKE Dicing(iB^)iTO Infinite from thence haue returned
home vnchast. 1656 RIDCLEY Pract. Physick 120 Infinite

have been cured by it.

fb. Const, of, with no defining word prefixed.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. H. vii. 70 A thousand oathes, an

Ocean of his teares, And instances of infinite of Loue.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage jv.
xvi. (1614) 428 There are in-

finite of Frier-like companions passing to and fro. 1661

PEPVS Diary s June, There was infinite of new cakes

placed. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 115 Down the Elb
to Hamborougb, is sent infinite of Corn. 1607 CONGREVE
Mourn. Bride iv. i. No term, no bound, but infinite of woe.

c. With article or other defining word prefixed ;

usually const, of. Formerly also in pi. (cf. mod.

colloq. lots, heaps, oceans}.

1563 WINJET Wits. (1890) II. 6j
Thow may se an infinit

of exemplis. 1595 MARKHAM Str R. Grin-vile xciii, Shee
lesse great shot in infinets did hide. 1611 HEYWOOD Gold.

Age in. i. Wks. 1874 III. 36 We haue assembled infinites

of men. 1615 J. WRIGHT Ace. Lady J. Grey in Phenix
(1708) II. 28 She brought forth her Increase in such abun-
dance of Infinites, that the least of her Excellency: were

impossible to be circumscrib'd. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juve-
nal 279 The ibes, that kill infinites of serpents. 1662

GLANVILL Lux Orient. Pref. (1682) 10 What an infinite of
Booki are written upon almost all subjects. 1748 F. SMITH

INPINITENESS.

I'oy Disc. I. 188 You have an Infinite to lose, should you
be defeated. 1856 RusKlN Mod. Paint. IV. v. i. 5 3 That
Calais tower has an infinite of symbolism in it.

f8. Phr. in infinite, to infinite,
= L. in or ad

infinitum (see INFINITUM) ; endlessly. Obs.

a 1631 DONNE Elegy to Latiy Bedford Poems (1633) zoo

DifTus'd, and spread in infinite. 1651 Life Father Sari
(1676) 71 Mischiefs have their terminations, but fears go in

infinite. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Semt. for Year i. vii. 87 And
so on to infinite.

4. Math. An infinite quantity : see A. 4 b.

Different orders of infinites are distinguished, each in-

finitely greater than the preceding : cf. INFINITESIMAL B. i.

1656 HOBBES Consid. Wallis Wks. 1845 VII. 446 This

arguing of infinites U but the ambition of school-boys. 1677
PLOT Oxforash. 288 Dr. John Wallis . . first demonstrated

the impossibility of squaring the Circle, Arithmetically, . .

having apply'd nis method of Infinites in order thereunto.

1692 HALLEY in PAH. Trans. XVII. 556 That among them-
scwes each of those Species of Infinites are Hi given Pro-

portions, U what 1 now intend to make plain. 1706 W.
JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 205 Of Infinites 'tis hence

plain, that some are equal, others unequal. 1710 BERKELEY
1'rinc. Hum. KnoTiil. \ 130 Of late the speculations about
Infinites have, .grown to such strange notions, as have occa-

sioned no small scruples and disputes among the geometers.

1831 BREWSTER fiewton (1855)11. xvii. 127 He then proceeds
to correct an error of Dr. Bentley's in supposing that all

infinites are equal. 1858 BUCKLE Ciuiliz. (1869) II. iv. 190
'ITie geometry of infinites applied to the ordinates and

tangents ofcurves. 1864 PLUCK ER New Geom. Space in Phil.

Trans. (1865) 727 The number of rays constituting a con-

figuration, a congmency, a complex and space, are infinites

of first, second, third, and fourth order. 1864 Reader
21 May 657 The symbol , the infinite of common algebra,

represents an extreme of infinite.

I'nfinite, v. rare. [f. INFINITE a.]

f 1. To infinite it : to proceed to an '
infinite

'
or

indefinite extent. Obs. nonce-use.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 72 Suppose that any King, .should

. .Solomon-like, infinite it in Wives and Concubines.

2. trans. To render infinite ; to infinitate.

1868 H. BUSHNELL Serm. LMng Subj. 105 They are

creatures to be somehow infinited, to be eternized in their

continuance of good. 1868 Contemf. Rev. VIII. 617
Those very elements of diversity by which, .spirit

in its last

individual forms infinites and unifies the manifold.

Infinitely (rnfmitli), adv. [-LY
2
.]

1. In an infinite degree, or to an infinite extent ;

without limit or end ; boundlessly.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. xiv. 109 The troutheof

the hooly trynyte passeth infynytely al that may be said.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay iv. 47 Considering his effects ;

howbeit in such sort as that we must think infinitely of him.

i6gi HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxviii. 248 God, who is infinitely

more mercifull then men. 1777 PRIESTLEY Matt, fr _Spir.
(1782) I. iii. 38 Every particle of matter is infinitely divisible.

1899 Expositor Feb. 92 There is a power working within us

. . that is infinitely wiser, stronger and better than ourselves.

Mod. We conceive of space as extending infinitely in all

directions.

b. In loose or hyperbolical sense : To an in-

definitely great extent; beyond measurement or

calculation ; exceedingly, immensely, vastly.

1584 R. SCOT Discmi. Witchcr. vi. iv. (1886) 95 He grew
infinitlie rich. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. v. i. 135 This is the

man, this is Anthonio, To whom I am so infinitely bound.

1673 TEMPLE Observ. United Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 66 They
buy infinitely, but 'tis to sell again. 1717 STEELE in FourC.

Eng. Lett. 173 Dear Prue I have yours of the i4th,andam
infinitely obliged to you for the length of it. 1827 MAGINN
Red-nosed Lieut., I like the blonde ..

infinitely.
1868 G.

DUFF Pol. Surv. 49 The Turkish population is infinitely

more harshly used than the Christian, as regards exactions.

f 2. Without determinate limit or end ;
to an in-

definite distance or extent ; indefinitely. Obs.

(-1430 Art Nombrynge (E. E. T. S.) 3 And so infynylly

nwltiplying by these . 3. 10, ico, 1000. iJSS EDEN Decades

254 Which he knewe . . to reach infinitely
towarde the north-

east. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 6 The Keyes . . may be

continued infinitely. 1625 BACON Ess., Empire (Arb.) 297
1 1 being not possible for them to goe forward infinitely. 1638
F. JUNIUS Paint, ofA ncients 344 Even so the mind . . runneth

on infinitly, remembring all what is to be remembred. 1695
LD. PRESTON lioeth. ill. 135 Wherefore that we may not in-

finitely produce our Reasons.

t3. In an indefinite manner or sense; indefinitely,

indeterminately, generally. (In quot. 1 530, = in the

infinitive mood.) Obs.

such as serue God in profession of religion.

4. Math. To an infinite extent or amount ;
with-

out limit.

Infinitely small INFINITESIMAL; so infinitely near, to

diminish infinitely, etc.

1692 HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 556 A Line infinitely

long. 1704 [see INFINITESIMAL A. 2]. 1710 BERKELEY Pnnc.

Hum. Knmul. 123 No finite extension contains mnumer-

able parts or is Infinitely divisible. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen
204 Between an infinitly small, and an infinitly great part
of the Diameter of an infinit Circle. 1743 EMERSON I- lux.

<o279 Draw the Axis. .and the Ordinates. .infinitely near.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. s.v., The mean proportional be-

tween infinitely great, and infinitely little, is finite. 1828

Course Math. II. 103 The centre of a parabola is infi-

nitely distant from the vertex. 1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff.

Cafe. (ed. a) i. S 5 When the increment is supposed infinitely

small, it is called a differential.

I'nfiiiiteness. Nowwir. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being infinite ;
infini-

tude, infinity, a. Boundlessness, illimitableness.



INFINITESIMAL.

1534 WHITYNTON Tallies Offices I. D, To the entent we
inaye auoyde that infynytenesse of Ennius [who recom-
mended giving charity to all], that degree is nygher that is

of the same kynne. 1553 HULOET, Infynytenes, apiria.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin s /s/. 11, xv. (1634) 232 They which

by faith perceive what he is, have comprehended the whole
infinitenesse of heavenly good things. 1608 A, WII.LET

Hexapla Exod. 39 Shewing his .. perfection, goodnesse,
infinitenes. 1645 USSHER Body Div. (1647) 36 What is In-

finitenesse ? It is an essential! property of God, whereby all

things in his essence are signified to be without measure
and quantity. 1700 D. PHILLIPS Proteus Rediv. n The
Schools talk of the Infiniteness of Space. 1813 SHELLEY

Q. Mad vni. 206 The thoughts that rise In time-destroying
infiniteness. 1894 MRS. FR. ELLIOT Rom. Gossip v. 162

There was infiniteness in the look-out over a boundless sea.

b. Indefiniteness of amount or number ; usually
in hyperbolical sense : The state of being exceed-

ingly great or numerous
; immensity, vastness ;

immense quantity or number.
X579 J- JONES Preserv, of Bodie fy Soule Ep. Ded. 2 The

infimtenesse of creatures doeth declare the power. 1612
BREREWOOD Lang. $ Relig. x. 85 Very few m respect of
that infiniteness of people, wherewith V&gypt doth and ever
did abound. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. iv. i, More base in

the infiniteness of her sensuality than corruption can infect.

1654 COKAINE Dianea n. 124 Complaining on the infinite-

nesse of his Miseries.

Infinitesimal (infinite*simal), sb. and a. Also
erron. -ess-, [f.

mod.L. inflnitesim-us ^
f. L. in-

finit-us (cf. cent-csimus hundredth, mill-esinms

thousandth): cf. F. infinitesime (1752 in Diet.

Trfuoitx)* infinitesimal (1762 in Diet. Acad.).
The form, ofthe mod.L. word shows that it was

orig^.
meant

as an ordinal, viz. the '
infiniteth

'
in order, that which is at

an infinite distance from the first ; but the ordinals are also

used to name fractions, e.g. hundredth (part). .thousandth
x

100

(part) : hence, infinitesima Pars, infinitesimalPart or

loop / i \

infinitesimal^ came to mean unity divided by infinity, (-55K
and thus an infinitely small part or quantity. Although
essentially an adj., our earliest example shows the word
used absolutely as a sb.]

A. sb. (or absolutely.'}

f 1. As ordinal : The * infiniteth
' member of a

series. Obs. rare.

1655 H. yiGntAtf.Antul.Ath, xiii. 391 But for us whose
capacities are finite, if we would venture to name a first in

infinite succession, we should call it irptarov oweipacrTbi>, the

first injinitessimal, and acknowledge our selves unable to go
through, our understandings being finite.

2. (Chiefly Math.) As a fraction or fractional

quantity. The inverse or reciprocal of an infinite

quantity; fan infinitely small fraction or part of
anything (obs.). Hence b. (Afat/i.) An infinitely

small quantity or amount, a quantity less than any
assignable quantity.
Chiefly used of the infinitesimal differences or differentials

treated of in the differential and integral calculus : see

DIFFERENTIAL A. 3, B. i a. Mathematicians distinguish
different orders of infinitesimals ; thus, ifwe make x infinite,

is an infinitesimal of the first order, (being infinitely

less than 1 an infinitesimal of the second order, and so on.
xj

[1704 HAYES Fluxions i These infinitely Jittle Parts of an

infinitely little Part of a given Quantity are .. called //?-
nitesitnte Inftnitesimaruni or Fluxions of Fluxions.] 1706
DITTON Fluxions 20 Let in denote an infinite Quantity, d

any finite one ; then Is the Infinitesimal of */, according

to Mr. Nieuwentyt. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl.

130 Some, .not content with holding that finite lines may
be divided into an infinite number of parts, do yet farther

maintain that each of these infinitesimals is itself subdivisible

into an infinity of other parts or infinitesimals of a second

order, and so on ad tnfinititm. These, I say, assert there

are infinitesimals of infinitesimals of infinitesimals, etc.,

without ever coming to an end. 1745 NEEDHAM Microsc.
Disc. Introd. 3 A little Ant-hill . . would appear to its In-

habitants. .an Infinitesimal of the terraqueous Globe.
b. 1734 BERKELEY Analyst 6 An infinite succession of

infinitesimals, each infinitely less than the foregoing. 1743
Phil. Trans. XLIIT 349 In the Method of Infinitesimals,
the Element, by which any Quantity increases or decreases,
is supposed to become infinitely small. 1816 tr, Lacrazx's

Dijf. $ Int. Calculus 78 A very simple explanation of the
various orders of infinitesimals admitted by Leibnitz. 1831
HIND Princ. Differ. Calc. 116 The method of Infinitesimals

adopted by Leibnitz as the foundation of his Differential

Calculus. 1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Calculus (ed. 2) ii. 36.

3. In loose or hyperbolical use: An extremely
small quantity or amount ; something excessively
minute or insignificant.
1840 HOOD Up Rhine 255 Hahnemann, having hit on the

advantage of small doses, never rested till he had reduced
them to infinitesimals. 1854 EMERSON Lett, <$

Soc. A inis t

Resources Wks. (Bohn) III. 197 What power does Nature
not owe to her duration of amassing infinitesimals into cos-

mical forces !

B adj.
1. (Chiefly Math.} a. Infinitely or indefinitely

small
;

smaller than any assignable fraction or

magnitude. (Correlative to infinite, and, with it,

opposed io finite.} b. transf. Relating to infini-

tesimal quantities; esp. in infinitesimal calculust

a name for the differential and integral calculuses

considered as one (corresponding to the direct and
inverse methods of fluxions).
1710 BERKELEY Princ. ///. Knoivl* 13? It will not be

263

found, .necessary to make use of or conceive infinitesimal

parts of finite lines. 1770 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LX
435 note, The infinitesimal segments of that line. iSox W.
DICKSON (title) Reflections on the Infinitesimal Calculus.
From the French of Carnot, with Notes. 1862 H. SPENCER
First Princ. I. Hi. 17 (1875) 57 It is quite possible to think
of its motion as diminishing insensibly until it becomes infi-

nitesimal. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. ii. 58 The
aqueous vapour it contains Is of almost infinitesimal amount.
2. In loose or hyperbolical use (cf. A. 3) : Too

small to be measured or reckoned ; extremely
minute or insignificant.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady in, iv. (1734) 337^

I was not
reduc'd to such extreme Weakness, that infinitesimal Errors,
could do great Hurt. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iii. 393
An Obstruction of the infinitesimal Vessels of the Nervous
System. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 474 No river can push
forward its delta without raising the level of the whole

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 6/4 Each infinitesimal

right of grazing., had to be surveyed, examined Into.

Hence Infinitesima-lity, an infinitesimally small

matter; Infinite'simalness, infinitesimal small-

ness.

1867 Gd. Words 8o:/i The infinitesimality (I am sorry to

have to coin a word) of his influence. 1895 Columbus (O.)

/>//. 17 Oct. n/3 It is well sometimes to let the mind dwell
on suchinfinitesimalities. 1897 A^. K Voice 8 July 2/3 This
infinitesimalness of the Church practise.

Infinitesimally (innnite'simali), adv. [f.

prec. + -LY
**.]

In an infinitesimal degree : almost

always qualifying small. (But in quots. 1801
, 1814,

used for : To an infinite extent, infinitely.)
1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XI. 648 Herder is

a vague sweeping declaimer, who multiplies metaphors
infinitesimally. 1814 Ibid. XXXVIII. 212 So infini-

tesimally various are nature's shades of hue. 1850 GROVE
Corr. Pkys. Forces (ed. 2) 51 Cases where infinitesimally
small quantities of matter are acted on. 1875 WHITNEY
Life Lang. iv. 66 These differ, at the utmost, only infini-

tesimally in articulating position from / and . 1883 Manch.
Exam. 26 Oct. 5/1 Corroborative evidence of this nature. .

reduces the chance of mistake to an infinitesimally small
fraction.

Infiniteth, a. Math, nonce-wd, [f. INFINITE +
-TH, termination of ordinal numerals.] Used as

the ordinal numeral corresponding to infinite ; in-

finiteth power, that power obtained by multiplying
a quantity by itself an infinite number of times.

(Infinitieth, from infinity; is now current in oral

use.)

1708 E. HALLEY Demonstr. Anal. Logar. Tang, in Misc.
Cur. II, 28 If a Table of Logarithm Tangents be made by
extraction of the root of the Infiniteth power, whose Index
is the length of the arch you put for Unity.

Iiifiiiitiiioiuial (infinsitinJu'miar, a. and sb.

Math. rare. [f. L. infinit-us INFINITE, after bi-

nomial^ multinomial.] a. adj. Consisting of an
infinite number of terms ; b. sb. An expression of

this nature.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos A iv, The
General Theorems for Extracting the Root of any Binomial
or Infinitinomial Power. 1763 EMERSON Increments 78 The
infinitinomial i+5y+Cy2 &c. is to be raised to the ?/;th

power.

t Infini'tion. Obs. rare" 1
. \pA.\..infinition-

em boundlessness, infinity, f. in- (IN- 3) +finiti5n-
em ending, FINITION.] Infinited or infmitated

condition.
rti6i8 J. DAVIES Wittes Pilgr. etc. (1878) 23 For what

ioy is so great but the conceipt Of falling to his Infinition

(Of blacke Non-essence) will confound it straight?

Infinitival (infrnitsrval), a. Gram.
[f. L.

infiriitiv-us (see next) + -AL.] Of or belonging to

the infinitive.

1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech ii. 46 Esse. .the infinitival form
of the verb 'to be'. 1877 F. HALL Eng. Adject, in -able

47 To all verbs, .from the Anglo-Saxon, to all based on the

uncorrupted infinitival stems of Latin verbs of the first con-

jugation, and to all substantives . . we annex -able only.
Hence Infiniti'vally adv., after the manner of

the infinitive.

1882 F. HALL in Atner. JrnL Philol. III. 297 (heading)
On the English Perfect Participle used Infinitivally.

Infinitive (infrnitiv), a. and sb. Also 5 in-

fenitife. [ad. L. infinitw-us unlimited, inde-

finite, infinitive, f. in- (!N- 3) ^-flnittv-us defining,
definite. Cf. F. infinitif, -ive (14-1$th c.).]
A. adj.

1. Gram. The name of that form of a verb which

expresses simply the notion ofthe verb without pre-
dicating it of any subject. Usually classed as a
' mood *, though strictly a substantive with certain

verbal functions, esp. those of governing an object,
and being qualified by an adverb.
(Called by Quintilian and Priscian infinitus tnodust by

Diomedes infinitivtis
' because it has not definite persons

and numbers, whence it has also been called by some, im~
perso?iativus and insignativus *. In the short grammar of

Dionysius Thrax (B.C. 80), it is called airopeju^aTOs, i.e.

without modification of sense, unmodified.)
In modern Eng., the infinitive has the simple uninflected

form of the verb; agreeing in this respect with the impera-
tive, and (except in the verb be\ with the first pers. sing.,
and the whole plural, of the present indicative. In OE.,
the infinitive had (in the nom.-acc. case) the suffix -an,

INFINITUDE.

ME, -en, ~e\ it had also a dative form in -anttf, ME., -enne,
enet -en, -e. The latter is sometimes fancifully called by
modern grammarians, \\& gerundial otgerundive infinitive^
as answering in some of its functions to the Latin gerund or

gerundive. (It answers more to the L. supine.) The OE,
nom.-acc. infinitive is the source of the (now less frequent)
simple infinitive, as in 'we saw him come\ 'they need not
conic '. The dative-infinitive is formally the source of the
infinitive with to, and functionally the origin of this in such
uses as ' he went to see the fight

'

(' infinitive ofpurpose '),
'
it was easy to see

'

(

' adverbial infinitive ') ; but to is now
prefixed also to the nom.-acc. infinitive, where OE. had the
simple form in -an, as in

'
to see is to believe

', 'he likes to
eit\ See To prep.
1530 WHITINTON Vulg. (1527) 3 Ouis, qui, is. .gouerned . .

mtyrne of ye
infinytyue mode folowynge. 1530 PALSCR.

Coitrir
f
to run. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. iv. vi. 445 That

which is called the Infinitive Mode, should according to the
true Analogy of that speech be stiled a Participle Substan-
tive. 1876 MASON Eng. Gram, (ed, 21) 191 The preposi-
tion to is not an essential part of the infinitive mood, nor an
invariable sign of it. 1889 MORFILL Grant. Russian Lang.
37 There are three moods, the infinitive, indicative, and
imperative. Ibid. 39 Each verb has two stems, firstly, the
infinitive stem, and, secondly, the present stem.

f2. ? Infinite, endless : in quot. as adv. Without
end, in perpetuity. Obs. rare.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. cv. 3 To Peter and Pole he graunted

infemtife The Roome pence then of all Englande, As Flores
saieth, as I can vnderstande.

B.J&
1. Gram. The infinitive ' mood '

or form of a verb.
Cleft or split infinitive^ an infinitive with an adverb be-

tween to and the verbal part, as in 'to carefully search '.

Gerundial infinitive : see under A. r.

use of the Infinitive of every Verb, to express all the Tenses
and Moods. 1751 HARRIS Hertnes i. viii. (1786) 163 The
Latin and modern Grammarians have called Verbs under
this Mode, from this their indefinite Nature, Infinitives.
1871 ROBY Lat. Gram. n. xvi. 183 Two indeclinable sub-

stantives, called Infinitives (or the Infinitive Mood). 1871
MORRIS Hist. Outl. Eng. Accidence 290 The infinitive had
a dative form expressed by the suffix -e, and governed by
the preposition to. This is sometimes called the gerundial
infinitive: it is also equivalent to Lat. supines. Jbid., The
dative infinitive assumed the form of the simple infinitive
as early as the twelfth century. 1892 SWEET Neiu Eng.
Grant. 293 The infinitive, which is a noun-verbal, has
nothing in common with the moods of finite verbs. 1803
K. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LVI. 274/2 My paper on the
cleft infinitive, printed in the American Journal ofPhilo-
logy. 1897 Academy 3 Apr. 371/2 Are our critics aware that

Byron is the father of their split infinitive^ 'To slowly
trace ', says the noble poet,

(

the forest's shady scene '.

f 2. An infinite or endless amount
;
an infinity.

1595 MARKHAM^SYr /?. Grinvile (Ded. Earl Sussex), Great
Lord, to whom infinitiues of fame Flock like night starres
about the siluer Moone. Ibid, C, Fie, that infinitiues of
forces can^ Nor may effect what one conceit fulfills.

Iiifinitively (infrnitivli), adv. [-LY ^.]
1. Gram. In the infinitive mood.
1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 211 The verb put infini-

tively, that is, with
'

to
'

before it, often tells what it is, does,
or suffers. 1879 WHITNEY Sanskrit Gram. 382 The few

infinitively used words of this formation have a weak root-

form.

f2. Infinitely. Obs. rare.

1726 in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mary Q. Scots (1824) 32
His presence would have been of infinitively more service
than that of Morton. Ibid. 33, I write to you with infini-

tively more tranquillity of mind.

Infinite- (infinarto), combining form from L.

infinit-us INFINITE, used in the sense
'

infinitely,
to an infinite degree

'

: as in injinito-injinitesimal

adj. (used by Hartley to describe what is now
called ( an infinitesimal of the second degree') ;

so infinito-infinitely adv. Also loosely in sense

'infinite and*, as in infinite-absolute*
1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man n. i.

14^
If the Balance be

infinitely in favour of each, God will be infinitely benevolent
to each, and infinito-infinitely to the whole System. Ibid.
iii. 330 If F be infinitesimal, L will be infinito-infinitesimal.

1829 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) i Cousin's Doctrine
of the Infinito-Absolute.

Infinitude (infi'nitiwd). [f. L. type *infim-
tiido, prob. in med. or mod.L. (after multitude*

magnitude, etc.). Cotgrave, 161 1
,
has the corresp.

F. infinitude infinity and Florio has It. infini-
tudine {

infinitenesse, endlesnesse '. Cf. FINITUDE,
which has no It. or Fr. equivalent, and may have
been formed after this

;
also the later DEFINJTUDE.]

1. The quality or attribute of being infinite ;

boundlessness. Also in hyperbolical sense : Im-

mensity, vastness (cf. INFINITE A. i b).

1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 68 Thou, the third Sub-
sistence of Divine Infinitude, illumining Spirit, the joy and
solace of created Things. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i.

vi. 117, I remove Infinitude from what I find to be neces-

sarily finite. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat, in. ii. (1765) 226
Where the Telescope that can descry, to what Infinitude
Wisdom extends. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Re^>. V. 549
The best arguments .. for the infinitude of Deity. 1890
GARNETT Milton 157 The universe fatigues with its in-

finitude.

2. (with pi.} Something that is infinite (or, by
hyperbole, indefinitely great) ; a boundless (or

vast) extent, space, amount, number, etc. ; infinity.



INFINITUM.

1607 MILTON P. L. vn. 168 Boundless the Deep, because

I am who fill Infinitude, nor vacuous the space. 1761

Orig. 5 ...
infinitude of complex relations.

||
Inflnitum (infinai'tum). [L. : = INFINITE ;

also as sb.]
= INFINITY

;
an infinitude, an endless

amount or number: see An INFINITDM, and in

infinitum s.v. IN Lot. prep. 5.
1681 CREECH Lucretius (1683) n. 63 Those must be begun

From others, and so to infinitum on. 1737 Gaudetitio di

Lucca 210 These People must in process of Time encrease

to an Infinitum.

Infinituple (imVnitip'l\ a. nonce-wd. [f.

L. infinitus INFINITE, after centuple, etc.] Infi-

nitely as much or many ;
an infinite number of

times (something else).

i7 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. v. 85 If the comparison
could be made, I verily believe these would be found to be
almost infinituple of the other.

Infinity (infrmti). Also 4-5 -te, 5-6 -tie.

[a. F. infinite" (lyh. c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. in-

finttas endlessness, boundlessness, infinity, f. infi-

nitus: see -ITT.]
1. The quality or attribute of being infinite or

having no limit; boundlessness, illimitablcness

(esp. as an attribute of Deity).
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth, v. pr. vi. 134 (Camb. MS.) Al

thogn \>M the
lyf

of it be strechched with infinite of tyme,
yit algates nis it no swych thing, c 1435 MISYN fire Love
14 In be infenite of gode meruaile and worschip, with-oute

begynyng all-myghti clerely scheuys. 153* MORE Cottfut.
Tindalevf\<&. 636/1 One whose eternity passeth al time,
and whose infinity passeth all nombre, that is almightye
God himselfe. 1647 COWLKY Mistr., Constant iii, What,
alas can be Added to that which hath Infinity Both in

Extent and Quality? 1690 LOCKE Hum. Una. n. xxiii.

$ 35 It is Infinity, which, joined to our Ideas of Exist-

ence, Power, Knowledge, &c. makes that complex Idea,

whereby we represent to our selves the best we can, the

supreme Being, a 1774 GOLDSM. Sum. Exp. Pkilos. (1776)
II. 94 Wherever the doctrines of infinity enter into philo-

sophy, knowledge ceases, and we talk at random. 1875

JOWETT Plato IV. 9 Of that positive infinity, or infinite

reality, which we attribute to God, he had no conception.
2. Something that is infinite

;
infinite extent,

amount, duration, etc. ;
a boundless space or ex-

panse; an endless or unlimited time. (In quot.
1682 the Infinite Being, the Deity.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xni. 127-8 One pieres be plough,

man. .seith bat dowel and dobet aren two infinites, Whiche
infinites, with a feith fynden oute dobest, Which shal saue
mannes soule. a 16x8 RALEIGH (J.), There cannot be more
infinities than one ; for one of them would limit the other.

1682 DRYDEN Relig. Laid 93 Darest thou, poor worm,
j

offend Infinity? 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. i. (1879) 12 Any
power, acting for a time short of infinity. 1846 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. I. II. ill. iii. 25 The greatest number is no
nearer infinity than the least, if it be definite number. 1856
MASSON Ess. iii. 62 They did not tenant all space, but only
that upper and illuminated part of infinity called Heaven.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ix. 297 For all his sweetness
and serenity, however, man's point of life

4 between two
infinities' (of that expression Marcus Aurelius is the real

owner) was to him anything but a Happy Island.

3. In hyperbolical use (from I and 2) : Immen-

sity, vastness; an indefinitely great amount or

number, an exceeding multitude, 'no end' (of).

[A frequent sense in OF.]
c
i3_7S

Sc. Leg. Saints, George 321 pe king bane ane
infinite Of gret tresore gert offerit be To george. 1581
MULCASTER Positions xxx vi. (1887) 134 Whether all children
be to be set to schoole or no, without repressing the infinitie

of multitude. 1634 W. TlRWHYTtr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.)

168 By meanes of an infinity of rules and maximes. 1681
NEVILE Plato Rediv. 102 He gives daily charitable

audience to an Infinity of poor people. 171(6 BURKE Subl.

ft B. in. iv, An infinity of observations of this kind are to be
found in the writings and conversations of many. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 390 When little things are

elaborated with an infinity of pains.

b. Phr. To infinity (
= L. ad or in infinitunf] :

to an 'infinite' extent,
'

endlessly', without limit.

1640 tr. Verdere
1

* Romant ofRom. I. 27 Loving him to

infinity, I almost died at the first news of his sicknes.

1772 BURKE Sp. Acts Uniform. Wks. 1842 II. 466 You
may delight yourselves in varying to infinity the fashion of
them. 1825 McCuLLOCH Pol. Econ. n. iv. 189 The multi-

plication of such commodities to infinity, could never
occasion a glut.

4. Math. a. Infinite quantity (see INFINITE A.

4 c) : denoted by the symbol oo . Also, an infinite

number (of something; quot. 1831).
1691 HALLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 556 The whole .. is

the summ of the beginning and ceasing Infinity, or as I may
say of Infinity a parte ante and a parte post, which is

analogous to Eternity in time or Duration. 1831 BRKWSTER
Newton (1855) II. xiv. 21 The curve which should cut at

right angles an infinity of curves of a given nature. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 496 To say. .that a hundred
was five times infinity. 1859 HALUWKLL Evid. Chr. 14 In
modern science, there is a symbol used to express infinity.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 138 In this treatise [Nova Stereo-
metria Doliorum, 1615) he

[Kepler] introduced for the first

time the name and notion of '

infinity
'

into the language of

geometry.
b. Geom. Infinite distance, or that portion or

region of
space which is infinitely distant : usually

in phr. at infinity.

264

1873 B. WILLIAMSON Dif. Calculus xiii. 192 A system
of

parallel lines may be considered as meeting in the same
point at infinity. Ibid, f 195 The ordinary parabola, .[has]
the line at infinity for an asymptote. 1885 LBUDKSDORF
Cremona's Proj. Geom. 221 Suppose the four tangents to be
parallel in pairs, .then one diagonal will pass to infinity.

flnfi-re z>., obs. var. ENFJRE, to fire, enflarne.
a Mi HOLVDAY Jm'tnal 131 Corrupting their impure

imaginations and infiring their desires.

Infirm (infaum), a. [ad. L. infirm-us weak,
feeble, etc., f. in- (IN- 3) + firmus FIRM. Cf. F.

infirme (16-iyth c., earlier enferme, enfer, etc.),

Sp. enfermo, It. infermo.]
1. Ofthings : Not firm or strong ; weak, unsound ;

esp. unable to resist pressure or weight, giving way
easily, frail,

'

shaky , feeble. Now rare.

csyn CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. ii. 119 (Camb. MS.) The
sonne .. nemay .. nat by the Infirme lyht of his beemes,
brekyn or percen the inward entrailes of the erthe. 1614 I.

HEWES Sun. Eng. Tongue A iv, Those that build on sandie
or infirme ground. 1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prof. I. i. 8.

36 A building cannot be stable, if any of the necessary
pillars thereof be infirme and instable. 1703 R. SAVAGE
Lett. Antients ii. 20 The World., in its Infancy., form'dan
infirm Orb. 1716 LEONI Albertis Arc/tit. I. 40/2 Ground,
tho it does resist the Pick-axe, . . may . . be infirm. 1824
SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. xiii, The still more infirm state of
his undergarments.

b. trans/. Of arguments, titles, etc. : Weak, in-

valid ; unsound. Now rare.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) Ep. *iv, The Newe Testament, .is so
named in respect of y Olde, the which, .was in it selfe in.

nrmeand vnperfect. 1653 MILTON Hirelings 82 Thereason
which they themselves bring . . becomes alike infirme and
absurd. 1662 STILLINGPL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 10 This
opinion . . was built on the same infirm conclusions. 1844
LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xiv. (1862) 198 The infirm title

of the House of Lancaster during the earlier portion of the

period.

2. Of persons, with reference to physical condi-

tion : Not strong and healthy ; physically weak or

feeble, esp. through age ; hence freq. old (or aged)
and infirm. Also Iransf. of age.
1605 SHAKS. Lear I. i. 302 The vnruly way-wardnesse,

that^ infirme and cholericke yeares bring with them. Ibid.
HI. ii. 20 A poore, infirme, weake, and dispis'd old man.
1693 TEMPLE Mem.fr. Peace 1679 (R-) The present elector
is old and infirm, and has, for some years past, deceived
the world by living so long. 17*7 GAY Fables i, xxxi. 6
With secret ills at home he pines, And, like infirm old age,
declines. 1773 Observ. State Poor 83 The aged and infirm
who have settled habitations. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstrel,
The minstrel was infirm and old. 1831 HT. MARTIHEAU
Ella ofGar. \. 8 Their father had been growing infirm for

many years. 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
1. 691 Allowance being made for old and infirm persons,
children, &c.

b. Of parts of the body, (f In early use : un-

healthy, diseased).
1601 SHAKS. Alts Wctt II. i. 170 What is infirme, from

your sound parts shall flie. 1643 I. STEER tr. Exf. Chyriirg.
vii. 29 If the offended part be the arme or the leg, begin at

the infirme
part. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh, Unb. iv, 565 If,

with infirm hand, Eternity.. should free The serpent [etc.].

t c. absolutely. = INVALID sb. Ots. rare.

1711 Light to Blind in io//< Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 184 The royal infirm is fully possessed of. .patience
at the shortness of his life.

3. Of persons, with reference to the mind : Not
firm or strong in character or purpose ; weak, frail,

irresolute. Also of the mind, judgement, etc.

1526 Pilgr. Per/.(W. de W. 1531) Sob, It is a token of
an infyrme and weyke herte, the subgette to discusse the
commaundement of his prelate. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. u. ii.

52 Infirme of purpose : Giue me the Daggers. 1641 MILTON
Ch. Govt. i. vi, Let us think it worth the examining for the
love of infirmer Christians. 1667 P. L. x. 956 That on
my head all might be visited. Thy frailty and infirmer Sex
forgiv'n. 1784 COWPER Task ill. 44 Too infirm, Or too in-

cautious, to preserve thy sweets. 1841 DISRAELI Amen.
Lit. (1859) II- I29 His judgment was the infirmest of his
faculties. 1850 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace II. v. ix. 344
He was . . infirm of purpose.

Infirm (infaum), v. Now rare. Also 5 in-

ferm. [ad. L. infirmare to weaken, invalidate,

etc., f. infirmus INFIRM a. ; cf. F. infirmer
(Oresme, 14th c. ; earlier enfermer), Sp. enfermar,
It. infermare.] To make infirm.

t 1. trans. To make physically infirm or frail
; to

weaken, impair the strength of. Ots.

'55S BRADFORD Let. in Foxe A. 4 M. (1684) HI. 287/2 If

they lie strong, you do what you can to infirm their strength.

1583 STUBBBS Anat. Aous. I. (1877) 95 It infirmeth the
sinewes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. v. 188 Herein
the spleene is imustly introduced to invigorate the sinister

side,which being dilated itwould rather infirme and debilitate.

Iransf. 1635 CHAPMAN & SHIRLEY Chabot v. iii, Those dis-

tempers that infirm my blood And spirits. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \. v. 18 Our understandings being
eclipsed, as well as our tempers infirmed, we must betake
our selves to wayes of reparation. 1650 W. BROUGH Sacr.
Print. (1659) 475 Nature is vanquish! . . her faculties infirm'd.

1 2. To weaken (belief), impair the force of (an

argument, reason, proof, etc.) ; to make less firm

or certain ; to render doubtful or questionable. Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. vi. 173 Thou infirmyst and feblist

bi a greet deel the Euydencis which thou hast & holdist

ajens the hauyng & the using of ymagis. 1563 WINJET
FourScoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 1. 58 To infirm and adnull
his awin cause rather than to strenthe the Kamin. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, n. xiv. I 6 Socrates . . professing to

INFIRMARY.
aflirme nothing, but to infirme that which was affirmed by
another. 1677 HALE {'rim. Orig. Man. I. vi. 124 The Reason
herein given doth not at all infirm the important Reason
against the Eternity of Mankind.
3. To invalidate (a law, custom, privilege, etc.) ;

to declare invalid, call in question. Now rare.
1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 22 This is a special! lawe. .

whose sentence, lest it shulde be violated, infirmed, or made
weake, women are commanded to be in silence. 1590 SWIN-
BURNE Testaments i27The vnhonest condition. .doth either

presently confirme or infirme the effect of the disposition.
1641 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. 27, 1 will neither inveigh
upon them as unnamed Commissioners, nor infirme them as
the work of a dead Convocation. 1644 LAUD IVks. (1854)
IV. 105 Mr. Vassal .. desired the Lords he might have
reparation, which altogether in law infirms that which he
testified. 1890 Tints 19 Feb. 5/4 The bad faith of the
Habsburgs could not infirm Magyar rights.

Hence lufl-rming vbl. sb.

i6>2 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 9 Tending to the conuert-

Authorities . . it will be sufficient to put you in minde that [etc.].

Infirmarer (infaumaraj). Hist. Also 5 en-
fermerere, 9 -flrmerer. [a. OF. enfernierier
(Godef.), app. f. enfermcrie INFIRMARY, but see
-KR l

3. The usual OF. form was enftrmicr (mod.
F. infirmier) ENPERMEH (see also FERMEHER).]
In mediaeval monasteries, the person who had
charge of the infirmary ; the infirmarian.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode IV. Ix. (1869) 205 And heerfore

hath grace dieu maad me enfermerere in bis place. 1433-50
tr. Htgden (Rolls) VII. 403 Noo man schalle absente hym
from servyce, neiber go furthe after complyn, but the infir-

marer, celerer and hostiler. 1794 W. TINDAL Evesham no
Which..the Infirmerar receives to the value of three marks
annually. 1802 Pontoon Brit. Monachismx\x. (1843) 135
The Abbot.. was to appoint such a person Infirmarer as
might be able.. to receive the confession of the sick. 1884
ijrt Cent. Jan. 112 At Evesham the sacristan, the cham-
berlain and the infirmarer were allowed forage and the keep
of one horse.

So lufi-rmaress [-ESS'], a female infirmarer.
xSoa FOSBROOKE Brit. Monachism xix. (1843) 135 The In-

firmaress had a Lay-sister as an assistant. 1896 LINA
ECHENSTEIN Woman underMonast. 416 There is the prioress
. .the chambress, the infinnaress, the portress and others.

Infirmarian (info.nneVriSn). [f. INFIRMAB-T
+ -IAN.] One who has charge of an infirmary and
of the patients there, esp. in a monastic establish-

ment or as a member of a religious order.

1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. xvi. 114 In all her sickness
. .she did neither more nor less, but as the Infirmarian would
have her. 1858 FABER tr. Xavier's Life 47 He was their
doctor, infirmarian, comforter, father, servant. 1871 Pall
Mall G. 15 Feb. 7 A small passage communicated with
each carriage, so that the surgeon and infirmarians could
go to and fro between the sick beds and the kitchen.

Infirmary (infaumari). Also 7 -flrmery,
(-irie), -fermery. [ad. med.L. infirmdria, f. in-

firmus INFIRM a. : see -ART ! B. 3. The obs. forms

perh. repr. F. infirmerie (earlier enfermerie, etc.)= Sp. enfermcria, It. infermeria. The ME. aphe-
tized form was FEHMERY, q.v.]
1. A building or part of a building for the treat-

ment of the sick or wounded ; a hospital ; esp. the

sick-quarters in a religious establishment, a school,
workhouse, or other institution.

In the i8th c., the common name for a public hospital : see
HOSPITAL so. 3. Nearly all such institutions in English
provincial towns had originally this name, which is stifl re-

tained in many cases, e. g. the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh,
the Royal Infirmary, Liverpool, the Radchfte Infirmary.
Oxford, etc.

1625 BACON Ess., Building (Arb.) 552 You must fore-see,
that one of them, be for an Infirmary, if the Prince, or any
Speciall Person should be Sicke. 1666 PEPYS Diary 29 Jan.,
He entertained me with discourse of an Infirmary which he
hath projected for the sick and wounded seamen. 1711 DE
FOB Col. Jack (1840) 274 She was carried to the infirmary,
so they call it in the religious houses in Italy, where the
sick nuns or friars are carried. i748*BuTLER Serrrt. Gait,
Land. Infirm. Wks. 1874 II. 307 There is. .a necessity, in
such a city as this [ London], for public infirmaries. 1772-84
COOK Voy. (1790) 1. 15 The taste of the convents, especially
of the Franciscans is better. .The Infirmary also is a piece
of good architecture. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 47 She was. .

admitted an out-patient, and her friends had directions

given them to attend at the Infirmary on proper days for

medicines. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxiii, This is the port
wine, ma'am, that the board ordered for the infirmary. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 243 There was not then, in

the whole realm, a single infirmary supported by voluntary
contribution.

fig. 1648 EARL WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra (1870) 27 Man
is Bethesda, and 's five Senses be Porches unto that great
Infermery, Where divers cures are sought for. 1649 JER.
TAYLOR Gt. Ejremp. i. v. 151 Those are the persons of
Christs infirmary, whose restitution and reduction to a state

of life and health was his great design.

T 2. A house for rearing delicate plants ; a con-

servatory. Obs. rare.

1707 SLOANE "Jamaica I. Pref, By means of Stoves and
Infirmaries, many of them have come to greater perfection,
than in any part of Europe.

3. attrib. and Comb.

1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surf. (1771) 100, I ordered
ihe Infirmary-Keeper to bring him into the Ward. 1816 in

A. C. Hutchison Pract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 161 He was
detected by the vigilance of the Infirmary Serjeant.
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t InflTmat, pa.pple. Sc. Obs. rare, [as if from

a verb *infirmate : cf. OF. enfermer to affirm, con-

firm.] Confirmed, made certain.

1487 Burgh Rtc. Aberdeen (1844) I. 43 Quhilkis thingis,

gif thai be infirmat of verite, ar richt displesand.

I Infrrmate, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. L. infir-

mat-, ppl. stem of infirmare to INFIRM.] trans.

To weaken, invalidate.

1657 TOMLINSON Renotts Disp. 378 He will never be able

to infii-mate or disprove the authority of such grave men.

Information (infajm/'-Jsn). rare. [ad. L.

infirmaiion-em, n. of action I. infirmare to INFIRM ;

cf. F. infirmation (1520 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
action of weakening or invalidating (evidence).
1808 BF.NTHAM Sc. Reform 72 The testimony of each wit-

ness operating either in confirmation or infirmation of that

of the rest, a 1812 Ration, Jitdic. Evid. (1827) V. 128

For infirmation, or even for confirmation . . it may still have

its use.

Infirmative (infa'imativ), a. (si.) rare. [a. F.

infirmatif, -ive : see INFIRMATE z>.and -IVE,-ATIVE.]

Tending to weaken or invalidate, b. sl>. That

which tends to weaken.
1611 COTGR., Infirmatif, . . infirmatiue ; weakening, in-

feebling; disanulling, disallowing, a 1812 BENTUAM Ration.

Jvdic. Evid. (1827) III. 14 Any such disprobabilizing fact

. . may be termed an infirmative fact. Ibid. 173 No other

infirmatives seem applicable.

f Infl'rmatory, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

infirmatori-um. f. infirmus INFIRM : cf. INFIRMI-

TORT.I = INFIRMARY.
1508 STOW Sun', xxxv. (1603) 319 Peter de Heliland made

the infirmatorie. ft 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts # Mon. (1642)

438 If any bee sick, hee is carried into the Infirmatory. 1678

PmLLipsfed. 4! App., Infirmatorii; or Infirmary.

f Infi'rmatory, a. Obs. rare *. [f.
L. in-

firmat-, ppl. stem of infirmare to INFIRM + -ORY.]

Tending to make infirm or invalidate.

1726 AVLIFFE Parergon 492 Such a Sentence ought to be

pronounc'd..as is neither Confirmatory, nor Infirmatory.

Infirmed (infaumd), ///. a. [f. INFIRM v. +
-ED 1

.]
Rendered infirm

;
affected with infirmity.

1552 HUI.OET, Infyrmed, infirmus. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Abus. il. (1882) 53 Euerie man .. is suffered to exercise the

misterie of phisick, and surgerie . . to the diseased, and in-

firmed persons. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, xliv. 266 If the

Disease be not chronick,. -you shall find great alteration in

the Disease and party infirmed. c 1785 y. Tliompson's
Mail 14 Apish, ugly, saucy, infirmed, diseased.

Infirmerer, variant of INFIRMARER Obs.

f Infi-rmited, ppl. a. Obs. [? for infirmated, f.

INFIRMATE v., or after infirmity] = INFIRMED.
1616 EARL CUMBERLD. in Whitaker Craven (1812) 291,

I grow much into yeares, and am something infirmited.

f Infi'rmitory. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. in-

firmitorium, var. of infirmatorium: cf. INFIRM-

ATORY rf.]
= INFIRMARY i.

1538 LELANB Itin. V. 82 The Fratry and Infirmitory be

now mere Ruines. 1645 EVELYN Diary 25 Jan., The
Infirmitory [at Rome] where the sick lay was paved with

various colour 'd marbles.

Infirmity; (infaumiti). [ad. L. infirmitdt-em,
n. of quality f. infirm-us INFIRM 3. (see -ITY). Cf.

F. infirmite (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), earlier en-

fermete.'] The condition of being infirm.

1. Weakness or want of strength ;
lack of power

to do something; inability. Also with//. an instance

or case of this.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. xi. 30, I shal glorie in tho thingis that

ben of myn infirmyte [gloss or freelte]. Ibid. xii. 5 For

sich maner thing I schal glorie : forsothe for me no thing,

no but in myn infirmitees. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.)

6, I durst not hastyly assente hym to, Wee! knowyng myn
owyn infyrmyte. 1590 SPF.NSER F. Q. in.

yii. 33 Him he

saw still stronger grow through strife, And him selfe weaker

through infirmity. 1664-94 SOUTH Twelve Serin. II. 131

All Abortion is from Infirmity and Defect. 1796 BURKE
Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 7 When I could no longer hurt

them, the revolutionists have trampled on my infirmity.

1880 Mem. y. Legge 131 Weaker men feel the confidence

that infirmity reposes in strength.

b. Of an argument or title : Want of validity.
a 1614 DONNE Biaflai/aro? (1644) 21 What infirmity soever

my reasons may have, yet I have comfort in Tresmegistus
Axiome. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixii. (1739) 126

Kings . . knew no such infirmity in that manner of convey-
ance, as is pretended. 1888 LD. BRAMWF.LL in Law Rep.,

13 App. Cases 345 They had notice of the infirmity of

the title of those from whom they claimed.

2. Physical weakness, debility, frailty, feebleness

of body, resulting from some constitutional defect,

disease, or (now mostly) old age.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xx. 244 The kyngis Infermite Woxe

mair & mair. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Bartholomew' 20

Fulis trewit wele bat he pame heylyt of Infyrmyte. c 1440
Gesta Rom. xi. ^5 (Harl. MS.) The lawe is I-sette for hem
bat ben made blinde by infirmite, or by be will of god. 1508
DUNBAR Poems iv. 3, I . . am trublit now with gret seiknes,

And feblit with infirmitie. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. i. v. 82

Infirmity that decaies the wise, doth euer make the better

foole. 1796 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 413 If infirmity had not

the trick of assuring to itself strange privileges, and having
them allowed by the good-nature of others. 1838 LYTTON
Leila I. ii. When age and infirmity broke the iron sceptre
of the king. 1871 R. ELLIS Cattdlus Ixiv. 305 To a tremor

of age their gray infirmity rocking,

t b. Unhealthiness. Obs. rare.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey 218 Thenne deuysed the barons that

they wold remeue for thynfyrmyte of the place.

VOL. V.

3. A special form or variety of bodily (or mental)
weakness ; f an illness, disease (obs.) ; now, esp.,
a failing in one or other of the faculties or senses.

1382 WYCLIF i Tim. v. 23 Use a litil wyn for thi stomak,
and thin ofte falling infirmytees. a 1400-50 Alexander
5581 Slike a fell infirmite was in his hors bunden . . Jiat he for

hale dies. r 1440 Gesta Rom. xx. 69 (Harl. MS.) If I

myght bathe in blode of goetis, I shuld be hole of this in-

firmite. 1340 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 42 3 The pestilence,

great pockes & such other contagious infirmityes. 1656
RIDGLEY Pract. Physick^ If from the Liver or the Spleen,
there are signs of their Infirmities. 1712 tr. PomeCs^ Hist.

Drugs I. 179 This gum is us'd..for several Infirmities of
the Lungs. 1790 COWPER Wks. (1837) XV. 222 The voice
of the Almighty can in one moment cure me of this mental

infirmity. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 22/2 A gentleman, aged 5.
who felt the infirmities of age at an earlier period than most
do. 1873 JOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) III. 372 He is a little deaf
and has a similar infirmity in sight.

fb. A noxious vegetative growth. Obs. rare.

1597 GERARDF. Herbal i. xvii. i. 22 The first groweth in

gardens and arable grounds, as an infirmitie and plague of

the fields. 1759 tr. Duhamel's Hlisb. I. viii. (1762) 25 Pro-

duce nothing but moss and cankerous infirmities.

4. Weakness of character; moral weakness or

frailty ; inability to maintain a high moral standard

or to resist natural inclinations.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. vi. 19 The infirmite \gloa or vnstabil-

nesse] of Jpure fleisch. Ibid. viii. 26 The spirit helpith oure

infirmytet^AwJor vnstedefastnesse]. 1414 BRAMPTON Penit.

Ps. xxi. (Percy Soc.) 9, I synne al day, for I am frele ; It is

mannys infirmyte. 1581 LAMBARDF. Eire*. IV. xxi. (1588)

624 Erring by infirmitie they are not altogether unwoorthie
of pardon. 1614 Bp. HALL Recall. Treat. 1037, I see that

forty daies talk with God cannot bereave a man of passionate

infirmity. 1783 BURKE Rep. Aff. India Wks. 1842 II. 63
Some degree of ostentation is not extremely blamable. It

is human infirmity at the worst. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. liii.

V. 38 The head of the house . . was a byword for infirmity of

purpose.
b. With an and//. A weakness, flaw, defect in

a person's character.

1382 WYCLIF Heb. iv. 15 We han not a byschop, that may
not . . haue compassioun to oure infirmytees. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) $b, The which cureth, releueth &
heleth all defautes & spirituall infirmytees. 1637 MILTON
Lycidas 71 Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise

(That last infirmity of noble mind). 1712 ARBUTHNOT John
Bulll\. iv, I know the infirmity of our family ;

we are apt to

play the boon companion. 1871 R. W. DALF. Commandm.
lii. 82 It is easy enough . . to discover grave infirmities and
faults in most Christian people.

t Iiifrrmize, v. Obs. ran: [f. INFIRM a. -t-

-IZB.] trans. To render infirm.

1751 R. SHIRRA Rem. (1850) 66 The Word was made flesh,

infirmized.

Infirmly (infs-jmli), adv. [f. INFIRM a. + -LY 2
.]

In an infirm manner ; weakly, feebly, insecurely.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 38 Infirmely walled ; yet great, if

you comprehend the suburbs therewith. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacr. m. iv. 2 So weakly grounded and infirmly

proved an opinion. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver iv. vii, I walked
infirmly on my hinder feet. 1816 WORDSW. French A rmy
in Russia i, A withered bough, Infirmly grasped within a

palsied hand. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps 2 The same in.

firmly balanced liability to the prevalence of the lower part
over the higher.

Infvrmness. Now rare.
[f.

as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being infirm (in various senses) ;

weakness, feebleness, frailty, infirmity.
1602 WARNER All'. Eng. xn. Ixxv. (1612) 313 A Friend

should not, nor you will I, in this Infirmnes flye. 1655
OUGHTRED in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) I. 87 So far as
. .the infirmness of my health, and the greatness of my age
. . would permit. 1663 BOYLE Exp. Hist. Colours i. v. Wks.
1772 I. 695 The infirmness and insufficiency of the common
peripatetick doctrine. 1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1485/4 On ac-

count of his infirmness of Body.

Infissile (infi-sil) , a. rare. [Is- 3.] Not fissile
;

that cannot be split.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psyctol. n. xi. 210 Of bodies that

resist in different modes . . we have the Fissile and Infissile.

t Infi'Stulate, v. 06s. rare. [f. IN- 2 + Fis-

TULATE v.
; after med.L. infistulatus (OF. enfislulf)

or It. infistolare.] a. intr. To become a fistula.

b. trans. To convert into a fistula.

1611 FLORIO, Infistolare, to infistulate, to fester. 1631
Celestina vi. 77 Doe not infistulate your wound.
Hence f Infl-stulated ///. a. ; t Infistnla'tion.
1611 FLORIO, Infistolatione, an Infistulation. 1706 PHIL-

LIPS, Inftstltlated, turned to, or full of Fistula's.

t Infi't, a. Obs. rare-'. [IN- 3.1 Unfit.
a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES 96 Serm., Holy Ghost (1661) 453 To

such men, such simple men, . . a full infit and indisposed
matter to receive it.

I'nfit, v. U.S. local, [f. IN adv. + FIT v., after

outfit^\ trans. To furnish (a seaman) with things

required on shore. Hence I'nfitter.

1887 Fisheries U. S. V. li. 226 The merchant is as anxious
to

'
infit

'

as he was to '

outfit
'

him, but the man must now
bring an order from the agent or owner of the vessel. Ibid.,
The outfitters are also

'
infitters

',
that is, they furnish the

men with such supplies and articles of clothing as they may
need when the vessel returns.

I-nfix, sb. [f. L. infix- : see next
; after affix,

prefix, suffix.]

1 1. A fixing in, fixed position resulting from
firm insertion. Obs.
1611 BARKSTFD Hiren (1876) 93 Forecast the Basis he

shall rest vpon, Wbose firme infixe thunders nor winds can
shake.

2. Gram. A modifying element inserted in the

body of a word, instead of being prefixed or suffixed

to the stem.
1881 Natitre XXIII. 271/1 The arguments establishing the

. . connection of the Cambojan and Malayan languages . .

based on the principle of modifying infixes. iB&sAtheH&urt/
24 Mar. 381/1 Some voices [in Semitic languages] are found
made by what appear at first sight to be infixes. 1887 MAX
MuLLERin/rfJr/. Rev. May 709 A certain number of formal
elements, called suffixes, prefixes, and infixes.

Infix (infi-ks), v. Also 7-9 en-. [Partly f. L.

infix-, ppl. stem of infigfre to fix or fasten in, im-

print, impress, or OF. infixer (Godef.) ; partly f.

IN- ! or 2 + Fix
z/.]

1. trans. To fix or fasten (one thing) in (another) ;

to implant or insert firmly.
1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione \. xii. 161 To returne vs

to god ; in whom if we wolde feruently infixe our selfe, it

shulde nat be great nede to seke outwarde consolacions.

IS33 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1114/1 Therfore hath
he . . suffered hymselfe . . to be touched and eaten, and
y very teeth to be infixed into his flesh. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Man i. 14 So much [of the teeth] as is infixed within
the Goummes to be perfect sensible. 1650 BULWER An-
thropomet. 169 Infixing their Nailes in the Fronts of them,
they claw off the skin. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV.
145 The animal cannot infix one tooth without all the rest

accompanying its motions. 1809 tr. Mad. Coltin's Amelia
Mansfield I. 109 Whether it is not there that vice enfixes,
in silence, her most envenomed stings. 1820 MATURIN Mel-
moth (1892) III. xxx. 213 Daggers . . which those who wish
me to live would not willingly see infixed.

\>. fig. (of non-material action.)
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 16 O noble Princes

. .Infix your myndes to vertue and prudence. 1595 SHAKS.

John n. i. 502, I do protest I neuer lou'd my selfe Till now
infixed I beheld my selfe, Drawne in the flattering table of
her eie. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. ir. Confess. Drunkard, The
vices which they introduced, and the habits they infixed.

1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ n. xiii. (1878) 148 So deeply
is this habit of thought infixed in modern readers, that [etc.],

f C. To affix. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chrmt. III. 887/1 He vsed the ser-

uice of secretaries in all the letters he wrote to him, infixing
nothing of his owne hand but the subscription.

d. To fix or fasten on something.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well v. iii. 47 Where the impression

of mine eye enfixing, Contempt his scornfull Perspectiue
did lend me. 1843 E. JONES Sens. $ Event 199 And we
can wait thee, Death, our ej'es enfixed Firmly there.

2. To fix (a fact, etc.; in the mind or memory,
so as to cause a deep impression ; to impress.
1542 BECON Potation Lent in Early Wks. (Parker Soc.)

120 Grant . . that we . . may so infix in our breasts his most
bitter death. 1642 FULLER Holy #, Prof. St. ill. x. 175 First

soundly infix in thy mind what thou desirest to remember.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler^ No. 147 F5 The care with which he
shewed all the companions of his early years how strongly
they were infixed in his memory. 1889 Macur, Mag. Aug.
301/2 These thoughts were but infixed more deeply.
3. Gram. To insert (a formative element) in the

body of a word : cf. INFIX sb. 2.

1868, 1883 [implied in INFIXING below].
Hence Infixed ///. a., Infi-xing vbl. sb. and

///. a.
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Implantation, . . the act of enfixing or settling. 1860
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. ix. 24 Death witb the taunting
word, and burning grasp, and infixed sting. 1868 MAX
MULLF.R Stratific. Lang. 22 The infixing or incapsulating
languages are but a variety of the affixing class. 1883
Amer. yrnl. Philol. 347 Of the infixing of a letter between
the first and third radical there seems to be no sure proof.

Illfixion (infrkfan). rare. [n. of action from
INFIX v., after L. type *infixion-em.~\ The action

of infixing ;
the condition of being infixed.

1651 STANLEY Poems 150 The first [type of cross is] when
to one single piece of wood there is affixion or infix lot i. 1885
SIEVEKS in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 789/2 The infixion of a
nasal in the formation of tense-stems.

t Infla-gon, v. Obs. rare . [IN-
2
.] trans.

To put into a flagon.
1611 FLORIO, Infiascare, to inflagon, to inflaske.

Inflamable, obs. variant of INFLAMMABLE.
Inflame (infl^-m), v. Forms: a. 4 en-

flaumme, 4-5 -flaume, -flawme, -flamme, j

-fla(u)mbe, 5-9 enflame. 0. 4 inflaume, 4-6
-flamme, 6 -flambe, 5- inflame. [ME. a. OF.

enflammer, -fiamber, -fiamer = Sp. infiamar, It.

infiammare : L. infiammare, f. in- (!N- fc) -t-

fiamma FLAME. From the i6th c. the prefix has

usually been in-, and the radical has the same

phonetic history as FLAME sb. and z>.]

I. trans. 1. To cause to blaze or burst into

flames
;
to set ablaze ;

to set on fire
;
to kindle.

1382 WYCLIF Mai. iv. i Alle proude men..shuln be stobil ;

and the day cummynge shal enflawme hem. 14x3 Pilgr.
Soivle (Caxton) n. Ix. (1859) 58 Of wexe ne of matcne. .ther

Cometh neuer stynke, but yf that it be fyrst enflammetl with

fyre. 1582-8 Hist. Jos. VI (1804! 9 They, .kendlit thair

traine of gwn powder quhilk inflamit the timber of the haill

hous. 1626 BACON Sylva 361 It is Heat, rather than Flame,
which neuerthelesse is sufficient to Enflame the Oyl. 1631
HEYWOOD Eng. Eliz. (1641) 176 marg., Gardiner had in-

flamed many Martyrs, and hath now his body inflamed.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Cc iv b, The fuse . . in-

flames the powder. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chent. I. 237 Action
of platinum in inflaming hydrogen gas. 1850 ROBERTSON
Sertn. Ser. in. viii. 104 Fire will inflame straw.
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INFLAME.

fig. IMS SHAKS. -John v. i. 7 Vw all your power To stop

their marches Tore we are enflam'd: Our discontented

Counties doe reuolt.

b. trans/. To light up or redden as ifwith flame ;

c I4TJ CAXTON Jason 73 Certayn oxen or bulles of Tyre so

Crete that ihcy enflamed alle the region of the ayer. 1697

DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 577, I win my self conduct thee

on thy Way, When next the Southing Sun inflames the

Day ilU SHELLEY Chas. /, 1. 119 The torches Inflame the

night to the eastward. 189* C. HAVILAND in Pall Mall G.

8 Aug. 3/1 The red, reflected sky Inflames the river, tints

the trees.

2. fig. To set on fire with passion, strong feeling,

or desire ;
to excite passionately.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter civ. 18 fe worde of cure lord en-

rlaummyd him. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, George 567 Hou
dacyanc . . wes inflammyt of yre & tene. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) Pref. 2 Pride enuy and couetise has so enflaumbed

|>e hertes. c 1449 PECOCK Refr. in. viii. 330 The WO is heet

and inflamyd into loue. 1560 A. L. tr. Calvin's Foure Serin.

Songe Etech. iii. 61 If we be not then enflamed to praise

him with full mouth, a iyn KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846

I. 361 The mullitud easehe inflambed gave the alarme.

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 242 Honour, Revenge, Contempt
and Shame Did equally their Breasts enflame. 17*6 LEONI

tr. Alkertis Archil. III. 18, i Having their minds enflamed

with passion. 175* HUME Ess. r Treat. (1777) I. 69 Court

and country-party enflamed into a civil war by an unhappy
concurrence of circumstances. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke"s Hist.

Ref. III. 215 The warning ..had served only to enflame

Suleiman with fresh ardour to seek him out. 1867 SMILES

Huguenots Eng. iii. (1880) 40 (They] did their utmost to

inflame the minds of the people against the heretics.

b. To fire, kindle, rouse (passion, etc.).

1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. t It inflawmes be affeccyone.

iS73-*> BARET Ah. I 141 His anger was inflamed agame.

1731 in Smiffs Lett. (1766) II. 167 The motive that in-

flamed his passions upon that subject (Religion]. 1838

PRESCOTT Ferd. $ Is. (1846) II. xviii. 162 The reports . . of

the first adventurers had inflamed the cupidity of many.

3. To heat, make hot; esp. to raise (the body or

blood) to a feverish or morbid heat ; to excite in-

flammation in.

1530 PALSGR. 534/2 His lyver is al enflamed with drinkyng
of hole wynes. 1589 COGAN Haven Health ccxvii. (1636) 238
White wine inflameth or heatcth least of all wines. 1599

H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner N viij b, Hurtes . . hot con-

stitutions, by inflaming the inward parts, and blood. 1665

SIR T. HERBERT Trap. (1677) 282, I put some of the wood
into my mouth and chewed it ;. .for half an hour my mouth

was inflamed as if I had taken so much Vitrol. I7>*-H PopE

Rape Lock iv. 69 If e'er thy Gnome could . . Like Citron-

waters matrons cheeks inflame. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trait.

Asia M. (1825) I. 340 We had . . wooden lattices to admit

the air, while cool ; and with shutters to exclude it, when
inflamed. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. i. 59, I saw my father's

face Grow long and troubled . . Inflamed with wrath. 1897

FLOR. M ARRYAT Blood Vampire xv, Her eyes were inflamed

with crying.
b. Of a stimulant. (Uniting senses 2 and 3.)

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Isa. v. n Wo vnto them, that rise vp

early to followe drunkennes, and to them that continue

vntil night, til the wine do inflame them, a 1586 SIR H.

SIDNEY in Ussher's Lett. (16861 App. 23 Lest, being enforced

to drink [wine] upon the sudden, you should find your self

enflamed. 1678 R. L'EsTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 320

Others are enflam'd by Wine. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser.

in. ix. 116 Stimulants like wine inflame the senses.

4. To add heat or fuel to, to aggravate, augment
in violence, exacerbate.

1607 HIERON Whs. I. 353 How happy might I bee, if.. I

might either enkindle thisdesire, where hitherto it hath not

beene, or might enflame it or adde heate vnto it, where it

is? 1706 COLLIER Reply Filmer (1730) 415 The Repetition
of an ill Thing heightens the Degree, and inflames the

Guilt. 1709 ADDISON Taller No. 123 F 3 This Stream . .

rather inflamed than quenched their Thirst. 1818 JAS.

MILL Brit. India II. v. v. 540 The customary disputes were

renewed and inflamed. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 679
Had he any right to inflame an existing animosity?

t b. To augment (a price, or amount charged).

167* PETTY Pol. Anal. (1692) 351 The interest must in-

flame the price of Irish commodities. 1696 STANHOPE Chr.

Pattern (1711) 187 Beware lest this busy and malicious

impertinence do not inflame the reckoning. 1773 GOLDSM.

Stoops to Conq. II. i, We passengers are to be taxed to pay
all these fineries. I have often seen a good side-board,

. .

though not actually put in the bill, inflame a reckoning

confoundedly.

II. intr. 5. To burst into flame ; to catch fire.
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inflamed to a great Degree. 1755 Man x. 3 Their high
blood being apt to inflame with wine. 1891 A rfosy Mar.
181 He was compelled to drink sparingly lest his head should

inflame. 1898 J. HUTCHINBON Archives Surg. IX. 313
The patches do not ulcerate or inflame.

Inflarneable, obs. variant of INFLAMMABLE.

Inflamed (infte'-md), ///. a. If. prec. + -ED '.]

1. Set on fire, kindled, burning, blazing, in flames.

Now rare.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 300 Archimedes.. saith, the

Sunne is a God of ennamed yron. < 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad
VIII. Liijb, 1 had conceipt, we should haue made retreate,

By light of the inflamed fleet. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I.

p. xix, It appears to have been an hollow and inflamed

mountain. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 261 The degree of heat

in the inflamed fluid. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelterta (1890) 37
A huge inflamed sun was breasting the horizon of a wide
sheet of sea.

b. Her. Depicted as in flames
; flamant.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry ill. iv. (1660) 1 18 The Field is, Or,
a Mountain Azure, inflamed. Proper. 1864 HOUTEU. Her.
Hist, tt Pup. xxi. 9 (ed. 3) 365 An antique Roman lamp or,

inflamed ppr.

2. Enkindled, fired in mind or feeling ; fervent,

glowing.
io Filer. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 97 [He] with moost

enffamed charite prayed for them. 1579 FENTON Gmcciard.

190 The Duke of Myllan .. nourished an inflamed desire to

assubject it to him self. 1710 MORRIS Chr. Prud. L 15 How
we come to have such an inflamed Propension to sensible

good is another question. 1746-7 HERVEY ///#. (1818)51
What suitable returns of inflamed and adoring devotion can

we make to the Holy One of God !

b. Passionately excited; hot with anger; enraged.
1612-32 DELONEV Thomas of Reading in Thorns . K.

Prose "num. (1858) I. 104 Neither Hodgekins nor Martin
could intreat their inflamed Oast to let him downe. 1797
MRS. RADCUFFE Italian ii, They parted mutually inflamed.

3. Affected with feverish or morbid inflammation ;

red or swollen from inflammation.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner G ij b, [It] very much
helpes an inflamed stomacke. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med.

(1790) 495 An emollient clyster, which .. will serve as a

fomentation to the inflamed parts. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i.

xi. 85 Our guide's eyes were . . greatly inflamed.

Hence Infla madly adv. rare, in nn inflamed or

excited manner ; hotly, fervently.

1637 BASTWICK Litany i. i My affections began . . more
inflamedlier to loue the place of permanent and glorious

immortality.

luflamer (infl^'mojV [f. INFLAME v. + -EH1.]
One who or that which inflames or kindles; an

exciter, arouser, instigator. (Chiefly in bad sense.)

1609 Br. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 364 The
original! nourishing inflamers, which minister the rechaff-

ment to these disloyal attempts. a 1631 DONNE Ess.

Divinity (1651) 191 Ceremonies, the cement and mortar of

all Exterior, and often the inflamer of interior Religion.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. i. 23 The inflamer of this

rebellion. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 185 F 4 Interest is like-

wise a great Inflamer, and sets a Man on Persecution under

the colour of Zeal. 1750 WARBURTON Julian Wks. 1811

VIII. 228 Inflamers of their master's follies. 1851 GROTF.

Greece 11. Ixxvi. X. 82 Accordingly I seize this man Is-

f b. trans/. To become very hot

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 2915 Long becalmed,

whereby the ayre inflam'd, and Sea gave a fiene reflection.

1783 I'hil. Trans. LXXIII. 227 When the metal is red-

hot, it melts and inflames instantaneously. 1794 G. ADAMS
Nat. It Exp. I'hilos. I. xii. 493 It does not inflame, unless

mixed with atmospherical or with vital air. i8ix SIR H.
DAVY Chem. I'hilos. 89 By the friction of solids . . the axle

trees of carriages sometimes inflame. 1871 TYNDALL Fragin.
Sc. (1879) I. iii. 85 It first smokes and then violently in-

flames.

6. To become hot or excited with passion; to

glow with ardour of feeling.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Jack Cade xiii, I therby enflamed
much the more. i6ax QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther vi,

Their fell disdaine. .inflam'd. 18*4 CARLYLE Schiller App.
ii. (1872) 272, I know how soon your noble heart inflames
when sympathy and humanity appeal to it.

7. To become inflamed under the action of disease

or stimulants ; to be affected with inflammation.

1607 TOPSELI. Four-/. Brails (1658) 176 Sometime the
liver of the Fox inflameth. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Itnpr.

(1757) II. i6a The Fibres will not fret or inflame as soon.

7JJ N. TOMIANO fiangr. Sore Throat 126 The Blister

INFLAMMATION.

1787 JEFFERSON/.?/, to Madison y> Jan. in Corr. (1829)1!.
3 He has one foible, an excessive inflammability of temper.
858-61 CABLVLB l-'redk. Gt. ix. x. (1873) III. 166 This

the blood, etc.).

1747 BERKELEY Tar-;vatfr for Cattle Wks. III. 490,
I knew that tar-water was cordial and diaphoretic, and yet
no inflamer.

Inflaming (infl^'mirj), vhf. sb. [f. INTLAME
V. + -ING *.] The action of the verb INFLAMK

;

inflammation.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Latiye 16 All hys herte was en-

flaumed to the loue of god, wherofafter that fulfyllynge and

enflaumynge . . he broughte fourthe the wordes and the

notes. 1547 BOORDE Brtv. Health ccxix. 75 If there be

any inflamyngs in the breste. 1613 T. MILLES tr. Mexia's
etc. Treas. Anc. <V Mod. /'. I. 15/1 By the Seraphicall en-

flaming, which is something neere to this divine Fire.

Infla-ming, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] That

inflames; in various senses of the vb.

1561 A. BROOKE Romeus $ Jul. 931 In wait lay warlike

Love . . Till now she had escaped his sharp inflaming dart.

1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 340, I am bum'd vp with inflaming
wrath. 1709 ADDISON TatUr No. 148 F 3 The inflaming
kind of Diet which is so much in Fashion. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela IV. 82 How unnatural in some, how inflameing
in others, are the Descriptions of it ! 1789 W. BUCHAN
Dom. Med. (1790) 547 Dosed with wine, punch, . . or some
other hot and inflaming liquors. 1864 H . SPENCER Illustr.

Um'v.Progr. 118 The poles of a galvanic battery, .will give
off, the one an inflammable and the other an inflaming gas.

Hence Infla mingly adv., in an inflaming or

exciting manner.
i6ia CHAPMAN Widdowes T. Plays 1873 III. 50 He does

become it [the character of Hymen] most enflamingly. 1731
A. HILL Adv. Poets Ep. 8 The Warlike Images, so in-

flamingly louch'd, in the Great Kinds of Poetry.

Inflammability (inflcemabrliti). [f. next:

see -ITT. So F. infammabiliU (Buffon).] The

quality of being inflammable; tan inflammable.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pstud. Ef.
in. xxi. 161 If the

ambient air be impregnate with subtile inflamabilities, and
such as are of quick accension. 1674 BOYLE Grounds

Corfusc. Pkilos. 25 Sulphur, .owes its inflammability to the

convention of yet more simple and primary corpuscles. 1831
BRBWSTER Optics iii. 26 The high absolute refractive power
of oil of cassia .. indicates the great inflammability of its

ingredients.

b. fig. Excit&bleness of temperament.

II. v. 87 Brimstone Is a Minerall body of fat and inflamable
"

j-4 GREW Veget. Trunks iv. 8 4 A volatile and
Inflammable Spirit. 1674 PETTY Ditc. Dupl. Proportion 93

royal Young Gentleman, with his vanities, ambitions, in-

experiences, plentiful inflammabilities. 1863 MARY Hou in
/-. Rremers Greece I. viii. 364, I had thus an opportunity
of witnessing Greek inflammability during parliamentary
discussion.

Inflammable (inflie'mab'l), a. (sb.~) Also 7

inflamable, 7-8 inflameable. [repr. L. type

*inflammabilis, f. inflammare (see INFLAME and

BLE) ; perh. immediately from F. inflammable

(Cotgr. 1611). The i7-l8th c. inflamable, in-

flameable, was app. an Eng. formation on the vb. :

1. Capable of being inflamed or set on fire; sus-

ceptible of combustion ; easily set on fire.

Inflammable air (.light i. .), a name
formerly given to

hydrogen gas \heavyinjlammablcair, carburetled hydrogen
or fire-damp.
l6o< TIMME Quersit. i. xiii. 54 The sulphurous substance

and inflamable matter. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p.

II. v. 87 Brimstone Ls a \"
parts. 1673-4 PR
inflammable Spirit. ,_, - f
In what proportions several Liquors contem more or less of

inflameable or ardent parts. 1736 /'//;'/. Trans. Abr. VIII.

77 (heading} Experiments on Inflammable Air. 1779 In-

flammable gas [see GAS so. 2]. 1789 AUSTIN in Phil. Trans.
1 .XXX. 54, I therefore attempted to decompose the heavy
inflammable air by means of sulphur, which readily unites

with the light inflammable air in a condensed state, and
with it forms hepatic air. 1791 [see HYDROGEN]. 1871
ROSCOE CA*w. 322 Alcohol is very inflammable. 1878 HUX-
LEY Physiogr. 103 This is the gas which was formerly known
as inflammable air, and is now called hydrogen.
2. Easily fired or roused to excitement; excitable,

hasty-tempered, passionate.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 222 Henry, .was,

moreover, of so violent and inflammable a temper, that half

a word was sufficient .. to set his blood boiling. 1836 LYTTON
Athens (1837) I. 442 That lively, high-souled, sensitive, and
inflammable people. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain \. 65 Their

disposition is very sanguine and inflammable.

3. Of disease : Inflammatory, rare.

i86a BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 405 The inhabitants

are little liable to inflammable disease.

B. sb. An inflammable substance. (Chiefly in

//.) Also./fr.
1770 CRONSTEDT in Monthly Rev. 312 Inflammables, which

can be dissolved in oils but not in waters. 1794 KIRWAN
Min. I. i The Mineral Kingdom is usually divided into four

parts ; i. Earths and Stones. 2. Salts, i. Inflammables. 4.

Metallic Substances. 1807
' CERVANTES HOGG '

Rising Sun
I. 141 There may be some inflammables [women] here, for

all that. 1894 Daily Nevis 7 Apr. 5/8 An alarming fire

broke out amongst some cargo, consisting of hay, timber,
and other inflammables.

Hence Inflammableness, the quality of being

inflammable; Infla-mmably adv., in an inflam-

mable manner.
1680 BOYI.E Scept. Chem. v. 318 They ascribe, .to

sulphur,
as well Odours as inflamableness. 1717 BAILEY vol. II,

Infianttableness [ed. 1731 inflammableness], capableness of

being inflamed or set on Fire. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit.

(ed. 4) 393 A light, ill-informed, inflammable-constituted

public
mind. 1830 GODWIN Cloudeslcy II. ii. 29 Partly

by the inflammableness of his disposition in that respect.

f Infla'mmatfi, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inflam-
mSt-ns, pa. pple. of inflammare.] Inflamed.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xiy. 16 God wol haue us par-

fitly suget to him, & by loue inflammate passe all maner

mannys reson. 1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physickn. ix. (1639)

84 If the skins which be joyned all the length of the breast

within be inflammate, then [etc.].

Inflammation (inflanv'-Jsn). Also 6-7 in-

flamation. [ad. L. inflammation-em, n. of action

f. inflammare to set on fire : cf. F. inflammation,
1 4th c. in Littrf in sense 2, 16th c. in sense 3:
these senses were also in L.]
1. The action of inflaming; setting on fire or

catching fire; the condition of being in flames,

conflagration,
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 31 A thick Exhalation,

violently moved out ofa cloud, without inflammation or burn-

ing. i66 BACON Syh'a 366 We will first therefore speake
. .of Bodies Enflamed, wholly, and immediatly, without any
Wieke to helpe the Inflammation. i6jo FULLER Pisgah
n. xiii. 269 More proper it had been, that such an inflamma-

tion [that of the Cities of the Plain] should have left an Etna,
II. c l.i or Vesuvius behinde it 1794 J. HUTTON Philos.

Light 185 These different substances require very different

degrees of heat, in order to excite their inflammation. 1833
BREWSTER Nat. Magic xiii. 313 One of the commonest

experiments .. is that of producing inflammation by mixing
two fluids perfectly cold. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Cm.
Sc., Chem. 230 The inflammation of a gas by electricity.

t b. concr. Something in flames or on fire ; a

blazing body or appearance. Obs.

and Thunder, .when there are no such Inflamations scene.

1760-71 tr. Juan f, Vlloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 443 On* of t^**8

inflammations [meteors], of a very extraordinary largeness,

was seen at Quito whilst we were there.

2. The action of inflaming mentally, of firing the

mind, passions, senses, etc. (in quot. i;97 with

liquor) ; the condition of being so inflamed ;

excitement, fervour. Also, with an and pi., an

instance of this.



INFLAMMATIVE. 267 INFLATION.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F, iv. iii. 103 They are generally
Fooles, and Cowards ; which some of vs should be too, but
for inflamation. 1609-38 HEYWOOD Lucrece Wks. 1874 V.

184 Our hearts with inflammations burne. 1627 F. E.
Hist. Ed-w. II (1680) 24 Their Bodies were divided, but
their Affections meet with a higher Inflammation. 1777
BURKE Addr. to King Wks. 1842 II. 307 The means of

calming a people in a state of extreme inflammation. 1818

JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. vii. 250 The combustion, .was
soon communicated to the rest, whose bosoms were perfectly

prepared for inflammation.

fb. An incitement ; a kindling of devotion. Obs.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol,
y.

xxxiv. i The minde . . taketh

euerywhere new inflammations to pray.
3. Path. A morbid process affecting some organ

or part of the body, characterized by excessive heat,

swelling, pain, and redness ; also, a particular
instance or occurrence of this.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Heltke n. xxx. (1541) 47 b, Much sleepe
augmenteth heate, more than is necessary, wherby hot fumes
and inflamacions are often ingendred. 1543 TKAHERON
Vigors Chirurg. 26 b/i The patient complayned of great
payne and heate, and inflammation. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xiii.

28_If the bright spot stay in his place, and spread not in the

skin,, .it is an inflammation of the burning. 1732 ARBUTH-
NOT Rules ofDiet \. 249 It is reckoned good m Inflamma-
tions of the Bowels. 1813 J. THOMSON Led. Inflam. 39
The term Inflammation has long been employed by medical
men, to denote the existence of an unusual degree of red-

ness, pain, heat, and swelling, in any of the textures or

organs of which the human body is composed. 1879 HARLAN
Eyesight v. 54 The most common disease of the eye is in-

flammation of the conjunctiva.

T 4. Augmentation of price or charge : cf. IN-
FLAME 4 b. Obs,
xSaz BYRON Juan HI. xxxv, That climax of all human ills,

The inflammation of his weekly bills.

liiflaniniative (infiVmativ), a. and sb. rare.

[f. L. type *inflammatw-tts (perh. in med.L. : cf.

obs. F. inflammatif, -ive, i5-i6th c. in Godef.),
f. ppl. stem of L. inflammare to INFLAME : see -IVE.]
A. adj. = INFLAMMATORY a.

1730-6 BAILEY (fol.), Inflamntatwc,oit&i\ inflaming nature
or quality. 1760-72 tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 270
Their favourite liquor is brandy, brought also from Lima,
and is less inflammative than rum.

B. sb. s= INFLAMMATORY sb.

1685 KEN Serm. in Life (1854) I. 260 That powerful in-

flammative and preservative of love which Daniel had.
a 1711 Div. Love Wks. (1838) 329 O my crucified God,
thou sovereign inflammative of love. Philothea Poet.
Wks. 1721 IV. 415 God, in whom all Inflammatives unite, I

Which can our Love excite.

Inflammatory (inflae-matari), a. and sb.
[f.

L. type *inflammatori-us (perh. in mod.L. : cf. K.

iitflammatoire^ 1722 in Hatz.-Darm.) : see prec.
and -ORY.] A. adj.

1 1. Of, pertaining to, characterized by, or causing
an inflamed or blazing condition. Obs.

1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 44 They can also tell

what use those inflammatory Combustibles . . are of. 1796
MORSE Ainer. Gcog. II. 572 The chief of the natural curio-
sities . . is the burning phenomenon, and its inflammatory
neighbourhood [Naphtha Springs, near Baku].
2. Tending to inflame with desire or passion ; of

a nature to rouse passion, anger, or animosity.

(Now usually in a bad sense.)
a 1711 KEN Hymnarium Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 13, I felt

a darted heav'nly Flame . . Thus an inflammatory Ray
Devour'd my Heart, dry'd all my Tears away. 1767 Juniits
Lett. ii. n People .. read the poisonous and inflammatory
libels. 1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. (1869) I. vi. 121 The in-

flammatory powers of art were summoned to his aid. 1834
PRINGLE Afr. Sk. v. 193 Inflammatory speeches were
delivered, a z86a BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. ii. 97 They
used the most inflammatory language.

b. Characterized by excitement or passion.
1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. i. 45 Such an inflammatory age.

3. That tends to heat or inflame the blood ;

exciting the brain or senses ; stimulating.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady n. iii. 4 (1734) 140 Without

leaving that . . Depression behind it . . like Brandy or in-

flammatory Spirits. 17948. WILLIAMS Vermont 159 Every-
thing which was astringent stimulating and inflammatory.
1803 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 144 The high activity of
Buxton water, and its inflammatory tendency.
4. Path. Of the nature of, pertaining to, indica-

tive of, or characterized by inflammation or an
inflamed condition of the body.
1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 278 In inflammatory Di:

natory
sore throat, which proceeded from a cold. 1800 Mdt

Jrnl. IV. 420 The rapid progress of the inflammatory
symptoms. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 42 Papules may or

may not be inflammatory.

B. sb. An inflammatory agent ; that which in-

flames, excites, or rouses strong feeling or passion.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. vi. 159 Her beauty being such

an Inflammatory to love. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840
III. 262 The assembly chose only to glance at the inflam-

matories thrown in their way.
Hence Inna'mmatorily adv., in an inflammatory

manner.

1887 Illustr. Lond. News 12 Mar. 282/2 An inflammatorily
religious harangue.

f Infla-sk, ?;. Obs. rare- . [f. IN-
^ + FLASK sb.]

trans. To put into a flask.

x6n FLORID, Infiascare, to inflagon, to inflaske.

Inflatable (innV'*tab'l),<z. Also iuflateablo.

[f. INFLATE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being inflated,
blown out, or distended with air or gas.
1878 Genii. Mag. May 603 This craft was made of caout-

chouc, inflatable, and weighed 300 Ibs. 1884 Pall Mall G.

23 Sept. 6/1 Inflatable collars . . which will support them in
the water. 1897 Daily News 19 Feb. 3/5 The defendants,
an American firm, use an inner inflateable tube and cover.

Inflatant (infl^-tant). rare 1
, [f.as prec. +

-ANT !.] That which inflates ; an inflating agent.
1888 Pall Mall G. 31 May 5/1 The use of this inflatant

[coal-gas] limits military ballooning considerably.

Inflate (infl^'t), ppl. a. Now rare or Obs. [ad.
L. infldt-us blown into, filled by blowing, puffed

up, pa. pple. of inflare\ see next.]
= INFLATED.

(Usually construed as pa. pple.)
c 1480 HENRYSON Test. Cres. 463 Nocht is your famous

laud and hy honour Bot wind inflat in uther mennis eiris.

1502 ATKINSON tr. De hmtatione in. xxxv. 224 That thou
be nat inflate by pryde & lyft up aboue thy selfe. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 88 b, That our scyence or con-

nynge. .make vs not inflate with pryde. 1620 T. SCOTT God
<$ King (1633) 4 With eyes staring, countenance red and in-

flate. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. \. xv. (1765) 39 The Pen-

carpium. .varies, .in being Turbinate.. Inflate, puffed, as in

Cardiospermum and Staphylaea. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. vi.

201 The perpetrator is inflate with the persuasion of himself

being a demigod in goodness.

Inflate (infiV'-t), v. Also 7 en-, [f. L. inflat-,

ppl. stem Qiinfldre, f. in- (lN-2) + flare to blow.

For the pa. pple., inflate was in early use : see prec.]
1. trans. To blow out or distend with wind or

air ; to fill (a cavity of the body, a balloon, etc.)
with air or gas ;

also absol. of food, to cause flatu-

lence.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe n. vii. (1541 ) 22 b, Theydo inflate the

stomacke, and cause head ache. isSgCocAN Haven Healtk
ix. (1636) 33 If they [pease] be eaten in the Husks, they be

hurtfull, and doe inflate, a 1612 HARINGTON Salerne's

Regint. (1634) 34 Yet the dry figges enflate not so much.
1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 120 They .. fill the stomacke
with winde, and inflate the melt. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dam.
Med. (1790) 455 The bowels are inflated with wind. 1834 J.
FOKBES Laennec'sDis. Chest (ed. 41 159 We must inflate the

lung, pass a ligature above the affected part, and then dry
it in the open air. 1868 DARWIN Anim. <y PL I. v. 138 The
habit of slightly inflating the crop is common to all domestic

pigeons. 1871 ROSCOE Client. 31 We can calculate the

weight of zinc and sulphuric acid needed to inflate a bal-

loon of the capacity of 150 cubic metres with hydrogen.
1887 UOWEN Virg. sEneid v. 32 A following gale, Risen
from the west, inflates with a favouring breath their sail.

fig. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. vi. 566 The sup-
posed dignity of a King's Court., inflated the pretensions of
the Judges. 1870 R. W. DALE Weekday Serm. iv. 81
Honest approbation seldom inflates vanity.
2. To puff up (a person) with (also \by) high

spirits, pride, etc. ; to elate. Also absol.

f [1502 : see INFLATE///, a.] 1530 PALSGR. 591/1 Connynge
inflateth excepte a man have grace withall. a 1618 J. DAVIKS
Wit's Pilgr. Pij (T-), Envy.. Will not admit, that art her-

;

self should show By others' fingers ; but the mind inflates, i

a 1797 H. WALPOLE in WalpoUanct (ed. z) I. cxxxv. (Inno-
'

cent XI} iii Castlemain, the ambassador, was inflated with
his master's infatuation.^ 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus Pref.,
Character that prosperity could not inflate, nor adversity
depress. 1873 L. FERGUSON Disc. 254 Talk about learning
may inflate with pride.
3. To dilate, distend, or swell

;
to enlarge un-

duly.
a 1705 RAY (J.), That the muscles are inflated in time of

rest.
^ 1768-74 TUCKEK Lt. Nat.(j&-$$ I. 547We work upon

certain unknown nerves, they Inflate the muscles. 1782
'

J. Scorr Ess. Paint. Poems 303 When Passion's tumults in I

the bosom rise, Inflate the features, and enrage the eyes.
'

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 630 The whole body
was emaciated, the eyebrows inflated.

4. To swell or expand artificially or unduly ;

to expand beyond proper or natural limits ; to raise

above the amount or value which sound commer-
cial principles would fix.

1843 SIR R. PEEL in Croker Papers Apr. (1884), Com-
merce, inflated by extravagant speculation.. demands some
remedy. 1844 EMERSON Yng. American Wks. (Bonn) II.

298 We inflate our paper currency. 1887 B. F. COWEN in

Vincent You <y /, Business Integr. 641 (Funk), The want of

integrity m business has inflated the stocks of our large
corporations..

Hence Infla'ting
1

vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; whence
Infla-tingly adv., in an inflating manner (Webster,
1856) ; also Infla-ter, -or, one who or that which
inflates or puffs up (lit. and fig-} \ spec, an air-

pump for inflating pneumatic cushions, tyres, etc.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) xob, Meates inflatynge or

wyndye : Beanes, Lupines [etc.]. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. n.
Poems 1834 II. 183 In vain, they come, she feels th'inflating
grief. 1884 American VIII. 84 The clamor of contending
mflaters and wreckers at the stock exchange. 1896 Westm,
Gaz. 19 May 2/1 As soon as it is ready, and the gas made,
the balloon will be inflated. The inflating, it is calculated,
will take three days, 1809 Mod. Newspager> Immediately
the tyre becomes slack when riding, .the inflator responds,
without any aid from the rider.

Inflated (inflated), ///. a. [f. prec. 4- -ED 1.]
1, Puffed out or swollen by air or gas ; in quot.
1700,

'
filled with wind*.

1681 tr. Willis 1 Rent. Med. Wks. Vocab., Inflated, blown
or puffed up as a bladder with wind. 1700 DRYDEN Fables,
Cock $ Fox 750 They chas'd the murderous Fox,With brazen

trumpets, and inflated box. 1841 ORDERSON Creol. xiii. 137
Up rose with inflated majesty the gaseous globe. 1853 SIK

H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 223 Bridges on . .air-tight

cases, and inflated skins.

2. Of language: Full of empty rhetoric; turgid,
bombastic.

1652 COGAN tr. Scudery's Ibrahim Pref. A v b, A narrative
stile ought not to be too much inflated, no more than that of

ordinary conversations. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862)
I. vii. 34 The account he gives of it is long and inflated.

1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 2 Aug., I did not in general
like Akenside's odes . . I thought they were too inflated. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iii. 145 Are these titles . . mere

pieces of inflated rhetoric ?

3. Swollen, expanded, or dilated with hollow

interior, as if by inflation.

1726746 THOMSON Winter 166 Now th' inflated wave
Straining they scale. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants
(ed. 3) III. 134 Calyx egg-shaped, inflated. 1828 STARK
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 384 Abdomen inflated and vesicular.

1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 416/2 Inflated, bladdery.
4. Puffed up or elated with vanity, or false notions.

1784 COWPLR Task v. 268 Inflated and astrut with self-

conceit, He gulps the windy diet. 1790 CATH. GRAHAM Lett.

Ednc; 65 Knight errantry was the effect of an inflated

imagination. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. vi. 228
The inflated conceptions diffused among their countrymen
of the riches of India. 1868 GLADSTONE Juv. Mundi ii.

(1869) 63 In his [Thersites'J short speech, ofwhich an inflated

presumption is the principal mark.
5. Raised or enhanced in price by speculation or

other artificial and temporary causes.
1881 GLADSTONE Sp. Leeds 7 Oct., Exported at an inflated

state of prices that could not possibly be maintained. 1899
Morning Herald 28 June 4/3 There was an unnatural and
an unhealthy inflated value put upon land.

Hence Infla'tedness, inequality ofbeing inflated.

1867 C. J. SMITH Syn. fy Antonyms s. v. AHiloqnence^
Turgidity, Inflatedness. 1890 Spectator 29 Mar., Illimit-

able obtuseness to the bathos of moral and intellectual

inflatedness.

Inflatile (infl^-til), a. [ad. late L. inflatil-is

(Cassiodorus) of or for blowing : see -ILE. Cf. obs.

F. injlatil (i6th c. in Godef.).] Of a musical in-

strument : Sounded by blowing.
1776 HAWKINS .///s/. Music^ I. n. ix. 243 The general division

of musical instruments is into three classes, the pulsatile,
tensile, and inflatile. 1891 Atlienxuin 19 Sept. 390/3 The
drum, the flute, and the lyre, as types respectively of per-
cussive, inflatile, and pulsatile instruments.

Inflation (infl^'Jan). [ad. L. inflation-em,
n. of action f. inflare to INFLATE. Cf. obs, F.

inflation, -Jlacion, etc. (i5th c. in Godef.).]
1. The action of inflating or distending with air

or gas.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny Explan. Words, Inflation^ swelling

or puffing vp with winde. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
iv. vi. 194 \Vhereby_ . . the putrifying parts do suffer a tur-

gescence and inflation, and becomming airy and spumous.,
ascend unto the surface of the water. i8oz Med. yrnl.
VIII. 338 Having separated by inflation, the skin and
muscles of one of the posterior extremities of a frog. Mod.
The inflation of military balloons with hydrogen instead of

coal-gas.

2. The condition of being inflated with air or gas,
or of being distended or swollen as if with air.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter I. 8 It purges be longes of in-

flacioun. c 1420 Pallad. on, Hnsb. xr. 504 This condyment
is esy and iocounde Wherof inflacioun shal noon redounde.
c 1550 LLOYD Trcas. Health (1585) Fviij A julep of Roses
is good for the inflation of the longes. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 162 The inflation or swelling of the body
made in this animal upon inspiration or drawing in its

breath. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 294 Winds coming
upwards, Inflations and Tumours of the Belly are signs of a

phlegmatick Constitution. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. i. (1879)

14 By the inflation of its body, the papillae with which the
skin is covered, become erect and pointed.
3. The condition of being puffed up with vanity,

pride, or baseless notions.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (1531) 34 Singular inflacyons & elacyons
of the mynde, 1658 BAXTER Saving Faith vii. 54 The un-

doubted fruit of this Doctrine received, would be the infla-

tion of audacious, fiery, fantastick spirited men. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India I. 69 The inflation of Holkar's am-
bition with the hope that [etc.]. 1883 FKOUDE Short Stud.
IV. n. i. 172 The words well convey the inflation with which
the Catholic revivalists were going to their work.

4. The quality of language or style when it is

swollen with big or pompous words j turgidity,
bombast.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1199 A tragical! pompe,

and swelling inflation of words. 1791 W. BEAUMONT tr.

Barthelemi's Trav. Anacharsis Greece (1796) I. p. vi,

A style which to an English reader will appear to border
on inflation and bombast. 1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp. 713
Conceits were the then fashion of the age, as inflation and

obscurity are now.

^5. Of a plague: Spread, extension (cf. DILATA-
TION a); or (?) increase of virulence. Obs. rare.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 444 This pest mis
with sa terribill inflation, that ilk man that tuk it deceissit

within two dayis efter.

6. Great or undue expansion or enlargement ;

increase beyond proper limits ; esp. of prices, the

issue of paper money, etc.

1864 WEBSTER, Inflation. .4 Undue expansion or increase,
from over-issue ; said of currency. 18^8 N. Amer. Rev.
CXXVI. 156 Despite the illegal inflation authorized by
President Grant. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Mar. 5/1 The
never-failing tendency to a needless inflation of our arma-
ments.

1887 JESSOPP Arcady ii. 62 The inflation of prices

brought with it a speculative mania.

7. Inspiration, afflatus, rare.



INFLATIONIST.

1835 I. TAVLOH Spir. Dtipot. iii. 87 The opinion that the

priests and pric.tte.ses of the oracular temples were nollunt;
more than involuntary subjects of the divine inflation.

Inflationist (inlUHanlit). [f. prec. + -IST.]
One who advocates inflation ; spec, in Cr

.S., and
hence elsewhere, one who advocates an increase of

the paper currency as beneficial to trade. A\soattrit>.

ij V. Amer. Rn: CXX1II. 451 The election of Gilden
would spike (he whole inflationist battery. 1889 Tittu-s 5 Mar.

9/2 Originally distrusted as an inflationist, he showed con-
siderable skill in conducting the refunding operations.

t Infla'tive,". Obs. [ad.mod.L./f<j//i>-.f(cf.
obs. F. inftatif, -t've, I5th c. in Godef.), f. ppl. stem
of L. infiare to INFLATE : see -ivjs.] Of inflating

quality or tendency.
1528 PAYNEI. Saltrnt's Kegim. Pij, The substance of all

pulse is inflativc [I., iutlalk'n] and harde of digestion. 1611
WOODALL Surf. Male Wks. (1653) 2i" The inflative instru-

ment, for giving of a ruinous medicine. 1658 ROWLAND
Moufets Tkeat. IMS. 025 The distilled water of common
Wasps, .applied to the belly it makes it swell as. if it had the

Dropsie..!! may be concluded that their venomc is exceed-
ing hot and inflative.

II Inflatus (inflfi-tfo). [L. injldtus a blow-

ing into, inspiration ; cf. INFLATION.] A blowing
or breathing into ; inflation

; inspiration, afflatus.
a 1861 MRS. BKOWNING (Webster 1864), The divine breath

that blows the nostrils out To ineffable inflatus.

Inflect (infle-kt), v. [ad. L. inflect-in, f. in-

(!N- 2) +ftectSrt to bend.]
1. trans. To bend inwards ; to bend into a curve

or angle ; hence, simply, to bend, to curve.
c 1415 Found. St. Bartholomcufs (E. E. T. S.) 5 Whan lie

from^so grete an highnesse wolde inflecte and bowe downe
his yie to the lower party donward, he behelde an horrible

pytte. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Mail i. 24 These (cartilages]
occupying the meane space betwixt the ribbes and brest

bone, are by expiration inflected. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsjs
Set. viii. 44 It cannot be apprehended but that the liue be
inflected if some parts of it move faster than others. 1711
BLACKMORE Creation i. (1736) n To a determin'd distance
they ascend, And there inflect their course, and downward
tend. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 410 They must be
inflected to that side where the Muscle pulls strongest.
1804 C. H. BROWN tr. Volney's l-'ifiv Soil U. S. 134 The
course of a general wind is often inflected, from 30 to 80
degrees, by

the hollow of a river, a ridge of hills [etc. ). 1875
DARWIN Insectiv. PI. ii. 22 All the tentacles were soon
energetically inflected.

b. fig. To bend, incline, dispose.
c ISSS HARPSHELD Divorce Hen. K/// (Camden) 174 Ruth

by no means could be inflected . . to break company from
her mother-in-law. 1614 GEE Foot out ofSnare 17 Inflect-

ing, fashioning and refashioning their religion according to
the will and wantonness of them. 1657 W. MORICE Coetta
quasi Koikij Pref. 2 A gentle suppling and inflecting them
to pay their Tythes. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev.ll. 276
That Memoirof Turgot's which. .is at this time still inflect-

ing toward itself the new as it did the old authorities.

t 2. Oftics. To bend in or deflect (rays of light)
in passing the edge of an opaque body or through
a narrow aperture ; to DIFFRACT. Obs.
1704 NEWTON Optics (J.), Are they [rays of lightl not re-

flected, refracted^ and inflected by one and the same prin-
ciple, acting variously in various circumstances ? 1717 -41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Ray. Sir Isaac Newton suspects they
[light-rays] may have . . a power of being inflected, or bent,
by the action of distant bodies. i8is [see DEFLECT z/. 2 b).

3. Gram. To vary the termination (of a word) in

order to express different grammatical relations.
1668 WILKINS RealCltar. 449 As to the inflexions of Ad-

jectives by the degrees of comparison . . those which are
inflected through all degrees, have several irregularities in
the manner of it. 1747 JOHNSON Plan Diet. Wks. 1787 IX.
178 We are to examine .. how they [words] are inflected

through their various terminations. 1871 Public Sch. Lat.

Gram.^ $ 14. 22 Flexion, or Stem-flexion, is the method of

inflecting a Stem, that is, of making such changes in its

form as may indicate changes in its meaning and use.

4. To modulate (the voice) ; spec, in Music, to
flatten or sharpen (a note) by a chromatic semitone.
1818 WEUSTER, Inflect . . 3. To modulate, as the voice.

1867 MACrABUm Harmony i. 5 With the Greeks, it allowed
of no notes inflected by sharps or flats. 1889 PKOUT Har-
mony xii 274 Whenever a modulation takes place, the
note inflected by an accidental is regarded as belonging to i

the key in which it is diatonic.

Hence Infle cling ///. a., that inflects.
166* Phil. Trans. I. 242 The Air light, and clear without

inflecting parts. 1831 BKEWSTER Newton. (1855) I. ix. 200 I

Hi: ascribes it (inflexion) to the variable density of the ether
witliin and without the inflecting body.
Inflected (infle-kted), ppl. a.

[f. prec. -I- -ED'.]
1. Kent or curved

; bent inwards.
1(46 SIH T. BROWNE Pseua. Ef. til. i. 105 Galen . . com-

mends unto us . . not to lye directly, or at length, but some-
what inflected, that the muscles may be at rest. 1706 H.
BROUGHAM in Phil. Traits. LXXXVI. 228 The angle . .

which the inflected ray makes with the line drawn (etc.).
1847 LEWES Hitt. Phiios. (1867) I. 8a, I here sit in an
inflected position. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd.
48 1 he angle of the lower law is almost always inflected.
1875 DARWIN liuecliv. PI. vii. 165 All the tentacles except :

three inflected or sub-inflected.
2. Gram. Of a word : Varied in the terminations

to express varied grammatical relations. Of a lan-

guage : Characterized by grammatical inflexion.
1775,

in ASH. 1863 TY..OR Early Hist. Maa. iv. 64 In-
flected languages such as Latin. 1871 EARLE FhiM. Eng. \

longue I 30 The essence of an inflected language is, to
express by modifications of form that which an umnBectcd
language expresses by arrangements of words. I

268

3. Inflected arch : an arch having the curve of
its flanks reversed near the crown, so as to terminate
in an acute angle. (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).
Hence Infle-ctedness, the state or condition of

being inflected.

18x1-31 HIM MAM Univ. Grain. hit rod., Wkh. 1843 VIII.
341 Sparingly inHcclvdnc^ and copiously inflectedness, as
ajiphrd to language.

Inflection : see INFLEXION.
Inflective (infle-ktiv), a. [f. INFLKCT v, + -IVE ;

in mod.F. infltctif^
1. Having the quality of inflecting ; tending to

inflect.

1666 Fkil. Trans. I. 240 The Inflective veins of the Air
(if I may so call those parts, which . . have a greater or less
Refractive power than the Air next adjoyning). 1713 DER-
HAM Phys.'T/icQl. 13 note, Although this inflective Quality
of the Air be a great Incumbrance and Confusion of Astro-
nomical Observations.

2. Pertaining to or characterized by grammatical
inflexion.

'799 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 569 Inflective
and derivative syllables. 1875 WHITNEY Lift Lang. vi. 104
The glories of a completely inflective language. iSBjCLouu
Myths ff Dr. i. iv. 76 Their language had passed into the
inflective or highest stage.

Inflector linnVktaj}. rare 1
,

[f.
INFLECT v.+

-OK.] That which inflects or bends. (Inquot. attrib.'}

1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 373 Propulsion through the
water, .by the action of the mflector muscles of the tail.

t Infle dged, a. Obs. [Iw-a.] ^UNFLKDGED.
a 1661 FULLEK Worthies, Barksh. i. (1662) 97 He therein

made nests for many birds ; which otherwise, being either

inflcdged or maimed, must have been exposed to wind and
weather.

t Inflee'ing, vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- * +

FLEEING.] A place to flee into ; a refuge.
a 1300 K. E. Psalter cxliii[i]. 2 Mi merci and in-flcing
mine, Mi helper and leser mine.

Inflesh, obs. form of ENTUESH v.

I'uflex, sb. [ad. L. inflexus (-stem), synony-
mous with inflexio INFLEXION.] In the grammar
of the Bantu languages, the particle prefixed to
a root, to form a noun, which has functions similar
to those of inflexional suffixes in the Aryan and
Semitic languages. (Also called

prefix or initial^)
1859 COLKNSO First Stefa Zulu-Kafir li. 4 Every Zulu

noun consists of two parts, the root and the injlejc, the
latter being a small particle, which is set before the root,
forming with

jt
the complete noun. . . We give the name of

inflex to this initial particle, because, by changes of it, cer-
tain modifications of the noun are effected, as they are in
Latin and Greek, by means of terminal particles ..Thus ..

in the Zulu word itwitntu, person, the root is ntu t and the
index until, which is changed to aba for the plural, and the
whole word becomes abantu^ people.

t Infle x, a. Bot. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inflex-us,

pa. pple. of inflectjfre to INFLECT.] INFLEXED.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Su6p. s.v. Leaf, fnflex Leaf, that

which in growing from its base, turns its point again toward
the plant. 1794 MARTYN Rfusscaus Bot. xvii. 234 The
petals arc iuflex, or bent upwards at the end.

Inflexed (infle-kst\ ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ED!.]
Bent inwards; incurved.
1661 FELTHAM Disc. Luke xiv. -20 Wks. (1677) 361 Davids

right-heartedness became inflex'd and crooked. 1708 J.
PHILIPS Cyder 11. 69 Suffice it to provide a brazen tube In-
flext. 1735 H. BROOKE Univ. Beauty n. 265 Thy grand
machine . . There most direct where seeming most inflex 'd.

1816 KIRBY SP. Entomol. (1843) II. 255 The tail . . is fur-

imhed with an inflexed fork . . usually bent under the body.
1830 LINULEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 59. 1872 OLIVER Eleni. Bot.
u. 182 The apices of the petals are often intfexed.

Inflexibility
'

(inftekslbrliti). [f. INFLEX-
IBLE i + -ITY, perh. after F. inflexibility (1611 in

Hatz.-Darm.),] The quality or condition of being
inflexible; incapability of being bent; unyielding
stiffness, rigidity ; firmness of purpose, obstinacy.
1611 FLORID, Iitflfssibilita t inflexibiHtie. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

(1730 A. BAXTER Enq. Nat. Sou/ II. 125 |T.) Against the
*
inertia

'

of matter, or the inflexibility of mechanism. 1743
FIELDING J. Andrews iv. v, The squire, who knew her in-

flexibility, interrupted her. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxiii. His
features arranged into the utmost inflexibility of expression.
1873 L. FERGUSON Disc. 218 Mere inflexibility of purpo.se U
not necessarily an excellence. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen.
Patltol. 337 Bone . . cannot swell, in consequence of its in-

flexibility.

Inflexibility 11
: see INFLKXIBLK*.

Inflexible (infle-kslb'l), <z.l [ad. L. iujUxi-
Hl'is t f. *"- (!N- ^) + flexibilis FLEXIBLE : cf. F.
inflexible (13-141!! c. in Littre).] Not flexible.

1. Incapable of being bent ; unbendable ; not

pliant ; rigid, stiff.

c 1400 LanfranSs Ciritrg. \. it 24 If bat he [the ligament]
hadue be inflexible as a boon . . oon lyme myjte not ban
meucd wijxxiten ano)wr. 1545 JOVE Rxf. Dan. vi. (R.), Of
this thing is the kind's scepter a very apt Mgne and token,
in that it is ferme and inflexible. 1607 TOPSKLL Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 153 His trunck . . is crooked, gristly, and in-

flexible, at the root next to the nose. 17*5 POPE Oifyss. xxi.
188 The bow inflexible resists their pain. 1718 PI:MBEKTON
Newtoif* Pkilos. 63 If two equal bodies . . be hung at the ex.
tremitiesof an inflexible rod. 189* Strand Mag. Dec. 652/1
An ivory-handled knife with a very delicate inflexible blade.
2. Unbending in temper or purpose ; not to be

turned from a purpose by persuasion or argument ;

immovable, inexorable.

INFLEXION.

1398 TuEvibA Bartk. De P. R. \\. viii. (Add. MS. 27,944
If. 15/1) He is inflexible, btedfast, and faile> not. 1460 CAI -

GRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 168 The bischop vas inflcxlbil. 1549
N. UoAlx jn Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 6 Not to bee inex-
orable nor inflexible towardes me your poor servant. 1694
KETTLKWEI.L Com}. Persecuted 145 Fill me with an in-

flexible Integrity and Constancy ID my Duty. 1716 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Cless Mar 21 Nov., She. .remains
still indexible, either to threats or promises. 1777 WATSON
Philift //, xvi. (1839) 339 Sebastian adhered to his purpose
with inflexible obstinacy. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, ng. xvi.
III. 727 Billop, though courteous, was inflexible.

3. Unalterable, rigidly fixed.

1693 SOUTH Twelve Serm. (1698) III. 84 To make it the

Rigid Inflexible Rule, which it is to Judge by. 1871
NAPHKYS Prev. * Curt Dis. i. viii. 220 Nature's law* arc
more inflexible than iron. 1885 S. Cox E.rfosit. Scr. i. U.
20 The moral order uf the universe is as inflexible as the

physical order.

t Inflexible, a.2 Obs. rare. [f. L.
itiflex- (see

INFLEX a.} + -IBLE.] Capable of being inflected
;

in Optics diffrangible. Hence t Inflexibility.
i43-50tr. ffirden (Rolls) 111.405 Hymsemedetmherte to

be more inflexible [L. inflectt\ to melody then to chevallery.
1796 H. BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 235Wherefore
1 conclude that the rays of the sun's light differ in degree of

inflexibility, and that those which are least refrangible are
most inflexible. 1857 H. LLOYD Wave- Tlu-ory Light ed. 2)

95 Supposing that the rays which differ in refrangibility
differ also in inflexibility.

lufle'xibleness. rare.
[f.

INFLEXIBLE i +

-NESS.] = INFLEXIBILITY *.

a 1617 HIERON W'ks. (1619) II. 372 For the inflexiblene^e
of it [man's heart J, I shewed you erewhile..of what a stony
qualitic it is. a 1688 W. CLAGETT 17 Serm. (1699) 449 The
inflexibleness of true doctrine.

Inflexibly (infle'ksibli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY ^.] In an inflexible manner ; rigidly, firmly,

obstinately ; unalterably.
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trio. n. xvi. Wks. 1194/1 Inflex-

ibly set
vpon the purpose to destroy himself. 1647 BP. HALL.

Christ Myst. (R.), We know him indeed to be infinitely and
inflexibly just. 1776 GIBBON Decl.

ty
F. xvi. (1869) I. 382 The

payment of this tribute was inflexibly refused. 1856 KANK
Arct. E.rl. I. xxiv. 310 As far as we could see, it [the ice]
remained inflexibly solid.

Inflexion, inflection (inhVkfan). [ad. L.

injlexion-em, n. of action f. inflectere (ppl. stem

inflex-} to INFLECT. Cf. F. inflexion (i4th c. in

Godef. Cotnpl^. As to the spelling cf. CONNEXION,
DEFLEXION.]
1. The action of inflecting or bending, or, more

particularly, of bending in or towards itself.

1531 ELYOT Gat 1
, i. xx, A . . crafty daunser, which in hi*

daunse coulde imagine the inflexions of the serpente. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. in. i. 104 They conceive there

may be a progression or advancement made in motion
without the inflexion of parts. 1756 BURKE Sttbt. $ B. in.

xxii, There is required a small inflexion of the body. 1837
WHEWELL ///. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 61 The inflexion of
a direct motion into a curve. 1875 DARWIN Inscctiv. PI.
vii. 172 Sufficient to cause the inflection of a single tentacle.

b. The condition of being inflected or bent ;

coiur. a bending, bend, curvature, or angle.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus ii. 45 The Labyrinth

uf Crete, built upon a long quadrate, containing five large
Mjuares, communicating by right inflection*, terminating in
i he centre of the middle square, and lodging of the Minotaur.
1662 STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr. HI. i. $ 16 Tne several inflec-

tions of the joynts serve for all kind of figures. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. iSjuly, Let. to Lewis, [The] view
..varied, .according to the inflexions of the road. 1802
I'LAVKAIR Ilfastr. Hutton. Th. 213 The section .. of this

ridge is highly instructive, from the great disturbance of
the primary strata, and the variety of their inflexions. 1837
BUEWSTER Magnet. 234 This singular inflexion of the mag-
netic equator in the South Sea. 1856 WOODWARD Mol-
htsca 301 Ligament contained in a spoon-shaped inflection.

c. fig. A mental or moral bending or turning.
1597 HOOKER Etxl. Pol. v. xxxviii. $ i The very steps and

inflections euery way.. of all passions whereunto the mind
is subject. 1774 J. BRYANT Mytkol. 1. 190 The allusion will

not be. .obtained by undue inflexions or distortions. 1890
BOLDREWOOD CW. Kfforttter(\&)\} 158 Even in. .self-analyst:,
men are not infrequently insincere and evasive. . . Were the
moral processes incapable of such inflections [etc.).

1 2. Optics. The bending of a ray of light, at the

edge of a body, into the geometrical shadow. Now
called DIFFBACTION. Obs.

1704 NEWTON (title) Optkks : or a Treatise of the Reflec-

tions, Refraction-), Inflections and Colours of Light. 1728
PiiMBERTON Neivtons Phiios. 377 These shadows are al.so

observed to be bordered with colours. This our author call>

the inflection of light. 1796 H. BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans.
LXXXVI. 228 If a ray passes within a certain distance of

any body, it is bent inwards ;
this we !>hall call Inflection.

1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) I. ix. 194 There is an inflexion

of light differing both from refraction and reflexion, and
seeming to depend upon the unequal density of the con-
stituent parts of the ray. 1865-7* WATTS Diet. Chetn. III.

601 s. v. Light i These effects, formerly known as Inflection,
and now called Diffraction.

3. Geom. Change of curvature from convex to

concave at a particular point on a curve
;
the point

at which this takes place is called a point of in-

flexion (or shortly an inflexion} \ at such a point
the moving tangent to the curve becomes stationary,
the direction of its angular motion being changed ;

hence inflexion U also applied to such a stationary

tangent itself, or to the analogous stationary oscu-

lating plane (plane inflexion} in a non-plane curve.



INFLEXIONAL. 269 INFLUENCE.
ijfi BAILEY, Inflection Point of a. Curve is the Point

where a Curve begins to bend back again a contrary Way.
1743 EMERSOX rluxiotis^ 144 The Point of Inflexion or con-

trary Flexure is that Point which separates the convex from
the concave Part of the Curve. 1882 MINCIUN Unipl.
Kinemat. 100 Points on this circle are therefore points of
inflexion on the roulettes to which they give rise ; and the
circle is hence called the Circle of Inflexions. 1886 A. G.
(

'

HI- iMtn.i. Diff, ff Integr. Cafe. 240 At a point of inflexion
the curve crosses the tangent.
4. Gram. The modification of the form of a word

to express the different grammatical relations into

which it may enter
; including the declension of

substantives, adjectives and pronouns, the conjuga-
tion of verbs, the comparison of adjectives and
adverbs i^but some treat the last under Derivation
or Word-formation).
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 297 The rules which are proper

and peculiar to any one Language, .about the Inflexion of
words, and the Government of cases. Ibid. 453 Varro . .

doth not there design to give an account of the just number
of words in the Latin, but only to shew the great variety [of
words] which is made by the Inflexion and Composition of
Verbs. 1876 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 21) 27 The process of

forming the different cases of a noun is called inflection.

b. cotter. An inflected form of a word ; also, the
inflexional suffix or element.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 21 Rules for all such Gram-

matical Derivations and Inflexions. 1841 ELPHINSTONE
Hist. Ind. I. 277 It has now been demonstrated by means
of a comparison of the inflexions. 1871 ROBY Lat. Grain.
n. xviii. 189 The indicative mood contains no special in-
flexions to distinguish it. 1874 SWEET tlist. Eng. Sounds
160 Old English is the period of full inflections . . Middle
English of levelled inflections., and Modern English of lost

inflections. 1876 MASON Eng. Gram. (ed. 21) 29 This power
of treating an inflected form or a complex phrase as though
it were a single declinable word, and adding inflections to

it, is very remarkable in English.
5. Modulation of the voice ; in speaking or sing-

ing : a change in the pitch or tone of the voice.
a 1600 HOOKER (J.), The motion of his body and the inflec-

tion of his voice. 1783 BLAIR Rliet. vi. I. 108 With regard
to inflexions of voice, these are so natural, that, to some
nations, it has appeared easier to express different ideas, by
varying the tone with which they pronounced the same word,
than to contrive words for all their ideas. 1795 MASON Cli.

Mas. i. 59 It does neither so easilyand generally admit, nor
so variously introduce those accentual inflexions which they
love to employ. 1839-40 W. IRVING Wolferfs R. (18551 5*
Such melodious sounds and exquisite inflexions could only
be produced by organs of the most delicate flexibility. 1880
GKOVE Diet. Mus. II. 765/2 A series of Inflections usually
described by modern writers as the '

Gregorian Tones '.

1883 F. M. PEARD Contrad. I. 10 There was an inflection
in her voice which suggested command.
Hence Infle'xionless (inflectionless) a., void

of inflexion or modulation.
1878 J. A. H. MURRAY in Eiuycl. Brit. VIII. 398 The lan-

guage had at length reached the all but inflexionless state
which it now presents. 1888 MRS. SPENDER Kept Secret
III. xiii. 225 His voice was subdued and inflectionless.

Inflexional, inflectional (infle-kjanal), a.

[f. prec. + -AL.] Pertaining to or characterized by
grammatical inflexion.

1831 J. C. HARE in PAilol. Museum I. 656 That dispo-
sition . . to shorten inflexional terminations. 1860 FARRAK
Orig. Lang. 185 note, Pott's formula for the morphological
classification of languages was that they are 'isolating

1

'

agglutinative ', and '

inflectional '. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang. vi. 107 It does not lose what it once possessed in the

way of inflectional apparatus. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Coutj.
V. xxy. 509 Had no Norman ever set foot on our shores, the
inflexional Old-English would still have passed, sooner or

later, into the non-inflexional modern English.
Hence Infle xionally (infle'ctionally) adv., in

regard to inflexion.

1885 G. BADEN-POWELL in Coutcmp. Rev. Oct., The Bush-
man language is classed inflectionally with the Basque,
Finn [etc.].

tlnfle'xity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. iiiflex-us

inflected + -ITY, after FLEXITY.] Of rays of light :

The quality of being inflected : see INFLECT v. 2.

1797 BROUGHAM in PAH. Trans. LXXXVII. 360 We may,
therefore, say that the rays of light differ in degree of re-

frangity, reflexity, and flexity, comprehending inflexity and
deflexity.

Inflexive (infiVksiv), a.1 rare~. [f. L. in-

Jlex-, ppl. stem of itiflectSre to INFLECT + -IVE.]= INFLECTIVE. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Inflexive, .
a Obs. rare

-
'. [f. IN- s +

FLEXIVE.] Not flexive ; inflexible.
1616 CHAPMAN Homer's Hymns, Mars 35 And to beare

safe, the burthen vndergone Of Foes inflexiue, and in-

humane hates.

t lufle'xure. Obs. rare. [f. 1,. itiflex-, ppl.
stem uf inflectere, after FLEXUUE.] A bend, curve,
or turn inwards : = INFLEXION i b.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 74 It lightly obtainethaboue
the lower part of the splene certaine foldes, or inflexures.

1658 Sin T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii. 52 The contrivance
of nature is singular in the opening and shutting of Binde-
weeds, performed by five inflexures.

t Inflict, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ittflict-us,

pa. pple. of infligere : see next.] Inflicted.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. ( W. de W. 1531) 182 b, Thou art . . free

from all malediccyon and opprobry, inflycte to woman for

synne.

Inflict (infli-kt), v. [f. L. inflict-, ppl. stem of

infligere to dash or strike (one thing on or against

another), to inflict (punishment).]

1. trans. To lay on as a stroke, blow, or wound
;

to impose as something that must be suffered or

endured
; to cause to be borne.

1593 SHAKS. 2 lien. VI, ill. i. 377 No paine they can inflict

vpon him Will make him say, I mou'd him to those Armes.
Liur. 1630 Lasting shame On thee and thine this night

I will inflict. 1596 SPENSER /'. Q. vi. viii. 22 For revenge-
ment of those wrongfull smarts,Which I to others did inflict

afore. 1611 BIBLE 2 Cor. ii. 6 This punishment, which was
inflicted of many. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. a. xxvii. 153
A penalty . . hath been usually inflicted in the like cases.

1711 Lightfor Blind in latli Rep. Hist. MSS.Comm. Aop.
v. 195 Tho' Cromwell had been dead, yett justice was in-

Hicted on his corps. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII.
210 [The rattle-snake] inflicts its wound in a moment; then

parts, and inflicts a second wound. 1863 FR. A. KEMBLK
Kesid. in Georgia 42 Each driver is allowed to inflict a
dozen lashes. 1873 L. FERGUSON Disc. 197 The suffering
was not wantonly inflicted.

b. To impose something unwelcome. (Often

jocular.)
1809 BYRON Bards fy Rev. Argt., Wks. (1846) 422 note,

Master Southey hath inflicted three poems.. on the public.

1833 L. RITCHIE IVand. by Loire 129 In Prussia, where the

order of the great P'rederick suffices equally well to inflict

a spouse and the bastinado ! 1875 JOWKTT Plato I. 51 Your
father is pleased to inflict many lords and masters on you.
2. With inverted construction : To afflict, assail,

trouble (a person) with something painful or dis-

agreeable. (Now rare, and only in sense I b.)

1586 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1890) II. 30 The wycked vil-

lains inflicted her bodye with manifold wounds. 1608

SHAKS. Per. v. i. 61 The most just gods For every graff
would send a caterpillar, And so inflict [mod. edd. afflict] our

province. 1652 COKAINE tr. Calprenede's Cassandra I. 36
Oroondates . . began to be deeply inflicted with it. 1883
Maciu. Mag. XLVIII. 130 We should be inflicted with less

. .twaddle and useless verbosity.
Hence Inflrcted///. a. ; Infli-oting vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

1598 FLOKIO, IitftittOi stroken violently, inflicted, smitten

against. 1611 Ibtd,^ Injlittione, an infliction or inflicting.

1631 GOUGE God^s Arrows i. i The inflicting cause [of the

plague] was the Lord, 1652 S. S. Secretaries Stueh 202,
1 hope time wil.. weaken these inflictings. 1848 BUCKLEY
Homer's Iliad 267 His soul fled in haste through the in-

flicted wound.

Illfli'ctable, a- [f. prec. + -ABLE.] That can

or may be inflicted.

1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 164 An offence called a con-

tempt of Court, and the punishment inflictable for that

offence. 1888 Pall Mall G. 8 June 4/2 The smallest fine

inflictable by law for the particular offence was 401.

Infli'Cter, -or. [f. as prec.+ -JSRI, -OB.

htflictor is according to the L. type from hifttgere.\

One who inflicts, in senses of the vb. (Usually
const. of the thing inflicted.)
1605 WILLET Hejcapla. Gen. 191 God the authour of all

good things . . as also the inflicter of all such punishments.
1673-5 COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 497 The Jews gener-
ally did believe Satan was the Inflicter of all Diseases. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 213 If it so please the all-

gracious Inflictor. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xlvii, The
inflicter of my wound. 189* ZANGWILL Big Bow A/yst. 26

How the inflictor of the wound got in or out.

Infliction (infli-kfsn). [ad. late L. inflictidn-

tv, n. of action f. infligcre to INFLICT. Cf. F. in-

fliction (1486 in Godef. Compl.*).] The action of

inflicting (pain, punishment, annoyance, etc.) ;
in

quot. 1603, the fact of being inflicted.

IS34 M R
.
E CVw/C agst. Trib, in. Wks. 1216/2 The terror

and mfliccion of intollerable payne and torment. 1603
SHAKS. Meas.for M. i. iii. 28 Our Decrees, Dead to inflic-

tion, to themselues are dead. 1651 HORBES Leviath. \\.

xxviii. 163 In declared Hostility, all infliction of
eyill

is

lawfull. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nut. II. 19 The infliction of

such exemplary punishment. 1832 LEWIS Use <$ Ab. Pol.

Terms i. 17 To punish, .by the infliction of pain.
b. An instance of this ; something inflicted, as

pain, punishment, etc., or in weaker sense, an

annoyance, a nuisance, a ' visitation *.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tambttrl. v. ii, Our expressless
bann'd inflictions. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. (18481 58 Dis-
tress'd by such Persecutions, as seem to be Divine Inflic-

tions. 1834 HT. MAKTINEAU Farrers ii. 21 He was aware
that few inflictions could be so dreadful to his father. 1870
Miss BRIDGMAN A*. Lynne II. x. 213 What an infliction he
must be !

Inflictive (infli-ktiv), a.
[f. L. type *inflictiv-

us (cf. F. inflictif) ~ive> Cotgr. 1611), f. ppl. stem
of injltg-fre ', see -IVE.] Tending to inflict; per-

taining to infliction.

1611 COTGR., htflictif^ .. inflictiue, inflicting; or, of pro-

perty to inflict. 1643 HERLE^WJTC. Feme 36 Nor have they
any inflictive power on his person. 17^53

HERVEY Dial. 1 . 10

(Jpd.) This will be still more inflictive to an ingenuous
mind. 1779 WHITEHEAD Ode his Majesty's Birth-day,
Like her own oak .. Ev'n from the steel's inflictive sting,
New force she gains. 1831 MOORE Poet. Wks. II. 339
Without the aid Of that inflictive process, tuning.

Inflood (innVd), v. [f. IN-! or ^ + FLOOD vJ]

intr. To flow in, to enter as a flood. Hence In-

floo'ding vbl. sb.

1855 SINGLETON Virgil \. 119 The Sea Venting its choler
in prodigious roars,Where doth the Julian billow boom afar,

The deep in-flooding. 1885 STEVENSON Pr. Otto in. i. (1895)

215 She.. saw far before her the silent infloodingof the day.

Inflorescence (inflore'sens). Bot. [ad. mod.
L. inflorescenlia (Linnaeus), f. L. inflorescere to

come into flower : see IN- ~ and FLORESCENCE.
Cf. F. inflorescence (1792 in llatz.-Darm.).]

1. The mode in which the flowers of a plant
are arranged in relation to the axis and to each
other ; the flowering system.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (1765) 217 Inflorescence is the

manner in which the Flowers are fastened to the Plant

by the Peduncle. Ibid. 334 Inflorescence affords the

truest, and in most Genera the most elegant Distinction.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xix. 272. 1830 LINOLEY
Nat. Sy$t. Bot, 134 Flowers often with a centrifugal in-

florescence. 1872 OLIVER Elein. Bot. i. viu 82 It is con-
venient to speak of the Flowering System, or mode of

arrangement of the flowers of plants, as the Inflorescence.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. v. (ed. 6) 141 Inflorescence^ a term
which would literally denote the time offlower-bearing, was
applied by Linnaeus to the mode, that is, to the disposition
of blossoms on the axis and as respects their arrangement
with regard to each other. Anthotaxy. .is a better term.

b. The collective flower or blossom of a plant.
1851 Bectfs Florist 128 There they produce their brilliant

inflorescence amid a variety of Passion-flowers, Bromelias,
and Ferns. 1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrnls, I. ii. 52 In mass,
the inflorescence resembles sheets of flame. 1857 HENFREY
Bot. 115 The solitary flower, or the connected system of
flowers arising from one point, is called the inflorescence.

1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story vii
;
There are few objects of

more exquisite.. beauty than this inflorescence.

2. The process of flowering or coming into flower ;

blossoming;. Also^.
1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. t Misc. Tr. 271/3 No leaves during

inflorescence. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4)
I. 358 Early flowering grasses .'. at their period of inflores-

cence. x88fi O. W. HOLMES in Century Mag. XXX. 488
Those who are just coming into their time of inflorescence.

Inflow (i'nnVu), sb.
[f.

IN adv. 1 1 d + FLOW sb^\
The action or fact of flowing in

; that which flows

in; = INFLUX, lit.

1839 BAILEY Festus xix.
(185^2) 292 In the belief that

through them came Vast spiritual inflow. 1865 Corn/t.

Mag. Aug. 182 A door is opened . . to the inflow of much
solid gain. 1865 Reader ii Feb. 161/3 The extraordinary
inflow of Europeans, Americans and Chinese. 1875 LYELL
Princ. Geol. I. n. xx. 498 In the depths of the Straits, .it is

less interfered with, .by the surface inflow. 1881 P. BROOKS
Candle of Lord 225 Tell me .. the real nature of your
friend's influence, the inflow of his life on yours. 1897 All-
butt's Syst. Afed. III. 746 The blood must be maintained at

a normal standard by a regular inflow of nutritive material.

attrib. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 390 Securely
tying the rubber pipe.. to the reservoir inflow pipe.

Inflow (innVu-), v. [f.
IN- ! + FLOW z/.]

'( 1. /////*. Astrol. To flow in
;

to exert astral

influence ;
= INFLUE v. Obs.

1652 GAULE Magastrotn. 93 Either the stars doe inflow
and imprest .. or not. a 1670 RACKET Abp. Williams u.

(1692) i=;o The vertue of such and such a star, .they hold to

be propitious, in-flowing into the life and death of men.

2. To flow in.

1882 H. SCOTT HOLLAND Logic $ Life (1885) 204 The forces

set Jooie by that Divine affection unceasingly inflow, inrush,
invigorate.

f 3. trdns. To cause to flow in. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Lemath. (1839) 70 What is the meaning of
these words, The first cause does not necessarily inflow any
thing into the second.

Hence f Tnflowed ///. a.
}
that has flowed in.

1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat. \. iii. 16 Either of these

[prescriptions] . . will . . dry up the inflowed Humour.

Inflowering (inflau^-rirj). [f. IN- - + FLOWER
v. + -ING J, after F. enfleurage^\ A process whereby
the aroma of flowers is extracted, the essential oils

being absorbed in fixed oils and fatty substances.

1885 PIESSE in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 526/2 Certain flowers

. . do not yield their attars by distillation . . In these cases

the odours are secured by the processes of inflowering (en-

fleurage), or by maceration.

Inflowing (i'nfl^irj), vbl. sb. [!N adv. u c.]

The action or fact of flowing in; inflow, influx.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 198 The inflowynge of this

flowde. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fust. i. 53 The soule is

of the essence of God, or a secrete inflowing of Godhead.

1842 R. M. MCHEYNE in Mem. (1878) 402 The engrafting
of the branch is good, the inflowing of the sap good, but

the fruit is the end in view. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. xx.

345 Yet this inflowing does not take the shape of a due
north wind.

I'llflowiiig, ///.c. \\xadv. 1 1 a.] That flows in.

1611 FLORIO, Infrnente, influent, inflowing. 1840 CLOUGH
Amours de Voy. v. 4 A city that fringes the curve of the

inflowing waters. 1855-8 MAURY Phys. Geog. iv. 231 The
circle of inflowing air is gradually enlarged. 1871 Daily
News 13 Sept., Researches . . made into the inflowing and

outflowing currents of the Baltic and the Mediterranean.

t I-ufluct. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- - + 'L.fludus

flowing, flow, flood : after influcre to flow in.]
=

INFLUX
;
inflow.

1675 BAXTER Cath. Thcol. i. n. 8 No habits immutably fix

without the Influct of the Holy Ghost.

t Influe, v- Obs. rare. [a. F. inflner (14-15^
c. in Godef.), ad. L. injlutre to flow in : see

INFLUENCE.] intr. To shed astral influence :

= INFLOW v. i.

1541 R. COPLAND Giiydods Quest. Chirurg. t Lazares

Q ij b, Some constellacion that influed equally vpon a kyn-
red, and specyaily on them that dwelt togyder.

Hence fl'^fluing vbl. ^.-INFLUENCE 2.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, iv. 451 Canst thou restrain

the pleasant influing Of Pleiades the ushers of the spring ?

Influence (i'nflwens), sb. [a. F. influence

(i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) emanation from the stars

(also inflow of water ; affluence)
= Pr. and Sp. in-

ia^ It. influenza, late or med.L. influentia



INFLUENCE.
/. L. influent-em, pr. pple. of influlre to How in.

The astrological sense (corresp. to late L. influxti>

(itillarum)
'
astral influence ', 4th c. in 1' innicu -

was common in med.L. : cl. Pico di Mirandolu
adv. Astrologos iii. 5. Sense 4 was already esta-

blished in Scholastic Lat. : Aquinas / 1 160) has

iiifluentia causa: (Prof. Bywater).]
tl. The action or fact of flowing in; inflowing,

inflow, influx : said "of the action of water and
other fluids, and of immaterial things conceived
of as

flowing
in. Also concr. flowing matter. Obs.

1546 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 28 At suche tymes as the
Inhabitantes of the sam town cannot com to the paroche
church for the Influence of water when the water here is

bigge. 577-*7 HARRISON England in llaluiskedi Cnron. I .

77 The Towie . . taketh in the influences of diverse waters
in one chanell. 1655 E. TERKV Voy. E. Ind. 98 In the . .

branches of those Trees they make incisions . . under which
they hang Pots . . to preserve the influence which issues out
of them in a large quantity in the night-season. 1677 MALI;
Prim.Orig. Man.ii. iv. 158 The Phanlasie. .of Man, which
is various, according to those various Temperaments that
have ingredience and influence into him. 1701 Eng. TAeo-
pkrast. 350 The sources of Conquests like those of great
Rivers are generally obscure, until their streams increasing
by the influence of others, make mighty inundations.

2. spec, in Astral. The supposed flowing or stream-

ing from the stars or heavens of an etherial fluid

acting upon the character and destiny of men, and
affecting sublunary things generally. In later times

gradually viewed less literally, as an exercise of
power or '

virtue ', or of an occult force, and in
late use chiefly a poetical or humorous reflex of
earlier notions.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyliu in. 569 (618) O, Influences of bise

heuenes hye. Soth is bat vnder god ye ben oure hierdes.
1398 TRKVISA Earth. DC P. R. xvi. Ixxv. (Tollem. MS.),
Stones beb diuerse in virtu and in kynde ; also influence of
heauen comeb into ber place, and prentej> berin be eflecles
P"of- 1430 LYDG. Comfl. Bl. Kitt. 630 O goddesse im.
mortal! . . do thy diligence, To let the streames of thine
influence Descend down. 1483 CAXTON Colo Evb, The
synne whyche I haue doon ageynst myn owne wylle and by
the influence of the pianette on whiche I am borne. 1490

Eneydos xxiv. 80 The sterres. .by their coniunctions and
moeuynge and influences celestyalle, that sygnyfye and
denounce the

dysposycion secret of the deuine prouydence.
'5SS KDES Decades 94 In the nyght, the mone and other
coulde pianettes : but in the daye the soone and other hotte
pianettes doo chiefely exercise theyr influence. 1560 BIBLE
(Genev.) JWxxxviii. 31 Canst thou restraine [1611 bind] the
sweetc influences [/?. Y. the cluster] ofthe Pleiades? [COVERD.
Hast thou brought ye vij

starres together ?] 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. viii. 42 What euill starre On you hath frownd, and
pourd his influence bad? 1601 SHAKS. Ham. l. i. 119
l6 o Temp. i. ii. 182. 1615 BACON Ess., Envy (Arb.)
511 The Astrologers call the euill Influences of the Starrs,
tuill Aspects. 1658 EARL MONMOUTH tr. Partita's Wars
of Cyprus 199 This maligne influence of the Heavens.
'*7 MILTON P. L. vn. 375 The Pleiades before him danc'd,
Shedding sweet influence. 1704 STF.ELE Lying Lover n,
<'747) 40 The Sun to me shed Influence in vain. 1751BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 27 They say the sun sends down much

influences on me of the planet Saturn.
b. trans/. The exercise of personal power by

human beings, figured as something of the same
nature as astral influence. Now only poet.
1439 LYUG. Lyfe Si. Albon (1534) A ij, I stande in hope

nis influence shall shyne My tremblyng penne by grace to
enlumyne. 1509 HAWKS Past. Pleat, v. (Percy Soc.) 23
I set my mynde wyth percyng influence To lerne her scy-

unto our Church and State. 1631 MILTON L'Allegro 122
Store of ladies, whose bright eyes Rain influence, and judee
the prize. 1673 GREW Anat. Roots Ded., The Vintage of
the whole, will depend much upon the continued Influence
of your Beam,. 1805 COLLRIDGE Sibyl. Leaves II. 226 The
truly great Have all one age, and from one visible spaceShed influence.

t o. Disposition, nature, or temperament, as held
to be the result of astral influence. Obs.
. 14 . . Songs Costume i

Percy Soc.) 53 Charbonclys . . Shewe
in darknesse lyght . . By ther natural heuenly influence
looi R. JOHNSON Kingd\ f, Conunw. (1603) 60, Germans and
liohemians, nations by influence heavic, slowe. 1647 NBACON Due. Govt. Eng. i. Ivi. (1739) ,02 And yet . theywere not always of such sad influence, but had their lucida.
mtervalla. 1663 GERBIER Counsel Cvb, Neither is it
laturall to all those, which are born under one Constella-
lion, to have like Influences.

t3. The inflowing, immission, or infusion (intoa person or thing) of any kind of divine, spiritual,
moral, immaterial, or secret power or principle
that which thus flows in or is infused. Obs. (Pass-
ing into 4 or 5.)

hMnhi/mfCenceiSto
1<K'M ,Mngs

5
.PAH

ihmp
are therefore

partakers of God, they are his of"
'

hi* influence u in them, ids BIBLE Wisd vii

270

the breath of the power ofGod, and a pure influence flowing
from the glory of the Almighty. 1613 AILLSIIUHY Serin,

(1624) i The vnknowne God, whose influence to all his
Creatures was made knowne by the Poet. 1667 MILTON P.
L. v. 695 So spake the false Arch-Angel, and infus'd Bad
influence into th' unwarie brest Of his Associate. 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. l. v. in An eternal Creation of
them by Almighty God, and an unintermitted Influence
from him to support them.

4. The exertion of action of which the operation
is unseen or insensible (or perceptible only in its

effects), by one person or thing upon another ; the
action thus exercised. Orig. const, into (cf. 3) ; now
on, upon, in. Undue influence : see UNDUE.
Physical Influente (mod. I., iiifluxus physicus), the direct

action of matter upon mind, and mind upon matter, as a
doctrine of metaphysics : see quot, 1836-7.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 869 A gibing spirit, Whose in-

fluence is begot of that loose grace, Which shallow laughing
hearers giue to fooles. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxiu!

ji 3 The wisdom of conversation . . hath . . an influence also
into business and government, 1618 T. SPENCER Logick
36 A Physical! operation is a reall influence into the effect.

1646 J. HALL Hone Vac. 177 Examples ofGreat ones. .have
. .a great influence on manners. 1678 TEMPLE Ess., Orig.
ft Nat. Govt. Misc. (1681) 45 The Nature of Man seems
to be . . varied . . by the force and influence of the several
climates where they are born and bred. 1680 H. DODWEI.L
Two Lett. Advice (1691) 166 The main design of those
Sciences, and their influence in Divinity. 1715 DE FOE
l-'or. round Worlddfyo) 172 The reason, .why the magnetic
influence directs to the

poles. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.

(tnfluxus Physicus). On this doctrine, external object;,
affect our senses, and the organic motion they determine is

communicated to the brain. The brain acts upon the soul,
and the soul has an idea, a perception. 1845 M'CuLLOCH
Taxation i. ii. (1852) 85 The land tax would . . have com-
paratively little influence in preventing or retarding im-
provements. 1863 H. Cox Instil, i. viii. 116 The offence of
undue influence, .includes the use of force, or threatening
any damage or loss, or practising any intimidation againsta voter. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. xiii. (1877) 237 The
Ephesian crowd that shouted 'Great is Diana of the
Ephesians', was under the influence of a religious zeal.
1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. ii. 31 Neither plants nor insects
would be what they are, but for the influence which each
has exercised on the other.

t b. Bearing, relation. (Const. iu(a.) Obs.
1671 EVELYN Corr. 17 Sept., I would . . be glad to know,

.vhat light your Lordship can give me out of the letters
and dispatches of my Lord Holies, Mr. Coventrie, and!
Sir Gilbert Talbot, which have all of them an influence into
that affaire.

5. The capacity or faculty of producing effects

by insensible or invisible means, without the em-
ployment of material force, or the exercise of formal

authority ; ascendancy of a person or social group ;

moral power over or with a person ; ascendancy,
sway, control, or authority, not formally or overtly
expressed.

- HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv. 113 It is probable .. that those
of New England .. were of like influence also amongst the
Natives. 1769 ROBERTSON Clms. V, vi. Wks. 1826 IV. 117
fhe vast influence which the order of Jesuits acquired.
1771 Juniiis Lett. xlv. 243 The influence of the crown
naturally makes a septennial parliament dependent. 1775
JOHNSON y i,rn. West. Isl., Ostig 202 The laird . . cannot
extend his personal influence to all his tenants. 1786 BURKE
Art. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 140 Engaging, .that no British
influence shall be employed within his dominions. 1814
JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Park xiii. (1846) 90 She has no in-
fluence with . . my sisters that could be of any use. 1888
BKYCE Auier. Coiiimm. III. Ixxxviii. 177 This position
gave him a vast amount of '

influence
'

which he continued
to use for his own advantage. 1898 LUGARD in Daily News

6. A thing (or person) that exercises action or
i

power of a non-material or unexpressed kind.
1736 BUTLER Anal. ii. vii. Wks. 1874 I. 260 These preju-

dices . . are to be considered as influences of a like kind to
enthusiasm. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life i. iv. (1876) 23 i

oi'o"i?;
s'udleSl '"e m0!lt P werful of softening influences.

1888 W. D LitiHTHALL
Ynif. Seigneur 9 He was an in-

nuence in the Dominion Legislature.
7. Elcctr. INDUCTION 10.
[1767 PRIESTLEY Hiit. Electricity 247 The electric fluid,when there is a redundancy of it in any body, repels the

electric fluid in any other body, when they are broughtwithin the sphere of each other's influence.] 1870 TYNDALLLect. Electr. 14 This forcible separation of the two fluids of
a neutral conductor, by the mere proximity of an electrified
body, is called electric induction. Bodies in this state are

o "j " twu^t, vi uiuuucu iii.igiiciisaiioil,
8. attrib. and Comb., as influence-rich adj. ;

in-
fluence machine (Eleelr.\ an induction-machine.
1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxx, Influence-rich to soothe

and save. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 286 An in-
Mantaneous photograph, taken, .by a spark from a Hollz or
other influence machine. 1890 Pall Mall G. 16 July 3/1Mr. Wimshurst, the inventor of the influence machine.

Influence (i-nfl<ens), v.
[f. prec. Cf. mod

f. influencer (1791 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

INPLUBNCIVE.
1. trans. To exert influence upon, to affect by

influence, a. To affect the mind or action of; to
move or induce by influence ; sometimes esp. to
move by improper or undue influence. (Often with
advb. extension, denning the nature or object of the

influence.)
1658 CROMWELL .S>. 25 Jan. in Carlyle, He [the Pope] in-

fluences all the Powers, all the Princes of Europe to this

verything. 1676 NEWTON in Rigaud[Corr. Sci. Men (1841)
II. 385 As if I influenced the press in what concerns Mr.
Linus and me. 1712 AODISON Sped. No. 357 F 9 The Re-
presentation .. is wonderfully contriv'd to influence the
Reader with Pity and Compassion. 1816 A. C. HUTCHISON
Pract. Ots. Surf. (1826) 310 The very liule prospect . . ofany
termination to hostilities . . certainly influenced the men to
desert in greater numbers. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.
(1876) II. n. ii. 250 In his political course he was more or
less influenced by a sense of duty. 1856 SIR B. BRODIF.

Psychol. Ing. I. in. 94 As the brain may influence the mind,
so may the mind influence the brain. 1883 FROUDE Short
Stud. IV. i. iv. 51 Could he see the pope in person, he
thought that he could influence him. 1883 C. J. WILLS
Mod. Persia 180 In the opinion of judges, whose fiat is

possibly influenced. 1891 E. W. BEMIS in Chautauquau
605 (Funk) Expenditures to

'

influence
'

city council.

b. To affect the condition of, to have an effect on.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. xiii. 125 The Senses, Phancy,

and what we call Reason it self, being thus influenc'd by
I the Bodies temperament, and little better then indications of

it. 1704 NEWTON Optics (J.), These experiments, .are not
influenced by the weight or pressure of the atmosphere.
a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1823) I. 448 This natural heat
is influenced by frequent excesses in drinking. 1768 STEKNE
Sent, fpurn. (1775) I. 6 (The Monk i.), The same causes.,
which influence the tides themselves. 1833 G. R. PORTER
Porcelain ff Gl. xii. 267 The specific gravity of glass is in-
fluenced by the degree of heat to which it has been exposed
during its vitrification. 1844 ^D - BHOUGHAM Brit. Const.
Introd. (1862) 20 The Sovereign can influence the conduct
of public affairs. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 12 Being less
influenced by the atmospheric resistance.

2. intr. To exert influence ; to work influentially
on, upon a person or thing (obs.). Now only as an
absol. use of I a.

1670 EACHARD Coat. Clergy 34 A thing that .. infects the
whole life, and influences upon most actions. 1675 SHARP
Wks. (1754) I. ii. 41 It [religion) influenceth upon us, in
order to the making us more useful. 1755 J. SHEBBEARE
Lydia (1769) II. 83 So little did the virtues of his mother . .

influence on his mind and behaviour. 1756 FOOTE Eng.Jr.
Paris n. Wks. 1799 I. 1 18 Canst thou . . suppose thy frippery
dress . . could influence beyond the borders of a brothel
1897 Daily Nevis 21 June 2/7 The Queen no longer rules ;

but she influences.

1 3. trans. To cause to flow in
; to infuse, inspire,

instil. Obs.

1691 tr. Emiliaune's Observ. 317 The Clergy. .in Revenge
influence a double Corruption upon the Seculars. 1701 in
N. Jersey Archives (1881) 11.378 The long Experience.,
had of the Justice and Veracity of Coll. Hamilton, ought to
have influenced a Beliefe of what he related to Us 1705
in W. S. Perry Hiit. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 105, I cannot
but be ashamed., that the Gospel should have influenced no
better principles into your hearts.

Hence Influenced, Influencing/^/, adjs.
1709 MRS. D. MANLEY Secret Mem. (i 736> IV. 244 His

Almighty influencing Spirit. 1718 PRIOR Power 667 By
whose kind power ana influencing care The various creatures
move, and live, and are. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXIII.
99 To shew what a set of influenced and insignificant thingsnow have the power to ruin and enslave us. 1850 DAUBENY
Atom. The. ix. (ed. 2)_3ioAn ample margin seems to be still
left for other influencing causes.

Iiiflueiiceable (i-nflensab'l), a.
[f. prec. +

-Ar.LE.] Capable of being influenced.
1859 Life Eben Henderson iv. 200 All hearts are influence-

able from above.

Inflneucer (i'nfluensaj'. [f. as prec. + -ER!.]
One who or that which influences.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Inia. 473 The head and influencer of
the whole Church. 1775 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary
(1889) II. 103 Known as the chief influencer of her conduct
1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. iv. 309 The chief and sovereign
influences of the destinies of men. a 1866 J. GROTE Exam.
Vtilit. Philos. x. (1870) 167 Honour is one of the most
powerful influences of human nature.

t Influenciary. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. in-

fluentia INFLCEXCE + -AHY!.] One who or that
which possesses or exercises influence.

1659 H. MOKE Immort. Soul \. xiii. (1662) 51 The other
Influenciaries hold the same power of the Heavens as these.

Influencing (i-nflaensin), vbl, sb.
[f. INFLU-

ENCE v. + -INGT] The action of the verb IN-
FLUENCE ; exertion of influence.

1754 P- H. Hibertiiad\. 5 The Horrors of Oppression ..

uninterruptedly defeat all influencing of the Climate. 1810
SOUTHEY Kchama xym. x, Though all other things Were
subject to the starry influencings. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley I.

533 Its ['Alastor's ] influencings upon us are like those of
the autumnal wind.

Iiiflueiicive (i'nflensiv), a. rare. Also -sive.

[irreg. f. INFLUENCE v. or L. influens pr. pple. +
-IVE : app. due to Coleridge.] Having the quality
of influencing; influential.

1809 COLERIDGE Ess. Own Times (1850) 616 Many of the
most distinguished and influencive of the patriotic party
were zealous Catholics. Ibid. 643 A widely influensive
Morning Paper. 1810 Lett., Confers, etc. I. Let. xv. 157
Savagely as I have been injured by one of the two influen*
sive Reviews. 1842 SARA COLERIDGE Mem. 4 Lett. I. 259She was a most impressive influencive person. 1857 CHOATE
Eloq. Rtvol. Periods in Addr. (1878) 168 How influencive
and inevitable the sympathy.
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fl'nfluency. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L. infiuen-
tia : see INFLUENCE and -KNOT.] =INFLUENCE sl>.

1641 FRENCH Distill, vi. (1651) 17^
That dark body. -that

is interposed betwixt the philosophicall Surme and Moone,
and keeps off the influencies of the one from the other.

Ittd. 189 Crude gold is . . most (It to receive the influencies

of the Sun.

Influent (rnflent), a. (si.) [ad. L. influent-

em, jires. pple. of inflnlre to flow in : cf. F. in-

fluent (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.)]
1. Flowing in (in early use in astrological sense).

1471 RIPLEY Comf. Alch. Ep. iii. in Ashm. (1652) 114
Phebus it smiteth with his Heate influent. 1513 DOUGLAS
SEneis xn. Prol. 42 [The sun] Defundand fra hys sege
etheriall Glaid influent aspectis celicall. 1607 TOPSEI.I.

tm

Four-f. Beasts (1658) 113 By [wearing] them the afflicted

ilace receiveth a double relief; first, it resisteth the influent

-jumors. 1635 HEVWOOD Hierarch. v. 274 Stars, luminous

and cleare . .mil of influent vertue. a 1703 RAY Creation 11.

(1714) 277 The refluent Blood . . is a Pondus to the influent

Blood. aiSoo COWPER tr. Milton's Elegies i. 9 Where
Thames, with influent tide. My native city laves. 1883

Harper's Mag. Oct. 713/2 O"e of the influent streams.

b. trans/, and/-.
r 1445 LYDC. Testament in Min. Poems (1840) 241, I now

purpoose, by thy grace influent, To write a tretys. c 1485

Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1006 pe hey and nobyll Inflventt

grace of..Iesus. 1739 J. HUXHAM Frrtrs ii. (1750) 26

The Constitution of the Solids and Fluids . . may be so far

depressed as to bring on the low Influent, or slow nervous

Fever. 1830 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852) 277 Born Of effluent

or influent Deity. 1890 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ I.

331 Living through God's influent life.

f2. Exercising celestial or astral influence or

occult power. Obs.

1430-40 LYDG, fioctias ix. Envoye, An heuenli signe bi In-

fluent pourueiaunce Sent from aboue to shewe Edwardis riht.

1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age Wks. 1874 III. 217 If the Moones

spheare can any helpe infuse, Or any influent Starre. 1615
CHAPMAN Odyss. Ep. Ded. 46 As th' influent stone .. Lifts

high the heavy iron. 1856 MRS. BROWNING A ur. Leigh I.

625 Multitudinous mountains, .panting from their full deep
hearts Beneath the influent heavens.

f3. Exercising (mental, moral, or physical) in-

fluence on, upon influential. Obs.

i6*a LITHGOW Trav. 89 So tumultuous were the disordered

Soufdiers, and the occasions of revenge and quarrellings so

influent. 1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. ix. 2. 174

[Humility] is more operative and influent upon others,
then any other vertue. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vin. iii. 6,

I finde no office . . assigned unto Dr.Cox . . who was vertually
influent upon all. 1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi KOUTJ Def.

xiii. 178 The old may have the same effects influent on our

times.

B. sb. A river or stream which flows into an-

other or into a lake ; a tributary, an affluent.

1859 R. F. BUBTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Sac. XXIX.
116 The Rumuma river, .a southern influent ora bifurcation

of the Mukpndokwa. 1881 Acailnny 21 May 366/3 One of

the largest inHuents of the Zambesi.

Influential (inflj<e-njal), a. (sb.) [f.
med.L.

inflitentia INFLUENCE + -AL.]

fl. Astro!. Possessing or exercising the influence

formerly attributed to the stars ; of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of astral ' influence '. Obs.

1570 DEF. Malli. Pref. b iij b, Mans body, and all other

Elemental! bodies, are altered, disposed, ordred . . by the

Influentiall working of the Sunne, Mone, and the other

Starres and Planets. 1648 JENKYN Blind Guide i. 14 Shin-

ing not like a sweetly influentiall star, but flashing like an

angry bloody Comet. 1652 GAULE Magastrorn. 137 Poten-

tial! influxes, influentiall proclivities, seminall dispositions.

1664 POWER Exf. P'liins. II. 99 Atmosphaerical Air .. is

a mixt Body of Luminous and Magnetical Effluviums,

powdred with the influential Atoms of Heaven from above.

f b. trans/. Exercising, caused by, or of the

nature of supernatural or spiritual influence ;
work-

them, a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 23
His Unction's influential Force. 1745 W. THOMPSON Sick-

ness n. 652Thy influential vigour reinspiresThis feeble frame.

2. Having or exerting influence, power, or effect.

Const, on ) formerly unto, upon, to, tcnvards, of.

1655 S. ASHE Fun. Serm. i8M June 28 The whole City,
unto which he was profitably influentiall. 1655-62 GURNAI.L
CAr. in Arm. (1669) 336/1 It seems to be superadded as a

general! Duty influentiall upon all the pieces [of armour]
fore-named, a 1677 BARROW Pope's Snprem. (1687) 140
Hurtful errours, influential on practice. 1679 JENISON

Popish Plot 13, I was willing so far to consult their safety,

as not to be influential to their
prejudice, by any act of

mine. 1720 WELTON Svjft'r. Son ofGod I. xi. t-jt) The Dis-

position of our Hearts being. .Influential towards the Bent
and Bias of our Judgments. 1757-8 Herald 1 1. xxii. 97 All

the qualities, .should be blended together in our minds^and
hearts, and made influential of our opinions and practice?.

1892 JAS. BROWN Serm. 163 A motive influential on life.

3. Having, possessing, or characterized by great
influence or power ; powerful, a. Of persons.
111734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 550 He was of such an ouer-

ruling Genius, .as enabled him to be very influential among
the Citisens. 1787 A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 14 Fay,
and Ira Allen, two of the most influential individuals m that

country. 1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 170 The
large and influential portion of the English nation. 1833
COLERIDGE Tablc-t. 8 Apr., He [Burke] would have been

more influential if he had less surpassed his contemporaries.
1868 E. EDWARDS Kaleigh I. xvii. 348 Grey's family con-

nections were numerous and influential.

b. Of things.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 518 So influential are Faction

and Prejudice, in Matters of Justice. 1757-8 Herald I. viii.

121 More ceremony, and a greater regard for forms . . are . .

influential principles in every other kingdom of Europe. 1833
HF.RSCHF.L Astron. iii. in Any error which may affect the
astronomical determination of a star's altitude will be espe-
cially influential. 1851 H. SPENCER Ess., Phil. Style (1891)
II. 334 However influential the precepts thus dogmatically
expressed, they would be much more influential if reduced
to something like scientific ordination. 1860 MILL Repr.
Govt, (1865) 6/1 To make these various elements of power
politically influential, they must be organized.
absol, 1830 Westm. Rev. XII. 291 Mr. Moore's general

system of acquiescence with the influential in all its forms.

4. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of, or working
by influence, rare.

1795 COLERIDGE Plot Discov. 28 Nov. 43 The Liberty of
the Press (a power resident in the people) gives us an in-

fluential sovereignty.
B. sb. An influential person, rare.

1831 Westm. Rev. XV. 224 Comparison .. between the
fashionables of England and the influential in France.

Influentiality (-Ji|3e-liti). rare.
[f. prec. +

ITY.] The quality of being influential
;
an instance

or example of this ; concr. an influential personage.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1872) 206 Keep your red-tape

clerks, your influential! ties, your important businesses. 1848
W. E. FORSTER in Wemyss Reid Life (1888) I. 239 No in.

fluentiality likes to give tickets over the mob.

Influeiitially (inflwe-njali), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LY 2.]

1 1. AstroL With astral or stellar influence. Obs,

1652 GAULK Magastrom. 07 Why the starres should be
more notable for influentiafly operating and efficaciously

inclining at the point of the edition, parturition, or birth.

1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 3 Look upon opinions
as thou doest upon the moon .. Embrace not the opacous
and blind side of Opinions, but that which looks most Lu-

ciferously and influentially unto Goodness.

2. In the way of influence ; in such a way as to

exercise or exert influence.

1670 PENN Case Lib. Consc. 28 Plenty . . will be converted
into Poverty by the Destruction of so many thousand
Families .. and that not only to the Sufferers, but influen-

tially to all the rest. 1821 Examiner 706/1 His temper was

practically and influentially Norman. 1841 MYERS Cat/t.

Th. in. 36. 132 The Revelation . . is such that its sum
and substance may be influentially conveyed to men in any
language under heaven.

3. By persons of influence.

1870 Daily News 9 Sept. 2 The following gentlemen have
been influentially invited to allow themselves to be put in

nomination.

4. Electricity. By induction : cf. INFLUENCE sb. 7.

1792 /V7. Trans. LXXXII. 233 During this time, the rod

was only electrified with its own electricity, or what has
been termed influentially electrified.

any epidemic disease which assails many people at the same
time and place (e.g. influenza di catarro t influenza di

epidemic
'

(called also la gi-

Italy, and spread over Europe generally, and for which
the Italian word (anglicized in pronunciation) became the

English specific name.]
A specific febrile zymotic disorder, highly con-

tagious, and occurring for the most part in wide-

spread epidemics. Its symptoms and sequelae are

extremely variable, but generally include rapid

prostration and severe catarrh. The mortality is

not high in proportion to the numbers attacked.

The term has been also applied loosely to any severe

j
catarrh of the respiratory mucous membrane, esp. to a 'cold

in the head
'

with running at the nose, sometimes called an

influenza-cold. This use was frequent in the interval be-

tween the epidemic of 1847-8, and that which began in 1889,

during which period no true influenza visited Great Britain.

1743 Land. Mag. 145 News from Rome of a contagious

Distemper raging there, call'd the Influenza. 1743 MANN
Lei. to Walpole 12 Feb. in Doran 'Mann' $ Manners
(1876) I. vi. 144 Everybody [in Rome] is ill of the Influ-

enza^ and many die. 1750 J. HI:XHAM Fevers ii. (ed. 2^

20 The catarrhal Fever, which spread through all Europe
under the Name of Influenza in the Spring 1743, frequently
became pleuritic or peripneumonic. 1762 MRS. MONTAGU
in Doran Lady oflast Cent. (1873) 133 Mr. Montagu . .had
been much pulled down by the fashionable cold called tin-

fluenza. 1770 FOOTE Lame Loven. Wks, 1799 II. 62 Con-
fin'd to bed two days with the new influenza. 1801 NELSON
5 June in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 403 Sir Thomas Graves
is still very ill. .In the St. George we have got the Influenza.

1803 DUNCAN Ann. Med.for 1802 II. n. 480 The Influenza

as it has appeared in Edinburgh in 1803 ..has extended
itself at different periods for near a thousand years past over

almost the whole of Europe. 1831 COL. HAWKER Diary
(1893) II. 29 Very unwell with the influenza that has, more
or less, affected everyone this season. 1843 R. J. GRAVES
Lect. Clin. Med. xxv. 543 In the portion of the nineteenth

century already elapsed four influenzas have already oc-

curred, viz., in 1803, 1831, 1834, and 1837. 1852 IHEO.
THOMPSON Ann. Influenza 2 In 1510, the first well described

and widely prevalent epidemic of Influenza appeared. 1886

FAGGE & PYE-SMITH Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I._ioi8
The prac-

tice, so common among the higher classes in this country,
of designating as influenza any catarrhal attack that happens
to be painful and distressing. 1892 F. A. DIXEY Epidemic
Influenza i During the first twenty-two weeks of 1890,

599 deaths were returned in London as primarily due to

influenza., [but] the tale of victims direct or indirect of this

destructive malady cannot have fallen far short of 2800 for

London alone.

b. A communicable disease of horses, character-

ized by shivering and fever, affection of the respira-

tory organs, and great weakness.

1872 LONCF. in Life (1891) III, 209 An influenza is raging
among the horses.

c. Jig. Applied to a mental or commercial epi-
demic ; a prevalent craze ;

an attack of some general
state of prostration.
1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 199 The learned Michaelis ..

says, that it [the attempt to derive all words from Hebrew]
is the reigning influenza, to which all are liable, who make
the Hebrew their principal study. 1784 Gouv. MORRIS in

Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) I. 268 The present influenza is

the banko-mania. 1785 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juv. In-
discretions (1786) I. 153 Mr. Downes was certainly smitten
with Lav'mia Orthodox, but not with the matrimonial in-

fluenza. i834SouTHF.Y Doctor xxiv. (1862) 56 Such preachers
have never failed to appear during the prevalence of any
religious influenza. 1891 Daily News 29 June 2/2 Some
months ago the markets were said to be suffering from
financial influenza.

d. attrib* and Comb., as influenza bacillus,&.. ;

influenza-cold, a severe cold with symptoms re-

sembling those of influenza.

1891 C. CREIGHTON Hist. Epidem. 570 A pure and un-
mistakable epidemic of influenza-cold. 1896 Daily News
?5 July 5/3 More than one bacillus, closely allied to the
influenza bacillus, but differing from it in some biological
and microscopical features, has been found in seven out of

eight cases of * influenza cold '. 1896 Allbutt"s Syst. Med.
I. 681 In some of these [patches of solid lung] the influenza
bacillus has been found, thus shewing the disease in truth
to be influenzal pneumonia. Ibid. 684 The chief character-

istic of this influenza smell was its overpowering nastiness.

1 1( urdiiflii'enzaed.-a'd/l'Inrlue-nzacizedf/^'v.,
attacked by influenza; Influe'uzaiiah a., having
some of the qualities of influenza ; Infiue'uzal,
InfUie'nzic adjs. 9

of or pertaining to influenza,

characterized by influenza
; Influe'nzally adv., in

an influenzal manner; Influe'nzoid (?., resembling
or allied to influenza.

1803 Med. yrnl. IX. 518 The influenzal epidemic of the

present period, in no instance, loses either its catarrhal form
or nature. 1825 Sporting Mag. XVI. 354 Dependent on an
influenzal state of the atmosphere. 1836 J. MITFORD in

Lett. <y Remiti. (1891) 51, I was so influenza'd when your
letter came, that I thought of nothing but warming pans.

1841 R. OASTI.KR Fleet Papers I. No. 14. 105 The atmo-

sphere is gloomy and I am influenzaish. 1849 Lond. Jml.
9 June 212/2 The comfort and the consolation of the influ-

enzacised florist. i857DuNGi,isoN./!/rt'. Lex.wj Influenzoid
. . Resembling influenza. Dr. T. Thompson. l&jStondard
17 June, The influenzic attack is disappearing. 1892 Nation
(N. Y.) 14 Apr. 281/2 His Eminence Cardinal Sanfelice, is
'

influenzaed , as is about every third person in Naples. 1897
Brit. Med. Jml. 20 Mar. 744/1 111 influenzally.

t I'lifiuous, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. late L. infln-

ns flowing in (f. influ-ere to flow in) + -ous : see

INFLUENCE.] Shedding (astral) influence.

1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 26 In the bowels,
the planetary Spirits do most shine forth, even as also, in

the whole influous Archeus, the courses and forces of the

Firmament do appear.

Influx (i'nflrks). [a. F. influx (1547 in Godef.),
or ad. late L. influxus, f. influfrt to flow in, f. in-

(!N-
2
) +flu$rt to flow.]

1. The act or fact of flowing in
;
an inflow, as of

a physical fluid, water, air, light, heat, spiritual or

immaterial influence into the soul, etc.

1626 BACON Sylva Cent. x. Pref., Whether there be . . any
such Transmission and Influx of Immateriate Vertues. 1659
PEARSON Creed (1839) 143 God did command the use of such

anointing oil . . that by it the person anointed might be

made fit to receive the divine influx, a 1691 BOYLE Strange
Reports I. viii. Wks. 1772 V. 608 When the great spring-
tides come roaring over those shoals ..the first influx is

irresistible by such vessels as use that port. 1707 FLOYER

89 God . . has removed all hindrance to the influx ofHis grace.

b. The flowing of a river or stream into another

river, a lake, or the sea
;
the point at which this takes

place, the mouth of a river.

1652 HF.YLIN Cosinogr. iv. no Rivers .. a mile and an

half broad at the mouth or influx. 1675 OGILBY Brit. 20

The Kennet, near its Influx into the Thames. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer (ed. 2), 7*orksey, near the influx of the Fosdyke
into the Trent. 1846 M'CutLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)

I. 33 From Wallingford, a little below the influx of the

Thame, the river flows almost due south.

2. transf. The flowing or continuous ingression

of persons or things into some place or sphere.

1652 KIRKMAN Clerio % Lozia 77 There were railes round

about to hinder the influx of unruly people. 1771 JOHNSON
Falkland Isi. f 5 The Spaniards, who. .discovered America

surprized and terrified Europe by a sudden and unex-

ampled influx of riches. 1775 Journ. West. /*/., St.

Andrews 8 A people . . who . . suffered no dilution of their

zeal through the gradual influx of new opinions. 1848 MILL

Pol. Econ. in. xxi. i (1876) 375 Imported commodities

have possibly risen in price, from the influx of money into

foreign countries. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue $20
The influx of Greek, .and its general adoption into scientific

terminology. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. II. xlviii. 234

The influx of settlers from the Slave States.

f 3. = INFLUENCE 2. [So inftuxus stellarum in

Firmicus c 340.] Obs.

1626 BACON Sylva 907 Not by Formes, or Celestiall

Influxes (as is vainly taught and received), but by the



INFLUXED.

I'rimiliue Nature of Matter, and the Sds of Things. ,64*

How, ,, /'>r. /><-". 'Arb.) 36 That dom.n.on ^,ch
,e

+ 4. _ I\FI.I KM-E 3-5. Obs.

Pkysicati'ifl"*'. sec INFU ESCK 4

1644 HUMTON VinJ. Treat. Afonanli? v. 39 Have not the

Houies an Authoritative Concurrence and Influx into that

businesse 1 1650 BAXTER Saints' X. I. Ded., The nature of

the Divine Influx on the Will in the working of Grace. 1681

CBETHAM Angler t I'adr-m. xxxviii. } 14 (1689) 251 By
heals and droughts.. though thosetwodo not much concern

Sea flih yet they have a great influx upon Rivers, Ponds

id Lakes, a 1703 BURKITT On A'. T., Ram. ix. 18 God

did not harden Pharaoh's heart by any positive act or influx

upon it, by infusing any evil into it.

tl-nflnxed, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. tnflux-us,

pa. pple. of influfre to flow in + -EDL] That has

flowed in.

1684 u.BmutsMerc. Comfit, x. 368 They stop the passim;

out of the influxed humours. 1710 T. FULLER I'/iarm.

Fxttmf 183 It . . presseth out the influx'd Phlegm.

Inflexible, a. rare. Also -able. [lN-3.] Not

thixible ;
not liable to flux or change.

1871 FRASER Life Berkeley x. 392 The flux of sense-given

phenomena, contrasted with the supposed influxable nature

of external things.

So Influ-xibly adv. rare, without flux or change.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 253 The Son who always,

eternally, influxibly, impassibly is begotten of the Father.

Infltution (innVk|3n). Now rare. [ad. late

L. influxion-em, f. tnfltifre to flow in : cf. F. in-

ftiixion (1549 in Godef.).]
1. The action of flowing in, inflow, influx.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xi. 8 2 The retyring of the

mindc within it selfe, is the state which is most susceptible

of diuine influxions. 1638 A. READ Cliirurg. ix. 67 To stay

the influxion of more blood. 1650 BULWHR Anthnpamct.
233 The Brain was weakned. being deprived of the influxion

of the vital spirits. 1789
T. TAYLOR Proclas II. 269 It is

requisite to Danish all influxiona externally, before the

phantastic spirit can superinduce the divinity. 1885 HOLDEN
Anat. 735 (Cent.) Preserve the brain from those sudden in-

fluxions of blood to which it would, .be. .exposed.

f2. INFLUENCE 2. Ol>s.

a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts % Man. (1642) 122 The Stars

of the Firmament ..communicate influxion, two ways espe-

cially and for our purpose. 1642 HOWELL Far. Trav.

(Arb.) 35 Although we should acknowledge that the Cele-

stiall bodies by their influxions, do dommeere over Sub-

lunary creatures.

t Influ'xio'OS, a. Obs. rare '. [f. prec. : see

-ous.] Characterized by influxion ; shedding (as-

tral) influence.

1644 HOWELL Eng. Teitres (1645) 175 Men will be men,
while there is a world, and as long as the Moon hath an

influxious power to make impressions upon their humours.

t Influ'xive, a. Obs. [f. L. influx-, ppl. stem

of infiufre to flow in + -IVE.] Infusing or com-

municating influence ;
influential.

1614 F. WHITE Reply Fisher 362 Shee may rightly be

called the Queene of Heauen, yea, and of Eanh ; for shee

hath preheminencie and influxiue vertue ouer all. 1642
HOLDSWORTH Inang. Serm. 9 He is the infiuxive head,
who both governs the whole bodie, and every member. 1657
W. MOHICE Coena. attasi KOIIOJ Def. xvi. 292 A Communion
with wicked men. .had been more influxive and apt to pol-
lute at the Sacrament.

Hence t Influ -lively adv., by influxion.

1856 in WEBSTER.

t Infceda tion. Obs. rare
~

'.
[acl.

L. type

*infcedation-em, f. in- (Ilf-
2
) + fa-dare to defile, f.

rtdus foul.] Defilement.
1661 FELTHAM Disc. Luke xiv. 20 Wks. (1677) 363 But

voluptuous men (besides the Infcedations of Sensuality) are

usually both proud and covetous also.

t I-nfold, st'.l Obs. [f.
IN- ' or 2 + FOLD st.3 :

INFOLDING, and ENFOLD
st>.]

1. A convolution.

1578 [see ENFOLD sb.\. 1701 C. WOI.LF.Y JrnL N. York
(1860) 41 First of the thick Guts, which by reason of its

divers infolds and turnings seems to have no end.

2. The folding in of a part ; a fold.

a 1641 Bp. MOUNTACU Acts ff Men. (1642) 303 A by-stander
. .observed an infold in his upper garment, and supposing the
letter might be folded up therein, opened it.

I nfcvld, s&.2 rare. [f. IN adv. + FOLD st.-]
A fold or small field near a farm-house.
1860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour. 128 A rude enclosure near

his house, which separated the infolds from the outfolds of
his small farm.

tXnfo'ld, z'.', obs. var. of ENFOLD v.i, to en-

velop, enclose, contain, etc. Hence f Info'lded

/)//. a.

c luj Found. St. Barthalamrai's (E. E. T. S.) 8 Many to

ynfoldcyn and many with hym to adde. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. K. u. vii. 69 Guilded timber {mod. edd. tombes] doe
wormes infold. 1613 PURCHAS nigrimage (1614) 175 Even
a* . . the white of the F-gge comprehendetn the yolke, so that
first intelligible world infoldeth the second. 1617 MORYSON
/tin. HI. 1 1 1 The Silke-wormes . . infold themselves in a
piece of silk thei weave of an oval! forme and yellow color.
Ibid., That the infolded wormes may die.

tlnfb'ld, v.*, obs. var. of ENFOLD v.-, to shut

op in, or as in, a fold.
< rtn CHAPMAN //tWvui. K vj, Then Troians in their waU
Had beene infolded like meeke I.amb, had lone winkt at
their falv
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Infolded, ///. a. [!N adv. 1 1 b. Stressed
\

i-ii-fo Ided before a sb.
; in-fo-lded after it or in

predicate.] Folded in ; having the margin turned

inward with a fold.

1871 DARWIN in Life * Lttt. (1887) III. 140 The infolded

part of the human ear. 1875 Imrctiv. ft. xiv. 324 As the

rim is infolded. 1880 Plain Hints Needlnvark 36 Then
let each child buttonhole-stitch the infolded edge of her

lesson-piece. 1882 VINES Sachs' Dot. 950 The cambium

layer, .becomes deeply infolded where it extends inwards.

I nfo Iding, vbl. sb. [IN adv. 1 1 c.] A folding

in, a turning in with a fold.

1873 MIVART Klein. Anat. ix. 372 Infolding* of the surface

of the organ. 1897 Allbiitt's Syst. Med. II. 1122 Micro-

scopically they consist ofhypertrophic ingrowths rather than

infoldings of the cuticle. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases

xxxii. 499 The cylindrical appearance of the worm is pro-
duced by the lateral infolding of the two sides of what
would otnerwise be a flat body.

t InfO'liate, v. Oh. rare-1
. Also 7 -folllat.

[f.
L. type *itifoliarc, f. In- 2 + folium leaf, perh.

after It. infogliare
' to enleafe or grow greene

'

(Florio). See -ATE ", and cf. FOLIATE v. 3.] intr.

To put on leaves, to become leafy.

1640 HOWELL Dodma's Gr. (1645) 167 Long may his fruit-

ful Vine infolliat and clasp about him. 1656 BLOUNT Gins-

sogr. (citing Howell), Infaliate, .. to be full of leaves, to

be enleaved or wrapt with leaves.

t Infolia'tion. 0/>s. rare '',
[f.

as prec. +

-ATION ; cf. FOLIATION.] (See quot.)

'577 E- GOOGE Herasbach's Hnsb. (1586) 90 b, Another
waie..is to take a verie fruitefull stocke .. and him after

the maner of other trees they grafle by infolliation.

Infb'lio. rare. [f.
in folio (see FOLIO), prob.

after F. in-folio.] A folio volume.

1835 fraser's Mag. XII. 457 Where huge infolios and

ponderous tomes Build up Divinity's dark arsenal.

t Info'llowing, vll. sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 1

+ FOLLOWING, after I.. insectatioJ] A reproving
or censuring.
1382 WYCLIF Ecchts. xxxii. 23 In his infolewingis [v. r.

folewingus; 1388 suyngis] he shal hen vndernome [L. siris

insectationibus argnetitr\.

\ Info lided, ppl. a. Obs. rare~\ [f.
IN- ' +

funded, pa. pple. of FOND z/.] Infatuated.

1567 TURBERV. tr. Oi'iifs Ef. A vij b, My selfe (least thou
shouldst want at neede a Barck to leaue my lande) Infonded

[v. r. infounded] did repaire the shippes that ragged lay on
sande.

Iilfooted (i'nfu'ted), a. rare. [f. IN adv. 13 +
FOOT sb. + -ED 2

; cf. inknted, itttoed.] Having the

feet turned inwards.

1894 N. t, Q. Qth Ser. IV. 31/1 Infooted folk are called
4

twifly-toed ', for each foot in turn makes a '
twirl

'

or half-

circular movement at each step.

Inforce,-ly,-ment, -forcer : see ENFORCE, etc.

Inforeiat, obs. form of INFORTIATE.

t Info-reive, var. of ENFOHCIVE a. Obs. Hence I

t Info'rcively adv., by force, under compulsion.
1604 MARSTON Malcontent To Rdr., One thing afflicts me, ;

to think that scenes, invented merely to be spoken, should >

be inforcively published to be read.

tlnfo-rdable, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Ix-:i.] Not'

fordable
;
that cannot be forded.

1600 DVMMOK Irt'ltinit (1843) 35 Those (foot and horse]
were rayned in sight of our army, clevided from yt by an
infordable ryver.

t Info-re, prep. Obs. rare-'1
. [? alteration of

AFORE.] = BEFORE.
1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 18 Like torrents of mellifluous

snow infore th' Sun, His sacred Hippocrene gins to runne.

Inforest, variant of ENFOKEST v. Otis.

t Inforesta'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

med.L. inferestare to convert into forest : see

-ATION.] = AFFORESTATION.
1677 F. SANDKORD Geneal. Hist. Kings Eng. 89 Great Fines

exacted of the possessors of Inforrestations.

Inform (inf(?-jm\ a. [a. F. inferme (i5-i6th
c. in Godef. Compl,), ad. L. informis shapeless,
deformed, f. in- (IN- 3) +forma FORM.]
1. Having no definite or regular form

; nnshapen,
misshapen, deformed, arch.

1555 EDF.N Decades 261 The damme with continual! lyck-

ynge by lyttle and lyttle figurethe the informe byrthe. 1633
HART Diet ofDiseased in. xxviii. 344 Metamorphosing the
whole man into an informe monster. 1660 JER. TAYLOR
Duct. DuHt. iv. i. rule 3 14 Not if it [the fetus] was inform
and unshapen. 1681 COTTON 11 't>ml. Peak Poet. Wks. (1765)
342 Bleak Crags, and naked Hills, And the whole Prospect
so inform and rude. 1888 R. BUCHANAN City ofDream xi.

227 Moloch and Baal, two shapes Inform and monstrous.
2. Without form; formless; of the nature of

matter unendowed with 'form' or the informing

principle : see FORM sb. 4, INFORM v. j.

1654 ViLVAlN Theorem. Theol. \. 25 An inform lump . .

without a Sonl is neither Man nor Beast. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 208/1 Nature in it self inform, when
it receives form from God is the Angelick Mind. 1681
WHARTON Disc. Saitl World Wks. (1683) 648 God is Light,
in which there is no Darkness ; that is Form wherein there
is nothing Inform. 1707 NORRIS Treat. Humility iv. 166
In the old creation we read of a void and inform mass.
1881 BLACKIE Lay Serm. v. 170 His transforming energy
triumphs . . over the inform domain of the unfruitfufclod.

b. Inform (also informed, informal") faith {fides
informis}, in Scholastic Theology, faith that is not

informed, vitalized or animated by charity (which

INFORM.

Is said to be the ' form *
or formative principle of

faith). Cf. INFOBMKD a. i.

[Cf. Thomas Aquinas Sinnma 2-2, q. 4, etc. ; Petrus Lom-
hardus 3. sent. dist. 23. lit. C.]
a 1656 BI-. MALI. Rent, Wks. (1660) 269 Every faith makes

not an effectual catling ; . . there is an inform, there is a
counterfeit Faith.

Inform (inf/Mm), ?>. Forms: a. 4-6enfourme,
4-7 enforme, penfoorme, 7-Senform. &. 4-6
infowrme, 4-7 informe, 5-6 infourme, 6- in-

form, [a. OF. enformer, -fourmcr (mod.F. in-

former}, ad. L. informare to give form to, shape,
fashion, form an idea of, describe, f. in- (IN-^) +
forma FORM. The Latin form of the prefix became
common (as in F.) in the i6th c., and prevailed after

1600.
The primary sense had undergone various developments

in ancient and med. Latin, and in French, before the word
appeared in Eng. ; hence the chronology of the senses in

Eng. does not agree with the logical order. In general,
branches I and III were in ancient L. ; II was a Scholastic
L. offshoot from I ; IV was app. an Eng. offshoot from III,
with the thing taught made the object, instead of the person
taught.]

I. To give form to, put into form or shape.
f 1. trans. To put into (material) form or shape ;

to form, shape, frame, mould, fashion. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. vi. 8 Infinite shapes of creatures. .

Informed in the mud on which the Sunne hath shynd. 1621
BURTON Anat. AM. n. in. v. (1651) 345 If he found her, he

may as happily find another ; if he made her . . he may as

cheap inform another. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Afetf. i.

35 And so Omniety informed Nullity into an Essence.

f b. To put into proper form or order, to arrange;
to compose (a writing). Obs. f To enforme the pes

(OF. enformer la f>ais), to compose or make peace.
(71330 R. BRUNSE Chron. (1810) 285 pider..cpm be tre-

sorere .. bat had bien messengere With be Cardinalle forto

enforme pe pes. 1382 WYCLIF i Chron. xii. 33 Of Zabulon
that .. stoden in the scheltrun, enfourmed in armys of
batait. a 1400-50 Alexander 2751 A pistill he enfourmes,
Wrate a writt of his will, so sendis to his princes. 1523 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxix. 53 He enformed his somones, and
sent . . to kepe the towne and fronters . . agaynst his enne-
mies. c 1646 CRASHAIV Poems, Afttsic's Duel 87 Awakes
his lute, and 'gainst the fight to come Informs it. 1654-66
LD. ORRF.RY Parihenissa (1676) 763 By that time I had in-

formed these Resolutions, and dispatched these Expresses.

t C. To delineate, sketch, describe. (A Latin

sense.) Obs,

1615 CHAPMAN Ody&s. 1. 1 The man, O Muse, inform, that

many a way Wound with his wisdom to his wished stay.

f 2. intr. To take form ; to form or be formed ;

to appear in a visible shape. Obs.

1588 A. KING tr, Cantsins' Cafcc/i, 223 The Charitie of
God is powred forth in thatr hartes .. and informes or in-

hacres in the same. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. i. 48 It is the

bloody Businesse, which informes Thus to mine Eyes. 1652
AVwj fr. L&wf'Conntr. i When, first, the first confused
Masse Did, from its nilsh mash medley, passe To those four

segregated forms, Whose re-commixture now informs.

II. To give
* form* or formative principle to :

see FORM sb. 4. (From Scholastic L. informare :

Petrus Lombardus, etc.)

3. trans. To give
( form

', formative principle, or

determinative character to; hence, to stamp, im-

press, imbue, or impregnate with some specific

quality or attribute
; esp. to impart some pervading,

active, or vital quality to, to imbue with a '

spirit
'

;

to fill or affect (the mind or heart) with a feeling,

thought, etc.
;
to inspire, animate.

(The first quot. may belong to b ; the second appears to
contain the sense 'to furnish with a practical example, to

illustrate '.)

c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Whs. I. 115 pus bi greetnesse of feib

enfourmed wij> charite ben siche soulis maad hool. c 1425
St. Christina xv. in Anglia VIII. 125/25 At bat be shewed
\\\\> ensaumpil, wee enforme hit pat wee haue seyde, wib a
dede of Cristyne. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. iii. 71 The God of
Souldiers . . informe Thy thoughts with Noblenesse. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. n. li, 61 If an iron be touched
before . . it admits not this magnetic^!! impression, as being
already informed by the Load-stone. 1711 ADDISON Sfitct.
No. 13 F 6 Could they., inform their Faces with as significant
Looks and Passions. 1758 BLACKSTONF. Study of Law
in Connn. (1765) I. 37 [ToJ inform them with a desire to
be still better acquainted with the laws and constitution
of their country. 1844 TKNNYSON Day-Dream^ Sleeping
Beauty ii, Her constant beauty doth inform Stillness with
love, and day with light. 1861 MILL Utilit. ii. 32 The
Christian religion

is fitted to inform the hearts and minds
of mankind with a spirit which should enable them to find

for themselves what is right.

b. Said of the quality or principle : To be the

'form' or formative principle of; to give a thing
its essential quality or character, to make it what
it is

;
to pervade as a spirit, inspire, animate.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 33 When feithe and grace
of sacramentes informede the life of theyme [Cristen men].
1605 CHAPMAN Al Fooles \. i, Without loue .. All vertues
borne in men lye buried, For loue informes them as the
Sunne dothe colours. 1667 MII.TON P.L. in. 593 Not all

parts like, but all alike informd With radiant light, as glow-
ing Iron with fire. 1771 Mnse in Miniature 144 This scull

might once contain Some rich materials for the lofty strain,

Enform'd, enrapt with more than mortal fire. 1814 CARY
Dante, Paradise VH. 132 The elements, .and what of them
is made, Are by created virtue inform'd. 1821 SHELLEY
Pmm-'th. Unb. \. 249 Speak the words which I would
hear. Although no thought inform thine empty voice. 1871



INFORM.
MATILDA BETHAM-EDWARDS Sylvestres II. ii. 38 Even in ..

happy England the spirit of caste informs the very breath
and life of the nation.

c. spec. Of a soul or life : To impart life or spirit
to ; to inspire, animate, actuate.
1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 129 His opinion, .that the soules

were created in a certaine number, to the end they might
informe so many bodies, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxn. 311A soul of iron informs thee. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Rclig.
Mfd. i. 12 If one Soul were so perfect as to inform three
distinct Bodies, that were a petty Trinity. 167^ GALE Crt.
Gentiles m. 105 Plotinus and Hermes Trismegistus tel us
*
that Images were made as bodies to be informed by Ghosts

as with souls '. 1700 PRIOR Carmert Sec. 403 Long as Breath
informs this fleeting Frame. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude iv. 167
How the immortal soul with God-like power Informs,
creates, and thaws the deepest sleep That time can lay upon
her. 1878 B. TAYLOR Pr. Dettkalion n. iv. 81 By one soul
Informed.

IH. To give form to the mind, to discipline,

instruct, teach (a person), to famish with know-

ledge.
4. trans, a. To form, mould, or train (the
mind, character, etc.), esp. by imparting learning
or instruction

; hence, To impart instruction to (a

person), to instruct, teach (in general sense); fto
advise (quot. 1330). Now rare.
c 1330 R. BRUNME Chron. (1810) 315 po ilk men so wise

suld 0, and enforme zour kynges, Withouten mo justise or
trauaile of o^er lordynges. 01340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxi.
10 Vndirstandynge i sail gif till J>e, and i sail enfourme be
[instruam te\. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 261/2 Informyn, or

techyn, informo, instruo. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. vi.

70 Visile me, lorde, ofte tymes, & enforme wib disciplines
of konnyng. 1^14 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uplondyshtn. (Percy
Soc,)p. Ixxii, His sight infourmeth the rude and ignorant.
15*6 TINDALE i Cor. ii. 16 For who knoweth the mynde of
the lorde, other who shall informe hym? 1589 NASHE
Almond for Parrat xoa, The nouice that comes to be in-

formed, desireth to enforme others, before he bee enformed
himselfe. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. ii. (1651) 145
That leaves his son to a covetous Schoolemaster to be in-

formed. 1794 GIFFORD Baz'iad 270 So may thy varied verse,
from age to age Inform the simple, and delight the sage.
1824 G. W. DOANE Hymn, ' Tho* art the Way' ii, Thou
only canst inform the mind. 1878 MORLEY J. De Maistre
\nCrit. Misc. 137 To guide and inform an universal con-
science.

f b. To train or discipline in some particular
course of action; to instruct in some particular
subject, doctrine, etc. ; to teach how to do some-

thing. Const, of, to, in, ivith^ or with infin. or
subord. clause. Obs.
c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 238 In be secunde bou mayst se
How he enformed hem yn charyte. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
i. pr. iii. 6 (Camb. MS.) Oonly for they weeren enformyd
of myne maneres. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Nycholas 55 His
fadir . . Gert informe hyme besyly In liberale hartis sutely.
1382 WYCLIF Dan. xii. 3 Thei that lernen {gloss or enfour-

menl manye to ri^twijsnesse. c 1400 Destr. Troy m. head-
ing, Medea enformed lason to get the fflese of Golde. a 15*9
SKELTON Refilyc. Wks. 1843 I. 209 They were but febly en-
formed in maister Porphiris problemes. 1529 MORE Dya-
logs i. Wks. 132/2 He nedeth not our aduice to enforme hymwhat thing were sufficient occasion to worke hys wonders for.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng.Poesie i.xxvi. (Arb.) 67 Musicians. . by
good admonitions enformed them to the frugall and thriftie

life all the rest of their dayes. 1607 HIERON \Vks. (1624) I.

334 First, to teach vs to eschew Euill, and then to enforme
vs how to doe good. 1736 BUTLER Analogy \\. viii. 393 Nor
are we informed by nature, in future contingencies and
accidents.

t C. To give instructions or directions for action ;

to instruct, direct, bid (to do something). Obs.

^1380 WYCLIF Se/. Wks. III. 351 And bei enformen ber
cuntreis to holde stifli wib ber pope. 1390 GOWER Conf.
III. 229 To done as he was last enformed. c 1449 PECOCK
Repr. i. xiii. 66 Enformyng and tising ther to vnsufficient[lji
leerned clerkis. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1661) 201 But,
the voice from Heaven enformed him otherwise. Bade him,
Rise, kill, eat. 1740 SHENSTONE Judgm. Hercules 268 And
gentle zephyrs . . For thy repose inform .. Their streams to
murmur and their winds to sigh.

fr
d. To direct, guide. Obs,

1634 MILTON Comus 180 Where else Shall I inform my
unacquainted feet, In the blind mazes of this tangled wood ?

1671 Samson 335 If old respect .. hither hath informed
Your younger feet. 1846 KEBLE Lyra Innoc. (1873) 129
Strange powers their course inform.

5. To impart knowledge of some particular fact

or occurrence to (a person) ; to tell (one) of or ac-

quaint (one) with something; to apprise. Const.

of, or with subordinate clause ; rarely f with, f in,
or second object. The prevailing modern sense.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr?s T. 327 Enformed whan the kyng

was of that knyght. c 1400 Destr. Troy 301 1 He was enfor-

myt before of bat fre lady, pat ho to Castor, .accounted was
euon, And to Pollux, pure suster. 1529 MORE in Four C.

Eng. Lett, ii, I am enfourmed by my son Heron of the loss

of our barnes. 1548 HALL Chron.) Hen. VIII 141 b, Some
have enformed me that my realme was never so nche. 1651
BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 116 They were enformed that Paul

taught the dispersed Jews not to circumcise their children.

1655 FULLER th. Hist. ix. ii. 34, I have for that cause in-

formed the Bishop of Dublin with all mine occurrences.

1713 ADDISON Cato v. i. 24 This in a moment brings me to
an end ; But this informs me I shall never die. 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Thistlethwayte 4 Jan., I

would gladly be informed of the news among you. 1787
William ofNormandy II. 10 Soon were they informed the
deceitful cause. 1841 D'!SRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 360
Ascham informs us that . . Elizabeth understood Greek better

than the canons of Windsor. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 85
He informed him who he was. 1860 TVKDALL Glac. i. ii.
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13 We were informed of the descent of an avalanche by the
sound.

b. spec. To furnish (a magistrate or the like)
with accusatory information against a person. (Cf.
INFORMATION 4, 5.)

?5*6 TINDALE Acts xxiv. i Ananias, .with senioures, and
with a certayne oratour named Tartullus,..enfourmed the
ruelar agaynst Paul.

6. refl. [
= F. s"informer] (from 4 and 5). To gain

knowledge, instruction, or information
;
to acquaint

oneself with something ; to get to know, to learn.

Const, as in 4 and 5.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. i. 167 Informe your selues, We

neede no more of your aduice. 1613 GOUGE Serm. Extent
GoiCs Provid. 15 The Bishop of London . .sent to me to in-
form myself thorowly of the whole businesse. I^DAMPIER

*V'."* They confessed that they came purposely to view
our Ship, and . . to inform themselves what we were. 1747 in
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. (1851) V. 84 To inform myself how you
do and what passes among the Indians. 1775 C. JOHNSTON
Pilgrim 208 The motive . . was to inform myself particularlym the laws. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 36 Edward

r
.

ea
,
u 'res his ambassador to observe the young prince, and

to inform himself of his character and disposition.
7. absol. or intr. f a. To give information ; to

report. Obs.

Senses inform not always truly. 1683 LUTTRELL BriefRel.
(1857) I. 287 Letters from Hungary inform of the good news
of the emperors forces .. haveing taken Gran.

b. To lay or exhibit an information, bring a

charge or complaint (against, rarely on).
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 122 Sinisterly to

speake, or otherwise to enforme against them. 1588-9 Act
31 Eliz. c. 5 7 Any suche officers of recorde, as have . .

heretofore laufullye used to exhibite informacions, or sue
upon penall lawes . . may informe and pursue in that behalfe,
as they might have done before the making of this Acte. 1605
SHAKS. Lear iv. ii. 93 'Twas he inform'd against him. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxi, Even though it may benefit the

public, you must not inform against him. 1809 R. LANGFORD
Introd. Trade a Parties have reason to fear being informed
against. 1884 SIR J. C. DAY in Lam Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div.
201 It seems to me doubtful whether the Crown can appoint
anybody to go into Court and inform other than the Attor-

ney General. 1889 HOLDREWOOD Robbery underAmis xxiv,
Somebody had informed on the man.
IV. To instruct in (a thing), impart the know-

ledge of, make known.

f 8. trans. To impart the knowledge of (a subject,

doctrine, method of action, etc.) ; to give instruction

in, to teach, a. To inform a person a thing. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 132, I woll sue What thing, that ye
me woll enforme. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 272 Knowest bou
ou;t . . a creatour on erpe, pat coude me my Crede teche
and trewliche enfourme. c 1450 Merlin 5 And so he taught
and enformed hem here creaunce and feith. 1529 in I'icary's
Anat. (1888) App. xiv. 252 No persone . . shall enfourme or
teche eny Foren, other than hys Apprentyce, eny poynte
of his Crafte. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. i. I. i. (1651) 3
These chastisements are inflicted upon us . . to informe and
teach us wisdome.

t b. To inform a thing. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol. 3 The sange of psalmes . .

quemes god, it enformes perfytnes, it dos away and distroys
noy and angire of saule. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iv. 13
(Addit. MS.) Certis thou enfourmedist \Camb. MS. confor-

medest] . . bis sentence, bat is to seyne bat commune binges
or comunabletes weren blysful yif [etc.]. 1377 LANGL. P.
PI. B. xv. 548 Al for to enforme be faith in fete contreyes.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic \. xviii. (Arb.) 53 These Eglo-
gues came after to containe and enforme morall discipline.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. vi. i The bounds of this

knowledge are, that it sufficeth to convince atheism, but
not to inform religion.

t 9. To impart the knowledge of (a fact or

occurrence) ; to make known, report, relate, tell.

a. To inform a person a thing: To let .4 z#z know
a thing, that something is, etc. Obs.
Here the personal object may be viewed as a dative : cf. the

cpnstr. with to in b. The thing told may in passive construc-
tion be expressed by the pronoun it introducing a subordinate
clause (' it was informed me that. .') ; this is distinguished
from the construction with subordinate clause in 5, in that
the passive form of the latter has the person as subject (' I

was informed that . . ').

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) viii.82 He commanded, .to enforme
me pleynly alle the Mysteries of Every place. 1470-85
MALORY-4rMrvi. vii, For as it is enformed me thou.. hast
done grete despyte and shame vnto knyghtes of the round
table. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclv. 378 The vicount
of Rochechoart was had in suspecte ; for it was enfourmed
the prince, howe he wolde turne frenche. 1548 HALL Ckron.,
Hen. Yllffa It is informed us that youryoung and ryotous
people will

ryse. 1765 COLMAN tr. Terence 170 Did not

you inform him The bent of my affections ? 1797 SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856) I. 46 My mother will inform you my town direc-
tion as soon as I have one. 1810 Ho. Lancaster I. 149, I

am compelled to inform you the reason of the meeting.

t b. To inform a thing (to a person). Some-
times spec. To make known or tell as an informer
or accuser. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) M iij, It

sbuldebe informed to the senate. 1557 NORTH tr. Gtteuara's
Diall Pr. 134 b, The sonne informed the quarel to the

Phylosopher. 4x586 SIDNEY Arcadia v. (1674) 461 What-
soever hath been informed, was my fault. 1601 SHAKS.
Alfs Wcllm. i. 91 Haply thou mayst informe Something
to saue thy lif. a 1616 BEAUM. & Fi.. Bl. Brother in. i,

What affairs inform these out-cries? 1635 LAUD Wks. (1853)
V. 336 My lord the bishop informs that that county is very
full of impropriations. 1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in A''. Papers

INFORMANT.
(Camden) II. 311 Admitting, .all to bee true which hee hath
informed, can there bee a greater act of baseness then to

betray a confident ? 1681 BURNET Hist. Ref. II. 67 It being
informed to the Council, that Gardiner had written to some
of that Board. 1711 Light to Blind in lolA Rep. Hist.
MSS. Cotinn. App. v. 142 A deserter came from the English
army into the town, and informed that there was

eig_ht
pieces of battering-cannon . . on the roade from Dublin.
1753 POCOCKE Descr.East I. 1:9 My servant talk'd..as if

he was a spy, and had inform'd what presents I had made.

t Info-ramble, a. Obs. rare -'.
[f.

INFORM v.

or med.L. informare : cf. OF. informateur inqui-

sitor, information de vie et ma'urs inquest into life

and manners, also INFORMATION sb. 5.] In the

character of an inquisitor (?) or an accuser.

^1485 Digty Myst. (1882) v. 540 At his deth I [Lucifer]
shall appere informable, Shewyng hym all hys synnys ab-

homynable, Prevyng his soule dampnable.
Informal (inf^-jmal), a. [!N- .] Not formal.

1. Not done or made according to a recognized
or prescribed form ; not observing forms ; not ac-

cording to order ; irregular ; unofficial, disorderly.
1608 BACON Sf. Union Laws in Resuscitalio (1661) 24 If

our Laws, and proceedings, be too Prolixe and Formall, it

may be theirs are too informal! and Summary. 1649 Bp -

GUTHRIE Mem. (1702) 61 His Majesty's Warrant sent to
them for prorogation was so informal, that it could not sub-
sist in Law. 1774 Bp. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Civil Lam
(1795) 36 Soldiers and Sailors, in England, have the Privilege
of making Informal Testaments. 1786 BURKE Charge agst.
W. Hastings in. iv, The said Hastings, .did. .send to the
Rajah a charge in writing, which, though informal and
irregular, may be reduced to four articles. 1813 LAMB Elia
Ser. u. Pref., The informal habit of his mind, joined to an
inveterate impediment of speech, forbade him to be an
orator. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria III. 255 He accordingly
made an informal overture to the President of the United
States .. through Mr. Gallatin, offering to renew his enter-

prise. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 2. 119 In a previous
though informal gathering . . the convent had already chosen
its sub-prior . . as Archbishop.

b. Done, performed, etc. without formality or

ceremony ; unceremonious.
i8a8 WEBSTER, Informal . . 2 Not in the usual manner ;

not according to custom ; as, an informal visit. 1864 Ibid.,

Informal, without ceremony. 1881 Confess, frivolous Girl

174 That word infortnal is one of the deadliest foes to higher
civilization. It is only a synonyme for free-and-easy. 1883
Harper's Mag. Oct. 652/1 His breakfast was a very in-

formal meal.

1 2. ? Disordered in mind. Obs. (Cf. FORMAL 4 c.)

1603 SHAKS. Meas./or M. v. i. 236, I doe gerceiue These
poore informall women, are no more But instruments of
some more mightier member That sets them on.

t 3. = INFORM a. 2 b : tr. L. informis. Obs.
1826 K. DIGBY Broadst. Hon. u. (1846) 319 That which

Lewis Grenadensis calls the living faith, that which is joined
with love, in opposition to the informal or dead faith which
is without love.

Informality (infjumwliti). [f. prec. + -ITY.]
The quality or fact of being informal ; absence of

formality; with an and//. An instance of this, an

informal act or proceeding.
1597 MORLF.Y Introd. Mits. 75 In the first and second notes

you rise as though it were a close, causing a great informa-
litie of closing, when you shoulde but begin. 1686 CLAREN-
DON Lett.,To Ld. Treas. 1. 125 (T.), I thought the informality
was, that . . it was not countersigned by you. 1783 WATSON
Philip III (1793) I. in. 307 The defects and informalities

complained of must have been entirely owing to carelessness.

1865 PUSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 265 The informality or mistake
of altering the common Creed.

Informally (inf^umali), adv. [f.
as prec. +

LY 2
.]

In an informal way ; not according to

the regular or prescribed form, unofficially ; with-

out form or ceremony, unceremoniously.
1800 Adtnir. Desp. 29 Mar. in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (rS^s)

IV. 217 note, Passports . . which may have been in the in-

terval (however informally) granted. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
x, The dispensation from Rome was informally granted.
188* EARL DERBY in Standard 5 Jan. 2/3 The House must
do formally what after all it now does informally it must
fix a period when debate shall close. 1883 OUIDA Wanda
I. 193 A chance acquaintance made quite informally.

f Info'rmance. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. informd-re
to INFORM : see -ANCE.] Information.
1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 315 We search Registers.,

for our more Informance, for our better Assurance.

Informant (iiifpumant), a. and sb. [f.
L. in-

formant-em, pres. pple. of informare to INFORM;
in mod.F. informant.]
A. adj. Metaph.

'

Informing
'

; giving form
;

actuating : see INFORM v. 3. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

~B.sb.

fl. That which '

informs', animates, or actuates.

1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogtn. xvi. 153 The matter can be

actuated at once but by a single Informant.

2. One who informs or tells a person of some fact

or occurrence ; one who gives information.

1693 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 396 The informant, Polycarpus
Rose, saith, That about 5 weeks since [etc.]. 1699 BENTLEY
Phal. Pref. 13 A Third Informant, who over heard some
Discourse of mine. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 204 But,
dear Sir, your Knowledge of the Informants makes nothing
at all as to the Truth of the Information. 1826 J. W. CROKER
in C. Papers 20 Mar. (1884), Vou have heard the whole story
from day to day by better informants.

b. Law. One who lays an information against
a person ;

an ' informer '.

1783 BURKE AJf. India (R.), It was the last evidence of
the kind. The informant was hanged. 1848 Act u $ 12
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INFORMATE.
Viet. c. 43 1 10 The matter of such information shall be sub-

xt'irai iled by the oath or affirmation of the informant. 1865

Act 28 + 29 I'M. c. 104 } 6 An English information, ex-

hibited . in the name of Her Majesty's Attorney General ..

as the informant.

In forma pauperis : see IN Lat. prep.

t InfO'rmate, v. Obs. rare, [f. ppl. stem of L.

infonnare to INFORM, in the Scholastic sense.]

trans. To give
' form

'

to ;
= INFORM v. 3.

1617 JACKSOM Cried xil. ii. Jj
'

Aceryus '. . an heap or

congest of bodies homogeneal and contiguous, but not in-

formated by one and the same form, not animated by one

and the same soul or spirit.

Information (inf^imr''Jan). Forms : a. 4-6
enformacion, (-ioun, -ione, -yon), 6-7 enfor-

mation. P. 4-6 informacion, (-ioun, -yon),
6- information, [a. OF. enformacion, informa-
cion ;mod.F. information), ad. L. information-cm
outline, concept, idea, in med.Schol.L. the action

of '

informing matter, n. of action from informdre
to INFORM. Conformed to the L. spelling in :6th c.

The L. sb. had a very restricted use
; the Eng. senses

represent all the senses of the verb ; but the chrono-

logical appearance of these does not accord with
the logical order.]

I. 1. The action of informing (in sense 4 of the

verb) ; formation or moulding of the mind or

character, training, instruction, teaching; commu-
nication of instructive knowledge. Now rare or Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 33 pens is i-write bat fyve
bookes com doun from heven for informacioun of mankynde.
i39oGo\VF-RC0/ III. 145 A talej

which is evident Of trouthe
in commendacion. Toward their enformacion. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 140 Athanasius . . made thys psafme . . to
comforte and enformacion of them that were in trew byleue.
1516 TINDALE /?//;. vi. 4 Brynge them vppe with the norter
and informacion off the lorde. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v.

xx. it Their {apocryphal books'] ntnesse for the publique
information of life and manners. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies
(1665) 20 To lead them to the light by a faithful information
of their Judgments. 1736 BUTI.ER Anal, 11. vii. 357 Our
reason and affections, which God has given us for the in-

formation of our judgment and the conduct of our lives.

1813 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 182 The book I have read
with extreme satisfaction and information.

t b. with an and //. An item of training ; an
instruction. Obs.
c 1386 CHAIICKR Mtlit. T 904 Whanne Melibee hadde herd

the grete sidles and resons of Dame Prudence, and hire
wise informacions and techynges. 1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's

Offices Ep., Paines taking here to enriche themselves,
with enformations of vertue. 1760 LAW Spir. Prayer i. 12
A most kind and loving information given by the God of
love to his new-born offspring.

f c. Divine instruction, inspiration. Obs.
14 . Circumcision in Tundak's Vis. (1843) 96 Aprophete

by holy enformacion. 1516 Piter. Per/. (W. de W. ic^i)P. -v._ j i .t .
- ...

J

Holy Ghost hast instructed the hearts of thy faithful.

d. Capacity of informing; instructiveness. rare.

1711 J. HENI.EY in Stect. No. 518 f 7 With a Number of
Circumstances of equal Consequence and Information.
2. The action of informing (in sense 5 of the

verb) ; communication of the knowledge or ' news
'

of some fact or occurrence ; the action of telling or
fact of being told of something.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 759 This I have by
credible informacion learned. 1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr.
(Arb.) 50 The autoure. .hath seene a greate parte him selfe
. . and gathered the residewe partly by information. 1664-94
SOUTH Twelve Strm. II. 113 By way of Information or
Notification of the Thing to Him. 1794 PALEY Evid. (1825)
II. 318 Difficulties always attend imperfect information.

184} BORROW Bible in Stain xlix. vSi/i For your infor-

mation, however, I will tell you that it is not.

3. Knowledge communicated concerning some
particular fact, subject, or event; that of which
one is apprised or told ; intelligence, news.
c 1450 LYDG. & BURGH Secrees 1695 Ferthere to geve the

fenformacioun, Of mustard whyte the seed is profitable.
1464 J. GRESHAM in Paston Lett. No. 482 II. 144, I have
spoken onto Catesby, and delyvered hym your enfromacion.
1555 EDEN Decades 63 Muche otherwyse then Zamudius
information
he have s

undertakes .

necessary to give the reader this information. 1895 Lawrimes Kef. LXXIII. 651/1 If the underwriters wanted to
know more, they ought to have asked for information.
attnk. 1890 M.TOWNSEND US. Pref. i The mass ofcurious

facts, coincidences, and information-items from which this
book is evolved. 1891 Daily News 2 Oct. 4/7 Information
agent at the German Exhibition.

tp. with an and//. An item of information or
intelligence ; a fact or circumstance of which one
n told. In earlier use, An account, relation, nar-
rative (of something). Obs.

R, THORNE in Hakluyt Vy. (1589) 252 An informa-

"i.'~
J ~~ "*" *"ny informations are daily

brought ,n to the two Committees about the Fire of London*
I7M SWIFT Drafts Lett. Wks. , 755 V. n. 61 All the
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assistance I had. were some information*; from an eminent

person. 1748 CHRSTKRF. Lett. (1792) I. 327 The informa-

tions I have lately received in your favour from Mr. Harte.

1845 CARI.VLE Schiller (ed. 2) Pref., Great changes in our

notions, informations, incur relations to the Life of Schiller.

4. The action of informing against, charging, or

accusing (a person).
(Originally the general sense whence 5 arises

; now Obs.^
exc. as transf. from 5 : cf. also 6.)

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliii. (1482) 288 A grete part
of the peple. .weren in grete errour and grutchyng ayenst
the kyng thurgh Informacyon of lyes and fals lesyng that

this Sene has made. 1535 JOVE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 24
Besydis this condempnacion of me by hearsaye or enforma-
cion of hys faccyon. 1550 CROWI.EY (title) An informacion
and Peticion agaynst the oppressours of the pore Commons
of this Realme. 1565 GOLDING Cxsar 16 Here vppon hee
called Dumnorix aside . . laying before him what informa-
tions were put vp against him, 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIIf, v.

iii. no In seeking tales and Informations Against this man.

6. spec, in Eng. Law, a. A complaint or charge
against a person lodged with or presented to a court

or magistrate, in order to the institution of criminal

proceedings without formal indictment.
The original object of this procedure was to

dispense with
the previous finding ofa grand jury. Criminal informations
are laid (a) in any criminal court, partly at suit of the Crown,

partly at suit of an individual, to enforce a penalty under a

penal statute (the penalty being paid partly to the use of the

Crown, partly to the informer) ; (6) in the Queen's Bench
Division, in the name of the Crown alone, being either ex
officio informations for misdemeanours dangerous to the

fovernment,
e. g. seditious libel, or informations filed by the

laster of the Crown Office, on the complaint of a private
individual, for gross misdemeanours ; (c) before a Justice of

Peace, in matters that may be dealt with summarily, being
a statement of the facts by the prosecutor, verbally or in

writing, with or without oath. Most of these uses exist

also in the law of the United States, where the most common
sense is 'An official criminal charge presented^ usually, by
the prosecuting officers of the state,without the interposition
of a grand jury'.
x69 in Cobbett State Trials (1809) III. 300 This matter

[against Elliot, Hollis and Valentine] is brought in this
court by way of Information, where it ought to be by way
of Indictment. 1898 Eftcycl. Laws Eng. (Renton) VI. 446
The distinction between an Information and an Indictment
is that an Indictment is an accusation found by the oath
of twelve men . ., whereas an Information is only the alle-

gation of the officer who exhibits it.

(a) 1467-8 Rolls of Parlt. V. 633/1 That.. every such In-
fourmer..be admitted to sue for the Kyng and hym self
Actions, .uppon the same by Enformation to be ;even or
made in eny of the seid Courtes. 15*3 Act 14 <$ i$Hen. VIII,
c. i The person., that will first sue for the same, by original!
of dette, bill, plainte, or informacion, in any of the kynges
courtes. 1647 MAY "* f^rl. i. i. 13 They were also
vexed with informations in mferiour Courts ; where they
were sentenced, and fined for matters done in Parliament.

174* JOHNSON Deb. Parlt* (1787) II. 407 The prospect of

raising money by detecting their practices incited many to
turn information into a trade. 1769 BLACKSTONE Conun.
IV.

xxiji.(i8o9) 308. 1838 DICKENS O, Twist liii, The gentle-
man being accommodated with threepennyworth of brandy
to restore her, lays an information next day, and pockets
half the penalty. 1875 T. S. PHITCHARD Quarter Sess.
Pract. iv. 4. 173 Prosecutions by information at the quarter
sessions can only be instituted in cases where, by a penal
statute, an informer is allowed to take this course to recover
the penalty ; but this proceeding is generally disused.

(b) i48z Rolls Parlt, VI. 208/1 If the Kyngs Attourney
Generall of his said Duchie .. put a Bill into eny of the
Kyngs Courtes by wey of enformation. .the Justices of the
same Court, .shall have power [etc.]. 1537 Act T& Hen. VIII
in Bolton Slat. Irel. (1621) 167 And that the kings suit by
writ, bill, plaint, enditement, and enformation in that behalfe
be commenced. 1588 9 Act 31 KHz. c. 5 3 Suche officer^]
of recorde as have in respecte of their offices heretofore lau-

fullye used to exhibite informacions or sue upon penall
lawes. 1769 BLACKSTONE Cpmm. IV. xxiii. 3 (1809) 309 The
objects of the other species of informations, filed by the
master of the crown-office upon the complaint or relation of
a private subject, are any gross and notorious misdemesnors,
riots, batteries, libels, and other immoralities of an atro-
cious kind, not peculiarly tending to disturb the govern-
ment. 1803 MACKINTOSH Dcf. Peltier Wks. 1846 III. 291No prosecutions. no Criminal Informations followed the
liberty and the boldness of the language then employed.
18*7 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. viiu 4 The attorney-
general., exhibited an information against Sir John Eliot
for words uttered in the house. 1883 SIR J. F. STEPHEN
Hist. Crint. Law Eng. ix. I. 204 A criminal information.,
may be preferred only for misdemeanours, and only by the
Attorney or Solicitor General, or by the Master of the
Crown Office acting under the orders of the Queen's Bench
Division, upon a motion made in open court.
(f) 1733 J- HARVEY (title) Orders, Warrants, Informations,

and variety of Precedents for Justices of the Peace. i8oa
MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xv. 122 A magistrate,
with whom informations had been lodged. 1897 C. M. AT-
KINSON Magistrate's Ann. Pract. ii. 22 The mode of com-
mencing proceedings before justices of the peace is by pre-
ferring a complaint or an information. . [It] is called an

infor-mation when it is the foundation for summary proceedings
of a criminal nature, which are followed either by a convic-
tion or an acquittal.

b. A complaint of the Crown in respect of some
civil claim, in the form of a statement of the facts

by the attorney general or other proper officer,
either ex officio, or on the relation or report of a

private individual.
Civil informations are or have been laid : t (a) in Chancery,

on behalf of the crown or government, or of those of whom
the crown has custody, as Idiots (obs.) ; (b) in the Exchequer,

INFORMATIVE.

Queen's Bench Division ; (r) at Common Law, for Intrusion
or trespass on crown lands

; Purpresture or encroachment
on crown or public lands ; in personam, for money due to
the crown ; in rein, for goods, derelicts, etc. belonging to
the crown, and for default in payment of excise duties.

1624 Act 21 Jos. /, c. 14 (title) An Act to admit the Sub-
ject to plead the General Issue in Informations of Intrusion

brought on the Kings behalf, and to retain his possession
till Trial. 1768 BLACKSTONE Coww. III. xvii. (1809) 261 An
information on behalf of the crown, filed in the exchequer
by the king's attorney general. 1819 WIGHTWICK Rep. 167
v/a^.,The Prince of Wales may file an English information
of intrusion by his Attorney General, for lands parcel of the

Dutchy of Cornwall. 1838 MKESON & WELSBY Rep. II. 23
An information of intrusion, to recover possession of certain
encroachments on the wastes of the Crown. 1865 Act 28
fv 29 Viet, c. 104 6 An information, styled an English in-

formation, exhibited in the Court of Exchequer. i$&$Rnles
Suf. Crt. i. i, AH actions which . . were commenced by bill

or information in the High Court of Chancery . . shall be in-

stituted in the High Court of Justice by a proceeding to be
called an action. 1888 Daily News 4 Dec. 5/2 By an exercise
of the Royal prerogative an ancient method of procedure,
known as an English information, is adopted for the settle-

ment of these foreshore disputes between the Crown and its

subjects.

C. Information quo warranto (superseding the

ancient Writ of Quo tvarranto) : the step by which

proceedings are commenced to remedy the usurpa-
tion of an office or franchise.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comnt. I. xviii. (1809) 485 An information
in the nature of a writ of quo -warranto, to enquire by what
warrant the members now exercise their corporate power.
i87 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. xii. 453 An information,
as it is called, quo warranto, was accordingly brought into

the court of King's bench against the corporation.

6. In other legal systems.
a. In Civil Law. (See quot.)

1774 BP. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Civil Law (1795) 125 In-

formations are arguments urged before the Judge by the
Advocates on both sides, after the Pleadings and Proofs are
concluded. 1863 H. Cox Instit. n. iv. 404.

b. In Scots Law. (a) in Civil Procedure : A writ-

ten argument upon a case ordered either by a Lord

Ordinary in the Court of Session when reporting
the case to the Inner House (pbs.}, or by the Court
of Justiciary in a case where difficult questions of

law or relevancy are raised before it (now rare},

(b} in Criminal Procedure : A statement or com-

plaint in writing in which a person is specifically

charged with a criminal offence, upon which a

warrant of commitment to gaol for trial may
proceed.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. iv. xxxix. 14 (1832) 690 All

informations and bills relating to interlocutors given, or
to be given. 1701 Sc. Acts Will. ///, c. 6 Enacts and
ordains that all Informers shall signe their Informations.

i7$j J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process^ (ed. 2) 102 The Clerk
..reads the Prosecutor's Information, with the Informa-
tion on or Answers thereto for the Pannel, off the Book ;

and after all is read, the Preses resumes the Heads of the
Information and Answers to the Lords, and desires their

Opinion. 1734 ERSKINE Pritic. Sc. Law (1828) iv. iv. 85
No person can be imprisoned in order to trial for any crime,
without a warrant in writing, expressing the cause, and pro-

ceeding upon a signed information. 1768 in D. Hume
Comm. Law Sc. II. x. 4 In the information on the part of
the pannel very alarming consequences are endeavoured
to be grafted on the doctrine pled in behalfof the prosecutor
in this case.

c. Applied also to similar proceedings in foreign

systems of judicature, ancient or modem.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commw. (1603) 57 [He] is

forced to answer presently to the information of his advcr-
sarie if he be present. 1625 Gonsalvio's S. Inguis. i

Whensoeuer any denunciation (as they terme it) or rather
information is giuen against any person .. the Inquisitors

accustomably vse this kind of practice. 1770 LANGHORNE
Plutarch (1879) II. 909/2 The information was first laid

under the archonship of Chcerondas. 1781 GIBBON Dccl. fy F.
xvii. II. 60 The terrors of a malicious information, which
might select them as the accomplices, or even as the wit-

nesses, perhaps, of an imaginary crime, perpetually hung
over the heads of the principal citizens of the Roman world.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 107 Then follow informations
and convictions for treason.

II. f 7. The action of '

informing
'

with some
active or essential quality (see INFOKM v. 3) ; the

giving of a form or character to something ;
in-

spiration, animation (e.g. of the body by the soul).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. L 274 There was a

semmality and contracted Adam in the rib, which by the
information of a soule, was individuated into Eve. 1669
CLARENDON Ess, Tracts (1727) 117 That, .no information of

pride may enter into us to make us believe that we are
better than other men. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World n. ii. 73
To be always in a separate state would be violent and un-
natural to spirits made apt for the information of bodies, to

which therefore they would naturally require to be united.

1870 EMERSON Soc. ty Solit.^ Works $ Days Wks. (Bohn)
III. 65 There does not seem any limit to these new informa-
tions of the same Spirit that made the elements at first.

Informational (inf^m^-Janal), a, [f. prec.
+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to information ; convey-

ing information.
1810 BENTHAM Elem. Packing (ifai) 142 nott% The sub-

poena'd interpreter of informational innuendoes. 1882 Times
21 Nov. TO They [addresses] were nearly always informa-
tional. 1898 Pop. Sci. Monthly LIII. 781 How little value
I place upon the informational results.

Informative (inf^umativ), a.
[f,

L. infor-
mal- ppl. stem of informdre (cf. INFORMATE) +



INFORMATIVELY.

-IVE, pern, after a ined.L. *informatf'utts.'] Having
the quality of informing, in various senses.

1. That informs or gives
( form *

(to matter) ; that

imparts an active quality, or inspires with life
;

animative. ? Obs.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul n. i. n. xxiv, Many put out
their force informative In their ethereall corporeity, Devoid
of heterogeneall organity. a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. iv.

viii. (1821) 114 That definition which he gives of the soul,
wherein he seems to make it nothing else, .but an entelechia

or informative thing, which spends all its virtue upon that
matter which it informs. 1656 _[KANES_ Mixt. Schol. Drv.
81 If we consider this union effective, so it regards the whole

Trinity ;
if terminative, so the sonne ; if informative, so the

humanity of Christ alone.

2. Having the quality of imparting knowledge or

communicating information ; instructive.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. x. i. Ded., The most informative
Histories to Posterity, .are such as were written by the Eye-
witnesses thereof. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refi. m. vi. (1848)

44 Ways and Methods, whereby to make the Objects we
consider informative to us. c 1819 COLERIDGE m Rem. (1836)
II. 211 The preparation informative of the audience is just
as much as was precisely necessary. 1858 RUSK(N Arrows
ofChace (1880) I. 186 All art employed in decoration should
be informative.

3. Law. Of the nature of or relating to legal in-

formation (sense 5).
1626 Impeachm. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden) 70 The informa-

tive Proofes, the Sentence. .in the Admiralty Court. 1639
GENTILIS tr. Servita's Inquis. (1676.1 854 The thirteenth

Chapter .. treats of Informative Processes, which are to be
sent into other places.

Informatively, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.] In

an informative manner : a. With regard to the

impartation of life or some essential quality (yobs.}.

b. By way of information or communication of

knowledge.
1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 139 But now if we consider it

informatively, in regard of information, or inhesion . .so it is

seated in the humane nature, that is not every where, but

onely in heaven, at the right hand of God. 1822 Blackw.

Mag. XI. 7 Informatively for the reader, I make known the

following.
t Informa*tor. Obs. rare. [a. late L. infor-

mator (Tertullian), agent-n. from infonnare to

INFORM
; cf. obs. F. ittformateur^\ An instructor,

a teacher; = INFORMER i.

1631 BARKSDALE Nymfha Libethris n. vi, No reward
hath He That is an Informator of School-free. Did I per-

haps a School unlicens'd teach . . I should then at their

Feasts, my fingers lick.

Informatory (infpumatori), a. [f. L. infor-
mal- (see prec.) + -OKY.] = INFORMATIVE 2.

1881 MASSON De Quiticcy xi. 138 Any kind of useful, or,

as they are beginning to call it,
'

informatory', printed
matter. 1883 Fortn. Rev. i Sept. 391 The volume is

gossipy but instructive, always informatory. 1889 J. M.
ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Meth. 202 They are often of great

informatory value.

t Informed, a. Obs. [f. IN- 3 + FORMED,
after L. informis or F. informed}
1. Of faith : = INFORM a. 2 b.

(This was an awkward use, suggesting the pa. _ pple. of

INFORM v. 3, which would have the opposite meaning. Cf.

UNINFORMED, UNFORMED.)
15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 190 Fayth informed, al

though it be imperfyte yet.. it is fayth. Ibid. i86b, But
then fayth is an informed fayth, or a derke fayth. 1630
LENNARD tr. C/iarron's Wisd. n. v. 8 (1670) 262 A belief. .

such as the Scripture calleth historical, is diabolical, dead,

informed, unprofitable.

2. Unformed ; imperfectly
formed.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. iii. 2 (1643) 47 An informed light,

which on the fourth day had its perfect form. 1686 PLOT

Staffordsh, 190 The latter [rushes] having a pith altogether
inform'd.

3. Astron. Applied to stars not formed into a

constellation or forming part of one.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5', Informed Stars^ such of the Fix'd

Stars as are not rang'd under any Constellation or Form.

Hence f Info'rmedly adv. 1
, imperfectly, in an

incomplete form.

1670-08 LASSLLS Voy. Italy I. 107 It was begun in marble

by Michael Angelo, but informidly ; and so left by him.

Informed (mfjp'imd, poet. infpMmed;, ///. a.

[f.
INFORM v. + -ED*.]

T~l. Put into form, formed, fashioned. Obs.

1306 SPENSER Hymn Hon. Beautic 167 Doe still preserve

your first informed grace, Whose shadow yet shynes in your
beauteous face,

2. Instructed ; having knowledge of or acquaint-
ance with facts ; educated, enlightened, intelligent.

1549 RECORDK Gr. Artes Pref. to Edw.VI 1 1640) A iij, When
they consider that informed reason was the onely instrument.

'753 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) IV. 34 Whenever you are in

company with informed and knowing people. 1780 BURKE

Sp. Econ. Kef. Wks. III. 343 There is nothing . . that does

not lie within the reach of an informed understanding. 1805
W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 322 The theoretical and pre-

sumptive reasonings of this informed author. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 13 July 6/3 Eliciting an informed and shrewd opinion

upon an outlook so depressing.

b. Now usually in -well-informed, ill-informed.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. \. Ixxviii. 396 (Add. MS.) A woman

moste fayre, and wise in good werkes, wele Enfourmyd, and

deuoute. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in. (1634) ^83
To

measure honour or dishonour by the assurance of his well-

informed conscience. 1824 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846
I. 138/2, I have observed among the well

_
informed and

the ill informed nearly the same quantity of infirmities and
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follies. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 186 Not ..

known in the best informed circles of London.
Hence Info'rmedly adv2> mstruetedly.
164* J. JACKSON Bk. Conscience 48 A Conscience inform-

edly strong.

Informer (infp'jmaj). Forms : 4-7 enfour-

mer, 5 euformer, -our, 6 infourmer, -our, 6-
informer. [f. INFOKM v. + -EK i.] One who or
that which informs, in various senses.

f 1. An instructor, teacher. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \\. ii. (Skeat) 1. 87, 1 am seruaunt
of these creatures to me deliuered . . not maister, but en-
fourmer. 1536 TINDALE Rom. ii. 20 An informer off them
which lacke discrecion. 1565 TKWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 86

Catec/tutas, The Informers or Teachers of them that were
entrin into the faith. 1662 R. MATHEW UnL Alch. 35
Experience which is the truest informer, speaks aloud in
this matter also.

2. One who communicates information or intelli-

gence ; an informant.
c 1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 543 His enformours he wel

leeueth. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 113 Jackalls

..are_ the Lions informers. i737W*HisTON Josephus,Antiq.
in. xiii, Better have kept close to Josephus than hearken to

any of his other authors or informers. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xxxiii, He talks no Gaelic, nor had his informer much
English, so there may be some mistake in the matter.

3. One who informs against another; one who
lays an information

; spec, one who makes it his

business to detect offenders against penal laws and
to lay informations against them ;

also called com-
mon informer\
1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII^ c. 14 6 Every such infourmour

.. shalbe receyved to sue vppon the seid matter by infor-

macion. 1588-9 Act 31 Eliz. c. 5 Divers . . daylie unjustlie
vexed and disquieted by divers commen informers upon
penall statutes. 1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1592) 18.

c 1608 BACON Certif. touching Penal Laws Wks. 1879 I. 480
To repress the abuses in common informers, and some clerks

and under-ministers, that for common gain partake with them.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vi. Wks. 1813 I. 436 Spies and in-

formers were everywhere employed. 1798 BLRESFOKD in Ld.
AucklandsCorr. (1862) III. 411 We have, .taken up several

persons of family and fortune . . and some have turned in-

formers in whom we can rely. 1808 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859)
I. 131/2 An informer, whether he is paid by the week . . or

by the crime . . is, in general, a man of a very indifferent

character. 1817 SELWYN Nisi Prius II-. 1148 A penalty . .

recoverable by common informer in the High Court of

Admiralty. 1880 M CCAKTHY Own. Times IV. liii. 149 The
man was found guilty on the evidence of an informer.

attrib. 1887 Pall Mall G. 1 6 Aug. 3/1 In the absence of
' informer

'

evidence the great majority of cases would fail

for want of legal proof.

4. One who or that which informs with life, etc.

(INFOBM v. 3) ; an inspirer, animator, vitalizer.

1727-46 THOMSON Summer 104 Thou, O Sun ! .. Informer
of the planetary train, Without whose quickening glance
their cumbrous orbs Were brute unlovely mass, inert and
dead, And not as now the green abodes of life. 1730 POPE
ProL Sophonisba 27 Nature! informer of the Poet's art,

Whose force alone can raise or melt the heart.

Hence Info rmership (nonce-wd,}> the position
or function of an informer.
1612 T. JAMES yesuit's D&wnf. 65 Parsons had the office

of Informership in the English affaires, as well in Spaine as
at Rome.

Informidable(infp'imidab'l),a. rare, [!N-^.]
Not formidable ;

not to be dreaded.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix.486 Of limb Heroic built, though of
terrestrial mould ; Foe not infonnidable. 1867 C. J.

SMITH

Syn.. ff Antonyms s.v. Azvfu/, Innocuous. Informidable.

Informing (inf^umirj), vbl. sb. [f.
INFOKM v.

+ -ING 1
.]

The action of the verb INFORM, in

various senses; instruction, information, etc.

ciiBoWvcLiFiSVrw. Sel. Wks. II. 209 Summe doon folily,

for defaute of enformynge. 1382 IVisd. xix. 15 Who . .

resceyueden them, that hadden vsid the same enformyngus.
1633 P. FLETCHER Purfle Isl. vi.xlv,Which back to him with

mutuall dutie bears All their informings. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Comtn. IV. xiii. 172 Sharpers ; who. .if unsuccessful, have it

in their power to be still greater gainers by informing.

Informing, ///. a> [-ING
2
.] That informs.

1. That imparts
* form J

, or some determining

quality, esp. life or spirit ; vitalizing, inspiring,

animating ; see INFORM v. 3.

1635 HAKEWILL Apol. v.-vi. 195 Never any Aristotelian . .

will acknowledge that the heavens have any informing forme,
but that it is a quintessence, a pure body without mixture,
or composition of matter and forme. 1650 PEARSON Creed

(1839) 229 The ancient heretics, who taught that Christ as-

sumed human flesh, but that the Word or his Divinity was
unto that body in the place of an informing soul.

17^03
ROWE Fair Penit. iv. i. 1532 Love was th' informing, active

Fire within. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece (1898) I. i. 5
Pantheists .. convinced of the omnipresence of the inform-

ing mind. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 166 The informing

energy of the human will.

2. Giving or conveying information ; instructive ;

imparting the knowledge of facts. (In quot. 1647
in bad sense ; cf. INFORM v. 7 b.)

1647 CLARENDON Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 506 The busy,

mischievous, informing slanderer, a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks.

1726 I. 718 A seasonable and informing Lecture for our own
Times. 1887 Spectator 5 War. 319/1 HaUam is great not as

a literary wnter, but as an informing writer.

Hence Info-rmingly adv., in an informing man-

ner, instructively.

1897 Chicago Advance 21 Oct. 539/1 [He] spoke both in-

spinngly and informingly of the rise and growth of muni-

cipal functions.

INFORTUNATE.

Informity (infpumiti). Now rare or Obs. [ad.
late L. inftrmital-em, f. informis : see INFORM a.

and -ITY. Cf. F. informiti (Bossuet, in Littre'), It.

informita (Florio, 1598).] Unformed condition,

shapelessness ; unshapeliness, deformity.
1598 FLORID, Informita, informitie, shapelcsnes. 16x5 T.

ADAMS Two Saints 83 The reducing of the old Chaos, and
first informitie of things. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
I. viii. 32 The informity of Cubbes. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
Infertility, . .deformity, want of shape or fashion.

b. fig. (in reference to the intellect or manners).
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xiv. 84 We do but bewray

the informitie that is in vs. 1622 PEACHAM Coinpl. Cent.
186 You shall finde good Learning .. a polisher of inbred
rudenesse and our infonnitie.

t Info'rmous, a. Obs. [app. f. L. inform-is
INFORM a. + -ous, but cf. FORMOUS, QY.formeus,
L. /armasus.] Having no definite form, shape-
less

;
of an uncomely form, unshapely.

1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. i. 267 A man prudently
pliable to times . . excessive in vaste infortnous buildings.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. m. vi. 116 That a Bear

brings forth her young informous and unshapen, which she
fashioneth after by licking them over, is an opinion not only
vulgar, .but hath been of old delivered by ancient Writers.
iTOi C. WOLLEY yml. N. York (1860) 40.

Informulable (inf^umitflab'l), a. nonce-wd.

[f.
IN- 3 + FORMUL-ATE v. + -ABLE.] Incapable of

being formulated.

1884 A thetucum 8 Nov. 587/1 None but a prig would find

any satisfaction in . . trying to formulate the informulable.

Inforrest, variant of ENFOREST, Obs .

Infors(e, obs. forms of ENFORCE v.

Infortiate (inf^-jji^t), sb. Law. rare, [ad.med.
L. inforti&fum enforced, strengthened, pa. pple.
neut. (used subst.) of infortidre to strengthen,
ENFORCE. Cf. F. infortiat (Littre).] The middle

portion of the Pandects of Justinian, extending
from Book xxiv, title 3, to the end of Book xxxviii.
In explanation of the title, Savigny supposes that the Pan-

dects, while known only in imperfect copies, were divided
into Digestutti veins, Tres paries (a fragment so called
from its opening words) and Digestitin novum. When the

missing portion was recovered, it filled the gap between

Digestutn veins and Tres paries, the latter of which has
since been reckoned a part of the In/ortiatuln.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. l-'enus iv. 14 The Institutis, Digestis,

and Angelus, The Inforciat, and Panormitanus. 1883
lyharton's Law Lexicon s. v. Pandects, That glossator
[Odofredus] .. informs us, that they had not the Infortiate

which was at Rome.

t Info-rtiate, ///. a. Obs. In 7 -at. [ad. L.

infortiat-iis pa. pple. : see prec.] Enforced. (Const,
as pa. pple.)
1601 Br. W. BARLOW Defence 96 Were the Law of India

and Persia generally infortiat ?

Infcvrtitude. rare. [IN- 3.] Want of fortitude.

1813 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Alerri. II. 412 Let us hope
it is not out of depression and infortitude that I have been

sulky.

t Info'rtunable, a. Obs.
[f.

INFOHTDNE v. +
-ABLE : cf. FORTUNABLE.] Unfortunate, unlucky.
1432-50 tr. Higdeti (Rolls) VIII. 446 Alle thynges were as

infortunable to hym. 1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. VII. Iviii,

Though that a man were infortunable.

t Info'rtunacy. Obs. [f. INFORTUNATE
; see

-ACY. Cf. fortitnacy.'] The condition of being
unfortunate

;
ill fortune, ill luck.

1571 FORTESCUE Forrest 151 b, The Romaines themselves

bewept their infortunacie. 1580 LODGE Forb. ff Prise.

(Shaks. Soc.) 106 Prisceria . . forgetting welnie the infor-

tunacie she was intangeled in, cast her armes about his

necke. 1669 Addr. hopeful^ yng. Gentry Eng. 2 So many
are found to complain of their peculiar infortunacy.

t InfOTtunage. Obs. rare.
[f. INFORTUNE v.

+ -AGE.] Unfortunate condition
; affliction.

c 1440 LYDG. Fortune in Harvard Stud. (1897) V. 193 In

thy condicioun of inflbrtunage, vnstedfast fortune, ther is

no confidence.

\ Iiifcvrt'tUiate, a. Obs. [ad. L. infortundt-us

(see IN- 3 and FORTUNATE). Cf. F. infortune (i4th
c. in Littre), Sp. infortimado, It. infortunato]

Subject to or marked by ill fortune ; unlucky, luck-

less; UNFORTUNATE. (Of persons, conditions, times,

events, etc.)

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 375 Yet was he nought infortunate.

c 1440 Partonope 3353 The day infortunate that I was bore.

1548 HALL Chron., Edvj. 7^239 b, O infortunate brother,
for whose lyfe not one creatoure woulde make intercession.

1592-3 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. no Infortunatest

peere of Parliament for pouertie that euer was. 1653
H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvi. 98 We eleven . . seeing
the infortunate success of our companions, could do noth-

ing but weep and lament. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Stnirke Wks.

1875 IV. ii He took up an unfortunate resolution that he
would be witty : infortunate, I say, and no less criminal.

b. Astral. Said of a planet or ' house
' when

'
afflicted

'

by some evil or unlucky influence, as by
a particular 'aspect', and so causing misfortune.

c 1386 CHAUCER Mati ofLaw's T. 204 Infortunat Ascen-
dent tortuous, Of which the lord is helplees falle, alias !

Out of his Angle in to the derkeste hous. c 1391 Astral.

n. 4 Yit sein thise Astrologiens, that the assendent, and
eke tne lord of the assendent, may be shapen for to be for-

tunat or infortunat. 1585 LUPTON Thous. Notable Tit. (1675)

30 If . . both the Sun and Moon be in the sixth House in-

fortunate, they that be then born without doubt will be

blind. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. i. xxvii. 55 An infortunate

Planet in the Ascendent . . always afflicts the Head.
100-3



INFORTUNATE.

C. Bringing or presaging ill luck ; of ill omen,

inauspicious.
iS5j HULOKT, Infortunate dayes to begyn any busynes.

1584 K. Scor Discvt*. Ir'itckcr. xi. xiv. (1886) 163 When an

inforltiuate beast fectlcth on the right side of your waie.

1613 I'IKIMAS /'itgrimagt II. xviii. 177 When they have

had an infortunale dream.

Hence t Info rtnnately adv., unfortunately;

flnfortunateness, the quality of being unfortu-

nate ; ill fortune.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron. 1. 174/2 The death and buriall of

Kgelred, his wiues . . his infortunatenesse. 1600 HAKLUYT
l\>y. III. 145 The gentleman was so infortunately incum-
bred with wants. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass xiv. 76
When we dreame of Eagles flying over our heade, it por-
tends infortunatenes. i68a Mem. Sir E. Godfrey 7 (T,)
Destructive rocks, upon which most ofthe unseasoned youth
. .do infortunately split.

t Info'rtunate, v. Astral. Obs. [f. ppl. stem
of med.L. infortiinare; see IN- 3 and FOBTDNATB

i.] trans. To subject to evil or unlucky influence ;

to render unfortunate ; to '
afflict

'

(a planet, etc.

or an event, etc.). Also absol.

1585 LurTON Thous. Notable Th. (1675) 16 In whose
Nativity Saturn or Mars is in the sixth House, or in the
twelfth House, infortunating the Lord of the sixth House.
1651 CULPEPPER A strol. Jiutgem. Dis. (1658) 1 10 Venus Lady
ofthe sixth and infortunated by Mars, gives suspitions enough
of the French pox. 1790 SIBLY Occult Sc. (1792) L 18 Some
heavenly influence that . . fortunateth or infortunateth.

Infortune (mff-HiHn), sb. Also 5 yn-, 6 en-,

[a. F. infortune (Oresme, i-tth c.); see IN- 3 and
FORTUNE. Cf. L. infortilnium.']

1 1. Want of good fortune, success, or prosperity ;

misfortune, ill fortune, ill luck. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1577 (1626) pe werste kynde of

infortune is |ns. c 1386 Knt. s T. 1 163 Noght was for-

yeten by the Infortune of Marte. c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 913
Be sodeyn Caas Or in necessyte. Or infortunys froward
violence. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. \. cxxx. (W. de W. 1495)
147 b/2 He shold take his Infortune in pacyence. 1513
BRADSHAW St. Wcrbnrge H. 1603 A fyre by infortune rose

up sodeinly. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. in. 234 Our long-sus-
tain'd infortune might be freed. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's
Trav. Ixiv. 262 For my greater infortune, the tempest cast

my Brigandine upon the coast of this Country.
fb. with//. A piece of ill luck; a misfortune,

mishap. Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 59 b, We haue had upon the see so

many mfortunes by tempeste of windes. 1544 PHAER Pesti-
lence (1553) K iij b, The lyfc whiche we lead here, is . . subiecte
to diseases, infortunes, and calamytyes. 1653 GAULE^/OT-
astroiu. 313 At this the dream-spellers were divided in their
divinations ; some interpreting it a fortune, some an in-

fortune. 1653 R' SANDERS Physiogn. 193 Such lines have
the signification of infortunes, and sundry hurtfull falls.

2. Astral. An unfortunate or malevolent planet
or aspect ; esp. each of the planets Saturn and
Mars. (Cf. FORTUNE sb. 8.)
1633 MA.SSINGER City Madam n. ii, Saturn out of all dig-

nities. .and Venus in the south angle elevated above him . .

and free from the malevolent beams of infortunes. 1651
CULPEPPER Astral. Judgem. Dis. (1658) 108 If the sign the
Lord of the sixth possesseth, especially if he be an infortune,
or a fortune infortunated. 1668 DRYDEN Even. Love n. i,

The trine aspect of the two infortunes in angular houses.
1671 SALMON Syn. Med. i. vi. 16 The Dragons Tail is called
in Greek Kara0ia<i>i', an Infortune signifying Mischiefs,
Scandals, Shame. s88z PROCTOR Poetry Astron. viii. 278
Saturn, the greater Infortune, as Mars himself is the lesser

Infortune, of Astrological systems.

t Infortune, v. Obs.
[f. prec. Cf. obs. F.

infortitner (Godef.), f. infortune sb.] trans. To
cause misfortune to, to afflict ; in Astral, to 'afflict'

(a planet or house) with an unfortunate '

aspect'.
So flnfortuned ///. a., unfortunate; flnfor-
tuning' '/)/. sb.

1:1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 716 (744), 1, woful wrecche,
and infortuned wight, And born in corsed constellacioun.
c 1391 Astro!, n. | 4 A fortunat assendent clepen they
whan |>at no wykkid planete

. . is in the hows of the
assendent, ne bat no wikked planete haue non aspecte of
enemyte vp-on the assendent. . . Fortherouer, they seyn bat
the infortunyng of an assendent is the contrarie of thise
forseide thingcs. 1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (1818)
20 Then the said Grame, seyng his Kyng and Soveran Lord
ynfortuncd with so much deseyse, angwesh, and sorowe,
wold hafe so Icvyd, and done hym no more harme
t Infortu'nity. Obs. [a. OF. infortunite

(Godef.), ad. late L. infortunitds (Lactantius,
Ep. xxix. 9, quoting Aulus Gellius vi. i. 5, where
some editors read importunitas). The formation,
from L. infortiinium (or its sources), was irregular.]
Unfortunate condition ; misfortune, adversity.
M94 FABYAN Cnron. VH. 438 Ouer y noble men that were

slayne in Scotlande by his mfortunvte. 1548 HALL Ckron.,
9 Edw. IV (1809) 286 Other there be that ascribe his
infortumtie onely to the stroke & punishment of God. 1600
HOLLAND Ltvy XLH. Ixii. 1152 Considering they are well
tamed with the infortunitie of this battelH 1651 GAULE
Magastrom. 237 Ifyou would know whether your iortunate-
nesse or mfortunity, prosperity or adversity, shall be more,or les*c 17,0 DE FOE Apparition 1665 Wks. 1841 XIX. 259The mfortunity of the family.

J. with //. An instance of this, a misfortune.
_ 1477 E*RL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictei 5 For resistence of the
mfortunitees that dayly falles in thys worlde. 1548 HALL
,**>., kdw. tVi47 b, How dolorous ..to rememlier the
chaunccs, and infortunitcs that happened within twoo yere
in Englande. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxiv. vii. 258And. .there happened another no small infortunitie, namely.
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that the succors which we waited for. .seemed for the causes
aforesaid letted and stayd. 1654 COKAINK Dianea i. 14 We
are all equally made lyable to infortunities. 1656 S. HOLLAND
Zara (1719) 78.

t Infortuny. Obs. rare. [ad. L. infortfini-um,
f. in- (IN- 3) +forliina fortune; cf. INFOBTUNE si'.]

Misfortune.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 245 Not for cause of deuocion
or of lufle but (or drede of infortuny. Ibid. 341 That stokke
and

kynnerede destroyede by diverse infortuny of batelles
and of ober mortalite.

Infosstvus (infp-sss), a. Dot. rare. [f. IN-- +
FOSSA + -ous.] (See quot. )

1866 Treas. Sat. fni/zlnfossous, sunk in anything, as
veins in some leaves, leaving a channel, however.

I Infou'nd, v. Obs. [ad. obs. F; infond-re,
-fundre, or ad. L. infundere to pour in (see IN-

FUND) ; with the form of the radical cf. FOUND .3

and CONFOUND.] trans. To pour in ; to infuse.

(Usually in jig. sense.)
c 1410 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 510 Mynge askes of vyne and

donge, and hem infounde Vnto the roote and they wol be
fecounde. f 14x5 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.)
28 Hete of lyf was ynfowndid to sevr and drye membyrs.
1501 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione in. Ix. 251 Thy holy
grace infounded ardently to my hert. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill,
Wks. 60/2 The great grace that god giueth & secretly
infowndeth in right generacion after the lawes ofmatrimony.
1589 R. BRUCE Serin. (1843) 116 To infound in them this

precious love and amitie towards God and their neighbour.
b. To pour on,

c 14*0 Pallad. on Huso. in. 759 Of wynes olde hit b to
take dregges.. Infounde hem on thi trees feet and legges.
Hence t Infou-riding vbl. sb., infusion.

1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 383/2 Through faieth
to the infounding whereof y* sacrament doth nothing worke.
1557 Sarum Primer C iv, By infoundinge of thy precious
oyle of comforte unto my woundes.

t Infou-nded, a. Obs. rare 1
. ? Unfounded.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. x. 445 The one in quality, and the
other in quantity, be extraordinarily infounded.
Infounded : see INFONDED, infatuated,

t Infon-nder, v. Obs. [a. OF. enfondre-r to

plunge to the bottom, submerge, swallow up, f. en-

(IN-*) +/ondrer to FOUNDER : cf. in another sense

ENFOUNDEB.] trans. To submerge ; in pa. pple.
Submerged, overflowed, flooded.

1505 Liber Kuocr in H. E. Reynolds Wells Cathedr.
App. M. (1882) 218 The higheways were so infoundered that
the poor tenants and inhabitants [etc.]. 1515 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 13 The . . fellowes of Merton
College do suffer the fane . . to be surroundred and in-
found red.

Infourme, infowrme, obs. ff. INFORM v.

Infra- (i'nfra), prefix, repr. L. infra adv. and
prep.

'

below, underneath, beneath '

(in med.L. also

'within'), used in numerous recent formation?,
chiefly adjectival.
This use of infra- is scarcely a Latin one, though infra-
oranus '

situated beneath the forum '

occurs in an inscrip-
tion (Lewis and Short), and inframurdneus

'

lying within
the walls' in Gregory of Tours (Du Cange). Its recent
employment is after the analogy of other prepositions ; it is

regularly opposed to supra-, sometimes to super-: the
second element ought strictly to be one of Latin origin ; but
it is not always so.

A. In prepositional relation to the sb. represented
in second element.

1. Denoting
'

below',
' beneath

'

(i.e.
'

lower down
than') in respect of local situation or position.
Chiefly in terms which are the adjectival repre-
sentatives of phrases in which L. infra would be
followed by a sb. in the accusative, e.g. infra-
axillary

'
that is infra, axillam, below the axilla

or axil'; infra-mammary, 'that is infra, mammas,
below the breasts'. The majority of these are
anatomical terms. In a few cases the second
element appears to be a sb., as infraclavicle.
More rarely infra- is simply prefixed to an adj., as

inframedian, infra-red.
2. Denoting

' below ',

'
beneath

'

in respect of
status or condition, as infrabestial 'lower than
bestial ',

' beneath the brutes '. In these, infra-
seems to be directly prefixed to an adjective.
3. Denoting 'within' (as in med.L.), as infra-

mercurial, -territorial (see these words below) :

here the formation is as in i.

B. In attributive or adverbial relation to the
second element :

' lower ',

'
inferior ',

'
under- ', as

infraconstrictor, infraposition, etc.

Such compounds can be formed at will when re-

quired ; the following are the principal ones in use.
For the etymology of the second element see the
simple words AXILLABY, BESTIAL, COBTICAL, etc.
In most of these compounds, practice varies as to the use

it the hyphen ; the hyphen is usual when the compound is
new, or more or less of a nonce-word, e. g. infra-red, infra-uman. infra-natural; but it is usually omitted in recog.

,
, -a. may oweverx used for the nonce, whenever emphasis is placed either

on the prefix, or on the composite character of the word.
r Infra-a nnuated a. [L. annus year : cf. super-

annuated}, below the proper age, too young. Obs.

INFRA-.

Infra-axi-llary <z., a. Anat. lying below the axilla
or armpit ; b. Bot. situated below the axil of a
leaf or branch. Infrabe stial a., lower than the
beasts. Infrabra'nchial a. Zool., situated below
the branchiae or gills (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). In-
frabn'ccaj a., situated below the buccal mass (of
a mollusc). Infracepha'lic a. Anat., situated
below the head (Syd. Sac. Lex.}. Infracla'viclc
= infraclavicular bone. lufraclavi cular a. Anat.,

situated below the clavicle or collar-bone, as in

infraclavicular bone, region (see quot. 1879) ;

also as sb. - infraclavicular bone. Infraconstri c-

tor Anat., the lower constrictor muscle of the

pharynx. Infraco rtical a. Anat., situated below
the cerebral cortex. Infraco stal a. Anat., situ-

ated beneath the ribs, as in infracostal artery ,
mus-

cles (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Infradi aphrasfma-tic a.

Anat., situated below the diaphragm (ibid.). In-
frag-e'unal a., under the knee, as in infragenual
bursa. Infragle-noid a. Anat., situated below
the glenoid fossa. Infraglo ttic a. Anat., situated
below the glottis; also, relating to the parts of the

larynx below the glottis. Infrafru-lar a. Anat.,
situated below the gula or throat. Infrahu man
a., below the human level. Infrahy oid a. Anat.,
lying below the hyoid bone (Syd. Soc. Lex.). In-
fra-i-ujruinal a. Anat., situated below the groin.
Infrala-bial a. Anat., situated below the lips.
Infrali'ttoral a., pertaining to the zone or

region of the sea below the littoral region.
Inframa-mmary a. Anat., situated below the
breasts. Inframa rglnal a , situated beneath the

margin or border : spec. a,, inframarginai convolu-

tion, the superior temporal convolution
; b. infra-

marginal cell, an outer cell in the anterior wing of
certain aphides, lying behind the marginal cell

; c.

inframarginai shield, one of the shields between
the marginal and plastral in certain chelonians.
Inframa xillary Anat., a. a., situated below
the jaw, as in inframaxillary nerve; b. sb., the
lower jaw-bone. Inframe'dian a., applied to
the zone of the ocean below the median zone :

see quot. Inframercu-rial a. Astron., lying
within the orbit of the planet Mercury ; intramer-
curial. Infr;imo ntane a., situated beneath a
mountain. ( Infranra-ndane a., lying below the
world (Bailey, fol., 1730-6). Infrana tural a.,
below what is natural ; also as sb. ; hence Infra-
na turalism. Infrano dal

<?., lying beneath a node
or joint in a stem. Iiifra-occrpital a. Anat.,
situated under the occiput (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Infra-
cesopha'geal a. Anat., situated under the oeso-

phagus. Infra-oTbital a. Anat., situated below
the orbit of the eye ; so also Infra-o rbitar,
OTbitary adjs. Infra-o'rdinary a., below what

is ordinary. Infrapa-pillary a. Anat., situated
below the biliary papilla. Infrapate'Uar a.

Anat., situated below the knee-cap. Infraperi-
phe-rial a., situated below the periphery. In-
frapo sed a., placed below something else [cf.

superposed} ; so Infraposi'tion, the condition of

being so placed. Infraptvbian, -pubic a. Anat.,
situated below the pubes ; sub-pubic. Infra-
ra dular a., situated under the radula or lingual
ribbon of a mollusc. Infra-re d a., a term ap-
plied to the (invisible) rays which lie beyond the
red end of the spectrum as being less refrangible,
or of lower vibration-period, than the red rays.
Infrare-nala. Anat., situated beneath the kidneys;
hence Infrare-nally adv. Infrari mal a. Anat.,
situated beyond the rima or opening of the glottis.

Infrasca-pnlar a. Anat., situated below the
shoulder-blade. Infraspi nal a. Anat., situated
beneath the spine of the scapula. Infraspi--
nat a. =

prec. Infraspina'tor, -spina-tus
Anat., a muscle of the dorsnm of the scapula,
arising from the infraspinal fossa; also altrib.

Infraspi nous a. = Infraspinal. Infrastape'-
dial a., situated below the axis of the stapes of the
middleearin birds. Inflraste'rnala. Anat., situated
below the sternum or breast-bone (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
Infrasti'gmatal a. Entom., situated below the

stigmata or breathing-pores of an insect. Infra-
sti-pular a. Sot., situated below the stipules in

plants. Infrasu tural a. Anat., situated below
the suture. lufrate-mporal a. Anat., situated
below the temples (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Infraten-
to'rial a. Anat., situated below the tentorium of
the brain. Infraterre-ne a., situated below the

earth, subterranean, hypogean. Infraterrito -rial
a., lying within a territory (Webster, 1856). In-
frathora'cic a. Anat., situated below the thorax

(Syd. Soc. Lex.). Infrato-nsillar a. Altai., situated



INFRA-.

below the tonsils. Infratrochante'ric a. Anat.,
situated below the trochanter (Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
Infratro'chlear a. Anat., situated beneath the

trochlea or pulley of the trochlearis muscle in the

eye. Infravagi'nal a. Anat., situated below the

vagina, or its junction with the uterus.

1650 FULLER Pisgah v. E. Ded. 140, I know it will be

objected, that your Lordship is *infraannuated to be the

Patron of a Book in the strict acception thereof. 1858
GRAY Struct. Bot. (1880) 416/2 *htfra'CLXtllar^1 below the

axil. x86 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs 4 The infra-axillary

[region] has the axillary region for its upper, and the edges
of the false ribs for its lower boundary. 1888 J. RICKABY
Mor. Philos. 267 Writers who . . picture primitive mankind
as living in this *infrabestial state. 1878 BELL Gegetibaur's

Comp. Anat. 474 The two lower ones I have shown to be
the clavicle and *infra-clavicle. 1839 F. H. RAMADGK
Curability Consitnipt. (1861) 52 The want of clearness in the

respiratory murmur was most obvious in the *infraclavicular

region of the right side. 1879 KHORY Princ. Med. 45 Infra-

clavicular [region] extends from below the clavicle down to

the lower margin of the third rib. 1871 COHEN Dis. Throat

45 In *infra-glottic laryngoscopy we nnd the lower surface
of these cords to be reddish in color. 1853 KNIGHT Cyd.
Nat. Hist. 1 1 1. 65 The under part of the *infra-gular ganglion.
1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece ii. 39 She is rather *mfra-
human than superhuman. 1883 W. ARTHUR Fernley Lect.

72 This infra-human thinker, to whom it is hard to turn the

eye upward. 1830 E. FORBES in Brit. Ass. Rep. 102 (title)

The *Infra-Httoral Distribution of Marine Invertebrata on
the Southern, Western, and Northern Coasts of Britain.

1862 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs 4 The *infra-mammary
[region] is that portion of the anterior surface of the

chest which lies below the mammary. 1879 St. Georges
Hosp. Rep. IX. 183 Heaving impulse over left side ofchest,
strong in inframammary region. 1837 BERKELEY Crypto*.
Bot. 6n. 539 Dictyoxiphium has simple .. fronds, *infra-

marginal son. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 109 Anus supra*
marginal or infra-marginal. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.*

Inframaxillaris, situated under the jaw ; *inframaxillary.

187* HUMPHRY Myology 46 The infra-maxillary [nerve] ..

emerges through a large hole at the front of the base of the

suspensorial projection for the jaw. 1865 PAGE Hand-bk,
Geol. (ed. 2) 468 In the British seas, naturalists (following the
late Edward Forbes), .distinguish five belts of depth viz. i,

the Littoral ; 2, Circumlittoral ; 3, Median ; 4,*!nfra-median ;

and 5, the Abyssal or Deep-sea zone. 1888 Standard 13 Feb.

5/2 The Arlberg Tunnel, the latest of these *inframontane

engineering efforts. 1851 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. (1873)

336 The irresistible tendency of a wholly supernatural
religion to produce an *mfranatural morality. 1889 F. HALL
in Nation (N.Y.) XLIX. 412/3 Patronizing a new set of

supernaturals, infranaturals, or whatever they may be. 1896
GOLDW. SMITH Guesses Riddle Exist. (New Ed.) 28 '

Infra-

natural ',
or something implying degradation, . . would be the

right expression. 1843 Blackiv. Mag. LIV. 674 The sober

supernaturalism of the German has more attractions with us,
than the grinning *infra-naturalism of the Frenchman. 1878
A. H. GREEN Coal iii. 81 The spaces in question differ

altogether in character from the *mfra-nodal canals. 1887
L. HEITZMANN tr. Carl HeitzntanrfsAnat. Dcscr. <$ Topogr.
II. 146 The posterior division of the first cervical nerve, the

*infra-occipital nerve. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 95 A bilobed
*infra-oesophageal ganglion. 1806 Med. *jfrnl. XV. 230
Dissection of the *infraorbital nerve. 1840 E.WILSON Anat.
Vade M. (1842) 33 Immediately above the fossa is the infra-

orbital foramen, the termination of the infra-orbital canal,
and infra-orbital artery. x88o GUNTHER Fishes 54 The infra-

orbital ring of bones consists of several pieces. 1741 A.
MONRO Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 133 The *infra-orbitar Branch
of the second Branch of the fifth pair of Nerves. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 221 The *infra-orbitary or

maxillary branch of nerves. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jud.
Evid. (1827) I. 61 A mass or lot of *

infra-ordinary or inferior

evidence. 1897 Allbittt's Syst. Med. III. 723 When the

frowth
is below the biliary papilla, or *infra-papillary, the

ile and pancreatic juice tend to regurgitate through the

dilated duodenum. 1881 WATSON in Jrnl. Linn. Soc. XV.
No. 85. 273 With a broadish*infraperipherial chestnut band.

1854 AUSTEN in Proc. Geol. Soc. (1855) XI. 116 Terres-

trial surface *infraposed to the Drift-gravels. 1839 MURCHI-
SON Silur. Syst. r. ii. 25 A similar *infraposition of saliferous

marls may be seen at Moss Hill farm. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. xlii. (1856) 396 The infraposition and superposition of

two fluids of differing densities. 1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder

133 Termed the *infrapubic puncture. 1885 R. J. H.
GIBSON in Trans. R. Soc. Edinb. XXXII. 627 On the top
of the muscles of the *infraradular sheet there are two

ganglia united to each other and to their fellows on the

opposite side. x88x Nature XXV. 162 The *infra-red end
of the spectrum. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 254 All

portions of the spectrum powerfully affect the microbes

except the red and the infra-red rays. 1870 ROLLESTON
Anim. Life 16 The largest of these receptacles are the

*infrarenally-placed abdominal air-sacs. 1855 MAYNE Expos.
Lex, t Infrascapularis . . *infrascapular. 1879 KHORY Princ.

Med. 45 I nfra-scapular [region], which extends from the

angle of the scapula to the lower margin of the thorax

below and to the spine behind. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp. s. v. InfrasPinatus, The . . *infraspinal cavity, or

fossa of the scapula. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 569/2
The

spine
is . . so placed as to divide the dorsum of the

scapula into a supra-spinal and infra-spinal depression.

1854 OWEN Skel. $ Teeth in Circ. Sc. t Organ. Nat. I. 251
The supraspinal fossa of the scapula is less deep than the

infraspmal one. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Infraspinatnsj
applied to a muscle of the shoulder, . . *infraspinate. 1897

Allbutfs^ Syst. Med. II. 974 Paralysis of the supra and

*infra-spinators. 1855 HOLDEN Hnm, Osteal. (1878) 142
Gives origin to the *infra-spinatus. 1872 MIVART Elein.

Anat. 154 The infra-spinatus fossa and subscapular fossa

together forming its actual outer surface. 1879 KHORY
Princ. Med. 45 *Infra-spinous [region] to the infra-spinous
fossa. 1884 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds 154 The stylo-

hyal, will join the extra-stapedial plate, and the afterward

chondrified band of union will be the *infra-stapedial.
Ibid. 186 The stylo-byal .. represented by another claw
of the stapes (an /'/nz-stapedial element). 1879 KHORY
Princ. Med. 44 *Infra-sternal [region], that which extends

277

from the third cartilage to the lower end of the sternum.
1880 WATSON in ?/. Lam. Sac. XV. No. 82. 07 Longi-
tudinal puckerings stretching down from the *infrasutural

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlviii. (1856)
454 Some of Martin's imaginings of *infraterrene architec-
ture. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 76 Very small filaments
from the supra-trochlear .. and from the "infra-trochlear.

i9js H. WALTON Ois. Eye 726 The nose gets its nerve
twigs from the frontal, supra, and infra-trochlear branches.
1898 G. E. HERMAN Dis. Women 121 Elongation of the

"infra-vaginal portions of the anterior cervical wall.

t Infract, a.l 06s. [ad. L. infract-us, !. in-

(Is- 3) +fraclus broken.] Unbroken ; unviolated,
unweakened; sound, whole.
1566 GASCOICNE Supposes Wks. (1587) 5 How straight and

infract is this line of life. 1591 SYLVESTER TriumfX. Faith
in. 23 Martyrs.. who..Their faith infract with their own
blouds did seal. 1613 HEYWOOD Silv. Age in. i, My charme,
Which Gods and diuels gaue vnite consent To be infract.

t Infract, a* Obs. [ad. L. infract-us, pa.
pple. of infringere to INFBIKGE.] Broken.

1593 PEELE Edw. / Wks. (Rtldg.) 393/1 My sweetest love,
an this my infract fortune Could never vaunt her sovereignty.
1603 H. CROSSE Verities Comimv. (1878) 25 Subiect to
chance and infract fortune.

Infract (infra-let), v.
[f. L. infract-, ppl. stem

of infringere to INFRINGE.] trans. To break ; to

violate, infringe. Chiefly U.S.
1798 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1803 XIV. 127, I think

every nation has a right to establish that form of govern-
ment, under which it conceives it shall live most happy ;

provided it infracts no right, or is not dangerous to others.
1808 JEFI-ERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 107 Rights which we
considered as infracted. 1819 WIFKEN Aonian Hmrs (1820)

47 Their social bond through centuries survives, Hers homi-
cide infracts in every age. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xix.

(1859) 5'9 He will never venture to infract the neutrality of
the waters. 1890 NICOLAY & HAY Lincoln I. xix. 348 It is

due to the Constitution, heretofore palpably infracted.

Infracted (infix -kted), ppl. a. [f. as prec. +

-EDl.] a. Broken, interrupted, b. Anat. Bent

suddenly inwards, as if partly broken
; geniculated.

1727-46 THOMSON Summer 604 Falling fast from gradual
slope to slope, With wild infracted course, and lessen'd roar,
It gains a safer bed.

t Infra Ctible, a.1 Obs. rare. [f. IN-3 + L.

fract-, ppl. stem (see FKACT) + -IBLE.] Incapable
of being broken in or subdued.

1657 COCKAINE Obstin. Lady i. ii. Poems (1669) 307 No
surely, nor can I believe that she Ment to enclose a mind

: infractible Within a body so powerful to subdue.

Illfra'Ctible,
- rare. [f. INFRACT v. + -IBLE.]

! Capable of being infracted or broken.
1846 WORCESTER cites COOKE.

Infraction (infrse-kfan). [ad. L. infraction-
em, n. of action f. infringere to INFRINGE. Cf. F.

infraction (1250 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of fracturing or breaking; cotter.,

a breakage or fracture.

16*3 COCKERAM, Infraction, a breaking. 1881 Eng. Me-
chanic No. 874. 366/3 The trough gave way at the sides, but
the lead of the bullet was clearly injected into the plane of
infraction.

2. The action of breaking or infringing (a bond
or obligation) ; breach, violation, infringement.
1673 TEMPLE Let. to Dk. Ormond'Wks,. 1731 I. 125 The

Points of Justice must be grounded upon the Infraction of
Treaties. 1733 NKAL Hist. Purit. II. 558 Evil counsellors
which have prevailed with his Majesty to make infractions

upon his royal word. 1790 BEATSON Nav. ff Alii. Mem. I.

246 To oppose the Scots insurgents, was no infraction of the

capitulation. 1843 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 17 Bringing
him to. .trial .. for his flagrant infraction of the canon law.

1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 14 His coronation had
been a violent infraction of her right.

f3. Optics. REFRACTION. Obs.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. v. 2 (1643) 131 The second [colour of
the rainbow] is caused by a more weak infraction. Ibid. 133
Neither was the sunne destitute of sparkling raies to make
reflection and infraction.

4. Anat. An infracted condition.
i88a W. MAcCoRMAc in Quain Diet. Med. 997/2 Very dis-

tinct in type from the infractions and extravagant distortions
of an osteomalacic skeleton.

Infractor (infrse-ktai). [a. med.L. infractor

(Du Cange), agent-n. from infringfre to INFRINGE ;

cf. Y.infractetir (1419 in Godef. Cotttpl.)."] One who
breaks or infringes (a bond or obligation) ;

a violator,

infringer.
1524 HEN. VIII Instruct. Pace in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. xiii. 29 Infractours of their promises. 1678 MARVELL
Growth Popery 12 The Infractors and Aggressors of the
Peace of Aix la Chapelle. 1767 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg.
22/1 Accusations might be brought against the infractors of
those laws. 1823 Ibid. 182* Every^ citizen, .mayexposeany
infraction of the constitution, requiring from the competent
authority the effective responsibility of the infractors.

Infractous (infrse-ktas), a. [f.
L. infract-us,

pa. pple. of infringere (see INFRINGE) + -ous.j
Bent inwards ; inflexed. 1866 in Treas. Bat.

I! Infra dig. (i'nfra di-g), adj.phr. [Colloquial
abbreviation of L. infra dignitatem beneath (one's)

dignity : the source of the expression is obscure.]
Beneath one's dignity ; unbecoming one's position ;

not consistent with dignity ; undignified.
[1821 HAZLITT Tacle-t. (1885) 287 If the graduates . . ex-

press their thoughts in English, it is understood to be infra

dignitatem.} 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. xi, It would be

INFBEQUENCY.
infra dig. in the Provost of this most flourishing and loyal
town to associate with Redgauntlet. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod.
Persia. 312 Few will consent to sing ',

it is infra dig,

Infragenual, etc. : see INFBA-.

Infragrant (infr^i -grant), a. [!N-S.] Not
fragrant ; the opposite of fragrant ; malodorous.
1813 SYD. SMITH Let. in Lady Holland Lift xii. (1855) I.

411 We shall both be a brown infragrant powder in thirty
or forty years. 1842 Let. to L. HornerVfks. 1859 "
319/1 He was among the most conspicuous young men in
that energetic and infragrant city [Edinburgh].

Infralapsarian (i-nfratepseTian), si. and a.

Theol.
[f. L. infra under, beneath + laps-us fall +

-arian, as in Trinitarian, etc.]
A. sb. A term applied in the 1 7th c. to Calvinists

holding the view that God's election of some to

everlasting life was consequent to his prescience of
the Fall of man, or that it contemplated man as

already fallen, and was thus a remedial measure :

opposed to SUPRALAFSARIAN.
The Supralapsarian view makes Predestination anterior

or logically superior to the Fall, and views the creation,
fall, and saving of some, as parts of God's eternal purpose.
Infralapsarian is generally used as synonymous with
SUBLAPSARIAN, the earlier and, in English writers, the more
usual term. But some distinguish the two, associating Sub-
lapsarian with the view that the Fall was foreseen, and In-

fralapsarian with the view that it was permitted, by God.
1731 in BAILEY vol. II. 1756 in BEOUCHTON Hist. Diet.

ofRelig. 1775 ASH, Infralapsarian s., one who holds that
God in the decree of election considered his people as fallen
in Adam; a sublapsarian. 1843 J.-

B' ROBERTSON tr.

Moekler's Symbolism II. 345 The parties of Supralapsarians
and Infralapsarians already stood opposed to each other.

1865 W. G: T. SHEDD Christ. Doctrine II. 192 According to
the Infra-lapsarians, the decree to create men, and that

they shall apostatize, are prior to that of election and re-

probation. Election supposes apostasy as a fact.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Infralapsariana
or their doctrine.

1775 ASH, Infralapsarian adj., Belonging to the scheme
or doctrine of the Infralapsarians. 1860 GARDNER Faiths
of World II. 135/1 Hagenbach alleges that the synod of
Dort approved of the Infralapsarian scheme. 1865 W. G. T.
SHEDD Christ. Doctrine II. 192 Beza..had adopted the

snpra-lapsarian statement of the doctrine of predestination,
which renders the doctrine more austere and repelling than
the vifra-lapsarian representation.
Hence Infralapsa-rianism, the doctrine of In-

fralapsarians.
1847 BUCK tr. Hagcntach's Hist. Doct. II. 255. 1865 W.

G. T. SHEDD Christ. Doctrine II. 193 The Synod of Dort
favoured Infra-Iapsarianism, in

opposition
to Gomar, who

endeavoured to commit the Synod to Supra-lapsarianism.

Inframammary, etc. : see INFRA-.

Inframe, variant of ENFRAME v.

Infraneh, -ise, -merit, obs. ff. ENFRANCH, etc.

Infrangible (infrae-ndgib'l), a. [f. IN- 3 +
FRANGIBLE; cf. OF. infrangible (15* c.).]

1. That cannot be broken ; unbreakable.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaus Fr. Chirurg. i4b/i Shee
[a needle] ought to be stifle, smooth and infrangible. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch 807 He that nameth an Atome, saith
as much, as infrangible, impassible, and without vacuitie.

1715-20 POPE Iliad xill. 57 And link'd their fetlocks with a

golden band, Infrangible, immortal. 1849 ROBERTSON Serm.
Ser. i. v. 70 No iron bar is absolutely infrangible.

fig._
1686 H. MORE Real Presence 39 The solid, steady,

and infrangible Wisdom of God. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life
ii. vi. (1862) 160 An enchanted forest, bearing the spell of an
infrangible silence.

2. That cannot be infringed ; inviolable.

1834 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 376 Firm and in-

frangible compacts, which sometimes last for generations.
Hence InfrangiTjility, Infra'ngibleness, the

quality of being infrangible ; Infra-ngribly adv., in

an infrangible manner, so as to be unbreakable.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Infyangibleness, uncapableness of

being broken. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. iiS The band
which bound them all infrangibly together. 1899 Month
Aug. 146 The infrangibility of the seal of confession.

Infranodal to Infravaginal : see INFRA-.

t Infree*, a. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
. [!N- 3.] Not

having the freedom of a borough or city ;
unfree.

1584 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (Rec. Soc.) I. 114 Infre pakeris
and pelaris.

t Infre-nate, v. Obs. rare
-

. [f. ppl. stem of

L. infrenare to bridle.] trans. To bridle.

1623 COCKERAM 11, To Bridle a horse, Infrznate, Capistrate.

t Infrena-tion. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 + L.

frendtion-em bridling ; see prec. (Perh. a misun-

derstanding of Tertullian's infrenatio restraining.)]
Unruliness (Cockeram, 1623).
t Infre-ndiate, v. Obs. rare~. [irreg. f. L.

infrendere, -re.] To gnash the teeth.

1623 COCKERAM n, To gnash the Teeth, Infrendiate.

Illfreq/ueiice (infrrkwens). rare.
[f.

as next :

see -ENCE. Cf. F. infrfquence (Littre).] =next.

1644 BP. HALL Free Prisoner 4 (R.) Is it solitude and

infrequence of visitation? 1897 Westm. Gaz. 8 Apr. 2/1
Dancing is no mark ofLondon's lightheartedness,but from its

infrequence a tribute to its children's gloomy, colourless lives.

Infrequency (infrfkwensi). [ad. L. infre-

qtientia, n. of quality f. infrequent-em : see next

and -F.NCY.] The state of being infrequent.

f 1. The fact or condition of being unfrequented ;

uncrowded state or condition ; also, Small attend-

ance ; paucity, fewness. Obs.



INFBEQUENT.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxix. xviii. 1034 By occasion of the

same infreuuencie \eadem soliludo] (for that they whose

name-, were presented, neither made answere nor could be

found) 1603 Plutarck 1336 It was the solitude and

infrequency of the place that brought the dragon thither,

rather than the dragon that caused the said desert soli-

urines*. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 61 Answerable to his

small dependancic, and infrcquencie of sulers. 1658 W.

BurroN Itin- Anton. 161 The infrequency . . of that brave

bold Legion, whose bands and troups were not full as then,

by reason of absences by leave.

2. The fact or condition of being of infrequent

occurrence or of recurring at wide intervals; un-

commonness, rarity.

1677 FUJI Oxfords*. 4 The infrequency of the thing (they

never happening but at or near the Moons full). 1718

lVo,irov> Corr. (1843) II. 369 The accounts . . of the infre-

quency of public baptism among us. 1776 GIBBON Duel.
Iff

F. xii. I. 338 The infrequency of marriage, and the ruin of

agriculture, affected the principles of population. 1823
LAMB Elia Ser. ll. Old China, The relish of such exhibi-

tions must be in proportion to the infrequency of going.
1880 FLINT PritK. MtJ. 167 The infrequency of gangrene
is shown by its having occurred in but one of 133 cases.

Infrequent (infrrkwent), a. [ad. L. infre-

quent-em, f. in- ( IN- 3) +frequent-em FREQCENT.
Cf. F. infrequent (Littre).J Not frequent.

1 1. Not much resorted to or practised ; little

used ; unaccustomed, uncommon. Obs.

1531 ELYOT Gav. I. xxi, Mater . . infrequent, or seldome
herae of them that haue nat radde very many autors in

greke and latine. Ibid. in. xxii, Frugalite, the acte wherof is

at this day . . infrequent or out of use anionge all sortes of men.

t 2. Not crowded ; thinly peopled, occupied, or

filled. Obs. rare.
1681 Whole Duty Nations 15 A Neighbourhood, whether

it be the more populous of Cities, .or the more infrequent of

Villages.
3. Not occurring often, happening rarely ; recur-

ring at wide intervals of time.

1611-15 BP. HALL Contemfl., N. T. in. v, It is not so in-

frequent for a multitude to conspire in evill. i6zz

Deceit Apfearatue Wks. (1648) 455 A poore conscionable
Christian . . cooling his infrequent pleasures with sighs, and
saucing them with teares. 1756 JOHNSON Abr. Eng. Diet.

Pref. P 2 Words of infrequent occurrence. 1876 Miss YONGE
Womankind viii. 56 The treat should be sufficiently in-

frequent to be a real subject of anticipation.
b. Qualifying an agent-noun : That does some-

thing seldom or infrequently.
171* WOLLASTON Rclig. Nat. l. v. (1724) 18 A sparing and

infrequent worshiper of the Deity. 1881 World 28 Dec.,
The rare and infrequent rustic visitor to London.
4. Occurring or met with at wide distances apart;

not plentiful ; rather few and far between.
a 1681 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts Si The Myrtle, .no rare or

infrequent Plant among them. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov. 501/2
Globigerina is comparatively infrequent. 1884 Harpers
Mag. Aug. 370/1 These windows are small and infrequent.

b. Zool. and But. Of spines, punctures, glands,
etc.: Thinly or sparsely planted ; distantly placed.

t Infreque'nted, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3. Cf.

F. infrequent^ (1575 in Hatz.-Darm.), L. infre-

qucntattts] Not frequented ; unfrequented.
1675 OCILBY Erit. Pref. 2 Many of these ways, .are grown

infrcquented. Ibid. (1698) 29 Being chiefly mountainous
and infrequented.

Infrequently (infrrkwentli), adv. [Is- ).]

Not frequently ; somewhat rarely, seldom. Now
chiefly in not infrequently = rather frequently.
1673 Lady's Catling i. v. 64 [They] come so infrequently

as if they thought it a very arbitrary matter whether they
come or no. 1779 WILKES Corr. (1805) V. 208 Not infre-

quently a
ray

of truth pierces the Stygian gloom. 1876
GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 46 With respect to stone, it

very infrequently appears in Homer. 1876 FAWCETT Pol.
Eton. ii.

y. (ed. 5) 159 Farmers not infrequently insure their

crops against . . hail-storms.

t Infre-sh, v . Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 2 + FRESH

v.] trans. To make fresh ; to freshen.

1635 PERSON Varieties l. 20 Lakes . . ever infreshed with
streames of fresh springs which flow and run into them.

t Infri-ar, v. Obs. rare-", [f. IN- -' + FKIAK.]
trans. To make into a friar ; re/I, to become a friar.

1611 FLORID, /H/ratarsi, to infrier himselfe.

t Inftiate, v. Obs. rare- >.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

infridre to break or rub down.] To crumble

(Cockeram, 1623).
t I'nfricate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. ppl. stem of

L. infricarc to rub in.] trans. To rub in or on

ijCockeram, 1623).

t Infrication. Obs. rare- 1
, [n. of action f.

\~mfricSn: see prec.] =next.
1578 BANISIKK Hist. Man v. 64 Nature hath endewed [the

skin] with an infinite number of pores .. and [by] infrica-

tion, these manifestly do shew them seines. 1658 [see next].

Infliction (infri-kjan). [ad. L. infriction-em
(doubtful reading inCelsusviu.xi): see FRICTION.]
The action of rubbing in.

I
5?*i?

LOI;NT Glo"l>fr'< f"friction, a rubbing in, a chafing.
1658 PHILLIPS, In/riction, or Infrication. a rubbing or
chafing in. 1721 in BAILEY. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Infric-
ttmt, . . the rubbing into the skin of an ointment. 1888 Men.
?"*". 4,X '?' Thc inflammation, he said, set in after the
fourth infnction.

tlnfri-gidate, a. Obs. rare-', [ad. late L.
infrigidat-us, pa. pule, of infrigidare : see next.]Made or become cold ; chilled, cooled down.

278

1483 CAXTON Cold. Leg. i66b/i Thenne he whiche was

Infrigytlate and colde . . was made al hole by the brennyng
hete of angre.

Infrigidate (infrrdjidA), v. Now rare. [f.

ppl. stem of late L. infrTgidarc to make cold, f. in-

(!N- -) +frtgidus cold, FRIGID. Cf. obs. F. infri-

gider (Godef.).] trans. To make cold or frigid;

to chill, cool.

'545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde in. iii. (1634) 174 Such
hearbes, the which haue power to infrigidate and coole.

. 1610 SIR C. HEYDON Astral. Disc. (1650) 20 It is not the

essence thereof either to heat or infrigidate. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies l. ix. 35 That Room is the cooler for the walls

sake, the Emanation from thence infrigidating the place.

1885 G. MEREDITH Diana I. xiii. 269 A congenial atmo-

sphere ; which, however, she infrigidated by her overflow of

exclamatory wonderment.

Hence Infri 'gi dating vbl. st. and ///. a.

1650 ASHMOLE Cftym. Collect. 77 Therefore make it Cold,
for then is manifest the hidden, and the Manifest by hilt i-

gidating is hid. 1665-6 /'/*;/. Trans. I. 256, I have made
infrigidating Mixtures with Sal Armouiack.

Infrigidation (infridjid^-Jsn). [ad. late L.

infrigiaatidn-em, n. of action from infrigidare :

see prec. C(.Q.infrigidation(ntiiC. in Godef.).]
The action of cooling or condition of being cooled,

refrigeration.
1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick vn. xi. (1639) 399 If . . we

think that there be greater need of infrigidation and cool-

ing. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. ix. 30 All Infrigidation is

performed by transfusion of a Spirit, as Rooms are coot by
strewing of Herbs, Flags, and Aspersion of sweet Water.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 126 F 2 She had also the Power of

communicating it [the spirit of continency] to all who
beheld her. This the Scoffers of those Days called, The
Gift of Infrigidation. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Infri'gidative, a. and sb. Obs. [f. L. in-

frigiddt- (see INFKIGLDATE v.) + -IVE. Cf. OF.

infrigidatif, -ive (i5th c. in Godef.).] a. adj.

Cooling, b. sb. A cooling agent.
1541 R. COPLAND Gnydon's FormuL R iij b, Medycyns

that be colde, dyssycatyues, & infrigidatyues. 1543 TRA-
HERON Vigo's Ckintrg. u. iii, 18 It taketh awaye the malig-
nite procedynge of thynges, that are' infrigidative and do
greatlye coole. 1509 A. M. tr Cabellwuer's Bk. Physicke 248/1
An

infrigidative for inflatnede and exulceratinge Brestes.

Infringe (infri-ndj), z>.l Also 6 enfting, in-

frynge, 6^7 infring. [ad. L. infring-Zre to break,

injure, damage, make void, f. in- (IN-
2

) +frangirc
to break.]
tL trans. To break, shatter (rare in physical

sense); to break down, crush, destroy; to foil,

defeat, frustrate ; to cancel, invalidate. Obs.

I543GRAFTON Cmtit. Hardingtf>$ Y duke . . woulde haue
maned lady Mary . . which mariage y> kyng did infringe &
stoppe. 1548 HALL Cknm., Hen. yill 219 She . . did all

that she could to infringe the determinacion of the said
Universities and clergie. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist. Turks (1621)
1016 How the Turkes were to be resisted, and their attempts
infringed. 1621 G. SANnvs Ovid's Met. xn. (1626) 249 [He]
trotting in a round, Infring'd the aire with this disdamefull
sound. 1632 QUAKLES Div. Fancies vii. (1660) 5 It is a
potent Science that infringes Strong Prison doors ; and
heaves them from their hinges. 1637 R. HUMPHRKY tr. St.
Ambrose Pref., The three-fold cable is not easily infringed.
1671 MILTON P. R. i. 62 If so we can, and by the head
Broken be not intended all our power To be infring'd.
2. To commit a breach or infraction of (a law,

obligation, right, etc.) ;
to violate or break (an oath,

pledge, treaty, etc.) ; to transgress, contravene.

*533 in Gross Gild^ Merch. 11-73 Whatsooewer brothir or
bretTTir attempte to infring or breke this sayde lawe. 1548
HALL Citron., Hen. VII 22 And least .. the Damosell ..

woulde not consent too hym for offending her conscience
and infringyng her promes. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L, iv.

iii. 144 loue for your Loue would infringe an oath. 1647
CLARENDON .//itf. Rcb. n. 69 The undoubted Funda-
mental priviledge of the Commons in Parliament, that all

Supplies
should have their rise and beginning from Them

. . had never been infringed, or violated, or so much as

questioned. 1715-30 POPE Iliad iv. 94 The proud Trojans
first infringe the peace. 1769 BI.ACKSTONE Comin. IV. vi. 88
The crime [coining] itself is made a species of high treason ;

as being a breach uf allegiance, by infringing the king's pre-
rogative. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India II I. 7 The editor
. .having infringed the regulations to which the press had
l>een subjected by the Government. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xiil. III. 287 Those privileges of the people which the
Stuarts had illegally infringed. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 4 May
9/3 With regard to the second alleged infringing tyre ..

the judge held that it infringed neither the Welch nor the
Clincher patent.

t3. To refute; to contradict, deny. Obs.
1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 264 This conclusion, that the

later dooth infringe the former, is diuersly enlarged. i6oi-a
FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 65 This may suffice to infringe
that which you haue deliuered. 1660 H. MOKE Myst.
Gottl. v. xvii. 200 Nor do those Expressions, .at all infringe
the Truth we have declared.

1 4. To break the force or diminish the strength
of; to weaken, enfeeble, impair; to mitigate. Obs.
1604 R. CAWDREY Table A Ifh., Infringe, . . to make weake,

or feeble. 1610 VENNER Via Recta viii. 171 They doe . .

oppresse a weake stomacke, and infringe the naturall heat.
1684 tr. Bonet'sMerc. Comfit, xiv. 481 Such [medicines] as
concentrate and infringe Acids, such as . . Corals, Chalk.
i94 SALMON Bale's Disf. (1715) 533/2 It will yet much
more infringe the corrosive Quality of the remaining Acid
Spirits.

5. intr. To break in or encroach on or upon.
1760-7. H. BROOKE Foolo/Qual. (1809) III. 51 Judges.,

are yet intimidated from infringing, by any sentence, on

INFRUCTUOSE.
the laws and constitution of these realms. 1772 84 COOK
Voy. (1790) I. 147 They did not infringe upon this boundary
for some time. 1774 JKH ERSON Aulobiog. App. Wks. 1859
I. 141 Let no act be passed by any one legislature, which
may infringe on the rights and liberties of another. 1868
FARRAR Silence 4- y. viii. (1875) 137 Never let pleasure in-

fringe on the domain of duty.
Hence Infri-nged ///. a.

; Infri'nging vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

CJ5S5 HARPSKIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 146
This case . . nothing tendeth to the infringing of any honour
or service. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. I. 370 The subject of
his infringed pretensions. 1897 Daily News 3 Nov. 2/1
The Incandescent Gas Light Company has spent enormous
sums . . in proceedings against unscrupulous dealers and
importers of infringing mantles. 1898 Daily Chron. 14 Oct.
5/3 Let there be no talk to us of infringed rights.

f Infri-nge, v.- Obs. rare-". [IN- 2.] trans.
To furnish with a fringe.
1598 FLORID, Injrangiare, to infringe, or decke with

fringe.

Infringement (infri-nd^ment). [f. INFRINGE
z/. 1 + -MENT.] The act or fact of infringing.
1. A breaking or breach (of a law, obligation,

right, etc.) ; breach, violation.

Frequent in infringement ofcopyright or patent,
1628 WITHER Brit. Reniemb. n. 973 Which on his Justice

may infringement bring. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I
(1655161 The imbarqueand stay

of our ships at Blay by
Lewes . . was an infringement of the League. 1716 ADUISON
Freeholder No. 14 ad fin., It [is] . . a great Infringement
of the Liberties of the Subject. 1861 W. FAIKBAIKN Addr.
Bnt. Assoc., Watt was harassed by infringements of his

patent, and lawsuits for the maintenance of bis rights. 1878
LECKY Eng. in iSMC. II. vii. 285 Resenting every attempt
at equality as a kind of infringement of the Taws of nature.

b. A breaking in, encroachment, or intrusion.

1673 [R. LEIGH] Trausf. Reh. 108 They are manifest in-

fringments on our liberty. 1741 BUTLER Serin. Ho. Lords
Wks. 1874 II. 263 Licentiousness is. .a present infringement
upon liberty. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 238
There is in this respect a dreadful infringement on human
rights.

t 2. Kefutation ; contradiction. Obs.

1593 NASHE4 Lett. Confiit. 42 If you haue anie new in-

fringement to destitute the inditement of forgerie that I

bring against you. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inia. vi. 15 Nor
does the verb being in the plural number make any infringe-
ment to this Truth.

Infri'Ugent, a. Med. [ad. L. infringent-ein ,

pres. pple. of infringire to INFRINGE.] Of a
medicine: Rendering milder ; =CORKIGENT.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Infringer (infri-nd,?aj). [f. INFRINGE v. + -ERI.]
One who infringes (in the various senses of the

verb) ; a violator.

1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 10 i To correcte and punyshe
the Infringers and contemners thereof. 1655 FULLER Cli.

Hist. iv. iv. 19 He . . having formerly . . appeared a great
Patron of Sanctuaries, and a severe punisher of the unjust
infringers thereof. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. I. n. iv.

225 Infringers of the Duties of Imperfect Obligation. 1878
THURSTON Hist. Steatii-Eitg. no Watt claimed that Horn-
blower, .was an infringer upon his patents. 1887 Law Times
LXXXII. 260/2 The alleged infringer of a patent is often
more sinned against than sinning.

t Infri.-iagi.ble, a. Obs. Also -eable. [var. of

INFRANGIBLE with vowel conformed to L. infrin-

g?rc. Cf. obs. F. infringible (Rabelais, i6th c.).]
1. That cannot be infringed or broken ; unbreak-

able, inviolable, indissoluble.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 36 b, The Frenche nacion not

remembryng this infringible law, deposed . . the very heyre
male., and set up in tronethis Pepyn. Ibiti.,Edui.lV-2^<2 b, In

hope ofcontinual peace, and infringible amitie. 1605 BRETON
Olde Man's Lesson (1879) 15 Hauing betwixt themselues
sealed with their hands the infringible band of Faith and
Troth in the heart . . hee tooke leaue of his faire lady. 1641
G. EGLISHAM Forerunner Revenge 6 Your Majesty's most
royall word, which should be inviolable, your hand and
seale which should be infringeable.

b. Rarely of things material : Unbreakable.
1600 R. CAWDRAY Treas. Similies 305 To trap within the

infringible net of his indignation.
2. Irrefragable, irrefutable.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's^ Answ. Osor. 266 And first of all

commeth to hand an infringible Argument of Osorius. 1629
SYMMER Sfir. Posie I. i. 6 The equity of the dependencie of
the latter upon the former, is infringible.

Infructescence (infrkte-sns). Bot. rare.

[a. F. infructescence (G. de St. Pierre, 1870), f. lN-2
+ L. fructus fruit, after inflorescence] Name for

an aggregate fruit, bearing the same relation to a

simple fruit that inflorescence does toa single flower.

1876 HOOKER Botany Primer 80 Aggregate fruits or in-

fructescences.

Infructiferous (infroktr feres), a. rare. \l.

late L. infructifer-us + -ous : see IN- 3 and FBDC-

TIFEHOUS.] Not bearing fruit : in quots. of a

disease : Not eruptive, or having the eruption

imperfect or suppressed.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4! II. 404 In the Barbary

plague . . the first and second of the two varieties . . the
fructiferous and the infructiferous, were intermixed. Ibid.

409 In the .. infructiferous variety it was extremely difficult

to distinguish between the one [fever] and the other.

Infructuose (infr:kti,<'u 's), a. [ad. L. in-

frucluosus unfruitful, fruitless : see IN- 3 and FRUC-

TCJOSE.] Not producing fruit, unfruitful, unprofit-
able ;

= INFRVCTUOUS.



INFBUCTUOSITY.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Infructuose, unfruitful. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul I. 128 These more intellectual Jews were not con-
tent with an infructuose Rabbinism.
Hence Infructuo'sity, unfruitfulness, sterility.
i&$gSat. Rev. VII. 553/2 The immobility and infructuosity

of the parasitic plants which flourish best in the rereward of
the Eastern Counties.

Infructuous V infr2>-kti,3s), a.
[f. as prec. :

see IN- 3 and FRUCTUOUS, and cf. F. infmctueux
(I4th c. in Godef. Compl.}.]
1. Not bearing fruit

; unfruitful, barren.

1615 T. ADAMS Blacke Devill 48 Even infructuous barren-
nesse brought Christs curse on the figge tree. 1860 I. TAYLOR
Spir. Hebr. Poetry (Aid 77 It is these [wild flowers), .that
because they are infructuous, are spared by marauding
bands. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. (1865) 62 The intellect. .

would otherwise remain infructuous.

2. Unproductive of good results ; fruitless.

1615 T. ADAMS Lycanthropy Wks. 1862 II. 120 The wolf
living is like Rumney Marsh : hyeme mains, gestate

molestus, nunqttam bonus. . . Thus every way is this wolf
infructuous. 1822 Blackiu. Mag. XII. 526 [He] is verging
towards fatuity from incessant and infructuous exertions.

1884 FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. Rev. 357 There are no contro-
versies so wearisome and infructuous as our ecclesiastical.

Hence Infru-ctuously adv., unfruitfully.
1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Land. (ed. 2) 160 Mr. Pea-

cock's cooperage . . around which I found I had been in-

fructuously describing a circle. 1887 N. Amer. Rev. July
36 He [the actor] soon found that his art was infructuously
employed in obtaining applause.

t Infru'gal, a. Obs. [IN- ?.] Not frugal ;

wasteful.

1684 J. GOODMAN Winter Even. Confer. (1720)21 (L.)What
should betray them to such infrugal expences of time. 1770New Dispens. 628 This infrugal and injudicious composition.

Infrugi-ferous, a. [lN-3.] Not bearing fruit.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Infrugiferous, tearing no Fruit.

1856 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

t Infrunite, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. (post-

Aug.) infrumtus tasteless, senseless, f. in- (IN- 3)

+frumsci to enjoy.] Senseless, silly.

1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. Pref., Every Gentleman
who is not sottish or infrunite. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. II. 278 The few Ficulnean Arguments and Infrunite

Pa_mp_hlets of the Nestorian Arianism and Arian Euty-
chianism.

Infrustrable (infro-strab'l), a. rare. [f. IN- 3

+ FRUSTRABLE. Cf. obs. F. infrustrable (i6th c.

in Godef.).] Not frustrable; that cannot be frus-

trated or rendered ineffectual.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 354 A wil universally effica-

cious, infrustrable, indefectible, and necessary in causing.
1892 N. SMYTH Chr. Ethics i. iii. 158 A moral order no less

infrustrable, and as universal in its dominion.
Hence Infrit strably adv., irresistibly.
1861 W. CUNNINGHAM Thcol. Reform. (1862) 560 The pre-

servation of the whole ship's company.. was infallibly and
infrustrably certain.

Infu-cate, v. rare
~

.
[f. ppl. stem of L. in-

fficare (in pa. pple. infricatus} ;
see IN- ^ and

FUCATE
v.~] trans. To colour or paint (the face).

1623 COCKERAM, Infucate, to paint, to colour. 1676 COLES,
Infucate, artificially to colour or paint (the face, etc.). 1828
in WEBSTER. Hence in recent Diets.

Hence f Infuoa'tion. Obs.rare~.
1658 PHILLIPS, Infucalion, a laying on of drugs, or artificial

colours upon the face.

t Infll'de, v. Obs. Pa. t. in 5 infude. [irreg.
f. L. infundere, perf. infudi: see INFUND and IN-
FOUND. Cf. defude, diffude, effud(.~\
1. trans. To pour in, infuse ; also, to pour (on}.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 185 b, He..infudeth or

putteth into the soule the admyrable lyght of grace. 1531
ELYOT Gov. in. xxiii, God almyghtie infuded Sapience into
the Memorye of man. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 78 The
same bloude infudeth himselfe into the vpper partes. 1599
tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 330/2 Let this stande a night,
and a daye, then power it of, & infude other water theron.

2. To infuse or inspire (a person) with.
e 1460 Towneley Myst. xi. 89 Crete well all oure kyn of

bloode, That lord, that the with grace in/ude, he saue all

in this place.

II Infula (i'nfila). [L. (in sense i).]
1. Roman Antiq. A slightly twisted flock or

fillet of red and white wool, worn on the forehead

by priests, worshippers, and suppliants, or similarly

placed on victims for sacrifice, and used in other

ways as a religious symbol.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Infula, a name antiently given

to one of the pontifical ornaments worn on the head. Ibid.,
The difference between the diadem and the infula consisted
in this, that the diadem was flat and broad, and the infula
rounded and twisted. 1869 W. SMITH Diet. Gr. $ Rom.
Antiq., At Roman marriages the bride, who carried wool
upon a distaff in the procession, fixed it as an infula upon
the door-case of her future husband on entering the house.

2. Eccl. Each of the two lappets or ribbons of a

bishop's mitre. Also in Her.
In med.L. applied also to a chasuble, and in some mediaeval

glossaries explained as a mitre or other covering for the
head

; see Du Cange.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. ii. (1611) 192 This kind of infula

or Miter, is worne by the antichristian prelate ofRome. 1848
MRS. JAMESON Sacr. % Leg. Art (1850) 404 The infulse, two
bands or

lappets, depending from the mitre behind, distin-

guish the bishop from the abbot. 1882 CUSSANS Her. xiv.

(ed. 3) 180 From within the circle [of a mitre] depend two
yittaf, In/ulx, or ribbons of purple fringed at the ends
with gold.
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Obs. [ad. L. infula^ = INFULA i.

1381 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. in. xxxi. (1591) 132 [They]
then hung out ouer the walles their sacred veles and infules.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxx. xxxvi. 765 There met him a ship
of the Carthaginians, garnished with infules, ribbands, and
white flags of peace. 1606 Sueton. 126 This man . . hee
caused to be dight with sacred hearbs, and adorned with
Infules, like a sacrifice.

Infulmiiiate (infp-lmine't), v. rare.
[f. IN- 2

+ FULMINATE.] trans. To render thunderous.
1808 J. BARLOW Colnmb. in. 20 Where, .suns infulminate

the stormful sky.

Illfumate, i>. rare~.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

infilmare (Pliny), f. in. (Is- 2) +fumare to smoke,
f. fiimus smoke.] trans. To smoke (a thing), to

dry by smoking. Hence Infumated ///. a. Also
Inftuna tion.

1711 BAILEY, Infatuation, a drying in the Smoak. 1727
Ibid. vol. II, Infumated, smoked, dried in the smoke. 1847
CRAIG, Infumate, to dry in the smoke.

t Illfu'me, v. Obs. [ad. L. infuma-re : see

prec. ; cf. also ENFUME.] =prec. Hence Infirmed
///. a., Infu-ming vbl. sl>.

1601, 1607 [see ENFUME]. 1611 FI.ORIO, tnfumatione, an
infuming, a bloting. 1623 COCKERAM, Infinite, to dry in the
smoake.

t Infu'nd, v. Obs. [ad. L. infund-erc to pour
in, f. in- (IN- ^) + fundere to pour. Cf. INFOUND,
INFUDE, INFUSE.]
1. trans. To pour in ; to infuse ; to shed, pour (on}.
1514 Fmyte Redempcyon (W. de W.) A iij, Infunde grace,

kyndle loue. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 207
The kingis servandis . . fand the wichis infunding certane

liquor on the image. 1559 Primer in Priv. Prayers (1851)
iro By infunding thy precious oil of comfort into my wounds.

?579 FUI.KE Heskins' Parl. 53 The diuine essens infundeth
it selfe in the sacrament. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit, ix.

xviii. (1623) 918 The great grace that God giueth and secretly
infundeth.

2. To steep;
= INFUSE v. 4.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 59 Medicaments are in-

funded, humected and macerated.

t Illfvmdible. Obs. rare
~

'. [ad. L. infundi-
bulum : see below.] A funnel.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 481 Infundibles,and many
more, which the Apothecary will not use once in a year.

Infundibular (infndi-bilai), a. [f.
L. type

*infundibnlar-is, f. infundibitlum : see below and

-AR.] Funnel-shaped ; infundibuliform.

1795 HOME in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 227 The uterus itself
is . . infundibular in its shape. 1809 Ibid. XCIX. 212 The
bladder . . opens externally by an infundibular process.
1841-71 T. R. JOKES^Amm. Kingd. (ed. 4) 71 The cell. .is

seen to be continued inwards by a membranous infundibular

prolongation of its margin.

Inftmdibulate (infzmdi-bifa/t), a. [f. IN-
FUNDIBUL-UM + -ATE 1.]
1. Having an infundibulum.
Infundibulate Polyzoa, marine Polyzoans, having the cell-

mouth circular and funnel-shaped, corresponding to the

group Gymnolaemata (Webster, 1864).

2. Funnel-shaped; infundibuliform.
1864 in WEBSTER ; hence in later Diets.

Infundibuliform (inftmdi-birfliffTJm), a. [ad.
mod.L. infundibtiliformis : see next and -FORM.]
Funnel-shaped.
[1708 KERSEY, Infundlbjdiformis (among Herbalists), any

Flower that is shap'd like a Funnel.] 1752 SIR J. HILL
Hist. Anim. 292 The ventral fins coalesce at their

extremities, and form a single, oblong hollow, and, in some
degree, infundibuliform fin. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,
Infundibuliform Flowers, or funnel-fashioned flower, . . one
of the kinds of monopetalous or one-Ieav'd flowers, .having
a narrow tube at one end, and a wide mouth at the other.

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 104 The flowers are very large,
infundibuliform, of a pale incarnate colour. 1846 DANA
Zooph. (1848) 216 Cells.. infundibuliform, ..multilamellate.

II Infundibulum (infpndi'biwlum). [L.,
=

funnel, f. infundere to pour in, INFUND + -Imlum,
suffix forming names of instruments.]
1 1. A funnel. Obs. rare .

1706 PHILLIPS, Infnndilmlum (Lat.), a Tunnel, or Funnel,
for the pouring off Liquors into Vessels.

2. Anat. Applied to various funnel-shaped cavi-

ties or structures of the body.
Infundibnlnm of the brain (i. cerebri}, a funnel-shaped

prolongation downwards and forwards of the third ventricle
of the brain, at the extremity ofwhich is the pituitary body.
/. ofthe cochlea, the thin plate of bone, shaped like half a
funnel, under the cupola of the cochlea of the ear. /. of the
ethmoid bone, the sinuous canal connecting the frontal sinus
with the middle meatus of the nose. /. of the Fallopian
tube, the fimbriated end of this. /. of the heart, the conus
arteriosus or conical upper part of the right ventricle.

InfitndibHla of the kidney, the two or three main divisions
of the pelvis of the kidney, formed by the confluence of the

calyces. /. of the Inngs, the funnel-shaped sacs in which
the air-passages terminate.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Infundibitlum Cerebri, . . the Brain-Tunnel.]
1799 HOOPER Med. Diet., Infundibulum of the Brain, a
canal that proceeds from the vulva of the brain to the pitu-
itary gland in the sella turcica. 1883 MARTIN & MOALE
Vertebr. Dissect. 153 The infnndibitlum, a prolongation of

gray matter from the floor of the third ventricle. 1894 Field

9 June 850/3 There being no cavity or infundibulum in the
incisors of the ox, there is no mark to be worn out.

b. Zool. (a)
' A tubular organ in the Cephalo-

poda through which the water is driven from the

gills'. (6)
' The gastric cavity of Ctenophora with

INFUSE.

which the cesophageal tube communicates '

(Syd.
Soc. Lex.}, (c) The dilated upper extremity of the

oviduct of a bird.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 172 On opposite sides
of the infundibulum a canal is given off towards the middle
of each half of the body.

flnfu-neral, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IN- 2 +
FUNERAL sb. or v.] trans. To entomb.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. \. Ixvi, Disconsolat (As

though her flesh did but infunerall Her buried ghost) she in

an arbour sat . , weeping her cursed state.

Infurcation (infziikf ''Jan), [f.
IN- 2 + "L.furca

fork : cf. FURCATION.]
' A forked expansion

'

(Craig, 1847).
Infuriate (infiuo-rift), a. [ad. med.L. z-

furiat-rts, pa. pple. of infuridre, f. in- (Is-
2
) +

furiare to madden, enrage, i.furia FURY. Cf. It.

infuriare to grow into fury or rage (Florio).]
Excited to fury ; maddened ; full of furj- ;

en-

raged, raging, frantic, furious. (Of persons and
their actions, animals, etc. ; Jig. of things.)
1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 486 Hollow Engins long and round

Thick-rammd, at th' other bore with touch of fire Dilated
and infuriate. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1096 Th' infuriate
hil that shoots the pillar'd flame. 1730-46 Autumn 39
Inflam'd, beyond the most infuriate wrath Of the worst
monster that e'er roamed the waste. 1824 ^imm-HLibr.Comp.
594 The infuriate and unrelenting opponent of Nash. 1862
MERIVALE Rom. Emf. xxiv. (1865) III. 114 The Roman
people .. were so infuriate against Caesar's destroyers.
Hence Infvrriately adv., in an infuriate manner,

furiously.
1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. vii. 121. 1896 A. MORRISON

Child Jago 134 Billy Leary fought and battered infuriately.

Infuriate (infiuVrk't), v. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. infuriare to madden ;
see prec.] trans. To

fill with fury ; to render furious or mad with anger ;

to provoke to fury or fierce passion ; to enrage.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety xii. 322 Like those curies of en-

tangled snakes with which Erinnys is said to have infuriated
Athemas and Ino. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood viii, This insult-

ing allusion to his dark skin infuriates Neville.

Hence Inftvriating' ppl. a.
', Inftrriatingly

adv. ; also Infuria'tioii, the action ofmaddening,
infuriated condition.

1851 KINGSLEY Yeast i.(i853) 17 He rolled about like a tipsy
man . . to the utter infuriation of Shiver-the-timbers. 1885
LUCAS MALET Col. Enderby's Wife (ed. 3) III. vi. i. 61 He
was so itifuriatingly calm. 1891 Miss DOWIE GirlinKarp.
166, I looked back and saw the painter making cigarettes. .

It was infuriating !

Infuriated (infiii^rie'ted), ///. a.
[f. prec. +

-ED 1
.] Provoked to fury; maddened with rjas-

sion
; furiously enraged.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 238 They tore the

reputation of tbe clergy to pieces by their infuriated decla-

mations and invectives. 1832 Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 965
Not an infuriate, observe, but an infuriated mob rendered
infuriate. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. fy Leg. Art (1850) 316
Whereupon he was condemned to death, and stoned by the
infuriated people.

t Infu'rnace, v. Obs. rare '. [f. IN- 2 +

FURNACE.] trans. To place in a furnace.
1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. vn. (1626) 129 As puluer'd

flints, infurnest vnder ground, By sprinkled water fire con-

ceiue.

Infurjje, in with infurle : see WITHINFORTH.
Infuscate (infp-skft), a. [ad. L. infuscat-us,

pa. pple. : see next.] Clouded or darkened.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. 292 Infuscate, when a

colour is darkened by the superinduction of a brownish
shade or cloud.

t Infu'scate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. in-

fusca-re, f. in- (IN- -) + fuscare, f. fuscus dark-

brown, dusky.] trans. To make dark-coloured or

dusky; to darken. Hence Infvrscated///. a.

1650 tr. Caussin's Ang. Peace 90 The eternall City . . was
infuscated with the sooty vapours of a brutish Warre.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Infuscalcd, made obscure, dark,

black, etc.

f Infusca-tion. Obs. rare ", [n. of action

from L. infuscare : see prec.] The action of

darkening ;
darkened or dusky condition.

1658 PHILLIES, Infuscatio^ a making dark or dusky. 1755
in JOHNSON ; and in mod. Diets.

t Infu'Se, sb. Obs. [ad. L. infus-us a pouring

in, f. ppl. stem of infundere : see INFUSE v.] IN-

FUSION.

1568 TURNER Herbal m. 47 In the infuse they are taken

from iii aureis [
= ij drams each] untill sixe. 1596 SPENSER

Hymn Heav. Love 47 Some little drop of thy celestiall dew,
That may my rymes with sweet infuse embrew.

tlnfu'Se, a. Obs. [a. F. in/us, -e (isth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. infusus, pa. pple. of infun-
dere to pour in : see next.]

= INFUSED.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men I. v. (W. de W. 1506) 48 There ben

thre vertues theologales & infuses. That is to knowe fayth,

charyte, & hope, the whiche ben called infuses, for that y*
whan ye soule is puryfyed by baptem from orygynall synne
god createth & putteth these thre vertues in the soule. c 1540
in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 220 Take malvesie and
white wyne, of eche a pynte, and styrre all these to-guether,
and lett them stande infuse two or thre dayes.

Infuse (infi
-

z), v. Also 6 en-, [f.
L. infus-,

ppl. stem of infundh-e to pour in (see INFUND), or

a. F. infuser (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]



INFUSE.

1. tr

place

dient).

ans. To pour in : t to P ur (a 1'9"M)
'"'

or vessel (oi>s.) ;
to introduce (a liquid ingre-

what is infusd nto a esse wen t rst svs. 1713 TEELE
Guardian No. 142 F3 The one as greedily sucks in the poison,
as the other industriously infuses it. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver l. i,

By the force of that soporiferous medicine infused into my
liquor. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 70 The . .

charm of nobility infused its balsam as an ingredient into

the dose of criticism.

2. trans/, and Jig. To introduce as by pouring ;

to instil, insinuate. Used spec, of the work of God

o p . . s nuse n o e soue o man or woman w
grace. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis l. (Arb.) 40 Venus enfuseth
sweet

sleepe
to the partye resembled. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.

i. i. 461 These words, these lookes, Infuse new life in me.
1605 JAMES I Gxnpmudrr Plot in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III.
ii AH knowledge must be either infused or acquired. 1642
GATAKER Transubst. 129 Infants have an habite of faith

infused into them in Baptisme. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F.
xviii. (1869) I. 476 He infused his own intrepid spirit into
the troops. 185)3 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 560 He. .as
far as he was able, infused new life into the old universities.

--. IS5 GARDINER Exflic. 127 b, The diuinite ineffably
infused it selfe in to the visible Sacrament. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. iv. i. 132. 1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence
Note S. 659 Consider how He abideth in us. .infusing Him-
self into our bodies,

t b. To instil or try to instil a notion or belief.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 158 b, Infusyng and puttyng
into mens heades . . his right to y" crown. 1623 Dk.
Buckhm.'s Narrative in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- I22
Gondomar privately infused to the Prince his Highness . .

That the Duke was in heart . . a Roman Catholick. a 1715
BURNET CHvn Time I. 31 They. .took care to infuse it into
all people, .that all was done to make way for Popery.

fS. To pour on or upon ; to shed, diffuse. Obs.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 755 Yf ofte vppon the rootes as

they stonde, The boles galle enfusid be. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. yi, i. ii. 85 With those cleare Raves, which shee in-
fus'd on me. That beautie am I blest with, which you may
see. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 351 The white of an egg . .

ought to be infused, or spread vpon the foresaid wool), with
the pouder of Frankincense, a 1672 STERRY imt Posth. Vol.
(1680) 323 Choice Meats infuse all their pleasant Tastes and
Relishes distinctly upon the curious Palate of the Eater.
4. To steep or drench (a plant, etc.) in a liquid,

so as to extract its soluble properties ; to macerate.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 58 a, Reubarbarum by it

selfe from two drammes unto foure, infused or stiped in

lycour,
from iiii drammes unto viii. 1593 HYLL Art

Garden. 126 To make Artichocks .. grow sweet in last, in.
fuse the seeds before, in either milke, with hony, or in water
with sugar, or els in pleasant wine. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 337 The filings of Iron infused in vinegar,
will with a decoction of galles make good Inke, without any
copperose at all. 1756 C. LUCAS Ea. Waters I. 82 They
infuse the ashes of burned vegetables in their water. 1830
M. DONOVAN Dom. F.cun. I. 293 Strawberry or Raspberry
Wine. Bruise six gallons of either fruit; press out the
juice ; on the marc pour seven gallons of water ; infuse for
twelve hours, and press out the liquor. 1890 BARRIF. Little
Minister (1892) 261 While I am infusing my tea.

t b. To dissolve or melt. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 322 Take of mel rosa-
turn, oyl of roses, wax, and turpentine, of each, like quan-
tity : infuse them all on the fire together.

c. inlr. To undergo the process of infusion or
maceration.
i6i< LATHAM Falconry (1633) 105 You must prouide some

distilled water of endiue, and succorie . . and into the same
put a slice of rubarbe to infuse. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory
II. 397 Leave it to infuse till the next day. 1885 R.
BUCHANAN Annan Water vii, The pot's infusing at the
kitchen fire, and I'll fetch it in myseP.
t 6. With inverted constr. : To affect or act npon

(a liquid) by steeping some soluble substance in it;

hence, to imbue or inspire (a person or thing) with
some infused quality. Obs.
1560 Proud wyues Pater noster 529 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.

176 Infuse vs with grace, Lorde, in contynaunce. 1592
SHAKS. Ven. I, Ad. 928 Infusing them with dreadfull pro-
phecies. 1602 MARS-TON Antonio's Km. iv. iv, Would I
had some ppyson to infuse it with. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii.

154 Thou didst smile, Infused with a fortitude from heauen.
1626 BACON Syha (J.), Drink, infused with flesh, will
nourish faster and easier than meat and drink together. 1871
L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe v. n. 305 The excessive diffi-

culty of infusing young mountaineers with a proper sense of
ranaaability.
Hence Infu-sing vil. sb.

1598 FLORIO, Infusura, an infusing. 1680-90 TEMPLE
Ess., Health Misc. 1701 III. 193 The Physician .. whose
greatest Skill perhaps often lies in the infusing of Hopes.
Infused (infiu-zd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED i.]
1. Poured in, instilled: spec, imparted by divine

influence, or by nature, lit. and fig.
$77 VAUTROUILLIER Lutheran Ep. Gal. 63 For that worke

he poureth into him charitie, which they call charitie in.
ed. 1598 FLORIO, Infuso, infused, melted, powred in.

1607-12 BACON Ess., Cust. f, Educ. (Arb.) 366/1 Mens ..
speacnes [are] according to theire leaminges and infused
opinions. 1662 EVEI.VN Chalcogr. (1769) 24 Nor do we think

} -t 'Irl!
5
-
1 unh:>PPy &H did so much concern his rare

nd infused habits. 1811 Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 403 The
..lungs . were totally black from infused blood into thebur cells, ilgi CHURCH Oxford Mai>ew. xvii. 307 A doc-
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trine, .which substituted a fictitious and imputed righteous-
ness for an inherent and infused and real one.

2. Steeped in liquid so as to impart its qualities.
1707 Curios, in Husb. 4- Card. 144 Cover it with good

Brandy four Inches above the infus'd Matter. 1853 SOYF.R

Pantropk. 93 Ginger is taken infused as a drink.

Hence Infu sedly adv., in an infused manner.
1610 GRANGER Div. Logike 59 The receptacle of adjuncts

inherent . . ingendred naturally, infusedly, habitually in it.

Infuser (infi/J-zaj). f_f.
INFUSE v. + -KK i.]

1. One who infuses or pours in. Chiefly Jig.
598 FLORIO, Infonditore, an infuser, a melter, a powrer

in. 1615 J. WHITE Serm. 33 Thou o blessed Trinitie, the
sole infuser of grace. 1838 Mirror V. 334/2 The infuser
of joy in our home. 1868 Miss YONGE Pupils St. John xvii.

278 James of Nisibiswas the great infuser of this spirit.

2. A vessel for making infusions ; f spec, a retort.
1688 R. HOI.ME Armoury in. 398/1 An Infuser, or a Glass

Body with a long Neck . . also termed a Distillatory. 1899
Advt., Tea Infuser, Patent, White China.

Infusibility (infu/zlbi-liti). [f. INFUSIBLE a.' :

see -:TY, and cfF. infusibility (iSth c. in Hatz.-

Parm.).] The quality or fact of being infusible
;

incapability of being fused or melted.

1796 KIRWAN Kim. Min. (ed. 2) I. 43 The calcination,
infusibility or fusibility, at different degrees measured by
Mr. Wedgwood's Pyrometer. 1816 CLEAVELAND Min. 264
It differs from feldspar by its greater hardness and its infusi-

bility. 1831 CARLYLE Ess., Schiller (1872) III. 95 To the

last, there is a stiffness in him, a certain infusibility.

Infusible (infi-zlb'l), fl .i [f. IN. 3 + FUSIBLE.
Cf. F. infusible (1760 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not

tl. i.
(165^9) 4 Vitrification is.. a fusion of the salt and earth

. . wherein the fusible salt draws the earth and infusible part
into one continuum. 1796 KIRWAN Eltm. Min. (ed. 2) I. 6
Pure lime, except placed in clay, is infusible. 1870 I. YEATS
Nat. Hist. Comm. 112 The infusible and rare metal platinum.
fig. 1877 OWEN Mrq. Wellesley's Dtsp. Inlrod. 44 The
beauty of the style, unimpaired . . by the amalgam of in-

fusible Orientalisms.

Hence Infu sibleness, the quality of being in-

fusible. In recent Diets.

Infirsible, .
2 rare-', [ad. L. type "infilsi-

bilis, f. ppl. stem of L. infundere to pour in : see

INFUSE.] Capable of being infused.
ai66o HAMMOND (J.), The doctrines being infusible

into all.

Hence Infnsibl-Hty 2.

1828 in WEBSTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Inftrsile, a. rare. [f. IN- 3 + FUSILE.] Not
fusile ; not having the quality of fusing.
1815 COLERIDGE in Lit. Kent. (1836) II. 347 The tmcom-

bining and infusite genius of our language.
Infusion (infiw-jjan). [a. F. infusion (isth c.

in Hatz.-Darm. ), or immediately ad . L. infusion-tm,
n. of action f. inftmdSre to pour in : see INFUSE.]
1. The action of pouring in (a liquid), or fact of

being poured in ; that which is poured in. Now
chieflyJig., as in

' the infusion ofnew blood
', which

passes into 5.

1531 MORE Cmtfilt. Tindale Wks. 491/2 Our sauiour him-
selfe v did put water in to wyne, thoughe there was no
mencion made therof in the writing, no more then there
was of diuers other thynges . . Of whych thynges this in-

fusion of water is one. 1594 T. B. La Primaua, I''r. Acad.
I. Ep. Ded., When Gods will is to have His children
nourished with the .. unmingled milke of His word, dare
man use the infusion of water, to the weakening of them?
1709 STEELE Tatter No. 131 T 7 Another [cyder], with a
less quantity of the same infusion, would rise into a dark

Eurple.
a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serm. (1717) VI. 396 We all

now, that we may infuse, what we will into an empty Vessel,
but a full one has no room for a farther Infusion. 1853 J. H.
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) II. i. iv. 216 The continual
fusion into it of new blood to perform its functions.

b. spec, in Surg. Injection : see quots.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. Explan. Words, Infusion signi-

fieth the conueiance of some medicinable liquour into the
body by clystre or other instrument. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Infusion, .. in Surgery, the act of introducing medicinal
substances into the veins by means of the Infusor, or into
these or other cavities, or into the parenchyma of organs,
by hydrostatic pressure.
2. The action of infusing some principle, quality,

or idea, into the mind, soul, or heart
; esp. the

imparting ofa priori ideas or of divine grace : see

quots. 1857, '875.
c 1450 tr. De linitatione n. xii. 56 In be crosse is infusion

of hevenly swetnes. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 149
Whiche inspiracyon . . is none other but a infusyon of a
spiritual grace. 1621 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 41 Neither
hath he his art altogether by infusion, but by instruction,
and experience. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V.

. . --- . ipon
17774* THOMSON Spring 587 No sooner grows The
soft infusion prevalent and wide, Than, all alive, at once
their joy o'erflows In music unconfin'd. 1857 T. E. WEBB
Intellectualisia Locke iii. 47 The doctrine of Infusion the
doctrine which regarded our a priori Ideas as infused into
the Intellect by an act of God. 1875 MANNING Mission H.
l,host v. 135 This lifelong increase of charity in the soul is

wrought.. by gift and infusion on God's part,

t b. Insidious suggestion, insinuation. Obs.
a I63SNAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 52 The greater error

of the two (though unwillingly) I am constrained to impose
on my I.ord of Essex^ or rather on his youth ; . . But, to omit

INFTJSOR.

that of infusion (etc.). 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. i. 143
By the infusions he made into King James . . he did all he
could to discountenance that Parly. 1756 JOHNSON Lift
Browne Wks. IV. 595 Not watchful against the power of
his infusions. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. y, III. vn. 41 (They)
contributed by their infusions {later edd. suggestions] to
sour and disgust him still more.

f c. Infused temperament ; character imparted by
nature. Obs. rare. Cf. INFUSIONISM.
1602 SIIAKS. Ham. v. ii. 122 His infusion of such dearth

and rareness.

t 3. The action of pouring or shedding forth
;
that

which is poured forth ; outpouring, effusion. Obs.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1571) 39 Possidonius. .saide, it

[the milky way] is the infusion of the heate of sterres.

4. The process of pouring water over a substance,
or steeping the substance in water, in order to im-

pregnate the liquid with its properties or virtues,

f Formerly, also, the dissolving of a salt or other
soluble substance.

I573TWYNE /Eneidim. Mm j b.The same [Dittany] Dame
Venus thyther bringes, And into water vessels bright it

secretly she flinges, And makes therof I nfusion {later edd.
steeping] large, the vertue forth to take. 1612 WOODALL Surg.Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Infusion is the preparation of medica-
ments, cut or bruised in some humidity convenient for the
purpose, a lesser or longer time. 1653 WALTON Angler vi.

139 Oil of Ivy-berries, made by expression or infusion. 1676GREW F.xp. Solut. Salts \. 28 Not only in the Infusion of
several Ingredients together, but of any one singly, that such
a proportion thereof to the Menstruum be not exceeded. 1707
Curios, in Husb. ft Card. 122 After this Time of Infusion,
separate the Water from the Substances. 1831 J. DAVIES
Manual Mat. Med. 37 By infusion, that is, by pouring a
liquid, more or less heated, on the substance from which we
wish to extract the remedial principles.

b. A dilute liquid extract obtained from a sub-
stance by soaking it with, or steeping it in, water ;

also any water containing dissolved organic (esp.

vegetable) matter, such as that in which Infusoria
are found.
c 1550 LLOYD Trcas. Health, Aplwrisms Hippocrites C v,

The infusion of hyera healeth the melancolike paynes
of the head. 1626 BACON Sylva 18 For the Prepara-
tions of Medicines and other Infusions. 1684 BOYLE
Porousn. Anim. Bod. iii. 26 Clothes or spunges wetted in
Infusion of Tobacco. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dotn. Med. (1790)
3n An infusion of the bark, or other bitters, in small wine,
..may be drank for some time. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chcm.
11. 520 If the colour of the infusion tend too much to purple,
it may be amended by a drop or two of solution of pure
ammonia. 1828 STARK Elcni. Nat. Hist. II. 451 M[onas\
termo,. . Found in vegetable and animal infusions. 1869 tr.

Pouchet's Universe (1871) 9 Many of these creatures do not
live in infusions, but on the contrary, inhabit the sea and
fresh water. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) " *>" '95
The infusions continued unchanged for months.
5. The action of infusing or introducing a modify-

ing element or new characteristic ; an infused ele-

ment, admixture, tincture.
1626 BACON Syha 805 The Aire (no doubt) receiueth

great Tincture and Infusion from the Earth. 1727 SWIFT
Let. Eng. Tongue ^yks. 1755 II. i. 187 During the usurpa-
tion, such an infusion of enthusiastic jargon prevailed in

every writing. 1788 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 82 Too great
an infusion of various and heterogeneous opinions may em-
barrass that decision. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Some Old
Actors, He. .was a gentleman with a slight infusion of the
footman. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. II. Introd.

193 Absence of all the ancient texts, .with an increasing
infusion of the later Syrian readings.
6. The action of pouring on water in baptism, as

opposed to immersion ;
= AFFUSION.

'751-73 JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), Baptism by infusion

began to be introduced in cold climates. 1879 W. HEP-
WORTH in Encycl. Brit. IX. 361/2 Originally used only for
sick or infirm persons, the method of baptism by infusion
became gradually the established practice.
7. attrib., as infusion-jar : see quot.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Infusion jar, an apparatus in which

to prepare an infusion ;. .an earthenware jug containing a
strainer on which to receive the material to be dealt with.

Infasiottism (infi-,z,3niz'm). [f. prec. + -ISM.]
The doctrine that the soul is a divine emanation,
infused into the body at conception or birth.

1884 in Cossets Encycl. Diet.

So Infivsionist, an adherent of this doctrine.

1893 MYERS Sc.
<{
Future Lifey) Infusionists have held

that the soul pre-existed elsewhere, but was infused into the
body at some given moment.

Infusive (infiw-siv), a. [f. L. in/its-, ppl. stem
of L. infundirc to pour in + -IVE.]
1. Having the quality or power of infusing.
1718-46 THOMSON Spring 867 Still let my song a nobler

note assume, And sing tV infusive force of Spring on Man.
1879 FARRAR.SV. Paul

^(1883) 315 The infusive virulence of
sins which.. strike their venom and infix their cancer into
the soul.

1 2. Characterized by being naturally or divinely
infused (see INFUSION 2) ; innate. Obs.

1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Genllem. 30 To treat of the Dis-

positions of mens mindes, it is strange to see what difference

appeares in them (even by natural and infusive motion).

Infusor (infiw'zai, -spi). [a. L. infusor, agent-
n. f. infundlre to pour in : see INFUSE.] One
who or that which infuses ; spec. : see quot.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Infusor, . . an instrument proposed by

Hunter for the introduction of blood or other nutritive sub-
stances into the tissues. It consists of an open glass tube
..[with] an india-rubber tube . .to which is attached a hollow
metallic needle containing 45 or 50 apertures.



INFUSORIA.

II Infusoria (infis5-ria), s/>. pi. [Neuter pi.

(sc. animalcula') of mod.L. infftsorius INFUSORY;
in Ger. infnsorien, F. infusoires : the name animal-
cilia infusoria was first used by Ledermuller of

Niirnberg, 1760-63.]
A class of Protozoa, comprising ciliated, tenta-

culate, and flagellate animalcula, essentially uni-

. cellular, free-swimming, or sedentary ; so called

because found in infusions of decaying animal or

^vegetable matter.

Originally, as constituted by O. F. Miiller, the Infusoria
comprehended an assemblage of minute, usually micro-

scopic, organisms, of many diverse kinds, including some
now classed as vegetables, as the Diatomacex and the
Desmiiliacex. As now limited, the Infusoria are Protozoa
characterized by a half-liquid endosarc, a firm cortical

ectosarc, an outer membraneous cuticle, a mouth and anus,
and a contractile vesicle which injects fluid. They were re-

garded by Huxley asaprimary group in the animal kingdom.
[1765 WISSBERG (title} Observationes de Animalculis In-

fusoriis. (8vo Gottingen). 1786 O. F. MULI.ER (title)
-Animalcula Infusoria fluviatilia et marina (410 Havniae et

Leipzig}.] 1787 G. ADAMS Ess. Microsc. (1798) 416 The
animalcula infusoria take their name from their being found
in all kinds either of vegetable or animal infusions. 1798
F. KANMACHER Mil. 428 note, Nor is the celerity of the
various species of annnalcula infusoria less deserving of
admiration. 1819 Pantologia, Infusoria, an order of the
class vermes ; consisting of minute, simple animalcules,
seldom visible to the naked eye. 1832 LVF.LI. Princ. Geol.
II. 12 Why are there still such multitudes of infusoria and
polypes, or of confervse and other cryptogamic plants ? 1834
A. PRITCHARD (title) A History of the Infusoria. 1845
DARWIN Voy. Nat. i. (1879) 5 Professor Ehrenberg finds that
this dust consists in great part of infusoria with siliceous
shields. 1880 W. SAVILLE KENT (title) A Manual of the

Infusoria, including a description of all known Flagellate,
Ciliate, and Tentaculiferous Protozoa.

Infusorial (infisoTial), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

Of or pertaining to the Infusoria ; consisting of or
formed by Infusoria.

1846 in WORCESTER. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca \. 4
Commencing with the Infusorial monad, we may ascend . .

by a succession of closely allied forms, to the sea-urchin and
holothuria. 1853 KANE Grinndl Exp. xviii. 139 The . .

remarkable infusorial dust on the coast of Africa. 1869
E. A. PARKES

Pract.^ Hygiene (ed. 3) 358 To check the

growth of fungoid or infusorial organisms. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. v. 176 You find the putrefying sub-
stance swarming with infusorial life. 1876 PACE Adv.
Text.dk. Geol. xix. 363 Among the most remarkable features
of foreign tertiaries are the infusorial and foraminiferal
strata. 1882 GEIKIF. Text-Ik. Geol. in. n. iii. 3. 461
'Infusorial' earth and 'tripoli powder' consist mainly of
frustules and fragmentary debris of diatoms which have
accumulated on the bottoms of lacustrine areas.

Infusorian (infis5.>-rian), a. and sb. [f. as

prec. + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Infusoria.

1859 TODD Cyc2. Anat. V. 8/1 A spherical infusorian
animalcule. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 59 The large and
universally-distributed class of the Infusorian Animalcules.
B. sb. A member of the Infusoria.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 7/2 An aperture .. formed in the
wall of the infusorian. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Cliallenger
I. iii. 186 One of the Spirula shells was covered with a
beautiful stalked infusorian.

Illfusoriform (inftusovri{(>im),a. [f. as prec.
+ -FORM.] Having the form of an infusorian.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. fnv. Anim. xi. 654 The embryos are
of two kinds, the one vermiform, the other infusoriform.

II Infusorium (infi?<so9-ripm). [mod.L., sing,
of INFUSORIA. Cf. F. infusoire.'] An individual

animalcule of the Infusoria.

1876 LANKESTER Hist. Creation I. i. 8 The coming into
existence of a natural body, for example, of a crystal,
a fungus, an infusorium, depends merely upon the different

particles, which had before existed in a certain form or
combination. 1879 H. SPENCER Data Ethics ii. 10 An in-

fusorium swims randomly about.

Infusory (inn;7-ssri), a. and sb. [ad. L. type
*infusorius ,

i. infiis-, ppl. stem of infundUrt to

pour in : see -OUY.]
A. adj. f 1. Of or pertaining to (surgical) in-

fusion or injection. Obs.

1684 tr. Bonets Merc. Comfit. XI. 374 An Epistle . . con-

cerning Transfusion of bloud, and infusory Chirurgery.
2. = INFUSORIAL.
1826 GOOD Bk. Nat. II. 20 The fifth or infusory order of

worms, comprehends those minute and simple animalcules
which are seldom capable of being traced, except by a
microscope. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. m.
ii. 298 The infusory animalcule.

B. sb. A member of the Infusoria.

1835 KIRBY Hal. ti Inst. Anim. I. ii. 135 Those that are
termed Infusories ; because they are usually found in

infusions of various substances. 1857 GOSSE Creation 227
It was a swimming Infusory with a broad ciliated disk.

1863 PossiHL Creation 219 Nature appears to have taken
as much pains with the humblest infusory as with the
stateliest camelopard.

Ing (in), local. Forms : 5 enge, 5-6 ynge, 6

yng, 7-ing(e. [a. ON. engi., enge, engi nent. (Da.
eng, Sw. iing), meadow, meadow-land ; co-radicate

with OHG. angar, MHG. anger grass land, mea-
dow-land. (Not recorded in OE.)] A common
name in the north of England, and in some other

parts, for a meadow ; esp. one by the side ofa river

and more or less swampy or subject to inundation.
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1483 Cat/i. Attgl. 115/1 Enge, vbi a medew. 1494 in Ripon
CA. Acts (Surtees) 261 Elsay ynges. 1583 Ibid. 381 A lease
of Swihnge yng ; the lease of Bushop yng. 1626 Quarter
Sessions Rec. III. (North Riding Rec. Soc.) 14 A common
waie for leading corne and haie for the inhabitants ofGreat
Broughton from their inges and feildes to the said towne,
and for their cariages to the mill. 1663 MS. Indenture,
Barlby, Yks., 2 half acres of meadow in the broad ing in
Angram. 1793 Act 33 Geo. Ill, c. xci. title, An act for divid-
ing. .the commons and waste grounds and ings, or meadow
grounds, within the township of Knottingley, in the west
riding of the county of York. 1828 Craven Dial., Ing, a
marshy meadow. 1848 C. BRONTE y. Eyre ix, Mists as
chill as death . . rolled down '

ing
'

and holm till they blended
with the frozen fog of the beck. 1851 Jrnl. K. Agric.
Soc. XII. n. 314 Others [Fens] termed 'ings', belonging
to various towns, yet remain (at particular seasons) in a
wet condition. 1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss., Ing, a common,
pasture, or meadow, c 1890 Newspr., This morning there
is fully 5 ft. of '

fresh
'

in the Derwent, and the river is
still rising. In the ings and marshes of the East Riding
the river is over the banks.

b. attrib., as ing ground, ing land.
1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 32 In a moist yeare hard-

lande-grasse proveth better then carres, or ing-growndes.
1794 Act Inclosing S. KetseyzCixr Lands, Ing Lands, .and
Furze Leas, within the said Manor.

-ing
1
, suffix forming verbal derivatives, origin-

ally abstract nouns of action, but subsequently de-

veloped in various directions : OE. -ung, -ing =
OFris. -unge, -enge, -inge, OS. -unga (MLG. and
MDu. -inge, Du. -ing), OHG. -unga, -nng-(MHG.
-tinge, Ger. -ung), ON. -ung and -ing; not known
in Gothic : OTeut. type *-utjga (and ? *-iyga) str.

fern. ;
not identified outside Teutonic. In OE. the

more usual form was -ung (inflected -unge), but

-ing also was frequent, esp. in derivatives from

original fa- verbs (see Cosijn, Altiucsts. Gramm.
II. 21, 22). In early ME., -ung rapidly died out,

being scarcely found after 1250, and -ing (in early
ME. -inge) became the regular form. In later ME.,
-yng was a frequent scribal variant.

1. The original function of the suffix was to form
nouns of action

; as acsung ASKING, from acsian
to ask, biding, boditng preaching, BODING, cfapting,

-ing CHEAPING, elding, -ung CHIDING, cn'ofuiig
CHEEPING, e_bbuttg V.miXG, fiding FEEDING, gader-
ung GATHERING. These substantives were origin-

ally abstract ; but even in OE. they often came to

express a completed action, a process, habit, or

art, as Hetsung, -ing BLESSING, leornung LEARN-
ING, //aW^-TiDiNGS, wcddung betrothal, WEDDING,
and then admitted a plural ; sometimes they be-
came concrete, as in bedding, eardttng dwelling,
offnmg OFFERING, rynning rennet, EARNING 3.

During the ME. period all these uses received

greater development, and in the I4th c. the forma-
tion became established, esp. in the gerundial use

(see 2 below), as an actual or possible derivative
of every verb. By later extension, formations of
the same kind have been analogically made from
substantives (see c, g, below), and, by ellipsis, from
adverbs, as innings, offing, outing, horning (home-
coming) ; while nonce-words in -ing are formed

freely on words or phrases of many kinds, e. g.

-ING.

believe in all this fluting
'

(having pints of beer).
In current use, verbal substantives in -ing-may be grouped,

sbs.^of
the same form as the verb-stem, as a cry, a fall,

a kick, a push, a run, a shout, a sleep, etc., in that the
latter denote acts of momentary or short duration, having
a definite beginning and end, and grammatically take a and
plural, while the sbs. in -ing imply indefinite duration

repeated as many/KFifof j pushing'^ continuous, there may
be ' much ', but not

'

many
'

of it.

b. The notion of action maybe limited to that of a single
or particular occasion, as a christening, a wedding, a meet-
ing, a sitting, a merry-making, an outing. As thus used,
the sb. takes a plural :

' three long sittings '.

are now common acquirements
'

; so drawing, engraving,
fencing, smoking, swimming. Words of this kind are also
formed directly from sbs. which are the names of things
used, or persons engaged, in the action : such are balloon-

ing, blackberrying, canalling, chambering, cocking (cock-
fighting), fmvling, gardening, hopping (hop-picking), hurt-
ing (gathering hurts), nooning, nutting, sniping, buccaneer-
ing, costering, soldiering, and the like.

d. Hence often transferred to the concrete or material

accompaniment or product of the action or process, as '
the

paper was covered with writing
'

; so binding, blacking,
dripping, dubbing, lightning, saving, stitching, etc.

6. Hence as the designation of a material thing in which
the action or its result is concreted or embodied ; as ' a
writing was affixed to the wall

'

; so a covering, holding,
landing, shaving, winding (of a river), etc. A peculiar

clothing, that with which one is clothed ; so bedding, carpet-
ing, ceiling, edging, flooring, gearing, gilding, housing
lining, rigging, roofing, shipping, tackling, tiling, trim-
nnng, etc.

g. In the preceding group, there is often a sb. of the same
form as the verb, with which the noun in -ing comes to be

responding verb; esp. in industrial and commercial Ian-

h. In some words the concrete sense appears exclusively
or preferentially, in the plural -ings : e. g. earnings, leav-
ings, sweepings, tidings; hangings, innings, moorinrs
trappings.
Other exceptional or irregular uses of -ing are discussed

under the individual words.
The vbl. sb. in -ing often forms the second element in a
:ompound. The first element may be a qualifying adv
which in the finite tenses of the vb. formerly stood either
Before or after it, but in the vbl. sbs. and adjs. regularly

'"f, up-rising, well-being. The first element may also be a
sb., the direct, indirect, or adverbial object of the verb, as

lished designations, they are regularly r^bened, and pro-

to an adjective, and is liable to be confounded with the pres.
pple. (-ING2) used adjectivally. The sense generally deter-
mines the nature of the collocation ; thus, drawing lessons
are not lessons that draw, but lessons in drawing ; a

\ fainting fit, not a fit that faints, but a fit of fainting;
|

a drinking cup, not a cup that drinks, but a cup for drink-
ing with. A walking-leaf is a leaf (so-called) that walks;

. a walking-stick is a stick for walking. But in some cases
in which the second element denotes a machine, agency, or
agent, it is difficult to say whether the word in -ing is the
vbl. sb. used attributively, or the present pple. used adjec-

uses of the vbl. sb.

ai y

2. The most notable development of the vbl. sb.
in -ing is its use as a gerund, i.e. a substantive
with certain verbal functions, particularly those
of being qualified by an adverb instead of an ad-

jective, and of governing an object like a verb :

e.g. the habit of sfcaking loosely (
= loose speak-

ing) ;
he has hopes of coming back speedily (

= a

speedy return) ; he practises writing (
= the writing

of) leading articles
; engaged in building himself

n house (
= the building of a house for himself) ;

after having written a letter
(
= the completion of

the writing of a letter).
This gerundial use is peculiar to English, of which

it is a characteristic and most important feature ;

it was unknown to OE. and early ME.
The first traces of it as yet pointed out (see R. Blume
Ursprung und Entwickehmg des Gerundiums im Eng-
lischen, Bremen 1880) occur 4:1340 in theAyenbite of Inwit
and in the writings of Richard Rolle of Hampole, in the sepa-
ration of the adv. in doiunconiing, downfalling, ingoing,
etc., and the placing of it after the vbl. sb., coming down,failing d<nun, going in, as in the finite verb, come down, fall
down, go in. This was soon extended to adverbs and ad-
verbial phrases generally, so that it became established that

any vbl. sb. could, like the vb. to which it belonged, take
an adverbial qualification. In other respects the vbl. sb. at

A generation later, the vbl. sb. is found with a verbal

regimen, thus 1377 LANGLAND P. PI. B. xiv. 186 'Confes-
sioun and knowlechyng and crauyng }>y mercy Shulde
amende vs

'

j
Ibid. xix. 72

' with-outen mercy askynge '.

This gerundial construction is very frequent in WycTifs
Bible (1382) ; and it is significant that he regularly uses it

in translating the Latin gerund, while he retains the original
substantival construction in rendering a Latin n. of action.

Thus, Exod. xix. i
'

the thridde moneth of the goyng of
Yrael out [egressionis] of the loond of Egipte

'

; but Heb.
xii. 10 '

in receyuynge [recipitndo] the halowing of him '

;

Mark iii. 15
'

power of heelynge [curandi] siknessis, and of

castynge out [ejiciendi] fend is '. Imitation of the L. gerund
was thus app. an influential factor in the development of the
Eng. gerundial use of the vbl. sb. Another influence may
have been the literal rendering of the Fr. gerund (identical
in form with the pr. pple.) after en, as in en venant, L. in
veniendo, in coming.
The full development of the gerundial use before 1400 led

necessarily to an indefinite increase of vbl. sbs. in -ing, since

every verb now had one as an actual or potential dependant.
In conjunction with the formal identity of gerund and pres.

pple. (see -ING"), it led also, at a later date, to the introduction
of gerundial expressions for the perfect and future tenses,
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-ING.

ami for the passive voice, coinciding in form with the pples.

of the sTrnJ7eni.es and voices. Thus SIONEY Arcadia ,.

UI U1C MMiic: " . ;__-,. A.,,.( 1r J/r//i>////-//thlls

CQUlVBlenlJ ueiuic iH "' y v' *"i > i

nrund has neither. A good example of the two construc-

fions side by side, and with identical sense, occurs in Bacon s

[bird Essay: 'Concerning the Meanes of procuring Unity:

Men must beware, that in thr fncuriitg.. of'Religious

Unity, they doe not ', etc. But, down to the I7th c., mixed

constructions were frequent, in which the word in -ing had

fall to a sodain straitning them '

; loid. i. xii. 56 b,
'

by
the well choosing of your commandements .

The gerund still retains one feature of the vbl. sb., viz.

that of admitting of a preceding possessive case or possessive

pronoun, as in
' after John's behaving so strangely ',

'

upon

my readily granting it '. In the literary language this con-

struction is regularly retained with a pronoun, and very
generally with a single personal substantive ; but, with

names of things, and phraseological or involved denomin-

ations, the sign of the possessive began to be dropped

already by 1600; thus SHAKS. Macbeth I. iii. 44
'

By each

at once her choppie finger laying Vpon her slunnie
lips

'.

No other treatment is now possible in such constructions

as
'

in default ofone or other being accepted ',

' on the general
and his staff appearing ',

'
in the event of your expectations

not being at once realized ',

'

in consequence of much snow

having fallen'; and, in current spoken English, the 's is

commonly omitted with all nouns : thus THACKERAY Van.

Fair xi. p 48
'
I insist upon Miss Sharp appearing ', where

' Miss Sharp's
' would now sound pedantic or archaic. Even

a pronoun standing before the gerund is put in the objective,

in dialect speech ; and, when the pronoun is emphatic,
this is common in ordinary colloquial English j thus THACK-
ERAY Esmond I. 242

'

Papa did not care about them learn-

ing
'

; Nrtucomes
' But who ever heard of them eating

an owl ?
'

CHAS. READE Hard Cash (1863) II. 332 That is

no excuse for him beating you.' So 'What is the use of

tnf speaking?
'

In such constructions the objective sb. or pronoun seems
to stand in simple apposition to the gerund, the two forming
a kind of combined object of the preposition, reminding us

of the Greek infinitive with an accusative after a prep., as

in piera TO napa&odftvai TOP 'lujacojf,
'

after John being de-

livered up '. But in Eng. there has probably been analogi-

cal influence from the construction of the pres. pple. : cf., for

instance, 'John was digging potatoes ',
' Who saw John

digging potatoes ? ', and 'Who ever heard of John (
= John's)

digging potatoes ?
'

3. In a few ME. writers, esp. in Wyclif, the form

in -inge, -ynge, also appears for the Dative In-

finitive, OE. -cnne, ME. -ene, -en. Thus Luke
xxii. 23

' who it was of hem thnt was to doynge

[faclurus] this thing.' John vi. 72
'
this was to

bitraiynge \tradilurus\ him.' In its origin this

is a case of phonetic confusion; the OE. -enne,

confounded with -ende, had, like the pres. pple.

(see -INQ 2
), passed through -inde to -inge, -ynge.

But it is possible that Wyclif, in using this form to render
the L. future participle, actually identified it in sense with
the gerund, understanding the first quotation above as if

= ' who it was of them that was [destined] to the doing of

this thing ', which he contracted to the gerundial construc-

tion
'
to doynge this thing '.

-ing *, suffix of the present participle, and of

adjs. thence derived, or so formed
;

an alteration

of the original OE. -endt^OFris., OS. -and, OHG.
-ant-i (-ent-t, -ont-i, MHG. -end-e, Ger. -end),
ON. -and-i (Sw. -andt, Da. -ende), Goth, -and-s,

-anil-a, = L. -ent-, Gr. -OVT-, Skr. -ant-.

Already, in Inter OE., the ppl. -ende was often

weakened to -inde, and this became the regular
Southern form of the ending in Early ME. From
the end of the 1 2th c. there was a growing tendency
to confuse -inde, phonetically or scribally, with

-inge ; this confusion is specially noticeable in MSS.
written by Anglo-Norman scribes in the i jth c. The
final result was the predominance of the form -inge,
and its general substitution for -inde in the 14th c.,

although in some works, as the Kentish Ayenbite of

1340, the pple. still regularly has -inde. In Mid-
land English -ende is frequent in Gower, and oc-

casional in Midland writers for some time later ;

but the southern -inge, -ynge, -ing, favoured by
Chaucer, Hoccleve, and Lydgate, soon spread over
the Midland area, and became the Standard English
form. The Northern dialect, on the other hand, in

England and Scotland, retained the earlier ending
in the form -ande, -and, strongly contrasted with
the verbal sb. in -yng, -ing (-yne, -ene). At the
present clay the two are completelydistinct in North-
umberland and the Southern Counties of Scotland,
although the general mntescence of final rf.and the
change of -iy to -in, make the difference in most
cases only a vowel one : e.g.

' a singan' burd
',

' the
singin (-in) o' the burds', but 'a gaan bairn' (a
going child),

'
afore gangin' hame '.
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As -inge was the proper ending of the vbl. sb. (-ING '), it

has naturally suggested itself to many that the levelling of

the pres. pple. tinder the same form must have been the

result of some contact or confusion of the functions or con-

structions of the two formations. But investigation has
discovered no trace of any such functional or constructional

contact in Early ME. ; and it is now generally agreed that

the confusion was, in its origin, entirely phonetic. On the

other hand, the fact that the forms had, by the I4th c., be-

come identical, may have been a factor in the development
of the gerundial use of the vbl. sb., which began then; and
it has certainly influenced the subsequent development of
the compound gerundial forms being made, having made,
hairing petti made, being about to go, etc., which have the

same form as the corresponding participles (see -INO 1
2).

The identity of form of pr. pple. and gerund probably also

assisted the process whereby, at a later date, such a con-
struction as

'

the king went a-hunting ', formerly
' on or an

huntinge ', was shortened to
'

the king went hunting ', the
last word being then taken as the participle ; and thus to

the shortening of ' the ark was .1.building , orig.
' on build-

ing ',
to ' the ark was building ',

in which, if
'

building
'
is

taken as a pple., it must be explained as a pple. passive =
being built. To the same cause must be ascribed some of
the current constructions of the gerund, and the tendency
of the vbl. sb. when used attributively to run together with
the pr. pple. used adjectivally, as in cutting tools, a driving
wheel (see -ING ]

).

The termination -ing is that of the pres. pple.,
whether used as part of the verb, or adjectiv-

ally; also of adjectives of participial origin or

nature, as cunning, willing, daring, buccaneering,

frcebooting, non-juring, hulking, lumping, strap-

ping, swingeing, and of prepositions or adverbs

of participial origin, as concerning, during, except-

ing, notwithstanding, pending, touching.
As with the vbl. sb. (-1NG 1

), words of participial form and
use may be formed on other parts of speech, or on

phrases,
e. g. buccaneering adventurers, sailors yo-hoing lustily, how-
d'ye-doing acquaintances.

-ing
3
,
a suffix forming derivative masculine sbs ,

with the sense of ' one belonging to
'

or ' of the

kind of, hence 'one possessed of the quality of,
and also as a patronymic =

' one descended from, a

son of
',
and as a diminutive. Found in the same

form, or as -ung, in the other Teutonic langs. OE.
examples are tepeling ATHELING, cyning KING,
lytling little one, child, Jlyming fugitive, fiMng
whoremonger ;

also the patronymics Atpehmilfing
son of vEthelwnlf, Ecgbrehting, Cerdicing, \\'oden-

ing, etc. (OE. Chron. anno 855), Adaming, etc.

(Lindisf. Gosp. Luke iii. 38), and the gentile names

Hoccingas, Iclingas, Centingas (men of Kent), with
the Scriptural Gomorringas, Moabitingas, fdumin-

gas, etc. This suffix also formed names of coins,

appending, penningPENNY, settling SHILLING, and
of fractional parts, as feorjring quarter, FARTHING,
teotung, -ing tenth, TITHING : so ON. IriSjung-r
third part, thriding RIDING (of Yorkshire).

Among words of various ages with this suffix are

bretheling, hinting, gelding, golding, herring, hild-

ing, sweeting, whiting, wilding. See also the com-

pound suffix -LING (-/ + -ing).

II Illga (i'yga).
Bot. [ad. iiiga, enga, native

name in Brazil (see quot. 1869).]
1. A genus of plants allied to the Mimosa (N.O.

Legzttninosy), consisting of large shrubs or trees,
for the most part native to South America, with

red, yellow, or white flowers and pinnate leaves.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 476/2 Inga, a genus of plants.,
found in the tropical parts of Asia, Africa, and America.
1869 R. F. BURTON Highlands of Bra-,il \\. xii. 172 The
name Ingii or Engti is applied to Mimo^s ofvarious species,
some bearing an edible legumen.
2. altrib. Inga bean, a species of the genus 7V-

thecolobium (P. dulce), tribe fiigem; Inga tree, a

species of Inga (/. vera).
1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 253 The Inga Tree or large

leafed Sensitive. This shrubby tree is pretty frequent in
St. Mary's. 1886 A. H. CHURCH food Grains Ind. 173
Inga-bcan, a middle sized tree belonging to the natural
order Leguminosae, suborder Mimoseae.

Inga, obs. form of INCA.

In-ga, variant of INGO v. Obs.

t Ingage, -merit, etc., obs. forms of ENGAGE,
-MENT, etc., q.v. for other instances.
1611 COTGR., Engage, a pledge, pawne, gage, ingagement.

Ibid., Engagevr, a pledger, ingager, pawner. Ibid., Engagf,
ingaged, impledged, pawned. Ibid., Engagement, a pawn-
ing, mgaging, impledging. 1617 MORYSON Itin. u. 21 So
they feared the mgaging and fosse of the Queenes Army.
Ibid. in. 252 Which made other 7 cantons partners of that

ingagement.

f Inga-ll, v. Obs. rare
-

>. Also en-, [f. IN- 2,
EN- 1 + GALL **.l] trans. To fill or impregnate
with gall.
1611 FLORIO, Affielire, to engall or enbitter. Ibid., In.

fielire, . . to ingall.

Inga-llantry. rare. [Ix- .] The opposite
of gallantry ; nngallant conduct or behaviour

;

want of attention to the fair sex.

1805 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIX. 574 She had
solicited Voltaire for a peep, and was eager to punish his in-

galantry by a quotation. 1813 Eng. Synonyms 226, I

may felicitate a rival on his marriage with my mistress,
when I cannot, without ingallantry, congratulate him.

INGATE.

t Ingalley, v. Obs. rare.
[f. IN- 2 + GALLEY

sb. : cL imprison,] trans. To consign to or con-
fine in the galleys.
1595 COPLEY Wits, Fits, $ Fancies 114 It pleas'd the

Judge in fauour of life to ingalley them for seuen yeers.

Ingan (i'nan). Also -un, -in. Sc. and Eng.
dial, form of ONION. [Phonetic development,
with i as in mither, brither, hinnie, and

rj
for nv

,

as ring for reign, etc.]

171^ RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. n. i. Sang viii, She can mix
fu' nice The gusty ingans wi* a curn o' spice. 1818 SCOTT
Rob Roy xiv, Sae mony royal boroughs yoked on end to

end, like ropes of ingans. 1819 Leg. Montrose ii, Our
Spanish colonel, whom I could nave blown away like the

peeling
of an ingan. 1891 Hartland (N. Devon; Gloss, 77

Taty-ingin. .Seed-ingin.

t I'Uigang. Obs. Also I ingong, inngang,
3 injeong, 3-4 injong, 4 ingonge, 4-5 ingangc.
[f. IN adv. 1 1 d + GANG sb.'1 Cf. OHG. ingang,
Ger. eingang, Du. ingang.']
1. The act or fact of going in ; entrance, entry. .

,

c 900 tr. Bxda'sHist. iv. xxv. [xxiv. j(i8oo) 346 Bi utgonge
Israhela folces of /Egypta londe & hi ingonge pxs fceh.it*
landes. c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxvii[i]. 19 SoSfzste on ba
dura seceaS inn-gang, c x*>J LAV. 28370 Iherden ba burh-
weren . . and warnden him inseong. a 1*25 After. R. 62

purh eie buries dea5 haueShire in^ong into be soule. a 1300
E. E. Psalter cxx[i]. 8 Laverd yheme pine in-gang and bine

out-gang Fra hethen, and in to werld lang. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. v. 638 It is ful harde . . for any of ?ow alle To geten
ingonge [1393 C. vm. 282 ingangej at any gate bere.

2. A way in
; an entrance, porch.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 206 pe uorrideles bet beoS iwunede ofte
to openen pet in?ong & leten in sunne. a 1350 Childh. Jesu
701 tMiitz.) In a tour stare and strong, par on nas bote on
injong. 1440 Gesta Rom. \. xlvii. 200 (Harl. MS.) He
entend in to the yerde, &yede in to the In-gange..and bere
he lay al nyght.

t Inganna'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. It. in-

gannazionc, n. of action from ingannare to deceive,
f. inganno fraud, deceit : see next and -ATION.]

Deceiving ; deception.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. i. iii. 12 Inabilitie to resist

such triviall ingannations from others. 1658 PHILLIPS, In-

giinntitioti, a deceaving.

II Inganup (z'nga-nno). Mus. [It. inganno de-

ception, deceit, fraud = Sp. enga.no, Pg. engano, Pr.

engan, OF. engan, enjan, enjain, a Com. Romanic
word of uncertain derivation: see Diez, Mackel,
etc.] (See quots.)
"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Inganno, in the Italian music,

is used when the composer, after having done every thing
proper for making a close or cadence, instead of so doing
places a mark of silence in the place of the final note. 1880
Grove's Diet. Mits. II. 3/1 Inganno, . .any false or decep-
tive Cadence, in which the Bass proceeds, from the Domi-
nant, to any other note than the Tonic.

t Ingaol, obs. f. ENGAOL, ENJAIL, to imprison.
1611 COTGR., Engeoler, .. to incage or ingoale . . to lay in

gaole. ifoa SHERWOOD, To ingaole, engei'ler.

Ingarland, obs. form of ENGAKLAND.
t ZugaTuish, :'. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 2 + GAR-

NISH v. : cf. OF. engarnir (i4th c. in Godef.).]
trans. To furnish with means of defence : = GAR-
NISH v. i.

a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 140
The toune of Roxburgh!, quhilk the Inglischmen had then
ingarnischit with men and munitioun.

ingarriscm, obs. form of ENGARRISON.

Ingate (i-ngrH), s6.1 (adv.} north, dial.
[f.

IN
adv. 1 1 d + GATE sb. 2]
1. The action or faculty of going in or entering ;

entrance, ingress.
1496 Will of Yeldham (Somerset Ho.), W' free ingate &

outegate. 1596 SPENSER State Inl. Wks. (Globe) 650/1
One noble parson, whoe . . stoppeth the Ingate of all that
evill. 1598 STOW Sum. (1754) I. I. xvii. 89 '2 All the night
following . . the Rebels enjoyed free Ingate and Outgate.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anal. n. v. 05 It hath
five Holes; viz.: for the ingate and outgate of the Vena
Cava (etc.). 1837 CARLYLE fr. Rev. II. v. xii, Perhaps this
shut lake, finding no ingate, will retire to its sources again.
1876 Whitby Gloss., Ingate, ingress or entrance.

2. A way in, an entrance.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 665/1 Places, .hav-

ing most convenient . . in-gates to the richest partes of the
lande. 1606 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 287 For . . mending the

ingate into the church. 1812 J. HODGSON in J. Raine flfetn.

(1857) I. 105 The ingate or entrance from the shaft into the

pit. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xx. vii. (1872) IX. 135 Bat-
teries commanding every ingate, and under them are Mines.
3. Entrance upon life, a period of time, etc.

1591 SPENSER Ritines Time
47^

At the ingate of their berth

They crying creep out of their mothers woomb. 1596
F. Q. iv. x. 12 Janus auncient, Which hath in charge the in-

gate of the yeare.

f 4. concr. That which enters. Usually in //. :

Things which enter
; ingoings, incomings, imports ;

also import duties or dues. Obs.
1611 Ymghal Council Bk. (1878) 82 The total of the In-

gate amounts to 24/1. 8s. +d. The total of the Outgate,
7 1//. 12;. 1646 Mass. Col. Rec. (1854) 111*92 So long as
our ingate exceeds our outgate, y* ba! lance .. cann leave
vs but litle mony once in y yeere. 1701 in Picton L'fool
Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 294 Sandiford . .did take y tolls of y
Ingates and Outgates. 17x4 Ibid. II. 44 The Collector of
the Ingates and Outgates. iSMPlcTON Ibid., The ingates
and Outgates . . a sort of octroi levied on all carts with articles

of food and provender passing in and out of the town.



INGATE.

fB. (fjacfv. Inwards. 06s.

1500 in Picton L'pool Mitnic. Rec. (1883) I. go Evrie owner
. . snail enter his said Vessel! wth the Town s Customer of
this towne, owte gate and ingate. 16x1 Galu'ay Arch, in
iot/1 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 464 Goodes . . trans-

ported either outgate or ingate.

1-ngate, sbfl Pounding, [f. IN adv. + GATE
s6.l] (See quots.)
1858 SIMMONUS Diet. Trade, higate, an aperture in a

mould for pouring in metal ; technically called the tedge.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1183/1 The ingate is technically
called the tedge, gate, geat, or git.

Illgather (fcngae'Sai), v. Also 6 Sc. ingadder.
[f. IN adv. + GATHER v. Cf. MDu. ingaderen,]
trans. To gather in (esp. the harvest) . Also^f.
CIS75 Balfonr's Practicks (1754) 24 Gif ony Bischop of

this realme deceis, it is leasum to the Vicar generall to tak

up, ressave, ingadder, and collect all and sindrie the fruitis,
rentis and dewteis pertening ad mensam episcopi. 1633
STRAFFORD in Browning Life 11891) 145 note, I am yet in-

gathering .. my observations. 1793 DONALDSON Carse
Gmuric 9 The commencement [of a lease] takes place in

some cases at the term of Whitsunday as to the houses and
garden, and to the arable land after ingathering the crop.
1891 Daily Nmus_ 23 Oct. 5/8 The Annan . . bringing down
. . fragments of ricks, and sheaves of rotten corn, which the

good husbandmen have not been able to ingather.

Ingathered (i-nigae'Said), ///. a. [f. IN adv.
1 1 b + GATHERED : cf. INGATHEK v.] Gathered in :

a. Collected, b. Drawn in together, curled in.

1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxxi. (1862) 442 note, Koupo? raiv

Kopn-uif . . means the time of the ripe fruits, not the time of
the ingathered. 1853 RUSKIN Stones yen. III. App. x. 236
It is in disease or in death, by blight, or frost, or poison
only, that leaves, .assume this ingathered form. 1886 MRS.
MARSHALL Tower on Cliff\\\\. 106 The ingathered harvest.

I'iiiga:th.erer. [f.
IN adv. 1 1 e + -ER '.] One

who gathers in.

1883 F. D. HUNTING-TON in J. G. Butler Bible-Work I. 298
One Reaper and Ingatherer and Finisher follows them.

Ingathering (i-ngae.-Sarin), vbl. sb. Also 6

yngaderynge. [f.
IN adv. n c + GATHERING

vbl. sb. : cf. INGATHER v.] The action of gathering
in or collecting (esp. the harvest) ;

a gathering in,
collection. Also _/?.
Feast offngaiktrutg=VtaM of Tabernacles.

'53S COVERDALE Exoti. xxxiv. 22 The feast of yngader-
ynge [1551 ingatherynge] at y j

yeares ende. n 1555 RIDLEY
Let. in Bradford's Wks. (Parker Hoc.) II. 400 Make some
ingatherings amongst your neighbours for the relief of them.
1668 R. STEELE Husbandm, Calling vi. (1672) 153 The in-

gathering of Jus corn. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 92
The ingathering of their nay and corns, [was] executed with

thousands.
igof

I'n gathering, ///. a.
[f. IN adv. n a +

GATHERING ppl. a.] Gathering in, gathering
together.
1887 Advance 24 Mar. (Cent.), The ingathering streams

are to branch off. .into as many channels to empty the river
as had united to fill it.

f Ingea-lable, a. Obs. rare- . [f. IN-S + GEAL
v. + -ABLE, prob. after L. ingslabilis, var. of incon-

geldbilis in Aul. Cell. xvn. viii. 16.]
= !NCONGEAL-

ABLE, not able to freeze (Cockeram, 1623).
Todd (1818) cites the word from Cockeram as Ingelable,

and mod. Diets, quote it in this form.

Ingear (i'n,gial. Sc. rare. [f. IN adv. 12 a +

GEAR sb] Household goods.
1834 H. MILLER Scenes ff Leg. xxiv. (1857) 35 He died. .

possessed of ingear and outgear, and of a very considerable
sum of money.

Ingein, variant of INGINE, 06s.

Ingelable : see INGEALABLE.

Ingelis, -ish, obs. forms of ENGLISH.

Ingem ;ind,z,e-m), v. Also 7 enjem. [f. IN--,
Ex- r + GEM sb. ; in most of the quots. rendering
It. iitgemniare.] trans. To set with gems ; to

adorn with, or as with, gems.
1611 FLORIO, Ingeminare, to enicm, to eniewell. a 1649

DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 6/2 When clouds

engemm'd shew azure, green, and red. 1814 CARY Dante,
Par. xv. 82 Living topaz ! that ingemm'st This precious
jewel. 1885 A. J. BUTLER tr. Dante, Par. xx. 262 The costly
and lucid stones wherewith I saw the sixth light ingemmed.
t Inge'minate, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. iu-

gemindl-us, pa. pple. of ingeminare : see next.]

Doubled, redoubled; reiterated, repeated.
1637 JACKSON Serin. Luke xiii. 5 p 5 This ingeminate ver-

dict of our Saviours first against the Galileans, secondly
against the inhabitants of lerusalem. 1665-76 REA Flora.

(To Ladies), With scarlet robes appear in state And double
ruffs ingeminate.

Ingeminate (indse'mine't), v. Also 6 en-, [f.

L. ingemindl-, ppl. stem of ingeminare to redouble,

repeat, f. in- (!N-
2
) -\-gemindre to GEMINATE.]

1. trans. To utter (a sound) twice or oftener
; to

repeat, reiterate (a word, statement, etc.), usually
for the purpose of being emphatic or impressive ;

to emphasize (a fact) by repetition. (Freq. in i^th
c. ; now chiefly used in echoes of quot. 1647).
1594 Zeplleria xv, My feares how oft haue I engeminated ?

Oh black recite of passed miserie. 1621 G. SANDYS Orid's
Met. in. (1626) 55 Those threats are deeds : Shee [Echo] yet
ingeminates The last of sounds, and what shee heares re-

lates. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vn. 233 [Falkland] often,
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after a deep silence and frequent sighs, would with a shrill
and sad accent, ingeminate the word, Peace, Peace, a 1703
BURKITT OH N. T., i John ii. 14 Here we have observ-
able, the enemy described, and the conquest ingeminated.
1883 Pall Matt G. 22 Oct. 5/1 But we must ask and in-

geminate the inquiry, where is Burns ? 1887 Murray's
Mag. June 730 Thus our Canon ingeminates peace. 1892
Pall Mall G. 9 Nov. 1/2 Here comes Mr. Balfour with his
olive branch, ingeminating peace.
t 2. To double (a thing) ; to repeat (an action).

Obs. ran.
1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis iv. x. 272 The woes

of your sad state Their doomes deferring shall ingeminate.
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 273 The long Names of such
Higher Powers, as have the Square or Cube often in-

geminated. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. iii. 193 When
ever [Mercury] turning short, happens to ingeminate his

Conjunction in less than a Months time [etc.].

1 3. To couple ; to unite in couples. Obs. rare.
1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. v. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Now

gallant Bridegroomes, and your lovely Brides, That have
ingeminate in endlesse league Your troth-plight hearts.

Inge'minated, ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED ]
.]

1. Of words, etc. : Reiterated, repeated.
1616 R. CARPENTER Past. Charge 55 The like charge doth

our Sauior with a thrice ingeminated expostulation, giue
vnto Saint Peter. 1673 Lady's Calling i. ii. 5 Assaulted
by ingeminated threalnings of hell and damnations.
2. Of things, feelings, etc. : Doubled, redoubled.

spec, of a flower (see quot. 1688).
1638 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 15 xiii. i. 426 This

ingeminated zeal of Christ for his peoples unity and love.

1665 NEEDHAM Mcd. Medicinal 68 Renewed and ingeminated
Diseases ever appear worst. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11.

67/2 Another kind having the Flower Ingeminated, or Hose
in Hose, that is one coming out of another.

Ingemination (indjemin^-Jan). [Noun of
action from INGEMINATE v. : see -ATION.]
1. The action of repeating or reiterating (a word,

statement, etc.) ; a repetition, a reiteration, arch.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 426 note, By the ingemination

and twice repeating. . hee signifieth the passion of his minde.
a 1659 Bp. BROWNRIC Serin. (1674) I. xii. 160 Such ingemina-
tions will make strong impressions in the hearts of the

People. 0:1703 BUHKITT On N. T., Matt, xxiii. 30 His in-

gemination, or doubling of the word, shows the vehemency
of Christ's affection.

2. The action or process of doubling (a thing,

feeling, etc.) ; duplication, rare.

1644 VICARS God in Mount 135 With redoubled and trebled
cordiall ingemination.s of joy in Soule and Spirit. 1840 DE
QUINCEY Wks. (1862) X. 161 The iteration and ingemination
of a given effect.

Ingen, obs. form of ENGINE, INGINE.

Ingender, obs. form of ENGENDER.
f Inge-nderable, a. Obs. rare-", [l.ingender,
ENGENDER + -ABLE. Cf. OK. engendrable capable
of engendering or being engendered.] Capable of

engendering. (In Levins = INGENERABLE a. 1
)

1552 HULOET, Ingendrable, genitiuus. 1570 LEVINS
Manip. 4/27 Ingenderable, ingeneralilis.
t Inge'lldered, ppl. a. Obs. rare 1

, [var.
of ENGENDERED.] Inborn; = INGENERATE ///. a.

1596 DALRY.MPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. in A certane
ingendired curage . . of the mynd.
Ingendrure, var. of ENGENDRURE, Obs.

Ingene, obs. form of ENGINE.

Ingeneer, -er, -ier, obs. forms of ENGINEER.
t Inge'ner, v. Obs. Also 7 ingenner. [ad.

L. iiigenerd-re to INGENERATE.] ENGENDER.
1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis \. i. 48 Jupiter ingenerit Dardanus.

1362 Burgll Rec. Aberdeen. (1844) I. 343 To ingener discord
betuix the craftismen and the fre burgessis of gild. 1607
DEKKER Knt.'s Conjttr. H ij b, Picking strawes out of poore
thatcht houses to build nestes where his twelue pences
should ingenner.

Inge nerability '. Obs. [f. INGENER-
ABLE x

: see -ITY
;

cf. It. ingenerabilita (Florio),
F. ing(ntrabilitt (Bayle, in Littre).] The quality
of being ingenerable ; incapacity of being generated.
1598 FLORIO, Ingenerabilita, vnbegetting:, ingenerabilitie.

i678CuowoRTH Intel/. Syst. I. i. 34. 43 Firmly conclusive
. . for Substantial Incorporeal Souls, and their Ingenerability
out of the Matter, a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air\\. (1692! 18
The Controversy about the Ingenerability (as they speak) or
the mutual Transmutation of the Bodies that are called

Elementary.

Inge-nerabHity 2
. rare-", [f. INGENEHABLE ^

+ -ITY.] Capability of being generated.
In mod. Diets.

Ingenerable (indge'nerab'l), <7.1 Now rare.

[ad. med.L. ingenerabilis : see IN- 3 and GENEH-
ABLE. Cf. F.

ingjnerable (Oresme, I4th c.), It.

ingenerabile (Florio).] Incapable of being gener-
ated. (Chiefly in phrase ingenerable and incor-

ruptible, common in I7th c.)
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vui. i. (MS. Bodl.) If. 70/2

pe furste mater of be whiche be worlde is kindelich ymade
is ingenerable and vncoruptible. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarck's
Mor. 1031 He thought as much of the world : for full well he
knew that eternal it was and ingenerable. 1660 BOYLE
New Exp. Phys. Meek. xxii. 163 Divers Naturalists esteem
the Air. .to be ingenerable and incorruptible. 1794 SULLIVAN
View Nat. I. 145 It is both ingenerable and indestructible.

1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1852) 284 A high peculiar few, ..

whose whole position stands Ingenerable by themselves.

Hence Ing-e nerableness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Xnge'nerably adv., in an ingenerable manner.
1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I. i. 29. 35 That Conceit of

INGENIABY.

Anaxagoras, of. .Atoms endued with all those several Forms
and Qualities of Bodies Ingenerably and Incorruptibly.

Inge-nerable, c.2 rare
~

". [See IKGENEEATE
v. and -ABLE.] Capable of being ingenerated (An-
nandale Ogilvie, 1882). So Inge'nerableness
(Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Ingenerate (indje-nerit), a. [ad. late L.

ingeneratus (Boethius) 'non generatus, qni per
se ipse est

'

: see IN- s and GENERATE ///. a.]
Not generated ; self-existent.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 182/1 The Soul is

moved by it self, therefore the Soul is Incorruptible, In-

generate, and Immortal. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. l.iv.

14. 233 Such a God as this, may be . . Ingenerate or Vnpro-
duced, and consequently Self-existent. 1833 J. H. NEW-
MAN Arians n. iv. (1876) 181. 1894 H. B. SWETE Apostles'
Creed iii. 35 The first Synod ofSirmium anathematises those
who. .identify the Holy Ghost with the Ingenerate God.

Ingenerate (ind5e-ner<?t), ///. a. Now rare.

[ad. L. ingenerat-us, pa. pple. of ingenerdre : see

next. In early use also as pa. pple. of next.]
1. Of character, qualities, etc. : Inborn, innate.

I531 ELVOT Cm. in. xxiii, In the soules of men is ingene-
late a leme of science. 1540-1 Image Gov. (1556) 21 b,
That gravitie and sternesse, whiche is in you as it were by
nature ingenerate. 1581 MULCASTER Positions iv. (1887) 23We did not force them from their ingenerate heat, and
naturall stirring, to an vnnaturall stilnesse. 1611 T. JAMES
Jesuit's Dowif. 30 The ingenerate law of all men to bee

loyal! to their Countrey. (11639 WOTTON Educ. in Reliq.
(1672) 77 Ingenerate and seminalpowers. i88z J.B. STALLO
Concepts Mod. Physics 200 There is.. in every finite part of
the world an ingenerate bias from irregularity to regularity.

b. Of diseases or their causes : Bom or developed
in the system ; congenital, rare.

1821-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4)
II. 333 We meet with a

few scattered cases of it [measles] in almost every month of

the year, evidently proving an ingenerate origin. Ibid. 482
There are other poisonous irritants which are altogether in-

generate or hereditary.

f2. Engendered, begotten (lit. and^/%-.). rare.

a 1572 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 446 Quhairintill great
parrellis may be ingenerat to the commoun-weall and
libertie thairof. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. I. (1877) 28
From the cursed roote of pestiferous Pride do all other
euilles sproute, and thereof are ingenerate. c 1611 CHAP-
MAN Iliad xvni. 323 She, reigning queen of Goddesses, and
being ingenerate Of one stock with himself.

Ingenerate (indge-nere't), v. Now rare. [f.

ppl. stem of L. ingenerdre, f. in- (!N- 2) + generare
to GENERATE.] trans. To generate within, en-

gender, produce.
1528 Fox Let. to Gardiner in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App.

xxvi. 77,1 . . toke occasion to shew . . how these opynyons
were ingenerated. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions n. i. 55 In-

ordinate Passions cause and ingenerate in the Soule all

those vices which are opposite to prudence. 1674 OWEN
Holy Spirit (1693) 108 They are the great means whereby
all Grace is ingenerated and exercised. 1858 BUSHNELL
Nat. ff Supernal, viii. (1864) 240 God shall be able to in-

generate in him a new, divine state, or principle of action.

t Inge-nerated, a. Obs. rare-\ [IN-S.] Not

generated ; ungenerated ;
= INGENERATE a.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. i. i Our first and

ingenerated forefathers. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ingenerated, not

ingender'd, not produced by Generation.

Inge'nerated, ///. a. rare. [f. INGENERATK
v. + -ED!.] Inborn, innate ;

= INGENERATE ///. a.

1677 OTWAY Cfieats Scapin n. i, The imperfection and

corruptness of ingenerated natures. 1822-34 Good's Stutiy
Med. (ed. 4) II. 566 When it [King's Evil] occurs as a

primary or ingenerated affection [etc.].

Inge'nerately, adv. rare
1
, [f. INGENEBATE

a. + -LY 2
.] Iii an regenerated manner.

I833J. H. NEWMAN Arians n. v. (1876)213 Ever generate,

ingenerately-generate.

t Inge-nerateness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as

I prec. + -NESS.] Ungenerated condition.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 14. 250 Himself was
the very First . . of all the Greeks, who asserted this In-

generateness or Eternity of the World.

Illgeneration (indgener^'-Jan). rare. [n. of

! action from INGENEKATE v. : see -ATION.] The
action of ingenerating or engendering.
1652 ASHMOLE Tlieat. Client. 198 Cause of ingeneration of

j

every body Mettalyne. 1858 BUSHNELL Nat. # Supernal, xii.

(1864) 374 It is a continuous and living ingeneration of God,
!
who has thus become a divine impulse or quickening in us.

Inge'nerative, a. rare. [f.
INGENERATE v.

+ -IVE.] Ingenerating, engendering.
1877 FAIRBAIRN Stud. Phil. Relig. 381 The Purusha, the

ungenerated and ingenerative Spirit of the Indian.

t Inge'nerOUS, a. Obs. rare. [IN-
:!

.]
Not

generous; ungenerous, a. Of low birth, b. Mean-

spirited, dastardly.
1621 BBATHWAIT Nat. Emb., Bcggarie (1877) 43 Sprong of

"' He

24 An envious man takes his advantage of doing^us a mis-

chief when we are least aware of him, . . which is most in-

generous in it self, and most deadly in its effects.

f Inge'niary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. tn-

geniart-us, f. L. ingenitim : see next] Relating

to, or exercising, intellectual skill or contrivance ;

inventive (as distinguished from operative).
1664 EVELYN Freart's Archil. 120 [In Italy] Architects

(I mean the Manuary as well as the Ingeniary) have been. .

rewarded with Knighthood.
101-2



INOENIATE.

t Inge'niate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of

med L. ingenidrt to contrive, f. L. ingenium inborn

quality, faculty, genius : cf. F. inginier ^
1 4- 1 j th c.).]

trans. To devise, contrive, plan, design.
159* DANIEL Caitiff. Rosa'/tcnd \c\i\. Did Nature (for this

good) imteniate To show in thee the glory of her best 1 1604
FUM. Poem EarlDevonsk., And I must all I can ingeniate

To answer for the same.

f Ingeni'culate, v. Obs. rare .
[f. ppl. stem

of L. ingenuuldre, (. in- (In- -) + geniculdre to

bend the knee, GENICULATE.]
1623 COCKERAM, /Hgt-iiicu/atf,. .to bow the knee.

Hence t Ingenioula-tion.
1658 PHILLIPS, fi'gfniculatioK, a bending of the knee.

lugenie, variant of ISGENY, 06s.

Ingenier, obs. form of ENGINEER.

t Ingenio (indjf nii?). O6s. Also 7 ingenewe.
[a. Sp. ingenio (inxe'nio) genius, engine (ingenio dc

aaicar sugar-mill) : L. ingenium clever thought,
invention, in med.L. and Romanic, clever device,

machine, engine.] A sugar-mill, sugar-factory, or

sugar-works (in the West Indies).
1600 HAKLUYT Voyages III. 718 Building his owne In-

genios or sugar-milles. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

030 His provisions for his Ingenewesor Sugar-gardens. Ibid.

732 Oviedo reckons almost thirty Ingenious, the number
daily increasing. 167* W. HUGHES Anier. Phys. 30 The
Mill, Machine or Ingenio, where they squeeze them. 1721
DE FOE Col. yack (1840) 315 They had an ingenio, that is

to say a sugar-house, or sugar-work. 1887 N. D. DAVIS
Cavaliers Barbados 88 What we now call the Buildings or
the Sugar Works, were at first known as the Ingenio.

fb. trans/. A machine or mill for making cider.

. .especting
-en from Sheridan's Art of Reading

'

; toV& ComP''er refers the ingenious student.
P D. Of animals : Intelligent, sagacious, rare.

1608 IOI-SELL Serpents (,658) 604 If there had not been

K? it
y

.

i
2? extraordinary faculty of understanding in

is wisdome would never have sent us to a

ingenious then loves, a. 1704 T. BROWN Praise Drunken-
ness Wks. 1730 I.j5 Wine gives all things, it makes the dull
ingenious. 1772 SIR W. JONES /'aemsPrcf. (1777) 10 Trans-
lated a few years ago from the Persian by a very ingenious
gentleman. 1807 T. THOMSON C&em. (ed. 3) II. 212 Accord-
ing to the experiments of that ingenious chemist.

t b. Of an action, composition, etc. : Showing
cleverness, talent, or genius. Obs. in general sense
sec 3 b.

1409 HAWKS Past. Pleas, vm. (Percy Soc.) 31 Then must
_he mynde werke upon them all, By cours ingenious to rynne
dyrectly After theyr thoughtes. a 1661 FULLER Worthies
(1840) II. 435 Freely to follow his own ingenious inclinations.
17" HEARNE Collrct. (O. H. S.) III. 255 "Twas a good
ingenious Sermon, about Praise. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI.
321 Some ingenious observations on Purpura, by Dr. Parry.
1 2. Intelligent, discerning, sensible. Obs.
iSJl DIOCES Pantom. in. viii! Rjb, Wherof to the in-

gemouse there need no other Example, a 1661 FULLER
rMMt (1840) IIL 301 Especially ifsome ingenious gentle-

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 574 A New invented Ingenio or Mill,
for the more expeditious and better making of Cider.

Ingeniosity (ind^/ni^-siti).
Now Obs. or

rare. [a. F. inginiosilt
'

ingeniositie, ingenious-
nesse

'

Cotgr. (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.), f. L. type
*ingeniositds, f. ingcnigs-us : see next and -ITY.]
The quality of being ingenious ; ingenuity.
1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 47 Luciane and Juliane,

whose very image[s] are to be had in hie repute, for their

ingeniosity. 1651-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682) no Besides
j

their own natural ingeniosities they have since learned the
|

Civilities and Arts of Europe 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I

l.v.68i Nature, .whose cunning and ingeniosity no art or '

human opificer can possibly reach to by imitation. 1891
Sat. Rev. 8 Aug. 164/2 The distortion of proverbs. Balzac's
painters, Schinner and Joseph Bridau, quite gave themselves
up to this ingeniosity, for it grows upon one.

Ingenious (indgi'nias), a. Also 6-7 en-,

[prob. a. ijth c. F. inglnieux, -euse, OF. en-

geignos,-eus, ad. L. ingeniosus intellectual, talented,
clever, ingenious, f. ingenium natural quality, char-

acter, or capacity; ability, genius, cleverness, a
clever thought, an invention : see -ous.]

I. Senses proper to this word.
fl. Having high intellectual capacity; able,

talented, possessed of genius. Obs. in general sense.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 113/1 He was Ingenyous aycnst

the fallace of the deuyl. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 231The engenious wine of the Frenche men, excell the dull

3. Having an aptitude for invention or constrnc-
tion

; clever at contriving or making things ; skil-
ful This fwith 3 b) is the current use.Now usually somewhat light or sometimes even depre-

284

ciative, expressing aptitude for curious device rather than
solid inventiveness or skill.

1576 BAKER Jewell ofHealth 8 a, The workman and prac-
tiscr, howe ingeniouser and better advysed he shall be, so
much the more [etc.]. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients
316 The laborious care ol an ingenious and industrious
artificer. 1668-9 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 245 Every
one will be as ingenious as he can to his own profit. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 57 According to my Observation and
common Consent of the most ingenious Workmen. 1798
FERRIAR Illustr. Sterne ii. 26 Which several ingenious men
have amused themselves by contriving. 1878 JEVONS Prim,
Pol. Econ. 35 The division of labour leads to invention,
because it enables ingenious men to make invention their

profession. 1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser, t. viii. 99 So ingenious
are we in tormenting ourselves.

b. Of things, actions, etc. : Showing cleverness
of invention or construction

; skilfully or curiously
contrived or made.
1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 48 Yf no ingenyous remedye

coulde be otherwise invented. 1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr.
(Arb.) 49 Ingenious inuentions of experte artificers. 1634
BRERETON Trav. (1844) 2 A most ingenious copperas work
erected. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. v, They made abundance
of most ingenious things in wicker-work. 1822 IMISON Sc.
IT Aril. 360 An ingenious contrivance, and well adapted to
the purpose. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) xiii. 563
The most ingenious and beautiful contrivances for deep-sea
soundings were resorted to.

II. Used by confusion for INGENUOUS or L. in-

genuus.
1 4. Having or showing a noble disposition, high-

minded
; honest, candid, open, frank, ingenuous.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 1 5. 141 In requitall of which
ingenious moderation the rest that withstood them did it in

peaceable sort, c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 527 Our
Lord having heard this ingenious confession. 1738 NEAL
Hist. Purit. IV. 187 If Dr. Hewet had shewn himself an
ingenious person, and would have owned . . his share in the
design against him, he would have spared his life.

1 5. Well born or bred. Obs.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of A_ntients 286 Neither will any
man who hath but a drop of ingenious bloud in his breast,
trifle away both his art and time. 1692 WASHINGTON tr.

Milton's Def. Pop. xii. (1851) 247 All manner of Slavery is

scandalous and disgraceful to a freeborn ingenious Person.
1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in. xi. 386 (Colleges
London) Any other thing that may any way contribute to the
Accomplishment of an ingenious Nobleman or Gentleman.

1 6. Of employment, education, etc. : Befitting a
well-born person ;

'
liberal '. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Tom. Shr. i. i. 9 A course of Learning, and
ingenious studies. 1643 S. MARSHALL Let. Vind. Himself
7 Suppose a free man indents with another to be his servant
in some ingenious employment. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.
l. i. x. I. 125 Education in the ingenious arts and in the
liberal professions.

f7. Inborn, innate (
= L. ingenuus). Obs. rare.

1601-2 FULBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 58 Curtesie is a free,
spontaneal and ingenious quality, to which no inforcement
can be used.

Ingeniously (indafniadi), adv.
[f. prec. +

1. In an ingenious manner; cleverly, skilfully;
t sagaciously, learnedly (obs.); with skilful con-
trivance.

1548 HALL Chron., //.. I-'II 27 b, When the commissioners
were once met, they so ingeniously and effecteously preceded
in their great affaires, that they agreed. 1556 J. HEYWOOD
Spider ; F. xxxii. 25 Not being geuen so much ingeniouslyTo lerned judgement. 1634 SIR f. HERBERT Trav. 147 The
Quiver and Case, wrought and cut ingeniously. 1678
AUBREY in Ray's Corr. (1848) 129 Mr. Merret. .hath metho-
dized the laws of England very ingeniously. 1725 POPE
Viciv Iliad fy Odyss. 5 (R.) Homer has ingeniously begun
his Odyssey with the transactions at Ithaca, during the
absence of Ulysses. 1753 JANE COLLIER (title) An Essay on
the Art of

ingeniously Tormenting. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. III. xiii. 281 A case. .in which each fallacy fitted in-

geniously into another.

f2. Used, by confusion, for INGENUOUSLY.
1598 FLORIO, Iiigenuamente, freely, franckly, according to

ones conscience, vnconstrained, ingeniously. 1607 SHAKS.
Timon it. ii. 250 Prythee be not sad, Thou art true, and
honest ; Ingeniously I speake, No blame belongs to thee
1692 DRYDEN St. Euremonfs Ess. 332, I will tell you in-

geniously, That it is not mine. 1740 Col. Rcc. Pennsylv.
IV. 464 Is this dealing ingeniously by me ? 1765 T. HUTCH-
1NSON Hist. Mass. I. i. 147 If they would ingeniously ac-
knowledge their offence they should be forgiven. 1786 S.
HASWELL Victoria I. 3 Tell me, therefore, ingeniously,
whether he has ever entertained you [etc.].

Ingenionsness (indsf-niasnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.]
1. The quality of being ingenious ; cleverness, in-

genuity.

IJSS EDEN Decades 253 With great ingeniousnesse & in-
estimable pacience these nations haue ouercome much
greater difficulties, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1662) 79He shewed as little Ingenuity as Ingeniousnesse, who
Cavilled at the Map of Grecia for imperfect, because his
fathers house in Athens was not represented therein.
1679 BURNET Hist. Ref. I. 326 The Bishops, wondering at
the Ingemousness and diligence of so poor a man. 1836Random Recoil. Ho. Lords viii. 148 The ingeniousness of
his arguments. 1885 Academy 22 Aug. 119/3 Th paper,
however, is well worth reading, owing to its perverse in-
geniousness.

f2. Used, by confusion, for INGENUOUSNESS: see
INGENIOUS II. Obs.
1665 BOYLE Ocean. R,Jl. v. ix. 177 The greater appearance

INGENUITY.
Osman delivered himself, and the seeming ingeiiiousness . .

wrought . . an effect upon Arnaud.

t Inge-nit, -ite, a. 1 Obs. [ad. L. ingcnit-us
inborn, innate, pa. pple. of ingigntrc to engender,
f. in- (IN-

2
) + gignlre (t gen-ere) to beget, cause

to be born.J Inborn, innate
; native, natural.

1604 F. HERING Modest Def. 10 Some haue an ingenit
propertie of curing their owne poisons. 1649 BULWEK
Pathomyot. i. vi. 28 The Muscles, .performe their worke by
a certaine ingenit virtue. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles 1. 1. iv. 25
There remains in the Syrians an ingenite ardor of Navi-
gation. 17*8 BARBERY tr. Burnet's St. Dead I. 14 The
immortality of the Soul . . some will have to be adventitious
..others will have it to be ingenite.

t Ingenit, -ite, a-2 Obs. [&d.\a.\.e'L.ingenit-us
unborn, f. in- (IN- 3) + genitus born, pa. pple. of

gignlre : see prec.] Not born or begotten ; not
made or produced ; uncreated.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 253 God is both Father
always existing, and ingenite. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Sysl.
l. iv. 8 20. 376 As the Monad is Ingenit or Unmade, it being
the Original and Founntain of all Numbers.

Ingenital (indge-nital), <z. rare- 1
, [f. as IN-

GENIT i, after congenital.'] Inborn, innate.
1886 GLADSTONE Irish Quest, iv. 27 This ingenital defect.

flngenor, -our. Obs. [See ENGINEER.] A
constructor or director of warlike engines : = EN-
GINEER 2.

1601 W. T. Ld. Remy's Civ. Consid. 36 Wherefore the
Consull being discontented herewith, .sent for the Ingenour,
and commanded him to be whipt. 1607 NORDEN Surv.
Dial. 189 M. William Englebert, an excellent Ingenor.

tlugent, a. Obs. [ad. L. ingetis, ingent-em
huge, enormous, vast.] Immense, very great.
c 1450 Miroitr Saltiacioun 668 O ingent magnytude lord

blissed mot thow be. 1535 LVNDESAY Satyre 3458 That
speciall luife ingent God had to man. 1578 BANISTER Hitt.
Man i. 14 The ingent dolours, and tormentes of the teeth.

t Ingeuteel, a. 06s. [IN-S.] Ungenteel.
1658 K. FRANCK North. Mem. (1604) p. xviii, Let me

flatter my self, that no Gentleman will be so ingenteel to
censure my Survey. 1787 Minor 29 How ingenteel the
sound of Pady, Tady, Norah, Juggy.
t Ingenti'lity. Obs. rare-'. [IN- 3.] The

opposite of gentility ; ungentle birth or breeding.
1604 [MIDDLETON] Father Hubburds T. Wks. (Bullen) V.

601 Gold . . that throwest the earthen bowl of the world, with
the bias the wrong way, to peasantry, baseness, ingentility.

t Inge-ntilize, v. Obs. rare-", [f. It. ingenti-
lire (ingenlilisco) to make gentle, courteous, or
noble (Florio).]

= GENTILIZE v\ I.

1611 COTGR., Anobli, ennobled, made noble, ingentilized,
made a gentleman. Anoblir, to ennoble, make noble, in-

gentilize, make a gentleman. . .Anoblissement, an ennobling,
or ingentilizing.

t Inge-utle, v. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
IN- 2 + GEN-

TLE a., after It. ingeatilire : cf. prec.] trans. To
improve (a plant) by cultivation

; cf. GENTLE a. 4.
1622 BONOEIL Making Silk 82 This remoouing and trans-

planting of wild plants doeth wonderfully mitigate and in-

gentle them.

t Inge-nuated, ///. a. rare
-

. [f. L. ingentt-
its: see INGENUOUS.]
1623 COCKERAM, Ingenuated, one borne of honest stocke,

noble kindred.

t Inge-nuine, a.i Obs. rare. [f. IN- ^ + GENUINE,
after ingenuous.'] Genuine.
1661 Papers on Alter. Prayer Bk. 126 Whether it be a

sign of the right and ingenuine spirit of Religion. 1661 R.
L'ESTRANGE State Divinity 42 Which Imposition they do
not understand to be a sign of the Right and Ingenuine
Spirit of Religion.

t Inge-inline, a.- Obs. rare. [!N-
:

>.] Not
genuine.
1675 K. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 352 A many false, suppo-

sititious, and ingenuine [Writings].

Ingenuity (indz/niaiti). [ad. L. ingenuitas
the condition of a free-born man, noble-mindedness,
frankness, f. ingenu-us INGENUOUS : cf. F. ingenuitd
(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), It. ingenuita (Florio,
'598)) possibly the immediate source. The em-
ployment of the word as the abstract sb. from in-

genious (for ingeniosity or *ingeniety) appears to be
confined to Eng. and is connected with the con-
fusion of the two adjs. in the i ?th c. : see INGE-
NIOUS II and INGENUOUS 6.]

I. Senses connected with INGENUOUS.
fl- The condition of being free-born

; honourable
extraction or station. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Ingenuita, freedome or free state, ingen-
uitle, a liberall, free, or honest nature and condition.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. Pref. Cij, Ingenuitie, not No-
bilitie, was designed by the three Names. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World v. lii. 16. 705 Such other tokens of ingenuity
for his wife and children as every one did use. 1638 F.
JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 254 The noble Art. .being forced
to seek her bread without any ingenuitie, after the manner
of other sordide, mechanike, and mercenarie Arts. 1658
PHILLIPS s. v., Ingenuity is taken for a free condition or
state of life.

t b. The quality that befits a free-born person ;

high or liberal quality (of education) ; hence, Li-
beral education, intellectual culture (cf. II). Obs.
<zi66l FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 214 He intended it for

a seminary of religion and ingenuity. 1662 STILLINGFL.
Orig. Satr. n. ii. i He [Moses] was brought up in the Court



INGENUOUS.
of Mgypt, and . . was skilled in all the learning of the JEgyp-
tians

; and these . . prove the ingenuity of his education.
f2. Nobility of character or disposition ; honour-

ableness, highmindedness, generosity. 06s.
1598 [see sense i]. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne 11. viii. (1632)

215, I should have loved to have stored their mind with in-

genuity and liberty, a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) i. xxxii. 161
This word Meekness, whose notion in the Hebrew . . is as
large well-nigh as Vertue itself . . may be expressed, as I

think, by Ingenuity, or ingenuous goodness, a 1716 SOUTH
Twelve Serin. (1744) II. 247 To injure or offend him that
does but wish and desire our good argues little ingenuity.
3. Freedom from dissimulation ; honesty, straight-

forwardness, sincerity; honourable or fair dealing;
freedom from reserve, openness, candour, frankness.

(Now rare, the current word being ingenuousness.)
1614 JACKSON Creid HI. xiii. n Melchior Canus, ..for a

Papist a man of singular ingenuity. 1656 JEK. TAYLOR

that they were in an error, and mistaken . . which few have
the ingenuity to own. 16516 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Ingenuity, . .

a natural Openness and Sincerity always to acknowledge
the Truth. 1794 GODWIN Cat. Williams 8 An expression of
frankness, ingenuity, and unreserve. 1889 STEVENSON
Master of B. (1896) 188, I told her all with ingenuity, even
as it is written here.

II. Senses connected with INGENIOUS.
1 4. High or distinguished intellectual capacity ;

genius, talent, quickness of wit. Obs. in general
sense : see 6.

'599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. in. ix, Ingenuitie !

I see his ignorance will not suffer him to slander her, which
he had done most notably, if he had said wit for ingenuitie,
as he meant it. 1639 WOODALL Wks. Pref. (1653) i May
not be so much undervalued as to be ascribed to humane
ingenuitie. 1644 H. PARKER Jus Pop. 4_o

It often happens,
that the servant has more naturall ingenuity then the
master. 1713 WARDER True Amazons (ed. 2) 154 If any of
more Ingenuity or Leasure, will graft upon this Stock.
'795 MASON Ch. Mns. ii. 126 Now it is this learning and
ingenuity that I chiefly object to in them.

t b. In //. (of a number of persons). Obs.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves u. [i.] xlix. 144 No Age, either

before or since, could present vs with so many townng Inge-
nuities. 1648 WOOD Life 15 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 139 May it

please your Gravities to admit .. a kitten of the Muses ..

before your sagacious ingenuities.

1 5. Intellectual capacity ; intelligence, sense,
good judgement ; normal condition of the mental
faculties

; (one's) senses or wits. Obs.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 43 This errour which so strangely

bereaves men of common ingenuity ! 1665 BOYLE Occas.
Reft. n. xiii. (1848) 141 He . . may very probably lose his

Soul, and has most certainly lost his Ingenuity. 1675 tr.

Camden's Hist. Eliz. in. (1688) 392 A man of good Inge-
nuity, but not well skilled in Court Arts.

fb. transf. A course of action showing good
sense or judgement ;

' wisdom '. Obs.

1657 TRAPP Comm. Ezra viii. 22 It is the ingenuity of
Saints to study Gods ends more than their own. 1660
MABVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 18 It will be each man's
ingenuity not to grudge an after-payment
6. Capacity for invention or construction ; skill

or cleverness in contriving or making something
(material or immaterial). Also as attribute of the

thing, action, etc. : Skilfulness of contrivance or

design. (The current sense.)
1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653) 101 O Sloth !

stand by, & let Ingenuity try a trick or two more. 1664
POWER Exp. Plains. I. 76 Men, who could not readily find
out the ingenuity of his knavery. 1663 GLANVILL Dcf. Vain
Dogm. 67, I acknowledge the ingenuity of Sir Kenelm
Digbye's Hypothesis. 1774 PENNANT Toitr Scotl. in 1772,
145 Such is the ingenuity of our weavers that nothing in
their own branch is too hard for them. 1822 HAZLITT
Table-t. I. ix. 195 Ingenuity is genius in trifles. .A clever or

ingenious man is one who can do anything well. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 24 Coincidences too subtle to have
been invented by the ingenuity of any imitator.

b. with an and //. An ingenious device or con-
trivance ; an artifice.

1650 FRENCH Distill. Ded. (1651) A iv, It is pity there is

such great encouragement for many empty, .arts, and none
for this, and such like ingenuities. 1726 G. ROBERTS
4 Years Voy. 270 They had an Ingenuity peculiar to them-
selves in splitting the Trees after they felled them. 1829
I. TAYLOR Enthus. vii. 177 The kind-hearted schemer, .rich
in petty ingenuities always well intentioned and seldom
well imagined.

Ingenuous (ind3e-ni|3s), a.
[f. L. iugenu-tts

native, inborn, free-born, having the qualities of a
freeman, noble, frank (f. in- (Is- 2

) +gen-, stem of

gignere to beget) + -ous. Cf. F. inghiu (isth c.

in Godef.).]
1. Of free or honourable birth; free-born. (Chiefly

in references to Roman History.)
1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients 160 It seemeth more-

over to have been a priviledge of the ingenuous or free-
borne lads onely. 1783 HAILES Antiq. Chr. Ch. vi. 192
Caracalla bestowed the rights of citizenship on all Roman
subjects who were of ingenuous birth. 1862 MERIVALE
Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xl. 57 Augustus allowed the Roman
citizens . . to intermarry with freedwomen . . because the
females of ingenuous birth were not numerous enough to
mate them.

2. Noble in nature, character, or disposition ;

generous, high-minded. (Of persons, or their dis-

positions, actions, etc.) Obs. or arch.
1599 MAHSTON Sea. Villanie i. Proem., Thou nursing
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Mother of faire wisdomes lore, Ingenuous Melancholy.
1616 BULLOKAR, Ingenuous, gentleman-like. 1631 DENISON
tleav. Bang. 182 They scoffe him ; an iniury hardly indured

'ngenuous. 1601 RAY Creation Ded. 3 To ingenuous
Natures, true Honor . . is not the meanest [consideration].
1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist.v. xlvii. 353 Shame is no punish.ment except upon persons of ingenuous dispositions.
t b. Of animals or things : Of high or excellent

quality or character ;

' noble '. Obs.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) lor These [harts] are

above all other four-footed Beasts both ingenuous and
fearful. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. ( 1675) 257 Pruning off the
new setts, and sparing the old, as the most ingenuous and
fruitful. 1664 Sylva ^679) 5 Planted in a more open,
tree, and ingenuous soil.

t 3. Befitting a free-bom person, or one of hon-
ourable station

; liberal, high-class. Obs.
1611 CORYAT Crudities Ep. Ded., These courtly Gentle-

men, whose noble parentage, ingenuous education, and
yertuous conversation haue made worthy to be admitted
into your Highnesse Court. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of
Ancients 188 In old time, when naked vertue was yet in
esteem . . all kinde of ingenuous arts did flourish, a 1716
BLACKALL Wks. (1723) I. 333 A Person, who., seems to have
good natural Parts, and to have had ingenuous Education.

J757
BURKE Abridgm. Eng. Hist. HI. ix. Wks. 1842 II. 592

Improved and exalted by.. that great opener of the mind,
ingenuous science.

4. Honourably straightforward ; open, frank,
candid. (The current sense.)
1598 [implied in INGENUOUSLY i]. 1610 Bp. HALL Apol,

Brownists in Recoil. Treat. (1614) 755 You begin to be
ingenuous ; while you confesse a reformation in the Church
of England. 1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 21
Yf he wyll make an ingenuous confession. 1649 MILTON
Eikon. xxi, The Damsell of Burgundie, at sight of her own
letter, _was soon blank, and more ingenuous then to stand
outfacing. 1753 HOGARTH A nal. Beauty 5, 1 will be ingenuous
enough to confess something of this may be true. 1794 E.
HECTOR Let. to Boywell'9 Jan. in Boswell Johnson an. 1734
note. Surely it would be more ingenuous to acknowledge
than to persevere. iSsS MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III.
260 The language which he held . . was well weighed and well
guarded, but clear and ingenuous.

b. Innocently frank or open ; guileless, innocent ;

artless. (
= F. ingtnu, -lie.)

1673 Hcylins Cosmogr. iv. 142 The People generally of a
modest and ingenuous [1652 ingenious] countenance. 1750
GRAY Elegy ,\viii,To quench the blushes of ingenuous Shame.
1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunt. Pref. (1788) 10 Stories of the
young and ingenuous Peasant torn from his weeping Parents,
and. .banished. 1877 BLACK Green Past, ii, These were fine
notions to have got into the head of an ingenuous country
maiden. 1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 139 His ingenuous eyes
opened widely.

t 5. Native, natural, (nonce-use, repr. L. in-

genuzts.~) Obs.

1856 STANLEY Sinai t, Pal. xiv. (1858) 460 Before the
'

in-

genuous rock
'

had been '

violated by the marble
'

of Con-
stantine.

H 6. In I yth c. frequently misused for ingenious :

see INGENIOUS 1-3. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L. iv. ii. Bo If their Sonnes be ingennous
{Qo. i ingenous, Qo. 2, Fo. 3 <J- 4 ingenuous], they shall want
no instruction. Ibid. i. ii. 29. 1611 Cymb. iv. ii. 186 My
ingenuous Instrument, (Hearke Polidore) it sounds. 1653
HOLCROFT Procopiits, Vandal Wars I. 15 John the Cappa-
docian, a bad man, was ingenuous to find projects for money
to the treasury, with the ruine of men. 1663 HEGG Leg. St.
Cuthbert 42 The art [of illumination of MSS.], I confess, is

both ingenuous, and commendable. 1795 FateofSedley II.

151 A sterile effort of folly and of ingenuous cunning.

Ingenuously (ind^e'nittissli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY *.]

1. In an ingenuous manner
; honestly, straight-

forwardly, openly, frankly, candidly ; without dis-

simulation or reserve.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. v, Tell mee, ingenu-
ously, dost thou affect my sister Bridget, as thou pretend'st ?

1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 5 Sixtus..and Alphonsus. .doe
ingenuously confesse as much. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.
i. ii. ii Joseph Scaliger plainly gives out, and ingenuously
professeth his ignorance. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 47 He in-

genuously sent them to him in his own handwriting. 1884
Manch. Exam. 15 Feb. 5/4 He entered upon a rash enter-

prise, and conducted it not altogether ingenuously.

1 2. With the education or culture befitting an
honourable station ; in the liberal arts

; liberally.
1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade 74 The Female Sex . .are less bred

ingenuously in England, than in France, Spain, Italy, Ger-
many, and the United Netherlands. 1673 Ess. Educ.
Gentlciu. 4 Were a competent number of Schools erected to
Educate Ladyes ingenuously, methinks I see how asham'd
Men would be of their Ignorance. 1674 tr. ScheffeSs Lap-
land 14 Those that are most ingenuously educated in Arts
and Letters.

Ingenuousness (ind3e-ni l 3snes). [f. as

prec. + -NESS.]
1. The condition of being free-born ; honourable-

ness or gentleness (of birth), rare.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 219 [Burghers in Germany]
commonly join to the ingenuousness oftheir birth the enjoy-
ment of many privileges.

f 2. Nobility of disposition ; generosity. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Ingenuitl, ingenuitie, ingenuousness ; noble-

nesse, franknesse, gallantnesse of humor; an open, honest,
franke, or liberall disposition, a 1687 T. JACOMBE in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxi. 12 Take heed how you carry your-
selves towards him : not only upon ingenuousness, it is base
to be unkind to our Guide.

ING-ESTA.

3. Ireedom from dissimulation or reserve ;

straightforwardness, sincerity; openness, frank-

ness, candour.
1611 [see sense 2]. 1711 BAILEY, Ingenuity, Ingenuousness,

Freedom, Frankness, Sincerity. 1734 RICHARDSON Grandisoti
II. xxix. (1781) 268 My ingenuousness shall make atonement
for that error. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFKE Myst. Udolpho vi,
'Ihere is something in the ardour and ingenuousness of
youth, which is particularly pleasing to the contemplation
of an old man. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Cliem. Philos. 37 He
possessed in the highest degree ingenuousness and the love
of truth. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii, He . . pours out
all his thoughts with the ingenuousness ofa schoolboy. 1866
LOWELL Wks. (rSgo) II. 256 In Petrarch's [sonnets] all in-

genuousness is frittered away into ingenuity.
H 4. Used by confusion for ingeniousness (

= IN-
GENUITY II). Obs.
1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argenis 61 The Commonwealth

also will flourish with more excellent wits, while Monarchies,
as aduerse to ingenuousnesse, will wither. 1642 FULLER
Holy ff Prof. St. n. xix, By his ingenuousness he [a good
handicraftsman] leaves his art better than he found it. 1677
GILPIN DemonoL (1867) 235 They have not a malicious in-

genuousness to prepare themselves without some . . chief
mover.

t I-ngeny. 06s. Also 7 inj-, eng-. [ad. L.

ingeni-um innate quality, nature, character, genius,
f. in- (!N- 2j + gen-, stem of gign-Sre (gen-ire) to

beget, cause to be bora.]
1. Mind, intellect, mental faculties

; mental ten-

dency, disposition.
CI477 CAXTON Jason 72 Thou art.. the right oustyll that

polhsshith and enlumyneth us and our rude ingenyes. 1583
in Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 290 Subtil, secret, and sharp
of ingeny. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 42 A fat belly hath
a leane ingenie. 1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Puer/>. 2 Not
Hope, but real Worth doth magnifie The happy Torrent of
the Ingenie. 1691 WOOD Atk. O.ron. I. 483 A person of
great erudition .. and ofa most polite ingenie. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais (1737) V. 230 In which your Ingeny finds Delec-
tation.

b. Distinctive character, nature, or '

spirit
'

(of
a thing) : = GENIUS 3 b-e.

1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv. iv. vii. (1854) 279 How Oxford,
a place of books and colleges, could have been reduced into
its gown _and peace, but by a motion.. as little destructive,
and as suitable to the ingeny of such a place of arts. 1663

J. SPARROW tr. Belime's Rein. Wks., Complexions 2 The
property and Ingeny or Inclination of the Constellations.

2. Intellectual capacity, mental ability; genius,
talent, cleverness, ingenuity.
I474CAXTON CfeM<rn. ii.(i86o) Bivb.Thesenatours. .com-

mcndyd gretly the ingenye and wytte of the chyld. 1596
NASHE Saffron Walden 77 Miserere mei 1 what an ingeny is

heere ? 1602 N. BAXTER Sidneys Ourania N ij, Renowned
Poets, of highest Ingenie, Shall decke thy toinbe with ever-

lasting fame. 1662 GLANVILL Lux Orient, xiii. (1682) no
The deaf and dumb have many times . . very remarkable
mechanical ingenies. 1697 tr. Bitrgersdiciits his Logic n.

xix. 92 The scholar may have more ingeny and industry than
his master.

)
3. An invention ; a clever contrivance. Obs. rare.

1588 R. PARKE tr. RTendoza's Hist. C/iinaioi The admir-
able inuention and the subtill ingenie of printing.

tlnge're.z'- 06s. rare. [a..itige're-r(Oresme,
I4th c.), or ad. L. inger-ere to carry in, put or push-

in, obtrude : see INGEST. The usual Scotch form
was INGYKE, q.v.] refl. To thrust oneself in, to

obtrude oneself, intrude
;
to presume.

1489 CAXTON Faytcs ofA. in. xxi. 221 Yf it hap that som.
clmpellayn . . goo to werre or that ingereth or putteth hym-
self forthe . . therto. 1362 WINJET Cert. Tractates ii. Wks.
1888 I. 21 King Ozias, quha in his presumptioun, ingerit
him self to offer the brynt sacrifice. 1563 FourScoir Thre
Quest, ibid. 67 We ingere ws bauldlie . . to propone thir

quaeslionis folloving.

Inge-rminate, v. rare . [IN- -'.]
trans. To

cause to germinate (Worcester, 1860).

t Inge-rt, v., obs. variant of ENGIRT v.

JS99 R- LINCHE Fount. Anc. fief. Hij, Close to their

bodies is the same ingerted.

Ingest (.indge'st), v. [f. L. ingest-, ppl. stem
of ingerere to carry in, put or push in, f. in- (IN-

1

')

+gercn to carry, bear
;

cf. digest, egest.~\

f 1. trans. To put in, push in, thrust in. Obs.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely u. viii. 343 When he cannot

aspire thether himselfe, he ingests in other partners and

compossessioners, he cares not whome.

2. spec. To introduce (aliment) into the stomach

(or mouth) ; to take in
(food).

1620 VENNEK Via Recta viii. 164 It is most hurtfuH to the

body to ingest nourishment vpon nourishment not digested.
1665 G. HARVEY Ad-vice agst. Plague 5 Arsenick ingested
within the Body . . immediatly effects enormous Vomits.

1709 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 98 How can Aliments
be ingested into the Mouth, and not pass over by the

Larynx ? 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys. i. (1872) 27 A mouth
and stomach . . extemporized, as it were on each occasion
that aliment is ingested. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comp.
Anat. 16 At times, indeed, we can see the protoplasm in-

gesting food.

II Ingesta (ind^e-sta), sb. pi. Phys. [L. ingesta,
nent. pi. of ingestus, pa. pple. of ingerere : see

prec.] Substances introduced into the body as

nourishment ; food and drink.

1727 POPE, etc. M. Scriblcrus I. xiv, The extraordinary

quantity of the Ingesta and Egcsta of the people of England.
1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 449 A substance which
forms so large a portion of the ingesta, must have a powerful
and constant agency upon the animal machine. 1855 H.



INGESTAR.

SreNclR Priiu. f'sycM. 11872) 1. II. ix. 274 Inuuiun, due to

deficiency of liquid in the ingesta.

t Ingestar, -ter. Obs. rare. Also ingistera.

[ad. It. inghistara, inguistara, in Florio cng/iis-

tara.] (See quots.)
1611 CORYAT Crudities 288 These wines are alwayes

brought up . . in certaine great glasses called Ingister.Ves

that are commonly used in all those cities of Italy that

I survcied. 1611 Trav. four Englishm. 29 Euery one that

was able, brought . . many bottles or ingesters of exceeding

good wine. 1617 MORVSON Itin. i. 96 An ingestar of wine

(a measure somewhat bigger then the English pint).

Ingested (.ind^e-sted), ppl. a. [f. INGEST v. 1-

-ED '!! Taken in (as food).
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Fund. Ef. iv. vii. 196 The grosse

ponderosity of the aliment ingested. 1755 FLEMING in Phil.

Trans. X LIX. 259 Faxes formed out oflngested aliments.

c 1865 Circ. Sc. I. 328/1 The essence of the ingested nutri-

ment passes.. into the circulation.

t Inge-stible, a. Obs. rare-". [lN-3;cf. L.

ingestdbilis (Pliny).]
'

Heavy, hard to be borne
'

(Cockeram, 1623).

Ingestion (indje-styan). [ad. late L. inges-
iion-em, n. of action f. ingerSre to INGEST. Cf.
mod.F. ingestion] The action of ingesting; the

taking in of aliment.
16*0 VENNER Via Recta viii. 175 The ingestion of too

much meat is burthensome and inturious to all the body.
1665 JER. TAYLOR Vtaim Necess. vii. i That Adam was
made mortal., is., proved by his very eating and drinking. .

by ingestion and egestion. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis.
Cktit (ed. 4) 238 The ingestion of the medicine in an agree-
able vehicle. 1858 J. Hi BENNET Nutrition iv. 86 The in-

gestion of alcoholic stimulants . . is attended with a feeling
of temporary strength.

Ingestive (indje'stiv), a. [f.
INGEST v. + -IVE.]

Having the function of taking in aliment.
1815-4 TODD Cycl. Altai. I. 69/1 Less activity is indicated
m the egestive than in the ingestive system. 1877 HUXLEY
Aiiat. Imt. Anim. \. 50 The ingestive apertures are
numerous secondary pore-like apertures formed by the
separation of adjacent cells of the ectoderm and endoderm.

t I'n, getting, vbl. s6. Sf. Obs. [!N adv. 1 1 c
;

cf. get in, GET v. 60
f.] The action of getting in,

collecting.
1546 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) II. 476 pe ingetting of the con-

tnbutioune grantit to be sete of sessioune. 1597 Sc. Acts
Jos. VI (1816) IV. 146 The chairges in ingetting of be samin
[tax]. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Mix. Bk. (1855) '38
Assisting of the

Collectpres and Commissar for ingetting of
what is dew to the publict,

Ingh.ami.te (rrjamait). [f. the surname fngham
+ -ITE.] A member of the religious body founded
about 1740 by Benjamin Ingnam (1712-72) of

Aberford, near York, on principles akin to those
of the Moravians and Methodists. Also atlrib.

enumerated in the Religious Census of 1851.

tlngi-ddied, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- '*

-* GIDDY v. + -ED i.j Made giddy or unsteady.68 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] xxix. 92 He has left vertue. .

and is lanched into by-deuicesof his owne ingiddyed braine.

Ingi-ld, obs. var. of ENGILD v., to gild.
'59s FLORIO, Innorare, to inguilde, to guild.

Ingin, variant of INGAN dial., onion.

Inginare, -arie, obs. ff. ENGINEER, ENGINERY.
t Ingine (indgai-n). [The usual Sc. form of
ENGINE sl>., in senses i and i of that word, q. v. for
other examples.] Genius, natural ability, intellect.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. n. 156 The bounteis of that

court dewhe to write War ouir prolixt, transcending mine
ingme. 1511 DUNBAR Poems Ixxvii. 60 Hir for to treit thai
sett thair haill ingyne. 1561 WINJET Cert. Tractate! i.

Wks. 1888 I. 5 Pure studentls of ryche ingynis. 1506
DALRYMl-l.Etr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 137 Of ane elegant
forme, and ane rype Ingine. ci6x> SIR W. MURE Misc.
Poems xx. 1 1 The puir issues of my weak ingyne. 1810W. IENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 17 And I na help

th<yr
weak ingyne WT my suggestions strang ?

Hence t Ingl-ned a., minded, disposed, rare-'.
a 1605 POLWART Flytingiu. Montgomery 155 fcuMro, bee

better ones mgmde, Or I shall flyte against my sell

Ingineer, -er(e, -ier, obs. ffT ENGINEER.
Inginous, variant of ENGINOUS a., Obs.

Ingird, Ingirdle : see ENGIRD, ENGIRDLE.
Ingire, variant of INGYRE v., Obs.

Ingirt,_ variant of ENGIKT v., Obs.
\ Tn giver. Sc. Obs. [la adv. ne; cf. give

in, GIVE v. 59 e.] One who gives or hands in (a
document, etc.).
i6ai .Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816! IV. 599 (To) giff vp his

!
n?r -
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whic The InScvar sa d ' I* a trew
P
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-
-T- "*' SD- rare. [IN adv. 1 1 c : cf.

prec.] Giving in, handing in.
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Ingle (i'rjg'l,
Sc. i-rj'l),

st.\ Orig. Sc. Also 6

ingil(l. [Origin obscure ; usually identified with

Gael, aingeal lire, light; but there are difficulties.]

1. Fire ; a lire burning upon the hearth
;
a house-

fire. Now chiefly in at, by, or round the ingle.
1508 DuNBAK Fitting w. KeiiHedic 117 Fane at evin for

to bring hame a single, Syne rubb it at ane vthir auld wyfis
ingle. 1513 DOUGLAS sEncis xn. iii. 16 Sum otheris brocht
the fontane waiter fayr And sum the haly ingill wyth thame
bair. a 1605 POLWART f'tyting iu. Montgom. 667 Thou sat

sa neir the chimney nuik . . Fast be the ingle. 1674 RAY
A^. C. Words 26 Ingle (Cumb.), fire, a blaze or flame. I7i
KAHSAY UJ> in the Air 2 Now the sun's gane out o" sight
Beet the ingle, and snuff the light. 1785 BURNS Cotter's
Sat. Night iii, His wee bit ingle, blinkin bonilie, His
clean hearth-stane. 18*0 KEATS Fancy 16 Sit thee by the

ingle, when The sear faggot blazes bright. 1856 R. A.
VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 270 With stories such as these. .

the holy man whiled away our windy March nights by the

ingle. 1882 MRS. OLIPHANT Lit. Hist. Eng. 1. 16^ The
landlord and all his guests were assembled round the ingle.

H 2. Misapplied to an open fireplace.
1841 LYTTON Nt. fr Morn. v. ii, He settled himself in the

ingle, till the guard's horn should arouse him. 1894 HALL
CAINE Maitxman vi. xiii, Cxsar. . left Kate as he had found
her, crouching by the fire inside the wide ingle of the old hall.

3. attrib. and Comb., as ingle-bench, a bench
beside the fire; ingle-bred a., home-bred, untra-

velled. See also INGLE-CHEEK, -NOOK, -SIDE.

1853 M. ARNOLD Scliolar Gipsy vi, At some lone ale house
in the Berkshire moors, On the warm *ingle-bench, the
smock-frocked boors Had found him seated. 1881 ROSSETTI
Ball, fy St>nn,, Rose Alary 11. xxxii, On the ingle-bench the
dead man lay. 1788 PICKEN Poems 112 Mony an *ingle-bred
auld wife Has baith mair wit an' senses Than me.

t Ingle, ^.2 Obs. Also 7 eng(h)le, inghle.
[Origin unknown : cf. NINGLE.] A boy-favourite

(in bad sense) ; a catamite.

shall I have my sonne a stager now ? an enghle for players ?

1602 MIDDLETON Blurt, Master-Const, v. ii, Jove's own
ingle, Ganymede, a 1610 HEALEY Theophrastus (1636) ii

And alwaies sitting by his Ingle courts him. a 1683 OLDHAM
Poet. Wks. 1 1686) 88 What costs a Rape, or Incest, and how
cheap You may an Harlot, or an Ingle keep. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais, Paiitagr. Prognost, v, Those whom Venus is said
to rule; as..Ganymedes, Bardachoes, Huflers, Ingles. 1878
SlHPSON tr. Prodigal Son \. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. II. 93
They lose the bloom of their youth with good-for-nothing
companions, or even with whores and ingles.

*'. Misused for
' Familiar friend ',

' chum '.

i8ai SCOTT Kenilw. iii,
' Ha ! my dear friend and ingle,

Tony Foster ! . . have you altogether forgotten your friend,

gossip, and playfellow, Michael Lamboume?'

Ingle, s6.3 local. [Of doubtful status and de-

rivation.] ? A nook ; an angle.
1877 N. iy. Line. Gloss., //ingles, the ingles, the corners

inside an open chimney. 1890 MORRIS GlitteringPlain xx,
Hallblithe steered toward an ingle of the haven.

t Ingle, . Obs. [f.
INGLE sb.-}

1. trans. To fondle, caress.

1598 FLOHIO, Zanzcrare, to ingle boies, to play wantonly
with boyes against nature. 1599 NASHE Lenlcit Stufft Ep.
Ded. (1871) 15 Hug it, ingle it, kiss it, and cull it now thou
hast it. 1601 CHESTER Love's Mart., Inrcc. Poet. ss. (1878)
171 And.. Ingles his cheeke. a 1631 DONNE Elegy iv. Poems,
etc. (1633) 49 Thy little brethren, .those sweet nights, .kist,
and ingled on thy father's knee.

2. To cajole, wheedle, coax.
1601 B. JONSON Poetaster n. ii, I'le presently Roe and

3. intr. To fondle with.
1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring Girle iv. Wks. 1873

III. 202 Then deale they vnder hand with vs, and wee must
ingle with our husbands a bed.

Hence Tngling vbl. sb. and///, a.

'595.
T. EDWARDS Cephaliis q Procris (1878) 43 We'le take

more ioy in counting ouer sorrowes, Than Venus gazing on
her ingling span-owes. 1598 E. GILWX Skial. (1878)3 In-
steede of ingling ternies for thy good will, Reader fall to,
reade, lest, and carpe thy fill. 1610 Ilistrio-m. n. 140 Then
we shall have rare ingling at the prodigall child.

Ingle-Cheek. Sc.
[f. INGLE **.'] The cheek

or jamb of a fireplace.

Ingle-nook. Orig. Sc. [f. INGLE sbl] The
nook or corner beside the

'

ingle
'

; chimney-corner.
01774 FERGUSSON Poems (1789) II. 6 (Jam.) The ingle-

nook supplies the simmer fields. 1816 SCOTT Old Marl, iv,
I'll begin with that sulky blue-bonnet in the ingle-nook.
1844 DISRAELI Coningsty in. i, There was a comfortable
enough looking kitchen; but the ingle nook was full of
smokers. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede \\,

' Old Feyther Taft
'

. .had some time ago gone back to his ingle-nook.
Ingles, variant of INGLIS, Obs.

Ingle-side, [f. INGLE j.i] A fife-side.
? a 1750 Humble Beggar x. in Herd Collect. Sc. Songsdnd}

II. 30 Hut he was first hame at his ain ingle-side. 1815

"' Obs - var " of KNGLEIMOUS, viscid.

KU '&' '""I""", vitcosus.
Ingland, -londe. ob. forms of ESGLASD

Willie to their inglesides.

fl'nglis, usual 14-1 6th c. Sc. and north, form
of ENGLISH a. and sb. Also rarely Ingles(e,
-isch, -ige, -ishe, etc.

INGLUVIES.
a 1300 Cursor M. 242 pis

ilk bok es translate In to Inglis
long to rede For the loue of Inglis lede. c 1470 HENRY
H'allace i. 351 Inglis clerks in prophecys thai fand [etc.].

1508 DUNBAK Gold. Targe 259 Was thou noucht of cure
Inglisch all the lycht? 1513 DOUGLAS &neis i. Prol. 24
Wmiame Caxtoun, of Inglis natioun, In pross hes prent ane
buik of Inglis gros. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
I. 3 Peple plane ignorant of the Ingles toung. Ibid. 82 The
Inglise historiographouris. Ibid., The dignitie of the In-

glishe name.

bo fl'nglismaii, usual 14 iCitlic. north. a\\<\ Sc.

form of ENGLISHMAN. Also Ingles-, -ise-.
a 1300 Cursor M. 249 To laud and Inglis man i spell.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Chron. vill. xiii. 19 Gret Despyte bir Inglis
men Had at bis Willame Walays ben. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. 80 Our aid storeis . . Tha war distroyit all with
Inglismen. 1596 DALRYMI'LK tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, I. 85
The Ingles men. .vses that aid Saxon toung. ll-id. 97 Thair
nycht bouris the Inglise men.

Inglishry, obs. form of ENGLISHRY.

Inglobate
1
, [f.

+ GLOBATE ///. a.] Formed into a globe or glo-
bular mass.
1851 OTTE & PAUL tr. Hutaboldft Cosmos IV. vii. Nebulx

P 2 If they be vapoury masses, having one or more nebulous
nuclei, the various degrees of their condensation suggest the

possibility of a process of gradual star-formation from in-

globate matter.

Inglobe, obs. form of ENGLOBE v.

t Inglo'merated, ///. a. Obs. rare- '. [f.

L. ingloinerat-tis (pa. pple. of inglomerare ;
see

IN-* and GLOMERATE) + -ED!.] Formed into a
rounded mass or heap.
1593 R. D. 11ypnerotomachia 14 Unto which inglomerated

and winding heape of bowelles, there was a convenient com-
ining unto and entrance in.

Inglorious (ingloe-ms), a. [ad. L. inglorio-
sits (Pliny) : see IN- 3 and GLORIOUS, and cf. L.

inglorins, and F. inglorieux (i4th c. in Littre).]
1. Not glorious, famous, or renowned ; not known

to fame
; obscure, humble. Now rare.

1591 SI'ENSER M. Hitbberd 981 Who will not venture life a

King to bee, And rather rule.. Than dwell in dust inglorious
and bace? 1602 -2nd Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. v. (Arb.)
61 Inglorious may they Hue, inglorious die, That suffer

learning^ Hue in misery. 1671 MILTON P.
R_.

in. 42. 1750

, ly mai
masters in the Science of the Aspects of Life.

fb. Without the glory qf (something^, rare.

1788 GIBBON Dec!, f, F. Ixiii. (1855) VII. 401 The far

greater part were guiltless or inglorious of the deed.

2. Of actions, mode of life, etc. : Bringing no

glory or honour (to a person) ; hence, conferring
disgrace, shameful, ignominious.
'573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 41 Which was not so

commodious for me . . as it was inglonus for them, to ther
wunderful greif. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 161 Neyther
let your battell be mgloryous, exempted from noblenesse.

1665 MANLEY Grotiuf Lmu C. Warres 824 The King [was]
freed from such an inglorious contest. 1776 GIBBON Decl. tf
F. v. (1869) I. 106 The victory over the senate was easy and
inglorious. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 191 It involved
the country in an inglorious, unprofitable, and interminable
war. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Ejnp. xiv. (1875) 224 An in-

glorious traffic in honours and exemptions.

Ingloriously (ingloViiasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.] In an inglorious manner, without glory ;

ignominiously.
IS76 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 159 When the successes.,

shall be blemished, stayned, and ingloriously defaced. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. \. 46 He reigned eight yeares ingloriously.
1710 SWIFT On a Broomstick Wks. 1755 II. I. iSoThU single
stick, which you now behold ingloriously lying in that

neglected corner. 1816 BYRON Cli. Har. in. xliv, A sword
laid by Which eats into itself, and rusts ingloriously. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V- 443 Those who meet their death in

this way.. shall be buried ingloriously.

InglorionsneSS (ingloe-rissnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The condition or quality of being in-

glorious ; obscurity ; ignominy.
1630 DONNE_ Semi. xxv. 249 The ingloriousnesse of having

been buried in the dust is recompensed in the glory I rise

to. 1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. i. 2. 9 The
Scrutator of this mystery shall be opprest by the inglorious-
ness of the object. 1661 A. WRIGHT in^purgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. Ixii. 7 Let him that walks in the ingloriousness
and contempt of the world, contemplate God. 1832 MOORE
Diary 6 Apr. in Mem. (1853) VI. 264 The ingloriousness of
such a combat.

Inglut, -glutte, obs. forms of ENGLDT v.

Inigluti'tion. rare. [n. of action f. late L.

inglntire (Isidore) : cf. glutition, deglutition]
The action of swallowing.
1803 G. ELLIS Let. to Scott 3 Oct. in Lockhart Scott, A

most formidable drinker whose powers of inglutition . . had
procured him a long series of triumphs.
In gTivvial, a. rare. [f. next + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to the ingluvies or crop.
1843 OWEN Comp. Anat. fnv. Anim. xvii. 217 In the ..

carnivorous CarabidEe, there is a small gizzard, preceded
by the usual ingluvial dilatation of the cesophagus.

II Ingluvies (inglw-vi^z). Anat. [L. ingluvies

crop, maw : prob. f. *glu- to swallow.] A dilata-

tion of the cesophagus before it reaches the true

stomach ; the crop of a bird, the first stomach of a

ruminating animal, an insect, etc.

i77-4_i CHAMBERS Cycl., Ingluvies, Craw, or Crop, a part
in granivorous fowls which serves for the immediate recep-



INGLUVIN.

tion of the food. 1877 HUXLEY Anal. Inv. Anim. vii. 411
The chitinous lining

which is continued into it from the in-

into a special poucn, tne crop or craw, tngiuvies, wnere
the food is detained to be macerated in a special secretion,

before passing on to the true stomach.

Ingluvin (ingh7'vin). Jlfed. [f. INGLUV-IES +

-IN.] A preparation from the gizzard of the
j

domestic chicken, used as a tonic and digestive.
iSblBraithwaite's Retrospect Med.UX.'XX.lll. 315i Where l

marked plethora exists, or a full habit of body obtains, the

effect of ingluvin is very uncertain. 1898 IVfARTINDALE &
WESTCOTT Extra Pharmacop. (ed. 9) 269 Ingluvin had little

or no digestive action on coagulated egg-albumen.

t Inigltrvious, a. Obs. [ad. L. inglmiios-us

gluttonous, f. ingluvies : see prec. and -ous. Cf. ,

obs. F. tnghwieux(Godef.').] Greedy, gluttonous.

1569 NEWTON Cicero's Olde Age 23 b, We must not be too

ingluuious, in taking of foode and repaste. ai6S9Ct.EVEl.AND

Poems, Surv. World v, What a cold Account of Happi-
ness can here arise From that ingluvious Surfeit of his Eyes ?

Hence f Inglu-viously adv., gluttonously.
J574 NEWTON Health Mag. 19 Immoderately dronken and

ingluviouslie swilled. 1ST* Lemnies Complex. (1633) 175
'

Those . . that have excessively and ingluviously surfeited

either in eating or drinking.

t Ingnel, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OK ingnel,

ignel, inel, isnel, of Germ, origin ;
see SNELL.]

Quick, swift.

1340 Ayenb. 141 Efterward be milde is wel zuift and wel

ingnel.

flnigO', v. Obs. Forms: see Go. [OE. ingan
= MHG. ing&n (G. eingehen), Du. ingaan, Sw.

inga. Da. indgaa ; see IN- 1 and Go. OE. had also

ingangan = OHG. ingangan, Goth, inngangan :

see GANG v.']
intr. To go in, to enter.

cooo tr. Bzda's Hist. V. iv. (1890) 394 pa .. [he] in bes

gesiSes hus ineode. cvxa Ags. Cosp. Matt. xii. 29 Hu
mzes man ingan on stranges hus. c 1250 Gen. tr Ex. 1068

He boden him bringen ut o-non, Do men oat woren oidir

in gon. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlii[i]. 4 To Goddes weved in

ga I sal. /lii/. cviii. [cix.] 18 Als watre, it in yhede In his

inwardes. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiv. 2 He bat ingase

wibonten spot. 138* WYCLIF Gen. xxxviii. 16 And he

yngoynge to hir, seith, Lat me, that Y goo togidere with

thee.

Ingoar, variant of ENCORE v.', Obs.

I'nigOtmg, vbl. sb. Now rare. [f.
INGO v., or

the verbal phrase go in (see IN- 1
) + -ING 1

.]
A

going in or entering ;
entrance ; passage or way in.

1340 Ayenb. 72 Dyaj> is to guodemen ende of alle kneade

and gate and inguoynge of alle guode. 1362 LANGL. /'. PL
A. vi. 117 Hit is ful hard..To gete in-goynge [v.r. ingangej

at >at jat. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 34 Lord kepe byn in-

goynge and thyn outgoynge. 1535 COVKRDALE i .V<;;. xxix.

6 Thy out goynge and ingoynge with me in y boost

pleaselh me well. 1632 I.ITHGOW Tmv. vi. 249 Payed ten

Madins of Brasse, the common coine of Jerusalem, for our

in-going to that place. 1871 ROSSETTI Dante at Venna

xiii, The ushers on his path would bend At ingoing as at

*b. Arch. The recess for a doorway or window.

1859 DONALDSON & GLEN Specifications I. 218 Ingoings of

all the door.s, or other openings in thick walls, to be finished

with . . linings. Ibid. 270 Ingoings of all the windows . . to

be finished with, .linings.

I-nigodng, fpl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That

goes in or inwards ;
that enters.

1825-80 JAMIESON, Ingaand-tiumth, the mouth of a coal-pit

which enters the earth in the horizontal direction. 1833

TENNYSON Poems, (Enone 55 Within the green hillside,

Under yon whispering tuft of oldest pine, Is an ingoing

grotto. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 23 They may be, in effect,

junctions for in-going impressions or dividing stations for

out-going impressions. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 23

The ingoing stitch should . . be parallel to the place where

the last came out.

Ingonge, variant of INGANG, Obs., entry.

Ingorant : see INGKANT.

t IngOrdi'gioUS, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f.

It. in-

gordigi-a greediness (f. ingordo greedy) + -ous.]

Greedy, avaricious.

1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 19 They are exorbitantly luxu-

rious, .excessiuely ingerdigious [sic] and exacting.

Hence f Ingcordi'giousness, greed, avarice.

.11734 NORTH Lives (1890) III. 12 This ingordigiousness

of fruit having exhausted our stock.

Ingore, variant of ENGORE v. 1
,
Obs.

t IngOTge, obs. var. of ENGORGE v., to gorge, to

fill to excess.

1497 BP. ALCOCK Mans Perfect. E ij, They be not mgorged
with meete and drynke. .

t IngO'rgCOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. f. en-

gorge ENGOKGE v. + -ous, after obs. F. engorgeux

(Cotgr.).] Greedy, insatiable.

1679 T. GATES Afyst. Iniq. 25, I could produce many
Reasons, .to demonstrate what an ingorgeous Ambition the

Jesuits have to increase their Greatness.

Ingot (iTjg?0- Also 4-6 yngot. [Of uncertain

origin. Occurs in Chaucer in sense i
;
then not

till the second half of the i6th c. in sense 2 (though

sense I is also used in i6-i8th c.). French has

lingot (in sense 2) from 1405 onward ;
med.L. Kn-

gotus (1440 in Du Cange), Sp. lingote, Pg. linhota ;

all perh. from Fr. See below.

The form ingold in Wright's Chaucer (Can.-l'eom. T. 656)

is a scribal error of MS. Harl. 7334 ; ingmot in Spenser (F.

Q. n. vii. 5) is either a misprint or a mistaken archaism.]

287

f 1. A mould in which metal is cast ;
an ingot-

mould. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. ProL % T. 670 He took the

Chalk, and shoope it in the wise Of an Ingot. Ibid. 680
And fro the fir he took vp his mateere And in thyngot putte
it. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xiv. i. (1886) 294 Mysti-
call termes of art ;

as (for a last) their subliming, amalgam-
ing . . matters combust and coagulat, ingots, tests, &c. [cf.

CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. 265]. 1613 R. CAWUREY Table
A Iph. (ed. 3), Ingot) a wedge of gold, also the trough wherin
it is molten. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. i. (1686) 46 Set the

Ingot smooth that the Copper may be no thicker at one end
than the other. 1688 R. HOLME Annoury in. 306/2 An
Ingot or Lingate . . is an Iron, Brass, or Copper Instrument,
with an hollow place made in it, to receive and hold any
sort of Metal cast into it. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory 1. 145
When in fusion, pour it into a flat ingot, and let it cool.

2. A mass (usually oblong or brick-shaped) of

cast metal, esp. of gold or silver, and (in modern
j

use) of steel ; these last are of various shapes.
1583 STANYHURST JEneis \. (Arb.) 29 His wiefto hyd treasur

he poincted, Where the vnknowne ingots of gould and siluer

abounded. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xiv. ii. (1886)

297 A beechen cole, within the which was conveied an

ingot of perfect silver. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. 5 Great

heapes of gold . . Of which some were . . new driven, and
distent Into great Ingowes [ed. 1596 Ingoes] and to

wedges square. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 464, 15000 wedges
or ingots of gold, 35000 lumps or masses of siluer. 1709
STEELE Tatter No. 46 F 2 Not, like a Miser, to gaze only on
his Ingots or his Treasures. 1754 SULLIVAN View Nat. I.

482 The silver is dried and fused in crucibles to be cast into

ingots. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 343 The in-

gots of cast-steel can be drawn into bars one-third of an
inch square. 1862 Fraser's Mag. Nov. 633 At the present
exhibition he [Krupp] shows an ingot of cylindrical form
that weighs 20 Tons.

3. attrib. and Comb., as ingot-copper', -gad^-holder^

-mould, -silver, -steel, etc.

i558-4Sz PHAER^W^/^VIH. Bbiij,Yngot gaddes with clash-

ing clinckes, In blustryng forges blown. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Operat. Mechanic 759 The metal is poured into an ingot-
mould. 1877 A. S. HEWISH in Raymond Statist. Mines <$

Mining 363 About 8,000 tons of ingot-copper. 1887 Pall
Mall G. it Aug. io/i_Crushed to death by the fall of the

ingot-holder, a bar of iron weighing eight tons.

[Note. F. lingot is held by some French etymologists to be

adopted from Eng,, with coalescence of the article, for

lingot. The origin of a term of alchemy (as this evidently
was) in Eng., is not a priori^ probable. Also, the only re-

corded sense of F. lingot (which appears frequently in i5th-
i6th c.) is our sense 2, while the English ingot before 1558
is known only from Chaucer in sense i : this makes a diffi-

culty, unless it is assumed that sense 2 was also in English

during these two centuries, though not yet found. Those
, who assume an Eng. origin suggest a derivation (not unapt
1

as regards the sense) from in adv., and goten t ancient pa.

pple. of OE. gedtan, ME. Beaten, %eten t yheten^ mod. dial.

yett to pour, to cast (metal). Here there is the difficulty

that the pa. pple. goten was conformed to the rest of the

vb., as %oten^ yhoten, yoten^ before the I4th c. ; the hard g
might perh. have been retained in an old compound, as in

the derivative gote,
'

water-course, gutter, drain ', but even

in that case we should have expected an original final

i vowel, giving ME. ingote. The existing evidence is thus
! too contradictory for any certain conclusion.]

Hence I'ngoted a., furnished with ingots or

j

wealth.

1864 YATES Broken to Harness xvii, He's safe to ask no
women who are not enormously ingotted. 1875 Miss BRADDON

Hostages to Fortune I. i. 25 People who trace their lineage
as far as Hengist and Horsa are seldom heavily ingotted.

Ingrace, obs. form of ENGRACE v.

t Ingra'cious, a. Obs. [!N- 3.] Ungracious.
1600 HOLLAND Li-vy 41 L. Tarquinius the prowd, and

his ingracious wife, and the whole brood of his children.

1606 BIRNIE I\ irk'intriall v, The ingratious discord . . wil

mar al the mirth. 1676 R. DIXON Tu-o Testam. 50 How in-

gracious a thing must it be for a Creature, beloved of God, to

refuse the offer of his Grace.

Ingradyt, var. of UNGRADED///. .,
Obs.

flngra-ff, Ingra'fe, var. ENGRAFF z>., Obs.

a 1400 WYCLIF i Tim. vi. 10 The which sum men coueit-

ynge, erreden fro the feith.and bisettiden [v. r. ingraffiden ;

I L. inserebant} hem with many sorwis. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr.

Leslies Hist. Scot. n. 142 To ingrafe and poure in the

hartis of the ignorant people, diuine rites. 1765 A. DICKSON
; Treat. Agric. \\\. (ed. 3) 35 There is scarcely a kind of tree,

I but may be ingrafted into any other kind, a 1803 BEATTIE

|
tr. Virgil's Past. i. (R.), Mow Melibceus, now ingraft" the

| pear, Now teach the vine its tender sprays to rear !

Ingraft, obs. variant of ENGRAFT v.

flngraif, obs. Sc. form of ENGRAVE v.

1562 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) \. 214 Resaif, swaif, and
'

haif, ingraif it here.

Ingrail, obs. form of ENGRAIL v.

tl'ngrain, sb. 1 Ol>s. [Origin unascertained.]
'

A quarter of a chaldron of coal given in for every
five chaldrons purchased.
1730 Act 3 Geo. //, c. 26 10 By ancient Custom in the

Port of London, one Chaldron of Coals is allowed in to

every Score brought on board Ship . . which is called In-

grain', notwithstanding which many Persons dealing in

Coals do load the same from on board Ship bare Measure
without the aforesaid Ingrain. 1765 Lond. Chron. 16 May
470 The action was for not delivering to the buyers the in-

grain of two fives, as metered from on board ship, but took

three sacks out of each five.

Ingrain, a. (sb.
z
) [f. the phrase in grain ;

see

GRAIN sb^- 10. Now usually stressed rngrar-n
before a sb., ingrain after it or in the predicate.]

1. Dyed in grain ; dyed with fast colours before

manufacture; dyed in the fibre ; thoroughly dyed.

1766 W. GORDON Gen. Counting-no. 428, 4 pink Ingrain

INGBAPPLB.
calimancoes. 1880 Plain Hints Needleivork 44, x yd. In-

grain marking cotton, No. 100.

b. Applied (chiefly in U. S.) to carpets of the

Kidderminster type, in which the pattern goes
through and through and appears on both sides,

as distinguished from those (such as Axminster or

Brussels) in which it appears on the upper surface

only.
1863 B. TAYLOR Hannah Tltnrston III. 285 Bute had

bought a brownish ingrain carpet. 1879 'E. GARRETT'
House by Works II. 132, I urge you not to wait till I can
exchange this ingrain drugget for a Turkey carpet. 1899
Correspt., Ingrain carpets are generally of inferior quality ;

but they can be made of very high qualities.

2. Of qualities, dispositions, habits, etc. : Inborn,

inherent, firmly fixed, inveterate, ingrained.
1852 MRS. STOWF. Uncle Tom's C. xix. 191 His old court

pride .. was ingrain, bred in the bone. 1856 Miss YONGE
Daisy Chain I. xiv. (1879) 137 Too old for changing of in-

grain, long-nurtured habits. 1888 T.W. HIGGINSON Women
iff
Men 307 The shy graces of character must be something

that is ingrain and permanent. 1894 F. ELLIOT Rom. Goss.
i. 19 A proof of the ingrain humanity of his soul.

ta. Thorough, out-and-out, to the backbone.
1865 Daily Tel. 29 May, The most perfect type of the in-

grain, hardened criminal.

B. sb.
' A name given to yarns, wools, etc., dyed

with fast colours before manufacture
'

(Simmonds
Diet. Trade 1858). b. ( U. S.)

= Ingrain carpet:
see i b. (Funk 1893.)

Ingrain, obs. or arch, variant of ENGBAIN v.

Ingrained (ingr^nd), ///. a. [app. orig. a

variant of ENGRAINED ppl. a. : but now analysed
as if from in adv. +grained: cf. INGRAIN a. Stressed

rn-grained before a sb., otherwise ingrarncd]
Wrought in the inmost texture; deeply rooted, in-

veterate.

[1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie I. iv. 189 Ingrain'd Habits,
died with often dips.] 1821 GALT Ayrsh. Legatees xxv,
Their old ingrained and particular sentiments. 1837 EMER-
SON Addr.. Amer. Scliol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 182 That great

principle of Undulation in nature . . deeply ingrained in

every atom and every_ fluid. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil II.

142 Their ingrained wickedness is washed away. 1899 Q.
Rel>. Jan. 24 The old ingrained prejudice of his followers.

b. Of persons : Thorough, out-and-out.

[1630 RUTHERFORD Lett. 21 July (1675) in. 156 1'he bloudy
Tongues, crafty Foxes, double ingrained Hypocrites, shall

appear as they are before his Majesty.] 1851 MAYHEW
Lond. Labour I. 329 Many ingrained beggars certainly use

the street trade as a cloak for alms-seeking. 1870 LOWELL
Amonginy Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 277 He is an ingrained sceptic.

Hence Ingrainedly (ingrt'i-nedli, i-ngr^ndli)

adv., in an ingrained manner or degree, thor-

oughly.
1869 Athenxiitn 16 Oct. 495 Designedly and undesignedly

a liar ; an utterly ingrainedly untrue creature. 1884 MRS.
HOUSTOUN Caught in Snare II. xii. 141 She was not in-

grainedly selfish. 1893 Chicago Advance 25 May, The
material to work upon was too ingrainedly bad for even
Elizabeth's optimism.

Ingram (i'rjram), a. (sli.) Obs. (exc. dial.)

Also 6 yngrame, 7 ingrum. A perverted form

of IGNORANT, prob. immediately from INGRANT :

cf. vagrom for vagrant.
1553 T. WILSON R/iet. 20 A patrone of a benefice wil haue

a poore yngrame soule to beare the name of a persone for

xx marke. 1570 LEVINS Alanip. 18/8 Ingrame, ignarus.

1596 NASHE Saffron Waldcn 143 Who but an ingram cosset

would keepe such a courting of a Curtezan ? c 1614 BEAUM.
& FL. 11 'it without Money v. i, Pray take my fellow Ralph,
he has a Psalm Hook, I am an ingrum man. 1630 J.TAYLOR
Wks. (N.), I am no scholler, but altogether unrude, and very

ingrnm. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Ingram, ignorant.

B. as sb. An ignorant person.
1638 NABBES Cov. Card. HI. v, Alas Gentlemen we are

very ingrums. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. ii. 41 Sancho
was a very Ingrum as they call him.

Hence t X'ngramness, ignorance.
1389 Marprel. Epit. A ij, You must then beare with my

ingramnesse. 1589 Mar Marline 8 Beare with his ingram-
nesse a while, his seasoned wainscot face.

t Inigramma-tical, a. Obs. [In- 3.] Un-

grammatical.
1672 PENN Spirit of Truth Vind. 67 This were as ingram-

matical altogether.

Ingrammaticism (ingramje'tisiz'm). rare.

[IN- .]
An ungrammatical form or construction ;

a solecism.
1888 Athenaeum 10 Mar. 304/3 She.^.

remains constant to

her quotations and '

ingrammaticisms '.

Ingrandize, obs. form of ENGRANDIZE v.

f I-ngrant, a. Obs. A perverted form of igno-

rant, through the transitional *ingnorani, ingorant,

the latter also found : cf. INGRAM.

1597 ist Ft. Return fr. Parnass. II. i. 722 The ingorant

people that before calde mee Will now call mee William.

1644 QUARLES Barnabas <$ B. Wks. 1880 1. 80/2 That I have

been so ingrant in good things, hath been a great heart-

breaking to me.

t Inigra'pple, v. Obs. Alsc 8 en-, [f.
IN- a

+ GRAPPLE z/.J intr. and trans. To join in grap-

pling ; to grapple together.

j^ei, Lsciwia T K. i/iy * "j *" " ^rr
Neptune's Mantle takes A purple Colour. i6ia DRAYTON

Poly-olb. xii. 292 Two lyons fierce . .at one another flie, And



INORASSIAL.

with their armed pawes ingrappled dreadfully, a 1661

LIFR H'ortkiet, Lixcolnsh. n. 11662) M4 A Cub-Foxe . .

hid hU head seised on by a mighty Pike, so that neither

could free themselves, but were ingrapled together.

XnffraMial i ingne-sttl), a. Anat. [f. properl,HRri ** "'s'-^ /
-

.
i. * t

name Inp-assi-as + -AL.] Of or pertaining to In-

jrrasnas.'an Italian anatomist of the sixteenth cen-

tury esp. in Ingrassial bones, the lesser wings of

the sphenoid bone, described by Ingrassias. So

IngTa in a.

,8,0-47 TODD Cycl. Anat.\\\. 829/2 The ingrassial bones

a" in the human subject, regarded as portions of the

sphenoid. 1890 Cent. Diet., Ingrassian.

Innate (ingrf't), a. (sb.)
Also 4 ingrat, 6-7

Xc. ingroit. [ad. L. iiigrat-iis unpleasing, un-

grateful, in med.L. also unkind, harsh, angry, f. in-

(IN-
3
) -t gratus pleasing, grateful; perh. originally

through F. ingrat, -ate (Oresme, i/fth c.).] Not

grateful.

tl. Not pleasing or acceptable to the mind or

senses ; disagreeable, unpleasant, unwelcome. Obs.

539 TAVERNER Card, Wysed. n. 2 a, I haue marked that

thys argument or wrytynge is nat ingrate unto you. c 1586

C'TESS PEMBROKE Pi. civ. xiv, This irreligious kinde, Ingrate

to God. i66 BACON Sylva in TheCauses of that which

is Pleasing, or Ingrate to the Hearing, may receme light by

that, which is Pleasing or Ingrate to the Sight. 1665 SIR T .

HERBERT Trav. (1677) 311 Coho or Coffee, .however ingrate

or insapory it seems at first, it becomes grate and delicious

enough by custom, vfa SIR J. FLOYER in Phil. Trans.

XXIII. 1168 Thysselinum is Bitter, Ingrate and Acrid.

1 2. Not of pleasant or friendly disposition ;
un-

friendly. Obs.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 219 Be ingrat [1377 B. xvii. 253

ingralus, v. rr. ingratis, ingrat J to by kynde, I he holygost

huyrel> be nat ne helpeth be. IM7 ) HARRISON Exhort.

Scottes B iv b, The Britaynes . . beeyng . .ingrate eche to

other . . wer . . ouercome with outwarde inuasions. 1563 Mirr.

Mag. , Somerset ii, To whom Fortune was ever more ingrate.

8. Not feeling or showing gratitude ; ungrateful,

unthankful, arch.

(1377 IJINCU P. PI. B. xiv. 169 Of be good bat bow hem
gyuest ingrati ben manye.] 15*8 GARDINER in Pocock Rec.

Ref. I. 132 As though he had been the most ingrate man.

'533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1539)
68 b, Thou shall al day fynde

the chylderne ingrate to their parentes. 1549 Coinpl. Scot.

i. 20 To spulje al them that ar ingrate of the benefecis of

gode. ijfo Gude fy Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 154 O man, quhome
1 creat, Quny art thou sa ingrait

? 1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves

l. xvii. 58 Why should a diswonted unkindnesse make me
ingrate for wonted benefits 1 1644 Bp. MAXWELL Prerog.
Clir. Kings Ded. 12, I were the mgratest of Christians if

1 did not acknowledge it. 1676 HOBBES //;</vm. 618 Must
we unto our friends be so Sngrate ? 1706 LD. LANSDOWNF
Brit. Enchant, n. i. (R.), See whom you fled, inhuman and

ingrate. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby in. xxiii, Ingrate in life, in

death ingrate. i86sCARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. x. (1872) VII.

286 Schaffgotsch proved signally traitorous and ingrate.

B. sb. An ungrateful person ;
one who does not

feel or show gratitude.
l67ViLLiERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsall. (Arb.) 41 Let 'em

live in ignorance like ingrates. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals iv. ii,

Your treachery and deceit, you base ingrate. 1797 NELSON
8 Sept. in Nicolas Disp. 1 18451 II. 442, 1 should be an ingrate
was I not on even' occasion to support his honour and glory
at all personal risk. 1843 LYTTON Last ofBarons u. ii, The
Neviles are more famous for making ingrates than asking
favours. 1893 NEWMAN SMYTH Chr. Ethics \. iii. 189 The
prodigal comes to himself as an ingrate who has left his

Father's house.

t Inigra'te, v. Obs. Also en-, [f. IN--, EN- 1

+ GRATE v. 1

(sense 4).] a. trans. To treat

harshly, oppress, harass, b. intr. To be harsh or

oppressive. Hence Ingra'ting vbl, sb. and ///. a.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stitffe 26 Other engrating vpland
cormorants will grunt out it is Graua paradisi. 1600 W.
WATSON Dccacortion (1602) 214 To ingrate thus injuriously
both vpon her Majesties officers and the secular priests as
the lesuites doe. 1600 SURFLET Countrie Farntf i. vii. 31
To be much exacting and ingrating vpon your fanner,
doth oftentimes make him .. a meere negligent. 1613 R.
CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Engrate, presse vpon. 1628
GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 344 He would not long suffer her

Ingratings. 1619 Holy Madn. 410 Whom he hath ..

ingrated, spoyled, cheated.

t Znigra'tefol, a. Obs.
[f.

IN- + GRATEFDI, :

cf. INORATE.] Not grateful, ungrateful.
1. Not pleasant or acceptable to the mind or

senses; displeasing, disagreeable : =INRRATE a. i.

'547-* BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. iPalfr.)63 It is to be. .im-

puted as vaine before Him, ingratefull, hurtful), & voyd.
1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713) 50/1 The Oil is of an in-

grateful Odor. 1754 RICHARDSON (rrandt'son (i-j&i) II. xxiv.

231 Sir Charles told him : That it was a very ingrateful
thing to him to hear his Father spoken slightly of.

2. Unfriendly, harsh, rare. (Cf. INGRATE a. 2.)
c IS7S THRBERV. Death Elit. Arkundle (R.), If ought my

slender skill or writing were of powre, No processe of in-

gratefull time her venues should deuour.
8. Not feeling or showing gratitude.
S47-*4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 177 Desirous of

pleasures, and ingratefull for benefits. 1579 FULKF. ifeskins'
Part. 484 Whiche are sometimes ingratefull to God for his
mercies. ,1163. CHAMIAN Alphonsus Plays 1873 III. 209,
1 may be thought A most ingrateful wretch unto my Friend.
'7Wi ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. (1761) I. 513 His treatment of

"JSJ^n.-was unbrotherly and ingrateful.

tln.gra'tefully, adv. Obs. [f. prec. + -LY*.]
In an ungrateful manner

; ungratefully.
. "J43-4 Act 35 Hen. fill, c. 12 The same Frenche King . .

hmtbe .. moon mgratefullye & wrongfully* w'drawen .. the

288

dewe. .pencion. 1697 DRYDEN tr. VirgiTs Past. Pref. (1721)

76 Extravagant Heirs . . ingratefully deride the good old

Gentleman, who left them the Estate. 1711 Light to Blind

in loth Ref. Hist. MSS. Coinnt. App. v. 114 They ^grate-

fully abandoned him in the tyme of need.

tl^gra-tefolness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being ungrateful ; ingratitude.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. d iv b, All these thinges, with farder

matter of Ingratefulnes. 1619 J. BARLOW True Guide to
j

Glory 36 Is not this forgetfulnesse, ingratefulnesse? 1658
CLEVELAND Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687) 514 Ingratefnl-
ness to his Sacred Head.

tlii:gra'tely, adv. Obs. [f.
INORATE a. +

-LY 2
.] Ungratefully.

1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliii. no To his rewarde he

[Afcibiades] gat nane vther grace, Ingraitly baneist, to their

awin grit skaith. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 29 Will ye
then so ingrately make your pen A slaue to sinne, and serue

but fleshly men ? 1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Theol. ii. 50 Why
then doo we not rather magnify his Goodnes and Graces . .

then ingratly disgrace them f

tlnigra'ter. Obs. Also -or, -our. [app. with

same radical part as REGRATER : peril, a blending
of in- or engrosser and regrater (-or) .]

A regrater
or forestaller.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882) 45 A sort of ingrators
or forestallers, who intercept euerie thing before it come at

the market. Ibid. 46 These hellishe ingratours, and fore-

stallers make come and all thinges else deere. 1611 COTGR.,
Dardanaire, a Regrator, Ingrater, Ingrosser; one that

buyes, and hoords vpcorne. .with a purpose to sell it againe
when tis growne deere.

Ingratiate (ingrf'-Ji|'t),z'. Also 7 en-, [app.
f. i6th c. It. ingratiare

'

to engrace ', to put in grace,
refl. ingratiarsi (now ingraziarsf) 'to engrace or

insinuate himself into favour' (Florio), f. phrase
in grazia (\gratia), L. in gratiam into favour.]

1 1. trans. To biing (a person^ into favour (with

any one) ;
to render (him) agreeable (to any one).

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. l. 49 The Embassador. .

to ingratiate his Master with his holinesse, told him [etc.].

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. iv. 6 All this would not ingra-
tiate this Usurper with them. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace
xvii. 310 He hath ingratiated us, or brought us into the

grace, favour and acceptance of God the Father. 1718
NEWTON Chronol. Aineiidrd ii. 207 This . . might ingratiate
Hadad with Pharaoh. 1755 Man ix. 4 We shall endeavour
. .to ingratiate this respectable order with the people.
2. rejl. To get oneself into favour ; to gain grace

or favour with
; to render oneself agreeable to.

i6 BACON Hen. Vll 100 This Taxe . . was abolished

by Richard the Third . . to ingratiate himselfe with the

people. 1640 HABINGTON Castara in. (Arb.) 115 Should 1
'

my selfe ingratiate T' a Princes smile? 1644 JESSOP Angel
ofEph. 5 That he might the better engratiate himselfe in

the eyes of that . . Prelate. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i.

89 If he did not do somewhat to ingratiate himself to
|

the People. 1761-71 H. WALPOLE I'ertue's Anecd. Paint.
\

(1786) II. 77 Several of the court who ingratiated themselves

by offerings of pictures and curiosities. 1853 MACAULAY
j

Kiog., Atterbury (1867) 16 At the coronation . . [he] did bis '

best to ingratiate himself with the royal family.

b. with various pleonastic extensions.

1654 SIR E. NICHOLAS in A". Papers (Camdeni II. 64 On
design to ingratiate himself in the good opinion of the

Hugonots of France, a 1665 GOODWIN Filled to. the Spirit
(1867) 385 To ingratiate himself in their affections and good*
wills. 1713 STEELF. Guardian No. 14 F i Desirous to in-

gratiate themselves further into their favour. 1828 P. CUN-
NINGHAM A'. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 195 A convict, into whose
good-will this gentleman had so far . . ingratiated himself.

1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. .W. (18761 II. n. i. 248 He in-

gratiated himself still farther in the esteem of the Sicilians.

1 3. intr. (for refl.) Obs.

1647 TRAPP Coiitin. Luke xvii. 19 Thus gratitude ingra-
tiates with Christ and gets, more grace. 1699 BENTI.FV
Phal. xvi. 519 Those, who think to ingratiate with Him
by calumniating Me. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. U834) II.

314 The methods of civility proper for removing all sus-

picions of themselves, and ingratiating with whatever com-

pany they fall into.

f4. trans. To make (a thing) pleasant, agree-
able, or acceptable (to or with). Obs.

1639 FULLER Holy War in. xx. (1647* 142 Such as might
more ingratiate with God the persons and prayers of people
there assembled. 1656 SIBBES Confer. Christ ff Mary n
Things, when wanted, are ingratiated to us. as warmth after

cold, and meat after hunger. 1676 TEMPLE Let. to the King
3 Mar., Wks. 1720 II. 379 A Clause . .which he thought was
put in on purpose to ingratiate it to Your Majesty, a 1677
BARROW Serin. Wks. 1716 III. 79 Use doth wear out the

pleasure which . . Novelty commendeth :md ingratiateth.
a 1748 WATTS Itnprcrv. Mind n. vi. i That he may ingra-
tiate his discourses with their ears.

Hence Ingra Hating vbl. sb. and ///. a.
;
In-

gra tia-tingly adv., in an ingratiating manner, in

a way to win favour.

1641 HEYLIN Hilt. Episcopacy l. (1657) 62 His ingratiating
with the Jewes. 1655 FULLER Church Hist. x. vi. 29A Jesuite of excellent Morals, and ingratiating Converse.
1656 Artif. Handsom. (1662) 230 The concessions of which
. . had been a very great indulgence and ingratiating to
women of greatest quality. 01797 H. WALPOLE Mem.
Geo. II (1847) I- '* 276 Lord Isla was . . if artful, at least
not ingratiating. 1886 Longm. Mag. Feb. 423 The . . lad
bowed ingratiatingly. 1896 O. SMEATON Allan Ramsay
i. ti The ingratiating qualities, .of her father's guest.

Ingratiation (ingrc'JVian). [n. of action f.

INGRATIATE : see -ATION.] The action or process
of ingratiating oneself or getting into favour.

1815 Zeluca I. 224 His desire of ingratiation was not so
ardent as Zeluca's. 1821 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Afag. LIV.
493 He had.. cultivated the arts of ingratiation with some

INGRAVIDATE.
sacrifice of the dignity of independence. 1887 STEVBNSOK
Mffft. <jr Fortr. iv. 70 Daily ear-wigging influential men, for
he was a master of ingratiation.

Ingratiatory (ingir'-Jiiatari), a. [f. INGRA-
TIATE : see -OIIY.J That tends to ingratiate.
1865 Cornh. Alag. Apr, 399 He spoke with a timid gentle*

ness of tone, an ingratiatory smile. 1881 RUSKIN Left's
Meinie I. i. 26 You will find one of the robin's very chief

ingratiatory faculties is his dainty and delicate movement.

Ingratitude (ingrse-titiwd). [a. F. ingratitude

(i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. ingratitndo

ingratitude, displeasure, n. of quality f. ingratus
INGBATE

;
cf. GRATITUDE.]

1. Want or absence of gratitude ; indisposition to

acknowledge or reciprocate benefits.received; un-

thankfulness
; ungratefulness.

[ai22$ Ancr. A\ 200 Ingratitudo: ^esne kundel bret,
hwose nis nout icnowen of goddedc, auh telled lutel |x:rof,

oSer uorjiteS mid alle.] 1340 Aytnt>. iS A vice pet i-.

y-cleped me clergie : ingratitude ; pet is uoryetinge of god
and of his guodes. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i

To sette a parte alle ingratitude. 1531 ELYOT Gov. n. xiii,

The moste damnable vice and moste agayne Justice, in myne
oppinion, is ingratitude, commenly called unkyndnesse . .

He is unkynde whiche dcnieth to haue receyued any bene-
fite that in dede he hath receyued. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. iii.

jo Ingratitude is monstrous, and for the multitude to be

ingratefull, were to make a Monster of the multitude. 1675
SOUTH Serttt, (1737) I. xi. 413. 1706 BURKE Ltt. Noble Ld.
Wks, VIII. 51 Ingratitude to benefactors is the first of revo-

lutionary virtues. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. xv. 252 There
is perhaps no fault that men think more monstrous in other

people than ingratitude.

f 2. Unpleasant feeling, disagreeableness (between

persons) ; unfriendliness, unkindness. Obs.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 41 They ben unkinde and full of in-

gratitude . . yf they knewe ony thing wherwith they might
dishonoure them they wolde do hit. 1548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. VII 13 b, Least it should so\ve or fcyndie any dissen-

cion or ingratitude betwene the Frenche kyng and him.

1555 KDEN Decades 232 tnarg., The ingrati[t]ude of the

Portugales. c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Bonystnnu's Theat. World
E v, There is prepared for him {the child] new sorrow, by
the ingratitude of mothers, which are so dtlicate. . that they
will not nourish them.

tlnigratu*ity. Oh. rare. [f. IN-S + GRA-

TUITY.] Ungraciousness, unkindness, ingratitude.
i$8 in Gurnet Hist. Ref. II. 36 Rather.. than the King. .

should suspect any point of Ingratuyte in him. 1603 J.

DAVIES Microcosmos Ded. to Pr. Wales ii. (1878) 10, 1 ..

That willingly (to snue thee from annoy Of dire dislike for

ingratuitee) Do take vpon me to expresse thy ioy.

t Inigra've, v. Obs. Also 6-7 en-, [f.
IN- *

or 2 + GRAVE sl>. or v.] trans* To put in a grave ;

to entomb, bury.
0. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 16 The quhilk bodie . .

Ingrauitwesthaninanesepulture. 1683 CHALK HILL Thealwa
fy Cl. 167 Shall I think Their cruelty so merciful, to save

Her, their ambition strove for to ingrave?
ft. 1555W. WATREMAN l-'ardle Facions App. 336 Letteeuin

the very ennemie be engraued, and lette no corps lie with-
oute burialL 1590 SPENSKR /'. Q. i. x. 42 In seemely sort

their corses to engrave. 1633 P. FLETCHER Eliza xxvii,
Vile headless trunk, why art thou not engraved? 1667
WATERHOUSF, Fire Loud. 145 Those Lazaritique spirits . .

have been of late engraved in cold resolves.

Hence f Ingra'ved ppl. a., entombed, buried.

1586 WHETSTONE Eng. Myrror 5 The envious committe
inhumane outrages upon their ingraved bones. 1608 ARMIN
Nest Ninn. (1842) 26 Here they lye that gallopt so, In
Death's mgraued snare.

f Ingrave, -er, -ery, obs. ff. EKGRAVE v.
t
etc.

1552 HULOET, Ingrauer. Ibid., Ingrauynge.

f Ingrave, obs. apocopate form of ingraven,

engraven , pa. pple. of ENGRAVE v.

1513 DOUGLAS &ntis v. v. 45 Twa siluer coppis schappin
lyk ane bote . . and with figuris ingrave [1553 engraif].

Ingravescence (ingrave-sens). Med.
[f.

next : see -ENCE.] The quality or condition of

being ingravescent ;
increase of gravity or severity.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 689 This desire re-

turned with every returning ingravescence of the fever. 1876
BRISTOWE Th. $ Praet. Med. (1878) 132 This development of

contagium goes on during the whole period of ingravescence.

Ingravescent (ingrave-sent), a. Med.
[f. L.

ingravescent-em , pr. pple. of ingravcscfrc to grow
heavy, f. in- (!N- ^) + gravescfre, f. grams heavy.]

Increasing in gravity or severity ; growing worse.

1812-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 483 Common Asthma.

Paroxysm gradual; Ingravescent. 1891 Lancet 25 Aug.
954/1 Infective diseases . . like tuberculosis and leprosy,
which were persistent and ingravescent, and in no sense

self-protective. 1897 A llbntfs Syst. Med, II. 923 Ingraves-
cent jaundice gives rise to a series of nervous symptoms ..

akin to cholaemic intoxication.

Ingravidate (ingrarrid^t), v. [f. ppl. stem
of late L. ingravidare to make heavy or pregnant,
f. in- (IN-

2
) +gravidus heavy, GRAVID.]

1. trans. To load or weigh ; to render gravid, to

impregnate.
1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. i. xii. 39 They may . . be so

pregnant and ingravidated with lust full thoughts. 1670
W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Ess. 78 Ingravidated with a vitrioline

salt. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 466 [He] tells us how the

Country-men ingravidate the Female [Pistachio-tree] with
the Flowers of the Male. 1866 ALGEB Solit. Nat. <$ A/an
iv. 381 His receptive and responsive capacity of genius . .

ingravidated his utterance as with the weight of worlds.

2. intr. To become heavy ;
to be weighed down.

1657 TOMUNSON Rffifliis Disp. 181 By the cohibition of

these dreggs . . the body ingravidates.



INGRAVIDATE.

t Ingra'vidate, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late L.

ingrtandat-ns, pa. pple. of ingravidare : see prec.]
Loaded.
1651 BIGGS New Disf. p 180 To deliver . . the ingravidate

. . veins from the Tympany of a Plethora.

Illgravidatioil (ingrsevid^-Jan). fn. of action
f. prec. vb. : see -ATION.] The action of ingravi-
dating or state of being ingravidated ; pregnancy.
1615 CROOK *. Body ofMan 315 All the time of their in-

grauidation or in which they go with childe. 1710 T, FULLER
Pharm. Extemp, 299 The last month of Ingravidation.
18x1 HOOPER Med. Diet., Ingravidation,. .the same as im-
pregnation, or going with child.

Ingrayl, obs. form of ENGBAIL v.

tlngrea-t, . Obs. Also en-,
[f.

IN- 2 +
GREAT a. Cf. ENGREATEN.] trans. To make
great, to magnify.
01619 FOTHERBY Atheorn. ll. i. 3 (1622) 174 There is, in

all things, a desire to dilate, and to ingreat themselues.
1626 SIR C. CORNWALLIS Disc. Pr. Henry (1641) 7, I ever
after .. found my selfe exceedingly engreated in his favour.

1627 ABP. ABBOT Narrative 11. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)
I. 455 As some are gentle and benign, so some others, to in-

great themselves, might strain more then the string will bear.

t Ingre'de, v. Obs. rare, [ad. L. ingred-i to

enter.] trans. To enter into (as an ingredient).
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. Pref., Every Simple which

ingredes the Compositions may be dignoted. 1657 Physical
Diet., Ingrede, go into, or help to make up a medicine.

t Ingre'dience, sb. Obs. [f. as INGREDIENT :

see -ENCE. But, in sense I, orig. a misspelling of the

pi. ingredients (cf. ACCIDENCE, INHABITANCE), and

subsequently confused with the sing, ingredient.]
1. That which enters into a mixture, a. The in-

gredients in a medicine, potion, etc., separately or

collectively ;
or the mixture itself, as containing in-

gredients.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531) ,66 The physicyon

consyderynge his medecyne or pocyon . .may se in his nvynde
the dyuerse ingredyence that wente therto. 1533 MORK
Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1088/2 Thys plaster . . hath som
good ingredience. But it . . hathe also some deade potycarye
drngjes putte in it that can do no good. 1605 SHAKS.
Mace. l. vii. n This euen-handed Justice Commends th'

and souls. 1678 MARVELL De/. Home Wks. 1875 IV. 179 Do
I therefore think them equipollent, or that one of them hath
not the stronger ingredience ? 1694 R. BURTHOGGE Reason
167 If there be no ingredience of matter in their making.
fig. 1645 USSHEH Batty Div. (1647) 198 Faith doth not
consist in darknesse and ignorance; but Knowledge is of
the ingredience of it.

b. (with //.) A single ingredient or element.
W1-&7 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 13/1 One Theoricus wrote

a proper treatise of Aqua- iiil2 . . He declareth the simples
and ingrediences thereto belonging. 1589 COGAN Haven
Henltk ccxviii. (1636) 250 Ale requireth two ingrediences.
1661 Sir H. Vane's Politics 9 All those to receive their

proper Ingrediences, or they perfect not the Cure.
2. The fact or process of entering in : a. by phy-

sical movement ; b. as an ingredient.
'557 Samm Primer, Lauds B iij, For us in heaven to

have ingredience. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table A Iph., Ingresse,
Ingredience, enterance in. 1638 SIBBES Emanuell \. 16
Both natures had an ingredience into all the works of media-
tion. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Alan. H. iv. 158 The Phan-
tasie, Design and Destination of Man, which is various,
according to those various Temperaments that have ingre-
dience and influence into him.

t Ingre'dience, v. Obs. rare.
[f. prec.]

trans. To introduce as an ingredient; to furnish
with ingredients.
1650 ASHMOLE Chym. Collect. 30 No unclean Body is in-

gredienced except one, which is commonly called of the
Philosophers, The green Lion. 1822 LAMB Klin Ser. i.

Chimneysweepers,^ May the descending soot never taint thy
costly well-ingredienced soups.

t Ingre'diency. Obs. [f. INGREDIENT: cf.

INGREDIENCE, and see -ENCY.]
1. = INGREDIENCE i.

1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 345 Those which
cannot have all the ingrediency of this composition. 1646
S. BOLTON Arraignm. Err. 75 There are but few errours in
oure dayes..but have some ingrediency of truth in them.
1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alcli,

p. ii, I am sure they know not
all the Ingrediencies thereof. 01684 LEIGHTOX Conim.
j Pet. v. 4 Pure unmixed glory, without any ingrediency of
pride or sinful vanity.
2. = INGREDIE-NCE 2.
l648W. BRIDGE E"?!*'"! *avc>. with a Notwithstanding

27 It [Papistry] destroiesyour Obedience, by the ingrediency
of merits. 1650 WEEKES Truth's Con/7, ii. 50 There is an
ingrediency and concurrence of all the great and glorious
Perf

,

t
.',

n<i of God - l6S8 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825)
192 Ihmk not that sensual pleasure, .can have any ingredi-
ency into . . this state of blessedness. 1695 Whether Parll.
be not dissolved by Death P'cess Orange 3 [Parliaments]
cannot cease to have an Ingrediency into the Government,
without a dissolution of the whole Frame of it.

Ingredient (ingrfdient), a. and sb. [ad. L.

ingredient-em, pr. pple. of ingred-t to enter, f.

in- (!N-
2
) +gradi to step, go : cf. F. ingredient sb.

(1508 in Hatz.-Darm.), which was prob. the imme-
diate source of the sb. in sense 3.]
A. adj. That enters in

; entering into a thing or

place :
) a. by moving or running in. Obs.

1611 FLORIO, fngrediente, ingredient, entring in. a 1641
np. MOUNTAGU Acts # Man. (1642) 115 The course of Gods
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Spirit is in divers men, different : Either ingredient and
insident..or urgent and impellent. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE
Barthol. Anat. i. xvii. 45 The external and common Coat
of the ingredient Vessels.

b. as a component part or element, arch.
1642 T. LECHFORD Plain Dealing (1867) 95 They began

about a small trespasse of swine, but it is thought some
other matter was ingredient. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ep. in. xxiii. 168 The borne of a Deere is. . ingredient into the
confection of Hyacinth. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 21 Some
fierce, deed-doing man,Compos'd ofmany ingredient valours,
Just like the manhood of nine tailors. 1713 BERKELEY
Guardian No. 83 r i The generosity that is ingredient in
the temper of the soul. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 291The connection between the external characters of a stone
and its ingredient constituents.

B. sb. f 1. One who steps in. Obs. rare.
1614 T. ADAMS Fatal Banqueti. Wks. 1861 1. 150 If sin.,

discovers the green and gay flowers of delicc, he cries to the
ingredients, Latet angvis in herba, The serpent lurks
there.

1 2. A thing which enters in or penetrates. Obs.
1614 WOTTON A rchit. in Relig. (1672) 7 [The air] being a

perpetual ambient and ingredient.
3. Something that enters into the formation of a

compound or mixture; a component part, con-

stituent, element. Primarily used of medical com-

positions and other artificial material mixtures,
but also of natural compounds and of things im-

material, actions, conditions, etc.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 144 Alle |se ingred-

yentes, (>ey ar for ypocras makynge. 1543 TRAHERON
Vigo's Chirurg. 42 a/2 Thys cerote . . comforteth y sore

place, as it appeareth to hym, that consydereth the in-

gredientes. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Kev. v. ii, What are
the ingredients to your fucus ? 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
Explan._Words, Ingredients, be those simples that goevnto
the making of any medicine compound. 1659 GAUDEN Fun.
Serm. Bp. Brmunrig (1660) 124 Stupidity, I told you, is

no ingredient in piety. 1680-90 TEMPLE Ess., Health $
Long Life Wks. 1731 I. 287 Whatever the Spleen is .. it is

certainly a very ill Ingredient into any other Disease.

1752^ HUME Pol. Disc. ii. 25 Human happiness . . seems to
consist of three ingredients, action, pleasure and indolence.

1784 J. POTTER Virtuous Villagers II. 100 These are no
inconsiderable ingredients to love and friendship. 1798MALTHUS Popul. (1817) II. 457 The money price of corn. .is

. . the most powerful ingredient in regulating the price of
labour. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxxv. IV. 397 His ambition
was quite pure from all sordid ingredients. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. $ Prices I. xxiii. 602 The brass of the Middle Ages
was . . a mixture of tin and copper, the latter being the

larger ingredient in the compound.
f b. Chief or main ingredient. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 311 Every inordinate cup is un-
blessed and the ingredient \Qos. ingredience] is a devil. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xii. 133 We may as firmly
conclude, that Diaphoenicpn a purging electuary hath some
part of the Phoenix for its ingredient,

fc. A material. Obs. rare.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 37 The Ingredients
employed in that method of Sheathing, are of Forreign
growth.
"1 Ingredients occurs as sing.

= INGREDIENCE I b.

1674 Kssex Papers (Camden) I. 206 Dulce est Lucrum,
etc. ; & I finde y' Ingredients moves y great ones as well
as y Little here. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 250/1 The
first and more simple Ingredients required in Grammar, is

the information and Instruction of Letters.

[Ingree, erroneous writing of the phrase in gree
kindly, favourably : see GREE.]
Ingrele, -eyl, obs. forms of ENGRAIL v.

Ingress(i'ngres),rf. [ad. "L.ingress-ns entering,
entrance, f. ppl. stem of ingredi to go in, enter, f.

in- (!N-
2
) +gradT to step, go.]

1. The action or fact of going in or entering.
Also, Capacity or right of entrance, esp. in legal

phr. ingress, egress, and regress.
"543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 10 To haue free ingresse

egresse and regresse in to all suche places. 1578 BANISTER
Hist. Man \. 22 The holes ordayned for the exiture of the
Nerues, and ingresse of the vessels of nourishment. 1607
ROGERS 39 Art. Pref. (1854) 22 Within a year, and little more,
after his happy ingress into this kingdom. 1684 BOYLE
Porousn. A aim. $ Solid Bod. vii. in Nor is Sulphur
the only consistent Body that has this ingress into Metals ;

for we have found them
penetrable by prepared Arsenic.

1767 BLACKSTONF. Connu. II. ix. 146 The tenant shall have
. . free ingress, egress, and regress, to cut and carry away
the profits. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, vi, A small fee to the

keepers would . . procure egress and ingress at any time.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 31 The animal has apparently
occupied its shell, and prevented the ingress of mud.

b. A place or means of entrance
; an entrance.

c 1420 Pallad. on Hittb. i. 564 Honge hit in thy yatis and
ingresse Of hous or toun. 1657 W. RAND tr. Gassendi's

Life Peirese II. 13 The Tower of Buquia .. stands at the

ingress of the Martigian Coast. 1839 DE QUINCEY Recoil.
Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 4 Running water must force an egress
for itself, and, consequently, an ingress for the reader and
myself.

c. More fully ingress-money : A payment on
entrance into a society,college,etc. ; an entrance fee.

1607 in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sen. (1892^ 66 Assign-
inge unto him the whole ingress money of all such as shall
be entred schollers under him. 1656 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 101 Rd from Benefactors, Materials,
Ingresses, &c. 3650. 10. ii. 1886 Ibid. I. 97 From a list of
'

Ingresses received
' we learn that Mr. Watts occupied

'

the
corner chamber next King's College Chapel '.

2. The action of entering upon or beginning a

thing ;
a beginning, an attempt ; also, The com-

mencement of an action, period, etc. arch.

INGRESSUS.

C14JO Pallad. on Husb.w. 274 Til October from thyn,
gresse of this mime, Is coriaunder sowe in fatty lond. 1563-
87 FOXE A.f, M. (1684) III. i In the ingress of this foresaid
story, a 1610 HEALEY Cetes (1636) 141 They have forgotten
the instruction that Lifes genius gave them at their ingresse.
1621 CALLIS Slat. Sciuers (1647) 147 Before I shall touch
upon the main, I will make an Ingresse to treat of such
matters whereby [etc.]. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 146
Since then she comes Oft.. at the season's ingresses.
3. a. Astral. The arrival of a planet at that part

of the heaven occupied by another planet, or at the

ascendant, or the mid-heaven, b. Astron. The
entrance of the sun into a sign of the zodiac. 1 Obs.
c. The first contact of an inferior planet with the

sun, or of a satellite with its planet, at a transit.
a. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1304 They solemnize

a feast in the new Moone of the moneth Phamenoth, which
they call The ingresse or entrance of Osiris to the Moone.
1819 JAS. WILSON Compl. Diet. Astrol. 359-60 Active
ingresses are those wherein the active stars operate by
coining to the places of the significator ; and passive in-

gresses are those wherein the passive stars come to the
places of the promittors.

b. 1652 GAULE Magastrotn. xxvi. liva, It is impossible
to finde out the true ingresse of the Sunne into the sequi-
noctiall points. 1704 HEARNE D-uct. Hist. (1714) I. 47 At
the Sun's ingress into the Sign Leo. 1726 tr. Gregory's
Astron. I. 225 The beginning of the Day and Night falls

upon the Sun s Ingress into the Equinoctial Points.
0. 175" Phil. Trans. XLVII. 160 The whole matter

was.. to find her [Venus] out a little before her ingress.
1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. xxxviii. 378 Instead of observing
the mere ingress, they observe the duration of the transit.

1867-77 G-. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 916. 1868 LOCKVF.R
Guilletnin's Heavens (ed. 3) 479.

t Ingre'SS, v. 0/>s. rare.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

ingredi to enter : see prec.]
1. intr. To enter, go in.

c 1330 Arth. tfAIcrl. 7982 So lyoun doth on dere ingress.
a 1817 DWIGHT cited by Worcester.

2. trans. To enter, invade; spec, 'to go in to'

carnally.
a 1631 DONNE To C'tess Bedford Poems, etc. (1633) 89 Yet

he as hee bounds seas, will fixe your houres, [Which] plea-
sure, and delight may not ingresse. Progr. Soul xxi.
ibid, ii Men, till they tooke laws which made freedome
Jesse, Their daughters, and their sisters did ingresse, Till
now unlawful), therefore ill.

I Illgre'SSance. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f. L.

ingress-ns entrance + -ANCE.] Entry-money.
1550 LEVER Sertn., Shrondes (Arb.) 37 It is a wonderous

tiling to se gentlemen take so great rentes, fynes, and in-

gressaunce for couetousnes.

Ingressioil (ingre'Jsn). [ad. L. ingression-em,
n. of action f. ingredi to enter: see INGRESS. Cf.

obs. F. ingression (Godef., Littre).] The action

of going in or entering; entrance; invasion.
f 1470 HARDING Chron. xxxi. i, Pinner then had Logresin

gouernaile. And kyng ther of was by wrong ingression.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofPolys (1874) II. 325 It appereth that

theyr ingressyon Into relygion, is more for welth and eas.

1633 P. FLETCHER Elisa n. xlvi, Unfriendly friends . . why
do ye strive To barre wisht death from his so just ingression?
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Shropsh. III. (1662) 2 nlphurhath
ingression into Mettal, and Bitumen none at all. 1738
lioLiNGBROKE Idea Patriot King ii. 248 If the heart of a
prince be not corrupt, these truths will find an easy ingres-
sion . . to it. 1886 H. W. SMYTH in Atner. Jml. Philol.
VII.

37_i
Traces are manifest [among critics of the Iliad] of

an inclination to sufier the ingression of antique forms.

Ingressive (ingre
-

siv), a.
[f.

L. ingress-, ppl.
stem of ingredi to enter + -IVE : cf. aggressive]
a. Having the character or quality of entering, b.

Gram. Denoting entering upon action, inceptive.

16^9 J. ELLISTONE tr. Behmen's F.pist. xix. _i^ The
Divine light is not ingressive (or a light comming into a
man from without}. 1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1694)

300 Such signal Remonstrations (like an ingressive Spirit)
strike deep Impressions into my thoughtful Breast. 1885
GILDERSLF.EVE in Amer. Jml. Philol. VI. 71 The sigmatic
aorist is decidedly ingressive, and we do not want the in-

gressive action here.

Hence Ingre ssiveness, ingressive quality.
1882-3 TOY in Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 2155 Two

forms which denote respectively completedness and in-

gressiveness of action.

t Ingre'SSOr. Obs.rare~ l
. [agent-n. from L.

ingredi to enter : cf. aggressor, and OF. ingresseur

(Godef.).] One who enters
;
an intruder, an invader.

1710 Light to Blind in xoM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm,
App. v. 144 Then they poured in their shott amongst the

ingressors from front, right, and left,

t Ingre-ssu. Law. Obs. [from L. phr. de in-

gresstt 'of entry' : cf. next.] An obsolete writ of

entry : see quot.
1607 COWELL Interpr., Tngressu, is a writ of entrie, that

is, whereby a man seeketh entry into lands or tenements;
it lyeth in many diuers cases where it hath as many diuer-

sitiesofformes. 1658 in PHILLIPS. i67oin BLOVKTLaw Diet.

II Ingre-ssus. Lam. Obs. [L.,
= ' entrance

'

:

see INGRESS.] (See quot.)_
1706 PHILLIPS, fngressits, . . in a Law-sense, a Relief or

Duty which the Heir or Successor at full age anciently paid
to the Chief Lord for entring upon the Fee, or Lands that

were fallen to him.

Ingreve, -grieue, obs. forms of ENGRIEVE.

Ingroche, obs. form of ENCROACH v.

Ingroove, variant of ENGROOVE v.

Ingrose, ingross(e, -grosser, -grossment,
obs. forms of ENGROSS, etc.
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INGROSSATIVE.

t IngrO'SSative. Obs. rare-*, [f. ppl. stem

of me<ri.. iiigrossare to thicken (cf. ENGROSS 8),

perh. after oLu. !'. ingrossatif, -ire (i-i6th c. in

Godef.) or n med.L. *ingrossa/imis.] A medicine

for thickening the ' humours '

: = INCBASSATIVE B.

1-1550 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) I viij, Maturatiues,

Ingrossatyues, and Divisiues, as these following.

t IngTO'ten, v. Obs. rare. [f.
Itf- ' or 2 +

GROTEN v. : cf. also AGROTE, AGROTEN.] trans.

To cram with food or drink, to glut.

1440 Promp. Part'. 215/1 Groton, or ingroton wythe
mete or drynke, ingurgito. llnd. 261/2 Ingroton wythe
mete or drynke, supra in groton.

t IngTOU'nd, v. Obs. rare.
[f. IN- 1 or 2 +

GROUND t'.]
trans. To fix into something as a

foundation.

1581 N. WooDEsCox/. Consc. iv. in Hail. Dodsley VI. 83
So we, which into Christ our Rock are ingrounded.

t Ingrou-nded, a. Obs. rare. [In-
:!

.] Un-

grounded, groundless.
1601 Archpr. Control 1

. (Camden) II. 165 Such ingrounded
suspitions as S. N. would engender in his frendes minde.

Ingrowing (rngr^in'), ppl. a. [Ix adv. 1 1 a.]

Growing inwards or within something ; spec, of
a nail : Growing into the flesh.

1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 399 Neglected
corns, bunions, or in-growing nails. 1871 H. MACMILLAN
True Vine iv. (1872) 130 God s word will be. .the entpkutos
logos, the ingrowing word.
So Ingrowing- vbl. sb.

1851 T. J. ASHTON (title) Corns, Bunions, and Ingrowing
of the Toe-Nail.

Ingrown (i-ngr^n), ///. a. [!N adv. lib.]
Thatnas or is grown within something ; native, in-

nate (usuajly of immaterial things).
1670 PETTUS Fodinai Reg. v. 5 Particulars of ingrowen

Metals and Minerals. 1865 PUSEY Eiren. 194 The imper-
fection ingrown as it were with the soul. 1876 L. MORRIS
Songs Two H'. Ser. in. Youth of Thought 25 Art with
Language lived ingrown, The cunning hand and golden
tongue.

b. Of a nail : That has grown into the flesh.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. 1. 177 In-grown toe-nail is

a troublesome affection.

Ingrowth (Vngroub). [!N adv. n d.]
a. The action of growing inwards, b. concr.

That which grows inwards; a formation due to

growth in an inward direction. (Opp. to outgrowth.}
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 20 Not as yet closed up by

ossificatory ingrowth. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim.
viii. 482 In these, as in other Invertebrata, the nervous
ganglia are modified ingrowths of the epiblast. i88a VINES
Sacks' Bot. 14 The cell-walls . . are attached externally to
the ingrowths of the cell-wall of the mother-cell.

tlngru-dge. Obs. rare- 1
. plN-^.] Secret

enmity, spite ; grudge.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng, xiv. Ixxx. 339 Whether fifte

Henryes costly warres, or death (he so belou'd) More
touched his ingrudge or greefe, a question may be mou'd.

tlngruenoe. Obs. [ad. med.L. ingnicnlia
irruption, -etc., f. ingriient-em : see next and
-ENCE.] A coming on, onset, attack.
16*6 JACKSON Creed \n\. xii. I0 Only by the ingruence

"f the disease itself. 1673 OLEY Pref. Jackson's H'ks. (1844)
1. 33 The sudden ingruence of a lethargy or apoplexy.
t Ingruent, a. Obs.

[f. L. ingruent-em, pr.
pple. of ingrufre to rush upon, attack : cf. congru-
ent.] Coming on, assailing, attacking, invading.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citit ofGod 568 An Arke . . lifted

from earth by the ingruent force of the waters. Ibid. 745The better to withstand the ingruent warre. 1649 MARBURY
Connn. Habak. i. 2 They that had wont to stand in the gap,
to turn away ingruent judgments.
Ingrum, corruption of ignorant : see INGRAM.
Ingua, obs. form of INCA.

t Ingudged, erroneous f. inguaged or ingadged= ENGAGED///, a. So Ingudgment.
1650 in Picton L'fool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 129 His debts

and ujgudgments. Ibid. 130 Wherein the town are ingudgedand concerned. 1656 Ibid. 177 For y w' h Mr. James South-
erne was ingudged.

Illnguen (i-rjgwen). [L.] The groin.
1706 PHILLIPS, Inguen, the Groin, or Share. 17.. in I.

I nomson Ltct. Inflam. ( 1813) 259 A wadd of hard linen cloth,
or the like, inside the thigh, a little below the inguen.
Inguilty, erroneous form of UNOUILTY.

Inguinal (i'ogwinal), a. Anat. and Path. [ad.
L. inguindlis (Pliny), f. inguen, inguin- the groin :

cf. F. inguinal (Par<5, i6th c.).] Of, belonging to,
or situated in the groin.
.
i68itr. Willis' R,m. M,d. Wks.\<x*\>.,Inguinal,\x\onz-

mg to the groin. 1757 LAYARD in Phil. Trans. L. 531 The
parotid, inguinal, or other glands. 1800 Mid. yl. IV. 39An incarcerated inguinal hernia. 1878 BELL Gegenbau"somp Anat. 422 They [mamma:] form two rows, which..
extend from the Inguinal to the pectoral region.
Ingnino- (i-ngwiuo), used as combining form of
.at. inguen, inguin- (see prec.) : as in Infruino-
abdo minal a

.,

'

relating to the groin and to the
abdomen '

; Infuino-orn ral a.,
'

relating to the
groin and to the thigh

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886) ;
In-

yuino-cuu neou. a., relating to the groin and the
skin (of the adjoining thigh) ; In*nino-cro Ul
a., belonging to the groin and the scrotum.

A, 7
'

. "\'"Wi-KKHtaneus, an epithet applied byChauwier to the anterior branch of the first lumbar nervej
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1855 MAVNE Expos. Le.r., Inguino-cutaneous. 1878 T.
BRYANT Pract. Surg, I. 680 An inguino-scrotal or labial

hernia.

Ingulf, etc., variant of KNGUI.F v., etc.

t Ingu-rdge, ingu-rge, obs. ff. ENGORGE v.

1631 HEYWOOD London's Jus Hon. Wks. 1874 IV. 271
A thousand monsters.,gape I'o ingurdge and swallow you.

Ingurgitate (iogfMdgwH), v. Pa. pple. in

6 ingurgitate, [f. ppl. stem of L. ingurgitdre to

pour in (like a flood), to glut or gorge oneself, f.

in- (IN-
2
) + gtirges, gurgit-em a whirlpool, gulf.

Cf. F. ingurgiter (Cotgr. 1611).]
1. trans. To swallow greedily or immoderately

(food, or, in later use esp., drink). Alsoy?^.
1570 LEVINS Mtinip. 41/47 Ingurgitate, ingitrgitare. 1574

NEWTON Health Mag. 16 Meate
excessively ingurgitate

and eaten..commonly engendreth and breedeth cruditie.

1607 TOPSF.LL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 205 To ingurgitate &
consume more of Gods creatures. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's
Disp. 220 When he had ingurgitated much wine, a 17x1
KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 83 Those Sots.. Flask
after Flask ingurgitate, till drown'd In their own Spews they
wallow on the Ground. i8u T. TAYLOR Apuleius, Philos.
Plato II. 358 To ingurgitate pleasures of every kind. 1855 F.
HALL in Nation (N. Y.) XL. 257/1 He does not hesitate to

ingurgitate, at one brave gulp, all the evil, .that is found in
the original German.

b. absol. To eat or drink to excess
;
to gorman-

dize, guzzle.
1598 T. BASTARD Chrestoleros (1880) 10 Phisition Minis

talkes of saliuation..Who doth ingurgitate, who tussicatc.
1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. II. ii. i. ii, To eat and ingurgitate
beyond all measure, as many doe. 1841 JEFFREY Let. in
Cockburn Life II. clvii, When awake and not ingurgitating,

jon the whole very good company.
C. To gorge, to cram with food or drink.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. i. (1877) 104 Wee must not >

swill and ingurgitate our stomacks so fill. 1615 T. ADAMS
Spir. Navigator 15 Cormorants whose gorges have been
long ingurgitated with the world.

2. trans. To swallow up as a gulf or whirlpool ;

to engulf, lit. xa&Jig.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atlieom. n. ii. 5 (1622) 206 Let him in-

gurgitate himselfe neuer so deepe into it. 1644 VICARS God
in Mount 204 The swelling and swallowing Waves which
thought to have ingurgitated and supt us all up. 1787 tr.

Klopstock's Messiali in. 93 Thus whirlpools.. ingurgitate
into their gulphs profound the incautious mariner. 1849
E.

t
B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 121 Bankers who pay no interest

it is true, but do not absorb and ingurgitateyour principal.
fb. intr. for refl. Of a river: To discharge

itself into the sea. (Cf. ENGULF i b.) Obs.
1631 VICARS tr. Virgil's ^Eneid 5 Where swift Simois did

ingurgitate.

Hence Ingu-rgitated, Ingirrgitating ///. adjs.
6ao VESNER Yin Recta vi. 102 Mixt sauces . .

, which of

ingurgitatingbelly-godsaregreatlyesteemed. 1654 GAYTON
Pleas. Notes iv. xxv. 284 Sancho had in a short time choak'd
himselfe with the ingurgitated reliques and orts of the
Canons provision. 1830 Beauties Thanet II. 59 Their in-

gurgitating property is so powerful, that in a few days even
the largest vessel driven upon them would be swallowed up.
1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables xx. (1883) 366 A momen-
tary eddy, very small, as compared with the apparent mag- ,

nitude of the ingurgitated object.

Ingurgitation .ingwd^itf'-Jan). [ad. late
L. ingurgitatien-em, n. of action from ingurgitare :

see prec.] The action of ingurgitating.
1. Greedy or immoderate swallowing ; excessive

eating or drinking ; guzzling or swilling.
1530 ELYOT GOT. i. xi, I shall exhorte tutours and gouer-

nours of noble chyldren, that they suffre them nat to use
ingourgitations of meate or drinke. 1605 BACON A dv. Learn.
II. x. 7 A large draught and ingurgitation of wine, a 1654SELDEN Eng. Efiit.

iii. I? Ingurgitation of brain-smoaking
liquors. 1794 E. DARWIN Zopn. (1801) I. 305 Accustomed
to great ingurgitation of spirituous potation. 1837 Ncm
Monthly Mag. XLIX. 169 The Monday, .was. .honoured
with a due ingurgitation of collops and eggs.
fe- '594 Mirr. Policy (1599) 19, The wine of worldlywisedome . . procureth more ingurgitation then comfort.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 48 Youre mindes being
clrunke with this continual! ingurgitation of error.
2. The action of swallowing up ; engulfment.
1826 Blacktv. Mag. XIX. 399 A playful prelude to their

ingurgitation in that whirlpool that Corryvrechan our
stomach.

1f 3. (loosely or erroneously.) A gurgling noise.
1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables viii, When Phoebe heard

a certain noise in Judge Pyncheon's throat.. when the girlheard this queer and awkward ingurgitation.
t Ingn-stable, a. Obs. Also erron. -ible.

[ad. L. ingustabilis (Pliny) not fit to be tasted, f. in-

(IN- 3) + gustdbilis GUSTABLE.] Incapable of being
tasted ; not perceptible by the sense of taste.
1613 COCKERAM, Ingustible. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud

Ep.u\. xxi. 158 The body of that element is ingustible, void
of allsapidity. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 257/1The Taste perceiveth that which is gustable, and that which
is ingustable.

Ingyn(n)e, obs. ff. ENGINE
; var. INGINE.

flngynour, obs. f. ENGINEER, contriver, in-
ventor.

iSop-Jo DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 55 In quintiscence, eik, ingy-nouris joly, That far can multiplie in folie.

tlngyre.z'. 1 St. Obs. Also 6 ingire, ingir,
7 engyre. [app. ad. F. ingfre-r, or L. ingerfre
to bring in, thrust (oneself) in : see INGERE.
(The
amies

.

not seem to be supported by the sense.)]

or i of the stem vowel is difficult to explain;
Jamiesons derivation from L. gyraretf. INGYRE 7-.) does

INHABIT.

trans. To introduce forcibly or violently ; to
thrust in ; usually reft, to thrust oneself in, obtrude

oneself, intrude.

15x3 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. iv. 136 For nocht thou says sik
wordis vane, Ingyrand cacis [that] ar of nane effek. IHJ.
x. ii. 9 To ingyre him self to Latyn king As mortal fa.

1560-1 Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot. (1621) 76 No man ought to

ingyre himselfe, or usurpe this Office without lawful! calling.
1588 A. KING tr. Canisius" Catech. 81 b, Yat sho may ingn
to the sight, and sensis of the peopl a maist vive representa-
tion of our lords death. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. i. viii. gb,
Gifhe ingired himselfe to that service vndesired. 1647 Form
Ch. Gort. xxvi, To whom it was not permitted, .to ingyre
themselves into Ecclesiastical! Communion. Ibid. 61 Who. .

shall insolently . . engyre and obtrude himselfupon the Sacra-
ment. 1733 in J. Brown Life ofFisher \\. 24 [Pronouncing
that he had] engyred [himself into the process not for the
vindication of truth but on account of his connection with
the delinquent].
Hence f Ingy-ring///. a., that thrusts itself upon

one.

1638 Gen, Demands cone. Cor/. 3 We have closed our eyes
against a clear and ingyring light.

t Ingyre, V? Obs. rare. [f. IN- - + L. gyrdre
to wheel round, gyms circle, GYBE.] trans, a.
To surround; b. To wind round, to circumgyrate,
circumvolve.

1568 C. WATSON Pnlyb. 433, It was very dangerous for

being ingired, for the Carthaginenses being the greater
troupe of horses might easelier environ them disposed so

straightly. 1610 Histrio-m. ii. 335, 1 have a mistresse
whose intangling wit, Will turne and winde more cunning
arguments Then could the Cratan Labyrinth ingyre.

t Inhabile, a. Obs. [a. F. inhabile, or ad. L.
inhabilis incapable, unfit, unable, f. in- (IN- 3) +
habilis manageable, suitable, fit, ABLE, HABILE.]
Unfit, unable; unqualified.
1717 BAILEY vol. II, //iafc'/?, unmeet, unfit, unwieldy, not

nimble. 1745 tr. Coluniellas Husb. xn. i, To the Woman,
because Nature had made her inhabile for all these things,
she committed the care of domestic affairs. 1830 SCOTT
Detnenol. ix. 299 Extorted confessions, or the evidence of
inhabile witnesses.

! Iiiha'bile, inha'ble, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

IN-
HABILE a.] trans. To render or declare unlit ; to

disqualify, disable.

1534 in St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 218 [To] inhabill thaym,
and every of thaym to receyv or accept anny other. 1542
Act 33 Hen. VIII in liolton Slat. Ire/. (1621) 192 Nor that

any of the said persons being Priests . . be inhabled . . to
inarrie or take any wife or wives. 1590 R. BRUCE Sertn.
Sacram. Eij b (Jam.), I speake. .of sik fault as inhaUes the
person of the giuer, to lie a distributer of the sacrament.

Inhabile, obs. form of ENABLE v.

t Inhabrlitate, v. Obs. rare
-

. [f. L. in-

habilitdt-, ppl. stem of inhabilitare to declare unfit :

cf. INABILITATE ///. a.] trans. To render unfit,

disqualify.
1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 17 Those courses, .inhabilitate

them [men's minds] towards those more important but less

delightful studies of Law, Policy, and Religion.

t Illhabi lity. Obs. Also 6 -ite. [n. F. in-

liability, or ad. med.L. inhabilitds, f. inhabilis unfit,

incapable, unable. A doublet of inability]
1. Unfitness, incapacity, disability (for any office).

1488 Sc. Acts Jos. /F(i 597) 4 And that the Ordinaries
dispone vpon their vther benefices, for the inhabilitie of
their persones. c 1575 Ralftnir's Practicks (1754) 22 Quhilk
inhabijitie being alledgit aganis ony Jugeis, Principal! or

Deputis. 1588 ALLEN Admon. 52 The sentence declaratory
of Pius Quintus against the said Elizabeth . .concerning her
illegitimation and vsurpation and inhabillite to the Croune
of England. 1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 28 If Mr. Cross
did urge this otherwise than to

try_
the Intellectuals of

Mr. Glanvil] (concerning whose Inhability he might be well
satisfied). 1757 ERSKINE Prim. La-.vScotl. iv. ii. S 15 (ed. 2)
452 Law allows the party who suspects a witness . . to bring
evidence of his enmity, or other inhability.
2. = INABILITY, q.v.
Inhabit pa. pple. : see next.

Inhabit (inharbit), v. Forms : a. 4-6 enha-
bit(e, 5 -yte, -ete. P. 4-7 inhabite, 5 -et(t,

-ete, 5-6-yt(e, 6inabite,6- inhabit. Pa. pple.
en-, inhabited ; also 4-7 en-, inhabit, -ite. [a.
OF. enhabiter (i2th c. in Godef.) to dwell, dwell

in, ad. L. inhabitant, f. in- (IN-
2
) + habitare to

dwell : see HABIT v.]
1. trans. To dwell in, occupy as an abode ; to

live permanently or habitually in (a region, ele-

ment, etc.) ;
to reside in (a country, town, dwelling,

etc.). Said of men and animals.
a. ciyj4 CHAUCER Boelh. n. pr. vii. 44 (Camb. MS.) The

ferthe partye ys enhabited with lyuynge bestys bat we
knowen. c 1400 Destr. Troy 101 An yle enabit . . With a
maner of men, mermydons callid. c 1477 CAXTON Jason
63 b, This cite is enhabited with women without king, c 151 1

ist Eng. Bk. Artier. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 That other yland is

not enhabite.

ff. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 324 The citee . . Of worthy folk . .

Was inhabited here and there, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
vii. 23 The land of [Egipte] es lang, bot it es narowe : for

men may nojt inhabit it on brede for desertes. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 174 London . . is inhabited
with men of everye facultie. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Ixv. 21 They
shall build houses, and inhabit them. 1797 BEWICK Brit.
Birds (1847) ' 2^ This bird inhabits all the northern parts
of Europe. 1881 Athenaeum No, 2777. 97 The pelagic
fishes, or those which inhabit the mid ocean.

b. transf. ;of inanimate things), an



INHABITABLE.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) ^6 b, More perfytc
rehgyons, whiche be to the seruauntes of god that inhabyte
them, as the arke of Noe. 16x1 BIBLE Isa. Ivii. 15 The
High and loftie One that inhabiteth eternitle. 1654-66 EARL
OnKiiRY Par-then, i Those charms, which in spight offortunes
cruelties, did yet inhabit his face. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag.
xi. (1860) 246 The same echo inhabited the valley.
2. intr. To dwell, HTC; to have one's abode

; to

abide, lodge, arch.
a. t 1374 CHAUCER Boctk, \. pr. v. 15 (Camb. MS.) Who

so bat leteth the wyl for to enhabyte there. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. x. 188 Eremites bat en-habiten by be heye weyes.
(.1440 Gcsta Rout. i. xxvii. 102 (Harl. MS.> This knight
enhabitid in a woode. 1537 Act 27 Hen. VIII in Bolton
Stat. IreI. (1621) 175 Every person and persons enhabiting
within this land.

. a 1400-50 Alexander 4020 An lie, Quare bir Exid-
races as Ermets inhabet in caues. 1508 W. PHILLIPS
Linsckoten (1864) 170 In all places of India where the

Portugals inabtte. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 355 Thither let us
bend all our thoughts, to learn What creatures there inhabit.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 511 The Senecas inhabit on the
Chenesee or Genessee river. 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hokenst,
1716 But, till notice sound, Inhabit we in ease and opulence !

b. transf. Bnd^f. To dwell, abide.

138* WYCLIF Col. i. 19 In hym it pleside to gidere al plente
for to inhabite. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManfiode i. Ixxxviii. ^1869)
50 The hous is . . lasse than the good that enhabiteth ther
inne. c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxxiv. i, In my mouth contynually
Inhabit shall his praise, a 1619 FLETCHER Mad Lover in.

iv, Her ey inhabits on him. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Past. ix.

53 See, on the Shoar inhabits purple Spring. 1824 Westm.
Rev. I. 4 It dignifies every thought that inhabits with it.

f 3. trans. To occupy or people (a place). Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 278 Nations seventy and two, In

sondry place eche one of tho [nations] The wide world have
enhabited. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy (1555) i. i, Thus gan
he praye . . His lande tenhabite which standeth desolate. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 43 The Iberians . . dwelt neare
to Meotis : certaine Colonies of them inhabited Spaine, and
called it Hiberia. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxiv. 131
'

Plantations ', or
'

colonies ', which are numbers of men sent
out.. to inhabit a Forraign Country .. void of inhabitants.

fb. To people witkjlo furnish with (inhabit-

ants). 06s.

1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xii. 52 pis castell gert Bawde-
wyne make . . and inhabited it with Cristen men. 1515
in St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. u He dyd conquyre all the

lande, .. and dyd inhabyte the same with Englyshe folke.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1895) III. 336 Cities .. which
afterwardes they did inhabite with their owne citizens.

f4. To establish or settle (a person, etc.) in a

place, to furnish with a habitation; to locate,

house; reft, to establish oneself, take up one's

abode
; passive, to be domiciled or resident.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxiv. 8 Suche as
ben enheryted and enhabyted in the same Countre. 1491
CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. i86b/i He..yede
his waye to enhabyte him selfe in the deserte within a caue.

1494 FABYAN C/iron. vi. civ. 143 He after inhabyted them in

dyuerse placis of his realme. 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R.
xvin. liii. (W. de W.J 812 Amptes. .make hepys and hylles in

whom they enhabyte themself in. 1496 Act 12 Hen. Vfl,
c. 6 The Merchauntes Adventurers inhabite and dwelling in
divers parties of this Realme of Englond. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 158 Many of the Citizens .. voyded the Citie, ..

and inhabited themselves in diverse places of the realme.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iii. 10 O knowledge ill inhabited,
worse then loue in a thatch'd house !

fb. intr. (for reft.} To take up one's abode,
settle. Obs.

1548 HALL Citron.
y
Hen. V 36 After whiche victory cer-

taine souldiers.. passed over the water of Sala and there in-

habited, betwene the rivers. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's
Hist. China i. iii. (Hakluyt Soc.) I. 12 Perswaded .. that
those which did first finde and inhabite in this lande, were
the nevewes of Noe.

fc. fig* (\\\ pa. pple.
=

(?) Established, located,
allotted

; addicted, devoted). Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 415 (443) She bat I serue, . . To

whom myn herte enhabit [v. r. enabitid] is by right, Shal
ban me holly hires til bat I dye,
Hence Inhabiting///, a., indwelling.
a 1617 BAYNE OIL Cotoss. i. <y ii. (1634) 258 Now the in-

habiting and the inhabited are not confounded. 1844 W.
H. MILL Serm. Tempt. Christ ii. 42 To restore this inhabit-

ing Presence to Man.
:

Iiiha'bitable, "' Obs, [a. K inhabitable

(1372 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. inhabitabilis
, f. in-

(IN- 3} + kabitdbilis HABITABLE.] Not habitable,
not adapted to human habitation, uninhabitable.
1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.l xvii. 78 Beyond Mauritayne ..

es a grete cuntree, but it es inhabitable by cause of be
owtrage hete of be sonne. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W.
de W. 1495) in. xxix. 3263/1 The londe was inhabytable
for the sterylyte & baraynes therof. 1593 SHAKS. Rich, //,
I. i. 65 Kuen to the frozen ridges of the Alpes, Or any other

ground inhabitable. 1647 TRAPP Mcllif, Theol. in Comm.
Ep. 697 Archimedes . . bragged, that he could number the
sand m all the world, habitable and inhabitable. 1674 tr.

Sckcjfer^s Lapland 16 People towards the North, living in
a Clime almost inhabitable. 1742 FRANCIS Horace, Odes
i. iii. 24 J[ove has the Realms of Earth in vain Divided by
th' inhabitable Main.

b. catachr. Uninhabited.

iS9 S. FISH Sitppl. Beggers (E. E. T. S.) 6 These be they
that . . do let the generation of the people, wherby all the
realme. .shall be made desert and inhabitable. i583STL'BBES
Anat. Abns. u. (1882) 31 In the beginning, before the world
was impeopled, men comming into huge and wast places
inhabitable. 1609 BIBLL (Douay) Jtr. xlviii. 9 Her cities

shal be desolate and inhabitable.

Hence f Inhabitability ', the quality of being
uninhabitable.

291

'684 T- BUKNET Th. Earth i. 266 Nothing seems more
remarkable than the inhabitabilily of the torrid zone, if we
consider what a general belief it had amongst the ancients.

Inhabitable (inharbitab'l), a.-
[f. INHABIT

+ -ABLE : cf. late L. inhabitdbilis (Arnob.).] Ca-
pable of being inhabited, occupied, or tenanted.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. f, Commw. (i6o3> 181 Lordes of

..all the inhabitable places in that vast Archipelago, a 1631DONNE Lament. "Jeremy iv. xii, All which live In the inhabit-
ab e world. 1654

' PALAEMON '

Friendship 23 A Soul . . in-
habitable by a clear and sublime Friendship. 1794 HERSCHEL
i n Pkil. Traas. LXXXV. 68 Ifstars are suns, and suns are
inhabitable, we see at once what an extensive field for
animation opens itself to our view. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT
Makers flor. vii. 186 Their new convent was dilapidated,
and scarcely inhabitable.

Hence Inha:bltabi'lity -, the quality of being
inhabitable

; Inha-bitableness (Bailey vol. II).
iS6s Pall Mail G. zoMayn Professor Whewell publishes

h;s Plurality of Worlds, arguing against their inhabita-
blllty.

t Inha-bitan.ee. Obs. Also 5 erron. -tauntes,
6 en-, [f. as INHABITANT + -ANCE : cf. HABITANCE.
From the confusion of inhabitants, -tans, pi. of INHABI-

TANT, with inhabitance, came the converse error of inhabi-
ttutntes for this word.]
1. An inhabiting ; inhabitation ; residence.
1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendosa's Hist. China 409 From this

kmgdome . . to Mazanbique, whereas there is inhabitance
of Portingals. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 57 a, The ruines yet
resting in the wilde Moores, which testifie a former inhabi-
tance. 1630 RISDON Sun. Devon 334 (1810) 346 In this
parish Cutliffe hath inheritances and inhabitance.
2. A habitation, abode, dwelling.
148* WARKW. Chron. (Camden) 10 Every man to rejoyse

his owne lyflode and inhabytauntes. 1555 W. WATREMAN
Fardle Factons i. i. 24 They ware banysshed that enhabit-
aunce of pleasure [Paradise]. 1611 BIBLE Wisd. xii. 7 A
worthy colonie [marg. new inhabitance] of Gods children.

Inhabitancy (inhiE -bitansi). [f. INHABITANT :

cf. prec. and HABITANCY : see -ANCY.]
1. The fact of inhabiting or of being an inhabi-

tant ; occupation by an inhabitant or inhabitants ;

residence as an inhabitant, csp. during a specified
period, so as to become entitled to the rights and

privileges of a regular inhabitant.

INHABITED.
uf Sophia ; nor was this beautiful frame disgraced by an
inhabitant unworthy of it.

b. U.S. (See quots.)
1789 Constit. U. S. i. 2 No person shall be a representa-

tive who shall not . . be an inhabitant of that state in which
he shall be chosen. 1834 Congressional Election Cases 411An inhabitant of a state within the meaning of the Consti-
tution, is one who is bona fide a member of the State, subject
to all the requisitions of its laws, and entitled to all the

ha
1681 in Somers Tracts I. 380 In case of Elections by In-

bitancy ;
the coming to live in a Place for a small time . .

or coming to or taking a House for to serve an Election,
doth not give right to vote. 1765 BLACKSTOXE Comrn. I.ix.

362 A legal settlement was declared to be gained by birth,
or by inhabitancy, apprenticeship, or service, for forty days.
1814 MRS. J. WEST Alicia de Lacy III. 236 They. .beheld
.. that token of inhabitancy and domestic comfort the
smoke of a peat fire. 01848 W. A. BUTLER//IW. Am. Philos.

(1856) I. 1^4 The manhood thus consecrated by the presence
and inhabitancy of the Godhead. 1884 GLADSTONE Sp. Ho.
Com. 28 Feb., A new franchise, which . . will be given to per-
sons who are inhabitants, and, in the sense of inhabitancy,
who are occupiers.
2. A place of habitation, rare

~
'.

1853 GROTE Greece n. xc. XI. 719 The wholesale trans-

portation
of reluctant and miserable families from one in-

habitancy to another.

Inhabitant (inhabitant), a. and sb. Also 5
en-

;
sb. pi. 5-7 -ana, 6 erron. -auce. [a. AF.

and OF. inhabitant, ad. L. inhabitant-em, pr. pple.
of inhabitare to INHABIT.]
A. adj. Inhabiting, dwelling, resident, arch, or

Obs., exc. in inhabitant, householder, occupier, etc.

(where perh. rather an nttrib. use of the sb.).
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 61 b, Wherin he myght be in-

habytaunt and dwell for euermore. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen.
VIII, c. 9 i Where suche men. .ben inhabitant and dwell-

jng. 1625 Gonsah'ioV Sp. Inqnis. 3 Specially if he be there
inhabitant. 1724 Land. Gaz. No. 6324/4 John Wicksteed . .

(formerly. . Inhabitant on Horse-lie-down). 1824 MACAULAY
St. Dennis <5- St. George Misc. Writ. (Rtldg.) 47 The rates
were levied by select vestries of the inhabitant householders.
1897 Bill for Womeifs Franchise (Ho. Comm. 3 Feb.),
Every woman who is the inhabitant occupier as owner or
tenant of any dwelling-house, tenement, or building within
the borough or county where such occupation exists.

B. sb. One who inhabits
; a human being or

animal dwelling in a place; a permanent resident.

Const, of (f in). (In early use only in //., the

sing, rarely occurring until late in i6th cent.

I_n J5-i6thc. the pi. was often, as in F., inhabitans, which
being also spelt inhabita^ ii]nce, was confounded in form
with INHABITANCE above.)

[1378 Act 2 Rich. //, c. i Les enhabitantz et en fran-
chises en ycelles.) 1462 EDW. IV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n.

I. 129 All the howsholdars and inhabitaunts within yowre
Warde, 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. viii. 20 Nethre gold ne
siluer nor precyous stones make not the enhabytans to lyue
in peas. 1538 STARKBY England i. iii. 72 Ruyn and dekey
. . the wych chefely I attrybute to the lake of inhabytans.
1532 HULOET, Inhabitauntes of a litle walled towne, cas-

tel[lan]i. 1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 345
They did baptise certaine of the inhabitance. 1593

'

leit~

Troth's N. Y. Gift (1876) 42 Holes . . vsed . . by the mhabi-
Unites of that citie. Idid., This citie. .hath so dispersed her
inhabitaunce into the other partes of the cuntrey. 1594 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. A_cad. n. 408 If we consider both the
house and the inhabitant, wee shall see that [etc.]. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 217 Frequented with Leopards, Bores,
luccalls, and such like sauage inhabitants. 1784 R. BAGE
Barham Downs II. 161, I have been an inhabitant with
your Lordship. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq, IV. xvii. n
He had won the land by force . . without the good will of
a single English-born inhabitant of England.
Jig. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones iv. ii, Such was the outside

acted might come
; that is to say, all householders, and all

who manured land within the parish. Such were technically
termed inhabitants, even though they dwelt in another town.
t Inha'bitate, pa. pple. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L.

inhalntat-tis, pa. pple. of inhabitare: see next.]
Inhabited.

i.43-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 341 Giraldus rehersethe and
seithe that londe was inhabitate [L. inhabitata) firste of
Casera.

t Inha-bitate, v. Obs.
[f. ppl. stem of L. in-

habitare to INHABIT.] trans. To inhabit.
1600 HOLLAND Lhy 992 Of all the people which in-

habitate Asia, the Gaules are most renowmed for valiance

the Air, that could never be inhabitated.

Inhabitation (inh^bitf'-Jan). Also 6 en-.

[ad. late L. inhabitation-em, n. of action f. inhabi-
tare to INHABIT. Cf. AF. enhabitacion (1483-4 in

Godef.).]
1. The action of inhabiting ; tie fact or condition

of being or becoming inhabited.

(-1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S ) 62

purgh trew affiance dwellys folk togedre, and berby ys in-
habitacioun in citeez, comunynge to-gedre of ffolke. 1517
Domesday Inclos. I. 221 A tenement . . ys decayd and
fallen down, and non Inabytacyon on yt this xviii yers.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 32 The Originall names, and the
first inhabitation of this Realme. 1601 R.JOHNSON Kingd.
ft Commw. (1603) 185 By the daily increase of people,
the countrey be even pestered with inhabitation. 1773
Observ, State Poor 74 Inhabitation for three years, or

' three months, or three days . . will be equally valid for the
creation of a parishioner. 1802 PALEV Nat. Theol. (1804)
99 Qualifying the animal for that mode of life and inhabita-

tion, to which the structure of its eye confines it. 1856RusKiN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xix. 31 A pauper or two still

inhabiting where inhabitation is possible.
b. fig. Spiritual indwelling.

1615 BVFIELD Expos. Colass. (1869) 10 The effects or fruits
of it . . are : i. The inhabitation of Christ. 1618 E. ELTON
Exp. Rom. vii. (1622) 351 Gods children .. are not freed
from the inhabitation of sinne. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv.

91 The Greek Fathers terme efficacious Grace and our De-
pendence thereon., the inhabitation of the Holy Spirit.
1841 MYERS Cath. Th. xxix. 71 The general inhabitation of
the Christian Body by the Christian Spirit.

t 2. A place of dwelling ;
an inhabited region or

building ;
an abode, dwelling. Obs.

CI400 Chron. Eng. Ixxv. in Herrig's Archiv LII. 16 His
one foote shall be sette in wike and that othir in london and
he shall embrace iij inhabitacouns. 1495 Tremsas Barth.
De P. R. xiv. ii. i W. de W.) 465 The erthe is enhabytacion of
bodyes that haue lyf. 1513 Act 7 Hen. VIII, c. i Tythyng
houses and other enhabitacyons in any paryshe. 1601 R.
JOHNSON Kingd. , Commw. (1603) 209 Cusistan the in-

habitation of the Susiani. 1639 SIK W. BARCLAY Lost Lady
I. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 572 When you her know, you
will believe, That virtue chose that dark inhabitation.

t3. A collection of inhabitants ; inhabitants col-

lectively; population; settlement. Obs. rare.

(Some understand Milton's use as = Gr. oi/covMe'cij the in-

habited earth, the world.)

1588 R." PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 329 They came
vnto a great inhabitation of Indians. 1671 MILTON Samson
1512 Noise call it you, or universal groan, As if the whole
inhabitation perished ? 1818 Black. Mag. IV. 328 A Crani-

opolis like the catacombs, containing so enormous an '

in-

habitation', that no regular census has ever been made.

Inha'bitative, . [f. as INHABITATE + -IVE.]
Of or pertaining to inhabitation.
In mod. Diets.

Inhabita-tiveness. Phrenology, [f. prec.
+ -NESS.] = INHABITIVEXESS.

1838 S. SMITH Princ. Phrenol. 136 If Spurzheim be right,
the Dutch and Belgians should be deficient in Concentra-
tiveness or Inhabitativeness. 1850 Tail's Mag. XVII. 504
Abnormal development of the organ of inhabitativeness.

t Inha'bitator. Obs. rare. [a. late L. inha-

liitdtor, agent-noun f. inhabitare to INHABIT.] One
who inhabits ; an inhabitant.

1432-50 tr. Higdcn (Rolls) I. 101 Syria, callede by that
name by Sirus the inhabitator of hit. Ibid. 299 That londe
towarde Alpes is colde, where the inhabitatores haue swell-

enges vnder the chynne for the grete habundaunce ofwaters
of snawe beenge there.

t Inhabited, a. Obs. [f. Ix-3 + HABITED

ppl. a.] Not dwelt in; uninhabited.

1614 BRATHWAn5m Hist. (R.), Others., have frequented
desarts and inhabited provinces, a 1621 BEAUM. & FL.

Thierry $ Theod. in. i, Leave The earth inhabited to people
Heaven.

Hence f Inha'bitedness i, uninhabited con-

dition.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. MI. (167^)59/1 It hath the name
. . from the vast Desarts which are m it, and the inhabited*

ness thereof.

Inhabited (inhse-bited),///. a. [f. INHABITS.
+ -ED !.] Dwelt in

; having inhabitants.
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INHABITEDNESS.

1570-6 LAMBARDK Fcramt. Ktiit 11826) 118 (It) had in it

three hundred) ami seven houses inhabited. 1665 BOYLE
Occas. Kefl. iv. xiii. (1848) 249 The remotest Parts of the

Inhabited World. 1796 SoimiEY Lit/, /r. St. 4r Portugal

H799 1 *}* '' can hardly be supposed that a banditti would

attack m an inhabited place,
i8 Act 14 * 15 Viet, c. 36

f i The Duties on Inhabited Dwelling Houses .. should be

levied according to the annual Value of such

Dwelling Houses. 1869 E. A. PAKKLS 1'nn.t. II}igicne(t&. 3)

1 18 Whether the air of inhabited rooms is properly pure.

Hence Inha bitednesB -, inhabited condition.

In mod. Diets.

Inhabiter (inhae-bitsj). arch. Also 4 en-.

[f.
INHABIT v. + -!.] One who inhabits, an

inhabitant; + also (in i6-!7th c.) a colonist.

1388 WVCLIP Gen. xxiv. 13 The doujtris of enhabiters \v.r.

dwclleris) of this citee schuien go out to drawe watir. 1495
Act it Hen. VII, c. 9 Preamble, Inhabiters and dwellers

within the Shires of Northumberland Cumberland and
Westmerlond. 1554 HULOET, Inhabiters comminge from
farre countreys to dwell here, coloni. 1587 GOLDING De
MornAy xxvi. 404 When they conueyed Inhabiters abroad
to people other Countries. 1614 RALEIGH Hut. World i.

(1634) 87 Nations, which . . sought to dis-plant the ancient
Inhabiters. 1879 CHR. G. ROSSKTI i Sfck <$ F. 182 Around
the Almighty Redeemer earth and its inhabiters, though
weak, rage in impotent rebellion. 1884 G. F. BRAITHWAITE
Satmonidaf Westmorland ii. 7 This species . . is not an in-

habiter of our rivers.

Inhabiting (inhae'bitin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec.
+ -ING i.] The action of the verb INHABIT ; habi-

tation, dwelling ; ( a dwelling-place.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3736 Oure mhabetting, ser, is in an
Ile[ = isle]. I49J Trniisa's Earth. De P. R . xm. iii. (W. de
W.) 442 Wyth his course abowte citees a ryuer . . strengthyth
them and other dwellynge places of enhabytynge. 1577
HOLINSHED Ckroa. (title-f.), The description and Chronicles
of England, from the first inhabiting. 1695 PURCHAS Pil-

grims II. 1140 There is not any City, village or inhabiting,
that Cometh so near the height of Elana as Toro. 1848
DICKENS Dontbty iii, The apartments which Mr. Dombey
reserved for his own inhabiting.

Inhabitiveness (inlwe-bitivnes). [f. INHABIT
v. + -IVE + -NESS.]
1. Phrenology. The disposition to remain always

in the same abode; attachment to country and
home : a faculty to which an '

organ
'

is allotted

by some phrenologists.
(By Combe (Elem. Pkreiul., 1824, 28) enlarged in scope

and identified with CONCENTRATIVENESS.)
1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 334 To the Order of Feelings . .

belong the following spectes . . 3. Inhabitiveness. 1838
S. SMITH Print. Phrenol. 98 These and other considerations
have led us to think it extremely probable that the faculty
hitherto called Inhabitiveness or Concentrativeness is . . the
love of continuity, ofendurance, of sameness, ofpermanency
of occupation, emotion, feeling, existence. 1842 S. C. HALL
Ireland II. 398 Perhaps it proceeds from our having

'

In-
habitiveness

'

largely developed. 1854 LOWELL Cambridge
30 Yrs. Apt) Prose Wks. 1890 I. 51 You know my (what the

phrenologists call) Inhabitiveness and adhesiveness.
2. The quality of being suited for habitation.

1896 /^fl/Vy News 14 Dec. 6/6 The members always prized
in their original locale a certain cosiness and inhabitiveness,
which tended to give the Arts Club its peculiar sociality.

t Inha'bitor, -our. Obs. Also 5-6 en-, [a.
AF. *enhabitour ; f. enhabiter to INHABIT : see

-ODB, -OB.] An inhabitant, inhabiter.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 7* The enhabitours
of the places. 1519 Prescnlm. Juries in Surtees Misc.
(1888) 32 The inhabytors of Selby. 1539 BIBLE (Great) jfe r.
xxxiii. 5 The enhabitours of this citie have come to fight
against the Chaldees. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 87
Here and there, as it were sprinkled with miserable In.
habilors, 1637 EARL MONM. tr. Malyezzls Rom. t, Tarquin
55 It was not long ere it was replenish! with Inhabitours.
Inha'bitress. [f. prec. or INHABITER* -ESS.]A female inhabitant.
1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. A iv b, Th' inhabitresse of

foamic Phlegeton. 1616 CHAPMAN Hornet's Hymn Venus
(ad fin.

i,
A Nymph, call'd Calucopides, . .an inhabitresse On

this thy wood-crownd Hill. 1778 LOWTK Transl. Isaiah
xu. 6 Cry aloud, and shout for joy, O inhabitress of Sion.
1888 bng. Hist. Rev. III. 106 If the name be of Assyrian
origin, it could only be ramat that is,

'

the inhabitress'.

Inhable, obs. f. ENABLE; var. INHABILE v., Ol>s.

Inhasre, etc., obs. forms of INIIEKE, etc.

Inhalant (inhalant), a. (sb.) Zool. Also
erron. -ent. [ad. L. inhalant-em, pr. pple. of
inhaldre to INHALE. Cf. mod.F. inhalant.] In-

haling ; serving for inhalation.
1825 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 326 The numerous inhalent

orihccs of the absorlwnt vessels. 187* NICHOLSON Palxont.
67 Very much smaller openings . . termed the pores ', or
mtalant apertures. 1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 187/2 Their
orifices so arranged that the inhalent are upon the outside
ol the cylinder, and the exhalent upon the inner side.

B. sb. 1. An inhalant opening or pore.ltuTM Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 202 A hundred
pounds of fluid have in this manner been absorbed by the
inhalcnls of the skin.

2. An apparatus used for inhaling ;
a medicinal

preparation for inhalation.
In recent Diets.

t Inhalate, v. Obs. rare-". -INHALE.
* VCOCKERAM, Inhalate, to breathe
Inhalation tfnhiUi-fsn). [n. of action f. L.

inhalSre to INHALK. Cf. F. inhalation ( 1 760).]The action, or an act, of inhaling or breathingm ; spec, inhaling of medicines or ana-sthetics in
the form of gas or vapour.
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1623 COCKLKAM, Inhiilation, a breathing in. 1758 J. MAC-
KENZIE Health 286 Our inhalation from the circumam-
bient air is very considerable. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic
x. (1833) 256 When the inhalation is completed, or the lungs
filled. 1832 LVTTON Eugene A . i. ii, He took an unusually
long inhalation from his

pipe. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's
Fortnul. (ed. 2) 127 Inhalation of chlorine, .has also been
recommended. 1869 LECKY Europ. Mor. I. i. 166 The medi-
cine of inhalation is still in its infancy. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER Sachs' Bot, 646 In some flowers and inflorescences the
production of carbon dioxide which accompanies the inhala-
tion of oxygen is very energetic.
2. Med. A preparation to be inhaled in the form

of vapour.
1882 J. C. THOROWGOOD in Quain's Med. Diet. 711/1 Oil of

turpentine or of pinus silvestris. .makes excellent stimulant
inhalations in cases of dilated bronchi.

Inhale (inh^-1), v. [ad. L. inhdld-re to breathe

upon, f. in- (IN- -) + halare to breathe out, emit
as breath. Cf. F. inhaler (Littre). The current

sense, in Fr. and Eng., has arisen from taking the
word as the opposite of exhale.]
1. trans. To breathe in ; to draw in by (or as by)

breathing ; to take into the lungs. (Used spec, of

the taking in of anaesthetics in form of gas or

vapour.)
1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 773 But from the breezy deep the blest

inhale The fragrant murmurs of the western gale. 1794
MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho i, They inhaled the sweet
breath of flowers and herbs. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 194
Observing a threatening degree of pulmonary affection to
have apparently resulted from incautiously inhaling the

distempered vapour of phthisical patients. 1863 TYNDALL
Heat iii. $4 We are continually inhaling and exhaling atmo-
spheric air. 1878 L. P. MEREDITH Teeth 195 She inhaled
the gas properly.
absol. 1863 TYNDALL Heat iii. 54 When we inhale, the

oxygen passes across the cell-walls of the lungs and mixes
with the blood.

1791 GIFFORD Baviad 187 There, smoking hot, inhale Mil
Yenda's strains. 1808 J. BARLOW Columb. vi. 381 His fellow
chiefs inhale the hero's flame. 1820 LAMB EKa Ser. i. Ox/,
in Vac.. I seem to inhale learning, a 1872 MAURICE Friend-
skip Bks. iv. (1874) 1 16 It is a very wonderful operation this,
of inhaling opinions, and then of exhaling them again.
2. loosely. To absorb (liquid).
1841 A. COMBE Digestion (ed. 3) 75 The . . venous capil-

laries [of the stomach], .inhale or absorb fluid, which they
carry into the general circulation.

Hence Inhaling vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; also In-
fra-lenient = INHALATION.
1820 Ellen Fitzarthur p. vi, To breathe with deep inhal-

ing sense The floating odours wafted thence. 1840 New
Monthly Mag. LVIII. 461 This matin inhalement .. recom-
mended to cousin Dowgate for his troublesome asthma.
1864 Reader 5 Nov. 573/3 The inhaling of foul air.

Inhalent, erroneous variant of INHALANT.
Inhaler (inh^'-lsj). [f. prec. + -ER 1.]
1. One who inhales.

1835 WILLIS Pencillings II. lix. 162 Inhalers of the ole-

aginous atmosphere of the stern.

2. A contrivance for inhaling, a. AJI apparatus
for administering a medicinal or anaesthetic gas
or vapour by inhalation, b. An appliance enab-

ling a person to breathe with safety in a deleterious

atmosphere or under water
; a respirator.

1778 Projects m Ann. Reg, 127/2 Inhaling warm steams
into the lungs ; for administering . . which he recommends
the use of the inhaler, an instrument which he describes.
1836 J. M. GULLY Mageiuiie's Formal, (ed. 2) 211 Aportion
of it may be poured into hot water in a Mudge's inhaler,
and the creosoted vapour inspired in the usual manner.
1864 WEBSTER, Inhaler . . 3. A contrivance to protect the
lungs from injury by inhaling damp or cold atmospheric
air. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. JUec/i. 1184/2 Pilatre des Roziers
invented an inhaler for enabling persons to enter places
filled with deleterious gases. Ibid., Inhaler, . .an apparatus
to enable a . . diver to work . . in water. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Tlierap. (1879) 284 Various inhalers have been invented for
facilitating the use of ether.

Inhume, obs. (prop. Pg.) form of YAM.
Inhance, inhanso, obs. ff. ENHANCE v.

Inharbour, var. ENHABBOUR v., Obs.

Inharmonic (inhaimp'nik), a. [!N- a.] Not
harmonic ; not in harmony ; dissonant, inharmon-
ious

; not according to the principles of harmony.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1878 MOKLEY Diderot II. App. 320Those inharmonic passages. 1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acous-

tics 158 Some qualities of tone whose upper partials are
inharmonic.

Inharmonical, a. [!N-S.] Not harmonical.
t Inharmonical relation, or delation inharmonical,
in Mus. the same as False relation (obs.).
1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. (1697) qi Tis very Inhar-

monical, therefore to be avoided. 1706 PHILLIPS, Relation
Inharmonical (in Musical Composition), a harsh Reflection

Hat against Sharp in a cross Form ; viz. when some
harsh and displeasing Discord is produc'd in comparing the
present Note of another Part. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
V. 372 It is shocking for a whole harmony to be inhar-
monical.

Inharmonious (inhaim<7u-nias), a. [Is- 3.
Cf. F. inharmonieux

(Littre).] Not harmonious.
1. Of sound : Not in harmony ; sounding dis-

agreeably ; discordant, untuneful.
1711 FELTON Diss. Classics (I7 i8) 26 Catullus, whom, tho-

rns Lines be Rough, and his Numbers Inharmonious, I could
recommend for the Softness and Delicacy, .of his Thoughts
1784 COWPER Task i. 207 Sounds inharmonious in them-

INHELL.
selves and harsh. 1881 STEVENSON Yirg. Puerhaue 154No inharmonious prelude to the last quietude and desertion
of the grave.
2. Not harmonious in relation, action, or senti-

ment ; disagreeing ; conflicting ; not in accordance.
1748 HARTLEY Ooserv. Man i. ii. 247 The Contractions of

the Ventricles become asynchronous and inharmonious to
those of the Auricles. 1846 J. MILLER Pract. Surg. v. 154
Squinting . . The immediate cause obviously depends on an
inharmonious action of the recti muscles. 1879 Cassetfs
Techn. Educ. iv. 230/2 Although they [Chinese works) do
not ^present such a perfect colour-bloom as do the works of
India, yet they are never inharmonious. 1899 Westm. Can.
i Aug. a/3 Last Saturday's meeting of the Sliding Scale
Committee was singularly inharmonious.

1 1 ciitclnharrnoniously (;/,'.; Inliarmo-nious-
ness.
1768-74 TUCKER Li. Nat. I. xiil. (1834) 1. 137 They adjudge

them one short and the other long, and would be horribly
shocked at the inharmoniousness of a verse wherein they
should be introduced in each other's places. 1828 WEBSTER,
Inharmoniously. 1864 SALA in Dally Tel. 30 Sept., Some
prodigious caricature, in which the heroic and the absurd,
the sublime and the vulgar, are inharmoniously but auda-
ciously blended.

Inharmouy (inha-jmoni). rare. [!N- 3. Cf.
F. inharmonic (Littre).] Want of harmony; dis-

harmony, discord.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 257 Your objection
to the inharmony of the first line is just. 1867 in Dixon
Spirit. Wives (1868) II. 235 Seeing so much of domestic in-

harmony, my mind was made up never to marry.
Inhart, variant of ENHEART v., Obs.

flnha-te, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 1 or 2 +

HATE v.} trans. ? To hate inwardly or intensely.
1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 2458 Circumspeccyon inhateth all

rennynge astray.

Inhaul (i-nhgl). Naut.
[f.

IN adv. + HAUL rf.]= next.
1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 114 Fasten the inhaul and

outhaul to the reef cringle. 1882 NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 84 Trysail inhaul . . the whip is fitted at the end
of the mhaul.

Inhanler
(i-nhp:la.i). [f. IN adv. + HAULER.]

An appliance for hauling in
; spec. (Naut.}

' the

rope used for hauling in the clue of a boomsail,
or jib-traveller

'

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk?).
. '793 SMEATON Edystone L. 269 The hook by which the
m-hauler guy of the shears was attached, became undone

;

and m consequence the shears came forward. 1704 Kigging
<$ Seamanship I. 223 Inhauler makes fast to the traveller.

Inhaunce, inhaunse, obs. ff. ENHANCE v.

Inhaunt, variant of ENHAUNT v., Obs.

Inhanst (inhj-st), v. rare. [f. IN- 2 + L.

haust-, ppl. stem of haurlre to draw : cf. exhaust.']
trans. To draw or suck in; to inhale; to imbibe.
1547 BOORDE Brev. Health 356. n4 b, It may come of

some flye mhausted into a mans throte sodeynely. 1848
THACKERAY Bk. Snots xxii, Whilst he was inhausting his
smoking tea.

So Inhanstion (inhj'sty3n\ inhalation.
1854 BHINTON in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) II. 4/1 Apparatus for the

mhaustion or the expulsion of the respiratory gases

tl'n-having, vbl. sb. Sc. Also inhawing.
[f. phr. have in : see IN adv. 11 c, HAVE v. 16.]
Having or getting in, bringing in (to haven).
1491 Act. Dam. Concil. (1839) 203 In be inhavin of hir in

be port & havm of be Elye at the Erlis fery. 1541 Aberd
{\?t>;.

V - J
.

6 <Jam-> Th<= inhawing of the said schip in the
Willie gaitt.

Inhearing (i-nhi^rirj). nonce-wd.
[f. IN adv.

+ HEAKING vbl. sb., after insight.] The hearing
of things inaudible to the outward ear.
1828 J. WILSON in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 686 Who ..can

think that the cultivation of the mere understanding may
ever give an insight, or an inhearing, into such truths of
our being ? 1834 Ibid. XXXVI. 410 To whom was given. .

insight and inhearing into the world of light and love.

Inhearse, Inhearten, Inheaven, obs. forms
of ENHEABSE, ENHEARTEN, ENHEAVEN.
t Inhe'betate, v . Obs. rare -. In 8 erron.

inhebitate. [IN-
-

: see HEBETATE.] trans. To
make dull, to blunt. (In quot. absol.)
1740 E. BAYNAHD Health (ed. 6) 16 And then, at distance

take the heat. Because it does inhebitate.

t Inheche. Obs. rare. [Known only in Latin
context : app. a deriv. of inhoc, as if:-OE. iithoc,
inhcece, inhice, ME. in/ieche.'] The ploughing up
of fallow for a crop of corn

; the piece of land so

ploughed up : cf. INHOC.
1274 Coram Reee, Hill. 3 Edw. I, m. 17, d, Item quicum-

que facit inheche, scilicet excolit warectum frumento,
ordeo, vel auena, dabit pro qualibet acra unum denarium.
excepta una acra quam habere debet quietam.

t Inhe-lde, -hielde, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- i

+ HIELD v.] trans. To pour in.
' *374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 44 Ye in my nakede herte

sentement Inhelde \y.r. In hielde, ed. 1561 In hilde), and do
me shewe of thi swetnesse.

Inhell (inhe-1), v. [f. IN-
1 + HELL sb. ; cf. EN-

HEAVEN.] trans. To put into or confine in hell.

1607 MARSTON What you Will iv. i. F iv, She, for whose
sake, A man could finde in his heart to in-hell himselfe. 1822
BEDOOES Bride's Trag. iv. iii, Aye, thus they sugar o'er the
silent dagger . till they've inhelled thy soul. 1839 BAILEY
Ftstus xxni. (1852) 411 These need not be Inhelled for ever.

t InheTce, obs. form of ENHEABSE v.

1591 SHAHS, i Hen. VI, iv. vii. 45 Sec where he lyes in-



INHEREANCE.
herced in the armes Of the most bloody Nuraser of his
harmes.

f Inhe'rdance. Sc. Obs. [f. inherd, ENHERD,
F. cnhcrdre to adhere + -ANCE.] Adherence ; body
of adherents : = ADHERKNCY 3.

1448 in Aberd, Burgh AVc._(Spald.Cl.) I. 17 In thar helpy-
ing and supple with thair inherdance, warr folowaris and
inakaris of the said soite [suit].

f Inhe-rdand, ///. a. and sb. Sc. Obs, [pr.

pple. of *Am/=ENHEBD vt : see prec. and -AND.

Cf. OF. enherdant pr. pple. and sb. * adherent
'.]

Adhering, adherent.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis x. xiii. 57 Authores, ane of gret
Hercules feris .. Inherdand to Evander the Archaid.

Inhere (inhl*i), v. Also 6 inhsere. [ad. L.

inhxrere to stick in or to, adhere to, etc., f. in~

(IN-
2
) + hserere to stick

;
cf. adhere^ cohere.]

1. intr. To stick in\ to be or remain fixed or

lodged in something, rare or Obs.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 594 Little bags of poyson
which inhere in their chaps and under their tongues. 1651

RalcigKs Ghost 22 These spots do not inhere in the body of
the Sun. 1739

* R. BULL '
tr. Dedekindns 1 Grobianus iv. 36

Do Lumps ofMeat between thy Teeth inhere ? 1796 KIRWAN
Eleni. Min, (ed. 2) I. 338 Stones of one or more species, in-

hering in another stone. 1804 ABERNETHY Surg. Obs. 251
A subtile matter inhering in the brain and nerves.

2. fig* To remain or abide in something imma-

terial, as a state or condition ; to remain in mystical
union with a Divine person. Now rare or Obs.
a 1617 BAYNE Eph, (1658) 123 The third [phrase] noteth

Christ the object [and] our inhering in him. 1665 G. HAVERS
P. delta ValUs Trav. E. India 27 The Name Seiah Selim,

tenaciously inhering in the memory of people, remains still

to him. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. n. v, So strongly does it

inhere in our constitution, that very few are able to conquer
it. 1839 BAILEY Festns xxiii. (1854) 412 He [Satan] in the
Godstate first with all his hosts By fate inhered.

3. To exist, abide, or have its being, as an attri-

bute, quality, etc., in a subject or thing ;
to form

an element of, or belong to the intrinsic nature of,

something. (The current sense ; in earlier use chiefly

Pkil&s.)
1586 FERNE Bias. Centric 293 The msignes thereof which

like incidents .. or inseparable accidents . . doe alwaies in-

here, and waite on that office, and dignitie of a kinge. 1624
GATAKER Transubst. 173 The accidents of bread and wine
remaine without actual! inhering and being in their naturall

subject. 1690 LOCKE HUM. Und. n. xiii. g 10 They who
first ran into the Notion of Accidents, as a sort of real Beings
that needed something to inhere in. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat.
i. vi. (1874) I. 324 The particular qualities, which form a sub-

stance, are commonly refer'd to an unknown something, in

which they are supposed to inhere. ifafGentt. Mag. XCVII.
11.602 If this sentiment., is found to inhere in a feeling so

pure and exalted. 1855 BAIN Senses
<$

Int. in. i. 38 (1864)

378 Knowledge and perception inhere in mind alone.

b. To be vested or inherent in
9

as a right,

power, function, or the like.

1840 DE QUINCEY Style i. Wks. 1860 XI. 188 To an English-
man, the right of occupying the attention of the company
seems to inhere in things rather than in persons, 1850 GLAD-
STONE Glean. V. xlviii. 202 The power of order inhering in

the Church. 1890 Century Mag. 112/1 Where agriculture is

dependent upon an artificial supply of water, and where
there is more land than can be served by the water, values
inhere in water, not in land ; the land without the water
is without value.

f-
c. trans. To pertain to ; to be an attribute or

prerogative of. Obs. rare.

1609 F. GKEViL(Ld. Brooke) Mustaphav. Chor.i, Creation,
we say, still inheres the crowne.

f 4. Intr. To adhere, cleave to. Obs. rare.

1563 WINJET Wks. (1890)
II. 73 Twa certane tbingis ar

gretumlie and diligentlie to be obseruit, to the quhilkis
aluterlie thai suld inhere, quha wald nocht be hseretikis.

t Inhere'ditable, a. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.
inheredita-re to INHERIT, to make (a person) heir

to, f. in- (!N-
2
) + late L. hercditdre (Vulgate) to

receive an inheritance, to inherit + -ABLE.] = HERE-
DITABLE 2. So f Inheroditamcnt HEREDITA-
MENT i

; f Inhere'ditance = INHERITANCE ; t lu-

1483 Cath. Angl. 196/1 An Inhereditance, hereditas. 1491
Act 7 Hen. VII* c. 2 5 Their honours Castels Maners londes
..and other their inhereditamentes and possessions. 1503-4
Act 19 Hen. PY7, c. 40 i Londes & tenementes that he. .is

inhereditable unto as heyr in blood to the same Dame Isabell.

1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xxiv. 8. 1154 In case the
French should challenge Callis as inhereditary vnto the
Crowne of France.

Inherence (inhia-rens). Also 7 inhaerence.

[f. med.L. inhxrcntia, f. inhxrent-etn INHERENT :

see -ENCE. Cf. F. inherence (14-15121 c. in Godef.

Compl^ The fact or condition of inhering; the

state or quality of being inherent ; permanent exist-

ence (as of an attribute) in a subject ; indwelling.
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 680 The inward and

very substantial! inherence or coequality of the Father and
the Son. 1654 JiiR. TAYLOR Real Pres. 211 All the Philo-

sophers., when they divide a substance from an accident,
mean by a substance that which can subsist in it selfwithout
a subject of inherence, a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serin. (1744)
II. 238 It is called the light of nature, because of it's genera!
inherence in all men. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnation
xiv. (1852) 384 What is the merit of the elect save their

inherence in Him, whose perpetual mediation delays the

execution of the sentence passed on our common progenitor ?

1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth. The. (1886) I. i. 11. iii. 136
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This relation of inherence and permanent coexistence in
one nature is expressed by the word attribute.

Inherency (inhl-rensi). Also 7 inhserency.
[f. as prec.: see -EKCY.] =

prec. ; in mod. use

chiefly as a quality; also quasi-wwr., as an in-

herency of evil (nearly=
*
inherent evil ').

1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits 4- Divels 36 You cannot
congruently conclude from thence any essential! inherencie
of Dmels in the bodies of men. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Rom.
vn. 18 Corruption is, though dejected from it's regency, yet
not ejected from it's inherency. 1706 PHILLIPS, Infterency^..
the Quality of that which sticks close. 1833.H. COLERIDGE
Poems I. 35 The fell inherency of sin. i879TouRGEE Foots
Err. xl.

( 3oz His belief in the equality and inherency of
human right.

Inherent (inherent), a. (s&.) Also 6-7 in-
hteront.

[f. L. inherent-em^ pr. pple. of inhxrere
to INHERE. Cf. F. inherent (1599 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Sticking in; fixed, situated, or contained in

something (in physical sense). Const, in, rarely
t to. Now rare or Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 32 Certayne chinkes, to the
which are inherent foure tendons. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.
HI. 169 All the Circles of the Armillary Spheere are really,
truly, and naturally inherent in the Earth. 1756 C. LUCAS

ss. Waters III. 207 Let us examine what further proofs of
an inherent acid this water gives. 1800 Meet. Jrnl. III. 581
It destroys* the mucilaginous parts inherent to some resins.
1802 Ibid. VIII. 335 A peculiar fluid secreted into.. or in-
herent in the substance of the nervous fibres.

2. fig. Cleaving fast, remaining, or abiding in
some thing or person ; permanently indwelling.
Now rare or Obs.
1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven (1831) 55 This, of all other, is

a most inherent sin. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. HI. ii. 123 Least I.,

by my Bodies action, teach my Minde A most inherent
Basenesse. 1793 SM EATON Edystone L. 282 Owing to ..

the still inherent property of our vessel as a slow sailer, it was
not till eight the next morning that we came to. .our moor-
ing ground.
3. Existing in something as a permanent attribute

or quality ; forming an element, esp. a characteristic

or essential element of something; belonging to the

intrinsic nature of that which is spoken of; in-

dwelling, intrinsic, essential.

1588 KRAUNCE La-wicrs Log. \. i. 4 b, An argument is either

inhaerent or fet elsewhere. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. n. iii. g 27
Thus began Corpses to be buried in the Churches, which by
degrees brought in much Superstition; especially after de-

grees of inherent Sanctity were erroneously fixed in the
severall parts thereof. 1711 AUUISON Spect. No. 215 f i

Marble in the Quarry, winch shews none of its inherent

Beauties, 'till the Skillof the Polisher fetches out the Colours.

1804 ABEKNETHY Surg. Obs. 12 Whilst it [the tumour] grows
by its own inherent powers. 1855 BAI_N Senses $ Int. i. ii.

18 (1864) 54 There is some difficulty in ascertaining how
much of the effect is derived and how much inherent. 1886
W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 33 Our inherent indolence, our

apathy in times of peace is proverbial.
b. Const. in ; formerly to* unto.
1622 MALVNES Anc. Law-Merck. 3 The said prerogatives

doe also appertaine to the Law-merchant as properly in-

herent vnto commerce. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Faith
ix, When creatures had no real! light Inherent in them.
a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 55 That height of

spirit inherent to his Hou.se. 1791 BOSWELL "Johnson Mar.
an. 1753, These sufferings were aggravated by the melancholy
inherent in his constitution. 1808 CERVANTES HOGG (E. S.

Barrett) filtss-led General-] That sweetness of temper which
is inherent to himself. 1878 H. IRVING Stage 29 The love of

acting is inherent in our nature.

4. Vested in or attached to a person, office, etc.,
as a right or privilege.
1628 COKE On Litt. i. Pref., Not only by royall descent,

and inherent Birthright, but by Rosiall Beauty also, heire
to both [Roses]. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. f 112 Sr

Julius Cassar was then Master of the Rolls, and had inherent
in his office, the .. disposition of the Six-Clarks places.
x68a BURNKT Rights Princes Pref. 27 That the Regale is an
inherent Right of the Crown. 1788 GIBBON Deci. $ F. xlix.

(1869) III. no The legislative authority was inherent in the

General
assembly. ^1891

Law Rep. Weekly Notes 68/1
)very Court had an inherent power to allow a person who

had invoked its jurisdiction to withdraw his application.

*t*B.j. Something inherent or indwelling, rare.

leio^HEALEY St. Aug. Citieof God xi. ii, The minde..
wherein reason and vnderstanding are naturall inherents.

Hence Iiihe-rentness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Inherently (inhi-rentli), adv. [f. prec. -f

LY -.] In an inherent manner
; by inherence ; in

the way of, or in relation to, an inherent quality or

attribute ; in inward nature, intrinsically.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits $ Divels 41 The Diuell

doth really, and essentially, enter into, and inherently dwell
in the possessed mans minde. 1654 W. CARTER Covenant
ofCod 102 We cannot upon certainty affirm of any par-
ticular person in the Church that he is inherently holy.

1657-8 Burton's Diary (\%2.%) II. 439 The liberties _of
the

free-born people of England, which are inherently in this

House. 4x1708 BEVERIDGE T/tes. Theol. (1710) I. 128 We
are made-righteous by Christ, as sinners by Adam inherently.

1837 WHKWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857)
_

I. 149 There is

nothing inherently improbable in this tradition.

Inhering (inherit)), ///. a. [f. INHERE v. -*-

-ING -.] That inheres ; inherent (lit. and^?^.).
1609 J. MELTON Six-fold Polit. 35 Tobacco .. leaues an

inhering stinke in the nostrils and stomackes of the takers.

1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. 607 A proper degree of

agitation has sometimes loosened the inhering body more

effectually than instruments. Thus, a blow on the back
has often forced up a substance which stuck in the gullet.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. III. 310 Man was growing

INHERIT.
aware of the inhering right to the unfettered culture and
enjoyment of his whole moral and intellectual being.
Inherit (iuhe'rit), v. Forms: a. 4-5 enerite,

4-6 enheryte, 4-7 eraherite, 5-7 enherit, 6 en-
heret. . 5 ineryte, inheritte, 5-6 inheryt(e,
inherent, 6 Sc. inhereit, 6- 7 inherits, 6- in-
herit, [a. OF. enheriter to put (one) in possession
as heir, f. en- (Ex- 1

, IN--) + keriter to make (one)
heir: late L. hertdilare: seeHEKirv. The change
of the original sense into that of * to receive as
heir

1

has also taken place in F. hjriter.']

fl. trans. To make heir, put in possession, cause
to inherit (/if. and _/?.) Obs. (Cf. disinherit^
[1304 Year-bk. 32 Edia. /(Rolls) 165 Fykenot fut enherite

de ces tenements] 13. . K. Alis. 7153 Withynne the walles
he made houses, . . Of his gentil men he enherited [Bodley
MS. herited] there, And tho that of the lond ware. 1388
WYCLJF Eccltts. xv. 6 God .. schal enherite [1382 eritagen]
hym with euerlastynge name. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton
1^83) iv. xxx. 80. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxv. 137 To
disheryte their naturall lorde and his yssue, to enheryte a
stranger. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, I. i. 85 What doth our Cosin
lay to Mowbraies charge? It must be great that can in-
herite vs So much as ofa thought of ill in him.

2. trans. To take or receive (property, esp. real

property, or a right, privilege, rank, or title) as the
heir of the former possessor (usually an ancestor),
at his decease ; to get, or come into possession of,

by legal descent or succession.

1400-50 Alexander 588 Lat him as ayre, quen 1 am
er^ed, enherit my landis. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 261/2
Inheryte, or receyve in herytage (K. inerytyn) . ., lurcdito,

1513 MORE Rich.
///_ 11883) 58 [To] allege bastardy ..So

that he should seme dishabled to inherite the crowne. 1597
DANIEL Civ. Wars vi. xcvii, So much adoe had toylmg
Fraunce to rend, From vs the right so long inherited!
a 1719 ADDISON (J.), An estate he had some prospect of in-

heriting. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst, Udolpho xx, I inherit
it by the female line. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel vii. 249 The
king inherited his priesthood from him.

fig. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam n. vi, All that despair from
murdered hope inherits They sought.

b. To derive (a quality or character, physical
or mental) from one's progenitors by natural de-

scent ; to derive or possess by transmission from

parents or ancestry.
1597 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 128 The cold blood hee

did naturally inherite of his Father. 1601 Alts Well \.

ii. 22 Youth, ibou bear'st thy Fathers face, .. Thy Fathers
inorall parts Maist thou inherit top. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry
<y Mus. xii. 203 Such being the Birth of the modern Opera,
no Wonder it inherits the Weakness of its Parent. 1774
GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 238 We find nothing more
common, .than for children to inherit sometimes even the
accidental deformities of their parents. 1841 LANE.-J>VI.
*Wjr. I, 127 Whose taste is inherited by the present sovereign.
1868 DAKWIN Anitn. $ PI. II. xii. i A variation which is

not inherited throws no light on the derivation of species.

C. To receive or have from a predecessor in office.

CMefljn%.
1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 569 He that next inherited the

tale, Half-turning to the broken statue, said, 'Sir Ralph has

got your colours'. Mod. The problems which the prebcnt
administration has inherited from its predecessors.

3. transf. To come into possession of, as one's

right or divinely assigned portion ; to receive, obtain,

have, or hold as one's portion. (Chiefly in biblical

and derived uses: see INHERITANCE 4, HEIU 2.)
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. 14 His sede sail enherite

J>e erthe. Pr. Consc. 869 When a man Sal dighe he sal

enherite |jan Wonnes and nedders. 1388 WVCI.IF Ecclits.

iv. 14 Thei that holden it [wisdom], schulen enherite lijf.

1526 TINUALE Matt. xxv. 34 Come ye blessed children of

my father, inheret ye the kyngdome prepaied for you from
the btginninge of the worlde. IS92 SHAKS. Row. ,y Jul.
i. ii. 30 Such delight .. shall you this night Inherit at my
house. 1593 Rich. //, n. i. 83 Gaunt am I for the

graue, gaunt as a graue, Whose hollow wombe inherits

naught but bones. 1611 BIBLE Luke xviii. 18 Good master,
what shall I doe to inherit eternall life? 1674 MILTON
Samson 1012 It is not virtue, wisdom, valour, wit, . . That
woman's love can win, or long inherit. 1746 C. WESLEY
Hymn, 'Lore divine ', ii, Let us all in thee inherit.

4. To be heir to (a person) ;
to succeed as heir.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) B viij b,

The auctoritee that thei had inherityng their fathers. 1721
iSY. German's Doctor $ Stud. 38 That the eldest son shall

inherit his father. 1832 TENNYSON Lotos-Eaters vi, Surely
now our household hearths are cold : Our sons inherit us. .

And we should come like ghosts to trouble joy.

5. absol. or intr. To succeed as an heir ; to come
into or take possession of an inheritance.

1533-4 -^^ 25 Hen. K//7, c. 22 6 That all the issue ..

shall be . . inheritable and inherite accordyng to the . .

lawes of this realme. 1548 HALL C/tron. t Hen. V 72 b, The
issue female may not enherite accordyng to the lawe

Salique. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 179 The King, and all our

company else being dround, wee will inherit here. 1700
TYRKELL Hist. Eng. II. 798 His Issue [were] barred from

Inheriting. 1841 LANE A ral\ Nts. I. 10 The children by
a wife and those by a concubine slave inherit equally, if the
latter be acknowledged by the father.

b. fig. 'j* (a) To take possession, take up an

abode, dwell (0j.) ; () To derive its being, or some

quality or character, front.
1600 TOURNEUR Trans/. Metainorph. i, O where can life

celestiall inherit? a 1890 CHURCH Pascal^ etc. (1895) 113 If

there is a ministry on earth which in any sense inherits from
the apostles. 1891 Daily News 10 Feb. 5/1 The music-hall

seems beyond redemption. Its traditions are against it ; it

inherits from the Coal Hole and the Cider Cellars.



INHERITABILITY.

Hence Inherited fpl. a., InheTiting vii. st>. and

ppl. a.

iej E. WATBRIIOCSK Declar. St. Virginia lille-p., That

their lawful he> res . . may take order (or the inheriting of

their land* and estate*. 1603 BOYLE Uttf. Ext. Nat.

Pkilos. ii. ii. 44 How HUumOM . . should not
only prove

hereditary, but lurk very many yeares in the
inheriting

person's body. 1797 HOLCROKT Stfilrrf't
Trap. (ed. 2) IV.

xci. 127 Men who cherished an inherited hatred against

each other. 1875 UBNNKTT & DYER Sacks' Bat. 829 The
different species of the same genus agree among one another

in a number of inherited characters, and are distinguished

only by single constant characters.

Inheritability unhe ritabHIti). [f. next: see

-ITT.] The quality of being inheritable; capability

of being inherited.

1784 JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 1. 337 Such it would
be to part with its inheritability, its organization, and its

assemblies. 1875 tr. Schmidt's Desc. ft Dana. 166 The
inheritability of morbid tendencies, bodily and mental.

1896 Speaker 28 Mar. 346 He was a signal example of the

inheritability of acquired characters.

Inheritable (inhe'ritab'l), a. Also 5-6 en-,

[a. A K. en-, inheritable capable of being made heir,

able to inherit, f. enhcritcr : see INHERIT and -ABLE.]
L Capable of inheriting, a. lit. Entitled to suc-

ceed to property, etc. by legal right
[1368 Act 42 Ed-ui. Ill, c. 10 Que les enfantz neez par

dela. .soient. .enheritables de leur heritagee en Engleterre.]

1470 HARDING Chron. cxxill. v, Therle Henry . . Deliuered
all the castels and citees right To Kyng Wyllyam his

brother enheritable. 1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 2

Persons inheritable to any manours landes . . or other hero
ditamentes. 173* NEAL Hist. Pitrit. I. 76 The marriages
.. were declared good and valid, and their children inherit-

able according to law. 1774 BP. S. HALUFAX Anal. Ram.
Civil Law (1795) 55 In England .. upon deficiency of In-

heritable Blood, Lands escheat to the King. 1807 G. CHAL-
MERS Caledonia I. u. vi. 307 The daughters were not in-

heritable to such lands. 1870 DIGBY Real Prop. x. 3. 391
The effect of attainder was, as is said, to corrupt the blood
so as to render it no longer inheritable.

f b. trans/, andJig. Entitled to possess or enjoy
something as one's birthright. 06s.

1513 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 38 Put
from the benetite of the lawesof the Realme whereunto they
be inheritable. 1531 MORE Confitt. Tindalt Wks. 731/2 Made
inherytable vino the blesse of heauen. 1581 LAMBARDK
Eiri-H. iv. xiii. 539 The auncient libertie of tne land, where-
unto euery free borne man thinketh himselfe inheritable.

2. Capable of being inherited, a. lit. That may
or can descend by law to an heir :

= HERITABLE I.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 74 Till the King's
housholds purueyours have taken for the Kinge . . with trewe

paymentes, according to the Kinges old enheritable prises.
1591 WEST ist Pt. Symbol. 39 B, An estate in fee simple,
which is, when a man hath lands or other things inheritable,
to him and heires for euer. 1683 HICKES Jovian 23 It is

the Lex Legum, or great standing Law of this Inheritable

Kingdom. 1786 BURKE IV. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 164
That the property of the lands of Bengal is . . an inheritable

property. 1837 SYD. SMITH in O. Rev. 241 It is clear that the
British Crown was in those early days inheritable by females.

b. Jig. That may be naturally transmitted from

parents or ancestry to offspring :
= HERITABLE 2.

1818 WEBSTER, Inheritable . . 2. That may be transmitted
from the parent to the child ; as, inheritable qualities or
infirmities. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. i. (1872) 9 1 he number
and diversity of inheritable deviations of structure. 1880
A. H. HUTH Buckle \. iii. 180 Buckle .. had a strong sus-

|

picion that superior intellectual power was inheritable.

Hence luhe ritableness, the quality of being
inheritable.

1780 [M. MADAN] Thelyphthora II. 162 Laws are made
;

for its regulation, to establish the inheritableness of the
j

issue. 1831 Examiner 564/1 The contest against the in-
heritableness of the peerage arises from a levelling spirit.
1893 H. SPENCER in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIII. 171 If any
say that inheritableness is limited to those [characters]
arising in a certain way, the onus lies on them of proving
that those otherwise arising are not inheritable.

Inhe'ritably, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY *.] So as

|

to be inheritable
; by inheritance ; hereditarily.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. u. 105 Adams children . .

by inhcritably descending infection, are al borne the bond
slaues of sinne. 1611 COTGR., HirUaUtmcnt, inheritably,
in fee simple, for euer. <t 1868 BROUGHAM (O.), He resumed
the grants at pleasure, nor ever gave them even for life,
much less inheritably.

Inheritage (inhe-iHfd$). rare. Also 6 en-,

[f. INHERITS. + -
ACE, after HERITAGE.] That which i

is inherited ; a heritage, inheritance.

. '557 NORTH tr. Gutuara's Diall Pr. 43 b/2 In the end, life
is but lone, but death is enheritage. 1591 SPARRY tr.

CattarisGcotiia>icie(it,wj)<& Itsignifieth losse of inhcritages
and of possessions. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 223 It (Mount
Ida] foslereth nothing that is wilde, but hares, red deare,
and fallow, and is the inheritage of the Calargi. ign
Chron. in Ann. Reg. 439 To convey to their minds the ill-

heritage of knowledge and virtue. 1861 Miss BRADDON
Lady Lisle 27 The weight of this vast inheritage.
t Inhe'ritament. Obs. Also 5 enherite-

raente, enheritamente. [a. AK. en-, inherite-
tnent, OF. enherilement , f. enheriter : see INHERIT
and -MENT. Partly conformed to words from L.

-amentum.'] Inheritable property, hereditament.
1 '397-8 A ct 2 Rich. II, c. 3 Toulz sez terres .. et touz

autres enhentementz.) 1463 Rolls Parlt. V. 497/2 The seid I

ide*, Tenements, Rentes, Possessions and Enherite-
mentes. 1483-4 Act i A' ich. Ill, c. i Landes, tenements,
rentu,, Md services, or other inherilamentes. 1491 Act 7m -h-'- * *.
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Inheritance (inhe'ritans). Forms, : see IN-

HERIT; 4-6 -auuce, 5- -ance. fa. AF. enhcrit-

ance a being admitted as heir, action or fact oi

inheriting, f. enheriter : see INHERIT v. and -ANCE.]
I. The action or fact of inheriting.

1. lit. Hereditary succession to property, a title,

office, etc. ;

' a perpetual or continuing right to an

estate, invested in a person and his heirs
'

(Wharton
Law Lex.}.
[.. BRITTON Lois if'Angleterre If. la ap. Ste.-Pal.

(Godef.), Ceux parolx (ses heires) font Testate d'enherilancc.]
1390 COWER Con/. II. 313 Which of his propre enheritaunce
Athenes had in goveniaunce. 1470-85 MALORY A rthttr x.

xxxiii, The same Castel was hers by ryght enherytaunce.
1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 227 The realme of Fraunce
to him of right, and by lyneall enheritaunce aperteyning.
1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 153 Earle of Marre, who . . is by
inheritance Sherifle of the County of Sterling. 1767 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. i. 12 Rights of inheritance and successions.

1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. $ Pop. xiv. 140 This conjoint In-
heritance Heraldry sets forth.

2. trans/, andyf^-. a. A coming into, or taking,
possession of something, as one's birthright; pos-
session, ownership ; right of possession.
1535 COVERDALE Deut. iv. 20 But you hath the Lorde

taken . . that ye shulde be the people of his enheritaunce.

i59o_Si'ENSER f. Q. i. iv. 48 To you th' inheritance belonges
by right Of brothers prayse, to you eke longes his love.
1601 SIIAKS. Ham. i. i. 02 A Moity competent . . which had
return 'd To the Inheritance of Fortinbras, Had he bin

Vanquisher. 1607 Cor. in. ii. 68 You will rather shew

vpo:

Eng
b. Natural derivation of qualities or characters

from parents or ancestry.
1859 DARWIN On'f. Spec. v. (1873) 123 These characters may

be attributed to inheritance from a common progenitor.
1862 TENNYSON Idylls Ded. 31 How should England dream-
ing of his sons Hope more for these than some inheritance
Of such a life, a heart, a mind as thine ? 1885 S. Cox Expos.
Ser. i. iii. 30 Our goodness . . whether it comes to us by
nature, or by inheritance from our parents.

II. That which is inherited ; a heritage.
3. lit. Property, or an estate, which passes by

law to the heir on the decease of the possessor.
1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden) 13 Kynge Herry was

amitted to his crowne and dignite ageyne, and alle his men
to there enherytaunce. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 34 | 8
Every suche Woman, .[shall] frely enjoye have and possede
.. all hir owne inheretaunce. 1553 T. WILSON Rhct, (1580)
209 Looke \yhat enheritance came to him . . by the death of
his owne kinne, and his wifes kinsfolke. 16x7 MORYSON
Itiu. in. 248 The whole inheritance would after his death
returne tolhe children of the elder brother. 1770 Juntas
Lett, xxxviii. 191 He [the minister] is the tenant of the day,
and has no interest in the inheritance. 1856 OLMSTED Slave
States 95 Although . . a chief part of his inheritance had
been in slaves, he had liberated them all.

b. fig. Any property, quality, or immaterial pos-
session inherited from ancestors or previous genera-
tions.

1611 BEALM. & FL. h'nlght Burn. Ptstlc u. ii, My father's

blessing, and this little coin Is my inheritance. 17.. SMITH
(J.), Oh dear, unhappy babe ! must I bequeath thee Only
a sad inheritance of woe? 1804'!'. CHALMERS IVks. (1849)
VI. 25 A parent's reputation is a sacred inheritance. 1820
BYKON Mar. Fal. u. i, His name, The sole inheritance
he left. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. i. (1880) n Printed
books were now part of the inheritance of the human race.

1873 HAMERTON Inttll. Life i. vi. (1875) 33 Add something
to the world's inheritance of knowledge.
4. traits/, andy^'. Something that one obtains or
comes into possession of by right or divine grant ;

birthright. In biblical use applied to persons, etc.,

esp.^
God's chosen people, as His possession

(Xf/pos), and to possessions or blessings, material or

spiritual, as received or enjoyed by such persons.
(Cf. HERITAGE rf. i c, 3.)
1535 COVERDALE Josh. xiii. 33 The Lorde God of Israel

is their enheritaunce. Ps. ii. 8 Desyre off me, and I
shall geue the the Heithen for thine enheritaunce. Ibid,

INHERITRIX.

t InheTitary, a. Obs. rare. = INHKRITOBY.
1611 SPEED Hist. 6V. Brit. ix. xxiv. 37 A man cruell by

nature, and claiming an inheritary right of the Prouince of
Vlster.

Inheriteson. Obs. rare. In 5 cnherito-
souu. [Corresponds to an OF. type *enheriteson
' L- *inherSditatidn-em, {. med.L. inhireditare to
INHERIT: see -ISON.] Inheritance.
1470 HARDING C/traii. cxxvii. v, Kyng Stephan .. His

menne the! gaue to their cnheritesoun [fit. 1543 inherite-
soune).

Inheritor (inhe'ritsi). Forms : see INHERIT
;

|

5-6 -er, -cure, 5-7 -our, 6 -ar, 5- -or. [The
orig. type, as in HERITOR, was prob. enheriter,
corr. to an OF. *enheriticr (cf. heritier), i. enheri-
ter to INHERIT. The change of suffix was app.
AFr. or Fjig., under the influence of agent-nouns,
etymologically in -our, repr. L. -dlorem,]
1. lit. One who inherits, or is heir to, an estate,

title, etc. on the decease of the former possessor ;

an heir.

'433 LYDG. St. Edmund in. 1464 Pray for th'enherytour
off Ingelond and France. 1475 Bk. Noblesse tRoxb.) 36 The
saide king Edwarde weddid dam Isabel king Charles of
Fraunce daughter . . enheriter of Fraunce. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. I. xxii. 17, lago or Lago .. as next Inherytor, was
made gouernour of Brytayne. 1538 STARKEY England I.

iv. 1 13 They are sure to be inherytarys to a grete porcyon of
intaylyd land. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 158 b, Because

j

the kynge was not the true enheritor to the crowne. 1641
MILTON Ch. Gmit. \. iv, Born inheritors of the dignity. 1791
COWPHR Iliad ix. 595 Inheritor of all his large demesnes.
1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop vii, You became the sole in-
heritor of the wealth of this rich old hunks.

b. One who inherits a quality or immaterial

possession ;
one who inherits a disease or defect.

aIS33 LD. BEKNEHS Huon clxiii. 640 Huon of Bur-
deaux, my dere father, the great paines and pouertes that
ye were wonte to suffer ye haue left me, now enheryter to
the same. 1668 HALE Pref. Kolle's Atridgiu. cjb, The
inheritor of his Father's venues as well as of his Possessions.
1797 BURKE Rigic. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 314 The new em-
perour, the inheritor of so much glory, and placed in a
situation of so much delicacy, and difficulty for the preser-
vation of that inheritance. 1861 BUMSTEAD Van. Dis. 11879)

j

735 In case of excessive activity of the disease in the first

| inheritor, it may appear even in the third generation. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. vii. 119 The inheritors and continuers
of a common civilization.

2. trans/. andyi;f. One who comes into posses-
,

sion of, or is entitled to, something, to be held by
him as of lawful right. Often in reference to spiri-

i tual possessions : cf. INHERITANCE 4.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. u. xxxiii. 352 (Add. MS.) Blissed be

the poore of sprite, for enheriters of the kyngdom of heven
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 60 Called to be enhery.
tours of the celestial! empire. 1548-9 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Catechism, In my Baptisme, wherein I was made . . the
childe of God, and inheritour of the kingdome of heauen.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iii. 34 Meane time, but thinke
how 1 may do the good. And be inheritor of thy desire. 1611
BIBLE Isa. Ixv. 9, I will bring forth a seede out of lacob,

T- , eges March. (1705) 34.The Land Layt called the Debateable Land
; and now the

Kings Majesties Inheritance. 1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxix. iO God, the heathen are come into thine inheritance, thy
'

holy temple haue they denied. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Com/.
IV. xvii. 97 The xealous Primate was driven out of the
church . . crying aloud as he went that the heathen had
come into God's inheritance. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel ii. 69Canaan was the inheritance which the Israelites won for
themselves by the sword.

HI. 5. attrib. and Comb., as inheritance-tax.
1841 W. SPALDINO Italy , It. 1st. I. 101 Caracalla con-

(erred the nominal franchise of Rome on all the provincials,
in order to make them liable to the inheritance-tax, and
other burdens leviable only on citizens.

tlnhe-zitant, st. (a.). Obs.
[f. INHERIT v.

+ -ANT i.]
= INHERITOR.

a 1535 MORE Wks.
(15(57)

2 a, Yet maye they not leaue
theyr honour to vs as inheritantes, no more then the venue
that themselfe wer honorable for. 1641 J. SHERMAN (title)A Treatise concerning Estates Tayle, and Descents of In-
hentants.

B. adj. Inheriting. (In qnot. perh. an error for

inherent^
1608 BRETON Diuiite Consid. B iv Graces, that essentiallydo oncly dwell, and are inheritant in the diuine nature.

t Inhe'ritory, a. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. : see

-DRY.] Descending to an inheritor; hereditary.
i6n SPEED That. Gt. Brit., Scotland i. n These

[Counties] are subdivided into Sherifdomes, stewardships
and bailiwickes, for the most part inheritory unto honour-
able families.

Inheritress l>he'ritres). [fern, of inluriter,
INHERITOR (see -ESS), which has displaced the
earlier inheritrice (see next).] A female inheritor

;

an heiress. (_Less technical than inheritrix^
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 852 A kinswoman of his

and cousin germain, an inheritresse. 1640 GLAPTHORNE
Wit in Constable u. Wks. 1874 I. 181, I was borne Free,
an inheritresse to an

ample fortune. 1846 TRENCH Mirac.
xx. (1862) 331 She is a 'daughter of Abraham' ;..an inheri-

tress, as some understand, of the faith of Abraham. 1855
MILMAN Lat.Chr. xni. x. VI. 233 Joanna II, the inheritress
of the name, the throne, the licentiousness, the misfor-
tunes of Joanna I. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Manilla I. 4 Mar-
cella

Boyce. .inheritress of one of the most ancient names in

England.
I Inhe-ritrice. Obs. Also en-. [AFr. adap-

tation of next : see -TRICE.]
=

prec.
1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 3282 Of fyue myghty

kynges descended lynyally A prynces an enherytryce. 1547
J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes H vj a, He ought of right to

mary our Princesse, thinheritrice of y crown of Scotlande.
1607 COWELI. Inlerpr. s.v. Dower, If she be an inheretrice,
her husband holdeth the land but during her life. 01672
WREN in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 232 Whom he married to

inheritrices, and into the greatest families of the Kingdom.
Inheritrix (inhe-ritriks). Also 6-7 cnheri-

trix, 7 enheretrixe, 7-8 inheretrix. [Latinized
fern, of INHERITOR, after L. feminines in -trix: cf.

HERITRIX. (Its L. type would \x*inhereditalrix.)]
=

prec. (The form in technical use.)
[a 1481 LITTLETON Inst. (ed. Houard) 4 (Godef.) Feme en-

heritrix de terre en fee simple. Ibid. 24 (ibid.J Quecunque
que serra inheritrix per force d'un done.] 1531 Dial, on
Laws Eng. G ij a, One that is an enherytrix of the
landes entayled. a 1586 SIDNEY Astr. 4- Stella,

' While
fauorfed my hope' iv, The proofe of Beauties worth, th'

enheritrix of fame. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Num. xxxvi. comm.,
In case, an enheretrixe did marrie a man of an other tribe.

ij[9i Gentl. Mag-. LXI. u. 924 Both their wives were inhere-
trixes. 1871 MRS. OLIPHANT Mim. Montalambert II. xix.



INHESION. 295 INHOC.

373 One of his daughters, the inheritrix of much of her

father's talent.

Inhesion (inhrgan). Also 7-8 inhsesiou.
'

[ad. lateL. inhsesion-em, n. of action from iniixrHre

to INHERE ;
cf. adhesion, cohesion^ The action or

fact of inhering, esp. as a quality or attribute
;

in-

herence. Subject of inhesion, that in which a

quality or attribute inheres.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 65 The terms of satisfaction

in Christ, of acceptation in the Father, of imputation to us,

or inhesion in us, are all pious and religious phrases. 1666

BOYLE Orig. Formes q- Qua!. Wks. 1772 III. 17 The
nature of a substance consisting in this, that it can subsist

of itself without being in any thing else, as in a subject of

inhesion. 1773 REID Aristotle's Lop. i. 3 (1788) 8 A dis-

tinction between a subject of predication and a subject of in-

hesion. 1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol. vii. 289 The difference

made in formal logic between predication and inhesion in a

proposition.

t Inlie'Sive, & Obs. rare. [f.
L. inhtes-, ppl.

stem of in/iserere to INHEBE + -IVE ; cf. adhesive.]

Having the quality of inhering ;
inherent.

1639 F. ROBARTS God's Holy Ho.\u\. 58 Inhaesive holinesse

is that seasoning and gratious constitution, where with the

heart and conscience is inwardly so qualified, by the holy
Ghost as disposeth it wholy to the will, honour and glory of

almighty God.

Hence f Inhe'sively adv. Obs., inherently. (In

qnot. 1600, used in a burlesque upon technical

terminology.)
c 1600 Timon iv. iii, Either aptitudinally

and catachres-

tically, or perpendicularly and inhassiuely. 1649 FULLER

Just Man's Funeral 3 Righteous inhesively, having many
heavenly graces. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace \. 14 The
righteousness of Christ . . is inhesively in Him, communi-

catively it becomes ours.

t Inheyne, v. Ol>s. [f.
IN- 2 (= EN-) + heyne,

HAIN .2 (Cf. en-large.}} trans. To heighten.
c 1475 Crabhouse Reg. (1889) 61 She repared the bakhouse

an inheyned it.

Illlliate (i'nh9i|
!

t), v. [f. ppl. stem of L. ?"-

hidre to gape at or for, f. in- (IN-
2
) + hiare : see

HIATE.] intr. To gape, to open the mouth wide.

1543 BECON Policy War in Early Wks. (Parker Soc.) 253
How like gaping wolves do many of them initiate and gape
after wicked mammon. 1623 COCKERAM n, To Gape or

yawne, initiate.
_ 1873 W. CORY Lett. % Jrnls. (1897) 307

The crowd were initiating and gabbling over the water.

t InMa'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. inhia-

tidn-em, n. of action from inhiare : see prec. Cf.

It. inhiatione (Florio).] The act of gaping after,

or desiring greedily.
1620 BP. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy i. 4 Who was hee that

. . said
'

Marriage was a loosing the reynes to luxury, an
inhi.it ion after obscene lusts

'

t a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 49
A thirst and inhiation after the next life.

Inhibit (inhi-bit), v. Forms : 5-6 inhybyte,

(6 inibbit), 6- inhibit. Pa. pple. inhibited ;

also 5-6 inhibit(e. [f. L. inhibit-, ppl. stem of

in/Mere to hold in, restrain, hinder, prevent, f. in-

(lN-2) + habere to hold. Cf. OF. inhibir (later

inhiber), Sp. inhibir, It. inibirc (Plorio inhibirt) .]

1. trans. To forbid, prohibit, interdict (a person) :

esp. as a term of Ecclesiastical Law or practice.

T a. to do something. Also, rarely, with that.

(Sometimes with negative in the subord. clause.)

1460 CAPGRAVE Citron. 164 In the same time were the

Jewis inhibite, that thei schul no more lend no silver to

no Christen man. 1533 BF.LLENDEN Livy v. (1822) 397 The
maisteris inhibitis the servandis to have ony cumpany with

uncouth men. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Citron. III. 1215/2
Strictlie inhibiting them, that not one of them should once

on paine of death looke ouer the wals or rampires. 1600

HOLLAND Livy XLII. xxv. ri2g By expresse words he was
inhibited to beare armes without his own frontiers, a 1670
HACKET Abp. Williams n. (1692) 157 By the same Canon
law that forbids clergymen to^ sentence, they .. are more

strictly inhibited to give no testimony in causes of blood.

b. from doing something ; ^from a thing.
c 1540 Pilgr. T. 424 in Thynne's Animadv. (1865) App._i.

89 Thes be the prophesys that we shold trust vnto, & not in

false lyes that we be inhibyt fro. 1655 FULLER CA. Hist.

HI. iii. 5 The said Peckam inhibited all from selling

victuals to him or his family. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 502
Anselm..had inhibited by letters all the bishops of England
from assisting at his consecration. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones Wks. 1775 II. 238 Partridge was inhibited from that

topic which would at first have suggested itself. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 499 A clause was .. inserted

which inhibited the Bank from advancing money to the

Crown without authority from Parliament. 1873 SIR R-
PHILLIMORE Eccl. Lam II. 1345 In the Bishops triennial, as

also in regal and metropolitical, visitations, all inferior juris-

dictions respectively are inhibited from exercising jurisdic-

tion, during such visitation.

f c. To forbid a person a thing. Obs.

1599 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 108 They .. inhibite

their partie the reading of Protestant-bookes, and repaire to

their Churches. 1641 Vind. Smectymnuus xv. 189 Wicked
or scandalous livers among them, who were to be inhibited

their assemblies, a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 13
A Statute . . which did inhibit our men other Traffick to-

wards Denmark and Iseland.

d. without const. : esp. to forbid (an ecclesiastic)

to exercise clerical functions.

1531 LATIMER Scrm. # Rent. (Parker Soc.) 324 He did

never inhibit me in my life. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i.

6 The minister here onely inhibited directly. 1633 BP. HALL
Hard Texts, N. T. 62 Forbid them not ;

there is no reason

to inhibit them that are well affected to us. 1867 Morning

Star 19 Sept. 3 Let him [the Archbishop of Canterbury]
inhibit the bishop.

2. To forbid, prohibit (a thing, action, or prac-

tice). Now rare.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 596 Whan y l wepyn was in-

hybyted theym, then they toke stonys and plummettes of
lede. 1555 R. TAYLOR in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 175
By S. Paules doctrine, it is the doctrine of deuilles to in-

hibite matrimony. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 225
The Inquisitors have inhibited and taken from them all

bookes written on that Theame. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergpn 135
By the novel Constitutions, Burial may not be inhibited or

deny'd to any one. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III.

xxxvii. 175 She published a proclamation, by which she
inhibited all preaching without a special license. 1821
LAMB Elia Ser. I. My first Play, At school all play-going
was inhibited.

t b. with the object expressed by a clause or in-

finitive phrase (sometimes negative). Obs.

1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates i. Wks. 1888 I. 4 The godlye
wysedome of thi Maiestie hes be ane edict inhibit ony
questioun. .to be mouit in this action. 1577787 HOLINSHED
Chron. III. 1184/1 Another proclamation .. inhibiting, that

from thensefoorth no plaies nor interludes should be exer-

cised, till Alhallowes tide. 1612 BREREWOOD Lang. <$ Relig.
xi. 103 Philosophy. . is inhibited to be taught in their uni-

versities. 1632 LITHGOW Tratv, IV. 149 The Turkes .. have
inhibited that any Christian shall come neare to it.

3. To restrain, check, hinder, prevent, stop, f Also

with inf. compl. (obs.}.

1533 COVERDALE Ezra v. 5 They were not inhibyte, tyll

the matter was brought before Darius, and tyll there came
a wrytinge therof agayne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. n The
Planets, .are both inhibited by the . . Trine aspect of the

j
sun, to hold on a straight and direct course. 1650 BUL-

I

WER A nthropomet. 47 Coldnesse constipating the pores of

the skin, whence the regresse of vapours is inhibited. 1691
RAY Creation n. (1692) 131 That external Sphincter inhibits

a too great dilatation of the Gullet. 1816 T. L. PEACOCK

Headlong Hall ii, The use of animal food retards, though
it cannot materially inhibit, the perfectibility of the species.

1876 FOSTER Phys. I. iii. (i879)_i2o The reflex actions of

the spinal cord may, by appropriate means, be inhibited.

Hence Inhabited ppl. a. Inhrbiting vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

1601 SHAKS. All's Well I. i. 157 Selfe-Ioue, which is the

most inhibited sinne in the Cannon. 1607 HIKRON Wks. I.

327 Touching . . the inhibiting or forbidding part, the sub-

stance of it is contained in this clause,
'
let not sinne reigne

in your mortall body'. 1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 76
There are two other kinds of inhibiting. 1823 SCOTT
Pe"i'eril x, The Dobby's Walk was within the inhibited

domains of the hall. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot.
4_46/i

Personal creditors, .will be entirely excluded in competition
with the inhibiting creditor.

Iiihrbiter. rare. [f.
INHIBIT z<. + -ER 1

.]
One

who inhibits; =!NHIBITOB.
1611 FLORIO, Inhibitore, an inhibiter, a forbidder. 1846

Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 81/2 If the inhibition [in Sc. Law] be

followed by proceedings to attach the estate at the instance

of the other creditors, the inhibiter has a preference over

them if the debts have been incurred subsequently to the

inhibition.

Inhibition (inhibijan). Also 4-5 -oion(e, 5

ynib-, 5-6 inib-. [a. OF. inibicion (13-14111 c.

in Littre Suppl.), later inhib-, ad. rare L. inhibi-

tion-em, n. of action f. inhibere to INHIBIT.]
1. The action of inhibiting or forbidding ; a pro-

hibition (with reference to some act expressed or

implied), esp. one formally issued by a person or

! body possessed of civil or ecclesiastical authority.

CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Agatha 188 pane gert he put hire

in presone, & mad strat Inhibicione, bat na man access suld

hafe. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 289 Robert be

archebisshop hadde purchased an inhibicioun of |>e pope bat

no clerk schulde reward be kyng of holy chirche goodes.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 274/2 He sayd that he ought not to

be ordeyned the bisshop lyuyng..& wrote for thynibycion
of the general counceylle. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis x. i. 22

Quhat maner discord be this at we se, Expres agane our

i inhibitioun ? 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 48 The natiue

king made streit inhibition to all his suhiectes, that none

shuld adhere to this traitor. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies

(1665) 165 How ancient the Usage of Divining by such petty
occasions was, may appear from that inhibition . .

' Ye shall

not use any Divinations'. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 612

Those extreme measures .. which he had hitherto been re-

strained from taking by the Pope's inhibition. 1837 FOSTER

in Life >t Corr. (1846) II. 313 Medical inhibition to be out

in the night-air. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commm. II. xxxvii. 43
It [a state legislature] maybe restrained by some inhibition

either in the federal Constitution, or in the Constitution of

its own State.

2. spec. fa. In Eng. Law, formerly,
= PROHIBI-

TION, b. In Eccles. Law, The order of an eccle-

siastical court, stopping proceedings in inferior

courts, e.g. the suspension of inferior jurisdictions

during the bishop's (or archbishop's) visitation (see

INHIBIT v. I b, quot. 1873) ; also, now esp., the

command of a bishop or ecclesiastical judge, that

a clergyman shall cease from exercising ministerial

duty. c. In Sc. Law, A writ prohibiting a person

from contracting a debt which may become a

burden on his heritable property; also, a writ

passing the Signet, obtained by a husband, to

prohibit the giving of credit to his wife ;
see also

quot. 1 86 1.

1532-3/1^24 Hen. VIII, c. 12 2 Any foreyne inhibitions,

appeales . . in anye wyse not with standynge. 1543 BALE
Yet a Course 19 b, The decrees and inhybycyons of my
lorde ordynarye of London. 1603 Constitutions Sf Canons

96-98. 1621 ist Bk. Discipl. Ch. Scot. 2 The Assemblie

ordaines, that Inhibition shall be made to all and sundry
persons, now Serving in the Ministery, who hath not entered

into their charges by the order, .appointed. 1641 Termes
iff la Ley, Inhibition, is a Writ to inhibite a Judge to pro-
ceed further in the cause depending before him. . . Inhibition

is most commonly a Writ issuing forth of a higher Court

Christian, to a lower and inferiour, upon an appeale. 1840
Act 3 ff 4 Viet. c. 86 14 It shall be lawful for the said

bishop at any time to revoke such inhibition. 1846 Penny
Cycl. Suppl. II. 81/2 The debt on which inhibition may
proceed must be founded on some obligatory written docu-

ment, or established by the decree of a court. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. LatuScot. 446/2 Inhibition againstaWife. IHd. 447/1
/nhilntion of Tithes is a writ . . by which the titular of teinds

is enabled to interrupt the possession of a tenant of the

teinds possessing by tacit relocation. 1873 SIR R. PHIL-
LIMORE Eccl. Law II. 1345 We find, in the time

^of
Arch-

bishop Winchelsey, a bishop prosecuted for exercising juris-

diction before the relaxation of the inhibition ; and in

Archbishop Tillptson's time, a bishop suspended, for acting
after the inhibition. 1881 Law Rep. 6 Queen's Bench
Div. 377 The judge issued an inhibition inhibiting the in-

cumbent from the performance of divine service and the

exercise of the cure of souls within the diocese for three

months.

3. The action of preventing, hindering, or check-

ing. Now esp. in Physiol. (see quot. 1883).
1621 BURTON A nat.

Me_l.
I. i. n. vii, This ligation of senses

proceeds from an inhibition of spirits, the way being stopped
j up by which they should come. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler

Ne. 79 F 7 It is said that no torture is equal to the inhibi-

tion of sleep, Ipng_
continued. 1883 L. BRUNTON in Natitre

i Mar. 419 By inhibition we mean the arrest of the functions

of a structure or organ, by the action upon it of another,
while its power to execute those functions is still retained,
and can be manifested as soon as the restraining power is

removed. 1887 Fortn, Rev. May 742 Inhibition in one
nervous sphere is often accompanied by dynamogeny in

another.

Inhibitive (inhi-bitiv), a. (sb.) rare. [f.
IN-

HIBIT v. + -IVE.] That serves or tends to inhibit ;

inhibitory. Also as sb., An inhibition.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Bnriall xvi, The Lords lawes are either

imperatiues of good or inhibitiues of ill. 1830 W. PHILLIPS

Ml. Sinai n. 544 The will inhibitive so late promulged.

Inhi'bitor. rare, [agent-n. in L. form f. IN-

HIBIT .; cf. med.L. inhibitor, It. inhibilore( Florio,

1611).] One who inhibits, spec, in Sc. Law, One
who takes out an inhibition : see INHIBITION 2 c.

1868 Act 31 $ 32 Viet. c. tor Sched. (PP), Notice of letters

of inhibition . . A . B. (insert designation of the inhibitor)

against C. D. 1886 Statem. Landlaivs by Comic. Inc. Lav
Soc. 25 The vendor would simply have to procure the consent

of the various inhibitors and persons entering caveats to their

removal.

Inhibitory (inhi-bitari), . Also 5 -ore. [ad.

med.L. inhibitori-vs (see INHIBIT v. and -CRT) ;

! in Caxton a. obs. F. inhibitoire (ijth c. in Godef.).]

1. Of the nature of an inhibition ; prohibitory.
1490 CAXTON Eticydfs xxii. 77 Her feble legacion, the

whiche he wold not graunt, by cause that the dyuyne com-

maundementis inhibytores . . were contrarie to the same.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. x. 39. 641 The Scots hauing
made their way in the Court of Rome, procured inhibitory

Letters from the Pope. 1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on.Relig.
61 Let therefore this inhibitory Statute against Bishops

/ind. 37 This Original Kignt ot tne Arcnoisnop, inmuiiury
jfour Liberty, .is the very Point in Question. 1823 LINGARD

\
Hist. Eng. VI. 231 That Clement., would soon be compelled

'

to issue an inhibitory breve, forbidding all archbishops or

bishops, courts or tribunals, to give judgment in the matri-

monial cause of Henry against Catharine. 1856 FROUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 417 An inhibitory mandate was a

natural consequence of the conference at Calais.

2. Physiol. That restrains, checks, or hinders

j

action. Inhibitory nerve, a nerve of which the

I

stimulation represses or diminishes action.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1870) I. 64 A system of

;

nerves which diminish action inhibitory nerves as they are

i called. 1882 Med. Temp. Jrnl. 07 The hypothesis that

alcohol narcotises the inhibitory' nerve of the heart. 1883
L. BRUNTON in Natitre i Mar. 420 Several authors have

pointed out the analogy between inhibitory phenomena in

the animal body and the effects of interference of waves

of light or sound.

tinhrdden, ///. a. Obs. [!N adv. n b.]

Hidden within.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulky Selv. 127 Motion . .by its inhidden

power, .brought on again to a kind of quickness.

flnhi-gh, v. Obs. rare-", [f. IN-
1 or 2 +

HIGH v. ;
cf. ENHIGH.] trans. To elevate.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 196/1 To lriheg\e,allei'are,attollere,..

exaltare, extol/ere.

Inhilde, variant of INHELDE v., Obs.

Inhir, Inhirly, obs. forms of INNER, INNERLY.

f Inhi've, v. Obs. rare-1
. [iN-lor

2
.]

trans.

To put into a hive ;
to HIVE.

161 1 COTGR., Enrucher, to inhiue, or put into a hiue. 1622

MABBE tr. Alemaris Guzman d'Alf. 1. 124 Suffer not these

busie Bees of Satan to put honie into them, nor there to

swarme and in-hiue themselues.

t Inhoc, -h.ok(e, ** Obs. rare. [Of obscure

formation. Known only in Lat. charters, where

it is also freq. latinized as inhoka, inhokium.

Kennett conjectures for hoc, hok, the sense of Du.

hoek (MDu. and MLG. MK)
'

corner, angle
'

; but

this is not otherwise evidenced in ME. If, how-

ever, the term inheche is etymologically related, the



INHOC.

second element is app. OE. htc 'hook', in same

sense.] A term applied in Middle English times

to a piece of land ^temporarily) inclosed from the

fallow and put under cultivation ;
an inclosure (of

this description).
See, ms lo the uw of the term, Vmogradofr 1 illainagi in

KHftaml 11892) 226-8, Kennelt Paroih. Antiq. Glos-iary

. v. KrnnH'< explanation is 'any corner or out-part of a

common field ploughed up and sowed (and sometimes fenced

ofli within thai year wherein the rest of the same field lay

fallow. It i-i now called.. in Oxfordshire a hitching. But

the notion of a conur or oiil-fart appears to have no other

Inundation than Kennett's conjectured derivation.

1114 .'ianim Stat. in Kennett far.A ntiq. (1818) Gloss, s. v.,

Idem canonicus habebit omnes fnictus terrz . . preter illud

inhok, uuod ad warettum pertinet. 1168 Useitey Keg. ibid.,

Obligavit se..auod nunquam de dicta pastura. .inhokam

faciet in prejudicium dicti abbatis. i8i /Hit. I. 419 Krater

Walierus.. fieri fecit quoddam inhoc in campo waretabili . .

per quod Fraler Willielraus dicebat se de communi pastura
ibidem disseisin, a 1300 Malmesbury Cart. (Rolls) II. 186.

[1(91 VINOGBADOFF / sllaixagi in Enf. zs8 A new species
of arable the manured plot under 'inhoc' came into use,

and disturbed the plain arrangement of the old-fashioned

three courses.]

Hence flnnokie v. (in L. form inhokare), to

inclose and put under crop (part of a fallow).
ii5-6 Gloucester Cart. (Rolls) III. 36 Et de predicto

campo possunt inhokari quolibet secundo anno 40 acre, et

valet inde commodum eo anno 10 solidos. 1301 in Reristr.

Motiast. de Winchtlcittuba (1892) 256 Permiserit inhokare.

Ibid., Nunquam alias [terras] inhokabunt.

flnho'gged,;^/. a. Obs.rare-". [In- 2.]
1611 FLORIO, Iitporcito, inhogged, inswined.

t Xnhold, v. Obs. [f. IN- 1 + HOLD v.}
1. trans. To hold within ; to contain, enclose.

1614 RALEIGH Hilt. World t. i. 7 This light, .which the
Sunne inholdeth and casteth forth. 16*8 FELTHAM Resolves
it. [l.J xxiii. 76, I haue knowne. .a merry face, inhold a dis-

contented soule. Ibid, xliii. 128 Who will cast away the
whole body of the Beast, because it inheld both guts and
ordure t

2. To hold in, keep in, retain.

17*6 . ERSKINE Semi. Wks. 1871 I. 185 Grace is not for

inholding but for outgiving.
3. inir. To contain oneself, refrain or keep/>w.
1655 FULLER Hist. Catnb. 149, I can hardly inhold from

inveighing on his memory.

t InhO'lder. 06s. [f. prec., or as prec.]
1. A tenant.

_
a 1599 SPENSER F. Q. vit. vii. 17 If ye please it [the world]

into parts divide, And every parts inholders to convent.

2. That which holds or contains.
1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 510 Which

words Pillar and Ground should not be taken for the Sup-
porter, Upholder or Foundation, nor Inholder of Truth.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk A> Selv. 148 To think of any other
. . way of making the body the souls inholder.

Inholder, obs. form of IKN-HOLDEB.
t Inhominious, a. Obs. rare 1

, [repr. in-

hommineust of the F. text, app. a distortion of

ignominieuse, as if from L. in- not + homin-tm
man : cf. ABHOMINAL.] ? Ignominious.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. G iv, She . . reputed it to be

down in opprobre and confusion, inhomynyouse and full of

despyte.

t InhO'nest, . Obs. [ad. L. inhontslus, f. in-

(lN-3) + honestus HONEST; in ME. prob. a. OE.
inhotteslt (Godef.).]
1. Dishonourable, disgraceful, shameful ;

inde-

cent, vile.

1340 Ayenb. 220 pe fole takinges and inhoneste ine zenne
of lecherie. 1431-50 tr. Higtien (Rolls) VII. 269 Spekynge
to that woman wordes inhoneste. 1510 WHITINTON ynlff.
(1527) 42 That whiche is inhonest to auoyde vtterly. 1534

Titllyes Offices n. (1540) 83 In that behalfe an inhonest

victorye folowed an honest cause. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabel-
houtrs Bk. Physicke 303/1 Haunting of strumpets, or
inhoneste Woemen.
2. Void of good manners

; ungentlemanly. rare.

'534 WHITINTON Tiillyes Offices I. 65 If any man be aboute
to pleade any cause, [and] Tie studyeth by the way or in

walkynge alone . . it mayc not be reprehended, but if he do
this same in bankettynge or at the taueme, he maye seme
inhonest (L. inhuman**] bycause he knoweth not tyme.
t Inho-nestate, v. Obs. ran - . [f. ppl. stem

of L. inhonestare, (. inhonestus : see prec.]
' To

shame, to dishonest' (Cockeram, 1623).
So f Inhoncsta-tion [late L. inhoneslatio],

' a

shaming or disgracing, a making dishonest
'

(Phil-
lips, 1658).
t Inhio-nestly, adv. Obs.

[f. INHONEST +
-LY *.] Dishonourably, shamefully, indecently,
discreditably.
i-UftAyent. 177 Me zenejeb wel ofte..be fole takingesand inhonesteliche. 1511 R. Fox in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n.

ill
*"u 'd sodenly rclinquyshe theme, I shuld unreson-

abely & inhonestly disapoynt many maters & persons."
'*!* ,

ox Hist- R
'S- " l8*6 ' I09 That "< wold

not do so foolishlie and inhonestlye, yea, so cruelly and un-
mercyfulhe to the realme of Scotland.

t Xnho-nesty. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. in-
HonestSI-em (Tertullian) : see INHONEST and
HWWT.] The quality of being 'inhonest';
also, that which is

'

inhonest', indecent, or filthy.

i?
Iy> 7'"F Tutlt "* Friexash. (Caxton, 1481) B iv,

1 herfor lete this now in friendship be conformed that we
re nothingn of his inhoneste. 1509 Bttrfh Ktc. Edinl-.

27 Sept. (Rec. boc.) 124 To lak . . of^ery rfescheour . . for

296

f
the clengeing of thair inhonestie and filth . . four pennies ilk

1

quarter.

Jnhonour, variant of KNHONOUR v. t
Obs.

f Inhoo'd, v. Obs. rare- . [IN-
2
.]

1611 FLORIO, Inscuffiare, to inquoife, to inhood.

tInh.OO'p, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IN- 1 or 2 +

HOOP sb. or v.~\ trans. To place or enclose in a

hoop, to surround with a hoop.
[1596 DAVIES Epigr. (N.), Cocking in hoopes.s now all the

play.] 1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. n. iii. 38 His Cocks do
winne the Battaile still of mine, When it is all to naught :

and his Quailes euer Beate mine (in hoopt) at odds.

tlnh.o*rn,z>. Obs.rare 13
. [IK-

2
.]

1611 FLORIO, Incornaret to home, to inhorne.

t Inhorta'tion. Obs. rare 1
, [n. of action

f. L. iithortari to incite.] Instigation.
1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 233 By the inhortacyon and

advertisment of achapieyne offmy lady.

Inhospitable (inhp'spitab'l), a. [a. OF. in-

hospitable (i5-i6th c. in Godef.) = It. inhospitabUe^
ad. med. or mod.L. inhospitSbilis (

= L. inhospi-
fait's}: see IN- 3 and HOSPITABLE.] Not hospitable.
1. Of persons, their actions, disposition, etc. :

Not disposed to welcome and entertain strangers ;

withholding hospitality
from guests or visitors.

jive him entertainment. 1671 MILTON Samson 989 Jael,

rvho, with inhospitable guile Smote Sisera sleeping, through
the temples nailed. lya? A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind.

I. iii. 22 The Coast is inhospitable as well as the People.
1800 As/at. Ann. Reg.> Misc. Tr. 172/2 But I assured him,
that, on account of his inhospitable treatment, he would
receive nothing from me. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. \. v.

What on earth could make you so inhospitable to your
Uncle's guest?

2. transf. Of a region, coast, etc. : Not affording
or offering shelter or entertainment.
1616 BULLOKAR, Inhospitable^ harbourles : not fit to enter-

taine one. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 183 Our
journey lay sometimes through inhospitable straits. 1667
MILTON P. L. xi. 306 All places else Inhospitable appear
and desolate. 1748 Ansons I'oy. i. vi. 57 We .. were now
proceeding to an hostile, or at best, a desart and inhospit-
able coast. 1873 HAMERTON Intcll. Life in. viii. (1875) 112
The gardeners of an inhospitable climate contend against
the natural sunshine of the south. 1880 GEIKIE Phys. Geog.
iv. 270 Its arid sandy surface stretches for leagues as an in-

hospitable desert.

Hence Inhospltabi-lity, Inho'spitablenesa,
the quality or character of being inhospitable.
1641 EVELYN Diary 27 Sept., We, impatient of the tyme

and inhospitablenesse of the place, sailed again. 1658
PHILLIPS, Inhospitality, or Inlwspitability. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exfi. xxxviii. (1856) 353 Never leaving this utter

destitution, this frigid inhospitableness. i88a-3 SCHAFK
Encycl. Reli%. Knowl. I. 122/1 [Arabia] occupies a very
isolated position, partly on account of the inhospitableness
of its coasts.

Inhospitably (inh|?'spitabli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY^.] In an inhospitable manner; without or

in contravention of hospitality.
1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 168 Of guests he makes them

slaves, Inhospitably. 174* FRANCIS Horace, Ef. \. xiv. (R.),
For what you call inhospitably drear, To me with beauty
and delight appear.

t Inho'Spital, a. Obs. [nd. L. inhospitalis^
f. in- (IN- 3) + hospitalis hospitable, HOSPITAL a.

Cf. OF. inhospital (Godef.).]
= INHOSPITABLE.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. v. 98 Or lonely Hermits cage
inhospitall. 1608-11 Epist. v. viii, Some inhospitall

sauages make fearful delusions by sorcerie vpon the shore,
to fright strangers from landing. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim-
age vir. xi. 595 They shewed themselves inhospitall and
treacherous. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. i. 27 There being no
Innes for entertainment throughout inhospitall Turkic.

1694 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables 296 Breach of Faith .. is the
most odious Inhospital and inhumane . . of moral offences.
a 1716 SOUTH Sertti. (1744) IX. iv. in By such an act of

inhospital barbarity, as before was unheard of.

Hence f Inho'spitally adv., inhospitably.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 482 A Hawke had beene

admitted . .which being whole, he inhospitally slew many of
these co-hospitall weaker Fowles, and was .. expelled this

Bird-Colledge.

t InhospitaliotlS, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [irreg. f.

L. inhospitali-s (see prec.) -V -ous.] Inhospitable.
x6ea WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. liii. 240 Inhospitalious,

Mutinous and Hypocrites the best.

Inhospitality (inh^pitse'Hti). [ad. L. inhos-

pttdlitas, f. inhospitalis inhospitable : see above
and -JTY. Perh. immed. through F. inhospitalitt

(1530 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality or practice
of being inhospitable ;

want of kindness in the

reception or entertainment of strangers or visitors.

1570^6 LAMBAKDE Perantb. Kent (1826) 323 Our natural!

inho.spitalitie and disdaine of straungers. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 513 The Seas beare also the names of . .

the Euxine by a contrarie appellation, for their mhos-

ritalitie.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. viii. (1701) 323/2

nhospitality is a vehement opinion, ,. that Guests ought to
be shunn'd. 1717 BERKELEY Jrn/. Tour Italy i June
Wks. 1871 IV. 557 Their inhospitality in refusing to lodge
us. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. viii. (1879) 156, I did not meet
with even one instance of rudeness or inhospitality. 1894
H. GARDRNER Unojf. Patriot 122 It was here .. that he
learned the inhospitality of the free states to the freed

negroes.

INHUMANE.

f Inhou-se, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IN- 1 +

sb. or .] trans. To house.

1595 MARKHAM Sir R. Grinyite (Arb.) 51 And there in- .

housed with their mother Night, All foure deuise, how
heauen and earth to spight.

f Inhou'sehold, v. Obs. rare . [!N-
1
.]

trans. To domesticate.
1611 FLORIO, Infanrigliarsi, to become familiar or to in-

houshould himselfe.

Inhuman (inhiK'man),*?. (sb.} Forms: 5 in-

humayn, 6-7 inhumane, -aine, 7- inhuman.

[ad. L. fft/iriman-Wj f. in- (lN-3) + hnmamts
HUMAN. In earliest examples app. after F. ift~

humairty -aine (J5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).
The stress was originally, as in F., on the final syllable,

but by the close of the i6th c. metrical evidence shows the
distinction of inhn'nian and inlmmn'tie in verse, though
without apparent distinction of meaning. The prose pro-
nunciation was then probably inhii'man, but the spelling
inhumane was almost invariable till after 1700 (cf. HUMAN,
HUMANE). After the spelling inhuman came in, the spelling
and pronunciation inhmna'ne became app. very rare. Bailey
(after 1730), Johnson, and other iSth c. dictionaries which

distinguish hu'tnan and trunta'ne in pronunciation and sense,

recognize for the negative only inftn'man, and Todd 1818

appears not to have known inkuma'ne^ for he says
' There

is now no distinction observed between inhuman and in-

humane '

formerly it was inhumane with the accent on the
last syllable'. Ash 1775 distinguishes 'Inhit'rnan, bar-

barous, cruel, void of compassion ', and
'

Inhuma'ne^ void of

tenderness, unkind (But not much used) '. The second

entry may refer only to the i7th c. word. None of the

igth c. dictionaries, until quite recently, record inhumane
(exc. as an obsolete form of inhuman). It may therefore

be concluded that inhumane in current use has been formed
afresh on humane^ in order to provide an exact negative to

the latter, and thus a word of milder meaning than inhuman.
(In treating the two words, we place under INHUMAN all

quots. bef. 1600 however spelt, all i7th c. metrical quots.
which show the stress on An' t and all i7th c. or later ex-

amples spelt inhuman.)]
1. Of persons : Not having the qualities proper

or natural to a human being ; esp. destitute of

natural kindness or pity ; brutal, unfeeling, cruel.

Alsoj^f. of things.
1481 CAXTON Godefroy ccvii. 303 That Inhumayn baylly,

whiche was ful of cruelte and of pryde, louyd not the Cristen

men. 1548 W. PATTEN Exped. Scott. Pref. b v b, Ye woold
neuer shew your selues inhumaine and ingrate towardes

hym. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. ii. 178 Her spotlesse Chastity,
Inhumaine Traytors, you constrain'd and for'st. 1613-16 W.
BROWNE Brit. Past. 11. i. Biij, What wretch inhumane? or

what wilder blood . . Could leaue her so disconsolate? 1697
DRYDEN Virg, Past. vm. 67 Love lent the Sword; the

Mother struck the Blow; Inhuman she ; but more inhuman
thou. Georg. it. 788 E'er sounding Hammers forg'd th'

inhumane Sword. 1715 POPE Ody&s, vii. 247 We impart To

you, the thoughts of no inhuman heart. 1755 Man ii. 4
Those who unman themselves, by debasing their nature .,

we shall call by the name of inhuman. 1868 Morn. Star
25 Feb., The inhuman mother has been taken into custody.

"b. Of actions, conduct, etc. : Brutal, savage,

barbarous, cruel.

(1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAywon i. 45 To this inhumayn
occysion was come themperoure Charlemayn. 1548 HALL
Chron.) Hen. V/II 90 b, His poore subjectes came
with lamentacions and cryes shewyng his grace of the

crueltie of the Frenchemen and of their inhumaine dealyng
with them. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (16141 844 Loathing
this inhumane feasting with humane flesh. 1641 in Claren-

don Hist. Reb. iv. 105 The most Barbarous and Inhumane
Cruelties. 1739 THROP Let. to Swift 10 Dec., S.'s Lett. 1768
IV. 233 The cruel and inhuman behaviour of that monster.

1840 THIRLWALL GreeceV\\. 301 Appllonides ..set fire to

the building : the Five Hundred perished in the flames ..

The conduct of Apollonides seems to us inhuman. 1884
PAE Eustace 57 Recall the inhuman words, and let us forget
that they were uttered.

2. Not pertaining to or in accordance with what
is human, in form, nature, intelligence, etc. ; not

of the ordinary human type.
1568 TILNEY Disc. Mariage A vij b, What thing is more

inhumane, than for man to contemne that as profane which
the eternall hathhalowed? 1613 PURCHAS Pilgritage(i6irt
900 Of Scales and Sea-monsters, or other more unnaturall
and monstrous inhumane shape. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi.

511 Can thus Th' Image of God in man..Tosuch unsightly
sufferings be debas't Under inhuman pains? 1838 D. JER-
ROLD Men of CAar., J. Applejohn xvii, The human and in-

human wonders painted thrice the size of life. 186* W. W.
STORY Roia di R. vii. (1864) 131 There is a great deal of
human nature in mankind, wherever you go, except in Paris,

perhaps, where Nature is rather inhuman and artificial.

f B. as sb. A brutal person. Obs. rare.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. x. 30, I had been six and

thirty days thus abandoned by these Inhumanes. 1709
MRS. MANLEY Seer. Mem. (1736) IV. 158 If

your Highness
will not rank yourself on the side of those Inhumans. 1755
Man xvi. 5 We. . will treat all their despisers as inhumans.

Inhumane (inhim'*n), a. Also 7 -aine.

[ad. L. inhftmdn-us : see prec. In later use f. IN- 3

+ HUMANE : see note under INHUMAN.]
fl. INHUMAN i. Obs.

(Here are included i?th c. metrical examples which show
the stress on a'nt, and i8th c. prose instances with the

spel-
ling tnAumanf, after inhuman had become the prevalent

spelling. But these latter may possibly have been pro-
nounced inhu'man %

and be only archaic retentions of the

i7th c. spelling.)
1599 MARSTON Sco. ViManit i. ii. 176 That rude law is

tome, And disannuld, as too too inhumane, That Lords ore

pesants should such service straine. 1617 SIR W. MvRF.Afisc.

Poems^xxi. 76 Broyls inhumaine devyding humane harts. 1710
HEARNR Collect. III. 30 He was so inhumane to Mrs. Bull



INHUMANELY.
..whom ne married that it shorten'd her days. I76CAVAL-
LIER Mem. in. 180 The Desolation was so great, that the
most inhumane Heart would be moved thereat. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. I. in. 231 He rejected with indig-
nation the idea that any race of men was born to servitude,
as irreligious and inhumane.

f2. Uncivilized, uncultured, impolite: cf. HU-
MANE a, 2, INHUMANITY 2. 06s.
a 1680 BUTLER Rum. (1759) I. 125 There's nothing so

absurd, or vain, Or barbarous, or inhumane, Hut if it lay
the least Pretence To Piety and Godliness . . Does sacred
instantly commence.
3. Not humane ; destitute of compassion for

misery or suffering in men or animals.
i8a2 E. PARKER in Dowden Shelley II. 487 He would be.

come as humane as he is now inhumane. 1851 LONGF. in

Life (1891) II. 212 He is to serve up a 'crimped cod'
a most inhumane dish.

Hence Inhumanely adv., fa. = INHUMANLY
(obs.) ; b. Not humanely, without compassion for

suffering (but not with active cruelty).
1598 MARSTON Pygmal. n. 144 No lew, no Turke, would

vse a Christian So inhumanely as this Puritan. 1684 GOOD-
MAN Wint. Even. Con/. HI. (1720) 317 (T.) Whatsoever
pretends to be a divine law, and can be made appear to be
inhumanely rigorous . . is either no law of his, or at the
least is not rightly interpreted.

Inhumanity (inhime-mti). [a. F. inhu-
manitt (14111 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. L. inhit-

manilat-em, n. of quality f. inhiemanus INHUMAN.]
1. The quality of being inhuman or inhumane

;

want of human feeling and compassion ; brutality,
barbarous cruelty.

liffinge .. and that I lette[thee] be taken awaie to. .deathe.

'594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 313 Hardnesse, in-

humanitie, crueltie, and all kinde of barbarousnesse. 1675
COCKKR Morals 55 T' insult, or exult over Misery, Shews
baseness mixt with inhumanity. 1785 BURNS Man ivas
intule to mount vii, Man's inhumanity to Man Makes
countless thousands mourn ! 1838 J. MARTIN Kern., Serin.
v. 134 Inhumanity to any animal, .is manifestly inconsistent
with the great law. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's
Dan. I. 17 'And you would see a fellow creature perish',
cried Haggard, horrified at this inhumanity.

b. With an and //. An instance of this
;
an

inhuman or cruel deed.

1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 15 What an Inhumanity it is, to

deprive parents of that comfort. 1656 EARL MONM. AJvt.
fr. Parnass. 332 All the inhumanities whereinto we have
most imprudently hurryed you. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. VI. 550 Despots are not always obeyed when they
command inhumanities. 1893 DK. ARGYLL Unseen Found.
Society vii. 217 The grosser inhumanities of the past.

f 2. Want of the politeness or courtesy proper to

civilized men. (Cf. HUMANITY 3 a.) Obs.

"557 F. SEAGER Sch. Virtue 155 in Kabces Bk. 359 Thy
felowes salute In token of loue, Lest of inhumanine they
shall thee reproue. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 523 It
were inhumanitie in us, not to acknowledge a beholding-
nesse to them. 1648 Eikan Bas. vii. (1824) 48 The rudenesse
of those who must make up their want of justice, with in-

humanity, and impudence.

Iiiluymaiiize,
' rare. [f. INHUMAN + -IZE.]

trans. To render inhuman, to make cruel.

1871 Standard 5 Jan., Every day brings fresh proofs of
the inhumanising effects of war.

t Inhn'manlike, adv. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

IN-
HUMAN + -LIKE.]

= next.

'595 Blanchardynv, Bjb, The man that so inhumainlike
had left him in this distresse.

Inhumanly (inhi;7'manli), adv. Forms: see

INHUMAN, [f. INHUMAN + -LY 2
.]

In an inhuman
manner; barbarously, cruelly.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon \. 54 The false enterpryse

of Charlemayne . . shalle this daye make me Inhumaynly
for to deye. 1386 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 32
Having so ingratefully, nay rather inhumanely dealt with
me. 1638 COW-LEY Love's Riddle v. i, I asked her who had
used her so inhumanely : She answered, Turkish Pyrates.
1667 MILTON I'. L. XI. 677 What are these, .who thus deal
Death Inhumanly to men? 1683 Loud. Gas. No. 1878/2
That Horrid and Inhumanly-bloody-designed Villany. 1781
GIBBON Decl. <$ f. xxx. (1869) II. 156 Many thousand
Christians were inhumanly massacred. 1863 Dublin Even.
Mail 4 Dec. 4/3 To see . . the negro race inhumanly treated.

Inhrrmauness. rare. Forms: see INHUMAN.
[f. as prec. + -NESS.] = INHUMANITY.
1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 498 The inhumanenesse of those

Syrian Kings. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1895 Times 3 Jan.
4/4 With grim inhumanness.

Inhnmate (inhitt-me't, i-nhiz/m^t), v. rare.

[f.
1.. inhumat-, ppl. stem of inhumare to INHUME.]

trans. To inhume, bury (lit. and_/ff.).
1612 WOODALL Surg. Male Wks. (1653) 2 5* To demonstrate,

what too long silence once did inhumate. 1633 HEYWOOD
Hierarch. ix. 570 Of bodies fifty, not inhumated. 1866

J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 204 Inhumated were most
but some were cast Unnoted upon pyres. 1871 BLACKIE
Four Phases i. 151 When he sees my body either burnt or
inhumated.

Inhumation (inhiwm^'-Jan). [n. of action f.

L. inhumare (see prec. and -ATION). Cf. F. in-

humation (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.); med.L.
had prob. *inhumdlio.~]
1. The action or practice of burying in the ground;

the fact or condition of being buried ; interment,
burial of the dead (in quot. 1665 of the living).

VOL. V.
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1636 BRATHWAIT Rom. Emp. 379 The manner of his death
and inhumation I read not of. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hy-
driot. i. 2 The soberest Nations have rested it two wayes,
of simple inhumation and burning. 1665 MANLEY Croiius'
Low C. Warres 18 Death, by the Sword, was threatned
unto Men, and to Women Inhumation, or Burial alive.

1760 BURN Eccl. Law (1767) I. 233 (Jod.) The place of in-
humation was without the walls. 1831 D. WILSON Preh.
Ann, (1863) I. iii. 73 Simple inhumation, is the most ancient
of all modes of disposing of the dead. 1880 DAWKINS
Early Man x. 367 Cremation, however, did not altogether
abolish the older practice of inhumation.
2. The burying of a thing under ground.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 65 Most plants,

though green above-ground, maintain their original white
below it . . Green, .[being] separable in many upon ligature
or inhumation. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 353 We must
conclude, that the origin of a large part of the covering of
Herculaneum was long subsequent to the first inhumation
of the place.

fig. l8i Black. Mag. XI. 442 We curse it [the revival
of letters], as the inhumation ofEuropean originality inworks
of genius for ever. 1814 JAS. MILL in Westm. Rev. I. 223
The opposition party had only begun to effect a resurrection
from that inhumation which it suffered from the aristo-
cratical terrors engendered by the French revolution.

t 3. An obsolete chemical process : see quots.
x6u WOODALL Surg. Male Wks. (1653) 272 Inhumation is

the setting of two pots (the head of the uppermost being
very well covered and luted, with his bottome boared full

of little pin-holes, and sure fastened to that which is under-
neath in the ground) and burying them with earth to a
certain depth, having a circular fire made for distillatory
transudation per descensittn. 1650 ASHMOLE Chym. Collect.
22 And therefore we distill them .. But we doe it sweetly
and with inhumation, lest the excessive Fire consume the
sought for subtilties.

Inhume (inhi;7 m), v. Also 8 enhurne. [ad.
L. inhumare (Pliny), f. in- (IN-

2
) + humus ground,

earth. Cf. F. inhttmer (1413 in Hatz.-Dnrm.).]
1. trans. To inter, bury (the dead) ; to lay in the

grave.
16x6 BULLOKAR Eng. Exp., Inhtunc, to bury, a 1626

MIDDLETON Mayor Queenboroitgh iv. ii, Here's a storm
Able to wake all of our name inhumed. 1715-80 POPE Iliad
xxi. 376 No hand his bones shall gather, or inhume. 1854
H. MILLER Sch. ff Schm. xvi. (1857) 369 Not a vestige ..

of their bodies occurred in the rocks or soils in which they
had been originally inhumed.
fie- l633 P. FLETCHER Purple hi. n. xxxviii, A whole
camps meat he in his gorge inhum'd. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara
(1719) 45, I will spare these wretches, and inhume my
intended Revenge, a 1845 HOOD Tivo Swans xviii, Sorrow
. . in gross husks of brutes eternally inhumed. 1873 E.
BRENNAN Witch of A'euii 63 While life and love are close
inhumed by death.

b. transf. Of the earth or tomb : To cover (the
dead). Also/^. 106s.
1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 77 Here ghosts

descend, whose bodies earth inhume. 1691 WOOD Ath.
Oxon. I. 576 Th' obscure recesses of this key-cold Tomb, Do
Stokeslies ashes, and remains inhume. 1773-83 HOOLE Orl.
Fur. xi. 242 He op'd his greedy throat that might enhume
A horse and horseman in its living tomb !

2. To bury (a thing) in the ground ;
to cover with

soil. Now rare.
i6zi G. SANDYS Ovid's Mel. vii. (1626) 130 Those in the

turn'd-vp furrowes he inhumes. 176^ GRAINGER Sugar Cane
I. 256 When best to dig, and when inhume the cane. 1830
LYELI. Princ. Geol. (1875) I. i. xiv. 316 By which the Cities
were inhumed.
Hence Inhirmed ppl. a., buried.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. n. Iii, This their inhumed

soules esteem'd their wealths. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig.
Pagan Idol. III. 351 He. .forces, by Runic incantation, the
inhumed prophetess to utterance.

Inhungre, obs. form of ENHUNGER v.

t Inhn'rled, pa. pple. Obs. rare- 1
. [!N adv.

II b.] Hurled or violently driven in.

1583 STANYHL-RST /Eneis i. (Arb.) 36 Would God your
captayn with sootherne blastpuf inhurled Heere made his
arriual.

Iniae (i nisek), a. Anat. [f. INI-ON + -AC. So F.

iniaque :Littre).] =!NIAL.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Iniad (i-nised), adv. Anat. [f. INI-ON + -ad: \

see DEXTRAII.] In a direction towards the inion.

1803 J. BARCLAY New A nat. Nomencl. 165. 1808 WALKER
J

in Med. Jrnl. XIX. 397 Movements, which are incoincident,
'

i.e. those which take place iniad and antiniad or backward
and forward.

Iiiial (i-nial), a. Anat. [f. INI-ON + -AL.] Of
or belonging to the inion.
1808 J. BARCLAY Muscular Motions ix. 471 The eye is

turned round, so as to describe . . a cone . . whose apex is

pointed to the inial aspect. 1814 J.
H. WISHART tr. Scarfas

Hernia p. xv, The aspect or position of those parts near the
corona are coronal, .and that of those next the inion, inial.

Iniamb, variant of ENJAMB v., Obs.

Inibbit, obs. form of INHIBIT v.

Iniciall, Inicion, obs. ff. INITIAL, INITION.

Inidoneity (inaidonfiti). rare- 1
. [lN-3;

perh. after a med. or mod.L. *iniddneitas^\ Want
of fitness

; unfitness.

1894 Ch. Times 19 Jan. 75 Townsend was pronounced [in
Oct. 1570] incapable of holding a living with cure of souls,
inasmuch as he was not a 'clerk

'

within the meaning of the

ecclesiastical, i. e. canon, law. He ought to be deprived for

inidoneity, and a fresh vacancy created.

Inidtvneous, a. rare-". [lN-3 : prob. after

a med.L. *inidoneus] Notidoneous; unfit.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossog> .

INIMICOUS.

fl'nigist, inighist. Ol>s. [ad. obs. F.

j

Iniguiste, Inigiste, ad. Sp. Iniguista, f. Inigo obs.
or arch, variant of Ignacio, Ignatius.] A follower

j

of Ignatius Loyola ;
a Jesuit.

1686 tr. Bonhonrs' Ignatius iv. 247 The People call'd them
Inigists from the Name of Inigo, which in Spanish signifies
Ignatius. 1741 tr. D'Argens' Chinese Lett. xii. 78 Andrew
du Val. .who was intirely devoted to the Inighists.

Inigma, obs. form of ENIGMA.
i Inima-ginable, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. in-

imaginabilis (Erasmus), f. in- (IN- 3 + imaginabilis
IMAGINABLE; cf. F. inimaginable (i6th c., Mon-
taigne).] Unimaginable.
. '533. tr- Erasmus' Coin. Crede Tvij b, God is as muche
innuminaUc as he is inymaginable and inuisible. 1603

The musick of them is inimaginable.

t Inimi, inimy, inymy, inemye, innamy,
obs. Sc. forms of ENEMY. (App. influenced by
L. inimicvs. Still so pronounced in Ireland.)
1413 IAS. I Kingis Q. xxiv, Off Inymyis takin and led

away We weren all. Ibid, clvi, The wyly fox, the wtdowis
Inemye. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems Ixxi. u Quhilk is grit
plessour to pur auld innamy. 1533 GAU Kic/it Vav 94 The
deuil . quhilk is our crwel inimi. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir
Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 78 Crete mercy schawin to His
inimeis.

f Ini-mic, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. inimic-us

unfriendly.] Adverse, harmful, inimical.

1696 LOCKE Let. to Clarke 18 May in Fox Bourne Life
(1876) II. xii. 307 To get off the remainder of my cough

\
before I venture into that inimic air.

Ini-micable, a. rare.
[f.

IN- 3 + AMICABLE,
after L. ininritus enemy, INIMICAL.] = INIMICAL.
1805 E. DE ACTON Nuns of Desert I. 118 Self-interest,

inimicable to the felicity of others. 1833 Blackw. Mag.
XXXIV. 236 Slavery is inimicable to the procreation of
children.

Inimical (ini-mika!
1

), a. [ad. late L. inimicdl-
is (Sidonius\ f. t'ntmicus unfriendly, hostile, an

enemy, f. in- (!N- >) + amtais friend : see -AL.]
1. Having the disposition or temper of an enemy;

unfriendly, hostile. Const, to.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) List Barbarous Words, Inimical,
having an enmity against. 1758 RICHARDSON Corr. (1804)
V. 189 Poor Dr. Clayton ! inimical man ! Persecutor to
his power ! 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. ii. 324A prince inimical to civil and religious liberty. 1794 Gouv.
MOKKIS in Sparks Life ff Writ. (1832) II. 395 Nine-tenths
of the nation are inimical to the government. 1844 LD.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xi. (1862) 158 Their ravages are
confined to hostile countries and inimical nations. 1847
LEWES Hist. Philos. (18671 I. 24 Equally inimical to demo-
cracy and tyranny. 1879 G- MACDONALD Sir Gibbie II. iii.

4 1
. 'J.he few _goats on the mountain were for a time very

inimical to him.
2. Adverse or injurious in tendency or influence

;

harmful, hurtful. Const, to,

1643 E- UDALL Serm. (:645> 18 The Papists . . slander the
doctrine of salvation by faith as inimicall to good works.

1683 TRYON Way to Health 185 [Ignorant persons] are

diligent to procure such things as are inimical and hurtful
to it [health]. 1783 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrall 3 July,
[To] fortify me against the winter, which has been, in modern
phrase, of late years very inimical to, Madam, Your [etc.].

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 111. 169 Practices inimical to
health. 1879 D. M. WALLACE A ustralas. xi. 226 Fresh water
is very inimical to coral.

Hence Inl'inically adv., in an inimical or hostile

manner
;
Ini micalness - next.

1651 CuLfEprER Astral. Judgem. Dis. (1658) 26 Accidental
inimicalness to Planets, is when they are in square or oppo-
sition, &c. the one to the other. Also Inimicalness must
needs be in the Signs. 1836 SMART, Inimically. 1851 SIR
F. PALGRAVE Nortn. ff Eng. I. 99 Danskermen were on
their part inimically estranged from their Roman kinsmen.

1872 M.COLLINS Pr. Claritc II. viii. 107 Josephine received
them not inimically.

Inimica-lity. [f. prec. + -ITY.] Unfriendli-

ness, enmity, hostility.

1797 J. BOUCHER Causes Ajner. Rev. vi. 243 A charge, by
which it was hoped the Author's inimicality to America
might have been proved. 1887

' T. GIFT *

(Mrs. Boulger)
Victims I, v. 116 The decided inimicality and resistance

showing through all his hostess's attempts at deprecation.

t Inimici-tial, a. Obs. rare~. [f. as next

+ -AL !.]
= INIMICAL.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

t Inimici'tious, a. Obs. Also 7 en-. See

also ENEMICITIOUS. [f. L. inimicitia unfriend-

liness, enmity + -ous.] Unfriendly, hostile, ad-

verse; = INIMICAL.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 8 The nocent and
inimicitious creatures., first the Wolfe, secondly the Leopard.
1660 R. COKE Power <r Snbj. 100 GynEecocraty is inimi-

citious to the law of Nature. 1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's
Theos. Philos. \ . i They become instantly inimicitious and
destructive. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxii, To drive
the gall . . from the gall-bladder, .of his Majesty's subjects,
with all the inimicitious passions which belong to them.

Hence f Inimici tionsly adv., inimically.
i66a J. SPARROW tr. Behme's Rem. Wks., ist Apol. Balth.

Tylcken i Venomously, spitefully, hatefully, murtheringly
and enimicitiously.

tlni'micous, a. Obs. [f. L. inimic-us un-

friendly + -ous.] = INIMICAL.

>597 [implied in INIMICOUSLY below]. 1657 w - Monies
Coena quasi Kou'ij Def. ix. 93 Those that pretend to be
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INIMICOUSLY.

inimicoiK 10 Episcopacy. '*74 HICKMAN Quinqnarl. Hist.

led a) s8 Not only averse to God, but also initnicous unto

Goil 1684 Ir flonrfs Merc. Comfit. VI. 195 A confusion

raised in the Hloud and Humours by some iniimo.us

Particles contained ill their mass. I77 S. Swn/i.i

/'met. Gard. 192 It is hard to digest, and inimicous to the

stomach. . . .

Hence t Inlmiconily adv., in an inimicous or

inimical manner. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chimrg. 38 b/i Fhey
have agitated most inimicously \>nttfr. inmiciously) this

disputatione, the one agaynst the other.

luimitability (.iniimitabi-liti). [f. next : see

-ITT. Cf. F. inimitabiliti (Littre;.] The quality

of being inimitable.

a 1711 NORRIS (J.\ According to the various modes of

inimitability or participation. 1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly

Mag. X. 320 Delille will question the inimitability of Vir-

gil, his lyric passages.

Inimitable (ini-mitab'l), a. (si.) [ad. L.

inimitabilis, (. in- (In-
3

) + imitabilis IMITABLB ;

cf. F. inimitable (I5~i6th c. in Godef. COOT//.).]

1. Incapable of being imitated; surpassing or

defying imitation
;
without compare ; peerless.

1531 ELYOT Go~.'. I. xxiii, For the natiue and inimitable

eloquence . . he semeth to put all other wryters of like

matters to silence, 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 922
His stile was thought to beplaine and easie, howbeit,

inimitable. i6oa URYDEN St. Euremont's Ess. 122 Such is

the Character of Scmpronia, in my Judgment inimitable.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 333 [It is] exquisitely per-

formed by the inimitable chemistry of nature. 1843 J.

MARTlHRAuGir. Lift (1867) 86 The inimitable beauties of

the lilies of the field. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel v. 191 We
have an inimitable portrait.

2. Not deserving of imitation; not to be imi-

tated, rare.

its partisans, who aid and abet their measures.

B. as sb. An inimitable person.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (181 1) IV. 274 All matters be-

twixt me and my fair inimitable.

Hence Ini-mitablene, inimitability.
1660 N. INGELO Bentivolio >r Urania i. (1682) on He prais'd

the inimilableness of bis Love, that would feed the bodies

of his Subjects with his own. 1871 RUSKIN For* Clav. I.

ii. 18 We . . need not now have been . . lecturing . . on the

inimitableness of the works of Fra Angelico.

Inimitably (ini-mitabli),ad'z>. [f.prec. +-LY
2
.]

In an inimitable manner ; in a way or to a degree
that cannot be imitated.
1660 N. INGELO Betttivolio 4- Urania it. (1682) 117 It is so

inimitably perfect. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. l. 29 All-know-

ing Architect, whose powerful Hand Inimitably fram'd the

starry Sky. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 113 Fine, inimit-

ably fine, is the texture of the web. 2874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library (1892) I. iii. 102 The language is inimitably clear

and pointed.

Ini'mitative, a. rare. [IN-
3
.]

= INIMITABLE.

1836 J. H. NEWMAN Lyra Apost. (1849) J6i The inimita-

live speech, Which throned thee world's queen.

flni-uiitie [a. F. inimitif\, obs. f. ENMITY.

1533 BELLENDKN Livy v. (1822) 414 But ony inimite or

mocipun of injuris. c 1570 Pride fy Lowl. (1841) 42 Though
on his side were parcialitie, That proved nejther of them
such anone, As therefore beare to him inimitie. 1641 J.
LANCTON in Lismore Papers Ser. it. (1888) V. 48 A man
quallified with greate inimitie and courage.

Inimy, var. of INIMI, Ol>s., enemy.
t Inindu'Strious, a. Oh. rare- 1

. [IN--I.]
The opposite of industrious ; unindnstrious.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. Ixxii. 728 This negligent and lazy

man, this in-industrious man.
In inflnitum : see Is Lot. prep.
Ining : see INNING.

t Ininve'Stigable, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad.

eccl.L. ininvesttgabilis (Tertnll.) : see IN- 3 and

INVESTIQABLE.] That cannot be investigated or
traced out.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 8 4. 203 O God of incompre-
hensible wisdome and ininuestigable prouidence.
Iniomous (ini^u-mas), a. Jclilh. [f. mod. I..

Iniomi, f. Gr. \vi-ov (see INION) + S>nos shoulder.]
Of or pertaining to the Iniomi, an order or sub-
order of physostomons osteous fishes, having the

scapular arch not connected with the sides of the

cranium, but either impinging upon the nuchal

region or else free.

1886 Science VII. 3743 (Cent) The characteristics and
families of iniomous fishes.

Inion 1
(i-ni,<fa). Anat. [a. Gr. Jww nape of the

neck.] A ridge of the occiput ; spec, the external

occipital protuberance.
[1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Inion, the occiput. Blancard

says it is the beginning of the spinal marrow : others say it

i* the back part of the neck.] 1814 [see INIAL). 1866
HUXLEY Prek. Kem. Caitlin. 120 The superior scale of the
occiput is full, rounded, and prominent ; the inion more
pronounced than usual in thu class of dolichocephalic
ukullj. 1878 HARTLEY tr. Tofinanfs Anthrof. n. ii. 234.
Inion *, dial, form of ONION.
Inioyn(e, obs. form of ENJOIN v.

t Ini-qne, a. Obs. [a. OF. inique (i4th c. in

uodef.), ad. L. iniquus unjust, etc. : see INUJOITY.]
Unjust; iniquitous.
1511 Bnuishaw', SI. Wtrbnrge jrd Ball., Geat me suche
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grace to voyde all synnes inique. 1518 in Unmet /fist.

Kef. II. 8a To do a thing inique or unjust. 1613 SHERLEY
/>./.-'. Persia 15 Giue peace to their inique passions. 1730
Ti LI. Horse-Hoing llnsb. (1713) 256 Their rash Practice,

and Judgment more rash and Inique.

t Inrauitable, . Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 3 + EQUIT-

ABLE, after iniquitous, iniquity, etc.] Unjust ;

iniquitous. (See also INEQUITABLE.) Hence t Ini'-

quitably adv., unjustly.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 401 He used to exaggerate

the monstrous impudence of counsel that insisted so in-

iquitably. Ibid. 421 Sensible of the prodigious injustice

and iniquitable torment, a 1734 Exam. n. v. 31 (17^0)
333 Whoever pretended to gainsay or resist an Act of Parlia-

ment, although . . it may be as iniquitable as any Action of a

single Person can be?

Iniquitous (ini-kwit3s\ a. [f. INIQHIT-Y +
-ous : cf. felicitous.] Characterized by or full of

iniquity ; grossly unjust or unrighteous ; wicked.

1716 SWIFT Gulliver iv. v, These . . precedents, they pro.
duce as authorities, .to justify the most iniquitous opinions.

1770 Junius Lett, xli. 215 note. These iniquitous prosecu-
tions cost. .six thousand pounds. 1819 SCOTT Demonol. vii.

202 The Parliament of Paris had declared the sentence il-

legal and the judges iniquitous. 1887 RUSKIN Prxtcrita
II. i. 27 There were many hints in the market about its

being iniquitous in price.

Iiii'quitously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In an

iniquitous manner ; with gross injustice ; wickedly.
1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 39 His grants

were from the aggregate and consolidated funds of judg-
ments iniquitously legal. 1796 MORSE A trier. Geog. II. 559
The East India Company have .. very iniquitously, em-
broiled themselves with the country powers. 1829 LYTTON
Disowned iv, The name you have so long iniquitously
borne.

Ini-quitousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being iniquitous ; wickedness.

1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent I. iv. 74 It needed an
organized agitation . . to make their acknowledgment of that

iniquitousness operative.

Iniquity (ini'kwiti). [a. OF. iniquite (Oxf.

Psalter, mh c.), ad. L. iniqttitas, n. of quality f.

iniquns uneven, unequal, unjust, wrong, wicked,
f. in- ( IN- 3) +aqmis equal, just, fair. Cf. EQUITY.]
1. The quality of being unrighteous, or (more

often) unrighteous action or conduct
; unrighteous-

ness, wickedness, sin
; sometimes, esp. in early use,

Wrongful or injurious action towards another, in-

fliction of wrong, injury ; in mod. use generally

connoting gross injustice or public wrong.
13. . K. Alis. 132 He thenkith to yeilde him his iniquite.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Bertholonteits 206 Sa sal bis tempil
clengit be Ofal fylth and Iniquite. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T.
82 Creon. .That lord is now of Thebes the Citee Fulfild of
Ire and of Iniquitee. 1485 CAXTON Cfias. Gt. 12 Agabondus
replenysshed of a! inyquyte put to dethe. .his broder. 1536
TINDALE Luke xiii. 27 Departe from me all ye workers off

iniquytie. 1554-9 Sengs $ Ball. (1860) 5 Hys ryghtyusnes
ys owr, owr inequyte ys hys. 1596 SPENSER F. O. v. i. 5 Till

the world from his perfection fell Into all filth and foule

iniquitie. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. II. xviii. 90 They that

have Soveraigne power, may commit Iniquity. 1777 WATSON
Philip II (1793) I. x. 391 The iniquity and unrelenting
cruelty exercised. iBsjPoLLOKCejtrsf T.\, I.eagues,though
holy termed . . made to under-prop Iniquity, and crush the
sacred truth.

b. //. Unrighteous acts or doings, sins ; wrong-
ful acts, injuries.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i In satisfaccoun and
recompence of myn Inyquytees

and fawtes before don. 1516
TINDALE Heb. viii. 12, I wilbe mercifull over their iniquyties.

1665 BOYLE Occas. ReJI. n. xi. (1848) 133 That this early
Death may argue the Measure of his Iniquities exceeding
great, a 1714 SHARP Wks. (1754) II. Serm. i. 7 When their

iniquities are at full, he will not fail to repay vengeance
into their bosom. 1804 W. TENNANT fnd. Recreat. (ed. 2)

II. 386 Removing the oppressions and iniquities of the
Oude government.

t 2. Want or violation of equity ; injustice, un-

fairness. Obs. exc. as implied in i .

1587 HARRISON England n. xviii. (1877) I. 301 In the

measuring of ten quarters,.. they lose one through the in-

iquitie of the bushell. 1651 HOBBES
(,'',-/. 4- Sac. iii. 29. 54

Actions may be so diversified by circumstances, and the

Ciyill Law, that what's done with equity at one time, is

guilty of iniquity at another. 1748 G. WHITE Sena. (MS.),
This is their Due, . . and therefore 'tis great Iniquity to repay
them in any other sort.

3. Sc. Law. (See quots.)
1757 ERSKINE Princ. Scot. Lam (ed. 2) I. ii. 20 A judge

is said to commit iniquity, when he either delays justice,
or pronounces sentence, in the exercise of his jurisdiction,

in that case said to have committed iniquity.
4. The name of a comic character or buffoon in

the old morality plays, also called the VICE, repre-

senting some particular vice, or vice in general.
1594 SHAKS - Kick. Ill, in. i. 82 Thus, like the formall Vice,

Iniquitie, I morallize two meanings in one word. 1616 B.
JONSON Devil an Ass i. i, Pug. And lend me but a Vice, to

carry with me.. Fraud, Or Covetousness, or lady Vanity
Or old Iniquity. Sat. I'll call him hither. Enter Iniquity.

b. As a name for the devil.

1899 Chamb. yrnl. II. 10/2 The evil toon the nine maidens
danced to the very toon that was played by Old Iniquity
hlsself.

t6. Unfavourableness, unfavourable or adverse
influence or operation. (A Latinism.) Obs.

INITIAL.

f 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. En$. Hist. (Camden) I. 11 Lest ..

throwghe the iniquitie of time, forgetfullnes shoulde in that

poinct prevayle. 1577 HARRISON Httgland n.
yi.

( 1877) 1. 160
The skilfull workeman dooth redeeme the iniquitie of that

element [water]. r6io HOLLAND Camden's Brit. l. 4 The
very stones. . have yeelded long agoe to the iniquitie of time.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Alliram. n. vii. i 3 (1622) 263 They all

were destroyed by the iniquitie of Fortune,

"t Ini quous, a. Obs. [f. I,, iniqti-ns (see prec. }

+ -ODS.] Unjust, unfair ; wicked, iniquitous.
1654 EMMOT North, Blast 2 A rabble of iniquous persons,

not worthy the Saints to interveen. 168* SIR T. BROWNE
Chr. Mor. ill. 12 Be not Stoically mistaken in the equality
of sins, nor commutatively iniquous in the valuation of

transgressions. 1711 SHAFTESB. C/wrac. (1737) II. t. ll. $ 3. 32
He cannot in himself be esteem'd iniquous, or unjust. 17x4
R. WELTON Subst. C/ir, faith 221 That iniquous power,
heretofore, attainted the Lord's Anointed.

Inirritability(iniTitabi-liti). [!N-S.] The

quality of not being irritable ; insusceptibility to

excitement.

1793 BEDDOES Scurvy 51 The inirritability of the muscular
fibres of the heart. 1817 KITCHINER Cook's Oracle (1822)

124 We must increase the stimulus of our aliment as the

inirritability of our system increases. 18*3 Dr. QUINCEY
Herder Wfcs. XIII. 120 That worst . .of all diseases, weari-
ness of daily life, inirritability of the nerves to the common
stimulants which life supplies, seized upon him.

Inirritable (ini-ritab'l), a. [!N- B.] Not ir-

ritable or susceptible of excitement ; devoid of irri-

, lability.
1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) I. 439, 1 suppose when the

j

stomach becomes inirritable, that there is at the same time
a deficiency of gastric acid. 1814 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II.

345 My skin is neither hardened by labour nor inirritable by
nature. 1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 434 In the

third, -variety the whole system appears to be not so much
rendered inirritable to stimulants, as to be suddenly ex-

hausted of its whole stock of nervous power.

Inirritant (inrritant), a. and sb.
[IN-

3
.]

a. adj. Not irritant; not producing irritation.

b. sb. An inirritant substance or drag.
1821-34 Good's Study Klcd. (ed. 4) II. 458 A nutritious but

inirritant regimen was prescribed. Ibid. IV. 231 Inirritants

and narcotics may be had recourse to with more advantage.

Ini rritative, a. 1 0/>s. [IN- 3.] Character-

ized by absence of irritation.

1796 A. DUNCAN Ann. Med. I. 214 Inirritative Fever..
Inirritative debility.

Inisle, variant of ENISLE v.

I-nibred, ME. pa. pple. of NITHEBW.
Initial (ini'Jal), a. and sb. Also 6 iniciall,

inytiall. [ad. 1,. initial-is, f. initi-um beginning :

see -AL. In some early instances ptrli. immed. a.

F. initial, inicial ( 1 3th c. in Godef. Comfl.).]
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to a beginning; existing at,

or constituting, the beginning of some action or

process ; existing at the outset ; primary ; some-
times= elementary, rndimentarj-.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 73 b, The iniciall feare,

that is to say, the feare of good begynners. 1534 WHITIN-
TON Tullyes Offices l. (1540) 4 There is . . a meane Offyce or

inytiall, also a perfyte Offyce. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Sci.

xiv. 95 Our initial age is . . capable of any impression from
the documents of our Teachers. 1665 EVELYN Diary (1827)
IV. 138 He is past many initial difficulties. 1789 BELSHAM
Eu. I. xii. 227 The initial paragraph of Dryden's well-

known poem. 1812 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 55 The
square of the initial velocity. 1833 HERSCHEL Astron. iv.

169 The vernal equinox being the initial point of longitudes.
1880 L. STEPHEN Pope ii. 58 Pope would seem to have been
almost in the initial stage of mental disease.

b. Math. Initial line : the line from which the

angle is reckoned in polar co-ordinates (see CO-
ORDINATE B. 2) ;

also called the axis.

1844 HYMERS Int. Calc. (ed. 3) 195 & the angle made by p
with the initial line.

c. Sot. Applied to cells from which a mass of

tissue is formed by successive division.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 40 The Initial

celt is not the Mother-cell of the stoma, but divides further,

once or several times in succession. Ibid. 108 This layer of

cells, which relatively to the cork-formation may be called

the initial layer, is the epidermis itself in certain cases of

normal development of Dicotyledons. 1885 GOODALE Pays.
Bot. (1892) 105 The cells from whicb these primordial layers
or masses of nascent tissues arise are known as initial cells.

2. Standing at the beginning of a word, para-

graph, or division of a book or writing, or of the

alphabet : as an initial letter.

In old manuscripts frequently, and in modern printing

occasionally, the initial letters at the heads of paragraphs or

sections are made large and more or less ornamental.

i6aa S. WARD Christ is All in All (1627) 9 The A and O
. . two Letters . . the principal!, initial], and finall of the Al-

phabet, a 1714 BURNET Hist. Re/, an. 1559 (R.) At the end
of every section, the initial letters of his name that had
translated it, were printed, as W. E. . . for Will. Exon. 1761-

71 H. WALPOLE Verttic's Anecd. Paint. (1786) II. 32 In the

initial letter are the portraits of the King sitting on the throne

delivering the patent to the Earl [etc.). 1845 GRAVES Rom.
Law in Encycl. Metnp. 781/1 The work has been usually
cited by numbers, not by initial words. 1859 GULLICK &
TIMES Paint. 101 Vasari intimates that the initial or large-

letter writing was a distinct occupation about 1350.

B. sb. fl- An initial stage or element (/some-

thing ;
a beginning. Obs.

01655 VINES L rifs Supp. (1677) 313 Unregenerate man
. . having no initials of true repentance. 1669 W. SIMPSON
Hvdrol. Chym. 81 A seminal or ideal disease, inserted into



INITIAL.

fb. An elementary book on some subject of

study. 06s.

1716 M. DAVIES At/ten. Brit. III. Crit. Hist. 2 Which ..

however pretended . . to be the easiest and most adapted
Initials, yet 'tis certain they are far surpass'd by our Oxford
Grammar.
2. An initial letter (see A. 2) ; esp. (in //.) the

initial letters of a person's name and surname.
1627 USSHER Lett. (1686) 383 There being but 22 of them

[letters] . . without any difference of Initials and Finals.

1735 E. CURLL in Pope's^ Lett. I. Suppl. 24 P. T. are not,
I dare say, the true Initials of your Name. 1829 LYTTON
Disowned v, Honest Folk., don t travel with their initials

only. 1858 M ASSON Milton I. 610 It has not his full name
appended to it, but only the initials

'

J. M.'

b. attrib. Relating to, or carried on by means
of, initials.

1735 E. CURLL in Pofe's Lett. I. Suppl. 24 An Initial Corre-

spondence betwixt E. C. and P. T., and betwixt A. P. and
c.

3. Mas. Each of the prescribed notes (usually
called absohite initials) on which a Plain-song
melody may begin in any given mode.
1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mas. 11.3 The choice

of the first note [of a Plain Chaunt Melody] is not left en-

tirely to the Composer's discretion. He can only begin
upon one of a series of .sounds, selected from the Regular
or Conceded Modulations of the Scale . . These sounds are
called Absolute Initials. Their number varies in different

Modes . . In the following Table, the letters enclosed in

brackets denote the more unusual Initials.

Initial (ini'Jal),z<. [f. prec. B. 2.] trans. To
mark or sign with initials; to put one's initials to

or upon. Hence Initialed (-ailed) ppl. a., Ini--

dialing (-ailing) vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1865 Daily Tel. 16 Nov. 7/6 They
were initialled by the magistrate. 1866 Pall Mall G. i Dec.

7 A clerk . . initialed it as evidence that the work had been

brought home. 1883 HALL CAINE Cobw. Crit. iii. 65 An
initialed note to an article in the Edinburgh. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 4 Oct. 4/1 The desirability of adopting the initial-

ling system. 1884 SIR E. E. KAY in Law Times Rep. LI.

315/1 The deletion was initialed in the margin with the
initials of the persons who signed the agreement.
Initialize (ini'Jabiz), v. rare. [f. as prec. +

-IZE.] a. intr. To use an initial or initials instead

of the full name. b. trans. To designate by an
initial or initials.

1833 T. HOOK Widow % Marquess i,
'

Mrs. F.' said Mr.

Smith, it was a way he had of initialising. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. L. 78 Nobody had successfully initialized,
until L. E. L. arose. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 June, Messrs.
B

, R ,
and J (I will only initialise them) are

already off on their yearly tour.

So (nonce-wds.) Inrtialism, the use of initials ;

a significative group of initial letters. Ini-tialist,

one who signs his initials instead of his full name.

1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 438 The blazotvloving herd of

dowagers, and the more modest herd of initialists are ac-

quitted with equal ease. 1899 R. THOMAS in -V
;
4- Q. gth

Ser. III. 103/1 In my ' Handbook* I give an initialism of
Mr. Watts's,

' P. P. C. R.'

Initially (ini-Jali), adv. [f.
INITIAL a. + -LY 2

.]

In relation to, or in the way of, a beginning ;
at the

beginning, at the outset, at first.

a 1628 PRESTON AVru Covt. (1634) 361 That upon which all

the promises hang initially, is nothing but beleeving. 1674
OWEN Holy Spirit (1693) 61 The Minds of Believers are

transformed initially into the Image of God. 1847 LEWES
Hist. Philos. (1857) Introd. 25 We shall find the difference

to lie initially [etc.]. 1869 R. A. PROCTOR in Eng. Mcch.

31 Dec. 372/2 A globe supposed initially at rest.

t Ini'tiament. 06s. rare ". [ad. L. initid-

meitta pi. initiation : cf. It. initiamenti ' the first

instructions in any kinde of religion, science, or

knowledge' (Florio, 1598}.] (See quots.)
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Initiaments, the first instructions in

any kind of Knowledge, Science, etc. 1775 ASH, Initia-

ment, a first principle in any art or science.

Initiant (ini-Jiant), a. and sb. rare. Also 8

erron. -ent. [ad. L. initiant-em, pr. pple. of

initiare to begin, INITIATE.]
A. adj. Beginning, incipient.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Itiifr. (1757) II. 46 Curing an

initient Bone Spavin, Ibid. 257 The mitient or beginning
Cataract.

B. sb. An instrument of initiation.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 9 Taborine, the trump that

hails thee, Cybele, thy initiant.

Initiary (ini-jtari), a. rare. [f. L. initi-um

beginning -t- -ABY.] Of or pertaining to a begin-

ning; initial; introductory.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4_)

III. 298 This disease)

did not proceed beyond these initlary steps. 1885 Book,
seller 5 Mar. 240/1 The '

Prologes
' to each book, and the

initiary one, '\V. T. to the Reader', are all duly inserted.

Initiate (W'jWt), v. [f. L. initial-, ppl. stem

of initiare to begin, initiate, f. initi-um beginning.
Cf. F. ittitier (i4th c. in Godef. Compl.).]
1. trans. To begin, commence, enter upon ; to

introduce, set going, give rise to, originate,
'
start

'

(a course of action, practice, etc.).

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Initiate, to begin, instruct,

or enter into. Jn SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. x. i. 44- "3"
They feared (for the present) to initiate their attempt.

299

(i 1674 CLAKENDON Life (1759) III. 554 Many secret Designs
only initiated then and not executed till long after. 1855 H.
SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. n. ii. 177 Feelings initiated
within the body, including appetites, pains [etc.]. 1872 YEATS
Growth Comm. 326 This king . . initiated a trade with S.
America. 1883 LELY Wharton's Lam-Lex. (ed. 7) 324 The
husband's title to the curtesy is initiated at the birth of
issue, and consummated at the death of his wife.

b. intr. To take its beginning, commence. '/ 06s.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortality i, The Grave. .Where,

end our Woes ; our Joyes initiate, a 1681 WHARTON Festiv.
<r Fasts Wks. (1683) 2 The Neomenije, or Feasts of New-
Moons, Celebrated the First day of every Month, initiating
with the New-Moons. 1841 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 73
While magnetism is thus progressive, some other force is

acting, and therefore it does not initiate.

2. trans. To admit (a person) with proper intro-

ductory rites or forms into some society or office,
or to knowledge of or participation in some prin-
ciples or observances, esp. of a secret or occult

character ; hence more generally, To introduce into

acquaintance with something, to instruct in the
elements of any subject or practice. Const, into,
in (f to].

1603 HOLLAND PlularcKs Mor. 1288 Those who are ini-

tiated and professed in this divine religion, a 1617 BAYNE
On Coloss. l. and ii. 168 To initiate and to enter men into
Christ, a. 1635 NAUNTON Fragrn. Reg. (Arb.) 40 My Lord of
Essex . . though initiated to Armes, and honoured by the
General in the Portugal expedition . . loved him not in sin-

cerity. 1683 DRYDEN Plutarch 41 Our author in his old age . .

initiated himself in the sacred rites of Delphos. 1704 HI.AKN-K
Duct. Hist. (1714) I. Pref. 3 In Initiating young Students,
nothing is more to be respected than Method. 1759 JOHNSON
Rasselas viii, At length my father resolved to initiate me in

commerce. 1853 LYTTON My Novel vm. xiii, The . . father
. .had him

frequently at his house initiated him betimes
into his own high-born society. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

I. 184 He is being initiated into the mysteries of the sophis-
tical ritual. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. Pref., To initiate young
people in the elements of Physical Science.

3. intr. a. To perform the first rite
; to take the

initiative, b. To undergo or receive initiation.

1725 POPE Odyss. ill. 564 The king himself initiates to the

power ; Scatters with quivering hand the sacred flour, And
the stream sprinkles. 1896 Daily News 16 June 6/3 Initia-

tion into the '

Mysteries
' was certainly a source of consola-

tion to many of the greatest spirits of the ancient world.

Cicero, who had initiated, said that they enabled man '
to

live happily and die with a fairer hope '.

Hence Initiating vbl. sb. = INITIATION (in quot.
at/rib.}
1750 WARBURTON Julian Wks. 1811 VIII. 59 note, He

descended into the initiating cave.

Initiate (ini-fi^t), ///. a. and sb. [ad. L. ini-

tiat-us, pa. pple. of initiare to INITIATE; also

treated as pa. pple. of the latter (las short for

initiated').']

A. ///. a. = INITIATED.
1. Admitted into some society, office, or posi-

tion
; instructed in some secret knowledge : see

INITIATE v. 2.

a 1610 HEALEY Theophrastus ^(1636) To Rdr., The Athe-
nians were .. initiate or matriculated into these orders.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xv. (1651) 135 We .. that
are initiate Divines. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. VI. 95 Initiate in
the secrets of the skies 1 1791 E. DARWIN Sot. Card. \. 89
With pointing finger guides the initiate youth. 1825 COLE-
RIDGE Aids Reft'. (1848) I. 204 The symbolic meaning was
left to be decyphered as before, and sacred to the initiate.

t b. transf. Pertaining to one newly initiated ;

of or belonging to a novice or unpractised person.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. iv. 143 My strange and self-abuse

Is the initiate feare, that wants hard vse.

2. Begun, commenced, introduced : see INITIATE
v. i. Tenant by the Curtesy initiate: see quot.

1767, and cf. INITIATE v. I (quot. 1883).
1767 BLACKSTONEO//. II. viii. 127 As soon, .as any child

was born, the father began to have a permanent interest in

the lands, .. and was called tenant by the curtesy initiate.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. in. vii. I. 467 This worship [of the

Virgin] already more than initiate, contributed .. to the
violence with which the Nestorian controversy was agitated.

B.J&
1. A person who has been initiated : see INITIATE

v. 2. Hence, A beginner, a novice.
zSil COLERIDGE Ess. Own Times (1850) 931 The merest

initiate in reasoning will reply. 1833 Frasers Mag. VIII.

204 When they see a respectable initiate losing his money.
1839 Ibid. XIX. 453 These alchemical initiates still hold
themselves singularly high. 1873 HALE In His Name viii.

73 The significance of which among the initiates he well

knew. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 12 Jan. 32/3 Sulla, Antony,
Cicero and his friend Atticus were initiates.

1 2. ? Something initiated or newly introduced :

see INITIATE v. i. Obs.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 106 Having many new initials

to advaunce that stood you in more stead.

Initiated (ini-Ji^ted), ppl. a. [f. prec. vb. +
-ED 1

.] 1. Commenced, originated.
1611 COTGR., Initie, initiated, entered into, begun in. 1619

Sin S. D'Ewts in Coll. Life Time Jas. I (1851) 77, I aug-
mented well the initiated poem. 1865 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct.

i There is no danger of an initiated attack on the part of

Austria.

2. That has been admitted into some society, or

to the knowledge of some occult teaching or observ-

ances; instructed in the elements of something.

(Often aisal. in //. sense ; rarely as sb. sing.)

INITIATIVE.

1656 [see INITIATIVE . 2). 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.
II. vii. 12 All that were, .fully initiated, might fully under-
stand them. 1673 True Worsh. God 55 To be held by all

newly Initiated Christians. 1751 Br. LAVINGTON Enthus.
Methodists (1754) II. 276 There shall not be an Initiator,
nor an Initiated, of the Sons or Daughters of Israel, a 1831
A. KNOX Rent. (1844) I. 60 Certain to be understood only by
the initiated. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 531 Removal
from home and instruction from initiated members.

Initiating (inrjVtirj), ///. a.
[f. as prec. +

-ING 2.] That initiates : see the verb.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 177 To initiate them by Christ's
initiating sign. 1751 lip. LAVINGTON Enthus. Methoiiiils
(1754) II. 276 After parting with their money to the initiat-

ing Priests. 1841 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 52 To com-

tion (ijth c. in Godef. Cow//.).] The action of

initiating, or fact of being initiated.

1. The action of beginning, entering upon, or

'starting' something; the fact of being begun;
beginning, commencement, origination.

is reign. 1842 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces 73 We must ever
refer them back to some antecedent force . . and therefore
the word initiation cannot in strictness apply. 1859 MILL
Liberty iii. (1865) 39 The initiation of all wise or noble
things, comes and must come from individuals ; generally at
first from some one individual. 1863 H. Cox Instit. I. vi.

43 Concerned in the initiation of Parliamentary measures.
2. Formal introduction by preliminary instruction

or initial ceremony into some position, office, or

society, or to knowledge of or participation in
some principles or observances ; hence generally,
Admission to the knowledge, or instruction in the

elements, of any subject or practice.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882) 81 At the time of

their initiation, institution, induction and admission [into a
benefice]. 1610 Bp. HALL Apol. Brownists | 6 In the first

of these is required indeede a solemne initiation by baptisme.
1659 Order in Commons, Bernard Inn in N. $ Q. 7th Ser.
II. 302/1 Some young Gentlemen of this House have lately
had disorderly Meetings which they call

'

Initiations '. 1780
JOHNSON Lett._to Mrs. TArateisMay, Bath is a good place
for the initiation of a young lady. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.
Stria, xvi. (1877) 268 A large school is a most valuable initia-
tion into actual life.

b. attrib., as initiationfee.
1890 GROSS Gild Merch. I. 29 To become a gildsman . . it

was necessary to pay certain initiation-fees. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W. A/nca 531 They always take a new name,
and are

supposed by the initiation process to become new
beings in the magic wood.

Initiative (ini-Ji^liv), sb. [a. F. initiative

(1567 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. as INITIATIVE a.]
1. That which initiates, begins, or originates ;

the first step in some process or enterprise ; hence
the act, or action, of initiating or taking the first

step or lead
; beginning, commencement, origina-

tion.

On one's own initiative, by one's own origination.

1793 W. GODWIN .?. /W. Justice iv. viii. 351 A sensation
of Dam was the initiative, and put my intellectual powers into

the initiative. 1818 Method in Encycl. Metrop. (1847)
7 There are many marked differences between Mathematical
and Physical studies; but in both a previous act and con-

ception of the Mind, or what we have called an initiative,
is indispensably necessary, even to the mere semblance of
Method. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) III. in. iv. 324
Theodoret's visits to Antioch . . were not made on his own
initiative. 1882 FARRAK Early Chr. II. 505 Men who had
followed the noble initiative of St. Paul, and who refused to
receive anything from the Gentiles to whom they preached.

b. To take the initiative (F. prendie Finitia-

tive, 1567 in Hatz.-Darm.) : to take the lead, make
the first step, originate some action.

1856 EMKRSON Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 46
He has stamina; he can take the initiative in emergencies.
1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) II. viii. 570 No reform can pro-
duce real good, unless it is the work of public opinion, and
unless the people themselves take the initiative.

2. The power, right, or function of initiating or

originating something. Hence to possess or have
the initiative.

1793 W. GODWIN Enq. Pol. Justice i. vii. 53 Sensation is

of some moment in the affair. It possesses the initiative.

//'/</. v. xx. 544 The legislative assembly, whether it pos-
sesses the initiative, or a power of control only, in executive

affairs. 1802 Morn. Chron. in Spirit Pub. yrnls. (1803)
VI. 302 If. .Mr. Henry Addington is to have the initiative

in the Docks. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set'., etc.
s.y.,

That
branch of the legislature to which belongs of right the

power to propose measures of a particular class is said to

nave the initiative with respect to those measures. 1844
LEVER T. Burke i'i857) II. 113 The initiative lay with you.

b. spec., Pol. Sci. The right of a citizen or

defined number of citizens, outside the Legislature,
to originate legislation, as has been established in

some of the Swiss Cantons since 1869-70, and in

Switzerland as a Federal Republic since 1874.
1889 ADAMS & CUNNINGHAM Swiss Confed. vi. So Both

Referendum and Initiative are institutions which have

grown up gradually in the Cantons, spreading from one to

another. 1891 Speaker 1 1 July 36/1 The Initiative, or right
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INITIATIVE.

a direct popular vote on any conslilulional question.

Initiative (ini fi/liv), a. [f.
L. iititiit-, ppl.

stem oi inititlrt to fNITUTK -f -IVK.]

1 Characterized by initiatiiijj ; having the func-

tion, power, or faculty of beginning or originating

something ; of or relating to initiation, initiatory.

1641 (implied in INITIATIVELY]. 1795 HEL. M. WILLIAMS

LtttFraitct I. i (Jod.t, The initiative term of captivity

and death. 1808 BENTHAM -fc. Reform 108 Authority, in-

nuisitorial and initiative. 1849 MITCHELL Battle Siimnter

(1853) 118 It was initiative, as its makers hoped, to a higher

pro4re*s. 1874 SVMONDS Sit. Italy Cnect (1898) I. I. 5

At the time of Rousseau's greatness the French people were

initiative.

1 2. - INITIATED 3. Obs. (Perh. an error.)

1656 BLOUNT Claaagr., Initiative, Initiated initialin',

which hath ended liis Appreniiship,
or is a young beginner

in the first Principles ; licensed or admitted to.

Ini tiatively, adv. [f. prec. adj. + -LY2.] In

the way of initiation or origination.

!04J T. LECHFOID /Yi DtaJing (1867) 5 Some may say,

that this power of ruling is but ministerially in the officers,

and initiatively, conclusively, and virtually in the people.

1831 in Ma*. Bf. Blomfiild (1863) I. viii. 307 Parliament

would probably be jealous of any distinct body legislating,

even only initiatively, in Church matters.

Initiator (ini-Jint'tai). [a. late L. initiator

(Tertull.), agent-n. f. initiare to INITIATE.] One
who or that which initiates.

1676 COLES, Initiator, which doth initiate. 1738 WAR.
BUKTON Div. Legal, n. iv. Wks. 1811 II. 68 The interpre-

ters of these holy Mysteries, the Hierophants and Initiators.

i8u T. TAYLOR Afuleius 276 Initiators into the mysteries.

1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1853) 125 Regarded as the ini-

tiator of a new epoch.

Initiatory (ini'JiAori),
a. (sb?) [f. initidt-,

ppl.
stem of L. initiare to INITIATE + -DRY.]

1. Such as pertains to or constitutes the beginning
or first steps ; initial, introductory, opening,

first.

1611-15 BP. HALL Coitiempl., O. T. x. iii, It hath been
euer the fashion ofGod, to exercise his champions with some

initiatory incounters. 1710 STEELE Talltr No. 23^ T 5,

1 found .. the principal Defect of our English Discipline to

lie in the Initiatory Part. 1813 Blaclna. Mag. XIV. 545

Prepared for that result by the initiatory sentence. 1875
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 51 The initiatory stage of legal

proceedings may well have been gone through.

2. Pertaining or tending to initiation ; serving to

initiate into some society, or some special know-

ledge or study: see INITIATE v. 2, INITIATION 3.

1631 G. HERBERT Country Parson xxiii, He hath gotten
to himself some insight in things ordinarily incident and
controverted . . by reading some initiatory Treatises in the

Law. 1734 A. YOUNG Idol. Comipi. Relig. I. 46 IT.) It

being the initiatory rile of their religion. 1740 WARBURTON
Div. Legal, vl. i. Wks. 1811 V. 291 Which he did by the

initiatory Rite of
water-baptism. 1833 J. H. NKWMAN

Ariansl. iii. (1875) 53 The Manicbees represented the ini-

tiatory discipline as founded on a fiction or hypothesis.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY If. Africa 532 The girls go into the

wood or initiatory hut for a few months before marriage.

B. sb. Something that serves to initiate ;
an

initiatory rite.

1675 L. ADDISON State ofyews 65 Baptism is a conslant

initiatory of the Proselyte.

Hence Inl tiatorily adv., in an initiatory manner.

1653 SPARKE Prim. Dtvot. (1663) 148 And so sufficiently

initiatorily to make good that of the Psalmist, Kings shall

bring gifts.

luitiatress (ini'JVtres). [f. INITIATOB +

-ESS.] A female initiator.

z86i M. ARNOLD Pop. EJuc. France Introd. 23 France.,
believes the other peoples of Europe to be preparing them-
selves, -for a like achievement, and.. she is conscious of her

power and influence upon them as an iuitialress and
example.
Initiatrix (iniji^'-triks). [a. late L. iititid-

trix, fern, agent-n. f. initiare to INITIATE. Cf.

mod.F. initiatrice.] =prec.
1850 MAZZINI Royally 4- Jfrfue. 171, I . . have sacrificed

all the joys of life, .to the worship of this one idea of Italy
the Initiatrix, of my country, one and free. 1864 Spectator
31 Dec. 1510 Italy, .has shrunk from assuming that office of
Initiatrix of a new order which Mazzini holds it was her
duty to fill, and has turned aside to material prosperity.
Inition linijen), rare. Also 5 -cion. [a.
OK. tuition, tuition (Godef.), ad. L. type *ini-

ttin-tm, n. of action f. inire to enter.] Entrance,
beginning, initiation.

1463 G. ASHBY Poems (E. E. T. S.) 38/817 Vicious men
yeve no gladly inicion To gracious werke, ne goode direc-
cion. 111635 NAUNTON Fragm. Keg. (Arb.) 53 The inition
of my Lords friendship with Mountjoy.
Hence Ini tionary a., pertaining to inition or

entrance (into a college, etc.).
1865 TROLLOPE Mia Mackenzie I. iv. 7! He hesitated,

feanng whelher he might be able to pass even the millenary
gates of Islington.

Iniune, iniunge, obs. var. ENJOIN v.

Iniure, etc. : see INJURE, etc.

Injail, Injealous : see ENJAIL, ENJEALODS.
Inject :indse-kt), v.

[f. L. inject-, ppl. stem
of mjuHre to throw in or on, f. in- (I- *) + iacfre
to throw. Cf. F. injtcttr (iSthc.).]
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1. trans. To throw in. fa. In general sense.

Obs. rare.
1611 FLORIO, IngeHare, to iniect or cast in. 16*3 COCKE-

RAM n, To Cast in, Inject. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

f. u. i. 51 As may be observed in Ice injected therein.

b. spec. To drive or force (a fluid, etc.) into a

passage or cavity, as by means of a syringe, or by
some impulsive power; said esp. of the introduction

of medicines or other preparations into the cavities

or tissues of the body : cf. INJECTION I b.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxvl. xv. 267 It is of great force

either applied outwardly or injected inwardly. 1641
WILKINS Math. Magick n. i. (1648) 153 The winde-gun,
which is charged by the forcible compression of air, being

injected through a Syringe. 1684-5 BOYLE fllin. Waters

109 To guess at the Qualities of the Mineral Waters, as by
injecting it into the veins of a Dog, to try whether it will

coagulate his Blood, or make it more fluid. 1758 J. S. Le
Drans Obsem.'. Surg. (1771) 27, 1 . . injected Barley Water

up the Nose. 1844 DUFTON Deafness 91 Injecting warm
water into the ear through the Eustachian tube. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mec/i. 1185/2 A device for injecting a supply
of feed-water into, .a steam-boiler. I878HUXLEY Physiogr.

193 Lava is then injected into the cracks.

2. fig. To ' throw in
'

or introduce from without

with more or less violence or interruption, as a

thought or feeling into the mind, a statement into a

discourse, etc. ; to suggest : to interject. N ow rare.

1639 SALTMARSH Policy 196 Make use of the opportunity
offered, and modeslly inject the remembrance of your selfe.

1647 FULLER Good Th. in Worst T. 73 Our Adversary injects
. .bad motions into our hearts. 1654 J ER. TAYLOR Real Pres.

Ep. Ded., To disturb the peace of consciences by troubling
the persecuted, and injecting scruples into the infortunate,
who suspect every thing. 1776 JOHNSON in Boywell 16 Mar.,
I would have him to inject a little hint now and then, to

prevent his being overlooked. 1842 R. M. MCHEYNE in

Alt'm.
(187^2) 405 [Satan] injecting blasphemies and polluted

thoughts into their minds. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. vi. 127
A calculating engine injects into a lengthened series of

regularly succeeding numbers an insulated deviation.

3. trans/. To fill or charge (a cavity, etc., or an
animal body) by injection. Const, with.

1731 MONRO (title] Essay on the Art of Injecting the
Vessels of Animals. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl. s. v.

Injection, Many disorders of particular parts are no way
curable, unless the parLs affected are injected with a

proper liquor. 1803 Med. Jrjtl. IX. 551 An easy and
successful method of injecting the auditory organ with

metal, in order to exhibit its beautiful and intricate sum -

lure. 1844-57 G. BIRD Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 369 The
relief . . given . . by injecting the bladder with warm water..

1875 LVELL Princ. Geol. I. it. xxv. 629 It is clear that such
rents must be injected with melted matter.

f- 4. To throw or cast on something. Obs.

1599, A. M. tr. Gafalliouer's Bk. Fkysicke 141/2 Iniect the
same on hot coales, and sitt therover. 1725 POPK Ody&s.
XI. 322 They yet surround The town with walls, and mound
inject on mound.
Hence Injecting vbl. sb.

16x1 COTGR., Seringueiiient, a squirting; an iniecting.

1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. i. 16 We are pro-
vided with all the necessary apparatus and arrangements . .

for dissecting and injecting.

Injectable (indjje-ktab'l), a. [f.
INJECT v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being injected : see INJECT 3.

1830 R. KNOX Be'clard's Anal. 180 Red and injectable

capillary vessels . -are in so small proportion to the uninject-
able substance, that [etc.].

Injected (indje-kted), ///. a.
[f.

as prec. +
-ED "J
1. Thrown in, forced in, esp. in a fluid state.

1741 MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 4 Ihe Processes .. are filled

with the injected Liquor. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 474/2
The injected water and condensed steam-water flowed off

into the cistern. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xiv. (1873) 312
The injected axis ofplutonic rock. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. Africa 467 The body is cut open to find in the entrails

some sign of the path of the injected witch.

2. Charged with something injected (see INJECT

3) ; spec, in Path. Having the capillaries or small

vessels distended with blood, bloodshot.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xxxvii. 7 Resembling

blood-vessels as they are seen in injected glands. 1857
DUNGLISON Mt'd. Le.r. 500 The (ace and other parts are
said to be injected, when the accumulation of blood in the

capillary vessels gives them an evident red colour. 1867 J.
HOGG Microsc. I. i. 6 Upon this disk the injected object is

fastened. 1897 Ailbutt's Syst. Med. III. 963 Patches ..

dark, almost black, and surrounded by injected vessels.

Injection (indje-kfan). [ad. L. injection-em,
n. ot action f. injicire to INJECT. Cf. r . injection

(i 3- 1 4th c. in Littre').]
1. The action of injecting ; casting or throwing

in. ) a. In general sense. Obs. rare.
1611 COTGR., Ijection,zn injection ; a casting in, or vpon.

1626 BACON Sylva 327, 1 wish also, that there be, at some
times, an Injection of some pyled Substance. 1686 GOAD
Celest. Bodies n. xiv. 341 'Tis a great Stone which upon
injection mudds the Water.

b. spec. The action of forcing a fluid, etc. into

a passage or cavity, as by means of a syringe, or

by some impulsive force
; esp. the introduction in

this way of a liquid or other substance into the
vessels or cavities of the body, either for medicinal

purposes, or (in a dead body or portion of one) in

order to exhibit the structure or preserve the tissues.

1541 R- COPLAND Go/yen's Ttrapmt. 2 H iij, It is also

many tymes necessary to make iniection of the medyca-
memu in the bladder by the yerde. 1625 HART Anat. Ur.

INJOINT.

iv. 69 After the injection of an anodine, or mitigating glister,
the paine was much eased. 1668 '1*. CLAKEK )////) Observa-
tions on the Origin of the Injection into Veins, the Trans*
fusion of Blood [etc.]. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyct^ Injtction
is also used for the operation of filling the vessels with
coloured wax, or any other proper matter, to shew their

figures and ramifications. 1799 Med. 7rn?: II. 441 The
frequent injection of clysters is generally insisted on. 1849
Penny Cycl. XXII. 507/2 The most effectual method of
condensation b by the injection of cold water into the con-
denser. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xiv. (1852) 312 This rending
and injection would, if repeated often enough, .form a chain
of hills.

2. Path. The fact of being charged with injected
matter ; injected or blood-shot condition.
1806 Med. Jml. XV. 469 The injection of the cellular

membrane with blood. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Injection^ . . In

Pathology, the condhion or state of distension of the
capil-

laries with blood. 1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sciences IV.
660 Massage is contra-indicated when it is found to cause
excessive injection, and especially if there be photophobia
and lachrymation ; and it must not be employed in the pre-
sence of iritis.

3. concr. That which is injected ; spec, a liquid or

solution injected into an animal body, for medicinal

purposes, as an enema, or for preserving the tissues,

or displaying the structure by colouring or inflation.

1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulard Mem. Hist. 93 Then they
might see come forth with the said Injection little gobbets
of bloud. 1616 BULLOKAR, Iniection^ a liquor which Sur-

geons doe squirt into a deepe wound. 4:1720 W. GIBSON
Farriers' Disfiens. x. (1734) 247- "850 R. KNOX Be'ctard's
Anat. 1 80 The red injection, which is fine and very pene-
trating,easily passes from the arteries into the veins, through
the intermediate capillary system. 1897 Ailbutt's Syst.
Med. III. 741 The best of all injections for the relief of

tympanitic distension is the enema assafcetida.

4. Jig. The 'throwing in* or active introduction
of something from without, as of an idea into the

mind, or of a statement into an argument, etc.
;

that which is so introduced, a suggestion, a hint.

(Commonly used in 17th c. of evil thoughts sug-

gested by the devil.) Now rare.
1622 T. STOUGHTON Chr. Sacrif. ix. 125 The power of

Satan, who by iniection of his
fiery darts, so weatcned the

power wherein God had created him. 163.2 QUARLES Div.
Fancies iv. xxxi, Satans Injections are like Weeds that fall

Into thy Garden, darted or'e the Wall. 1644 HUSTON
Vindic. Treat. Monarchy v. 39 Here I answer once for all

to this so frequent an injection. 1698 W. CHILCOT Evil
Thoughts iv. (1851) 26 The devil . . may disturb the peace
and tranquillity of our consciences, by his wicked injec*
tions. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. V. 201 The metaphysical
or physical influence of spirits, suggestions . . injections of

ideas, Bolingbroke declares he cannot comprehend. 1815
A. BURN Mem. (1816) III. 121 Distinguish between the in-

jections of Satan.. and the breathings of the Spirit of God.
5. attrib. and Comb., as injectionpowder^ syringe^

theory ; esp. in terms relating to condensing steam-

engines in which the steam is condensed by the in-

jection of a jet of cold water, as injection-cock^

'condenser^ -engine, -pipe, -valve, -water.

1751 SMF.ATON in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 436 This engine
consists of a receiver, a steam and an *injection-cock. 1835
J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 171 The injection cock for

allowing a small stream of water to flow into the condenser.

1864 WEBSTKR, Mnjection condenser. 1842 FRANCIS Diet.

Arts, *Injection Engine. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
*
Injection-pipe, a pipe for injecting cold water into the

condenser of an engine. 1890 Daily IVtrws 2 Apr. 2/6 The
inflow of water was altogether due to the destruction of the

injection-pipes. 180$ Med. Jrnl. IX. 189 Shops where **in-

jection powders
'

are advertized in the windows. 1881 RAY-
MOND Mining Gloss.,

*
Injection-theory, the theory that a

vein was filled first with molten mineral. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet, Mech. s.v., The area of the ^injection- valve of a marine
steam-engine is stated at one square inch for

every jo-horse

power. 1824 R. STUART Jfisf.
Steatn Engine 68 The cistern,

for the supply of *injection water. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON
Vartt. Steam Eng, ^9 Over the condenser, and in commu-

nication with the air pump is the hot well, into which the
condensed steam, mixed with the injection water . . is pumped.

Injector (.ind^e-ktai). [agent-n. f. L. injicere
to INJECT.]
1. A contrivance for injecting ; an apparatus for

injecting water into the boiler of a steam-engine.
1744 WARRICK in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 16 My Apparatus

was, a large Trois-qiiarts . .an Injector, capable ofcontaining
Two or Three Pints, adapted thereto. 1835 J. NICHOLSON
O^crat.Mechanic 292The diameter of the piston of the small

pump or injector. 1876 ROUTI.EDGE Discov. 12 The injector
is applicable to stationary, locomotive, or marine engines.
2. A person who injects.

1897 Ailbutt's Syst. Med, II. 895 note, All authors agree
that withdrawal [of morphine] is more distressing to the

injector than to the eater of the drug.

irjjeeT, v. Sc. var. INGEBB, INGYBE, to thrust

in, obtrude, insinuate.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xvii, This is. .a stratagem from first to

last, to in jeer into your confidence some espial of his own.

Injelly (ind^e'li), v. rare. flN-1 or 2
.]

trans.

To set or enclose in jelly.

1843 TENNYSON Audley Court 25 A pasty costly-made,
Where quail and pigeon, lark and leveret lay, Like fossils of

the rock, with golden yolks Imbedded and injellied.

Injewel : see ENJKWEL. Injoie, obs. f. ENJOY.

Injoin : see ENJOIN.

tlnjoint, vJ- Obs. ran *-. [Ifl-
2
.] intr.

To unite, join.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 35 <ist Oo.) The Ottamites.. Steer-

ing with due course toward the lie of Rhodes, Haue there

imoynted with an after Fleete Of 30 saiJe.
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INJOIWT.

t Injornt, v * Obs. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] trans,

To unjoint, disjoint, disjoin.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 152 The foresaid Bridge
by a mightie tempest was injointed and broken.

t Injovnter, -tre, Obs. ran- 1
, fapp.

f. lN--+y'0V;-JoiNTiJKE.] trans. To jointure (a

wife); in quot.^f.
1654? FULLER Triaaa (1664) 44 Don Durio. .contented that

his Daughter was injointred \ed. 1867 en-] in a true affection,
consented unto their Marriage.

Injoy. Injoyn(e, obs. ff. ENJOY, ENJOIN v.

tlnjuCU'nd, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. ityu-

cundus, {. in- (Is- 3) + jucundiis pleasant : cf.

JOCUND.] Unpleasant, disagreeable.
1657 ToMLlKSQttKenou'sDisJ. 295 Called Acalyphe because

it is mjucund to the tact. 1721 in BAILEY.

Hence flnjucu-ndly adv. (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Injuctl/ndity. rare. [ad. L. injiicunditds, f.

injucumltis : see prec. and -iir.] Unpleasantness,

disagreeableness.
1633 COCKERAM, Iniucitnditie, vnpleasantnesse. 1791 in

BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1822 MRS. E. NATHAN Lan-
greath III. 200 Yet have we the injucundity of witnessing
that . . their promises are but fabulosities. 1877 PATMORE
Unknown Eros n. xiv. 11890) 98 The fardel coarse of cus-

tomary life's Exceeding injucundity.

Inju-dicable, a. rare
-

. [!N- 3.] Not cog-
nizable by a judge.
1721 in BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON. Hence in mod. Diets.

Injudi'Cial, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not judicial.

\ a. Acting without judgement ; injudicious. Obs.

b. Not according to the forms of law. c. Not

proper to or becoming a judge.
1607 S. COLLINS Serm. (1608) 59 The clamours of the iniu-

diciall multitude. 1721 BAILEY, Injudicial, not according
to judgment. 1755 JOHNSON, Injudicial, not according to

form of law. 1884 L'pool Mercury 21 June 5/5 In a very
injudicial spirit . . he instituted a comparison between Eng-
lish and American beauty.

Iiijudi-cially, adv. rare. [IN- 3.] In an in-

judicial manner ;
not judicially. ^

1632 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 174, I must lay a fyne
of 3oo li upon Martin for dealing soe iniudicially. 1727
BAILEY vol. II, Injudicially, illegally, in a manner not ac-

cording to Law and Judgment. 1745 ELIZA HAYWOOD Fe-
male Sped. (1748) III. 234 The Italian red, or any of those

iniudicially called face-mending stratagems.

Injudicious (ind3drj3s), a. [IN- 3.] Not

judicious.

t 1. Wanting sound judgement ; deficient in the

power of judging aright. Obs.

1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. in. ix. (R.\ You see.. how
unsafe it is ..for an unexpert and injudicious person to

meddle with the holy oracles of the Almighty. 1654 WARREN
Unbelievers C, The hearts of the in-judicious multitude.

1684-90 T. BURNET Th. Earth (J.), A philosopher would
either think me in jest, or very injudicious, if I took the earth

for a body regular in itself, if compared with the rest of the

universe, a 1694 TILLOTSON (J), A sharp wit may find some-

thing in the wisest man, whereby to expose him to the con-

tempt of injudicious people.

2. Not manifesting practical judgement or discre-

tion ; showing want of judgement in action, be-

haviour, etc. ; unwise, ill-advised, ill-judged.
1710 STEELE Tatler No. 173 F i Our Teachers are also as

injudicious in what they put us to learn. 1792 MURPHY
Life Jo/uison in J.'s Wks. (1816) I. 47 It is painful to be
thus obliged to vindicate a man . . against an injudicious

biographer. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I. 351 Our very
unequal and injudicious game laws. 1838 DICKENS Nicft.

Nick, viii, Squeers said what Mrs. Squeers had said was

injudicious. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 227 An
injudicious departure from the practice of negociating with
that country through India.

Injudiciously (indgztdi-Jssli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an injudicious manner
;

in a manner

showing want of judgement; unwisely.
1712 STEELE Sped. No. 278 F 5 The Songs of different

Authors injudiciously put together. 1790 BEATSON Nav. <$

Mil. A/em. I. 155 The fleets being injudiciously stationed.

Mod. The time was injudiciously chosen for the attempt.

Injudiciousness (indjadrjasnes). [f.
as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality of being injudicious ;

want of judgement ; deficiency in practical wisdom.

1648 PRYNNE Pleafor Lords 36 A manifestation of their

injudiciousnesse and folly. 1750 CARTE Hist. Eng. 1 1. 309

They seem to have been properly paired for vanity, weak-
ness and injudiciousness. 1880 Daily Tel. "2 Dec., Stimu-

lated in wild schemes by the injudiciousness of her friends.

Injuir, obs. Sc. form of INJUBE.

t Iliju'nct, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. injunct-us,

pa. ppTe. of injunglre to ENJOIN.] Enjoined.
1517 in I2/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. vu. 6, cccc

dayes of perdone of injuncte penance.

Inju'nct, v. colloq. [f. L. injunct-, ppl. stem

of injunglre : after next.] trans. To prohibit or

restrain by injunction. Hence Irvjvrncted///. a.

1887 Ohio St. "}ml. (Columbus) i Sept., Because Foraker

proposed to 'injunct' the return of the rebel flags. 1890

Daily News 14 Apr. 3/2 Farmers . . were driving up their

carts of hay and weighing their produce on the injuncted
machine. 1890 in Pall Mall G. 19 Feb. 2/2 Stanley.. came

up to me and said rather grimly,
'

I shall have to injunct
that little matter of yours '. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 5/3

A man was injuncted from calling a play
' The Fatal Card '.

Injunction (indgo-rjkjsn). [ad. late L. in-

junction-cm, n. of action f. injungere to ENJOIN :

cf. F. injonction (1348 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
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1. The action of enjoining or authoritatively di-

recting ;
an authoritative or emphatic admonition

or order.

1526 Pilgr* Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) 92 Theyr commaunde-
mentes, statutes, rules, iniunccyons, or other lawes. 1575-85
ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 238 The prince did his

duty, and the priests theirs ; he by injunction, and they by
execution. 1506 SHAKS. Merck. &', u. ix. 17, Ar, I am
enioynd by oath to obserue three things. . . Par. To these
injunctions euery one doth sweare That comes to hazard for

my worthlesse selfe. 1665 BOYLE Ocean. Re/I. iv. xi. (1848)

233 We readily obey the Injunctions of Lawyers and F'hy-
sitians, as long as we think them Prudently fram'd for our
good. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 13 The high Injunction not to
taste that Fruit. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W< x

i My wife always
let them have a guinea each, but with strict injunctions
never to change it. 1791 BOSWLLL Johnson an. 1744 note,
The Emphasis should be equally upon shalt and not, as both
concur to form the negative injunction. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II, 153 In spite of all injunctions of secrecy,
the news, .had spread fast, 1898 FLOR. MONTGOMERY Tony
19 Forgetful of his Mother's parting injunctions.

2. Law. A judicial process by which one who is

threatening to invade or has invaded the legal or

equitable rights of another is restrained from com-

mencing or continuing such wrongful act, or is

commanded to restore matters to the position in

which they stood previously to his action.

Injunctions were formerly obtained by writ, but now by a

judgement or order. They were originally granted only by
the Court of Chancery : commonly, to stay one party to an
action from continuing that action, if there was an equitable,

though not a legal defence thereto. By the Judicature Act
of 1873, all divisions of the High Court received full power
to grant injunctions. According to their purpose, injunc-
tions are either restrictive (restraining) or mandatory ; as
to their force, they are either interlocutory {provisional,

temporary^ ad interim}^ QI Perpetual (permanent}. (In Sc.
Laiv

t
the equivalent of a restrictive injunction is an INTER-

DICT.)

1533-4 -Act 25 Hen. VIII^ c. 21 17 Your highnes . . shall
haue power . . to sende your writte of Injunction, vnder your
great scale, out of your sayde courte of Chauncerie. 1649
FULLER Just Man's Fun, 16 He may with an Injunction,
out of the Chancery stop their proceedings. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 35 f 13 She is always contriving some improve-
ments of her jointure land, and once tried to procure an in-

junction to hinder me from felling timber upon it for repairs.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. (1825) III. 442. 1818 CRUISE
Digest i,ed. 2) II. 256 Special circumstances may arise, which
will.. induce the Court ofChancery to grant an injunction
to stay the proceedings at law. 1883 LKLY IVhartoti's Law
Lex. (ed. 7) 411/1 By s. 24, subs.

(3 1,
of the Judicature Act,

i87jj it is enacted that no proceeding in the High Court of

Justice, or before the Court of Appeal, shall be restrained

by injunction. 1888 LD. LINDLEY in Law Rep. 31 Ch. Div.

369 The very first principle of injunction law is that you
do not obtain injunctions for actionable wrongs for which
damages are the proper remedy.
fig. ^1619 DANIEL To Sir T. Egerton (R.), Therefore

dost thou..by thy provident injunctions stay This never-

ending altercation.

t 3. Conjunction, union. Obs.rare 1
.

1643 MILTON Divorce u. ix, It can be but a sorry and
ignoble society of life, whose inseparable injunction depends
meerly upon flesh and bones.

Injuiictive (indszrrjktiv), a.
[f. ppl. stem of

L. injungere to ENJOIN + -IVE. Cf. F. injonctifJ]

Having the character or quality of enjoining.
1624 [implied inlNjUNcrivELY]. 1664 H. MOKB Jfyrf./ftu^.i

Apol. 536, I do not mean Permissive in counter-distinction
to Injunctiv^. a 1853 R. WARDLAW Led. James iv. (1869)
66 It is pure in all its precepts, injunctive or prohibitive.

Hence Injirnctively adv., by way of injunction.

16^4 BOLTON Nero 233 Actions of life (to whose description
an historians penne is iniunctiuely tied).

I'njurable, a.
[f.

INJURE v. + -ABLE.] Ca-

pable of being injured, liable to injury.
i86 MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Pkilos. IV. 100 That incorrup-

tible uninjurable and unchangeable which I preferred before
the corruptible injurable and changeable.

t Inju're, sb. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 5-6 in-

jur, 6 -juir (-gure). [sF.tnjurt(l266 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. injiiria,] By-form of INJURY.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 969 (1018) O Auctor of nature,

Is bis an honour to bi deite, That folk vngiltyf surTren here
I mure, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 980 pai. .went to
be emperoure, to plense apone bare fader Imure. c 1450
HOLLAND Howfai 921 All the fowlis. .plen3eit to Natur Of
this intolerable injur. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxiii. 38 Be
just and joyws and do to non ingure. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 101 Thayar persuadet that, .slauchtir
and sik iniures be the lawe of God [be] forbidne. Ibid. vi.

339 ntarg.. He remittis the iniuir done against him.

Injure (i'ndjoi), v. [Back-formation from
INJURY sb.

;
cf. rare OF. injurer (i3th c. in

Godef.). It displaced the earlier verb INJURY be-

tween 1580 and 1640.]
1. trans. To do injustice or wrong to (a person);

to wrong.
1593 SHAKS. Rom. # Jul. in. i. 71, I do protest I neuer

iniur'd thee. 1594 Rich. Ill, I. iii. 56 When haue I iniur'd
thee? when done thee wrong? 1609 B. JONSON Case is

Altered i. ii, I injure him In being thus cold-conceited of
his faith. 1611 BIBLE Gal. iv. 12, I am as ye are, ye haue
not iniured me at all. 1693 CKEECH in Drydeti's Juvenal
xiii. (1697) 334 Exalted Socrates ! Divinely brave ! Injur'd
He fell, and dying He forgave. 1718 Freethinker No. 59
? 14 The Wretch, guilty of such Baseness, injures Himself,
more than Thee. 1868 BAIN Ment. ff Mor. Sc. Ethics n.

(1875)494 Can one be injured voluntarily? It seems not,
for wfiat a man consents to is not injury. Nor can a person
injure himself.

INJURIOUS.

f2. To do outrage to (a person) in speech; to

speak injuriously to or of; to insult, revile, abuse,
slander offensively. Obs.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 257 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv, He was stubburne in his talk ; Iniurit the elders. 1603
KLORIO Montaigne \. xxx. (1632) 105 These prisoners .. out.

ragiously defie and injure them [their keepers]. i653llRQU-
HAKT Rabelais i. xxv, The Bun-sellers or Cake-bakers, .did

injure them most outragiously, calling them pratling
gablers, lickorous gluttons.
3. To do hurt or harm to; to inflict damage or

detriment upon ; to hurt, harm, damage ; to im-

pair in any way.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 140 That she . . can

become therein more forcible, or lesse injured. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. in. v. 9;

I would not be thy executioner, 1 flye thee
for I would not miure thee. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refi. (1848)
379 You must not suffer your charity too much to injure your
judgment. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 1057 Least Cold Or Heat
should injure us, his timely care Hath unbesaught provided.
1771 Jlttiius Lett. Iviii. 302, I shuld be sorry to injure the
character ofa man. 1793 ANNA SEWARD/-^^. (1811) 111.232,
J am afraid they will injure their healths. 1859 [see IN-
JURY sb. 3]. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxii. 159 He had . .injured
himself in crossing the Gemmi. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii.

22 When the eyeball. .is injured by the fist, it is always bya
blow aimed from beneath. absol. a 1699 TEMPLE (J.),

They injure by chance in a crowd, and without a design ;

then hate always whom they have once injured.
b. intr. (for refl.} To become injured, to receive

injury.
1848 Jrnl. R. Afric. Soc. IX. i. 22 The hay being found

to injure more rapidly after it has been opened.
Hence I-njuring vbl. sb. and///, a.

1651 HOBBES Goi't. ty Soc. iii. 4. 38 An injury can be done
to no man but him with whom we enter Covenant . . and
therefore damaging and injuring are often disjoyn'd. 1877
FURNIVALL Inlrod. Leopold Shakspcre 91 So injured friend

forgiving meets injuring friend forgiven.

Injured (i-ndjujd), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]
1. Wronged. Also, Showing a sense of wrong,

offended.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 68 Injured King ^Eta, undone
by his subtle Daughter Medza. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 450
Jealousie . . the injur'd Lovers Hell. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit.

693 Erasmus, that great injur'd name, (The glory of the
Priesthood and the shame !) . 1814 JANE AUSTKN Mansf.
Park i, Mrs. Price, in her turn, was injured and angry.
1846 G. A. LUNDIE Miss. Life Samoa, xxx. 229 The injured
wife of the transgressing teacher was a native. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton iv, 'But it rains!' said Tita to him, in an
injured way.
2. Hurt, damaged, impaired.
1837 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-ve,1a III. 89 The injured

cauldron, leaking, scatters foam. 1899 Daily Nevis 20 Dec.
3/4 The official list of killed and injured is as follows.
Mod. Carrying his injured arm in a sling. The rest of the

injured passengers are progressing favourably.
Hence rnjuredly adv., in an injured or offended

manner.
1886 ' L. KEITH' (Miss Johnston! Chilcotes III. vi. in

|
You're as goading as William Prior', said Stephen in-

[f. as prec. + -ER'.J One
juredly.

Injurer (

who injures.

1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 174 Thou monstrous Iniurer of

heauen and earth, xtixi FLORIO, Insiiltatore, an insulter,
..a proud injurer. c 1613 MIDDLETON No IVit like a
Woman's II. iii. 293 O that my heart should feel her wrongs
so much, And yet live ignorant of the injurer ! 1756 WAR-
BURTON Let. to Lovitk 12 Oct. (R.), The injurer of your
father's memory, .deserved no quarter from you. 1856 Miss
YONGE Daisy Chain I. xxv. (1879) 261 The injured never
hates as much as the injurer.

tlnju'rier. Obs. [f. INJURY v. + -EK 1.] One
who injures, an injurer.

1598 J. KEEPER tr. Romei's Court. Acad. 168 Such an in-

jurier . . is esteemed farre more honorable then is the other.

1598 FLORIO, Oltraggiatore, a wronger, a misuser, an iniurier.

Injurious (ind^Qo-rias), a.
[a._F. injuiieux

(I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. injiirios-us, f. in-

jftria INJUBY.] Fraught with injury ; tending to

injure : said of actions, and persons committing
them.
1. Wrongful ; hurtful or prejudicial to the rights

of another; wilfully inflicting injury or wrong.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vu. 451 We se well that ye entende to

perseuyr in your iniuryous withholdynge. 1548 \{h\.\.Chron.,
Edit}. [V 210 b, The kyngdome. .co_uld not by very divyne
justice, longe contynew in that injurious stocke. 1555 EDEN
Decades 326 Leaste I bee iniurious to any man in ascrybyng
to my selfe the trauayles of other. 1634 W. WOOD New F-ng.

Prosp. (1865) 59 A wronged servant shall have right, .from
his injurious master. 1704 CIBBER Careless Husb. I. sp. i,

Was ever Woman's Spirit, by an injurious Husband, broke
like mine 7 1774 Bp. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Civ. Lam
(1795) 83 The Injurious Party, besides a Civil, was liable to

a Criminal prosecution. 1828 SCOTT /". M. Perth xxii, He
holds a late royal master of mine in deep hate for some in-

jurious treatment . . which he received at his hand. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 75 Gain'd Gortyna's abode, injurious
halls of oppression.
2. Wilfully hurtful or offensive in language ;

contumelious, insulting ; calumnious. (Now only
of words or speech, and passing into sense 3.)
c 1480 HKNRYSON Test. Cres. 284 Ane blind goddes hir

cald, that micht not see, With slander and defame in-

jurious. 1484 CAXION Fables of^Esop n. xii, The Iniuryous
mocquen and scornen the world and geteth many enemyes.
a 1592 GREENE Wks, (1882) II. 219 An injurious Gentleman
heere in Saragossa, who with despightfull taunts hath
abused the Gentlewomen of Sicillie. 1607 SHAKS. Ccr. ill



INJTJBIOUSLY.

iii. 60 Call me their Trailer, them iniurious Tribune. 1719

DB Poll Cnaoe I. vviii, Tying his Hands, and giving him

injurious language, (1716-31 TINDAL Kafi" s Wat. Bug.

1174]) II. xvn. 90 Speaking of Elizabeth in very injurious

terms. i79 FARRAR St. />/<jMj) "7 Injurious words

had been as far as possible from his thoughts.)

3. Tending to hurt or damage ; hurtful, harmful,

detrimental, deleterious.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasa Pref. Atv, This

halhe bene to all men profitable, and injurious to no man.

1589 WAINM Alt. Exf. it. Prose Add. (1613) 331, I know

I i

1

England. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight viii. no Another equally

..injurious habit is that of reading while lying down.

Injuriously (indaju^-rissli), ado. [f. prec. +

LY*.] In an injurious manner.

a. Wrongfully, so as to wrong another.

1561 tr. Cabin's 4 Godly Scrm. iii. G iij a, If we sholclc

suppose that he regarded or desyred nothing saue the build-

yng . . we sholde iudge far a mysse and iniuriously of this

most godly and wysc man. 1571 HANMER Chron. Irel.

(1633) 175 He tooke away by strong hand and injuriously,

from an holy Bishop two manners. 1690 A. BURY in WootTs

Lift 16 Feb. \Q. H. S.) III. 325 One of the fellows who. .

Is injuriously, or at least too severely, expelled. 1770-61
"OHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 79 [He] injuriously omitted

..is predecessor's preface. 1883 Law Kef. 11 Queen's
Bench Div. 597 The censure had been made injuriously and
from motives of private malice. 1884 Lp. BLACKBURN in

Law Times Kef. LI I. 146/1 They have injuriously, as dis-

tinguished from damnously, affected the plaintiff's rights.

b. Hurtfully, harmfully.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 131 No good man com-

municating what he believes to be truth for the sake of

truth.. will be found to have acted injuriously to the peace
or interests of society. 1818 [AS. MILL Brit. India. 1 1. v. ii.

367 To affect injuriously the interests of the Company. i88a

Mcd. Temp. "Jrnl. LI. ico Everyone of the individuals . .

was affected injuriously by the alcohol.

InjuriousneSS (indjuo'riasnes). [f. as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being injurious ; wrong-
fulness ; hurtfulness, harmfulness.

1648 Kiivn Bos. ix. (1824) 61 Any propensity . . either to

injuriousnesse or oppression. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will
in. vii. 185 Desperately inclined to treat his Neighbours with

Injuriousness, Contempt and Malignity. 1845 DE QUINCEY
Nat. Temp. Worn. Wks. 1890 XIV. 271 The injuriousness
to enfeebled stomachs of all fluid.

Injury (i'ndjuri), sb. [ad. L. injuria wrong,
hurt, detriment, sb. use of fern, of injiirius unjust,

wrongful, f. in- (IN- $)+ jiisjiir- right. Cf. AF.

in-, enjurie (Ph. de Thaun).]
1. Wrongful action or treatment ; violation or in-

fringement of another's rights; suffering or mischief

wilfully and unjustly inflicted. With an and //.,

A wrongful act ; a wrong inflicted or suffered.

1381 WYCLIF Col. iii. 25 He that doth iniurie [Vulg.
injuriam] shal resseyue that that he dide yuele. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. P 845 Ye .. han doon grete Injuries and

wronges to me and to my wyf. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes 19 Ther is no lorde that wolf venge the Iniuries don
therto. 1509 FISHER Fun. Serin. Ctess Richmond Wks.
(1876) 291 She was..redy a none to forgete and to forgyue
injuries done vnto her. 16x1 BIBLE Transl. Pref. i By
[wholesome laws] . . we are bridled . . from doing of iniuries.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves u.
xlyi. 248 Injury is properly

the willing doing of Injustice to him that is unwilling to re-

ceive it. 17*9 BUTLER Serm. Resentment Wks. 1874 II. 94
Injury, as distinct from harm, may raise sudden anger. 1768
BLACKSTONE Comnt. III. 2 Private wrongs, .are an infringe-
ment or privation of the private or civil rights belonging to
individuals, .and are thereupon frequently termed civil in-

juries. 1839 KEIGHTLKY Hist. Eng. II. 91 It was associated
in her mind with her mother's injuries, and her own. 1883
IVharton's Law Lex., Injury, any wrong or damage done to

another, either in his person, rights, reputation, or property.

f2. Intentionally hurtful or offensive speech or

words; reviling, insult, calumny; a taunt, an
affront. Obs. [Cf. F. injure =parole offensante,

outrageuse.]
1514 BARCLAY Cjil. f, Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 16 This

scorfy scoflynge declareth openly Agaynste rurall men,
rebuke and

injury. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xlvi. (1897)
II. 185 He began to raile upon them with a thousand
injuries, a 1616 BACON (J.), He fell to bitter invectives

against the French king; and spake all the injuries he could
devise of Charles. 1659 I ). PELL Impr. Sea 107 With the same
patience that Chirurgions will [bear) the injuries and blows
of mad, and frantick men. 1710 STEF.LE Taller No. 172
F i, I do not mean it an Injury to Women, when 1 say
there Is a Sort of Sex in Souls.

3. Hurt or loss caused to or sustained by a person
or thing ; harm, detriment, damage. With an and

//. An instance of this.

1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 39 Wyth oute iniurie of hys
godhed he ouercome hym bat .. had brought man into
synne. 1555 EDBN Decades To Rdr. <Arb.) 49 Thiniurie of
tyme consumynge all thynges. ift7 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts 1 1658) 27 Some shepheards in Italy use thereof to
make sacks, wherein they wrap themselves from the injury
of ram. 1716 LEONI tr. Albert!s Arckit. I. 45/1 Those
parts of the Wall which are near to the ground, . . by the
alternate injuries of Dust and Wet, are very apt to moulder
and rot. 1816 SCOTT Axtiq. xxx, Having sustained a heavy
blow wuhoul injury. 184$ Florist', Jml. 266 Repotting. .

ha been neglected for three or four years without apparent
injury to the plants. 1859 Engineer VII. 282 Of the cases
of injury from causes beyond the passengers' own control,
all but twenty-seven were occasioned by collisions between
trains, and mostly great numbers were injured at once.

302

t b. toner. A bodily wound or sore. Obs. rare.

1599 SHAKS. Hen.
If,

111. vi. 129 Wee thought not good to

bruise an iniurie, till it were full ripe.

4. Comb., as injury-doing, wrong-doing.
1567 MAPLET Cr. Forest 29 He. .began to accuse Nature

of Iniurie doing and offence.

t I'njnry, v. Obs. Also (6 injuirie). [a. F.

injurier (1266 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. in-

juridre, (. injuria INJUBY. Supplanted c 1600 by
the current INJURE.]
1. Jrans. To wrong; = !NJUBE I.

c 1484 Plitmpton Corr. (Camden) 64 One Robart Walkin-
ham is injuried& wronged of his tennor in Arkenden. 1561
DAUS tr. Bullinger on Afoe. (1573) 175 Rome hath spoyled
the whole world, and iniuried all nations. 1603 FLORIO
Montaigne 616 He . . should greatly wrong himselfe and
injurie me as much. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxii. 119 If

any particular member conceive himself injuried by the

Body it self.

2. To abuse with words, revile, calumniate ;
= !N-

JUBE i.

1484 CAXTON Fables of jEsop i. xvi, That he be not

iniuryed and mocqued of euery one. xS79ToMSON Calvin's
Serin. Tim. 1011/2 We must be more greued and tormented
at it, then if wee our selues were reuiled and iniuried in

most spiteful sort. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xlvii. (1897)
II. 193 Where occasion brings us neere the enemie, we
freely give our souldiers libertie, to . . injurie him with all

manner of reproaches.
3. To hurt, harm, damage ;

= INJURE 3.

IJ79 FULKE Confut. Sanders 694 Least thetrophee of our
victorie by treading vpon . . be iniuried. 1630 LORD Banians
83 They will not indure' to see a fly or worme or anything
living injuryed.
Hence f I'njuried ppl. a., t I'njurying vbl. sb.

1600 J. MUSH in Archpr. Controv. (Camden) I. 160 Vn-
lesse the iniuried freely forgiuc. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions
278 The heynousnes of spitefull iniurying.

tlnjirst, a. Obs. [a. F. injuste (l4th c.,

Oresme), ad. L. injustus, f. in- (IN- 3) + Justus
JUST.] Not just; opposed to justice ;

= UNJUST.

fair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 184 b/2 Ihe wethers represente
the Iniuste & wycked. 1598 SPENSER in Grosart Spenser's
Wks. I. 539 Iniuste and dishonorable meanes. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. xi. 130 The quarrell of Origen was
injust and his conception erroneous. 1711 HEARNE Collect.
III. 186 Plainly shewing how injust they had been.

Injustice (ind^c-stis). [a. F. injustice (14111

c., Oresme), ad. L. injustitia, f. injustus INJUST :

cf. JUSTICE.] The opposite of justice; unjust
action ; wrong ; want of equity, unfairness. With
an and//., An instance of this

;
an unjust act.

1390 GOWER Can/. III. 246 Special! misgovernaunce
Through covetise and injustice. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de
W. 1531) 78 Occasyon to condempne his prelate ofiniustyce
& iniquite. x6ox in Archpr. Controv. (Camden) II. 177
The many iniustices of yor last edict. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus.
xl. 12 All briberie and injustice shall be blotted out. 1792
Anecd. W. Pitt II. xxix. 141 The Americans have been

wronged. They have been driven to madness by injustice.

1839 Miss MiTFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vii. 102
The portrait prefixed to his

'

Speeches
'

does him great in-

justice. 1879 H. SPENCER Data ofEthics vii. 45. 122 The
class-privileges which make injustices easy.
Hence t Inju'sticer, Obs. nonce-wd., an agent or

officer of injustice.
01618 RALEIGH Prcrog. Par!. (1628) 27 The lustices of

peace in England haue oppos'd the iniusticers of warre in

England.

tfnju'Stinable, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3. Cf.

F. injustifiable (Littr^).] Incapable of being justi-

fied, unjustifiable.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 2:7 We have no

easie reason to doubt, when great and entire Authors shall
introduce injustifiable examples, a 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref.
an. 1540 (R.) That injustifiable precedent of passing over so

necessary a rule, of giving the partys accused an hearing.

t Injirstly, adv. Obs. [f. INJUST + -LY *.]
In an unjust manner, unjustly.
1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) II. ix. 108 To be

iniustly the cause of the dethe of our neyghboure. 1633
HALES Bran's Disquis. in Phenix (1708) II. 340 Either.,
your Doctrine is false, or else our Lord Christ injustly
requires Impossibilities, a 1715 BURNET Own Time II. (1725)

I._i97 Letting the King see . . how injustly they had been
misrepresented to him.

Injyne, obs. form of ENGINE.
Ink (ink), s&.l Forms: 3-4 eukc, (5 enk,
henk), 3 ino, 3, 6-7 inok, 4-6 ynk(e, 4-7 inke,
(6 incke, 6-7 ynoke), 3- ink. [a. OF. enque
(nth c. in Hatz.-Darm.

; in mod.F. encre}: late

L. encauslum, a. Gr. HyicavaTov the purple ink used

by the Greek and Roman emperors for their signa-
tures, f. (ficaifiv to burn in (see ENCAUSTIC). The
OF. form retained the Greek accent, while It. in-

chiostro (Old Milanese incostro, Diez) is due to the
Latin stressing encawstum, *encatfstrum. The
word has been adopted in Boh. as inkoust, for-

merly inkaust; and in Du. as inkt (older enki)]
I. 1. The coloured (usually black) fluid ordi-

narily employed in writing with a pen on paper,
parchment, etc. (writing ink), or the viscous paste
used for a similar purpose in printing {printing or

printer's ink).
When the word is used without qualification, the ordinary

black writing-fluid is commonly meant. Th various kind

INK.
of ink are distinguished by their colour, as black, red, blue.

ink ; by trie place of manufacture, as China, Indian Ink, q.v.
c 1250 Meid Ufaregrete Ixi, So boc is writen wid enke.

a 1300 Cursor M. 648 Es nan forsoth wit hert mai think, Ne
writer nan mai write wit inc [ Trin. MS. enke] pe mikel ioy.

'375 Joseph Arim. 194 On vche braunche was a word of
breo maner enkes, Gold and Seluer he seis and Asur for-
sobe. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love Prol. (Skeat) 1. 15 Some
. . painten with colours riche and some with vers, as with
red inke, and some with coles and chalke. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 91 We how not to honor be gospel bus, bat is to sey,
be henk, or be parchemyn. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Scotl.

(i2o) i/2 They wolde somtymc. .peynt them with ynke or
with other pemture or coloure. 1568 GRAPTON Chron. II.

637 Guthenbergius, . .within .xvj. yeres after did invent the
ynke which the Printers now use. 1590 SPENSER /'. (?. i. i.

22 Deformed monsters, fowle, and blacke as inke. 1638 F.

JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 285 Such a thinne kinde of inke

or Chinese ink, is an admirable composition.. it is not fluid,
like our writing inks. Ibid. , Printing ink is made of nut-
oil, or linseed-oil, turpentine and lamp-black. 1753 Ibid.

Sufpl. s.v., Every sort of liquor with which a person may
write so that the letters do not appear till there is some
particular means used to give them a colour different from
that of the

paper, are called by the name of sympathetic
Inks. 1765 Diet, A rts f Sc. s.v., Composition of common
black Ink. Preparation of Red Ink from Vermilion. 1796
WITHERING Brit. PL II 1. 743 The expressed juiceofthe petals
is a good blue ink. 1819 Pantologia s.v. Ink,

' Chemical
Indelible Ink

'

sold for the purpose of marking linen. 1829
HOOD Eug. Aram xxi, A sluggish water, black as ink, The
depth was so extreme. 1855 CARLYLE Misc., Prinzcnraub
(1872) VII. 158 Battles . . fought only by ink. 1893 SUOUI
Trav. S. E. Africa 151 The whole sky on one side of the
heavens was as black as ink. 1899 Brit. Printer XII. 62
When.. type here and there refuses to take ink.

fig. and trans/. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 48 Y' no
person beyng embrued or spotted w* y

e ynke of y abhomin-

souls in a moment. 1879 J. BURROUGHS Locusts fj W. Honey
129 The lake was a pool of ink.

b. The black inky liquid secreted by the cuttle-

fish and allied cephalopods, and stored in a sac
or bladder, from which it is ejected at will so as

to cloud the water and assist the animal in its

escape from danger.
11586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 61 The fish called sepia,

which being in the net, castes a blacke inke about ilselfe,
that in the darkenesse thereof it may scape. 1589 tr.

Pasyrtifs Return Cb, They are the very Spawnes oMhe
fish Sxpia, .. where the streame is cleere, .. they vomit vp
yncke to trouble the waters. 1641 'SMECTYMNUUS' Vina.
Armv. v. 62 He deals like the fish Sepia, and casteth out a
great deal of black inke before the eyes of the Reader, that so
nee may escape without observation. 1815 W. PROUT in
Thomson Ann. Philos. V. 417 (heading) On the Colouring
Matter, or Ink, ejected by the Cuttle Fish. 1847 CARPENTER
Zool. 880 A very singular secreting organ, which, in the
dibranchiate Cephalopods, produces an abundance of a
black liquor, commonly termed its ink. 1861 HULMK tr.

Moquin-Tandon II. in. ii. 82 A black liquid known as the

Ink_of _the Cuttlefish .. The pigment
.. known as Roman

Sepia, is obtained from this black liquid.

II. altrib. and Comb.
2. General combinations : a. attributive, as ink-

drop, -line, -stain
; b. objective, as ink-carrying,

-distributing, -dropping , -wasting adjs. , ink-maker ;

C. instrumental, as ink-blurred, -spotted, -stained,
written adjs.; d. similative, as ink-black, -coloured,

adjs. ;
also ink-like adj.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Viflanic i. iii. 183 What Academick
starued Satyrist . . with *inke-black fist, Would tosse each
muck-heap, for some outcast scraps ? 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
IV. Africa 298 Looking blankly at a lake of ink-black
slime. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1188/1 The endwise motion
of the "ink-distributing rollers, a 1847 ELIZA COOK Room of
Householtl ii, The *ink-drop may fall, a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 16/1 To deadly cypress, and
"ink-dropping firrs ; Your palms and mirtles change. 1605
SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. iii. ill. Law 552 With "Ink-like
Rheum the dull Mists' drouzy vapours Quench their home
Fires. 1731 W. HALFPENNY Perspective 24 Then draw
the "Ink Lines .. which represents the Top of the Wall.

1598 FLORIO, Inchiostraro, .. an "inke-maker. 1714 MAN-
DEVILLE Fab. Bees (1733) I. 333 The ink-makers .. would . .

offer to choak me with astringents, or drown me in the
black liquor. 1805 ;!/<*/. London 443 Inkmakers, stationers,

papermakers. 1819 Pantologiti s.v. Ink, Lemon-juice, and
the juice of sorrel will also remove "ink-stains. 1857 EADIE
J. Kitto xit. (1861) 418 An "inkstained recluse. 1581 SlDNtv
Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 71 All, that haue had the euill lucke to
reade this "incke-wasting toy of mine.

3. In the names of vessels or receptacles for hold-

ing writing or printing ink, as ink-bottle, -box, -can,

-case, -cup, -dish, -glass, -holder, -reservoir, -tin.

Also INK-HORN, -POT, -STAND, -STANDISH.

1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 333 Hoe boye, reache
me that *inke-bottell. 1711 BUDGELL Sped. No. 77 f 9 He
writes a Letter, and flings the Sand into the Ink-bottle ; he
writes a second, and mistakes the Superscription. 1875
A. R. HOPE My Schoolboy Fr. 227 He dipped a large pen
into his inkbottle. 1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. (1645) 55
The secretary pour'd the "Ink-box all overthe Writings. 1851
Illustr. Exhib. 489 The ductor-roller forms one side of an

ink-box, from whicn, as it revolves, it withdraws a portion of

ink. 1663 BOYLE Hist. Colours n. Exp. ix, I have found pens
blacked. . when I had a while carried them about me in a silver

"ink-case. 1886 STEVENSON I'r. Otto 11. xiii. 221 Give me
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the *ink-dish. 1680 V. AI.SOP Misch. Imposit. 103 If the late

change of Ink horns, into "Ink glasses, had but taught us
how frail and brittle we all are. 1806-7 J> BERESFORD
Miseries Hutu. Life (1826) vin. xxiv, Emptying the ink-

hich you
Pur-

u. e 12 . xxv, mpyng
glass (by mistake for the sand-glass) on a paper whic
have just written out fairly. 1703 T. N. City $ C.

inkholder, still there. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1187/2
The *ink-reservoir of a printing-press from which the ink is

taken by an ink-roller. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRICHT
Telegraphy 73 The ink-reservoir should never be too full,
otherwise the apparatus is apt to become clogged with ink.

4. Special combinations : ink-bag, the bladder-

shaped sac in the cuttle-fish and related animals

containing the ' ink
'

: see I b above ; ink-ball,

(a) =BALL sl>.\ 13 : see quot. 1884 ; (b) a kind of

oak-gall employed in the manufacture of ink
;

ink-bench, the inking-table of a printing machine

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; ink-block, in print-

ing, a block or table on which the ink is

spread, to be taken up by the rollers or ink-balls
;

ink-brayer = BEATER 2
; ink-cap = ink- mush-

room
; ink-cylinder, an inking cylinder or roller

in a printing machine; f ink-dabbler, a scribbler;
t ink-divine (see quot.) ; ink-duet, (a) the duct
of a cephalopod's ink-bag ; (i) =ink-trough; ink-

eraser, a piece of prepared caoutchouc, or similar

substance, used to erase writing in ink or blots; ink-

fish, a cuttle-fish or squid; ink-fountain ^ink-

trough; ink-gland = ink-bag; ink-knife, a blade
for controlling the flow of ink from an ink-foun-

tain, or for pressing down the ink
; f- ink-man,

the employee in a printing-office who prepares the
ink for use

; ink-mushroom, a mushroom of the

genus Coprinus ; ink-nut = MYROBALAN
;

ink-

pad, an inking-pad ; ink-pencil, a pencil filled

with a composition possessing some of the qualities
of ink ; ink-plant, the European shrub Coriaria

myrtifolia, or New Zealand species C. thymifolia ;

ink-powder, the powdered ingredients of ink ;

ink-printing, the process of making photographic
prints in common ink

; ink-roller, an inking-
roller; ink-root, the root of the American sea-

lavender or marsh-rosemary (Statice Limoniuni) ;

inla-aaa- ink-bag; ink-saucer, a dark mark (be-
neath the eye) ; ink-slab, the slate or stone slab

of an ink-table
; ink-slice, a broad knife or paddle

used for handling printer's ink
; ink-slinger (orig.

U.S.), a contemptuous appellation for a profes-
sional writer, esp. a reckless writer in the newspaper
press; so ink-slinging; ink-spot, (a) a stain

of ink; (i) a dark spot on the skin; ink-stone,
(a) native copperas or iron-sulphate, used in mak-

ing ink, (b) a slab of stone or slate on which Indian
ink is prepared for use by rubbing ; ink-surface,
a surface serving as an ink-table ; ink-table, in

a printing-press, the table or slab on which the ink

is distributed by the roller; ink-tippler (nonce-

wd. ), one who is constantly using ink, a writer ;

ink-trough, the reservoir containing the ink in a

printing machine; ink-value, the equivalent in

a black-and-white print of a colour in a painting ;

ink-well (see quots.) ; ink-wood, the tree Hype-
late paniculata, found in S. Florida and the \\'.

Indies
; ink-writer, a telegraph instrument which

records messages in ink.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 536 The "ink-bag probably
attains its largest proportional size in the genus Sepioln.
1873 DAWSON Eartk^ & Man ix. 224 The Belemnite . . had
ink-bags provided with that wonderfully divided pigment,
inimitable by art. 1884 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, (ed. 2)

385 The Printer's *Ink Ball, which is now very seldom used,
consists of a semi-globular pad, coated with composition.
1888 Century Mag. XXXVI. 765 The juice of poke-berries,

compounded with vinegar, or the distillation of a vegetable
product known as '

ink balls
', usurped the place of ink.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. iii. 56 Brayer, is a round wooden
Rubber . . used in the *Inke-block to Bray and Rub Inke.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Printing, One of these [balls]
the pressman takes in each hand, and applying them on the
ink-block, to charge them with ink, he [etc.]. 1790 NICHOL-
SON Specif. Patent, O is a cylinder faced with leather and
lying across an ink-block. 1841 SAVAGE Diet. Printing
s.v. Ink

Block,^
The introduction of rollers has superseded

the use of the ink block, for which has been substituted an
inking apparatus. 1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 553 *Ink-

cap (species of Coprinus). 1894 Brit. Printer VI I. 346 Most
rollers in the better machines are driven by the friction of the
*ink cylinder. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. v. i,

These paper-pedlars ! these *ink-dabblers ! 1604 S. HIERON
Wkt. I. 533 It is no matter, though the papists continue to
call vs in scorne *inke-diuines, because of our close adhering
to the holy text. i83$-6ToDD Cycl. Anat. I. 530/1 Delicate
fasciculi . . intercept the termination of the . . *ink-duct.

1883 W. BLADES in Printers' Reg. 125/2 The ink-duct at the

end, with its roller supplying a small but regular quantity
of ink at each revolution. 1881 Daily News i Mar. 5/1
However long you may boil the tender parts of camel, the

plat .. is no better than so much *ink-eraser, 1693 Phil.
Trans. XVII. 855 The Sleave or *Ink-nsh, Lolligo. 1751
SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 97 The Ink-fish, or Cuttle-fish
. . when in danger of being taken, it emits a black liquor
like ink out of it's mouth. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1798/2

303

The 'ink-fountain and ink-distributing apparatus. 1851-6
WOODWARD Mollusca 63 Mnk-gland always present. 1598
FLORID, Inchio$trarot an *inke-man, an inke-maker. 1619
PURCHAS Microcosnms

Jv. 522 The Printer seemes to muster
a great many vnder him ; the Founder, Grauer, Cutter,
Jnke-man, Paper-man, Corrector, Compositor, Presse-men,
and others. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2534/4 Holman's London
*Ink-Powder,.. being the best Ingredients for making the
strongest and best black Writing Ink, 1819 Pantologia s.v.
Ink

t
Ink powder.. is nothing else than the substances em-

ployed in the composition of common ink, pounded and
pulverised. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 307 It . .

remains for a short period in contact with the surface of the
*ink*roller, .thereby receiving a portion of ink upon its sur-
face. 1890 W.J. GORDON Foundry 181 A series of distri-

buting ink-rollers. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer
I. 3 He had great black eyes, with *ink-saucers under
them. 1884 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, (ed. s) 384 Where
very large quantities of ink are required to be spread out
on the table, an *ink slice is sometimes used. 1887 W.
DOUGLAS Duelling Days in the Army 132 Every one on the
Paris press seems ready, .to fight any other *ink-slinger on
the slightest provocation. 1896 Academy 7 Nov. 347/2
Only great critics, or impertinent ink slingers, would attempt
to appraise their value. 1894 Daily News 2 May 6/3 High-
bred women who were not given to what modern Americans
call

'

*ink-slinging '. 1896 Spectator 7 Nov. 619 There is. .no

picturesque ink-slinging, as the happy American phrase
goes. 1839 Mag. Dom. Econ. IV. 214 *Ink-spots and other
stains on silk. 1897 Allbntfs Syst* Med. II. 223 If a

general erythema [in small-pox] be . . accompanied by
isolated ink spots it will certainly be fatal. 1825 ]. NICHOL-
SON Operat. Mechanic 307 The reciprocating motion of the

carriage causes the *ink-table . . to receive ink upon its

surface from the elastic roller. 1884 SOUTHWARD Pract*
Print, (ed. 2) 467 As an ink-table for colour work there is

nothing equal to white marble. 1892 Ibid. led. 4) 12 In
* machines '

. . the ink table always adjoins the type bed, and
the rollers are passed over it and on to the type mechanic-

ally. 1843 MRS. GORE Fascin. 120 Do I look like an old
rat that has spent its days in gnawing the classics?. .Am
I an "*ink tippler? a college sizar? 1818 E.CowpERin Savage
Diet. Print. (1841) s. v. Inking Apparatus, The *ink trough
is fixed at one edge of the table. 1890 W. J. GORDON
Foundry 181 An ink-trough from which the roller, .is lifted

at every revolution. 1894 Athenaeum 22 Dec. 867/1 The
rendering of what are called the *ink values of Mr. Beards-

ley's designs . . must have been a matter of frequent difficulty.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1188/2
*
Ink-well, an ink-cup

adapted to occupy a hole in a desk. 1876 PKF.KCK & SIVF>
WRIGHT Telegraphy 71 While it [the inking disc] just dips
into the ink-well it also gently presses against the paper.
Ibid. 116 Wheatstone's system of automatic telegraphy is

that which is used in England . . the messages are recorded
on an exceedingly delicate form of direct *ink-writer. 1888
T. GRAY in F.ncycl. Brit. XXIII. 119/2 The form of instru-

ment almost universally used in Europe makes the record in

ink, and hence is sometimes called the 'ink-writer'.

Ink, sbt Also 6 ynck, 6-7 inke. [Origin
unknown.]
fl. orig. An iron cross set in the lower face of

the tipper millstone, and serving to poise it on the

spindle which turns it
;
a mill-rind. As a charge

in //<?;*. = FER-DE-MOLTNE
; see also TNK-MOLTNE.

1572 UOSSEWELL Armorie HI, 20 b, The office of an Ynck
Molyne, and to what purpose it serueth betwene the Myll
stones, is, I thinke, knowne to moste men, but to Myllers
especially, who in takinge the'ire tolle, forget oftentimes the
Rule taught them by their myll ynck. 1610 GUII.LIM

Heraldry n. vii. (1611) 70 Perhaps because it resembleth
the Inke of a Mill which is evermore Pierced. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 341/1 The Inke or Rinde of a Mill.

Millers term it in English a Brandret or Mill Rinde.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Fer de Moulin, The iron-ink,
or ink of a mill, which sustains the moving mill-stone.

2. In current use: see quot.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1019/2 Step or /#, the socket

which holds the toe of a. vertical shaft or spindle.

Ink, sb.z : see INKE.

Ink (irjk), v. Also 6 enk. ff. INK j-^.l]

1. trans* To mark, stain, or smear with or as

with ink.

1562 PILKINGTON Expos. Abdyas Pref. Aavijb, Enking
their hands in bloude. 17x8 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

Lady Rich 16 Mar., You may . . send letters of passion,
friendship, .or even ofnews, without ever inking your fingers.

and inked, and damaged in every possible way. 1865 MRS.
WHITNEY Gaywortkys iii.

(1879) 39 Grasping the pen close
down toward the nib and inking himself profusely.

b. To cover (types, etc.) with ink in order to

print from them.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.

y. Printing, The plate
sufficiently inked, they first wipe it coarsely over with afoul

rag. 1819 Pantologia s. v. Printing, The cylinder A returns

empty, and the cylinder B inked. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX.
18/2 One [man] to ink the types. 1890 W. J. GORDON
Fonndry 190 He seized the semi-liquid glue and with it

inked a forme.

2. With adverbs, as ink in (or <ruer\ to go over

or trace in ink (lines previously drawn in pencil) ;

ink out, to obliterate with ink
;
ink up, to cover

completely with ink.

1845 Athenaeum 18 Jan. 71 The impression is inked up
with rollers and printed from in the usual manner ofsurface-

printing. 1881 Bibliograpjier Dec. 8/1 The separate 1525
device . . with the objectionable motto inked out. 1884
SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, (ed. 2) 398 If the roller has been
inked up, it must be carefully scraped with a blunt knife be-

fore being used again. 1886 N. Zealand Herald 28 May
3/7 Finished drawings, inked in and elaborately coloured.

1892 LD. ROSEDERY in Daily News 16 Mar. 3/2 The equity
of the case will be met if Mr. Campbell retires with the
scrutineers and inks over his pencil.

INK-HORN.

Hence Inked (inkt), ppl. a.

1790 NICHOLSON Specif. Patent, This motion causes the

cylinder B to revolve continually, and consequently to
render its inked surface very uniform, by the action of its

distributing rollers. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. v. (1876)
316 With inked ruffles, and claret stains on his tarnished
lace coat. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 216 The hardened

gelatin is bitten away on each side of the inked lines.

I'nk-be:rry. A name given, from their colour
or juice, to various berries, and to the shrubs that

produce them. a. A small shrnb of the holly

family {Prinos glaber or Ilex glabra), a native of
the Atlantic coast of N. America, b. The West
Indian indigo-berry (Randia aculeatd}. C. The
plant Mollinedia (or Kibard) macrophylla, called

Australian or Queensland inkberry. d. Ink-
berryweed, the poke-weed (fhytolacca decandra),
a native of the Atlantic coast of N. America and
North Africa, the Azores and China ; called also,
from its purplish-red juice, Red ink plant.

t 1850 Nat. Encycl. I. 059 Prinos glaber is a low hand*
some shrub, with white flowers and a black fruit ; hence it

is called, in Jersey, ink-berries. 1880 Libr. Univ. Kntnvl.
VIII. 26 Inkberry, Ilex glabra, a shrub belonging to the

holly family.

t Inke. Obs. rare. Also ink. [Derivation un-

known.] (See quot.)
1615 LATHAM Falconry (1633) 23 Adding unto the inke of

a dove as much cleane washt flannel! in quantitie, as may
make her a reasonable casting. Ibid. Expian. Words, Inkt,
whether it be of Partridge, fowle, doues, or any other prey,
is the necke from the head to the body. [Hence in later

writers and diets. ; in some, as in Phillips 1706, spelt ink\

Illkeil (i'rjken), a. Now rare. [f. INK .r/'.l +
-EN *.] Of ink

;
written with ink. ) hi/ten di-

vinity (see quot. 1698).
1600 O. E. (? M. SUTCLIFFE) Repl. Libel n. i. 5 Others

call them Inken diuinity, and account them no better then
Matter of strife. 1698 Christ Exalted Ded. A ij b, A
debauched Crew of this Age, . . that call the Scriptures an
Inken Divinity. 1893 National Observer 17 June 120 '2

The inken curse was laid upon him; . . he was never happy
without a pen and something to write upon.

Inkennel, variant of ENKENNEL v., Obs.

t I'liker, pron. Obs. Forms : I incer, yncer,

incyr, 3 inker, incker(e, unker, Orm. }unnkerr.
[OE. incer of you two, (i) gen. dual of the second

pers. pron. THOU : see INC : = Goth, igqara, ON.

ykkar ; (2) declinable possessive pronoun = Goth.

igqar, ON. ykkarr. On the ME. jimnkerr, linker

see INC.]
1. As genitive dual: Of you two. Either inker,

either of you two ; inker bapre, of you both.

(1050 Martyrol. in Cockayne Shrine 148 Yncer sejSer

ofslyno oSerne . . and yncer wif beoS on anum djE^e wudewan.
nzoo ORMIN 6183 All batt ^ho 3eornebJ> wi^|? skill, To
^unnkerr babre gpde. c 1203 LAV. 32170 pat unker aei6er

o5er Luuie swa his broSer. f 1230 Halt Meid. 31 Swa bat

inker eiSer heasci wiS ooer. c 1300 tlavelok 1882 Roberd !

willam ! hware ar ye? Gripeth eper unker a god tre.

2. as possess, pron. Belonging to you two, your.
C075 Rnshw.Gosp. Matt. ix. 29 ,/F.fter geleafan incrnm

fceweorSe inc [trxooo Ags. Gosp., ^".ftyr incrnm xe l eafan ;

c 1160 Hattoii Gosf., /Efter yncre geleafen], c loop JKLFRU:

Exod. x. 17 Eiddab incerne God, bast he adrife bisne deab
fram me. c 1205 LAV. 5102 Incker moder inc hateS. IHd.

5623 Ich inckere freond wuroe.

Inker (i'qkaj), sb. [f.
INK v. + -ER 1.] One who

or that which inks.

1. A telegraph-instrument which records the mes-

sage in ink.
1882 Daily News 27 Jan. 2/1 Needle telegraphs, Morse

inkers, sounders, and type printers. 1899 Ibid. 30 Mar. 5/5

An ordinary Morse inker, or tape-machine.
2. Printing. An inking-roller.
1884 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, (ed. 2) 469 Next set in their

places the wavers and the inkers. 1890 W. J. GORDON
Foundry 203 The Marinoni web. .with the inkers at the top
and bottom. 1808 Brit. Printer XI. 281 Three or four

inkers, .for distribution on table.

3. A mechanical drawing-pen.
I'nk-horn. Forms : see INK sb^ [f.

INK rf.i

-r HORN sb. 1 2
; cf. obs. Du. inkt-horn, enkt-horen

(Kilian).]
1. A small portable vessel (originally made of

a horn) for holding writing-ink : now seldom used,

f To smell 'of the ink-horn, to be pedantic ;
term

of inkhorn = ink-horn term 2 b.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. ix. n The man that .. hadde an enk-

horn in his rigge. 1440 Promp. Parv. 262/1 Inkehorne,
attramentarinm. 1463 Mann. $ Housel*. Exf. (Roxb.)

229 Item, payd . . for a pener and a ynkorne, iij. d. 1474
CAXTON Chesse 77 On his gurdel a penner and an ynk-horn.

CIS70 Pride tr Lcrwl. (1841) 30 Ne had they teim of ink-

horne ne of penne But plaine in speache. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay xxvi. 396 Proclamations set foorth in such a

stile, . .smelling too much of the Inkehorne. 1687 T. BROWN
Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 75 Children don't use to

come into the world with their ink-horns and pocket-books
about them. 1733 LADY B z in Swift's Lett. (1766) II.

191 Two days ago I washed the mould out of my inkhorn,

put fresh ink into it. 1:1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 253 He
drew from a little writing-case . .some paper, a cut cane, and
an ink-horn. 1879 MACLEAR Celts viii. 133 Literary appa-
ratus, such as waxed tablets, styles, pens, and ink-horns.

2. attrib. a. fink-horn fish, the ink-fish or

cuttle-fish; fink-horn mate, varlet contempt-
uous appellations for a scribbler.
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ink-horn varlets, who
parochial or stare-gatherers, those *ink-h

carry their want of welcome in their face- !

b. ink-horn term, a term of the literary lan-

guage, a learned or bookish word; so also ink-

horn desire, language, word. arch.

1543 BALE Yet a Course 59 b, Soche are your Ynlcehorne

GUI!IKK Mtnaf/um (Arb.l 51 Wherefore thoughe he had done

their parts. 1784 MUTTON Bran ,\'eu- U'arlc 6 Inkhorn

words, to be honest, we knaw lile abaut. 1871 LOWELL Stiuy
IK. (1886! 330 As if it were a spoken, and not merely an

ink-horn language. 1871 MINTO Eng, Prute Lit. n. ii. 235
Inkhorn words of Latin origin.

t Iiikhornism. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ISM.]

A learned or pedantic word or expression ;
an ink-

hom term or phrase.
1597-8 HP. HALL Sat. I. viii. 12 Singing his love . . In

mightiest ink-hornistnes he can thither wrest. 1611 COTGR.,

Suttrgurgitrr, to overflow (an Inkhornisme in Rabelais).

So f rnkhornlst, one who uses ink-horn terms
;

a pedant. Obs.

1501 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 181, I have seldome

read a more garish and pibald stile in any scribling Ink-

homist.

tl'nkhornize, #. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. + -IZE ]

intr. To use pedantic words. (Also, to inkhornize

it.) trans. To treat to, or assail with, ink-horn

terms. Hence f I'nkhornizing ///. a.
; also

t rnkhornizer lNKHORNiaT.
1589 Pappe w. Hatchet B iv b, I know a foole that shall

so inkhorniie you with straunge phrases, that you shall

blush at your owne bodges. 1611 COTGR., Pedantesqne,
pedanticafl, inkhornizing, pedantlike. Ibid., Pedantizer,
to pedantize it, or play the Pedant ; . . also, to inkhornize it.

Inkindle, obs. variant of ENKINDLE z>.

Inkiness (i'rjkines). rare. [f.
INKY a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being inky.
i6ti COTGR., Encrete, .. inkinesse, or blacknesse. 1853

KANE Crinnell Exp. xxvii. (1856) 220 Contrasted with the

pure white snow, their waters are black, even to inkyness.

Inking (i-nkirj
1

,
vbl. sb. [f. INK v. + -ING '.]

The action of the verb INK
; spec, the covering of

type with ink preparatory to printing.
1818 E. COWPER in Savage Diet. Print. (1841) s. v. Inking

Apparatus. The advantages of this mode of inking are
considerable. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 233 It

[a printing machine] was found to be too complicated ; the

inking was defective. 187* Daily News 18 June 5/r The
rending or the inking of a reputation. 1884 Leeds Mercury
Wkly. buppl. 15 Nov. i/i He succeeded in combining a press
with mechanical instead of manual methods of inking.

b. attrib. or Comb., chiefly in terms relating to

printing, or to those parts of the printing-machine
concerned in the process of inking the type, as

inking -apparatus, -ball, -cylinder, -disk, -pad,

-power, -roller, -slab, -table, -trough. (Cf. INK.?/'.'/)..)

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 306 Two .. systems
of "inking apparatus,, .adapted to ink their respective forms
of types. 1890 W. ]. GORDON Foundry 190 In 1815 Forster
had found the Staffordshire potters dabbing on their patterns
with lumps of glue and treacle. He took the mixture and
made it into "inking-balls. 1790 NICHOLSON Specif. Patent,
A is the printing-cylinder . . and B is the *inking-cylinder,
with its distributing-rollers. 1851 Illustr. Exhih. 491 An
apparatus similar to the inking cylinder of the platen
machine. 1876 PRKF.CE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 71 The
position of the "inking disc, with respect to the paper and
armature. 1893 SOUTHWARD Pract. Print, (ed. 41 425 The
1 Minerva* has its inking disc in two parts. 1790 NICHOLSON
Specif. Patent, The lever .. raises the 'inking.piece, which

applies itself against one of the distributing-rollers. IHd.,
B is the "inking-roller. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1188/1
The diagonal Arrangement of the inking-roller. .is described
in Applegath's English patent, 1823. 1841 Chambers* In-

form. 636/2 The type-carriage and "inking-tables have a
reciprocating motion. 1851-3 TOMLINSON Cycl. Arts in

Penny Cycl. and Suppl. (18581 538/1 As the inking-table . .

passes the ductor-roller, it receives from it a coating of ink.

Inkirly, variant of INCRELY adv.

Inkish. (i'rjkij), a. rare.
[f.

iNK'rf. 1
+-ISH.]

Somewhat inky ; blackish.

1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 95 To pursue the Circulation
of the blood there by the injecting of Inkish liquor. 1815
W. H. IRELAND Sfribbleomania 343 Greeting each imp in
hit true inkish plight.

Inkle (ink'l ,
sb. Nowrflr*. Forms:6ync-

(h)ull, ynkell, ynkls, 6-7 ynokle, inckle, 6-
incle, inkle. [Derivation not ascertained.

,
:sted by

ht be ap-
'idence

T" - / *" "6'i wtin utigif \s (.uiijectured
by lome) is out of the question.]L A kind of linen tape, formerly much used for
various purposes.

f^'J'"""" C*'"*''--*" (Som. Rec. Soc.) 155 Fora pece
on>rodeyncullforgyrdynv..v>. 1146 Ibid. 15, For whyte
1 nchull to make amyss .R 1567 H7.MAK Caveat 65 Vvith

ketf . .on their armes, where in they haue laces, pynnes,
nedl, white ynkell. 1616 BEAUM. & Fi_ Scornf. Lady v
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iii, My wife is learning now Sir, to weave inkle. 1673 RAY

Joum. Low C. (1738) I. 41 Here we noted an engine or

wheel for the weaving of inkle and tape. 1686 Land. Gas.

No. 2197/4 Lost, .. a parcel of Papers, .. wrapt and bound
about with Red Incle. 1781 W. HABROD Antio. Stamford
(1785) II. 438 His shoes were, .ty'd with strings of a purple
colour, . . but whether ribbon, or inkle I know not. 1815
UROCKETT A^. C. Glass.

, Inkle, an inferior kind of tape. 1868

ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Inkle* a narrow linen fabric, or

kind of tape, formerly used for shoe-ties, apron-strings, and
the like.

f b. A piece, or variety, of inkle. Obs.

1607 MARKHAMQK'rt/. i.(i6i7)s8TakeanIncIe or Ribband,
and measure the Foale when hee is new foaled. 1610

Masterp. n. iii- 399 Either stitch them together, or with a
broad inckle bind them vp. 1611 SHAKS, Winter's T, iv. iv.

208 Hee hath Ribbons of all the colours i* th Rainebow ;

Points.. I nckles, Caddysses, Cambrickes, Lawnes. 1639 T.
DE GREY Compl. Horscm. 141 With an incle or fillittng bind
the hough. 1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 101 They buy
up large Quantities of our fine Linen Yarn, . . Yarn of a
coarser Staple, .for Warp to their wrought Inkles, Fustians
and Linsywoolsies.
2. The linen thread or yarn from which inkle is

manufactured ; usually -unwrought inkle,

1545 Rates Cnstom-ho. bvb, Incle the hundreth pounde
vnwrought. 1571 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 361,

uj ouncs of cotton silk iij'. ij ouncs of fyne ynkell vj
d
.

1583 Kates Custom-ho. C vij, Inckle vnwrought called white
thred single or double. 1608 SHAKS. Per. v. Chor. 8 Marina
. . with her neeld composes Nature's own shape, of bud,
bird, branch, or berry . . Her inkle, silk, twin with the rubied

cherry. 1714 Lond.Gaz. No. 5240/3 Unwrought Incle Im-

ported into this Kingdom. 1813 Chron. in Ann, Reg, 252/1
Ribbons made of silk* mixed with Inkle or cotton. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1188/1 Spinel is bleached yarn for the
manufacture of the tape, and is known as unwrought inkle.

1879 Scons' Encycl, Manuf. I. 590 The majority (of wicks]
consist of inkle, a fine flax yarn.
3. attrib. and Comb. ^inkle-house, -loom

, -maker,

-manufacture -manufacturer , -points, -roll
t -string^

-wares
;
also f inkle-beggar, a beggar who sells

tape, etc. ; inkle-eloquence, ? tawdry, shoddy
rhetoric ; inkle-weaver, a weaver of inkle or linen

tape ; whence the phrase as great (or thick} as in-

kle-weavers, extremely intimate (see quot. 1788'.
1616 T. ADAMS Div. Herbal Wks. 1862 II. 457 From the

courtier to the carter, from the lady to the *mkle-beggar,
there is this excess. 1774 Westm. Mag: II. 453, I liave
seen a powdered coxcomb of this gawzy make .. flatter

himself with the power of his *inkle eloquence. 1845 New
Slat. Acc.Scotl. VI. 157 In 1732 Mr, Harvey brought away
from Haeilem two *inkle-looms. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Cannikin, . . as great as Cup and Cann ; or as

great as two *Inklemakers. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl.
II. 128 Ten tons of linen yarn have been annually consumed
in the *inkle manufacture. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.

3 Sept., Mr. M'Clellan, a rich *inkle-manufacturer. 1603
Manch. Crt. Leet Rec. (1885' II. 180 For sale of sackclothe,

*inclepoints, Garteringe, Threede, Buttons and othr Small
wares. 1583 Rates Custom-he. C vij, *Inckle roles the dosen

peeces. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. i. xxxiii. 65 Tye vp his

eares with a soft "inckle string. 1845 New Stat. Ace. Scotl.

VI. 157 Glasgow was the first place in Britain where *inkle
wares were manufactured. 1691 T. BROWNE Reasons Mr.
Bays changing Relig. (ed. 2) 15 The * Inkle-weavers . . the
dealers in Ribbons. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Com'ers. i. 105 Slie

and you were as great as two Inkle-weavers. 1788 COWPER
Let. 6 May, Wks. 1836 VI. 153 When people are intimate,
we say they are as great as two inkle-weavers . . inkle-

weavers contract intimacies with each other sooner than
other people on account of their juxtaposition in weaving
of inkle [the inkle-looms being so narrow and close together],

1874 MRS. H. WOOD Mast. Greylands xxxiii. 389 My rela-

tives . . and the Greylands' Rest people used to be as thick
as inkle-weavers.

Inkle (iqk'l), v. rare. Also 4 incle. [Origin
unascertained : cf. INKLIXG,]

f* 1. trans. To utter or communicate in an under-
tone or whisper, to hint, give a hint of. Obs. In

quot. 'to inkle the truth', (parenthetically)
= to

mention or tell the truth,
' sooth to say*.

1340-70 Alisamider 616 A brem brasen borde bnnges hee
soone, Imped in iuory, too incle Je truthe.

2. dial. To get an inkling or notion (of).
[In this sense app. a back-formation from INKLING 3, 4.]
1866 BLACKMOKE Cradock Nowell xxix. 11883) 153 His

marriage settlement and its effects, they could only inkle of.

1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Inkle, i. To form notions,
guesses or projects. .2. To form wishes or inclinations .. for
this or that gratification, to wit. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D.
Hi. (1879) 340 She inkled what it was.

Inkless (i-nkles), a.
[f.

INK s&. 1 + -LESS.]
Without ink.

iSix BVRON Hints fr. Hor. 509 My inkless pen Shall
never blunt its edge. 1899 Brit. Printer XII. 231 Several

printers have arranged to have machines fitted for electrical
tnktess printing.

tl'nkleth. Obs.rare^*. =next.
1568 LD. SCROPE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 240 She

myght get into France, and that wold hardly be done yf
my L. of Murraye have a former ynkleth of her departure
thether.

Inkling (i-nklirj), vbL sb. Forms : (5 nyngki-
ling), 6 ink(e)-, inck(e)-, ynk(e)-, inc-, ync-,
ing-, 6-7 inckling, 6- inkling, [f. INKLE v. +
-ING !.]

1. Mentioning in an undertone ; a faint or slight
mention, report, or rumour ; chiefly in phrase to

hear an inkling (of something). Obs. exc. dial.

(In the first quot. it was the sound of his own name in
a whispered communication that Alexander caught.)
a 1400-50 A lexander 2968 [Alexander] Herd a nyngkiling

INKNOT.
of his name, & naytis him to ryse, Buskis him vp at a

braide, & fra ^e burde rysys. 1533 MORE Apol. xxi. Wks.
881/2 The tother had heard an incling whiche yet he bclieued

not, that this man was not much afore hande. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. 11' 25 He was thither come .. before the con-
federates hearde any inkelyng of his marchyng forward. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. n There wasanynkhng,thatit wold
not be long er you came. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vi. xxv. 235 They
had scarcely heard any inkling or rumour of hostilitie. 1658
PHILLIPS, An Inkling ofa mattery small rumour or report,
as it were a tinckling, or little sound. 01665 J- GOODWIN
Filled w. the Spirit 11867) 211 They had not so much as
heard the least inkling of those blessed tidings. 1755
JOHNSON s.v., This word is derived by Skinner, from in-

klincken, to sound within. This sense is still retained in

Scotland : as, I heard not an inkling. [So also in mod. Sc.J

2. A hint, a slight intimation, or suggestion ;

usually to give (one) an inkling (of something).
1517 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 38/1 Whyther hee . . knewe

that hee suche thynge purposed, or otherwyse had anye
inkelynge thereof. 1529 Dyaloge n. Wks. 191/1 But
I put case now y* ye had an inkeling or els a playne warn-

ing, yl some of them were hys enemies. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt, xxiii. no Geuyng an incklyng of his

secound cummyng. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par.
Thcss. i Signifying vnto them as it were with priuie yn-
clynges, that there were some among them, whiche were
not yet altogether pure. 1533 BRENDE(?. Cnrthts Q j, To
the entente no inglynge shoulde appeare of this newe coun-

saile, he caused it to be proclaimed that the armie should
set forwardes the next daye. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. n.

x. (1633) 133, I have said enough, especially to a learned

governour, to whom an inckling were sufficient. 1650
HOWELL Giraffts Rev. Naples i. 77 There were many
papers . . wherein there were inklings given. 1682 BUNYAN
Holy Warzty, I have received from this good truth-teller

this one inkling further. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 341,
1 have had some Inkling given me, that you might, if you
pleased, augment that Estate. 1865 CARLYLE Freak. Gt.
xni. v. (1872) V. 61 If the least inkling of it ooze out, he
shall have right to deny it.

t b. An intimation given by a wink or nod.

Obs. rare.

1598 FLORIO, Cenno, a nod, a becke or signe or a glance or
touch at any thing, an inkling. Ibid.. Fare d'occhio, to
winke vpon one, to giue a signe with the eyes, to giue an

inkling.
3. A hint or slight intimation received ; hence,
a slight or vague knowledge or notion, however

acquired ; a suspicion ; esp. in phrase to have, get
an inkling (of something).
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 73 He by gesse had got an

inklyng Of hir hoord. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions iv, 4.

191 Our memorie is such, that if it conceiue but an inckling
of any matter . . our understanding followeth it. 1627 SAN-
DERSON 12 Sertit. (1637) 518 Never had ..so much as the least

inckling of the Doctrine of Salvation. 1755 J. G. COOPER
in li'orld No. no F 9 The government, .begins to entertain
an idea, or, as the vulgar phrase it, to have an inkling of
the matter. 1765 FOOTE Commissary i. Wks. 1795 !' J ? ""
he gets but an inkling, but the slightest suspicion, our

project is marr'd. 1846 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 10 July
(1884), Not one of them had the least inkling of the kind of

speech he was about to make. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith
(1853) 285 To transform a dim inkling of a truth into an

intelligent, vital, conscious recognition of it.

t ta. A suspicion ofor against a person. Obs. rare.
1620 SHELTON Ouix. III. i. 5 The Chaplain told him, the

Rector had an Inckling against him. 1709 STRYPE Ann.
Ref. (1824) I. xxxvjii. 103 By this time they had some ink-

ling of the lord Robert Dudley.
t C. ? A vague hope or notion ofdoing something.
1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev, II. 235 Antijacobinism had

.. still some gay hopes to gamble upon, stilt some inkling to

turn up a king.

4. dial. An inclination, slight desire, [app. influ-

enced by incline, or F. ending
1787 GHOSE Prov. Class., Inkling, a desire. Nforth]. 1807

SOUTHEY in Robberds Mem. li-'. Taylor II. 202, I feel

inklings to address an ode to the people of Liverpool. 1824
Lett. (1856) III. 436, I have still an inkling for the west.

1825 BROCKETT A^. C. Gloss., Inckling, Inkting, a desire.

1828 Craven Dial. t Inkling, a desire.
' Ive an inkling to

gang to t' fair tomorn '. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., lnklin\ a
wish or desire.

t Ink-molyne. Obs. rare. [f. INK sb. 2- +
moline (cf. FER-PE-MOLINE) F. moitlin a mill.]
= !NK sb* i.

f$72 BOSSEWELL Artnorje n. 115 b, He beareth Argent,
a Cheuron de Ermines, betweene three Inkes molyn crusule

botonie. z6n COTGR., Anille, . . in Blazon
;
an ink-molyne.

In-kneed u-n,nfd, -nfd), a,
[f.

IN adv. 13 +
KNEE sb. + -ED 2.] Having the legs bent inwards

at the knees.

1724 A-uld Rob Morris in Ramsay's Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I.

63 He's out-shin'd, in-knee'd and ringle-ey'd too. 1741
A. MONRO Anat. (ed. 3) 277 Weak rickety Children become
inkneed. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 168/1 Women. .are

naturally more in-kneed than men.

t Inikni't, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IN- i + KNIT ^.]
trans. To knit up, draw close together.
c 1374 CHMICRR TroyIMS in. 1039 1 1088) Ther with be sorwe

so his lierte shette That .. euery spirit his vigour yn-knette

[v.rr, inknette, inknitt] So bey astoned & oppressed were.

Inknot (ininp-t),v. rare. Also 7 en-, [f.
IN- J

+ KNOTS-.] trans, a. To include in or with a

knot ; to tie in. b. = INNODATE v.

1611 FLORIO, Incappiare, to enknot, to ensnare. 1639
FULLER Holy War in. xiii. 131 John Stafford Archbishop of

Canterbury .. inknotteth that Priest in the greater excom-
munication that should consecrate Poculum stannenm. 1879

J. D. LONG JEneid v. 359 The rest [of the wounded snake]
Retarded by the wound, delays it there Inknotting knots

and twisting round itself.



INKNOW.

t In,know, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- l + KNOW
v., after L. innotescere^ trans. To take know-
ledge of.

aiym E. E. Psalter cxliii[i]. 3 Laverd, whilk es man, for
bou m-knew [L. innotursti] him?

Inkpot (i-nkippt). [INK iA.i]
1. A small pot for holding writing-ink.
'553 (see 2]. 1590 LODGE Enfhues' Gold. Leg. (1592) H iv,

ink-pot, a sand-box [etc.]. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life,
Worship Wks. (Bonn) II. 393, I am not afraid of falling
into my inkpot.
2. attrib. inkpot term = ink-horn term (see INK-
HOBN 2 b).

'553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 156 A very Caulf that ..

thought by his ynke pot termes to get a good Parsonage.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions iv. ii. 141 To vse . . Poetical phrases
in prose, or incke-pot tearmes smelleth of affectation.

Irtkshed (i'nkjed). humorous, [f. INK ji.l +
-shed, after BLOODSHED.] The shedding or spilling
of ink ; consumption or waste of ink in writing.

in these Tales of Blood-shed, let's fall on some that are of a
Jocunder Humour. 1739 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. ii, Terrible
battles, yclept logomachies, have they occasioned and per-
petuated with so much gall and ink-shed. 1830 CARLYI.K
Latter-d. Pamfih. iii. 17 With no bloodshed . . but with im-
mense beershed and inkshed.

Inkstand (rnk,stsend). A stand for holding
one or more ink-bottles or ink-glasses (often with
a tray or rests for pens, etc.) ; sometimes applied to
an inkpot.
1773 Land. Citron. 7 Sept. 248/3 [In a list of articles made

at Soho], 1776 TrialNundocomar 43/2 The ink-stand was
near Bollakey Doss : he dipt his seal on the cushion, and
sealed the bond. 1801 MASON, Inkstand, an utensil for

holding an ink-glass and appendages. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. 116 It seems as if a spider
had dropped into the ink-stand and then crawled all over
the paper. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop v, An inkstand
with no ink and the stump of one pen. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 69 Ink dries up quickly in a wide-mouthed ink-
stand.

t I'nk-ata:ndish. Obs. [f. INK^.I + STAND-
ISH (

=
stand-dis/i).~] An inkstand.

1730 SAVAGE Author to be let Pref. 7 Dick's pen, so
often dipped in an ink-standish. 1756 WATSON in Phil.
Trans. XLIX. 508 In this same place was dug up an ink-

standish, with some of the ink. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm.
xxxii, She . . seemed unable . . to dip it in the massive silver

ink-standish, which stood full before her. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xxvi, His lordship then desired me to hand him
the paper and inkstandish.

I'nkster. nonce-wd. [f. INK v. or s&. 1 + -STEK.]A scribbler, an inferior writer.
1860 READE Eighth Commandm. 343 These inksters are the

enemies not only of the country but of the human race.

Inky (i'ljki), a. Also 6 inckie, J inkie. [f.
INK sb.l + -T.]
1. Of or pertaining to ink ; written with ink

;

using ink
; literary, f Inky divinity : cf. INKEN.

1581 SIDNEY Afol. Poetrie (Arb.) 61 Ouer-mastred by
some thoughts, I yeelded an inckie tribute vnto them. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. II, 11. i. 64 England . . is now bound in with
shame, With Inky blottes, and rotten Parchment bonds.
1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630) 537 The Scripture
read or preached is a dead Letter, Inkie Diuinity. a 1688
CUDWORTH Immut. Mor. (1731) 185 He will see Heaven,
Earth, Sun .. in those Inky Delineations. 1838 HOGG Life
Shelley II. 163, 1 enlisted with a special pleader, and fought
manfully under his inky banners. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells
vii, You haven't been brought up in libraries and inky dens
all your life.

2. Abounding with ink, full of ink.

1391 SYLVESTER Du Barlas i. v. 87 Th' inky Cuttles, and
the Many-feet.
3. As black as ink

; extremely black or dark.
1393 NASHE Christ's T. 1 1613) 55 The Moone had . . a

blacke inky hood embayling her bright head. 1600 SHAKS.
A. y. L. in. v. 46 Your inkie browes, your blacke silke
haire. 1^09 ADDISON Taller No. 131 F 9 He took up a
little Cruit that was filled with a kind of Inky Juice. 1793
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 178
Eternal foe of inky night. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. v. 233
The largest river in the world takes its most remote origin. .

in a little inky tarn. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland'337
Cautiously probing . . the inky, oozy depths in front of him.
4. Of taste, etc. : Resembling that of ink.

1803 W. SAUNUERS Min. Waters 315 It has a strong
astringent and inky taste.

6. Stained with ink.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Inky, blotted with ink. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw, xx, One of the gentlemen, in a brown coat and brass
buttons, inky drabs, and bluchers. 1894 HALL CAINE
Manxman v. ii. 285 The fingers of his right hand were
then inky up to the first joint.
6. Comb., as inky-black, -looking adjs.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 649 The discharge is

sometimes inky-black. 1873 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk.'
iv. (ed. 2) 86 Small inky-looking clouds foretell rain.

Inlacc, Inlack, var. ENLACE, INLAIK.

t Inla-gary. Obs. [ad. med.L. inlagaria (AF.
mlagtrit), f. ME. inlaje INLAW : see -AKY '.] The
restitution of an outlaw to the benefit and protection
of the law ;

= INLAWRY.
[c 1230 BRACTON m. n. xiv, Inlagaria. 1292 BRITTON I. xiv.
i Inlagerie deit a plusonrs estre graunte de dreit.) 1607

Vol. V.
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COWELL Tnterfr., Inlagary (Magatio}, is a restitution of
one outlawed to . . the benefit or estate of a subject.
t lulaga-tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. inlagation-

em, n. of action f. inlagd-re to INLAW.] =prec.
1636 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1708 Tertnes de la Ley, In-

lagary or Inlagation, is a Restitution of one outlawed to
the King's Protection, or to the benefit and condition of a
Subject.

Inlaid (i-nl,?'d, inU'-d), ppl. a. [f. INLAY v. +
-ED l

; see also lay in in LAY v.]
fl. Laid in, placed or situated within; implanted,

fixed within. Obs.
1606 Proc. agst. Late Traitors 70 His bowels and inlayed

parts taken out and burnt. 6n FLORIO, ImpDsto, in-laid,
put in. 1639 FULLER Holy War iv. vi. (1647) 178 The in-
veterate and inlaid hatred (not to be washed off) they bear
to the Latines. 1660 Mixt Contempt. (1841) 174 The
warmth of the maid was inlaid, and equally diffused through
the whole body.
2. Laid or embedded in the surface of a thing,

esp. as decorative material in a ground work ; or-
namented with inserted materials.

. 1598 FLORIO, Vermiculato, wrought with checker work ..
in-laid work. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 493 Marquetry and
other inlaid works. 1736-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) I. 63
The palace is magnificent, abounding with, .tables of inlaid
marble. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 332 A kind of inlaid
work similar to our Tonbridge ware is made in Persia.

fig. 1612 DRAYTON Poh-olb. iv. 19 Of all the In-laid lies
her Soueraigne Seuerne keepes, That bathe their amorous
breasts within her secret Deepes.
3. dial, and slang. (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Inlayed, well inlayed, at

ease in his Fortune, or full of Money. 1828 Craven Dial.,
Inlaid, provided with, laid up in store.

' We're weel inlaid
for coals '.

Inlaik (i-nl^k, -lack), sb. Sc. Also 6 inlak, 7-8
iulack, 6- inlake. [f. IN- l + laik, Sc. form of
LACKJA : cf. next.] Lack, want; deficiency; failure.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiv. 54 The maltman sais,
'
I God

forsaik ..Gif ony bettir malt may be, And of this kill I haif
mlaik.' 1362 WINJET Cert. Tractates i. Wks. 1888 I. 5 Hes
not mony throw inlak of techement . . mysknawin thair
deuty? 1371 Sc. Acts fas. VI, c. 38 That all persones ..

after the decease, decay or inlaik of their said superiours,
hald, and sail hald their fewes..of our Soveraine Lord.
a 1378 LINDESAY (Pitscottie^ Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) 1.14 The
king was nocht sufficient to governe the realme for inlaik of
aige. 1633 D. DICKSON Expl. Heo. viii. 10 The inlacks, or
defects, of repentance and fayth. 1720 WODROW Life R.
Bruce (1843) 27 Through impunity and inlack ofjustice.

lulai'k, v. Sc. Also 6 inlak, (7 enlaike), 6-
inlake. [f. IN-! + laik, Sc. form of LACK

z>.]
1. intr. To lack, to be wanting or deficient

; to
fail.

iS33.BELLE"DEN Livy i. (1822) 34 Thairfore inlakit xi dayis
and vi houris to complete the hail yere. 1335 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 191 All the victuall [that] wes the hous
within, Inlaikit fast. 1363-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andros
Wks. (1892) 10 Geif the principal inlak, the universitie. .sal
. .cheiss-.four. .personis to that office. 1637-30 Row Hist.
Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 196 That none of his sheep should be
inlaiking. 1820 lllacfrw. Mag. VI. 669 At every word of the
grace it [a cup] inlaked an inch.

b. To fail through death
; to decease.

CI37S Balfour's Practices (1754) 333 It micht happin the
witnessis to deceis or inlaik. a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk
(Wodrow Soc.) 111.244, I sail enlaike of my present disease.
1783 yrnl. fr. Land, in R. Forbes Poems llnchan Dial. 7
(Jam.), I was fley'd that she had taen the wytenon-fa, an'
inlakit afore supper.
2. trans. To lack (something requisite for com-

pleteness or sufficiency) ; to be wanting or deficient
in ; also absol,

<zi578 LINDF.SAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 19

(1855) 138 Our horss, that are inlacking onlie nyne of our
number, a. 1774 FERGUSSON Election Poems (1845) 42 The
gowd that inlakes half-a-crown.

Hence Intel-king vbl. sb. = INLAIK sb.

a 1373 Diurn. Occiirr. (Bannatyne Club) 191 Thaj . . con-
cludit, that for inlaiking of justice within this realme, ne-
cessar it wes to cheis ane regent. 1393 DUNCAN Atp. Rtymol.
(E. D. S.), Dcfectus, inlaking.

Inla-ke, v. rare -'. [f. IN- l or 2 + LAKE sb.}
trans. To convert into a lake.
1826 E. IRVING Babylon II. vn. 178 The princes of the

east, for whose coming Euphrates hath inlaked her mighty
stream.

Iiilamb (inlse'm), a. [attrib. use of phrase in
lamb : cf. INCALF.] Of a ewe : With lamb ; preg-
nant. (In rural use.)
1356 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 155 note. An inlambe shepe.

1867 Gainsb. News 23 Mar., 170 lambed and inlamb ewes.

I Iiila'iice, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- i or^ +

LANCE v.} inlr. To thrust a lance.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xiii. 893 Vnder his hawberk In-

lawnced he Throwgh the body.
Inland (i-nland, i-nlsend), sb., a., and adv. [f.

IN adv. 1 2 d + LAND st>.]

A.st.
1. The inner part of an estate, feudal manor, or

farm, t a. In OE. and feudal tenure, the land
around the mansion occupied by the owner or culti-

vated for his use, not held by any tenant (cf. DE-
MESNE 3). b. Sc. Land cultivated as infield : = in-

field land ; see INFIELD.
904 in Earle Land Charters (1888) 161 All Sxt inn lond

INLANDER.
beli^eS an die utane'. c 1000 Laws ofEdgar 11. c. i /

Je of begenes in-lande Je of geneat-lande. 5233-52 Rent-
alia Glaston. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 134 Idem Persona habet de
la Inland iiijo' acras terre. 1437 in Kennett Par. Antiq.
(1818) II. 324 [Thomas Billyngdon quitted . . all right to anycommon in the pasture or]

'

inlandys
'

[of the said EdmundJ.
W&Acta Audit. (1839) 24 He sail haue .. vi acris of corne
land of Inland, and ij acris of medow at pe side. 1818
HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872) II. 373 note. The house and
inland ; all, in short, that is surrounded and bounded by
a hedge or fence.

2. sing. and//. The interior part of a country,
the parts remote from the sea or the borders,

t Formerly, also, the inlying districts near the

capital and centres of population, as opposed to
the remote or outlying wild parts ;

in Scotch use,
also, the mainland as distinct from the outlying
isles; = IN-CODNTRY.
1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 158 To God thay ar als

deir As ony in the inland heir. Ibid. 173 That as weill thay
of Mynnie Gof .. As . . the burghis and Inlandis men. 1399
SHAKS. Hen. V, i. ii. 142 They of those Marches . . Shall be
a Wall sufficient to defend Our in-land from the pilfering
Borderers. 1603 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. ii. (1628) 39 tnarg.,
Sea costs more of old time inhabited then the inlands. 1611
SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. iv. 25 Those Flemmings ..were
now by the King .. remoued into Wales .. to disburden his
In-land of such guests. 1631 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop.
Err. iv. xxxviii. 362 Others that have travailed through the
inland of India, doe make no mention of any such creature.
1667 MILTON P. L. x. 423 The rest were all Farr to the in
land retir'd, about the walls Of Pandzmonium. 1749 F.
SMITH Voy. Disc. II. 236 The Inland appears to consist of
a brown barren Rock. 1842 LYTTON Zanoni iv. viii, The
rich inlands of the island.

B. adj. (attrib. use of the sb. : hence formerly
sometimes hyphened to the following word).
1. Of or pertaining to the interior part of a coun-

try or region ;
remote from the sea or the border.

Inland sea, a large body of salt water, entirely or nearly
severed from the ocean : applied also to large lakes.

1557 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. lix. 447 Whereunto
the said inland-men may be induced, seeing the other go
forth to adventure their lives for their defence. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. ii. vi. 10 This wide Inland sea, that hight . . the Idle
lake. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 50 The Firth of Gades . .

whereas the Atlanticke Ocean breaking in, is spred into
the Inland and Mediterranean seas. 1632-62 HEYLIN
Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 54 All the In-land Towns in this large
Estate. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 47 Although such a
sermon may possibly do some good in a coast-town, yet . . in

an inland-parish, it will do no more than Syriack or Arabick.

1673 TEMPLE Obs. United Prcv. iv. 134 The Mariners or

Schippers, who supply their Ships and Inland-Boats. 1792
Gouv. MORRIS_ in Sparks Life ff Writ. (1832) III. 37 Com-
panies for the improvement of our inland navigation. 1879
MCCARTHY Own Times II. xxv. 221 A few generations ago
Russia was literally an inland state.

f b. Having the refinement characteristic of the

inlying districts of a country. Obs.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 363 An olde religious Vnckle

of mine . . who was in his youth an inland man, one that
knew Courtship too well.

2. Carried on or operating within the limits of a

country. Opposed to foreign, as in inland trade,
inland bill of exchange.
Inland duty, a duty on inland trade or inland transactions,

as the excise and stamp duties. Inland revenue, the part
of the national revenue consisting of taxes and inland duties.

1346 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 75 They cannot spare the
corne of the mnelonde growthe to be caryed out, for feare of
a famyne in thiese partyes. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 15
The Bill must be paid in the same Sort & Species of Monyes,
that the Remitter paid to the Drawer for the Value .. these
are usually Inland Bills, a 1745 SWIFT (J.), A pamphlet
printed in England for a general excise or inland duty.
"745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. Introd. 5 Our
complete Tradesman ought to understand all the inland
trade of England. 1849 FREF.SE Coma/. Class-bk. 23 Bills

of exchange are either Inland bills, or Foreign bills. In-
land bills of exchange, are those which are drawn from one
place in a country on another place in the same country, in

both of which the same kinds of monies are current . . or,
drawn by one person on another person in the same place.
1849 Act 12

<5- 13 Viet. c. i i From and after the passing
of this Act the several Persons . . now being Commissioners
of Excise and Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes respec-

tively shall . .become and be One Consolidated Board ofCom-
missioners, and be called 'The Commissioners of Inland
Revenue '. 1893 Whitaker's A Imanack 164 Inland Revenue
Offices, Somerset House. Hid. 165 The Government La-

boratory (Inland Revenue Branch). Mod. An illicit dis-

tillery discovered by the inland revenue officers.

C. adv. In or towards the interior or heart of a

country, as opposed (a) to the coast or border, (b)

to wild outlying districts.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 96 Yet am I in-land bred,
And know some nourture. 1784 COOK yd Voy. HI. xiii. II.

260 The snow on the rising grounds was thinner spread ; and
farther inland, there was no appearance of any. 1803-6
WORDSW. Intimations ix, In a season of calm weather,

Though inland far we be, Our Souls have sight of that

immortal sea. 1833 KINGSLEY Heroes i. iv. (1868) 48 Perseus
feared to go inland, but flew along the shore above the sea.

t I'nlanded, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]

Situated in or toward the centre of a land : the

opposite of outlying.
i6n SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. x. (1614) 19/1 This [Devon-

shire]., being more inlanded hath more commodious havens
for shippings entercourse.

Inlander (i-nlandsj). [f. as prec. + -EB 1.]

One who dwells in the interior of a country ;
an

inland inhabitant.
1610 HOLLAND Catnden's Brit. i. 794 They . . attempt to
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INLANDISH.

poxcise themselves of., the utmost p^rt of the land from

out of the Inlanders hands. 1646 SIR I- B.OWNE Pseud.

A>. vi. i. 74 The same name \Ah,rtfi*ts\ is also given unto

the Inlanders or Midland inhabitants of this Island byCsesar.

1867 ArwATtm Logic 174 If an inlander coming to the sea,

observed the phenomenon of the tide.

Inlandish (Iiite'iidy ,
a. [f.

as prec. + -ISH.]

tl. J'roduced in the land itself; home, domestic,

native : opposed to outlandish. Obs.

1657 REEVE God's Plea (T.).Thou art all for inlandish meat,

and outlandish sawces.

2. Of or pertaining to the interior of a country ;

of an inland nature or character.

1849 J. WILSON in Black-w. Mag. LXVI. 623 Some other

of your outlandish, or inlandish, Lowland or Highland
Counties. 1891 Spectator 18 July, The great lakes have

helped Chicago, and . . the fact that they require from the

populations that surround them all the seafaring qualities

of 0e English race, will prevent its inhabitants from be-

coming too inlandish in their habits.

t Inla'p, v. Obs. In 4 inwlappen. [f.
IN- l

+ ME. (w)lappen to LAP ; rendering L. invoMre,
implicare.] trans. To enwrap, enfold, involve.

1381 WVCLIF Esek. i. 4 A wynde of tempest . . cam fro the

north, and a grete cloude, and fyre inwlappynge [1388 wlap-

pynge in ; L. involvens}. 2 Tint. ii. 4 No man npldinge
kny^thod to God, inwlappith him silf with worldli nedis.

1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 100 He allone me holly refreschys
it inlappi bat my mynde allone byrnyngly has desiryd.

t Inla'pidate, v. Obs. rare. ff.
IN- * + L.

lapid-em stone + -ATE 3. Cf. LAPIDATE.] trans.

To convert into stone, petrify.
1616 BACON Sylva f 85 There are some Natural! Spring-

Waters that will Inlapidate Wood.

Inlarcl, variant of ENLAHD v., Obs.

Inlarge, -ment, etc., obs. var. ENLAROE, etc.

Inlasse, obs. form of UNLESS.

f Inla-sting, a. Obs. rare '. In 4 -ande.
[f.

Is- 2
4- LASTING ///. u.] Lasting on, everlasting.

1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 3 This name Ihesu .. gyffes
inlastande ryste.

Inlate, obs. form of INLET.

Inlaw ,,i'nl), sb. Hist. Forms : 3 inlate,
inlaughe, 7 inlagh, inlawgh, 9 inlaw. [ME.
in/aje, {. IN- 1 + laje LAW, after ntlaje outlaw :

cf. next.] One who is within the domain and

protection of the law : opp. to outlaw.
c 1*50 Gloss. Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33 Inlage, sitgcst

it Li lei A- ret. c 1250 BRACTON in. n. xi, Non est sub Tege
i.e. Anglice Inlaughe. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Inlawgh . .

signifieth him that is in some frank pledge. 1848 LYTTON
Hartldm, iii, I have the king's grace, and the inlaw'sright.

Inlaw (inlg')i i>. Hist. Forms: i inlasian,
5 inlawe, 7- inlaw. [OE. inlagian, f. IN- ! + lagu
I .AW: cf. I'ltla&ian to outlaw.] trans. To bring
within the authority and protection of the law,
to reverse the outlawry of (a person).
r 1000 l.a-.i's ofF.thelred vni. c. 2 J>et he his atenne wer
eylle |>am cyninge and Criste, and mid bam hme sylfne
inlate to lx)te. 111066 O. E. Chron. an. 1050 (MS. C.)
Her on bysum jere . . man ge-inlagode Sweden eorl. c 1450
St. Cuthtert (Surtees) 7095 Inlawde heVas at thre ;ere
ende. 1483 Calk. Angl. 196/1 To Inlawe. 1612 HACON
Hen. I'll, 12 It should liee a great incongruitie to haue
them to make Lawes, who themselues were not Inlawed.
1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 265 If any of the King*
Servants should at any time be so indirectly and unduly
outlawed, he may by the favour of their Royal Master be
inlawed and restored to the benefit and protection of Him
and his I.aws. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. V. xxiv. 407
When Eadward was to be chosen, when Godwine was to be
inlawed, the nation asserted its dormant right. 1898 J.T.
FOWLER Durham Cathedral 20 Carileph was exiled by
William Rufus in 1088, but inlawed in 1091.
Hence Inlawing vbl. sb.

1874 GREEN .9/;or////j/. ii. 2.65 The scandalous inlawing
of such a criminal.

-in-law. [f.
IN prep. + LAW

sl>.] A phrase ap- ,

pcnded to names of relationship, v& father, mother, \

brother, sister, son, etc., to indicate that the rela-

tionship is not by nature, but in the eye of the
Canon Law, with reference to the degrees of affinity
within which marriage is prohibited. These forms
can be traced back to the [41)1 c. : see BROTHER-
IN-LAW. Formerly -in-law was also used to de-

signate those relationships which are now expressed
'

by step-, e.g. son-in-law - step-son, father-in-law
"Step-father; this, though still locally or vulgarly

'

current, is now generally considered a misuse.
In recent colloquial or journalistic phraseology,

in-law has been humorously used to designate
any relative so connected. Hence In-lawTy, the
position of an ' in-law '.
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Inlay (tal/
1

-),
v . [f.

IN- i +- LAY v.]

f 1. trans. To lay in, or as in, a place of conceal-

ment or preservation. Obs. rare~.
01631 DONNE Elegies vii, From the worlds Common

having sever'd thee, Inlaid thee, neither to be seen, nor see.

2. To lay or embed (a thing) in the substance of

something else so that its surface becomes even or

continuous with that of the matrix.

1598 FLORIO, Inframettere, to inlay or worke in among
other things. 1631 WEEVER J4r. Fun. Man. 18 Inscriptions
and Epitaphs, cut, writ, inlaid, or engrauen vpon the Se-

pulchres. 1793 SMEATON Kdystcmt L. { 80 The moorstone

courses, inlaid into the frame of the building. 1851 WILL-
MOTT Pleat. Lit. xxi. (1857) 137 Horace Walpole s corre-

spondence inlays his own mind in mosaic. 1858 HAWTHORNE
f'r. ff it. Jrnls. II. 75 Other monumental slabs were inlaid

with the pavement itself. 1887 BOWEN yirg. SEneid i. 167

Facing the deep is a cave inlaid in a precipice.

b. To insert a page of a book, a plate, or a cut,

in a space cut in a larger and stouter page, for its

preservation, or to enlarge the margin, and thus the

whole size.

1810 W. LAING (Booksellefj Edin.) Catalogue No. 2722
(Compl. Scot.), The leaves are inlaid, and completed from the
new edition. 1871 J. A. H. MURRAY Compl. Scot. Introd.

to The leaves being cut out and '

inlaid
'

in a large quarto
of the size of the large-paper copies of Leyden's reprint.

189* S. LEE in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXIX. 35/2 Book-collectors

..employed him [Ireland] to
'

inlay' illustrated books.

3. To furnish or fit (a thing) with a substance of a
different kind embedded in its surface ;

to diversify
or ornament (a thing) by such insertion of another
material disposed in a decorative pattern or design.
1596 SHAKS. Merclt. V. v. i. 59 Looke how the floore of

heauen Is thicke inlayed with pattens of bright gold. 1606
SYLVESTER DH Bartas II. iv. n. Magnificence 007 A broad
rich Baldrick.. In-laid with gold. 1674 tr. Scneffer's Lap-
land 101 The lids are of one uoard, and for ornament often
inlaid with Rain-deers bones. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 96
F 3 A battle-axe whose handle was inlaid with brass. 1867
LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iii. 98 The doors are of tortoise-

shell, inlaid with mother-of-pearl.

b. fe
1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. vi. Wks. (1851) 297 But these

things are . . thence borrow'd by the Monks to inlay thir

story. 01680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 354 His Discourse
is inlaid with Oaths. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. Introd. v,
The soft greensward is inlaid With varied moss and thyme.

C. absol.

1633 1J. JONSON Tale Tub
y. ii, Tub. How long have you

studied ingine ? Medlay. Since I first Join'd, or did in-lay
in wit.

d. traits/. Said of the material embedded ; also

in///, adj., Inlaying.
1784 COWPER Task i. 170 The stream, That, as with molten

glass, inlays
the vale. 1836 J. W. BOWDEN in Lyra Apost.

(1849) 193 fear down th' inlaying gold of Solomon.

Inlay (rnlf , inl^'), sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. The process or art of inlaying, rare.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inlay, a term among Joyners, and
signifies a laying of coloured wood in Wamscoat-works,
Cupboards, &c.

_
1886 Pall Mall G. 26 June 3/1 The inlay

of furniture with ivory, and other forms of marquetry.
2. Material inlaid or prepared for inlaying; inlaid

work.

1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. 105 Their Shell.. is very thin and
clear, .'tis used, .for inlays, being extraordinary thin. 1715
POPE Odyss. xxi. 172 With rich inlay the various floor was
graced. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 217 The heavy
cupboard doors at the bottom were enriched with inlays of
paler wood.
fig. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 701 The violet, Crocus, and

hyacinth, with rich inlay Broidered the ground. 1830 TEN-
NYSON Recoil. Arab. Nts. iii, Damask-work, and deep inlay
Of braided blooms upmown.
t3. The layering of plants. Obs.rare~ l

.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus 58 The contrivance of
Art, in submersions and Inlays, inverting the extremes
of the plant, and fetching the root from the top.
4. Book-binding. An inner sheet in a gathering.
1877 WINTER JONES in H. B. Wheatley Hmu to Catalogue

(1889) iv. 169 Each sheet after the first in each gathering
being called an inlay.
6. The inlaid edge or inturn in a seam.
1809 Daily News 6 July 8/3 There is not enough

'

inlay'.
. .Should a ladies' tailor turn out work like that !

6. atirib., as inlay work, inlaid work.

INLET.

| ing of a leaf or engraving in a larger leaf or sheet

;

of paper.
1598 FLORIO, Tarsia, a kind of painting, in laying, or

'

setting in of small pieces of wood, luorie, nome or bone. .

j

as in tables, chesseboordes and such. 1599 MINSHEU^/OM.
Dial. 4/2 It is very curious, and the inlaying of the wood
most finely set in. 1644 EVELYN Diary 8 r eb., The pavings,

kej's

Inlayer !
(i-nl^ai). [f. INLAY v. + -KB i.] One

who inlays (in senses of the vb.).

.

'"'"" '

or his '

in-law
'

potentiality remains intact. Ibid.,
in-iawry is the common fate of the entire human race.

Inlawry. [f. INLAW v. + -RT : cf. INLAOARY.]
ettitution to the domain and protection of the law

reversal of outlawry.
vi. The awembly. .which had met

(N. Y.) XXXIi: 406 The ....

layer who has to frame the text or the print .. of the binder.

Inlayer- (i-nil^-ai). [f. IN adv. 12 + LAYER
st>.] A layer ofa material placed within something,
an inside layer or sheathing.
1868

J. THOMSON Hat-making tr Feltinr 63 The two
ends joined by overlapping with a proper inlayer of paper.
1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 519 '2 Into each cone of wool or bat
an 'mlayer' is now placed to prevent the inside from matting.

Inlaying (inl/'-in), vbl. sb. [f. INLAY v. +
-we!.] The action of the vb. INLAY, or that which
is inlaid.

1. The insertion of thin slips of one material
within the surface of another for decorative pur-
poses, b. A piece of inlaid work. o. Theroount-

The little square piano with brass inlaying*. 1894 J. T.
FOWLER Adamnan i'u-t. 9 The separation, flattening, and
inlaying of the consolidated leaves.

fig. 1865 Sat. Rev. 26 Aug. 279/2 In her three plays, we
i

meet with natural and apt inlayings of familiar phrases from
Shakspeare, Milton, and others.

t 2. Incorporation, union. Obs. rare.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Hulk q Selv. 86 It would be no other
than one with it, and the nearer any body comes to that

plight, the nearer it comes to inlaying or oneness.

t Inlea-d, v. Obs. [f.
IN- i + LEAD v., transl.

L. indtlctrc. (In sense 2 perh. f. IN- 2 = EN- 1.)]
1. trans. To lead in, bring in.

(950 Lindisf. Cost. Matt. vi. 13 Ne inlad usih in cos-

tunge. a 1300 . . Psalter Ixxxvii. 8 [Ixxxviii. 7] All pi
stremes ouer me bou in-ledde. 138* WYCI.J F Dent, xxviii. 37
Alle puplis, to the whiche the Lord shal inleede thee.

2. To lead.
e;i6o A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xix. 13 How lang sail I

this Tyfe inleid, That for hir saik to suffer deid ?

I-nlea^ding, ///. a. rare, fIN adv. 1 1 a : cf.

lead in.] That leads in ; introductory.
1889 Pall Mall G. 20 Nov. 3/2 If any one mayhap should

deem this intending stavelet the loveliest thing in all the

tale, we shall not naysay him.

Inleague, obs. variant of ENLEAOUE v.

t Iiilea-fraer, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. Iif-i +

LEAGUER so., camp. Cf. the phrases to lie in

leaguer, to lie leaguer, and LEAGUER
z/.] intr. To

encamp with a besieging or beleaguering force.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 195 Sylla did inleaguer
before the citie of Athens, and had not lensure to stay there

longand continue the siege.

I Inlea-se, ?'. Obs. rare. [f.
IN-I or 2 + LEASE.]

trans. To let on lease.
1608 Gahvay Arch, in loM Rep. Hist, JlfS.f. Camia. App.
.461 Shall not. .sell, give, graunt, demyse nor inlease nor

to farme let..any manner oflandes.

Inlease, variant of INLESS v. Obs.

t Inlea-sed, a. Obs. rare . [f. IN- - + lease,
obs. form of LEASH + -ED l.] Ensnared.
1706 PHILLIPS, Inleased, or Enleased, catch'd in a Gin, a

Lease, or Snare. 1721 in BAILEY.

I I'llleck. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN-! + leek, obs.
form of LEAK.] A leak letting water in.

1583 STANYHURST ^Sneis l. (Arb.) 35 Graunt plancks from
forrest too clowt cure battered inlecks.

Inlegeable, obs. form of ILLEGIBLE.

Inleid, Sc. form of INLEAD v., Obs.

t Inle'SS, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 inleaso.
[f.

IN- 2 + LESS a.] trans. To make less, diminish.

1515 BARCLAY F.gloges fv. (1570) C iv b/i That . .which may
hurt or inlesse '1 hy loued treasure, or minishe thy riches.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. IX. xxiv. 142. 1167 Where-
through the power of the Word of God might be inleased or
diminished.

Inlet (i'nlet), sb. Also 4 inlate. [f.
IN adv.

1 1 d + LET v. i Cf. to let in.']

1. Letting in, admission. Now rare.
a 1300 Cursar M. 18078 jte prince of hell, vndos your yate !

pe king of blis will haf in-late, c 1315 Metr. Hem. 51 Ful
redi sal we haf inlate In to that blis that lastes ay. a 1635
NAUNTON Fragtn. Reg. (Arb.) 57 Demanding his name, she
said, Fail you not to come to the Court . . And this was his

inlet, and the beginnings of his grace. i9sj FULLER CA.
Hist. n. v. 51 Had there been a Castle in the place of this

Monastery . . probably they might have stopped the Danish

j

Invasion at the first Inlet thereof, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise
\ ofPoverty Wks. 1730 L 101 To gain the easier and unsus-

pected in-let into his mind and affections. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 188, I had already forgotten the light
which was my first inlet into life. 1861 LYTTON & FANE
Tannhausercj-j Forcing sharp inlet to her throne in Heaven.
2. A way of admission ; an entrance.

16*4 WOTTON Archit. in Reify. (1672) 33 These In-let-, of
Men and of Light [i. e. doors and windows], I couple to-

gether. 1681 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) 1. 129 The French
Kings troops had entred Cassall, the inlett into Italy. 1774

'

Bainton Inclos. Act 15 Drains, inlets, outlets, and water
courses. 1818 LEIGH New Pict. Lund. 329 Pall Mall must
always be one of the inlets to the west end of the town.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 101 Two venous inlets are
seen in the anterior fourth of the upper surface of the heart.

[

fig. 1661 in Howell State Trials (1816) V. 1330 O that
we may find death a sweet in-let and a passage to thy
blessed arms. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-. Man i. Wks. (Globe)

j

613/2 An increase of our possessions is but an inlet to new
disquietudes. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the Banker
l. iii. 41 Affected by the establishment of a bank, or by some
other inlet of a flood of paper money.
3. A narrow opening by which the water pene-

trates into the land; a small arm of the sea,
an indentation in the sea-coast or the bank of a

lake or river ; a creek.

1570-6 LAMDARDE Perantt. Kent (1826) 234 A thing yet
well knowne in Kent, and expressed by the word yenlade
or yenlet, which betokeneth an Indraught or Inlett of water
into the lande. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 744 Fur-
nished out the said Henry Hudson, to trie if through any of
those Inlets, which Davis saw., any passage might be
found to the other Ocean called the South-Sea. 1775 JOHN-
SON Jonnt. West, /si., Dumegaa, We landed at Port Re



INLET.
..The purt is made by an inlet of the sea, deep and narrow.
1856 KANK Arct, Expl. II. xxvi. 257 The margin of these

large fields is almost always broken by inlets of open water.
4. A piece let in or inserted.

1798 I. ALLEN Hist. Vermont 3 The whole range is com.
posed of huge rocks confusedly piled on one another,
though in many places are large inlets of excellent land.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade* Inlet. . . inserted materials.
1886 roll Malt G. 17 Dec. 13/2 The inlet into the panel in
the upper part of the back of the chair is a photograph of a
statue of Hunter.

5. attrib.
, as inlet area, valve, ventilation.

1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec, Metals U. S. 584 The inlet
valves are screwed into the piston. 1891 Daily News
17 Jan. 6/4 The inlet ventilation is by means of fresh-air
reservoirs.

Hence I'nleted a., having an inlet.

1871 K. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 74 When . . Theseus Started
alert from a beach deep-inleted of Piraeus.

Inlet (i*n,le:t,\ ///. a,
[f. IN adv. u b + pa.

pple. of LET v\ : cf. to let in,] Let in, inserted.

1849 RUSK IN Sey. Lamps iv. 12. 133 A round dot formed
by a little inlet circle of serpentine.

Inlet (ui|le-t', v. [f. IN-T + LET z/.i Orig.
two words =*let in] To let in.

f 1. trans. To allow to cuter ; to admit. Obs.
c 1380 Sir Tristr. 629 Rohand bo tok he And at be gate in

lete. a \qoaOctouian 1188 Men openede the gate. .He was
yn-late. 1637-47 FELTHAM Resolves 163 The minde is then
shut up in the borough of the body none of the Cinque
ports of the Isle of Man are then open to in-let any strange
disturbers. 1661 Lusoria xxvii. 25 The first act she
[woman] did try Seduc'd Mankind, inletted policy, Taught
him a way. .To carry murther in a smiling brow.
2. To let in or insert (one thing) in another.
1860 \VRAXALL tr. KohVs Wand. Lake Superior 6, I may

be permitted to inlet here a slight episode in my wigwam
building. 1884 A. J. BUTLER Auc. Copt. Ch. Egypt I. iii. 87
All round the framing of the doors tablets of solid ivory . .

are inlet.

t I'Ule:tter, sb. Obs. rare. [f. IN adv. 1 1 e +
LKTTEK, one who lets or allows.] One who lets in

or gives admittance.

1656 CROMWELL Sp. 17 Sept. in Carlyle (1872) IV. 205, I

have had some boxes.. and rebukes, on the one hand and
on the other

;
some censuring me for

Presbytery ; others as
an inletter to all the Sects and Heresies of the Nation.

tlnle'tter, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 2 + LET-

TER sb. or v^\ trans. To inscribe.
1628 FELTHAM Resolves u. [i.J xlvi. 134 This Sentence

might but on them be inletter'd.

trnletting, vbl. sb. Obs. [!N adv. nc.]
Letting in, admission.
1660 BOYLE New Exp* Pkys. Mcch, xxii. 156 Upon the

inletting of this external Air the water was not again im-

pelled to the very top of the tube. 1691 E. TAYLOR Beli-

men's Theos. Philos. 103 Invaded by the inletting of the
four Forms.

Inlier (i'n|l3i:3j). Geol. [f, IN adv. 13 + LIER,
that which lies, after OUTLIER.] (Seequot. 1859.)
1859 PAGE Haiidbk, Geol. Terms (1865) 256 Inlier^ a term

introduced by Mr. Drew, of the Geological Survey, to

express the converse of '
outlier '..' It means .. a space

occupied by one formation which is completely surrounded
by another that rests upon it '. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 460
H is.. clearly marked by the Upper Greensand anticline of
the Vale of Pewsey, and by the Upper Greensand inliers of
Ham and Kingsclere. 1896 Naturalist 294 This formation
occurs as patches or inliers that are surrounded by Oxford
clays.

Inlight, var. ENLIGHT v.. Obs. Hence f Inlrght-
ing vbl. sb., enlightening, enlightenment.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret,^ Gov. Lordsh. lE. E. T. S.) 96
Oon of be stryngthes is a tokenynge . . bat glorious god
hauys inlightyd of vij strenghes. 1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees
ii. 170 Counsells, inlightings..all is in vaine to them.

Inlighten, -er, etc., obs. ff. ENLIGHTEN, etc.

t Inli'ke, inlrche, obs.ff. ALIKE, arising perh.
from confusing /'- of Hike* iliche^ with in*

13.. Cursor M. 27576 (Cotton Galba) If bai do ill think
euer inlike [Cott. ilike], 13. . E. E. Allit. Poems A. 602

:r is vch mon payed inliche Wheber lyttel ober much be

96 ibid. 120 Fully sex and twenty je
and clere.

t Inlikewise, the adv. phr. in like wise, in like

manner, written conjunctly : see LIKEWISE, WISE
sb., and cf. ALIKEWISE.
1542 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) 42 (Jam.) My said lord Gover-

nour. .being inlikviss personalie present.
In limme : see IN Lat. prep.
t Inli'nk, obs. variant of ENLINK v.

1560 [see ENLINK]. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine

240, He fled vnto Tissaphernes. .with whom . . he in-linked

himself in such great friendship [etc.]. 1620 T'. GRANGER
Dfo. Logike 159 The observation of these conditions. Con-
cludeth,and inlmketh, true, and genuine Conjugates together.
Ibid. 292.

t Inli'St, obs. form of ENLIST v.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 156 Threbeg inlisted

himself under the Turk.

Inlive, Inliven, obs. ff. ENLIVE, ENLIVEN.

t Inlooa'tion. Obs. rare~ '. [f. IN- * + LOCA-

TION.] Location within something.
1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. i. iv. 41 Thus he [the

Devil] entred, and moved, and spoke in the dumb Idols

which were the Oracles of the heathen : And so he some-
times acts in the very bodies of dead or murdered men and
women : Which he doth, not by way of information, but of
invocation onely.

sor

t Inlock. He. Obs. [? for inn-lock
; cf. Ger.

hausschloss lock of the main door.] 'A great
lock' (Jam.).
1488 Act. Dam. Com: 92 (Jam.) Thre inlokis price iiji.

14.- in Accts. Ld. High Treas. Gloss. 421 Pro uuatuor
magnis seris, dictis inlokkis. 1491 Ibid. 184.

Inlock, Inlodge, var. ENLCCK, ENLODGE.
In loco : see IN Lot. prep.
Inlook (i-nluk), sb. [f. IN adv. 1 1 d + LOOK sb.,

after OUTLOOK.] Looking within, introspection.
18.. CAROLINE Fox Jrnl. (Cent.), A hearty sincere inlook

tends . . in no manner to self-glorification. 1869 RUSKIN Q. of
11 ? V 5 ^ a" tme moc'esty the necessary business is not
inlook, but outlook, a 1897 H. DRUMMOND Ideal Life (1899)
311 He would begin not in out-look but in in-Iook.

t In-loO'k, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IN- 1 + LOOK v.

(? after L. inspicere).] trans. To look into, inspect.
1:1649 DRUMM. OK HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 31 Thou

art Light of Light, An ever-waking Eye still shining bright,
In-looking all.

I'ii-loo:ker. rare. [IN adv. u e.] One who
looks into a thing, an

inspector.
1587 GOLDING DC Mornay xl. 162 In euery of vs he hath

his inlookers [F. inspecteitrs] to chastice vs, in our flesh, . .

in our minde,. .and in our Soules. 1891 B. HINTON Lord's
Return 52 This world's spectators may be divided into the
on-lookers and the in-lookers.

rn-lc-O king, vbl. sb. rare. [IN adv. 1 1 c.]

Looking within, introspection.
1853 LYNCH Self-lniprcrt'. 50 He who can find time for con-

scientious in-looking at himself., should be a student of

religion.

t Inltvrd, v. Obs. rare
-

.
[f.

Is- - + LOBD si.]
trans. To make (any one) lord.
1611 FLORIO, Itisignorirsi, to inlord, or become Lord,

Patron or possessor of any thing. Ibid., Insigtwrito, in-

lorded, made or become Lord, .or possessor of any thing.

I'u-Io:t. [f. IN adv. 12 d + LOT
sl>.]

1. A lot or allotment situated within another.
66i FULLER Worthies in. (1662) 166 God in the partage

of Palestine ..made some Tribes to have Ill-lots within
another.

2. In parts of the United States, originally

French, a lot of land in a village large enough for

a house, outhouses, and garden {Cent. Diet.}.
t Inlo'ving, vbl. sb. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. LOVE,

afterjoy, injoy.] Loving, holding in affection.

1633 W. STKUTHKR True llappines 124 We shall consider
in it two affections . . Love and joy : The first is our inloving,
the other our injoying of him.

t Inlow, v. Obs. In 3 iulojen, -loghen. [(.

IN-! + Low v., after L. inflainmare. Cf. ALOW
adv.] trans. To set aflame, kindle, inflame.
a 1300 E. E. I'saltcr lxxii[i]. 21 In-lowed es mi hert. Ibid.

civ. 19 Speclie of Laverd, bat was of mighte, In-loghed him,
by dai and nighte.

Inlure, variant of ENLURE v., Obs.

tl-nly, a. Obs. Also 6 enlye. [In OE.
in(tf)lic, {. inn, IN adv. + lie, -LY 1. But the word
is unknown during most of the ME. period, and !

appears to have been formed anew (perh. from
INLY adv.) in I5th c.] Inward, interior, internal;

inwardly felt, heartfelt.

6-900 tr. Bxda's Hist. HI. xiii. [xv.] (1890! 198 Se innlica
dema [intituus arbiter] ajlmihtig God. Ibid. v. xxii[i],

(1890) 480 Mid inlice hete [domestico odio\. 1429 tr. Secreta
Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E.T. S.i 204 This erle. .roode. .into
the moste Inli Streynthes of M cMahons centre, c 1440
HYLTON Scala Pcrf. (W. de W. 1494) u. xxx, Yet are they
but outwarde tokens of the Inly grace. 1502 ATKYNSON tr.

De linitatione i. vii, The enlye dysposicyon of every soule.

1588 SHAKS. Two Cent. u. vii. 18 Didst thou but know the

inly touch of Loue. 1612 DRAYTON -Poly-alb, vi. 88 Euer
for those inly heats which through your loues they felt.

Hence f I'nlyhede, inwardness, internal reality.
1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 171 pat is, inly sorwe

for bi synne in be herte, & 11031 in be chere, feyned outwarde.

Inly (i'nli), adv. Forms : I in(n)lice, 3-4 in-

liche, 5- inly, (5 erron. endly). [OE. '()//,
f. in(ti)lic : see prcc. and -LY ^.] a. Inwardly (as

opposed to outwardly) ; within, internally ; in the

heart, spirit, or inner nature
;

in regard to the inner

life or feelings, b. In a way that goes to the heart
or inmost part; heartily, intimately, closely; fully,

thoroughly, extremely.
f888 K. ALFRED tr. Boeth. xxxiv. 12 pu miht openlice

ongitan bait 5aet is for inlice good bing pe ealle wuhta . .

wilniaS to habbanne. '900 tr. Bzdds Hist. v. xvii. [xix.J

(1890) 464 He. .het, bait he inlice bam biscope freond wtere.
c 1290 Beket 1680 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 154 Seint thomas bi-

gan to siche sore : and Inliche wep al-so. 13. . Guy Wanv.
(A.) st. cclxxxi, pe leuedi biheld him inliche, Hou mesays he
was, sikerliche. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus i. 640 No man
may be inly glad I trowe That neuere was yn sorwe or som
distresse. c 1440 Generydesftift Now who was gladde..And
endly mery but Generydes. Ibid. 6698 The fayre mayde
Lucidas Right endly was inprentid in his hert. 1579 SPEN-
SER Sheph. Cat. May 38 Their fondnesse inly [gloss entirely]
I pitie. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 167 The Substances

Inly, or outly, neither win nor leese. 1596 Edward IIf.

I. ii. ii Inly beautify'd With bounty's riches. 1625 GILL
Sacr. Pkilos, viii. i43'Fhey. .inly enuy that knowledge which
the Christians have. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xxm. 72 Great Peli-

des, stretch'd along the shore . . Lies inly groaning. 1813 J.
MARRIOTT Hymn '

Thou, whose almighty word* ii, Thou,
who didst come to bring . . Sight to the inly blind. 1838
LYTTON Alice xl. ii, Inly resolving not to hazard a second

meeting with the Italian. 1847 EMERSON Poems (1857) 103
Friends year by year more inly known. 1871 R. ELMS

INMATE.
Catullus iv. 12 Oft Cylorus' height With her did inly
whisper airy colloquy.

Inlying (i-n,lsi:in),v6/.st>. Sc. [f. IN adv. uc
+ LYING vbl. sb. : cf. He in in LIE v.] Lyin in. .

at childbirth, confinement., .

1734 KEITH Hist. Ch. Scot. 335 The most commodious
Place for her Majesty's In-lying. ,; 1805 A. CARLYLE Auto-
tiog. 529 Mrs. C. having recovered from her late inlying.
1819 Edin. Mag. Mar. 219/2 Attending at '

inlyings ', or
accouchements .

Inlying (i--n|bi-in), ppl. a. [!N adv. iia.]
Lying inside ; placed or situated in the interior.

1844 Regul. IT Ord. Army i Officers on the Inlying
Piquet. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl. 215 Inlying
Piquets, detachments told off to remain in camp, but fully
accoutred, and ready to turn out instantly on alarm. 1868
SIR H. THOMPSON din. Led. Dis. Uriii. Org. xiii. (1882) 87An inlying catheter, .is . . better than frequent catl.eterism.
1898 A. T. REED in Advance (Chicago) 6 Jan. 9/3 There is
a place for the evangelist . . in the outlying regions and the
inlying regions.

Inlymn, variant of ENLIMN v., Obs.

Inmaculate, obs. form of IMMACULATE a.

1 1'iiniake. Obs. Also 6 ynmake, inmak, 7
inmack. [f. IN adv. 1 2 a (or perh. orig. INN st. i

)
H- MAKE rf.l] A lodger, a person not of the house-
hold harboured or lodged ; INMATE sb. I a.
1537 Irish Act 28 Hen. VIII in Ir. St. at Large (1765) I.

168 Every person . . which in the harvest season receive or

Elizabeth Ditchfeild deceased, for harboringe of Inmacks in
their backside in their kitchin.

t Inma-ntle, variant of IUMANTLE v.

(In some edd. of G. FLETCHER Christ's Triumph I. xvi.)

t Inma'sk, v . Obs. Also 7 en-, [f. IN- a +
MASK : cf. IMMASK.] trans. To cover with or as
with a mask, to mask.
1598 MARSTON Pygmal., To Good Opinion 118 If thou wilt

not with thy Deitie Shade, and inmaske Ihe errors of my
pen. 1611 FLORIO, Inmaschtrare, to euniaske.

t Inmastica'tion. Obs. rare. [IN- 1.] Internal

mastication, as in the gizzard of a bird or insect.

1705 C. PURSHALL Meek. Macrocosm 186 Whose Particles

being then not well Digested, .for want of Fermentation,
and Inmastication.

Inmate (rnmA), sb. (a) [f. IN adv. 12 a (or

perh. orig. INN sb. i) + MATE sb.]
1. In relation to other persons : One who is the

mate or associate of another or others in the same

dwelling ; one who dwells with others in a house.

(Now rare.) In early use, One admitted for

a consideration to reside in a house occupied or
rented by another

;
a lodger or subtenant.

In the i6th and i?th c. there were stringent statutes and
by-laws against the harbouring of poor persons as '

inmates ',

subtenants, or lodgers, a practice which tended to increase
the number of paupers locally chargeable.
1589 Act 31 Eltz. c. 7 6 There shall not be any Inniate or

more Famylies or Housholdes then one, dwellinge or inhabit-

inge in anye one Cottage. 1597-1602 Transcript W. Riding
Sessions Rolls (Rec. Ser.t 86 Whosoever .. doth take any
Inmate, .shall releefe and keepe them from beggyng. 1601

Nottingham Rec. IV. 260 Taking an inmate in to his hous.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. I. (1701) 39/1 Bias was of Priene

v some affirm he was rich, others that he had no Estate, but
lived as an Inniate. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 86
In those Countries, the Master and his Cattle are Inmates,
and lye higgledy piggledy in the same room. 1690 CHILD
Disc. Trade (1694) 95 As for the laws against Inmates, and
empowering the Parishioners to take security before they
suffer any poor person to inhabit amongst them.. I am sure
in cities and great towns of trade they are altogether im-

proper, and contrary to the practice of other cities and
trading towns abroad. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU HilHj I'alley
iv. 68 Mrs. Sydney inquired whether he was a pleasant in-

mate and a kind neighbour.
b. Sometimes, One not originally or properly

belonging to the place where he dwells; a foreigner,

stranger. Often Jig.
n 1600 HOOKER Scrm. Justif. 2 uote. Some critical

wits may perhaps half suspect that these two words, per se,
are inmates. But if the place which they have be their own,
their sense can be none other than that which I have given
them. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline u. ii, He is but a new fellow,
An in-matt.- here in Rome (as Catiline calls him), a 1682
SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 139 Though the English [lan-

guage] swell with the inmates of Italian, French, and Latin.

1699 tr. Sallust 352 Not an Upstart, an Inn-mate, and but

lately admitted to the Privileges of this City.

2. In relation to the house or dwelling-place :

An occupant along with others, one of the family
or company who occupy a house or other abode

;

hence sometimes simply = Indweller, inhabitant,

occupier. Const, of. (lit. anAJig.)
1597 DANIEL Cm Wars vin. Ixxi, Within her brow. .sat

scorn ; Shame in her cheeks ; where also fear became An
inmate too. 161

which before ha
was now..pubUke exercise. 4:1630 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Poems 22 You inmates of the Woods. 1667 MILTON P. L.
ix. 495 So spake the Enemie of Mankind, enclos'd In Serpent,
Inmate bad. 1674 tr. Schejfet's Lapland 115 All the
feathered In-mates of the sky. 1784 COWPF.R Tiroc. 802 If
thou guard it's [the heart's] sacred chambers sure From
vicious inmates and delights impure. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xxxvi, U had readily opened its gates to admit the

104-2

613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 34 Religion
ad bin a privat in-mate in Adams houshold,



INMATECY.

noble lady who wa* ils present inmate. 1834 MEDWIN

\nnler in Waits II. 261 An inmate of a lunatic asylum.

1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synfkr. 300 '1 welve were married

inmates of his palace. -

B. attrili. or adj. That is an inmate (lit. oijig.) ;

dwelling in the same house with, or in the house of,

another- dwelling within, indwelling. 1 Obs.

,630 SANOKKSON Serm., Ad Mag. ii. (168!) II. a?' In the

famous case of the two inmate Harlots, whereof King

Solomon had the hearing. 1*67 MILTON P. L. xil. 166

A sequent King, who seeks To stop thir overgrowth, as in-

mate guests Too numerous. 1697 DRVDEN K&JT Geoff,
n.

[ 1 is usual now, an Inmate Graff to sec With insolence

invade a Foreign Tree. i773-*3 HOOLK Orl.Fvr.
yi.

210

Unknowing, that beneath thy rugged rind Conceal d, an

inmate spirit lay confin'd. i8o R. CUMBERLAND Mem.

11807) II. 185 The children, who were inmate with me when
I settled at Tunbridge Wells.

Hence Iniuatecy (i-mrur'tsi) [irreg. : see -CTj, the

position of an inmate ; I'nmated ppl. a., located

as an inmate ; rmnatelssa a., without an inmate.

1811-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 411 Even those who
associated with the sick', were seldom affected unless in-

mated in their rooms. 1830 J. BADCOCK [' JON BEE') Ess.

Foole in Foote's Wks. I. p. clxvii. note. Thither [to the Fleet-

PrisonJ the Doctor repaired. .and found our laughing philo-

sopher in the usual plight of such an inmatecy, poor and

pennyless. 1833 LYTTON Ricnzi vi. ii, The cottages..were

some shut up. .some open, but seemingly inmateless.

Inmateryall, obs. form of IMMATEBIAL.

Innieat (rnmA) ; usually in pi. inmeats.
Now rare exc. died. [f.

IK adv. 120 + MEAT st>.]

Those internal parts or viscera of an animal which

are used for food ; hence gen. Entrails, inwards.

(The first quot. is doubtful: the word may also be read

jumette, which suits the alliteration but is of unknown
meaning.)
[la 1400 Marie A rth. 1 132 The hott blode ofbe hulke un-to

the hilte rynnez, Ewyne into inmette the gyaunt he hyttez.)
1616 SUKFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 586 They preserve
their inmeats a great deal the better. 1743 MAXWELL Sel.

Trans. 275 (Jam.) The hide, head, feet, and in-meat, were

given for attendance. 1834 Sin H. TAYLOR Artevcldc ii.

in. i. Wks. 1864 I. 191 Get thee gone, Or I shall try six

inches of my knife On thine own inmeats first. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss-. Inmeats, the edible viscera of pigs, fowls, &c.

In medias res, In memoriam : see IN Lot.

prep. In melle : see IMELLE adv.

t Inmense, obs. form of IMMENSE a.

c 1450 Mirmtr SaluaciouH 1679 O godde of hiegh pitee
inmense and ineffable.

Inme sh, var. of ENMESH v., to entangle in the

meshes of a net.

1868 F. M. BROWN For the picture called ' Work ', For
want of work the fiends him soon inmesh !

f Inmew, v. Oi>s. rare. [? f. IN- i + MEW V.]
trans. ? To IMMEW, to mew or coop up ;

in quot.,

app.,
' To cause to lie close and keep concealed,

as hawk in mew '.

So this and the equivalent emmew, in SHAKS. Meas.for
M. in. i. 91, are explained by the Rt. Hon. D. H. Madden
in Diary of ^faster William Silence (1897) 302, Note '^, in

opposition
to the conjecture of some that me latter is a

blundered spelling of ENKW.
a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Knt. ofMalta u. ii, I have seen him

scale As if a Falcon had run up a trainee, Clashing his war-
like pynions, his steel'd curasse, And at his pitch inmew the
Town below him.

fin mid, advb.phr. and/n?/. Obs. [An analy-
tical variant of ME. on midde, amidde, AMID.]
A. adv. In the middle, in the midst. / myd

among- AMIDMONO (AniD B. 5).
c 1500 Lancelot 3371 In myd among his ennemys. a 1555

LYNDESAY Tragedy 244 In mydamang his tryumphantArmye.
B. prep. Amid, in the middle or centre of.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1677 I" mydde be poynt of his

pryde departed he bere. 1375 BARBOUK Bruce xn. 576 Axis
that rycht scharply schar, In myd the visage met thame
lhar. 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 415 He fyll wete In

mydde the se. a 1450 Le Morte Artn. 2085 In mydde the
felde we shall hem byde.
t In mids, advb. phr. xeAprep. Obs. [A variant

of ME. amiddes, imyddes] = AMIDST.
A. adv. In the middle, in the midst.

13. . Gaw. 4. Cr. Kitt. 167 With gay gaudi of grene, be
golde ay in myddes. c 1440 JacoVs Well (E. E. T. S.) 191
As be heucd of a scbouyll is in-myddes be-twen ) e scho& be
handyll.
B. prep. In the middle or midst of; amidst.
a 1300 Cursor M, 1032 (Gott. ) In middes [ Trin. I mydde ;

Colt. Miclward] bat land a welle springes. 13. . E. E. Allit.
P. A. 739 Euen in myddez my breste hit stode. a 1400-50
Alexander 1586 (Ashm. MS.) In-myddis be puple [Dubl.
MS. in-myddez of be peple]. c 1460 Towneley Myst. i. 31
In medys the water. 14. . in Turner Dam. Archil. III. 84
In myddys be halle upon be flore.

Inmincl, variant of IMMUTD v., Obs.

t Inmi-ter, var. enmitre : see EN- prefix
1 i b.

1611 V^nw^.htfiilare, to inmiter or impale as Bishops be.

In-mobill, obs. form of IMMOBILE a.

Inmoeueable, etc., obs. ff. IMMOVABLF, etc.

tIn-mo;ng,in-nioTiges,//vr/. Obs. [Variants
of imong, imonets %see YMONO), the initial i being

app.
taken as the prep, and expanded to in : see

also AMONG.] Among, amongst.
. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 278 And multyplyed mony-fold
m-mongez mankynde. Ibid. B. 1485 In-mong be leues.

t I-nmore, a. Obs. rare. [f. IN adv. + MOBE,
after inmost : see IBNEB.] Inner, interior.
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1610 HOLLAND Comdex's Brit. l. 131 Of these Angles, some

part.. passed forward into the inmore quarters of Ocrmanie.

Itid. 800 Where they had free entrance . . into the inmore

parts of England.

Imnortal, obs. form of IMMOBTAL.

Inmost (rnmouat, -nufet), a. (si>., adv.] Forms:
I innemest, inuemyst, 4 in-mast, in(n)emaste,

4, (6 Sc.) inmest, 5 ynrnast, 6 ynmost, 4- in-

most. [OE. innemest (f. *innem-a, -e + -esi), a
double superlative of inne IN adv. ;

for the later

history of the ending, usual in OE. advs. of place,
see -MOST.]
1. lit. In reference to spatial position : Situated

farthest within, most inward, most remote from the

outside.

13. . Cast. Love 800 Bote be inemaste [v.r. innemeste]
bayle, I wot, Bi-toknep hire holy maidenhod. 1535 COVEK-
DALE 2 Kings ix. 2 Brynge him in to the ynmost chamber.

I Mace. ix. 54 Ye walles of the ynmost Sanctuary. 1596
DALRYMPLU tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 331 In the inmest

parte of the castel. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 738 Into thir

inmost bower Handed they went. 1713 DEKHAM Phys.
Theol. 4 To penetrate into the inmost Recesses of Nature.
u x8z2 SHELLEY Hymn to Mercury xxxi, From the inmost
depths of its green glen.
2. fig. Of thoughts or feelings, the mind or soul,

personal relations, etc. : Most inward or intimate ;

deepest; closest.

897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxi. (Sweet) 155 Ealle
8a innemestan geSohtas. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. n.
iv. (Add. MS. 27,9^4), I-rauyschite to be inmest [ed. 1495
innest] contemplacioun of ^e sone of god. 1548 UDALL
Erasm. Par. Luke viii. N vj, In the inraoste affeccion of
their hertes. 1667 MILTON P. L. \. 168 If I fail not and
disturb His inmost counsels from their destind aim. 1818

JAS. MILL Brit. India III. vi. i. 2 [He] insinuated himself

quickly into his inmost confidence. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr.
II. 116 To know something of his Master's inmost thoughts.

B. absol. or as sb. That which is inmost; the
inmost part. lit. and_/%-. (Rarely in//.)
a 1050 Liter Scintill. iv. (1889) 19 Innemyste \tnteriora\

his fulle synd facne. 1*1325 Prose Psalter (E. E. T. S.)

xlii[i]. 5 In be in-mast of myn hert. 1382 WYCLIF Prov.
xxvi. 22 Thei comen thurj to the inmostis [1388 the ynneste
thingis) of the herte. c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxvi. ii, Yea, sound
my reynes, and inmost of my hart. 1638 FORD Fancies H.

ii, Be sure To lodge it in the inmost of thy bosom. 1668
H. MORE Div. Dial. i. 505 The inmost of the mind. 1856
R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 175 This image and super-
.scription lies in the inmost inmost ofthe soul.

C. adv. Most inwardly, rare.
c loco ^LKRIC Gram, xxxviii. <Z.) 240 Intimt!, innemest.

1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 470 Thro' all their inmost-winding
caves.

Hence I umostly adv. (rare), most inwardly ;

I-umostness (nonce-vjd.}, the inmost essence or
nature (cf. inwardness}.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Setv. 34 Thoughtsomness setting

full as close to the very stamp or mmostness of a thinking
Being. 1850 NEALE Med. Hymns (1867) 104 How the Virgin
Mother's soul Inmostly was grieving. 1889 Univ. Rev.
Mar. 314 All secrets of Earth They shall ininostly scan.

t Inmou-led, ppl. a. (sb.) Obs. [f. IN- J or
'2

+ MOULD, or F. motile mould, moiili moulded.]
? Moulded. In quot. absol. as sb. Moulding.
1548 HALL CArox., Hen. VIII 74 The rooffe of the same

Closet was siled with woorke of Inmould, gylte with fine

Golde and Senapar and Bice.

t Inmo've, enmo've, v. Obs. [f. IN- 2, EN-I
+ MOVE

.] trans. To move inwardly, or in the

mind ; to affect with emotion.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. Ixix. 422 Nowe commeth
this inmouing of men, or of their own nature? No it is of
Gods working in their heartes. 1590 SPENSER f. >. i. ix. 48
The knight was much enmoved with his speach. 1596
FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 58 Honour enmoves her
to attempt the flight.

Inmutabull, obs. form of IMMUTABLE.
t Inmytee, obs. f. ENMITY : cf. also INIMITIE.

"^3 JAS ' I Kingii Quair Ixxxvii, Sum for dispite and
othir Inmytee.
Inn (in), .ri. Forms: i- inn, 1-7 in, 3-7 inne,

(3 hynne, 4 hin), 4-5 yn, 4-6 ine, ynne, (5 hyn,
6 ynn). [OE. inn neut. :-OTeut. *innom : agree-
ing, exc. in stem suffix, with ON. inne, inni (:

OTeut. *innjo
m

], f. inn, inne IN adv.']

fl. A dwelling-place, habitation, abode, lodg-
ing; a house (in relation to its inhabitant).
c looo ^LFRIC Horn. I. no t>aSa se steorra glad, and ba

tungel-wite^an jeliedde, and him Saes cildes inn jebicnode.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 36 He for let ba 8a maeneseo
and com to his inne [So c HOC Halt. Gosf.]. c 1205 LAY.
14263 Hengest . . seide baet he hafde an in harked to-

Jeines
him. a 1300 Cursor M. 4983 (Cott.) pe yongeist . .

pat bai lefte at peir fader in [Gttt. fadris ine]. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chroit. (i8ro) 334 Do crie borgh be toun, bat non
for wele no wo, In strete {printed stete] walk vp & doun
bot to ber innes go. 1387 THEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 115
In be side of be hille was be yn of Lazarus, of Martha,
and of Marie Mawdeleyn ; bat toun hi^t Bethania. 1447
BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 260 Whan yche man hym dede
hyr Hoom to hys yn hym to counforte. 1546 J. HEYWOOD
Prov. (1867) 10 Restie welth wylth me this wydow to wyn,
To let the world wag, and take mine ease in mine in. 1657
HOWELL Londinof. 330, Queen Mary gave this House to
Nicholas Heth, Archbishop of York, and his successors for
ever, to be their Inne or Lodging for their repair to London,

t b. //. in sing, sense. (Cf. lodgings, quarters.)
c laog LAY. 14007 Pe king, .sende to ban innen after al his

monnen [c 1*7$ to peos cnihtes hinnej. a 1300 Cursor M.

INN.

15407 Qu^r his innes ar to night wel i can yow bring. Ibid.

19829 (Edin.) J>ai sa^ >aim fra, pat innis^are saint petir lai. 1375
BARBOUK Bruce n. i The bruys went till his Innys swytn.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2920 J>is..berne..pat here bus hyndly
be be hand ledis to his fnnes. c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 381
For him he gert ane innys graithit be. c 1550 LYNUESAY
Descr. Peder Coffeis ii, For to by hennis reid-wod he rynnis ;

He lokis thame vp in to his innis. 1603 KNOLLKS Hist.
Turks (1621) 1052 He. .came suddenly upon the Turks.,
compassed about the Innes wherein they lay.

f2. Phr. To take (up] one's inn (or inns\ to

take up one's abode, residence, quarters; so, to have

keep (one's] inn. Obs.
c 1000 .Ki ikir Horn, I. 372 Innan Sam geate bar Petrus

inn hacfde. a 1300 Cursor M. 17650 Wit nichodeme he tok
his hin. 1340 Ayenb. 195 He zent his messagyers be-uore
uor to nime guod in. c 1430 Syr Getter. (RoxD.) 1476 Here
ynnes ther fill sone thei nam. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye in
Babees Bk. 308 In no kyn house bat rede mon is .. Take
neuer J>y Innes for no kyn nede. 1581 MULCASTER /Vu//0tt
xlH. (1887) 257 If the imperfections which come . . from the

Elementary schoole would take vp their Inne there, and
raunge no further. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. i. 33 With me ye
may take up your In For this same

night. 1633 A. H.
Partheneia, Sacra. 151 (T.) The phenix will lightly take up
his inne no where els.

t b. At inn : Lodged, housed, resident, put up
(in some place specified or implied). Cos.
ciaoo ORMIN 12923 pe?? coraenn forr to fra^nenn Crist

OfFwhaere he wass att inne. Ibid. 13088 To lokenn whaere
he wass att inn. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5998 Wanne at an
gode monnes house is men were at inne. 1368 LANGU P.
PL A. ix. 4 3if any wi^t wiste where do-wel was at Inne.

?553 BRADFORD Wks. (Parker Soc.) 1. 79 Surely the devil is at
inn with you, you are his birds, whom when he hath, well fed,
he will broach you and eat you, chaw you and champ you.
1593 DEE .Wary (Camden) 41, 1 sent a letter. .by the wagon-
man who is at ynn at the George in Lombard streete.

f3. 'Dwelling-place*, 'abode'/ place ofsojourn',
in various figurative uses. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5107 A sory gest.-Thou herborest in

thine inne The God of Love whan thou let inne. 1535
COVERDALE Isti. xxxii. 18 My people shal dwel in the ynnes
of peace. 1549 , etc Erasm. Par. T/icss. 5 The bodie
is the dwelling house of the soule and the soule is the Inne
of God. 1607 WALKINCTON Opt. Glass ii. (1664) 23 Plotin..
blushed often, that his Soul did harbour in so base an Inn,
as his Body was. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 180 Seest thou this
tombe hewne in the growing stone ? Tis Paula's Inne.
4. A public house kept for the lodging and enter-

tainment of travellers, or ofany who wish to use its

accommodation
; a hostelry or hotel ; sometimes,

erroneously, a tavern which doesnot provide lodging.
f 4:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v* 34 Alleweyes men fynden gode
innes and all that hem nedeth of Vytaylle. Ibid. xxii. 243
Thorgh the desertes . . there ben Innes ordeyned be euery
iorneye, to resceyue bothe man and hors. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 260/1 In, of herboroghe . .

,
ho$picittM t diversoriuin.

1534 TINDALE Luke ii. 7 She ., layed him In a manger,
because ther was no roume for them within in the ynne.
1573 G. HARVEY Leiter-bk. (Camden) 33 Thai carri your
letters abroid to the Bear and other commun ins. i6zz Br.
HALL Serm. v. 51 Like some Inn, that hath a Crown for
the sign without, .or a Rose upon the

post without . . or an
Angel without, a 1763 SHENSTONE Written at an Inn at
Henley v

t
Whoe'er has travelled life's dull round . . May

sigh to think he still has found The warmest welcome at an
inn. zSog KENDALL Trav. I. xi. 122 Keeping an inn, or as
it is called, a tavern. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 21 The
Spanish inns, -are very much in the same condition as they
were in the time of the Romans. 1883 Law Times 27 Oct.

432/2 An inn or hotel is an establishment, the proprietor of
which undertakes to provide for the entertainment of all

comers, especially travellers. 1886 RUSKIN Pryterita I.

173 We stayed several weeks in Paris, in a quiet family inn.

b. In figurative and allusive uses ; e$p. a tem-

porary lodging as opposed to a permanent abode.
15*9 MORE Dyaloge i.Wks. 142/1 Our Lord in the parable

of the Samaritane, oearing the wounded man into the Inne
of his church. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 566 That
Egyptian opinion, esteeming their houses their Innes, and
their Sepulchres their eternal habitations. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Eng* \. iii. (1739) 3 To make this Isle to be only
an Inn for him to whom it was formerly given for a posses-
sion. 1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. i. ii. 29 The
world is wont to be stiled not unfitly by Divines, The
Christian's inne. 1668 DAVENANT Man's the Master t. i.

Wks. 1874 V. 13 Yes, to the last inn of all travellers, where
we shall meet worms instead of fleas. Lovers never rest

quietly till they lodge at the sign of the grave. 1814 SCOTT
Ld. of Isles vi. xxvi, The noble and the slave.. the same
wild road . . trode, To that dark inn, the grave !

5. A lodging-house or house of residence for stu-

dents (cf. HOSTEL J^.1 3) : now Obs., exc. as retained

in the names of buildings orig. so used ; see b and c.

In this sense rendering L. hosfittum^ used from early
times in the English Universities, as still earlier at Bologna
and Paris; OF. hostel. The vernacular term inn occurs
in the proper names of these houses from the i4th, or perhaps
the J3th, century.

fa. At the Universities. Obs. (Preserved till

1 9th c. in the name of Neiv Inn Hall, Oxford.)
[1214 Let. Nicholas Bp. Tusculum to Burgenses ofOxford^

Condonetur Scholaribus Oxonie studentibus medietas mer-
cedis Hospitiorum omnium locandorum clericis in eadem
villa, c 1250 Statute of Unvv. Oxford (heading), De princi-

palitatibus Hospitiorum et Scholarum.] 1346 Lett. Pat.

ofEdw. ///, 5 Aug., De quodam messuagio vocato Take-

leysyn. 1438 (9 Serjt.) in Anstey Munitn. Acad. 519-22
Haec sunt nomina principalium aularum . . Principal is aulse

Bekys-yne, . . Newels-yne, . . Pekwater-yne,
. .Takleys-ynne.

c 1460 Rous Tabella anlarum (in Wood City ofOxf. I. 640)
Trillok Yn quod nunc dicitur Novum Hospitium, quia
noviter aedificatum. [Called New Inn, in New College books,
1542.] '577 HARBISON England \\. iii. (1877) i. 87 1 here are
also in Oxford certeine hostels or hals . . the liuers in these



INN.

are verie like to those that are of Ins in the chancerie (1587
their names also are these so farre as I now remember]
Hrodegates, Hart hall . . S. Marie hall, White hall, New In,
Edmond hall. 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. 27 Know also

that Inns (whereof onely two, Ovings and St. Pauls) differed

onely gradually from Hostles, as being less. 1662 WOOD
City ofOxf. I. 1^1

That this inne, which was afterwards,
from the said Richard, called Hunsingore Inne, was an
eminent receptacle for schollers. [1877 Statutes of Univ.

Oxf. Commissioners (1882) 215 Statute for the Union of
Balliol College and New Inn Hall.]

b. Intts of Chancery : certain houses or sets of

buildings in London, originally places of residence

and study for students and apprentices of law
; also

the societies by which they were occupied.
From the isthor i6th to the i8thc., these were subordinate

to the Inns of Court ; but they now perform no public func-

tion, though several still exist as societies possessing cor-

porate property, the chambers being occupied by solicitors

and others.

[1348 Will of John Tavie [Thavye] in Dugdale Orig.
furid. Ixv. (1671) 271/1 Totum illud Hospicium [i. e.

Thavies* Inn], in quo Apprenticii ad Legem habitare sole-

bant. 1355 Year-bk. 29 Edw. Ill, If. 473, Nous lauons oy
souvent entre les apprentices in hostelles. (Cf. Coke's Refits.
x. (1738) If. 22 b, inter Apprentices in Hospitiis Curiae

audivimus.)] umSk&i Eng. Chron. (Camd. 1880, N.S. 28)

71 This yere [Anno xxxviij was a grete fraye be twene
the Cite of London and men of Courte, which were drevyn
. . from the Standarde in Flete strete to ther innes, the
xiii day of Apreill. [^1485 FORTESCUE De Laud. Leg.
Ang. xlix, Decem hospitia minora..qu<e nominantur hos-

pitia Cancellariae . . majora hospitia studii illius, qua? hospitia
curise appellantur.] 1567 R. MULCASTER ibid. (1660) 113
Ten lessor houses or Innes.. which are called Innes of the

Chancery .. The greater Innes of the same study called
the Innes of Court. 1580 STOW Annals^ 36 Henry I^f, The
thirteenth day of Aprill there was a great fray in Fleete
streete..the king committed the principall gavernpurs of

Furnivalls, Cliffords, and Barnardes Inne to prison in

the Castle of Hertford. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Innes of
Court, .. these, with the Two Serjants Inns, and Eight
Inns of Chancery, do altogether (to use Sir Edward Cokes
words) make the most famous University, for Profession
of Law onely, or of any one Humane Science in the World.

1809 Btackstontfs Comm. I. Introd. i. 26 note, The inns
of chancery are, Clifford's Inn, Clement's Inn, Lion's

Inn, New Inn, Furnival's Inn, Thavies's Inn, Staple's Inn,
and Barnard's Inn. These are subordinate to the inns
of court ; the three first belong to the Inner Temple, the
fourth to the Middle Temple, the two next to Lincoln's Inn,
and the two last to Gray's Inn. 1883 Wharton's Law Lex.
(ed. 7), Inns of Chancery, . , these were formerly preparatory
colleges for students, and many entered them before

they were admitted into the Inns of Court. They [now]
consist chiefly of solicitors, and possess corporate property,
hall, chambers, etc., but perform no public functions like the
Inns of Court.

C. Inns of Court', the four sets of buildings in

London (the Inner Temple, the Middle Temple,
Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn) belonging to the four

legal societies which have the exclusive right of ad-

mitting persons to practise at the bar, and hold

a course of instruction and examination for that

purpose ; hence, these four societies themselves.

(Formerly also colloq. inns a court.}
The distinction of the '

foure principall Innes' of law as

Inns of Court, was fully established in the isth c. : see

quot. a 1485 in b. But in earlier times, and sometimes later
f

the name Inns of Court, or its equivalent, seems to have in-

cluded both the hospitia majora and hospitia minora : cf.

quots. 1355, 1458, and 1580 (referring to the same event) in b,

with 1548 and 1597 here.

1396 (June 16) Inquisitio p. mort. Henry Grey de Wilton,
De Manerio suo de Portpole in Holburne vocato Greysyn.
1427 Black Books (MS.) of Lincoln's Inn If. 13 a, Lyn*
colnesyn. Manucapcio Sociorum ejusdem Hospicii. 1429-30
Ibid. If. 22 b, Yfl Styward of Lyncollysyn. 1436 Ibid.

If. 31 a, The felaweshippe of Lyncoll' ynne. a 1^85 [see b].

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 241 The .xxiii. daie of

February wer foure readers sent for to the Starre Chamber,
of every house of the foure principall Innes of Courte one.

1558 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. Ded. P ij b, Surely, Sir .. it

seemeth you came abruptly from a countrey schoole to an
Inne of Court. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 14-15 Hee is

at Oxford still, is hee not ? . . Hee must then to the Innes of

Court shortly : I was once of Clements Inne. 1666 DUG-
DALE Orig. yurid. (1671) 141/2 These Hostells being Nurs-
eries or Seminaries of the Court, taking their denomination
of the end wherefore they were so instituted, were called

therefore the Innes ofCourt. 1698 FARQUHAR Love fy Bottle

i. Wks. (Rtldg_.) 489/1 You were once an honest fellow ;
but

so long study in the inns may alter a man strangely, as you
say. 1710 STEELE TatUr No. 186 F 3 Walking the other

Day in a neighbouring Inn of Court. Ibid. No. 189 f 3 Tom,
I have bought you Chambers in the Inns of Ceurt. 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 21 f 4 Many of the Benchers of the

several Inns of Court, who seem to be the Dignitaries of

the Law. 1883 Chambers^s Encycl. V. 584 The four inns are
each governed by a committee or board, called the benchers,
who are generally Queen's counsel or senior counsel. Each
inn has also a local habitation, consisting of a large tract of

houses or chambers which are in general occupied by bar-

risters . . and are a source of great wealth.
attrib. and Comb. 1631 LENTON Leasures xxix. F iv,

A yong Innes a Court Gentleman. 1634 BRERETON Trav.

(Chetham 9oc.) 156 The mayor, a well-ored gentleman, an
inns-of-court man. 1655 J. COTGRAVE Wifs Interfr. 27 (N.)
Much desired . . by ladies, inns a court gentlemen, and
others. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. iv, You are . . an Inns-of-

Court-man.

d. Serjeants* Inn : a collegiate building of the

now extinct order of Serjeants-at-Law, esp, that in

Chancery Lane, sold in 1877.
1646 Ord. Lords ff Com. Presb. Govt. 14 The classis of

the two Serjants Innes. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 271/2
The Serjeants formerly occupied three inns, or collegiate
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buildings.. situate in Chancery Lane, Fleet Street, and
Holborn, The last, called Scroop's Inn, has long been
abandoned, and since the burning down of Serjeants' Inn,
Fleet Street,. the Serjeants, .have now no other building

together during term-time. 1877 'Law Journal 3 Ma'r. 117
Serjeants' Inn was sold on Friday, February 23, for S7,ioo/..
to Mr. Serjeant Cox.. The determination of the judges and
Serjeants to sell the ancient home of a moribund order was
not taken lightly or of mere caprice. . . We ought to consider
that places like Serjeants' Inn have now no sort of practical
utility.
P _Some of the Inns of Chancery and of Court derive

their specific names from those of noblemen or persons of
quality, whose residence or property they formerly were,
and from whom they were at first often rented. It has
hence been sometimes assumed that the term inn here
meant originally

'

the town-house or residence
'

of such
nobleman or gentleman, e.g. that 'Lincoln's Inn 1 meant
originally

' the Earl of Lincoln's town-house '
: but there

is no evidence that inn ever had any such specific sense
(as distinct from, its general sense of 'habitation, lodging,
house ', sense i), and no proof that any of these nouses oore
the name kospitium or inn, until it was actually the has-

pitium or hostel of a body of students.

6. attrib. and Comb., as inn-bill, -door, -gate,

-kitchen, -law, -phrase, -play, -stables, -yard\ ('inn-
house sense 4 ; inn-like a. and adv.) like an inn.

See also INNHOLDER, INNKEEPER.
1855 Cornwall a It gives no information on posting-houses

or horses . . on breakfasts and dinners, on waiters and *inn-

bills. 1765 SMOLLETT Trav. (1766) II. xli. 258 We stood close

by them at the *inndoor. 1755 Quix* (1803) 1. 144 Sancho
. .the *inn-gate being thrown wide open, sallied forth. 1694
R. FRANKLAND in R. Thoresby's Corr. I. 173 He., would
have sent for my daughter, who was at an *inn-house. 1751
LADY M. VERB in Lett. C'tess Suffolk (1824) II. 219 A pro-
digious house, and furnished "inn-like, two beds in each
room. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxxiii, Oliver hurried up
the *inn-yard, with a somewhat lighter heart.

Inn (in), v. Now rare. [f. INN sb. (In OE.
and ME. use often not separable from IN v., q.v.)]
1. trans. To lodge, house, find lodging for.

reft. To lodge oneself, find oneself a lodging.
iioo O. E. Chron. an. 1048 pa woldon hi mnian hi baer

heom sylfan selicode. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6903 So
muche folc her com, bat me nuste ware horn Inny. c 1350
Will. Palerne 2479 But eche man al ni}t inned him where
he mijt. 1386 CHAUCER Knt.^s T. 1334 Whan he had
broght hem m to his Citee And Inned hem euerich in his

degree. 1410 LOVE Bona-vent. Sacram. Chrises Body
126 (Gibbs MS.) Seynt huwe ., was inned for a tyme in a
toune bat me clepeb ioye. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Poems Wks (1711) 24 In a poor cottage inn'd, a virgin
maid A weakling did Him bear, Who all upbears. 1710 New
Map Trav. High Church Apostle 7 These Inn'd themselves
all Night in Knights- bridge Fields.

b. To put up (a horse) at an inn.

1607 MIDDLETON Mich. Term i. i, I have but inn'd my horse.

C. Jig. (pass.) To be lodged or established. -

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles in. 135 But here wey is all

wronge her wisdom is ynned. 1633 P. FLETCHER rise.
Eel. vi. xv, A firie beam, And pleasing heat (such as in first

of Spring From Sol, inn'd in the Bull, do kindly stream).

2. intr. (?for rejl.) To lodge, find lodging, so-

journ ; now, to put up (at an inn or hostel).
a. 1375 Joseph Arim. 166, I haue felauschupe wibouten . .

wel aboute nfti, Bobe wymmen and men bat mote wij> me
Inne. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 1554/2 We inned at the

signe of the Swan. 1606 Sir G. Goosecdppe i. iii. in Bullen
O. PI. Ill, I never innd in the Towne but once. 1726 Brice's

Weekly Jrnl. 18 Feb. 3 John Welch, Cornish Carrier, who
formerlylnn'd at the Mermaid in Exon, is now removed to
the Bear-Inn. 1885 M. J. COLQUHOUN Primus in Indis I.

xiv. 217, I inned at the best house, the Star and Garter.

b. Of a coach : To stop or put up (at an inn).
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883;

VII. 31 5 The Reading
stage-coach, which inns somewhere in Fleet Street. 1775
H. WALPOLE Lett. (1866) VI. 205 You had better send for

them where the machine inns. 1834 New Monthly Mag.
XLI. 175 A Bristol coach which inned at the Red Lion.

1879 E. WALFORD Londoniana II. 61 An account of all the

stage coaches, .where they 'inn* and where they 'go out*.

c. Jig. and transf.
1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 454 So soon as Sol, leav-

ing the gentle Twins, With Cancer, or thirst-panting Leo inns.

1606 BP. ANDREWES Serin. II. 205 He .. dwelleth in Christ,
and Christ in him ; not inneth or sojourneth for a time, but
dwelleth continually. 1640 QUARLES Enchirid. m. 77 If

Feare depart from Hope, it travels to Infidelity, and Innes
in Despaire. 1835)

BAILEY Festus viii. (1848) 86 Wisdom
sometimes inns with ignorance.

Inn, obs. form of IN prep., adv,, and v.

t Inna'ble, a. Obs. rare
~~

. [ad. L. inndbilis

(Ovid), f. in- (IN- S) + ndre to swim.]
1658 PHILLIPS, Innatable,m Innable, not to be swimmed in.

*V Imiani, -e. local. Obs. Also 7 innora, -e. [f.

IN adv* + ON. ~ndm a taking (in compounds as

land-, nes-, viSrndnt), f. nema to take; cf. OE.
ndm seizure of property as a pledge, f. niman to

take, NIM.] A piece of ground taken in or in-

closed ; an intake.

[1226 Lincoln Eyre (Spelman), Innama non capiantur nisi

per communem assensum. c 1250 CVo est Hosebonderie

(in W. ofHenley's Husb. 1890, 66), E si Had inborn il deit

ver quele coture il prent en le inborn, n.d. Charter in

Spelman (1626) 383/1 Vnum croftum et duas innomas aut

inclausuras, vocatas Inholmes.] 1344 CoucJur Bk. Selby
(Yorksh. Rec. Soc.) II. 376 Breve villatse de Keleby tan-

gens innames de Staling[burgh]. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farttte 20 He shall, .sow his Oats, either vpon the

Innams, which is lande sowne the yeare before, or on the

INNATE.
tilth or fallow ground prepared for the purpose. 1662
DUGDALE Hist. Imbank. f, Drain. (1772) 219 The.. causey
from_ the head thereof towards Kesteven, to the Innome of
Doningtone.

b. Comb., as innom-barley .

1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 39 Imam-Barley, such Barley
as is sown the second crop after the Grownd is fallowed.

Iniiaminel, obs. form of ENAMEL v.

Innamorata, -ato, var. (mod. It. spelling) of

INAMOKATA, -ATO.

Innamy, obs. form of ENEMY : see INIMI.

Innamyl, obs. form of ENAMEL.
t Iiina rrable, a. 06s. [ad. late L. innarra-

bilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + narrabilis, f. narrare to NAB-
BATE; cf. obs. F. innarrable (Godef.).] That
cannot be narrated or told ; unutterable, indescrib-
able. (Cf. INENABBABLE.)

t Innarrowed, ///. a'. Obs. rare.
+ NARROWED.] Confined within narrow limits.

ipar:

[f.
IN- i

1650 Elegy in Gregory's Postkiitnn, Though yon' close
Anchorite's contracted Shrowd Made his innarrowed Car-
cass seem a Crowd.

Innascibility (insesibHiti, inn-), [ad. late
L. innascibilitas (Hilary) ; see next and -ITY. Cf.
F. innascibittti (Littre).] The attribute of being
independent of birth : said of God the Father.
1602 J. DAVIES Minim in Modum (1878) 17 Innasci-

bility we must admitt The Father, a 1656 HALES Cold.
Rem. (1688) 327 The . . \ roperties are ; first innascibility and
inemanability . . these belong to the Father. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. i. iv. 14. 255 God is the only Ingenerate or
Unmade Being . . his very essence is Ingenerability or Innas-
cibility. 1856 FABER Creator % Creature \\. i. (1886) no Who
can tell the joy of the Father in His Innascibility?
Ilinascible (inse-sib'l, inn-), a. [ad. late L.

innascibilis (Tertullian), f. in- (IN- 3) -f nascibilis,
f. nasci to be born. Cf. F. innascible (Littre).]
That cannot be born ; not subject to the condition
of birth : said of God the Father.
i8$z BP. FORBES Nicene Cr. 133 He is the unbegotten, the

unproduced, the innascible.

t Inna'table, a. Obs. rare~. Also erron.
-ible.

[f.
IN- 3 + L. natdbilis, f. nature to swim :

cf. IKNABLE.] That cannot be swum in.

1623 COCKERAM, Innatible, not to be swimmed in. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Innalable, that cannot be swimmed in.

tluna'tant, a. Obs. [f. L. innatSnt-em,
pr. pple. of innatdre, INNATE v.- cf. NATANT.]
Swimming or floating in or upon some liquid.
1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 533 Others onely bray and

boyl the fruits, . . collecting the innatant spume. 1662 H.
STUBBE Ind. Ncctar\\\. 28 Large innatant bodies, resembling
a Solution of Fat in Water.

Innate (i'nn^t, inn^'-t, ineH), a. Also 5 innat.

[ad. late L. innalus (Tertullian), f. in- (IN- 2) +
ndtus, pa. pple. of nasct to be born.]
1. Existing in a person (or organism) from birth

;

belonging to the original or essential constitution

(of body or mind) ; inborn, native, natural.

a. Of qualities, principles, etc. (esp. mental).
Opposed to acquired, esp. in innate ideas, the nature,

character, and even existence of which have been the subject
of philosophical dispute, from the times of the Stoics.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Print. 2130, 1 am sure that the

bookes alle thre Redde bathe & seen your Innat sapience.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 100 Out of an innate hatred greedily
pursuing the Encounter, a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheoiti. i. iii.

3 (1622) 19 It is innate to all, to owne Their father true,
by Nature knowne.^ 1621 BURTON Anat. A/el. I. i. II. x.

(1676) 17/1 So that in all there be fourteen species of the

understanding, of which some are innate . . the other are

gotten by doctrine, learning, and use. Plato will have all

to be innate. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. i. ii. i It is an
establish'd Opinion amongst some Men, That there are in
the Understanding certain Innate Principles . . which the
Soul receives in its very first Being, and brings into the
World with it. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 4 The commonly
received notion of an innate idea of God, imprinted upon
every soul of man at their creation. 1713 STEELE En^lisknt.
No. 3. 16 It is belowthe. . innate Honestyofa true Englishman
to enter into a partial Friendship. 1739 HUME Hum. Nat.
(1874) I. i. i. 316 It has been disputed whether there be any
innate ideas, or whether all ideas be derived from sensation
and reflexion. 1773 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII.
252 Notes in birds are no more innate, than language is in

man. 1861 MILL Utilit. iii. 45 If. .the moral feelings are not

innate, but acquired, they are not for that reason, the less

natural. 1868 FARRAR Seekers i. ii. (1875) 27 But eloquence
is a gift as innate as the genius from which it springs.

f b. Of inborn material substances or formations.

misused for 'internal' or(In quot. 1718 app.
' hidden within '.) Obs.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. n. ii. (1676) 9/1 A humour is

a liquid or fluent part of the body . . and is either innate or
born with us, or adventitious and acquisite. 1626 BACON
Syl-ua 365 It betrayeth and tolleth forth the Innate and
Radical! Moisture. 1660 BOYLE New Exf. Phys. Mech.
Digress. 342 The Pressure of the innate Air in the cavity
of the Chest, a 1718 PKNN Maxitris'Wks. 1726 I. 821 How
Nourishment is carried and diffused throughout the Body,
by most innate and imperceptible Passages.

c. Of a vegetable formation : Originating within

the matrix or the substance of the plant. Of
a mineral : Originating within the matrix ; native.

1887 W. PHILLIPS Brit. Discontycetes 391 Phacidium Arc*

tostaphyli. Subgregarious, innate, then erumpent, splitting



INNATE.

the euidwiui. 1890 Nature 6 Feb. 314/1 Diamonds are

found in some of the more clayey and pebbly layers, and. .

they are innate in the rock. .

2 trans/. Originally or properly existing m the

thing spoken of; belonging to the essential nature

or constitution of a thing ;
inherent. ? Obs.

1600 FAIRFAX Tauo xvnl. xxxviii. The wood . . Of honour

full, but honour [here innate. 1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart.

A vii This ayres innate and chiefest qualuie. 1665 Phil.

Trans. I. 106 All Comets in their innate Motion. 1726

LIONI Alttrtfs Arckit. II. 99/1 Of the defects in buildings

some are innate and owing to the Architect. 1741 YOUNG

f!t. Tk. ix. 1470 Has matter innate motion ?

3. Bot. Said of a part or organ borne on the apex
of another ; esp. of an anther that is a direct con-

tinuation of the apex of the filament. (Cf. AD-

NATB t.)

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 61 Anthers erect, innate.

1857 HENFREY Eltm. Bot. 102 The anther is attached to

the filament in various ways : if the filament runs directly

without interruption into the base of the connective, it is said

to be innate.

t Innate, v. l Obs. rare. [f. prec.] trans, a.

To make innate
;
to produce or generate within

something, b. (In Fuller) To imbue or endow

by nature (with something) ; usually in pass. To
be naturally endowed with.
1601 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. i. Wks. 1856 I. 117

Wizards . . making curious search For natures secrets, the

first innating cause, a 1661 FULLER Worthies i. (1662)

357 They in this County seem innated with a Genius to

study Law. Ibid. II. 279 Thus God hath innated every
Country with a Peculiar Genius. Ibid. IV. 4 A person
innated with a publike spirit.

t Inna'te, v.- Obs. rare. [ad. L. innatare to

swim in or upon, f. in- (!N-
2
) + natare to swim.]

intr. To swim or float in or upon something.
1670 H. STUBBE fins Ultra 151 It cast a shadow by its

innating on the surface of them.

t Inna ted, a. Obs. [f. L. inndt-us INNATE
+ -ED'3.] -INNATE a. (Frequent c 1550-1650.)
1545 JOVE /-'.(/. Dan. iii. E iv, That innated malyce and

roted enuy. 1594 DANIEL Cleopatra Wks. (1717) 259 That
Courage with my Blood and Birth innated. 1601 R. JOHN-
SON Kingd. fy Comtttw. (1603) 19 The Scots he entertaineth
for their innated hatred towards the English, a 2639 SI'OT-

TISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. vi. (1677) 364 The innated clemency
of the King. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 127 Innated
instinct of Nature.

Inna'tely (see the adj.), adv. [f. INNATE a. +
-LV *.] By innate character

; by birth ; by essen-

tial nature or constitution ; naturally.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Erontena Ep. Ded. A iij b,

Finding them so innately habitual], and so constantly per-
manent in that Sex. 1845 FORD Handbook Spain i. 77 The
last consolation of the innately noble. 1861 Miss BRADDON
Trail ofSerpent i. i. 8 Natures., so innately wicked.

Znna'teness (see the adj.). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or fact of being innate. Also
in //. innate qualities.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1747 HARTLEY Enq. Orig. Appet.
l. 51 The innateness of moral

principles. 1869 J. HAIC;

Symbolism vi. 56 The innateness of the senses of hearing
and seeing. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights f, Ins. xv. 159 [To]
think of what the instincts or innatenesses of this and
farther existence, may be.

Znna'tive, a. Now rare or Obs. [f. INNATE
+ -IVK, after NATIVE.] Innate ; native.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis \. Prol. 97 Beside his innative polecy,
Humanite, curaige, fredome and chevalry. [lomm.] In-
native is als mekilto say as inborn, or that quhilk cumis till

ony person be thar natural inclinatioun of kynd, throw thar
forhearis. 1652-62 HKYLIN Cosmogr. i. (1682) 243 An art so
natural and innative to them. 1657 Lust's Dot/tin, iv. i. in
Hazl. Dodiley XIV. 149 All that love, Which by innative

duty I did owe her. 1808 LOWELL Willows (1869) 263 Some
innative weakness there must be.

Znnato-, used as combining form of L. innatus
INNATE a., forming adjectives in which it adverbi-

ally qualifies the second element, as inna'to-

eru'mpent, innate (sense I d) and erumpent ;

innato-fl brillose, covered with innate or ad-
herent fibrils; inna to-se'saile, innately sessile;
inna to-squa-muloso, covered with innate or ad-
herent minute scales.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 313 This genus.. seems to
me essentially innato-erumpent. 1866 in Intell. Observ.
No. 50. 97 The pilcus innato-squamulose. 1886 Syd. Soc.
f.ex., Innato-fibrillose, clad with adherent fibrils. 1887 W.
PHILLIPS Brit. Discomycetes 199 Mollisia Cerastiorum.
Gregarious, minute, innate-sessile.

t Inna tural, a. Obs. [ad. late L. inndtiirdlis

(Boethius), f. in- (Is- 3) + naturdlis NATCRAL.
Cf. F. innaturel (Littrd).] Not natural

; contrary
to nature ; unnatural.

c 1400 Lan/ranc'sCirurg. 201 Colre sum is natural & sum
is innatural. .Of coire innatural ben. v. maners. as citrina. .

adusta, prassina & eruginoa. 1494 FABYAN Chron. i. xxvi.
19 For the Innaturall disposicion of the moder y' so cruelly
klewe her owne childe. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal Inlrod.
(1697) 60 They are like the Fruits of the Earth in this in-
nalural Season : The Corn which held up its Head, is spoil'dwith Rankness ; but the greater part, .is laid along.

r Innatnra-litjr, unnaturalness, want of na-
tural affection ; f Inna'turally adv., unnaturally,
against nature.

k-
M^*JA11VA
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clvii - ' 6 She had innaturally slayne

fc, TV
'
?

"""bonde.
1543. GRAFTON Contn. Harding601 Ihu forenwned

Iherome..mnalurally and falsely dy

310

couered vnto theim all the bysshoppes and kynges councell.

i579-8o NORTH Plutarch (1595) 263 marg., Innaturality

amuiiKcsl kinred LisJ infamous. 1611 FLORIO, Innaturtilita,
iuiiulurulitie.

T Inna'turalize, v. Obs. rare. [IN-
2
.] trans.

To naturalize within ; to convert (a thing) into

a natural part of (something) ; to assimilate.

1685 BAXTER Parapkr. N. T., James i. 21 Thus made an
innaturaliz'd Word ; and so receiv'd and digested, it will

[

save your Souls.

Inna'turate, v. rare. [f. IN- 2 + L. natiira

+ -ATE 3.] trans. To iinbue the nature of (a being)
i with (something).

1849 FROUDE Nemesis 167 If those .. who.. crush the

young shootings of the heart, and blight its growth .. would
but innaturate it with their poison and make it barren for

ever!

Innavigable (inae-vigab'l, inn-), a. [ad. L.

inndvigdbuis, f. in- (lN-3) + navigabilis NAVI-
GABLE. Cf. F. innavigable (i6th c. in Little

1

).]

Not navigable ; that cannot be navigated, a. Of
a sea, river, etc. : That cannot be sailed upon,
along, or through ; impassable for a ship or boat.

1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 257 There is no
lande vnhabitable, nor Sea innauigable. 1604 R. CAWDREY
Table Alpn., Innauigable, that cannot be sailed vpon. 1684
T. BUKNET Th. Earth n. 96 Such a troubled state of the

waters, as does not only make the sea innavigable, but also
strikes terror into all the maritime inhabitants. 1739 ELIZ.
CARTER tr. Algarotti on 'Newton's Theory' (1742) I. 86
What the innavigable Ocean was to the Ancients. 1899
Brit. Weekly 15 June 158/3 The Thames, choked with
hummocks, floes and fields of ice, was innavigable.

b. Of a ship or boat : That cannot be employed
in navigation.
I75S MAGENS Insurances II. 75 (Ordinances of Middle-

burg) When a Ship . . is rendered innavigable . . it is then
allowed to abandon such Ship . . to the Use of the Assurers.

Hence Inna^vigabrlity, Inna'vigubleness, the

quality or condition of being innavigable.
1685 H. MORE Para. Prophet. 399 It is not the Innaviga-

bleness of the blood . . (for so much blood as to sail upon is

a monstrous Phancy). 1848 AKNOULD Afar. Insiir. (1866)
I. l. vii. 344 French Jurists confine the '

innavigability
'

spoken of in the Code, to the single case in which the ship
cannot be repaired so as to continue its voyage or keep the
sea.

t Z'nne, adv. and prep. Obs. Forms: a.. 1-1

innau, 2-3 innen, (2 inna). P. 1-5 inne, (4-5
ynne). [OE. had two derivatives of in- : a. OE.
innan adv. and prep, (of motion and position)
with gen., dat., ace., = OS. innan, OFris. inna adv.
and prep, with dat., ace., OHG. innana, innan
adv. and prep, with gen., dat., ace. (MHO., mod.
G. innen), Goth, innana, ON. innan adv. and

prep, with gen. ; 0. OE. inne adv. of position,
OS., OFris. inne adv., Goth, inna, ON. inni adv.,
OIIG. inna, inni, inne adv. and prep, 'within'.
These two words were originally different in sense,
innan being orig.

' from within ', but in late OE.
there remained little or no distinction between
innan and inne as adverbs; the main difference

being that inne was only an adv., while innan was
both adv. and prep. A few examples of innan as

prep, are found in 1 2th c.
;
and innen adv. occurs

in Hatton Gospels and Layamon. Inna prep, in

Lamb. Horn, may be an error for innan or inne.
But the ordinary early ME. form for both adv. and

prep, was inne, frequent in Southern writings of
1 2-i4th c. It is very rare in the Kentish of Shore-
ham and the Ayenbite, in which the prep, is regu-
larly ine. In northern works, from Cursor Mundi
onwards, and in Midland works after the time when
final -e became mute, inne {ynne) appears to be

merely an occasional spelling of '.]
A. adv. 1. Of position.
o. innan, innen : From within; on the inside,

within.

Bc<nvHlf(Z.) 2332 Kreost innan weoll beostrum geboncum.
aiooo CxiinwnsGen. 1322 (Gr.) jeofon-husa mast. .innan
and utan eoroan lime sefaistnod wiS Mode, ciooo Sax.
Leecltd. II. 308 Smire mid ba eajan innan. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 27 Hi* synt innan fulle deadra bana.

|

Mark vn. ai Innan of manna heortan yfele ebancas cumaS.
c n6a/Iatt. G. ibid., Innen of manne heorten yfele gebances
cuma:3. c 1105 LAY. 21153 P wes innen igrauen, mid rede
golde stauen, an on-licnes deore, of drihtenes moder.

P. inne : In, within, inside, in-doors.

<j8
0. E. Chron. an. 491 Her ^Elle and Cissa . . ofslogon

alle ba be bzr inne eardedon. 1-803 K. ALFRED Oros. l. i.

9?.3vP?"1f l r
,
bi? ma" dead ..he US inne unforbajrned.

'

Ibtd., Lalle ba hwile be ba;t lie biS inne, baer sceal beon
Sedrync and pleja. rooo tr. Bxda's Hist. n. ix. [xii.]
(1890) 128 HwieSer he \K ute be inne ware, ciooo Sax. '

Lcechd. II. 352 Sle se drenc \>xr inne bier se seoca man '

inne sie. c logo in Kemble Cod. Diplom. IV. 228 On
3am scyran ..Se Ordric abbud ha:f5 land inne. a noo
Cerefa m Anglia (1886) IX. 260 je inne je ute. c 1175Lamb. Horn. 51 per wunied fower cunnes wurrnes inne
a 1225 St. Marker. Io To beoren me in to his balefule hole

'

t>rhe wuneo inne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 160 pe engel wende in
to hire, peonne heo was inne . . al hire one. 1340 Ayenb
203 per nc may go oute of be uete, bote zuych ase ber is
inne. { 1340 Cursor M. 1674 (Trin.) Piastre [the timber]wel wiboute and ynne. ^1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 13 Yet
fel he for hit lynne Doun in ta hclle whro he yl u Inne.

INNEB.
' c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xi. 129 The Contrec is not worthi
Howndes to dwelle inne. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 167 Of a thyng
that now ys ynne. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence I. 9 In which
bei ben yune.
2. Of motion, inne: In (to a place). NotinOE.
(In later instances, perh. only var. spelling of in.)a 1225 Ancr. K. 58 ?if eni unwrie put were, & best feolle

|

ber inne. 01300 Cursor M. 13789, I ne may to bat watir
wynne For oberc goon bifore me Inne. 13.. Coer de L.

Thus bringth he many a meschiefe inne [rime beginnel
a 1400 Sir fere. 436-7 lliedir inne wille I. He went inne.
1486 Bk. St. AHans E

ij a, A Rowte of wolues where lhay
passin inne.

B. prep. 1. Of position : In, within.
a. innan, innen, (inna). (In OE. with gen. or

i dat., or ace. of time.)
1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xlvii. 359 Innan his

geSance. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxlii[i). 4 Is me aenge gast
j

innan hreores. c 1000 Ags. Goip. Matt. ix. 10 pa he sKt

j

innan huse [Lindis/. in nus ; Rushiu. in huse ; Hatton
\ innen huse]. Ibid. xxi. 12 Ealte ba be ceapodun innan bam

temple [Linduf. in temple, Kushiv. in fern temple], a noo
;

0. . Chron. an. 789 (Laud MS.) He wacs bebyrjed . . innan
i bzre cyrican. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 Gif he bidS inna

pa sunne, and in bon ponke he is al for-loren. Ibid. 27 pe
deofel bet to sobe be rixat in-nan him bet [etc.]. Ibid. 43
Innan tan sea weren .vii. bittere ube.

P. inne. (Found esp. at the end of a relative
i clause, or after its object in verse.) Not in OE.

CII7S Lamb, tfotii. 3 per drihten rad inne be weye. Ibid.
i 21 He wuneS inne fule sunne. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 53

Holie mihtes be wunieS on hire also folc inne burh. c laoo
OR.MIN 3506 And till batt illke bottle felt he wollde inne
borenn ben. Ibid. 19036 Her i biss Crisstendomess Hf patt
Cristess bird iss inne. c 1205 LAY. 454 pat Dardanisc kun
..woneS in bisse londe..inne beowedome. 1:1290 Be/set

042 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 133 pe furste offize is propre inov : to
be stat bat he was Inne. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 571 His cbawm-
ber he lib inne. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 163 As a Laumpe
bat no lint is Inne. c 1380 WYCLIP Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 222
Foul meneb bi bis sleep synne bat foolis lyven ynne. c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 41 And eek in what array that they were
Inne [rimt bigynnel c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 13 In the
Hows, that it is inne. c 1410 Avow. Arth. xxxiii, Bothe my
dethe and my lyfe Is inne the wille of thi wife, c 1450
Merlin 18 The tyme . . that I was ynne conceyvcd.
2. Of motion : Into.

a. innan. (Only in OE., with ace.)
^875 0. E. Chron. an. 868 Her for se ilca here innan

Mierce to Snotengaham. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Malt. x. 5 Ne
ga se innan samaritana ceastre. Ibid. xxi. 21 Ahefe j>e upp
and feall innan ba see.

P. inne. (Not in OE.)
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 Ne be deofel mey nefre cunien in-ne

him for his gode werkes. Ibid. 33 Ne kinieS he nefre inne
heoueneriche. c 1200 ORMIN 3530 J>att

bus batt bratd is inne
don. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1711 The childe wanne owt of study,
That he was inne sett, c i+xSirAmadacc(Czm&m) xx'i,
Lette the cors go inne his graue.
3. After believe : *

in, on, upon.
1340^0 Alex. <$ Diud. 597 For loue of pe lord bat we

leuen inne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xv. 166 The! maken
Ymages lyche to tho thinges, that thei han beleeve inne.

Inne, obs. f. IN adv. and v., INN sb. and v.

t Inne'bnlated, ///. a. Her. Obs. [IN-
2

:

in med.L. inncbulat-tts.~\ Having an outline re-

sembling clouds
;
= NEBULE.

1486 Bk. St. A loans, Her. Divb, Theys armys be calde
innebulatyd for ij. colowris ar put togedre by the manere of
clowdys. 1560-1600 Satire on Duttoiis in Kel. Ant. II. 132
For their bravery indented and parted, And for their knavery
innebulated.

t Znue'Ct, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. innect-ere to

tie, fasten, entangle, f. in- (IN-
2
) + nectlrc to tie,

bind ; cf. annect.'] trans. To join together (two
things) each within the other ; to interlink.
a 1661 FULLER Worthiesj Durham i. (1662* 293 [He] gave

(in allusion of his two Bishopricks, which he successively
enjoyed) two Annulets innected in his Paternal Coat.

luned (ind), ///. a. [f. IN v. + -ED '.] Taken
in, gathered in (as a crop), inclosed, etc. : see IN v.

1629 Drayner Con/. (1647) B iv b, Neither the bankes of
Marsh land nor of other inned grounds. 1640 yrnl. Ho.
Comm. II. 68 A Bill declaring the Ancient and Common
Law of the Land, concerning Salt-marshes, Inned ground,
&c. read the first time. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 19
Ward-dykes . . to hold off fen-waters from inned grounds.

t Inne gable, a. Obs. rare.
[f. IN- 3 + L.

nega-re to deny + -ABLE.] Undeniable.
1772 NUGENT Hist. Friar Gerund I. 534 The illation is

innegable.

Inneity (in(n)riti). rare. [ad. mod.F. imtiiti

(iSioin Hatz.-IDarm.), n. ofquality f. inne' INNATE:
see -ITY.] Innateness.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. 15 Seeing .. that the positive

experiment, as
welj as other considerations, disprove the

inneity of language.
Inner (i'nai), sb.

[f. IN v. + -EB. '.] One who
' ins ', takes in, or reclaims land.

159* LAMBARDE Pcramb. Kent (1826) 397 In the yeere
1587 there was an Inning of one thousand acres more,
whereof the Inners ..enioyed the one halfe and an eight
part of the other halfe.

Inner (rnsj), a. (st.
2
) Forms: i innera,

inura, iura, 1-3 inre, 3-5 innore, 4 inere, 4-5
ynner(e, (4-6 inder), 5 innere, (inhir, ynhir),
4- inner. [OE. inne(r]r-a, in{n)r-a, -e adj.

(oompar. of inne, inn, IN adv.) - OFris. inra,



INNER.

OHG. innaroj innero (G. innere, innerer\ ON.
innre t iftre (Sw. inre, Da. indre], With the d in

ME. cf. THUNDER.
The OE. comparison of in was innerra, innemest ; ana-

logical modes of ME. or early mod.E. use were inner,
innest ; innerer^ innerest ; innermoreDinnermost; inmore,
inmost; mod. Eng. uses inner, inmost and innermost.
Inner is only used attributively, and cannot be followed by
f/tan, like ordinary comparatives.]
1. Situated more within ; more or further inward ;

interior. Often with a positive force, antithetical,
not to in, but to outer : Situated within or inside

;

inward; internal, a. lit., of spatial position.
(iooo jELFRic I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 149/1 Liber, seo inre

hrind. c iooo Leg. St. SwiUfun, etc. (1861) no (Bosw.) Se
leo xewat on 5set inre westen. c 1400 Lanfranc's Clrurg.
148 He declineb into be ynnere [v. r. Innere] partie till bat
he peerse boru? be mydrif. c 1400 Destr. Troy 749 pai
entrid full evyn into an Inner chamber. 1435 MISYN Fire
of Love 79 Behald, myn inhir partis has vpbolyd. 1551
RECORDK Patfvw, Knowl. i. Defin., In a triangle al the

angles bee called inner angles. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. viii.

30
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Those were the keyes of every inner dore, 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 507 Cinamom is the inner barke of a tree.

3 T. N. City <$
C. Purchaser 128 Inner-doors in large.

Buildings ought to be 3 Foot broad and upwards. 1745
De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxvi. (1841) I. 265 Her inner

petticoats, flannel and swan-skin from Salisbury and Wales.
i86oTvNDALL(7/ac. ii. xiv. 302 He. .maintains., the opinion,
that ice has always an inner temperature lower than zero.

1884 tr. Lotzfs Metaph. 345 Of the inner movements of

things we know nothing.

b. fig. Of other limits figured as spatial : More
intimate

; more central
;
more hidden or secret.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxv. 230 The ynner loue of
the peple was torned in to hate. 1815 SHELLEY Demon
World 96 From nature's Inner shrine, Where gods and
fiends in worship bend. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xlii, De-
lights.. That stir the spirit's inner deeps. Mod. The inner
circle of his friends.

C. transf. Indistinct or muffled, as if coming
from far within, nonce-use.

1830 TENNYSON Dying Swan I, With an inner voice the
river ran.

d. Music. Applied to parts or voices intermedi-

ate between the highest and lowest of the harmony
(also called middle}.
2. Said of the mind or soul (as the more inacces-

sible or secret, or as the more central or essential

part of man, or as distinguished from the external

or outer world), and of things belonging or relating

thereto; hence often = Mental or spiritual.
1:900 tr. Bsedds Hist. iv. xiii. (1722) 582 On Sam inneran

godum ge on Sam uttran." a 1050 Liber Scintill. ix. (1880)

44 e inra dema gebanc swybor baenne ba word besceawajj.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 92 Hwo se 5emeleasliche wite5 hire uttre

eien, purh Codes rihtwise dome heo ablindecS in be inre eien.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 20 pat. .be utter man haf noght
maistry of be inere. 1382-1671 [see 3]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
n. vii. 24 But th' Elfin Icnight with wonder all the way Did
feed his eyes, and fild his inner thought. 1813 SHELLEY
Q. Mob vn. 50 The sense By which thy inner nature was
apprised Of outward shows. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics
(1860) II. 217 Fox's inner light does not profess to supersede
..the internal light of Revelation. 1874 CARPENTER Ment.

Phys. i. ii. 4 (1879) 120 The Cerebrum, the instrument of
our Psychical or inner life. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types Eth.
The. 1. 1. i. 3. 165 Our own mind we know by what is called
the ' Inner Sense

'

or consciousness.

3. Phr. The inner man : a. The inner or spiri-
tual part of man ; the soul or mind.
c iooo EcgberCs Penit. iv. 63 in Thorpe Laws II. 224

Se innra man Saet is seo sawl. 1382 WYCI.IF Eph. iii. 16

That he 5yue to 3ou..vertu for to be strengthid by his

spirit in the ynnere man [Vulg. in interioreni hominein\.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. i. (1495) 48 Isidore

spekyth . . of the inner man and vtter man. 1671 MILTON
P. R. n. 477 This attracts the soul, Governs the inner man,
the nobler part. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. i. 32 The living
product of the whole inner man.

b. humorously (after sense i): The stomach or
'

inside ', esp. in reference to food.

1856 KANE Arct. Exfil. II. xx. 204 With my inner man
well refreshed with auk-livers, I was soon asleep. 1865 Day
of Rest Oct. 609 The New Englander, who had been

strengthening the inner man during the remarks of the abbe".

4. Inner barrister^ inner post, inner stern-post,

Inner Temple, etc. : see the nouns.

f 5. Inmr was formerly sometimes written in

combination or hyphened with a sb., where it

would now be written separately ; e. g. inner-land,
interior country; inner-ward, of a castle (see

WARD sb$] innerwit, internal knowledge (see

WIT). Obs.

M9S Trevisffs Barth. De P. R. m. vi. (W. de W.) 52

Felynge bodyly wytte and ymagynacyon arne sytuate in the

soule, that he is onid to the body and yeue it lyfe and Inner-

wytte and vtterwytt to perfeccion of the body. 1613 M.
RIDLEY Mag)i. Bodies 99 No lesse doth the Needle and

Compasse upon the continent and inner-land, decline [etc.].

B. sb. That division of a target next outside the

bull's-eye :
= CENTBE sb. 9 ; or, in some targets,

the division immediately outside the centre, b.

ellipt. A shot which strikes this.

1887 Daily Netus 15 July 3/5 Beginning with two inners,
he then put together five successive bulls-eyes, and raised

his aggregate to within a point of that by which Corporal
Soutar won the Bronze Medal last year. 1891 C. JAMES
Rom. Rigmarole 19 The bygone shot wasn't a bull's-eye;

no, only an '

inner '.
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t I'nner, adv. Obs. Forms : i innor, 3-5 in-

nere, 4 ynnere, 5 inner. [OE. innor (compar.
of inn adv., IN) = OHG. innor (MHG. inner).]
More inwards; further in.

f

c iooo ^ELFRIC Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 240 Infra wiSinnan,
interims wiSmnan o55e innor. c 1205 LAY. 29282 Swa be

sparewe innere crap. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles in. 195
And lete hem pleye in ^e porche, and presse non ynnere.
1:1450 LONELICH Graill. 299 Thanne forth losephe Innere
wente. 1460 Lybea.its Disc. 1771 Lybeauus inner gan pace.

t I*nnerer, a. Obs. rare. In 4 inerere. [A
double comparative form, f. INNER a. + -ER 3

: cf.

OHG. innardro, inncrero, and superl. INNEREST.]
= INNER : in quot. absol. = inner

parts.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter cviii. 17 Hit entird as watir in

his inerere and as oyl in his bonys.

f I'nnerest, a. Obs. Forms : 3 (Orm.) inn-

resst, 3-4 inrest(e, 4-5 innerest, (-yste), 5

inerest, 6 yndrest. [f. INNER a. (q.v.) + -EST
;

cf. OHG. innardst (MHG. innerest, G. innersf),
MDu. innerst) inrest, inderst\ all which show a

superl. formed apparently on a comparative, after

the latter had to a certain extent lost its full com-

parative force.] Innermost, inmost.
c 1200 ORMIN 1017 Biforenn an allterr bat wass Innresst i

be55re mlnnstre. a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxxv[i.]. 13 Mi
saute bou toke fra inreste helle. 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. iv.

pr. vi. 106 (Camb. MS.) Thilke cercle bat is innerest [v.r.

inrest], or most with Inne, ioyneth to the symplesse of the

Myddel. 138778 T. USK Test. Love Prol. (Skeat) 1. 8 Rude
wordes and boistous percen the herte of. the herer to the
inrest point. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 218 loye. .in the

yndrest bowels of harte. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 55 b/i
He had brought the sheep in to the innerest part of deserte.

Innerly (rnajli), a. Obs. exc, Sc. dial. Forms :

see INNER a.
[f.

INNER a. + -LY *
; cf. MHG. in-

ner(c)ltch (G. innerlich), MDu. innerlijk,]
1. Inner, interior

; inward, internal.

1434 MISYN Mending Life 118 Of be inhirliest mergh of
our hartis sail rise be lufe of god. 1435 Fire ofLove 39
Gostely gladnes & inhirly myrth. Ibid. 70 Syngand ful

fare fro vtward melody to ful inhirly I ha flowne. 1825-80
JAMIESON, Innerlie^

. . situated in the interior of a country.
b. Intimate.

1866 J. BROWN Hora? Subs. Ser. HI. 286 (Cent.) So mature,
so large, and so innerly was his knowledge [etc.].

2. *

Kindly, affectionate, possessing sensibility or

compassion' (Jam.).
1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. t Innerly hearted, of

a feeling disposition. 1825-80 JAMIESON s.v., 'She's an
innerlie

'

or ' a very innerlie creature '.

3. In-lying, not exposed ; hence,
*
Fertile: applied

to land
*

(Jam.).
1868 Life Hugh Elliott \\. 73 We live on a drier soil and

in a more '

innerlie
'

country.
Hence I'nnerliness, intimacy, closeness.
1888 MRS. LYNN LINTON in Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. 5/1 It was

a friendship without the ' innerliness
'

of true cordiality.

I'liiierly, adv. Obs. or rare. Forms : see IN-
NER a. [f.

INNER a. + -LY2
; cf. MHG. innerliche

(Ger. innerlicJi], MDu. innerlike (Du. innerlijk).]
1. More within (ofo.) ; inwardly, internally.
c 1330 R. BKUNNB Chron. IVace (Rolls) 3195 Sche trem-

blede and sykede inderly [v.r, inerly]. 1390 GOWER Conf.
I. 227 Whan she wist it inderly. 1435 MISYN Fire ofLove
39 With flaume of fyre I am inhirly byrnd. 1555 ABP.
PARKER Ps. xlv. 133 They shall full nye be brought to hym
. . In palace there : most innerly, where kyng hymselfe doth

lay. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 154 Then towards Murrey
Frith.. more innerly is the Gulfe Vararis. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk fy Sclv. 27 'Tis given out that ghost, as well as the
substance of body innerly, is such a thing, as is alwaies the
same as much as God is. 1851 S. JUDD Margaret n. i. 198
A bunch of the white hardback, a cream-like flower, innerly
blushing.

f 2. Earnestly ; intensely, extremely. Obs.

^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10843 Arbures folk

.. bysoughte God inderly [v.r. interly] To graunt Arbur PQ
maistri. 1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxiv. 6 The swerd of the Lord
fulfild is of blod, innerly fattid it is with tal} of blod of
lombis. c 1440 Generydes 675 For certeyne she was right
inderly fayre.

T Innermore (i'ns-imoai), a. and adv. Obs. exc.

dial. Forms : 4-7 innermore, (4 innermar(e,
iner-mare), 6 ynnermer, Sc. innermair, 6 (9

dial.) innermer, 8 dial, indermore, 9 dial, in-

dermer. [f. INNER a. (q.v.) and adv. +-MOBE;
after innermost : see INNER a.]
A. adj. Situated more within, inner.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) y.
i. (1859) 70 Two grete spyeres

. . in the Innermore of whiche, the sterres were fastned

bryght. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. x. 3 The cloude fylled the

ynnermer courte. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1564)

51 A portion of the innermer bottome of the Matrix. 1635
N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. m. 285 A narrow necke of land
between the innermore rock of the haven and the Ocean.

1657 W. RAND tr. Gassendfs Life Peiresc II. 96 It seemed
. . that the hinder and innermore circumduction of the eye
was as a Concave-glasse. 1828 Craven Dial., Innermer^
Inner.

fig- 157I GOLDING Calvin on Ps, xl. 9 This innermore
and effectual teaching of the Spirit. 1587 De Mornay
xiii. 194 He being neere & innermore to al things than the

things themselues are, doth know them most perfectly,

B. adv. f 1. More inward or within. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6199 Drightin bam badd drau innermare.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 1233 Wold come none innermare For to

kythe what he ware. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 45
Thai will creip innermair.

INNETH.

1 2. Further on (in a book or writing) ;

' be-

low'. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 97 As it is inner more
i-write [ricttt infra dicitur], 1398 Barth. De P. R. ill.

xvii. (Tollem. MS.), As it schall be schewid inner more

[1582 hereafter ; L. ut postea patcbit}.

Innermost (i-naimtfust, -m&t), a. and sb. [f.

INNER a. (q.v.) + -MOST. Cf. HINDERMOST.]
A. adj. Most or furthest within ; inmost.

1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton) i. xviii. (1850) 19 He knoweth
the Innermost of thy thoughtes. 1555 EDEN Decades 352

Vppon the innermost* necke to the landewarde is a tufte of

trees. 1665 BOVLE Occas. Refl. (1848) 32 To pry into the

innermost Recesses of mysterious Nature. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandison(ii%>i) I.xxxvii. 265 No married woman shall

I trust with what lies in the innermost fold of my heart.

1823 SCOTT Quentin D. iii, The second inclosure . . com-
manded by the third and innermost barrier. 1868 J. T. NET-
TLESHIP Ess. Brvwningi. 48 In the innermost holy of holies.

B. sb. That which is innermost ;
the inmost

part.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Selv. 67 From the innermost or

centre to the selvedge. 1754 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 128

He passed at once to the innermost of the temple, without

treading the vestibule. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faitn
xxxvii. 286 The fire . . will have gone into her innermost,
and burnt her quite up. 1888 SIR E. ARNOLD With Sa'di
in the Garden, Utterly wotting all their innermosts, For
all to Him is visible.

Hence rnnermostly adv. rare.

1856 MRS. BROWNING A-ttr. Leigh v. 676 His ebon cross

worn innermostly.

Iniierness (rnsjnes). [f.
INNEB a. + -NESS.]

1. Inner or inward quality ;
inwardness.

1881 PALGRAVE Vis. Eng. 159 Not losing innerness in

external rite. 1892 GLADSTONE Impregnable Rock 159 These
and all kindred qualities they develop in what, for want of

a better word, I will term their innerness.

2. That which is internal
;

' inner consciousness '.

nonce-wd.

1891 Sat. Rev. 8 Aug. 164/2 Dickens cannot have evolved

Miss Squeers's letter from his innerness wholly.

Innervate (inauve't, inn-), v. Physiol. [f.

IN- '* + L. nerv-us NERVE + -ATE 3
; cf. enervate]

trans. To supply (some organ or part) with nerve-

force, or with nerves.

1870 ROLLESTON Anhu. Life 104 The ganglionic mass,
whence the jaws and foot-jaws are innervated. 1883 LAUDER
BRUNTON in Nature 8 Mar.

4^37
An excellent example .. of

inhibition occurring in parts innervated by the sympathetic

system. 1897 Allbult's Syst. Med. III. 694 The stomach
and rectum . . are partly innervated directly from the brain

and spinal cord.

Innervation (insiv^'-Jan). Physiol. [f. as

prec. + -ATION ; cf. enervation, and mod.F. inner-

vation (1878 in Diet. Acad.).] The action or pro-
cess of innervating ;

the fact of being innervated ;

supply of nerve-force from a nerve-centre to some

organ or part by means of nerves
;
stimulation of

some organ by its nerves.

1832 J. THOMSON Life W. Cullen I. 430 The doctrine of

Innervation or the Influence of the Nervous System. 1847

innervation, his sluggish brain._ 1878 HOLBROOK Hyg. Brain
16 The medulla is a source of innervation for the heart.

Iimerve (inauv, inn-), v. [f.
IN- 2 + NERVE si.

or v. Cf. mod.F. innerver (Littre, Suppl.).]
INNERVATE

; alsoy?^. to animate. Hence InneT-
ving ppl. a.

1828 in WEBSTER, citing DWIGHT. 1868 BfSHNELL Serin.

Liv. Subj. 274 Innerving force. 1869 H'oiit. Suffrage
viii. 167 A different innerving quality. 1880 L. MORRIS Ode

ofLife (ed. 3) 8 The spiritual essence fair Which doth in-

nerve tbe outward show of things.

Inness (i'njnes). rare. [f. iNaafe. or. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being in (something).
b. Inner or internal quality or state.

1866 R. S. CANDLISH i Ep. John xly. 512 He is in Him that

is true : in Him with a depth and intensity of real inness,

that the devout study of a lifetime will not suffice to un-

fathom. 1867 J. W. DALE Classic Baptism (1868) 100 It

is the mersion only, the position of inness. which is called

for. 1888 DK. ARGYLL in igtA Cent. Jan. 156 Gravitation

knows nothing of inness and outness. 1896 Voice (N. Y.)

17 Sept., The best representation of the inness of
'

things
'

in this nation that I have seen in years.

t I'imest, a. Obs.
[f.

IN adv. or a. + -EST.

Cf. ON. innstr. See INNER a.] Most inward,

inmost.

1388 WYCLIF Prov. xxvi. 22 Tho comen til to the ynneste

thingis [1382 the inmostis] of the herte. 1495 [see INMOST

a. 2, quot. 1398). 1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 628/1

For of y whole world, the innest is as I told you the lowest.

Innest (in,ne-st), v. rare. Also 7 en-. [lN-1
or

'*.]
tt-ans. To provide with a nest; to ensconce

as in a nest.

1611 FLORIO, Innidare, to ennest, to enroost. a 1631

DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 85 To insinuate and innest it selfe

into the body.

Innet (inne't), v. rare. Also 6 en-. [IN-
*

or 2
.] trans. To catch or entangle in a net.

c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXVI. v, For God thou didst

our feete innett, And pinching saddles on us sett. 1598

FLORIO, Irretare, to entrap . . or take in a net or a ginne,

to entramell, to ennet.

tl'nneth.. Obs. Forms: i innoj), innajj, 1-2

inne)>. [OE. inneS, innatS (? f. inn, inne, IN adv.}



INNEW.
- OHG. innMi (also *////).] The interior of

the body ; the inside ; spec, the womb.
r 8M K Ainm Boeth. xxii. 5 i He werodab sySban he

innaband bib swibe libe on Sam innobe. 1-900 tr. BatJa't

Hiil'iv. xxiv. [xxiii.] (1890) 338 pztte seo adl & ban sar

hwyrfde in hyre innoSas. r loco /fci.
6jM/>.

Mark vii. 23

Kalle bas yfclu of bam innoSe cumaa. Luke xi. 27 BMlg
is se innoS be be bar. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 pe muchele

I.iut-Til . . bitunde him solue in ane meidenes innebe. c 1200

Trin. Call. Item, si Ktce concipies et cetera, bu shall un-

deratonde child on bine innooe.

t InneW, v. Obs. rare. [f. Is- 1 + NEW : ren-

dering L. innovdre. Cf. ENNEW z".
1
] trans. To

renew: = INNOVATE i>. I.

1431-50 Ir. Higden (Rolls) VI. 43 A kynge. .whiche shalle

innewe alle the londe of Speyne with the lawes of Criste.

Ibid. VIII. 307 John the xxij". . innewede the vij booke

of be Decretalles.

Inngendure, obs. form of ENOENDURE.
Innholder (i-nhJuldai). Now rare. Forms :

see INN sb. [f.
INN sb. 4 + HOLDER. Cf. house-

holder] = INNKEEPER.

1464 Nottingham Kec. 1 1. 552 Johannes Watson, inhalder.

rijto BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) G iv, Be thou
none Inholder, hosteler norTaverner. 1587 HARRISON Eng-
land n. iii. (1877) l. 87 Supposing he had serued with some
inholder in the stable. 1610 HOLLAND Camdcris Brit. \. 74

They say that thi Lady was at first an Inholder or Hostesse.

a 1748 PITT /mil. Horace, Sat. II. vi. (R.), So rov'd wild

Buckingham the public Jest,
Now some innholder's, now a

monarch's guest. 1841 EMERSON Misc. (1855! 258 The very
innholders and landlords of the country would muster with

fury to their support. 1875 R. J. HINTON Eng. Radical
Leaden 215 The ' Licensed Victualler's Association ',

as the

Guild or Trades society of inn-holders and keepers of public
houses is termed, is a wealthy and powerful body.

Inning (i'nirj),
vll. sb. Also 6-7 ining. [f.

IN v., or INN v. + -ING 1.]

I. From IN v.

f 1. A putting or getting in ; what is put or got
in ; contents ; income. Only OE. Obs.
(888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxii. $ 2 Se heofon is betera..

and faexerra Sonne eall his innung buton monnum anum.
978 in Kemble Cod, Dipl. III. 138 Des tunes cyping and
sep innung Sara portgenhta gange into Sere haljan stowe.

a. The action of taking in, inclosing, etc. ; esp.
the reclaiming of marsh or flooded land.
c 1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 343 Item deliverid. .for the

Innyng of the said marshe of Wulwiche. .c/. 1543-4 Act
35 Hen. VIII, c. 9 The recoueringe inclosinge and inninge
of. , Wappinge marshe. 1622 CALI.IS Stat. Sewers (1824) 04

_ : i r-. ~r .!-_ ftr I I ** 1.For inning and safety of their Marshes and Marsh grounds.
1769 De foe's Tour Gi. Brit. 1. 186 Rye-Harbour.. being. .

by the Inning of the Channel and waste Lands, .in Danger of

being utterly lost. 1853 Humber Conserv. Act 2038 (15 &
16 Viet, c.cxxx. 35) Such inning, gaining, or Reclamation.

b. //. Lands taken in or reclaimed.

1706 PHILLIPS, Innings, Lands recovered from the Sea, by
draining and banking. 1880 Archsfol. Cantiana XIII. 189
One of the earliest 'innings' of Walland Marsh, after the
Norman Conquest, . . has oeen ever since called Becket's

Innings, as this Archbishop has the credit of promoting it.

3. The action of getting in, esp. of crops ;
in-

gathering, harvesting.
1521 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.,Ca>iter!'., For caryage &

innyng of the seid vij acres [of hay]. 1530 PALSGR. 539/1
He hath ered his lande, God sende hym good innyng. 1662
GURNALL Chr. in Arm. Verse 17 vii. 2. 56 The joy of the

Husbandman, at the happy inning of his Corn. 1710 D.
HILMAN Tuner Rcdiv. (1744) 104 (T.) Every one that did
any thing towards the inning must now have some reward.

4. In Cricket, Base ball, and similar games (in
Great Britain always in //. form innings, whether
in sing, or pi. sense) : That portion of the game
played by either side while '

in
'

or at the bat : cf.

IN adv. 6 d. In Cricket also nsed of the play of,
or score of runs made by, any one batsman during
his turn. To follow their innings (said of one
side at cricket) = tofollow on : see FOLLOW v. Ip d.

1746 in 'Bat' Cricketer's Man. (1850) So ist Innings.
England. 2nd Innings 1755 Game at Cricket 7 The

ing Mag. XXXVI. 194 Won by the former by sixty-two
runs at one innings. 1849 Laws o/Crickel c. 46 in

'
Jiat

'

Cricketer's Man. 59 The players who go in second shall
follow their innings, if they have obtained one hundred runs
less than their antagonists. 1891 W. G. GRACE Cricket 216
On five occasions Oxford has won by an innings, whilst

Cambridge has done the same thing thrice. 1895 Nebraska
State "Jrnl. 23 June, In the seventh inning Gragg hit for
three bases. .. In the fourth inning Haller got a base on
balls.

b. transf. (in Great Britain always in pi.) The
time during which a person, party, principle, etc.

is in possession or in power ; a term of, or oppor-
tunity for, activity of any kind ; a turn.
iBssTHACKERAY Neiucomes\\. xi.io7The Marquis not being

present, the Baron took his innings. 1870 Miss BRIDCMAN
K. Lynne L VL 81 She's had remarkably good innings, and
persons can't expect to live for ever. 1878 W. R. GREG in

'/"'' *"' 39S T
.
ne "cw 'c'ea!! '

'

P*3"' retrenchment
nd reform got their innings, and. .have ruled the national

POHCT from 1830 till 1875. 1885 N. Y. Mirror 23 May 7/3An Inning for the Lyceum Pupils. 1897 W. H. THORNTON
feminise. W^Co. Clergyman vii. 236 Fortunately I have
naamost of my innings in happier days.

o. The action of the verb INN
; lodging,

housing ; concr. a lodging, dwelling-place.a rage LiterScinlill. ii. (1889) n Onjebances his wununge
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innunge he ^earwaS criste. 1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. in.

48 The cattelL.goes into deserts large Without all inning

(housing, fense, shroud, houell, or such like).

t Innitency. Obs. rare. [f.
L. innltent-em,

pr. pple. of innit-i to lean upon (f. /'-, IN- a + nltl

to lean, press) : see -ENCY.] A leaning, pressing, or

resting upon something.
1658 GURNALL Clir. in Ann. Verse ifi xi. 586 There is

an innitency of his heart on Christ. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Card. Cyrus ii. 113 The innitency and stresse being made
upon the hypomochlion or fulciment in the decussation.

So t Inni'tent a. Obs. rare~".

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Innitent, endeavoring or assaying.

i Iimi'xioii. Obs. rare. [n. of action from

L. inniti, innix- : see prec. and -ION.]
=

prec.

1709 F. HAUKSBEF. Phys.-Mech. Ext. v. (1719) 200 The
Innixion or Resting of the Parts of the Fluid. 1713 DF.RHAM

Phys.-Theol. v. ii. 327 Keeping the Line of Innixion, and
Center of Gravity in due Place and Posture.

Innkeeper (i-n|kf:psj). Forms : see INN sb.

[f. INN sb. 4 + KEEPER.] One who keeps an inn

or public house for the accommodation of travellers

and others
;
an innholder, a taverner.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke x. Q iij, [He] deliuered

thim to his hoste the ynnekeper that he should see the

wounded man well attended and kepte. 1596 SHAKS. 1 1fen.

IV, iv. ii. 51 The Red-Nose Inne-keeper of
Dauintry. 1779

SWINBURNE Trav. Spain xlii. 372 In Spain.. the inn-keerjers

are almost the only well-fed, portly figures to be met with.

1845 STEPHEN Comm. Laws Eng. (1874) II. 84 A common
innkeeper which includes the keeper of every tavern or
coffeehouse in which lodging is provided.
fie- "545 ASCHAM Toxoph. l. (Arb.) 52 Solitariousenes,

whyche lurketh in holes and corners, [and] Night an vn-

gratiouse couer of noughtynesse, whyche two thynges be

very Inkepers andreceyuers ofail noughtynesse and noughtye
thinges.

Hence rnnkee:peress, rare, a female inn-

keeper. So also rnnkee'ping- sb., the keeping of

an inn (also attrib.} adj. that keeps an inn.

1860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour. 121 Anybody who wishes to

speculate in the innkeeping line. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist.
Comtn. 126 The general progress of society rendered inn-

keeping increasingly prosperous. 1895 MRS. DONNE Down
Danube 46 An old peasant Inn-keeperess told us.

Innless (i'nles), a. [f. INN rf. + -LESS.] With-
out an inn or inns.

13.. Birth Jesus 510 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875) 88

per nas non ober stude bere, Bote jmtke bat men to drowe,
whan hei inles were. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain I. 29 Hos-

pitality in an hungry inn-less land becomes . . a sacred duty.

1885 Life Sir R. Cnristison I. 350 At the innless village of
Lower Inveruglas.

Inn-melle, var. in-melle, IMELLE Obs., among.
Innoble, obs. form of ENNOBLE.

t Innoble'SSe. Obs. rare. [!N-
3

; perh. F. ;

cf. inntble not noble, ignoble, and noblesse nobility.]
Want of nobility ; ignoble or low rank.

11470 TIPTOFT Oral. C. Flaminitis (Caxtpn) Evb (R.
Suppl.), The courage which is pure and free is disposed to

take noblesse or innoblesse indifferently.

t Inno'blish, var. ENNOBI.ISH Obs., to ennoble.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Commw. 203 [It] did greatly

augment and innoblish this towne.

Innocence (i'n&ens). Also 4-5 -euse, 4-6
-ens. fa. F. innocence (izth c.), ad. L. inno-

cenlia : see next and -ENCE.]
I. The quality or fact of being innocent.

1. Freedom from sin, guilt, or moral wrong in

general ; the state of being untainted with, or un-

acquainted with, evil ;
moral purity.

1340 Ayenb. 146 Ine bise we onderstondebbe innocence bet

we ssolle loki |?e on a-ye Je obre. c 1380 WYCI.IF Sel. IVks.

III. 143 In bo stat of innocense. 1398 TRF.VISA Barth. De
P. If. vi. xviii. (1495) 203 Thenne were malyce free, and
goodnesse and innocence neuer syker. 1567 Gnde (V Godiie
B. (S. T. S.) 70 And he, geue we beleue, hes coste His inno-

cens for our trespas. 1667 MILTON /'. L. ix. 373 Go in thy
native innocence ; relie On what thou hast of vertue. 1694
SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I. 534 How came our first Parents to

sin, and to lose their Primitive Innocence? 1770 GOLDSM.
Des. Vill. 5 Dear lovely bowers_ of innocence ana ease. 1850
LYNCH Theo. Trinal ii. 28 Holiness is innocence made per-
fect, a 1851 MOIR Poems, Message Seth, For Penitence,
However deep it be, brings back not Innocence.

2. Freedom from specific guilt ;
the fact of not

being guilty of that with which one is charged ;

guiltlessness.

'559 Mirr. Mag., Dt. Clarence 1, AH the worlde dyd know
myne innocence. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, i. i. 208 It will

helpe me nothing To plead mine Innocence ; for that dye
is on me Which makes my whit'st part, black. 1640 Bp.
HALL Chr. Moder. (ed. Ward) 37/1 If a Cajetan . . shall set

favourable states to our controversies, and give justly
charitable testimonies to our personal innocences. 177*
Jitnius Lett. Ixviii. 336 Where the guilt is doubtful, a pre-

sumption of innocence should in general be admitted. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. i. 44 Timpur ..

pro-
tested to the cadhi his innocence of the blood which he had
shed.

3. Freedom from cunning or artifice; guileless-

ness, artlessness, simplicity ; hence, want of know-

ledge or sense, ignorance, silliness.

(1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1254 Dido, O sely wemen [v. r.

woman] ful of Innocence . . What makyth }ow to men to
tniste so ? c 1450 Merlin 40 When eny . . complayneth to
the for the kynges Innocence, and seiden thei women thow
sholde take vpon the to be kynge. 1589 NASHE Anat. Ab-
surd. Ep. Ded. 4 Least their singulantie reflect my sim-

plicitie, their excellence conuict me of innocence. 1611

INNOCENT.
SHAKS. Wiitt. T. v. ii. 70 The Shepheards Sonne. .ha's not

onely his Innocence (which seemes much) to iustifie him.

1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 299 r 2 My little Daughter Harriot
. .asked me with a great deal of Innocence, why I never
told them of the Generals and Admirals that had been in

my Family. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 70 The servants,
who had traded on my innocence and simulated fever.

4. Of things : Harmlessness, innocuousness.
1828 WEBSTER s. v., The inriocence of a medicine which

can do no harm.
II. concr. 5. An innocent person or thing (in

various senses of the adj.). (In quot. 1697 collect.

Innocent creatures.)
c 1400 LYDC. JEsop's Fab. iii. 41 The sely sheepe . . Stoode

feather'd Innocence. 1703 FARQUHAR Inconstant iv. iv,

Stay, my fair innocence ! 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. n.
i. Wks. (1883) 296 Oh, this is better and better \\A loud]
Well said, Innocence ! 1871 TENNYSON Last Tournament
31 Take thou the jewels of this dead innocence [a maiden
Babe].

6. A popular name of Houstonia ceerulea, a

North American plant, with small blue four-cleft

flowers, also called Bluet.

Inuocency (i-n&ensi). Now somewhat rare

or arch. [ad. L. innocentia, n. of quality from in-

nocent-em : see next and -ENCY.]
1. =prec. i.

1357 Lay Folks Catech, 17 In the state of innocency
[Lamb. MS. innocence]. 1440 Gesta Rom. n. xli. (1838)

405 Mankynde was fyrste [made] in the state of innocencie.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxi. 2 At the board . . it very
well becommeth children's innocencie to pray, and their

elders to say Amen. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. I.) 76 Our people are not contayned in their primatiue
innocency. a 1800 J. WARTON Sappho's Advice 27 In white
and innocency drest, The plainest beauties were the best.

1838 EMERSON Misc. (1855) 102 When in innocency, or

when, by intellectual perception, he attains to say, 'I love

the Right !'

2. =prec. 2.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 785 Not suffering
the Lordes to speake, and to declare their innocencie. 1542-3
Act 34 ff 35 Hen. VIII c. i Persons, .complained on, shalbe
admitted to purge and trie . . their innocency by other wit-

nesse. 1682 DRYDF.N Pref. Relig. Laid Wks. (Globe) 188

To declare their innocency in this Plot. 1829 TYTLER Hist.
Scot. (1864) III. 10 Ready . . to surrender his person for the

trial of his innocency. 1881 SWINRURNE Mary Stuart m. i,

Lest I seem To have aught neglected in the full defence
Of mine own innocency and honour.

3. =prec. 3.

1494 FABYAN Chron. v. Ixxxi. 58 Vortiger thenne con-

syderynge the innocency and myldnesse of the kyng, cast

in his mynde howe he myght be kynge hym selfe. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 244 Suchewas his childishe inno-

cencie and feare . . he was suche an ignornunt soule, as

knewe not what the affirmyng of an heresie was. 1556
Aurelio ff Isab. (1608) Gvj, Ower innocency and your grele

knoleagie makethe to seeme of the liey the trueth.

4. =prec. 4.

1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/?., Disc. Occas, Medit. iv. v, Good
Thoughts .. to be gather'd with as much Innocency and
Pleasure . . as Honey is gather'd by the industrious Bee.

1732 LAW Serious C. iv. (ed. 2) 54 His trade, as to him, loses

all its innocency.
5. =prec. 5.

1727 DF. FOE Prot. Monast. 18 Babies, Play-Things, and
other pretty Innocencies used ofold. 1827 POLLOK Course
T. vn, Helpless, swaddled innocency.

Innocent (i'ndfee'nt), a. and sb. Also 4 innos-

(s)ent, in-osoente, 4-6 innocente, ynnocent,
5-6 inocent(e. [a. F. innocent, OF. pi. -em,
-ens (Roland, nth c.), ad. L. innocent-em, f. in-

(lN-3) + nocent-em, pr. pple. of nocere to hurt,

injure.] A. adj.
1. Of persons : Doing no evil ; free from moral

wrong, sin, or guilt (in general) ; pure, unpolluted.

Usually (in mod. use always) implying
' unac-

quainted with evil' (thus freq. of little children;

whence passing into sense 5) ;
but formerly some-

times in more general sense (e.g. ofGod or Christ),

Sinless, holy.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 28 With man innocent inno-

cent bou sail be. 1381 WYCLIF Ps. xxiii(i). 4 The innocent

in hondis and in dene herte. Heb. vii. 26 Hooly, inno-

sent, inpolute, departid fro synful men. 1513
MORE Rich.

Ill, Wks. 67/1 The lamentable murther of his innoocent

nephewes, the young king and his tender brother. 1556
Aurelio t, Isab. (1608) I ij, Be the handes of God was the

firste woman createde, innocente, and withoute spotte. 1669
SHADWELL R. Shepherdess in. Wks. 1720 I. 257 They arc

the happiest innocentest people in the world. 1687 A.

LOVELL tr. Thevanofs Trav. I. 200 Many Innocent Infants,

whom the Mothers had hid . . were Murdered and Buried

there. 1784 COWPER Task i. 494 The innocent are gay the

lark is gay. 1851 MAURICE Patriarchs tf Lawg. ii. (1867)

51 When we say that God made man innocent, What do we
mean?
trims/. 1500-10 DUNBAR Poems ix. 158 Every straik mak

throw my hart a stound, That evir did sten^ie thy fair flesche

innocent. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 10 That most innocent

body, .of the immaculate lambe Jesu Chryst, 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. n. i. 39 The big round tears Cours'd one another

downe his [a stag's] innocent nose In pitteous chase.

b. fig. Spotless, stainless.

1629 MILTON Nativ. 39 She woos the gentle air To hide

her guilty front with innocent snow.

2. Free from specific wrong or guilt ;
that has



INNOCENT.

not committed the particular offence charged or In

question ; not deserving of the punishment or suf-

fering inflicted
; not guilty, guiltless, unoffending.

Innocent blood, the blood (or life) of the innocent.
1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xxvi. 9 Who shal stretche his hoond

into the crist of the Lord, and shal be innocent ? Ps.
xciii[i]. 21 The innocent blod thei shul condempne. 1484
CAXTON Fables ofAlfonce i Ye shold do grete synne yf ye
dyd put this Innocent and gyltles to deth. 1516 TINDALE
Mail, xxvii. 4, I have synned betraynge the innocent bloud.
1548 HALL Chron.,Hen. VI 158 b, The bloudde of the In-
nocente man was with his dolorous death, recompensed. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. n. xxi. 109 A Soveraign Prince, that put-
teth todeathan Innocent Subject. 1670 MARVELLC<VV. Wks.
1872-5 II. 350 The Lieutenancy, .pick out Hays and Jekill,
the innocentest of the whole party, to show their power on.
1761 HI-ME Hist. Eng. II. xxxvi. 286 Persons not lying
under any sense of attainder were still innocent in the eye
of the law. 1840 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. (1871) I. 117
While innocent blood was shedding under the forms of
justice. Itid. vi. 1 1. 41 The innocent began to breathe freely,
and false accusers to tremble.

trans/. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 24 Of whose most inno-
cent death When tidings came to mee, unhappy maid,

b. Const. 0^ (formerly alsofroni).
1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 18, I dare well aunswere for

myne vncle Riuers and my brother here, that thei be inno-
cent of any such matters. 1526 TINDAI.E Matt, xxvii. 24,
I am innocent of the bloud of this iuste person. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 69 Our Kinsman Gloster is as
innocent, From meaning Treason to our Royall Person, As
is the sucking Lambe, or harmelesse Doue. 1607 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. n. 738 The Peasant, innocent of all these Ills.

1814 GARY Dante, Paradise xxv. 105 Innocent of worse
intent Than to do fitting honour to the bride. Mod. En-
tirely innocent of the crime with which he was charged.

c. colloq. with of: Free from
; devoid of. (A

humorous transference or weakening of prec.)
1706 ADDISON Rosamond Pro!., The Opera .. Enrich'd

with songs, but innocent of thought. 1743 WESLEY IVks.

(1872! I. 428 The Sermon . . was quite innocent of meaning.
1834 MFDWIN Angler in Wales II. 180 His clothes .. were
quite innocent of a fit. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 60
The windows are small apertures . . innocent of glass.
3. Having or showing the simplicity, ignorance,

artlessness, or unsuspecting nature of a child or one

ignorant of the world
; devoid of cunning or

artifice ; simple, guileless, unsuspecting ; hence,
artless, naive, ingenuous.
1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxii. 3 The innocent passede and is

tprmentid with harm. (-1386 CHAUCER Cleft's T. 218 Gri-
silde of this, god wool, ful Innocent That for hire shapen
was al this array. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 169 Ful ofte De-
ceived ben withwordes softe The kinges, that ben innocent.

ci^iflGenerydes^\ Of all this werk the kyng was innocent
And of ther falsed no thing perceyuyd. 1535 COVKRDALE
Esther xvi. 6 Which also with false and disceatfull wordes
. . disceaue and betraye the innocent goodnes of prynces.
1711 STF.ELE Sped. No. 118 PS For all she looks so inno-
cent as it were, take my Word for it she is no Fool. 1859
C. READE Love me Little xiv, Shall I tell you your real
character? .. You are an innocent fox ! 1875 A. W. WARD
Eng. Dram. Lit. I. 7 Chaucer indeed made a very innocent
use of the words tragedy and comedy when he applied
them simply to poems ending happily or unhappily.

b. Deficient in intelligence or sense ; silly, half-

witted, imbecile: cf. B. 3 b. Now dial.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 169 That he was either a
childe, whiche had nede of norice. .or an innocent creature,
whiche muste be ruled by a tutor. Ibid., Edw. IV 210
He was a man of no great wit, suche as men comonly call
an Innocent man, neither a foole, neither very wyse. 1688
Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 342 To John Uods for keeping the
innocent boy, i/. 1706 PHILLIPS, Innocent, inoffensive,.,
harmless, also simple, or silly, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia
s. v.,

' An innocent man '

. . is an extremely common ex-

pression for a silly fellow.

4. Of actions, etc. : Free from guilt or moral
evil

; not arising from or involving any evil intent
or motive. Often blending with 5 : Producing no

morally bad result
; morally harmless.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. 4- Ufilondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 19 Ryght
so he named men meke & pacyent, His flocke & his shepe,
for maners innocent. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. iv. xiii. (1848)
258 The Innocentest use that we are wont to make of our
time. 1676 tr. Gitillatiere's Voy. Athens 214 Mahometan
Ladies . . would come to his House to play their innocent
tricks. 1728 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 3, I think no
pleasure innocent, that is to man hurtful. 1848 A. TOD
Disc. 102, I mean not to condemn innocent hilarity. 1897
SIR J. W. CHITTY in Law Times Rep. LXVIII. 429'! The
case . . is one, not of innocent misrepresentation, but of
fraudulent misrepresentation.

5. Of things : Doing no harm ; producing no ill

effect or result
;
not injurious; harmless, innocuous.

(In Path, opposed to malignant.')
1662 H. MORE Philosophical Writings Pref. Gen. (1712) 20
How innocent and inoffensive that doctrine was in the
more pure and intemerate Ages of the Church. 1703 DAM-
PIER Voy. III. 68 A sort of .. Calabash or Gourd-kind .. It
is of a sharp and pleasing Taste, and is very innocent. 1712
BUDGELL Spect. No. 283 F 17 His Powder upon Examination
being found very innocent 1715-20 POPE Iliad xv. 547 The
shaft with brazen head Fell innocent, and on the dust lay
dead. 1758 Descr. Thames 207 The Flesh is white, soft, in-

nocent, and nourishing. 1804 ABERNETHY Surf. O/>s. 94
note, Tumours of an innocent nature commonly increase in
an equal ratio. 1897 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. III. 370 Pressure
on these nerves in innocent stricture of the gullet is rare.

b. That does not transgress the law
; lawful.

1828 WEBSTER, Innocetit . . 4. Lawful ; permitted ; as, an
innocent trade. 5. Not contraband; not subject to for-

fejture ; as, innocent goods carried to a belligerent nation.
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6. Comb.
1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 182 Twas not sillines . .

that made that innocent-like fashion shew in me. 1830IENNYSON Lilian ii, So innocent-arch, so cunning-simple.
1838 Lett, ft: Madras xxi. (1843) 213 Have you heard
of the Cooly Trade? '

Emigration of Hill Coolies to the
Mauritius' it is called, and divers other innocent-sounding
names. 1842 S. LOVER Hatidy Andy xxiii. 207 He came up
quite innocent-like to the corner.

B. sl*. (In 4//. innooens, innocenz, -ntz.)
1. a. An innocent person ; one not disposed to do

harm, or unacquainted with evil : see A. I.

\c 1200 Vices Sr Virtues 79 Se Se ne nimS none mede of 8a
'"<*<. Sat bien uneilinde menn Se none manne euel ne

Kent.

VOL. V.

and pacient. 1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 175 'All to deceive an
innocent, Whiche woll not be of her assent. 1483 Catli.

08 DUNE

eye. 1711 ADDISON Spirt. No. 198 r i Like good queen
Emma, the pretty Innocent walks blindfold among burning
Plough-shares, without being scorched or singed by them.
1873 BROWNING Red Call. Nt.-cap 205 A pair of innocents
Who thought their wedded hands not clean enough To touch
and leave unsullied their soul's snow !

fb. One innocent of a charge, or undeserving
of the punishment inflicted

;
a guiltless person :

see A. 2. Obs.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr.n Thay are slaers gastely. .)>at

defames men, and bat confoundes innocentys. c 1400 tr.

Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 53 To helpe
simple men, tovpbere be defautes of I nnocentz. 1526 TINDALE
Matt. xii. 7 Ye wold never have condemned innocentes.
1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 49 For hope of gaine he
had combyned with the Lord Sarsheld to indict, convict,
and execute one Philip Bushell, an innocent, for a supposed
murther. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in. viii. 33
Those who shall conspire to indict an Innocent falsely anu
maliciously of Felony. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)
IV. 89 You will save from ruin a multitude of innocents.
2. esp. A young child, as being free from actual

sin, or unacquainted with evil (see A. i); spec, in

//. (with capital), the young children slain by
Herod after the birth of Jesus (Matt. ii. 16),
reckoned from early times as Christian martyrs
(also called the Holy Innocents].
c "325 Lai LeFrchie 164 And help this sell innocent, That

it mot y.cristned be. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psaltlru. 2 Herode,
b' sloghe be innocenz. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 36
Vnder be cloistre . . es be Charnell of be Innocentz, whare
baire banes lies. 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 34 b, When
I was credibly enformed of the death of the .ii. yonnge
innocentes, his awne natural nephewes. 1641 J. JACKSON
True Evang. T. n. 98 The seventh and last of these inno-
cent creatures, is an innocent indeed, a child. 1704 NELSON
/Vi/. <V Fasts viii. (1739) tot The Martyrdom of the Holy
Innocents. 1863 KINCSLF.Y Water Bab. v. (1886) 221 They
were all there, except, of course, the babes of Bethlehem
who were killed by wicked King Herod ; for they were
taken straight to heaven long ago, as everybody knows, and
we call them the Holy Innocents.

b. (Holy) Innocents" Day, the 28th of Decem-
ber, observed as a church festival in commemora-
tion of the slaughter of the Innocents. (Formerly
called CHILDERMAS.)
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Introits, etc., The Inno-

centes Daye. 1658 PHILLIPS, Innocents day, the 28 of
December . . also called Childermas day. 1683 WOOD Life
(O. H. S.) III. 38 Innocents day.. a very cold day. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth xvi, I can make bodily oath to the
bonnets I made for them since last Innocents'.

c. fig. in //. (Parliamentary slang.) Applied to

measures '
sacrificed

'

at the end of a session for

want of time
; usually in phr. massacre or slaiighter

of the innocents.

1859 Times 20 July 7/3 (Farmer) The Leader of the House
would have to go through that doleful operation called the
massacre of the innocents. 1870 London Figaro 6 Aug.
i ibid.', So vigorously has the slaughter of the innocents been

proceeding that the Appropriation Bill was read a first time
m the House of Commons on Wednesday. 1887 Spectator
20 Aug., At this period of the Session, amongst the '

inno-

cents', this innocentest of the innocents is not destined to
be spared the sacrificial knife.

3. A guileless, simple, or unsuspecting person ;

one devoid of cunning or artifice ; hence, b. One
wanting in ordinary knowledge or intelligence ;

a

simpleton, a silly fellow; a half-wit, an idiot.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. 3 'eom. Prol. f, T. 523 O sely preest,

o sely Innocent With coueitise anon thou shall be blent.

1579 LVLY Enphun (Arb.) 98 In body deformed, in minde
foolish, an innocent borne. 1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 91
That he might do what he list in the kingdome under such
an innocent and milksop. 1598 Faversham Par. Reg. (MS.l,
Buryed, Margery, an innocent from the Abby. 1694 R.
L'EsTRANGE Fables (ed. 6) ccccxxxviii. 475 There was just
such another Innocent as this, in my Father's Family. 1706
PHILLIPS, An Innocent, an Idiot, or Ninny, a silly, half-

witted Person. 1814 SCOTT IVav. ix,
' He is an innocent, sir ',

said the butler. . Waverley learned . . from this colloquy ;
that

in Scotland, .a natural fool [was called] an innocent. 1838
JAMES Robber vi, The man is a poor innocent whom I have
known this many a year.

4. Herb. = INNOCENCE 6. U.S.
(Herb) St. Innocent (F. Herbe de S. Innocent Cotgr.),

'

Knot-grass, Polygointm aviculare.
1616 SURFL. Si MARKH. Country Farnie 45 Some doe make i

in like manner Neck-laces and Bracelets of the hearbe ;

INNODATE.
S. Innocent. 1855

' MARION HARLAND ' Hidden Path xxxiii.

324 Filling his hat with wild violets, sorrel, and the frail,
azure innocents.

I Imioce-ntial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. inno-
centia INNOCENCE + -AI, : cf. inferential, pruden-
tial, etc.] Of, belonging to, or characterized by,
innocence

; innocent. So I Innoce ntious .
; also

t' Innoce-ntive a.

1624 HEYWOOD Giinaik. ix. 459 She appeared to him in
her former simple and innocentious life. 1627 FELTHAM
Resolves n. [i.] xii. (1628)34 There is an innocentiall proui-
dence, as well as the slynesse of a vulpine craft. Ibid. n.
xvli. (1677) 299 A man that hath not experienced the Con-
tentments of Innocemiue Piety.

t I'nnocentrze, v. Obs. rare. [f. INNOCENT sb.

+ -IZE, after F. innocenter (Cotgr.'.] trans. 'To
breech, whip, lash (on Childermas or Innocents'

day), to jerke all such as they can find in bed '

(Cotgr.: mentioned as a 'merriecustome' in France.)
1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xiv, We will Innocentize your

Fopship with a Wannion, you never were so innocentis'd in

your days.

Innocently (i'ntfsentli), adv. [f. INNOCENT a.

+ -I-Y 2
.] In an innocent manner

;
without doing,

having done, or intending, harm ; guiltlessly, harm-
lessly, guilelessly, artlessly. See the adj.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. iRoxb.) xxxii. 145 Lifland innocently in

lewtee and in luffe and charitee. 1526 Pilgr. Pfrf. (W. de
W. 1531) 79 Whan they haue. .sufired. .many obieccions &
iniuryes innocently for the loue of Jesu. 1555 EDEN Decades
8 Men lyued simplye & innocentlye without inforcement of
lawes. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. IV. (1626) 83 Where the

innocently wretched maid Was for her mothers proud im-
pietie .. sentenced to die. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 157 P6
Let him go before he has innocently suffered 1712 ADDISON
ibid. No. 383 p j The Child who went to the Door answered
very Innocently, that he did not Lodge there. 1862 STANLEY
Jew. Ch. (1877) I. ix. 186 What was meant innocently . . is

taken for a conspiracy, a rebellion. 1885 Manch. Exam.
5 May 5/2 They might spend their time less innocently.

b. Jig. Spotlessly. (Cf. INNOCENT a. i b.)
1715 tr. Pancirollits Rcrjiw Mer. I. i. xv. 36 The Parian

[marble] is the most innocently white.

t I'UnoceutneSS. Obs. rare. [{. as prec. +

-NESS.] Thequalitj of being innocent; innocency.
1482 Monk ofEi'eshatn (Arb.) 72 The pure and clere sym-

plycyte and innocentnes of the very chirc[h]e of god. 1727
BAII.EV vol. II, Iiitiocentness, Guiltlessness, Harmlessness.

Innocuity (inoki-Iti). [f. L. innocu-its (see

next) + -ITY, perh. after F. innoeuite. (1806 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality of being innocuous ;

innocuousness.

1855 Mcd. iV Snrg. Reporter Mar., Drugs, having no
guarantee of their purity or innocuity. 1861 BUMSTEAD Ven.
Dis. (1879) 431 The innocuity of the milk is proved by the

fact, that a mother, .may nurse that child with impunity.
InnoCUOUS (in^'ki/^ias), a. [f. L. innocu-us

(f. in-, IN- : > + nonius (rare), f. root of nocere to

hurt) + -ous.] Not hurtful or injurious ;
harmless.

In Zool. applied spec, to the non-venomous snakes

(constituting the division hmocud).
1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 171 The still hours of

his innocuous life. 1638 COWLEY Love's Riddle n. Wks.
(1684) n. 75 To spend the rest ofmy., days in their innocuous

sports. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. 11. 107 All these
innocuous and harmlesse creatures. 1791 COWPER Iliad v.

20 But over Diomedes* left shoulder passed The point in-

nocuous. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint, I. Pref. 14 Men have

commonly more pleasure in the criticism which hurts than
in that which is innocuous. 1861 DELAMER Kitch. Gard. 93
Spinach-juice furnishes an innocuous colouring-matter.

luutvcuously, adv. [f. prec. + -LT*.] In

an innocuous manner
; harmlessly ;

without doing
harm. (In first quot., Without suffering harm.)
1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (ed. 2) in. xxviii. 152

Whether Quailes. .doe innocuously feed upon Hellebore.

1795-1814 WORDSW. Excitis. in. 516 A low cottage in a

sunny bay, Where the salt sea innocuously breaks. 1837
MACAUI.AY Ess., Bacon (1887) 424 Science . . has guided the

thunder-bolt innocuously from heaven to earth.

Zuuo'CUOUSliess. [f.
as prec. -t- -NESS.] The

quality of being innocuous ;
harmlessness.

1644 DIGBY Kat. Bodies ix. (1645) 93 That innocuousnesse
of the effect. 1845 McCui.LocH Taxation I. i. i (1852) 57
The land-tax owes its innocuousness partly, no doubt, to its

moderation. 1875 H. C. WOOD TXtrap. (1879) 395 Evidence
as to the innocuousness and even the therapeutic value of

this method.

t I'nnodate, ppl- a. Obs. [nd.'L.innocfdt-us,

pa. pple. of innSaart : see next.] Bound up or

fastened in a knot ; involved in an interdict.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Halinshed III. 1363/1 She being ex-

communicate and deposed, all that doo obeie hir are like-

wise innodate and accurssed.

t I'nnodate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. in-

noda-re to knot in, fasten with a knot, entangle,

implicate, f. in- (IN- 2) + nodare to knot, f. nodus

NODE.] trans. To fasten in or with a knot
; spec.

to include or involve in an anathema or interdict :

from med.L. vinctilis anathema/is innodare to in-

volve in the bonds of anathema (of frequent occur-

rence in Charters, Du Cange).
1635 N. R. Camden'i Hist. Eliz. Introd., The Prelates.,

fearing lest the Pope should innodate the Realme with his

Interdict. Ibid. II. an. 13. 124 Pius Quintus. .secretly inno-

dated her by his sentence of Anathema. 1655 FULLER Ch .

Hist. ix. ii. 24 Those which from henceforth obey her are

innodated with the anathema.
105



INNODATION

Hence f Innoda'tion ?//. sb.

,73, O.ANOLKK /./.*.**'< HM. /.,.&.. II. 13 If
"0

marTdare to infringe, or . to contradict this Page of our

Kxrominunication, Anathematization, Interdict, Innovation.

'innomb^rable: see INNUMBEBABLI a., Obs.
j

Inno-minable, ". sb.) arch. [ad. L.
_

minal'il-is, (. in- (I- 3) + nomindtitis NOMINABLE.]

Incapable of being named or not fit to be named.

1.87-8 T USK Test. Lot* I. ix. (Skeat) 1. 55 Of foule

thynges innominablc. 1*33 [see INIMAOINABLF.]. 1570 Bit.-

LINI.SIRV Euclid v. def. TvT 129 The excesse of the one to

the other is euer unknowen, and therefore is surd, and in-

nominable. i6>s T. JAMES Manuditct. Divinity Ep. Ded.,

As concerning the manuscripts, they are . . innommable as yet.

1830 Frasrr's Mag. XIX. 626 Those innominable garments,

the mere allusion to which is sufficient to shock ears polite.

1839 BAII.F.V l-'istus xix. (1852) 278 There are innommable

depths Which cannot be revealed of human life.

B. sb. in pi. (humorous euphemism)
' Unmen-

tionables', trousers.

834-43 SOUTHEV Doctor (1847)
VII. 606 The lower part

of his dress represented innoimnables and hose in one.

|| Innominata, -turn : see INNOMINATE 3.

Innominate (in(nyminA), a. [ad. late L. in-

HSminat-us (Boethius), f. in- (Is- 3) + nominat-us

NOMINATE.]
1. Not named, unnamed, anonymous.

...... ia RAY Diaol. World n. v. (1732) 221 Communi-
cated by an innominate Person. 1847 Blackiv. Mag. LXI.

630 Better to live for ever innominate in a song. 1898 igtu

Cent. Sept. 304 The infant and still innominate Church.

2. Roman Law. Of a contract: Unclassified:

see quot. 1818.

1774 BP. HALIFAX Anal. Ram. Lam (1795) 62 Innominate

Contracts were usually ranged under four classes, expressive
of the Consideration on which they were founded, i. Da
ul lift. 2. Da ut facias. 3. Facia vt des. 4. Facia ut

facias. 1818 COLEBROOKE Treat. Oblir. $ Cmtr. 1. 18 Un-
named or innominate contracts are those which had no

certain denomination denoting their particular nature. 1875
POSTK Gaius in. 372. 1880 MUIRHF.AD Gains u. 89 note.

8. Anat. Innominate bone (Os innominatuni),
the hip-bone, a union of three original bones : see

quot. 1879. Innominate artery (Arteria innomi-

nata
,
a large artery given off from the arch of the

aorta, just before the left carotid artery. Inno-

minate vein ( Vena innominata), each of the two
veins formed by the junction of the snbclavian and
the internal jugular veins behind the inner ends of

the clavicle.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Innominata Ossa, .. the Nameless Bones,
two large Bones plac'd on the sides of the Os Sacrum.]
1866 HUXLEY Pren. Rent. Caithn. 87 The right innominate
bone was restored after the model of the left. 1870 ROL-
LESTON Anim. Life Introd. 52 The aorta [in birds] divides

after a very short course into three great trunks, by giving
off two subequal innominate arteries. 1876 Trans. Cliti.

Soc. IX. 112 The innominate veins were stretched over the

sac. 1879 WRIGHT Anim. Life 6 Each innominate bone is

made up of three bones, ilium, ischium, and pubis.

b. absol. as sb. (also in L. form innominalum,
-a/a) : = innominate bone, artery, or vein.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 407 The first part of the
aorta . . was greatly dilated . . the innominate was also dilated.

1880 Med. Temp. ^rnl. July 184 Aneurism of the inno-

minata. 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex. s. v., The three parts of the
innominate are fused into one bone in Mammals and Birds,
in Reptiles there are three separate bones,

t Inno-minated, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -ED 1
: cf. NOMINATED.] Unnamed, nameless.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. in. ii. 60 A discovery out of
their own Religion that this innominated Deity was not the
True God but the Material world.

Innormity, -mous, obs. ff. ENORMITY, -MOUS.

t Innote'SCence. Obs. rare- 1
. [ad.mecl.L.
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cither be abolished by annihilation, or . . be innovated, and,

as it were, transfigured. 1751 JOHNSON Rambkr No. 179

F s Attempts to innovate the constitutional or habitual

character. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxii. The dictates of my
father were . . not to be altered, innovated, or even discussed.

f 2. To bring in (something new) for the first

time ;
to introduce as new. Obs.

1548 UDALI. Emsnt. Par. Luke Pref. (R.), If any other

do mnouate and brynge vp a woorde to me afore not

vsed or not hearde, I would not disprayse it. 1591 R. I>.

HypncrotPinachia 57 b, ThU. .tnble being taken up . . there

was presently an other innovated, with a cloth of silke.

1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 08 He was tried in the same

way for innovating a new religion. 1666 DRVDEN Pref.
Ann. Mirab. Wks. (Globe) 41 Some words which I have
innovated . . upon his Latin. 1735-8 KOLINGBROKE On Parties

63 To surrender their old Charters, and
accept

new ones,

under such Limitations and Conditions, as the King thought
fit to innovate.

3. intr. To bring in or introduce novelties; to

make changes in something established ; to intro-

duce innovations. Sometimes const, on or upon
(also with indirect passive].
"597 DANIEL Civ. U'ars \. Ixxvii, Such. .who. .Hated his

mignt, and glad to innouate. 1651 HOBBES Gavt. <$ Sec. v.

5. 78 There are many who supposing themselves wiser

then others, endeavour to innovate, ana divers Innovators

innovate divers waves. 1658 CROMWELL Sf. 20 Jan. in

CartyUt Designs. .laid to innovate upon the Civil Rights
of the Nations, and to innovate in mattersof Religion. 17*0
WATERLAND Eight Serin. 319 They innovated in the Form
of Baptism, which was one of the best Fences to the true

Faith. 1796 BURKE Lett, noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 20 It can-

not at this time be too often repeated, line upon line, precept
upon precept .. to innovate is not to reform. 1853 J. H.
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. iv. 193 Efforts have been
made .. to innovate on the existing condition of its people.
1877 PUSEY in Daily Express 21 May, We the old Tracta-

rians deliberately abstained from innovating in externals.

Hence tI'nnovated ///. a. ; I-nnovating vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Inovaiion^ innouating. 1628
HOBBES Thitcyd. (1822)48 Their own innovating confederates.

1635 HAKEWILL Apol. v-vi. 338 What use the elect shall

have of the innovated world I .. as yet can not find. 1704
HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 82 The Holy Professors of

true Christianity, who. .oppos'd themselves to the innovated

Idolatry and Superstition. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt In-

trod. 5 An innovating farmer, who talked of Sir Humphrey
Davy, had been fairly driven out by popular dislike. 1877
Innovating [see 3 above].

Innovation (inov^i'Jan). [ad. L. innovation-

em, n. of action f. innovare to INNOVATE : cf. F.

innovation (1297 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of innovating ;

the introduction of

novelties ; the alteration of what is established by
the introduction of new elements or forms, f For-

merly const, of(i\\G thing altered or introduced).
1553 BRENDE Q. Cnrtius 221 b, Perdicas, whose ambicious

mynde desirous of innouation, was (he sayde) to be pre-
uented in time. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin s Inst. Table

Contents, It is the duty of private men to obey, and not to

make innovation of states after their own will. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. xlii. ii To traduce him as an authour of

suspitious innouation. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 286 Thanes
remained as a distinct name of dignitie, and vanish t not at

the innouation of new honors, a 1639 WEBSTER Afifiiis <y

V. \. iii, The hydra-headed multitude That only gape
for innovation. 1796 BURKE Corr. (1844! III. 211 It is

a revolt of innovation ; and thereby, the
very

elements
of society have been confounded and dissipated. 1824 1L

MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5^ I. 65 This spirit of innovation
has extended itself to other parts of grammar, and espe-
cially to the names of the Tenses. 1874 GREEN Sh. Hist.
vii. i Grimmer and his colleagues advanced yet more
boldly in the career of innovation.

f b. Revolution ( L. novx res}. Obs.

1596 SHAKS, i Hen. //-", v. i. 78 Poore Discontents Which
gape, and rub the Klbow at the newes Of hurly burly Inno-
uation. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pnc. Htb. i. xx. (1821) 206 For
the same reason of innovation, he besought them to send
unto him fiue Lasts of powder with match and lead.

-
,

2. A change made in the nature or fashion ofU ,nnolescent-em, pr. pple. of in-
anything

.

something newly introduced ; a novel
notesdre, inceptive f. in- , IN- f) + noscere, not- to

pricticê method, etc

1548 Act 2 i*i- 3 Edit*. yf,_c. i To staye Innovations or
'f the notorius Pro-

know.] A becoming known.
1619 DONNE Serai. V. cxxv. 254, I shall see it in the face

of that God who is all face, all manifestation, all innotescence
to me.

! Innote-scimus. Law. Ol>s. [Lat., = we come
to know, we have cognizance.] (See qnot.)
1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Innotescimns, Letters Patent so

called, which are always of a Charter of Feofment or some
other Instrument, not of Record ; and so called from the
words in the Conclusion, Innotescimns per presentes. An
Innoffscimus and Vidimus are all one.

I-nnoth, early form of INNETH, the inside.

Innouth, var. of INWITH Obs,, within.

Innovate (i-now't), v. [f. L. innovat-, ppl.
stem of innovare to renew, alter, f. in- (IN- 2) +
navare to make new, f. novas new. Cf. K. innover
(13" in Godef. Comfl.).]
fl. trans. To change (a thing) into something

new; to alter; to renew. Obs. (rare after 1750.)
1581 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xx. (1634) 737 A desire

to innovate all things. .moveth troublesome men. 157* H.
MlDDIuxosr. in Ellis Orig. Lilt. Sr. n. III. 6 It shulde
*newe very damgerous to every State to suffer the same any
wave to b* innovatyd or alteryd. 16.1 G. SANDYS Ovid's
Met. iv. (1626) 72 Scython who his nature innouates, Now
mal, now female, by alternate rates. 1674 BOVI.F. Kxcell.
Tlitol. I. i. 21 Theology leaches . . that this world . . shall

newe rites. 1641 (title) A Discovery of t

ceedings of William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury, in

bringing Innovations into the Church. 1717 J. KEII.L
A aim. Oecon. Pref. (1738) 47 This Attraction . .is no Innova-
tionin Philosophy. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 106/1
The tribute you demand from the Hindus.. is an innovation
and an infringement of the laws of Hindustan, a 1862
BUCKLE Cirillz. (1873) II. viii. 595 To them antiquity is

synonymous with wisdom, and every improvement is a
dangerous innovation. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. II. viii.

i 297 The sturdiest champions of Norman innovations.

t b. A political revolution ; a rebellion or in-

surrection. (
= L. novte res.) Obs.

1601 R.JOHNSON Kinrd. tf Comnrw. (1603) 227 Neither
doth he willingly arme them for feare of sedition and inno-
vations. 1716 LEONI Albertts Archit. I. 77/2 A Province
so inclined to tumults and innovations.

3. spec, in Sc. Law. The alteration of an obliga-
tion ; the substitution of a new obligation for the
old : see qnot
1861 W. BELL Diet. Laiv Scot. 450/1 Imuniation, is a tech-

nical expression, signifying the exchange, with the creditor's

consent, of one obligation for another ; so as to make the
second obligation come in the place of the first, and be the
only subsisting obligation against the debtor, both the
original obligants remaining the same.
4. Bot. The formation of a new shoot at the

INlfLTATE.

apex of a stem or branch ; esp. that which takes

place at the apex of the thallus or leaf-bearing
stem of mosses, the older parts dying off behind

;

also (with //.) a new shoot thus formed.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bat. (1848) 1. 168 Shoots which have
not completed their growth have received the name of in-

novations, a term usually confined to mosses. 1845 florist's

Jrnl. 130 The lateral ones, .terminate a two-leaved branch,
or innovation, while the central peduncle springs from the

apex of the older branch. 1863 BERKELEY Brit. Mosses iii.

13 One mode of branching .. is known under the name of

innovations. Ibid. Gloss, yilnncniations, accessory branches

produced generally after the fruit is perfect.
Hence Innovational a., of, pertaining to, or

characterized by innovation ;
Innova tionist, one

who favours innovations.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly flag.

VIII. 684 Writers, who
bring against certain philosophic innovationists a clamorous

charge of Vandalism. 1817 BENTHAM Plan Parl. Reform
Introd. 194 A proposition so daring, so innovational. 1873
R. BLACK tr. Gtiizot's France II. xxv. 492 His kingly des-

potism was new, and, one might almost say, innovational.

Innovative (iww'tiv), a. [f.
as INNOVATE

f -IVE.] Having the character or quality of inno-

vating. (In quot. 1608, revolutionary.)
1608 DAY Hum. out ofBr. v. ii. 11860) 68 We ha yet per-

formd but the least part of duetie, Your reinsLalment : it

rests, that with our bloud We keepe out innouatiue {printed
innouasiue] violence. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Kfl>. IV.

239 Persons . . addicted to innovative politics. 1807
in Monthly Rev. LXXXIII. 91 An affected, innovative,
technical strange nomenclature. 1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng-
lish

27_
Some writers are, as to manner and diction, con-

servative, while others are innovative.

Innovator (i'now'taj). Also 7 -er. [a. late

L. innovator (Gloss.Cyril.), agent-n. from innova-rt

to INNOVATE. Cf. F. innovaleur (1529 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] One who innovates ; an introducer of

novelties or new methods ; t a revolutionist.

1598 FLORIO, Innovator?, an innouator [1611 innouater],

alterer, disturber or changer. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 175

My Selfe Attach thee as a Traitorous Innouator : A Foe to'

th' publike Weale. l6aj BACON Ess., Innovations (Arb.) 526
He that will not apply New Remedies, must expect New
Euils : For Time is the greatest Innouatour. 1681 E.

SCLATER Serm. Putney led. 2) 18 Moses was a Tyrant, and
Aaron an Innovator. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica (ed. 2) 337 Of
modern infidels and innovatours, he said

'

Sir, these are all

vain men \ i88a G. MATHESON in Expositor Aug. 137
He was no innovator on the national faith.

t b. A changer or alterer of (a thing) by inno-

vation. Obs.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II) 202 There is no

longer any.. safety for innovatours of our Language, a 1716
SOUTH Serm (I.), Innovators of divine worship.

I -

nnova:tory, a. [f. as INNOVATE + -DRY.]
Of innovating character or tendency.
1853 Miss SHEPPARD Ch. Anchester\. 251 So utterly would

theyhave been spurned as innovatory. 1856 Chamb. Jrnl.
VI. 401 Inveterate conservatives they are, despising all in-

novatory ideas. 1868 Philatelist II. 74 Modern innovatory
improvements.

flnno'velty. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- 3.] The

quality of not being novel ; the opposite of novelty.
1783 J. YOUNC Crit. Grays Elegy (1810) 17 The innovelty

of the views represses effusion.

Innoxious (in(n)(>'kj3s),a. [ad. L. innoxi-us,
{. in- (IN-

:

>) + noxius Noxious : see -ous.]
1. Not noxious or hurtful ; harmless, innocuous.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 82 Propounding them-
selves hereafter an innoxious and happie life. 1703 J. SAVAGE
Lett. Antients xiii. 70 The Poison Serpents produce remains
innoxious to themselves. 1831 TRELAWNEY A dv. Younger
Son I. 296 Even lions, when surfeited, are innoxious. 1843
SIR J. llowRiNG in Bentkam's ll'ks. VIII. 140 note, Alarm-
clocks are innoctious and useful applications of this kind.

1 2. Innocent, guiltless, blameless. Obs. rare.

1623 COCKERAM, Innoxious, blamelesse, guiltlesse. 1735
POI-E Prol. Sat. 395 The good man walk'd innoxious thro'

his age. 1794 MATHIAS Pnrs. Lit. (1798) 146 Innoxious
man : yet what may truth avail !

Iliuoxiously (in(n)<rkj3sli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an innoxious manner, harmlessly, with-

out evil effects.

1646 SIR T. IRO\VNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xvii. 378 Animals that

can innoxiously digest these poisons become antidotal! unto

the poyson digested. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xiv, I ask nothing
of society but the permission ofwalking innoxiously through
the path of life. 1862 G. U. POPE tr. Dtibois' People India
n. xxix. (ed. 2) 222 They stood in extreme awe of their curse,

'

which was believed never to fall innoxiously.

Innoxiousness (in(n)c'kjasnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or fact of being innoxious ;

harmlessness.

1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 385 Some Observations about

Insects and their Inoxiousness. 1673 Ibid. VIII. Ded. 3

The Innoxiousness of the huge weight of the vast Atmo-

sphere to all Terrestrial inhabitants. 1818 BKNTHAM Parl.

Kef. Catech. (ed. 2) 39 Look to speechifying and writing,
and the comparative beneficialness and innoxiousness of

the sort of information to l>e expected from the two sources.

t Innoyandness. Obs. ran~ l

. [f. IN-S +

noyand, pr. pple. of NOY v., to hurt, annoy +
-NESS ; after L. innocentta.] Innocence.
a 1340 HAMi'OLE/Va/iVr xxv. i, I am ingone in myn innoy-

andnes [in innocentia tnea ingressus sum].

Innoyaunce, obs. form of ANNOYANCE.

trnnuate, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. L. in-

nu?-re to intimate : see -ATE 3 (but perhaps mis-

print for insinuate).] trans. To intimate, hint.



IHNUBILE.
ci6ii CHAI-MAN llitid xix. Comm., As if Agamemnon

would innuate that, as this sow being splayed is free from
Venus, so had he never attempted the dishonour of Briseis.

In nubibus : see IN Lai. prep.
t Inmrbile, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. IN- a + NUBILE,
L. niibilis marriageable.] Not nubile; not of

marriageable age.
1642 G. EGLISHAM ForerunnerRevenge 12 The Bride was

yet mnubile-

t Innn'bilpUS, a._
Obs. rare. [f. L. innubil-

KJ, f. in- (!N- 3) + nubilus NUBILOUS : see -ous.]
Not nubilous or cloudy ; cloudless.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t lnnubilous> fair, without clouds,
serene. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 33. 2/1 We will . . descend
from our Innubilous Empireum.

II Innuendo (ini/^e'ndo). Also erron. iuuendo.
PI. innuendoes, (7-8 -do*s, 8-9 -dos), [L.,

=
'

by nodding at, pointing to, meaning, intimating',
abl. gerund of innuSre to nod to, signify, mean

;

in med.L. used to introduce a parenthetic clause.]
I. 1. The med.L. formula used esp. in legal

documents to introduce a parenthetical explanation
of the precise reference of a preceding noun or

pronoun ;
= meaning, to wit, that is to say.

1564 Child-Marr. 123 What-soeuer thinge it is, that knave
your sonne innuendo this deponentes sonne made it, &
brought it to the Church. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,^ Innu-
endo^ is a Law term, most used in Declarations and other
pleadings, .to declare and design the person or thing which
was named incertain before ; as to say, he (innuendo the
Plaintiff) is a Theef. 1701 DE FOE Let. to H<nv in Misc.
(1703) 343 'But when Religion comes to be the Mode of a
Country, so many Painted Hypocrites, there's the Word,
get into the Church, that Guile is not to be seen till it arrive
to Apostacy '. Pray, Sir, who can these Painted Hypocrites
refer to, that you should say, Innuendo^ All those that are
not of my Party, or that are not so stingy as I ?

II. Hence, as sb.

2. The parenthetical explanation or specification

itself; an interpolated or appended explanation of,

or construction put upon a word, expression, or

passage ; esp. the injurious meaning or signification

alleged to be conveyed by words not per se injur-
ious or actionable, which, in an action for libel or

slander, is usually introduced into the record and
issue by the words (

meaning thereby *, after the

expressions alleged to have been used.

1701 DE FOE Let. to How in Misc. 341, I cannot find
one Word in the whole Book which can, no, not with the

help of an Innuendo^ be so much as pretended to look that

way. 1714 SCROGGS Coiirts-Leet (ed. 3) 196 No Innuendo
can make such Words actionable, a 1715 BURNKT Oivn
Time II. in. 571 This, by an inuendo, was said to be an evi-
dence to prove, that he [Sidney] was in a plot against the

king's life, a 1736 GIL&V.RT Cases Law fy Equity (1760) 116
That to tie up the Meaning of the first Words to Bank-
ruptcy, the Plaintiff had laid an Innuendo. iy$ Stewards
Trial 72 We have seen doubtful actions by the help of
innuendoes construed criminally.

b. The words or expressions thus parenthetically

explained, or needing explanation ; a blank to be
filled up with the name of the person to whom it is

alleged to refer.

1755 CHKSTERL--. in World No. 105 P n By publishing the
names at full length in your paper, I humbly conceive, said

he, that you avoid all the troublesome consequences of
innuendo's. 1769-72 Juntas Lett. Pref. n He told the jury
. . that they had nothing to determine, except the fact of

printing and publishing, and whether or no the blanks or
inuendoes were properly filled up in the information. 1802
Edin. Rev. Oct. 106 An indictment for a libel, with all the
inuendos filled up.

3. An oblique hint, indirect suggestion ; an allu-

sive remark concerning a person or thing, esp. one
of a depreciatory kind.

1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca s Mor. (1702) 517 His Innu-
endo's are infinitely more Instructive than his Words at

length. 1694 COLLIER Ess. Mor. SubJ. i. (1709) 39 What
a broad Inuendo is here upon the Beneficed Clergy ? 1732
Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 234 _For Sir Philip well knows That
his innuendoes Will serve him no longer in verse or in prose.

1788 BURNS Let. to Mrs. Dunlop 13 Nov., They so intoxi-

cated me with their sly insinuations and delicate inuendos
of compliment, that if it had not been for a lucky recollection

.. I had certainly looked upon myself as a person of no
small consequence. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith xxxi. 305
[HeJ sought by nods and winks and inuendoes to intimate

his authorship. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. n. iv. (18661 200
The Cardinal omitted nothing in the way of anecdote or

inuendo, which could injure the character of the leading
nobles.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1772 Batckelor (1773) II. 156 He justly termed it an in-

uendo resolution. 1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Sun III. 66
Thatthou wert., exhibited to public scorn, by any innuendo-

making Attorney-General.
Hence Innue ndO|ish(7t> having the character of

innuendo, rare.
1861 G. MEREDITH Evan Harrington xxxyiii,

The Coun-
tess's confessional thoughts were allinuendoish, aerial

; too
delicate to live in our shameless tongue.

Innue'ndo, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To utter or make innuendoes.

1705 [see INNUENDOING]. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's
Sp. Tottr (1893) 192 We have heard that there were six old

ladles, .innuendoing, nodding, and hinting to their friends,

_'
that, etc.

1

. 1896 Voice (N.Y.) 8 Oct. i, I believe that . . it

is better for a man to 'say his say* straight, than to kite

and innuendo, no matter how sweetly.

315

2. trans. To bring into (some position) by making
innuendoes.

. '7S7 WARBURTON Lett.
(1809) 245 The rogues, .would. .

inuendo me into some disaffection against the government.
o. To convey by innuendo, to insinuate.
1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma

i, [He] would inuendo
his own version of the story as dexterously as he could.
4. Law. To interpret or construe by attaching

an innuendo.
1851 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 349 They take the other

side s article piece by piece, and comment on him, and, as
they say in libel cases, innuciuio him. 1890 LD. KINNEAR in
rimes 6 Feb. 7/6 What is the ground upon which you innu-
endo the statement in this letter to mean that he was in
point of fact given to drink ?

Hence Innue-ndo,ing ///. a., making innuen-
does.

INOBEDIENCE.
Hence Innu merarjly adv.

; Innvrmerableness.
15*1 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Afoc. (1573) 80 To esteme the

power of kings by the greatnes, hugenes, and innumerable-
nes of their armyes. 1574 WHITGIFT Def. Aunsw. ii. Wks.

inougms. IBID rjRYANT A nanatopsis 74 bo live, that when
thy summons comes to join The innumerable caravan [etc.].

tratisf. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades 11. 127 The innumer-
able laughter of the sea [lit. rendering of jEschylus' avripiQ-
pov veAaoTAa, the '

many-twinkling smile of Ocean ']. 1889
llarfer's Mag. Apr. 822/2 The grasshoppers spin into mine
ear A small innumerable sound.

b. Now usually with pi. sb. (which it often

follows).
c 1450 Craft ofLoners (R. t, Precious stones reckoned in-

numerable. 1482 Monk ofEi'eshatn (Arb.) 76 Eueryche on
of hem were ponyshte in peynys innumerable. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. xxxix. [xl.] 12 Innumerable troubles are come
aboute me. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 38 b, The milke
way . . Democritus . . sayd, that it was nothing else but
innumerable little Starres. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 1089 Ye
Cedars, with innumerable boughs. 1725 DE FOE Voy.
round lyorld (i%o} 108 We were sure to meet with islands
innumerable. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria. I. 246 He fell ..

pierced with innumerable arrows. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
vii. 207 Murmuring of innumerable bees.

c. al'sol. f Formerly sometimes followed by of.
IS35 TINDALE Tracy's Test, n Likewise .. did innumer-

able more. 1535 FISHER Wks. (1876) 382 When innumerable
of soules haue . . receyued as much the loue of Christ lesu.

1545 BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 90 London . . hath .. innu-
merable of poore people. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Afoc.
(1573) 103 b, I beleeue that innumerable . . haue at length
scene the filthines of Papistrie. 1691 RAY Collect. Words,
Ace. Err. 155 In the words God, Rod, Horn, and innumer-
able the like. 1830 PUSEY Hist. Inquiry II. 244 While
innumerable profess this religion, only few observe it.

fd. absol. with//, form. Obs. rare.

1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 207 There are almost innumer-
ables who say, wish, and hope so. 1807 SOUTHEY Lett.

(1856) I. 426 He wrote sonnets a class of poems in which
there must be innumerables which are good for nothing.

.

special pleader.

[Innuent: see List of Spurious Words.
An error for invent vb., misread by Todd as an adj., and

copied in subsequent dictionaries.]

t Inmrmberable, a. Obs. Forms : 5-6 in-

no(u)mberable, (-nowmber-), -no(u)mbr-, 6
innumberable. [orig. a. F. innombrable (1341
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. innumerabil-is ; subseq.
conformed to number.] = INNUMERABLE.
1434 MISYN Mend. Life no Vicis innowmberabill )>ai cees

not to
gedjjr.

c 1450 Mironr Salnacioun 58 So were in our
lady mary innoumbrable virtus schinyng. 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 185 The innomberable company of aungels.
1590 BARROW & GREENWOOD in Confer. 43 All the.. innum-
berable enormous Canons & Constitucions of Antichrist.

Hence f Inmrmberably adv.
c mpMirour Salnacioun 4305 So als crist ouer alle seints

is haly innoumbrably.

Iiimvmerabi'lity. [ad. L. innumerdbili-

tdl-em, f. inumerabil-ts INNUMERABLE: cf. obs. F.
innumerable^ (i6-i7thc. in Hollyband, Cotgr.).]
The quality of being innumerable.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 561 There is so great

an innumerability of Lybian Oxen, of so great swiftnesse
and celerity, that the Hunters are many times deceived in

hunting them. <z 1619 FOTHERBY Atheont. (1622) 217 He
reiecteth this innumerability of Causes.

Innumerable (in(n)ia-no&Sb*l), a. [ad. L. z'-

numerabil-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + mimerabil-is NUMER-
ABLE.]

Incapable of being numbered or reckoned
;
not to

be counted for multitude ; numberless, countless.
Often with exaggerative force.

a. With singular sb. ; now only with host, multi-

tude, and similar collectives.

1340 Ayenb. 267 J>e innumerable uela3rede of J>e holy
martires. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 391 Then Vnguste
. . was compassede abowte with a innumerable hoste of
Briteynes at a felde callede Merc. '1485 Digby Myst.
(1882) ii. i ico Itt is In-nvmerabyll to expresse, . .of my loye
how myche ittes. 1509 HAWES Past. Picas, xxxvii. (Percy
Spc.) 193 He blew out so much fyre innumerable. 1526
TINDALE Heb. xii. 22 But ye are come vnto the mounte
Sion ..and to an innumerable sight [1611 companie, 1881
innumerable hosts] of angels. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace.
iii. 6 The treasury in Jerusalem was full of innumerable
money. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 35 An innumerable
flight Of harmefull fowles. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist.
Ivstine 24 a, By reason of their innumerable greedines.
1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, HI. ii. 326 That you haue sent
Enumerable substance, a 1654 SEI.DEN TaUe-t., King (Arb.)
62 Twenty nound ofDiamonds, which is a sum innumerable.

Tress. Fr. Tong, Innmnerabletc, innumerablenesse. 1653WALTON Angler viii. 162 Where they will breed, they breed
innumerably. 1787 GLOVER Athaiaid xxix. Poems (1810)
178/2 The light Of sparkling brands, innumerably wav'd
t Ilinu ineral, a. Obs. [ad. L. innumeral-is

numberless, f. in- (Is- 3) + numeralis of or pertain-
ing to number, NUMERAL.] - INNUMERABLE.
1585 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) III. 422 The Innumerall

oppressions committit aganis hir. .familie. 1625 FLETCHER
Nob. Gent. iv. iii, All his suspitions Which are innumerall.
t Innu-merate, f Innumera-tion, erroneous

ff. ENUMERATE, ENUMERATION.
iSii RICH Honest. Age (Percy Soc.) 15 He settelh downe

(as it were) by mnumeration, so many vanities as for breuities
sake I will here omit to speake of. a 1649 A. LEIGHTON
in Chandler Htsl. Persec. (1736) 371 To innumerate the rest
01 your Petitioner s heavy Pressures.

t Innu-mered, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [A partial adap-

tation of L. innumeiat-us, which would properly
give

*
innumerate.] Unnumbered, numberless.

1471 RIPLEY Comf. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 118 Benefyts..
ynnumeryd by sapience.

Innumerous (in(n)iw-mer3s), a. arch. [ad.
late L. innumeros-us countless, f. in- (lN-3) +.
vierosus NUMEROUS.]
1. Without number, too numerous to be counted

;

innumerable, numberless, countless. Now only
poetical or rhetorical.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. Proheme Cosmogr. 329 An
syne posseid triumphe innumerus With lang empire, and
hie felicitie. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 455 The Earth obey'd,
and strait, .teem'd at a Birth Innumerous living Creatures.
1740 DYER Ruins Rome 173 Columns innumerous As cedars
proud on Canaan's verdant heights. 1855 J. H. NEWMAN
Callista xv. (1890) 170 At length the huge innumerous mass
was put into motion. 1880 \V . WATSON Prince's Quest (1892)
9 Cool with the presence of innumerous trees, And fountains
playing before palaces.
Comb. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 570 All this innumerous.

coloured scene of things.
2. Void of metrical or rhythmical number, rare.
1886 Spectator 6 Nov. 1487 There is sure to be a host of

them in rhyme, blank verse, and numerous or innumerous
prose.

+ Innu'rtured, a. Obs. rare - l
. [IN- 3.]

Not nurtured or educated ; ill educated.
1660 R. COKE Power % Su/>j. 137 Nor is any man better in

any kind whatsoever for being innurtured or ignorant.
Innutrient (in(n)i-trient), a. [!N-^.] Not

nutrient or nourishing, innutritious.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 36 The appetite is
feeble and capricious and shews a desire for the most un-
accountable and innutrient substances. 1857 GEO. ELIOT
Sc. Cler. Life, A. Barton i, They are smooth and innutrient
as the summit of the Rev. Amos Barton's head.

Innutrition J
(Jn(n)itri

-

j9n). [!N-S, Or ad.
mod.L. innutrition-em, f. in- (In- 3) + niitrl-re
to nourish.] Lack of nutrition, failure of nourish-
ment. Innutrition of the bones (mod.L. innutrilio

ossium] = RICKETS.
1796 Duncan's Ann. Med. I. 216 Innutritio ossium . . In-

,

innutrition. 1879 H. SPENCER Data Ethics ii. 4 Ninety-
nine in the hundred of these minute animals . . disappear
either by innutrition or by destruction, a 1884 M. PATTISON
Mem. (1885) 208, I was gradually drawn out of it.. by the
slow process of innutrition of the religious brain.

f Innutri-tion 2. Obs. rare-", [n. of action
f. L. inniitrire to nourish in (something), f. in-

(,!N-
2
) + niltrire to nourish.]

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Innutrition, a nourishing or bring-
ing up. 1658 PHILLIPS, Innutrition, a nourishing inwardly.

Innutritions (in(n)irtri-j3s), a. [!N- 3.] Not
nutritious

; affording no nourishment.
1796 SEWARD Anecd. I. 174 (Joel.) Masticating some light

nndmnutritioussubstance. 1809-10 COLERIDOE Friend^ 1818)
II. 288 Too scanty and too innutritious food. 1872 HUXLEY
Phys. vi. 139 The whole purpose of the alimentary apparatus
is to separate these proteids, &c. from the innutritious
residue. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 109 Living for a

long time on very innutritious food.

Innntritive (in(n)i-tritiv), a. [!N- 3.] Not
nutritive ; innutritious.

1844 T. J. GRAHAM Dotn. Mcd. 363 The chyle, or nutritious

part, being absorbed into the blood.. while the excremen-
titious, or innutritive part passes, .into the larger bowels.

Inny, early ME. infinitive of INN n.

Ino- (si
-

n0), comb, form of Gr. ts, ?j/-<is, TV- muscle,

fibre, nerve, strength, an element in some mod.
scientific terms, chiefly physiological, as inogen,

inolite, inoliih : see these words.

t Inobe'dieiice. Obs. [a. OF. inobedience, or

ad. late L. inobidientia (Augustine), f. in- (IN- 3)
+ obced-, obedientia OBEDIENCE : see -ENCE.] The

withholding of obedience ; DISOBEDIENCE. (Rare
after 1600.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 198 pe vifte hweolp hette Inobedience, )wt

is, (>et child lt ne buh3 nout his eldre. 1382 WYCLIF ./?.
v. 19 By inobedience of o man manye ben ordeyned synneris.

105-2



INOBEDIENCYT.

?S^GtMtOu "m. U' Clement Alexandrinus

that obedience and inobedience was in our power. 1684
Jr.

Ronet'i Men Comfit.
XX. 867 It must be attributed to the

inobedience of the Matter.
.

t Inobe'diency. Obs. rare. [f.
late L. tnobe-

dientia : see prec. and -ENCY.] Disobedience.

1432 50 tr. Higdt* (Rolls) VI. 123 Winfridus . . whom he

deposide soone after for inobediency. 1634 "> A ntid.

SMat. Err. (1630) Aiijb, The man.. hath.. this inobe-

diency punished.

t Inobe'dient, a. and sb. Obs. [a. OF. -

obedient, or ad. late L. inobedient-em (Augustine),

f. in- (lN-3) + obctdient-cm OBEDIENT.]
A. adj. Withholdingobedience;

= DISOBEDIENT.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. zin. 282 He bosteth and braggeth
with many boldc olhes, And in-obedient to ben vndernome
of any lyf lyuyngc. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T, p 318 Inobe-

dient is he that disobeyeth for despit to the comandementz
of god and to hise souereyns And to his goostly fader.

,- 1430 Pilfr. Ly/Manhode I. cxxii. (1869) 65 Wherfore it

was neuere afterward rebelle ne inobedient to his comaunde-
ment. 1533-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Diuers & sondry
wilfull & inobedient subiectes of this realme. a 1631 DONNE
Lett, to Sir H. G. Wks. (Alford) VI. 408 Heretofore the in-

obedient Puritans and now the over-obedient Papists attempt
you. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc if. vi, Irresolute They heard,
and inobedient ; to obey Fearing, yet fearful to remain.

b. trans/. Of a thing : = DISOBEDIENT b.

49S Trevisa's Bart/t. De P. K. xvi. iv. (W. de W.) 554 As
longe as bras or laton is medlyd wyth the substaunce of

fold,

it cleueth alway vnder the hamour and is inobedyent
WSS. vnobedient] to take due shape. 1668 CULPEPPER &

COLE Barthol. Anat. \. xi. 26 By digesting the inobedient

Chylus, which could not be tamed, in the Stomach.

B. sb. A disobedient or perverse person.
1548 HALL Citron., Hen. V 71 Landes gotten or to be

gotten and overcome in the name of our said father upon
rebelles and inobedientes to hym.
Hence Inobe diently adv.

,
in a disobedient man-

ner; disobediently.
1536 LADY MARY in Burnet Hist. Re/, i. in. (1679) 206 The

Kings Highness my Father, whom I have obstinately and
inobediently offended. 1563 FOXE^. ff M. 712/1 Hath with
his cares hard dyuers persons.. vnreuerently, inobediently,
and not faythfully speake of the kinges maiestye.

t Inobei'sance. Obs. rare~l
. In 4 -shaunoe.

[a. OF. inobeissance, f. in- (!N- 3) + obeissance

obedience, OBEISANCE.] = INOBEDIENCE.
1382 WYCLIF Bible, Pref. Ep. Jerome iii, Redi to vndir-

)oken at inobeishaunce.

t Inobei sant, a. Obs. rare. In 4 -shaunt.

[a.OF. inobeissant, (. in- (!N- 3) + obeissant obedient,

OBEISAST.] Disobedient; =!XOBEDIENT.
1382 WYCLIF Deut. viii. 20 $e shulen perishe, if inobei-

shaunt je shulen be to the voys of the Lord ;oure God.

Inoble, obs. form of ENNOBLE v.

Inobliga-lity. nonce-wd, [f. IN-
'

t obligality

(f. OBLIGAL + -ITY).] The quality of not being
obligatory.
a 1863 SANDERSON Cases Coitsc. vii. (16781 128 The unlawful-

ness, and consequently the invalidity, or inobligality thereof;

InobnOXlOUS, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not ob-
noxious ; not exposed to

; not offensive, inoffensive.

1659 H. L F.STHANGE Alliance Div. Offices 99 The want of

expressc rule, .left our Liturgy, in this point, not altogether
inobnoxious to exceptions. 1682 NORRIS Hierocles 101 The
way to live an unenvy'd and inobnoxious life. 1818 BKNTHAM
Ch. Eii. 120 Not to speak of Jews, who . . as they write not
much, either to attack the establishment or to defend them-
selves, are comparatively inobnoxious.

Inobscu-rable, a. rare. [ad. late L. in-
obscurabilis (Tertullian), f. in- (lN-3) + obscurare
to OBSCUKE; see -ABLE.] That cannot be ob-
scured.
1881 E. MYERS in /-'rater's Mag. Feb. 195 That inobscur-

alile brilliance . . and that keen sentience of the sweet and
bitter of human love.

t InobseTJUent, a. Obs. rare-', [ad. L. in-

ebstqiunt-em, f. in- (Is- 3) + obseqiteitt-tm OBSE-
O.UEM.] Unsubmissive, disobedient.
1604 F. HERING Modest De/. A iv b, Men, being ill house,

doues, haue been very vnruly and inobsequent to the
counsell of ttu-ir Physicians.

Inobse-quionsness. rare- 1
. [Ix-a.] AYant

of obsequiousness or deference.

i*2J DONNE .Strm. 3 Apr. 40 There may bee an inobse-

indiligence in the Wife.quiounciM and :ui indilijj

Inobservable linpbza-Jvab'l), a. Now rare.

[d. L. inobseniabitis, {. in- (IN- 3j + observabilis
OBSERVABLE. (So in mod.F.) J Incapable of being
observed ; not noticeable.
1600 E. BLOUST tr. Conestaggio 179 Men who . . ex'prcslyo cause disorders, made commaundements inobservablc.

1016 BULLOKAR, Irutseraat/e, which cannot be obserued
or marked 1649 J- H. .Mttim to Purl. Adv. Learn. 9lime hath defaced all the bounds of the Roman conquests,

id left them as invisible and inobservable, as the flight of
ny bird. igo R STAPYLTON Strada's Lew C. Warres IX.

40 Christ himself, that afforded his presence to the Jewsand when he pleased was inobservable.

Inobservance (inpbxS-ivanf). [a. F. inobser-
*""* (' 534 1" Godef. Compl.), ad. L. inebscrvanlia
see next and -A.M K.]
1. Failure to observe or notice; inattention, heed-
Icunou.

316

1611 FLOKIO, Innoseruanza, inobseruance. i6j8 DONNE
Sfrtit. vi. 52 This which some doe out of slacknesse^and
in-<jbservance and infirmity, many men.. do out of impiety.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 529 Inobservance of

second causes throws men into all the delusions of super-
stition and enthusiasm. 1806 Monthly^ Mag. XXI. 385 The
drowsy inobservancc of Dr. Johnson is no where more con-

spicuous tlian in the diversity of his mode of spelling. 1879
f/iKRfitSt.faui I. 20 St. Paul's inobservance of these things
..due to the. .paramount importance of other thoughts.
2. The not keeping or non-observance of a law,

custom, bond, promise, etc.

a 1616 BACON "}udic. Charge, etc. 16 (T.) The breach and
inobservance of certain wholesome and politick laws. 1641
ROGERS Naatnan 614 Beware of oversight and inobservance
of promises. 1740 WARBURTON Div. Legat. v. iv. Wks. 1811

V. 121 By considering the effects which the observance or
inobservance of it [the Law] would have on mankind. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. 1. 1. iv. 69. 313 They justly blame. .nis

inobservance of propriety. 1888 H. C. LEA Hist. Inquis. II.

15 He was taxed by the legate with inobservance of the
conditions of the peace.

Inobservaiicy (in^bzouvansi). rare. [ad. L.

inobscrvantia, u. of quality f. inobservant-em ; see

next, and -ANCY.]
1. Want of attention or notice ; =prec. i.

1677 GILPIN Deinoiiol. (1867) 90 Through the weakness and
inobservancy of the reprover. 1822 M. A. KELTY Osmond
II. 39 Even the quiet inobservancy of Mr. Lascelles could

scarcely overlook the change.
2. Neglect of observing or keeping; =prec. 2;

an instance of this.

1814 SOUTHEY Bk. o/C/i. (1841) 410 These, .were connived
at for inobservancies, which in them were harmless, because
they did not proceed from a spirit of insubordination.

Inobservant (inpbz^uvant), a. [ad. L. inob-

servdni-e//i unobservant: see IN- and OBSERVANT.]
That docs not observe or notice ; unobserving.
.
l6*3 J- SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 144 [Men are] stupidly

inobservant of those rational signs and intimations. 1685
J. SCOTT Chr. Life n. 42 Considering what heedless and
inobservant Creatures we are. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 523 Nor can [God] remain ignorant or inobservant
of what impulses He gives. 1847^

BUSHNELL Chr. Nitrt. u.

iii. (1861) 273 One must be a very inobservant person, not to
have noticed [etc.].

Hence Inobse-rvantness, inobservance.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 282 For their Oecity, and in-

observantness of the works of God.

Inobservation (inpbzajv^-Jon). rare.
[f.

IN- 3 + OBSERVATION, perh. a. K. iaobseivalioii

(1572 in Godef. Conipl.).]

( 1. The non-observance or not keeping of a law,

promise, etc. Obs.

1579 FENTON Giticdard. xvn. 974 Thempcrour being moued
witn thinobseruation of the French king, would not pro-
pounde for a common surety. 1653 HOLCROHT Procofius,
Cotli. It'ars in. 82 They call the Inobservation of Lawes,
Mercy.
2. Want of observation or attention

;
failure to

observe ; inobservance.

1717 SHUCKTOKD Creation 118 (T.) These writers arc in all

this_guilty of the most shameful! Inobservation.

t Ino-batinate, v. Obs. noncc-wd. [Is- -.]

[and] shake the faith of the Christian.

Inobtai'Uable, a. rare. [IN- .] Not ob-
tainable

; not to be obtained.
a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 701 Unity in minute or

circumstantial Things, that perhaps is unobtainable. 1735
SEWEL Dutch Diet., Onvcrwervelyk, inobtainable.

Inobtrnsive (infbtr-siv), a. rare. [IN- 3.]

.prelate, a 1834 COLEKIDGE Shaks. Notes (1875) 211 Note
the inobtrusive . . mode of introducing the main character.
Hence Iiiobtru sively adv., in an inobtrusive
manner

; Inobtrvrsiveness.
1847 CRAIG, Inobtriisivc/y, see Unobtrusively, liwtlrn.

siventss, see Unobtrusiveness.

Inoca;rpin. Chew. [f. mod. Bot.L. Inocarpus
(f. INO- fibrous + Gr. xapiros fruit) + -IN.] A red

colouring matter contained in the juice of Inocar-

pus t'./ulis,a.tree of Asia and the E. India islands.
1865-71 in WATTS Diet. Chcin. III. 274.

t Ino-ccate, v. Obs. rare- , [f. ppl. stem of
L. inoccdre, f. in- (IN- %) + occare to harrow.]

6*3 COCKERAM, Inoccate, to harrow the ground
t Inocci-duous, a. Obs. rare ->.

[f. L. inocci-
tfu-us never setting + -ous.] Of a star : Never
setting or going down.
1656 BLOUNT Clossogr., Itioccidnotis, that never useth to

fall, that never sleeps, that never sets or goes down, as some
stars do. Thorn. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Inoccupation (tafldap/i-Jan). [IN- 3.] Want
of occupation ; unoccupied condition.
'7*6 W. THOMSON Watson's Philip III (1793) II. vi. 214

I he languor of inoccupation . . the great curse of human
life. 1841 HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man III. vi. 154 Aweary.,
of the inoccupation which allowed my melancholy thoughts
to prey upon themselves. 1883 HOLME LEE Loving >t Serv- i

ing II. u. 26 Total inoccupation was very hard upon him.
Inoch, obs. form of ENOUGH.
I-nocked, ME. pa. pple. of NOCK v.

Inoculability (iiykirflabHitiX [f. next +

INOCULATE.

-ITY. Cf. mod.K. inoculabilite.'] The quality of

being inoculable or communicable by inoculation.

1847-9 TODD Cyel. A Hat. IV. 124/2 The inoculability of
growths has not been maintained except in the instance of
cancer. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Patlwl. (ed. 6) 134 The in-

oculability of measles and of scarlet fever has not yet been
certainly demonstrated. 1898 P. MANSON Trof. Diseases
xxxvii. 564 This inoculability of boils is apt to be overlooked.

Inoculable (irykilab'l),
a. [ad. L. type

*inoculabil-is, f. inoculare to INOCULATE : see

-ABLE. Cf. F. inoculable (Littre).]
a. Of a person : Capable of being infected

with a disease by inoculation, b. Of a disease :

Capable of being communicated or transmitted

by inoculation, c. Of matter or virus : That may
inoculate a person or transmit a disease.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 114/1 The varieties ofpus. .in

the Class (B) differ from those in the Class (A) in being in-

oculable. 1855 jfnil. K. Agric. Soc. XVI. M. 402 The injured
or battered ones, .are little liable to come in contact with
the inoculable matter. 1898 P. MANSON Trof. JDis. viii.

144 _Plague is a specific, inoculable and otherwise com*
municable disease.

Inocular (in<vkir71aj), a. Entoin. [!N-
2
.] Of

an antenna : Inserted in a sinus in the inner margin
of the compound eye, which thus partly surrounds
its base.
1816 KIRBV & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 514 In the Capri-

corn-beetles they [antennae] may be termed inocular, or

placed in a sinus of the eye.

Inoculate (hvkiriWi), v. Also 5 en-, [f. L.

inoculat-, ppl. stem of inoculare to engraft, implant,
f. in- (IN-

2
) +ocnltis eye, bud.]

1. trans, (//art.) To set or insert (an
'

eye ', bud,
or scion) in a plant for propagation ; to subject (a

plant) to the operation of budding ;
to propagate

by inoculation ; to bud (one plant) into, on. or upon
(another).
c 1420 Pallad. on llnsb. v. 123 Peches ban their seson At
May Kalendes hem tenoculate. 1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg.
ll. 21 To graft And to inoculat or set yoong imps into the
stocke. 1668 R. STEELE Hiistandin. Calling vi. (1672) 166
The crab-tree stock must he cut off, and then into it must
the scion be ingraffed and inoculated, before it can be an
apple in his orchard. 1707 Curios, in Hitsb. ff Card. 269A dextrous Hand inoculates a Rose-tree Bud upon an Apple-
Stock. l7$aMRs. DELAXtAuMic'f.^Carr. III. i33,Ihave
just inoculated two orange-trees of my own raising. 1838
Penny Cycl. XII. 483/1 It is therefore found most advan-
tageous to bud or inoculate them in the summer, when both
scion and stock are in a state of equal vegetation.
absol. 1621-51 BURTON Anat. Mel. II. ii. iv. 272 Cin-

cinnatus, Cato, Tully..how have they been pleased .. to

prune, plant, inoculate and graft. 1669 WORLIDGE S?st.
Agric. (1681) 296 Now begin to Inoculate. 1697 DRYDF.N
Virg. Georg. u. 103 Various are the ways to change the
state Of Plants, to Bud, to Graff, t' Inoculate.

b. fig. To engraft.
1602 SHAKS. Hani. in. i. 118 Veue cannot so itmocculate

our old stocke, but we shall rellish of it. a 1639 WOTTON in

Reliq. 11651) 342 Pompey had one very ignoble custome, to
insert, or (as I may term it) to inoculate himself into other
mens merits and praises. 1752 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III.
ccxciu. 348 You have yet very little experience and know-
ledge of the world ; now I wish to inoculate mine upon you.
a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Gco. 11 (1847) I- vi. 188 The
Pelhams. .always inoculated private quarrels on affairs of
state.

t 2. transf. To join or unite by insertion (as the
scion is inserted into the stock so as to become one
with itX Obs.

1647 TRAPF Comm. Mark xiii. i Huge stones and so cun-
ningly cemented, as it were inoculated, the one into the
other. 1658 R. FKANCK Aort/t. jl/cm. (1821) no This is the
rock and that which you see elevated in place and inocu-
lated to it is an artificial fabrick developed . . on the very
breast of this prodigious mountain. 1668 CULVEPPER &
COLE Bartliol. Anat. i. xxxvii. 82 The smallest Twigs of the
Branches [of the arteries] are inoculated into the greater.

b. intr. To become joined or united with con-

tinuity of substance.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xv. 142 Their Eggs in

chaines or links together (which sometime conjoyne and in-
oculate into each other). <: 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide
(1738) i. iv. 42 The fifthpair inoculate with the sixth.

3. trans. (Path.) To engraft or implant (a disease,
or the germ or virus) upon a person, by a process
of INOCULATION (q.v.).
1722 Land. Gas. No. 6040^11 The Experiment of inoculat-

ing the Small-Pox upon . . Criminals. 1799 tied. Jrnl. 1.323
Knowing that cow-pox has a temporary influence upon small-

pox, we can suppress the progress of it by immediately inocu-
lating cow-pox. 1801 E. DARWIN Zoon. (ed. 3) III. 370 Since
the above was first published [1794] the cow-pox, .has been
successfully inoculated on the human subject. 1892 Daily
News 12 Sept. 2/6 A man with a scratch might inoculate
the poisonous germ from contact with an infected animal.
1896 A littilt's Syst. Meil. I. 95 Virulent anthrax bacilli
are inoculated subcutaneously into an ordinary rabbit and
into one that has been rendered immune.

b. To impregnate (a person or animal) with the
virus or germs of a disease

; spec, for the purpose
of inducing a milder form of the disease and ren-

dering the subject immune from its ordinary attacks.

First used in connexion with small-pox ; then with
vaccine inoculation ; now with contagious or bac-
terial diseases generally : see INOCULATION 2.

1722 Land. Gaz. No. 6045/8 A Child has been inoculated
with the Matter. Five.. Children have been inoculated of
the Small Pox. 1775 JOHNSON Journ. West, Isl., Dunvegan,



INOCULATED.
He has disarmed it [sniall-pox] of its terror at Muack, by
inoculating eighty of his people. 1799 filed, ^'rul. I. 319
With the cow-pox matter were inoculated Mr. Darkc's

servant, . . [and] Mr. Colborne's three children . . all by a

puncture in the left arm. 1871 TYNDALL Fragni, Set. (1879)
I. v. 145 He proved that the worms inoculate each other.

C. absol. or intr. To perform inoculation.

1765 GALE in Phil, Trans. LV. 203 Then inoculate, and
repeat the powders. 1789 W. BUCUAN Dom. Mcd. (1700) 239
Many approve of inoculating on the breast. 1799 DR. SIMS in

Mcd. Jrnl. 1.231 Dr. Jenner . . ventured to inoculate with the
matter of a putrid sore, with a view of determining if this

also had the power of preserving from the contagion of the

small-pox. 1891 GREENOUGH WHITE Philos. A liter. Lit. iii.

22 (Funk) Zabdiel Boylston . . inoculated for the small-pox
with distinguished success.

d. fig. trans. To imbue (a person, community,
etc.) -with a feeling, opinion, habit, etc.

1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 102 My parents had tried in

vain to inoculate me with wisdom. 1826 DISRAELI Viv.

Grey n. vi, I must not inoculate you with my bad spirits.

1868 M. PATTISON Acadcni. Org. v. 123 Fox and Wolsey
sought, .to inoculate Oxford from within with that classical

spirit which could not be forced upon it from without.

f Ino'culated, a. Obs. rare. [f. med. or mod.
L. inaculat-us (f.

in- (!N- 3) + oculdtus furnished

with eyes) + -ED.] Not having an '

eye
'
or per-

foration.

1599 A. M. tr. Cabelhoitcr's Bk. Physicke 34/1 Inoculated

Pearles, or Pearles without perforationes. [Glossed on fly-leaf
' unholed '.] 1604 [see next, i].

Ino'culated, ppl. a. [f. INOCULATE + -ED i.]

1. Hort. Engrafted by budding.
1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.^ Inoculated^ grafted, or vn-

holed. 1662 RAY Three [tin. iii. 182 The old Christmas
thorn is now quite dead and gone, but they have several

inoculated plants of it about the town. 1679 EVELYN Kal.
Hort. Sept. (ed. 5) 24 Release Inoculated Buds.

2. Path. a. Of a person, etc. : Having under-

gone inoculation, b. Of a disease, etc. : Intro-

duced by inoculation.

1722 NETTLETON in Phil. Trails. XXXII. 214 The Op-
posers of Inoculation affirm, that two Persons died of the

Inoculated Small Pox. 1799 W. TooKKVicwR itssiau Einf.
II. 161 By universal experience we find that of the inocu-

lated only three die put of 1000. 1799 filed. Jrnl. I. 10 The
inoculated cow-pox is as much milder than the natural, as

the inoculated small-pox is milder than the natural. 1873
T. H. GREEN Introd. Patfwl. i.ed. 2) 229 In those [cases] m
which the inoculated liquids contained fewer bacteria and
were less active, the process was more protracted.

IllO'Culatiug, vlil. sb.
[f.

as prec. + -ING !.]

The action of the vb. INOCULATE in its various uses :

inoculation.

1598 FLORIO, Innocultitionet an inoculating. *( 1626 BACON
A^ii Ail. (1631)33 We practise.. all Conclusions of Grafting
and Inoculating, as well of Wilde-Trees as Fruit-Trees. 1691
RAY Creation i. (1692) 57 Grafting and inoculating, and

pruning of Fruit-Trees. 1771 MRS. HAKKIS in Priv. Lett.

Ld. Malmesbury I. 231 Inoculation is going on very briskly
here . . Is there any inoculating in Spain ? 1802 W. FORSYTH
Fruit Trees (1824) 320 The time for inoculating is from the

middle of June to the middle of August.
attrib. 1776 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876) 189, I could

almost wish, that an inoculating hospital was opened in

every town in New England. 1776 M. CUTLICR in Life,

Jrnls. ty Corr. (1888) I. 58 The Inoculating Hospital.

IllOCIllatioil (nipkiti\e
l

'fen). [ad. L. inocula-

tion-em engrafting, budding, n. of action f. inoculdre

to INOCULATE. Cf. F. inoculation (1580 in sense

i, 1752 in sense 2).]

1. Hort. The insertion of an eye or bud of one

plant under the bark of another for the purpose of

raising flowers or fruit different from those of the

stock
; grafting by budding ; an instance of this.

1589 FLKMISG Virg. Georg. n. 21 iwte, Semination, in-

sition, inoculation, or implastration, the three kindes of

grafting. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 172 Nor
could we ever make it [mistletoe] grow where nature had
not planted it ; as we have in vain attempted by inoccula-

tion and incision, upon its native or forreign stock. 1709
ADDISON Taller No. 146 r 7 Harsh Fruits .. enriched by
proper Grafts and Inoculations. 1768-74 TUCKEK Lt. Nat.

(1834) II. 161 Gardeners by inoculation cause the trees to

bear other than the natural fruits.

b. transf. A junction in which the two parts
become continuous.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 187 Now betweene the hollow

and the gate-veines wee know there is no communion vnlesse

it bee by the mingling of their mouths in the substance of

the liuer ; for some of the new writers haue obserued many
such inoculations betwixt them in that place.

2. Path. The introduction into the body, by

puncture of the skin, or through a wound, of the

virus or germs of an infectious disease.

a. Originally applied, after 1700,10 the inten-

tional introduction of the virus of small-pox in

order to induce a mild and local attack of the

disease, and render the subject immune from future

contagion; also, in 1799, to vaccine inoculation,

afterwards called VACCINATION ;
and in igth c. to

the similar treatment of other infectious or conta-

gious diseases.

1714 E. TIMONK in Phil. Trans. (Abr.) VI. 88 (title).
An

Account of the procuring of the Small Pox \>y Incision or

Inoculation, as it has for some time been practised at Con-

stantinople. 1722 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett., to C'tcss

filar (1887) I. 338 Accounts of the growth and spreading of

the inoculation of the small-pox, which is become almost

a general practice, attended with great success. 1732 AR-

si?
s

BUTHNOT Ruins of Diet 414 It is evident by Inoculation
that the smallest quantity of Matter mixed with the Blood
produceththe Disease. 1743 MRS. DSLAsnAvioHy.^Cffrr,
u86i) II. 240 In great joy that the inoculation of the girls
has been as successful as that of the boys, and they have
one fear less to struggle with. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to

Conq. ii. Wks. (Globe) 657/1 Since inoculation began there
is no such thing to be seen as n plain woman. 1798 JENNLK
Causes I'arioly Vacting 37 The boy was rendered unfit for

inoculation from having felt the effects of a contagious fever
in a work-house. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 253 On the Introduc-
tion of the Vaccine Inoculation at Paris. 1856 MissMuLOCK
y. Halifax xxv. Though inoculation and vaccination had
made it less fatal among the upper classes. 1866 A. FLINT
Princ, RIed. (:88o) 1041 As a means of rendering the disease
..mild..and of preventing pitting, inoculation had been

practised from time immemorial in China and Persia.

b. Now also applied to the introduction (acci-

dentally or otherwise) of the virus or germs of any
bacterial disease into the body through a wound.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 399/2 Hydrophobia . . is the disease

occasioned by inoculation with the saliva of a rabid animal.
1861 BuMbTEAU l^cn. Dis. (1879) 35 The chancroid can be

me UILC in .111 inject (fly) \vlm,n iui^ uccu IGCUIII^ u^run me
carcass of an infected animal ; and also from accidental

inoculation while handling hides, wool, etc., taken from the

victims of anthrax.

c. fig. The imbuing of a person with feelings,

opinions, etc.

1824 BYRON Juan xv. 1, The inoculation Of others with
her own opinions. 1864 BoWEN Logic xiii. 448 We must all

begin life without any opinions which we can call our own
by any better right than that of passive inheritance or un-

conscious inoculation. 1876 MOZLEV Univ. Serin, vi. (1877)

124 A new feature of the world .. the popular pursuit of
natural beauty, the inoculation of the crowd with it.

3. attrib. and C *omb*
,

as inoctifation process,
-tuberculosis ; inoculation-mad adj.

1760 E. LUCAS Jrnls. $ Lett. (1850) 27 But y6 people in

Charles Town were inoculation mad, I think I may well

call it. 1897 Alldittfs Syst. Med. II. 20 Inoculation-tuber-
culosis has occurred in the human being. Ibid. 636 Such
inoculation process, whichever way induced, is known as
vaccination.

Inoculative (in^ki/^tiv, -^tiv), a. ff.
L.

inoculat- (see INOCULATE) + -IVE.] Characterized

by or pertaining to inoculation.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II. To Rdr. z That Insitive

and Inoculative method seems to bid fair for the Cure . . of
that cominun Author-Distemper or Companion, call'd <>tAo-

Sofi'a. 1881 J. SIMON in Nature No. 616. 373/2 The rapid
multiplication of the tubercle-micrococcus in trie blood and
tissues of any inoculated animal can be verified both by
microscopical observation, and by inoculative experiment.
1887 Spectator 3 Sept. 1170 The inoculative cure of patients
bitten by mad dogs.

Inoculator (infkiiftfitaa). Also 7 -er. [a.
L. inocttldtor an engrafter, agent-n. f. inocitldre to

INOCULATE.] One who or that which inoculates.
i6xx FLOUIO, Iiine$tat0rtft a graffer, an inoculater. a i6z6

BACON A'Vzo Att. (1631) 44 These wee call Inoculates.

1725-6 FniiiNu Hist. Physic (J.^ Had John a Gaddesden
been now living, he would have been at the head of the

inoculators. \TqpMed.yrnl. I. 115 Every one. .knows the
strenuous opposition which the first inoculators had to en-

counter, both in England and America, from vulgar preju-
dice. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut. viii. (1872)^110 Holy relics,

that are inoculators of all manner uf contagious diseases.

f Inocula'trix. Obs. rare- , [fern, of prec.]
1623 COCKERAM 11, Shee that Grafteth, hioccutatrix.

flno-culer, v. Obs. rare**. In 5 en-, [irreg.
a. F. inocitler.~\ trans. To inoculate or engraft.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. v. 130 In cold lond now the figtre

plaunte i-> sette, And graffed in the stook or in the rynde . .

And hem tenoculer ek haue in mynde.
InO'Clllist. rare. [a. . inoculisU (Littre), f.

inoculer to IXOCULATK: see -IST.] One who is

versed in, or advocates, inoculation.
1886 Pall Mall G. 15 May 3/1 M. Pasteur. The great

inoculist has explained to Dr. Mott the theory and practice
of his discovery.

tlnO'diate, z>. Obs. [f. L. type *inodtare J.
In- (Ix-

2
) + odi-uni hate

; perh. in med.L.
;

cf. It.

inodiare^ Florio) + -ATE 3.] trans. To bring into

odium, render odious or hateful.

1657 W- MORICE Coena quasi KOIITJ Def. xiii. 185, I wish
some of them were not more culpable for inodiating
Ministers. 16.. SOUTH Twelve Serin. (1717) VI. 242 He
inflicts them for quite other Ends . . partly to inodiate, and
imbitter Sin to the chastised Sinner. 1698 Ibid. (1727) III.

Ded. Abp. Marsh A iij b, Represented, or rather reprobated
under the inodiating Character of High Churchmen. 1721
Addr. Hereford 10 Feb. in Lond. Gaz. No. 5932/1 He hath

[never] by inodiating Characters . . alienated . . Affections.

t Ino'dorate, a. Obs. [Ix-3.] Unscented.
1626 BACON Sylva 07 Whites are more Inodorate. .than

Flowers of the same kmde Coloured ; As is found in Single
White Violets, White-Roses [etc.]. Ibid. t Blossoms of trees

that are white are commonly inodorate.

f Ino'dorate, v. Obs. rare . [f. ppl. stem of

L. inodordre, f. in- (Ix-
2
) + odorare to give a smell

to.] trans. To perfume (Cockeram, 1623).
Hence \ Inodora'tion. Obs. rare*~~.

1658 PHILLIPS, fModeration, a making to smell, a per-

fuming.

Inodorous (in^u-doras), a. [f. L. inodor-its (f.

in- (!N- 3) + odonts scented, odorous) + -ous.] De-
stitute of odour; without smell or scent.

INOFFICIOUS.

1666 BOYLE Formes
fy Qual. Wks. 1772 III. in Moderately

dephlegmed oil of vitriol is wont to be inodorous. 1756 C.
LUCAS Es$. Waters I. 82 No water can be thought pure,
but such as is perfectly inodorous. 1796 C. MARSHALL
Ganien.xix. (1813) 377 The single white lilies are very sweet,
but the doubles are inodorous. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem.
86 Carbon dioxide gas is colourless and inodorous, but pos-
sesses a slightly acid taste.

Hence Ino'dorously adv., without smell ; In-
o'dorousness, the quality of being without smell

(Webster, 1864).
1859 SALA Gaslight fy D. xviii, 206 Smoke curling up the

chimney (not altogether inodorously).

Inoffe, obs. form of ENOUCJH.

flnoffe-nd, v. Obs. rare- 1
. [v?)lN-

3
.]

trans.

(T) Not to offend.

1559 KNOX first Blast (Arb.) App. 58 My conscience
beareth me reacord that maliciouslie nor of purpose I in-

offended your grace.

Inoffe'ndirjg, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Unoffending.
1853 KANE Grinnell E.rp. xiii. (1856) 95 Favoring us with

some bear play, snapping at the inoffending icicles.

f Inoffe-nstble, a. Obs. rare- . [IN- 3.]
16x1 COTGR., Inoffenciblti inoflendble, not to be hurt.

Inoffensive (in^fe'nsiv), a. [IN- 3. Cf. mod.
F. inoffensif (Diet. Acad. 1835).]
1. Doing or causing no harm

; harmless, inno-

cuous, unoffending.
1598 [implied in INOFFENSIVELY]. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE

Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 305 Wee dye notwithstanding in harmlesse
and inoffensive errors. 1655 FULLER Hist. Canib. (1840) 213
An inoffensive man for life and conversation, .nothing of
viciousness could be charged upon him. a 1715 BURNET
Own Time I. iv. 802 The nation had never known such an
inoffensive march of an army. 1790 BEATTIE Moral Sc. i.

ii. v. 316 Useful and inoffensive animals have a claim to
: our tenderness. 1853 C. BRONTE I7illctie xxvii. (1876) 305,
'

I could not have tormented a being as inoffensive as a

|

shadow.

2. Not objectionable, not obnoxious or offensive
;

not offending the senses ; not a cause of offence.
1622 PEACHAM Cpmfl. Gent. xi. (1634) 103 A more delight-

full and in-offensive recreation. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 345
For drink the Grape She crushes, inoffensive moust, 1744
BERKELEY Siris 9 An inoffensive medicine and agreeable

,

to the stomach. 1876 Trans. Clin. Sec. IX. 13 The wound
!

has discharged freely, the discharge being quite healthy
1 and inoffensive.

Inoffensively (in^fe-nsivli), adv. [f. prec.+
-LY -.] In an inoffensive manner

;
so as not to

1

give offence ;
without offence

; harmlessly.
1598 BP. HALL Sat. Postsc. H iv, Tho were bhee [Poetry] a

morevnworthieMihlresse, Ithinkeshe might be inoffensiuely
.serued with the broken Messes ofour t\velue-a-clocke houres.

1646 P. BuLKELtv Gospel Cout. I. in To walk more exactly
i and inoffensively, considering we have our way so plain

before us. 1788 W. EDEN in G. Rose's Diaries (1860) I. 76
i

Ambassadors, .who have gone through the same career in-

offensively and inefficiently. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker
\ Grandmother 130 She took up her violin which reposed

inoffensively in a snug corner.

Inoffensiveness (iii(fte'nsivnes). [f.
as prec.

-I- -NESS.] The quality or condition of being in-

|
offensive ; harmlessuess.

1641
* SMECTYMNUUS '

Vind. Am,w. ii. 35 But might the

i complying of our Papists be attributed soly to the inoffen-

sivenesse of our Liturgie. 1663 BOYLE Usef. Exp. Nat.
Pkilos, ii. 50 Christ commands his Disciples to learn of

Serpents and Pigeons prudence and inoffensiveness. 1750
PKINGLE in Phil. Tram. XLVI. 482 What makes the Differ-

ence between the stale Urine and other putrid Substances
still more specific, is, its Inoffensiventss with regard to

Health, a 1854 H. RLED Led. Eng. Hist
:

ix. (1855) 285
His offence was nothing more than his pure inoffensiveness,
his unresisting meekness.

Inofficial (in^fi'Jal), a. rare. [!N- 3.] Not
official ; unofficial.

1632 Star Chainb. Cases (Camden,) 174, I mu.st lay a fyne
of 300'' upon Martin for dealing soe iniudicially. He was
the officiall, but herein inofficiall. 1834 E. EVERETT Orations

(1850) I. 515 It raised him into a new moral power in the

state; an inofficial_dictator
of principle. iQfytffadtr'Ho.gg.

635/1 In an inofficial form.

Inofficious (in$i'Jas
N

,fl. [ad.L. inofficious, f.

///- (!N-
:i

) + officiosus obliging, dutiful, officious :

see -ous. Cf. F. inoffideux (1495 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

fl. Not ready to do one's duty or ' office
'

;
not

inclined to do good offices ; disobliging. Ohs.

1603 B. TOXSON King's Entcrtainm. Sp. Genius, Up, thou

tame River, wake..ThoW drown'st thy selfe in inofficious

sleep. 1651 tr. Life Father Sarpi(ify6) 93 There he acknow-

ledges himself to be severe, inofficious, and hard to please.

1706 PHILLIPS, Inofficious^ backward in doing one any good
Office, or Turn ; discourteous, disobliging.

b. Law. Not in accordance with moral duty.

1663 Bullokar's Eng. Expos.) Inofficious, as that \Vill is

called by Civilians, wherein they are omitted, or but slightly

provided for, that chiefly ought to be considered. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xvi. 448 Suggesting that the parent
had lost the use of his reason, when he made the inofficious

testament. 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos. (1818) I. 355 Let not

a father hope to excuse an inofficious disposition of his for-

tune oy alleging, that '

every man may do what he will with

his own '. 1883 IVItartoris Law Lex.
, Inofficious testament,

a will not in accordance with the testator's natural affection

and moral duties.

2. Without office, function, or operation.
1884 LD. SELBORNE in Law Titties Rep. L. 314/1 Any other

construction, .would make either the former or the latter

part of the ist sub-section inofficious and superfluous. 1885
Ibid. LII. 404/1 Where the operative part and the recital

are at variance, the recital must be treated as inofficious.



INOFFICIOUSLY.

Hence Inofflcio'ity (sec above, ib); Inoffl

cleanly aJv. ;
Inoffl'cionneB.

17.7 luan- vol. 1 1. Inofficious*",, BKkwmidnH in doin

JTZoodoC .80.-.. BENTHAM Kat.on > . A.t.
tl .hirtn the part of parent, as well as child, mofficloslty,

L ? KomaX calfE is indeed always liable to have

!' 18^6 WEBS i ER, iHofficioiisly, not civilly or officiously.

Inogen (ai-nodsen). /liywW. [t tan.* -ami.]

Hermann's term fora hypothetical complex sub- .

stance supposed to exist in muscular fibre and to
i

be the energy-yielding substance of muscle.

Supposed to be decomposed during muscular contraction
;

into carbonic and sarcolactic acids and myosm {.Syd. i>oc.

^aWo'rJ CAMPBELL Causation Disease iv. 22 It [the nervous

system] may even be urging them on to some specific effort as

when the muscle inogen is exploded.

Hence Inog-e'nic a., of or pertaining to inogen.

Inogh, -ojh, -oh, -oht, obs. ff. ENOUGH.

Inoghe, -056, -ojhe, -ohe, obs. ff. ENOW.

t Inoi'l, var. of ENOIL v., to anoint. Obs.

1546-7 CRAMMER Sf. Coroit. Edw. VI in Strype Life

(1840) I. n. i. 206 The oil, if added, is but a ceremony : if it

be wanting, that king is yet . . God's anointed, as well as if

he was inolled.

Inolfacient (MC'-pent), a. rare. [f.
IN- 3

+ L. olfacient-em, pr. pple. of olfacere to smell : see

OLFACTORY.] Not having the power of smell.

1811-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 222 As the eyes

grow blind and the nostrils inolfaciant by strong stimulants

applied to them.

t I-nolite. Min. Obs. [f.
INO- fibrous + -LITE

;

named 1801.]
= CALC-SINTEB (Webster, 1864).

Inolith (ai-nolib). Path. [f. INO- + Gr. X/flos

stone.] A calcareous concretion in a fibrous tissue.

1886 in Syd. Sx. Lex.

I-nome n, ME. pa. pple. of Nm v., to take.

t Incvminal, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. inomi-

ad/is (Gellius), f. in- (Is- 3) + Snten OMEN ; cf.

OMINOUS.] Unhappy, unlucky.
i6j6 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Inominons (inp-minas), a. rare. [!N- 3.] IH-

omened; unfortunate.

183. W. MACINTOSH Life J.Sheddon 32 As a kind of moral

provision for such iuominous young person, Mr. Sheddon
set apart a small property.

Inone (in,w'n), v. rare. [f. IN- J + ONE, or

the phrase in one ; used by Pusey, app. after late

L. inunlre (Tertullian).] trans. To unite, to make
one (uoitfi). Hence Ino'neing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1855 PUSEY Doctr. RealPnsence Note Q. 183 Through the

inoneing with the Immortal. Ibid. Note S. 321 S. Irenjeus

himself says. .Those [things] which we learn from boyhood,
growing up with the soul, are inoned with it. 1860 Mitt.

rropk. 191 The Prophet uses the two imperatives, seek Me
and live, inoneing both, man's duty and his reward. 1874

Lent. Serm. 438 One through the inoneing Spirit.

Inooj, obs. form of ENOUGH.

t Inopa-cate, v. Obs. rare . [f. ppl. stem of

L. inopacare to overshadow.] 'To make dark."

.6.3 in COCKERAM.

t Itxopa-cous, a. Obs. r,ire~". \i.\..inopac-
us + -ous.] Not opacous, not dark or in shadow.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossagr. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Inoperable (inp'perab !),. [IN- 3; cf. F. in-

optrablc."\ That cannot be operated on
;

unfit for

an
operation.

1886 Med. News Apr. 462 An article on the treatment
of inoperable cancer. 1897 Ilrit. Med. Jrill. 17 July 150
To try the value of the serum on selected inoperable cases
of malignant disease.

t Inopera'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. inopera-
Iion-em (Hilary, a 400), n. of action f. inoperare to

work within.] A working within; in-working.
1620 Ur. HALL lion. Mar. Clergy i. 14 Not a cold and

feeble preuention, but an effectual! inoperation. 1633
Hard fe.rts, -V. T. 50 Whosoever, thro' the effectual in-

operation of G-xls spirit shall improve those graces. 1645
Remedy Discontents 157 The inoperation of thnt Holy

Spirit from whom every good gift, and every perfect giving,
proceedeth.

Inoperative (infrperAiv), a. [IN- 3.] Nut
operative ;

not working or taking effect in action ;

in Law, without practical force, invalid.
a 1631 DOXSK in Select. (1840) 204 A dead faith, as all faith

is that is inoperative, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1727) VI. iv. 133
Though indeed the divine Knowledge (as all other Know-
ledge) be of itself inoperative. 1838 Svu. SMITH II ki. (1859)
I
; 114/2 Why is it to DC supposed that motives, .are inopera-
tive with him alone? 1841 W. SI-ALDING Italy fit It. Isl.

HI. 119 The system .. was planned under difficulties which
finally made it inoperative. 1885 Lam Times I,XXVIII.
295/2 The resolutions . . not having been so ratified, were
inoperative.

Hence Ino perativeness, the quality of being
inoperative or of failing in its operation.
1880 MUIKIIKAD Gains Dig. 552 The novation put an end

to the old obligation even when the new one was inoperative,
unless the inoperativeness was due to the fact that the new
debtor was a slave. 1883 Caiselfs Fam. Mae. Aug. 543/2
Fhe moperaliveness of the Canal Boats Act.

Inopercular (.inopouki/Jlaj), a. Conch, rare.

[I.v-:i.J
-next.

.864 in WKBSTKR. 1884 OWEN is cited in Caallfs En-
cjtcl. Diet.

Inopercnlate finopauki/riA), a. [IN- .] Not
having an opvrculum or lid

; spec, in Conch., of or

318
/

Belonging to the luopenulata, a division of Pul-

tHOHtfera containing those univalves, such as snails,

whose shell has no operculum.
.838-* TODD Cycl. Anal. I. .14/1 The surface of the body

. . covered with a shell . . always inoperculate. 1854 WOOD-
WAKU Mollusca. n. .59 One large division of the land-snails

is furnished with an operculated shell ; the rest are in-

operculate, and sometimes shell-less.

Inoperculated (.inopaukirfk'ted), a. [IN-
3
.]

" prec.

1836^9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 378/2 That hermaphrodite
condition of the sexual organs common to the inoperculated
order. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n. 160 The in-operculated
air-breathers have, .rows of very numerous, similar teeth.

t Ino'pinable, a. Obs. Also 5 -oppin-. [ad.

L. inoplnabilis not to be expected, inconceivable,

f. in- (,!N- 3) + opinabilis opinable ; cf. F. inofin-

able (I4th c. in Godef.).] Not opinable; un-

thinkable, inconceivable ; not to be thought of.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 9 Hauenge inoppinable appe-
tite to beholde gestes of antiquite. 1518 ROY Rede me (Arb.)

43 Full of crakynge wordes inopinable. fi5$ HARPSPIELD
Divorce Hen. VI11 (Camden) 148 This, I say, is inopynable,
incredible and a very paradox. 1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes

343 What a wonderful paradoxe and inopinable sentence is

this.

Hence t Inopinably adv. [cf. late L. inopmabi-

liter], inconceivably.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4927 The first [joy] inopynably

ware ouere mesure to telte.

t Ino pinate, a. Obs. [ad. L. i>toplndt-us ,

f. in- (!N- 3) + opinat-us, pa. pple. of opinari to

suppose, believe, think.] Not thought of; un-

locked for ; unexpected.
1598 YONG Diana 395 By imagining and hatching in his

wicked hart a strange and inppmate treason. 165. KIRK-
MAN Clerio fy Lozia 125 If he is astonished at this inopinate

novelty. .807 tr. Three Germans I. 152 The inopinate re-

covery of his valued companion.
Hence t Inopinately adv. (Bailey, 1730-6%
I-nopine, a. rare. [ad. L. inopln-us unex-

pected, f. in- (IN- 3) + root of opind-rt to think.]

Unexpected.
1880 BLACKMORE Mary Anerley xl. (1881) 308 Liable to

inopine derangements from excessive activity of mind.

) Ino'pious, a. Obs. mre~'. [ad. L. inopios-

us, f. L. inopia want, lack : see -ous.] Lacking
wealth or resources ; needy.
1656 BLOUNT Gfassogr., Inopious, poor, needy, destitute.

1675 T. PLUME Life Hacket in Cent. Serin. 49 Tyrants
more commonly oppress the rich than their inopious enemies.

Inopportune (in(Kp(7iti'n), a. [ad. late L.

inopportfin-us unfitting, f. in- (Is- 3) + opportunus
OPPORTUNE. Cf. mod.F. inopportun. Kare until

i gth c. ; no quot. in J. or T.] Not opportune ;

inappropriate or inconvenient, esp. with regard to

lime ; unsuited to the occasion ;
unseasonable.

1533 BEI.LENDEN Liiy v. (1822) 395 Sic inoportune and
crueTservitude .. wes nocht commandit to us during thi;

empire of kingis. n 1555 LYNUKSAY Tragftly 402 On jow,
Prencis, fur vndescreit geuyns. .And we, for our Inoportune
askyng 1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Exeinfi. in. ad sect. xv. 102

An indispo>ed body, or an inopportune education or evil

customes superinduce variety and difference. 1836'!'. HOOK
G. Gitrney (L. I, No visit could have buen more inopportune.
1869 LECKY Euro/*. Mar. I. xi. 311 Turbulent and inoppor-
tune in their demands. 1869 Daily News 13 Dec., That the

proclamation of the dogma of the infallibility of the Pope
is a question which would be inopportune to revive.

Inopportunely (in^pjJitiw-nli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LV *.] In an inopportune manner

;
at an un-

suitable or inconvenient time ; unseasonably.
a\6y DONNE <//., Sir II. G\oodecn\ (1633) 353 For even

that holy exercise [prayer] may not be done inopportunely,
no nor importunely. 1796 Dial. Amusem. Clergymen 208
(T.) You have taken me, said he, rather inopportunely to-

day. 1885 Mancli. K.ram. 3 Feb. 5/4 The strike . . is awk-
ward, and comes inopportunely for the Reichsrath.

Inopportuneness (in^p^iti/T-n^ii-s). [f. as

prec. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of being
inopportune ; inconvenience or unsuitability of
occasion ; tmtimeliness, unreasonableness.
1831 E.E. CKOWB Hist. I-'ratiee III. x. 314 [Napoleon]

saw the inopportuneness, as well as the necessity, of the
Russian war. 1878 I', u si. Pitrit. A'rr-. vii. 276 Rupert marked
bis sense of the lnoppurtunene>s of this request by calling to
his own standard the men whom Montrose commanded.
Ino pportu;nism. [f. as prec. + -ISM.] The

practice or habit of acting inopportunely.
1886 tlfaacA. F.jcam. 19 Jan. 5/6 An unmitigated bore,

only second to I,ord D in his impracticable inopportunism.

luopportunist (in^pgitia-nUt), sb. (a.} [f.
iNOPPOBTUIfK + -IST : after opportunist; cf. F. /'-

Opportunistt.y
One who believes a ]>olicy or course

of action to be inopportune ; esp. one who, on that

ground, opposed the doctrine of Papal Infallibility
at the Vatican Council, 1870; one opposed to the

policy of OPPORTUNISTS.
1880 Daily Xcws 12 Nov. 4/8 Discontented Republicans

who are now associating themselves with that extreme
Inopportunist. 1881-3 SCHAFF F.ncycl. Kelig. Knaifl. II.

1077 I nose who opposed the doctrine of papal infallibility

..only
from inexpediency, deeming it inopportune, .were

called also inopportunists. 1885 J. GILLOW Bibliog. Diet.
Eng. Cath. II. 42 Previous to and during the sitting of the

CEcumcnjcal Council of the Vatican, he was a decided In-
opportunist.

INOBDINABY.
B. adj. Of or belonging to the inopportunists.
.888 rail Mall G. 19 July 11/1 The Inopportunist Party.

1895 PUKCLLL Life Maiming II. xvi. 416 A well-known
leader of the Inopportunist or Opposition party.

Iliopportunity (inppj?Jti-niti). [ad. late L.

inopportnnitas ,
in Quicherat : cf. mod.F. inoppor-

lunite (Diet. Acad. 1835).] The quality or fact of

being inopportune ; unseasonableness.

15OO-.O DUNBAR Poems xy. 23 He that dois all his best

servyiss May spill it all with crakkis and cryis, Be fowll

inoportunitie. 1846 WORCESTER cites Q. Km. iKSALCOTT
Tablets 146 The light . . hidden under the bushel of misap-
prehension, or inopportunity, flames forth at fitting moment.
1894 Westm. Gaz. 20 June 1/2 Such inopportunity as there

may be in the Conference is not the fault of its organisers.

Inoppressive (iitfpre-siv), a. rare. [IN- 3.]

Not oppressive ; unoppressive.
16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. iii. 164 If they had the

grounds of Morality, even the goodness of Nature would
make them in-oppressive. 1832 LEWIS Use

<"(-
Al>. Pol. Terws

xvi. 154 Tyranny is properly opposed to mild inoppressive
rule.

Inoppugnable (in^pr-gnab'l), a. rare. [In--''.]

Not oppugnable ; unassailable.

1885 N. ff Q. 6th Ser. XI. 279 His statements, as far as

they go, are inoppugnable. 1895 JOHN SMITH Perm. Message
Exodus xi. 156 The inoppugnable might of Jehovah.
t Ino-ptable, a. Obs. rare

~
. [ad. L. inopla-

bilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + optabilis desirable.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ineffable, not to be wished for.

1658 in PHILLITS.

t InO'pnlent, a. Ots. [IN- 3.] Not opulent ;

poor.
1613 SHERLEY Trav. Persia 131 This withering peace

which you haue with the Turke..is more delighting for the

present, then safe for the future : that rest being euer false

which is taken amongst inopulent and strong neighbours.

flno'py. Obs. rare', [ad. L. inopia want,
n. of quality f. inops without resources, helpless :

see -v. Cf. obs. F. inopie (Cotgr. 1611).] Ab-
sence of resources

; indigence, poverty.
1581 T. HOWELL Denises (1879) 252 Two Goddesses to

match your Gods there be, Inopie and Impossibilitie.

Inorb (inp'Jb), v. [IN- ^.] trans. To place in

an orb or sphere; to enclose or surround with or

as with an orb, to encircle.

1847 EMERSON Poems, Hcrmiotte (1857) 94 Beauty's not
beautiful to me, But sceptred genius, aye inorbed, Culminat-

ing in her sphere. 1871 R. ELLIS Catnllns Ixiv. 30 Ocean,
who earth's vast globe with a watery girdle inorbeth. Ibid.

193 Grim brows, with viper tresses inorbed.

t Iiio/rder, v . Obs. [f. IN- 2 + OHDEB v., after

L. inordinare to bring into order, arrange, in med.
L. to ordain.] trans. To order ; to ordain.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. VI. viii, I have deliver'd Mr. Secre-

tary Cook an account of the whole legation, as your Lord-

ship inordred me. 1656 FiNETT^tfr. Ambass. 205 Therefore
we have inordered that he be put in safe custody. 1657
HOWELL Londinop. 48 In the reign of Henry the fourth, .it

was inordred.

IllOrderly (in^Tldadi), a. and adv. Chiefly Sc.

[f. IN- 3 + OKDEBLY.]
A. adj. Not orderly ; irregular, disorderly.
1606 G. WfoODCocKt] tr. Hist. Ivsiinc 1253, Among these

inorderly discords of the Realme. 1885 A. EU<;AR Old Ch.

Life Scot. Ser. I. 167 To him it seemed inorderly : to them
it was worse.

B. adv. In a disorderly way ; irregularly.
1558 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) II. 521/1 pe said "pretendit

proces . . and dome wes evill wranguuslie & Inordourlie

gevin. itjjXee.fmitrtafrett.(Sc. Hist. Soc.) 84 Persons
inorderlie married be delated to the Civill Magistrate.

Inordinacy (in/udinasi). Now rare. [f. IN-

ORDINATE : see -ACY.] The quality or condition of

being inordinate ; inordinateness; also, an instance

or example of this, an inordinate act.

a 1617 P. BAYNE Lect. 170 In every affection discerne
the inordinacie of it. 1660 Genii. Calling ix. 160 Lest they
..be surprized in the midst of their Inordinacies, and have
their portion assigned them in weeping and gnashing of
teeth, a 1714 M. HENRY H'A's. (1835) I. 307 The inordinacy
of thy affections to the world. 1784-5 ffist, Enr. in Ann.
Reg. 37/1 That wantonness of power, and inordinacy of
ambition.

t Ino'rdinance. Obs. [f.
IN- 3 + ORDINANCE

;

associated with iiwrdinatel\ An inordinate action

or practice ;
an excess.

1638 Penit. Conf. (1657) 342 It is a necessary duty to cut
off enormity and disnegled inordinances. 1673 Lctdy's

Calling Pref. 3 Why should they not with the like disdain
turn over all sensual inordinances to meer Animals? 176.
GOLDSM. Cit. W. cii, How happy . . are the English ladies,
who never rise to such an inordtnaiice of passion ! 1799 R.
WARNER Walk (1800) 80 That state of desultory warfare in

which his own inordinances. .perpetually kept him.

t Ino'rdinancy. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ANCY :

prob. confused with inordinacy'.]
=INOBDINACY.

1674 Gffvt. Tong'tte MI. 3. 109 It gives. .license to all

sensual inordinancies. 1679 PULLER Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843)

47 The wild inordinancyof them who make their own private
principle.. the rule of scripture interpretation. 1760-7. H.
BROOKE Fool of Qnal. (1808) I. 10 In order to reform this

inordinancy of his desires.

t InO'rdinary, a. Obs. rare. [IN--'
1

.] In-

ordinate, extraordinary, unusual.
.606 G. W[OODCOCKK] tr. Hist. Ivstine 131 a, The remem-

brance., had more inflamed them to inordlnary displeasure
against him. 163. LITHCOW Trav. iv. 143 Striving by all

inordinary meanes, to bring his new devised plots to per-
fection.



INORDINATE.

Inordinate (in^jdinA), a. [ad. L. inordinat-

s disordered, irregular, f. in- (\T$-^)+0rdinat-ns,

pa. pple. of ordinare to order, arrange, regulate.]
1. Not ' ordered* ; devoid of order or regularity;

deviating from right or rule; irregular, disorderly;
not regulated, controlled, or restrained.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. m. xxv. (Add. MS. 27,944),
Anon be puls is swift and bicke quakinge and inordinat.

1485 Act i Hen. Vll
t c. 7 Statutes .

._

for the Punitiun
of unlawful and inordinate Huntings in Forests. 1581

J.
BELL Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 414 That the cryme which

is inordinate may be reduced to the order of Justice. 1625
FLETCHER Noble Gent. n. i, When did ye there keep such
inordinate hours ? 1692 RAY Dissol. Wor/rtfi. (1732)3 A rude
and inordinate heap. 1774 STRANGE in Phil. Trans. LXV.
43 From the inordinate course of the Appenines in general,
the vulcanic hills of that chain afford no observation so in-

teresting to physical geography. 1898 J. R. ILLINGWORTH
Div. Immanence iv. 4. 94 To remedy this lawlessness, to

restore this inordinate state of humanity to order.

2. Not kept within orderly limits, immoderate,
intemperate, excessive.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 340 The clothyng. .is cowpable

. .for the superfluitee, or for the inordinat scantnesse of it.

1425 Orolog. Sapient, ii. in Ariglia. X. 342/2 Ouerleyde
with a inordinate sorowe and vnskilfulle heuynesse. c 1530
Pol. Rel.tf L. Poems 31 Inordynat bilding causith hasty
sale of placys. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 6b, The inordinate

inhansyngofrentys. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit

(1867) 15 Drunkenness with wine, or inordinate drinking^ Is

altogether inconsistent with a being filled with the Spirit.

1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 30 F 5 He only taxes us

with our inordinate Love of Pudding. 1791 BURKE Let.

Memb. Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 31 Their object is to merge
all natural and all social sentiment in inordinate vanity.

1840 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vii. 108

Making us pay an inordinate rent for the luxury. 1872
YEATS Growth Comm. 284 The prices, .were so inordinate.

3. Of persons : Not conforming or subject to law
or order, disorderly ; unrestrained in passions,

feelings, or conduct ; immoderate, intemperate.
c 1450 tr. De Imitaiione m. xiii. 81 O hou shorte, hou

inordinat, hou false, hou foule bei all be ! 1555 PHILPOT
Let. in Foxe X. $ M. (1684) III. 509 The Anabaptists, an
inordinate kind of men stirred up by the Devil, to the de-

struction of the Gospel. 1597 BACON Ess.^ Coitlers Good
# Evitlv'ii. (Arb.) 149 Sanctuary men which were commonly
inordinate men and malefactors, tz 1684 LEIGHTON Comm.
i Pet, \. i Yet were there even then amongst them, as the

writings of the apostles testify, false brethren, and inordinate

walkers. 1857 BUCKLE Cimliz. I. vii. 341 Inordinate ad-

mirer* of antiquity. 1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 1824 No
more foolish dread O the neighbour waxing too inordinate
A rival.

f4. Math. a. Inordinate proportion, a (

propor-
tion

'

or statement of equality of ratios in which the

terms are not in regular order, b. Geom. Of a

figure : Irregular ;
not equilateral and equiangular.

1570 BILLINGSLF.V Euclid v. def. xix. 136 An inordinate

proportionality is, when as the antecedent Is to the conse-

quent, so Is the antecedent to the consequent : and as the

consequent is to an other, so is an other to the antecedent.

1667 H. MORE Div. Dial. n. xx. (1713) 151 The Spirits of

Men., are as Isoso'/es betwixt the Isoplt-nron and Scalenum,
not so ordinate a Figure as the one, nor so inordinate as
the other. 1691: RAY Creation I. (1692) 123 There are only
three rectilineous and ordinate figures [triangles, squares,

hexagons] which can serve to this purpose ; and inordinate

or unlike ones must have been not only less elegant and

beautiful, but unequal. 1823 CRABH Techno!. Dict.^ In-

ordinate proportion^ that in which the order of the terms

compared is irregular or disturbed.

t Inordinate, v. 0/>s. rare- 1

, [f. prec.]
trans. To render inordinate.

1646 GAUI.E Cases Consc. 51 To deprave the will, to in-

ordinate the affections, to perturb the passions.

Inordinately (infr.idinJtli), adv. [f. INORDI-
NATE a. + -LY -.] In an inordinate manner or de-

gree ;
in a way that is unruly or disorderly, irre-

gularly ; without government or restraint, unre-

strainedly, intemperately ; beyond measure, immo-

derately, excessively, extravagantly.
c 1400 A/>ol. Loll. 105 Bre|>ern, we warn }O\v . . }?at 5e wij

draw 3ow fro ilk broker going inordinatly. c 1450 tr. IK>

Imitatione \. vi. 8 Whan euer a man couetij? eny bing in-

ordinatly, anoon he is unrestid in himself. 1526 TINDALK
2 Thess. iii. 7 We behaved not oure selves inordinatly
amonge you. 1547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 124
Wine inordinately taken troubleth mans reason, 1597
HOOKER Keel. Pol. v. IxxvH. 10 Ambition .. hath been
accounted a vice which seeketh after honours inordinately.

1694 KKTTLEWELL Camp. Persecuted 147 Those things which
I.. have been the most inordinately fond of. 1736 BUTLER
Analogy \. iv. 103 Passions inordinately excited. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Boz 11850) 173/1 He was exceedingly vain,
and inordinately selfish. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. xi. (1873)

297 Each species tends to increase inordinately.

Inordinateness (in^udin^tnes). [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being inor-

dinate ;
want of restraint or moderation; intem-

perateness, excess; an instance or example of this.

1577 tr. Bellinger's Decades (1592) 478 Sinne is an in-

ordmatenesse or peruersenesse of man. 1598 FLORIO, In-

ordinatezza, excesse, inordinatnes, intemperancie. 1633
BP. HALL Hard Texts, N. T. 270 Let loose to all Inordinate-
nesse and licentious courses. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man
n. iii. 226 The Irregularity and Inordinateness of the bodily

Appetites decline in the same Degrees. 1876 MOZLEY Unit'.

Semi. vii. 148 We have Appetites and Passions which, .tend

to inordinateness in the indulgence of them.

t Inordina'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. inordi-

nation-em disorder, f. in- (IN- 3
) -t- ordinalio a

319

setting in order, ORDINATIOX.] The condition of

being inordinate (in conduct, affections, etc.) ;
in-

ordinateness
; an instance or example of this.

i6ia-is I!p. HALL Contempt O. T. x. iii, Without the

gift of continency, a low feed may impaire nature, but not

inordination. 1667 Decay Ckr. Piety xiy. 3. 339 To re-

move TV) v o-fierpCav ftav ira.0<ai' t the inordination of our pas-
sions. 1692 SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I. 528 The Schoolmen,
and Casuists . . go about to clear a Lye from that intrinsick

Inordination, and Deviation from right Reason inherent in

the Nature of it. 1788 T. TAYLOR Proclns I. 66 Corporeal
baseness, indeed, arises from material inordination, de-

formity, and inconvenience.

Inorganic (inpjgse-nik), a. [f.
IN- 3 + OR-

GANIC. Cf. F. iiwrgumque, and next.]
1. Not characterized by having organs or mem-

bers fitted for special functions ; not formed with

the organs or instruments of life, or with the

organization peculiar to living beings ; destitute

of organized physical structure : said of inanimate

matter and bodies formed of it without vital action.

Inorganic world, nature^ the material world outside the

animal and vegetable kingdoms ; the world of matter, with

the mechanical and chemical forces to which it is subject.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 464 We may safely conclude

that the mineral kingdom, that assemblage of brute inor-

ganic bodies . . has yet distinct families and species. 1756
KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 7 The inorganic
matter that forms the Earth's surface. 1813 SIR H. DAVY
Agric. Chem. \. (1814) 29 What can be more delightful than

. .to examine the progress ofinorganic matter in its different

processes of change ? 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith iv. ii. 5.

221 In the inorganic world we observe action and re-action.

1889 A. R. WALLACE Darwinism 17 There is a yet deadlier

enemy in the forces of inorganic nature.

b. Chem. Of elements, compounds, etc. : Not

entering into the composition of organized bodies ;

not formed under the action of the vital forces.

1831 R. KNOX Cloqnet's Anat. 2 In living bodies there are

two kinds of elements, inorganic and organic. The inor-

ganic elements are those which may be obtained by the

processes of chemistry from minerals as well as organized
bodies. 1832 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 628 Acids, in

general, whether organic or inorganic . . act upon sugar in

the same manner when assisted by heat. 1864 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. xvi. i. (1872) VI. 137 Innumerable high-dressed

gentlemen, gods ofthis lower world, are gone all to inorganic

powder. 1877 WATTS Fmvnes Org. Chem. (ed. 12) 2 The
division of compounds into two distinct branches, inorganic
and organic, formed . . the latter only under the influence

of a supposed vital force must therefore be abandoned.

c. Inorganic Chemistry, that branch of Chemis-

try which investigates inorganic compounds ;
the

chemistry of mineral substances.
As all organized bodies contain carbon, Organic Chemistry

is usually defined as 'the chemistry of the carbon compounds',
while Inorganic Chemistry comprises that of all the other

elements and their combinations.

[182. T. THOMSON (titte\ A System of Chemistry of Inor-

ganic Bodies. Cited in Penny Cycl. (1837) VII. 3 1 / 2 as **'

organic Chemistry.} 1847 CKAK; s. v. Chemistry, Inorganic
Chemistry, is that which investigates inorganic compounds.
1854 Orr's Circle Sc., Chem. 383 The limit separating in-

organic from organic chemistry is purely conventional.

2. Not furnished with or acting by bodily or

material organs; = INORGANICAL i.

1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \. 135 Speak Spirit ! from
thine inorganic voice I only know that thou art moving
near And love. 1830 MACKINTOSH Prog. Eth. Philos. Wks.

1846 I. 161 The theory In its full extent requires a word
such as '

inorganic
'

(if no better can be discovered), extend-

ing to nil gratification not distinctly referred to some specific

organ, or at least to some assignable part of the bodily
frame,

3. Not belonging or proper to the organism or

structure ; that does not arise by natural growth ;

extraneous.
1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) III. xxviii. 325 The

vitality of European intellect would have thrown off the

yoke of an inorganic and alien despotism. 1880 C. E. NORTON
Church Build. Mid. Ages 229 note, The forms of the highly
ornamented gables are curiously inorganic.

b. Philol.
1861 MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. 322 These languages will

hardly ever agree in what is anomalous or inorganic. 1875
WHITNF.Y Life Lang. \. 93 It all grew out of an inorganic
extension of such constructions. Ibid. vii. 127 Such a dis-

tinction [as that of read, read, lead, led, etc.] is wont to be

termed 'inorganic', as distinguished from one like lotted

from love, which answers just the purpose for which it was
at first intended. I\1od. Feminine words which in Old Eng-
lish ended in a consonant often took in Middle English an

inorganic -e (derived from the oblique cases), as in OE.
godnes, ME. godnesse, and all nouns in -ties.

C. Path, hwrganic murmur : see quot.
1884 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Inorganic cardiac-murmur.

1891 Syd. Soc. Lex. s. v. Mnmmrt Inorganic Mnrmnrs,
abnormal or superadded heart-sounds which are not due to

disease of the heart substance, such as haemic murmurs.

Inorganic murmurs are also said to be due to the irregular
action of the musculi papillares in the left ventricle [etc.].

4. Without organization or systematic arrange-
ment.

1843 CARLYLE Past % Pr. n. x, That inorganic waste

whirlpool.

t Iuorga*nicaly <z- Obs. [f. IN-
s + ORGANICAL.

Cf. Gr. dvopyavos without organs or instruments.]
1. Without organs or instruments ; not having, or

not acting by, organs. Said of the soul or mind.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. n. ix, Many erroneous

opinions are about the essence and original of it [the soul]

. . whether it be organical, or inorganical ; seated in the

INOBTHOGRAPHY.
brain, heart or blood ; mortal or immortal. Ibid., All three

faculties make one Soule, which is inorganicall of it selfe,

although it be in all parts, and incorporeal!, using their

Organs, and working by them. 1643 SiuT. BROWNE Relig.
Med. i. 36 Nor truely can I peremptorily deny, thai

soule in this her suhlunary estate, is wholly and in all accep-
tions inorganicall. 1678 CUDWOKTH Intel!. Syst. i. i. 45.

55 Aristotle should otherwise contradict himself, who had

before affirmed, the Intellect to be Separable, Unmixed and

Inorganical. a 1688 Immut. Ator. (1731) 135 Though
Sense is Passive and Organical, yet Knowledge is In-

organical and an Active Power and Strength of the Mind.

2. = INORGANIC i.

1674 BOYLE Eff. Air's Moisture Wks. III. 799 The moist-

ening particles . . exercise a notable . . force, even upon in-

animate and inorganical bodies. 1685 Effects Mot. vii. So

Sonorous motions of the Air . . find in bodies inanimate and

Inorganicall, such congruous Textures and Dispositions to

admit their action. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. m. vi. 12

We come to the lowest and most inorganical parts of matter.

Inorganically (inpjgavnikali), adv. [-LY 2.]

tl. Without reference to organs or organiza-
tion. Obs.

1676 ALLEN Address Non-conf. lot The whole body of

the Nation of the Jews . . were . . Abraham's Spiritual Seed,
and as such were Church matter, and a Church inorgani-

cally considered.

2. ' Without organs
'

(Webster, 1828).
3. Without organization or organized plan.
1853 FROUDE Short Stud., Forgot. Worthies (i867)_ 297

Some unknown gentleman volunteer sat down and chronicled

the voyage which he had shared : and thus inorganically
arose a collection of writings .. striking .. for their high
moral beauty.

Inorganism (in^uganiz'm). rare. [lN-3, after

inorganic.] Absence of organization or organic
structure.
1882 Champion of Faith 169 heading, Inorganism and

Mind.

t Inorga'nity. Obs. ran- 1

, [f.
Ix-s + L.

organ-urn, Gr. up-yav-ov organ, instrument + -ITT.]

The condition of being without organs.
1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 36 There is no Organ

or Instrument for the rational Soul ; for in the brain, which
we term the seat of Reason, there is not any thing of

moment more than I can discover in the crany of a beast ;

and this is a sensible, and no inconsiderable argument of

the inorganity of the Soul. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Inor-

ganity, the want of such [organical] dispositions. 1676 in

COLES. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Inorganity, a Deprivation of

Organs or Instruments.

Inorganizable (inpMganai-zab'l), a. rare.

[IN-
3

: cf. mod.F. iiurganisabll^ Not organiz-
able ;

that cannot be organized.
1883 E. C. MANN Psycho!. Med. 34 Hyperamia . . some-

times accompanied by organizable or inorganizable exudates.

Iliorgauizatioil (inpugansiz^'Jan). [In- 3.]

Absence of organization ; unorganized condition.

1839 POP. Fall House of Usher Wks. 1864 I. 301 The

kingdom of inorganizatipn. 1885 Science July 66 The idea

of grossness, of morganization, which tl:e untrained mind

applies to the world of matter.

Inorganized (injrjganaiz'd), a. [IN- 3.] Not

organized ; not having organization.
1649 Bounds Pull. Obed. 5 What it is that forms in-

organized people into a Government? 1793
BEDDOES Cal-

cnlns 178 Subject to the laws of inorgam/ed matter. ^1856
MRS. BROWNING shir. Leigh in. 250 These tones, inor-

ganized to any tune.

Inorgano-graphy. rare. [f. INORGAN(IC +

-GRAPHY.] That branch of science which treats of

inorganic bodies. 1893 in FUNK.

Iiiorigiiiate (infti'dginA), a. [IN-
:i

: perh.

repr. a Schol.L. itiorigtniilus.] Not originated, not

having a beginning.
1852 BP. FORBES Niccne Cr. 91 That, .the Hutchinsonians

. . held a doctrine concerning three inoriginate Persons,

which, in its legitimate consequences, would have led to a

species of Tritheism.

I-norisohed, -id, ME. pa. pple. of NOURISH v.

t Inorm,-e, Inormious.Inormitie, Inorm-

ly, Inormous, obs. (chiefly Sc.) ff. ENORM, etc.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, F.gipciane 18 Nothire stekis fra

goddis mercy of be syne be quantyte, na 3et of It be Inor-

myte. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiv. 139 The

fassoun, and be fek, 5e suld it fynd inorme. 1600 J. MEL-
VILL Diary (1842) 379 Inormlie grievit and hurt. 1662

GLANVILL Lux Orient, ii. 13 What an inormous strength,

bad education hath to deprave and pervert well dispos'd

inclinations.

Inornate (inpun/t), a. [ad. L. inornat-us, i.

in- (IN- 3) + orniil-us adorned.] Not ornate
;
un-

adorned, plain, simple.
cisio BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1*,!} Aj, To file not

with vices nor language inornate, a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit.

transform words quite as simple and inornate into perfect

poetry.
Hence \ Inornately adv.

a 1568 'No tumndir is' 55 in Bannatyne Poems (1879)

v. 675 My style, inornetly compond.

tlno-rthodox, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Unor-

thodox.

1657 GAULE Sapient. Justif. Ep. Ded., The expressions. .

of the Inorthodox. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India. % P. 284

The Idle Dreams and Malicious Practises of the Inorthodox.

t Inortho-graphy. Obs. rare.- 1
[!N- 3.] In-

correct spelling ; heterography.
1864 in WEBSTER, citing FELTHAM.



INOSCULATE.

I-nortured, ME. pa. pple. of NURTURE v.

I-nosate, a salt of INOSIC acid, q v.

Inosculate (iiyikirflc't ,
v.

[t".
IN-- -r L.

istulare to furnish with a mouth or outlet, e.g. the

vein-; (Cslius Aurelianus), f. ftculum, dim. of ps

mouth (also a kiss, whence pscuiare, -art to kiss).
The transitive uses occur chiefly in the passive voice.]

1. intr. Of blood-vessels, etc. : To open into

each other, to unite or join by running together ;

to have connexion terminally ; to anastomose.

1683 SHAPE Anal. Horse \. xxi. (1686) 44 Interwoven with

the Veins, with which yet they do no where inosculate

1737 BRACKEN ffarriery fmfr. (1757) II. 181 The Veins and
Arteries cannot inosculate with one another, to make the Parts

udhere, 1754-64 SMELLIE Midwif. I. 134 The arteries..

at last end in small capillaries that inosculate with the veins.

1835-6 Toon Cycl. Ana.'. I. 748/2 The arteries of opposite
sides inosculate with each other.

2. Of fibres, solid parts, etc. : To unite by inter-

penetrating or fitting closely into each other.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theffl. v. viii. (1727) 306 This fifth Con-
jugation of Nerves is branch'd..to the Praecordia also, in

some Measure, by inosculating with one of its Nerves. 1816
KIRBY & Sr. Eiitomol. (1843) I. 332 Which grooves by
means of a most curious apparatus of hooks like those in
the laminae of a feather inosculate into each other. 1835
KIRBY Hat. f, Inst. Anint. II. xvii. 168 The thigh inoscu-
lates with the lower part of. .the nameless bone. 1874 CAR-
NTER Meat. Phys. I. ii. 37 (1879) 36 Minute fibrillae,

which seem to inosculate with each other, so as to form
a network.

3. trans. To cause (blood-vessels, or the like) to

open into each other ; to connect by anastomosis.
734 W. GIFFARD Cases Midmif, Ivi. 128 The mouths of

its vessels which were before inosculated into the Placenta.

1744 BERKF.LEY Sin's 34 Capillary arteries in the trunk,
into which are inosculated other vessels of the bark. 1829
SOUTHEY Sir T. More I. 171 The vessels of the tumour are
. . inosculated into some of the principal veins and arteries.

4. To cause (fibres, or the like) to interpenetrate
or pass into each other.

1671 GREW Anal. PI. i. ii. 14 'Tis most probable, that
none of their Fibres are truly inosculated, saving perhaps
in the Plexures. 1673 Anat. Roots iii. 14 They seem
.. where they are Braced, to be Inosculated ; so as to be

pervious one into another. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv.
iii. 129 The Branches of one of the auditory Nerves . . [are]
inosculated with the Nerves to go to the Heart and Breast.
1811-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 325 The tumour was
so adherent to other organs, and . . inosculated with the
omentum, that excision was impracticable.
5. transf. and fig. a. intr. To pass into ; to

join or unite so as to become continuous
;
to blend.

1836 Blackm. Mag. XXXIX. 299 Mysticism, pantheism,
and scepticism . . to use a medical term, inosculate, and lead

damental rule. 1830 l-'rascr's Maf. I. 548 How can you,
then, . . inosculate yourselves among the heathen before that
day arnves? a 1849 H. COLERIDGE J-ss. (1851) II. 39 The
licence lately revived of inosculating the stanzas [of elegiac
measure] should be used sparingly.
Hence Inosculated ///. a., grown together.
1883 J. C. BROWN Forests Eng. 33 In Epping Forest there

ar'y. v"al curious specimens of 'inosculated' oaks
exhibiting the singular mode of growth so designated, by
which two trees are united together.

Inosculating (in?-skirf]<;>tirj),///. a. [f. prec.
+ -INO!.] That inosculates; communicating by
or as by anastomosis

; meeting or running together ;

uniting so as to become continuous.
17.15 TAYLOR in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 347 The Radiuses of

their inosculating Circles. 1753 N. TORRIANO Midiuifry 20
rhere seemed to be inosculating Vessels between the Cho-
rion and Ammon. 1819 CRABBE T. ofHall vi, Drear dark
inosculating lanes. 1854 HOOKER Himal. Jrnls. II. xxx.
337 Intersected by innumerable inosculating channels.

Inosculation (inpkWl-Jw). [n. of action f.

INOSCULATE : cf. L. osculalio vtn&rum the inoscu-
lation of blood-vessels

(
=

dVaerTo/uuorif) in Cielius

Anrelianus.] The action of inosculating; the
opening of two vessels of an animal body, or of
a vegetable, into each other

; anastomosis ; junc-
tion by insertion; hence, applied to the similar
junction of fibres, and generally to any branch-
system ; also to the junction of solid parts which
fit into each other, and generally, to the passing

1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. IT. x. (1879) 420 Our ideas are
thus linked in

'

trains
'

or '

series', which . . inosculate with
each other like the branch lines of a railway.

b. trans. To cause to grow together or unite

closely so as to become continuous.
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M. (1842) 263 The entire body may be considered as one
uninterrupted circle of inosculations, or anastomoses. 1876
E. MKLLOR Priesth. v. 209 The transition (from the Old to

the New Dispensation) was less one of sudden shock than
of gentle inosculation.

Inosic (ain^'zik), a. Chem. [f. a potential *inose

(f.
INO- muscle + -OSE) + -ic.] Of the substance of

muscle ;
in inosic acid, an acid found in the mother-

liquor of the preparation of creatine from flesh-

juice. Its salts are I'nosates.

1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 274 Inosic acid is un-
crystallisable, easily soluble in water, and has a very agree-
able flavour of broth. Ibid., The inosates, heated on plati-
num-foil, decompose, giving off an odour of roast meat.
Inosate of potassium forms elongated quadrilateral prisms.
1878 KINGZETT Anitn. Cltfm. 330.

Inosin (ai'nfJsin). Chem.
[f. as prec. + -IN.]

=
INOSITE.

1865-72 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 274 Inosite (also) Inosin.

Inosinic (ain^si'nik), a. Chem. [f. prec. + -ic.]
In inosinic acid, the earlier name, given by Liebig,
of inosic acid. So Inosi iiate = INOSATE.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Inoscinate, a combination of

inoscmic acid with a salifiable base. 1857 G. BIRD Urin.

liquid from flesh from which the kreatin has' been deposited
contains, among other things, a new acid, the inosinic, the
aqueous solution of which refuses to crystallize.

Inosite (ai'nossit). Chem. [f. *inose (see INOSIC)
+ -ITE.] A non-fermentable saccharine substance

(C 6H 12Oe + 2H2O), isomeric with glucose, disco-
vered by Scherer (1850) in the fluid contained in

the cardiac muscular tissue of the ox, and since
found in other parts of the body and in several

plants. Orig. called inosiii.

1857 G- BIRD Urin. Deposits (ed. 5! 43 Creatine, creati-

nine, inosinic acid, inosite. 1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl.
133/1. 1859 Fmvnes' Man. Chrm. 355 Inosite .. is identical
with phaseomannite, which occurs in unripe beans (Phase-
olus)._ 1897 Alloutt's Syst. Med. IV. 309 The sugars met
with in the urine are dextrose, lactose, and inosite

Inostensible (inpste-nsib'l), a. [IN- .] Not
ostensible

; unavowed. Hence Inoste nsibly adv.
1791 Bnrlie's Corr. (1844) III. 298 The Chevalier .. goes to

England (inostensibly or ostensibly, as shall be thought best)
to act as agent for the princes. 1843 Tail's Mag. X. 139
The deterioration . . was . . progressive and inostensible. 1884
Homil. Monthly Oct. 763 Their sympathies have, either

obviously or inostensibly, been on the side of the strong.
Inou, -ough(e, -0113(6, -ouh, obs. ff. ENOUGH,
ENOW.

tlliou'lld, v. Oi>s. rare- 1
, [a. F. inonde-r

(i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. inundare to IN-
UNDATE : cf. surround.'] trans. To inundate ; to
flood. Cf. INUND.
1657 HDWELL Loiidinop. 13 The Thames often inounds the

hankes about London.

Inouth, var. INWITH Ol>s., within.

In-ower (inou-r). Sc. [f. IN adv. + ower, Sc.
form of OVER.] In towards some point ; esp.
nearer to the fire. (Cf. atoiir, in-ly.)
1813 W. BEATTIE Tales 32 (Jam.) Syne she sets by the

; spinning wheel, Taks them in-o'er, and warms them weel.

I

1816 Sccm
4Aatif. xxvi, The lady carried it in-ower and

j
out-ower wi' her son. 1825-80 JAMIF.SON s.v., Come in-

I onre, come forward, and join the company. In- otter and
Ont-ouer, backwards and forwards. 1885 MRS. OLIPHANT

!

Two Stories Seen [7ns., Ofen Door 75 Lord, let that
woman there draw him inower.

Inoxidable (inp-ksidab'l), a. rare. [IN-
3

;

cf. F. inexydable.] Not oxidable ; inoxidizable.
Hence Inoxidabi-lity.
1841 GROVE Contrili. Sc. in Corr. Pliys. Forces 242 The

inoxidability of the anode. Ihid. 249 The inoxidable metals.
1871 MKRCIER & KING tr. 1'erafs Fr. Earth to Moon viii.

48 Our cannon must be. .indissoluble, and inoxydable by
the corrosive action of acids.

Inoxidizable viiyksidai-zab'l), a. [IN- 3.]
Not oxidizable

; that cannot be oxidized
; incap-

able of rusting.
1864 WEBSTER, Inoxidizalle, Inoxydizalile. 1880 W. C.

ROBERTS Introd. Metallurgy 6 Separating it from precious
or inoxidizable metals. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 76
Ladies' Work Tables, .mounted with engraved Argenton or
Inoxidisable Metal.

Ino-xidize, v. [!N- 3.] trans. To render (iron,
etc.) not liable to oxidize; to keep from oxidizing.
Hence Ino'xidizing vbl. sb.

_
1881 Metal WorldtSo. 3. 35 A new method of protecting

iron from the effects of the atmosphere. . . The inoxydising
process consists in coating the cast or wrought-iron objects
with a silicate composition. 1883 Science I. 103 Paints, . .

enamels, galvanizing, electrodepositing, and what is called
moxidizing ,

are among the many systems now in vogue
to effect the

preservation of iron and steel.

Iiio-xidized, a. [IN- 8J Not oxidized.
1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. u. 411/1 The

newly.formed rjigment is separated from the inoxidized
copper by washing on a sieve.

I-noyed, ME. pa. pple. of NOT v., Obs.

t Inoynt, Inoynted, var. enoint(ed, obs. forms
of ANOINT, ANOINTED.
c 1350 Horn de Cruet in Leg. J?/wrf(i87i) 224 Cristes body..In oynt he was wyt aromat holi writ to fulle. 1400

1'romp. Parv. 262/1 (Pynson) Inoynted, immctus.
Inp- : see IMP-, as in inpale, inpane, etc.

Inpale, error for in pale : see PALE.

IN-PUSHING

I'ii-para:bola. Math. [Cf. IN-CIRCLE.] An
inscribed parabola.
Inparfit(e, -yt, obs. forms of IMPERFECT a.

I I'li-parish. Obs. rare- 1

. [See IN adv. 13 d.]A parish within city or borough bounds.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. II. x. 237 The In-Parishes

until the late Fire.. have increased from 9 to lo..the 16
Out-Parishes have in that time increased from 7 to 12.

In partibus : see IN Lot. prep.
In-parts : see IN adv. 1 2 c.

t I-n-path. nonce-wd. [? f. IN- 3, after L. via

invia.] A way that is no way, an impassable way.
But Stanyhurst may have misunderstood L. itmia and

taken it as=intricate, involved, or internal way.
1583 STANYHURST &neis III. (Arb.) 82 Italy is hence parted

by long crosse dangerus inpaths.

In-patient, In-pensioner : see IN adv. 1 1 a.

Inpayre, obs. form of IMPAIR.

t I'n-peniiy. Obs.
[f.

IN adv. 1 2 + PENNY.]A payment on coming in ; entrance-money.
? 13.. Regist. Mmast. Cokesford (Spelman), De Inpeny et

Outpeny, consuetudo talis est in villa de East Rudham . .

unum denarium. .pro ingressu suo.

I-n-pent, ppl. a. [f. IN adv. 1 1 b + PENT ; cf.

IMPENT.] Pent in.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iii, Whose in-pent
thoughts him long time having pained.

I'n-pentahe dron. Math. [Cf. IN-CIRCLE.]
An inscribed pentahedron.
Inpermixt, variant of IMPERMIXT a. Obs.

1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 157 Men inpermixte with
other naciones.

In perpetuum : see IN Lot. prep.
Inpersua-dable, obs. f. IMPERSUADABLE.
1713 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield, Mass. (1895) I. 350

She continued inpersuadable to speak.

Inpeteous, Inphant, Inpight, Inplije, obs.

ff. IMPETUOUS, INFANT, IMPIGHT, IMPLY.

Inplacable, obs. form of IMPLACABLE.
1650 H. MORE in Enthtis. Tri. (1656) Fj b, An inplacable

enmity to immorality and foolery.

Inplu-me, en-, obs. var. IMPLUME, EMPLUME.
1611 FLORIO, lurpennare, to enfeather, to enplume. Ibid.,

Infennacchiart, to infeather, to inplurae.

Inpoi'son, obs. var. of enpoison, EMPOISON.
r 1440 Promp. Pan', 262/1 Inpoysyon, or poysnyn . .

,
in-

toxico. 1611 FLORIO, Itinelenare, to inpoison, to inuenome

I'n-po:lygon. Math. [Cf. IN-CIBCLE.] An
inscribed polygon.
In pontifical!bus : see IN I.at. prep.
Inport, -portable, -portune, -possible,

-potence, obs. ff. IMPORT, etc. In posse : see
POSSE. Inpossession, obs. f. IMPOSITION.

Inponr (i-n,po<>j), sb. [!N adv. u d.] A pour-
ing in ; inflow, inrush.

1885 Manch. Exam. 5 May 5/2 A rush ofgas, followed by a
tremendous inpour ofwater. 1893 E. PEACOCK in Reliquary
Apr. 102 The whole of the period . . was harassed by the in-

pour of barbarians.

Inpou-r, v. rare. [!N- '.] intr. To pour in.

1885 L. OLIPHANT Syiiipneumata xviii. 269 At every hour
of the sweet repose when life inpours.
I nipou:red, ///. a. [IN adv. 1 1 b.] That is

poured in.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. \. iv. (1839) 27 If it be false to say
that virtue can be poured .. the words inpoured virtue., are
as absurd and insignificant as a round quadrangle. 1864
H. FALCONER in Rea.ier 5 Mar. 302/1 The southern end of
the lake has been filled up by the deposition of inpoured silt.

I'UipOUrring, vbl. sb. [!N adv. 1 1 c.] The
action or fact ot pouring in.

1721 R. KEITH tr. T. a Kempis' Solil. Soul x. 177, I am
like a soured Vessel and wholly unworthy of the Inpouring
of thy good Spirit. 1860 PUSEY Min. Profit. 225 There
shall be one unceasing inpouring of riches.

I -

Uipou:ring, ///. a. \l-sadv. na.] That
pours or rashes in.

1853 FARADAY in Bence Jones Li/e(iSjo) 11.307, 1 thought
it better to stop the inpouring flood. 1884 G. MEREDITH in
Forln. Rev. Dec. 738 One among the inpouring passengers.

Inpoveryssh, -practicable, -pravable,
etc. : see IMP-. In principle : see IN Lot. prep.
Inprint, Inprinter, Inprison, etc., obs. ff.

IMPRINT v., IMPRINTER, IMPRISON, etc.
1611 FLORIO, Impressore, an inprinter, a stamper. 1658 A.

Fox Witrtz' Surf. ii. xxvii. 179 Splinters will hardly be so
broad as to keep the roulers off from in-printing.

t Inpronnnciable, a. Obs. rare 1
. [IN-S.]

Not to be pronounced or uttered
; unutterable.

155* LYNDESAY Monarche 6069 With hart it is vnthynk-
abyll And with toungis Inpronunciabyll.

Inpropo-rtionable, var. IMPROPORTIONABLE.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 211 Three small plumes short

and inproportionable.
In propria persona : see IN Lat. prep.
Inprynt, -pudence, -pudent, -pugn: see

IMPRINT, etc. Inpurple, obs. var. of EMPURPLE.
t Inpu-rtured, pa. pple. Obs. =

importrayed:
cf. IMPORTURAIT.
1516 SKF.LTON Magnyf. 1570 Inpurtured with fetures after

your purpose.

I'n-pu:shing, vbl. sb. \i.push in (see IN adv.
1 1 c) + -ING 1.] The action of pushing in.

1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. I. Introd. i iThis isaccomplished by
inpushings of the epiblast at the extremities of ihe body.



INPUT.

I'Uiput, sb. Sc. [IN adv. lid.] A sum put
in ;

a contribution.

1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 421/1 An input of four guineas was
run for by a white galloway . . and a bay mare. 1766 W.
GORDON Gen, Counting-ho. n My account . . is debited for

my inputs. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xii, Ilka ane to be liable

for their ain input. 1859 W. ANDERSON Disc. (1860) 163
The half crown, yea sixpenny, skip-the-plate . . in-put of

wealthy merchants and landlords . . is all made manifest.

t Inptl't, v. Obs. Also 4 yn-, 6 Sc. imput(e,
6-7 imputt. [f. IN- 1 or IN adv. + PUT v. : in

earliest quots. after L. importers.]
1. trans. To pnt on, impose.
1381 WYCLIF i Mace. xi. 13 Ptholome . . ynputtide two

dyademes to his hed, of Egipt and Asie. Acts xxviii. 3
Whanne Poul haddegederid sum multitude of kittingis of

vynes, and ynputt on the fyer. 1387-8 T, USK 7'est. Love
II. ii. (Skeat) 1. 120 That . . maner of necessyte be input to

gentilmen, that they shulden not varien fro the vertues of
their auncestres.

2. To put in, set, or place (in some position). Sc.

I557~7S Diurnal Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 152 Thay . .

detrudit the Ministarie of Goddis word, and imputt in thair

places preistis to celebrate mess againe. 1503 Sc. Acts

fas. l'I (1814) 48 (Jam.) It salbe lesum to the said Mr.

cunyiour to imputt and outputt forgearis, prentaris, and all

vthiris thingis belanging to the said office. 1652 Z. BOYD
Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 24/2 Quhome I . . surrogat sub-

stitute and imputte in my full richt tytill and place of the

samyn. a 1670 SPALDING Tronb. Chas. I (1829) II. 30 Thay
first mell with the five cinque portis, inputtis and outputtis

governouris at their plesour.

Hence I'nput///. a., I-iipivttiug vbl. sb. Also

I'npn-tter, one who puts in.

Quots. a 1578 refer to the imprisonment of James III in

Edinburgh Castle by the Scottish lords.

1498 Acta Dam. Cone. 320 (Jam.) That the said Thomas. .

has done na wrang in the inputting of the saidis gudis in

the said tennement again. 01578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 177 All letteris and commande-
mentis and procliematiounis was gevin and maid in his

name, lyke as they war befoir his imputing. Ibid., The
lordis. .that was his inputtaris. Ibid. 178 Desyrand support
. .quhairby he might be relaxit out of the castell of Edin-

burgh and to be revengit of his imputtaris. Ibid. 183 Cer-
tane lordis . . quho was the consallouris of the maist pairt of

his imputing. 1839 LOCKHAHT Ballantyne-HumbugHandled
34 The whole input stock was gone.

Input(e, -putrible, -pytuous, etc. : see IMP-.

I'n-qua:dric. Math. [Cf. IN-CIBCLE.] An
inscribed quadric. So rn-cinadrila teral, an in-

scribed quadrilateral.
I nquai-ntance. nonce-wd., fancifully used by
(and after) Coleridge for ' intimate acquaintance '.

So Inquai-nted ppl. a.

a 1834 COLERIDGE in Fraser's Mag. (1835) XI. 54 Friend-

ships .. The sorts, methinks, may be reduced to three.

Acquaintance many, and Gwquaintance few; But for Ac-

quaintance I know only two The friend I've mourned
with, and the maid I woo ! 1840 Ibid. XXII. 613 There
must be a want of '

inquaintance
'

(if I may borrow Cole-

ridge's word) with the spirit of Shakspeare's plays. 1849
Ibid. XL. 537 Both were intimately acquainted, or rather,
in Coleridge's fanciful phraseology, inquainted, with the
works of Plutarch and Montaigne.

t Inquart. Obs. rare. [a. F. inquart (Littri).]
= INQUARTATION.
1683 SALMON Doron Med. I. 315 The calcination of Gold

by the '

Inquart
'

: The name of Inquart is given to this Im-
mersive calcination of Gold.

Inqua'rtate, v. rare. [f. prec. or next : see

-ATE 3.] trans. To separate (gold) from silver by
quartation. Hence Inqua-rtated ///. a.

1868 SEYD Bullion 214 The inquartated Button obtained
is flattened on an anvil.

Inquarta'tion. rare. [?a. F. inquartation

(Littre).] The process of separating gold from

silver by means of nitric acid : see QUARTATION.
1881 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss. 1898 Chantb. Jrnl. I.

713/1 Many minor processes, such as roasting, scorincation,
and inquartation, enter into the work done in assay.

Inquarter, var. ENQUARTER, to quarter (troops).

In-Ciua'rto. rare. [f. phrase in quarto (see

QUARTO) ; cf. F. in-qitarto.~\ A volume in quarto ;

a quarto book.

1865 Pall Mall G. No. 126. 5/1 To form a thin in-quarto.

Inqueir, inquere, obs. Sc. K. INQUIRE v.

Unquenchable,". Obs. rare- 1
. [!N- 3.]

Unquenchable.
'577 DEE Relat. Sfir. I. (1659) 56 Almost for ever buried

in a lake of ignorance, and inquenchable flame.

t Inque-red, a. Obs. rare 1
. [?pa. pple. of

*inquere, a. F. enqueurer to put into the heart, to

instruct (Godef.) ;
cf. PERQUERE.] Instructed.

Well inquered, well-bred, well-mannered.
c 1440 Promp. Para. 521/1 Wei tetchyd, or inqyeryd (JK,
H, well condiciond or maneryd, .S

1

. welle techyd or inqweryd),
morosus, vel bene morigeratits.

Inquest (i'nkwest), sb. Forms : 3 anqueste,

4-5 enqueste, 5-7 enquest, 5- inquest, (6 St.

-queist). [a. OF. enqueste= Pr. enquesta, It. in-

chiesta, Romanic and med.L. inquesta, sb. from fem.

pa. pple. of Com. Romanic *inquerlre (L. in-

quirer^, It. inchierere, inchiedere, Pr. enquerre,

cnquercr, OF. enquerre, mod.F. enquerir to IN-

QUIRE ; analogous to sbs. in -ata, -at/a, -ee : see

-ADE. The spelling with in-, though frequent in

VOL. V.
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the 1 7th c., was not finally established until the
1 8th c. The pronunciation inquest, whence the

aphetic 'quest, came down to the end of the 1 7th c.]
1. A legal or judicial inquiry to ascertain or de-

cide a matter of fact, esp. one made by a jury in a
civil or criminal case. Formerly, a general term
for all formal or official inquiries into matters of

public or state interest, as fixing of prices, valua-
tion of property with reference to assessments, etc.

Now mostly = ' coroner's inquest
'

(see CORONER).
Great Inquest, an appellation sometimes given to the

Domesday inquiry and valuation.
a.. ( uoo Be/iet 387 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 117 poru an-queste

[f. r. enqueste] he let boruj be contreies an-quere Hov muche
ech Man scholde paije. c 1325 Poem times Edw. II (Percy)
Ixx, Other wit[h] a fals enquest Hang him by the throte. 1393
LANCL. P. PI. C. Vl. 57 Clerkes . . Sholde nober swynke ne
swete ne swere at enquestes. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6977 Many
tymes I make enquestes..To dele with other mennes thing,
That is to me a gret lykyng. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675)
226 Enquest shall be by custom of the Realm, between party
and party. 1641 Termes de la Ley 137 b, Enqnest is that

inquiry which is made by Jurors in all causes civill or
criminall touching the matter in fact. And such inquirie is

either of office or at the mise of the parties. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. IX. ii. 4 He was indicted upon that Certificat
in the County of Middlesex by the common Jury of enquest
in the Kings-Bench for that County. ,

0. 1483 Cath. AngL 196/2 An Inqwest, Inquesicio, duo-
dena. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 320 If any were distrain'd
to bee made Knight, hailing neither in Fee, nor for life,

twentie pounds reuenue, and the same were prou'd .. by
inquest, he should be discharg'd. i6o R. COKE Power #
Subj. 193 Indicted of such offences by solemn inquest of
lawful men in the Kings Court. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 10
We have caused a general Inquest to be made into all the
Tolls which are raised upon all the Rivers in Our Kingdom.
1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. i. 42 Arbitrary inquests
for offences and illegal modes of punishment. 1865 DICKENS
flfut. Fr. l. iii, There being nothing more to be done until

the inquest was held next day. 1874 STUDBS Const. Hist.
I. ix. 275 The great inquest of all, the Domesday survey.
1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal HI. iii. 44 You had better go
and watch the inquest, and make yourself useful to the
coroner.

b. f Court of Inquest (see quot. 1706). f Hali-

fax Inquest, a summary trial. Inquest of Office,

a. (see quot. 1768); b. 'loosely used of an in-

quiry into a person's right to the possession of an
office held by the government to be forfeited '([7.S.).

1597-8 Br. HALL Sal. iv. i. 18 Some more strait-lac'd

luror of the rest, Impannel'd ofan Haly-Fax inquest. 1706
PHILLIPS, Tlie Court of Inquest, at Guild-hall, London, a

particular Court that takes Cognizance of and determines
all Complaints preferred for Debt by one Citizen against
another under the sum of Forty Shillings. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Conim. III. xvii. 258 Inquisition or inquest ofoffice . .is

an enquiry made by the king's officer, .or by commissioners

specially appointed ( concerning any matter that intitles the

king to the possession of lands or tenements, goods or chat-

tels. 1876 DIGBY Real Prof. x. 3 (i). 390 The practice is

for the Crown to institute an '

inquest of office ', usually
before commissioners appointed -for the purpose, for the

Eurpose
of determining whether the tenant died without

saving an heir. 1882 H. ADAMS ?. Randolph vi. 133 The
proceeding was a mere inquest of office under a judicial
form.

c. In figurative applications. Great, last, general

inquest, the last Judgement.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 94 Al desceyved schel he be, Wanne

Cometh the gretfi enqueste. 1659 Gentl. Calling (1696) 80
If now we proceed to the last part of the Rich man's Duty
. . we may without an Augur divine the return of that In-

quest. 1669 PENS No Cross I. iv. 21 In the solemn and

feneral
Inquest upon the World. 1784 COWPER Tasku. 135

t burns down to earth, And in the furious inquest that it

makes On God's behalf, lays waste his fairest works. 1885
S. Cox Exfos. Ser. i. ix. 115 The searching inquest of the

Judge eternal.

2. The body of men appointed to hold a legal

inquiry ;
a jury ;

now esp. a coroner's jury.
c 1303 Pilate 196 in E. E. Poems (1862) 116 penqueste vpe

him seide bat he destruyde cure lawe . . And ic . . Moste
nede 3yue be dom whan benqueste sede. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vii. 341 The mayre, aldremen, and shryuys, with
the sayde enqueste and foure men of euery warde, were

chargyd to appere at Westmynster. 1503 Presentm. Juries
in Surtees Misc. (1888) 30 In the presens of all the hole

inquest, & many ober. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 793,
In suche case where the enquest may say their verdit at

large. 1623 GOUGE Serm. Extent GotCs Provid. I 15 The
Coroner and his Inquest comming to view the bodies, found

remaining but 63. 1809 BAWDWEN Domesday Bk. 623 The
inquest say that Gerneber had thirteen acres of wood, and

25 acres of arable land in Irnham. 1863 H. Cox Instil, ii.

iii. 345 Where tire object is inquiry and information only,

the jury is sometimes called an Inquest.

b. Grand or great inquest
= Grand JURY ; grand

(or great) inquest of the nation, applied to the

House of Commons.
1467 Ordin. Worcester xi. in Eng. Gilds 382 That the

price of ale be sessed at euery lawday by the gret enquest.
Ibid. xxii. 385 The grete enquest shalfe provide .. wheber
the pageant shuld go that yere or no. 1629 LYNDE Via.

Tula 241, I will giue another summons to the prime men,
euen of their grand Inquest, who without partiality, wilt

testifie on our behalfe. 1660 Trial Regie. 9 Gentlemen,
You are the Grand Inquest for the Body of this County of

Middlesex. [1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Nccess. 438 The lower

house or Representative of the Commons are but as a Court

of grand Enquest to exhibit the grievances of the Nation
and the People.] 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent, p. cxiv,

The House of Commons (who are the grand Inquest of the

Kingdom). 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 193

INQUIET.

Adjournment of the Grand Jury. Gentlemen of the Grand
Inquest, the Court dismisses you for this Time. 1769
Bl-ACKSTONEOff/w. IV. xix. 256 An impeachment before the
lords by the commons of Great Britain, in parliament, is. .

a ^presentment to the most high and supreme court of
criminal jurisdiction by the most solemn grand inquest of
the whole kingdom. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxii. IV.
748 If he is guilty of partiality, he maybe called to account
by the great inquest of the nation.

3. In general sense.

t a. An inquiry or question ; a questioning.
c 1340 Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 1056 For-by, sir, J>is enquest I re-

quire yow here, pat ;e me telle with traw^e, if euer Je tale
herde Of be grene chapel. 1671 FLA VEL Fount, ofLife ii.

32 The grand Inquest of Conscience is : Is God satisfied ?

1853 DE QUINCEY Auiobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 21, I wearied the
heavens with my inquest of beseeching looks.

t b. A search or investigation in order to find

something ;
a pursuit ; a research. In early use,

esp., a knightly expedition in pursuit of something
or in quest of adventures; a quest. Const, for
(of, after). Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. ii. heading, How a damoysel
came in to the courte, & desyred a knyght to take on hym
an enquest. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn vi. 25 He founde
the foot of the hors of hym for whom he wente in enqueste.
1590 SPENSER .F. Q. HI. ii. 4 To aske..what uncouth wind
Brought her into those partes, and what inquest Made her
dissemble her disguised kind ? 1621 QUARLES Dhi. Poems,
Esther (1638) no Let strict Inquest and carefull Inqui-
sition In all the Realme be made . . For Comely Virgins,
beautiful! and young. 1651 WALTON Life Wotton in Reliq.
bvij, The City and University were both in a perplext En-
quest of the Thieves, c 1667 SOUTH Serm. (1737) I. vi. 225
This is the laborious and vexatious inquest, that the soul
must make after science.

c. Inquiry or investigation (info something).
Now rare.

1625 GILL Sacr. Philos. iv. 57 What can the soule and
understanding bee busied about, but onely in the enquirie
of that trueth and wisedome which God hath manifested in

the creature? But whether this inquest shall be immedi-
ately after the soules departure from the body, or at the
time of restitution . . I cannot define. 1645 QUARLES Sol.
Recant, vn. xxvii, By strict enquest into their sev'rall ways.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 241 By the Cost and Inquest
of this Pious Benefactor, Sweeter Waters are at this time

produced. 1837 EMERSON Amer. Scholar Wks. (Bohn) II.

178 Let it receive from another mind its truth .. without

periods of solitude, inquest, and self recovery, and a fatal

disservice is done.

4. attrib. or Comb., as inquest jury, a jury of

inquiry: see INQUIRY 3; f inquest-man, a member
of a wardmote inquest (of the city of London) ;

inquest-room, the room in which a coroner's in-

quest is held.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 17 Fourteen inquest-men. Ibid.

373 This ward . . has 20 wardmote inquest-men. 1825 J.
NEWELL An Enquiry, etc. 31 Called in the City of London
the Inquest Jury, and in the City of Westminster Leet and
Annoyance Jury : and which Inquest Jury for its. wisdom,
usefulness, importance and power to a certain extent is not

surpassed by any other. 1845 M RS. NORTON Child ofIslands
(1846) 109 We to the Inquest-Room, to hear in vain, Descrip-
tion of the strong convulsive throes. . By which a struggling
life gets rid at last of pain.

t Inque'St,/<z.///<?. Sc. Obs. rare'1
, [ad. med.

L. inquest-us for L. inquTstttis : see prec. Used
as pa. pple. of inquere, INQUIRE ;

cf. CONQUEST pa.

pple."] Inquired, questioned.
[1566 BP. OF Ross in Keith Hist. Ch. Scot. App. (1734) 135
Hir Majestic maid ane Depesche befoir sche fell seik, hot

at this present may nocht be inquest thairof.

f Inque-stionably, adv. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.]

Unquestionably.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 500 Though it be

not . . inquestionably to bee beleeved.

Inque'Stual, a. rare. [f. med.L. inquestus

(see prec.), taken as ?<-stem, like L. qusstus + -AL.]
Fixed by inquest.

1878 R. W. EYTON Key to Domesday 5 There are many
cases . . where the inquestual extents of demesnes are either

reduced or increased by Domesday.
Inquiery, obs. form of INQUIRY.

t Inquiesee-ntial, a. Obs. rare-", [f. IN- 3

+ L. quiiscentia rest, QUIESCENCE + -AL.] Having
no rest or quiescence. Hence f Inquiesce'ntial-
ness (rare

1

).

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 425 Amongst the many other sad

..troubles, this of the Mariners inquiescentialness is none
of the inferiour ones. If the winds begin. .ten thousand

sail..dance after the musick.

t Inqni'et, sb. Obs. rare
-

'. [f.
IN- 3 + QUIET

sb., pern, after L. inquies, quiet-em.'] Absence of

quiet ; inquietude ; disquiet.
a 1684 LEIGHTON Serm. Wks. (1868) 410 Sinful liberty

breeds mquiet.

Inquiet (inkwai-et), a. [ad. L. inquiet-us, f.

in- (IN- 3) + quietus QUIET. Cf. F. inquiet (i6th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not quiet.

1 1. Restless, turbulent, troublesome. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Thess. iii. 7 How it bihoueth for to sue vs.

For we weren not inquyet among sou. Ibid, n We han
herd summe among jou for to wandre inquyet, no thing

worchinge. 1533 MORE Detell. Salem Wks. 961/2 Inquiete
vnrestfull wretches. 1552 HULOET, Inquiet, importvnus.
2. Mentally disturbed ; uneasy, anxious, rare.

1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione n.
yi. 183 An euyll con-

science is euer ferefull impacyent and inquyete. Itid. in.

xxxiii. 223 Nat to be inquyete of mannes iugement. 1805
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INQUIET.

tr. A. La Fmtaines Hermann * Emilia II. Jo6 Lebrechl

was inquiel, wilh hi* hand upon his bnMM.
Inqttiet (inkwsi-et , v. Now rare. Also 6

inquyit, perron, enquyet). [a. I', int/iiu'ter

(iith c.}, ad. L. inqiiietdre, (. inquiftus : see

prec.] /ra/w. To destroy the quiet of; to disquiet.

1. To prevent (a person) from living in peace

and quietness ;
to annoy, molest, harass.

M3 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxlon 1483) iv. xxxv. 83 Tho that

wyllen be bcsy for to inquyeten and lettcn the peple by

theyr malyce outc of rcste and pees. 1530-1 Act 22

Hin. VIII, c. 15 His saide subiectes.. shall [not] be sued,

vocation-Man 35 They were frequently
and oftentimes

arrested and inquieted in their Coming. iSia SIR R.WILSON
Priv. Diary I. 6, I passed the night pretty well, but a little

inquieted by mosquitoes.

f2. To render uneasy; to disquiet; to disturb

(in mind). Obs. or arch,

1486 Surtees Misc. (1888) 47 M. John Harington hath
been lately inquietid by untrue report maide of hyme. 1494
FABYAN Chron. v. cxv. 88 The mystruste that he had in

them many tymes inquyeted hym. 1508 FISHER 7 Ptnit.

I's. vi. Wks. (E. E. T. S.) 12
Conscience,

.croketh the wyll
and enquyeteth the soule. 1540 MORYSINE Vive? Introd.

Wysd. D b, What . . foolysshenes is it, to inquiete thy mynde,
whyles thou studies! to delyte it ? 1815 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Let. 12 June in Diary (1846) VII. 189 This delay. . inquieted
notre ami. 18*8 LANDOR hntig. Com'. Wks. 1846 I. 339/1
To fill his bosom with every .. thorny plant that might
pierce, blister, or inquiet it.

t Inquretance. Obs. rare- '. [f. INQUIET v.

+ -ANCE: cf. med.L. quie/antia.~\ next.

1531 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 96 The . .

Comissarie demaundyd .. diverse questions .. to the great
inquietance of the. . Mayer.

luquietation (,inkw3i|et/''j3n). arch. fa. OF.

inquulation (1342 in Godef.), ad. med.L. inquie-
tation-em, n. of action f. inquietdre to INQUIET.]
The action of inqnieting, disturbing, or molesting;
the fact or condition of being inquieted ; =next.
1461 Rolls Parlt. V. 487/2 Extorcions, Robberies, Murdres

been multiplied and contynued within this Reame, to the

grete disturbaunce and inquietation of the same. 1530-1
Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Preamble, The inquyetacion and
damage of the Kyngs people. 1647 TRAPP Comtn. Matt.
xiii. 23 Thine earnest pantings, inquietations, and desires of
better cannot but commend thee much to God. 1684 tr.

Bonet's Merc. Comfit^. XIX. 727 The Disease to which a con-
tinual inquietation is joined, is terminated within four dayes.

[1878 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch, Eng. I. i. 39 During the same
period the complaints of the clergy concerning the inquieta-
tion of the times never ceased.]

Inqui'eting, vbl. sb. [f. INQUIET v. + -INQ!.]
The action of disturbing or molesting ; the condi-

tion of being disturbed or disquieted.
107 WARHAM Let. to Wolsey in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)

1. App. xv. 33 It is a great trouble, vexation, and inquyetyng
to be callyd afore your graces commissaries and mine. 1531
in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 100 Enquyetyng of
the Students, and . .greatt hynderans. 1660 R. COKE Ptnver
Sf Subj. 201 Without quarrel, inquieting, or vexation of our
heirs.

Inqui'etly, adv. rare. [f. INQUIET a. + -LY 2
.

Cf. L. inquiete.} In an inquiet or uneasy manner.
1893 VIZETELLY Glances Back \. xvi. 313 The duchess,

after glancing inquietly at me . . advanced a few paces.

t Inqui'etness. Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The condition of being inquiet ; inquietude.
150* ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione in. xxxiii. 223 Of inor-

dynat loue & vayne drede Cometh all inquietnes of herte
and dystruccyon of soule. 1516 in Gross Gild Merck. II.

381 To the grete trouble, inquietnes and empoueresshement
of the same Towne. 1570 BUCHANAN Admonit. Wks. (1892)
33Devysing of

general! inquietnes throw y3 haill realme.

Inquietude (inkwai-etiad). [a. F. inquietude
(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. late L. inquietude,
n. of condition f. inquielus INQUIET a.]
1 1. The fact or condition of being inquieted or

having one's quiet disturbed ; disturbance. Obs.
c 1440 CAPGKAVE Life St. Kath. i. 355 Of many thinges

was sche sor a-gast, But most of inquietude, a 1639 WOT-
TON Life Dk. Buckhm. in Rtliq. (1651) 104 Having had
such experience of his fidelity.: he. .found himself engaged
in honour . . to support him . . from any further inquietude.
1748 Anson's Voy. n. v. 178 The Commodore.. giving strict
orders that they [the female prisoners] should receive no
kind of inquietude or molestation whatever. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFFE Italian iii. 20 Guard her from inquietude as vigi-
lantly as I have done.

2. Med. Restlessness (of the body), caused by pain,
uneasiness, or debility.

166: _
a various turning of the body, ancTmemrjers, caused' by
matter molesting the sentient parts. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig.
Sacr. in. iii. 8 The inquietude, aches, and infirmities of
old age. i8a-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 638 A general
soreness over the body, yawning, inquietude, and most of

w TV.
concomitar"s of a febrile incursion. 1875 H. C.

JD Theraf. (1879) 476 A narcotic, producing in animals
at hrst inquietude, soon followed by paresis.

h 3. Restlessness (of a thing). Obs. rare.

'2 ftj'i^***" '**"* '' ' was struclt *<"> ">e in-
quietude of his eye.
4. Disturbance of mind ; uneasiness, disquietude.
1648 PHILLIPS, Inquietude, restlessness*, want of reposeor quiet of mmde. 160; LD. PRESTON Boetli. MExt

322

We are travelled with Uneasiness, and Inquietude amidst

our largest Enjoyments. 1709 STEF.LF. Tatler No. 142 f 3

The following Letter is what has given me no small In-

quietude. 1794 LD. SHEFFIELD in Ld. Aucklami's Corr.

(1862) III. 168, Gibbon is better, but I am by no means
without inquietude on his account. 1876 BANCROFT Hist.

U. S. IV. xxxvii. 593 His forehead was sometimes marked
with thought, but never with inquietude.

b. //. Disquieting thoughts ; anxieties.

1651 KIRKHAN Clerio A1

- Lozia 122 Since I was first mo-
lested by these inquietudes for your fair Mistress. 1783
COWPER Lett. 29 Sept., Wks. (1876) 140 In the meantime
your philosopher, .escapes a thousand inquietudes to which
the indolent are subject. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iv.

(1875) 176 The very passion of the sister's longing sometimes

inspired torturing inquietudes.

f Inquilinate, v. Obs. rare , [f. ppl. stem
of late L. inquilinare to be a sojourner : see next.]
' To dwell in a strange place

'

(Cockeram, 1623).

Znquiline (rnkwibin), sb. (a.) rare. [ad. L.

inquilinus an indweller in a place not his own, a

sojourner, lodger, f. in- (IN-
2
) + collre to dwell.

Cf. F. inquilin (Cotgr. 1611).]
1. t a. A sojourner, a lodger, an indweller. Obs.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTACU Acts $ Man. (1642) 436 Clemens . .

and Origen, being both natives or inquilines of Alexandria.

2. Zool. An animal which lives in the nest or

abode of another ; a commensal or guest.
1879 F. H. BUTLER in Encycl. Brit. X. 46/1 Besides the

larva of the gall-maker, or the householder, galls usually
contain inquilines or lodgers, the larvae of what are termed
guest-flies or cuckoo-flies. 1882 Athenaeum i July 19/1
Numerous inquilines of other orders of insects (chiefly
beetles) found in ants' nests, which the ants, .never molest,
but even take great care of. 1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. II.

510 There are several genera of gall-flies which, .are known
as guest gall-flies or inquilines.

3. altrib. or as adj.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 36 So sung the

Inquilin-Muse of Bemerton, Mr. Norris.

Hence Inquili-nous ,/. Zool., living in the nest

or abode of another.

1879 F. H. BUTLER in Encycl. Brit. X. 46/1 Some saw-
flies are inquilinous in the galls of gall-ants.

t I'nquinate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. '-

quinare to pollute, etc. Cf. obs. F. inquiner (1519
in Godef.).] trans. To pollute, defile, corrupt.
1541 BECON Christm. Banquet in Early Wks. (1843) 69 We

are. .inquinated, spotted, and defiled. 1646 SIR T. BROWNI;
Pseud. Ep. in. vii. 121 An old opinion it was of that Nation,
that the Ibis feeding upon Serpents, that venemous food so

inquinated their,
.egjges

within their bodies, that they some-
times came forth in Serpentine shapes. 1661 LOVELL Hist.
Anim. 4- Min. 345 False visions are from the vice of the

aqueous humour, inquinated by vapours or humours. 1683
SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. H. | 7 The soul may be foully

inquinated at a very low rate, and a man may be cheaply
vinous, to the perdition of himself.

Hence t I'nquinated ppl. a., polluted, corrupt.
1591 CHETTLE Kind-harts Dr. (1841) 15 These impes of

iniquitie . . draw whole heapes to hearken to their inquinated
cries. 1640 J. H. Motion to Parl. Adv. Learn. 39 These
inquinated prejudices of education. 1650 tr. Caussin's Ang.
Peace 85 The inquinated times of the Hebrew Kings.

Inquination (inkwin^'-Jan). Now rare. [ad.
late L. inquindtion-em (Vulgate), n. of action from

inquindre to INQUINATE. Cf. obs. F. inquination
(Godef.).] The action of polluting, defiling, or

corrupting ; polluted condition. Also (with an and

//.), a defilement, a defiling agent, lit. and_/?^.
1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 257 For the kynde of

lyht ys . . That . . It dyffoundyth the self wyth owte in-

quynacyoun. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Cor. vii. i Let us
cleanse our selves from al inquination of the flesh and spirit.
1626 BACON Sylva 676-7 Their Causes, and Axiomes. .are
meere Inquinations of Experience, and Concoct it not. 1665
NEEDHAM Medela Medic. 410 A venemous Miasma or In-

quination affecting the bloud. 1710 T. FULLER Phariii,
Extemp. 293 It . . obliterates putridinous Inquinations.

is] saves God
.xtemf. 203 It . . obliterates putridinous Inquinations.

1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Lect. xii. 220 [This] saves God
from any derogation of direct intromission with the inquin-
ation of sense.

Inquirable, enquirable (in-, enkwaie-rab'l),
a. Now rare.

[f. INQUIRE v. + -ABLE.] That may
or should be inquired about or into ; that admits
of or calls for inquiry ; open to inquiry. (Chiefly
in legal use.) Also with into.
a. 1485 Act i Hen. VII, c. 7 The same . . Disobeysance

shall be Felony, enquirable and determinable as is aforesaid.

1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 5 i All maner .. thinges en-

quirable presentable or determinable before iusticers of
peace. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. I. I. (1739) 88 This
made the crime enquirable at the common-Law. 1740 Col.
Rec. Pennsylv. IV. 404 Any Thing of this kind . . is more
properly enquirable by others than by us.

/3. a 1547 Petit, in Rye Cromer (1889) 53 All suche
transpases & offences as be . . Inquyreable in Haven
Courts. 1574 J. JONES Nat. Begin. Gnmt. Things 42 So
that it wer requisite at Assises, Sessions, and Smodes, it

were mqueereable. 1651 R. SAUNDERS Plenary Possess. 9
The Third Question inquirable into is [etc.]. 1670 Bushelli
Case in Phenix (1721) I. 423 An Article inquirable in every
Oyer and Terminer. 1766 W. GORDON Gen. Ctninting-ho.
377 The consideration of the note was not inquirable.

t Inqoirance, enquirance. Obs. Forms :

5 enquer-, enquiraunce, -auco, inquyrana, 6

inquyr-, inquiraunee, -auce. [In ME. enquer-
ance (prob. OF. or AF.), f. enquerant, pr. pple. of

enquerre to INQUIBE : see -ANCB.] Inquiry.
1411-10 LYUG. Chron. Troyn, xxx, Of which thynge..

INQUIRE.
I wyll my selfe maken enqueraunce. c 1449 PECOCK Refr.
u. viii. 188 Fro enquirancis whi God chesitb this place.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) i. 376, I commaunde you all . .

after this yong kyng to make good enqueraunce. 1526
TINDALE Acts x. 17 The men . . had made inquyrance for
Simons housse. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 29 Man mought
by art and inq^uiraunce after these attaine or come vnto
knowledge herein.

Inqui-rant, enqui-rant, a. nonce-wd. [irreg.
f. INQUIRE, ENQUIRE + -ANT : cf. F. enquerant. See
also INQUIBENT.] Inquiring.
1811 Blaclcu!. Mag. XI. 163 This aspirant, Though ob-

servant, enquirant .. betray'd the foot cloven.

Inquire, enquire (in-, rakwai'-j),^. Forms:
see A. below. [ME. enquer-e(n, a. OF. enquer-re
(enquer-ant), mod.F. ettgt<e'r-ir

= Pt. enquerer, en-

querre, It. f inquierere, t inchierere, inchiedere :

late pop.L. type 'inquerfreloiinquxrlre (analytical
for cl.L. inquirere), f. in- (IN- '*)

+ quserere to ask.
In Eng. the stem-vowel was conformed to the cl.L.

in i jth c. ; Sc. retained the Fr. form. The prefix

began also to be conformed to L. in 14-15111 c.,

but the half-latinized enquire still subsists beside

inquire : cf. endoss, endorse, indorse.']

A. Illustration of Forms,
a. 3 anquere, 3-6 enquere, 4 enquer.
1*90 Beket 387 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 117 He let borui be

contreies an-quere [Harl. enquere] Hov muche ech Man
scholde paije. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7675 King William
..Let enqueri {v.rr. enquery, enquere] streitliche [etc.].

1:1340 Cursor M. "475 (Trin.) Goob he seide & faste en-

quere how he is born & where, c 1380 Sir Femmb. 2919
panne ofhymen he gan enquer. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton)
Dictes 67 Enquere and seke to haue vertues. 1535 COVER-
DALE i Sam. xxiii. 23, I wyl enquere after him.

/3. 5-7 inquere, Sc. inqueir, 6 inqueere.
14.. Sir Benes (MS. M) 1030 A palmers wede thou shalte

were, So may thou best after hym inquere. 1^87 Barbour's
Bruce iv. 221 Of thingis that he vald Inqueir. 1513 Aft
4 Hen. VIII, c. 20 Preamble, [They] caused a Crouner to
sit and inquere on the vieu of the Bodies. 1563; WiN5ET
Wks. (1890) II. 57 Perchanse sum man wil inqueir. 1574
Inqueere [see INQUIRABLE /3]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 31,
I chiefly doe inquere [rimes heare, neare, weare]. 1663
BUTLER Hud. I. i. 131 Whatever Sceptick could inquere
for, For every why he had a wherefore.

7. 5-6 eiiquyro, cnquier. 5- enquire.
14.. Chaucer's L. G. W. 1152 Dido (MS. Gg. 4. 27), Of

the dedes hath she more enquyrid [4 MSS. enquered, rime
lered]. 1515 LD. BERNERS f'roiss. II. clxxxviii. [clxxxiv.]

575 Than he was enquyred where he had the wyne. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. I. i. 183 Goe presently enquire. 1599

Much Ado i. i. 181 Would you buie her, that you enquier
after her? 1667 MILTON P. L. ill. 571 He stayd not to

enquire. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto^ iii. 47 Enquire who
is without. 1856 (title) Enquire within upon Everything.

5. 5-6 inquyre, 5- inquire.
c 1440 Inquired [see B. 3 b]. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour
F v b, Dylygently inquyred and knowen. 1483 Cath. A ngl.
196/2 To Inquire. 1567 Gude ft Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 100
Thair counsell is to seirche and to Inquyre. 1605 BACON
Adv. Learn, u. i. 5 He inquireth the nature of a common-
wealth. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxvii. 4 To inquire in his temple.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 164 ? 2 To inquire if they had
heard any thing. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. iv, Who scarcely
darest to inquire.

B. Signification.

fl. trans. To search into, seek information or

knowledge concerning, investigate, examine. Obs.
c 1300 Beket 1356 That ae with ous sende, A legat to Enge-

londe : to enquere therofthan ende. 1388 WYCLIF yob x. 6
That thou enquere my wickidnesse and enserche my synne.
1611 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 8 The use of a
Probe, .sometimes to enquire the depth of a wound. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. u. iii. 67 The writings of some,
and Maps of others, are to be enquired. 1787 Generous
Attachm. IV. 168 Its propriety [was] enquired with a de-

gree of scrupulosity that would have done honour to the
most rigid of the Fathers.

( b. To search (a place). Obs. rare,
c 1605 ROWLEY Birth Merl. u. i. 292 Do but inquire this

forest, I'll go with you. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. iv. 520 Who
can the deeps of all the seas enquire.
2. To seek knowledge of (a thing) by putting

a question ;
to ask about ; to request to be told ;

to ask (something) of, Sc. at (a person).
a. with simple object. Now less usual.

c 1305 Pilate 52 in E. E. P. (1862) 112 He wiste wel be

gyle And be maner enquerede of J>e lond. 1388 WYCLIF
Matt. u. 16 Aftir the tyme that he had enquerid of the

astromyens. c 1450 Merlin 44 They enquered tidinges of
Merlin, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton xxiv. 446 Euer enquyr-
ynge newes lor that he sought for. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. V, 76 b, Of whom the duke inquired the numbre of his

enemies. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. L 54 Vou must enquire your
way. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 501 To inquire my inter-

pretation of this dreame. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvlii.

vii, To inquire the character of a servant. 1785 BURNS
Cotter's Saturday Night vii, The wily mother. .Wi' heart,

struck, anxious care, inquires his name. 1805 EMILY CLARK
Banks ofDouro II. no Captain O'Dell enquired Mr. Tay-
lor's residence in town. 1812 BYRON Wks. (1832) II. 202
Before recurring to my own business I could not help en-

quiring that of Sheridan.

b. with interrogative clause as object (in indirect

or, less frequently, direct oration) : To ask, make
the inquiry.

< 1190 [see A. a]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10469 pe king
enquerede of is men al, wat hii awei bere? f 1380 WYCLIF
Stl. Wks. III. 312 Wolde God bat alle..trewe men wolden
enquere where it were betre for to fynde goode prestis bi

fre almes of \K peple. c molpomydon 1 10 Men . .Enquered



INQUIRE.
of men of other centre, Of Calabre lond who was kynge.
1533 FITZHERB. Suru. 2 It is to be inquered how many
feldes are of the demeyns. 1530 PALSGR. 360We enquyre or
demaunde if we haue any parte or porcyon therof. 1611
BIBLE Malt. ii. 7 Herod . .enquired of them diligently what
time the Starre appeared. 1683 RAY Corr. (1848) 132 Visit

him, and inquire of him whether he designs to engrave and
publish any of those icons. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic
(1762) p. viii, They began to enquire how they might
account for these Things. Ibid. p. xiv, Is it enquired ; But
are there not Books enough already? 1824 GALT Rothelan
III. vu. viii. 76, I will inquire at the servants.. if he has

gone out. 1833 HT. MARTINEAO Berkeley the Banker i.

iv. 93
'

May one ask about the forgers ?
'

inquired Fanny.
t C. To ask (a question). 06s. (In first quot.

with dative of person, or double object.)
a 1400-50 Alexander mo Enquire me no}t bat question,

for I queth be it neuer. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
18 Which forbyddeth ony person to enquyre ony suche
questyon.

f8. To seek information from (a person) by
putting a question ; to address a question to, to

question, interrogate ; to ask (some one). 06s.

a. with personal object only, or const, of orfor.
c 1430 Freemasonry 441 They schul enquere every monn . .

3ef any mon mowe be y-fownde gulty. 1461 Pastern Lett.
No. 409 II. 38, I enqueryd hym of the gydyng of my
maystyr yore sone. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg., Man. exam. Lasares Qiij, Than enquyre hym
of his dreames. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 438 Thou no more
with pomp and sacrifice Shalt be inquired at Delphos or else-

where. 1682 DRYDEN Medal 164 [The Bible] was fram'd at

first our Oracle t' enquire.

b. with subordinate interrogative clause.
<r 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 264 pou schalt ben in-

quired whe^er bou dedyst hem for god or for be world. 1549
Compl. Scot. To Rdr. 13 He inquirit annibal, quhat iuge-
inent he hed of his phllosophour phormion. a 1639 SPOT-
TISWOOD Hist. Ch, Scot. v. (1677) 277 Mr. Patrick being

Tiired
. . whether he would submit himself to trial.

intr. To make search or investigation ; to

search, seek; to make inquisition. Const, into,

t of, Rafter.
0-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 247 pe kyng was [to] en-

quere of ber wikked dedes. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's
T. 531 This gentil kyng. .thought he wold enquere Depper
in this cas. Wife's Prol. 316 What nedeth thee of me
to enquere or spyen? a 1500 Sir Belies (Pynson) 3424 In
eche londe do thou enquere After syr Beuys of Hamptowne.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. 11. Introd. 4 Of faery lond yet if he
more inquy_re .. He may it fynd. 1648 D. JENKINS Wks.
(Table), Briberies, Extortions, Monopolies, ought to bee en-

quired after by the House ofCommons. 1711 ADDISON Spect.
No. 63 F 6, I inquired into what they were doing, a 1714
SHARP Serin. II. ii. (R.), And here two things are to be en-

quired into. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emf. viii. (1875) 135
He began by inquiring into the character and manners of
the Pope.
6. intr. To seek information by questioning ;

to

put a question or questions ;
to ask. (In biblical

use often = to consult an oracle, etc.)

"

Const, of,

also (now Sc.) at (the source of information) ;

about, after, y^ (the subject of inquiry). To in-

quire after (a person), to make inquiries about his

welfare, etc., to ask how he is.

c 1375 Cato Major n. vi. in Anglia VII, Enquere not of

priuites Of God, ne eke of heuene. c 1460 Play Sacram.
628 Fast to hym I wold inquere. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt.
ii. 8 Goe and inquire diligently of the childe. 1506 SHAKS.
Tarn. Skr. i. ii. 166, I promist to enquire carefully About
a schoolemaster. 1600 A. Y. L. in. iv. 50 You haue oft

enquired After the Shepheard that complain'd of loue.

1611 BIBLE Gen. xxiv. 57 Wee will call the Damsell, and

enquire at her mouth. i Sam. xxiii. 2 Dauid enquired
of the Lord. i Ckron. xiii. 3 Let us bring againe the

Arke of our God to us : for wee enquired not at it in the

dayes of Saul. 1613 T. LORKIN Let. 8 July in Crt. $ Titties

Jos. 1 (1848) I. 255 Sir Thomas Somerset inquires very kindly
after you. a 1745 SWIFT (J.), To those who inquired about

me, my lover would answer that [etc.]. 1749 FIELDING Tom
yones xil. v, We may expect to meet with somebody to

inquire of. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 45 7 8 When
parents make articles for their children without enquiring
after their consent. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y. 17 Sund. Trin. x,

Dare not to enquire Of Him whose name is Jealous. 1846
TRENCH Mirac. xv. (1862) 256 After this greater offender

they inquire now.

b. To make request (for a thing) ; to ask to see

a person. Const, for (after, obs. or arch.).

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxix. 31, I half inquyrit in mony
a place, For help and confort in this cace. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas. for M. iv. i. 17 Duke. Hath any body enquir'd for

mee here to day? . . Mar. You haue not bin enquir'd after.

1611 BIBLE Acts ix. ii Inquire in the house of ludas, for

one called Saul of Tarsus.

f 6. trans. To seek, search for, try to find. esp.

with out (rarelyforth} : To seek till one finds ;
to

seek out, search out, find out by seeking (often

including the notion of asking: cf. 3). Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 176 Al that I may enquire and seche

Of such deceipte, I telle it al. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret.

(E. E. T. S.) 36 Enquere the on that wolle trewly bere thi

lettris. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 3 b, Enquyre &
seke our lorde, be fixed in hym. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent.

n. iv. 186 Goe on before : I shall enquire you forth. 1596
Merch. V. iv. ii. i Enquire the lewes house out. 1597

ist Pt. Return fr. Parnass. iv. i. 1247 Now good Sexton,
I am tirde . . with enquiringe you. 1675 MARVELL Corr.

cclix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 482 To inquire out the Printer and
Author. 17*5 POPE Odyss. vu. 37 Well known to me the

palace you enquire. 1751 JOHNSON Ramtler No. 98 P 17

He.. would enquire out a trade for his eldest son. 1790
Norman f, Bertha II. 165 An unhappy chance conducted

Bertha to my house . . to enquire out your residence.
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fV. trans, (or absol.} To ask for, demand; to

require. Obs. rare.

1313 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 2138 Lamentynge nyght
and day his departure As nature enquyred. 1547-64 BAULD-
WIN Mor, Philos. (Palfr.) iv. v, One friend ought not to
enquire any vniust thing of another. 1656 H. PHILLIPS
Punk. Patt. (1676) 85 Any number of pounds inquired.
^1 8. (trron.*) To call, name. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. 12 The which he cald Canutium,
for his byre; Now Cantium, which Kent we comenly in-

quyre,

t Inqui're, enquire, sb. Obs. Also 6 in-

quere, inquyre. [f. prec. vb.] The action, or
an act, of inquiring ; inquiry.
c 1450 Merlin 3 They wende that oure lorde sholde haue

no knowynge of their ordenaunce and enquire. 1525 LD.
BERNERS Froiss. II. clxiii. [clix.] 451 That Betysach was in

prison, and that inquyre was made of his dedes. a 1547
Petit, in Rye Cramer (iSBg) 53 Those trespases and offences
that the Kyngs Highnes hath alweys hadd the Inquere and
punyssement of. 1600 Look About You xxix. in Hazl.

Dodsley VII. 480 Make thy inquire, where mad Gloster
lives. 1638 WILKINS New World I. (1684) 142 Whether they
are there in a Blessed Estate, or else what means there may
be for their Salvation? with many other such Uncertain

Enquires.

Inquired, enquired (in-, enkwaie-ad), ///. a.

rare. [f. INQUIRE v. + -ED 1.] Sought, investi-

gated, asked, required, etc. : see the verb.

1598 FLORIO, Inguisito, examined, enquired. 1684 R. WAL-
LER Nat. Exper. 117 If Experience does not reach the very
bottom of the enquired Truth, yet it goes hard if it strikes

not out some Light.

II Inquirendo (inkwaire'ndo). Law. [L. in-

quirenao,
'

by inquiring ', abl. gerund of inquirers
to INQUIRE.] (See quots.)
1607 COWELL Interpr., Inquirendo^ is an authorise giueu

to a person or persons, to inquire into some thing for the

kings aduantajre. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Inquirendo,
an authority given to some official person to institute an
enquiry concerning the Crown's interests.

t Inqui'rent, a. Obs. rare '. [ad. L. inqul-

rent-em, pr. pple. of inquirere to INQUIRE. Cf. IN-

QUIRANT.] Inquiring.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Economy it. 149 Ev'n Delia's eye As

in a garden, roves, of hues alone Inquirent, curious.

Inquirer, enquirer (in-, enkwaio-rai). [f.

INQUIRE v. + -ER !.] One who inquires ; a seeker,

investigator ; a questioner, interrogator.
1570-74 Bp, Cox Injunct., For the Churchwardens and

Inquirers. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 6 The most
curious man that lived, and the most universal inquirer.

1699 HICKKS in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 283, I pray you.,
to let inquirers know that my Book is advanced to the Iv.

sheet. 1x779 WARBURTON Div. Legal, ix. Introd., Wks.
i8ir VI. 217 Prejudices mislead the Enquirer no less than
his passions. 1859 C- BARKER Asioc. Priuc. iii. 62 These.,
virtues . . ever and anon present themselves to the enquirer.
1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe x. (1894) 226 There is one

great puzzle in store for the critical inquirer. Mod. Nume-
rous inquirers have called during the day.

b. Const, after, into, -\of, etc.

x6ix FLORIO, Innenitore,. .a searcher or inquirer out of any
thing. 1624 GATAKER Transubst. 93 Curious . . enquirers
after the workes of those that were before them. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. VI. i. 278 Eager enquirers in what day of

the month the world began. 1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout
Ess. I. viii. i i. 79 He answereth all sincere inquirers of
truth. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 192 Such rhapsodies our shrewd

discerning youth Learn from expert inquirers after truth.

1834 J. ANGELL JAMES (title) The Anxious Inquirer after

Salvation directed and encouraged. 1880 GRANT WHITE
Every-Day Eng. 76 The inquirers as to the true prormn-
ciation of English are a great multitude.

Inqui-ress, enqui-ress. rare. [Short for*-

quireress, f. prec. + -ESS.] A female inquirer.
1810 Splendid Follies I. r?g

' She's an heiress, my dear

lady.'
' Indeed !

'

replied the enquiress.

Inquiring, enquiring (in-, enkwsio-rin),

vbl. so. [f. INQUIRE v. + -ING !.] The action of

the verb INQTJIKE ; inquiry.
c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 790 By witt and subtil

enqueryng [rime spryng]. 1530 PALSGR. 234/2 Inquyring,
cnquisition. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 74 But this is a

Question
of olde enqueryng [rime hearyng], ifin FLORIO,

nueniinettto,. .an inquiring out.

[f. as prec.

inquire,
Inquiring, enquiring, ///. a. [f.

+ -ING 2
.] That inquires ; disposed to

given to inquiry, inquisitive.
1598 FLORIO, Inquisitiuo, enquiring, searching, seeking,

inquisitiue, busie. 1702 ROWE Tamerl. I. i. 89 Tamerlane
Comes like the Proxy of enquiring Heav'n To Judge and
to Redress. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 55 Jackey..
now comes in with an inquiring Face. 1850 L. HUNT Auto.

Hog. II. xv. 181 Conscientious though not very inquiring

Clergymen. 1898 Daily News 22 Jan. 2/5 But this world

is an inquiring world. This age is an inquiring age.

Hence Inquiringly, enqniTintfly adv., in an

inquiring manner ; with a disposition to, or indi-

cation of, inquiry.
1644 DIGBY Mans Soul (1645) 24 Doubtful! propositions,

which the understanding, .maketh inquiringly to informe it

self of the truth of them. 1821 New Monthly Mag. III. 615

Curiosity has been, .so naturally and so inquiringly awake.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede Hi, Dinah looked at him in-

quiringly.

flnqurrist. Obs. rare. [f. INQUIRE v. +

-1ST.] An inquirer, questioner.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. xlviii. 321 The in-

quirist keeping himself on the reserve as to his employers.

1750 Corr. (1804) IV. 123 So kind an enquirist.

INQUIRY.

t Inqui-rous, a. Obs. rare '. [f. INQUIRE +

-ous.] Inquisitive.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. viii. 373 These Savages . . were still

inquirous, what I was, and whether I went.

Inquiry, enquiry (in-, enkwsio-ri). Forms :

a. 5 enquery, 6-7 enquirie, 6- enquiry. /3. 6

inquery, -rie, inquyrie, 6-7 inquirie, 7 in-

quiery, 6- inquiry. [In 1510 c. enquery, f. en-

quere, INQUIRE v. + -Y : subseq. altered to enquiry,
inquiry, after the vb.] The action, or an act or

course, of inquiring.
1. The action of seeking, esp. (now always) for

truth, knowledge, or information concerning some-

thing; search, research, investigation, examination.
a. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. no It langis to youre lord-

schippe . . As souereyne youre selffe to sitte of enquery. 1581
LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. i. (1602) 363 And this description ex-
cludeth all meetings, that are onely for Enquirie : in so
much as to enquire, and not to heare and determine, is but
a half doing. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. i. 14,
I clearly perceive upon exact enquiry, that to be an animal
doth belong to the nature of man. 1719 YOUNG Revenge v.

ii, Enquiry will discover all. 1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus.
(1789) II. i. 29 Its Notation seems a subject of enquiry, not

unworthy the curiosity of musical readers.

/3. \wfrAurcliotiIsab. (1608) Bvj, The Kyng. .ordeyned,
that the processe with diligent inquirie shuld be formshed.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 98 Without all doubt and
reason for farther inquiry. 1743 J. MORRIS Serm. iii. 69 To
reject the Christian religion without inquiry. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. ix. i. 597 Fields of inquiry which had till then
been unknown.

b. (with//.) A course of inquiry, an investiga-
tion.
a. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 169 b, To call the em-

panelles, for thenquiry, as the use and order is. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Psgua, Ep. I. vii. 27 Many simples unknowne
to his enquiries. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 6 F 4 We gener-
ally spend the Evening. . in Enquiries into Antiquity. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 424 To make a satisfactory enquiry
into what has been said.

f}. l$izAct $HcH.yiI/,c 20 Preamble, Theire adherentes
. . caused a Crouner to sit and inquere .. and for the inquery
therof . . caused to be . . impanelled such parciall and mys-
governed persons. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 48 He
shortly caused inquyries to be made of diverse offences.

1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 126 If you still prosecute the same
studies and inquiries. 1798 WELLINGTON Let. to Tippoo
Sitltaun in Gurw. Dcsp. (1837) I. 5 You will afford every
facility to the conduct of the necessary inquiries. 1868

LOCKYER Elem. Astrpn. iv. (1870) 147 We are now in a

position to proceed with our inquiry.
2. The action of asking or questioning ;

inter-

rogation. (In commercial use = DEMAND s6. 1 4.)
1565 GOLDING Csesar v. 1 16 b, We coulde learne nothinge

splease God. 1611 BIBLE Prov. xx. 25 It i

to the man .. after vowes to make inquirie. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 120 F 4 Upon Enquiry, I was informed that her

Name was Jealousy. 1880 Daily News 26 Feb. 3/2 The
Stock Exchange settlement begun to-day is the chief cause
of the increased inquiry.

b. A question ;
an interrogation, a query.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 54 Of his awne frewyll and

mynde, without any question or enquiry to him made. 1659
D. PELL Improv. Sea. Ded. d b, When they were ready to

depart, a mutual inquiry was made how that they might
meet again. 1715-20 POPE Iliad v. 631 Inquiries none they
made : the dreadful day No pause of words admits. 1814
W. BROWN Hist. Prop. Chr. Heathen II. 30 They made

enquiries at him concerning the character of the inhabitants.

1875 SCRIVENER Lect. Text N. T. 9 Our reply to this

reasonable enquiry is simple, and wholly satisfactory.

3. Court of Inquiry, a court legally constituted

to inquire into and investigate any charge against
an officer or soldier of the army, or any transaction

in which the conduct of persons may be found to

call for proceedings before a court-martial. Jury
ofInquiry, f (a) a Grand Jury (also -\jury of in-

quest: cf. INQUEST si. I, quot. 1655) obs.\ (!>]
a

jury summoned to investigate the subject of a writ

of inquiry. Writ of Inquiry, a writ directing an

inquiry or inquest; spec, that described in quot.

1809.

common order with us is to have them of an odde number,

as 17, 19, or 21, to the ende . . that if they should dissent in

opinion .. there should bee alwayes one to .. cast the bal-

lance. 1800 ADDISON Amer. Law Rep. 21 Brackenndge
asked the direction of the Court to exhibit a judgment for

a penalty in evidence to a jury of enquiry. 1808 WELLING-

TON Let. to Pidteny Malcolm r2 Nov. in Gurw. Desp. (1837)

default, in action, of the case, covenant, trespass, trover

&c. commanding him to summon a jury to inquire what

and a writ of inquiry shall issue to assess the value of the

goods and the damages. 1883 Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7),

Inquiry, Court of, frequently appointed by the Army au-

thorities to ascertain the propriety of resorting to ulterior

proceedings against a person charged before it. The evi-

dence is unsworn.

4. attrib. and Comb., as inquiry -office,
etc.

1888 A. T. PIERSON Evang. Work x. 95 Inquiry-rooms will

be put where no one can go out without passing their open
106- 2



INQUISIBLE.
doors. 1894 Daily .Vtwi 13 Apr. 7/3 Detectives Croxto

nod Gentle said that no doubt since 1889 he had been living

on inquiry fees. 1897 H'cstiH. Gas. 10 Apr. 7/2 Referring

to obstinate South Africa inquiry witnesses.

t Inqui'sible, " Obs. rare, firreg. f. inquis

itf, inqttis-ition
+ -IBLK.] Capable

of being, o

liable to be, inquired into ; subject to inquisition.

ai76 HALE Hist. Placit.Cor. (1736) I. xxxi. 414 If the

body cannot be seen, then it is inquisible before the justices

of over and tcrminer.

t Inquisite, v. Obs. [f. L. iuquisit-, ppl
stem ol inquir!rc to INQUIRE: perh. back-forma-

tion from inquisition. (It corresponds in form to

a L. frequentative of inqulrfre; and also partly
to F. enquiter, OF. enquester, med.LSinguestdre to

make inquest.)]
1. trans. To inquire into, investigate, examine.

Also absol. To make inquiry.
1674 (title) Defensio Legis : Or, the Whole State of Eng-

land Inquisited and Defended for General Satisfaction.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) III. 195 What rather encouraged
them to inquisite the actions of their adversaries. Life
Ld. Guildford (1808) II. 40 (D.) He inquisited with justice
and decorum.
2. To proceed against (a person) by inquisition

or by the method of the Inquisition.
1639 GENTILIS tr. Servita's Inquis. in Hist. Counc, Trent

(1676) 833 That those which are Inquisited or Cited for

Heresie, Hiring within the State, shall be condemned for four

years to Prisons separate from other Prisons. 1651 tr. Life
Father Sarfi (1676) 23 This is all the remedy that can be
had, that such as are so narrowly inquisited may in their
recourse to Rome with their Commissions find Justice.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. viii.

50(17^40) 621 It is a trans-

cendent Justification to be thus inquisited and in every
Re-

spect, acquitted. 1736 CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 223 He is

farther aslced, whether he hath ever been inquisited.

t Inquisite, a. Obs. rare. [In form ad. L.

inqulsit-us, pa. pple. of inqutrSre to INQUIRE : cf.

EXQUISITE ; but with active sense.] Inquisitive.
1808 HELEN ST. VICTOR Ruins ofRigonda\\.^ [He bent

his eyes] in the most firm and inquisite search on his coun-
tenance. 1811 'P. BEAUCHAMP' (G. Grote) Analysis 123
When mankind advance a little in knowledge, and become
inquisite. [In ed. of 1875 altered to inquisitive.}

Inquisition (inkwizi-fan), sb. Forms: 4-7
inquisicion, etc. (with usual interchange in 4-6
of i and y, s and c (sc, ss), -on (-one) and -ou>i), 6

enquisicion, 6- inquisition, [a. OF. inquisi-
tion, -icion (uthc.in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.L. inquisi-
tion-em searching into, examination, legal examina-
tion, n. of action from inqmrZre to INQUIRE. Cf.
It. inquisizione, Sp. inquisicion]
1. The action or process of inquiring or searching

into matters, esp. for the purpose of finding out the
truth or the facts concerning something ; search, in-

quiry, investigation, examination, research ; f scru-

tiny, inspection (obs.}.
1381 WYCLIK Acts xii. 19 Inquicisioun [gloss or sekyng]

maad of keperis, he comaundide hem for to be brou^t.
c 1450 tr. De Imilalione I. iii. 5 Meke knowynge of biself is

more acceptable to god ban depe inquisicion of kunnyng.
< 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 82 Stody with meke inquy-
slssyon . . How I xal have knowynge of Godys wylle. 1335
COVERDALE Eccltts. xi. 7 Whan thou hast made enquisicion,
then refoUrme righteously. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb.
Kent (1826) 71 That the reader may be the more justly
occasioned to make inquisition of the truth. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World in. (1634) 6 Wherein if he have erred, then is
all further inquisition frivolous. 1756 BURKE Subl. fy B. iv.

xxi, The parts . . are yet so minute, as to conceal the figure
of their component parts from the nicest inquisition of the
microscope. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude vin. 536 A simple look
Of child-like inquisition now and then Cast upwards on thy
countenance. 1897 F. HALL in Nation (N.Y.) LXIV. 163/2Nor has it escaped the inquisition of the curious.

b. with //. An act of inquiring, or process of in-

quiry ; a search, an investigation.
<ri44o Cesta Rom. i. xxxviii. 154 (Add. MS.) Anon was

made an Inquysicion, who sawe the Eric turne the playsein the disshe. 1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxi. 223,
I will not care for a friend full of Inquisitions, a 1677 HALE
Contempl. n. 190 Make as speedy an Inquisition as thou
canst, into thy own state, 1735 BERKELEY Def. Fret-think.
Mathem. u, I heartily abhor an inquisition in faith. 1878Bosw. SMITH Carthage 295 By a searching inquisition every
free-born citizen . . had been swept into the ranks.
2. A judicial or official investigation or inquiry,

an inquest; also the document recording such in-

quiry and its result.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 295 Kyng Edward made
hard mquisicioun ajenst evel doers, and ajenst hem bat tres-

:d ajenst (>e crowne, bat manere inquisicioun hijte trail-

HALL Chron., /lei, VIII 55 'The' inquisicion intendid
en at the cytie of London, .afore Thomas Barnewell

T. Littleton's Tenures 52 b, A man before
lot bee sworne in no jurye nor no inquisition.

. /-,. Anal
^343,

Ann. 1653, and 1654, there were

JJW^ taken of the values which all and every parcel

S, fit v
eland

> lded ann ' l6*'- ",7 CHAMBERLAYNE
nL ,J? "I'-

"
-571 (^cm/1 '" n**4 Inquisitions

""tern, of infinite advantage upon Trials of Interest
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1830 STONEHOI SE AxholtnedT, The inhabitants of the Isle

orTJorderers as they are termed in the Inquisition of 1607.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 405/2 Where the king is entitled,

upon the occurrence of certain events, to take possession of

real or personal property previously belonging to a subject,
the facts upon which the king's title accrues must be first

ascertained by an inquisition or inquest of office. 186? 11.

Cox Ittitit. n. x. 546 A defendant may be prosecuted for

murder or manslaughter upon an inquisition, which is the

record of the finding of a jury sworn to inquire concerning
the death of a person super visuru corporis. 1896 Law
Times C. 358/1 R. became a lunatic, and was so found by
inquisition.

3. A". C. Ch. (With capital I.) An ecclesiastical

tribunal (officially styled the Holy Office) for the

suppression of heresy and punishment of heretics,

organized in the I3th century under Innocent III,

under a central governing body at Rome called the

Congregation of the Holy Office.

The Inquisition existed in
Italy, France, the Netherlands,

Spain, Portugal, and the Spanish and Portuguese colonies.

The Spanish Inquisition, reorganized 1478-83, became
notorious in the i6th century for its severities. The Inqui-
sition was abolished in France in 1772, and in Spain finally
in 1834. The Congregation of the Holy Office still exists,
but is chiefly concerned with heretical literature.

1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv.
yiii. 189 That

letteth malycyously the offyce of the sayd inquysycyon.
1568 V. SKINNER tr. Montantts (title'} A Discovery and
Playne Declaration of Sundry Subtill Practices of the Holy
Inquisition of Spayne. jooz WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xliv.

(1612) 2n For not they onely die, but die in lingring Tor-
ments, who Fault to their Inquisition or their falsed Rytes
must doe. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 439 Many.. were
most barbarously abused in the close Prisons of the Inqui-
sition. 1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2724/1 On the 2oth Instant. .

by Order of the Tribunal of the Inquisition at Toledo
. . Eight Jews were burnt alive. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour,
Italy III. 289 [At Rome] they have an inquisition, but it is

neither so severe as those of Portugal and Spain, nor does
it exercise its jurisdiction over foreigners. 185^ PRESCOTT
Philip II, n. ix. (1857) 310 The Spanish Inquisition, with its

train of horrors, seemed to be already in the midst of them.
transf. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. Let. Sir W. Phillips,

10 June, Declaring that it could not be very agreeable to
live in a family where an inquisition was established, a 1897
H. DRUMMOND Ideal Life 86 Without that, life is worse
than an enigma : it is an inquisition.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. i. vi, Egypt is become

the sanctuary, Judea the inquisition-house of the Sonne of
God. 1644 EVELYN Diary 12 Dec., [In Rome] next to this

[Hospital] is the Inquisition house and prison, the inside

thereof, I thanke God, I was not curious to see. 1766 W.
GORDON Gen. Counting-ho. 281 To the inquisition-vessel, 22
rials. 1878 TENNYSON Revenge ii, I should count myself
the coward if I left them . . To these Inquisition dogs and
the devildoms of Spain. 1891 Pajl Mall G. i July 2/2
There is a reign of more than Inquisition-terror at Santiago.

Iiiquisi'tipu, v. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr. To
make inquisition or investigation, b. trans. To
proceed against by the Inquisition.
1644 MILTON Arcop. (Arb.) 61 If it come to inquisitioning

again, and licencing, .it cannot be guest what is intended
by som but a second tyranny over learning. 1646 J. HAUL
Poems 2 Or if you into some blind Convent fly Y' are in-

quisition'd straight for heresie. 1895 Academy 20 June
537/3 They bore their testimony . . in very aggressive fashion,
and so were cruelly inquisitioned and done to death.

Inquisitional (inkwizi-Janal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -A.II. Cf. med.L. inquisitionalis (1376 in Du
Cange).] Of or pertaining to the Inquisition; of
or pertaining to inquisition or inquiry, esp. such

since all the inquisitional! rigor that hath bin executed
upon books. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal. I. Ded. 9 To
shew them what dismal Effects that inquisitional Spirit.,
would have on Literature in general. 1839 J. ROGERS
Antipopopr. n. n. ii. no The Bishop of Leon was an agent
in England for the cruel and inquisitional Don Carlos. 1864
SIR M. STEPHENS m Athenaeum 3 Sept. 297/2 From its.,

vexatious^inquisitional character, and uncertainty.

Inquisi'tiouary, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ARY.]
prec. _ 1846 in WORCESTER.

Inquisi'tionist. [f. as prec. + -IST.] An
officer of the Inquisition, or one who follows the
methods of the Inquisition ; an inquisitor.

j-j
88

!
s.'-7amcs's Gaz. 25 Mar., The Inquisitionists usuallydid their best to convert a man before they burnt him. 1890lYestm. Gaz. i June 2/1 We are familiar with them m

religion as persecutors and inquisitionists.

Inquisitive (iukwi-zitiv), a. (st.) Forms:
4-6 inquisitif, etc. (with usual interchange of *

~"^y,f,f',ff, and ve), 5 enquesitif, inquizitif,
inquisitive, [a. OF. inquisitif, -ive (Godef.),

ad. late L. inquisltlvus (Boethius), f. L. inqiilsli-,
>pl. stem of inqutrfre to INQUIRE : see -IVE. Cf.
't. inquisitive (Florio).]
Given to inquiry, questioning, or research ; of

an inquiring turn of mind ; desirous of or eager
or knowledge ; curious. (Of persons, their dis-

positions, actions, etc.)
c 1450 Merlin 292 Ewein white honde, that was more
nquesmf asked of whens thei were. 153. MORE Confut.1 '" a& wk

?- dS57) 640/1, I purpose not . . to be so curiouse

u
a 'nquis'Uve as to enquire whyther [etc. I 1570 DEE
L n y'

*?> ?" Oxe - 'no furder carefull or inquisitiue.

INQUISITOR.
"695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth \. (1723) 47 'ITie inquisi-
tive and better Part of Mankind. 1731 BERKELEY Alciphr,
vi. 8 So many learned, wise and inquisitive men. a 1751
LANGLEY Builder's Jewel (1757) 26 It will not be in the
Power of the most inquisitive Eye to discover the Differ-
ence. 1865 GROTE Plato Pref. (1875) 7 The number of
intellects, independent, inquisitive, and acute is always rare.

b. Often (now usually) in an unfavourable
sense : Unduly or impertinently curious ; prying.
1539 MORK Dyaloge m. Wks. 243/1 The lesse witte the

more mquisitife. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn. \. Ded. 2
Beholding you not with the inquisitive eye of presumption.
01716 SOUTH Twelve Strut. (1717) IV. 70 Inquisitive Per-
sons . . who have a Mind to pry into the Thoughts and
Actions of their Neighbour. 1787 A. HAMILTON in Federalist
No. 12 The genius of our people'will ill brook the inquisitive
and peremptory spirit of Excise laws. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett.
Cant. Countries I. i8r This was the most inquisitive old
fellow I have ever seen.

fig. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) 1 1. v. T, I pray be cautious
of your carriage under that meridian, it is a searching (In-
quisitive) air. 1884 Mag. ofArt VII. 163 A girl in a white
figured gown at work, . . white window curtains about her,
and the inquisitive light streaming around her.

C. Const, of, after, about, for, into, t upon (the
thing which one seeks to know), or with inf., or
subordinate interrogative clause.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's Prol. 56 An housbonde shal nat

been Inquisityf Of goddes pryuetee nor of bis wyf. c 1450LYDG. & BURGH Secrees 1772 heading, How a kyng shulde be
inquismff to knowe diuers Oppynyouns. 1474 SIR J. PASTON
'n P. Lett. No. 745 III. 114 He was passyng inquisytyff/TJ __...,., I .,-. ,-...,,. 7 ..

howe that I was purveyd for recompensyng off Towneshend.
'477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dicles 62 Be not inquisitifvpon
other folkis lest

they
be inquisitifvpon the. I<K> WHITINTON

rlg. (1527) 3h, He is euer inquisytyue of suche maters.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 178, I would have been in-

quisitive after things more commendable. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 149 Not very inquisitive about forreigne
affaires. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. iii. i Foraigners there
being very inquisitive of them, to be satisfied m the par-
ticulars of his devotion. 1676 tr. Guillaiiere's Voy. Athens
117 We were all of us inquisitive after the famous Temples
of Jupiter, Minerva, and Venus. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal
xvi. (1697) 390 Inquisitive of Fights, and longs in vain To
find him in the Number of the slain. 1699 BENTLEY Phal.
246 He was curious and inquisitive into the History of
Poetry and the Stage. 1711 ADDISON Spect, No. 50 f 2
The Upholsterer finding my Friend very inquisitive about
these his Lodgers. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Antiq, i. xi.

4 Lot s wife being too nicely inquisitive what would be-
come of it. 1753 HOGARTH Anat. Beauty 4 Gentlemen,who have been inquisitive after knowledge in pictures. i8ao
LAMB Elia Ser. i. South Sea Ho., Some curious finger . .

inquisitive to explore the mode of book-keeping in QueenAnne s reign.

B. sb. An inquisitive person. (By Puttenham
applied to the rhetorical figure EROTESIS.)
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie HI. xix. (Arb.) 220 A kinde

of figuratiue speach when we aske many questions and
looke for none answere, speaking indeed by interrogation,which we might as well say by affirmation. This figure
I call the Questioner or inquisitiue. 1685 TEMPLE Ess
Poetry Wks. 1731 I. 248 There are no where so many
curious Inquisitives, so many Pretenders to Business and
State-Imployments.

Inquisitively (inkwi-zltivli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY

2.J
In an inquisitive manner ; with curiosity

to obtain information.

(11631 DONNE Lett., to Sir H. G[oodere} (1633) 353 If at
any time I seeme to study you more inquisitively, it is for
no other end but to know how to present you to God in my
prayers. 1747 LORD LYTTELTON Observ. St. Paul Wks. (1774)
304 An age more inquisitively curious into the powers of
nature. .than any before it. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii, Mr
Tupman looked inquisitively in his face. 1865 Miss BRADDONi tr Jasper I. ii. 30 The housekeeper watched him inquisi-
tively.

Inqnisitiveness (inkwi-zitivnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality or character of being
inquisitive; disposition to inquire; curiosity to
obtain information. Now mostly in unfavourable
sense : Excessive, impertinent, or prying curiosity.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xxviii. 167 When they de-

bate after that maner it is not a simple inquisitiuenes but
a pride . . because they would faine be esteemed, a 1586SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 9 He thought inquisitiuenes an
vncomely guest. i6oa MARSTON Antonio's Rev. n. ii, Hath
he . . No liconsh womanish inquisitivenesse ? 1748 HARTLEY
Obseru. Man i. iii. 361 Learning and Inquisitiveness diffuse
themselves more and more amongst the Nations. 1836HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 209 Inquisitiveness an
itch for prying into other people's affairs, to the neglect of
our own. 1849 LYTTON Caxtons 15 Childhood and genius'have the same master-organ in common inquisitiveness.

Inquisitor (inkwrzita-i). Also 6 inquesytor,
inquisiter,enquisitour,(-ysy-),6-7inquisitour,
(ysi-). [a. OF. inquisiteur (1404 in Hatz.-
Darm.), in AF. -Hour, ad. L. inquisitor-em a
searcher,detective, spy, inquisitor, examiner; agent-
noun from inqulrlre to search into, INQUIRE. Cf.
It. inquisitore, Sp. inquisidor.]
1. One who makes inquisition or inquiry ; an in-

quirer, seeker, investigator ; a curious or prying
inquirer, an inquisitive person. Const, of, into.
1504 C'TESS RICHMOND tr. De Imilalione iv. xviii. 282

That a man shulde nat be to curious a inquisitor of that
holy sacrament. 15*5 LD. BEHNERS Froiss. (8i2) Il.clxiii.

Royal Exch. 1 8 They, .become rather curiouse inquisiters
then Godlie learners. 1665 WALTON Life Hooker in H.'s
Wks. (1888) I. 5 My affection to them made me a diligent



INQUISITORIAL.

inquisitor into many things that concerned him. 1779 H.
SWINBURNE in Crts. Europe close last Cent. (1841) I. 252
The Grand Duke . . pries into everything, and knows all that

passes. This royal inquisitor seems, however, to be very

popular. 1841 EMERSON Misc. 160 Here comes by a great

inquisitor with auger and plumb-line, and will bore an
Artesian well through our conventions and theories, and

pierce to the core of things.

2. One whose official duty itis to inquire, examine,
or investigate, in matters of crime, taxation, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis vi. vii. 17 King Mynos, inquisitour
and justice. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 60 b, Hys people,

beynge sore vexed with inquysitors, pollers and promoters.

1349 THOMAS Hist. Italic 8 1 b, There be certaine inquisitours,
called Sindici, sent foorth to refourme extorcions. 164* SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. ii. 6 The subtilty ofthat Inquisitor shall

not present unto God a bundle of calumnies or confutable

accusations. 1706 PHILLIPS, Inquisitor, a Sheriff, Coroner,
etc. having Power to inquire into certain Cases. 1864 D. G.
MITCHELL Sev. Star. 231 The three Inquisitors of State were
met in their chamber of the Ducal Palace,

t b. A detective, informer, or spy. Obs.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Inforntateur, an In-

former, an Inquisitour. 1647 R. STAPYLTON y?^a/s6For
such a turbut who durst sell or buy, So many inquisitours
and informers nigh? 1756-7 tr.ICeysler's Trav. (1760) 1. 114
There are certain officers, called private overseers, who in-

spect into the offences, clandestine meetings, and other mis-

demeanors of their fellow-citizens. . . These inquisitors are

private, and swear to the faithful execution of their office.

1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. xiv. 127 Refrain from acting the

spy or inquisitor.

c. transf. xn&jig.
1734 FIELDING Univ. Gallant n. i

t
What's that to you,

brother? Who made you the inquisitor of my actions?

1878 SIMPSON Sch. Sha/ts. I. 125 While at Rome Stucley
and Shelley acted in concert as inquisitors into the lives of

the English who happened to come there.

3. An officer of the Inquisition : see INQUISITION 3.

(Inquisitores ad conquirendos et eruendos hereticos,
*
in-

quisitors for searching out and rooting out heretics ', were
first appointed by the Constitution of Theodosius I in 382.

fnqitisitores were sent into the south of France in the I3th c.

to extirpate the heresy of the Albigenses. But the name is

chiefly associated with the Spanish Inquisition as recon-

stituted in the end of the isthc.)

1545 COVERDALE Def. cert, poor Chr. Wks. (Parker Soc.)

II. 455, 1 mean euen thee, thou accuser, which, .art called an

inquisitor of heresy, a 1568 ASCHAM SchoUm. I. (Arb.) 84
The bloodie Inquisitors in Italic.. their care and charge is

. .onelie to watch and ouersee that Christes trewe ^Religion
set no sure footing, where the Pope hath any lurisdiction.

16x1 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 6 They will not trust the people
with it [the Scripture].. no not with the Licence of their

owne Bishops and Inquisitors, a 1745 SWIFT Pulteney's
Answ. Walpole (Seager), The mercy ofa Spanish inquisitor.

1841 BORROW Zincali I. x. i. 171 He. .having been an in-

quisitor, was doubtless versed in the annals of the holy
office. 1856 VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 20 One age enrolling

the mystic among the saints, another committing him to the

inquisitor's torch.

fig. a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) I. 187 Those fierce In-

quisitors of Wit, The Critics, spare no Flesh, that ever writ.

b. Inquisitor- General, the head of the court of

Inquisition in certain countries, esp. in Spain.
Grand Inquisitor, a director of a court of Inqui-
sition in certain countries.

1659 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 78 Gregory the Fifteenth, then

Pope, exhorted the Bishop of Conchen Inquisitor-General
of Spain, to improve the opportunity. 1711 Land. Gaz.

No. 4854/1 The Duke of Anjou has created Cardinal de

Giudicis Inquisitor General of Spain. 1840 Penny Cycl.

XVI. 408/2 Soon after [1482], the pope appointed Thomasde

Torquemada, prior of the Dominican convent of Segovia, to

the new dignity of inquisitor-general of the kingdom of

Castile. 1852 MissYoNGE Cameos I. xl. 341 They were to

be tried before the grand inquisitor, Guillaume Humbert,
a Dominican friar. 1862 LONGF. Wayside Inn, Torquemada.
4 Torquemada, with his subtle brain, Ruled them as Grand

Inquisitor of Spain.

Inquisitorial (inkwizitoa'rial), a. [f. med.

L. inquisltori-us INQUISITOBY + -AL : cf. F. '-

quisitorial (1570 in Godef.); also in mod.Sp.]
1. Of or pertaining to an (official) inquisitor or

inquisitors ; having or exercising the office or func-

tion of an inquisitor.

1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng. (1806) III. App. Jas. I. 783 An
inquisitorial tribunal .. was erected in the kingdom. 1764-7

LD. LYTTELTON Hen. II, VI. jot (Seager) The first proceed-

ings of these inquisitorial commissioners began at Toulouse.

1821 L. MORRISSY (title) Development of the Cruel and

Dangerous Inquisitorial System of the Church of Rome in

Ireland. 1879 FARRAR St. Paull. 5 [Saul] had been selected

as the inquisitorial agent of Priests and Sanhedrists because

he surpassed his contemporaries in burning zeal for the

traditions of the schools.

2. Of the character of an inquisitor ; like, or like

that of, an inquisitor ; offensively or impertinently

inquiring, prying.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 633

This Law is inquisitorial ; it obliges Citizens publicly to dis-

close the secrets of their fortunes. 1814 BYRON Lara I. xxiii,

With look collected, but with accent cold . . He turned, and

met the inquisitorial tone. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy x, Miss

Vernon retorted his inquisitorial glance with one of decided

scorn. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xxii. (ed. 3) 297 The old

hearth-tax was.. said to be inquisitorial, that is, subjected

the occupier to frequent and offensive visits.

3. Said of criminal procedure : see quots.

1823 BENTHAM Not Paul 350 In modern Rome-bred law,

this mode of procedure, in which the parts of judge and

prosecutor are performed by the same person, is styled the

inquisitorial. 1900 Q. Rev. Jan. 198 There is the French

school [ofCriminal Procedure] . .and there is theAnglo-Saxon
school . . The one is technically known as the Inquisitorial
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system, the other as the Accusatorial system. Ibid. 220Two
systems of criminal procedure the inquisitorial or secret

system, and the accusatorial or public system.
Hence InquisitoTially adv., in an inquisitorial

manner, as or like an inquisitor ; Inquisito'rial-
ness, inquisitorial character.

1830 D'ISRAELI Chits. I, III. xiv. 306 The Attorney-
General had inquisitorially tampered with Leighton to
obtain the names. 1834 New Monthly Mag. XL. 62 The
repeal of imposts, the vexatiousness and inquisitorialness of
which is strongly felt. 1883 L. OLIPHANT Symfneumata
195 He rejudges, too, the more inquisitorially, the more un-

compromisingly.

t Inquisito-rious, a. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.

inquisitori-us INQUISITORY + -CDS.] =prec. 2.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govl. II. Introd., This impertinent yoke
ofprelaty, under whose inquisitorious and tyrannical duncery
no free and

splendid wit can flourish.

Inqui'sitorship. [-SHIP.] The office of In-

quisitor : see INQUISITOR 3.

1669 Lond. Gaz. No. 404/1 Pressing him to resign into the
hands of the Pope the Inquisitorship of Spain. 1840 Penny
Cycl. XVI. 41O/-2 In Spain . . during the eighteen years of

Torquemada's inquisitorship alone, about 8800 persons were
burnt.

Inqui'sitory, a- ? Obs. [ad. med.L. inqutsT-
tori-us,i. inquisitor : see above.]

= INQUISITORIAL

(usually in sense i).

1639 GENTILIS Servitors Inquis. in Hist. Counc. Trent

(1676) 836 This enterprise of the Fathers Inquisitory was
much furthered by the Emperor Frederick the Second . . in the

year 1244. 1726 Wodrtnu Corr. (1843) III. 274 In private
he rails at the queries, and says he will never give way to

the inquisitory method. 1736 CHANDLER Hist. Persec. 45
Alexander's inquisitory temper. Ibid. 166 He severely re-

buked the assessors of the Inquisitory .tribunal.
1826 E.

IRVING Babylon I. n. 125 To escape the violent or mutilating
hands of their inquisitory acts, and Expurgatory Indices.

t InqTU'sitouS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. ppl.
stem inquisit- (see INQUISITIVE) + -ous.] = IN-

QUISITIVE.
1658 FRANCK North. Man. (1694) 85 You must have more

. .not only for your self, but for those that are more inquisi-
tous. 1716 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 148 Your brotherly
charity towards your most united brethren here disposes you
to be inquisitous. 1757 MRS. ELIZ. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry
ff Frances (1767) I. 207 The mind of man, naturally active

and inquisitous after truth.

Inquisitress (inkwrzitres). [f. INQUISITOR
+ -ESS.] A female inquisitor.
1727 Philip QaarUni This did not a little exasperate the

already sufficiently provok'd Inquisitress. 1853 C. BRONTE
Villette xxyi, Little Jesuit inquisitress as she was, she
could see things in a true light. 1897 StrandMag. Christm.
No. 634/1 This preliminary settled, .my fair inquisitress asks
me how to begin.

Iiiquisitrix. [fern., in L. form, of INQUISI-
TOR : see above and -TRIX.] =

prec.
1879 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 296 When the inquisitrix is fur-

nished with such a pair of eyes as nature had endowed the
Countess Almura withal.

t InquisitUTient, a. Obs. nonce-ivd, [f. L.

type *inquisiturient-em, pr. pple. of *inquisituri-

re, desiderative of inquirere, inquisit- to INQUIRE :

cf. PARTURIENT, ESURIENT.] Desirous of making
inquisition ; eager to play the inquisitor.
1644 MILTON A reap. (Arb.) 41 This was the rare morsell so

officiously snatcht up, and so ilfavourdly imitated by our

inquisiturient Bishops.

t Inqui't, v. Sc. Obs. In 6 inquyt(t. [f.

IN- 1 + QUIT z>.] trans.
' To redeem from being

pledged
'

(Jam.).
1541 Aberd. Reg. V. 17 (Jam.) And requyr him to inborrow

and inquytt ane ring of gold quhilk he laid in wed. Ibid.,
The redemptioun and inquyting of the land.

t Inquoi-f, v. Obs. rare
~

. [!N- 2.]
i6xx FLORIO, Inscuffiare, toinquoife, toinhood.

( Iiirace, inras. Obs. rare. [f. IN- ' + ras,

RACE, after L. ittcursus.] A rushing upon, inroad,

assault.

a. 1300 E. E. Psalter xc. 6 [xci. 5] Fra arwe bat es in daie

fteghand . . and of inras. a 1340 HAMFOLE Psalter xc. 6 Of
arw fleghand in day . . of inras & mydday deuyll. comin.,
The inras.. that is, apert risynge of ill men agayns the.

Inraced, Her. : see IRRASED.

Inra'ciiiate, v. rare ", [ad. F. enraciner

(f. en-, EN- 1 + racine root) + -ATE :*, after DERACI-

NATE.] trans. To enroot, to implant.
1882 in OGILVIE.

Inradiate.Inrage.obs.ff. IRRADIATE, ENRAGE.

Inra-g, v. nonce-wd. [f.
IN- 1 + RAG s&.] trans.

To embody in the form of rags.

1836 Sat. Rev. II. 611/2 The popular frenzy of 1851 that

for a time incarnated, or rather inragged, him [Guy Fawkes]
as a Pope or Cardinal.

t Inrai'l, Obs. [f. IN- 1 + RAIL v. Cf. EN-

HAIL.] trans. To rail in, inclose with a railing.

1594, 1607 [see ENRAIL]. 1724 MACKY Journ. thro' Eng.
I. xiii. 285 Stairs, .inrailed with Iron.

Hence fl'nrailed///. a., railed in.

1682 Lithgow's Trail, i. 31 The inrayled [1632 inrayled]

image. 1714 GAY Trivia n. 74 Where fam'd St. Giles's

ancient limits spread, An inrail'd column rears its lofty head.

Inrapture, -ravel, obs. ff. ENRAPTURE, -RAVEL.

Inravish, -rayl, obs. ff. ENRAVISH, -RAIL.

In re : see IN Latin prep. 2 1 and RE.

t Inre'd, a. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- fref.* + RED a.]

Very red.

INROAD.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 402 Jesu Crist . . was in-read kundeliche

also, ase me weneo. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 61 The fyrde

mayster. .was nowthir whyit no blake, And [?mi</an] inred

man he was.

t Inre'de, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN-
1 + rede, READ v.]

1. trans. To interpret, explain the meaning of.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 7 That we ne mowe hyt nau^t i-se, Ne
forthe me bodie inrede.

2. intr. To read. Hence Inre'ding vbl. sb,

c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. vii. 37 Tho lay persoones, whiche
weenen bi her inreding in the Bible forto come into more
kunning than thei or alle the men in erthe clerkis and
othere mowe come to.

tInrefle'cting,///.. Obs. rare- 1

. [!N-^.]
That practises inward reflection or study of self.

1614 SYLVESTER Little Bartas 645 Man onely hath an in-

reflecting Knowledge Of his owne selfe (from Nature's onely
Colledge).

t InrefO'rnied, a. Obs. [IN- 3.] Unreformed.
1548 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 164 Being suffred

tescape inreformed.

t Inrefra-cted, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN- 3.] Un-

refracted; without undergoing refraction.

a 1691 BOYLE Hist, Air (1692) 73 The light of any planet
. .doth descend whole directly and inrefracted unto, or upon
our atmosphere.
Inregister, obs. form of ENBEGISTER v.

Inremissible, -repealable.-resistable, -re-

solute, etc., obs. ff. IRREMISSIBLE, etc.

In rerum natura: see IN Latin prep. 21.

t Inre'St, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IN- 1 + REST v. ;

cf. phr. in rest.] trans. To place (a lance) in rest.

16x2 SHELTON Quix. HI. I. 171 He inrested his Javelin low
on the Thigh, and ran with all the Force Rozinante might.

Inrest, var. of INNEREST a. Obs., innermost.

Inrich(e, etc., obs. forms of ENEICH, etc.

Inrigged (i'nrigd), a. [f. IN adv. + RIGGED.]
Not having the rowlocks outside the boat as in

an outrigger.
1884 West. Morn. News 28 July 1/4 Four-oared Inrigged

Gigs.

Inright, variant of ENBIGHT v., Obs.

|- Inri'ghteous, v. Obs. rare. [f. In- 1 +
RIGHTEOUS a.] trans. To make righteous. Hence

f Inri'ghteousing vbl. sb., making righteous.
1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 524 Let my

heart be made undefiled through thy inrighteousing. 1587
GOLDING De Mortiay xxx. 483 The death of Jesus, .turning
. . to our life, his righteousnes to our inrighteousing.

I'nri ;ng, sb. Sc. Curling, [f. IN adv. \ 2 d +
RING sb.] A shot in which the player's stone is

made to hit the inside of another stone so as to

glance from it and hit the winner, taking it out

and lying shot itself: now more usually termed

inwick.

1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 169 (Jam.) Syne hurling ..Wi'

inrmgs nice and fair He struck the winner frae the cock.

Ibid. I7i (Jam.) Here stands the winner .. Immoveable save

by a nice inring. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. s.v.

Inwick, To inwick a stone . . is different from a common
open inring, the two are often confounded with other, but

they are quite different.

Hence Inringing vbl. sb., playing an inring.

1831 in Blackw. Mag. XXX. g-joWickingo\ In-ringing,
the prettiest and most scientific point in the game by far . .

taking an inner angle off a side-shot, in such a manner as

to change and direct the course of your stone upon the one

to be projected or else to effect the same, when the case

permitted, by drawing off the said shot.

Inring, Inripen, obs. ff. ENHING, ENRIPEN.

t Inri'Se, v. Obs. [f. IN- l + RISE v., after L.

insurgere.] intr. To rise
; esp. in opposition.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxxv[i], 14 Laverd, wicked in-rase

in me. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxvi[i]. 12 Ther han_in risen ajen
me wicke witnessis. Lam. iii. 61 The lippis of men in-

risende to me [1388 risynge ajens me). 14. . MS. Lincoln

A. i. 17 If. 192 (Halliw.) Sothely fra thythene inryses a gret

lufe and what thynge that it trewely towches, it ravesche

it utterly to it.

So f Inriser, one who rises (against).

1382 WYCLIF Ps. xliii. 6 [xliv. 5] In thi name we shul

dispise inriseris in vs [L. insurgentes ', 1388 hem'that risen

Inroad (rnrond), sb. Also 6-8 im-ode. [f.
IN

adv. ii d + RoAD sb., in sense 'riding'.]

1. A hostile incursion into a country; a raid

or foray.
1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scat. Pref. a j b, Hys grace . .soo in-

uaded the Scottish borders, wasted and burnt Tyuydale and

their Marches, that euen yet they forthinke that inrode.

1(65-72 COOPER Thesaurus, Incurso, to muade, to make m-

rodes or inuasions on enemies. 1579^80 NORTH Plutarch

(1676) 745 Demetrius .. invaded Laconia with all his Army,
and made an inrode to the City of Sparta. 1665 MANLEY
Grotius' Low C. Warres 77 Several Companies of the King s

Souldiers making Inroads, the Country People . . took, and

without mercy killed them. 1727 POPE Art Sinking 72 We
never made the least attempt or inrode into their territories.

1776 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xiv. (1869) I. 311 The provinces were

protected by his presence from the inroads of the barbarians.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I. ii. 36 Aggressive war, as

distinguished from mere plundering inroads.

2. transf. orJig. A powerful or sudden incursion ;

a forcible encroachment.

1637 C. Dow Answ. H. Burton 92 It is a .. violent inrode

upon the fifth commandement. 1676 tr. GiMlatiere's Voy.

Athens 215 The Ladies . . would make another inroad into

his Garden. 1740 BUTLER Serm. bef. Ld. Mayor Wks. 1874

II. 233 Thus luxury made its inroad, and all the numerous



INROAD.

trained evils in, attendants. 1798 FERRIAK lltustr. Sterne

iii. 6a It contains a just account of the first inroads of melan-

choly. 1830 l.vtLL Prime. Geal. I. 284 We may probably

infer Mate great inroad of the sea at a remote period. 1874

GKKKN Short Hitt. v. ( 2. 328 They protested against . .

Papal inroads on the liberties of the Church.

1 8. An owning or passage in. Obs. rare.

1650 BULWEK Anthropomct. ix. 104 [It] made a shameful

inrode or through-passage. 1697 E. LHWYD in t'hil. Trans.

XXVII. 467 Their Coal-works were not Pits sunk like Draw-
wells ; but great Inroads made into the side of the Hill.

Inroad, v. Now ran. Also 7 enroad, in-

rode. [f. prec. sb.]

+ 1. traits. To invade ; to make an inroad into.

1635 LISLE Dit Rartas, Not 133 A common field where
store of cattell grazeth And whence by thousand heads they
tonic our tylth to enroad. 1639 FULLER Holy Warl. ix. 14
The Saracens . . conquered Spain, inroded Aquitain. 1655

Ch. Hist. in. vii. 14 Robert Bruce . . regained Berwick,
inroaded England, a 1656 USSIIER AIM. (1658) 668 He . .

inroded the Romans as they were fortifying their Camp.
2. intr. To make inroads.

1878 Poj>. Set. Monthly luly 369 A growing liberaliza-

tion . . is inroading upon the old doctrine of future ever-

lasting punishment.
Hence Inroading vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also In-

roader, one who makes an inroad ; an invader.
1611 COTGR., Voleur,. . a robber, or highway theefe ; and

an inroder. a 1656 USSH KR A MI. (1658) 674 He was withheld
from the inroding of Jerusalem, a 1(61 FULLER Worthies,
York in. 230 He had been a great inroder of England. 1855
jV. y. Tribune 23 Oct., Its inroading effects upon the mind.

tlnro-gue, v. Obs. rare-", [f. IN-^ + ROGUE
sb.] trans. To make into a rogue.
1611 FLORIO, Infurfantato, become a rascall, inrogued.
Inrolfl, obs. forms of ENKOLL.
1 11rolled (i-nwld), ///. a. [IN adv. n b.]

Rolled or turned inwards ; involute.
1881 FABLOW .Marine Alga 157 Fertile specimens (of

Hyptua ntuscifomiis\ from the West Indies are more robust
and do not so frequently have inrolled apices.

I'nro lling, vbl. sb. [IN adv. 1 1 c.] A rolling
in (e.g. of a great wave).
1546 COVERDALE Treat. Lords Suffer Wks. (Parker Soc.)

I. 443 To be delivered from these inrollings of perturbations.
1883 Chicago Advaitce 25 Oct., The unexpected inrolling
upon him ofytt another and heavier wave.
I nrtvlling, ///. a. [Is adv. iia.] That

rolls in ^as a great wave).
1893 Tnat. Relig. Tk. (N. Y.) XI. 621 What is America

to be when this inrolling flood has flowed on and up to the

prophesied two hundred millions ? 1899 BARING-GOULD Bk.
of the Wat II. 300 The king escaped with difficulty before
the inrolling stormy sea.

Inrolment, obs. form of ENROLMENT.
t luro-manize, v. Obs. rare. [!N- 2.] trans.
To include in the Roman church ; to Romanize.
l6*> Bp. HAM. Hon. Mar. Clergy HI. 12 This pope was

willing to inromanize the English.

tl'n-roam. Obs. rare-'. [In adv. 12.] An
inner room or chamber.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. v. 302 These two (in an in-room of

the cave, Left to themselves).

t Inrotvt, v. Obs. rare-". [IN- *. Cf. ENROOT.]
1611 FLORIO, Irradicare. to inroote, to take roote.

Znrooted, ///. . [IN adv. 1 1 b ; cf. ENROOT
v.] Deeply rooted, fixed, or established.
1600 tr. Amyraldns' Treat, cone. Relig. i. vii. 130 There

would be left another not less vehement or less inrooted in I

us. 1805 Ann. Rev. III. 253 It has not the courage of the !

antient parliaments, because it is less inrooted. 1893 j.
PULSPORD Loyalty to Christ II. 231 Christ is incipiently
becoming the inrooted Righteousness ofevery man who sees
and deplores his inherent sinfulness.

tlnrotnla-tion. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. med.L.
inrotuhltidn-em, n. of action f. inrotulare to

enrol.] Enrolling or registering ;
= ENROLMENT 2.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 221 Where no goodes are be-
queathed in the testament, but onely landes. tenements, and
hereditaments, .and that in such places where neither in-

sinuation, nor inrotulation is necessarie.

Inrough, -rowle, obs. ff. ENROUGB, -ROLL.

I-nru:bbing, vbl. sb. [!N adv. nc.] The
action of rubbing in.

1808 P. MANSON Trot. Dis. xxxvii. 584 Limited patches
michl be treated . .by the inrubbing of cassia alata leaves.

I-nra n, sb. [I.v adv. \ \ d.j The act of run-

ning in ; an inrush.

875 ALEX. SMITH NewHlit. Aberdccnth. I. 602 A break-
water would have prevented the violent inrun of the sea.
1884 \t. James'i Gaz. q Sept. 6/1 One of the most beautiful
m-runs that can lie found in a day's sail from England
tlnru-n, f. 1 -SV. Obs. In 5-6 -rin, 7 -ryn. [f.

IN- 1 + RUN v. (intr.), after L. incurrfre.} tram.
To incur (penalty).
M7 ?<* Audit.

(1839) " Vnd<:r a" P'n & charges he
may inrin again be kingis maieste. 1567 in R. Keith Hist.

cot. (1734) 431 Under all Paine, Charge and Offence

\f
ye

.
and llk a"* of vow may commit and inrin againis his

eslie. 1609 SKENE
Kef. Maj., Crimes v. xix, Na manOdd oUt or troubill kirk-men . . vnder all paine he maymryn against God, and the king.

I^Inru-n,
.2 Oks. rare- 1

,

[t.
IN-! -t- RUN v.

ab.

ran him at the

(trans.).] trans. To pierce, stab.'
1653 UQUHAKT Rabelais i. xxv, He in

breast with a hit, which, .cut his slomack

rnru-nning, vbl. sb. [IN adv. u c.] The
tion of running in. t a Incursion, attack (ren-

dering !.. incarsus). Obs.

326

1381 WYCLIP Ps. xcli). 6 Fro the arwe fleende in dai. .fro

the inrennyng, and the myddai deuel.

b. Inflowing ; the place of inflowing, rare.

1859 TENNYSON Klaine 1379 He went, And at the inrun-

ning of a little brook Sat by the river.

I'n-ru nning, ppl. a. [!N adv. 1 1 a.] Run-

ning in ; running into the land.
1861 GEIKIE E. Forbes viii. 204 A lonely expanse of grey

barren rock and long in-running bays.

Inruption (i'nrtrpjan). [Analytical refashion-

ing of IKEUPTION, emphasizing the prefix in-.] A
breaking or bursting in.

1809-10 CoLEi<!DGE/'V/fW(i8i8) 1L63 He must, .have the
value of his labour reduced to nothing by the inruption of
eager competitors. 1881 RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit.
XII. 557/2 The true mouth [in an aurelia] then forms by in-

ruption at the opposite pole. 1894 W.WALKER Hist. Congre^.
U. S. 28 The inruption of the officers of the law into their
little meeting.

Inrush (i'nrJ), sb. [IN adv. 1 1 d.] A rush-

ing or pouring in
; inflow, influx, lit. and_/f.

1817 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 396 Compelled to hurry for-

ward, like one who crossing the sands at too late an
hour finds himself threatened by the inrush of the tide.

1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke vii, The ceaseless in-rush of new
images. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xx. (1878)
386 Channels opened for the in-rush of truth into your own
mind. 1883 MRS. RITCHIE Bk. of Sibyls iii. 174 The ani-
mated inrush of tourists.

tl :nru'8h, v. Obs. [IN- 1.] intr. To rush in.

1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 443 The Ocean, ready to
inrush upon them. Ibid. 654 The sea with great violence
and assault of waters inrushed upon a little region called
Keimes. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide n. 17 (MS.) And for the

grove by Abel dedicate. .The Fiend stalks fast, in-rushes
and abides.

I'nru:shing, vbl. sb. [!N adv. 1 1 c.] A rush-

ing in
; inrush.

1630 RisDON Sun. Devon 235 (1810) 241 The inrushing
of the sea's violent breach. 1895 Papers Ohio Ch. Hist.
Soc. V. 3 Like the inrushing of a whirlwind.

I'uru suing, ///. a. [!N adv. 1 1 a.] Rushing
in ; entering with force or speed.
1841 TRENCH Poems East. Sources (1851) 108 Hark ! a

noise is heard without, Then a rude inrushing rout. 1883
Longm. Mag. Apr. 625 The powerful inrushing currents
from .. the storms centre. 1884 Ibid. Apr. 597 Contests
arise between the in-rushing masses and the vapours within
the spot region.

Inrych, obs. form of ENRICH.
t Insa bbatist. Obs. rare. [f. F. insabbaU

or med.L. insabbatiis, -sab(li)atatus : see -1ST.] A
member of the sect of the Waldenses.
The explanation in quot. 1634 is that given by some

mediaeval writers ; but the name is now referred to the
peculiar shoe (satatfV. saM, savatf) worn by the sect ;

see Du Cange s. v. Safaiftti. Littrd s. v. Insabbate".

1634 E. KNOTT Charity Klaint. I. v. 50 They [the Wal-
denses] denied . . the Sabbath, for which cause they were
called In-sabbatists. 1804 RANKEN Hist. France III. n. i,

They were supposed falsely to neglect the Sabbath, and
called Insabbathists.

So f Insa'bbatized ppl. a., made or become an
Insabbatist.

1831 S. R. MAIILAND Facts ff Documents 205, I am not,
and have not been, an Insabbatized Waldensian.

Insacca tioil. Fhysiol. rare- , [noun of

action from med.L. insaccare to put into a sack
or bag, f. in- (Ix- 2

) + saccits bag, SACK.]
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lc.v.^Insafcatio t .. the covering or

surrounding of the organs with membranes, as the womb,
urinary bladder, etc. : msaccation. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Insaciable, etc., obs. ff. INSATIABLE, etc.

t Insa-cred, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [IN- 3.] Devoid
of feelings of reverence, unholy.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) q8 Such is th' insacred

famine of a Crown, That it to satisfie. -all must go down,
Seeing bonds of Blood or Friendship nought avail.

t Insacri'ficable, a. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L. type
*insacrificabilis, f. in- (Is- 3 + sacrificare to SACRI-
FICE

; see -ABLE.] Not capable of being sacrificed.

<ti&>3 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rlum. N. T. d6i8) 631
Hee calleth Christ .. insacrificable, or which can not bee
sacrificed.

t Insa'fe, v. Obs. rare -'.
[f.

IN- 2 + SAFE a.]
traits. To render safe

;
to secure, insure.

1618 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] ii. 5 In high and mountain'd
Fortunes Resolution is necessary to insafe vs from the thefts,
and wyles of prosperity.

I Insa'fety. 0/>s. rare- 1

. [IN- 3.] Unsafe-
ness

; risk.

a 1635 NAUNTON Frafin. Reg. (Arb.) 25 Apprehending the
msafety and danger of an inter-mariage with the Bloud-
Royall.

Insagacity. rare. [lN-3.] Want of sagacity.
1808 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Kez: VI. 337 This pamphlet . .

can have no claim to notice, .but for. .the insagacity of its

predictions.

Insalivate (insae -livc't), v. [IN- 2 see SALI-

VATE.]
1. trans. To mix or impregnate (food) with saliva.
1855 BAIN Senses f, Int. n. iv. 22 (1864) 298 We mayhave a profuse salivation, containing very little of the mate-

rial that avails for insalivating the food. 1897 Allbutfs

j ,

'
f
01 Foo<1 -- should be thoroughly masticated

and insalivated before it is swallowed.
2. To moisten with saliva.
1884 Fortn. Rev. Dec. 807 After experimenting by insali-

vating fresh subjects . . in no single instance was the disease
transmitted.

INSANABLY.
Insalivation insa-livvjrm . [Ix-

-
; see

SALIVATION, and cf. F. insalivation (Littre).]
The action of mixing or impregnating food with
saliva in the act of mastication.

1833 DUNGLISON cited by Worcester. 1846-51 CARPENTER
Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 265 This fluid is termed Saliva, and the
act by which it is incorporated with the food is termed in-

salivation. 1866 HUXLEY Physiol. vi. (1872) 144 These pro-
cesses of mastication, insalivation, and deglutition.

Insalubrious (insal'u'brias), a. [f. L. in-

salftbri-s (f. in-, IN- 3 + salubris SALUBRIOUS) +
-ous. Cf. F. insalubre (1528 in Hatz.-Darm.), It.

insalubre (Florio).] Not salubrious ; detrimental
to health. (Now chiefly ofclimate or surroundings.)
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trail, (ed. 3) 14 It lasts brackish and

insalubrious. Ibid. 179 The scituation. .is low, in a marrish
and insalubrious plaine. 1758 W. BATTIE Madness xii. 88

Original Madness . . is not necessarily accompanied with
any symptoms or succeeded by any effects, that are strictly
speaking insalubrious. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic xiii.

(1833) 326 Breathing this insalubrious atmosphere. 1854
H. MILLER Sck. ft Schm. xv. (1860) 161/1 He. .probably fell

a victim, in an insalubrious climate, to old habits, and new
rum. 1874 BLACKIE Self-Cult. 49 In hot countries, where
insalubrious vapours infest the night.

Insalubrity (insal'w-briti}. [a. F. insalubriti

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), It. insalubriti (Florio),
n. of quality f. insalubre

; see prec. and -ITY. Cf.
L. saliibritds SALUBRITY.]
1. Unhealthy character (of locality, climate, etc.) ;

t formerly, unwholesomeness (of food).
1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. n. ii. 113 There may

be ways . . to investigate the wholesomness or insalubrity of
aliments. 1685 Sahib. -4/rPref. 2 The Salubrity and
Insalubrity of the Air. 1758 Monthly Rev. 476 The in-

salubrity of their common diet. 1769 R. PRICE Obs. Kei'crs.

Payments (1792) II. 378 Proofs of the Insalubrity of marshy
Situations. 1834 M. SCOTTOB/ Midge (1863) 56 A climate
of the most overpowering heat and fearful insalubrity. 1861
STANLEY East. Ch. iii. (1869) 89 The rich alluvial plain had
a character for insalubrity.

t 2. Unhealthiness ; sickness. Obs. rare '.

1668 Ormonde MSS. in io//i Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 79 Your petitioner's former insalubrity and weak-
nesse of body.

Insalutary (insae-liutari), a. [ad. late L. in-

salutdris, f. in- (!N- 3) 4 saliildris SALUTARY. Cf.

F. insalutaire (i6th c. in Littre).] Not salutary.
1 1. Injurious to health ; insalubrious. Obs.

1694 WEST.MACOTT Script. Herb. 36 The too common use
of it [sugar] .. is insalutary. 1773 PRINGLE Disc. Air 5
Nor did the ancient physicians fail to distinguish, .between
an insalutary and a wholesome air.

2. Not having a healthy mental or social influ-

ence or effect.

1836 LYTTON At/tens (1837) II. 253 Those not insalutary
consequences of a free state, .their impatience at pecuniary
demands [etc.J.

Iiisalvability (insoelvalji'Hti). rare-', [ad.
L. type *insalvabilitas, f. in- (IN- 3) + salvare to

save.] Incapability of being saved.

1805 BP. WATSON in Li/e<i&i8) II. 239 My great objection
to the Church of Rome is its uncharitable principle of the
insalvability of persons out of its pale.

tlusaivable,-eable,rt. Obs. rare- 1
. [lN-3.]

Incapable of being salved.
1608 MIDDLETON Family of Loz<e iv. iv. F iv b, To loose

Mistrisse Purge for lacke of dexterity, is a disgrace insalue-
able.

Insamble, obs. variant of ENSEMBLE adv.

t Insame, in same, adv. phr. Obs. Also
4 in samen, samyn. [f. IN prep. + SAME(N
adv. (cf. OE. iftsomne, tosotnne) ; pern, originating
in an erroneous notion of the '- of I-SAME(N,
which is found earlier.] Together, in company.
(In late use often a mere expletive.)
13. . Coerde L. 4386 Among the toun folk was no game ;

To counsayl they gaderyd hem insaine. c 1340 Cursor M.
11931 (Fairf.) Ihesu and othir childryn in samyn \Cott. MS.
samen] went hem by the rever to gamyn. a 1400 Octonian
47 The emperour with barouns yn-same Rood to Parys.
< 144 Ifomydon 1555 His modir and he dwellyd insame With
inoche myrthe, joye and game, c 1450 LONELICH Grail Ii.

207 And thus beleften they bothe In-same Pharans and
Piers with-Owten blame, a IJM World tr Child in Hazl.
Dodslcy I. 245, I can many a quaint game, I.o, my top I

drive in same. Ibid. 247, I am as fresh as flowers in May,
I am seemly-shapen in same.

t Insamei'kle, adv. phr. Sc. and north dial.

Obs. Also inso-. INSOMUCH.
1483 Cath. Angl. 196/2 In so mekylle, adto, catenas.

1561 WINJET Wks. (1888) I. 42 Insamekle that the sewin
diacones . . wes present!! afore the Aposllis. 1588 A. KING
tr. Canisius' Catcch. 137 Insameikl that S. Peter . . said, Je
haue slane the authoure of lyf.

Insampil, obs. form of ENSAMPLE.
t Insa-nable, a. Obs. [ad. L. insdndbilis, f.

in- (!N- Z)+sdna6itis, {. sdndre to heal. Cf. obs.
F. insanable (i6th c. in Godef.).] That cannot be
cured, healed, or remedied ; incurable.

1547 BALE Set. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 166 Their own botches
are insanable . . for the multitude of their mischiefs. 1657 W.
MORI^CE Coena quasi Kotri) Def. xix. 339 They think them
. .so insanable, that they deserve not to be admonished.
Hence t Insanabi'lity, the quality of being in-

sanable ; incurablencss. |
Insa nobleness (Bailey

vol. II, 1727). f Insa-nably adv., incurably.
iS9 FULLER Afp. Inj. Innoc. in. 18 Not from any in-



INSANATION.

sanability in the sore, but from want of seasonable surgery.
a 1846 WORCESTER cites Med. Jrnl. for Insatiability.

I Insaiia'tioii. Obs. rare \ [f. L. insdnus

INSANE, after L. sdnd/io, f. sanare to heal.] A
making or becoming insane ; insane condition.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoiter's Bk. Pkysicke 347/2 Administre
therof to them . . and then they shalbe protected agaynste
insanation, or maddenes.

Insane (ins^-n), a. (si.) [ad. L. insdn-tts

unsound (in mind), f. in- (IN-
a
) + sanus healthy,

sound in body or in mind, SANE.]
1. Of persons : Not of sound mind, mad, mentally

deranged. Also of the mind : Unsound.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus in. 259 Than said Venus with

mind almaist Insane. 1721 BAILEY, Insane, out of Order,
mad. 1730-6 (folio), Insane, out of order as to health ;

also mad. 1755 JOHNSON, Insane, i. Mad. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St. Pierrfs Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 518 They are shut up ;

and they seldom fail of consequence to become more insane
than they were before. 1818 CKUISE Digest (eU. 2) VI. 72
A man might be sane at the time when two of the witnesses

attest, and insane when the third attests. 1842 DICKENS
Amer. Notes (1850) 31/1 The State Hospital for the insane.

b. absol. An insane person. Hence (attrib. use
of the pi.). Appropriated to, set apart for, the

insane, as insane asylum, ward, etc.

1786 SUSANNAH HASWELL Victoria II. 67 Every time the
sweet insane mentioned the name. 1819 Metropolis II. 157
His future fortune and title seem destined for a bold insane.
1828 WEBSTER, Insane . . 2. Used by or appropriated to
insane persons ; as, an insane hospital. 1873 *" HALL Mod.
Eng. 127 note, We have sick rooms and dying beds. We
qualify an asylum as insane.

2. Of actions (also colloq. of things) : Mad,
idiotic, utterly senseless, irrational.

1841 BISCHOFF Woollen Manuf. II. 344 Mr. Alstroe-
mer in 1723 imported a small flock of merinos. It was a
hazardous it appeared to be a presumptuous, and an almost
insane attempt. 1869 SIR J. T. COLERIDGE Keble xxi. 534
The insane and excessive passion for athletics.

t 3. Causing insanity. Obs. [So L. insdnus.']
1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 84 Haue we eaten on the insane

Root, That takes the Reason Prisoner ?

Hence Insa uely adv., in an' insane manner,
madly. Insa'ueness, madness.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Insaneness, unhealthfulness ; al^o

madness. 1828 WEBSTER cites MONTGOMERY for Insanely.
1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 72 Plots and conspiracies
. . might easily have been formed under our very eyes, while
the clue to them was thus insanely withheld. 1891 G. MERE-
DITH One of^oiir Conq. III. xii. 251 Nataly could not utter
all that her insaneness of feeling made her think.

t Insa -

nguined, obs. var. ENSANGUINED.
1627 FEI.THAM Resolves n. [i.] xciv. (1628) 273 The greatest

Prince . . comes insanguin'd into the World. 1656111 Iii. DI N

Glossogr.

t Insa'niate, v. Obs. [irreg. f. L. insania in-

sanity + -ATE3.] trans. To make unsound or insane.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] v. (1628) 6 Like a mad
Dogg's biting, that not onely wounds the body, but insani-
ates the soule. Ibid. Ixiv. 182 Doth not the distemper of
the body insaniate the soule?

Hence f Insa'niated///. a.

1652 S. S. Weepers A ij b, A Degenerate, besotted, in-

saniated, ignorant People. 1665 J. GADBURY London's
Deliv. Fred. v. 28 An Argument of super-insaniated folly.

I Ilisa-nie. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. insanie,
ad. L. insania, f. insanus INSANE.] Madness.

1372
W. HOLME Fall Retell. (R.), Jack Cade made a brag,

With a multitude of people ; but. .After a little insanie they
fled tag and rag. SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 28 It insinuateth
me of insanie : ne inteligis domine, to make franticke, luna-
ticke. [This is Warburton's conjecture adopted by Theo-
bald : all the orig. edd. have 'infamie'.J

Iiisanify (inwe'nifai), v. rare. [f. L. insan-us
INSANE + -FY; cf. SANIPY.] trans. To make in-

sane. Also absol. or intr. To cause insanity.
1809 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) 1. 140/2 There may be. .some

very respectable men at the head of these maniacs [Metho-
dists],who would insanify them with some degree ofprudence,
and keep them only half mad, if they could. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 16 June 8/1 There is not much virtue in a cup which
does not inebriate, if it does insanify.

t Insa'nious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. insania (see

INSANIE) + -ous.J Of or pertaining to madness.
1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 94 Leaving our Champion

in the most insanious extasie.

Insanitary (insse'nitari), a. [!N- 3.] Not
sanitary or healthful

; injurious to health.

1874 Standard 28 Aug., The very insanitary conditions
under which these labourers perform their work. 1880
Macnt. Mag. No. 246. 471

' A pestilent and insanitary area
'

in the full meaning of the term. 1884 A tkenziim 5 Apr.
446/2 Models of sanitary and insanitary dwelling-houses.
1884 Health^ Exhib. Cata-l. p. xxxvi, Specimens of insani-

tary decorations such as arsenical wall-papers, hangings, etc.

Hence Insa-nitariness, insanitary condition.
1881 Standardly ]a.n. 5/2 It blows over no insanitariness,

and wafts with it no germs of fever.

Insanitation (ins^nit^'-JanX [!N- 3.] Want
of sanitation ; insanitary condition

;
absence of

sanitary measures or requirements.
1884 American IX. 25 Insanitation, he said, did not cause

the disease [cholera]. 1896 Westm. Gas. 5 Dec. 2/3 The
insufficiency of cottages, the overcrowding and insanitation

of the existing supply.

Insanity (insse'niti). [ad. L. insanitattm un-

healthiness, unsoundness, disease, n. of quality f.

insdnus INSANE : see -ITY. Cf. mod.F. insanity

(1863 in Littre).]
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1. The condition of being insane ; unsoundness
of mind as a consequence of brain-disease ; mad-
ness, lunacy. Orig., called insanity of mind.

' A condition of the mind in which a false action of con-
ception or judgment, a defective power of the will, or an
uncontrollable violence of the emotions and instincts, have
separately or conjointly been produced by disease

'

(Dr. J.
C. Bucknill, Crim. Lunacy (1854) 28).

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 36 b, Madfolkes and I.una-
ticke persons, during the time of their furor or insanitie of
minde,cannot make a testament, a 1677 HALE Hist. Placit.
Cor. (R.), There is a partial insanity of mind and a total

insanity. This
partial insanity seems not to excuse them

in the committing of any onence for its matter capital.
1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 355 Did they attempt to produce
any evidence of his insanity ? 1782 T. ARNOLD (title) Ob-
servations on the Nature, Kinds, Causes, and Prevention
of Insanity. 1827 SCOTT High/. II 'idoiv v, The murder of
an officer may be . . coloured over with [the plea] of tern-

I porary insanity. 1859 Engineer VII. 282/2 Two cases of

|

suicide.. In each case the coroner's jury brought in a ver-
dict of temporary insanity. 1865 Pall Mall G. 3 Aug. 4/1
The definition of insanity . . as an inability to reason upon
the evidence of the senses. 1897 Diet. Nat. Biog. LII.
320/2 D. Skae's . . definition of insanity as

' a disease of the
brain affecting the mind '

is not disputable.
trans/. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 523 The frenzy of the brain

may be redress'd By med'cine well applied, but without
grace The heart's insanity admits no cure.

2. Extreme folly or want of sound sense ; an in-

stance of this.

1844 EMERSON Lee/., Yng. Amer. Wks. (Bohn) II. 306
After all the deduction is made for our frivolities and in-

sanities. 1844 STANLEY Arnold (1858) II. ix. 162 To lose
which . . would be rather our insanity than our misfortune.
1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. n. iii. 46 (1875) 159 Did we
. . use the term effect . . we should be in little danger of

falling into the insanities of idealism.

3. attrib. and Comb.

tip* Pall Mall G. 28 May 7/2 One cannot conclude that
their insanity rate is remarkably high. 1894 Daily News
26 July 9/2 Dr. B

, insanity expert, who had examined
the prisoner at the request of the Treasury, said prisoner
was now perfectly sane. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 6 Nov. 6/3
Eminent nerve and insanity specialists gave evidence.

tlnsa-nous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 3 + L.

sdn-us sound, healthy + -ous.] Unhealthy, dan-

gerous to health.

1742 Load. H Country Breio. \. (ed. 4) 16 River-Waters
are less liable to be loaded with metallic, petrifying, saline,
and other insanous Particles of the Earth, than the Well
or Spring-sorts are.

Ilisa-piency. rare. [!N- 3.] Want of sapi-
ence or wisdom

; insipiency.
1876 J. WEISS Wit, Hum. tf Sliaks. v. 177 Polonius hurried

to show his insapiency by attributing the cra/e to love for

his daughter.

Iiisa'pieiit, a. rare
-

'. [!N- 3.] Unwise ;

insipient.
c 1470 HARDING Cliron. ccxi. ii, In his fyrste yere the lorde

Cobham heretike, Confedered with Lollers insapient, Agayne
the Churche arose.

t Insa-pory, a. Obs. rare
-

'. [irreg. f. IN- 3 +
L. sapor taste + -y.] Unsavoury.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 311 Coho or Coffee . .

however ingrate or insapory it seems at first, it becomes
grate and delicious enough by custom,

flnsa-tan, v. Obs. rare ". [In-
2
.] trans.

To possess with or by Satan.
16x1 FLORIO, Insatanire, to insathan or indiuell.

t Insa'tanize, v. Obs. rare
-

'. [f. as prec. +
-IZE.] =prec.
1857 Truths Caih. Relig. (ed. 4^ 178 His [Luther's] asser-

tion is
' that Zuinglius, and all who adhere to his doctrine,

are insatanized '.

t Insa-tchel, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

IN-S + SATCHEL,
after F. ensacher.'] (See quots.)
1611 COTGR., Ensacht, insachelled, impoaked, put vp into

a bag, sachell, or poake. a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in.

xlii. 344 Papers, .impoaked, insacheled, and put up in Bags.

Insatiability (ins?jiabi-liti). [f. next + -ITY,

perh. after F. insatiabiliU (i6th c.), or late L. in-

satidbilitas (Ammianus).] The quality of being
insatiable ; insatiableness.

1654 COKAINE Dianea iv. 275 To please the insatiability
of those who deprived me of mine owne. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 38 F 8 An eagerness for increase of possessions
deluges the soul, and we sink into the gulphs of insatia*

bility. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 311 With the
usual short-sightedness of commercial insatiability, they
.. joined in the clamour against the East India Company's
exclusive privileges. 1846 Blackw. Mag. LIX. 405 The
. . recklessness, and insatiability of the democrat spirit.

Insatiable (ins^-Jiab'l), a. Forms: 5-6 in-

sacyable, 5-7 -saciable (5 -sessiabyll, 6 -sacia-

byll), 6- insatiable, [a. OF. insatiable (i3th c.
;

mod.F. insatiable), or ad. L. insatiabilis, f. in-

(!N- 3) + satiare to SATIATE : see -ABLE.] Not
satiable ; that cannot be satiated, satisfied, or ap-

peased ; that always craves for more ; inordinately

greedy. Const, of, rarely with.
a 1410 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1172 Fy on the, gredy-

nesse insaciable. 1430 LYDG. J
1

. Margarete 261 O grecfy
hounde, lyoun insaciable. 1465 Paston Lett. No. 501 II.

1 80 The dayli contynewyng maleyse of youre insessiabyll
enemyes. 1548 HALL Cnron., Hen. VII 3 b, They dranke
the colde water to quenche their importune heate and in-

saciable thirst. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 383 None
but insatiable Beasts or Birds are so affected. 1641 MILTON
Cft. Govt. 1. lit, They are so insatiable of antiquity. 1726
SWIFT Gtillivtr i. viii, My insatiable desire of seeing foreign

INSATURABLE.
countries. 1791 COWPER Iliad xx. 3 Achilles, glorious Chief
Insatiable with war. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 532
Insensible to shame, insatiable of notoriety.

K.fig. Of things.
1529 MORE Stiff1. Soiilys Wks. 295/2 Gredie golophers he

calleth them & insaciable whyrlepoles. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. yi 126 The crie and noyes of this perillous and in-

saciable warre, was blasted through Europe. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 192 Overswayed by the insatiable gulph of

perdition the Devill. 1857 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-veda ITI.

446 The insatiable goal whence there is no returning.

Insatiableness (ins^-jlab'lnus). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being insatiable.

1618-29 'n Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1650) I. 344 It was a mark
of Ingratitude and Insatiableness in the Duke, thus to strain
the Kings Bounty beyond his intention. 1647 CLARENDON
Aw. Tracts (1727) 95 Ambition always carries an insatiable-
ness with it, which is a torment to the mind. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 358 An inveteracy, and in-

satiableness of vengeance. 1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel ii. 74
Insatiableness of conquest.

Insatiably (in<*'-J"iabli), adv. [f.
as prec. +

-i.Y 2
.] In an insatiable manner or degree.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie"s Complex. (1633) "81 They that bee
hungry, devoure meate greedily and insatiably, a 1711 KEN
Din. Levc'Wks. (1838) 301 Forgive me, if I am insatiably
covetous, it is

only
of thy fruition. 1868 MilMAN-SV. Paul's

iii. 47 Insatiably draining away the wealth of the land.

t Insa'tiacy. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 insaciacie.

[f. INSATIATE : see -ACY 3.] The quality of being
insatiate.

1629 GAUI.E
I-J^oly

Madn. 340 Surfeit yet a while in your
hellish Insaciacie.

Insatiate (ins^-jVt), a. Also 6 insaoiate,
-oyate, 7 -tiat. [ad. L. insatiatus (Statius), f. in-

(IN- 3) + satidtus, pa. pple. of satiare to SATIATE.]
That is not satiated or satisfied ; never satisfied,

insatiable. Const, of, *;for.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, vin. (Percy Soc.) 30 Wyth'bren-

nynge love of insaciate fyre Newe thynges to fynde they set

theyr desyre.
a 1533 ^u. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A urel.

(1546) H V), The insaciate couetous men are neuer contente.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle v. 1708 The wantonnesse Of
their insatiat appetite ,. breeds Offensive humors. 1667
MILTON /'. L. n. 8 Satan .. insatiate to pursue Vain Warr
with Heav'n. 1704 HEARNE ></. Hist. (1714) 1. 406 Being
insatiate for knowledge, he travell'd all over Greece. 1781
GIBBON Decl.

ft
!'. xxxi. (1869) II. 196 Avarice is an in-

satiate and universal passion. 1848 BUCKLEY Homer's Iliad
246 The Trojans are insatiate of battle. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 29 Those who, through their own insatiate desires,
are never satisfied.

fig. 1602 M_ARSTON Antonio's Rev. ill. iii, Even like in-

satiate hell, still crying, More.
Hence Insa'tiateiiess (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

Insa'tiated, a. rare. [!N- 3.] Not satiated.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Insatiated, not satisfied or filled.

1759 Hist. Enr. in Ann. Keg". 51/2 Still insatiated with

glory, he determined immediately to set sail a^ain. 1842
MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets 36 This boon I give instead
Unto friend insatiated.

lusa'tiately, adv. [f. INSATIATE + -LY -.]
In an insatiate or unsatisfied manner.
1509 HAWES Conv. Swearers 39 With many aungelles

whicne for theyr solace Insacyately do beholde my face.

1633 T. ADAMS Kxp. 2 Peter ii. 14 Those swinish churls,
that insatiately swill up the draft of the world. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677)521 The better to excuse himself who
was so insatiately libidinous.

t Insatrety. Obs. Also 7 insaoiety. [a.

obs. F. insaciete, -sailed ((jodef.), ad. L. insatietas :

see IN- 3 and SATIETY.] The condition of being
insatiate ; unsatisfied desire or demand.
1578 FLORIO ist Frnites 66 The temperance and vertue of

the one is commendable, the insaciety and wickednes of the
other is to be condemned, a 1632 T. TAYLOR God's Jndgem.
n. v. (1642) 63 Who knowing his great avarice, caused
molten gold to be pour'd downe his throate, deriding his in-

saciety. a 1668 SIR W. WALLER Div. Medit. (1839) 136
What an insatiety is there in all these delights.

t Insatisfa-ction. Obs. [lu-3.] Absence
of satisfaction ; unsatisfied condition

;
dissatis-

faction.

1568 NORTH tr. Gnenara's Diall Pr. (1619) 609/7 We must
beware also that hee shew no countenance to the King of

insatisfaction. 1626 BACON Sylva 800 It is a Profound Con-

templation in Nature, to consider of the Emptinesse .. or

Insatisfaction of severall Bodies; And of their Appetite to

take in Others. 1656 FINETT For. Ambass. 14, I yeelded. .

after some discovery of my insatisfaction to be so punctually
pressed, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 20 With what
insatisfaction the most learned Botanists reduce that Plant

unto any described by the Ancients.

t Insatisfa-ctorily, adv. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.]

In an unsatisfactory wny.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. ii. 6 The displeasure of

the Pelagians must needs be irreconcileable, who peremp-
torily maintaining they can fulfill the whole Law, will in-

satisfactorily condemne the non-observation of one.

tlnsa'tisfied, . Obs. rare. [lN-3.] Unsatisfied.

1643 T. CASE Three Serm. (1644) 69 If any of you., be any
wayes insatisfied . . I advise you to forbear.

flnsa-tive, a. Obs. rare~. [f.
IN- 3 + L.

sattvus that is sown or planted (cf. L. *insatwus,
old reading in Pliny xix. xii. 60 for in sativis").]

1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Insativf,iha.t is not planted, sown
or grafted ; that which corns forth of its own accord. 1658
PHILLIPS, Insative, unsown, unplanted, growing voluntarily.

lusaturable (insse'tiurab'l), a. [In sense i,

ad. L. insaturabilis insatiable, f. in- (IN-S) +

saturare to SATURATE ; in 2, f. SATUBABLE.]



INSATUBITY.

+ 1. Insatiable. Obs.

Lia-ao l.vi;. (*'* Troy in. xxii. Oh hatefull Type
K rnuyous, Of m.eryce Oh beast insaturable. .1604

f Fabri' Cknrth 1,4 Enemies to all dlgruUe-' 'M - < - - -.,
/ xiii I |.

<> The evil will of man is
(
insaturable,

, 7 ,,i,, l!iLFY. IMS JOHNSON, /-

laturabl* not to be glutted ; not to be tilled.

2. Not able to be saturated.

1849 Frasers Mag. XL. 454 A solvent of all true oils in-

uturable in water.

tlnatn-rity. Obs. rare. [IN- s.] a. Un-

satisfied or unfilled condition, b. Unsatisfying

quality.

and fomentation. Ibid. xv. i i. 251 The insatunlx ana in-

sufficiency of all these huskish Vanities, on which our

Prodigal) eates.

t InaU't. v. Obs. In 5 enaaut, ynsawt. [ME.
ensaute, an altered form of assattl, ASSAULT, with

change of prefix, due to confusion of a-, an-, en- :

cf. ENSAMPLE.] trans. To assail contemptuously,
insult.

c 143; St. Christina xxiv. in Anglia VIII. 129^
How she

ensautld be worlde, for hit knewc not his creature [
= creator].

c 143$ Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 25 The
whiche nat oonly to the asker woldc nat yeue but was
woonte with scornyng wordes to ynsawt them.

tlnsca'lable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Incap-
able of being scaled or climbed ; unscalable.

a 1680 BUTLER Kern. (1750) I. 417 The opposite Side land-

ward . . might be made as mscalable as the other.

t Insce-nd, v. Obs, rare ". [ad. L. inscend-

Ifre to ascend, mount, embark, f. in- (Iu-
z
) + scand-

fre to climb.]
1604 R. CAWDREY Tallt Alfh., /n[s\ctti<{, clime vp, or

Insch, Inserted, obs. Sc. form of INCH, INSIIED.

tlnschool, v. Obs. rare- . [lN-2.]
1611 FLORIO, Inscuolare. to inschoole.

Inscicioun, Inseido, erron. ff. INCISION, IN-

CIDE.

Inscience (rnficns). Now rare. [ad. L. '-

scientia want of knowledge, ignorance, f. inscient-

em (see next), after scienlia knowledge, science.

Cf. obs. F. inscieiue (i5-i6th c.), It. inscicnza

(Florio).] The condition of not knowing ; want
of knowledge ; nescience, ignorance.
1478 BANISTER Hist. Man Pref. 5 Rather, .a meane to in-

durate the cataract of inscience, then to . . take it away.

Tracts (1684) 179 Not to know things without the Arch of

our intellectuals . . is . . rather inscience than ignorance in

man. 1810 BENTHAM /><ic*;<-(i82i) 179 note. On the part

of the learned author . . behold still the same pleasantry ;

or still the same simplicity and inscience. a 1896 HKNSON

Cyprian (1897) 83 note, [His] special pleading is matched by
his inscience of every technical law term.

Xnscient .i'nficnt), a. 1 Now rare. [ad. L.

inscient-em unknowing, ignorant, f. in- (IN- 3) +

sciens, scient-, pr. pple. of scire to know.] Not

knowing ; lacking knowledge ; nescient, ignorant.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 30 Celsus . . confesseth hini-

selie inscient, by accomptyng their number uncertaine. 1643
PIYNNE Sov. Pimier of I'arlt. ll. Pref. A ij, A Company of

seemingly Scient, though really inscient, selfe-conceitc-d

Court- Doctors, Priests, and Lawyers. 1898 Speaker 10 Dec.

604/2 In the thirties the Oxford mind was inscient.

I nscient, a. 2 rare. [f. IN- * + L. scienl-ein

knowing.] Having inward knowledge or insight.

1856 Mus. BROWNING Aiir. Leigh ix. 913 Gaze on, with

inscient vision toward the sun, And, from his visceral heat,

pluck out the roots Of light beyond him.

t Ingcienti-ncal, a. Obs. [!N- '>.]
Not scien-

tific ; unacquainted with science, unlearned.
1660 R. COKE "Justice l-'ind. Pref. 9, I would know now of

Mr. Hobbs, whether all Arts and Sciences, and Prudent

actions, be the Laws of Nature, or not? If they be the

Laws of Nature, then is every Inscientifical and Imprudent
man, an Uniust man.

tl nscious, ". Obs. [f. L. insci-us not know-

ing, ignorant (f. in-, IN. 3 + -scius knowing) + -ous.

Cf. conscious.}
= INSCIENT .i

1633 T. ADAMS F.xp. 2 Peter iii. 5 He begins with the

dunces, those, .inscious. .wilful ignorants. 1635 HEYWOOD
Hierarch. vil. Conttn. 450 The inscious man maybe knowne
by three things. 1657 HAWK K Killing is M. 54 His Fol-
lowers cannot De inscious, what an abhominable and odious
crime it is to betray their Lord and Master.

Hence t rnsciously adv., unwittingly.
1675 BAXTER Catli. Tkeol. 1. 1. 109 Thus insciously he un-

saitn what laboriously he writcth a book to prove.

Inscipient, Inscisiou, -lion, erron. ff. IN-

CIPIENT, INCISION. Insconce, obs. f. ENSCONCE.
Inscribable (inskrai-b&b'l), a. [f. next -f

-ABLE.] Capable of being inscribed. Hence In-
cri bablinciB.
*4* WOCTE, InscribaHe, that may be inscribed.

Dr. A Urn. 1847 CRAIG, Inscribablness. Mod. No non-
rectangular parallelogram inscribable in a circle.

Inscribe (mskrai-b), t>. [ad. L. imcriblre to
write in or upon, f. in- (Is-*) +scribfre to write.]L tram. To write, mark, or delineate (words, a
name, character!, etc.) In or on something ; esp. so

JONSON
sceptre

828

as to be conspicuous or durable, as on a monument,

tablet, etc. (In qnot. 1603, with upon in indirect

passive passive of sense i.)

1553 HITLOET, Inscribe, inscribe, intitulo. 1603 B.

King's Coron. F.ntertainm., In her hand she holds a

. . and in her lap a little globe, inscribed upon ORBIS BKITAN-

NICUS. iMcMANLKYtovfciu
'

Lmu-C. Warres 795 He gave
for his word, and inscribed on all his Ensigns this Motto,

"Jam nut niitniiinm. Now or never. 1781 COWPER Truth
38 Inscribed above the portal, from afar Conspicuous as the

brightness of a star . . Stand the soul-quickening words

BeRcve and live. 1864 J. WALKER Faithf. Ministry 92 We
raise the marble and inscribe the flattering epitaph.

Mai/.

You must inscribe your name in the Visitors Book.

fig. a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. \. ii. 62 Though there

were no such [connatural principles] originally inscribed in

the Mind. 1818 WEBSTER, Inscribe. .2. I'o imprint on; as,

to inscribe any thing on the mind or memory.
b. To write or enter the name of (a person) upon

an official document or list
;
to enroll.

1605 I). JONSON Volpone I. Wks. (Rtldg.) 177/1 Am I in-

scribed his heir for certain ? 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev.

I. 353 The French inscribe all their boys on the army-list,

and compel every one who cannot raise five and twenty
louis, to serve in their turn. 1800 Spectator 15 Feb., On
Friday, 7th inst., the Due d'Orlcans, eldest son of the

Comte de Paris . . demanded to be inscribed on the list of

conscripts under the Military Law.

C. Comiii. To issue a state (or other) loan in

the form of shares with registered holders: see

INSCRIBED i b.

1884 rail Mall G. iSAug. 5/2 In Colonial Government

stocks, especially those inscribed in London, the rise was
rather more than the average.

2. To mark (a surface, column, sheet, etc.) with

writing or other characters, esp. in a durable or

conspicuous way.
1637 MILTON Lycidasi&b Like to that sanguine flower in-

scribed with woe. 1701 ADDISON Dial. Medals ii. (Seager),

There is a medal of Heliogabalus inscribed, '^Fides
exer-

citus '. 1713 Guard. No. 119 PS The two friends made
a kind of dial-plate, inscribing it with the four and twenty
letters. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude 11. 149 Though the rhymes
were gone that once inscril>ed The threshold. 1870 HRYANT
Iliad I. VII. 220 Ajax. .who had inscribed And laid it in the

helmet.

b. To dedicate (a writing or work of art) to a

person by a short inscription (placed at the begin-

ning of a writing, or beneath a picture, etc.), less

formal than an ordinary dedication.

1645 BOATE Irtl. Nat. Hist. (1652) Ded. Av, I have made
bold thus to address .. you, and to inscribe this Work unto

your Names, that it may see the light under your joint

patronage. 1709 SWIFT Advancem. Krlig. Wks. 1755 II. I.

96 The following papers. .being inscribed to your ladyship.

1751 JOHNSON Kamli/tr No. 116 p 9 An author may with

great propriety inscribe his work to him by whose encourage-
ment it was undertaken. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I.

405 The patron to whom a work was inscribed was expected
to reward the writer with a purse of gold.

3. G'tom. To delineate or trace (a figure or line')

within a figure, so that some particular points of

it lie in the boundary or periphery of that figure.
An angular figure (polygon or polyhedron) is said to be

inscribed in another figure when the angular points of the

former lie in the bounding line or lines, or surface or surfaces,
of the hitter. A curved figure (plane

or solid) is said to be

inscribed in an angular figure when the former touches each
of the bounding lines or surfaces of the latter. More rarely,
a line is said to be inscribed in a figure when its extremities

lie in the boundary of that figure.

1570 BiLLlNGSLEY Euclid iv. Introd. no It teacheth how
n triangle .. maybe inscribed within a circle. 1571 DicfiKS

Pantotn., Geom. Solids Ee iij a, Either of bodyes inscribed

or circumbscribed. 1663 STII.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. i. 14
When 1 conceive a Triangle inscribed in a square, a 1696
SCARHURGH Euclid (1705) 165 Therefore in a given square a
Circle has been inscribed. 1817 HUTTON Course Math. I.

373 To inscribe a circle in a regular polygon. 1885 LKUDES-
DORF Cremona's Proj. Geotn. 185 To inscribe in a^given
conic a polygon whose sides pass . . through given points.

f 4. Sc. Law. See INSCBIVE.

Inscribed (inskroi-bd),///. a. [i. prec.]
1. Written upon or in something. Alsoyff.
1611 COTGR., Inscript, inscribed^ intituled, written on.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Afart. IV. iii. 318 Besides this Moral
inscribed Law, God Almighty . . Rave him a positive Law.

184^7 W. C. BURNS in Life xii. (1870) 518,
I gave him two

religious books with an inscribed promise to pray for him.

b. Of a state (or other) loan : Issued not in the

form of bonds passing from hand to hand, but as

shares of which the names of the holders are regis-
tered or entered in a list kept at the head office of

the issuing state or company.
i88j BITHF.I.L Counting-ho. Diet., Inscribed Stocks, see

Registered Stocks, [Ibid., Registered Stocks are so called

because they are entered with the name of the holder in

a Register kept for that purpose at the chief office of the

Company or State issuing them.]
2. Marked with writing or other characters. In

Entom. Having markings resembling letters.

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 286 Inscribed,..
When the (wing) surface is marked with the resemblance of
a letter of any language. Ex. Noctua Gamma. 1851 D.
WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. ii. 309 Inscribed Stones,
more or less rudely graven. 1879 LUHBOCK -4<rVr. Pol. .y

Educ. ix. 173 The Catstane, an inscribed pillar.

3.- Gtom. (See INSCRIBE 3.)

1571 DIGGRS Pantom., Geom. Solids V iij b, The square of
an equilater triangles syde to the inscribed circles semidi-
metientes square is as 12 to i. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Iimribed figures, those that are drawn within others [etc.).

INSCRIPTION.

1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 369 To determine a Triangle,
and the Radius of the Inscribed Circle. 1885 LKUDF.SDORF
Crtinona's Proj. Geom. 125 Six points on a conic, taken in

any order, may be regarded as tne vertices of an inscrilx:d

hexagon.
Inscribe!' (inskrerbsa). [f.

as prec. + -KB 1
.]

One who inscribes; the writer of an inscription.

1781 POWNALL Stud. Antic/. 48 Characters and . .diagrams
. .which Kircher has passed by unnoticed, as though making
no part of the inscriber's intention. 1876 S. MANNING Lniitt

Pharaohs 206 Many of the inscribers were Christians. 1894
W. M. LINDSAY in Class, Ren. Mar. 108/1 Inscriptions, in

which a certain amount of illiteracy on the part of the in-

scribers is at times a disturbing element.

Inscript (i-nskript), sb. fad. L. inscript-tim
that which is written upon anything, an inscription,

sb. use of neuter of inscripl-us : see next.]
1. Something inscribed ;

an inscription.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. X. i. 8 60. 1235 The inducement

thereunto, being no more then a namelesse Inscript shuffled,
no man knew whence. 1651 SPARKE Prim. Devot. (1663)

243 What suiting inscript to the Cross belongs. 1881 COL.
YULR in Athenaeum 17 June 765/1 Some time in the six.

teenth century. . it is shown by an inscript at the end to

have belonged to Symon du Solier, dwelling at Honfleur.

f 2. Geom. A line inscribed in a figure ;
a chord.

1691} Ai INI. HAM Geom. Epit. 12 The line AB is also called

an Inscript, and when so apptyed, is said to cut the Circle.

t InSCri'pt, ppl- <* Obs. [ad. L. insert'pt-us,

pa. pple. of inscrfiiere to INSCRIBE.] Inscribed.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 11 The name of Ihesu was
founde with letters of golde inscripte and wryten in hit.

1592 R. D. Hypnerototnofhia 16 A shield, .whereupon was

inscript in Hebrew, Attic and Latine letters, this sentence.

Inscri ptible, rare. [f. 1.. inscript-us, pa.

pple. of inscr'ibfre + -IBLE.] =INSORIHABLE.
a 1696 SCARBURGII Euclid (1705) 173 Polygons do arise,

that are mutually with a Circle, or with one another In-

scriptible and Circumscriptible.

Inscription (inskri'pjan). [ad. L. inscription-

em, n. of action from imcriliOre to INSCRIBE. Cf.

F. inscription (Rabelais, i6thc.,in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of inscribing ;

the action of writing

upon or in something. (In quots._/ff.) rare.

a 1653 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. ix. i. (1821) 410 These we may
call the truths of natural

inscription. 1748 HARTLEY Obstrv.
Man n. i. 45 The Law of first Inscription.

2. toner. That which is inscribed; a piece of

writing or lettering upon something ;
a set of char-

acters or words written, engraved, or otherwise

traced upon a surface ; esp. a legend, description,
or record traced upon some hard substance for the

sake of durability, as on a monument, building,

stone, tablet, medal, coin, vase, etc.

1538 LF.LAND Itin. I. 96 Inscription could I find none yn
these Stones. 1596 SHAHS. Merch. V. ll. vii. 14, 1 will

suruay the inscriptions, backe againe : What saies this leaden

casket? 1667 EVELYN Diary 19 Sept., I obtain'd the gift

of his Arundelian Marbles, those celebrated and famous

inscriptions Greeke and Latine, gather 'd with so much cost

and Industrie from Greece. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

28/2 Queen Elizabeths shilling had. .this Inscription, Posui
Deum Adjulortm mfum. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let.

to Ctess Bristol 10 Apr., A brazen column . . was erected . .

there is no sign of its having ever had any inscription.
1831 BYRON Two t-'vsc. n. i. 226 'Tis perhaps as true as most

Inscriptions upon tombs. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 53/1
It

bears on one side the head of r erdinand with the inscription
FerJinandvs [etc.]. 1843 BRANDS Diet. Sc., elc. 833/1 The
words around the border of the coin form what is termed
the legend, those in the middle the inscription. [B. V.
HEAD in Let., Numismatists make no distinction between
'

Inscription
' and '

Legend '.]

Jig. 1643 MILTON Dit-orce Introd. (1851) n Nor is this

yet the highest inscription that will adorn so religious and
so holy a defence as this. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities I.

v. Hunger was the inscription on the baker's shelves written

in every small loaf of his scanty stock of bad bread.

3. spec. a. A short piece of writing placed at the

beginning of a book or other composition, descrip-

tive of its nature, contents, authorship, etc.
;
a title,

heading, superscription. (Now rare or Obs. as

distinct from a.) b. A brief dedication of a book

or work of art to a person (see INSCRIBE 2 b) ; the

superscription of a letter.

a 1400 Wyclifs Bible Gen. Prol. 39 (MS. Trin. Coll. Dubl.

A. i. 10) The firste psalme to no man is asigned, for . .

what other man is vndirstonden in the firste but the

firste geten, that inscripcioun worthili schuld not be neces-

sarie. 1539 MORE Dyaloge I. Wks. 174/2 Many bokes be

ther that haue false inscripcions, and ar not the bokes of

them that they be named by. 1598 FLORIO, Indict,., also

the inscription or title of a booke. 1649 ^ Icoran p. vi, Ma-
homet . . divided it into many Chapters,

to which he gave
what inscription he thought good : he most commonly mti-

tuleth them with words that are in their first line. 1743
RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 451 And now-and-then a Letter

passes on both Sides, by the Inscription and Subscription
of which, they remind one another, that they have been

once in their Lives at one Church together.

C. In early Music, A motto or sign, or combi-

nation of both, placed at the beginning of an enig-

matical canon, to indicate (often itselfenigmatically)
the manner of its resolution.

1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. s.v., In the

second Agnus Dei of his
' Missa L'Ami baudichon ', [Josquin

des Pro's) intimates that the Tenor is to be silent, by the

pretty Inscription,
'

Agnus secundum non est cum grege.'. .

Some of Hobrecht's Inscriptions are very obscure ..'T)eci-

mas reddo omnia qua possideo
' shews that the (unwritten)

Bass must sing a Tenth below the Discant.



INSCRIPTIONAL.

4. Anat. A marking upon some organ or pnrt

produced by another in contact with it ; esp. a

marking on the fleshy part of a muscle where
a tendon crosses it.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 62 The fift [muscle] . .

marcheth obliquely towardes the thombe, with many in-

scriptions, and ceaseth at divers Tendons. < 1720 W. GIB-
SON Farrier's Gitide i. vi. (1738) 80 Having only Inscriptions
answerable to the winding Convolutions of the Brain. 1871
HUMPHRY Myolngy y

Its fibres are partially interrupted by
a tendinous inscription, and it is joined beyond that point

by a portion of the muscle arising from the ischium in which
there is no tendinous inscription.

5. Geom. The action of inscribing one figure in

another : see INSCRIBE 3.

1570 BILLINGSLKY Euclid iv, Introd. up This fourth booke
intreateth of the inscription . . of rectiline figures. 1655
STANLEY Hist. Philos. i. (1701) 9/2. 1842 DE MORGAN Dijp.
y Int. Calc. 303 It is the condition of a polygon's inscription
in a circle that its successive angles should be [etc.].

t 6. Civil and Sc. Law. An accusation or chal-

lenge at law made under the condition that if it

were false, the accuser would undergo the same

punishment that would have been inflicted on the

accused if found guilty. Obs.
Sometimes inscription appears to refer to the accusation

(see Iitscriptio in Du Cange), sometimes to the undertaking
of the accuser : cf. COTGR. Fr. Diet.,

'

Inscription enfaux,
a challenge of, or exception against the truth ofan Euidence ;

a testimonie or vndertaking to prove it false, entred in Court*.

1479 Acta Audit. 93 (Jam.) The said James has drawin
himself, landis, and gudis, souerte to the kingis hienes for

the said inscriptioune. 1674 SIR G. MACKENZIE Laws cV

Ciist. qfScotl, xix. 1 8 (1699) 227 Which inscription was only
necessar in atrocius, but not in lighter crimes. Ibid., In-

scriptions were only necessar, to the end the pursuer might
be punished, if he were found Guilty of Calumny. 1716
AYLIFFE Parergon 24 Inscription is an obligation made in

writing whereby the Accuser binds himself to undergo the
same Punishment, if he shall not prove the Crime which he

objects to the Party accused . . as the Defendant himself

ought to suffer, if the same be prov'd.

7. Comm. The action of inscribing stock ;
in //.

inscribed stocks : see INSCRIBED I b.

1707 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 85/2 Penury and misery burst

forth. The inscriptions, which were at forty, fell to ten
;

the armies were left without pay. 1809 R. LANGFORD
Introd. Trade 55 The second description of Russian Stock
is called 6 per Cent. Inscriptions. 1884 Pall Mall G.

14 Aug. 5/1 The Bank of England .. in its desire to move
with the times .. has been undertaking the inscription of
a number of colonial loans.

8. Comb.
1859 H. L. SMITH in Archxol. Cant. XI. 108 Only the

labels . . and inscription-plate remain. 1861 F. HALL in

Jrnl. Asiat. Sac. Bengal 320 Dismissed by the inscription-

writer, with nine stanzas of vague encomium.

Inscriptions! (inskri-pjanal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL.]

fl. Bearing an inscription;
= INSCRIBED 2. Obs.

1778 Phil. Sum. S. /re/. 21 In the same nave are three

inscriptional Slabs. 1795 J. C. MURPHY Trav. Portugal
308 Several ancient inscriptional stones have been found.

2. Of, belonging to, characteristic of, or of the

nature of, an inscription or inscriptions.
1821 JAS. TATE in Parr's Wks. (1828) VIII. 251 The in-

scriptional labours of your classical pen. 1880 WARRKN

unfrequently used in inscnptional l,atm lor 'Anno balutis '.

1896 RAMSAY in Expositor Sept. 195 Criteria derived, .from

inscriptional and alphabetical character.

luscri ptioned (-Jend), a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ED 2
.] Furnished with an inscription;

= IN-

SCRIBED 2.

1888 Harper's Mag. Sept. 641 The marble fount, sculp,
lured and inscriptioned on every surface.

Inscri'ptioiiist. rare. [f. as prec. + -IST.]

The writer or carver of an inscription.
1861 F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiat. Sac. Bengal 3 note,

The inscriptionist was . . not quite incapable of such an

aberration from grammatical orthopraxy. Ibid. 16 note,

The laxity of the inscriptionist.

Iiiscri'ptioiiless, a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Devoid of an inscription; having no inscription.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 553 Lazarus (whose Receptacle
is Inscriptionlesse). iSay HOOD Mids. Fairies xxii, Make
tombs inscriptionless raze each high name. 1851 Meaniter-

ings ofMem. I. 71 A margin stone I crave Inscriptionless,
or chiselled by the wave.

Inscriptive (inskri-ptiv), a. [f. L. inscript-,

ppl. stem of inscrlbtre to INSCRIBE + -IVE.]

1. Of the nature of an inscription ; belonging to

or used in inscriptions (quot. 1888).

1740 Poetry in Ann. Reg. (1772) 208 O ! let this column

rise. Pure from false trophies and inscriptive lyes. 1807
WORDSW. Wh. Doe vil. 214 'God us ayde !'.. Inscriptive

legend which I ween May on those holy bells be seen.

1888 RURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. i. 36 When speaking of

inscriptive writing, Routh once remarked [etc.],

f 2. Bearing an inscription ;
= INSCRIBED 2. Obs.

1740 OVER Ruins Rome 79 And vases boss'd and huge
inscriptive stones.

Hence Inscri-ptively adv., by way of an in-

scription.
1895 Daily A'nus 5 Feb. 6/5 Beneath this again are in-

scriptively quoted the hero's words :
' Thus Sebastopol

defends herself.

tlnscri-ptor. Obs. rare. ^ioi*inscnpture(zA.
late L. inscriptiira inscription).] An inscription.

VOL. V.

329

1603 HOLLAND tr. Plutarch's Afor. 1089 As Comoedies..
Carrie . . ridiculous epigrams or inscriptors.

Inscri'ptured, a. rare ',
[f. *inscriplure

(see prec.) + -ED^.J Bearing inscriptions;
= IN-

SCRIBED 3.

1881 ROSSETTI Bail. <v Sunn., Church-Porch, Shake we off
the dust we have Upon our feet, lest it defile the stones

Inscriptured, covering their sacred bones.

tlnscrive, v. Obs. [f. F. inscriv-, full stem
of inscrire = It. inscrivere, ad. L. inscriblre : cf.

DESCRIVE.]
1. trans. = INSCRIBE 2.

1381 WYCLIF vnd Prol. Ps., Alle the salmyes, that ben in-

scriued to hym Dauid, pertenen to the sacrament of Crist,
for Dauid is seid Crist.

2. Sc. Law. refl. To undertake, under penalty,
to prove (something) false : see INSCRIPTION 6.

Cf. Fr. s'inscrire enfaux,
'

to vndertake that an Euidence,
etc., is false ; or to vndertake to prove it false or falsified ;

also to accuse of or charge with falsehood or falsenesse '.

(Cotgrave.)

1479 Acta A udit. 93 (Jam.) It was allegit be the said James,
that the instrument of the said sett . . was falss and offrit

him to inscriue him[self] criminally tharto as he aucht of law.

Inscroll (inskrc7u'l), v. [f. IN-
1 or 2 + SCROLL.]

trans. To inscribe or enter upon a scroll.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. n vn- 72 Had you beene as wise as

bold, Yong in limbs, in Judgement old, Your answere had
not beene inscrold. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 131

Drop one plume as pledge that Heaven inscrolls the wrong.

t Inscru'ple, v. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. IN- ^ +

SCRUPLE.] trans. To possess with scruples.

1663 Flagellum or O. Cnmtitll(i6j2> 89 Being inscrupled

by some of the Presbyterian Ministers (who were highly in-

censed at this war).

Inscrutability (inskn7tabHTti). [f.
next :

see -ITY.] The quality of being inscrutable
;

trans/, something inscrutable.

1654 W. MOUNTAGUH Devout Ess. ii. i. I 3. 20 These

Mysteries . . are Gods own Inscrutabilitte. 1791 G. WAKE-
FIELD Mem. 130 (T.) His theological conceptions were

always, .to me. .one of the inscrutabilities of mystery. 1859
KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) I. 291 The awe which Nature's

grandeur and inscrutability brings with it. 1880 J. CAIRO
Philos. Kelig. i. 31 Reverence, not for a mere blank inscru-

tability, but for what I can think of as an intelligence

essentially the same with my own.

Inscrutable (inskm-tab'l), a. (sb.) [ad. late L.

inscrutabilis (Augustine, Hilary), f. in- (IN- 3) +
scrfitari, -are, to search or examine thoroughly, to

explore: see -ABLE. Cf. F. inscrutable (i5th c.).]

That cannot be searched into or found out by

searching ; impenetrable or unfathomable to investi-

gation ; quite unintelligible, entirely mysterious.
c 1450 lr. De Imitatione HI. Iv. 131, I haue lerned herby to

drede bin inscrutable iugement. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de

W. 1531) 32 b, The herte of man is inscrutable, and onely

god knoweth it. 1601 WARNF.B Alt. Eng. xm. Ixxix. (1612)

327 O Essence more inscrutable, than all compaierd to it.

1661 COWLEY Verses ft Ess., Cromwell (1669) 66 The in-

scrutable mysteries of Eternal Providence. 173* BERKF.LEY

Alciphr. vn. 26 You are a pair of inscrutable, unfathom-

able, fashionable philosophers. 1838-9 H ALLAH Hist. Lit.

II. n. ii. 27. 77 The doctrine of the Trinity, which theo-

logians agree to call inscrutable, but which they do not fail

to define and analyse with the most confident dogmatism.

1870 DISRAELI I.othair liii, That countenance was always
inscrutable. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 155 At the

present moment the ultimate origin of Mind is as inscrut-

able a mystery as the origin of Life.

b. Rarely of things physical, as an abyss : Im-

penetrable, unfathomable.
1810 LAMB Elia Ser. I. 2 Races Men, Deep holes, inscru-

table cavities of the earth. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <y //.

Jrnls. I. 142
The guide.. held his torch down into an in-

scrutable pit beneath our feet.

B. sb. pi. Inscrutable things.

1704 DE Fc _

scrulables of Nature, in which humane Search has not yet
been able to arrive at any Demonstration.

Inscru-tableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or character of being inscrutable.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. i88 in WEBSTER. 1851 NICHOL
A rchit. Heav. (ed. 9) 64 The nebulous spots losing all trace

of their previous inscrutableness. 1891 Spectator 21 Mar.,
That sense of the mystery and the tragic inscrutableness of

human fate which is as modern as it is ancient.

b. An instance of this ; something inscrutable.

a 1864 HAWTHORNE Sept. Felton (1879) 65 All was a blur,

an inscrutableness, a scrawl of unintelligible characters.

Inscru tably, adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2

.]
In

an inscrutable manner ; beyond searching out ; un-

fathomably ; quite unintelligibly.

1597 J. PAYNE Royal Excli. 6 The essens of the gloriouse

persons inscrutablie one God. 1818 in TODD. 1828 WEBSTF.B

s. v.,
The moral government of an infinite being must often

be inscrutably dark and mysterious. 185* M. ARNOLD

Empedocles 217 Thou ..Watchest us, Nature, throughout,
Mild and inscrutably calm.

flnscru-te, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. stem of

prec., or f. \,. scnllat-us pa. pple.]
= INSCRUTABLE.

1639 G. DANIEL Ecclus. xviii. o For 'tis inscrute : His

power, 'bove reach of Mortall to find out. Ibid, xxxix. 70

How dare Man question .. His inscrute power?
Inscrutive (inskr-tiv), a. rare, [irreg. f. L.

inscriita-re to search or examine into -t- -IVE.]

Given to scrutiny or investigation. .

i88a Chicago Advance 22 June 400 What amounts of in-

INSEARCHABLE.
formation these inscrutive young gentlemen of the daily
press can evolve from a moderate protoplasm of given in-

formation !

Insculp (inskzvlp),z). Now rare or Obs. Pa.

pple. inseulpt, insculped. [ad. L. insculplre
to carve or engrave on, f. in- (IN-

2
) -t- sculplre to

carve, or its F. repr. insculper(i 5~i6th c. in Godef.).
Used at first in pa. pple. insculpt, ad. L. insculpt-us;
the finite vb. may have arisen in part from an

analysis of this as insculp-t =
insculp-ed.}

1. trans. To carve, engrave, or sculpture (upon
something, as a figure or inscription upon stone).

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 11 Diuerse carectes to be

insculpte in gemmes. 1564$ PAINTER Pal. Pleas. II. Siv.

(N.), More lyvely. .than any forme may be insculped upon
metall or marble. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. t\ 11. vii. 57 A coyne
that beares the figure ofan Angell Stampt in gold, but that's

insculpt ypon. 1604 DRAYTON Moses I. (R.), Which he in-

sculped in two likely stones, For rareness of invaluable

;rice.

1616 BULLOKAR, Insculpe-lQ cut or carue in. 1665
. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 162 By insculping^

some short

nscription. Ibid. 190 They made.. the Architrave .. plain
and flat, and thereon insculpt them. 1706 PHILLIPS, '/'<<

Insculp, to engrave, carve, or cut. 18x4 SOUTHEY Carmina
Aul., etc.. Poet. Wks. III. 315 Bearing lyingly the libell'd

name Of Lawrence, impudently there insculpt.

fig. 1607 ROWLANDS Guy Warvi. 5 The wounds and scarrs

insculpt upon his flesh. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. ill. xxiii.

(1713)231 Wise Men.. who in Symbols and Parables have

insculped the memorials of their Wisdom in the Minds and
Memories of rude People.
2. a. To shape artistically by cutting, b. To
adorn with carved figures or inscriptions ; to sculp-
ture (stone, etc.) :

= CARVE v. 5 a, 6 b. Alsoyi^.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 15 The inner seate . . of the

scull, where Os Cuneale is insculped like the maner of a

seat, or stoole. 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 254 The ears

neatly insculped, of mean bigness. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-

Heng (1725) 1 35 Stones.. were insculpt with Antique Runick
or Gothick Characters. 1830 W. PHILLIPS Alt. Sinai iv. 6

The sacred Tables. . Fresh from their heavenly quarry, and

insculpt Of God's own hand immediate.

t InSCU'lpt, v. Obs. [f.
L. insailpt-, ppl. stem

ofinsculp-fie: see prec.]
= INSCULP.

1487 Ann. Barber-Sure. Land. (1890) 213 That a tablet!

of stone shalbe sett up and the Master and Wardeins names

insculpted thereon. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. x. 248
Therein . . their Armes or Atchieuements. .are according in-

sculpted from the authoritieof both. 1657'1'oMLiNSoN^xoxV
Disp. 344 Whereon they have insculpted a humane shape.

Insculpt, ppl. a. : see INSCULP v.

t Inscription. Obs. Also (erron.) -sion.

[ad. late L. inscription-em, noun of action from

insculfb-e to INSCULP.] The action of carving or

sculpturing upon something; concr. a carved figure

or inscription. Also^/ff.

1599 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 268 A cup of silver, .to be

made . . with this insculpsion or engravinge therein. 1607
TOVJRNEI-R Rev. Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 13 /or what is

it to haue A flattering false insculption on a Toombe, And
in men's hearts reproch? 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul II.

agent-n. from insculptre : see prec. Cf. F'. insc-ulp-

teur (1584 in Godef.).] One who carves or sculp-

tures a figure, etc. upon something ;
a sculptor.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr. Chirurg. Bivb/l The

Insculptoror Ingravere, to adorne and imbelhshe his laboures.

1727 DART Can/era. Cathedr. Pref., The Historian's pen,
and the Insculptor's Art.

InSCU'lpture, sb. ? Obs. [a. obs. F. insntlp-

ture( 1 5-i6thc. in Godef.), ad. L. type *itisailpliira,

f. insculpere : see -URE.] A figure or inscription

carved or sculptured upon something.

1607 SHAKS. Timon v. iv. 67 On his Grauestone, this In-

sculpture which With wax I brought away. 1*46 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. iv. 185 At first (saith he) it was both

free and usuall to weare rings on either hand ; but. .when

pretious gems and rich insculptures were added, the custome

of wearing them on the right hand was translated unto the

left. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 224 To make up a more

gracefull insculpture upon the external Cortex of a Vision.

InSCU'lpture, Also en . [f.
lN- 2 = EN-

+ SCULPTURE.] trans. To carve or sculpture

upon something. Hence Inscvrlptured///. a.

1787 GLOVER A thenaid vn. (R.), He surveys, Insculptur'd

round, the horrours which befel The house of Laius. 1831

WORDSW. Yarrow revisited, etc. Apol. 9 Those Shapes dis-

tinct That yet survive ensculptured on the walls. 1834

Eraser's Mag. X. 23 The obelisk of the desert, with its

insculptured riddles. 1855 BAILEY Mystic 6 The myth-

insculptured language of the light.

Inscyde, obs. (erron.) form of INCIDE .'

flnsea-.K. Obs. rare. [f.
IN- i + SEA sb.} trans.

To enclose with the sea.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad XL 637 There made we halt, and

there the sun cast many a glorious beam On our bright

armours, horse and foot insea'd together there.

Inseal, Inseam, obs. ff. ENSEAL, ENSEAM v.

t Insea r, v. Obs. rare. [IN-
1 or 2 + SEAR v.]

trans. To impress by searing.

1603 Adv. Don Sebast. in Harl. Misc. II. 371 * report

that those natural marks were inseared with a hot iron.

Insearch(e, -er, var. of ENSEARCH, -ER, Obs.

t Insea-rchable, a. Obs. rare. [lN-3.] That

cannot be searched out ;
unsearchable.

1647-8 COTTF.RELL Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 12 A woman

of a most insearchable mind.



INSEASON.

tlnsea-son.z'. Ots.rart. [f.
IN- * + SEASON.]

trans. To accustom or inure (a plant) to the

climate and surroundings; to acclimatize.

1616 SUKFL. & MAKKH. Country Farnte 351 That so you

may assure your selfe, lhat his rootes ore long since well

inseasoned, and haue fully taken with the earth.

I-nseat. Sc. ? Obs . Also inset, [f.
IN adv. +

SKAT so.] The general living-room in a farm-

house or cottage in Scotland in the i8th c.

ign AITON Vina ofAgric. Ayr 114 That part of the build-

ing which served the family for lodging, sleeping, cookery,

dairy, etc., denominated the in-seat, was about 12 or at most

ii feet square. On larger farms, another of nearly the same

dimensions, and which entered through the ill-seat, was
called the sfense. 18. . W. WATSON Answ. Unco Bit Want
Poems (1877) 67 (Jam. Supp.) The morn I sail speak to my
father, To big us an inset an

1

spence.

t Insecable, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. insecabilis,

(. in- (IN-
3
) + secabilis that may be cut, f. secure

to cut : see -BLE. So F. insfcable (1570 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Incapable of being cut.

1613 COCKERAM, Insecable, not to be cut. 17. . tr. Voltaire's

Wks. XXVI. 115 (Jod.) If an insecable animal be eternal.

t Tnsecate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. L. insecure:

see -ATE 3.] trans. = INSECT v.1

1623 COCKERAM, Insicate, to cut.

Insect (i'nsekt), sb. [ad. L. insectum, ellipt.
for animal insectum animal notched or cut into

(Pliny), from insecl-us, pa. pple. of insecure to cut

into ; a rendering of Gr. ivronov insect (Aristotle):
cf. ENTOMO-. Cf. F. insecte (Du Pinet, i6th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A small invertebrate animal, usually having

a body divided into segments, and several pairs of

legs, and often winged ; in popular use comprising,
besides the animals scientifically so called (see 2),

many other arthropods, as spiders, mites, centi-

pedes, wood-lice, etc., and other invertebrates,
as the 'coral-insect

1

; formerly (and still by the

uneducated) applied still more widely, e.g. to earth-

worms, snails, and even some small vertebrates, as

frogs and tortoises.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny Explan. Words Art, Insects, little

vermine or smal creatures, which haue (as it were) a cut or
diuision betweene their heads and bodies, as Pismires, Flies,

Grashoppers,
vnder which are comprehended Earth-wormes,

Caterpillers [etc.], 1611 COTGR., fnsecte, an Insect ; a small

fleshlesse, and bloudlesse vermine, diuided (in some sort)
betweene the head, bodie, and bellie, as an Ant, Fly, Bee,
etc.; vnder which, the Earthworme, Caterpillar, etc. be
also comprehended. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in.

xv. 142 The Scolopendra or hundred footed insect. 1658 tr.

Bergerac's Satyr. Char. xxvi. 95 Me-thinks I hear an angry
frog croak . . I use this Author something ill to reduce him
to the Insects. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Aniin.

fy
Min. Introd.,

Of Insects, few are used as meat, except snailes, which some
count most dainty sweet and nourishing meat. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vn. 476 At once came forth whatever creeps the

ground, Insect or Worme. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet
252 All Birds which feed upon Worms and Insects. 1754
Diet. Arts 4- Sc. III. 2032 Medusa, in zoology, a genus of
naked insects. 1806 PRISCILI.A WAKEFIELD Doin. Recreat.
vii. 07 Desire John to bring in the pan with the sea-insects
. . What strange creatures ! they are far more like flowers
than insects. Therefore they are called sea-anemonies,nBATES Nat. Amazon iv. (1864) 96 A large hairy spider

e genus Mygale . . The Mygales are quite common
insects.

2. Zool. An animal belonging to the class Insecta
of Arthropoda : see INSECTA 2.

Only gradually restricted from the wider popular use.
The earner quots. here refer to true insects, but their authors
would undoubtedly have included other animals under the
name.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xi. i. 310 Many and sundrie sorts

there be of Insects, .and well may they all be called Insecta :

by reason of those cuts and divisions, which some have
about the necke, others in the breast and belly ; the which

Bee, or Ant, some think them to be so called, because they
have a kind of division, or section, between the head and
the belly, a 1704 LOCKE Elem. Nat. Philos. x. (1754) 38 Theyare called insects, from a separation in the middle of their
bodies, whereby they are, as it were, cut into two parts,which are joined together by a small ligature : as we see in

..

characte
sort of bony substance instead of skin, and their heads are
furnished with antennae, called horns. Linnzi Syst. Nat.
p. 83- 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 137 We may define
insects to be little animals without red blood, bones or car-

uu wun mugs wnicn nave tneir openings in the sides 18

bjAK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 217 Latreifie divides the class
>f Insects, as now restricted, into eleven orders..The Para-
;/aand rhysanoura, which Latreille previously arrangedwith the Arachnides, Dr. Leach first added to the class of

Kts. 1861 DARWIN On Fertil. Orchids i. 38 Certain
orchids require special insects for their fertilization. 1891MIALU in Nature .o Sept. 457/1 We understandM to be animals of small sue, furnished with a hard skin

ix legs, breathing by branched air-tubes, and commonlyprovided in the adult condition with wings.
:fie- Applied contemptuously to a person, as

Insignificant or despicable (sometimes also as an-
noying, like an insect

persistently buzzing around
or

fettling opon one).

330

1684 OTWAY Atheist i. i, We are over-run with a Race of
Vermin they call Wits, a Generation of Insects that are

always making a Noise. 1707 HEARNE Collect. 24 Jan.
(O. H. S.) I. 322 He, the little Insect, was recommended to

King William. 1708 CHALMERS Path. Wks. (1840) VI. 7
It is not for us, the frail insects of a day., to oppose the feeble

powers of pur reason to the wonders of Omnipotence. 1813
SCOTT Triernt. n. Interl. ii, Insects that skim in Fashion's

sky, Wasp, blue-bottle, or butterfly.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. That is an insect,

as insect breeze, lamp, locust, pest, vermin ; consist-

ing of insects, as insect kind, myriads, quire, race,

society, tribe, youth ; resembling or likened to an

insect, as insectfollower , understanding, vexation;
of or belonging to insects, as insect egg, fungus,
head, larva, life, maggot, origin, parasite, queen,
wax, wing; for insects, as insect-box, -caliinet,

-trap. b. objective, instrumental, etc., as insect-

collector, -destroyer, -eater, -eating adj., -hunter
;

insect-fertilizable adj., -fertilization, -fertilized adj.,

-haunted adj. ; insect-like adj. or adv. c. Special
Combs. : insect-bed (see quot.) ; insect-feeder,
a creature that feeds on insects

; ) insect-flower

(poet.'}, applied to a sea-anemone ; insect-gun,
a small bellows for blowing insect-powder into

crevices or sprinkling it upon plants ; insect-net,
a light hand-net for catching insects ;

a butterfly-
net

; insect-powder, a powder (usually prepared
from the dried flowers of species of Pyrethruni)
used to kill or drive away insects.

1893 GEIKIE Geol. (ed. 3) 899 These relics of insect life,

are so abundant in the calcareous bands [of the British

Lias] that the latter are known as *insect-beds. 1837
Lett. fr. Madras (1843) 140 Many thanks for the ''insect-

box and pins. 1678 BUTLER Hud. ill. ii. i The learned

write, an *insect breeze Is but a mongrel prince of bees,
That falls before a storm on cows, And stings the founders
of his house. 1843 Zoologist I. 342 An 'insect-cabinet

containing twelve drawers. 1878 SMILES R. Dick v. 45
He was an "insect-collector. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*
Insect-destroyer, a device for killing noxious insects.

1773 WHITE in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 201 These birds . .

"insect-eaters themselves. 1872 CARPENTER Anim. Phys.
iv. 163 "Insect-eating animals obtain their food by means
of a long extensible tongue. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. i. 4
The first observation on insect-eating flowers was made
about the year 1768 by our countryman Ellis. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 264 The atmosphere is freighted
with myriads of "insect-eggs that elude our senses. 1801

Daily News 15 Dec. 5/4 It has been reserved for.. Mr.
Francis Darwin, to prove conclusively that *insect-fed

plants bear heavier and more numerous seeds than unfed
ones. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 599/2 The many pointed
tuberculous teeth of the "insect-feeders. 1880 A. R. WAL-
LACE Isl. Life 473 Many of them require *insect-fertilisa-
tion. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. I. 121 You guard the
Mermaid in her briny vale ; Feed the live petals of her
insect-flowers. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779! IV. xcv.

159 All those "insect-followers shrink away in the winter of
distress. 1897 MARY KINGSLF.Y W. Africa 572, I write by
the light of an "insect-haunted lantern. 1857 E. NEWMAN
(title) The "Insect-hunters or Entomology in Verse. 1897
MARY KINCSLEY W. Africa 169, I had to jump at a rock
wall, and hang on to it in a manner more befitting an insect
than an insect-hunter. 1711 SIIAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II.

94 Be they of the poorest "insect-kind, such as bees or

wasps ; 'tis natural to 'em to be rouz'd with fury. 1727-46
THOMSON Slimmer 828 From Menam's orient stream, that

nightly shines With "insect-lamps. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
(1737) III. 156 The contemplation of the "insect-life. 1658 J.
ROWLAND tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1125 The "Insect-Locust
is like the Lobster, for that cannot be called either flesh or
fish. 1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 39 Most "Insect Maggots are
furnished with a Set of Legs. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4)

I. 452 Linnaeus, who. .endeavoured to resolve almost
all diseases . . into an animalcular or "insect origin. 1853
Zoologist XI. 4045 These exceedingly rare "insect-parasites.
1854 Ibid. XII. 4179 The galleries or perforations of these

"insect-pests. 1893 Jrnl. K. Agric. Sac. Dec. 823 Ordinary
"insect-powders .. were quite ineffectual. 1813 BYRON
Giaour 388 Rising on its purple wing The "insect-queen
of eastern spring {tute, The blue-winged butterfly of Kash-
meer, the most rare and beautiful of the species]. 1818
SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xv, The fish were poisoned in the
streams . . the "insect race Was withered up. 1887 Amer.
Naturalist XXI. 501 The plant which I have to notice
because of its peculiarity as an 'insect-trap. 1728-46 THOM-
SON Spring 60 And some, with whom compared your "insect
tribes Are but the beings of a summer's day. 1816 T. GIL-
CHRIST Philos. Etym. 105 These cobwebs entangle "insect
understandings like their own. 1808 HELEN ST. VICTOR
Ruins Rigonda II. 109 "Insect vermin which swarmed on
the walls. 1750 JOHNSON Ramtler No. 68 F 3 "Insect vexa-
tions which sting us and fly away. 1853 Zoologist XI. 3820
Specimens of the white "insect-wax of China. 1712-14 POPE
Rape Lock n. 59 Some to the sun their "insect-wings unfold.
1742 GRAY Ode on Spring iii, The "insect youth are on the
wing, Eager to.. float amid the liquid noon.

t Insect, a. Obs. [ad. L. insect-us, pa. pple.
of insecure to cut into : see prec.] Having the

body divided into segments ; chiefly in insect ani-
mals = L. animalia insecta : see INSECTA.
1589 PUTTHNHAM Eng. Poesie ill. v. (Arb.) 162 So also is

the Ante or pismire, and they be but little creeping things,
not perfect beasts, but insect, or wormes. a 1658 CLEVE-
LAND Gen. Poems, etc. (1677) 136 Meeting with the putrid
Matter of your Invention, as the Sun produceth Insect
Animals, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 306 Some
insect Animals.

t Insect (inse-kt), z;.l Obs. rare. [(.L. insect-,
ppl. stem of insecure to cut into : cf. dissect, inter-

sect]
trans. To cut into.

a 1652 BROME Queen % Cone. in. vii, Down with their

INSECTICIDAL.

weapons, up with their heels, till we insect and rip up the
intrails of the cause.

Insect (i-nsekt), w.2 nonce-wd. [f.
INSECT si.]

intr. To hunt or catch insects.

1879 J. BURROUGHS Locusts fy IV. Itoncy 203 We dis-

covered the bird . . insecting in the top of a newly-fallen
hemlock.

Ii Insecta (inse-kta), sb. pi. [L., pi. of insectum
INSECT ; formerly also, more fully, insecla animalia
' cut-waisted animals

'.]

fl. Formerly used as the plural of INSECT, in its

popular application. Obs.

[1577 HARRISON England in. vi. (1878) n. 36 The cut or

girt wasted (for so I English the word Ittsccta) are the

hornets, waspes, bees, and such like. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny XI.

i. 310 Well may they be called Insecta : by reason of those
cuts and divisions, which some have about the necke.] 1609
C. BUTLER Fern. Mm:. Pref., Of all Insecta the Bees are
chief. 1626 BACON Sylva 73 So some Insecta which haue

Spirit of Life, as Snakes and Silkewormes, are to the touch
Cold. 1648 S. MARSHALL Emmanuel 23 Sometimes the Lord
stirres up other creatures to doe it ; the Wind, the Sun, the

Stars, nay it may be the very insecta animalia . . the Rats and
Mice, and Frogs, and such poore creatures. 1651 Raleigh's
Ghost 95 Those living creatures, which are commonly called

insecta ; as flies, gnats, and the like.

t b. Also erron. insects, inseclds. Also fig. :

cf. INSECT sb. 3. Obs.

1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. v. adfin., Take heed of such
insecta; hereafter. 1646 J. HALL Poems i. 23 Such Indivi-

duumsasye? Such Insecta's. 1650 Paradoxes 25 The
rayes of these sunnes will . . beget abundance of Insecta's

and Monsters, a 1658 CLEVELAND Lines Wks. (1687) 354
Such Insecta's, added on To Creatures by Substraction.

2. Zool. A class of invertebrate animals ; formerly

(as by Linnjeus) made to comprise the whole of the

division now called ARTHROPODA, or (as by Latreille)
all these except the Crustacea and Arachnida ;

now
restricted to that division of these otherwise called

Htxapoda, having the body divided or distinguish-
able into three regions (head, thorax, and abdo-
men 1

,
with six legs (all borne upon the thorax),

and usually two or four wings (but in some cases

none) ; constituting the largest class of Arthropoda,
and outnumbering all the rest of the animal king-
dom, more than 200,000 species being now known.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Insects, Insecta, in natural his-

tory, a smaller sort of animals. 1819 I'antologia, Insecta,
Insects, the fifth class in the Linnaan system of Zoology.
1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 29 The air-breathing classes of
the Myriapoda, the Arachnida. and the Insecta or true
Insects. 1878 BELL Gegeubanr's Comp. Anat. 246 Of
pretty much the same form as in the Mandibuiate Insecta.

Insectan (inse-ktan), a. [f.
INSECTA + -AN :

cf. crustacean, etc.] Of or belonging to an insect,
or to the class Insecta.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Aniin. Life 493 In a few

Crustacea and Insectan larvae. 1893 Athenxum 28 Jan.
123/1 The hope of finding a picture of the insectan eye, or
an account of the theories of insectan vision, is vain.

Insectarian (insekte'rian). nonce-wd.
[f.

IN-

SECT sb. + -arian (after vegetarian}.'] One who
feeds on insects. Hence Insecta'riamsm.
1893 E. A. BUTLER Our Housfh. Insects 36 The women of

Egypt, who, following the precepts of insectarianism, are
said to make a savoury dish of the grub by roasting it and
serving in butter. Ibid. 44 We . . sometimes get our bread
adulterated with pulverised beetles, and unconsciously be-

come insectarians for the nonce.

Ilisectarium (insekte>>-ri^m). Also in angli-
cized form Inseetary (i-nsektari). [f. INSECTA
+ -ARIUM.] A place for keeping and breeding in-

sects
;
an entomological vivarium.

1881 W. A. FORBES Sci. Papers (1885) 294 A new house in

the Zoological Society's Gardens has been opened . . an
' Insectarium ', or house devoted to the exhibition of living
specimens, in their various stages, of the class of Insects.

1888 J. H.COMSTOCK in Amer. Nat. Dec. 1129 An Insectary
for entomological work.

t Insecta tioil. Obs. rare. [ad. L. insecta-

tion-em pursuit, pursuing with words, railing, noun
of action from insectari to pursue, to rail at.]

Railing, calumniation. Sn f Insecta tor, a vailer.

a 1535 MORE Let. Wks. 1431/2 Stirred by mine owlie con-

science, (without insectacion, or reproche laieng to any other
mans). 1616-61 HOLYDAY Persins 288 [Persius] quipping
himself first, and afterwards all others, with such an insecta-

tion of the new poets and orators, that he spar'd not Nero.

1658 PHILLIPS, Insectation, a railing against, as it were
a following and prosecuting with evil language. 1706
Insectator, a Railer, Slanderer, -afoul-mouth'd Fellow.

Insected (inse-kted), ppl. a. rare. [f. L. in-

sectus (see INSECT a.} + -ED 1.] Cut into
; divided,

as it were, into segments, ns an insect.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. vi. 7 We can hardly endure
the sting ofthat small insected animal. 1676 [see INSECTION '].

1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xxxviii. 111. 4 Its body is in-

sected, being divided as it were into three principal pieces.

1883 KIMBER in Knowledge 13 July 22/2 The body [of a
sea anemone], .may be. .transversely furrowed or insected.

t Insextic, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. INSECT sb.

+ -1C.] Of or belonging to an insect ; insectan.

1767 G. S. CAREY Hills ofHybla 13 A laden ant was pass-

ing by, And with her small insectic eye, She look'd upon
the abject man.

lusecticidal (insektisai'dal), a. [f. as next

+ -AL.] Having the property, or the habit, of

killing insects.



INSECTICIDE.

iSS7 National Mag. II. 205 The insecticidal properties of

anesthetic agents. i88z American V. 57 The numbers of
4

insecticidal
'

ants colonized in their branches. 1894 Times

19 June 14/1 Spray-pumps and other insecticidal apparatus.

Insecticide x
(inse'ktisaid). [f.

L. insect-fun

INSECT + -cida, -CIDE ', killer.] One who or that

which kills insects, an insect-killer ; spec, a prepara-
tion used for destroying insects.

1866 Sat. Rev. 24 Mar. 350/2 A rich insecticide is not

1887 A. NEWTON in Encyt
[The starling's] character as an insecticide . . makes it the

friend of the agriculturist. 1894 Jrnl. R. Agric Sac. June
311 Substances likely to prove useful as insecticides.

b. attrib. or as adj. Having the property of

killing insects ; insecticidal. (In quot. 1865, jig.)
1865 Sat. Rev. 25 Nov. 663 Whether Sir George Grey will

have recourse to this Parliamentary insecticide powder may
be doubted. 1876 Times 4 Oct., The section

'

Insectologie
Generale' embraced .. illustrations of the application of

insects to ornament, and insecticide preparations of various

kinds.

Inse'cticide a
. [f.

as prec. + -CIDE 2
.]

The

killing of insects.

1865 Sat. Rev. 14 Oct. 482/2 The patient believer . . is

bidden, .to abjure the inhuman practice of insecticide, a. 1894
LD. BOWEN in Daily Neius 10 Apr. 6/3 An admirable woman,
with perhaps too great a passion for insecticide.

Insectiferous (insektrferas), a. [f.
L. in-

scct-um INSECT + -FERGUS.] Producing or contain-

ing insects.

1826 KIKBY & SP. Etitoiiiol. li. IV. 557 It has been observed

with respect to insectiferous amber. 1870 T. DK W. TALMAGE
Crumbs Swept Up 423 The insectiferous water of Galilee.

Iiisextiform, a. [f. as prec. -t- -FORM.] Hav-

ing the form or appearance of an insect.

1888 A. D. WHITE in Pof. Sci. Monthly Feb. 440 Illus-

trated with the marvelous likenesses of two hundred figured
or rather insectiform stones.

Ilisectifuge (inse'ktifizidj). [f.
as prec. +

-FUGE : cf. vermifuge^ A substance or prepara-
tion used to drive away insects.

In recent Diets.

Insectile (inse-ktil, -tail), a.l and sb. ff.
L.

insect-urn INSECT : cf. L. sectilis; f. sectus cut.]

A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an

insect
; consisting of insects ; also Jig. resembling

an insect, infesting like insects. Now fare.

a 1626 BACON (J.), Insectile animals, for want of blood, run

all out into legs. 1660 STILLINGFL. Iren. \. ii. (1662) 68 As
he observes from Aristotle in Insectile Animals, the want of

blood was the cause they ran out into so many legs. 1667

OLDENBURG in Phil. Trans. II. 412 All these [works of

Aristotle] are.. overwhelmed and degraded by the swarms
of Insectile Systemes and dilute Commentaries. 1877 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. VII. Ixxxi. 266 The insectile noise. 1891 Voice

(N. Y.) 21 May, They [orchards] are not responsible for the

insectile armies that may attack them.

f B. sb. = INSECT sb. 06s. (Cf. reptile?)

i6isCiiOOKE Body of Man. 546 In those creatures which

want eye-lids, as Locusts, Lobsters, Crabs, & such like

insectiles, nature hath prouided certaine cauities, whereinto

in the time of their repose.. they receiue their whole eies.

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 264 In those several Trans-

formations and Renovations of the Ant, and Silk-worm, and

many such Insectiles.

t InSC'Ctile, a. 2 Obs. rare. [f. IN- a + SEC-

TILE.] Incapable of being cut or divided.

1635 PERSON Varieties v. iv. 7 Atoms are little insectile

bodies, not unlike the moates which wee see to tumble and

rowle about in the sunne beames. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist.

Rclig. (1850) 1. 189 Nor can that be destroyed., which, being

insectile, has nothing to divide or oppose it.

Iiisectine (inse-ktin, -ain), a. rare. [f. L. in-

sect-urn + -INE !.] Belonging to or characteristic

of an insect.

1853 KANE Crinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 307 The some-

thing had a crepitating, insectine wriggle.

Insection 1
(inse-kfpn). [n. of action f. L.

insect-, ppl. stem of insecure to cut into : cf.

dissection] The action of cutting into, incision ;

division into sections ;
concr. an incision, division,

indentation.

1653 MANTON Exp. James i. 21 There must be insection be-

fore insition, meekness before ingrafting. 1676 GREW A nat.

Flowers II. App. 12 The Sides or Edges of the Leaf are

. .Insected deeply, .or with shallow Insections. 1826 KIRBY

& SP. Entomol. xxviii. III. 4 This character of insection or

esent in almost every

246/1 The insections
division into segments, more or less present in almost every

insect. 1833-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 2"
or articulations of the body..

t Insection-. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. mseciio

narration (Aulus Gellius), f. insecere (var. form of

insequi\.o follow), 'to pursue the narration, pro-

ceed, relate, declare
'

(Lewis and Short).]

16*3 COCKERAM, Insection, a declaration, or long continu-

ance. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Insection. a declaration,

Treatise, or long continued talk.

t Inse-ctive, a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
L. insect-um

INSECT + -IVE.] ? Characteristic of insects.

.11834 COLERIDGE in Fraser's Mag. (1835) XII. 496 Pro-

ductivity might be entitled the vegetative, or TO <f>vo-i ;

the insective, TO tjrono-eiies ; and, lastly, the animal, TO

II Insectivora (insekti-vora), sb. pi. Zool.

[mod.L., neut. pi. of insectivorus insect-eating (sc.

animalia).']
1. An order of Mammalia, comprising numerous
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small quadrupeds, as the mole, shrew, and hedge-
hog, most of which feed on insects.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 306/2 The lateral membranes with
which the cheiroptera are furnished are no longer to be found
in the insectivora. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. % 180 It may be
affirmed that the Insectivora hold a rank in the Carnivorous
division of the Mammalia, analogous to that which the
Rodentia take in the Herbivorous. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Aniin. Life 363 The eye is. .rudimentary or absent
in certain burrowing Rodentia and Insectivora.

b. A group of Cheiroptera : the insectivorous
or insect-eating Bats.

2. Entom. In Westwood's classification, A group
of Hyinenoptera which feed on other insects.

Insectivore (inse-ktivoj). Also -vor. [a.
mod.F. insectivore (Cuvier, 1817), ad. L. insecti-

vor-us : see prec.] An insectivorous animal or

plant ; spec, a mammal of the order Insectivora,

1863 HUXLEY Man's Place Nat. n. 95 The progress of
cerebral complexity is traceable through a complete series

uf steps from the lowest Rodent or Insectivore to Man.
1879 WRIGHT Anim. Life 65 Most of the Insectivores live

under the ground. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life u. xvii.

351 Ptilocercus, a feather-tailed arboreal insectivore. 1884
Corn/I. Mag. Oct. 406 This remarkable insectivore [Venus's

fly-trap] appears to be still a new and struggling species, or

else an old type on the very point of extinction. 1896 Brit.

Birds I. 5 Many
'

insectivors ',
when kept in the same

aviary with seed-eating birds, swallow quantities of seed.

Insectivorous (insekti'voras), a. [f. mod.L.
insectivor-us -t- -ous : cf. carnivorous.'] Feeding
on insects, insect- eating ; applied to several groups
of animals, as the Insectivora among mammals,
and various birds, such as swallows ; also to those

plants which capture and absorb insects, as the

sundew, Venus's fly-trap, etc.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. Introd., Birds, which
are . . Insectivorous, or feeding upon insects. 1682 LISTER
in Phil. Collect. XII. 166 For this reason we see Insectivor-

ous Birds so solicitous to kill Worms and all other sorts of

Insects. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 221 Those
[insects] which are insectivorous only in their larva state

may be further subdivided into parasites a_nd imparasites.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 133 Small insectivorous mammi-
fera, allied to the opossum. 1874 LUBBOCK Wild Flowers
iv. 102, I cannot pass from this subject without mentioning
another insectivorous plant, the genus Sarracenia. 1875
DARWIN (title) Insectivorous Plants.

Insectology (insektp'l&izi). [a. F. insecto-

logie (Bonnet, 1744), f. L. insecl-um INSECT +

-(O)LOGY.] A term formerly used in same sense

as ENTOMOLOGY, the science of insects as a branch

of Zoology ; now usually applied to the study of

insects in their economic relations to man, as

producers of silk, honey, cochineal, etc., and as

agricultural pests or benefactors.

1766 tr. Bonnet's Contemp. Nat. ix. ix, I have given the

name insectology to that part of natural history which has

insects for its object: that of entomology, .would undoubtedly
have been more suitable . . but its barbarous sound terrify'd

me. 1788-9 HOWARD Ntnv R. Cycl. 1228 Insectology^ other-

wise called Entomology, or a treatise on the science of insects.

1876 Tiines 4 Oct., At the time of its first Exhibition (1865)

ology in Paris. 1891 East. Daily Press 26 Aug. 6/4 Central

Society of Apiculture and Insectology.

So Inseoto'logfer, Insecto'logist, a student of

insectology.
1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. vm. vi. (1727) 387 note, The In-

sect itself, is (according to the modern Insectologers) of the

Ichneumon-Fly Kind. 1815 J. WILSON Let. June in Mem.
vi. (1879) '33 Mr- Laidlaw is an insectologist and poet.

Insecty (i-nsekti), a. colloq. [f.
INSECT sb. +

-Y.] Full of or abounding in insects ;
of the nature

of or consisting of insects.

1859 Al-EX - SMITH Summ. Skye (1880) 256 The murmuring
and insecty air of the moorland. 1889 Miss ORMEROD in

Pall Mall G. 24 June 3/1 All the papers say that this is

going to be an '

insecty
'

year.

Insecure (ins/kiuou) ,
a. [ad. med.L. insecitr-

us, f. in- (IN- 3) + seciirus SECURE.] Not secure.

1 1. Not sure ; wanting assurance, confidence, or

certainty ;
uncertain ;

without certainty of (some-

thing). Obs.

1649 J EK - ri
'

AVLOR G{. Exemp. i. ad sect. ii. 23 The holy

Virgin could not but know, that Joseph would be troubled

with sorrow, and insecure apprehensions concerning her

being with childe. 121694 TILLOTSON Serm. (1742) III.

140 Without the providence of God, [we are] continually in-

secure not only of the good things of this life but even of

life itself. 1807 WORDSW. White Doe i. 195 But is she truly

what she seems ? He asks with insecure delight, Asks of

himself, and doubts, and still The doubt returns.

2. Unsafe ; exposed to danger ; not firm ;
liable

to give way, fail, or be overcome.

1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 56 So in-secure did

overmuch security make them. 1706 Pmu.ips,_fnsecure,

insecure and agitated life of a conspirator. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac i. x. 66 The ice on the edge . .was loose and insecure.

1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. i. vi. 81 Outside the defenced cities

life and property were insecure.

Hence Insecu-reness (Bailey vol. II, 1737).

t InseCUTe, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec. adj.] trans.

To render insecure.

INSEIL.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. ix. 45 A recession from
our hopes, and an

insecurity
our condition. 1675 PENN

Eng. Prcs. Interest Disc. 39 They insecure themselves by
making their Friends to be their Enemies.

Insecurely (ins/kiu-jli), adv. [f. INSECURE
a. + -LY -.] In an insecure manner or condition ;

without security ; unsafely.
1709 SHAFTESB. Moralists i. i. 8 There they chuse to hang,

tho ever so insecurely, rather than trust their Strength to

bear 'em above Water. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii.

96 Henry VII sat too insecurely on his throne to venture on
a resolute reform.

Insecurity (insfldu-riti). [ad. med.L. in-

securitas (Du Cange), f. in- (Is-
3
) + sfcitrus free

from care, SECURE.] The quality or condition of

being insecure ; the opposite of security.

( 1. The condition of not being sure ; want of

assurance or confidence ; (subjective) uncertainty.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 221 It may be

easily perceived with what insecurity of truth we adhere
unto this opinion.
2. The state or quality of being unsafe

; liability
to give way, fail, or suffer loss or damage ; want
of firmness or safety ;

an insecure state of affairs,

a condition of danger.
a 1660 HAMMOND (I.), The unreasonableness and presump-

tion, the danger ana desperate insecurity of those that have
not so much as a thought . . to advance so far as attrition

and contrition. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 29 ? 7 Reflec-
tions on the variableness of fortune, the uncertainty of life,

and the insecurity of all human acquisitions. 1822 J. FLINT
Lett. Arner. 159 The influx of new settlers is greatly pre-
vented by the insecurity of titles. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. i. 42 The insecurity of great pros-

perity has been the theme of poets and philosophers.

b. with pi. An instance or particular case of

this
; something insecure.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i. ad sect. vi. ro2 The insecu-

rities and inconveniencies of a strange and new abode are

part of the persecution. 1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. I. vii. 87
All the insecurities of time.

t Iiisecwtion. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. inse-

cutidn-em, n. of action from insequl to follow upon,

pursue, f. in- (IN-
2
) + sequl to follow.] The action

of following closely upon ; close pursuit.
<ri6ti CHAPMAN Iliad-n\. 524 Howdeepe the skirmish drew

Amongst the Greeks; and with what ruth, the insecution

grew. Ibid. xxnl. 448 Not the king's own horse gat more
before the wheel Of his rich chariot, that might still the

insecution feel With the extreme hairs of his tail.

f Inse-dable, a. Obs. rare a
. [ad. late L. m-

sedabilis that cannot be stayed or stilled, f. in-

(!N- 8) + scdare to settle, still.]

1623 COCKERAM, Insedable, not to be quieted.

flnsedent. Obs. rare. [f. L. in- (lN-2) +
sedent-em sitting. The proper L. form is insident-

<;;.] A person sitting upon something.
1594 vid Rep. Faust, in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom. (1858)

III. 402 There he rode by a little and a little, till he might
buckle with the insedent [on an elephant].

t Ilisedu'lity. Obs. rare. [f. late L. iiisednl-

as (f. in-, IN- :! + sedulus assiduous, zealous) + -ITY.]

Want of sedulousness ; carelessness, indolence.

1679 HARBY Key Script, ii. 20 Notwithstanding the inse-

dulity of sleepy Inadvertists that mind nothing.

t Insee', v. Obs. rare. [f.
lN-1 + SEE v. Cf.

Goth, insaihwan to look upon, behold, MDu. in-

sien, Du. inzien, Ger. einschcn, Sw. fuse, Da.

indsee. Prob. largely due to transl. of L. inspicere,

intueri, etc.]

1. trans. To look upon ; to see.

ci3ie SHOREHAM 155 The merr[i]er hyt hys ine batayle,
Thet insykth al the vomen [

= foemen] faylle, And falle

a-doun.

2. a. trans. To see into, have insight into. b.

intr. To have insight (into).

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. i. iii. (1622)6 Deeply in-

seeing into his lofty and bloudy disposition. 1601 WARNER
Alt. Eng. XIII. Ixxvi. (1612) 316 But none The Vniforme

diuersitie of heauens in-sees but One.

Inseeing (i-nsrtn), ///. a. rare. [IN adv.

1 1 a.] Seeing into something ; having insight.

1590 GREENE Mourn. Garni. 3 Philador had so pregnant
a wit and such a swift inseeing and reaching capacitie, as it

seemed [etc.]. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. lirit. ix. xxiv. (1632)

1157 His farre reaching and inseeing councell. 1840 LOWELL
Irene v, In-seeing sympathy is hers, which chasteneth No
less than loveth. 1894 G. EGERTON Keynotes 20 Her eyes

have an inseeing look.

tlnseek, v. Obs. rare- ^. In 4 ynseke. [f.

IN- !
-t- SEEK v. ; rendering L. inqitfrlre.]

trans.

To seek after.

1382 WYCLIF Heb. xi. 6 He is rewarder of men ynsekmge

t Inseer (i-ns:3j). Obs. Also 6 en-. [IN

adv. ii e.] One who sees or looks into some-

thing ;
an investigator, inspector, examiner.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. i. (Skeat) 1. 25 So this leude

booke..lightely by a good inseer maye been vnderstande.

Ibid. ix. 1. 91 Onely this mede I coueite . . that euery inseer

and herer of this leude fantasie.deuoute horisons and praiers

to God the greate iudge yelden, and praien for me. 1535

JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 20 God. .is onely the enseer and

sercher of herte and mynde.

t Insei'l, sb. Obs. In I insesel, -seal, -sisle,

2-3 inseil, 3 Orm. innsejsel. [OE. insert
=

OFris. insigel, -il (MDu. inzegel), OHG. insigili
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INSEIL.

(MHG. insigele, -gil,
(Jt-r. imit^l}. ON", innsigli

(Da. indsegl), all sir. neut. Cf. also (without -)

Goth. j&ijw wk. neut., MHG. ^r/, Uer. j/igv/,

MI in. ttgktl. Du. ajpr/.

The stem of the word evidently represents I., sigill-uiu
'
little sign, figure, or token, seal

'

(dim. of L. signum 'sign,

mark, token '), whence OF. seel, Kng. SEAL ; but the origin

of the prefix ftt- in the Teutonic forms is obscure, since no
laleor med.L. Mwi7'/// appears. Franck (fctynt, Woorden.
bk. Xeatrl. T. s. v. Zegtl) suggests that it may have been

taken over in some way from L. insigne
'

mark, sign ', used

also in med.L. in sense
'

seal '. In the verb, the prefix raises

less difficulty ; a med.L. insigillare actually occurs (though
sometimes as a rendering of OK. inserlian), and enseelcr is

common in OF. (see ENSF.AL p.).)

A seal ; app. orig. the impression made in wax
with which a letter, etc. is sealed ; also the signet
or engraved instrument with which the impression
is made.
a icoo in Thorpe Charters (1865) 173 He . . brohte insigle

to me . .Da ageaf ic Saet insijle oe. c loco /K UHIC Gloss.
in Wr.-Wulcker 126^ Sigillum, uel biilln, insexel. a noo
Ags. foe. ibid. 330/16 Sigillum, inse^l. a xioo O. K. Citron.
an. 1048 Da com Sparhafoc . . to him mid bscs cynges
xewrite and inse^le. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 pet inseil

pe be deofel ne mei nefre to breocan pet is pet [loc] be
oetdeofel ne con unlucan. c xaoo OKMIN Ded. 260 Sannt
lohan sahh upp inn heffne an boc Bisett wibp seffne innse^-
less, a 1115 [see INSEIL v].

t Inserl, v. Obs. [OE. tmufpa*
= OHG.

insigilen, ON. innsigla ; med.L. imigillare (Du
Cange) : see prec.] trans. To seal, to impress or
secure with a seal, to seal up.
?<z 1000 Dam be hutan isetu c. 5 in SchmiU Gesetze 414
And ga he to and in-se^Ii^e man ba hand, and sece man ofer
baene briddan (i.ts. swa hwaeSer swa heo beo ful swa cUene
binnan bam in-sesle. < 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 66
Soblice nig ferdon .. and inn seglodon pone stan mid bam
wcardum. c iitio Hatton G. ibid., And insejiledon baenne
stann. a is St. Marker. 5 He haue3 his inerk on me
irueilet wiS his inseil.

Inseint, obs. form of ENCKINTE.

t Insei'Sin, v. Law. Obs. Also 5 insesun.
-jrn. [f. IN- l or 2 + SEISIN.] trans. To put into

seisin or possession ; to ' seize
'

(of something).
(The opposite of DISSEISIN v.)
ci+qoProtnp. Parv. 262/1 Insesun. .inworldely goodys (A'.

insesyn in werdli godys..), inscsino, 1611 COTGR., Adherite",
inseisined, put into possession of. Ibid., Droict de saisine,
the money due vnto the Lo. Censuel, and of the Soyle, by
a Purchaser of an Inheritance Censuel, when he is in-

seisined, and put into possession thereof.

Inseminate (uue-miw't), v.
[f. ppl. stem of

L. inseminarc, f. in- (!N-
2
) + seminare to sow.]

trans. To sow in
; to cast in as seed. Alsoyff.

i3 COCKERAM, Inseminate, to sowe. 1617-77 FELTHAM
Resolves n. xix. 200 That Law of Nature . . which is so far
inseminated in the hearts of all. 1849 Knife V Fork 78 He
will inevitably . . inseminate in the minds of his friends a
suspicion on the score of his religion. 1886 B. F. BARRETT
in Kavlins Progr. Th. Gt. Subj. App. 118 The old falsities
are to be uprooted, and the new truths inseminated.

Insemination (insemin^-Jan). [n. of action
f. prec.] The action of sowing in

; the casting in

or implanting of seed, or of germs ; alsoyff.
1658 in PHILLIPS. i68a H. MORE Annot. Glnnvilts Lux

O. 68yVdmuting that there is . . an orderly insemination of

. sympathetic cure ot certain diseases. It is per-
formed by mixing the medium impregnated with the mumia
taken from the patient, with some fat earth, wherein has
been sown the seed of a plant appropriate to that disease. .

It is supposed the diseases will decline, in proportion as the
plant grows. 1893 J- PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ II. 94
Earth, Paradise, and Heaven are equally ground . . suscep-
tible of Divine insemination, and capable of yielding the
fruits of God. 1806 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 719 In the last
tube [infected with bacteria] the insemination is scantiest.

b. Immission of semen.
1860 TANNER Pregnancy iv. 103 Haighton showed that

conception does not generally take place in the rabbit till

about 50 hours after insemination.

Insence, obs. form of INCENSE, INSKNSE.
t Inse nd, v. 0/>s. I'a. t. and pple. insent.

[f. IN- l + SEND
; tr. L. immittere. Cf. OE. on-

sendan.] trans. To send in ; to put in. So t In-
nding vl>l. sb.

." I
*?,4'-

K
: Baiter xxxix. 4 [xL 3] And he in-sent [L.

imntnit) in mi mouth newe sange. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xxxuid]. 7 In scndes be aungel of lord in vmgange ofdredand
him. lbid.,comm.. The aungel of lord., insendis, that is he
makis

msendynge of goed thoghtis. 1381 WYCLIK '/as. i. 2t
Receyue ?e the word insent (gloss or loyned, v.rr. in sette,
plaumid), that m.ii saue ?oure soules.

Insenescible (ins/he-slb'l), a. rare. [ad. late
or med.L. insenescibilis (Gloss. Philox.) not grow-
ing old, f. in- (IN- 3) + senescere to grow old : see
-IBI.K.] Incapable of growing old.

'?' u
'

',',""
"larK<ur t ". viii. (1871) 279

' Well my lads
',the Deacon, limping in among them with his in-

lenesclble smile, what have we here?"

Insensate 'inse-nsA:,a. (st>.) Also 6 it-ran, in-
oernte. [ad. late I,, msensdt-us (Tertull., Vulg.),
I. in- (lx-)+se:nsatus gifted with sense, f. setisus
ense: see-ATE *

3.]
1. Destitute of

physical sense or feeling ; without
sensation, 'senseless', inanimate.
1519 ///. fnr Elem. in Hazl. Dodsley I ,2 For plants
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' and herbs grow and be insensate. 1538 H. MKDWALL Nature
'. (1896)44/180 Yi hlmld neyther fclc here nor be But be as

other incensate bodys be. 1633 T. ADAMS I-'..\/>. 2 Peter \\. 13
Thus, like insensate stones, they sink down to their centre.

1799 WORDSW.
* Three Years she grew

'

iii, Hers the silence

I

and the calm, Of mute insensate things. 1871 MACDUFF

|

Mem. Patwos xviii. 242 Dull, pulseless, unresponsive as the
! insensate stone.

2. Wanting in mental or moral feeling ; devoid
of sensibility ; unaffected, unmoved

; unfeeling.

(Of persons, or their qualities, actions, etc.)

1553 T. WII.SON Rhet. 30 b, What is he that is so. ,drour>

Ing of brain (I will not say) blockheded or insensate that ts

not moved with suche pleasure. 1611-15 I' 1 '- HALL Con-
tempi.) O. T. xni. iii, No stone is more hard or insensate
than a sinful heart. 1726-46 THOMSON Winter 844 The
insensate barbarous trade of war. 1859 DICKENS '/'. Two
Cities n. i, The heads exposed on Temple Bar with an in-

sensate brutality and ferocity worthy of Abyssinia or
Ashantee. 1874 GREEN Sliort Hist. ix. 7. 665 James
alone remained stubborn and insensate as of old.

t b. With of, to : Not feeling or perceiving ;

unconscious of ; unaffected by. Obs.

17*5 POPE Odyss. xx. 414 The Suitors souls, insensate of
their doom ! c 1800 K. WHITE Time 507 Insensate of the

favouring boon. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius vi. 15 Mortals. .

Still live insensate to their happy state.

3. Lacking sense or understanding; unintelligent,

stupid, senseless, foolish.
a 1510 SKELTON Replyc, Wks. 1843 I. 209 A moche fan-

tasticall frenesy of their insensate sensualyte. 1586 FERNE
Blaz. Gentrie 94 That incensate custome of Gauelkinde . .

tendeth to the destruction of auncient and gentle houses.

Too long, misjudging, have I thought thee wise ! 1839
ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50) VII. xlii. 50. 131 Projects
the most insensate [were] formed. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 114 It argues an insensate ignorance on the part
of the Romans ofwhat was truly great in their antagonists.

B. as sb. An insensate person. [
= F. un in-

senst!.J

1877 MORLEY Robespierre Crit. Misc. Ser. n. 92 Anyone
who wishes to make such an opinion into a crime is an in-

sensate. 1878 Diderot II. 205 A handful of insensates.

t Inse'nsate, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] trans.
To render insensate.
16x1 BRATHWAIT Nat. Embassy, Pleasure Argt. (1877) 5

To the end some thereof might ensnare and insensate the
minds . . of the . . Arcadians.

Insensately (inse-nsitli), adv. [f. prec. adj. +
-LY 2.] In an insensate manner : a. Unconsciously;
b. Unfeelingly; c. Senselessly, foolishly.
1863 R. BUCHANAN Undertones in Reader 26 Dec. 755 In-

sensately feeling one's way to the sun. 1883 HALL CAINE
in Academy 26 May 358/1 Byron's own voice was ever heard
in his pages . . sometimes sarcastically, brutally, insensately ;

sometimes pathetically, sadly, despairingly. 1883 N. $ Q.
20 Oct. 319/2 The debased type known as Hack-letter', .a

type to which the Germans still insensately cling with a de-
votion which would be admirable if it were not ignorant.
1891 (1. MEREDITH One of our Conq. I. ix. 164 The insen-

sately infantile interrogation.

Iiise nsateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality or condition of being insensate

; want of

feeling or sense.

1650 Bl'. HALL Kalm Gil. 76 Dost thou not many a time
sigh for thine own insensateness ? 1867 C. J. SMITH Sya. %
Aiitanyms s. v. Ajffcctibility, Insensateness .. Unimpres-
sibleness.

tl'nse-'Use, sb. Obs. rare. In 6-7 insence.
[f. IN adv. 12 + SENSE.] Inner sense; essential

meaning.
1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. iii. 17 This

solempnyte
. . is not of y insence & necessyte of baptem.

l653 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) title. The Essence, Quintessence,
Insence . . of Nonsence upon Sence.

Insense (inse-ns), v. Obs. exc. north, dial.

Forms: 5 en-, insens, 5-7 en-, in-, -aence,
cense, -ceuce, (>- insense. [ME. eiisens(t, a.

OF. cnsenscr to enlighten, to bring into sense, f.

en- in, inlo + sens sense; afterward assimilated to
a L. type *insensare. From 1 7th c. app. only
dialectal (chiefly northern), or in writers under
dialect influence.] trans. To cause (a person) to
understand or know something ; to inform.
Const, of, tuith (rarely on, inlo\ or with dependent clause ;

in second quot. with double object.
11400 lieryn 2213 So was he ful ensensid How he hym

wold engyne. as he had purpensid. Ibid. 2406, I wold have
ensensid Jewe al the iniquite Of these false marchandis, bat
dwellin in bis town. , mpSt.Cutlilicrt (Surtees) 22 Eugeny
..Sent him letters him to ensens Of saynt culhbert kyth
and kynne. 1486 in Surtees Misc. (1888) 55 Eternal! sapi-
ence Did insence me. 1548 UDALL, etc. Krasm. Par. John
xvi. 96 b, Yea and than also the holy goste shall incence
you, what to aske and how to aske in my name. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. I'll/, v. i. 4 3[

I thinke I haue Incenst the Lords o'th'
Councell, that he is..A most Arch-Heretique. 1674 RA\
N. C. Words 26 To Insense, to inform, a pretty word used
about Sheffield in York-sh. 1689 Col. Kec. Peiiasyh: I. 297
Insence y minds of the good people of this Government.
'797 WOLFE TONE AutMog, (1828)264 Lewinesinsensed him
a good deal on Irish affairs. 1843 F. E. PAGET Pageant 18
Gertrude, so please you . . insense me with the fashions of
the sixteenth cenlury. 1846 BROCKETT A'. C. Gloss, (ed. i)
I. 236 Insense, to make to understand. 1849 R> CURZON
Monait. Levant Introd. 37 The walls . . covered with frescos,
served as books to insense the minds of the unlearned with
the histories, .of the faith. 1865 S. WILBERFORCE in Burgon
Ltvet 11 Gd. Hen (1888) II. 34 Pray do insense me. You

INSENSIBLE.
must know all about it. 1895 J. T. FOWLEK in Durh.
Univ. Jrnl. t6 Feb. 134, I should really be glad to be in-
seiued from the opposite side.

[Insenseless, error for is senseless in ButlerHud.
n. ii. 394 : see List of Spurious Words.}

Insensibility (.insensibi-liti). [ad. late L.

instnsibilitds, f. insensibilis : see -ITY. Cf. F. in-
sensibility (!2-i3th c. in Littre).] The quality or
condition of being insensible ; want of

sensibility.
I. In passive sense.

1. The quality of being imperceptible, or not
appreciable by the senses, rare.

1635 HAKEWILL Afol. v-vi. 24 For your pretended insen-
sibifitie in Natures decay. 1665 GLANVILL Scepsis Set. xi.
60 Which insensibility of slow motions .. may thus be
accounted for; Motion cannot be perceived without the
perception of its Terms, viz. The parts of space which it

immediately left, and those which it next acquires.
II. In active sense.

2. Incapability, or deprivation, of (physical) feel-

ing or sensation ; unconsciousness ; a swoon.
c 1510 MORE t'icus Wks. 12/2 There holdeth me sometyuie

by almighty god, as it wer euen a swone, and an insensibilitie.
1541 R. COPLAND Gulden's Quest. Chirnrg., Man. exam.
Lazares Q iv b, The insensybylyte of the rotten humours of
the outwarde partes. 1691 BENTLEY Boyle Led. i. 28 He
will.. dispatch himself resolutely into the State of eternal
Sleep and Insensibility. 1774 tr. Boerhaave's lust. III. 409
After a Nerve has been tied . . an Insensibility and Wasting
follows in those Parts to which that Nerve was distributed.
1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 91, I fell from my horse in a state
of

insensibility. 1879 Cassell's Tcchn. Educ. ix. 143 The
carbonic acid is . . heavier than the air . . in breathing it insen-
sibility ensues and ultimately death.

b. Physical insensitiveness (to something).
1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. in Instances of this insensibility of

the system to internal stimuli. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic
ii. ('833) 20 The insensibility of the eye to particular colours.

1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 245 Perfect hardihood and
insensibility to the changes of the seasons.

3. Incapacity of mental feeling or emotion ; in-

capability of being affected or moved
; want of

moral- susceptibility ; apathy, indifference.

1691 HA_RTCLIFFE Virtues 51 So many Circumstances of
Insensibility and hardiness of Mind are urged. 1749 FIELD-
ING Tom Jones xi vii, I heard this news with the utmost
insensibility. 1796 MORSE A mer. Geog. I. 787 The least
affliction

prompts them to suicide, .and they put an end to
their days with great apparent insensibility. 1844 Mem.
Babylonian P'cess 11.239, 1 often wonder at my hardhearted-
ness and insensibility, when I reflect on the earnest and
affecting entreaties of these dear friends.

b. Const, of, to.

1692 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1697) I. 498 An utter insensibility of
any good or kindness done him by others. 1802 PALEY
tyif:

Tf" l- xxv i- ("827) S35/2 One great cause of our insen-
sibility to the goodness of the Creator is the very extensive-
ness of his bounty. 1853 J- H . NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873)
II. n. iii. 253 Insensibility to the common objects of human
cupidity.

Insensibilizelinse'nsibilalz),!). rare-", [f.
L. insensibil-is INSENSIBLE + -IZE : cf. utilize, etc.]
Irons. To render insensible. Hence Inse usibili-
za-tion, the action of rendering or condition of

being rendered insensible
; Inse-nsibilizer, one

who or that which '

insensibilizes '.

i886_^j>'f/. Soc. Lex., Insciisibilisation, the production of
insensibility to pain by means of anaesthetics, alcohols, and
narcotic poisons, by hypnotism, and like means, as well as
by disease. [uscnsibiliscr,m instrument by means ofwhich
is produced liiscnsibilisation. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
1 1 . 837, 1 have shewn that it [immunity against snake-venom]
depends upon an '

insensibilisalion
'

of the cells in respect
of the venom.

Insensible (inse'nslb'l),a. (sb.) A\w(erron.)
5-6 iucens-, inceno-, -yble, 6-7 insencible.
[ad. L. insemibil-is, {. in- (!N- 3) +sensibilis SEN-
SIBLE, f. fenfire, sens- to feel. Cf. F. insensible

(I3th c. in Littre').]
I. Passively : Incapable of being perceived.

1. a. Naturally incapable of being perceived by
the bodily senses

( IMPERCEPTIBLE a) ; non-mate-
rial. Now rare.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxm. (Percy Soc.) 106 For
though that aungell[s] be invysyble, Inpalpablc, and also

celestial!^ Wythouten substaunce as incencyble. 1581 E.
CAMPION in Confer, in. (1584) Zij, His body may be insen-
sible to vs if he will. 1608-33 BP. HALL Medit. 4 Vows
(1851) 98 Let my souL.be raised up to enjoy the insensible
society of thy blessed angels. 1851 MANSEL Proleg. Log.
v. (1860) 167-8 Locke has laid some stress on the fact, that
the names which stand for insensible actions and notions,
are derived from sensible objects.

b. So small, slight, gradual, or hidden, as not
to be perceived by the senses, or by the mind
(
= IMPERCEPTIBLE b) ; inappreciable. (The pre-

vailing sense.)
158* COUAN Haven Health ccxvii. (1636) 240 It avoids

red choler by urine, and other insensible evacuations. 1615
N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. ii. (1635) 37 This Inequality,how great soeuer it seemc to the sight is altogether insen-
sible, and bearing no proportion with the huge vastnesse of
the Earth. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 29 Exhaled by in-
sensible Transpiration. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827)
I. 326 Carthage..grew larger by insensible degrees. 1836
J. M. _GuLLY Magendie's Formul. 214 The temperature of
the skin is moderately elevated, and the insensible perspira-
tion increased. l86a H.SpENCKR first Princ. i.ii. 9 (1875)
28 There is an insensible transition. Mod. Passing by in*
sensible gradations into the next sense.



INSENSIBLE.

t 2. Incapable of being understood ; unintelligi-

ble ; without sense or meaning. (Chiefly in legal

use.) Obs.

*S3& COVERDALE Dt'ti. Transl. N. Test,, In many places
both base, insensible, and clean contrary, not only to the

phrase of our language, but also from the understanding of
the text in Latin, 1657-8 Burtorfs Diary (1828) II. 411
The words are insensible and uncertain words. 1767 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. xx. 340 If the condition of a bond be

impossible . . or be uncertain, or insensible, the condition
alone is void, and the bond shall stand single, and uncon-
ditional. 1775 T. HUTCHINSON Diary 13 Mar. I. 405 Pointed
out several inaccuracies and insensible expressions in the
New England Bill. 1884 Law Times LXXVI. 315/2 The
words . . would be insensible, or at any rate superfluous.

II. Actively : Incapable of perceiving.
3. a. Naturally incapable of physical feeling ;

not having the faculty of sensation. Now rare,
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cimre. 24 ferfore J?e ligament is . . in-

censible, for if J?at it hadde be censible, bei myUen nou}t
han I-susteyned be traueile and )?e meuynge of pe ioyntis.
1581 W. FULKE in Confer, in. (1584) Q b, I meane by insen-

sible, voyde of life or sense, a 1619 FOTHBRBY At/teom. n.
xii. 3 (1622) 340 Fire, Halle, and Snow, meere insensible

things. 17*5 SLOANE Jamaica II. 310 The stomach of this

bird is very muscular, having a thin separable and insen-
sible membrane. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic ii. (1833) 13
The insensible spot on the retina is stimulated by a bor-
rowed light.

b. Deprived of sensation
; unconscious.

14*6 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. (E. E. T. S.) 9925 Thy body
that lyth now blynd & deff, Doom also, and insensyble.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 361 b/2 She knewe not what was
sayd ne done aboute her but as unmeuable or as all insen-
sible, .she held her eyen fixed in one place. 1552 HULOET,
Insensible, or hauynge no sence or fealynge, as beynge
numbe, lyke a dead membre. i8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth,

xxxii, By this staircase the villains conveyed the insensible
Prince to the lowest dungeon of the castle, a 1859 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. xxv. V. 287 He fell down in a fit, and re-

mained long insensible.

c. Incapable of physically feeling or perceiving

(something specified). Const, of, to.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 61 After the com-
maundement of our lorde we must be blynde, defe, &
dumme, lame & incensyble to all suche thynges. 1640 tr.

Verdere's Romant ofRom. I. 61 Rendering him insensible
of all pain. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 169
The manner of his death was easy, without the least pang
or convulsion . . Swift was totally insensible of happiness
or pain. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 444 A dog's nose is in-

sensible of cold. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola v, The martial

fury by which men became insensible to wounds.
4. a. Incapable of mentally feeling, perceiving,

or being affected by (something specified) ; un-

aware, unconscious ;
not susceptible, unaffected,

unmoved, indifferent. Const, of, /0, subord. cl.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt.^ Q. T. x. i, Should I only be
insensible of his and the common happiness ? 1712 BUDGELL
Spect. No. 283 P2 Insensible of that Weight and Dignity
which a moderate share of Wealth adds to their Characters.
i8oz MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. ix. 66 Insensible
of your kindness. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) I. vi.

277 Their great leader was not insensible how much he owed
to their faithful services. 1882 A. W. WARD Dickens v. 135
Even Circumlocution Offices are not insensible to the acetous
force of satire.

b. Incapable or destitute of feeling or emotion ;

emotionless, callous, apathetic.
1617 MORYSON ///. I. 236 My conscience was not. .so in-

sensible, as it could have passed over the . . denying of my
faith, a 1621 BEAUM. & FL. Thierry <y Theod. iv. ii, Art
thou grown Insensible in ill, that thou goest on Without
the least compunction? 1683 D. A. Art Converse 113 The
Phlegmaticks are those the French call properly Des Apa-
thicks, without passion or insensible. 1809 MALKIN Gil
Bias ix. vi. p 13 The cold, relentless, insensible, was kindled
into the warmest of love's votaries. 1850 MRS. JAMESON
Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 404 He filled the most insensible
with terror.

f5. Destitute of sense or intelligence ;
irrational.

a 1533 FRITH Answ. Rastel. \Vks. (1573) 27 Are ye so
childish and insensible to imagine that ye must yet go
through Purgatory, sith ye are already without faulte in his

sight. 1598 R. C. Godly Form Hovseh. Govt. Ep. Ded. 4
Dumbe & insencible beasts. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

75 His feare and amazement became greater, and insensible
how to qualifie these bloudie stirrings. 1693 Humours
Town 15 In the Conversation of Brutes, and the Prospect of
insensible Animals. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. <y Exp. Pkilos.

IV. xi. 486 People stupid and insensible, illiterate and in-

capable of learning.

t B. sb. (absol. uses of the adj.) Obs.

1. (from A. I.) a. Something that cannot be

perceived by the senses
;
a non-material thing, b.

Something too small or slight to be perceived ;

something imperceptible or inappreciable.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 159/2 To Insensible*

nothing can be added, nothing taken away. This is the
nature of Eternal Beings, the like and same ever. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulkff Selv. 128 By reason of the swarms of

insensibles, drilling through their pores or spungholes.
2. (from A. II.) a. A thing or person incapable

of feeling ; an inanimate thing ;
an apathetic per-

son, b. A person destitute of sense, a fool.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 470 As of all Insen-

sibles, hath none More Melancholy and Adustion, Then
Chimnies have. 1692 DRYDEN St. EurentonCs Ess. 336
The wise Man of the Stoicks is a vertuous insensible. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison (1812) VI. 405 (D.) What an insen-

sible must have been my cousin, had she not been proud
of being Lady Grandison. 1785 COWFKR Let. to Newton
Wks. 1837 XV. 159 Of all the insensibles he ever saw, poor
Geary is the most completely stupid. 1802 tr. A. La Fon~

333

taiiie's Reprobate II. 198 [Not] a word in favour of that

insensible, that savage.

t Inse;nsibleness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being insensible.

I. 1. = INSENSIBILITY i.

a 1705 RAY (J.), The insensibleness of the pain proceeds
rather from the relaxation of the nerves than their obstruc-
lion.

II. 2. = INSENSIBILITY a.

a 1631 DONNE in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xxxii. 7 Some-
times by imprinting a holy stupefaction and insensibleness
in the person that suffers. 1656 W. D. tr. Coiucnius' Gate
Lat. Unl. 310. 85 Of the diseases som caus pain . . others
numbness and insensibleness. 1692 DRYDEN St. Eureinont's
Ess. 341 He fixed the Cheefest Good in insensibleness.

3. = INSENSIBILITY 3.
a 1568 COVERDALE Carrying Christ's Cross iv. Wks.

(Parker Soc.) II. 241 Therefore doth God justly infatuate

them, and maketh them foolish, giving them up to insen-
sibleness. 1631 GOUGE Coifs Arrows n. 6. 140 Insensible-
nesse of their misery who are in want. 1675 A rt Contentm.
vni. viii. 218 We betray as much ignorance of our interest,
as insensibleness of our obligation. 1715 J. LENG Serin.

Bedington 20 Our insensibleness for past mercies.

4. Want of sense ; insensateness. Cf. prec. 5.
1610 DONNE Psendo-Martyr vi. 176 Was there not some

measure of stupid insensiblenesse in him, when he durst not

spit in any necessity at his praiers ?

t Inse-nsiblist. nonce-wd. [f. INSENSIBLE +

-IST.] One who professes insensibility or apathy.
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia iv. ii, Mr. Meadows . . since he

commenced insensiblist, has never once dared to be pleased,
nor ventured for a moment to look in good humour.

Insensibly (inse-usibli), adv. [f. INSENSIBLE
+ -LY 2.]
1. In an insensible manner or degree ; impercep-

tibly ; unconsciously ; esp. so slightly or gradually
that the action or process is not perceived ; by im-

perceptible degrees.
1584 R. SCOT Discav. Witchcr. m. ii. (1886) 33 The wife

departeth out of her husbands armes insensibhe. 1639 tr.

Du Bostfs Cornel, \yoman \. 21 If insensibly we lay our
hand where the paine is, wee likewise bring our tongue
unawares, where the passion of the mind is. 1640-4111 Rushw.
Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 638 The other part.. will insensibly
moulder away. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vni. 130 And what if

sev'nth to these The Planet Earth, so stedfast though she
seem, Insensibly three different Motions move? 1697 DKY-
DEN Ess. Virg. Georg. T 2 In a curious Brede of Needle-
work, one Colour falls away by. .just Degrees, and another
rises., insensibly. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <? F. xvii. (1869) I. 470
The agriculture of the Roman provinces was insensibly
ruined. 1851 CARPENTER Alan. Phys. (ed. 2) 351 The ulti-

mate ramifications of the Arteries pass so insensibly into
those of the Veins, that no definite line of demarcation be-
tween them can be drawn. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
II. vii. 53 The Witenagemdt insensibly lost its authority.

f2. VVithout sense or understanding; stupidly,
irrationally. Obs. rare.
a 1603 in Liturg. Sera. Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc.) 683 No

doubt he is insensibly blockish.

Insensile (inse-nsil), a. rare. [ad. L. inseit-

sil-is insensible, imperceptible, f. in- (IN- 3) + sen-

silis SENSILE.] = INSENSIBLE i.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 367 Species II

Antipathia Insensilis. Insensile Antipathy.
Insensitive (inse-nsitiv), a. [!N- 3.] Not

sensitive.

fl. Destitute of feeling or consciousness (in

general) ;
not sentient; inanimate. Obs.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of Cod 471 Though man be
not insensitive, yet this sence of his. . is justly termed rather
death then life, a 1694 TILLOTSON Serin. (1743) IX. clxxvi.

4110 This faculty is that which constitutes the difference
between sensitive and insensitive creatures. 1713 DERHAM
Fhys.-Theol. iv. i. 85 Sensitive or insensitive Creatures.

2. Of an organ or part of the body : Destitute of

feeling or sensation ; not susceptible of sensuous

impressions (esp. those of touch or sight). Const, to.

1866 Sat. Re~j. 21 Apr. 467 A certain degree of sluggish-
ness is inseparable from a skin insensitive to dirt. 1879
HARLAN Eyesight iii. 38 One spot on the retina, not very
far from the most sensitive portion, is entirely insensitive to

light. 1884 Expositor Jan. 41 Their optic nerve has shrunk
to an insensitive thread. 1898 P. MANSON 1'rop. Dis. xxvii.

432 A painless, insensitive, .granulomatous excrescence.

b. transf. Of a substance : Not susceptible to

a physical influence, esp. that of light or the actinic

rays. Const to.

1871 tr. Schcllen's Spectr. Anal. 35. 129 Most substances
absorbed with great avidity rays of certain colors, while they
were insensitive to others. 1879 Ctisselt's Techn. Educ. III.

i The film, which is then totally insensitive to light. 1889
Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 394 Pure iodide of silver gela-
tine is for optical sensitizers even quite insensitive.

3. Destitute of, or wanting in, mental or moral
sensitiveness ; having no quickness of feeling ; not

susceptible of impression. Const, to.

1834 CAMPBELL Life Mrs. Siddons II. ii. 49 Insensitive as
we have seen her to the slightest joy at the return of her
husband. 1881 MRS. C. PRAED Policy $ P. I. 40 Long-
leaf's insensitive nature.

Iiise-nsitiveness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being insensitive ; want of sensitiveness.

1838 I. TAYLOR Home Educ, 161 To cherish as well animal

insensibility (we want the word insensitiveness) and self-

possession, by arduous field amusements. 1855 Restor.

Belief (&*$} 364 It is not insensitiveness of temperament,
whence springs the serenity of that brow. 1881 MRS. LYNN
LINTON My Love III. 44 He had the Pennefather insensi-

tiveness and want of imagination.

INSEPABABLE.

t Inse-nsuat, a. Obs. var. of INSENSATE a.

(Cf. sensuale.}
1508 KENNEDIE Flyting vj. Dunbfir 321 Insensuat sow,

cesse fals Eustase air !

InseusuOUS (inse-nsi;/,as), a. rare. [IN- 3.]
Not sensuous ; that is not an object of sense.
a 1861 MRS. BROWNING (Webster 1864', That intermediate

door Betwixt the different planes of sensuous form And
form insensuous.

Insented, Obs. : see ENCEINTE.

Insentience (inse-npens). [f. next : see-ENCE.]
The fact or condition of being insentieat

; insensi-

bility, unconsciousness.
1862 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 102 In the view of all

the pandits, there is no emancipation apart from insentience.

Insentient (inse-nfent), a. [IN- a.] Not
sentient

1. Destitute of physical feeling, sensation, or con-
sciousness ; inanimate.

1764 REID Inquiry vi. 1 6 The qualities or attributes of an
insentient inert substance. 1831 P'raser's Mag. IV. 77 They
are to be hacked and hewed .. as if they were of insentient
marble. 1884 BROWNING Ferishtah, Sun 117 Shall I return
it [a stone] thanks, the insentient thing ?

2. Devoid of mental feeling ; indifferent, rare.
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. 296 Suppose, .that he [Gior-

gione] came down to Venice somewhat recusant, or insen-

tient, concerning the usual priestly doctrines of his day.

Inse'parabilist. rare.
[f. L. insepardbilis

INSEPARABLE + -IST]. One who believes that a

religious rite and the spiritual influence held to

accompany it are inseparable.
1840 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Kegen. in. ii. 254 note. It

is impossible for the Inseparabilist to charge the Separabilist
with a hankering after the Doctrine of Reprobation, and
yet himself escape the equitable retort of precisely the same
charge.

Inseparability (inseparabrliti). [ad. L. in-

separabilit-as (Augustine) , f. inseparabil-is : see

next and -iTY. Cf. F. instparabiliti (14-15111 c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality or condition of

being inseparable.
1623 W. SCLATER Tythes 29 In the point of inseparability

from their subject. 1662 STILLINGFL. Grig. Sncr. ni. i. 6
Whence should the Idea of the unity and inseparability of
all these perfections come ? I7I9WATERLAND Vind. Christ's
Divin. ix. (1720) 169 We suppose Three Persons to be One
God by their Inseparability and the essential Union of the
Persons. 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. ii. 58 The inseparability
of the supernatural from the records of Christ's life.

Inseparable (inse-parab'l), a. (sb.) Also 5-9
erron. inseparable, [ad. L. insepardbilis, f. in-

(!N- 3) + separabilis SEPARABLE. Cf. F. inseparable

(I4~i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not separable ; in-

capable of being separated or disjoined, a. Said
of two or more united things or persons, or of their

connexion or relation.

1398 TKF.VISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. iv. (Add. MS. 27944),
Whenne they ben yioynede in a dewe manere the onyng is

inseperable, so that they mow nou^t aftirward be departede
atwynne. 1555 EDEN Decades 78 The chyldren which god
hath giuen vs as pledges of owr inseperable loue. 1571
GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Iv. 16 They bee inseparable com-
panions, or abyde togither in one lodginge. 1662 GERBIEK
Princ. 20 An inseparable union. 1711 STEELE .S^fc/. No. 80
P i They were inseparable Companions in all the little Enter-
tainments. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 9

The intimate
and in some degree inseparable connexion existing between

physic and surgery. 121852 WEBSTER \\>'ks. (1877) III. 342
Liberty and Union, now and for ever, one and inseparable.

b. Said of one member of a combination. Const.

from, f formerly also to.

1504 LADY MARGARET tr. De Imitations iv. xiii. 278 To
be with the [

= thee] inseparable. 1581 R. GOADE in Confer.
n. (1584) H iv, This qualitie is not alwayes inseparable. 1620

T. GRANGER Div. Logike 67 So originall sinne is inseper-
able from the mortall body, saving faith . . from the Elect

regenerated. 1639 tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman II. 67
Jealousie alwayes. .becomes more inseparable to the soule,
then Ivy is to . . Walls. 171* STEELE Sped. No. 491 F 2

Ingratitude is a Vice inseparable to a lustful Man. 1712
BERKELEY Disc. Pass. Obed. 16 The miseries inseparable
from a state of anarchy. 1860 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 23

My inseparable companion during eleven years. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 406 Fire, which is inseparable from heat,
cannot co-exist with cold.

C. Inseparable accident, attribute, quality, etc.

(Logic), an accident, etc. that cannot be separated
from its subject. Inseparable adjunct, an adjunct
that cannot really be separated from its subject,

though the subject may be conceived of without it.

Inseparable prefix or preposition (Gram.), a prefix

found only in combination, and incapable of being
used as a separate word: e.g. L. dis-, re-

; Eng.

mis-, un-; Ger.ge-, ver-, zer-.

155' !' WILSON Logike (1580) 6 b, An accident . . maie be

separated, or it maie not, some maie bee separated from

their subjecte, as colde maie bee taken from water, and

knowledge from the minde. Other are inseparable, because

thei cannot be taken awaie altogether . . Heate can not bee

taken from fire. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 67 Common
qualities, are seperable, or inseperable. Ibid. 69 The in-

seperable qualitie makes a proposition necessary, not reci-

procate. 1820 Mairs Tyro's Diet. (ed. 10) 414 Ve may be

reckoned among the inseparable prepositions, which in com-

position, is sometimes intensive . . and sometimes privative.

1843 MILL Logic \. vii. 8 Inseparable accidents are proper-
ties which are universal to the species but not necessary to it.

1885 W. L. DAVIDSON Logic Definition ii. 44 Exception,



INSEPAKABLENESS.

however, must be made for the cast: of inseparable accidents

Neither barkin.:, mewing, .nor grunting is more than an

accident of Ihe dog, the cat . . the pig ; but as, wherever

we have the animal, we have the corresponding sign, this

invariable concomitant becomes an important fact in char-

acterising and identification.

B. so. Usually//. Things or persons that can

not be separated ; inseparable companions.
c i$ao Wystchyldelt EmperorAdriax(iS6o) 11 Shynynge,

and heate, the which be inseperables, for the one ne mayc be

without the other. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa u8n) V.

278 Which, when a man comes in between the pretended in-

separables, is. given up. 1771 T. HULL Hist. Sir IP. Har-

rington 11797) IV. 189 Except Mr. Renholds, (who is still

Sir Williams inseparable). 1861 C. P. HODGSON Raid.

Jap** 291 The two swords and fan are inseparables in

Japan. 1875 A. R. HOPE Schoolboy Fr. 72 In tne manner
of schoolboy inseparables.

Inse'parableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being inseparable.

1598 FLORIO, Indissoluoilita, inseparablenes. a 1631 DONNE
in Select. (1840) 56 The inseparableness of this union, a 1715
BURNET Own Time (1766) II. 137 The inseparableness of
the prerogative from the person of the King. 1813 L. HUNT
in Examiner 31 May 349/2 The supposed inseparableness
of Church and State.

Inseparably (inse-parabli), adv.
[f. INSE-

PARABLE * -LY 2.] In an inseparable manner ; so

as not to be disjoined, or severed ; indissolubly.

1430 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 47 The swete flamme of loue

esprised in-to the mary and synewes, whiche inseparably
goeth thrughe the bones, as depe as the veray bertys roote.

ics6 t'ilgr. Perf. (1531) 156 b, To be vnite or ioyned insepar-

ably to his lorde. 1640 BASTWICK Lord Bps. iv. D iij b, Tney
goe inseperably together, like Tobie, and his Dogge. 1758
BLACKSTONE in Comm. 1. 19 The civil and canon laws, which
now came to be inseparably interwoven with each other.

1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) II. ix. 423 The city with
which their names are inseparably connected.

Inseparate (inse-par/t), a. [ad. L. insfparat-HS

(Tertulfian), f. in- (IN- 3) + separatus, pa. pple. of

sfparare to SEPARATE.] Not separate (from) ;

united; undivided; hence, often = INSEPARABLE.
1550 [implied in INSEPARATELY]. a 1586 SIDNEY Astr, \

Stella ci, loy, which is inseparate from those eyes. 1606
SHAKS. Tr, if Cr. v. ii. 148 This is, and is not Cressid :

Within my soulej there doth conduce a fight Of this strange
nature, that a thing inseperate, Diuides more wider then the
skie and earth. 1007 DAY Trav. Eng. Bro. (1881) 75 Enuie
and bate Striue in my breast like twinnes inseperate. 1743
WAHBURTON Comm. Pope's Ess. Man Wks. 1811 XI. 67
That folly and wisdom are the inseparate partage of
humanity. 1874 L. MORRIS Songs two W. Ser. n. In the Park
212 The good which should be, inseparate From the evil

things that are. 1887 SWINBUKNE Locrine I. i. 220 We live

linked, inseparate heart in heart.

b. Bot. (See quots., and cf. INSEPARATION.)
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.M. 6) 181 Accordingly, Dr. Masters

would substitute for coalescence and adnate the term in-

separate. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Inseparate, Masters's term
for the condition in which parts of a plant are not separate.

Inse'parately, adv. [f. prec. 4 -LY 2.] in
an inseparate manner ; without separation or sever-

ance ; inseparably.
1550 CRANMER Def. Sacram. 96 b, Here sainct Cyrill de-

clareth the dignitee of Christes fleshe, beyng inseperately
annexed vnto his diuinitee. 1582 N. T. (Rnem. ) Eph. v. 29
note, So beloued of Christ, and so inseparatly ioyned in

marriage with him. 1665 G. HAVERS /'. della 1/alle's Tmv.
E. India 183 Conjoyning so inseparately. .their Religion to
the Descents or Races of Men. 1704 N. N. tr. Koccalinis
Advt.fr. Parnassus\\\. a The Splendor .. and the good
Fortune I at present enjoy, are so inseparately annex d to
this Pirate's power.

lusepara'tion. Bot. rare. [iN-a.] The
congenital union of contiguous organs, viewed as
the natural or primitive state ; as opposed to coale-

scence or adnation, which imply original separa-
tion : cf. INSEPAKATE b.

1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Inse-parized, a. nonce-wd. Obs. [f. IN- 3,

and assumed vb. *separize= K. stparer to separate.]= INSEPARATE.
l6i8 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortalitie xliii, [He] Knew well

the cares from Crowns inseparized.

t I'nsequent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. insequent-
cm, pr. pple. of insequl, f. in- (!N- -) -f sequi to

follow.] Following on, succeeding ; subsequent.
c 1610 in Hacket Abp. Williams I. (1002) 50 The Storm

will gather, and burst out into a greater Tempest, in all in-

sequent Meetings (of parliament], a 1670 ibid. 25 If he hail
his Apocha or Quietance . . he were free from all inscquent
Demands.

Inserch(e, obs. form of ENSEARCH v.

tlnse-re, v. Sc. Pa. t. and pple. inserit.
[ad. K. insirer, ad. L. inserfre to INSERT : perh.
only in pa. t. and pple.] trans. To insert.

7 Sc. Acts Mary (1814) II. App. 605/2 And desyrit
this protestatioun to be inserit In be bukis of parliament.

'Sj*3
Kessoning betuix CrosragweU ft Knox A j a, Amang

other godhe lessones. .1 inserit certanc catholick artickles.

InBere-ne, v. nonce-wd. Obs.
[f.

IN- 3 + SE-
RENE a.

;
or from assumed a.<\].*inserent not serene. ]

Irons. To render cloudy or not serene ; to cloud
1609 J. DAVIES Holy Roode d878) 18 (R.) Death stood by,wnose gastly presence mserenes my face.

6 incert, 7 insert,
[f. L. i

serin to put in, f. in- (Is-
gelher, put into.]

'-, ppl. stem of in-
4- scrlre to join to-

334

1. trans. To set, put, or place in; to push or

thrust in; to fit or fix in; to introduce; to ingraft.
Said primarily ot putting any solid object into a

space which it fits, or fills up ; hence to place
a thing, as an addition, between the parts of an-

other, as to insert a page or plate into a book
;

also, to push or put a thing (e.g. a stick, a finger,
the point of a knife) into a hole or aperture,
whether to remain there, or to be again withdrawn.
15*9 MORE Snppl. Sonlys Wks. 321/1 This soule that

bryngeth with hym suche frayle woorkes eyther wrought by
themselfe or inserted peraduenture and myxed a inyddes of
some good and vertuous worke. a 1555 BRADFORD Wks,
i Parker Soc.) 90 They must needs be condemned if that they
be not insert and engrafted into the very true body and
natural body of our Saviour Christ. 1638 F. JUNIUS
Faint, of Ancients 119 To varie the unitie of a stone by
inserting such spots into the crust as were not by nature.

1647 H. MORE S^ong ofSoul n. iii. It. xxiv, If all to all revert,
Each part then into each part is insert. 1658 W. SANDERSON
Graphicc 25 Here a Print of Grotesco should have been in-

serted. 1782 COWPER To W. C. Univin iii, The bud inserted
in the rind.. Adorns. .The stock whereon it grows. 1797
BEWICK Brit. Birds 11847) I. 277 It inserts its long tongue
into the holes through which the ants issue. 1799 Mcd.
Jrnl. II. 138 His arm is inflamed from the vaccine matter
inserted four days since. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch.
Strike x. 1 10 Boring a hole between two flints in a yard . . and
inserting therein a daisy. 1840 DICKENS Bam. Rudge vii,
A.

.key which he inserted cautiously in the lock..and softly
opened the door. 1884 BOWER & SCOTTDe Bary's Phaner.
514 Slightly thickened fibres, between which wide vessels
surrounded by bundle-parenchyma are inserted.

b. To put or introduce (a letter, word, sentence,

paragraph, etc.) into a body of written or printed
matter, or into a programme ; to put as a para-
graph, advertisement, or article, into a newspaper
or the like ; to introduce as a figure or element in

a picture, etc. ; to include.

IS33 MORE 4>mi/. Poysoned Bk. i. xi. Wks. 1053/2, 1 haue
goodreader, in the exposicion of these woordes of our sauionr
inserted the incorporacion of hym and vs together, by the

receiuing and eating of his owne body into oures, 1542
LYNDESAY Herald. Notes Wks. (E. E. T. S.) v. 609 Vtheris
enormities ar incert and registrat in this present bulk. 1597
HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxvi. i With our Lord's Prayer
they would find no fault, so that they might persuade us.,
not [to] insert it so often into the liturgy. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist.Reb. i. 125 A short story may not be unfitly inserted.

1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 122, I find no more species of birds
than what I have already inserted in the Ornithology. 1713
Land. Gaz. No. 5151/4 There was Incerted. .in the Gazette,
that a Plate . . was to be run for. 1818 CKUISE Digest (ed. 2)
V. 164 Amended and rectified, by inserting the words St.

Stephen's near. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 345We would not consent to insert in them [bills] clauses con-
ferring new privileges on the nobility. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN
Apol. 107 Something he had inserted into the Magazine.
t C. To introduce or ingraft into (a family).

.!594 J. DicKENSON^r/jfow (1878) 39 Many Princes., de.
sirous to insert themselues into [so] royall a kinred.. offered
their daughters with large portions. 1610 HOLLAND Cam-
den's Krit. (1637) 261 Aetheldred King of England.. in-

serted into his owne familie by way of adoption Anlaf the
Dane.
2. Anat., Zoo!., Bot. To attach; to join at a

specified point of attachment. Only mpa.pp/e.
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 310 Where hath she [Nature]

placed and inserted the [gnat's) instrument and organ of
smelling?] 1828 STARK Elan. Nat. Hist. II. 280 Antenna;
with six joints, inserted at the internal margin of the eyes.
1851-6 WOODWARD Mollnsca 25 The muscles of the arms
are inserted in a cranial cartilage. 1857 HENFREY Bot.

157 When an organ is not adherent to any other circle,
but inserted on the receptacle, it is said to be free.

Hence Inse-rting vbl. sb.

1611 FLORIO, Inscrtatione, an inserting, an insertion.

1623 MEADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 150 The King
being much disquieted at the inserting of these conditions.

1647 TORSHELL Design Harmonize Bible in Pkenix (1721)
I. 103 The greatest variety of transposition and inserting.

I'nsert, sb.
[f. INSERT v., or abbrev. of INSER-

TION.] Something inserted, a. An additional
sentence or paragraph added to a proof to be in-

serted in the '
revise

'

or '
final '. b. In the U.S.

postal service, A paper, circular, etc. placed within
the folds of a newspaper, or the leaves of a maga-
zine or book.

Znsertable (insautab'l), a. [f. INSERT v. +
-AIJLE.] Cai>able of being inserted; as in insert-
able-tooth saw, one with removable teeth (Knight
Diet. Mec/i. 1875).
t Inse-rtation. Obs. rare~. [ad. late L. in-

sertation-eni, n. of action f. insertare, frequentative
of inserfre to INSERT.] = INSERTION.
1613 COCKEK/.M ii, Any thing Added, Additatnent, In-

scrtation.

Iiise'rted, ppl. a.
[f. INSERT v. + -ED i.] Set

or put in; fitted in, ingrafted, b. Entom. Set

deeply; not free. fC- Archil. (See qttot. 1/27.)
1598 FLORIO, Inserito, set in, put in, ingrafted, added,

loined, mixed, brought in, inserted. 1621 SANDYS Ovufs
Met. vi. ( 1626) 109 The combs inserted tooth . . Bekweenc the
warp supprest the rising woofe. 1711 POPE Vertum. t,
Pomona 13 Now the cleft rind inserted grafts receives.

backed, is that let into a wall, a third or fourth part of its
diameter. i8j6 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. 306 [The head]
Inserted, when the head is partly withdrawn within the
trunk.

INSEBTMENT.

Inserter (insa-Jtai). [f. INSKBT v. + -EBl.
See also INSEUTOE.] One who inserts.

1611 [see INSEKTOR ij. 1673 H. STUUBE Fitrthtr Vind.
Hutch War App. 62 Such clauses or words as are put
in to prevent disputes ought not to . . prejudice the inserter.

1835 Tail's Mag. II. 577 Advertisements .. which produce
the inserters no adequate return. 1883-3 SCHAFF Eiuycl.
Relig: Ktunvl. I. 280 [Apocrypha] were acknowledged by
their inserters not to belong to the canon.

Insertion (insa-jjan). [ad. L. insertion-em,
n. of action f. inserfre to INSBBT : cf. F. insertion

(in sense 2, Pare, ifith c.).]
1. The action of inserting, setting or putting

in
; introduction into or between : see INSERT vb.

1508 FLORIDA luserlatiotte, an intermedling. a grafting, an
implying, an insertion. 1675 OGILBY Brit. Advt., The Work
is capable of Emendation by Insertion. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 23 F 6 In every work of imagination . . the
insertion of incidents and use of decorations may be varied
a thousand ways. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ty Exp. Pliilos. III.
xxx. 204 The progressive motion of the parts from the point
of impact is stopped by the insertion of the lead [into the

ivory balls], 1857 DUNCLISON tied. Lex. 502 The word in-
sertion has likewise been used by pathologists for the act of

inoculating or introducing a virus into the body. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. n. xxiv. 360, 1 have tried whether the inser-
tion of a pin would produce the collapse of the bubbles.

1878 L. P. MKKKIHTII Tetlh 220 The proper insertion of arti-

ficial teeth. Mod. Nnuspaper Notice, Trade notices are

charged at the rate of 1/6 per insertion. All communica-
tions in reference to the insertion of Advertisements to be
sent to the Advertisement Manager.
2. That which is inserted; an inserted addition,

piece, or part ; a word or part inserted in a writ-

ing or print ; a page inserted in a book ; anything
inserted in a newspaper, postal packet, etc.

1624 GATAKER Tratisnl'st. 117 In Fulbertus his workes . .

they have with a foule insertion branded them [words] for

heretical). 1682 GRKW Anat. Trunks i. ii. i The Paren-

chymous Part of the Wood . . hath this property, To be
disposed into many Rays, or Diametral Insertions, running
betwixt so many Lignous Portions, from the liarqne to the
Pith. 1707 Curios, in //us/'. % Card. 37 In the Root . . are

._.
the Skin, the Parenchyma, the Lignous Body, the Inser-

tions, and the Pith. 1742 WKST Let. in Gray's Poems
(1775) 146, I am only sorry you follow the blunders of
liroukhusius, all whose insertions are nonsense. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 58 When I find trifling insertions of this kind
to be requisite in my translation, 1 shall not deem it neces-

sary to mention them in a note.

b. Needlework. Embroidery or omamtntal
needlework, made to be inserted or sewed into

plain material, for decorative purposes ; a piece or
detached portion of such work.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Insertions, narrow strips of

lace, embroidered muslin or cambric, sold for inlets in

handkerchiefs, dresses, etc. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 18
June, It was the

'

extras
'

that did the mischief the ruches,

of lace insertion.

3. Anat., Entom., Bot. The attachment of a

muscle, external organ, etc., as to place or manner.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man 1. 17 Some necessary Asperitie,

scruing for the insertion of two Muscles. 1651 Raleigh's
Gltost 109 The connexions or insertions of one threed [of
a spider's web] with another, .are most strange. 1807 J. G.
SMITH fhys. Bot. 144 We shall first explain their [leaves']
different situations, insertions, forms, and surfaces. 1870
HOOKKR Stud, Flora 14 Anthers erect, insertion basal.

1873 BENNETT & DYEK Sachs' Hot. 167 If the surface of
an axial structure . . is imagined to be continued through
the base of each lateral member, the section forms its Plane
of Insertion. An imaginary point in this is considered its

organic centre, but does not usually correspond to its geo-
metrical centre; this point may be termed the Point of In-
sertion. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 105 A black mark
running from the mane to the insertion of the tail.

4. Comb., as inserlioti-success.

1807 Allkult's Syst. Mcd. II. 561 The 'insertion-success'
of skilled vaccinators is very large, amounting to 97-98 per
cent.

Hence luse rtional a., of the nature of an in-

sertion; put in as an insertion. Inse 'rtioned
. a, Needle~iuork, ornamented with an insertion ;

ving some ornamental material worked in as
an insertion.

1867 Contcmf. Rev. IV. 325 A sonorous triplet made up by
an insertional line. 1894 Season X. No. 9. 36/2 The coverlet
was of satin, insertioned with linen open thread work.

Insertive (inss-Hiv), a. [ad. L. insertlv-us,
f. insert- : see INSEKT v. and -IVE.] Characterized

by insertion ; of ingrafted origin.
'11634 RANDOLPH Poems, Love fondly refused 42 If the

fresh 1 runke have sap enough to give That each insertive
branch may live. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1881 FAIRBAIRN
Stud. Life Christ xiv. 247 His sympathy had a strange
insertive power.

I Inse rtnient. Bot. Obs. rare. [f. INSEBT
+ -MENT.] That which is inserted or placed be-
tween ; a former term for the medttllary rays ;

= !NSEBTION 2.

dissecting a Root, I find, that the Cortical Body doth not
only environ the Lignous, but is also wedg'd, and in many
Pieces inserted into it ; and that the said inserted Pieces
make not a nicer Indenture, but transmit and shoot them-
selves quite through as far as the Pith. 1814 Edin. Ken.



INSERTOR.

XXII. 257 They were named insertments . . and constitute

what is vulgarly termed the silver grain of the wood.

t Inse'rtor. Obs. Also 6 -our. [agent-n. in

L. form from inserlre lo INSERT.]
1. = INSERTER, q.v.

1598 FLORID, Insertatare, a medler, an intermedler, a
grafter, an insertor [1611 inserter].

2. Puttenham's name for the figure PARENTHESIS.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic in. xii[i). (Arb.) 180 Your

first figure of tollerable disorder is (Parenthesis} or by an
English name the (Insertour), and is when ye will seeme . .

to peece or graffe in the middest of your tale an vnnecessary
parcell of speach.

t Inse'rye, v. Obs. rare '. [ad. L. inservlre

to be serviceable, to serve, f. in- (lN-
2
)-i-w-

vire to serve.] intr. To be of service or use to

to conduce to.

1683 T. HUNT Def. Charter Land. 25 The Duke of Guise
. . had inserved to some most detestable Villany, to please
the rage or lust of a Tyrant. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

t Iiise'rviceable, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Un-
serviceable.

1607 MARKHAM Cat/at, iv. Ded., Through whome there is

..multitudes of Horses spoyled and made inseruiceable.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1752) 12 It [age] doth certainly in-

duce such a cachcxia or ill habit that it renders us inservice-
able to our ends.

t InseTvience. Obs. rare-*,
[f. next: see

-ENCE.] Serviceableness, usefulness.

1657 TOMUNSON Return's Disp. 472 Those [supellectuals]
..are more expetible for their ornament, .then their inser-
vience.

t Inse'rvieilt, a. Ola. [nd. L. inservient-em,

pr. pple. of inservlre, f. in- (IN-
2
) + servire to

serve. Cf. subservient.']
1. Serving, servile.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. i. 3 Although their in-

tellectualls had not failed in the theorie of truth, yet did the
inservient and brutall faculties controle the suggestion of
reason.

2. Serving or subservient to some end; service-

able, conducive, assisting.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 158 Any parts in-

servient to that intention. 1675 ^" WILSON] Sfadacr.
Ditnelm. 41 A Caput inortititm. .inservient for mixing with
cicatrizing Plaisters. 1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things
iv. 197 The fabrick of the mouth and other parts inservient
to the reception of aliments. 1802 J. JAMIESON Use Sacr.
Hist. II. in. xi. 331 That part of man's body which is in-

servient to generation.
b. Accessary to, forming an accessary of.

1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. r7i A Brass Pommel, inservient
to a Sea-coal Grate, weighing nine Ounces.

i IllSCSS, sb. Ol'S. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L. -

sessus, f. insidere to sit in ; cf. It. insesso (Florio).]= INSESSION i b.

1657 TOMI.INSON Kenou's Disf. 186 As a Bath is a Lavacre
of the whole body, .so an Insess of half the body. [1706
PHILLIPS, Insessns, a Bath for the Belly and Lower Parts.]

tlnse'SS, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. iiisess-, ppl.

stem of insidere to sit in, dwell in, occupy.] trans.

To dwell in, inhabit, 'possess'. Cf. INSKSSIONJ.
^1641 Bp. MoUNTAGU^icfa^- Mon. (1642) 206 Being insessed
and acted by the Devil!, they babied many lies.

i IllSe'SSioil. 06s. [ad.la.te'L.tiisessiott-em,
n. of action f. insiderelo sit in, f. in- (Is- '-) + sedcre

to sit. Cf. It. insessioni 'certain bathing medi-
cines' (Florio).]
1. The action of sitting in a bath.

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa iv. 49 The second way of using
water outwardly is called insession or sitting in water up to

the navel. 1684 tr. Bond's Merc. Compit. x. 365 An inses-

sion in Bath-waters, and Pumping upon the place affected.

[1855 MAYNK Expos. Lex., Inscssio, old term for the state of

sitting over the vapour of a hot bath ; in.session.]

b. A bath in which the patient sits with the

lower part of the body immersed in water or some
other liquid ; a hip-bath or sitz-bath.

1359 MORWVNG Evonym. 367 Fuchsius and other wryt of

fomentations, apposicions, embroches, litle bags and ill-

sessions. 1590 HARROUGH Meth. Physick in. xxxviii. (1639)

163 You must release and loosen the reines. .with foments,
cataplasmes and insessions. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny Expl.
Words Art, Insessions be bathing tubs or vessels halfe full

wherein the patient may sit vp to the middle or aboue in
some conuement decoction. 1657 TOMLINSON Rrnou's Disp.
187 Some make Insessions of the decoction of Tripes to cure
the exsiccation, .of the belly.

2. Inhabitation, indwelling (by a spirit), rare 1
,

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts f, Mon. (1642) 191 The Prophets
have by Him Illumination and Insession. He takes posses-
sion of their soule, dwelling in them.

Insessor (inse'sai). rare. [a. L. insessor

(rare), agent-n. f. insidere: see prec.] One who
sits in or on.

1835 KIRBY Hali. ^ fast. Anim. I. Intrpd. 94 In the dif-

ferent visions of the appearance of the Deity, as the Insessor
of the chariot of the cherubim.

U InseSSOres(inses6>r;~z),s.//. Ornith. [mod.
L., pi. of insessor, agent-n. from insidere to sit on
or upon (in ancient L. found only in the sense ' be-

setter (of a way, etc.) '.] The Perchers or Perching
birds, having feet with three toes in front and one

behind, adapted for perching on trees
;
the name

given by Vigors in 1823 to the second Order of

Birds in his classification, coinciding nearly with
the Passeres and PidK of Linnaeus.
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Though long accepted without hesitation by most British
and many foreign authors, the composite nature of the group
has now been recognized, and the use of the name is gene-
rally abandoned

'

(A. NEWTON Diet, Birds, 1893).
1823 VIGORS in Trans. Linn. Sac. XIV. 403 As the dis-

tinctive characters in the other orders are taken from the
peculiarities of their feet. .1 wish to follow the same plan in
the present case, and to designate this order by the title of
Insessores or Perching Birds. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxmt.
395 The Insessores form the largest order of existing birds.

1875 BLAKE Zool.
pi

In some Insessores it [the carotid
artery] is only found on the left side.

Ilisessorial (inseso-rial), a. Ornith. [f. L.

type *insessori-us (f. insessor : see prec.) + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to the Insessores, or Perchers.
1837 New Monthly Mag. L. 195 It is in the Insessorial

order of birds that the songsters abound. 1874 COUF.S Birds
N.

IV.^ 321 Claws, .hardly more than insessorial, instead of
raptorial, in character.

Inset (i'nset), st.
[f. IN adv. II d + SET sb.]

1. A setting in, inflow, influx (of water), f b.
A place where water flows in, a channel (obs.}.
'559 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 736 By stoppinge of the

northe mouthe and diuers other insets. 1875 LTXLL Princ.
Ceol. I. n. xx. 498 There are tidal influences combined with
the general insets from the Atlantic. 1881 T. G. BOWLES
Flotsam

<J- Jetsam (1883) 244 The inset into the Bay of

Biscay, which, .runs at the rate of a mile an hour.
ultra. 1896 \Vestm. Gaz. 20 June 5/2 The Drummond

Castle was drawn by a strong inset current to the inner side
of the Island of Ushant.
2. That which is set in or inserted.

) a. An innate or implanted idea. Obs. rare.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay Pref. 8 These [witnessings] are
common insightes, or insets (as a man may tearme them),
namelie the perswasion of the Godhead, the conscience of
euil [etc.]. Ibid., Those common and general! Insets haue
remained barren in the most part of men.

b. A recess, rare '.

1829 J. HODGSON in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 161 The wall
is very perfect.. having frequent insets.

c. An extra page or set of pages inserted in a
sheet or book (see quot. 1875); an advertisement
on a separate leaf inserted in a magazine, etc.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. II. 1189/2 Inset, . .a certain por-
tion of the printed sheet in i2mo, 241110, etc., which is cut off
before folding and set into the middle of the folded sheet.

1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. No. 26. 4 A four-page inset with
cuts, this portion of the journal is carefully rolled. 1883
C. E. DOBLE in Academy 26 May 368/2 My copy, .has an
inset of eight pages between pp. 240 and 241. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 25 June 5/2 To print papers from duplicate plates,
with an '

inset
'

that is, an extra page gummed in mechani-
cally whenever desired. 1893 Bookseller 201 From two
pounds weight of Magazines 1 have this day taken out four-
teen ounces of insets.

d. A smaller map, picture, etc. inserted within
the border of a larger one.
1881 Atheaxiim No. 2810. 310/3 The clearness of the maps

and their pictorial insets deserves all praise. 1887 Philips''
Ilandy-vol. A tins World Contents, Ireland Ulster, with
inset of Belfast and Environs. 1894 Nation (N. Y.) 30 Aug.
161/2 Two admirable maps . . with insets indicating the

geology, the comparative density of population, and the

agriculture of eastern equatorial Africa.

e. A piece of cloth inserted or let into a dress.

1894 Paris Mode No. 3. 31/2 An inset at the neck and
shoulders, front and back. 1899 Daily Nevis 16 Dec. 6/5
The skirt has little insets of lace all round the edge.

Inse't, v. Also 4 yusett. Pa. pple. inset :

in sense 5 also insetted, [f. IN- l or IN adv. +
SET v. Cf. MDn. and MHG. insetten, Du. inzetten;
MHG. inselzen, Ger. einsetzen, Da. inds&tte, Sw.

insatta.'}

fl. trans. ? To institute, initiate. (Only in OE. :

rendering L. instituSre.) Obs.

900 tr. Bzda's Hist. iv. xxiii[i], (1890) 334 pa seolfan, be
aer bapt mynster heoldon & rehton, heo mid beodscipum
regollices hfes insette & trymede [etiam hoc disciplinis vitx
regitlaris instituit}.

f 2. To set (a person) in office ; to appoint. Obs.

121300 E. E. Psalter lxv[i]. 12 fou in-set [L. imposmsti}
men, man! swa Over our hevedes to be ba. a 1572 KNOX
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 357 Commanding the Laird of Kill-

faunes, insett Provest be the Quene . . to cast up the portis
of the town.

f 3. To insert, ingraft. Const, to.
(
= L. in-

sertfre.') Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. iii. 25 (Carnb. MS.) So bat

wan thise thinges stynten forto sowne in eres, the sorwe pat
is insett greueth the thowght. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. vii. 21
She monestide eche of hem . . and ynsettinge mans ynwitt to
wommans thouat, saide to hern [etc.]. Rom. xi. 24 Forwhi
if thou. -a}ens Kynde ert insect in to a good olyue tre, how
moche more thei that by kynde, schulen be ynsett to her

olyue tre ?

4. To set (jewels) in (gold, or the like), rare 1
.

1658 W. SANDERSON Graphicc 69 Thus having inriched you
with a Mine of Precious stones, and pearles, with Gold to
inset them.

5. To set in, insert ; spec, to insert as an inset

(INSET sb. a c) ; to fix an inset in (a sheet), an extra

page in (a newspaper), etc.

1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 208 This useful contrivance . .

delivering the papers inset, pasted, cut top and bottom,
turned out compact as a pamphlet. 1896 Newsagents'
Chron. 3 Oct. 3/2 Advertisements printed on a sheet which
was insetted. 1897 F. C. CONYBEARE in Expositor Apr. 302
The numbers inset in my translation indicate the pages of
the Armenian text. 1899 Month Mar. 328 An excellent

map containing three smaller plans inset.

Hence Inse'tted ppl. a.

INSHINING.

1893 IVettm. Gas. 19 Apr. 7/2 The extra cost of carriage
consequent upon insetted advertisements in magazines.
Inset (i'nset), ///. a. [!N adv. 1 1 b.]
1 1. Implanted, innate, native. Obs.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1564) Biy, The honest
. . maintaining of the inset and natural! beautie in a woman.
1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. Seneca, The harlh
from whence proceedeth all that inset and natiue heate.
2. = INLAID (or ?set with precious stones).
1588 Wills f, Itw. N. C. (Surtees) II. 179 One lardge

Danske chist, with insett worke.
3. Inserted as an inset.

1885 Pall Mall G. ii June 6/1 Each part will contain ten

page plates, four illustrations in the text, and one inset

plate. 1891 Times 14 Apr. 3/2 The map . . now includes
inset maps containing charts of the mouths of the Zambesi,
of Delagoa Bay [etc.].

tl-nse:tter. Obs. [app. error for insilter, f.

IN adv. 1 1 e + SITTER.] An indweller ; one who
resides in the place.
1712 PRIDEAUX Direct. Ch.-tuardens (ed. 4) 55 These say,

that Out-setters, by reason of the Lands which they occupy
in the Parish, are as much Parishioners as the In-setters.

I'nse:tting, vbl. sb. [!N adv. 11 c.] a.

Printing. = INDENTION 2. b. Insertion, fixing.
1833 RUSKIN Stones Ven. II. vii. 20. 247 The cement and

various insetting of the balconies. 1867 Hymns Virg. 58
note, Written without breaks, till near the bottom of p. 131,
as marked by the insetting of the even lines here. 1900
Oxf. Mag. 7 Mar. 266/2 Explanatory sections such as
might be relegated to footnotes in a modern book are
indicated by small type and insetting.

Inseverable (inse-vsrab'l), a. [IN- 3.] In-

capable of being severed or broken
; inseparable.

1661 R. L'EsTRANGE Interest Mistaken 146 This would
seem to imply a more Inseverable Interest than I ayme at.

1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. II. Iviii. 225 The offence is lost

in the inseverable iniquity in which all join. 1880 SIR E.
REED Japan I. p. xxiv, Ancient and inseverable bonds.

Inseverably (inse-varabli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY %.] In an inseverable manner

; inseparably.
1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat v. (1867) 157 Lest peradventure

. . we have inseverably been overtaken with the sin of glut-
tony. 1849 J. WILSON in Blackm. Mag. LXVI. 625 What
a hand that was which bound the two into one insever-

ably ! 1882 DALLINGEK Creator 82 Mind is inseverably
associated with neural matter.

Insew(e, Inseygne, obs. ff. KNSDE, ENSIGN v.

t Insha'de, v. Obs. rare '. [f.
IN- 2 + SHADE

v. : cf. ENSHADE.] trans. To shade ; to tint or

vary one colour with another.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. I. v. 88 Whose Lilly-

white, inshaded with the Rose Had that man scene, who
sung th' Eneidos, Dido had in obliuion slept.

f Insha'dow, v. Obs. rare . [!N-
a
.]

1611 FLORIO. tnombrare, to inshadow, to darken.

t Insha-nked, a. Obs. rare-". [IN-
2
.] Hav-

ing a shank.
1611 FLORIO, Infitstito, instaked, inshanked.

tl'lishape. Obs. rare. [f.
IN adv. 12 + SHAPE

sb.] Inward shape ; internal form.

1587^
GOLDING De Mornay vi. 66 Socrates . . taught that

God is a minde, and that in the same there is a certaine

Inshape, which Inshape as in respect of God, is the know-

ledge which God hath of himselfe. Ibid, xxvii. 423 This
marke is. .of the very substance and inshape of Religion.

Ilisliave (i'nijc'v). [f.
IN adv. 12 + SHAVE.]

A tool used by coopers for shaving or planing the

inner face of staves.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. IT 89 '2 Inshave (Coopering),
a jointer having a convex-edged bit, on which the inner

faces of staves are dressed.

t Inshea-f, v. Obs. rare~. [I- 2
.]

1611 FLORIO, Imtnazzettare, to imbundle, to in
._,._ ' ._ i :.u> 1_make into handful;

isheafe, to

Insheath, obs. form of ENSHEATH.

tlnshe'd, v. Obs. [f. IN- i + SHED v. ; tr. L.

infundSre.]
1. trans. To shed or pour something upon ; to

sprinkle or wet with a liquid.
1382 WVCLIF Dan. iv. 22 In dewe of heuene thou shall be

insned [1388 bished, L. infnnderis]. Judith vii. 23 Osias

risende, the teris inshed [1388 bisched with teeris, L. in-

fusus lacryiis\.
2. To shed or pour in

; to infuse.

1435 MISYN Fire Love 41 Slik swetnes of likynge hete and

songe to a lufand saule is insched. Ibid. 99 Euer-lastynge
lufe gladis & plenteuus lykynge inschedis.

So t I'nshe^d///. a.; I-nshe'dding vbl. sb.

1435 MISYN Fire Love 62 Ofinsched gladnes. 1851 RUSKHN
Stones Ven. I. xx. (1874) 228 The starred inshedding of

light through his vaulted roof.

Inshell, eushell (inje-l, en-), v. rare. [f.

IN- !, EN- ! + SHELL sb.] trans. To withdraw

within the shell. Alsoyfj-.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. vi. 45 Auffidius . . Thrusts forth his

homes againe into the world Which were In-shelled, when
Martius stood for Rome. 18x4 Prophetess l. i, The foes

Shrink and enshell themselves within their town. 1877
BLACKIE Wise Men 302 None In mortal frame enshelled.

t Inshie-lder. Obs. rare. [f. *inshield - EN-
SHIELD v. + -EK 1

.] One who shields; a pro-
tector.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxx[i]. 5 Laverd in-schilder be Over
be right-hand of be.

Iiishining (rnijai:nirj), vbl. sb. [Is adv. n c.]

A shining in ; illumination. So I nsM ning
1

///,

a. [!N adv. n a], that shines in.



INSHIP.

17.7 \V. MiriiEU J<r. Man's <>'"/. 4" To receive the

uhuu'ng of i;race. 1847 |!KHNAKI> BARTON -SW/. (1849.1

7 That inshining light which enlightens every regenerate

ilian i88 llontilttic Monthly (V. S.) Oct. 30 Even
God's Spirit into our hearts still leaves us

s; 1
On)
the imUnka of God's Spii

.mly men. 1887 ANNA FORBES /nsulinde 237 The mass ol

hum. in beings, .were better individualised by the inshining

moonbeams than by the sparsely scattered lamps.

tlnship (inji-p\ '. Obs, [f. lN-1 +

Cf. MDu. tnscefen, Uu. inschepen, Gei.cinschiffim,
Da. indskibe, Sw. inskeppa.] trans. To put into

a ship ; to ship ;
to embark.

zui SHAKS. i Hen. r/, v. i. 49 (Fol. 4) See them guarded.
And safely brought to Dover, where inshipp'd \Miot 1-3
wherein ship'd] Commit them to the fortune of the sea.

1615 DANIEL Hymen's Tri. Wks. (1717) 135 When she was
thus inshipp'd. .she spies a Woman sitting with a Child.

t Inshi-rt, v. Obs. rare ". [IN-*.] trans. To
clothe in a shirt.

1611 FI.ORIO. /ncamisciatf, to inshirt, to insmocke.

In shore, i n-sho re, adv. phr. (adj.) [f.
IN

adv. + SHORE. Cf. INLAND adv.]
A. ai/v. From seaward in towards the shore ;

close to the shore.

1748 Ansotfs Voy. it. v. 186 We saw a ship in shore . .

plying up the coast. Ibid. xi. 251 The two Cutters . . were
. .sent in shore. 1811 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 87 She was
..driven inshore by some boats. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.
II. xxvi. 267, I determined to keep in-shon-, in spite of the
barricades of ice. 1884 PAE Eustace 80 They went closer

inshore.

b. Inshore of: Nearer to the shore than (some-
thing else) ; between (something) and the shore.

1859 in Merc. Marine Mag. (1860) VII. 49 The Havilah

passing in-shore of the Bombay. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog.
Sea (Low) viii. 397 Inshore of . . the Black Stream, along
the eastern shores of Asia, is found a. .current of cold water.

1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp. v. no The Polaris was anchored
just inshore of the largest iceberg.

B. attrib. or adj. Lying, situated, or carried on
near or close to the shore.

1701 in Piaan L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 308 Both..y
inshore and outward ships, [bid. 309 Those that lay their
inshore anchors without buoys. 1798 LD. ST. VINCENT in

Cornwall 13 During the month of August . . the principal
or inshore fishing begins. 1885 Times 25 May 9 The in-
shore waters of the Scotch coast are being overfished.

b. Moving or directed in towards the shore.
1882 C. ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. 51 With a high tide and

an inshore wind their homes and lives were always in danger
of destruction.

tlnshq're, v. Obs. Also 6 enshoar, 7 en-
shore, [f. IN-' + SHORE sb.'] trans. To put on
shore ; to land.

IJ77 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in HolinshecTs Chnn.
(1807-8) VI. 38 They are no sooner inshored, than they
yeeld up their ghosts. 1583 jEneis i. (Arb.) 29 Theare
they were enshoared, wheare thow shalt shortlye see toun
wals. <ii6i8 J. DAVIES Wit's Pilfr. (1878) 40 Death..
Enshore my Soule neer drownd in flesh, and blond.

tl'nshot. Obs.
[f. IN adv. nd + SHOT sb.

Cf. offshoot.'] A piece shooting or projecting in-

wards
;

in quot. applied to a part of the sea

running into the land.

'5S5 w- WATREMAN Fardle Facims n. vii. 155 An inshot
of the Sea, called the Bosome of Parthia [Persian Gulf).

Inshow, obs. variant of ENSUE.
Inshrine, Inshrowd: see ENSHRINE, -SHRODD.
tlnaiceate, v. Obs. rare-", [f. L. type *in-

siccfirt (prob. in med. or mod.L. : cf. obs. F. en-

secher), f. in- (Is- 2
) + siccare to dry.] trans. To

dry. So f Insiocated ///. a.
; f Insiccation,

drying.
1613 COCKERAM, tnsiccaled, dryed. 1658 PHILLIPS, Insic-

cation, a drying.
t Insiccated, a. Obs. rarer- [f. L. insiccat-us

undried + -Ei)i.] Undried. (Cockeram, 1623 pt. u.)
Insicht, Sc. form of INSIGHT sb.2 , Obs.

Inside (iTiisard, i-nsaid), sb., adj., adv., and
prep. [f.

IN adj. (adv. used attrib.) + SIDE. The

opposite
of outside in all senses.

The two parts appear to have naturally even stress, as in
east side, right side, top side, back side, with a tendency to
a stronger on the sb. part. But when used attrib., or when
contrasted explicitly or implicitly with outside, and often
when followed by ofsn& a sb., the main stress is on in.]
A. sb.

1. The inner side or surface ; that side of anything
which is within, or nearer to the centre, or farther
from the outer edge or surface

; in a foot-path, the
side next to the wall, or away from the road.
1504 in Eng. Gilds 327 A tabell yn the syde of the halle..

a bvnch yn the yn-syde of the tabell. 1535 COVERDALK
'

fluKi ' 5 s
?
lomon..buylded the wallcs on the insydeith Ceder tymber. 1583 HOLI.YBAND Camfo di Fior 333

ubbing it
[my pen] against the inside of my cote. 1613

Par 1 Zi.r'
f- '"' "'

?
8 Look 'd he '

th
'

'nside of 'hewr I 1661 GEHBIER Prtnc. (1665) 30 There is a necessary

,

60
?

1"
..'

** Pt on the Front and inside of

PnS* answerabl<: < 'heir greatnesse. 1687 A.

idi "%."?'
r

-
ra?' ' " 3 Over the third G". ^

-side. . this Inscription. ,70, MOXON Mech. Exerc.

? THO rS
"
n *V3S2?! Carpenters use. ,838IIOMSON

Chm.prg. Bodies 600 A very thin coatine bf

.LT^'iST eqU^y up<;Vhe ins 'de of 'he vsel!
K

'

-
1
?3

' h'V ""Kht pass me by now, noteven give me the inside of the pavement.
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b. Fencing. (See quot. 1863.)
1691 SIR W. HOPE Fencing.Master 22 When yon put-by

the thrust, you put it by upon the inside ofyour Sword. 1863
Archery, Fencing, fy Hrt'attsivord {}!.t\&%.) 46 It is customary
for adversaries, on coming to the Guard, to Engage, or to

join blades, on what is called the inside, that is, the right
side ; although there are occasions on which it is advisable
to engage on the outside, or on the left ; otherwise called
the Qvarte or Tierce sides.

2. The inner part, or the space within something;
the interior.

c 1550 CHEKE Matt, xxiii. 25 le dense y outward part of
y" cup and y disch, but y insijd is ful of robri and vnstaid-
nes. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 833 Shew the in-side of

your Purse to the out-side of his hand, and no more adoe.

1671 MILTON P. R. iv. 58 So well I have disposed My aery
microscope thou mayest behold, Outside and inside both,
pillars and roofs. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 104 The in*
sides of their dwellings exhibit a complete picture of filth

and indolence. 1870 L'ESTRANGE Miss Mitfprd I. ii. 37
The company in the inside [of the coach] . . being tolerably
quiet. 1891 C. ROBERTS A drift A liter. 6, 1 had a very varied
time and learnt something of the inside of a country.

b. spec. (i:n,s3i'd.) The interior ofthe body ; the
internal organs, esp. the stomach and bowels ; the
entrails. (Also in //. in same sense.) colloq. and dial.

[1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 21 In the body of his

work, though the inside and strength were Philosophy, the
skinne as it were and beautie, depended most of Poetrie. ]

1741-3 WESLEY Jrnl. (1749) 91 It was as if their heart, as if

all their inside, as if their whole body was tearing all to

pieces. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxx. My insides are out
of order. 1855 KINCSLKY Westiu. Ho I ui, So now away
home ; my inside cries cupboard. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. .

Africa 143 There was a lot of blood about, .and some odd
portions of a man's inside.

C. fig. Inward nature, mind, thought, or mean-
ing. (Sometimes with humorous suggestion of
sense b.)

1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law I. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 416/1
Come, come, here's none but friends here, we may speak
Our insides freely, a 1618 SYLVESTER Hymn St. Lewis 133
Rebellious Peers, Who . . measuring his in-side by his age,
Troubled his State with storms of Civill Rage. 1676 Phil.
Trans. XI. 554 Sueton. hath drawn to life both the For-
traictures and Insides of the xn Caesars. 1749 CHESTERP.
.^.'.(1792) II. 183 In order to judge of the inside of others,
study your own. 1833 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Barrenn. Imae.
Fac. Mod. Art, Conscious of the heroic inside of the noble
Quixote.

d. The middle or main portion of a period of

time, exclusive of the beginning and end. (In quot.
1890, in the inside of = 'inside of, within: see
C. 3.) colloq.
1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. 74 (Farmer) Tain't to

be done in the inside of a month. 1891 T. HARDY Tess
(1892) 204 The Reverend Felix . . home for the inside of a
fortnight. 1894 Spectator 10 Feb. 189 Bishops, .in order to
come to London for the inside of a week., have to alter
a number of arrangements.
3. (ellipt. use of the adj. or adv.) An inside pas-

senger or place in a coach or other vehicle, colloq.
1798 CANNING, etc. Laves Triangles 179 in Anti-jacobin,

So down thy hill, romantic Ashbourn, glides The Derby
dilly, carrying Three Insides. 1837 DICKENS Pichu. xxviii,
The old gentleman inside . . informs the other inside that

they're going to change directly ;
on which the other inside

wakes himself up. 1838 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 550 The
four insides of a Dover coach are taken for to-morrow morn-
ing. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 128, I picked
myself up and went to help out the insides.

4. In advb. phr. z'ttfl5s02#(i:ns3id|au't), formerly
also inside outwards (usually with the verb turn) :

So that the inner side becomes the outer ; so as to

expose the inside or inteiior. Alsoyff.
?<;i6oo Tarlton's Jests (Halliw.) Introd. 22 Could you

turne him inside out, You would presentlie see, Squeaking
[etc.]. ifi8i-6 J. ScoTTCAr. Lifedw) III. 265 [He] turned
them inside-outwards, and revealed their hidden Sense to
the World. 1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. i.

(1851) 32 Though one should turn you topsie-turvy, and
in-side out, [you] are but a Grammarian. 177.1 W WALPOLF.
Last Jrnls. (1859) I. 7 Turned their coats inside outwards
for luck. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 245/2 The polypes.. are so
simple in their structure that they may be turned inside out
like a glove. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady vii. 214.

B. adj. (i-nssid.) Situated on or in the inside;
of, belonging to, or nsed for the inside (lit. and
fig.) ; interior, internal.
Often used

technically ; esp. in reference to locomotive
engines having the driving.gear within the main frame, as
inside cylinder, framing, gear. Also, inside callipers, tool,
etc. i.e. used for the interior of cylindrical or hollow work
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 286 Is whispering nothing?

Is leaning Cheeke to Cheeke?. .Kissing with in-side Lip?

, 1859 Engii~*.
.211/1 The outside cylinder express engines running to

Wilhs & Clark Cainbridee (1886) III. I77 The inside fittings
of the rooms. 1896 Alllutts Syst. Med. 1. 151 An efficient
mechanism by which outside variability is used for the main-
tenance of inside constancy.

b. Of a person : Employed within a house or

building ; working indoors.
1804 Daily News 8 Oct. 6/7 Counting the number ofhours

worked, the outside men are given an equal amount of em-
ployment with the inside men. Mod. U. .S'. Newspaper
Advt., Situation wanted as inside man in private family

c. Inside edge (Skating) : see EDGE 7 b. Inside

',,v.
Obs. rare '.

[ad. L. insidere to

INSIDENT.] intr. To be seated or

INSIDIATOR.

track : in Racing, the inner side of a curved track

(which is shorter than the outer) ; hence fig. a

position of advantage.
1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel vim. (1891) 197 It gave

him the inside track, as the sporting men say, with reference
to any rivals for the good-will of either of these.

C. adv. (iusai-d.; On or in the inside.
1. On the inner side.

1803 NELSON 4 June in Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 79 This
Island is bold, too, inside or out. 1806 A. DUNCAN fftlson
71 The Goliath.. had the honor to lead inside.

2. In or into the inner part ; within
; internally.

1851
' NIMROD' Road 17 Full, inside, sir. 1866 LATHAM

s. v., Itinerant Shoivttian, Now then, ladies and gentlemen,
walk inside, walk inside ! 1875 T. W. HIGGINSON Hist. U. S.
xi. 93 The houses were kept very clean inside and out.

3. Inside of (in reference to time) : Within the

space of; in less than the whole of (a period) ;

before the end of. U.S. and Colonial, colloq.
1887 Hartford Courant 13 Jan. (Farmer), Both animals

had been killed inside of five minutes. 1889 BOLDKEWOOD
Robbery^ itnder Arms xi, He knocked the seven senses out
of him inside of three rounds. Ibid, xxi, I've been pretty
quick coming: thirty mile inside of three hours.
D. prep. Inside of; on the inner side, or in the

inner part, of; within.
1?91 J- LACKINGTON Mem, (1792) 212 The coachman put me

inside the carriage. 1840 R. H. ilKnnBe/. Mastxxxv. issThe
captain stood well to the westward, to run inside the Ber-
mudas. 1855 BROWNING Ch. Roland xxix, As when a trap
shuts you're inside the den ! i88a W. LARDEN Sc/i. Coarse
Heat 79 We must get rid of the air inside the tube.

Hence t I'nsi :dely adv. Obs., inwardly.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 457 You say some-

thing outsidely rude and insidely civil about its being my
choice to edit.

tlnsi'de,?'. Obs. rare- 1
.

sit on : see

situated on something.
1657 TOMLINSON Renmi's Disp. 353 On whose summities

three, .grateful leafs do inside.

Insi'dedness. nonce-ivd. [f. INSIDE + -ED +

-NESS.] The condition of being inside something
else.

1888 DK. ARGYLL in igtA Cent. Jan. 156 Another kind of
outsidedness and insidedness. .namely, the insidedness, the
self-containedness, of every organism as a whole with refer,

ence to all external forces.

t I'nsident, a. Obs. [ad. L. insident-em, pr.

pple. oiinsidere to sit in or on, to inhere or subsist

in, f. in- (!N-
2
) + sedere to sit.] Residing or sub-

sisting in ; inherent.

1583 BABINGTON Commandm. vii. (1637) 68 It is so sweete
and so insident to vs which this lawe forbiddeth. 1590
GREENE Mourn. Garm. 44 These vices are insident by
nature. 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Mm. (1642) 115 The
course of Gods Spirit is. . ingredient and insident, as in good
men; or urgent and impellent, as in bad men. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.. Insident, sitting on or in, remaining, continuing.
Insider (i^nsai-daj). [f. INSIDE + -ER i.] One
who is inside

;
a person who is within the limits of

some place, society, organization, etc. ; hence, one
in possession of special information, one who is

'
in

the secret '. Opposed to outsider.

1875 POSTE Gaius I. (ed. 2) 31 Named outsiders (exquilini)
as opposed to the burgesses or insiders (inquilini). 1885
Pall Mall G. 30 June 6/1 Change him from an outsider
into an insider (however slight the connection), and the
thing is done. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 22 Dec. 468/3 It was
possible for insiders to use its revelations in speculation
on the Bourse.

t Insi'diary, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. insidiss am-
bushes, ambuscade + -ARY.] = INSIDIOUS.
i6as W. B. True School War 18 The sending forth of

Bloody, Trecherous, and Insidiarie persons.

t Insi'diate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L. insi-

didrito lie in ambush, f. insidix ambush.]
1. trans. To lie in wait for; to plot against.
1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. v. 227 She was ambushed by two

Centaures. .who insidiating her virgin chastitie, shee [etc.].
a 1632 T. TAYLOR

God*s^ Judgem. n. ii. (1642) 20 Pretending
that he had

privately
insidiated his father's life. 16^1 T.

STANLEY Poems 109 For this friends insidiate their friends.

1656 Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 204/2 They . . every hour
insidiate our Good.
2. intr. To lie in wait

;
to plot.

1626 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Tness. (1629) 195 Wolues enter or

insidiat, not sparing the flocke. 1639 SIR W. BERKLEY Lost
Lady iv. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley Xlf. 605 She pays the fault
of her abusing me, Insidiating with my Milesia's form, To
search, and then betray my resolution.

Hence f Insi'dialing///, a. Obs.

1632 HEYWOOD ^nd Pt. Iron Age iv. Wks. 1874 III. 409
What passionate and insidiating lookes Hee cast on her.

1671 Trite Nonconf. 406 Admitting your meaning to be only
of a deliberat insidiating murther.

I Insidia-tion. Obs. [n. of action from L.
insididrtto INSIDIATE.] The action of lying in

wait or plotting ; a plot ; an insidious act.
1612 COTTA Disc. Dang. Pract. Phys. n. iv. in Who by

their insidiation of the proofe of my skill . . prouoked it.

1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 2 The goodness of the land . .

made them more obnoxious to the insidiation of strangers.
1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. II. xvii. (1713) 139 Industrious
Insidiations of other stronger and more crafty Creatures that
hunt after their Prey.

t Insi'diator. Obs. [a. L. insidiator, agent-
n. from insit/iari : see INSIDIATE.] A her in wait ;

a plotter.



INSIDIOSITY.

1539 TAVERNER Card. Wysed. \. 5 b, Such as be man-
quellours, or insidiatoures of marines lyfe. 1660 H. MORE
Myst, Godl. vii. xvii. 358 It is not unconceivable how these
invisible Insidiators may so apply themselves, a 1677 BAR-
ROW Serm. (1687) I. x. 132 Both open enemies and close
insidiatours.

Insidio'Sity. rare. [f. L. insidios-its (see

next) + -ITT. Cf. OF. iwidiositt (Godef.).] In-

sidious quality, insidiousness.

1873 RUSKIN Arrows oj'Chace_(i88o) II. 102, [I] solemnly
deny the insidiosity of my question.

Insidious (insi-dias), a. Also 8-9 erron. in-

siduous. [ad. L. insidios-m cunning, deceitful,
f. insidise. ambush : see -ous. Cf. K. insidieux

(1420 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Full of wiles or plots ; lying in wait or seeking

to entrap or ensnare; proceeding or operating
secretly or subtly so as not to excite suspicion ;

sly, treacherous, deceitful, underhand, artful, cun-

ning, crafty, wily. (Of persons and things.)
"545 JOYE Exf>. Dan. xi. (R.), There be nowe meruelous

subtyle craftinesses exercised by courtes insidiouse wyli-
nesses. 1652 C B. STAPYLTON Herodian 34 All persons
good he banish'd as insidious. And kept Buffoones de-

bauched^ and perfidious. 1692 SOUTH 12 Serin. (1607) 1.522A false, insidious Tongue, may whisper a Lye so close, and
low. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xir. 301 The silent fisher casts th'
insidious food. 1783 WATSON Philip III (1793) I. in. 290
Some deep insidious design against the states. 1853 J- H.
NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. ii. 92 A more powerful and
insidious enemy. 1878 BATES Centr. Atner. ii. 15 For them
civilisation is an insidious, but a no less sure and deadly,
poison. Mod. A victim to an insidious disease.

Insidiously (insi-diasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.] In an insidious manner

; by secret plotting
or artifice ; in a subtle or underhand way ; slyly,

craftily, treacherously, deceitfully.
"545 JOYE Exp. Dan. vi. 86 These men insidiously ob-

serumg darnel, espyed him praying and makinge suppli-
cacion to his god. a 1626 BACON (J.), The castle of Cadmus
was taken by Phebidas . . insidiously and in violation of

league. 177^1 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 40 Those
who officiously, or insiduously, quicken his attention to
offences. 1844 W. H. MILL Serm. Tempt. Christ Hi. 62
The reptile, insidiously lying in wait in the dust.

InsidiousneSS (insi-diasnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] Insidious quality or character; treacher-

ousness, craftiness, subtle deceitfulness.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. (1687) I. v. 65 He hath little of the

Serpent, (none of its lurking insidiousness). 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 174 r 8 My heart, indeed, acquits me of
deliberate malignity, or interested insidiousness. 1846 LUN-
DIE Missionary Life in Samoa 272 The disastrous results

of Jesuitical insidiousness.

Insight (i'nsait), sb^- Forms: 3-4 insiht,
3 Orm. innsihht, (4-5 insihte), 3-5 inside, (3

insijht, 4 -syjht, -syjt), 4 ensight, 5 ensyght,
5-6 insyght(e, -sighte, 3- insight, [f. IN adv.

+ SIGHT sb. Cf. MDu. insicht, Du. inztgt, Ger.

einsicht. Da. indsigt, Sw. insigt.
The original notion appears to have been '

internal sight ',

i. e. with the eyes of the mind or understanding (see IN adi>.

12 c). Cf. the same use of in- in ME. inwit (sometimes an

equivalent of insigkf)^ and OE. ingehygd, ingefianc, etc.

But subseq. there arose a tendency to analyse the word as

sight or seeing into a thing or subject, although even so
there usually remained the notion of penetrating into things
or seeing beneath their surface with the eyes of the under-

standing.]

t 1. Internal sight, mental vision or perception,
discernment

;
in early use sometimes, Under-

standing, intelligence, wisdom. 06s.
cizoo ORMIN 8789 He 3ifeJ?^ himm .. innsihht tunnderr-

stanndenn all J?att mann ma}} unnderrstanndenn. Ibid.

11508 Forr sawle onnfob att Drihhtin Godd Innsihht &
minndisnesse. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6261 Her of bat sobe

seggeb }e as bi 5oure in
sijjte.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1565 Sua
blind bai war in bair insight, pat reckining cuth bai nan o

right. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 253 pus f?er four lettes his

insight pat he knaws noght him-selfe right, c 1440 LONELICH
Grail xxxl 214 pe wordis .. Whiche that non man vndir-

stondyn ne Myhte, but Only God thorwh his Insihte. c 1491
Ckast. Goddes Ckyld. 47 An Intellectual vision is callyd
whanne the Insighte of the sowle..is cleerly fastnyd in un-

bodely substaunce wyth a sothfaste knowynge. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 119/42 Insight of knowledge, scientia. 1578 Chr,

Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 440 Much better is .. the

insight of the mind than the light, or eyesight, of the body.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul i. n. xxxii, Much he spake where
I had no insight.

jb. With in (a, o, on, of} : Knowledge of or

skill in (a particular subject or department). Obs.
c 1200 ORMIN 3437 Amang be Calldeowisshe beod patt cann

innsihht o steorrness. Ibid. 7084 LJ^witess . . patt haffden dep
innsihht &. witt Off fele kinne bingess. r 1205 LAY. 30497
Insiht he cu5e : a winde and a mone. c 1430 Hymns Virg.
(1867) 66 In discrecioun I haue in-si}t. 1513 MORE in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 810 He. .had gotten by great experience. .

depe insight in pollilique and worldly driftes. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. in. iii. ii Merlin had in Magick more insight Then
ever him before, or after, living wight. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud.
Lit. 174 To follow the Logicke places in Apthonius in a

Philosophical discourse, doth require .. some insight in

Logick. 1640 WII.KINS New Planet i.
(1707) 146 We should

examine what particular insight and experience they had in

those things.
2. The fact of penetrating with the eyes of the

understanding into the inner character or hidden
nature of things ;

a glimpse or view beneath the

surface; the faculty or power of thus seeing.
VOL. V.
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c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xvii. iii, Where silent Night might seeme
all faultes to hide, Then was I, by thy searching insight
tnde. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 26 Obstinacy the product
either of great Pride or little Insight. i8ia WORDSW. Sonn..
Eve Marriage ofFriend, When the closer view of wedded
life Hath shown that nothing human can be clear From
frailty, for that insight may the Wife To her indulgent Lord
become more dear. 1840 THIRUVALL Greece VII. 245 The
insight and the effort came too late to be of any avail.

1851-5 BRIMLEY Ess., Tennyson 3 Mr. Tennyson is a poet of
large compass, of profound insight, of finished skill. 1879
FARRAR St. Paul II. 59 That insight which sees at once
into the heart of every moral difficulty.

b. With into (t in).
1581 SIDNEY Afal Poctrie (Arb.) 34 Let but Sophocles

bring you Aiax on a stage .. and tell mee if you haue not a
more familiar insight into anger, then finding in the Schoole-
men his germs and difference 1 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretaty
I. (1625) 47 This by insight had into the very worst and
lowest sort of men shall you finde. 1590 GREENE Orpha-
rion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 72 You haue a deeper insight
in my thoughts

_
then myself. 1674 OWEN Holy Sfirit

(1693) 174 A Spiritual Saving Insight into Spiritual things.
1712 BUDGELL Sped. No. 506 p 12 Giving her an insight into

things she had no notion of before. 1718 Freethinker No. 14
P 6 This thorough Insight into the Man . . makes me disesteem
him. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola (1880) I. Introd. 6 He had
gained an insight into all sorts of affairs at home and abroad.

1875 J. H. BENNET Winter Medit. i. ix. (1875) 288 Mightily
pleased with this little insight into Spanish village life.

c. With//.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 187 The representative and

reward of our past conscious reasonings, insights, and con-
clusions. 183* HT. MARTINEAU Demerara ii. 16 His insights
into his prospects. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes ii. (1872) 48

Glimpses of many things, .which were to ripen in a strange
way into views, into beliefs and insights one day.

t3. A mental looking to or upon something;
consideration ; respect, regard. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1659 He hade so huge an insygt to
his aune dedes, pat be power of be hyje prynce he purely
forjetes. 1390 GOWER Cart/. II. 324 Withoute insihte of
moderhede . . This child withouten noise or cry Sche slou.
Ibid. III. 19 As they, which none insight hadden, But only
to her [= their] drunke fare. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W.
de W. 1495) n. 239 a/i, I am become thus drye and lene by
the contynuelle ensyght that I had therupon.

jb. A view of a subject; a conspectus. (Cf.
F. aperfu.) Obs. rare.

1581 LAMBARDF. Eiren. (1602) 3 The First Booke, containing
aTheoricke (or insight) of the Office of the lustices of Peace.

f 4. Sight (of the bodily eyes) ; looking ; look-

ing in, inspection ;
a look. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 94 pere walked he a boute be walks
to whine in sijt. 1:1440 Promp. Parti. 262/1 Insyght ..,

ixsptxio, circutnspeccio. 1530 PALSGR. 234/2 Insight, regart.
1577 G. HARVEY Letter-Ik. (Camden) 57 That good Sir
Thomas More will deyne His cuntryman at first insight
So curiously to interteyne. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i.

(1625) 81 There will not bee wanting a number that shall
bicker for her, from whose insight, you are altogether
unable, .to convey her. a 1618 SYLVESTER Maiden's Blush
1187 All that. .could fore-tell .. by in-sight of sacrificed
Heards. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 47 He must likewise have
a clear insight on the Glasse paines of the Glasier.

1 1'nsigh.t, st. 2 north. Eng: and Sc. Obs. Also
6 Sc. insicht. [Of uncertain derivation.
In form the same as prec, ; but the sense remains un-

accounted for.]

Goods, substance, esp. household furniture, b.

attrib. as insight gear.
1522 Wills ff Imi. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 106, I bequethe to

my wife all suche goodes within the house as she brought
from Petyngton for her parte of insight. 1523 SI. Papers
Hen. YIII, IV. 44 Sir Rauf Fenwike .. and Sir William
Heron. .have made twoo very good roodes, and have gotten
moche insight, catall, horse, and prisoners. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. II. 28 With wyffe and barnis, insicht and all

stoir. Ibid. 111.328 Of corne and catell, and of insicht geir.

IS36BELLENDKN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 132 The bestiail drevin

away, the cornis and insicht brint. 1561 Wills $ Inv. N. C.

(Surtees 1835) 193, I gyue and bequithe to my doughter
Agnes Lilburne the half of my insight & bedding wltjin the
howse. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 119/41 Insight of household,
svpettex. 1592 Sc. Acts Jos. /'/ 125 That nane of them
[the commoun sort of people] presume, .to beare or vse onie

armes..vpon onie their insicht or houshald geare. a 1670
SCALDING Troitb. Chas.I (ifoq) 1.2 [They] begane to rob and
spouil/iethe carle's tennents . . oftheir haill goods, geir, insight
plenishing .. and catteli. [1896 Blacjnu. Mag. Aug. 257
It must have been stripped of all 'insight', as our fore-

fathers used to call hangings, carpets and furniture.]

t Iiisi'gllt, v. Obs. rare '. [f.
IN- ^ + SIGHT.]

trans. To furnish with sight, to give sight to.

1577-87 HOUNSHED Chron. II. 19/1 It surpasseth natures
course to raise the dead, to lighten or insight the blind.

t I'nsighted, a. Obs. [f. INSIGHT sb^ + -ED 2
.]

Having insight ; endowed with insight.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxvi. (1612) 315 The being

of the Soule is to confesse A Deitie, and senselesse such
as are insighted lesse. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit.

687 lustus Lipsius, deeply insighted in vnderstanding
old Authors. 1642 Vind. Parlt. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) V.

272 He, who is not informed, or thoroughly insighted into

the truth . . is ready to conclude it a fallacy, a 1684 LEIGHTON
Comm. i Pet. Wks. (18681 280 One insighted and interested

in what he speaks.

Insign(e, obs. form of ENSIGN.
t Insignate, v. Obs. rare 1

. f. ppl. stem
of late L. insigna-re to engrave, f. in- (L\-

2
) -t-

signare to mark.] trans. To mark, to engrave.
1653 R- SANDERS Physiogn. 277 A mole on or about the

ears shews another insignated on the arms.

II Insigne, sb. : see INSIGNIA.

INSIGNIFICANCY.

t Ilisi'gne, a. Obs. Also 8 insigu. [a. F.

insigne (15111 c. in Hatz.-Darm.'i, ad. L. insign-is

distinguished, f. in- (Is-
2
) \-signum mark, SIGN.]

Distinguished, in a good or bad way ; eminent,
noted, remarkable.
^1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856) 93 Job thy seruant in-

sygne Whom Sathan not cesethe to sette at care & dysdeyne.
1618 Time's Store-house 1742 (L.) Your commendable and

ne^ enterprise deseryeth great recompense. 1623 tr.

and render it insign.

II Insignia (insi-gnia), sb. pi. Less freq. in

sing, insigne (insi-gnz). [L. insignia, pi. of in-

signe
' mark ',

'

sign ',

'

badge of office ', sb. use of
neut. sing, of insignis : see prec. Cf. F. insigne
(Diet. Acad. 1835), nnd see ENSIGN sb.']
1. Badges or distinguishing marks of office or

honour ; emblems of a nation, person, etc.

1648 Merc. Acad. No. i. 3 All the Insignia of the late
Vice-Chancellor and Proctors. 1722 RICHARDSON Statues,
ffC. in Italy 15 A Figure representing the 4 Cardinal Virtues,
as having the Insignia of them all. a 1744 POPE Let. to

Swift (L,.), His watch was a present to him from the king
of Sicily, whose arms and insignia are graved on the inner
case. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VI. 578, I

have received the King's commands to invest you with the
Order of the Bath of which I now transmit you the insignia.
1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. xi. 46 King Harold .. re-
ceived in due order the insignia of his kingly office.

b. sing, insigne ;
a badge, ensign, or emblem.

1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. 375 The swan was undoubtedly
the insigne of Canaan. 1791 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798)
309 Should the insigne of a Chancellor's authority be borne
by a satellite of a French Directory? 1893 G. ALLEN in

Westm. Gaz. 9 Aug. 3/1 A cross, which was once the instru-
ment of the vilest punishment reserved for slaves, is now . . an
insigne of knighthood.
II Insignia has been erroneously used as sing.,

with pi. -as.

1774 Trinket 144 A red coat cockade and shoulder-knot,
those irresistible msignias. 1802 WELLINGTON Aleut. Mar-
hatta Warm Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 368 Bajee Rao .. invested
himself with every regal insignia. 1807 W. H. IRELAND
Mod. Ship of Fools 182 Bells, ladle, and the fool's cap..
Insig^iias of their liking. 1832 W. IRVING Alhamh-a II. 98
In his hand he bore a slender white wand, the dreaded in-

signia of his office. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 566,
I met this morning a big burly chief with his insignia of
office a great stick.

2. (usually fig. from i.) Marks or tokens in-

dicative of anything.
_ I796ELIZ. HAMILTON Lett. Hindoo Kaja!il\.j2 Families. .

in a situation to afford the expensive insignia of sorrow. 1824
W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 287 All these insignia announced
that the mighty London was at hand. 1831 BREWSTER
Newton (1855) II. xvii. 155 Before the middle period of his

life, Newton was invested with all the insignia of immor-
tality.

Insignificance (insigni-fikans). (Also 8 erron.

-ence.) [f. INSIGNIFICANT : see -ANCE.] The fact

or quality of being insignificant.
1. Want of signification or meaning.
1754 EDWARDS Freed. Will I. iii. 15 Such a Man would

use these Terms must, irresistible, &c. with perfect Insig-
nificence and Nonsense.
2. Want of significance, importance, or force

;

complete unimportance ; contemptibility.
1699 GARTH Dispcns^ \. 187 My annals are in mouldy

mildews wrought, With easy insignificance of thought.
"755 YOUNG Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 216 If we can draw
some moral from it, that will abate its insignificance, and
give it some little weight. 1793 BEDDOES Math. Evid. 27
Mr. Locke has shewn the insignificance of these axioms.
1820 SCOTT Monast. xvii, A sufficient apology for a whole
life of insignificance. 1872 YEATS Growth Conim. 329 The
foreign commerce of Cologne sank into insignificance.

Insignificancy (insigni-fikansi). [f. as prec. :

see -ANUY.] The quality of being insignificant.

f 1. The quality of being without signification or

meaning; meaninglessness ;
= INSIGNIFICANCE I.

With an and //., an instance of this. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. iv. xlvi. 379 Which Insignificancy
of language . . hath a quality . . to hide the Truth. 1665
GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. xyiii.

116 The insignificancies and
verbal nothings of this philosophy. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
in. iv. 10 Another Peripatetick Definition, .which, .be-

trays its Uselesness and Insignificancy.

t 2. Ineffectiveness, futility. Obs.

1720 WELTON Suffer. Son ofGod II. xxviii. 729 To confess

the Weakness and Insignificancy of their Attempts. 1721
STRYPE Eccl. Mem. II. 444 Of the need of discipline, and of

the danger or insignificancy of committing it to the bishops,
the good King was very sensible.

3. Unimportance ; contemptibility ;
= INSIGNI-

FICANCE 2. With an and //., An instance or ex-

ample of this; an unimportant or contemptible

thing or person.
1661 Paperson Alter. Prayer Bk. 71 Their Argumentswere

..of another kind of moment, then decency, or indecency,
significancy or insignificancy. 1674 R. GODFREY //. <$ Ad.

Physic Pref., Almost every Mass of Collections or Bundle of

Insignificancies, have them [commendatory verses] to per-
swade the Reader to buy it. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 284 P i

This Affectation in both Sexes makes them yain ofbeing use-

less, and take a certain Pride in their Insignificancy. 1821-30
LD. COCKBURN Mem. iv. (1874) 185 The charges . . were

groundless, and were at last reduced to insignificancy. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. n.

iy, Coming forward, .to tread such
a one out of sight, as an insignificancy and worm. 1858
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INSIGNIFICANT.

I. vi. (1872) II. 316 Poor old fellow, these insig-
'

: all I know of him.

insigni-fikant), a. (sb.) \\.

: cf. K. insignifant.\
1 Devoid of signification or meaning ; meaning-

less : of speech, words, gestures, etc.

1 IIC ICTIM-l IJ4*W Ul * 111 ,-
..- -- - --

nificant, i. e. they give no notion of the purpose of the dis-

tinction.

2. Devoid of significance, weight, or force.

t a. Without efficacy ; ineffective, ineffectual.

,617-77 FSLTHAM Resolves n. xxxiii. 226 Nature . . must

vary from her self, or by a drowsie sloth be rendered insig-

nificant. 167. WILKINS Nat. Relig. i. xi. (1675) 164 Laws
mu-t be insignificant, without the sanction of Rewards and

Punishments. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 166

All that Christ hath suffered for us will be insignificant to

our Discharge from our Obligation to Punishment, unless

we repent and amend, a 1735 ARBUTHNOT (J.), In a hemor-

rhage from the lungs, .stypticks are often insignificant.^

b. Of no importance or moment ; immaterial ;

trivial, trifling; mean, contemptible. (Now usually

with some reference to magnitude : cf. 3.)

1658 R. NEWCOURT Map Land, (title), Some others whose
short and insignificant raignes haue left them buried in

oblivion. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. vii, Things seemingly the

most insignificant imaginable, are perpetually observed to

be a necessary condition to other things of the greatest

importance. 1761 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixix, It is insignificant

how remote or near, .the object of terror may be. i8i W.

..

schism which the oaths had produced was, as yet, insig-

nificant. 1879 FROUDE Csesar xiv. 218 The Roman loss

was insignificant in this battle.

o. Of a person, in regard to position, character,

influence, etc.

1669 CLARENDON Ea. Tracts (1727) 126 No man is so

insignificant, as that he can be sure his example can do no
hurt. 1751-73 JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), Jerom wrote against
him . . and treats him as an insignificant blockhead. 1833
HT. MARTINEAU Loom fy Lugger H. v. 79 What matters the
ruin of one insignificant Frenchman ? 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. vi. H. 84 Thomas Powis, an insignificant man, who
had no qualification for high employment except servility.

3. Small in size ; petty ; mean.

1748 Anson's Voy. i. vi. 64 No other wood has been found
than a few insignificant shrubs. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat.
II. 17 If Mont Blanc could be transported to the foot of

Chimboraco, Chimbora9o, all prodigious as it is supposed,
would appear of very insignificant dimensions. 1844 THIRL.
WALLGreece VIII. Ixvi. 460 Thebes had sunk to an insigni-
ficant village.

B. as sb. a. A word or thing without significa-
tion. b. An unimportant or contemptible person.
1710 STEF.LE Taller No. 247 F 6 If we are the Insignifi-

cants that others call us, Where is the Triumph in deceiving
us? 1785 TYTLER Lounger No. 16 P 15, 1 despised the giddy
restless insignificants that figured in this perpetual drama.
1816 J. GiLCHRisr/'Ai'&s. F.tym. 125 A few experiments upon
the terminations in question, will probably convince the
reader that they are merely connectives ; and he will recol-

lect. .that connectives are nearly akin to insignificants.

Hence f Insiernl-fioantnas* (Bailey, 1727).

Insignificantly (insigni-fikantli), adv. [f.

prec. 4- -LY ^.] In an insignificant manner ; so as

to signify nothing, or be of no importance ; mean-

inglessly ; f without effect, to no purpose (obs.).

1651 HOHBES Leziiath, i. viii. 39 The common sort of men
seldome speak Insignificantly. 1676 GREW Exper. Lvctat.
L 8 16 As they contain a middle quantity of an Alkaly,
they are not insignificantly used against the Stone, a 1677
HALE Prim. Ortg. Man. I. ii. 66 When Birds . . are taught
to use articulate words, yet they understand not their import
.. but use them insignificantly. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc.

153 He has lived insignificantly and wickedly, idly and
unaccountably. 1714 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier n. 156 Their
Swords were extravagantly, and I think insignificantly
broad. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 320 With all the prettiness
of feigned alarm. And anger insignificantly fierce. 1855
KINOSLEY Westw. Ho xi. (1890) 95 Raleigh laughed insigni-
ficantly ; but was silent.

t Insigni'fieate, v. Obs. rare-'1

, [irreg. f. IN-
SIONLPIC-ANT + -ATE 3.] trans. To render of no

importance, reduce to insignificance.
1*76 FouNTAiNHALL in M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826)

1 1 1. 1 12 This insignificates their privileges as a burgh royal.
i- Insignrficative, a. Obs. [ad. late L. in-

significdtiv-us (found as a name of the infinitive

mood), f. in- (IN- 3) + *significdKvus, f. signi-
ficare to SIGNIFY.] Not significative, not denoting
by external signs.
i6o JKR, TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. n. ii. rule 6 52 They

were ineffective and
insignificative. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh.

283 Adam . . named all living Creatures not by words of a
first institution, antecedently insignificative. 1751 tr. Per-
nettl t PUl. Lett. Physiognomy 230 The ordinary sort of the
unmeaning [eyes) are not indeed utterly insignificative.

Insi-gnious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. insigni-s
distinguished + -ous.] Distinguished, eminent
notable.
i6*> Bf. J. KINO Serm. 26 Mar. 17 This Citty .. became
nrfi"15'8"""" mercy- then 'he whole earth besides.

<it6j6 USSHER Ann. VL 11658) 120 This insignious Victoryw gotten by them, upon the 6 day of Boedromion, the
3 month in the Attic Calendar.
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flnsignite, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

signlt-us, pa. pple. of insigntre to mark with a sign

or badge, distinguish, f. insignis : see INSIGNE a.]

Distinguished. (Construed also as pa. pple.)

1431-50 lr. Higdiit (Rolls) V. 169 Constancius. .sende hym
to rraunce, whiche havcnge mony victoryes her was insignite

mervellousely with a crowne of laurer. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. (1814) I. 475 Dear doctor, celeberrimous doctor, in-

signite illustrissim doctor.

t Insigni'ted, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.asprec.
t -ED !.] Distinguished with a mark or badge.
1660 WATERHOUSE Arms $ Arm. 44 A clear proof of the

use of Insignited banners amongst the Jewes.

t Insinuation. Obs. rare~'. [n. of action

from L. tnsignJre to distinguish : see INSIONITE.]
A distinguishing mark or ensign.
1660 WATERHOUSE Amis q Arm. 42 He will haue their

Banners charged with Insignitions of Distinction.

t Insignitor. Obs. rare~\ [agent-n. in L.

form f. insigntre to mark, distinguish : cf. late L.

insignttor an engraver.] The index-finger.

"597 A. M. tr. GvUitmemfl Fr. Chirurg. izb/i The
Insignitoure, or forefinger, Lat. Index.

t Insi'gnity. Obs. rare- '. [f. L. insigni-s :

see INSIGNE a. and -ITY.] Distinguished quality ;

distinction, eminence.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle HI. 1126 Ther is an everlasting

dignity Of greater worth and more insignity.

t Insignize, v . Obs. rare, [f.asprec. +

-IZK.] trans. To distinguish.
1678 R. R[USSELL] Gelcr Pref. i The specious Titles with

which they are insignized.

Insigriment, obs. form of ENSIGNMENT.

t Insi'milar, a. Obs. rare. [IN- ^.] Not similar,

unlike.

1801 H. SKRINE Rivers Gt. Brit. 47 Not insimilar to the

rocks of St. Vincent. Ibid. 389 The not-insimilar scenic

shew of Vauxhall graces the opposite shore.

Iiisimplicity (insimpli'siti). rare. [IN-
3
.]

Absence or want of simplicity.
1877 The Survival^ 345 A position of pious insincerity, or,

shall I say insimplicity. 1897 Month Oct. 379 To rid them-
selves of nineteenth century insimplicity. 1898 Weekly Reg.
9 July 49 The insimplicities of the age have to be . .

reckoned with.

t Insrmnlate, v. Obs. Also 7 insimulat ;

pa. pple. insimulat. [f. L. insimulat-, ppl. stem
of insimuld-rc to bring a plausible charge against,

accuse, f. in- (IN-
2
) + simulare to make like, SIMU-

LATE. In sense 2, f. IN- 2 + SIMULATE v.]
1. trans. To charge, accuse.

1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 340/1 These .. heretikes
haue of longe whyle neither letted, nor ceased, falsly to

insimulate accuse the churche of god. 1610 J. FORBES
Cert. Rec. \\. xi. (1846) 519 The holy ministrie are insimulat
.. as restless and unquiet spirits. 1663 Flagellum or O.
Cronnvell (1672) 38 Not sparing to insimulate his own
General the Earl of Manchester of the same prevarications.
2. To feign, simulate, rare ".

1613 COCKF.RAM, Insititiifate, to faine, to dissemble.

t Iiisimula'tiou. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

simuldtion-cm, n. of action from insimulfire : see

prec.] Charge, accusation.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 44 Custome carrying
with it selfe any secret insimulation of evil!, is not to be
followed. 1604 H. JACOB Reasons 26 This their insimula-
tion is against none other then Christ him selfe.

Insincere (insinsiou), a. [ad. L. insincer-us

not genuine, adulterated, dishonest, f. in- (In- 3) +
sincerus SINCERE.]
1. Not sincere or genuine ; assuming a false guise

in speech or conduct
; dissembling, disingenuous.

Said of persons and their actions or behaviour.
1634 CANNE Pieces*. Separ. (1849) 28o We are persuaded

they are merely their own dreams, purposely taken up, to
countenance by them, if they could, their insincere walking.
1674 MARVELL Corr. ccxviii. Wks. 1872-5 II. 424 Things
stand as I heare but ticklish and insincere betwixt us and
Holland, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. agst. Wotn. Wks. 1730
I. 56 Alternate smiles and frowns, both insincere. 1745
WESLEY Ansm. Ch. 12 You make them a close, reserved,
insincere deceitful people. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi.
IV. 564 The King . . was never much inclined to engage in
a commerce of insincere compliments.
f2. Not pure or genuine; adulterated, unsound.
(The quotations cited in J. and in later Diets, for this

sense have unsincere in the originals : see UNSINCERE.)

Insincerely (insinslouli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In an insincere manner ; without sincerity

or candour
; disingenuously.

Speaking insincerely is to speak otherwise than one thinks,
let what he says be true or false. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. xn. III. 170 The few Protestants who remained in
that part of the country joined in greeting him, and perhaps
not insincerely. 1886 H. F. LESTER Under two Fig Tries
3, I told Katrma insincerely that it was of no consequence.

Insincerity (insinse-riti). [f. L. insincerus
INSINCERE + -ITY : cf. sincerity..]
tL Want of purity, corruption. Obs.
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts Pref, If there shal

no more insynceritee of doctrine appere in the writynges of
theim that will so sale, then [etc.].

2. The opposite of sincerity ; the quality of being
insincere

; dissimulation
; an instance of this.

INSINUATE.
a 1699 STILLINGFL. Serm. IV. iii. (R.), Doing all our duties

to God in such a manner as our conscience cannot charge us
with gross neglect or insincerity. 179* Goyv. MORRIS in

Sparks Life 4- Writ. (1832) II. 231 Manfredi, a statesman
of the Italian school, who takes insincerity for wisdom.

1856 FROUOE Hist. Eng. II. 232 In him, infinite insincerity
was accompanied with a grace of manner which regained
confidence as rapidly as it was forfeited. 1885 A. DOBSON
Steele Introd. n He raised his voice unceasingly in con-

demnation of the fashionable insincerities of his day.

t Insi'new, v. Obs. Also en-, [f. IN- 2 +

SINEW.] trans. To furnish with sinews; to in-

nerve ; to inspire with vigour or strength.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 172 All members of our

Cause . . That are insinewed [ist Qo. ensinewed] to this

Action. 1611 FLORIO, Inneruare, to ensinnew.

t Insi'newy, <* Obs. rare '. [IN- 3. Cf. L.

innervis.'] Not sinewy, weak, nerveless.

1653 GAL-DEN Hierasp. 203 Nothing more loose, spungy,
insinnewie, and unsubstantial!, than what ariseth from no

higher source than their own brains.

I nsrnking, vbl. sb. [!N adv. 1 1 c.] A sink-

ing in ; a depression.
1878 BELL tr. Gegenbavr's Coip. Anat. 400 An insinking

of the surface of the body approaches the point of union of
the two halves of the penbranchial space. 1885 J. S. KINGS-
LEY in Q. "Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Oct. 538 That the primary
stigma formed by the insinking of the respiratory book is

not the functional one of the adult.

f Insi'ttTUince. Obs. rare*, [f. next : see

-ANCE. Cf. continuance.] INSINUATION.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 261 With some passionate
insinuances that, since they opposed a due regulation of

their power, there would be no other way but to cut them
off root and branch.

Insinuant (insi'niiant), a. rare. [ad. L.

insinuant-em, pr. pple. of insinuare to INSINUATE :

perh. immed. a. F. insinuant (tyth c. in Hatz.).]
1. = INSINUATING ///. a. t; wheedling, ingra-

tiating.
a 1639 WOTTON Ediic. in Relig. (1672) 80 Plausible, in-

sinuant and fortunate men. 1685 tr. Gracian's Courtiers

Orac. 258 Novelty is insinuant, and if it be happy, it sets a

double value upon what is good. 1839 BAILEY Festus xxxi.

(1852) SOT The train Of those insinuant tempters.

2. That steals its way in.

1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 147 The stony seed Feels the

insinuant dew.

Insinuate (insi-nia^'t), v. Also 6-7 -at. [f.

ppl. stem of L. insinuare, f. in- (IN-
2
) + sinuare

to bend in windings, to curve. Nearly all the Eng.
senses were already in Lat. ; the fig. senses of the L.

were the first to be adopted in Eng. : see 5, 6, 7.]

1. trans. To introduce tortuously, sinuously, in-

directly, or by devious methods; to introduce by
imperceptible degrees or subtle means.

1647 H. MORE Song ofS. in. App., Pref., Nor is it harder to

phansie, how these Praeexistent Souls insinuate into Seed,
Embryos, or Infants, then how Created ones are insinuated.

1671 R. BOHUN Wind 146 Open the pores of our bodyes by
heat and then insinuate the malignant influences. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 744 These Philosophers con-
cluded concerning Souls, that . . they were Insinuated or

Introduced into Bodies, in Generations. 1746 BERKELEY
Let. to Prior 20 May in Fraser Life viii. (1871) 316 The
insinuating of such salts into the wood. 1809 KENDALL
Trav. III. Ixxvi. 185 Trees, which insinuate their roots into

the fissures, are seen in all the lower parts of the mountains.

1850 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. in. i. (1872) 3 There are poisons
so destructive that a single drop insinuated into the veins

produces death in three minutes. 185* MOTLEY Corr. (1889)
I. v. 135 Our street was narrow, and the machine could by
no possibility be insinuated therein.

fig. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God 724 The booke
[Malachi] insinuateth the New Testament.

b. refl. To introduce oneself, make one's way,
or penetrate, by sinuous or subtle ways.
1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 556 There is ayer also, which

insinuating it selfe by passages, and holes, into the very
bowels of the earth, doeth puffe vp the nourishment of so

huge a fire. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 513 Mediter-
ranean . . in many places he insinuates himselfe within the

Land by Gulfes or Bayes, twining his loving armes about.

1759 tr. DuhameFs Husb. n. ii. (1762) 206 This wet in-

sinuates itself very easily
between the husks. 1865 DICKENS

Mitt. Fr. in. iii, Having insinuated himselfinto the chamber.

1895 in Westm. Gaz. 30 May 2/2 Enormous creepers in-

sinuated themselves everywhere.

f c. intr. (for rejl.) Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Li-vy XLIV. xli. 1197 The Romanes espied

where there was a breach made and lane left between, and
there they would insinuate and wind in with their rankes
and files. 1666 W. BOYHURST Loimographia (1804) 28 The
Plague gradually insinuated, and crept downe Holborne and
the Strand. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 348 Close the Serpent
sly, Insinuating, wove with Gordian twine His breaded
train. 1691 RAY Dissol. World iii. (1732) 20 The Water
where it could insinuate and make its way. a 1774 GOLDSM.
Sun. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 200 The air. .is forced out of

the substances into which it has insinuated.

2. trans. To introduce (a person) by sinuous,

stealthy, or artful ways into some position or re-

lation ; esp. refl. to worm oneself in, or make one's

way sinuously or stealthily into the company,
society, favour, affection, etc. of another.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 134 When their sonnes shall

insinuate themselues in the company of flatterers. 1600

HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 407, I sent him two sutes of

apparell..the better to insinuate myself into his friendship.

1665 Sum. Aff. Netherl. 136 Then they petition against

strangers..and insinuated their chief Demagogues to the
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places of greatest Honour and Trust in the Countrey. 1755
Man No. 21 p 6 She knows extremely well how to insinuate

herself. 1798 A need. W. Pitt I . xix. 299 The Duke of Bour-
bon insinuated himself so adroitly with the young . . King
as to establish himself Prime Minister. 1807 ROBINSON
Archxol. Gr&ca v. xx. 503 Those who, by flattery and other
mean arts, were accustomed to insinuate themselves to the
tables of other men. 1832 tr. SismondCs Ital. Rep. ix. 198
They insinuated themselves into families to betray them.

t b. intr. (for refl.*} To work or wheedle oneself

lntot to ingratiate oneself with. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. ii, 38 To see so great a Lord
Basely insinuate, and send vs gifts, c 1592 MARLOWE Mas-
sacre Paris n. iv, Now, Madam, must you insinuate with
the King, And tell him that 'tis for his country's good. 1628
GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 70 One Angell insinuated to con-
verse with a Woman ; and so deceiued her to a desperate
Fall. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) 135/2 He soon
insinuated into the favour of Dyonysius. 1727 I^E FOE
Syst. Magic i. iii. (1840) 86 With what address he insinuated
into her weakest part. 1760-73 H. BROOKE FoolofQual.
(1809) III. 13 To keep in fee some discreet .. matron, who
may insinuate into her acquaintance.
3. reft. Of an immaterial thing : To instil itself

subtly ; to win or gain a way for itsalf into men's

minds, favour, or notice,

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. vii. 6 There is no particular
evil which hath not some appearance of goodness whereby
to insinuate itself. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. iv. 2
The novelty and pleasingness of Musick and Poetry did

presently insinuate its self into the minds of men. 1776
GIBBON Decl. $ F. xv. (1869) I. 332 A pure and humble
religion gently insinuated itself into the minds of men. 1843
GALLENGA Italy^ Past $ Pr. (1848) I. p. xxviii, That spirit
of scholastic erudition which insinuated itself into Italian
literature. 1838 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vu. ix. (1872) II. 340
Saner thoughts begin to insinuate themselves.

f b. intr. (for refl.) Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 372 Things plausible to the world

crept and insinuated farther into the heart of man. 167*
MARVELL Rek. Transfi. i. 306 To bring them off with Con-
science, and (which insinuates into all men) some little Repu-
tation.

f 4. trans. To draw, win, or attract (a person,
etc.) subtly or covertly to or unto something. Obs.

1594 J. P. (title\
Dame Helen Branch, by whose godly

and virtuous life virgins are insinuated to virtue, wives to

faithfulness, and widows to Christian contemplation (La-
tham). 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. in. 143 To reobtaine his

principalitie hee insinuated unto his aide Porsenna King of
the Tuscans. 1677 BARROW Wks. (1686) III. Serm. xxxiii.

364 These [kinds of flattery], .do insinuate our mind, and. .

do inveagle to sin more effectually.

5. To introduce, convey, or impart to the mind

indirectly, covertly, or privily ; to infuse or instil

subtly or imperceptibly.
1529 MORE Dyaloge i. xxv. 36*1/1 He temperyth hys reue-

lacyons and m such wyse doth insinuate and inspyre them
into the brestys of hys crysten people, that by the secrete

instynct of the holy gost, they consent and agre to gether
in one. 1553^^ i Mary Sess. 2. c. i 2 A very few persons
. . deuised first to insinuat a scruple into the King your
fathers conscience. 1626 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thcss. (1629)
A ivb, On fairest pretenses, to insinuate errour about the
time of Christs second cornming_. _i66s BOYLE Occas. Refl.
v. ii. (1848) 303 Opportunity to insinuate into the minds of
the peoplCj that their Persecutors had rather see men vitious,
than inquisitive. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xxx.
II. 263 Our Author with much address insinuates to King
James the Fourth an exhortation to conjugal fidelity. 1841
DISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 128 Under Elizabeth favourite

phrases were insinuated into the dialectbyover-refined travel-

lers. 1862 MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Philos. IV. ix. 8. 530
In which wisdom was to be insinuated not enforced.

6. To convey (a statement or notion) by indirect

suggestion ; to hint obliquely : now generally with

implication of cunning or underhand action.

1561 THROGMORTON in Tytler Proofs $ Illustr. vi. 467
Whatsoever the said queen shall insinuate your maj. of him.

1563 WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 10 He can nocht cal it a
General Counsel, sa he apperis to insinuat that the haly
Fatheris aggreit nocht thare amangis thame selfis. 1596
DALRYMTLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 395 Sum wicket per-
sounis clattiris behind backis, and insinuatis, how contrare
thair vtilitie was that Jornay. 1692 BP. ELY Ansty. Touch-
stone 223 Now that is said to be insinuated which is not ex-

presslyprepounded butadumbrated and obscurely indicated.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. i. 4 Hints and allusions, expres-
sing little, insinuating much. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 355
Was it. .insinuated to you.. that no felony was committed ?

1817 COBBETT Pol. Reg. 15 Feb. 207 After so much had been

said, and so much more had been insinuated, to misrepresent
myown particular views. 1825 T. JEFFERSON A utobiog. Wks.
1859 I. 6jj

I. .did not think it proper to insinuate anydoubt
of the fair conduct of his government. 1828 D'!SRAELI
Okas. /, I. v. 99 [He] delicately insinuated that the marriage
would never take place.
absol. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xii. 30 He must go

beyond the matter and beside it, and insinuate when he was
unable to assert.

7. To signify or express indirectly ;
to give to

understand ; to hint, suggest, implv. Obs. or arch.

'533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. i. vi. Wks. 1045/1 By
these woordes. .our Sauiour dyd as the old holye doctours

declare, insinuate, and secretelye sygnifye to theym, the
meate of hys owne blessed person. 1555 EDEN Decades 99
By whiche woordes the poore man seemed to insinuate that

he had byn robbed. 1605 WILLET Hexapla Gen. 198 It was
God that talked with him, and not an angel, as the words of
the text insinuate. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 161

Huge power, which is signified by the scepter ; sometimes
a sore hurt, which is insinuated by the serp_ents. 1641

MARtAiottAiyuary i, He did insinuate with his eyes, unto

me, I should depart and leave them.
17^76

G. SEMPLE Build-

ingin Water 146 The small Dart at r. insinuates, that only a
small Quantity of the Tide comes into the Harbour. 18x6

339

SCOTT Tales My Landlord Ser. i. Introd., Our metropolis
and mart of gain, whereby I insinuate Glasgow.
t 8. Law. To enter (a deed or document) in an

official register ; to register ; to deliver or lodge for

registration. Cf. INSINUATION 6. (K. insinuer, late

L. insinuare.} Obs.

1529 Act 21 Hen. VIHI c. 5 Every suche bysshoppe or

ordynary,. shall approve msynuate scale and regystre from
tyme to tyme the said testamentes. 1602 FULBECKE zttdPt.
ParalL 32 Such Testaments must be insinuated to the
Officiall or Commissarie of the Bishop of the Dioces within
foure monethes after the death of the testator: which intim-
ation is appointed by Law.
Hence Insrnuated///. a. ; Insrnuating vbL sb.

1605VERSTEGAN Dcc.Intctt* x.(i628) 338 Borrowed from such
before-insinuated languages as haue no dependance on ours.

1643 MILTON Divorce Introd. (1851) 4 The suttle insinuat-

ing of Error and Customs. 1655 M. CARTER Hon. Rediv.
(1660) 23 Eminent preferments ; which they too often come
to, more by insinuated favour, than reall desert. 1828

Lights ff Shades II. 192 A smile and insinuated sovereign,
which purchase my lord's butler.

t Insinuate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. insimiat-

us, pa. pple. of insinudre : see prec. and -ATE ^.J

Insinuated. (Const, as pa. pple. or adj.)
1534 MORE Treat, on. Passion Wks. 1 292/2The great mistery

of Christespassyon . . lyttle and lyttleat sundryseasons tobee

sygnifyed and insinuate conueniently to man. 1671 True
Nonconf. Pref., I thought it worth my pains.. to check the
tumor of this insinuat boasting.

Insinuating, ///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ING 2.]

1. That penetrates by sinuous windings between
the particles of a body ; subtly penetrating.
*6fS J- STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 170 His wit and appre-

hension (like the insinuating ayre) will pierce through lesse

cranyes then the pores of a mans bodie. 1735 SOMEKVILLE
Chase iv. 369 Th' insinuating Eel, that hides his Head Be-
neath the slimy Mud. 1744 BERKELEY Siris 60 A volatile,

smooth, insinuating oil. 1799 tr. Meister's Lett. Eng. 165
Black smoak. .of the most subtile and insinuating nature.

2. That artfully works his way into company,
position, favour, etc. ; wily, wheedling, ingratiat-

ing. Of persons, their manner, etc.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI
^

n. iv. 35 Without all colour Of
base insinuating flatterie, I pluck this white Rose with

Plantagenet. 1592 NASHE P. Pcnilesse (ed. 2) nb,Let not
a seruile insinuating slaue creeps betwixt your legges into
credit with your Lords. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 209
A more cunning Impostour and insinuating Hypocrite. 1782
COWPER Progr. Err. 7 By what unseen and unsuspected
arts The serpent Error twines round human hearts . . The
poisonous, black, insinuating worm, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xxiii. V, 27 Englishmen of honourable name, distin-

guished appearance, and insinuating address.

Hence Insinuatingly adv., in an insinuating
manner; Insi'nuatingness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
1861 G. MEREDITH E. Harrington I. vi. 88 He insinuat-

ingly remarked he could jog on all night. 1882 MRS. RIDDELL
Pr. Wales s Garden-Party 24

'
Is your husband very shy,

Mrs. Arkley?' enquired the judge's granddaughter, blandly
and insinuatingly.

Insinuation (insmiw^'-Jan). [ad. L. insinua-

tion-em
t
n. of action f. insinuare to INSINUATE : cf.

F. insinuation. (i6th c. in Littre).] The action of

insinuating.
1. A winding or twisting.
1661 EVELYN Diary \$.Juty, I greately admired at the

extravagant turnings, insinuations, and growth of certaine
birch trees among the rpcks._ 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II.

3 The infinitely fine insinuations of analysis.

2. Introduction or entrance by winding, indirect,

or stealthy motion ; creeping or slipping in covertly
or stealthily ; stealing in.

16x4 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 488 Pleasure is of a winding,
and serpentine nature ; . . Withall, her insinuations are

so cunning, that you shall not perceive your excesse, till

[etc.]. 1624 DONNE Serm. ii. 17 That a Virgin may have a
child by the insinuation and practise of the Devill. 1644
BULWER Chirol. 114 Omit this benevolent insinuation of the

Hand. 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 13 These concussions of

the Roots, loosning the mould, make room for their more
easie insinuations. 1685 BOYLE Salub.Air-p. The possible
insinuation of Effluvia, that rove in the Air, at the pores
of the skin. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 139 Putrefaction

on the one part, and gradual insinuation of stony par-
ticles on the other, until the petrifaction is completed.
a 1806 LD. MACARTNEY Wks. II. 365 (Jod.)

The resistance

of adamant is insufficient to defeat the insinuation of a fibre.

3. The action of stealing into the favour or affec-

tions of any one by winning, persuasive, or subtle

means; ingratiation. Also, an instance of this,

a winning or ingratiating action or speech.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 101 Aprivie twinyng, or close

crepyng in, to win favours with muche circumstaunce,
called insinuation. 1644 BULWER Chiron. 7 When She came
to read it, and found not the insinuations of elocution and

gesture. 1675 tr. Machiavell?s Prince (1883) 181 He. .made
use of. .courtesy and insinuation. 1^20 WELTON Suffer. Son

of God II. xvii. 465 By the Winning Insinuations of His

Agreeable Discourses. 1728 MORGAN Algiersf I. Pref. 2, I

never advanced a Step by way of Insinuation, to curry
Favour or Affection, as they say, on any Side. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. xxi, [Her voice] possessed as well the tones whicMm-
press awe and conviction as those of persuasive insinuation.

fb. Rhet. A kind of exordium to a speech

designed artfully to win over the hearers. Obs.

c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 53 There is yet an other maner,
to begyn by insinuacion. .he must vse, in stede of a preface,
an insinuacion. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 60 Insinuation must

then, and not els, be used, when the judge is greaved with

us, and our cause hated of the hearers. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary i. (1625) n We study to winne favour or allow-

INSIPID.

ance . . sometimes by insinuation, wherein covertly . . we
seeke..to shew that the case is tollerable. 1616 BULLOKAR,
Insinuation, a cunning speech to creej>e into ones fauour.

4. The subtle or insensible instilling of anything
into the mind.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 201 b, Abhorre to admyt

in thy mynde y* leest insinuacyon or poynt of ony maner of
corrupcyon. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 15. 278
Who by the insinuation of divine truth hath delivered us
from such great Errors of mind. 1697 POTTEH Aniiq.
Greece ll. xiii. (1715) 310 The Mind and Phantasy being
pure . . might be the fitter to receive Divine insinuations.

1863 J. G. MURPHY Cotnm, Gen. ii. 17 By the insinuation
of a few fundamental and germinant notions into his mind.
5. The suggestion or hinting of anything indi-

rectly, covertly, or by allusion or implication. Also
with //., an indirect or covert suggestion.
1532 MORE Can/ul. Tiudalc Wks. 819/1 Many other neces-

sary truthes, though they be spoken of in scripture, and
some insinuacion inade of them, -yet [etc.]. 1533 Anyw.
PoysouedBk. iv. viii. Wks. 1112/1 He gaue them an insinua-
cion and signincacton therof, in that ne said, And y* bred
that I shall geue you is my fleshe. 1642 MILTON Apol,
Smect. Introd., Wks. (1851) 258 A modest title should only
informs the buyer what the book containes without furder
insinuation. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Apol. 328 There
is not the least insinuation or show of implication that God

insinuation, we are not sure. 1740 Jinson s voy. in. vn. 350
Which groundless insinuations had indeed too much weight.
1884 L. J. JENNINGS Croker Papers I. x. 287 This insinua-
tion, .was promptly met and disposed of at the time.

f 6. Law. The production or delivery of a will

for official registration, as a step towards procuring
probate. (So in F. ; late L. insinuatio notification,

publication, Cod. Justin?) Obs.

1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 5 Any. .person, .whyche. .shall

have auctorite or power to take or receyve probacyon in-

synuacion or approbacion of testament. 1602 [see IN-
SINUATE v. 8]. 1706 PHILLIPS, Insinuation ofa Will. ., the
first Production of it, or the leaving it in the Register's
Hands, in order to its Probate. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon 534
The Insinuation or Registring of Wills is the Publication of
Wills at the Acts of Court.

Insinuative (insi-nii'tiv, -^tiv), a. [f. L.

insinuat-, ppl. stem of insinuare to INSINUATE +
-IVE: cf. F. insintmtif(\*p& c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Characterized by insinuation, tending to insinuate.

1. Having the tendency or property of stealing
into favour or confidence ; subtly ingratiating.
1592 BACON Obs. Libel i. in Resuscitatio (1661) 108 Any

Popular, or Insinuative, Carriage of Himself. 1612 T. TAY-
LOR Connn. Titus ii. 14 Preuent the wiles and policies of
this tyrant J for he is of a serpentine, creeping, and insinu-

atiue nature. 1626 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Tltess. (1629) A ivb,
First, Proocme insinuatiue, Cap. l. ad Vers. 5. [Cf. prec. 3 b.]

1647 TRAPP ComtH. Matt. vii. 15 The locusts also, -have faces

like women insinuative and flattering. 1x1656 Bp. HALL
Gt, Impostor (R.). Is a man . . plaine dealing? he is rudely
uncivill : is he wisely insinuative ? he is a flatterer. 1683
CAVE Ecclesiastici, Athanasius 93 His Discourse [was]

flausible

and insinuative. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
L 401' The insinuative force of sympathy and intercourse

with other people.

2. Tending to insinuate or gently instil into the

mind.
1786 G. CHALMERS Life De Foe (1841) 78 Such insinuative

instruction as [has] seldom been equalled, but never sur-

passed.
3. Characterized by or involving insinuation or

suggestion ; given to or making insinuations ;

prone to allusive suggestion ; suggestive, hinting.

1648 E. SPARKE in Sliute's Sarah # Hagar ^(1649) aij_a,
None whatsoever extant [writings are] so copious and in-

sinuative in the Application. 1736 LEDIARD Life Marl-

boroiigk II. 223 What a Heap of insinuative Scandal .. is

here thrown upon the greatest Man of his Age. 1859 KINGS-
LEY Misc. (1860) II. 35 Not to excite the minds of the

public against him by those insinuative or vituperative

epithets, which are but adders and scorpions.

Hence Insi-nuatively adv., in an insinuative

manner ; Insrrmativeness, insinuative quality.
1617 COLLINS De/. Bp. Ely n. viii. 309 Not literally, not

, expressely, but yet insinuatiuely and intentionally. 1657-

j

83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 249 Craftily and insinua-

lively introduced by the subtlety of Satan. 1727 BAILEY vol.

II, Insinnatingnes$t Itisinuativeness, insinuating Nature,

Engagingness, Winningness. 1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag ii,

Appeared to be wholly unconscious of his insinuativeness.

Insinuator (insrnii'taj). Also 7
-er. [a.

L. insinuator, agent-n. f. insinuare to INSINUATE :

see -on.] One who insinuates, a. One who art-

fully creeps into favour; b. One who hints or

suggests subtly.

1598 FLORID, Insinuatore, an insinuator, a craftie she

creeper into ones bosome, fauor or mind. 1619 PURCHAS

Microcosms\x\.(xn To keepe out the Robber and Cheater,

the violent Intruder, and fraudulent Insinuater. a 1641 Bp.

MOUNTAGU Ads # Man. (1642) 416 They were not insinua-

tors with the female sexe. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela xxviii,

Why, prythee now, insinuator, said he, say the worst you
can. 1748 Clarissa xlii, This is all you desire at present,

creeper-on, insinuator !

Insinuatory (insi-ni,atari), a. [f. L. insinu-

at- (see INSINUATE v.) + -OKU .]
= INSINUATIVE.

1871 MORLEY Voltaire iii. (1872) 123 This philosophising

Is very much more indirect, insinuatory, and furtive.

Insipid (insi-pid), a. (sb.) [ad. late L. insipidus

tasteless, f. in- (IN- a) + sapidus well-tasted, wise,

prudent. SAPID: cf. F. insipide (i5th c. in Hatz.-

108-a



INSIPIDITY.

Darm.). Sense 3 is found in med.L. and the

Romanic langs.,
whence app. in Fjig.]

1 Without taste, tasteless ; also, having only a

very slight taste; without perceptible flavour or

flavour sufficient to gratify the palate.

i6ao VENNER Via Recta vii. 109 There are also some

Apples that arc insipid, or without taste. 16*6 BACON Sy/va

W There be Plants that haue their Roots very Hot and

Aromalicall i And their Seeds rather Insipidc ;
As Ginger.

i6 C. LUCAS Ea. Waters I. 82 No water can be pure

that is not quite insipid. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)

IV. 23 The tame rabbits are larger than the wild ones. . but

their flesh is not so good, being more insipid and softer.

1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Dap. (1818) 103 Good and

recent yellow wax has a slight odour of honey, is insipid.

i8u IMISON Sc. * Art II. 87 The rest of the earths are

insipid, and are scarcely at all soluble in water.

b. Path. Insipid diabetes (diabetes insipidus) ,
a

form of the disease, distinguished from saccharine

diabetes (diabetes mellitus) : see DIABETES.

1879-89 J. M. DUNCAN Lect. Dis. Worn. xiii. (ed. 4) 87 In

Ibis kind of retention there is frequently, and probably

always, a kind of insipid diabetes present. .

2. fig. Wanting the qualities which excite interest

or emotion ; uninteresting, lifeless, dull, flat.

(In many early quotations it is doubtful whether the sense

meant was 2 or 3.)

16. . EVELYN Diary 18 Aug. 1649, '" V coach. .went Mrs.

Barlow, the King's mistress and mother to y^ Duke of

Monmouth, a browne, beautiful!, bold, but insipid creature.

1710-11 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 89 This was an insipid

snowy day, no walking day. 1723 ORMOND ibid. II. 33, 1 am
still such an insipid correspondent. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.

Beauty vi. 36 How soon does a face that wants expression,

E insipid, tho' it be ever so
pretty. 1845 DISRAKU Sybil

) 153 Mr. Mountchesney and Lord Milford poured
several insipid compliments. 1858 LYTTON What will

he dot i. i, Kisses, though pleasant in private, are insipid
in public.

1 3. Devoid of taste, intelligence, or judgement ;

stupid, foolish, dull. Obs.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 185, I am sorry.. that you should

glory in such insipide arguing. 1661 PEPYS Diary 29 Sept.,
Midsummer Night's Dream' .. is the most insipid ridi-

culous play that ever I saw. 1665 Ibid. 15 Jan., To
church, where a most insipid young coxcomb preached.
1688 LD. DELAMER Wks. (1604) 20 Words and Phrases with-

out Sense Tickle the Ears of insipid people. 1784 COWPER
Task ill. 642 Without it [elegance], all is gotbic as the scene
To which th' insipid citizen resorts.

f B. as sb. An insipid person or thing ; one who
is deficient in sense, spirit, or taste. Obs.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Insipids, Block-heads.

1717 DE FOE Syst. Magic I. iv. (1840) 114 Whether the

flights of their insipids are ecstacies of the adored, or of the
horrid. 1781 P. KING Mod. Loud. Spy 24 It was therefore

agreed to class me as an insipid, a 1834 LAMB FinalMem.
i. To Coleridge 192 'Tis better not to think of present possi-
bles, that we may not be out ofhumour with present insipids.

Insipidity (insiprditi). [f. prec. + -ITY : cf.

F. insipidity (.1572 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The quality of being insipid, a. Tasteless-

ness.
1611 COTGR. , Insipidite", insipiditie, wallowishnesse, vn-

sauourinesse. 1706 PHILLIPS, Insipidity, a being insipid,

unsavoury. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen p. liv, Water being
. signatur'd by its greatest Fluidity and Insipidity. 1807 T.
THOMSON Chem. II. 102 Water owes its agreeable taste to
the presence of air ; hence the insipidity of boiled water.

b. Want of life or spirit, lack of interest.dullness.
1715 tr. Ctess D'Aunoy's Wks. 247 The Reason of the

Heaviness and Insipidity of my Behaviour, 1796 JANE
AUSTEN Sense Q Sens. xi. (1849) 43 Her insipidity was in-

variable, for even her spirits were always the same. 1875
WHITNEY Life Lang. vii. 113 The ..

insipidity of words worn
out by the use of persons who have put neither knowledge
nor feeling into them.

fc. Want of taste or judgement; weakness,
folly. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne ll. ii. (1632) rgi To teach him his

mortalitie, and our insipiditie. 173* SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841
II. 670 A lieutenant.general of the queen's army that had
courage and insipidity enough to hear the poor doctor
preach to the bare walls.

2. With an and //. An example of insipidity ;

an insipid person, remark, etc.
i8u CARLYLI Lett., The 'mob of gentlemen' talking in-

sipidities and giving dinners. 1843 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I.

214 Various other men.. some other half-dozen insipidities.
1884 Chr. Commw. 12 June 833/1 The utterance of a slight
insipidity.

Insipidly (insi-pidli), adv. [f. INSIPID + -Lvi!.]
In an insipid manner ; tastelessly ; dully ; f sense-

lessly, foolishly.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in. 54 This doctrine was in-

sipidly and perniciously urged by them. 1699 GARTH
Disfens.

iv. 46 Demurely meek, insipidly serene. 1790
tr. Meistei't Lett. Eng. 168 Their pulse is served to table

insipidly
cooked. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 210

Insipidly regular faces. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. i. iii,
It was a matter of extreme interest to her . . that the family
life would cease to be entirely, insipidly feminine.

Insipidness (insi -pidnes). [f.as prec. + -NESS.]The quality or fact of being insipid ; insipidity.'* MK

. .

repine at their quietness and insipidness.

340

Insipience (insi-piens). [a. OF. insipience

(ijth c. in Godef.), ad. L. insipientia folly, f. in-

si'pient-em : see INSIPIENT.] The quality of being

insipient ;
lack of wisdom ; unwisdom, foolishness.

c 1411 HOCCLEVE Jonathas 228 This lonathas, this inno-

cent yong man.. The ryng hir tooke, of his insipience. 14..

Songs <r Carols (1847) fviii. 67 Whan.. in women be fownd
no incypyens ;

Than put hem in trust and confydens.
_ 1603

FLORIOi Montaigne in. iii. (1632) 459 AH wisedome is un-

savourie, that is not conformed to common insipience. 16*5
SHIRLEY Love-tricks m. v, Your accession is grateful, my
most gentle lump of insipience. 1864 KINCSLEY What then

does NnvtiMn mean ? 27 Too many prefer the charge of

insincerity to that of insipience.

t Insi-pieney. 06s. rare-", [see -ENCY.]
=

prec. I77 in BAILEY vol. II.

Insipient (insi'pient), a. and sb. Also 6 erron.

insoip-, inoip-, inoypyent. [ad. L. insipient-em,
f. in- (IN- a) + sapient-em wise, SAPIENT.]

A., adj. Void of wisdom; unwise, foolish. ? Obs.

(Now mostly, or wholly, disused to avoid confusion

with incipient.)
1518 ROY Rede Me (Arb.) 97 Braynles and insipient.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health Pref. z Fooles and incipient

persons. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 186, 1 should not only
shew my selfe foolish and insipient, but also saucie. 1647
CLARENDON Contempl. Tracts (1727) 507 There are very
learned men who distinguish and put a great difference be-

tween the insipient man and the fool. 1811 Henry fy Isabella

I. 246 The insipient fears of a timid mind.

t B. sb. An unwise or foolish person. 06s.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vil. 551 Where the Chylde or in-

sypient drynkyth the swete and delycious wordis unauy-
sydly. 1533 FRITH AHSW. More (1829) 162 It will go nigh
to prove mm an insipient, for granting that there is a pur-

gatory. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 86 There be
certame Subsapients so worldly wise, as they thinke all other
men insipients.

Hence f Insi'piently adv., unwisely, foolishly.

1536 BOORDE Let. to Cromwell i Apr. in Introd. Know/.
(1870) Forewords 52 They wolde cause me wrett full incypy-
ently to be prior of london. 1550 BALE Apol. 61 Neyther
was Gods servyce therby lefte nor defrauded, as yow in-

sippently write.

Insist (insi-st), v. [ad. L. insislt-rc to stand

upon, persist, dwell upon, f. in- (IN-
1

*) ^sist^re to

stand: cf. F. imister (1336 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. inlr. To stand or rest on or upon. ? Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Insisten, to insist . . to staie, rest or leane

ypon. 1612 BREREWOOD Lang, ff Relig. xv. 150 No straight
line insisted! perpendicularly, on the face or circumference
of any special body . . except only those that proceed directly
to the center of the sphear. 1656 tr. Hoboes' Elent. Philos.

(1839) 195 Two strait lines meeting in the circumference of
acircle and insisting upon equal arches. 1709 29 V. MANDEV
Syst. Math., Geom. 159 Angles likewise which insist on the

Diameter, are all Right Angles. 1813 \VootmovszAstroN.
xxxvi. 357 An eclipse caused by the shadow of the globe on
which he insists. 1823-79 [see INSISTING///, a. i|.

2. intr. To continue steadfastly or persist in a
course of action, to follow steadfastly in (on)
a person's steps, etc. ; to continue with urgency ;

to persevere, arch.

1586 Let. Earle Leycestcr 24 She hath neuerthelesse in-

sisted in her former practises. 1589 NASHE Ded. Greene's

Menaphon (Arb.) 10 In whose traces, .manie other reverent
Germaines insisting, have reedified the ruines of our de-

cayed Libraries. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Afits. 126 It will be
needlesse to insist any longer in teaching him descant. 1638
F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients 291 To caste our eyes upon
Nature, and to insist in her steps. 1680 H. DODWELL Tina
Lett. (1691) 202 Many of the primitive Hereticks . . exactly
insisted on their footsteps. 1809 Erskine's Princ. Sc. Law
207 An action may be defined, a demand regularly made
and insisted in . . for the attaining or recovering of a right,

t b. trans. To follow in (a person's steps). Obs.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xii. 4. 133 Wee

insist their steps, whether crooked or straight.
3. intr. To dwell at length or with emphasis on

or upon (f of, t in) a matter
; hence, to insist on

= to assert or maintain persistently. Formerly, also,
f to take one's stand on (in) a point.
1^96 DALRYMPI.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 118 Because we

heir haue perchance ouer lang insisted, and haue beine

Upon particulars. 1611 W. SCLATER Key (1629) 131, I haue
the longer insisted in this vice, because I see [etc.]. 1630
PRYNNE Anti-Amin. 173 On which our Arminians must
insist for proofe of their vniuersall redemption. 1713
BERKELEY Hylas 4- Phil. in. Wks. r87t I. 338, I shall insist
no longer on that point. 1793 BURKE Cond. Minority Wks.
VII. 264 The ruling Jacobins insist upon it, that [etc.].

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 408 Socrates is not prepared
to insist on the literal accuracy of this description.

b. with clause: To maintain persistently or

positively that a thing is so.

.a 1715 BURNET Own. Time (1725) I. n. 239 Leighton in-

sisted, that it ought to be done for that very reason. 1768
STERNE Sent. Journ., Case ofDelicacy (1888) 252, I begged
a_ thousand pardons, but insisted it was no more than an
ejaculation. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 489 It was
insisted that the testator had restrained the estate of in-
heritance during her life. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2) IV. 19
1'rotarchus. .insists that, .all pleasures are good.
4. To make a demand with persistent urgency ;

to take a persistent or peremptory stand in regard
to a stipulation, claim, demand, proposal, etc.

Const, on, upon (formerly/<, against, or injln.}.

INSISTING.

16*3 Li>. HERBERT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 165
That the sayd Kinge of Spaine would never insiste upon
obtaininge those priviledges. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb.
l. S 21 This condition should be first humbly insisted on.

1701 C. DAVENANT Peace Q War i. xi. (1704) I. 244 Those
who.. insist for a strange kind of Latitude, and to have

Priviledges above the rest of their Fellow Subjects, a 1715
BURNET Own Time (1725) I. if. 300 They insisted mainly
against kneeling at the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
1749 Bp. LAVINGTON Enthus. Methodists (1754) I. ii. 34 Her
Spouse insisting to play another Game, she lost it. 1778

JOHNSON in Boswell 28 Apr., No good and worthy man will

insist upon another man's drinking wine. 1875 W. S. HAY-
WARD Love agst. World 77 Since you insist, I cannot help
it. 1896 Law Times C. 408/1 It is now time to insist on
the necessary appointment being made.

b. with that and clause.

1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 17 We insisted that

when we struck and saluted them, the Frigot should hang
out either the French or English Colours. 1883 FROUDE
Short Stud. IV. i. iii. 33 The king insisted that a sacred

profession should not be used as a screen for the protection
of felony.

Insistence (insi'stens). Also 8- -ance. [f.

INSIST v. (or, its L. source) + -ENCE. The spelling
in -ance follows assistance, resistance, from French :

cf. mod.F. insistance (.Mercier, 1801).] The action

of insisting ; the fact of being insistent ; emphatic
or urgent dwelling upon a statement, demand, etc. ;

also the quality of being insistent; = next.
1611 FLORIO, fnsistenza, insistence, persistance, an in-

sisting. 1644 DIGBY Mans Soul (1645) nr It reqmreth no
further particular insistance upon it, to shew [etc.]. 1727A rt Speaking in Publick 137 (Jod.

1

) The figure called epi-
mone by the Greeks, and which we may call insistance.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 210 His general
insistance on tradition. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. ix.

130 A . . tone of insistence bordering at times on intimida-

tion. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ea. Crit. vii. (1875) 300 The per-

petual insistence on the motive of future rewards and
punishments. 1892 MRS. CROSSE Red letter Days I. 241
She says with great insistence that her rhymes are meant
for rhymes.

Insistency (insi-stensi). Also -ancy. [f. as

prec. : see -ENCY.] The quality of being insistent ;

perseverance in dwelling upon, pressing, or main-

taining something ; urgency, pertinacity ; also, an
instance of this.

1859 W. ANDERSON Disc. (1860) 236 The faithfulness of the

preacher's insistency. 1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. iv.

(1879) 30 Its ticking began to strike . . with a nervous insis-

tancy
on her ear. 1881 BJackw. Mag. Mar. 400 Sent a

gentleman from France to invite him thither with
great

in-

sistency. 1887 T. HARDY Woodlanders. xxvii. 189 The ter-

rible insistencies of society.

Insistent (insrstent;, a. (s6.) Also 9 -ant.

[ad. L. insistent-em, pr. pple. olinsisttrelo INSIST.]
1. Standing or resting on something, rare.

i6*4War[OnArc&it. in Jfelia.(i6j2) 19 That the breadth
of the Substruction be at least double to the insistent Wall.

1755 JOHNSON, Insistent, resting upon anything, a 1886
SIR S. FERGUSON Ogham Inscript. (1887) 125 Parallel

straight lines insistent on and dependent from others.

2. Dwelling firmly on something asserted, de-

manded, etc.; persistent, urgent. Hence, Enforc-

ing attention, obtruding itself upon the attention.
1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy in. 234 The eye of day, The

insistent summer sun, seems pitiless. 1876 Dan. Der. iv.

xxx, He got no answer, and . . repeated his question in an
insistent tone. 1879 FROUDE Catfarxiii. 187 The aristocracy
had become more insistent upon the privilege of birth. 1880
T. HARDY Trumpet-Major III. xxxii. 56 The solitude was
rendered yet more insistent by the silence of the mill-wheel.
1888 Pall Mall G. 2 Oct. r/2 The insistent facts of sin,

suffering, and misery. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 50
The natives . . were very insistent that I should try and
shoot one.

3. Ornith. [F. insistant.] Applied to the hind
toe of birds when it is inserted so high that it

touches the ground only with its tip : opposed to

incumbent. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
B. as sb. An insistent person.

1868 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) IV. xiii. 408 Insistants..

approaching him with their urgency. i88z MRS, C. PRAED
Policy <y P. I. 17

' We don't mean to let you clear out '. .

cried one of these insistenls.

Hence Insistently adv., in an insistent manner,
with insistence.

1873 Miss EROUGHTON Nancy II. 117 He earnestly and
insistantly begs of me to gather all my people, .around me.
1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. v. xxxvi, Then tell me what
better I can do ', said Gwendolen, insistently. 1879 H. JAMES
Hawthorne 114 The interest of the story lies, .in the situa-
tion which is insistently kept before us.

Insi'ster, sb.l [f. INSIST v. + -EH '.] One who
insists.

1611 FLORIO, fnsistore, an insister, a persister. 1641 LD.
DIGBY Sf. Parl. 19 Jan., 19 The first mover, and insister to
have this clause added to the Petition of Right. 1872
Athenaeum 3 Aug. 145/2 The new President of the Philo-

logical Society is a strong insister on the necessity of study-
ing the changes that are in course of working themselves
out in living languages.
In-siater, sb? : see IN adv. 1 1 a.

1644 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Caxlerb., Shee was
admitted an in sister.

t Insi-ster, v. Obs. rare- . [f. IN- i + SIBTEB. ]
trans. To make into or admit as a sister.

1611 FLORIO, Insorellare, to insister.

Insisting (insrstiij), vbl. sb. [f. INSIST v. +

-ING 1.] The action of the verb INSIST ; insistence.



INSISTING.

1598 FLOKIO, Insistent, a persisting, an insisting. 1638
F. JuwusPatnt. ofAncients 26 Acustome of insisting upon
any one intended Imagination. 1866 Sat. Rev. 22 Sept.

367/1 There is an altogether unreasonable insisting upon
graces and airs and fine manners.

Insi sting, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING ^.]

1. Resting, superincumbent : of. INSIST v. \.

1727 BAILEY vol. II s.v., The Angles of any Segment are
said to be insisting or standing upon the Arch of another

Segment below. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Builder 219 A
bressummer, where it resists a transverse insisting weight.
1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. I. 146 Making the bases
and capitals face in the direction of the insisting arch-rib.

2. That insists ; that dwells urgently or pertina-

ciously upon a point.
l6n FLORIO, htsistente, insisting, persisting. 1797 MRS.

RADCLIFFE Italian xxiii. (1824) 658 A yet more insisting
voice. 1832 MOORE Diary 1-24 Mar., in Mem. (1854) VI-

249 A fancy., which lately took a more serious and insisting

shape.
Hence Insi-stingly adv., with insistence, insis-

tently.
1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. xii. (1892) 174 Her father

did not let the occasion slip to speak insistingly. 1892
Blackw. Mag. CLI. 397/2,

'

I forbid you ', she called out,
insistingly.

Insi'stive, a. rare, [irreg. f. INSIST + -IVE.]

Having the character or quality of insisting.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. 7/j Hi, They many things

perpend ; and some they Cull Insistive Articles. 1891
Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 10 Mar., Their women folks are the
most brazenly insistive and picturesquely attired fortune
tellers in all the world.

flnsi-sture. Obs. rare 1
, [f. INSIST v. +

-UBB.] A word of obscure use in Shakspere : taken

variously in the sense of '

persistency, constancy
'

(Schmidt),
'

regularity, or perhaps station' (Nares) ;

perh. = '

steady continuance' in their path.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. iii. 87 The Heauens themselues,

the Planets, and this Center, Onserue degree, priority, and
place, Insisture, course, proportion, season, forme.

t Insi'te, a. Obs. [ad. L. insit-us, pa. pple.
of inserSre to engraft, implant : see INSITION.]
Implanted ; situated within.

1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. iv. xlviii. 404 They
are not insite and naturally placed there. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos.

yi. (1701)256/2 An insite, connatural, animate,
immovable Air, which being moved by the external Air,

yieldeth the sense of hearing. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv.

223 Damascene saith . . the knowlege or notion of Gods
existence is naturally insite and ingenite to us.

t Insi'tiency. Obs. rare '. [f. IN- 3 + L.

sitient-tm, pr. pple. of siti-re to thirst : see -ENCY.]
Freedom from thirst.

1701 GREW Costit. Sacra in. ii. 37 What is more admir-

able, than . . the Insitiency of a Camel, for travelling in the
Deserts of Africa ?

t Insi'tion '

. Obs. Also 7 incision, insoitiou.

[ad. L. insition-em, n. of action f. inserere to plant
in, engraft, f. in- (In-

2
) + serere to sow, plant.

From similarity of sound, and the use of cutting,

formerly mixed up with incision.] The action of

engrafting, engraftment ; concr. a graft.
1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. 11.21 note, Semination, insition,

inoculation . . the three kindes of grafting. 1608 WILLET
Hexapla Exod. 79 The grafting and incision of trees.

a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts (1684) 45 The rules of insition

or grafting. 1691 RAY Creation l. (1692) 154^ Improved by
Transplantation, Stercoration, Insition, Pruning.

b. trans/. xnAfig.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ft Commw. (1603) 144 These acqui-

sitions are as it were incisions or graffings. 1630 PRYNNE
Anti'Armin. 114 If no Predestination, then no Election,
no inscition, no adoption into Christ. 1714 Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 73 It has, metaphorically, the name of Insition or
Inoculation. 1855 W. H. MILL Panth. Princ. 201 His an-

cestry's insition from the Idumean to the Jewish stock.

t Insition -, obs. erron. form of INCISION.

1653WALTON .,4 nglerv\\. 1 50 Cut or make an insition, orsuch
a scar as you may put the arming wyer of your hook into it.

Insititious (insiti-Jas), a. [f. L. ittsitici-its

(erron. -itius) engrafted, f. insil-, pple. stem of

inserere : see INSITION l and -ITIOUS.] Of en-

grafted or inserted nature
;
introduced from without.

1639 USSHER Lett. (1686) 494 Passages, .excepted against
as insititious and supposititious. 1679 EVELYN Sylva (ed. 3)

28 With insititious fruit. 1716M . DAVIES A then. Brit. III.

Crit. Hist, i Of our Adscititious School-Books and of

Foreign Insititious Translations. 1825 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev.
XXXIII. 24 The excrescent errors and insititious corrup-
tions were pruned away. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton xiii.

171 There are other passages . . which have the air of being
insititious in the place where they stand.

t I'nsitive, a. Ods. rare- 1
. [a.A.'L.insitiv-iis

engrafted, f. as prec. : see -IVE.] Of or pertaining
to insition, engrafting, or inoculation.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 2 That Insitive

and Inoculative method seems to bid fair for the Cure.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Insitive, grafted or put in, not natural.

In situ: see IN Lot. prep. Inskonce, -se,

Inslave, obs. ff. ENSCONCE, ENSLAVE.
t Insmi'te, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- ] + SMITE v. :

after L. in-cutcre.] trans. To smite or strike in.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Mace. xii. 22 And whan the first cum-

paignye of Judas appeeride, dreed is ynsmyten [L. incussus

est] to the enmyes of the presence of God, that biholdith

alle thingis.

t Insmo'ck, v. Obs. rare . [IN-
2
.] trans. To

clothe or envelop in a smock.

341

1611 FLORIO, Incatnisciarc, to inshirt, to insmocke.
t Insnare, Insnarl, obs. ff. ENSNARE, ENSNARL

v . Obs.

ci44o Promp. Pan. 262/2 Intrykyd or insnarlyd, intri-
catus. 1376 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 213 Many have beene
so insnared and intangled. .in nettes of doubtfull reasons.

Insobriety (insobrai-eti). [IN- 3
: cf. It. in-

sobrieta (Florio).] Want of sobriety ; intemper-
ance (either in general sense, or spec, in reference
to drinking).
1611 FLORIO, Insobrieia, insobrietie, drunkennesse. 1645

HOWELL Lett. (1655) III. xxvi. 38 Their spiritual pride,
and insobriety in the search of more knowledge. 1652
GAULE Magastrom. 198 If the person of the prophecyer or

predictor be noted for idolatry . . insobriety, covetousness.
ui8i2 ARCH. MACLEAN Disc. (1848) 142 This insobriety
made him too high for a servant. 1814 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 213 A feeling of affectation, of

insobriety, or flutter.

Insociability (insoujiabi-llti). [f.
next + -ITY :

cf. F. insociabilitl (Montesq. 1721).] Insociable

disposition or state ; unsociableness.

1740 WARBURTON Dia. Legal, v. iv. Wks. 1811 V. 128

Christianity, considered by them as a Sect ofJudaism ; which
had carried its insociability as far, and its pretensions much
farther. 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recrcat. (ed. 2) I. 313 A
difference of temper and insociability. 1832 LYTTON Eugene
A. I. vii, By degrees, then, Aram relaxed from his insocia-

bility.

Insociable (insou-Jiab'l, -iab'l), a. Now rare.

[ad. L. insocidbil-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + socidbilis SOCI-

ABLE. Cf. F. insociable (1564 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
f 1. That cannot be associated or combined ; in-

capable of union ; incompatible. Obs.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Agric. (1622) 184 Prince Nerua . .

hath wisely matched and mixed together two things hereto-
fore insociable. 1624 WOTTON Archit. in Reliq. (1672) 19
Lime and wood are insociable. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. I. iv. Contents 189 To deny God the honour of His
Holiness, His singular, insociable and incommunicable
Nature.

2. Not disposed for society or social intercourse
;

unsociable.

1388 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 809 This austere insociable
life.

_
1626 L. OWEN Spec. "Jesuit. To Rdr., The pernitious

and insociable Societie of the lesuites. 1653 R. SANDERS
Physiogn. 171 She is at enmity with her own kindred, in-

sociable. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. ix. (1872) VI. 246
In all countries there are insociable fellows, with whom you
are obliged to live, though it is difficult.

Hence Inso ciableness (Bailey vol. II, 1727);
Inso'ciably adv. (Craig, 1847).
IllSOCial (ins<?ii-Jal), a. rare. [ad. late L. in-

socidl-is, f. in- (!N- :') + socialis SOCIAL.]
=

prec. 2.

Hence Inso'cially adv.

1654 tr. Scitdery's Curia Pol. 164 That long and pro-
digious Wall, which the Chinaists had erected to separate
themselvs insocially from the Tartars. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod".
Rand. (1812) I. 301 An insocial silence ensued.

tlusoxiate, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- 3 + L.

socidt-us associated.] Not associated ; solitary.
1610 B. JONSON Hymenzi, Barriers 16 That the most

honour'd state of man and wife, Doth far exceed the in-

sociate virgin life.

Insociation (insJuji-, -si^'-Jan). rare. [f. IN- 2

+ L. sociation-em union, from socidre to associate,

unite.] Intimate association or companionship.
1893 J. PULSKORD Loyalty to Christ II. 352 Yet men. .can

make light of their Father's invitation to the delights of
insociation with Himself and with each other.

In so far : see \~s prep. 38.
Exceptionally written as one word : cf. INASMUCH.
1847 GROTE Greece n. xlvii. (1862) IV. 183 Insofar the latter

had good reason to complain.

t I'nsolate, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. insolat-us, pa.

pple. of insoldre : see next.] Insolated : see next.

1652 CULPEPPER Etig. Physic. 38 The *
insolate

'

Oyl
wherein there hath been three or four Repetitions of Infu-
sion of the top stalks.

Insolate (i-nsul^t), v.
[f. ppl. stem of L. in-

soldre to place in or expose to the sun, f. in- (IN-
12

)

+ sol sun.] trans. To place in the sun ; to expose
to the rays of the sun. Hence I'nsolated///. a.,

exposed to the sun's rays.
1623 COCKERAM II, Dried in the Sun, Insolaled. 1664

EVELYN Sylva (1679) 29 The dew that impearls the leaves

[of oaks] in May, insolated, meteorizes and sends up a
liquor, which is of admirable effect in Ruptures. 1683
SALMON Doron Med. i. no Some, before boyling, insolate
for forty days. 1694 Bate's Dispens. (1713) 684/1 It is

made of the Fruit thereof, being insolated for a long time
in Oyl. 1874 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (ed. 6), Insolated

paper retains the power ofproducing an impression for a very
long period.

Insolation (insoU'-Jan). [ad. L. insolation-

em, n. of action from insoldre : see prec.]
The action of placing in the sun ; exposure to the

sun's rays ; sometimes (in mod. use) the action or

effect of the sun's rays on a body exposed to them.
1. In general sense. (In quot. 1654, Exposure to

daylight, or to the public view.)
1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) n8 Nature it self, in

acts of such uncleannesse . . declineth insolation and open
view. 1665 BEALE in Boyle's Wks. VI. 394, 1 am almost become
confident, that one of my thermometers by such insolation,
as may be had in England from our stone walls, hath lost

some inches of liquor. 1878 in Sir E. Reed Japan (1880) I. 8

The vegetation now begins to develop under a powerful
insolation. 1885 Gardener's Chroa. XXIII. 372 No where

INSOLENCE.
else is the effect of insolation more distinctly observed than
in the Arctic regions.
2. In specific senses, a. Exposure of some sub-

stance to the sun's rays, as for the purpose of dry-

ing, bleaching, or maturing.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Insolation is

the preparation of simple or compound things by the heat
of Sun in the Summer, or a gentle fire in the Winter. 1675
EVELYN Terra (1729) 41 Expose it for Insolation a Week
or ten Days. 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2265 Divers ways
of making Salt from Sea-Water ; first by insolation only,
as Bay Salt. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Insolation . . In Pharmacy,
the drying of substances in the rays of the sun ; also, the

blanching or bleaching of substances by the same means.
b. Medical treatment by exposure of the body to

the sun's rays.
111626 BACON New All. (1631) 32 We vse these Towers,

according to their seuerall Heights, and Situations, for

Insolation, Refrigeration, Conseruatlon. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters I. 174 The dry [bath]; such as Insolation, or

being exposed to the heat of the sun. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Insolation . . In Medicine, exposure to the sun's rays as a
means of cure.

c. Injurious exposure (of animals or plants) to
the sun's rays or to excessive heat ; also, disease

thus caused: (a) Sunstroke
; (b) = HELIOSIS 2.

1758 W. BATTIE Madness vii. 47 One case of Conse-
quential Madness . . is an effect of Insolation, or what the
French call coup du Soldi. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 680 Such fever seems less attributable to the reflux
of bile into the blood, than to the insolation or solar excite-
ment. 1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 661 Disabled in the
deserts by insolation produced by excessive heat. 1896
Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 499 In thermic fever or insolation
the object is to reduce the temperature. 1898 P. MANSON
Trop. Dis. xii. 205 Those loosely used terms, sun-stroke,
heat-stroke, coup de soleil, insolation.

Insole (i-ns(?nl). [f. IN a. +SOLE sb.~\ a. The
inner sole of a shoe or boot. b. A flat piece of

warm or waterproof material laid inside the shoe.

1851-61 MAYHEW Loud. Labour 1 1. 34 The soles, if there
be a sufficiency of leather, are shaped into insoles for
children's shoes. 1880 Times 21 Sept. 4/4 Light boots and
slippers, called pumps, which have only one sole and no
insole. 1890 Star 18 Jan. 4/4 Sliced cork is used for insoles.

Insolence (i'nstflens), sb. Also 5 -ens, 6 -ense.

[ad. L. insolentia, f. insolent-em INSOLENT : see

-ENCE. Cf. F. insolence (I5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The quality of being insolent, esp. as mani-

fested in action, fa. Pride; haughty or overbear-

ing conduct or disposition ; arrogance, contempt
for inferiors. Obs. or blending with b.

< 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 317 Twinges . . that cometh of

pride.. Arrogance. Inpudence. swellynge ofherte. Inso-
lence. Elacion. Inpacience. c 1470 HAKDINC Chron.
Proem, i, My ghoost to kepe from synne and insolence.

1591 SPENSER Teares M^ses 72 They now, puft vp with

sdeignfull insolence, Despise the brood of blessed Sapience.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 266, I do wonder, his insolence can
brooke to be commanded vnder Cominius. 1667 MILTON
P. L. I. 502 When Night Darkens the Streets, then wander
forth the Sons Of Belial, flown with insolence and wine.

1703 ROWE Fair Penit. n. i. 553 The rich Man's Insolence.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V (1796) III. 262 He began.. to
treat the citizens with great insolence, a 1873 LYTTON
Pausanias (18^6) 35 The contrast between the insolence of

the Spartan chief and the courtesy of the Athenians.

b. Offensive contemptuousness of action or speech
due to presumption ; impertinently insulting beha-

viour ; sauciness.
1668 DAVENANT Man's the Master in. i. Wks. 1874 V. 57

'Tell Me by what title thou pretend'st to have Authority to

punish her ?'..'! ought to do it.' . .

' That's insolence ! Art
thou not a servant ?' i(&\ Brit. Spec. 112 When their In-

solence was such, as to make Kings the Instruments of their

Ambition. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones 33 The generality of
those who get their livelihood by people of fashion, contract
as much insolence to the rest of mankind, as if they really

l)elonged to that rank themselves. 1830 D'lsRAEi.i Chas. /,

III. v. 76 Abbot's behaviour to the highest nobility in the

kingdom, was such as to border on insolence. 1861 DUTTON
COOK P. Foster's D. i, He spoke with such coolness that

what he said sounded almost like insolence.

c. with an and pi. An instance of this ; an inso-

lent act ; a piece of insolence. Now rare.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 42 The crysten
men were constrayned to don in lyke wyse suche insolences

with the Arryens. 1607 GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's Mem.
Hist. 33 The husband .. sees his enemy come who continues

his insolences. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in. 60. 296

Revenging unsupportable insolences and injuries. 1680

MORDEN Geog. Red. (1685) 348 To secure themselves from
the Assaults and Insolences of Night Robbers. 1711 SPOTS-

WOOD in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Atner. Col. Ch. I. 188 Their

Cowardly behaviour, .will embolden the Indians to continue

their insolences. 1831 LYTTON Godolphin 9 For a much
smaller insolence than you seem capable of.

d. trans/. An insolent person.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 180 Insolence ! con-

tinued she, this moment, when I bid you, know your duty,
and give me a glass of wine.

f2. Exultation: cf. INSOLENT 4. Obs.

1595 SPENSER Colin Clout 621 Her great excellence Lifts

me above the measure of my might : That, beimj fild_
with

furious insolence, I feele my selfe like one yrapt in spright.

1 3. The condition of being unused or unaccus-

tomed to a thing ; inexperience. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higdeti (Rolls) II. 321 Excusenge that thynge
by the insolence of the childe [per insipientiam pueriltm\
? a 1500 Crt. ofLove 936 Ye shall not find in me suche in-

solence.

1 4. The quality or character of being unusual ;

strangeness, unaccustomedness. Obs.



INSOLENCE.

a 1631 DONNE Ess. Div. (165.) 128 By the hardness and

indolence of the Phrase.

tl-nsolence, v. Obs. rare- \ [f. prec sb.J

trans. To treat with insolence, behave insolently

Bos. iv. 24 The Bishops, who were first fouly

insolenced and assaulted.

fZ-nsolency. Obs. [ad. L. insolentia : see

prec. sb. and -KNCY.]
1 The quality of being insolent ;

= INSOLENCE i.

1494 FABYAN Chroii. v. Ixxxvii. 64 After hym shal come

a Childe or Childer, that shalbe of suche Insolency and wast-

ynge, that, .[they) shall, .waste and destroye by theyr folyes

all that other noble men hath purchased to their handes.

iM7 Act i Edw. VI, c. 12 8 i For the Repressing of the

nsolency and Unrulincss of Men. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH

Centum E*r. (1609) 8 The frailtie of mans nature, .cannot

abide or beare long that absolute and vncontrolled autho-

ritie, without swelling into too much pride and insolencie.

34 Acting with that Insolency, which may administer occa

sion to Sathan and his Instruments to reproach Religion.

b. with an and//. = INSOLENCE si. i c.

i$8i SAVILE Tacitus, Agric. (1622) 189 The Britans endure

leuies of men and money . . if insolencies bee forborne, in-

dignities they cannot abide. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE PseuJ.

Ep. i. i. 4 Vainly attempting not only insolencies, but im-

possibilities, he deceived himselfe as low as hell. 1680-90

TEMPLE Ess. Pop. Discmt. Wks. 1731 I. 264 To secure our

Trade from the Danger of all Turkish Pyracies, or sudden

Insults or Insolencies of our Neighbours. 1698 W. CHILCOT

Evil Thoughts vi. (1851) 74 The reason of fasting being

made a duty, is in order to tame the insolencies of the flesh.

1729 SHELVOCKE Artillery v. 355 The Grecians observed

them [revels of Bacchus] with the most horrid Excesses

and Insolencies imaginable. 1796 MORSE Amur. Geog. II.

432 They keep up a small fleet for curbing the insolencies

of the piratical states of Barbary-

c. trans/.
= INSOLENCE sb. i d.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 760 A truer conversion

of the American world, then hitherto our Humorists, or

Spanish insolencies have intended.

a Unusualness: = INSOLENCE sb. 3. With an
and //. An unusual act or occurrence.

1612 DONNE Lett. (1651) 123 The D. of Espcrnon . . with

600 horse in his train . . came with him into the court :

which is an insolency remarkable here. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gt. Exemp. in. Disc. xvi. 5. 58 Every ill example .. is a

scandal!, because it invites others to do the like . . taking off

the strangenesse and insolency of the act. 1649 G. DANIEL

Trinarch., Rich. II, xlv, Strange Insolencyes and vnheard

of Things. .They act. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 131

The History of Preternatural Occurrences . . Such inso-

lencies in Nature give us to understand, that the most

common rules of Natural Operation are not without excep-

b. Affectedness in the choice of unusual words.

[L. insolentia verborum.]
1644 BULWER Chiron. 33 In the Primitive times of elocu-

tion, when eloquence began to flowre and bud, and inso-

lencie was rarely entertained.

Insolent (i-ns^lent), a. (sb.) [ad. L. insolent-

em unaccustomed, unusual, excessive, immoderate,

haughty, arrogant, insolent, f. in- (IN- 3) + solent-

eni, pr. pple. of solere to be accustomed. Cf. F.

insolent (K. Estienne, 1549).]
I. fl. Proud, disdainful, haughty, arrogant,

overbearing ; offensively contemptuous of the rights

or feelings of others. Said of the powerful, rich,

or successful, their actions, etc. Obs. or blended

with 2.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 325 Insolent is he that despiseth
in his luggement alle othere folk, as to regard of his value

and of his konnyng and of his spekyng and of his beryng.

1596 SPENSER State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 636/2 Thorough
greatnes of their late conquests and seignories they grewe
insolent. 1617 MORYSON /tin. II. 87 These being neerer . .

were most insolent upon that City. 1676 tr. Guillaticre's

Voy. Athens 16 A haughty insolent person who affected to

make himself terrible. '727-38 GAY Fables l. xxiv. 26
' What arrogance !

'

the snail replied ;
' How insolent is

upstart pride !

'

1840 THIRLWALL Greece Ivi. VII. 189 Anti-

pater was neither insolent nor cruel. 1858 TRENCH Synon.
ff. T. 30 (1876)

101 The boastful in words, the proud in

thoughts, the insolent and injurious in acts.

Jig. 1822 SHELLEY Hellas 344 One star with insolent and
victorious light Hovers above its fall. 1830 GALT La-wric
T. in. iii. (1840) 03 The insolent and unknown waters which
had so swelled the river, shrunk within their banks.

b. Comb., as insolent-loo/ting adj.
1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 198 The numberless Jewish

Iuipagcs with all those insolent-looking Hebrew women
the Leopoldstadt.

2.
Contemptuous of rightful authority ; presump-

tuously or offensively contemptuous ; impertinently
insulting. Said of those who treat superiors or

equals with offensive familiarity or disrespect.
1678 MARVELL Growth Popery 4 This last and Insolentest

attempt upon the credulity of mankind. 1685 BAXTER
Paraphr. N T., Matt. xii. 39-40 God will not gratifie their
insolent demand. 1706 PHILLIPS, Insolent, saucy, bold,
malapert, proud, haughty, disdainful, presumptuous. 1793BC KE Policy Alluivna,. 1842 I. 604 Their revolutionary
tribunals, where

every idea of natural justice . . have been
trodden under foot with the most insolent mockery. 1856
FROUDK Hilt. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 128 Bonner's tongue wa
insolent, and under bad control. 1884 PAE Eustace 69 H
is an idle, drunken, insolent fellow.

1 3. Extravagant, immoderate, going beyond the
bounds of propriety. Obi.

eq
of

342

c 1*80 HENRYSON Mar. Fat. i. ii, Damesellis wanton, and

nsolent, That fane wald play, and on the slreit be sene.

568 GutKioN Citron. II. 15 Thurston wasted . . the goodes

jfthat place, in lechery, and by other insolent meanes. 1712

STEKLE Spect. No. 312 f 2 The constant Pursuit of Pleasure

las in it something insolent and improper for
pur Being.

Ibid. No. 426 F4 Afl the Extremities of Houshold fcxpence,

"urniture, and insolent Equipage.

f4. (?) Swelling, exulting : in good sense, rare.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie l. xxxi. (Arb.) 77 For dittie

andamourous Ode I finde Sir Walter Rawleyghs vayne
nost loftie, insolent, and passionate.

U. 1 5. Unfrequented. Obs. rare.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. xii. 57 Where is lond vnkept &
nsolent \regio insoltns et incustodita] Take from the tronke

al clene, vntil so hie As beestis may. .Atteyne.

t 6. Unaccustomed, unwonted, unusual, strange.

1586 PETTIE Guazzo's Cta. Conv. To Rdr. A vij, If one

.hance to derive any word from the Latine, which is insolent

o their eares. .they forthwith make a jest at it. 1592 R. D.

Hypncrolomachia 26 Letting passe to speake of the insolent

reatnes of the Piramides of Memphis. 1608 A. WILLET

Ycxapla Exod. 468 This is an vnwonted and insolent sigm-

ication of the word. i6ia BRINSLEV Lud. Lit. x. (1627) 164

Words which are insolent, hard and out of use, are to be as

warily avoided. 1651 fuller's Abel Kediv., Bradford 181

This favour, though extraordinary and insolent, was thought
well bestowed upon him by the whole University. 1665 J ER.

TAYLOR Unum Necess. vhi. 3 The phrase is insolent, and

:he exposition violent.

1 7. Unused or unaccustomed to a thing ; inex-

perienced. Obs.

c 1480 HESRVSON Orph. $ Euryd. 20 Tendouns to yung
and insolent. 1598 MARSTON Pygmal. iv. 153 Would euer

anyerudite Pedant Seeme in his artles lines so insolent ?

B. sb. An insolent person (in senses I and 2).

J59< SHAKS. John u. i. 122 Out, insolent, thy bastard shall

E King, That thou maist be a Queen, and checke the

world ! 1639 tr. Du Bosq's Compl. Woman u. 61 The sal-

vation of these insolents, seems desperate, their repentance
..Miracles. 1672 J. PHILLIPS Montelion's Predict. icWhat
Christian will ue a Second to such Insolents? 1765 H.

WALPOLE Otranto v. (1798) 82 Thou art an insolent. 1898

Academy 8 Oct. 28/1, 1 am [acquainted] with insolents, and

you are one.

Insolently (i'nstflentli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

1. In an insolent manner; haughtily, overbear-

ingly; with insulting or presumptuous arrogance
or contempt.
1494 FABVAN Chrm. vi. clxiv. 158 Charlys, the sone of

Charlys the Ballyd..had rulyd hym insolently, and done in

that countrey dyuerse outragyous dedes. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1638) 301 Thou, .dost most insolently and vn-

aduisedly . . propound many conditions of peace, of such

qualitie and condition that myne ears scorn to hear the

same. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. Pref. 8 Afflicted Vertue is

insolently stabbed with all manner of Reproaches. 1725
POPE Odyss. xvm. 172 Yon train Of haughty spoilers, in-

solently vain. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 32/2 The gentleman whom
he has insolently called Therslles, and the modern Zoilus.

Mod. A soldier who behaved insolently to his officer.

f 2. In an unaccustomed or unusual way ;

strangely. Obs.

1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's Archil. 133 The interpreter of

Hans Bloome names it [txnia] the Top of a Pillar, but very

insolently ; it being indeed the small fascia part of the Doric

architrave.

t I'nsolentneSS. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being insolent ; insolence,

arrogance.
111592 GREENE Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 223 And if the

Bassaes knew I sought their grace, ft would the more in-

crease their insolentnessc. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Insolible, obs. form of INSOLUBLE sb.

t Inso'lid, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. insolid-us, f.

in- (IN- 3) + solid-us SOLID. Cf. obs. F. insolide
'
vnsolide, loose, weake, feeble

'

(Cotgr.), perh. the

immed. source.] Not solid; unsubstantial; weak,

flimsy, light, unstable.
1618 T. ADAMS Spir. Eye-salve Wks. 1862 II. 381 The

second defect in the eye is an insolid levity, it is roving, like

Dinah's, and ravished abroad. 1658 J. DURHAM A'-r/. Reve-

lation in. ii. (1680) 173 Learning serveth to enable one, in

searching for truth, to conceive what is solide or insolide.

Insolidity (insoli-diti). ? Obs. [I.
IN- 3 +

SOLIDITY: cf prec. and F. insoliditt (i6th c. in

Godef.).] Absence of solidity ;
want of firmness

or stability ; frailty, flimsiness, weakness.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 3 Notwithstanding the need-

fulnes of such Insoliditie, it is. .as requisite, that the Bones
were not continuall. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Codl. y.

xvi. 201

A demonstration of the insolidity of this Exception. 1827

JARMAN Powell's Devises II. 101 Enough has been said ..

to shew the insolidity of such a distinction.

tlnsolite, a- Obs. rare. (Also 5 -ute, 7 -ete.)

[a. F. insolite. (i6th c.), ad. L. insolit-us unusual,
f. in- (IN- 3) + solitus accustomed, from solere to be

wont.] Unusual, unaccustomed, strange.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos iv. 20 Thyng not acustumed, mer

ucyl)ous& Insolute. a 1622 J. RANDALL St. Paul's Triumph
I'.p. Ded. A, It U no insolete nor unwarrantable course. 1667
WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 99 Punished with an amazing and
insolite judgment.

Insolubility (inspliwbi-liti). [ad. L. type */'

solubilitas (prob. in mod.L.), f. insolabilis INSOLU-
BLE : see -ITY. Cf. F. insolubility (1765 in Diet.

Acad.).'] The quality of being insoluble.

tl. Incapability of being dissolved; indissolu

bility. Obs. rare~ l
.

1620 BRENT tr. SarpTs Counc. Trent vii. an. 1563 (1676
637 After he had spoken, .of the insolubility of Marriage.

INSOLVABLE.

2. Incapability of being solved or unravelled;

also, an insoluble problem.
1837 WHEWELL f/ist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 350 The insolu-

bility of this problem. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. xi. (1872)

65 His health was already very threatening.. rendering the

inure . .an insolubility for him.

3. Incapability of being dissolved in a liquid.

1701 W. NICHOLSON tr. Chaptafs Elem. Chcm. (1800) III.

,,7 Its insolubility in the menstruums which usually dis-

solve resins. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Mm. (ed. 3) 300 The

solubility or insolubility of minerals in the fluxes. 1871

ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 212 The greater insolubility of the

double chloride.

Insoluble (insp-lib'l), a. (sb.) Also 4-5 -ibil,

-ible. [ad. L. insolubil-is ,
(. in- (Is- 3) + solubilis

SOLUBLE.] Not soluble.

1. That cannot be dissolved, undone, or loosed ;

indissoluble. Now rare.

1382 WYCLIK Hell. vii. 16 Lyf insolible [gloss or that may
not be vndon]. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. iv. 90 They
laue broken . . the insoluble bonde wherewith they were

bounde to God and to the Chirch. 1605 A. WILLET Hexapla
Cm. 426 Augustine and Eucherius thinke this knot to be

insoluble. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. ifaraU.KVt.xil 71 I he

Formost of every ranke in the vaward stood firme and fast,

whereby the yoke was attached.

fb. Of arguments: Irrefragable, irrefutable.

Obs. rare.

MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 944/2 [To] stand for a

o...~ - an insoluble argument. 1616 BULLOKAR, Insoluble,

that which cannot be loosed : vnanswerable. 1676 MARVELI.

Mr. Smirke 30 All these contradictory Arguments which

either of them had once fancied so insoluble.

2. That cannot be solved, as a difficulty, question,

problem, etc. ; incapable of being resolved or ex-

plained ;
not susceptible

of solution ; unsolvable.

1303 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 231 Freres fele sithes. . Meuen
motifs meny tymes Insolibles and fallaces, That bobe lered

and lewed of here by-leyue douten. 1529 MORE Dyaloge\.
Wks. 165/2 Ye should . . haue remayned in an insoluble

doute in a matter of the faith. 1634 JACKSON Creed vll. iv.

concerning the origin of evil. 1851 D. WILSON Preli. Ann.

(1863) I. ix. 236 Unsolved, if not insoluble problems. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 134 Plato does not treat even this

. .class of difficulties as hopeless or insoluble.

3. Incapable of being dissolved in a liquid.

1713 DEEHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. xi. (1727) 198 That wonder-

ful Faculty of the Stomachs of all Creatures, to dissolve all

the several Sorts of Food . . even sometimes Things of that

Consistency as seem Insoluble. 1791 HAMILTON Berthollct's

Dyeing I. 1. 1. ii. 30 It forms an insoluble salt which is pre-

cipitated. 1857 G. BIRD Uriu. Deposits 121 The soluble

phosphates . . far exceed in quantity the insoluble salts.

4. Of a debt : That cannot be discharged or

paid off.

1850 ROBERTSON Scrm. Ser. i. v. (1881) 76 Remorse is like

the clog of an insoluble debt.

B. sb. Something insoluble ; a difficulty or pro-

blem that cannot be solved or explained.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 203 pan be iuges sigh

bat be cause was brigous, as it were an insolible, and put it

of to a wel longe day. c 1440 CAPCRAVE Life St. Kath. iv.

1713 To seyof it that it is passyble, Semeth to me a fulgret

insolible. 1531 ELVOT Cm. in. vi, That good lawes be

tourned in to Sophemes and insolubles. 1531 MORE Coii/ut.
Tindale Wks. 355/1 Tyndalles tryflinge sophisticacions,

whyche he woulde shoulde seeme so solempne . . insolubles.

Hence Inso'lubly adv., in an insoluble manner

or degree.
Mod. The affair is insolubly mysterious.

InsolublenCSS (insjrlib'lnes). [f. Prcc - +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being insoluble.

1671 BOYLE //yflVoif'. Disc. u. y.
Wks. 1772 III. 624, 1 shall

return to doctor More, and consider the objection he frames

from the supposed insolubleness of it. 1886 Century Mag.
XXXII. 895 In spite of their perhaps necessary insoluble-

ness. 1890 Spectator 15 May, The new questions that arise

. . have in them an apparent quality of insolubleness.

Insolute, erron. form of INSOLITE, Obs.

f Insolu-tive, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IN- 3 + L.

solut-, ppl. stem of solvfre to pay + -IVE.] Not able

to pay ;
= INSOLVENT.

1668 WILKINS Real Cliar. 341 A person insolutive, or (as

we commonly say) insolvent, is a Bankrupt.

InSOlTOble (insp'lvab'l), a. [lN-3. Cf. F.

insolvable (1431 in Godef. Compl. ;
in Cotgr.).]

Incapable of being solved.

fl. That cannot be loosed, unbound, or untied ;

= INSOLUBLE a. i. Obs.

1652 KIRKMAN Clerio f, Lozia 95 Their souls and hearts

were knit in an insolvable knot, c 1690 in Somers / racts I.

442 They would .scarce apprehend that it could be a more

strong or insolvable Bond. 1715 P PE Odyss. vlii. 480 To

guard with bands Insolvable these gifts, thy care demands.

2. That cannot be solved or explained ;
= IK-

SOLUBLE 2.

1693 R. W. Compl. Library II. 362 The Doctrine. .U per-

B'ext
with an infinite number of Monstrous and insolvable

ifficulties. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i. i. 8 3 Geometry,
wherein there appear some insolvable difficulties. 1884 Chr.

Comnnu. 28 Feb. 465/2 Answers are vainly sought to in.

solvable problems.
3. Incapable of being dissolved ;

= INSOLUBLE 3.

1813 J. BADCOCK Dom. AmuiCm. 25 Being itself insolvable

in any known menstruum.



INSOLVABLENESS.

4. Of a bank note or bill : That cannot be cashed.

1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses n. viii. Earth's Holocaust 140
A bundle of counterfeit or insolvable bank-notes.

f5. Ofa debt: That cannot be paid. Obs. rare .

1755 JOHNSON, frtsofoa6Ze,..that cannot be paid.

t 6. Unable to pay one's debts
;
= INSOLVENT i.

1648 tr. Senault's Paraphr. Job 202 Taking pawnes of
those who were insolvable. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), InsolvabU',
not able to pay.
Hence Insolvaln-lity , incapability of being solved

or explained. Insolvableness,
'

uncapableness
of being loosed or resolved '

(Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Insol'vably adv., insolubly.
1795 G. WAKEFIELD Reply to 2nd Ft. Age Reason 42

Something, .so insolvably problematical, a 1834 COLERIDGE
Lit. Rent. (1839) IV. 271 As soon as its insolvibility. .is

proved and accounted for. 1890 Smithsonian Rep. 100 A de-
monstration of the insolvability of this historic problem.

Insolvence. rare. [f. INSOLVENT a. : see

-ENCE.] The fact of becoming insolvent.

1793 J . WILLIAMS Calm Exam. 88 The . . property of a
Debtor, whether acquired anterior or posterior to his in*

solvence.

Insolvency (ins^-lvensi). [f. INSOLVENT a. :

see -ENCT.] The state or condition of being in-

solvent ; the fact of being unable to pay one's debts
or discharge one's liabilities ; an instance of this.
1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. in. ii. rule vii. n. 121 If

the Father be under torment or imprisonment for insolvency.
a 1687 PETTY Pol.Arith. (1690) 6 One fifth part was abated
for non-valuers or Insolvencies. 1715 Loud. Gaz. No. 6388/8
Prisoners . . who intend to take the Benefit of the Act of
Insolvency. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. Ixiv. 513 If the
insolvency of one great merchant, or banker, produce great
distress in a country, how dreadful must be the consequence
attending the insolvency of such a nation as England ! 1841
ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. II. 61 The king's insolvency.,
destroyed the credit of his tokens from the first,

b. transf. xa&Jig. Failure to meet engagements.
1896 Daily News 12 Feb. 5/5 Was there ever such a con-

fession of diplomatic insolvency?

Insolvent (insolvent), a. (SP.~) [f. IN- 3 +
SOLVENT, L. solvent-em paying.] Not solvent.

1. Unable to pay one's debts or discharge one's
liabilities

; bankrupt. Said of persons, companies,
commercial or financial concerns, estates, etc.

1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Spc.) 246 The. .merchants trad-

inge those countries, .became insolvent. 1662 PETTY Taxes
57 Why should not insolvent thieves be rather punished
with slavery than death? 1781 GIBBON Decl. # F. xvii. II.

71 The cruel treatment of the insolvent debtors of the state.

1817 LD. ELLENBOROUGH in Maule <$ Selwyu's Rep. VI. 316
When he knew himself insolvent, and when ruin and bank-
ruptcy were staring him in the face. 1871 MARKBY Elem.
Law 548 A man may owe more than he is worth, and
therefore if a money value is set on his collective legal rela-
tions he may be what is called insolvent. 1883 Law Titties
20 Oct. 409/1 The proceedings connected with the manage-
ment, in insolvent estates.

f 2. Not able to be cashed or realized. Obs.

1667 Ormonde MSS. in lotA Rep. Hist. MSS. Count!.

App. v. 45 Your petitioner received assignments for part of
six moneths' pay for the said troop, part of which assign-
ments proved insolvent. 1728 YOUNG Ltrve Fame v. 400
How will the miser startle, to be told Of such a wonder, as
insolvent gold ?

3. Of, pertaining, or relating to insolvents or in-

solvency.
1837 HT. MARTINEAU Sac. Amer. II. 365 In Phila-

delphia, from six to eight hundred persons annually take
the benefit of the insolvent laws. 1837 THACKERAY Ravens-
wing i, He had been through the Insolvent Court. 1853
WHARTON Pa, Digest II. 19 A debtor who has no property
whatever is nevertheless entitled to the benefit of the in-

solvent laws.

B. sb. An insolvent debtor.

1725 WATTS Logic i. vi. I 2 An insolvent is a man that
cannot pa_y his debts. 1767 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. II.

i. 65 Creditors of a deceased insolvent shall be paid their full

debts. 1883 Wharton's Laiu Lex. (ed. 7) 419 An insolvent
as distinguished from a bankrupt, was an insolvent who
was not a trader

;
for originally only a trader could be made

bankrupt, in the sense of obtaining an absolute discharge
from his debts, while the future estate of an insolvent re-

mained liable for his debts, even after his discharge.
Hence f Insolveutness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
In so mekylle, var. INSAMEIKLE, Sc. Obs., inso-

much.

II Insomnia (insomnia). Also 0. 7 in anglicized
form insomnie

; y. 7-9 insomnium. [L. insomnia

sleeplessness, f. insomnis sleepless, f. in- (IN-
3
) +

somnus sleep. Cf. F. insomnie (1680 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Inability to sleep ; sleeplessness.
a. i75fl].S.LeDran'sO6serv.Surg.(i77 i) loyThePatient

laboured under Insomnia. 1863 READE Hard Cash (1864)
II. xx. 322 It accused Alfred of headache, insomnia, nightly
visions. 1879 F. S. BRIDGES Round World in six Mont/is
218 So intolerable was the responsibility, that all these men
became afflicted with insomnia, and could scarcely ever rest.

p. 1623 COCKEHAM, Insomnie, watching, want of power
to sleepe.
v. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1699) 262/1 To ease the

Head-ach, correct Insomniwms, or vehemently to stupify.
1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xiv. 156, I am so afflicted with
the insomnium of this eternal night, that I rise at any time
between midnight and noon.

t Inso-mniate, v. Obs. [irreg. f. L. in- (!N-
2
)

+ somnus sleep + -ATE 3.] trans. To put to sleep.
a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663! 267 A Mercurial Cadu-

caeus to insomniate the Argus-eyes of jealous people 1

343

Insomnioua (insomnias), a. rare. [ad. L.
insomnios-ns sleepless, f. insomnia: see -ous.]
Affected with insomnia; sleepless, unable to sleep.
1658 PHILLIPS, Insomnious, wanting sleep, also apt to

dream. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Insomnious, troubled with
dreams, not sleeping soundly. 1865 GROTE Plato (1875) III.
xxxvii. 376 Nurses . . lull to sleep an insomnious child . . by
swinging him about in their arms. 1894 Publisher's Advt.,
Those who sleep well, those who dream, and those who
are insomnious.

fl Erroneously, [from L. insomnium dream.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Insomnious, troubled with dreams,

that dreameth much in his sleep. 1658 [see above]. 1721
BAILEY, Insomnious, troubled with Dreams, full of Dreams.

Insomnolence (insp'mmyiens). rare. [!N- 3.]
The state of being insomnolent; insomnia.
1822 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXVI. 315 He brought on a

habit of insomnolence and a loathing of food. 1834
Doctor I. vi. 7 O Doctor, for one of thy comfortable com-
posing draughts ! Two ! here's a case of insomnolence !

1842 SIR H. TAYLOR Edwin the Fair i. ii, Suspicion's wast-
ing pale insomnolence.

Inso'mnolency. rare. [lN-3.] =prec.
a 1843 Lives Brit. Physic., Harvey (1857) 57 He was troubled

with insomnolency, and would then get up and walk about
his chamber in his shirt, till he was pretty cool, or even till

he began to shiver. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in

Jrnl. Geogr. Soc. XXIX. 40 An impaired appetite, nausea,
general debility, and a weary insomnolency . . await the
patient when the malady has passed away.

Inso'mnolent, a. (sb.) rare. [IN- 3.] Sleep-
less ; unable to sleep ;

= INSOMNIOUS a. In quot.
as sb. One affected with insomnia.
1892 Chicago Advance 12 May, I know that the poor in-

somnolents will not despise any device for winning sleep.

Insomuch (insomo-tj), adv. [The three words
in so much, since i6th c. usually written conjunctly.]
1. absol. To such an extent or degree ;

so much,
so far. rare.

c !38oWYCLiF.SW. W.ks. III. 433 Herfpriests'] powen gederid
togeder, in so myche passi)> power of Petre. 1823 J. BADCOCK
Dam. Anmsem. p. vi, If one fact. .has lost a particle of its

interest, .insomuch is the Editor's design frustrated.

2. Insomuch as. a. Inasmuch as, in that, seeing
that, since.

1485 CAXTON Paris f, V. Prol., In so much as I am not
French by birth, but born . . in the city of Marseilles, c 1500Adam Bel t, Clym of Clough 489 We beseche you now,
That you graunt vs grace, Insomuche as we be to you
comen. 1583 STANYHURST JEneis \. (Arb.) 19 In so much
as of mankind the Emperor heaunlye And father of thee
Gods too thee the auctoritye signed. 1836 Westm. Rev.
XXIV. 105 To be sure .. the present law is inoperative;
insomuch as the Universities.. contain teachers who have
never subscribed this famous confession.

t b. = Insomuch that : see 3. Obs.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 181 Now this did more

encrease . . the Peoples good opinion of his sufficiency, and
wise conduction of an Army ; insomuch as they thought him
invincible. 1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 8 Insomuch as
never resting they improvd not their power. 1658 EARL
MONM. tr. Partita's Hist. Wars Cyprus i. ii. 25 They ran
every day through the Territories . . insomuch as Bernardo
Mollepiero..was so sorely wounded, as he fell down dead
off his horseback.

c. To such an extent as, so as : see I.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. I. xii. 54 They attribute their for-
tune to a slander by, to a lucky or unlucky place [etc.] . .

insomuch as to believe, they have power to turn a stone
into bread [etc.]. 1718 Freethinker No. 61 p 14 The True
Breed . . is very Alert, insomuch as to pass frequently for a
Clan of Intrepids. (11832 BENTHAM Deontology (1834) II.

306 In so much and in so far as they are susceptible of be-

coming [etc.].

3. Insomuch that: To such an extent that, so
that. (The most usual construction.)
anepKnt. de la Tonr(i86&) 119 In so moche that she

had al that she aught to haue by right and of custume.
1535 COVERDALE i Jlfacc. i. 3 In so moch, y' the worlde
stode in greate awe of him. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 420
[They] did denie to deliver them, insomuch, that the king
openly sayd, that . . he would take them without deliver-
aunce. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 449 There is much more
ains required for the remembring of them, than of the
ules themselves ; insomuch that many eminent Gram-

marians have written against Analogy, both in Greek and
Latin. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 60 F 3 The lover was
thunder-struck with his Misfortune, insomuch that in a
little time after he lost his Senses. 1833-42 ALISON Hist.
Europe 11849-50) XIV. xciv. i. i The rain fell in torrents,
insomuch that, .the soldiers were often ankle-deep in water.

1 4. With ellipsis of as : Inasmuch as, in that :

= 2 a. Obs.
1600 SHAKS, A. Y. L.

y.
ii. 60, I speake not this, that you

should beare a good opinion of my knowledge : insomuch
(I say) I know you are. 1605 TIMME Quersit. i. v. 20 Among
salts, some are earthie .. insomuch some of them are fixed,
and are of the nature of earth.

Insonder: see INSDNDER.
Iiisonorous (insonoo-ras), a. rare. [IN- 3.]
Not sonorous ; giving a dull or muffled sound.
'795 Fortnight's Ramble ir'An insonorous voice exclaim-

ing, Damn your day-lights, stop the coach ! 1889 J. M.
ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Meth. 75 The old music-room, with
its straitened insonorous instruments.

f Insoo-t, v. Obs. rare. In 7 insutt. [IN-
2
.]

trans. To cover with soot, make sooty.
1611 FLORIO, Incaliginare, Infuliginire . . to insutt.

Insooth, adv., for in sooth : see SOOTH sb.

Insorb (inspMb), v. rare. [f. IN- 1 + L. sorbere

to suck up.] trans. To absorb into. So Inso-r-
bent a., absorbing in, absorbent.

pa
R

INSPEAKING.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 44 Perforation so extremely
minute . . as the insorbent pores of vegetables and animals.
Ibid. III. 175 He knew that animal bodies . . were endued
with insorbent pores. 1878 FOSTER Phys. II. i. 183 The
nutritious digested material is . . insorbed into the blood.

t Insorde-scent, a. R. C. Ch. Obs. [ad. L.

insordescent-em, pr. pple. of insordescere to become
foul or dirty, f. in- (IN- '*)

+ sordesclre to become
dirty, f. sordes dirt, filth.] lit. Increasing in filthi-

ness; in qnot. _/?. So t Iiisorde scence.
1731 CHANDLER tr. LimborcKs Hist. Inouis. II. HI.

xyiii.
82 A Man is said to be insordescent in Excommunication,
whoj after he hath been by Name declared Excommunicate,
persists in that Excommunication for a Year. Ibid., He
must be deprived of his Benefice for Insordescence.

t InsO'rdid, a. Obs. rare [f. IN- 3 + SORDID.]
Not sordid, unsordid

; generous.
1660 WATERHOUSE Arnis qA rm. 1 17 For a true Souldier . .

is a man of liberal and insordid
principles.

Insorwe(n, variant of ENSORROW v., Obs.

II InSOnciance (jnsasza'ns, occas. ins/7'sians).

[F., f. next : see -ANCE.] Carelessness, indifference,
unconcern.

1799 W. G. BROWNE Trav. Africa, etc. xxi. 319 Among
the poorer class of all countries prevails a kind of insouci-
ance. 1847 LONGP. in Life (1891) II. 82 Farewell the sweet
insouciance of lettered ease. 1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark
Cont. I. xii. 318, I could not help smiling at the diplomatic
insouciance of this man.

II Insouciant (insz< 'slant, Fr. jnssz'an). [F.,
f. in- (IN- 3) + souciant caring, pr. pple. of saucier
to care : L. sollicitdre to disturb, agitate.] Care-

less, indifferent, unconcerned.

1829 SCOTT Anne ofG. xxix, This insouciant, light-tem-
pered, gay, and thoughtless disposition, conducted Rene . .

to a hale and mirthful old age. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. 11.

ix. 3 (1876) 197 What race would not be indolent and in-
souciant when things are so arranged that they derive no ad-

vantage from forethought and exertion ? 1888 Pall Mall G.
12 Jan. 2/1 On such subjects, an insouciant agnosticism is

the most philosophic attitude.

Hence Iiisoivciantly n/fr.. carelessly, with an air

of unconcern.
1880 J. HAWTHORNE Ettice Quentin, etc. I. no Should

I . . stalk insouciantly through the crowd and up the beach
as I was?

Insoul, variant of ENSOUL v.

flnsou-ndable, a. 06s. rare. [lN-3.] Incap-
able of being sounded

; unfathomable.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 139 Herein is an in-

soundable deapth.

t IllSOW, v. Obs. rare. In 4 north, dial, insawe.

[f.
IN- 1 + Sow v., after L. iitserere.] trans. To

sow in, set in as seed.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 3 This name Ihesu . . drawes

by (>e rote vyces, settys vertus, insawes charytee.

Inspan (inspje-n), v. S. African, [a. Du. in-

spann-en, f. in adv. in + spannen to span, stretch,

bend, put horses to.] trans. To yoke (oxen, horses,

etc.) in a team to a vehicle
;
to harness (a wagon).

1852 Black. Mag. LXXI. 294 (Cape Colony) At noon,
the cattle, which have been turned out to graze, are '

in-

spanned ',
and the march continues^. 1880 SIR S. LAKEMAN

Kaffir-Land 36 The Hottentot drivers inspanned the bul-
locks. 1883 OLIVE SCHREINER Story Afr. Farm n. xii, The
waggon . . stood '

in-spanned
'

before the door. 1886 F. H.
GUILLEMARD Cruise '

Marcficsa '

I. 191 The agent of the
Alaska Commercial Company had kindly provided us with
dog-sledges, and we found them '

inspanned
'

and waiting
for us. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess xxi,

'

Mouti', said John
to the Zulu,

'

inspan the horses '.

absol. 1863 Batowin's Hunting in Natal 182 Inspanned
about 3 o'clock. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 93, I

determined to inspan and hold on my course to the south.

Hence Inspa nning- vbl. sb.
;
also I'nspan sb.,

the act of inspanning.
1879 R. J. ATCHERLEY Trip Boerland 62, I had been

sound asleep at the time of inspanning. Ibid. 68 We
managed to get along until next morning's sunrise and in-

span. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess ix, John went . . to see
the inspanning of the Cape cart.

Insparge, Insparse, var. INSPERGE, INSPERSE.

Inspeak (inspf-k), v. [f. IN- l + SPEAK v. Cf.

Ger. einsprechen.~\ trans. To speak (something)
into

;
to produce in the soul by speech.

1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's Theos. Philos. xx. 31 God in-

spake again the Ingrafted Word. 1760 LAW Spir. Prayer
i. 67 When the mercy of God inspoke into Adam a seed of
the divine life. 1856 VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. xl. i. 219
The hidden word of promise, inspoken into all men. 1890
J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ I. 115 His Spirit in us. . will

inspeak courage and kindle hope.
Hence I-nspeaking vbl. sb. ; Inspo'ken ///. a.

1751 Bp. LAVINGTON Enthits. Method. <$ Papists (1754) II.

iii. 88 By Visions, In-speakings, Ecstasies [etc.]. 1752 LAW
Spir. Love n. (1816) 94 Jesus Christ, .the inspoken word.

t Iiispea-kable, a. Obs. [!N- 3.] Unspeak-
able.

1504 LADY MARGARET tr. De Imitatione iv. xviii. 282 In

sechyng so besily the hye inspekeable thynges. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect All Saints' Day, Those
inspeakeable ioyes, whiche thou hast prepared. 1594 GREENE
& LODGE Looking Glass Wks. (Rtldg.) 126/1 O inspeakable
injustice !

Hence t Inspea'kably adv. Obs., unspeakably.
ai6z8 RALEIGH Rent. (1661) 152 Many other such things,

to draw the people to a City inspeakably which leaves be-

hind them much treasure.

I nspeaking, ppl. a. [!N adv. 1 1 a.] That

speaks within.



INSPECIAL.

f 1-

tlnspe-cial, obs. erron. writing of phrase in

special, especially; see SPECIAL, and cf. INESPECIAL.

CIITO HARDING Cktvu. c. ii, The Kynges inspeciall Vnder

his rnle. iS'3 BRADSIIAW St. Wtrimrge i. 3432 Prepared by

ihe kyng, and ordeyned inspeciall.

So t Especially adv. Cf. INESPECIALLT.

106 in West Atttif. Furncss (1805) 132 Inspecially for

the tythes of certain touns and fermholds. 1557 NORTH tr.

Guevara's Dioll Pr. 9i-b/2 Women, .inspeciallye the Pnn-

cessys and great Ladies.

t I-nspect, sb. Obs. [app. ad. L. inspectu-s

looking at, inspection, examination, f. ppl. stem of

inspicfre: see next. (Stress orig. inspect, in i8th

c. inspect : cf. respect, aspect.}} The act of look-

ing into a matter ; inspection, examination.

11489 CAXTON Blanckardyn Iii. 199 Wherapon they

fulsone, wythoute eny other inspecte concluded togyder that

they sholde departe the nexte daye. 1509 HAWES Joyf.

Medit. v, O God .. In whose inspecte is euery regall se.

ijoo Past. Pleas, vm. (Percy Soc.) 33 And yf that they
had in it inspecte, Than they would it prayse. 1649 ROBERTS
Clavis Bibl. ii. 18 The Book of life.. whose writing is in-

delible, whose inspect is desirable. 1693 PMDEAUX Lett.

(Camden) 158 Matters of fact and matters of law, w"* private
men can never have a clear inspect into. 1730-46 THOMSON
Autumn 1134 Not so the man of philosophic eye, And in-

spect sage.

Inspect (inspe-kt), v. [f. L. inspect-, ppl. stem

of inspicfre to look into, inspect, examine, and its

frequentative rnspecta-re to look at, observe, view :

cf. mod.F. inspecter (1781 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L trans. To look carefully into ; to view closely

and critically ; to examine (something) with a view

to find out its character or condition ; now spec, to

investigate or oversee officially : see INSPECTOR I.

1613 COCKERAM, Inspected, looked into. 1670 SIR SACK-
VILLE CROW in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 16

That manufacture grows worse daylie, except inspected by
one that knowes worke. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 8

All men that make it any part
of their business to inspect

the true nature and principles of trade. 1704 SWIFT T. Tito

Ded. Posterity, To keep you in an almost universal ignor-
ance of our Studies, which it is your inherent birthright to

inspect. 1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) VII. xvui. i. 359
He dreaded inspecting the truth. 1788 V. KNOX Winter
Even. I. n. iii. 128 They inspect some of those conceited

writers. 1841 D'IsRAELl Amen. Lit. (1867)608 He inspected
nature with the close eye of a naturalist. 1860 TVNDALL
Glac. 166 Halting at intervals, .to inspect the glacier.

t 2. intr. To look closely or carefully ;
to ex-

amine into or among. Obs.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub iii, Whoever designs to be a perfect
writer must inspect into the books of critics. 1705 FARQUHAR
Twin-Rivals n. iii, He has declar'd..that he would inspect
into all his accounts himself. 1724 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841
II. 569 That., you would please to inspect among your
father's papers. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 8 By inspect-

ing into the figures and inscriptions of the. .coins.

Hence Inspe-cted ///. a.. Inspecting vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. hence Inspe'ctingly adv.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 738 Th' inspected Entrails

coutf no Fates foretell_i788 in Outing (U. S.) (1894) Apr. 76/1

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xii. 94 [The bear] rose upon his

hind palms, and . . snuffed the air inspectingly. 1863 A.
TVLOR Educ.

ff Manuf. 49 The deplorable account of the

state of education in the inspected schools.

Inspectable (inspe-ktab'l), a. [f. INSPECT v.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being inspected.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. 75 Several such apartments . .

will in this case be inspectable by one and the same person.
Hence Inspectabi'lity.
1830-1 BENTHAM Panopt. App. Wks. 1843 XI. 102/2 In-

spectability of the inspectors.

Inspecta'tor. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. late L.

inspectdtor, agent-n. f. L. inspectare to INSPECT.

Cf. F. inspectateur (Moliere).] = INSPECTOR.

1593 NOKDEN Sfec. Brit., Middlesex <5- Herts i. Prepara-
tive 17 Ouer-curious inspectators that seem to bring with
them a preiudicate censure of the worke.

Inspection (inspe'kjan). In ME. -oi-, -oy-,
-oun ; also 5 inspexion. [a. F. inspection, -don

(1190 in Godef. Compl.), ad. L. inspection-em, n.

of action from inspicfre to look into, INSPECT.]
1. The action of inspecting or looking narrowly

into ; careful scrutiny or survey ; close or critical

examination; spec, official investigation or over-

sight : see INSPECTOR i. Const, of.
Trial ky inspection : see quot. 1872. Valuation of a

decimal oy inspection : a process whereby a decimal fraction
of a pound sterling is by rapid scrutiny valued in shillings
and pence.
1390 COWER Con/. III. 46 His hours of astronomy He

kepeih as for that party, Which longeth to the inspection
Of love and his affection. 1416 LVDG. De Guil. Pilgr. (E. E.
T. S.) 10457 Haue her ther-off inspeccyoun, And se her my
commyssioun. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werbttrge \. 626 Con-. . -

the hystory with good inspeccyon. 1568 GHAFTON
hron. II. 353 By the inspection of which statute, the sayde

**>JJ"'f
orort'ynaunce lelc 'l wereconceavedintheparlia-

Bu!s, to learn the win of'Heavcn. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Lamm. III. xxn. 331 I rial by inspection, or examination.

344

Ibid. 333 Also, to ascertain any circumstances relative to a

particular day past, it hath been tried by an inspection of

the almanac by the court. 1830 GRAY Arithmetic (1872)

79 To value the decimal of a pound sterling by inspection.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Manch. Strike xii. 128 The account

book would be . . open to the inspection of all who could

prove themselves to belong to the Union. 1853 KANE Grin-

nellExt. xxxiv. (1856) 298 It might, on a hurried inspection,

be confounded with snow. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. v. 40

During our inspection of the place. 1872 Wharton's Laiu
Lex. (ed. 5) 488/1 Trial by Inspeclion was resorted to when,
for the greater expedition of a cause, some point or issue . .

being evidently the object ofsense, was decided by the judges
ofthe Court upon the evidence of their own senses. Obsolete.

1876 A thenstnm 28 Oct. 554/2
A clear distinction is drawn be-

tween inspection and examination. .. Inspection, .undertakes

the task of seeing how the school does its daily work.

f b. Formerly const, into (cf. INSPECT v. 2), in,

over, upon. Obs.
c 1450 Lenuoye 10 Commandm. Love in Stowe Chaucer

(1561) 342 When ye vnto this balade haue inspeccion In my
maki
have
of disastr .

Carlyle, To have a little inspection upon the People thus

divided . . into divers interests. 1660 G. WITHERS (title)

Speculum Speculativnm, . . being an Inspection into the

Present and Late Sad Condition of these Nations. 1687 A.

LOVELL tr. Thcvtnott Tray. in. 19 There is a Mufty at

Surrat, who has the inspection over all that concerns the

Mahometan Religion. 1710 Life fif. Stillingjlcet 92 To
make a due Inspection into the State of his Diocess. a

I7_32
ATTERBURY (J.), Impressions of his perpetual presence with

us, and inspection over us. 1739 TULL Horse-Hoing Htm,
(1740) 233 This Observation.. made by Inspection upon a
Glass olwater with Earth in it. 1810 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1859)

1. 189/1 A close inspection of the master into the studies and
conduct of each individual is quite impossible.

f 2. A sight, spectacle. Obs. rare.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 144 Of this terrible

doolful inspeccioun [a soul in flames] The peeplis hertys

gretly gan abave.

1 3. Insight, perception. Obs.
c 1500 Prw. in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 406 He hathe a

brym breste, and litill inspexion withe all. 1650 R. STAPVL-
TON Strada's Low C. Warres i. 2 An exact knowledge of

Councils, and inspection into Cabinets, could not be ex-

spected from one of a sequestred life. 1709 BERKELEY Th.
Vision Ded., That he should manage a great fortune with
that prudence and inspection .. as to shew himself [etc.].

f 4. A plan of a piece of ground, etc. which has

been inspected ; a design, survey, view. Obs.

1604 R. FRANCK (title) Northern Memoirs, Calculated for

the Meridian of Scotland .. together with .. several curious
and industrious Inspections, lineally drawn from Antiquaries
and other noted and intelligible Persons. 1795 IVythe's
Decis. (U. S.) 119 The line in the surveyor's plat to be the

boundary dividing B's inspection and M's tenement.

6. A department or district under an inspector.
1888 Pall Mall G. 4 Apr. 5/1 In France . . the forests of

the country are first divided into cantonments and then into

about 500 inspections. In each inspection there is an in-

spector, a garde-general, and brigadier.

6. attrib. and Comb., as inspection-car, -class,

'-day, -district, etc.

1791 BENTHAM Panopt. i. Postscr. 43 A Chapel, .occupies

upon the present plan a considerable portion of the In-

spection-Tower. i86|i
Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 7/2 Yorkshire

contains more coal miners than any other inspection district

in the kingdom. 1887 Hoineop. World i Nov. 510 Nurses'

rooms, with inspection openings commanding all the beds.

Inspections! (inspe-kjanal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL.] Of, pertaining or relating to inspection ;

spec, that can be read or understood at sight, with-

out further explanation or calculation.

1718 R. MORRIS Ess. Anc. Archit. p. xxiii, I must let the

Work answer for itself, .being only inspectional. 1851 Ord.

tfRegul. R. Engineers iv. 19 At the Foreign Stations, similar

Inspectional Reports are to be made. 1891 Pall Mall C,.

4 Dec. 6/3 They also suggest .. that the inspectional districts

should be of smaller area than at present.

Inspective (inspe'ktiv), a. [ad. late L. in-

spections (Isidore), f. inspect-, ppl. stem of inspi-
cfre to INSPECT : see -IVE.]
1. Given to inspection ; watchful ; attentive.
a 1684 LF.IGHTON Comm. i Pet. iii. 12 They that are most

inspective and watchful in this will still be faulty in it.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 522 A certain Chaldaic triad, which
is the inspective guardian of the whole of a disordered
fabrication. 1827 POLLOK Course T. ix, Need was still Of
persevering, quick, inspective mood Of mind. 1863 WOOLNKR
My Beautiful Lady in. Work 6 Thrushes .. Search dew-
gray lawns with keen inspective glance.

t 2. Concerned with investigation ; theoretical.

06s. rare.

1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 2 Inspective Musicke, is a

knowledge censuring and pondering the Sounds formed
with natural! instruments, not by the eares, whose Judge-
ment is dull, but by wit and reason. 1660 tr. Paracelsus'
A rchidoxis n. 02, 1 . . publickly interpret . . the Books of both
the Active, and also Inspective Medicine.

Inspector (inspe-ktaa). Also 7 -er. [a. L.

inspector, agent-n. from inspicfre to look into, IJT-
'

8PECT. Cf. F. inspectcur (c 1500 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. One who inspects or looks carefully at or into ;

an overseer, a superintendent ; spec, an officer ap-
pointed to examine into, and supervise or report
upon, the working ofsome department or institution

in which numerous persons are employed, or the
due observance of certain laws and regulations, as

Inspector of schools, of weights and measures, of
factories, mines, explosives, public nuisances, etc.

INSPECTORSHIP.
1601 F. HERING Anatomyes 78 The Eternal), as a carefull

Inspector and sincere Judge of them. 1660 MILTON Fret
Committ. Wks. (1851) 433 They . . must raise and manage the

publick Revenue, at least with som Inspectors deputed for

satisfaction of the People, how it is imploid. 1734 LD.
BOLINGBROKE Let. to Smift 15 Sept., S.'sWks. 1841 II. 725,
1 wrote to you a long letter some time ago . . did the in-

spectors of private correspondence stop it ? 1791 BFNTHAM
Panopt. I. Postscr. 93 An Inspector in his way to the prisoners'
Stair-case from the Inspection-Gallery. iSoa A. HAMILTON
Wks. (1886) VII. 253 When the excise on distilled spirits
was established, three different descriptions of officers were
instituted .. supervisors, inspectors, and collectors. 1898
Hazell'i Ann. 208/2 Occasional unannounced visits of the

inspector, in lieu of the annual examination.
attrib. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Rail-w. 624 There are

a number of . . inspector guards, one of whom is selected^ to

take charge of every excursion train, a duty involving

special responsibilities and care. 1898 Daily A'ra 30 July
3/1 The lesson to be drawn from the recent cases both of

phosphorus and lead poisoning is .. that the inspector

system has broken down.
D. One who looks into something for informa-

tion, from curiosity, etc.

1667 PEPYS Diary 25 Apr., A severer inspector into his

own business and accounts. 1670 MARVELL Corr. cliv.

Wks. 1872-5 II. 339, I . . must in exchange desire
you

will

not admit many inspectors into my letters. 1774 WALKER
Pronounc. Diet. Advt., If the inspector should not meet
with sufficient information in the Dictionary under the

word, let him consult the Principles under the vmvel, diph-

thong, or consonant, he wishes to be explained.

c. An officer of police ranking next below a

superintendent and above a sergeant.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 335/2 The number of men of

each rank serving in the metropolitan police force, in

January, 1840, was as follows : . . 73 Inspectors. 1898
llazelfs Ann. 529/1 The total strength of the [City of

London police] force is 928, consisting of 3 chief inspectors,

15 district inspectors, 22 station inspectors, 12 detective in-

spectors, 72 sergeants [etc.].

2. Cr. Antiq. Used as a translation of Gr. iir6ir-

rns, a person fully initiated into the Eleusinian

mysteries ;
= EPOPT.

1818 R. P. KNIGHT Inquiry Anc. Art. ff Myth. 10. 6

These doctrines were conveyed under allegories and sym-
bols ; and . . the completely initiated were called inspectors.

3. Inspector-General : An officer at the head

of a system of inspection, having under him a body
of inspectors ;

a superintendent of a system of in-

spection.
170* Land. Gaz. No. 3841/3 Monsieur Puissegure, In-

spector-General of their Foot. 1813 WELLINGTON Lett.

4 Oct. in Gurw. Desp. XI. 159 The inspector general of the
" The

regulation. 1898 Hazelts Ann. 530/2 1 he principal officer

of the [Irish] Constabulary is the Inspector-General, resi-

dent in Dublin, and who is assisted by a Deputy Inspector-
General and three Assistant Inspectors-General.

Inspectoral (inspe'ktojal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

Of or belonging to inspectors, inspectorial.

spectoral staff.

Inspectorate (inspe-ktor/t). [mod. f. IN-

SPECTOR : see -ATE 1.]

1. a. The office or function of an inspector ;

supervision by inspectors, b. A body or staff of

inspectors. Also nttrib.

1762 tr. Buschings Syst. Geog. IV. 401 Their matri-

monial matters, their synods, classes, presbyteries, consis-

tories, and inspectorates, to be determined by them. 1868

G. DUFF Pol. Sttrv. 84 Their attention was next, .drawn to

the foreign inspectorate of customs at the Treaty ports.

1898 Daily News 14 Apr. 4/6 To ensure the opening up of

the inspectorate to experienced teachers. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 26 June 2/3 We wish that the County Council had an

inspectorate power in the matter.

c. Inspectorate-general, the office or function of

inspector-general ;
the personnel of this office.

1883 I. D. CAMPBELL Fisheries China 4 (Fish. Exhib.

PubU.Mr. Drew.. Statistical Secretary of the Inspectorate-
General. 1890 A. LITTLE tr. Hosie's China p. xxv, An
Agreement was entered into with the Inspectorate General

of Chinese Customs.

2. A district under official inspection ; spec, the

name of the two larger administrative districts of

Greenland.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. vi. (1856) 44 There are but two

inspectorates for the Danish coast of Greenland. 1883
Fortn. Rev. July 30 The lands were divided into so many
districts or inspectorates.

Inspectorial (inspekto-rial), a. [f. INSPEC-

TOR + -IAL ; after words from I.,, -ari-us + -AL.]

Of, pertaining, or belonging to inspectors ; having
the rank or position of an inspector.

1753 MURPHY Gray's-tnn Jrnl. No. 42 His Inspectorial

Majesty was pleased to return the following. .Answer. 1863
Sat. Rev. XV. 434/1 This remarkable inspectorial execution

involves a very peculiar view of the nature and objects of

Blue-books. 1884 American VIII. 315 Some of the inspec-

torial features of the English system. 1884 Times 21 June
6 In the organization of their inspectorial staff.

Inspectorship (inspe-ktaijip). [f. INSPECTOR

+ -SHIP.] The office or position of an inspector ;

inspectorate. Also as a mock title.
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INSPECTRESS.
of Dry Stores, till he had passed his Examination. 1864
Spectator 20 Aug. 970/2 As for a regular State inspectorship
of endowed schools, we shall have it doubtless in Paradise,
but not in this world. 1899 Brit. Metf. Jml. 8 July io(

Inspectorships of public health.

Inspectress (inspe-ktres). [f. INSPECTOR +
-ESS.] A female inspector.
'783-95 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lousiad u. 310 Inspectress

General of the royal geer. 1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 3=; This
gifted inspectress of Germany has done us little further-
ance with the French. 1881 Macnt. Mag. XLIV. 488 In
company with one of the inspectresses . . I visited one of the
Scuole Leopoldine.

Inspectrix (inspe-ktriks). [a. late L. inspec-
trix, tern, agent-n. f. inspicere, INSPECT.] =prec.
1715 MRS. J. BARKER Exiliia I. 97 The Inspectrix of all our

Actions. 1896 Nation (N. Y.) 28 May 411/3 The inspectrix
was appointed because they themselves did the work badly
t Inspe'CUlate, v. 01>s. rare- '. [f. IN- * + L.

specular! to watch, observe: see SPECULATE.] trans.
To look upon, behold.
1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem.

(169^) p. xv, Now I have
given you a platform for contemplation which opens the
windows of the mind to inspeculate invisible objects.

t Iiispecula'tion. 06s. rare
- l

. [f. IN- 2 +
SPECULATION : see prec.] A looking into ; intro-

spection.
1650-60 TATHAM Dramas (1879) 207 Draw men's souls out

by inspeculation.

t Ilispe'ratale, a. 0/>s. rare
~

. [ad. L. in-

sperabilis, f. in- (IN- 3) + sperdbilis, {. sperare to

hope.] That cannot be hoped for, beyond hope.
1623 COCKERAM, Inspirable, one past all hope, vnlookt for.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Insperalile, that no man would look
or hope for.

t Inspe'rge, . 06s. Also 6 insparge. [ad.
L. inspergUrt to sprinkle on or in, f. in- (lN-2) +
sparglre to scatter, sprinkle.] trans. To sprinkle
on; to scatter on or in. Hence InspeTged/^/. a.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoiter's Bk. Physicke 2/2 Make a
Quoife, and insparge therin this poulder. 1657 TOMLINSON
Kenan's Disp. aopCephalical Powders .. insperged in Cotten.
1683 PF.TTUS Fleta Min. i. (1686)242 The insperged or mixt
Copper oars will run together in little Grains.

t Ilispe'rse, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 -sparse, [f.

L. inspers-, ppl. stem of L. insperge're,'] =prec.
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. HI. 1162^2 In which albeit thou

seest. .some good articles insparsed withall, let that nothing
mooue thee. 1613 COCKERAM n, To Sprinkle water, Asperge,
Insperse. 1721 BAILEY, To Insperse, to sprinkle upon.
t In.SpeTSi.on. Obs. Also 7 erron. -tion. [ad.

L. inspersion-em, f. inspers-its, pa. pple. of insper-

gere to IXSPEKSE.]
1. The action of sprinkling on ; also something

sprinkled on.

1568 SKEYNE The Pest (1860) 25 In suffumigatioun, brining,
or inspersione. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xi. 452 With sweet

inspersion of fit balmes. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Phiios. xn.

(1701) 478/2 By that little mspertion of Unguent. 1668
WILKINS Real Ckar. 244 Mixed Mechanical Operations . .

inspersion. 1721 BAILEY, dispersion, a Sprinkling upon.
II 2. erron. for ASPEKSION 6. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 290 Thinking their forwardnes.se
an inspersion to their base backwardnesse.

II Inspexiimis (inspe-ksimps). Law. [L.,
=

'we have inspected' : the first word in recital of the

inspection of charters, etc.] A charter in which
the grantor avouches to have inspected an earlier

charter which he recites and confirms. Also alt-rib.

[1282-3 RHS Parlt. I. 225/1 Carta confirmationis liber-

tatum [sit] sub hac forma : Edwardus &c. Inspeximus Car-
tam donationis . . quam Dominus H. Rex . . fecit. 1547-8
MERVYN in Brooke Abridgem. (1586) tit. Patentes 97 If7i28
Vn Constat est pledable, contrarie dun Inspeximus, car in

lun case le patent remaine, & in lauter il est parde.] 1628
COKE On Litt. 225 b, When Littleton wrote, no constat. or

inspexiimis, of the king's letters patents were availeable to

be shewed forth in court, but the letters patents themselves
under seal. 1658 Coke's Rep. v. 53 b, It is called Inspe-vimns,
because it begins after the King's style \yith

this word
Inspeximus : and it is called exemplification a re ipsa,
because the record is thereby exemplified. 1677 PLOT
Oxfordsh. 332 As appears by an Inspeximus of Q. Eliz-

abeth, granted this Corporation. 1783 WARTON Hist. Kid-

dington 66 note. This road is specified, by the names of
strata and magna via, in an Inspeximus-charter of Henry
the third to Tarent-abbey in Dorsetshire. 1885 N. $ Q.
6th Ser. XII. 411/1 An inspeximus consists of a recital that
a previous document has been inspected, and a confirmatory
regrant thereof.

Inspexion, obs. form of INSPECTION.

Insphera-tion. rare 1
,

[f. prec. + -ATION.]
The action of ensphering ; enspherement.
1857 HOLLAND Bay Path xix, A stranger would have

remembered nothing but her eye . . that wonderful revelation

of character, .that inspheration of soul.

Insphere, -spheare, variants of ENSPHERE v.

t Inspi'ndle, v. Obs. rare a
. [f. IN-

2 + SPIN-

DLE.] trans. To fit on or furnish with a spindle.
1611 FLORIO, Infitsare, to inspindle, to shaft.

Inspinne, var. INCHPIN (sense i), Obs.
1680 SIR T. BROWNE Wks. (1848) III. 468 A dayntie bitt

accounted by many, called the inspinne, which may be the

intestinum rectum.

Inspirable (inspai'rab'l), a. [f.
INSPIRE v.

+ -ABLE (on L. type *inspirabilis)J] Capable of

being inspired (in various senses : see the verb).

1656-72 HARVF.Y Morb. Angl. (J.), To these inspirable

hurts, we may enumerate those they sustain from their ex-
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piration of fuliginous steams. 1838 BUSHNELL Nat. .,

^iipernat. xv. (1864) 515 Inspirable creatures, permeable b'
God s life, as a chrystal by the light. 1879 H. W. WARREN
J\ecr. Astron. xii. 263 It is inspirable by electricity.
So Inspirabi-lity, capability of being inspired.
1869 BUSHNELL H'om. Suffrage Hi. 57 Their religious in

spirations, or mspirabilities, put them closer to God.
T Inspira'do. Obs. [a. Sp. inspirado inspired

but it does not appear that the use is taken from
Sp. : see -ADO.] A person who imagines himself,
or professes, to be inspired.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Apol. 545 The Sectarian

Kabbles that phansy themselves such Inspiradoes. Ibid.
562 The boasting Inspiradoes of our Nation.

Inspirant (inspaie-rant). rare. [ad. L. in-

splrant-em, pr. pple. of insplrare to INSPIRE : see

-ANT.] One who inspires ; an inspirer.
1837 CAROLINE Fox Jrnl. 9 Sept. (1882) 20 He presented

and read the folWing lines, which he had written, . . Aunt
Charles being the inspirant.

t Inspirate (i-nspire't), . Obs. [f. L. insplrat-,
ppl. stem of insplrare to INSPIRE.] = INSPIRE z>.

(in various senses). Hence Inspiratiug ///. a.
T6iS CROOKE Body of Man 424 Hippocrates speaketh ol

the aer inspirated or breathed in. 1620 VENNER Via Recta
Introd. 6 The aire which is inspirated. 11806 K. WHITE
Fragm.Ode Moon iv, Bland Hope and Fancy ye were there,
To inspirate my trance. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818)
I. 170 The most inspirating representation of future bliss,
which my mind is capable of comprehending.

Inspiration (inspire '-Jan). Also 4 yn-, 6 en-,

[a. OF. en-, inspiration, -don (12-1 3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. inspiration-em, n. of action from

inspirare to INSPIRE.]
I. Literal (physical) senses.

) 1. The action of blowing on or into. Obs. rare.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis xii. Prol. 75 The sulae spred hyr

braid bosum on breid, Zephyrus comfortabill inspiratioun
For till ressaue. 1710 SHAFTESB. Charac., Enthus. (1737)
I. 28 Their strange voices, .are admirably well acted, by the
. . Inspiration of Pipes.
2. The action, or an act, of breathing in or in-

haling ; the drawing in of the breath into the lungs
in respiration. (Opp. to EXPIRATION 2.)
1364 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 37 This is a dis-

persed Pestilence by the inspiration of ayre. 1607 E. GRIM-
STONE tr. Gonlart's Mem. Hist. 440 That a Priest at Rome
lived fortie yeares with the onely inspiration of the aire.

1650 BULWER Anthropoinet. 79 The Nostrils serve for ex-

piration and inspiration. 1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore
Throat 124 A sore Throat, which she received by Inspira-
tion of foul Air. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 59
Up_on going down he [the diver] takes in a very long inspi-
ration. 1849-52 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1086/2 In Inspira-
tion the lungs are passive. 1872 DARWIN Emotions xii. 284We can draw a full and deep inspiration much more easily
through the widely open mouth than through the nostrils.

b. transf. A drawing in of air
;
the absorption

of air in the '

respiration
'

of plants.
1796 MORSE AtKcr. Gcog. I. 613 Regular inspirations and

expirations of air, by caverns and fissures. 1838 T. THOMSON
Client. Org. Bodies 1001 Plants will not live without this

nightly inspiration, even though supplied with carbonic acid,
provided the oxygen formed by them during the day be
constantly withdrawn at the approach of night.

II. Figurative senses.

3. The action of inspiring ;
the fact or condition

of being inspired (in sense 4 or 5 of INSPIRE v.)
a breathing or infusion into the mind or soul.

a. spec. ( Tkeol., etc.) A special immediate ac-

tion or influence of the Spirit of God (or of some

divinity or supernatural being) upon the human
mind or soul

;
said esp. of that divine influence

under which the books of Scripture are held to

have been written.
Various views have been held as to the inspiration of Scrip-

ture, such as those of
verbal^ inspiration, according to which

every word written was dictated by the Spirit of God ;

plenary inspiration, according to which the inspiration of
the writers extends to all subjects treated of, so that all their
statements are to be received as

infallibly true ; moral in-

spiration, according to which the inspiration is confined to
the moral and religious teaching imparted ; dynamical in-

spiration, mechanical inspiration (see DYNAMICAL 3).

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 7746 purghe grete ban
ynspyracyun, He boghte so on hys [Christ's] passyun. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter xliv. 2 [xlv. i] comm., pe vertu of godis
Inspiracioun. 1387-8 T. USK. Test. Love n. i. (Skeat) 1. 13,
I thinke to performe this worke. .as my thinne witte, wyth
inspyracyon of him that hildeth all grace, w oil suffre. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 173 He sente the holy goste on
Penthecoste sondaye to enspyracyon of hys

'

dyscyples.
1494 FABYAN Chron. v. cxix. 96 Seynt Augustyne. .warnyd
them by maner of inspyracion, y l sene they wolde not re-

ceyue peace of theyr bretherne, they shuld of other receyue
warre and wreche. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 144 b, The in-

spiracypns of the holy goost. 1526 TINDALE 2 Tim. iii. 16
All scripture geven by inspiracion of god is proffitable to

teache, to improve, to informe, and to instruct in rightewes-
les. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 The Prophets, who teach
us by diuine inspiration. 1692 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1697) I, The
..Principle, .was certainly first .. fetched up from the very
jottom of Hell and utter 'd . . by particular and immediate
nspiration of the Devil. 1793 R. HAWKER (title} Evidence
of a Plenary Inspiration ; a Letter to Mr. T. Porter, in

^eply to his Defence of Unitarianism. 1841 Penny Cycl.
XIX. 429/2 Theologians who hold the theory of plenary but
not verbal inspiration. 1860 WFSTCOTT Introd. Study Gosp.
App. B. (ed. 5) 451 The early Fathers teach us that Inspira-
ion is an operation of the Holy Spirit acting through men,
.ccording to the laws of their constitution. 1865 M. ARNOLD

INSPIRATIVE.
Ess. Crit. ix. 272 The noblest souls of whatever creed . . have
insisted on the necessity of an inspiration, a living emotion
to make moral action perfect. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Phiios
Behefyia They warn us that there may be inspirations from
below, as well as from above.

b. gen. A breathing in or infusion of some idea,
purpose, etc. into the mind ; the suggestion , awaken-
ing, or creation of some feeling or impulse, esp. of
an exalted kind.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxix. 169 Why any man should
take the law of his country rather than his own Inspiration,
for the rule of his action. 1692 DRYDEN St. E-uremont's
Ess. 206 There are some Men, jealous of the Honour of
their motions, who refuse all things at the Inspirations of
others. 1769 Junius Lett. vii. 30 The melancholy madness
of poetry, without the inspiration. 1805 FOSTER Ea. I. ii. 27A mind adapted and habituated to converse with the inspi-
rations of nature. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Love Wks. (Bohn)
1. 75 Men have written good verses under the inspiration of
passion, who cannot write well under any other circum-
stances.

1858 HOGG Life Shelley II. 416 Inspired with the
soft inspiration of strong, sound ale. 1876 MOZLEY Unto.
Serm. v. (1877) 108 There is inspiration in numbers, in men
acting at once and together.

c. The suggestion or prompting (from some in-
fluential quarter) of the utterance or publication of

particular views or information on some public
matter. (Cf. INSPIRE 7, INSPIRED 5.)
1880 Chr. IVorMNo. 1195. 137 Correspondents, .write in

the interest, if not at the inspiration of the authorities
1897 Daily News 13 Mar. 3/1 Mr. Goschen said it was not
due to inspiration . . No idea had been given to the journal.
4. transf. a. Something inspired or infused into

the mind
; an inspired utterance or product.

1819 BYRON Prophecy Dante iv. 2 Many are poets who
have never penn'd Their inspiration. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
Ixiv. 321 They..Pour'd grave inspiration, a prophet chant
to the future. 1879 SAI.A in Daily Tel. 8 May, Mr. G. F.
Boughton's charming figure of 'Priscilla', an inspiration
from Longfellow's

' Miles Standish '.

b. An inspiring principle.
1865 MOZLEY Mirac. vii. 146 To say that the inspiration of

the missionary cause has been the belief in Christian doc-
trine is almost superfluous. 1869 BALDW. BROWN Misread
Passages ix. 125 Christian charity, charity which has Christ
for its model and inspiration. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott.

Nt.^cap iv. 682 Whatever motive your own souls supply
As inspiration.

5. Comb.
1894 Nation (N. Y.) 23 Aug. i4_4/3 Inspiration-like insight.

Inspirational (inspinf'-Janal), a.
[f. prec. +

-AL].
1. Deriving its character or substance from in-

spiration ; under the influence of inspiration ;
in-

spired.
1839 ]. ROGERS Antipopopr. n. xiii. 2. 290 Their formal,

official, inspirational, miraculous duty. 1876 PEMBER Earth's
Earliest Ages (1893) 349 An inspirational address by. .a
well-known trance-speaker. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII.
321 In their inspirational states they [the sacred writersj
were sometimes dynamical, sometimes mechanical. 1890
A. LANG in Longm. Mag. Jan. 334 The daughter of a dis-

tinguished medium and inspirational lecturer.

2. Of, or pertaining to, inspiration.
1888 HORTON Inspiration fy Bible iv. 104 Inspirational

Dogma. 1899 Daily News 21 Sept. 7/3 Dr. Pusey recoiled
from the very shadow of an appearance of treating the
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures as if they stood on the
same inspirational level as other Asiatic Scriptures.
3. Imparting inspiration ; tending to inspire.
1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 187/2 He [Whittier] is not an

inspirational writer. 1895 H. C. MACPHERSON Carlyle ix.

160 In the sphere of ethics, Carlyle's influence has been
inspirational in the highest sense.

Hence Inspira'tioualist, a person whose influ-

ence is inspirational, or who aims at inspiring
others

; Inspira/tioiially adv., in an inspirational

manner, under the influence of inspiration.
1884 H. JENNINGS Phallicism xiv. 148 Bohm wrote in-

spirationally that is, altogether from the interior vision.

1895 H. C. MACPHERSON Carlyle ix. 152 The influence of
the inspirationalist is ever-enduring.

Iiispira'tioiiism. [f. as prec. + -ISM.] A
theory or profession of inspiration.
1881 Nation i Dec. 433/1 The irresponsible type of in-

pirationism appears almost only when attended by auditory
hallucinations, due to disordered subjective sensations.

luspira'tionist. [f.
as prec. + -IST.] A be-

liever in inspiration ;
one who holds a theory of

inspiration. Chiefly with a word qualifying the

inspiration, as plenary inspirationist, a believer in

plenary inspiration.
1846 WORCESTER, Inspirationist, one who holds to in-

spiration. Phren. Jour. 1867 Pall Mall G, No. 693. 11/2

Any verbal inspirationist. 1891 A. J. HARRISON Probl.

CJir. # Scepticism 92 General inspirationists, special inspira-

ionists, plenary inspirationists and verbal inspirationists.

Inspira'tionless, a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Devoid of inspiration.
1896 Ednc, Rev. 137 Now the order . . is not the old-time

dead order of inspirationless form.

Xiispirative (inspsrrativ, i'nspire'tiv), a. [f.

'-.. inspirat-, ppl. stem of insplrare to INSPIRE +

IVE.] Having the quality of inspiring.
1797 T. PARK Sonnets 4 And pierce afresh each inspirative

;rove. 1810 F. DUDLEY Amoroso I. Introd. 5 His victories

vill return with inspirative force to your own bosom. 1831
f. WILSON in Blackui. Mag, XXIX. 325 Motionless frozen

brests .. inspirative in the strangeness of their appareling
of] wild and dreamy thoughts and feelings.
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INSPIRATOR.
-r. [a.

'
i^firsior,
Cf. K in-

>ti,-attur I4th c. in Codef. C <//.).].

l. One who or that which inspires ;
an in-

'

'sT Inspired by that most glorious of msp.ra-

air or

, a. A kind of injector in a steam-engine.

Inspiratory (inspsi'-ratari, Ituftrfm), a.

({ 1 iiisffral- (.see INSPIBATIVE) + -OBV.] Be-

longing to or characterized by inspiration or in-

halation ; serving to draw in the air in respiration.

,77, HUNTER mPMl. Trans. LXIII. 489.
A perpendicular

JeHB of ihe Torpedo a little below Us mspiratory open-
'

1861 HULMF tr. Moqxin-Tandon II. V. l. 259 lhe

nfplra ory muscles of the thorax. .878 FOSTER./^*. ... ...

! i 26. By the inspiratory effort the elastic tissue of Ihe

lungs is put on the stretch.

Inipiratrir (inspir^'triks).
rare. [a. late L.

inspiratrix, fern, of inspirator: see above.] A
female inspirer.

1819 Bbufm. Mag. IV. 566 The dark-robed Muse of soli-

tary sighs. The inspiratrix Queen of Elegies.

Inspire (inspai'u), v. Forms : a. 4-7 enspire,

c, eMpyr, 5-6 enspyre. 0. 4 ynspyre, -to, 4-7

irupyre, 6 Sc. inspyr, -ir, 5- inspire, [a. OF.

enspirer, inspirer (i^th c.), espirer (lath c. m
Littre'), ad. L. inspirare to blow or breathe into,

f. in- (IN-
2
) + sptrdre to breathe.]

I. Literal (physical) senses.

L trans. To breathe or blow upon or Into. Obs.

or arch.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pnl. 6 Whan Zephirus eek with his swete

breeth Inspired hath in euery holt and heeth The tendre

croppes. 1411-10 LVDG. Chron. Troy \. viii. (MS. CotL Aug.

A. iv), And zephirus ful agreable and smote fe tendre

branchis enspireb and dobe springe. 1604 R. CAWDREV rattle

AM., Inspire, breath or blow into. 1649 [see INSPIRED i].

1700 DRVDEN To D'chess Ormond 47 A soft Etesian gale But

iutt inspir'd, and gently swell'd the sail. 1704 POPE Spring
ii Let my Muse her slender reed inspire. 1708 Ode

St. Cecilia 2 Descend, ye Nine ! ..The breathing instru-

ments inspire. 1784 COWPER Task n. 353
He stands, and

with swoln cheeks Inspires the News, his trumpet.

fb. intr. To breathe or blow. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis v. xi. 15 And, that scho [Juno] suld

go spedely, The prosper wind gan eftir hir inspyre. 1500

SPENSER F. Q,
n. ili. 30 When the wind emongst them [locks

of hair] did inspyre.

t 2. trans. To blow or breathe (air, etc.) upon
or into. (In qnot. 1536, To

'

breathe", utter.' Obs.

,06 Primer Hen. VIII 145 His rflilcetnes hath none en-

spired, All alone he is to be desired. 1576 NEWTON Lax-
nie's Complex. (1633) 191 By pestilent diseases and maladies,

which . . inspireth infection into our bodies. 1590 SPENSER

f. Q. II. ix. 30 An huge great payre of bellowes, which did

styre Continually, and cooling breath inspyre. 1598 SYL-

VESTER Dx Bartas n. i. 11. Imposture 291 With th' air of

. . , nspng venom, e mg
that from pure blood arise. 1697 DRVDEN F.neid vll. 493

Unseen, unfelt, the fiery serpent skims Betwixt her linen

and her naked limbs, His baneful breath inspiring as he

b. To breathe (life, a soul, etc/ in or into. (Cf.

Gen. ii. 7.) In later use.jfc.

1381 WYCLIF Wisd. xv. n He knej not [Him] that made

hym, and that enspirede to hym a soule. 1501 DAVIF.S

Imnwrl. Soul iv. xxiv, In their Mother's Wombs . . Dotli

in all Sons of Man their Souls inspire. 1611 TOURNEUR
Ath. Trag. v. i. Wks. 1878 I. 137 Inspire new life Into their

'

zl. Dodsle XIV.
.-,'.. f '"6 * " --/- - l 31 MWp*i " i*v umi
bodies. 1657 ;/'* Doittin. i. iii. in Hazl.

Dodsley
XIV.

105 Dry your wet eyes ; for sorrow wanteth force T inspire

a breathing soul in a dead corse. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 785

Least thai pure breath of Life, the
Spirit

of Man Which
God inspir'd, cannot together perish With this corporeal
Clod. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun II. v. 53 Out of his

bitter agony, a soul and intellect, I could almost say, have

been inspired into him.

f c. To produce by blowing or breathing. Obs.

c 14*0 rallad. on Hu&b. i. 174 The southern wynd en-

spirith bettir wyn.
3. trans. To breathe in, take into the lungs by

breathing, inhale. (Opp. to EXPIRE I.)

1518 [see INSPIRING --hi. sh.\. 1666-73 HARVEY Morb. Angl.
(J.), By means of sulphurous coal smoaks the lungs are

stifled and
oppressed, whereby they are forced to inspire

and expire the air with difficulty, in comparison of the

facility of inspiring and expiring the air in the country.
1761 Deitr. -V. Carolina 10 The Air we walk in and inspire.
1800 MeJ. Jmt. IV. 270 It seems, according to him, forty-
three cubic inches are always inspired at once. 1871 TVN-

,_., ,.ispired at once. 187. - ...

. . ,*&!. .SV. (1879) II. xii. 261 Animals, which inspire
oxygen, and expire carbonic acid.

UAi l. h'r

, xpre caronc ac.
b. intr. or absol. To draw in the breath.v. irur. (.11 uvioi. lu uiaw in iue DH..UII.

1661 [\ee INSPIRING///.^, i). IT^GOOCH Treat. Wounds
I. 351 The method, .is to make the patient inspire, as much
a* he possibly can. 1861 F. H. KAMADGE Cnrab. Contempt
36 When th patient inspired, a slight protrusion took pUur-
where the wound had ticen. 1894 Times 5 Mar. 14/4 A ma
who hunched up his shoulders every lime he inspired.
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II. figurative senses.

4 trans. To infuse some thought or feeling into

(a person, etc.), as if by breathing; to animate or

nctuate by some mental or spiritual influence.

a. spec.
( T/ieol., etc.) Said of God or the Holy

Spirit, or of a divinity or supernatural being : To

nfluence or actuate by special divine or superna-

nral agency ;
used esp. in reference to the prophets,

apostles, and Scripture writers: cf. INSPIRATION 33.

a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalter cxlvii. 7 Alsone as his easte en-

sniris>aire hert. 1375 HARBOUR Brace iv. 678 Gif that he

cnspint war Of him, that alt thing euirmar Seis in his pres.

cie.is 1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) 1. 189 In be cop berof

s the temple of Delphicus Apollo; and in be wyndynge of

e myddefplayn is a pitte, oute of bat pitte philosofres were

expired. 1435 MISYN fire Lme 9 If paraunter goddis

erace to bat tame wald enspyr. c 1450 St. CntUtrt (Sur-

'ees) 807 As god inspired hir forth sho went, igjl MORE

Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 498/1 As that holi spirite enspired

mo then them that wrote, so enspired he the writers in mo

thinges then they wrote. 1588
SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. i. 67.

Tongue. 1876 j. PARKER Paracl. l. ili. 20 Few, indeed,

may have been inspired to speak the word, but all have

xen inspired to feel it. 1884 Nonconf. f, Indep. 7 Feb.

131/2 The Church has decided that writers are inspired who

,f inspired, have been inspired to suggest to all ordinary

ludgments that they are not inspired.

b. gen. To influence, animate, or actuate (a

[>eneiice uois me so 111:1 t*ji c, vy i uiw> ic*u i MU^MUIU - -~

I tyre. 1530 TINDALE Expos. (Parker Soc.) 319 He inspires

the king that the queen was not his wife. 1638 F. JUNIU;
Paint, ofAncients Ded. Aiij, Feeling my selfe inspired with

courage by the signification of your noble desire. .1 stoutly

fell to my taske. 1647 CLARENDON Hi
*f-

Reb - " "Slnree
of the commissioners . . were all inspired by the Scots, and

liked well all that they pretended to desire. 1709 BERKELEV

Th. Vision Ded., The chief motives that inspire me with

the respect I bear you. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. 445

That the Romans . . only sought to inspire them with a

wholesome terror. 1881 JOWF.TT Tluicyd. I. 198 Poverty

inspires necessity with daring.

c. Said of the feeling, influence, etc.

(In quot. 1725, the sense is akin to 2 b.)

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 243 As holyness and honeste

out of holy churche Spryngeb and spredeb and enspireb be

peuple. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 229 What zeale, what

furie, hath inspir'd thee now? 1725 POPF. Odyss. 111.451

Long as life this mortal shall inspire. 1818 SHF.LLEY R ev.

Islam vi. ix, Deliberate will Inspired our growing troop.

1863 GF.O. EI.IOT Romola Iii, She felt it good to be inspired

. . by the belief in a heroism struggling for divine ends.

5. To ' breathe in' or infuse (a feeling, thought,

principle, etc.) into the mind or soul. Const, t to

^obs.), in, into.

a. spec. Of a divine or supernatural being : To

impart, communicate, or suggest by special divine

or supernatural agency ;
used esp. in reference to

the utterances of prophets and apostles, and the

writings of Scripture: cf. INSPIRATION 3 a, IN-

SPIRED 4.

1381 WYCLIF 2 Tim. iii. 16 Al scripture of God ynspyrid
is profitable to teche. to arguwe . . to reproue, for to lerne in

rijtwysnesse. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 99 b, It is

to suppose that all y rules of religion were inspired to the

holy sayntes & fathers by the holy goost. 1581 SIDNEY

Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 52 The Poet, .calleth the sweete Muses
to inspire into him a good inuention. a- 1619 FOTHERBY
Atheam. u. xiv. 6. (1622) 360 Vet hath not that spirit the

light of vnderstamling, vnlesse the Father of Lights inspire

the same into him. 1889 RUSKIN Pneteritn III. iv. 163

Melodies which have been, not invented, but inspired to all

nations in the days of their loyalty to God, to their prince,

and to themselves.

b. gen. To infuse (something) into the mind ;
to

kindle, arouse, awaken in the mind or heart (a.

feeling, idea, impulse, purpose, etc.).

1576 FLEMING Panopl. F.pist. 50 [Which] inspireth into

their stomaches such yll beseeming manners. 1683 Apol.
Prot. France ii. 17 They who inspire into the King such

strange Acts. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctcss Mar
10 Mar., Fatima has . . an air that inspires, at once, respect

and tenderness. 1788 GIBBON Ded. ft F. xlii. (1869) II. 580
He inspired terror to the enemy and a just confidence to

the troops. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip 11, I. i. vii. cjo He en-

deavoured to inspire a confidence in others which he was
far from feeling himself. 1884 Manch. Exam. 26 May 4/7
The course, -is calculated to strengthen, .the distrust which

their erratic career tends to inspire.

6. absol. (from 4 or 5 ).

n 1400 Cast of Gy (Raml. MS. Poet. 175 If. 107 b/2), Pe

spirit enspires whare it will. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Lndye
173 Mater inspirantis, Mother of hym that enspyreth.

1531 ELYOT Gov. m. xxiii, I onelyexhortynge, and the good

spirite inspyringe. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, i. 21 Perfectly
self-possessed . . commanding, advising, reassuring, inspir-

ing, ne was evidently there to do good.

7. transf. (from 4 and 5: cf. 1647 in4b). trans.

To suggest or prompt the utterance of particular
views or information on some public matter, or

to prompt a speaker or writer to such utterance.

(See also INSPIRED 5.)

1883 Manch. Exam. 29 Oct. 5/2 The abortive pronnnti
itu-ntos which are supposed to have been inspired by the

agents of Senor Xorilla s Republican propaganda.

Inspired (inspsiud ),///. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1
.]

1. Blown on or into
;

inflated. 06s. or arch.

INSPIRING.

16490. DANIEL Trinanli., llfn. IV, cccxx. The French

mean-while, with re-inspired Sayles Come to ayde Glendoure.

2. Breathed in
;
taken into the lungs in breath-

ing ;
inhaled. (Opp. to EXPIRED i

.)

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarcli., Hen. t', viii, As new-Inspired

Aj re. 1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 57 General

Causes drawn from the inspired Air. 1873 RALFF. Phys.
I'hem. 179 The expired air also occupies a greater volume

than the inspired.

3. Actuated or animated by divine or superna-

tural influence. (In quot. 1667 of a thing, charged
with supernatural influence.)

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 273 That sweet Grove Of Daphne
by Orontes, and th' inspir'd Caslalian Spring. 1856 FROUDF.

Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 183 Archbishops and Cardinals

saw an inspired prophetess in a Kentish servant girl. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 282 The poet Pindar and other

inspired men.

4. Infused or communicated by divine or super-

natural power ; having the character of inspiration.

. 1450 LVDG. Secrees 220 Thorugh his sugryd Enspyred
Elloquence, Kowde of ther tounge make a translacyoun.

1641 MILTON Ch.Gm't. u. Introd. (1851) 146 These abilities,

wheresoever they be found, are the inspired g

1725 WATTS Logic n. ii. 9 Propositions
which are attain'd

by this sort of Evidence are Called inspired Truth

uift of God.
,ttain'd

1736
Anal. u. vii. 352 That those persons were the

original proper and sole authors of those books, i.e. that they
are not inspired. 1873

H - RoGERS On'f- *** '" (e
.

d - 3* 4'9

Inspired in every particle, if not verbally, yet plenarily, from

the first verse of Genesis to the last verse of the Apocalypse.

1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. l. iv. 42 Our interpretations of the

Inspired Word.
5. transf. Prompted by, or emanating from, an

influential (but nnavowed) source: said of particular

views or information on some public matter, or

of a speaker, writer, journal, etc. that publishes

such.

on this subject.

B. as sb. An inspired person.

1749 BP. LAVINGTON Enthns. Methodists (1754) I. ii. 19

The famous Enthusiast Mrs. Bourignon . . assumed the

Character of an Inspired.

Inspiredly (inspai'Tedli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY2.J
In an inspired manner; by or as by in-

spiration.
1591 NASHE Introd. Sidney sAstr. f, Stella, Many courses

there be, as Machiavell inspirdly sets downe, which in them

selues seem singular and vertuous ; but, if a man follow

them they wilbe his vtler subuersion. a 1677 BARROW Serm.

(16861 II. xi. 165 Hath he spoken it, and shall he not make it

good? said Balaam inspiredlv. 1830 Blackv.:Mag. XXVII.

840 How inspiredly the Christian poet touches upon each

holy theme !

t Inspirement (inspaioument). Obs. [f.
IN-

SPIRE v. + -5IKNT : cf. Of. inspircment (in Gower).]

The act of inspiring, or fact of being inspired;

inspiration.
1616 HIERON Wks. I. 577 A reuealing before hand, by

diuine inspirement, what touching states and common-

wealths and particular persons shall ensue. 1677 GILPIN

Demonol. (1867) 169 The most illiterate errors usually mag-

nify the excellent inspirements and gifts of utterance of

their leaders.

Inspirer (inspai-'-raj). Also 5 -our. [f.
IN-

SPIRE v. + -ER i. The 1 5th c. form may repr. an

AF. *inspirotir, OF. inspireur, for L. inspinitor-

lorde, the inwarde inspirour of all prophetes. 1616 Rich

Cabinet 125 The gracious illumination of a heauenly In-

spirer. 1728 POPE Dune. in. 169 Flow, Welsted, flow! like

thine inspirer, Beer. 1795 Forlnig/ifs Ramble 60 The

Great Supreme inspirer of good. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. ,-

Doi;ma (1876) 325 The Bible, .is the great inspirer.

rience Inspi'reress (also, shortened, inspi'ress :

see -ESS.), a female inspirer.

inspireress.

Inspiring (inspaio-rin ', vl>l. sb. [f.
INSPIRED.

+ -ING '.]
The action of the verb INSPIRE ;

in-

spiration ; breathing in, inhalation ;
infusion of

divine influence, etc.

a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalter xvu. 18 pe inspirynge of his ire

is when he says stilly in oure hert, bote if 3e lefe ;oure syn

. . ae be tynt men. 1518 PAYNEI. Salerne's Regim. 2 A ij b,

Inspirynge of hotte aier. .by breathyng of warme aier, the
_.j -_j _:_.j _ FRITH Antith. Wks.

now, OV Inspiring, me I'li-.iui i.- ui.-n.iuu.w*. ~'"~~ij*" .'

Lungs, a 1711 KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 258 To thee

from whose Inspirings flow, Our Souls immortal unconnn d.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Dead Pan xiii, Shall . . no hero take

inspiring From the god-Greek of her lips?

Inspiring, ppl. a. [-ING^.] That inspires.

1. a. Breathing or blowing upon or into some-

thing, b. Breathing in, inhaling.
1661 WALTON Angler i. i. (ed. 3) 9 If the inspiring and

expiring Organ of any animal be stopt, it suddenly dies.

1735 POPE Donnfs Sat. ii. 20 Heav'd by the breath th



INSPIRINGLY.

inspiring bellows blow : Th' inspiring bellows He and pant
belo\v.

2. Infusing a divine, supernatural, or exalting
influence ; animating.
1717 POI-E Ef. Jervas 28 With thee, on Raphael's Monu-

ment I mourn, Or wait inspiring Dreams at Maro's Urn.
1790 BURN* Tain OfShunter 105 Inspiring, bold John
Barleycorn, What dangers thou canst make us scorn ! 1875
JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 144 Love, has hitherto been the
inspiring influence of modern poetry and romance. 1885 ,S.

Cox Expos. Ser. i. vii. 83 What promise could be more
welcome or more inspiring ?

Hence Inspi ringly adv., in an inspiring manner ;

so as to inspire or animate.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 332 He has not

breathed the air of Helicon so familiarly as the light of
nature, or not so inspiringly. 1821 Examiner 786, 2 The
people of France were never thus inspiringly acted upon.

Inspirit (inspi-rit), v. Also 7 en-, [f. IN- ^

(or EN-) + SPIBIT
sl>.]

1. trans. To put spirit, life, or energy into; to

quicken, enliven, animate
;

to cheer, encourage ;

to incite, stir (to something, or to do something).
<r 1610 SYLVESTER Tropheis Henry Gf. 584 The life that late

our lives inspirited. i6n SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 2. 485A King, .whose entrance like that of the Soule into the Body,
did quicken, and

enspirite the Realine. 1633 P- FLETCHER
Purple Isl. xn. l.xxxii, Inspiriting dead souls. 1658 Whole
DutyMan Priv.Devot. ( 1684) 157 Be thou pleased . . to enspirit
and enliven this earthlydrossy heart. \6^^Latly"sCalling\.\.

i Such effect, .as should much inspirit the hopes of a new
attemt. 1706 ATTERBURY Sena. (1723) II. 98 A discreet use
of proper and becoming ceremonies . . inspirits the sluggish.
rtI794 SIR W. JONICS Hymn Narayena, In air, in floods, in

caverns, woods, and plains, Thy will inspirits all. 1816 SCOTT
Bl. Dwarf ii, To inspirit the doubtful courage of his
soldiers. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. xii. 686 Those great men,
who, by their writings, inspirited the people to resistance.

j-
b. In weaker sense : To animate or inspire

(with some spirit), or as some feeling does. Ois.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 204 At the siege of Leith

. . he was shot in the shoulder, which inspirited him with a
constant antipathy against the Scotch. 1814 Q. Rev. XI. 92
There can be little doubt that this feeling inspirited Dr.
Busby.
2. To fill with, or cause to be possessed by, a

'

spirit
'
or supernatural being.

1675 WOOUHEAD, etc. Paraphr. St. Paul 103 Whether the
effects of those who seem inspirited proceed from a good or
a bad spirit. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. ii. 95 The dragon
. . inspiriting the Roman empire, did commence a most
savage warfare with the woman. 1839 BAILEY Festtts xx.

(1852) 331 He knew himself a kird ordained, More than

inspired, of God, inspirited.

t luspi'ritate, a. 06s. rare. [ad. It. inspi-
ritato

'

possessed with some ditiell or euill spirit',
f. inspiritare to possess, etc. (Florio), f. in- ^!N--)
+ spirito SPIBIT.] Possessed with a spirit.
1600 E. BLOUNT Hosp, Incur. I''ools 158 A woman inspiri-

tate, diabolical), and stuffed vp euen to the verie gorge with
all kinde of flagition and villanie.

Inspi'riter. [f. INSPIRIT + -EK'.] One who
or that which inspirits.
1821 Blacklv. Mag. X. 332 He was the enlivener and in-

spiriter of conversation.

Inspiriting, iibl. sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING i.]

The action of the verb INSPIRIT.

1846 DE QUINCEY Antigone Wks. 1860 XIV. 213 We may
see . . a keen attention paid to the inspiriting and dressing of
the dialogue. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Coin. viii. (1881) 132
Alvan, left to himself, had a quiet belief in the . . inspiriting
he had given her.

Inspiriting, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That inspirits; animating, encouraging, cheering.
'795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc x. 209 Joy more inspiriting

Fills not the Persian's soul, when sure he deems That Mithra
hears propitiously his prayer. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner
14 Sept. 587/2 It is.. an inspiriting thing, to see him turn
the tables upon Bonaparte. 1897 MAKYKIXGSLEY W.Africa
343 Cheering the paddlers with inspiriting words.

Hence Inspi'ritiiigly adv.

1824 New Monthly Mag. XI. 158 The fresh salt breeze

blowing inspiritingly upon me.

Insprritment. rare.
[f. INSPIRIT + -JIENT.]

The action of inspiriting, or fact of being inspirited.
1886 MRS. RANDOLPH Mostjy Fools I.vi. 164 There was an

inspiritment which communicated itself even to his horse's
hoofs.

Inspirometer (inspirp-m/tei). firreg. f. IN-
SPIRE v. + -(O)METER.] An instrument for mea-

suring the quantity of air inspired into the lungs.
1882 Kntntjtcdge 28 July 152 Excuse my mentioning a

simple kind of
'

inspirometer* which I made.

Inspissaut l,inspi-sant). rare. [ad. L. insph-
sant-ein, pr. pple. of inspissare, found in pa. pple. :

see next.] An inspissating or thickening agent.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. led. 4) I. 562 Those medicines

. . were denominated Diluents, Humectants, and Attenuants,
while those of an opposite character were called Inspissants.
1857 DUNCLISON Med. Lex. 502 Itispissant, . . any remedial

agent, that renders the blood thicker, directly or indirectly.

t Inspi'ssate, ///. a. Olis. [ad. late L. in-

spissat-us pa. pple. (Vegetius, f 420), f. inspissare
to thicken : see next.] Inspissated, thickened.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1006 The aire of rivers

being always grosse and heavy, in Winter is more inspissate

by reason of the circumstant cold. 1657 Physical Diet. ,

Inspissate j'uycc, is the juyce of some herb boyled to the

thickness of honey, c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Dis/>ens.
I. i. d734) 15 Much safer for Horses . . than Scanunony and
other Gums, and inspissate Juices,
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Inspissate (inspi-s^t, i-nspis^t), v. [f.
lai

L. inspissare (.Hoeth.), f. in- (IN- -) + spissare t

- . late

L. inspissare (.Hoeth.), f. in- (!N- -) + spissare to

thicken, spissus thick.]
1. trans. To thicken, condense.
1626 BACON Sylva 726 The Sugar doth inspissate the

Spirits of the Wine, and maketh them not so ea>ie to resolue
into Vapour. 1657 S. PUKCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 141 Manna
is first a liquid dew, and after inspissated by a vertue of the
tree, or plant on which it falls. 1744 BERKELEY Siris 16
Pitch is tar inspissated. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. x. (1858)
170 Whatever tends to inspissate sap . . has the property of
causing, .flower-buds to be produced.
.flS> ?73 HistoriaLitteraria, III. 249 When the Subject
is limpid of it self, he frequently inspissates it, by throwing
in a heap of Circumstances not Essential to it. 1884 E. E.
HALE Xmas in Narrag. v. 117 No method, .by which you
can inspissate entertainingness into a dull article.

2. intr. To become thick or dense, to thicken.

i7SS WATHEN in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 214 It is. .liable to

inspissate by heat. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Humboldt's
Trav. xvii. 225 Until the yolk, .has time to inspissate.

Inspissated (see the vb.),///. a. [f. prec.+
-BDl.T Brought to a thick consistence ; thickened.

1655 in Ref. Conimw. Bees 27 There is.. a great difference
to be acknowledged between Honey and other inspissated
sweetnesses. 1800 HATCHETT in Phil. Trans. XC. 387 In-

spissated albumen, 1835 KIKBY Hab. $ Inst. Aniin. I. v.

165 The body of polypes is formed of a kind of inspissated
mucus, fig. 1769 JOHNSON in Boswetl 16 Oct., In the de-

scription of night in Macbeth, the beetle and the bat detract
from the general idea of darkness, inspissated gloom.

Inspissation (inspis^-Jan). [ad. med.L. in-

spissatidn-eni) n. of action from inspissare to IN-

SPISSATE.] The action of making, or process of

becoming, thick or dense; thickening, condensa-

tion; an instance of this.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1079 What more oppo-
site to subtilization and rarefaction, than inspissation and
condensation? 1626 BACON Sylva 919 Wrought by the in-

spissation of the Aire. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1692) 58 The
Oyl preserves the Mucilage from Inspissation. 1794 J.
HUTTON Pkilos. Light, etc. 193 The greater or lesser degree
of inspissalion'that the oil had suffered. 1874 ROOSA Dis.
Ear (ed. 2) 122 The secretions are packed in the ear, and . .

inspissation of the cerumen is very often caused. 1898
AlllnilfsSyst. Med. V. 27 The occasional intratubal mucous
inspissations of acute bronchitis seen chiefly in children.

fig- 1839 Blackw. Mag. XLV. 356 He could imbibe sixteen,
tumblers of whisky punch, without any other external indi-

cation than a slight inspissation of speech.

Inspoken: see INSPEAK.

flnspreithy-aith.. Sc. Obs. Also 5-6 -aich,

7 -eth, -eght. [f.
IN adv. 1 2 a + SPUEITU prey,

booty, a. Gael, sprtidh cattle of any kind.
The sense-history offers difficulties, since the simple spreith

is not recorded in Sc. in the Gaelic sense of 'cattle', nor in

that of '

stock, chattels ', which the compound presupposes.]
( Furniture of a house

'

(Jam.). (Cf. INSIGHT %.)

1488 A eta Dam. Condi. 90 (Jam.) For certane vtheris

gudis and inspraich of househald foure skore of merkis.

ijfffaWuQCT/SnfrJewdr Tkre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 114 To-
giddjr with thair sones, dochtlris, horss, cattell, and all

thair iiisprayth. c 1575 Balfour's Pract. (1754) 236 It is

leasum..to ony persoun to leive in legacie his wapinis,
armour, and inspreth of his house to quhom lie pleisis . .

reservand alwayis to his air his best armour and principal

inspreth. 1652 Z. BOYD in Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 26/1,
I leave to my spouse the use of all my moveable goods as

bedding boords and other inspreth for hir hous. 1685-6
Ace. Depred. on Clan Campbell, etc. (1816) 35-37 (Jam.)
Account of what goods, gear, and inspreght was taken from
Duncan M c

Llillespick of Belyie . , Inspreght and household

plenishing worth 40 lib.

t Inspre'nt, v. Obs. rare"* 1
, [f. Ix-

1
-*- SPRENT

if. to run, leap, spring.] intr. To leap or spring in.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis \\. ix. [viii.] 98 The way is maid by
fors, and entre brokin, Grekis insprent, the formast haue
thai stokin And slane with swerdis.

f Insprrnkled, pa. pple. Obs. [!N adv. 1 1 b.]

Sprinkled in.

1671 J. WKBSTER Mctallogr, xvi. 237 It lieth dry and green
in clifts, open caves, and passages, like green frogs in-

sprinkled one in another.

IilSpunge (iniSpzrnd^jZ/. nonce-ivd. ff. IN- 1

or - + spitnge^ SPONGE v.] trans. To confine in a

sponging-house.
1837 THACKL-:KAY Ravensiuing v, On finding himself in-

spunged for debt in Chancery Lane.

f Insqua'dron, v. Obs. rare . [!N- -.]
1611 FLORIO, In$quadronare> to insquadron. Jbid. t In-

sckierarc, to introupe, to insquadron.

Instability (instabi-liti). [a. F. instability

(i^th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. mstabilitat-em y
f.

instabilis INSTABLE.] The quality of being un-

stable ; lack of stability in regard to position,

condition, or moral qualities ; want of steadiness,

fixity, or firmness of purpose or character. With
an and//., an instance of this.

c 1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 863 Fful fewe been, J>at

. . Konne apparceyue thinstabilitee Of the world. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen, IV 15 Some lamentyng the instabilitee

of the Englishe people, iudged theim to be spotted with per-

petuall infamie. 1640-4 EARL BRISTOL in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. in. 11692) I. 714 The Scripture telleth us of., the In-

stability of a Kingdom Divided within it self. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. vi. 96 Parallels or like relations, .by
their mutuall concurrences support their solitary instabili-

ties. 1781 C. JOHNSTONE Hist. J. Juniper II. 220, I had
leisure to reflect on the instability of human happiness.
1783 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 21 Oct., Endeavour to

reform that instability of attention which your last letter has

happened to betray. 1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal, ii. (1858)

INSTALL.

123 Nothing conveys. .so strong a sense of general insta-

bility and insecurity as the recurrence of earthquake, 1878
STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. vi. 178. 181 Molecular in-

stability, such as water cooled below freezing point.

Instable (inst^'b'l), a. Now rare. Also 8

instabile. [ad. L. instabil-is^ f. in- (IN- 3
) +

stabilis STABLE. Cf. F. instable (i-4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Not stable; lacking stability ; unstable.

1483 (implied in INSTABLENESS]. 1599 MINSHEU n, In*
stable or ynstable, 1638 CHILLING w. Relig. Prot. i. i. 8.

36 A building cannot be stable, if any one of the necessary
pillars thereof be infirme and instable. 1711 E. WAKU
Vulgns Brit. iv. 48 Who would have thought the Rabble
were so ingrateful and instable ? 1858 LAHUNER Hand-bk.
Nat. Phil., Hydrost.) etc. vii. 130 The equilibrium of a boat

may be rendered instable by the passengers standing up in

it. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 914 Persons of instable
nervous system may be less able to withstand such influences

[of tobacco].

t Insta-ble, v. Obs. rare . [f. IN- ^ + STABLE

.y/>.] trans. To stable (a horse, etc.).
1611 FLORIO, Installare^ to install, to instable.

t Insta'bleness. Obs. [f. INSTABLE a. +

-NEWS.] Unstableness, instability.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 32/2 Me thynketh he inyght doo

no lasse consyderynge our Instableness. 1618 M. BARET
Horsemanship i. 46 His hands, being alwaies chocking vpon
the snaffle (through the instablenesse of them) will, .dull the
horses mouth, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. Iviii. 84 Ther
cannot be two more pregnant instances of the lubricity and
instablenes of mankind.

t Instabula-tion, nonte~wd. [f. IN-- + I,.

stabulum> standing-place, stall, stable.] Install-

ment as in a stable.

1654 GAVTON Pleas. Notes ^. \\\. 11 The.. installation ..of
this Km'ght Errant, or rather instabulation (for there was
no Chappell in the house).

t Insta'gnate, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
IN- * +

ppl. stem of L. stagnare to STAGNATE.] intr* To
become stagnant, stagnate.
1656 J. HAKKINGTON Occana 11658) 152 So pure and per-

petual a stream, as being unable to instagnate is for ever

uncapable of corruption.

Install (instil), v\ Also 6-7 enstall, 6-
iustal. [ad. med.L. installa-re, f. in- (!N-

2
) +

slat/nut, cf. OHG. stal, stall- standing-place, sit-

ting-place : see STALL. Cf. F. installer (1349 in

Godef. Compl.}.]
1. trans. To invest with an office or dignity by

seating in a stall or official seat, as the choir-stall

of a canon in a cathedral, or that of a Knight of

the Garter or Bath in the chapel of his order, the

throne of a bishop, etc. Hence, To instate in an

office, rank, etc. with the customary ceremonies or

formalities. Often with complemental extension.

1548 HAI.L Chron.) Hen. I'lII 194 To be had in the more

reputacion . . he [the Cardinal] determined to be installed

or inthronised at Yorke. 1581 J. BELL h'addon 's Answ. Osor.

5 If you were not already enstalled a brawlyng Byshop.
1628 MEAD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 271 It is said

he shall forthwith be. .installed Knight of the Garter, c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. xxxviii. 55 The Bishop of Ostia,.
consecrates and instals the Pope. 1681-2 WOOD Life 15 Feb.

(O. H. S.) III. 5 Mr. [Henry] Aldrich student of Ch. Ch.,
was install'd Canon of the same. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng.
III. Ixi. 322 Cromwell was declared protector; and with

great solemnity installed in that high office. 1835 BROWN-
ING Paracelsus IV. 118 A sour reproachful glance From
those in chief who, cap in hand, installed The new professor
scarce a year before. 1880 [see INSTALLANT],

b. By extension : To place in any office or posi-

tion, esp. one of dignity or authority ;
to establish

in any place or condition.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 68 Then install borne untruth in

its roome for your Generall. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 317
What station charms thee? I'll install thee there. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. iii. (1894) 29 It is said that St. Nepo-
muc was installed the guardian of bridges, because he had
fallen over one, and sunk out of sight. 1840 E. FrrzGEKALD
Lett. (1889) I. 57, I hope you will soon come home and
install yourself in Mornmgton Crescent. 1878 Bosw. SMITH

Carthage 397 Having got rid of his namesake .. Hasdrubal
installed himself as commander-in-chief. 1888 BKVCE A trier.

Commw. III. vi. civ. 496 A company of New England
Unitarians., installed itself round the piano in the great
saloon of the vessel and sang hymns. 1888 MHS. H. WARD
A*. Elsmere i. ii. (1894) 25 His family watched his progress
with .. amaxement, till he announced himself as safely in-

stalled at Oxford.

C. In Presbyterian and other Churches of U. S.

To invest an already ordained minister with a par-
ticular pastoral charge.
1788-1888 Form Govt. Presb. Ch. U. S. A. i. x. 8 The

presbytery has power., to ordain, install, remove, and judge
ministers. Ibid. xvi. 6 The bishop who is to preside.,

addressing himself to the minister to be installed shall

propose to him the following or similar questions. i88 in

WEBSTER.
d. To fill (a place) with (an occupant). Obs. rare.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed(i%oT%) VI. 32
His heart being scared with gelousie, and his wits installed

with phrenise.
2. To place (an apparatus, a system of venti-

lation, lighting, heating, or the like) in posi-

tion for service or use : cf. INSTALLATION 2. [F.

installer.}
1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal 4- Coal-mining 201 It is apt to

be the case, that if one precautionary measure be fully in-

stalled, another is neglected, that when safety lamps are

adopted for the entire operations of a mine, the ventilation

109-2



INSTALL.

u no longer a subject of the sanic utlcntiun. 1889 Scitna
Keb. 116 This roid has recently

been installed by the

Sprague Electric Railway and Slotor Company, i 1890
W. H. CASMKV <>///. TtxtUc Factories 16 The heat

caused the warmest part, before the fan was installed, to

increase in temperature about ao degrees.

Heuce Xnita. Ued ///. a., Insta lliiiff vbl. sb. ;

also Inta Uer, one who installs.

1590 GHEINI Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 95/1 Nor can
there sit within the sacred shrine Of Venus more than one

installed heart. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 109 All

Prelates . . sit .. according to their own ordination, enstall-

ing and promotion. 1611 FLORIO, Inutstitorc, an muester,
an installer. 1613 DXUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grave Wits.

11711) 126 Life is a government and office, wherein man is

so lone continued, as it pleaseth the Installer, a 1649
Irttu ibid. 176 By oaths of princes, at their installing. 1687
BP. GARTH-RIGHT in Magd. Coil. I, Jos. II (O. H. S.) 147
Will you. .assist at the Installing of him? 17*4 Lonti. Gaz.
No. 6290/3 The two new installed Knights offered together.

t Insta-11, -al, v. 2 Obs. rare. [f.
IN- 2

(?) +
STALL t'. in the sense 'to arrange or fix (a pay-
ment)': cf. ESTALL v. Perh. influenced iu form

by INSTALL v. '] trans. To pay by instalments.

1679
' TOM TICKLEFOOT

'

Obs. Trials WaktmaH, etc. 6
To us that know the Methods of the Court, never to pay so
much Wages at a time, they always instal such Summs.

Initallant (inst9-lant), a. and sb. [ad. med.
L. installdnt-cm, pr. pple. of installare to IN

STALL.] a. adj. That installs, b. sb. One who
installs.

1880 Times i July 13/3 The Bishop installant will be the

Bishop of Chester. loid. 19 Oct. 9 Yesterday 15 new
Canons were installed . . The Bishop was installant. 1895
-;V. B. Daily Mail 15 Nov. 4 Dr. Talbot was yesterday
afternoon enthroned in Rochester Cathedral as the hun-
dredth bishop of that diocese. The Bishop of Dover was
the installant.

Installation (instgl^i-Jan). [ad. med.L. in-

stallation-cm, n. of action f. installare to INSTALL.
Cf. F. installation (1349 in Godef. Compl.}.]
1. The action of installing or fact of being in-

stalled ; the ceremony of formally inducting (a

person) into an ecclesiastical dignity, an order of

knighthood, or an official position ; hence, formal
establishment in any office or

position.
t6o HOLLAND Sucton. 127 Being nominated to sue-

ceede Augur . . before his inuesture and installation therein,
he was aduanced to the sacerdotal! dignitie of a Pontifie.

1716 AYLIFFK Parergcn 303 So is Installation, in respect of
Ecclesiastical Dignities, equivalent unto Collation in respect
of simple Benefices. 1823 LlNCARO Hist. Eng. VI. 215 The
cardinal [WplseyJ had invited the nobility of the county to
assist at his installation. 1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) I. iv.

69 The Duke of Buckingham's installation as Chancellor of
the University of Cambridge. 1840 MACAULAY Ess., Clive

(1887) 533 The . . Nizam came thither .. and the ceremony
of his installation was performed there with great pomp.
attrib. 1776 AUAM SMITH IV. N. i. xi. in. (1869) I. 188

In 1309, Ralph de Born, Prior of St. Augustine's, Canter-
bury, gave a feast upon his installation-day. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vi. 5. 324 On the eve of his installation-feast,
h [Wolsey] was arrested on a charge of high treason.

b. Iii U.S. = INSTALMENT i b.

1846 in WORCESTER.
2. The action of setting up or fixing in position

for service or use (machinery, apparatus, or the

like) ; a mechanical apparatus set up or put in

position for use ; spec, used to include all the neces-

sary plant, materials and work required to equip
rooms or buildings with electric light. [B". instal-

lation.}

jier 10,000 Ampere-Volts. i88a faf. Sii. Monthly XX 1 . 578
1'he final form adopted in electric installations. 1894 H
pUK)IOMD Ascent Man 36; Childhood in its early stage
is a series of installations and trials of the new machinery
1896 Alllntlft .>>.'. MeJ. I. 353 This [battery] can be used
either in the consulting room or in the patient's home, and
Is therefore superior to a fixed installation.

Installed, -er, -ing : see after INSTALL u.l

Instalment 1
, installment (insto-lment).

[f. INSTALL z>.i + -KENT.]
1. The action of installing or fact of being in-

stalled
; formal induction into an office or dignity;

installation.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng . Potsic I. xxiii. (Arb.) 6; At solcmne
feasts and pompes of coronations and enstallments of hon-
ourable orders. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, III. i. t63 The in-

jtalement
of this noble Duke, In the seate royall of this

famous He. 1615 F. MARKHAM Bk. Hon. \\. x. 80 Chosen
l(Lg

"i?
a furtner 8'ory to Coronations and Enstalments.

l6l PEPYS Diary 29 Oct., The custom of Lord Mayors
Komg the day of their installment to Paul's. 1767 BLACK-
STONE Cmtm. II. xx. 3IZ In dignities possession is given

jj

installment ; in rectories and vicarages by induction.
i3 LD. CocKBURN Jml. I. ,28 Peel .. is a most fittingnan for thu, literary honour. His instalment will be mad?
the occasion of a grand party festival.

D. In Presbyterian and other Churches of U.S.A. :

1 he institution of an already ordained minister to a
;- INDUCTION 4 b. Cf. INSTALL z-.i i c.

mittce appointed for that purpose.

348

c. Establishment in any position, seat, or place.
1646 EVANCK Noble Ord. i Elyes enstallment, or a large

grant of honour to Ely. 1819 I. TAYLOR Enthtts. x. 296
The instalment of the Inspired Volume in the throne of

universal authority. 1863 J. G. MURPHY Cumin. GfH. ii.

21-3 His instalment in the garden as its owner. 1884
C. F. WOOLSON in Harper's Mag. Feb. 375/2 The install*

ment of our twelve selves in these . . carriages.

1 2. A place or seat wherein some one is in-

stalled. Obs. rare.

1598 SHAKS. Mirty W. v. v. 67 Each faire Instalment,
Coate, and seu'rall Crest, With luy.ill Blazon, euermore be
blest. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of God xiv. ix. (1620)

482 Here also we see their estate in their immortall future
instalment.

Instalment- (instalment). Abo install-,

[f.
INSTALL v.- + -MENT, or f. IN- 2 + STALMENT.

Cf. ESTALLMENT.]
t 1. The arrangement of the payment of a sum

of money by fixed portions at fixed times; ES-
TALLMENT. 06s.

1731 HKARNE Otterbourne ff Wkettuiinst. 376 note, Estal-
lawcntuM idem est quod statlainentum, i.e. Anglice, stall-

tncnt sive installment, vel (ut olim eflerebant) estalbnent.
Id t]uod liquet ex vocibus j/rv assignationes. 1775 ASH,
Instalment, . . the act of bringing to its proper place in any
account, a payment.
2. ' The payment, or the time appointed for pay-

ment, of different portions of a sum of money,
which, by agreement of the parties, instead of being
payable in the gross, at one time, is to be paid in

parts, at certain stated times' (Tomlins Jacob's
Law Diet. 1797).
1776 ADAM SMITH IV. N. n. ii.(i86o) I. 314 This sum ought

to Have been paid in at several different instalments.

3. Each of several parts into which a sum pay-
able is divided, in order to be paid at different fixed

times
;
a part of a sum due paid in advance of the

remainder.

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. n. ii. (1869) I. 314 A great part
of the proprietors, when they paid in their first instalment,
opened a cash account with the bank. 1796 MORSE Ater.
Geoff. I. 263 Interest on installments of Foreign debt. Ibid.
II. 380 A loan to be taken up by gradual instalments. 1828
WEBSTER s.v., In large contracts, .it is not unusual to agree
that the money shall be paid by installments. 1849 LYTTON
Caxtons n. iii, Your father takes, we say, 50 shares at 50
each, paying only an instalment of 2 a share. 1871 B'NESS
BoHSBN in Hare Life 11879) II. vii. 418 KOnigsberg has just
paid in the last instalment of the debt she was obliged to
incur. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel

yii.
260 The ordinary rate

of interest was 20 per cent., paid in monthly instalments.
b. Jtg. A part of something produced or sup-

plied in advance of the remainder ; one of several

parts supplied or produced at different times.
18*3 J. BADCOCK Dotn. Amusem. 140 The mixture is to be

poured on by instalment, as it were. 1856 FHOUDE Hist.

Eng. (1858) II. vii. 194 This was but a slight instalment of

lenity. 1858 LYTTON What -Mill lie do '<
\. iv, When I had

finished the first instalment of the work . . my mother grew
alarmed for my health. 1862 H. SPENCKK First Print, n.
ix. 78 11875) 233 His conclusion may be accepted as
a large instalment of the truth.

Instaminate (instannin/t), a. Bet. [ad. mod.
L. instamindtus : see IN- a and STAMINATK.] Not
staminate ; not having stamens.

i85js MAYNL E.-cpos. Lex., Instaminatns, applied by H.
Cassini to the corol in the Synanthert-x, when it is not

accompanied by perfect male organs : instaminate. 1886
in Syd. Soi. Lex.

Instamp, obs. form of ENSTAMP.
Instance (i'nstans), sb. Forms: 4-6 in-

staunce, 5 instauns, 5-6 instans, 4- instance,
[a. F. instance (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) eagerness,
anxiety, solicitation, a judicial process, a new argu-
ment rebutting the reply to a former argument,
formerly also an instant of time, ad. L. instantia

(l) a being present, presence, (2) urgency, earnest-
ness in supplication, (3) a pleading or process in a
court of justice (Ulpian), (4) in med. Schol. L. an
objection to a general statement, an instance to
the contrary, transl. (Jr. ivaraais Buridan, c 1350,
/ Afetafhysicen .-I nslotelis Quxsttones : see Prantl) :

f. instant-em INSTANT a.]
I. Urgency ; pressure ; urging influence.

1. Urgency in speech or action
; urgent entreaty,

solicitation
; earnestness

; persistence, arch., exc.
in phr. at the instance of (a. person), at the solici-

tation, suit, instigation, or suggestion of.

176 The Kyng compelled . . on the othir party be instauns
of the lordes. 1516 TINDALE Epli. vi. 18 Watch thervnto
with all instance and supplicacion. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Niclwlay's Voy. i. xix. 23 b, Declaryng unto them . .

that at the mstaunce and request of [etc.]. 1641 ROGERS
aaaman 31 The instance and unweariednesse of the be-
sieging army hath battered downe the forts. 1664 JEK.
TAYLOR Diauas. Popery n. n. 4 The French Embassador
.made instance for restitution of the Chalice to the Laity.

stance summoned Flavianus to Rome. 1866 DORA GREEN-
WELL Ess. 175 The reverend gentleman labours his point
with strong instance and perseverance.

t b. rarely at (in/ the instance of (a thing). 06s.

INSTANCE.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 219 b/i Whcrfore mayst not thou
atte mstaunce of my merytes and prayers be meued to pen-
naunce. 1525 I,n. HL.KM-KS h'roiss, II. Ivi. (Iviii.) 195, I praye
you, in the mstaunce of lout and pea*, to couuey me to

speke with the kynge.
t c. //. Urgent entreaties, repeated solicitation.

[Cf. F. instances] Obs.

1647-8 COTTEMELL Davtta's Hist. Fr. (1678) 34 To satisfy
their instances and complaints, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reo.
x. 50 The Parliament made many sharp instances ' that
the King might be deliver'd into their hands '. i737\VmsTON
.?('.'>>/// MS, Anti<j. iv. vi. 3 At the earnest instances and
fervent intreaties of Balak. i86a MERIVALE Rom. Emp.
(1865) IV. xxxvii. 279 Tiberius, .thought it decent to inter-
fere for her in a letter ; but his instances were sternly
rejected.

1 2. Something which urges or impels ; impelling
motive

;
cause. Obs.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, HI. ii. 25 Tell him his Feares are
shallow, without instance. 1602 Ham. ill. ii. 192 The
instances that second Marriage inoue, Are base respects of
Thrift, but none of Loue. 1665 EVELYN Corr. 16 June, His
Royal Highness being safe becomes a double instance of

rejoicing to us.

H. Instant time.

f3. A being present, presence ;
the present time.

ci374 CHAUCER^Boeth. v.
pr. vi. 135 (Camb. MS.) pou ne

shall nat demyn it as prescience of thin^es to comyn, but
Jwu shal demyn it moore ryhtfully, bat it is science of pre-
sence, or of Instaunce. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /y, iv. i. 83
The examples Of euery Minutes instance (present now) Hath
put vs in these ill-beseeming Armes.

f 4. An instant, a moment. Obs.

1631 North's Plutarch, Add. Lives (1657) 93 1 Immediatly
they pulled out the spill of the Dart, and at that instance he

gave up the ghost. 1642 Perkitts
1 Prof. Bk. xi. 730. 319

The attornement cannot be so soone done but that there
shall bee an instance betweene the grant and the attorne-
ment. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Mfd. \. n Those con-
tinued instances of time which now into thousand yeares.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Sclv. 144 We hold time to be made
out of nows or instances.

HI. In Scholastic Logic, and derived senses.

t 5. A case adduced in objection to or disproof
of a universal assertion (= med.L. instantia

t
Gr.

tvaraais). Obs.

i573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camdenj 115 A marvelous in-

stance Against all dalliance. 1590 MARLOWE Faust, v. 134,
I am an instance to prove the contrary. 1594 HOOKER
Eccl, Pol. i. xiv. 2 Against the former of these two con-
structions instance hath sundry ways been given. 1599
B. TONSON Cynthia's Rev. n. i, I can repel that paradox . .

of those, which hold the face to be the index of the mind.,
for instance I will now give you the particular and distinct
face of every your most noted species of persons. 1605
BACON Adv. Learn, i. ii. 3 It is almost without instance

contradictory. Ibid. \\. xiii. 3 To conclude upon an enu-
meration of particulars, without instance contradictory, is

no conclusion, but a conjecture. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5,1,

Instance^ .. a new Objection in School disputes to destroy
the Solution which the Respondent has made to the first

Argument.
6. A fact or example brought forward in support

of a general assertion or an argument, or in illus-

tration of a general truth. Hence, any thing, per-
son, or circumstance, illustrating or exemplifying
something of a more general character ; a case, an
illustrative example. Also, in broader sense, a case

occurring, a recurring occasion, f To give or
make instance ;

^ INSTANCE v. 2.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (16^5) 36, 1 will but give
you an instance of the same. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii.

156 Full of wise sawes, and moderne instances. 1617 MORY-
SON ///'. i. 101 Hee adds, that many miracles are heere
done, and first gives instance in the person of the Marques
of . 1675 BAXTER Catlt. Theol. n. vi. 117 Did not you
confess that they were able . . to do the works of common
Grace? and that in abundance of instances? a i68> Sm
T. BROWNE Misc. Tracts (1684) 46 Theophrastus .. making
instance in the Olive, hath left this Doctrine unto us. 1690
W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 250, I thought him
a very great instance of continency. 1790 PALEY Horx
Paul. Rom. i. ii This is an instance of conformity. 1830
D'IsKAtLi Cftas. /, III. iv. 57 Noy..is an instance that
mere knowledge is not true wisdom. 1860 ABF. THOMSON
Laws Th. Introd. 19 Without something more than the
mere form, there can be no instance of a law, an instance

being the presence of the law in an object capable of con-

taining it.
^187^ GREEN Short Hist. iv. 4. 189 We may

take, .a foreign instance to illustrate this fundamental point
in our municipal history.

b. For instance : for example, as an instance of
what has been said.

1657 R. LIGON Barhadoes (1673; 19 The proofof this I found
by looking on the Stars. ., for instance, there is a tittle Star
call'd Auriga [etc.]. 1713 CHAMBERS tr. Lc Clerc's Treat.
Archit. I. 30 It. .can never happen, unless in the inside of
a Building : for instance, of a Dome, or the like. 1868
LOCKYER Eltm. Astrott. iv. (1870} 326 The daily motion of
the Earth is very different in different parts at the equator
and at a pole, for instance. 1885 LytlFs Stud. EUm. GeoL

(ed._ 4) 20 Deposits . , are still in progress at many points, as,
for instance, at the mouth of the Var.

fc. Any particular or point characteristic of or

included in something general or abstract ;
a detail,

circumstance. Obs.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exentp. Ep. Ded. 4 All the instances
of morality serve man's natural! and poliucall ends. 1732
LAW Serious C. xvi. (1761) 282 Many people live in all the
instances of pride. 1737 WHISTON Josefhus, Hist. i.

yii.
4 Nor did they leave off the instances of their divine

worship. 11745 SWIFT Diffic. knowing one's set/ VfVs. 1745
VIII. 249 To pursue the heart of man through all the in-

stances of life, in all its several windings and turnings.



INSTANCE.

1 7. Something which proves or indicates
;
a proof,

evidence ;
a sign, token, mark. Obs.

1590 GREENE Mourn. Gann. (1616) 60 These droppes are
not signes ofsorrowes, but instances of content. 1593 SHAKS.
Liter. 1511 Cheeks neither red, nor pale, but mingled so,
That blushing red, no guiltie instance gauc. 1607 HEYWOOD
Wont. Kilde iv, Kindn. Wks. 1874 II. 120 What instance
hast thou of this strange report ? 1749 FIELDING Totn yones
viii. ix, I beg you to accept a guinea as a small instance of

my gratitude. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii, [She]
gave the first instance of her kindness by endeavouring to
revive those of her friend.

IV. In legal use, and phrase thence derived.

[From L. instantia in Ulpian.]
8. A process in a court of justice, a suit. Court

of first instance, court of primary jurisdiction.

[Cf, Fr. tribunal de premiere instance^
1661 BRAMHALL fast Vind. vii, 206 To seek for a remedy

of these abuses at Rome, was such an insupportable charge,
by reason of three instances and three sentences necessary
to be obtained. 1681 STAIR Form of Process 3 Processes
are brought in before the Lords, .some in the first instance,
some in the second. 1684 SIR G. MACKENZIE hist. iv.

iii, If
there has been a Debate in the first instance, (for so we call

the action before the Decreet). 1692 EARL NOTTINGHAM in

i$tk Rep. Hist. HISS. Comm. App. n. 28 The Judges in the
first instance are sometimes of the number of the Commis-
sioners upon the Appeale. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergott 151 The
Instance of a Cause is said to be that Judicial Process, which
is made from the Contestation of a Suit, even to the Time of

pronouncing Sentence in the Cause, or till the end of three

years. 1860 TRENCH Sert., Rev. ii. 3 (1861) 174 There lies

an appeal to a tribunal of higher instance in Heaven. 1865
Spectator 25 Feb. 199 The loser is seldom satisfied with the
decision of a Court of first instance. 1888 BR\CE,Awer.
Commiu. I. 337 Any court, be it a State court of first in-

stance or the Federal court of last instance.

b. Instance court, a branch of the former Ad-

miralty Court, having jurisdiction in cases of pri-
vate injuries to private rights occurring at sea or

closely connected with maritime subjects and in

contracts of a maritime nature. See ADMIRALTY 4.
Instance side of the Court

9
a district court of the

United States sitting in the exercise of its ordinary
jurisdiction in admiralty to determine cases of the
same kind.
1802 (title) Formulare Instrumentorum : or, a Formulary

of. .Standing Orders used in the High Courts of Admiralty
. .of Prize and Instance. 1846 M cCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Eat'

pire (1854) II. 189 The Court of Admiralty is twofold ; the
Instance Court, which takes cognisance of contracts made
and injuries committed on the high seas; and the Prize
Court. 1863 H. Cox Instit. n. xi. 57^ The Instance Court
has cognizance of maritime causes ari.sing upon the sea or
in parts out of the reach of the common law.

9. Sc. Law. See quot. 1693.
1693 STAIR Inst. Laiv^Scotl. iv. iii. 22 An Instance is that

which may be insisted in at onedyet or course of Probation,
1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scof. s. v. Diets ofConipearancc^
The indictment, or the criminal letters, must be called on
the precise day to which the accused is cited . . otherwise
the Instance perishes, and a new libel must be raised. Ibid,,
Where the prosecutor is absent, the Court may desert the
diet, and thus the instance will be lost, and no farther pro-

ceedings can take place on that libel.

10. Hence,/;/ thefirst instance : as the first step
in proceeding ;

in the first place.
a 1676 HALE //:>/. Vw. La?u\. (1779) ii The statutes.,

were not in the first instance drawn up in the form of acts
of parliament ; but the petition and the answer were entred
in the parliament rolls, and out of both.. the act was drawn
up. 1850 ROBERTSON Scrw. Scr. in. viii. 108 The penalty
is in the first instance, corrective not penal. 1880 MUIRHEAU
Gains iv. 170 The praetor turned his attention to the
matter and introduced interdicts of another sort, which we
call secondary, because they are had recourse to only in the
second instance. Mod. I applied to the local post office in

the first instance, and then to the Secretary at the General
Post Office : I had to write thrice and wait five weeks for

an explanation.

Instance J'nstans), v. [f. prec. sb. With
sense i cf. OF. instancier to plead.]

I. f 1. trans. To urge, entreat urgently, impor-
tune. Obs.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. 645 The Kynge sent .. vnto the

forenamed luhn . .& hym by many meanys instaunsyd to leue
the company of the lordys. 1515 Plumpton Corr. 211, I in-

staunced & desired you to shew your fatherly kindnes unto

my poore wife & me. 1611 FLORID. lustare. to instance, to

H.

in the Romish Religion. 1736 [see INSTANCING below],

f b. To urge (things). Obs. rare,
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxix. (1612) 363 So many

Incantations, lyes, feares, hopes instanced slice.. As lastly
did the non-plust Nunne vnto her Charmes agree.

II. 2. intr. To cite an instance, to adduce an

example in illustration or proof. Const, in (the

example adduced), rarely upon (the matter illus-

trated
;
with indirect passive, to be instanced in,

to be cited or adduced as an instance. Now rare.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commiv. (1603) 259, I say,
that generally (to instance first of all in the Pope) that his

catholike majestic, will have him [etc.]. 1624 GATAKER
Transitbst. 8 Hee instanceth in that very particular that

wee now treate of. 1649 BP. HALL Casts Consc. (1650) 230
It were easie to instance, but charity bids me forbeare.

(11670 HACKET Cent. Serin. (1675) 549 The victory over
death after that bloudy passion, which I shall instance

upon in this verse. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. vi. 153 Which is

the fallacy instanced in by the ancients. 1789 G, WHITE

349

Selborne (1853) II. "xiv. 233 It would be needless to instance
in sheep which constantly flock together. 1827 C. WORDSW.
Chas. I ii t>/r,To instance merely in one short work. 1882
C. SHORT in Amcr. Jrnl. Philol. III. 151 We will instance
in a single writer, Walton.

fb. Of a thing: To receive illustration, be ex-

emplified. Obs. rare.
a 1667 JER. TAYLOR (Webster 1864), This story doth not

only instance in kingdoms, but in families too.

3. trans. To illustrate, prove, or show, by means
ofan instance ; to exemplify ;

to exhibit. Now rare.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. fy Mor. 44 b, I coulde instance the

truth of this assertion vpon many. 1627 F. E. Hist.
Edw.

f
II in Select.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 49 Main reasons

are given, probable enough to instance the necessity of his
fall. 1769 GOLUSM. Rom. Hist. (1776) I. 484 Without utter-

ing a word, or instancing the least civility. 1783 M. W.
W. GnENvrLLE Let. to Ld. Temple 28 Mar. in Dk.
Iluckhm. Crt. Ceo. ///(iS^) I. 213 This he instanced in
the American war, and in the riots of 1780. 1842-3
GROVE Correl. Phys. Forces 34 The above doctrine is beau-

tifully instanced in the experiment of Thilarier.

4. To cite as an instance or example ; to mention
in illustration. In imperative

' Take as an in-

stance'; but here perhaps orig. the sb. : cfWITNESS.
1622 [MissELDEN] Free Trade 64 Other like dispensations

of Statutes I might instance. 1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist.
(1652) 174 Yet it hath happened that .. abundance of snow
hath fallen, instance that of the year 1635. a, 1725 POPE
Observ. Homers Catal. (Seager), He proceeds to instance
several others who.. have no farther notice taken of them
throughout the poem. 1822 R. G. WALLACE 15 Yrs. India
304 Some of the customs are curious, but only one or two
can be instanced. 18. . H. SPENCER Induct. Biol. (L.), The
arousing of a thought or feeling, always involves the over-

coming of a certain resistance, .instance the fact that during
nervous prostration [etc.]. 1875 JowETT/Ya/<j(ed. 2) I. 148,
I may instance olive oil, which is mischievous to all plants.

t 5. To indicate, point to. Obs.
1616 J. LANE Contn. SqrSs T. viii. 366 Others bethought

them that this noble scheone instancd Canac, and Etheltu
the queene.
Hence I'nstanced ppl. a.

; I'nstancing vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. 370 Not lother, did

./Eneas, to instancing Dido tell His Cities -sack. 1649 IJi'.

HALL Cases Consc. iv, v. 437 That worthy Divine did not

needfully observe the great difference betwixt these in-

stanced degrees. 1736 ELIZA STANLEY tr. Hisf. Pr. Titi
106 There passed between them a little Scuffle of Inbt;incings
and Refusings.

t I'ustaiiceable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.

+ -ABLE.] Capable of being instanced or exem-

plified.

1641
( SMLCTY.MNU us '"/</. Answ. xiii. 1 68 You are pleased

to say, That ..the fault is nire and hardly instanceablc. We
tliinke the contrary is more hardly instanceable.

Instancy (rnstansi). fad. L. instantia : cf.

INSTANCE si)., and see -ANCY.J
1. The quality of being instant ; urgency, earnest-

ness, solicitation
; pressure, pressing nature.

1515 PlwnptonCorr. 212, 1 besech you. .to take the payne
upon you to make such labor unto Sir John Roclife, that he

will, at your instauncie. .make a release of that land in

Combrig. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. r. x. 14 Those hcauenly

precepts, which our Lord and Sauiour with so great in-

stancie gaue as concerning peace and vnitie. 1665 R. 1J.

Coinm. 2 Taks 197 The Autor, upon the instancy of sundry
Persons of Quality, had finish'd his Comments. 1841
TRENCH Parables^ Mar, King's Son 1,1860) 219 The king. .

told his servants.. to press the message with greater dis-

tinctness and instancy, u 1894 STEVENSON St. Ives xix.

(18913) 14-' Relieved of the instancy of his fear.

2. The quality of being close at hand ; im-

minence ; immediate approach, rare.

1658 PHILLIPS, Instancy, a being near at hand. 1879
FARRAR St. /Ww/uSSj) I. xxx. 601 The supposition that he
had spoken of the actual instancy of the day of the Lord.

3. Inmiediateness, instantaneity. rare.

1851 J. GUMMING Lcct. Mirac. (1854) I. 38 The evidence. .

was in the speed and instancy of a process which it usually
takes months, or a year, to achieve. 1853 Miss SHEPPARD
C/i. A uchester II. 54 What riveted the resemblance most
was the instancy of their sympathetic communion.

1 4. INSTANCE sb. 6. Obs. rare.

1613 JACKSON Creed \\. xxi. 7 [That] wee should giuc
particular instancies of such Martyrs.

t Insta'iid, v. Obs. [f.
IN- 1 + STAND v., after

L.instarc: see INSTANT.] intr. a. To be at hand.

b. To press closely. (Only in pres. pple. rendering
L. instans.}
i38z WYCLIF Gen. xxxviii. 27 Instondyng the beryng,

gemels apereden in the wombe. Judg. xi. 5 In rhoo

days fpu^ten the sones of Amon a$ens Yrael : the whiche

sharpli instoondynge [L. quibus acriter instantibus}, the

more thur} birth wenten fro Galaad. i Esdras v. 47 In

stondende..the seuenthe moneth. .thei camen togidere.

C. To be urgent or pressing, to be importunate.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioiin 345 That Adam shuld of the

fruyte etc with hir instode Eue. Ibid. 241 And y l
pilat

instode [L. institisse] for cristis delyvring.

I'listatiiding, ppl- a. rare. [f.
IN adv. 1 1 a

+ STANDING ppl. a.]
wards.

Standing or projecting in-

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 568 Instanding upper
front teeth can be trained oxit.

Instant (rnstant), a. (adv.) [a. F. instant

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) assiduous; at hand, im-

minent; ad. L. instant-em, pr. pple. of instdre

to be present, to be at hand ; to urge, press upon ;

to apply oneself to; f. in- (IN-
2
) + stare to stand.]

INSTANT.

I. 1. Pressing, urgent, importunate, a. Said of

persons and their actions.
c 1477 [implied in INSTANTLY i]. 1494 FABYAN Chron.

vn. 315 Theyse .iiii. byshoppys . . made instaunt labour
to the Kynge, for the obseruynge of the popys com*
maundemcnt. 1555 EDEN Decades 58 He was instant
to trauayle wetwarde by foote. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.)
Luke xxiii. 23 They were instant with loud voyces, and
required that he might be crucified. 2 Tim. iv. 2
Preache the worde : be instant, in season and out of season.

1693 m Dryden's Juvenal (i6qj) 342 He is instant with all

Parents, that they permit not their Children, to hear las-

civious Words. 1700 TYKRELL Hist. Eng. II. 885 The
Bishops were instant with the King to make Peace. 1865
TROLLOPE Belton Est. xx.

237^
He . . was more instant in

his affection, more urgent in his good office.

b. Of things : Pressing, urgent.
1585 WASHINGTON tr. Nicliolays Voy, 11. xviii. 52 b, To

succour and supply the instant necessities which might
happen. 1588 Q. ELIZ. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. H. III. 139
Upon this instant extraordinarie occasion. 1642 Jt;R. TAYLOR
Episc. (1647) 371 Instant necessity . . hath ratified it. 1777
BURKE Let. Sheriffs Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 209 It would be-
come every man's Immediate and instant concern. 1816
SCOTT Antiq. xli, I thought there was not such instant
haste. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN Callista 157 He has instant need
of you.

II. 2. Now present, or present at the time de-
fined ; now (or then) existing or happening, arch.

his ' British Princes "

27 Eternity has neither past Nor future
.. But is all instant. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat, Hist. I. 315
The lower race of animals, when satisfied for the instant

moment, are perfectly happy. 1881 Daily Tel. 12 Feb.,
On the i2th of February this instant Saturday.

b. Said of the current calendar month
; now

ellipt. as in the lot/i instant, i.e. the tenth day of
the current month. Abbreviated inst.

1547 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 377, 1 have appointed
friends to convene the iSth day of this instant month. 1583
STOCKER Hist. Civ. IVarres Lowe C, \. 15 The 20. or 21.

of that instant. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 27
On Tuesday being the thirteenth of this instant. 1640-4
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (.1692) I. 510 The Message re-

ceived from Your Majesty the seventh of this instant

February. 1648 CROMWELL Let. 18 Sept. in Carlylc, We re-

ceived yours from Falkirk of the isth September Instant.

1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2317/1 On the Sth Instant at 5 in

the Morning, we discovered a Sail. 1707-8 POPE Let. to

Wycherley 28 Feb., I have had yours of the 23rd pfthi*
instant. 1708 SWIFT Predict. Sept., The pope .. will die

on the nth instant. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews iv. v,

On the of this instant October, being Sabbath day. 1817
COBBETT Pol. Reg. XXXII. 47 The proprietor of the

Courier, on the ad instant, has these words. Mod. In my
letter of the isth inst.

3. Close at hand, impending, imminent.
a 1520 BARCLAY Jitgiirt/t (Pynson, ed. 2) 82 If I knewe

without doute that our sure distinction were in&tanti 1605
A. WiLLET//tMYt/*/aGtf.tt. 461 Feeling the houre of his death
to be instant. 1662 GUNNING Lent h'ast 77 When now Lent
was instant. 1713 STEELE Guardian >,o. 16 r 3 The evil

which to men in other stations may seem distant, to him is

instant and ever before his eyes. t8zo SCOTT A/enast. iii,

Her mind being probably occupied by the instant danger.

1871 BROWNING Balaust. 543 The abrupt Fate's footstep
instant now.
4. Following immediately, f a. Next in order

of time, very next. Obs.

1613 MARSTON Insat. C'tess v. Ij, Vpon the instant morrow
of her nuptials.

b. Succeeding or coining without any interval ;

immediate.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, iv. iv. 20, I fcare the Power of

Percy is too weake, To wage an instant tryall with the king.

1605 Lear i. iv. 268 The shame it selfe dolh speake For
instant remedy. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 210 Th' instant

stroke of Death. 1749 SMOLLETT Regie, v. ii, Intelligence

important, that demands His instant ear. 1786 BURKE W.

Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 160 For die sole pin pose of creating
an instant fortune for the said Sullivan. 1816 ACCUM Cketn.

Tests (1818) 164 An instant milkiness ensues. 1850 M cCosH
Div. Govt. n. ii. (1874) 163 A particular vital vessel bursts,

and instant death follows. 1866 R. W. DALE Disc. Spec.
Occ. iii. 77 The sailors were m dread of almost instant

destruction. Mod. The application gave instant relief.

6. as adv. (poet,} Instantly, at once.

i6oz SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 94 You my sinnewes, grow not

instant Old ; But beare me stiffely up. 1667 MILTON P. L.

vi. 549 Instant without disturb they took Allarm. a. 1763
SHENSTONE Elegies vii. 17 Instant a graceful form appear'd
confest. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius i. 559 Its warmth we
instant feel.

Instant {rnstant ,
sb. [ellipt. use of INSTANT

a. : cf. med.L. instans (Du Cange), F. instant

(Rabelais, i6th c.).]

I. 1. The point of time now present, or regarded
as present with reference to some action or event ;

hence, point of time, moment.
a 1500 Sir Beut-s 964 {Pynson), They went to the kynee in

that instant. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 63 Which
offereth unto me, at this instant, no lesse occasion of musing.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor. 31 Green figges, which at that

instant were brought from thence. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in.

i. 64 The verie instant that I saw you, did My heart flic to

your seruice. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 138 Phan-
tasies . .running in the mind at the very instant of conception.

1642 FULLER Holy 4- Profit. HI. xix. 202 Of all the extent

of time, onely the instant is that which we can call ours.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto s Trav. xliv. 175, I made him no

answer for the instant. 1714 STEELE Reader No. 7 (1723)

281 The Monitor of the day following, to wit on the Instant

of my present writing. 1715-20 POPK Iliad xvn. 777 Fly to



INSTANT.
the fleet, this instant fly. 1776 GIBBON DtJ. \ I: I. i

; i
1 !

wished impatiently for death, and hastened the instant uf ic.

Mod. Conic this very iiist.mt
'

2. An inlinitcly shoit space of time; a point
time ;

a moment.
1308 TKEVISA fi.irtli. DC P. K. II. xviii. (Add. MS. 27944;,

Aiilnstanl is a duringe that abydith nou;t, for an Instant is

and neuer was nothir shal be. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Eucliti

i. def. iii. -i An instant in time, is neither tyme, nor part
of tynie. 1651 JEK. TAYLOR Holy Dying iii. f 4 (1727) 68

That sorrow . . which gives
its smart but by instants and

smallest Proportions of time. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Un,l. n.

xiv. (1695) 94 Such a part of Duration .. wherein we per-
ceive no Succession, is that which we may call an Instant.

1713 AODISON Cato i. iii, Every instant I expect him here.

1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II. 82 Owing to the

momentum acquired in the first instants. 1891 E. PEACOCK
.V. Bmtaoit II. 68 He was not an instant too soon.

3. Phrases (from I and 2). f At (in) one (an) in-

stant, at one and the same moment, concurrently,
t At one (an) instant, in a moment, forthwith, im-

mediately. In an instant, on (^upon, )) the

instant, etc. The instant, elliptically
= ' the very

instant or ' moment that ',
' as soon as ever'.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 177 The charyte of god . . en-
flaunted them all in a poynte, momente or instante. 1509
BARCLAY Shyp o/Folys (1570) 253 In one instant he falles

agayne. 1559 \V. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 47 It

should be mid lay with us, and them at one instaunt. 1600
SIIAK.S. A. Y. L. ill. ii. 225 It is yong Orlando, that tript
vp the Wrastlers heeles, and your heart, both in an instant.
1611 BIBLE Isa. xxix. 5 It snalbe at an instant suddenly.
1640 tr. Verden's Rauiant of Rom. I. 17 A great Knight
arriving in the instant. Ibid. III. 38 The place being on
an instant covered with a world of people. 1755 H. WALPOLK
Lett. H. Mann 15 June, The instant he leaves you, you,
all the world, are nothing to him. 1841 GROVE Corr. Phys.
Fortes 78 The instant they are brought into metallic contact,
chemical action takes place. 1856 K.AXuArct. Exfl. II.
xxii. 217 He ran for it on the instant. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 224 What, replied Dionysodorus in an instant ;

am I the brother of Eutnydemus ?

t 4. That which is present, or is (as a permanent
fact). OPS. rare.

1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 285 Eternitie . . is but one only
fixed permanent // or Instant . . Eternitie is not a fluent

instant, such as they make to be in Time, but ' nunc '

or
'

instans stans ', a standing fixed permanent Instant.
II. f6. = INSTANCE sb. 6. OPS.

1560 JEWELL Corr. Cole Answ. 2nd Let., Aristotle giveth
order to the opponent in many cases to require an instant,
as I do now at your hand.
IIL \Q. Urgent entreaty : = INSTANCE sb. i.

1610 HOLLAND Camdeifs Brit. 687 Upon her instant
unto the Romans for aide, garisons were set.

t I'nstant, v. Obs. [a. OF. instanter (,1508
in Godef.), f. instant INSTANT a.]
1. trans. To urge, press, solicit, importune (a

person) ; to ask for (a thing) urgently. Also absol.
'494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 640 Y Kyng shalbe instauntid to

geue yerely vnto his sayd brother, in recompencement of
y sayde duchy .xii. M. Ii. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. Vlll, c. 22
j i jo besech and instant your highnes .. to fore se and
prouide for the perfit surelie .. of your . . succession. 1541
PAYNEL Catiline xi. 15 b, There was no strete . . in all the
citie, but Catiline instanted, prouoked, teinted, and stered

.'599 SANDYS I'.nropx Spec. (1632) 64 With .. teares of love,
mstanting and importuning no other thing at their hands.
1687 N. JOHNSTON Assur. Abbey Laiuis 89 All the Bishops
Instanted the Lords, that they would consent.
2. tntr. To be close at hand, impend, draw near.
'54' PAYNEL Catiline xii. 17 The tyme instantvnce to

chose the consuls.

t Instanta-neal, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. type
"instdntane-us + -AL.J = INSTANTANEOUS.
1644 DIGBY Man 's Soul x. (1645) ,ao Names and repre-

sentations of their instantaneall sight of all things

Inatantaneity (instantanHti). [(. as IN-
STANTANE-OUS + -ITY ; cf. F. inslantaiieitf (1737
in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality of being instan-
taneous ; instantancousness.
a 1763 SHENSTONK Ess.

(176^) 12 The flashes of my friend
s

.
have no sort of claim to be called verses, besides

their mstantaneity. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly M,,g.A 1 1. 582 I he versatile instantaneity of pantomine scenery.i8a A nawleiigt No. 12. 241 This apparent instantaneity of
he action of gravity.

Instantaneous (instant^:-ns), a.
[f. L. type

instdnlane-us, after moinentaneus (prob. in med.
or mod.L. : cf. K. instantani, 1734 in Hatz.-
Darm.), f. instant-em INSTANT; see -EOUS. Cf.
tnomeiitaiteous, simultaneous]
1. Occurring or operating in an instant ; done,

completed, or reaching completion without any
perceptible lapse of time.

A .y . -"*ii'au iiuuun was instanta

.xisting at or pertaininc to some particulariMUnt.
Chiefly , Dynamics, as instantaneous

axis, centre of rotation.

.ledJccd^from i?"'*""-
T
f*- APP K. 250 It is to be..from the means of the instantaneous heights oftide at .11 intervening period,. 1(54 TOMUMM tr.

350

Arago's Clum. 131 Its axis of rotation may change every
moment; and thin multitude of axe* .. are called the in-

siiintaneoHi ti.ii's ofrotation. 1886 A. G. GREKNH1LL Dtff.
V Int. Calc. 241, / . . is the centre of instantaneous rotation

of the right angle.

Instanta-neously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY -.]

In an instantaneous manner.
1. In an instant, in a moment : without any per-

ceptible interval between beginning and comple-
tion.

1644 DIGBY Mans Soul xi. (1645) 117 margin, All pure
spirits doe worke instantaneously, a 1711 KEN Hymwthco
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 156 The Angels .. Move Instantane-

ously from Space to Space, Thought is not quick enough to

keep their Pace. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) II.

xxxii. 303 Lady L. is, or seems to be, instantaneously re-

formed. 1860 TYNOALL Glac. 11. iii. 242 A vast portion of
the sun's rays . . can pass instantaneously through a thick
sheet of water. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxii, The
Florentines . . instantaneously rushed between him and his

captor.

2. In or at the particular instant.

1849 HERSCHKL Out/. Astron. xiii. (1858) 450 It does not
follow .. that the

ellipse
thus instantaneously determined

will have the same elements as that similarly determined
from the arc described in either the previous or the subse-

quent instant.

Instanta-necmsness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or fact of being instantaneous ; instan-

taneous character or nature.

17*7 in BAILEY vol. [I. i8a8 in WEBSTER. 1859 J. BROWN
Rnb 4- F. (1862) 22 The mobility, the instantaneousness of
that bud [a docked tail] were very funny and surprising.
a 1871 GROTE Eth. Fragm. i. (1876) 6 The rapidity and
instantaneousness of a simple feeling.

tlnstantany, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type
*instdntdue-us, or F. instantani : see INSTANTA-
NEOUS and cf. momeiilany.'] = INSTANTANEOUS.
1608-33 HP. HALL Mcdit. tf l-'mits 107 Instantany motions

are more proper for a spirit, than a dull rest. 1649 Cases
Cause, in. x. [1654! 267 An ungrounded conceit of an instan-

tany and entire creation of the world.

II Instanter (instarnta^, adv. [L. adv., ur-

gently, earnestly, in late L. presently, at once.]
Immediately, forthwith, at once. (Orig. and still

techn. a law term, but now chiefly an emphatic
substitute for instantly.
1688 Ellis Corr. (1829) I. 365 The information being read,

the Bishop would have excused their pleading to it instanter.

1813 SIR K. WILSON I'riv. Diary II. 195 Nothing is done,
militarily or politically, that I am not told instanter. 1827
JAK.MAN Powell's Devises II. 217 It is therefore in effect a
devise of the whole estate instanter to B. 1840 HOOD
Kilinansegg, Death ii, How their souls would sadden in-
stanter. 1883 D. C. MURRAY Hearts I. 206 He was at your
service instanter,

Insta'iitial, a. rare. [f. L. instantia IN-
STANCE sb. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to an instance
or instances

; furnishing an instance.

1647 SI. HUDSON Div. Right G'm't. n. vi. no The Argu-
ments . . are partly Instantial, partly Rational. The I nstances
of Scripture are of two sorts. 1851 T. PARKER Wks. (EllK.
ed.i VII. ^60 A mighty multitude, an instantial, poor, ill.

born.. and ill-minded too. a 1860 Strm. (Cent.:, In-
stantial cases of this great law of attraction.

I iistantly, aJv.
[f. INSTANT a. + -LY -.]

1. Urgently, persistently, with importunity, arch.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 29 Whan he had required them in-

stantly and admonested them to doo well he dide doo
marche them ayenst their enemyes. 15x6 Pilgr. ferf. (W.
de W. 1531) 86 Labour instauntly, or busyly, & worke with
thy handes all that thou mayst. 1516 TINDALE Luke vii. 4
They . . besought him instantly. 1577-87 HOLINSHEU Chron.
( 1 807-8) 1 1 1 . 3 1 The knights themselves, who uerie instantlie
had stood in this error . . besought the archbishop to pardon
them. 1631 KUTHERKORD Lett. xvi. (1862) I. 72 Pray in-

stantly . . for this King. 1849 MACACI.AY Hist. Eng. i. I.

50 Both Houses instantly invited the King to return.

fb. Tressingly, so as to press upon. Obs.
1638 I". JUNII-S /'aiiit. of Amients 7-1 Some fierce con-

querours . . are instantly at their heeles, persecuting
wounding.
1 2. At this or that very moment ; now, just now,

just. Obs.
' '4S-Disfiy Myst. (1882) iv. 380, I Haue beyne with the

luge Pilat mstantlyc. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
ice/, vill. 138 Our queue is instantlie lychter of a bony
barne. 1633 LlTHCOW Trav. i.x. 306 Arriving at Messina
.. 1 encountered with [some Englishmen] who instantlywere both come from Malta.
3. In a moment ; immediately, forthwith, at once.
1551 HULOET, Instantly, cnestifio. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI.

i "',
2
? .

Ad" rcssc thee instantly. 1607 TOPSELL Faur-f.Hauls (ifict) 262 Instantly upon the same, came the holyChariots of Jupiter. 1653 WALTON Angler 50 You must dome one courtesie, it must be done instantly. 1704 NELSON
26 July in Nicolas Disf. (1845) I. 459 He has never ex-
pressed a wish that has not instantly been complied with.i6o IYNDALL Glac. i. xviii. 129 The snow melted instantly
wherever it came in contact with the rock.

b. conjunctively (with or without that, f<w).The moment that, as soon as.

1793 MRS. Ii. PARSONS Woman as she should be I. ioj
I he poor lady was actually dead almost instantly that she
perpetrated the fatal deed. //./,/. II. 84 Almost instantlyas I alighted, I fainted. 1817 J. SYMMONS in E. H.
Barker rarnana (1828) I. 533 Instantly the Doctor xvas
ut of his stirrups, the calumet of peace

' was lighted.
185. IiiAcKERAV Esmond I. 38 He ran across the grass
instantly he perceived his mother.
4. Immediately (in positionX rare.
1849 RL-SKIN iVr. Lamps iii. 6. 6y Opposite the south-

INSTAURATION.
east angle . . the dome is seen rising instantly above the

apse and transepts.

t I'nstantness. Obs. rare. [f. as prec. +

-XKSS.] The quality of being instant, a. Instancy,
earnestness, b. Immediateness.
1548 UDALI. Erasui. far. Luke xi. 106 b, The better to

stiere his seruauntes vnto the instauntenesse of praiyng. .he
added, .a parable. 1599 MINSHEU n, Instantness, instantia.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Instantness, the Immediateness.

Instar (mstau), v. Also 7 en-. [!N- 1.]
1. traits. To set as a star

; to make a star of.

1592 DANIEL Delia xxvii, Though time do spoyle her of
the fairest vaile That euer yet mortallitie did couer ; Which
shall instarre the needle and the

trayle. 1633 FORD Love's
Sacr. iv. ii, Our heart is high instarr'd in brighter spheres.
1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 100 Grim-tusked boar . . Whom
ancient myths in the heavenly north instarred.

2. To set or adorn with or as with stars ; to stud

with stars or brilliants.

1651 BENLOWES Theofh. i. Ixix, Those rayes enstarre the
tluskie Parts. 1715-20 POPK fliait XVII. 55 The shining
circlets of his golden hair. .Instarr'd with gems and gold.
1824 Win-EN Tasso xiv. xxxix, The rich flood did all its

banks instar With precious stones, enchanting to the sight.
Hence Instarred (instaud),/>//. a., set with stars.
1888 'C. E. CRADUOCK' (Sirs. Murfree) Desfot Broomsedge

L'fftu vii. (1889) 117 The thickly instarred, moonless sky.

Instate (inst^"I), v. Also 7-8 en-,
[f.

IN- *

+ STATE sb. Cf. reinstate.]
1. trans. To put (a person) into a certain state

or condition ; to place in a certain position ; to

install, establish. Const, in (into, to}.

1613 HEYWOOD Siht. Age i. Wks. 1874 III. 95 Faire
Danaes sonne instated in my throne.

i667_
PEPYS Diary

10 Slar., He will enstate the King ofSpayne in the kingdom
of Portugal!. 1709 ATTERBURY Sertti. (1723) II. 258 To
have them accepted as holy, and instated in the favour
of God. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. iii. 65 The unalterable
maxims of rectitude. .being, .firmly instated in their just
authority. 1864 E. SARGENT Peculiar III. 267 Be sure it will
not be my fault if she is not at once instated in her rights.

b. with adj. complement.
1633 HGYWOOU Eng. Trav. n. Wks. 1874 IV. 32 'Tis

enough, that word Alone, instates me happy.
f2. To endow or invest (a person) with. Obs.
1603 SHAKS. Mcas.for M. v. i. 429 For his Possessions. .

We aoe en-state, and widow you with all, To buy you a
better husband. 1614 LODGE Life Seneca vi, Before his
advancement in Court [he was] plentifully enstated, for his
father had left him rich. 1659 T. WALL Char. Enein. Ch.
9 The office of a Kint; cloth enstate him with power, for the
administration of Justice.

t3. To confer (a thing) on or upon. Obs.
1641 M. FRANK Serin., s/A on Xtuas (1672) 86 A blessed

lot, a goodly heritage, blessedness itself enstated upon him.
1647 PmuerofKiys Pref. i, The Prime Act of Power en-
stated by Christ on his Apostles.
Hence Instating vbl. sb.

1647 Pomer of Keys i. 4 This formall compleat instating
of this power upon them. 1659 HAMMOND On Fs. ii.

Paraphr. 9 The instating and selling of David peaceably
and triumphantly in his Kingdome.
Iiistatement (msU7'-tment). Now rare. [f.

prec. vb. + -JIE.NT.] Instating; establishment.
(11677 BARROW Scrm. (1686) II. xxx. 425 Having not

onely a just title lo \\hat justification doth import, but a
real installment therein. 1746-7 HEKVEV Mtdit. (18181 106
We hold our possession of the former ; we expect an in-
statement in the latter. 1877 M. ARNOLD Last Ess. C/i.

47 The instalment of God's kingdom.
t InstallT, another form of INSTOBE v. . Obs.
next.

t Instau'rate, v. Obs.
[f.

L. iiistanrat-, ppl.
stem of instaurare : see INSTORE.] trans. To
restore, renew

; to erect ; to supply; = INSTORE v.

"583 STUBBES Anal. Abus. n. (1882) 81 To instaurate
abbeies, prieries, nunries, with other sumptuous edefices.

1635 MEDE Let. to Twisse 12 Aug., Wks. (1672) iv. 834 To
encourage the people lately returned from Captivity, to
build their Temple and instaurate their Commonwealth.
1666 J. SMITH Old_ Age (ed. 2) 256 It is far more easie .. to
overthrow the positive assertions of others than . . to instau-
rate better in their room.

Installation (instjjiv'-Jsn). [ad. L. instaurd-

tidn-em, n. of action f. instaurare to restore : see
INSTORE v . Cf. F. installation (

1 6th c. in Hatz.}.]
1. The action of restoring or repairing ; restora-

tion, renovation, renewal.
a 1603 T. CARTWRICHT Confut. Rlum. N. T. (1618) 621 At

the time of the installation of all things. 1613 SELDEN
Notes Drayton's Poly-olb. xi. 186 If you referre it to instau-
ration of what was discontinued by Wilfrids returne to his

Archbishoprique. [i6o BACON
(title) Instauratio Magna.

Ibid. 35 (Sub-title) Pars Secunda
operis qua; dicetur Novum

Organum, sive Indicio Vera de Interpretalione Naturae.)
1625 BACON Ess. Ded. Dk. Buckhm., Sly Instauration,
I dedicated to the King : Sly Historic of Henry the
Seuenth. .to the Prince, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I.

'35 He gave the first institution, or (as others will have it)

the best installation, to the university of Oxford. 1761
Biog. Diet., Ld. Bacon II. 8 At this time he appears to
have drawn the first out-lines of his grand instauration of
the sciences. 1879 SI. PATTISON llfilton vi. 68 Its aim was
to realise in political institutions that great instauration of
which Bacon dreamed in the world of intelligence.
t2. Institution, founding, establishment. Obs.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. (1634) 491 Knowing the

instauration of these games to have been in the 4o8th yeare
after Troy. 1631 HEYWOOD Eng. Etiz. (16411 53 The inchoa-
tion and instauration of a glorious Church and Commonweal.
1778 Up. LOWTH Transt. Isaiah Notes (ed. 12) 213 The in-
stauration and advancement of states.



INSTATJRATOR.

Instaurator (i-nstgiy'Uj}. [a. late L. instau-

rtitor, agent-n. f. instaware lu IXSTATKATK. Cf.

F. instaurateur (i6th c. in Godef.)-] a. One who

repairs or renews
;
a restorer, b. One who insti-

tutes or establishes ; a founder.
1660 H. MORK Myst. Godt. v. xvii. 203 Such Enthusiasts

and Impostours, who being \vholy ignorant of the affairs of
the Kingdom ofChrist, will yet pretend to be the great Instau-
rators of his Empire. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. I. ix. 152
The first instaurator of the dynamic philosophy in England.
1841 I)'ISRAELI A men. Lit. (1867) 659 A striking evidence
how imperfectly the genius of the Instaurator of sciences
was comprehended. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton iv. 46 Tin;

great instaurator of all knowledge, Bacon, in preaching the

necessity of altering the whole method ofknowing, included
. .the method of teaching to know.

Instead (inste'cT, phrasal comb. Forms : 3
ine stude ; 3-4 in stude, 4 in stud, in (yn)
sted, 4-5 in slede, in stid, in stide, 6 in

steede, Sc. in steid, (in stayd), 6-7 in steed,
in steade, in stead; insteed(e, 7 lusted, 7- in-
stead. [The two words in stead = (

in place ',

rarely written as one word before 1620, but seldom

separately after (-1640, exc. when separated by a

possessive pronoun or possessive case, as in my
stead

t
in Duke William's stead. Most frequently

followed by of^ in the prepositional phrase in stead

of, instead of (
= Fr. au lieu de) ; formerly also /';/

the stead of

~

which is still used dialectally, e.g. in
the southern counties of Scotland. See STEAD sb.

Of 16 instances of the phrase occurring in the 1623 Folio
of Shakspere, 6 are printed conjunctly ; but not one of these
so occurs in the earlier quartos. The only instance of the
conjunct spelling before 1620 is that in 3 Hen, VI, n. vi. 54,
where the True Tragedy of 1505 has '

Insteed of that
',
and

1619 'Instead of that '. In all other instances, the earlier

reading is in steed, or in stead. Thus in i Hen. IV, v. iii. 8
the 1623 Folio has '

insted of thee
', but the Qo. of 1598

'

in
steed of thee

', and the 6 Qos. 1599-1632
'
in stead of thee '.]

1. Phrase. Instead of, f in stead of: In place of,
in lieu of, in room of; for, in substitution for.

a. separately. (Also in the stead of (p\><s>.
or dial.).

For /';/ his steady in hisfriend's stead, and the like,
see STEAD sb.)
(In quot. 1557 ofis omitted before the inf.)
a 1225 Ancr. R, 22 SiggeS a last, ine stude of Benedica-

mus,
*

Requiescant in pace '. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4358 Is

dragon arerd of golde As in stude of is baner. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1139 In sted o bi nober sede, Ne sal be groue bot borne
and wede. c 1449 PECOCK Rcpr. i. iv. (MS.) 8 b, Hise
newe sacramentis wib whiche he chargid be peple of cristen,
in stide of..oold sacramentis. 1485 CAXTON Paris $ I'. 53
That he be recommaunded as your son in stede of me.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Moris Utop, n. i. (1895) 122 The chykens,
assone as they be come owte of the shell, followe men and
women in steade of the hennes. 1557 NORTH tr. Guenaras
Diall Pr. 231 a/i In stede to healpe hym to dye well, [he]
putteth hym in vayne hope of long lyfe. 1584 R. SCOT
Discw. M'itchcr. x. viii. (1886) 148 Either fat, or oile in steed
thereof. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 Catholicon thedrugge,
that it is in stead of all purges. 1639 FULLER Holy War
i. a Pella . . which served them in stead of a little Zoar.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 407/2 Q. .is a Letter of small

use, and put only in stead of C. [1718 Freethinker No. ^6
p 8 In the Stead of the Sanction was Established the famous
Concordat.]

. As one word.
I595SHAKS. True Trag. Rick. Dk. KwteCivb, Insteed of

that [3 Hen. VI. n. vi. 54, In steade whereof], let this supplie
the roome. 1612 HRINSLKY Lud. Lit. 101 The translation
leadeth the schollar as by the hand, or instead of his Master.

1634 W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 42 Thinke you
not they made vse of their hands insteede of feete. 1662
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. ii. 10 Preserved in their Tem-
ples, which were instead of Libraries to them. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 18 F i It was written, This is the Beer,
instead of, This is the Bear. 1766 GOLDSM. We. W. iii,

Instead of money he gave promises. 1852 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. II. 182 We went on the Saturday instead of the

Friday. 1892 GARDINER Stud. Hist. Rng. 6 They burned
instead of burying their dead.

b. Instead ^/"may also be used elliptically before

a preposition, adverb, adjective, or phrase.
1834 SIR H. TAYLOR Autobiog. (1885) 1. 194 People, .called

upon to conform to my taste, instead of to read something
which is conformable to theirs. 1865 R. W. DALE Jew.
Temp. Notes (1877) 303 The Law was to be written on the
hearts of men instead of on tables of stone. Mod. I found
the patient worse instead of better. You should be out
instead of in, on such a fine day. I found it on the floor

instead of in the drawer.

2. Without of: In its stead, in stead or in place
of the thing mentioned ; as a substitute.

1667 MILTON P. L, xn. 54 To rase Quite out thir Native

Language, and instead To sow a jangling noise of words
unknown. 1821 SHELLEY Dirgefor Yeari, Come and sigh,
come and weep ! Merry hours, smile instead. 1836 J. H.
NEWMAN Par.

Sennit. (1837) III. iii. 39 When we Took for

evidence of his faith, .we discover instead a deadness to all

considerations. 1866 RUSKIN Eth. Dust 17 The money
which the English habitually spend in cutting diamonds
.. if it were applied to cutting rocks instead [etc.].

tlnstea'dfast, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [lN--'i.] Not

steadfast, unsteadfast.

1728 T. COOKE Hesiod*s Theogony 775 Epimetheus of in-

steadfast Mind, Lur'd to false Joys, and to the future blind.

Instealing" (rnstrlirj), ppl.a. [!N adv. ii a.]

Stealing in ; entering stealthily.

1844 E. B. ELLIOTT Horse Apoc. (1862) I. 293 The awful
features of the instealing phantom.

351

Insteam (instrm), r. ran.
[i.

Ix- 2 + STEAM.]
trans. To furnish or provide with steam.
iBji G. MEREDITH One of our Cong. I. v. 69 They are

engines . . insteamed to pursue their infuriate course.

t I-nsteep, st>. O&s. rare - '.
[f, IN- i + STEEP

v, : cf. next.] Infusion.

155' TURNER Her/ml i. B vj a, Mesne gyueth in ponder or

pylles from a drame and a halfe to two dramraes, and in

instepe or infuse from a drame and a halfe vnto iij. drammes
and a halfe.

Ilisbeep (inst/"p), v. Now ran: Also 7 en-,

[f. IN- 1 + STEEP v., after L. tmmerg-fre.] irons.
To immerse ; to steep or soak in

; to imbrue.

INSTIL.

ensteep'd, to enclogge the guiltlesse Keele. i6n FLORID,
lHlttottare

t
to ensteepe, to moisten. 1782 DOWNMAN tr.

ll'nrmins' Death Song Ragiiar I.vMracli, The hard blue
sword insteep'd in gore.

Installation (insteV-Jan). rare.
ff. L. in-

(!N- 2) + stella star + -ATION : cf. constellation.}A placing among the stars
;
a making into a star.

1832 J. WILSON in Btackai. Mag. XXXI. 694 Shalcspeare
has been long enthroned in instellation. 1835 Ibid.XXXVI I.

287 The instellation of the noblest spirit that ever had its

mortal dwelling in a peasant's breast.

Instep 1
(i'nstep). Also 6 insteppe, 7 -stup,

-stoppe, -stip. [app. f. IN- ' + STEP ; but the

application has not been accounted for. The forms
in Cotgr. and Minsheu appear to be corruptions.]
1. The upper surface of the human foot between

the toes and the ankle.

"544

lieth outwarde beetwene the insteppe and the hele. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Garganta del pie, the instep. 1611
COTGR., Le montant tiit pied, th' instup. 1617 MINSHEU,
The Instoppe of the foote, coniiepied. 1624 MASSINGER
Parl. Love iv. v, Is not this a pretty foot, And a clean

jnstep? 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. i. ii, They hurt me
just below the instep. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt vi, Her
own pretty instep, clad in a silk stocking. 1880 OUIDA
Moths I. ip She always gave her miniature feet and arched
insteps their natural play.

b. Phrase. High in the instep, haughty, proud.
Now dial.

1562 J. HEVWOOD Pro-.'. $ Efigr. (1867) 164 He is hie in

thynstep, his steps may be hie, But to stepe in good steps
he stepth nothyng me. 1580 HOLLVBAND Treat, f'r. Tong,
llautain, loftie, high in the insteppe. 1617 MORVSON [tin.
ii. 26 Now the Gentleman was growne higher in the instep,
as appeared by the insolent conditions he required. 1639
_FUI.LER Holy War n. viii. (1647) 53 He was too high in the

instep to wear another mans shoes. 1828 Craven Dial, s.v.,
' She is rather high in her instep ',

she is proud and haughty.
2. a. That part of the hind-leg of a horse which

extends from the hock to the pastern-joint, b. The
corresponding part in the leg of a bird. c. In in-

sects : see quot. 1826.
c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide I. vi. (1738) 98 The

leg oi a horse, that corresponds to the shank in the lore-leg.

1783 LIGHTFOOT in Phil. Trans. LXXV. ii The instep [of
Motacilla] is covered with seven large imbricated scales.
1826 KlRBV & SP. Entomol. xxxiii. III. 385 Planta (the

Instep). The first joint of the Tarsus is so called when it

is remarkably long and broad. It includes the Calx.

3. That part of a shoe, stocking, etc., fitting or

covering the instep. Hence instep-gusset, -hole,
-needle.

c 1615 Songs Costume (Percy Soc.) 112 On the feet pinked
shooes, Insteps had roses red. 1623 tr. Favine's Theat.
Hon. in. iv. 360 To weare it on the instup of their Shoes.
1711 STEELE Sped. No. 48 F 4, I am mounted in high-heeled
Shoes with a glased Wax-leather Instep. 1853 KINGSLEY
Hypatia vii. 86 An embroidered shoe, with a large gold
cross on the instep. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 48 Cast
on 31 stitches, knit a heel, turn it, pick up instep, cast on
false instep, and knit the instep gusset and cast off.

4. A part of a hill, a tree trunk, or the like, re-

sembling the human instep in shape or position.
1681 COTTON Wond. Peake (ed. 4) 24 At th' instep of Just

such another Hill, There creeps a Spring that makes a little

Rill. 1859 THOREAU Early Spring in Mass. 17 Mar. (1881)
163, I know it to be a striped squirrel, and soon see its long
unseen striped sides flirting about the instep of an oak.
1862 B. TAYLOR Home fy Abroad Ser. n. II. iii. 69 Crossing
the insteps of hills, and then into an apparently boundless

plain. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xix. vii. V. 580 Instep or

glacis of the Pirna rock-country.

t I'UStep 2
. 06s. rare. ff. the phrase to step

in : see IN adv. 1 1 d.] The act of stepping in, the

first step, the commencement.
1621 Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribse n. 380 At the first instep

into this Chapter. 1624 Gagg i. 5 Thus in the very
in-steppe of his pamphlet, he belyeth the Protestant for his

opinion. 1/1641 AclsffMon. (1642) 57 Cardinal! Baronius
. . in the very instep into his Apparatus . . was much mistaken
in Justin Martyr.

Instigaiit (i-nstigant). [ad. L. instigant-em ,

pr. pple. of instigarc to INSTIGATE.] One who or

that which instigates ; an instigator.

happiness.

Instigate (i-nstig^it), v. Pa. pple. -ated ; also

7 instigat. [f. L. instigat-, ppl. stem of instigarc
to urge, set on, incite, f. in- (Its- 2) + *stigare : cf.

(root any-] to prick.]
(Jr. .

1. Irons. To spur, urge on
; to stir up, stimulate,

incite, goad (now mostly to something evil).
154* BOORDE Dyetary viii. (1870) 245 It doth instygateand lede a man to synne. 163^ WOODALL Wks. Pref. (1653)

2 borne Noble man, who was instigated thereunto through
an excellent and divine power. 1651 HOBBF.S Levialh. in.
xhi. 278 To instigate Princes to warre upon one another.
1671 True Noncmif. 469 The only motive, .whereby Henry

BREWSTF.R Mart. Sr. in. iii. (1856) 204 The proud Duke
of Tuscany, instigated no doubt by Galileo, sent Kepler
a gold chain. 1855 BROWNING Fra Lifpo 316 'Ay, but
you don't so instigate to prayer 1

'
Strikes in the Prior.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 335 You.. must not insti-

gate your elders to a breach of faith.

2. To bring about by incitement or persuasion ;

to stir up, foment, provoke.
1853 THACKERAY Esmond 11. iv, What he and they

called levying war was, in truth, no better than instigating
murder. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's iii. 47 The mission of
Otho had been instigated by the King.
Hence I-ustigated, rusticating ppl. adjs. ;

I nstigatiugly adv., in an instigating manner, so
as to instigate.
1611 COTGR., Instigue, instigated, incited, vrged. 1701DE FOE Reform. Manners Misc. (1703) 81 How Clito comes

from instigating Whore, Pleads for the Man he cuckold just
before. 1856 WEBSTER, Instigatingly.

Instigation (instig^'-Jan). fad. L. instiga-
tion-em, noun of action from instigare to INSTI-
GATE. Cf. F. instigation (1332 in Hatz. -Darin.).]
The action of instigating or goading ;

an urging,
spurring, or setting on

; incitement, stimulation.
c 1421 HOCCLEVE yereslans' Wife Moral., The howndes,

)>at is to seyn, the wikkid thoghtes, alway berken, & maken
swich instigacioun. i48oCA.\ToN Cliron. Eng. in. 11520) 26/1
It was denyed hym . . by the instygacyon of a lord called
Pompei. tjiz Helyas (W. de W.) i Here begynneth the
hystory of the noble Helyas knyght of the swanne newly
translated out of frensshe in to englysshe at tbynstygacyon
of the puyssaunt & illustryouse prynce lorde Edwardeduke
of Huckyngham. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 362
Alexander . . by instigation of wine, and Thais his Concu-
bine, . . burned this sometime-Treasure-house of Persia. 1665
EVELYN Diary 5 Apr., This terrible warr, begun doubtlesse
at secret instigation of the French to weaken the States &
Protestant interest. 1761 JKFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I.

181, I should not have accused the Devil, because .. hunger,
without the addition of his instigations, might have urged
them to do this. 1840 MACAULAV Ess., Ciire (1887) 537
Chunda Sahib fell into the hands of the Mahrattas, and
was put to death, at the instigation probably of his com-
petitor. Mnhommed Ali. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1870)
I. v. 264 That this foul deed was done by the instigation, if

not by the personal order, of his step-mother.
b. That in which this action is embodied

; an

incentive, stimulus, spur.
1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (1531) 34 b, Which illusyon and pervious

instigacyon, as soone as it was detected brought to lyght
..anone it auoyded & was defeted. 1601 SHAKS. Jiil,
C. II. i. 49 Speake, strike, redresse. Brutus, thou sleep'st :

awake. Such instigations haue beene often dropt, Where
1 haue tooke them vp. 1710 ADDISON Tatlcr No. 148^3
When I have seen a young Lady swallow all the Instiga-
tions of high Soups, seasoned Sauces, and forced Meats.
1869 GOI-LBURN f'urs. Holinessn. 18 The good instigations
which from time to time visit your heart.

Instigative (instig^tiv), a.
[f.

L. instigat-

(see INSTIGATE
.) -f -IVE.] Having the quality of

instigating ; tending to instigate ;
stimulative.

1642 T. CASE Gods Rising ^1644) 29 In respect of the in-

stigative and directive Office of conscience. 1850 MCosH
Div. Co7'f. in. iii. 2. 424 We owe to the instigative feelings
a large portion of human energy and activity.

Instigator (rnstig^tsj). Also 6-7 -er. [a.
L. instigator, agent-n. f. instigare to INSTIGATE.
Cf. F. instigateiir (l4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] One
who instigates or sets on

;
an inciter, stimulator.

righteous Heavens sight ? .1665 MRS. HUTCMIKSON Mett
Col. Hutchinson (18461 88 The King had another instigator
of his own violent purposes, .and that was the queen. 1786
BURKE Articles W. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 228 Being him-
self the first mover and instigator of that injustice. i86p
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1870) I. App. 653 The chief insti-

gator of the murder.

t Instiga'trix. Oh. rare
-

. [a. L. instiga-

trix, fern, agent-n. f. instigare to INSTIGATE.] A
female instigator.
1611 COTGR., Stimulatrice, a stimulatrix, an instigatrix.

Instil, instill (insti'l), v. [ad. L. instillare

to put in by drop's, f. in- (IN-
2
) + stillare to drop :

cf. F. instiller (i6th c. in Hatz.).]
1. trans. To put in by drops ;

to introduce drop
by drop or in small quantities.
1547 BOORDE Brev. Health ccclxiv, Instyll into the care

the oyie of bitter Almons. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xvii.

66 The juice . . dropped or instilled into the head, is good
for the paines thereof. 1667 MILTON P. L. XI. 416 Michael
.. from the Well of Life three drops instill'd. 1745 NEED-
HAM Microsc. Disc. iii. 26 Then instilling two or three Drops
of Water into the Concave Object-Glass. 1891 J. JACOBS
Ess. Sf Rev., y. //. Ne^untan 144 A poem's impressiveness,



INSTILLANT. ,

one miht say depends on the number of heart's drops in-

""led into it .ooo*r,V. M,;l. 7>'"'- No. 204. 258 I< would

beas well toinstifeserine before the patient l.-l, the hosp-ul.

2 To introduce (.some immaterial principle, no-

tion, feeling, or quality) little by little into the

mind soul, heart, etc. ;
to cause to enter by degrees ;

id infuse slowly or gradually ;
to insinuate.

K33 FRITH Ann: fare Wks. (,573' '66/* As a faythfull

oreacher by the worde doth instill it into vs by our eares and

Sring. '538 LATIMER Ktm. ' .8,5) 39* Some instilled into

him that..hfshould have suffered afterward for treason.

,i MILTON /'. /-. vi. 269 How hast thou instill d Thy
mafice into thousands. 1670 WALTON Lhfsm. 160 Instilling

h^o his Soul the seeds of Piety. .706 ELIZ. HAMILTON

Lett. Hindoo Rajah II. 248 These qualities are so carefully

instilled at the seminaries of female education. Bos b.

HALL T-.iv Trifles 3 Right notions, to be instilled most

effectively, must lie instilled in childhood.

t b. To teach or urge assiduously or stealthily.

1660 M l LTON KHefNotes Serin. F i The humour of return-

ing to our old Bondage, was instill'd of late by some De-

ceivers. 1806^7 J. BERF.SFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) i.

Introd., It wholesomely instils the advantages of frugality.

j-3. To imbue with. Obs. rare- 1
.

i&44 MILTON Edvc. Wks. (1847! 99/1 Flattery and court-

shifts, and tyrannous aphorisms appear to them the highest

points of wisdom ; instilling their barren Hearts with a con-

scientious slaver}'-

Hence Instilled (-Hd)///. a., InstrUing vbl.sb.

1659 RUSIIW. Hist. Coll. I. 101 The instilling thereof into

the peoples knowledge by little and little. 1736 BERKELEY

Disc. Magistr., etc. Wks. III. 430 Bias to good from early

principle or instilled opinion.

Instile, variant of INSTTLE v.

t Insti'llant, " Obs. rare-', [ad. L, instil-

lant-em, pr. pple. oiinstillare to INSTIL.] Entering

as by instillation ; entering gently.

jjo4 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione \\\. ii. 196 The swete in-

styllaunt spekj-nge of his lorde god.

Instillation (instil? -J
3")- Cad - L - i"stilla-

tion-em, n. of action from instillare to INSTIL.]

1. The. action of instilling ; introduction (of a

liquid) drop by drop; fthe liquid thns instilled.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 695 The instillation of this

Crocodile, folded up in the Wooll of a black Sheep of the

first birth, .hath power to drive a quartane Ague, a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheom. n. xiv. 5 (1622) 359 He doth it, not by
instillation, but by infusion. 1741 PERRY in Phil. Trans.

XLII. 49 Upon the Instillation of Spirit of Vitriol, it de-

posited a Milk-white greasy Sediment. 1819 LANDOR /mag.
Conr. Wks. 1846 II. 47 Let them slumber . . in their sunny
orchards, without the instillation of that fatal poison. 187$
St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 483 Notwithstanding the re-

peated instillation of eserine drops, the pupil was fully

dilated from the action of atropine.

trans/, m&fig. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 72 F i Petty

qualities . . make the draught of life sweet or bitter by imper-

ceptible instillations. 1751 Itnd. No. 207 r n The instilla-

tions of this frigid opiate.

2. The action of instilling or gradually introducing
some feeling, notion, or principle into the mind,

soul, or heart ;
infusion

; also, something thus in-

stilled, an insinuation.

riuo tr. Pol. I'erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 290 Bie the

instillation of Godde. .reconciliation and Concorde forthwith

ensewed. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxxviii. (1632) 396
His care euer opened vnto the instillations of Parasites.

1884 Bazaar 22 Dec. 664/1 The painting is thorough, with

full instillation of the spirit of the scene portrayed.

Instillator i-nstiVtai). [agent-n. in L. form

from I., instillare to INSTIL : see -ATOR.] One
who instils ; an instiller.

^1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 403 If the oil-

instillator, out of sight and from within, had represented
the corrupt nature of man.

Instillatory (instHatari), a.
[f.

L. ppl. stem

instilldt- + -IIBV.] Relating to instillation.

1882 in OGILVIE.

Instiller finsti-ba). [f. INSTIL v. + -ER '.]

One who instils or infuses.

1676 MARVF.I.L Mr. Stnirke 45 Vet that Herod . . though he
wanted not his instillers, apprehended no Commotion. 1749
P. SKF.I.TON Deism Rt-vfaled\\\\. iT.), Never was there, .so

artful an instiller of loose principles as my tutor.

Instilment instalment), [f.
INSTIL v. +

-MENT.] The action of instilling ; infusion.

1773 in JOHNSON ed. 4 (misquoting Shaks. Ham. i. v. 64,
where the word is DISTILMENT). 1816 MARGRAVINE 01

ANSPACH Mem. 1. iii. 81 Mr. Foster was remiss in his instil-

ments of these moral and religious principles. 1850 HAW-
THORNE Scarlet L. xx.(i879> 248 The instilment thereof into
her mind. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. 71 Persuasion,
the instilment of conviction.

Insti mulate, v. Oh. [f. ppl. stem of I..

instimulare, (. in- (Ix-
2
; + stimulare to STIMULATE.

Cf. obs. F. ins/imufer(i6tii c. in Godef.).] trans.
To incite, instigate, stimulate.

1570 LEVINS Manif. 42/3 Instimulate, instimulare. 1623
COCXCRAU, Instimulate, to prouoke, pricke forward. 1670
G. H. Hiit. Cardinals i. i. 24 They are prick'd forward,
and mstimulated to good deeds by the Divine Spirit.
Hence t Instimnla-tion.
165! PHILLIPS, Initiiiiulatim, the same as Instigation.

1711 in BAii.irr.

t Instimulating, a. Obs. rare- '. [IN-*.]
Not stimulating.
'740 CHEYKE Krgimen 344 Living on . . insipid and in-

stimulating Food only, which is the Case of most of the
Poor or Indigent.

352

Instinct (i-nstirjkt). sb. Also 6-7 instincte.

fad. L. insthift-us instigation, impulse, f. instin-

ftifre to instigate, incite, impel ;
f. in- (In- 2) +

ttiagutrt orig. to prick, stick ;cf. distinct, extinct) ;

root stig- as in instigate. Cf. also F. instinct (in

1 4th c. instiiicte). Formerly stressed jnstrnct.']

f 1. Instigation ; impulse ; prompting.
Obs.

I4i2-o LVDG. Chrm. Troy n. xii. (1555) Hj/2 Whan that

beastes of reason rude and blinde Desyre the same by iust

instinct [.1/.T.9. instymt, instynnt, instaunce) of kinde. 1513
MORE in Grafton Chrm. (1568) II. 777

Before such great

thinges mennes harts (of a secret instinct of nature) mis-

geveth them. 1519 Dyaloge i. Wks. 160/2 By the secrete

instyncte of the holy gost thei consent and agre together.

1563 87 FOXE A. ft M. (1684) III. 9 Damasusby the instinct

of Hierom appointed Gloria Patri after the Psalms. 1633
BP. HALL Hard Texts 90 He began to have many instincts

and strong motions from God. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithrs

v. 221 These Tithes.. by the instinct of the Devil many
have detained them. 1730 A. GORDON Mafefs Anrfliit/i.

168 This good Woman, following the Instinct of her own

Piety [etc.].

2. Innate impulse; natural or spontaneous ten-

dency or inclination. Formerly applicable to the

natural tendencies of inanimate things. In modern

use associated with sens'e 3.

1568 TILNEY Disc. Afariap-e A vj b, Yea the trees, .have a

natural! instinct of friendship. 1603 OWEN Pembrokcsh.

(1891) 78 A naturalle Instincte engraffed in the stones or

lyme . .against any wett weather to sweate with great dropps
of water. 1663 BUTLER Hnd. I. i. 233 To whom pur Knignt

by fast Instinct Of Wit and Temper was so linkt. 17*6
LKONI Albertis Arc/tit. I. 41/1 There is a natural instinct

in all heavy bodies to lean and press upon the lowest parts.

1845 M. PATTISON F.ss. (1889) I. 9 The instinct ofpilgrimage,
asit has been said, belongs not exclusively to religion at all.

1874 SVMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece (1898) I. i. 6 Our love of

the Alps is. .a Teutonic instinct. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.

viii. 5. 500 He [Charles I] had . . neither the grander nor

the meaner instincts ofthe born tyrant. 1875 Sit-BBS Cans/.

Hist. II. xiv. 107 Edward was by instinct a lawgiver.

3. spec. An innate propensity in organized beings

(esp. in the lower animals), varying with the species,
and manifesting itself in acts which appear to be

rational, but are performed without conscious design
or intentional adaptation of means to ends. Also,

the faculty supposed to be involved in this opera-
tion (formerly often regarded as a kind of intuitive

knowledge).
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 299 Beware Instinct, the

Lion will not touch the true Prince : Instinct is a great
matter. I was a Coward on Instinct. 1664 POWER Exp.
Ihilos. ill. 183 Beasts, .obey the prescript of their Natures,
and live up to the height of that instinct that Providence
hath given them, a 1677 HALE Print. Orig. Man. I. ii. 48
The instincts of Animals are sensible instincts of a more
noble kind and nature than those of Vegetables. 1692
BI-'NTLEY ftoyli' Lrct. ix. 314 That he might act, not of

necessity, nor blind instinct like the Brutes. 1781 GIBBON

Dccl.ff F. xxvi. (1869) II. 10 The operation of instinct is

more sure and simple than that of reason. 1871 DARWIN
Desc. Man I. iii. 100 The very essence of an instinct is

that it is followed independently of reason. 1877 BARING-
GOULD Myst. Suffer. 65 Instinct, the co-ordination and
transmission of past experiences.

b. Any faculty acting like animal instinct
;

in-

tuition ;
unconscious dexterity or skill.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II', i. i. 86 He that but feares the

thing, he would not know, Hath by Instinct, knowledge
from others Eyes, That what he feard, is chanc'd. 1768
STERNE St'nt. Joum. (1778) I. 54 (Rctirise Door) Had not

instinct more than reason directed me to the last resource.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule (1874) 6 It was by a sort of instinct

that he guided this open boat through the channels. 1873
HAMERTON Intell. Life 445 The true instinct of genius.

4. Comb.
1845 G. MURRAY Islaford 31 None to lull her instinct-

dread of harm. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891)

312 The scanty pasture provoked the instinct-guided cattle

to wander far.

Instinct (insti-nkt;, ///. a. Usually (in senses

2 and 3 always) const, as /a. pple. [ad. L. instinct-

us, pa. pple. of instingnfre (see prec.) : cf. obs. F.

instinct implied, constrained (loth c. in Godef.).
Used in sense 2 by Milton, Swift, and Pope ; but character-

ized by Johnson in 1755 as 'a word not in use', and so in

Diets, down to Craig 1847; revived about 1800 in sense 3,

which is app. due to a misunderstanding of the meaning in

Milton, Swift, and Pope.)

1 1. Implanted naturally ; innate. Obs.

1538 STARKKY England \. i. 18 Neclygence of man, wych
sllfTryth hys sedys, by nature instincte, by wordly occasyonys
to be oner run. 1628 T. SPFNCHR Logick 34 It moues ac-

cording vnto the instinct, and inbred disposition of nature.

1 2. Impelled, moved, excited. inflamed, animated.
1667 MILTON P. L. n. 937 The strong rebuff of som tu-

multuous cloud Instinct with Fire and Nitre. Ibid. vi. 752
Forth rush'd.. The Chariot ..undrawn, It self instinct with
Spirit. 1704 SWIFT Halt. Rks. Misc. (1711! 228 A new
Species of controversial Books . . instinct with a most malig-
nant Spirit. Ibid. 247 Coffee-house Wits instinct by me,
can correct an Author's Stile. 1715-10 POPE Iliad xvni.

442 Full twenty tripods, .That plac'd on living wheels ..

instinct with spirit roll'd From place to place.
3. In recent use : Imbued or charged with some-

thing, as a moving or animating force or principle.
1797-1803 J. FOSTER frnl. in Life H Corr. (18461 I. 178

Burke's sentences are pointed at the end, instinct with
pungent sense to the last syllable. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mali
1. 134 lanlhe's Soul. .Instinct with inexpressible beauty and
'race. 1821 Def. Poetry i. in Ett. ff Lett. (Camelot) 21

.ivy is instinct with poetry. 1822 B. CORNWALL Ctrl Pro-

INSTINCTMENT.
fence Ix, Through all the palace . . Instinct with light, a living

splendour ran. 1837 CARI.YLF. /">. Rev. I. vn. iv, Instinct

with life to its finger-ends. 1844 Ln. BROUGHAM A. Lunel
(1872) I. i. 14 Her features were instinct with expression re-

flecting the spirit within. 1861 TULLOCII Eng. Purit. ii. 340
Digressions, .instinct with meaning to his audiences. 1878
H. S. WILSON Alf. Ascents \. 3 The Matterhorn .. instinct

with malignant cruelty. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmtre
xiv. (1894) 196 The room seemed instinct with a harsh com-

manding presence.
t Instruct, v. Obs. [f.

L. instinct-, ppl. stem
of instingulre to instigate : see INSTINCT w.J
1. trans. To instigate, prompt, impel internally.

1549 CIIALONER Erasiir. on Folly F iij b, The good simple
people of the plde golden worlde. .lived onely as Nature

taught and instincted them. 1663 Flagellant or O. Cromwell
6 He Dreamed, or a Familiar rather instincted him and put
it into his Head, that He should be King of England. 1694
R. BURTHOGGE Reason 40 This false conceit of his being
immediately Instincted and moved by the Spirit of God.

2. To implant naturally or as an instinct ; to in-

fuse as an animating principle.
1538 [see INSTINCT///, a. ij. 1540 RAYNOLD Byrth Man-

kynde iv. ii. (1634) 187 God .. hath .. instincted such a power
and vertue vnto these mortall creatures. 16*7 FELTHAM
Resolves n. [L] Ixiv. (1628) 183 Though I doubt whether I

may bee of their opinion, who vtterly take away all reason

from Beasts, yet I verily beleeue, these are things, that were
neuer instincted in them. 173* VwnLftPrff.mitioiftP,L.
a iij, What native, unextinguishable Beauty must be im-

press'd and instincted through the Whole, which the De-
foedation of so many Parts by a bad Printer , . could not

hinder from shining forth ?

3. To perceive by instinct, nance-use.

1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gaytwrthys (1866) 204 There were

sugar-plums in her bag, and the children instincted them
afar on" like flies.

t Insti'nction. Obs. [a. obs. F. instinction

(ifth c.), f. L. type *inslinction-em, n. of action

f. inslingucre to instigate : see INSTINCT sb.]

1. Instigation ; prompting ; inspiration.
1490 CAXTON Htr.v to Die 8 That ofte cometh by instync-

yon of the deuyl. 1531 EI.YOT Gov. I. xiii, Tulli in his

Tusculane questyons snpposeth, that a poete can nat abun-

dantly expresse verses sufficient and complete . . without
celestiall instinction. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices II.

pound the prophets. 1670 LASSELS \'oy. Italy II. 39 I

Gregory', .moved by Godly instinction (as John Stow sayth)
sent Augustin.
2. Innate or natural impulse ; instinct.

1531 ELYOT Gav. in. iii, This naturall instinction of crea-

tures unreasonable is necessary and also commendable.

1590 BARROUGH Meth. Fliysick in. Ixiii. (1639) 2co
>
There

followeth this temperature, an instinction . . to lecherie, and
driness of the whole body. 1600 F. WALKI.R Sp. Mande-
ville 96 a, Brute Beastes are led and guided by a naturall

instinction and appetite. 1753 Life Frith in Whs. (1829)

74 In the nature of this young man, being but a child, God
liad planted marvellous instinctions and love.

Instinctive (initrrjktiv), a. (adv.) [f.
L. in-

stinct-, ppl. stem of instingiifre to instigate + -IVE :

see INSTINCT sb., and cf. F. instinctif (1803 in

Hatz.).] Of the nature of instinct ; operating by
or resulting from instinct or innate prompting.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. //'', c, From Instinctive

Causes, and the strict Impresse of Nature, none must Life

neglect. 1652 Br. HALL Invis. World l. 6 Have we
had instinctive intimations of the death of some absent

friends.. who but our angels hath wrought it? 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Lett, to C'tfss [Bristol} (1887) I. 240 So

powerful is the instinctive fondness natural to parents. 1855
BAIN Senses .$ Int. n. iv. 6 (1864) 267 The alternation of
the lower limbs is instinctive in man. 1859 DARWIN Orig.
Spec, viii. (1878) 205 An action which we ourselves require

experience to enable us to perform, when performed by an
animal . . without experience, and when performed by many
individuals in the same way, without their knowing for

what purpose it is performed, is usually said to be instinctive.

1861 GF.O. ELIOT Silas HI. xii, Her arms had not yet relaxed

their instinctive clutch.

b. poet, as adv. --
instinctively.

1715-20 POPE Iliad vin. 544 Swifter than thought the

wheels instinctive fly. 1827 POLLOK Course T. vn, Instinc-

tive every soul Flew to its clayey part.

Instinctively (in*trnktmi), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.]
In an instinctive manner

; by instinct ;

by some innate prompting ;
without conscious

thought or purpose.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 148 A rotten carkasse of a Butt,

not rigg'd, Nor tackle, sayle, nor mast, the very rats In-

stinctiuely haue quit it. 1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 135 At this time the female is instinctively taught that

her young ones want relief. 1855 MRS. GASKEI.L North
f,-

.South xxii. (1897) 187 Margaret, .drew her ruffled, luxuriant

hair instinctively over the cut. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram.
Assent n. viii. 279 However sure we are of the accuracy of

our instinctive conclusions, we as instinctively put them into

words. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. I V. ll. vi. 248 The intellect

. . instinctively dreads lies.

Instiiicti vity. rare-', [f. as prec. + -ITV.

Cf. F. insiinctivitf (Littre'.] The quality of being
instinctive ; proneness to instinctive action.

1830 COLERIDGE
Tajble-t.

2 May i There is growth only
in plants ; but there is-irritability, or, a better word, instinc-

th'iiyi in insects.

[Instinctly, error for instinctively (01101.1855).]

t Iiisti'iictmeiit. Obs. rare '. [f.
INSTINCT

v. + -MENT.] Instigation, prompting, inspiration.

1617-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. iii. 162 In obedience to the

commands of Gotl, and the Instinctments of Nature.



INSTINGED.

flnstinged (insti-qd),///. a. Obs,rare~. [f.

IN- 2 + STING s6.] Furnished with a sting.
1611 FLORIO, Imtespitfi, inwasped, instinged.

Instipulate (insti-pi*?l/t), a. Bot. [IN- 3.]
Not stipulate, having no stipules, exstipulate.
1847 'n 9RAIG- '^55 *n MAYNE Expos. Lex.

f Insti-rred, a. Obs. rare. [In- 3.] Unstirred.

1677 FELT HAM Resolvts i. Ixxvii. 118 Like the wind . . It

disperses Exhalations from the muddy Earth, which would,
instirr'd, infect it.

lustitor (i'nstitpa). [a. ^.institor, agent-n. from
insisttre to step upon, to follow, pursue: see INSIST.]
A factor or agent ; a broker

; a retailer, huckster,
vendor. (Chiefly in Kent, and St. Law.}
1657 TOMLINSON Ratou's Disp. 396" Neither the Incolists

th_at
make these Pastils, nor the Institors that buy them,

mix Goat's blood therewith. 1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot.
l. xii. 19 Our custom hath not so fully owned the Roman
Law as to institors, ns it has as to exercitors. 1754 ERSKINF
Princ. Law Scot. in. iii. 14 Tho' the institors be pupils,
and so cannot hind themselves, the prepositor . . stands
obliged by their deeds. 1858 G. J. BELL Comm. Lams Seal.
i. vi. 4 (ed. 6) 177 An Institor or the person who has the

slave as institor in charge of a shop or other business.]

InstltO'rial, a. Rom. and Sc. Law. [f. L.
institdrius of or belonging to an institor + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to an institor.

1858 G. J. BELL Comm. Laws Scot. i. vi. 4 (ed. 6) 177
As applied to banks, institorial power has raised many
questions. Ibid., The public is entitled to trust to the full

unlimited institorial power in dealing with any officer placed
in the apparent trust of receiving money. 1883 Whartons
Law Lex. (ed. 7), Institorial power, the charge given to a
clerk to manage a shop or store.

Instito'rian, a. Rom. Law. [f. as prec. +
-AN.] =prec.
1853 WHEWELL Grotins II. n. xi. 13. 46 Hence we may

understand that an exercitorian action (one against ship-
owners for the contracts of the captain) and an institorian

action, (one against the owner of a trading concern for the
contracts of the acting agent,) depend on Natural law.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains iv. 71 The institorian action is

employed when a person has committed the management of
a shop or business . . to his son or slave, or to some stranger.

Institory, a. [ad. L. institori-uS) f. institor :

see above.] = INSTITORIAL.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. i. xii. 19 The

praetor by the

perpetual edict did introduce the Institory Action, in which,
by the Contracts of Institors in relation to that wherein they
were intrusted, their prepositors are oblieged.
t Institue, v. Obs. Also 4-5 instue. [a. F.

instititer (1219 in Godef. Compl.\ ad. L. institute
to INSTITUTE.] trans. = INSTITUTE v. Hence
flnstituing (instuing) vbl. sb.

(1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 450 Instuyng wlj> inducting
and many obere mannus lawis weren not to charge. 1382

Heb. xi. 7 He ..is instued {gloss or ordeyned] eir of

ri^twysnesse. c 1450 Mironr Salnacioun 1845 The sacra-
ment instuyd he. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 31/1 Thenne he
institued this holy sacrament. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II.

cxiii. [cix.] 326 The emperoure. .had institude hym to be. .

souerayne regarder of the Languefryde. 1529 MORE S-upfl.
Sonlys Wks. 318/2 The great, .capitayne of goddes people
dyd institue and ordayne the great feaste of the dedicacion
of the temple. 1611 FLORIO, Institnire, .. to institue.

Institute (i'nstitiwt), sbl \z&*~L.institiit-itm

purpose, design, plan, ordinance, instruction, pre-

cept ; sb. use of neut. of institiitns^ pa. pple. of

institute to INSTITUTE. Cf. K. institut (i7th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.). In sense 3, corresp. to F. insti-

tute
t -s, ad. late L. institiita pi., in sense of cl.L.

f 1. Purpose, design. Obs.
a 1520 BARCLAY Jn^nrth (ed. Pynson) 19 a, But nowe wyll

I returne to myne institute & purpose concernyng the

dyscriptyon of Affrike. 1528 ROY Rede Me \\. (Arb.) no
A vowe of folisshnes To accomplysshe Satans institute.

a 1670 HACKF.T Abp. Williams i. (1692) 118 That which
comes to the institute I handle.

2. Something instituted ; an established law,

custom, usage, or organization ; an institution.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. de Invent. (4:1560) 95 It is a
Godly Institute, and I would that there were mo suche cere-
monies to help the pore. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks.
(1847) 494/1 Teaching and promoting like a public father the
institutes and customs of civil life. 1700 DRVHKN Sigism.

, require The nearest kindr
fun'ral stage The dead to lay. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax.
Ch. (1858) I. i. 31 Veneration for the monastic institute,

t b. The act of instituting institution. Obs.

1641 MILTON Reform. I. f 2 Then was.. water, sanctify'J

by Christ's institute, thought little enough to wash off the

original spot. 1657 Divine Lover 37 In this contemplatiue
way few or none hath appeared since their first institute

aboue these hundred yeares.

3. A principle or element of instruction ; usually

in//., a digest of the elements of a subject, esp. of

jurisprudence. (So in F.) Cf. INSTITUTION 5.
Institutes ofJustinian (Instiltttiones Justiniani), an ele-

mentary treatise on Roman Law, compiled by order of the

Emperor Justinian in 533 A.D., and intended as an introduc-
tion to the Pandects. It was based mainly on the Institutes

ofGains (/nstitntianesCitiii), compiled in the 2nd cent. A.D.,

long lost, but recovered in 1816. (The Byzantine Greeks
explain irffTiToi'Ta by fttrayuyaf introductions.)
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(
(Arb.) 112 Thou wilt not beat thy

versal body of the law. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Institute
. . a precept, preparing a way to some Art. . . As Justinians
Book of Institutes. 1603 DRYDEN Persists v. (1697) 475 Thou
art

pale, in mighty Studies grown, To make the Stoick
Institutes thy own. 1787 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) H 128,
I have read your book . . Its learning and its good sense will,
I hope, make it an institute for our politicians. xSoi B.
RUSH (title) Six Introductory Lectures to a Course of Lec-
tures upon the Institutes and Practice of Medicine. 1816
SCOTT Antiq. xxxv, I can amuse mysel* very weel with the

larger copy of Erskine's Institutes. 1821 JEFFERSON Aittob.
Writ. 1892 I. 58 To compose a new Institute like those of

Justinian and Bracton, or that of Blackstone, ..would be
an arduous undertaking. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Institutes

ofmedicine, the explanation or statement of the principles on
which medicine is based, being the science called Physiology.
4. A society or organization instituted to pro-
mote some literary, scientific, artistic, professional,
or educational object ; also, the building in which
the work of such a society is carried on. Mostly
with qualifying epithet or as the designation of

some particular society or class of societies, as

Literary, Philosophical, Mechanics' Institute. See
also INSTITUTION

7, which is used in the same way.
Apparently at first repr. F. institut, the name given to

the institution {Institut National des Sciences et des Arts)
created in France in 1795, to replace the old academies
which had been suppressed at the Revolution ; after

various changes, this now consists of five academies, each
devoted to the advancement of a particular branch of

literature, SCUDCfc or art. Thence applied in Great Britain
to associations or institutions having somewhat similar aims
(though none of them with the comprehensive character and
organization of the French Institute) ; e. g. the Royal In-
stitute of British Architects (founded 1834), Royal Archaeo-
logical Institute (1843), Royal Institute of Painters in Water
Colours, Anthropological Institute, Iron and Steel Institute,
Institute of Chartered Accountants, of Actuaries, etc., Royal
Colonial Institute, Imperial Institute, etc. Also applied to
local institutions for the advancement and dissemination of

knowledge, by lectures, reading-rooms, libraries, educational

classes, etc., as the Midland Institute, Birmingham, and the
various Mechanics' Institutes, founded since 1820, Working
Men's Institutes in villages, etc.

^839
Ibid. XIV. 127/2 Ixsndon ..Societies and establishments con-
nected with science, literature, and the arts. . . The Mechanics'
Institute, in Southampton Buildings, established in 1823.
1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace (1877) HI. v. v. 263 They
established schools, institutes, lecture and reading rooms.
1889 Harper's Mag. Mar. 501/1 The title of Member of the
Institute is the highest distinction to which a Frenchman
of culture can aspire ; it is the crowning honour of his
career.

b. In U.S. (See quot.)

instruction in the art and practice of education, and an
opportunity for the discussion of methods. Institutes are,
in fact, migratory and occasional academies.

I'listitute, sb$ Rom. and Sc. Law. [ad. L.
institiit-us (person) instituted (as heir).] The
person to whom an estate is first given in a testa-

ment or destination. (See quote.)
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. nt. viii. 18 Substitution is

the nomination of substituted heirs, who take place, failing
the institute. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Law Scot. in. viii. 8
The person first called in the tailzie, is the institute ; the
rest, the heirs of tailzie, or the substitutes. 1861 W. BELL
Diet. Law Scot, s. v., Where a person executing a settle-

ment djsppnes his lands to A, whom failing, to B, &c., A
is the institute, B, and all who follow him in the dcstin-
aiiunare heirs, or substitutes. 1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxii.

33 Heirs are called . . institutes, when their names are
mentioned in the testament in the first place, substitutes
when in the second or a subsequent place.

t I-nstitnte, ///. a. Obs. Forms: 4-6 insti-

tut, 6-7 institute, [a. AF. institut (Britton), ad.

L. institut-its^ pa. pple. of institute : see next.]
INSTITUTED, a. as pa. ///<?.: see INSTITUTE v.

(-1325 Poem^Times Ediv. II 67 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
326 Whan this newe parsoun is institut in his churche.
c i&QoApot, Loll. 51 So no

bing^
be askid for personis of be

kirk to be browt in to ber segis, nor for presthed to be in-

stitut. 1503 Ord. Crysten Men v. vi. (W. de W. 1506) 406
The lawes, yfc haue ben instytute by the sapyence dyuyne.
*S3*-3 Act 24 Hen. I'/II, c. 12 i Oon Supreme heede and
King . . institute and furnysshed by the goodnes and suffer-
aunce of Almyghtie God with plenarie . . power. 1671
True Nonconf.^j'\\h The end, for which Deacons were first

institute.

b. as///, a.

1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 83 Though this image,
in respect of corrupted nature, be supernatural ; in respect
of institute, and undefined nature, it was . , natural.

Institute (i-nstitiwt), v.
[f.

L. institut^ ppl.
stem of instituere to set up, establish, found, ap-
point, ordain, begin, arrange, order, teach, f. in-

(!N-
2
) + statnere to set up, establish : see STATUTE.

The pa. pple. institute (see prec.) was the earliest part of
the vb. adopted, and continued to be used (also as pa. t.)

long after the regular instituted was also current, being
prob. felt to some extent as a shortened form of the latter :

cf. the pa. pple. and pa. t. ///, set. put, etc.]

1. trans, a. To set up, establish, found, ordain ;

to introduce, bring into use or practice.

9 INSTITUTED.

1483 CAXTON Cato Ev, Thus hath god Instytuted and
ordeyned hit. 1530 PALSGR. 591/2, I instytute, I ordayne
a thynge to be done. 1538 STARKEY England \, iv. 110

Thys . . was wel consyderyd of them wych fyrst instytute
thyslaw ofinherytaunce. 1385 T. WASHINGTON tr.NicJwlay's
Voy. iv. xxix. 152 The famous games called Istmetiques,
instituted by Theseus upon envie of those which Hercules
had instituted in Olimpe. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. i. 8
Heere let vs breath, and haply institute A course of Learn-

ing, and ingenious studies. 1678 WANLEV Wond. Lit.
World v. iii. 9. 474/1 Telesphorus a Grecian, instituted
the Lent of seven weeks before Easter. i73a BERKELEY
Serin, to S. P. G. Wks. III. 238 This laudable Society, in-

stituted for the Propagation of the Gospel. 1761 JOHNSON
Let. to Baretti 10 June in Boswell, The artists have insti-

tuted a yearly exhibition of pictures and statues. 1853 J.
H. NF.WMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. Hi. 107 Honorius the
Second instituted the order of Knight Templars to protect
the pilgrims.

t b. To ordain that something shall be, or some-

thing to be. Obs.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 228 He .. Instytuted that al the

bysshops. .shold. .be subget to the bysshop of saynt lames.

Hist, Scot. iv. 230 He Jnstitute, that al thing sulde be done
conforme to the rule of Justice. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun.
Mon. 255 Siluester instituted, that . . poore people should
be prouided for.

tC. To order, arrange, put into form, frame. Obs.

1538 STARKEY Eugltwd \\. \\. 187, I thynk hyt wyl neuer
be possybul to instytute our commyn wele wythout thys
ordynance brought to passe and put in effect. 1620 T.
GRANGER Div. Logike 2 The Proposite is the explication of
the conceits, or meaning of the minde, instituted or framed
according to sound reason.

1627^
DONNE Serrn. v. 47 There-

fore does Hester form and institute her Prayer to God so
' Give me boldnesse, O Lord of all power '. a 1745 SWIFT

Maxims controlled in Irel. Wks. 1841 II. 77/1 Before you
could institute them [the inhabitants] into a republic.

d. To set in operation, set on foot, initiate,

'start* (a search, inquiry, comparison, etc.).
a 1797 Rt'RKE Tracts Popery Laws ii.Wks. IX. 341 They

may, at their discretion . . break open houses, and institute

such search at any hour of the day or night. t8xi J. Q.
ADAMS in C. Davies Rietr. Syst. m. (1871) 84 The results
of this inquiry, newly instituted in Spain, have not yet been
made known. 1873 MAX MULLER Sc. Relig. 307 Mytho-
logical comparisons instituted by scholars.

2. To establish in an office, charge, or position ;

to appoint ; now, only, to place in a spiritual

charge ;

' to invest with the spiritual part of a

benefice '. Const, to, into (in], or absol.

c 1325, c 1400, 1532-3 [see INSTITUTE j>pl. a. a], 1594
HOOKF.R Eccl. Pol. in. xi. ii When Timothy was insti-

tuted into that office. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. VI^ iv. i. 162
Cosin of Yorke, we institute your Grace To be our Regent
in these parts of France. 16x2 DAVIES Why Ireland, etc.

(1747) 18 To give laws unto a people, toinstitute magistrates
and officers over them. 1639 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 37 Mr.
Rhodes was instituted upon a.presentation from y Prebend.

1640 YORKE Union Hon. 157 William Seymour . . was insti-

tuted into the Earldome of Hartford, and Barony of Beau-

champ. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xviii. 277 If the bishop
doth not collate his own clerk immediately to the living,
and the patron presents . . the bishop is bound to institute the

patron's clerk. 1804-86 Bk.Com. PrayerEpisc. Ch. U.S., In-
stit. Ministers, We by these Presents, .do institute you into

said Parish, [or Church] possessed of full power to perform
every Act of sacerdotal Function among the People of the
same. 1858 MASSON Milton L 155 Young . . was instituted

to the united vicarages of St. Peter and St. Mary.
b. Rom. Law. To appoint as heir or executor.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments^ 177 Who so is executor in the

first degree, he is saide to be instituted. 1774 S. HALLIFAX
Anal. Rom. Civ. Law (1795) 38 By the new Law, as re-

formed by Justinian, all children . . were to be instituted or

disinherited by name. 1880 MI'IRHEAD Ulpian xxiL 6
We cannot Institute deities as our heirs. Ibid. 23 It is

unnecessary either to institute or disinherit emancipated
children,

1 3. To ground or establish in principles ; to

train, educate, instruct. Obs.

1538STARKEV England u. ii. 189 Ther schold be \vyse men
among thys vthe [

= youth] to instytute them in the summe
of Chrystys Gospel. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. 307
A painful! School master, that hath in hand To institute the
flowr of all the Land. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. viii.

(1701) 320/2 Who is there, that being instituted in an honest

Family, and ingenuously Educated, is not offended at dis-

honesty? 174^1
MlDDLBTON C&VT0 I. 1.48 [Sylla] having been

carefully instituted, .in all the learning of Greece and Rome.
1784 in Picton Ljpool

Mum'c. Rec. (1886) 193 Sunday Schools

. . having been found to be of .. advantage to.. the children

admitted and instituted there. 1831 SIR W. HAMILTON
Discuss., Eng. Unit'. (1852) 396 To imbue his pupils with

good principles, and institute them in approved authors.

Hence Instituting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1534 MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1323/2 The instytut-

ynge of that that shoulde be the newe Sacrifice. 31575-85
ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker Soc.) 242 The presenting, insti-

tuting, and inducting of pastors. 1643 MILTON Divorce i.

ii, His own instituting words.

Instituted (i-nstitiwted), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-BD 1

.]

1. Ordained, established, founded.
x^47 J- NOYES (title) The Temple Measured, or a brief

Survey of the Temple Mystical, which Is the instituted

Church of Christ. 1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 52 An
instituted instrument to conveigh revealed knowledge to the

studies of it. a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. i. 24 Till we
mutually communicate our thoughts by instituted

sijjns,
he

knows not what I think or purpose, nor I what he thinks or

purposeth. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. i. Wks. 1874 I. 156 An
instituted method of instruction, and an instituted form of

110



INSTITTTTER.

.xtrrnul Religion. .837 H. II. W.ISON Mnkhya K,irH;i

184 By following instituted observances.

2 Invested with a cure of souls.

1711 PumBAfx Direct, Ck.-WtUrJtUt led. 4) 24 The repair

of the Chancel still lies upon the Parson, whether Appro-

priaor Impropriator, or Instituted Rector. x8o4-86 lit!.

SmTfinSSr Tfbc. (''. V. S., Instil. Ministers, The In-

stiuited Niinister shall proceed to the Communion Service.

Instituter (i-nstititoj). [f.
as prec. + -KB 1.]

One who institutes (.see the vb.) ;
- INSTITUTOB.

1538 STARKEY England II. ii. 181 Our old annceturys, the

instytutarys of our lawys. .ordeynyd a Connestabul of Eng-

land. 1633 AMES Afit. Cereni. II. 31? Artaxerxes was the

first instituter of this Feast. 1670 MILTON Hist. Kng. in.

(1851) 133 The instiluter of his youth. 1768^74 1 UCKER

Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 399 A character of wisdom run-

ning uniform throughout both in the religion and the Insti-

tuter. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. ii. 49 The revenge of jealousy

seems to the injured man, to be justified . . by the formal

instituter of society.

Institution institi jan). [ME. a.OF. instilu-

don, -lion ;uth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. institn-

tii'n-em, n. of action f. inslitulre to INSTITUTE.]
1. The action of instituting or establishing ;

set-

ting on foot or in operation ;
foundation

;
ordain-

ment ; the fact of being instituted.

f 1460 FORTESCUK Abs.
fy

Lint. Man. ii. (1885) 113 That
ober [kingdom] beganne bi the desire and institucion of the

peple of the same prince. 1591 SPENSER M. Hubbtrd 144
There is no right in this partition, Ne was it so by institution

Ordained first, a x63i DONNE Serm. viii. 80 Ceremonies
. . may be good in their Institution, and grow ill in their

Practice. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. iv. (1869) I. 26 Before
the institution of coined money, .people must always have
been liable to the grossest frauds and impositions. 1785
REID Intell. Pirtvtrs n. ix. 276 He was one of the most
active members of the Royal Society of London at its first

institution. 1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. viii. (1847) 77
Societies, whether monastic or secular, are of human, while

episcopacy is of divine, institution.

b. spec. The establishment or ordination of a

sacrament of the Christian Church, esp. of the

Eucharist, by Christ Hence, that part of the

office of Baptism, and of the prayer of consecration

in the Eucharist, which consists in reciting the

words used in institution (more fully words, com-

memoration, or recital of institution").
c 1538 BARNES Sacrament under both Kinds Wks. (1573)

304/2 Christes ordinaunce is not to receaue the bloud in the

body onely, but to receaue the bloud after his institution.

1548 (JEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life App. i. (1840)
122 He reporteth all thee wordes apperteynmg to the ryght
and ful institution of the sayd supper. 1607 E. GRIMSTONE
tr. Goulart's Mem. Hist. 433 Hee began then to rehearse
the ten commandements. .llie Lords Prayer, the institution

of Baptisme, and of the holy Supper. 163,5 PAGITT Chris-

tianogr. I. iii. (1636) 121 Reciting the words of the Institu-

tion : In the night in which he gave himselfe for the life of
the world. 1850 NEALE East. Ch. I. in. v. 485 The true

Eastern doctrine seems to be that there must be co-operation
of the words of institution and of the invocation of the

Holy Ghost, before the bread and wine become the Body
and Blood of Christ.

t 2. The giving of form or order to a thing ;

orderly arrangement ; regulation, b. The esta-

blished order by which anything is regulated ;

system; constitution. Obs.
a lyoo Mankind (Bra.nd\ 1896) 45/157 A best doth after hys

naturall Instytucyone. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions

App. 314 The lawes then perteinyng to the institucion of
our citie. 1560 BECON New Catech. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 7
This book I commend unto you. .as. .necessary for the right
institution of your life. 1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's Life <
Drath (1651) 19 Concerning his Manners, Institution of his

Life.. there is a general Silence. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's I'oy.
Athens 30 Calogers, which are Monks of the Institution of
St. Basil. 1708 SWIFT Sentim. Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1755
II.

_l.
68 Few states are ruined by any defect in their insti-

tution, but generally by the corruption of manners. 1821
SHELLF.Y Hellas Pref., But for Greece .. we .. might have
arrived at such a stagnant and miserable state of social
institution as China and Japan possess.

3. Establishment in a charge or position.
a. Eccl. In Episcopal churches, the establish-

ment of a clergyman in the office of the cure of

sonls, by the bishop or his commissary.
In the Church of England, the investment of the presentee

to a living with the spiritual part of his benefice, which is

followed by INDUCTION, admitting to the possession of the

temporalities of the benefice.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 348 For institucion & indue-

cion he schal }eue moche of pis god . . to bischopis officers,
archdekenes & officialis. 1549 LATIMER znd Serm. bef,
Kdv>. 17 (Arb.) 67 There is in thys realme. .a greate syghte
of laye men wel learned in the scriptures, and of vertuouse
and Godly conuersation . . let them haue institution, and
gyue them the name of ye cleargye. 1687 W. SHERWIN in

Mafd. Coll. K, "Jos. II (6. H. S.) 225 [They] have had insti-

tutions to small Livings. 1708 Termes de la Ley, Institu-
tion, is a Faculty made by the Ordinary, by which a Vicar
or Rector is approved to be Inducted to a Rectory or
Vicarage, rfo BI.ACKSTONE Comm. I. xi. 390 The clerk so
admitted LS next to be instituted . . which is a kind of inves-
titure of the spiritual part of the benefice ; for by institution
the care of the souls of the parish is committed to the
charge of the clerk. 1804-86 Ilk. Com. Prayer Etisc. Ch.
U. S, Instil. Ministers, On the day designated for the
new Incumbent's Institution, at the usual hour of Morning
Prayer, the Bishop, or the Institutor appointed by him,
attended by the new Incumbent, and by afi the other Clergy
present, shall enter the chancel. 1845 POLSON Eng. Law in
Encvcl. Mttrop. II. 806/1 The institution by the bishop
enables the clerk . . to enter into his parsonage-house and

354

lake his tithes or ecclesiastical dues ;
but previous to induc-

tion he cannot lease them.

b. Koman Law. The appointment of an heir.

1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxiv. 15 A man cannot legate

until he has instituted an heir; for the force and power of

the testament begins at the institution.

(4. Training, instruction, education, teaching.

1531 ELYOT Gav. I. xi, The lytell boke of the most excel-

lent doctour Erasmus Roterodamus .. intituled the Institu-

tion of a christen prince. 1539 TAVKRNEK Card. \Vysed. i.

8 a. Nature is a thynge of great mynhte and efficacye, but

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. i. 10 As soon as he was capable

consequence of early institution.

f6. Usually in //. a. Elements of instruction ;

first principles of a science or art. b. A book of

first principles, an elementary treatise; INSTI-

TUTE sb. 3. Olis.

'537 CRANMER (title) The Institution of a Christen man.

1544 {title) Instytutions or principall Oroundes of the

Lawes and Statutes of England. 1561 T. NORTON (fillet

The Institution of Christian Religion, translated into Eng-

lysh according to the Authors last Edition. 1605
HOLLAND

Plutarch's Mar. 923 To compile certaine Institutions of

Rhetoricke. 1610 J. GAWF.N tr. Trelcatius (title) Brief In-

stitution of the Common Places of Sacred Divinltle. 1662

[see INSTITUTIONIST]. 1675 Art Catitentm. Close i. 209
This short institution of the Art of Contentment. 1717-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Physical or medicinal institutions, are

such as teach the necessary praecognita to the practice of

medicine, or the cure of diseases. 1800 W. C. BROWN (title)

Institutions of the Practice of Medicine. Translated from

the Latin of Burserius.

0. An established law, custom, usage, practice,

organization, or other element in the political or

social life of a people ;
a regulative principle or

convention subservient to the needs of an organ-
ized community or the general ends of civilization.

'55' ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. H. i. (1895) 119 Agreynj;
all together in one tonge, in lyke maners, institucions and
lawes. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. le Roy's InterchangeaMc variety

Things 13 b. From them are come many good institutions,

Lawes, maners, the art of gouernment. 1691 HARTCLIFFE
Virtues 410 All Positive Institutions must give way to

Moral Duties. 1736 BUTLER Anal. it. i. Wks. 1874 I. 156
A society, distinguished . . from the rest of the world, by
peculiar religious institutions. 1860 THACKERAY Round,

Papers xvii, I am not going into the slavery question,
I am not an advocate for

' the institution '. 1871 R. W.
DALE Coiiuiiatitim. viii. 196 The institution of property is

recognised and sanctioned by the authority of God. 1899
SAYCE Early Israel vii. 269 The year of Jubilee was a

Babylonian institution.

b. colloq. Something having the fixity or import-
ance of a social institution ;

a well-established or

familiar practice or object.

1839 Times r8 Feb. in Spirit Metrop. Conserv. Press

(1840) I. 53 Murder [in Ireland] has become an institution.

1851 THACKERAY Etir. Hum. iv. (1858) 226 The pillory-

was a flourishing institution in those days. 1861 HUGHES
Tom fircnvn at Oxf. i. (1889) 8 A great institution of the

college., is the buttery-hatch. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R.

Lynne I. xviii. 307 The postman was almost as much an in-

stitution at Hampton as the tower-clock. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 3 Jan. 3/i He is., one of the 'institutions

'

of the place.

7. An establishment, organization, or association,

instituted for the promotion of some object, esp.

one of public or general utility, religious, charit-

able, educational, etc., e.g. a church, school, college,

hospital, asylum, reformatory, mission, or the like ;

as a literary and philosophical institution, a deaf

and .him), institution, the Royal National Life-boat

Institution, the Royal Masonic Benevolent Institu-

tion (instituted 1798), the Railway Benevolent In-

stitution, etc. The name is often popularly applied
to the building appropriated to the work of a bene-

volent or educational institution.

1707 ATTERBURY Spittal Serin. 17 Apr. 14 'Ti.s not neces-

sary to plead very earnestly in behalf of these Charities. .

These, of which you have had an account, are such Wise,
such Rational, such Beneficial Institutions. 1764 S. COOPER
(title) Definitions and Axioms relative to Chanty, Charit-
able Institutions, and the Poor Laws. 1775 J. ADAMS in

Fain. Lett. (1876) 120 The institutions in New England for

the support of religion, morals, and decency exceed any
other. 179* J. LATHAM (title) A Plan of a Charitable Insti-

tution intended to be established upon the Sea Coast, for

the accommodation of Persons afflicted with such Diseases
as are usually relieved by Sea Bathing. 1804 (title) The
Manchester Guide ; a brief Historical Description of the
Towns of Manchester and Salford . . the Charitable and
Literary Institutions. 18x7 CANNING in Pdrl. Deo. 323 We
owed it to our system of public schools and universities.

From these institutions was lerived . .

' a due supply of men,
fitted to serve their country, both in church and state'.

1864 Times 24 Dec., The individual Institutions.. endowed
and voluntary, for every imaginable condition of want or
distress. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. i. 9 He may establish

useful public institutions, such as free public libraries,

museums, public parks, etc. Mod. Neivspr., The testator

leaves^ 10,000 in charitable legacies to various institutions.

b. Often occurring, like INSTITUTE, in the desig-
nations of societies or associations for the advance-
ment of literature, science, or art, of technical

knowledge, or of special education.
Such are the Royal Institution of Great Britain (incor-

porated i8oo\ the British Institution (1805), the Ix>ndon

INSTITTTTIST.

Institution (1806), the Plymouth Institution (1812), the Edin-

burgh Watt Institution and School of Arts (1821), the

Liverpool Institution (1825)); the Smithsonian Institution

at Washington, U. S. (1830); the Institution of Civil En-

gineers (1818), Institution of Mechanical Engineers, of Gas
Engineers, of Electrical Engineers, etc. Cf. I NSTITUTE sb. 4.

8. attrib. and Comb.
1828 SIR D. LE MARCHANT Rep. Barony Gardner 167,

I had registered her on an institution-hook which I super-
intended at the time. 1892 Daity News 19 July 3/5 Epi-
leptics so far advanced in their affliction as to require insti-

tution care invariably suffer from varying grades of mental
aberration. 1899 A. CLARK Wood's Oxford III. 103 In the

institution-rolls of the bishops of Lincoln.

Institutional (instiliw-Jonal), a. [f. prec. -t-

-AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or originated by institution

;

having the character or function of an institution ;

furnished with institutions, organized.
i6t7 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely 11. ix. 350 The vnion is very

different of the two couples, this hypostaticall, that but in-

stitutionall, and arbitrarie, and Sacramental). '862 S.

LUCAS Seciilaria 346 A departure from the institutional

forms which were once common to Western Europe. 1869
TULLOCH in Conlemp. Jtf!'. X. 245 Such rules, .are moral,
and not institutional or ritual.

b. Eccl. Relating to sacramental institution.

2. Dealing with or pertaining to legal institutes

or the elements of a subject. Said of writers and
works. See INSTITUTION 5, INSTITUTE st>. 3.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd. iii. 73 Four volumes of

institutes, as he is pleased to call them, though they have
little of the institutional method to warrant such a title.

18x6 BENTHAM Chrestotn. 210 How narrow the conception
is, which, by the word rhetoric has been presented to the

authors of the small institutional books above alluded to,

may be seen [etc.). 1831 AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I. xv. 392
That leading.. distinction which has been assumed by the

Roman Institutional Writers. 1885 Law Times I .XX VII 1.

402/2 The law of Scotland was illustrated by decisions and
institutional writers.

3. Of or pertaining to an organized society, or

the building in which its work is carried on.

i88a Cetitiiry Mag. July 458 With the growth of institu-

tional charity comes the creation of a class known as the

institutional official. 1892 Pall Mall (,'. 21 Mar. 2/3 No
denominational college, as such. Is entitled to

institutional
representation upon the governing body of the University
to which it belongs. 1896 Daily Nttus 3 Apr. 5/6 The dull

monotony of institutional life . . has much to answer for in

the evil habits contracted by these girls.

Hence Institutionally adv., as an institution.

1857 HODGSON Let. to Smith in Mem. xv. 214 Long may
you flourish institutionally and personally. 1893 Chicago
Advance 26 Oct., When institutionally abandoned, it [reli-

gion] keeps up its constitutional clamor in the human soul.

Iiistitu-tioiialism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The

system of institutions ;
attachment to such a system.

1862 Spectator 29 Mar., The natural reaction which the

too cautious, too sober, too pious institutionalism of Oxford
has excited in healthy minds. x886 Chicago Advance 25 Feb.

114 Institutionalism engenders helplessness by rewarding it.

Instittrtionalist. [f. as prec. + -IST.] One
who writes on legal institutes, or on the elements

of a science or art. See INSTITUTIONAL 2.

1801-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jtid. E;>id. (1827)
II. 389 If the

conception entertained by a modern institutionalist be cor-

reel. 1816 Chrestomathia App. 4 Wks. 1843 VIII.

70 By some Institutionalists. Chemistry . . is not considered

as included in Natural Philosophy. 1872 COSMO INNF.S

Scot. Legal Aiitiq. i. 6 Our second great institutionalist

produced his well-known work.

lustitxi tioiialize, v. rare. [f. as prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To render institutional ;
to convert

into or treat as an institution.

1865 R. H. BUTTON in Pall Mall C. 20 Feb. i He
moralizes finance and commerce, and .. institutionalizes

ethics and faith. 1893 Age (Melbourne) 25 Nov., The
Japanese, who institutionalise the social evil, could hardly

agree with the Puritans.

Institutionary (institiw'Jsnari), a. [f.
IN-

STITUTION + -ABY 1
.]

f 1. Of or pertaining to instruction or elements of

instruction ;
educational. Obs.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. P.p. \: vi. 241 Among the Insti.

tutionary rules of youth, he adviseth they might not be per-

mitted to hear lambicks. a 1734 NORTH Z.iz/(l8a6) I. 277
It were well if this institutionary care of parents were always

correspondent in the manners of all the children.

2. Of or pertaining to legal institutes.

111734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 24 His lordship .. used to

intermix some institutionary reading with them [law reports].

3. Relating to ecclesiastical institution.

1814 JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Park xlvii. (1816) III. 345 Dr.

Grant had brought on apoplexy and death by three great

institutionary dinners in one week. 1835 Blaclm'. Mag.
XXXVIII. 38 Let him establish his pretensions

to the

honour by the observance of this institutionary process.

4. Of or pertaining to social or political institu-

tions.

1882 H. H. BANCROFT Centr. Amer. Pref. 10 Events pure
and simple are by no means more important than the institu-

tionary development which they cause or accompany.

t InstitU'tionist. [f.
as prec. + -1ST.]

= next.

1662 H. STUBBE Ind. Nectar vii. 133 It is a part of Phy-
sical Institutions and treated on by every English'd Insti-

tutionist.

t I'nstitntist. 06s. [f.
INSTITUTE sb. + -IST.]

A writer of institutes or elementary instructions.

1666 HARVEY Morb. Atigl. ix. 77 Green gall the institutists

would persuade us, to be an effect of an over-hot Stomach.



INSTITTTTIVE.

Institutive (i-nstititiv), a. (sb.) [f. as IN-
STITUTE v. + -IVE.J
1. Having the character or quality of instituting ;

pertaining to the institution of something.
1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] xcviii. (1628) 286 It [the air]

does, .thrust it still forward, till it passes against institutiuc

Nature, who made it to incline to the Center. 1645 MILTON
Tcirach. Wks. (1851) 164 They, .must be led back to receive
their meaning from those institutive words of God. 1869
J. MARTINEAU Let. in Edin. Rev. (1893) Oct. 342 The invi-
tations to the institutive dinner were .. addressed impartially
to some best representatives of the several schools, positive
or negative, of philosophical or religious opinion.

f 2. Characterized by being instituted. Obs.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. v, It was a penall statute rather
then a dispense; and . . prefers a speciall reason of charitie,
before an institutive decencie. 1651 HOBBES Gtrvt. <y Soc.
v. 12. 82 There are two kinds of Cities, the one natural!. .

the other institutive, which may be also called political!.

fB- s6. A person or thing that institutes; an
institutive agent or cause. 06s.

1644 BP. MAXWELL Prerog. C/ir. Kings ii. 27 This per me,
by me, Implyeth, Kings are Gods and Christs derivatives,
and that God and Christ are their Institutives.

Hence I nstitutively adv., by institution.

1656 HARRINGTON Oceaaa (1700) 158 It is institutively in
the Great Council . . tho . . it be sometimes exercis'd by the
Senat.

Institute!' :

,i-nstititai). [a. L. mstilutor,
agent-n. from instltuere to INSTITUTE. Cf. F. in-
stituteur (I4th c.). See also INSTITUTER.]
1. One who institutes or establishes ; a founder

;

an organizer.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. de Invent, iv. ii. 853, There be

thre maner of Baptismes . . One in water . . another in the

Holy gost & fyre wherof Christ was institutoure, the third
in his blod wherin the Children that Herod slewe were
Christened. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 60 As the institutor

keth of his body, so also of his blood. 1701 NORKISspeake
Ideal World i. ii. 47 The exceeding fewness of those laws
of motion whereby the Institutor of nature proceeds in the

ordinary course and conduct of it. 1738 WAKBURTON Div.
Legat. I. 85 Institutors of Civil Policy. 1812 LD. ELLEN-
BOROUGH in Examiner 28 Dec. 832/2 The defendant was not
proved to be the institutor, but only the propagator, of the
libel. 1841-4 EMERSON Essays Ser. n. iii. (1876) 87 No
institution will be better than the institutor.

f 2. One who teaches ; an instructor. Obs.
c 1675 A. WALKER (J.), The two great aims which every

institutor of youth should mainly and intentionally drive at.

1797 GODWIN Enquirer \. i. 3 When a child is born . . his
institutor ought to . . awaken his mind, a 1822 SHELLEY
Def. Poetry in Ess. q Lett. (Camelot) 37 To declare whether
the fame of any other institutor of human life be comparable
to that of a poet.
3. U.S. In the American Episcopal Church: A

bishop, or a presbyter acting for him, who institutes

a minister into a parish or church.

1804-86 Bk. Com. Prayer Episc. Ch. U. S., Instil.

Ministers, The Bishop, or the Priest who acts as the Insti-

lutor, standing within the rails of the Altar.

Institutress (i-nstitiwtres). [f. prec., or IN-

STITUTER + -ESS.] A female institutor.

1786 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 141/2 That regulation or

compact of which the empress had been institutress. 1827
Archxol. XXI. 549 The Queen was then lying in state
. .at the Convent at Chaillot near Paris, of which she had
been the Institutress and Patroness. 1829 SOUTHEY Sir T.
More II. 305 An institutress who devotes . . her life to this

generous purpose.

II Institvrtrix. rare. [fern, (in L. form) of IN-
STITDTOR : cf. DIRECTRIX.] = INSTITUTRESS.
1706 tr. Dupiris Eccl. Hist. MA C. II. IV. xi. 459 S.

Theresa was . . the Institutrix of the Reformation of the
Carmelite Nuns. 18x4 tr. KlaprotlCs Trai'. 119 Thou
uutitutrix of this holy sceptre-like mode of sitting.

flnsto-ne, v. Obs. rare-". Also en-. [f.

IN- '^ + STONE sb.] To turn to stone, to petrify.
x6n FLORIO, Impelrire, to instone. Ibid., Insassire,. .to

enstone, to petrifie.

Iiisto nement. rare~\ [f. as prec. + -MENT.]

Representation or embodiment in stone.

1839 BAILEY Festus xx. (1852) 339 And shew, Like that
instonement ofdivinity, That the whole building doth belong
to God.

t I'n-stop, sb. Obs. rare. [f.
In adv. 12 + STOP

sb.] (app.) An inside guard.
14. . Fencingm Rel. Ant. I. 308 The man that wol to the

to hond swerd lere bothe close and clere, He most have a
goode eye bothe fer and nere, And an in stop, and an owte
stop, and an hawke quartere.

t IllSto-p, v. Obs. rare ~ *.
[f. IN- 1 + STOP -a.

;

cf. Du. iiutoppen.] trans. To stop, close up.
1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. cxlvii, With boiling Pitch,

another near at hand, From friendly Sweden brought, the
seams instops.

t InstoTe, v. Obs. Also 5-7 instaur(e. See
also ENSTOBE. [ad. L. instaurare to renew, repair,

erect, establish, make; OF. instaurer (14-1 5th c.

in Godef.). Iitstaur preserved the L. form; in-

store may have followed an OF. or AF. *instorer ;

cf. ASTORE, OF. estaurer, estorer, and RESTORE,
OP', restorer, from I4th c. resfattrer.']
1. trans. To restore, repair, renew.
a. 138* WYCLIF Ezek. xxxvi. 10 Ruynouse thingis shuln

be instorid [gloss or maad ajein]. 1431-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) IV. 139 lohn Hircan destroyede Samaria, whom
Herode instorede [HIGDEN instaurans, TKEVISA bulde] after

and callede hit Sebasten. Ibid. V. 95 This Aurelius instorede

[HtGUEN restauravil, TREVISA restored] the cite of Rome

355

in
iiij

yere. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks.
1888 I. 106 Sin is nocht forgeuin. .except it quhilk is time
away be instorit.

0. 1607 MARSTON What you Will i. i, All things that

i?
w

,
or reatn Are now instaur'd, saving my wretched brest.

a. To erect, establish, institute, commence. To in-
slore a battle, to array a battle, give battle, make war.
o. 1381 WYCLIF Rom. xiii. 9 If ther be ony othir mamide-

ment, it is mstorid in this word, Thou schalt loue thi neh-
bore as thi silf. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 229 Darius
instorede a batelle [HiGpEN bellinn indixit, TRF.VISA or-
deynede werre and bataille] ageyne Anticirus. Ibid. IV.
193 Pompeius . . instorede [H. iiistauravi!, T. arrayed] a
batelle ageyne lulius.

0. I43-50 U. Higden (Rolls) HI. 233 This Xerses..in-
staurede a batelle [HIGDEN helium instaurat, TREVISX
werred] ageyne the londe of Grece. Ibid. VIII. 59 He
instaurede [HiGDEN instauravit] a place of the ordre Car-
tusiense at Wytham, nye to Salisbey. Ibid. 432.
3. To furnish, provide, supply ; to store with (of).
a. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 219 Petronax Brixanus

..wente to the mownte Cassyne, ancf instorede [HIGDEN
instauravit] that place competently with goodes and
monkes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 262/1 Instoron (wythe nede-
fulle thyngys), instauro. 1502 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitations
i. xxiiL 173 Instore thy selfe of ryches immortall that shall

contynue after thy deth. a 1520 BARCLAY Jugurth (Pynson,
ed. 2) 71 b, For thiscastell was .. plentuously instored with
men. a 1633 MUNDAY ViewSundry Examples 79 Ofmony
and riches sufficiently instored.

0. 1433-5 tr. Higden Harl. Contn. (Rolls) VIII. 470
The seide duke, .wente to his castelle of Powntefret, whom
he instaurede with armes and vitells. a 1656 USSHER Ann.
(1658) 594 Archelaus . . Chief priest of Luna, a goddesse of
the Comaus in Pontus, instaured with a princely Dynasty.
t Instra'nge, variant of ENSTHANGE v., Obs.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 10 So pennilesse,

and therewithal! instranged from all good account.

t Instra-ngle, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- ' or 2

+ STRANGLE.] trans. To strangle within some-

thing ; to stifle.

a 1670 HACKET Cent. Serm, (1675) 587 It appears that
exhalations and hot air may be mstrangled within the
bowels of the earth.

Instra-tified, ppl. a. [!N adv. 1 1 b.]
'
Strati-

fied within something else (Webster, 1828).
a. 1828 yrnl. Science cited by Webster.
1 11streaming (i-n,stn:mirj), vbl. sb. [!N adv.

ii c.] The action or fact of streaming in ; inflow.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. v. xl, Mordecai . . seemed to feel
a new instreaming of confidence. 1888 Pop. Sci. Monthly
Jan. 312 The instreaming of the external world through
the senses, as impressions.

Instreaming (iTJ|Strf:miij),///. . [IN adv.
1 1 a.] That streams in

; inflowing ; inrushing.
1855 EMERSON Misc. viii. 64 A power which exists not in

time or space, but an instantaneous in-streaming causing
power. 1888 BUYCE Anter. Coinitrw. III. vi. cix. 575 To
furnish homes for instreaming millions of strangers.

Instre'ngthen, v. rare. [iN-lor-. Cf. EN-

STRENGTHEN;] trans. To strengthen inwardly.
1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note S. 330 Those who

eat are so instrengthened, and are strong with such might
from the life-giving food within them. 1860 Min. Proph.
565 They shall have strength, because God instrengthens
them.

t Instri-e, -streye, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- 1

+ strejeti, OE. *stri^an, stnlgan to strew, scatter
= Goth, straujan. For the phonology cf. DIE

.]

trans. To strew or scatter in or upon something.
c 1420 Pallaii. on Husb. x. 37 Ther douves donge instrie,

And leues of cupresse ek on hit sowe, And ere hit in.

I'n-stroke. rare. [IN adv. 1 1 d.] A stroke

directed inwards
;
a striking inwards.

1887 A. BIRRELL Obiter Dicta Ser. n. 272 In order to win
the precious metal you must now work with in-stroke and
out-stroke.

t Instro-phiate, -v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- ^ + L.

slrophium band, headband, chaplet (a. Gr. arpo-
<j>iov} + -ATE 3.] trans. To crown with a chaplet ;

to make into a chaplet ;
to put on as a headband.

1592 R. D. ft
'

ypHerotomachia 93 Some [Nymphs] instro-

phiated with laurel, some with myrtle. Ibid. 97 b, Manie
had fastened togither diuers broad leaues, instrophiating
them with sundrie flowers. 1599 R. LINCHE Anc. Fiction,
Vpon her head instrophiated a thinne vaile. 1631 R. H.
Arraignm. Whole Creature Ep. Ded. 4 The former is in-

strophiated with the Tytle of Gods vpon Earth
;
The latter

lyes subject to the tyranny of Devils in Hell.

t Znstm'Ct, sb. Obs. [ad. L. instnictu-s, in

med.L. instruction, prompting, impulse, f. instrwt-,
ppl. stem of instntere : see next.] Instruction.

1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 175/1 Yet hath the churche by
secrete instructe of god, reiected the remenaunt. 1642
ROGERS Naainan 3 marg., Vse of instruct.

t Instru'ct, ppl. a. Obs. Also 5-6 instructe,
(5 yn-), 6 enstruct. [ad. L. inslruct-us, pa. pple.
of instniSre to INSTRUCT. Used as pa. pple. of

next, after its introduction.]
= INSTRUCTED.

1. Educated ; taught ; informed.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James 25 A inane wele ynstructe

yn lawe and letture. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione ill. xliii. 114
POU shalt come ayen instructe in binges present & bat are
to come. 1485 CAXTON St. Wenefr. i The seid theuith . .

also comysed to hym his doubter for to be instruct & tau^t.

1533 MORE Ansiv. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1098/1 Here might
Chryst haue enstruct his disciples the trouthe of the eatyng
of his fleshe. 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 439 Who ever, by con-

sulting at thy shrine, Returned the wiser, or the more in-

struct To fly or follow what concerned him most ?

2. Furnished or equipped with something.

INSTRUCT.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. XLV. ii, Kymbatyne so was . .

Noryshed at Rome, instructe with cheualre. 1538 STARKEY
England i. ii. 41 So long . . as the soule was instructe wyth
such vertues as be accordyng to hyr dygnyte. 1615 CHAPMAN
Odyss. iv. 755 He had neither ship instruct with oars, Nor
men to fetch him from those stranger shores.

Instruct (instrzrkt), v. Forms: 5-6 in-

structe, (6 enstructe, Sc. instruck; pa. t. in-

struct), 6- instruct,
[f. L. instruct-, ppl. stem of

instruere to build, erect, set up, set in order, pre-
pare, furnish, furnish with information, teach, f. in-

(!N- ^) -f strtilre to pile up, build, etc. : see STRUC-
TURE, and cf. F. instruire. The history in Eng. does
not correspond with the sense-development in L.]

I. 1. trans. To furnish with knowledge or in-

formation ; to train in knowledge or learning ; to

teach, educate.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 153:) 117 b, The examples of
holy patnarkes, prophetes, apostles . . & holy fathers, en-
structeth vs dayly. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices i. (1540)
70 Plato dyd instructe Dyon a sycilyan. 1551 T. WILSON
LogUte (1580) 36 note. Had not the Gospel afore instructed
me. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\. \. 98 Indeede, I was their
Tutor to instruct them. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 If we
be ignorant, they [the Scriptures] will instruct vs. 1713ADDISON Cato i. iv, Who like our active African instructs
1 he fiery steed, and trains him to his hand ? 1771 WESLEY
Serm. ii. div. i. 6 He . . instructs the ignorant. 1838 LYTTON
Alice n. i, Her heart, perhaps, helped to instruct her under-
standing.

b. To furnish with knowledge or skill in an art
or branch of study ;

to educate or train in the know-
ledge of some particular subject ; to give metho-
dical teaching to.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. VI. (Percy Soc.) 25 Besechynge
her to enstructe me shortely In her noble science. 1509
BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1874) I. 5 In comon places of the
Cyte of Athenes he instruct and infourmed the peple in
such doctrynes. 1697 DUYDEN Virg. Ceorg. ni. 261 Let him
be Instructed there in Rules of Husbandry. 1745 BUTLER
Serm. Christ^hurch Wks. 1874 II. 276 They ought to be
instructed and exercised in what will render them useful to

society. 1841 BORROW Zincali I. iv. n. 294 Procured a
teacher to instruct me in latin.

t C. Const, of, to, with, inf., or clause. Obs.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes ^ Instructe hem to
haue goode eloquence and to escheue alle vanitees. 1529MORE Dyaloge I. Wks. 123/1 They . . were by hym in-
structed of euerye trewth. 1595 SHAKS. 'John in. i. 68, I

will instruct my sorrowes to bee proud. 1611 BIBLE i Chron.
xv. 22 He instructed about the song, because he was skilfull.

Isa. xxviii. 26 His God doth instruct him to discretion,
and doth teach him. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 394
That he might instruct him to what he ought. 1749 FIELD-
ING Tom Jones v\. v, Books which.. would instruct you how
to hide your thoughts.

fd. To teach (a thing). (Also with indirect

personal obj.) Obs.

1623 WEBSTER Duchess of Malfi \. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 62/1
To suspect a friend unworthily Instructs him the next way
to suspect you. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trim. 191 The
Brahming. .very readily teach and instruct the perfect way
unto damnation. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. (1847)
523/1 So perversely then was chastity instructed against the

apostle's rule.

2. To impart knowledge to (a person; concerning
a particular fact or circumstance

;
to apprise, in-

form. Const, t in, of, with, or with sttbord. cl.

7^1500 Chester PI. xiii. 44 Mayster, instruct us in this

case, Why this man blynd borne was. 1536 R. BEERLEY in
Four C. Eng. Lett. 35 Now y wyll ynstrux your grace
sumwatt of relygyus men. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580)

83 Beyng well instructed of his great worthines. 1603
SHAKS. Meas.for M. i. i. 81 A powre I haue, but of what
strength and nature I am not yet instructed. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trail, (ed. 2) 52 Being instructed in the precise
time ofhis Nativity, calculates his fortunes. 1652 H. COGAN
tr. Scudery's Ibraliim i. v. 103 Instructing my self in the
Forms and Ceremonies that are to be observed. 1787
WINTER Syst. Htisb. 53 Observations instruct me that they
[ants] multiply and increase most in cold clayey soils. 1871
MOKLEY Voltaire (1886) ii There are, as history instructs

us, eras of counsel and eras of execution.

b. reft. To acquaint or inform oneself, to acquire
information. (

= F. s instruire.")
1611 CORYAT Crudities Ep. Ded., Any iudicious Reader

may by the reading thereof much instruct himselfe with the
forme of the Venetian gouernement. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

n. xi. 289, I was particularly desirous to instruct myself
upon this important head.

C. Eng. Law. To give information as a client

to a solicitor, or as a solicitor to a counsel ; to

authorize one to appear as advocate (Wkarton's
Law Lex. 1883). Cf. INSTRUCTION

4_b.
1836 DICKENS Piclrw. xviii, Having being instructed by

Mrs. Martha Bardell, to commence an action against you
for a breach of promise of marriage [etc.]. Ibid, xxxiv, I

am instructed to say that it was put in the plaintiff's

parlour-window just this time three years.

3. To furnish with authoritative directions as to

action (see INSTRUCTION 4) ;
to direct, command.

'557 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. xiv. 8 She beyng before in-

structed [1535 COVERD. beynge instructe] of her mother

sayed, geue me here lohn Baptist head in a platter. 1605
SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 29 If thou do'st As this instructs thee,
thou dost make thy way To Noble Fortunes. 1607 E. GRIM-
STONE tr. Goularfs Mem. Hist. 436 After they were

thoroughly instructed and informed of their charge..wee
:nt them, a 1715 BURNET Own Time I. (1725) I. 5 He was
;ry particularly instructed in all the proper methods to

gain upon the King's confidence. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
vii, It was I that instructed my girls to encourage our

'110-2



INSTRUCTED.

landlord', addrei.se>. 1800 .I/,-./.
"J^t,

III. 3-5, I intruded

in" to take two grains only of the Dlgit.il^ dally.

IL t4. (Chiefly /*/.) To
put

in order, put

into form; to form; to 'inform'; to make ready,

i leferc the judge
i77 "'"'! '/; -54 These point

the labour, and reward assign, Direct the ball ry, and instruct

5."!s<r. </. To furnish (a statement) with evi-

dence or proof; to confirm by evidence, vouch,

verify ;
to prove clearly.

i8s STAIR /nst. Law Scot. iv. xv. SsThirlage of lands to

mills of the Kings property is sufficiently
instructed by use

of coming to the mill, and paying the msucken multures.

1717 P. WALKER Lift Pcden 12 (Jam.) It was also a day
of very astonishing apparitions . . which I can instruct the

truth of. 1755 GmirUl Trial 206 (Jam.) None should

charge this sin on themselves or others, unless they can prove

and instruct the charge according to Christ's example. 1868

Act 31 * 32 yict. c. 101 5 85 An extract retour or decree

of general service . . instructing the propinquity of such

person to the party who died last vest. 1883 Lam Kef. g

App. Cases 98 note. If the defender had been able to in-

struct by evidence the averments he has placed on record.

Instruotable, obs. variant of INSTKUCTIBLK.

Instructed (instrvkted), ppl. a. [f.
INSTRUCT

v. + -ED 1
; taking the place of INSTRUCT ppl. a.]

1. Educated; taught; informed.

1551 HULOET, Instructed, cateMsalns, instructm, arna-

tin . . catecltumtMU. Instructed in good maners, moratim.

'SS3 EDEN Tnat. .Vewt Ind. (Arb.) 33 Magellanus sent

with them .vii. men well instructed. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus.

xxvu 14 There is nothing so much worth, as a mind well

I find I have engaged c Pursuer. 01871 GROTE.EM. Frugal.
iv. (1876) 77 As society becomes more instructed.

f2. Furnished, fitted out, equipped ; drawn up in

order, arrayed. Obs.

1551 (see i). 1596 DALKYMPLE tr. LalUt Hist. Scot. x.

430 An Jnglis nauie to the number of xvj veric well in-

structet schipis. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iv,

Instructed swarmes Of men immayl'd.
1666 DRYDEN Ann.

Mirao. clxiii, Instructed ships shall sail to quick commerce.

Hence Inrtru'ctedly adv.
;
Inrtru-ctedness.

1628 BP. HALL Old Relig. 116 A commendation of the

well instructed nesse of those people. 1873 MORLEY StruggIf
Nat. Educ. xii. 116 It would be a most substantial gam if

our labouring class in England could all talk as articulately,

as rationally, and as instrucledly . . as you may trust the

labouring class in Scotland to do.

Instructer (instro-ktaa). (f.
INSTRUCT v. +

-ERi.] One who instructs. (! ormerly frequent ;

now usually INSTRUCTOR.)
1535 COVERDALE Isa. xxx. 20 Thine instructer fleyth not

farre from the. 1579 GOSSON Set. Abuse (Arb.) 32 We
should haue an instructer at our elbowes. 1611 BIBLE Gen.

iv. 33 Tubal-Cain an instructer of euery artificer in brasse

and iron. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 4 Ini-

pressed with such veneration for his instructer. 1807 G.

CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. i. 3 The instructer of nations.

1816 J. F. COOPER Mohicans 11829) I. x. 130 The imperfect
nomenclature of his provincial instructors.

[Instructess, misprint for INSTRUCTRESS.]
Instru ctible, a. rare. Also 7 -able. [f.

L.

instruct
1

-, ppl. stem (see INSTRUCT v.) + -IBLE.]

Capable of being instructed, open to instruction.

1603 FLORID Montaigne i. Ivi. (1632) 175 As children pro-

pose their essayes, instructable, not instructing. 1611

COTCR., Endoctrinable, docible, tcacheable, hutructable.

1618 BACON Submission to Ho. Lords (T.*, A king, .whose

heart is instructive for wisdom and goodness.

Instructing (instro-ktirj), vbl. s/>. [f.
IN-

STRUCT v. + -ING'.] The action of the vb. IN-

STRUCT ; instruction.

1557 Order Hospitalls C, For the better instructingc of

your Worships touching the Government herein. 1581
SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 48 Hee dooth not onely farre

passe the Historian, but, for instructing, is well nigh com*

parable to the Philosopher. 1670 EACHARU Cont. Clergy 62
Instead of a sober instructing the people in those eminent
and excellent graces, attrib. 1831 CAHLYLE Sari. Res. n.

iii, Though the Soldier wears openly . . his butchering-tool,

nowhere, far as I have travelled, did the Schoolmaster make
show of his instructing-tool.

Instructing (instro-ktirj ),///. a. [f. as prec.
+ -ING 2

.]
That instructs, or gives instruction or

information
; instructive.

1581 SIDN&Y Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 35 Thought not histori>

call acts, but instructing Parables, a 1688 W. CLAGETT

17 Serin. (1609) 8t How instructing ought to be our profes-
sion. 1754 RICHARDSON Graitdison 11810) VI. Iii. 347

' See
my dear young ladies', said the happy and instructing Mrs.
Shirley . .

'

the reward of duty, virtue, and obedience '.

i8os MAR. EDCEWORTH Moral T. (1816' I. xiv. 113 Instruct-

ing narrative. 1893 Wutm. Gaz. 3 Oct. 6/1 He went with
Inslructing-constable B and searched the prisoner
C 's house.

Instruction (instro-kfon). [a. OF. /';/-. e>t-

itruftiou, -cian (1348 in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. in-

struction, ad. L. instruction-cm, n. of action f.

imtrutre to INSTRUCT.]
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1. The action of instructing or teaching ; the im-

parting of knowledge or skill ; education ; f infor-

mation.
1506 GUVLKORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 30 There was no proces-

syon, nor shewynge, nor instruction of the holy places.

1548 HALL Chron., //en. F8ob, Bryng up my lytle infant

. . that . . by your instruction, he may prove polhtlke. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic I. x. (Arb.) 39 The instruction of

morall doctrines. 1661 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. 11. iv. S 4

We sec what care God took for the instruction of his people

in a time of so generall an Apostacy. 1781 GIBBON Decf. r

/'. xxvii. III. 12 The faith of a soldier is commonly the

fruit of instruction, rather than of inquiry. 1861 Times

29 Aug., The old antithesis between 'instruction' and

'education
'

still continues to perplex scrupulous minds.

2. The knowledge or teaching imparted. With
an and //. An item of knowledge imparted ; an

instructive rule, a precept, a lesson.

1411-10 LVDG. Citron. Troy i. vi. (MS. Cott. Aug. A. iv),

Whan sche hadde bus . . }oue instruccion Pleyn doctrine

and informacion How he schal skape be dangeris by and by.

61449 I'ECOCK Repr. Prol. i He jeueth mstruccioun of

corrcpcioun and of correpting. 15*! Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 5 Moralytees and instruccyons of good maner and

67 She gave her various instructions how to set off her

person to most advantage. 1873 L. FERGUSON Disc. 41 It

is good .. to profit by the instructions of the pulpit.

f 3. Knowledge imparted concerning a particular

fact or circumstance ; information. With an and

//., An item of information imparted or acquired,
an account, a narrative. Obs.

1415 W. PASTON in P.Lett. No. 5. I. 19, I sende yow
copies and a trewe instruccion of the seyd matier. 1513
MORE Kick. Ill Wks. 60/2 The messenger sent back w'

thanks, & some secret instruccion of y protectors mind.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 77 b, Or thei from thence de-

parted, thei had knowledge and true instruccion that the

Dolphyn . . was reculed. 1655 FULLER C/i. Hist. ix. ii. 21

May they.. (if having the conveniences of leisure, and
instructions) be pleased to perfect this my Catalogue.

4. A making known to a person what he is re-

quired to do ; a direction, an order, a mandate (oral
or written). Now usu. //. : Directions, orders.

1433 LYDC-. Leg. S. Ednnind ill. 003 (Horstm.) Affter

the fourme off his Instruccioun He folwed theffect off his

auysioun. 1494 FABYAN Chron, vi. clx. 152 Whan Lewys
had gyuen answere . . and geuen vnto theym other instruc-

cions, he sent them forthe agayn. 1313 MORE in Grafton
Chron. (1568) II. 771 Some of the company had . . secret

instruction . . to take hym. 1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

ill. (1692) I. 620 We read the fourth Article of our Instruc-

tions to the whole Company, a 1715 BURNET Own Time
ll. (1725) I. .14- He had an instruction to pass an act of

indemnity. 1725 N. ROUINSON Th. Physick 287 If these

Instructions . . be but punctually attended to, he need not

fear any Returns of his Cholic Pains. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

I. xxvii. 215 My voice could be heard, and my instructions

understood.

b. Direction given to a solicitor or counsel.

a 1734 NORTH Life Ld. Guilford( 1808! I. 196 An attorney
. .said that he had given the Serjeant his fee, and instructions

over night, to move for him. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III.

iii. (18091 29 A counsel is not answerable for any matter by
him spoken, relative to the cause in hand, and suggested in

his client's instructions. 1837 DICKENS Pickiv. xxxiv, At-

torneys . . from that spot can wrnsper in the ear of the leading
counsel in the case, any instructions that may be necessary
during the progress of the trial.

Instructional (instro-kjanal), a. [f. prec. +

-AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to instruction or teaching;

educational.
1 80 1 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 585 The must

satisfactory account of the instructional state of France.

1850 Tail', May. XVII. S9S/, From the want of a sum.
dent instructional machinery. 1873 Daily .Yen's 4 Aug.,
The instructional cooking college at Aldershot. 1898 li'estni.

Gaz. 28 Mar. 7/3 The training brig Wanderer . . leaving
Portsmouth Harbour under sail with a crew of boys for the
first instructional cruise of the season to-day.

2. Conveying instruction or information.

183* Examiner 566/1 It contains no instructional matter
as to the framing of bills. 1882 W. SHAKP D. G. Rossetti

415 A sonnet meant to convey an instructional idea.

InstrU'Ctiouary, a. rare.
[f. as prec. +

-ARY.]
=

prec.
1861 Times 7 Oct., It is important that a model and in-

structionary farm should pay.

Instructive (mstro-ktiv), a. [f. L. instruct-,

ppl. stem (see INSTRUCT v.} + -IVE. Cf. F. in-

struclif, -ive '

X i4th c. in Godef. Co/up!.),'] Having
the character or quality of instructing ; conveying
instruction or knowledge.
1611 FLORIO, Instruttiiio, instructive. 1615 J. STEPHENS

(title) Essays and Characters Ironicall and Instructive.

1653 K. SAXDERS Physiogn. 156 This Chapter shall be more
instructive then what hath been spoken of it elswhere. 1708
Brit. Apollo No. 104. 1/2 To Peruse those Instructive writ-

ings. 1738 JOHNSON l/un. Hum. Wishes 50 Once more,
Democntus, arise on earth, With cheerful wisdom and in-

structive mirth. 1848 W. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. xx.

(1879) 440 The structure of these sepulchres, -is instructive
in regard to the prevalent method of burial.

Instructively (instro-ktivli), adv. [f. prec.
f -I.Y ^.] In an instructive manner ; so as to in-

struct
; f by way of instruction.

INSTRUMENT.

Life Lang. yiii. 145 No exercises of reason, .are so clo;ely
and instructively parallel as tbe^e two.

Iiistructiveness (instr
-

ktivnes). [f. as prec.
+ -XE.SS.] The quality of beiug instructive.

1661 BovLK,SYy/* ofScript. (1675) 130 The pregnant instruc-

livtMie.ss of the Scripture. 1875 MAINE Hist. Inst.
yiii.
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A phenomenon of little interest and of no instructiveness.
1886 Manch. Hxam, 18 Jan. 5/5 An experiment, .which U
full of instructiveness for the country at large.

Instructor (instr-ktaa). Also 5-6 -our. [a.
L. instructor preparer (in med.L., teacher), agent-n.
from instruSre to INSTRUCT. Orig. in AF. form
instructour = F. instrueteur (i-fth c. in Godef.

C0///.)0 C*ne w^ instructs; a teacher.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron, (Rolls) 260 Thei were principal
itutructouris of heretikc:>. 1530 PALSOR. Epistle to King
(1852) 7 Malster Gyles Dewes, somtyme instructour to

your noble grace in this selfe tonge, 1576 FLEMING Panopl,
Epist. 213 To the end hee might wmne HeraclUus to

be his instructour. 1583 HOLLVBANU Campo di Fior 53
The most famous instructor of children. 1693 DRVDEN
Juvenal Ded. (1697) 61 Horace is somewhat the better

Instructor of the two.. his Instructions are more general ;

Juvenal's more limited. 1715 DE FOE Ffun. Instruct, i. i.

(1841) I. 29 The Spirit is the secret instructor. 1873 Act 36
4- 37 yict, c. 77 13 A permanent staff, consisting of an

officer, and of so many seamen instructors as may seem fit.

1875 JOWETT Plato (eel. 2* V. 307 Let the judgment of them
rest with the instructor of youth,
transf. 1879 M CCARTHY Own Times II. xxix. 369 Such

history, .is of little value as an instructor in the lessons of
the times and events it deals with.

b. spec, in American colleges : A college teacher

inferior in rank to a professor ; variously = Reader,

Teacher, Lecturer, or Tutor, in an English college
or university.
1900 Harvard Univ. Catal. 1899-1900, 17 Lecturers and

Instructors.

Hence Instru ctorsliip, the office or post of an

instructor.

1882-3 SchajfTs Encyil. Rtlig. Know!. III. 2344 Recently
the instructorship has been changed to a professorship. 1890
Pall Mall G. 23 Oct. 1/3 To found, or aid in founding, an

instructorship in road engineering.

Instructress (inatiirktres). [f. INSTRUCTOR
or -Kit 4- -ESS.] A female instructor. Also _,/'-

1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentl. in. 75 Education is the

Scasoner or instructresse \ed. 1641 mi&pr. instructess] of

Youth, in principles of knowledge [etc.]. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela I V. 38 You must allow me to look upon you as . .

my Instructress. x8S LYTTON Falkland 28 To be the in-

structress of an infant, a Mother should be its playmate.
xas R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. ix. (ed. 2) 229 It will be

said, that the Church of the Country is the proper in-

structress of the people.

t Instruxtrice. Obs. rare ~ *.
[f. INSTRUCT-

OR, after fern, forms from F. in -rice.] =prec.
1531 ELYOT GW. in. iii, Knowledge also, as a perfeyte

instructrice and mastresse. .declareth by what meane the

sayd preceptes of reason . .may be well vnderstande.

f I'nstrumency. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. INSTRU-

MENT, after sbs. in -EKCY from adjs. in -ENT.]
= IN-

H1RUMENTALITY I.

1675 WOODHEAD, etc. raraphr, Heb. 11 Deliverances.,
done by the instrumency of the angels.

Instrument ^i'nstr/fment;, sb. [a. F. instru-

ment (i4th c. ; the earlier form vi*&estrument\ or

ad. L. instritment'-um provision, apparatus, furni-

ture, an implement or tool, a document, f. imtrufre
to fit out, equip, INSTRUCT.]
1. That which is used by an agent in or for the

performance of an action
;
a thing with or through

which something is done or effected ; anything that

serves or contributes to the accomplishment of a

purpose or end ; a means.

1340 HAM POLE Pr. Come. 3139 Bot bat fire . . es An in-

Mrumenl of Goddes ryghtwysnes. 1387-8 T. USK Test.

Low in. vi. (Skeatj 1. 52 Ye ban In your bodie diuers mem-
bers, and fiue sondrie wines, . . whiche thynges as insiru-

mentes ye vsen, as your handes apart to handle, i 1477
CAXION Jason 37 Spekyng with the mouth whiche is instru-

ment of the dischargyng and discovering of hertes. c 153*
Du WES Introd. Fr. in Pulsgr. 987 This verbe am the which
is an instrument wherby we do expresse by our worries all

vcrbes passives. 1570 T. NORTON tr. Xtnvefs Catec/t. (1853)
180 Faith is not the cause but the instrument of justification.

1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 171 The Gods are iust, and of our

pleasant vices Make instruments to plague vs. 1675 BAXTER
Catk. Thcol. i. I. 107 Properly an Instrument is an efficient

cause moved by the principal to an effect above its proper
virtue. 1776 ADAM SMITH \V. N. iv. i. (1869) II. a Among
the Tartars.. cattle are the instruments of commerce. 1807
T. THOMSON Ckem. (ed. 3) II. 521 The importance of the

salts as chemical instruments is very much connected with

their solubility in water. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. A/iff. Ares II.

xix. 259 At all periods of English history, ^songs and ballads

were the popular instruments equally of libel and of praise.

b. A person made use of by another person or

being, for the accomplishment of a purpose. (In
mod. use often taken asyf^, from 2 : cf. tool.}

a 1340 HAM POLK Psalter xliv. 2 comm.^ His instrument,
whaim he ledis as he will, c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaws
T. 272 Thou madest Eua brynge vs in seruage . . Thvn In-

strument so. .Makeslow of wommen whan thou wolt bigile.

1548 HALL Chron. , Hen. V 68 The duke of Burgoyn was a

him as an instrument to reform his Church. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver i. v, 1 would never be an instrument of bringing a



INSTRUMENT.
free and brave people into slavery. 1867 BRIGHT Sp.
America 29 June (1876) 144 To do honour to a most eminent
instrument in the achievement of that freedom. 1896 Daily
News 28 Apr. 3/1 '-the divergence between Mr. Chamberlain
and his instrument in South Africa has been no less marked.

2. A material thing designed or used for the ac-

complishment ofsome mechanical or other physical
effect ;

a mechanical contrivance (usually one that

is portable, of simple construction, and wielded or

operated by the hand); a tool, implement, weapon.
Now usually distinguished from a tool* as being used for

more delicate work or for artistic or scientific purposes ; a
workman or artizan has his toots, a draughtsman, surgeon,
dentist, astronomical observer, his instruments. Distin-

guished from a machine, as being simpler, having less mech-

anism, and doing less work of itself; but the terms overlap.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 342 The ynglis host. .With In-

strumentis on seir maneris, As scaffatis, Tedderis, and couer-

yngis, Pykis, howis, and ek staff-slyngis. c 1391 CHAUCER
Astral. Prol. r i Conclusions apertenyng to the same in-

strument [Astrolabe]. 1432 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 357
Berenge in theire honde an instrumente callede a sparth.

1530 PALSGR. 234/2 Instrument of any handy crafte, ovtil.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy jitl. v. Hi. 200 Here is a Frier, and

Slaughter'd Romeos man, With Instruments vpon them fit

to open These dead mens Tombes. i6xx BIBLE 2 Sam.
xxiv. 22 Here be oxen for burnt sacrifice, and threshing in-

struments. 1634 SIR'!'. HERBERT Trav, 147 ACrossebowe,
.. not comparable to the Gun (an instrument they now
make practice of). 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphics 68 Take
a needle or small pointed Instrument, heated in a Candle.

1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 49 An Instrument to measure
the Motion of the Wind. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime
Surv. 74 The other Distances may be got sufficiently exact

by Intersections of a good Needle, without any other Instru-

ment to take the Angles. 1843 J. CLASON Serin. xL 189
Instruments of torture are unknown. Mod. A case ofmathe-

matical instruments. The surgeon had to use instruments,

t b. collect. Apparatus. (A Latinisrn.) Obs.

1671 MILTON P. R. in. 388 Much ostentation vain of fleshly

arm, And fragile arms, much instrument of war.

3. spec. A contrivance for producing musical

sounds, by the vibrations of some solid material

(as strings, reeds, rods, membranes, etc.), or of a

body of air in a pipe or tube.

Musical instruments are commonly classified as WIND
instruments^ STRINGED instruments* and instruments of
PERCUSSION (most REED instruments being classed under
wind instruments) : see these words.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 225/191 As a fij>ele his wynges furde

.. Muriere Instrument neuere nus ban his wyngen were!

13. . E. E. Allit.P. B. 1081 Aungelles with instrumentes of

organes & pypes. c 1381 CHAUCER Fitrl. Fettles 197 Of Instreu-

mentis of strengis in a-cord Herde I so pleye, and tauyshyng
swetnesse. c 1400 MALNDLV. (Roxb.) xix. 88 Next, .gase alt

be mynistralles . . with all inaner of instruments of music.

,i 1533 LD. BEKNERS kfuon li. 172, I am a mynstrell as thou

seestnere by myne instrumentes. 1540 in Old City Ace.

Bk. in Archxol. Jrnl. XLIII, Pd to y clarke for playeng
of yfl yensterment iiij

11
. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. i. 6 Are these

I pray you, winde Instruments? 1796 JANE AUSTIN Pride

V Prej. vi. (1813) 20, I am going to open the instrument,

Eliza, and you know what follows. 1815 Emma (1870)

III. x. 287 She. .put the music aside, and. .closed the instru-

ment. 1863 LONGF. IVayside Inn Prel. 271 The instrument
on which he played Was in Cremona's workshops made.

f 4. A part of the body having a special func-

tion ; an organ. Obs.

61386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol, 149 In wyfhode I wol vse

niyn Instrument As frely as my makere hath it sent. <. 1400
tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. \K. E. T. S.) 79 Cold
water dronkyn yn wynter. .destruys be Instruments of be

brest, & harmys be longys. 1572 J. JONES Bathes ofBatIt

ii. i8a, Instrument, or organ [of taste] is a skinne pellicle,

or philme, stretched in the over part of the tongue. 1656
RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 28 Whatsoever is troublesome to

the instruments of breathing. 1718 J. CHAMBERLAYNK
Relig- rhilos. (1730) I. xiii, i Among all the Instruments
which Animals use, those of the external Senses are least

of all known to us.

5. Law. A formal legal document whereby a

right is created or confirmed, or a fact recorded;

a formal writing of any kind, as an agreement,

deed, charter, or record, drawn up and executed in

technical form, so as to be of legal validity.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 257/1 It ought to be myn for

I haue therofan Instrument publyque. 1494 FABYAN Chron.

vn. 344 The sayde lordys shewyd an instrument or wrytynge,
at yj which hynge many labellys with sealys, as the Kynges
scale, syr Edwarde hys sonnys scale, w* many other of the

nobles of the lande. 1523 LD. BEKNEKS Froiss, I.clxxiv. 211

Of this ordynaunce and bondes there were made instrumentes

publykes, and letters paten tes, seyled by bothe Kynges.
1570 BUCHANAN Admonit. Wks. (1892) 28 Y cardinal!

Betoun yuha be ane fals instrument had taken y suppreme
authoritie to himself. 1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts (1658)

214 There were present at the bight hereof seven publick

notaries, which called witnesses, and made instruments

thereupon. 1660 Trial Regie. 45 We shall show that In-

strument, that was made under the Hand, and Seal, of the

Prisoner at the Bar, as well as others, for Execution of the

King : that Bloody Warrant. 1767 BLACKSTONE Conun.
II. ix. 142 We may observe, in Madox's collection of

antient instruments, some leases for years of a pretty early

date. 1827 H ALLAH Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 245 The
instrument under which he [Cromwell] took his title ac-

corded to him no unnecessary executive authority. 1845
M ('CULLOCH Taxation \\. vi. 3 (1852) 284 The payment of

the proper duty is made essential to the validity of an

instrument. 1866 CRUMP Banking v. 104 Where an instru-

ment is drawn in a careless way, in the form of a promissory

note, and accepted, and indorsed as a bill of exchange.

b. Sc. Law. A formal and duly authenticated

record, drawn up by a notary-public, of any trans-

action
j
hence to ask-, give^ take in-stniments.
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1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 2832 (Bannatyne MS.) To that,

iny Tordis, planely we discontent ; Notar, thairof I tak ane
instrument. 1540 Sc. Acts fas. I', c. 81 Gif the Notar and
Scribe of courte refusis to giue instrumentes, actes, or notes
to ony persones desirand the samin, he sail tine his office.

1572 BUCHANAN Detect. Mary Fij Qam.), Upon the quhilk
. .the said aduocate askit an act of Court and Instruments,
and desyrit of the Justice proces conform thairto. n 1693
URQUHART/Cafo/rfm in. xxiii, We will take Instrument form-

ally and authentically extended, to the end he be not, after

his Decease declared an Heretick. 1814 SCOTT Wew. 1, The
Baron of Bradwardine then took instruments., bearing that

all points and circumstances of the act of homage had been
rite et solenniter acta et peracta. 1897 Johnston of War-
ristons Diary (Scot. Hist. Soc.) 96 wotet Instruments are
the formal and duly authenticated narrative by a Notary
public of res gestae of which a person interested desires to

preserve a record. The practice of taking instruments is

now confined for the most part to Church Courts.

6. attrib. and Comb., as instrument-maker ,-mak-

ing (usually scientific instruments).
^1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 99 Made by a skilful

Mathematical-Instrument-maker. 1770 BAKKINGTON in Phil.

Trans. I,XI. 294, I. .directed two ram-gages . . to be made
by your instrument-maker. 1836 DUBOURG Violin ix. (1878)

269 The Italian renown for instrument-making attained its

climax by the productions of. .Straduarius and Guamerius.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 280 The upper and
lower rows of terminals are used for the

' Up
'

and ' Down '

line wires: the two intermediate rows are
* Instrument'

terminals. Ibid. 294 The instrument counters and floors.

Instrument (rnstrtfment, instiwme'nt),^. [f.

prec. sb. : cf. K. instrumenter (1440 in Hatz.-

Darm.). For the pronunciation cf. COMPLIMENTS.]
1. Law. a. inlr. To draw up an instrument (see

prec. 5). b. trans. To address an instrument to,

petition by means of an instrument.

1719 Descr. Parish of Deer in Alex. Smith Aberdeensh.

(1875) 1065 The presbitry instrumented in terms of the act

of parliament, to make patent doors for them. 1752

J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 74 When
the^ sixty

Daysarerun, and no Indictment execute, then the Prisoner

instruments the Lord Advocate. -and thereafter presents
a Petition, .for Letters of Liberation.

2. Mus. To arrange or score (a piece of music)
for instruments, esp. for an orchestra.

1822 Blackw. Mag. XII. 443 These he hastily wrote down
upon scraps of paper, and next morning arranged them

', or,

to make use of his own term, instrumented them. 1845
E. HOLMES Mozart 136 Mozart, .is deep in a ' Miserere '. .

to contain three choruses, a fugue, and a duet, and to be

instrumented for a large orchestra. 1878 E. PROU i in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 35 <?/(.', The Te Deum and Acis were instru-

mented by Mendelssohn.

Instrumental (instrwme'ntlil), a. and sb. [a.

F. instrumental (Oresme, I4th c.;,, ad. med.L.

instruinentalis : see INSTRUMENT sb. and -AL.]
A. adj.

1. Of the nature of an instrument (material or

subservient) ; serving as an instrument or means ;

contributing to the accomplishment of a purpose
or result.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. DC P. R. in. xx[i]. (Add. MS. 279441,
The cause material and instrumental [L. instriitncntahs} is

in the tonge. 1478 f/ouse/i. Ord. 1.1790) 44 No fees of plate
nor sylver, but it be in his instrumental tools perused by occu-

pation. 1576 FLEMING Pattopl. Epist. To Rdr. P vb, The
service of his naturall abilities, and the use of his instru-

mentall powers. 1583 STUBBLS Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 59 We
giue unto God .. the cheefest rule in all things, all other

creatures being but the instrumental), or secundarie causes.

1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic i. xvii. 65 The Instru-

mental Cause is that which subserves the principal CaUbt;

in its Effecting. 1766 FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Wont. (1767)
II. xi. 137 The instrumental duties of religion, as they are

usually termed. 1848 H. ROGEE<S Ess. (1874) I. vi. 322 The
art of persuasive argumentation will, like every other in-

strumental art, be capable of abuse.

b. Const, to, in\ ^itif. ; rarely -[of, -[for.
1650 JtR. TAYLOR Holy Living (J.), Prayer, which is in-

strumental to every thing. 1655 HAKTLIB Kef. Silk-worm
To Rdr., Then would all hands be set a-work, and every
one would become instrumen tall to serve himselfe and his

Neighbours in Love. 1663 DKYDEN \VildGallant iv. i, You
have been instrumental, I hear, of my Preferment. 1666
PEPYS Diary 28 Apr., My Lady Castlemaine binstrumental
in this Matter. 1722 SEWEL Hist. Quakers (.1795) I. Pref.

9, 1 was prepared to be instrumental for such a work as this.

1736 KUTLER Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 57 Instrumental in

bringing about revolutions. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets i. 17
Zeal for greater rigour of thought was instrumental in de-

veloping a new vehicle of language in the creation of a prose
style. 1881 J. SIMON in Nature XXIV. 372^1 When the life

of either man or brute is to be made merely instrumental lo

the establishment of a scientific truth.

c. Serving well for the purpose ; serviceable,

useful ; effective, efficient. Now rare or Obs.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 48 The Head is not more Natiue

to the Heart, The Hand more Instrumental! to the Mouth.

1672 MARVEI.L Reh. Tramp. \. 26 How instrumental soever
the Captain hath been, the General usually carries away the

honour of the Action. 1674 Essex Papers (.Camden) 249
My Lord Conway & Sr Arthr Forbese have bin instru-

mental! & usefull to me herein. 1709 SWIFT Advancent.

Relig. Wks. 1755 II. i. 115 It would be very instrumental

to have a law made. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. u.

175 Those truths which are most instrumental.

2. Of, pertaining to, performed with, or arising

from, a material instrument
;
due to the instrument

(as instrumental error}.
1644 NYE Gunnery ii. (1647) 47 The degree in the Circle,

that was cut in the Circle of the Instrument, when you
made your Instrumentall observation. 1760 PEMBERTON in

INSTRUMENTALITY.
Phil. Trans. LI. 921 The instrumental construction pro-

posed by Mr. Collins will very readily give the true latitude.

1797 DOWNING Disord. Horned Cattle 129 All instrumental
methods of extraction I wish to avoid as much as possible.

1830 HEKSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 125 We are obliged to
have recourse to instrumental aids. 1858 Outl. Astron.
(ed. 5) iii. 141 Such inquiries constitute the theory of in-

strumental errors. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 70 No instru-

mental treatment had taken place that day.
3. Of music : Performed on, or composed for, an

instrument or instruments. 1,0pp. to vocal.)
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi. heading, Of musike : mun-

dain, humayn, and instrumental. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.
v. xxxviii. 2 They which .; require the abrogation of in-

strumentall musique. 1641 EVELYN Diary 5 Oct., His
three daughters entertained us with rare music, vocal and
instrumental. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 686 With Heav'nly
touch of instrumental sounds In full harmonic number
joind. 1891 Times 8 Oct. 7/4 When these alone sing, the
balance is better kept by omitting the instrumental parts.

b. Of the nature of, or belonging to, a musical
instrument, rare.
a 1683 WALTON Angler \. (1886) 15 The nightingale.,

breathes such sweet loud music out of her little instrumental
throat, a 1824 SHELLEY To Constantia Singing iii, The
blood and life within those snowy fingers Teach witchcraft
to the instrumental strings.

f 4. Old Physiol. Having a special vital func-

tion; that is a bodily organ-; organic. (Cf. IN-
STRUMENT sb. 4.) Obs.

J533 &uroTCast.//etfo (1541) lob, Members instrumental!
[are] The stomake : The raines : The bowelles : All the

great synewes. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Alan iv. 44 A Muscle . .

is an instrumentall part of the body. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f.
Beasts (1658)266, 1 wish all Farriars..to know the causes of
all diseases, as well in the parts similar as instrumental.

5. Gram. The name of a case iii the declensions
of some languages (as Sanskrit and Slavonic), de-

noting that with or by which something is done.
Called also

'

the ablative of the instrument
', and by early

authors of English Sanskrit grammars causative, and im-

plenientive. The Skr. name is karana means, instrument.
1806 CAKLY Sungskrit Gram. 864 O'f the instrumental case

after the verb. 1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXI.
476 Several Slavonian dialects .. have seven cases, the six
cases of the Latins, and an instrumental ca^e. 1874-5 PA '

PILLON Man. Cotnfi, Philol. (1877) 106 In both languages
[Greek and Latin] we shall find remnants of both locative
and instrumental forms. 1879 WHITNEY Sanscrit Gram.
283 Many instrumental constructions .. call in translation

for other prepositions than ' with
'

or
'

by
'

; yet the true
instrumental relation is usually to be traced.

6. Law. = INSTBUMKHTABY a. 3. rare.

1790 DALLAS Anter. Law Re. I. 209 Instrumental wit-
nesses are always called upon.
B. sb.

f 1. That which is instrumental to some end or

purpose (see A. i); an instrument, means. Obs.

[1597 A. M. tr. Ouilfameau's Fr. Chirurg. Q, To demon-
strate, not only the materialle and formal principles, but
the Instrumentalles.] 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. i. 10
Unto the deepe, fruitefull, and operative btudte of many
Scyences. .Bookes be not the only Instrumental. 1643
SIR J. Si'ELMAN Cast; ofAffairs 1 1 Through the concurrence
of those that are the instrumental^ of His restraint.

1 2. An ' instrumental
'

part of the body ;see
A. 4) ; a bodily organ. Obs.

1541 R. COPLAND Gnydons Quest. Chirurg. etc., As to the
seconde questyon that asketh why they [members] be called

organykes & instrumentalles. 1564 P. MOORE Hofie Health
i. iv. 7 Some other partes in the body be called .. instru-

mentalles and vnlyke partes.

3. Gram. The instrumental case,
'
the ablative of

the instrument*: see A. 5.
1806 CAREY Snngskrit Grain. 35 There are seven cases,

viz. the Nominative, Accusative, Instrumental [etc.]. 1824
HEAKD Russ. Grant. 9 There are six cases in the Russian
Language : the Nominative, the Accusative, the Genitive,
the Dative, the Instrumental, the Prepositional. 1879 SWEET
Anglo~Sa.\\ Kdr. (ed. 2) Introd. 48 Adjectives have the
three genders of nouns, and the same cases, with the addi-
tion of the instrumental.

187^9 WHITNEY Sanscrit Grant.
278 The instrumental is originally the w/M-case : it de-

notes adjacency, accompaniment, association passing over
into the txpression of means and instrument \with and by}.

lustrume'ntalist. [f. INSTRUMENTAL + -I.ST.]
1. One who plays on a musical instrument ; a

performer of instrumental music. (Opp. to vocalist.}

1823 Herald in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1824) 108 There are

many aspiring instrumentalists who protest boldly against
the monopoly. 1864 H. SPENCER Iltnstr. Univ. Progr. 26

Uniting the now separate offices of poet, composer, vocalist,
and instrumentalist. 1871 Athemxiim 2 Dec. 727 This body
of vocalists and instrumentalists.

b. A composer of instrumental music, rare.
1880 W. S. ROCKSI RO in Grove Diet. Mits. II. 572 The age

in which he [Beethoven] lived produced more than one in-

strumentalist of the highest order.

2. An advocate of the use of instrumental music
in public worship, nonce-use.

1882-3 in Schaff Encycl. Relig. Knwvl. 1961 An injunc-
tion is, more than a permission, which is all for which most
instrumentalists contend.

Instrumentality (i-nstrwmentse-liti). [f. as

prec. + -ITY.]
1. The quality or condition of being instru-

mental ; the fact or function of serving or being
used for the accomplishment of some purpose or
end

; agency.
1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 332 They say Their own Faith is

Physically the efficient instrumentall cause of their own
forgiveness and justification; Yea that it is a Passive Re-



INSTBUMENTALIZE

instrumentality of Churchill.

2 with//. That which serves or Is cmP1 y<;d for

some purpose or end ;
a means, an agency.

1677 HALE /V/;. 0^. JHiw. iv. n. 295 God needed not

Ihe sul. diary Instrumentalities of Nature to complea his

Work iB I. TAYLOR F.inat. I. 1 1 The moral and intelli.

Kent instrumentality .. is nothing else than the vital force

which animates each single believer, 1838 GLADSTONE Mate

iii Ret C* iv. (!..>, From that liability to abuse with which

state power is charged, no human instrumentality IS
exempt.

,875 MAINE Hist. Intt. ix. 255 One of the most powerful

instrumentalities in the historical transformation of the

civilised world.

tlnstrnme ntalie, v. Obs. [f.
as prec.+

-l/.E.]

1. traits. To make or render instrumental to some

end ; to fashion into an instrument ; to organize.

i94 CAREW f/uarte's Exam. Wits To Rdr., Hee instru.

mentalized their braine in such sort, as they might receiue

it with ease. Ikid. 1 1616) 50 If a reasonable soule informe

a well instrumentalized bodie .. his knowledge comes little

behind that of the sublillest deuill. i69 T. ADAMS Medit.

Creed Wks. 1862 III. 147 God first instrumenlahsed a perlect

body, and then infused a living soul.

2. To measure or reckon by means of instruments.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey 11. iv. 53 If the place

cannot bee brought within view, instrumental^ the tract

at Randon. Ikid., To instrumcntalue a distance, first point-

forth two competent stations, and from the first quantulate

the angle betwixt the marke and second station.

Instrumentally (instrwme-ntalil, adv. [f.

INSTRUMENTAL a. + -LY '*.]

1. In an instramental manner ;
in the way of in-

strumentality, a. As an instrument or means ; by

being employed for some purpose.
i8l SMERWIN in Confer, i. (1584) E iv, Faith iustifieth in-

strumcnially. 1608 A. WILI.ET Hexapla Exod. 41 Angels

may instrumentallie pronounce the blessings of Ood.

1711 G CARY Pkys. Pkylaclick 146 God. .Excommunicates

Efficiently, the Clergy do it Instrumentally, as his Instru-

ments. i79S BURKE Popery Laws m. i.Wks. IX. 362

They will argue, that the end being essentially beneficial,

the means become instrumentally so. 1871 Daily News
i Feb., To acknowledge it . . as instrumentally capable of

bringing about the meeting of a
' National Assembly '.

b. By the agency of another thing or person ;

by an instrument or means.

i6ia T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. i The spirit indeed doth

it principally, but by the word in the ministery instrument-

ally, a 1631 DONNE Ess. (1651) 141 They must do it instru-

mentally by others, a 1871 in Spurgeon Treas. Dai'. Ps.

xxxiii. 18-19 She never knew to whom she was instrument-

ally indebted for this timely and merciful assistance.

2. By means of a (material or legal) instrument.

1611 FLORID. Instrumentalinente, by deed, instrument,

euidence or writing, instrumentally. 1633 T. JAMES Voy.

69, I tooke the height of it instrumentally. 1760 PEMBERTON

in Phil. Trans. LI. 910 A problem . .proposed, and solved

instrumentally upon a globe. 1807 MUTTON Course Math.

. II. 7 In the Third Method, Or Instrumenlally, as suppose

by the log. lines on one side of the common two-foot scales.

b. With or upon a musical instrument.

!7i6 Loud. Gaz. No. 5487/3
Mr. Purcell's Te Ueum will

lie vocally and instrumentally performed. 1795 MASON Ch.

Mus. i. 27 The earlier Fathers of the Church . . condemned

musical Devotion when instrumentally accompanied. 1876

GRANT Kurgh Sell. Scotl. u. xiii. 373 Schools, .in which the

music of the church was taught vocally and instrumentally.

t Instrume-ntalness. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] - INSTRUMENTALITY i.

1655 SIR H. VANE Retired Man's Me_dit. 360 For their

trreater instrumentalnesse unto Satan, in rage, fiercenesse

and cruelly. 1660 HAMMOND (J., The instrumentalness

of riches to works of charity.

t Instrume-ntar, a. Sc. Obs. [f. INSTRUMENT :

see -AB'A] =INSTKUSIENTAKY a. 3.

c IS7S Rill/oar's Practicku (1754) 383 Albeit the remanent

of the witnessis instrumental beand of greitcr nombre, de-

pone or say aganis the samin.

t Instrumenta'rian, a. Obs. rare. [f.
next

I- -AN.] =next, 2.

1649 BULWER Pathomyot. l. vi. 29 The passions aptly obey
the instrumentarian parts.

Instrumentary instrwme'ntari), a.
[f.

IN-

STRUMENT t -ARY; cf. Y.instrumentaire(\$\Ac.}.]

fl. Of the nature of or serving as an instrument

or means (
= INSTRUMENTAL a. i) ;

of or belonging
to an instrument or means. Obs.

a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. (1658) 151 This opinion maketh the

divine properties become instrumentary faculties, as it were

to a finite nature. 1641 Dcclar. Lords r Comm. 3 Aug. 6

Made use of. .as instrumentary and subservient to it. 1657
M. LAWRENCE Use t I'ract. Faith 83 Faith doth not Justine

by merit .. but onely by the instrumentary application of

Christ's righteousness.

t 2. Serving for some particular vital function ;

organic: -INSTRUMENTAL a. 4. Obs.

1564 P. MOORE Hope Health i. iv. 7 All other instrumen-
tanc members besides these foure, are lesse principal!. 1638
A. READ Chirurg. ii. 9 The veines and arteries are instru-

mentary parts.

3. St. Law. Of or relating to a deed or legal in-

strument ; in phr. instrumentary witness, one who
witnesses a deed. (Cf. INHTUUMENTAR.)

358

i7a W. FORBES instil. Law Scot. u. 176 Witnesses in

written Contracts, called Instrumentary witnesses. 1773

KRSKINE Instil. Law Scot. (ed. 2) iv. ii. 5. 666 Offered to

be proved by the oaths of the procurator and instrumentary

witnesses. 1868 Act 31 ft 3* Yi'ct. c. 101 139 It shall be

competent for any female person .. to act as an instru-

mentary witness in the same manner as any male person.

Instrumentation (.i^nstrwment^'-Jan). [a. F.

instrumentation (1835 in Diet. Acad.}, f. instru-

inenter: see INSTRUMENT v. and -ATION.]

L Mus. The composition or arrangement of

music for instruments, esp. for an orchestra (usually

with reference to the art or skill shown by the com-

poser in adapting the parts to the various instru-

ments) ; orchestration.

To supply the harmonies, the counterpoints, and even the

Instrumentation. iSBo W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Out.

Mus. 1 1. 567 The most prominent characteristics of good In-

strumentation are (I.) Solidity of Structure, (II.) Breadth of

Tone. (III.) Boldness of Contrast, (IV.) Variety of Colouring.

H b. Erroneously used for : Performance of in-

strumental music; playing on instruments (with

reference to style).

The choruses were admirably sung.. The instrumentation

was excellent.

2. The use of a scientific, surgical, or other in-

strument ; operation with an instrument.

1874 VAN BUREN Dis. Cenit. Org. 34 The first principle of

instrumentation in the urethra is to avoid the use of force.

188 1 Nature No. 622. 516/2 Intensely black diffraction rings

round each, and several fainter ones, fewer as the quality

of instrumentation is raised. 1884 D. G. MITCHELL Bound

Together, Highways ff Parks 248 Something more is

needed than the Engineer, stiff with his instrumentation and

his equations and his economies of line.

3. Operation, or provision, of instruments or

means ; instrumental agency, instrumentality.

1858 BUSHNELL Nat. f, Supernal, iv. (18641 9' Having
nature as their field and the tool-house of their instrumenta-

tions. Ibid, xii. 376 Otherwise we have no sufficient instru-

mentation, for our human use or handling of so great a fact.

1883 D.C. MURRAY fleartslU. 140 If lam caught, whether

by your instrumentation or not, 1 shall tell what I know.

Instrume'ntist. rare. [f. INSTRUMENT +

-IST; cf. F. instrtiHientiste (Littre).]
= INSTBU-

MENTALIST I.

1609 DOULAND Ornit/t. Microl. 14 By sounding the sounds

[of a song) only, which belongs to Instrumentists.

Instrume'nto-, comb, form (from L. instru-

mentuni), used with sb. in sense ' instrumental ',

with adj. in sense
'

instrumentally '.

1871 COHEN f>is. Throat 12 One. .can hardly realize the

extent to which this instrumento-mania has run rampant.

1898 nnily Nnvs 10 Feb. 5/2 A '
realistic instrumento.de-

scriptive
'

opera.

Instue, variant of INSTITUE Obs., to institute.

t Instu-pefying, ///. a. Obs. rare. [In- -. Cf.

L. instupere to be numb.] Stupefying.

1834 Taits Mag. I. 586 Previous uses, .had filled it with

hebetative and instupifying qualities.

t Instyle, v. Obs. Also 6 8 instile. [f.
IN- *

+ STYLE sb. or v. See also ENSTYLE.] trans.

(with romplemental obj.) To call by the style or

name of
;
to style, denominate, entitle.

1596 DRAVTON Legends iv. 664 Him She instil'd Defender

of flu Faith. 1615 G. SANDVS Trim. 145 The Christians of

the West, for the recovery of the Holy Land (so by them

sovereign lad>
rQueen Aime. 1759 MAKT IN Xal. Hist. Eng.

II. 116 We antiently instile Mongst sundry other Things, a

Wonder of our Isle.

t Insua've, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. insuav-is

unpleasant, f. in- (IN- 3) + sudvis sweet, SUAVE.

Cf. F. instiave.] Not suave or sweet
; unpleasant.

^57 TOMI.INSON fiction's Disp. 503 It admitted of no sugar,

but many insuave and . . useless things. 1657 Physical Diet.,

Insuave, unpleasant.

Insuavity (in*wse*vtti). rare. [ad. L. instta-

vit-iis, f. instiavis : see prec. and SUAVITY. Cf. F.

insuaviti (Littre).] I^ack of suavity or sweetness ;

unpleasantness ;
surliness.

1621 BURTON Anal. Mil. i. iv. i. (1624) 186 All fears, .dis-

contents, imbonities, insuavities are swallowed up. .in this

Irish sea, this Ocean of miser}'. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's

Disp. 54 By reason of its ill odor and insuavity. 1878 T.

HARIJY Return Native III. v. ii. 123 It partly explained the

insuavity with which the woman greeted him.

Insubduable (insz>bdi-ab'l), a. rare. [lN-3.]
That cannot be subdued ; invincible.

1865 BUSHNELL Vicar^ Sacr. n. i. 103 The insubduable

fires of hate.

t Insu-bid, a. Obs. rare
~

. [ad. L. insubid-iis

(post-cl.) stupid, foolish.]
1656 BLOUNT Gloisogr., Insubid, rash, without considera-

tion, heady.

Insubjection(inspb 1d3e-kj3n). rare. [lN-3.]
Want of subjection ; the state of not being subject
to authority or control.
1818 louo', iHSutjectian, state of disobedience to govern-

INSUBSTANTIALITY.
ment. 1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. 11. ii. (1861) 255 Some
appearance of irritability, or insubjection. 1878 H. G.

GUINNESS End ofAge (1880) 23 The eternal state dates from

death's destruction, and in it insubjection is unknown.

Insubmergible (insubma-adjib'l), a. [IN- '>.]

That cannot be submerged or sunk under water.

1808 Svu. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 100/1 Religion . . is so

buoyant and so insubmergible that it may be made, by
fanatics, to carry with it any degree of error. i8aa New
Monthly Mag. V. 382 One of the company in this insub-

mergible passage-boat. 1883 Usheries Exhib. Catal. 19

Collapsible Insubmergible Dmghys for Fishing Smacks.

Iiisubiuersible (insobma-JsibT), a. rare.

[IN- 3; perh. after F. insubmersible (1775 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] =prec.
1865 ESQUIROS CoriKvall 169 The English expect a life-

boat to be insubmersible. 1879 D'ANVERS tr. J. kerne's

i Fur Country n. iv. 197 A wandering island, with a solid in-

! submersible foundation.

Insubmi'ssion. rare. [IN- .]
Want of sub-

mission ; unsubmissiveness ; insubordination.
1828 in WEUSI EK.

Insubmissive (inscbmi'siv), <z. [lN-3.] Not
submissive

;
not disposed to submit ; unyielding to

power or authority ;
unsubmissive.

1841 Mem. W. Fem'er iv. 350 Multitudes are at once in-

submissive and despondent. 1878 SWINBURNE Poems ff Ball.

Ser. II. 17 Thine unbowed, bright, insubmtssive head.

Insubordinate (ins^bpudin^t), a. (sb.) [IN-
3

;

cf. F. insubordonni (1789 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not
subordinate, a. Not obedient to the orders of

superiors ; prone to insubordination.

1849 COBDEN Speeches 86 To keep down a very restless and
insubordinate population ; but why restless and insubor-

dinate ? 1864 Daily Tel. 23 Sept., A motley crew of insub-

ordinate adventurers. 1897 P. WARUNC; Tales Old Regime
37 To be insubordinate was to commit the unpardonable sin.

b. Not subordinate in altitude; not inferior.

1868 Mi I.MAN St. Pauls 398 Those adjacent buildings soar

to an insubordinate height.

B. sb. One who is insubordinate.

1886 SIR F. H. DOYLE Remiu. 45 In managing his subor-

dinates (insubordinates I should rather call them). 1896
Westm. Gaz. 25 Feb. 2/1 He . . was courl-martialled, and
came near being shot. Hut. .[he] had early become a past
master of chess . . The staff were unable to face a sudden

curtailment of their only recreation, and the insubordinate

was spared.
Hence InsuboTdinately Oilv., in an insubordi-

nate, unsubmissive, or refractory manner.
18.. in Jas. Grant Hist. India (1876) I. xli. 209/1 The

king's troops.. loudly and insubordinately uttered the old

complaint of want of beef.

Insubordination (insi'Dfudin^'Jai)). [IN-
a

;

perh. after F. insubordination (1788 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The fact or condition of being insubor-

dinate ;
absence of subordination or submission ;

resistance to or defiance of authority ;
refusal to

obey orders ; refractoriness, disobedience.

1790 BURKE Fr. Re-,'. Wks. V. 381 Alj the disorders arisin?
from idleness, luxury, dissipation, and insubordination. 1797
COLLINGWOOD in Alison Europe xxii. (1854) IV. 22 If you
attempt to excite insubordination in my ship,

I will, .throw

you into the sea. 1840 THIRLWALL GrecteVll. Ivii. 228 An-

tigonus complained of Cassander's insubordination. 1894
H. NISBET Bush Girfs Rom. 19 He was punished for in-

subordination, until at last in desperation he made his escape
to the bush.

t Insubsi'Stence. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Lack
or want of subsistence.

1651 tr. Life Father Sarfi 11676) 36 Although he might
well discern an insubsistence.and that the Cardinal Protector

was not much incensed by any instances against him upon
those accusations.

+ Insubai'stent, a. Obs. rare. [IB-
8
.]

That

does not subsist.

1654 JER. TAYLOR Kcal Pres. 260 What they cannot be to

themselves, they cannot be to others, in matter of supply
and subsistence ; it being a contradiction to say, insubsistent

subsistencies.

Insubstantial (ins^bstarnjal), a. [ad. late

and med.l,. instibstantial-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + sub-

stdntiatis SUBSTANTIAL. Cf. F. insubstantiel (i6th
c. in Littre).]
1. Not existing in substance or reality; not real ;

imaginary, illusive ;
non-substantial.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 155 The great Globe it selfe, Yea,
all which it inherit, shall dissolue, And like this insubstantial!

Pageant faded Leaue not a racke behinde. i8ao LAMB Elia

Ser. i. Soulk-Sea Ho., Peradventure the very names, which

I have summoned up before thee, are fantastic, insubstantial.

1865 SEELEY Ecce Homo (1866) 136 It was no insubstantial

city, such as we fancy in the clouds.

2. Void of substance ;
not of stout or solid sub-

stance; unsubstantial. Also _/?-.

1607 MARKHAM Caval. iv. (1617) 36 The errors and incpn-

[than a spider s web]. 1817 HARE Guesses (1859) 460 The
multitude of indistinct, insubstantial words, which have been

driven across our language from foreign regions, a 1861

MRS. BROWNING Lett. R. H. Home 11877)
II. Hi. 83 A com-

mon cough striking on an insubstantial frame began my
bodily troubles.

Insubstantiality (insbsta
>

nJi 1 C'hti). [I.

prec. -t- -ITY.] The quality of being insubstantial ;

unsubstantial ity.

1817 HARE Gnesses (1859) 436 No wonder that such houses



INSUBSTANTIATE.
are soon overthrown, nay, that they topple ere long through
their own insubstantiality. 1891 G. MEREDITH OneofCong.
II. iv. 76 No metaphors, no similes, nor flowery insubstan-
tiality. a 1898 J. CAIRO Fundamental Ideas Chr. I. iv. 87
It [pantheism] means, not the divinity,but rather the nothing-
ness and insubstantiality of the world.

t Insubsta-ntiate, a. Obs. rare. [IN- a.]
Not composed of (material) substance.
1621 BRATHWAIT Nat. Emb., Blasphemie Argt. (1877) 35God .. incomprehensible in his works, indiuisible, in his sub.

stance insubstantiate.

Ilisubstautiate (inscbstoe-njic't), v. rare,

[1. IN-- + L. substdntia SUBSTANCE + -ATE3 : cf.

incarnate, incorporate] trans. To embody or
manifest in (material) substance.
1865 J. GROTF. Explorat. Philos. I. iv. 58 A mind or reason

so far insubstantiated or embodied.
So Insnbstantia-tion, embodiment.
1867 SALA Waterloo to Penins. II. 227 It is the insub-

stantiation of ' nada 'the home of nothing. There is nothing
lo eat, nothing to drink, nothing to wear, nothing to sit or
lie upon.

Insilbve-rtible, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Incapable
of being subverted.
-O- O" -.1806 Simple Narrative II. 70 The champion of immutable

truth, and the insubvertible law of Nature. 1821 COLERIDGK
Lett. Jan. (1836) I. 155 If the premises be, as I . . am con-
vinced they are insubvertible.

t Insu'CCate, v. 0!>s. rare- ,
[f. L. insjtc-

cdre, properly insftcdre (Columella), f. in- (IN- 2)
+ succus, silcus juice : see -ATE 3.] trans. To soak,
steep. So f Insncca-tion, the action of soaking
or steeping. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Insuccate, to make wet. 1664 EVELYN
Syhia (1679) 8 Concerning the medicating, and insuccation
of Seeds. 1706 PHILLIPS, Insuccation (in the Apothecaries
Art), the moistening of Aloes, or other Drags, with the Juice
of Violets, or Roses, etc.

Insuccess (insckse-s). [IN- s. Cf. F. insucces

(1802 in Hatz.).] Want of success; unsuccess.
1646 C. SPELMAN in Spebnan's De non temer. Eccl. (ed. 4)To Rdr. b ij, View the insuccesse of Sacrilegious persons.

1661 FELTHAM Resolves II. Ixxviii. 357 The insuccess of an
Affair . . how it alters quite the sound that Fames lowd
Trumpet makes ! 1738 WEDDELI. Vay. up Thames 94 Tired
with his Insuccess. 1900 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 144 Their
insuccesses have conferred no great gains on our adversary
t Insucce ssful, a. Obs. [IN- s.] Not suc-

cessful ; unsuccessful.

1646 C. SPELMAN in S/*elman's De non temer. Eccl. (ed. 3)To Kdr. aiijb, Although he was not so happy as with Saint
Peter at once to convert thousands, yet was he not with him
so insuccessefull, as to fish all night and catch nothing. 1683SALMON Doron Med. i. 99 It will prove insuccessful.

Hence t Insucce ssfulness. Obs.
1648 JENKYN Blind Guide i.6 The totall insuccessefulnesse

of your Ministry. 1672 GREW Philos. Hist. PI. 4 The ac-
knowledged. .Insuccessfulnes of any Mens Undertakings.
t Insucce-SSive, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] With-

out succession in time.

1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III. 158 The Eternitie of God is

msuccessive and indivisible.

t Insucce-ssively, adv. Obs. [IN- 3.] with-
out success, unsuccessfully.
a 1650 MAY Satir. Puppy (1657) 86 Griev'd that the Verses

were so insuccessively left in Peel's Lodging.
Insucken (i-ns-*k'n),. Sc. Law.

[f. IN prep.
+ SUCKEN.] Situated within a certain sucken, or

jurisdiction having its own mill
; astricted to a

certain mill in the servitude of thirlage.
1681 STAIR last. Law Scot. H. vii. 7 Infeftment in a mill,

with the astricted multures . . and forty years possession of
paying the insucken multures was found to constitute the
thirlage. 1773 ERSKINE lust. La.iv Scot. (ed. 2) ii. ix. 20.

314 The duties payable by those who come voluntarily to
the mill are called outsucken, or out-town multures ; and
those that are due by tenants within the sucken, in-tcnun
or insncken multures .. The rate of insucken [multure] is

frequently a peck in the boll, and at some mills consider-

ably higher. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v., Insucken
multures are the multures exigible from the suckeners, or
parties astricted to the mill.

InSUCtion (inso-kjan). rare. [f. IN adv. ii d
+ SUCTION.] The action of sucking in.

1883 A. STEWART Nether Lochaler liii. 337 The capture
and insuction of its ordinary food. 1895 PARKES Health 141The in-suction caused by fires within the house.

t Insn'date, a. Ois. rare. [ad. L. insfidat-ns,

pa. pple. of L. insiiddre, {. in- (IN-
2
) + sftdare to

sweat ; cf. exudate.']
'

Accompanied with sweat-

ing
'

(Nares); laborious. So flnsuda'tlon, sweat-

ing ; severe labour, such as to cause sweating, rare.
1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy vi. ciii, And such great victories

attaind but seild, Though with more labours and insudate
toyles. 1669 Addr. hopeful Yng. Gentry Eng. 107 All this
without anxious solicitudes, laborious insudations, or more
than common Stock of comprehension or contrivance.

Insue, obs. form of ENSUE.
Insnetnde (i'nswzti?<d). rare. [ad. L. insue-

tudo (post-class.), f. insuetus unaccustomed; cf.

consuetude, desuetude] The quality of not being
in use ; unaccustomedness.
1824-46 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. I. 258/2 Absurdities and

enormities are great in proportion to custom or insuetude.

tlnsu'ffer, v. Sc. Obs. [app. ad. OF. en-

soufrir (Godef.), f. en-, EN- l
(IN- 2) + soufrir to

SUFFER.] trans. To suffer.

ci47o HENRY Wallace vn. 443 In all the warld na grettar

359

payne mycht oe, Than thai with in insufferit for [MS. sor]
to duell, That enir was wrocht, bot purgatory or hell. 1536
BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) 1. Proheme Cosm. p. x, Bot
thou mon first insuffer mekill pine.

Insufferable (ms-farab'l), a.
[f.

IN- 3 + SUF-

FERABLE; perh. ad.obs. and dial. F. insouffrable]
Not sufferable ; that cannot be borne or endured

;

insupportable, intolerable, unbearable.

. 1533 BELLES-DEN Liyy v. (1822) 425 To be irkit with owre
ithand and in-.ulliral.il lauboure. 1657 R. LIGON Baroadoes
(1673) 9 We found so great, so insufferable heat, as you will

hardly imagine that bodies ..could indure. 1693 DKYDEN
Juvenal Ded. (1697) 22 Now Age has overtaken me ; and
Want,^ a more insufferable Evil, .has wholly disenabl'd me.
171* STEELE Sped. No. 429 p 2 A vain Person is the most
insufferable Creature living in a well-bred Assembly. 1827
KEBLE Chr. Y., Confers. Paul. Still gazing, though un-
taught to bear Th' insufferable light. 1845 JAMES A. Neil
II. vi, This insolence is insufferable.

Hence Inswfferableness, the quality or condi-
tion of being insufferable.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \. (1625) 67 By the indignity,
unjustnesse, wickednesse, insufferablenesse, ..that thereof
ensueth. 1889 Cape Law Jrnl. 196 Any one who . . out of
insufferableness (or insupportableness) withdraws himself
from the marriage bond, or goes away and leaves his spouse,
with the intention not to return to her again, leaves the
innocent party free to re-marry.

Insufferably (inse-fsrabli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LT 2.] In an insufferable manner or degree ; be-

yond endurance
; intolerably, unbearably.

1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argenis iv. xii. 278 Hee grew
most insufferably insolent over good men. 1602 SOUTH
12 Serin. (1697) II. 288 So insufferably have these Impostors
poysoned the Fountains of Morality. 1716 ADDISON Drum-
mer i. i, He's most insufferably witty upon us about this

story of the drum. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 379
This mode of travel ling., by Englishmen of the present day
would be regarded as insufferably slow.

Insuffice (insofai-s), v. nome-wd. [f. IN-3 +
SUFFICE v., after insufficient] intr. To fail to

suffice ; to be insufficient.

1847 LD. G. BENTINCK Let. 30 Aug. in Disraeli Life
xxiii. 448 She [Ireland] imported three millions sterling
worth of breadstuff's, which insufficed to prevent one million,
or say half a million, of the people from dying of starvation.

lusufficience (insofrjens). Now rare. Also

5 -ens. [a. OF. insufficience (i4th c., Oresme),
ad. late L. insufficicntia : see next and -ENCE. Cf.

INSDFFISANCE.]
tl. Of a person: = INSUFFICIENCY i. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 5 To comprehende the
knowledge of whom oure insufficience [L. modicitas] suf-

ficethe not. 1460 CAPKRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 147 The Pope. .

anulled the eleccion of the bischop for insufficiens. 1521
BradshaafsSt. Werbtirge ist Bal. Author n Whiche knowe
full well myn insufficience. 1611 SHAKS. ll'int. T. i. i. 16.

1672 BAXTER Bags/law's Scant/, ii. 19, I doubt whether they
would not reject him for utter Ignorance and insufficience.

,71797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) III. i. 17 He had
heard of his own all-sufficience ; he knew our insufficience.

2. Of a thing: = INSUFFICIENCY 2. Now rare.

tua barrellis salmond he sauld me. 1623 in N. Shaks. Soc.
Trans. (1885) 499 Benifitt of excepcion to thuncertainties
and all other thimperfeccions and insufficiences of the said
bill, aijn KEN Hyinnotheo Wks. 1721 III. 259 While I

the World, and thee, my God, compare, I nothing find but
insufficience there. 1882 Mind Apr. 294 Another defect
which partly explains the insufficience of his Psychology.

Insufficiency (insitfrjensi). [ad. late L. in-

sufficientia (Tertullian), n. of quality f. insufficient-
em : see next and -ENCY.] The quality or condition
of being insufficient.

1 1. Of a person : Inability to fulfil requirements ;

unfitness, incapacity, incompetence. Obs. or arch.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) i b, Ascrybe it . . to

my insuffycyency and ignoraunce. 1597 HOOKER Eccl.
Pol. v. xxxi. 3 His aptnesse or insufficiency otherwise
than by reading to instruct the flock. 1624 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 391 We present Maister Wylleam Borrowes, Vsher
of the Free Scoole, for his insuficientie. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela IV. 80 His Lady is always accusing herself to me
ofAwkwardness and Insufficiency ; but not a Soul who sees
her can find it out. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift
(1752) 7 When he appeared as a candidate for the degree of
Batchelor of Arts, he was set aside on account of insuffi-

ciency. 1767 WILKES Con: (1805) III. 211 The office he
bears with the utmost discredit to himself, and with equal
disgrace and insufficiency to the public.

b. with //. An example of this.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. Pref., It will enable the
public to detect their insufficiencies. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE
Improv. Miud'djji) U. '5 A due sense of his own faults
and insufficiencies. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. cxii, I, who
gaze with temperate eyes On glorious insufficiencies, Set
light by narrower perfectness.

2. Of a thing : Deficiency in effectiveness, force,

quality, or amount
; inadequacy.

1531 ELYOT G(n>. I. i, The wordes, publike and commune,
which be borowed of the latin tonge, for the insufficiencie
of our owne langage. 1632 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden)
135 For the insufficiencie of the plea Mr. Brome did taxe
costes at 2o. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V (1796) III. x. 241
He now felt the insufficiency of his own resources. 18x4
CHALMERS Evid. Chr. Revel, i. 12 There is an insufficiency
of data. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. it. xiii. 296 These experiments
. . prove the insufficiency of the theory.

3. Physical incapacity or impotence ; inability of

a bodily organ to do its work. Also attrib.

INSUFFISANT.

1714 STEELE Lover No. 40 (1723) 227 The Marriage after-

wards being declared Null, by Reason of his Insufficiency.
1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 334 The existence of so-

called relative insufficiency of the valves. 1886 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Insufficiency, . . inability to perform normal work.

Usually applied to imperfect action of the valves of the
heart. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 555 According to this
view the nervous and insufficiency theories are combined.

Insufficient (instffrjent), a. (sb.) [a. OF. in-

sufficient (i4th c., Oresme; cf. INSUFFISANT), or
ad. L. insufficient-em, f. in- (IN- 3) + sufficient-em

SUFFICIENT.] Not sufficient.

1 1. Of a person : Of inadequate ability or quali-
fication ; unfit

; incompetent. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 252 Holde ye thanne me or

elles oureCouent To praye for yow been insufficient? r 1430
LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 240 Which of mysilfe am
insufficient To rekne or count. 1494 FABVAN Chron. n.

xlviii. 31 The .ii. sonnes beforenamed of Lud were to yonge
or insuffycyent for to take on hande so great a charge.
1562 LD. BACON in Strype Ann. Kef. (1709) I. xxvi. 256
Some of those that were ministers were much insufficient.

1596 SPENSER State /re/. Wks. (Globe) 647/2 Soe as the

bishop . . may justly rejecte them as incapable and in-

sufficient. 1657 Jim-ton's Diary (1828) II. 58 An ordinance
for

^the ejection of scandalous, ignorant, and insufficient
ministers and schoolmasters.

t b. Not having enough of some thing ;
inade-

quately provided with money, possessions, etc.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. (E. E. T. S.) 10739 The
5"

1*

be insufficiente . . in the saide actione of dette. 1591 I .AM -

BARDE Archeion (1635) 211 Then shall that Clarke both
make Fine to the King, and satisfie the partie hurt (if he be
able) . . But if the Clarke be insufficient, then is the Sheriffe
himselfe to answer for him. 1620 J. WILKINSON Coroners
.5- Sheriffs 2 Hee is insufficient in lands.

2. Of a thing : Deficient in force, quality, or

amount
; lacking in what is necessary or requisite ;

inadequate. Insufficient answer: see quot. 1848.
1494 FABYANCfow/. vii. 314 The maters ofobieccion were,

by hym and his courte, thought insuffycient. 1586 A. DAY
Jtng. Secretary ii.

(1625)
120 Men .. whose demeanors are

to vertue wholly insufficient. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 581
Who beleeve not promises according to the intention of
them : They make them weaker and insufficienter then
they are. 1692 DRYDEN Eleanora Ded., But a single hand
is insufficient for such a harvest. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii.

347 Even these provisions were found insufficient. 1848

WiiARTON^rtTy Lex. s. v. Insufficiency, An answer in

Chancery is said to be insufficient when it does not speci-
fically reply to the specific charges in the bill. 1879 HARLAN
Eyesight viii. 115 Good artificial light is much to be pre-
ferred to insufficient daylight.

t b. Wanting in strength or stability. Obs.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 243 The reason of so many in-

sufficient Buildings, is the using of the Morter. as soon as 'tis

made.

B. sb. f 1. Insufficiency. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Cliron.\n. 301 Consyderynge the insuffycyent
of Englysshe men & other. Ibid. vn. 549 The sayde kynge
Rycharde, knowynge his owne insuffycient, hath . . re-

nouncyd and geuen vp the rule and gouernaunce of this

lande.

t 2. An unfit or incompetent person. Obs.

1654 WIIITI.OCK Zoottnnia 433 Some of Abilities . . have
been no more esteemed than worthlesse Insufficient!.

Hence f Insuffi cientness, personal untitness,

incompetence, incapacity.
c 1585 CARJWRIGHT in R. Browne Ansiu. 93 Giuing the

people warning of their corruptions and insufficientnesse.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

Insuffi'cientism. Med. [f. prec. + -ISM.]
' The doctrine which regards drags as insufficient

for the cure of disease and regards as the basis of
all treatment the Expectant method'1

(Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1886). Hence Insuffi'cientist,
' a believer

in insiifficientism
'

(ibid.).

Insufficiently (ins#fi-Jentli), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LT 2.] In an insufficient manner or degree ;

in-

adequately; not enough.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 178 b, Better it is to

prayse her though insufficiently, than to holde my tonge
from her prayses. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. i Hydes
and tanned lether . . vntruly, insufficiently, and deceiuably
tanned. 1641 MILTON Animadv. iii. Wks. (1847) 60/2 As
insufficiently, and. .as imprudently did they provide by their

contrived liturgies. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 336 If he

[man] be insufficiently or ill educated he is the most savage
of earthly creatures.

t Insu'ffisance. Obs. [a..F.insuffisance(iztf
in Godef. L'ompl.*), {.

insuffisant:
see next and

-ANCE; cf. INSUFFICIENCE.] = INSUFFICIENCE i;

personal unfitness or incompetency.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. ix. (Skeat) 1. 14 To declare

that thy insuffisaunce is no maner letting, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xxxi. 315 For myn unable insuffisance now I am
comen Horn (mawgree my self) to reste. 1502 Ord. Crysten
Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. vii. 186 That he may supplj'e the

insuffysaunce of his confessoure.

t Insu'ffisant, a. Obs. [a. F. insuffisant (not
recorded till 14741, f. in- (Ix-ty + suffisant SUFPI-

SANT, pr. pple. of suffire to suffice ; cf. INSUFFI-

CIENT.] Insufficient ; not sufficing ; incompetent.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 227 pe child was in-

suffisant to so grete a charge, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxix.

293 What may ben y now to that man to whom alle the World
is insuffisant. 1*1450 Mirour Salitaciot/n 4566 Thaire wit-
nesse ware insuffissant ilkone.



INSUFFLATE.

Insufflate a nspfiV't), t' [( I- in<ufflat-,,ppl.

stem of nuuffUrt 'post-cl.), ( '-
(!*'-

2
; + sufflCn-c

to blow upon. Cf. F. insuffler (i4-ijth c.).J

1. trait*. To blow or breathe in.

1657-83 K.ms //<V/. AVfty. 11850) II. 5 He ..infusing or

Bating..* rational soul, capable of immortality.

b. spec. To breathe upon catechumens, or on

the water of baptism : see next i b.

2. Med. To blow (air, gas, etc.) into some open-

ing or cavity of the body; to treat by insufflation.

1670 H. STIBBE Fins Ultra 95 Bartholin evidenced the

same thing by a pair of bellows, or tube and winde insufflated.

1897 A tlbutts S) st. Mrd. I V. 682 The most convenient plan
is first to insufflate the nose with iodoform.

Insufflation (inspnV'-Jan). [ad. L. iitsufflti-

tion-tm (post-class.), n. of action f. insujflarc :

see prec. Cf. F. insufflation (I4th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).]
1. The action of blowing or breathing on or into.

i6ji AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat,, Gen. ii. 7^This showeth
man's spirit not to be of the earth., but of nothing, by the in-

sufflation ofGod. <ii7*SW.REEVESiVw. (1720) 346 Christ

by His second insufflation reinspired the same Spirit, when
breathing on His Apostles, He said, Receive ye the Holy
Ghost. 1835 KIRRY Hob. $ /nst. Anint. I. Notes 365 The
immediate insufflation, if I may so use the term, of the Deity.

b. spec. Blowing or breathing upon a person or

thing to symbolize the influence of the Holy Spirit
and th* expulsion of evil spirits; a rite of exorcism
used in the Roman, Greek, and some other churches.

1580 FI-I.KF. Retentive True Faith 168 Insufflations, that

is blowing vpon. 1647 JFR. TAVLOR Lib. Profit, v. 87 The
custom of exorcisme and insufflation. 1660 Z. CROFTON
Fasten. Peter's Fetters 59 Putting Cream and Honey into

the mouth of the baptized ; insufflation, and spitting at the
Devil and the World. 1706 tr. Dnpiris Eccl. Hist. i6//;

C. II. v. 47 Then he [Cassander] undertakes to
justify

Ex-
orcism and Insufflation, as well as the Renunciation, and
the Profession of Faith, and the other Ceremonies of Bap-
tism. 1839 J. H. NEWMAN Ess. I. Prosp. Angl. Ch. 284
Insufflations and stoles with crosses on them complete their
notion of the ancient religion. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Re-
lig. Kntni'l. I. 2022 Exorcism, accompanied by breathing
upon the baptismal waters (insufflation).

2. The blowing or breathing (^something) in
;

in Med. the blowing of air, etc. into the lungs, or of

gas, vapour, or powder into or on some part of the

body.
1823 CRABB Techno!. Diet., Insufflation (Med.), the blow-

ing into any cavity. 1849-59 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1046/2
Insufflation in the dead body is not the movement of inspira-
tion in the living subject. 18^76 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879)
4 By the method of insufflation solid medicinal agents in a
finely-divided state are applied to various parts of the respi-
ratory tract. 1887 J. W. BURGON in Fortn. Kev. Apr. 593
With the insufflation of his soul, Adam received also the

grace of the Holy Spirit. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I V. 681
The insufflation of iodoform . .has given good results. 1898
Ibid. V.

^198 Violent inspiratory efforts . . and . . consequent
insufflation of infective secretion into healthy lung.
3. The condition of being inflated or distended
with air.

1866 A. FLINT Print. Med. (1880) 244 The names acute
emphysema and insufflation are given to a dilatation of the
air-cells frequently met with in the lungs of those who have
suffered from severe dyspnoea during the last days or hours
of life. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Mtd. (ed. 3) I. 171 The
lungs are in many cases the seat of acute insufflation.

Insufflator (i-nsonV'tai). [agent-n., in L. form.
from INSUFFLATE.] A contrivance for insufflating.
a. An instrument for blowing air into the lungs or
for injecting powders into a cavity, a wound, etc.

b. A kind of injector for blowing air into a furnace.
'871 COHF.N Dis. Throat 192 Astringent powders may be

propelled upon the parts., from the insufflator of Rauchfuss.
1886 Syd. Sac. Lcx.^ Ribemont-Dessaigne's Insufflator, an
instrument for inflating the lungs in an asphyxiated newborn
child. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. IV. 682 To insufflate the
nose with iodoform by means of Kabierski's insufflator.

t Insui'table, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] Not

suitable ; unsuitable. Hence f Insnitabi'lity.
1611 SHEI.TON Qnix. iv. x. 411 The inequalitie and the

instability of his armes, and his graue manner of pro-
ceeding. 169* BURNET Rochester 73 Many rites of the
Jewish worship seemed to him insutable to the Divine
Nature.

t I-n-snitor. Sc. Law. Obs. [f. IN adv. 1 2 a
+ SUITOR.] A suitor (in a Baronial Court) dwell-

ing within the Barony.
la 1600 forme ofBaron Courts i. 8 3 in Skene Reg. Maj.

(1609) loo Then the Serjand aucht to gar call the soytours
anes simphe : First the out soytours (tnarg. dwelland out-
with the Baronie] of the court, gif there any be, and syne
the in soytours. Hal/oar's Practicks (1754) 38 The in-
Miitaris.

!i Insula (i-nsiKla). PI. . [L. insula an
island, a block of buildings.]
1. Rom. Anliq. A block of buildings ;

a square
or space mapped out or divided off.

1831 G ELL Pompeiana II. 54 The whole group or intttln
of public buildings. OnAretottflM Ulf 539 The entire
square, Iwla lv., of which the forum and basilica form

greater part. Ibid. 570 The unexcavated portion of
'

h li.T'Mj"
1 - I8

tt
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IZbuL'JS^ build ''"'blocks as high as those
which darkened the sunlit spaces of ancient Rome.

4. Anat. a. The central lobe of the cerebrum ;

the lobule of the corpus striatum or Sylvian fissure,
the Wand of Reil. b. See quot.

insul
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1886 .S>/. .*>(. Lex., /nsjila, in Anatomy, the Island of

keil ; also, a term applied to a clot of blood floating in serum.

f I'nsnlan, -ane. Obs. rare. [ad. L. insnlan-

tis, f. insula island.] An islander.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 207 He is a insulane, there-

for he doth no subjeccioune onto no man. 1585 T. WASH-
INGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. i. xv. 15 b. Secretly assembling
certaine number of souldiers and Insulans.

t I'nsnlant, a. Obs. rare. [f. assumed L. *in-

siilare-r -ANT.] Insulating (electrically).

1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 239 Which so modifies the carbon as
to produce a substance totally insulant.

Insular (i'nsWlaa), a. (sb.) [ad. L. insular-is,
f. insula island : see -AR '. Cf. F. tusufaire.'}
1. Of or pertaining to an island

; inhabiting or

situated on an island.

1611 COTGR., Insulaire, Insular, Hand-like; of, or belong-
ing to, an Hand. 1669 GAI.F t'rt. Gentiles \. n. vi. 73 In
ancient times, .they called every Insular Prince by the name
of Neptune. 1796 BI-RKF. Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 151
The names and other, .signs of

approximation,
rather aug-

mented than diminished our insular feuds. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. I. ii. 29 The insular Teutons showed them-
selves the most zealous of missionaries.

b. Phys. Gcog. Of climate : Of the moderate or

temperate kind which prevails in situations sur-

rounded and tempered by the sea.

1830 LVEI.L Princ. Geol. I. 97 An alteration from what has
been termed an '

insular
'

to an '

excessive
'

climate. 1880
HAUGHTON Pliys. Geog. iii. 118 The term ' Insular Climate

'

has been always given to climates in which the annual range
of temperature is small. 1885 R. H. SCOTT F.lem. Meteorol.

344 Hence comes the subdivision of climates into insular or

moderate, and continental or excessive. The west coasts of
continents enjoy insular.. climates.

2. Of the nature of an island
; composing or

forming an island.

1661 STILLINOFL. Orig. Sacr. \. ii. 4 That the Tyre men-
tioned by Sanchoniathon was not the famous Insular Tyrus,
but some other Tyre. 1830 LVELI. Princ. Geol. \. 228 The
alleged exposure of certain insular rocks in the Bothnian
and other toys. 1879 D. M. WALLACE A iistrala*. i. i A de-

scription of the great insular land Australia.

3. transf. Detached or standing out by itself like

an island ; insulated, b. Bot. ' Situated alone,

applied to galls which occur singly on a leaf

(Cent. Diet. 1890). c. Path. Insular sclerosis,
' Moxon's term for Sclerosis, disseminated (.tyff.

Sof. I.ex. 1886). d. Anat. (see quot. 1886).
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Insular, relating to an fnsnla, or to

the Island of Reil. 1891 Lancet 3 Oct. 780 We are inclined
to think that the evidence of insular sclerosis is not quite
convincing. 1897 A llhitfs Syst. Med. II. 032 In insular
sclerosis the tremor is completely absent during rest.

4. Pertaining to islanders
; esp. having the char-

acteristic traits of the inhabitants of an island

ve.g. of Great Britain) ; cut off from intercourse

with other nations, isolated ; self-contained ; nar-

row or prejudiced in feelings, ideas, or manners.
1775 JOHNSON Journ. West. 1st., Coriatachan, The relief

given to the mind in the penury of insular conversation by
a new topick. 1899 LYTTON Disovjned xxxv, Percy Bobus,
with true insular breeding, took up the newspaper. 1847

JAMES J. Marston Hall ix, My English accent, and my
insular notions, as he called them. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

En%. ix. II. 427 They were a race insular in temper as well
as in geographical position. 1856 MKS. HROWNING Aur.

Leigh vi. i The English have a scornful insular way Of
calling the French light. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 252
Without ceasing to be English, he has escaped from being
insular. 1890 UOLDRFWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 136, I am
not sufficiently insular to deny a foreign nobility all the

graces and virtues that add lustre to our own.
B. sb. An inhabitant of an island ; an islander.

1744 BERKELEY Sin's 8 109 It is much to be lamented that
our insulars. .grow stupid or dote sooner than other people.
1845 in J. Pye Patron. Brit. Art v. 206 Generous insulars
of our country. 1886 I.ongm. Mag. VII. 517 A nimbleness
foreign to us phlegmatic, deliberate insulars.

rnsularism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The quality
of being insular, or of having the character which
is developed by living on an island detached from
free intercourse with other peoples ; esp. narrow-
ness of ideas, feelings, or outlook.
1880 Elack-.c. Mag. Feb. 142 The intolerant insularism

and contempt of other people, which is one of the great
national characteristics of Englishmen. 1880 J. NICHOL
Byron 210 Unless we wrap ourselves in an insolent in-

sularism, we are bound at least to ask . . the meaning of
their concurrent testimony. 1888 H. S. MERRIMAN Young
Mistley II. vii. 101 This curse of 'insularism' militates

against England.

Insularity (insialce'riti). [f.
as prec. + -ITY

;

cf. F. insularity (Littre).]
1. The state or condition of being an island, or

of being surrounded by water.
1790 Cook's Voy. I. Pref. 5 He discovered the Society

Islands, determined the Insularity of New Zealand. 1801
PINKFRTON Ceff. (L.), The insularity of Britain was first

shown by Agricola, who sent his fleet round it. 1891 I.

WINSOR Columbus xviii. 425 If Vamhagen's opinion . . be
accepted as knowledge of the time, the insularity of Cuba
was necessarily proved even at that early day.
2. The condition of living on an island, and of

being thus cut off or isolated from other people,
their ideas, customs, etc. ; hence, narrowness of
mind or feeling, contractedness of view.
'7S5 H. WALPOLF Mem. Ceo. II 12 Dec., [Lord Barrington]

owned, .that our foreign dominions do take off from our in-

INSULATED.

sularity. .on the other hand, their connection with us takes

away the insularity of Hanover. 1861 Sat. Kn: XI. si/z
Guilty of an insularity in their pictures of English politics
which the real course of those politics has rarely justified.
1893 EARL DUNMORE Pamirs II. 135 The proverbial insu-

larity of the average Briton.

I -

nsulari:ze, ' rare;, [f. as prec. + -m:.]
trans. To render insular or represent as an island.

1891 J. WINSOR Columbus App. 650 We find the peninsula
made by the St. Lawrence and the Atlantic insularized
from the beginning of the seventeenth century. 1894
CarticrtoFrontenactpt Sebastian Miinsler contented him-
self with insularixing a region which he associated with the
earlier Cortoreal.

I-nsularly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LV -.] After
the manner ol an island or islander.

1856 in WF.BSTFR. 1867 H. KINGSLFV Silcote o/S. xlvii.

(1876) 347 Are you so insularly stupid? 186* Standard
17 Mar. 4/8 Of whose virtues these ' brumous isles

'

are

insularly ignorant.

Insulary (i-nsi/Jlari), a. and sb. Now rare or

Obs. [ad. L. insularis IXSULAB : see -ARY 2
.]

A. adj.
= INSULAR.

1641 HOKEU. Fur. Trav. (Arb.) 46 Great Britaine having
also most of Her trade intrinsique, with many other In-

sulary advantages. 1651 EVELVN Char. Eng. Misc. (1805)
150 These are the natural effects of parity . . insulary man-
ners. 1716 CHETWODE Let. to Secretary Stanhote 29 June
in Earl Stanhope Hist. Eng. II. p. Ivi, This is a mean
insulary spirit. 1790-1805 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax. I. ill. v.

195 Ethclbert . . at length succeeded to that insulary pre-
dominance among the Anglo-Saxon kings, which they called
the Bretwalda.

B. sb. An inhabitant of an island ; an islander.

1585 T.WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. it. vii. 37 b, In
nl those Hands .. after the common opinion of the In-

sularies. 1718 OZELL tr. Toiime/ort's Voy. I. 136 The
Samians whose ships were painted red according to the old

rustom of the Insularies. 1861 SALA in Temple Bar Mag.
III. 157 You are not wholly an insulary.

Insulate (i-nsirfUt), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

instilal-us, f. insula island : see -ATE* 2. Cf. F.

instil*! (Littre).] Detached, isolated, INSULATED;

spec. : see quot. 1826.

1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening if>6 Trees that
are insulate or detached . . so as you may walk round about
them. 1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archil. I. no
An Order of Insulate Columns with a Corridor., behind.

1803 J. KENNV Society 73 Man, mere man, bare, insulate,
unknown. 18*6 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. IV. 340 Ncrvitres. .

Insulate, discoidal nervtires that are entirely unconnected
with any others, or with the base of the wing.

Insulate (rnsirfk't), v. [f. L. insula island

+ -ATE 3, or insulat-ns adj. (see prec.). The verb

*insulSre is not recorded in late or med.L., but may
have existed in the latter or in Renascence L. ; the

corresp. It. isolare ' to reduce into an island
*

(Florio) is known in i6th c.]

1. trans. To make into an island by surrounding
with water; to convert into an island.

1538 LELAND Itin. I. 5 The Ryver of Avon so windeth
aboute Oundale Toune that it almost insulatithe it, savyng
a litle by West North West. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's
Brit. l. 586 Trent . . turneth aside his streame Northward
. .and so almost insulateth or encompasseth Burton. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 56 The river, .forming two
branches, and insulating the ground. 1851 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. (1863) I. i. 32 Ere Britain had been insulated
from the continent.

2. transf, and_/iy. To cause (a thing, person, etc.)
to stand detached fi om its surroundings ;

to separate
or detach from its fellows or the rest

;
to set or place

apart ;
to isolate.

1785 in Picton L'pool Mimic. Rec. (1886) II. 258 It would
greatly tend . . to the ornament . . of this town if the Exchange
was insulated. I786JFFFERSON JFrjV.(i859)II. 39 To insulate

ourselves, to retire from all aid, and to wrap ourselves in

the mantle of self-sufficiency. 1809 WELLINGTON in Gurw.
Desp. (1837) IV. 444 If General Cuesta and Venegas leave
Madrid upon their left, I must march by the Escurial, or
insulate myself entirely from them. 180910 COLERIDGE
Friend (1818) III. 90 Tendency to individualize, embody,
insulate. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages iii. 95 Thrown
into an atmosphere of corruption for want of room to in-

sulate him. 1840 MURCHISON Siluria iii. (1867) 53 The
black schists of this age are there insulated by a powerful
dislocation. 1854 H. ROGERS Ess. II. i. 64 By insulating
it from its context.

3. Electr. and Heat. To cut off or isolate from

conducting bodies by the interposition of non-con-

ductors, so as to prevent the passage of electricity
or heat.

'755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts ft Sc. m. vii. 325 His Appara-
tus was perfectly insulated [ tnispr. insurated] (or sus-

pended) by silken Strings, and had no Communication with
the Earth. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 203
A person is equally insulated when he stands upon a stool

with glass legs, or is suspended by silken cords from a

ceiling. 1827 FARADAY Cnein. Manip. xxiv. 651 Insulate
the substances whose electricity is to be examined. 1870
POPE Electr. Tel. i. (1872) 20 The cells of a battery should
always be thoroughly insulated from each other.

1 4. Ghent, and Phys. To free from combination
with other elements

;
to isolate. Obs.

1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 92 We are sometimes

compelled to acknowledge the existence of elements differ-

ent from those already . .Known, though we cannot insulate

them. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xix.

(1849) 178 He insulated each coloured ray, and finding that

it was no longer capable of decomposition [etc.].

Insulated (i'nsi>?l<'ted),///.n. [f. prec. + -En'.]



INSULATING.

1. Made into an island ; surrounded by water.

1776 GIBBON Dec/, fy F. (1869) I. i. 19 Britain was viewed
in the light of a distinct and insulated world. 1789 WOLCOTT
tP. Pindar) E.rpost. Odes xiii. Wks. 1812 II. 245 Like some
lone insulated Rock am I. 1820 SCOTT Monast. v, The
bridge-keeper .. resided with his family in the second and
third stories of the tower, which, when both drawbridges
were raised, formed an insulated fortalice in the midst of
the river. 1836 KANE A ret. Expl. I. xviii. 225 Greenland,
however insulated it may ultimately prove to be, is in mass
strictly continental.

2. tronsf, and/^. Placed or standing in a detached

position ; standing apart ; separated from inter-

course with others ; solitary, isolated.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Insulate, or Insulated, a term

applied to a column, or other edifice which stands alone, or
free and detached from any contiguous wall, &c. like an
island in the sea. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 39
Insulated pyramidal hills. 1781 COWPER Let. to Ii'.

Umvin 26 Nov. To be content with an insulated life.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rw. Wks, V. 37 In the case of separate in-

sulated private men. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II.

102 The accusation has arisen out of some insulated case.

1859 G. MEREDITH R. Feveret xii, Like every insulated
mortal.

3. Electrically cut off from (the earth or other

conducting bodies) by being surrounded with non-
conductors.

1791 READ \nPhil. Trans. LXXXI. 195, I had purposely
placed a large glass bowl, upon an insulated table, in the

open air, to catch the falling electricity. 1834 MRS. SOMER-
VILLE Connex. Phys. Sc. xxviii. (1849) 312 Bodies surrounded
with non-conductors are said to be insulated, because,
when charged, the electricity cannot escape. 1871 TYNDALL
Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. xvi. 446 Between the two principal
carbons is placed a third insulated rod of the same material.

I'nsulatittg, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 12

.]

That insulates ; spec, that does not conduct electri-

city or heat ; that protects wires, or an electrified

body, from conducting bodies. Insulating stool,

one with glass legs, or other non-conducting sup-

ports to insulate a body placed on it.

1787 CAVALLO in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 8 The second

plate B..is furnished with an insulating handle. 1816

J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <$ Art II. 219 The insulating stool

..is., a mahogany board with glass feet, which are varnished
like other insulating supports that are made of glass. By
standing upon this stool, the human body may be insulated.

1874 F. HALL in Scribner's Mag. VI. 465/2 The insulating
and depressing genius of their religion. 1881 MAXWELL
Electr. % Magn. I. 36 The electrification of a body placed
in a perfectly insulating medium.

Insulation (insi//l/'*J3n). [n. of action f. IN-

SULATED. : see -ATION.] The action of insulating,
the fact or condition ot being insulated,

1. The action of surrounding by water or making
into an island ; the fact of being made insular.

1851 RICHARDSON Gcol. ii. 21 The insulation of peninsulas

by the destruction of the isthmus which previously con-

nected them with the mainland.

2. transf. w&fig. The action of placing apart or

detaching from other things; the state or condition

of standing alone or cut off; concr. an insulated

object.
1798 G. WAKEFIELD Reply Bp. of Landaff's Addr. ^ An

absolute insulation., from the reasonable benefits of society.

1829 L TAYLOR Enthns. ix. 224 This sort of meditative

insulation is the ultimate and natural issue of all en-

thusiastic piety. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. xv. 221

There are two kinds of solitude : the first consisting of
insulation in space.

3. The action of insulating electrically or physic-

ally; the condition of being isolated by non-con-

ductors so as to prevent the passage of electricity

or heat. Also the degree in which a body is insu-

lated, as partial, imperfect, total insulation.

1822 IMISON Sc. <$ Art I, 327 The upper end of the glass
is covered and lined with sealing-wax . . to make its insula-

tion more perfect. 1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip. xvii. 465

the total insulation by the mileage of line. 1896 Electr.

Rev. 6 Mar. 41 Higher Voltage demands better insulation.

b. concr. Insulating or non-conductive material.

1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 280 The insulation . . consists

of four layers of gutta-percha. 189* Svppl. to Lightning
7 Jan., Insulation, insulating material put on to a con-

ductor to prevent as far as possible the escape of electricity.

4. Comb., as insulation material, resistance.

1876 PRKECR & SIVEVVRIGHT Trlegraphy 266 If, for in-

stance, a wire gives 12'', the constant being 43 , 4387 will be

the insulation resistance. 1889 EDISON in Daily News ^

Nov. 5/7 The operation of time upon the insulation material

which surrounds these wires.

Insulator (i'nsi/?lf'taj). [agent-n. in L. form,

from INSULATE v. : see -OB.] One who or that

which insulates ; e.g. a. body or substance that

entirely or to a great degree prevents the passage of

electricity or heat between contiguous bodies
;
a

non-conductor; spec. a. contrivance, usually made
of glass or porcelain, for supporting or carrying

telegraph-wires without carrying off the current.

1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. I. 605/1 Mr. Volta .. and others

..have attempted to shew how these substances are prefer-

able . . to more perfect insulators. 1843 J. O. N. Rt'TTF.R

Hum. Electr. iii. 31 Glass is not the most
perfect

insulator

(non-conductor) ; but in practice it is the most useful.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Trlrgrnfhy 185 Seeing, how-
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ever, that (he insulators have little more than the weight of
the wire to withstand, except at the terminal posts, no
trouble is experienced in suiting the form of insulator to
this. 1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. If

Mugtt. I. 183 Non-conducting spaces may be occupied by
actual substances, called non-conductors, insulators, or
dielectrics . . such as dry air and other gases, wood, &c.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1876 PREECF. & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 159 Insulator

breaking is the main evil which has been met with on roads.
IHd.vio A small aperture., is previously cut in the middle ;

through this the insulator bolt and nut are placed.
I-nsulet. nonce-tad, [f. L. insul-a island + -ET.

An Anglo-Latin insulelum is given by Du Cange ;

cf. also It. isoletta, F. Hate, Met islet.] An islet.

1622 DRAVTON Poly-M. xxvii, And Fulney at her back,
a pretty insulet.

insulite (i-nsir/lsit). Electr. [f. insnf-, in IN-

SULATE + -ITE.] The trade name of an artificially
made insulating or non-conducting substance.
iX&z Athenseiim 13 May 607/1 Dr. Fleming has patented

a ne\v insulating material . . to which is given the name of
'

Insulite '. 1883 Chamb; Jrnl. 728 Insulated by means of

caps of insulite, which is formed by driving paraffine oil

into sawdust at great pressure.

tlnsu-lplnired,///.^. Obs. Also en-. [IN- 2.]

Charged with sulphur.
r 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad x. 7 Or opes the gulfy mouth of war

with his ensulphur'd hand. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 265
Meere heate Of aire insulphur'd makes the Patient sweate.

t InSU'lsate, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. as next

-f -ATE-.] =next. i.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. xxvi, The kind of words . . and
the insulsate phrase, doe openly bewray themselves to con-

taine nothing else but mere toyes and impostures.

IilSU'lse, Now rare. [ad. L. insufsus,
f. in- (!N- 3) + salsits witty, lit. salted, pa. pple. of

salere
y

f. sal salt.]

1. Lacking wit or sense ; dull, insipid, stupid ;

senseless, absurd.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 142 Neither
insulse nor insulting, either Pamphlets or Replies. 1641
MILTON Prel. Episc. 10 Not to speak of the insulse, and

ill-layd comparison. 1642 Apol. Smect. Introd., Wks.
(1851) 259 An insuls and frigid affectation. 1732 BERKELEY
Alcipkr. yi. 14 In our times a dull Man is said to be in-

sipid or insulse. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund i.

vii. 173 He said that Martial was insulse in respect to

Catullus.

2. lit. Tasteless, insipid, dull or flat in taste,

1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 28 Some Plants are very brisk

and quick, others; insulse and flat. 1699 Acetaria (1729)

146 It may be too sharp, if it exceed a grateful Acid; too

insulse and flat, if the Profusion be extreme. 1772 NUGKNT
tr. Hist, Friar Gerund iv. ix. 196 An insipidity enough to

make salt itself insulse.

t Iiisulsed, a. Obs.
[f.

as prec. + -ED 1.] Un-
salted ; fresh, freshly made.
1597 A. M. tr. Guiliemean's Fr. Chirurg. 42 b/2 Remedyes

made.. of insulsed and freshe Butter. 1599 tr. Gahel-
hotter $ Bk. Physicke 177/1 Halfe a pinte of leane, & insul-

sede henries broth. Ibid* 265/1 Take a freshe, andinsulsede
Cheese.

t Instrlsely, adv. Obs. [f. INSULSE + -LY *.]

Senselessly, stupidly.
1637 C. Dow Answ. //. Burton 167 So grosse an error so

Jnsulsly expressed.

Iiisu'lsity. Now rare. [ad. L. wstt/sittis,

n. of quality r. insulsus INSULSE.] The quality of

being
' insulse

'

; stupidity, senselessness.

1623 COCKERAM, Ittsitlsifie, folly. 1643 MILTON Divorce
n. iii, To justifie the councells of God and Fate from the

insulsity of mortall tongues. 1651 Fuller's Abel Rcdiv.,
Melancthon 235 The insulsitie and blockishnesse of the

man. 1658 PHILLIPS, Insulsity, unsavoriness, .. also folly,
bluntness of wit. 1900 Speaker 3 Mar. 598/1 That quality
[humour] in him saves the funavoidably expurgated) Fal-

staff, and Shallow, and Fluellen from insulsity.

Insult (rnstflt), sl>. [a. F. insult (1380 in

Godef.) now insulte, or ad. late L. insuttus, i. in-

(!N-
2
) + saltus leap, after insultdre ; see next.]

1. An act, or the action, of attacking or assail-

ing; attack, assault, onset (lit. and fig?), arch.

yb. Mil. An open and sudden attack or assault

without formal preparations: cf. INSULTS. 4 b(<?fo.).

ltf03HoLLAND/
>2tonVJ/<7J>*. 6i8Talkingofthe instances,

the insults, the intercidences, communities of diseases, and all

to shew . . that we know the words and tearmes of physick.
1610 F. HERINC Cert. Rules Contagion (1625) Ciij, The
venyme, by a second insult and incounter surpriseth , . the

Heart, and caryeth away the Patient. 1697 POTTER Antitj.
Greece in. xx. (1715) 152 To defend them against the

Insults of Winds and Waves. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 174
r 10 We sufficiently cover from all Insults both our Siege
and Convoys. 1726 CAVALLIER Mem. \. 48 The others were

obliged to retire into fenced Cities, for fear of our Insults.

1808 SCOTT Marm.
yi. ii, Many a rude tower and rampart

there Repelled the insult of the air. 1844 H. H. WILSON
Brit. India II. 448 The enterprising pirate, Kanhoji Angria,

by whom the trade of the Company was subjected to re-

peated insult and plunder during the first thirty years of the

eighteenth century.

t c - fig* -A-
*

leaping in
'

; an inrush. Obs. rare.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 201 It [the acquisition of pro-

phecy] is a free, sudden, extraordinary insult, or illapse.

2. An act, or the action, of insulting (in sense i

or 2 of vb.) ; injuriously contemptuous speech or

behaviour ; scornful utterance or action intended to

wound self-respect ;
an affront, indignity, outrage.

1671 MII.TON P.R.\\\. 190 Try'd in humble state. .By

INSULT.

tribulations, injuries, insults, Contempts, and scorns, and
snares, and violence, a 1743 SAVAGE (J.), The ruthless

sneer that insult adds to grief. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks
Swift (1752) 121 The voyage to the Houyhnhnms is a real

insult upon mankind. 1769 Juntos Lett. xii. 48 They did
not dare to offer a direct insult to their understanding.
1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. n. i, 'Twas a gross insult. 1874
GREEN Short Hist* vii. 8. 433 The young prince who.,
plucked them in insult by the beard. 1876 E. MET.LOR
Priestk. viii. 364 To talk of 'orders' without 'fitness' in

a spiritual kingdom is an insult both to God and man.

f 3. The act of leaping upon ;

*

covering '. Obs.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 99 The Mother Cow must

wear^a low'ring Look.. The Bull's Insult at Four she may
sustain.

Insult (insult), v. [ad. L. insu&8rt to leap at

or on, assail, insult. Cf. F. insnlter (i4th c. in

Littre
1

), possibly the immediate source.

Insultare may be viewed either as freq. of insillre to leap
upon, f. in- (Iti-ty+salire to leap, or as a compound of in~

\-saltare freq. of satire. Cotgrave 1611 has (F.) hisultcr^
'

to insult, crow, vaunt, or triumph
over ; to wrong, reproach,

affront ; contemne ; also, to rebound, reioyce at, leape for

ioy*. The Fr. intrans. constr. takes ,
L. has the dative,

or in with accus.]

1. intr. To manifest arrogant or scornful delight

by speech or behaviour; to exult proudly or con-

temptuously ; to boast, brag, vaunt, glory, triumph,

esp. in an insolent or scornful way. ( a. absol.

a 1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) I- 439 ^et no man insult

beyond the lists of humility, a 1619 DANIEL Funeral Poem
Poems ( 1623) 24 They know how, The Lyon being dead euen
Hares insult. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. A mbrose ii. 2 Those
that much insult, and solace themselues in sounding forth a

trumpet. 1670 DRVDEN ist^
ft, Cong. Granada in.

i, Then
proudly she insults, and gives you Cares And Jealousies. ^

1674 MILTON Samson 113 My enemies who come to stare

At my affliction, and perhaps to insult.

b. Const, over, -upon^ on, against, rarely at (the

object of scorn or triumph). Obs. or arch.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 164 What was it

else for this proud Prelate, thus to insult over simple men'/

1583 FULKE Defence xvii. 512 You shall have little lust

hereafter to insult against mine ignorance. 1586 A. DAY
ting. Secretary n. (1625) 89 When injuriously .. we insult

upon a mans doings. 1597 HOOKER Eid. Pol. v. xxi. 4
Because they insist so much and so proudly insult thereon.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 288 Nothing is more frequent, then
for little girles to insult over their brothers much bigger
then they, reproving their doings. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
H. iii. n. (1651) 318 Let \\ojilii4s terry, or upstart, insult at

tin's which I have snid. 1690 DRYDF.N Amphitryon Ep.
Ded., They are not apt to insult on the Misfortunes of their

Countrymen. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 425 \Vill the Examiner
insult upon that Great Man, a<i he has done upon Me ? 1711
ADDISON Spect. No. 171 p 5 There are many who., insult

over an aking Heart. 1785 PALEY Mor. Philos. (1818)
II. 97 Whilst the infidel.. insults over their credulous fears.

1857 DF QUINCEY S. Parr Wks. 1862 V. 185 We all know
that it was not in his nature to insult over the fallen.

f c. Const. /, of, on (the occasion of boasting).
Obs. [-L. with abl.]

1589 NASHE Ded. Greene's Mcnaphon (Arb.) 13 England
might have long insulted in his wit. 1608 n Bp. HALL
Occas. Medit. 92 (T. Suppl.) Too many insult in this just

punishment, who have deserved more. 1630 R. Johnson's

Kingd. <5- Connnw. 575 [It] insulteth of two Summers,
temperature of Aire, with duplicitie of increase, a 1653
GOUGE Cotnni. Heb. vii. m They much insult on this, that

they have such priests as offer up a real . . sacrifice. 1666

PEPYS Diary 16 June, The Dutch do mightily insult of

their victory, and they have great reason.

2. trans. To assail with offensively dishonouring
or contemptuous speech or action

;
to treat with

scornful abuse or offensive disrespect ; to offer in-

dignity to
;
to affront, outrage.

1620 E. BLOUNT Horx Subs. 101 Insult them [servants]

not too much, and reduce them not to ouer-great subjection.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), To Insult, to afflict one that is al-

ready afflicted, to reproach him with his Misery, to rejoyce
over it. a 1713 SHAFTESB. Misc. Re/I. i. ii. Wks. 1749 III.

45 The sacred Pomp trodden under-foot, insulted. 1771

Junius Lett. Ixvii. 330 When you do not insult the man
you have betrayed. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. II. Poor Relation,
IHe] insults you with a special commendation of your win-

dow-curtains. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 400 What-
ever the canting Roundhead had regarded with reverence

was insulted.

b. To triumph over contemptuously.
1775 JOHNSON Journ. West, fsl., Ostig 268 The Welsh,

two hundred years ago, insulted their English neighbours
for the instability of their Orthography.

t 3. intr. To make an attack or assault (lit. and

fig.}. Ohs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 296 In whose road wee
found thirty or forty Frigads of Mallabar men of warre,

who durst not insult upon their numbers, but choose rather

to avoyd. 1662 J. CHANDLER I'an Helmonfs Oriat. 292
If a stinking muscilage inclining to bitterness doth arise,

there is a giddiness of the head ; and that more strongly

insulting, doth stir up an Apoplexy. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng.
n. Wks. (1851) 86 Having recover'd much Territory about

Rhine, where the German inrodes before had long insulted.

4. Irons. To attack, assault, assail (now onlyy?^.
in general sense), fb- spec. (Mil.} To attack openly
and suddenly without formal preparations.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 370 The spumy Waves . .

March onwards, and insult the rocky Shear. 1727
A.

HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. at. too Having no Fleet at

Sea, the Portugueze insulted his Sea-coasts.
172^

SHEL-

VOCKE Artillery v. 396 The Tower appearing .. Czsar ..

ordered his Army to advance up to it, and insult it. 1775
MONTGOMERY in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev, (1853) I, 492,
I propose amusing Mr. C. with a formal attack, erecting



INSULTABLE.

batteries &c, Ul mean lo insult the works, I believe to- I

wid'lbe&wer Town. hkh i- the weakest part. .853 I

WWW. " "**'
T. ., i , I, n.\ : mil, ton. concl*

the ear of night with cries.

1 5. intr. To leap wantonly, frisk. Obs. rare.

1651 GAULE Magastrom. 249 A goat . . began to insult with

stranije voyce and gesture.

Hence Inavrlted ppl. a., treated with contemptu-

ous abuse, outraged.
1781 CRABBK Library 271 Insulted reason fled thegrov-

line soul. iSS MACAULAV Hist. Kitg. xvm. IV. 153 If

a rude word were spoken of him .. he might vindicate his

insulted dignity both by civil and criminal proceedings.

Insnltable (
i'm'' ltsb

'

1 ), a. rare. [f. prec. vb.

+ -ABLE. Cf. F. insultable (St. Simon, in Littre).]

Capable of being insulted ; open to insult ; quick

to feel insult.

1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Exfer. Wks. (Bohn) I. 186 The

chagrins which the bad heart gives off . . threaten or insult

whatever is threatenable and insultable in us. 1868 ALCOTT

Tablets 71 Civility has not completed its work if it leaves

us unsocial, morose, insultable.

t InSU'ltance. Obs. rare. [f.
as next : see

-ANCE.l Insulting action or behaviour.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. ix. 635 Instantly I staid our ores,

and this insultance vsede; Cyclop ! thou shouldst not haue

so much abusde Thy monstrous forces.

So f Imu-ltancy. Obs.

i6<s M. CARTES Hon. Reahi. (1660) 23 The Common-
wealth in generajl,

much prejudiced by the insultancy of

such mungrele spirits.

Insu Itaiit, a. rare. [ad. L. insultant-em, pr.

pple. of insultare; see INSULT v. Cf. F. in-

suUant (i ?th c. in Littre).] Insulting.

ifay E. F. Hist. Edw. 11 in Select./r. Harl. Misc. (1703)

45 A kind of insultant triumphing tyranny, far unworthy
the nobility of her sex and virtue, she makes her poor con-

demned adversary, .attend her progress. 1866 BICKERSTETH

Yesterday, To-day, and For ever vm. 376 Meanwhile for

thy insultant ambassage. .Cherub, abide in chains.

Znsultation (insult? -Jan).
Obs. or arch. [a.

F. insultation (1370 in Godef.), or ad. L. insulla-

tfan em, n. of action f. insnltare to INSULT. Ex-

ceedingly common in I7th c.]

1. The action, or an act, of insulting (in sense I

or 2 of vb.) ; scornful triumph or boasting ; injuri-

ously contemptuous speech or behaviour ;
insult.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburre i. 2245 Sayenge with insul-

tacyon Trowe ye to be spared from punyshment this day.

!5j4 MORE Godly Medit. Wks. 1417/2 Almighty god, take

from me . . al delite of exp_robacion,
or insultation against

anye parson in their amiccion and calamitie. 1631 GOUGK
God's Arrmus ill. 80. 336 Insultations over the Church
of Christ in her calamities. 1683 HURNET tr. Mores Utopia

(1685) 6 Insultation against any in their Affliction or

Calamity. 1755 S. WALKER Serm. ii, Distressing Groans,
woful Curses and blasphemous Insultations. 1849 J. MORI-

SON in Life xxiv. (1898) 286 Insultation over my person,
. .calumniation of my character.

f2. Attack, assault. Obs.

1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Dra&edBSi) 55 Like as abroade

with unresisted armes He tam'd his foes prowde instilla-

tions. 1615 Trade's fmr. in Harl. Misc. (Main.) III. 292
The benefits [of commerce) allayed by insultation of pirates.

1615 T. AHAMS Blacke Drvill 36 Here will I stay the insul-

tation of thy proud waves. 1656-7 Rhode Island Col. Rec.

(1856) I. 343 Your wisdoms may know the inhuman insulta-

tions of these wild creatures.

Insnlter (insc-ltsi). [f.
INSULT v.+ -En 1

.] One
who insults, in various senses : see the verb.

1591 SHAKS. yen. * Ad. 550 Her lips are conquerors, his

lips obey. Paying what ransom the insulter willeth. 1714
ROWE jaiie Shore l, Man, the merciless Insulter .. who
rejoices in our sex's weakness. 1750 WARBURTON Doctr.

Grace Pref, The Defender of Religion should not imitate

the insulter of it in his modes ofdisputation. 1889 STEVENSON
Master ofB. 1 1 1 How was he to smile back on the deceiver

and the insulter ?

Insulting (instrltirj), vbl. sb. Now rare exc.

as gerund, [f. as prec. -t- -INO'.] The action of

the verb INSULT : a. Scornfully triumphing over

another (obs. or arch.}, or treating him with con-

temptuous abuse ; with //. a scornful boast, an in-

sult, b. Assaulting, attacking ; an assault.

1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. it. 1189 To reprove With
proud insultings. 1660 MILTON Free Commm. Wks. (1851)

445 Let them but hear the Insolencies, the Menaces, the

Insultings of our newly animated common Enemies. 1837
S. R. MAITLAND Twelve Lett. (1841) 86 The incessant

mocking, bantering, and insulting of the papists.

Insulting, ///.. [f.
as prec. -r-iNQ 2

.] That
insults I see the verb).
1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. ii. 138 Now am I like that

prowd Insulting Ship, Which Caesar and his fortune bare at

once. 1697 DRVDKN Virg. Georg. iv. 14 Far from the Cows
and Goats insulting Crew. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. xxx.
HI. 150 The captive wife of Alaric .. was reduced to im-

plore the mercy of the insulting foe. i8g MACAULAV
Hilt. Eng. xx. IV. 402 His enemies rejoiced with vindictive
and insulting joy.

Insultingly insHtujli ,a,fo. [f. prec. ) -LY 2.]
In an insulting manner ;

so as to insult
;
with scorn-

ful abuse, or treatment that wounds self-respect.
*3 R. BBUNARD (title) Locke beyond Luther, or an An-

swere to that Question so often and so insultingly proposed
by our adversaries, asking vs where thb our Religion was
before Luiher'i time. 1660 R. COKE Power I, Sttkj. 68 In
the Fable of the Ix>gg which Jupiter gave the Frogs for

362

their King ; when they became fearless of it, every one

jumped insultingly upon it. a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 140 Insultingly the wretch they toss, and

gore. 1856 OLMSTEU Stare Stales 288 Virginia now insult-

ingly spurns from her councils all who suggest that slavery

is ever to be eradicated.

t Insultment. Obs. rare. [f.
INSULT v. +

-MENT.] The action of insulting; contemptuous

triumph; insult.

161 1 SHAKS. Cymb, in. v. 145 He on the ground, my speech
of insultment ended on his dead bodie.

t Insu'me, v. Obs. [f.
IN- 2 + L. sumlre to

take ;
cf. assume, consume. (Insumfre was used

in L., but not in this sense, its nearest use being
'to take to oneself'.)] trans. To take in, absorb.

1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 16 Animals in preparing Chyle,
transmute, alter, and insume what is only their proper Ali-

ment. IHd. 25 It facilitates their being insum'd, assimi-

lated, and made apt to pass into Nourishment. 1733 J. TULL
Horse-Hoing Husb. 6 Roots . . do not Insume what is dis-

agreeable, or Poison to them.

So f Insu mption, the action or process of taking

in, absorption. Obs.

1675 EVELYN Terra (1729) 9 Earth, .produces no Vegetable
..without Water to dissolve and qualify it for Insumption.

t InSU'nder, adv. Obs. [The phrase in sunder,

analytical alteration of ASUNDER, ME. on sunilre,

OE. on sundran, written as one word. See SUN-

DER.] = ASUNDER.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 290 But it sholde brast

insonder. 1551 TURNER Herbal I. B v, Garlyke . . breaketh

insundre grosse humores. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 54 Some
of these Tabernacles may quickely be taken asunder, and
set together againe. .Other some cannot be taken insunder.

Insunk (i'nsnk), pj>l. a. [from sink in : see

IN adv. 1 1 b.] Sunk in.

1877 E. G. SQUIER Perv (1878) 212 They are all ascended

by insunk stairs.

Illnsuper, in super (ins^-pai), adv. Obs.

[L.,
= on the top, from above, over and above, over

;

f. in in + super over, above.] Over ; to stand in

super, to stand over, remain over, be carried forward

as a balance or unsettled claim.

i6*+Ait 21 Jos. I, c. 2 That the same haue beene duely in

charge to his Maiestie, or the late O.ueene Elizabeth, or

haue stood in Super of Record within the said space of
threescore yeares. Ibid., Deemed, construed, or taken to

this Act to bee within 60 yeares, ought to accrew vpon a
verdict or demurrer, and not vpon a bare putting in charge,
or standing in Super. 167* Cinvelfs Interpr., In super, is a
Word used by Auditors in their Accounts in the Exchequer,
when they say so much remains in super to such an Ac-

countant, that is, so much remains due upon such an Account.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1708 in Tenties de la Ley.

Insuperability (insif^parabi'liti). [f.
next :

see -ITY7] The quality of being insuperable ; in-

capability of being
'

got over
'

or overcome.

1711 BAILEY, Insuperability, Invincibleness. 1821
J.
W.

CROKER in C. Papers 25 Aug. (1884), I do not believe in the

insuperability of objections of that class. 1883 Longm.
Mag. Sept. 525 A further difficulty, amounting to insuper-

ability.

Insuperable (insi/7-parab'l), a. (st.) [ad. L.

insuperabilii , f. in- (IN- 3) + swperabilis, f. superare
to overcome, surmount. Cf. obs. F. insuperable

(I4th c. in Godef., and still in Cotgr. 1611), which
was peril, in part the immediate source.]

) 1. That cannot be overcome or vanquished ; un-

conquerable, invincible. Obs. or merged in 3.

-1340 HAMFOLE Per/act Lilting: viii. Wks. 1895 I. 31 pi
luf es Insuperabel, when na thyng bat es contrary til gods
lufe ouercomes it. 1398 TRKVIHA liarth^.

De P. R. XVI. xvii.

(Tollem. MSJ, J>is ston makeb men insuperable, bat bey
may not be ouercpme \jnsnpcrabiles et imiiclcs]. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xii. 44 Folke insuperable, .and inuyncible
in armes. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 637 Three
hundred thousand fighting men . . all invincible soldiers,
and appointed with armes insuperable. 1678 CUDWORTII
Intel/. Syst. I. iv. | 26. 444 To be able to effect .. all

those things . . argues an insuperable Power. 1757 WHISTON
Josephits, Antiq. XL iii. 3, Wine is the.. most insuperable
of all things. 1857 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-veda III. 26

Insuperable, foe-surpassing, give food to the institutor of
this sacrifice.

2. That cannot be surmounted or passed over.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Codl.m. iii. 61 Whether we.. admire

the height of some insuperable and inaccessible Rock or
Mountain. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 138 Over head up
grew Insuperable highth of loftiest shade, Cedar, and Pine,
and Firr, and branching Palm. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.
Amer. I. I. 24 Such an insuperable barrier was placed
between the two temperate regions. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. SJk. (1873) II. I. iv. 202 There is no insuperable gulf
between themselves [Christians] and the rest of mankind.
1865 SWINBURNE Poems $ Ball., Anactoria 307 The in-

superable sea.

3. Jig. (from I and a). Of difficulties, hindrances,
etc. : That cannot be '

got over
'

or overcome ;
un-

conquerable,
invincible

; forming an impassable
barrier to action, insurmountable.

1657 Burton's Diary (1828) II. 190 Your debts are in-

superable upon you. ini COTES in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) 1.262 The want of his sight is certainly an insuperable
disadvantage to him in several respects. 1744 BIRCH Life
Boyle B.'sWks. 1772 I.p. lxxiii,On account of his insuperable
disinclination to entering into holy orders. iSzoW. IRVING
Sketch ttk. I. 51 An insuperable aversion to all kinds of

INSUPPRESSIVE.

profitable labour, 1856 SIR B. BRODIF Psychol. Ing. I. r.

129 Having been overcome by a sense of insuperable drowsi-
ness. 1869 FARRAR Fam. Speech iv. (1873) 121 The difficul-

ties of this kind are insuperable.
4. That cannot be surpassed, 'beaten', or ex-

celled ; unsurpassable.
1849 RUSKIN Set'. Lamps \\, 10. 172 The strength ..

which maintains its sculptured shapeliness for a time in-

superable. 1856 Mod. Paint. III. iv. xii. 16 The per-
fection of both these passages, as far as regards truth and
tenderness of imagination, is quite insuperable. 1878
Notts Turner 9 His most wonderful work in his own
special manner, in the perfect pieces of it insuperable.

B. as sb. An insuperable hindrance, nonce-use.

178* COWPER Lett. Wks. 1837 XV. 118 All these are so

many insuperables in the way.
Hence Insu'perableness ^INSUPERABILITY.
1717 BAILKY vol. II, InsuperaMetifss, invincibleness.

Insuperably (insi/T-parabli), adv.
[f. prec. +

LY ^.J In an insuperable manner, or so as not to

be overcome; unconquerably; insurmountably,
1675 BAXTER Cath. Theol. ii. i. 9J3ome say, that he (God]

decreed to predetermine men insuperably to the forbidden
act. 1681 GREW Museum 282 The latter, being so insuper-
ably hard hinders the splitting of it. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 180 P 8 Many who toil through the intricacy of com-
plicated systems are insuperably embarrassed with the least

perplexity in common affairs. 1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. III.

HI, v. 32, 252 From its nature it [the poem] is insuperably
wearisome. 1880WATSON Princess Quest (1892) 65 An island
of the middle sea In watery barriers bound insuperably.

Insupportable (inspoo'Jtab'l). [a. F. in-

supportaoie ^14-15111 c.), or ad. eccl.L. insupport-
Ml-is (Hilary), f. in- (IN- 3) + supportare to carry,
SUPPORT : see SUPPORTABLE.]
1. That cannot be supported, endured, or borne

;

insufferable ;
unbearable.

1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Insupportable, nat able to be sustayned,

insupportable. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Yoy. iv,

xxxvi. 160 b, Constrained to insupportable tributes. 1600
HOLLAND Livy XL. xlv. 1088 A suddaine and insuportable
storme and tempest. 1661 Cow LEY Ess., CYw7C//^684)65
The insupportable Insolence of an ignorant Mountebank.
1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ix, Her distress became
insupportable. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xvii, I . . find

them concur in the experience that great men are over-esti-

mated and small men are insupportable.
b. That cannot be supported or sustained by

grounds or reasons ; unjustifiable, indefensible.

1649 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) 144 His de-

struction wilbe soe much y* more insupportable and inex-

cusable. 1663 GERBIER Counsel 47 When a Plummer sets

pounds of Candles used about his Sauder
;
that trick prove

as insupportable as that of one, who. .set in his Bill to have

paid a hundred pound for Mustard.

t 2. That cannot be sustained ; irresistible.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. vii. n He gan advaunce With huge
force and insupportable mayne. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely n.

151 Ordinarily the Turks, who are insupportable with good
Fortune, have little courage under bad. 1697 POTTER Antig.
Greece in. i. (1715) 3 They were the most pugnacious and
insupportable of Mankind.

Insuppo'rtableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being insupportable or unbearable.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia u. (1622) 99 Then fell she to so

: pitifull a declaration of the insupportablenesse of her desires,
that [etc.]. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. n. 50 The Prelates
are not permitted to complain of their grievances, of the

insupportableness of their [the Pope's nephewsj Pensions.

1689 Col. Rec.Pennsylv. I. 313 MySeverall Letters of Com-
plaint of y* Insupportableness of it are Witnesses. 1889
Cape La-w Jrnl. 191 [see INSUFFERABLENESS].

Insuppo'rtably, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY ^.]

In an insupportable degree or manner; insuffer-

ably; } irresistibly.

1671 MILTON SatNson 137 Safest he who stood aloof, When
insupportably

his foot advanc't. 1679 Hist. Jetzer r A
Person very learned . . but withall of a haughty spirit, and
insupportably proud. 1781 COWPER Lttt.Wlu. 1837 XV.
82 People imagine they should be happy in circumstances
which they would find insupportably burthensome in less

than a week. 1864 tr. Vambcrtfs Trav. Centr. Asia 182
The weather was insupportably hot.

Insupposable (ins*>p0'zab'l), a. [IN- 3.] That
cannot be supposed.
1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 194 It was an msup-

posable thing they should be ignorant, a 1848 R. W.
HAMILTON Rrw. fy Punishm. vii. (1853! 32 5 An infinite act

against a finite nature is insupposeable. 1899 Expositor
Nov. 425 A moments consideration of 2 Corinthians should
suffice to show how utterly insupposable this is.

Insuppressible (ins^pre-sib
1

!), a. [IN- 3.]

That cannot be suppressed ; incapable of suppres-
sion ; irrepressible.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 787 The will is such

a foe to the passion, and the passion to the will, that they
are for ever in-suppressible. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand.
Ix. (1804) 432 Seized with insuppressible sorrow at the

prospect of my misery he burst into tears. 1755 YOUNG
Centaur iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 178 He shall find, that truth.,

however . . injured, wounded, suppressed, is insuppressible,

victorious, immortal. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. ii.

(ed, 2) 155 The beloved disciple of that insuppressible

divine, the immortal and most reverend vicar of Meudon.

Hence Insuppre'ssibly </&., in a manner not to

be suppressed (Webster, 1 856).

Insuppressive (ins^pre*siv), a. rare. [IN-
3
.]

Insuppressible.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n. i. 134 But do not staine The euen

vertue of our Enterprize, Nor th* insuppressiue Mettle of

our Spirits. 174* YOUNG Nt. Th. vii. 390. 1778 HAN. MORE
Florio i. 178 Though Florio tried a thousand ways, Truth's



INSURABLE.
insuppressive torch would l>laze. 1844 BROWNING Colombe's
Birthday n I'he best Of her good pageant seemed its

standers-by With insuppressive joy on every face !

Iiisurable (infuoTab'l), a.
[f. INSURE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being, or proper to be, insured
(in sense 5 of the verb); sufficient to form a ground
for insurance (esp. in phr. insurable interest).
1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 51 Situation not beitiE in-

surable, either at the
Equitable or the Amicable. 1813

Citron. in Ann. Reg. 302 At.. the period of the insurance..
he was not in insurable health. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insur
(1866) I. i. iii. 49 The parties. .are presumed to have an
insurable interest in the roert secifie

surae, aowance w e mae n te amount recovered
for the expenses which the owner would have incurred, but
did not in point of fact incur, in earning the freight.
Hence Insurability, the quality of being insur-

able.

1884 Law Times Ktf. LI. 244/2 Written opinions . . as to
the insurability or unmsurability of the life of. . Harvey.
Insurance (inju>Tans). [Variant of ENSUR-

ANCE, _with change of prefix as in INSUKE.]
1 1. The action or a means, of ensuring or making

certain: ENSURANCE i. Obs.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. Ded. A in, The acceptance

of my former Labours hath given me faire hopes of an
Insurance for these. 1678 N. HOMES in Spurgeon Trcas
Dav. cxhv. 15 To have God to be our Jehovah is the in-
s
.
u

.

ra
.

nce 2f happiness to us. a 1788 MICKLE /?. Bramin
Philos.

(R.j, An offering grateful to their gods, as the most
acceptable insurance of the divine protection.

1 2. = ASSURANCE 3. Obs. rare.
1706 KARQUHAR Recruit. Officer 11. i, Silv. Shall I venture

to believe public report? Plume. You may, when 'tis
backed by private insurance.

f3. Betrothal, affiance, troth-plighting, engage-
ment to marry :

= ENSURANCE 2. Obs.

? 1553. UDALL Roysler D. iv. vi. (Arb.) 70 Dyd not I knowe
afore of the insurance Betweene Gawyn Goodlucke, and
Christian Custance ?

4. Comm. The act or system of insuring property,
life, etc. ; a contract by which the one party (usually
a company or corporation) undertakes, in consi-
deration of a payment (called a. premium) propor-
tioned to the nature of the risk contemplated, to
secure the other against pecuniary loss, by payment
of a sum of money in the event of destruction of
or damage to property (as by disaster at sea, fire,
or other accident), or of the death or disablement
of a person ; the department of business which
deals with such contracts. Also called ASSURANCE
(and in i;th c. sometimes ENSURANCE).
Assurance is the earlier term, used alike of marine and

life insurance before the end of i6th c. Its general appli-
cation is retained in the titles and policies of some long-
established companies (e. g, the London Assurance Corpora-
tion). Insurance (in i;th c. also ENSURANCE) occurs first in
reference to fire (1635 in INSURE v. 41, but soon became co-
extensive with assurance, the two terms being synonymous
in Magens I755 (see ASSURANCE 5). Assurance would pro-
bably have dropped out of use (as it has almost done in U.S.).
but that Babbage in 1826 (see quot.) proposed to restrict
insurance to risks to property, and assurance to life insur-
ance. This has been followed so far that assurance is now
rarely used of marine, fire, or accident insurance, and is
retained in Great Britain in the nomenclature and use of
the majority of life insurance companies. But in general
popular use, insurance is the prevalent term. Mr. T. B.
Sprague, followed by others, considers assurance, assure,
assurer, etc., the proper words for the action of the com-
pany of persons undertaking the risk, insurance, insure,
insurer, etc., for that of the person paying the premium.This would be in some respects a useful distinction, if it
could be carried out; but it would leave the members of
mutual societies at once assurers and insurers*
1651 [see sense 5]. 1663 PEPYS Diary i Dec., Money was

taken up upon bottomary and insurance, and the ship left

by the master and seamen upon rocks where . . she must
perish. 1665 MANLEY Gratitif Low C. IVarres 80 The
Covenant ofpreventing Danger (commonly called Insurance)
frequent among Merchants, added a Shadow of Law ;

whereby the incertainty of the Event is usually transferred
to another, with some certain Reward. 1693 E. HALLEY in
Phil. Trans. XVII. 602 By what has been said, the Price
of Insurance upon Lives ought to be regulated. 1711
Act 10 A ime c. 26 (title) An Act for laying additional Duties
on Hides and Skins . . Gilt and Silver Wire, and Policies of
Insurance. Ibid. | 68 Any writing commonly called a
Policy of Assurance or Insurance. 1755 MAGENS (title)
Essay on Insurances. Ibid. I. 12 On June the 1st he sent
aboard Ten Bales marked M, No. i to 10, which cost One
Thousand Pounds; and on that Day he had Insurance
done to that Value under the general expression of Mer-
chandize. 1786 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 26 Making
further inquiry as to the premium of insurance at L'Orient
for vessels bound to or from America. 1817 W. SELWYN
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4! II. 869 A policy of insurance is the
instrument in which the terms of this agreement are set
forth. i8a6 BABBAGE Assur. ofLives Pref. note, The terms
insurance and assurance have been used indiscriminately for
contracts relative to life, fire, and shipping ; as custom has
rather more frequently employed the latter term for those
relative to life, I have in this volume entirely restricted
the word assurance to that sense. If 'this distinction be
admitted assurance will signify a contract dependent on
the duration of life, which must either happen or fail ; and
insurance will mean a contract relating to any other uncer-
tain event which may partly happen or partly fail. 1848
ARNOULD Mar. Insur. (1866) I. i. i. 3 Marine Insurance..
in its essential nature is a contract of indemnity. 1853
A. FAHR in Reg. General's \ith Kept. Appendix p. xvii, The
phrase 'Life Insurance

1

is in every respect preferable to
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'Life Assurance'. 1872 Wharton's Law Lex. s.v., The
practice of marine insurance is older than insurance against
fire and upon lives. While all fire and life insurances are
niade at the risk of companies . . a large proportion of marine
insurances iis made at the risk of individuals called under-

RELTON Fire Insur. Companies 6 It havin

_. ..., ..u .^, iiuu i, v in LUC m,Ac ui r lie iiisur-
ances, which . . did not exist in Great Britain when the Act
was passed.

b. The sum paid for insuring ; the premium.
1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 100/3 The Insurance upon our Convoy

to the Levant is very high. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. I.

12710 find the insurance on io7/t for 117 days, at 4$ per
cent, per annum. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom $ Lugger i.

\**j Upon the payment of an insurance of ten per cent.
Mod.

H^is
Insurance falls due this month.

c. The sum to be recovered in case of the occur-
rence of the contingency ; the amount for which
property or life is insured.

1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 227 The present value of
such an insurance as the preceding.

t d. Short for insurance-office. Obs. rare.
I7DE FOE Col. 7<Kvt(i84o) 54 One Stewart., kept a

wager-office and insurance.

5. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 4), as insurance
broker, company, office, policy, rate.

1651 CULPEPPER Astral, yudgem. Dis. (1658) 176 When
the matter . . remains still within the lungs . . there's but
little security of life : and I am confident never a one
of the Colledge keeps an insurance office for such a busi-

nesse, nor will ensure thereupon at 50 per cent. 1680 (title}

(Br. Mus.
g^

'-) An advertisement from the Insurance

Office for houses at the Backside of the Royal Exchange.
a 1776 R. JAMES Diss. Fevers (1778) 24 An insurance broker,
in Castle Alley, near the Royal Exchange. 1781 COWPER
friendship 106 Like Hand-in-Hand insurance plates, Most
unavoidably creates The thought of conflagration. 1841-4
EMERSON Ess., Sclf-Reliauce Wks. (Bohn) I. 36 The insur-
ance-office increases the number of accidents. 1896 A llbutts
Syst. Med. I. 484 The

rapid, nervous, palpitating
'

insurance
heart ', so constantly observed among candidates for life

assurance. 1899 Westm. Gaz. n Apr. 2/2 To determine
whether we cannot agree together to reduce our respective
insurance-rates.

t Insu'rancer. Obs. See also ENSURANCER.
[f. prec. + -ER !.] One who gives

'
insurance

'

or
assurance ; one who insures or makes sure.

1685 DRYDEN Thren. Auirust. 186 The vain Insurances of
life [physicians]. 1741 BL/UK Crave 188 The far-famed
sculptor, and the laurell'd bard, Those bold insurancers of
deathless fame, Supply their little feeble aids in vain.

Insurant (inju-rant). [f. INSURE v. + -ANT
'.]

One who effects or obtains an insurance (whether on
his own life or that of another) ; the person to
whom an insurance policy is issued.

1853 W. FARR in Reg. General's \-2th Rep. App. p. xvii,
The Insuree performs two functions ; which are separated
when a third party (Insurant) procures the policy and pays
the premium. Under one aspect the same person is the
Insura, under another he is the Insurant. 1883-6 Post
Off. Insurance Regulations, All amounts due in respect of
Insurances or Annuities will be credited to the Insurants'
or Annuitants' Savings Bank accounts. 1894 Wcstm. Caz.
10 Mar. 2/3 By the ' Natural Premium System

'

the premium
payable increases with the age of the insurant.

t Insn-rde, v. Obs. rare.
[ad.

OF. ensourd-re
to arise, spring up, partly assimilated to the L.

prototype insurgSre: see INSURGE v.} intr. To
arise, spring up ;

= INSURGE I.

1521 WOLSEY Let. to Hen. VIII in St. Papers I. 86 Suche
ambiguities as mought insurde of and upon the said article.

Insure (injue-j), v. [Variant of ENSURE (with
substitution of IN- 2 for EN- 1), orig. used in all

the senses of that word ; now established in sense 4
(cf. ENSURE 7), and fairly common in senses 5
and 6.]

f 1. trans. To make (a person) sure (of a. thing);
to give security to (a person) for the fulfilment of

something : cf. ASSURE v.$, ENSURE v. i, 2. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 262/2 Insuryn, or make suere, <u-

securo. 1681-6 I. SCOTT Chr. Life 11747) III- 21 Thus
Christ . . hath taken the most effectual Care to insure the
mutual Performance of this everlasting Covenant to both
Parties . . to insure God of our performing our Part . . and to
insure us of God's performing his Part.

f2. To pledge one's credit to (a person), or to
the truth of (a statement); to tell (a person) con-

fidently (that something is so) ; to guarantee :
=

ASSURE v. 10, ENSURE v. 3, 4. Obs.
c 1460 Toivnelcy Myst. xxi. 36 His self shalle not excuse
hym ; To you I insure it. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys
(18741 II. 329 The glas shall shewe the the same I the
insure. 1533 FRITH Answ. More, Wks. (1573) 115/2, I insure
you, I neither will nor can cease to speake. c 1560 T. PRES-
TON Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 220, I insure you he
is a king most vile and pernicious.

1 3. To engage by a pledge or contract, esp. for
or by marriage ; to betroth, espouse : = ASSURE v.

4, ENSURE v. 5. Obs. rare.

1530 PALSGR. 592/1, I insuer a man or woman by maryage.
4. Comm. To secure the payment of a sum of

money in the event of loss of or damage to pro-
perty (esp. by casualty at sea, or by fire, or other

accident), or of the death or disablement of a
person, in consideration of the payment of a pre-
mium and observance of certain conditions; to

INSURED.

effect an insurance upon. Said either of the person
who pays the premium, or of the office or under-
writers who undertake the risk. For the latter

many offices and writers prefer assure (now esp.
in reference to life insurance). The object of the
vb. is either (a) the amount secured, or (b) the

property or life, sometimes the person : see quots.
In i7th c. also ENSURE (sense 7). For usage as to insure

and assure see further under INSURANCE 4.
a. 1635 Draft of Petition to King (P. R. O.) (Watford

Encycl. Insur. III. 439), Authorising your petitioner to
ensure all your majesty's subjects whatsoever for soe much
of their estates combustible as they themselves shall conceive

worth. 1688 Land. Caz. No. 2322/4 Where all Persons
may Insure an Hundred Pound on a Brick House, for Six
Shillings for one Year. 1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab.
214, 2/. I3J. (jd. is the premium for insuring ico/. at the end
of the year in which a life of 30 fails. 1857 Chambers'
Inform. II. 557/1 An individual, .incurring a risk in behalf
of another, or having a large claim upon him in the form
of dent, can insure upon the life of that person such a sum
as would be sure to cover all loss in the event of. .death.
b. 1635 [see a). 1665 PEPYS Diary 18 May, Was before

the King . . discoursing about insuring some of the King's
goods. 1680 Land. Caz. No. 1514/4 Samuel Vincent Esq. ;

and Doctor Nicolas Barbon, and others, have lately made
Propositions in Print for Insuring Houses from Fire. 1681
Ibid. No. 1683/4 The City of London are about to Insure
Brick-houses at 481. and jd. per Cent. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 5 F 3, I hope that he has been wise enough to insure his
House. IJS3 SMOLLETT Ct. Fatlwm (1784) 126/2 He had
granted his bond, and been at the expence of insuring his
life for the money. 1817 W. SELWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4)
II. 878 Goods were insured on board a vessel on a voyage
from Liverpool to Palermo. 1870 T. B. SPRAGUE in Jrnl.
Inst. Actuaries XVI. 77 The more correct distinction I be-
lieve to be that a man insures the life of himself or of some
other person, or his house, or his ship [etc.), and that the
Office assures to him in each of these cases a sum of money
payable in certain contingencies. Hence the Office is called
the assurer or assurers, and the man the assured ; while
we may speak either of the life assured or the life insured,
also of the sum assured or the sum insured, according as
we take the point of view of the Office or of the individual.
1883 Chambers' Encycl. V. 603/1 In order to insure a life,
the insurer must either himself be 'the life

', or must have
a pecuniary interest in the life.

c. absol. or intr. To undertake insurance risks ;

to effect an insurance.

1651 [see INSURANCE 5). if&oArgts.for insuring Houses
from Fire (WalfprdEncycl. Insur. III. 446), Neither would
a man . .be disquieted with the too late advice of his friends,
every one blaming, and asking mhy did he not insure 1 Or
be tormented by his own thoughts with the luish I had in-
sured. 1693 LEYBOURN Panarithmologia. (Walford I. 487),
Suppose you ship^oo of goods for Jamaica, .you go to the
Assu. Office behind the Royal Exchange in Lond., and there
acquaint the clerk you will insure for 200 or ^250, or, -if

you will, the whole ,300.. upon such ship for so much goods
as you have on board. x8a8 WEBSTER s. v., This com-
pany insures at 3 per cent, or at a low premium. 1858 LD.
ST. LEONARDS Handy-Bk. Prop. Lam v. 29 The tenant's

neglect to insure, or his insuring in an office, .not authorised
by his lease.

5. trans. To make certain, to secure, to guarantee
(some thing, event, etc.) : = ASSURE v . 5, 7 a, EN-
SURE v. 8, 9.
1681-6 [see sense i]. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. vii. xiii.

(1849) 450 Such supineness insures the very evil from which
it shrinks. 1821 MRS. SHERWOOD Hist. Ceo. Desmond 19
He had insured for me the situation of a writer on the
Bengal establishment. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps vi. 8.

170 Want of care in the points which insure the building's*
endurance, a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. viii. (1873)462 An ardour
which could hardly fail to insure success.

6. To make safe, to secure, to guarantee (against,
front) : ASSURE v. i c, ENSURE v. 6.

1714 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. u. 122, I cannot
say, I would insure it from the hands of the common hang-
man. 1815 JEFFERSON Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 107 A recur-
rence to these letters now insures me against errors of
memory, a 1864 J. D. BURNS Mem. ff Rem. (1879) 361 The
evidence of trials past does not insure them against trials
that may come.

our eternities. 1681 Lond, Gaz. No. 1668/4 The City of
London have published their Intentions to Insure Houses

She had done with the insuring system.

Insured (in|uMd), ///. a. [f. INSURE v. +
-ED

'.] Assured, guaranteed, etc. : see the verb.

Usually absol. (in sense 4 of the verb) : The person
(or persons) to whom an insurance upon property
is to be paid on the occurrence of loss or damage,
or upon whose death or disablement a (life or ac-

cident) insurance becomes due ;
= ASSURED B.

1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1668/4 A Paper . . which shews that
the Insured cannot have greater advantage from the City.
1755 MAGKNS Insurances I. 7 With this particular Obliga-
tion . . that the Insured shall neglect or omit nothing that

may be for the Interest of the Insurer, whose Right is

properly to be set forth and defended. 1841 Sir J. A.
Park's Mar. Insur. (ed. 8) II. xxiv. 987 No insurance
shall take place till the premium be actually paid by the
nsured, his heir, or their agent or agents. 1870 [see INSURE
v. 4 b]. 1883 Wharton's Law Lex. s. v. Insurance, Under-
taking to pay specified sums upon the death of the insured.

Ill -a



INSURES.

Insuree OJii ") [f- INSURE v. + -EE : cf.

usurer.] A person whose life (or property) is

insured. (Correlative to INSUBIB 2
;
identical with

I.VSI-KKU 3, but from a different point of view.)

1853 W. KARK in Keg. GeneraFs ill* Rep. App. p. xvii,

Two parlies are concerned, the person who grants ( Insurer)

and the person whose life is in the policy (Insuree). Ibid.

p. xxi. In Mutual Societies the insurees are partners. 1857

Chambers' Inform. II. 557/2.

Insurer (injuvraj). [f. INSURE + -KB'. See

also ENSUBEB.] One who or that which insures.

1. One who or that which makes sure or certain,

guarantees, etc. : see the verb. Now rare in gen.

sense, exc. as transferred from i.

1654 W. MOUNTAOUK Devout Ess. u. xi. 3. 231 This

befaK them, when beautie .. proves an insurer of the tasting-

ness of this life. 1687 DRYDKN Hind >t P- ' "48 Faith is

of Flag 164 The mysterious Scandinavian standard .. the

supposed insurer of victory . . was on board his [Sweyn's]

ship. 1894 Forum (N. Y.) 659 A democratic form ofgovern-
ment is no better than an aristocratic or a monarchical form
as an insurer against our human nature.

2. Comm. One who contracts, in consideration

of the payment of a premium, to indemnify a per-
son against pecuniary loss in the event ofdestruction

of or damage to property, or against a particular
event (see INSUBE v. 4) ; an underwriter. Also

called Assurer (Assuror), which is preferred by
many in connexion with life insurance.

1654-1660 [see KssL'HEKl. 1663 PEPYS Diary i Dec., His

ihip .is brought by one sent for on purpose by the insurers,

into the Thames, with her cargo. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No.

1517/4 The said Insurers have agreed, That such persons as

shall subscribe .. shall have the like benefit of a years pur-
chase. 1691 LUTTREU. BriefRet. (1857) II. 635 That instead

of the common insurers on the Exchange, who take from

.10 to 40 per cent., that his majestic be the insurer him-

selfe at 5 per cent. 1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 7 The
Intent and Meaning of those who pay a valuable Consider-

ation for Insurance, is, that the Insurers shall stand in their

Place and Stead. 1817 W. SEI.WYN Law Nisi Prius i ed. 4)

II. 941 But if a ship . . does all in her power to rejoin the

convoy, this will be considered as a sufficient compliance
with the warranty, so as to render the insurers liable. 1841
Sir y. A. Park's Mar. Insur. (ed. 8) I. i. 33 The insurers

were held liable for an accident which happened to the goods
on board the lighters. 1899 H. W. MANLEY in Insurance
Rec. i Dec. 563 According to the principles of the construc-

tion of the English language, the insurer is the one who
insures, that is, in life and fire insurance, the company.
3. One who insures (his own or another's) life,

or who pays for the insurance of his property from

loss at sea, fire, etc.

In order to distinguish this from the prec. sense, insurance
,

offices, etc., usually employ the term assured or insured ;

insuree, insurant have also been substituted, or 2 and 3

distinguished as assurer (.or) and insurer : see note to

INSURANCE 4.

ij^Scots Alag. Apr. 164,2 Every, .insurer shall be entitled

to nave the premium which was paid . .
, imputed for insur-

ing any other house. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 262 Every
insurer signs a deed of settlement, by which he is not only

. insured, but insures all that have signed that deed, from
losses in their houses by fire. i8i H. & J. SMITH Rej.
Addr., Tale Drury L., The Hand-in-Hand the race begun,
Then came the Phoenix and the Sun, Th' Exchange, where
old insurers run, The Eagle, where the new. 1857 Cham-
bers' Inform. II. 559/2 The great bulk of insurers are between

37 and 40, the time about which men in this country begin
to feel the responsibilities ofa family. i&nCussetfs Tcchn.
"Educ. I. 18? Lloyd's was originally a coffee-house at which
insurers and underwriters met.

Insurge (ins/>'jd5), v . Now rare. Also 6 en-

Nourge. [ad. L. insurgtre to rise upon or to, f.

in- (IN- -) + surgfre to rise. In form and sense

partly through Fr. : cf. (in sense i) OF. sinsurgir

(1414 in Godef.), and (in sense 3) mod.F. sin-

surger ^i6lh c. in Godef. Compl.).]
tL intr. To arise, spring up. (

= OF. ensourdre,

s'insurgir). Obs.

'5*3 WOLSEY Let. to Hen. fill in St. Papers I. 117 The

manyfplde difficulties which have insurged. 1527 Ibid. I.

240 If in the communication or debating tnerof. .ther shulde

insurge any double or difficulte. .she wolde so tnterpone her
auctorite. 153* HEN. VIII Proclam. abolishing power of
Pope (ed. 2, 1535, in Soc. Antiq., Prod. I. 78), We. .perceyu-
yng rightwel what great reste, quietnes, and tranquilite of
consciens & manyfold other commodities might insurge &
arise vnto them. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. /K 223 T^at

there should insurge hereafter, no newe commocion within
the regime again. 1576 NEWTON Lemnie's Complex. (1633)
192 And not this discommodity alone, but certaine other

sickly
and foule affections insurge thereupon.

t2. intr. Of the sea: To surge or rush in upon.
'.534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 9 The ftud and rage of the sea

. -insurgyng vppon suche decayed tenementes in times of

tempest.

f8. intr. To rise in opposition or insurrection

against ; to make insurrection, revolt. Obs.
1531 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 724/1 All the heretikes

that rebelle againste it, nor all the tyrannies vppon earth
tht ensourge & oppugne it [the Church), c 1540 tr. Pol.

verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 183 Cuthredus . . beinge en-

damaged with manie injuries by the Mercians . . insurged
mannefullie againste them. 1548 UUALL Erasm. Par. Lulte
Pref. 3b, Antichriste followyng the steppes of his father
Lucifer . . also hath cnsourged against heauen. 1577-87HOUMOD Ckron. I. 42/1 The chiefe cause of the Britain*

iiuurging against the Romans, c 1610 J. MELVILLE in
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Morison A. Melville vii. (1898) 84 He, insurging with

grailter bauldnes & force of langage buir out the mater.

4. trans. To stir up ; to raise in tumult, hostility,

or insurrection. Obs. exc. as nonce-wd.

1706 MmtMy Rtv.X\. 568 You insurge the people. 1883

BmScl. Brit. XVI. 408/2 He [Miranda] saw a good deal oT

Pitt, who had determined to make use of him to insurge

the Spanish colonies.

Hence Instrrged ppl. a.

1548 HALLCinui., Hen. VIII 230 b, The Kynges highncs
was credebly certefied of this new insurged insurrection.

t Insu-rge, fb. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INSUKGE v.]

A heaving or rising ; an upheaval.
c 1555 HARFSFIKLU Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 177 She

was tossed and tumbled by the rageous insurges of the seas,

of the wind and water.

Insurgence (instiudsens). [f.
as next : see

-EXCE; a. mod.F. insurgence (Littre).] The ac-

tion of rising against authority; a rising, revolt.

1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 88 Certain to give way
before the necessary insurgence of Reason insisting on

freedom. I863GEO. ELIOT Romola Ixxi, There wasa moral

insurgence in the minds of grave men against the Court of

Rome. 1868 Sp. Gipsy 201 His many-voiced self. .Whose

hungry needs.. Made loud insurgence.

Insurgency (insw-idjensi). [f.
next : see

-ENCY.] The quality or state of being insurgent ;

the tendency to rise in revolt ;
= prec.

1803 Edwin III. 174 The internal insurgency he feared

not putting a speedy termination to by the vigour of his

proceedings. i8 Examiner 273/2 The consequence.

repress the insurgency of evil passions. 1879 G. MKREUITH

Egoist III. ix. 173 The circumstance of its prevailing sue-

cessfulness . . heaped stores of insurgency in the Celtic bosom.

Insurgent (insv'jdgent), a. and sb. [ad. L.

insurgent-em, pr. pple. of insurgere to rise up : see

INSURGE v. and -ENT. Cf. obs. F. insurgent s>b.

(now msurgf)."}
A. adj. 1. Rising in active revolt. Also _/?.

1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxviii, A broad white ensign . . an-

nounced that the garrison was held by the insurgent
adherents of the House of Stewart. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL
Chancellors (1857) I. vi. 112 The insurgent barons dictated

whatever clauses they deemed desirable. 1847 LEWES Hist.

Philos. (1867) II. i3The insurgent mind of Abelard took up
the same position. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xi, Its electric

passage left her veins kindled, her soul insurgent.

2. Of the sea or a flood : Surging up or rushing in.

1849 M. ARNOLD Mycerinus 40 Some force.. Bears earth,

and heaven, and men, and gods along Like the broad volume

of the insurgent Nile. 1893 NORMAN GALE Country Muse,

Requiescam, The loss. .Of no more hearing rebel waves In-

surgent on the shore.

B. sb. One who rises in revolt against consti-

tuted authority ;
a rebel who is not recognized as

a belligerent.

1765 FALCONER Demagogue 377 His sanction will dismay,
And bid th' insurgents tremble and obey. 1801 WELLINGTON
Mem. Seriiigapatam in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 348 In regard
to the insurgents in Malabar, the war against them cannot

be carried on at all without assistance. i8ia G. CHALMHKS
Dam. Econ. Gt. Brit. 164 [Why] it was, that the vasl strength

of Britain did not beat down the colonial insurgents, not in

one campaign, but in three. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 133 He
acceded to all the immediate demands of the insurgents.

Insurge'SCence. rare. [f.
L. type *ittsur-

gesc-lre, inceptive of insurglre to rise up + -ENCE.]

Tendency to rise in insurrection.

1881 SYMOXDS Rcnaiss. Italy (1898) IV. v. 244 This in-

surgescence of all classes . . threatened the very fabric of

society.

Insuring : see under INSURE v.

Insurmountable (insujmau'ntab'l),a. [IN'-^;

perh. after K. insurmontable (Cotgr. 1611).] That

cannot be surmounted, overcome, or passed over.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 51, Insurmountable, that cannot be

overcome by Labour and Indiistry. a 1704 LOCKE (J.), This

difficulty is insurmountable, 'till I can make simplicity and

variety the same. 1797 Mss. RAUCLIFFK Italian, vi, The
angles of the insurmountable walls which fenced the garden
from the precipices below. 1848 LYTTON Harold vn. iv, The
rock is well nigh insurmountable to those who know not the

passes. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 150 Perhaps
those prejudices might not prove insurmountable. 1876 T.

HARDY Ethelberta (1890} 292 Between himself and her

there was that kind of division which is more insurmount-
able than enmity.
Hence Insurmountability (Craig, 1847); In-

Burmou ntableness, the state or quality of being
insurmountable ;Bailey vol. II, 1727) ;

Insur-
mou ntably adv., so as not to be surmounted or

overcome; 'invincibly, unconquerably' (J. 175,0.
1860 MILL Repr. Govt. (1865) 62/2, 1 do not think that the

people of England have deserved to be, without trial, stigma-
tized as insurmountably prejudiced against anything which
can be proved to be good either for themselves or for others.

Insurpa'SSable, a. rare:. [IN- .] Incapable
of being surpassed.
1859 J. C. HOBHOUSE (Ld. Broughton) Italy xvii. II. 137

note. The effect was instantly discovered to be insurpassable.

Insurrect (insre
-

kt'), v. rare. ff. L. insur-

rect-, ppl. stem of insurglre to rise up (see INSURGK

v.) ; in sense 2, a back-formation from next.]

1 1. intr. To arise. Obs .

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1694) 202 From whence
there insurrect such pernicious Vapours, as nauseate the Air.

INSURRECTIONIZE.

2. To rise in insurrection or revolt.

1831 UYRON Diary g Jan., They mean to insurrect here

. .though I don't think them in force or heart sufficient to

make much of it. 1887 Spectator \ Oct. 1303 The people
are in spirit in insurrection, yet they do not insurrect.

Insurrection (insre
-

kjan). Also 5 -rexyon,

5-6 -reo(o)ion, -yon, 6 -rexsion. [a. F. insur-

rection, ad. rare L. insurrection-em, n. of action f.

insurgfrc : see INSURGE.]
1. The action of rising in arms or open resistance

against established authority or governmental re-

straint; with//., an instance of this, an armed

rising, a revolt ;
an incipient or limited rebellion.

1459 Rolls ofPart! . V. 346/2 He [Jack Cade] . . wrote letter;,

to many Citees . . to have made a comon insurrection. 1461
Fattm Lett. No. 401 II. 27 Yll dysposed persones, defame
..me.. how that I intend to make insurexyones contrari

unto the law. 1535 COVERDALE Ezra iv. 10 This cite of

olde hath made insurreccion agaynst kynges. 15+8 HALL
Ckron., Rick. Ill 38 Other dyd secretely move and sollicite

the people to rise and make an insurrecion- 1577-87 HOLIN-
SHED Chrcm. I. 98/2 The remnant of the Britain* therefore

withdrew, .into Cornwall, and into Wales, out uf which
countries they oftentimes brake out, and made insurrections

vpon the Saxons. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav.
I. 277 The Moors made an Insurrection, and made one

Osman their first Dey. 1855 MILMAN Lai. Chr. iv. ix. (1864)

II. 418 The people brokeout in instant insurrection, declar-

ed their determination to renounce their allegiance. 1858
BUCKLE CtuUis. (1873) Il.viii. 593 Insurrections are gene-

rally wrong ; revolutions are always right.

\>.fig.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. I. vi, If God afterward gave, or

permitted this insurrection of Episcopacy, it is to be fear'd

he did it in his wrath. 1780 BLAIR Serin, led-3) II. ii. 35 He
[who hath no rule over his spirit] lies open to every insur-

rection of ill-humour, 1887 LOWELL Democr. 15 It is not

the insurrections of ignorance that are dangerous, but the

revolts of intelligence.

2. The action of rising up ; upheaval, rare.

1864 RUSKIN Arrows ofChace (1880) I. 264 Every winter,
the whole glacier surface rises to replace the summer's waste,
not with progressive wave, .but with silent level insurrection,

as of ocean tide, the gray sea-crystal passes by.

Insurrectional (in#re'kjan&l), a.
[f. prec.

+ -AL: cf.K. insurrectionnel\\7<.)& in Dut.Acad.',^

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of insurrection.

1801 LD. CAMPBELL Let. Apr. in Life (1881) I. 66 Ministers

are. .exceedingly alarmed at the insurrectional spirit which
has shown itself in different parts of the country. 1832
Examiner 556/2 To excite at Rheims an insurrectional

movement. 1883 Fail Mall G. 16 May i/i Russia did not

interfere even by encouraging insurrectional bands.

Hence Iiisurre'ctionally adv., in an insurrec-

tional way, from an insurrectional point of view.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 525 Paris was laid down on a map
insurrectionally. Her strong and weak points were explained.
1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. viii. (1881) 141 He was

insurrectionally notorious in morals and menacingly in

politics.

Insurrectionary (insure kj.inari), a. (si.)

[f.
as prec. + -ABY.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of insurrec-

tion ; addicted to insurrection.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 44 On their mur-
derous insurrectionary system, their own lives are not sure

for an hour. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Kcv. III. in. i, This huge
Insurrectionary Movement, .has swept away Royalty, Aris-

tocracy, and a King's life. 1891 Spectator 13 June, As
a. .fact, London is the least insurrectionary of cities.

2. humorous. Tending to raise itself.

1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 28 A sign-board presented at

either end an insurrectionary bottle. Ibid. 211 His trousers

working up.. above his knees, an insurrectionary movement
which I also was unable to suppress in^myown.

B. sb. A person who engages in insurrection.

1893 Natfai (N. Y.) 9 Feb. 95/3 AH Spanish traditions of

law and order are so bound up with Catholicism that re-

ligious innovators, like the Protestant missionaries, neces-

sarily seem insurrectionaries.

t Insurre-ctioner. Obs. rare. [See -EH'.]
=

prec. B.
a xf34 NORTH Exam. (1740) 418 What had the people got

if the Parliament . . had colleagued with Venner and other

insurrectioners ?

Insurre'ctionism. [See -ISM.] The prin-

ciple of revolt against constituted authority.

1890 G. B. SHAW Fab. Ess. Socialism 192 They welcome

Socialism, insurrectionism, currency craze. Ibid. 193 A
piece of unpractical catastrophic insurreclionism.

Insurrectionist (msrfre'kjanist). [f. INSUR-

RECTION" + -IST.] One who takes part in an insur-

rection, or who advocates revolt against authority.

I845WHITTIKR Pr. H'ks. (i88o)II. 266 The insurrectionists

were speedily crushed into subjection. 1855 Mil.MAN Lat.
Chr. VI. 125 Not indeed that such insurrectionists were

likely to look with much respect on the exorbitant wealth

of the clergy. 1882 igtA Cent. Oct. 552 A few of the more

energetic spirits muster courage to rise up against the

system, and these become insurrectionists.

attrib. 1899 Literary Guide i Nov. 172/2 We cannot alto-

gether bless this perky
and insurrectionist attitude.

Ilisurrectionize (ins&e-kjanaiz), v. [f. as

prec. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To raise in insurrection.

iSaa Examiner 195/1 A conspiracy formed to insurrec-

tionize Poland. 1851 SIR F. PALGKAVE Norm, f, Eng. I.

552 The deposed Count Bernard iusurrectiomzed the

country.
2. intr. To make insurrection ; to rise in insur-

rection.



INSURRECTIOUS. 365 INTAKE.
1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) VI. 44 That ceasing

to be a
'

slave class
'

they might insurrectionize no more.

t Insurre'Ctious, a. Obs. rare. [f. INSUK-
BECTION : see -ous.] Given to insurrection, tur-

bulent, unruly.
1631 J. DONE Polydoron 125 None excelleth another but

in good and vertuous actions or in suppressing insurrectious

passions.

t InSurre'Ctive, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. insur-

rect-, ppl. stem of insurgere (see INSURGE) + -IVE.]
Prone to insurrection ; of insurgent character.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 28 They are no winds but
insurrectiue sins, which so possesse the waues with the

spyrite of raging. Ibid. 155 Thys didst thou to mortifie

thy insurrectiue masse of corruption.

t Insurre'ctor. Obs. rare. [a. med. or mod.
L. insurreclor, agent-n. from insurgcre to INSUBGE.]
An insurgent.
[a 1458 T. GASCOIGNE Loci e Libra Veri/atum (1881) 174

Homines qui vocabantur insurrectores occiderunt duos
episcopos in Anglia.] 1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1694)
87 A strong citadel . . erected on purpose to reduce insur-
rectors. 1667 WATERHOUSE I''ire Loud. 26 Popular readiness
to seize upon Insurrectors.

Insusceptibility (insflseptibHiti). [f. next :

see -ITY.] The quality of being insusceptible ;

want of susceptibility.
1821 COLERIDGE in Blackw. Mag. X. 249 The object is

identified with the subject, both positively by the act of the
subject, and negatively by insusceptibility of outness in the

object. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. led. 4) I. 655 The same
kind of insusceptibility to the action of the contagion of

yellow fever. 1884 Congreg. Year Bk. 69 Insusceptibility
to the touch and inspiration of goodness and truth,

Insusceptible (insse-pt!b'l), a. [IN- 3;

perh. after F. insusceptible (i6th c. in Littre).]
Not susceptible ; not able or apt to receive im-

pressions; not liable to be affected or influenced

by something or in some way.
a. Const. 0^(an action, process, or condition).

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1043 It is not altogether
insusceptible of mutation. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews t. v,
You shall never persuade me that your heart is so insuscep-
tible of affection. 1821 SHELLEY Hellas Pref., The subject
..is insusceptible of being treated otherwise than lyrically.

1899 R. H. CHARLES Eschatfll. x. 378 Souls in Sheol were
conceived as insusceptible of ethical progress.

b. Const, to (an influence or agency).
1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 197 In others, vaccine inoculation

did not take effect ; consequently they were not rendered

insusceptible to the infection of the small-pox. 1877
BROCKETT Cross *t Cr. 264 Insusceptible to all those in-

fluences . . which so powerfully affect most peoples. 1898
ig/7: Cent. XLIV. 1000 The one, heavy, slow, insusceptible
to violent passion.

c. ellipt. without construction.

1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 577 Coarse animal passion and
animal craft, at once energetic and insusceptible. 1880
MAcCoRMAc Antisept. Siirg. 83 This number of insuscep-
tible or, as I may call them, not poisonable people, must be
left out of account. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Dis. vii. 142
To remove the entire population of the neighbourhood with
the exception of the insusceptible.

Insusce'ptive, a. rare- 1
. [IN- 3.] =prec.

1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 198 pg The sailor was wholly
insusceptive of the softer passions.

t InsuSpe'Ct, a. Obs. [I.v- 3.] Unsuspected ;

not to be suspected. So f Insuspexted a. Obs.,

unsuspected, of which one has no suspicion.
1606 HIKNIE Kirk-Buriall x'\n. Dj b, Theconstant silence

of the insuspect auncients does testifie their misknowledg-
ment and disclamation of the same. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. ii. ii. 58 Their penetrating natures, their invisible

paths, and insuspected effects, are very considerable.

t Insusvrrrate, v. Obs. rare~. [f. L. in-

susurrdt-, ppl. stem of insusurrare : see next.]
trans. ' To whisper one in the ear' (Bailey, 1727).
t InSUSUrra'tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

susurration-em, n. of action f. insusurrare, f. in-

(IN-
a
) + stisiirrare to murmur, whisper. Cf. SUSUB-

BATION.] A whispering in the ear
;
an insinuation.

1614 JACKSON Creed iv. HI. viii. 3 The Spirit sometimes
instils some drops of this gladsome ointment into our souls

by soft insusurrations in silent night. 1633 Legenda Lignea
Pref. Aivb(L.), The other party insinuates their Roman
principles by whispers and private insusurrations. 17*1 in

BAILEY. 1735 in JOHNSON.

t luswa-k, v. Sc. Obs. [f. IN- 1 + SWAK v.}
trans. To cast in with force, to dash in.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. viii. 150 Mezentyus the grym. .

The blak fyre blesis of reik inswakkis [injcrt] he.

Inswamp (inswo'mp), v. rare. [f. IN- J +
SWAMP sb^\ trans, and iiitr. To plunge into a

swamp.
.'775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 315 The violent exercise of run-

ning a great distance under the violent rays of the sun.,
would not allow him to inswamp. Ibid. 386 [They] take an
oblique course, till they inswamp themselves again, in order
to conceal their tracks.

Inswarming (i-niswgamirj), ///. a. [!N adv.
1 1 a.] Swarming in, entering in swarms.
1892 Chicago Advance 17 Nov., Inswarming thousands

from the older countries.

Inswathe, variant of ENSWATHE v.

Ilisweeping (rn,swz:pin), ///. a. [IN adv.

1 1 a.] Sweeping in.

1883 Home Missionary (U. S.) Aug. 155 Whether this in-

sweeping migration is to foreignize us. 1897 Westtn. Gaz.

20 Apr. 6/2 From the high cliff a man had seen . . little im-

ploring hands raised above the insweeping waves.

Insweeten, variant of ENSWEETEN v., Obs.

Inswell (in,swe-l), v. rare. [f. IN- 1 + SWELL
sb. or z.] trans. To cause a swell in ; to swell.
a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems, Exped. Fife 19 Boreas regains

his strength To wake new tempests and inswell our seas.

flnswrned,///. a. Obs. =!NHOGGED.
1611 FLORIO, [nporckito, inswined, become a hogge.

Insygne, obs. form of ENSIGN v.

Insykth, ME. 3rd pers. sing, of INSEE v.

Insytation, obs. form of INCITATION.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xcix. [xcv.] 292 By insyta-
cion of the duke of Irelonde.

t Int, sb. Obs.
[Origin obscure.] ? A sharper.

1631 BRATHWAIT \Vhunzies 12 (N.) His nipps, ints, bungs,
and prinados. 1658 Honest Ghost, Chym. Ape 231 Flankt
were my troups with bolts, bands, punks, and panders,
Pimps, nips and ints, Prinados.

In't, arch, abbreviation of in it. I'n't, i'nt,

obs. abbreviation of isn't, is not.
1610 SIIAKS. Temp. I. ii. 304 Goe take this shape And

hither come in't. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 246 The
Devil's in't if you won't put that down. Ibid. 363 Your
Lady's gone with them, i'n't she ? /bid. IV. n6Noindeed;

slip it in't [rime print].

Intablature, obs. form of ENTABLATUUE.

t Inta'ble, v. Obs. rare
-

'. [f. IN- 1 + TABLE
sb. ; cf. ENTABLE.] trans. To enter in a table.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 81 The names of the
first twentie and sixe . . you shall finde intabled in our Map
of Barkeshire.

luta'lmlate, v. rare. [f. ppl. stem of med.
L. intabulare, f. in- (!N- *) + tabula TABLE.] trans.

To enter or inscribe in a table or list.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., fntabulate, to write in tables.

1894 Athenaeum 22 Sept. 378/3 We learn [from the Evesham
'Officium Ecclesiasticum ', c 1300].. that the abbot was

formally
'

intabulated
'

to the service of the kitchen for the
weeks of Easter, Whitsuntide, and Christmas.

t Intabula'tion. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. type
*intabuldtio, n. of action from med.L. intabulare,
in sense of L. tabulatio planking or flooring over.]
1658 PHILLIPS, [ntabnlalion, a laying on of boards or

planks.

Intack, dial, form of INTAKE sb.

Intact (intse'kt), a. [ad. L. intact-us, f. /-
(IN- 3) + tactus, pa. pple. of langere to touch. Cf.

F. intact ;i7~i8th c. in Godef. Coinpl.}.'} Un-
touched ; not affected by anything that injures,

diminishes, or sullies
; kept or left entire ; unblem-

ished ; unimpaired.
f 1450 Miroiir Salnacioun 4966 Thi maydenhode intacte

inmaculat eurelastinge. 1721 in BAILEY. 1815 J. W. CROKER
in C. Papers (1884) I. iii. 67 No mischief. . had been done,
except to one old china jar . . The gallery was perfectly
intact. (11862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. ii. 86 The prin-

ciples on which Church authority is based remained intact.

1877 K. JOHNSTON Africa v. (1878) 62 Tunis . . has retained
the character of an oriental city almost intact.

Hence Inta ctness, the quality or condition of

being intact.

1890 E. H. HANKIN in Nature ii Dec. 121/2 The intact-

ness of the leucocytes in these special cases.

t Inta'ctible, a. Obs.ra,-e~. [IN- 3.] 'Not

perceptible to the touch
'

(J.) ; =next.

1623 COCKERA.M, Intuctible, not to bee touched. 1658-
1706 in PHILLIPS. 1755 in JOHNSON; and in mod. Diets.

Inta'Ctile, a. rare. [ad. L. intactil-is, f. in-

(!N- 3) + taclilis TACTILE. Cf. F. intactile (i6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not tactile or capable of being
touched

; intangible.
1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xm. (1701)556/1 Emptiness, or

Uacuum . . is understood., cheifly from being of an intactile

Nature, and void of all Solidity. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex,,
Intactile, that cannot be recognised by the sense of touch,
iinpalpable.

Intagliated (intae-ly
r
tl), ppl. a. [f. It. in-

tagliat-o, pa. pple. of intagliare to engrave (f.
in-

(!N-
2
) + tagliare to cut : cf. ENTAIL v.1) + -ED '.]

Carved on the surface ; engraved in or as in in-

taglio ; incised.

1782 WARTON Hist. Kiddington 25 A species of astro-

ite, or starry-stone . . deeply mtagliated or engraven like

a seal. 1825 T. D. FOSBROKE Encycl. Antiq. (1843) U- 763/1
Arms upon plate are in use as early as the thirteenth cen-

tury, but only intagliated, or engraved in 1334. 1884 ('. T.
DAVIS Bricks fy Tiles xv. (1889) 452 Clay, plaster-of-Paris. .

is pressed into the mould, so that the intagliated lines in

this will appear upon the plaque or tile.

t Inta'gliature. Obs. >-are~1
. In 6 intalia-

ture. [ad. It. intagliatura carving, engraving, f.

intagliare : cf. prec.]
= INTAGLIO i .

1599 R. LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fict. T ij, Engraued with

exquisite and rare intaliature.

II Intaglio (intse-lyo), sb. PI. intaglios (7 en-

taglos, 8 intaglio's), rarely intagli (inta'lyz").

Also 7-8 erron. intaglia ; //. -as. [It.,
= en-

graving, engraved work, a carving (pi. intagli}, f.

intagliare to cut in, engrave : see INTAGLIATED.]
1. A figure or design incised or engraved ;

a cut-

ting or engraving in stone or other hard material.

1644 EVELYN Diary i Mar., A chaplet of admirable

invention, the intaglias being all on fruit-stones. 1662

J. BARGRAVE/Vvte/J/o-. F//(i867) 125 The cult is certainly
a very very ancient intaglia (as they use to call such cults
at Rome), .pronouncing it almost with a llintallia. 1682
WHELEK Journ. Greece 11. 202 Antient Entaglos or Figures,
cut on several sorts of precious Stones. 1715 LEONI Palla-
dia's Archil. (1742) II. 23 The Architrave ..has many fine

Intaglias. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ft It- Jrnls. I. 101 There is

a profile there . . an intaglio in the solid rock. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aut. Breabf.-t. xi. 105 All its reliefs and intaglios
have

electrotyped themselves m the medallions that hang
round the walls of your memory's chamber.

Jig. and trans/. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 192 The rilifve
raies of one Trochite, always lying in the intagli or furrows
between two protuberant raies of the other. 1886 SYMONDS
Renaiss. ft., Cath. React. (1898) VII. viii. 24 Boccaccio's
clear-cut intaglios from life ancl nature.

b. The process or art of carving or engraving
in a hard material ; incised carving as opposed to

carving in relief; the condition or fact of being
incised. Chiefly in phrase in intaglio, as opposed
to in rilievo or in relief. Also_/?-.
1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertiie's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 276

Another gem with the head of Edward VI. cameo on one
side, and intaglia on the other. 1816 J. DALLAWAY Slat.

PI Sculpt. Anc. v. 298 In every period of the Grecian
celebrity the art of intaglio has been cultivated as a branch
of sculpture. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxi. (1856) 166
It was startling to see the evidences of a travel nearly six

years old, preserved in intaglio on a material so perishable.
1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858) I. 15 Bricks were impressed
with a stamp on which hieroglyphics were cut in intaglio,
so as to present them in relief on the surface of the brick.

1869 LUBBOCK Preh. Times viii. 268 The animals . . are

represented, not in relief, but intaglio ; not by a mound,
but by an excavation.

Jig. 1813 MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. I. xvi. 269 A woman's
accomplishments . . ought to be . . more in intaglio than in

cameo.
2. Anything ornamented with incised work ; esp.

a precious stone having a figure or design cut on
its surface, an incised gem. Opposed to cameo.

1654 EVELYN Afejn. 23 Oct., One of the rarest collection.-,

of achates, onyxes, and intaglios, that I had ever scene.

1704 ADDISON Italy (1733) 179 We meet with the Figures . .

on Antique Intaglio's and Medals. 1797 HOLCROFT Stal-

bcrg's Tra-j. (ed. 2) III. Ixiv. 5 The collection of., gems,
both cameos and intaglios, is considerable. 1864 C. W. KING
Gnostics 56 The Jasper, .is. .employed for the intagli con-
nected with the Mithraic idea. 1872 HUXLEY Pliysiol. x. 244
An intaglio, or medal on which the head is hollowed out.

b. A mould of something to be cast or struck

in relief; a countersunk die.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 616 When the casts,
or intaglios, are first taken from the mould, they are not

very firm. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. I. ii. 49 The use of

intaglios to make up ecclesiastical seals.

3. Comb. Intaglio-rilevato [It., lit. raised or re-

lieved intaglio]
= CAVO-EILIEVO.

Intaglio (intoe'lyo), v. [f. prec.] trans. To
engrave with a sunk pattern or design ; to represent
or execute in intaglio.

1847 'fait's Mag. XIV. 383 Vestiges of pre-Adamite exist-

ence found filagreed into fossils, or intaglioed in stones.

1854 BADHAM Halieut. 234 Forms of various fossil fish . .

N lobe-like, converted into stone; or intaglioed in a cal-

careous matrix. 188. Art Jrnl. VIII. 46 (Cent.) The device

intaglioed upon it [a finger-ring] is supposed to be flowers

bursting from the bud.

Intail, -aile, -ayle, obs. ff. ENTAIL sb. and v.

t Intai'led, ///. a. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
IN- ! +

TAIL + -ED.] Joined by the tails (with allusion to

Judg. xv. 4).
1628 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) 1.586 So that you might

guess there might be a double Plot . . to set on fire the frame
and estate of this Commonwealth : And one of these intailed

Foxes was Mr. Manwaring.
Intake \.rnt'k), sb. Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: 6- intack, (6-7 -tacke), 8- intake (Sc.

tak). [IN adv. 1 1 d
; cf. take in, TAKE z>.]

1. The act of taking in or receiving from outside ;

that which is taken in, an amount or quantity re-

ceived internally.
1808-18 JAMIESON, Intake, the bringing in of the crop.

1854 Phemie Millar 161 With her. .downright intake in the

shape of meat and drink. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll ii.

(ed. 2) 22 Mr. Hyde shrank back with a hissing intake of

the breath. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 143 Both the

oxygen intake and the output of carbon dioxide in normal
and fevered animals were compared.
2. (Chiefly north, dial.) A piece of land taken in

from a moorland, common, etc. ;
an inclosure.

[1-1330 Selby Cartnl. II. 14 Ibidem est ijuoddam yntauk
de feodo prcedicto quod vocatur le Munkebank.] 1523
FITZHERB. Sim', viii. 8b, The lordes..haue gyuen lycence

ckes

.

quarto Henrici septiini be pullyd downe. 1641 BEST Farm.
/a. (Surtees) 28 Wee . . keepe them [sheep] togeather in some

well fenced place, as . . the Newe Intacke in the towne
becke. 1787-9 WORDSW. Even. Walk 49 When horses in

the sunburnt intake stood. 1862 Life amongst Colliers 8

A nice garden . . led to a ha-ha dividing it from a large

pasture, Known as the Intack.
attrib. and Comb. 1664 in Lex Scripta Isle ofMan (1819)

150 Poor People, as Cotlers, I mack-holders, Prentices, and
the like. 1832 Spec. Yorksh. Dial., Te sell t' awd intack

barley.

3. The place where water is taken into a channel

or pipe from a river or other body of water, to

drive a mill, or supply a canal, waterworks, etc.
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a 1800 Stale, Leslie ofPoniis etc. 157 (Jam.) The water

for driving the machinery of said new work is taken from

the river above., the cruive-dike .. the intake of this water

is within the bounds of the cruive-fishing property. 1804

TAKKAS Poems 4 (Jam.) Water-wraiths al m-lack drear

1866 Times 8 Aug. 9/5 The firsl improvement
was etlccie

by carrying its intake up the river to Lea bridge. 1887

Spectator g July 921/1 Riparian towns above the intake

of the Water Companies. 1802 Chicago Advance 28 Jan.,

An ice blockade at the port-holes had prevented the passage

of the water inlo the intakes.

4. Mining. The airway by which a current of

air is introduced into a mine. Also attrib.

1851 GREENWELL Coal-tradt Terms Northumb. 4 Durh.

12 Intake, the airway along which the fresh air is conducted

into a place, dislricl, or mine. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coed 4-

Coal-mining 219 The
'

relurns
'

are generally made to mount

over the intake drifts. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss, s. v.,

Downcast .. is more appropriate for a shaft ; Intake for an

adit. 1804 Westm. Gat. 23 Aug. 7/1 He did not see how it

was possible for fire-damp to have accumulated in the main

intake air roads.

5. A narrowing or abrupt contraction made m the

width of a tube, a stocking, etc. ; the point at

which this is made.
1808-18 JAMIESON, Intake..?. A contraction, in sewing.

1875 MILWKAITH Guide Wigtownshire 14 The monument
. .after a scries of intakes, is formed into a clustered column.

1880 Plain Hints Needlework 29 One-third of the foot is

the length of the ankle, from the last intake or decreasing.

6. St. A 'take in', an imposition. Also, one

who ' takes in ', a cheat.
1808 18 JAMIESON, Intake,..^ A fraud, a swindling trick.

5. A swindler. 18. . Edinburgh II. 118 (Jam.) Some even

matie so bold as to call him an in-tak and an adventurer.

1832 Frasers Mag. V. 2 What was the lottery but an
intake? i86oW. \RMOT Laws/r. HeavenzZi The counter-

part is a terrible truth it is more cursed to be an intake

than to be taken in.

t Xttta'ke, v. Sc. Obs. [In-
1

; see take in, TAKE

v.] trans, a. To take or gather in. b. To take

by force of arms, capture.
1572 Satir. Poems Refortn. xxxiii. 271 Ryue out the

Mures ; the bestialls gers intak. < 1647 R. BAILLIE Lett.

"775' II. 265 Having .. no artillery at all fit for intaking

any strong house.

t I'uta:ker. north, dial. Obs. [Ix adv. lie.]
One who ' takes in

'

or receives stolen property.
1421 Act 9 Hen. l

r
,
c. 7 Diverses persones larons & felons

appellez Intakers & Outputters demourantz deinz la fran-

chise de Ridesdale. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Intakers be a

kind of theeves, so called because they, .did receive in such
booties of catell or other things as the outparters brought
in unto them.

"r I'nta king, vbl. sb. Sc. Obs. [!N adv. i \ c.]

1. The action of capturing or taking by force of

arms. [
= Ger. einnahme, einne/iinttiig.']

1637 R. MONRO Exp. Scofs Regim. n. iiCaptaine Robert
Stewart . . was preferred before the In-taking of Virtzberg,

having beene before the Battaile of Lipsigh. 1891 Cornh.

Mag. Apr. 348, I have held two and twenty towns, and I

have been at the intaking of thirty-one [Archaism temp.
Edw. III).

2. The taking in of moorland into cultivation.

1812 SOUTER Agric. Sum. Banffs. App. 49 The reasons of

ebb-ploughing, at intaking, are to retain the dung as near
the surface as possible.

t Inta-minate, v. Obs. rarc~. [f. ppl. stem of

med.L. intamindre, f. in- (IN-
2
)
+ L. *tamindre to

violate : see CONTAMINATE.] trans. To defile.

So f Inta mina-tion, defilement.

1623 COCKERAM, Intaminate, to defile. 1658 PHILLIPS,
1ntamination, a defiling or polluting.

t Inta-mutated, a. Obs. rare-', [f.
L. in-

taminal-us uncontaminated (f. in-, IN- 3 + pa. pple.
o(*tdmindre: seeprec.) + -ED 1

.] Uncontaminated,

uncorrupted, pure.
a 1695 WOOD Ath. OJTOH., F. "j/unius (1721) II. 603 Whose

Inhabitants use the antient and intannnated Frisk Lan-

guage.

Intangibility (inta^ndgibHIti). [f. next +
-ITT. Cf. mod.F. intangibility (Littre).] The

quality of being intangible.
1847 in CRAIG. 1848 Frasers Mag. XXXVII. 99 There

is an intangibility about all the charges that are made
against her. 1885 CLOUD Myths <y Dr. n. vii. 184 Its (his

shadow's! intangibility feeds his awe and wonder.

Intangible (intse-ndjjlb'l), a. [ad. med.L. in-

tangibil-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + L. langibilis TANGIBLE :

cf. F. intangible (1508 in Godef. Compl.).] Not
tangible ; incapable of being touched ; not cogni-
zable by the sense of touch ; impalpable.
1640 WILKINS Ifrut Planet n. (1684) 148 A Man should be

still in danger of knocking his head against every Wall and
Pillar ; unless it were also intangible, as some of the Peri-
pateticks affirm. 1717 CLARKE Leibnitz Papers Reply iv.

45. >5' The Means by which Two Bodies attract each
other, may be invisible and intangible. 1845 M'CuLLOCH
raxation m. iii. (1852^ 476 The proportion of monied and
other moveable and all but intangible property .. has in-
creased ten-fold, since the accession of George I. 1871
lYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. iii. 76 The assumption of
this wonderful intangible aether. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius
n. I 14 Incorporeal (things) are those that are intangible

. such as an inheritance, a usufruct.
b. Jig. That cannot be grasped mentally.
88o Mem. John Legge 127 To the irreligious man all this

is
intangible, unintelligible. 1898 RAMSAY Was Christ torn

in Bethlehem ! 20 This abstract and rather intangible argu-
ment must yield to the demonstration of hard facts.
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Hence Inta nobleness ;
Inta nfribly adv., so

as to be intangible.

1678 CUUWORTH Intell. Syst. l. v. 769 That which is ex-

tended also, but penetrably and intangibly which is space
or vacuum. 1828 WEBSTER, iHtangibleness, the quality of

being intangible. 1887 E. F. BYRRNE Heir without Heri-

tage l\. v. 91 The most intangibly delicate sense of duty.

flnta-ngle, -ment, obs. ff. ENTANGLE, -MENT.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 41 b, Intryked or

intangled in the affeccyon or loue of worldly goodes and

honours. 1533 FRITH Answ. More Wks. (1573) 148/2 For

anone ye shall see hym so intangled in briers, that he shall

not witte where to become. '573-8o BARET Ahi. I 199 An
Entangling, a wrapping, or folding in. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gt. Exenip. n. Disc. viii. 41. 83 The implication and in-

tanglings of ten thousand thoughts.

flnta-ngle, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IN-

1
.] In a

tangle; entangled.
1642 HOWELL for. Trav. 40 His observations will lye

confusedly huddled up, like a skeine of intangle silk.

Iiita'rissable, a. rare. [a. F. intarissable

(Cotgr.), f. in- (IN- 8) + tarissable, f. tarir, taris-

sant to dry up.] Not to be dried up, inexhaustible.

1656-81 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intarissable, not to be withered

or dryed up. 1859 MRS. SCHIMMELPENNINCK Princ. Beauty
iv. v. 6 1 hat intarissable fountain of gushing joy.

t Inta-Stable, Obs. rare- 1
. pN-a.] In-

capable of being tasted.

1711 GREW (J.), Something which is invisible, inlastable,

and intangible . . existing only in the fancy, may produce
a pleasure superiour to that of sense.

tlnta-xable, a. Obs. rare. [lN-3.] That

cannot be taxed or charged with something.
1631 I. CRAVEN God's Tribvnall 16 The Lord of Hosts,

whose, .iustice [is] intaxable, anger intolerable.

Intechiiica'lity. rare. [lN-3.] Want of

technicality ; something not technically correct.

1821 Neiu Monthly Mag. I. 618 Every power must be for

ever on the alert, to detect intechnicalities, to fence with

witnesses, to puzzle or persuade phlegmatic jurors.

I I ntegent, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. L. inte-

gent-em, pr.pple.oft>iteg"-re, f. in- (In-
2
) + tegHre

to cover.] That covers ; covering.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 319 As for the parts,

they are dissimilar, sc. the basis and point, or similars ex-

ternal, as the fat, integent membran.

Integer (rnUo^ai), a. and sb. [a. i.. integer

untouched, intact, entire, f. in- (In- 3) + tag-, teg-,

root of tangtre to touch. Cf. F. inlegre (1567 in

Hatz.-Darm.), and ENTIRE.]
A. adj. (Now rare or Obs.)

fl. Having no part taken away or wanting;
whole, entire : = INTEGRAL A. 3. Obs.
a 1509 WOLSEY Let. to Hen. VII in Lett. Rich. Ill (Rolls)

I. App. 443 Wher I seyd that the emperors m. . .he dote of
thre hunderyth thousan . . should . . have the seyd integyr
dole in effect and equyvalen. . [MS. imperf.\

1 2. Marked by moral integrity ; honest, up-

right. Obs.

1644 VICARS God in Mount 108 The face of their best and
most integer proceedings.
3. Math. Denoting a whole thing or number of

whole things ;
denoted by a whole number

;

' whole ', not fractional : = INTEGRAL A. 4 a. Now
rare or Obs.
1660 DOYLE New Exp. Phys. Medi.K\\, 1 had. .found that

. . 14 and i be the nearest of small integer numbers that

express the proportion between the specifick gravities of

quicksilver and water. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 52
A whole or integer number may be expressed like a fraction,

by writing i below it, as a denominator. 1833 HKRSCHEL
Astron. il. 79 To keep the reckoning of the integer days
correct . . is the object of the calendar.

B. sb. 1. Math. A number or quantity denoting
one or more whole things or units ; a whole number
or undivided quantity. Opp. tofraction.
1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv.

y. Vijb, The containing circles

Semidimetient being very nighe iij^ for exactly nether by
integer nor fraction it can be expressed. 1675 OGILBY Brit.

Pref. 4 Not regarding the Fractional Parts of a Mile, but

taking the lesser Integer. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. m. xi,

The Fraction will become . . an Integer. 1875 TODHUNTER
Alg. (ed. 7) Hi, Theory of Numbers. Throughout the pre-
sent Chapter the word number is used as an abbreviation
for positive integer.

2. A particular quantity of any kind (as money,
weight, length, etc.) taken as the unit of measure-
ment Now rare or Obs.
1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amtr. 50 The dollar is the integer of

nioney in the United States. 1827 FARADAY Chem. Manip.
iii. 67 Two integers . . the pint and the cubic inch. 1868
SEYD Bullion (1880) 146 The Carat serves as the Integer.
3. gen. (often with allusion to I ) : A whole or

entire thing or entity, either as complete in itself,

or as the sum of its parts or elements.
a 1848 R. W. HAMILTON Rctv. fy Punishm. v. (1853) 202

The soul is the integer of the man. 1859 HELPS Friends in
C. Ser. n. II. viii. 150 YOU would never amongst you all

make up the noble integer. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ
l. iii. (1878) 23 Death is followed by the speedy dissipation
of the combined elements which formed the organism . .

The Integer, the Animal which resulted from the former

combination, is no more. 1899 R- C. TEMPLE Univ. Grant.
4 Functionally a word is either (i) An integer, or a sen-
tence in itself.

I:ntegrability. [f. next: see -ITY.] The
fact or character of being integrable ; capability of

being integrated.

INTEGRAL.
1816 Edin. Rev. XXVII. 93 The theorem, which is called

the Criterion ofIntegrating. 1816 tr. Lacroi-t's Diff. q
Int. Calculus 337 Ascertaining whether the proposed equa-
tion satisfies the condition of integrability. 1882 Nature
XXVI. 310 This definition.. satisfies as well the condition
of inlegrability as the differential equation of motion.

Integrable (i-nt/grab'l), a. [f. L. integra-re
to make whole, INTEGRATE + -BLE.] Capable of

being integrated, a. Math. : see INTEGRATE v. 3.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Calculus, The differential

quantity to be integrated . . must . . be reduced to an inte-

grable finite, or an infinite series. 1809 IVORY in Phil.

Trans. XCIX. 349 The expressions . . are all integrable
with respect to one of the variable quantities they contain.

1881 J. B. STALLO Concepts Mod. Physics 107 note, When
their equations are integrable.

b. gen. : see INTEGRATE v. 2.

1855 H. SPENCER Priiu. Psychol. (1870) I. 298 Dispersed
atoms of inlegrable matter. Ibid. (1872) I. in. vi. 330 To
the lowest living things, the integrable matter is every-
where present.

Integral (rnt/gral), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

integral-is, f. integer, integr-: see INTEGER and

-AL. Cf. F. integral (Oresme, I4th c.) ; It. inte-

grate 'entire, consisting of entirenesse
'

(Florio).
'

Integratis pars ', and '

partition integralium, qua; si

conveniant, tolum exstat ', occur in a 6th c. Comment, on
Cicero de Invent. Rhet., in Suringar Hist. Crit. Scholiast.

Latin. (1834) pp. 248, 222.]

A. adj.
1. Of or pertaining to a whole. Said of a part

or parts : Belonging to or making up an integral

whole ; constituent, component ; spec, necessary to

the completeness or integrity of the whole ; forming
an intrinsic portion or element, as distinguished
from an adjunct or appendage. (Cf. INTEGRANT.)

(Formerly distinguished from essential : see quots.

1697, 1727.)
1551 T. WILSON Logike 39 b, The integral panes, which

make perfect the whole, and cause the bignesse thereof.

a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes 11. xxvi. (1640) 43 The

parts integrall, viz. as the several! members of the matter,

head, heart, c. in man. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Gmit. Eng.
n. xv. (1739) 79 In a mixl Commonwealth they (kings) are

integral Members. 1697 LOCKE 2ml l>*ind. Reas. Chr. 247

(Seager) Integral parts. .are contradistinguished to essen-

tial ; and signify such parts, as the thing can be without,
but without them will not be so complete and entire as with

them. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Integral, or Integrant, is

applied by the schoolmen, to those parts which are neces-

sary to the integrity of a whole. . . In which sense they stand

contradistinguished from essential parts. . . The arms, legs,

egal or integral part of the go
I'crs. Rclig. in. x. (1873) 238 Recreation must form an in-

tegral part of human life. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony.
I. ii. 69 A dependency of the British Crown.. not an in-

tegral part of the United Kingdom.

2. Made up of component parts which together
constitute a unity ;

in Logic, said of a whole con-

sisting of or divisible into parts external to each

other, and therefore actually (not merely mentally)

separable, rare or Obs. exc. in technical use.

1588 FRAUNCE La-wiers Log. \. vi. 33 The whole Integrall
cannot bee affirmed of any one of his parts, for a part is not

the whole. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 203 An Integrall whole
is not in each part, neither according to their whole essence,
nor vertue, and therefore it is no wayes predicated of the

singular parts. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exetnp. n. vi. 19
In every Christian there are three parts concerning this

integral Constitution, body and soul, and Spirit. 1725 WATTS
Logic i. vi. 10 As an integral Whole is distinguished into

its several Parts by Division, so the Word Distribution is

most properly used when we distinguish an universal Whole
into its several Kinds of Species. Ibid., _ Logicians have
sometimes given a mark or sign to distinguish when it is an

integral whole, that is, divided into its parts and members,
or wnen it is a genus, an universal whole, that is, distributed

into its species and individuals. 1836-7 SIR W. H_AMILTON
Metafh. xxxvii. (1859) II. 340 The Integral or, as it ought
to be called Integrate whole (totum integrating, is com-

posed of integrant parts (partes integratites) which are

either homogeneous, or heterogeneous. 1864 BOWEN Logic
iv. 67 note. The Essential or Physical whole is that which
consists of Matter and Form, or substance and accident, as

its essential parts. The characteristic of this whole is that,

as its parts do not exist out of each other, they cannot be

separated except in Thought . . The Mathematical or Inte-

gral whole, on the other hand, has parts which are external

to each other, so that they can be divided asunder.

3. Having no part or element separated, taken

away, or lacking ; unbroken, whole, entire, com-

plete. Now somewhat rare. [
= mod.F. integral.]

1611 FLORIO, Integrate, whole or integrall. 1626 BACON

Syhia 8 344 All Locall Motion keepeth Bodies Integrall, and
their Parts together. 1651 BIGGS New Disf. r 238 Thorow
the integral porous pelt. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 484 Their

hearts arc not integral, and entire in prayer. 1794 MA-
THIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 157 Excerpta of Writers whose

integral works are lost for ever. 1862 LYTTON Sir. Story
II. 1 5 Who could expect that every link in a madman's
tale would be found integral and perfect ?

b. Of things immaterial.

1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm./or Year \. iv. 51 Repent with an

integral, a holy and excellent repentance. 1656 EARL MONM.

Advt.Jr. Parnass. 281 They are thought by them to merit

their Princes integral love. 1847 R. W. HAMILTON Stftimth
v. (1848) 181 It is felt thai, if we would retain Christianity,

we must hold fast the full, the integral, sabbath.

t c. Cram. Applied by Wilkins to a word or part
ofspeech denoting a complete notion ; see B. 3. Obs.
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x668WiLKiNS Real Char. 305 They supply the room either,

i. Of some Integral word, as Pronouns, or 2. Of some Sen-
tence or complex part of it, as Interjections.

4. Math. a. That is, or is denoted by, an in-

teger, or involves only integers ; consisting of a

whole number or undivided quantity ;
not frac-

tional, or not involving a fraction.

1658 PHILLIPS s.v., In Arithmetick integral numbers are

opposed to fractionfs]. 1674 JEAKE Aritli. (1696) 15 To
express the true content of any Number Integral. 1812

J. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 286 The fractional part
of a foot .. is to be given up m favour of the importer, and
the duties to be charged only upon the integral feet. 1816
tr. Lacroix's Diff. fy Int. Calculus 185 Q being a rational
and integral function of -r, 1875 TODHUNTF.R Algebra
(ed. 7) xxxvi. 516 When has any value positive or

negative, integral or fractional.

D. Relating to or involving integrals (see B. 4) ;

obtained by, belonging to, or proceeding by in-

tegration.
Integral calculus : the calculus of integrals (see B. 4) ; that

brancn of the infinitesimal calculus which deals with the

finding and properties of integrals of functions (in this re-

stricted sense, the inverse of the differential calculus, and
corresponding to the 'inverse method of fluxions' in the
Newtonian calculus), also used to include the solution of
differential equations, and parts of the theory of functions
and other branches of the higher mathematics. Integral
sign sign of integration : see B. 4 a, and INTEGRATION 2.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Calculus^ The integral Cal-
culus, .is the inverse of the differential one. Ibid.) Suppose
J the sign of the sum, or integral quantity. 1802 WOOD-
HOUSE in Phil. Trans. XCII. 95 Expressions deduced from
the true integral equations. 1875 C. P. BUCKINGHAM Diff.

# Int. Calc. (1880) 157 The . . problem of the integral cal-

culus is to pass from a given differential of a function to
the function itself. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn. I. 21
In the expression under the integral sign only the finite

values . . are to be considered. 1887 R. A. ROBERTS Int.
Calc. i The principal object of the Integral Calculus is to

find the value of a function of a single variable when its

differential coefficient is given.

c. Applied to the entire or total amount of a
continuous quantity {e.g. curvature) taken between
definite limits, and thus expressible by a definite

integral (see B. 4 a).
1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 10 The integral

curvature^ or whole change ofdirection of an arc of a plane
curve, is the angle through which the tangent has turned
as we pass from one extremity to the other.

B. sb.

1. Something entire or undivided ; a whole, either

as wanting no part, or as made up of parts : see

A. 2, 3. Obs. exc. as transf. from 4 = total sum.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 177 A tree, a body, an house

. . are totall Integrals, whose integntie, or wholenesse . . is

made of their parts. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's Disp. 9 In
the third genus are contained all Animals whether Integrals
or In-parts. 1784 J. BARRY in Lcct. Paint, iv. (liohn 1848)
152 Any other conjunction of parts forming an integral or

whole. 1834 LANDOR Exam. Sliaks. Wks. 1846 II. 299/2 No
more . . than breaking an eggshell is breaking an egg, the
shell being a part, and the egg being an integral. 1881
Nature No. 625. 582 What is seen in a sun-spot is the in-

tegral, as it were, of all that is taking place . . in many
thousand miles of solar atmosphere.

f 2. An integral part or element ; a constituent,

component: see A. i. Obs.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 557 We must, therefore,
be very circumspect in the materials of the other House.
Let us, therefore, look to the integrals in this building.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig, Man. \. i. 21 Anatomy can give
us the Position . . of all the several Integrals of the Body of
Man or Beast. Ibid. iv. viii. 372 They all make up a most

magnificent and stately Temple, and every Integral thereof
full of wonder. 1680 BAXTER Answ. Stillingft. 82 Doth
not every good Law and Rule distinguish between Essen-

tials, Integrals, and Accidents^ and make more Accidents
than are Integrals, and Integrals, than are Essentials? 1685

Paraphr. N. T.
t

i Cor. xii. 14 So wise, as besides the
Essentials of Christianity, to know all the Integrals.

f 3. Gram. Applied by Wilkins to those words
or parts of speech which of themselves express a
distinct notion, as distinct from those which express
relations between notions. Obs,
1668 WILKINS Real Char. in. i. 2 By Integrals or Prin-

cipal words, I mean such as signifie some entire thing or

notion. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\\. 251/2. i845STODDAKT
Grant, in Encycl. Metrop. I. 124/1 Wilkins includes under
the term integral both the noun and the verb.

4. Math.
a. (of a function) : That quantity of which the given

function is the differential or differential coefficient (cor-

responding to the fluent of a given fluxion in Newton's
method) ;

so called because it may be regarded as the whole
sum of a series of consecutive values assumed by an in-

finitesimal function (differential) of the variable while the

latter changes continuously from any one value to any other.

When such limits of variation are fixed or determinate, it

is called a definite integral: see quot. 1877. An integral is

denoted by the sign f (originally a long s, for L. summa
sum) ; in a definite integral the inferior and superior limits are

indicated at the bottom and top of the sign, thus j ^. (For-

merly sometimes applied to the quantity from which a given
'finite difference' or 'increment' is derived, as in quot.

1763; cf. quot. 1831 s. v. INTEGRATE v. 3.) b. (of a dif-

ferential equation, or a system of such equations): An
equation or system of equations from which the given equa-
tion or system can be derived by differentiation. (In rela-

tion to a system of equations, any quantity which that

system makes constant is sometimes called its integral.)

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Calculus, $ydx will denote

the sum, or integral of the differential ydx. 1763 EMERSON

Increments p. vii, Some Increments have no integrals, but
what infinite series afford. 1803 WOODHOUSK in rhil. Trans.
XCI I. 90 The integral or fluent of Px is that function from
which Px' is derived. 1877 B. WILLIAMSON Int. Calc.

(ed. 2) vi, 91 The expressionJ . $(x}dx is called the

definite integral of < (x) dx between the limits x$ and A',
and represents the limit of the sum of the infinitely small
elements $(x)dx^ taken between the proposed limits . . .

In contradistinction, the name indefinite integrals is often

applied lo integrals .. in which the form of the function is

merely taken into account, without regard to any assigned
limits. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. <$ Mtt-gn. I. 27 The double

integrals destroy
each other.

Integrality (intfgrse-Uti). [prob. ad. med.L.

*integralitas ) f. integralis INTEGRAL : see -ITY
; cf.

F. integrality (Cotgr.), It. integrality
( a whole en-

tire masse' (Florio, 161 1).] The condition of being

integral (see prec. A. 3) ; wholeness, entirety, com-

pleteness: = INTEGRITY i.

1611 COTGR., Integrality integralitie, wholeness. 1627
DONNE Sernt. cviii. IV. 476 Here is the latitude, the Totality,
the Integrality of the means of salvation. 16^1 BIGGS New
Disp. F 239 What God made and ordained in its integrality.

I728EARBERY tr. Burners State Dead I. 87 There the Inte-

grality that gives Denomination to the Species is to be
found. 1838 GLADSTONE State in Rel. Ch. (1839) 173 Esta-

blishing the independence and integrality of the nation as

a collective body. 1853 Tail*s Mag. XX. 265 The main-
tenance of the Empire of the Sultans in its integrality is

necessary.

Integrally (i-nt^grali), adv.
[f.

as prec. +

-LY a
. Cf. med.L. integraliter entirely, wholly.]

In an integral manner ; as a whole, in its entirety ;

completely, entirely, wholly.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. n. v. in Ashm. (1652) 136 When

the Erth ys integrally yncynerat. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. ii. Disc. viii. 74 We should choose vertue..and

pursue it integrally and make it the businesse of our lives.

1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. App. ii. Wks. 1843 VIII. 188 The

only part of speech which is perfectly simple in its import,
and at the same time integrally significant, is the noun-sub-
stantive. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin. x. 200 The more an indi-

vidual is integrally a man, the more may he know of man.

f b. As an integral whole : see INTEGRAL A. i.

<7x68o CHARNOCK Attrib. God, God a Spirit (1682) 116

Whatsoever is compounded of many parts, depends either

essentially or integrally upon those parts.

Integrant (i'nt/grant), a. (sb.) [ad. L. tnte-

grant-emj pr. pple. of integrare : see INTEGRATE v.

Cf. F. integrant (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Of parts : Making up or contributing to make

up a whole, constituent,component ; essential to the

completeness of the whole: = INTEGRAL A. i.

Integrant parts t in F, Parties inlfgrantes t
is etymo-

logically
more correct than the usual integralparts.

1637 GILLESPIE F.ng. Pop. Cerent, in. viii. 186 The Church
consisteth of two integrant parts, viz. Pastors and Sheepe.
1651 CHARLETON Ephes. fy Citnm. Matrons ii. (1668) 38 An
Appendix, or rather an integrant part of his fellow. 1727
[see INTEGRAL A. i]. 1773 HORSLEY in Phil. Trans. LXIy.
246 Imagine the integrant particles of A to be equal in

quantity of matter and bulk . . to the integrant particles of

B, severally. 1794 BURKE Reg. Lords' Jrnls. Wks. 1842
II. 598 These judges . . are no integrant and necessary part

moot. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 91 Iron constitutes
a necessary integrant portion of the red blood-corpuscles.

B. sb. That which integrates ;
a component.

1824 COLERIDGE Aids Refl, (1848) I. 261 It is the differen-

tia of immortality, of which the assimilative power of faith

j

and love is the integrant, and the life in Christ the inte-

gration. 1827 COLEBROOKE Misc. Ess. (1837) I. 389 The
aggregate and its integrants are utterly different.

Integrate (rnt/'gret), a. [ad. L. integrat-us,

pa. pple. of integrare : see next.] Made up, as a

whole, of separate (integrant) parts, composite ;

belonging to such a whole; complete, entire,

perfect : = INTEGRAL A. 2, 3.

1485 [implied in INTEGRATEI.Y]. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's
Rev. ii. iv, Exceeding wittie and integrate [said of a
joke]. 1697 tr. Burgersdiciiis his Logick i. xiv. 46-7 An
Integral Whole is that which has Part out of Part. . . This
Whole termed Mathematical

;
because Quantity is of

Mathematical Consideration : Vulgarly, Integral, more
properly Integrate. *&3fc? [see INTEGRAL A. 2]. 1857-8
SIR W. HAMILTON Logic iii. (1866) III. 51 We may consider

Logic either as a universal, or as an integrate whole. 1888

J. T. GULICK in Linn. Soc. Jrnl. XX. 249/2 A transition

from Integrate Fecundity to Segregate Fecundity usually
takes place at a point in the history of evolution inter-

mediate between the formation of an incipient variety and
a strongly marked species. 1898 Daily News 20 Apr. 5/5
The people of Spain are for the war to keep integrate their

possessions in Cuba,

Integrate (rnt/gre't), v.
[f. ppl. stem of L.

. integrare to make whole, f. integer', integr- whole.]
1. trans. To render entire or complete ;

to make

up, compose, constitute (a whole) : said of the

parts or elements. ? Obs.

1638 CHILLINGw. Relig. Prof. i. ii. 159. 117 The par-
ticular doctrines which integrate Christianity. 1654 JER.
TAYLOR Real Pres. 153 Matter and form are substances,
and those that integrate all physical and compound sub-

stances : but till yesterday it was never heard that acci-

dents could, a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serrn. (1744) II. 294
Did men consider . . how many such good actions are re-

quired to integrate and perfect a legal righteousness.
b. To complete or perfect (what is imperfect)

by the addition of the necessary parts.

1675 R. BURTHOGGE Caitsa Dei 125 Vertues . . that In-

tegrate the Humane Nature, without which it would be

Lame, Imperfect, Defective. 1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess.
(1862) 58 The fragmentary contribution of one .being in-

tegrated by the fragmentary contributions of others. 1858
GLADSTONE Homer III. 297 The two sets of Phoenician re-

ports are in this way oddly brought to integrate one another.

2. To put or bring together (parts or elements)
so as to form one whole ;

to combine into a whole.

(Sometimes with allusion to 3.)
iSoz Edin. Rev. I. 214 Time performs the office of inte-

grating the infinitesimal parts of which this progression is

made up. 1840 J. H. GREEN Vital Dynam. 103 Tending
to integrate all into one comprehensive whole. 1861 J. G.
$>HW?tCKQFallRome \. 36 This immense variety of 'peoples,
nations, and languages' which Rome had integrated into a
coherent whole.

3. Math. To find or calculate the integral of (a
function or equation) : see INTEGRAL B. 4. Also
absol. to perform the operation of integration.
To integrate by parts : see INTEGRATION 2.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Calculus, Any variable or

flowing quantity can be differenced ; but, vice versa, any
differential cannot be integrated. 1778 PLAYFAIR in Phil.
Trans. LXVIII. 334 To integrate such equations. 1790
WILDBORE ibid. LXXX. 520 The product ofaparticle of the

body into the square of its distance from such axis, when
integrated through the whole body. 1802 WOODHOUSE
ibid. XCII. 04 To integrate these differential equations.
1804 Ibid. XCIV. 266 Multiply each side by dQ t and inte-

grate. 1831 BHEWSTER Nat. Magic xi. (1833) 294 To in-

tegrate innumerable equations of finite differences. 1885
WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. $ Magn. I. i In-

tegrating by parts between x x\ and .v=xi,

b. transf. and fig. ; spec, to indicate or register
the mean value, or the total sum of all the portions
or elements, of some physical quantity : see INTE-

GRATING ///. a. below.

1864 WEBSTER, Integrate . .2. To indicate the whole ; to

give the sum or total ; as, an integrating anemometer ; that

is, one that indicates or registers the entire action or motion
of the wind in a given time. 1876 Trans, Victor. Inst. 24
Integrate a moral phenomenon between limits a and b, your
result is a good action. 1881 Nature No. 625. 582 We not

only integrate through the depth of the atmosphere, but
also over the whole surface of the star . . This is equivalent
to the superposition of innumerable separate spectra.

Hence Integrating vbl. sb. and///, adj.
Integrating spectroscope, a spectroscope in which the

slit receives light from all parts of a luminous object and
blends it all together to form a single united spectrum :

opposed to analysing spectroscope
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 555 The Universe, whereof he

is an Integrating part. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library
1 1802) II. vii. 215 There is a continuous series of integrating
and disintegrating processes. 1898 Daily Neivs 15 Feb. 8/4
All the instruments, with the exception of the integrating
spectroscope, were most successful.

I-iitegrated, ///. a. [f. INTEGRATE v., or f.

L. integrat-ns ppl. n., INTEGRATE + -ED.] Com-
bined into a whole ; united

; undivided.

(71586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1613) 571 A certaine Pnlchra
Puella projecto elected and constituted by the integrated
determination of all this topographical region, a 1661
FULLER Worthies, Lancashire \\. (1662) 120 The integrated
and incorporate Rector unto whom the parsonage was
appropriated. 1847 '"* ROGERS Ess. I. v. 262 The mind.,
cannot comprehend them at a glance, and feel at once their

integrated force, but must examine them in detail by suc-

cessive acts of mind.

I'litegrately, adv. rare. [f. INTEGRATE a.

+ -LY 2
.J As an undivided whole

; entirely.

148^ in Proc. Suffolk Inst. Archxol. V. 63 [I wyll that] y
forseid iiij pecs of londe & j pece of medwe w* her pertynencs
integrally remayn onto myn sone Robrte. Ibid.) Than I

wyll y6 seyd mesuage pece of londe & pece of woode w 1 her

pertynencs remayn holly and integrally on to y forseyd
John.

Integration (intfgr^-Jan). [ad. L. integra-
tion-em (in L. only in sense 'renewal, restoration

to wholeness *), n. of action from integrare to IN-

TEGRATE. Cf. mod.F. integration (1700 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The action or process of integrating.
1. The making up or composition of a whole by

adding together or combining the separate parts or

elements
;
combination into an integral whole ; a

making whole or entire. (Often opposed to differ-

entiation ;
sometimes with allusion to sense 2.)

1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 178 The Integral! in Logike
. .respecteth. .integration whereby the totall is made a
totall of all his members together. 1658 PHILLIPS, Integra-

tion, a making whole, or restoring. 1846 GROTE Greece i.

xxu II. 201 Their first permanent arrangement and integra-
tion was delayed for three centuries and accomplished at

last only by the taste of Peisislratus. 1855 H. SPENCER
Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. in. x. 376 Out ofco-ordination, there

grows up integration. 18736. HENSLOW.W/. Liv. Things
x. rag Physical conditions will ever give rise to differentia-

tion in Beings, together with its concomilanl phenomenon,
integration.

2. Math. The operation of finding the integral
of a given function or equation (see INTEGRAL B.

4) ; the inverse of differentiation.

Integration by parts \ integration by means of the formula

JWdfoaiMr ftWK. where and v are any functions of the

same variable. Constant ofintegration : an arbitrary con-

stant which must be added to get the complete expression
for an integral. Sign ofintegration : the sign f denoting
an integral (see INTEGRAL B. 43).

1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s.v. Calculus^ The integration is

known to be justly performed, if the quantity found, .being

differenced, produce that proposed to be summed. 1837
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hesum oftl.e series of values of adifferential/UWir, when

, varies by indefinitely small increments from any one

assigned value to another. . . For example, in seeking the

a of a curve, we conceive it divided into an indefinite

number of suitable elementary areas, of which we seek to

determine the sum by a process of integration.

Integrative i i'nt/gre'tiv), a. [f.
L. integral-,

i
-", v.) + -IVE.] I laving the

ppl. stem (see INTEGRATE

quality of integrating ; tending to integrate.

1861 H. SPIXCER First Princ. n. xiii. 105 (1875) 304

This chapter opened by briefly specifying the conditions

under which Evolution is integrative only. 1870 W. E.

HEARN^rraw Honsth. 262 Public opinion, and afterwards

positive law, forbad that any Hellcn, or any Quirite, should

be reduced to slavery. But the integrative tendency went

no further.

Integrator (i-nt/gr^tsa). [a. L. integrator,

n. of action from inttgrart to INTEGRATE. (In L.

only in sense ' renewer '.)] One who or that which

integrates; spec, an instrument for indicating or

registering the total amount or mean value of some

physical quantity, as area, temperature, etc. : see

INTEGRATE v, 3 b.

1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 497, I have made

many attempts to plan a mechanical integrator which should

give solutions by successive approximations. 1898 Daily
Ne-.os 24 Jan. 5/6 The photographs, including those taken

with the integrator, are very good.

tlnte'gre, a. O/'s.rare. [a. . iniegre (1567

in Hatz.-Darm.) = Pr. integrf, Sp. and It. integro,

ad. L. integr-um (nom. integer) whole : see IN-

TEGER.] Having the character of integrity; up-

right, honest, sincere.

?s*S Aur. LEE Let. to Wolsey (MS. Cott. Vesf. C. 111.

If. 213), Your innocent, Integra and at all points unblame-

full mynd towards his Mageste.

t Inte-grious, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. F. in-

tigrt or L. integer, integr- (see INTEGER) + -l-ous ;

(as if from a L. integris.) Cf. INTEGROUS.]
Marked by integrity. Hence flnte-grlonsly adv.

1658 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 201 Such was their integrious

candor and intimacy to me in my greatest extremes. Ibid.

208 Being so tntegnously grounded, as it admitted no alloy

or mixture with By-respects or self-interests.

Integripallial (integripoe'lial),rt. Zool. Also

integro-. [f. L. integri-, regular comb, form of

integer whole + palli-ni cloak + -AL. The form

integro- is not in accordance with L. analogies.]

Having the pallial line not broken or indented;

applied to a division of lamellibranchiate molluscs,

in which the siphons are small or absent. Also

Integripa lliate a. (Opp. to sinupallial, -ate.)

1862 DANA Eletn. Geology 192 This division, the sinupallial,

was far less common in the Silurian than the integripallial,

and sinupalliate as applied to the Lamellibranchs which
have the pallial line evenly rounded or notched. 1882

OGILVIE, Integropallial.

tlntegritive^inte
p

grrtiv),<r. Obs. rare', [irreg.

f. INTEGRITY -r -IVE : cf. quantilive
= qnantitalive\

Marked by integrity ; upright, sincere.

1784 BURNS C omm.-pl. Bk. Aug.,To maintain an integritive
conduct towards our fellow-creatures.

Integrity inte-grlti). [ad. L. integriliis whole-

ness, entireness, completeness, integrity, chastity,

purity, f. integer, integr- whole, INTEGER. Peril,

in part a. F. integrity (c 1420 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L The condition of having no part or element

taken away or wanting; undivided or unbroken

state
;
material wholeness, completeness, entirety.

1533 MOKK Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1095/1 Not y9

sacrifice nor oblacion, wnyche to the integritie therof re-

quvreth both the formes, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man.
i. lii. 93 Are there not among men some that want the

integrity of their Limbs! i7S*-8 J. WARTON Ess. Pope
<ed. 4) I. lit. rot The poem before us is by no means
destitute of a just integrity,

and a lucid order. 1833
I. vi LI. Princ. Geol. III. 192 The integrity of the cones ..

.shows that the country Has not been agitated by violent

earthquakes. 1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxiv. (1866) II.

2 Metnod, considered in its integrity, consists of two pro.
cesses, Analysis and Synthesis. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Sitrr 1

.

44 To work for the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, and at
the same time to promote its dismemberment, is to stultify
one's-self. 1870 F. R. WILSON ( '/;. LindisfarncfA The walls
were standing, .though not in their integrity.

f b. Something undivided
;
an integral whole.

ifaoT. GRANGER Dip. Logikc no They be privatives of

Original) integrities. Ibid, rn They are somethings, idfsf,
pravities contrarie to created integrities.
2. The condition of not being marred or violated ;

unimpaired or uncorrupted condition ; original
perfect state ; soundness.
11450 Mironr Salnacitmn 4316 When he [Christ] was

borne lavyng his moders integrltee [glossed hir maydenhod).
IJSO BALE Afol. 121 (R.) In these and other lyke fades,
was faythes integrite broken, whych is the true maydenhede
of y soule. 1561 T. NORTON Calvirit Intt. n. 114 He did
but restore the law to her integritie. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint.
ofAncients 118 Why the integritie of workmanship is now
dayes put down by false and adulterate wayes. 1650MMM Antkrvtomet. 224 Natures constant provision to

9 June, ,

of my faculties, I made in Latin verse. 1881 WESTCOTT K
HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 8 85 Any investigation of the ulti-

mate integrity of the text.

3. In moral sense, fa- Unimpaired moral state;

freedom from moral corruption ; innocence, sinless-

ness. Obs.

1561

.

T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 54 In this integrUK,
man had freewil, wherby if he would he might haue atteined

,

eternall life, ifaa T. SCOTT lielg. Pismire i Adam in his

integritie should have wrought, but without wearinesse.

1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 55 In his corruption, he might

possibly retain a sence of that nature and life, which he en-

joyed in his integrity. :6?8 OWEN Mind ofGod ii. 41 The
State of Integrity.

b. Soundness of moral principle ; the character

of nncorrupted virtue, esp. in relation to truth and

fair dealing ; uprightness, honesty, sincerity.

1548 HALLCVJroB., Hen. VI 185 b, So much estemed..for

his liberaiitie, clemencie, integritie, and corage. 1599 Life
More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 157 That he might
reserve the integritie of a good conscience. 1611 BIBLE

Proa. xix. i Better is the poore that walketh in his integrity,

then he that is peruerse in his lippes, and is a foole. 1639
S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Adtnir. F.iients 12 Who for a

kingdome would not have blemished her integrity. 1795
Gentl. Mag. 543/1 In integrity of heart and uprightness of

intention he was excelled by few. 1850 MCosH Dh: Cart.

in. i. (1874) 276 Mankind do, in fact, trust in a person known
to be of thorough integrity, that he will always be upright.

Integropallial, -palliate, irreg. var. INTEGRI-.

fl'UtegroUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. integer,

integr- + -ous.] Marked by integrity ; =!NTEGRE,
INTEGBIOUS.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koiv't) Def. xx. 174 That an

action be good, the cause ought to be integrous.

t I'utegrum. Obs. [a. L. integrant, neut. of

integer whole: see INTEGER.] = INTEGER B. i, 2.

1594 BLUNDEVII. F..rerc. i. vii. (1636) 20 What is Integrum?
Any thing that is whole, and not broken, or dividedjnto
parts : as one whole yard, a pound, a shilling, lltid. viii. 28

So shall yo find that 20 Integrums being multiplied by j*a

do make *f-, that is to say 8 Integrums and jV 1637

JACKSON Serin. Man's Com/. 28 These qualifications differ

no more from Abraham's faith than fractions or parcels do
from their proper integrums. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Daniel

311, I first considered the Integrum which was to be distri-

buted into these seven parts.

t Integurna'tion. Obs. rare 1
. [Shortened

from integumenlation, q. v.] The formation of

integuments.
1816 Ellin. Emycl. XI. 13 (heading'], Of integumation in

Reptiles [cf. quot. 1809 s.v. INTEGUMENTATION]. x8i7^>/rtc^"r/'.

Mag. I. 187 Their ..secretion and excretion, integumation,

generation, and hybernation. iBaSWEBSTERj/w/^wwa//^//,
that part of physiology, which treats of the integuments of

animals and plants. Encyc.

Integument (inte-giment), sb. [ad. L. integti-

ment-um covering, f. integHre to cover.] That with

which anything is covered, enclosed, or clothed;
a covering, investment, coating, a. In general
sense. (Now usually either Jig. from, or with

humorous allusion to, next sense.)
ci6n CHAPMAN ///Wxxn. 446 Many and much in price

Were those integuments they wrought t'adorn thy exequies.

1658 PHILLIPS, Integument, a covering, a garment to cover

with. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth \. (1723) 13 This
Stratum is still expanded at Top of all

; serving^,
as it were,

for a common Integument to the rest. 18*7 T. HAMILTON
Cyril T/umilon (1845) 99 His nether integuments were of

dark plush. 1837-9 HALI.AM Hist. Lit. III. ill. iii. 99. 84
To throw away those integuments of sense which hide us

from ourselves. 1847-8 H. MILLF.R First Impr. xi. (1857)

175 Let us. .strip the vast landscape here of its upper integu-
ments, coat after coat.

b. spec. The natural covering or investment of

the body, or of some part or organ, of an animal
or plant ; a skin, shell, husk, rind, etc.

1664 EVELYN Sylva (1679) 20 The Trees.. which are ex-

pos'd to the North, with an hard, dark, rougher, and more
mossie Integument. 1671 GREW Anat. PI. \. 17 So far

common with the Coats of the Bean, as to be like those, an

Integument. 1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 102 f 7 What
the anatomists call one of the Integuments of the body.
1807 J. E. SMITH Phys. Bot. v. 25 Under the Cellular In-

tegument we find the Bark. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. iii,

It had a faculty called Memory, and could be acted-on

through the muscular integument by appliance of birch-rods.

Inte-gument, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To furnish with an integument : to cover, invest

1883 Cfiamb. Jrnl. 690 His gaunt frame was merely in-

tegumented with yellow flesh.

Integnmental (integime-ntal), a. [f. as

prec. t -At,.] Of or belonging to the integument.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 500/2 The density of the in-

tegumental covering. x86x BUMSTEAD l\-n. Dis. (1879) IIG

The integumental together with an insignificant portion of
the mucous layer.

Integumentary (integiwme-ntari), a. [f. as

prec. + -ARY.] Of or belonging to the integument ;

of the nature of an integument ;
cutaneous.

1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 138 Primary
involution of the integumentary membrane. 1846 WOR-
CESTER cites Penny Mag. 1862 H, W. BEI.I.F.W Mission

Afghanistan 211 An aggravated form of Lepra, that affected
the entire integumentary surface. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract.

Hygiene (ed. 3) 547 The large class of integumentary diseases.

Integumenta'tion. rare. [f. as prec. -<-

-ATION.J The action of covering or condition of

INTELLECT.

being covered with an integument ; integumented
condition.

1809 Editi. EncycL I. 841/1 Those membranes that form
the universal covering of the external surface, with their

appendages, .are here, .denominated the Organs of Integu-
mentation. [1846 WORCKSI KR, Integnmentation. that part
of physiology which treats of integuments.] 1864 WEBSTER,
IntegiimentatioH, act of covering with integuments ; state

of being thus covered.

I-n-teinds. Sc. [Ix adv. 12 a.] Teinds or

tithes on lands within certain 'bounds.
1621 Sc. Acts Jos. I'/ 11816) IV. 635/1 pe teindschevis of

be toun Landis territorie and bound is of the burgh of Lanerk
Callit pe inteyndis of be said burgh of lanerk.

Inteir, -ly, obs. Sc. form of ENTIRE, -LY.

t Inte-llable, a. Obs. (chiefly Sc.) [f.
IN- a

+ TELL v. + -ABLE.] That cannot be ' told
'

or

counted ; innumerable.

1537 LYNDESAY Dtp/or. Q. Magdalene 60 Hir hie lynage,
nor Riches intellebill. 1563 W IN?ET Four Scoir Thre Qnest.
Wks. 1888 I. 92 We may bring intellable testimoneis theirof.

1575 I.ANEIIAM Let. (1871) 44 So frequent, so intellabl, & of

such continuauns in the spending.

Intellect (i-ntelekt), sb. [ad. L, intellcclus

(it stem) a perceiving, discerning, discernment, un-

derstanding, meaning, sense, signification, f. ppl.
stem of intcllegt're : see INTELLIGENT. Cf. It. in-

telletto (Boccaccio), F. intellect (I3th c., Bninetto

Latino) ;
but the word was little used in F. or

Eng. before the l6th c.]

1. That faculty, or sum of faculties, of the mind
or soul by which one knows and reasons (excluding
sensation, and sometimesimagination; distinguished
from feeling and will) ; power of thought ;

under-

standing. Karely in reference to the lower animals.

(-1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1945 Oonly the intellect with
outen moore That dwelled in his herte syk and soore Gan
faillen when the herte felte deeth [Boccaccio Teseide x.

cxi, Sol nello intelletto e nel cuore], Sec. Nvn's T. 339
Right as a man hath sapiences three Memorie, Engyn, and
Intellect also. 1398 TREVISA Barl/i. De P. R. in. in. (Add.
MS. 27944), As be yee is in be body, so is be intellect vndir-

stondinge in be soule. 1588 SHAKS. /-. L. L. v. i. 64 It re-

ioyceth my intellect, true wit. 1593 Rich. //, v. i. 28 Hath
P.ullingbrooke Depos'd thine Intellect? 1667 MILTON P. L.
vi. 351 All Heart they live, all Head, all Eye, all Eare, All

Intellect, all Sense, a 1677 HALE Priw.'Orig. Man. i. i. 28
The proper Acts of the Intellect are Intellection, Delibera-

tion, ana Determination or Decision. 1696 PHILLIPS, Intel-

lect, that Faculty of the Soul which is usually called the

Understanding. 1773 MONBODDO Language (1774) 1. 1. iv. 45
The faculty by which it [the mind] operates singly, and with-
out participation of the body, I call intellect. 1862 DARWIN
Fcrtil. Orchids^ i. 46 To test the intellect of moths I tried

the following little experiment. 1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur.
Sports (ed. 3) 851 The elephant . . has given instances of
what maybe termed intellect that the horse does not possess.
1888 RUSKIN Pr&terita III. iii. 93 The .. elasticity and
acuteness of the American intellect.

2. transf. f a. An intellect embodied
; a being

possessing understanding; an 'intelligence', a spirit.

Obs. b. Intellect embodied
;
a person of a great

intellect ; also, intellectual persons collectively.
1602 MARSTON Antoitios Rev. in. i. Wks. 1856 1. 105 Thou

royal spirit of Andrugio, where ere thou hoverst (Ayrie in-

tellect). (1645 MII.TON Sonn. Detract, cert. Treat., The
subject new : it walked the town awhile, Numbering good
intellects ; now seldom pored on. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Reft.
iv. vi. (1848) 207 How little will humane Intellects, without

Revelation, discover of that manifold Wisdome of God.

1733 BERKELEY Alciphr. iv. f 19 It is more improper to say
of God, He is an intellect or intelligent Heing, than to say
of a reasonable soul that it is an angel. 1831 CARi.YLE.SVir/.

Res. i. iii, He stood-up in full coffee-house, .where all the

Virtuosity, and nearly all the Intellect of the place assembled
of an evening. 1838 DE QUINCEY Shaks. Wks. 1863 xv. 60
This transcendent poet, the most august amongst created

intellects. 1856 MASSON Ess., Shaks. ff Goethe 22 To say
that he [Shakespeare] was the greatest intellect that ever

lived, is to bring the shades of Aristotle and Plato, and
Bacon and Newton, -grumbling about us.

3. //. Intellectual powers ;
mental faculties ;

'wits', 'senses'. Very common in 17-1 8th c.

Now arch, or vulgar.
1698 VANBRUGH istrt.^Esop l. Wks. (Rtldg.l 370/1, I know

he's modest, but I likewise know His intellects are cate-

gorical. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 95 P 18 My judgment
embarrassed, and my intellects distorted. 1751 SMOLLETT
Per. Pick. (1779) IV. xcv. 157 A man of sound intellects.

1799 E. HOME in Phil. Trans. 166 He was weak in his intel-

lects. 1814 MAD. D'ARBI.AY Wanderer I. 390 Her faculties

are all disordered : her very intellects, I fear, are shaken. 1831
HT. MARTINEAU Demerara i. 12 Mark had never been very

bright in his intellects during his best days. 1837-9 HAI.LAM
Hist. Lit. (18471 HI. vii. 48. 159 To ask, why this Don
Quixote, .should have been more likely to lose his intellects

by reading romances than Cervantes himself.

1 4. Understanding ; comprehension. Obs. rare,

c 1470 HARDING Chron.TVoem. iii,And some in Frenche they
made, for intellecte Of men that could no Latyn vnderstande.

1 5. That which one is to understand by some-

thing ;
the sense, meaning, signification, purport (of

a word or passage). Obs. rare.

1510 WHITINTON t'tilg. (1527) 6 Which verbe dothe accorde

with the intellecte or significacyon & not with the voyce.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. ii. 137, I will looke againe on the

intellect of the Letter, for the nomination of the partie

writing [/;//>/?. written] to the person written vnto.

t Tntellect, ^>. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. sb.] trans.

a. To give to understand ;
to inform, b. To un-

derstand (in a particular way) ;
to interpret.



INTELLECTATIOW.

1599 R. LINCHE Fount. Anc, Fict, Bbij, Which intel-
lecteth vs . . that ludges and such like officers . . ought con-
tinually striue by all endeuours to suppresse wrongs. Ibid,

E, These Stations are many times thus intellected : by the
Spring is meant Venus ; the Summer signifies Ceres.

Intellecta'tion. rare.
[f. INTELLECT v. or

sb. + -ATION: cf. sensation, cerebration^ The ac-

tion or exercise of the intellect ;
= INTELLECTION.

1855 Tait's Mag, XXII. 139 Forms .. necessarily dis-
similar to the simple fictions of a simple age, when human
intellectation was more direct.

Z'ntellected, a. rare.
[f. INTELLECT sb. +

-ED ^.] Endowed with intellect or understanding.
1791 COWPER Odyss. x. 207 In head, in voice, In body, and

in bristles they became All swine, yet intellected as before.

1837 Examiner 264/1 A cold-blooded half-intellected Lord.

Intelle'Ctible, a. Philos. [ad. med.L. intd-

lectihiliS) f. L. intellect-^ ppl. stem of intellegfre :

see INTELLIGENT and -IBLE. (Cf. also sensible.)]
fa. Capable of understanding; = INTELLECTIVE
a. i, b. Capable of being apprehended by the intel-

lect alone (not by the senses) ^ INTELLIGIBLE A. 3.
1557 NORTH tr. GnenarcCs Diall Pr. 215 a/2 Chilo the

philosopher, .dysputed, that the world, .had an intellectible
and sensible soule. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1877) 35
When the Lord our God, a spiritual, intellectible, vnder-

standing substance. 1857 MAURICE Mor. fy Met. Philos.
III. i. 13. 9 Things intelligible have a close connection
with the intellectible.

t Intelle Ctile, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

1.. intellect-^

ppl. stem of intellegfre + -ILE : cf. ductile^ fictile,

pensile, sectile, etc.] Of, pertaining to, or charac-
terized by, intellect

; intellectual.

1677 GALE Crt, Gentiles iv. 37 By how much the more
immaterial, spirital & intellectile our joys are, by so much
the more agreable they are to our Spirits. Ibid. 274 The
proper good of every intellectile Nature is Beatitude.

Intellection (intele-kfan). [ad. late and med.
L. intellection-em (in late L. only = Synecdoche ;

frequent in Schol. med.L.), n. of action from intel-

hgZre to understand : see INTELLIGENT. Cf. F. in-
tellection (in 13-14^ c. tr. Boethius ; but otherwise

app. not till I7th c. ; not in Cotgr. 1611).]
1. The action or process of understanding ; the

exercise or activity of the intellect ; spec, simple
apprehension, as distinct from imagination.
1614 JACKSON Creed iv. vi. 3 If. .the will know the good

to which It tends, .by understanding, to will either formally
is or essentially includes such an act as we call intellection.

1625 Ibid. v. xv. 2 Intellection, or vnderstanding is said
to be of Vniversalls, not of Particulars. 1650 CHARLETON
Paradoxes 133 The intellect . . doth by the act of intellec-

tion acquire the figure of the object understood. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. \. i. 45. 55 Aristotle . . somewhere
plainly determines, that there is no Intellection without

Corporeal Phantasms. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. iu. 183
They who explain the manner of human understanding by
material effluvias and emanations from bodies, seem to
leave no room for any distinction between intellection and
imagination. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. iii. 34.
81 No follower of Descartes has more unambiguously than
this author distinguished between imagination and intellec-

tion. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. 256 The form of
our thought is . . determined by the laws of our intellection.

fb. Applied spec, to the kind of immediate

knowledge or intelligence ascribed to divine or

angelic beings: cf. INTUITION. Obs.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 8 In this, mans knowledge differs

from the knowledge that is in God and the Angels : in that

they behold the things in themselues, as they are in them-
selues, distinct each from other : they doe not know one
thing lesse knowne, by the light and reflection of another
thing, that is better knowne: wherefore their knowledge, is

called intellection, ours is called rationalitie. a 1680 CHAR-
NOCK Attrib. God (1834) I. 525 Some therefore have called

God, not infellectuSf understanding, because that savours
of a faculty ; but intellectio, intellection. 1732 BERKELEY
Alciphr. iv. 19 As reason is of kind peculiar to man, so

by intellection he [Picus] understands a kind or manner of

knowledge peculiar to angels.
C. (with//.) A particular act of understanding;

sometimes, the permanent mental result of such an
act

;
a conception, notion, idea.

1579 FULKE Heskins' Part. 172 We stande vpon . . the
trueth of thinges natural!, which either sense or first intel-
lections doth manifestly approue vnto vs. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. i. iv. 18. 353 The Prince and Ruler over all
the Celestial Gods, whom he affirmeth to be a Mind under-
standing himself and converting his Cogitations or Intel-
lections into himself. 1731 Hist. Litteraria I. 382 The
internal Actions are the Intellections and Volitions. 1839
B. H. SMART Way out Metaph. 25 An intellection having
once occurred, remains with us as a notion or something
known. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) II. 626 Any con-

ception of Biology which excluded the sensations, instincts,
and intellections would be monstrously truncated.

fd. The facility of understanding ; intellect.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \, xiii. 67 ThtfLputtiden al her motyue

in her affeccioun or wil forto so, trowe
* and not in her in-

telleccioun or resoun. 1504 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione
in. v. 199 Some other ther be that haue theyr intelleccyon
or reason clerely illumyned. 1529 Will of Hollondt1

(Somerset Ho.), Being hole in mynde & of
perfite intellec-

tion. 1647 ^' M RE S0n ofSoul n. ii. in. ix, Yet intellec-

tion Or higher gets, or at least hath some sent Of God.
1744 BERKELEY Siris 254 That which acts naturally is

not intellection, but a certain power of moving matter,
which doth not know but only do. 1797 Monthly Mag. III.

515 [They] possess intellection themselves from the Father,
so far as they energize intellectually, being moved by in-

effable counsels.

VOL. V.

369

t e. That which is obtained by the exercise of
the intellect ; understanding, information. Obs.
?ci470 G. ASHBY Active Policy Prince 391 Countreies ..

disposed to insurreccion, Wherof ye may haue intelleccion

Redyng Cronicles. 1309 HAWES Past. Pleas, v. (Percy Soc.)
24 Who knewe gramer wythout impediment Shoulde per-
fytely have intelleccion Of a lytteral 1 cense and moralyzacion.
f2. Meaning, intention, purpose, 'mind'.
c 1400 Beryn 247^3 She . . byhete me frendshippe outward

by hir chere But inward it was contrary hir intelleccioune.

1 3. Gram, and Rhet. The figure SYNECDOCHE.
'.549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Het. 10, I sayed after

this intelleccion, that Leuy, who came of Abraham, gaue
tithes vnto Melchisedech. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 92 b, In-
tellection, called of the Grecians Synecdoche, is a trope,
when wee gather or judge the whole by the parte, or part
by the whole.

Intellective (intele-ktiv), a. and sb. [ad. late
L. intellectiv-us (Augustine, Boethius), f. intellect-,

ppl. stem of intellegtre (see INTELLIGENT) + -IVE.
Cf. F. intellectif(\yh c.), perh. the immed. source.]
A. adj. 1. Having the faculty of understanding ;

possessed of intellect. Applied, after Aristotle, to
one of the parts of the soul (fax^)-
c 1480 HF.NRYSON Orpheus $ Evrydice 428 The pairte

intelletyfe Off mans saule. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxn,
Beastes, with soules [printed fowles] sensatiue, And man
also, with soule intellectyue. 1643 R. O. Man's Mart. iii.

10 Aristotle [divides the Soul] into vegetative, sensetive,
motive, appetitive, intellective. 1775 HARRIS Philos. Ar-
rangem. Wks. (1841) 280 A being intellective and rational.

1843 MILL Logic in. v. (1856) I. 394 note, The Greek philo-
sophers acknowledged several kinds of fyv\<t], the nutritive,
the sensitive, and the intellective. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. ty

Dogma. 401 So far as our being is aesthetic and intellective.

1 2. Characterized by a high degree of under-

standing; intelligent: = INTELLECTUAL A. 3 b.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (Percy Soc.) 43 So famous
poetes did us endoctrine Of the ryght way for to be intel-

lectyfe. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 235 In my iudgment
there is not a beast so intellectiue as are these Eliphants.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 284 Made manifest to the intel-
lective Reader.

3. Of or pertaining to understanding, or the un-

derstanding ;
that is a function or attribute of the

intellect; having to do with, or relating to, the in-

tellect : = INTELLECTUAL A. i.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 15 b, She is reputed
for dede for she leseth the intellectif lyffe. 1583 STUBBIES
Anat.Ahis. i. (1877) 107 They mortifie the vitall spirits and
intellectiue powers, a 1638 MEDE Wks. (1672) i. Dznio-
niacks 29 From some weakness of the Brain or Intellective

faculty. 1745 J. MASON Self-Knvwl. in. x. (1853) 223
Strengthening the intellective and reflective Faculties.
ci8z6 COLERIDGE Rent. (1836) III. 38 Confine the term
reason to the highest intellective power. 1837 Blnckw.
Mag. XLI. 258 We now proceed to consider the act of our
Intellective Faculty, in the most distinguished and complex
operation which our mind performs, namely, in reasoning.
f 4. Apprehensible by the intellect alone (not by

the senses) : = INTELLECTIBLE b. Obs.

1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 99/1 The most intellective
abstractions of logic and metaphysics. 1656 HOBPES Lib. ,

Necess. % Chance (1841) 107 The knowledge of vision, (which
doth not produce the intellective objects, no more than the
sensitive vision doth produce the sensible objects).

t b. Gram. Of a noun : Denoting something
apprehensible only by the intellect ;

'
abstract '.

i8z3 Monthly Mag. LVI. 302 Though all intellective
nouns are certainly appellative, it does not necessarily
follow that we are without other appellatives,

t B. sb. Obs. rare.

1. Intellective faculty; intellect, understanding.
1560 ROLLAND Crt, Venus i. 71 Sa far as I can efter my

Fantasie, I will yow schaw be my Intellectiue, How thay
war cled,

2. Gram. An abstract noun : see A. 4 b.

iSzs Monthly Mag. LVI. 300 Intellectives, the names of
subjects contemplated solely by the mind . . as of mental
emotions, affections, and qualities, not regarded with sub-
stances . . Grammarians have called them abstract nouns.

Intellectively (intele-ktivli), adv. rare.
[f.

prec. + -LT *.] In relation to the intellect ; f in

quot. 1602, Intelligibly.
ifoz WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xliv, Not intellectively to

write, is learnedly they troe. 1839 BAILEY Festns ix. (1852)
121 In man thus, as composed of thrice three forms In-
trinsic

; first, corporeally, blood, Body, and bones; next,
intellectively, Imagination,judgment, memory ; And thirdly,
spiritually, mind and soul, And spirit.

Intellectual (intele-kti,al), a. and sb. [ad.
L. intellectual-is, f. intellectu-s

, partly through F.
intellfduel (Brnnetto Latino, I3th c.).]
A. adj. 1. Of, or belonging to, the intellect or

understanding. (In qnot. 1531 = INTELLECTIVE a. i.)

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. i. xvi. (Add. MS. 27944),
God is . . welle of goodnes and of rijtiousnesse, intellectual

sijt & vertue, \KA comeb of non ober. 1531 ELYOT GOT/, in.

xxiv, The thirde parte of the soule is named the parte intel-

lectuall or of understandynge. I624GATAKER Transubst.q-j
By contemplation with intellectual

eyes. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 214 Easy Credulity, which is the third cause of
Intellectual! slavery. 1725 POPE Odyss. xx. 414 Pallas clouds
with intellectual gloom The Suitors souls, insensate of their
doom ! 1845 MAURICE Mor. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. 652/1
That sense of intellectual lordship whereby a man is able to
feel that he has that in him of which nature may present
many likenesses, but to which it can offer no parallel. 1850
ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. in. iv. 43 An intellectual conception
of the Almighty. 1878 MORLEY Carlyle 171 All unveracity,
torpid or fervid, breeds intellectual dimness.

INTELLECTUALISM.
b. Qualifying a descriptive noun : That is such

in relation to the intellect.

1731 CHANDLER tr. Limborch's Hist, fnquis. II. 28 He
who is a concealed Heretick in this sense is generally called
an Heretick purely intellectual. 1899 Q. Rev. Jan. 29 The
intellectual aristocracy of the thirteenth century had con-
quered.

C. That appeals to or engages the intellect
; re-

quiring the exercise of understanding.
1834 MACAULAY Ess., Pitt (1851) 286 Almost every intel-

lectual employment has a tendency to produce some intel-
lectual malady. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV.
xviii. 216 Skill in the more intellectual branches of warfare.

1 2. Apprehensible only by the intellect or mind,
non-material, spiritual ; apprehended by the intel-
lect alone (as distinguished from what is perceived
by the senses), ideal. Obs.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. ii. (Add. MS. 27944),An aungel is substancia intellectual, alwey menable, free,and bodiles, seruinge god by grace & not bi kynde. c 1491

Chast. Goddes Chyld. 47 An intellectuel vision is callydwhanne the Insighte of the sowle by a wonderful! myghteof god is cleerly fastnyd in unbodely substaunce igz6
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 270 b, Of the intellectuall
visyon, saynt Thomas gyueth example of the holy wryters
of the scripture. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vi. 8 4 To
descend from spirits and intellectual forms to sensible and
material forms. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. iv. 271 By
intellectual objects I mean those objects which the mind
perceives, without having any such impressions made upon
the body. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 10 A train of phantoms
in wild orderrose, And, joined, this intellectual scenecompose.
f3. Characterized by or possessing 'intellection',

understanding, or intellectual capacity; intelligent.
Obs. exc. as in b.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 25/1 (R. Suppl.) The heuen Intel-
lectuell ben thaungellis, and thaungellis ben called heuen
by y reason of dignity, and of their understanding. 1599
DAVIES Nosce Teipsum, Hum. Knowl. iii, When their
reason's eye .. Could haue approch't th' eternall light as
neere As the intellectual angels could haue done. 1664 H.
MORE Myst. Iniq. ix. 26 [Angels] to whom Origen pro-
nounces Good men equal, nor allows the glorious Stars,
though they were intellectual, to be worshipped 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 147 Who would loose, Though full of
pain, this intellectual being ? 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian
xvii, It appeared as if the strength of his intellectual self
had subdued the infirmities of the body.

b. Possessing a high degree of understanding ;

given to pursuits that exercise the intellect.

1819 BYRON Jnnn i. xxii, But oh ! ye lords of ladies
intellectual. Inform us truly, have they not hen-peck'd j-ou
all? 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xvi. 311 The interest which the
intellectual public of England take in the question. 1876
Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's Dau. II. 35 Priscilla cast
away her velvet head-band, reckless of the little mourning
brooch, .which confined it on her intellectual brow.

B. sb. f 1. The intellectual faculty or part of
man

; the intellect, mind. Obs.

1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie in. viii, The bright glosse of
our intellectuall Is fouly soyl'd. 1602 ?nd ft. Return fr.
1'artiass. in. iv. 1344 How ere my dulled intellectuall,
Capres less nimbly then it did a fore. 1661 GLANVILL
Van. Dogm. xiii. 124 The corporal Machine ; which even on
the most sublimate Intellectuals is dangerously influential.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 483 The Woman, opportune to all

attempts, Her Husband . . not nigh, Whose higher intel-
lectual more I shun.

2. //. Intellectual faculties
;

mental powers ;
' wits

'

;
= INTELLECT sb. 3. arch.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 285 He is a fellow as much
beholding to his five senses, as to his intellectuals, f 1645
EVELYN Diary 29 Sept. an. 1635 Retaining her intellectuals
.. to the very article of her departure. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy
Denny Wks. 1755 III. i. 144 The gentleman is of good con-

dition, sound intellectuals, and unerring judgment, a 1732
T. BOSTON Crook in Lot (1805) 15 Some are weak to a degree
in their intellectuals, a 1834 LAMB Lett. x. to Sotithcy 96
Your fear for Hartley's intellectuals is just and rational.

1847 DE QUINCEY Seer. Societies Wks. 1863 VI. 237, I keep
her intellectuals in a state of exercise, nearly amounting to

persecution.

3. //. Things pertaining to the intellect.

1650 BAXTER Saints' R. iv. xi. Add. (1662) 823 A Copious
Digression, which I will not now Characterize either as to
the Intellectuals or Morals. 1882 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. II. 1707/1 Forgetting that orthodoxy in the depart-
ment of religion, of intellectuals, may be divorced from
orthodoxy in life and conduct.

4. An intellectual being ; a person possessing or

supposed to possess superior powers of intellect :

see A. 3, 3 b.

1652 BENI.OWES Theoj'h. \\. v, First race of Intellectuals.

1813 BYRON Jrttl. in Moore B.'s Wks. (1836) II. 271 Canning
is to be here, Frere and Sharpe, perhaps Gifford. . I wish I

may be well enough to listen to these intellectuals. 1884
A. A. WATTS Life A. Watts I. 124 The silent person who
astonished Coleridge at a dinner of intellectuals. 1898
Daily News 30 Nov. 5/1 Proceeding to refer to the

so-called
intellectuals of Constantinople, who were engaged in dis-

cussion while the Turks were taking possession of the city.

Illtellectualism (intele-ktializ'm). [f. prec.
+ -ISM. Cf. Ger. intellectualismus in sense i.]
1. Philos. The doctrine that knowledge is wholly

or mainly derived from the action of the intellect,
i.e. from pure reason.

1829 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Philos. Uncondit. (1852)
4 Rationalism (more properly Intellectualism) has, from his

[Leibnitz's] time, always remained the favorite philosophy
of the Germans. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnatiott xiv.

(1852) 401 The opposite system, which may be called Intel-

lectualism. .To Locke's principle, 'Nihil in intellecni nisi

quod prius fuerit in sensu ', he [Leibnit?] added,
'
nisi ipse
112



INTELLECTtTALIST.

intellMtu* '. 1854 FE.R.HR //. JIM<*'.*
. "j>5)8f

A mid-

lie course l*li-n two extremes, by which the Scylla of an

excessive <ens,...l,-n, is avoided on the one hand, and the

Charybdis of an extravagant intellectualism on the other.

2. The exercise of the intellect alone ;
devotion

to merely intellectual culture or pursuits.

1818 GLADSTONK State in Rrl. Ck. (1839) 317 The advo-

cateTof this theory often deprecate, in words, a mere naked

intelleclualiMii. 1859 1. TAVLOR Logic in Theol, 309 Court-

ing whatever diversions I can find in a sensuous, or a

frivolous life, or in a cold intellectuahsm. 1873 M. ARNOLD

Lit. "r l>fg>i* ("876) 275 Religion is no intellectuahsm, but

righteousness.

Intelle'Ctnalist. [f.
as prec. + -1ST.] A de-

votee of the intellect or understanding ; in Philos.

one who holds that knowledge is wholly or mainly

derived from the action of the intellect, i.e. from

pure reason.

1605 BACON Adv. Leant. I.
y.

6 Upon these intellectual-

ists, which are notwithstanding commonly taken for the

most sublime and divine philosophers, Heraclitus gave a just

censure, saying, Men sought truth in their own little worlds,

and not in the great and common world. 1666 Bp. S. PARKER
Platonick Pkilos. 59 These pure and Seraphick Intellec-

tuafists forsooth despise all sensible knowledge, as too gross

and material for their nice and curious Faculties. 1802 I.n.

CAMPBELL Lit. Aug. in Lift (1881) I. 92, I gain admission

to the richest banquet ever served up to the longing intel-

lectualist. 1831 Prater's Afaf. III. 582 Mr. Godwin is an

Jntellectualist, and his reasoning is speculative, a mode of

ratiocination which makes a man doubt. 1865 I.n KY

Rationalism 11878) II. 318 The intellectualist and the art

critic were replaced by men ofsaintly lives but of persecuting
zeal. 1881 Nation (N. Y.) XXXII. 791 The great quarrel
between the Intellectualists and the Sensationalists in vision.

attrib. 1857 T. E. WEBB Intellect. Locke iv. 71 The views

which have influenced Locke's Intellectualist opponents
from the time of Stillingfleet and Leibnitz to the present.

Hence Intelle:ctnali-ttic a., pertaining to intel-

lectualists or intellectualism.

1887 T. WHITTAKER in Mind July 455 What maybe called

spiritualistic or intellectualistic pantheism. 1890 A thenxuin

5 Ju'y 34/1 I* became completely overshadowed by the in-

teltectualistic-speculative.

Intellectuality (intelektiWiX'liti). [ad. late

L. intcllectualitas (Tertullian), f. intellectual!s : cf.

It. intellettualitci (Florio).] The quality or state

of being intellectual ; intellectual power or ability.
i6n FLORIO, Jntelltttualita, intellectuality. 1664 H.

MORE Myst. Iniq. 420 We may see how Fire is a symbol of

Intellectuality. 1667 Div. Dial. iv. xxxiii. (1713) 386
If you would but once vouchsafe to bow down your Meta-

physical Intellectualities to these meaner Theories. 1701
BKVERLEY AJ>oc. Quest. 44 In the Former Parts of Prophecy
the Prophetick Symbols, and Emblems have exceeded the

Sensibility, and even Intellectuality of the Events. 1821

Blackvt. Mag. X. 8q A dispute, .about the superior intellec-

tuality of the profession. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks.
Char. x. 255 U remained for Shakespeare to assert in behalf
of his sisterhood a claim to the higher endowments of in-

tellectuality. 1874 LISLE CARR Ji(d. Givynne I. i. 20 The
whole space was . .lighted up with passion and intellectuality.

b. transf. An embodimentofintellcctual ability;
an intellectual person (or one so reputed).
1866 CARLYLE .</?(/. In<ing in Renrin. (1881) I.

1^1 Irving
. .used to give breakfasts to intellectualities he fell m with. .

They were but stupid intellectualities.

Zntellectnalization (i

[f.
next + -ATION.] The action of intellcctualizing,

or condition of being intcllectualizcd.

1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 677 At the time when the Edin>

burgh Review made its appearance, there existed, among
all ranks and orders in this country, a general intellectual-

ization. 1875 ^' SPENCER Stud. Social, xv. (1877) 372
A superficial intellectualization is to be secured at the cost

of a deep-seated demoralization. 1887 Harper's Mag. Oct.

807/2 Is.this intellectualization ofwomen beginning to show,
in the conversation of women when they are together, say in
the hours of relaxation ?

Intellectualize (intele-ktiwiabiz), v. [f.
IN-

TELLECTUAL a. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To render intellectual ; to give an in-

tellectual character or quality to.

i iSigCou-.KiDGEin AYm.(i836 II. 131 Shakespeare, .brings
forward no subject which he does not moralize or intel-

lectualize. 1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 525 It makes literature

popular, and refines and intellectualizes life. 1877 E. CAIRO
1'Hitos. Kant n. xiii. 506 Leibnitz intellectualised perception
just as Locke sensualised the conceptions of the under-

standing.
absol. 1843 ISlaclcw. Mag. LI 1 1. 594 The bent of Sir

Joshua's mind was to elevate, to dignify, to intellectualize.

b. inlr. for refl. To become intellectual.

1897 A. BIRRKLL in Daily New* 8 Nov. 6/7 If they con-
sidered the characteristics of the poetry of that day and its

progress down to the present time, he thought they could
not fail to see that it had intellectualised a great deal.

2. intr. [after moralize.] To exercise the intel-

lect; to talk or write intellectually; to reason,
philosophize.
18*7 Blachni. Mag. XXI. 516 Yet could I sit and moralize,

and intellectualize, for hours at this window.
Hence Intelle-ctualized />//. a., Intelle-ctual-

icing v6l. sl>. and ///. a.
1820 SOUTHEV Sir T. More II. 368 Whatever may be

pleaded for its soothing and intelleclualizing effects. 1831
Klaclnu. Mag. XXX. 345 The march-of-mind mechanics,
the inlellectualized artificers. 1854 E - G - HOLLAND Mem.
os. Railger iv. 46 This intellectualizing on great vital facts.

iMi SHAIRP Asf. Poetry vii. 202 One sentiment, one emo-
tion, simple, passionate, unalloyed with intellectualisine or
analysis.
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Intellectually (intele'ktiwali), adv. [f. as

prec. + -LY *
: cf. late L. intellectualiter^ F. intel-

lechtellement (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.).] In an in-

tellectual manner ; by means of, or in relation to,

the intellect ; mentally, (f In first quot. ~ Spiritu-

ally, as opposed to *

bodily'.)
1398 THEVISA Barth. Df P. R. 11. ii. <W. de W. 27944),

Aungelis .. bc)> nou;t bodiliche longe, no)>ir brood, no^ir
bicke, but \>cy be)> intellectualliche ny? and pre^nt. 1571
DIGGES Pantcm. in. Defin. Pivb, Intellectually ye may
thus conceyue a Sphere to be made, a 1677 HALF Prim.
Orig. Man. iv. vui. 372 Man. .is able to perform that duty
intellectually and intentionally. 1701 NOKRIS Ideal World
I. iv. 204 When I reason intellectually I have oftentimes

that intuitive evidence which is the ground of demonstra-
tion. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Eng. V. 301 He was considered

by the ultras as timid and intellectually weak. 1884 Manch.
Exant, 26 May 6/a It is frivolous to ask whether woman is

intellectually the equal of man.

Intelle'ctnalness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or character of being intellectual
; in-

tellectuality.
1884 THORKAU Walden 16 Is it impossible to combine the

hardiness of these savages with the intellectualness of the
civilized man ?

f Intelle-ctuate. Oh. nonce-ivd. [f. L. intel-

lectn-s INTELLECT + -ATE 1.] Intellectual character

or position.
1600 TOURNEUR Trans/. Met. Epil. iii, Or else my sight

gin's to abate, And's reaued of it's intellectuate.

Intelligence (inte-lidgens), st>. Also 5-6
-ens. [a. F. intelligence (i2thc. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L, intclkg-i intelligentia understanding, from

intellegent-em INTELLIGENT : see -ENCE.]
1. The faculty of understanding ; intellect.

i39oGowF,RC<w//I III. 378 He, which . . thilke intelligence In
marines soule resonable Hath shape to be perdurable, c 1450
C0v. Myst. xxvii. (Shaks. Soc.) 273 It excedyth myn Intel-

lygens. 1591 SPENSER Teares Muses 255 A stonie coldnesse
hath benumbd the sence .. And dimd with darknesse their

intelligence. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. m. 158 To say, this

Polary direction proceeds from itself, is to put a Soul, or

Intelligence, at feast, into the Stone. 1802 PALEY Nat.
Theol. iv. 3 (1819) 49 There being no difference, as far as

argument is concerned, between an intelligence which is

not exerted, and an intelligence which does not exist. 1830
HEUCHKL fttt Nat. Phil. 4 He

is_
led to the conception

of a Power and an Intelligence superior to his own.

2. Understanding as a quality admitting of de-

gree; spec, superior understanding; quickness of

mental apprehension, sagacity. (Said also in

reference to animals.)
1430 LYDG. Min. Poems {Percy Soc.) o God the ffulfylle

withe intelligence. tis7 Comwitnyc. (\V. de W.) Aij, O
man deuoyde of intellygence Open thyne eeres unto my
call and crye. 1508 DUNBAR Poems iv. 34 He spairts no
lord for his piscence, Na clerk for his intelligence. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. I. Ep., That some learned Knglisheman
of good intelligence would .. confute such errors. 1780
BURKE Sp. Econ. Ref. Wks. 1842 I. 232 We can proceed
with confidence, because we can proceed with intelligence.

1837 Penny Cycl, IX. 350/1 Karon Cuvier.. observes (of ele-

phants] that, .he never found their intelligence surpass that
of a dog nor of many other carnivorous animals. 1847 CAR-
PENTER Zool. 202 The Common Seal .. is readily domes-
ticated, and shows great intelligence and attachment to

Man. 1872 YEATS Tec/in. Hist. Comm. 428 It is clear that

intelligence has ever proved itself superior to ignorance.

3. The action or fact of mentally apprehending
something ; understanding,knowledge, cognizance,
comprehension (of something). Now rare or Obs.
c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 3680 To whayme. .Crist gaf. .

Grace of the haly gast and eke of tonges intelligence.
1 C '53 Crt. ofLove 5, I write, as he that none intelligence
Of metres hath, ne floures of sentence. 155* ABP. HAMIL-
TON Catcck. (1884) 46 It helpis us to the trew intelligence of
the scripture. 1620 T. GRANGER Dh>. Logike 2 God doth
not reason . . but with one simple apprehension, or intelli-

gence he knowesall things. 1790 HAN. MORE Relig. Fash,
World (1791) 75 A disposition to enjoy them, arising from
an intelligence of their nature, and a reverence for their

value. 1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell v. xi, Of lakes he had
intelligence; He knew something of heath and fell.

fb. ?A branch of knowledge, department of
science. Ohs.

1390 GOWER Cottf. III. 90 Mathematique of his science
Hath yet the thridde intelligence Full of wisdom and of

clergie And cleped is geometric.

4. An impersonation of intelligence ; an intelli-

gent or rational being; esp. applied to one that is

or may be incorporeal ;
a spirit

[1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. ii. (Add. MS. 27944),
Spintis bat beb also I-clepid intelligencie [Lat, pl.J, be|i

h &ful of sc

nynge.] 1

,

pis & liknes bat nedib to haue knowlech & kon-
PL'TTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. iii. (Arb.) 23 The. . .

dmine intelligences or good Angels. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vin. 181 How fully bast thou satisfi'd mee, pure Intelligence
of Heav'n, Angel serene! 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat.
3 The School Philosophers . . teach, the Ccelestial Orbs to
be moved or guided by Intelligences, or Angels. 1756
NUGENT Montesquieu's .Spir. Laws (1758) I. I. i. i The in-

telligences superior to man have their laws. 1829 SOUTHEY
Sir T. More I. it A correspondent degree of wickedness
may effect a communion with evil Intelligences. 1836-7 SIR
W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1877) I. iii. 50 Man, as a thinking
and cogniting intelligence.

b. An embodiment of intelligence ; a person of

superior intellect, rare.

1814 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 177 'Really',
said Charles Grover, our intelligence a fine old steady
judge . .

'

they are no belier than so many old women '.

INTELLIGENCE,
6. Interchange of knowledge, information, or

sentiment ; mutual conveyance of information ;

communication, intercourse. Now rare or Obs.
'S311 ELYOT GOT. in. xxiv, Also intelligence is nowe used

for an elegant worde, where there is nitituall treaties or ap-
poyntementes, eyther by letters or message. 1549 Compl.
Scot. ix. 78 Ane prince of athenes callit circisus . . bed secret

intelligens vilht xerxes kyng of perse. 1560 KIBI.F. (Genev.)
Dan. xi. 30 He shal euen returne, & haue intelligence with
them that forsake the holie couenant. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World I. (1634* 120 That they might repayre to each other
and keepe intelligence by River. 1664 BUTLER Ihid. n. iii.

848 [Constellations] as they came from hence, With us may
hold Intelligence. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

Pope 12 Feb., They took it into their heads . . that he was
of intelligence with the enemy. 1720 MRS. MANLF.Y Pm>er
ofLove (1741) 250 They were of Intelligence together. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. vil. vi. (1864) IV. 190 Denunciations of
..the barbarity of these.. who were accused of secret in-

telligence and confederacy with the Mohammedans.
fig. 1650 FULLER PisgaJi n. iv. 106 Whence he concluded

that this river entertained an underground intelligence with
that fountain.

t b. esp. applied to the communications of spies,
secret or private agents, etc. Obs.
1587 FLEMING Cotitn. Holinshed III. 1372/1 Diuerse ad-

uertisements thereof sent . . by other good meanes and in-

telligences from hir ambassadors and seruants residing in
other countries. 1695 TEMPLE Hitt. F.tig. 565 He practis'd
private Intelligences in the Danish Court. 1696 PHILLIPS
(ed. 5), Intelligence, . . the Correspondence that Statesmen
and Merchants hold in Foreign Courts and Countreys.
f 6. A relation or footing of intercourse between

persons or parties ;
a good (or other) understanding

between or with. Obs.

1597-8 BACON Ess., Followers (Arb.) 32 That ill intelli-

gence that we many times see between great personages.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Comimv. (1603) 262 With the
king _of

Polonia hee hath not any negotiation, save good
intelligence. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. vi. 146 Intestine
discord between the King and his Barons, bad intelligence
with Neighbour-Princes. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Intelli-

gence,, .the Union and Amity between two or more Persons
that rightly understand one another. 1734 tr. Rollins Ane.
Hist. (1827) VII. xvi. 6. 43 He sent an embassy, .to renew
the good intelligence between them. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon
VIII. 405 Having made the truce with Joachim . . it was to
last no longer than his good intelligence with her ally.

Jig. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, l. iv. ii The sciences ..

which have had better intelligence . . with the imagination
. . than with . . reason, are . . astrology, natural magic, and
alchemy. 1641 FULLFK Holy ff P. Slate n. viii. 77 Well did
the Poets feigne Pallas Patronesse of arts and armes, there

being ever good intelligence betwixt the two Professions.

7. Knowledge as to events, communicated by or
obtained from another; information, news, tidings.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. xiii. (Shaks. Soc.) 125 The aungel Ga-

bryel apperyd hym to, That hese wyff xulde conseyve he
;aff hym intelligence. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxvi.
(Percy Soc.) igo^Ve anone to our lady Pacience Will geve
of you perfyte intelligence. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 830, I suspend [belief] till some eye-intelligence of
some ofour parts have testified the truth. 1695 TEMPLE///*/.
Eng. (1690) 5 These were the Men from whom Csesar drew his
best Intelligence concerning the Country. 1714 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Worthy Montagu 24 Sept., I fear her
intelligence is not at all to be depended on. 1818 JAS. MILL
Brit. India II. v. v. 485 Intelligence poured in from all

quarters, that one place after another was assailed. 1880
MCCARTHY Own Times IV. xlix. 29 The most accurate
source of intelligence in all matters of public interest,

t b. //. A piece of information or news. Obs.

1592 T. HENAGF. Let. in Sir H. Union's Corr. (Roxb.) 268
The busines of procuringe the intelligences of the world.
1654-66 Lu. ORRERY Parthenissa (1676) 529 The just gods. .

have sent me an Intelligence. 1682 LUTTRELL BriefRel.
(1857) 1.231 For the suppressing all the weekly intelligences
and other libells. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. tit. Brit. n.
xi. 147 The Keeper [of the Paper Office] hath in his Charge
all the publick Papers . . all Letters, Intelligences, Negotia-
tions of the Queen's publick Ministers abroad. 1750 [R.
PALTOCK] Life P. Wilkms xl. (1883) 114/2, I sent for Nasgig
to obtain some intelligences I wanted to be informed of.

fc. The obtaining ofinformation; the agency for

obtaining secret information
; the staff of persons

so employed, secret service. Cf. IXTELLIGKXCEB.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Km. iv. i. Wks. 1856 I. 117

When will the Duke holde feed Intelligence, Keepe warie
observation in large pay? 1617 MORVSON ///. 11. 240 We
have here the worst intelligence, of any Instruments that

any Prince in Christendome doth imploy in so waighty
a businesse. 1668 PEPYS Diary 14 Feb., Secretary Morrice
did this day in the House, .say that he was allowed but 700
a-year for intelligence. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 133 To land
some Men purposely to get Prisoners for intelligence.

d. comb. Intelligence Office (JJ.S.), 'an office

or place where information may be obtained, par-

ticularly respecting servants' (Webster, 1864).
1611 COTGR., Intclligencier^.

.an intelligence-giuer ; a spy.
1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. iii. 102 Berosius set up his In-

telligence Office at Cos. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 31
Much like Intelligence Offices, being large rooms partly
occupied by ranges of forms. 1885 Pall Mall G. 6 Mar.
7/1 The Survey and Intelligence officers are again busy in

all directions. 1888 Times ^weekly ed.) 3 Feb. 9/1 An in-

telligence department that is, a department which gathers
information of every class and character to enable the
administration in that department to use their Services if

called upon. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz. 24 Sept. 5/2 (France)
Colonel Picquart then presided over the spy department,
known in polite language as the Intelligence Bureau.

t Intelligence, v. O/>s. [f. prec.]
1. traits, a. To bring intelligence of (an event,

etc.). b. To bring tidings to (a person) ;
to inform.

1593 NASHR Christ's T. (1613) 70 Thy little soule lo



INTELLIGENCED.
Heauen must be sent, to intelligence the calamity of leru-

massacre contrived against him.
2. inlr. To convey intelligence; to tell tales.

(Cf. INTELLIGENCING///. a. i.)
1616 BBAUH. & FL. Scant/. Lady in. i, If you stir far in

this, I'le have you whipt, your ears nail'd for intelligencing
o' the pillory, and your goods forfeit.

Intelligenced (-enst, poet, -ensed), a. [f.

prec. sb. + -ED 2.] a. Having understanding, intel-

ligent, b. Furnished with information, informed.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxix. (1612! 327 More we

purpos'd to haue pen'd : Which to intelligenced Men, more
daring, we commend. 1605 BACON Adv. Leant, n. xxiii.
22 Haue priuacye and conuersation with some one friend

. . well intelligenced in euery seuerall kinde. 1889 Sat.
Rev. 17 Aug. 177/2 The dust, .thrown in the eyes of persons
better mtentioned than intelligenced.

Intelligencer (inte-lid3ensai). [f. INTELLI-
GENCE sb. + -EU : perh. after obs. F. intelligencier
' an Intelligencer ; an intelligence-giuer ; a spy

'

(Cotgr.) ;
cf. It. intelligentiere

' an intelligencer
'

(Florio).] One who conveys intelligence or in-

formation : a. spec. One employed to obtain secret

information, an informer, a spy, a secret agent.
1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Agric. (1622) 184 Being depriued by

intelligencers and spies of the commerce of hearing and
speaking together. 1596 NASHE Saffron. IValdcn 124 The

advertisement, if he shall advance Westward. 1658 OSBORN
Adv. Sou

(1673) 85 It is an Office unbecoming a Gentleman
to be an Intelligencer, which in real truth is no better than
a Spie. 1788 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 444 He has no
diplomatic character whatever, but is to receive eight thou-
sand livres a year, as an intelligencer. 1796 BURKE Regie.
Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 241 All the spies, all the intelligencers,
actually or late in function. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. i.

68 He was all-sufficient as a spy and intelligencer.
b. A bringer of news; a messenger; an in-

formant
; a newsmonger.

163* LITHGOW Tra-n. ix. 386 They are curious, and great
lovers of novelties . . great intelligencers, and lovers of his-
tories. 1633 T- ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter iii. 6 He [Noah]
sends out his intelligencers, the raven and the dove. 1651
C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 21 Think ye, that those minis-
tring Angels who are called Intelligencers, give them no
intelligence? 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 427 r 2 The many
Stories which every Body furnishes her with . .make her the
general Intelligencer of the Town of all that can be said by
one Woman against another. 1780 COWPER Lett. 10 Dec.,
Wks. 1837 XV. 62 My intelligencer with respect to Lady
Cowper's legacy proved to be mistaken. 1863 Pilgrimage
Prairies II. 3 Bryce and I eagerly followed our intelli-

gencer to assure ourselves of the truth of his report.
C. fig. Applied to things.

<ii586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. Wks. 1725 I. 203 Whose eyes,
being his diligent intelligencers, could carry unto him no
other news, but discomfortable. 1649 BULWER Pathomyot.
I. iii. 13 The Nerves . . are the Intelligencers and way
of conveyance untill they come into the moveable parts.
1687 SETTLE Reft. Dryden 76 Oliver's Nose was no doubt a
wonderful intelligencer. 1769 E. HARGROVE Knaresbro. ii.

(1798) 99 The subscription book to this library is of great
use as an intelligencer to know what company are at the
place. 1877 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. (1890) 247 The avenues be-
tween the senses and the imagination are traversed to and
fro by swift and secret intelligencers.

t d. As the title of a newspaper, or other publi-
cation. Obs.

1641 R. BRATHWAIT (title) Mercurius Britannicus: or, the
English Intelligencer. 1659 (title) The Parliamentary In-
telligencer. 1728 Swift's Lett. (1766) II. 89 Desire her to
shew it to the author of the Intelligencer, and to print it

if he thinks fit. 1801 F. BARRETT (title) The Magus, or
Celestial Intelligencer ; being a complete system of Occult
Philosophy.

t Inte'lligenciiig, ///. a. Obs. ff. INTELLI-
GENCE v. or so. + -ING ^.]
1. Conveying intelligence or information; playing

the intelligencer or spy.
1608 CHAPMAN Byron's Consp. n. Plays 1873 II. 203 You

much wrong me To thinke me an intelligencing instrument.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. iii. 68 A most intelligencing bawd.
a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 160 Happy the
Prince. .Who is omniscient in his Royal sphere, By adiffus'd

intelligencing Ear.
2. Acting as an 'intelligence': cf. quot. 1685

s.v. INTELLIGENCE sb. 4.
1669 COKAINE Poems, Elegii Eliz. Reppington 76 Beget-

ting harmony to emulate What the Intelligencing Spirits
create By motion of the Spheres.

Intelligency (inte'lidaensi). Now rare. [ad.
L. intelligentia : see INTELLIGENCE and -HNCY.]
1. = INTELLIGENCE sll. I.

1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 598 Omniscience with Intel,

ligency.
2. INTELLIGENCE sb. 4.
1652 BENLOWES Theoph. Pref., Super-ccelestials are In-

telligences altogether Spiritual and Immortal. 1720 WATER-
LAND Eight Serm. 88 The very Angels, .those bright Intel-
llgencies, glorious Ministers of the Court ofHeaven, a 1844
R. BALMER Lect. e, Disc. (1845) II. 113 Heaven, the dwelling
place of incorporeal intelligencies. 1865 BROWNLOW NORTH
Ourselves (1866) 101 Every created intelligency must have
answered, 'No one'.

f3. = INTELLIGENCE sb. 5. Obs.

'598 J. D. tr. Le Roy's A ristotles Politiqves 74 To permit
no banquets, assemblies, intelligencies, nor any like thing.
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1711 SHAFTESB. Kisc. Reft, ui.ii. note, From Flocks, Herds,
and other natural Assemblages . . to human Intelligencys and
Correspondencys.
1 4. = INTELLIGENCE sb. 7 b. Obs.

gencies fairly.

Intelligent (inte-lidgent), a. and sb. [ad. L.

gather, pick out, choose, catch up, catch with the

eye, read. Cf. F. intelligent (Cotgrave, 1611).]
A. adj. 1. Having the faculty of understanding ;

possessing intelligence or intellect.

IS98 FLORIO, Intelligent?, intelligent, knowing, vnder-
standing, skilful. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 128 Philo-
sophy hath divided our soules faculty; and makes the In-
telligent part our principall essence. 1736 BUTLER Anal.
L iii. 62 The work of an intelligent mind. 1830 HERSCHEL
Stud. Nat. Phil. 5 When he contemplates, .the thoughts,
acts, and passions of this his sentient intelligent self. 1881
DARWIN Vegetable Mould ii. 97 If worms have the power of
acquiring some notion, however rude, of the shape of an
object and of their burrows, as seems to be the case, they
deserve to be called intelligent. 1890 C. L. MORGANA Him.
Life ft Intelligence ix. 372, I regard the bees in their cells . .

as workers of Keen perceptions and a high order of practical
intelligence. But I do not . . believe that they reason upon
the phenomena they deal with so cleverly. Intelligent they
are ; but not rational.

2. Having a high degree or full measure of un-

derstanding ; quick to understand ; knowing, sen-

sible, sagacious.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xi. (Percy Soc.) 40 O what

pleasure to the intelligent It is to knowe and have percey-
veraunce Of theyr connyng. (11626 BACON (J.), It is.. in
order of nature for him to govern that is the more intelligent.
1647 CLARKNDON Hist. Keb. L 199 How acceptable soever
to grave and intelligent Persons. 1678 CCDWORTH Intel!.

Syst. i. iv. 14. 258 The more intelligent of the Greekish
pagans did frequently understand by Zeus that supreme
unmade Deity who was the maker of the world. 1796
BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 150 By far the most in-

telligent statesmen. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 61/2 The spaniels
. . and the hounds which comprise the most useful and
intelligent dogs. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 83 After
the fashion of intelligent and well educated gentlemen.
Comb. 1830 MOORE Mem. (1854) VI. 143 A fine . . intelli-

gent-spoken old fellow. 1863 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 168
He is a good, intelligent-looking man.

b. Of action, speech, etc. : Showing a high (or
fair) degree of understanding.
1842 CAMIOUN tt'ks. IV. 66 [They] tell us, in language too

intelligent to be mistaken, that they intend [etc.]. 1891
Speaker 2 May 534/1 All who take an intelligent interest in
the growth of education.

3. That understands or knows (a particular thing,
circumstance, or subject) ; cognizant of; acquainted
with ; versed in.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 95 A conspiracion . . in
the wich the said

^ecretary shold be intelligent. 1652 H.
COGAN tr. Scudery's Ibrahim in. i. 32 They were intelligent
with your carrying away. 1653 Scarlet Cim'ii 133 He is

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 427 Part . . rang'd in figure, wedge
thir way, Intelligent of seasons, and set forth Thir Aierie
Caravan. 1791 COWPER Iliad II. 1040 She ceased ; her
Hector heard intelligent. 1858 Sat. Rev. VI. 606/2 Those
who are capable of fairness . . susceptible of justice, intelli-

gent of liberty.

f4. 'Bringing intelligence, giving information,
communicative (Schmidt Shaks. Lex.}. Obs.
1605 SHAKS. Lear in. i. 25 Seruants. .Which are to France

the Spies and Speculations Intelligent of our State. Ibid.
in. v. 12 An intelligent partie to the advantages of France.
Ibid. in. vii. 12 Our Postes shall be swift, and intelligent
betwixt vs. 1611 Wint. T. i. ii. 378 Do you know, and
dare not ? Be intelligent to me.
B. sb. 1. An intelligent or rational being ;

=
INTELLIGENCE 4. b. A person of intelligence.
Now rare.

Crt. Gentiles i. i. i. 3 God . . must of necessitie also be the
first intelligent. 1719 WATERLANU Vind. Christ's Div. ix.

(1720) 172 Unless one infinite Intelligent be made up of
Unintelligents or finite Intelligents. ifyzAthenxiim 2 July
26/2 Karpoff and Garin . .

depict to us the self-conscious
troubles and failures of our '

intelligents
'

in search of rest
for their souls.

1 2. One who is cognizant of something ; a reci-

pient of intelligence or information
; a hearer. Obs.

1508 FISHER 7 Pen.it. Ps. Prol., That the intellygentes of
the sayd sermons may be gladder in the path of ryght-
wysness.

1 3. One who conveys intelligence or information ;

an intelligencer ; a spy. Obs.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (16021 6s By. .apprehension

of their messengers, or some of their inferior intelligents.
1647 5 Yrs. If. James in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) V. 352 The
Irish

_.
. hearing of these misdemeanors, for they have their

intelligents here also, began to grow obstinate. 1751 tr.

Beau-Philosopher 60, I had been Fool enough to have be-
lieved the heavenly Intelligent [

= angel].

Intelligential (intelidse-njal), a. [f. L. in-

telligentia INTELLIGENCE + -AL. (Cf. the It. in

quot. 1611.)]

INTELLIGIBLE.

1. Of, belonging to, relating to, or treating of,

intelligence or intellect :
= INTELLECTUAL A. I.

1611 FLORIO, Intelegentialc, intelligentiall, intelectuall.

1647 CRASHAW Poems 164 We vow to make brave way Up-
wards, and press on for the pure intelligential prey. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 190 The Devil enterd, and his brutal sense,
. . soon inspir'd With act intelligential. 1814 CARY Dante,
Paradise xxiv. 132, 1 in one God believe ; . . Nor demonstra-
tion physical alone, Or more intelligential and abstruse,
Persuades me to this faith. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. ff Dogma
i.

(i876_) 45 Indications .. of a true law of our being on its

aesthetic and intelligential side.

2. Possessing, or of the nature of, intelligence :

= INTELLECTUAL 'A. 3, INTELLIGENT A. i.

1646 GAULE Cases Consc. 115 Though Devills be intelli-

gential Creatures. 1792 MARYWOLLSTONECR. Rights Wont.
iv. 163 An intelligential creature who is not to receive but
acquire happiness. 1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. $ Life 17
First Thought, first Word, first Deed, these three, Intelli-

gential Trinity, That was, and is, and is to be.

3. Relating to or conveying intelligence or news.
1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 692 The New York telegraph

office, radiates 250,000 miles of intelligential nerves to ten
thousand minor centers in America.

t Intellige-ntiary, a. and sb. Obs. Also
6 -oi-.

[f.
as prec. + -ABY.]

A., adj.
= INTELLIGENTIAL 3.

B. sb. = INTELLIGENCER.
'S??-8? HOLINSHED Scot. Cliroii. (1805) I. 72 There were

sent over into France certeine intelligenciaries to move
some conspiracie.

Intelligently (inte-lidjentli), adv. [f. IN-
TELLIGENT a. -f -LY -.] In an intelligent manner ;

with intelligence ; sagaciously, sensibly.
1671 BOYLE Use/. Math, to Nat. Philos. Wks. 1772 III.

429 The knowledge of celestial bodies is not well to be
attained, nor . . the theories proposed of them to be intelli-

gently judged of, without anthmetick and geometry. 1790
BEATTIE Moral Sc. I. n. i. 412 In affirming that the universe

proceeds from chance, it would appear, that atheists mean,
either that it has no cause at all, or that its cause did not
act intelligently, or with design, in the production of it.

1867 in Anderson Missions Amcr. Bd. II. xxxvi. 325 They. .

discuss and vote as intelligently, .as the missionary fathers.

1883 H. DRUM.MOND Nat. Lam in Spir. W. v. (1884) '44A doctrine which, intelligently enforced, ought to appeal to
all men with convincing power.

Intelligibility (inteilidsibHiti). [f. next:
see -1TY.]

1. The quality or character of being intelligible ;

capability of being understood ; comprehensibility.
1678 CcmvoRTJI Intel!. Sysl. I. v. 718 The very essence of

truth here is this clear perceptibility or intelligibility. 1788
H. WALPOLE Dram. Compos, in llSalpoliiitta (ed. 2) I. 42
Thence a comedy always loses some of its beauties . . and
some of its intelligibility. 1869 HUXLEY in Sci. Opinion
5 May 505/2 An essay of exquisite clearness and intelligi-

bility. 1895 F. HALL Two Trifles 30 Its convenience and
instant intelligibility.

b. transf. An intelligible thing :
= INTELLIGIBLE

B. rare.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug.CitieofGod^\j Plato .. averreth

the antiquity of that opinion that affirmed the essence of

intelligibilities onely. 1651 BIGGS New Disp. T 290 Phantasie
obtruded in the species of Intelligibilities.

1 2. Capacity of understanding ; intelligence.

(Cf. next i.) Obs. rare.
a 1680 GLANVILL (J.), The soul's nature consists in intelligi-

bility.

Intelligible (inte-lidgib'l), a. (sb.) [f.
L.

intellegi-, intelligibil-is, i. intelleggre to understand
+ -IBLE.]
f 1. Capable of understanding ; able to under-

stand ; intelligent. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Wisd. vii. 23 The spirit of vnderstonding . .

alle thingus beholdende. and that taketh alle intelligible
spiritis [1388 able to vndurstonde: Vulg. inlelligibiles].
i59 HAWES Past. Pleas, i. xii, He must enclyne. .to deter-

mine, And set his hert to be intelligible, a 1613 OvERuynvA lyife, etc. (1638) 124 A meere Scholer is an intelligible
Asse. 1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. in. iii. 38 Plato supposeth
the Universe., a living intelligible creature. 1744 in G.
Sheldon Hist. Deerfield (Mass.) (1895) I. 535 A very Intel-

legable man about thirty years of age. 1777 E. BADLAM in
New Eng. Hist. !, Gen. Reg. (1848) II. 49 The Mohawks
are the most intelligible, as they live among the English in

Caughnawaga.
2. Capable of being understood; that may be

apprehended by the intellect; comprehensible.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XLIII. (Percy Soc.) 211 Whose

fame renowmed is ful openly . . In flamynge tongues to be

intellygyble. 1549 Contpl. Scot. To Rdr. 16, I hef vsit

domestic scottis langage, maist intelligibil for the vlgare

pepil.
<ii6io HEALEY Thcofhrastus (1636) To Rdr., The

hardest wordes are made intelligible^. 1732 BERKELEY
Alciphr. in. 8 VVhat you say now is very intelligible.

1754 SHERLOCK Disc. ^759) I. i. 58 A Rule of Action must
be plain and intelligible. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 194
The aim of our institutions is easily intelligible to any one.

b. Of a person in reference to his words.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. u. ii. 73 Aidan, who naturally

spoke Irish, was not intelligible of his English Congregation.
1841 D'IsRAELi Amen. Lit. (1867) 105 Calvin deemed that
to render the people intelligent their instructor should be

intelligible. Mod. He spoke so fast as to be hardly intel-

ligible. He is not a very intelligible writer.

. Philos. Capable of being apprehended only
by the understanding (not by the senses) ; objective
to intellect. (Opp.to sensible.) (Cf. INTELLECTIBLE.)
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INTEIiLIGIBLENESS.

1398 TRKVISA Kartk. />r I'.K. n. ii. 'Add. MS. 27944 ,
An

resoun of |e spiriluahc of his substaunce per-

^.~.~~ ... ...,llges intelligible. 1030 r. JUML-S / aim. of
Ancitats iS Our mind .. niakcth up the conceivable or in-

telligible things out of the sensible. 1701 MORRIS Ideal

World \. i. 12 When we say the Intelligible world,
the mean-

inK \-..SL world of a nature purely spiritual
and intellectual,

and such as is not .sensible, but intelligible only. 1856

VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 54 The presumption of those

who place sense above intelligence who think that they
can storm the Intelligible by the Sensible.

B. sb. That which is intelligible ; an object of

intellect or understanding; spec, in Philos. (see

A. 3).
1601 GILL Trinity in Sacr. Philos. (1625) 218 An Infinite

intelligible, cannot be conceived of an Infinite intelligent,

but by an Infinite action of the understanding. 1659 STAN-
LEY Hist. Phiios. III. il. 118 The philosophy which is of in-

corporealls, and intelligibles, and immaterial!*, and eternalls

..is firmly established. x68i_-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747)
III. 634 This divine Word . . is itself the Image of God. the

most ancient of all Intelligibles, and next to the most High.
1788 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 44 The ancient theologists . .

affirmed that the soul was of a certain middle nature and
condition between intelligibles and sensibles. 1847 LEWI-JS

Hist. Phiios. (1867) I. 23 Draw off the mind from Sensible

things and conduct them to Intelligibles.

Intelligibleness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being intelligible; intelligibility.
1611 FLORIO, Intclligibilita, intelligiblenesse. 1660 H.

MORE Myst. Godl. I. L 2 Intelligibleness adds this further

requisite also to a Mystery, that it thereby becomes Com-
municable to such as are fitly prepared to be instructed
therein. 1698 S. CLARKE Script. Just. xvi. 85 Because of
the commodiousness, coherence, consistence, intelligiblenes-s
and smoothness thereof. 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 437 The
primary requisite of a style is its intelligibleness: that is to

say, it must be capable of being understood.

Intelligibly (inte-lidglbli), adv. [f. as prec.
+ -LT 2. (Cf. late L. inlellegibiliter, Augustine.)]
1. In an intelligible manner; so as to be capable

of being understood ; comprehensibly.
1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goitlart's Mem. Hist. 434 The

Maide talked plainly and intelligibly with her. 1711 ADDI-
SON Sped. No. 165 F 6 When he writes for Money he knows
how to speak intelligibly enough. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. xlvii. 344 Do not many head lands, shoals, islands,

speak most intelligibly to us, and say, we are but remnants
of lands, rudely torn from other shores? 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 708 They, .drew up a paper in which
they very intelligibly hinted that this was their wish.

t 2. In relation to the understanding ;
as an ob-

ject- of intellect. (Opp. to sensibly ; cf. INTELLI-
GIBLE A. 3.) Obs.
1660 R. COKE Justice Vina. 2 There are many things in-

telligible, which are not sensible ; as time does, every article
of it, intelligibly pass away, not sensibly. 1701 NORRIS
Ideal World i. i. 8 By the Ideal world I understand that
world which is intelligibly what this is sensibly, the eternal
model and exemplar of all created essence.

Intelligize (inte-lidjaiz), v. rare, [irreg. f.

L. intclltgtn to understand + -IZE.] a. intr. To
exercise the intelligence or intellect; to think.
b. trans. To take into the intellect.

1803 Kiiin. Rev. I. 261 They [forms of thought] . . exist
a priori, and independently of all experience in the subject
who intelligizes. 1890 Scott. Leader i July 6 Hume lived
in a

society
of highly-cultivated men, whose scholarship was

assimilated and intelligized.

fr Inte-lliment. Obs. rare- 1
. [? corruption of

intcndiment after intelligence] INTENDMENT 3.

CIS37 Thersites in Four Old Plays (1848) 78 He that
forgeue Mary Mawdalene hyr synne, Make the hyghest of
all thy kynne. In this wordes is double intellimente,
Wouldest thou haue me hanged, mother, veramente?
t Inte'merable, a. Obs. rare-', [ad. L. intt-

merabil-is inviolable, f. in- (IN- 3) + *teinerdbilis,
f. temtrarc to violate.] Inviolable, incorruptible.
.
i57 J- GOODWIN Triers Tried 2 Both infallibility of

judgement, and intemerable faithfulnesse, in matters of
Faith and supernatural concernment.

Intemerate (inte-merA), a. [ad. L. intemer-
dt-tis, f. in- (ln-'^ +

temfrdtus,pa.. pple. of temer-
are to violate.] Inviolate, undefined, unblemished.
149' CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. vii. 10 a/i Our

sauyour wyth his intemerate & holy moder. 1495 Trevisa's
Barth. De P. R. i. (W. de W.) 7 The moost pure, moost
intermerate . . and moost vertuouse vyrgyne. 1509 ARNOLDE
Chron. (i8n) 161 [We] wyl not suffer our intemerat and
inviolate fcyth in no maner of promesse to be corrupte or

,

defilled. 1657 REEVE God's Plea Ep. Ded. i A Gentleman
I

of intemerate fame, and unblemished reputation. 1864 E.
|

if*.
SARGENT Peculiar 1 1. 254 You mean to make her your wi
and the wife of Corberry Ratcliff must be intemerate. 18
1 ablet 11 Oct. 651 The absolute sinlessness of Mary, as well
as her intemerate virginity.
Hence Inte merately adv., in an intemerate or

inviolate manner ; purely. Inte-merateness, the
quality of being intemerate or undefiled

; purity.

and
_

_. ...^^ , vllc loumame wnence they are
I. a 1631 _ Sen,, li. 520 He cannot take the water
*ely, so purely, so mlemcrately from the channell astrom the fountame hear).

I Inte merated, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ED 1 1= !NTEMKHATE
608

lion
I. KIHG Serm. SI Mary's 29 That leaueth an asper-Jf scandal! vpon his sacred and intemerated name.

372

a 1670 HACKET Al'p. H'illiaiiis i. (1692) 224 Which made
him much contest to keep regal majesty intemerated. 1682

H. MORE Annot. Lux O. 269 Intemerated youth.
t Intemera'tion. Obs. rare. [f. INTEMEUATE

(or its source) : sec -ATION. (Late L. has teinerdtio

in sense
'

forging '.)] Inviolate condition.

1660 JER. TAYLOB Duct. Dubit. in. iii. rule i 8 17 This

immunity and intemeration of holy things as well as holy
persons.

t Inte'mper, v. Ots.rart 1
. [!N-

Z
: cf. EN-

TEMPEK.] trans. To immix.
i6a7 H. BURTON Baiting Pope's Bull 4 The judicious

Reader may therein discerne notable artifice, intempering
strong poyson as it were in a payre of Italian or Spanish
perfumed gloues.

Inte'mperable, a. rare - '. [ad. L. intemper-
abil-is not to be moderated, f. in- (IN- 3) + temperare
to mingle in due proportion, to TEMPER.] Incapable
of being moderated or kept within bounds.

1898 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 135. i A ruler so wilful, so ever-

lastingly boyish and intemperable.
Hence Inte'mperably adv., in an intemperable

manner, without moderation or restraint.

1897 F. THOMPSON New Poems 48 Round and round in

bacchanal rout reel the swift spheres intemperably.

t Inte-mperacy. Obs. rare. [f. INTEMPERATE :

see -ACY ; cf. obstinacy, etc. (But pet h. a misprint
for intemperancy.^ Intemperateness.
1541 R. COPLAND Ga/cCT'j Terapeut. 2 Bij, It isnecessarye

that the curacyon of the thynges that are put fer fro theyr
naturall beynges by some intemperacy be made by thynges
of contrary vertue.

Intemperanicut (inte-mperameiit). rare. [f.

IN- 3 + 1 EMPEBAMENT : perh. repr. a mod.L. *in-

temperamentinn.} An untempered or distempered
condition (esp. of the body, blood, etc.).

i6q&FRYERAcc. E. IndiaffP. 311 Fevers. . that accompany
Catarrhs, from the Intemperament of the Spirable Parts.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 231 But whether
[Cholera is] dependent upon an intemperament of the atmo-
sphere or upon specific contagion, is by no means ascer-

tained. Ibid. IV. 364 The disease [diabetes] is dependent
upon a dyscrasy or intemperament of the blood.

Intemperance (inte'mperans). [a. F. intem-

perance (Oresme, I4th c.), ad. L. intemperantia
(in senses J. and 2 below), f. in- (IN-

;i
) + lemper-

antia TEMPERANCE.] Want of temperateness ; the

opposite of temperance.
1 1. Intemperateness, inclemency, severity of the

air, weather, or climate. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 291 Knowenge by the

planetestheintemperaunceof wedre. 1482 Monk ofE-vesham
(Arb.) 97 He was sum what dyssesyd and peynyd only by
the intemperans of the eyre as in coolde ana in hete. 1538
STARKEY England i. ii. 47 The body, yf hyt be not strong,
sone . . by intemperance of ayr, labur, and

trauayle, ys
oppressyd and ouerthrowne. 1676 tr. Guillatiere s Voy.
Athens 309 That the intemperance of that Wind might
produce no rheums. 1697 POTTER Antitj. Greece II. xx.

(1715) 423 When the Season through its coldness and intem-

perance forc'd the Mariners to stay at Home. ^1^1 Curios,
in Husb. cy Gard. 40 The Trunk . .hinders those Juices from

being lost or corrupted, .by the Intemperance of the Air.

2. Lack of moderation or restraint ; excess in any
kind of action ; immoderation ; spec, excessive in-

dulgence of any passion or
appetite.

'547 BOORDE Brev. Health ccxtv. 73 b, Intemperance is

a great vyce, for it doth set every thynge out of order.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtins vnt. 151 b, He. .would haue striken
Clltus that was yet raging with thintemperaunce of his

toung. 1601 MUNDAY & CHETTLE Deatk Earl Huntington
iv. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 303 No church nor chapel,
abbey, nunnery, Are privileg'd from his intemperance.
1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 472 Some . . by violent stroke shall

die, .. by Intemperance more In Meats and Drinks, which
on the Earth shal bring Diseases dire. 1765 H. WALPOLE
Olranto iv. (1798) 7t Your feeling, Isabella, is warm ; but. .

I never knew it betray you into intemperance. 1849 MA-
CAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 196 But the intemperance of his

bigotry was thought amply to atone for the intemperance
of all his other passions. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 39
Intemperance in any thing is bad. If young girls will read

temperance of language to which he gave way.
D. with //. An instance of this, an intemperate

act or an excess.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 17
Hee inflicted

exact punishment on all intemperances of his people. 1807
Life^ Fielding in Tom Jones I. p. xiii, The intemperances
of his early parts of life put a check by their consequences,
to the progress of his success.

3. spec. Immoderate indulgence in intoxicating
drink ; addiction to the use of intoxicants.
(In early use always contextually qualified.)
1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 156 My protection from large

drinking, . . and so for that time avoided any great intem-

perance. 1715 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 204 Drank
large quantities of punch . . and by their intemperance in-

flamed their blood. 1793 Friendly Addr. to Poor 8 Of such
men intemperance in drinking is the general fault. 1794
S. WILLIAMS Vermont 158 The difficulty of procuring a
large quantity of this liquor, prevented any general intem-
perance. 1841 Temperance Lancet 18 Sept., To awaken
the deadened sensibility of the Christian world to the crying
evils of intemperance. 1881 Mcd. Temp. Jrnl. XLVI. 114
It appears then, that intemperance is far more common on
the male than the female side.

t Inte'mperancy. Obs. [ad. L. intemper-
antia : see prec. and -ANCY.]

INTEMPERATE.
1. = INTEMPERANCE i.

1540 RAYNOLD Byrttt Mankynde li. vii. (1643) I 3 The
intemperancie and mutation of the ayrc and weather, may
be cause'of aborcement. 1599 HAKLUVT Voy. II. 70 The
intemperancy of the scalding ayre in that hot countrey.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 44 We cannot pretend
to an Intemperancy of Climate for neither Hemp nor Flax.

2. = INTEMPERANCE 2.

iSja TINDALE Wks. (1573) 227 To auoyde..y great heape
of vices that spring of intemperancy. 1555 W. WATREMAN
Fardle Facions li. iv. 144 A manne ought to be ware of the

intemperauncy of women. 1678 OWEN Mind of God iii. 93
Immixed with that intemperancy of reviling other men.

b. = INTEMPERANCE a b.

1608 D. T. Ea. Pol. $ Mar. 98 b, That for a while, he
would beare with the intemperancies of his wife. 1645
MILTON Tetrach.

Intrpd.,
Wks. (1851) r38 Not knowing . .

why I should be subject . . to the intemperancies of this

mans preaching choler. 1662 Bp. HOPKINS Fun. Serin.

(1685) 96 They appeal to reason for their judge, which com-

monly by their debauches and intemperancies, they . . so

corrupt that it will not discern the truth.

3. =!NTEMPERANCE 3. (But always with quali-

fication.)
1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 128 Their wonderfull excesse

and intemperancie in drinking. 1619 R. HARKIS Drunkard's
C"/*Bb, Intemperancies of this nature. 1630 VENNER Via
Recta ii. 23 These are . . the commodities of wine . . that a
nieane and frugality be had in the vse of it, not intemper-
ancy and drunkennes.

( Inte'mperant, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad.
L. intemperant-em ,

f. in- (lN-3) + temperdnt-ein,

pr. pple. of lemperdre to qualify, moderate, temper :

see -ANT.]
A. culj. Wanting moderation or self-restraint ;

incontinent, intemperate.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. (1877) 15 Soche as be intem-

peraunt, that is : foloers of their naughtie appetites and
lustes. 1598 J. D. tr. Le Roy's Aristotles Politiqves 377

They which begin so yong to haue the company and vse

of men are more intemperant.
B. sb. One who is intemperate, esp. in the use

of alcoholic liquors.
1882 in ANNANDALK (Suppl.), citing Dr. B. W. Richardson.

Hence Inte'niperantly adv., in an intemperate
manner.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. 58 He that behaueth

himselfe intemperantly . . geueth euil example to his brethren.

1556 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. nr To truble

hail the Republik, gif the king leiuet intemperantlie, and by
the boundes of his office.

Intemperate (inte'mperift), a. [ad. L. in-

temperat-us untempered, inclement, immoderate,
f. in- (!N- 3) + temperdtus, pa. pple. of temperare
to TEMPER. Primarily, as derived from a passive

pple., applied to things, actions, etc. ; thence trans-

ferred to persons = inlemperant.]
1. Not temperate, excessive, extreme ; esp., of

climate or weather, inclement, severe. Now rare.

Intemperate zone, the Torrid or Frigid zone, as opposed
to the Temperate zone.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de \V. 1531) 107, I wyll . . not departe
for all this intemperate heate. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
I. iii. 502 The two intemperate zones. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs.
Math. 463 The Zones are either Temperate or Intemperate,
and the Intemperate are either Cold or Hot. c 1817 HOGG
Tales

iff
Sk. II. 139 A cold intemperate mind.

2. Of persons, their actions, or habits : Without

temperance or moderation ; going beyond due
bounds ; immoderate, unbridled

;
violent.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting iv. Dunbar 522 Traitour, tyran
intemperate. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. H. vii. 60 Vnto all that

live in high degree, Ensample be of mind intemperate. 1688

Col. Kec. Pennsyh*. I. 27 1 Many intemperate Speeches and

passages happend. 1777 WATSON Philip II (1839) 187 The
most unhappy consequences, which would otherwise have
arisen from the intemperate zeal of the reformers. 1799
HOOK in Gurw. Wellington's Desp. (1837) I. 40 General Baird

requested permission to withdraw his intemperate appeal.

1875 HKLPS Ess., Choice <$ Managetn. Agents 76 You will

often find that men who are intemperate in speech are cau-

tious in writing.

3. Characterized by or addicted to excessive in-

dulgence in a passion or appetite.
c 1430 LYDG. Mia. Poems (Percy Soc.) 258 Unfructuous

talkyng, intemperat diete. 1522 MORK De cjuat. Noviss.

Wks. 100 Through intemperate liuing driue our self in sick-

nes. 1603 SHAKS. Meets, for M. v. i. 98 His concupiscible

intemperate lust. 1663 MAULEY Grotius'' Low C. Warres

239 Several Diseases raged among them, springing chiefly

from intemperate Drinking. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II.

in. I. it. 4 Men are held intemperate, only when their desires

overcome or prevent the action of their reason ; and they
are indeed intemperate in the exact degree in which such

prevention or interference takes place.

b. spec. Given to the immoderate use of intoxi-

cating drink ; addicted to drinking.
1677 TEMPLE Cure o/GoutV/ks. 1720!. 145, 1 do not allow

the pretence ofTemperance to all such as are seldom or never

drunk . . Men may . .be intemperate every Day, without being
drunk perhaps once in their Lives. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
in. 294/2 Intemperate persons . .care not which End goes first

so they can get Drink. 1790-3 BEATTIE Moral Sc. in. iii.

3 (R.) Men, habitually intemperate, justly forfeit the

esteem of their fellow-citizens ; because they disqualify
themselves for every duty. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simons
Anim. Cheni. II. 254 A man . .of a muscular frame and good
constitution, but of intemperate habits.

t Inte'mperate, v. Obs.rare~\ Pa. pple.
in 7 intemperate, [f. prec. : see -ATE 3.] trans.

To render intemperate ;
to disorder, distemper.



INTEMPERATELY.
1654 T. WIIITAKKR Blood of Grape 92 The fifth age is

virill, and the media between young and old age ; yet doth
it not so participate of either, as to affect, or intemperate it

[/. 1638 /. 44 as that it is intemperate, or infected thereby].

Iiite-mperately, adv.
[f. INTEMPERATE a.

+ -LT -.] Iii an intemperate manner or degree ;

without moderation ; immoderately, excessively.
1576 A. HALL Aa: of Quarrel! (1815) 34 Hall intern-

perately sware he would never performe the same. 1620
VENNEK Via Recta. Introd. 3 tuarg., Aire intemperately
cold. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 53 Wine intemperately
drunke, corrupteth thememorie. 1744 Phil. Trans. XLIII.
136 In Africa . . the Soil is as intemperately hot as the
Climate. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto v. (1834) ^43 Frederic

; .flung the door intemperately against Manfred, and bolted
it jnwards. 1775 ADAIR Amcr. Itid. 117 That evil habit of
using spirituous liquors intemperately, which they have been
taught by the Europeans. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 96 To
laugh intemperately on very small occasion for it.

Iiite-mperateiiess. Now rare. [f. as prec.
+ -NEBS.] The quality of being intemperate.
1. Excessive or extreme character of air or cli-

mate ; inclemency, severity ;
= INTEMPERANCE I .

1555 EDEN Decades 75 Theyr countenaunces doo declare
the mtemperatenes of the ayer and region of Dariena. 1617
MORYSON Itin. in. 77 The foresaid intemperatenesse of cold
pressing great part of Germany . . they use hot stoves. 1685
BOYLE Salub. Air 51 Divers Diseases, .referr'd to manifest
Intemperatenessesof the air, in point of heat, cold, Moisture.
1764 HARMER Obsen>. xvm. viii. 351 The intemperateness of
the weather however obliged them . . to desist.

2. Want of moderation, excess in any action,

esp. in passion or indulgence ;
= INTEMPEKANOE 2.

1371 GOLUINC CalmtionPs. lix. 6 David was. .cleere from
all troublesome intemperatnes. 1614 Bp. HALL Heaven
upon Earth 7 For a Christian to excuse his intemperate-
nesse. .and to say, I am borne cholericke, sullen, amorous,
is an Apologie worse then the fault. 1653 MANTON Ejcp.
James i. 26 The quality of men's religion may be discerned
by the intemperateness of their language. 1880 G. MEREDITH
Tragic Com. (1881) 307 [He] was getting to purer fires

through his coarser when the final intemperateness drove
him to ruin.

t Iiite'mperature. 06s. [a. obs. F. intern-

ptrattire
'

intemperature or distemperature of the

bodie, vnseasonablenesse or foulenesse of weather'

(Cotgr.1, f. in- (!N- 3) + temperature^
1. Inclemency, severity, distemperature of the air,

weather, etc.
; =prec. i.

'563-87 FOXE A. 3- M. (1596) 309/1 For the great heat
and intemperature of the weather. 1684 T. BURNET Th.
Earth n. 194 The same excesses and intemperature of the
seasons. 1725 N. ROBINSON Th. Physicte 198 How the
different Gravities of this Element [Air], and its several

Variations, of hot, cold, dry, and moist Intemperatures,
cause Diseases. 1753 JOHNSON in Adventurer No. 115^8
Whether we owe it to the influences of the constellations, or
the intemperature of seasons. 1815 tr. Due de Levis 1

Eng.
igtkCent. I. 19 The most delicate women are seen exposing
themselves to the intemperature of a humid atmosphere.
1820 Sporting Mag. VI. 159 These were not the only extra-

ordinary effects of the late intemperature.
2. Abnormal or distempered condition of the

body ; intemperament.
'559 MORWYNG Evonymus 154 It amendeth the cold in-

temperature ofthe cheaste. 1660 tr. A ntyraldus' Treat, cone.

Rclig. ii. v. 229 He would have hindred the intemperature
of the humors. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Head-ac/ie,
There is an Head-Ach, which proceeds from the Intempera-
ture of the Brain, which Intemperature being cold and
moist, predominates therein. 1799 CORRY Sat. Loud. (1803)
38 Plato, .observes, that the moral intemperature of cities
and the corruption of manners, originate in the bad example
of others to youth.
3. Intemperateness of action or passion ;

= IN-
TEMPERANCE 2.

1589 WARNER Alb, Eng. vi. xxx. (1612) 156 Our owne in-

temprature doth worke in vs our owne vnrest.

t Inte mpered, a. Obs. [I.\- a. Cf. F. /-
teinplre."\

= INTEMPEBATE i
; inclement, severe.

1536 Aurelio if-
Isab. (1608) E viij, The heatte of the herte

maketh you to take the intemperede and horribili winter for
hotte somer.

II Intemperies (intempe-ri|/z). [L. intemperies

intemperateness, f. in- (lN-3) + temperies tempe-
rature, temper.] Disordered condition of the body,
dyscrasy ; rarely, of the weather.

1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, n. iii. 173 In the Cure of
an Ulcer with a moist Intemperies . . you are to mix Corro-
boratives of an astringent faculty. 1707 FLOYER Pulse-
Watch 99 From the several Cacochymias, the several In-

temperies are produc'd, as Calitla, Frigida, Hitwida, Sicca.
Ibid. 276 The Pulse will show, .the hot or cold Intemperies
of any Part [etc.]. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Intanperics, a

derangement of the constitution of the weather. Also, the
same as Dyscrasia,

t Inte-mperous, a. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. f.

stem of intemper-ate, etc. + -ons.]
= INTEMPERATE.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Panaret-us 269, I. .rather would, hearts
so intemperous Should not enjoy me, than imploy mee thus.

t Inte'mpery. Obs. rare l
. [ad. F. intem-

perie = It. intemperie, ad. L. intemperies, intem-

perix (see above).]
= INTEMPERIES.

1676 T. GARENCIERES Coral 63 A feaver is a hot intempery.

f Intempe-stious, a. Obs. rare~ 1
. An erro-

neous form (or pern, misprint) for *intempestivous
= next. (Cf. INTEMPESTUOUS.)
1548 HALL C/iron., Rich. Ill 53 Lykewyse his armie muche

marveled and no lesse mourned for his sodeyne and intem-

pestious absence.

373

Intempestive (intempe-stiv), a. [ad. L. '-

tempestiii-us, f. in- (!N- 3) + tempeslivus seasonable,
TEMPESTIVE. Cf. F. intempestif, -ive (1579 in

Hatz.).] Untimely, unseasonable, inopportune.
1548 [implied in INTEMPESTIVELY]. 1604 Hupplic. Afassc

Priests viii, The disturbance that might have growne by
such intempestive troubles. 1608 A. WILLET Hexapla
Exod, 420 An intempestiue and vnseasonable confession of
the truth. 1611 VENNER Baths ofBathe, Tobacco (1637) 364
Reproving the too too licentious, liberal!, and intempestive
taking of it [tobacco]. 1765 GALE in Phil. Trans. LV. 202

lhe_hemorrhages were
produce_d by an injudicious intern-

pestive use of hot alexipharmic medicines. 1891 Cornli.

Mag. Sept. 274 Break out into loud and intempestive
laughter. 1891 E. CASTLE Consequences III. n. xx. 106
What intempestive freak brought the girl . . at such a
moment ?

Hence Interape-stively adv., unseasonably.
1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scotl. Perorat. Pij, So intempes-

tiuely to tell that tale. 1630 CHARLETON Paradoxes Ep. Ded.
6 Had I not been intempestively drawne upon the Stage.

t Intempesti-vity. Obs. [ad. L. intempes-
tlvit-ds, f. in- (lN-3) + tetnpestivitas seasonable-

ness, TEMPESTIVITY. Cf. F. intempestivite (Littre).]

Unseasonableness, untimeliness.

1634 GAYTON Picas. Notes in. ix. 127 They were either

guilty of Intempestivity and unseasonablenesse, or else of

what befits times, persons, occasions.

Intempe'stuous, a. rare~ l
. An erroneous

form (or perh. misprint) for *intei>ipestivotis IN-
TEMPESTIVE. (Cf. INTEMPESTIOUS.)
1883 STEVENSON Dynamiter vii. 105 Visitors . . arrived . .

at intempestuous hours of night or morning,
t Intemple, obs. variant of ENTEMPLE.
1673 H. MORK Appendix 28 The Godhead indeed is hypo-

statically intempled in the humane nature of Christ.

t Inte'mporal, a. 06s. rare- 1
. [Iu-3.] Not

temporal ; eternal, everlasting. Hence Inte'm-
porally adv.
1636 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 207/2 When divested

of Matter, and Spiritualiz'd, their Will is only fed with

intemporal spiritual good. Ibid. ix. 424/1 They, .inhabit

Eternity, which is. .always being, because it always was, is,
and shall be intemporally in the divine Mind.

t Intenabi'lity. Obs. [f. next + -ITY.] The
character of being

'
intenable

'

; incapacity of being
held or defended.

1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fieimes's Trial 46 The weak-
nesses, defects, and intenability of the Castle. Ibid. 83
What should be judged uttermost extremity in regard of
men, Ammunition, victuals, or intenability of any Fort, to

justifie the Governour's surrender of it to the enemy?
t Inte'nable, <'. Obs. [lN-3.] That cannot

be held or maintained
; untenable.

1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal. I. 335 The Doctrine was
preached up. .but intenable by Reason. 1732 Whs. (1811)
IX. Serm. xiii. 252 Intenable pretensions.

Intend (inte'nd),^. Forms: a. 3-8 entend,4-6
entende

; j8. 4-7 intende, 5- intend. (Also 6,

y-d pers. sing, intent.) [ME. a. F. entend-re,
in 14-iijth c. also intendre, to stretch, extend,
strain, direct one's thoughts or faculties, to hear,
understand, expect, occupy oneself (also reft.) : L.

intendere to stretch out or forth, to strain, direct,

spread out, increase, turn one's attention, purpose,
endeavour, maintain, assert

;
in med.L., also, to

understand, interpret, f. in- (IN-
2
) + tendfre to

stretch, to TEND.
The extensive and complex development of senses in L.

and OF. is reflected also in English. But the chronological
appearance of the senses here does not accord with their

original development ; those first taken over from French
in I3~i4th c. being figurative uses, far removed from the
literal sense, which was only adopted directly from L.
about or after 1600. As an attempt at chronological order
would only end in chaos, a logical arrangement, according
in the main with the development as gathered from all
three languages, is here followed. But the history of some
senses is obscure : see VI. The sense of early quotations
is also often difficult to determine.]

I. To stretch out, extend, expand, increase,

intensify. [A group of senses of late introduction,

immediately from Latin.]
fl- trans. To stretch forth, extend; to point

forwards. Obs.
1601 GILL Trinity in Sacr. Philos. (1625) 223, I will onely

intend my finger to some very few. 1613 G. SANDYS Trav.
(1670) 94 The Camelion .. swiftly intending his tongue of a
marvellous length . . wherewith he preys upon flyes. 1633
P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. v. xxvii, Upon whose tops spear-
men their pikes intending, Watch there.

f2. intr. To stretch, extend (in position). Obs.

1394 2rf Rep. Faustus in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom. (1858)
III. 33S Out of which are two and thirty marvellous good
stone bridges, intending to either side of the city.

f3. trans. To stretch, strain, make tense; to

expand, dilate, lit. and^/ff. Obs.

1638 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat. Ins. 992 A thin skin,
which being . . shaken or intended, it must make a sound.
a 1677 HALE Pritn. Grig. Man. I. i. 29 'Tis by this . . the

Lungs are intended or remitted. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i.
iy. 13. 221 As when a bow is successively intended

and remitted. 1697 ^ p- PATRICK Comm. Exod. iv. 21 The
last word (Cavad) intends and increases the Sense. 1740
CHEYNE Regimen 314-5 We may. .have an innate, inherent
Power to intend or remit our Wills in infinitum. 1837 SIR

INTEND.
W. HAMILTON Metapli. xliii. (1870) II, 472 When we intend
the vital powers above the suitable degree we occasion a
hindrance, a pain.

t4. To increase the intensity of, to intensify. Obs.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. AslroL xii. 293 The Moone . .

inlendeth or remitteth her influence at one time more then
an other. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. froph. \. 14 The Church
hath power to intend our Faith but not to extend it. 1705
C. PURSHALL Mcch. Macrocosm 297 A small quantity of

Aqua l-'fftie sprinkled upon the Freezing Mixture, wonder-
fully intends its Force.

t b. intr. To become more intense. Obs.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE King Ckas. t (1655) 98 Having
certain intelligence from his correspondents .. that the heat
did rather intend then relax.

II. To strain or direct (the eyes, mind, thoughts,
words, efforts, etc.). [L. intendere oat/os, ani-

mutn, curaSj eruditionem^ etc.]
5. trans. To direct (the eyes, mind, etc.), to, into^

towards something. Now a conscious Latinism.
14. . A ungcles Song 13 in Hoccleves Wks. in. p, Ii, To his

pleasaunce hire hertes to intende. 1502 ATKINSON tr. De
Imitatione in. Ixiv. 258 Myn iyen intendynge into the, I

truste fullye in the, my lorde god. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
xxvu. (1845) 130 His power to entende Ageynst all suche
rebelles contrarious. 1607 HIERON tt'ks. 1.209 Dauids long-
ing was entended vnto both. MH HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.)
III. 181 He .. blam'd himselfthat he could not intend his
Mind in

y^ Prayers. 1877 PATMORE Unknmvn Eros (1890) i

Intend thine eye Into the dim and undiscovered sky.

f6. intr. and trans. To direct one's course,
make one's way ;

to proceed on (a journey, etc.).

(L. intendere
, intendere Her.) Obs. or arch.

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 61 With othir
men that intendid to the same place. 1476 SIR J. PASTON mP.
Lett. No. 776 III. 162 Iff ye entende hyddrewarde. 1528
LYNDESAY Dreme 372 Up, throuch the Walter, schortlie we in-

tendit,QuhilkinvironstheErth.
Hist. Scot. x. 341 He thairfbr leiueng the Queue at Neoporte
. . intendis the hie way to Scotland. 1608 SHAKS. Per. i. ii.

1 16 Tyre, I now look out from thee then, and to Tarsus
Intend my travel. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 2 Assured that
the course which he intended made much for the glory of
God. 1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog. ii. 31 Wee may intend at

Something, and arrive In ken of the faire Port at which
wee drive. i68z SOUTHERNS Loyal Brother i. i, Your royal
Mother, with the fair Semanthe, Intend this way. 1744
HARRIS Three Treat. Wks. 11841) 47 As if. .a company of

travellers, in some wide forest, were all intending for one city.

1774 D. JONES Jrnl. (1865' 108 Set out about eleven o'clock

..intending the nearest course for the river Ohio, a 1832
CRABBK Birth Flattery i, Guide him to Fairy-land, who now
intends Thai way his flight.

f b. intr. To start on a journey, to set out.

(Sometimes app. ellipt. for
* intend to go or start',

purpose a journey : of. 18.) Ohs.

[1596 SHAKS. i Hen. II7
, iv. i. 92 The King hinibelfe in

person hath set forth, Or hilher-wards intended speedily.]
1646 in iith Rej>. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 2 Hee is at
Newcasile and intends for France. 1666 Lond. Gaz. No.
47/2 She is preparing for her journey, and suddenly intends
toCIeve. 1700 PENN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. i6The first

fair day I intend down. 1749 WESLEY Wks. (1872) II. 155
Pray let us know when you or your brother intend for this

Kingdom. 1817 BYRON Wks. 11837-40) III. 356, I intend
for England this spring, where I have some affairs to adjust.

f7. trans, a. To direct, level, aim (something)
against some one. b. To refer, attribute, ascribe

(a thing) to some one. Obs.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 167 Hee haunls the
Authours company, recites the worke, intends it to some
third person, and after he hath damnd the thing in ques-
tion, he refers himselfe to the right owner, a 1734 NORTH
Life Francis North (1742) 215 Many Complaints were in-

tended against him, and such as were thought well enough
grounded.

III. To strain, direct, or bend the attention ; to

attend to ; to attend. [An obsolete group of

senses from OF., ultimately from L. intendere =
intendere animtttn.'\

1 8. intr. To direct the mind or attention ;
to

pay heed; to exert the mind, devote attention,

apply oneself assiduously. Const. tot unto, rarely

about, on. at. Obs.
a. c 1374 CHAUCER Troy/us in. 375 (424) Eche to his owene

nede gan entende. Boeth. i. pr. ii, 4 (Camb. MS.) She

entendynge to me ward with alle ihe lookynge of hyr eyen
seyde [etc.], c 1450 Merlin 23 In the menetyme that they en-

tended a-boute this mater, come Merlyn to Blase, c 1477
CAXTON Jason 61 lason . . entended gladly unto the dub-

byng and making of his shippe. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

I. ccxxxv. 330 Haue mercy, and entend on the delyuerance
of the kyng my hushande. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie
i. iii. (Arb.) 23 They were the first that entended to the ob-
seruation of nature and her works.

/3. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 81 Somme peple tylle
the ertne . . somme intende to sapience and discipline.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. vi. 71 Loue is circumspecte,
. .not intendyng to veyn binges, c 1530 in Pol. Rel. $ L.
Poems (1866) 31 A man that Intendyth to mynstrels, shalle

soone be weddyd to poverte. 1547-64 BAULDWIN A/or.

Philos. (Palfr.) 123 It is a foplishnesse
to intend much to

dreames. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage in. xvi. 279 They
somelimes intend to their owne dreames.

f b. refl. To devote oneself; pass. To be
devoted. Const, to. Obs.

JSO3 HAWES Examj>. Virt. vii. xxxviii, Euery true crysten
man sholde be To god intended with lyberalyte. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 371 All the knightes and squiers . .

entended and prepared themselves to nothing, but. .to be of
the one parte or the other. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves IT. [i.J

xxvi. (1628) SsTo what can we intend our selues, wherein
there is not a Deuill to intrap vs?



INTEND.

to. absol.

1549 j SnuontoA H. I's. xxxiii[i]. 18 But loe the eyes
of God emend And watch to ayde the iust. 1603 OWEN
I'tinbrolteshire [1891) 25 The saied Karle ..ought not to

intende or meddle within the said 1-oriUhip of Kernes,

t 9. To apply oneself to Jo something ; to en-

deavour, to strive. Obs.
. 13*5 CHAUCER L. C. W. 1155 (Dido) Al the longe day

they tweye Entcndedyn to spekyn & to pleyc. 1471 RIPLEY

Comf.AUk. Ep. ii. in Ashm. (1652) in Intending over all

thing . . hi* precepts tenne . . to keep. 158* MUNDAY Eng.
Ram. Life in Marl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 195 She could not in-

tend to speake to them, being troubled with so many other
sutcrs. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Focsie 1. xxxi. ( Arb.) 74 No
man or very few emended to write in any laudable science.

1590 BARKOLUH .Metk. Physick \. xxiii. (1639) 39 That he ..

may with all his power intend to amend it. 1674 tr. Scheffcr's

L.iplaHti 85 Blocks, upon which . . they divide their flesh,

fish, or other things they intend to make ready.

tlO. iatr. To give auditory attention; to give
ear, listen, hearken. Obs.
c 1380 Sir h'erutnb. 5325

* Balan ', said he,
'
to me en-

tende '. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 48, I entended to
them & gaue them answeres. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. in. ix.

151 Now erltende ye of the kynge tholomeus and of the
werkes of somme other philosopnres. 1568 GRAFTON Chroii.
II. 371 If it please you to retume againe hether, then we
will gladly entend to your treatie.

to. trans. To give ear to ; to hearken to, hear.

[F. entendre.'] Obs.
t 1450 Merlin 310 Sche ne a-tended to no-thinge but to

be-holde and entende what songe thei seiden. 1549 LATIMER
yd Serin, be/. Edua. VI (Arb.) 95 Manye begyn to

praye,and sodayiiefye caste awaye prayer, .as thoughe God coufde
not entend them, or had somewhat els to do.

1 11. iatr. To give personal attendance ; to be in

attendance or waiting ; to attend. Obs.
i' 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 656 Seynte Marie how may

this be That Damyan entendeth nat to me. 1390 GOWER
Can/. III. 100 Eche in his office Entendeth to don him
service. 1469 Househ. Ortt. (1790) 94 All suche persons as
shall entend aboute the Duchesse. 1576 Tyde Taryeth no
man (Collier) 3 At hand to approche the Players intend.

1644 CROMWELL Let. i Sept. in Carlylc, I wish that one of
your number.. may intend and appear at that Committee,

t b. trans. To attend on or to, minister to. 06s.
c 1500 for to serve Lord in Babces Bk. (1868) 373 Hit

ntostc be awayted and well entended by servitoursyf cfrinke
be asked, a 1533, LD- BERNERS Gold. Bk, .If. Aurel. (1546)R v b, The malady was greuous. .and also he was not well
intended. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. it. vi. (1810) 301
The great trouble it would bee to our selves to intend you.
1 12. trans. To tarn one's thoughts to, fix the
mind on (something) ; to attend to

; to occupy
oneself with

;
to look after. Obs.

a. 1419 in Rymer Fasdera (1710) X. 424 Eretikes there
that entenden the Subversion of the Christien Keith. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour Cviij, They entended wel other
thynges than to saye theyr matyns. 1591 HARVEY Four
Lett. 13, I have smal superfluity of leysure to entend such
businesse.

ft. 1431-5 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 87 Those schepardes. .

appelede to that kynge .. ; and when that kynge intendeds
oon [in'iiniiin iiitenderct) of theyme, an other did slee the
kynge. 1481 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 102 So bode al moste.
x. days with owle any mete

intendyng only the benefitysof
god and the exhortacion of hys brethyrne. 1526 Pilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) i b, Euery religious persone sholde
intend* the perfeccyon of his soule. 1617 MOKYSON Itin.
in. 230 The Plebeans intend Traffique and Shop-keeping.
1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 457 Intend al home.. what best may
ease The present misery. 1694 COLLIER Ess. Jlfor. Subj. i.

(1703) 210 The Priest is supposed only to intend the Affairs
of Religion. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 660 Too busy to intend a
meaner care.

IV. To apprehend, and kindred senses. [An
obsolete group of senses from OK. : also in med.L.]
t_13. trans. To have understanding of ^some-

thing) ; to understand or apprehend that something
is

; also, in early use, to understand (a person). Obs.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 23896 (Gcitt.) Here i haue a littel spend

In word, efter bat i entend. c 1430 Syr Geiur. (Roxb.l 9266
Generides gan tho toentend That Segryneaspied here fleeyng.
C14SO LOMIUCH OaiYxlii. 547 Of On thing thou me En-
tende. 1606 WARNER All*. Eng. xiv. Ixxxiii. 347 The ancient
Irish Manners . . if conferd with Egypts, Thence may be
intended hadd. i6ao MARKHAM Faniu. Husb. n. xix. 11668)
107 It is to lie intended the voyage is seldome long, but
from neighbour to neighbour.
1 14. intr. To have or come to an understanding ;

to agree together ; to be in accord. [K. s entendre.}
1411 in Rymer Foedera (1710) X. 462 Then myght they

togeder entende ayeins Miscreants. 1419 Ibid. 424 The
Men of Armes and Archers, that have Entended with the
said Cardinal. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xiv. xiv, Musylce
hath them so set in Concorde, That all in one mav ritrht
well entende.

t!5. trans, and intr. To
apprehend, conceive ;

eceave, n or sutler us to errc, as I entend. 1586 \
1JAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 5 One that sometimes intended
lot a little of his owne invention. Ibid., The woman . .began
\St

af
??-J

' lo
"??? ""^ and to intend *' matter ofher

le. tfid. n. 118 Men vam-gloriously minded, or arrogantlyotherwise intending of theirowne proper services. 1638 Ko,<n
"ntift v.

i, /,,;,. Before our sleeping hour, you vow ? Troy.
'ftj""" we ought to sleep. Lai. So I intend too.

.," .**** To understand as in the view or sense
of the law

; to construe, interpret, or hold legally.Cf. INTEXDMENT 4. Obs.

- hat Which
'

K { m* byluemenis intendecf true till it be reuersedbut it mayu well be inuudcd that there is an errour irVtlie
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Record. 1641 Perkins 1

Prof. Bk. iii. 8 191. 85 He shall be

punished fur his first entrie. For it cannot be intended that

his entrie was unto any other intent but to steale the CUD.

1768 BLACKS i ONK Coiitm. III. xiii.219 If such market or fair

be on the same day with mine, it \*J>rima facie a nusance to

mine, and there needs no proof of it, but the law will intend
it to be so. 1708 Bov Aintr. Law Rep. (1809) I. 48 Nothing
shall be intended to be within the jurisdiction [of inferior

courts] but what is expressly given.

V. To bend the mind to something to be done ;

to purpose, design, mean. [The chief current

group of senses. From OF.]
17. intr. To have a purpose or design ;

to be
minded or resolved (in some defined way). Obs.,
ex c. as an absol. use of 1 8.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 213 Mote
every worthy prince

entende Betvvene the simplesse of pile And the foolhaste of
cruelte. 1497 Bi\ ALCOCK Mails Perfect. Ej, And so I

entende all my lyf. c 15*9 in Life Fisher F.'s Wks.
(E. E. T. S.) II. p. Ix, Inventions are nowe devised against
me that neuer entended but honestly. 1587 M. GROVE
Pelops $ Hippod. (1878) 78 Let me heare from you, how that

you doe entend. 1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719) 87 [They]
nave cause to guess that he intends rather to a bloody
War, then a Wanton Tilt.

18. trans. To have in the mind as a fixed pur-
pose ; to purpose, design. (The chiefcurrent sense.)

a. with inf. phr. or snbord. clause.

a. 1413 Pilgr. Snvle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 Flaterers
. .only entenden to plese for the tyme. 1494 FABVAN Chron.
i. ii. 8 Eneas . . entendyd to haue sauyd from detb y fayre
Polixena. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 141 To
morrow..! entende to consume in teaching you necessarye
principles. 1628 Diouv Vcy. Meilit. (1868) 27, I sett sayle
for Zant, where I entended to sell the corne. 1650 SIR
E. NICHOLAS in If. Papers (Camden) 200 The King, entend-

ing to make an escape from the Scotts. 1775 ADAIK Aincr.
htd. 241 The man he entended to enslave.

ft. c 1374 CHAUCER Trwlus v. 478 Intendestow that we
shul here bleve? 1529 MORE Suppl. Sonlys Wks. 332/2 In
dede he intendeth to goe ferther. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n.

i. 138 How long within this wood intend you stay? 16x4
HEYWOOD Gnmiik. 207 Alcippus intended to abrogate and
adnichilate their lawes. 1637 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 22
We were compelled to slay longer in the Island llian we
intended. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 375 He intended
his son should have it in remainder for his life only. 1875
W. S. HAYWARO Love agst. World 79 What do you intend
to do?

b. with simple obj., alone or with complements! extension.
1450 tr. De Imitationc n. iv. 44 If )u intende ner seke

no frnge elles but be plesing of god be profit of by nei}-
bore, bou shall haue inwarde liberte. 1509 HAWES Past.
Pleas, xix. (Percy Soc.) 87 It was for fere ye dyde some yll
entende. 1535 COVERDALE Prcn'. iii. 29 Intende no hurte
vnlo thy negnboure. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I'lll 61 If
suche a thinge were entended, they coulde not tell who
woulde take their parte. 1601 SHAKS. fal. C. in. i. 151, I

know not Gentlemen what you intend. 1606 Tr. H Cr.
ii. ii. 30 You know an enemy inlends you harme. 1634
SIR T. HERBLKT Tra-,>. 200 An He where nol long agoe the

English merchants entended a Plantation* 1693 DRYDEN
Juvenal (1697) 382 He intended an Invective against a
Standing Army. 1781 COWPER Lett. 27 Nov., We both
wish it may have the effect you intend. 1795 BURKE Corr.
IV. 380 A measure better inlended Ihan considered. 1857
Miss^ S. WINKWORTH Ir. Tattler's Serin, xxv. 386 They . .

remain a prey to their besetting sin of always seeking and
intending themselves. 1875 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) VI.
224 We intend going to Rome. 1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. i.

i. 9 We intended no neglect.
C. with indirect passive.

1651 Houin-.s Lcviath. n. xxx. 175 This is intended should
be done. 1662 lit. Com. Prayer Pref., The evils that were
intended to be remedied. 1818 BENTHA.M Cli. Eng. ii. 159
Was it llm-s intended and commanded by him to be drunken?
19. trans. To design (a thing) for some purpose;

to destine (a thing or person ; to a fate or use ; to

purpose to bestow or give ; to mean (a thing) to be
or to do something.

a. with prep, or conj. phr., or dative, as compl.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 12 A Play, Intended for great

Theseus
nuptial! day. 1603 Meas./or tl. in. i. 58 Ixjrd

Angelo haunig affaires to heauen Inlends you for his swift
Ambassador. 1661 GERDIER Princ. Ep. Ded., The Place of
Surveyor Generall was also intended lo me (after late Inigo
Jones). 1701 PENN in Pa. Hist. Sac. Mem. IX. 47, I intend
him the island under some moderate condilions. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) I. xli. 309 Your falher intends
you six suits., at his own expense. 1811-16 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. <$ Art I. 320 The threads of screws are
differently formed, according lo..the use for which they are
intended. 1875 JOWETT Pinta (cd. 2) I. 112 The whole
composition is intended as an attack upon Pitlacus. Mod.
The second son is intended for the army, and the third for
the bar.

t b. with complemenlal obj. Obs.

".J48
Lu. HERBERT Life Hen. I'lll (1683) 146 The

Building was intended most ample and magnificent. 1659
Burtons Diary (1828) IV. 356 Your vote makes it clear
that

you intend them a legislature. 1716 AYLII i E Parergon
370 If the Person bearing the same protests that he does
not thereby intend himself a Monk, 'tis otherwise.

C. with inf.

I79 BUTLER Serin. Hum. Nat. Wks. 1874 II. 3 The
several members . . were intended to be instruments of good
.. to the whole body. 1853 RUSKIN Stones Ven. II. vi,
This we suppose to be all the pleasure that architecture was
ever intended to give us. 1884 CHURCH Bacon 143 They
intended him now to come to the bar to receive his sentence.

20. To design to express ; to signify by one's
words

; to mean, t To intend at, to mean for.

. '57? J- JONES Bathes ofBath i. i b, The propertie of every
denmcion is, to shew . . to the sences, the matter entended.
1615 BACON Ess., Unity Kelir. (Arb.) 429 Fraile Men, in
some of their Contradictions, intend the same thing. 1647N. BACON Disc. Covt. Eng. L Ui. (.739) 119 Glanvil . . fre-

INTENDANCE.
quently toucheth upon the King's Court of Pleas, which
cannot be intended at the Court of Lords. 1676 HOUSES
///W Pref. (1686) i By Profit I intend not here any Accession
of Wealth. 1783 M. CUTLER in Lift, "Jrnls. n, Corr. (1888)
II. 2ii Consumption, by which the Physicians intend a dis-
order of the lungs. 1853 TALFOUHD Castilian I. i, You
intend my husband? 1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John i. i Do
1 understand something different by Ethics? No; I intend
the same thing.

t b. Of words, etc. : To mean
; to signify ;

to

indicate. Obs.

?ci53o Crt. ofLove 1370 Domini est terra; this Laten
intent, The god of Love hath erth in governaunce. 1565
Satir. Poems Reform. i.677> OwtbraythingeEnvye,debayte,
and stryffe entendes nothtnge ells but civil! myscheffe.
6oa MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, What intend these

plaints? 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \. ix. note. This word
.. intends persons without virtue or sense. 1847 R. W.
HAMILTON Sabbath i. (1848) 12 The word, generally intends
a sacred

appropriation
of a particular time.

T c. 1 o designate as something ; to call. rare.
aI599 SPENSER F. Q. vii. vi. 9 Vesper, whom we the

Euenmg.starre intend. 1605 CHAPMAN All Foolcs Plays
1873 I. 122 Cost. You haue a forward, valiant eldest Sonne
..Mar. I know not wherein you intend him so.

VI. Senses of uncertain position or origin ;

mostly due to literalism of translation from L. or F.

1 21. trans. To expect. Obs. [OF. entendre =
F. attendre.']
c '374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1621 (1649) P r<: lyuyth lady

non. .pat be-trayed were or wo-begon As I bat al treuthe in

5ow entende. 1485 CAXTON Paris * y. 69 She neuer en-
tended to here tydyngcs of hyr loue Parys.
1 22. To assert, maintain

;
to pretend ; to claim,

[cf. L. eam sese intendit esse.}

6-1570 Marr. Wit $ Science iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 360
Friend Wit, are you the man indeed, which you intend ?

JS93 SHAKS. Lucr. 121 For then is Tarquine brought vnto
his l>ed, Intending wearinesse with heauie sprite. 1594

RJch. Ill, in. v. 8, I can counterfeit the deepe tragedian . .

Tremble and start at wagging of a straw : Intending deepe
suspition. 1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter i. 20 Alchymists
that labour to make gold by projection, intend that there is

natural gold. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 153 The Title
of Universall Bishop : though . . Bishops formerly in that Sea
from Lynus-.to this Boniface never intended it.

t 23. Sc. Law. To maintain or prosecute (an
action, etc.

1

in legal form. Obs.

t
X5.

._
Acts Scdenint 3 tjam.) By the same Act their are

libertie grantit to all personis quho might be prejudgit be
thesaidis prescriptiouns . . to intend their actiouns within
the space of thretten yeirs. a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. 286 Hie on novayis could gett them
[bulls] proclamett nor durst nocht intend the same ffbr feir

of the Hepburnes. 1690 Andros Tracts I. 144 All Actions
intended upon Informations of Intrusions . . must have had
their Decision at the Ordinary Courts of Common Law.
+ 24. intr. To tend or incline. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY Cyt. q Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixvii,
To what vices that princes most intend That dare these

foples solemnize and commende. 1587 GOLDING De Afornay
vii. 91 The wil intendeth rather to conimaund than to obey,
and vnto freedom rather than bondage. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. iy, i. ii. 9 The braine of this foolish compounded
Clay-man, is not able to inuent any thing that intends [Fols.
tends] to laughter. 1640 G. ABBOTT fob Paraphr. 245 The
raine, which is heavie of it selfe, and intends downward.
25. trans. To superintend, direct. Cf. INTENDAHT.
[app. allied to 12.]

_ 1791 Cowi'ER Odyss. vili. 314 Nine arbiters, appointed to
intend The whole arrangements of the public games. 1831
E. IRVING >/. Rcvelat. I. 58 According to their several

spheres of creation and providence which they occupy and
intend.

t Znte'nd, sl>. Obs. [f. INTEND z;.]
- INTENT.

15*6 TINDALE Acts x. 29, I axe you therfbre ; for what in-

tend have ye sent for me ? 1607 StAol. Disc. agst. Antichr.
I. ii. 71 This answer of a jgood intend is meerly cauillous.

1649 Bp. REYNOLDS Hosea iv. 57 In pursuance of other ends
and intends.

1 Inte'udable, " Obs. Forms: 4-5 en-, 6-7
in-. See also INTESDIBLE. [a. OF. entendable

understandable, understanding, intelligent, attentive

(izth c. in Godef.), f. entendre: see INTEND. In
sense 3, from L. intendure : see INTENDIBLE.]
1. Devoting attention ; attentive, assiduous.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 157 Nought entendable To holde
upright his kinges name. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey 286 An
holy woman ana entendable to good werkes.

2. Understandable ;
= INTENHIBLB I.

c 1570 Pride % Lowl. (1841) 43 Which is nol to be thought
nor intendable.

3. Averrable; = INTENDIBLE 2.

i68 COKE On Lilt. 52 b, His warrant is intendable in

law of an actuall liverie.

tlnte'ndance 1
. Ots. Also 4-6 entendaunce,

7 erron. intendants. [a. OF. entendance (izth c.

in Godef.) attention, etc., f. entendre, entendant, to

INTEND.] Application of the mind ; attention.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 359 All freshe I sigh hem springe
and daunce, And do to love her entendaunce. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 10 All the wordes of thys holy seruyce
oughte to be sayde or songe wyth entendaunce therto.

1540 HYRDE fives' Imtr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Bij, The
maide whom wee would have specially good requireth all

intendance both of Father and Mother. 1575 TURBERV.
Faulconrie 325 When a hawke hath bene recovered of some
reat greefe by good keeping and intendance. 1611 W.
CLATER Key (1629) 95 It were long to recite all their

deuout intendants, all their strict obseruances.

Intendance -'

linte'ndaiis). [a. F. intendance

('595 'n Godef. Compl.}, f. intendant INTENDANT
sb. : See -ANCE.] The function of an intendant

;
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superintendence, direction ; intendancy ; sptc. a

department
of the French public service, or the

officials conducting it, as the war commissariat, etc.

1739 CIBBF.R Apol. (1756) II. 90 Which province .. was
the only one we car'd to trust to his particular intend-

ance. 1839 JAMES LouisXll
7

, IV. 291 The real intendance
of public buildings was held by the famous Mansard. 1862

M. HOPKINS Hawaii 250 They stipulated . .that the Roman
Catholic schools should be exclusively under the intendance

of inspectors professing that faith. 1880 KINGLAKE Crimea
VI. v. 95 The French Intendance and the English Com-
missariat must meet as best they might the huge accession

of wants.

b. The official quarters or office of an intendant.

1895 G. PARKER in Atlantic Monthly (U. S.) Mar. 301
There was yet an hour before I was to go to the intendance.

Intendancy (inte'ndansi). Also 6 -enoie.

7-9 -enoy. [f.
INTENDANT sl>. : see prec. and -ANCT.

In sense 2, ad. Sp. intendencia^
1. The office, position, or function of an inten-

dant ; a body of intendants.

1598 J. D. tr. Le Roy's Aristotles Politiques 172 The
fourth [of the kinds of governments is] . . a perpetuall

military intendencie by tribe. 1645 EVELYN Diary 25 Jan.,
Hence we went to see Dr. Gibbs . . who had some intendency
in an Hospital built on the Via Triumphalis [Rome], 1670
COTTON Espernon m. xi. 548 Under colour of some Com-
mission of his Intendancy. 1762 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog.
1 1 1. 619 Each, .is vested with the intendancy ofsome interior

districts. 1825 CARLYLE Schiller^ App. ii. (1872) 265 The
theatre of that town . . owes to him its foundation, and its

maintenance through his long Intendancy. 1870 Daily News
27 Sept., The intendancy had orders to proceed to Lagny.

b. fig. Superintendence.
1727 WARBURTON in Tracts (1789) 118 The Atomist

Lucretius, whose cold Philosophy had formally excluded all

Jntendency of a superior Mind.

2. A district in Spanish America under the con-

trol of an iutendant (intendente}.
(1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. in. App. (1810) 4 The fore-

going nine administrations or intendencias, the kingdom of

Mexico.) \\iaSOOt. Rev. XVI. 98 Ine intendancy ot

Guanaxuato has 568 inhabitants to the square league. 1836
MACGILUVRAY tr. Humboldt's Trait, xxvi. 395 The silver . .

was deposited in the provincial treasuries established in the

chief places of the intendancies.

Illtendant (inte'ndant), sb. Also 7-9 -ent.

[a. F. intendant (1591 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. in-

/*<&/-, pr.pple. oiintendere; cf. INTENDS. 25.]

1. One who has the charge, direction, or superin-
tendence ofadepartmentofpublicbusiness,theaffairs
of a town or province, the household of a prince
or nobleman, etc. ;

a superintendent, a manager.
Used originally and chiefly as the title of certain

public officers in France and elsewhere ;
often

repr. Fr. intendant or the corresponding term in

other languages.
Among the officials thus denoted are : (a) The functionary

who formerly administered a French province, according to

the system introduced under Richelieu in the I7th cent.,

called also intendant ofjustice, police, and finances. (l>)

The second officer in Canada during the French
ru_le, pos-

sessing civil and maritime jurisdiction, (c) In Mexico, the

principal officer of the treasury or of the district, exercising
administrative and some judicial authority (Sp. intendente).

a. As a French, Spanish, or other foreign title.

1652 EVELYN St. France (R.), Subordinate to him are four

other intendents. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. xv. 153

The Intendant of the Province [of Nismes], who is the

1744 A. DOBBS Hudson's Bay^
21 The Intendant of Canada

wanted to discover these Countries from thence. 1803
M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. , Corr. (1888) II. 121 The viola-

tion of the Spanish treaty by the Governor and Intendent

at New Orleans. 1812 BRACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana

(1814) 89 The mode of carrying on the Indian traffic .. was

by monopolies, in which the interest of the governor or

of official tyranny. 1871 SMILES C/iarac. iv. (1876) 116

Having served as an intendant of the army in Switzerland

under Massena.

b. Iii Knglish (or American) use.

1696-7 EVELYN Corr. 20 Jan., Sir Christopher Wren,
his Majesties Surveyor and Intendent of his Buildings.

1776 Rhode Isl. Col. Rec. (1862) VII. 572 There shall be two

persons annually appointed by this General Assembly, as

intendants of trade. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 678

Charleston was . . divided into 13 wards, which choose as

many wardens, from whom the citizens elect an Intendant

of the city. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby v. vi, The Marquess
. . appointed him . . Intendant of his household.

0. fig.
1760-72 H. BROOKE Fool of Qnal. (1800) IV. 20 The

intendant of his principles, or the former of his manners.

2. Jntendant-General,a.fMeloT supreme inten-

dant.

1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3716/3 Monsieur de Bagnols has re-

ceived a Commission from Spain, to be Intendant-General

of Justice and the Finances in these Provinces. 1812 WEL-
LINGTON Let. to f. de Carvajal 27 Dec. in Gurw. Desf.

(1838) X. ii, I recommend that there should be an Inten-

dant General appointed to each of these armies.

Hence Inte ndantism, the system of governing

by intendants ;
Inte-ndantship, the office or posi-

tion of an intendant, intendancy.

1889 Athenaeum 5 Oct. 451/2 We believe that it is not the

revival, but the invention, of intendantism that is to be
attributed to the seventeenth century. 1892 Daily News
12 Sept. 5/3 The first performance of a grand opera.. was
given by order of Frederick II, under the intendantship of

George Wenzeslaus von KnobelsdorfT.

Inte'udailt, a. [In sense i, later form of EN-
TENDANT

;
in sense 2, f. INTEND v. + -ANT.]

1 1. Attentive, paying attention. Obs.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. xv. 52 (Add. MS.) The kyng com-

maundide . . that all shuld be intendaunte to kyng Jeyre . .

as to hym selfe. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. i. ix. (1602) 47
These.. bee charged to be diligently intendant about the
execution of all and singular the premisses.
2. Intending, rare.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knmvl. III. 1891 Intendant
communicants.

Intended (inte'nded), ppl. a. (st>.) [f.
INTEND

V. +-ED 1
.]

1. Purposed to be done or accomplished; de-

signed, meant ; designed to be what is denoted by
the noun (cf. INTENDING ppl. a. b) ;

done on pur-

pose, intentional.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 67 In Epistles Ex-

horting or Perswading, the intended vertue of goodnesse^of
every thing is more amply set forth by the opposite evill.

,opy
most imperfectly and surreptitiously published before. I'

MOXON Mech. Exerc. 31 Hammer it down to your intended

Thickness. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 341, I say this, with-

out the least intended disrespect to the learned author.

1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. II. viii. 304 His intended bride

sprang by direct . . descent from the stock ofthegreat /Elfred.

1 2. Stretched out or forth, outstretched ;
ex-

tended ; increased in force or intensity, strained.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 38 With sharpe intended sting.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 58 b, I did take great pleasure
with my intended admiration, in seeing of such . . sumpte-
ousnes. 1647 M. WORK SongofSoul \l. i. I. xviii. qMy strong
intended voice all the wide world shall fill. 1617 MILTON
/'. L. IX. 45 Unless an age too late, or cold Climat, or Years,
damp my intended wing Deprest.

f3. Of a person : Minded, resolved, having the

purpose; to be intended, to intend, to purpose. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 87 By this little crop, judge
you . . and how they are intended. 1586 DAY Eng. Seer.

(7625) 138 O that you are intended, .to marry unto him my
neece, your yongest daughter upon a sudden. 1625 K. LONG
tr. Barclay's Argents (1638) 425 Being now furiously in-

tended of her death, she hastened, and yet often stucke at it.

1657 W. RAND tr. Gassettdi's Life Peiresc I. 102 He was
intended to return into France, and to lay his bones by the

bones of his Father Julius.

B. colloq. as sb. An intended husband or wife.

1767 Woman ofFashion II. 61 Continually taken up with

his precious Intended. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. 4 Apr.,
1 see her doubting, hesitating, stand . . And sigh for her in-

tended in his place. 1838 DICKENS Nidi. Nick, xii, What
is the reason that men fall in love with me . . and desert

their chosen intendeds ?

Hence Inte-ncledness, the quality or fact of being
intended.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X. 8 The perpetual ten-

dency (or rather intendcdness) of each and all toward (for)

progressive improvement.

Illteildedly (inte-ndedli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] By intention, intentionally, designedly.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts % Man. (1642) 89 lacob. by

ludah, meaneth . . not so intendedly, that particular Tribe.

1648 MILTON Tenure Kings 7 Power to execute, not acci-

dentally but intendedly, the wrath of God upon evill doers.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. ix. 45, I was going
towards her, with a countenance intendedly changed to love

and softness. 1818 J. H. FRERE Let. in Smiles Mem. J.

Murray (1891) II. xx.
24^

The expression was ambiguous,
and I fancied that it was intendedly so.

Intendence (inte'ndens). arch.
[f.

INTEND v. :

see -ENCE.] The paying of attention, attendance ;

spec, writ of intendence and respondent!, in 13-

I5th c., a writ under the Great Seal in favour of

one who received an appointment from the King,

ordering all persons concerned to be intendentcs

et respondentcs to him, i. e. to attend and respond
to his requests.
Also called by Sir T. D. Hardy (Rot. Lift. Pat. 1835

Introd. 6) writ de intendendo ; the English formula occurs

in 1448 (Willis & Clark Arch. Hist. Camb. I. 399) as 'to be

attending, helping, and councelling '. See also INTENTIVE
a. i quot. 1835.

1687-8 in Sarum Churck-'.v. Ace. (ed. Swayne, 1896) 348
W. Surman labour and intendence upon plummer, car-

penters. 1881 F. S. HAYDON in Cal. Pat. Rolls i Edw. I, in

^nd Rep. D. K. R. 610 Mandate of intendence and respond-
ence addressed to the sheriffs of Oxford [etc.] and to the

bailiffs in the cities and burghs . . in favour of Roger de

Wanton and John de Swineford . . to hold pleas of the

market [etc.]. 1895 Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. 217 Edward I.

addressed writs of intendence and respondence in his favour.

Intendency, -ent : see INTENDANCY, -ANT.

Intender (inte-ndaj). Also 6 in-, entendour.

[f.
INTEND v. + -EB 1

. With the form entendour cf.

OF. entendeour, -ear (i3th c. in Godef.), mod. F.

entendeur understander, hearer.]

1. One who intends or purposes.
1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 22 Well perceyuyng that the

intendours [1568 GRAFTON entendours] of suche a purpose
wolde rather haue hadde theyr barneys on theyr backes.

1627-77 FELTIIAM Resolves \. xxxii. 56, I will rather bless

them, as instruments than condemn them, as not intenders.

1660 Plea Ministers Seqvest. 8 He cannot deny us to be

pretenders (and intenders too) to Godliness. 1667 WATER.
HOUSE Fire Land. 148 An intender of Publique charity.

f 2. A claimant, pretender. Obs.

1640 YORKE Union Hon. 185 Henry of Spaine, son of King
John the Intender.

Intender, var. of ENTENDEB ., to make tender.

t Inte'ndible, n. Obs. Forms: 5 en-, 7 in-.

See also INTENDABLF. [In sense I, a. F. entendible

(i4thc. in Godef.)
'

conceiuable, intellegible, under-

standable' (Cotgr.), f. entendre to understand, after

a L. type *intendibilis; in sense 2, from juristic
sense of L. intendfre to aver, assert, maintain.]
1. Understandable, conceivable, intelligible.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA . I. i. i The most playn and en-

tendible langage. Ibid, (ad fin.), I hope.. that it shal be

entendyble & understanden to euery man.
2. Law. Capable of being averred or maintained.

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 51 So a plea in a barre
which is intendible at the Common Law cannot be main-
tained by a matter of custome or by Statute law. c 1630
in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 52 It is not intendible, that
the Parliament should disadvantage themselves, in point of
their priviledge.

t Inte'ndiment. Obs. [ad. med.L. intendi-

ment-m understanding, f. intendfre to INTEND.]
1. Understanding; =INTENDHEXT I.

1528 LYNDESAY Drcmc 799 Efter my sempyll intendiment
. . 1 sail declare the suith and verrayment. 1590 SPENSER
/'. Q. m. v. 32 She of heerbes had great intendiment.

2. Intention, purpose ;
= INTENDMENT 5.

1593 MARKHAM Sir K. Grinvile xxxix, If armes preuent
not heauens intendiment. 1602 R. T. Five Godlie Serm.
157 Christ, .being the complement of the Lawe, and the
intendiment of the Gospel. 1608 MACHIN & MARKHAM
Dumb Knight i. i. in Hazl. Dotlsley X. r2g And what are

you or your intendiments ?

3. Attention, attentive consideration.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xii. 31 Till well ye wote by grave
intendiment, What woman, and wherefore, doth me upbrayd
With breach of love and loialty betrayd.

Intending (inte-ndin), V&I. s/>. rare. [f.
IN-

TEND v. + -ING
i.] The action of the vb. INTEND ;

intention, attention, stretching, etc. ; a purpose.
a 1536 Calisto % Melibza in Hazl. Dodsley I. 63 God re-

ward thee for thy gentle intending. 1611 FLORID, Intendi-

tttt'nto, . . a purpose, an intendment or intending. 1876
MAUDSLEY I'/iysiol. Mind i. 6 An unavoidable intending of

the mind to the realities of nature.

Intending (inte'ndirj), ///. a. [f. as prec. +
-ING 2

.] That intends ; having intentions.

1660 FULLER Mixt Contempt. (1841) 233 Such as are

sensible.. that their well-intending simplicity hath been im-

posed on. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. x. 2 (1819) 143 The
intending mind of a Creator.

b. Qualifying the agent-noun corresponding to

an inf. after the verb intend
'

hence, by extension,
with other sbs. used proleptically : Purposing to be,

that is (such) in intention.

1788 BURKE Sp. agst. Hastings'WVs. XIII. 124 If he gave
the Nabob over to an intending murderer [etc.). 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. xi, Marriageable men, or what the new
English calls 'intending bridegrooms'. 1884 Athenxuiu

19 Jan. 90/3 Intending subscribers should communicate with

the author.

Hence Inte'ndinffly adv., witli intention, in-

tentionally.
1678 CumvORTH Intell. Syst. I. iii. 37. 162 We do not act

fatally only, but electively and intending!}-.

Intendment (inte-ndment). Forms : a. 4-7
entend(e)ment. /3. 6-7 intende-, 6- intend-

ment. [a. F. entendemenl understanding, formerly

also, meaning, interpretation, view, opinion, end,

intention (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. entendre :

see INTEND ., and cf. INTENDIHENT.]
1 1. The faculty or action of understanding. Obs.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1668 (1696) Mannes hed yma-
gynen ne kan Nentendement considere . . This cruwel peynes
of bis sorwful man. c 1384 //. Fame n. 475 More clere

entendement Nas never yit y-sent. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle

(Caxton) v. i. (1859) 74 His werkes ben infynyte..so that

none entendement ne may them vnderstande. a 1420 Hoc-
CLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1963 Mi maister Chaucer, flour of

eloquence, Mirour of fructuous entendement. 1553 T.

WILSON Rhet. Aiij, By corruption of this our fleshe mans
reason and entendement were both overwhelmed. 1601

GILL Trinity in Sao: Philos. (1625) 218 The intendment of

man worketh nothing in the thing conceived.

f2. Way of understanding (something) ; concep-
tion or interpretation of a matter ;

view. In later

use passing into 4. Obs.

1390 GOWF.R Conf. III. 105 He saith in his entendement,
That yet there is an element Above the foure. 1485 CAXTON
Paris ff V. 91 After thentendement of somme men. 1548
BODRUGAN (Adams) Epit. King's Title Pref. mCompl.Scot.
(1872) App. iv. 248 Such plentie of writers, .could not by any
entendement so

fully
consent vpon any vntruth. 1625

DONNE Serm. xii. 113 The whole Congregation is, oftenumes,
in common entendment conformable, and well setled in all

matters of Doctrine. 1630 SANDERSON Serm., ad Mag. II.

258 To take away a Mans substance . . is . . to common in-

tendment all one as to take away the very Life itself.

3. Meaning conveyed or intended ; signification ;

import. Now rare or Obs.

Double entendement,
' double meaning ',

the equivocal use

of a word or phrase which has two senses. Cf. DOUBLE
ENTENDRE, and see DOUBLE a. 2.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 179 A tale of greet entendement I

thenke telle for thi sake. 1:1309 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 13

The pes . . schal with wordes pfeine, Withouten eny double



INTENEBBATE.
entendement Be treted. 1548 HALL CkroH., lien. l'{ 172 Fye

on doblc entendement. 1610 QmUJUHfrfUrj ij.
(1611) 5

Words of large intendmenl and signification. 1767 I oetry

i Kef 235 Studious to expound Ihcirdark intend-

nnt .*fA'
3
* Q. 5h Ser. Xlf. 344 A phrase of sinister

and odious intendment.

4. Laiv. The construction put upon anything by

the common law ; the sense in which the law under-

stands a thing; true meaning as fixed by law.

Common intendment, customary or reasonable interpreta-

tion, as determined by the law. (Cf. 2 ) _

i74 Ir. Littleton's Tenures 119 The nghte of fee simple

is in abeiance, that is to say alonely in the remembrance,

entendemente and consideration of the lawe. a 1577 SIR T.

SMITH Comnna. Eng. 1 1609) 117 The Ordinary (which is the

Bishop by common intendment). 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law
(1636) 354 A man may be a Knight that hath no freehold :

So cannot an Earle or Lord by common entendement. 1747

CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 295 All the possessions . . which had

been always either in express terms, or by common intend-

menl of law understood to be exempted. 1780 M. MADAN
Thtlypktkora I. 165 With respect to the moral intendment

of those laws. 1885 Law Ret. 14 Q. Bench Div. 250 Every
intendment ought to be made in favour of long continued

usage. 1897 BRYCE Impr. S. Africa 155 Britain still claimed

that they were, in strict intendment of law, British subjects.

f5. The act or fact of intending; will, purpose,
intent ; that which is intended, an intention ; a de-

sign, project. Obs.

1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. (E. E. T. S.) 35 Heowith to be a

man ofgood feith and trewe, and wijs to know thyn entende-

ment. c 1470 HARDING Chron. ccxi. ii, [ He] was full lyke 1 1

to haue destroyed by theyr entendment. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V,

i. ii. 144 We. .feare themaine intendment of the Scot, c 1630
RISDON Svrv. Devon (1714) II. 261 The Spaniards had In-

telligence of his Intendments. a 1703 BURKITT On N. T.,

Htk. x. 4 The intendment of our Apostle in these words,
is to prove that (etc.). 1804 FESSENDEN Democr. (1806) I.

165 To state the motives and intendments, In constitutional

amendments.

fb. The purpose, design, or object of any-

thing. Obs.
1636 JACKSON Creed VIIL xiii. i The Law, whose true in-

tendment alwayes is to make all men willing to doe to others,
as they desire should bee done unto them. 1680 BURNET
Rochester (1692) 112 Friendship and Converse were among
the Primitive Intendments of Marriage. 1732 NEAL Hist.
Purit. I. 414 It was not the intendment of the Act of Supre-
macy, to invest any new powers in the Crown.

1 6. Tendency, inclination ; also, the general
character or nature (of a thing). Obs.

1509 HAVVES Joyf. Medit. xi, To auaryce he had entende-
ment. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary 1. 1 1625) 23 The Epistles
. . bee commonly without addition at all, either of praise or

mislike, or any other intendment. 1620 T. GRANGER Div.

Logike 56 The Sunne hardeneth clay.. from the nature of
the clay, not intendment in the Sunne.

f 7. A charge, an office of supervision. Obs.

1638 FORD Fancies \. i, Well he merited Th' intendments
o'er the gallies at Leghorn, Made grand collector of the
customs there.

t Inte'nebrate, Obs. [f. late or med.L.

type *intenebrBre, f. in- (IN-
2
) + tenebrdre to make

dark, f. tcnebrx darkness : cf. It. intenebrare ' to

endarken' (Florio), OF. entcnebrer (I3th c. in

Godef.).] trans. To darken ; to render obscure.
1618 WOTTON in Reliq. (1672) 251 No more then a pretty

conjecture intenebrated by Antiquity. 1656 BLOUNT Glos-

sogr., To intenebrate (inlettebro), to endarken or obscure.

So f Inteuebra-tion, darkening, obscuration.

1656 HOBBES 6 Less. iii. Wks. 1845 VII. 240 There is

within you some special cause of intenebration. 1658
PHILLIPS, Intent-oration, a darkning or obscuring.

Inteuerate (inte-nere't), v. Now rare.
[f.

L. type *intenerare, f. in- (!N-
2
) + tener tender :

see -ATE 3. Cf. It. intenerire, OF. entendnr to

become tender.] trans. To make tender, soften,

mollify {lit. and_/ff.).
'595 DANIEL Sonn. x, Thon pow'r that rul'st the confines

of the night.. Intenerata that heart that sets so light The
truest love that ever yet w;as seen 1 1631 BRATHWAIT
Whitnzies, Metall-nian 62 Elixate your antimonie ; intene-
rate your chrysocoll. 1637 Bp. HALL Remedy Profhane-

>ugar, he
flesh. 1753 JOHNSON Pr. t) Medit. 23 Apr. in Bosmell,
I hope they intenerate my heart. 1811 Self Instructor 536
To intenerate the hairs of wool. 1872 W. R. GREG Enigmas
Life iv. 172 Prolonged abstinence from food . . purifying, and
intenerating the devotional part of our nature.

Hence Inte 'Derated, Inte-nerating ///. adjs.

larger number, there is . . disease of a . . fatal character, a 1861

p. GBAY Poet. Wks. (1874) 135 The teeming South Breathes
life and warm intenerating balm.

Inte-nerate, ///. a. rare. [f. L. type *intener-
alus, pa. pple. : see prec.] Intenerated, softened.
1846 WORCESTER cites RICHARDSON.

Inteueration (intenSi^'-Jan). Now rare. [n.of action f. prec. vb. : see -ATION.] The action of in-

tenerating, or fact of being intenerated ; softening.
r v ?ACON Sylva | 58 Restauration of some DegreeM Youth ; and Inleneration of the Parts. 1664 EVELYNlomtma , (,,, The p leasanter or plumper and

r Apple being the effect of some Inteneration. 1822
TCHINKR Cooks Orackjo-i The due degree of intener-anon [of meat] may be ascertained, by its yielding readilyto the pressure of the finger.

t Inte-nible, a. Obs. rare, ff. IK- 3 1 L. type

376

*tenibilis, f. tenere to hold. Cf. INTENABLK.] In-

capable of holding or containing.
1601 SHAKS. AlCs Welli, iii. 208 In this captious, and in-

tenible [Fol. i intemible] Siue, I still poure in the waters

of my loue.

Intensate (inte-nsrt), v. rare. [f. L. type
*intensdre (f. intens-us INTENSE, or as freq. of in-

tendlre to stretch) + -ATE 3
7.] trans. To make in-

tense ;
to intensify. Hence Inte'naated ppl. a.

1831 CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Early Germ. Lit. (1872) III.

202 Like an infinitely intensated organ of Speech. 1837
Fr. Rev. III. v. i, In colours all intensated, the sublime,

the ludicrous, the horrible succeed one another. 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits iv. 58 To intensate the influences

that are not of race. 1870 WHITTIER in Pickard Life (1894)
II. 567 Perhaps a sense of insecurity in their possession ..

intensates the love I feel for them.

Intensatiou (intense-Jan), rare.
[n.

of action

from prec.] A making intense, intensification ; in-

tensified condition.
1826 CARLYLE in Froude Life (1882) I. 372 The breath of

life (selon Herder) is but a higher intensation of light and
electricity. 1833 Misc. Ess., Diderot (1872) V. 39 Cooks
. . who . . cause the patient, by successive intensations of
their art, to eat with new and ever-new appetite.

Intensative (inte-nsativ'), a. and sb. rare.
[f.

L. *intensat-
, ppl. stem of *intensare + -IVF : see

INTENSATE, and cf. -ATIVE.]
A. adj.

= INTENSIVE a. 4.

1870 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixv. 13 The intensative

particle F]W, aph . . yea. 1880 B. NICHOLSON in Athtnxitm
18 Dec. 815/1 [In Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 59]

' wondrous
'

is not an attributive of
' snow ', but an intensative attributive

of
'

strange '.

B. sb. = INTENSIVE B.

1853 G. J. CK*\.V.V Las Alforjas Tern. II. 79, I also took
occasion to use 'plus betes que des philosophes

*
as an in-

tensative of common folly. 1880 N. <$ (?. 6th Ser. II. 324
'
Infernal* used as an Intensative.

Intense (inte-ns), a. Also 5 intens. [a. F.

intense, ad. L. intens-us 'stretched, strained, tight,

violent', rarely 'intent', pa. pple. of intendere : see
INTEND z. In origin a doublet of INTENT a., q.v.]

Etymologically, Stretched, strained, high-strung.
Hence :

1. Of a quality or condition : Raised to or existing
in a strained or very high degree ; very strong or

acute ; violent, vehement, extreme, excessive ;
of

colour, very deep ; of a feeling, ardent (cf. also 3).
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 (>e north . . whare com-

ounly esmare intense cold ban in oper placez. 1435 MISVN
Fire ofLove i. 2 Sum tyeme more & more intens, & sum
tyeme les. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. iii. 33 Vrines not of so

high intense a colour. 1667 EVELYN Diary 4 Apr., The
cold so intense that there was hardly a leaf on a tree. 1708
J. PHILIPS Cyder I. 10 Titan then exerts His Heat intense,
and on our Vitals preys. 1816 ACCUM Chem. Tests (1818)
288 The colour is a pure intense indigo blue. 1857 RUSKIN
Pol. Econ. Art 48 The ..intensest possible type of the

greatest error which nations and princes can commit. 1883
Hardwich's Photogr. Chem. (ed. Taylor) 240 The black
colour is even more intense than an experienced chemist
would have anticipated.
2. transf. Of a thing : Having some character-

istic quality in a very high degree ; intensely forci-

ble, bright, hot, etc.

1653 R- SANDERS Physiogn. 242 A middle voice, betwixt
intense and remiss. 1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 357
The intense Pulse is great and frequent. 1802 PALEY Nat.
Theol. xix. 3 (1819) 289 A supply of poison, intense in

quality, in proportion to the smallness of the drop. 1821
SHELLEY Adonais xx, Th' intense atom glows A moment,
then is quenched. 1852 M. ARNOLD Self-defence iv, From
the intense, clear, star-sown vault of heaven, Over the lit

sea's unquiet way. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thnle xxvii, The
yellow stars grew more intense overhead.

b. spec, in Photography :

- DENSE a. 3.

1879 Casseirs TecJin. Educ. III. 143 Beginners often
make their negatives too intense.

3. Of personal, esp. mental, action, etc. : Strained
or strenuously directed to some end ; intent, eager,
earnest, ardent. (Often not distinguished from I.)
1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1851) 155 Somtime slackning

the cords ofintense thought and labour. 1744 BERKELEY Siris
c o /* i ..: _:i_ r i >.L_._ i *;_!_.. _ t .

INTENSIFY.

6. transf. Of language, aspect, etc. : Expressing
or manifesting intense feeling, purpose, etc.

1684 EARL ROSCOMMON Ess. Transf. ISerse 344 Sublime or
low, unbended or intense, The sound is still a Comment on

1849 '-

IHit. Eng. iv. I. 464 They looked with intense anxiety
towards England. 1851 CARPBHTER Man. Phys, (ed. 2) 444A state of unusual activity, either from intense thought,
from prolonged exertion, or from continued anxiety. 1874
SlDGWicK Meth. Ethics n. v. 3. 172 A man may live a very
intense life if he be passionately devoted to field-sports or
beetles. z88j OUIDA Maremma \. vii. 155 Her voice gave
intensest passion and longing to the words.

4. Of a person : f a. Having the thoughts stren-

uously directed to some end
; intent upon (about)

something. Obs. b. Feeling, or susceptible to,
intense emotion or affection.

1640 W. BRIDGE Trut Sonldiers Comity 14 A man is saide
to be a sleepe when he is so intense about one busines that
hee doth not regard another. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative
33 They were so intense upon the Project they were about.
17*4 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 48 We found the elector
intense upon the strengthening of his army. 1830 MACKIN-
TOSH ii Oct. in Life (1836) II. 476

' The intense school
'

may
be denned as always using the strongest possible word on
every possible occasion. 1871 FARRAR Witn. Hist. iii. 103
Even Pagan hatred never surpassed . . the Ueep gloom and
scorching glare of the intense Tertullian.

to observe the intense language.
t 6. Tending strongly ; prone. Ols. rare.
1620 VENNER Via. Recta viii. 172 In sleep, the spirits are

more intense to concoction.

t Inte'nsed, /// a - 06s. rare. [(. L. intensus

(see INTENSE a.) + -ED 1.] Intensified.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Obseq. 51 Thou desired'st to . . beard

the Truth with as intens'd a Zeal, As Saints upon a fast

Night quilt a Meal.

Intensely (inte-nsli), adv.
[f. INTENSE a. +

-LY 2.] In an intense degree or manner.
I. In a very high degree ; very greatly, strongly,

or deeply ; violently, vehemently ; extremely.
1846 Sm T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 161 They intensly

heat the aire above their surface. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India
9t P. senate, Intensely cold Anights. 1712 ADDISON Sped.
No. 303 p j There are some which glow more intensely,
and dart a stronger Light than others. 1805 WORDSW.
Prelude xil. 177, I loved whate'er I saw: nor lightly loved,
But most intensely. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa. 560
Sticky, slippery mud, intensely sticky, and intensely slipper)'.

b. With intense feeling, expression, etc.
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. x. 93 Titian will only

paint a fan or a wristband intensely, never a flower. 1886
E. DOWDEN Shelley I. ii. 41 He lived intensely in his own
imaginings, wise or idle, beautiful or feebly extravagant.
t 2. With strenuous effort, attention, or exertion

;

eagerly, earnestly, intently. Obs. or merged in i .

_
A 1614 DONNE BiatfaraTos (1644) 112 To doe even that, so

intensly, as we neglect our office of Society. 1659 MILTON
Rupt. Commvi. Wks. (1851) 400, I began to consider more
intensly thereon than hitherto I have bin wont. 1743 I.

DAVIDSON jKneid iv. 35 Trojans intensely ply their work
1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Inq. I. HI. 84 He had had his
thoughts intensely fixed for a considerable time on an ..

imaginary object.

InteuseneSS (inte-nsnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being intense.

1. Very high or great degree; violence, intensity.
a 1614 DONNE Biadayarot (1644) 60 Though it merited not

salvation, yet it diminished the intensnesse of Damnation.

pleasure. 1768 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 60
The intenseness of the cold, which he . . experienced. 1829
I. TAYLOR Enthvs. viii, 180 Proofs of the energy, purity and
intenseness of practical Christianity among a large number
of those who made profession of the name.
2. Strained quality, strenuousness of action or

thought. (In later use not distinguished from i.)
1642 T. GOODWIN Heart of Christ in Heaven 16 The

Hebrew phrase likewise signifies an urgencie, vehemencie,
and intensenesse of some act. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled,
the Spirit (1867) 229 They do not frequently, and with in-
tenseness of mind, consider the abundance of evil that is in
it. 1717 SWIFT Art Polit. Lying Wks. 1755 III. i. 122 Too
great a zeal and intenseness in the practice of this art. 1779-
81 JOHNSON /,. P., Comley Wks. II. 7 Cambridge, where he
continued his studies with great intenseness. 1819 WIFFEN
Aoninn Hours(ifoo) 22 With a more melancholy tenderness,
And more subdued intenseness, I would scan All scene.

Intensification (inte^nsifik^-Jsn). [n. of ac-
tion from INTENSIFY : see -FICATION.] The action
of intensifying ; intensified condition.

1847 LEWES Hist. Pkilos. (1867) 11.73 An intensification
of power by its economy of effort and definiteness of aim.
1864 Reader 9 Apr. 450/1 The combustion is accompanied
by a great intensification of the heat. 1880 GRANT WHITE
Every-Day Eng. 46 Reduplication is . . perhaps the earliest
mode of expressing intensification of interest.

b. spec, in Photography : The thickening or in-

creasing of the opacity of the film of a negative.
1879 Casseirs Techn. Ediic. IV. 359/1 It will be better to

employ distilled water, .in all parts of the process until the

development and intensification are completed. 1883 Hard-
imich's Photogr. Chem. (ed. Taylor) 382 The plate should
be washed and dried previous to its being intensified, should
intensification be found necessary.

Inte-nsifier (-fsiisj). [f. next + -ER!.] Some-
thing that intensifies ; an intensifying agent : spec.
in Photogr. (see next, I b).
1835 New Monthly Mag. XLIII. 293 There are many

intens-fiers, I say, to the passion of love ; such as pride,
jealousy, poetry. 1878 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cvii. 4
Solitude is a great intensifier of misery. 1883 Hardwich's
Photogr. Chem. 382 One of the oldest Collodion intensifiers.

Intensify (inte-nsifai), v. [f. L. inlens-tts IN-
TENSE + -FY : corresp. to a L. type *intensijtcare
after sanctifitiire, etc. : see -FY.
In a note to quot. 1817, Coleridge says :

'
I am aware that

this word occurs neither in Johnson's Dictionary nor in any
classical writer. But the word,

'
to intend

',
which Newton

and others before him employ in this sense, is now so com-
pletely appropriated to another meaning, that I could not
use it without ambiguity : while to paraphrase the sense, as

by render intense, would often break up the sentence and
destroy that harmony of the position of the words with the

logical position of the thoughts, which is a beauty in all

composition, and more especially desirable in a close philo-

sophical investigation. I have therefore hazarded the word,
intensify, though, I confess, it sounds uncouth to my
own ear'.J

1. trans. To render intense, to give intensity to ;

to augment, strengthen, heighten, deepen, etc.



INTENSIFYING.

1817 COLERIDGE Riog. Lit. I. vii. 126 The will itself by
confining and intensifying the attention may arbitrarily give
vividness or distinctness to any object whatsoever. 1855
DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 410 Her uneasiness will be greatly
intensified. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxxiii, The unknown
labyrinth around, .seemed to intensify his sense of loneliness.

1873 TRISTRAM Moab ii. 34 The aurora, .was all orange-red,
with grand streaks intensifying the rays occasionally.

b. Photogr. To make the chemically affected

parts of (a negative) more dense or opaque, so as

to produce a stronger contrast of light and shade.
1861 in Circ. Sc. I. 161/1 The negative will require to be

intensified. 1883 [see INTENSIFICATION b].

2. intr. To become intense, to grow in intensity.

1853 C. BRONTE Villette xi, His expectant, vigilant,

absorbed, eager look never wore off: it rather intensified.

1806 R. G. MOULTON Lit. Study Bible xv. 370 There is no
relief : the action intensifies.

Hence Intensified, Inte-naifying///. adjs.
1861 LYTTON Sir. Story \. 239 Thought too can travel in

trance, and in trance may acquire an intensified force.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola Ixv, There was an intensifying
flash and energy in his countenance. 1883 H. SPENCER in

Contemp. Rev. XLIII. 14 An intensified life, which maybe
summed up as great labour, great profit, great expenditure.

Intension (inte'njsn). [ad. L. intension-em

stretching, straining, n. of action from intenditre to

stretch: see INTEND, INTENSE, and cf. INTENTION,
which is etymologically a doublet of this.]

1. Theaction of stretching, tension ; straining. 1 Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 305 There be in musicke

many divers tunes and different intensions of the voice,
which the musicians call harmonies. 1626 BACON Sylva

181 The Industry of the Musitian hath produced two
other Meanes of Straining, or Intension of Strings, besides

their Winding vp. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Mitt. 359
From great intension of the voice. 1858 HOGG Life Shelley
I. 56 His voice . . was intolerably shrill, harsh . . of the most
cruel intension.

2. Strenuous exertion of the mind or will; earnest

attention, intentness ; resolution, determination.
a 1619 W. COWPER in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 131
A vehement intension of his

spirit. 1676 HALE Contempl.
I. 456 While with great intension of mind we gaze upon the

End. 1822 Examiner 251/1 Resolution here means, a bend-

ing up, an intension of the spirits. 1860 Cornh. Mag. I.

675 Suddenly I found myself springing to my feet, and

listening with an agony of intension.

3. Increase of degree or force ; augmentation, in-

tensification. (Opp. to remission?) [Cf. Schol.L.

intensio et remissio forms, in Peter of Ailly a 1400,
Prantl IV. 105.]
z6xo HEALEY Vives Conim. St. A Jig. Citie of God (1620)

420 He directly affirmeth, that essence admitteth neyther
intension nor remission, more or less. 1615 CROOKE Body of
Man 574 Parts of the Eares which serue as well for the re-

ception of the sound into them, as also for the intension

thereof. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 48 Brightness is the

Intension of Light. 1751 HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 174
Some of these quantities and qualities are capable of inten-

sion and remission. 1842 MANNING Serin., Sins of Infirmity
(1848) I. 231 The mind cannot without a strain be ever at one

pitch, .it must have its intervals of intension and remission.

b. In Evolution of Species : see INTERGENEBA-

TION. Cf. INTENSIVE 7.

4. Degree, esp. notable degree, of some quality,

etc. ; intensity, depth, strength, force. Often con-

trasted with extension in sense of width of range.
1604 T. WRIGHT Passions V. 4. 29 In all the obiects of

delight, we may find a certaine intension of goodnes and a

certaine extension. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 326
The pictures . . having vehemencie and intension, seeme to

be forcibly expressed. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year i.

iv. 48 It may be of universal efficacie, large in the extension

of parts, deep in the intension of degrees. 1855 H. SPENCEK
Princ. Psychol. II. n. vi. 50 note, Intension being synony-
mous with intensity. 1888 icjtA Cent. May 718 The essence

of farming on virgin soils is extension ; on old land it is

intension. 18983. J. ANDREWS Chr. # Antichr. \. 8 The
hostile kingdoms should not only increase in extension, but

also increase in intension.

6. Logic. The internal quantity or content of a

notion or concept, the sum of the attributes con-

tained in it
;
the number of qualities connoted by a

term (
= COMPREHENSION 4, CONNOTATION 2 b

;

opp. to EXTENSION 8 b). Cf. INTENSIVE a. 3.

1836-60 SIK W. HAMILTON Logic viii, The Internal Quantity
of a notion, its Intension or Comprehension, is made up of

. . the various characters connected by the concept itself into

a single whole in thought. 1851 MANSEL Pro/eg. Log. vi.

(1860) 203 Formal distinctness as regards the intension or

comprehension of the concept. 1876 JEVONS Logic Prim.
v 23. 22 In putting steam before ship we have greatly
reduced the extension of the term. But we have increased

its intension, because steam-ship means all that ship does,

and more, for it means that the ship is moved by steam power.

Iiiteiisitive (inte-nsltiv), a. (so.) rare, [irreg.

f. INTENSITY + -IVE.] = INTENSATIVE, INTENSIVE.

1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert. (1845) II. 197 Intensitive

reduplication. 1835 New Monthly Mag. XLIV. 5 The
small voice of the nightingale . . seems an intensitive and a

low burthen to the general anthem of the earth. 1879 L.

STEPHEN Hours in Library Ser. in. 167 The highest epithet

applicable to Jeffrey is 'clever', to which we may prefix

some modest intensitive.

Intensity (inte-nsiti). [f. INTENSE + -ITT : cf.

V.intensitl (1743 in Halz.-Darm.).]
1. The quality of being intense ;

a strained or very

high degree (of a quality, condition, or action,

or of the characteristic quality of something) ; ex-

treme force, strength, depth, brightness, etc.

VOL. V.
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i66$ BOYLE Exp. Hist. Cold, Dejtc. Weather-glasses Wks.
1772 II. 497 Susceptible of such an intensity of cold. 1791
BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 202 The number engaged ..

only augments the quantity and intensity of the guilt. 1824

LANDOR^ Imag. Conv, Wks. 1846 I. xii. 51/2 In England
great crimes escape through the intensity of law ; in Italy
small ones through its relaxation. 1834 MEDWIN Angler
in Wales I. 90 The water from the intensity of its blue,
must be very deep. 1846 RUSKIN Mod, Paint. I. n. n. ii.

3 Nature exhibits her hues under an intensity of sunlight
which trebles their brilliancy.

b. High-strung quality of personal feeling or

emotion ; strenuous energy of action.

1830 SOUTHEY Life Bunyan in Pilgr. 38 This led him to
search the Bible and dwell upon it with an earnestness and
intensity which no determination of a calmer mind could
have commanded. 1837 DICKENS Ptckw. ii, He. .looked at

the stranger for several seconds with a stern intensity. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. ii, She might have done so with an
agreeable sense that she was living with some intensity and
escaping humdrum. 1876 LOWELL,Among my Bks. Ser. n.

Wordsw. 243 In proportion to the intensity needful to make
his nature thoroughly aglow is the very high quality of his

best verses.

c. with//. An instance of this quality; an intense

condition.

1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. \\. viii. (1861) 388 Over-dosing
in the spiritual intensities of religion, a 1840 POE Black-
wood Article Wks. 1864 IV. 232 What everybody else calls

the intensities.

2. The degree or amount of some quality, condi-

tion, etc. ; force, strength, energy ; degree of some
characteristic quality, as brightness, etc. ; esp. in

Physics, as a measurable quantity.
1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 291 The light of

greatest intensity, which is supposed to be white. 1796
KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 26 Denoting the degrees of

intensity of some particular qualities by figures. 1831
BREWSTBR Optics xxiL 200 To compare the polarising in-

tensities of different crystals. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. $

Magn. I. 168 The force on a small charged body is propor-
tional to its own charge, and the force per unit of charge is

called the Intensity of the force.

b. Photogr. = DENSITY 4; cf. INTENSE a. 2 b.

1855 HARDWICH Photogr. Chem. viii. in With the inten-

sity of a picture . . the developing fluid is largely concerned.

Intensive (inte'nsiv), a. (s&.) [a. F. intensify
-ive (14-15^ c. in Hatz.-Darm.) = It. intensivo,
med. or mod.L. intensiv-us, f. intens- t ppl. stem of

intendifre to stretch, strain : see INTEND, INTENSE.

Late L. had the parallel extenslvus EXTENSIVE.]
T" 1. Of very high degree or force, vehement : =

INTENSE a. i . Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 283 It shall be to euery
chrysten man or woman more intensyue and feruent than
is the naturall loue. 1598 YONG Diana 225 It was strange
to see what intensiue loue euery one did beare vs. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iii. in, A very intensive pleasure
follows the passion or displeasure. 1687 Death's Vis. viii.

74 Call yonder Planet, Mercury, Whom such intensive Heat
Will not Evaporate.

f 2. Strenuously directed upon something (quot.

1605); strained, earnest, eager, intent;
= INTENSE

a, 3. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xi. 3 Fascination is the

power and act of Imagination, intensive upon other bodies,
than the bodie of the Imaginant. a i68 PRESTON Mt. Ebal
(1638) 5 It is nothing else tut an intensive bending of the

mind untoChrist. 4:1639 Wo-non Paralell \nRelig. (1651)

3 Being almost tyred.. with that assiduous attendance, and
intensive circumspection. 1669 WOODHEAD Si. Teresa i.

Pref. 12 Intensive thinking is tedious, and tires.

3. Of, relating, or pertaining to intensity, or de-

gree of intrinsic strength, depth, or fullness, as

distinguished from external spatialextent or amount;
of or pertaining to logical intension.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 293 In every obiect of delight
there is a certaine intensive goodnes and perfection, and
there is an extensive. i6a6 JACKSON Creed \\\\. vi. 7 The
intensive infinity of the satisfaction for the sinnes of the

world. 1641 LD. BROOKE Eng. Episc. i. i. 3 Concomitants,
we may call, that almost illimited power, both Intensive, in

sole Ordination ; Jurisdiction . . As also Extensive, over so

vast a Diocesse. 1649 JEANES Wks. Heaven on Earth in

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. cxlv. 7 There must be an inten-

sive greatness in our praises, in regard of the degree, fer-

vour and heat of them. 1698 KEILL Exam. Th. Earth

(1734! 169 The part immerged of each Cylinder, bears the

same proportion to the whole Cylinder, that the intensive

fravity
of the Cylinder bears to the intensive gravity of the

luid. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rw. XXV. 585 Were
we endeavouring to characterize this work, in the dialect

peculiar to Professor Kant, we should observe, that its inten-

sive, like its extensive, magnitude is small. 1845-^6 TRENCH
Huls. Lect, Ser. I. iv. 58 The record of an intensive as well

as extensive development. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant n.

xi. 442-3 In all phenomena the Real bas intensive quantity
or degree.

b. Having the quality or character of intensity.

1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. vi. (1852) 167 Justice is an
intensive exercise of holiness. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON

Metaph. xxiv. (1859) II. TOO Hearing is, however, much less

extensive in its sphere of knowledge or perception than

sight ; but in the same proportion
is its capacity of feeling

or sensation more intensive. 1899 Q. J?ev. Oct. 492 Friends

whose reciprocal intensive criticism fanned each other's

interest into flame.

4. Having the property of making intense
;

in-

tensifying; esp. in Gram,, expressing intensity;

giving force or emphasis ;
=!NTENSATIVE.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 630 Aristophanes deriveth it

from 'Alpha', an intensive particle, and *

Spizo', which

signifieth 'to extend'. 1751 HARRIS Hennes Wks. (1841)

INTENT.

175 These comparatives, .seem sometimes to part with their
relative nature, and only retain their intensive. 1820 Mair's
Lat. Diet. 414 Vl. .is sometimes intensive, .and sometimes

privative. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 448 note, The T is

intensive.

5. Econ. Applied to methods of cultivation,

fishery, etc., which increase the productiveness of
a given area : opposed to extensive in which the
area of production is extended.

1832 CHALMERS Pol. Econ. x. 324 The removal . . of the
tithes, gives scope both to a more extensive and a more in-
tensive agriculture. 1865 Times 15 Apr., Ruin stares in
the face the occupier whose farm premises are inadequate
to the requirements of an '

intensive cultivation '. 1889
Nature 3 Oct. 558/2 The necessity for increased food pro-
ductions calls for intensive methods. 1899 \i)th Cent. No.
264. 300 There is little probability of their escaping from
being caught . . on account of the intensive fishery.

6. Med. Applied to a method of inoculation in

which the intensity or strength of the matter intro-

duced is increased in successive operations.
"all Mall G. 4 Sept. 4/2 He mistook the phials, and

made the first inoculation with the intensive matter which
should be used for the second. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1049A guinea-pig which had undergone

'

intensive treatment '

with Dr. Viquerat's serum had died '

stuffed full of tubercle '.

1807 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 709.
7. Subject to intensification

; characterized by
being intensified.

ciples combine with Segregation in producing Divergent
Evolution.

B. sb. Something that intensifies
; spec, in Gram.

an intensive word or prefix : see 4.

1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synon. 38 Mtzen or actschen is to
eat into, to corrode ; it is the intensive of the verb to eat.
1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. 570 The use of mere sound as an
accompaniment and intensive of sense. 1888 SKEAT Etyin.
Diet. s. v. TV prefix, Examples of the addition of /[= //]
as an intensive, meaning 'wholly'.

Intensively (inte-nsivli),aofo. [f. prec. + -i/r2.]
In an intensive manner.
1. In a high degree, intensely. Now rare.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions II. i. 51 It sheweth them very
intensively, a. 1643 J. SHUTE J-udgem. fy Mercy (1645) 167
Thou didst more intensively hate them, and multiply their
sorrowes. 1706 PHILLIPS, Intensively, extremely, exces-

sively, in the highest degree. 1882 Nature 23 Mar. 481/2
The covered flowers being less intensively coloured than
the others.

f 2. With strained effort
; earnestly, assiduously,

intently. Obs.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempl., N. T. iv. xi, Let us wait

reverently, and intensively upon this Bethesda of God, that
when the Angell shall descend and move the water, our
smiles may be cured. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, n.
vii. 28 Against them they contend more remissely, against
us more intensively, c 1655 ALG. SIDNEY in 19^ Cent.

(1884) Jan. 61 Theire desires are most intensively placed
upon one object.

3. In relation to intensity or degree of intrinsic

force : opp. to EXTENSIVELY 2.

1642 tr. Ames' Marrow Div. 200 This administration
differs from the former, both intensively and extensively.
1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa ii. 28 The fire is not great exten-

sively, but intensively, because it is kept within a narrow

compass. 1657 W. MORICE Coena qvasi Koti'ij Diat. vi.

308 To enlarge an impost and burden extensively, to lessen

the sense thereof intensively. 1877 in Dawson Orig. World
xv. 339 The same power . . has continued to operate in in.

tensively as well as extensively increasing activity.

4. In regard to logical intension. .

1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (1693) 144 Intensively or Subjec-
tively. 1864 BOWEN Logic \\\\. 234 Interpreted Intensively,
this Judgment {Man is an animal} signifies that all the
attributes of animal are contained in or among form a

part of the attributes of man.

Intensiveness (inte-nsivnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being inten-

sive ; vehemence, intensity.
a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658) 207 The heat thereof was en-

creased by the intensivenesse of the Sun. 1656 JEANES
Fuln. Christ 221 This love is for its intensivenesse, motion

upwards unto heaven . . compared unto fire. 1704 NORRIS
Ideal World ii. iii. 151 Accomplishments . . that consist in

the extensiveness of thought carry it in the public vogue
before those that consist in the intensiveness of it. 1892
SCHAFFLE Imposs. Soc. Democr. 277 Peasant industry carried

on with growing intensiveness.

Intent (inte-nt), sb. Forms : 3-6 entent, en-

tente, (5 enteutte) ; 4-6 intente, (7 intentt), 3-
intent. [ME. had two forms: (i) entent, in-

tent, a. OF. entent intention, application : L. in-

tent-us a stretching out, in late L. attention, inten-

tion, f. intent-, ppl. stem of intendire to INTEND
;

(2) entente, intente, a. OF. entente intention,

thought, desire, purpose, etc. : pop.L. *intenta sb.

from fern, of intentus pa. pple. (analogous to sbs.

in -ata, etc.), from same vb. In ME. entent appears
to be more frequent, and entente disappears before

1500; but in the pi. ententes, the two forms were

indistinguishable, and it is not possible to separate
them in sense. The form with in- is rare before

1400, while en- is rarely found after 1550. They
were equally common c 1 500.]
1. The act or fact of intending or purposing;

intention, purpose (formed in the mind). Formerly
113



INTENT.

also, in more general sense, Will, inclination ; that

which is willed, pleasure, desire (cf. 4). Now

chiefly in legal phraseology, and in the expressions

with intent to \hurt, etc.), with good or malicious

intent, etc.

._ - y ,-

ill al bine enlenl, '& sacrify to bi' mawnmenl. "V 1400

Destr. Troy 11364, I haue takon intent bo traitoun to sle.

^1460 flat Sacram. no My curat waytheth vpon me to

knowe myn entent. 1536 TINDALE Heb. iv. 12 And iudgelh

Ihe thoughtes and the internes offthe herte. IJJ3 T. WILSON

Rhet (1580) 31 We male advise hym. to continue in his good
entent. 1570 T. NORTON tr. Nowefs Catech. (Parker Soc.)

King ;
His life was so precious, that the Intent was 1 reason

by tnc' Common Law. a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serm. (1744)

II. 112 It was Josephus's intent by this device to slubber

over the massacre of these innocents. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Comm. IV. iii. 35 The bare intent to commit treason is

many times actual treason. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI.

496 In a will, the intent and meaning of the devisor was to

be observed, and the law would make construction of the

words to satisfy
his intent. 1843 JAMES Forest Days ii,

They were rushing upon the old peasant with no very mer-

ciful intent. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 142 He who
wounds with intent to kill .. shall be tried as if he had suc-

ceeded. 1896 DK. ARGYLL Philos. Belief 408 Christian

ethics .. insists on a purity enthroned in the thoughts and
intents of the heart. 1897 Daily News 13 Feb.

4_/6
Sent to

five years' penal servitude for wounding a man with intent.

fb. Design, plan, project, scheme. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 49 In swich place as

thoughte hem auantage flbr hire entente they take hir her-

bergage. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 625 Isres in his fals ententes

Purposed treson and sorowe. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron.

(1568) II. 795 To propose their entent of which they would
to none other person any part disclose. 1665 MANLEY
Grotius' Low C. Warres 103 Subtle in the managing of the

Intents of that Noble and great-spirited Young-man. 1830

JAMES Darnley xxxviii, The nobles joining in his intent,

showered their largess upon their retainers.

1 2. Attention, heed ;
intent observation. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Medit. 43 Take gode entent How petyr
and tohne from hym he sent, c 1400 tr. Sccreta Secret..

Gov. Lordsk. (E. E. T. S.) 105 pe lew wolde noght loke

aieyn, no gyf entent to his sawes. c 1477 CAXTON Jasqn 12

He behelde her with grete entente, c 1570 Pride Sf Lowl.

(1841) 9 And it beheld with full and whole intent. 1704
STEELE LyingLover 11. (1747) 40 Betty, do you see with what
Intent. .Penelope gazes yonder?

t 3. Intent or assiduous effort, endeavour. Obs.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvi. 7 Wib stalworth entent i

adressid my prayere til be. c 1374 CHAUCER Anel. 4- Arc.
28 The peple blisful al and somme. .him to honouren dide
al her intent, a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 3691 To please god
Alle that I maye I shalle here-After do myne entente. 1483
Catk. Angl. 197/1 An Intente, ..opera.

f4. Mind, or an act of the mind ; understanding;
the mental faculties generally ; frame of mind, will,

spirit ; perception, judgement ;
what is in the mind,

notion, opinion, or thought of any kind. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 365 (Gott.) f>e world i calle wid min

enteritis pe mater of foure dementis, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Egipciane 121 Quhene gudmen suld to faste begyne, ofsyne
to clenge bare entent. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T.

824 She taketh in good entente The wyl of Crist. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. 150 Her dethe and his living She chose
with all her hole entent. 14*0 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in.

I. 68 Vp on the beste wyse that we cowde deuyse aftir owr

simple ententes, c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 370 Sic fantasye
fell in his entent. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 7, I . .

cast in myne intent How I myght spende the tyme con-

uenyent. 1613 LISLE j*Elfric on O. fy N. Test. Pref. 5
Hereby grew . . the second error . . worse (to their intent)
then the first.

f5. Meaning; import; purport. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne Prol. 174 To turne it fro bat

speche away In to latyn. .pat be Inglis mot know be entente.
Ibid. 976 Of bys tale ys alle be entent To kepe weyl be
commaundement. 1495 Act n Hen. VJ'1

',
c. 8 So obscure

derke and diffuse that the true entent of the makers therof
cannot

perfitely
be undrestond. 1571 FORREST Theophilus

347 in Anglia VII, The some and entent of hys hole re-

queste. a 16*16 HALE Contempt, n. 57 It is more Large and
Spacious than the intent of the Text bears.

t b. Law. =- INTENDMBNT 4. Obs.

'574 f- Littleton's Tenures 17 b, Hee that shall haue the
lande .. shall haue the same lande after the Entent of the
surrender. 1608 W. BRADSHAW Unreason. Separ. 26 What
obedience doe they promise to the Prelates in the intent of
the Law, but onely in things that they shall judge honest and
Lawful!. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 476 They not being
goods, wares, or merchandize, within the intent of the
statute, by which a profit may be fairly made.
6. An end purposed ; the object of an action, etc.;

aim, purpose, rare or Obs. exc. as in c.
c xuo HAMPOLE Prose Tr. to Ffor bat entent anely [bay]

"',, ..!
lovrte ' '3W HARBOUR Brute in. 206 Thai come

weill till thar entent. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 78

wfllW P T^8
,""

5

JEL
ent f mvn labour' c I 4 7aco*'sWell (L. E. T. S.) 79 Whanne. .be ende & be entent is, for

to don berby ony dedly synne, banne is bat desyre . . dedly
synne. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxl. 167 He thought

heir meanes the soner to come to his entent. 1655 CUL-

5l
etC ' K*vrri'a "v- iii- 42 Juyce of the Knot-grassmay DC used to the same intent. 1754 CHATHAM Lett.

ep/ieiv iv. 22, I highly recommend the end and intent of
J'ythagoras's injunction. 1863 KINGI.AKE Crimea (1876) I.

. 60 Some outward and visible figure or sign to which the
multitude could point as the symbol of its great intent.

t b. In phrases, as to what intent, to that intent,
for this intent, etc. Eip. in the conjunctional phrase

378

To (ifor) the intent (that) : to the end (that), in

order (that). Obs.

1390 GOWKR Con/. I. 180 [He] axeth hem to what entent*
Thei have here ferste feith forsake, a 1450 Kn't. de la Tour

(1868) 161 Y wolde that the tyme were come ayen to that

entent to encrece the worship of alle goode. c 1460 FOR-
TKSci'E Abs. Of Lint. Man. ix. (1885) 130 But this is writun

only to the entent, bat it be wel vnderstande, how [etc.].

1470-85 MALORY A rthitr u. xvii, I did it to this entent that

it sholde better thy courage. 15x3 MORE Kick. Ill (1883) 7
[He] forethought to be king .. And thei deme, that for

thys intente, he was gladde of his brothers death. 1523
LD. BEHNERS Froiss. 1. clx. 105 To the entent they somwhat
to-breke and to-opyn the archers. 2526 TINDALE John xiii.

28 That wist noo man at the table for what intent he spake
vnto hym. 1569 J. ROGERS Gl. Godly Love (1876) 179 To
the intente that they two may dwell together. x6ix BIBLE
John xi. 15 To the intent yee may beleeue. 1703 MAUN.
DRELL Jcinrn. Jems. (1732) 24 To the intent that I might
give some light, for the better deciding [etc.].

c. To (for) all intents andpurposes (less usually
to all intents) : in regard to any end or object, for

all practical purposes,
'

practically '.

1546 Act 37 Hen. VIII, c. o i To all intents, construc-

tions, and purposes. 1555 RIDLEY Wks. (Parker Soc.) 19,
I would know, whetherThat Christ's words, spoken upon
the cup, were not as mighty in work, and as effectual in

signification, to all intents, constructions, and purposes (as
our Parliament men do speak), as they were, spoken upon
the bread ! i69 STRAFFORD Let. in Slingsby's Diary (1836)

321 Your self [being] as formerly vice president to all

tntentts. 1709 ADDISON Tatler No. 96 F 2 Whoever resides

in the World without having any Business in it . . is to me
a Dead Man to .all Intents and Purposes. 1856 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. IV. v. xiii. 5 The materials are so hardened
and knit together that to all intents and purposes they
form one solid mass. 1879 M. ARNOLD Ess., Porro wntm
162 The rest of the nation consists, for all intents and
purposes, of one immense class.

t7. The subject or theme to be treated in an

argument or discourse. Obs.
c 1460 Play Sacram. 6 We be ful purposed w' hart & w'

thowght Off oure mater to tell y" entent. 1594 J. DICKENSON
Arisias (1878) 41 Leauing this digression, I will returne to
the proposed entent of my discourse. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint,
ofAncients 198 It is better wee should pursue our intent,
By comparing that carefull diligence of the ancients [etc.].

1670 E. BORLASE Lathom Spain 45 From whence this
Patient received so much benefit : But to our intent.

t b. Sc. Law. A cause in litigation. Obs.

C1&7S Balfottr's Practicks (1754) 373 Efter that the partie
has cnosin ane certain nombre of witnessis for preiving of
his intent he may not.. desire ony ma nor thame allanerlie

quhom he has chosin.

Intent (inte-nt), a. [ad. L. intent-us bent
on (something), strained, attentive, earnest, eager,

pa. pple. of intendere to INTEND ; cf. OF. intent

intended, attentive, assiduous.
Intent and intense are etymologically doublets, intentjis

and intensvs being two forms of the L. pple. ; but already
in L.

intensity
was (like the simple tensus) more restricted

to the physical sense '

stretched, strained ', hence '

in-

tense, violent ', while intentus was extended to the notion
of '

mentally or nervously on the stretch, intent, eager,
attentive '. In the modern langs. this differentiation has
been made more complete. So with intention, intension.]

1. Having the mind strenuously bent upon some-

thing ; earnestly attentive, sedulously occupied,
eager, assiduous; bent, resolved, a. Const, on,

upon ; formerly to (at) or inf.
1610 Hymne in Farr S.P. Jos. 7(1848) 28 How intent our

prayers to heare. 1654-66 EARL ORRERYParthen. (1676) 15 If
1 endeavoured to preserve a life she is so intent to destroy.
1660 R. COKE Power tf Svbj. 37 The third are . . always
intent upon robbery. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. iv. 87
The Court of Rome so potent, so prudent, so vigilant, so
intent to their own advantage. 1674 tr. Schefer's Lapland
107 Women in the absence of men, are very intent for some
weeks at catching fish. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 329 Intent on
high designs, a thoughtful band. 1866 KINGSLEY Herew.
i, They had met him riding along, intent upon his psalter.
1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland 345 Intent on securing
what seemed to be a good head of horns.

b. Without const.

1704 POPE Windsor For. 158 The patient fisher takes his
silent stand, Intent, his angle trembling in his hand. 1835
LYTTON Rienzi x. viii, He stood, with folded arms, musing
and intent.

Comb. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 19 Oct. 1/3 An alert, very intent-

looking man.
2. Of the faculties, looks, etc. : Directed with

strained or keen attention ; earnest, eager, keen
;

intense. Const, on, upon (t'o).
1606 BRVSKETT Civ. Life 276 The Intellective soule . .being

once freed from the bodie . . is altogether bent and intent to

contemplation. 170$ STEELE Tatler No. 38 r n The intent

Application with which he pursues Trifles. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters II. 199 The eye is intent upon watching the
changes. 1830 D'ISRAELI Chas. I, III. vi. 79 So intent was
his elegant mind on those treasures of literature and art.

1849 C. BRONTE Shirley ii. 20 His eyes are large . . their

expression is intent and meditative.

1 3. Intensely active. Opposed to remiss. Obs.
6so SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (ed. 2) 312 The streams

from either side . . arise or fall according to the motion in
those parts, and the intent or remisse operation of the first

exciting causes.

t Inte-nt, v. Obs. Also 3-6 en-. [In branch I,
ME. a. OF. entente-r to intend, attempt (i4th
c. in Godef.), ad. L. intentare to stretch out to-

wards, direct, threaten with, attack, accuse, freq.
of intendfre to INTEND. In sense 4, a. F. intenter

(i4th c.), to institute (a legal process) = med.L.

INTENTION.

intentare litem
;

in sense 5, app. directly from L.

intentare^
I. 1. intr. To direct the mind or attention, to

give heed, to attend
; to be intent.

13. . K. Alis. 2834 Whiles the people of the toun Ententid
to Permeneon. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) ii [He] ententid
about the defence and saufegarde of the gret cite of Acres.
1611 SPIED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1632) 626 The King now
wholly intented vpon encrease of treasure.

b. trans. To attend to.

14.. Prose Leg. in Anglia VIII. 148 Ententynge bat be
apostel seib. c icoo New Notbroitne Mayd 433 in Hazl.
.P. P. III. 18 My comaundement Neuer tentente.

2. intr. and trans. To intend, purpose.
a 1500 CursorM. 26793 Sli[k] penance mai ha na f[rk>, Man

dos intent at eft misdo. 1450-1530 Myrr. mir Ladye 77To aske therby all thynges that he entented shulde be asked
therby. 1494 FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixviii. 46 He expulsed . .his
fader Herculeus Maxymyanus y* ententyd agayne to haue
been Emperoure. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxxv. 331
To leme what their enemyes entented. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Scat. Chron. (1805) 1. 196 Donald.. had understanding what
these outlawes intented.

8. trans. To make an attempt on
; to try to seize.

c 1400 Sowdotte Bab. 550 Ferumbras than gan to assaye,
If he myght that praye entente.

II. 4. trans. To institute (a legal action). Sc.
15.. Acts Sederunt 6 (Jam.) The saidis Lordis declaris

that the samen sal not prejudge ony persone . . of thair lawful
defences, .aganis ony actioun to be mtentit heireftir at his

Majesties instance. 1673-4 Lauderdale Papers, He heard
that she hade given orders to intent a law suit against him.

'737 J' CHAMBERLAYNE.SV. Gt. Brit. n. n. iv. yj(>(Scolland),
The Lord Advocate . . intents no Processes ofTreason, except
by Warrant of Privy-Council.
5. To accuse, b. To level (an accusation), rare.

1613 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. Pref. Verses (N.), They were
her errors, whilst she intented Browne. 1695 I. SAGE
Article Wks. 1895 I. 389 The accusation was intented
against the Queen.
f Inte-ntable, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. late L.

intentabil-is, f. in- (IN- 3) + *tentdbilis, f. tentare
to try, to TEMPT.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intentable, that cannot be tempted.
t Intenta tion. Obs. rare. [ad. L. intentation-
em stretching out, in late L. (Tertull., v.r. intentio)
accusation, n. of action f. intentare : see INTENT v!\
An accusation

;
a threatening.

1611-15 Bp. HALL Contempl., O. T. xix. ii, Witnesses
come forth, and agree in the tntentation of the crime. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Intentation, a menacing or threatening.
t Inte-nted, ///. a. Obs. [f. INTENT + -ED.]
1. =!MTENT a. 2.

1633 P. FLETCHER Elisa n. xiii, So did sht quake, And
with intented eyes upon them gazed.
2. Intended, purposed.
1614 SANDERSON Twelve Serm. (1632) 444 If my intented

course led me that way.
3. Legally instituted.

1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Queries ofState Wks. (1711) 177
Whether it be lawful to proscribe and forfeit country-men,
professing one religion, without process intented or law ?

t Inte-ntfully, adv. Obs. rare
- l

.
[f.

*intent-

ful (f. INTENT sb. + -FUL) + -LY 2. But perh. a scribal

corruption.] Attentively.
ci4io LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xii. 29 (Gibbs MS.) pel

fonden hym syttyng emonge doctoures of lawe herynge hem
ententfully \Sherard MS. & W. de Worde, ententiflyj.

tlntential, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. INTENT
sb. +-IAL.] Of or belonging to the intent or

meaning : cf. INTENT sb. 5.

fci470 G. ASHBY Active Policy Prince 39 Poems 14
Thaugh all thynges be nat. .swetely englisshed . . I byseche
you hertely to excuse it, So that I kepe intential substance,

t Inte-ntible, a. Obs. In 5 en-, [a. OF.
en-, intentible (Godef.), f. L. type *intentibilis,
f. ppl. stem of intendere to INTEND: see -IBLE.]

Understandable, intelligible.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xlix. 96 b/r,

1 haue now a voys ententyble ; and I was late dompe.
Intention (inte-njsn), sb. Forms : a. 4-6 en-

toucion, (-cy-, -one, -oun(e), 5-6 -tion, (-oun),
5 -sioun, 6 -syon. 0. 5-6 intencion, (-oy-,

-one, -oun(e), 5- intention, [a. OF. en-, in-

tencion, -dun, -tion, -fan stretching, intensity, will,

thought, opinion, etc. (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. intention-em stretching, straining, effort,

attention, application, design, purpose, etc., n. of
action from intendfre to INTEND. A doublet of
intension ; see note to INTENT a.]

I. General senses.

(
1. The action of straining or directing the mind

or attention to something ; mental application or
effort ; attention, intent observation or regard ; en-

deavour. Obs. (but cf. 7 b).
c 1400 Rom. Rose ^701 Now sette wel thyn entencioun, To

here of love discripcioun. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xxx.

99 Neuere to relesse be soule fro intencion of heuenly binges.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. l. iv. 12 Therfore he [God] gaf to hym
[man] witte and reson to haue entencion to hym. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 160 Attencion or intencyon for
our purpose here is onely the attendaunce study & diligence
y1 man or woman gyueth to theyr dede. 1599 B. JONSON
Cynthia's Rev. l. v, My soule (Like one that lookes on ill-

affected eyes) Is hurt with mere intention on their follies.

1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv. i. ii.
(185^) 9 Which petition

the king refusing, he pressed with that instance and inten-
tion . . till at last he tendered the same upon the pommel of



INTENTION.
his saddle. i6$x Fuller's AbelRediv.,Bolton 589 Being ad-
vised by Phisitians. -to break off the strong intention of his

study, he rejected their counsell. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ii.

xix. iWhen the Mind with great Earnestness, and ofChoice,
fixes its View on any Idea . . it is that we call Intention or

Study. 1749 BP. LAVINGTON Enthus. Methodists (1754) I. ii.

39 Disease caused perhaps by. .deep Intention of Thought.
1 2. The action or faculty of understanding ; way

of understanding (something) ; the notion one has
of anything. Also, the mind or mental faculties

generally ; cf. INTENT sb. 4. Obs.

1540 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4521 J?e lewes and cristen men . .

Sal pan thurgh even entencion Assent in Crist als a religion.
1390 GOWER Conf. II. 77 Resonable

entencionj The which
out of the soule groweth And the vertue fro vice knoweth.
1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour Livb, I wylle answere after

myn aduys and intencion. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix. 114,
I synnit in consaiying thochtis jolie, Vp to the hevin extol-

ling myne ententioun. 1536 Piter. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
161 b, Ye the idyot may haue ..his entencyon fully set to

desyre the lyfe eternal!.

f 3. The way in which anything is to be under-
stood ; meaning, significance, import. Obs. or

blending with 5.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love HI. ii. (Skeat) 1. 140 For neces-

sary & necessite been wordes of mokel intencion. 1638 F.

JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 310 That from thence gathering
the full intention of the conceit, wee might . . rightly appre-
hend the whole argument. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol.
Anat. i. iii. 6 If we will beleive Galen . . Whose Intention
Rodeletius interprets to be, that the Fat doth only releive

famished^ persons. [1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. Notes
230 The intention of the passage was sufficiently clear. 1883
S. Cox Expos. Ser. i. ii. 22 The story of every man has a
religious intention and significance.]
4. The action of intending or purposing ; volition

which one is minded to carry out ; purpose, f Of
intention^ on purpose, intentionally (obs,}.
c 137S S ' Leg. Saints^ Placidas 229 Of his synnis repent-

yng, As man of gud entencione. 1430 LYDG. St. Margaret
381 Men supposyng . . There was closed grete tresour and
rychesse, Brak the vessel, of entencyoun. 1552 ABP. HAMIL-
TON Catech. (1884) 29 We suld keip the commands of God
with ane rycht intencioun. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy

Commw.
(1605) 264 There is not that disposition and good

intention, which ought to be betwixt so neere a couple.
1645 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 166 Having it once in his inten-
tion to go to Bristol. 1780 JOHNSON in Boswell an. 1753,
[At one time, Johnson said to Beauclerk] You never open
your mouth but with intention to give pain. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 59 Our actions are judged good or evil,

according to our intention. 1887 FOWLER Princ. Mor. n. v,

Intention, as distinguished from motive, on the one side, and
the action itself, on the other, may be defined as the volition

immediately preceding the overt act.

5. That which is intended or purposed; a pur-

pose, design.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 527 It wes his entencioune Till

put him in-to auenture. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode in.

xxxii. (1869) 153 It is wel .. myn entencioun bat bou make
me ber of collacioun. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 203 It is a
saying among Divines, that Hell is full of good Intentions,
and Meanings. 1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. I. 118 It was not
the Intention that the Ships should go higher up. 17..
JOHNSON in Boswell Apr, an. 1775, Sir, Hell is paved with

good intentions: 1771 WESLEY Sertn. ii. ii. 9
' Hell is

paved' saith one 'with good intentions'. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) V. 167 Sir W. Blackstone thought the deed of
uses sufficient evidence of the intention of the parties.

b. colloq. in //. Purposes in respect of a proposal
of marriage.
[1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. IV. ii.] 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride

ff Prej. xxxiv, Colonel Fitzwilliam.had made it clear that he
had no intentions at all, and . . she did not mean to be un-

happy about him. 1852 Punch 27 Mar. (Cartoon), Mr. Bull.

Now, Sir, don't let us have any more Derby Dilly Dallying.
What are your Intentions towards Miss Britannia? 1884
FLOR. MARRYAT Under the Lilies xxxiii, 'Why ! I'm just
about to ask you your intentions !

' ' Don't ! please ! For I
am married.'

6. Ultimate purpose; the aim of an action
; fthat

foi; which anything is intended (o6s.).
c 14x0 HOCCLEVE Mother of God 52 Cryst of thee hath

deyned for to take_Flessh and eek blood for this entencioun
Vp on a crois to die for our sake. 1484 CAXTON

Fables^ of
/Esop ii. iii, To consydere and loke wel to what entention
the yeft is gyuen. 1556 A urelio $ Isab. \ 1608) E iij, To none
other intension, than onele to begille them. 1652 FRENCH
Yorksh. Spa iv. 48 It. .serves as effectually, -for most inten-
sions that almost any Physick is prescribed for. 1773 REID
Aristotle's Log. ii. 2 (1788) 2 The intention of the cate-

gories is to muster every object under ten heads. 1878
MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle 201 One thing to estimate
the intention and sincerity of a movement, when it first

stirred the hearts of men, and another thing to pass sentence

upon it in the days of its degradation.

f7. Stretching, tension : = INTENSION i. Obs.
1580 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 383 As Musitians tune their

strings who . . either by intention, or remission, frame them
to a pleasant consent. 1616 Rick Cabinet 123 So doe we
vnbend bowes . . lest continuall intention should boow the

bowe, or breake the string. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 57
By intention of speech a vein opening in my Lungs caused
such a flux of blood.

b. Straining, bending, forcible application or
direction (ofthe mind, eye, thoughts, etc.). (Akin to

i, but with more of the notion of tension as in 7.)
1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 206 We shall doe well

to breath our selves now and then.. by unbending the inten-
tion of our thoughts. 1659 Genii. Calling iv. 13 Not being
able to endure so much seriousness and intention of mind.
a. 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serm. (1744) X. 326 The toil and
labour, and racking intention of the brain. 1862 THOREAU
Excurs.^ Autumnal Tints (18631 262 It required a different

intention ofthe eye in the same locality,to see different plants.

379

f8. Intensification: = INTENSION 3. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarc&s Mor. 69 Morall vertue .. tern-

pereth the remission and intention . , of the passions. 1638
F. JUNIUS Paint, ofA ncients 276 Brightnesse may bee sayd
to bee nothing else but an intention of Light. 1758 T. S.

Le Draft's Oosery. Sure* (1771) Diet., Tyjbus, is the Order
of Fevers consisting of Intention and Remission.

f 9. Inclination, tendency. Obs.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. n. 35 If it continew longe in a pewter
sawcer, it hath an intention towardes ceruse.

II. Specific uses.

10. Surg, and Mcd. An aim or purpose in a

healing process ; hence, a plan or method of treat-

ment. [med. L. curationis intentio, transl. & TJ)S

iaaecus <TKOTr6s Galen (ed. Kiihn I. 385).] arch.

ci.qxiLanfranc'sCirurg. 18 Al J>e entencioun ofa surgian,
how diuers pat it be, it is on [of] pre maners, pe first is vn-

doyn^epfbat, bat ishool, pesecundeto hele pat, bat is broke,
be ,iij. is remeuynge of bat, pat is to myche. 1541 R.
COPLAND Gitydoris Formul.^ etc. S j, In the cure of
colde apostemes be iij intencyons. The fyrste is to egall
the mater antecedent. The seconde is the conioynt mater.

And y* thyrde is to correct y accydentes. 1701 T. FULLER
(title) Pharmacopoeia Extemporanea ; or, a body of Select

Medicines, answering most intentions of cure. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Intention or Intension, in medicine, that

judgment, or method of cure, which a physician forms to

himself from a due examination ofsymptoms. 1822-34 Good 's

Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 378 Some of the indications of the

disease, however, have given rise to a much bolder intention .

b. spec. vn. first inttntton t the healing of a lesion

or fracture by the immediate re-union ofthe severed

parts, without granulation ; second intention^ the

healing ofa wound by granulation after suppuration.
1543 TRAHERON Vigd's Chirurg, (1586) 130 b, Solution of

continuitie in the flesh may be restored by the waie of the

first intention. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds^ I. 130 The
first intention belongs to incised wounds, and is performed,

by bringing tjieir lips, as much as possible, into contact ..

1 he second intention is accomplished, by promoting diges-
tion, and regeneration of the loss of substance. 1813 J.
THOMSON Lect. Iitflam. 125 The first [mode] is by adhesion
without granulation ; this Galen termed re-union by the
first intention ; the second is re-union by granulation .. re-

union by the second intention. 1850 J. BROWN Rab fy F.
ii. (1862) 26 The wound healed *

by the first intention '.

11. Logic. The direction or application ofthe mind
to an object ; a conception formed by directing the

mind to some object ;
a general concept, first

intentions, primary conceptions of things, formed by
the first or direct application of the mind to the

things themselves
; e.g. the concepts of a tree, an

oak. Second intentions, secondary conceptions
formed by the application of thought to first in-

tentions in their relations to each other ; e. g. the

concepts of genus, species, variety, property, acci-

dent, difference, identity.
The introduction of these terms is due to the early Latin

translation of Avicenna, in which the Arabic i^iUa**

maGquldt 'perceptions, notions*, pi. of .Jtjbb maqul
1 what is perceived by the intellect, intelligible, known ', is

rendered by intentiones. Thus tr. Avicenna Metaph. I, z

(Prantl II. 321) Subjectum vero logicse, sicut scisti, sunt

intentiones intellectae secundo [d*jlill ey^Ufidl al-ma-

guldt cti-j>aniyaJi\ quze apponuntur intentionibus primo

intellectis[
Jj}Jl cyiUa*\l al-matguldt al-ulay\s^cm\'

dum quod per eas pervenitur de cognito ad incognitum.
Hence in Albertus Magnus (1193-1280) Metaph. I ; I, i

(Opp. ed. Jammy, Lugd. 1651, III. 3/1) Sciential logics
non considerant ens et partem entis aliquam, sed intentiones

secundas circa res per sermonem positas, per quas viae

habentur veniendi de noto ad ignotum. Pacius (A ristot.

Organ., 1584) identifies intentio with notto
'

notion '; 'prima
notio seu prima intentio'.

1550 BALE Image Both Ch. n. Pref. 2b, Subtikees,
seconde intencyons, intrinsecall moodes. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. More's Utopia n. vi. (1895) 185 Our newe Logiciens
. . were neuer yet able to fynde out the seconde in-

tentyons ; in so muche that none of them all coulde
euer see man hymselfe in commen, as they call hym.
1638 ROUSE Hca^>. Acad. ii. 15 For things of the second

intention, to discern them we ascend above Sense unto

Reason, and see them with our Understandings. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. ni. 9 Not attaining the. .second inten-

tion ofthe words. 185* MANSEL Notes Aldricfts Logic(&.i}. .

20 First Intentions, as conceptions ofthings, are predicable of
the individuals conceived under them . . Second Intentions are
not so predicable . . When Genus is said to be predicable of

Species, it is not mtfant that we can predicate the one second
Intention of the other, so as to say,

'

Species is Genus '

;

but that the first intention
* animal

'

is predicable of the first

intention 'man *

; the relation of the one to the other being
expressed by the second intentions

'

genus' and *

species'.
For this reason, Logic was said [by Avicenna] to treat of

second intentions applied tofirst. 1864 BOWEN Logicv, 112.

12. Theol. One of the three things necessary, ac-

cording to the Schoolmen, to the effectual adminis-

tration and validity of a Sacrament, the two others

being Matter and Form : see quots.
1690 SHADWELL Am. Bigot v. adfin., I vill pronounce de

Words of de maarriage without intention, and den it is no
marriage. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 103 The doctrine of the
Schools is, That a Sacrament requires Matter, Form, and
Intention. Ibid,^ I am at a loss to know what the Intention

of a Sacrament is, unless it be what the Church requires to

be done therein, according to the Council of Florence. 1842-
71 HOOK Ch. Diet. 397 The following is the eleventh canon
of the Council of Trent :

'

I f any shall say that there is not

required in the ministers while they perform and confer the

sacraments, at least the intention of doing what the Church
does, let him be accursed '. 1869 HADDAN Apost. Success.

INTENTIONALITY.
viii. (1879) 267 Popes like Alexander VIII. may tell us. .that

a minister invalidates a rite by withdrawing his interior in-

tention from it, . . soberer schoolmen . . limit the required _in-

tention to nothing more at the least than a virtual intention

to do as the Church does.

b. R. C. Ch. Special or particular intention, a

special purpose or end for which mass is celebrated,

prayers are offered up, etc. as the spiritual welfare

of some person, etc.

1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers I. i. 76 Like ourselves, the

Anglo-Saxons often celebrated mass fora particular intention.

1890 LOUISA DOBRE Stories Sacram., Blanche's Baptism
20, I gave you all my intentions at Mass that morning, and
said the Te Devttt for you. 1895 Catholic^ Mag. July 184
Our Mother General . . gives us the intention K>r the next

day's Communion.
13. Roman Law. (See quot.)
1880 MuiRHEADGrtfwj iv. 41 The clauses of a formula

are these, the demonstration, the intention, the adjudica-
tion, and the condemnation . . The intention is the clause in

which the pursuer embodies his demand
j

for example, thus :

1 Should it appear that Numerius Negidius ought to give
ten thousand sesterces to Aulus Agerius '.

( 14. Rhet. Intensification of force or meaning ;

the use of a word to such an end. (L. intentio,
Aul. Cell. ; Gr. iwiraois, Dion. Hal.) Obs.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Intention, . . in Rhetorick it is the

repetition of the same word in a contrary sense, as Una
salus victis nullam sperare salutem.

f Inte-ntion, v. Ol>s. rare ", [f. prec., after

It. intenzionare, f. intenzione : cf. F. intentionner

(1690 in Halz.-Darm.).] To have an intention.
1611 FLORIO, Intentionare, to intention.

Intentional (inte-nfanal), a. (s6.) [ad. med.L.
intentionalis (Hervens Natalis De Intent. ,

c 1 300),
f. intention-em INTENTION: cf. F. intentionnel

(Palsgr. 1530).]
1. Of or pertaining to intention or purpose ;

existing (only) in intention.

1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Intencyonall belongyng to the intent,
intencionel. 1602 in Moryson Itin. II. (1617) 247 Where
wee see faith and dutie onely intentionall in origine. a 1695
W. D. Dissuas. Cursing in Boyle's Wks. (1772) VI. 31 These
intentional sins, for being ineffectual against others, divest
not the being criminal in themselves. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison I. xxvi. 186 Her heart overflows with sentiments
of gratitude on every common obligation and even on but
intentional ones. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 154 The
second will never operated, it was only intentional.

2. Done on purpose, resulting from intention ;

intended. Rarely of an agent: Actingwith intention.

16. ., 0:1677 [implied in INTENTIONALLY], a 1729 ROGERS
(J.), The glory of God is the end which every intelligent

being is bound to consult, by a direct and intentional service.

1744 HARRIS Three 7Vm/.Wks.(i84i)7There is, too, another
alteration . . which . . is equally wanting ; and that is with

respect to the epithet,
'
intentional or voluntary \ 1824

SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 41 We accuse nobody of inten-

tional misrepresentation. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, Con-

sidering this as'an intentional insult, a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz.

(1873) III. v. 306 An intentional suppression of facts. 1863

J. G. MURPHY Cottim. Gen. ii. 5 Man is the only intentional

cultivator.

3. Scholastic Philos. Pertaining to the operations
of the mind

;
mental ; existing in or for the mind.

Intentional species, appearances or images supposed to be

emitted by material objects so as to strike the senses and

produce sensation.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 452 The thought of man is a

spirituall or intentionall motion and action, and not a sub-

stantial! thing. 1647 H. MOKE Poems 277 Let him . . with un-

cessant industry persist Th' intentionall species to mash and

bray In marble morter. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. i. i.

I 14. 15 It is evident, that Empedocles did not suppose
Sensations to be made by intentional Species or Qualities.

1694 R. BURTHOGGE Reason 79 Colours, Sounds, Sapors,
Time.. are Intentional things, things that, as such, have

only an esse Objectivum, an esse Cognitum, as the School-

men phrase it. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World n. vii. 344 Some
philosophers talk of . . intentional species, and of their suc-

cessive generating and spawning each other, after their first

emission from the object, throughout the several points of

the medium.
4. Heb. Gram. Applied by some to the use of the

Future or Imperfect tense (in some cases marked by
a special form) of the Hebrew verb to express
intention ; also called cohortative : e. g. in Gen. xi. 7.

1892 DAVIDSON Hebr. Gram. 60 note, Both the Jussive and
Cohortative are comprehended by Ewald under the name

Voluntative; for Cohortative Bottcher prefers to use the

term Intentional.

\~B.sb. An appearance or phenomenon which

has no substantial or concrete existence. Obs.

1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic .

are oppos'd . . 3dly. Appearances, or as they commonly say,

Intentionals, as the Rain-bow, Colours appearing, Species's

and Spectres of the Senses and Understanding, and other

things whose Essence only consists in their Apparition.

Intentionality (intemjanse-liti). [ad. Schol.

L. intentiottalitas (Herveus Natalis, c 1300, De

Intent., If. 7 b), f. intentionalis INTENTIONAL: see

-ITY.] The quality or fact of being intentional.

1611 FLORIO, Intentionalita, intentionalitie. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. i. iv. 12 Intentionality . . and other insignificant

words of the School. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, vii. 6

In every transaction . . which is examined with a view to

punishment there are four articles to be considered . . 3. the

Intentionality that may have accompanied it. 1823 Not
Paul 229 Perfect consciousness, fixed Intentionality, prede-

termined perseverance, a 1834 COLERIDGE Rent. (1836) II.

113-2



INTENTIONALLY.
180 Observe the consciousness and the intentionality ul

'intentionally (intc-n/anali .: ,
adv. [f. INTEN-

TIONAL a. + -LY?] In an intentional manner or

relation, t a. In respect of the mind or its work-

ings ; by the action of the mind (obs.). ( b. In

respect of intention or purpose, as opposed to per-
formance (obs.). C. With intention, on purpose.
it.. CARYL in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xci. 13 His

meaning is, thou shall intentionally tread upon them like a

conqueror, (a 1661 FULLER Worthies i. (1662) 29 Surely, not

inlentionly, but accidentaly.l 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. n.

xi. (1848) 133 They think, That for a Man to be otherwise

than Intentionally Religious before his Hair begin to change
Colour, were not only to lose the priviledges of Youth, but

to incroach upon those of old Age. a 1677 HALE Prim.

Orig. Mart. n. iv. 155 Some things are found out casually
or accidentally; some things intentionally. Ibid. iv. viii.

372 Man above all visible Creatures is able to perform that

duty intellectually and intentionally. 17x0 1 >K FOE Capt.
Singleton \. (1840) n, I was guilty of the fact intentionally..
but providence .. always frustrated my designs. 1820
SCOHESBY Ate. Arctic Reg. I. App. 46 This observation was
intentionally made at a different hour almost every day.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 21 I. 370, I never intentionally

wronged any one.

tlnte'ntionary, a. and sb. Obs. [f.
INTEN-

TION + -ARY.] A. adj. a. = INTENTIONAL a.

1647 CLARENDON Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 496 We give
no ear, no serious and intentionary hearkening to it. 1684
Depos. Cast. York (SurteesJ 266 A combiner with and inten-

tionary introducer of Popery.
b. According to legal intent or intendment.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eag. n. xxxix. (1739) 173 The
intentionary sense of the Statute . . although not within the

explicite words of that Law.
B. sb. One who does something with '

inten-

tion
'

: cf. INTENTION 1 2.

1619 W. SCLATER Exf. i Thess. (1630) 246 Not lesse

blame-worthy are our superstitious Votaries or Intention-

aries, that walke out of Gods Church, to the Shrines of

Saints, and.. the Holy Land.

t Inte-ntionate, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INTEN-

TION + -ATE 2
: cf. F. intentionni (i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Having, or characterized by, intention ;

intentional, intended.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. IVhole Creat. Ep. Ded. 8 Mooving
the minde of the admirer or intentionate observer.

t Inte'ntionated, a. Obs. rare. [f. as prec.
+ -ED!.] = INTENTIONED.
i6ao SHELTON Quiz. IV. xxiv. 196 So christianly a Father

and Daughter . . to see to, so well intentionated. c 1690
Consid. Raising Money 9 It will be readily granted by all

wise and well-intentionated Persons.

t Inte'ntionately, adv. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

INTENTIONATE a. + -LY -.] Intentionally.
1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cain. 135 The same

doctrine., which wrought in others the sauour of death; not

intentionately from the Subiect, but occasionally by the
vice of the Obiect.

Intentioned (inte-nfand), a. [f. INTENTION sb.

+ -En 2.] Having intentions (of a specified kind).
1647 \V. BROWNE tr. Gotnberville's Polexander iv. v. 333

To let her know they were loyally intentioned. 1729 SWIFT
Let. M'Culta's Project Wks. 1841 II. 97/1 Those who
are honest and best-intentioned. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)
III. 457 The Lord Chief Justice's system was very great
and noble, and very equitably intentioned. i85 CARLYI.E
Schiller n. (1845) IJI So occupied and so intentioned, he
continued to reside at Weimar. 1898 J. R. TRUMBULL
Hist. Northampton, Mass. I. 2 A spirit of thrift un-
doubtedly permeated the best intentioned of them.

Inte ntioiiless, a. rare. [-LESS.] Without
intention ; purposeless.
1887 Harper's Mag. Nov. 931 He began .. to lose himself

in mtentionless
plausibilities. 1894 Athenaeum 10 Nov.

634/2.The surviving life of old Japan here depicted [isj un-
knowing, probably, and intentionfess of its own charm.
Intentive vinte'ntiv), a. Obs. march. Forms:

a. 3-5 ententif, 4-5 -yf, -yve, 5 -ife, -yfe, 6 -ive.
0. 5-6 intentlf, -yf, -ife, 6- intentive. [a. OF.
en-,tatf,iti/,-ive(i2\.hc.in Godef.), ad. late L.

intentlvus, f. intent-, ppl. stem of intendere to
INTEND : see -IVE.]
1. Ofpersons: Devoting earnest attention or pains ;

paying regard or attention; attentive, heedful,
assiduous, intent. Const, to, about, mi, upon, or inf.
a. c ttcjo [implied in INTKNTIVELY]. c 1374 CHAUCER
rroylus n. 789 (838), I loue oon which is most ententyf To
seruen wel vnwery and vnfeynid. Boeth. i. pr. ill 6
(Camb. MS.) They ben ententyf abowte sarpuleris or
sachels. c 1430 Pilgr. I.yfManhodt I. cxxiv. (1869) 66 Wcl
me liketh bat ententyf to my wordes bou hast ben. 1401
CAXTON Vitas Pair. iW. de W. 1495) i. xlix. 97 a/2 Lete
01

J
r
,!!?

res be ententif and dylygente to me. a 1563 BALEStL Wkt. (Parker Soc.) 113 Is not Chrysostom an ententive
doctor ?

t- ij"3 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 942 Intentyf. aye And
dylygent. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 54 b, The Kynge.. was so vigilant, so circumspect and so intentive. a 1635NAUNTON bragm. Reg. (Arb.) 30 He was wholly intentive

ie service of his Mislris. 1658 BROMHALL Treat.
ii. 227 They . . going nearer privily . . the servantsMnt .intenlive. flew upon them. 1670 Famous Concl.im Clement VIII was elected Pope 10 Montalto. .was

(n s "?
" ' nt

;n= his solicitation. [1835 SIR T. HARDY
We r *'"?" lnt 1

:
'" Writ, 4;ohnf5?f intendendo)

3SSS2S. ' ln' ntlve '" h in a" things as our

TSvrl. *
execute hl commands.)A Of the faculties, thoughts, actions, looks, etc. :

Intently bent or directed.

380

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. T 707 Ententif desir to byen
thyng espiritueel. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 70 The saide

Cirus emploied .. intentife besynesse in . . labourage of his

londis. 1555-8 PHAER ,-Kneid n. C iij b, 'I'hey whusted all,

and ti.\t with eies ententiue did behold, a 1592 GKEI.NK

Jas. IV, u. ii. His too intentive trust to flatterers. 1637
HKYWOOD Royal Ship 22 My purpose, which is fully inten-

tive upon brevity. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silcx Scittt. u. Rain-

bow] The youthful world's gray fathers. .Did with intentive

looks watch every hour For thy new light. 1725 POPE
Odyss. vl. 80 Blushes ill-restrained betray Her thoughts
intentive on the bridal-day. 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr.
Ledbury xlii. (1886) 129 Many . . were at breakfast .. with
such intentive appetites, that they took no notice of the
courteous salute.

Intc'ntively, adv. Obs. or arch. [f. prec. +
-LY z

.] In an intentive manner ; with earnest atten-

tion or application ; earnestly, needfully, intently.
c 1*90 Beket 504 in 6". Eng. Leg. I. 121 Knijtes and o)>ure

. . beden seint Thomas ententifliche : bat he bat word for-

bere. 1340 Ayenb. 210 And acsi wishche and diligentliche
bet is ententifliche and perseuerantliche. c 1374 CHAUCER
Boeth. in. pr. xii. 81 (Camb. MS.) For as I trowe thow
ledyst now moore ententyfly thyne eyen to loken the verray
goodes. c 1400 Beryn 239 The kny?t with his meyne went
to se the wall . . Devising ententiflich the strengthisal a-bout.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey clxxxiii. 268 Alle they of cure hooste
behelde them moche ententyfly. 1593 NASHE Christ's T.

(1613) 145 The Phylosopher that top intentiuely gaz'd on the
stars, stumbled and fell into a ditch. 111619 FOTHEHISY
Atheom. u. ix. i (1622) 295 The end of the Mathematicks,
is, to leade vs men intentiuely to consider of the nature of
God. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 6 T 3, I looked intentively

him.

ntiveness. Obs. or arch. [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or fact of being intentive;
closeness of attention ; intentness.

1561 T. NORTON CalvMs Inst. iv. 78 He doth. . speake ..

of suche praiers as require a more earnest intentiuenesbe.

1612-15 Up. HALL Conlempl., N. T. iv. xxiv, Their care and
intentivenesse is truly commendable ; they came to comfort
her, they do what they came for. 1685 R. LOWMAN Descr.
Fireworks Coron. i The Earnestness of Expectation and
Intentiveness of what was. .to succeed.

Intently (inte-ntli), adv. [f. INTENT a. + -LY 2.

ME. had the kindred form ententely, intentily,
1 after F. ententement attentively, or reduced from

ententifly. cf. jolifliche, jollity.] In an intent
manner ; with strained attention or close applica-
tion

; earnestly, eagerly.
a. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 613 He lukyit the Seyle en-

tentily. <ri4s WYNTOUN Cron. vill. xviii. 129 De Brws it

lukyd ententely.
l63S J- HAYWARD tr. BioiuKs BanisVd Virg. 123 So

intently were all her thoughts busied in chastizing them.
1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth. iv. 182 When I consider intently
thy Reasons. 1773 HURD Prophecies (1788) I. iii.66 Intently
prosecuting one entire scheme. 1838 LYTTON Alice 29 In-

tently gazing on the scene below. 1871 H. AINSWORTH
Tower Hill i. iii,

'

'Tis mere fancy ', he rejoined, after

listening for a moment intently.

t Inte'ntment. Obs. rare, ff. INTENT v. :

cf. OF. ententement intention, wish.] Intention.
1624 HEYWOOD Captives ill. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, To invert

my good intentements, turne this nest I built for prayer
unto a bedd of sinnes.

Intentness (inte-ntnes). [f. INTENTS. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being intent ; strained
or fixed attention

; close mental application.
i64a BP. REYNOLDS Israel's Petit. 15 It doth intimate an

Intentnesse of the Church upon that point. 1693 LOCKE
Ednc. Wks. 1812 IX. 62 Intenlness of thought upon some-
thing else. 1755 Vise. PARKER in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 368,
I found by his intentness, that he saw something extra-
ordinary. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revis. (ed. 4) 145 This
business.

._was carried on with an intentness that seemed to
liave no distraction towards any other consideration. 1880
Miss BBAnDON Just as I am II. 119 A tone and look that
indicated intentness of purpose.
t Inte'nuate, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. IN- 2 + L.

tenuat-us, pa. pple. of tenudre to make thin : cf.

ATTENUATE.] Thinned, thin.

1471 RIPI.KY Comp. Akh. n. i. in Ashm. (1652) 135 Whych
..makyth intenuate thyngs that were thyk also.

tlnte-pidate, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

IN- 2 + ppl.
;tem of L. tepidare, i. tepidus lukewarm, TEPIIJ.]
trans. To render lukewarm, to discourage.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. IV. cii. 359 It slackens us, enfeebles

and intepidates our Zeal. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals \\.

ill. 189 To leave a person . . without any reward, would but
discourage and intepidate the rest.

Inter (intau), v. Forms: a. 4-5 entir, -tyre,
4-6 -tere, -tyr, 4-7 -ter, -terre, 5 -tire, -tiere,
-tyer(e, 5-6 -tier, 7 -terr. 0. 5 intyr, yntyr, 6
intere, 6-8 -terre, 7-8 -terr, 5- inter. [ME.
a. OF. enterre-r (nth c. in Littre) =

Pr., Sp. en-

lerrar, It. interrare, prob. late pop. L. inlerrare (in
med.L. i ith c.), f. in- (!N-

2
) -t- terra earth, for cl.

L. inhuindre, INHCME.]
1. trans. To deposit (a corpse) in the earth, or

in a grave or tomb
; to inhume, bury.

o. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6390 J>e sone . . come
home to (ie enleryng. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 224 Thar,W g

i
r
,
e
r'

soIemPnile Ana w h gret dule, entyrit wes he.
-

1415 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xxiii, In be kyrk of Dwnferm-
y
"r ^-u

5 Body wes emeryd syne. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur
x. U, Ihenne the kynge lete entyere them in a chappel.
1513 MORE in Hail Chron., Edm. ^(1548) 14 b, His bodyand head wer enterred at Wyndesore. 1513 LD. BERNERS
f rotss. I. cccxiv. 482 To be entred with the greatler solemny-
tie. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. in. ii. 81 The euill that men do,

INTER-.

Hues after them, The good is oft enterred with their bones.
a 1631 DONNE Poems (1650) 35 Dead and enterr'd.

/3. 1499 Promp. Parv. 140/2 (Pynson) Entyryn or intyryn
dede men. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Componere, To
bury or interre. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Albanact xlii, To interre
the dead. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. I. 58 Being
come to the Burying-place where the Corps is to be Interr'd,
they take it out of the Cofiin. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 164
F 10 She . . was interred according to her Request. 1755
Capt. P. Drake i. 3 Staying but one Day after the Battle
to inter Lord Dungan. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II.

44 James . . had not ventured to inter his brother with the
riles of the Church of Rome.

b. transf. and^f.
1601 ?MARSTON Pasquil !, Kath. ill. 123, I will interre

my selfe in Ploydens coffin. 1601 CORNWALLIS Ess. \\. xxviii.

(1631)24 O Signieur . . give me leave to interre myself in

your armes. 1651 tr. De las-Caverns' Hist. Don Fenise 136,
I resolved to enterre my selfe alive in this desert. 1741
YOUNG Nt. Th. i. 137 Yet man, fool man ! here buries all

his thoughts ; Interrs celestial hopes without one sigh.

1 2. Said of a tomb : To enclose the corpse of.

1631 MILTON Epit. Marchioness Winchester i This rich
marble doth inter The honoured wife of Winchester.

f 3. To place (anything) in the ground ;
to cover

up with soil ;
= BURY v. 3. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 17 It is very good to enterre and
couer with mould round about the leaues, now one, and
then another. 1664 EVELYN Sylva(i6y)} 19 Be circumspect
never to interr your stem deeper than you found it standing.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 13 How these
Sea-shells . . became interr'd in the bowels of the Earth.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.
,
Gardeners also Interr, or earth

up, sellery, endive, and lettice, to blanch, or whiten.. them,

t Inter, sb. Sc. Obs. rare 1
. In 6 entire,

-tyre. [f. prec. vb.] =!NTEBMENT.
1513 DOUGLAS Mtieis vi. ii. 151 Til his funerale entire

ltd. 1553 entyre], or sacrifice, Do bring the blak beistis.

t Inter, obs. form of ENTEB v.

1494 Ace. Ld. High Treat. (Dickson) I. 250 To Jhone
Lame quhen he interit, xviijj.

I! Inter (i-ntaj), the L. preposition =
'

between',
'

among ', occurs in a few Latin phrases occasional
in Eng., e.g. inter alia, amongst other things (less

usually inter alias, amongst others, other persons) ;

inter nos, between ourselves ; inter se, between or

among themselves, (t Rarely with English object.)
01641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Man. (1642) 293 The great

garboyles inter Herod and his sons. 1665 Sru T. HERBERT
Trav. (1677) 195 Three errant Monks . . make strange
discoveries as well as descriptions of places ; and inter
alia of Cambalu. a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n.

(1693) 152 The Lords produce inter alios, John Duke of
Lancaster. 1714 SWIFT Hor. Sat. n. vi, Where all that

passes inter nos Might be proclaimed at Charing-cross.
1790 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. $ L'orr. (1888) I. 459 This
request is inter nos, and [I] wish my name may not be men-
tioned. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 223 The

'
little wars

'

which Spaniards wage inter sf. 1872 J. A. H. MURRAY
Synops. Hor. Paul, i A Narrative called the Acts of the

Apostles, purporting to furnish (inter alia) memoirs of
portions of the life of St. Paul. 1896 LELY Stat. Pract.
Util. 39 note. By the letters patent the governors include
(inter alios) the archbishops and bishops.

Inter-, prefix. The Latin preposition and adv.,
inter '

between, among, amid, in between, in the

midst', entered into combination with verbs, adjs.,
and sbs., as in intercedere logo between, intercede,

intercipere to seize on the way, intercept, interdtcere

to interpose in speech, interdict, interjaccre to

throw between, interject, interponere to put be-

tween, interpose, intervemre to come between, in-

tervene- intercaldrisintercalary, interdigitdlis lying
between the fingers, interjluus flowing between,
intennedius intermediate, intermfiralis between
walls ; interamnittm a place between rivers, inter-

(ilium the space between the eyebrows, intercolum-
nitim the space between two columns, internun-
tius a messenger between, interregnum the time
between two reigns, intervallum the space between
two ramparts, interval. Some of these uses re-

ceived great extension in late L. and the Romanic
languages.
Of all these classes representatives are found in

English, the earlier derived through F'rench, the

later often immediately from Latin. The Fr. form
of the prefix is entre-, and it was with entre- or

enter-, as in entrechange, entercoursc
, enterfere,

that these words were taken into ME., and new com-
pounds formed in Eng. itself : see ENTER-. But,
between the isth and I7th centuries, entre-, enter-

gradually yielded to the L. inter-
; entertain and en-

terprise, with their derivatives, being now the only
relics of the earlier form. On the pattern of the

words from L., many new derivatives have been
formed from L. (or Gr.) elements; esp. the adjs.

formed on the type (rare in L.) of inter-mur-alis :

see 4 below.
In some cases English received from Latin and
French both the simple word and its inter- com-

pound : such are change, inter-change, commune,
\nter-cominune, view, inter-view, column, inter-

column. By extension from such compounds,
inter- became a living prefix, freely used to form
new compounds upon verbs, nouns, and adjs., not



INTER-.

merely of Latin and French, but of native English
origin, as in inter-twine, inter-talk, inter-brain,
inter-tidal. Finally, the same process which pro-
duced such adjs. as anti-slavery, anti-vaccination,
anti-war (see ANTi-4), has produced the adjs. inter-

college, inter-island, inter-town, inter-university.
The following are the uses of the prefix as an

English formative element.
L In adverbial or adjectival relation to the

second element.

1. Prefixed to verbs, participles, vbl. sbs., and

ppl. adjs., to form verbs, etc.

These are entered here in the uninflected form as verbs,
hut some of them are exemplified only in the form of parti-
ciples or vbl. sbs. As a rule, wherever there is a verb com-
pounded with inter-, the usual derivatives (vbl. sb. and ppl.
a. in -ing, agent-n. in -er) are possible. Some of the verbs
may be regarded as formed {romsbs.,e.g.interifa:ii/,-tfas/i,
-layer, -mesh, -net, -morel. The stress is on the radical ele-
ment.

a. Denoting
' Between or among other things or

persons ; between the parts of, in the intervals of,
or in the midst of, something ; together with ; be-
tween times or places, at intervals, here and there

'

:

as interbreathe {interbreathing vbl. sb.), -chase,
-check, -circle, -clotid, -come, -crnst,-curl, -dash, -dis-

tinguish (interdislinguishable adj.), -fillet, -flash,
-forge, -giU (in pa. pple. -gilf], -insert, -involve,

-layer, -lie (in pres. pple. -tying*), -lighten, -men-
tion, -pave, -peal, -receive, -rule, -set, ) -situate,

-smile, -sole, -squeeze, -tinge, -trace, -whistle, -word.
With an intr. verb, inter- sometimes stands in pre-
positional relation to a following noun, the verb
thus becoming trans, with the noun as obj. ; as
intcrwend (to wend or pass between).
Such formations with ENTER- are found in isth c., and

with inter- from i6th c. : cf. INTERPLACE. Words of this
form are much used by S. Daniel c 1600.

lyrical "inter-breathings. 1620 T. ROBINSON Mary Magd.
i. 37 The Chrystall windowes too, were *interchast With
lacynths, Diamonds, and Sappheirs blew[e]. 1821 BYRON
Cain i. i. 453 Sorrow, "Intercheck'd with an instant of brief
pleasure. 1821 SOUTHEY Vis. Judgem. i. 54 The regions of
Paradise, sphere within sphere 'interceded. 1395 DANIEL
Civ. Wars iv. xxv, None the least blacknes *interclouded
had So faire a day. 1606 Proc. agst. Garnet Rrj b, Not-
withstanding the pope's *intercoming to make himself a
party in the quarrel. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 21 These
Spondils are . . obliquely cut, and "intercrusted with Car-
tilages, a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1622) 50 Queene Helen,
whose lacinth haire. .*intercurled by art (like a fine brooke
through golden sands) had a rope of faire pearle. 1780
COWPER Table Talk 538 A prologue *interdash'd with many
a stroke, An art contriv'd to advertise a joke. 1657 W.
RAND tr. Gassetidi's Life Peiresc I. 196 Figures .. white,
in a black Sea, *interdistinguished with a certain . . yellow-
ishnesse. 1868 BROWNING Ring t, Bk. \. 138 A Latin cramp
enough . . But "interfilleted with Italian streaks. 1857-8SKARS Alkan, xvii. 144 Nothing hinders the *interflashings
of the sunshine, a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Man. (1642)
408 With these . . orthodoxall confessions some Pagan im-
pieties . . were "interforged. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1980/4A Silver Hilted Sword *Intergilt with Gold. 1621 MABBE tr.

Altaian's Guzman tfAlf. 11. 41 Stories, .not fit to be 'inter-
inserted with this. 1865 MASSON Rtc. Brit. Philos. 232A logic t'nat should profess to..*interinvolve the thought of
nothing . . with the thought of Absolute Being. 1816 W
SMITH in J. Phillips Mem. (1844) 82 The surface of this
rock . . is very narrow and "intei-layered with clay. 1595
DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. xxxiv, Yet now in this so happie a

. 1898 P. MANSON Trop.
Diseases xxxi. 481 The comparatively smooth-sided and
deep interlying sulci permitting limited movement. 1640
H. GRIMSTON in Rushw. Hist. Colt. in. (1692) I. 122 There
is scarce any.. Complaint.. wherein we do not find him *in-

termentioned, and as it were twisted into it. 1598 YONG
Diana 86 A faire broade court. .*interpaued all ouer with

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 368 It is ruled over
each of about twelve inches. These are againn squares, eac .

interruled with small squares. 1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars
viii. Ixvii, This barrier . . "inter-set, to keepe his forward-
nes Backe. 1597 A. M. tr. Guilletneau's Fr. Chirnrg. 17 b/2
The little compressione must be *intersituated betweene
the stitches. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman iCAlf. 11.

65 By some "inter-smilings, and casting of his eyes. 1889
Pall Mall G. 25 Apr. 7/2 Boots *intersoled with brown
paper, a 1658 CLEVELAND Wks. (1687) 248 Where never
prying Sun .. Could .. "intersqueeze a Ray. 1850 NEALE
Med. Hymns (1867) 60 'Tis 'intertinged with golden specks.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. ix. 20 Spungy and
boggy grounds must be *intertraced . . with Trenches of
some eighteene inches breadth. 1881 BLACKMORE Cliris-

) II. iii. 36 The windings of the great hills, as

with the text.

b. Denoting
' Between or among themselves or

one another
;
with each other

; mutually, recipro-

cally, alternately (in a vbl. sb., mutual, reciprocal),

together': as in interaccuse, -arch, -assure, -balance,

-bring, -charge, -chase, -chequer, -circulate, -clash,

-clasp, -ciyilallize, -debate, t -devour, -grapple, -in-
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dicate, -jangle, -justle, -loop, -mason, -mat, -match,
-maze, -meet, -melt, -minister^ -net, -oscillate, -per-
vade, -pledge, -plight', -pour, -quarrel, -rime, -salute,

-shade, -shift, -strive
', -talk, -thread, -tie, -vary, -wed,

-weld, -wish, -worry, -wrap ;
also INTERMINGLE,

-MABRY, -WEAVE, etc. With a trans, verb, inter-

sometiraes = *each other reciprocally' as obj.,
the resulting verb thus becoming intr.

;
as inter-

chase to chase each other, -choke, -clasp, -confound,
t -enjoy, -touch ; also INTERDESPISE, etc.

These appear in i6th c. ; see intersalute in 1506, inter-justle
in 1591. De Quincey (Logic Pol. Econ., 1844, 18 note)
says :

' The late Mr. Coleridge suggested, and by his own
example sanctioned, the use of the preposition inter for ex-

pressing cases of reciprocal action, or, in his language, of
interaction. Thus the verb interpenetrate, when predicated
of the substances A and B, implied that by an equal action
and reaction, each penetrated the other .. But, even as a
justifiable English usage, it may be found occasionally in

Shakspere, and much more frequently in Daniel, a writer
of the same age '. The stress is on the radical element.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-M. viii. 236 The same falshoods, of

which they *inter-accuse one another. 1875 H. JAMES R.
Hudson ii. 63 The great Northhampton elms *interarched
far above. ^1631 DONNE Poems (1633) J94 ^ut we by a
love, so much refin'd .. *Inter-assured of the mind, Care
lesse, eyes, lips,

hands to miss. 1867 Contemp. Rev. VI. 13
The complexities of its *interbalanced forces. 1613 DONNE
Eclogue 26 Dec., Poems (1633) 131 Blest payre of Swans,
oh may you *interbring Daily new joyes, and never sing.
1610 Psendo-M. vii. 214 The maine point, with which
we *intercharge one another, a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet.
Wks. 1721 II. 239 Retirement and Converse may *inter-

chase. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1752) 192 The innumerable
branches of the veins and arteries and their several wonder-
ful *interchasings. 1660 N. INGELO Bentivolio $ Urania
j. (1682) 4 *Intercheckered like great beds of flowers and
fresh grass-plats in a large Garden. 1622 SIR W. ALEXANDER
in Sidney Arcadia in. 332 Pyrocles .. not able to abide the

*interchoaking of such extremities. 1805 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag, XX. 512 Two nations whose literature *inter-
circulates. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. A_frica 346 Pouring
down their waters in swirling, intermingling, *mterclashing
currents. i868G.STEPHENS RunicMon.l. i8s*lnterclasping
rings riveted within each other. 1821 LAMB Eliti Ser. i.

Quaker's Meet.,
*

Boreas, and Cesias, and Argestes loud '. .

with their *interconfounding uproars. 1879 RUTLEY Study
Rocks x. 91 These, .commonly occur side by side or ^inter-

crystallised. 1598 I. D. tr. Le Roy's Aristotle's Pol. 175
Which question is *interdebated pro $ contra, afiirmatiuely
and negatiuely. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne ii. xii. (1632) 314
Without them, men would ^enterdevour one another. 1898
ZANGWILL Dreamers Ghettoxv. 459 Old sea-fights with *inter-

i;rappling galleys. 1860 W. J. C. N.VIK. Pagan or Christian ?

6 Civilization and Architecture approximately *inter-indicate
one the other. 1599 DANIEL Musopk. xxxvii, The diuers

disagreeing Cords Of *inter-iangling Ignorance. 1591 SYL-
VESTER Du Bartas \. \. 359 Th' *inter-justling ofeach others
forces. 1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. 224 The regular
*interlooping of that soft even wool. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 698/2 Curiously *intermasoned were the stone and brick
work. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 414 Whether
the roots of corn be not so *intermatted with it, that he
shall pluck up both together. 1677 R. CARY ChronoL n. i.

i. xiv. 127 The several *Intermatchings ..that were be-
twixt the two Neighbour Kingdoms. 1686 tr. Heliodorus'
JEthiop. Advent, i. (1753) 7 The great quantity of reed
and cane, .stands before them as their bulwark, and therein

they have cut out so many ways, *intermazed one within
another, a 1577 GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew, Upon her
cheekes the lillie and the rose, Did *intermeet wyth equall
change of hew. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist v. (1889) 37
Where the gentle dints were faintly *mtermelting even
during quietness. 1883 A. S. HERSCHEL in Adtjf/^r XXVII.
458/2 The marvellous maze of Mnternetted motions. 1842
DE QUINCEY Philos. Herodotus Wks. 1862 VIII. 178 After-
wards . . it *inter-oscillated with the Roman stadium. 1863
DRAPER Intell. Devel. Europe vi. (1865! 137 The Stoics
conclude that the soul is mere warm breath, and that it

and the body mutually ^interpervade one another. 1651
DAVENANT Gondibert \. v. 63 We *interpledg, and bind each
others heart. 1880 LANIER Poems, Crystal 27 To..*inter-
plight Your geniuses with our mortalities. i86a T. ARCHER
Let. in J. Macfarlane Mem. ix. (1867) 254 Oh for half an
hour with you to *interpour mind and heart. 1820 KEATS
Hyper, n. 141 At war, at peace, or *inter-quarrelling. 1881
Athenaeum 20 Aug. 229/2 The Italian rispetto consists of a
stanza of *interrhyming lines ranging from six to ten in
number. 1506 in Mem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 286 They *inter-
saluted the one the other and departed. 1897 Daily News

ig tales. 1606 DANIEL Qi
cadia i. i. 37 Montanus and Acrysius *interstriue How farre
their seuerall Sheep-walkes should extend. 1640 HERRICK
Hesper., Mrs. Elis. Wheeler, Amongst the myrtles as I

walked, Love and my sighs thus *intertalked. 1877 BLACKIE
Wise Men 113 A complex web, where thread Still crosses

thread, an *interthreaded maze. 1633 J. DONE .///jr". Septua-
gint 49 A Girdle of Flowers, and Tussles of all Fruits, so

*inter-tyed and following together so well, a 1631 DONNE
Poems (1633) 12 They *intertouched as they did passe. 1864
WEBSTER, *fntervaryt

to alter or vary between ; to change.
1818 J. BROWN Psyche 76 First cousins . . Are consequently
always reckon'd Freer to *interwed than second, a 1859 DE
QUINCEY On the^Mythus Posth. Wks. 1891 I. 44 Lacuna;
arising in these *interwelded stories, a 1631 DONNE Poems
(1633) 232 (The curse) What Tyrans and their subjects
*interwish . . all ill, which all Prophets, or Poets spake.

167^8
R. L'EsTRANGE^WfCrtV Mor. (1685) 407 What a shame

is it for Men to *Enterworry one another. 1871 PROCTOR
Light Sc. 7 The folds of the curtain *interwrapping and
forming a series of graceful curves.

2. Prefixed in adjectival relation to substantives,
or in adverbial relation to adjectives.

a. With sbs. of action or condition, denoting
' Performed or subsisting between things or persons,

INTER-.

esp. between each other, mutual, reciprocal'; with

adjs.,
'

mutually, reciprocally
'

: as in inter-absorp-
tion, -acquaintanceshipj -affiliation, -agreement,

-association, -chaff, -circulation, -citizenship, -civili-

zation, '-cohesion, -colonization, -combat, -combi-

nation, -comparison, -complexity, -contradiction,

-crystallization, -culture, -differentiation, -dispen-
sation, -entanglement, -federation, -gesture, -gossip>,

-habitation, -incorporation, -independence, -judge-

ment, -laudation, -match, -mobility, -modifica-
tion, -mutation^ -pressure, -repulsion, -responsi-

bility, -reticulation^ -right, -sale, -sterility, -sub-

sistence, -substitution, -tesselation, -wish
; inter-

comparable, -complimentary, -contradictory, -hostile,

-inhibitive, -measurable, -proportional, -repellent,
-visible adjs.

These go back to :6th c. : see INTER-AFFAIR (1563), INTER-
MARRIAGE U579). The main stress is on the radical element.

1872 Daily News 29 July, There will be at first a common
lack of "inter-acquaintanceship. 1887 National Rev. Mar.
59 As to the expediency of their 'inter-affiliation [Le. of
Labour Registries]. 1849 H. MAYO Truths Pop. Snperst.
it 34 All of these.. instances agree in another important re-

spect; which .. *inter-agreement separates them as a class
from death-trance. Ibid. v. 77 An endless current of images . .

suggested . . by their own *inter-associations. 1894 Harpers
Mag. Mar. 554 This, .interassociation and interdependence
of the flower and the insect. 1886 Ibid. Dec. 32 In the way of
*interchaffwe rustics could hold a good front, c 1814 COLE-
RIDGE Rem. (1836) III. 73 By an eternal TrepixtipTjat? or

mysterious *intercirculation. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S.
VI. 33 A recommendation that *inter-citizenship should be
confined to the white man. 1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. XXVI. 561 Institutions which have favoured the *inter-
civilizationof nations. 1841 DEQuixcEVHorner$ Homeridx
Wks. 1857 VI. 333 That sort of natural *intercohesion. 1827
G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 92 The . . intermixture or *inter-

colonization which may have taken place between the two
countries. 1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars i. Iii, They both in

order of the field appear,. .And at the point of *intercpmbate
were. 1866 A thensenm 23 July 838/1 Changes, .made by
the *intercombination, in varying proportions, of a few proxi-
mate elements. 1883 C. WKACGE in Nature (1884) 4 Feb.
326/2 They [ozone papers] would give results more *inter-

comparable, if uniformly exposed. 1861 MAX MULLER Sc.

Lang. Ser. i. v. (1864) 174 By comparative grammar; that is

to say, by an 'intercomparison of the grammatical forms of

language. 1847 DE QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun xx. Wks. 1863
III. 62 note, After these *intercomplexities had arisen be-
tween all complications and interweavings of descent. 1836
Eraser's Mag. XIII. 78 [They] then accomplished the fol-

lowing
x

intercomplimentary canticle. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. Africa 439 You would stun him with the seeming ^inter-

contradiction of some, and utter pointlessness of the rest.

1819 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XLVII. 389 There are

many *intercontradictory articles among the thirty-nine.
1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks x. 90 The *intercrystallisation
\vh ich probably gives rise to the compound-specific character
of some felspars. 1881 Scribner*s Mag. Aug. 542 Blending
the politics . . art and letters of the several European coun-
tries., in proportion to the growth of travel and *interculture.

1647 SALTMARSH Spark, Glory (1847) 190 All that pure ad-
ministration of Ordinances and Gifts .. is but a middle or

*interdispensation betwixt God and his. 1865 MASSON Rec.
Brit. Pkilos. 226 Their present *inter-entanglement. 1885
FROUDE Oceana xiii. (1886) 224 *Interfeclcration of the Aus-
tralian States . . may, and perhaps will, be raised as a hustings
cry in England, a 1641 Bi'. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642)

284 By secret glances and mutuall *intergestures. 1836
Blackw. Mag. XXXIX. 149 note, Fabricated upon . . the

*intergossip of ambassadors. 1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dis-
sert, ii. v. (1845) 1. 191 He dwelt visibly among the Apostle's
countrymen . . the verb, which he employs to describe this

*interhabitation. iQyoScfi6ncr'sMa^'.)an.2g/2 *Interhostile

points ofview. 1893 FAIRBAIRN Christ in Mod. Theol.\i.\. i.

306 This
'v
inter- incorporation of the Person with the office and

of the office with the Person. Ibid. ii. ii. 414 The complete
separation or 'inter-independence ofGod and theworld. 1883
MAUDSI.EY Body $ Will m. iii. 267 An impairment of the

*interinhibitive functions. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xxx.\\\.

(1889) 325 They had so knit themselves together with the

pelting of their *interlaudation. 1652 C. B. STAPYLTON
Herodian xiv. 116 If once this Royall Mntermatch were

done, ..The World might Govern'd be betwixt them twain.
a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Util. Philos. xviii. (1870) 295 *Inter-

measurable qualities of happiness. 1864 WEBSTER s.v., The
*intermobility of the particles of matter. 1844 DE QUINCEY
Logic Pol. Econ. 140 From the balance or *intermodifica-

tion between the two.
1877

HALDEMAN Etymol. 17 (Cent.)
When [mutation] occurs between vowels we may term it

*intermutation. 1858 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. iv. iii. (1872) I.

294 Intolerable *interpressure and consequent battle. 1880

CLEMINSHAW IVurtz* Atom. The. 3 The numbers . . are *in-

terproportional for all kinds of combinations. 1844 DE
QUINCEY Logic Pol. Econ. \. 2. 18 They are not, to borrow
a word from Coleridge, *inter-repellent ideas. 1851 Ld.

_ 92 The., continuous "inter-responsibility <

nental and bodily life. 1852 DANA Crust. 1. 143 Gradations
and *inter-reticulations among groups, a 1668 SIR W.WALLER
Div. Medit. (1839) 25 Thou art in a common world, wherein

every person hath an *inter-right with thee. 1894 Daily
Neivs^ 21 Mar. 2/7 There was. .a power of *inter5al, within
certain limits, between the companies that took water from
the Thames. 1899 Q. Reit. Oct. 419 The *intersterility test

has broken down. 1872 H. MACMILLAN TVWPfflJriKtu
The inseparable "intersubsistence between Christ and His

people. 1886 Bible Soc. Rec. (N.Y.) Oct. 147 The *inter-

substitution of the kinjJred mutes, b for p, and p for b. 1847
DE QUINCEY Protestantism Wks. 1862 VII. 113 The cohe-

rencies, tendencies, and *intertesselations (to use a learned

word) of the whole. 1856 WEBSTER,
*
Intervisible^ . . mutu-

ally visible, or able to be seen the one from the other; said

of stations. 1668 DAVENANT Epithal. xii, Those *inter-

wishes you did make In dream.



INTER-.

b. With sbs. (chiefly concrete), denoting 'Situ-

ated or occurring between things, or in the midst

of something; intermediate, intervening' : as in

intercalm (an interval of calm), -canal (a canal

forming a connexion between two others), -chapter

(an Intermediate chapter), -division, \-light (16*4),

-limitation, \-mask, -piece, -scene, -thing, -while;
also I.VTEHMEAN, INTERSPACE, etc.

In these the main stress is now on inter-.

tin HtuDOES BriJes' Trar. in.
iii,

The roar has ceased :

the hush of "intcrcalin Numbs with its leaden finger Echo's

lips. 1887 SOLLAS in Ewycl. Brit. XXII. 413/2 These canals

are the
'

"intercanals
'

of Haeckel, now generally known by
their older name of incurrent canals. 1834 SOUTHEV Doctor
I. 105, I will call them "Interchapters. 1881 SAINTSBUKY
Skort Hitt. Fr. Lit. Pref. 8 Notes or interchapters have
been inserted between the several books. 1710 NORMS Chr.
Pntd. iii. 106 Many other "inter-divisions between these.

1614 HEYWOOD Giinaik. VIIL 370 Hee affirmed the Galaxia
..to be a metre reflex of the Sunne, and no "inter-light

arising from the Starres. 1848 Blackui. Mag. LXIV. 512
Shore is exactly the "interlimitation of land and sea. 1678
(title) The Traitor to Himself, or Man's Heart his Greatest

Enemy, a Moral Interlude.. with "Intermaskes of Interpre-
tation at the close of each several Act. 1853 Miss SHEPPARD
Ck. AucJtester I. 334 The chorale so grave and powerful,

nphibious "interthing betv

as it has pos'd me to christen it. 1891 V. C. COTES 2 Girls
OH Barge 136 A single Sunday of home comfort for her

cramped wanderings in the "interwhile.

c. With adjs. as INTKRMIDDLE.
II. In prepositional relation to the sb. expressed

or implied in the second element.

3. Prefixed to sbs., forming sbs., with the senses

(a.)
'

Space, distance, or part between . . . ', esp. in

architectural terms, after L. intercolumnium INTER-

OOLDMN, as inter-dentil, inter-joist, inter-modillion,

inter-quarter, interspiral'; also inter-world; (b.)
Period or interval of time between', in words

formed on the analogy of INTERREGNUM, as inter-

papacy, inter-parliament. See also INTERRING,
INTERPILASTER.
The stress is on the radical part, but with a monosyllable

tends to rest on inter-.

1833 P. NICHOLSON Pratt. Build. Gloss. 586
*
Inter-dentils,

the space between dentils. Ibid., *Inter-ioist, the space
between joists. 17^3 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clercs Treat. A rchit.

I.O4 The Corinthian "Inter-modillions consist of 41 Minutes
and a quarter. 1687 S. HILL Cath. Balance 63 They have
had not only very many, but also .. very long "Interpapacies.
1678 MARVELL Gimvtk Popery 12 During this "Inter-Par-
liament, .five Judges places either fell, or were made vacant.
1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss. 586

"
Inter-quarter,

the space between two quarters. 1831 f'raser's Mag. IV.
28i

i

The size and shape of the eye of the volute, .the greater

mundia, Gr. utToxoffma] and spaces betweene.

4. Prefixed to adjs. (originally, and most fre-

quently, of Latin origin), in prepositional relation
to the sb. implied (as inter-acinous ,

'

that is inter

acinos, between the acini" : cf. Arm- 3, INFRA- i),
or sometimes to a phrase consisting of the adj. +
a sb. (as inter-accessory

'

between accessory pro-
cesses ).
For the etymology of the second element, see the simple

their number in modern times, chiefly since 1600, and esp.
since 1800, is

very great, and they are formed freely when
needed. Logically they are composed of inter + L. sb.
stem + adj. suffix ; but, as the adj. suffix is the same that
is used in forming an adj. from the simple word (e. g. nation-

ctssory, intermolar, this is actually their structure. The
mam stress is on the radical part.

a. Denoting 'Situated, placed, or occurring
locally, between or among (what is implied in the
second element)

'

: in modern scientific and other
terms (chiefly of Anatomy and Zoology), as inter-

antennal, -antennary (between the antennce), in-

terapophysial, -capillary, -corallite (see CORALLITE
3), -corpuscular, -coxal (see COXA 3), -cuspidal,
-cystic, -epimeral, -fibrillar (-ary), -fibrous, -fila-
mentar, -ligamentary (-ous), -mandiotilar, -mem-
branous, -mesenlerial (-&), -molar, -muscular,
-papillary, -peduncular, -segmental, -spheral, -spi-

cular,-staminal,-sternal, -systematical, -tentacular,
-trabecular, -ureteral, -vesicular. See also inter-

accessory, interacinous, etc. in 6; INTERALVEAK,
'A
?J

IC"LAB ' -CELLULAR, tc., amonglhe main words.

. -

Fv ."?"* *%',
""*:>" OutFAttrm. (ed. )

497.Every "mtercuspufal arc. 1877 HuxLgy Anal. Inv.m vi.
,00. By reason of the calcification of the 'inter.

epimeral and interslernal membranes. 1883 MAcAljSTM tr.
Zieglir, Patktl. Anal. I. f 143 A swollen and semi-liquid
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conditionof the "interfibrillar substance. itytAtllrult'sSyst.
Meti. I. 191 A peculiar form of "interfibrillary degeneration
of the muscles of the tongue. 188* J. PATON in Encycl. Brit.

XIV. 384/1 Pressing the combined lime and "interfibrous

matter out of the tissue. 1883 RAY LANKESTER in Encycl.
Brit. XVI. 689/1 Solid permanent 'inter-filamentarjunctions.

187* COHEN Dis. Throat 56 An "inter-ligamentous rima cor-

responding to the length of the cords. 1873 HUMPHRY My.
ology 43 "Intermandibular [muscles) .. passing transversely
. . from one side of the lower jaw to the other beneath it.

1887 G. C. BOURNE in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Aug. 34 The
*intcrmesenterial chambers or entocrrles. 1877 Ih'xi i v

A Mat. In:'. Anim. iii. 153 The "intermesenteric chambers in

the Actinozoon. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 387/1 The
"iiitermolar eminence of the tongue in certain Rodents.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., *lnterpapillary. 1898 J. HuTCHINSON
A rchives Surf. IX. 317 The interpapillary processes of the

epithelium. 1839-47 IODD Cycl. Anat. III. 673/1 The de-

pression ..which separates them is the .. "interpeduncular
space. 1881 MlVARrCal 271 They issue from the cerebral
surface in the interpeduncular space between the crura and
cerebri. 1883 Nature 8 Feb. 350/1 As the particles of the

spheres decrease in heat momentum, those of "interspheral
space increase. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 68 Disk obscure
or'of "interstaminal glands. 1877 *Interstemal [see inter-

epimeral]. 1783.818 W. HERSCHEL in Phil. TVoiu.LXXIlI.
276 The probability of many stars being . . solitary, or, if

I may use the expression, *intersystematical. 1888 ROLLES-
TON & JACKSON Anitn. Life 236 A ciliated "intertentacular
tube. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xi. 192 An irregular net-
work of fibrous *intervesicular matter.

b. Denoting
'

Intervening or happening in the

time or period between . . .

'

: as in inter-artistic,

-conciliary, -equinoctial, -menstrual, -paroxysmal,
-sessional. See also interadventual, intermealary
in 6

; and cf. 5 b.

period. 16x0 BRENT tr. Sarff
Trent (1676) 545 To write . . "interconciliary times by way
of Annals, a 1795 F. BALFOUR in Asiat. Res. (W. 1828),

Spring and autumn I have denominated equinoctial periods.
Summer and winter I have called "inter-equinoctialintervals.
1853 MRS. SHEPPARD Ck. Auchester III. 265 The Spirit
moving upon the face of the waters before the "intermo-

mentary light. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxvii. (1856) 226
The *inter-paroxysmal yell. 1807 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III.
162 The

interparoxysmal periods of chronic gout.
c. Denoting

'

Subsisting, carried on, taking place,
or forming a communication, between . . .

'

; hence,
sometimes,

'

Belonging in common to, or composed
of elements derived from, different things(ofthe kind
indicated by the second element)

'
: as in inter-

clerical (between clergymen), intercollegiate, -con-

fessional, -denominational, -departmental, -human,
-parliamentary, -personal, -racial, -regimental,
-religional, -religious, -territorial. See also inter-

civic, etc., in 6, and INTERCONTINENTAL, etc., among
the main words. The prototype of this class was
INTERNATIONAL (Bentham, 1780).
1868 Examiner i Feb. 65 A breach of "inter-clerical

amity. 1884 Durham Univ. Jrnl. 20 Mar. 15 The "Inter-

collegiate [Boat-] Race. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem. f,

Impress. 357 Another change . . was the inroad made upon
the College system by the introduction of intercollegiate
lecturing. 1891 CHEYNE Founders O. T. Crit. Pref. (1893)
9 Sound Biblical criticism is neither German nor English,
neither Lutheran, nor Anglican, nor Presbyterian, but inter-

national and "interconfessional. 1893 Chicago Advance
T 3 July, An increase in international and "interdenomina-
tional fellowship. 1894 Daily News 7 Nov. 8/7 The estab-

t Standard 21 May 3/4 An account

1898 Times 16 Dec. 5/7 About a couple of years ago an
inter-Parliamentary peace conference on disarmament was
held at Budapest. 1842 CAROLINE Fox Mem. 30 May(i883)
195 Talking over phrenology, mesmerism, and "interpersonal
influence. 1888 Scot. Leader 20 Aug. 5 "Interracial conflict
in Louisiana. Twenty niggers slain. 1891 STEVENSON &
L. OSBOURNE Wreckcr viii. 123 Chinatown, .drew and held
me

;
I could never have enough of its ambiguous, interracial

atmosphere. 1883 Manch. Exam. 20 Nov. 5/4 The results
of the "inter-regimental matches .. the shooting exhibiting
great improvement 1894 Forum (N. Y.) Sept. 61 "Inter-
religious good-will is a manifest help to the study ofcompara-
tive theology. 1888 Philadelphia Ledger 4 Dec. (Cent.), An
"inter-territorial convention of the north-western Territories.

d. Loosely used to denote 'Situated, occurring,
carried on, etc., between the parts or divisions of
. . . ', and hence erroneously

' within ..."
(pro-

perly expressed by INTKA-) : as in inter-asterotdal,

-coccygeal, -cranial, -imperial, -mercurial, -paren-
chymal, -trinitarian : see 6.

^

5. Prefixed to sbs., forming adjs., with the sense
'

Situated, distributed, occurring, carried on, plying,
etc. between . . .'; usually of communication,
commerce, athletic contests, or the like: as in

inter-bourse (between different stock-exchanges),
inter-brigade (between brigades), inter-city, -class,

-club, -company, -county, -district, -empire, -hemi-

sphere, -island, -school, -street, -team, -town, -uni-

versity {-'varsity), etc., etc. See also INTER-CELL,
INTERSTATE (a 1845 in U.S.). b. Rarely, in the
same sense as 4 b : as in inter-epidemic, inter-tvhi/.

INTER-.

These are app. all of i9th c. origination, and may be formed
at pleasure. For their form and analysis, see what is said
under the analogous ANTl-/rv/C 4. The main stress is on
the radical word; but, when this is a monosyllable, tends
to shift to inter-.

1893 Daily News 29 June 2/5 "Interbourse securities are
not perceptibly affected. 1808 Westm. Gaz. 17 May 8/1
The shares are of 4 each . . (or convenience of inter-bourse

dealing. 1807 Westm. Gaz. 16 July 7/2 An "inter-brigade
competition Dy volunteer teams ofsixteen. 1800 Daily News. 1800 Daily
3 Feb. 3/5 An *inter-club race. 1895 Ibid. 30 Jan . 5 '5 A set of
rules . . for governing inter-club and *inter-county matches.
1896 CHAMBERLAIN Sf. 8 June, The laws regulating "inter-

Empire commerce. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 185 The
longer duration of the inter-epidemic periods since 1856.

1895 C. DIXON in Fortn. Rev. Apr. 648 Migratory species
[of birds] that are neither Inter-polar nor "Inter-hemisphere.
IHd. 653 Families and groups which I have ventured to
describe as Interhemispnere . . with a more or less domi-
nant equatorial base, spreading both north and south. 1859
Sandwich Islands i cent postage stamp, "Interisland Ha-
waiian Postage. Uku Leta. 1891 Daily News i Jan. 5/5
To serve as an inter-island steamer in the South Seas. 1895
Westm. Gaz. 25 July 3/3 The encouragement of ''inter-

school matches. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 756 The his-

tory of cheap "interstreet transportation in New York.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 26 Apr. s/f International, inter-club,

"inter-team, inter-college, or inter-school contests. i8pa
Daily News 23 Feb. 4/6 For the development of the tele-

phone in London with an "inter-town service all over the

country. 1870 JOHN MORGAN University Oars, Words-
worth . . legitimately to be looked upon as the father of the

*inter-university [rowing] match. 1874 Graphic 4 Apr. 327/3

Contemporaneous with the boat race are several other Mnter-

University contests. 1891 CHAS. WORDSWORTH Ann. Early
Life 56 Encouraged by the example of the inter-university
cricket match, which had taken place in 1827, we talked
over the possibility of getting up a similar competition in

rowing. 1885 Whitaker's Aim. 400/2 Oxford, for the third

year in succession, won the
"inter-Varsity match against

Cambridge. 1807 Westm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 9/3 The Inter-'Varsity

rrts.
1844 KINGLAKE Eothen xii. (1878) 162 Speaking in

rt "inter-whiff sentences.

6. The following adjectives (mostly Anat.} be-

longing to the uses mentioned in 4, are given
here as being of subordinate importance, but not

self-explanatory. For those of greater importance
see their alphabetical places. Interacce'ssory,

situated, as a muscle, between accessory processes
of the vertebrae. Interacinous -ou'sin.is), situated

or occurring between or among the acini of a gland.
Interadve ritual, intervening between the first

and second Advents. Intera'ndean, situated be-

tween or among the Andes. Interaryte-noid,
situated between the arytenoid cartilages of the

larynx. Interasterol'dal Astron., situated within
the orbits of the asteroids. Intera-stral, situated

or taking place between or among the stars. In-

terauri-cular, 'situated between the auricles of

the heart
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887). Inter-Austra--
lian, existing or carried on between the different

Australian colonies. Intercauali'cnlar, situated

between or among minute canals. Intercaro tic,

Intercaro'tid, situated between the two carotid

arteries. Interca rpal, situated or occurring be-

tween the bones of the carpus. Intcrce rebral,
situated between the cerebral hemispheres, or be-

tween two cerebral ganglia. Intercivic (-si'vik),

existing or carried on between fellow-citizens.

Intercoccygeal (-kf>ksrdz,!al), Intercoccy gean,
situated or occurring between portions of the

coccyx. Iiiterco racoicl, situated between the

coracoid processes of the shoulder-blades. Inter-

co'smic, -ical, situated or existing between worlds.

Interco-tyloid, existing between the cotyloid
cavities of the hip-joints. Intercr.vnial, situated

within the skull (properly intracranial\. Inter-
cu'ltural Agric. : see qtiot. Intcrcpithe'lial,
situated between or among cells of the epithelium.
Interfrate'rnal, existing or carried on between
brothers. Intergyral (-dgsio-ral), situated be-

tween gyri or convolutions of the brain. Inter-

hemice'rebral, situated between the hemispheres
of the brain. Interhemisphe ric, situated be-

tween two hemispheres, esp. those of the brain.

Xnterimpe'rial, carried on between or connecting
the various countries of the (British) Empire.
Intcri nsiilar, carried on or plying between
islands. Intcrl.atitu dina.1, situated between par-
ticular parallels of latitude. Intcrniammillary,
situated or placed between the breasts. Znter-
ma stoid, extending between the mastoid processes
of the temporal bones of the skull, f Inter-

mea'lary , -iary, held or performed between meals.

Interme mbra,!, subsisting (as a relation) between
members or limbs, as intermembral homology.
Interrueningeal (-mz'nrndjzal), occurring be-

tween two of the investing membranes of the brain.

Interme ntal, taking place between different

minds. Intermcrcu rial Astron. (properly in-

fra-), situated within the orbit of Mercury. In-
termetacn, rpal, situated between the bones of the

metacarpus ; so also Intermetata-rsal. Inter-



INTER-.

o'cular, situated or occurring between the eyes.
Intermo'ntane, situated between mountains

(Webster, 1828). Intero'livary, 'situated be-

tween the olivary bodies* (Syd. Soc. Lex.), In-
tero-ptic, situated between the optic lobes of the
brain. Interparenchymal (-pare'rjkimal) Bio/.,
situated within the parenchyma, e.g. ofan infusorian

(properly intraparenchymal). Interpe -ctoral, situ-

ated between the two sides of the breast. Inter-

pe-talary Bot.>
'
situated between petals' (Wor-

cester,citing Smith). Interpe'taloid Zool.
y situated

between petaloid parts, as in an echinoderm. In-

terphalanjfeal^falae'ndg/al), situated between two
successive phalanges of a finger or toe. Inter-

po-rtal, existing or carried on between ports, esp.
those of the same country. Interprotopla-stic
BioL, situated between, or connecting, masses of

protoplasm. Intersciatic (-saiise'tik), situated

or extending between the hip-bones (see SCIATIC).
Intersynapti'cular Zool., situated between the

synapticulse or cross-bars of actinozoan corals.

Interta'rsal Anat.
y
situated between the bones of

the tarsus. Interti/dal, inhabiting the sea-shore
between the limits of low and high tide. Inter-

trinita'rian, taking place between the persons of
the Trinity. Intertrochante'ric, situated between
two trochanters ; spec, applied to a line or ridge
between the greater and lesser trochanter of the
femur. Intertivbular, situated between tubes or

tubuli. Interivng-ular, Interifiigulate, situated

between the hoofs (e.g. in sheep). Interiooacial

(-z0nrJial) , intervening between or among the
zocecia of a polyzoan. Interzygapophysial
(-zigaptffrzial), situated between the zygapophyses
or articular processes of the vertebrae. Interzy-
g-omatic (-zigamse'tik), lying between the zygo-
matic arches of the skull.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 271 Indurating Inflam-

mations, in which *inter-acinous, inter-lobular, connective
tissue increases in quantity. 1886 WARFIELD in Expositor
Dec. 441 This *inter-adventual period is. .to be a period of
conflict. 1870 J. ORTON Andes $ Amazons n. xxxiv. (1876)
444 The *mterandean plateau. 1872 COHEN Dis. Throat
47 The arytenoids, separated from each other by a fissure
known as the *inter-arytenoid incisure. 1873 CHASE in
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. XIII. 156 Mnterasteroidal planets.
1882 'N.GREENE' Thousandyears Hence 1 10 The wide *in-
terastral ocean. 1892 Working Men's College Jrnl. Oct. 118
The method of interastral communication, if ever one is dis-

covered. 1889 Pall Mall G. 15 Nov. 1/3 Did you .. urge
*inter-Austrahan federation as the first step to Imperial
Federation ? 1897 A llbutfs Syst. Med. 1 1. 234 In these cases
the *intercanalicular tissue is little altered. 1884 HOLDEN
Anat. (ed. 5) 486 The *intercarotic ganglion. 1835 Hum,
Osteal. 124 The bones of the first row. .form, with the bones
of the second row, an important moveable joint, which we
call the '

*mtercarpal '. 1895 G. ALLEN Woman who did
xvii, It is the last word of the *intercivic war. 1857 BULLOCK
Cazeaux's Midwif. 25 These *inter-coccygeal articulations
are similarly constructed. 1883 A. WINCHKLL World-Life
49 (Cent.) The doctrine of attenuated matter scattered

through the *intei
-cosmical spaces of organized systems.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 168/2 The great *intercotyloid
distance gives to their gait its peculiar waddle. 1878 E. L.
STURTEVANT (title) *Intercultural Tillage. 1878 Pop. Sci.

Monthly July 376 By
'

intercultural tillage', Dr. Sturtevant
means tilling, stirring the soil, while the plant is growing.
1899 SAYCE Early Israel \. 55 The tribes . . plunged into
*interfraternal war. 1884 Pall Mall G. 10 Oct. 11/2 The
schooner was in the usual style of the *inter-insular boats,

foully dirty. 1882 Knowledge 7 July 91 If we. .divideitinto
six *interlatitudinal zones or belts. i6> URQUHART Jewel
Wks. (1834) 244 Most of the young ladies . . had his effigies
in a little oval tablet of gold hanging 'twixt their breasts,
and held .. that metamazion, or *intermammillary orna-

ment, a necessary outward pendicle. 1864 Reader 9 July
52/1 Greater proportionate development of the zygomatic
and *intermastoid diameters. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's
Guzman D'Alf. n. 240 In her banquets, feasts and other

*inter-mealary-intertamments. 1x1652 BKOME Mad Couple

y,
ii. Wks. 1873 I. 92 Noonings, and *intermealiary Lunch-

ings. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 316 *Inter-meningeal
apoplexy. 1887 F. R. STOCKTON Borrowed Month 225 That
congruent *intermental action of the intellect of two persons.
1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. Hi. 233 The search for

*intermercurtal planets. 1881 MIVART Cat 102 An *inter-

metacarpal ligament. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Intermeta-
tarsal arteries . . I. ligaments. 1826 KIRBY SP. EntomoL
IV. 316 AntennE,.*Interocular. .When inserted any where
between the eyes. 1881 LE CONTE Sight 109 Equal to the
interocular distance. 1854 OWEN Skel. <$ Teeth in Circ.

Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 222 In the goose and duck tribes .. the

*interpectoral ridge extends from the prominent part of the
coracoid margin backwards. 1884 Science IV. 223 (Cent.)
The "interpetaloid spaces [on parts of recent and fossil

crinoids] are plain, and devoid of sculpture. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. III. 82 The *interphalangeal joints of the fingers
swell. 1881 SIR W. HUNTER in Encycl. Brit. XII. 764/1,

32 millions represent *interportal, and 25 millions foreign
trade. 1888 Engineer 21 Dec. 517 Competition by foreigners
in the interportal trade of the East. 1898 Pop. Sci. Monthly
LI 1 1. 856 The *interprotoplastic threads have so far received
no conclusive interpretation. 1866 HUXLEY Preh. Rein.
Caithn. 143 The excessively narrow *intersciatic diameter
which characterises the Australian male pelvis. 1887 G. C.
BOURNE in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. Jan. 303 Ligaments passing
down through the *intersynapticular spaces. 1878 BELL
Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 488 It moves on an *intertarsal

joint. 1883 RAY LANKESTKK in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 648/1
The Limpet being a strictly "intertulal organism. 1882-3

383

SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Kttowl. I. 465 We cannol conceive
of such a self-reduction of the Logos without suspending the
intertrinitarian process. 1890 Creed Revis. 3 In the

single eternal intertrinitarian procession of the Spirit. 1836-9
TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 814/1 Approximated, .to the posterior
intertrochanteric line. 1853 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878)

IQS The posterior
'
inter-trochanteric ridge ',

is mainly for
the support of the great trochanter. 1847-9 TODD Cycl.
Anat. IV. 570/2 The "intertubular substance. 1854 OWEN
Skel. ff Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 265 A small
portion of human dentine, showing the tubuli. .in the inter-
tubular substance. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 354 The
intertubular substance [of the kidney] shares in the inflam-

matory process. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 44
Glands, .according to the locality in which they are situated,
known as anal, inguinal, *interungular, and preputial. 1885
Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Gland, *Interungulate G., the Canalis
biflexiis. 1884 Nature 24 July 306/2 The arrangement of.
the *interzocecial pores may frequently give great assistance,
and these are considered the equivalents ofthe rosette-plates.
1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 40 A strong *interzygapophysial
ridge may connect together the pre and post-zygapophyses
of each side of a vertebra. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 7
The *interzygomatic diameter is in all Rodents the widest
transverse cranial diameter.

Inter-absorption, -accessory, -accuse,
-acinous, -acquaintance : see INTER- pref.
Interact

(i-ntaria^kt),
sl>. [f. INTER- 3 + ACT

sb. t after F. entr'acte in same sense.] The interval

between two acts of a play ;
a short performance

between two acts, an interlude ; hence, an interme-

diate employment.
1750 CHESTER?. Lett. (1774) I. clxxxvii. 563 Play, .is only

the '

inter-acts
'

of other amusements. 1831 Soc. Life Eng.
fy For. 181 The Aminta of Tasso, a complete pastoraldrama,
accompanied by choruses and interacts of music. 1873 E.
FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 360 The Choruses.. still serving
to carry on the Subject of the Story in the way of Inter-act.

Interact (int3r,ae-kt), v. [INTER- I b.] intr.

To act reciprocally, to act on each other.

1839 BAILEY Festus
xyiii. (1852) 238 Is it not a fact That

saints and demons ofttimes interact? 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Lit. Wks. (Bonn) II. 115 The two .. styles of mind
. . are ever in counterpoise, interacting mutually. 1871
TYNDALL Fragtn. Sc. (1879) II. vi. 83 The grain and the
substances which surround it interact.

Hence Intera ctinff ppl. a., acting reciprocally.
1851-5 BRIMLEY Ess., Tennyson 63 A more complex

machinery of interacting events. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets
ix. 295 A play of Shakspere or Goethe overwhelms us by the
force and frequence of combined and interacting motives.

Interaction (mlar, ark/an), [f. INTERACT v.,
after action.] Reciprocal action

;
action or influ-

ence of persons or things on each other.

1831 I. TAYLOR SaturdayEven. (1833)
86 The reaction, or

rather interaction, which at present is going on between
readers and writers. 1852 Eraser's Mag. XLV. 264 The
results of the interaction of so many different agencies. 1883
G. ALLEN in GentL Mag. Oct. 313 The close interaction be-
tween the vegetable and animal worlds.

Hence Interactional a., of, belonging to, or
characterized by, interaction.
1886 J. F. SMITH in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 412/1 The sum of

being consists of the two systems of substantial forms and
interactional relations.

Interactive (int3r,se'ktiv), a.
[f.

INTERACT

.,
after active.'] Reciprocally active ; acting upon

or influencing each other.

1831 I. TAYLOR Saturday Even. (1833) 333 The Infinite
Excellence . . comprising Interactive Causes which must
have products possessing absolutely no affinity with any
thing exterior to itself. 1879 H.W. WARKEN Rccr. Astron.
xii.

_257
Yet its interactive atoms can give four hundred

millions of light-waves a second.

Interadditive (mt9r,:e-ditiv). nonce-wd. [f.

INTER- 2 a + ADDITIVE.] Something added or in-

serted between or among other things.
1819 COLERIDGE Shaks. Notes in Rent. (1836) II. 147,

I. .understand it as a parenthesis, an interadditive of scorn.

Interadventual, -affiliation, etc. : seelNTER-.

t Inter-affai'r. Obs. rare. [INTER- 2 a.] ? An
affair or business between two parties.
1563 Homilies n. Matrimony Xxxxiij, For the merchaunte

man. excepte he firste be at composition with his factor, to
vse his interaffares [later edd. interfairs] quietlye, he wyil
neyther stirre his shyppe to sayle nor yet wyll lay handes
vpon his marchandyse.

Inter-agent (intar^'-dgent). [f.
INTER- 2 a +

AGENT.] An intermediate agent ; a go-between,
intermediary. So Inter-a'gency.
1728-31 GORDON Tacitus, Hist. n. xcix. II. i$r By the

interagency of Rubrius Gallus, the mind of Cecina came to
be shaken. Ibid. iv. Ixxxvi. II. 299 Domitian is believed
to have tried, by secret interagents, to corrupt the fidelity of
Cerialis. 1835 KIRBY Hat. # Inst. Anim. (1852) II. 178 To
believe that

they may be inter-agents by which the Deity
acts upon animal organizations and structures to produce all

their varied instincts. 1837 LOCKHART Scott xxxvii, Had
Scott never possessed any such system of inter-agency as
the Ballantynes supplied.

t I-nterail, -all, obs. forms of ENTRAIL.
1508 Burgh Kec. Edinburgh (1869) I. 114 Nolt heids

nowmyllis nor interallis of thairflesche. 1610 G. FLETCHER
Christ's Viet. II. xlviii, When zephyrs breath'd into their

watry interall.

Interalveolar (intarfselvr^laj), a. Phys. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] 1. Situated between the alveoli or air-

cells of the lungs.
1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis.

Chest^ (ed. 4) 1^7 There was
no infiltration or extravasation of air into the inter-alveolar

tissue. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 185 Atrophy of blood-
vessels and interalvcolar connective .tissue.

INTEBBLEND.
2. Situated between the alveoli or sockets of the

teeth of a sea-urchin.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 576 Besides the inter-
alveolar muscles already described.

I Intel-ambulacrum (-i-krm). Zool. PI.

-acra. [INTER- 3.] One of the imperforate
plates occupying the intervals of the ambulacra
or perforate plates in the shells of echinoderms.
Hence Interambula-cral a., of or pertaining to
interambulacra ; situated between ambulacra.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 225 Quadrangular reticula-

tions, formed by the
'

interambulacral
'

ossicles. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Im. Anim. ix. 569 Two series of interambulacral
plates, those in the middle of each interambulacrum being
hexagonal.

Illteramnian (intor,x-mnian), a.
[f. L. In-

teramnium sb. (f. interamnus lying between two
rivers, f. inter between + amnis river) + -AN.] Lying
between rivers, like Mesopotamia ; enclosed by
rivers.

1774 J. BRYANT Anc. Myth. III. 26 Supposed to be con-
fined to one narrow interamnian district. 1819 G. PAXTON
lllustr. Script. (1842) I. in Leaving Babel on the inter-
amnian region in which it was built.

Intera-nimate, v. rare. [INTER- i b.] trans.
To animate mutually.
a 1631 DONNE Poems, Ecstasy (1650) 43 When love with

one another so Intel-animates two souls.

Interantenna!
, -antennary : see INTER- pref.

t Interarbora-tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INTER-

2 a + L. arbor tree + -ATION.] Intermixture of the
branches of trees on opposite sides.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 177 Though the inter-
arboration do imitate the Areostylos or thin order.

Interarch, etc. : see INTER- pref.
Interarticular (i:nt9riuti-kilaj), a. [f.

INTER- 43 + L. articul-us joint.] Lying or pre-

vailing between the contiguous surfaces in a joint.
1808 BRODIE in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 306 An inter-arti-

cular cartilage is here interposed between the tibia and the
fibula. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. vii. 167 Separated by indepen-
dent plates of cartilage, which are termed inter-articular.

1877 Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 311 The.. excessive narrowing
of the interarticular regions of the sterna.

Interartistic, -arytenoid, -association,
-assure, -asteroidal, -astral, etc. : see INTER-.

Interatomic (rntariatfmik), a. [INTER- 4 a.]

Existing or acting between atoms.
1863 TYNDALL Hcat\\. 17 (1870) 23 The material theory

supposes, .a subtle fluid stored up in the inter-atomic spaces
of bodies. 1889 Nature 19 Sept. 509/2 From the motions of
the heavenly bodies down to the minutest interatomic move-
ments in chemical reactions.

Interaulic
(totWrtJ-lik),

a. nonce-wd. [f. IN-
TER- 4 a + L. aula hall, court : see Auuc.]

' Ex-

isting between royal courts
'

(Webster).
a 1864 MOTLEY (cited in Webster), Interaulic politics.

Interauri-cular, etc.: see INTER- pref.
Interaxis (intarite-ksis). PI. -axes (-arksfz).

Archil. [INTER- 3.] The space between the axes.

So Iiitera'xal a., of or pertaining to the space
between the axes, situated between the axes.

1842-76 GWILT Archil. 2842 The walls . . are placed cen-

trally upon the axes.. The doors, windows, niches, and the
like are then placed centrally in the interaxes. Ibid. 2843
An illustration of the principles of interaxal division from the
. .Villa Capra, near Vicenza, by Palladio.

Interbalance v., etc. : see INTEII- pref.
t Interba'State, . Obs. rare - '. [f. Fr. in-

lerbast-er to quilt : see -ATE 3
fi.J trans. To sew

between (cotton, etc.) so as to keep in place; to

quilt. Hence
)
Inter rjasta'tion, quilting.

1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 210 This medicinal Powder
interbastated in Cotten. 1666 J. SMITH Old Age 184 The
word IDn is a Metaphor taken from interbastation, patching
or piecing, sewing or clapping close together.

t Interba'Ste, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. inter-

basle-r, f. INTER- I a + taster to BASTE.] =
prec.

x6n COTGR., Interbastt, interbasted
; basted, or quilted

betweene. 1612 Ench. Med. 162 Let it [a powder] bee couered
ouer with red sarsnet, and inter-bast it, and so apply it.

Interbed(int3Jbe'd), v. [INTER- I a.] trans.

To embed amongst or between, to interstratify.

1858 GEIKIE Hist. Boulder xi. 208 The strata interbedded

among the Coal-seams. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xiii. 270
Crystalline schists, with which rocks serpentine is very
commonly associated and interbedded.

Hence Interbe-dded, interstratified ;
Interbe-d-

ding, interstratification.

1872 W. S. SYMONDS Rec. Rocks iv. 116 The highest inter-

bedded igneous rocks. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks iv. 32 In
the interbedding of lava-flows.

Interblend (intajble-nd), v. Pa. pple.
-blended, -blent. [INTER- I a, i b.]

1 1. trans. To interpose opaquely. Obs. rare '.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas I. iv. 774 Somtimes thy thick
Orb thow dost inter-blend Twixt Sol and us, toward the
later end.

2. To blend intimately ; to intermingle.
a 1849 J- C* MANGAN Poems (1859) 432 Night is interblent

with day. 1861 GEIKIE E. Forbes viii. 208 Notices of

plants, insects, minerals, and rocks, are interblended with
remarks upon the peculiarities of his breakfast. 1888 R.
BUCHANAN City ofDream vm. 169 The lilies and the roses

interblent.

3. intr. To blend or mingle with each other.



INTERBLENDING.

1856 MASSOM /.., DcQuixcry 467 Where w*fii<ru at '<

utnwit thrill and ecstasy intcrblends with the highest am
most daring iro.>|<m. 1871 K. H. SEARS FfrtkGlftl(ftj4
100 The first and second [divisions of the Apoetqrpfe] inter

blend imperceptibly with each other.

Hence Interble-nding/^V. a.

igoi E C. SIEDMAN in Century Mag. Apr. 836 Intel-

lending vibrations. 1896 W. GLADDEN in Papers Ohio
blending
Ck. HiTt. Sec. VII. 134 The natural and .supernatural an

not separated but inlerblending realms.

Interblending (intajble'ndin), vtl. sb. Also

6 enterblinning. [f. prec. + -INO '.] A blending
or mingling intimately ; intermingling.

1591 SYLVISTM DM Bartia i. ii. 402 But till To-morrow,
leave the enter-blinning Of rocky Mounts, and rowling Waves
so wide. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem, vi. (1852) 170 The
unperceived interblending of cases . . in all their bearings

mutually opposite. 1866 FELTON Anc. $ Mod. Cr. I. u. i.

277 The interblending of these elements by land and sea.

Inter-bourse : see INTER- prtf. 5.

t Interbra'ce, v. Obs. rare. [f.
INTER- i b

+ HKACK o.1] trans. To embrace mutually.
1591 G. HARVEY Four Lt//. Sonn., To interbrace each

other with delight.

Interbrachial (-brv
1

kial), a. (si>.~) Zool. [f.

INTER- 4 a + L. brachi-um arm : cf. BBACHIAL.]
Situated between the ' arms

'

or rays of an echino-

derm: =INTEBAMBULACRAL, INTEKRADIAL. Also
as sb. An interbrachial part or member.
1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger II. ii. 66 Towards the

base of the interbrachial groove. 1895 Athenxitm 28 Dec.

006/1 This was specially the case with regard to the inter-

brachials . . and joints [of a fossil crinoidj.

I'nter-brain. Anat. [INTER- 2 b.] The
middle brain ;

= DIENCEPHALON.
1887 Syd. Sac. Lex.

t
Inter-brain, the Thalamencephalon.

Interbranchial (-bne-nk-ial), a. Zool. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] Situated between the branchire or gills.
1880 GI'NTHER Fishes 139 The interbranchial clefts have

sometimes nearly the same extent as the branchial arches.

Interbreathe, -bring, etc. : see INTER-.

Interbreed (intMbr/'d), v. [INTER- i b.]
1. intr. Of animals of different race or species :

To breed with each other.

1864 Reader No. 86. 235/3 Capable of fertile interbreeding.
1880 A. R. WALLACE Darwinism 2 Rooks always produce
rooks, and crows produce crows, and they do not inter-
breed. 1896 Blackiu. Mag. May 683 Some interbreeding
races.

2. intr. or absol. To cause animals to interbreed ;

spec, to practise breeding between the members of
two stocks.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec, ill (1872) 55 The good effects of

inter-crossing, and the ill effects of close interbreeding . .

come into
play. 1870 A. L. ADAMS Nile Valley # Malta

47 No doubt the ferocious propensities of the feline race

may be overcome by constant interbreeding. 1886 C. SCOTT
Sheep-farming iz There is much prejudice in many quarters
against breeding in-and-in, that is, inter-breeding too
closely between members of the same family.
3. trans. To breed (offspring) from individuals of

different species or races ; to cross-breed. AlsoyTy.
1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. 62 Effects interbred be-

tween them and a particular sentiency in the midst of them.
1889 Pall MallG. 24 June 2/1 Miserable inhabitants, inter-
bred from Chinese, Portuguese, Malay, Indian, and un-
known human jetsam.
Hence Interbree'ding nil. sb. and///, a.

[See examples above.]

Intercadence (J-k^-dens). Path. [!NTEK-
2 a.]

' An irregular rhythm of the pulse, so
that there seems to be now and then nn additional

interposed pulsation' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887).
1857 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

Intercadent (-k^'-dent), a. [INTER- 2 a.]
Irregular or uneven in rhythm ; spec, in Path.
Characterized by intercadence (see prec.).
1837 CAKLYLE Misc., Mirateau (1872) V. 237 The bitter

ugliness, the intcrcadent step, the trenchant breathless
blown-up precipitation. 1887 Syd. Sac. J.e.t., Intercadent,
exhibiting the phenomena ot intercadence.

t InteTCalar, a. Obs. Also 6 -or, 7 -air.

[ad. L. intercaldr-is : see INTERCALATE. Cf. F. in-
tercalaire (I4th c. in Godef.).] = INTERCALARY i.

1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. K. Ind. 93
They haue their day which they do call Intercalor, which is
of 40 houres. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1292 Reput-
ing the third of these intercalar daies to be desasterous and
dismall. 1653 H. COGAN Diod. Sic. 6 The Egyptians have
five mtercalair days. 1699 LOCKE Let. to Shane i Dec. in
Fox Bourne Life (18761 II. xv. 477 The remedy which I
offer is that the intercalar day should be omitted the next
year, and so the ten next leap years following
t Intercala-rian, a. Obs. rare-',

[f. L. i-
tercaldri-us ^ -AN.] = INTERCALARY i.

1690 LRYBOUKN Cars. Math. 467 To make up their Year
f 365 days, they add at the end of the Year 5 Intercalarian

.
tlntercala-rlty. Obs. rare '. [f. next + -ITY.]
I he burden of a song ; the putting between, as
: burden is between the verses' (Mount, i6s6).

Intercalary (intSukalari), a. [ad. I. inter-
falari-tu or

intercalari-s, i. intercal&re to INTER-
CALATE.]
1. Of a day, days, or month : Inserted at intervals

in the calendar in order to bring an inexact reckon-
ing of the year into harmony with the solar year

384

In the Jewish, Greek and Roman calendars, intercalary

days or months were necessary chiefly to adapt the lunar to
the solar reckoning of time. Since the reform of the calen-
dar by Julius Caesar (B.C. 46), an intercalary day (now
Feb. 29) is required only once in 4 years; see BISSEXTILE
and LEAP-YEAR.

1614 KALEIGH Hist. World n. iii. 6. 255 Ve Adar
was an intercalarie Moneth, added, some yeares, vnto
the other twelue, to make the Solarie and Lunarie yeare
agree, a 1660 HAMMOND 19 Scrrn. viii. Wks. 1684 IV. 607
An . . intercalary day between two months. 1777 ROBERT-
SON Hist. Amer. (1783) III. 180 Those, whicn were pro-
perly intercalary days . . were devoted wholly to festivity
and pastime. 1850 MKRIVALE Rom. Emf. (18651 II. xx. 407
An intercalary month of twenty-three days was inserted.
1881 E. B. TYLOR Anthrofol. 334 They., added to the
12 solar months of 30 days 5 intercalary days to make 365.
absol. a 1834 LAMB Misc. Wks. (1871) 451 The inter-

calaries and other subtle problems he will do well to omit.

b. Of a year: Having intercalated days or an
additional month.
1648 LlGHTFOpT Glean. Ex. 20 Every third yeare was

intercalary Years, or as we call them Leap-years, inserted
in the Calendar. 1876 Prayer-bk. Interleaved 69 The 54
weeks of an intercalary Jewish year.

t 2. Of a line or stanza : Inserted at intervals in

a composition ; of the nature of a refrain. Obs.
1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cvii. Paraphr. heading. Having

a double burthen or intercalary verse oft recurring. 1778
LOWTH Isaiah Prel. Diss. 32 The third line of the inter-

calary stanza, a 1803 BEATTIE Virg. Past. viii. note, This
inter-calary line, (as it is called by the commentators,) which
seems to be intended as a chorus or burden to the song.
8. Of the nature of an insertion between the ori-

ginal or ordinary members of a series or parts of a
whole ; interpolated, intervening.
1708 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Km. XXVII. 489 We have

ing-Ho. Diet. (1893) 154 An Intercalary dividend is not
distributed at any fixed date, and in this respect it differs
from what is properly called an Interim dividend. 1888
H. R. REYNOLDS Comm. John 1 1. 147/2 The closing words
of our Lord's public ministry, delayed by the intercalary
remarks of the evangelist.

b. spec, in various sciences, as (a) of geological
strata: Lying between the normal strata of the
series ; (/>) of biological types : Intermediate in

structure, but not transitional; (c) of vegetable
growth : Of the nature ofnew parts inserted among
the old.

1846 OWEN Anat. Vertebra, iii. 67 But whatever modifi-
cations these dermal and intercalary spines present above,
the same are usually repeated below. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER tr. Sac/is' Bot. 179 Intemodes . . formed at a later
period by further differentiation and intercalary growth.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. In?: Anim. iii. 166 That these ancient
corals represent an intercalary type between the Hexaco-
ralla and the Octocoralla. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Pliancr. 261 The bundles of the leaf-trace and intercalary
bundles.

Intercalate (intSMkik't), v. [f. L. intercalat-,
apl. stem of intercaldre to proclaim the insertion in
the calendar of (a day, etc.), f. inter between, among
+ calare to proclaim solemnly: cf. CALENDS. Cf.
F. intercaler (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. trans. To insert (an additional day, days, or
month) in the calendar in order to bring the current

reckoning of time into harmony with the natural
solar year. Also absol.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World \\. iii. 6. 256 Intercalating in
.each eighth yeare one whole moneth. (11654 SELIIKN
Table- 1. (Arb.) 119 Twas the manner of the Jews I if the
Year did not fall out right . . ) to intercalate a Month, and so

have, as it were, two Februarys. 1812 WOODHOUSK
4stron. xliv. 456 To interpose, or to intercalate a day in
1 month previous to March. 1850 MKRIVALE Rom. Emf.
1. xx, He writes to his friends at Rome to entreat them
o hinder the pontiffs from intercalating in that year.
2. tram/. To insert or interpose something addi-

ional, extraneous, or out of the ordinary course,
rctween the ordinary members of any series or the
successive parts of any whole ; to interpolate.
Chiefly in passive.
i84j. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 52 Matter, .which is inter-
alated after the work is gone beyond the proper place for
t. 1833 LVF.I.I. Princ.Geol. III. 45 It has become necessary
o intercalate new groups of an age intermediate between
hose first examined. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Km. III. r. i, Into

nto the root itself. 1877 R. F. LITTLEDALE in *Acadeiiiji
Nov. 425/3 Spasmodic episodes of fussy attention, inter-

alated in habitual neglect.

b. Geol.'mpass.pple. Interstratified, interbedded
with the original series.

1847-* H. MILLER First Imfr. xix. (1857) 33* Harder
:ds of rock, intercalated with the softer ones. 1863 A. C.
(AMSAY Phys. C.eog. i. (1878) 15 Marine mud and sand,
ccumulated bed upon bed, intercalated here and there with
trata of limestone.

t Intercalate, ppl. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

nterfaldt-us, pa. pple. : see prec.] = next.
1690 LRYBOURN Curs. Mattl. 466 b, They add 5 Intercalate

Days at the end of their Year.

INTERCEDE.

Intercalated (inta-jkaVted), ///. a. [f. prec.
vb. + -ED l.J Inserted or introduced between the
members of an existing series, a. Of an additional

day, month, or space of time ; hence transf. of

something written or spoken, etc. ; interpolated.
1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. v.(i879) 84 An intercalated period

of subsidence, of which we have no evidence. 1846 JOYCK
Set. Dial., Astron. xiii. 97 The intercalated day was called
Ml sexto calendas Martii. 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh xxvii
Pr. Wks. 1886 II. 396 Dreamy little pauses of silence, and
intercalated sighs. 1883 EDERSHEIM Life Jesus (ed, 6) II.

529 What follows seems an intercalated sentence.
b. Of material things ; esp. geological strata.

1849 MuRCHtsON Sifurfa iv. 84 The intercalated beds of
fossiliferous grits. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man viii. (ed. 3) 138The liquefaction of underlying or intercalated snow and ice.

1876 PACK Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xi. 104.

Intercalation (intaikal^-Jan). [ad. L. inter-

calation-em, n. of action f. intercaldre to INTER-
CALATE. Cf. F. intercalation (ijth c.).]
1. The insertion of an additional day, days, or
month into the ordinary or normal year ; the result
of this, an intercalated day or space of time.

'577 HARRISON England m. xiv. (1878) n. 98 Our inter-
calation for the leape yere is somewhat too much by certeine
minuts. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxvi. i. 285 The
Romanes . . had transferred upon the priests the power and
authentic of Intercalation. 1764 HARMER Obsert: ix. 28
1'he middle of April falls almosfperpetually with the Jewish
month Ahib or Nisan, even without those extraordinary
Intercalations the Dr. speaks of. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS
Astron. 440 Caesar, by way of securing the intercalation as
a matter of precedent, made his initial j-ear, 45 B.C., a leap
year.
2. transf. The insertion of any addition between

the members of an existing or recognized series ;

interposition or interjection (ofsomething additional
or foreign) ; the occurrence of a layer or bed of a
different kind between the regular strata of a series ;

also with an and //., the thing or matter thus inter-

jected ; an interpolation.
1648 HAMMOND Serm. iii. Wks. 1684 'V. 484 Intercalations

of mercy, a 1656 HALES Gold. Rcm. (1688) 346 When you
come to any imperfection to leave him and supply his wants
by intercalation of some other author. 1841 TRIMMER Pract.
Geol. 216 The intercalation of a new system of rocks between
the carboniferous and Silurian. 1851 H. ROGERS Eel. Faith
(1853) 256 To say that the intercalation of miracles in the
world's history is also according to law. 1880 A. R. WALLACE
Isl. Life ix. 174 Successive intercalations indicative of more
than one period of glaciation. 1882 F. DARWIN in Nature
20 Apr. 581 Increase of length by turgescence and the inter-
calation of solid matter.

Intercalative (intaukale'tiv, -<*tiv), a.
[f. L.

intercalat- (see INTERCALATE v.) + -IVE.] That
intercalates ; spec, of a language, characterized by
inserting modifying elements in the body ofa word.
i88a in OGILVIE. 1887 C. W. HUTSON Begin. Civiliz. ii.

23 The intercalative system of the Red Men of America
being only a variety of agglutination.

Intercalatory (.intaukalatsri), a. rare. [f.
as prec. + -ORT.]

= INTERCALARY.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie of Cod 547 This month

[February] was called nothing but the intercalatory month.
'795-8. T. MAURICE Hindostan (1820^ I. i. v. 153 It [the
Metonic cycle] . . has in it seven intercalatory months.

tlntercale, v. Obs. Also 7 -call. [ad. L.
intercaldre or F. intercaler.~\

= INTERCALATE v.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. iv. 102 [They] were con-
strained everie second or third yeare to intercale, or adde,
as in Leape-yeare one moneth of 22 dayes. 1718 NEWTON
Chronol. Amended i. 76 The Greeks. . varied the manner of
intercaling the three months in the Octaeteris. 1816 J. R.
BEST Four Years France 320 They intercale, after the wheat
. . a crop of haricots or French beans.

t Interca'lender, v. Obs. rare l
. [f. INTER-

i a + CALENDAR
z/.]

= INTERCALATE.
1590 L. LLOYD Dial. Daies 65 Of these sixe houres, every

fourth yeare one naturall daye is here intercalendered.

Intercanalicular, -capillary, -carpal, etc. :

see INTER- pref.

Iiitercartilagrinous (-kattilx-djinas), a.

Anat. [INTER- 4 a.] Situated between cartilages.
1871 COHEN Dis. Throat ^6 An inter-ligamentous rima . .

and an inter-cartilaginous rima. 1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis.
Throat fy Nose I. 519 Situated on the inter-cartilaginous
portions of the trachea.

Interca'tenated, a. rare. [INTER- i b.]
Chained to each other ; interchained.

1830 J. WILSON in Blaclnv. Mag. XXVII. 921 People ..

built up, of a quantity of intercatenated ideas given to them.

t Intercea'sing, -M. sb. Obs. rare. [INTER-
i a.] The action or condition of ceasing during
an interval

; a temporary cessation.
c 1450 MirourSaluacioun 4358 Neure ony entercessing ol

contynuel punysshing. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. Pref.
i So little ought the long interceassing of so great a benefite
. . to make us to hold scorn of it. 1596 Edw. Ill, v, i. 76
We do proclaim a rest And interceasing of our painful arms.

Intercede (intaisrd), z>. Also 7 -oeed'c.

[ad. L. interced-ere to come between, intervene,

interfere, become surety for, in med.L. also to

interpose on some one s behalf, to intercede ; f.

inter between + cei/fre to go. Cf. F. intercfder

(late i6th c.).]

L intr. Kom. Hist. Of the tribunes : To inter-

pose a veto.



INTERCBDENCE. 385 INTERCEPTING.
i>8x SAVILE Tacitus, Hist, in, be.

(1591) 175 Tertullinus
Tribune of the people interceded (note, interposed his nega-
tive). 1600 HOLLAND Livy vi. 245 At the first their laws
were crossed by the interceding of their brethren Tribunes.

1747 MIDDLETON Rom. Senate 160. 1853 MERIVALE Rom.
Rep. viii. (1867) 216 The senators could not oppose it by
argument; but they gained one of the tribunes to intercede

against it.

t 2. To come between^ in time, space, or action ;

to intervene. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 13 Betwixt yu
hollow, and

the same Process, intercedeth {printed -cideth] a certaine
soft and mouable Gristle. 1612 SELDEN lllustr. Drayton's
Poly-olb. i. 21 From this time till the Norman conquest ;

'twixt which intercedes ccJxx.ix. yeares. 1620 T. GRANGER
Div. Logike 109 When one thing mooveth, and another is

mooved, motion intercedeth. 1633 HART Diet ofDiseased
in. xxx. 368 The distance alleaged .. to interceed betwixt
the bullet and the party thereby offended. 1677 R. GARY
Chronol. n. i. i. vii. 108 Between the first . . and the last ..

there do intercede 51 Years. 1692 RAY Dissol. World n. iv.

(1732) 127 1'he Beds of Sand interceeding between these
Rows of Shells. 1799 KIRWAN Geol, Ess. 43 The vallies

that intercede between them.

f b. To pass or exist betwixt persons. Obs.

1630 LORD Banians 10 With the courtesies interceding be-

twixt Man and Wife. 1679 JENISON Popish Plot 13 Betwixt
whom and myself, there had interceeded several Offices of
strict Friendship.

f 3. trans. To come, pass, or lie between ; to in-

tervene between. Obs.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. n. i. 177 The time which inter-

ceded Henry the first and K. John. 1671 NEWTON in

Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 310, 6*6, the number
equally interceding those limits, 6-3, and 6-g. 1728 PEM-
BERTON Newton's Phitos. 352 The strongest reflection is made
at those surfaces, which intercede transparent bodies differ-

ing most" in density. 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. 94 The hollows
that interceded the abrupted masses.

j-
4. intr. To intervene by way of obstruction or

prevention ; to come in the way. Obs.
ai66i FULLER Worthies, Worcestershire HI. (1662) 172 He

was challenged at Verona by an Italian ..whom he had
slain at the second weapon, had not some seasonably inter-

ceded. 1673 MARVELL ./?*-/*. Transf, II. 195 Subjects are

bound . . to obey the Magistrate Actively in all things
where their Duty to God intercedes not.

5. intr. To interpose on behalf of another or

others.
1606 HOLLAND Sneton. 266 Himselfe affrighted as it_were

with the rigorous eruelty of that punishment, would inter-

cede in these words. 1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt.^ O. T.
xxi. viii, I heare not one man open his mouth to intercede

for the offender. 1656 BRAMHALL Resize, ii. 116 The Em-
perour and other Roman Catholick Princes interceded with
her for the displaced Bishops. 1671 MILTON Samson 920,
I to the lords will intercede, not doubting Their favour-

able ear, that I may fetch thee From forth this loathsome

prison-house. 1704 ATTERBURY Serrn. i Tim. ii. i, 2, 3.

10 Our Interceding with God in the behalf of Kings and all

that are in Authority. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 30
More requested him to intercede with the King. 1841 LANE
A rab. Nts. I. 1 1 1 The Family of the favoured Prophet shall

intercede for me.

f b. trans. To obtain (a thing) by intercession.

c. To intercede with (a person). Obs. rare.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromena 172 Your High-
nesse : whom I humbly beseech to intercede some remission

for me. 1698 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv. 1. 543 Had I known
you had been interceded about it.

Hence Interce'ding vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1600 [see above i]. 1611 FLORIO, Intercedente^ interceeding,

suing or going betweene.
_
1656 EARL MONM. Advt. Jr.

Parnass. 336 The offers and intercedings of these noble men.

1657 W. RAND tr. Gassendts Life Peiresc n. 26 The difference

of the interceding Meridians might be calculated. 1848 R. I.

WILBERFORCE Incarnation xiv. (1852) 414 The operations of

the interceding Word and sanctifying Spirit.

t Interce'dence. Obs. rare l
. [f. next : see

-ENCE.] Intervention.

1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xxxiv. 408 The acts of the soule

are educ'd immediately in it selfe, without the Intercedence

of any organ whereby sensitive faculties work.

t Interce'dent, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. in-

tercedent- em
t pr. pple. of interceding

A. adj. Coming between ; intervening.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 32 A Cartilage also is inter-

cedent, which.. holdeth. .them together. 1610 HEALEY^V.
A itg. Citie ofGod Argt . 9 Some years passed . . before I could

. . finish . . by reason of many intercedent affaires. 1657-83
EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 170 Her [the Soul's] objects
need no intercedent organ or medium between it and the

faculty. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1775 in ASH.

B. sb. An intercessor.

a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 12 Some she-intercedents did

obtain pardon of great informers for some offenders.

Interceder (intaiafdw). [f. INTERCEDE v. +
-KB !.] One who intercedes

;
an intercessor ;

a go-
between ;

one who intervenes.

a 1656 USSHER A nn. (1658) 421 He had promised them to be

an interceder with the Senate. 1675 3 Inhumane Murthers
2 Whether her Daughter had been an Interceder between
him and his Sweet-Heart, .is not certainly known. 1843
LYTTON Last Bar. iv. vi, Warwick listens to no interceders

between himself and his passions.

Intercell (i'nt3i|se:l), a. [INTER- 5.] =next.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. A nat. IV. 120/1 Fluid intercell substance

is nothing more than non-solidified blastema.

Intercellular (intsase'lirflaj),**. [INTER- 43.]
Situated between or among cells.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 150 Only two cells

form an intercellular passage, not three or four. 1845 TODD
& BOWMAN Phys. A nat. I. 92 The intercellular substance is

not exactly white fibrous tissue. 1875 BENNETT & DYER
VOL. V.

Sachs' Bot. 93 The fibre-vascular bundle consists at first of
similar cells combined without intercellular spaces.

Iiitercellulary (intajse-li^lari), a. =prec.
1874 COOKE Fungi (1875) 265 These organs originate from

the intercellulary tubes of the brown tissue.

Intercensal (intsjse-nsal), a. [Improperly f.

INTER- 4 b + L. censu-s CENSUS + -AL : the etymo-
logical form would be intercensual : see CENSUAL.]
Of, or belonging to the interval between two cen-

suses, occurring between two censuses.

1887 Leeds Mercury 3 Feb. 4/6 The rate of growth during
the intercensal period has been the same as in the decade

preceding 1881. 1891 Athenaeum 20 June 803/3 Methods
.suggested for estimating the population of towns in inter-

censal years. 1894 Times 6 Jan. 12/1 The average annual
rate of growth in the last intercensal period.

Intercentral (intsase-ntral), a. Phys. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] a. Situated between the centra of the

vertebrae: see CENTRUM, b. Connecting, or re-

lating lo the connexion of, nerve-centres: see

CENTRE sb. 7 a.

1870 ROLLESTON Anitn. Life 21 These vertebrae .. being
articulated simply by ball and shallow socket joints on their

centra and intercentral fibrocartilaginous discs, i&fiSmith-
sonian Rep. 419 note^ A nerve tubule . . has the same
properties whether it be of intercentral or peripheral signi-
ficance. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.) Intercentral^ nerves^ nerve
fibres which connect ganglionic centres, as in co-ordinated
movements.

II Interce'ntmm. Comp. Anat. [f.
INTER-

3 + CENTRUM.] A wedge-shaped or chevron-

shaped process, generally situated between the

centra, occurring on the ventral aspect of the ver-

tebral column in many Vertebrates, and especially
in Reptiles ;

= HYPAPOPHYSIS.
1878 E. D.CopE'mAnier. Naturalist Xll. 319 The basal

portions of the chevron bones are continued throughout the

greater part of the vertebral column in the Permian genera
Clepsydrop$i Metarmasaurus and Eficaudylus, forming
elements to which I have given the name of intercentra.

1891 BOULANGER in Proc. Zool, Soc. Land. 115 [Treated as

synonymous with Hypapophysis\. 1897 EADOW in Phil.

Trans. CLXXXVII B. 24.

Intercept (i'ntaasept), sb. [ad. L. intercept'

um, neut. of intercept \ see next. In sense i,

pern, from INTERCEPT v.]
1. An interception.
1821 J. BANIM Damon $ Pythias iv. ii.This hand has cast

An intercept between him and the block !

2. Math. The part of a line lying between two

points at which it is intersected by lines or planes.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 18 The

lengths . . which are cut off by the plane . . from the axes are
called its intercepts. 1882 C. SMITH Conic Sect. (1885) 15
To find the equation of a straight line in terms of the inter-

cepts which it makes on the axes.

t Intercept, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inter-

cept-us, pa. pple. of interciptre \ see next.] Inter-

cepted, a. as pa. pple. b. as adj.
-1391 CHAUCER Astral, u. 39 Thay mene the arch meri-

dian |>at is contiened or intercept \v.r. except] by-twixe the

cenyth andtheequinoxial. 1715 L>E MOIVRE in Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 338 A Curve whose Ordmates .. are equal to the

Tangents of their respective intercept Arcs.

Intercept (intaise-pt), v. Also 6 enter-, [f.

L. intercept-^ ppl. stem of intercipere, f. inter be-

tween + capere to take, seize. Cf. F. intercepter

(Cotgr. 1611).]
1. trans. To seize, catch, or carry off (a person,

ship, letter, etc.) on the way from one place to

another ;
to cut off from the destination aimed at.

a 1548 HALL Ckron.^ Hen. VII -2% b, Which goyng prevely
out. .roade about thewalles to viewe and see their_strength,
was sodeynly intercepted and taken of hys enemies. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comnt. 409 b, Letters, .sent at this time

to the Princes confederated and others, but intercepted.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 114, I .. Marcht toward
S. Albons, to intercept the Queene. a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) II. 515 He wrote Postils on the Proverbs, and other

sermons, which the envy of time hath intercepted from us.

1709 STEFLE Tatter No. 44 P 7 Sir John Leak, who lies off

of Dunkirk, had intercepted several Ships. 1847 PKESCOTT
Peru (1850) II. 233 He also posted a large body, .to watch
the movements of the enemy, and to intercept supplies.
1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. xii. 233 The utmost endeavour
was to be made to intercept and capture the homeward
bound fleets.

fig. c 1540 \.*.Pol.Verg.Eng.Hist.(C&mfan) 1.162 Beinge
intercepted bie deathe, [he] lefte this worcke to be accom-

plished to his successor Oswaldus.

b. To stop the natural course of (light, heat,

water, etc.) ; to cut off (light) from anything.
1545 JOYE Exp. Daniel x. (R.), God will shortely intercept

your brethe..if ye repent not. i66GLANViLL Scepsis Sci.

xix. 124 Like paint on Glass, which intercepts and dyes the

light, a 1711 KEN Div. LoveWis. (1838) 302 Ah, Lord !

there is a dark cloud of ignorance spread over my soul, that

intercepts thy beams. 1821 CRAIG Lect. Drawing iv. 233 To
shadow the parts . . from which the light is intercepted. 1856
STANLEY Sinai ff Pal. xiv. 465 A blue curtain is drawn across

the top to intercept the rain admitted through the dome.

t c. To interrupt, break in upon (esp. a narra-

tive or a person speaking). Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddorfs Ansiu. Osor. 299 Whom the Pope
with open mouth entercepted most arrogantly saying [etc.].

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. HI. i. 40 In some sort they are better

than the Tribunes, For that they will not intercept my tale.

1644 SIR E. BERING Prop. Sacrif. bb, Some will
intercept

me with a question. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxxviii, I could

not listen without intercepting the tale.

d. To stop, check, or cut off (passage or motion)
from one place to another.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 661/1 Garrisons . .

allwayes readye to intercept his going or coming. 1683
Brit. Spec. 251 A Fleet of English Vessels, sent out ..to

intercept his passage. 1858 THIRLWALL Greece II. 313 To
destroy the bridges, and intercept the return of Xerxes.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 636 He was seized with
an apprehension that his flight might be intercepted.

f e. absol. or intr. Obs.
1612 ROWLANDS Knaue Harts 23 Till that Death doe

intercept, Now we are borne, we must, and will be kept.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixi. (1739) 120 Thefts

belonged to the Sheriff's Court ;
and (if the Lords Court

intercepts not) all batteries and woundings. 168* WHELER
Joum. Greece vi. 400 As soon as we were come up, a Cloud
of Snow intercepted between us and the most charming
Prospect my Eyes ever beheld.

2. To cut off or stop (a person or thing) from

accomplishing some purpose ; to prevent, stop,
hinder. Const,from (inf.). Now rare or Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 314, I was intercepted and
hindered with most grievous and sorrowfull thoughtes. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 137 O she, that might haue inter-

cepted thee By strangling thee . . From all the slaughters
(wretch) that thou hast done, a 1626 BACON Maxims $

Uses Com. Law ii. (1636) 7 The party altogether prevented
and intercepted to come by his right. 1700 DKYDEN Mele-

ager <$ Atalanta 33 He tramples down the spikes and in-

tercepts the year. 1784 COWPER Taski. 514 Snug inclosures

in the sheltered vale, Where frequent hedges intercept the

eye. 1793 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 95 We have been

intercepted entirely from the commerce of furs with the

Indian nations.

b. To check, prevent, or cut off (the operation
or effect of an event, action, faculty, etc.).

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 149 The embush,
which lyeth still in waite to intercept our possession. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. F7, i. iv. 14 To intercept this inconuenience,
A Peece of Ordnance 'gainst it I haue placed. i6i8BoLTON
Florus (1636) 84 The Victory was intercepted by tempest,
and the tryumph miscarried by Shipwracke. 1754 SHER-
LOCK Disc. (1750) L iv. 158 A very thick Film over [his eyes]

intercepts all sight. 1843 J. MARTiNEAU_CAr. Life (1867) 286

Causes less excusable also intercept its influence.

3. To mark off or include (a certain space) be-

tween two points or lines ; hence, to contain, en-

close, spec, in Math, (see INTERCEPT sb. 2).

1571 DIGGES Pantom. \. xxxi. K j a, I fynde 10 paries in

my scale of altitudes, intercepted with the perpendicular
lyne. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astrol. iv. 37, I conclude that the

Signe Y is intercepted ; for so we say when a Signe is not

upon any of the cuspes of Houses, but is included betwixt

one House and another. 1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's
Course Chetn. (ed. 3) 390 The pores of Silver being very
near one another, and of a much greater number, do inter-

cept less solid matter, and consequently it must be lighter.

1760-72 tr. Juan < Ulloas Voy. (ed. 3) I. 14 The number
of degrees intercepted between the magnetic and true north

of the world. 1703 SMEATON Edystone L. 184 The whole
time intercepted betwixt the first stroke upon the Rock,
and leaving the Lighthouse compleat, was 3 years, 9 weeks,

3 days. 1817 HUTTON Course Math. I. 317 Any two parallel
chords intercept equal arcs.

4. To cut off (one thing) from (another), or (ellip-

tically) from sight, access, etc. ( Also with of.

1662 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 13 There being
other properties in Body that intercepted from it the

capacity of perceiving. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 478 These

Bays are intercepted, or divided from each other, with as

many little rocky points of Woodland. 1700 DRYDF.N Flower

4- Leaf 220 Thick as the college of the bees in May, When
swarming o'er the dusky fields they fly . . and intercept the

sky, 1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VII. xl, When I saw the

gate which intercepted the tomb, my heart glowed within me.

1814 CHALMERS Posth. Wks. (1849) VI. 197 The glass which

now intercepts from the eye of the mind the realities of the

future world.

Intercepted (intaise-pted), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -EDI.] Caught or stopped by the way, cut off,

etc. : see the verb.

1623 COCKERAM, Intercepted^ taken by the way. 1663
BOYLE Occas. Refl. iv. xi. (1848) 235 A private Whisper, or

the Intimation from .. an intercepted Letter. 1700 DRYDEN

b. spec, in Math, of part of a line or curve. (Cf.

INTERCEPT sb. 2.)

1702 RALPHSON Math. Diet. App. Conic Sections 10 In

a Parabola . . the intercepted Axes ED, EO. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Intercepted Arcs or Intercepted Diameters, a Term in

Conick Sections, the same as Abscissae. 1837 WHEWELI.
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 153 The intercepted portion of

a circumference.

t Interce'pter. rare. [f.
as prec. + -EK !.]

One who intercepts, an INTERCEPTOR.
1601 SHAKS. Tiitel. N. ill. iv. 242 Thy intercepter, full of

despight . . attends thee at the Orchard end. 1611 [see

INTERCEPTOR]. 1880 LEWIS & SHORT Latin Diet. , Inter-

ceptor^ an intercepter, usurper, embezzler.

Intercepting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1.]

The action of the vb. INTEBCEPT in its various

senses ; interception.
1598 FLORIO, Intercetti, interceptings of forfaited goods.

1611 Ibid., Intercettionc, an intercepting, a preuenting.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 107 [He] laid strong am-
bushes for the intercepting of his enemies. 1614 BP. HALL
Epist. in. x, His life . . he accounts lent to him, that he may
give it for his master : the intercepting of whose harmes, he

holds both his duty and honor. 1711 Fingall MSS. in io^A

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 142 [He] offered his ser-

vice towards the intercepting of that great convoy. 1881

A ihenaeum i Oct. 425/2 The intercepting of the letter.



INTERCEPTING.

Intercepting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -wo 2.]

That intercepts, in senses of the vb.

tnter.'fpting carri.-r: sec quot. 1865. Intercepting trap.

in huu.-e-ilraiiiagis a trap placed at or near the outfall into ;i

main sewer, generally connected with a system of ventilation.

lUfGuamU-Sctfa'tSct xiii. 76 We may as well say that

the Son is the Cause of the Shadow, which is the effect

of the intercepting Opacity. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entonwl.

IV. 346 Intercepting, . . when the trochanter intervenes be-

tween the thigh and the coxa, so as entirely to separate

them. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xvi. (1856) 125 We were

forced to cut through some intercepting ice. 1865 Standard
1 1 July, The plaintiff . . is what is called . . an intercepting
carrier ; that is to collect parcels, pack all for one town in

one package and forward them to the agent in that town
who delivers them, .paying the Company by tonnage rates.

Interception (intajse'pjan). [ad. L. inter-

ception-em, n. of action f. intercipSre to INTERCEPT :

see -TION. Cf. F. interception (i6th c., Pare).]
1. The action of intercepting ; seizing or stopping

(a person or thing) in the way ; the fact of being

intercepted or stopped ;
an instance of this.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V
t

it. u. 7 The King hath note of all

that they intend, By interception, which they dreame not
of. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vii. iv. (1623) 205 The King
holding himselfe now sure from all interceptions. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. 22 Such dispersed encounters, such long
pursuites, interception of scouts [etc.]. 1700 TYRRELL Hist.

Eng, II. 892 There were, .great Plunderings and Robberies
committed in the Marches, which they only termed Inter-

ceptions or Seizures. 1868 . EDWARDS Ralegh I. xxvii.

683 He had recourse to the interception of letters written

by and to Lady Ralegh.
b. The cutting off of anything in its natural

course, action, extent, etc., esp. of light.

1624 WOTTON Archit. i. in Reliq. (1651) 267 The Pillars . .

will, fcy interception of the Sight, somwhat in appearance
diminish the breadth. 1653 GATAKER Vind. Annot. jfer.

41 The interception of the light of the Sun . . arises from
the interposition of the body of the Moon. 1790 BEATTIE
Moral Sc. i. i. n. 33 Silence is the effect of a total inter-

ception of the voice. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. u. iii. 244 The
interception of radiant heat.

f c. Med. The interruption of the motion or

passage of bodily humours. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeaifs Fr. Chinirg, 40 b/i Any de-

rivatione, revulsione, interceptione, or evacuatione of anye
matter. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 43 The interception of
the Vrine is mortall. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min.
333 The rabies., is a madnesse. .it's cured, by interception
[etc.]. [1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Interceptio,. .formerly
applied to a kind of remedy when the motion of the hum-
ours, and especially of the blood was interrupted : inter-

ception.]
2. The fact of containing or enclosing between

points, lines, or boundaries
; inclusion, rare.

1665 BOYLE Exp. Hist. Cold ix. i Made up of icy frag,
ments cemented together, with the interception of consider-
able cavities filled with air. Mod. The line between the
points of interception.

Interce'ptive, a. [f. ppl. stem of L. inter-

cipire : see INTERCEPT v. and -IVE.] Having the

quality of intercepting.
1819 FOSTER Pop. Ignorance (1834) 143 The awful inter-

ceptive lines of that other arrangement. 1860 RUSSELL
Diary India I. 291, I repaired once more to the Dilkoosha
only to find the dust more hopelessly interceptive than
before. 1881 ArgoyXXXIl. 148 To peer round obstructing
pyramids of plants or interceptive dishes of grapes.

Interce'ptor. [a. L. interceptor, agent-n. f.

inlercipe're to INTERCEPT.] One who or that which
intercepts.
1598 FLORIO, Intercettore, a preuenter, a forestaller, an

encrocher, an interceptor [i6ix intercepter]. 1790 ANNA M
JOHNSON Monmouth III. 116 She .. followed her furious
interceptor to the house. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 50/1
Sewer Gas Interceptors. .Grease Interceptors. Mud Inter-
ceptors. 1894 H. D. LLOYD Wealth agst. Comtmu. 375 People
had been digging oil wells for 20 years that all the value
might flow into the bank accounts of a few interceptors.

Interce'ptress. rare- 1
, [f. INTERCEPTOR

+ -ESS.] A female interceptor.
1889 Universal Rev. Sept. 37 The interceptress soon would

lack her eyes.

Intercerebral, etc. : see INTER- pref.

Unterce-SS, v. Obs.
[f. L. intercess-, ppl.

stem of intercedert to INTERCEDE.] a. intr. To
intercede, b. trans. To intercede with.
155* HEYWOOD Spider % F. Q ij, But natures zeale I set to

mlercesse To you for me without raoe wordes of me. 1589WARNER Alt. Eng. ii. Prose Add. (1612) 331 With great
terrour and deuotion tntercessing the Gods. 1624 GEE Foot
out ofSnare 32 They earnestly intercessed our Lady for him.
t Intercessa-tion. Obs. rare. [INTEB- 2 b.]

Cessation for the time
; intermission.

1655 H. MORE Immort. Soul (1662) 125 If there was ever
any mtercessation of them [perceptive functions] in the
astonishments of Death. 1680 Apocal. Apoc. 170 The
mtercessation of Paganism, when the Empire becomes
Christian. 1681 Exp. Dan. VI. 185 An Intercessation ofWar is intimated.

Intercession (intajse-jan) , sb. [ad. L. inter-
cession-em, n. of action f. intercedere to INTERCEDE.
Cf. K intercession (Godef. Compl.).

froUJTsth cT
S "Ot CCUr '" ancient L ' ; !t b fbund in F-

' '

7/
C action of intcrceding or pleading on

of (rarefy against) another ; entreaty, soli-

lyth by the
ntercession to God agaynst

386

Israel. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 141 b, I will send to the

kyng, and make humble intercession for your pardon. 1588
D. ROGERS in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. III. 145 Certame

goodes . . confiscated the day before I came, were by
my quicke intercession all released. 1659 WILLSFORD
Scales Comm., Archit. 36, 1 will here interpose a few lines

betwixt them and the copy, as an intercession for the

Printer, who is less culpable. 17x5 DE FOE Voy. round
World (1840) 79 It was upon my seeming intercession that

he gave consent. 1865 DICKENS Mat. Fr. I. viii, He came
back to make intercession for his sister.

b. spec, in religious use : Intercessory prayer.
1508 DUNBAR Poems viii. 26 Pray now for him . . And for

his saull mak intercessioun Unto the Lord that hes him
bocht so deir. 1536 TINDALE Heb. vii. 25 He ever liveth to

make intercession for vs. 1534 i Tim. ii. i, I exhorte
therfore that . . prayers, supphcacions, intercessions, and

gevynge of thankes be had for all men. 1645 USSHER
Body Dzv. (1647) 350 We are also bound to pray like-

wise for others ; which kinde of prayer is called Inter-

cession. 1726^ LAW Serious C. xxi, Intercession is a great
and necessary part of Christian Devotion. 1782 PRIESTLEY
Corrupt. Chr. \. iv. 377 Justinian [made] use of the inter-

cession of the virgin. 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnation
ix. (1852) 214 We are to address God only through Him
whose Intercession as man is the ground of our hope.

f c. Loosely used for a petition or pleading on
one's own behalf. Otis.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiii. 54 Thair cumis 3ung monkis
., Thay ar so hum ill of intercessioun, AH mercyfull wemen
thair eirandis grantis. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 45 b,
He was content at his intercession to departe. 1742 FIELD-
ING J. Andrews iv. xv, Unbuttoning his coat at the inter-

cession of the company.
H. In other senses, repr. ancient L. intercessio.

2. Rent. Hist. The action of interposing a veto :

cf. INTERCEDE v. i.

1573-80 BARET Alv. I 202 To make Intercession, to let,

intercedo. 1747 MIDDLE-TON Rom. Senate 160 The general
law of these intercessions was, that any magistrate might
inhibit the acts of his equal, or inferior. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sitppl., Intercession, . . was used in antient Rome, for

the act of a tribune of the people, or other magistrate, by
which he inhibited the acts of other magistrates ; or even in
the case of the tribunes, the decrees of the senate. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXV. 202/1 In this year [B.C. 394] we meet
with the first instance of the intercession (veto) of one
tribune rendering the resolution of his colleagues void.

f 3. A coming or existing among or between
;

interposition, intervention. Obs,
1605 TIMME Quersit. i. v. 20 Whose extreames, to wit,

fixed and volatile, of the sulphurus salt or the niterus . . are

coupled together by intercession. 1638 WILKINS Nt.Hw World
iii. (1707) 30 The Bones .. and the Flesh .. are not joined
together but by the Intercession of Membranes.
4. Rom. Law. (See quot.)
1875 POSTE Gaius ill. (ed. 2) 399 Intercession is the as-

sumption of liability for the debt ot another person by nego-
tiation or contract with his creditor.

II 5. = INTERCESSATION
; intermission. Obs.

1572 Latimer's Sernt. Lord's Prayer iii. 8 We must call

upon God without intercession. Sertn. Lincoln iii. 87We must pray at all times without intercession [ed. 1562
intermission in both cases]. 1661 Except, agst. Liturgy 7
Whence are caused many unnecessary intercessions and
abruptions, a 1683 OWEN Expos. Heo. (1790) III. 394 There
was an intercession of its administration for seventy years.

t Intercession, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. prec.

sb. : cf. OF. intercessionner (Godef.).] intr. To
make intercession.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 49 Violently, eagerly haue
I intercessioned vnto her, to gather herselfe vnto mee.

Iiitercessional
(intaise-Jpnal),

a.
[f. as prec.

-t- -AL.] Of or
pertaining to intercession.

1845 J. A. JAMES m Ess. Chr. Union iv. 207 That touching
intercessional petition.

Intercessionary (intajse-janari), a. [f. as

prec. + -AKY.] Employed in intercession.
1861 LYTTON & FANE Tannhauser 109 Thine interces-

sionary Saint while now For thee she sues about the Throne
of Thrones.

t Interce'ssionate, v. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-ATE 3

7.]

1. intr. To make intercession ;
= INTERCEDE v.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 105 They haue but one
houre to intercessionate for their soules. 1598 TOFTE Alba
(1880) 67 Yet He not leaue to intercessionate, To her hard
Breast, for my too gentle Hart. 1623 COCKEKAM, Inter-
cessionate, to intreat for one.

2. trans. To intercede with, entreat.

1594 NASHE Terrors Night G iij b, They . . neuer ceased
extensiuely to intercessionate God for his speedie recouerie.

t tnterce-ssionment. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. IN-

TERCESSION v. + -MENT.] Making of intercession
;

intercession.

"S?3 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 187 With one vnited inter-

cessionment, thus reconcile your semes vnto him.

Intercessive (intajse-siv), a. [ad. late L. '-
tercessiv-us (Cassian), f. intercess-, ppl. stem of
intercedere to INTERCEDE : see -IVE.] Character-
ized by intercession

; intercessory.
1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. in. 155 By Polycrita's intercessive

intreaties surprized Diognetus scapes with life. 1814 MRS.
J. WEST Alicia de Lacy I. 215 The delightful music of
praise and intercessive prayer.

Intercessor (intajse-saj). [a. L. intercessor,
agent-n. from intercedere to INTERCEDE. In sense i

not used in ancient L., but in OF. entrecessor

(i3th c.), intercesseur (iGth c.).]
1. One who intercedes or interposes on behalf of

another
;
a mediator.

INTERCHANGE.
1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 91 The whyche schulde be

deuowt and meke intercessours to god bothe for hym that

byn a lyue and for hym that byn dede. 1665 MANLEY
Grotius' LowC. Warns 360 He would advise with the King,
to whom he would also be an Intercessor, for attaining such
things as related to the Peace. 1667 MILTON P. L. in. 219
On mans behalf Patron or Intercessor none appeerd. 1769
ROBERTSON Chat. F(i796) III. x. 220 Charles .. eluded a
demand made by such powerful intercessors. 1868 FREE-
MAN Norm. Conq. II. vii. 103 Beorn was persuaded to under-
take the office of intercessor with the King on Swegen's
behalf.

b. In religious use : One that intercedes with
God for man ; a Mediator.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 178 And that we sholde

make the holy sayntes in heuen our intercessours. a 1540
BARNES Wks. (1573) 337/1 If you wyll bee Christes, make
hym alonely your mediatour and your intercessour to the
father of heauen. 1664-94 SOUTH Twelve Serm. II. 73
Some great Umpire, and Intercessour, to open him a new
way of access to God. 1703 S. CLARKE Evid. Prop. xiii.

(R.), It cannot be thought unreasonable, .that a mediator or
intercessor should be appointed between God and man. 1856
MRS. CONANT_. Bible Transl. iv. (1881) 29 Saint worship
. . had substituted, for the one Mediator, a countless army of
intercessors in the Saints of the Romish Calendar.

1 2. One who intervenes between parties ; an

intermediary ; a go-between. Obs.

"554 Act T. % 2 Ph. t; Mary c. 8 25 We . . make most
humble Suit unto your Majesties to be likewise Means and
Intercessors, that all Occasions of Contention .. may . . be
abolished. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 362 By inter-

cessours he was assured unto the Duke of Beiar his brothers

daughter. 1598 FLORIO, Intercessore, an intercessour, one. .

that sues, that goes betweene,. .a mediator.
3. Eccles. (See quot.) Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Intercessor is also a term
heretofore applied to such bishops, as, during the vacancy of
a see, administered the bishoprick, till a successor to the de-
ceased bishop had been elected.. The third council of Car-
thage calls these inierventors.

Zutercessorial (intajsesoVrial), a.
[f. as

next + -AL.] Of or pertaining to an intercessor.

1776 Bp. HORNE Comtn. Psalms ii. 8. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 538 The priest's office was to stand before the Lord,
his intercessorial office to offer gifts and sacrifices for sin.

1863 LE FANU Ho. by Churchyard (ed. 2) II. 197 A kind of

graceful, intercessorial relation to the object of his highly
prudent passion.

Intercessory (intSJSe-sari), a. [f. L. type
*intercessori-ns, f. intercessor, in OF. intercessoire :

see -DRY.] Having the function or purpose of in-

tercession ; that intercedes or pleads for others.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. To Rdr. r v b, Of letters . .

Intercessorie, Commendatorie. . ihere be sundrie sortes. 1730
EARBERY Mod. Fanat. 39 The Lord's Prayer has an inter-

cessory petition for our enemies. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt.
Chr. I. n. 161 His solemn intercessory prayer before his
death. 1841 TRENCH Parables (1860) 323 It is here inter-

cessory prayer, prayer for the needs of others, in which we
are bidden to be instant.

Intel-chaff, etc. : see INTER- pref.
t Interchain, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 enter-.

[INTER- i b.] trans. To chain or link one to

another.

1500 SHAKS..Mids. N. n. ii. 49 (Qo. 1600) Two bosomes in-

terchained with an oath So then two bosomes, and a single
troth. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xi. (1632) 237 Vices,
errors . . for the most part entertaine and enterchame them-
selves one with another, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 13/1 This moon, that sun, Those lesser fires..
Be but the same, which under Saturn's reign Did the ser-

pentine seasons interchain.

Interchange (i-ntajitj^ndg), sb. Also 6-7
enter-, (6 -ehaunge). [a. OF. entrechange
(Godef.), f. entrechangier: see INTERCHANGE z.]
The act or fact of interchanging.
1. The act of exchanging reciprocally; giving and

receiving with reciprocity ; reciprocal exchange (of
commodities, courtesies, ideas, etc.) between two
persons or parties.
1548 LD. SOMERSET Epist. Scots B j b, What can be more

offered and more profered, then entercourse of merchaun-
dises, enterchaunge of mariages. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,
v. iii. 99 Ample enterchange of swett Discourse. 1611
Wint. T. i. i. 30 With enter-change of Gifts, Letters, louing
Embassies. 1632 HEYWOOD ist Pt. Iron Age in. Wks. 1874
III. 309 In hostile enter-change Of warlike blowes. 1791
COWPER Odyss. viii. 463 With nimble interchange They
pass'd it [the ball] to each other. 1804 EARL LAUDERD.
Publ. Wealth (1819) 353 Promoting an interchange of com-
modities betwixt two countries. 1885 Munch. Exam. 28 Feb.
6/1 There was a remarkable interchange of courtesies be-
tween the two Houses of Parliament to-night.
2. The change of each of two (or more) things,

conditions, etc. for the other, or of one thing, etc.

for another; the taking by each of the place or
nature of the other.

1581 T. WATSON Centime of Loue xlix. (Arb.) 85 How
faine my soule an interchaunge would make Twixt this her

present State and Limbo Lake. 1638 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Irene Wks. (1711) 169 What gain you by your enter-

change of war for peace? 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat.
Phil. 318 The experiments.. are all perfectly explained by
Prevost's theory of reciprocal interchange. 1885 CLODD
Myths $ Dr. i. v. 91 Lower races still ascribe power of

interchange to man and brute.

3. Alternate or varied succession in time, order,
or space ; alternation, vicissitude.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Warwick ii, My fame and shame her

[Fortune's] shift full oft hath shaked, By enterchaunge alow
and vp aloft. 1581 J. BELL Hodden's Answ. Osor. 481 b.



INTERCHANGE. 387 INTEBCIDENTAL.
As after light, followeth darkenesse, and after Calme come
Clowdes : even so the whole course of this lyfe, hath his

continual! enterchaunges. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo
'

8 In the courses of my life I haue had interchanges :

the world it selfe stands upon vicissitudes. 1667 MILTON P.L.
ix. 115 Sweet interchange Of Hill and Vallie, Rivers, Wood
and Plaines, Now Land, now Sea. 1847 J. WILSON Chr,
North (1857) II. i How endless the interchange of woods and
meadows. 1874 SYMONDS Sk, Italy 4- Greece (1898) I. v. 87
Red anemones, .with interchange of blue and lilac buds.

4. attrib. in reference to the passage of traffic

from one railway line to another, as interchange-
service, station, etc.

1887 Pall Mall G. 14 Apr. 9/1 The fares and rates to be
. . charged in respect of through booking and interchange
service. 1892 Daily News 7, June 6/1 Nearly 4,000 persons
availed themselves of the interchange station with the Great
Eastern Company's Chingford line at Hackney.

Interchange (inta^tf^-nd^),- v. Also 4-7
enter-, (4 entre-, 5 entyr-)", 4-6 -chauuge. [a.

OF. entre-changier to change, disguise (Godef.), f.

entre- (INTER- 2) + changier, changer to CHANGE.]
1. trans. Of two persons or parties : To exchange
(commodities, gifts, courtesies, words, etc.) with
each other

;
to give and receive in reciprocity.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1319 (1368) Sone affter this,

spake they ofsundry thinges . . And pleying enterchaungeden
hir ringes. 1534 MOKE Comf. agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1170/1
Wyshed I . . that wee hadde more often enterchanged words,
and parted the talkyng betwene vs. 1593 SHAKS. Lncr. 70
The sovereignty of either being so great, T hat oft they inter-

change each other's seat. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia, iv. 142
Then we interchanged presents. 1661 BOYLE Style ofScript.
(1675) 140 The texts of the Bible interchange light with
one another. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder n. 73 Amicable Talk,
and moderate Cups Sweetly interchang'd. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. I. 20 There were repeated cheerings and saluta-

tions interchanged between the shore and the ship. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 543 They .. interchanged

opinions freely, and interchanged also good offices in perilous
times. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 509 The great object now,
is not to conquer, but to produce and interchange.

b. Of one person or party : To exchange (some-

thing) with another person.
1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. ix. E ij, I thoughte to inter-

chaunge a worde. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod in.

xvi. (1620) 121 Soone after perished hee himself, hauing
enterchanged a many wounds with his foe. 1673 Lady's
Call. i. v. i It do's in a sort communicate and enterchange
properties with him. 1805 SIR E. BERRY 13 Oct. in Nicolas

Disp. ^Wftow (1846)VII, \\Znote, I interchanged signals with
His Majesty's Ship, L'Aimable. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.

Sk. (1873) II. I. ii. 49 The Romans interchanged embassies
with its sovereign in the reign of. .Justin the younger.
2. To put each of (two things) in the place of the

other
;
to transpose or make an exchange between ;

f also, to exchange (one thing) for another
; f to

change (clothes).
CI374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. ii. 51 (Camb. MS.) And ther

ben folk t>at entrechaungen the causes and the endes of

thyse forseyde goodes As they bat desyren rychesses to ban

power and delytes. 1393 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 3 Once
more I shall enterchange My wained state, for Henries

Rcgall Crowne. 1676 TEMPLE Let. to Sir J. Williamson

3 Apr., Greffier Fagel came to me from the States, to

desire me, That I would interchange the Swedish Passports
and theirs, which were both in my Hands. 1855 PUSEY
Doctr. Real Presence Note G. 87 Our Saviour interchanged
the names : and to the Body gave the name of the symbol,
and to the symbol that of the Body. 1861 WRIGHT Ess.

Archxol. II. xvi. 76 L and r were constantly interchanged.

in the languages of the middleages. i&js OVSELEY Jiarmtmy
iii. 52 It is allowable occasionally to interchange dissonant

notes in a fundamental discord.

3. To cause (things) to follow each other alter-

nately or in succession ;
to alternate.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. n. 146 As if they should

quarell with God , . for that his wil was to haue enterchanged
courses betwene winter and sommer, betwene day and

nighte. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xv. liv, Not as elsewhere now
sunshine bright, now showres, Now heat, now cold, there

enterchanged weare. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece

(1898) I. i. 9 Some sad and sombre moments should be inter-

changed with hours of merriment.

b. inlr. To alternate with
; t to change or be-

come by turns.

1483 Cath. Angl. 116/1 To Entyrchaunge, alternor. a 1586

[see INTERCHANGING ppl. a. ]. 1626 BACON Sylva 697 Those

[Insecta] that Enterchange from Wormes to Flyes in the

Summer, and from Flies to Wormes in the Winter. 1822-34
Good's Study Sled. (ed. 4) I. 61 1 Quartan ague . . occasionally

interchanges with dysentery.

Interchangeabi-lity. [f. next-r-iiY.] The

quality of being interchangeable ; interchangeable-

ness.

1805 in W. PERRY Diet. 1884 American, VIII. 313 The

principle of the interchangeabihty of parts in machine con-

struction. 1886 SYMONDS Renaiss. It., Cath. React. (1898)

VII. ix. 78 The interchangeability of types in living creatures.

Interchangeable (inta^tf^-ndsab'l), a. (adv.

and sti.)
Also 5-7 enter-, 5-6 -chaungeable.

[a. OF. entrechangeable(GoteV) : see INTERCHANGE

v. and -ABLE. Mod.F. has interchangeable (1870
in Littre Suppl.) perh. from English.]

fl. Given, done, caused, or exhibited, by each

side to the other
; mutual, reciprocal. Obs.

c 1450 MirourSaluacimin 2999 Eure [
= ever] enterchaung-

ableenvy. 1542-3 Act
34. #35 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Indentures

interchangeable, sealed with the scales of suche parties. 1571

DIGGES Pantom. iv. Defin. Tj b, Proportion is a mutual! or

enterchangeable relation of two magnitudes. 1594 J. DICK-

ENSON Aristai (1878) 83 Shedding teares, enterchaungeable

tokens oftheir mutual! ioy. 1665 G. Hk
Trav. E. India 77 They have great correspondence by in-

terchangeable Ambassies and Presents.

tb. as adv.: Mutually; = INTERCHANGEABLY i.

1465 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 388 Ather of yhe
pairtis hes geffyn till udiris, yair bodily aithis . . and enter-

changable, set to yair selis. 1496 Neivminster Cartul.

(Surtees) 196 Y said Alex, and Robert enterchaungeable
hath set to our scales. 1644 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 128

Hereupon articles were drawn and interchangeable signed.

1 2. a. Of two or more things : Coming or

following in place of each other
; alternating, suc-

cessive, varying. Obs.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. ill. ii. (1634) 269 Therefore
of necessity distrust and good hope must by enterchangeable
courses reigne in thy minde. 1586 A. DAY Eug. Secretary
i. (1625) 26 They have their Consuls, Tribunes, Pretors . .

and other interchangeable offices, as sometimes had Rome.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 181 Darknesse and
light hojd interchangeable dominions, and alternately rule
the seminal state of things. 1783 W. F. MARTYN Geog. Mag.
I., Interchangeable vicissitudes of sunshine and rain.

\ b. Of one thing : Subject to change from one

condition, state, etc. to another; changeable. Obs.

1573-80 BARET Alv. I 203 The Interchangeable course of

pleasure, laboris ac voluptatis vicissitudo. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 79 Very beautiful! to behold, by
reason of the variable and interchangeable skin, being full

of .spots. 1749 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. II. 43 Interchangeable
Weather, from one Day excessive hot. .changing to another

Day intensely Cold.

3. Of two things : Capable of being put or used
in the place of each other ; admitting an exchange
of place or function. Also, of one thing : That

may change places with some other thing.
a 1569 KINGESMYLL Confl. Satan (1578) 38 Thou art saved,

thou art delivered, for these are interchangeable wordes, one
self-same in speach. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 282

Personality is what makes a man to be himself, can never
be divested . . nor is interchangeable with that of any other
creature. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 205/1 In this

process heat and time are, to a certain extent, interchange-
able commodities. 1888 Glasgow Even. Times 27 Aug. 4/2
A convertible driving phaeton, fitted with interchangeable
seats. 1897 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXIV. 105/2 Not
one . . recognizes it {for the notice} as interchangeable with
'
for the occasion '.

b. Capable of being exchanged or bartered.
1826 T. TOOKE Slate ofCurrency 87 Commodities which

are interchangeable with other countries.

C. as sl>. in pi.

1823 LAMB Lett. xii. to IVordsuiorlh in A, B and C make
a party. A dies. B not only loses A, but all A's part in C.
C loses A's part in B, and so the alphabet sickens by sub-

traction of interchangeables.

Intercha'ngeableuess. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
The condition of being interchangeable ; liability

to interchange ; alternation, variation.

1627 Bp. HALL Art Div. Medit. viii, Being, without all

interchangeablenesse, bent vpon the same discourse, the
mind must needs grow weary. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
ii. (1682) 56 After much vicissitude and interchangeableness
of affairs. 1810 HUSKISSON Currency 144 Nothing but
its interchangeableness with cash can now restore [the credit

of paper]. 1878 EDISON in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 529
Having proper regard for the perfect interchangeableness of
the various working parts of the apparatus.

Interchangeably (inta^tj.fi-ndgabli), adv.

[f.
as prec. + -LY a

. CfT OF. entrechangeablement .]

1. By way of exchange, reciprocity, or return

between two parties, or of mutual correspondence
between things; mutually, reciprocally, respec-

tively. Now rare
; formerly freq. in the wording

of legal compacts (see quots.).
[1351 Treaty betlu. England ff Frame (Godef.), En

tesmoing de les choses les chivalers . . ont mis enterchange-
ablement lours seaulx a ceste presente cedule.] c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints, Macltor 1087 Eftire all be cumpany has kissit

entrechangeably. 1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 39 Preamble,
[Indentures] Yeven enterchaungeably aswel under the seale

of oure seid Sovereign Lord, as the seale of the seid Ed-
mond. 1547 Nevjminster Cartul. (Surtees) 315 The seyd
partyez . . enterchaungeably haue putt theyr Scales. 1637
HEYWOOD Dialogues i. Wks. 1874 VI. 96 Mate.. is a word
That Sailers interchangeably afford To one another. 1710
STEELE Tatler No. 199 r 7 To which we have interchange-

ably set our Hands, Hearts, and Seals, this i7th of July 1710.

I786JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)1.514, 1 put several together my-
self, taking the nieces at hazard . . and found them to fit

interchangeably in the most perfect manner. 1854 DE
P.UINCF.Y Autobiog. Sk. Wks. II. 283 Defiances, .carried on

interchangeably between barn-door cocks.

2. Alternately, in turn, one after the other.

1483 Cath.. Angl. 116/1 Entirchawngeably, alternatim.

1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. iv. xix. (1588) 598 It is very likely
that therupon the same [Sessions] were first kept inter-

changeably at two sundry townes. 1669 EVELYN Diary
9 July, There follow'd divers panegyric speeches both in

prose and verse, interchangeably pronounc'd by the young
students plac'd in the rostrums. 1710 STEELE Tatler No.

179 r 8 Along the Gravel Walk, I have ranged interchange-

ably the Bay, the Mirtle, the Orange. 1744 A. DOBBS
Hudson's Bay 12 All the Month of December was inter-

changeably three or four Days cold, and then a temperate
Frost.

b. Her. (See quot.)
1882 CUSSANS Her. viii. (ed. 3) 129 When Charges are

placed in parallel lines, so that the head of each appears
between the tails of two others, .they are said to be Inter-

changeably posed.
c. With interchange of state, condition, colour,

etc.

1776 BP. HORNE Comm. Psalms btviii. 13 The bright and

beautiful plumage of an eastern dove, glistering inter-

changeably, as with silver and gold.
3. By way of interchange of two (or more) things,

each taking the place of the (or an) other ; hence

of the use of words : synonymously, indifferently.
Also const, ivith.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xv. 250 Thus haue we three
Articles which follow interchaungeably one another Inso-

much that he which prooueth any one of them, doth prooue
them all three. 1636 PRYNNE Vnbish. Tim. 126 [He] twice

together cals him, interchaingably, both a Bishop and Elder.

1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 150 Israel, the house of Israel, the

Virgin of Israel, the sanctuaries of Israel, occur interchange-
ably as the object of Amos's Prophecy. 1873 EARLE Philol.

Eng. Tongiie (ed. 2) 516 Thereof'is used interchangeably
with of it in i Kings vii. 27.

Interchanged (intaiitp-ndsd), ppl. a. [f.

INTERCHANGE v. + -ED 1.1 Mutually or reciprocally

exchanged ; f alternated, successively varied (ods.}.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 3 b, Golden Berill . . whose inter-

chaunged greene colour resembleth almost the wan and
yelow colour of Golde. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ.
Osor. 266 b, A certeine continuall order and enterchaunged
course of the world. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vii. xxxiv.

(1612) 166 To his Grome himselfe was Grome, By inter-

chaunged rayment. 1697 J. WOODWARD Relig. Soc. Lond.
iii. (1701) 130 That by their interchanged counsels and
exhortations they might the better maintain their integrity.

1885 A thcnxum 17 Oct. 502/3 Deserted wives, interchanged
babies.. make up an oft-told tale.

t lutercha'ngement. Obs. [f. as prec.
+ -MENT.] = INTERCHANGE sb. I.

1601 SHAKS. Titiel. N. v. i. 162 A Contract of eternall bond
of loue . . Strengthned by enterchangement of your rings.

1796 Plain Sense I. 133 Intel changement of sentiments.

tndt II. 113 The interchangement of the common-place
civilities.

Intercha'nger. [f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.] One
who interchanges : see the verb.

1861 THORNBURY Turner (1862) I. 398 He saw no reason

why the mere interchanger of commodities should get more
by them than the planter from whose land they had come.

Interchanging, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING!.]
The action of the vb. INTERCHANGE, in various

senses
;
mutual or alternate exchanging.

CI374 CHAUCER lioeth. i. met. v. 14 (Camb. MS.) Whi
suffres thow bat slydynge fortune torneth so grete entre-

chaunginges of thinges? Ibid. iv. met. iv. 102 They moeuen
. .crwel batayles and wylnen to perise by entrechaungynges
[AM. MS. -ynge] of dartes. 1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's

Offices i. ii. (1558) 19
When he was sent to Rome aboute the

enterchanging of prisoners. 1559 MORW.YNG Evonym. Pref.,

The Art of enterchaunging of metalles. 1622 BACON Hen.
VII 236 Hee had withall a strange kind of Interchanging
of large and inexpected Pardons with seuere Executions.

1895 Athenaeum 10 Aug. 185/1 There is one rule enunciated

by Collier for the interchanging of the vowels.

Intercha'ngilig, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That interchanges, in senses of the vb.

a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. Wks. 1725 I. 212 With some
interchanging changes of fortune, they begat of a just war,
the best child, Peace. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. n. i,

By this relation and interchanging reason it is necessary
that those laws should be distinguished from all others. 1839
BAILEY ffestus xix. (1852) 277'1'he interchanging universe Of
sense and substance.

Intercharge, -chase, -check, etc.: see INTER-.

Interchondral (-kfndral), a. Anat. [f. IN-

TER- 4 a + Gr. \uvop-os cartilage + -AL.] Situated or

seventh, and eighth ribs.

t Interci'de, w-1 Ols. rare . [ad. L. interci-

dXn to cut through, f. inter between + csedere to cut.]

a. =lNClDEw.!2. b. To interrupt, intermit.

1541 R. COPLAND Guydons Quest. Chirurg., The syxth

vtylyte that Galyen putteth is to entrebreake, and intercyde
the matter. A 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 112

Then was not the Scepter utterly departed from ludah,..
but onely intercided for a season.

t Interci'de, v? Obs. rare
~

'. [ad. L. inter-

cidcre to fall between, fall through, f. inter between

+ cadere to fall.] intr. To fall through, fall to

the ground, come to nothing.
1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose Pref., The travels of

very many did utterly intercide and perish.

t Inte-rcidenee. Obs. rare 1
, [f. next: see

-ENCE.] The fact of being intercident.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's^ Mor. 618 Talking of the

instances, the insults, the intercidences, communities of

diseases, and all to shew.. that we know the words and
tearmes of physick.

t Inte'rcident, a. Obs. [ad. L. intercident-em,

pr. pple. of intercidere : see INTERCIDE v.-}

1. Med. Of days in an illness : Falling between

the critical and judicial days.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON yd. Astral, xxi. 424 In these 20 daies

. . the septenaries be Critical!, the quaternaries, iudiciall : all

the rest, intercident, and of least force. 1685 BOYLE Enq.
Notion Nat. vi. 226 She [Nature] rouses herself up to make
a crisis . . on improper, and, as Physicians call them, inter-

cident days, such as the third, fifth, ninth.

2. Path. Of the pulse : cf. INTERCADENCE.
(Littre' has F. intercident in this sense.)

1665 HARVEY Adv. agst. Plague 3 In a Malign Pestilent

Feaver [the pulse is] thick, low, languid.. quavering and
intercident.

So t Intercide -nta! a. = prec. i. Obs.

1658 CULPEPPER Astral. Judgem. Dis. 22 Another time is
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INTERCIFATION.
called Intercideiital, which is a time falls out between the

Judicial dayes and Critical. 1671 BLACRAVK Astro!. PhysL
n The intercidental time or divident part of the circle Is

oot so dangerous, as the judicial time or part,

t Intercipa-tion. 06s. rare, [irreg. f. L. inter-

cip-lre to INTERCEPT + -ATION.] = INTERCEPTION.

1583 KOXK A. 4 /'/. 080/3 Excusing the delay ofy money,
as wcl as he could, by tntercipalion, or other causes by the

way incident.

t Interci'pient, a. and s/>. Med. 06s. [ad.

L. interfipient-em, pr. pple. of interciplre to IN-

TERCEPT.] A. adj. That intercepts or stops the

flow of humours.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, ill. 90 It is safer in the be*

ginning to apply our selves to revulsive, diverting and inter-

cipient Medicines.

B. sb. An application which stops the flow of

humours.
1656 RIDGLEY Pratt. PhysUk 45 Intercipients must be

laid upon the part affected. 1684 tr. Statefs Merc. Comfit.
xv. 529 Some, .use Intercipients in a Periodical difficulty of

Breathing.

Inter/circle, etc. : see INTEB- pref.
t Interci'Se, ppl. a. Arith. Obs. rare. Also

-seise, fad. L. intercls-us, pa. pple. of intercidlre :

see next.] Broken at intervals, interrupted.
t 1430 Art Nombryng (E. E. T. S.) 13 Naturelle progres-

sioun ay begynnethe with one, and Intercise or broken

progressioun, omwhile begynnythe with one, omwhile with

twayne. Ibid. 14 Whan the progressioun interscise endithe
in ode. .as .1.

j. 5.

t Interci'sion. Obs. [ad. L. inlcrcision-em,
n. of action f. intcrcidere : see INTEBCIDE v. 1 Cf.

obs. F. intercision (Godef.).]
1. The action of cutting through ; section, inter-

section. Also with an : A cross-section.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 9 Seuered. .from the Cuneall

bone, as also from the vpper iawe, by the intercision of that
Seame. 16*3 COCKERAM n, A Cutting through the middest,
Intercision. 17*6 LEONI tr. Albert?* Archit. III. 6/1 This
visual Pyramid shou'd be cut off in some one part, that the
Painter may in this part express with his lines and tints, the
circumferences and colours which this Intercision gives him.
Thus the person who views the painted Superficie, beholds
a certain Intercision of the Pyramid. Picture then is an in-

tersection of the visual Pyramid. Ibid. III. 8/2 Fixing the
place of the Intercision with . . a perpendicular line, I form
the Intercision of all the Lines which that perpendicular
meets with.

2. The action of cutting off the course of, stop-
ping, or interrupting, esp. temporarily ; the fact of

being interrupted or ceasing for a time.

1615 Bp. MOUNTACU App. Ctesar i. ii. i6
;
I have bin assured,

that Arminius did hold . . not only Intercision for a Time, but
also Abscision. .for ever. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
vn. xii. 36i_By cessation of Oracles. .we may understand
their intercision, not absission or consummate desolation ;

their rare delivery not a total! dereliction. 1660 JER.TAYLOR
Duct. Dubit. iv. i. rule iii. 9 If the course and continuance
of the outward act be interrupted, and then proceeded in

again, when the cause of the intercision is over.

b. With an and pi.
a 1631 DONNE Sena. (Alford) IV. cv. 420 They came, .to

a stopping, to an intercision, to an interruption of the water.
1659 PKARSON Creed vi. 564 After these intcrcisions, the
throne of David was continued. 1681 BAXTER Anmv. Dod-
wtll iv. 35 If there were an intercision of an hundred years.
1813 [see INTERCURSATION).
3. Falling away, failing. (Cf. INTERCIDE v. z )

l47 TRAPP Comm. Malt. viL 27 Yet from intercision, pn

and intercision. i6ji j. GOODWIN Red. Redeemed i. 8 An
intercision or failing of such interposals and actings.

Intercity, -civic, -clash, -clasp, -class,
etc. : see 1 NTER- pref.
t Intercla ssis. Obs. rare - '.

[f. INTER- 2 b
+ CLASSIS 4.] An intermediate smaller '

classis
',

or case of book-shelves in a library.

'P?*
WLD ' LL 'NOH*M Lei- '" Willis & Clark Cambridge

I II. 464 I here may be very well an interclassis against the
midst of every window as high as the soyle of it . . to come
as farr out as the higher classes.

Interclayicle (intaj,kla:-vik'l). Anat.
[f.

INTEB- 3 + CLAVICLE.] A T-shaped or rod-like
dermal bony plate lying on the under side of the
sternum and attached to the clavicles, in lizards,
crocodiles, and the lower mammals.

Cat 470 There arc no epicoracoids or interclavicle.

Interclavicular (i:nt3i,klavi-ki/aaj),a. Anat
[INTER- 4 a.] Lying between the clavicles; esp.m interclavicular bone (

=
prec.), ligament, notch.

T + __ i t - ""*** *" '"-" * pair ui J-..HS.

Inter-clerical, -cloud, etc. : see INTER- pref.
Inter-close, var. ENTEKCLOSE, Obs., a partition.
t Interclo Be, v. Obs. rare. [f. INTER- i a
+ CLOSB v., after next.] traits. To shut up to
enclose within.

S9> Sc. AcU 7<u. VI, c 156 Bigging of dikes for inter-
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closing of the saidis common passages. 1611 FLORID, Inter-

chiudere, to mterclose or .shut in betweene. 1680 BOYLE
Produc. Cfiem. Prittc. iv. Wks. 1772 I. 638, I see not why
it should be impossible for art to interclose some very
minute and restless particles, which, by their . . incessant

motions, may keep a metalline body m the state of fluidity.

Hence Interclo-sed ///. a.; Intorclo'sing tibl.

sb. Also f Interclo sure.
1611 KLUKIO, fntert/tiiiso, enterclosed. shut betweene.

Ibid., Interchiusione, an enterclosing or shutting betweene.
Ibid.. fnttrchiusura, an enterclosure, a shutting betweene.

luterclude, Obs. Also 6 enter-, [ad. L.

intcrdud-ere, f. inter between + claudlre to close.]
L trans. To close, shut up, block (a passage) ;

to prevent the passage of.

1516 St. Papers Hen. IfIII, VI. 546 Mutual concurraunce
..canne not be hadde if the wayes of Ambassiadours be
interduded. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 225 The passage
of those spirites beeing shutte up and intercluded, the
creature whatsoever it be muste dye. 1669 W. HOLDER
Elem. Speech 113 Like as the voice is sometimes intercluded
by a hoarseness. 1683 SNAPE Anat. Horse iv. xvi. (1686)
176 Muscles set.. to interclude the passage.
2. To shut up, enclose, confine within bounds.
1514 WOLSEY Let. to Pace in Strype Eecl. Mem. (1721) I.

App. xii. 23 Thinking to interclude themperors folks betwene
bom companies. 163* LITHGOW Trav. x. 434 Such I say,
interclude their doctrine, betweene the thatch and the
Church-wall tops. 1806 Simple Narrative II. 73 To bind
yourself in the fetters invented by interested men, to inter-
clude the rights of nature 1

3. To shut off, cut oKfrom.
1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic. i. xix. 27/2 Antigone . . thinking

to enterclude Alcete from his footemen. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World II. v. iii. i. 360 Demetrius, .was soone intercluded
from the Town, by those that

lay
in ambush. 1611 SANDER-

SON Serm. I. 26, 1 would be loth to interclude the hope of
repentance from any sinner.

Hence Interolu'ding vbl. sb.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 83 Parenthesis, an
interceding of a sentence .. commonly set betweene two
halfe circles, as thus ( ). 1691 RAY Creation i. (1692) 63
Nothing but the intercluding of the Air.

t Interchrsion. Obs. [ad. L. interdusion-

em, n. of action f. inlerclftdifre : see prec.] The
action of the vb. INTERCLUDE

; shutting up.
i63 COCKERAM, Ittterclusion, a shutting vp of a sluce.

1671 True Noticonf. 443 The first act of hostility, by the in-
terclusion of passages, was done by these of Zurich. 1798
BISSET Burke I. 411 (Jod.) The interclusion of commerce.
t Interclu-sive, a. Obs. rare

-
.

[f. ppl. stem
of L. intercludere + -IVE.] 'Enclosed, shut in,

stopped
'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Intercoccygeal, -college, etc. : see INTER-.
Intercolline (intaik^bin), a. Geol. [f. INTER-

4 a + L. collis a hill, collinus relating to a hill.]

Lying between hills ; applied by Sir Charles Lyell
to the hollows lying between hills formed by
accumulation of erupted volcanic matter.
1858 LYELL in Phil. Trans. CXLVIII.739. 1859-45 PAGE

Haiidbk. Geol. Terms (ed. 2) 258 Such intercolline spaces
abound in all volcanic regions of sub-aerial origin.

Intercolonial (rntaikab-u-nial), a.
[f. INTKR-

4_c
+ COLONIAL. Cf. F. intercolonial (1871 in

l.ittre Suppl.~)^\ Existing, carried on, etc. between
different colonies.

1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. 1859 CORNWALLIS New
World I. 319 Half-a-dozen other inter-colonial steamers.
1864 Sat. Rev. 31 Dec. 800/2 The outbreak of an angry
intercolonial quarrel between Victoria and New South
Wales. 1881 Times 31 Dec. 9/4 The attitude of the Natal
colonists was .. inconsistent with an intercolonial union.
Hence Intercolo'nially , adv.
1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet.

flntercolonna-tion. Obs. rare. [var. oflw-
TKRCOLUMNIATION, after It. intercolonnato '

enter-

tolonnations are too large.

Interco-lour, v. rare.
[f.

INTER- i a + COLOUR
v.] trans. To intersperse with colours.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)79 The whole body

_is]
so admirably intercoloured with variety that it is in vain

for the wit or art of man once to go about to endevour the
emulous imitation thereof.

I iiterco'lumn. Arch. ? Obs. [ad. L. inter-
columnium (f. inter between -I- L. columna
COLUMN) ; in OF. cntrccolumpiie (1464 in Godef.

Compl.), F. tntrecolonne (1547 ibid.), It. interco-
lonnio (Florio).] The space between two columns.
iS J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725! 42 Architects assign the

Intercolumn of it, to exceed three Diameters. 1708 Neiv
View Land. II. 360/1 The Intercolumns are the Command-
nents, very neatly done in gold Characters on Black. 1766
ENTICK London IV. 60 The intercolumns are painted in
nutation of porphyry. 1813?. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 586.

Intercoltrmnal, a. Anat. rare. [f. as next
+ -AI,.] =next (sense 2).

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 5/1 These fibres .. have been
ernied tntercolumnal bands.

Intercolnmnar i i ntajkolo-mnaJ), a.
[f. mod.

L. type*inler(ofamndris, f. INTER- 4 a + L. columna
COLUMN : cf. F. intercolumnairt (Littre).]

L. Arch. Lying or placed between two columns.
i8a R. H. PATTEKSON Ess. Hist. 4 Art 76 The doors,
mows, columns, and intercolumnar spaces. 87< S.

BIRCH Egypt 41 Sarcophagi and intercolumnar slabs.

INTBRCOMMON.
2. Anat. Extending between the columns of the

external abdominal rings.
1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 250 Upon escaping at

the external abdominal ring, it receives the intercolumnar
fascia.

t Intercoln-mnary, a. Arch. 06s. rare. [f.

as prec. + -ARY: cf. COLUMNABY.] =
prec. (sense i).

1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (1725) 58 The other inter-

columnary, or void Spaces.

t Intercolnmna-tiou. Arch. Obs. Variant
of INTERCOLUMNIATION. [cf. COLUMNATION.]
1664 EVELYN Ace. Archil, in Frearfs Archil. 131 Inter-

columnation signifies the distance or voyd between Pillar and
Pillar. 1716 LEONI Albertfs Archil. II. 129/1 This new
Arch may quite fill up the old intercolumnation, or aperture
between the Ribs. 1757 LANCLEY Builder's Jewell 35 The
proper Intercolumnations, or just Distances, that the
Columns of every Order must be placed in from each other.

t Interco-lumned, ///. a. Obs. rare-".
1611 FLORIO, Intercolonnato, enter-collumned, or set with

pillars betweene.

Intercolu-mniary, a. Arch. rare. [f. as
next + -ARY.] = INTERCOLUMNAR i.

1663 CHARLETON Chor. Gigaut. 23 Where are those three
Entrances ? or how should we distinguish them from the
other intercolumniary, or void spaces? 1849 FREEMAN
Archit. l. iv. 75 The intercolumniary walls.

lutercolumniation (i ntajk01mnu 'jon). [f.

L. intercolumni-um INTERCOLUMN + -ATION.]
1. The space between two adjacent columns or

pillars in a building : = INTERCOLUMN.
1614 WOTTON^ rchit. in Reliq. (1651) 229 The distance, or

Intercolumniation (which word Artificers doe usually borrow)
may be neer four of his own Diameters. 1657 R. LICON
Barbadoes (1673) 103 Dorique Pillars Archt from one to
another, and in each intercolumniation a square stud of
stone. 1761 London & Environs II. 195 The columns are
massy, and the intercolumniation large. 1819 LANDOR Wks.
(1846) I. 483/1 The proportions of porticoes, of columns, of
i ntercolumniations.

2. The placing of columns, with reference to the

space between them.
1847 SMEATON Builder's Man. 246 That intercolumniation

in which the columns are placed two diameters and a quarter
from each other. 1880 Academy 21 Aug. 139/3 His ex-

planation of the closer intercolumniation at the angles . . is

obviously fallacious.

Intereombat, -come, etc. : see INTER- pref.

IntercO'mmou, v. Forms : 5 entercomen,
entreeomon, entyrcomyn, 7 enteroommon, 6-
intercommon, (6 St. -oun, -one), [ad. AF.
entrecomuner (Godef.), f. entre- (INTER- i b) +
comuner to COMMON, COMMUNE

; see these verbs,
and cf. INTERCOMMUNE.]

( 1. intr. To have intercourse, common dealings,
or relations with others, or with each other; to
associate with or together (cf. COMMON v. 4) ;

esp. in St. Law, to have correspondence or dealings
with (outlaws, etc.). Obs.
c 1430 LYDG. Hors, ShcpeffG. (Roxb.) 26 That one lacketh,

nature hath geue to another.. Entercomen therefore as
broder doth with broder. 1448 Leg. March, c. 3 in Scot.
Stat. (1844) I. App. iv. 305/2 pat na maner of persoun..sal
intercomoun with ony Inglis man or woman. isSsGoLDiNG
Calmnon Dent. xi.63Mony..is that thing whereby men inter-
common among themselues. 1592 Sc. Acts Jas. VI, c. 144
Nane of our Soveraine Lordis lieges sal presume to receipt,
supplie.orintercommoun with them [traitors.etc.]. 1675 PENN
"f- Pres. Interest 15 The Brittains and Saxons began to

grow tame to each other, and intercommon amicably.
1 2. intr. Sc. To hold conversation or discourse

with
',
to take counsel together. (Cf. COMMON v. 6.)

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 194 The moder,
desiring to bring hir sonnis to concord, tuke freindis to
intercommone on thir debaitis. 1578 Sc. Acts Jas K/d8i4)
III. 105 To confer treat and intercommone with thame
vpoun the confirmation!) of all testamentis within this
realme.

3. intr. To share in the use of the same common.
(Cf. COMMON v. 9.)
1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) 210 Inhabitants cannot

prescribe to Intercommon. 1679 BLOUNT Anc. Tenures 145When Horned Beasts of several adjoyning Parishes do
promiscuously intercommon together. 1694 COLLIER Ess.
Mor. Subj. i. (1703) 118 Where there are no Inclosures, all

People may intercommon, without Preference or Ceremony.
1767 BLACKSTONK C0/;. II. iii. 33 Common because of vicin-

age .. is where the inhabitants of two townships, which liecon-

tiguous to each other, have usually intercommoned with
one another. 1874 SIR G. JESSEL in Law Rep. Eq. Cas.
XIX. 160 The end parish in this case could by no means
intercommon with the parish at the other end.

t 4. intr. To share or participate with others, or

mutually. (Cf. COMMON v. 3.) Obs.
1626 BACON S)>h>a 55 The Spirits of the Wine, doe prey

vpon the Roscide Juyce of the
Body,

and inter.common
with the Spirits of the Body, and so deceiue and rob them
of their Nourishment, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Hart-
fordsh. n. '1662) 22 He lived and dyed Childlesse, enler-

commoning therein with many Worthies, who are.. either

improlifick, or have Children in gettitonttn vituperium.
Ibid., London 107 He and hogs did in some sort enter
common both in their diet and lodging.

) 6. trans. Sf. Law. To denounce by
'
letters of

intercommuning'; hence, to prohibit (a person)
from intercourse or communication

;
to outlaw.

(Cf. INTERCOMMONING tibl. sb. 2.) Obs.
a 1715 BURNET Owti Timt(ii66) II. 17 The numbers and

desperate tempers of those who were intercommoned. 1717
DE Fog Mem. Ch. Scot. I. 8 Citing Paul Meflen of Dundee,



INTERCOMMON.
before them, and he not appearing, was intercommoned ;

that is, every one was forbid to harbour, or relieve him, or
converse with him, on severe Penalties.

tlnterco'imnon, sb. Obs. Also 5 entir-

comyn, entercomen. [f. prec.] The act, prac-
tice, or right of intercommoning (esp. in sense 3).

1449 in Rymer Foedera (1710) XI. 244 Have. .Entircomyn
in the Landez Pasturez and Medues. c 1470 HARDING
Chron. CXL. i, The Soudan toke a trewce wl Kyng Richard
. .to bye all marchandise, And sell and passe saufly thither-

ward To the sepulcre-.With entercomen, as then it did
suffice. i6s5-6in J. C. Hodgson Hist.Northumberland(i&yi)
IV. 138 [The award of the arbitrators .. confirmed to] the
tenants of the town of Anick intercommon on Acomb fell.

Iiiterco'mmonable, a. rare. [f. INTERCOM-
MON v. + -ABLE, after COMMONABLE.] That may
be used in common ; commonable.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 274 For enclosing

and cultivating those mtercpmmonable lands, which at this

time occupy so large a portion of the area of the district.

Interccrmmonage. [f.
as prec. + -AGE, after

COMMONAGE.] The practice of sharing with others,

esp. of using common pasture.
1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argents 355 This enter-com-

monage ; this confusion
;
not friends, not brothers, doe long

with quiet endure. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813)
102 The extensive downs and commons, open to a general
intercommonage of the stock belonging to the inhabitants
at large. 1883 Law Rep. n Q. Bench Div. 697 The value
of the land . . unaffected by the right of inter-commonage.

I Iiiterco'mmoned,///.. Obs. [f. as prec. +
ED 1.] a. Held in intercommonage. b. Sc. Law.
Denounced in a writ or letters of intercommuning ;

outlawed : see the verb.

_ ^1715 BURNET Own Time (1765) II. 104 Those desperate
intercommoned men who . . wander about inflaming one
another. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) 11.78 Between
the provinces of nature and chance, there lies a tract claimed

by both, or shared in common between them. . .Within this

intercommoned tract [etc.].

Interco'mniouer. [f. as prec. + -ER i, after

COMMONER.] 1. One who participates with others,

esp. in the use of common pasture. Chiefly in //.
c 1550 Disc, Common Weal Eng. (1893) 124 Wheare men

are mtercominers in comon feildes. 0:1638 MEDE Wks.
(1677) 20 Laying both courts into one hath made the Jews
and Gentiles intercommoners. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric.
Devon (1813) 275 A part of this common has been, .wrested
from the intercommoners at large, and now constitutes the
character of open common-field, or of Lammas ground.
2. Sc. Law. = INTERCOMMUNER i.

1567 Sc. Acts y*w._ Vf, c. 21 That the receipter .. and
intercommoner with sik persones, salbe called .. as airt and
pairt of thir thifteous deidis.

Interco'mmoning, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +
-ING !.] 1. The action of sharing, participating,
or associating with others ; esp. that of using the

same common pasture.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Ferd. leronimi Wks. (1587) 236 Wee

finde by experience, that such secrete entercomonhiK of ioyes
dooeth encrease delight. 1658 OSBORN Jas. Wks. (1673) 522
No Lord of a Rich Mannor would accept the offer of one
more poor, upon the condition of enter-comtnoning. a 1668
SIR W. WALLER Div. Medit. (1839) 86 It was just with God
. . to turn his majesty to grass, to have his dwelling, and
intercommoning with the beasts of the field. I7Z7BRAULEY
Fain. Diet. s. v. Common. 1883 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law
Rep. ii Q. Bench Div. 702 At some time or other rights of

intercommoning over the lands were acquired.
2. Sc. Law. Writ of intercommoning \ see IN-
TERCOMMUNING 2.

a 1715 BURNET Own Ttme(i82^) II. 101 Upon that great
numbers were outlawed : and a writ was issued out, that was
indeed legal, but very seldom used, called intercommoning :

because it made all that harboured such persons ., to be
involved in the same guilt.

lutercomnuuie, v. Now rare or Obs.

Forms; 4 entre-, 5 entercomune, 6 entre-, 7-8
intercommune. [a. AF. entrccomuner : see IN-

TERCOMMON v. t and cf. COMMUNE v. The earlier

stress was app. co'tnmune^ in later examples prob.

commu'ne.]
1. intr. To have mutual communion

;
to hold

discourse or conversation with each other or with
another. (Cf. COMMUNE v. 6.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1326 (1354) The nature of \>e

pes mot nedes dryue, That men moste entrecomunen y-fere.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. v. (Skeat) 1. 7 Raddeste thou
neuer howe Paris of Troye and Helaine loued togider, and
yet had they not entrecommuned of speche. 1623 T. SCOT
IHghw. God 51 Let not man presume to intercommune with
God. 1833 [see INTERCOMMUNING vbl. sb, i\.

t 2. To have intercourse, relations, or connexion,

esp. in Sc. Law, with rebels or denounced persons.
c 1374 [see INTERCOMMUNING vbl. sb. i]. '1449 PECOCK

Repr. i. x. 49 How fer. .he schal strecche him silt", .and not
entercomune with eny other craft in conclusions and treuthis.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardte Facions it. xi. 241 That parte
of Arabia, .wher it entrecommuneth with Jewry on the one
side, and with Egipt on the other, a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist.
Ck. Scot. vi. (1677) 376 The Noblemen, .came in and made
offer of their service, giving surety not to reset nor inter-

commune with the Rebels. 1681 Proclam. in Wpdrow
Hist. Ch. Scot. (1722) II. App. 78 That ye . . prohibit and

discharge all our subjects . . to reset, supply, or Inter-

commune with the said Earl. i8a8 COL. YOUNG in

Bentham's Wks. (1843) XI. 8 They cannot eat or drink,

intermarry and intercommune together.

t 3. To participate in the use of the same pasture
or the like. Obs.
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i6ol HOLLAND Pliny I. 272 Their very concurrents, .who
would intercommune with them, and rob them of their prey.
f4. trans. Sc. To denounce by letters or writ

of intercommuning ; hence, to prohibit
' intercom-

muning with'. (Cf. INTEKCOMMON v. 5.) 06s.
168 . in Somers Tracts I. 386 Not daring to appear, he is

denunced and intercommuned. 1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1648/4
Preachers. .Excommunicated, Intercommuned, or Declared
Fugitives upon a Process intented against the said Tennants.
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) II. 12 For atrocious crimes
. .the chief or laird was condemned in absence and inter-

communed, as they call it, or outlawed.
Hence Intercommune sb., an act of intercom-

mnning ; mutual communion or conversation.
1820 COLERIDGE Lett, to J. H. Green 14 Jan. (1895) 704, I

must therefore defer our philosophical intercommune till

the Sunday after.

Intercommuned, ppl.a. Sc.Law. Now//ztf.

[f. prec. (sense 4) + -EI> !.] Denounced in letters

of intercommuning; prohibited from being com-
municated with or entertained

; outlawed.
1680 HICKES Spir. Papery 63 Mr. Welsh and other Trai-

terous, Intercommuned, and Rebellious Preachers. 1816
SCOTT Old Mart, xiii, You saw and entertained him, know-
ing him to be an intercommuned traitor. 1895 CROCKETT
Men Mass Hags xvii. 119 The dragoons, .searched every
nook and corner for intercommuned fugitives.

Iiiterco'mmuner. [f. as prec. + -KU >.]

1. Sc. Law. One who holds intercourse or corre-

spondence with a person denounced by law. Now
Bist.
1620 in Row Hist. A7r,4 (Wodrow Soc.) 270 The inter-

communers and resetters ofJesuits. 1737 J. CHAMBERLAVNE
St. Gt. Brit. 418 (Scotland] Resetters of thieves or inter-

communers with them . . are guilty of Felony. 1849 JAS.
GRANT Kirkaldy ofGr. xy. 147 Denounced those who had
intercourse with them, as intercommuners with rebels.

T" 2. One who conducts negotiations between

parties ;
a mediator. Obs. rare

~
*.

1638 R. BAILLIE Lett. 22 July, We agreed, on condition
that . . the intercommuners should engage their honour . .

that in the meantime there should no munition at all . . be

put into the house.

Intel-communicable (lnta.ik^mi^-nikab'1),
a. [f. INTEBCOMMUNICATE v., after COMMUNICABLE.]
Capable of or suitable for intercommunication.
1822 Edin. Rev. XXXVI. 537 This matter is not inter-

communicable from one person to another. 1854 DK
QUINCEY Aulobiog. Sk. Wks. II. 83 Any pronunciation
whatever that should be articulate, apprehensible, and inter-

communicable, such as might differentiate the words.

Hence rntercommu nicabi-lity.
1884 igt/t Cent. Feb. 336 The intercommunicability of

Scarlatina and Diphtheria Bunder certain conditions).

Intercommunicate (i-ntajkjramrnikc't), v.

Also 6-7 enter-,
[f. ppl. stem of Anglo-Lat. in-

tercommiinicare to have intercourse with each other

(1401 in Du Cange) ;
see INTER- I b and COMMU-

NICATE, and cf. F. entrecommuniqtter (i6th c.).]
1. intr. To communicate mutually, hold com-

munication with each other; to have mutual
intercourse ; to have free passage into each other.

1586 [see INTERCOMMUNICATION i], 1706 PHILLIPS, To inter,

communicate, tocommunicate mutually, or one with another.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 530/2 The branchial chambers
intercommunicate both above and below this septum. 1870
ROLLESTON Aniin. Life 45 The anterior and posterior sur-
faces of the bodies of the vertebra?, .intercommunicate. 1874
HELPS Sac. Press, x. 145 Lest we should live in sets, and
should not intercommunicate freely.

2. trans. To communicate, impart, or transmit
to and from each other.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1170 The raies . . receive
one from another, and intercommunicate the lights, as they
be sent to and fro. 1633 EARL MANCH. AlMondo (1636) 200
When the faculties both of will and understanding doe
intercommunicate their ravishments.

Hence Intercommu'mcated, -ing///, adjs.
1853 G. WILSON Reid\. 102 It is placed in connection by

means of intercommunicating fibres. 1853 Q. Rev. Sept.
320 A prepared and intercommunicated dialogue. 1891
\V\ M. RAMSAY in A thcnaeiun 5 Sept. 327/3 Without actually
seeing the country it is difficult to comprehend thoroughly
the relation of its parts and the intercommunicating routes.

Intercommunicate (-k^miu-nikft), ///. a.

[f.
as prec.: see -ATE-.] = INTERCOMMUNICATED

;

characterized by reciprocal communication.
1851 RUSKIN Mod. Painters II. III. I. iv. ir Such differ-

ence is secured in the feelings as shall make fellowship itself

more delightful, by its inter-communicate character.

Intercommunication (-kjJmiwnik^'Jwi).
Also 6-7 enter-, [ad. Anglo-Lat. intercommuni-
cdtio (1406 in Du Cange) : see INTERCOMMUNICATE
v. and COMMUNICATION.]
1. The action or fact of communicating with each

other; intercourse.

1586 T. BRIGHT Treat. Melancholy xii. 56 These haue each
of them, but one quality : fire hole, ayer moist . . if they
should haue twaine, then must they needes either entercom-
municate, or two qualities concurre with the firste matter :

entercommunication is there none : for then should they
not be the elements of other things seeing they should be
elements of ech other. 1829 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 149
When you and I had more leisure for an inter-communica-

tion, of which I have.. made profitable use. 1846 GROTE
Greece 11. iii. II. 362 Those causes which tended to bring
about increased Hellenic intercommunication.

2. The mutual imparting of ideas or information
;

interchange of speech ; mutual conference.

INTEBCONDYLOID.
1603 FLORIO ftlontaigne n. xii, (1632) 251 Even in beasts,

that nave no voice at all, .. we easily inferre there is some
other meane of entercommunication. 1833 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Loire 255 A brief question, and a monosyllable in

reply, was their only intercommunication. 1871 DARWIN
Desc. Man I. ii. 58 Ants have considerable powers of inter-

communication by means of their antennae.

3. Passage to and fro by connecting channels or
lines of communication.
1866 OWEN Anat. Vertebr. I. vii. 510 The free intercom-

munication between the basal spaces into which the auricles

open.

Intercommu-nicative, rare. [f.
INTER-

COMMUNICATE v., after COMMUNICATIVE.] Charac-
terized by, or adapted for, intercommunication.
a 1641 Bp. MOUNTACU Acts $ Man. (1642) 3 This Church

. .is made up out of many diverse Portion,, .inter-communi-
cative one with another. 1868 Daily Tel. 24 Mar. 4/1 That
stir and intercommunicative talk . . which marks that honour-
able members are in a state of special curiosity. 1885 G.
MEREDITH Diana II. i. 10 Charm, wit, ardour, intercommu-
nicative quickness, and kindling beauty.

Intercomnurnicator. rare. [f. as prec.,
after COMMUNICATOB.] An agent or means of inter-

communication.
1853 in HYDE CLARKE Etig. Diet. 1880 Academy 24 Dec.

459 A monthly periodical intended as an ' intercommuni-
cator

'

for antiquaries, bibliophiles and other investigators.

Intercommuning, vbl. sb. [f. INTERCOM-
MDNE v. (q. v. for stress) + -ING 1.]
1. Mutual conversation, discourse, or intercourse.
' '374 CHAUCER Boeth. it. pr. vii. 44 (Camb. MS.) [For]

defawte of vn-vsage and entrecomunynge of marchaun-
dise. 1574 WHITCIFT Def.Aunnv. 11. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I.

260 Participation and intercommuning of the churches to-

f
ether, by councils and assemblies. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand,
y Loire 220 To be selected for his intercommunings by a
man like him. .was something.
2. Sc. Law. The holding of intercourse or having

dealings with a person legally proscribed. Letter

(or writ} of intercommuning : a. letter issued by
the Privy Council, or other authority, prohibiting
intercourse with the person or persons named in it.

Now Hist.

1646 Bp. MAXWELL Burd. Issach. in Phenix (1708) II. 300
Upon the same Remonstrance goeth out a Writ, which there

they call Letters of Intercommuning. .the Intent is, that
none of the King's Subjects commune or confer with him . .

otherwise, the Intercommuner is to be judg'd and reputed
to be a Rebel of the same guiltiness. 1761-2 HUME Hist.

Eng. (1806) V. Ixvi. 59 Several writs of intercommuning
were now issued against the hearers and preachers in con-
venticles, a 1806 Fox Hist. Jas. II, ii. (1808) up Letters
had been issued by government, forbidding the intercom-

muning with persons who had neglected, or refused, to

appear before the privy council, when cited for the above
crimes.

) b. Under intercommuning : proscribed by
letters of intercommuning. Obs.

1679 Land. Gaz. No. 1406/2 Whereas there are several
Persons under Caption and Intercommuning in the said
Shire for several Causes [etc.].

Intercommunion (-kj?mi-nbn, -ysn). [f.

INTEB- 2 a + COMMUNION.]
1. Communion or fellowship one with another;

intimate intercourse.
a 1761 LAW The. Relig. n. (R.), To prevent any intimate

connections, or. .an entire intercommunion with the idola-

trous religions round them. 1839 YEOWELL A nc. Brit. Ck.
Pref. (1847) 4 Unity and intercommunion of the various
branches of the visible church of Christ. 1875 STUBBS Const.
Hist. III. xix. 371 The Reformation had suspended religious
intercommunion.
2. The mutual action or relation between things

in regard to functions.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 57 The incomprehensibility.,
of intercommunion between substances that have no one

property in common. 1872 H. MACMILLAN True Vine vi.

250 There is nothing to hinder the intercommunion of vital

substances and impulses between the branch and the vine.

1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 419 When all these studies
reach the point of intercommunion and connection with one
another.

Intercommunity (-kpmi-niti). [f. INTEE-
2 a -t- COMMUNITY.] The quality of being common
to various parties ;

the condition of having things
in common or of participating in the same things.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1576/2 The frogs,

who .. would needs (as misliking their present intercom-

munitie of life) . . sue to Jupiter for a king. 1747 LD. LYT-
TELTON Obs. Convers. Paul 30 The Genius of Paganism
allowed an Intercommunity ofWorship. 1830 MACKINTOSH
Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 9 The intercommunity of the

technical terms of science in Europe having been, .broken

down by the Germans. 1847 R. W. HAMILTON Sabbath iii.

(1848) 86 Hospitality and alms succeeded to intercommunity
of property.

Intercomparison, -complexity, etc. : see

INTER-, pref.

Intercondylar (-k<rndila.i). [f. INTER- 41 +
L. condylus, a. Gr. KoVSuAos knuckle.] Situated

between condyles or rounded bone-ends.

1884 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Intercondyletr line, a transverse line on the lower end of

the femur separating the patellar fossa from the popliteal
fossa. Intercondylar notch, the deep notch which separates
the condyles of the femur behind.

Intercondyloid (-kp-ndiloid), a. Anat. [See

prec. and CONDYLOIU.] =prec.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 167/1 The intercondybid



INTERCONNECT.
nolch. 1854 OWEN Stei t Talk in Circ. -SV., Organ. ffat.

1. 325 They are separated by an
'

inlercondyloid
'

tract, from

the fore part of which there usually rises an intercondyloid

tuberosily.

Interconfesaional, -confound : see INTER-.

Interconnect (-k^nu-kt), . [INTER- i b.]

trans. To connect each with the other ; to connect

by reciprocal links. Chiefly in pa. pple.

1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. 27 The different depart-
ments of speculative inquiry are obviously interconnected.

iMg Minutes Congr. Council U. S. 64 Among the ancients

religion and the state were closely interconnected and

dependent on each other. 1805 Atlantic Monthly Aug. 325
These are all interconnected by a network of canals.

Interconnexion, -connection (-kffae-k-

Jin\ fINTER- 2 a.] Mutual connexion.

1821-56 DE QUINCEV Con/as. (1862) 232 A little attention

will show the strictness of the inter-connection. 1857-8
SEARS A than, to It is not likely that two realms of being
lie closely proximate . .and yet have no inter-connexion.

Intercontinental, . [!NTEB- 4 c.] Situated

or subsisting between, or connecting, different conti-

nents ; including persons of different continents.

1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. 1887 Times (weekly ed.)

1 July 11/4 Interoceanic Canals and intercontinental rail-

ways. 1894 Chicago Advance 25 Oct 121/1 As a conse-

quence of its inter-continental position . . Corinth early became
celebrated for its wealth and luxury. 1896 Curr. Hist.

(Buffalo, N.Y.) VI. 675 An intercontinental combination of

Fenians, Russian Nihilists in the U.S. and anarchists.

Interconvertible (-k^nva-atlb'l), a. [INTER-
2 a.] Mutually convertible ; interchangeable.
1801-11 BF.NTHAM Ration. Judic, Evid. (1827) III. 219

Such evidentiary fact and such principal fact are intercon-

vertible expressions. 1882 Cornh. Mag. June 715 A belief

. . that everything in nature is interconvertible. 1895 B.

KIDD .SV. Evolut. ix. 264 The two being often used as

interconvertible terms by anthropologists.

Hence Interoonvertibi'llty ; Interconve rti-

bly in/!'.

1811-31 BENTHAM Logic ix. Wks. 1843 VIII. 270 As if the
two appellatives were . . synonymous and interconvertibly
employable. 1885 J. A. FARHER in Cornh. Mag. XLVI I. 466
The interconvertibility of Zeus, or Odin, or Indra with the
animal creation.

Intercoracoid, -corallite, -cosmic, etc. :

see INTER- pref.
Intercostal (-kp-stal), a. and si. [ad. mod.

L. intercostal-is, f. INTER- 4 a + L. costa rib : see

COSTAL. Cf. F. intercostal (151,6 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. Situated between the ribs. a. Anat.

with reference to the ribs of the body.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirjtrg. 19/2 Betweene

the ribbes and the
intercpstalle muscles. 1615 CROOKE

Body ofMan 356 The midriflfe and the intercostal! muscles.

1741 A. MONKO Anat. (ed.j) 224 The Channel for the inter-

costal Vessels is not to be found. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 343
The intercostal nerve was considered by many physicians
of this century, as a continuation of the nervus vagus. Mod.
He is suffering from intercostal rheumatism.

b. trans/. ; esp. in shipbuilding.
1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 150 The change of their

colour, and the intercostal yellowness, which is a sufficient
index of their maturity. 1869 SIR E. REED SAMuild. i. 7
A keelson with intercostal plates. 1890 W. J. GORDON
Foundry 66 Such a keel is

'

intercostal '.

B. sb. pi. Intercostal parts, a. Anat. The in-

tercostal muscles, nerves, arteries, etc.
1681 tr. Willis' Rent. tied. Wks. Vocab., Inttrcostals..

nerves, so called, because .. they run between the ribs.
c 1710 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide I. Hi. (1738) 22 The Inter-
costals compose all the Flesh that we observe to fill up the

Spaces between the Ribs. 1871 HUXLEY Phys. iv. 86 Two
sets of muscles, called intercostal*. 1899 Month Mar. 311
The ball, .has wounded one of the intercostals.

b. trans/, in shipbuilding.
1883 NARES Constr. Ironclad 5 The parts between the

frames being called intercostals.

Hence Interco'stally adv.
1874 THEARLE Naval Archit. 93 Two longitudinals are

fitted above the turn of the bilge, where the floor plates do
not extend. Each of these is worked intercostally between
all the frames. Ibid. 118 The stringer being connected to
both the bottom plating and bracket by pieces of angle-iron
worked intercostally.

Interco'Bto-hu-meral, a. Anat. [f. comb,
form of prec. + HUMERAL.] Connected with the
intercostal parts and the humerus.
1841 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 421 The first intercosto-

humeral nerve is of large size. 1868 HOLDEN Anat. (ed. 3)

22^ The perforating branch of the second intercostal nerve
. . is

larger
than the others, and is called the '

intercosto-
humeral ', because it supplies the integuments of the arm.

Intercotyloid, -county, etc. : see INTER- pref.
Intercourse (i-ntsikoois), st>. Also 5-7 en-

tercourse, (6 -oours). [a. OF. entrecours ex-

change, commerce (Godef. ; in AF. also -course],
f. entrecorre to run between :-L. intercurrere :

see INTERCUII, COURSE. Cf. the L. abl. interctirsu

by intervention ', and med.L. intercursiu.]
1. Communication to and fro between countries,

etc. ; mutual dealings between the inhabitants of
different localities. In early use exclusively with
eferencc to trade, and hence sometimes = com-
merce, traffic

; now in more general sense.
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from all the artificers, and the entercourse from all mer-

chaunles. 1584 COGAN Haven Health ccxvii. (1636) 239 God
hath divided his blessings, that . . one Country might have
entercourse with an other. 1613 BINCHAM Xenophon 57

They had free entercourse of trade one with another. 1669
GALB Crt. Gentiles i. l. iv. 23 Their vicinitie, and mutual

entercourses, made the Jews passe under their neighbors
names.

0. 1473 Rolls Parlt. VI. 65/1 The . . Company . . have
had ana used free and frendejy communication and inter-

curse of Maich.-umdi.se with his Subgetts. 1599 HAXLUYT
Voy. II. 178 He wil not but maintaine y* faith promised her,
6. the intercourse in due force. 1656 Burton's Diary (1826)

I. 181 The intercourse merchants are many of them traders

into the Spanish countries, which are your enemies. Ibid.,
Whether the city or the merchants of the intercourse should

pay it. 1803 Med. yrnl. X. 405 The almost innumerable
means of intercourse now introduced into most parts of this

island. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 40 It is clear that the
Ohio mound-builders had commercial intercourse with the
natives of distant regions.
2. Social communication between individuals ;

frequent and habitual contact in conversation and
action ; dealings.
'547-64 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. v. iii. (Palfr.), Men, be-

tween whom happeneth to be entercourse or familiarity.
1651-61 HI.YLIN Cosmogr. Introd. (1682) 7 That civil Enter-

course, and mutual Society which the nature of Mankind
doth most delight in. a 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. I. n. 244
For justifying himself, he [Sir Thomas More] wrote a full

account of all the intercourse he had with the Nun and
her complices. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 160 p 6 Those
with whom time and intercourse have made us familiar.

1851 DICKENS Let. to Mrs. Watson 5 Aug., We looked
forward to years of unchanged intercourse.

b. With of (
= in respect of, as regards).

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 163 Amongst all which
was peace, but no intercourse of marriages in differing
Sects. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 174 [They]
have friendly and mutuall entercourse of affections, actions,
customes, habits.

c. //. Now rare.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 220 Disengaging myself
from all Intercourses that have given you Uneasiness. 1748
HARTLEY Observ. Mam. iii. 311 Their former Intercourses
with the Israelites. 1804 A. RANKEN Hist. France III. i.

v. 75 New scenes, objects and intercourses enlarged his
views. 1855 HT. MARTINEAU Autobiog. (1877) II. 446 My
hours are now best spent in affectionate intercourses.

d. Sexual connexion.
1798 MALTHUS Poful. i ii. (1806) I. 21 note, An illicit

intercourse between the sexes. 1804 ABEKNETHY Snrg.
Ots. 143 Propagated by promiscuous intercourse.

3. Communion between man and that which is

spiritual or unseen.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. n. 145 He suffered other
nations to walke in vanitie, as though they had not any
entercourse or any thing to do with him. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. xxiii. i His heavenly inspirations and our
holy desires are as so many Angels of entercourse and com-
merce betweene God and us. 1649 ROBERTS Clan's Bibl,

354 The sweet entercourse and communion betwixt God,
and his Church. 1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. Introd. (1840)
2 It does not follow that there is no intercourse or com-
munication between the world of spirits and the world we
live in. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 605 A devout intercourse
witli God.

f 4. Communication of ideas ; discourse, conver-

sation, discussion. Obs. (exc. as included in 2).
1370-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 421 After some

entercourses, and when they had agreed upon a plat of
their businesse. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. VI. xl. 4. 144
After much inter-course, and many intreaties passed, at

length . . he accepted their offer. 1660 R. COKE Power $
Suoj. 259 To these may be added a profound Judgement
in the affaires both of Church & State, how much it appeared
in the former, appears in the entercourse between him and
Master Hinderson. 1692 RAY Dissol. World 38 This Tra-
dition . .which they could not receive from the Greek Philo-

sophers or Poets, with whom they had no entercourse.

t 5. Intercommunication between things or parts.
1626 BAGON Sylva\ 700 We see plainly what an Intercourse

there is between the Teeth, and the Organ of the Hearing,
by the taking of the end of a Bow between the Teeth, and
striking upon the String. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 95
This Caspian Sea, which, .has no commerce or entercourse
with any Sea, except . . it be subterranean. 1661 BOYLE
Spring ofAir \. v. (1682! 12 When the Mercurial Cylinder.,
has at the other end of it Air, kept from any Entercourse
with the Atmosphere. 1787 T$EST Angling (zc\, 2) 126 Those
[rivers] that have a more immediate intercourse with the sea,
participate of its influences, and have the same vicissitudes,

t b. A means or way of intercommunication.
1660 BOYLE Nru> Exp. Phys. Mech. xli. 333 We thought

fit to open, .an intercourse betwixt the Air in the Receiver,
and that without it. 1781 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 14/1
Smaller armed vessels . . master of all the channels and in-

tercourses, as well as of the adjoining sea.

1 6. Passage in
;
entrance. Obs.

'598 STOW Surv. xxv. (1603) 226 A doore of entercourse
into this garden. 1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 293 Where
both the sun and air have free entrecourse.

7. Continuous interchange or exchange 0/"(letters,

etc.). Now rare.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 130, I will not write .. what
I thmke toucheing the weale publique . . because the inter-
course of suche letters are daungerous. 1667 MILTON P. L.
ix. 238 This sweet intercourse Of looks and smiles. 1729
BUTLER Serin. Forgiveness Wks. 1874 II. 106 The first

offence . . becomes the occasion of entering into a long in-
tercourse of ill offices. 1818 JAS. MiLL/fr<V. India II. v. L
344 An active intercourse of letters and messengers ensued.
1828 D'IsRAELl Chas. I, II. ii. 54 These letters were after-
wards followed by an intercourse of civilities.

1 8. Interchange of one thing with another
;

al-

ternation. Obs.

INTEHCim.

according as they had good or bad kings. 1611 QUARLES
Argalus r P. (1678) 14 The entercourses Of whose mixt
fortunes taught her tender heart To feel the self-same joy,
the self-same smart. 1655 H. VAUCHAN Siltx Scint.. Man
i, Birds like watchful clocks the noiseless date, And inter-
course of times divide.

9. f- The fact of coming between or inter-

vening ; intervention ; an intervening course or

space ; an interval. Obs.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia vi. (1590) 487 The Arcadian plaines,

beautified by the intercourse ofmany forrests. 1589 NASHE
Anat. Absurd. Ep. Ded. ^ But from such entercourse of
excuse, let my vnschooled indignities conuert themselves to
your courtesle. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1662) 8 Three
courses ofmeat, but between them there was an entercourse,
for the king accused a man of treason and cut off his head
and returned again.

t b. Intervention on the part of some agent.
1586 FERNE Blaz. Genlrie 67 By the intercourse of the

Kinges royall assent adhibited by the hande of his heralde.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud. Astral. To Rdr. 6 [It] is effected

immediately by the..arme of God, without the intercourse
of naturall causes. 1646 J. GREGORY Nates * Obs. (1650) 115
If we betake our selves to this other way, one onely enter-
course of Omnipotency will serve the tume.

t Intercou-rse, v. Obs. rare.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To run through, ran across.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. liii. i. 272 Two colours occu-

pying halfe the flower, or intercoursing the whole flower
with streakes and orderly streames. 1611 FLORIO, Inlcrcor-
rere, to entercourse or run.

2. To have intercourse with.
1571 HANMER Chron. Irel. (1633) 53 Entercoursing with

domesticall and forraigne students.

Intercoxal, -cranial, etc. : see INTER- pref.
Intercross (i'ntaikr^s), sb. [INTER- 2 a.] An

instance of cross-breeding or cross-fertilization.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. lor Both in the vegetable
and animal kingdoms, an occasional intercross with a dis-
tinct individual [ed. 1873, between distinct individuals] is a
law of nature.

Intercross (intaikr^-s), v. [INTER- i b.]
1. trans, a. To cross each other (also intr. for

reft.), b. To lay or place across each other.
I7ii SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. :8^ Various shapes

and colours agreeably mixt, ancT rang'd in lines, intercrossing
without confusion. 1817 COLERIDGE Lay Serin, in Biog.
Lit. (1882) 379 A vast idol, framed of iron bars intercrossed,
which formed .. an immense cage. 1821 LAMB .Y/V?.Ser. i.

St. Valentine, This is the day on which. .Valentines cross
and intercross each other at every street and turning. 1858
G. MACDONALD Phantasies iv. 37 Golden and red . . fires

crossed and intercrossed each other.

2. intr. Of plants or animals of different stocks
or species : To breed or propagate with each other.
Also trans, in pass.
1859 DAKWIN Orig. Spec. iv. 101 If . . all hermaphrodites

do occasionally intercross with other individuals [etc.].

1863 BATES Nat.Amasoui.
(i86_4> 15 Ants, .are thus enabled

to intercross with members ofdistant colonies. 1878 DARWIN
in Life ft Lett. (1887) III. 162 The . . offspring must inter-
cross one with another. 1880 in Nature XXI. 207/1 The
almost universal sterility of species when intercrossed.

Hence Intercro'ssing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. 96 On the Intercrossing of
Individuals. 1876 Times 4 Oct., Inter-crossing and over-

lapping lines of light. 1878 BELL Gegcnbaur's Camp. A nat.

395 In others the muscular layer is . . composed of inter-

crossing bands.

Intercrural (intajkrua-ral), a. Anat. [INTER-
4 a.] Situated between the crura, legs, or limbs, of
the body, or of some part of it : see CRDS 2.

a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais m. xviii. 148 It is my inter-
crural Pudding. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 673/1 The
depression . . wliich separates them, is the intercrural . . space.
1856-8 W. CLARK Van der Homen's Zool. II. 739 Inter-
crural membrane mostly small or none. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 415 Intercrural cartilages which are

placed intervertebrally.

Intererust, -crystallize, -cultural, -curl,
etc. : see INTER- pref.
t Interctrr, v. Obs. Also 6 entercorre, 6-7

intercurre. [ad. L. intercurrfre, f. inter be-
tween + currfrc to run

; in early use, through
OF. entrecorre (Godef.).]
1. intr. To run, come, or pass between persons

or things.
1317 St. Papers Hen. VIII^ I. 237, I was sent as your

Lieutenant, being alwaies propice and redy to entercorre, as
a lovyng mynister, for the encrease of amyte bitwene Your
Highnes and hym. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde i. x.

(1634) 36 Like as the earth doth intercurre and intermingle
it selfe between and among the small fibres, .of rootes. 1625
USSHER A nsw. "Jesuit 468 The first beginning . . is a sanctified

heart, the last end the seeking of Gods glorie, and faith

working by loue must intercurre betwixt both.

2. To come between, or in the course of; to

intervene, come in the way.
c 1555 HARPSHELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 09 Be-

cause it [their untrue assertion] doth often intercurre m their

book, we will here make answer for the whole. 1592
BABINGTON Notes Genesis xxi. (1637) 7 1 Matrimony ceaseth
not to bee the holy ordinance of God, though these troubles
..intercurre. 1677 R. GARY Chronol. n. n. I. x. 207 With
this Series of Years . . doth intercur another Succession of

High Priests.

Hence t Intereu'rring ///. a., intervening.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xi. 47. 661 Wee will



INTERCURRENCE.
hasten now to the last Act .. onely we will first remember
some intercurring matters.

Intercurrence (intajko-rens). [f. next: see

-ENCE.] Intervention
; an intervening occurrence.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1335 There may be provi-
dence, and the least intercurrence of fortune. 1661 BOYLE
Phys. Ess., Hist. Fluid, xvi, We may proceed to consider
what fluidity salt-petre is capable of without the intercur-
rence of a liquor. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. \. 29 To
be sagacious in such intercurrences is not Superstition, but
wary and pious Discretion. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV.
401 Epithelial casts are also occasionally found, and must
be held to indicate the intercurrence of tubal catarrh.
So f Intercu'rrency . Obs. rare ~ '.

1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 40 The intercurrencies of
irregular and unknown particles, like to moats in. .a Glass
Intercurrent (intsjko-rent), a. (r<5.) [ad. L.

intercurrent-em, pr. pple. of intercnrrere to IN-

TERCDB.] That runs or comes between.
1. fa. Of material things: Coming in between

others
; lying or situated between. Obs.

1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. 4r. 17 The
Cardinal winds . . with their middle, and the other inter-
current ones. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 160 Some very easie
way of separating the pulp pr intercurrent juices. 1682
GREW Veget. Roots 39 Yielding to the intercurrent Fibres
of 'he Parenchyma, c 1685 E. HALLEY in Naval Chron.
VIII. 119 This shoalness of the sea, and the intercurrent
continents, are the reason.

b. Of time, the course of events : Intervening.
1611 SPEED Hist. Ct. Brit. vm. iii. 16. 385 By many his

intercurrent actions, .he may iustly be cleared of that im-
putation. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World in, (1634) 16 A longer
space of time intercurrent. 1677 R. CARY Chronol. n. n. HI.
xx. 268 The intercurrent dispositions of the Times under
the Persian and Macedonian, ^Egyptian Monarchies. 1883
F. W. H. MYERS Ess., Mod., Mazzini (1885) 3 Alfieri his
republicanism strangely complicated by an intercurrent
passion for high-born dames. 1887 F. ROBINSON New Relig.
Med. 82 The Book of Job affords a sufficient refutation ; no
intercurrent paradox meets us there.

f C. Of messengers : Passing to and fro between

parties. Obs. rare* 1
.

1665 MANLEY Grotiits' Low C. Warres 663 The Embas-
sadors could not be drawn to agree .. Nor was there any
better progress by intercurrent Messengers.
2. spec, in Med. a. Of a disease: Occurring

during the progress of another disease. Also, Re-
curring at intervals. Formerly (of a fever), Hap-
pening at any period of the year, as distinguished
from those confined to particular seasons.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, vi. 189 Some Fevers may
deservedly be reckoned among the Intercurrent. 1857
DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 504 Intercurrent Pneumonia. 1869
E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 493 The low inter-
current inflammations which occur in scurvy. 1877 ERICH-
SEN Surgery I. n Slow recoveries, often interrupted by
intercurrent diseases.

b. Of the pulse : Having an extra beat.

1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 49 An intercurrent
Pulse is unequal in Crebrity, when one Pulse happens more
than usual. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 503 The pulse
in such cases [of intercadence] is said to be intercurrent.

f B. sb. An intervening circumstance or event ;

an incident. Obs. rare~*.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1224 Fortune .. having

diversified.. our enterprise, like a plaie or enterlude, with
many dangerous intercurrents, was assistant and ran with us.

Hence Intercu rrently adv., in an intercurrent

manner.
1885-8 FAGGE & PYE-S.MITH Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 175

Examples of relapse occurring
'

intercurrently '.

Iiitercursa'tioil. rare. [n. of action from
L. intercursare, freq. of intercut-rare : see INTER-

CUR.] The action of running between, or coming
in the way of anything.
1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius v. Comm. xviii, Scheinerus

asserts that they [the scintillations of the stars] proceed
from the intercisions of their several species darting to the

eye, which he attributes to vaporous intercursations.

t Interctrrsitor. Obs. rare-1
. [INTER- I a-l-

CURSITOH.] A messenger between parties.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost, xxii. 144 An Intelligencer or

Intercursitor betweene them, that may in a trice relate to
the one what the other hath done or said.

i Intercvrt, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 enter-.

[INTER- i a.] trans. To cut into, to divide by, or
as by, cutting ;

to intersect. Hence t lutercirt-

ting vbl. sb.

1611 FLORIO, Intercidere, toentercut. Hid., Intercisione,
a cutting off or betweene, an entercutting. 1660 HOWELI.
Parly Beasts i. 5 The Countrey..so intercutt, and indented
with the Sea, or fresh navigable Rivers. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s.v. Garden, Gardens whose Level and Grounds
are intercut wrth Descents of Terrasses.

t Inte'rcutal, a. Obs. \i.\^.intercus,-cutem,
absol. for aqua internes '

intercutal water ', dropsy,
(f. inter between, within -f- cut-em skin) + -AL.] In
intercutal water, dropsical fluid.

1650 ASHM. Ckym. Collect., Arcanum (ed. 3) 194 The
second borders upon the dropsie, and is the corruption of
intercutal Water. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, vni. 295
Vesicatories let out the intercutal water plentifully.

t Iiitercuta-iieous, a. Obs. [f. late L. in-

tercutane-us (see prec. and CUTANEOUS) + -oos.

Cf. F. intercutal (Littre).] Situated between the

skin and flesh
;
subcutaneous. Also, lying between

the bark and stem of a tree.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 241 Some intercutaneous part,
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which the Physitian commands to be wounded. 1664EVELYN Sylva 55 If it [a tree] lye prostrate with the bark
on, which is a receptacle for a certain intercutaneous worm
that accelerates its decay. Itid. (1776) 363 The intercu-
taneous moisture endangers the tree.

Intercystic, -dash, etc. : see INTER- pref.
t I-nterdeal, sb. Obs. Also enter-, [f. IN-

TER- 2 a H- DEAL sb?; or from INTERDEAL
z/.]

Mutual dealing, negotiation ; intercourse
; ado.

1591 SPENSER M. Hutterd 785 Thereto [he] doth his
Courting most applie To learne the enterdeale of Princes
strange. 1596 State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 628/2 The tradingand interdeale with other nations rounde about. 1605 SYL-
VESTER Du Barlas n. iii. iv. Captains 1013 That Form of
Rule is a right Common-weal Where all the People have an
Enterdeal. 1612 T. JAMES Jesuit's Do"Mtf. 44 The lesuits
haue continual! enterdeale with the Civill Magistrates, with
Heretickes, and men of a suspected Religion.

Interdea-1, v. [f. INTER- i b + DEAL
.] intr.

To deal or negotiate mutually.
1601 DANIEL Civ. Wars vi. xxxvi, Yorke & his side could

not, while life remaynd, Though thus disperst, but worke
and interdeale. 1808 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. VI. 304 The
great mass of emigrants would be young merchants, .who
would intermarry, as well as interdeal with the Hindoos.
Hence

) Interdea-ling vbl. sb. = INTERDEAL sb. ;

also f Interdea-ler, a negotiator, a mediator.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xi. | 15. 654 By the con-

tinual! interdealings of the Prelates . . the kindling displea-
sures were for the present allayed. 1613-18 DANIEL Coll.
Hist. Eng. (1626) 54 He was a friend to them both, and
would gladly bee an interdealer for concord.

Interdebate, -denominational, -dentil:
see INTER- pref.
Interdental (intajde-ntal), a. [INTER- 4 a.]
1. Situated or placed between the teeth (of a

person or animal, or of a toothed wheel).
1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mecfi., Gear-cutting Machine, one for

making cog-wheels by cutting out the interdental material.
878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surf. I. 555 Moon's splint therefore
seems to be the best interdental one we possess.
2. Phonology. Pronounced by placing the tip of

the tongue between the teeth.

1877 SWEET Handtk. Phonetics r4S French (t) and (d)
are dental, often also interdental. 1887 COOK tr. Sievers'
O. E. Gram. 104, 5 and b originally denote without distinc-
tion the interdental spirant which is now represented in

Eng. by th.

Interdepartmental, etc. : see INTER- pref.

Interdepend (imtaid/pe-nd), v. [INTER- I b.]
intr. To depend upon each other mutually.
1848 HARE Guesses (1867) 482 Bringing them [atoms] to

coalesce and interdepend. 1888 Voice (N. Y.) 15 Mar.,
Under the state all rights and duties are mutual they
interdepend.

Interdependence (kntaid/pe-ndcns). Also
-auce. [INTER- 2 a.] The fact or condition of de-

pending each upon the other
; mutual dependence.

1822 COLERIDGE Lett., Convers., etc. II. 97 Unfitness for
a state of moral and personal union and life-long interde-
pendence. 1825 Aids Re/!. (1858) I. App. C. 412 In
social and political life this acme is inter-dependence ; in
moral life it is independence. 1878 HUXLEY Pliysiogr. Pref.
6 Knowledge respecting natural phenomena and their inter-

dependence.

I:nterdepe'ndency. [INTER- 2 a.] -=prec.
1838 Fraser's Mag. XVII. 665 An interdependency of the

will revealed as a fact . . to the power of consciousness.
1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnation iii. (1852) 43 That
interdependency of structure, which unites the different

portions of an organic agent into a co-ordinate whole. 1889
MIVART Truth 493 The interrelations and interdepen-
dencies which exist between the various orders of creatures
inhabiting this planet.

Interdependent (i^ntsjdipe-ndent), a. [IN-
TER- 2 a.] Dependent each upon the other

; mutually
dependent.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1882) 57 Which, .stand, .in in-

terdependent connection with everything that exists. 1879
H. SPENCER Data Ethics i. 2. 5 Conduct is a whole, .an
aggregate of inter-dependent actions performed by an
organism.
Hence Interdepe'ndently, in an interdependent

manner, in mutual dependence.
1884 H. SPENCER in Contemp. Rev. June 773 A conception

of [society] as having a natural structure in which all its

institutions, governmental, religious, industrial, commercial,
etc., etc., are mter-dependently bound. 1890 Scritncr's Mag.
Jan. 21 The buildings were interdependently combined.

Interdespise (-dftp3i-z),z/. rare. [INTER- ib.]
trans. To despise mutually, feel mutual contempt
for (each other) ; also absol.

1840 DE QUINCEY in Tail's Mag. VII. 38 They met, they
saw, they interdespised. 1893 FAIRBAIRN Christ in Mod.
Theol. i. ii. n. i. 232 The two great masters .. cordially inter-

despised each other.

Interdestmctive (i'nt3.idrstr-ktiv), a. [IN-
TER- 2 a.] Mutually destructive.

1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 245 There can be no
such thing as unproductive capital ; the terms are inter-
destructive. 1813 in Monthly Mag. XXXV. 215 The
document concerning Paradise, and the document concern-
ing the Deluge, are inter-destructive.

Hence Interdefftrtrctiveness, mutual destruc-

tiveness.

1817 GODWIN Mandeville II. ro3 There are antipathies,
and properties interchangeably irreconcilable and destruc-
tive to each other . . I had found this true opposition and
interdestructiveness in Clifford.

Interdevour, etc. : see INTER- pref.

INTERDICT.

I Illterdi'Ce. Carpentry. Obs. Forms: ;en-
terdese, enter-, interdice, 8 enter-, intertise,
-duee. [Derivation obscure.
The OF. entretoise (app. of same meaning) : late L.

'inlertensa '

something stretched between
', would in Eng.

normally assume the form "entertese, of which the recorded
enterdese and entertise seem to be corruptions. The form
enterdese seems to have been further corrupted into enter-,
interdise, and perverted by pseudo-etymology into enter-,
interduce, as if from L. duclre to lead ; while entertise,
interties, have suggested the formation of the mod. synonym
INTERTIE.]
A horizontal piece of timber connecting two ver-

tical pieces ; an INTERTIE.
1617 MS. Ace. St. "John's Hasp., Canterb., Payd for the

lamg in of two selles and laing in of enterdeses at Owsbanes
houss._ 1663 GERBIER Counsel 67 Interdices and Braces
seven inches and five inches. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc.
141 The Binding Intertises, or indeed, more properly Inter,
duces. Ibid. 160 Enterduce, or Entertise. 1703 T. N. City
ft C. Purchaser'^ Inter-ties, -duces, .. are those smaller
pieces ofTimber that lie Horizontally betwixt the Summers.
T 734 Builder's Diet., Interties, Interduces.

Interdict (i-ntaidikt), sb. Forms : a. 3 en-
tredit, 4 enterdite. 0. 5 interdite. y. 5 in-

terdicte, 7- interdict. [ME. a. OF. entredit

(i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), in I4th c. intredit, mod.
F. interdit, ad. L. interdictum (from interdictus,
pa. pple. of interdicfre to INTERDICT) to which the

Eng. word was conformed in i6th c. The order
in which the senses have been adopted in Eng. is

the reverse of that in which they orig. arose.]
1. gen. An authoritative prohibition; an act of

forbidding peremptorily.
a 1626 BACON (J.), Among his other fundamental laws, he

did ordain the interdicts and prohibitions touching entrance
of strangers. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 369 These are not
Fruits forbidden, no interdict Defends the touching of these
viands pure. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. \. 217, I put a

Sositive
interdict on my rooms being exhibited. 1841

IYERS Cath. Th. in. xii. 46 Irrepressible instincts and in-
terdicts of the Conscience and the Reason.

2. Law. a. Roman Law. A provisional decree
of the praetor, in a dispute of private persons re-

lating to possession, commanding or (more usually)
forbidding something to be done.
1611 FLORIO, Interdittione . . Also an iniunction made by

the Magistrate, an interdict. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's
Mare Cl. 87 Ulpian saitli, against that man who hath cast
a Dam or Pile into the Sea, an Interdict is allowed him who
perhaps may bee endamaged thereby. 1681 STAIR Inst. Lam
^cotl. _iv.

xxvi. i These actions [possessory] are like the
interdict in the Roman law, uti fossidetis. 1880 MUIRHEAD
Gaius iv. 140 They are called decrees when he orders
something to be done, as when he commands that something
shall be produced or restored

; interdicts, when he prohibits
something to be done.

b. Sc. Law. ' An order of the Court of Session,
or of an inferior court, pronounced, on cause shown,
for stopping any act or proceedings complained of
as illegal or wrongful

'

(Bell Diet. Law Scotl.) ;

corresponding to an INJUNCTION in English Law.
1810 Act 50 Geo. Ill, c. 112 41 Bills of suspension and

interdict shall with respect to caution remain as at present.
1876 Act 39 ff 40 l-'ict. c. 70 31 An interim interdict, al-

though appealed against, shall be binding till recalled.

3. R. C. Ch. An authoritative sentence debarring
a particular place or person (esp. the former) from
ecclesiastical functions and privileges.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10297 POU hast nou .. (>e pope bi-

sout pat ke relesi \)e entredit. Ibid. 10393 Drede in eche
half was vpe J?is king Ion Of mansinge & entredit, & al so
of is fon. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 259 This pope . . Hath sent
the bulle of his sentence With cursinge and enterdite. 1481
CAXTON Reynard^xxviii. (Arb.) 70, I shall .. sende there an
Inderdicte that noman shal rede ne syngen ne crystene
chyldren ne burye the deede ne receyue sacramente. 1682
BURNET Rights Princes v. 177 He requires them to put the
whole Kingdom under an Interdict. 1769 ROBERTSON
Chas. V (1796) III. xii. 423 Those Bulls and Interdicts ..

made the greatest Princes tremble. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace.
Caubul (1842) I. 265 He .. stopped the usual call to prayers,
and suspended all the ceremonies of religion, as if the

office may be celebrated or heard in it, either by the inhabi-
tants pr by strangers. By the second kind persons are

interdicted, so as to be debarred from using the sacraments
or exercising the functions prohibited, in whatever place
they may be. By the mixed kind both place and persons
are directly interdicted e.g. a city and its inhabitants.

4. a/trili. and Comb.
1875 POSTE Gaius iv. (ed. 2) 642 The mortgagor had by

a legal fiction usucapion-possession, the mortgagee had in-

terdict-possession. 1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Feb. 7/2 One of
the Glendale men who was imprisoned in connection with
the well-known interdict case. 1898 S. EVANS Holy Graal
28 The Interdict difficulty had pressed hardly on former
legations against the heretics.

Interdict (intajdi-kt), -a. Forms : a. 3-4 en-

tredite, 4-6 enterdite, -dyte, (4-5 entir-, en-
tyr-). 0. 5-7 interdyte, 6 intredite, interdite.

7. 6- interdict. [ME. entredite-n, (. entredit IN-
TERDICT sb., after OF. entredire, pa. pple. entredit,
ad. L. inlerdicere, interdict-um to interpose by
speech, forbid by decree, f. inter between + dicere
to say, speak; subseq. conformed, first in prefix,
and finally in stem, to the L. ppl. stem interdict-.



INTERDICT.

As in the sb.. the specific ecclesiastical tense was

the earliest in Eng. uej
1. train. To declare authoritatively against the

doing of (an action) or the use of (a thing) ; to

forbid, prohibit ; to debar or preclude by or as by
a command.
1502 Orel. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) ll. xv. 123 All

foule thoughtes & carnalle desyres to us ben interdyted anil

defended. 1581 ]. HELL Iladdon's Anm'. Osor. 68 As well

bycause the Gospel' interdileth it, as also bycause reason

reclaimeth agaynst it. IJW Nobody ff Somto. in Simpson
Set. Skaii. (1878) I. 320 What traitrous hand dares inter-

dict our way? 1631 GOUCK God's Arrmvs ill. 34. 359
Clement 8. had sent .. two Bulls, to interdict all claime or

title to the Crown of England. 1715 HOPE Odyss. xix. 250

Firm wisdom interdicts the soft'ning tear. 1844 H. H.

WILSON Srit. India III. 461 All proceedings against the

Rawal were . .positively interdicted. 1865 LIVINGSTONE.Z<JW-

tesi Pref. 8 The Portuguese interdict allforeign commerce.

2. To restrain (a person) by authority from the

doing or use of something ;
to forbid to do some-

thing; to debar or preclude from something.

(With the legal instances cf. INTERDICTION 3 and
INTERDICT sb. a.) Const, from, -\of,^1o do some-

thing ;
also with double obj. (a person a thing).

c 1575 Balfour's Practickx (1754) 186 Ony persoun may . .

be intetdictit fra alienation, disppsitioun, or making of ony
takkis of ony his landis and heritage, lot be expresse con-

sent and assent of certane of his kinnismcn and freindis,

quhome he pleisis to name. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serin.

(Parker Soc.) 204 Who . . will exclude thee out of his king-

dom, interdict thee his tabernacle. 1581 Sc. Acts Jos. VI
(1597) c. 1 18 That the person, at quhais instance the vther

is interfiled or inhibite produce the said interdiction and
inhibition . . to the Clerke of the Schire. 1600 HOLLAND
Lily xxv. 548 They judged him to bee a banished man . .

and interdicted the use of water and of fire. 1653 H. COGAM
tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvii. 107 They interdicted that great
Court from proceeding any further against them. 1713
STEELE Englishman No.o. 57 In

Italy..
Women are. .inter-

dicted the Pleasures of Society and! Conversation. 1815
Zeluca II. 244 She is interdicted transmitting remembrance
to old friends. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. ix. 313 The
clergy were interdicted from indulging any longer in the

polemics of theology. 1876 Act 39 ff 40 Viet. c. 70 Sch. A,
To interdict the defender from letc.J and to grant interim

interdict. 1880 MUIRHCAD Gains I. 9 128. 40 A person who,
on account of crime . . has been interdicted fire and water,
forfeits his civic privileges.

3. Eccl. To cut off authoritatively from religious
offices or privileges; to lay (a place or person)
under an interdict : see INTERDICT sb. 3.
c 1*90 Beket 1714 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 155 And entre-diten

al engelond. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10184 t?is bissopes . .

entreaitede al bis iond, & walis al so, pat nobing of cristen-

dom ber inne nere ido. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 892
The prest scholde be enterdyted that dede such a vilonye
to terme of al his lyf. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. vn. (1520)
81 b/i For the woundynge of a Cardynall he enterdyted all

the cyte of Rome. 1530 TINDALE Pract. Prel. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) II. 295 Then was the land interdicted many years.
1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 2 That yere the londe
was enterdyted. 1660 R. COKE Power ff Snbj. 147 Alex-
ander not only allows the Conquerors pretensions to the
Crown of England, but interdicts all those who should

oppose him. 1700 TVRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 901 The Legate
.. Interdicted the University of Oxford. 1885 [see INTER-
DICT sb. 3}.

t Interdict, ///. a. 06s. Also 5 -dyte,
-dlote. [ad. L. interdict-us, pa. pple. of inter-

dicerc (see prec.) ; cf. F. interdit, -<;.] Interdicted :

construed as pa. pple. of INTERDICT v.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 85 Hit was interdicte [Hie-
DEN interdictum fnitt TREVISA was forbode] . . to kynge
Alexander, that he scholde not entre in to Babylon, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 262/2 Interdyte, interdictus. 1484 CAXTON
Fables oj'Page'(1889) 6 A place whiche is prophane or Inter-
dicte. a 1593 MARLOWE Faust. 763 Both he and thou shall
stand excommunicate, And interdict from church's privilege.

Interdicted, ///. a. Ff. INTERDICTS. + -ET>I.]

Forbidden, prohibited ; debarred, precluded : see

the verb. a. Of things.
1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith II. 160 He .. hongred

not after the interdicted frute, as Adam did. 1667 MII.TON
P. L. vn. 47 Charg'd not to touch the interdicted Tree.
1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 163 r 5 Fruitless attempts to
catch at interdicted happiness. 1865 TVLOR Early Hist.
Man. vi. 146 Occasion to obliterate interdicted words.

b. Of persons: spec, in Law (see INTERDIC-
TION 3).

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 290 Let me be His inter-
dicted heir. 175* EKSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 108 Re-
duction, .may be brought not only by the heirs of the inter-
dicted person and by the interdictors, but by the interdicted
person himself. 1863 BURTON Bk. Hunter 344 An inter-
dicted pastor, wandering over the desolate moors. 1880
MUIRHEAD Ulfian xix. 5 note. It was denied to the inter-
dicted spendthrift.

Interdicting, vbl. sb. Forms : see INTER-
DICT v. [-INO'.] The action of the verb INTER-
DICT

; interdiction. (Now rare exc. as gerund.)
c 1380 WYCL.F Set. IVks. III. 361 Suspending?*, enterdit-

ingij, cursmgis, and reisingU of croiserie. 1480 CAXTON
Lfiron. Kng. cxlvii. 126 They pronounced the generall
enterdytyng thurghout al englond so that the chirch dores

HSS5"- IJ13 Lt> - BE "f- Froiss. I. ccxii. 260 The
pope ihall . gyue generall sentences of cursynjje, and sus-
pencion of enterdytynge lo renne vpon vs. 1530 TINDALE
SSI r

,

r
'!al" '." **>* * Notes (Parker Soc.) 295 Wheneither the interdicting neither that secret subtilty help [etc )

Interdiction (intaidi-kfan). Also 5-6 enter-
dloolon, 6 intordioolon. [ad. L. interdictiim-em.
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n. of action from interdirfrc to INTERDICT. In its

earliest form agreeing with an OF. type *entredic-

tion : cf. INTERDICT sb. and v.] The action of in-

terdicting, or fact of being interdicted.

1. The action of forbidding by or as by authority ;

authoritative or peremptory prohibition.
'579 J- STVBHES Gaping Gvlf A vj b, Against those in-

terdictions in the law which seeme to compas in no more
but the Canaanites lebusites [etc.]. 1656 W. MONTAGUE
Accompl. \VotH. 133 Freedom extinguishes desire, and in-

terdiction kindles it. 1738 WARBUKTON Div. Legal. I. 208
This Interdiction of sepulchral Rites. 1817 HALI.AM Const.

Hist. (1876) ]. Hi. 113 This net operated as an absolute

interdiction of the catholic rites.

2. Eccl. The issuing of an interdict ; the action

of laying (a place, etc.), or condition of being laid,

under an interdict : see INTERDICT sb. I.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. 318 Of the maner of this Enter-
diccion of this lande haue I seen dyuerse opynyons. 1593
tr. ynnins

1

Revel, xiii. 16 To use most violent interdictions,
and to shoot out cursings. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals 11.

I. 112 Several poor Bishops are rendred subject to inter-

dictions and censures. 1750 SHKNSTONB Ruined Abbey
218 The wily Pontiff scorns not to recall His interdictions.

3. Law. a. Sc. Law. A restraint imposed upon
a person incapable of managing his own affairs on
account of nnsoundness of mind, improvidence, etc.

b. = INTERDICT sb. 2 a, b. C. Rom. Law. Inter-

diction offire and water: a sentence of banishment
or outlawry forbidding the supply to the person sen-

tenced of fire and water or the necessaries of life.

c 1575 Balfovr*s Practicks (1754) 1 86 All publicatiounis and
interoictiounis aught and sould be maid . . quhair the persoun
interdictit dwellis. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 961 So
were Brutus and Cassius, and all their friends condemned,
with interdiction of water and fire. 1581 Sc. Acts Jos. VI
(1597) c. 118 That all inhibitiones and interdictiones to be
raised hereafter for quhatsumeyer cause, .be. .produced. .to
the Schireffe clerk of the Schire, quhair the persone inter-

dited or inhibit dwellis. 1681 [see INTERDICTOR]. 1754
EUSKINE Princ. Law Scotl. I. vii. 32 Judicial interdiction
is imposed by a Sentence of the Court of Session. 1861 W.
BELL Diet. Law

Scot^.,
Interdiction is a system of judicial,

or of voluntary restraint, provided for those who, from weak-
ness, facility, or profusion, are liable to imposition.. . Volun-

tary interdiction'^ imposed by the sole act ofthe interdicted

person, who, being conscious of his facility, lays himself
under this restraint. . .Judicial interdiction is imposed by
sentence of the Court of Session ; generally proceeding on
an action at the instance of a near kinsman of the facile

person. [See also INTERDICTOR, quot. 1861.] i867- Act 31
ft 32 Viet. c. 64 16 The particular registers of inhibitions
and interdictions throughout Scotland shall be discontinued.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius ff Ulpian Digest 472 Citizenship.,
was lost . . by . . interdiction of fire and water, which prac-
tically was outlawry.

Interdictive (intaidi-ktiv), a. rare. [f. L.

interdict-, ppl. stem (see prec.) + -IVE.] = INTER-
DICTORY.

1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 185 It was
an hasty rashnesse . . to award a sentence so resolutely Inter-
dictiue. 1641 MILTON Animadv. xiii. Wks. (1851) 230 A
timely separation from the flock by that interdictive sen-

tence.

Interdictor (intsidi-ktaj, -pi), [a. late L. in-

terdictor forbidder (Tertull.), agent-n. from inter-

dlcb-e to INTERDICT.] a. One who interdicts, b.
Sc. Law. (See quot. 1861.)
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scotl. i. vi. 37 Our custom hath

interdictions, whereby persons, acknowledging their own
weakness . . do therefore bind themselves, that they shall
not act without the consent of those persons, interdictors
therein mentioned. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Law Scotl. i. vii.

34 All deeds, done, .without the consent of his interdictors
. .are subject to reduction. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scotl.
s.v. Interdiction, Voluntary interdiction, .is usually executed
in the form of a bond, whereby the granter obliges himself to
do no deed which may affect his estate, without the consent
of certain persons therein named, technically called interdic-

tors.. .Onerous or rational deeds, granted by the interdicted

person, are effectual without the consent of the interdictors.

1888 Life D. McLaren II. xvii. 68 Lord Gifford decided in

favour of the interdictors.

Interdictory (intaidi'ktsri), a. [ad. late L.

interdictSri-Ui, f. interdictor : see prec. and -OBY.]

Having the quality or effect of interdicting; be-

longing to or conveying interdiction; prohibitory.
f755 JOHNSON, Interdictory^ belonging to an interdiction.

Ainsu'orth. \y%6Antiq. in Ann. Reg. 107/1 The effect of
that abomination . . was interdictory. 1844 R. WARDLAW
Proverbs (1869) II. xliv. 116 There is nothing interdictory
of the use of it. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) II. in. v. 20

Interdictory statutes declared marriages with Jews and
heathens not only invalid but adulterous.

Interdifferentiation : see INTER- pref.
Interdiffuse (int3j.difi-z), v. [INTER- i a.]

trans. To diffuse between or among other things.
So Xnterdiffnsion (-difi-gan), diffusion between
or among other things, or each other

; mutual dif-

fusion. Inter/diffusive (-difi'siv) a., tending to

mutual diffusion
; hence luterdiffu'siveness.

a 1859 G. WILSON Relig. Cheat. (1862) 14 That property
of interdiffusiveness among elastic fluids. 1864-71 WATTS
Diet. Chem. II. 812 This mixture or interdiffusion likewise
takes place when the gases communicate with each other

through minute pores or apertures of insensible magnitude.
1881 OGILVIF. cites North. Brit. Kev. for Interdiffuse.

Interdigit (rntaidi-dgit). [f.
INTER- 33 +

L. liifif-usfmgei, DIGIT.] The part of the hand
(or foot) between the roots of the adjacent digits.

INTERESS.

1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 454 This is rubbed in

night and morning for three days, especially to the inter-

digits and wrists.

Interdigital (intajdrdgital), a. [ad. L. in

Icrdigitalis, (. inter + digilus finger.] Situated be-

tween, or connecting, digits (fingers or toes).
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anal. II. 519/1 Up to the second or

third month of intra-uterine life an interdigital membrane
exists. 1874 COUF.S Birds N. IV. 645 Anterior toes all long ;

the interdigilal webs broad. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap.
(1879) 326 The interdigital membrane of the frog.

Interdigitate (intajdi-daiU't), v. Chiefly
Anat.

[f.
INTER- i b + L. digit-us finger + -ATE 3 :

cf. DIGITATE v.~\

1. intr. To interlock like the fingers of the two
hands when clasped; to project or be inserted

alternately between each other, as processes of a

muscle, etc. ;
to inosculate by reciprocal serrations.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 737/2 An equal number of
similar processes . . with which they interdigitate. 18. .

OWEN^ cited in Ogilvie, The groups of characters that are
essential to the true definition of a plant and animal inter-

digitate, so to speak, in that low department of the organic
world from which the two great branches rise and diverge.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Li/e^ 193 It [the posterior retractor]

inter-digitates very freely with the protractor pedis. 1887
Lancet 24 Sept. 604/1 This strapping . . is fenestrated, and
cut into strips that interdigitate. 1893 BURDON-SANDERSON
Pres. Addr. Brit. Assoc., Questions . . which here, though
they do not overlap, at least interdigitate.
2. trans. To cause to interlock or inosculate in

this way. rare~".
1864 in WEBSTER. 188* in OGILVIE.

Hence Interdrgitating ppl. a.

1875 ROMANES in Life (1895) 25 Interposing a great num-
ber of interdigilating cuts in the course of the spiral.

InterdigitatlOU (i^ntajdidgitf'-Jan). Chiefly
Anat. [n. of action f. prec. : see -ATION.] The
action or condition of interdigitating ; concr. an in-

terdigitating structure, or one of a number of inter-

digitating processes.
a 1864 OWEN cited in Webster. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat.

24 When bones are immovably joined by an interdigitation
of their irregularly shaped margins, they are said to be

joined by suture. 1874 COUFS Birds N. IV. Introd. 10
The boundary' line . . in these latitudes is a zig-zag of inter-

digitations.

Interdispensation, -distinguish, -district,

-division, etc. : see INTER- pref.
Interdite, -dyte, obs. var. INTERDICT sb. and v.

t Interdi'tement. Obs. [f. interdite, earlier

form of INTERDICT v. + -MENT. (Possibly from an
OF. original.)] = INTERDICTION 2.

1530 PALSGR. 234/2 Interditement, interdisseient. 1583
FOXE A. ff M. 594/1 Vnder payne of interditement, suspend-
ing and excommunication.

Interduce, variant of INTEKDICE Obs.

tlnterdtVCt. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. inter-

duct-us interpunctuation, f. inter between + duct-us

leading, f. dfictre to lead.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interduct, a space between full

sentences in printing or writing.

Intere, obs. form of ENTIRE.

t Zntere'mpt, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

terempt-us, pa. pple. of interimlrt : see next.]

Destroyed. (Const, as pa. pple.)
1561 Queen Esther (1862 Collier), Wherby good order may

sone be interempte.

t Intere'mption. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

interemption-em (Tert.), n. of action from interi-

mSre to cut off, destroy, slay, f. inter (INTER-) +
cmerc to buy, orig. to take.] Destruction, slaughter.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interemption, a killing or slaying.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 290 Nor was it seasonable to
take notice of . . his utter and final perdition, he being to
revive again after his first Interemption.

Inter-entanglement, -epidemic, -epime-
ral, -epithelial : see INTER- pref.

Interepte, obs. corrupt f. INTERRUPT v.

t Intere-quitate, v. Obs. rare~. [ad. ppl.
stem of L. intereqtiitare to ride between, f. inter

between + equitare to ride.] (See quot.) Hence
f Intero-quita-tion.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interequitate, to ride between.

1658 PHILLIPS, Interequitation, a riding between.

! Interess, sb. Obs. Also 5-6 enteres(se,
en-, intresso. [ME. and AF. interesse, a. med.
L. interesse compensation for loss, compensatory
payment, sb. use of L. interesse to be between, to

differ, make a difference, to concern, be of impor-
tance. Cf. Pr., It., Ger. interesse, Sp. interes sb. ;

the OF. sb. was interest : see INTEREST st.]

1. Therelation of being legallyconcerned or having
part (in the ownership or possession of anything) ;

legal concern, title, or claim ;
= INTEREST sb. i.

[1387-8 Rolls Pat-It. III. 246/2 Si ascun pretende d'ayoir

drpit
ou interesse en ycelles [forfaitures], sue au Conseil si

lui semble a faire.] 1430-1 Ibid. IV. 376, 2 That . . Proclama-
tion be made, .that alle ye persones yat pretende any inter-

resse to object ayens yat partie yat pretendith hym to be
mulire [etc.]. 1473 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 732 III.

ico That my moodre be agreable to the same, by cawse of

th' entresse that she hathe for my brother William, whyche
shall nott be off age thys vij. yeer. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VI'1

',

c. 2 { 5 The right title and interesse that they . . have in the



INTERESS.
same. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. 1. xx. 28 All rightis and
enteresses that euery baron had in Scotlande, was than clene
forgyuen. 1659 England's Con/. 6 The House of Commons
. .had. .asserted their interess in the. Militia.

b. transf. Concern, part, share in (anything).
-INTEREST sl>. i d, e.

CI374 CHAUCER Fortune 71 The heuene hath proprete of
sykyrnesse, This world hath euer resteles trauayle ; Thy
laste day is ende of myn intresse [v.ri: interesse, intersse,
encresse] In general, this reule may nat fayle. 1430-40
LYDG. Bochas Prol. 39 Though woe with ioye have aft in-
tresse. Ih'd. i. i. (1544) i b. The soyle embroyded ful of sumer
floures where wedes wicked had none interesse. 1560
MURRAY in H. Campbell Lave Lett. Mary Q. Seats (1/24)
58 The trial of the said Quenis interes in the murder of the
King our soverane Lordis father. 1663 Bp. PATRICK Para!:
Pilgr. (1667) 287 There he found a discourse of the Nature
of loy. .of the Interess that our Animal Spirits have in it.

2. The relation of advantage or profit ; benefit
= INTEKEST sb. 2, a b.

MS* RICH. DK. YORK Charges agst. Dk. Somerset (MS.
Colt. Vesp. C. xiv. If. 40) For the grete welfare and the
comen availle and interesse of your mageste Roiall and of
this youre noble roialme. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.
xiv. 1> i 1 Such oftentimes is the corruption of humane nature
that it will . .thrust the pietie due to our Countrey vnder the
inlenour respect ofparticular interesses. i6i3SHERLF.Y Trai-
Persia 83 To embarke you in dangerous enterprises for others
interesses. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromcna 120 In a
noble minde one generous act prevailes more than all wordly
interesses. ?57 HEYLIN Hist. Kef. I. n. iii. 32 That theyshould lay aside their particular interesses, to center all to-
gether upon one design. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst \ ii

8
r
2I

T'i

8
^ That i is also the Interess of Civil Sovereigns and

ot all Common-wealths, that there should neither be Deitynor Religion, the Democritick Atheists would perswade
in this manner.

b. Sell-interest
;
= INTEREST sb. 5.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 847 These are the men,who afterwards Argue from Interesse also against a God
and Religion.
3. Injury ; compensation for injury ;

= INTEREST
sb. 9. [Cf. med.L. damna et interesse, F. dom-
mages et int(r$ts]
1480 CAXTON Faytes ofA. in. xi. 191 He is holden as he

was byfore to suche damages and Interesses that he hathe
doon unto hym by wronge hande.
4. Interest on money, usury; = INTEREST sb. 10.
15*9 HEN. VIII Instruct. Orator Rome (MS. Cott. Vit.

B. xi. If. 74 b), Which money . . shalbe truelyjepayde with in-
teresse. IJ48UDALI. Erasm. Par. Ltitexix. 153 He. .would
haue streightely required it together with the encrease
of entresse. 1716 Let. to Dk. Almitrme 19 Nov. in Scott
Rob Roy Introd., He carries . . my books and bonds for
entress, not yet paid, along with him.

t Intere-ss, v. Ots. Pa. pple. interessed,
-eat.

[f. INTERESS sb. : cf. F. inttresser to invest
with a share, etc.

; earlier, to injure, hurt, damage
(i5th c. in Godef.), f. L. interesse.]
1. trans. To invest (a person) with a right to or

share in something ; to admit to a privilege ;
=

INTEREST v. i. Chiefly in pass., to be interessed,
to have a right or share.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807) II. 35 The sonnes of kingMalcolme were aided . . to obteine the crowne of Scotland
whereunto they were interessed. 1602 WARNER A Ib. Eng
EpiL (1612) 378 Who .. disclaiming all other Titles as liti-

gious, interessed himselfe here by the only Title of Con-

(juerour. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 87 To whose yong loue,
I he Vines of France, and Milke of Burgundie, Striue to be
interest, ifij HIERON Wks. II. 102 Man, in his first estate
. . was in fauour with God, and interessed into the attend-
ance of angels. 1657 AUSTEN fruit Trees n. 59 The soule
sees it selfe interessed in the kingdome and all the riches
and treasures of it. 1674 PI.AYFORD Skill Mus. I. xi. 47 To
teach them to those who have been interessed in my house.
2. To cause to be objectively concerned

; to

affect, implicate, to involve; = INTEREST v. ^.

Chiefly in pass.
157 EARL LENNOX Let. in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mary

Q. Scots (1824) 229 Hir richt dewtie to jow and me, being
the panel's interest. 1617 J. WOODFORD in Buccleucli AfSS.
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 199 [This] could not be done without
mteressmg the honour of some, which was not to be touched
1622 MISSELDH.N Free Trade 89 In the East India Action
certamely the Kings Honour is interessed. 1627 Lisanderf,
Cat. in. 50 A suspicion that she was interest in the discourse.
1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. Mat. Philos. n. ii. 30 Being unwill-
ing to interesse the reputation of Holy Writ, .in the doubt-
ful contentions of Naturalists.
3. To affect injuriously ; to injure, endamage.
1598 GRF.NEWF.Y Tacitus' Ann. in. ii. (1622) 66 Whereof

being conuicted, he could not be interessed, if he could
purge himselfe of the latter crimes. 1399 Burgh Rec. Aber-
deen.iSpald. Cl.) II. 181 Dyvers of the cuntriemen and of
the inhabitants of this burght ar grytumlie intrest in the
wynter day, throw the insufficiencie and hoillis in the said
calsey. 1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's Mem. Hist. 127
[She] was found interessed in the heart with certaine im-
posthumes and two stones.

4. To cause to take an active part, to rouse to

action, to engage ; reft, to take part (F. s'intfres-

ser) ;
= INTEREST v. 4.

1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan i. i, The wars so long con-
tinued. .Have interess'd, in cither's cause, the most Of the
Italian princes. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal Ded. (1697) 17 He
might have gain'd the Victory for us Christians, without
mteressmg Heaven in the Quarrel. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
(1737) II. in. ii. 416 That which interesses and engages men
as Good.
6. To affect with a feeling of concern

; re/I. To
concern oneself, pass. To be concerned.
1664 MARVELL Cm-r. Wks. 1872-5 II. 173 No Prince in

VOL. V.

Christendom doth interess Himself more in your Majestie's
health . . than my Master. 1697 DHYDF.S SEneid Ded. To
love our native country . . to be interessed in its concerns,
is natural to all men.
Hence f Intere-ssing vbl. */<., admitting (into a

position, eta).
a

1655 VlNES ^"fr ?">/ (1677) 342 The interessing of
Christ into pre-eminence.

t Intere'ssed, ///. a. Obs. [f. INTERESS v. +
-ED 1.]

= INTERESTED.
1598 FLORIO, Interessato, interessed, toucht in honor, or

reputation. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Banish'd Virg.
79 We were with interessed kindnesse conveniently accomo-
dated in the Castle of the poope. 1640 Bp. HALL Humb.
Remmstr. 3 There are not more eyes in these three inter-
essed kingdomes, than are now bent on you. 1647 CLAREN-
DON Hist. Reb. vii. 19 The most interressed, passionate
or prejudicate Person. 1707 Re/lex, vpon Ridicule 70
It ought to divert the Indifferent, without wounding the
Interess'd.

Interessee'. rare. [f. INTERESS v. + -EE i
;

F. interest^.] One who is interested or concerned
(in something) ; an interested party.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art f/ Survey title-p., For euery

other Interessee in the Profits or Practise deriued from the
compleate Survey of Manours, Lands, &c. 1826 BENTHAM
in Westm. Rev. VI. 450 By rendering conveyances . . some-
what less unintelligible to parties and other interessees.

t Intere-ssent. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. med.L.

interessent-em, pr. pple. of L. interesse : see IN-

TEREST.] =
prec.

c 1677 List ofShips in Marvell Grmvth Popery (1678) 66
The Interessents are really damaged,, .to the value of 759^.

II Intere-sse termini. Law. [med.L., = in-
terest of term or end.] A right of entry on a lease-
hold estate, acquired through a demise.
[1628 COKE On Litt. 345 b, Interesse is vulgarly taken for

a terme or chattle reall, and more particularly for a future
tearme, in which case it is said in pleading, that he is pos-
sessed De interesse termini.] 1658 tr. Coke's Rep. v. 124
(1826) III. 253 Such interesse termini cannot by disseisin
or feoffment be divested. 1809 TOMLINS Jacob's Law
Diet. s.v. Interest, The bare lease . . gives him [the lessee)a right of entry on the tenement, which right is called his
interest in the term, or interesse termini. 1893 Law Times
Ref- LXVIII. 428/2 The plaintiff having only an interesse
termini, and never having been in possession, he could not
maintain . . an action for trespass,

t Intere-ssor. Obs. rare. [a. med.L. interessor

(DnCange), f. interesse to be among.] A partner,
a fellow.

1672 PETTY Pol. Anat. xi. Tracts (1769) 357 Why may not
the rents of the same be actually sent, without prejudice to
the other three parts of the interessor[s] thereof?

Interest (i'nterest), sb. Also 5 entrest, 6
enterest, 6-7 intrest, (7 int'rest). [An altera-
tion of the earlier INTERESS, app. after the cognate
F. interest (1290 in Godef. 1

, mod.F. inttrtt, app.
a sb. use of L. interest it makes a difference, con-

cerns, matters, is of importance, 3rd pers. sing,
pres. indie, (used impersonally) of the vb., of which
the infinitive interesse was used as a sb. in med.L.,
and in the other Romanic langs. and ME.
There is much that is obscure in the history of this word,

first as to the adoption of L. interest as a sb., and secondly
as to the history of the OF. sense

'

damage, loss '. No other
sense is recorded in Fr. until the i6th c. As this was not
the isth c. sense of Eng. interess(e, it is curious that the
form of the French word should have affected the Eng.The relations between the sense-development in French and
Lnghsh in i6-i7thc. are also far from clear.]
1. The relation of being objectively concerned in

something, by having a right or title to, a claim
upon, or a share in.

a. The fact or relation of being legally con-
cerned

; legal concern in a thing ; esp. right or
title to property, or to some of the uses or benefits

pertaining to property; = INTERESS sb. I.

1450 Rolls Parlt. V. 185/1 Noon of youre Liege peple
nafuyng interest, right or title, of or in onyof the premisses.
1478 SIR I. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 814 III. 222 He never
knywe..that I hadde anyclayme or entrest in the maner off
Heylesdon. 1323 FITZHERB. Sun: 7 b, Their tytell and in-
terest grewe by enherytaunce. 1571 Wills f,- Im'. N. C
(Surtees 1835) 352, I gyue to John Stephen. .aH myquarrell
geare . . & my whole interest and good will of my Quarrell.
1593 SFIAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 84 All your Interest in those
Territories Is vtterly bereft you. i6z8 COKE On Litt. 345 b,
Interesse . . in legall vnderstanding extendeth to Estates,
Rights and I itles, that a man hath of, in, to, or out of Lands,
for he is truly said to haue an interest in them. 1653 HOL-
ctorrPmcafita, Goth. H'ars iv. 139 They transport many
Families to the Francks, who plant them in desert Countries,
and upon that ground pretend an interest to the Island.
1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. 1 1. xx. 323 The estates exchanged
must be equal in quantity; not of value .. but of interest;
as

fee^-simple
for fee-simple. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy

BK. I rop. Law xv. 101 You should always, before granting
a lease, consider what interest you have in the estate.

f1
?- '549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Jude 22 We in be-

leuing the Gospell, haue through Baptisme escaped Satans
enterest. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v.i.8 Clom. But Awdrie, there
is a youth heere in the Forrest layes claime to you. Atud.
I, I know who 'tis : he hath no interest in mee in the world.
'63* J- HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 39 One who next
the King his Father, claimed greatest interest in P

,
for

having bred him up from his infancie. a 1680 BUTLER
Eleph. in Moon i. 165 Proud of his Int'rest in the Glory Of
so miraculous a Story.

b. Right or title to spiritual privileges.
1607 HIERON Wks. I. 482 A freedome it is from the bond-

INTEREST.
age of Salhan .. giuing an interest into Gods fauour. 1675
TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics 53 Thoall eternity were full of trea-
sures . . and our interest to all never so perfect, a 1716
SOUTH Twelve Serin. (1744) II. 149 Let him impartially ask
himself .. what evidences he has of his .. interest in the
second Covenant.

C. Right or title to a share in something ; share,

part.
(1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. en. xv, Thou art one, still

one: Tyme, interest in thee hath ncine. 1594 SHAKS.
Rich. Ill, n. ii. 47 Ah so much interest haue [I] in thy
sorrow, As I had Title in thy Noble Husband. 1611 TOUR-
NEUR Ath. Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 1. 19 The honestie of your
conversation makes me request more int'rest in your fami-
haritie. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biomii's Banish'd I'irg. 72,
I am sorry that her love hath so small interest in yon. 1781
COWPF.R Conversat. 74 A Persian, .begg'd an interest in his
frequent prayers.

t d. Participation or share in doing something
or the production of some result. Obs.
1660 BOYLE Neiu Exp. Phys. Mech. xxiii. 184 Suspecting

that . . the Figure of the Vessel might have an interest in
this odde Phajnomenon. 1671 FLAVEI. Fount. Life v. 12
Great is the Interest of Words in this doctrine. 1709 F.
HAUKSBEE Phys. Mcch. Exp.v. (1719) 145 A signal Demon-
stration of the Influence and Interest of the Air in these
Phccnomena. a 1748 WATTS (J.), Endeavour to adjust the
degrees of influence, that each cause might have in produc-
ing the effect, and the proper agency and interest of each
therein.

. e. esp. A pecuniary share or stake in, or claim
upon anything ; the relation of being a part-owner
of property, a shareholder or bondholder in a com-
mercial or financial undertaking, or the like.

1674 tr. Martinicrfs Voy. N. Countries 2 To address my-
self

_to
a Friend of mine who had a principal interest in that

affair, and to desire his Mediation to the Company. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xxx. 460 A practice of insuring
large sums _without having any property on board, which
were called insurances, interest or no interest. 1824 J. MAR-
SHALL Const. Opin. (1839) 345 The Planter's Bank of
Georgia is not the state of Georgia, although the state holds
an interest in it. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 239He was a buyer and seller of those fractional and volatile
interests in trading adventures which go by the name of
'

shares '. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right (1899) 73/1 We
had .. bought up all the 'interests', that is, shares, half
shares, and quarter shares, on or near the supposed run of
gold that we had struck.

2. The relation of being concerned or affected in

respect of advantage or detriment
; esp. an advan-

tageous relation of this kind.
a 1533 LD. BERNF.RS Gold. Bit. M. Aitrel. Let. v. (R.),

Without interest we commit sinne, seeyng peyne commyng
withal!. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 55 There was none
in Lisbone but had some interest in this warre, who so had
not his sonne there, had his father ; . . the traders . . did
venture their wealth in it. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 365
What's thy interest In this sad wracke? 1639 T. BRUGIS tr.

Camus' Mor. Relat. 269 By reason of the double interest of

pleasure^ and profit. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. viii, I have an
interest in being first to deliver this message, as I expect for

my reward to be honoured with Miss Sophia's hand as a
partner. 1780 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 369 No people ought
to be permitted to live in a country, who are not permitted
to have an interest in its welfare. 1815 J. W. CROKER in

C. Papers (1884) I. iii. 66 Castlereagh says what interest has
Fouche' now to tell a lie ? 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi.

II. 39 Persons who were bound by strong ties of interest to
the government.

b. That which is to or for the advantage of

any one
; good, benefit, profit, advantage.

1579 FENTON Guicciard. m. 129 Caried with ambicious

respectes touching their interests and desires particular.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. ii. 64 No more that Thane of Cawdor
shall deceiue Our Bosome interest. 1691 NORRIS Pract.
Disc, ii Is not every thing almost reckoned Profitable only
so far as it conduces to some Temporal Interest? 1724
SWIFT Drapier's Lett. iii. Wks. 1761 III. 48 His profit is

preferred, not only before the interest, but the very safety
and being of a great Kingdom. 1745 BURKE Corr. (1844) I.

17 One who has our interest at heart. 1843 J. CLASON
Serm. v. 85 He thought it to his temporal interest to do it.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, n. vii. (1857) Z7? His devotion to
the interests both of the king and of religion. 1884 Laiv
Times LXXVII. 20/1 It is the interest of the keeper of an

asylum to retard or conceal the recovery of his patient.

c. In the interest (interests) of: on the side of

what is advantageous or beneficial to.

1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 4^1 The Women of our

Island, who are the most eminent for Virtue and good Sense,
are in the Interest of the present Government. 1727 SWIFT
Country Post Wks. 1755 III. i. 175 She had betrayed us,
and was in the interest of the kite aforesaid. 1771 GOLDSM.
Hist. Eng. I. 347 The party in the interests of Lewis began
to lose ground. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I.

xiii. 105 He did not choose to keep a clerk who was not
in his interests. 1858 DE QUINCEY Wks. IX. Pref. 10 note,
1 In the interest' (to use a slang phrase just now coming into

currency) of enlightened patriotism. 1884 Manch. Exam.
27 May 5/1 In the interests of humanity there is no need
to regret the change.

3. A thing in which one has an interest or concern.
1618 BOLTON Florus ill. xix. (1636) 236 Very many striving

together whos_e prisoner he should bee, the prey was torne
in peeces while they wrangled about that interest. 1659
D. PELL Iwpr. Sea 384 Many times your interests are seised
on by storms, sometimes by Pyrats. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. I. iv. 31. 476 The Supreme God is saluted, as the
Great Wonder of the World, and Interest of Mankind.
1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, vi. 267 Religion is in a secon-

dary yet not an unimportant sense an interest of the present
life. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Painph. iii. 2 Colonies excite
more attention at present than any of our other interests.

4. A business, cause, or principle, in which a
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INTEREST.

number of person, are interested; the party in-

terested in such a Imsim-ss or principle;
a parly

having a common iiili-nst ;
a religious or political

iiarty, business connexion, etc.

1674 K*st* I'afers (Camden) I. 246 He will be !rded

a3cml patron of >- prolrstant Interest. 1679 "> P""
>* 'acm paron o >

.

>/,* CkTitMt- (-843! 29 d'his] would greatly strengthen

be PrWaUDi interest. I 7M POPE Let. to Ike Hon.

IBM He said lliat 1 was enter'd into a cabal with Deal.

Swift and others to write against the Whig Interest 1715

I), FOK \\<y round H -arid (1840) 28 Caballing and foK
an interest among the men. 1735 BOLJNGBROKE Lett.Stud.

Hist ii (1752) 39 The notion olcrcating a new, that is, a

Honeyed interest, in opposition to the landed interest 1830

LVUtUU Chas. /, lit iv. 38 The cabinet was divided by

two opposite interests. 1891 Leeds Men. 27 Apr. 4/7 i he

banking interest in the City is known to be averse to the

change 1803 Daily News 28 Feb. 4/7 M r. Gladstone . . said

that interests were always awake, while the country too

often slumbered and slept.

6. Regard to one's own profit or advantage;

selfish pursuit of one's own welfare; -SELF-IN-

TEREST.
1611 MABBR tr. A lemon's Guzman d'A If. II. xx. 4 a, Loue,

interest, and feare, are those three ropes that halter lustice.

1639 S. l)u VERGER tr. Camus' Aduiir. Events ^3, I love

you without interest, without pretence, and without any
other desire, then to see you. 1734 tr. Kolliift Anc. Hist.

V. 25 The more she was above interest the more she aban-

doned herself to ambition, a 1839 PRAF.D Poems (1864) 1 1.

102 The coil That interest flings upon our hearts.

6. Influence due to personal connexion ; power
of influencing the action of others ; personal influ-

ence with (f in) a person or body of persons. To
make interest, to bring personal influence to bear.

(1596 SHAKS. Merch. I', ill. ii. 224 Lorenzo and Salerio,

welcome hether. If that the youth of my new interest heere

Haue power to bid you welcome.] 1600 E. BLOUNT tr.

Conestaggio 202 Those magistrates were mechanicke men,
in whom feare hath a more interest, then the respect of a

latiere's voy. Athens 365 Her interest with him is <

that she governs him absolutely. 1700 STRYFK Ann.
I . ii. 50 Early interest was made with Elizabeth for the *.. ,-

tinuance of the old religion. 1713
True Briton No. 56. 488

The Author made no Interest (as the Phrase goes), That is

counties, .where his interest lay.

7. The feeling of one who is concerned or has a

personal concern in any thing ; hence, the state of

feeling proper to such a relation, or a particular
form or instance of it ;

a feeling of concern for or

curiosity about a person or thing.

1771 MACKENZIE Man Feel. vii. (1803) 9 There are certain

interests, which the world supposes every man to have. 181 1

Ora < jul. IV. 115 No one ever appeared to take an in-

terest about us. 1836 JAS. GRANT Rand. Recoil. Ho. Lords
xvi. 385 The issue of the debate is regarded by him with an
interest of no ordinary intensity. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.
I. it. iv. iv. 5 28 He who can take no interest in what is small,
will take false interest in what is great. 1853 LYTTON My
Novel i. xi, I should be glad . . to see you take a little more
interest in duties which . . you may be called upon to dis-

charge. 1879 MORLEY Burke x. 209 The contentiousness is

not . . rapid enough to hold the interest of a practical as-

sembly. 1898 A. W. W. DALE Life ofR. W. Dale i. 8 He
was a man with wide interests.

b. transf. of things : Power of exciting this feel-

ing, interesting character or quality.
i8ji MACKINTOSH Bacon <$ Locke Wks. 1846 I. 521 The

confutation of Sir Robert Kilmer., has long lost all interest.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 135 Questions of great inter-

est. 1884 GLADSTONE Sp. Edin. 30 Aug., There was one
feature in that struggle, .which gave it an interest a finish-

ing interest if not a higher interest than any other. 1886

Manch^. Exam. 3 Nov. 3/1 The Quarterly for October is

exceptionally strong in literary interest, but the interest is

not wholly of a pleasant kind. 1895 F. HALL Two Tri/fes
Hi, A short article on a province of Jinglish philology which
is, to me . . one of interest.

8. The fact or quality of mattering or being of

importance (as belonging to things) ; concernment,
importance.
1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 35 The conscience . . is

iinate interest.

H. Senses related to med.L. interesse, as used by
Matthew Paris a 1259, and frequently from ijth c.

(see Du Cange), in the phrase damna et interesse,
in French legal phraseology domtnages et intirets,
the indemnity due to any one for the damage
and prejudice done to him. Cf. OF. interest (i 290
in Godef.) in sense '

damage ',
also recompense for

damage done or caused, 'damages*. In sense 10
F. interest (now interlt) occurs in Rabelais, 1535.
t9. Injury, detriment. b. Compensation for

injury,
'

damages '. (F. dommages et intMts (see
Littre

1

, Inltrit a c), med.L. damna et interesse.)
Obs. rare.

(a 1*59 MATT. PARIS Chrm. 612 (Du Cange) Propter
ra, pcenu, & Interesse. 1174 Acquittance to Edw. I

(Ryrner Fardera II. 34) Tom super principal! quam super
cwlilnu dampnis & interesse refundcndis Domui nostrae.]
1489 l 'diunagej and Interes.es' in INTERIMS it. 3).cim Honour's Practickt (.754) 178 The awner . . hes

394

eude richt and just actioun aganis the with-halder of the

, mill, or gudis, for lli. damnage, deaKh and incn.st

quliilk he may suflkientlie prove that he sustcmt throw Ihe

wauling of the proffeitis of the saidis landis or gudis. //:,/.

170 He sail be haldin to pay to the uthcr partle the foirsaid

pane, as damnage and interest. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne II.

xii (1632) 293 How can this [be done) .. without extreme

interest and manifest derogation from his divine greatnesse /

1607 E. GSIMSTONE tr. Gmlart's Mem. Hist. 14 Untill the

full payment of the fines, charges, damage and interest ad-

judged, as well to the King; as to the said parlies.

1O. Money paid for the use of money lent (the

principal), or for forbearance of a debt, according

to a fixed ratio (rate per cent.).

Interest is paid at fixed intervals, usually once or twice in

the year. Simple interest is the interest paid on the prin-

cipal as lent. Compound (t compounded) interest (interest

in this sense was formerly called usury, a name still
applied

when interest is charged at a rate beyond what is considered

legitimate or just.
In med.L. interest (Interest) differed from vsura (Usury)

in that the latter was avowedly a charge for the use of

money, which was forbidden by the Canon Law ; whereas

originally 'interesse refers to the compensation which under

the Roman Law, was due by the debtor who had made
default. The measure of compensation was id quod interest,

the difference between the creditor's position in consequence
of the debtor's laches and the position which might reason-

ably have been anticipated as the direct consequence of

the debtor's fulfilment ot his obligation '. This com-

pensation was always permissible when it could be shown
that such loss had really arisen (damnum emergens).
At a later period, lucrum cessans loss of profit through

inability to reinvest was also recognized as giving a claim

to interesse ; both cases appear to be included in the

formula damna et interesse. The interesse was originally
a fixed sum specified in the contract; but a percentage
reckoned periodically, so as to correspond to the creditor's

loss, was afterwards substituted (as sometimes in England
in the first half of the i3th cent.). Interest in the modern
sense was first sanctioned by law (though apparently under

cover of the mediaeval theory) by 37 Hen. VIII, c. 9 (see

quot. 1545); this statute was repealed in 1552, but re-

enacted in 1571. (See W. J. ASHLEY Engl. /icon. Hist.

Middle Ages II. 397, 466, and I. S. LF.ADAM in Dirt, Pol.

Econ., 1896, II. 429.)

[1519 see INTERESS so. 4 :

'

money repayde
with interesse '.]

1545 Act 37 Hen. YIII, c. 9 3 Be it also enacted, .that no

person or persons . . by way or meane of any corrupte bar-

gayne, loone, eschaunge, chevisaunce, shifte, interest of_any
wares, .accepteor take, in lucre or gaynes, for the forbearinge
or givinge daye of payment of one hole yere of and for his

or their money . . above the sume of tenne poundes in the
;

hundred. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. v. 71 It was
not thought to bee Justice, that the man of warre . . should

for an enterest of lone, bee throwen into prisone. 1573-80
BARET Alv. I 205 To borow monie vpon interest to paie my
debt. 1577 in Rec. Convent. Roy. burghs (1870) I.^o Ane
hundreth and aucht merkis to pay for one jeris interest

thairof, according to the raitt of tuelf for the hundreth.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1589) 497 Interest,

or profit of monie, when as it hath been alwaies unplea-
sant in the sight of God, who forbiddeth all kinde of

usurie whatsoever it be. 1590 RECORDE, etc. Gr. Artes

(1640) 604 Interest is the summe reckoned for the lending or

forbearance of the Principall for any termes or time. In-

terest simple is that which is counted from the Principall

onely. Interest compound is that which is counted for the

Principall, together with the Arrerage. 1598 I. D. tr. Le
Roy's Aristotle's Politiqves 52 Men haue now inuented

interest in steed of vsury. 163* MASSINGER City Madam \.

iii, Built with other men's moneys Ta'en up at interest.

1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 59 Decimall Tables of com-

pounded Interest. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xxx. 454
When money is lent on a contract to receive . . an increase

by way of compensation for the use ; which is generally
called interest by those who think it lawful, and usury by
those who do not so. 1806 HUTTON Course Math. I. 127

Compound interest, called also Interest upon Interest, is

that which arises from the principal and interest, taken

together, as it becomes due. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ.
vi. 52 When the rate is above five or six per cent., it will be
to some extent not true interest, but compensation for the

risk of losing the capital altogether. 1879 J. T. ROGERS in

Cassfll's Tec/in. E'duc. IV. 14/1 Interest is the reward
which a man obtains for allowing another to use his pro-

perty. 1881 N. T. (R.V.) Matt. xxv. 27 At my coming I

should have received back mine own with interest [1611

usury],
b. fig. esp. in phr. with interest, with increase

or augmentation.
1589 NASHE Pasquill $ Marf. 1 1 When I lacke matter to

talke of, I may resort hether [to the Exchange] to take vp
a little newes at interest. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.1V, iv. iii. 49
You shall haue your desires, with interest. 1601 ? MARSTON
Pasquilff Kath. II. 30, I doe returne your wish With ample
interest of beatitude. 1714 DE F

t
OE Mem. Cavalier (1840)

131 He paid the imperialists with interest 1850 W. IRVING
Goldsmith xxxviii. 364 The latter . . returned the blows
with interest. 1890 Spectator 24 May 715/1 They never
seem to have put out their ideas to interest, but kept them
wrapped up in napkins tilt they forgot their existence.

11. attrib. and Comb., as interest-bearing, charge,

policy; interest-money = sense 10.
1618 Barnevelfs Apol. C iij b, The interest-money came

to that height, that the State of the whole seemed desperate.
1673 KIRKMAN Unlucky Citizen 212 He were better to pay
interest-money. 1818 BENTHAM Ch. Eng. p. xviii, The seduc*
live influence of sinister interest, and interest-begotten pre-

judice. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insur. (1866) I. i. v. 217 An
interest policy is one that shows by its form that the assured
has a real, substantial interest in the thing insured. 1894 W.
T. STEAD in Westm. Gaz. 7 May 2/1 The watchword of the

Coxeyite agitation is
' Death to the interest-bearing bond !

'

1895 Outing (U. SO XXVI. 343/2 Johann received the
interest money gruffly.

INTERESTED.

Interest (i-ntcrt-st), v. [An alteration of tlie

earlier INTEIIEHH v., after IKTKIIKST sl>.

(It lias been suggested that ihe change might be partly
clue to confusion with interfs-t^interesse-fd pa. t. of IN-

TF.RKSS; cf. hoise, hoist, graff, graft, infeoff, in/eft.)}

1. trans. To invest (a person) with a share in or

title to something, csp. a spiritual privilege.

Const, in (\ to, into, unto}.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-Martyr 152 Sufficient cause to in-

titled and interest a man in the crowne of martyrdome.

1614 T. ADAMS Devil* Banquet 56 Depriuing them of

some comfort or right, which the inuiolable Law of God,
hath interested them to. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xv. 326
Aurora ravish'd him . . And interested him amongst the

Gods, a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes i. xx.
(16^0) 203

Let us strive to interest ourselves tnto Gods blessing on
the godly. Ibid. xxi. 264 Benefits . . to him that interests

himselfe to them by getting into Christ. 1834 J. BROWN
Lett. Sonetif. I. 220 The interesting a sinner in the atoning
sacrifice of the Redeemer, takes away the irritating power
of the divine law. a 1864 J. D. BURNS Mem. q Rent. (1879)

338 By faith we become interested in the propitiation.

2. To cause (a person) to have an objective in-

terest or concern in the progress or fate of a matter ;

to involve
; chiefly in pass, to be interested.

1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. t, Mor. 2
b,
When they think he is

not interested in the cause, or induced by any priuate

obligation. 1620 BRENT tr. Sarpfs Hist. Council Treat

(1676) 451 All was concluded . . without interesting the

Popes authority. 1656 BAXTER Reformed Pastor iv. 74

They will . . interest piety itself with their faults. 1727
LARDNER Wks. (1838) I 157 Pilate finding they interested

their religion in this cause, and that they were resolute in

it, became afraid he must .. submit to them. 1781 GIBBON

Decl.tyF. xxviii. III. 79 The emperor himself was interested

not to deface the splendour of his own cities. 1886 Lain

Rep. 32 Ch. Div. 48 The landlord . . is interested in seeing
that the liquidators discharge their duty properly.

3. Of a thing : To concern ; to affect
;
to relate

to. rare or Obsolescent.

1638 DICDY Lett. cone. Relig. ii. (1651) 9 Their private

opinions . . doe not interest our beliefs. 1798 MAI.THUS Popul.
IV. xii. (1806) II. 497 The subject .. interests the question
of human happiness so nearly. 1813 SIR R. WILSON I'riv.

Diary II. 161 The news of the morning principally inter-

ested the Crown Prince. iK+Scotsman ioDec., Itismatter

for deep regret that, .the case, .has so little interested those

whom it most interests.

4. To cause (any one) to take a personal interest,

share, or part in (a scheme, business, etc.) ; to

induce to participate in
;
to engage in. refl. To

take active part in.

1630 CAPT. SMITH Tram, ff Adv., Disc. Voy. Guiana 49
After his returne for England, he endeavoured by his best

abilities to interest his Countrey and state in those faire Re-

gions. 1647 Manifesto 10 June in Carlyle's Cromwell, They
seek to interest in their design the City of London. 1691 T.

H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 2 Their first interesting them-

selves in this undertaking. 1701 ADDISON Dial. Medals

(J.), This was a goddess who used to interest herself in

marriages. Mod. I do not feel called upon to interest

myself in his behalf.

5. To affect with a feeling of concern ; to stimu-

late to sympathetic feeling ;
to excite the curiosity

or attention of. (Prob. a back-formation from IN-

TERESTED///, a. 3.)

[1748 Anson's Voy. ill. vi. 348 They did not appear to be

at all interested about us.] 1780 BENTHAM /'fine. Legist.
xviii. 57 By what other means should an object engage or

fix a man's attention, unless by interesting him 1 1791 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ix, She had been too much interested

by the events of the moment. 1830 GALT Lavrrie T. iv.

viii. (1849) *7 2 Something in his appearance . . interested my
attention. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. i. (1878) 6,

I wanted to interest myself in it. 1868 DICKENS Lett.

(1880) II. 334 Your account of the first night interested me
immensely.

Interestabi-lity. rare- 1
, [f.

*interest-able

(f. INTEREST .) : see -ITY.] Capability of being
interested.
1811 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) II. 343 I' did

not again absorb all my interestability.

Interested (i'nterested), ///. a. [f.
INTEREST

v. + -ED '.]

1. Concerned, affected ; having an interest, con-

cern, or share in something.
i88 WEBSTER s.v., One interested in the funds. An

interested witness, a 1834 J. BROOKS in D. A. Wells Burden
& Strength (1864) 34 Substitute skilful, intelligent, interested

free labor for unskilled, ignorant, and uninterested slave

labor. 1844 WILLIAMS Real Prof. (1877) 207 The evidence

of interested persons is now received, and its value estimated

according to its worth. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr.
vi. 126 With an issue to the interested of having .. to pay

freight only on good marketable stuff.

2. Influenced by considerations of personal advan-

tage ; moved by self-interest ; self-seeking, self-in-

terested. (The opposite of disinterested.)

1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. I. 34 Dissembled or interested

Homage of Rulers or Rabbies. 1771 MACKENZIE Man
Feel. Iv. (1803! 91 The world is, in general, selfish, interested,

and unthinking. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes II. 213 The
wretched consequences of interested marriages. 1855

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 555 He was generally thought

interested and grasping.
3. Characterized by a feeling of concern, sym-

pathy, or curiosity.

1665 PEPYS Corr. 4 Sept., No day hath passed . .without my
most interested wishes for your health. 17*9 BUTLER Serm.

Wks. 1874 II. Pref. 23 The very idea of an interested

pursuit necessarily presupposes particular passions or appe-

tites. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 18/1 He thought
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she would . . have betrayed some interested symptom ; that

her face would have undergone some favourable suffusion.

1806 SUKR Winter in Load. (ed. 3) III. 35
' Is he alive?

'

sai'l Belloni with interested emotion. Mod. They found in me
an interested auditor.

Interestedly (i'nterestedii), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] In an interested manner; through self-

interest ;
with interest or concern.

1763 EARL BUCKINGHAM in Lett. Ctess Suffolk (1824) II.

307 Lamenting that others interestedly refuse me any return

for what I in some sort interestedly did. 1782 R. CUMBER-
LAND Anecd. (1787) I. g. 1827 Hist. Ear. in Ann. Reg. 277/1
The interestedly slow movements of the ordinary tribunals.

1859 LANG Wand, huiia 258, I do not speak interestedly.
I nave as much already on my hands as I can perform,
if not more. 1886 Miss BROUGHTON Dr. Cupid I. vii. 114
A figure whose manoeuvres are interestedly watched by the

rest of the company.

Interestedness (rnterestednes). [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality or condition of being in-

terested ; esp. of being moved by interested motives

(the opposite of disinterestedness].
ITU SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. n. ll. 2. 140 The

Affections which . . constitute whatever we call Interested-

ness or Self-Love. 1757 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. ll, Apr.,

supportable than absolute indifference. i88z J. HAWTHORNE
Fort. Fool I. xxi, The passion, wholly free . . from any lower

form of interestedness.

I-ntereater. rare. [f. INTEREST v. + -ER 1
.]

One who interests; in quot. 1701, f One who
interests himself in behalf of others.

111701 SEDLEY Grutnbler I. Wks. 1778 II. 206 Gri. Pray

who at the bottom value us no more, than John-a-Nokes
and Tom-a-Styles.

Interesting (i'nterestin), ///. a. [f.
INTEBEST

v. + -ING a
. Formerly, and still dialectally, in-

teresting^] That interests.

f 1. That concerns, touches, affects, or is of im-

portance; important. Obs.

1711 SHAFTESB. Clmrac. (1737) ll. 11. II. 2. 155 That
Passion which is esteem'd peculiarly interesting ; as having
for its Aim the Possession of Wealth. 1769 Jlining Lett.

(1804) I. 2 In defence of what they thought most dear and

interesting to themselves. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE Itiipro-j.

Afind (1774) I. 112 A woman, .thought meanly of in points
the most interesting to her honour. 1813 SIR R. WILSON Priv.

Diary II. 460 It is extremely interesting that at this time

you should be well informed.

2. Adapted to excite interest
; having the quali-

ties which rouse curiosity, engage attention, or

appeal to the emotions ;
of interest.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 48 (Remise Door i.) It

was a face of about six and twenty . . it was not critically

handsome, but there was that in it, which .. attached me
much more to it it was interesting. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $
F. xxxi. III. 202 The interesting and original picture of the

manners of Rome. 1843 BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 37

A long and interesting conversation. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. i. 1. 66 The Irish . . were distinguished by qualities which

tend to make men interesting rather than prosperous. 1882

M. ARNOLD in 19^/2 Cent. Aug. 222 All knowledge is interest-

ing to a wise man, and the knowledge of nature is interesting

to all men.

I'nterestingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY
'<-.]

In

an interesting manner, so as to interest.

1811 SHELLEY St. Irayne vii. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 174 The
thrilling accents of her interestingly sweet voice. 1821

CAMPBELL in New Monthly Mag. I. 387 None of them

appeal more interestingly to the heart. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Alen II. 83 Another friend, .writes thus interestingly

concerning him.

I'uterestingness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being interesting.

1759 ADAM SMITH Mor. Sent. II. vi. 3. 107 [The axe] the

emblem of having been beheaded, which is engraved under

those [heads], .sheds a real dignity and interestingness over

their characters. 1881 igtfi Cent. May 788 The interesting-

ness of commonplace lives is insisted on. 1884 Spectator
No. 2903. 212 The Times under his management failed in

interestingness.

I-nterestless, a. rare. [f. INTEBEST sb. + -LESS.]

Devoid of interest.

1886 Sal. Rev. 17 July 103 The passionless, humourless,
interestless

'

analysis '.

Interface (rnlaif?-s). [f.
INTER 2 b + FACE.]

A surface lying between two portions of matter or

space, and forming their common boundary.
1882 BOTTOMLEY Hydrost. 13 The term interface denotes

a face of separation, plane or curved, between two con-

tiguous portions of the same substance. 1883 G. CHRYSTAL
in Encycl. Brit. XV. 264/1 The interface of the two liquids

in the axial line.

Interfacial (intajfe'-pal), a. [f. INTER 4 a

+ 'L.faci-es face : cf. FACIAL.] Included between

two faces of a crystal or other solid, as in inter-

facial angle, the dihedral angle included between

two faces.

1837 J. D. DANA Alia. 14 The interfacial angle . . M :T is

an oblique angle, while P :T = 90. 1877 E. S. DANA Text-

bk. Mm. 3 In the descriptions of crystals three kinds of

angles may come under consideration, solid, plane, and

interfacial.

Interfaction : see INTERFATION.

Interfair, -fayer, erron. ff. INTER-AFFAIH.

t Interfa-lk, v. Obs. rare
-

*.
[f.

INTER- i a

+ -falk, as in DEFALK, q.v.] trans. To interrupt,
break into.

1621 MOLLE Camerar. Liv. Libr. n. ix. 101 The great joy
that tooke him being interfalcked with sighes.

t Interfa'rce, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INTER-

i a + FARCE .i 6.J trans. To stuff in between.

1566 DRANT Horace To Rdr. 3, I haue interfarced . . much
of myne owne deuisinge.

Interfare, obs. form of INTERFERE.

Interfasciciilar (-fasi'kirflaj), a. Anat. and
Sot. [INTER- 4 a.] Situated between fascicles or
' bundles

'
of tissue.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 118/2 In the interfascicular

cellular tissue of the muscles. 1875 BENNETT & DYER
Sacks' Bot. 573 An interfascicular cambium is formed by
divisions in the intermediate cells of the medullary rays.

1897 Allbutt's
Syst_.

Med. II. 454 Overgrowth of interlas-

cicular connective tissue.

t Interfa-tion. Obs. rare
-

". [ad. L. inter/a-

lion-em, n. of action f. inter/art to interrupt iu

speaking, f. inter + fdrl to speak.] (See quot.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr^., Interfaction, an interrupting of

one tale, a speaking whilst another speaks. 1658 PHILLIPS,

Interfaction [ed. 1678 Inter/alion],

Interfeat : see ENTEHFEAT.

t Interfe'Ctiqn. Obs. rare. [ad. L. interfec-

tion-em, n. of action from interficSre to kill : cf.

obs. F. interfection (Godef.).] a. Killing or slay-

ing, b. In Alchemy (see qnot. 1727).
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 2396 Y l thay . . shu Id . . cesse of

hisinterfectionne[^/<ttWslaghtere]. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Interfection, murder, a killing or slaying. 1727 BRADLEY
Fain. Diet. s.v. Elixir, In the space of twenty Hours, the

Elixir will reduce the Gold into its primitive Matter, and
become very black. This is what they call Interfection, and
what we simply call Resolution.

t Interfe'Ctor. Obs. [a. I., interfector, agent-
n. f. interficlre to kill. Cf. obs. F. interfecteur

(Godef.).] a. A slayer, murderer, b. Astral. A
death-bringing planet.
1450 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 232 His interfectours blessed

might thei be. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astral. Ixvii. 409 It pre-
notes . . death . . when the malevolent Interfector comes to

the degree of the Zodiack wherein the Lord ofthe ascendant

was. 1638 [see INTERFICIENT]. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl.

vn. xv. 344 When the d<eT7s comes to the place of the

ai/aipe'n)!, that is, the Emissor unto the place of the Inter-

fector, then wo be to the brat . . born under so unlucky Starrs ;

for there is no remedie but he must die the death.

Interfederation : see INTER- pref. 2 a.

Interfemoral (-fe'moral), a. Anat. [INTER-

4 a.] Extending between the femora or thighs

(chiefly of the membrane between the thighs of

a bat).
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. ffist. I. 69 Tail slender, half en-

veloped in the interfemoral membrane. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.
Anat. I. 598/2 A tail for the support and extension of the

interfemoral membrane is found in the insectivorous Bats.

1875 BLAKE Zool. 54 The tail and the web-skin connecting
the hind-legs, and called the ' interfemoral

' web.

Interfenestral (-fthc'stral), a. Arch. rare.

[f.
INTER- 4 a + ~L. fenestra window.] Placed be-

tween windows.
1851 RUSKIN Sfones Ven. I. xv. 9 A northern apse is a

southern one with its inter-fenestral piers set edgeways.

Interfenestration (-fenestr--Jan). Arch.

[INTER- 2 a : see prec., and cf. inter-colnmniatioti]
The spacing of the windows of a building.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 586 Inter-fenestratio't,

the space between windows. 1846 Civil Eng. fy Archit.

jfrnl. IX. 329 The vertical interfenestration is not so good
as the horizontal, owing to there being too many tiers of

windows, and they are put too closely together. 1859

Building News V. 1136 InterfenestrntioniL term _now
suggested . . as a useful correlative to ^intercolumniation ',

inasmuch as it refers to the spacing of the windows.

Interfere (intsrfiJ'j), v. Forms : a. 6 entre-

fyer, 6-7 enterfere, 7 -fear(e, -feer, -feir(e,

-faire, -fare, -fayr, -fire. j8. 6 interfler, 6-7
-feir, 7 -feer(e, -vere, -fare, -fyre, 7- interfere,

[a. OF. JentreftSrir to strike each other, f. entre-

INTER- ib + ftrir : L. ferlre to strike; mod.F.
has intcrferer (from English) in scientific use. The
forms in -fare, -fire, -vere, etc. are app. popular

corruptions arising while the word was only known
in sense I (which is also given by Cotgr. for the

OF. word), but the first of these may have been

regarded by some as f. INTER- i + FARE n.1]

1. intr. Of a horse : To strike the inside of the

fetlock with the shoe or hoof of the opposite foot

(=CrjT v. 27) ; to knock one leg against another.

Said also of the feet. (Rarely of persons.)
o. 1530 PALSGR. 538/1 My horse entrefyereth all redy,

I feare me the jade wyll fayle me, or I come to myjournayes
ende, mon chenal entretaille desja [etc.]. 1562 J. HF.Y-

WOOD Prav. <$ Epigr. (1867) 215 My horse to weare greate
breeches is now asynde: Why? to kepe him from enter-

feryng behynde. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. vi. (1617) 65 If your
horse . . doth enterfaire or hew one leg vpon another. 1635
VALENTINE Fonre Sea-Serin. 58 The feet of both crosse and

enterfeiie, and fall foule one with the other. 1684 Loud.

Gaz, No. 1929/4 She [a mare] enterfears a little behind.

/3. 1578 COOPER Thesaurus, Terere calcem calce, In an
horse to interfier {earlier edd. enterfier]. 1616 SURFL. &
MAKKH. Country Forme 145 If the horse interfering doc

wound himselfe vpon his hinder feet. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No.

2290/4 A black.. Colt.. intervering behind. 1725 BRADLEY

every irritated point.

2. intr. Hence, of things generally : To strike

against each other; to come into physical colli-

sion ; to collide or clash, so as to hamper or hinder

each other ; to get in each other's way, cross each
other's path. Now chiefly in Physics, of waves of

light, heat, sound, etc. : To exercise reciprocal
action so as to increase, diminish, or nullify the

natural effect of each (cf. INTERFERENCE a).

1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Enterfire, to strike

one another. 1620 T. SCOTT God f, King (1633) 4 With
eyes staring, .teeth grating and interfering. 1692 BENTLEY
Boyle Lect. vii. 252 The Atoms being various moved, .must
needs knock and interfere, x&ox T. YOUNG in Phil. Trans.
(1802) 35 The reflection from the depressed point will so
interfere with the reflection from the fixed point. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. II. i. 230 Two systems of sonorous waves
can be caused to interfere and . . to destroy each other.

t b. fig. Of persons and things : To come into

non-physical collision or contact, to clash in

opinions, tendencies, etc. Obs.
a. 1644 WESTFIELD Sernt., Ps. cvi. 10-20 (1646) 62 They

tell us of divisions among our selves : it is a wonder to see
how they interferre, and strike one on another, in the point
of worshipping of Images. 1698 S. CLARK Script. Just. viii.

36 These two Places would enterfere and contradict one
another. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. Ixi. 323 The two
republics were not inflamed by any national antipathy, and
their interests very little interfered. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.
Atonem. v. (1852) 137 When public duty and private feeling
interfere. . then justice calls for punishment.

f3. intr. To run into each other, cross each

other's paths; to intercross, intersect. Obs.

1647 [see INTERFERING vol. sb.]. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist.
ix. in. 38 Though at first there was a reall difference, .in

their opinions, yet. .afterwards they did so interfere amongst
themselves, that it is almost impossible to banke, and bound
their several! absurdities. x668CuLPEPPER& COLE Barthol.
Anat. ill. xi. 154 The Fibres of the Head do so interfere

and cross one another, that [etc.]. 1603 J. CLAYTON in Phil.

Trans. XVII. 791 The Heads of the Branches of the Rivers

interfere and lock one within another. 1725 Dr. FOE Voy.
round World (1840) 258 It is impossible to describe how the

sound, crossing and interfering, mingled itself, and the

several voices sunk one into another.

4. a. Of things, actions, etc. : To come into col-

lision or opposition, so as to affect the course of.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. iii. 5 Where they do not
enterfere with the history of Scripture. 1771 Jitnius Lett.

Ivii. 296 No scruples of conscience to interfere with his

morality. 1885 F. TEMPLE Relat. Relig. <$ Sc. vii. 199 It is

not the purpose of Revelation to interfere with the course of

nature.

b. Of persons : To meddle with
;
to interpose

and take part in something, esp. without having
the right to do so ; to intermeddle. Also with in-

direct passive.
1632 T. NASH Quaternio 269 Let not the husbandman en-

terfare with the citizen, nor the citizen with the husbandman.

1782 PRIESTLEY Cornipt. Chr. I. i. 117 He frequently inter-

fered with the disputes. 1846 R. W. DALE in Life ii. (1898)

33 Methodists are interfered with in their work. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 370 Cannot you hold your tongue
. .and no one will interfere with you?
5. To interpose, take part, so as to affect some

action ; to intervene. Const, in.

1743 POCOCKE Descr. East I. in. i. 133 A Sheik Arab, who
lives nere, has really all the power, whenever he pleases _tp
interfere. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpko xxviii,

Montoni and the rest of the party interfered and separated
them. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vertiwnt 2gr The Governor of

New York by letters to them and otherwise interfered in

the business. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, viii. (1862)

102 They may interfere in elections by the use of corrupt
means to bribe or intimidate the electors. 1856 FKOUDE
Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i- 29 Parliament interfered to protect

employers against their labourers.

t Interfere, sb. Obs. rare~ l
. In 6 enter-

fyre. [f. prec. vb.] The action of interfering :

see prec. I.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb.
lop Enterfyre, is a sorance, and

Cometh of yll shoynge, and appereth ofte both behynde
and before, betwene the fete agaynst the fetelockes.

Interference (intaafi-rens). [irreg. f. prec.

vb. + -ENCE, after derivatives of L. ferre, e. g. differ-

ence. Cf. mod.F. interference]
1. The action or fact of interfering or intermed-

dling (with a person, etc., or in some action).

1783 BURKE gt& Rep. Af. India \. Wks. XI. 26 The inter-

ference of government was introduced by this act in two

ways. 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) II. 247 This
tax., with the collection of which the British have avoided
all interference .. is farmed out. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vi.

4. 305 England . . withdrew from any active interference in

the struggles of the Continent.

2. Physics. The mutual action of two waves or

systems of waves, in reinforcing or neutralizing
each other, when their paths meet or cross.

Orig. introduced to designate phenomena observed in the

mutual action of two rays of light, before the establish-

ment of the undulatory theory ; subsequently extended to

sound-waves, the undulations on the surface of water, etc.

[1802 T. YOUNG mPhil. Trans. 388 It occurred to me, that

their cause must be sought in the interference oftwo portions
of light.] 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 260 This prin-

ciple, which is known in optics by the name of the inter*

ference of the rays of light. 1831 BREWSTER Oftics xv. 84.
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INTEBFERBNT.

us The doctrine of interference is in complete accordance

with the theory of undulation. 1834 MRS. SOMKRVILLK

Count*, Phys. Sf. xxv. 11849) 264 Darkness results from

the interference of two undulation of light. 1873 W. LEES

Icousli's i. iii. 28 The sound-waves proOMdlD|
from the

prongs of the fork neutralizing each other an effect known

as interference.

3. The action of interfering (of a horse) : sec IN-

TERFERE V. I. In mod. Diets.

4. U.S. The conflict of claims arising when two

pal
1-........ ,

------

was finally issued to Mndau
6. attrib. or Comb., as (sense 2) interference

figure, the figure produced when a section of

crystal, appropriately cut, is viewed in converging

polarized light ; interference fringe, one of a

series of alternate light and dark bands produced

by a diffraction-grating (FRINGE i g) ; interfer-

ence spectrum, the spectrum produced by the

same means (DIFFRACTION i); so interference

colour, phenomena, screen, etc.

1860 TYNDALL lilac. I. xi. 76 The sun.. surrounded by a

.

ference extinction of undulation evolving precisely-formed

rings of darkness. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 368
An apparatus for holding an interference screen.

Iiiterferent (intajfi'Tent), a. rare.
[f.

as

prec. + -EOT.] Interfering.
1876 RUSKIN Fors Clav. VI. Ixix. 293 The little pyramid

of a child . . would have been too symmetrical, but for the

interferent light in the dog.

Interferential (-fire-nfal), a. [f. INTERFER-

ENCE, after differential, etc.] Of, pertaining to,

or operating by, wave-interference : spec, belonging
to interference of light-waves.
1880 PICKERING Ditntns. Fixed Stars 14 The interferential

refractometer [used] in measuring the index of refraction of

gases. 1896 Daily News 18 Dec. 6/6 With the exception
of a few examples of Professor Lippmann's interferential

method.. colour in photography has represented little else

but failure.

Interferer (intajfi^-raj). [f. INTEBFEEE v. +
-ER !.] One who interferes.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 284 At length the mass
of interferers are convinced that the thing is reasonable.

1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. i. vii. 289 Nothing but gentlemen
in distress, and hard landlords, and generous interferers.

Interfering (int3jfi-rin), vbl.sb. [-iso
1
.]

The action of the vb. INTERFERE, in various senses.

1561 (see INTERFERE v. i]. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts
(1658) 319 Enterfering is a grief that cometh sometimes

by ill shooing . . and there is no remedy but shooing him
with shooes made thin and flat on the outside, and narrow
and thick within. 1642 ROGERS Naamatt 228 Our base

enlerfeering with God in his holy wayes. 1647 H. MOKE
Poems Notes 390 No enterfaring or cutting of circles as
in Tycho's [system], where the course of the Sunne cuts
Mars his circuit, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Mnn. iv. ii. 303

the two Neighbour Kingdoms. i68a BI'NYAN Holy War
(Cassell) 201 There were no jars, . . no interferings . . in the
town of Mansoul. 1793 BURKE Policy Allies Wks. VII. 155
It is not the interfering or keeping aloof, but iniquitous
intermeddling.. which is praised or blamed.

b. attrib. Interfering shoe (see above 1607).
1678 Land. Gaz. No. 1301/4 A black pacing Gelding, shod

of his hinder feet with interfering shoes.

Interfering (intsrfio-rin ),///. a.
[f. as prec.

+ -ING 2.] That interferes, in senses of the vb.
ND Trcai. Fr. Tong,C>ier'alauis'enlr[ct]ail/e,

interfeiring in an horse, when a man or horse in going galleth
or rubbeth one foote against an other. 1614 Jrnls. Ho.
Comm. 5 May I. 474/1 'Ihat some like interfyring Horses,
that the faster they go, the more they lame themselves
iMi BOYLE Style of Script. (1675) 95 Books., replenish 'd
with interfering passages and contradictions. 1718 Rows
tr. I. Mean vm. 466 Our War no interfering Kings demands
Nor shall be trusted to Barbarian Hands. 1801 SOUTH EY
Thalaba in. i, Thy life ..so saved by interfering Heaven.
1801 T. YOUNG in Phil. Trans. 387 The light becomes . . least
intense in the intermediate state of the interfering portions
1885 G. MACDONALD Diary ofan Old Soul 10 Apr., Might
I but scatter interfering things Questions and doubts, dis-
trust and anxious pride Mad. colloo..

'

I do not like her in
the house, she is so interfering '.

Hence Interfe ring-ly, Interfe fineness.
1847 CRAIG, Interferingly. 1874 HELPS Hoc. Press, xvi

(18751 225 The fussiness and interferingness of mankind.
1894 Corah. Mag. Jan. 82 [He] has come very interferingly
into the nursery.

Interfero-meter. [f. INTERFERE + (O)METEK.]An instrument in which the interference phenomena
exhibited by so-called thick plates are employed as
a means of measuring the wave length of strictly
monochromatic light.
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5,'3/' As one of thefew who have used the interferometer in observations in.

iving high interference, I should like to make a remark or
'*"'-

1
5/2 The 'structure 'revealed

v An

cient, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inter-

396

ficient-em, pr. pple. of ittterficfre to kill.] Killing,

destroying. (Cf. INTERFECTOH b.)

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral. Ixvii. 409 Behold, .who. .afllicts

him, and is the interncient Planet. 1658 PHILLIPS, Inter-

fectaurl
an interficient or destroying Planet, and which is

placed in the eighth house (ill a Nativity).

Interfilamentar, -fillet, -flash : see INTEB-.

Interflow t,i'nt3jfl<?), sb. [!NTEK- 2 : cf. next.]

1 1. A flowing between ; a channel or strait. Obs.
16x0 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. u. 215 They [islands] are

severed, .by a narrow cnterflow of the Sea betweene.

2. A flowing into each other ; intermingling.
1865 Cornh. Mag. June 647 The delicious interflow of the

soft purity of the sky and the bright tranquillity of the lake.

1867 FROUDE Short Stud., Set. Hist. 19 In the subtle inter-

flow of good and evil . . Shakspeare is true to real experience.
1883 D. H. WHEELER By-Ways Lit. vii. 110 We know too
little of the human interflow and communion during the un*
historic periods.

Interflow (int3jnV-), v. [f. INTER- i + FLOWZ/. ;

in sense i after L. inter/lucre to flow between.]
1. intr. To flow between, rare.

16x0 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. 12 What way the current
cold Of Northern Ocean with strong tides doth interflow
and swell. 1848 LYTTON A rthur\. c, Till light at last From
skies long hid, wide silvering, interflows.

fb. trans, (with obj. governed by the prep.)
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 60 Where it inter-flowetb

France and Britain, it U properly called the British Sea.

2. intr. To flow into each other ; to intermingle.
1844 [see INTERFLOWING below]. 1859 WHITTIER Over-

heart
v,
The earthquake and the storm are God's, And good

and evil interflow. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881)
172 The thousand varying shades of her motions and her
features interflowing like a lighted water.

Hence Interflo'wing vbl. sb. and///, a.
1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit, i Severed from the conti-

nent of Europe by the interflowing of the Ocean. 1674
JOSSELYN Voy. New Eng. 220 The streight of Magellan,
where there are many Islands distinguished by an interflow-

ing Bay. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady Geraldine xl. The
subtle interflowings Found in Petrarch's sonnets. 1808 Ex-
positor June 440 Intermingling clouds and interflowing
waves.

Interfluence (int3-jfl,ens). rare.
[f. as

next : see ENCE.] The fact of being interfluent or

flowing into each other.

1817^ COLKKIDGE Lay Serm, in Biog. Lit. (1882) 357 note,
The circulations counterpoise each other, or rather they are
neutralized by interfluence.

Interfluent (inta-iflwient), a. [ad. L. inter-

fluent-em, pr. pple. of ittttrflujfrt to flow between.]
1. Flowing between. Now rare.

1651 HOWELL Venice 186* Girt about with the waters of
the interfluent Hadrian Sea. 1664 BOYLE Exp. Cold iii.

Wks. 1772 II. 503 Whether the spring of the air depend. .

upon the agitation of some interfluent subtile matter. 1877
BLACKIE Wise Men 73 The cosmic water's subtle-streaming
force, Interfluent, circumfluent.

2. Flowing into each other, intermingling; in

which there is an interflow.

1871 G. MACDONALD Wilf. Cuinb. I. x. 137 A world of
shadows and sunny streaks, kept ever in interfluent motion.
1885 E. C. STEDMAN in Century Mag. XXIX. 508 The
interfluent, luxurious pentameter couplet, revived by Hunt
and Keats. 1894 Fortim (N. Y.) Nov. 284 To draw the
mystic line dividing his science from his poetry would be
a difficult matter. The two were interfluent streams.

IilterfluoviS (int3'jfl|3s),a. [f. L. interftu-us :

see -ous.]
=

prec.
1656 BLOUNT Ctossogr., Interfluous, that flows or runs

between. 1818 SHELLEY Woodman tf Night, ii, One night-
ingale in an interfluous wood. 1876 BROWNING Pticctiia-
rotto 252 If wealth would become but interfluous, Fill voids
up with just the superfluous.

t I'nterflnx. Obs. rare. [INTER- 2 a.] Flow-
ing between or in the midst.

1657 W. RANLI *. Gassciulis Life Peiresc i. 6 A very
straight yet exceeding pleasant valley, enriched by the
Interfluxe of the same River Gapell.
tl'nterfoil. Obs. rare.

[f. INTER- 3 + FOIL
j/>.l] An interposed leaf.

1674 GREW Anat. PI. iv. 17 Sometimes, besides Sur-
foyls, there are also many Interfoyls set betwixt the Leaves,
from the Circumference to the Center of the Bud.
Interfold (intarftMd), v. Also 6-7 enter-,

[f. INTER- i b + FOLD
.] trans, (and reft.} To

fold together or within each other ; to involve in
common folds.

'579 J. STLUBES Gaping Gulf ?j\>. The weale and well
doing of Christes church, of a Christien state, and of a good
princes person, are so cnterfolded, as whalsocuer is agaynst
one is agaynst all. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III.
1294/1 The figure of a serpent, interfolding it selfe : in the
middcst whereof did sit a dpoue. i6ai MOLLE Camerar.
Liv. Libr. n. xv. 121 Hauing their fingers enter-folded
together. 1631 Cclestina n. 127 The skirts of my Petticoate

. did so often interfold themselves betweene my feet 1771
JACKSON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 9 Interfolding the ends of
one or more pieces, .with each other. 1841 LONGF. Childr.
Lds. Supp. 172 Kneels before the Eternal's throne; and,
with hands interfoldcd, Praises . . the only giver of blessings.

Interfoliacecms (-fouiyi-Jas),. Bot. [INTER-
4a. Cf. F. inttrfoliact.] Situated alternately
between a pair of opposite leaves.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. ill. xxi. (1765) 218 Interfolia-

ceoHs, such as come out between the opposite Leaves, but
are placed alternately. 1785 Cent/. Mag. LV. i. 431 Pe-
ilunclcs or flower-stalks, numerous, interfoliaceous, opposite.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 417/1 Interfoliacrons, be-
twcen the leaves of a pair, as the stipules of Kubiaceae.

INTERGANGLIONIC.
Interfoliar (-fo-liaj), a. Hot. [f. INTEK- 41
+ FOLIAR.] Situated between the leaves.

1835 LINDLEY Introd. liot. (1848) I. 234 The interfoliar

parts are undeveloped.

Interfo-liate, v. [f. INTEK- i a + L. foli-um
leaf + -ATE 3. Cf. mod.F. iiUerfo/ier.'] trans. To
interleave (a book). Hence Interfoliated ///. a.
1696 EVELYN Let. to Place 17 Aug., So much [correction]

as I conceive is necessary, I will take care to send you with
your interfoliated copy. 1888 Scribner's Mag. Oct. 443 He
interfoliates the piano score with blank leaves.

Interforce, -fraternal : see INTER- pref.
Interfre'tted, ///. a. Her. [f. INTER- i b +
FRETTED ppl. a. 2 2.]

- INTERLACED.
1818-40 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., litter/retted, or

Interlaced, is said of any bearings linked together, one
with the other.

t Interfrica'tion. Obs. rare - '.
[f. INTER-

2 a + FKICATION.] =next.
1747 FRANKLIN Conjecture Wks. 1887 II. 106 By this

motion there must be a constant interfrication of its con-
stituent solid parts.

Interfrrction. rare-',
[f.

INTER- 2a +
FEICTION.] Rubbing together.
1847 OB QUINCEV Sf. Mil. Nun xvi.4r Kindling a fire by

interfriction of dry sticks was a secret almost exclusively
Indian.

Interfrontal (-frp-ntal), a. Anat. and Zool.

[f. INTER- 4 a + FKONTAL. Cf. F. intcrfrental

(Littre).] Situated between the right and left

frontal bones, or portions of the frontal bone, or
of the

'
front

'

of an insect.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Interfrontalis, applied by Ro-
bineau-Desvoidy to two pieces, more or less developed, in
the Myodarix [an order of Diftera] . . at the anterior part
of the front and which are sometimes interposed between
the frontal portions in their whole length : interfrontal.

Interfulgent (-fo-ldgent), a. rare. [ad. L.

interfulgent-em (Livy) ; see INTER- i a and FUL-

GENT.] Shining among or between.
1721 m BAILEY. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1891 Harper's Mag.

Jan. 218/2 He caught the interfulgent rays amongst the
sycamore leaves.

Interfuse (intsjfi-z\ v.
[f. L. interfns-, ppl.

stem of interfundlre, f. inter between +fundIre to

pour : cf. infuse, etc.]
1. trans. To permeate or intersperse (a thing)

with an infusion or mixture of something else.

1593 NASHE 4 Lett. Confut. 32 Thou interfuses! delight
with reprehension. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 89 The king,
dom of China is in all parts thereof interfused with commo-
dious riuers. 1846 HAWTHORNE Mosses i. i. 16 Abundantly
interfused with Greek and Latin quotations. 1876 BLACK
Madcap V. vii. 57 The wonderful light greens of the Spring
foliage seemed to be interfused with a lambent sunshine.
2. To pour in, infuse (one thing through or

throughout another).
1667 MILTON P. L. yn. Sg This which yeelds or fills All

space, the ambient Aire wide interfus'd, Imbracing round
this florid Earth. 1784 COWPER Task v. 148 Ice upon ice,
the welLadjusted parts Were soon conjoined, nor other
cement ask'd Than water interfused to make them one.

1798 WORDSW. Tintern Abbey 96 A sense sublime Of some-
thing far more deeply interfused, Whose dwelling is the
light,..And the blue sky, and in the mind of man. 1863
WHITTIER A. Rykmaiis Prayer 154 Through chaos, doubt
and strife, Interfuse Thy calm of life.

BURRITT Walk Land's End 450 Here their different orders
of intellectual and scholastic architecture may be seen inter-
mixed but not interfused. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 37
The character and its intellectual product are inextricably
interfused.

4. intr. Of two things : To fuse or blend with
each other.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xli. 203 His torn body and
gashed soul bled into one another ; and so interfusing, made
him mad. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 120 South of the
Tropic of Capricorn the products of the torrid and temper-
ate zones interfuse.

6. trans. Of one thing : To penetrate or per-
meate and blend with.

1876 J. WEISS Wit, Hum. fy Shaks. viii. 252 The genius
which interfused the plays. 1881 H. JA.MES Portr. Lady
xlix, She _had become deeply, tenderly acquainted with
Rome ; it interfused and moderated her passion.
Hence Interfrraing ///.

a. Also I-nterfuse sb.

1881 G. ALLEN Evolutionist at Large, Microsc. Brains,
The whole universe is clearly to them [ants] a complicated
picture made up entirely of infinite interfusing smells. 1887
Century Mag. Feb. 586 A chalice choicely fit For Truth's
and Beauty's perfect interfuse.

Interfusion (-fin-jan). [n. of action f. prec. ;

cf. FUSION and eccl.Lat. interffisio.'] The action
of interfusing ;

the fact of being interfused.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1882) 182 The interfusion of the
same throughout the radically different. 1840 THIRLWALL
Greece Iv. VII. 113 The extent to which the interfusion

actually took place, .was by no means small. 1851 D. WIL-
SON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iv. 264 The interfusion of the
CeUic and Norse races. 187* LIDDON Elem. Relig. ii. 45
This eternal interfusion offeree with matter.

Interganglionic (-gerjgli|fnik), a. Anal.

[INTER- 4 a.] Situated between or connecting gan-
glia, as the nerves of the sympathetic system.
l83$-* 1?DD Cycl. Anat. I. 765/1 The whole of these

inter-ganglionic toids are in contact along the median line.



INTERGATORY.
t IntCTgatory. 06s. A syncopated form of
INTERROGATORY sb. So Intergatour.
, '589. R. HARVEY PI. perc. , Tush Perceuall, hath no
fehcitie in these captious Intergatories. 1596 SIIAKS. Mtrch.
V. v. i. 298 Let vs goe in, And charge vs there vpou inter-
gatories, And we will answer all things faithfully. 1603 B
JONSON Sljanus \. ii, Harmless Intergatories, but Conceits
1633 BROME flinttt* n. i. Wks. 1873 1. 121 You must answer
fo these intergatories. 1678-96 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), littcrga-
tones, or Interrogatories, in Common Law. 1685 in i5//i
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm., App. vm. 135 Tlie first peaper . .

did give a ryse for ginerall intergatoures.

Interge-nerant, a. Biol. [INTER- 2 a.] =
next. 1888 [see next].

Intergenerating (-ilge-nere'tin), ppl.a. [IN-
TER- i b ; of. prec.] Generating or breeding with
each other ; interbreeding. So Intergeneration.~

J. T. GULICK in Linn. Sac: Jrnl. (Z.) XX. 200

certainty that some form of divergent transformation will
arise when intergeneration is prevented, the principle of
Intension.

Intergenital (-dge-nital), a. Zool. [INTER-
4 a.] Situated between genital structures

; applied
to a ring of plates in echinoderms, outside and
between the genital plates (Syd. Soc. Lex.*},
1878 BELL Gegenoaur's Comp. Anat. 204 Five pieces

(intergenital plates) are attached to, and partly intercalated
between these.

Intergential (-d^e-njal), a.
[f. INTKK- 43 +

L.
gens, genti- people, nation + -AL.] Between

nations ; international.

1873 H. A. WISE 7 Decades Union. 253 To secede would
make the war intergential.

t Inte-rgerine, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. inter-

gennus, erron. reading of L. intergerivus; {. inter-

gerere to carry between; cf. intervenes a party-
wall, partition.] Of the nature of a partition-wall ;

dividing one space from another.
1709 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 117 The Intergerine

Walls or Sides, whereof they are compos'd.

tlntergern (-ga-w), v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

INTER- i +gern GiRN
z/.l] intr. To snarl back.

1608 SYLVESTER Du Bnrtas n. iv. Decay 938 The angry
beast [the badger] to his best chamber flies And angled there
sits grimly intergerning.

Intergesture, -gild : see INTEK- pref. 2 a, i a.

Interglacial (-gte'-pal), a. Geol. [INTER-
4 b

; introduced in German in 1 865 by Heer
(Unuelt des Schweiz, p. 532).] Lying between
glacial periods ; formed or occurring between two
such periods.
1867 LYELL Princ. Geol. (ed. 10) I. 196 The interval of

milder weather, marked by the decrease of snow and ice in
the Alps, has been called by Prof. Heer the Inter-glacial
Period. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. fee Age Pref. 10 None of these
gravels in my opinion are post-glacial, but all must be rele-

gated to pre-glacial and inter-glacial times. 1875 CROLL
Climate *t T. xv. 238 Our limited knowledge of warm inter,

glacial periods. Ibid. i. 22, I have given the reasons which
induce me to believe that coal is an inter-glacial formation.
1881 G. ALLEN Vignettesfr. Nut. xv. 154 Among the subsist-
ing drift of glacial and interglacial rivers.

Hence Xntergla'cialism, the theory of inter-

glacial periods ; Intergla'cialist, one who holds
this view.
1881 W. B. DMVKINS in Nature XXIII. 309 Dr. JamesGeikie takes his stand upon the glaciated mountains of

Scotland, and . . pushes glacialism and interglacialism to an
extreme. 1893 SIR H. H. HOWOHIH Glacial Nightmare II.

459 The mterglacialists are not agreed among themselves
as to the number of the ice periods.

Interglau.du.lar (-glwndiiaii), a. Anal.
[INTER- 4 a.] Lying between glands.
1873 T. H. GKEEN [ntrod. Pathol. (ed. 2) 161 A secondary

process.. resulting from the irritation of the inter-glandular
growth. . 1897 Allbtitfs Syst. Hied. II. 765 The inter-

glandular substance is softened.

Interglobular (-glfbirflai), a. Anat. [IN-
TER- 4 a.J Situated between globules (of dentine) .

1859 J. TOMES DentalSurg. 302 The part corresponding to
the Interglobular space is occupied by dense tissue. 1870
tr. Strieker's Man. Histol. xv. (N. Syd. Soc.) 470 The inter-
globular substance [of the tooth] is .. a structure tolerably
widely distributed.

Iiitergradatiqn (-grad^-pn). [INTER- 2 a:
cf. next.] The action or fact of passing into, or

approximating to, each other by degrees.
1874 TRIPPE in Coues Birds N. W. 145 The intergradation,

however, is by no means as perfect as that between the two
latter races. 1874 COUES Birds N. W. 281 The complete
intergradation of the two forms.

I-ntergrade, s6. [INTER- 2 b.] An interme-
diate grade or stage.
1889 S. H. SCUDDER Butterflies New Engl. 160 The in-

tergrades found throughout the belt forming the northern
boundary of the typical atopeand the southern boundary of
the typical nephele seem to be far more easily explainable on
the hypothesis of hybridism. 1896 Brit. Birds I. 193 The
intergrades between the olive and ruddy mottled types are
the commonest.

Iutergra-de, v. [INTER- i b.] intr. To
pass into another form by intervening grades.
1874 T. M. TKirpE in Coues Birds N. W. 145 Junco

hyemalis, a. aikeni, intergrades with the following form,
though not as intimately as that does with the succeeding.
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1884 COUES Key N. A. Birds 79 We treat as specific anylorm that we do not know or believe to intergrade
Intergranular (-grarnirflii), a. Anat. [IN-

TER- 4 a.J Situated between or among granules,
or between granular structures, as the inner nuclear
layer of the retina.

. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye p. xxviii, The granular aud
mtergranular layers are absent. 1897 AlHuitts Syst. MeJ.
IV. 392 hat cells, which are found most abundantly in the
granular and mtergranular layers of the retina.

Inter-grapple : see INTER- pref. i b.

tlntergra-ted,///. a. Obs. rare- . [INTER-
i b.] Cross-grated.

Intergrow, v. rare. [INTEB- i.]
1. intr. To grow intermixed with each other.
iSgi Dublin Rev. July 194 These can intergrow, yet pre-

serving distinct individuality.
2. trans. To intersperse or cover in parts with

a growth (of something) : only in pass. pple.
1891 ATKINSON 40 Yrs. Moorland Parish 159 All that

was not moorland was a series of swampy marshes, inter-
grown rather than overgrown with wood and forest.

Intergrowth (rntaagroub). [INTER- 2 a.] The
growing (of things) into each other.

1844 DE QUINCEY Finlay's Hist. Greece Posth. Wks.
1891 II. 86 Forest trees of the elder generation . . begin to
thicken with the intergrowth of a younger shrubbery
1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life VH. i. (1875) 227 Real mar-
riage is a long slow intergrowth, like that of two trees
planted quite close together in the forest. 1885 Eitcycl.
Brit. XVIII. 260/2 The complex incrustations and inter-

growth! of sessile forms. 1894 Naturalist 68 The brown
mica is in part in parallel intergrowth with the white.

Intergyral, -habitation : see INTER- pref.
Interh.jeiii.al (-lu-mal), a. (sb.} Anat. [IN-

TER- 43.] Situated between hEemal spines.
1846 OWEN Comp. Altai. Vetebr. i. fishes iii. 67 Both

interneural and interhasmal spines are, in the osseous fishes,
commonly shaped like little daggers, plunged in the flesh
up to the hilt. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 351 A dorsal and anal
fin supported by interneural and interhEbmal spines.

b. as sb. An interhsemal bone or spine.
1880 GUNTHER Fishes 53 The anterior being . . destined to

support a series of interhaemals.

Interhemicerebral, -hemisphere, -eric;
-human : see INTER- pref.

Interhyal (-hai-al), a. (sb.} Anat. [f. INTJER-

4 a + HY^OID) + -
AL.] Situated between two parts

of the liyoid arch of a fish.

1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. 1.1888) III. 2I The lower part of
the [hyoid] arch retains its connection with the upper part,
in fishes, by means of an iuterhyal piece.

b. as sb. An intermediate bone or cartilage in
the hyoid arch.
1888 ROLLESTON S; JACKSON Anim. Life 93 The remaining

portion of the embryonic hyoidan cartilage gives origin to
the interhyal or stylohyal [etc.].

t lute 'rial, a. Obs. [irreg. f. L. inter between,
within, interior INTERIOR, inner; cf. med.L. in-
teria intestines, entrails, and INFERIAL.] Inward,
internal, interior.

ia-5o tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 469 Ye moue batelles ex-
tenalle to men where hit is so that ye haue not victory
of your enmyes interialle. Ibid. IV. 119 A disease of his
partes interialle {dolor visccrum]. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary
xix. (1870) 278 Good, .for all the interyall membres of man.
'547 Brev. Health Pref. 4 The interial partes.
Hence f Inte'rially adv., inwardly, internally.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 53 Colde. .makethe men more

of body . . moore hoote interially [interim calidiores), and by
that moore bolde.

Interim v i-ntarim), adv., sl>., and adj. [L. in-
terim, adv., in the meantime, meanwhile, f. inter
between + advb. ending -/.]

||
A. adv. In the meantime, meanwhile. (AlsoAD INTERIM, PER INTERIM, q.v.)

1580 G. HARVEY 3 Proper Lett, in Haslewood Eng.
Poets f Poesy (1815) II. 263 Interim, credit me, I dare
g ue no Preceptes. a 1641 Br. MOUNTACU Acts $ Man.
(1642) 83 Which yet is so meant ; unlesse interim the same
spirit expound them, which did dictate them. 1773 BENE-
DICT ARNOLD Let. 23 May (Amer. Archives) (Cent.), I hopesome gentleman will soon be appointed in my room here . .

Interim, I am, gentlemen, your most obedient servant.
1804 Something Odd II. 139 Interim, take courage, and
make your calculations anew.
B. sb.

1. An intervening time, interval of time ; the
meantime : now usually in phr. in. the interim A.
. '563-8.7 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) III. 935 He knew not what
in this interim should be done against England. 1570-80
NORTH Plutarch (1676) 918 The Wars that fell out m the
interim were a hindrance. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n. i. 64
Betweene the

acting of a dreadfull thing, And the first

motion, all the Interim is Like a Phantasma, or a hideous
Dreame. 1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 13 Physicke is
not taken at al times and seasons, continually without in-
terim. 1615 G. SANDYS Trail. 123 After all sung ioyntly, at
interims praying to themselues. 1665 MANLEY Grotiiis
Low C. IVarres 183 In the interim of these Affairs, Collonel
Schenck took by Surprize Bonne. 1795 WASHINGTON Lett.
Writ. 1892 XIII. 79 If nothing in the interim casts up. 1822
HAZLITT Tablc-t. Ser. n. vii. (1869) 140 We imagine all sorts
of pleasures in the interim. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iii.

63 There is an interim provided during which the religious
view of death can work in the mind calmly.

INTEBINATION.
1 2. Something done in an interval ; an inter-

lude. By interims : at intervals. Obs.
'S88 SHAKS- L.I..L. i. i. 172 This childe of fancie that

Arniado hight, fror interim to our studies shall relate In
high-borne words the worth of many a Knight. 1591 SYL-
VESTER Du Bartas \. vi. margin, Made to the Image of
God. .not all at once, but by interims, first his Body? andthen his reasonable Soule. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 44 It did
(by interims) snow and blow.

3. A temporary or provisional arrangement,
adopted in the meanwhile.
1558 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. n. App. iv. 307 What

order be fit., as an interimt 1589 Hay any Work Bb
Ihis may serue for an aunswere . .

, by way of an Interim.
1791 BURKE Let. Memb. Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 46 Even
before it could be done in due form, the chiefs of the nation
did not attempt themselves to exercise authority so much as
by mlmm. 1864 FROUDE Short Stud., Sci. Hist. 28 The
reconciliation of parties .. is no tinkered up truce or con-
venient Interim.

b. Ch. Hist, (with capital /.) A provisional
arrangement for the adjustment of religious differ-
ences between the German Protestants and the
Roman Catholic Church (of which there were
three promulgated, one in 1541 and two in 1^48)
pending a settlement by a General Council.

rt9
S
,' i

?' H BY L
t
f

- ?*1
S<""crset 9 July, The Emperor,the diet being now finished, converteth bis whole study to

the setting forth of the interim. Ibid., The three townes
Constance, Argentine, and Lynda.. have not yet grantedunto the interim. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 302 The
t-ri i

perour.. leaving all hope of a counsel!, begynnctK to set
forth his Interim. . . Bucer refuseth to subscribe to the In-
terim. I he Pope hnnselfe condemneth the Interim. 1681

rTT-""' R
tf~ ,"

' 86 Thev drew "P a" th<: Points
of Religion in a Book, which was best known by the name of
Oalntenm, because it was to last during that Interval, till
a General Council should meet in Germany. 1732-8 NEAL
Hist. Purit. (1822) I. 55. ,848 J. WATERWOKT.I Canons
Loum: frent (new ed.) p. cxxvi, Charles promulgated in
the Diet of Augsburgh.on the isth of May, 1548, the cele.
brated formulary called the interim. 1857 PUSEY Real
Presence i. (1869) 62 The '

Interim
'

then proposed for the
acceptance of the Catholics and Lutherans was.. drawn up
by Gropper.

t 4. An intervening space, interval. Obs.
1650 BULWEK Anthrofomet. 79 In the interim being an-

nexed on both sides to the bone of the Gena:.
C. adj. Done, made, provided, occurring, etc.m or for the meantime

; provisional, temporary.
Formerly also of time : Intervening.
,
1604 DEKKKR Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 78 How shall the

interim houres by us be spent t a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. iii

S 67 (1740) 173 Amusements only to consume the interim
lime. 1808 BENTHAM Sc. Keform 112 To regulate all
matters relating to interim possession. 1858 I-D. ST. LEONARDS
Handy bk. Prof. Law xii. 75 The Court has power to make
interim orders for payment of alimony for the wife. i88z
ai1HKLI.CouHtaif.ffa. Diet. (1893) 154 Interim dividends
are permissible only when the finances of a Company are in
so sound a condition as to place the annual balance beyond
doubt.

Interimist (i-ntorimist). Ch. Hist.
[f. prec.

3 b + -IST.] One who accepted or advocated one
of the Interims : see prec. B. 3 b.

1560 J.DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 31 3 b note. Two sacri-
fices of Christ after these interimistes. 1614 lip. HALL No
Peace with Rome iii, Those honest and good-natured men
V c

,

:iss?nderi Frfcius, the Interimists, and that namelesse
Apologist of the French, a 1640 JACKSON Creed x. xxi. 9Some interimists or labourers for reconciliation betwixt the
Church of Rome and of England. 1674 Ch.

,jr
Crt. ofRome 5for instance, Erasmus, Cassander, .. the Interimists,. .&c.

Interimistic (intarimi-stik), a.
[f. prec. +

-ic, or from INTERIM + -ISTIC.
Gf.G.interiiimtisch.']

1. Done, occurring, etc. in or for the interim
;

provisional : = INTERIM C.
1850 Ecclesiologist XX. 345 Only one unintelligible word

struck us, and that is
'

internnistic
'

[Review of P. A. Munch's
Cathedralofr/irondhcim}. 1875 POSTE Gains n. Comm.
(ed. z) 228 In its origin lionorum possessio was probably
only the provisional or interimistic possession granted to one
of the parties in a suit of Hereditatispetitio. 1878 SEELEV
Stein II. 438 The Interimistic National Representation
from April 1812 to March 1815.

2. Ch. Hist. Belonging to the Interimists
; per-

taining to or in accordance with the Interim : see
INTERIM B. 3 b.

1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eiig. III. 98 note, The Em-
peror had strongly urged upon the ambassadors the settling
of a form of religion agreeable to the Interimistic doctrine.

So f Interiini-stioal a. =*
prec. ; Interirai'sti-

cally adv., (in qnot.) in the interim, meanwhile
(
= INTERIM A).
1643 T- GOODWIN, etc. Apol. Narrat. 24 We had. .during

this inter[i]misticall season, tentations, yea provocations
enough to have drawn forth such a spirit. 1658 MANTON
Meat out of the SatlfWa. 1871 V. 407 God hateth those
iniijuos syncrtsismos, profane mixtures and inter[i\mistical
designs. 1890 J. H. STIRLING Gijford Led. x. 177 Before
coming to Anselm, it is to the Fathers that we must in-

terimistically pass.

Inter-imperial : see INTER- pref. 6.

t Interina'tion. Obs. In 5 interynacion.
[a. F. inttrination, var. of (nttrination, u. of ac-
tion from in-, enttriner to render (an act) defini-
tive or valid by juridical ratification, f. OF. enterin

entire, complete, deriv. of entier entire, whole. Cf.
med.L. interinare, interinatio vDu Cange).] Rati-

fication, confirmation.



INTERINEMENT.

1489 CAXTOV Faftet ofA. in. xiv. 199 Yf he deyed within

tluTfyirf monethe of the yere after the Interynaclon of hys

oflyce, hys heyre myght haue an actyon for (o dcmandc the

hole pavement of hys wages.

Intel-incorporation, -independence, -in-

dicate: see INTEII-//-^".

Interrnement. rare. [a. F. inlennement,

obs. var. ciiUrincmtnt ratification, f. entiriner:

see nrec. sb.1 = INTEUINATION.

1883 H. JUT* tr. Van der Linden 's /Hit. Holland 75 The

lower court of (he nearest town to which also this confirma-

tion linterinement) must be committed. Note, Interinement,

when the domiciliary judge certifies in favour of the appli-

cant whose petition he was directed to investigate.

Inter-inhibition, -insert, -insular, -in-

volve : see INTER- pref.

Interior (intl'Tiai), a. and sb. Also 5 -ore,

6 -oure, 6-9 -our. [a. L. interior inner, compara-
tive adj. from inter (superlative inlimus). Cf. F.

inUrieur, i6th c. (also rare interior, isth c.).

Our earliest instance is in a transl. from Fr. ;
the

early spelling followed words from AF. -our F.

-cur. Cf. the parallel inferior. Opposed in all

senses and uses to exterior.'] A. adj.

L Situated more within, or (usually, simply)

within, something ; belonging to or connected

with the inside ; =INNBB a. i a, INTERNAL a. i.

Interior angle (Geom.) : any one of the angles included

towards the other. Interior flaaets : Mercury and Venus,
whose orbits are within that of the earth (more usually called

INFRRIOR). Interior screw, side, slope', see quots.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xiii. 47 Dydo wyth her suster Anne
.Joked In to the entraylles Interiores of the bestes there

slayne, For to fuldo the sacryfyce. 1513 BRADSHAW SI.

Werburge I. 3400 Her .. interiour vesture. 1578 LYTH
Dodoens in. xii. 333 All colde diseases of the interior or

inner paries. 1651 HOUSES Lcyiath. I. vi. 23 Sense is

Motion in the organs and interiour parts of mans body.
1706 PHILLIPS s. v. Polygon, Interior Polygon, the main

Body of the Work or Place, excluding the Out-works. Ibid.

s. v. Talus, Talus Interiottr or Inward Tains, the Steep-
ness of the Rampart, or other Work on the in-side. 1723
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth i. (ed. 3) 3 Cole-pits and the

like . . displayed to sight the interiour parts of it. 1756 R.

SIMSON Euclid l. Prop, xvi, If one side of a triangle be pro-

duced, the exterior angle shall be greater than either of the

interior opposite angles. Ibid, xxxii, The three interior

angles of any triangle are equal to two right angles. 1853
STOCQUELER Mil. Encycl., Interiorflanking angle is formed

by the curtain and line of defence . . Interior side is the line

of the curtain produced to the two oblique radii of the front,

or a line drawn from the centre of one bastion to that of the

next. Interior slope is the inclination towards the inner

part of a work given to the earth forming the rampart or

parapet. 1863 TVNDALL Heat v. 160 (1870) 135 Also

accomplishes what we may call interior work. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Interior Screw, one cut on an interior or

hollow surface, as of a nut, burr, or tap-hole.

b. rarely with to : Situated within or on the

inner side of (something).
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall vi, The library . .

which was interior to the music-room. 1867 S_MYTH Sailor s

Word-bk., Inferior Planets, this name . . is applied to

Mercury and Venus, because they revolve in orbits interior

to the earth's path.

C. Situated within and at a distance from the

coast, or frontier of a country, etc.
;
inland

;
be-

longing to the interior.

1777 SIR W. JONES Ess. Poetry East. Nat. in Poems 177
In the interiour parts of the empire. 1796 MORSE Anicr.

Geog. I. 160 Proximity to the Bay of Fundy, and principal
interiour settlements of the province. 1856 KANE Arct.
Expl. I. x. 114 To learn something of the interior features
of the country. 1895 Wcslm. Gaz. 9 Sept. 2/1 He knew of
no other interior chief who had even attempted the half that
Khama had accomplished in the advancing of his people
towards the goal of civilisation. 1897 MARY KINGSLUY IV.

Africa 636 Coomassie . . if properly managed for a few years,
will become a great interior market, attracting to itself the
routes of interior trade.

d. Entom. Situated nearer to the body or to the
median line.

1861 KIRBY & Si'. F.ntoiHol. IV. 339 lnterior\wargin\,\.\\<i
inner margin of the wing, or that next the body.
2. Existing within limits figured as spatial ; be-

longing to the inner relations or intrinsic nature of

anything.
a. Internal, domestic : as opposed to foreign.

1768 P. THICKNESSE (title) Useful Hints to those who make
the Tour of France, including Account of the Interior Police
of that Kingdom. 1818 JAS. MILL Krit. India II. iv. v. 198
The interior trade, or that from place to place within thecoun-
try. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 264/2 (Russia) The administra-
tion .. is conducted 'by the .. Ministry of foreign affairs,
Ministry of interior affairs, or home department [etc.].

b. Inner, as distinct from what appears on the
surface or is publicly declared.
ITTS Hist. Ear. in Ann. Keg. 44/1 He was thwarted and

overruled by what in the cant phrase is called the interior
cabinet. 1790 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. xv. (1876) 100 To draw
out the interior

principles of our art. 1791 BURKE Let.
Mtmk. Nat. Assembly Wks. VI. 61 The exterior or interiour
purposes of the French monarchy. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
KHg. n. I. 241 1 here was to be no interior cabinet. All the
thirty were to be entrusted with every political secret, andsummoned to every meeting.
3. Belonging to or existing in the mind or sonl

;

mental or spiritual, 09 distinguished from that
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which is bodily; 'inward': = !NNEB a. 2, IN-

TKHNAL a. 3.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Wcrliurge\. 1304 Wherby he perceyued
the great holynesse Of blessed saynt

Cead and interyor

deuocyon. 1548 HALL Citron., F.dw. II7 219 Peraventure
. . that lier interior iye sawe privily, and gave to her a

secrete monicion of the create calamities, c 15*6 J. ALDAY
tr. Boaystnau's Theat. world'V'vt, To exercise his fancie

and other interior senses. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig.
\. 298 They doe not deny but that it may be called a Sacra-

ment, and that some interiour Grace is conferred by it. 1754
RiCHARDSon Crandison (1781) V. xlii. 260 A number of

people, of high interior worth. 185* H. ROGERS Ess. I. vii.

337 One or two extracts, .give the key to his whole interior

history. 1899 FINDLAY in Expositor Feb. 90 The outcome
of the interior, spiritual action of Christ upon human society.

f b. Inwardly conceived or felt. Obs.

a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. /KasTheEarle ofNorthumber-
land, .began secretely to communicate his interior imagina-
cions and privie thoughtes with Richard Scrope. 1610

Death Rauilliack in Harl. Misc. (Main.) III. no We
thinke it an interior loue to our countri-men to haue an
abstract of the most occurences that hapned since.

C. Devoted to spiritual things ; pious, devout.

1854 J. H. NEWMAN Lect. Hist. Turks 257 An apposite
illustration of what I mean by an

' interior
'

people, ii I may
borrow a devotional word to express a philosophical idea.

1863 Home < For. Key. II. 274 So pious, so contemplative,
and so interior a spirit. 1879 W. G. WARD Ess. (1884) II.

x. 9 Difference, .between the interior and the worldly man
respectively.

S:sb.
1. The interior part of anything ; the inside.

1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xvii, The Prince . . acquainted
with its interior, ran up stairs. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. fy It.

Jrnls. I. 264 The interior . . we found very impressive, dim
with the light of stained and painted windows. 1861 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 46 In the booths which lined the
interior of the court. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 188 Deep-
seated in the interior of the earth.

b. That part of a country, island, or continent,

lying at a distance from the frontier or coast
;
the

inland parts ; an inland region.
1796 BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 228 Her frontier

was terrible, her interiour feeble. 1803 SYD. SMITH Wks. 38
Our first acquaintance with the interior of many countries.
1868 G. DUFF Pal. Surv. 89 The Chinese merchants pur-
chase goods and take them to other ports or the interior.

1883 Chambers' Cycl. I. 565 Western Australia . . rests on
desert sandstone, which also stretches north and eastward
far into the interior. Ibid. VII. 251 (Papua) In the
interior are abundance of fine timber trees. 1887 MOLONEY
Forestry W. Afr. 159 Sierra Leone . . connected with a

wide-spread Interior also largely Mohammedan.
c. The inside of a building or room, esp. in re-

ference to the artistic effect ; also, a picture or

representation of the inside of a building or room.

(Usually with an or in //.)
1864 Realm 22 June 7 Everything that brings nature into

our interiors deserves encouragement. 1891 Anthony's
I'liotogr. Bull. IV. 88 Many points must be borne in mind
by the brain behind the lens to direct and then supplement
its work, especially in the studio and with interiors. Mod. A
photographer noted for his success with interiors.

2. Inner nature or being ; inward mind ; soul,
character. Now chiefly with of.

1596 SHAKS. flTerch. V. n. ix. 28 Not learning more then
the fond eye doth teach, Which pries not to th' interior.

1690 NORRIS Beatitudes (1694) I. 146 The regulation of the
outward Behaviour, not much regarding the Sanctity of the
Interiour. 1715 JANE BARKER Exilius I. 97 The Strange-
ness of the Adventure, .gave a pleasing Surprize to my whole
Interiour. 1794 PALEY Evid. i. iii. (1817) 51 It is in our
own books that the detail and interior of the transaction
must be sought for. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Women $ B. II.

x. 231 Her letters from the Levant are so much in the
interior of Turkish taste and feeling. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac.
ii. 230 note, There were difficulties in the interior of the

subject of induction which were not yet solved.

3. The internal or ' home '

affairs of a country or

state
;
the department concerned with these : in the

titles Secretary, Department of the Interior, used
in U.S. and the Dominion of Canada, and Minister

of the Interior, used in reference to most foreign
countries, as France, Germany, Italy, etc.

(Corresponding to the Home Office, and Home Secretary,
in Great Britain, and to the Colonial Office and Colonial

Secretary in most British Colonies.)
1838 Penny Cycl. X. 418/2 The cabinet council of the king

[of France] consists of eight ministers for the following de-

partments : i, Finance; 2, the Interior; 3, Justice [etc-].

1899 Whltakcr's Almanac 484 (Canada) Sec. of State,

Railways & Canals, Finance, Justice, Interior, Public

Works, Agriculture, etc. Ibid. 583 (United States of A.)
Sec. of State, Treasury, War, Navy, Interior, Agriculture.

Iiiteriority (intioriipriti). rare. [ad. med.L.

intcridrilas, f. interior: see -1TY. (In mod.F.

intMoritty] a. The quality or state of being
interior or inward, b. Inner character or nature

;

an inner element.

1701 NORRIS Ideal World \. vi. 391 What St. Augustine. .

inculcates concerning both the inferiority, and the com-
munity of truth.

17^04 Ibid. n. xiii. 549 Some of his expres-
sions . . relate to the interiority of Truth. 1803 Edin. Rev. I.

261 Interiority and exteriority, by which is meant the distinc-
tion of the attributes of an object as originally existing in
itself or as acquired from without. 1818 Bp. JEBB in C.
Forster Life n. (1836) 140 Those deep interiorities(\f I may
be allowetf the expression), which will ever be the refresh-
ment and delight of the most pious worshippers. 1884 H.
W. BEKHEK Plymouth Fulfil 19 Mar. 496 (Cent.) He had
been a breaker of the law in its essential spirit, in its in-

feriority, all the way through.

INTERJECT.

Interiorly (inti-riaili), atlv. [(. INTEBIOR a.

+ -LY a
.]

1. In or on the inside; with respect to the in-

terior; internally, inside, within.

1758 JENTY in Phil. Trans. L. 551, I found the lungs
closely adhering to the ribs laterally, and posteriorly and
interiorly close to the pericardium. 1804 CARLISLE ibid.
XCV. 14 The skeleton, .is placed interiorly, where the bulk
of the animal admits of the bones being sufficiently strong.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 386 Not more than twelve feet

square, interiorly. 1894 BARING-GOULD Queen o/L. I. ix.

98 The van was divided interiorly into compartments.
2. In, or with respect to, the inner or intrinsic

nature of a thing ; inwardly ; intimately.
1633 J. DONE Hist. Septuagint (1685) 180 The Divine

vertue that sustains and interiourly nourisheth all things.
168* SIR T. BROWNE Car. Mor. in. 15 To see ourselves

interiourly, we are fain to borrow other Mens Eyes. 1866
Reader No. 159. 29/3 Exteriorly difficult and interiorly
dangerous.
3. In, or with respect to, the inner nature, mind,

or soul
; inwardly ; mentally or spiritually.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Lev. \. comm., As the soule must
interiorly worship God in spirite and veritie; so the bod ie

must also honour him exteriorly. 1657 Divine Lover 67 If
I hold my peace I shall interiorlie be tormented with in-

supportable bitternesse. 1750 CHESTERF. Lett.
(1^92)

III.

piven to men interiorly a moral constitution which is

illumined by the direct influence of the Divine soul acting
on ours.

Inte'riorness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

= INTEKIORITY a.

1893 Thinker VII. 157 This doctrine of the interiorness or
coinnerence of the Son in the Father.

f Inte-riously, adv. Obs. rare. [app. f. L. in-

terius adv. inwardly, within + -LY a
.] Inwardly.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge n. 1298 This forsayd erle
of his benignite Interiously louynge holy religion.

Inteript(e, obs. corrupt form of INTERRUPT.
Inter-island : see INTEU- pref. 5.

t Interi'tion. Obs. rare . [ad..L.inttriMtt-
cm, n. of action from intenre to go to ruin, perish.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interition, a decaying, a perishing.

1658 in PHILLIPS.

Interja-cen.ee. rare. [f. INTERJACENT : see

-ENCE.] The fact of lying between.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Interjacency (intajid^^'-sensi). [f. as prec.
+ -ENCY.] The quality, condition, or state of being
interjacent or of lying between

; also, an instance

of this, something lying between.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xvii. 377 Its fluctua-
tions are but motions . . which winds, stormes, shoares,
shelves, and every interjacency irregulates. 1651 BIGGS
New Disp. p 197 In demonstration, .it is accounted impos-
sible to go on from one extreame to another, without a mean,
and that mean wholly deny all interjacency. 1773 Connect.
Col. Rec. (1887) XIV. 475 1'he Interjacency of two Provinces
between your Seat of Government and the Places to which
you would now extend your Jurisdiction.

Interjacent (int3J|dg^'sent), a. [ad. L. in-

terjacent-em, pr. pple. of interjaclrc, f. inter be-

tween +jacere to lie.] Lying or existing between ;

intervening, intermediate.

1594 in Row Hist. A"/V,4 (Wodrow Soc.) 159 That a fast l.e

keeped..the two last Sabbaths of June, with exhortations
and prayers in the interjacent week dayes. 1^97 A. M.
tr. Guiltcmeau's Fr. Chirurr. 23/2 The whole interiacent
skinne might be cleane therof severed. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.
World iv. i. 7 (1634) 471 In spight of all the nations inter-

jacent. 1628 JACKSON Creed ix. xl. 1 1 The time interjacent
betwixt the great feast, -and the pentecost following. 1691
RAY Creation I. (1692) 176 What should take away the sight
of these Ships from each other, but the gibbosity of the in-

terjacent Water ? 1695 ALINGHAM Geoni. Epit. 47 Add to

each the interjacent angle. 1840 DE QUINCEY Style n. Wks.
1860 XI. 222 A great resisting mass, interjacent between
Greece and the., enemies to the far north east. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. iv. v. (1872) I. 308 He issued from
Stettin ; took the interjacent outpost places.

Interjaculate (intsJidga.-ki/ae't), v. [f. IN-

TER- I a + ppl. stem of L.jaculdri to throw, dart :

cf. EJACULATE.] To ejaculate in the midst of a

conversation ;
to interject (an ejaculation).

1854 THACKERAY Ncwcotnes vii,
' O Dieu ! que n'ai-je pu

le voir ?
'

interjaculates Mademoiselle.

Interjaculatory (intajid^ae-kirflatari), a. [(.

prec. : see -OEY.] Expressed in parenthetical eja-

culations.

1827 Blackiv, Mag. XXI. 642 A sudden squall that smites

a large dinner-party mute, or into interjaculatory admira-

tion. 1871 T. A.TROi.l.ol'E.Dxr/<i Abbey III. i. 6A liberal

amount of interjaculatory commentary.

Interjangle : see INTER- pref. i b.

I Interject, ///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L.

inierject-us, pa. pple. of interjicere : see next.]

Interjected : used as pa. pple. of next.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 21 A thick crust of Cartilage
interiect and put betwene them.

Interject (intaitdje-kt), v. [f. L. interject-,

ppl.
stem of interjice're (-jactre} to throw or cast

between, f. inter between +jacere to throw.]
1. trans. To throw or cast in between ;

to intro-

duce abruptly ; to insert, interpolate, interpose.



INTERJECTED.
1588 A. KING tr. Canisins' Catech. Hvij, Thay war in-

teriectit betuix ye accomplissing of ye course of ye sone and
ye moone. 1624 T. SCOTT Belg. Souldier 3 Some . . tem-
porizing Parasite may interiect these doubts. 1684 tr. Bond's
Men: Compit. vi. 217 If., as soon as [blood] .. were let
without any stay interjected, Sweat were raised. 1701
BEDDOES in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 64 When the latter is in-

terjected between the strata, or squeezed up through fissures.

1874 S. Cox Pilgr. Ps. iii. 59 He can interject a mere play
upon words. 1882 MASSON Carlyle in Macm. Mag. XLV.
248 She interjected one of her bright and witty remarks.

b. To remark parenthetically or as an interrup-
tion.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson 6 Apr. an. 1775, Moody interjected
in an Irish tone and with a comick look,

' Ah ! poor George

with a piteous air.

t o. In passive : To be interposed or situated
between

; to lie or occur between ; to intervene.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 27 That cauitie or hollow, in-

tenected betwene them, is a seat for the Muscle. 1633
.EARL MANCH. Al Monde (1636) 15 It [death] is but a pointof time interjected betwixt two extremes. 1746-7 Act 20
Geo. II, c. 43 15 In case such lands are interjected between
two shires. 1752 Stewart's Trial in Scots Mag. (1753) July
333/2 High ground interjected betwixt him and the deponent,
t 2. intr. for refl. a. To cross one another, as

two lines, b. To come between ; to intervene,
interpose. Obs. rare.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. iv. Columnes 356, I never
see their glances inter-ject In Triangle, Sextile or Square
aspect, Now milde, now moody; but methinks I see [etc.].
1646 BUCK Rich. Ill 61 The confluence of Souldiers inter-

jecting rescued him. 1676 WISEMAN Chirurg. Treat, v. ix.

375 The Sagittal! [Suture] which usually begins at that point
where these Lines interject.

Hence Interje-cted ///. a., thrown or cast be-

tween, interpolated; placed or lying between, in-

terposed ; Interje-cting vbl. sb., the action of

interpolating or interposing.
. 1590 BARROUGH Meth. Physick Pref. (1639) 5 The interject-
ing of these few lines. 111619 W. COWPER in Spurgeon
Treat. Dav. Ps. Ii. ir They see not his merciful face by
reason of many interjected veils. 1650 BULWER Anthro-
pomet. 164 The Scapula . . grows prominent with the inter-
jected Muscules. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius iv. 129 The
employment of such interjected clauses may go even further.

Interjection (intaiidge-kfan). [a. F. inter-

jection (13-14111 c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. inter-

jection-em, n. of action from interjicere : see prec.]
1. The utterance of ejaculations expressive of

emotion ; an ejaculation or exclamation.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. vii. (1869) 130 This interiec-
:ioun sorweful wer-inne is no thing that lusteth. 1576

.

Expulsion of the Breath, with the loud Noise, which maketh
the Interjection of Laughing. 1816 I, SCOTT Vis. Paris
Pref. (ed. 5) 23 People have exclaimed theirjoy and astonish-
ment so often, that, being no longer able to keep up the
proper climax of interjection, they [etc.]. 1850 THACKERAY
Mr. ff Mrs. Berry ii, A ! note of interjection.

2. Gram. A natural ejaculation expressive of
some feeling or emotion, used or viewed as a Part
of Speech.
So called because, when so used, it is interjected between

sentences, clauses, or words, mostly without grammatical
connexion. But the interjection O is often construed with
the vocative or nominative of address, and alas, hey, hurrali,
luoe, etc. with the prep.>r or to and an object. Beside the
simple interjections, as ah I, oh I, ha t, ho t, hulloa I, psha !,whew I, and the like, substantives, adjectives, adverbs, and

my soul 1

XS3 PALSGR. 149 Interjection be suche as serve to expresse
the passyons and the affections of the mynde. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado iv. i. 22 How now 1 intenections ? why then,some be of laughing, as ha. ha, he. 1712 STEELE Sped
No. 400 r 4 Much Care and Concern for the Lady's Welfare
. . expressed by an Interjection, an Ah, or an Oh, at some
little Hazard in moving or making a Step. 1786-1805 H.
TOOKE Parley 31 The dominion of speech is erected upon
the downfall of Interjections. 1871 EARLE Philol. Eng.
Tongue 103 The interjection may be defined as a form of
speech which is articulate and symbolic but not grammatical.

t b. Something that has the effect of an inter-

jection, in expressing emotion. Obs.
1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. HI. xv. 85 He rent his gar-

ments, which was the interjection of the Country.
3. The action of interjecting or interposing any-

thing ; also, something interposed.
1598 FLORIO, Intergettione, a putting betweene, an Inter-

lection. 1643 HERLE Answ. Feme 33 That third estate of
the Peeres . . becomes the best conjunction by being an
interjection betweene them. 1658 PHILLIPS, Interjection, a
casting between. 1881 PRES. ARTHUR Message to Congress
6 Dec. 5/8 The interjection of any foreign guarantee might
be regarded as a superfluous and unfriendly act.

b. An interpolated remark or exclamation ; an

interruption.
1896 Daily News 31 Mar. 7/4 Prisoner. This is too bad

flesh and blood can't stand it Mr. de R-. You don't do
yourself any good by these interjections.

f4. Rhet. = PARENTHESIS. Obs.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Interjection,, .also a figure in Rhe-

tonck and Grammar, being the same with Parenthesis, and
otherwise called Interruption.
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Znterjectional (intSJidje'kfsnal), a. [f. prec.
+ -AL.J
1. Ofthe nature of something interjected or thrown

in between or among other remarks.
1788 CUMBERLAND Observer No. 116 p 19 This simply

turns upon Saint Mark's interjectional observation, not
noticed by Saint Matthew in his account. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, xln,

' And Erne? and Erne, dear father!' was an
eager interjectional question which Jeanie repeatedly threw
in among her expressions of joyful thankfulness. 1830 Nmu
Monthly Mag. LVI. 547 Interrupted . . by interjectional
observations.

2. Of, belonging to, or of the nature of an inter-

jection in language.
1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xi, Dr. Slop .. was just be-

ginning to return my uncle Toby the compliment of his
whu u u, or interjectional whistle. 1824 SCOTT Red.
gauntlet ch. vii, A number of interjectional sounds uttered
with a strange variety of intonation. 1860 FARRAR Orig.
Lang. (1865) 36 Some onomatopoetic or interjectional root.

Hence Interje'ctionally adv., in an interjectional

way ; as an interjection.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. iv. vii, His Troopers, .respond
interjectionally. 1840 Frasefs Mag. XXII. 306

'
I do pity

you ', replied the ordinary, interjectionally. 1875 RENOUF
Egypt. Gram. 56 The crude form of the verb appears some-
times to be used interjectionally. 1882 SERJT. BALLANTINE
Exper. xxxvii. 355, I rarely kept a diary, and only inter-

jectionally, at long intervals and for short periods.

Interjectionalize (IntaJidge-kfsnaleiz), v.

[-IZE.] trans. To make into an interjection.
1871 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue 208 By the sixteenth

century this'all hail 1 '. .having lost all construction, was
completely interjectionalised.

Interjectionary (intaiidge-kjanari), a. [f.

INTERJECTION + -ARK.] Characterized by inter-

jection; interjectory.
1797 B. SWIFT (W. R. Paterson) Tormentor 91 Crying into

the deaf night that has had so many interjectionary confi-
dences from us all. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VI. vi. II.

85 Friedrich Wilhelm's inarticulate, interjectionary utter-
ances. 1888 CornA. Mag. Feb. 166 The most perfunctory
and interjectionary and spasmodic of observations.

Interjector (intaiidje-ktaa). [agent-n. from
L. interjiccre to INTERJECT.] One who interjects
or interpolates.
1891 Pall Mall G. 3 June 6/1 The interjector always gets

the worst of it in an encounter with an old parliamentary
hand.

Interjectory (intajid^e-ktari), a.
[f. as IN-

TERJECT v. + -ORY.] Characterized by interjection ;

interruptive ; interpolated ; interjectional.
1859 G. MEREDITH K. Feverel xix. II. 37 'The smallest

occasional doses
', Mrs. Caroline remarked, to an accompani-

ment of interjectory eyebrows and chins from all her younger
daughters. 1859 Sat. Rev. 19 Mar. 336/1 [He] mars the
even flow of an opening speech by restless interjectory
comments. 1894 Harper's Mag. Feb. 404/1 Broken with
interjectory sentences.

Hence Interje ctorily adv., interjectionally, in-

terruptedly.
1891 G.

,
MEREDITH One ofour Cong. II. iii. 62 A tale.,

narrated interjectorily among the by-ways of the City.

Interjectural (intaiidse-ktitfral), a. [f. as
next + -AL.] Of the nature of what is interjected
or thrown in parenthetically ; interjectional.
. *775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, He.. rapped out a dozen inter-
jectural oaths. 1881 ' BASIL

'
Love the Delitvn, Interjectural

asides to the donkey he drove.

tlnterje'cture. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. L. -

terjectura an insertion, f. ppl. stem of interjacere
to INTERJECT : see -DRE.] Interposition.
!5?8 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 22 They are together com-

mitted like vnto the superiour Vertebres, saue that .. they
lacke the interiectur of Cartilages.
t Interjoi'n, v. Obs. rare

-
'. [INTER- i b : cf.

L. initrjungfre, OF. entrejoindre] trans. To
join one with another, to join reciprocally.
1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. iv. 22 So fellest foes, .shall grow deere

friends And inter-ioyne their yssues.

Interjoist, -judgement, -justle : see INTER-.

Illterju'liction. rare ", [n. of action from
L. intetjungere to interjoin.] A mutual joining.
1836 in SMART.

trnterki:ng. Obs. rare- 1
. [A rendering ofL.

mterrex.~\ =!NTERHEX.
1533 BELLENDEN T.ivy (1822) 262 The patricianis war con-

vemt to cheis ane Interking, becaus na man aucht to con-
vene the senate without he war clothit with public office.

Interknit (intajnrt), v. [INTER- i b.]
1. trans. To knit each into the other

;
to inter-

twine, interweave.
1805 SOUTHEY Madoc n. xi, Here they .. infix the ready

piles, Or mterknitting them with oziers, weave The wicker
wall. x82S Tale Paraguay i. xix, These strongly inter-
knit they closed around With basket-work of many a pliant
bough. 1885 Athenxum 23 May 666/3 A little girl . . with
fingers interknit in her lap.
2. intr. To intertwine.
1818 KEATS Endytn. i. 812 Nor with aught else can our

souls interknit So wingedly.
Hence I'nterknit ppl. a.

1885 Athenxum 18 Apr. srz [He] lets his interknit fingers
he in his lap.

t I'nterkno.-t, sb. Obs. rare~. In 7 enter-.
[INTER- 2 a.] A knot which interknits or ties to-

gether.
1611 FLORIO, Internodo, an enterknot.

INTERLACEDLY.

Interknot (intamp-t), v. Also 7 enter-.

[INTER- i b.] trans. To knot together.
1611 FLORIO, lniemodart,\o enterknot or knit. 1888 L.

HEARN Chita H. i, Millennial oaks interknotted their python
roots below its surface. Itid. iii, Ropes are unrolled and
interknotted into a line.

t Interknow, v. Obs. Also 7 enter-. [IN-
TER- i b.] trans. To know mutually.
1603-52 [see ENTERKNOW). 1612-15 HP. HALL Contempt,,

0. T. xix. v, How familiarly do these prophets inter-know
one another.

Hence Interknow ledge, mutual or reciprocal
knowledge.
111626 [see ENTERKNOWLEDGE). a 1656 Bp. HALL Recap.

Whole Disc. (R.), See them in mutuall interknowledge,
enjoying each other's blessednesse.

Interlace (intajU'-s), zi. Forms: 4~7entre-
laoe, 4-6 enter-, 6 interlase, 6-7 enter-, 6-
interlaee. [ME. entrelace, a. F. entrelace-r (OF.
-ier), f. enire- (ENTER-, INTER- i) + lacer to LACK.]
1. trans. To unite two (or more) things by in-

tercrossing laces, strings, or threads; hence, to
connect or bind together intricately; to entangle,
involve, mix up. (rare in physical sense.)
1:1374 CHAUCER Bocth. in. pr. xii. 82 (Camb. MS.) The

hows of dydalus so entrelaced J>at it is vn-able to be vn-
laced. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. I. v. 27 The vii artes . . ben in
such wise entrelaced that they may not be auctorised that
one without that other. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vin. 110
With these nerues, the vj coniugation of brayne is interlaced
and mingled. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xxin. 237, I.. fashion'd
the whole bed . . beneath Close interlaced with purple cord-
age strong. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 62 Ice. .is built up of
crystalline particles interlaced together.
2. To draw two series of threads, withes, or

other things, across each other, passing each alter-

nately above and below the other, as in weaving ;

but implying a simpler and less elaborate arrange-
ment than interweave.

1523 LD. P.ERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxx. 736 Enterlase your
staues ouer your armes, one within another, a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Poems 95 Trees, pleasant trees . . Now interlace

your trembling tops above. i694WESTMACorr Script. Herb,
76 Linnen cloth is that which we call flax . . curiously twisted ,

enterlaced, and conjoyned. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)
1.

59.)
The boughs., had matted themselves together, or

been interlaced by persons of an unlucky shrewdness. 1857
W. COLLINS Dead Secret iii. (1861) 86 Her fingers . . inter,
laced themselves mechanically. 1874 BOUTELL A rtns fg A rm.
iii. 51 Head-pieces formed of brass mail of rings or chain-

work, which might be interwoven or interlaced.

b. fig. To intermix with constant alternation ;

to alternate
; to interweave.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 28 The meeting of us, twoe
old acquainted friends, and interlacing of talke and commu-
nication. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 28 b,

Amongest these are enterlaced some of the royall bloud.

1644 MRQ. WORC. in Dircks Life vi. (1865) 77 You were
pleased so to interlace terror and comfort. 1882 FARRAR
Early Chr. II. 391 The two are inextricably interlaced.
A righteous life is the result of faith, and faith is deepened
by a righteous life.

1 3. To interweave one thing or set of things into

another ; to introduce as by interweaving ; to in-

sert, interpolate. Chiefly Jig. or transf. Obs.

J532_
MORE Confut. Barnes Wks. 739/2 His goodly doc-

trine interlaced here and there by the waye. 1551 T. WIL-
SON Logike 21 In the seconde Proposition, there bee cettaine

Negatives enterlaced. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 1390 Here and
there the Painter interlaces Pale cowards marching on with
trembling paces. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. i. iii. (1622)
6 Yet he interlaced some things among, touching his attire
and behauiour. a 1677 BARROW Sena. Wks. 1687 I. vi. 77
That we do with all our occupations and all occurrences
interlace devout ejaculations of prayer and praise.

4. To cross, vary, or diversify a thing with inter-

woven or intermixed elements; to intersperse,

mingle, or mix with. Chiefly transf. and _/?.
1594 JGREENE Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 270 There our

ioyes are interlaced with feares. 1611 CORYAT Crudities

335 Faire pillars of blacke marble, interlaced with pretty
white vaines. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 61 Mosaicke
worke, enterlaced with Arabian characters out of their Al-
coran. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. in. 109 Yet is it interlaced
with pleasant Valleys and large Plains, c 1730 BURT Lett,
ff. Scotl. (1818) I. 157 When the natives drink plentifully
of it [common ale], they interlace it with brandy or usky.
1827 CARLYLE Misc., Richier (1872) I. 10 Interlaced with. .

quips, puns, and even oaths. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton
xxix, Beautiful green meadows interlaced with streams.

5. intr. for refl. a. To cross each other intri-

cately, as if woven together ;
to lie between each

other in opposite directions, like the fingers of the

two interlaced hands.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. iii. 23 As roses did with lilies inter-

lace. 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys. 21 Tissue consisting of
fibres crossing and interlacing in every direction. 1855
LYNCH Rivulet l.xxxv. vii, As skies are seen more sweetly
clear Through boughs that interlace. 1895 J. WINSOR
Mississ. Basin 179 Where the sources of the Roanoke and
James interlace with those of the Kanawha.
t b. To mix oneself up, to become entangled or

involved. Obs. rare.

1380 WYCLIF.SV/. Wks. III. 164 If freres enterlasen, \x>

synne is more perilouse. 1602 WARNER A Ib. Eng. XL Ixi.

(1612) 271 Yeat interlace we shall among the loue of her
and him.

Hence Interlaced///. a. spec, in Her. see quot.
1766 and cf. INTERPKETTKD. Interla-cedly adv.,
in an interlaced manner.



INTERLACEMENT.

imeriacedly one upon another. 1766 FOKNV Htruliry < '-In--

/Hter/,iffJ .. i- applied in blazoning Annulels, Rings, Cres-

cents etc., that are linked together in the same manner as

are the links of a chain. 1830 R. KNOX Btclanfs Anal.

51 Bundles of parallel or interlaced threads. 1830 T. ROSCOE

Tourist Sitnt-:. 'V Italy 154 These were to be acclaimed, as

it maybe termed, interlacedly ; that is, a piece of Noah,
a piece of Casar, and a piece of Pantaloon. 1874 BOUTEI.L

Arms f, Arm. x. 189 True mail armour of interlaced rings.

Interlacement (intaal^'sment). Also 7 en-

ter-, [f. prcc. + -MENT. Cf. F. entrclacemcnt

(uth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L The action of interlacing or condition of being

interlaced ;
alternate crossing of threads, lines, or

branches; also concr., an interlaced arrangement
or structure.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. (1632) 300 The wheelings,
the windings, and enterlacements of the celesti.il! bodies.

1831 R. KNOX Clofiiefs Anal. 421 Whence there results an
interlacement resembling mat-work. 1851 CARPENTER Man.
Phys. (ed. 2) 324 Formed . . by the interlacement or anasto-

mosis of their minutest branches. 1881 W. G. PALGRAVH
Phra-Bat in Ulacm. Mag. XLV. 33 The dense interlace-

ment of the bamboo thicket.

2. Complicated or intricate intermingling.

1871 GEO. F.I.IOT MiiUlem. iv. 203 There might be such
an interlacement of poor Peter's former and latter inten-

tions. 1891 Spectator 4 Apr., Below Cape de Verde . . the

interlacement of nationalities is exceedingly complicated.

Interlacery (intsjU'-sari). [f.
INTERLACE p.

+ -EBY : cf. traceiy.] Something interlaced ;
in-

terlaced threads, tendrils, etc. ; interlaced work.

1865 Reader 28 Oct. 480/1 That produced in the boggy
districts was full of minute fibrous interlacery. 1895 CLARK
RUSSELL Good Ship Mohock viii. 176, I stood behind the

interlacery of the main shrouds watching them.

Interlacing (intajU'-sin), vbl. s/>. [f. IN-

TERLACE v. + -ING !.] The action of the verb

INTERLACE; interlacement, intermingling.
1531 MORE Confut. Barnes vnl. Wks. 747/1 He laboureth

with interlacing of his heresies and hys rayling, to make
such confusion n the matter. 1593 NASHE Christ's T.

(1613) 146 Your pinches, your purles, your floury laggings,
superfluous enterlacings. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne 11.

354 To range the carriages and interlacings of the heavenly
bodies of differing colours about the axis of necessity, ac-

cording to Plato. 1809 MALKIN Gil Sins VH. xii. p 12 With
a copious interlacing of additions and corrections. 1875
FORTNUM Majolica ix. 76 Pieces having a decoration, .with

interlacings and other ornaments in manganese and blue.

Interlacing, ///. a. [i. as prec. + -ING *.]
That interlaces; crossing intricately ; intertwining,

interweaving, intermingling.
1738 GumnLtmidain. Poems (1810) 31/2 Pomegranates,

purple mulberry, and fig, From interlacing branches mix
their hues And scents. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 250/1
Composed of a series of interlacing fibres. 1843-76 GWII.T

Encycl. Archil. Gloss., Interlacing Arches, semicircular
arches as in an arcade, the mouldings of which intersect
each other, as frequently seen in Norman architecture.

1884 Athenseiim 16 Aug. 216/3 The interlacing sculpture
met their eye in many of the churches and churchyards.

Interlard,/1

/'', a.
[f.

INTERLAY v. + -ED 1
.]

Laid or inserted between
; interposed.

1856 KANE Ant. Kxtl. I. ix. 92 note, The cliffs were of
. . limestone, with interlaid and inferior sandstones.

Interlamellar (intail:e-melaj),. Zool. [IN-
TER- 43.] Situated between or among lamellae

(e.g. of the gills).
1846 DwiZoafh. iv. (1848) 46 Opposite interlamellar spaces

in the visceral cavity. 1888 ROLI.ESTON & JACKSON Anim.
I.i/e 130 The space between the two lamellae, i. e. outer
and inner, of each gill, is the '

interlamellar
'

space, anil
examination shows that it is crossed by numerous '

inter-
lamellar

'

junctions.

Interlamellation (intaaloemel^'-Jan). [IN-
TER- 2 a.] A placing, or being placed, in alternate
lamella; or layers.
1879 RUTLF.V Study Rocks x. 103 An admixture or inter-

lamellation of albite and orthoclase.

Interlaminar (intwUe-minai), a. Anat. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] Situated between lamina; or plates.
1831 R. KNOX Cloi/ueft Anat. 186 Yellow ligaments.,

occupy the interlaminar spaces of the vertebra:.

Interlaminate (intaalre-min^'t), v. [INTER-
i a.] trans. To insert in or between alternate
laminae or plates.
1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident. 17 Clay, interlaminated with

stony nodules. 1849 DANA Getl. iii. (1850) 241 Interlaminated
with thin calcareous seams or plates.
Hence Interlamina tion, the action of inter-

laminating ; also, an interlaminated formation.
'?*4 in WEBSTER. 1876 PAGE Ad,:. Text-bk. Geol. xiii. 218
ith occasional interlaminations of fissile grey sandstone.

1879 RUTI.SV Study Rocks x. 90 Orthoclase and albite occur
together in infinitesimal interlaminations of the two species.

Interlap (intwla-p), v. [f. INTER- i b + LAP
v-} tntr. To lap over, or rest one upon another.
icnce Interla-pping vM. s/>. and ///. a.
1889 KlKtric Rev. 8 Mar. 281/2 In case of any serious

ent, the whole of the mains can, by one turn of a screw,be disconnected from the dynamos, the interlapping pieces
all droppmg out. 189. K,,g. Illu,tr. Mag. Sept. 886 The
logs were laid generally with the small ends towards the

7>/ *,A? TVi" <'N V ?"? " " 1 *"?
St
!?nf!l.

h- I8 5
. Ktlig. 111. (N. Y.) Oct. 443 Any classification .. is
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attended with difficulty because of the variations and inter-

lapping!;.

Interla'pidate, T>. nonce-ivd. [f. L. inter- be-

tween + L. lapid-cm stone : cf. interfoliate^\ trans.

To fit in between each other like stones in a

building.
1814 COLERIDGE Let, to Justice Fletcher 2 Nov. in Ess.

Onvn Times (1850) 698 Combinations of the mechanics and
lower craftsmen . . interlapidated and cemented as they all

are, each in the club of his own trade.

Interlapse. rare- 1
. [INTER- 2 a.] The

lapse of time between any two events
;
an inter-

vening space (of time).
a 1658 HARVEY (J.), These dregs are calcined into such

salts, which, after a short interlapse of time, produce coughs.

t Interla'qneate, a. &. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad.

med.L. interlaqueat-us (Du Cange), f. inter- (IN-
TER- i b) + laqneatus entangled, after F. entrelactl\

Entangled.
1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus i. 419 [Thy] minde it is sa Inter-

Iaqueat..in the Net of tufe Prophane.

Int6rlard (intailaud), vt Also 6-7 enter-,

[a. F. entrelarder (lath c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f.

entre- (!NTER- i a) + larder to LARD.]
tl. trans. To mix with alternate layers of fat:

said in the passive voice of natural intermixture ;

in Cookery^ to insert strips of fat, bacon, etc. into

Jean meat) before cooking; to lard. Obs.

533 I--D. BERWERS Gold. Bk. M. Anrel (1546) Ivb,
Flesshe oughte not to be .. so fatte that it cloie t he stomacke :

but meane and enterlarded. 1555 EDEN Decades 26 Pea-
cockes and phesauntes [lose their taste] except they bee
interlarded beefore they bee rosted. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb.
xxvi. (1748) 371 Whose [the salmon's] grain doth rise in

flakes with fatness interlarded, r 1720 W. GIBSON Farriers
Guide i. iv. (1738) 50 These Muscles are interlarded with a
considerable deal of Fat. 1741 Contpl. Fam. Piece i. ii. 153
Take a good Buttock of Beef, interlarded with great Lards
rolled up in Savoury Spice and sweet Herbs,

't'b. To intermix (fat) in lean meat. Ohs.

1649 Alcoran 88 We forbad the Jews to eat. .of the fat of

beasts, except of such as is interlarded in the flesh.

f2. transf. To intermingle or intermix (a thing)
with alternate or inserted layers or portions of

something else. Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. viii. 369 Grey Marble, interlarded
with white Alabaster. 1777 STEWART in Phil. Trans, LXVII.
487 It was found throughout interlarded (if I may be allowed
the expression) with the purest metal.

3. fig. To diversify by intermixture or inter-

jection ; to mix, mingle, or intersperse with.

'563-87 FOXE A. M. (1596) 920/1 To interlard a tale of

untruth, with some parcel! of truth nowe and then among.
1590 GREENE Mourn. Garni. (1616) i The gifts of the minde
so interlarded with the excellence of all vertues. 1670 G. H.
tr. Hist. Cardinals n. HI. 196 [He] enterlards the fury of
his heart, .with a counterfeit modesty and goodness, a 1694
TILLOTSON Sernt. xxii. (1742) II. 81 When men use to inter-

lard all their careless talk with oaths. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder
n. (R.), They interlard their native drinks with choice Of
strongest brandy. 175* FIELDING Amelia i. iii, A volley of
dreadful oaths, interlarded with some language, not proper
to be repeated. i8ao SCOTT Monast. xiv, The high-flown
and ornate compliments with which the gallant knight of
the sixteenth century interlarded his conversation. 1841
LEVER C. OMalley xxxv. 191 He would interlard his medita-
tion by passages of scripture. 187* MINTO F.ng, Prose Lit.

Introd. 29 There is a tolerably unanimous public opinion
against interlarding English composition with foreign words.

b. Said of the ingredient.
c 1654 FLECKNOE Relat. 10 Yrs. Trav, 105 Latin .. rather

serves to interlard other Languages, than to make an intire

meal of discourse. 1695 CONGREVE Love for L. iv. xix,

Lying is a figure of speech that interlards the greatest part
of my conversation. 1867 Miss BRADDON Anr. Floyd x. 97
Slangy technicalities of the turf had interlarded the poor
girl's brain-sick babble.

*t* 4. To interpolate, interpose. Obs.

1545 RAYOLD Byrth Afankyude 6 Plenty of flesshe enter-

lardyng and entermyngling it selfe with the muskles. 1565

JEWEL Repl. Harding (1611) 456 Here M. Harding . . hath
interlarded a long Fable of his owne. 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie n. xiii[i]. (Arb.) 136 Your fourth [verse] of one
bissillable,and two monosillables interlarded. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny xxxiv. viii. II. 497, I will not ouerpa&se the multitude
cf others, but interlard (as it were) and disperse them among.
1668 CULPEPPER & COI.E Barthoi. Anat. i xxxvi. 80 An
innumerable company of. .Veins, and Arteries, among which
Blood out of the Vessels seems to be shed and interlarded.

1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 28 Boyish speeches in which he
often interlarded the words O tempora, O mores.

f5. To smear internally {with something). Obs.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 182 Jarres. .whose insides fire all

interlarded with pitch to preserve the earthen vessells.

Hence Interla-rded///. a., Interla'rding vhl. sb.

1581 MULCASTF.R Positions xxxvii. (1887) 157 With some
enterlarding of toward nes and learning. A 1648 DIGBY
Closet Opened^ Shred half a pound of the belly-part of
interlarded Bacon. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. v, He was
voluble; the eternal interlardings of '

your Honour', with
the respectfulness ofCorporal Trim's manner. 1815 // 'oman's
Will in. i, Hell and the devil ! will you never have done
with these interlardings?

t Tnterlard, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] The
fat or omentum of a beast.
c 1440 Promp. Part'. 362/2 Interlarde, of fet flesche,

abdomen. 1557 Primer, Lands A viij, My soule shal be
satisfied as it wer with interlarde and fatnesse.

t Znterlarda'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INTER-

LARD v. + -ATION.I The action of interlarding;

something interlarded.

INTERLEAVING.
1718 MORGAN Algiers I. vi. 207 In spite of my frequent

Interlardations, 1 fear some Epicureans may think [this

Preamble] dry Feeding.

Interlardiuent (intaila'jdmcnt). [f. as prec.
+ -MENT.] =prec.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xiv. 89 This gives

me an appetite to oblige thee by interlardmenl. 1852 R. S.
SURTEES Sfaiife's Sf. Tour xxvi, A . . cap curious in micro-

scopic punctures and cherry-coloured ribbon interlardmenls.

Intel-latitudinal, -laudation, -layer: see
INTER- pref,

Interlay (intMl?-), v. Pa. t. and pple. -laid,

[f.
INTER- i a + LAY v.]

1. trans. To lay between or among ; to interpose.
1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. Ixx, This Chayne of Nature

might l>e interlay'd Betweene the Father and his high intents.

1624 WOTTON Arc/lit, in Reliq. (1651) 225 That certain
Courses or Ledges of more strength then the rest, be inter-

layed. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Hector in Card, vii, And the
meadow turf, cut finely, Round them laid and interlaid.

2. To furnish or vary ivith something placed Qr
inserted between ; alsoyf^.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 457 The walls of red-

marble shined like fire, interlaid with gold. 1631 BRATHWAIT
Eng. Gentlew. (1641) 289 The one interlayeth affection with
too much passion, the other with too much dissimulation.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. ill. (1673) 79/1 Composed of

Marble, and everywhere enterlaid with Gold.

Interleaf(i'ntajUf),^. PLleaves. [INTER- zb.]
1. An extra leaf inserted between the regular

leaves of a book, usually blank to receive notes or

additional matter; also transf. matter such as is

written on such a leaf.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela Hx, My little book of select de*

votions, with my notes in the inter-leaves. 1832 R. H.
FROUDE Rein. (1838) I. 257 All his interleaves and margins
are scribbled over with lug-sails. 1856 MASSON Ess., Story

1770. 199 Here the reader must permit me a little Essay or

disquisitional Interleaf on the character and writings of
Chatterton. 1898 S. COLVIN Advt. Flor. Pict. Chnm. 2/1
His text . . comprises 42 pages of Introduction and 79 Inter-

leaves facing the drawings.
2. Hot. A leaf developed between the ordinary

leaves of a plant.
1868 Kef. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 573 The stunt-

ing of the shoots and grapes, the curling and premature
fall of the leaves, the development of interleaves, and crack-

ing and drying of the berries.

Interleaf (intailrf), v. [f. prec.]
= INTERLEAVE T.

Hence Interlea-fed ///. a., Interlea'fing vbl. sb.

'733 A . HILL Let. 24 Oct. Wks. 1753 1. 156, I will inter-

leafyour part, ifyou send it me. 1739 in Richardson'sCorr.

(1804) I. 34 The interleafed volumes of Plain Dealers and
Prompters. 1876 ROCK Text. Fabr. ii. 8 The curious example
of such gauzy interleafings in the manuscript of Theodulph.
1900 U'estiu. Gaz. 26 ^Jan. 10/2 He proposes to '

interleaf
'

his parliamentary duties with agreeable studies.

Intel-league (intailf-g), v. Now rare. Also
6 enter-,

[t.
INTER- i b + LEAGUE v. But perh.

a perversion of the phrase to enter league: see

quot. 1579.] intr. and refl. To enter into or

form a league with another, or with each other.

[1579 LYLV Enphnes (Arb.) 49, I studyed euer since my
first comming to Naples to enter league with such a one as

might direct my steps.] 1590 LODGE Enf/tiies' Gold. Leg.
(1880) M iv, See..howe Fortune and loue haue interleagued
themselues to be. .thy foes. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613)
60 [He] there enter-leagued himselfe with Gleazar. 1606
MARSTON Sophonisba i. i. Aivb, So fearefully will I take

vengeance : Tie interleague with Scipio.
Hence Interlea'gued ///. a.

1844 LYTTON tr. Schiller's Poems
ff- Ball., Fridolin I. 86

Their strength the Fire, the Water gave, In interleagued
endeavour.

Interleave (intailfv), v.
[f.

INTER- i a +
LEAF sb. (pi. leaves}.]
1. trans. To insert leaves, usually blank, between

the ordinary leaves of (a book).
1668 WOOD Lift (O. H. S.) II. 140 Interleaving the book,

be added to it [etc.]. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 547 p 2

Having the two last volumes in large paper interleaved for

her own private use. 1839 J. G. LOCKHART Let. in Smiles
Mem. J, Murray (1891) II. xxxiv. 453 He is going to

interleave his copy and annotate largely, 1874 BLACKIE

Self-Cult. 21 The young student cannot begin too early
the practice of interleaving certain books.

2. transf. and fig. To insert or introduce some-

thing at regular intervals between (things) or

between the parts of (a thing). Const, ivith.

1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 143 Any feasible plan
for interleaving days of hardship with days of ease. 1861

H. R. REYNOLDS in Life vii. (1808) 176 We do vary and curtail

and interleave the liturgy with free prayer and psalmody.
1878 A. H. GREEN, etc. Coal ii. 42 Towards the north . . the

rock becomes interleaved with shale and sandstone.

b. With inverted construction. Const, in.

1802 T. S. SURR Splendid. Misery III. 49 The transparent
Fashions ofLondon and Paris . . not unaptly interleaved in

Les Etudes de la Nature.

Interleaved (intailf-vd), ///. a. [f. prec. +

-ED!.] Having (blank) leaves inserted.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 458 An interleav'd Catalogue in

the Bodleian Library. 1787 SIR J. HAWKINS Johnson 175
An interleaved copy of Bailey's dictionary in folio he [Dr.

Johnson] made the repository of the several articles. 1888

BURGON Lives 12 Good Men II. x. 263 An interleaved copy
. .annotated throughout by himself.

Interleaving (intajlrvirj), vbl. sb. [f.
as

prec. + -ING !.] The insertion of (blank) leaves ;

interfoliation.



INTERLIBEL.
1885 Athcnxum 6 June 724/3 The usual plan is. .to publish

your inferior sketches in very large type with liberal inter-

leaving. 1899 Speaker 30 Dec. 339/1 Pusey owned a Hebrew
Bible with large folio interleavings.

t Interli'bel, v. Obs. rare-", [f. INTER- i b
+ LIBEL v.] trans. To libel (one another). Hence
f Interli-belling vbl. sl>., libelling of one another.
a 1626 BACON Ch. Control', in Kesscit

: (if>6i) 165 My Lords
of the Clergy have none Intelligence with this interlibelling.

Interlie, -ligamentary, -light, -lighten,
-limitation: see INTER- /><?/:

Interline (intaibi-n), v.I Also 5-6 enter-
lyne, 6-7 -line. [In sense i app. ME. ad. mecl.
L. interlineare (1278 in Du Cange), f. inter
between + ITnea LlNE^. 1

; cf. Of. entreligneure,
interlineure interlinear insertion ( 14111 c. in Godef. ;= med.L. interltneatiircf), F. interligner vb. (for-

merly entreligner, Cotgr.) ; also interligne and

entreligne sb. (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.). But sense
i also comes close to that of the unconnected L.
interlinere to smear between, write between, which
the English word may have been taken by some to

represent (cf. INTERLINEATE). Later senses are

partly transferred from the first, partly derived from
various senses of LINE j<M and w.1]
1. trans. To insert additional words between the

lines of (a written, esp. a legal, document). Chiefly
pass., const, with.

1421 Will lien. V in Rolls Parlt. IV. 299/2, I have . .

written hit in hast with myn owen hande, bus enterlynit and
blotted as hit is. 1563 A. NOWELL in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 20 The coopie . . was interlined and sumwhear
blotted. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) 441 A Deed raced
or interlined. 1658 WiLiATORDSecrrts Nat. 198 The Printer

'

.

. . is the lesse culpable, the Copy being much interlin'd.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 32 Written by several

hands, and interlin'd in a great many places. 1823 J. BAD-

.

by several
a great many places. 1823 J. BAD-

COCK Dour. A mason. 39 Write with ordinary ink on common
topics, and interline this with the important secret intel-

ligence meant to be conveyed.

Jff- '597 MIDDLE-TON Wisd. Solomon xvii. 16 But thou
with sorrow interlines his song, a 1631 DONNE in Select.

(1840) 51 Though he interline it with other studies, .yet the
text itself. .will shine through and appear.

t b. To add interlineary glosses to. Obs,
1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 40 No man ought to cheat

another though to the true beliefe : Not by Interlining the

Scripture. Not by false Quotation of Scripture, or of a
Father.

t c. To interpolate or extend (a narrative, etc.)
with new matter. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xxi. 5. 301 With such

lauish enlargements haue those Writers enterlined the deeds
of Gods Saints. 1654 H. L'EsTRANGE C/ias. / (1655) 208
Where the series of the story is not enterlined nor disturbed
with matters independent, and of a different kind.

2. To insert (a word or words) between the lines

in a written document
; also, loosely, between word

and word (quot. 1681).
1589 Pappt tu. Hatchet Cij, To raze out good Greeke,

and enterline bad Latine. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 399
The word Executor being interlined. 1681 STAIR lust.
Law Scot. IV. xlii. 19 Superinduction..of Monosyllabs or
short words, as when No or Not is interlined, not between
Line and Line, . .but between word and word. 1875 STUBBS
Const. Hist. III. xviii. 59 These words were found inter-
lined in Richard's grant. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.
Kncnul. I. 278/2 Words accidentally omitted were also placed
in the margin, or interlined.

3. absol. or intr. a. To make interlinear inser-

tions.

1576 FLEMING Pnuopl. Epist. 254 To interline here for

necessitie, there for exornation. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia
Pref. a v b, His fault that could never take . . his Hand off,
but was still mending, disliking, interlining. 1733 SWIFT
On Poetry 88 Blot out, correct, insert, refine, Enlarge,
diminish, interline. 1838 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk.
Prop. Law xviii. 143 If you obliterate, interline, or make
any other alteration in your will after it is executed, you
must re-execute your will .. as if it were an original will.

t b. To come between the lines. In quots. ySjf.

1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Longing ix, Indeed the world's

thy book, Where all things have their lease assign'd : Yet
a meek look Hath interlin'd.

_ 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex
Scint. n. White Sunday x, As in night's gloomy page One
silent star may interline.

f4. trans. To write or print in alternate lines. Obs.

1692 LOCKE Educ. Wks. 1812 IX. 159 By this way of
interlining Latin and English one with another.

t 5. To mark with lines, esp. of various colours.
1572 BOSSEWF.LL Armorie ii. 61 This serpente is but halfe

a foote of lengthe, and enterlined with white spottes. 1657
Lust's Domin. i. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XIV. 99 For each con-
tracted frown A crooked wrinkle interlines my brow. 1661
LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min. 62 Their skinnes. .being white,
spotted, and changeably interlined like diverse flowers.

f6. To place or insert something in lines be-
tween or among (something else). Const, with.
1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 32 Vpon eyther syde of the

vauntguarde. .marched wings ofshott.enterlyned with pikes.
1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. \. Pref. (1858) 7 They are
interlined with many virtuous and some pious mixtures.
1660 T. WATSON in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. ci. i Mercy
interlined with judgment.

t b. With the thing placed between as object.
1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 143, I saw the foot. .

interlined among the horse. 1736 LEDIARD Life Marl-
borough I. 498 The Enemy being re-inforced with some
Squadrons, and having interlined some Infantry with them,
moved again towards the Allies.
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Hence Interli-ned///. a.
1601 CHESTER Love's Mart, xciii, The white-veind enter.

1m d-stone Achates. 1828 WEBSTER s. v., An interlined word
. .an interlined manuscript.

Interline (intailai-n), .2 Also 5 enterlyno.
[f. INTER- i a + LINE

z/.2] trans. To insert a
second or inner lining between the stuff and ordi-

nary lining of (a garment).
*4&aH'ardr. Ace. Ediu. /K(i83o) 148 A doublet .. lined

with Holand clothe and interlined with busk. 1483 H-'anfr
Ace. in Anliq. Rep. (1807) I. 41 A doublet of grene satyn
enterlyned with . . busk, and lyned with . . Holand cloth
1690 C. HATTON in H. Corr. (Camden) II. 160 Let y
Immng of y cloake be sent to y taylor to interline y" coat.
"894 Chicago Advance 6 Sept., Skirls of dresses are now so
generally lined and interlined, that they become too heavy
for comfort . . if made of weighty material.

t Interline, sb\ In 6 enterlyne. Obs.
rare l

. [f. prec.] Inner lining.
1:1570 Pride $ Lowl. (1841) 19 Of silk it had a costly

enterlyne.

Interline (i-ntaabi'n), s&.z [INTER- 2 b.] An
intermediate line.

1721 BAILEY, An Interline. 1886 G. M. CRAWFORD in
Fortn. Rev. July n There is a network of wrinkles at the
temple, and lines and interlines about the brow and side of
the nose.

Interlineal (-Irmal), a. [INTER- 43. Cf.
obs. F. interlineal (1584 in Godef.).]
fl. = INTERLINEAR A. i. Obs.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 238 In this commaunde.

ment, as y glose interlineal sayth, is understande & for-

bydden [etc.]. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 236 If you take
the ordinary interlineall Translation. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenot's Trav. H. 106 Several Alcorans Translated in
Persian, nevertheless that is but an interlineal Translation,
word for word, and without any Sence. 1826 SYD. SMITH
Wks. (1869) 523 Whether very close interlined translations
are helps in learning a language.
2. Disposed in alternate lines.

1851 RUSKIN Stones yen. I. xxvi. 2 The merely ocular
charm of interlineal opposition of colour.

Hence Interli neally adv.
1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 240 The Greeke text is set downe

both in Greek Characters, and also in Latine letters inter-

lineally, directly ouer the head of the Greek words.

Interlinear (-li-iwSi), a. and sb. Also 5
-liniare, 6 -lyniare. [ad. med.L. interlinear-is,
f. inter between + Knea LINE : cf. LINEAR

; perh.
immed. ad. F. interlintaire (earlier entrelinaire;
I3~l4th c. in Ilatz. -Darin.).]
A. adj. 1. Written or printed between the lines.

Interlinear Gloss, Anselm's gloss on the Vulgate, placed
in MSS. between the lines of the Latin text, while the
Ordinary Gloss by Walafrid Strabo occupied the top and
side margins, and the commentary of Nicholas de Lyra
filled the lower part of the page. Interlinear system (see
HAMILTONIAN a. a. and quots. there).

.

c '44 "Jacob's Well 267 pe glose interliniare seyth, bat it

is nojt worthy god to be mercyfull to hym hat is cruel &
vnmercyfull. 1532 MORE Confut. Barnes vui. Wks. 758/2He shall see that Lire, and the ordinarye glose, and the
interlyniare glose also, doe declare [etc.]. 1625 S. WARD in

Abp. Usshers Lctt.(i6B6) 330 He shewed me the Psalter in
Hebrew MS. interlinear with a Latin Translation, 1774
WARTON_//?W. Eng. Poetry (1840) I. Diss. ii. 103 At Trinity
College in Cambridge there is an Hebrew Psalter with a
Normanno-Gallic interlinear version. 1880 MUIRHEAD
Gains Introd. ii He has often incorporated in his text what
. . were merely marginal or interlinear glosses.
fig. 1812 CaABBE Tales, Patron 256 He sometimes saved

his cash, By interlinear days of frugal hash.
2. Of a book : Having the same text in different

languages printed in alternate lines. 1 Obs.
1624 BEDELL Lett. vi. 107 In the Interlinear Bible set

forth by the authoritie of King Philip.. the Hebrew Text is
reformed.

t B. sb. = INTERLINEATION. Obs. rare ~ '.

1597-8 Bp. H*Ll.Sat. IV. i. 8 Scoring the margent with his
blazing stars, And hundreth crooked interlinears.

Interli-nearily, adv. rare.
[f. INTKRLINEARY

+ -LY ".] In an interlinear manner
; between, or

as between, the lines.

1627 BP. HALL Gt. Impostor Wks. 503 Certaine common
principles . . together with this law, interlinearily written in
the tables of the heart. 1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm
Wks. (1670) 593 Doctrines, .interlinearily refuted before.

Interlrnearly, adv. rare. [f. INTERLINEAR +
-LY2.] =prec.
1846 in WORCESTER [citing Bp. Hall : but cf. quot. 1627

in prec. word, which Worcester has not entered]. Hence in
mod. Diets.

Interlineary (intajli-nzari), a. and sb. Also
8 erron. -liniary. [ad. med.L. interlinearis : see
INTERLINEAR and -ART 2.]

A., adj. 1. = INTERLINEAR i.

1605 A. WlLLETtfexaflaGetl. 174 The interlinearie glosse.
1625 USSHER in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 133 That which
hath the Saxon interlineary translation inserted, is the old
Roman Psalterium. 1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 260, I

contented myself with the interliniary versions of Pagninus,
Arius Montanus, and other interpreters. 1865 Athenzum
No. 1987. 725/3 An interlineary translation.

fig. a 1631 DONNE Serm. xlv. 455 Thou heardst two
Sermons .. besides thine interlineary week Lectures.
2. = INTERLINEAR 2. ? Obs.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. 11. 94 The interlineary
Bible of Arias Montanus concurres with onr best and latest

English Translation of K. James. 1642 FULLER Holy ff

Prof. St. in. xviii. 200 Christopher Plantin, by printing of
his curious interlineary Bible in Antwerp.

INTERLINK,
B. sb. 1. a. An interlinear version. To. fig.

Something interposed like an interlinear gloss or
translation.

[1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xi. 297 If false latyn be in be lettre
be lawe it inpugneth, Or peynted par enterlinarie [or] par-cels

ouer-skipped.] 1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 64 The
infinit helps of mterlineanes, breviaries, synopses, and other
loitering gear. 1670 BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 437 Sincerity
is not a single grace, but the source of all graces, and the
interlineary that must run through every grace.
2. ellipt. for (a.) the Latin interlinear version

of the Bible by Arias Montanus (1568-72); (b.)
the Interlinear Gloss on the Vulgate.'
1659 BP. WALTON Cotisid. Considered 197 The Vulgar

Latin . . He esteems . . the best in the whole collection except
the Interlineary. ^77 W. HUGHES Man of Sin II. i. 5
Lyranus and the Interlineary saith, Peter was crucified
not by the Romans, but by the Jews. 1685 POCOCK Hosea
n. 62 In the Interlineary we have vilitatem cjits, her vile-
ness or baseness.

Interlineate (-li-nz>it), v. rare. [f. ppl.
stem of med.L. interlineart to INTERLINE zi.l Cf.
F. interlinter (Littre). In mod. use perh. back-
formation from INTERLINEATION. By Cockeram
app. connected with L. interlinfre, f. linlre to

smear.] trans, and absol. = INTERLINE z>.l AlsoM
[i63 COCKERAM n, To Deface, Interlinea!e.} 1693 BEVER-

LEY True St. Gasp. Truth 18 And therefore is the Gospel
constantly interlineated with Christ, and his Spirit. 1875
LIGHTFOOT Comm. Col. ff Philem. (1876) 280 When therefore
the Greek text came loan end, the scribe's work was done,
for he could no longer interlineate.

Hence Interli-neated///. a.

1877 W. S. GILBERT Foggerty's Fairy (1892) 260 The badly-
scrawled, interleaved, and interlineated manuscript. 1882-3SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Kncnul. I. 732 There appeared in
1640 the interlineated Psalter by John Spelman
Interlineation (-linz^'-Jan). [n. of action f.

prec. ; see -ATION. Cf. F. interlineation (Littre).]The insertion of a word or words between the
lines of a writing ; the word or words so inserted.
1692 New Jersey Archives (1881) II. 63 Before ye execu-

tion of ye originall Deed there was this interlineation in-
serted . . betweene the Thirty eighth and thirty nynth Lines
1698 G. HICKES in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 268 The
manner of interlineation in many places shews that the
Latin exemplars were first written. 1779-81 JOHNSON L.P.,
/V/cWks. IV. 32 A former copy, more varied, and more
deformed with interlineations. 1877 DOWDEN Shots. Prim.
ii. 18 In Shakspere's will the only mention of his wife occurs
in an interlineation.

Iiiterli-uenient. rare.
[f. INTERLINE .' +

-MENT.] = INTERLINEATION.
1887 TENNANT Notary's Man. (ed. 5) 18 All blank spaces,

erasures or interlinements duly verified by the notary in the
margin thereof.

Interli'ner. rare.
[f. as prec. + -ER i.] One

who interlines.

1652 COLLINGF.S Caveat for Prof. xiv. (1653) 66 Papists,who are known depravers of Antiquity, and interliners of
the Fathers.

Interlingnal (-li'qgwal) a. rare. [INTER- 43.]
Between or relating to two languages.
i8j4_

R. G. LATHAM Native Races Russian Emp. 331 A
question of international (or, rather, interlingual) copyright.
1862 Sat. Rev. XIV. 683/2 A practice of publishers in

France, regarding interlingual literary matters.

Interlinguistic (-lirjgwi-stik),(r. rare. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] Intermingling in speech.
1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist xviii. (1889) 167 Not a col-

loquy but a chasing, impossible to say which flies, which
follows, or what the topic, so interlinguistic are they and
rapidly counterchanging.

Interlining (-loi-nin), sb. [INTER- i a : cf.

INTERLINE v.~] An inner lining placed between
the stuff and ordinary lining of a garment.
1892 Gentlnu. Bk. Sports \. 215, I have fine steel chain-

mail placed between two folds of doeskin, as interlining to
my corduroy (fencing) jacket.

Interlining (-brnin), vbl. sb. [f. INTERLINE
v.1 + -ING i.] =INTERLINEATION.
1467 Paston Lett. No. 575 II. 307, I had thought to have

wretyn the letter, .newe, by cause of the foule wrytyngand
interlynyeng. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 128
Without any often blurring or enterlining. 1684 BAXTER
Pref. Hale's True Relig. A iij, Only the Latin Verses, and
an enterlining or two, are his own hand. 1735 SWIFT Let.
Wks. 1824 XVIII. 277 You see, by my many blottings and
interlinings, what a condition my head is in.

fig. 1631 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for Year i. viii. 92 Mingle
it with false principles, and interlinings of our own.

t Interli'ning, ///. a. Obs. rare.
[f. INTER-

LINE z/.l + -ING -.] That interlines : in quots. fig.
a 1658 CLEVELAND Gen. Poems (1677) 40 Reforming Tweed

Hath sent us Runts even of her Churches breed, Lay inter-

lining Clergy. 1661 R. W. Con/. Charac., Pragm. Pulpit-
filler (1860) 83 So that I may justly, .with illustrious Cleave-
land, call him a lay interlining clergyman.
Interlink (intaali-nk), v. [INTER- i b.] trans.
To link (two or more things) to one another, or

(one thing) with something else. Often Jig. Hence
Interli-nking vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1387 GOLDING De Mornay xi. (1617) 159 The interlinking
of all things together, a 1626 DAVIES Orchestra (ad fin.),

Many an incomparable lovely pair With hand-in-hand were
interlinked seen. 1695 DRVDEN Observ. Art Paint. 69
These are two Chains which are interlink'd. 1761 KIN-
NERSLEY in Phil. Tram. LI 1 1. 95 Square iron nail rods, ..

connected together by interlinking joints. 1809-10 COLE-

116
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HIM figure of **- -
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Basix 304 To find interlinking natural canals.

Interlink (rnw.ilink ,
rf [INTER- 2 b.] An

intermediate or connecting link.

a 1834 I.-..I.KRIOGK Kern. (1838) III. 402 A longer time and

more uilerlinks are requisite.

Interlobate ,-\o brt), a. [INTER- 4 a.] Situ-

ated between loops or lobes, esp. in Geol. between

the terminal lobes of a glacier-moraine.
i88i- T. C. CHAMBERLIX in Kef. U. S. Geol.Sarv. (1883)

in (Funk) A peculiar morainic type to which the term

intermediate or interlobate moraines will be applied. 1889

Amtr. Set. ASSK. in Nature 3 Oct. 558 The terminal loops

meet on opposite sides of large interlobate moraines.

Interlobular (-Ifbiwlaj), a. Anal, and Path.

[INTER- 4 a. Cf. F. interlobulaire (Littre').]
Situ-

ated or occurring between the lobes of any organ.

1814 J. FORBES Laenntc's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 141 There are

two kinds of emphysema of the lungs, the vesicular or pul-

monary properly so called, and the interlobular. 1836-9

TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 493/2 The plastic mass . . fills up the

interlobular fissures. 1881 MlvARTOtf iSSThe portal veins

end by minute vessels, which surround and penetrate the

lobules of the liver (whence .. called interlobular veins).

Interlo'cal, a. rare. [INTER- 4 b.] Existing

between place andplace. Hence Interlo-cally adv.

1850 Tait's Mag. XVII. 772/2 In a few years means of

transit by steam will no doubt exist interlocally in all parts

of the world.

Znterlocate fluted***),*. [INTER- i a.]

trans. To place between other things, or between

one another ; to intercalate.

1851 KITTO Bible Illuitr. Morn. Ser. (1857) IV. 54 The
stones are so irregularly interlocated as to show that they

belong to the restorations from old materials. 1853 Jrnl.

R. Agric. Sac. XIV. i. 235 There are thin beds of the silica

rock interlocated with seams of blue limestone.

Interlocation (-lok^-Jan). rare. [INTER- 2 a.

Cf. obs. F. interlocation (Cotgr.).]

1. A placing between, interposition ; also, some-

thing placed between.
1611 COTGR., Interlocation, an interlocation, interlacing,

interposition. 1671 VILLIERS (Ok. Buckhm.) Rehearsal v.

(Arb.) 127 As likewise your Eclipse of the Sun is caus'd by
an interlocation of the Moon, betwixt the Earth and Sun.

1834 SOUTHEY Doctor I. 104, I will not . . call these inter-

vening chapters either Interpellations, or Interpositions, or

Interlocations, or Intervals.

2. An intermediate location, settlement, or place.

1890 DOANE in Mission Herald (Boston) June 226 [By
canoe] 1 reach the ends and interlocations of my bishopric.

Interlock (intailp-k), v. [INTER- i b.]

1. intr. To engage with each other by partial

overlapping or interpenetration of alternate pro-

jections and recesses.

1639 LITHGOW Trav. v. 190 The branches grow so straight,

and interlocking as though they were kept by Arte. 1802

PALEY Nat. Theol. xx. (1830) 257 The attracting syrup,
the

rows of strong prickles, their position so as to interlock, the

joints of the leaves [etc.]. 1831 R. KNOX Cloqwet's Anat, 84
The edges of the bones, .are merely placed together without

interlocking by means of denticulations. 1853 C. BRONTK
Villcttl xxvii, I felt my fingers work and my hands interlock.

b. spec. ( U. S.) said of the head-streams of rivers

which lie between each other, but flow in different

directions.

[1693 T. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 791 The Heads
of the Branches of the Rivers interfere and lock one within

another., after the manner that an Indian explained, .to me,
when . . he clapt the Fingers of one Hand 'twixt those of the

other, crying, they meet thus.] 1749 L. EVANS Map Pensilv.

in J. Winsor Mississ. Basin (1805) 241 This Branch [of the

Susquehannah] interlocks with the Branches of Allegeny and
the North Branch of Potomack. 1808 PIKE Sources ATississ.

u. (1810) 135 At five o'clock arrived at the dividing ridge
between the waters of the Osage and Arkansaw . . the dry
branches of which interlock within 20 yards of each other.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xxxii. 300 By way of the

Ottawa and the rivers that interlock with it.

o. fig. Of immaterial things.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vi. (1873) 134 These representa-

tive species often meet and interlock. 1861 L. L. NOBLE
Icebergs 25 The twilight, that . . neutral ground, where

gloom and splendor interlock and wrestle.

2. trans. To lock or clasp within each other.

Chiefly pass.
1807 VANCOUVER Arric. Devon (1813) 239 Their branches

so interlocked . . and covered with . . tree moss, that the
feeble foliage and diminutive fruit they produce, are scarcely
visible. 1831 R. KNOX CloqveCs Anat. 168 They [bones]
are interlocked, if the general mechanism of the region is

insufficient to maintain this solidity. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. xlii. (1856) 384 It had so interlocked itself with other
ice-fields of different diameters, that to the eye it became
a part of a great plain. 1879 CaisMs Tech'n. Educ. IV.

65/1 The scales hook into each other..and thus the fibres
become inextricably interlocked.

fig. iHi F. HALL in Jrnl. Anat. Soc. Bengal 6 note,
Words which rigorous euphony would interlock are some-
times found asunder. 1893 A. OCLK Man;. D>

'

Argenson
161 Interlocked with the political battle, there proceeded a
spiritual conflict.

8. Railways. To connect (the levers for working
a system of signals, switches, etc.) in such a manner
by catches, bars, bolts, or the like, that they cannot
be operated independently of each other, but only
in such a manner as to secure agreement in their

position. Also intr. for pass.
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1874 R. C. RAPIER Signals Railw. 23 Switches and

Unals .. are said lo be interlocked when the movement of

a signal to safety cannot be commenced until after the

necessary movement of the switches has been completed,
and also the movement of the switches cannot be commenced
until after all the signals concerned by them have first been

set fully to danger. Ibid. 26 If a signal had to interlock

with several sets of switches, say for example, ten or twelve

[etc.]. Ibid. 32 When a lever is required to interlock with

several others, it is fixed only once by its own lock. 1889

G. FINDLAY Eng. Railway 67 In 1856 a successful attempt
was made by Mr. John Saxby to concentrate and interlock

the levers working both points and signals.

Hence Interlo-cked /// " > Interlo-cking' vbl.

sl>. and ///. a. ; also Interlo'cker, one who or

that which interlocks.

1854 OWEN Stel. ff Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 165
The tail is encased in a sheath of . . interlocked ossicles.

Ibid, ran The firm interlocking of the ordinary vertebrae.

1854 WOODWARD Mollusca 11. 245 A hinge furnished with

interlocking teeth. 1874 R. C. RAPIER Signals Railw. 23
The first interlocking of switches and signals took place at

East Retford Junction, in the year 1852. Ibid, 47 The
interlocking apparatus. 1889 G. FINDLAY Rng. Railway 67
In 1859 the first interlocking frame was fixed on the London
and North Western Railway . . In 1873 . . 13,000 interlocked

levers were in use on that railway. 1896 Colnnibus (Ohio)

Disp, 6 Jan. 5/2 An annunciator has been put in between
Mound street and the interlocker at the crossing of the

T. & O. C., C., H. V. & T. and Cincinnati division of the

Pan Handle, for the purpose of announcing trains approach-

ing the crossing from the south. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel

ii. 77 The same interlocking of Amorite and Hittite . . meets

us also on the monuments of Egypt.

Interlock (i'ntajl^k),
sb. rare. [f. prec. vb.]

a. The fact or condition of being interlocked, b.

An interlocked portion of an estate, etc.

1874 BUSHNELI. Forgiven. $ Law iv. 237 Modes of false

opinion that have no show of interlock save in their common
opposition to God. 1877 BURROUGHS Taxation 356 A junior
patentee has the right to pay on the interlock, and a sale of

the whole tract . . is void as to the part within the interlock.

Interlocular (-1^-kirflai), a. Zool. [INTEB-

4 a.] Situated between loculi or chambers, as in

shells or corals.

1888 G. J. HINDE in Geol. Jrnl. XLIV. 209 The internal

cavity of the corallites is divided into a series of closed

longitudinal chambers or interlocular spaces.

t Interlocu'te, v. Obs. rare. [f.L.tnterfaciit-,

ppl. stem of interloqui : see next.] intr. To talk

with, hold conversation with.
i6ai BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx in. 539 Cleon . . is brought

in interlocuting with Agoracritus.

Interlocution (-loki-Jan). Also 7 -loquu-
tion. [ad. L. interlocution-em, n. of action f. in-

terloqui, f. inter between + loqui to speak. Cf. F.

interlocution (1549 in Godef. Camp!.).]
1. The action ^on the part of two or more persons)

of talking or replying to each other, a. Talk,

conversation, discourse, dialogue.
a 1534 W. DE WORDE (tide). An Interlocucyon, with an

Argument betwyxt Man and Woman, whiche of them could

prove most excellent, a 1548 HALL Chron. (1809) 291 Al the

whole daye was consumed in doutfull communicacion and
earnest interlocution. 1638 BROME Antipodes u. ii. Wks.

1873 III. 260 You hold interloquutions with the Audients.

i68x FLAVEL Meth. Grace iii. 46 That treaty requires inter-

locution betwixt both the parties concerned in it. 1756^-82

J. WARTON Ess. Pope II. xn. 340 He is for ever introducing
these little interlocutions, which give his satires and epistles
an air so lively and dramatic. 1864 W. C. HAZLITT Early
Pop. Poetry I. Introd. 14 Productions, .for the most part in

the form of dialogues or interlocutions.

tb. An alternate reading or speaking, as in

making responses, or reading alternate verses of

the Psalms. 06s.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxvii. 5 i Rehearsall of them

[the Psalms] .. done by interlocution, and with a mutuall
returne of sentences from side to side. 1643 True /nformer
35 Then wee proceed by holy alternatif interlocutions (where-

by wee heare our selves speak as well as the Minister) to

some efTectuall short prayers.

f C. Manner of intercommunication. Obs.

1670 Conclave wherein Clement VIII was elected Pope 12

There arose no small fluctuation and confusion amongst
them..from the diversity of their interlocution.

)
2. The action of replying ; a reply, response.

1597-8 BACON Ess., Discourse
^Arb.)

22 A good continued

speech without a good speech of interlocution sheweth slow-

nesse ; and a good reply or second speech, without a good
set speech sheweth shallownesse and weaknes. 1661 Grand
Debate 83 Indeed Abraham did so, when Gods interlocution

answering the first Prayer, called him to vary his request.

178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vm. 127 The people.,made
small interlocutions or responses.

( 3. The action of interrupting (one's own or an-

other's) speech ; an interruption ;
a parenthetical

utterance or section. Obs.

1591 tr. Junius m Ren. vii. i This whole chapter is a
certaine interlocution. 1604 CAWDREY Table A Iph., Inter-

locution, interrupting of anothers speech. i6 FULLER Ch.
Hist. iv. i. 9 Lest their interlocutions should hinder the
intireness of our Discourse, take them Verbatim in a Dia-

logue. 1683 Bp. PATRICK Prov. xxix. Argt., A speech
broken off by interlocutions, and instilled by parts, pene-
trates deeper than that which is continued.

f4. Law. An intermediate decree before final

decision : see INTERLOCUTORY a. 3.

1706 PHILLIPS, Interlocution,, .in a Law-sense, the deter-

mining some small Matter in a Tryal till such time as the

principal Cause be fully known. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon
65 The Judge ought by an Interlocution to enjoin new

INTERLOCUTORY.
Answers. Ibid. 149 Some new Incident, .may emerge, .on
which the Judge ought to proceed by Interlocution.

Interlocutive (-ty-kirftiv) ,
a. rare.

[f. as

INTEELOCUTE v. : see -IVB.] Characterized by in-

terlocution (see prec. i b) ; responsive.
1841 G. S. FABER Provinc. Lett. (1844) II. 74 The Breviary

. . is a public interlocutive service, requiring a Priest and a
Reader and a Congregation.

Interlocutor 1
(-ifki/ftaj). Also 6-7 -our,

6 -loquutor. [f. L. type *interlocfitor, agent-n.
f. interloqul

'

: see INTERLOCUTION, and cf. F. inter-

locuteur (_[6th c. in Godef. Compl.\'\ One who
takes part in a dialogue, conversation, or discussion.

In //. the persons who carry on a dialogue.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt. t; Uplimdyshm. (Percy Soc.) 3 Inter-

locutoures be Amyntas and Faustus. 1550 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse i The Interloquutors : Philonicus, Spon-
daeus. a 1670 HACKET Al>p. Williams I. (1693) 20 An
assiduous Overseer and Interlocutor at the Afternoon Dis-

putations of the Under Graduates. 1699 BENTLEY Phal.
279 The Interlocutors in this Dialogue, are Socrates and
one Minos an Athenian, his Acquaintance. 1763 J. BROWN
Poetry ff Mns. vi. 108 'Tis probable that He [ThespisJ was
the first Declaimer or Interlocutor to his own Choir. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 60 Dryden had done him the
honor to make him a principal interlocutor in the dialogue
on dramatic poesy. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 7.

b. With pass. pron. One who enters into or
takes part in conversation with another.

1848 THACKERAY Van, Fair li. (end)
'

It's you, Moss, is

it ?
'

said the Colonel, who appeared to know his interlocutor.

1850 GEO. ELIOT A. Beds ii, Your true rustic turns his back
on his interlocutor. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char.
ii. 50 Celia.. always checks the career of her wit, when it

curvets beyond the comfort of her interlocutor.

Interlocutor- (-V'ki?<tai). Sc. Law. Also

6, 8 -loquitur, -tor, 6-7 -loquutour. [a. F. in-

terlocutoire interlocutory, ad. L. inltrlocfttarium :

see next, and cf. DECLARATOR. The occasional

spelling interloquitur appears to imply an identi-

fication with the L. verbal form interloquitiir
' he

pronounces an interim sentence '.]
A judgement or

order of a court or of the Lords Ordinary, signed
by the pronouncing or presiding judge.

'

Interlocutors, correctly speaking, are judgments or

judicial orders pronounced in the course of a suit, but which
do not finally determine the cause. The term, however, in

Scotch practice, is applied indiscriminately to the judgments
or orders of the Court, or of the Lords Ordinary, whether
they exhaust the question at issue or not

'

(Bell Diet. Lau>
ScotI. 1861).

1533 BELLENDEN Liv% in. (1822) 272 This Appius .. or
evir pny place wes geyin to Virginius to answere to the

peticioun, he gaif his interloquitur {Boyndlie MS. interlo-

cutour] aganis Virginia. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. I'tmis iv. 285
Scho was put to honour Aboue yenus be Interloquutour Of
the Assise furth geuin be thair sentence. 1639 in Row
Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 525 Protests that all acts, sen-

tences, decreets, interlocutors, to be pronunced, be in them-
selves null, voyd, and ineffectual!. 1746-7 Act 20 Geo. If,
c. 43 14 Decrees, Sentences, Interloquitors, Judgments,
Executions, or Proceedings relating to any Civil or Criminal
Cause in any such Court. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 34
The House of Lords ordered, that the interlocutor com-

plained of in the appeal should be reversed ; and that the

interlocutor of the Lord Ordinary should be affirmed.

Iiiterlo'cutorily, adv. rare. [f. next + -IT 2
.]

In the way of an interlocutory decree (see next,
A. 3) ; provisionally.
1620 BRENT tr. Snrpfs Hist. Counc. Trent (1676) 128 De-

creeing interlocutorily the occurring differences.

Interlocutory (-Ip'kiKtari), a. and sb. Also

7 -loquutory. [ad. L. type *interlocutori-us : see

INTERLOCUTION and -OBT. Cf. F. interlocutoire

(i3th c. in Hatz.).]
A. adj. 1. Of the nature of, pertaining to, or

occurring in, dialogue or conversation.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxix. i These interlocutorie

formes of speech. 1626 W. FENNER Hidden Manna (1652)
A iv b, He Icnowes that interloquutory swearing is a sinne.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 17. 161 Another . .

plastick power in the soul, . . in sleep or dreams . . frames inter-

locutory discourses betwixt it self and other persons. 1763
J. BROWN Poetry ff Mns. iv. 42 The Episode or interlocutory
Part would be also sung. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. xix.

388 The interlocutory form must be preserved.

b. Of a person : Taking part in a conversation.

1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life xvii. 252 The barber here

prattles on with a freedom . . respected by the interlocutory
conte under his razor.

2. Spoken intermediately, interjected into the

main course of speech.
i8ai SCOTT Kenilw. xvii, A few of Leicester's interlocutory

sentences ran as follows :

'

Poynings, good morrow, and how
does your wife and fair daughter?'..' Adams, your suit is

naught : the Queen will grant no more monopolies '. 1854
MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. vl. 169 Making all his interlocutory
observations in a most musical voice. 1864 Lond. Rev. 18

June 641 Interlocutory observations addressed to his unfor-

tunate and joyless partner.

3. Law. Pronounced during the course of an

action ; not finally decisive of a case or suit ; esp.

in interlocutory decree, judgement, order. Also,

relating to a provisional decision in a case.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments g Of ludiciall sentences there

bee two sortes, the one interlocutory, the other definitive.

An interlocutory sentence, is a decree giuen by the iudge,
betwixte the beginning and ending of the cause, touching
some incident or emergent question. 1626 DONNE Serm.
xxvii. 271 All the Judgments of the world are but Inter-



INTERLOCUTRESS.
locutory Judgments, There is a finall Judgment. 1665
MANLEY Grotius' Low C. Warms 489 Not by a setled and
perpetual Law, but in the manner of an Interloquutory
Edict. 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. xv. 222 In case
any Person be aggriev'd by any Sentence or Interlocutory
Decree, .he may appeal to the High Court of Admiralty.
1881 LD. JAMES in Times 12 Apr. 4/2 He did not intend to

dispose of anything finally on the present occasion, but
only to deal with the case as upon an interlocutory applica-
tion.

B. sb. f 1. Law. An interlocutory decree. Obs.
1620 BRENT tr. Sarpis Hut. Count. Trent (1676) 314 The

Decrees of the Judge which they call Interlocutories. 1694
FALLE Jersey iv. 105 No Appeal is admitted in Matters of
less Value ; nor in Interlocutories, nor in Criminal Causes.
1758 SIR G. LEE in F. T. Pratt Law Contraband (1856)

67 By Interlocutory the Judge condemned ship and cargo
as lawful prize. 1774 Bp. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. CivilLam
(1795) 125 Appeals, .within 15 days from the Sentence, if it

be definitive, or 10 days, if it be an Interlocutory.
1 2. A discussion. Obs.

1708 MOTTEUX Ratelnis v. xvi. (1737) 72 These .. tedious
Interlocutories, Examinations and Appointments.
1 3. = INTERLOCUTOR 1. Obs.

1697 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amcr. Col. Ch. I. 36
I Lambeth Conference) Interlocutories. C. .Thomas L'1 Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. L .. Henry L' 1

Bishop of London [etc.],

Interlocutress (-V'kitres). [f. INTERLO-
CUTOR 1 + -ESS.] A female interlocutor.
1838 HOGG Shelley II. 328, I .. asked ..the fair inter-

locutresses for some samples of the nightly dialogue. 1880
H. JAMES Mine, de Mauves 105 Longmore felt a revival of
interest in his interlocutress.

So Xnterlo'cntrice, Interlocutrix, repr. the
French and Latin forms of the feminine.
1848 C. BRONTE y. Eyre xiv, Have the goodness to serve

her as auditress and interlocutrice. 1860 MRS. BYRNE
Undercurrents I. 27 The man moved from the wall towards
his interlocutrix. 1868 Pall Mall G. 28 Mar. n His inter-
locutrix will not have Mrs. Guinevere for the brand-mark
of the sex. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 22 Dec. 481/1 'Would it

not have been better ', suggested his interlocutrice.

Interlopa'tion. nonce-wti. [f. next + -ATION.]
The action of interloping or intruding within the
domain of another.

1803 MARY CHAHLTON Wife ff Mistress III. 278 Her
domestic plans having been rather discomposed by the in-

terlopation of three or four people in the house and premises.
1881 Edinburgh Conrant No. 30318. 2 His interlopation
is a sad blow to Mrs. Netherby.

Interlope (int3jl<Ju-p),. [Evidently f. INTER- i

+ lope, dial, form of LEAP v., as in land-hper, or
the cognate MDn. and LG. /open, Da.loofe>t,lo run.
See note below.]
1. intr. ' To run between parties and intercept

the advantage that one should gain from the other ;

to traffick without a proper licence ; to forestall ;

to anticipate irregularly' (J~.); to intrude within
the domain or sphere ofaction ofanother ; to intrude

upon (with indirect passive).
1603-27(566 INTERLOPING///. .]. 1615 Minutes Court East

Ind. Co. 22 Feb. iMS.),To examine all suspected personns that
intend interlopinge into the East Indies or Muscouy. 1641
HEYLIN Help to Hist. (1680) 304 The Rivers and Courlneys
held the Title long : as now the Cavendishes may do. .But
how long any of them held it, and who they were that inter-

loped we shall, .see [etc.]. 1691 T. HALE Ace. New Invent.
p. xcvii,Patents that interloped in the Conservacy ofthe River.
1713 C'TESS WINCHELSEA Misc. Poems 209 My Industry, he
cries, is all the Cause ; Sometimes I interlope, and slight
the Laws. 1775 C. JOHNSTON Pilgrim 106 Not chusing to
be interloped upon by their servants. 1801 COLERIDGE
Sibyl. Leaves II. 215 Idle Hope And dire Remembrance
interlope To vex the feverish slumbers of the mind. 1818
SHELLEY Rev. Islam ix. xxvii, Though some envious shade
may interlope Between the effect and it. 1833 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xi. (1859) 252 The colours were never blended
in the same set, no blackie ever interloped with the browns.

f 2. trans. To introduce improperly or out of

place ;
to foist in

; to intercalate. Of>s.

a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Mon. (1642) 515 Aaron ..

interloped onely a typicall Priesthood for a time unto the

Jewes. 1641 HEYLIN Hist. Episc. n. (1657) 27, I know the

antiquaries of that Church have interloped an Anacletus
between these two. 1659 Cert. Epist. 301 Grotius inter-

lopes the following passage.

T 3. To intrude upon, to interfere with. rare.

I7oi_ C. WOLLEY Jrnl. N. York (1860) 44 Which legal
faculties and professions . . should not be interlop'd and
undermin'd by persons of any other faculties.

[Note. The actual history of the words interlope, inter-

loper, is somewhat obscure. Our earliest examples belong
to the end of the i6th c. No form nor cognate of these words
is found in any other language until after 1700, when the Eng-
lish sb. was adopted in Fr. as interlopre (Savary Diet, de
Comm. 1723), nowinterlope, applied toaship, and toalimited
extent in Du. and LG. (enterlofen in Halma, 1758-61, inter-

loper in Bremisches Wbcli. 1767). In Du. cnterlonpcr is

expressly stated in 1768 to be 'van de Engelse ontleend ",

borrowed from English, and is explained to mean the same
thing as the proper Du. term lorrendraaijer, used from the
end of the i6th c. Interlope, interloper were thus of Eng-
lish formation. About 1600, interlopers, intermeddlers,
stragglers, straggling Englishmen, occur as appellations
of the same class of persons (see INTERLOPER i a, 1603,
INTERMEDDLER c., 1601). Some of these synonyms suggest
connexion with land-lopcr,

'

vagabond, vagrant, straggler ',

in common use before 1580 in place of the earlier land-

leaper (1362-1621), lope being the form of leap in eastern
and some north-midl. dialects ( north, dial, lonp, lowp).
It seems probable therefore that the two elements of inter-

loper are identical with those of ///^-meddler and land-

loper respectively ; at least, this seems more likely than that
the word should have been compounded of the L. and Engl.
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prefix inter- ana the Du. or LG. lo^en, foofleuto run, I6fcrt

looper runner, a combination which could not well have
arisen in England, and of which we have no historical
indication in any foreign parts where English and Dutch
traders came in contact. The earliest known references to
the practices of interlopers are in connexion with the Russia

Company ; see Sir E. A. Bond's Introduction to Russia at
close o/ibth c. (Hakl. Soc. 1856) p. xxi. seqy. But the word
soon became a well-known term in connexion with the trade
of the East India Company, chartered in 1600.]

t Interlope, sb. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] The
act of interloping.
i645P.PELHAMin////Z^/. (1886) 66, 1 desire you to write

at large ofyour sufferings by interlope to the Speaker, and
to the Committee of Examinations.

Interloper (intailJu-paj). [See INTERLOPE v.

F. interlope (in 1723 interlopre} is from English.]
1. a. orig. An unauthorized trader ; one who

trespasses on the rights or privileges of any trade

monopoly (see quot. 1896); fa ship engaged in

unauthorized trading (obs^
^1590 H. LANE in Hakl. Voy. (1599) I. 375 From those

parts the Muscouites were furnished out of Dutchland by
enterlopers with all arts and artificers, and had few or none
by vs. 1603-27 HORSEY Trav. etc. (Hakl. Spc.) 290 All

interloperes and straglyng Englishemene lyving in that

contrey weare gathered togather and appoynted to be trans-

ported. rti6is DONNE ss. (1651) 66 Such .. who are but In-

terlopers, not staple Merchants, nor of the Company. 1637
MINSHEU Duct. Ling. (.ed. 2), Interlopers in trade. 1658
PHILLIPS, Interlopers, in Common Law, are those that with-

out legal authority, intercept the trade of a company, as it

werelnterleapers. *6&$'L\JiTHE.'LLBriefRel. (1857) 1.326 The
judges, .gave judgment in the case of the East India Com-
pany and the interloper. 1725 Bricks Weekly Jrnl. 9 July i

Three Dutch Vessels,call'd mterlopers,weretakenintheSeaof
Mexico by the Spanish Men of War. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.
Amer. (1783) III. 327 To station ships . . upon the coasts of
those provinces to which interlopers most frequently re-

sorted. 1896 W. A. S. HEWINS in Diet. Pol. Econ. II. 436/2
Interlopers were persons who, not being members of the

companies chartered by the crown, nor having a license from

them, traded on their own account to the countries to which
the companies had the sole trade.

b. transf. One\vho,esp.forhis own profit, thrusts

himself into any position or affair, which others

consider as pertaining solely to themselves.

(Quot. 1632 is intermediate in sense between a and b.)

1632 TWzw Hampshire Pr<rv. Papers (1867) I. 49 The sayed
Hollanders as interlopers fell into the middle, betwixt the

sayed plantations. 1642 HOWELL For. 7'mzr.viii.(Arb*)44ln
the Court of Spain there are likewise such Interlopers, and
I have known divers Dutch Gentlemen grosly guld by this

cheat. 1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) II.

162 Yc Queene must necessarily be offended for any man to

be an interloper, and to meddle with thinges which belonged
not to them and thereby to crosse herdesignes. 1816 SCOTT
Antiq. i, The coach was calculated to carry six regular
passengers, besides such interlopers as the coachman could

pick up by the way. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 747/1
He was a mere interloper, and we were entitled to use
force to keep him out of our premises.

f2. An intercepter (^/"something). Obs. rarer- l
.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. v. Edgar, The King . . resolv'd
not only to recover his intercepted right, but to punish the

interloper of his destind spouse.

t Interlo perie. Obs. rare. [f. INTERLOPER :

see -ERY.] The practice of interloping; the trade
of interlopers.
1612-13 JOHN WHEELER in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 122 [Our Company (i.e. the Merchant Adven-
turers) languishes,] for the town of Amsterdam, in maintain-

ing the Interloperie, sucketh the very heart-blood from us.

Interloping (-l<7*pirj), vbl. sb. [f.
INTERLOPE

v. + -ING 'Tj The action of the vb. INTERLOPE ;

esp. unauthorized trading within the sphere of

action of a chartered company.
1615 [see INTERLOPE^.]. 1641 MII.TON A ttit/iac/z>, ii. Wks.

(1851) 206 You should have given so much honour then to the
word preach

1

1, as to have left it to Gods working without the

interloping of a Liturgy baited for them to bite at. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India <$ P. 89 Not only the Jews, .but other
monied Gentlemen in England might be tempted to set up
for Interloping. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II.

xxxiii. 15, I, having three or four large Ships at Bengal, was
reckoned a Criminal guilty of that unpardonable Sin of

Interlopping. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. ix. (1876) 82 Of course
these monopolists could not prevent smuggling, or, as the
East India Company called it,

'

interloping '.

attrib. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 107 The ques-
tion now is, whether the interloping question shall prevail.
1675 TEMPLE Let. Merckt. Advent. 26 Mar., Wks. 1731 II.

331 The Liberty or Connivance given . . to the interloping
Trade. 1767 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. II. i. 116 A ship
fitted out. .in the interloping trade.

Interloping (-1^-piq), ppl. a.
[f. as prec. +

-ING 2
.]

That interlopes, or is an interloper.
1603-27 HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 228, I procured unto

the Company of merchants the fredom of all their howses in

Musco [etc.]- -. All the interlopinge merchants tradinge in

those countries without leave of the Company, beinge 29,
wear delivered into my handes to transport into England.
1633 PRVNNE Histriom. n. 995, I have . . compleatly finished
this my Histrio-Mastix. .(as well as. .other Interloping Im-

ployments would permit 1. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 60 The
whole Heart with both Auricles and both Ventricles, the one
manifestly preceding the pulse of the other.. and without

any interloping perisystole at all. 1753 SMOLLETT Ct.

Fathom (1784) 169/2 The quack; who .. had long looked

upon him in the odious light of an interloping rival. 1871
B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. it. iii, 134 Enchaining The inter-

loping witch's son. 1885 Pall Mall G. 23 July 10/2 We
shall oppose you In Parliament because we think these inter-

loping lines are an evil generally.

INTERLUDE.

t Interlu-cate, v. Obs. rare*", [f. ppl. stem

of L. intcrhlcare, f. inter between + lux, lite-em

light.] To lop or thin a tree.

1623 COCKKRAM, Interlitcqte, to cut boughs.

Interlucation (-lak^'-Jan). rare.
[ad.

L.

intcrlfication-em (Pliny), n. of action f. interlu-

care : see prec.] The action of thinning a tree or

wood.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interlucation, a cutting off boughs,

where they let or hinder the light. 1664 EVELYN Sylva
(1776) 472 For interlucation, remove Exuberant branches. .

where the boughs grow too thick and cumbersome, to let in

Sun and Air. Ibtd. (1670) Advt., Let them read for ..inter-

lucation, thinning and disbranching of a wood. 1887 Ref.
US. Sec. Agric., Forestry 221 (Funk) By interlucations we
imitate, assist, anticipate nature in this process of elimination.

Iliterlucent (-I'w'sent), a. rare. [ad. L. in-

Urlucent-em, pr. pple. of inter!ficere : see INTER-
1 a and LUCENT.] Shining between.

1727 in BAILEY, vol. II. 1829 LANDOR Intag. Conv. Wks.
1846 II. 251/2 A fillet of pale sapphire and interlucent gold.
1860 C. SANCSTER Hesperus, etc. 14 The burning incense of
the sun Rolled up the interlucent space.

t Interlucida-tion. Obs. rare 1
, [f. INTER-

2 a + L. lucidus shining ; cf. elucidation.] Mutual
or reciprocal illumination.

1652 BENLOWES Theoph. IV. xxii, Here, oft's an Enterview
in Heat, and Might By Inter-lucidations from above Twining
Embraces with 's ensphearing arm of love I

Interlude (i'nt3Jl'd),j*. Forms: 4-7 enter-

lude, (4 entirlodie, entyrlude, 5 -lute), 5- in-

terlude, (6 -lud). [ad. med. (Anglo-)Lat. inter-

litdium (Du Cange\ f. inter- (INTER- 2) + Indus

play, possibly after an AF. *e>itrelude.~]
1. A dramatic or mimic representation, usually

of a light or humorous character, such as was

commonly introduced between the acts of the long

mystery-plays or moralities, or exhibited as part
of an elaborate entertainment ; hence (in ordinary
1 7- 1 8th c. use) a stage-play, esp. of a popular
nature, a comedy, a farce. Now (after Collier;
see quot. 1831) applied as a specific name to the

earliest form of the modern drama, as represented

by the plays of J. Heywood.
1303 R. BRUNNE Hnndl. .SjyTm^SggsEntyrludesor syngynge,
Or tabure bete or ober pypynge. 13. . Caw. ff Gr. Knt.

472 Wei bycomines such craft vpon cristmasse, Laykyng of

enterludez, to Ia3e & to syng. 1494 FABYAN Cftron.
yi.

clxxii. 167 He dyd on hym y abyt of a mynstrell, & with
his instrument of musyke he entred the tentes . . of the

Danys . . shewynge there his enterludes and songes. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal, Hon. n. 410 At eis thay eit with interludis

betwene. a 1553 UDALL Royster^ D. Prol. (ArbJ 10 Our
Comedie or Emerlude, which we intende to play, Is named
Royster Doyster in deede. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) n
Your first book was a proper Enterlude, called Grammar
Gurtons needle. 1619 DALTON Countrey Just, xxiii. (1630)

63 There shall be no,. Enterludes Common Plays or other

unlawful exercises of pastimes, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. iv. viii. 361 As the inconsiderate part of Mankind
please themselves with beholding of Interludes, or Cock-

fighting, or Bear-baiting. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840
III. 491 Thus, harlequin. like, he could play contrary parts
in the same interlude. 1831 J. P. COLLILK Hist. Dram.

Poetry^ II. 384 John Heywood's dramatic productions ..

are neither Miracle-plays nor Moral-plays, but what may
be properly and strictly called Interludes. 1865 T. WRIGHT
Hist. Car/cat, xvi. (1875) 277 The word interlude remained

long in our language as applied to such short and simple
dramatic pieces as we may suppose to have formed the

drolleries of the mysteries. 1887 LOWELL Old Eng. Dram.
(1892) 5 The Interludes may have served as training-schools
for actors.

fb. transf. or Jig. Any performance or action

compared to a play. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 145 Now may ^e heir. , Interludys
ana luperdys, pat men assayit on mony vis Castellis and

pelis for till ta. 1581 J. BELL Haddon's AHSTJU. Osor. 437 b,

He suppeth out of the Challice : in such wise nevertheles as

that not so much as a croome of this supper, or apish Enter-

lude rather, cann come to the peoples share. 1641 MILTON
Reform. I. (1851) 6 Sencelesse Ceremonies which wee onely
retaine . . as an Enterlude to set out the pompe of Prelatisme.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. u. xxxvii. (1739) 167 He did

no more than shape a Garment to serve the present Interlude,

neither fit to the body, nor easy to be worn.

2. An interval in the performance of a play ;
the

pause between the acts, or the means (dramatic or

musical) employed to fill this up. Msojig.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. Pref. Av, A Tragedy of

Cares, or a Comedy of Errours, . .
; yet Penury in the Inter-

ludes often provokes noble minds to act ignoble things. 1700
DRYDEN Cock $ Fox 325 Dreams are but interludes which

fancy makes ; When monarch reason sleeps, this mimic
wakes. 1717 BERKELEY Jml. Tourltalyvs Jan., Wks. 1871
IV- 535 We went to see a play, with interludes of music.

1828 CARLYLE Misc., Goet/te's Helena (1872) I. 169 Such is

Helena, the interlude in Faust. 1829 LONGK. in Life (1891)

I. 169 It seems more like an interlude in the drama of life

than a part of the play.

b. Music. An instrumental piece played between

the verses of a psalm or hymn, or in the intervals

of a church-service, etc.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 507/1 Interlude, a brief piece of

church music for the organ, .generally produced extempore,
and played after each stanza, except the last, of the metrical

psalm. 1873 HALE In His Name viii. 72 T'he interludes

which had been arranged to be played on the great organ.
1880 Grove's Diet. Mus. II. 7/2 A good extempore Interlude

was regarded as no unfair test of an Organist's ability.

116-2;



INTEBLUDE.

3. trans/, a. An interval in the course of some
action or event; an intervening time or space of a

different character or sort.

I75 1 JOHNSON Rambler No. 156 F 10 Variegated wilh in-

terludes of mirth. i8o MAD. D'AnnLAY Lett. 16 Apr.. We
were confined to the inn, except for the interlude of the

custom-house. 1865 LIVINGSTONE xTawAf*/ vii. 169 Allnight

long it is boil and eat, roast and devour, with a few brief

interludes of sleep. 1890 SWINBURNE Stud. Prose q Poetry
(1804) 223 A ghastly, .wilderness of salt marshes, with inter-

ludes of sterile meadow and unprofitable vineyard.

b. //. 1'ieces of material of a different kind

inserted at intervals.

1890 Daily Nfws 31 Jan. 6/2 A brown silk dress, made with

interludes of green velvet and sleeves of velvet.

4. Comb., as interlude-maker, -play, -player,
-rimer (rhymer) ; interlude-like adj. and adv. ;

interlude-wise adv.

155* HULOET, Enterlude maker, comicus. Enterludc

players, ludij, ludioius. 1561 T. NORTON Calyin't lust.

IV. 118 Then Baptisme may enterludelike and in sport be
ministred of boies when they plaie. Ibid.

ty.
xix. (1034) 729

Deacons, whom they institute onely for their enterlude-hke

playes. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcetl. xxvni. iv. 342 Unto
the Enterlude-rhymer. 1626 BERNARD Isk ofMan (1627)N v, As it were interlude-wise.

Interlude (i-ntwlid), v. [f. prec.] f a- totr.

To act, perform a play (obs.). b. intr. To come
between, as an interlude, c. trans. To interrupt,
as with an interlude.
1608 MIDDLETON Mad World

y.
i. 27 There are certain

players come to town, sir, and desire to interlude before your
worship. 1830 LAMB Album Verses, Album Lucy Barton,
Blameless wit. .Sometimes mildly interluding Amid strains
of graver measure. 1887 Harm's Mag. LXXV. 583 Their
conversation was interluded with snatches of songs.
Hence f Interluding

1

vol. sb., acting, stage-play-
ing. Also f Interluder, a

player in an interlude.
*6l T. TAYLOR Conun. Titus ii. 15 lesting, interluding,

and stage representations. 1635 B. JONSON Staple ofN. in.

(intermean). Is 't not a fine sight, to see all our children
made Enterluders? a i6a6 MIDDLETON Mayor ofQueen-
torougk v. i. 68 Country comedians, interluders, sir, desire
. . leave to enact in the town-hall.

t Interlu-ency. Obs. rare- 1
. [{.L. inter-

luent-em, pr. pple. of interluere to flow between,
f. inter between + lucre to wash; see -ENCY, and cf.

influcncy.] A flowing between.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Max. it. vii. 193 Those parts of

Asia and America which are now dis-joyned by the inter-

luency of the Sea, might have been formerly. .contiguous to
each other.

Znterlonar (intarl'u-nii), a. [f. INTEB- 4b +
LUNAR, after L. interlunium INTEBLUNE; cf. .

interlunaire (i6th c. in Littre).] Pertaining to the

period between the old and new moon.
1598 I. D.tr. Le Roy's Aristotle* Politiques $1 Betweene

the mterlunar spaces. 1671 MILTON Samson 89 Dark And
silent as the moon, When she deserts the night, Hid in her
vacant mterlunar cave. 1794 SULLIVAN yiew Nat. I. 399
Towards the end of the interlunar interval. 1843 CARLYLE
Past

<$ Pr. 11. vii, Our interlunar obscuration is to cease.
So f Interlu-nary a., Obs.
IS4.R. ASHLEY tr. Le Roy's Interchangeable Var. Things

iz/2 The moone. .is scene alwaies towards the westbetweene
the mterlunary spaces. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv.
xiii. 228 If we adde the two Egyptian dayes in every
inoneth, the interlunary and plemlunary exemptions, the
Eclipses of Sunnc [etc.). 1656 in BloUNT Glossogr.
Interluuatioii (-lan^'-Jsn). [See prec. and

LUNATION.] The period between the old and new
moon ; Jig. a blank or dark interval.

1813 JEH.REY Let. in Cockbum Life II. Ixiv, ThU inter-
lunation of your parliamentary course, a 1811 SHELLEY Dtf.
loetry Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 34 The vanishing apparitions which
haunt the mlerlunations of life. 1854 T. D. BURNS Vision
frapluiy 201 I he great interlunation of its mind.
Interluiie. rare - '. Also in L. form inter-

lunium. [a. F. interlune, or ad. L. interlunium,
f. inter between + liina moon.] = prec.
. i&f-oKHArteoflfavis.H. xi. 38b,The tyme that she

xT sX wl '' '* Ca"C
c

'"'"''""'""' 1835 f'rater-, Mag.Xt. 186 Where pines. .Shut out the broad and blessed moon,As twcre the hghtless interlune.

Interlu-sory, a. rare - '.
[f. L. interims-, ppl.

stem of interlfulfre to play between + -OEY.] Ap-
pearing and disappearing sportively.
1853 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 27 The half,

sportive inlerlusory revealings of the symbolic tend to the
same effect.

Interly, -lych, obs. forms of ENTIRELY.

IntermammUlaryvmandibular : see INTEK-.

Intermarriage (intajmse-redz). Also 6-7
enter-. [iNTEB^a.]
1. The action or fact of intermarrying ; union in

or connexion by marriage, a. Of two persons, or
af one person with another. Now only in legal
phraseology = <

Marriage ', in ordinary use.

emo? ,?
TUBB" </ G"V Ciijb, If entermariagesg

of ^T "
"L

lh^r Wne famil
'
can not slaX 5*

^t X- 'S*> MRS. STUBS in Lett. Lit. Men
42 Your

3Cs,
.___-; -- -i *_TV' " fcn- 1'it-iviii in me inicr-

ruge of the sa,d Ann to the said Robert Young. ,709ut fatter No. 9 r i A Liberty our Family has . . frorn
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an Inter-Marriage with a Daughter of Mr Scoggin. 1800
WKEMS ll''asliiHgtcn ii. (1877) n From his intermarriage
with this charming girl. 1848 WHAKTON Law Lex. 302/1
A bond given by a husband to his intended wife, upon a con
dition not to be performed in his life-time, .would not be

extinguished by the inter-marriage ; for marriage extin-

guishes such contracts only as are for debts or things which
are due in praesenti,

b. Marriage between members of different fami-

lies, castes, tribes, nations, or societies, as establish-

ing a connexion between such families, etc.

i6oj WARNK.RAf6.jEng. Epit. (1612) 367 Through continued
supplies of their owne nation . . intermarriages, and con-
federacies with ours, a 1635 NAUNTON h'ragm. Reg. (Arb.l
25 Apprehending the insafety and danger of an inter-mar-

riage with the Bloud-Royall. 1695 TEMPLE Hist. Eng.
Introd. (R.), The Normans began generally, by force ol

intermarriages., to use the English tongue. 1798 COLEBROOKE
Misc. Ess. ( 1873) II. 163A third set of Indian classes originate
from the intermarriages of the first and second set. 1841
BoKftowZincati I. iii. n. 274 It is .. by intermarriage alone
that the two races will ever commingle. 1893 P. C. Mozo-
OMDAR in Barrows World's Parlt. Relig. I. 347 In 1851 the
first intermarriage was celebrated. Intermarriage in India
means the marriage of persons belonging to different castes.

2. loosely. Marriage between persons (or inter-

breeding between animals) nearly related ; consan-

gnineous marriage or breeding.
[1875 W. RIDLEY Kamilardi 162The effects of these [native

Australian] rules, in passing every family through each of
the four classes in as many generations, and in preventing

Breeders of first-class animals practise intermarriage, and
thereby develop speed, quality, and endurance in the off-

spring.

Interrna-rriageable (-djab'l), a. rare. [f.

prec. + -ABLE.] Capable of intermarrying.
1899 igtA Cent. July 53 It is of the essence of the existing

constitution of intermarriageable groups . . to narrow the
range of individual marriage.

Intermarry (intaimre-ri), v. Also 6-7 en,
ter-. [INTEB- i b.]
1. intr. To contract matrimony, to enter into

marriage ; to marry, a. Said of a couple ; hence
of one person (with another). Now only in legal
phraseology, in which it is the ordinary word for
the intransitive use.

1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 6 a, Issues that come of the
donees after the fowerth degree . . may betwixt them by y
law of holy church inter marye. a 1626 BACON Max. <$

Uses Com. Law ix. (1636) 37 If the feme be disseised and
intermarry with the disseisor. 1650 Bury Wills (Camden)
224 My desire is that she shall not entermarry with any,
but live singly. 1721 St. German's Doctor q Stud. 70 One
of the men entermarrieth with the woman, and alienetb the
land. 1813 Act 4 Geo. IV, c. 76 22 If any Persons, .shall

knowingly and wilfully intermarry without due Publication
of Banns, or License . . obtained. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep.
(1861) II- 286 She was then to intermarry with Norfolk.

b. Of members of different families, castes, tribes,

nations, or societies, in reference to the connexion
thus formed between such families, etc.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 66. 974 Neighbour-

Kings reputed it safe to enter-marry with his Family. 1665
MANLEY Grothis' Low C. Warres 962 The Hollanders ob-

taining a garrison there, intermarried with the Native
Women. 1701 SWIFT Contests Athens ff Rome iii. Misc.
(1731) 37 About the middle of the fourth century from the
building of Rome, it was declared lawful for nobles and
plebeians to intermarry. a 1789 MICKLE Ing. Brninin
Philos. (R.), As the Gentoo tribe never intermarry, India
may properly be said to contain four different nations. 1899
SAVCE Early Israel i. 53 The Israelites intermarried with
the older population.

c. To marry with each other.

1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfcrt's R. (1855) 15 The inhabitants
of the Hollow were of the primitive stock, and had inter-

married, and bred in and in, from the earliest time of the
province. 1843 BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 113 They had
married, and intermarried, till nearly the whole inhabitants
of the place were in some way or other connected.
2. trans. To join in marriage, to marry (those
who are of different races) ; in quot.yf^. (rare.)
1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home 82 Without any attempt

at intermarrying it [the old custom or institution] with
modern fashions.

Hence Interma 4

rrying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1843 Manning f, Granger's Rep. V. 607 Since the inter-

marrying of the plaintiffs, a set. fa. had issued to recover
the judgment. 1881 Athenseum 16 Apr. 528/2 Suppose the
people of Middlesex and the people of Surrey to represent
two intermarrying but exogamous classes.

Inter-mask, -mason, -mastoid : see INTEB-.
II Intermazilla i nt.-unurksi-U . Anat. Fl.

-SB. [mod.L., f. IMTEB- 3 + MAXILLA.] Each of
two bones situated between the maxillary bones of
the upper jaw, in man small and soon fusing with
these, but in most mammals large, distinct, and
situated in front of them (thus more often called

premaxillK or premaxillary bones).
i88a in OGILVIE (Annandale). 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
t Interma-xillar, a. Anal. Obs. rare. [IN-

TEB- 43.] =next.
1801 Med. Jrnl.y. 566 Mr. Fischer . . asserts . . that thei

is
no^trace of an intermaxillar bone in the human specie;

the rirnula semilunaris having only a very distant analog
with it.

:s,

logy

Intermaxillary (i'ntajmse-ksilari, -moeksi--

lan), a. (sb.) Anat. and Zool. [INTEB- 4 a.]

INTERMEDDLED.
a. Situated between the maxilla: (i.e. the chief

bones of the upper jaw in Vertebrates, or the

cephalic appendages so called in Insects and Crus-

taceans) ; as in intermaxillary bone (
- INTEB-

MAXILLA), intermaxillary apodeme. b. Belonging
or attached to the intermaxilla ; as intermaxillary
teeth (in mammals, the incisors).
i8a KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 431 Unless it be

synonymous with the intermaxillary arcade of Marcel de
Serres. 1836-9 TOUD Cycl. Anat. II. 48/2 The inter-

maxillary bone is excessively small in Ant-eaters. 1870
ROLLESTON Anint. Life 6 Teeth are never found [in Mam-
mals] elsewhere than upon the mandibular, maxillary and
intermaxillary bones. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vi.

312 The intermaxillary apodeme . . developed from the con-

necting membrane of the two maxillary somites. 1886 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Intermaxillary gland, a convoluted tubular
gland found in Amphibia.

B. as sb. Short for intermaxillary bone, etc.

1834MM URTRIE Cmiier'sA nim. Kingd. 215 The Herrings
have two well-marked characters in the narrow and short

intermaxillaries, that constitute but a small portion of the

upper jaw. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Lifef, The intermaxil-
laries, in relation with which the upper incisors are first

developed.

Intermealary, -measurable : see INTEB-.

t Intermea-n, sb. Obs. rare. Also 7 enter-.

[f.lNTEB- 2b + MEANrf. Cf. OF. entrcmoycn(\si&
in Godef.).] An intermediate part, act, etc. ;

something introduced between the parts of some-

thing else, as a dialogue between the acts of a

play; an interlude.

'S99,MiNSHEU Sf. Diet., Intermedia, the intermeanes.
1611 FLORIO, Intramezzamettto, an entermeane. 16*5 B.
JONSON Staple ofN. i, The first Intermean after the first

act. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. m. ii.
}

6. 1834 SOUTHEY
Doctor \. 104, I reject the designation of Tntermeans,
though it hath the sanction of great Ben's authority.

t Intermeate, v. Obs. rare-",
[f. ppl. stem of

L. intermeare, f. inter between + meare to go, pass.]

(See quot.) So f Intermea tion. Obs. rare
~

.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intermeate (intermeo), to go or
flow between, to pass through. 1658 PHILLIPS, Intermea-
tion, a passing between.

Intermeddle (intaime-d'l), v. Forms : a. 4-6
entremedle, (-el), 5-6 -meddle, 5-7 enterme-
dle, (-el), 6-7 -meddle. 0. 5-7 intermedle, (6

-el, intremedle, intermeddyl), 6- intermeddle.
[ME. entremedle, a. AF. entremedle-r, - OF. entre-

mesler, F. entremller, f. enlre-, L. inter- + AF.
medler (Britton), OF. wester to MEDDLE.]
1 1. trans. To ' meddle

'

or mix together ; to in-

termingle ;
to intermix. Const, with. Obs.

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 1034 With shrippes bret-ful of
lesenges Entremedled with tydynges. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Matihode 11. lix. (18091 98 Bushes thorny, .and thikke enter-
medled. 1450 Merlin 164 The bateilles were entermedled
that con with the tother. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 449
[King Edward] made clayme to the hole crowne of Fraunce
. .and. .entermedelyd thearmysof Englande with the armys
of Fraunce. '

with singing. 1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters i. 40 He
might intermeddle some holy discourse out of holy Writ.
1733 MADDOX yimt. Ch. Eng. 155 Some keep precisely the
Order of the Book, others intermeddle Psalms in Metre.

) b. To interpose. Obs.

"577-8? HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 117 He wrote
to pope Innocent . . praying him to intermeddle his authority
by sending some legal into Scotland. 1581 J. BELL Mad-
don's Ansiu. Osor. 474 b, Constantine .. entermedled his

authoritye in the pacyfying of quarells.

t 2. reft. To mix oneself up with ; to take part,
concern oneself, interfere : =next. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Cato B v, Hyt is grete presumpsion for to
entremeddle hym ne to enquere of the counceyl of other.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 391 That no cytezyn shulde enter-
medle hym with

y" sayd straungers. 1559 ABP. HETHE in

Strype Ann. Rcf. (1824) I. II. App. vi. 406 Her highness
may not entermeddle her self with the same. 1594 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. u. 150 If reason intermeddle and
mingle it selfe with them, it will be so troubled, that it will
not be able to iudge as it ought of those things.
3. intr. To concern or occupy oneself with or

in ; to have to do with
; to take part

'

; to

meddle, interfere; esp. to concern oneself with
what is none of one's business, to meddle or inter-

fere impertinently.
C1477 CAXTON Jason 16 b, All they sette hand on their

swerdes and came for to entremedle with Jason. 1491 Act
7 Hen. V1J, c. 16 i If . . any othre persone . . hath inter-
nedled with theym. 1541-3 Act 34 t, 35 Hen. Vlll, c. 10
) 2 Diuers

other^ persons . . entermedlynge with the same
irafte or occupackm, hauing little experience therein. 1561
T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. 39 The see of Rome was alway
ready to entermedle. 1639 GENTILIS Seruila's Inquis. (1676)
J77 The Ministers of Christ, to whom is severely forbidden
o entermeddle in it. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1856/1 Because
several Carriers .. intermeddle with, and intrude upon the
Office of the Post-Master General. 1785 BURKE Nabob
Arcot's DetisV/ks. IV. 198 The board of control had no
ight whatsoever to intermeddle in the business. 1834
rtAcAULAY Ess., Pitt (1854) 306 Fox would certainly inter-

meddle with that department. 1877 BLACK Green Past.
xviii. (1878) 149 It was not to be expected that a woman
hould be constantly intermeddling in affairs of which she
:ould not possibly be a fair judge.

t Intermeddled, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. +
ED '.] Intermingled, intermixed.



INTERMEDDLEMENT.
'595 DANIELQV/. Wars i\. xiv, And onely tell the worst of

euery ralgne ; And not the intermedled good report, a. 1617
P. BAYNK On Eph. (165%) 53 Predestination would bee an
intermedled action ; partly grace partly Justice.

Interme'ddlement. [f. as prec. + -MENT.
Cf. OF. entremeslement (Godef.).] An act, or the
action, of intermeddling ; impertinent interference.
1836 SIR J. Y. SIMPSON in Life iv. (1873) 76, 1 hate the inter-

meddlements of these folks yclept doctors. 1879 [LINCHAM]
Science Taste v. 178 Our nervous intermeddlement in con-
tinental affairs.

Intermeddler (intajme-dbj). Also 7 enter-.

[f. as prec. -t- -Ktt 1.] One who intermeddles, f a.
One who concerns himself or has to do with some-
thing. Oiis. ingeii. sense.

157* HUMPHREY Let. to Ld. Burghley in Strype Ann.
Kef. (1824) I. App. xxviii. 518 Wherin I was no open inter-
medler, but only a private solicitor. 1577 NORTHBROOKE
Dicing (1843) 12 When they come to be citizens, and inter-
medlers in matters of the common welth.

f b. An intermediary. 06s.
1630 LENNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. (1658) 49 Jt is the great

Intermedler and Huckster, by it we traffick. 1886 Law
Times LXXX. 168/2 Before that time attorneys-at-law were
not recognised as legal intermeddiers.

c. spec. One who meddles or interferes with
what is none of his business ; a meddler

; in early
use = INTERLOPER.
1601 JOHN WHEELER Treat. Comm. IT With an expresse

restraint of all Straglers and Entermedlers, that might dis-
turbe, or impeach their trade. 1611 COTGR., Entremetteur,
..an mtermedler, or dealer in other mens causes, or contrc-
uersies. 16. . R. L'EsTRANCE (J.), There's hardly a greater
pest to government and families, than officious tale-bearers,
and busy intermeddiers. 170* Eng. Theophrast. 130 Busy
bodies and intermeddiers are a dangerous sort of people to
have to do withal. 1876 BLACK Madcap V. xxv. 236 You
know, Violet, what iutermeddlers get as a rule.

Interme-ddlesome, a. rare-",
[f. INTERMED-

DLE v. + -SOME.]
' Prone to intermeddle ; meddle-

some '. Hence Interme-ddlesomeness.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Intermeddling (int3ime-dlin),z;,$/..tf. Forms:
see the verb.

[f. as prec. + -ING i.j The action of
the verb INTERMEDDLE.

( 1. Intermingling. 06s.
'59' SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iii. margin. The inter-

medlmg of the Earth and Sea, and of the commodities
thence arising, and contrariwise of the confusion that would
follow, if they were separated.
2. Concerning oneself, having to do with; inter-

ference. To.esji. Impertinent interference; meddling.
. 'S31 ELYOT Go-j. in. i, That parte of iustyce is contayned
in mtremedlynge, and somtyme is voluntary, somtyme in-

voluntary mtermedlynge. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 287 So
great an euill, as is the entermedling with the scales of
Gods couenant. 1705 HEARNE Collect. 20 Nov. (O. H. S.)
I. 87 The Dutchess of Marlborough's Intermeddling. 1752CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 349 To give the duke a discharge
for all his mtermeddlings with the publick money. 1884H. A. 1 AiNE in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 525 Nothing is more
destructive than the unrestricted intermeddling of the State

Interme-ddling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING *.]
That intermeddles, f 1. Intermingling. 06s.
1595 [implied in INTERMEDULINOLY].
2. Interfering, meddlesome.
1804 RANKEN Hist. France III. H. 287 It showed the

intermeddling spirit of the Church. 1815 BENTHAM Ration,
hew. 110 All governments have been more or less infected
with that intermeddling disposition.
Hence Interme'ddlinffly adv., f (in quot.) with

intermingling, promiscuously (065.).
. '59S PobHUUitua (1881) n They are all so intermedlingly
inwrapped each in other states, that scarse anie knowethnow to escape himselfe.

1 1 litermede. 06s. [a. F. mtermede (Moliere,
1 7th c.), ad. It. intermedia, ad. L. intermedium,
neuter of intermtdius adj. : see INTERMEDIUM.]
1. Something that serves as a means of some

action between other things ; a medium : = IN-
TERMEDIUM 3.

1791 HAMILTON Bert/toilet's Dyeing- I. ii. 28 The title
Mordant is applied to those substances which serve as inter,
medes between the colouring particles and the stuff to be
dyed, either for the purpose of facilitating or of modifying
their combination. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 225
I he electrical fluid .. is made to leap from one conducting
body to another, through a short space, without any sensible
mtermede, or through a rare transparent fluid. 1706 PEAR-
SON m Phil. Tram. LXXXVI. 438 Copper may bV united
to steel without the mtermede of any other metal.
2. An intermediate performance, interlude : = IN-

TERMEDIUM 2.

1820 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 247 A short mtermede
relieves the time, while the two disputants are absent fetch-
ing their oracles.

Intermedia, plural of INTERMEDIUM.

Intermediacy (intajmrdiasi). rare. [f. IN-
TERMEDIATE a. : see -

ACY.] The state of being inter-

mediate; intermediateness ; intermediate agency,
intervention.

1713 DsKHAuP^t.-Tteoi iv. iii. (1727) i2f,(nole). In Birds,
the auditory Nerve is affected by the Impressions made on
the Membrane, by only the Intermediacy of the Columella
1836 1. HOOK G. Gurney III. 177, I had .. fallen into a
purgatorial state of intermediacy between sleeping and
waking. ci84o SIR W. HAMILTON Logic App. II. 430 To
preserve the order of intermediacy, so that . . we assignthe middle place to the middle term.

t Interme dial, a. and s6. 06s. [f. L. inter-
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mcdi-us intermediate + -AL : cf. L. medial-is

MEDIAL.]
A. adj. 1. = INTERMEDIATE a. (in various uses).

'599 SANDYS Europe Spec. (1632) 237 That service inter-
mediall which he requires at his hand. 1613 M. RIDLEY
Magn. Bodies 27 At the poles, or any intermediall part. 1679
BURNET Hist. Ref. I. 351 In the Record there is no
mention of any intermedial prorogation. 1704 NORRIS Ideal
world ii. vii. 340 All the intermedial spaces between the
earth and the heavens. 1852 TH. Ross HumttUtt Trail.
II. xx. 251 It was .. supposed that, wherever mountains are
divided into parallel chains, the intermedial or central ridge
must be more elevated than the others.

2. = INTERMEDIARY a i.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. Pref. 3 That end, to which
they are fitted with organs and intermediall appetites. 1660

Duct. Dubit. in. iii. rule 6 15 Temporal things are not
ordained to minister to spiritual intermedial things. 1846
MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 135 To manage the inter-
media! negotiations., requires no trifling exercise of vicarial
tact.

B. sb. = INTERMEDIATE sb.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xvi. 80 The antimonials, from the
intermedials (that is to say, from things partly good and
partly malignant) receive a worse nature. 1625 USSHER
Answ. Jesuit 435 The Pope is appealed vnto, any inter-
mediall whatsoever omitted. 1654 JER. TAYLOR Real Pres.
224 His body is in none of the intermedials.

t Interme-dian, a. 06s. rare ", [f. L. inter-

tiiedi-us intermediate + -AN : cf. L. median-its ME-
DIAN.] = INTERMEDIATE a.

'656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intermcdian, that lieth, or is be-
tween two.

flnterme-diant, a. 06s. rare- 1
, ['corrup-

tion of intermediate, after words of ppl. origin in

-ANT.] Intervening, intermediate.
1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Dissert. Phys. 6 Com-

merce with the Phenicians, and other conterminous Coun-
trys and intermediant Nations.

Intermediary (intsimrdiari), a. and sb. [f.

med.L. type *intermedia>-i-us, f. intermedium : cf.

F. fattrmtdiain (1678 in Hatz.-Darm.), perh. the
immediate source.]
A. adj. 1. Acting or of the nature of action

between two persons, parties, etc.; serving as a
means of interaction ; mediatory.
1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages iii. n. (iSsst I. 457 Without an in-

termediary power between the doge and the patrician multi-
tude. 1869 ROGEKS Note Adam Smith's W. N. I. i. i. 6
Such a system tends to eliminate intermediary agents.
2. Situated or occurring between two things (in

space, time, degree, or character) ; intermediate.
'788 New Loud. Mag. 537 Whether the Shamoys . . may

not form with our goats some intermediary race. 1799 Hist.
Ear. in Ann. Reg. (1800) 28/2 A plan or project . . for an
intermediary government was presented by Chazal. 1823
H. J. BROOKE Crystallogr. 67 Decrements have been already
denned to be either simple, mixed, or intermediary. 1875
BLAKE Zool. 36 The canines.. are separated from the molars
by a large diastema or intermediary vacancy. 1882 J. HAW-
THORNE Fort. Fool i. xxi, During this intermediary stage of
her life.

B. sb. 1. One who acts between others ; an inter-

mediate agent; a go-between, middleman, mediator.
1791 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life f, Writ. (1832) I. 357He thinks the Emperor will become the intermediary. 1831

SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLV. 441 They serve as intermediaries
between the labourers, who want instruments of labour, and
the possessors of those instruments. 1866 ROGERS Agric.
ff Prices I. xxvii. 652 None were intermediaries to the" pro-
ducer and consumer. 1883 Munch. Guard. 10 Oct. 4/6 The
prisoner had_ been speculating largely on the Stock Exchange
through an intermediary.
2. Something acting between persons or things,

a medium, means ; also abstr. Action as a medium,
mediation, agency (^something).
^859 SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 183 Mysteriously trans-

mitting them through the intermediary of glib Jew boys
with curly heads. 1880 Daily Tel. 8 Oct., We are the only
European people who teach practical geometry through the
recondite intermediary of Euclid's

'

Elements.
3. Something intermediate between others

;
an

intermediate form or stage.
1865 Intt-ll. Observ. No. 37. 11 No intermediaries were

known. lty> Attt/umy'sPhotogr, Bull. III. 121 The equaliz-
ing of these two extremes and their intermediaries is the
work of the photographer.

Intermediate (intaimf-dic't), a. and sb. [ad.
med.L. intermediat-us

,
f. L. intermedi-us : cf.

mediate, immediate, and F. intermidiat (01510, in
Godef. Compl.).-}

'

A. adj.
Coming or occurring between two things, places,

etc. ;

'

holding the middle place or degree between
two extremes

'

(J.) ; interposed, intervening.
a. in spatial position : Situated in the middle

place, or between two things or places.
i646SiRT. BROWNE />f<rf./*. in. xix. is4Thetwoextremes

would sufficiently performe the office of sight without the
help of the intermediate eyes. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 64 All

wiui large oasnes. 1020 STARK J^U'tu. Wat. Hist. II. 163
Four antenna, the intermediate two short. 1884 F. J
BRITTEN Watch r Clockm. 124 Intermediate Wheel . . a
toothed wheel used to connect two others.

b. Occurring or coming between two points of
time or events.
Intermediate state (Theott, the condition of souls after

death and before resurrection ; hence, Hades or the place
of departed spirits.

INTERMEDIATELY.

1633 COCKERAM, Intermediate speech, a thing spoken be-
twixt. 16.. SOUTH Serin. (1717) V. 126 There was no
Vacancy, or intermediate Chasm of Time, between the
Arian Poyson ceasing, and the Popish Ferment beginning
to infest the Church. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man I. iii. 350
He fixes all the most remarkable intermediate Events. 1777
PRIESTLEY Matt. $ Spir. (1782) I. xxi. 279 The doctrine of
an intermediate state is now retained by few. 1827 HAKE
Guesses Ser. i. (1838) n Most idle then are all disquisitions
on the intermediate state, founded on the assumption that
the soul, when apart from the body, has no perceptions.
1858 SEARS A than. n. iv. 199 He did not tarry with them
during the intermediate time.

c. in serial order, e.g. of numbers, or in logical
or causal succession.

1641 WlLKINS Math. Magick 1. iv. (1648) 24 And in the
like manner are we to conceive of the other intermediate
divisions. 1790 PALEY Hone Paul. i. (1849) 5 The inter-

mediate steps through which the conclusion is deduced.
1821 J. Q. ADAMS iu C. Davies Mctr. Syst. in. (1871) 75
The intermediate measures were different. '875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 8 The intermediate links which occur, .in

the passage from unity to infinity.
d. in amount, degree, rank, nature, or character.

Formerly applied to a class of passenger accommodation in
steam ships, intermediate between ' saloon

'

and '

steerage
'

;

now superseded by
' second class '.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 58 The two principal colours, Scarlet
and Blue, and all the intermediate ones which arise from the

composition and dilutings of these two. 1720 WELTON
Suffer. Son ofGod I. ix. 2 1 7 'Twas determined .. there should
be something Intermediate and Woven, in the Corporeal
and Spiritual Nature of Man, of a Third Sort. 1823 J. D.
HUNTER Captiv. N. Amer. 7 A squaw of an intermediate
stature. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. i. 228 The vibrations which
excite the other colours are intermediate between these two
extremes. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 100 That middle
state, .intermediate between aristocracy and oligarchy.

e. in position or function : Intervening between

persons or parties.
1783 BURKE gth Rep. Aff. India Wks. XI. 87 The Com-

pany might suffer above, the Natives might suffer below ;

the intermediate party must profit to the prejudice of both.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 426 How much of it was
embezzled by intermediate agents.
B. s6. 1. Something intermediate or intervening

(in position, time, succession, degree, or character) ;

a middle term
;
a nexus between two things.

1650 ELDERFIELD Tythes^q My eye upon the main, diverts
and takes me off from . .giving all I think of the intermediates.

1784^ J. BARRY in Lect. Paint, vi. (Bohn 1848) 217 The asso-
ciation or dissociation of colours with or without those inter-

mediatesofcompound, half, or broken colour. 1792 T.TAYLOR
Prochis I. Dissert. 71 Infinite intermediates cannot inter-

vene between two finite terms. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend
(1818) III. 123 By no intermediate could they be preserved
in lasting adhesion. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 120 All the
so-called species are connected by intermediates.

b. Math. A syzygetic function of two quantics
of the same order.

1858 CAYLEY in Math. Papers (1889) II. 515.
2. A person who intervenes between others.

1879 FARRAR St. Paulll. 445 Representing God as a Being
so far removed . . that they could only approach him through
a series of angelic intermediates. 1888 BRYCE^I ;?>. Connniu.
II. in. l.xiv. 470 Rendering a little homage to decency by
seeking to do it through intermediates.

Intermediate (intaimrdi^t), v. Also 7
enter-, [f. INTER- i -t- MEDIATE v.]

f 1. inlr. To come in or occur between, to inter-

vene. 06s.

1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa xv. 113 The full proportion

[must] be not taken at once, but at several times, exercise

intermediating.

f2. To come in among others in the way of

action ; to interfere, interpose. 06s.
1610 HOLLAND Caiitdcit's Erit, i. 135 They had an opinion,

that she intermediated in humane affaires- i6n FLORIO,
Interntediare, to enter-mediate. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial

y. i, I'll tell you what conditions threaten danger Unless you
intermediate. 1694, 1716 [see INTERMEDIATING below].
3. To act between others; to mediate.
1624 BP. MOUNTAGU limned. Addr. 118 It is either because

they will not intermediate for vs. .Or because they cannot.

1838 MOORE Diary 26 May in Mem. (1856) VII. 226 Leaving
the whole conduct of the death-bed scene to an abbe', who
intermediated. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. viii. 190 To inter-

mediate between these agents and the nerves of sight and
hearing.
4. trans. To join by parts of intermediate

character, rare.
1880 WALDSTEIN Pythag. Rhegion 27 In poor work, the

muscles, joints, c. . . are not intermediated they seem put
together ; while in good work . . all flows together, as in

nature.

Hence luterme'diating ///. a., interposing,

acting as an intermediary.
1694 tr. Milton's Lett. State, to C/iarles Gustavtts May

an. 1635, That you would., by interposing your intermediat-

ing Authority, endeavour to avert the horrid Cruelty of this

Edict. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II. 382 That the Son
. . proceeded Naturally and Necessarily from the Father
without his Intermediating Fiat or Creating Volition. 1866

J. H. NEWMAN Let. Pust-y (ed. 2) 90 It is the Divine Presence
which is the intermediating Power by which we reach her

[MaryJ and she reaches us.

Intermediately (intaamrdi^tli), adv. [f. IN-

TERMEDIATE a. + -LY v.]
1. In an intermediate position or relation ; in the

intervening space, time, etc. ; between two things
in position, succession, degree, or other relation.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Intermediately, lying in a manner
between. 1822-34 Goad's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) 111. 223 This
last case is given by Dr. Darwin, whom the patient had



INTEHMEDIATENESS.

intermediately consulie.1. 1877 HURROIC.HS /Vi.ivi/im 153

He stands intermediately between the producer and con-

2. By intermediate agency ; indirectly : opp. to

immediately.
'7S5 JOHNSON, tnltrtiicdiately, by way of intervention.

1706 MoKst .-I in, r. Geug. I. 755 \Verc the council . chosen

by the people, instead of being intermediately chosen by
electors. 18*1-34 liaOtTs Study Mta. (cd. 4) II. 256 An
abscess that has.. discharged its contents immediately or

intermediately into the intestinal canal.

Iiiterrne diateness. [f. as prec. + -NKSS.]

The state of being intermediate ; intermediacy.

Intermediation (intsjmfdi^-Jsn). [n. of

action from INTERMEDIATE v., or f. INTER- i a +

MEDIATION.] The action of intermediating ;
inter-

position, intervention, mediation.
1601 FULBECKJ Pandectes (a By the agreement of frends

or intermediation of others. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Citrus Dam.
35 There can be no reason . . why God will accept the inter-

mediation, of one man for many. 1708 PENNANT Hindoastait
I. 39; They worship God alone, without image or interme-

diation. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr"s Circ. Sc., Ckem. 213
The intermediation of a non-conducting material. 1885
Match. Exam. 34 Jan. 5/4 Why . . should not a client be

able to consult a barrister without the intermediation of a
solicitor ?

Intermediator (intaam<-di|<ritM). [f.
INTER-

i a + MEDIATOR, or f. INTERMEDIATE v., after

mediator.] One who or that which intermediates ;

a mediator.

IJM J. CLERK in Ellis Orlg. Lett. Ser. ill. I. 513 Inter-

mediators in bryngyng that to passe. 1864 in WEBSTER.
187* HUXLEY Pays. viii. 191 The epidermis . . is the inter-

mediator between the nerve and the physical agent. 1873
TRISTRAM Moot i. 8 Attached himself to us as a sort of
intermediator in various negotiations.

Intel-mediatory (intaimrdiatari), a. [f. IN-

TERMEDIATE v. + -ORY.] Having the function of

intermediating ; mediatory.
1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIV. 608 Animosities are softened

by the intermediatory offices of an unpremeditated libation.

t Interme'dious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. inter-

mtdi-us intermediate + -ocs.] = INTERMEDIATE a.

Hence t luterme dlonsly adv. Obs. rare.

1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koivij Def. xv. 233 The
Sacrament.. may be adjumental intermediously. 1678 CUD-
WOR.TH luttll. Syst. i. iv. 36. 506 There was . . Nothing
Intermediums, or that could possioly be Thrust in between
them. v. 851 A Tension of the Intermedious Air or Either.

Intermedium 'mtajm/Mi/mi). Pl.-ia, -iums.
Also 7 enter-, [a. L. intermedium, neuter of inter-

medius, f. inter between + medius mid, middle :

cf. MEDIUM.]
1. Something intermediate in position ; an inter-

vening space, interval of space. ? Obs.
1611 COTGR., Entredeux, an intermedium, or internal. 1804

WATT in Phil. Trans. XC1V. 310 When no such inter-

medium occurred, there was invariably a division in the
middle of the vein.

2. Something intermediate in time ; an inter-

vening action or performance (lots.); f esp. one
between the parts or acts of a play, an interlude.

1589 NASHE Addr. Gtitti. Stud, in Greene's Meiiaphon
(Arb.tis Silenus, when nodding on his Asse. .made his moist
nosecloth, the pausing intermedium, twixt euerie nappe.
1611 FLORIO, Intermedia, . . Intermedium, the musike that
is, or shewes that are betweene the acts of a play. 1658
BURBL-RY Hist. Christ. Alessamira Queen Swedland 456
Musical Playes-.with rare changes of scenes, intermediums
of dances, and most exquisite musick. 1838 CHALMERS Wks.
XIII. 256 A long intermedium ofmany transitions and argu-
ments.

b. An intervening time, interval of time. ? Ohs.
1611 COTCR., Entrecesse, sain, without intermission, inter-

medium, rest, pause. 1617 in Crt. >, Times J,is. I (1849'
I. 413 Sudden mutations, without any intermedium. 1757
%VASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 427 The French and In-
dians, .repeating the stroke ..sending down parties in the
intermedium to discover our motions.
3. An intermediate .agent, intermediary, medium ;

esp. in earlier Chem. and Physics, a substance serving
as a means of some natural action or process ;

also
abstr. intermediate agency, mediation (of).
1660 HICKERINCILL "Jamaica (1661) 28 Growing imme-

diately out of the bole or body of the Tree, and . .admitting
not so much as the intermedium or ushcrage of a twig. 1660
tr. Amyraldns' Treat, cone. Relig. ill. i. 307 Between God
and the Conscience of man there is no intermedium 1756
C. LUCAS Esi. Waters I. 71 Oils (are) insoluble in water,
without some proper intermedium. 1791 Cowr-ER Pri-.i.
Cfrr. (1824) II. 273 The obliging request of a lady, and of
a lady who employed you as her intermedium. 1815 J.
NICHOLSON

Oferat. Mechanic 726 Uniting the silver by the
intermedia of slips of rolled tin. 1839 John Bull 18 Aug.
\nSflrUtfitnt.Caum. /Vj(i84o)II. 302 Through the
itermedium of one person. 1884 American VII. 218 The

pabulum for the realization of this knowledge can only be
Horded through the intermedium of books.
D. \\ ith mixture of sense i : An interveningmedium serving to transmit energy through space.

1805 EaiH.Rn. VII. 1,8 The hypothesis of an *ther or
other invisible intermedium. 1830 HERSCHEL o/rf. Nat.

, I* rj ""'"""".cation of an impulse to such a distance,

3ffr.2?i!=!2dte " acquainted wilh. would re-

situated between the ulnarc and tadiale (hence also

406

|
called os ccntrale), or the corresponding bone of the

tarsus between the tibiale and fibulare.

1878 BtLL Grgcidmnr's Comp. Anat, 488 An intermedium

is united with a tibiale to form an astragalus. 1887 in Syd.
Six. Lex.

tlnterme'll, v. Obs. (or rare archaism).
Forms: 4 entremelle, 5-6 entermel(l, 5-6
(chiefly Sc.), 9 (arch.) intermel(L [a. OF. en-

tremelle-r, var. of enlremesler, mod. F. cntremcUr
to INTERMEDDLE.]
1. tram. To mix together, intermingle:

= IN-

TERMEDDLE i.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lave I. v. (Skeatj 1. 14 That is a thinge
enclosed vnder secretnes of priuitie, why twey persons entre-

mellen hertes after a sight. 1413 Pilgr. Savile (Caxton) v.

ii. (1859) 75 With lusty prymerosys ana lylyes entermellyd.

1509 fr ISHEK Fun. Serm. Otess Richmond Wks. (1876) 305
The lyfe of this wretched world whiche is alway entermellea
with moche bitternes. 1866 }. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 258
Fame, who her facts with fictions intermells.

2. reft. To concern oneself : = next.

1550 CROWLEY Epigr., Fools 32 They thyncke it becometh
them well, In euery mans matter them selfe to entermel.

3. intr. To concern oneself, have to do with ; to

meddle, interfere : = INTERMEDDLE 3.
c 1470 HENRYSON Star. Fab. iv. (Fox's Conf.) \, This foxe

. .Qunilk durst na mair with wayting intermelf. 1480 CAX-
TON Chron. Eng. liv. 38 So that hym self no thyng enter-

melled, but only bare the name of kyng. 1560 HOLLAND Crt.
Venus n. 172 lo Intermell we will not with sic thing. 1599
MARSTON Sco. Villanie ill. ix. 221 To bite, to gnaw, and
boldly intermell With sacred things.

Hence t Interme'lling vbl. st., intermingling.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 72 Who that had

herd the song that was among the Angels, by wonderfull

entermellynge, and full swete accord.

t Intermell, sb. Obs.
[f. prec. vb. : cf. OF.

cntremesle, entremelle.'] An intermingling; a mixed

engagement or combat, melee.

1489 Barbour's Bruce x. 145 (MS. E) Now may ye her,

gin that ye will, Entremellys, and juperdiss, That men
assayit mony wyss. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I.

144 And syne or that intermell wes done, The greit battell

on euerie syd did jone.

t Intermelle, a. Obs. [? a. OF. entremdtt]
Intermingled, in confusion.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 215 In-to the toune all comonly
They enterit bath Intermelle. Thair mycht men felloune
slauchtir se.

Intel-melt, -member, etc.: sec INTER- pref.
Interment (intaMment). Forms : see INTEH v.

[f. INTER v. + -MENT.] The action of interring or

burying in the earth ; burial.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 327 After be enterment be

kyng tok his way To be South. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 319
In worship of her susters minde She made a riche entere-
ment. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 140/2 Entyrement, or yntyr-
\nz\\\.,funerale. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Kpist. 39 His interre-

ment shuld not be withstoode. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
I. vi. in The solemn rites after my enterrement. 1709
STRYPE^. Ref. I. xxxvi. 368 At the interrement of the
Dutchess. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian vi, The body was
. . carried on an open bier to the place of interment. 1808
PIKE Sources Mississ. in. 266 The solemnity of the interment,
agreeably to the ritual of the Spanish Church.

Intermental, -mention : see INTER- 6, i a.

tl'ntermeSS,later variant of ENTHEMESs,some-
thing served between the courses at a banquet :

alsoy??'. Obs.

1658 EVELYN /'V. Card. (1675) 102 Eaten in Lent in pease-
pottage, and intermesses at the best tables. 1690 Let.

Lady Sundcrl. 4 Aug.. Mem. (1819) II. 255 To these I like-

wise added my little history of Chalcography, a treatise of
the perfection of paynting . . with some other intermesses
which might divert within dores. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s. v. Gruel, ^There are those who prepare an Inter-mess of
Gruel or Milk-pottage in the following manner. 1748 MRS.
S. HARRISON House-Keepers Pocket-Bk. ii. (ed. 4) 9 Inter-

Messes, or odd Dishes for small Families, now in Season.

Interme'ssage, sl>. rare. [INTER- 2 a.] A
message conveyed between two persons or places.
So Interme ssage v. trans., to exchange messages
with ; Interme'ssenger \ -messager), a mes-

senger between two persons or places.
1560 DAVS tr. SleiJane's Coinm. 363 The matter was

treated betwene them by letters and intermessagers. 1691
WOOD Ath. O.-con. II. 644 He was often posting to London
upon intermessages and fatigues, a 1732 T. BOSTON View
Covt. Grace (1771* 23 An inter-messenger between God and
Israel. 188* 'N. GREENE' Thousand Years Hence no
Those whom as yet we are only permitted to intermessage.

Intermetacarpal, -metatarsal : see INTER-.

Intermete, variant of ENTERMETE v., Obs.

Intermewed (intajmiw-d), ///. a. Falconry.
"/Ms. Also 6-8 enter-,

[f.
OF. cntrennte (Godef. )

half-moulted (L. type *inlertutdtus) + -KD.] Ap-
plied to a hawk after her first

'

mewing
'

or moult-

ing, and before receiving her next coat, when she
becomes a ' white hawk '.

1598 FLORIO, Amutata, an entermewed hauke. 1615
LATHAM Falconry (1633) 37 The intermewed Haggard is

more able and strong to resist the course of nature. Ibid.
(Words explaned), Interniewed is from the first exchange of
a Hawkes coat, or from her first mewing, till she come to be
a white Hawke. 1670 Land. Gaz. No. 1436/4 Lost of his

Majesties, .between Windsor and Burnham,an Entermewed
Jass Faulcon, having newly Mewed her long Feathers, with
the Kings Varvels. 1818 SEBRIGHT Hawking 33. (Erron-
eously explained.]

INTEBMINABLENESS.

So Interme'wingr vtl. sl>. rare
~

.

1678 PHILLIPS (cd. 4), fHtenugwfQftiaBOQf Faulconers) is

from the first exchange of the Hawks Coat till she turn

white, and is so called from the first Mewing.
Intermewer (intajmi/i'aj). Falconry. 1 Obs.

Also 6-7 entermewer, 7 erron. intermure.
[f.

as prec. + -EH.] A hawk of the second year, after

her first
'

mewing
'
or moulting, and before she has

the full third year's coat.

1575 TURBERV. Falilconrie 32 They are called Enter-
mewers or hawkes of the first cote that is from the middle
of May till .. December. Those hawkes are called Enter-

mewers for that they cast the old and have new feathers and

they prove very good and bardie hawkes. 1680 Land. Gaz.
No. 1491/4 A Tercel Gentle an Intermewer, lost a Month
since in Staffordshire. 111682 SIR T. BROWNE Trac is 118.

1717 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Hawk, The second [year] an

Intermewer, th"; third a white Hawk. fig. a 1613 OVEK-
BURY A Wife (1638) 117 The fourth and fin, she's an inter-

mewer, preies for herselfe, and ruffles all she reaches.

II Intermezzo (intajme-dw). PI. -i (-i), -os

(oz). Also 9 iutermez. [It. intermezzo, more

popular form of intermedia : see INTURMEDE.

With the form intennez, cf. obs. F. iniermeze,

-mise (i6th c. in Littre), ad. the Italian word.]
1. a. A short dramatic, musical, or other per-

formance, of a light and pleasing character, intro-

duced between the acts of a drama or opera (or,

subsequently, in the latter half of the i8th c., per-
formed independently, and merging in the Opera
Buffa). b. A short movement serving as a con-

necting link between the main divisions of a large
musical work, instrumental or vocal ; sometimes
used for an independent piece of similar character.

[1811 BUSUY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3), Intermezzi (Ital.), the

name given by the Italians to interludes, or dttached dances,
introduced between the acts of an opera.] 1834 BECKFORD
Italy II. 213 (Stanf.) The entertainment ended with a sort

of intermez. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 441/3 s.v. Opera, In

July, 1703, Italian intermezzi, or 'interludes and musical

entertainments of singing and dancing ', were performed at

York Buildings. 1880 W. S. RoCKSTKoin G rove Diet. M-us.

II. 8 Almost all the earlier Italian plays were relieved by
Intermezzi. 1883 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 4/1 The composer s

predilection for instrumental music has shown itself in the

so-called intermezzos which are freely interspersed through
the three sections.

2. transf. An interval; an 'episode'.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling in. iv. (1872) 198 A little intermezzo

of ramble was not unadvisable. 1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX.
264 The purgatorial intermezzo of the Catholic church. 1897

Q. Kev. Oct. 356 Impatient, bewildered, expectant in an

atmosphere of intermezzo.

t Intermicate, v. Obs. rare
~

. [f. ppl. stem

of L. intermicare, f. inter between + micdre to

glitter.] 'To shine between' (Cockeram, 162J
1

). So

t Intermica-tion,
' a shining between

'

(Phillips,

1658).

t Iiitermi'ddle, a. Obs. [f. INTER 2 c + MID-
DLE a., after L. intermeditis.']

= INTERMEDIATE.

1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 54 In the intermiddle

spaces.

Intermigration (-maigr^-Jan). [INTER- 2 a.]

Interchange of abode or habitat; reciprocal mi-

gration.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Grig. Man. u. vii. 200 Though the

Continent be but one, as to point of Access and mutual
Intercourse and possibility of Intermigrations. 1859 DARWIN

Orig. Spec. xii. (187 3) 333 Serving as a bridge . . for the inter-

migration of their Inhabitants. 1880 A. R. WALLACE [si.

Life 4_22
One of the routes by which that iniermigration of

American and European animals and plants was effected.

Interminability (inta aminabrliti). [f.
next :

see -ITT.] The quality of being interminable
;
in-

terminableness.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. of Grace xxv. 437 We know that

essential interminability is the incommunicable property of

God. 1805 Monthly Mag. XX. 417 The immensity, the

apparent interminability of the forests. i86aT.A.TROLLOPE
Lent. Journey xii. 196 All previous experiences of inter-

minability were exceeded by the interminableness of the

ascent to Fermo.

Interminable (mta'aminab'l}, a. [a. F. in-

terminable (i4th c., Oresme\ or ad. late L. inter-

min,ibilii (Tertull.), f. in- (IN- 3) + terminare to

TERMINATE : see -ABLE.] That cannot be bounded
or ended ; boundless ; endless. (In mod. use

freq. exaggerative, implying impatience or disgust
at the length of something.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. v.pr. vi. 133 (Camb. MS.) Eternite

..isparfyt possession .. of lyf Intermynable. c 1450 tr. De
Imitatione in. Ixi. 143, I am be wey undefoulid, (>e troube

infallible, be lyf intermynable. 1520-30 SKELTON Prayer to

the father i O radiant Luminary of lyght interminable

Celestial Father. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace viii. 175 Your

fellowship with Christ is interminable, and abides for ever.

1737-46 THOMSON Smumerfigi Plains immense Liestretch'd

below, interminable meads And vast savannahs. 1830 D'ls-

RAELI Chas. I, III. xi. 227 Two able men arguing by two

opposite standards of judgment, may open an interminable

controversy. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (rS68) I. i. 2 A writing-

table covered with heaps of interminable despatches.

b. absol. The Interminable, the Infinite.

1671 MILTON Samson 307 As if they would confine the

Interminable. And tie him to his own prescript, Who made
our laws to bind us, not himself.

Inte rminableness. [f- prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being interminable ;
endlessness.



INTERMINABLY.
1682 H. MORE Annot. Glamiills Lux O. 59 The . . inter-

minableness of those Torments which after this life shall

incessantly vex the impious. 1817 COLERIDGE Lay Serm.
342 Interminableness of object with perfect indifference of
means. 1894 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 143 The seeming inter-

minableness of a Canadian city's streets.

Interminably (inta-jminabli), adv. [f. as

prec. + -LY 2
.] In an interminable manner

; with-

out end or limit
; endlessly.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyniys (Roxb.) 132 Wych wyth jhu thi
sone . . Now lyvyst and regnyst intermynabylly. 1612-15
BP. HALL Contempt., N. T. iv. xiii, A kingdome restored

magnificently, interminably. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World I.

ii. 102 Totally and intirely as well as interminably existing.
1813 SHELLEY Q. Mob vi. 18 Will yon vast suns roll on In-

terminably ? 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrtils. (1882) I. 23
Hall after hall opened interminably before us.

flute'rminant, ppl. a. Obs. rare- . [f. IN-S
+ L. termiimnt-em, pr. pple. of terminare to

TERMINATE.]
'

Boundless, borderless, uncertain
'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Intermiiiate (intaMmintt), a. Now /-,/;..

[ad. L. intermindt-us, f. in- (Is-
3
)
+ terminatits

ended, TERMINATE ///. a. Cf. F. interminf

(i 6th c.).]

1. That is without end or limit
; endless, bound-

less, infinite.

'533 BELLENDEN Livy iv. 11822) 386 Quhen Servilius had
conquest, be thir wourdis, interminate loveing and favpure of
all the pepill. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. vn. Kvb, Within a
thicket 1 reposde. .and found..asleepe interminate. a- 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. iv. 159 The very same supine-
ness and negligence, .for interminate Ages. 1677 GALE Crt.
Gentiles iv. 142 Sin is interminate and infinite, but good
terminate and finite, as the Pythagoreans hold. 1852 BP.
FORBES Nicent Cr. 35 There is one Principle of all things
. .unbegotten, indestructible, ..interminate.

b. Arilh. Interminate decimal, a fractional

number that cannot be exactly expressed by tenths,
tenths of tenths, and so on, but either repeats, as

j =i, circulates, as -142857 = f, or continues with-
out any definite order, as the decimal in the square
root of 2, 3, 5 or other non-square number, in the
value of IT, etc.

1726 COLSON in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 163 In this last

Example the Numbers are what I call interminate, or

Approximations only. 1866 Arithm. Irish Nat. Schools

178 We cannot always obtain an exact quotient, when we
divide one number by another : in such a case, what is

called an interminate, or . . a recurring, or circulating decimal
is produced.

f 2. quasi-a<&. Without end, always. Obs.

1556 ABP. PARKER Ps. cxxxi. 384 Be meeke : flee pryde . .

From this tyme forth interminate.

t Interminate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem
of L. interminarj

,
{. inter between + minari to

threaten ; cf. obs. F. interminer (Godef.).] trans.

To threaten, menace (a thing). Hence ) Inter-

minated///. a.

a 1631 DONNE Sernt. xxxv. 347 In all those three Evan-
gelists where this fearful Denunciation is interminated.
a 1656 BP. HALL Rein. Wks. (1660) 163 But enough, enough
of these doleful! accents of these interminated judgments.

t Inte'rminated, a. Obs. [f. as INTER-
MINATE a. + -ED, or f. IN- 3 + TERMINATED.] = !N-

j

TERMINATE a.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. \. iii. 54 (1740) 153 The Author's

Directory, that is a Parcel of confused, interminated,
Scandals upon the Court. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas n. 243
Throughout the interminated surface throws Its rays
abroad. 1746 AKENSIDE Hymn Naiads 281 O'er the peopled
earth and o'er The interminated ocean.

t Iintermina'tion. Obs. [ad. L. intermind-

tion-em, n. of action f. interminari : see INTER-
MINATE v. and cf. obs. F. intermination (Godef.).]
The action of threatening or menacing ; commina-
tion

;
a threat or menace.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de. W. 1531! 205 b, God . . in para-
djrse gaue the commaundement to Adam, vnder this inter-

minacyon and thrette. a 1631 DONNE Serm. cvii. IV. 452
Here is no Malediction no Intermination mingled in Gods
first Act. 1684 HOCKIN Gods Decrees 304 What method
imaginable more persuasive . . than the divine promises
and interminations are.

t Intermrnd, v. Obs. rare- '. [INTER- i.]
trans. ? To remember at intervals

;
to recall.

1371 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ep. Ded. 6 Hee might recover
newe strength and cheerfulnesse, by interminding Gods
former promises and benefites.

Iiiternii'ne, v. rare. [f. INTER- i + MINE r.
or si.] trans. To intersect with mines or veins.
1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxviii. (R.), Her earth with allom

veins so richly intermin'd. 1850 Tail's Maf. XVII. 682/1Her bosom yet was intermined with ice.

Intermingle (inta.imi-ng'1), v. Also 6-7 en-
ter-, 6 -mengle. [f. INTER- i + MINGLE v.]
1. trans. To mingle (two or more things) to-

gether, so that each is mixed with the other ; also,
to introduce and mix (an element) with, another or

among other things.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. n. (Town S, C. Mouse) xxx,Swa intermynglit is aduersitie With eirdlie joy. 1555 EDEN

Decades 143 Let vs nowe entermyngle certeyne smaule
thynges amonge these great matters. 1577 VAUTROUILLIER
Luther on Ep. Gal. 231 In his exhortation he intermingleth
threatnings and promises. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's
Trav. i. 221 Houses built of black and white Stones inter-
mingled. 1712 STEELE .$)>/. No. 272 ? i Crowds of forlorn
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Coquets who intermingle themselves with other Ladies.
1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 419 A cause of displacing
and intermingling the people. 1842 H. ROGERS Ess. I. i. 36
Fuller

_has intermingled a great deal of gossip and rubbish
with his facts.

2. To intersperse (a thing) with some other ele-

ment ; f to variegate.
IJS3 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) no Popingiayes of

white colour intermingled with seuen variable coloure-s

1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 161 The highest Prosperity of
Gods people, is (like Chequer-work) intermingled with
Crosses and Calamities. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 423 The
vinegar the patient had swallowed, intermingled with the
mucus of the stomach. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 371
It will be proper to have hymns and praises of the Gods
intermingled with prayers.
3. intr. To mingle together or -with something.
1626 BACON Sylva 270 Visibles doe not intermingle, and

confound one another, . . but Sounds doc. 1664 POWER Exp.
Philos. n. 115 You shall see. .the Water and it confusedly
to intermingle one with the other. 1784 COWPER Task i.

347 Shadow and sunshine intermingling quick. 1879 WAL-
LACE Anstralas. i. 9 Farther east this flora intermingles
with that of Australia and Polynesia.

Iiitermi-ngled, ///. a. [f. prec. + -EDI.]
Mingled with each other or with some other thing.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 10 Histories, .. and

other intermingled actions not of any in particular, but of
all in general!. 1607 TOPSELL Four'/. Beasts (1658) 358 Of

Soon. .Were heard I he intermingled sounds Of
mallets.

axes and of

Hence Intermi ugledly adv.
1601 DENT Path. Heaven (1603) 15 Intermingledlyjoined

together in all the faculties of the soule and body.
Intermi-ngledom. nonce-wd.

[f. as next +
-DOM.] =next.
1753 RICHARDSON Grandison (1883) IV. vi. 52 Filled with

bits and ends of ribands, patterns, and so forth . . with inter-

mingledoms of goldbeater's skin, plasters for a cut finger.

Intermi-uglement. rare. [f. INTERMINGLE
v. + -ITENT.] An intermingling.
1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets viii. 240 The interminglement of

debauchery with a spirit of true
piety. 1883 A. STEWART

Nether Lochaber liii. 334 An ugly interminglement of black
and dark grey.

Intermingling (-mi-nglin), vbl. sb. [-IXG'.]
The action of the vb. INTERMINGLE.
1576 FLEMING Paitofl. Epist. To Rdr. FS The tediousnesse

of studie, is to be assuaged with some intermingling of
delight. 1601 DENT Patlmi. Heaven (1831) 13 This inter-

mingling of grace and corruption in the Soul. 1862 Gout.-
BURN Pers. Relig. i. 11. (1873) 41 The intermingling of
devotion with action.

lutermrugling, ///. a . [f. as prec. + -1x02.]
That intermingles.
1808 J. BARLOW Columb. \\. 440 Its portal gleams With

various gems of intermingling beams.
Intei-minister : see INTER- pref. i b.

Intel-ministerial (-ministerial), a. [!NTER-
4b: cf. next.] Belonging to a period between
two ministries.
1861 MAY Const. Hist.

(1863) I. ii. 126 The provisional
character of this inter-ministerial government.

11 Interministerium (-ministia-rimn). rare.

[f. INTER- 3 + L. ministerium MINISTRY
; formed

by Walpole, app. after INTERREGNUM.] The period
intervening between two ministries.

1743 H. WALPOLE Let. to H. Mann 31 July, The Regency
are so temporizing and timid, especially in this Inter-minis-

i

termm, that [etc.], 1730 Lett. (1857) 1 1. 233 The Inter-
ministerium still exists ; no place is filled up. 1756 Corr.
(1837) I. 351 After an interministerium of seventeen daysMr. Pitt has this morning accepted the government as
secretary of state. 1890 Diet. Nat. Biog. XXI. 185/1 The
long interministerium ended in George's acceptance of the
coalition administration.

t Intermi'se. Obs. [var. of ENTERMISE, with
prefix in L. form : cf. INTERMIT .

2
] Intervention,

mediation, agency.
1612 NAUNTON in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm )

I. 1 18 By the noble and Christian intermise of Sir H. Nevyll
there is aconcentration madebetween my Lords ofPembroch
and Rochester. 1673 S. C. Art ofComplaisance 144 Either
by ourselves, or the means and intermise of our friends 1715M. DAVIES A then. Brit. 1. 172 Vorstius, whom he [James I.I
desir d the States to turn out of his Professorship, by the
Intermise of his Ambassador Sir Ralph Winwood.
t Intermi-sle, var. of INTERMELL v. : cf. OF.

entremesler.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Man. (16421 385 Herod

brought m a new hotchpotch Religion, consisting of
J udaisme and Paganisme intermisled.

tlutermi'SS. Obs. rare 1
. [a.A.L.intermis-

sus (Pliny), intermission, f. intermittere to INTER-
MIT

z/.i] Interval.

1627 E. F. Hist. EJm. II (1680) 94 Which for a time ..
enforc d their absence ; in which short intermiss. the King
relapseth to his former errour.

Intermission l
(intaimi-Jan). [ad. L. inter-

mission-em, n. of action f. intermittent to INTERMIT
z/.' Cf. F. intermission (1413 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The fact of intermitting, giving over, or ceasing

for a time
;
a temporary pause, cessation, or breach

of continuity in an action, state, etc. (freq. in phr.
without intermission^, spec, in Path., of a fever or
the pulse.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 88 Euermore to praye

INTERMIT.
without intermyssyon or ceasynge. 1576 FLEMING Panopl
Eptsl. 86 Your friende Anthonie, kindleth coles of furious
outrage continually, and maketh no intermission. 1590SWINBURNE Testaments 39 In this case is the testament voide
vnlesse that it may bee prooued, that there was intermission
of furor the same time. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 32 And
I did laugh, sans intermission, An houre by his diall. 1613PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 741 They saw a whirle-winde
take up the water . . into the aire, three houres together with
little intermission. 1769 ROBERTSON Clias. ^(1796) III. xn.
392 The gout after a longer intermission than usual returned.
1791 COWPER Iliad L 118 Neither end, nor intermission of
his heavy scourge. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. viii. 226 This erup-
tion lasted two nights and two days without intermission.

D. Temporary cessation, respite, relief, rest,

pause. Const,from something. Now rare.
1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 63 Your overwearied heart

which brayeth after intermission and rest from . great
matters. 1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 802 They.. Afresh with
conscious terrors vex me round That rest or intermission
none I find.

_ 1756 BURKE Sail. $ B. i. v, He often giveshimself some intermission from such melancholy reflections
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 232 We had hardly a
moment s intermission from rain.

2. The lapse of a space of time between events
or periods of action ; the time during which action

temporarily ceases ; interval
; f vacation, recess.

15*377 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Atia'ros'Wks. (1892) 13 Themedicims lesson, quha sal reid on to ix houris ; and fra ix to
ten salbe intermission. 1660 MILTON Free Commw. Wks
(1847) 448/j The grand council, which.. should sit perpetu-
ally (unless their leisure give them now and then some in-
termissions or vacations). 1704 SWIFT Mec/i. Oferat Spir
Misc. (1711) 286 Chusing their Time in those Intermissions
while the Preacher is at Ebb. 1854 E. G. HOLLAND Mem.
Jos. Badger xv. 310 At the intermission many strangersnocked around me.

f3. An omission in the course of a narrative.

".1635 NAUNTON Fragm, Reg. (Arb.) 41 Having .. toucht
[this subject] somewhat, which I would not, if the equity of
the Narration would have admitted an intermission.
4. An interruption or break of continuity in a

wall, line of cliffs, or similar material formation.
1624 WOTTON Archil, in Relio. (1651) 223 Wals are either

entire and continual!, or intermitted ; and the Intermissions
be either Pillars or Pylasters. 1663 CHARLHTON Chor.
Gigant. 19 Intermissions made by Columns or Pillars. 1853KANE Grinnell E.rp. xxxi. (1856) 270 After a mile or two of
intermission, the high cliffs rise up again in abutments.

t lutermi-ssion 2
. Obs. rare. [f. INTERMIT

.
a

,
after prec.]

1. Mediation, intervention
;
= INTERMISE.

1647 LILLY C/ir. Astral, liii. 372 They shall agree without
Suit of law, but not without intermission of a third party or
more. 1670 HEYLIN Hist. Presbyt. 126 That no other . .

Towns .. shall in any part meddle by way of friendly inter-
mission tending to an accord.
2. Interposition, intervention (of a thing).
1628 T._SPENCER Logick too Aristotle sayth, that this op-

position is made by it selfe, and wants the intermission of a
third : for no power can put a third thing betweene being
and not being. 1667 MARVELL Car}-. Ixxviii. Wks. 1872-5
II. 222 The third day that the Lords have, without inter-
mission of anyother businesse, continued upon the question.
Intermissive (intajmi-siv), a. [f. L. inter-

miss-, ppl. stem of intermittlre to INTERMIT z/.i -f

-IVE.] Of the nature of, pertaining to, intermis-
sion

; intermittent
; coming at intervals.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie Ep. Ded., To the reading
whereof, as in the place of an intermissiue delectation
I did something addicte myselfe. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos.
ym. (1701) 328/2 Again, of Offices, some are continual, as, to
live vertuously ; some intermissive, as, to question, answer,
walk, and the like. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 23Make Pleasure thy Recreation or intermissive Relaxation,
not thy Diana, Life and Profession. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 427 In some instances, .this failure of the
voice has been more or less permanent or intermissive.

t Intermi'st, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. inter-

nrist-us, pa. fple.ottnfermisci're: see INTERMIXED.]
Intermixed.

1538 LELAND Itin. II. 94 Crosselettes ofGolde many inter-
mist in one yn a Feld . . Gules. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St.
Ambrose ii. 13 The standing corne . . hath some small sprink-
ling of wilde oates intermist.

Intermit (intaimi-t), K. 1
[ad. L. intermittere

to leave off (trans, and intr.}, f. inter between +
mittere to send, let go, put.]
1. trans. To leave off, give over, discontinue (an

action, practice, etc.) for a time
;
to suspend.

1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 327 note, Occasions of inter-

mitting the writing of letters. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \.

iii. 2 If nature should intermit her course, and leaue alto-
gether. .for a while, the obseruation of her own lawes. 1609
BIBLE (Douay) Ezek. xlv. 9 Intermitte ye iniquitie and rob-
beries, and doe judgement and justice. 1684-5 BOYLE Min.
Waters sect. vi. 106 To intermit it sometimes for a year or
two, . . and then to return to the use of it. 1761 HUME
Hist. Eng. II. xxx. 171 The king had seemed willing, during
some time, to intermit the blows which overwhelmed him.
1875 M. PATTISON Casaubon 464 When seriously urged to
intermit his application, and allow himself a holiday.
t b. To interrupt, cause intermission to (a per-

son or action, or the course of anything). Obs.
,11542 [see INTERMITTED]. 1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1684)

HI. 614, 1 had thought to have treated this matter at large,
but even now I am intermitted and otherwise letted. 1667MILTON P. L. ix. 223 Casual discourse .. which intermits
Our dayes work. 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 386Ihe consular State, .was afterwards retrenched by the Tri-
bunes of the People ; then intermitted by the Decemviri,
and Military Tribunes.

t c. To omit, leave out, pass over, let slip. Obs.



INTERMIT.

1*61-87 IM.XK A. t, M. (1596)68/1 As louchiiig the line

andbrderof the K intermitted, rt i4S
i.H.'Wk.

, VI ,, 1 1.. \ that intermit advantages MUM know

occasions he.id i-. bald behind. 1671 H.miu-. Three papers

Wks 1845 VII. 437 Square numbers (beginning at i) inter-

mit first two numbers, then four, then six [etc.]. 1691 I.rr-

TIBLL Rrir/Rel. (1857) II. 676 Orders arc sent to the docks

to work night and day without intermitting Sunday or

holydayes.
2. inlr. To cease or stop for a time (f const.

from, or inf.] ; to be intermittent.

ii HAMMER Chron. trrl. (1633) 67 To intermit a while

from speaking of these learned men. 1600 BIBLE (Douay)
i Kings xv 21 He intermitted to build Kama. 1633 HP.

HALI Hard Terls 347 He doth not intermit to furnish me
continually with his good spirit. 1748 Anson's I '<y. I. viil.

87 The winds every now and then intermitted. 1773 JOHN-
SON Lit. to Bormtll 5 July in BurntU, Let me know the

exact time when your Courts intermit. 1871 J. R. NICHOLS

Fireside Science n A spring which intermits as often as

every three minutes.

b. spec, in Path, of a fever (pain, etc.) or of the

pulse.
1616 (see INTERMITTING ppl. a.]. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl.

n. xi, Physitians are wont . . to tell us, That Feavers which

the pulse seems to intermit, we must not presume that it will

cease instantly to beat. 1871 DARWIN Emotions xiii. 340
A man who by continually watching his own pulse, at last

caused one beat out of every six to intermit. 1878 . J.
TRELAWNY Kec. Shelley, etc. (1887) 205 His sadness inter-

mitted, and his cold fits alternated with hot ones. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 433 There are instances of the

tumour intermitting, that is being prominent at one time

and not distinguishable at another.

t Intermit, v? 0/>s. [A re-fashioning of

ENTERMETE, after L. intermittlrt : see prec.]
1. refl. To concern or occupy oneself, etc. ;

=
ENTERMETE i.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 25 J>ei intermettid hem with

worfdely besynes. 1501 ATKINSON tr. De Imitation* I. xi.

160 It is one special! meane to acquyre pease, nat to inter-

mytte vs of the wordes & werkes of those that attayne nat
to vs. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 49 b, Because Bisshoppes
. . dyd not . . intermit them selves with the serchc and
punyshment of suche . . offences.

b. inlr. = ENTEBMETE i b
;
= INTBOHIT 3.

1456 in Sir W. Fraser Wenyss ofW. (1888) II. 74 Sene
the said Schir Andro intermittit vith the said landis of
Inchmertin. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 14 The lorde ad-
miralle . . shall [not] in any wise intermitte ne meddle with
the liberties of the ,v. portes.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII
23 [He] never intermitted wyth the affayres of Flaunders.

2. trans. To interpose, put between ;
to intro-

duce, admit ; =INTROMIT i.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden, No. 29) 4
Charles saylyng . . with a prosperous winde, intermitting
no delaye. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice^ 86 A long pros-
pective Trunk . . through which, the visible radiations . .

are intermitted, falling upon a paper. 1676 HOBBES Iliati

(1677) 295 As when in war a pause we intermit.

Intermitted (intaimi-ted), ///. a. [(. INTEK-
MIT z.i + -ED i.] Broken off or stopped for a time ;

interrupted.
a 1541 WVATT Death C'tess Pembroke Poems (1810) 421/2

tted

et

Last Day n. 13 Again the trumpets intermitted sound Rolls
the wide circuit of creation round. 1873 MRS. WHITNKY
Other Girls xiv. 187 The heavy bell swung out slow, inter-
mitted peals.

Hence Intermi-ttedly adv., in an intermitted,
broken, or interrupted manner.
1819 SCOTT Detnonol. i. 42 The cry of a distant pack of

hounds, sounding intermittedly. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848)
509 Polyps intermittedly coralligenous at base.

Intermittence (intaimi-tens). Also -anco.

[a. F. intermittence (1740 in Hatz.-Darm.) : see
INTERMITTENT and -ENCE.]
1. The fact of intermitting; discontinuance or

cessation for a time.

1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 185
The intermittcnce of certain fountains . . which flow only at
particular hours of the day. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. 1.
xix. 339 A long intermittance of activity in the principal
volcano. 1865 MILL Pol. Econ. (ed. 6) iv. vii. 2 The pro-
gress .. will take place more rapidly, and with fewer inter-
mittences and aberrations. 1876 BARTHOI.OW Mat. Med.
(1879) 318 Hyoscyamia renders the movements of the heart
regular ; daturia often produces intermittence and arrest of
action.

2. Alternation, intermittent sequence.
1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. v. 41 A wonderful intermittence of

gloom and glare.

Intermittency (-mi-tensi). [f. next: see

-KNOT.] The quality or condition of being inter-
mittent ; intermission.

t

nnitterT

ittency
?"cnd n "Pon slow fever. 1891 Illustr.

y/3 """ kept up with ch rful

Intermittent (intanni-tent), a. (si.) [tad. L.
trmitient-em, pr. pple. of intermittfre to INTER-tm''

; cf. F. intermittent (i 598 in Godef. Compl.Y]That intermits or ceases for a time ; coming at
intervals ; operating by fits and starts.

408

a. spec, in Path, of the pulse, of n fever, etc.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1277 Beating .. now and

than like intermittent pulses. 1609 Anna. Marcfll. xxxi.

xii. 420 Fits of an interrnitlent ague. 1635 HART Anat. Ur.

l. iii. 33 How canst thou. .tell whether it be an intermittent

or continual! feauer? 1796 UUKKK Kegic. Peace ii. Wks.
VIII. 214, This disorder was not in its nature intermittent.

1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 487 The pulse

small, hard and intermittent. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol.

131 Intermittent fever is not contagious.

b. In general use.

1675 OGILBV Brit. 36 A Village with an intermittent

Market. 1^06 PHILLIPS, Intermittent Stitch (in Surgery),
a kind of Stitch made at certain separate Points in the sow-

ing of transverse or cross Wounds. 1858 Jlfert. Marine
Mag. V. 374 The new Light is intermittent every half minute.

187* NICHOLSON Palxont. 35 The work of rock-deposition is

an intermittent process.

B. sl>. /'atA. An intermittent fever.

1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 720 Quotidian, Tertian and
Quartan Intermittents. Ibid. 721 That no body dies of an
Intermittent but in the Cold Fit. 1771-84 COOK I'oy. (1790)
I. 270 Mr. Sporing also, and a sailor .. were seized with the

deadly intermittent. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 70 The air of marshes is the sole cause of intermit-

tents. 1871 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-l. iv. 118 Strug-
gling with the chills and heats of his artistic intermittent.

Intermittently (-mitentli), adv.
[f. prec.

+ -LT 2
.J In an intermittent manner ; with intervals

of cessation ; by tits and starts.

1833 MRS. BROWNING Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. 157
From my restless eyes Drop by drop intermittently A trick-

ling stream of tears supplies My cheeks. 1874 W. PACK-
ROBERTS Law

($
God (1876) 10 The evils which continuously

or intermittently afflict humanity.
Intermi'tter l

. rare '. [f. INTERMIT v.'1 +
-ER 1

.] One who intermits or discontinues (some
action or practice) for a time.

1598 FLORID, Intermettitore, an intermitter, a delayer of
time. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Jjtde 19 Who separate . . The
Arabick renders it, Intermitters, sc, of Church-worships.
t Intermi'tter 2

. Obs. rare
-

.
[f. INTERMIT

v.'l + -ER !.] One who interferes or intervenes.
1611

FLORICJ Intermettitore, an intermitter, an interposer.

Intermitting untaami-tin), ppl. a. [f. INTER-
MIT z.i + -INS *.]

= INTERMITTENT
; spec, in Path.

= INTERMITTENT A. a.

16*6 Art. agst. Dk. Buckhm. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)
I. 352 Great distempers, as . . Raving, Fainting, an inter-

mitting pulse. 1643 MILTON Divorce i. vii, Cheerefulnesse
. . in a thousand outward and intermitting crosses. 1761HUME ///j/. Eng. II. xxxvii. 316 Cardinal Pole had long
been sickly, from an intermitting fever. 1794 S.WILLIAMS
Vermont 29 Such kinds of intermitting springs are to be
found in great numbers on the sides of all high mountains.
1899 tr. Von Jaksch's Clin. Diagn. i. (ed. 4) 59 Remitting
and intermitting attacks, and cases of fever with short

periods of apyrexia.

t b. Marked by an intermission (of fever). Obs.

1657 J. COOKF. tr. Halts Cures 181 The intermitting day
she had the following glyster.

Intermittingly (-mi-tinli), adv. [-I.T
2
.]

In
an intermitting manner

; intermittently.
1654 w - MOUNTAGUF. Devout Ess. u. vi. 2. 113 These

grains or motes .. in that eye .. suffering it to look up but

intermittingly. 1818 SHF.I.LEY Let. to Peacock 20 Nov., It

..rises and falls intermittingly. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geoff.
Sea (Low) xvi. 704 In March it blows intermittingly, and
with hard squalls.

Intermix (intajmi-ks), v. Also 7 enter-,

[opp. f. INTEHMIXT, taken as pa. pple. of an Eng.
vb. repr. L. intermiscere : see COMMIX, Mix.]
1. trans. To mix together, mix intimately, inter-

mingle.
1563 Jack Juggler in Hazl. Dodsley II. no Therefore

intermix honest mirth in such wise That your strength
may be refreshed. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. To Rdr.,
The same is not intermixed with foreine affayres. 1630
PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 149 They are promiscuously enter-
mixed one with the other. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 54
Hee, she knew, would intermix Grateful digressions, ana
solve high dispute With conjugal Caresses, a 1763 SHEN-
STONE Elegies xiii. 36 Fool that I was .. To let suspicion
intermix a fear, a 1864 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-Bks.
(1879) I. 228 It is not wise to intermix fantastic ideas with
the reality.

2. intr. To be or become mixed together; to

mix, blend, or associate intimately.
'7 WOLLASTON Kelig. Nat. ix. 214 Here bodily wants

and affections, .do intermix with human affairs. 1727 BRAD-
LEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Bczoar stone. It's conveyed . . into the
Duodenum where it intermixes with the chyle. 1846 JOYCE
Sci. Dial. xvi. 244 Do not the hot and cold water intermix ?

Hence Intermi'xing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1690 WAGSTAFFE^WJTO. Sherlock'sCase Alleg. isThrough
all the Authors Shufflings and Intermixings, we are got to
this Point. iSijZc/wa III. 27 The ordeal to which she
delusively put his intermixing proprieties.

Intermixed, intermixt (intaimi-kst), ///.
a. [orig. intermixt, ad. JJ . intermixl-us, pa. pple.
of intermiscere to mix among, intermingle, f. inter

between, among + miscere to mix, mingle. After
the formation of the vb. intermix, intermixt was
treated as its pa. pple. and gradually spelt inler-

mix'a", intermixed: cf. COMMIXED.] Mixed to-

gether, intimately mixed, intermingled.
a. In form intermizt : const, as pa. pple. or adj.
SS5 EDEN Decades 87 Lynen intermyxt with golde. 1578LYTE Dodoens iv. xxx. 487 Of abrowmshc colour, intermixt

with white. 1643 MILTON Divorce n. x, In respect of re-

turning to her former Husband afier an intermixt Marriage.

INTERMURE.

1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 203 Relating to Naval, mercan-
tile or intermixt Affairs.

ft. In form intermixed. (In quot. 1630, Of a
mixed or intermediate character.)
1598 FLORIO, tntermisto, intermixed . . mixt among or be-

tweene. 1630 LENNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. HI. xvii. g 3
(1670) 471 Magistrates are intermixed persons, placed be-
tween the Sovereign and private men. 1635 Grammar
IVarre C v, The intermixed, .and secret hidden words were
giuen him.

Hence Intermi'xedly, intenni-xtly adv., with

intermixture, promiscuously.
a 1586 SIDNEY A rcadia III. ( 1598) 348 Making .. prettie knots,

which tyed together the names of Musidorus and Pamela,
sometimes entermixedly changing them to Pammidorus and

5101 Perhaps.. the Colours maybe also seen intermixedly
reflected from them. 1684 H. MORE Answer^64 Stones ..

laid confusedly and intermixtly one by another.

t Intermi-xt, v. Obs. rare. [f. I,, ppl. stem
intermixt-: see prec. and c(.aifmixt,commtxt\\K.]= INTERMIX v.

1551- ROBINSON Ir. More's Utop. n. ix. (1895) 295 They sing
prayses vnto God, whiche they intermixt [L. interstinginint\
with instrumentes of musick.

t Intermi-xtion. Obs. Also 6 -myxtyon, 7
-mixion. [n. ofaction f. L. intermixt-, ppl. stem
of intermiscere : see prec.]

= next.
a ijao BARCLAY Jugurth (1557) 56 b, Without intermixtion

of other occupacion. 1539 MORE Dyaloge u. xii. 66 a/2
Wythout intermyxtyon of obstj'nate heresyes. 1640 Bp.
REYNOLDS Passions xxiv. 249 By a wise intermixtion of
feare and caution. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 63 Intermix-
tion with the moist Air.

Intermixture (intajmi-kstiw). [f. as prec.
+ -URE: cf.L.mixttira MIXTURE.]
1. The action of intermixing or fact of being in-

termixed
; intimate mixture (of two or more things

together, or of one thing with another).
IS9 WARNER /J/..-.(title-p.), With Intermixture of His-

tories and Inuention. 1658 T. WALL Charact. Enem. Ch. 43
Confused and incongruous intermixture of the different kinds
of prayer. 1672 NEWTON in Phil. Trans. VII. 5098 This
Whiteness is produced by a successive Intermixture of the
Colours, without their being assimilated. 1778 Eng. Gazet-
teer (ed. 2) s. v. Norwich, From the intermixture of its

houses with trees, it is called a city in an orchard. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. vii. 7. 418 In the intermixture of
tragedy and comedy .. the dramas of England and Spain
are remarkably alike.

2. toner, or quasi-concr. Something, or a quan-
tity or portion of something, intermixed with or
added to something else.

1586 WARNER (title)
The First and Second Parts ofAlbion's

England . . with Historical! Intermixtures, Inuention, and
Vanetie. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III. 306 They
profane and desecrate her Worship with those sinful Inter-
mixtures they infuse into it. 1845 CARLYLE Crotmvell (1872)
I. i. 16, I have seen a fifth edition with foreign intermixtures.
1864 BRYCE Holy Kom. Emp. xii. (1875) 188 It is at least

probable that her population [Venice] never received an
intermixture of Teutonic settlers.

Inter-mobility, -modification, -modillion,
-molar : see INTEK- pref.
Intermolecular (intainwle-kbflXi), a. [IN-

TER- 4 a.] Situated, existing, or occurring between
the molecules of a body or substance.

1843 GROVE Contrib. Sci. in Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) 304
Believing that all electrical phenomena are intermolecular
changes of the bodies. 1874 HARTWIG Aerial W. v. 50 The
intermolecular spaces of the various humours are filled with
it. 1882 VINES in Nature 19 Oct. 595/1 Swelling-up is then
the expression of the taking-up of water into the meshes of
the molecular reticulum, where it is retained by intermole-
cular capillarity.

Intermundane (intaimo-nde'n), a.
[f. INTER-

4 a + L. mund-us world, mundan-us of or belong-
ing to the world

; cf. L. intermtmdia, in next.]
1. Situated, or present, between different worlds.
a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) i The air . . is so different

from the aether . . in the intermundane or interplanetary
spaces, a 1704 LOCKE Elem. Nat. Phil. ii. (1754) 7 The vast

distance, between these great bodies, are call'd intermundane
spaces. 1766 G. CANNING Attti- Lucretius u. 91 To inter-
mundane regions they were hurl'd.

2. Existing between worlds reciprocally.
1858 G. MACDONALD Phantasies xii. 134 Worlds cannot be

without an intermundane relationship.

t Intermirndial, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. inter-

mundia (pi.) the spaces between the worlds + -AL.]
*= INTERMUNDANE. So f Intermnndian a.

1670 H. STUBBE Plus Ultra 40 Neither the constitution
of our Atmosphear . . and air, nor the intermundia! /Kthn .

a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 123 Alot a sep'rate
intermundian Space For the fond youthful self-denying
Race. llymnothcv ibid. III. 223 One intermundian God
must be profess'd.

II Intermu-ndium. [A mod. sing, of L. inter-

mundia : see prec.] A space between two worlds.
iSia COLERIDGE in Southey's Otnniana II. 81 The confine,

the intermundium, as it were, of existence and non-exist-
ence. 1817 Kiog. Lit. (1882) 15 The former rest content
between thought and reality, as it were in an interwundium.
Intermu ral, a. rare~. [ad. I., intermiir-

al-is, f. inter between + mftr-ns wall, mural-is per-

taining
to a wall, mural.] Situated between walls.

1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 PHILLIPS, Intertnural
space, a space between two walls.

! Intermii re, v. Obs. Also 7 enter-, [f.



INTERMUSCULAR.
INTER- I a f L. miir-us wall.] trans. To inclose
between walls, to wall in.

1606 FORD Fame's Memorial's.), A bulwarke intermur'd
with walls of Brasse, A like can neuer bee, nor euer was.
1611 FLORIO, Internmrare, to entermure or wall 1611
SI-EED Hist. Gt. Brit.

yi. xvii. 5 . 97 This Wall . . was made
of stakes driuen deepe into the ground .. and with Turfe and
Earth intermured as a Rampire or Bulwarke. 1628 FORD
Lover's Mel. i. i, Her bosom yet Is intermured with ice.

Intermure, sb. : see INTEKHEWER.
lutermuscular (intsimc-skitflai), a. Anat.

[INTER- 43.] Situated between muscles, or be-
tween muscular fibres.

1812-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 218 Bichat . . re-

marked, that the intermuscular tissue is almost everywhere
without [fat]. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comf. Anat. 496 The
ribs themselves lie in the intermuscular ligaments.

t Intermu scnlary, a. 06s. ^prec.
1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes Prol. n Intumescence, from

the distension of Us vessels, membranes and intermusculary
Capacities.

Intermutation : see INTER- pref. 2 a.

Intermutnal ;intajmi-ti,al), a. [INTER-
2 a

; a pleonastic strengthening of mutual, used
by some writers.] Mutual, reciprocal.
1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars ill. xxxiv, A solemne oth religi-

ously they make By intermutuall vowes protesting there
This neuer to reueale. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] xvi.
(1628) 49 An entire chaine of intermutuall amity 1850
Fraser's Mag. XLI. 578 There was, of course, much inter-
mutual laudation. 1858 POLSON Law $ L. 194 An inter-
mutual change of familiar jokes.

Intermu'tually, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2, or f.

INTER- 2 a + MUTUALLY : see prec.] Mutually,
reciprocally.

<<> DANIEL Civ. Wars VI. Ixxxi, Proclaym'd with ioy-
full acclamations, And intermutually there ratilide. 1671
FLAMSTEED in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 113 ftfy
distempers and affairs of late have been so intermutually
urgent. 1840 Fraser's Mag. XXII. 65 The use the various
sciences are intermutually.
So Intermutualness. rare

~
'.

1627 FELTHAM Resolves H. [i.] Ixxxv. (1628) 244 When
Paires keepe themselues in a moderate intermutualnesse,
each constant to the other.

Illtern (inta-.in),<7. and sb. Also 6-9 interne,
[a. F. interne (i4th c. in Littre) = It. interno, ad.
L. intern-us inward, internal, f. in adv. + -tennis

suffix, as in ex-ternus, sempi-ternus, etc.]
A. adj. (Now only poet, or arch.)

1. = INTERNAL A. i.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vn. 90 Euery where this Mem-
bran Pleura is two fold . . the one interne, the other externe
1658 R. WHITE tr. Digbys Poivd. Symf. (1660) 89 Within a
living body, such as is man's, the intern spirits do aid. 1865GIDLEV Aletes 133 Its stubborn fibres thrill'd with some
intern commotion.
2. = INTERNAL A. 2.

1610 B. JONSON Alch. iv. i, Your predicaments, substance
and accident, Series, extern and intern, with their causes,
Efficient, material, formal, final. 1645 HOWELL Dodona's
Gr. 3 The midland towns are most flourishing, .which shews
that her riches are interne and domestick. 1703 T. N. City
$ C. Purchaser 8 In Architecture 'tis us'd to signifie an
intern Support to the Superstructure. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aiir. Leigk yin. 548 But innermost Of the inmost, most in-
terior of the interne, God claims his own.
3. = INTERNAL A. 3.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso ix. xl, The Soldan stroue his rage

interne To satisfie with blood of Christians spild. 1643HOWELL Dodona's Gr. 70 He being a Spirit ought to be
serv'd in spirit, and chiefly with intern worship. 1683 EHOOKER Pref. Ferriage's Mystic Dh>. 78 O the incredibl
intern exercitations and extern exertions of the veri visibl
form of som Persons !

B. sb.
' An inmate, as of a school ; especially,

an assistant resident physician or surgeon in a hos-

pital, usually a student or recent graduate, acting
in the absence of the attending physician or sur-

geon.' U.S. ('A recent use from Fr.', Cent. Diet.).
Intern (intaun), v. Also 7 interne. [In

sense i, ad. It. internere '
to enter, goe, or passe

in ', internare '
to enter or pearce into ones minde

secretly' (Florio, 1598) ; in sense 2, a. F. interne-r

(i8th c. in Diet. Trtvoux); these vbs. from It.

interno, F. interne : see prec.]
1 1. intr. To enter or pass in ; to become incor-

porated or united with another being. Obs.
1606 BRYSKETT Civ. Life 131 Now wak'd thou art among

the heau nly spirits, Where blessed soules interne within
their maker. . . Seeming to infer that she was now interned or
become inward in the contemplation of her maker.
2. trans. To confine within the limits of a coun-

try, district, or place ; to oblige to reside within

prescribed limits without permission to leave them.

Als'oy?^. Hence Inte-rned
///. a.

1866 Pall MallG. 31 Jan. 9 Certain prisoners in a foreign
country were described as having been '

interned '. The
word, we venture to think, supplies a want. 1867 Standard
3 June 3/i All Poles interned in Russia will be allowed to
return to their homes. 1874 W. E. HALL Rights Neutrals
ii. 83 To disarm troops crossing the neutral frontier and to
intern them till the conclusion ofpeace. 1884 LOWELL TVks.
(1890) VI. 108 Calderon retains a Spanish accent, and is

accordingly interned (if I may Anglicise a French word) in
that provincialism which we call nationality.
3. To send (merchandise, goods, etc.) into the

interior of a country. U. S.
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Internal (intsunal), a. and sb. [ad. late med.
L. internal-is (f. intern-its : see -AL) : cf. obs. F.
interne! (15-16* c. in Godef.), It. internale

(Florio). Opposed in all senses to external]
A. adj. 1. Situated or existing within or in the

interior of something ; of or pertaining to the
inside (e.g. of the body) ; inward.
Internal angle (Geom.) = interior angle: see INTERIOR

A. i. Internal contact : see quot. 1867
1590 SPENSER F. p. in. x. 59 That doth with curelesse care

consume the hart, . . Cros-cuts the liver with internall
smart. 1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's Mem. Hist. 394,
I did conjecture that this disease grewe from some internall
cause. 1660 BARROW Euclid i. Ax. xiii, If a right line BA
falling on two right lines AD, CB, make the internal angleson the same side, BAD, ABC, less than two right angles.
1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 103 When all naturalists shall
have visited and examined the internal parts [of the country].
1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 49 The internal
navigation is conducted by the natives. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS
in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 166 The capacity of a
ship . . is ascertained by its internal cubical dimensions. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 400 He was tormented by a
cruel internal disease. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-tk., In.
ternal contact . . in a transit of Mercury or Venus . . occurs
when the planet is just within the sun's margin.

b. Anat. Situated away from the surface of the

body, or nearer the median line : in names of ves-

sels, nerves, etc. correlated with others called ex-
ternal (see EXTERNAL A. i b).
1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (ed. 2) 103 The Internal

Lateral Ligament has no connection with the articulation of
the lower jaw. Ibid. 348 The Internal iliac Vein is formed
by vessels which correspond with the branches of the internal
iliac artery. 1872 Mn ART Elem. Anat. 182 On its inner
side is a projection called the internal tuberosity. 1881
Cat 213 The Internal Iliac, or hypogastric artery, dips down
into the pelvis.

C. Of a remedy : To be taken internally.
1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 300 He recommends external warmth

..but not internal stimulants.

2. Pertaining to the inner nature or relations of
anything, as distinguished from its relations to

things external to itself; belonging to the thing or
subject in itself; intrinsic.
Internal evidence : evidence derived from what is con-

tained in the thing itself (opp. to external evidence see
EXTERNAL A. 4).

1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's Mem. Hist. 303 This
made mee to doubt, whether one by internall principles,and of their owne corruption, might not become madde.
1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, All the
internal quality and habiliment of the soul. 1651 BAXTER
Inf. Baft. 73 It is a two-fold respect of one and the same
Church ; one as to the internal Essence, the other as to the
external manner of existing. 1657 W. RAND tr. Gassendi's
Life Peiresc I. 132 The internall goodnesse of the Solidus
.. decreasing. 1769 Junitu Lett, xxvii. 127 The conduct
of this minister carries with it an internal and convincing
evidence against him. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1855) I. i.

I. 2 note, It is by no means deficient in internal probability
1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. i. 26 The internal evidence
for some statements renders them highly probable.

b. Of or pertaining to the domestic affairs of a
country, as distinguished from its relations with
foreign countries

.1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 132 The colony ,,au ILS own
internal disputes, both national and religious. 1860 MOTLEY
Nttlurl. (1868) II. ix. 60 To glance at the internal politics
of the Republic. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 243
In the task of defence against foreign foes and in the main-
tenance of internal peace.

C. Of a student : That has studied in one of the

colleges of a university, as distinguished from an
external student who is examined by the university
but has studied elsewhere.
1898 Daily News 20 July 6/3 Sir A. Rollit also tried to get

rid of the words ' Each certificate and diploma shall state
whether the candidate has passed as an internal or as an
external student '.

3. Of or belonging- to the inner nature or life of
man

; pertaining to the mind or soul
;
mental or

spiritual; inward; subjective.
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxiv. (title\ Of the five internall

wittes. 1608 D. T. a. Pol. I, Mar. 15 b, Passions are
certame internall acts, and operations of our soule. a 1611
DRAYTON Q. Margaret to De La Poole n No object
greets my soules internall eies, But divinations of sad Traee-

1f' J*7; MILTON Samson 1334 Off. Regard thyself; this
will offend them highly. Sams. Myself! my conscience
and internal peace. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 270 Praise too
dearly lovd. or warmly sought, Enfeebles all internal
strength of thought. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. II. no Sen-
sations and ideas are both internal.

f4. Intimate. Obs. rare ".

1616 BULLOKAR, Internall, inward : verie deerely es-
teemed, or familiar with one.

B. sb. 1. //. The inward parts or organs ;

' in-
wards ', entrails.

1834 JAS. WILSON Let. in Mem. v. (1859) 177 We. .counted
his teeth and compared his internals with those of the
common species.

t2. Med. (usually in//.) A medicine or remedy
to be taken internally. Obs.
1694 SALMON Butt's- Disfens. (1713)361/1 It is mostly used

as an Internal in the Venereal Disease and all its Retinue
1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. Pref. (1711) 2 Internals do
indeed make up the far greatest part of the Means of Cure
Hut. (1718) 4 Without the Use of Internals.

INTERNATIONAL.
3. Something belonging to the thing in itself;

an intrinsic or essential attribute, quality, etc.

(Usually, now always, in//.)
1651 GAULE Magastrom. 80 Why should the planets have

such influences upon externalls and accidentalls, that had
none upon the internalls and essentialls ? 1697 tr Surfers-
diciits his Logic i. xviii. 71 The Internal of Oratory is to
speak Ornately, and Accommodately to persuade ; the Ex-
ternal

to persuade. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serm. 5 Nov 10
The Exterior Fences to Guard the Internals of Religion
1884 Chr. Commie. 20 Mar. 536/2 The real sweets of life

belong to the internals and subjectives of existence.
t4. (Usually in //.) The inner nature, soul,

spirit. Obs.
a 1635 NAUMTON Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 15 As for externals

sue was lull blown, so was she for her internals grown ripeand seasoned with adversity. 1651 tr. Life Father Sarti
(1676) 102 The Father Fulgentio that understood the inter-
nals of the Father by a long practise. 17. . tr. Sweden-
torjft New JerKS. 223 Man is so created, that as to his
internal he cannot die.

Hence Inte-rnalness, inwardness (Bailey vol
". 17*7)-

Internality (mta.ina;-liti). [f. prec. : see

-ITT.] The quality or fact of being internal
;

in-
wardness.

1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synonyms 193 The internality of ac-
tion which accompanies the signification of the word {grow}.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. viii. 473 All ligaments are
external, and their internality or externality is in respect of
the hinge line. 1895 J. KIDD Moral. $ Xelig. vi. 233 What
specially concerns us meanwhile is the internality of these
ideals, the fact that both lie within the self.

b. with //. An internal quality or characteristic.
1870 MOMERIE Personality iv. (1886) 103 It is inconceiv-

able how any number of associated internalities can ever
produce the idea of externality.

Internalization (intaunabiz^'Jan). [f.next
+ -ATION.] The action or process of internalizing ;

an instance of this.

1883 Century Mag.m Beauty is the joyful internalisation
of outwardness. 1890 J. H. STIRLING Gifford Lect. iv. 69Mature is but the externalization of thought : thought but
the mternalization of Nature.

Internalize (intaunalaiz), v. [f. INTERNAL
+ -IZE.] trans. To make internal

; to give an
inward or subjective character to.

1884 Chicago Advance 14 Feb., Many of us. . internalize it

[religion] too much.

Internally (ints-mali), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY 2

.] In an internal manner ; inwardly.
1. In, on, or with respect to, the inside or interior

(of a country, a house, etc., or esp. of the body).
'597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 14/1 Awounde

cleansed, as well externallye as internallye. 1660 R. COKE
Power Sr Suej. 71 By which [military discipline] nations
are protected from foreign enemies, .religion, justice, peace
,,?

r
.

nln? &Ct are intc"ially preserved. 1758 WRIGHT in
Phil, frans. L. 598 Salt of steel, taken internally. 1831 R

ii

x c
r'q"cfs An?t. 267 This muscle., is situated inter-

nally of the preceding and above it. 1866 J. G. MURPHY
Comm.Exod. xxvi. i The mansion .. consists internally of
a pavilion or set often curtains.

2. With respect to the inner nature or relations
of anything, esp. the internal affairs of a country
a state, etc.

1791 BURKE Th. French Aff. Wks. VII. 54 There never
was seen so strong a government internally as that of the
French municipalities. 1826 DJGBY Broadst. Hon. (1829) I.
i. 251 Foreign enemies.. to be prevented from preying uponeach internally agitated state. 1864 BOWEN Logic iv 9"A Concept is internally Distinct when we can fully enume-
rate and clearly distinguish from each other all its original
and essential Marks. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. \. iii. 105Such communities, .were, .internally self-governed from the
beginning.
3. In, or with respect to, the mind or soul

; men-
tally or spiritually.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vn. iv. 345 That which is

internally presented unto the understanding. 1665 MALL
Offer F. Helf 95 Satan works externally . . but lust inter-
nally. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxiv, Would you have me
applaud to the world what my heart must internally con-
demn? 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Break/../, vi. (1885) 1,6
I smiled internally.

Interuarial (intMne-rial), a. Anat. [f. IN-
TER- 4 a + L. nari-s nostril + -AL.] Situated
between the nostrils.
1866 OWEN in Reader No. 163. 152/2 This internarial

tubercle.

Internasal (tatantfi-zU), a. Anat. [f. INTKR-
4 a + L. nas-as nose : see NASAL.] Situated be-
tween the divisions of the nose, or the nostrils:=

prec. ; more properly INTRANASAL.
i8S OWEN in Reader No. 163. 152/2 Upon the internasal

tubercle. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comf. A nat. 546 The inter-
nasal septum, .separates the nasal cavity into two portions
Internation (intsm^'-Jan). U.S. [n. of action

from INTERN v.] The action of '

interning
'

: see
INTERN v. 3.

1885 U. S. Cons. Kef. No. 53 J. 282 (Cent.) Importationsand mternations which are made from the ist of April .

through the frontier custom-house of Paso del Norte
International (intaanjE-Janal), a. (sb.) [INTER-

4.] Existing, constituted, or carried on between
different nations; pertaining to the relations be-
tween nations.

1780 BENTHAM Princ.Legisl. xvii. 25 The law may be
referred to the head ..of international jurisprudence Note
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dhcuini the Foreign Exchanges is to be found ,

nternalionaf indebtedness. 1861 Exgiuecr XI. 94/3

ComTSners for the International J?xh,b,t,on of ,862 pro-

X,U to invite.. tenders for the erection of the t>mldm{

in Daily Vews 3 Oct. 2 What was international law? It

nice very happily defined in the Times as the limit of

,h"ransdSof fh Longest. 1888 Pall Mall G. 22 June

6 '* An International yacht race was decided yesterday at

Amsterdam in the North Sea.

b. (with capital /.) Belonging to the Inter-

national Working Men's Association, a society

founded in London in 1864, with the object of

uniting the working classes of all countries in the

promotion of their interests by political action.

1880 WOOLSEY Communism + Socialism 133 The essence

of the International movement was a federal association,

a combination of movements in part already begun, with

the social end in view of raising the operatives up over

aainst the employers and capitalists.
1881 T. KIRKUP in

Encycl.Brit. XIII. 189/1 The International Working Mens

Association, commonly called the 'International ,
was formed

at London in 1864. 1887 Ibid. XXII. 215/1 In 1869 they

founded the
'

social democratic working men s party , and . .

sent representatives to the International congress at Basel.

B. sb. a. A person belonging to two different

nations (e.g. native of one and resident in another) ;

one who takes part in an international contest.

1870 Pall Mall G. 8 Dec. 12 The bitterness against the

neutrals is fearful, and will make the social position of all

internationals very painful. i^ftWestm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 7/2

He has already taken part in eight international matches.

This does not, of course, compare with the record of several

other internationals.

b. (with capital /.)
= International Working

Men's Association : see A. b
; also, a member or

adherent of this.

1871 MRS. LYNN LINTON Joshua Davidson 153 In the

International and in other political societies which abound

among the working men. 1887 T. KIRKUP in Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 214/1 Of the International Marx was the inspiring

and controlling head from the beginning.

Interna'tionalism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] In-

ternational character or spirit ; the principle of

community of interests or action between different

nations ; spec, (with capital /) the doctrine or

principles of the International Working Men's

Association.

1877 M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid xi, Its internationalism was

the feature that struck you first. 1886 Pall Mall G. 26 Aug.

3/2 If this should be the sole fruit of this year's conference

the interests of internationalism in labour will have been

very considerably advanced. 1888 SIR C. MONCRIEPF ibid.

1 1 Sept. 4 'i On a par with most of the others which inter-

nationalism has devised for the welfare of Egypt. 1895
Thinker VIII. 536 Internationalism is the

only
virtue that

comports with peace. 1898 Daily Nevus 27 July 6/2 The

preacher of the Four Commandments (non-Resistance, Chas-

tity, Labour, Universal Brotherhood, otherwise Interna-

tionalism).

Internationalist, [f.
as prec. + -IST.] a.

An advocate of or believer in internationalism
;

spec, a member of or sympathizer with the Inter-

national Working Men's Association, b. One
versed in international law.

1864 WEBSTER, Internationalist, one who advocates the

principles of international law. 1876 FAWCETT Pol. Econ.

(ed- 5) n. xi. 285 The idea most prevalent amongst Inter-

nationalists, and other modern Socialists, is the immediate

both as constitutionalists and internationalists, in so far as

international law was then understood, had nothing to fear

from a comparison with their continental rivals.

Internationa'lity. [f. as prec. + -ITY.] In-

ternational quality, condition, or character.

1864 Daily Tel. 7 June, Of course, a French race-course
is not like an English one. Internationality is not yet so

perfect. 1881 T. HARDY Laodicean III. vi. v. 262 From a

representative of the new aristocracy of internationality to

a representative of the old aristocracy of exclusiveness. 1881

J. PAGET Addr. Intern. Med. Congr. in Nature No. 614.

308 Let our internationality be a clear abiding sentiment,
to be, as now, declared and celebrated at appointed times,
but never to be forgotten.

Interna-tionalize, v.
[f. as prec. + -I/.K.]

trans. To render international in character or use
;

spec, in mod. Politics, to bring (a country, territory,

etc.) under the combined government or protection
of two or more different nations.
1864 WEBSTER, Internationalize, to make international ;

to cause to affect or pertain to the mutual relations of two
or more nations; as, to internationalize a war. 1883 Con-
temf. Ktv. June 769 An earnest appeal to the Government
at Berlin to unite with England in internationalizing the^i " fluid .nff. f'r^t f\.-.. <:-_/.._... if:it i ii i .
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Hence Internaitionaliza'tion, the action of in-

ternationalizing.
1871 Ctmtfiiif. Krv. Dec. 95 Internationalisation is even

(weekly ed.) 31 Oct. 19/2 Questions affecting the inter-

nationalization of the Congo, the Niger, and other fields of

commerce.

Interna-tionally, adv. [f.
as prec. + -I.Y 2.]

In an international manner; between or among
different nations ;

with reference to the mutual

relations of two or more nations.

1864 ADM. FITZROY in Leis. Hour 32/2 Internationally
there is now.. regular meteorologic correspondence. 1883
SIR C. DILKE Sf. Ho. Comm. u May, They had no

case internationally against the Government of Spain.

1891 Law Times XCI. 225/1 A contract by a foreigner
with a rebel State which has not been internationally recog-
nised.

Interne, variant of INTERN a.

t Internecate, v. Obs. rare . [f. ppl. stem

of L. internecare to kill off, destroy.] (See quot.)

So t Interneca'tion.

1623 COCKERAM, Internecate, to kill all. Internecation,
a slaughter where none escape.

Interneciary (ints-mrjiari), a. rare. [f. L.

interned-um (see below) + -ARY.] = INTERNECINE.

1846 WORCESTER cites MACKINTOSH.

Internecinal (intaine'sinal), a. rare. [f. L.

internecin-us INTERNECINE + -AL.] Destructive,

deadly ;
= INTERNECINE i. Internecinal war, war

to the death.

1846 WORCESTER cites Ou. Rev. 1862 MERIVALE Rom.
Emp. (1865) VII. Ix. 260 The Jews could not have main-
tained their internecinal war against Rome, had not their

social system been very different. 1875 Gen. Jii'sf. Rome
Ixx. (1877) 575 He proclaimed internecinal war against the

Christian Society.

Internecine (intamrsin, -sain), a. [ad. L.

internecin-us murderous, destructive, f. interncci-

um slaughter, destruction, f. internecare : see next.

App. first used as a rendering of L. internectnum bellutn,

in Butler's Hudibras (to which also is due the unetymo-
logical pronunciation, instead of inte'rnlcine). On this

authority entered by Johnson in his Dictionary, with an
incorrect explanation, due to association with words like

interchange, intercommunion, etc. in which inter- has the

force of 'mutual', 'each other'. From J. the word has
come into later dictionaries and igth c. use, generally in

the Johnsonian sense.)

1. orig. Deadly, destructive, characterized by
great slaughter. Internecine war, war for the

sake of slaughter, war of extermination, war to

the death.

1663 BL'TLER //</. I. i. 774 Th' jEgyptiansworshipp'd Dogs,
and for Their Faith made internecine [ed. 1674 fierce and
zealous] war. 1843 GLADSTONE Glean. V. i. 60 Rome has
written on her banners, .the alternatives only of internecine

war or absolute surrender. 1853 KINGSLEY Hyfatia Pref. 9
Contending against that Gospel in which it had recognised
. .its internecine foe. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 170 The
war was henceforward, in the literal sense of the word,
internecine.

2. esp. (In modem use.) Mutually destructive,

aiming at the slaughter or destruction of each
other.

1755 JOHNSON, Internecine, endeavouring mutual destruc-

tion. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. I. m. iv, The real death-

grapple of war and internecine duel, Greek meeting Greek.

1859 TENNENT Ceylon II. 24 An internecine war now raged
for years in Ceylon. 1868 KINGSLEY Christm, Day 62

Living things Compete in internecine greed. 1875 BENNETT
DYER Sachs' Bot. 833 'The internecine war', he [Nageli]

says,
'
is obviously most severe between the species and

races that are most nearly related '. 1883 FARRAR Early Chr.
I. 556 Eight thousand Zealots, who stabbed each other in

internecine massacre.

Internecion (intainf-Jan). rare. [ad. L. in-

temeciOn-em massacre, slaughter, !. internecare to

kill, destroy, f. inter (as in interire to perish, in-

lerfictre to destroy) + necdre to kill.] Destniction,

slaughter, massacre.
1610 BP. CARI.ETON Jurisd. 240 Hauing had their whole

army brought vnto Internecipn at Abdua. 1658 PHILLIPS,

fntcrnecion, a making a universal slaughter, or utter de-

stroying, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. ix. 215 By the

Spaniards in the West Indies, the numbers of Internecions

and Slaughters would exceed all Arithmetical Calculation.

b. improp. Mutually deadly conflict.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 19 June 2/1 Unless biassed by such

paltry prejudice as that of religious or racial intemecion.

Internecive (intajnrsiv), a. rare. [ad. L. in-

ternecivus, a (scribal) var. of internecinus INTER-

NECINE.] = INTERNECINE 2.

1819 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. 255/2 An internecive war
between the gamekeepers and marauders of game. 1847
GROTE Greece n. xxxi. IV. 210 The precise index of that

growing internecive hostility. 1853 G. S. FABER Reviv. Fr.

Emp. 51 The latter scenes of this internecive war.

t Interne'Ct, v. Obs. [ad. L. internect-fre

to bind to each other, f. inter between + nectere

to tie, knot.] trans. To interconnect. (In quot.

humorously pedantic.) So f Interne xiou, -ne'e-

tion Obs., mutual connexion ; interconnexion.

1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. iv. i. 54 He
coupled his own goodness and mans evils, by so admirable
an internection that ev'n the worst parts of the chain drew
some good after them. 1708 MOTTF.L'X Rabelais V. xxiii,

INTERNODIUM.
Your frequently experimented Industry internected with

perdiligent Sedulity, and sedulous Perdiligence.

Internet : see INTER- pref. i b.

Interneural (intamifriU), a. (sb.*) Anal, and
Zoo/, [f.

INTER- 4 a + Or. vtvpov nerve : see

NEURAL.]
' Situated between nerves, or between

neural spines or arches
'

(Syd. Sec. Lex.} ; applied
spec, to the dermal spines or bones supporting the
dorsal fin-rays in fishes (cf. INTERSPINAL). b. as

sb. (*/.) = Intemenral spines.
1846 [see INTERII^MAL]. 1854 OWEN Skel. % Teeth in Circ.

Sc., Organ. Nut. 1. 182 The rest of the fins are single and
median in position, and are due to folds of the skin, in which
certain dermal bones are developed for their support, .those

along the upper surface of the fish are called
'

intemeural

spines
'

. . those on the under surface are the ' interhxmal

spines '. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 53 A series of flat spines
called interneurals, to which the spines and rays of the dorsal
fins are articulated, are supported by the neural spines.

t Interne'!, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. intemex-,

ppl. stem of internectere to bind together : cf.

annex, fannex.] = INTERNECT v.

a 1618 SYLVESTER 1'anaretus 725 Their Vice and Vertues
them so inter-nex, That scarce can one distinguish their

Effects.

f Internigrant, a. Obs. [ad. L. inlernigrant-
em ppl. a., from a verbal type *intemigrare to be
black at intervals.] So t Internigra'tion.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Internigrant, having black inter,

laced among other colours. 1658 PHILLIPS, Intemigration,
a mingling of black.

I Inte'rnity. Obs. rare. [f. L. intern-us IN-

TERNAL + -ITY ; cf. externily.] The quality of

being internal, inwardness
; something internal.

1760-71 H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1792) V. 189 The in-

ternity of his ever-living light kindled up an externity of

corporal irradiation.

Internment ^intaunment). [f. INTERN v. 2

+ -MENT.] The action of '

interning
'

; confine-

ment within the limits of a country or
place.

1870 Spectator 24 Dec. 1534 Two months' imprisonment
or internment in a fortress. 1871 Daily Ncius 30 Jan., It

may be hoped that internment in their own capital is all

the confinement the army of Paris will have to submit to.

Interno-, mod. combining adverbial form of

L. interims INTERNAL : as in Interno-medial

^int.i Jii0|im'-dial),lnterno-me-dian, ailjs. Entom.,
situated within the median vein or nervure, or be-

tween the internal and median nervures, of the wing.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entoniol. III. 374 Anal Area. All that

part of the wing which in Diptera lies between the interno-

medial nervure . . and the posterior margin. Ibid. 376 The
Interno-medial Nervure. The fourth principal nervure.

Internodal (intam^o-dal), a. Bot. and Zool.

[f. INTER- 4a+ L. nodus (:- gnodus) knot, NODE:
cf. nodal.'] Situated between nodes ; belonging to

or constituting an internode.

1835 LINDLEY fntrod. Bot. (1848) I. 167 The vascular con-

nection of the internodal spaces. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat.
Hist. E. Bord. I. 86 He who is musically inclined converts

an internodal piece [of A ngelica sylmstris] into a whistle

or flute.

Internode (i'ntsjnod). [ad. L. internodium

(see below).]
1. Bot. That part of a stem or branch intervening

between two of the nodes or knots from which the

leaves arise.

1667 Phil. Trans. II. 486 Canes, so big, that they can

make as many Barrels of them, as they have internodes or

Joynts. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Carnation, Cutting
half thro' a joint, and splitting the Internode upwards half

way to the other Joint above it. 1863 DARWIN in Life
(1892) 314 The climbing of all plants yet examined is the

simple result of the spontaneous circulatory movement of

the upper internodes.

2. Zool. and Anat. A slender part (as a bone, or

a portion of the neural cord of an arthropod, or of

the stem of a polyzoan) intervening between two
nodes or joints ; each bone of a finger or toe.

I7* QUINCY Lex, Physico-Med. (ed. 2) 2 Descending
over the first Internode of the said Finger. 1744 PARSONS
Muscular Motion i. 26 note in Phil. Trans. XL11I, That

they divide them [muscular fibres] thus into Bladders at

equal Internodes, we must deny. i8z6 KIRBY & SP. En-
toniol. IV. xxxvii. 9 At the union of the [neural] chords . . a

like, erect, calcareous, dividing dichotomously, the inter-

nodes articulating by flexible chitinous bands. 1885 F.

WARNER P/iys. Expression ix. 155 The individual bones of

the fingers and thumb are termed ' internodes '.

t Interno'dial, a. Obs. rare. [f.
next + -AL.]

= INTERNODA L. So t Interno-dian a.

1657 TOMLINSON Renoifs Disp. 270 Its root extends itself

with internodian genicles. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card.

Cyrus iii. 158 The internodial parts of Vegetables ..are

contrived with more uncertainty.

II Internodium (intsanou'di^m). PI. -ia. Now
rare. [L., f. inter between + nodus knot ; cf. in-

tercolumnium, interlunium, etc. : see INTER- 3.]

= !NTEBNODE. (erron. A joint.)

1644 EVELYN Diary 17 Nov., At the internodium of the

transept rises y cupola. 1*64 POWER Exj>. Philos. i. 31
The Wasp-Locust . . hath two horns, made of five or six

internodium's very pretty to behold. 1681 tr. Willis' Rtm.
Med. Wks. Vocab., Interiioaia, between the joynts or

knots, as the spaces in a ratoon cane between the joynts or



INTEBNUCLBAB.
knots. 1699 'MisAURus' Honour Gout in Hurl. Misc.

horny . . internodia stony.

Internuclear (-nuZ-klu), a. Anat. [IN-

TER- 4 a.] a. Situated between nuclei, b. Situ-

ated between the two nuclear layers of the retina.

1878 A. M. HAMILTON New. Dis. 274 The internuclear

spaces were filled with wavy connective tissue. 1881 Mi-

VART Cat 293 The inter-granular, or internuclear layer.

t I'nternunce *. Obs. Also -nonce, [a. F.

internome (i6-i7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. z-
ternuntius (-nuncius) : see INTERNUNCIUS.] = IN-

TERNUNCIO.
1647 HAMMOND Pmutr of Keys iv. 100 He was call'd . .

Afostolus also, an intercessor or internunce betwixt them.

1661 EVELYN Fumifngium Misc. Writ. (1805) i. 217 The

cred\i. xi, I shall make a representation to the Internonce

at Stambool.]

trn.tern.unce -. Obs. rare. [ad. L,. utter-

nuntium medium, means : see prec.] Medium of

intercommunication.

1674 EVELYN Navig. <$ C. 19 Intelligence is convey'd

by the Inter-nunce of Pidgeons trained up for the purpose.

Intei'Huncial (intsmzrnj'al), a. [f.
as next

+ -AL.] Having the function of conveying mes-

sages between two parties, etc. ; used fig. of the

nerves as the organs of communication between

different parts of the system.
1843 TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 205 The threads of

fibrous matter which pass to or from it are called nerves.

The latter are internuncial in their office. 1860 SPENCER

Ess., Social Org. I. 305 In the simplest organisms, there is

no ' internuncial apparatus' as Hunter styled the nervous

system. 1874 CARPENTER Mtnt. Pkys. I. ii. 44 < l879) 44

A Nervous system, whose action may be purely inter-

nuncial, that of calling forth Muscular movements in re-

spondence to the impressions made by external agencies.

InterilU'Hciary, a,, rare. [f. L. internunti-us

(see below) + -ARY.] Of or pertaining to an inter-

nuncio, messenger, or interpreter.

1847 Blackiv. Mag. LXI. 314 He interlarded his inter-

nunciary discourse with a continual annotation of asides.

Interuunciate (-n-nfi't), v. rare-", [f.

ppl. stem of L. internuntiare (-nuncidre} to send

messengers to and fro between.] intr. To convey

messages between two parties.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intcrnunciate, to go in message
between two parties.

So Internunoia'tion (rare
~

) ;
Internu'ncia-

tory a., relating to the conveyance of messages.
1658 PHILLIPS, Internnntiation, a going or sending of a

message between several parties. 1890 DAKYNS Xenopkon
I. p. cxxi. note, All these internunciatory stories reveal a

sideofGreek character, .which I hardly know how to name.

t Internu-nciess. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. IN-

TEHNUNCE! or INTERNUNCIO + -ESS.] A female in-

temuncio or messenger.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 140 Iris that had place Of inter-

nunciess from the Gods.

Internuncio (intaino'njio). Also7"ti- [ad-

It. iiUerntotzio, in Florio internuntio
' a messenger

that goeth betweene man and man'; ad. L. inter-

nuntius (-nuncius) : see next.]

1. A messenger between two parties.

1641 MILTON Animadv. xiii. Wks. (1851) 243 They onely
are the internuntios or the go-betweens of this trim devis'd

mummery, a 1656 USSHEK Ann. (1658) 428 Thoas.. being
sent from Rhodes by Dinon to Perseus as an internuncio.

1769 BURKE Corr. 11844) I. 106 Townshend being a mutual

friend, and having been, .an internuncio between you.

2. An official representative or ambassador of the

Pope at a foreign court in an interval during which

there is no nuncio, or at a minor court to which no

nuncio is sent.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. in. 204 The Abbot was de-

clar'd Internuntio to Brussels. 1682 News fr. France 37

The Old resolute Pope sent a Courier to France to the In-

ternuntio with a Bull of Excommunication. 1705 Lend,

Gaz. No. 4130/2 The Pope's Inter-Nuncio, who resides at

Brussels, is lately come hither. 1891 J. MORRIS Cath. Eng.
21 The Internuncio at Brussels wrote to the Propaganda.

3. A minister representing a government, esp.

that of Austria, at the Ottoman Porte.

1700 RYCAUT Hist. Turks III. 195 The Polish Inter-nuntio,

who from the beginning of the War had been kept under

restraint at Constantinople, was now upon exchange for a

Turk of quality, again set at Liberty. 1815 Tmcddell's

Rent. 316 note, The Austrian minister residing at the Oth-

man Porte, with the peculiar title of
' Internuncio

1

.

Hence Internu'ncioship, the office or function

of an internuncio or go-between.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. 6 Several billets

passed between us.. by the internuncioship of Dorcas.

llluternu'ncius. [L. in med. spelling, for

cl.L. inlernuntius, f. inter between + nuntius

messenger.] =prec. I.

1675 BKOOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 176 They desired an

/Hternuncius, a man like themselves, who might be as a

mediator to go betwixt God and them. 1825 R. CUTHBERT-

SON Led. Revelation \. 10 No ordinary minister . . ever occu-
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In.ternupti.al (intajn'pjal), a. [f.
INTER- 2

or 4 + L. nuptial nuptials, marriage : cf. nuptial.]

1. Pertaining to intermarriage.
1850 GROTE Greece n. Ivii. VII. 197 A quarrel, .about some

alleged wrong in cases of internuptial connection.

2. Intervening between two marriages or married

states.

1885 F. HALL in Nation (.N. Y.) XL. 257/1 Some few months

of his internuptial disconsolateness. 1896 Edin. Rev. July

65 During the internuptial period some insight can be

gained into the character of Sheridan.

t Intermrptials, si. pi. Obs. [f.
as prec.,

after nuptials!]
= INTERMARRIAGE i b.

rying a Lady of .

Interoceanic (i'ntsriJi'Jz'ije'nik),
a. [INTEII-

4b.] Situated between oceans; connecting two

oceans, as a strait or canal.

HYDE CLARKE Eng. Viet., Interaceanic. 1856 Sat.

858
two seas; a communication connecting two oceans as a

railway, road, etc. 1891 J. WINSOR Columbus App. 573

[They] had been misled by the broad estuary of the La
Plata to think that it was really an inter-oceanic passage.

Interocular, -olivary : see INTER- prcf. 6.

Interopercle (i:nt3r|0p5-ak'l).
rare-". Angli-

cized form of INTEROPEROOLUM.

Interopercular (i:ntar,0pMkirflaj),
a. Ich-

thyol. [f.
next + -AR ;

cf. opercular.] Belonging

to, or of the nature of, an interoperculum ; chiefly

The appendage in qi --

articulated to the tympanic pedicle is called preopercular

margin is spiny. .

II Interoperculum (lintaijopaukirtlom). left-

thyol. [INTER- 2 b.] One of the four bones norm-

ally forming the gill-cover, esp. in teleostean and

ganoid fishes ; usually situated below the praeoper-

culum, and partly between this on one side and the

operculum and suboperculum on the other.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1871 DARWiN.O,r. Man II.

xii. 10 The male has its mouth and interoperculum fringed

with a beard of stiff hairs. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
A Him. Life 93 A series of membrane bones well developed
in Teleostei and Ganoidei are attached to the posterior edge
of the hyomandibular and quadrate bones. These are the

prae-operculum, the operculum, the sub-operculum, and the

mter-operculum. They close in laterally the branchial cavity.

Interoptic, -oscillate : see INTER- 6, i b.

Interorbital (int3r,(>'jbital),
a. Anat. [IN-

TER- 4 a.] Situated between the eye-sockets.

1832 DANA Crust, i. 420 Front abruptly narrower than inter-

orbital breadth. 1859 R.F.BuRTON Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog.

Sac. XXIX. 314 The bridge of the nose is rarely flat, though
not without a deepening in the interorbital portion, and the

eyes are wide apart. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 38 The space
across the forehead, between the orbits, is called the inter-

orbital space.

InterOSCulant (intar^'ski/Hant), a. [INTEK-
2 a: cf. next.] Interosculating ; forming a con-

necting link (see quot.).
1855 KINCSLEY Glaucus, Peachia. hastata, Belonging to

what the long-word-makers call an ' interosculant
'

group,
a party of genera and species which connect families

scientifically far apart.

Interosculate (mt3rip-ski!?l^t),. [f. INTER-

i b + OSCULATE, f. L. osculdre, -art, to kiss.] intr.

a. To interpenetrate or inosculate with each other.

b. To form a connecting link between two groups

(as between different genera or species of animals

or plants).
1882 in OOILVIF. (Annandalel. 1885 Trout. Geol. Sac. 10

Caverns which have yielded palaeolithic tools interosculating

with relics of several extinct Mammalian species. 1896 G.

ALLEN in Westm. Gaz. 18 Dec. 1/3
'
Sir Nicholas Lombard's

set' forms a well-marked nucleus in the interosculating

system of London Society.

Interosculation (imtwtfdciidMan). [n. of

action from prec.] The action or fact of inter-

osculating. a. Interpenetration of two things or

sets of things; inosculation, b. Connexion of two

things (e.g. distinct species) by something inter-

mediate.

1883 G. ALLEN in Knowledge 6 July 1/2 The hawkweeds . .

display just this close interosculation ofspecies. 1889 GEIKIE

in Nature 19 Sept. 487/2 The dovetailing and interoscu-

lation of boulder-clay with aqueous deposits are explained

by the relation of the ice to the surface over which it flowed.

Iliterosseal (intarip-szal), a. Anat. [f.
as next

+ -AL.] =next.
1805 CARLISLE in Phil. Trans. XCVI. n Interosseal

muscles, which close the rays. 1831 R. KNOX Cloyuet's

Anat. 694 The Interosseal Artery..comes from the posterior

part of the ulnar. .and is always of considerable size.

Interosseous (intarifszas), a. Anat. [f.
IN-

TER- 4 a -I- L. os, oss- bone, osse-us bony + -ova.

Cf. mod.L. interossei pi. the interosseous muscles.]

Situated between bones ;
said of various ligaments,

muscles, nerves, and vessels.

INTEBPEL.

1745 Phil. Trans. XLHI. 408 The interosseous Ligament
of the Os Putis. I7S9 H>M- LL 783, 1 afterwards electrified

..the interosseous muscles. 1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 428

The posterior interosseous artery, arising from the common
interosseous trunk opposite the tubercle of the radius in th.

front of the forearm, passes to the posterior part above tt

interosseous membrane. 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 303

The fibula and the interosseous membrane connecting that

bone with the tibia.

InterpageCintajp^'dg),^. [INTER- i.] trans.

To print or insert on intermediate pages.

1858 Sat. Rev. V. 541/2 An abridgment of the story . .

(interpaged with the original). 1880 Atlunxum 25 Dec.

867/2 The play .. is to be published in the original, with an

interpaged English translation. 1888 Ibid. 24 Nov. 707/1

[In the first Shakspeare folio]
' Troilus and Cressida is

interpaged between histories and tragedies.

t Interpale, v. 06s. [f.
INTER- i + PALE z>.]

1. trans. To divide by pales, as in Heraldry ;
to

alternate in vertical divisions.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius vi. P ii). He ware upon his head

a Diademe of purple, interpaled with white.

2. = IMPALE v. 2.

a 1657 LOVELACE Lucasta (1864) 10 Interpale their browes

with flourishing bayes.

Interpapacy, -papillary, -parenchymal :

see INTER- pref.

Interparenthetical (int3Jpa;renbe-tikal), a.

[f.
INTER- 4 a 4- parenthesis, after parenthetical]

Enclosed within parentheses. So luterparen-

the-tically adv., by way of parenthesis.

1852 SMEDLEY L. Artmdel vi. 53 And be it observed

interparenthetically that we use the theatrical metaphor

advisedly. 1877 frtrUVll. 54 A long involved Interparen-

thetical sentence which may be comprehensible on paper

requires a tremendous effort to read aloud.

Interparietal (-pawi-Ml), a. (s6.) Anat

[INTER- 4 a.] Situated between the right and left

parietal bones of the skull.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 254/2 The interparietal suture

of the human skull. Ibid. 473/2 The interparietal bone, .is

considerable in the dogs. 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex. s.v., Romiti

and others consider that the interparietal bone of mammals

is represented in man by the whole of the upper stuiamous

and non-cartilaginous part of the occipital bone.

B. sb. The interparietal bone ; in fishes,
' the

median bone of the posterior part of the roof of

the skull, now generally called supraoccipital

(Cent. Diet).
Interparlance, -parlee, -parley, obs. forms

of ENTEKPARLANCE, etc.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey n. in. 51 By oppor-

tunity for. .intercourse of passage for Commerce, and inter-

parle'e for Converse.

Interparliament, -ary, -paroxysmal : see

INTER- pref.

t Interpa'SS, v. Obs. Also 5 entir-. [Mb.
a. OF. entrepasser to pass ;

in later use prob. in-

dependently f. INTER- i + PASS v] intr. To pass

between, to pass from one to another.

CI450 Merlin 407 Gawein hym smote in entirpassinge

thourgh the helme to the sculle. 159' HORSEY frav. (Hak.

luyt Soc.) 265 Some imbassages bathe mterpassed of late

years more abusivly then comodious. 1620 S.IELTON

Quix. IV. xxxi. 242 Divers Compliments.. did mutually

interpass between Don Alvaro and Don Quixote.

b. To come to pass meanwhile.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1621) 47 Many skirmishes

inter?assed..but in the end a treaty of peace was pro-

Tinterpassa-tion. obs.rare~. [n. of action

from INTEKPASS v. (in sense
' to pass bet\veen ) : cf.

OF. entrepasst
' interlaced' (in Godef.).]

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Interpassatim (among Apothe-

caries), the stitching of Bags at certain distances, to prevent

the Drugs contained therein from falling together in aheap.

t InterpaU'SC, v. Obs. rare. In 6 enter-, [i.

INTER- i + PAUSE v.] intr. To pause m the midst

jo//^. Trib. Wks. 1169/2 In talkynge so

long? together withoute enterpausyng betwene. lota.,

Manye woordes . . spoken .. without enterpausmg.

tl-nterpause.rf. Obs. rare-*. [INTER- 2 a.]

A pause between or in the course oi something.

leoo DANIEL Civ. Wars v. Ixxvi, Giuing an mterpause to

pride
9
and^pight,

Which breath'd but to break out with

^t'erpa've, -peal, -pectoral, -peduncular :

see INTER- pref.

Interpel (intwpe-1), v. Now only m &. Law.

Also 4 eSterpele, 7 interpell (-peal), [ad. L.

interpella-re to interrupt by speaking, f. titter be-

tween +pellare, secondary form of pelttre to drive.

Cf. F. interpeller (I4th c. in Godef.).]

fl. trans. To appeal to; to petition. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Devt. xxv. 7 She shal enterpele [Vulg. tnltr-

fMabit] the more men thur, birth [1388 sche schal axe the

greetere men in birthe). IS9'^Ba/CE /^T ? ;Jr'
So every one of you .. interpel God contmuallie, be unpor-

tune suiting. ,
. . , _i

f2. To interrupt (a person) in speaking ;
to br

in on or disturb. Obs.

1541 ELYOT linage Cm. 165 The emperour ...
interpell.
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INTERPELLANT.

many businesses. 1647 H. MORI Satif ofSoul i. ill. xxxi,

Here one of us began to interpeal Old Mnemon.

3. Sc. Law. To intercept, cut off, prevent.

171* A. PENNECUIK Hill. lilae Blanket 77 (Jam.) Inter-

pefling the judges of justiciary from proceeding against

them for their riot. 1809 Erskine's t'rinc. Sc. Law 74 The
notification mu*t be also made at the bride's, in order to

interpel persons from contracting with her. 1856 Act 19 <$

x net. c. 91 i An arrestment executed to attach the

effects of u debtor, as in the hands of a person out of Scot-

land, shall not be held to have interpelled such person from

paying to the original creditor.

Interpellant (intaipe-lant). [a. F. interpel-

lant, pr. pple. of interpeller, ad. L. interpelldre :

see prec.] One who addresses an interpellation

(in tne French or other foreign Chamber).
186; Pall Malt G. 9 July 5 None of the interpellants are

enemies to the dynasty. 1899 Daily News 13 July 5/6 The
inlerpellant in to-day's sitting of the Reichstag.

Interpellate ^intaipe-Wt), v.
[f. ppl. stem

of L. interpell-dre : see INTEBPEL.]
fl. tram. To interrupt (a person) in speaking;

hence, to break in on or interrupt (a process or

action). Obs.

'S99 A. M. tr. Gatelhouer's Bk. Physicke 302/1 Applye. .

a green Oaken leafe theron, and that will interpellate the
resanatione therof as longe as ther is anye venoum therin.

2. To address an interpellation to (a minister in

the French or other Chamber). Also absol.

1874 LADY HERBERT tr. Hiilmcrs Ramble (1878) II. iv.

329, I have been told that when thus interpellated, these . .

nave not always refused their advice. 1885 Law Times
28 Mar. 384/1 The Government will be interpellated upon
the subject at an early date. 1898 Daily News 8 Sept. 5/5
M. Mirtnan, another Socialist, will interpellate on Colonel

Henry's suicide.

t Interpellate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

intcrpeildt-us, pa. pple. of interpelldre : see IN-

TEBPEL.] Appealed to ; interrupted.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 161 Cryst, wych iuge
was mterpellat,. .ageynys hyr sustrys acusacyoun He fonde
a resonable excusacyoun. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph.,
Interpellate, disturbed, hindered.

Interpellation (imtsiipel/'-Jan). [ad. L. in-

tcrpclldtion-em, n. of action from interpelldre : see
INTEBPEL. The English uses became obsolete
before 1 700 ; it has been re-introduced from Fr. in
sense 5 in the igth c.] The action of interpellating
or of interrupting by question or appeal.
tl. The action of appealing to or entreating;

pleading, intercession. Obs.
i Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 243 Makyng . . inter-

pellacyon & pletynge for vs before y father of heuen. 1541
BECON Pathw. Prayer in Early Wks. (Parker Soc.) 169
By the importunity of her interpellation and hearty request,
1611 AINSWORTH A nnot. Ps. iv. 2 Appeale, interpellation or
intercession. 1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living ty Dying n.
ii. S 4 (1870) 348 For whose interest the Spirit makes inter-

pellations with groans and sighs unutterable, a 1670 HACKET
Cent. Serin. (1675) 1012 The personal complaint of the Souls
under the Altar, and not the interpellation of their injuries.

1 2. A summons, citation. Obs.

. "599 FENTON Guicciard. in. I4o To put the Duke of Myllan
in contumacie, it were necessarie to haue interpellation.
1716 AYLIFFE Parergon 180 In all Extra-judicial Acts, one
Citation, Monition, or Extra-judicial Interpellation is suffi-
cient.

1 3. The action of breaking in upon with speech
or otherwise ; interruption. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 23. 490 The Arch-

bishop had enjoyed the same for a long time, without inter-
pellation or disturbance. 1640 Bp. HALL Epiu. Ep. Ded.
5, I had need to crave pardon of your Majestic for the bold-
nesse of this interpellation. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul \.

11. xliv, Good Sir, I crave pardon If so I chance to break
that golden twist You spin, by rude interpellation. 1668

Dw. Dial. u. x. (1713! no So frequent and palpable
Interpellations in humane affairs would take away the Use-
fulness of both. 1819 LANDOR Wks. (1846) II. 23^2 Such
writers have confined their view, .to . . sophistic reasonings,

A "I035" '"terpcllations. 1834 [see INTERLOCATION i],

4. Sc. Law. Prevention, hindrance. Cf. INTER-
KL 3.

./
8l

i

4 "*' 54 C'- l11
' c ' '37 * 3 margin, Arrestments at

Market Cross, &c. no sufficient interpellation.
5. The action of interrupting the order of the day

(in the French or other foreign legislative Chamber)
by asking from a Minister an explanation of some
matter belonging to his department.
It may lead to a debate and division, and thus answers

both to 'asking a question
'

in the British House of Com-
mons, and to a '

motion for the adjournment of the House '

in order to call attention to a matter of urgency.
1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. I. in. Hi, He is standing at bay :

alone ; exposed to an incessant fire of questions, interpella-
tions, objurgations. 1861 Sat. Rev. 22 June, The last in-

tion in this way is the word '

interpellation '. When an
uppoftilion member of a

foreign Parliament asks a questionol a Minister he is said to
r
put an interpellation

1
. 1867

>. Star 38 Jan., If you put a question in the House of

Commons you cannot have a debate. But an '

interpella-is really equivalent to our '
motion '. It always opens

to a lo"8 d -

Interpolator (rntaipel/i-tw). [a . L. inter-

Dilator agent-n. from interpellSre : see INTEKPEL.]One who interpellates : f a. An interrupter (obs.)One who addresses an interpellation.
ifcj COCKMAM, fnterfellator, which interrupts. 1859 Sat

412

Kev. VIII. 568/1 The Cabinet is enjoying rest from the

awkward interruptions of Parliamentary inlerpellator*. 1881

Daily News 8 Nov. 5/5 Rumours circulated by extreme
Radical journals that he was only a complaisant interpel-
lator.

t Interpe'nd, ///. a. Obs. rare, [f. INTEB- i

+ PEN v.1 (pa. pple. penned, pen'd, pent).'] Shut
in, confined, or enclosed between.
i6i G. SANDYS OvifTs Met. iv. (1626) 76 Thus, while they

[the Meneides] corners seeke, thin films extend From lightned
lims, with small beams inter-pend \tenuesque includunt bra-
chia pennx}. [The

'
small beams '

are the long slender meta-
carpal bones between which the '

thin film
'

of a bat's wing
is stretched.]

Interpe-udent, a. (sb.) [INTEB- 2 a.]

1 1. Hanging between two things, courses, etc. ;

hesitant, undecided. Obs. rare.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 12. 2/2, 1 am still interpendent.
2. =!NTEBDEPENDENT. rare.

1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 57 Interpendent harmonies of
song.

t B. sb. One who hangs between ; one who
belongs to neither of two parties. (In quot. with

play on Independent.) Obs.

1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 37, I am neither Presbyterian,
nor plebsbyterian, but an Interpendent.

Interpe'netrable, a. [bran- 2 a.] Capable
of mutual penetration.
1860 J. YOUNG Prov. Season 74 It is not in the nature of

things, that these qualities should be interpenetrable or con-
vertible.

Interpenetrant (intajpe-nftrant), a. [f. IN-
TEB- 2 a + L. penetrdnt-em, pr. pple. of penetrdre
to penetrate.] Interpenetrating.
1839 BAILEY Fesius vL (1852) 81 With these . . I mix and

serve All with each order interpenetrant. 1881 L. FLETCHER
in Nature XXV. 49/2 The twin plane of the two interpene-
trant tetrahedra.

Interpenetrate (intsape-n/trc't), v. [IN-
TER- i.]
1. trans. To penetrate between the parts or par-

ticles of (anything) ; to penetrate thoroughly ; to

pass through and through, permeate, pervade.
1818 SHELLEY Eugan. Hills 313 Living things ..And my

spirit . . Interpenetrated lie By the glory of the sky. 1823
COLERIDGE Statesm. Man. (1858) I. App. B. 458 It follows,
that reason . . must be interpenetrated by a power, that re-

presents the concentration of all in each. 1834 MEDWIN
Angler in Wales I. 50 The water is everywhere interpene-
trated by air, which the fishes breathe. 1871 HUXLEY Phys.
vi. 144 The food.. thus becomes interpenetrated .. with the
salivary fluid. 1883 Conlemp. Rev, Nov. 645 Greeks, Ro-
mans, Arabs, and Levantines interpenetrating the country.

b. intr.

1879 D. M. WALLACE A ustralas. xiv. 269 Owing to the

great amount of sea which interpenetrates among the
islands.

2. intr. To penetrate each other; to unite or

mingle by mutual penetration.
i8oj>-io COLERIDGE Friend (1850) I. xiii. 119 Law and

religion thus interpenetrating neutralized each other. 1820
SHELLEY Vis. ofSea 120 At one gate They encounter, but
interpenetrate. 1870 BALDW. BROWN Eccl. Truth 278 No
order keeps to itself, they all interlock and interpenetrate.

b. trans. To penetrate reciprocally.
1843 TRENCH Five Serin. Cambr. 43 Sin and suffering do

ever interpenetrate one another. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets
ii. 61 The influence of love and harmony kept the elements
joined and interpenetrated. 1875 CROLL Climate $ T. xiii.

219 The polar current and the Gulf-stream are mutually
interpenetrated. 1884 Expositor Jan. 18 Two main spheres
of thought . . overlapping and interpenetrating each other.
3. Arch, (trans, and intr.) To appear as if pene-

trating or passing through a moulding, etc. See
INTEBPENETRATION 3.
1840 WILLIS in Gwilt Archil. (1876) 933 Knobs . . which

really represent the Gothic base of a square mullion on the
same plinth with the hollow chamfered mullion, and inter-

penetrating with it. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, f, Pop. xx.\.

(ed. 3) 451 Their shafts interpenetrating the mouldings of
the panels and tracery.
Hence Interpe-netrating ///. a.

1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets xii. 409 They blend and mingle
in a concord of separate yet interpenetrating beauties. 1888
Spectator 22 Sept. 1292 The extreme complexity of the
various interpenetrating systems of law under which the
American citizen lives makes him a slave to lawyers.

Interpenetrate (intaipe'nrtr/t), ///. a. [f.
INTER- i b -t- L. penetrdt-us penetrated.] Interpene-
trated. (Const, as pa. pple. )

1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 303 That true world above . .

Peopled with stars, and interpenetrate By native glory.

Interpenetration (irctaipenrtr? jan). [IN-
TER- 2 a.] The action of interpenetrating or fact
of being interpenetrated.
1. The action of penetrating between or among ;

the passing through and through ; deep or thorough
penetration.

.
a i8u SHELLEY Ess.f, Lett., De/. Poetry i. (Camelot) 35 It

is . . the interpenetration of a diviner nature through our
own. !8K MAINE Hist. Inst. ii. 58 There has certainly
;>een nothing like an intimate interpenetration of ancient
Irish law by Christjan principle. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl.

Life i. ix. 184 The interpenetration of the sea into any part
of the great continents.

2. Mutual penetration ; diffusion of each through
the other.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. .50 That union and
interpenetration of the universal and the particular, which

INTERPLEA.
must ever pervade all works of decided genius and true
science. 1857 KINGSLEY Misc., Gt. Cities II. 339 A com-
plete interpenetration of city and of country. 1877 LE
CONTE Elem. Geol. xvi.(i879> 158 Regions or zones in latitude
. .shade insensibly into one another Dy interpenetration.
3. Arch. The intersection of two forms ; spec, an

independent continuation of mouldings or other
members past their intersection, so that the identity
ofamember is preservedafter it has partly coincided
with another or has been altogether swallowed
up in it.

1840 WILLIS in Gwilt Archit. (1876) 933 In many Flam-
boyant examples, small knobs and projections may be
observed, and on a superficial view might pass for mere
unmeaning ornaments, but will be found explicable upon this

system of interpenetration. 1848 T. RICKMAN Archit. App.
p. Iviii, It has also the interpenetration of mouldings. 1879
SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. 1.53 The groined or intersecting
vault formed by the interpenetration of two demi-cylinders.

Interpenetrative (intsjpe-ntotiv), a. [IN-
TER- 2 a.] Intimately or reciprocally penetrative.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. (1861) 175 Such a mutually

interpenetrative consciousness there was between the father
and the old physician. 1875 G. MACDONALD St. George ff
St. Michul (i&jS)w The interpenetrative power of feeling.
Hence Xnterpe'netratively adv.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Xrm.(i$3a) IV. 197 The philosophic

principle, that can only act immediately, that is, interpene-
tratively, as two globules of quicksilver, and co-adunatively.

Interpersonal, -pervade, -petalary, -pe-
taloid : see INTER- pref.

Interpetiolar (intajpe-ti^lai), a. Bot.
[f.

INTER- 4 a + PETIOLE : see PETIOLAS.] Situated
between petioles, or between a petiole and the
axis. Also Interpe-tiolary a.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 50 Leaves opposite .. with
interpetiolar stipute. Ibid. 203 The interpetiolary stipules
and seeds of Rubiacez. 1843 PennyCycl. XXV. 451/1 The
umbels of small flowers interpetiolar or disposed alternately
along a common pedicle.

Interphalangeal, -piece : see INTER- 6, 2 b.

Interpilaster(i-nt3jpiloe-st3j). Arch. [!NTEB-
3.] The space between two pilasters.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 513 Unless there should

be imposts, or continued cornices, in the inter-pilasters. 1859W. H. GREGORY Egypt II. 361 With a square window in

every third interpilaster.
So Xnterpila'Bterlng sb. (in same sense).
1828 ELMES Metrof. Imprmi. 102 To accommodate them

[pilasters] and their mterpilasterings, to the openings of the
windows.

t Interpla-ce, T' Obs. [INTER- : a, b.] trans.
a. To place between or in the midst of; to insert,

interpose, b. To place between each other or

alternately. (Only in pass.)
1548 GEST Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life App. i. (1840)

132 Here am I demaunded wether I suppose the Epystell
and Gospell interplaced in the Masse to be godly.. or no.

1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars VH. liv, The Powre of Lords (thus
inter-plact Betwixt the height of Princes, and the State).
1650 FULLER Pisgah in. iv. 323 Besides these gates, Jeru-
salem was beautified and fortified with many towers pro-
portionably interplaced. 1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 127
Solitude and company are to have their turns, and to be
interplaced.
Hence Interplaoed/^/.a. ; Inter-placing vbl. sb.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 8 b, A Gem . .hath his best beauti-

fying in the varietie and interplacing of colours. 1599
MlNSHEU Sf. Diet., Trammtdr, to be hidden by the inter-

placing or comming betweene of some hill or mountaine.
1603 DANIEL Panegyr. Wks. (1717) 339 Strength . . to stand
Against all th' interplac'd Respondences Of Combinations.

Interplait (intajplx-t), v. Also -plat. [IN-
TER- i b.] trans. To plait together; to intertwine,

interweave; to intermix in plaits with. Hence
luterplaited ppl. a.

i8u BEWICK Mem. it The whins on each side drawn to-

gether to grow interplatted at the tops so as to form an
arched kind of roof. 1884 Cassell's Fain. Mag. Apr. 311/2
On the shoulders a small interplaited chenille cape. 1886
W. J. TUCKER . Europe 224 The long thick plaits of raven-
black glossy hair . . were prettily inter-plaited with coloured
ribbons.

Interplanetary (-plas-netari), a. [INTEB-
4 a.] Situated between the planets.
a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Airddgi] i The air. .is different from

the aether (or vacuum) in the.. interplanetary spaces. 1844
GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) 124 Unless the matter or
ether in the

interplanetary spaces be infinitely elastic. 1880
HAUCHTON I'kyt. Geof. l. 5 Meteoric stones, which enter
the earth's atmosphere from the interplanetary spaces.

Interplat, variant of INTERPLAIT.

Interplay (i'ntajpl/
1

),^. [INTER- 2 a.] Re-

ciprocal play, free interaction; mutual operation
of two things or agents in influencing each other's

action or character.
1863 DANA Man. Geol. 45 The two [series of winds] pass

into one another in mutual interplay. 1870 LowKLL/4 /<?

my Bits. Ser. i. (1873) 343 That interplay of plot and char-
acter which makes Shakespeare more real . . than other
dramatists. 1885 CLODD Myths f, Dr. n. xii. 228 Explana-
tion of the operations of nature was impossible while man
had no . . knowledge of the interplay of its several parts.
So Interplay v, intr., to exert mutual influence.
1890 Amer. Missionary (N.Y.) Dec. 403 Let these two in-

stitutions advance together, play and interplay upon and
within each other.

t Interplea. Obs. rare. [INTER- 2 b.] A dila-

tory plea.



INTERPLEAD. 413 INTEBPOLISH.

1631 BKATHWAIT Whimzics, Undersheriffegg No interplea
nor demurre will serve ; he must timely prevent the occasion
. . and make the undersherifle his friend, a. 1641 Bp.
MOUNTAGU A cts q Matt. (1642) 279 Without admitting inter-

plea of consideration.

Interplead (intaaplrd;,, v. Also 6-7 enter-

ple;a)de. [ad. AF. enterpleder = F. (s)enlre-

plaider -. see INTER- i a, b and PLEAD v.']

L intr. In Law : To litigate with each other in

order to determine some point in dispute in which
a third party is concerned.

t'357 Pot- Koll 30 Edw. Ill, Hilary (1585) 5 b, A certein
iour en propre persone denterpleder pur le garde de corps.]
1567 STAUNFORD Expos. Kings Prerog. 57 Forasmuche as
the kinge is brought in doubt to whiche of them his hygh-
nesse maye make liuerie, they therefore muste firste enter-

plede, and when by enterpleder the priuitie of the bloode is

tried beetweene them, then his highnesse oughte to make
the liuerye to him that is tryed to bee the nexte heire.

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Enterplede, signifies to discuss
or try a Point incidentally falling out, before the Principal
Cause can be determined. 1768 [see INTERPLEADER ']. 1848
WHARTON Law Lex. s. v. Interpleader, The ordinary decree
is, that the defendants do interplead, and the plaintiff then
withdraws from the suit.

t 2. trans. To plead or allege in excuse or de-

fence ; to raise as a plea. Obs.

'594 [see INTERFLEADING below]. 1716 M. DAVIES AtAeti.
Brit. II. 245 So that for bewilder'd Arians to interplead
their near related Sabellian Labyrinths, is but the despairing
shifts of wilful obstinacy and reprobate ignorance.
Hence Interplea'diug vol. sb.

'594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 28 No interpleading was there
of opposite occasions, but backe I must returne. 1613 SIR
H. FINCH Law (1636) 335 In euery enterpleading, an office

must bee found for both. And if one be found heire of full

age, and after another within age, the enterpleading shall
not stay till the full age of the second, because the other was
found heire first. 1837 LD. COTTENHAM in Mylne & Craig
Rep. II. 21 That rule, if in favour of the interpleading,
would not be decisive. Ibid. 22 Sir John Leach . . refused
an injunction in an interpleading suit by a broker.

Interpleader :
untajpl?daj). Law. Also 6-7

enterple(a)der, 7 interpleder. [a. AF. enter-

pleder (see prec.), inf. used subst] A suit pleaded
between two parties to determine a matter of claim
or right, on which the action of a third party
depends, esp. to determine to which of them livery
or payment ought to be made.
[1516 FITZHERB. La. Grande Abridgem. 226 b, Le litle

de enterpleder.] 1367 [see INTERPLEAU i]. 1607 COWELL
Interpr., Enterpleder. 1668 HALE Pref.Rolle's AMdgm.
5 Garnishment and Interpleder were large titles at Common
Law, but now much out of use. 1768 BLACKSTONE Coinm.
III. xxvii. 448 There is likewise a bill of interpleader;
where a person who owes a debt or rent to one of the parties
in suit, but, till the determination of it, he knows not to

which, desires that they may interplead, that he may be
safe in the payment. 1831 Act 14-2 Will. IV, c. 58 A suit
in equity, .usually called a bill of interpleader.

b. attrib., as interpleader act, case, issue, order,

1848 WHARTON Law Lex. s.v., Interpleader act, i & 2
Wm. IV., c. 58. 1883 Itid. (ed. 7) 428/1 Appeals in inter-

pleader cases. 1857 KERR Blackstone III. xx. 322 He may
apply to the court or a judge for relief under the statute
i & 2 Will. IV. c. 58, called the Interpleader Act. Ibid.
xxvi. 454 If both parties appear, an interpleader issue, to try
the right of property, is directed.

Interpleader 2. [f. INTEKPLEAD v. + -EB 1
.]

One who interpleads.
1846 in WORCESTER ; and in later Diets. [But it is doubtful

whether the word is more than a dictionary assumption due
to a misunderstanding of prec.]

Interpledge : see INTER- pref. i b.

Illterpleural (intaiplue-ral), a. Altai, [f.

INTEK- 43 + Gr. irKevpi ribs, side: see PLEUKAL.]
Situated between the pleune of the right and left

lungs ; as inter-pleura! space.
'879 HOLDEN A uat. (ed. 4) 122 A space is left between

them [the right and left pleurae] extending from the sternum
to the spine. . . This interval is called by anatomists the

interpleural space.

t Interpley, -ply, v. Sc. Obs. rare. [(. INTEK-
i +pley, PLEA v.~\ intr. = INTERPLEAU i.

c 1470 HENRYSON Fables *Dog, Scheip # Wolf) 45 (Bann.
MS.) The law sayis it is rycht perelouss Till interply [MS.
Harl. Till enter in pley] befoir a juge suspect.

Intel-plicate (mtauplike't), v. rare. [f. ppl.
stem of L. interplicare (Statius), f. inter between
+ plicdre to fold ; cf. implicate, etc.] trans. To
fold between or together ; to interfold. Hence

Inte-rplicated///. a,
; also f Interplica tion.

1623 COCKERAM, Interplicate, to fold vp betweene. 1658
PHILLIPS, Interplication, a folding between. 1884 H. D.
TRAILL New Lucian 192 Coil by coil he will unroll the in-

terplicated mass.

Interplight : see INTEK- pref. i b.

t I'nterpoint, sb- Obs. rare- 1
. [INTEK- 2 b.]

A point or '

stop
'

inserted between words.
1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible xv. 147 The novelty of

points, errors, interpoints, and the addition of Vowels and
Accents [in Hebrew Bibles].

Interpoint (intajpoi'nt), v. [INTEK- i a.]

a. trans. To put a point or points between (words) ;

to interpunctuate ; to furnish (writing, etc.) with

points between the words, to punctuate. Alsoyf^.
b. intr. or absol. To insert a point or points.
'595 DANIEL Civ. Wars ll. Ixxxvii, Her hart commands

her words should pass out first, And then her sighes should

interpoint her words. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. vn. 442
Their words were By interpointing so disposed to beare
A Double sence. 1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. \. x. 29 There
is no evasion from this interpretation the Syriack. .inter-

pointing betwixt (f say unto tltee) and (To day}. 1897 SIR
H. MAXWELL (title) Sixty Years a Queen. Embossed in

Interpointed Braille [Type for the Blind].

Iiiterpolable (inta-jp^lab'l), a. [f.
L. inter-

polare to INTERPOLATE + -ABLE.] Capable of being

interpolated ; suitable for interpolation.
" 1871 DE MORGAN cited in OCILVIE (Annandale) Suppl.

Illterpolar (-p^'laj), a.{sb.) [INTER- 4 a.] Situ-

ated between the poles (of a galvanic battery, etc.).

1870 R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 115 If interruptions be made
in the interpolar wire. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 351
Some of the results.. may be due to interpolar electrolytic
actions in the tissues traversed by the current. 1898 P.

MANSON Trop. Dis. viii. 147 The extremities [of the plague
bacillus] taking on a deeper colour than the interpolar part.

b. as sb. An interpolar wire.
1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 222 In the case of linear

flow in an interpolar between two points.

Interpolary (inta-jp^lari), a. Math. [f.
IN-

TEBPOL-ATE v. + -AKY l.] Pertaining to interpola-
tion. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Inte'rpolatei /// Obs. [ad. L. inter-

poldt-us, pa. pple. of interpolare : see next.] In-

terpolated, a. Interrupted, intermittent, b. Added

surreptitiously ;
inserted.

With earliest quots. cf. INTERPOLATE v. 5 and obs. F.

filvre interpoUe (Godef.).

'547 BOORDE Brev. Health cxxxvii. 50 b, A symple inter-

polate fever doth infest a man ones a day. A doble inter-

polate fever doth infest a man twyse a day. 1653 A. WILSON
Jos. I, 125 In the interpolate Fits of Agues. 1651 BAXTER

Inf. Bapt. 155 Though the place be most e_xpress for Infant

Baptism, and the Book ancient, yet it is either spurious or

interpolate. 1669 Addr. hopeful yng. Gentry Eng. 23 On
pubhck [affairs], their interpolate jealousies . . every where

bring in growing discontents and murmurings.

Interpolate (intaup^le't), v. [f. ppl. stem of

L. interpolare to furbish up, to alter, f. inter (IN-
TER- i a) + -polare, related to polire to POLISH.]
1 1. trans. To polish or furbish up ; to put a fresh

gloss on. Obs. rare.

1623 COCKERAM, Interpolate, to polish. _ 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey\ To Interpolate (properly to bring old things to

a new form), to new vamp, . . to alter or falsify an Original.

2. To alter or enlarge (a book or writing) by
insertion of new matter; esp. to tamper with by
making insertions which create false impressions
as to the date or character of the work in question.
i6iz SELDEN Illnstr. Draytotis Poly-alb, xi. (R.), You

admit Caesar's copy to be therein not interpolated, a 1661

FULLER U'orthies, Cornwall i. (1662) 211 A Manuscript of Sir

Ralph Hoptons . . interpolated with his own hand. 1709
Phil. Trans. XXVI. 398 They had no more Allowance to

alter them than they had to alter and interpolate the Text
of the Author himself. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages I. viii.

258 The poem of Beowulf, .has been much interpolated by
Christian transcribers. 1873 CLARK & WRIGHT Macbeth
(Clar. Press ed.) p. xii, We are inclined to think that the

play was interpolated after Shakspeare's death.

b. transf. To adulterate, temper, or modify, by
new or foreign additions.

1834 Blackw. Mag. XXXVI. 69 It was judged sufficient

to interpolate, as it were, the hostile people by colonizations

from Rome. 1862 LYTTON Sir. Story I. 212 The strange
notions with which he was apt to interpolate the doctrines
of practical philosophy.
3. To introduce (words or passages) into a pre

existing writing ; esp. to insert (spurious matter)
in a genuine work without note or warning.
1640 Bp. HALL Episc. n. xi. 157 Words which no Vedelius

can carp at as interpolated. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. Introd.
22 The same Person has interpolated four Passages more.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1751, In these he [Lauder] inter-

polated some fragments of Hog's Latin translation of that

poem. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U.S. II. xxx. 243 It inter-

polated into the statute-book the exclusion of papists from
the established equality.

b. transf. To insert or introduce (something
additional or different) between other things, or in

a series
;
to intercalate.

iSoz-iz BENTHA.My?a//o. Evid. Wks. 1843 VI. 237 You
may. .oblige me to interpolate a number. .of intermediate
causes. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 101 By
interpolating a month of 30 days. 1839 MURCHISON Silnr.

Syst. i. iii. 28 A great thickness of sandstone is there inter-

polated between the magnesian limestone and the carbon-

iferpus strata. 1843 MILL Logic in. xii. 3 Future ex-

perience may. .interpolate another link.

4. intr. or absol. To make insertions or inter-

polations.
1720 GAY Poems (1745) II. 107 Criticks in Classicks oft in-

terpolate, But ev'ry word of thine is fix'd as fate. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 329 Have not other writers

elsewhere interpolated, invented, and forged ? 1845 GRAVES
Rom. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II. 773/1 They were to select

all that was best, with permission to alter and interpolate.

( 5. trans. To interrupt by an interval. (Only
in pass. : cf. INTERPOLATE///, a.) Obs. rare.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. iii. 79 This motion even
of the Heavenly Bodies themselves seems to be partly con-

tinued and unintermitted. .partly interpolated and inter-

rupted. Ibid. 96 The alluvion of the Sea upon those Rocks
might not be eternally continued, but interpolated.

6. Math. To insert an intermediate term or terms

in a series (see INTERPOLATION 3 b). With the

series, or now usually the term, as obj.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 640/2 A general theorem for

Interpolating any term is as follows. 1882 OGILVIE s.v., To
interpolate a number or a table of numbers.

Hence Inte-rpolated ///. a.; Inte'rpolating
vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. I. v. 113 That Individual
hath necessarily a concomitant succession of interpolated

series for the interpolated term will break off, and terminate.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 508/1 Generally speaking, .the inter-

polated values are as correct as the tabular ones. 1851-9
WHEWELL in Man. Sci. Enq. 67 This way of finding^the
exact time of high water (or low water) from observations
made every five or every ten minutes.. is called 'interpolat-
ing '. 1875 OUSELEY Mils. Fonn 109 Bar 24 is an inter-

polated bar to prolong the cadence.

Interpolation (intaupol^-Jsn). [a. F. inter-

polation (Cotgr., 1611), or ad. L. interpolation-em,
n. of action f. interpolare : see prec. and -ATION.]

1 1. The action of furbishing or polishing up.
1623 COCKERAM, Interpolation, a polishing. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Interpolation, a new dressing or polishing a

thing, a scowring or furbishing. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. i. iv. 16. 281 Some may still suspect, all this to have
been . . but a Refinement and Interpolation of Paganism.
2. The action ofinterpolating a writing, or a word,

etc. therein (cf. senses 2 and 3 of the vb.) ;
the

condition or fact of being interpolated.
1612 SELDEN Illitstr. Drayton's Poly-olb. iv. 73 Our

Chronologies, which, are by transcribing, interpolation, mis-

printing . . now and then strangely disordered. 1720 WATER-
LAND Eight Serin. 64 Any pretence of Forgery or Interpola-
tion does but expose the Man that makes it. 1838 SIR W.
HAMILTON Logic xxxiv. (1866) II. 194 Rules, by which the

authenticity or spuriousness, the integrity or interpolation,
of a writing is to be judged. 1851 HUSSEY Papal Power
iii. 149 This end was carried out by interpolations and falsi-

fication of ecclesiastical documents.

b. With//. An interpolated word or passage.
1675-6 EVELYN Let. to Aubrey Feb. (R.I, I beseech you

to accept or pardon these trifling interpolations, which I

have presumed to send you. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 78 F 6

That the word Oxford was an Interpolation of some Oxonian
instead of Cambridge. 1849 W. IRVING Maliotnetvm. (1853)

42 Both were pronounced errors and interpolations of the ex-

pounders. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 306 note, That
the name Aulaf is an interpolation in the text.

3. The action of introducing or inserting among
other things or between the members of any series.

Also with an and //. : An insertion.

1849 MURCHISON Siluria viii. 171 The interpolation of

fossihferous.. rocks. 1860 PHILLIPS Life 207 The Permian
series contains some Mesozoic interpolations. 1864 BOWEN
Logic ix. 295 The vice [reasoning in a circle] is usually_con-
cealed by the interpolation of intermediate propositions.

1875 OUSELEY Mus. Form ii. 17 An expansion of a regular
four-bar phrase of two strains, formed by the interpolation
of an additional strain.

b. Math. The process of inserting in a series

an intermediate number or quantity ascertained by
calculation from those already known.

1763 EMERSON Meth. Increments iv, The Differential

Method of Mr. Sterling, which he applies to the summation
and interpolation of series. 1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II.

85 The manner of finding an equation between the time and

is one of the unknown quantities [etc.]. 1816 tr. Lacroix's

Dijff. % Int. Calculus 551 One of the principal uses of the

Calculus of Differences consists in the Interpolation of

Series.

f4. Interposition of time; interval. 06s. (So

F. interpolation in Godef.)
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 55 The mutation or change of

bloud into a bone, cannot be accomplished but by long

interpolation and many meane alterations.

lute'rpolative, a. rare. [f.
as INTERPOLATE

v. + -IVE.] Having the effect of interpolation.

1817 BKNTHAM Swear not at all Wks. 1843 V. 201 Liberty
of making amendments : amendments emissive, interpola-

tive, substitutive.

Hence Inte'rpolatively adv., in the way of

interpolation.
1836 G. S. FAUER Reply Himnteth 44 note. This . . he

effects by interpolatively forcing him to say what, in truth,

he never did say.

Interpolator (mta-jpak'tsj). [a. L. interpol-

ator, agent-n. f. interpolare to INTERPOLATE. Cf.

F. interpolateur (1671 in Godef.).] One who

interpolates.
1659 PEARSON Creed (1839) 243 What the interpolator of

Gregory Nyssen's Homily produceth, he confesseth taken

from apocryphal writings. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 463 The

Interpolator borrow'd it, and clapt it in here. '807 G.

CHALMERS Caledonia I. n. iii. 259 It was denominated by
Nennius, or his interpolator, Prormcia Lodonesie. 1868

FREEMAN Norm. Cony. II. App. 528 An interpolator would

surely have taken care to insert the more famous stories.

tlnterpole, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. inter-

pol-are: see INTERPOLATE. Cf. F. interpoler (i 740
in Diet. Acad.}.']

= INTERPOLATE v, 2 c.

1677 COLLINS in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (i84r) II. 457
How to add or interpole progressions of squares, cubes, or

of any other ranks of numbers.

t Interpo'lish, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 enter-.

[INTER- i a.] trans. To polish here and there or

at intervals.

1609 BIBLE (Donay) Exod. xxv. 25 Thou shall make..
a crowne enterpolished [Vulg, interrasilis}, foure fingers



INTERPOLITICAL.

hiih. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gfft-l. i. v, Yd all ihU will nut

fiidgc, though il be cunningly interpolishl by some second

hand with crooks and emcn

Interpolitical
< -\o\\-tikal), a. [f.

INTEK- 4 c

, i ',{. iriiAn city, state, after POLITICAL.] Pertain-

ing to the relations between (Greek *) cities or states.

1846 GOTE Greta ll. ii. II. 341 We are compelled to use

a word such as interpolitical to describe the transactions

between separate Greek cities. 1876 Cl. W. Cox Gen. Hist.

Greta in. i. 271 The Athenians were .. fully justified by
Hellenic interpolitical law in excluding the Megarians from

their ports.

Interpo-lity. rare-', [f.
INTER- 2 a + Gr.

viiAiT'u citizenship, POLITY.] Mutual citizenship.

1849 LYTTON Caxtoiu it. xiu. Ixvi, You, whose whole

theory is an absolute sermon upon emigration, and the

transplanting and interpolity of our species.

Interpone (taB^pT)j v. Also 6 enter-,
entre-. [ad. L. interfonfre to place between,

etc. ; refl. to interfere, I. inter between + pontre to

place, put.] trans, and refl.
= INTERPOSE v . Obs.

exc. in interpone one's authority (in St. Law}.
1513 WOLSEY in Vii&estVobey Collect. (1716) 68 Offering

unto me to interpone their authorities, .therein to the utter-

most. iu8 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Re/. I. Hi. 137 Inter-

poning himself as mediatorem penis. 1533 BELLKNDEN

Lhiy I. ' 1822) 34 He colleckit all thir odd dayis togidder,
and interponit thame with monethis intercalaris ilk xxiv

yeris anis. 1599 THYNNE Aniwadv.
(5875) 53 Yf 1 shall in-

terpone myopynione,! wolde more willingly, .receve Surrey.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 624 Porphyrius in-

terponed it [his Psyche], betwixt the Father and the Son,
as a middle between both. 1751 J. LOUTHIAN Form of̂ Pro-
cess (ed. 2) 273 When Application is made to the Sheriff, to

interpone his Authority to a Baron's DecreeL
_
1868 Act

31 V 32 Viet. c. 101 9 107 The Lord Ordinary is hereby
authorized .. to interpone his authority to such minute and

acceptance. 1880 MUIRIIEAD Ulfian xi. 25.

t Interpo'nent. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ittter-

ponent-em, pr. pple. of interponere : see prec.]
One who or that which interposes.

S9 Nobody $ Some/!, in Simpson Sch. Shots. (1878) 1. 279
Murall interponents twixt the world And their proceedings.
1638 HEYWOOD Lucrece I. ii. Wks. 1874 V. 171 Lop downe
these interponents that withstand The passage to our throne.

i IiiterpoiiibHity. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. *in-

terponible (f. INTEBPONE) : see -ITY.] Capacity of

being interposed.
1734 tr. Barrtrufs Math. Lect. x. 176 Space is nothing else

but the mere Power, Capacity, Ponibility, or (begging pardon
for the Expressions) Interponibility of Magnitude.
Interportal : see INTER- pref. 6.

Interposal (mtaapju-zal). [f. next + -AL.]
1. The act of placing or causing to come between ;

= INTERPOSITION i.

16*5 JACKSON Creeds, iv. 4 Affluence or abundance of
things desired without interposal! of indigence. 1651 Fuller's
Abel Rediv., Bradford 182 He was. .without any interposal!
of time, chosen Fellow of Pembrooke Hall. 1691-8 NORKIS
Pratt. Disc. (1711) III. 167 Nothing that may by its inter-

posal hinder that immediate contact. 1893 F. HALL in
Nation (N.Y.) LVI. 274/2 The interposal of a word or
words between to and the infinitive.

2. Intervention, interference
;
= INTERPOSITION 2.

1607 Hist. Sir J. Haiukuiood iv. 7 To prevent the Inter-

4M
N.Brit. Rev. III. 3.
of the ejected families.

Interpose (int3jp(Ja-z),z;. Also 7 enter-. [a.F.
iiUerposer (i4th c. in Godef.), f. L. inter between
F.poser to place (see POSE) ; substituted for L. in-

terponere (see INTERPONE) by form-association with
inflexions and derivatives of the latter, as interpo-
sition, etc. ; cf. compose, depose, dispose. Cf. also
V. entreposcr Ua-i3th c. in Hatz.-Uarm.), in OF.
to place alternately or intermixedly.]

I. 1. trans. To place between (in space or time ;

to put or set between or in an intermediate posi-
tion ; to cause to intervene. Often with implication
of obstruction or delay ; cf. 3.
IJ99 MINSHEU i>. Diet., InlerfHesio, interposed, put

betwixt. 1601 JuLBECKE ist Pt. Parall. 25 He is not
bound to doe any seruice cither in his owne person, or by
any other person interposed during his minority. 1647MAY Hut. Part. ,. vui. 89 Much time was interposed be-
tweene the

s<-yerall proceedings against this Earle ofStraf-
ferd. is HOOKE Microgr. 75 Darkning ..a colour, is

onely interposing a multitude of dark or black spots amongthe same ting d parts. 1796 MORSE Amer. Ceog. I. 37 Onlya small part of the convexity of the globe is interposed be-
vecn us and the sun. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 120 The

lions of the pseud-haemal system which were interposedbetween the digestive tract arid the dorsal surface.
To place '.things) with intervals, or in

alternation, to cause to alternate. Obs.
i6w WARNER All, Kng. Epit. (1612) 356 The other [wall]

I J-yles and Tymber strongly and artificially interposed,

nilh^ A\
*' Chl

?
v" r Vl can. .interpose dayYwith

<| T.
Summers with Winters.

4. To place or station oneself between ; to come
etween in position, to stand in the way. t a. refl

terrW?h
AKS-

?"'
C
u

"' ' *8 NVhat tchfulf Cares doeln-

\ ??tJ
^Ives Betw,xt your Eyes, and Night t 1631

them Sh"" '
B
'"?" 3""!" * T hundred "f

D. intr. (for refl.)
G. SAMDY. Trm. m We offering to returne to tne

414

other, which he fearing, interposed. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
frail, led. 2) 161 The river Syndery interposing. 17467?
HERVEY MlW.(lll8)m The earth interposing with us

opaque body, intercepted tne *olar rays. 1844 II. II. WILSON
Krit. tmtia III. 69 Three columns. .moved to the right, as

if intending to interpose between the lines and the town.

8. trans. To put forth or introduce (action,

authority, etc.) in the way of interference or in-

tervention.
1606 HOLLAND Suetm. 13 The Senate came not betweene

nor interposed their authorise to stop the course intended

against him. 1798 MRQ. WELLESLEY in Owen L>esp. (1877)

42 Our arbitration . . will be both acceptable and efficacious

whenever it shall be interposed. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. u.

Detached Th. Bis., Expecting every moment when he [the

owner] shall interpose his interdict.

4. To put oneself forward or interfere in a matter ;

to step in between persons at variance or in a per-
son's behalf ;

to intervene. 1 8.. refl. Obs.

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 29 The Patriark and
other princes.. seeing the danger. .had interposed them-
selues. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. Annot. 36 Noble Dames,
who in old time . . interposed themselves as Mediatrices, be-

tweene the Romans and Sabines. 1625 USSHER in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 133 If he interpose himself seriouslye
herein. 1658 EARL MONM. tr. Puruta's Wars ofCyprus 28.

b. intr.

1611 SHAKS. n'inf. T. v. iii. 119 Please you to interpose
(fair Madam) Kneele, And pray your Mothers blessing.

i6j BRAMHALL Keflie. iv. 159 It is no innovation for our

Kings to interpose in ecclesiastical! affairs. 1710 Annisox
Tatter No. 224 F 3, I shall not interpose in their Quarrel.
1791 COWPER Iliad vi. 19 None interposed To avert his

woeful doom. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 7. 100 The Arch-

bishop interposed between the rival claimants to the crown.

5. trans. To introduce between other matters,
or between the parts of a narrative, as an inter-

ruption or digression ; to say or pronounce as an

interruption.
1605 BACON Adv. Lcaru. n. iv. | 4 That all the fables and

fictions of the poets were but pleasure and not figure, I in-

terpose no opinion. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. xxxiii. 80,
1 shall desire leave to enterpose this parenthesis ensuing,
before I proceed, a 1687 PETTY Pot. Arith. iv. (i69i)6sTo
interpose a jocular, and perhaps ridiculous digression. 1783
GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) II. 265-6 The Historian, who,
without interposing his own sentiments, has delivered a

simple narrative of authentic facts. 1817 MOORE Lalla R .

(1824) 171 The Princess . . was about to interpose a faint

word of objection. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiii,
' Do not

injure an innocent man ', interposed the Prince.

b. absol. or intr. To interrupt, make a digression.
1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 270 Here Adam interpos'd. O sent

from Heav'n, Enlightner of my darkness ! a 1873 E.
DEUTSCH Rent. (1874) 77 We must here interpose for a
moment.

18^5 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 185 Here Ctesippus,
the lover of Clemias, interposes in great excitement.

II. f 6. trans. To come or be in the way of (a

person or thing) ;
to intercept ;

to obstruct. Obs.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 152 We have no liberty, .to

judge; . . when Discontents do trouble us. They interpose
our brightest eminence of wisedom no otherwise than cloudes
darken the Sunnes glory. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. v. 258
All the theeves and robbers that interposed him in his way
lo Athens. 1671 R. BOIIUN ll-'iita 278 The great Rivers in-

terposing us, together with, .many other difficulties.

t b. To lie between (places) ; to part, separate.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 46 Arabia felix which stretcheth

out into the South sea, interposing the Persian and Arabian
Gulphs. Ibid. 207 Phoenicia is a province of Syria, inter-

posing the sea and Galily.
Hence Interpo'sed///. a. ; Interpo'sing vbl. si.

1602 ANTHONY HEBORSKin Arjipriest Contrcv. iCamden)
II. 224 Some other

interposed ..dealers in this business.
1626 JACKSON Creed vni. ii. 5 Interposed flashes of this

ilay starr's brightnesse. 1657 K. LicoN Barbadoes (1673) 5We often lose sight of them, by interposing of the waves.
1659 MILTON Ceo. Power Wks. (1851) 329 Those ends which
he can likely pretend to the interposing of his force therin.

1730 SAVERY in /'////. Trims. XXXVI. 301 No interposed

Body, .(unless it is magneticali. -was ever known., to impede
or divert any uf the Effects of a Magnet. 1860 TYNDALL
Clac. l. vi. 43 The ridges, .with their interposed fissures.

t Interpose, !/>. Obs. rare. [f. prec. vb.] In-

terposition, interposal.
1610 HOLLAND Cantden's Gi-it. i. 154 Countries are divided

by_ Geographers . . Naturally, according to the course of

Rivers, and interpose of Mountains. 1663 J. SPKNCFR

Prodigies (1665) 117 Dangerous humors .. which, without
the wise interjiose of Slate-Physicians, presage mine to the
whole. Ibid. 139 Upon the interpose of such impediments.

Interposer (intsjpoa'zaj). [f. as prec. + -KR 1

.]
One who or that which interposes or intervenes.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. ii. 329 No bed shall ere be

;uilty of my stay. Nor rest be interposer twixt vs twaine.

iby
an interposer. 1836 J. GILBERT C/ir. Atonem. in. (1852) 69
I he occasions of interposition are widely different, as well
as the circumstances of the interposr.

Interposing (intajpou-ziq),///. a.
[f.

as prec.
+ -ING 2.] That interposes (in senses of the vb.).
i6ai G. SANDYS (h'iJ's Met. xv. (1626) 311 So Zanclc once

on Italieconfind; Till interposing waues their bounds dis-

lu-ynd. 1647 MAY Hist. Par/, i. i. 7 Without any interpos-
ing authority. 17*5 POPE OHyss. x. 521 My interposing
tram r or mercy pleaded. 1836 KKBI.K in LyraApost. (1841)
57 So dreary seem'd Death's interposing veil.

Hence Xnterpo-singly adv., in an interposing
manner, by way of interposition.
1845 Whitehall 277 Said the president, interposingly.

TlnterpO'Slt, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. L. tntcr-

INTEBPBEASE.

posil-um, neut. of pa. pple. of interponfie to place
between : see INTERPONE.] A place to which

goods are brought for distribution ;
an entrepot.

a i87 W. MITFORD cited in Webster (1828).

t Interpo'sit, v. Obs. rare
~

'. [f. L. inter-

posit-, ppl. stem of interponere : see INTEKPONE ;

cf. deposit vb.] trans. (,?) To put forth, advance.
1678 R. R[USSELL] Geber n. i. i. iii. 28 Some, who are

Slaves, loving Money . . are afraid to inter posit the necessary
charges.

Interposition (iuitajpozi-Jan). [a. F. inter-

position, OF. also -icion (izth c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. interposition-em, n. of action from inler-

penere to INTKBPONE. Not derivationally related

to INTERPOSE, but associated with it in OK. by
contact of form, and adoption of -poser as virtual

representative of L. -poncre ; cf. composition, dis-

position, etc.] The action of the vb. INTEKPOSE.
1. The action of placing something or oneself

between
; the fact of being placed or situated be-

tween
; intervention.

1411-10 LYDG. CAron. Tnyi. v. (MS. Digby 230) If. 38 b/i
So Jw mone hab made diuisioun By here sodein inter-

posicioun. 15*7 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 252 If
..the sea did extend, without interposition of land. 1586
W. WEBBE Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 56 One verse either imme-
diatly, or by mutual! interposition, may be aunswerable to
an other. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gavelkiiid'\\. n Without the

Interposition of a Female Parent. 1840 DICKENS Barn.

Rudge Iviii, He made the cell . . black by the interposition
of his body. 1864 BKYCE Holy Rom. Emp. ii. (1875) 8
The sovereign's person . . was removed further from the

subject by the interposition of a host of officials.

b. An instance of this
; sometimes qmsi-concr.,

that which is interposed.
1650 CROMWELL Lett. 4 Sept. in Carlyle, The enemy

. .gathered towards the Hills ; labouring to make a perfect

interposition between us and Berwick. 1665 SIR T. HERBEKT
Trav. (1677) 5? A Narrative . . which though it may appear
too great an interposition to our travel, will. . I hope find

acceptance. 1671 MILTON P. A*, in. 222 A shelter and a
kind of shading cool Interposition, as a summer's cloud.

1696 WHISTON The. Earth iv. (1722) 353 The Seasons were. .

without any quick Interpositions of Day and Night to dis-

turb them. 1834 [see INTERLOCATION].
2. The action of interfering or intervening in a

matter ; intervention between persons or in a per-
son's behalf; interference, mediation. With an
and pi., an instance of this.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 415 II. 50 Lete sum interposicion

go a twix you and my mastres your moder. 1603 FI.OWO
Montaigne n. xii. (1632) 248 Nature in generall disavoweth
her [Reason's] jurisdiction and interposition. 1670 in

Somers Tracts I. 8 The Pacification was effected wholly by
Interposition of the English Commissioners. 1696 WHISTON
'J fie. Earth IV. (1722) 303, I take [it] to be a Miraculous

Interposition very worthy of Gcd. 1760 Junitis Lett. i. 10

By the immediate interposition of Providence. 1769 ROBERT-
SON Hist. Chas. V (1796) III. xii. 401 His interpositions in

her favour became more cold. 1875 MAINE Hist. lust.

ix. 255 The interposition of the Praetor and the acceptance
of his mediation expanded into the Administration of Justice
in the Roman State. 1877 SPAKROW Sfrfif. xxii. 298 In the
matter of religion, man needs the direct interposition of

divine authority.

t 3. A parenthesis ;
a digression. Obs.

1553 ^'' WILSON Rhet. (1580) 171 Some use so many inter-

positions, bothe in their talke and in their writyng, that

thei make their saiynges as darke as helle.

Interpositive (-pp-zitiv), a. and sb. [a. F.

interpositifXGodef.), ad. L. type *interpositivus, f.

ppl. stem of interponere : see INTEHPONK.J a. adj.
Hot. Characterized by being placed between cer-

tain structures. } b. sb. Something interposed.
1650 HUBBEFT Pill Formality 87 Having a form of godli-

ness, but denying the power thereof, -this mterpositive (but)

eclipseth the brightness and glory that mens actions did
before seem to carry with them. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Interpositions, . . applied to stamens situated between the

divisions of a simple perianth. . intei positive.

tl'nterpost. Obs. rare ', [a. F. entrepdt,

formerly entrepost, ad. L. interposilum : see INTEK-
I'OSIT st>.] , A commercial centre, an entrepot.
1695 MOTTEUX St. Olon's Morocco 141 Cadiz is the Inter-

post to all the Traffick of England and Holland.

t Interpo'sure. Obs. [f. INTERPOSE v. -f

-URE
; cf. composure, disposure, exposiire.'] The

action of interposing ; interposition, interposal.
1617 FELTHAM Resolves I. xx. \ 1677) 37 Though other inter-

posures do eclipse her; yet this is a principal. 1653 H.
COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. x. 31 The Mahometan Merchant,
that he might the more easily redeem me, used the inter-

posure of a man bom in the Country. 1689 DILLINGHAM

Mysl. Iniij. 13 The. . Interposure of several Parliaments Jor
removing the Grounds of our Differences and Animosities,

by an Indulgence. 1733 WATTS 1'hilos. Ess. ix. ii. (1734) 206

To represent the great Engine of this visible World, as

moving onward in its appointed Course, without the con-

tinual interposure of His Hand.

Interpour : see INTEB- pref. \ b.

Interprater. nonce-wd. [f.
IKTER- 2 a +

PRATER.] One who
prates

at intervals.

1591 LYLY Sap/to iv. iii, You are no interpreter, but an

interpreter, harping always upon love, till you be as blind

as a harper.

t Interprea'se, v. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. INTEB-

i a -\-prease, PRESS z;.] intr. To press in between.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. iv. 896, 1 may interprease, Way-lay,
and take him.



INTERPRET.

Interprement: see INTEKPBETAMENT.

Interpreesure : see INTER- pref. 2 a.

Interpret (int5'Jpret), v. Forms : 4-7 in-

terprete, (5 -pritt), 6 Sc. interpreit, (enter-

prit), (7 enterpret), 6- interpret. Pa. pple.

interpreted ;
also 5 interpred, 6 interpret,

[a. F. interpreter (i3th c, in Littr^), or immed. ad.

L. interpretari to explain, expound, translate, un-

derstand, also in pass, sense, to be explained, mean,
f. interpres, -pret-em an agent, explainer, expounder,
translator, dragoman, f. inter between + root cor-

resp. to Skr. pratk- to spread abroad.]
1. trans. To expound the meaning of (something

abstruse or mysterious) ; to render (words, writings,
an author, etc.) clear or explicit ; to elucidate ; to

explain, f Formerly, also, To translate (now only

contextually, as included in the general sense).

138* WYCLIF Dan. v. 16, I herde of thee, that thou ma^st
interprete derke thingis, and vnbynde bounden thingis.

Matt. i. 23 His name shal be clepid Emanuel, that is

interpretid [gloss or expoun.d], God with vs. 1483 CAXTON
Cold. Leg. 295 b/i Leuy is interpred assumpte or appjyed
or putte to. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtitis ix. Prol. 74 My lewitnes

. . Schup to enterprit . . Thys maist renovnit prince of

poetry. ij88 A. KING tr. Canishts
1

Cateclt. 81 Quliilk
words y3 kirk hes so diligentlie interpret. 16x7 MORVSON
Itin. i. 242 We returned againe to him, with our Muccaro
to interpret our words. 1737 WHISTON Josephns, Antiq.
Diss. i, According to his usual way of interpreting authors,
not to the words but to the sense. 1857 H. MILLER Test.

Rocks ii. 76 Be it enoug_h for the geologist rightly to inter-

pret the record of creation. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. i.

119 The law interprets .. his wishes with regard to the

disposal of his property.
b. To make out the meaning of, explain to one-

self.

1795 COWPER Pairing Time Antic. 6 The child who knows
no better, Than to interpret by the letter A story of a cock
and bull. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i. (1868) 14 That her

knowledge of the youth of nineteen might help her Httle in

interpreting the man of thirty-four. 1892 WESTCQTT Gesfet

ofLife 294 It is a final fact of our nature that we must

interpret the phenomena of human life.

C. In recent use : To bring out the meaning of

(a dramatic or musical composition, a landscape,

etc.) by artistic representation or performance ; to

give one's own interpretation of; to render.

1880 Athtnseum 25 Dec, 876/1 The two female characters

..were interpreted with striking success. 1888 MRS. H.
WARD R. Elsmtre n. xii, She was playing Wagner, Brahms,
and Rubinstein, interpreting all those passionate voices of

the subtlest moderns.

2. To give a particular explanation of; to ex-

pound or take in a specified manner. Also, To
construe (motives, actions, etc.) favourably or ad-

versely. (In quot. 1709, To attribute to.}

c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 206 As princes of prestis,

and Phariseis joyned wi^ hem, wolen interprete Goddis

.'awe, aff hem shal it be taken. 1484 CAXTON Curial 4 b, To
make false relacion ne to interprete euyl my worde. 1549

ComfL Scot. To Rdr. 17 Interpreit my intentione fauor-

ablye. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 89 King of Moab,
who being besieged . . sacrificed his eldest sonne : which

yet some interprete of the eldest sonne of the King of

Idumaea. 1626 DONNE Serm. iv. 35 As thou wouldst be well

interpreted by others interpret others well. 1651 HODBES
Leviath. n. xxiii. 124 No Commission that can be given
them, can be interpreted for a Declaration [etc.]. 1709
MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) IV. 141 The Difficulty of

Access was often interpreted to, what she was not at all

guilty of, Pride. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 457 Com-
monly interpreted of those of Alexandria. 1758 SMOLLETT
Hist. Eng. (1800) II. 227 This transaction was interpreted
into a bribe. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 393 Each
of them perhaps interpreted their engagements by their own
wishes or interests.

fb. To render, explain, or translate by a speci-
fied term. Obs.

1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 13 No person ..being a
common Baker, Brewer.. shall be interpreted or expounded
handicrafts men. 1605 VRRSTEGAN Dec. hitell. iii. (1628) 80

Friga is also interpreted for Venus. 1690 TEMPLE Ess.,
Gardens Ejricun4$ 29 All the sorts of their Mala, which we
interpret Apples.
3. absol. or intr. To make an explanation ; to

give an exposition ; spec, to act as an interpreter
or dragoman, "f Formerly, also, in general sense,

To translate.

138* WYCLIF i Cor. xii. 30Wher alle speken with langages?
wher alle interpreten \jrloss or expownen]? 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 253 To interprete out of the Greeke tongue
into the Latine. 1588 R. PARKE tr. Mendozas Hist. China
285 Euery one wil construe and interpret thereon at his

pleasure. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 38 Pe-unes

..ready .. to serve you, either to interpret, to runne, go
arrands or the like. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 33 Unskilful
with what words to pray, let mee, Interpret for him. 1860
HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun (Tauchn.) II. vii. 82 Each must
interpret for himself.

-j-
4. intr. To signify, to mean. Obs.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hoii. 107 Sophi by all likelyhood was
giuen him with regard to his reformd profession, as the
word interprets.

Hence Inte'rpreted///. a.
; Inte'rpreting vbl.

sb. and ppl. a.

1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xii. 10 Interpretynge [gloss^
or expown-

yng] of wordis. c 1500 Melusine 64 Aftir the interpretyng
made by you of her owne name. 1659 PEARSON Creed (1839)

313 An interpreted and an intended unction of our Saviour.

1899 Pall Mall G. 17 Mar. 2/3 He [Freeman] was an inter-

preting historian.
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t Interpret, s6. Obs.rare-\ [ad. L. inter-

fret-em, or F. interprete (i4th c. in Littre).] An
interpreter.
'585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 29 The heauenly Poets . .

Dame Naturs trunchmen, heauens interprets trewe.

Znterpretable (inta-jpretab'l), a. [ad. late

L. interpretabilis (Tert.), f. interpretari to INTER-
PRET : see -BLK. Cf. obs. . interpretable (GoUieL).]
1. Susceptible of interpretation, explicable.
1611 FLORIO, Interpetrabile, interpretable. 1672 STILLING-

FLEET Idol. Ch. Rome (ed. 2) 37 The letter of the Scripture
as interpretable by every private mans reason. 1852 Tait's

Mag. XIX. 552 It had a real, vocal, interpretable language.
1859 I. TAYLOR Logic in Theol. 49 They are facts that are
not interpretable by consciousness.

2. Capable of being interpreted or construed in

a specified manner.
1650 Vind. Hammond's Addr. 34 'Tis not . . intelligible

to me, how those words . . should be . . interpretable to any
further sense. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. i. 12 Covering
the head with a hat . . is in itself an indifferent thing, and
people by usage or consent may make it interpretable either

way. 1816 COLERIDGE Statestn. Man. 357 The words of
St. John . . are in their whole extent interpretable of the

understanding. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. n. iii. 47
(1875) 163 Such alleged further forms are interpretable as

generated by the primary form.

Hence Interpretabi'lity, Inte-i-pretableness,
the quality of being interpretable; Inte'rpretably
adv., in an interpretable manner.

1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pardoned \. iii. (1713) 60 Whereas
the habits were voluntarily contracted, the effects are inter-

pretably so too. 1685 H. MORE Cursory Reflexions 18 The
Natural Interpretableness of the Apocalypse that way. 1898
FRASER Reid v. 66 The uniformity and therefore interpre-

tability of nature.

t Inte'rpretament. Obs. rare. Also erron.

interprement. [ad. L. interpretament-um, f.

interpretari to INTERPRET : see -MENT. Cf. obs.

F. interpretement.} Interpretation.
1643 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 216 This bold interpretament

. . cannot stand a minute with any competent reverence to
God or his law. 1802 KNOX & JEBB Corr. I. 47 The He-
braisms . . are peculiarly susceptible of useful interprement.

t Inte'rpretate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

interpretat-us, pa. pple. of interpretari to INTER-

PRET.] Interpreted ; understood.

1326 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 95 Without y knowlege or lycence
expresse of theyr souerayne, or at leest interpretate.

Inte'rpretate, v. Now rare or Obs. Also 6

enter-, [f. L. interpretdt-, ppl. stem of interpre-
tari to INTERPRET.] = INTERPRET v.

CIS" BP. R. Fox in Ellis Lett. Ser. n. II. 8, I beseche
your good lordship favorabely & beningly to interpretate &
take the premisses. 1334 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices i. (1540)
64 This temperaunce that we enterpretate so as I haue
sayd. 1685 BOYLE Eng. Notion Nat. 407, I hope that any
. . Expressions . .will be interpretated with congruity to the
Title and avowed Scope of this Treatise, a 1763 BYROM Crit.
Rem. Horace (R.), When they take interpretating pains,
Sometimes the difficulty still remains. 1866 T. WRIGHT in
Intelt. Observ. No. 50. no To interpretate. .the inscription
of the Newton Stone.

Interpretation (intsuprft^-Jsn). Also 4-6
-oioun, -cion(n)e, -cyon, 5 enterpretacioun,
(-teysoun). [a. F. interpretation (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), or immed. ad. L. interpretation-em,
n. of action from interpretari to INTERPRET

; cf.

AF. entrepretacion (Godef. Compl.'). The form

enterpreteysoun represents an OF. semi-popular
form in -aisoti, after raison, saison, etc. ; cf. AF.
interpretiso(u)n (like orison, venison).
1292 BRITTON it. viii. 3 Pur ceo voloms qe a nous soint les

dotaunces et les deloyaunces moustrez, et qe par nous soint
fetes les interpretisouns.]

1. The action of interpreting or explaining ; ex-

planation, exposition. ( By interpretation, infer-

entially ;
= INTERPRETATIVELT.

Interpretation of Nature, a phrase used by Bacon to
denote the discovery of natural laws by means of induction.

1382 WVCLIF 2 Pet. i. 20 Ech prophecie of scripture is not
maad bi propre interpretacioun. 1529 MORE Dyaloge I.

Wks. 141/2 In the interpretacion we may paraduenture
styck. Is it not so? 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xiv. i

For the real and exact form ofjudgement, we refer ourselves
to that which we have spoken of the interpretation of nature.

1692 SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I. 441 Neither can he Will the
Means, but he must Vertually, and by Interpretation at

least, Will the End. 1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd. 58 It

may not be amiss to add a few observations concerning the

interpretation of laws. 1869 HUXLEY in Sci. Opin. 21 Apr.
464/2 The knowledge . . requisite for the just interpretation
of geological phenomena.
t b. The faculty or power of interpreting. Obs.

1526 TINDALE i Cor. xii. 10 To won is geven the vtter-
aunce offwisdom. .To another the interpretacion off tonges.
1332 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 46 The gift of the haly
spirit^

callit interpretatio scrmomtm, the interpretation of
wordis.

2. An explanation given ; a way of interpreting
or explaining ; f a comment, a commentary (o6s.).
1390 GOWER Conf. I. 145 Of . . straunge interpretations,

Problemes and demaundes eke His wisedome was to finde
and seke. c 1430 Mirour Sahtacioun 1027 After of this

dreme herd he swilk interpretacionne. 1333 JOYE Apot.
Tindale (Arb.) 42 Nether is the interpretacion of that worde
resurreccion my priuate interpretacion. 1382 C. CARLILE
Disc. Peter'sLiyr(tMe-r>.), An interpretation upon the Second
Epistle of S. Paule to the Thessalonians, the second chapter.
1631 LILLY Chas. I (1774) 251 The ambiguity of oracles, and

INTBRPRETATOR.
their ambodextrous interpretations. 1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr.
VI. 25 He . . ridiculed allegorical interpretations. 1866 G.
MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xi. (1878) 191 Perhaps I may
have put a wrong interpretation on the passage.

b. Construction put upon actions, purposes, etc.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 153 ?e aujt for to soften
J>e opinipuns of fonde men wib better interpretacioun. 1608
D. T. Ess. Pol. ft Mor. 56 Wee are bounde to give our
neighbours proceedings a charitable interpretation. 1692
DRYDEN St. Euremmfs Ess. 94 Whatsoever Interpretation
Tacitus has given of so prudent a Design. 1709 ADDISON
Tatter No. 108 p 3 They give mean Interpretations and
base Motives to the worthiest Actions. 1874 MRS. OLIPHANT
Ala/t. Florence x.

(1877) 257 Things he had done which no
charitable interpretation could explain away.

c. The representation of a part in a drama, or
the rendering of a musical composition, accoiding
to one's conception of the author's idea.
1880 A tlienseum 25 Dec. 876/1 The part of Cassandra . . is

capable of more various interpretation than that of her rival.

3. The way in which a thing ought to be inter-

preted ; proper explanation ; hence, Signification,
meaning.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 106 Bytokenynge

or enterpreteysoun of wordes ys so as ^e esprit of word, and
be endytynge ys be body, and be writynge ys be clethynge
of wordys and spekynge. 1531 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 49To whom the interpretation of a Noune doeth agre, to the
same also the Noune it selfe agreeth. 1843 POLSON Eng.Law in Eiicycl. Metrop. 822/1 Our law . . claims to deter-
mine the interpretation and effect of every deed or will exe-
cuted here. 1867 MAURICE Patriarchs 4- Laiug, i. (1877)
34 Man finds his meaning and interpretation in God.
1 4. The action of translating ; a translation or

rendering of a book, word, etc. Obs.
1382 WYCLIF Prol. Joshua, If the oold oonliche inter-

pretacioun plese to hem. 1447 BOKENHAM Sejwiys (Roxb.)
44 Aftyr the reulys of interpretacyon Anne is as myche to

seyn as grace. 1326 TINDALE John i . 2 Thou shall be called

Cephas : which is by interpretacion, a stone. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. P.p. vi. i. 279 Whatsoever Interpretations
there have beene since, have been especially effected with
reference unto . . the Greeke and Hebrew text.

Hence Inte rpreta'tional a., of or peitaining to

interpretation.
1867 LIGHTTOOT in Contemp. Rev. V. 407 note, In its inter-

pretational purpose.. the work of Basilides would present
a parallel to the exposition of Papias.

Interpretative (.inta-jprfte'tiv), a. [f. L.

interpreted-, ppl. stem of interpretari to INTERPRET
+ -IVE. Cf. F. interpritatif(\ 752 in Hatz.-Darm.)
and obs. F. inlerpriitativement (Godef. Cemp/.).]
1. Having the character, quality, or function of

interpreting ; serving to set forth the meaning (of
something) ; explanatory, expository.
15697. SANFORD tr. Agrifpa's Van. Artesxcvii. 171 b, The

true diuinitee. .also is deuided in two paries: for the one is

Propheticall,
the other Interpretatiue. a. 1638 MEDE Rever.

liod's Ho. i. Wks. (1672) 11. 344 That interpretative expres-
sion used in the New Testament of the Lord's descent upon
Mount Sinai. 1737 WATERLAND Eucharist 98 These are
not mere Allusions to the Sacrifices of the Old Testament,
but they are interpretative of them. 1753 JOHNSON Pref.
Diet. P48 The rigour of interpretative lexicography requires
that the explanation, and the word explained, should be
always reciprocal. 1863 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iii. So The

frand
power of poetry is its interpretative power. 1882

larper's Mag. LXV. 57 One of the new interpretative com-

posers. 1884 American VII. 337 All that is fairly implied
in it as interpretative of the Constitution.

2. Deduced or deducible by interpretation or

inference ; inferential, constructive, implicit, vir-

tual. arch, or Obs.
1610 DONNE Pseudo-martyr 349 This is accounted an inter-

pretatiue periury. a 1614 BtaflanxTos (1644) 151 Though
concurrence of Examples, and either an expresse or interpre-
tative approbation ofthem . . bee equivalent to a Rule, a 1659
BP. BROWNRIG Serm. (1674) I. xxvii. 352 'Tis an implicit, vir-

tual, interpretative Atheism and Denial.
17^98

in Dallas
Ainer. Law Rep. II. 250 Consti uctive, or interpretative
treasons, must be the dread and scourge of any nation that
allows them. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent n. vii. 204,
I will call simple assent material certitude ; or

;
to use a

still more apposite term for it, interpretative certitude.

Iiite'rpretatively, adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
In an interpretative manner, a. By way of inter-

pretation. rare.

1670 BLOUNT Law Diet. s. v. Emparlance, Kitchin says,
If he imparl, or pray continuance . . where praying continu-
ance is spoken interpretatively. 1691 BEVERLEY Thtnts.
Years Jfingit. Christ 36 The Four Mettals and Beasts,

(Interpretatively Kingdoms).
t b. By inference, constructively, implicitly. 06s.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 171 The seculars..
meddle no way in any thing . . whereby a premunire can be

incurred, no not so much as
interpretatively. 1691 NORRIS

Pract. Disc. 89 To be Singular in any of our Actions, is

interpretatively and in effect, to prefer our own Sense anO
Judgment, before that of the World, 1720 WATERLAND
Eight Serm. 135 The revealing his Nature, and Character,
and personal Perfections . . were interpretatively so many
qualifying Clauses or Exceptions.

t Inte'rpreta ;tor. Ots. [a. late L. inter-

pretator (lert.), agent-n. f. interpretari to IN-

TERPRET.] An interpreter.
1432-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 419 Aylon, of the tribe of

Zabulon . .whom the lxxtl
interpretatores do not annumerate.

Ibid. V. 397 Austyn did londe in . . Kente . . with . . certayne
interpretators taken from Fraunce. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. K//7,
c. 12 Henry Golde toke vpon him to be interpretatour
thereof. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. I. i. n. vii, Those imagin-
ary dreams . . ofwhich Artemidorus, Cardanus and Sambucus,
with their several interpretators, have written great volumes.



INTERPRETER.

Interpreter int.VjpivtM). Forms: 4 ; in-

ter enterpretour, -or, 6- interpreter. [ME.
intertretour, AK. form of OF. interpretsnr, -tear,

:,lsi> tHtreprtttur (Godef.), ad. late I., interfre-

tMSr-tm (,Tert.), agent-n. f. interpretan to IN-

TEBPBET. In 1 6th c. conformed to agent-nouns in

-er, like speak-er : see -EB 1
J.J

1. One who interprets or explains, fa- An
official or professional expounder of laws, texts,

mysteries, etc. ; a commentator. Obs.

cnao Apol. Loll. 31 God seib hi Ysaie . . bin interpreters

han brokyn be lawe ajenis Me. c 1440 Promf.Par;:*a/*
Interpretowre, or expownere, inltrfrfs. 1534 MORE Com/,
aest. Trili. n. Wks. 1177/1

All the olde holye enterpretours,

haue construed the scripture agaynst them. 1535 COVER-

DALE Num. xxii. 5 Balaam the sonne of Beor, which was

an interpreter. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. v. 8 10 They
convert their labours to aspire to certain second prizes : as

to be a profound interpreter or commenter. 1678 BlVYAM

Pilgr. i. 33 Then said Christian to the Interpreter, Expound
this matter more fully to me.

b. One who interprets a particular thing, or

interprets something in a particular way ; one who

explains or puts a construction upon the meaning
or purposes of a person. Also transf, of things.

ijji ELYOT Gffii. Proheme, I . . Iwseche your hyghnes to

daync to be . . defendour of this litle warke agayne the as.

saultes of maligne interpretours. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
l. ii. 82 What we oft doe best. By sicke Interpreters . . is

Not ours, or not allow'd. 1638 Pcnit. Conf. vii. 191 Tears

are a Penitents best Interpreter. 1833 BBEWSTER Nat.

Mafic ii. 17 We have supposed that the spectator . . is a

faithful interpreter of the phenomena presented to his senses.

1857 PUSRY Real Presence ii. (1869) 185 Our prayers are the

interpreters of the articles. 1875 JOWETT rinta (ed. 2) I. 1 17

The Poets and the Sophists, who are their interpreters.

1884 CHURCH Bacon ix. 225 Great ideas and great principles

need their adequate interpreter., if they are to influence the

history of mankind.

fc. Formerly a frequent title of books explain-

ing the meaning of technical terms or unnsual

words. Obs.

1607 COWELL (/</&) The Interpreter: or booke containing
the Signification of Words. 1613 COCKERAM (title) The
English Dictionarie : or, an Interpreter of hard English
Words. 1671 MANLEY Cowelfs Interpreter Pref., I have
reserved to it the former Name, and call it The Interpreter,
which is most proper, as opening those obscure terms which
otherwise are with great difficulty understood.

2. One who translates languages, f a. A trans-

lator of books or writings (obs.').

c 1400 tr. Stcreta Secret., Cm. Lordsh. 48 lohan bat

translatyd t>is book . . ful wys, & leel enterpretour of Ian-

jages. 1404 FABYAN CAran. I, The Hebrews .. accompt
/or ye sayd tenne iii. M. ix, C. sixty and iii yeres ; the

seuenty Interpretours rekyn v. M. C. Ixxx. and xix. yeres.

1535 COVERDALE Pref. Apocrypha, The other prayer and
songe . . haue I not founde amonge eny of the interpreters,
hut onely in the olde latyn texte, which reporteth it to be
of Theodotios translacion. 1797 W. JOHNSTON tr. Beck-
mann's Invent. II. 398 This error has been occasioned by
the seventy interpreters.

b. One who translates the communications of

persons speaking different languages ; spec, one
whose office it is to do so orally in the presence of

the persons ;
a dragoman.

1381 WVCLIF i Cor. xiv. 28 If ther be not an interpretour,
be ne stille in the chirche. 1535 COVERDALE Gen. xlii. 23
They knew not that loseph vnderstode it, for he spake vnto
them by an interpreter. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvn. xliii.

660 The letters [were] read by an enterpretour. 1753
LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 212 In Cases where the
Prisoner and Witnesses, do not understand the British

Language, Interpreters must be procured and sworn, as
follows. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xii. II. 109 Psarametichus
. . consigned a number of Egyptian boys to their care, to be
instructed in the Greek language, so as to form a permanent
class of interpreters.

t 3. One who makes known the will of another
;

a title of Mercury as messenger of the gods. (L,
interpret divum Virgil.) Obs.

1490 CAXTON Kneydos xvi. 61 lupyter . . called to hym
Mercuryus, whiche ys interpretour of the goddes. 1667
MILTON P. L. in. 657 Uriel, for thou . . The first art wont
his great authentic will Interpreter through highest Heav'n
to bring, Where all his Sons thy embassie attend. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 32. 487 She [Minerva] per-
forming the office of an Interpreter and Introducer to the
Gods when it is needful.

t 4. Rhet. An explanation of one expression by
another; -SYNONYMY. (L. tnterprelatio.} Obs.
1580 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xtx. (Arh.) 223 The

Greekes call it Sinonimia ..the Latincs .. called it by a
name of euent, for (said they) many words of one nature
and sence, one of them doth expound another. And there-
fore they called this figure the Interpreter.

Interpretership (intaupretwjip). [f. prec.
+ -SHIP.] The office or position of an interpreter ;

esp.
of an official interpreter in the administration

of law or government.
i84S STOCQ.UELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 311 Officers
JiuM POM an examination in Hindoostanee before they are
eliaible for an adjutancy or interpretership. 1860 A. L.

\

416

The Greek lady . . was my interpretess [same inter edd.

treJ. 1791 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary V. vin. 352 She had

been his intt-rpretess here on his arrival.

Interpretive (intaupretiv), a. rare. [f. IN-

TERPRET v. + -IVE, after words in which / belongs to

the L. ppl. stem, as assertive] = INTERPRKTATIVE.
1680 V\iMf.KPalriarc>ia iii. g 15(1884)66

' Le ray le veult'

is the interpretive phrase. 1839 BAILEY Fes/us xix. (1852)

384 Confounding text and comment, with no rule Inter-

pretive.
Hence Inte-rpretively adv., inferentially.
a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 285 To know

. .that God is able to enlighten, .is interpretively or construc-

tively to know that he hath a Spirit to give.

Inte^rpretcvrial, a. rare. [f. INTERPRETER,
after L. adjs. in -anus (instead of the full interfre-

taioriaf)] Of or pertaining to an interpreter.
1865 D. F. RENNIE Peking % Pekingese 1. 185 Mr. Douglass

. .has lately arrived in Peking for interpretorial duty.

Interpretress (inta'jpretres). [f. INTERPRE-
TER + -ESS.] A female interpreter.

1775 ADAIR Amcr. Ind. 327 They. . were so polite as to

order their black interpretress to bid our red couriers tell

us, they thanked us for our friendly offer. 1859 KINGSLEY
Misc., Raleigh I. 12 Interpretress of the will and conscience
of the people of England. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iii.

i (1875) 123 Poetry is the interpretress of the natural world
i and she is the interpretress of the moral world.

t Interprice, -ise, -ize, -yse, obs. ff. ENTER-
PRISE sb.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Fan. 6 (R.), Kynge Henry not

myndynge . . to leaue his interprice vnperformed, sent the
Duke of Clarence to the sea coaste. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, v. 17, 1 grant 3our interpryse was gude. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. ff Cfnimw. (1603) 254 To undergoe once
more another interprize for the kingdome of England.

t Interprise, -yse, obs. ff. ENTERPRISE v., to

undertake.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 185 Thay that .. did the
mater Interpryse. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ff Cfitnmw.

(1603) 97 They . . never interprised to forsake their limited
habitations. <t 1605 MONTGOMERIE Sonn. xiii, In thair spheirs
t hay dar not interpryse For to appeir lyk planeits, as they ar.

l Interprodu'CC, J>. Obs. rare. Also 7 enter-.

[INTER- I B.] trans. To produce mutually.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xii. (1632) 602 His inventions

enflame, follow and enter-produce one another. 1685 COTTON
Montaigne III. 484 His inventions heat, pursue, and inter-

produce one another.

Interproportional, -protoplastic: see IN-

TER- pref. i a, 6.

Interprovi'ncial, a. [INTER- 4 b.] Lying,
extending, or carried on, between different pro-
vinces

; pertaining to the mutual relations of two
or more provinces.
1839 Times 21 Mar. in Spirit Metropol. Conserv. Press

(1840) I. 122 It would leave, .her interprovincial communica-
tion between Fredericton and Quebec unbroken. 1851 KITTO
Daily Bible lllustr. (1867) VIII. LIT. ii. 432 Disputes were
continually arising between the Roman governors about
their interprovincial rights. 1883 Daily News 13 Sept. 4/6
Questions, .involving new taxes, public loans, interprovincial
canals and railways. 1888 Mag. Artier. Hist. Jan. 26 The
representatives of the five chief provinces of the Dominion,
at the Interprovincial conference in Quebec.

Interpubic (intaipi-bik), a. [INTER- 4 a.]
Situated between the right and left pubic bones.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 262/2 The ossification of the

interpubic fibro-cartilage. 1857 BULLOCK Cazcaux' Midivif.

23 A considerable thickness of the interpubic ligament fills

up the interval.

I-nterpunct, sl>. rare. [f. INTER- 2 a + L.

punct-us point.] A point between words in writing.
1808 Amer. Jrnl. Philol. XIX. 92 The general character

of the alphabet used in each inscription is always noted, as
well as .. the presence or lack of interpuncts.

t Interprrnct, v. 06s. rare-'. [(.'L.inter-

punct-, ppl. stem of inlerpungtre to place points
between : see next.] trans. To mark with points
inserted between words or clauses.
1616 DONNE Serm. Ixxiii. 737 As the originall copies are

distinguished and interpuncted now.

Interpunction (intajpo-nkfan). [ad. L. in-

terpunction-em, n. of action from intcrpungfre,
f. inter between + pungtre to prick, etc.] The
insertion of points between words, clauses, or
sentences

; punctuation, b. concr. A point in-

serted in writing.

o qualifying
preterihips in . .seven or eight Oriental languages.

Inte-rpretess. Obs. [Variant of INTERPRE-
TRESS prob. euphonic.] A female interpreter.
1717 I.ADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. te Ctesi Mar 18 Apr.,

We find no reason to depart from that Distinction and
Interpunction of these words which our owne Church
exhibits to us. 1764 Phil, Trans. LIV. 425 The earlier
Greeks also used the first kind of interpunction. 1894
Thinker VI. 297 In regard to the vocalization and inter-

punction of the Hebrew text.

fig. a 1640 JACKSON Om/xi.xxi. SaOurlifeisfullofinter-
punctions or commas : death is but the period or full point.

Interpunctuate (ints.ipzrnktiai^t), v. [IN-
TER- i a.] trans, and absol. To insert the points
between words and clauses; to punctuate. Also/ff.
1850 Fraset's Mag. XLII. 701 They remind one of the

nightmares which occasionally interpunctuate the festivities
of the Christmas week. 1853 W. KAY in Missionary III.
241 The notorious use of vel was what made it unnecessary
to interpunctuate. 1891 Klack * White la Dec. 770/2
Sir William H^arcourt is a man of humour, and inter-punc-

. tuates the serious business of his speech with conspicuous
laughter.

INTERREGNAL.

Iiiterpvmctua-tioii. [INTER- 2 a.]
~ INTER-

FUNCTION.

1717 BERKELEY Jrnl. Tour Italy] Jan., Wks. 1871 IV. 513
The first [book] had inter-punctuations, the other none.
1827 BICDDOKS Poems p. Ixxi, I have communicated the
lines, with a strict regard even to the interpunctuation,
exactly as I rect-ived them. 1881 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 486
Epistles to his eldest daughter on her interpunctuation.

I Interpuzzle, v. O/>s. rare- 1
. [INTER-

i b.] irons. To entangle, make intricate, confuse.

1650 B. Discolliniiniiutt 29 To trouble and interpuzle all

our present proceedings.

Interquarrel, -quarter, -racial : see INTER-.

Interradial(int3J|r?'-dial). Zoo!. [INTER- 4 a.]
a. adj. Situated between radii or rays, as in an
cchinoderm. b. sb. An interradial part.

1870 ROLLF.STON Anitn. Life 143 In the inter-radial space
. . is seen the madreporic tuljerclc. Ibid. 226 One of the
interradial septa. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy. Cltallenger II.

ii. 95 The excretory opening is on a small interradial papilla.
Hence Inter, ra dially aih>.

1870 ROLLESTON Anjtn. Life 224 One of the intei radially-

placed circumoral plates. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anittt. Life 190 Five sets of spines .. project over this area

interradially.

Iuter,ra diate, v. rare. [INTER- i b.] To
radiate into each other. Hence Iiiterra-diatiug-

///. a.
;
also Interradia tion.

1851-5 BRIMLEY Ess., Tennyson 74 A mighty cataract,
with . . its dazzling interradiation of changing forms and
colours. 1858 G. MACDONALD Phantasies xii. 134 The
community of the centre of all creation suggests an inter-

radiating connexion and dependence of the parts.

II Iiiterradius (iatMii^i'dUfe). PI. -radii

(r^'-di|3i). Zool. [mod.L., f. INTER- 3 + RADIUS.]
An interradial space or part, as in an echinoderm

;

a secondary ray or radiating part lying between two

primary rays in some Hydrozoa.
1870 ROLLESTON A Him. Life 142 The Echinodermata . .

move in locomotion indifferently in the direction ofany one
radius or inter-radius. 1878 BEU. Gegenbaiir's Conip. A nat.
101 In Cestum..the form of the body has become that of a
band, from its having grown in the direction of two similar
interradii.

Interramal (intaJ^'-mal), a. Ornith. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] Situated between the rami or branches
of the lower jaw.
1874 COUES Birds N. W. 466 Interramal space broad and

very long, extending nearly to the end of the bill.

Iiiterramicoril (intsjirae'mikpjn). Ornith.
[f.

L. inter between + ramus branch + cornu horn
;

lit.
' interramal horn '.] A separate piece of the

horny sheath of the bill situated between the rami
of the lower jaw in the albatross, etc.

1866 COUES in Proc. Philadelphia Acad. 176 Diotnedea
exnlans. The '

interramicorn
'

forms the gonal element of
the bill. Ikid. 179, 181, 185.

Interramifica-tion. rare-'1
. [INTER- 2 a.]

Intermingling of branches or branch-like parts.
1825 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1858) I. App. C. 404 As the

corals approach the conchylia, this interramification de-
creases.

f Interra'neous, a. Oh. rare. [f. mod.L.

intcrraneus, f. L. in- (IN-
2
) + terra earth, after

suilerrdneus.] (See quot.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex,, Interranens, applied by Mirbel

to plants which grow and vegetate in the very bosom of the

earth . . ; interraneous.

Interreceive, -reconciliation : see INTER-.

Interred (inta-jd), ///. a. [f.
INTER v. + -ED!.]

Laid in a grave ;
buried.

t 1440 Promp. Parv. 140/2 Entyryd, or intyryd .. , fitne-
ratns. 1610 FLETCHER Faithf, Shepherdess II. ii, The sweet
rest of these interred bones. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage,
India (1864) 53 With enterred hopes, and dispossession of

i their Hues. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Hen^ (1725) 92 Epitaphs,
containing, .the famous Deeds of the interred. Mod. The
recently interred body.

Interire'gal, a. rare. [INTER- 4 c.] Subsisting
between kings.
1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. I. n. i. 261 The isolated execu-

tion ofan interregal conspiracy, existing for halfa generation.
1868 Fortn. Rev. July 90 The so-called international law of
the past is a misnomer . . being a code of kings not of nations,
an interregal, not an international, system.

t Interire'gency. Obs. rare. [f. next : see

-ENOY.] The tenure of an interrex or interregent ;

an interreign.
1600 [see INTERREGNUM i], i6ao E. BLOUNT florae Subs. 226

Romulus began, and there succeeded him, after one yeeres

interregency, Numa Pompilius. 1674 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

(ed.i).

t Inter^e'gent. 06s. rare. [INTER- 2 b ;

after intcn-ex.]
= INTERREX.

1600 HOLLAND Liry i. xvii. 13 The Interregent [interrex}

having called a generall parliament [etc.]. Ibid. v. 201

When as. .the Consuls had resigned their office, M. Furius

Camillas was created Interregent.

Interregimental : see INTER- 4 c.

Interregna! (int3j,re'gnal), a. [f. next, after

REGNAL.] Belonging to or of the nature of an

interregnum. Alsoyf^".
1649 NEEDHAM CaseComimu. Staled (1650) 86 Those Inter-

regnall Controversies, which have risen betwixt Competitors
by way of Election. 1856 LEVER Martins ofCro

1 M. 578 It

was that interregna! period between the time when the

Castle parties included the first gentry of the land, and that

later era [etc.].



INTERREGNUM.

II Interregnum (intsj,re'gnwm). PI. -regna,
-regnums. [L., f. inter (INTER- 3) + regnum
REIGN sb.

;
of. next.]

f 1. Temporary authority or rule exercised during
a vacancy of the throne or a suspension of the usual

government. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 63 The Romanies call this

manner of regiment In vacation Interregnum '. as you would
say, rule for the time. 1600 HOLLAND Livy i. 13 The governe-
ment upon this occasion was (as is still at this day) called

Interregnum. [Margin] The Interregencie. 1641 SIR E.
DERING Sp. on Relig, 21 June ix. D iv b, As one government
goes out, I could see another come in, and that without an

Interregnum of Commissioners. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch

(1879) I. 69/2 This occasional administration the Romans
call an Interregnum,
2. The interval between the close of a king's

reign and the accession of his successor ; any
period during which a state is left without a ruler

or with a merely provisional government.
1590 L. LLOYD Consent of Time 31 The Hebrewes

had none to gouerne them 8 yeeres after (so long inter

regnum continued). 1649 ROBERTS Clavis Bibl. 228 There
was an Inter-regnum or vacancie of the Royal seat in

Judah. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., In hereditary king-
doms, as England, there are properly no interregnums.
1765 BLACKSTONK Comm. \. xviii, 470 The king, .is made
a corporation to prevent in general the possibility of an

interregnum or vacancy of the throne. 1888 l&wtc'e. Amer.
Commiv. I. xxvi. 397 Such a risk of interregna is incidental
to all systems.
3. A cessation or suspension of the usual ruling

power ; a period of freedom from some authority.

Also/^.
1648 JENKYN Blind Guide Pref. Aij b, All that time was

an interregnum of his reason. 1656 COWLEY Misc., Chronicle

ix, Thousand worse Passions then possest The Inter-regnum
of my Breast. Bless me from such an Anarchy. 1832 LEWIS
Use # Ab.^PoL Terms v. 38 A day's interregnum of lawless-

ness during which the Sovereign slept. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul 1. 153 They were at the moment enjoying a sort of

interregnum from Roman authority.
4. A breach of continuity; an interval, pause,

vacant space.
1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Puerf. 30 But all the Inter-

regnum, she was chaste : Yet not for vertue's Love, but her
own sake. 1750 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann 19 Nov., Such
is the Interregnum of our politics ! 18*9 LYTTON Disowned
xvi, One could be merry till bed-time without an inter-

regnum. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) xvi. 699 The
coming of this interregnum which they call the changing of
the monsoons.

Interreign (i'ntaiir^n). Now rare. Also 6

-regne, 6-7 -reigne, -raign(e, [f.
INTER- 3 +

REIGN, after L. interregnum (see prec.), or F. in-

terreg-ne (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ;
the latter may

be the immediate source.]

fl. = INTERREGNUM i. Obs.

1533 BELI.ENDF.N Livy i. (1822) 30 This governance . . wes
callit the Interregna ; that is to say, the vacance betwix the

deith of ane king, to the electioun of ane uthir. 1600 HOL-
LAND Livy in. viii. 93 P. Valerius Poplicola, the third day of
his Interrejgne or Regencie for the time, createth Consuls.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vm. vii. (1632) 426 Sauing the
small Inter-Raignes of these three Danish Kings.
2. = INTERREGNUM 2. Now unusual.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. \^Holinshed\\^ 162/2 They
. .confer togither how they may in this inter-reigne win the

spurs, and be vtterlie delmered from the English gouerne-
ment. 1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 74 Succession was
tollerated to avoid, .contentions, interraigns, and other dis-

commodities of Elections. 1775 PLANTA in Phil. Trans.
LXVI. 139 The confusions, divisions, and interreigns which

frequently distracted the empire. 1828 THIRLWALL & HARE
tr. Niebuhr's Hist. R0nie(\%5s) I. 265 It very easily.. hap-
pened that the outgoing magistrates did not complete the

election, and that an interreign took place.

fig. a 1854 H. REED Led. Brit. Poets iv. (1857) 116 The
literary interreign between Chaucer and Spenser.

t Interirei'gning, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [f. IN-

TEB- i + REIGNING, after prec.] Reigning in the

interval ; interregnal.
1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 365 A passing over of

divers inter-reigning princes between Cyrus and Alexander.

1793 HELY tr. O*Flaherty*s Ogygia II. 372 They . . include
the inter-reigning space among them [24 years].

Interrelate (fcntaiit/l^'t), v. rare. [!NTER-
i b.] trans. To bring into relation to each other.

1888 S. V. CLEVENGER in Amer. Naturalist XXII. 616

Spaces . . filled with fibrils and cells that interrelate these

and other functions complexly. 1895 Educat. Rev. Nov.

365 Wise men of experience think it desirable to interrelate

the subjects of the curriculum.

Interrelated Otai^n^-ted), ///. a. [IN-
TER- i b.] Mutually related or connected.

1827 I. TAYLOR Transm. Ane. Bks. (1859) 207 The inter-

related, and the mutually attestative evidence of thousands
of witnesses. 1880 BASTIAN Brain 26 Another set of inter-

related nerve-cells.

Hence I nterrela tedness.
1865 MASSON Rec. Brit. Philos. 259 The demonstrable in-

ter-relatedness of both.

Interrelation (Mitaiirfl^Jw). [INTER- 2 a.]

Mutual or reciprocal relation.

1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss $ Gain 181 The limits of each

opinion as he held it, and the inter-relations of opinion with

opinion. 1855 I. TAYLOR Restor. Belief (iZfy) 4 The inter-

relation and dependence, one upon another, of moral,

religious, and political questions. 1889 MiVAST Truth 493
The interrelations and interdependences which exist be-

tween the various orders of creatures.
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So I ntei'irela-tionship, mutual
relationship.

1867 MACFARREN Harmony iii. (1876) 105 Whose inter-

relationship results from their common reference to the key-
note. 1891 Class. Ken. July 317/2 The interrelationship of

the MSS. . . having thus been very plausibly determined.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 211 The inter-relationship
of these two subjects may not seem on the face of it very
clear, but inter-relationships of customs very rarely are.

f Inter-religion. Obs. rare. [INTER- 2 b.]
=

INTERIM sb. 3 b.
1620 BRENT tr. Sarpi's Hist. Counc. Trent (1676) 308

Caesar also, in the Decree of the Inter-religion, was forced

to yield to this.

Interreligional , -religious, -repellent, etc. :

see INTER-.

Interrenal (intaiirrnal), a. and sl>. Anat.

[f. INTER- 43 + L. ren-es kidneys: see RENAL.]
a. adj. Situated between the kidneys, b. sb. An

interrenal body. 1893 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Iiiterrer (inta-rai). [f. INTER v. + -ER 1.] One
who inters ;

a burier.
1611 COTGR., Enterreur, an Interrer, or burier. 1623

DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 117 Death
is the violent estranger of acquaintance . . the interrer of

fame. 1833 THIRLWALL in Philol. Museum 1 1. 529 To expose
him to such interrers as befit a wretch like him.

II Interrex (i-nt3j,reks). PI. -reges (-rf-dgft).

[L., f. inter between (INTER- 2 b) + rex king.] One
who holds the supreme authority in a state during
an interregnum.
In ancient Rome, an interrex was appointed to hold office

between the death of a king and the election of his successor ;

the title was continued under the Republic to denote
officers appointed to hold the comitia when the consulate

happened to be vacant.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 308 The regents at that

time called Interreges. 1590 L. LLOYD Consent of Time
682 This time in Fraunce were appointed two chiefe gpuer-
nours called Interreges. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 521
The administration fell into the hands of an Interrex', a

provisional Magistrate [etc.]. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II.

287 Upon the king's demise the regal authority is then

vested in the.. primate of Poland, as interrex or regent.

1838-42 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. xxv. 9 They resigned there-

fore, and the comitia were held by an interrex. 1855 LEWIS
Cred. Early Rom. Hist. xii. 49 II. 204 The proposition
for the appointment of an interrex.. is mentioned by Livy.

Interright, -rime : see INTER- pref. 2 a, i b.

Interring (inta'rirj), vbl. sb. [f. INTER v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of burying ; interment, burial.

1303 [see INTER v. i]. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Theodera

792 To se |>at monkis enteryng. 1387 in Eng.Gilds(\%jo) 43
At his masse and his enterynge. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.

v. xli. 2 These Processions, .were first begun for the inter-

ring of holy Martyrs. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v.

Burial, Interring appears to be the older practice.

Iilterrogatale (inte-n)gab'l), a. [f. L. inter-

rogd-re to INTERROGATE : see -ABLE.] Capable of

being interrogated. So Inteirrograbi'lity, capa-

bility of being interrogated.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827^ II. 169 For

the purpose of justiciability (viva voce interrogability in-

cluded). Ibid. III. 408 The person .. being forthcoming
and interrogable.

Interrogant (inte'r<%ant). [ad. L. interro-

gant-em, pr. pple. of interrogare : see next. Cf.

K. ititerrogant (Cotgr. l6ll).J
= INTERROGATOR'.

1647 LILLY Chr, Astral, xxvii. 172 The Interrogant would
know the cause why. 1807 Eiiin. Rev. IX. 279 It is always
uncertain if the native has seized the idea of the interrogant.

1889 A. B. BRUCE Kingd. God ii. (1891) 71 The first evan-

gelist makes Christ, in answer to His interrogants, at once
announce the original law of marriage.

f Interrogate, sb. Obs. rare. Also -rogat.

[ad. L. interrogdt-itm, neut. of the pa. pple. of in-

terrogare (see next), used as sb. Perh. immed. a.

F. interrogat (i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] A ques-
tion ;

an interrogation.
1633 J. DONE Hist. Septuagint 169 The interrogats also

of the King ; and the Answers which were giuen him. 1649
BP. HALL Cases Consc. ill. x. (1654) 270 Referring the Ven-

tura (things to come) to the following interrogate.

I Interrogate, ppl. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

inttrrogat-us, pa. pple. of interrogare : see next.]

Interrogated, asked about; that is in question.
1625 Impeachm. Dk. Buckhm. (Camden) 38 Hee hath bin

Skipper of the interrogate shipp . . three yeares.

Interrogate (inte-r^geit), v. Also 5 enter-.

Pa. t. and pple. -ated (8 Sc. interrogate), [f. L.

interrogat-, ppl. stem of interrogare, f. inter be-

tween, at intervals + rogdre to ask.]
1. trans. To ask questions of, to question (a per-

son), esp. closely or in a formal manner ; to examine

by questions.

1483 CAXTON Cato D iv, They wold yet haue enterrogated

hym out to them he sayd, speke no more to me for I . .haue

moche thynges to doo. 1626 J. PORY in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. I. III. 241 Those . . knaves would by way of confession

interrogate her Majestic. 1753 in S/emar/'s Trial App. 17
And being also further interrogate for the pannel, depones,
That [etc.]. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 20 (Hotel
at Paris) Eugenius . . had drawn me aside to interrogate
me. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 469 The Turkey
merchants themselves were called in and interrogated. 1875

JowETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 236 [He] begs him to interrogate
Theaetetus.

fig. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World I. v. 324 We often inter-

rogate her [Truth] without knowing what it is which we
demand of her. 1794 SULLIVAN I'ieuj Nat. 1 1. xliv. 245 Many

INTERROaATIONAL.
. . had not an opportunity to interrogate nature. 1875 HELPS

Ess., Organ. Daily Life 182 Carefully interrogating my
memory, I recollected that [etc.].

b. With dep. clause expressing the question.
a 1684 KNATCHBULL Annot. Texts N. Test. (1693) 312 The

' Catecnumeni
'

. . were interrogated by the Priest, whether

they did believe in the Resurrection of the dead. 1721
Wodrmu Corr. (1843) II. 585 They had conversed with the

brethren, whom they interrogate, what they meant by the

many other things they had to except against. 1785 J. ADAMS

Diary 3r Jan., Wks. 1851 III. 389 He interrogated me,
whether I had any correspondents in Holland.

f 2. To ask about (something). 06s. rare.

1600-9 ROWLANDS Knave of Clubs 37 As on the way I

Itinerated, A Rurall person I Obuiated, Interogating times

Transitation. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 132 Interro-

gating the State of Europe, the Government, Policy, and

Learning.
3. absol. or intr. To ask questions, to make in-

quiries; spec, in Law (see INTERROGATORY B. i).

1612 BACON Hen. VII 244 By his Instructions.. touching
the Queene of Naples, it seemcth hee could Interrogate well

touching Beautie. 1843 BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Star. 39 It

became not her to interrogate. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 407/2
The leave of the court to interrogate must be obtained.

b. With question quoted. (Cf. I b.)
a 1660 HAMMOND (J.), His proof will be retorted by inter-

rogating, Shall the adulterer and the drunkard inherit the

kingdom of God? 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Grant, (ed. 5) I.

420 We may answer, by interrogating on our part ; Do not

those same poor peasants use the Lever and the Wedge ?

1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, xxxvi,
' What am I to understand

. . Miss St. C. ?
'

interrogated he.

Hence Iiite-rrogated ///. a. (also absol.), ques-

tioned; obtained by interrogation ; Inte'rrogated-

ness, the quality of evidence obtained by interroga-
tion ;

lute rrog-atee-, one who is interrogated ;

Inte-rroga:tingly adv., in a questioning manner.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. J-ud. Evid. n. iv. 6 Abstract

terms . . of which some are already in use, others have been

constructed for the purpose . . 4. Suggestedness . . 5. Unsug-
gestedness. .6. Interrogatedness : if a conjugate of so harsh

a form may, for the purpose of the moment, be endured.

1816 Extract fr. Prop. Const. Code (1830) 34 For fa|sity
committed in this Judicatory the interrogatee is responsible.
1860 ELLICOTT Life Our Lord vii. 312 The interrogated
now assuming the character of the interrogator. 1886 Miss
LINSKILL Haven under Hill \\. xvi. 210 'Well?' said Mrs.
Stanmere interrogatingly.

Interrogation (inteTOg^'-JanX [a. F. inter-

rogation (isth c. in Godef. Conipl.), or ad. L. in-

terrogation-em, n. of action f. interrogare to INTER-

ROGATE.]
1. The action of interrogating or asking ques-

tions
;
a questioning ; ( request <obs.).

1551 Bp. GARDINER Explic. Bo He opposith by interroga-

tion, and would be aunswered. 1590 SWINBURNE Testaments
116 The testator maie lawfullie make his executor not onelie

of his owne accorde without interrogation, but also at the

intreatie or request of an other. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x.

472 The Inquisitor made interrogation, of what difficulties,

errors, or mis-beliefe I had. 1769 jfunitts Lett. (1804) I. 63,

I could, by malicious interrogation, disturb the peace of

the most virtuous man in the kingdom. 1825 J. NEAL Bro.

Jonathan III. 177 If your heart were not pure, .you would
not be so ready to meet a deathbed interrogation.

b. With an and//. A question. In qnot. 1386

perh.=Syllogism, = L. interrogdtio in Cicero.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miner's T. 8 His fantasye Was turned for

to lerne Astrologye, And koude a certeyn of conclusions To
demen by Interrogacions. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
'53') '85 b, [That] all the interrogacyons or questyons made
to vs be of fayth. 1563-87 FOXE/) . <$ M. (1596) 105/1 The
tenor of his questions or interrogations. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's

Voy. E. Ind. 335 Some preliminary interrogations, why
I would not settle there? 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. i, He
was trembling at this strange interrogation.

2. Gram, and Rhet. Questioning, or a question,

as a form of speech.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 994 The interroga-

tion negatyve, as, Am not I ? 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie

in. xix. (Arb.) 220 There is a kmde of figuratiue speach
when we aske many questions and looke for none answere,

speaking . . by interrogation, which we might as well say by
affirmation. 1661-98 SOUTH Twelve Serin. I II. 5 The words

in the Text (by an usual way of speech) under an Interroga-

tion couching a Positive Assertion. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng.
Gram. (ed. 5) I. 513 Though Interrogations may be intro-

duced into close and earnest reasoning, exclamations belong

only to strong emotions of the mind.

b. Point (mark, note) of interrogation, also

interrogation-point (and, formerly, interrogation) :

the symbol used in writing or printing to indicate

a question, in most European languages placed at

the end of the sentence and having the form ? or ?.

In Spanish, it is placed both before and after the question,

in the former case inverted as in iQuien sate? who knows!
A point of interrogation is also sometimes^ placed before a

word or phrase, to query its correctness, existence, etc.

1598 FLORIO, Interogatiuo punto, a point of interrogation.

1633 J. CLARKE -md Praxis 38 Secondly, you must marke
all the poynts, commaes, colons, interogations, &c. 1706
PHILLIPS, Interrogation, or Note ofInterrogation . . which

in Greek is thus expressed (;) and thus (?) in Latin. 1748

J. MASON Elocut. 23 The Common Stops or Points are

these : A Comma (,), Semi-colon (;) . . Interrogation (?), Ad-

miration (\\ 1888 J. A. NOBLE in Academy 3 Nov. 283/3

We are compelled to read them . . with a greater number of

mental notes of interrogation. 1895 How to get Married

74 It is a mistake to be inquisitive. A walking interroga-

tion-point is never a pleasant companion.

Interroga-tional, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of
the nature of an interrogation ; interrogative.
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INTERROGATIVE.
iMo F. HALL Doitor lnd(\tus n \Vliv l>- imcrroiatii>n:d

1 how are we '

T

Interrogative (tatfygiHv). a. and sb. [ad.

late I., iiiti-i-ivfiitiv-us : see I.VTEKHOCATE v. and

-IVK. Cf. F. interrogatif, -ive (1507 in Godef.).]

A. adj.
1. Of, |>ertainiiig to, or of the nature of question-

ing ; having the form or force of a question.

IJ97 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixiii. I 3 The Baptisme, which

*.-ivrlh vs, is . . nrtpianjua, an interrogative mall of a good
conscience towards God. 1661-98 SOUTH Twelve Strut.

III. 5 Nor does this Interrogative way of Expression im-

port only a hare Negation of the Thing. 1711 I. GREEN-
WOOD Enf. Cram. 205 The substantive comes before the

verb except in an Interrogative sentence. 1853 KINGSLEV

Hypatia xxviii. 354 Miriam made interrogative signs, which

Pelagia understood as asking her whether she was alone.

*7S JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) IV. 152 The Platonic ideas are

tested by the interrogative method of Socrates.

2. Khet. and Gram. Of a word or form : Em-

ployed in asking a question.
Interrogativepronouns, the pronouns who ? which ? whaf ?

whether T Interrogative adverbs, such as where ? when ?

why ? where/ore ? Interrogative point= I NTERROGATION 2 b.

15*0 WHITINTON i'ulf. (1527) 6 Nownes interrogatyue as

if HIS, utrr. 1530 PAI.SGR. 80 Of the pronownes interroga-
lives. c 1531 Du WES Introd. fi'r. in Palsgr. 994 The con-

jugation interrogative, as, Am I ? SHIS jt .' 1589 PUTTENHAM
Eng. Poesie ll. iv. (v.J (Arb.) 89 His comma, colon and in-

terrogatiue point. 1620 T. GRANGER Dtr. Logike 250 The
interrogative particle, whether. 1845 STODDART Grain, in

Encycl. Metrop. I. 186/1 The.. interrogative form of the

verb.

3. Given to asking questions ; inquisitive, rare.

1700 STEELE Tatlfr No. 140 F IT Such Interrogative
Gentlewomen are to be answered no other Way than by
Interrogation. 1836 DICKENS St. Boz iv. He is a tall, thin,

bony man, with an interrogative nose, and little restless

perking eyes.
B. sb. 1. An interrogation, a question, rare.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 30 These men .. with a
scornefull interogatiue, doe .. aske. 1601 HOLLAND I'liny
II. 395 Olenus Calenus . . intended by subtill interrogatiue
to translate the benefit thereof to his owne native countrey
of Tuscane. 1847 JEFFREY Let. in Cockburn Life II. cxciv,
I do expect and require an answer to all these interrogatives.

2. Gram. A word or form employed in asking a

question ; esp. an interrogative pronoun.
1530 PAI.SGR. Introd. 29 Relatyves as qui or leqtiel; in-

terrogatyves as qui. 1533 UDALL Flowres 104 (R.) For at

voices that are relatiues, may sometimes be interrogatiues,
as whan they aske a question. 1763 LOWTH Eng. Gram.
(1838) 39 Who, which, what, are called Interrogatives, when
they are used in asking questions. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang. v. 96 They [relatives] are demonstratives and inter-

rogatives put to a new use.

Interrogatively (interp-gativli), adv.
[f.

prec. + -LY 2.] In an interrogative manner ; by
way of interrogation ; as a question.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ivi. 8 Some reade . . the verse

interrogatively. 1600 W. BIDDULPH in T. Lavender Trail.
(1612) Bj b, That which Persius speaketh interrogatiuely,
I vnderstand positiuely. 1751 HURD Notes Ep. Augustus
(R.), Mr. Pope . . seems to nave read the lines interroga-
tively. 1876 Miss BRADDON Dead Men's Shoes i, A girl
whom the passers by look at interrogatively.

Interrogator T
(inte-rjgc'toj). [a. late L. in-

terrogator, agent-n. f. interrogate to INTERROGATE
;

cf. F. interrogatettr^ift in Hatz.-Darm.).] One
who interrogates ; a questioner.
1751 HARRIS Hermes i. viii. 153 note. Retrenching by

an ellipsis all the rest, which rest the interrogator is left to

supply from himself. 1779-81 JOHNSON L.P., /V/or Wks. III.

138 He was examined before a committee . . Mr. Stanhope,
and Mr. Lechmere were the principal interrogators. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxvii. 5^9 When we tried to fancy
ourselves in the position of the interrogator.

t Interrogator -. St. Obs. [ad. F. interro-

gatoire ; see next and cf. INTERLOCUTOR 2
.]

= IN-
TERROGATORY B. i. See also INTEBOATOUR.
1561 St. Andrews Kirk-sess. Reg. (1889) 108 Examinat

upon the generall interrogatouris of the law, he purgis hym
[self]. 1609 SKF.NK Reg. Maj. 56 The veritie of the mater
sail be tryed before the Justitiar, be sundrie interrogatours
and answers made thereto.

Interrogatory (inteVgatari), a. and sb. [ad.
late L. intcrrogiitori-us : see INTERROGATE v. and
-f)RY. Cf. Y. interrogator (1422 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

A., adj.
= INTERROGATIVE a. Interrogatorypoint

(see INTERROGATION 2 b).
1576 FLEMING Panoft. Epist. To Rdr. T v b, Of letters . .

Interrogator!, Dehortatorie . .there be sundrie sortes. 01668
DAVENANT Afatfxe Wks.

(1673) 3s* MV Priviledges are an
ubiquitary . . interrogatory . . immunity over all the privy
lodgings. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 407 Of
the

Interrogatory point. 1866 GEO. ELIOT If, Holt xlii,
Hinted at in a mild interrogatory manner.
B. sb. L An interrogation, a question ; spec, in

Law : A question formally put, or drawn up in
""''" t be put, to an accused person or a witness.
(In I0-i7th c. freq. in phr. to examine upon inter-

rogatories). See also INTEROATORY.
S3? in More Afol. xlv. Wks. 915/1 If he can by interro.

gatonts and questions be drieuen to confesse anyc thing.
IS PAINTER Pal. I'teas. I. 42 He was .. examined vpon
"erroporiM to bewraye the rest of the conspiratours.
9 WOODHBAD St Teresa i. xxxv. 265 He willed me to

N^T'/v^W UP?"
lhi* one l"=rrogatory. 1681

N.y
LE Plato Redw. 106 A more

pertinent Interrogatory

? A? ^S"
1 mad' b

f
P 'at0' or Aristotle. 175,amtler No. 177 rj, I was bewildered by an M.
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seasonable interrogatory. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Kng. v. I.

$f>y A paper of interrogatories was laid before him by order

of the Privy Council. 1898 F.ncycl. Laws Eng. (Renton)

VII. 41 The Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, for the

first time enabled interrogatories to be administered in

actions in the superior Courts of Law.

2. Examination or questioning (of an accused

person), rare. [
= Y.intfrrogatoirc,\\..ititerroga-

torio.}

1827 HALI.AM Const. Hist. (1876) I. i. 55 A tribunal .. pro-

ceeding by modes of interrogatory unknown to the common
law. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist. xiv. (1845) 320 If the

parties accused still confessed themselves Christians upon
the third interrogatory, he ordered them to be put to death.

Hence Interro-gatorilyorfz'. INTERROGATIVELY.

1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Csesar n. xviii. 242 We. .propose
it in Baptisme interrogatorily unto God-fathers and God-
mothers, c 1866 ELIHO BURRITT Descr. Locomotive, And
now he shouts, interrogatorily, All right ?

Interrogatrix (inteTCig^-triks). [fern., in L.

form, corresp. to interrogator.] A female interro-

gator.
1859 tr. Bengel's Gnomon I. 466 The temptation was not

great if you consider only the interrogatrix.

t Interrogne, -roge, Obs. [a. OF. in-

terroguer (1389 in Hatz.-Darm. ; mod.F. inter-

roger), ad. L. jnlerrogdre.]
= INTERROGATE v.

1484 CAXTON FaUu ofjEsop (1889) 253 They . . Interroged
hym why he had slayne that man. a 1521 Helyas xxx. N j,

Whan the noble knight.. had interrougued and questioned
the duchesse.

In terrorem : see IK Lat. prep.
Interrule : see INTER- pref. i a.

t Interrcrpt, ///. a. Obs. Also 5 inteript,
C -repte. [a. OF. interrupt, ad. L. inierrufl-US,

pa. pple. of interrwnplre : see next.] Interrupted,
in various senses : see the verb. In quot. 1667,

Forming an interval or breach between two

parts of something. Usually construed as pa. pple.
1411-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy iv. xxix. (MS. Digby 230)

If. 130/2 Free eleccioun Not interrupte by mediacioun Of
brocage. c 1450 Merlin 105 Ne therfore shull ye nothynge
be inteript. ? a 1500 Cclyn Blowbols Test. 206 in Hazl.
E. P. P. I. 102, I wold they shold for no thing Be interupt
of their possessouns. 1502 Orii. Crystal Men (W. de 'W.

1506) tv. xxiii. Ee iij, Such wyll may be interrepte [se pent
interrompre\ and deuysed in many maners. 1549 LATIMER
4thSfrw.be/. Edw. K/(Arb.) 122 Prayer is neuer interrupte
but by wickednes. 1667 MILTON P. /..HI. 84 Our adversarie,
whom no bounds Prescrib'd, no barrs of Hell .. nor yet the
main abyss Wide interrupt, can hold.

Interrupt (intero-pt), v. Also 5 interepte,
interipte, intrippe, 6 interrup(p)e ; pa, t. 5 en-

terrupte, interrupte, 6 (Sc.) inter-up, [f.
L.

interrupt-, ppl. stem of intemtmp-Pre to break

asunder, break off (a speech or the like), f. inter

between + rumptre to break : cf. COHRDPT.
With the form interrnp, -iippe, cf. CORRUP, -UPPE.]

1. trans. To break in upon (an action, process,
or condition, esp. speech or discourse) ;

to break

the continuity of (something) in time ;
to break off,

to hinder the course or continuance of, cause to

cease or stop (usually temporarily).
(11420 HOCCLEVE DC Reg. Princ. 1231 For as moche as it

nat to me sit, Your tale for to interrupte or breke. 1526
SKEI.TON Magnyf. 257 Who made you so bolde to interrupe
my tale? 1538 HTARKEY England \. ii. 35, I wyl not inter-

rupt your communycatyon now in the myddys. 1599 H.
BUTTES Dyeti drie Dinner D ij, They hinder, disturbe, and
interrupt the course, .of other mens matters. 1615 G. SANDYS

Forester for that of Count, without interrupting the Suc-
cession. 1783 WATSON Philip III, n. (1839) 103 The army of
the states was at band to interrupt his operations. 1838
JAMKS Robber iv, Do not let anything which has passed
to-day interrupt our friendship. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 471/2 The acts whereby, .prescriptions may be legally
interrupted, and in effect put an end to.

b. To break the continuity of (something) in

space or serial order ; to make an interval or
breach between the parts of (something continuous) ;

to stand in the way of, obstruct (e.g. a view).
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Keb. n. 41 There being neither

Tree nor Bush to interrupt his Charge. 1679 OWEN Christo-

logia vi.
(183;) 65 As a beam interrupted from its continuity

unto the sun is immediately deprived of light. 1774 PENNANT
Tour Scotl. in

1772, 166 The land is so interrupted with
rocks, that the natives, instead of the plough are obliged to
make use of the spade. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho
i, They interrupt my prospects.
2. To break in upon (a person) while doing

something, esp. speaking; to hinder from pro-
ceeding with some action

;
to cause to stop

(usually temporarily) in what one is doing.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle i. xv-i. (1859) 17 There roose vp soone a

lady and
enterrupte

me of my wordes. c 1430 ? LYDG. Starts
Puer 69 (Lamb. MS. 853) Intrippe no man where so bat bou
wende, No man in his tale [1450-60 MS. llarl. 2251 Inter-

rupt nat. .None other mans tale]. 1578 T. N. tr. Conq. W.
Indui 40 The poore Indians durst not once interrupt them.
1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' A[or. Relat. 302 It were a grosse

about.

3. absol. or intr. (from I or 2). (Also quasi-

INTERRUPTER.
trans, with the words spoken as object

= to say in

interruption.)
1412 20 LYDG. Chron, Troy v. xxxviii. (MS. Digby 230)

If. 188 b/2 Ther shal no man reclayme ne se! nay, Interrupte
ne make no delay. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 512 As one who
sought access, but feard To interrupt, side-long he works
his way. 1828 SCOTT /''. M. Perth xxv,

'

Ay, truly ',
inter-

rupted the glover ;

' and I so counselled and commanded
thee'. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 220 By Zeus, said

Ctesippus, interrupting, I only wish that you would give me
some proof. ll>id. 224 Please not to interrupt, my good
friend.

1 4. trans. To hinder, stop, prevent, thwart, a.

an action, etc. Obs.

1497 BP. ALCOCK Mons Perfeit. B iij, This holy ghost in-

terrupte this desyre, and apperyd. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Edw, //' 242 b, To the onely intent, that the mariage
should herafter, neither be interrupted nor broken. 1632
J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 141 The neighbours
would have been awaked, and so the execution of their

designes interrupted.

fb. a person, etc., in or from some action.

Const, of or with inf. Obs.

1464 Mann. % Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 184, I schal nat in-

terepte
heme deweryng is lyfle. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xiii.

41 Iher !s noman that coude interrupte hym of ony thing
that he wolde preue. 1604 IAS. I Coitnterbl. (Arb.) 102 To
interrupt them of their due function. 1624 Bp. HALL Hon.
Mar. Clergy Ded., Satan enuying me this happinesse, in-

terrupts me by the malice of an importunate Aduersarie.

1 6. To infringe, suspend (a law). Obs.

1430-40 LYDG. Bockas iv. v.
(i_554) 103 b, Al their statutes by

which the! were made fre He interrupted of force and not
of right. 1587 GOLDING De Moinay xxxiii. 536 God created

nature, and hath giuen it a Lawe, which Law he wil haue it

to follow. Neuertheless somtimes. .he interrupteth it, . . to

make vs to know y l he is Lord of nature.

f 6. To cut short, put an end to, destroy. Obs.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xx. 176 The Cup, Quhairwith
oft tymes, for saikles crymes, Mennis lyues he Intertip.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 686 So soon as a great Croco-
dile is discovered, there is such watch and care taken to

interrupt and kill him for hope of the reward, that he cannot

lung escape alive.

Interrupted (intcro-pted), ///. a. [f.
INTER-

Bl'PT v. + -ED l.] Broken in upon ;
broken off

;

having its course hindered or continuity broken ;

made discontinuous : see the verb.

1552 Hl'LOET, Interrupted, interpellate. 1592 DANIEL
Delia ii, Sigh out a Stprie of her cruell deedes. With inter-

rupted accents of
despaire. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 249 Whose

Rage doth rend Like interrupted Waters, and o're-beare

What they are vs'd to beare. 1748 DODSLF.V Preceptor (1763^
I. p. xliv, Express.. Sorrow by a low, flexible interrupted
Voice. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 605 The patient
recovered under daily application of the interrupted current.

b. Bot. (and Zool.) Having smaller, or other-

wise differing, members (e.g. leaflets in a compound
leaf, or spikelets in an inflorescence) in the intervals

between the others in a series; also, having a gap
or void interval, discontinuous (as a linear mark-

ing) : see next b.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Interrtiphts, Bot., broken in

respect to
uniformity: interrupted. 1861 Miss PRATT

Flcnver, PI, VI. 269 Interrupted Club-moss. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Interrupted, when nny symmetrical arrangement is

destroyed by local causes : a leaf is interruptedly pinnated
when some of the pinnx are much smaller than the others,
or wholly wanting.

c. Ahts. Interntptcd cadence : an alteration of

the perfect cadence, in which the full close is de-

ferred or evaded by the use of some other chord

(usually that of the sixth of the key) instead of that

of the tonic.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mas. (ed. 3), Interrupted, a term applied

by theorists to those closes or cadences in which the base,
instead of falling or rising from the fifth to the key-note,
passes to some other, and interrupts the full close, or final

cadence. 1877 STAiNEK/Atrw/iwyxiijTheinterrupted cadence
consists of a temporary delay of the perfect cadence. 1880
C. H. H. PARRY in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 291 The form of

Interrupted cadence generally quoted as typical is that in

which the chord of the dominant, instead of proceeding to

the harmony of the tonic as the mind is led to expect, is

followed by the chord of the 6th of the key, or sub-mediant.

Interrrrptedly, adv. [f. prec. + -1/1-2.] in

an interrupted manner
;
with interruptions or void

intervals
; discontinuously.

1663 BOYLE Exp. Hist. Colours i. iii. 19 The incident

light that meets with a grosser liquour..will have its beams
either refracted, or imbibed, or else reflected more or less

interruptedly than they would be, if the body had been un-
moistened. a 1708 BEVERIDGE Thes. Theol. (1711) III. 38
Not interruptedly, but constantly. 1817 BYRON Manfred
ill. iv, Interruptedly . . the fitful song Begun and died upon
the gentle wind.

b. Bot. (and Zool.) With smaller or otherwise

different members in the intervals between the

others : see prec. b.

"7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl.Supp. s.v. Leaf(Pinnated), The in-

terruptedly pinnated, in which the folioles are irregular and

unequal in size or situation. 1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 215
Cellules interruptedly uniseriate. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora
108 Spirxa nlmaria .. leaves interruptedly pinnate. Ibid.

290 Galeopsis Ladanvm . . leaves . . interruptedly serrate or

subentire.

Interrupter, -or (intero-ptai). Also 6 -our(e.

[In form a, a. L. interrupter, agent-n. from '-

ten-umpire : cf. F. intermpteur ;
in 0, f. INTER-

RUPT v. + -EB'.] One who interrupts : see the vb.
a. 151 1 ii . /, / 3 Hen. yill, c. 10 The seid interruptoures



INTERRUPTIBLE.
and letters therof to be brought to Gaole. 1552 HULOET,
Interruptour, intcrpellator. i6oz WARNER Alb. Eng. x.
Iviii. (1612) 254 Wherefore ourQueene her interruptors sent.

1797 MAD. D'AKBLAY Diary ,y- Lett. VI. 141 Princess Au-
gusta declined any interruptors.

/3. 1573^80 BARET Alv. L 342 A disturber, or letter of
other : an interrupter. 1654-66 LD. ORRERY Part/ten. (1676)
203 To seek out the high interrupter of it. 1771 MRS. DELANY
I.ifc ff Corr. Ser. n. 1. 382 We were so busy no interrupters
were admitted. 1804 H. K. WHITE Let. to B. Maddock in
Rent. (1819) I. 135 The companion of my walks the inter-

rupter ofmy evening studies. 1869 DailyNfws 16 Apr., This
rebuke was loudly cheered by Mr. Aytoun's interrupters.

b. A device for interrupting an electric current.
1881 S. P. THOMPSON Elcctr. $ Magn. x. 398 The inter-

ruptors of induction coils are usually self-acting. 1881 Sci.
American XIX. 388 Ifa Helmholtz interrupter De employed
to make and break the primary circuit.

Interrrrptible, a. rare. [f. as INTERBUPT v.

+ -IBLE.] Capable of being interrupted.
1628 JACKSON Creed ix. xxiv. 2 The virtue or efficacy of

it is not circumscriptible by time nor interruptible by any
moment or instant of time.

Interru'pting, vbl. sb.
[f. INTERRUPT v. +

-ING '.] The action of the verb INTERRUPT ; in-

terruption. (Now only as gerund.)
153* MORE Confut. Tiiidale Wks. 628/2 When he hadde

wyth much work & oft interrupting, brought at last his tale
to an ende.

Interrupting, /// a - U- as prec. + -ING *.]
That interrupts ; see the verb.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. (1623) 612 A terrible in-

Hence Interru ptingly adv., in the way of in-

terruption.
1630 A. B. Mutat. Polenta 14 Messages-, which . . they have

interruptingly dared to trouble our State with. 1848 BUCK-
LEY///^ n Him, noble Achilles interruptingly answered,

Interruption (intar-pjan). Also 5 intrump-
cioun, interupcion, 6 intrupcion. [ad. L. in-

terruption-em, n. of action from interrumplre to

INTERRUPT: cf. F. interruption (1437 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The action of interrupting, or fact of being
interrupted (in the various senses of the verb); with
an and //., an instance of this.

1. A breaking in upon some action, process, or
condition (esp. speech or discourse), so as to cause
it (usually temporarily) to cease

; hindrance of the
course or continuance of something ; a breach of

continuity in time ; a stoppage.
1489 CA.XTON Faytcs of A. iv. x. 255 Take not now in

anger yf I putte interrupcyon in thy wordes for a questyon
that I wil aske of the. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 336 The
cytezyns enioyed theyr lybertyes without interupcion. 1587
GOLDING De Mornay xxxiii. 536 We would impute al those

interruptions and changes to the nature of nature it selfe.

1660 MILTON Free Commw. Wks. (1847) 445/2 The frequent
disturbances, interruptions, and dissolutions which the par-
liament hath had. 1797 BURKE Corr. IV. 423, I still go on

interruption but his own.

b. In weakened sense (with negative expressed
or implied) : Temporary cessation, intermission.

1607 E. GRI.MSTONE tr. Goularts Mem. Hist. 76 She con-
tinued aixe monethes. .todrinke daylie, without interruption
foureteene pounds of water. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. xiv.

823 That process by which our bodies receive some sub-
stances and give out others, admits of no interruption.
2. A breach of continuity in space or serial order ;

a break ; the formation or existence of a gap or
void interval.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 37 Ifa man were Mad al togedre of
o matiere Wibouten interruption. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I.

127 The mountains, which in a continual! raunge without
interruption stand vpon the coasts of the Ocean. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) n The Interruptions of
the Strata. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxv. (1856) 322
Dr. Vreeland and myself witnessed repeatedly interruptions
of their continuity. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Bary's Pltancr.
422 The most frequent form of local interruption of the
fibrous sheath . . consists in the presence of a gap of greater
or less extent, filled up by comparatively thin-walled paren-
chyma.

t b. The action of breaking in between two
things ; irruption. Obs.

a. 1677 HALE /V/;. Orig. Man. n. ix. 216 Places severed
from the Continent by the interruption of the Sea.

t 3. The action, or an act, of hindering or thwart-

ing ; hindrance, obstruction. Obs.

1463 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 187 To enjoye our
sayd lycence wyth outyn any let, interupcyon or impedi-
ment. ^1475 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 274 The cardenall
uppone his hede the crowne did sett, The septure in his

honde, withowte intrumpcioun or lett. 1556 J, HEYWOOU
Spider f, F. vii. 41 Of iustice no let ledeth intrupcion, Like
this loue (named selfe loue) growne of corrupcion. 1595
SHAKS. "John in. iv. 9 Diuers deere friends slaine ? And
bloudy England into England gone, Ore-bearing interrup-
tion spight of France 1

4. Sc. Law. ' The step legally requisite to stop
the currency of the period of a prescription

'

(Bell
Diet. Law Scot.'}.

1615 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (Spalding Club) II. 322 Of the

quhilk hous, Williame Gray, bailiie, tuik doune ane dovet
[ turf] in takine of lauchfull interruptione, and fand the
said halff pennie hous and landis . . to apperteine in pro-
pertie to the said towne of Aberdeine. 1681 STAIR lust.

419

\,uiiLiiiuiiig me .russession 01 me wnoie, out also 01 a part,
which was found sufficient to interrupt the Prescription as
to the whole. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Lam Scot. s. v. Prescrip-
tion, An interruption on the last day of the forty years will
be effectual.

Interruptive (iutsro-ptiv), a. [f. as INTER-
RUPT v. + -IVE : cf. corniptive.]
1. Having the quality of interrupting.
1651 BEDELL in Fuller's Abel Rediv., Erasmus 76 In-

flexible to imbarque in any thing interruptive of his Studies.
1662 New Eng. Hist. % Gen. Reg. (1850) IV. 63 A bodily
infirmity . . frequently interruptive to me in my calling. 1766
G. CANNING Anti-Lucretius n. 126 No interruptive Void in-
trudes between. 1883 J. PARKER Tyne Ch. 180 There was
nothing ungentle in his tone as he made this interruptive
remark.

1 2. Characterized by interruption ; interrupted.
1643 HERLE Answ. Feme n A broken interruptive repe-

tition of some lines.

t Interm-ptly, adv. Obs. [f. INTERRUPT///.
a. + -LY a

.] In an interrupted manner
;

inter-

ruptedly.
1646 J. HALL Hone Vac. 188 Ariosto will interruptly

shake hands with the Reader, at halfe a Tales end wrest his
Attention to a new businesse.

Interrupter : see INTERRUPTER.

Interruptory (intsro-ptari), a. [f. as INTER-
RUPT v. + -DRY.] Having the quality or function
of interrupting ; interruptive.
1869 HULLAH in Coniemp. Rev, X. 351 Consonants are

practically initiatory, distributive, or interruptory only.
1871 ALABASTER Wheel ofLam 206, I have omitted . . a few
remarks of an interruptory character.

t Iiiterru-pture. Obs. rare. [f. L. interrupt-,
ppl. stem (see INTERRUPT v.) + -URE : cf. L. ruptura
RUPTURE.] = INTERRUPTION.
1648 J. GOODWIN Right tf Might 37 To attempt any inter-

rupture, distraction, or disturbance therein.

Intersale, -salute : see INTER- pref. 2 a, i b.

Interscalm e (i'ntaaskcelm). Antiq. rare-".

[ad. L. interscalinium, f. inter between + sealants,
Gr. tTKaA;ios a peg to which an oar was strapped,
a thole-pin: cf.initrcolumtt,] The space between
two of the thole-pins to which the oars were

strapped in an ancient Roman or Greek galley or

rowing-boat. 1882 in OCILVIE.

II Interscapilium (i--ntaiskapHi,i<nv Zool.

[late Lat., f. inter between + scapula shoulder-

blade.] The space between the shoulder-blades ;

the upper region of the back (esp. in birds). Also
in mod. forms interscapulium, interscapnlum.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.

s [nterscapulium, old term
applied by Barthohn, Anat. iv. 10, p. 746, to the spine of
the scapula . . Applied by Illiger to the region of the back
between the shoulder-blades in the Mtimmifera, between
the wings in birds. 1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 583A large white patch on the lower hind neck and the anterior

portion of the mterscapilium.

Interscapular (intsjskoi-pirflaj', a.(s6.) Anat.
and Zool. [INTER- 4 a.] Situated between the

scapulae or shoulder-blades.

1721 BAILEY, InterscapularCa-jitics, are the hollow Places
between the Shoulder Blade and the Vertebra's. 1834 J.
FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 43 It had lost three
inches . . in the interscapular region. 1874 COUES Birds
N. W. 144 The interscapular region alone is ferrugineous.
B. sb. (in //.) The interscapular feathers.

Intersca-pulary, a. rare .
[f.

as prec. : see

-ARY.] =prec. (In recent Diets.)

Interscapulium, -lum : see ISTTERSCAPIUUM.

Interscendent(int3jse-ndent),rz. Math. rare.

[ad; mod.L. interscendens, -ent-em (Leibnitz), f.

inter between
; after transcendens TRANSCENDENT.]

Applied to expressions or equations involving in-

commensurable quantities in the exponents ; re-

garded as being intermediate between algebraic and
transcendental. Also lutersceiule-ntal a.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet., Interscendent, in Algebra, is

applied to quantities, when the exponents of their powers
are radical quantities. Thus x ,

.r
, etc. are iuterscen-

dent quantities. 1879 SALMON Higlur Plane Curves vii.

(ed. 3) 275 A class of equations called by Leibnitz inter-

scendental, or which involve the variables with exponents
not commensurable with any rational number : for example

t Intersci-nd, v. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. inter-
scind-ere to tear asunder.] (See quot.) So fin-
terscrndent a. Obs. rare .

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interscinttent .. that cuts in the
midst, or hews asunder. 1721 BAILEY, To Interscind . . to
cut in two in the midst.

t Interscri-be, v. Obs. rare
-

>. [ad. L. inler-

scrlbere to write between.]
' To write between,

to interline' (Bailey, 1721). So t Tnterscript,
something written between lines of writing; an in-

terlineation ; tlnterscri-ption, writing between.
_
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Interscript (L. inscriptum), an

interlacing of a line ; an interlining. 1658 PHILLIPS, fntcr-
scription, an interlining, a writing between two lines.

Interseam (intaisrin), v. Obs. or arch. [ad.
F. entresemer to sow among, intersperse (15-161!). c.

inGodef), f. enlre- between + seiner : L. seminare

INTERSECTED.
to sow. But apparently often associated with SEAM
sb. or v.'] trans. To sprinkle or scatter between
or amongst other things ; to furnish or adorn
with something sprinkled between ; to intersperse.
Chiefly in pa. pple.
1589 GREENE Menafhon (Arb.) 31 Hee compared . . her

face to borders of Lillies interseamed with Roses. 1590
Never too late (1600) 49 Like Lillyes dipt in Bacchus

choycest wine, Powdred and interseamd with azurd vaines.
'59* Ufst. Courtier B iij b, Curiouslye ouerwhipte with
Golde twist, interseamed with knottes of Pearle. 1598YONG Diana 94 He had on a cote of cloth of siluer, inter-
seamed and imbrodered with flowers. 1858 SIR T. WYSE
Excurs. Peoloponnesus (1865) II. iv. 82 Rushing brooks
hurried across our path on their way to the Alpheus, in-
terseamed with red fallows or quiet slopes of meadow-land.
t Intersecant, a. (sb.} Obs. rare-", [ad. L.

inlersecant-em, pr. pple. of intersecare : see next.]
Intersecting, b. as sb. in //. Intersecting lines.
1658 PHILLIPS, Intersecants in Heraldry, are pertransient

lines which crosse one another. 1721 BAILEY, Intersecant,
cutting in two in the middle.

t Interseca-tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action,
analogically f. L. intersecare to INTERSECT.] = IN-
TERSECTION.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \.

y. (MS. Digby 232) If. 12 b/2
By cause of certeyn intersecaciouns Of dyuers cercles and
revoluciouns. 1613-39 I. JONES in Leoni Palladia's Arc/lit.
(1742) I. 72 This Intersecation of the two Lines.

Intersect (intsjse-kt), v. [f. L. intersect-,
ppl. stem of intersecare to cut asunder, intersect,
f. inter between + secure to cut.]
1. trans. To divide (something) in two by pass-

ing through or lying across it
; to cross. Freq. in

passive (const, with or by).
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 351 Why they are obliquely

placed and intersect themselues Varolius hath elegantly
shewd. 1713 Poi'E Guardian No. 92 I" 5 Tim Tuck, the
hero . . is particularly remarkable for the length of his sword,

I

which intersects his person in a cross line, and makes him
appear not unlike a fly, that the boys have run a pin thro'

i
and set a walking. 1776 GIBBON Dccl. % F. xiii. I. 396 Four

i streets, intersecting each other at right angles. 1793 CR\L-
FURD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 132 The ground
was so broken and intersected with ravines, that not a
horseman could act. 1849 MusCHIBON Siluria iii. 38 It is

often intersected by veins of quartz. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
1. xix. 135 Crevasses also intersect the ice.

b. Geom. Of a line or surface : To pass through
or across (a line or surface), so as to lie on both
sides of it with one point (or line) in common :

I =Cui v. ifb.
1646 SIR T BROWNE Pseud. Ef. vi. v. 292 Being in the

/Equator it would intersect their Horizon, and be halfe

I

above and halfe beneath it. 1703 MOXON Mich. Exerc.
|

269 Where these two Arches Intersect, or cut each other,
there is the Center. 1840 LARDNER Geom. x. 125 If two
chords intersect each other in a circle, the rectangle under
the segments of the one will be equal to the rectangle
under the segments of the other. 1858 O. W. HOLMES A nt.

Breakf.-t. xii. 112 Keep any line of knowledge ten years,
and some other line will intersect it. 1873 B. WILLIAMSON
Dijf. Calc. (ed. 2) xiii. 190 Every [straight] line must inter-
sect a curve of an odd degree in at least one real point.

c. Of a person : To come across, cross (another
person, or his course) ; to intercept, rare.
1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. ix. vi. (1872! III. 124 Grumkow,

,

we suppose, drives forth from Berlin, to intersect him, in
the Neumark. 1873 TRISTRAM Moali viii. 154 Shepherds
hurriedly stalking forth ahead, so as to intersect our path.

d. To divide or separate (two things) by passing
between them. rare.

1784 COWPER Task H. 16 Lands intersected by a narrow
frith Abhor each other.

2. intr. (for refl.) To cross or cut each another :

chiefly Geom. of lines or surfaces.

[1755 in JOHNSON : quoting Wiseman in error : see INTER-
JECT.] I847GROTE Greece ll. xlvii. (1862) IV. 161 Straight
streets intersecting at right angles. 1869 TYNDALL Notes
Lect. Light 24 The rays from a luminous point placed be-
yond the focus intersect at the opposite side of the lens.

1873 B.
\ViLL>\ttsos^Dif. Calc. (ed. 2) xiv. 204 The Lem-

niscate whose equation is (x-+y?p = a (x'
J

y?). . [has] two
branches intersecting at the origin.

b. Logic. (See quot.)
1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 93 Concepts are said to intersect,

when the Extension of one coincides in part, and only in

part, with the Extension of the other. Thus, Frenchman
and Protestant are Intersecting Concepts, for some French-
men are Protestants and some are not, some Protestants are
Frenchmen and some are not. These may be symbolized
by two circles whose circumferences intersect each other.

Intersect (i-ntajsekt), sb. [ad. L. interscct-um,
neuter of pa. pple. of intersecare : see prec.]
1 1. = INSECT sb. Obs.

1654 H. L'EsTRANOE Chas. I (1655) 74 Whilest he the
head, and his subjects the body, were at a distance, or like
intersects and flies, tacked together by a mathematical line,
and imaginary thread.

2. Geom. A point of intersection.
1886 Athenxum ipjune 815/1 Mr. Marth gave an account

of his method of mapping the curves described by the inter-
sects of the planetary orbits with a plane at right angles to
the ecliptic.

Interse'ctant, a. rare.
[f. INTERSECT v. +

-ANT 1
.] That intersects ; intersecting.

1863 R. TOWNSEND Mod. Geom. I. 181 When three lines.,
are .. collinearly intersectant with the opposite sides.

Intersected, ///. a.
[f. INTERSECT v. + -EL>I.]

Crossed ; divided by crossing lines, etc. : see vb.
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INTERSECTING.

iSJ R. SANDERS I'/tysbgn. 131 A cross, or intersected lines

abov? the mount of Jupiter. 1816 UYRON I'arisina xx, And

o'er that fair broad brow were wrought The intersected lines

ofthought 1899 T. S. ViLoocKCroimucll 205 They thought

il uniafe to ris.k their horse in such an intersected country.

Interae-cting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING A]
That intersects ; usually with sb. in //., that inter-

sect each other ; crossing.

i6jtr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. Wks. 1839 1. 182 The two ex-

treme point* of the intersection are in both the intersecting

planes. 1715 W.H ALFNNVSoundBuiUittg 1 6 The I nlersect-

ing Arches are Gothick ones. 1790 W. WuOHTm Grvtttotu

1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. iv. 168 The formation of the

continent shaped out by its intersecting mountain chains.

Intersection (intsjse-kjan). [ad. L. inter-

section-em ^Vitruvius), n. of action from intersecare

to INTERSECT. Cf. F. intersection (Hth c.).]

1. The action or fact of intersecting or crossing ;

up. in Gum. (see INTERSECT z>. i b).

559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 155 Then the me-
ridian circle crossed) also . . And so by these intersections

[etc.]. 1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid i. x. 21 To marke the

poynts of the intersections of the circles. 1658 SIR T.

BROWNE Card. Cyrus 37 By Diagonal lines the intersection

was regular. 1704^
NORRIS Ideal World n. vii. 366 The

necessary intersection or decussation of the oblique rays.

1841 MRS. BROWNING Crk. Chr. Potts 5 The intersections of

sweetness in the rise and fall of melodies. 1860 TYNDALI.

Glut. l. xii. 89 We were compelled to cross at the place of

intersection.

2. The place where two things intersect or cross ;

chiefly Geom., the point (or line) of intersection ;

the point common to two lines or a line and a sur-

face (or the line common to two surfaces) which
intersect.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 165 Applie a ruler

from the Center of the Quadrate, unto th' intersection of

the two thrides. 1660 BARROW Euclid in. x, Both circles

have their centers . . in the intersection of those perpen-

diculars, which is O. 1743 EMERSON Fluxions 234 The Axis
of Motion being the intersection of this Plane with the

Surface of the Fluid, a 1864 HAWTHORNE Fr. tf It. Jrnls.

(1872) I. 15 We came to an intersection with another street.

1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 42 These formed at their inter-

section a noble open place or square.
8. Logic. The relation of two classes that inter-

sect, i.e. each of which partly includes and partly
excludes the other. See INTERSECT v. 2 b.

In mod. Diets.

Itttersectional (intajse-kjanal), a. 1
[f. prec.

+ -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or characterized by in-

tersection.

1849 RUSKIN Scv. Lamps ii. 27. 58 Different mouldings
were studiously associated, in order to obtain variety of

intersectional line. 1861 J. W. REDHOUSE in Jrnl. R. Asiat.
Soc. XVIII. 400 note. The words in the intersectional com-
partments are common to each of the intersecting verses.

Interse'Ctional, a? [f.
INTER- 40 + SECTION

+ -AL.] Existing or prevailing between sections.

1865 Even. Standard 28 Mar., During the present inter-

sectional war. 1895 Columbus (Ohio) Disf. 19 Sept. 4/3
Louisville, Chattanooga and Atlanta are three

pillars upon
which intersectional good feeling rests secure this year.

t Interse'gment. Obs. rare. [INTEB- 2 b.]
A segment of a line included between two lines

that intersect it ; an intercept.
1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 196 So is MP, the Inter-

segment of the Parallels VH and KL . . to HC, the other
Intersegment.

Intersegmental : see INTER- pref. 4 a.

In terseme : see INTERSEAM.

t Interse-ruinate, v. Obs. rare-",
[f.

INTER-
i + L. seminare to sow : cf. disseminate^

' To
sow among or between

'

(Bailey, 1721).
t InterSO'pient, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

tersspient-em, pr. pple. of interssepire to fence

about, cut off, f. inter between + sxpire to hedge
in, fence in.] Forming a septum or partition be-
tween vessels or cavities.

'57* BANISTER Hist. Man vn. 92 Intersepient membrans
arc those whiche grow about those vessels betwene the
lunges and the hart.

Interseptal (intsise-ptal), a. [f. L. inter-

tmpt-um diaphragm, midriff, partition (f. inter be-
tween t atptum fence) + -AL.] Situated between
septa or partitions. (Chiefly Anal, and Zool.)
1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anal. IV. 26/2 The eight interseptal

compartments communicate freely with the great cavity.
1859 J. R. GREF.NE Man. Anitn. Kingd., Protozoa 17 These
foramina are not to be regarded as simple apertures in the
walls of the chambers, but rather as the orifices of a peculiar
system of 'interseptal' canals. 1877 HUXLEY Anal. Inv.
mm. in. 164 A third cycle of twelve septa divides the

previously existing twelve interseptal chambers into twenty-
four 1880 -Crayfish iv. 186 The inter-septal substance
swells up and becomes transparent.

II Interse-ptum. [l,. : see prec.] A diaphragm
or partition : esp. in Anal.

7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suppl., Interseptum, a word used
by some writers to express the uvula, and by others the
septum narium. 1819 J. & C. BILL A nat. Hum. Body (ed. 7)

I thin, membraneous, and transparent, it [the dia-
f fowls] can perform none of the functions of a

>nragm, and must be merely such a membraneous inter.

Jl
u some Amphibia and Reptiles have, supportinglhe vuccm, or confining them in their place. 1887 SyS.

420

Soc. Lex., Interseptum, old term for the uvula, also the

septum narium ;
also the diaphragm.

t Interse-rt. v. Obs. Also 6-7 enter-, [f.

L. intersert-, ppl. stem of interserSre to put be-

tween, interpose, f. inter between + serere to set,

put, place, insert.] trans. To insert between other

things ;
to interpolate. (Freq. in 1 7th c.)

1583 STANYHURST jEneis To Rdr. (Arb.) 15 G. breuia :

soomtyme long by position where D may bee enterserted, as

passage is short, but yf you make yt long, passadgc with

D. would bee written. x6n FLORIO, Interserto, enterserted

or wrought betweene. 1615 JACKSON Creed iv. n. v. f 5 To
intersert more proofs of antiquity would be troublesome

unto me. a 1691 BOYLE Hist. Air xix. (1692) 171 Give me
leave here to intersert the opinion of Dr. Pugh.

b. transf. To furnish or supply with insertions.

1767 S. PATERSON Another Traveller I I. 150 A book of

wanderings . . interserted with whimsical digressions and
unseasonable reflections.

t Intersection. Obs. [n. of action from L.

interserire : see prec.] The action of ' intersert-

ing
'

;
that which is

' interserted
'

; interpolation.
1616 JACKSON Creed vm. xxyii. 5 By a voluntary inter-

sertion of the Prophet Jeremiah his name by some bold

transcriber. 1641 MILTON Animadv. ii. Wks. 1738 I. 84

They have some intersertions which are plainly spurious.

1638 W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 193 That intersertion of P in

many Latine words, .as in smnpsit^prompsit. 1771 SHERI-
DAN tr. Aristcenetus' Lmie Ep. iil. (1874) 457 note. What
intersertions there may be, have been before apologized for.

Intel-sessional, -set, -shade: see INTEH-

pref. 4 b, i a, I b.

Intershock (intsjffk), v. rare. Also 7 en-

ter-, [f. INTEB- i b + SHOCK v., in sense i after

F. s entrechoquer (1564 in Thierry).]

) 1. trans. To strike or attack mutually. Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xlvii. (1632) 153 When with
vehemence they come to entershocke one another. 1605
DANIEL Philotas Wks. (1717) 372 What Discontentments
will there still arise In such a Camp of Kings, to intershock

Each others Greatness.

2. intr. To strike together, collide.

1630 EARL MONM. tr. Setiault's Man bee. Guilty 227 Plea-

sures do enter-shock, and always leave some of our senses
in languishment. 1886 SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salammbo
xiv. 395 The elephants' carcases, driven by the wind, inter-

shocked, like an archipelago of black rocks floating on the
water.

Hence Intersho'oking vbl. sb. So f I'ntershock
sb. [cf. obs. F. entrechoc]. rare~.
1611 COTGR., Entrechoc, an intershocke ; a mutual! or

interchangeable rushing one vpon another. 1652 URQUHART
Jeivel Wks. (1834) 264 There was concerning it such an

intershocking of opinions. 1706 PHILLIPS, Intershock, a

clashing, or striking of one thing against another.

Intershoot (intaijw-t), v. [!NTEB- i a.] a.

intr. To shoot or glance at intervals, b. trans.

To shoot or dart between or among ; to variegate
at intervals (chiefly in pa. pple. intershot, const.

with : cf. SHOT///, a.).

1845 WORDSW. Suggested by Bird ofParadise 21 Hues. .

intershooting, and to sight TJost and recovered, as the rays
of light Glance on the conscious plumes. 1845 FABER
Rosary, etc. 56 A long broad lake of meadow-grass . . inter-

shot with gold and green. 1890 Chicago News 29 Oct., The
fires of the eruption intershot the dense smoke.

Intersidereal (i'ntaisaidloTial), a. [f.
INTER-

4 a + L. sidus, stder- star : see SIDEREAL.] Situated

or occurring between the stars : = INTERSTELLAR.
1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. Wks. 1839 1. 445 Besides the

stars, .they may be all comprehended under the name of in-

tersidereal bodies. 1863 SIR H. HOLLAND Ess. i. 18 Those
inter-planetary and inter-sidereal distances.

t Intersrlient, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

L. type
*intersilient-em, pr. pple. of *intersilire to leap or

spring between, f. inter between + satire to leap.]

Emerging suddenly in the midst of something.
1647 WARD Simp. Cooler 50 Parliaments, Senates, or ac-

countable Commissions, must have power to consult and
execute against intersilient dangers and flagitious crimes,
prohibited by the light of Nature.

tlntersi-st, v. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. iiiter-

sist-ere to stop between.]
1623 COCKERAM, Intersist, to stay betweene.

t I'ntersited, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. L. inter-

sit-us put between, interposed, pa. pple. of inter-

ser?re to set between + -Ei> '.] Placed or situated

between; interposed.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Mati i. 22 The soft Cartilage inter-

sited betwene their bodyes, is so much the greater and
thicker.

Intersituate, -smile : see INTER- pref. i a.

Intersocial (intaisfw-Jal), a. [f. INTER- 40
+ L. sociiu companion : see SOCIAL.] Existing
between associates ; social.

185* ROGKT Thesaurus Introd. (1892) 27 note, I have . .

ventured to introduce the adjective intersocial, to express
the active voluntary relations between man and man. 1864
Realm 6 Apr. 8 The pressure of intersocial criticism. 1883
Lotigm. Mag. July 262 They have . . entered on the condition
of inter-social citizens.

t Intersoi-1, v. Agric. Obs.
[f. INTER- i b +

SOIL sb.'] To mix one kind of soil with another.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. x. 33 We would

cndeuour . . to make setierall Soyles serue interchangeably. .

JV jnter-soyling
or seasoning the one with the other. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury in. 334/1. 17*5 in BRADLEY Fam. Diet.

Intersole, si. variant of ENTRESOL.

INTERSPERSE.

Intersole, v. : see INTER- pref. i a.

Intorsomnial (intaosp-mnial), a.
[f.

INTER- 4 d

+ L. somni-um dream + -AL : more properly intra-

somnial.\ Occurring in the midst of a dream. So
Interso'mnious a.,

' between sleeping and wak-

ing' (Worcester 1846, citing Dublin Kev.\
1849 H. MAYO Truths Pop. Supcrst. iv. 69 The ghostly

and intersomnial communications . . have been announce-
ments of the deaths of absent parties.

Inte'rsonant, a. rare-". [a.A.'L.intersonant-

em, pr. pple. of intersotiare to sound between or

among.]
'

Sounding between
'

(Ogilvie).

t Intersou'r, v. Obs. [f. INTJEB- i a + SOUR
v. or a.] trans. To intermix sourness in or with.

1599 DANIEL Let. Octavia Wks. (1717) I. 81 Fear . . held
back something from thee full of Sweet, To intersour unsure

Delights the more.

Intersow (intaas'), v. Pa. pple. -sown.

[INTER- I a : cf. inlerseam, inlerseminate.'\
1. trans. To sow, or Jig. to scatter or sprinkle,

among or between other things ;
= INTERSPERSE i .

1605 CAMDEN Rem. (1636) 40 Here amongst, the Brittans

have left divers of their words intersowed.

2. To furnish (ground, etc.) with seed or the like

sown or scattered among or between other things,
or at intervals

;
const, with : = INTERSPERSE 2.

1715 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Planting, The remainder
of the Ground may be inter-sow'd with Ash-Keys. 1856
R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. vm. ix. 07 The very dust
is dazzling and priceless, intersown with the sapphire, the

sardonyx, the emerald of heaven.

Interspace (i'ntajsfw's), sb. [INTER- 2 b.]
1. A space between two things ; intermediate or

intervening space, interval.

i 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. n. 88 Yf diches plese, hem make,
and thre feet depe . . Thyn entre space in oon maner thou
kepe. 1611 FLORIO, Interntezzo,. -an interspace. 1658 SIR
T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus ii. 41 [The crown] was framed ..

with an intersection in the middle from the main crossing
barres, and the interspaces, unto the frontal circle, continued

by handsome network-plates. 1726 LEONI Albertfs Archit.
II. 41/2 The Ancients, .made a grate of brass, .and filled up
the interspaces of this grate .. with a transparent sort of
stone. 1817 COLERIDGE Zapolya iv. iii, Our messengers are

posted With such short interspace, that fast as sound Can
travel to us, we shall learn the event. 1866 LAING Preh.
Rem. Caitkn. 32 Consisting of concentric circular walls
with cells or chambers in the interspaces between the walls.

2. A space of time between two events, etc. ; an
interval of time.

1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 186 The inter-space
betwixt the past and present Celebnty, exceeded the longest
Age of Men. a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \. (1693) 27 To
gather up more at the Interspaces of Leisure, then others do
at their Study. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VI. 379 Men . . separated
by the interspace of ages. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 575
During one of those little interspaces of repose and hope
which occur in even the most persecuted lives.

Interspace (intBJsp^'-s), zv. [INTER- i.] trans.

To put a space or interval between ; to occupy or

fill the space or interval between.

1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. n. iii. (1861) 282 Intelligent

feeding, which is interspaced by rest. 1886 H. JAMES
Bostomans II. n. xxi. 58 He began to interspace his visits

considerably, and at last made them very rare. 1889 HORTON
Inspir. tf Bible vi. 143 It is necessary sometimes to inter-

space, if we may so term it, the Biblical records.

luterspatial (intaasp^fal), a. [f. L. type

*interspati-um zs = in(erspace + -LL: cf. SPATIAL.]
Of or belonging to an interspace, esp. in Entom.
to one of the interspaces or areas between the veins

on an insect's wing. Hence Interspa'tially adv.,
in relation to an interspace.

i I-nterspea:ker. Obs. rare. [INTEB- 2 a.]

One who holds a colloquy with another ;
an inter-

locutor. So f I-nterspeatinff ///. a. (rare-").
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. To Rdr., The chiefe

scope and drift of these Interspeakers. 1594 Ibid. n. i The
forespeach of the interspeakers in this Academy, wherein is

handled the cause of their future discourses. 1611 FLOKIO,

Interparlante, enterspeaking.

Interspecific, [f. INTER- 40 + SPECIFIC, as

adj. from species.'] Existing or prevailing between

different species.
1889 Nature XXXIX. 287/1 As the description of the

relations of organs characterized the physiology of the in-

dividual, so that ofinterspecific adaptations is the physiology
of the race.

t I'nterspeech. Obs. [INTER- 2 a.] Speech
between or among a number of persons ; colloquy.
1579 FENTON Guicciard. x. (1599) 453 Peradventure .. it

was more profitable with these enterspeeches to stay the

kings armie. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v. Deiptiosophists.
That title, importing a Conference, Discourse or inter-speech

among wise men at a supper.

Iiiterspe'rsal. rare. [f. next + -AL.] =Iu-
TEBSPERSION.

1893 Athenxum it Mar. 314/1 To vary the somewhat
monotonous succession of the thirty Pipe Rolls . . by the

judicious interspersal of these unique fragments.

Intersperse (intaispavs), v. Also 6 enter-

sparse, [f.
L. interspers; ppl. stem of *inter-

spergere (found only in pa. pple. interspersus), {.

inter between + spargtre to scatter, sprinkle.]
1. trans. To scatter or sprinkle between or among

other things ; to place here and there in the course

of something ; to mingle dispersedly or at intervals.



INTERSPERSED. 421 INTERSTRATIFY.

(-1645 HOWELL Lett. ii. Ixix. (1655) II. ioo You should do
well to intersperse among them some eucharisticat ejacula-
tions and doxologies. 1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 315 r 3 That

particular Art which he [Milton] has made use of in the in-

terspersing of all those Graces of Poetry, which the Subject
was capable of receiving. 1856 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) 1.413,
I like the way in which you have interspersed local traditions

and stories.

2. To furnish, adorn, or diversify (a thing) with

other things scattered about, placed here and there,

or mingled at intervals.

others metaliq, interspers'd
with innumerable pumices. 1781

GIBBON /}<;<:/. ft F. xxiv. (1869) 1. 687 The face of the country
was interspersed with groves. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden.
xix. (1813) 378 Rich crimson grains interspersed with black

berries. 1858 THACKERAY Virgin, iv, Harry had proceeded
in his narrative after his own fashion, interspersing it with

many youthful ejaculations.

b. Rarely said of the things intermingled.
1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. I. 172 A prodigious number of

islands intersperse that mighty river.

Interspersed (inta.isp5-.ist), ppl. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED !.] Scattered, or placed here and there, be-

tween or among other things ; dispersedly mingled.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. n. 133 The particles, .with inter-

spersed Vacuities, a 1711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721
II. 332 Short Sleeps, and watchful Care, Alternated with

interspersed Prayer. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 12 Large
heaps of oysters, and other marine shells, with interspersed
stone implements.
Hence Interspe'rsedly (-edli) adv., in an inter-

spersed manner ; here and there among other

things.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. n. 119 Aetherial Atoms may be

interspersedly diffused through all our Elements. 1861

MUSGRAVE By-roads 241 Producing corn, flax, and beet-root,

interspersedly with carrots, potatoes, and dwarf beans.

Interspersion (intaispSuJan). [n. of action

f. INTERSPERSE ; cf. aspersion, dispersion] The
action of interspersing or condition of being inter-

spersed ; dispersion among other things ; an inter-

mingling here and there.

1658 PHILLIPS, Interspersion, a sprinkling or scattering
between. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 15 The
ground of divisibility of bodyes is the interspersion of a

disseminated Vacuum. 171* ADDISON Sfect. No. 587 T 13
This Interspersion of Evil with Good, and Pain with

Pleasure, in the Works of Nature, is very truly ascribed by
Mr. Locke.. to a moral Reason. 1811 PINKERTON Petrol,

I. 132 The interspersion of a few crystals . . of felspar or

felsite. 1865 E. BURRITT Walk Luna's End 409 A pictu-

resque interspersion of church towers, villages, hamlets, and
the half-revealed faces of stately mansions.

Interspheral, -spicular, -spiral: see INTER-.

Intersphe're, v. [INTER- i b.] a. trans.

To bring within the sphere one of another, b.

intr. To come each within the sphere or orbit of

the other.

1887 Chicago Advance 28 Apr. 259/4 The interests of men
and women are so intersphered that whatever affects one
reacts upon the other. 1889 Harper's Mag. Feb. 466/2
Their lines shall intersphere or soon or late, And move
together to the journey's end. 1896 LADY H. SOMERSET
Addr. Brit. Worn. Temp. Assoc. i June, That interspher-

ing of the world-life with our own, is already the practical
realization of many.

luterspinal (intajspai-nal), a. Anat. [!NTER-

4 a: in mod. I., intersptnalis .]
= INTERSPINOUS.

1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 186 Interspinal Ligaments
. . Tnese ligaments occupy the intervals of the spinous pro-
cesses in the back. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anint. Life
94 The dorsa! and anal fins (of the Perch] are supported by
a series of bones,

'

fin-bearers
'

or
'

interspinal
'

bones.

Interspinous (inta-isparnas), a. Anal. [IN-
TER- 4 a.] Situated between the spines or spinous

processes of vertebra.

1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (ed. 2) 97 The inter-

spinous ligaments are thin and membranous. 1881 MIVART
Cat 54 Adjacent spinous processes are also connected to-

gether by membranes, .called interspinous ligaments.

b. spec, in Ichthyol. Situated between the spines
of the vertebra; of a teleostean fish, so as to sup-

port the dorsal fin.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 845/2 Interspinous bones. .

embedded in the flesh of the back. 1870 ROI.LESTON Anitn.

Life Introd. 32
The inter-spinous bones and fin-rays ofmore

highly organized fish.

t Interspira'tion. Obs. [ad. L. interspira-

tion-em, n. of action from interspirdre : see next.]
A taking breath between; a breathing space, a

momentary pause or rest.

16*3 COCKERAM, Interspiration, a breathing betweene.

1635 BRATHWAiT^mff/. Pr. 29 These interspirations minister

new matter to their distemper'd humour to worke on. 1656
H. MORE Enthui. Tri. To Rdr. A iv b, That there may be

a due time of Interspiratton betwixt the ending of the serious

and the entring into the merry passages.

t Interspi're, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. inter-

spirdre, f. inter between + spirdre to breathe.]
intr. To take breath between ;

to pause, take rest.

1647 H. MORE SonfO/Sonl n. App. Ixxiii, And now I do
awhile but interspire, A torrent of objections 'gainst me
beat. 1721 in BAILEY.

Intersprrnkle, v. [INTER- i a.] trans. To

sprinkle here and there, or at intervals ; to inter-

sperse. Hence Intersprrnkled ppl. a.

1842 ALISON Europe (1849-50) XI. Ixxvi. 74. 480 Luxu-
riant valleys, intersprinklecf with hamlets, vineyards, and
flower-gardens. 1898 HORTON CommandtH. Jesus viii. 136
The modest purple of the intersprinkled violets.

Intersqueeze, -staminal : see INTER-.

Interstate, inter-state (rntaiist^t), a.

U.S. [INTER- 5.] Lying, extending, or carried

on between states ; pertaining to the mutual
relations of the States of the American Union.
Interstate Commerce Act, an Act of Congress, passed

Feb. 4, 1887, to regulate the commerce between the different

States, establishing a body of commissioners for the admin-
istration of the law.

11845 JOSEPHS-TORY citedin Worcester. i86ij. M.LfpLOW
Hist. U. S. 36 The Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdic-
tion in all questions of constitutional, international, and (if

I may venture the term) interstate law. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U. S. VI. xxvi. 34 When inter-state rights were to be
confided to the members of each state. 1887 Daily News
n Jan. 6/5 To await the action of Congress upon the Inter.

State Commerce Bill. 1899 C. M. DEPEW ibid. 5 June 2/2
Trusts are purely State, and not inter-State affairs.

Interstellar (intaaste-lai}, a. [INTER- 4 a.]

Situated between the stars ; occupying or passing

through the regions of space between the stars.

1626 BACON Sylva 354-5 The Interstellar Skie..hath..

so much Affinity with the Starre, that there is a Rotation of

that, as well as of the Starre. 1674 BOYLE Excel!. Theol. \\.

iv. 178 The inter-stellar part of heaven, which several of the

modern Epicureans would have to be empty. l8ai SHELLEY
Hellas 771 The sapphire floods of interstellar air. 1862 R. H.
PATTERSON Ess. Hist, ffr

Art 10 This efflux occasions a thrill,

or vibratory motion, in the ether which fills the interstellar

spaces. 1880 PROCTOR Poetry Astron. xi. (1881) 378 A comet

arriving from remote interstellar space.

Interste-llary, a. [INTER- 4 a.]
=

prec.
1856 in WEBSTER : hence in later Diets.

Intersterility, -sternal : see INTER- 2 a, 4 a.

Interstice (intaustis, i-ntaistis). Also 7 pi.
i ntorsticies. [ad. L. interstiti-um space between,
f. *interstit-, ppl. stem of intersistlre, f. inter be-

tween + sistere to stand ;
cf. F. interstice (i4th c.).]

1. An intervening space (usually, empty) ; esp. a

relatively small or narrow space, between things or

the parts of a body (freq. in //., the minute spaces
between the ultimate parts of matter) ;

a narrow

opening, chink, or crevice.

1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Jl/or. 848 When it is carried to

the interstice or place between the browes, the very seat of

reason. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. v. 87 When the

ayery intersticies are filled, and as much of the salt of the

ashes as the water will imbibe is dissolved, a 1607 AUBREY
Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) I. 45 The great wooden Bridge
(over the Thames) hath twenty Interstices. 1756 C. LUCAS
Ess. Waters I. 56 The interstices of water are always found
full ofair. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages iii. 89 He found
an interstice, through which he could slip half-a-dozen

burnt almonds. 1839 STEPHENS Man. Brit. Coleoptera 47

Elytra striated, interstices finely punctulated.

jig. 1653 J. HALL Paradoxes 16 Democracie.. is. .indeed

an interstice of government, rather than government. 1876
MOZLEY Univ. Serin, vi. 132 Side currents are perpetually
. . slipping into the empty interstices of his thoughts.

2. An intervening space of time ;
an interval

between actions. Now rare.

1639 SALTMARSH Policy Ixxxi. 69 Long inler-regnums or

interstices in government is the Winter and ill Season of a

State. 1688 SEDLEY Prof, in Eng. Wks. 1722 I. 184 There
must be some Interstice, some space of time, before they who
deposed a King can set up another. 1716 AYLIFFE Parergon
179, I will endeavour to point out the Interstices of Time,
which ought to be between one Citation and another. i86a

GOULBURN Pers. Relig. in. x. (1873) 239 Who look to the

little intervals and interstices of work as so much time which

may be freely wasted.

b. spec, in Canon Law (pi.} The intervals re-

quired between the reception of the various degrees
of holy orders.

1745 A. BUTLER Lilies Saints, Nortert (1847) VI. 119 The

irregularity committed in his receiving the holy orders of

deacon and priest at the same time, without observing the

interstices prescribed by the canons. 1883 Catholic Diet.

(ed. 3) 454/2 A bishop cannot dispense with the interstices

in ordaining candidates coming to him from another diocese.

Hence Intersticed a., having interstices ; also,

fitted at intervals with something, rare.

1848 LYTTON Harold v. vii, Through the intersticed

columns of the fane Edith saw the large shadow of a man.

1888 Voice (N. Y.) 6 Sept., His bare back was inflamed

with the scourges intersticed with pieces of lead and bone.

t Intersti'nct, . Obs. rare. [ad. L. inter-

stinct-us, pa. pple. of interstinguere to separate,

f. inter between + stinguHre (cf. DISTINCT).] Di-

vided, separated (in quot. 1684 = DISCRETE i c).

1613 COCKERAM, fnterstinct, diuided. separated. 1684 tr.

Bonet's Merc. Comfit, xvm. 6or The interstinct or discrete

[Small Pox] come with a Shivering and Coldness.

t Intersti'nctive, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as

prec. + -IVE.] Serving to divide or mark off. In-

ter'stinctive point, a punctuation-mark.
1696 WALLIS Lett, to Dr. Smith 8 Sept. in A ulirey's_Anecd.

(1813) I. 78 [To see] whether the notes of Parenthesis ( ) be

used and what care is taken of the interstinctive points , ; : .

Interstitial (intMati-JST),
a. [f.

L. type

*inlerslilia!is, i. interslilittm INTERSTICE + -AL.]

1. Of the nature of an interstice ; forming inter-

stices.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. if. i. 55 In oyled paper . .

the interstitial divisions being continuated by the accession

of oyle, it becommeth more transparent. 1751 JOHNSON

Rambler No. 108 F 7 Those interstitial vacancies which in-

tervene in the most crowded employment. 1830 KATER
& LARDN. Meek, ii. 17 The volume [of a body] consists

partly of material particles, and partly of interstitial spaces.
1846 DANA Zooph. iv. (1848) 76 The interstitial spaces be-

tween adjoining polyps.
2. Of a thing : Pertaining to, existing in, or

occupying interstices.

1665 HOOKE Microgr, 96 According as these pores are
more or greater in respect of the interstitial bodies. 1709
Phil. Trans. XXVI. 264 When there is a larger quantity of
Interstitial Air to remove. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks x. 130
The hornblendic matter merely appearing as little interstitial

specks between the magnetite granules.
b. Anat. Interstitial tissue, the fine connective

tissue lying between the cells of other tissue. In-

terstitial organs, smaller organs of the body situated

between larger ones.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 510/1 The interstitial tissue

varies according to the age and temperament of the indi-

vidual. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 239 In the inter-

stitial or suopleural pulmonary tissue.

c. Entom. Situated in the interstices or spaces
between the striae, e.g. on the elytra of beetles.

1900 D. SHARP Biol. Centr. Amer., Coleoptera II. i. 620
The peculiar interstitial punctuation [of the elytra] making
it recognizable at a glance.

d. Occupying an interval in time or order.
E. HAWKINS Silver Coins (1887) 245 Edward IV, in

, .will, .always rank among Mr. Tennyson's happy efforts.

3. Of a physical or morbid process: Taking place
in the interstices of a body ; spec, in Phys. Affecting
the internal structure of an organ or part by acting
in its interstices or on its interstitial tissue; as

interstitial absorption, emphysema, growth.
Interstitial pregnancy, that in which the development of

the ovum takes place in that portion of the Fallopian tube
which passes through the uterine wall.

1807 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anal. (ed. 7) 220 This change [in

the liver] must arise from a process which takes place
through its whole substance, and seems to be what Mr.
Hunter has called the interstitial absorption. 1845 TODD
& BOWMAN Phys. Anat. I. 121 Bone.. grows in an inter-

stitial manner after being originally deposited. 1858 J. H.
BENNET Nutrition iv. ioo The variable activity of interstitial

nutritive changes, rapid in the child, slow in the aged. 1877
ROBERTS Handbk. Mcd. (ed. 3) I. 391 Interstitial pneumonia
runs u very chronic course.

4. Having interstices, rare.

1855 BAILEY Mystic, etc. 25 The interstitial net of death.

luterstitially (inUisti-Jali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LT ^.] In an interstitial manner ; in or through
interstices.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ft Exp. Philos. IV. xlix. 351 [In-

visible fire] exists . . in two modes, interstitially and organi-

cally. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 19 By_
the incorporation of new

matter in its substance, or interstitially.

t Intersti-tiated, ///. a. Obs. [f. med.L.

interstitiat-us (f. interstiti-um: see INTERSTICE

and -ATE 2
) + -ED !.] Situated as or in interstices.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 96 Whether it have any inter-

stitiated pores or vacuities.

t Intersti'tion. Obs. rare
-

'. [ad. L. inter-

stition-em, n. of action f. intersistere : see INTER-

BTICE.]
= INTERSTITIUM.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 94 The ferste Periferie. . Engendreb
Myst . . The dewes and f>e ffrostes hore After Hike Intersil-

cion In which bei take impression. 1613 COCKERAM, Inter-

stition, a ceasing, a pawsing.

\ Intersti'tious, a. Obs. [f. L. interstiti-um

4- -ous.] Having the quality of an interstice.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachiavi The streight chcekes and
sides of the doore, with an interstitious aspect, inwardly
carved with as great cunning as the rest.

II Interstitium (intajsti-Jiom). Obs. PI.

-stitia,(t-a's),-stitiums. [L.; see INTERSTICE.]
1. Of space: = INTERSTICE i.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Ckirnrg. 42 b/i Noe
concavity or interstitium of muscles. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.

94 The small pores, or interstitia . . betwixt the Globules,
I plainly saw. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 37 Curtains

fringed with Battlements from one to the other ; in whose

Interstitiums whole Culverin are traversed. 1706 BAYNARD
in Sir J. Floyer Hot ff Cold Bath n. 252 It must be granu-
lated and corn'd that the Air may lodge in the Interstitia's.

2. Of time :
= INTERSTICE 2.

1614 T. SCOTT 2nd Ft. Vox Pop. 45 This interstitium or

twi-light of Treatie, or suspence betweene Warre and Peace.

1650 FULLER I'isgah in. vi. 421 There was an Interslitium,

duly fill'd up by the Preacher, to prevent too long a pause.

Interstratification ( str^tifik^-Jan). [IN-

TER- 2 a.] The condition or fact of being inter-

stratified ; an interposed formation or deposit.

1853 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. 1871 W. S. SYMONDS
Rec. Rocks ix. 104 The repeated interstratification of the

Caradoc slates with . . igneous rocks. 1876 PACE Adv. Text-

bk. Geol. xiv. 259 In the lower Coal-measures we have

frequent interstratifications of trap-tuff and ash.

Interstratify (-strse-tifai), v. [!NTEK- i b.]

1. trans, in pass. Of geological strata : To be

alternated, or interspersed, with other strata.

1822 G. YOUNG Geol. Sun. Yorltsh. Coast (1828) 57 The
flint is not interstratified with the chalk. 1845 DARWIN

Vay. Nat. xi. (1873) 249 The soil here consists of ice and

volcanic ashes interstratified. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man ix.



INTEBSTBIAL.

<i.3) 153 Imeiilraliliedwilli lhi gravel!. .arc bed., uf .s.,ml,

toini. arid clay. 1876 I'AGK ,l.fr. '/.-.//*. <<<'. ' 73 Lava

ami i-he. will be imefttralilicil and mingleJ with On
.uter.

2 '//-. To lie as strata between other strata.

1880 / *-. U*a>. Kiumil. (U. S.I XI. 47 Sandstone, iron

me limestone and fire-day inters,tratify With UK coal.

Hence Interatra-tifled/y/.o., placed as a stratum

lietween other strata.

I&M MURCHISON Siliiria iii. 49 This . . formation contains

many inlet-stratified bands of .. materials. 1876 DAKWIN in

TSft f-ttl. (1887) III. 214 Many irregular beds of inter-

stratified drift.

Intel-street : see INTER- pref. 5.

Znterstrial (intaistrei-al),
a. [f.

INTEB- 4 a +

L. stria streak + -AL.] Situated between striae or

streaks, e.g.on an insect'swing; ^ INTERSTITIAL I c.

Interstriation (intaistrai^'-jan).
Nat. Hist.

[INTIB- 2 a.] An intermediate striation, streak, or

linear marking.
1849 DANA Gal. App. i. (1850) 719 Its delicate ridges or

interstriations.

Intersturb, erron. form of INTEBTUBB v.

Intersubstance, -substitution, -synapti-

cular, -systematical, -talk : see INTER- pref.

Intersusce'ption, Path., crron. for INTBO- or

1NTU8-SUSCKPTION.

[1756 A. MONRO in Ea. Phys. f, Lit. II. 353 (luatiittg}

Remarks on Procidentiae Ani, Intersusceptio, Inflammation,
and Valvula of the Intestines.) 1793 J. HUNTER in Trans.

Mtd. 4- Ckir. I. 103 (heading) Observations on Intersuscep-

tion.

Intertain(e, -tayn(e, obs. ff. ENTEBTAIN v.

Iiitertangle (intajtae-ng'l), v. Also 6 enter-.

[INTER- I b.] trans. To tangle together ; to in-

tertwine confusedly or inextricably. Hence Inter-

ta-ngled///. a., Interta-ngliug vbl. sb. and///, a.

1589 PUTTKNHAM Eag, Potsie II. u. (Arb.) 8o Elegie,

Epitaph, Epigramme or such meetres, of plaine concord ;

not harmonically entertangled. Ibid. u. xi[i.J. (Arb.) 120 '

All which parts are discouered in this figure : loue by the

serpents amorous entertangling. i6ia Two Noble K. i. iii,

To water Their intertangled roots of love. i8zo SHEU.KV
Wilck Atl. xxv, Intertangled lines of light. (11849 P K

W. W, Lord Wks. 1864 III. 169 Its veriest common-places [

are intertwined and inextricably intertangled.

t Interterngle, sb. Obs. In 6 enter-. [!NTEU- <

2 a.] =next ; spec, an intricate system of rimes.

1589 PUTTENHAM Ettg. Poesie ii. x[i.]. (Arb.) 100 Concord
in Plaine compasse. .Entertangle.

Intertanglement (intaalce-ng'lment). [f.

prec. vb. + -MENT.] Intertangled state or condition ;

also quasi-7<r., something intertangled.
1817 COLERIDGE Lay Serm. in Biog. Lit. (1882) 372 The

foodful plants, .whose slender surface-roots owe their whole
atedfastness to their inter-tangtement. 1846 MRS. (/OKI-;

Eng. Cliar. (1852) 82 All the intertanglements of pink, blue,
and lilac, devised by haberdashers for the perdition of the
female kind. 1877 BLACKIE ll'ist Mot. 242 The strange
Wild intertanglement of sound with sound Which we call

language.

Intertarsal, -team: see INTER- pref. 6, 5.

t Intertea'r, v. Obs. Also enter-. [INTEU-
J b.] trans. To tear or rend mutually.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne li. xi. (1632) 240 All are pleased to

see tnem [beasts] . . enterteare one another. 1647 TKAIT
Comtit. Matt. v. 9 The wicked are apt tas dogs) tu mterlear
and worry one another. 1649 S. CLARKE Lives /''nt/u-rs,
P. Martyr (1854) p8j Rather to hazard the loss of his life,

than to suffer Christians thus to intertear one another.

Interteign, -tein(e, -tene, -teny, etc., obs. ff.

ENTERTAIN v. Intortentacular, -territorial,
tesselation : see INTEB-.

t Interte'nure. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. obs. V.

entretenurc, f. tnlrettnir to maintain, ENTERTAIN.]
Maintenance.

STARKtv Lit. to King in St. Papers Hen.
463 The intertenure of amyte wyth vtward pryncys.

Intertergal (-ta-agal), a. Zool. [INTER- 4 a.]
Situated between adjacent terga or tergites of an

arthropod.
1888 E. A. MINCHIN in Micnuc. Sc. XXIX. in. 230 A

cuticle continuous with that of the intertergal membrane.

t Interte'X, v. Obs. [ad. L. iiitertexH-rc, f.

inter between + lexfre to weave.] trans. To weave
together, interweave, intertwine.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 49 Fibres .. so intcrtexeil
and wouen together, as that one from another . . cannot be
disioyned. a 1637 B. Joxsos Umtcnvoods, Efit/ial. 60
See how with Roses, and with I.illies shine, The bright
Brides path., this Paire doth intertexe ! 1666 HAKVKY
Mark. Anfl. iv. 39 The heart .. consisting of robust fibres
variously intertext.

Intel-texture (intajte-kstiiu). [f. L. inter-
text-, ppl. stem of inferttxfrt (see prec.) + -UBE :

cf. TEXTURE.]
1. The action of interweaving ; the fact or condi-
3a of being interwoven.

IAVLO, Gt. F.xwf. i. Ad sect. v. 8 8 Like

Jj
pronunciable by the intertexture of a consonant.

U5?i I?"?"
" t- P; Pot" Wks. IV. 17 He always con-

'he intertexture of the machinery with the action,
1>5

.

l

Ji
1CC

,

<:^fu
!

"ertion "f 'he poetical art. 1841 DK
TV,/

"
i ;

(

.'.

8"\VI - 388 l8 WX"T C<uwn N.
t. u. I 7 18811 I 105 The same inlertexture of the

narratives of St. Matthew and St. Luke . . characterise!,] the
great mau of Justin s reference, to the Gospel-hUtory.

422

2. quasi-<wT. An intertwined or interwoven

structure.

1651-3 JKK. TAYLOR Serm.for Year \. xxiii. 302 They knew
how to make them roare aloud with a slovenly and wanton
word . . as is to be seen in the intertextures of Aristophanes
Comedies. 1(66 ]. SMITH Old Age (ed. 2) 112 There are

several vessels appointed for that purpose, and many admir-

able . . intertextures of them all. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,

AMauUl Wks. IV. 201 The sense is carried on through
a long intertexture of complicated clauses. 1784 COWPER
Tatk i. ui Intertexture firm Of thorny boughs. 1893
TKAILI. Soc. En%. Introd. 21 That endless intertexture of
institutions of which contemporary society is made up.

Interthing, -thread, -tidal : see INTER-.

Intertie (rntajtai), sb. [INTEB- 2 b : but orig.

variant of INTERDICT, arising from viewing the forms

inter-ties, interties as plural.] (See quots.)

'703-34 t?
66 INTERDICE]. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.

225 Intertie, a horizontal piece oftimber, framed between two

posts, in order to tie them together. 1847 SMEATON Builder's

Matt. 249 Itttertie, small piece_s
of timber, placed horizontally

between and framed into vertical pieces to tie them together.

Intertie, v., Intertinge: see IXTES.- J>ref.

Intertissued (intaati-Jiad), ppl. a. Also 7
enter-, [f.

OF. entretissu interwoven (I5~i6th c.

in Godef.) + -ED 1.] Interwoven.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. i. 270 The enter-tissued Robe of
Gold and Pearl. 165* BENLOWES Thcoph. Postill for Author,
Your first Love was pure ; Whose ev'ry dresse Is inter-

tissued Wit and Holinesse. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries
Hum. Life (1826; vil. Introd., Those exquisite paradoxes in

feeling wherewith the texture of my fibres is so mystically
intertissued. 1863 W. LANCASTER Prseterita 120 Purple
vetches dazzling some sere pine With intertissued bravery.

Intertouch, -town, -trabecular, -trace:
see INTER- pref.

Intertra'dingf, vbl. sl>. Also 7 enter-. [IN-
TER- i b.] Mutual dealing, reciprocal trade.

1605 DANIEL Queens Arcadia in. i. 74 Have had no inter-

trading with the rest Of Men, nor yet will have. 16x1 FLOHIO,
Intercomertio, an enter- trafficke, an enter-trading or comerce.

t Intertra'ffic, sb. Obs. Also enter-. [IN-
TER- 2 a.] Traffic between two or more persons or I

places ; reciprocal commerce or intercourse.
a 1603 T. CARTWRICHT Cmfnt. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 192

jThe Saints . . haue found a ladder to go up and downe for

entertraffike between them and these upon earth. 1603
DANIEL in Florio Montaigne, Whom neither Ocean, Desarts,

Rpckes nor Sands Can keepe from th' intertraffique of the
ininde. 1611 [see prec.]. 1640 G. WATTS tr. Bacon's Adv.
Learn, vi. i. 261 Tongues might be enricht and perfected
by mutual! intcrtrafique one with another.

t Intertra-ffic, v. Obs. rare 1
. Also enter-.

[INTER- I b.J intr. To trade together.
1603 J. DAVIES Microcosms! (18781 61 And intertral'ficke

with them, tunne for
pound.

1611 r'Loitio, InUrtrajficart;
to entertraffike or trade.

Intertranspi-cuous, a. rare. [INTER- 2 a.]

Transpicuous between or through each other.
1821 SHELLEY Prometli. Unb, iv. 246 Ten thousand orbs

involving and involved, Sphere within sphere .. Vet each
intcr.transpicuous.

Intel-transverse (-transvaus), a. Anal.

[INTER- 4 a.] Situated between the transverse

processes of the vertebrae.

1831 R. KNOX Clot/net's Anal. 257 These muscles .. are
not placed in two rows, each inter-transverse space contain-

ing only one. The first occupies the interval which exists
between the transverse processes of the first lumbar, and
the last dorsal vertebra. 1881 MIVAKT Cat 54 Adjacent
transverse processes are also connected together by hbrous
bands termed the inter-transverse ligaments.
So IntertransveTsal, Intertrausve'rsary ai/Js.

1855 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Intertransversal.

Intertribal (intartrai'bSl), a. [INTER- 4c.]
Existing or carried on between different tribes.

1862 N. Brit. Rev. Aug. 204 Intertribal wars broke out,
and anarchy succeeded. 1865 M'LfcNNAN Prim. Marriage
(1876) 19 In an intertribal marriage one tribe loses a woman,
the other acquires one. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa
542 Sometimes representatives . . from several tribes meet
together and discuss intertribal difficulties.

I Iiitertriga'tion. Obs. rare-', [f. next +

-ATION.] Mutual friction.

1651 BIGGS Nmu Disp. r 196 In the intertrigation of their
own hypotheses they contradict themselves.

II Intertrigo (intajtrai-go). Path. [L. (for /'-

icrterigd), (. *mterter-erc to rub against each other.]
Inflammation caused by the rubbing of one part of
the surface of the skin against another.
1706 PHILLIPS, Intertrigo, a fleams; of the Skin that pro-

ceeds from a violent motion, especially Riding, a Gall, or
Chase. 1799 HOOPER Med. Diet., Intertrigo, an excoria-
tion about the anus, groins, axilla, or other parts of the
body, attended with inflammation and moisture. 1876 DUH-
RING Dis. Skin 91 Dusting Powders play quite an impor.
tant part in^

the management of certain . . inflammatory
disorders, as in erythema, intertrigo, and eczema.

t Intertri'ke, v. Sf. Obs. rare. Also -tryik.

[f. INTER- n- ? L. tricari to make or start diffi-

culties, to play tricks, f. trux perplexities,
quirks, tricks.] trans, 1 To intermeddle with, to

perplex.
'S3 DOUGLAS &neis i. Prol. 400 Hot laith me war, but other

offence or cryme, Ane burell [MSS. bruitell, brimell, ed.

1710 rural] body suld intertrike my ryme. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. III. 409 As now me think it is nocnt ineit With
Ihame my storic for to intertryik, Without sum thing that
tha war mercatlike.

INTEKTWINING.

Intertrinitarian, -trochanteric: see INTER-.

Intertrochlear (-tr^kl/iai), a. [INTER- 4 a.]
Situated in the middle of the trochlear or pulley-
like surface of a joint.

1870 ROLLESTON Anita. Life 24 At the distal end of the

bone, a little above the external intertrochlear notch. 1887
E. D. COPE Orig. fittest 348 The development of distinct
facets in the cubito-carpal articulation, and of a tongue and
groove ('intertrochlear crest') in the elbow-joint.

Intertropical (intaJtr^pikal), a. [f. INTER-

4 a + TROPICAL.] Of or pertaining to regions
between the tropics ; tropical.
1704 G. ADAMS Nat. ty E.vp. Philos. IV. Hi. 474 Jamaica,

St. Domingo, Sumatra, and most other intertropical islands,
are furnished with mountains. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst.
/Jot. 66 Trees or shrubs, mostly intertropical. 1864 R. F.
BUKTON Dakome II. 187 The tribes of intertropical Africa.

Intertrude (-tr-d), v. rare. [ad. late L.
intertrfide-re> f, inter between + triidjfre to thrust :

cf. INTRUDE.] trans. To thrust in between, intro-

duce intrusively.

_
1809 COLERIDGE Let. to Southey Dec. in Lett. (1895) 556

The whole passage was inserted, and intertruded after the
rest was written. 11834 Anima Poetx (1895) 6 Mackin-
tosh intertrudcs not introduces his beauties.

Intertubular : see INTER- pref. 6.

i Intertu'rb, #. Obs. [ad. L. inttrturba-re
%

f. inter between + turbd-re to disturb.] trans. To
disturb by interruption.
1554 LD. DARNLEY m Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. u. II. 250 Being

afraid, with thes mysuperflous woordes to interturbe. .Your
Highnes. 1590 FENNE Frutes 36 b, The Ambassadors of
Greece so vehemently interrupted and interturbed his speech.
1659 O. WALKER Oratory 12 Skipping and withdrawing
themselves out of sight, or interturbing one another.

Hence f Interttrrtoer, a disturber, a trembler.

1538 HEN. VIII Let. to Wyatt 4 May (R.),The world per-
case fantazing us to be an interturber of the peace, rather
than an indifferent mediator.

i Interturba'tioii. Obs. [ad. L. intertttr-

bation-em, n. of action from interturbd-rc : see

prec.] Disturbance, interruption.
16x4 MEDE Let. to Wood Wks. (16721 in. 594. Hourly mo-

lested with such occasions of interturbation as the place and
solemnity brings. 1657 TO.MLINSON Renoifs Disp. Pref.,
Obnoxious to .. nocturnal interturbations.

Intertwine (intoitwai-nt, v. [INTER- x b.]
1. trans. To twine (two or more things) together,

or entwine (one thing) with another; to unite by
twining; to interlace, intertwist, interweave.

1641 TKAPF TJwologia Theol. 357 The word . . signifieth

thoughts so perplexed and inter-twined one within another,
that there is no way out almost. 1671 MILTON /'. R. iv. 405
Under some concourse of shades, Whose branching arms
thick intertwin'd might shield From dews and damps of night
his shelter'd head. 1790 WORIJSW. Injl. Nat. Obj. 6 From
my first dawn Of childhood didst thou intertwine for me
The passions that build up our human soul. 1800

Hart-leap Wcili. xxii, Flowers of stature tall With trailing

plants and trees were intertwined. 1841 BORROW Zimali I.

viii. 1. 1 31 They are busied at their morning's occupation, in-

tertwining., the gold and silk on the tambour. 1882 FARRAK
Early Chr. II. 93 Faith and works in this sense are in fact

inseparably intertwined.

2. intr. for refl. To twine or become entwined
with one another.

1782 J.
SCOTT Eel. Rural Scenery Poems 99 O'er my

darken d casement intertwine The fragrant briar, the wood-
bine, and the vine. 1794 COWFER Needless Alarm 16 Horrid
brambles intertwine below. 1851 NICHOL Archit. Heavens
(ed. 9) 46 Intertwining and forming a most curious and
complex network.

3. trans. To twine round and involve, rare.

1717 CROXALL tr. Ovid's Met. vi. (R.\ Fresh flow'rs, which
twists of ivy intertwine. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Daemonic
Love n, Their cords of love so public are, They intertwine
the farthest star.

Hence Intertwrned///. a.
n 1680 T. BROOKS in Spurgeon Treas. Dav, Ps. xciv. 1 2

My. .ensnared, intertwined, and perplexed thoughts. 1862
SMILES Engineers III. 224 The surface-ground.. containing
the intertwined roots of heather and long grass.

I-ntertwine, sb. rare. [f. prec.] -=next.
iSia COLERIDGE Lit. Kent. (1836) I. 340 Oft are the flowers

of the bind-weed mistaken for the growth of the plant, which
it chokes with its intertwine. 1817 Lay Serin, in Kiog.
Lit. (1882) 390 They were twined at the very root, and could
not grow or thrive out in intertwine.

Intertwinement (inUitwarnment). [f. as

prec, + -HBNT.] The fact of intertwining; inter-

twined state or condition ; also quasi-ctwcr., an in-

tertwined formation.

1840 J. ROBERTSON Let. in Life vi. (1887) So The present

perplexed intertwinements of my path. 1883 Pall Ma-It G,

31 Mar, 4/1 Gorse and heather growing in intricate inter-

twinement form superb cushions of gold and purple blossom.

1889 Archxol. fust. Jrnl. No. 181. 27 The guilloche, that

rope intertwinement, consisting of two bands or strings
twisted over each other in a continued series.

Intertwining (intajtwarnin), vbl. sb. [f. as

prec. + -ING!.] The action of the vb. INTERTWINE.
1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Hwnboldfs Trav. vii. 93 A first

attempt to penetrate into this pass was rendered unsuccess-
ful by . . the intertwining of lianas and thorny plants. 1843
RI'SKIN Affhi. Paint. I. u. ii. in.

5. 145 So again in the

Rhymer's Glen .. note the intertwining of the shadows
across the path. 1852 TH. Ross Humboldt's Trav. II.

xxii. 332 None knew better than the Caribs the intertwin-

injjs of the rivers. 1899 F. A. WOOD in Anter. Jrnl. Phihl.
XX. 254 There are many intertwining* of meaning within

any related group of words.



INTERTWINING.

lutertwrning, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INO
2.]

That intertwines; interlacing, interweaving. Hence
Intertwi'ning'ly adv., so as to intertwine.
1823 E. MOOR Suffolk Words 120 Running a line of hazel

or other flexible wands intertwiningly along the top of a
hedge. 1827-44 WILLIS Lazarus

,- Mary 26 The inter,
twining locks of that bright hair. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.
India III. 95 An intricate net-work of intertwining reeds
and brushwood.

Intertwist (intartwi-st), v. [INTER- i b.]
trans. To twist one within another

; to twist

together ;
to intertwine, intertangle.

1659 [implied in INTERTWISTED below]. 1797 GODWIN
Enqttirtr\.\. i In society the interests of individuals are
intertwisted with each other. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. I. Roast
fig, A bundle of virtues and vices, inexplicably inter-
twisted. 1865 G. MEREDITH Klioda Fleming xxxiii. (1890)
289 Mrs. Sumfit then intertwisted her

fingers. 1872 BLACK
Adi'. Phaeton xv, A long lane of silver, intertwisting itself
with millions of gleaming lines.

Hence Intertwrsted ///. a.; Intertwi-sting
vbl.sb.y.^ppl.a.\ Intertwi-stingfly adv. (Web-
ster, 1856).

a. riy)W?.m.-e. David's Song of$ Parts in Spurgeon Trfas.
Oaa, P.s. xcv. i The third and last intertwisted string or
part in the musick. 1753 HOCARTH Anal. Beauty x. 58 The
more pleasing turns and intertwistings of the lines. 1797
E. M. LOMAX Philanthrope 274 The poplar's intertwisting
boughs. 1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 591 Not full of philosophical
knottmesses and metaphysical intertwistings. 1847 DICKENSHaunted M. i, The intertwisted chain of feelings and associa-
tions.

I'Htertwist, sb. [f. prec. vb.] The act of

intertwisting or fact of being intertwisted ; an in-

tertwisted formation or mass ; a tangle, a maze.
1870 Contemp. Rev. XIV. 428 A series of articles.. which

begin . . with a strange intertwist of concession and invective.
1887 BLACKMORE SirixgkaotH (ed. 4) III. vii. too Peering
very sharply through an intertwist ofsuckers (for his shelter
was a stool of hazel).

'

Interungular, -ungulate, -university,
-ureteral: see INTER- pref.

Interunipn (i
:

ntaiiy;?ni3n). [INTER- 2 a.]
Mutual or reciprocal union ; interblending ;

sexual
union.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) 1 1 1 . 259 All these [nerves]
in consequence of such an interunion and decussation, send
forth branches over the muscles of the back, the chest, and
the thorax. Ibid. IV. 101 There is no semination during
the inter-union. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LV. 200 An ethereal
being, composed by the interunion in heaven of two mortals
who have been faithfully attached on earth.

Intel-urban (int3r,5'.iban), a. [f. INTER- 4 b
+ L. arb-em city : cf. urban.] Carried on between,
or connecting, different cities or towns.
1883 Harper's Mag. May 927/1 The . . increasing volume of

inter-urban commerce. 1892 Daily News 9 Aug. 5/4 The
inter-urban line runs electric trains from the business centre
in St. Paul to the business centre in Minneapolis.
Inter-uterine, erron. form for INTRA-UTERINE.
Interuteroplacental (-y^teroiplase-ntal), a.

[INTER- 4 a.] Situated between the uterus and the

placenta.
1857 BULLOCK Gateaux' Mid-wif. 197 The external surface

of the placenta is covered by the decidua, or inter-utero-
placental mucous membrane.

t Interva-cuum. Obs. rare. [INTER- 2 b.
Cf. L. intervacdre to be empty between.] An in-

tervening empty space ; a vacant interval.

1627 E. F. Hist. Ed-.u. II (1680) 24 The intervacuum of
their absence.

Interval (i-ntaival), sb. Forms : a. 3 enter-
wal, 8 (sense 4) enterval(l. 0. 4-5 intervalle, 7
-vail, 7- interval. See also INTERVALE. [Ulti-
mately ad. L. intervallum, orig. 'space between
palisades or ramparts ,

later '
interval of space or

of time', f. inter between + vallum rampart. In
F. the word appears as entreual, antreval (ijth
c.), entrevalt, -valle (i4-i6th c.), intervalle masc.
from 14111 c. The earliest Eng. example repre-
sents the first of these; the 14-1 6th c. intervalle
was evidently also immediately from F.
The appearances of the word till the beginning of the

i7th c. are quite sporadic, having little or no historical
connexion with each other.]
1. The period of time between two events, ac-

tions, etc., or between two parts of an action, per-
formance, or sitting, two sessions of parliament,
etc. ; a period of cessation

;
a pause, break.

Often used more or less specifically of a recognized short
pause in the course of some otherwise continuous action,
e. g. in the course of school hours, between the parts of a
musical or dramatic performance, etc. In Scotland, the
ordinary name for the short space between the morning and
afternoon service at church. Applied by A. Wood (c 1660-5)
to the period of the Commonwealth.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22444 (Cott.) Queber bai [signs of Dooms-

day] sal hal on ran bitide, or enterwal \Edin. MS. enterwall,
13.. Gatt. enter-vale] bituix bam bide. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Melib. r 567 Whan the defense is doon anon withonten In-
terualle or with-puten tariyng or delay, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManlwde i. cliii. (1869) 76 With oute jnterualle alle thing
enoyeth ; bothe the faire weder, and thilke of reyn. i6n
COTGR., Intervalle, an Internal, intermedium, respit, pawse
or space betweene. [Not in Minsheu or Florio, in render-
ing intervalo, iatirpallo.] 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i.

7 Whoever considers the Acts of power and injustice, .in
those intervals of Parliament. 1660 WOOD Life (O. H. S.)
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I. 356 Habits much neglected in the late intervall. 1664
Ibid. 31 Dec. II. 26 John Hall.. bred in the interval; a
presbytenan. 1667 PEPVS Diary 12 Aug., I . .talked to them
all the intervals of the play, a 1715 BURNF.T Own Time
(1724) I. MI. 389 So matters were most in his hands during the
intervals of Parliament. 1853 c - BRONTE Villcttc xvi, In
the interval, between the two acts, I 'fell on sleep'. 1871
BLACK Daughter ofHeth (1872) 36 After the '

interval
',
as it

was technically called, they had to go to church again.
b. spec. The space of time intervening between

the beginning of one febrile paroxysm and that of
the ensuing one (Syti. Soc. /.ex.), or between any
fits or periods of disease. Lucid internal: see
LUCID.
1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 70 The inter-

uals or good dayes of a Tertian Ague. 1713 SWIFT Frenzy
J. Denny Wks. 1755 III. i. 142 If the patient on the third
day have an interval. 1771 WESLEY Nerm. ii. div. i. 9
Even this poor wretch, in his sober intervals, is able to

testify, Odfrnnt peccare boni. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
2. The space of time intervening between two

points of time
; any intervening time. Formerly

often interval of time.
1616 BULLOKAR, Internal!, a distance of time or place.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 62 In all which interval of time,
there is a palpable and sensible heat produced. 1676 I.

MATHER K.Philip's K "or (1862) 113 In this interval of time,
the town of Mendam. .was burnt down by the Indians. 1802
MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. 240 There was no inter-
val of time between his receiving the vase and his putting
it into the fire. 1809 A. HENRY Trail. 2 The surrender of
Montreal .. followed that of Fort de Levi, at only the short
interval of three days. 1847 UROTE Greece n. xlvii. (1862) IV.
155 An interval of more than sixty years. 1883 C. J. WILLS
Mod. Persia 159 After a decorous interval the bishop enters.

b. Phr. At (f by) intervals, now and again, not

continuously. Also f By intervals, alternately.
1588 A. KINO tr. Canisius' Catech. I iij, Yat. .ye cowrse of

ye moone may haifT by interualles now 29. now 30. dayes.
1744 A. DOBBS Hudson's Bay 12 The Month of February
was variable, .at Intervals warm, and then sharp Weather.
1760 WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II. 153 The Rain continued
by intervals through the night. 1835 POE Adv. Hans
Pfaall Wks. 1864 1. 10 A drizzling rain falling at intervals.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xi. 85 In spite of cold and hard
boards, I slept at intervals.

3. An open space lying between two things or
two parts of the same thing ; a gap, opening. Also,
an intervening portion of something.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. \. xxiv. 73 The interualle or dys-

talice that ought for to be betwix euery rowe. 1656 tr. llobhes
Elfin. Philos. Wks. 1835 I. 178 There cannot be more than
one least interval or length between the same points. 1667
MILTON P. L. vi. 105 Now 'Twixt Host and Host but narrow
space was left, A dreadful interval. 1717 DE FOR Hist. Cli.
Scot. n. 49 He was driven back, .by half the Number of the
Scots Cavalry, with Musketeers in their Intervals. 1791
W. BARTRAM Travels 316 One continued rapid, with some
short intervals of still water. 1833 Kegnl. Instr. Cavalry i.

ip Open Interval is taken by each recruit stretching out his

right arm so as to touch the shoulder of his right hand man,
and keeping that distance from him. 1837 BREWSTF.R
Magnet. 361 The intervals which separate the ultimate
atoms of material bodies.

b. Phr. At intervals, here and there
; at some

distance from each other.
1812 BRACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana (1814) 91 These vil-

lages., are situated at intervals along the river. 1834 MEDWIN
Angler in Wales I. 288 The spearsmen took their posts at
intervals in the shallows.

4. In N. America : = INTERVALE 3.
1684 in Hudson Hist. Stidbury (1889) 66 All the lands within

said bounds of hills, vallies, planes, intervalls, meadows
swamps. 1725 S. WILI.ARD Jrnl. in Appalachia (Boston,
1881) II. 343 This morning we came on some Entervalls
and plain land. Ibid., A still stream, .with plenty of Enter-
val, and old planting land of y Indians. 1784 J. KELKNAP
in B. Papers (1877) II. 181 The intervals are excellent,
and the uplands very good. 1843 PRF.SCOTT Mexico \. v.

(1864) 42 A natural opening in the forest, or a rich strip
of interval, a 1862 THOREAU 1 'ankce in Canada i. (1866) 4A remarkably large and level interval like the bed of a lake.

6. Mus. The difference of pitch between two
musical sounds or notes, either successive (in
melody) or simultaneous (in harmony).
1609 DOULAND Ornlth. Micro!. 17 An Internal! . .is the

distance of a base and high sound. Ibid., The vsuall In-
teruals are in number 9. 5676 tr. Guillaliere's l~oy. Athens
308 At a distance that agreed exactly with the intervals and
modulation of the Musick. 1807 ROBINSON A rchieol. Grzca
v. xxiii. 534 In music the Greeks distinguished sounds, in-

tervals, concords [etc.]. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. n. ii. 8
Although in music no less intervals than a semitone are
admitted, the ear can distinguish still smaller differences.

6. fig. Distance between persons in respect of

position, endowments, beliefs, etc., or between
things in respect of their qualities.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 186 The interval between

the Episcopalian and the Presbyterian seemed to vanish,
when compared with the interval which separated both from
the Papist. Ibid. ix. II. 450 The interval was immense be-
tween discontent and rebellion. 1855 BAIN Senses $ Int.
n. n. 19 (1864) 144 From turtle to stale oat-cakes, or a piece
of black bread, what a mighty interval 1

7. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) interval issue,

man, way, time; (sense 3) interval distame;
(sense 4) interval land.

1652 BENLOWES Theoph. Pref., In reviewing these Intervall
Issues of spiritual Recreation. 1660 WOOD Life (O. H. S.)
I. 356 To encourage others, especially the intervall men . .

and make the intervall way. .neglected and ridiculous, .just
antipodes to the intervall time. 1683 in Temple & Sheldon
Hist. North/irld (1875) 95 That every person that has 60

INTERVALVULAB.
acres granted of interval land, shall settle two inhabitants

upon it. 1771 J. ADAMS Diary 7 June, Wks. 1850 II. 271

43 In open column the leading division of each squ
preserves the interval distance from the one before. 1805
LADY HUNTER in Sir M. Hunter's Journ. (1894) 223 Except
an island, .and the interval lands, the rest is very bad land.

Interval (i-ntarval), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. intr. a. To come between or in an interval.

b. To form an interval : in I'ntervalling///. a.

1630 JAMES RATRAY in J. Taylor's (Water P.) Wks. 245
If clouds doe interuall, Apolloes face Is but a figur'd shape'.
1632 LITHCOW Trav,

yi. 254 This Lake is fonre score miles
in length, and according to its intervalling Circuite, some-
times two . . or five miles in breadth. Ibid. 255 To drowne
their situations and intervalling plaines with water.
2. trans, (in pass.) f a. To separate by an in-

terval
(o/>s.). f b. To administer at intervals (ofa.).

C. To break or interrupt at intervals. Hence
I-nterval(l)ed ///. a.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea Prooem. C, England wants not.,
intercourse with various . . Nations, how far intervall'd soever.
1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. To Rdr. 10 The sharp
acid Cathartick of Sal Mirabile . . being occasionally premis'd
or intervall'd. 1883 RUSKIN Fors Clav. VIII. xcii. 208
A march of infinite Tight . . intervaled indeed with eddies of
shadow. 1899 Daily Nctvs 10 Mar. 5/5 To harass the
Sirdar's long intervalled line of outposts on the Nile.

Intervale (i-ntajv^'l). Now Amef. Forms :

4 entervale, 7 intervale, -vail
; (sense 3) 7 enter-

vail(e, -vale, intervayle, 8 intervail, 7- inter-
vale. [In former English use, only a rare variant
or collateral form of INTERVAL : cf. OF. entreval
and entrevalc, -valle, and the i4-i6th c. ling.
intervalle. But by Lithgow in 1632, and from

17th c. in New England, associated with vale, in

the specific American sense 3.
It is not clear whether the association with vale, valley,

was, in the first place, one of popular etymology, favoured
perhaps by the partial survival of the old variant form in

vale (cf. intervail in sense 2), or whether this was in New
England a natural development of the sense, arising from
the fact that the chief intervals in the primaeval forest were
the bottoms of the river valleys, nnd giving rise to an asso-
ciation with vale, as used in English in such names as the
Vale of Chvyd, Vale of Llangollen, Vale of the Varrow, etc.

It is possible that both principles operated together; and it

is to be noted that, in this specific sense, intervale has not,
even in American use, ousted interval.\

fl. Of time: = INTERVAL sb. \. Obs.

13.. [see INTERVAL sb. i]. a 1661 FULLER Worthies i.

(1662) 65 In that intervale after the Sun is set . . and before
candles are set up. 1682 Conn. Col. Rec. (1859) HI. 113
This Court in the intervales of the Generall Court doe
desire and impower the Governour and Assistants [etc.].

t 2. Of space : = INTERVAL sb. 3. Obs.

1683 N Jersey Archives (1880) I. 431 Be sure that, .no
Street be laid close to the back of another without an Inter-
vale of at least a pair of Butts. 1684 Scanderbeg Kediv. vi.

144 The Army in Three Lines, all closed, without any
Intervails.

3. In N. America : A low level tract of land, esp.

along a river; = INTERVAL sb. 4. Also attrib.

Orig. in New England, but now used in some other parts
of U. S. and in Canada. The sense is the same as that
of liaugh in Scotland.

[1632 LITHGOW Trav. VIM. 365 This City of Fez is situate

the Center.] 1653 Early Rec. Lancaster, Mass. (1884) 27
Thirty acors of uppland and fortie acors of Entervale land.

1659 Nourse Hist. Harvard (1804) 16 Still Riuer farm
bounded Southwest by the enteruail. "1704 W. HUBBARD
Hist. Nem Eng. iii. (1815) 18 Fruitful! spots of land, such
as they call intervail land, in levells and champain ground
. . neere the banks of great rivers. 1792 BELKNAP Hist. Neio
Hampsh. III. Pref. 6 Another word .. which perhaps is not
niore known in England, viz. intervale, ,i& well understood
in all parts of New-England to distinguish the low-land

adjacent to the fresh rivers, which is frequently overflowed

by the freshets. 17948. WILLIAMS Vermont^ By intervales
we mean those low lands which are adjacent to the rivers.

1856 WHITTIER MaryGarvin\, From the heart ofWaumbek
Methna, from the lake that never fails, Falls the Saco in the

green lap of Conway's intervales. 1884 DAWSON Handbk.
Doin. Canada 108 The spring freshets flood these wide

valleys, and produce what is called ' intervale
'

land of great
fertility.

Intervallic (intsjvse-lik), a. Also -valio.

[f. L. intervall-um + -1C.] Of or pertaining to an
interval or intervals.

1847 J. HALLIDAY Rustic Bard f>\ The streamlet shows a
summer visage clear, As its intervalic gushes fall in music on
the ear. 1883 Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 613 Until the end of
the i6th century the common characteristics of the chorale
..were .. a diatonic intervallic progression. 1887 Century
Mag. XXXV. 318 The intervalic relation of tones.

Iiiterva-llum. Obs. PI. -valla, -vallums.

[L. ; see INTERVAL sb.~\
= INTERVAL sb. i, 2.

1574 GRINDAL Let. to Burleigh 13 Nov. in Rent. (Parker
Soc.) 351 My fits of colic, stone, and strangury are very
grievous when they come ; but God sendeth me some inter-

valla. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. i. go He shall laugh with
Interuallums. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman cTAlf.
I. 57 Not allowing me the least intervallum of time or any
space or respit.. to take any rest. 1644 CHILLINGW. Senn.
bef. his Majesty 19 In one of these Intervalla, one of these
sober moodes. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ivi. 102

They were not always of such sad influence, but had their

luciafi intervalla.

Intervalvular (intaivae'lvbZlaa), a.

4 a.] Situated between valves.



INTEBVASCULAR.

iSjo I.IXI.IM A,./. \i' /'.'' "i 'l'h-e I'ruil^ which are

- .1 ! to h:i*c interv.-ilvui.il i>! H "' '

Intervaraity, -vary: see INTKH- />v?/. J, I b.

Intervascnlar (in(aJva;-skilai , a. Anat.

HVIKH- | .1] .Situated or occurring between the
'

t>s<-ls of an animal or plant, esp. between blood-

s-si TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 1119/1 The. . intervascular

sp.-u*sire variable in number. 1885 C. H. TAYLOR Pelvic

fffern. Tli.'raf. 122 The intervascular fluids of the whole

pelvic region.

Intervein (intajv^-n), v. Also 7 -veyne.

ff. INTKB- i a + VEIN st. or v.]

1. trans. To intersect with or as with veins.

1615 UAORAVE Serin. E iv, If I interveyne our Earles

honours with his wives venues. 1671 MILTON P. R. ill. I

257 Two rivers flow'd . . and left hetween Fair Champam
with less rivers interveind. 1810 WORDSW. Scenery ofLakes

i (1823) 29 The broom.. interveins the steep copses with its
|

golden blossoms. 1814 C'AKY Dante, Purg. XXIX. no White
l he re With vermeil intervein'd. 1858 lie QUINCEY S. Parr

\

\Vk^. 1862 V. 116 Richly interveined with political allusions
[

and sarcasms.

2. (In fass.) To place in alternate veins.

1811 PINKBRTON Petral. II. 30 In the same interesting I

isle marble and steatite are reciprocally interveined. 1841
FABER Strriaa LaJtt,etc. 307 The streaks of green turf shine

with the black olive-gardens interveined.

Intervene ;intwvfn), v. Also 7 entervene,

interveyn, Sr. -vein. [ad. L. inlcrven-trt, f. inter

between + venire to come. Cf. F. inlervenir

(earlier tntrevenir, 1363 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. inlr. To come in as something extraneous, in

the course of some action, state of things, etc.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. iv. { i Those errpurs and

vanities, which haue interueyned amongst the studies them-
selues of the learned. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. /./>. in. viii.

122 When during the discourse the partie or subject inter-

veneth, and there ensueth a sudden silence, it is usually

said, Lupus est in fabula. 1667 MILTON /'. L. IX. 222 For
while so near each other thus all day Our task we choose,
what wonder if so near Looks intervene and smiles. 1799
WORDSW. Ruth xxiv, In his worst pursuits . . sometimes
there did intervene Pare hopes of high intent. 1815 SCOTT
Talism. i, Labour and danger were doomed to intervene

ere the horse or horseman reached the desired spot.

2. Of an event or occurrence : To happen or take

place between other events, or between certain

points in time ; to occur in the meanwhile.
01610 SIR J. SEMITE in S. Ballatis (1872) 242 Suche

strange events hes interveinit sensyne That 1 dare not avow
[etc.l. 1730 A. GORDON Maffeits Amphith. 81 Some of
which were upon a certain Occasion, which then tnterven'd,
destroyed. 1784 New Spectator^**. 20. 4/2 It so intervened,
that Capt. T was left, unprotected, to the three heroes.

1824 LAMB Elitt Ser. u. Poor Relation, Some argument had
intervened between them. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Painph.
iii. 12 If some cleaning of the Augis stable have not inter-

vened for a long while.

3. Of a person, party, or state : To come between
in action ; to interfere, interpose ; also, to act as

intermediary ; t to take a share in (ot>s.).

1646 J. HALL Horst Vac. 193 These Inventions are most

quick . . and full of life, wherein there doe not intervene any
other persons but mortall. 1669 TEMPLE Wks. (1731) if.

197 In all the Negotiations where he has intervened for

eight or nine Months past. 1780 CARTE Hist. Eng. II. 88
When his own brother, .came to intervene in the affair with
very unbecoming menaces. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxix.

(1862) 396 He intervenes with mighty ticlp
;

but not till every
other help, .has seemed utterly to have failed. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. ix. 7. 664 A formal invitation to William to .

intervene in arms., was signed by these leaders. 1880

J. F. BRIGHT Hist. Eng. III. (1884) 1397 It was necessary
that England should intervene with clean hands, and as the
friend of both parties [Greece and Turkey]. 1883 Wharton's
Law Lex. (ed. 7) 429 The Queen's proctor, or any other
person, may intervene in any suit, for the dissolution of
marriage, on the ground that the parties have been guilty
of collusion, or that material facts have been suppressed.

b. Of a thing : To come in or between so as to

affect, modify, or prevent a result, action, etc.

1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. iv. vi. 458 Many things may
intervene betwixt this engagement . . and that full and com-
pleate solemnization, which may breake off the match. 1871
K. BOHUN Wind 54 The motions of Winds . . are . . in right
lines; if nothing intervene to check and retard their course.
1744 SARAH FIELDING David Simple (ed. 2) II. 125 People
who let their Pride intervene with their Tenderness. . to
make them quarrel with their Friends. 1818 D'!SRAF.LI

._
/, 1 1. xi. 285 Between our intentions and our practices

a perfectly faithful mirroring of the thought of Jesus.
4. a. Of a thing: To be placed or situated locally
between other things ; to come or lie between.

1709 (see INTERVENING below]. 17*8 DYER Crongar Hill
43 No clouds, no vapours intervene. 1790 KIRWAN Geol.
til. 55 Distant climates, betwixt which and Siberia moun-
lams above nine thousand feet high intervene. 1859 KINOS-

.Y Mac. (1860) I. 2j9 Between the next two cantos inter-
tJ* well known cradle song. 1881 DANA Elm. Gcol.
Beds of shale in many places intervene.

b. Of space or time : To extend or lie between
JMMI or events.
ifai I..,..Km. WILLIAMS in Fortetcue P. (Camden) 165The intervening of eight dayes well permitting that the

rtificale mav bee brought from Exeter, a 1731 ATTER-
m. Mall, xxvii. 25 (Seager) A greater tract of time

lujn
intervened from the first building of their temple bySolomon to il> final destruction by Titus. 1837 WHEWF.I L
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Hist, induct. Sc. (1857) I. 140 The vast spaces which inter-

vene between thecelestiallluminaiies. 1860 TYNDALL Glac .

i. xxiv. 175 Scarcely five minutes, .intervened between every
two successive peals.

I 5. trans. To come between ;
to intercept ; to

interfere with ; to prevent, hinder. Obs.

1588 A. KINO tr. Canhius' Catech. H j, Pape pius quintus
. . being interueneit by dailh, left ye same to pape gregore
his successor to be accompleseit. 1651 W. G. tr. Ctnvefs

lust. 234 So as there are fifteen dayes intervene each Writ.

1658-9 Barton's Diary (1828) III. 232 Nothing ought to

intervene a fundamental order of the House. 1839 DE
(JUINCEY Recoil. Lakes,GrasmereVi\is. 1863 II. 2 Woodlands
of birch, .and hazel, that meander through the valley, inter-

vening the different estates with natural sylvan marches.

Hence Intervening vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, u. viii. 2 Many parts of nature

can neither be inuented . . nor demonstrated . . without the

aide and interueyning of the Mathematicks. 1646 H. LAW-
RENCE Conim. Angells 50 All the intervening Mediums.

i6s BOYLE Occas. Refl. iv. iii. (1848) 184 Prevented by the

intervening of Eusebius. c 1709 PRIOR Charity 37 As
through the artist's intervening glass Our eye observes the

distant planets pass. 1783 WATSON Philip 111 (1839) 57 In

the intervening night a dreadful storm arose. 1880 HAUGH-
TON Phys. Geog. vi. 304 Separated from each other by deep
intervening oceans.

[Intervene sb., in J. (whence in later diets.),

founded on an obvious misprint for INTERVIEW in

one of its i?th c. spellings.]
Interve'nent. [irreg. f. INTERVENE v. + -ENT ;

the etymological form is intervenient.'] =next.
i8oa A. BROWNE Civ. Law fy Law Admiralty (ed. 2) II.

428 The intervenent must give security by fidejussors, to

ratify the acts of his proctor.

Intervener 1
(intaivrnsj). Rarely -or. [f.

prec. vb. + -EB '.] One who intervenes or exer-

cises intervention ; spec . in Law, one who intervenes

in a suit to which he was not originally a party.
1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribx i. 200 Christ was hee..the

Interuener betweene the Lawe and Grace. 1854 I'HIU.IMOHF.

Internal. Law I. 434 Where the interest of the intervener
is not immediately . . affected. 1870 Daily News 18 Oct.,
The intervener thinks one belligerent a brute and the other a

coward, or incapable of taking care of himself. 1883 Whar-
ton's Law Lex. (ed. 7) 429/1 An intervener must take the I

cause as he finds it at the time of his intervention. 1890
Law Times LXXXIX. 164/1 An appeal by certain inter-

|

venors in a damage action from a decree ofJudge Benedict,

Interve'ner -'. Law. [f. INTERVENE ., after

interpleader, determiner, etc.] (See quot. 1847.)
1847 CRAIG, Intervener, In Law, the interposition or inter-

ference of a person in a suit in the ecclesiastical court in

defence of his own interest is so termed, and a person is at

liberty to do this in every case in which his interest is

affected either in regard of his property or his person. 1870
Daily News i June, Before the decree was made absolute,
Colonel L. ,

a relation of the latter [the co-respondent],

appeared and entered an intervener,

t Interve'nience. Obs. rare. [f. INTERVEN-
IENT : see -ENCE.] The fact of intervening ; inter-

vention ; a coming between.
a 1616 W. SCLATER Exp. t,th Chapt. Rom. (1650) 177 In

respect of that frequent intervenience of sins, destroying the
value of other works. 1657 W- MORICE Cocna t/wasi KOU-TJ
Dial. ii. 105 To retrench all intervenience of time, a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. iv. v. 335 The intervenience of
more successive instrumental Causes. 1814 COLERIDGE in

Jos. Cottle Early Recoil. (1837) II. 230 Without inter-

venience. .of any interest, sensual or intellectual.

t Interve'niency. Obs. rare. [f. next : see

-ENCY.] =prec.
1660 S. FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. 431 Its far from

coming immediately from God
t
sith it is not without the

Interveniency of the hands of. .innumerable.. Transcribers.
1664 POWER E.rp. Philos. n. in No Contiguity, .in dry
Bodies, .can exclude the interveniency of Ayr. 1668 HOWE
ISless. Righteous (1825) 190 This internal discovery' is made
by the mediation and interveniency of the external.

Intervenient (intaivrnient), a. (sb.} [ad. L.

iniervenient-em, pr. pple. of intervenire to INTER-

VENE.]
1. That intervenes or comes in between ; that

comes in as something incidental, secondary, or

extraneous.

1605 BACON Adi>. Learn, n. viii. 2 In the mathematics,
that use which is collateral and intervenient is no less

worthy than that which is principal and intended. 1611

Ets., yudicature (Arb.) 458 When there is matter of Law
interuenient in businesse of State, a 1656 USSHER Ann.
(1658) 855 Detained with contrary winds, or by some inter-

venient delay. 1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World v. i. 97.
468/1 The Protestants, whose patience and perseverance
with intervenient crosses abated his edge at last. 1805
WORDSW. 1'rflttde n. 201, I hasten on to tell How Nature,
inlervenient till this time And secondary, now at length was
sought For her own sake. 1850 Tail's Hag. XVII. 166/2
Grieved that any intervenient sorrow should check the calm
current of their miss.

2. a. Situated between other things or between

points in space ; intervening.
1616 BACON Sflva 104 Now there bee interuenient in the

Rise of Eight (in Tones) two Beemolls or Halfe notes. 1776
G. CAMPBELL Phi/os. Rhet. (18011 I. i. v. no Some inter-
venient object. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. l. iii. 1 10
A pleasant bank, which gives them an extensive prospectof the frith, and the intervenient country. 1837 WORDSW.
Musings near Aouapendente 18 On the horizon's verge,
O'er intervenient waste, through glimmering haze.

b. Occurring between certain points of time or
events

; happening in or occupying an interval.

i6i8-9 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 20 The Statute of

INTERVENTIONIST.
i E. 6. chap. 12. takes away alt intervenient Statutes which
declared new Treasons. 1 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys
(1883! I. 297 Spent many intervenient days in huntings
hawk ings and other sports of the feild. < 1674 Scott. Griev-
ances under Landerdale 3, I need not use any long deduc-
tion of the intervenient changes, to lead us unto the present
posture of our affairs. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV.
xxl. 112 The settlements might be drawn and engrossed in

the intervenient time. 1817 HVRON Beppo xxiv, Unless
within the period intervenient, A well-timed wedding makes
the scandal cool.

3. Intervening in action
; intermediary.

1651 HOBBRS Lcviath. i. vi. (1839) 48 If the intervenient

appetites, make any action voluntary; then, .all intervenient

aversions, should make the same action involuntary. 1778

JOHNSON Let. Dr. Wheeler 2 Nov., He would not want any
intervenient solicitation to obtain the kindness of one who
loves learning and virtue. i884SvMONDS Shaks. Predecess.
ii. 80 An absence of any intervenient medium.

B. sb. One who intervenes, an intervener. rare.
1620 WOTTON in Reliq. (1672) 505 Silently inferring, that

the German Princes were the properest intervenients. 1871
\.Y. FANU Checkmate II. xxvii. 250 It was only prudent to

keep his temper with this lucky intervenient.

Intervenor, legal var. of INTERVENE 1.

t Interve'nt, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. intervent-^

ppl. stem of intervenire to INTERVENE : cf. pre-
vent^ trans. To come between, obstruct, thwart.

Hence Interve'nting vbl.sb. and ppl. a.

1593 T, BELL Motives Rom. Faith (1605) 31 Perfect satis-

faction is that, whose valour and price wholly proceedeth
from the debtour, without either preuentinge or interuent-

inge grace of the creditour. 1600 Dr. Dodypoll u. iii. in

Bullen O. PI, (1884) III. 119 Some harshe chaunce To inter-

vent the joye of the successe. 1647 WARD Simp, Cobler 51,
I trust there is both day and meanes to intervent that

bargaine.

t Intervent, sb. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. L. inter-

vent-us sb., f. ppl. stem of intervenire : see prec.]
= INTERVENTION 2 b.

i6j7ToMLiNSON Kenoiis Disp. 532 Its Inventor, .describes

it without the intervent of honey.

Intervention (intaive'njan). [ad. late L.

intervention-efn, n. of action f. intervenire to IN-

TERVENE, d. Y . intervention (i5th c.).]

1. The action of intervening,
*

stepping in', or

interfering in any affair, so as to affect its course or

issue. Now freq. applied to the interference of a

state or government in the domestic affairs or

foreign relations of another country.
c 14*5 Found. S/. Bartholomew?* (E. E. T. S.) 44 That

whatsumeuer. .be denayid me of mercy may be fulnllid yn

tyme to come by thyn interuencioun and merytys. 1619
Vise. DONCASTER in Eng. $ Germ. (Camden) 201 Though
our master's intervention were at first sincerely desired [etc.].

1692 DRVDEN St. Euremotrfs Ess. 184, I know how much
the intervention of the Gods is necessary to an Epick Poem.
1831 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers (1884) II. xvi. 103 The

\Vnigs erected their administration on three legs non-inter-

vention, retrenchment, reform ; they are. .at this moment as

deep in intervention as any Government ever was. 1866

BRANDE & Cox Diet. Science II. 238'] he intervention of the
allied powers between Greece and Turkey in 1827. 1868 G.
DUFF Pol. Sun/. 44 We need either a direct intervention of

the foreign Powers, or a domestic revolution.

2. Intermediate agency ; the fact of coming in or

being employed as an intermediary, a. Of persons.
1650 PEARSON Creed (1839) 156 Adam was framed imme-

diately by God, without the intervention of man or woman.
1768 BI.ACKSTONE Cotum. III. xvii. 255 Injuries to the rights
of property can scarcely be committed by the crown without
the intervention of it's officers. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India
II.

y.
ii. 366 The Supreme Council resolved to treat with the

ministers at Poona by an agent of their own, without the in-

tervention of the Presidency of Bombay. 1856 KANE A ret.

I'.xpl. I. xxxii. 441 Then by the intervention of Petersen,
I called on Kalatunah for his story.

b. Of things.
1665 BOVLE Occas. Reji. in. ii, Loggs. on which the Fire

could take no bold, but by the intervention of. .smaller

Sticks. 1756 BURKE Svbl. $ B. iv. i, Things which cause

pain operate on the mind by the intervention of the body.
1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 17 A text

was constructed.. without the intervention of any printed
edition.

3. The fact of coming or being situated between

in place, time, or order.

1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 165 The heat never

being very great, and . . often interrupted by the interven-

tion of the foul weather. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 84 The
Trade Winds . . are frequently impeded by the intervention

of Islands, and Crosse Winds. 1736 ADAM SMITH W. N.
i. in. xi. (1869) I. an Notwithstanding the intervention of

one or two dear years. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Anat.

(1807) 367 Such masses . . are connected with it loosely, by
the intervention of cellular membrane. 1875 RENOUF^J#/.
Gram. 8 The intervention of a vowel must be understood.

b. An intervening thing, event, or period of time.

a 1677 HALE Contempl. H. 127 The Publick Imployments,
that . . have been put upon me, and many other Interventions.

1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. VIII. 597 Not., to

entirely read them, but to turn them over with interventions

of study.
Hence Interve ntional a. y of or pertaining to

intervention ; Interve-ntionist, one who approves
of intervention, esp. in international affairs.

18*9 BENTHAM Justice $ Codif. 61 Under every system,

appeal is for cause assigned, namely mis-decision, either

ultimate or interlocutory, or say interventional. 1839
Morn. Herald 23 Apr., Changing the character and offices of

mediators into those of warlike interventionists. 1899 Con-

temp. Rev. Oct. 476 There have been interventionists and
anti-interventionists in South Africa.



INTERVENTIVE.
Iiiterventive (inta.tve-ntiv), a.

[f. as INTER-
VENT v. + -IVE. Cf. F. interventif (Littre).] Char-
acterized by or tending to intervention.

1890 J. MARTINEAU/IKMO;-. Relig. iv. ii. 394 Their func-
tion was not creative, but only interventive.

Interveiitor (intaive-ntaj). [a. L. interventor,

agent-n. f. intervenire to INTERVENE.]
1. Eccl. = INTERCESSOR 3 (q.v.).
2. U.S. A mine-inspector (Cent. Diet.}.
Interveiitricular (rntaiventri-kirflai), a.

Atiat. [INTER- 43.] Situated between the ven-
tricles (of the heart, or of the brain).
1836-9 ToDoCycl. Ana/. II. 977/2 The inter-ventricular

valve . . separates each chamber from that which follows it.

1879 *^' George's Hosp. Rep. 257 Heart. A small abscess in
inter-ventricular septum.

t Interve'nture. Obs.rare~ l
. [f. as INTER-

VENT v. + -URE
; cf. venture^ = INTERVENTION 2.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man \. 23 By the interuenture of

Cartilages, and Ligamentes .. safe connected and bound
together.

t Intervenue. Obs. rare - '. [a. obs. F. in-

ter-, entrevenue (Godef.), f. inter-, enlrevenir to

INTERVENE : cf. avenue, revenue.] Intervention,

coming between.

1636 SIR H. BLOUNT I'oy. Levant 125 This Crowne hath
now had five weake Princes, without intervenue of any one
active.

Interve-rbal, a. rare 1
. [INTER- 4 a.] Placed

between words.
1866 Pall Mall G. 24 Aug. 10 The interverbal translation

. . is, in many respects, admirable.

t InterveTSion. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. late L.

interversion-em, n. of action f. intervertSre : see

next.] Embezzlement : cf. next, I b.

1755 CARTE Hist. Eng. IV. 623 The Sophi knew nothing
of this interversion of the money.
t Interve'rt, v. Obs. [ad. L. intervert-Hre, f.

inter between + vertlre to turn. Cf. F. intervertir

(Cotgr., in sense i).]
1. To divert another way, or put to a use other

than that intended
;
to alienate, misapply, misuse.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1092 The good never
intervert, nor miscognize the favour and benefit which they
have received. 16x1 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. 42.

1142 With an intent to interuert the inheritance and honour
of the O-Neale another way. 1648 Acts Gen. Assembly (1682)

477 Where the collection is more, it is hereby specially in-

hibited and discharged that any part thereof be retained or
interverted to any other use whatsomever.

b. esp. To divert to one's own use or profit ;
to

appropriate, embezzle.
1600 HOLLAND Li-.iy HI. Ixxii. 138 Yet would there not be

scxfnuch gained and gotten bycomming thus betweene, and
intervening the land [figro intercipiendo], 1647 TRAP?
Comm. Titus i. 10 Intervening, embezeling their masters
estates. 1691 RAY Words Pref. 2 Lest I . . should defraud
him, and intervert any part thereof. 1850 Frezsfi-'x Muff.
XLI. 529 Bentley was the first among modern critics

though his adversaries accused him herein of '

intervening
'

Neveletus to discover the merits of the poet.
2. To give a different turn to; to change, invert.
a 1638 WOTTON Life Dk. Bitckhm. in Relig. (1651) 99 The
Duke getting knowledge . . interverted the bargain, and
gave the poor Widow for them five hundred pounds. 1792
Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) II. 261 The
Cordeliers know well the danger of intervening the order
of succession. 1825 JEFFERSON Autolnog. Wks. 1859 I. 61

Interverted, abridged, mutilated, and often reversing the
sense of the original.

Hence f Intervening vbl. sb.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. Worltl\\. (1634) 488 The intervening
of some Treasures by Belosus. 1660 in Crookshank Hist.

Suffer. Ch. Scot. (1749) I. Introd. 59 The prejudice the
church doth suffer by the intervening of the vaking stipends.

Intervertebral (intsavaut/'bral), a. Anat.

[INTEB- 4 a.] Situated between vertebra:.

1782 A. MONRO Attnt. Bones, Nerves, etc. 140 The inter-

vertebral cartilages sooner shrivel. 1881 Mlv'ART Cut 36
The adjoined concavities . . of two adjacent vertebra?, con-
stitute a rounded opening termed an intervertebral foramen.

Hence InterveTtebrally adv., between vertebra;.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anint. Life 415 Intercrural

cartilages which are placed intervertebrally.

Intervesicular : see INTER- 4 a.

t Interve-sting, -ve-sture. Obs. rare". [IN-
TER- 2.] (See quot.)
1611 COTGR., Entravestissement, an interuesting, or inter-

uesture ; a mutuall possession, or ioint possessing of.

Interview (i'ntaivi?*), sb. Forms : a. 6 enter-

vewe, -vieu(e, 6-7 -vew, -viewe, 6-8 enter-
view

; 13. 1 iutervieu, 7- interview, [a. F. entre-

vue (earlier entreveue, 1498 in Godef. Compl.),
verbal sb. from entrevoir to have a glimpse of,
fentrevoir to see each other, f. entre- (ENTEB-) 4-

voir : L. videre to see. (Mod.F. has taken inter-

view from English in sense i c.)]

1. A meeting of persons face to face, esp. one

sought or arranged for the purpose of formal con-

ference on some point.
In early times, esp. a formal or ceremonial meeting of

princes or great persons, such as that of Henry VIII and
Francis I at the Field of the Cloth of Gold.
a. 1514 DK. SUFFOLK in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. 1. 248 Your

Grace understode how well mynded and desirous he was for

th' Enterview to be had, betwixt your Highnes and hym.
a 1548 HALL Chron, ,

Hen. VI 84 b, John duke of Bedforde,

VOL. V.

425

Philip duke of Eurgoyn, & John duke of Britayn, made
an assemble & frendly enterviewe in the citee of Amias.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xiii. titte^ Of Ceremonies in the
enterview of Kings. Ibid, i. xiii. (1898) 67 At the enterview,
prepared at Merceilles betweene Pope Clement the seventh
and Francis the first. 1703 ROWE FairPenit. n. i. 455 This
one Enterview shall end my Cares.
0. 1623 MEADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 137 Some

opportune place where.. they might have an interview.
a 1626 BACON New Ail. (1650) 24 They have ordained that
none doe intermarry, or contract, untill a Moneth he past
from their first inter-view, a 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. I.

n. 203 He passed the seas, and had an interview with the
French king. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V, vi. Wks. 1813 VI.
77 He proposed an interview between the two monarchs at
Nice. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. v. 378 She had an in-

terview with Henry on his return through Canterbury.
1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. Notes 226 The interview
of Satan with the Lord in the first and second chapters
of Job.

t b. The action or fact of meeting or conferring
together. Obs. rare.

1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. 19 Beyng sore shaken with

many sweete woordes and longe entervieu, they yeld at the
laste. 1609 BP. W. BARLOW Ansvu. Nameless Cath. 64 Not
Christian onely for enteruiew and Salutation.

C. spec, in recent use : A meeting between a

representative of the press and some one from
whom he seeks to obtain statements for publication.
1869 Nation (N. Y.) 28 Jan. 67 The 'interview

1

,
as at

present managed, is generally the joint product of some
humbug of a hack politician and another humbug of a
newspaper reporter. 1884 Pall Mall G. 31 Dec. 3/1 Among
the permanent gains of the year the acclimatization of the
'

interview
'

in English journalism certainly should be
reckoned. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 2 Jan. 7/1 It is claimed for

him [Joseph M'Cullagh, of St. Louis] that he was the in-

ventor of the modern newspaper interview.

f 2. Mutual view (0/"eaeh other). Obs. rare.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 328 They cannot endure
the enterview one of another againe. 1667 H. MORE Div.
Dial. in. xxxiv. (1713) 273 Able to take a mutual interview
of one another at such a distance. 1667 MILTON P. L. vr.

555 At interview both stood A while.

t 3. a. Looking into, inspection, examination.

f
I555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 117 We

will, .make a short enterviewe of those authors which they
have brought forth for their purpose. 1579 J. STUBBES
Gaping GulJ"F*\], Yet doe I not gladly medle with thys
particular, but wil also refer it to hir Maiesties enteruieue.

1586 FF.RNE Blaz. Centric u. 119 That they should make an
enter-uew Into the doinges of their iudges and justices.

fl>. A view, glance, glimpse (of a. thing). Obs.
1610 HFALEY Sf. Aug. Citie ofGod\\. x. (1620) 241 If one

had time to take enter-view of their actions hee should see

(etc.]. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage v. xiv. 440 Superstition,
whose Owlish eyes cannot endure the enterview of Truth.

1638 PF.NKETHMAN Artach. C iij, All the sorts of Bread [are]

presented by every paire of Pages lying open at one Enter-
view. 1704 NORRTS Ideal H^prlrf n. in. 112, I have a con-
fuse interview of this involved secret, like the glimmering
light that trims the edges of a dark cloud. 1719 YOUNG
Revenge n. i, Let me not see him now; But save us from
an interview of death.

t Interview, #. T Obs. Also 6 entervieu,
-vew, 6-7 -view. [ad. F. entrevoir, s entrevoir,

pa. pple. entrevu, on analogy of prec. or ofVIEW vj]
1. a. trans. To have a personal meeting with

(each other), b. intr. To meet together in person.
1548 HALL C//7W*.,//tf. F/i/sb. Their mutuallfrendes. .

exhorted theim.. to mete and entervieu, in some place. Ibid.)
Kdw. IV 230 b, That the .ij. princes. . for the continuaunce
of amitie should entervew eche other, in some place moste

expedient. Ibid. 233 b, That the two Princes shoulde enter-

view, and mete in a place by both parties to be appoynted.

2. trans. To catch a glimpse of, get a view of;
to glance at, view.

1592 G. HARVEY Four Lett. Sonn. vi, Oh, let me live to

interview the face Of fair humanity and bounteous grace.
1611 FLORIO, Intcrncdcre, to interniew or see. 1624 F.
WHITF, Rcpl. Fisher 521 Enteruiewing the places, you shall

perceiue, that the Fathers, .speakeof obtentionand impetra-
tion.

Interview (rntaiviw), v.- ff. INTERVIEW sl>.]

trans. To have an interview with (a person) ; spec.

on the part of a representative of the press : To
talk with or question so as to elicit statements or

facts for publication.
1869 Nation (N. Y

;
) 28 Jan. 66

'

Interviewing
'

is confined
to American journalism. 1869 Daily News 17 Dec., The
Sun interviews Corbin, Fisk .. and whoever else has any
story to tell or axe to grind. 1870 LONGF. in Life (1891.)
III. 144 A northwest newspaper, in which I have been 'in-

terviewed ',and private conversation reported to the public.

187^7
E. FITZGERALD Lett. I. 409, I was the intelligent

Friend who interviewed Squire. 1880 Daily News 13 Nov.,
The American custom of 'interviewing* people of notoriety
and of

'

drawing
' them for opinions on all topics.

Hence Interviewed ppl. a. ; Interviewing-
vbl. sb. Also Interview-able a., capable of or

open to being interviewed ; Interviewee', one
who is interviewed.

1869 Daily News 17 Dec., A portion of the daily news-

papers of New York are bringing the profession of journal-
ism into contempt, so far as they can, by a kind of toadyism
or flunkeyism, which they call 'interviewing*. 1878 N.
Anter. Rev. CXXVII. 65 The interviewed. .with great

facility changes his positions. 1880 GRANT WHITE Every.
Day ng. 307 It must have got about that I was an inter-

viewable man (interviewable, although never used before,
I believe, is an excellent word). 1884 Pall Mall G. 31 Dec.

3 Interviewing is an instance of the division of labour. The
' interviewee* ,. supplies the matter; the interviewer the

INTEBVOLVE.
form. 1886 Sat. Rev. i May 593/2 The interviewer seems
to have been worthy of the interviewee.

Interviewer (i-ntaiviH|ai). [f. prec. + -EB 1.]
One who inlerviews

; spec, a journalist who inter-

views a person with the object of obtaining matter
for publication.
1869 Nation (N. Y.)z8 Jan. 67 The correspondent, whether

interviewer or not. 1872 LOWELL Milton Pr. Wks. 1890 IV.
68 Let the seventeenth century, at least, be kept sacred from
the insupportable foot of the interviewer ! 1880 L. STEPHEN
Pope iv. 88 Twickenham villa., became of course a centre of
attraction for the interviewers of the day. 1886 Pall Mall
G. n May 14/1 The interview is the worst feature of the
new system it is degrading to the interviewer, disgusting
to the interviewee, and tiresome to the public.

t Intervi-gilant, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. pr.

pple. of L. intervigilare : see next.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intervigilant, that is watchful, or

that awakes now and then, or between whiles.

t Intervi-gilate, v. Obs. rare-". [i.'L.inler-

vigilat-, ppl. stem of'intervigilare to watch between

whiles.] (See quot.) Hence f Intervigila'tion.
1623 COCKKRAM, Interuigilatc, to watch now and then.

Ikid. n, Watchfulnes, interuigilation. 1658 PHILLIPS, /-
tentigUrition, a watching between whiles.

Interyisceral(-vi'seral),a. rare". [INTEK-
4 a.] Situated between or among the viscera.

Hence Intervrscerally adv.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 231 Below the funnel are
seen the gills, and between them and the rectum one of the

inter-viscerally placed ganglia.
Intel-visible : see INTER- pref. 2 a.

Intervi'sit, sb. rare. [f. INTER- 2 a + VISIT

sb."\ An intermediate visit.

1846 in WORCESTER (citing Qu. Rev.\

Intel-visit (intajvi-zit), v. [ad. F. enirevisiter

(ijth c. in Littre), f. entre- (INTER- I b) + visiter

to VISIT.] intr. To exchange visits.

1609 DANIEL Civ. Wars
yin. xc, After hauing finish! all

the rue Of complement and interuisiting. 1686 tr. Bouhoiirs

Igjiatius H. 117 He obliged them often to intervisit. 1814
W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 51 He could inter-

marry and intervisit with the family of General Halifax,
without rendering his loyalty suspicious. 1830 Hist.
Snrv. Germ. Poetry II. 80 The minister Bernstorff inter-

visited with the Stolbergs.

Illtervital (intaivsi-tar, a. rare. [INTER- 4.]

Existing between two lives or stages of existence.

1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xliii, If . . every spirit's folded
bloom Thro' all its intervital gloom In some long trance
should slumber on. 1878 FARRAR Eternal^ Hope (1879) 12

[There] conies no faintest \vhisperfrom the intervital gloom.

lutervocal (intajvifu'kal), a. rare. [!NTEK-
4 a + L. vocal-is vocal, a vowel.] Occurring be-

tween vowels. So Intervoca'lic a., (more usual)
in same sense.

1883
< A mer. Jml. Philol. VIII. 490 Showing .. that inter-

vocalic i of the Provencal MSS. should not invariably
be reproduced as /. 1891 A. L. MAYHEW O. E. 1'honol.

405 OE. b = Vulgar Latin b = L. p (intervocal). 1896
BRACHET & TOYNBEE Hist. Gram. French 89 A medial con-

sonant may be., intervocal (i.e. placed between two vowels).
Mod. The loss of Latin intervocalic t and d in Old French,
as in rota, rone, siidarc, sner.

Intervolnte (intaivfUwt). Arch. [INTER- 3.]

The space between the volutes or scrolls in Ionic,

Corinthian, and Composite capitals.
1831 Fraser's Mng. IV. 281 Arising from the different

proportions of the necking itself, and of the volutes and
intervolute, or the interval between them.

Iiitervolution flntwwWHisn), [n. of action

from next.] Intervolved condition ;
a winding.

1850 HAWTHORNK Scarlet L. iii. (1879) 72 Making one
little pause, with all its wreathed intervolutions in open
sight. 1885 L. OLITHANT Sytnpneujnata xiii. 192.

Iiitervolve (intaivp-lv), v. [f. L. type *inier-

volvlre, f. inter (INTER- i) + volvere to roll, wind
;

cf. involve, etc.]
1. trans. To wind or roll up (things) within each

other; to wind or involve (something) within the

coils of something else.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 623 Mazes intricate, Eccentric,

intervolv'd, yet regular Then most, when most irregular

they seem. 1820 SHELLEY Witch All. vi, The sly serpent,

in the golden flame Of his own volumes intervolved. 1849
Miss MULOCK Ogih'ies xxvii. (1875)205 Intercepting and

intervolving him wherever he moves. 1884 Nonconf. ff

Indep.i May 422 His panel of
'A Wood Nymph '..in which

a girl and the leafage of background are intervolved.

2. intr. To wind within each other.

1886 W. ALEXANDER St. Augustine'i Holiday, etc. 48
Now intervolving richly type by type, Reticulated sounds

with sounds enlace.

Hence Intervo'lved ///. a. ; Intervo-lving vtl.

sb. and ///. a.

1667 [see i above]. 1748 YOUNG Nt. Th. IX. 1322 This

exquisite machine, with all its wheels, Tho' intervolv'd,

exact. 1858 G. MACDONALD Phantasies iv. 38 Entwining
every complexity of intervolved motion. 1896 G. MEREDITH

Amazing Marriage v. 47 Trees, whose round intervolving
roots grasped the yellow roadside soil. 1896 Academy

'
n. 27/3 This '

intervolving
'

of the landscape with theii Jan
mind of a person is peculiarly characteristic of Mr. Mere-
dith.

I'ntervolve, sb. rare. [f. prec. vb.] An act

of intervolving ; intertwining.
1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 266 Of wise contrivance,

deeply skilled In every intervolve of high and wide.



INTERWEAVE.

Interweave int.>jTv), p. Also 6-7 enter-.

I 'a t -wove, pa. pple. -woven (7-8 -wove) ;

al*o 7-8 -weaved. [f.
INTKH- i I. * \\ KAVK p.]

1. trans. To weave together, as the warp and

. .f a fabric ;
to interlace ; to intertwine.

,578 [see ISTERWKAVINU T'W. /'.]. IS9* FLORIO, //>r-

/?/-<, ro interweauc, to weaue or worke betweene,,
as

tin<ell or striped canuasse U. 1649 MILTON BUm. XVH. Wks.

(1851) 460 Heer we may see the very dark roots.. how they

twine and interweave one another in the Earth. 17*5 POPE

Odyss. v. 617 Two Olives .. With roots intwin'd, and

branches interwove. 1776 England's Gazetteer (ed. i) s.v.

lib Those floats, called coracles, . . are of a form almost

oval, and made of split sallow twigs interwoven. 1870

ROCK Text. fair. Introd. i. 34 Attalus's name was bestowed

upon a new method ofinterweaving gold wiih wool or linen.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 33 Muscular fibres are

ordinarily interwoven. .with its substance.

2. trans/, and fig. To intermingle (thoughts,

ideas, relations, etc.) as if by weaving ; to interlink

or intertwine intricately ;
to blend intimately.

1589 [see INTERWEAVING vol. so.]. 1611 DRAYTON Poly-

oik. To Rdr. Aiij, Those Prophecies out of Merlin

sometime interwoucn. i6a8 LR GRYS tr. Barclay's Ar-

ffrnit 304 When he did interweaue the course of affaires,

the causes and euents together. 1647 DENHAM Commend.
Verses Fletcher, None Can say here Nature ends, and
Art begins But mixt like th' Elements, and borne like

twins. So interweav'd, so like, so much the same. 1665
HOOKE Microgr. 70 Uniting and interweaving it self with

some other body that is already joyn'd with the tinging

particles. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. i. Wks. 1874 I. 168 The
moral law is . . interwoven into our very nature. 1749
FIELDING Tarn Janes IV. viii, He cheered the rural nymphs
and swains, when upon the green they interweaved the

sprightly dance. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 28 He has

interwoven the history of his life with the history of his

native town. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. i. 448 The
common phrases, which we owe to great authors, .which un-

consciously interweave themselves in our ordinary talk.

b. intr. for re/I.

1817 DE QUINCEY Gotlkt Wks. 1863 XV. 167 Such sub-

jects, .interweave one into another. 1891 ASHBY STF.RRY

Lazy Minstrel 48 Drifting down on the dear old River,

O, the music that interweaves !

Hence Interwea'ved ppl. a., interwoven ; Inter-

wea-ving ///. a. Also Interwea 1

vement, inter-

weaving. Interwea'ver, one who interweaves.

Interwea- vin^ly adv., by way of interweaving.
1598 FLORIO, Intertessitore, an interweauer [1611 enter-

weauerj. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 139, I could not so plainly

perceive their joints, or their manner of interweaving. 1700
BLACKMORE yob 31 All his interweaving roots. 1820 Mair's

Tyro's Diet. (ed. 10) 384 ContextiHi (adv.), of one piece,

interweavingly. 1843 For. $ Cl- Q. Kev. II. 339 Its

majestic interweavement with a cosmogony matchless and
divine. 1898 Daily News 24 Nov. 2/2 Some space of lattice

work . . with its interweaved greenery.

Interwea-ving, vM. st>. [f. prec. vb. + -INO i
.]

The action or process of weaving together or inter-

mingling intricately ; intertexture ; quasi-o>rr.,
an interwoven texture or structure.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man tv, 63 One Muscle, hauyng . .

a sharpe end, and enterweauynges of diuers Fibres. 1589
PUTTENHAM Kng. Poesie ll. x[i.]. (Arb.) 102 The twelfth . .

by reason of his largenesse receiuing moe compasses and
enterweauings. 1641 [see INTERWORKING]. 1797 BEWICK
Brit. Birds (1847) I. 84 Covering the whole upper part with
an interweaving of thorny twigs. 1868 MRS. WHITNEY /'.

Strong xiv. 162 Marvellous interweavings of glorious color.

Interwed, -weld, -wend, -whiff, -while,
-whistle : see INTER- pref.

\ Interwe-ftage. Obs. [f. INTER- 2 a +

WEFTAGE.] Interweaving ;
interwoven work.

1673 GREW Anal. Roots iv. 19 A., sight of these Fibres,
and of their Interweftage, by splitting a Vine-Root, or a

piece of Oak, may. .be obtained.

Interwittd (intsjwsi'nd), v. Pa. t. and pple.
-wound (wuund). [!NTEB- I b.] trans. To wind

(things) into or through each other ; to wind to-

gether ;
to wind (one thing) through the windings

of another; to intertwine, intertwist.
'

1693 /'///'/. Trans. XVII. 805 Narrowing it by Piles drove
down and inter-wound with Branches of Trees. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Hrmvn Rosary t. xvii, Her speaking is so inter-
wound Of the dim and the sweet. 1897 Christian Herald
(N. V.) 4 Aug. 592/1 A great many of these threads are
interwound.

b. intr. (for rejl.}

1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career II. x. 178 Circum-
stances will often interwind with the moods of simply
irritated men. 1879 E. S. PHELPS Sealed Orders, etc. 94
Uncounted sails which .. pass and repass, wind and inter-
wind.

Hence Interwi-nding, Interwoirnd ///. adjs.
1817 MONTGOMERY Pelican Island v. 28 Small isles, By

mterwinding channels linked yet sundered. 1877 FAIRBAIRN
Stud. I'hilos. Relig. , Hist. 263 Interwound branches do
not make two trunks one tree.

Interwish, -word, -world, -worry: see
INTER- pref.

Interwork (inta.rwc-.ik), v. Also 7 enter-.

Pa.t.&pple.-wrought(-r9-t),-worked(-wi>Mkt).
[INTEK- i b.] trans. To work one thing into and
through another ; to combine by interpenetration.
1*03 FLORIO Montaigne n. ix, They had . . certaine arroes

one with the other. 1881 MASON j n Alhrnymn 25 Feb.

426

351/2 Results from all these are interwronght with facts

from Mi. l':ii:e's narrative and document*.

b. intr. To work upon each other ;
to interact.

1855 MILMAN Lat. C/ir. (1883) I. I. ii. 9= The Roman
character did not interwork into the general Christianity

alone. 1876 W. ALEXANDER Jlamftim l.ect. (1877)
216

Where various laws meet and interwork harmoniously.

1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith ii. 53 Two divers sets of

causes are ever interworking and counterworking in the

tangled web of human affairs.

Hence Interwo-rkinjf vbl. sl>. and ///. a.
;
In-

terwroti'ght ///. a.

1641 MII.TON Reform, ll. (1851) 36 What interweavings or

interworkinfis can knit the Minister and the Magistrate in

their several Functions to the regard of any precise cor-

respondency? 1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atimetn. vii. (1852)

201 Circumstances, possessing . . no moral interworking

energies. 1895 Chainb. jfrnl. XII. 780 This way and that

they lurched, with interwrought limbs.

t Interwound (intajWK-nd), v. Obs. [INTEH-
i b.] trans. To wound mutually. Hence t In-

terwoirnding ///. a.

IJ99 DANIEL Musofhiliis Ixxiii, Hence interwounding
Controversies spring. 1605 SYLVESTER Dn Bartas n, iii. iv.

Captaines 823 With their owne arms themselves to inter-

wound.

Interwound (-wau-nd), ///. a. : see INTKR-

WIND V.

Interwoven (intaawtfuVn), ppl. a. [pa. pple.
of INTERWEAVE .]

Woven together ;
interlaced ;

intricately mingled or entangled.
1647 H. MORE Poems 6 Farre more fine Then interwoven

silk with gold or silver twine. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India

ff r. 6 Another Island . . whose interwoven barren Moun-
tains are as impossibly exprest as Stoneheng numbred.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 292 Capsule.,
composed of interwoven fibres. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India

(1858) I. 347 He has. .printed the interwoven expressions of
the commentator in italics. 1859 KINGSI.EV Misc. (1860) I.

144 Its lacework of interwoven light and shade.

Hence Interwo'venly adv. rare.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. 1. 401 The Fingers of both

her hands interwovenly clenched together. 1880 G. MERK-
DITH Tragic Com. iii. (1892) 28 Amply-flowing, vivacious,

interwovenly the brook, the stream, the torrent.

Interwrap : see INTER- pref. i b.

Interwreathe (-0-8), . [INTER- i b.] trans.

To wreathe together ; to intertwine into, or as in,

a wreath. Hence Interwrea'thed ///. a.

a 1658 LOVELACE Posthttma, To Mr. F.. R. 10 Happy
youth, crown'd with a heav'nly ray Of the first Flame, and
interwreathed bay. 1726 LEONI Alberti's Archit. Life 4

Foliages, .very curiously interwreathed together. 1828 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863) 517 Interwreathed and
intertwisted by bramble and brier. 1866 J. B. ROSE Virgil
52 Thus sung thy lard, Pierides divine, What time he in-

terwreathed the osier bine.

Interwrou-ght, ///. a. : see INTERWORK v.

Interzoecial, -zygapophysial, -zygoma-
tic: see INTER- pref. 6.

t Intestabi'lity. Obs. rare. [f. next : see

-ITY.] The quality or state of being
'
intestable'.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 55 The exception of intesta-

bilitie, may be opposed against the probate of the testa-

ment. 1622 DONNE Serm. clvi. (Alford) VI. 235 The worst

degree of intestability is not to be believed, not to be ad-
mitted to be a Witness of any other.

t Intertable, a. Obs. [ad. lale L. iiilesldbilis,

{.in- (iN-'i) + teslabilis, f.teslari: see INTESTATE.
Cf. F. intestable (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.).]
1. Legally incapable of making a will or of bene-

fiting by a will.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 47 Albeit the testament be
made before the mariage, yet she being intestable at the
time of her death, by reason her husband is then liuing, the
testament is voyd. 1726 AYLIFFE Farcrgon 289 After a
Person has been thus excommunicated, he is rendered In-

famous and Intestable both Actively and Passively. 1767
BLACKSTONE Coinm. II. xxxii. 497 Such persons, as are in-

testable for want of liberty or freedom of will.

2. Disqualified from being a witness or giving
evidence.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. Ixxxvi. (Alford) IV. 81 He was in-

testable, so as that he could not
testify,

he should not be
believed in the behalf of another. in Select. (1840: 268
A Christian in profession, that is not a Christian in life,

is intestable so, he discredits Christ, and hardens others

against him. 1656 BLOUST Glossogr., Intestable . . that
cannot be taken in witness, not to be believed.

Hence t Intas'tableness, intestability (Bailey,

1727).

Intestacy (inte-stasi). Law. [f.
INTESTATE a.:

see -ACY.] 1 he condition or fact of dying intestate

or without having made a will.

1767 I!LACKSTONEG>W. II. xxxii. 491 Mention is made of

intestacy, in the old law before the conquest, as being
merely accidental. 1817 JARMAN Pome/fi Devises II. 197
The construction was not induced by the motive of avoiding
an intestacy. 1876 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. n. vi, The only
occasion in which the eldest son is necessarily preferred to
the younger children is in the case of

intestacy.
1880 GLAD-

STONE Sf. Ho. Com. 15 Mar., I am of opinion .. that the

present irregular scale of duty upon intestacy is excessive.

t Inte-atant, a. Obs. rare *. [app. f. IN- 3 +

L.ttstdf-em,pr.\>plc.oftestiiri: see next.]
= IN-

TESTATE a. i.

1673 Rhode IslandCol. Rec. (1857) II. 507 Every person's
estate that dyeth intestant in the said townc.

Intestate (,inte-st<*t), a. and sb. [ad. L. intes-

tat-iis, f. in- (IN- 3) 4. testa/its, pa. pple. of testarl

INTESTINE.

to bear witness, to make a will. Cf. F. inteslat

(I3th c. in Godef. CY>;//.).]
A., adj. 1. Ofaperson: Not having made a will.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 134 Curatoures of holy kirke . .

dyeth intestate, and banne be bisshop entreth [etc.]. 1553
T. WILSON Rhet. 24!), Al bequestes and goodes of suche
his frendes as dyed intestate. 1760 JOHNSON Idler No. 98
P7 He was the less mindful of his dissolution, and died
intestate. 1872 Miss BRADDON R. Ainsleigh 1. xvii. 314
My benefactress died intestate, without care or thought
for the orphan youth she had adopted.
fig. *S94 SIIAKS. Rich. ///, iv. iv. 128 (Qo. 1597) Windie

atturnies to your Client woes, Aerie succeeders of intestate

list Fol. intestine] ioies.

b. trans/, (after L. intestata scnectiis, Juvenal i.

J 44)-
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 69 Hence sudden deaths, and age in-

testate spring. 1693 DRYDF.N Juvenal (1697) 17 Repletions,

Apoplex, intestate Death.

2. Of things: Not disposed of by will
; belonging

to the estate of an intestate.

1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 127 The prerogatyfe gyuen
to the same Byschope of Canterbury, wherby he hath.. the

admynystratyon of intestate godys. 1774 Bp. HALUFAX
Anal. Rom. Civ. Law (1795) 48 The Roman Law concern-

ing Intestate Succession. 18*8 WEBSTER s.v., An intestate

estate.

t3. a. 'That no man will take for a witness'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656). b. 'Not proved by wit-

ness
'

(Phillips, 1678). Obs.

1635 A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory Ep. Ded., Sure I am if you
have infirmities, they are intestate, unlesse you place your
owne Conscience for a witnesse.

B. sb. One who dies without making a will.

1658 tr. Coke's Rep. 38 b, The next and most faithful

friends of the intestate. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet, s.v., There
are two kinds of Intestates ;

one that makes no Will at all ;

another that makes a Will and Executors, and
they refuse.

1747 CARTF, Hist. F.ng. I. 483 We find in GlanviPs time,
all the goods and chattels of intestates belonged to the

king or immediate lord. 1865 Sat. Rcr. 7 Jan. iS.'i In-

testates of this class.

Intestation (intest/i-Jsn). rare* 1
, [f. IN- 3

+ TESTATION, after intestable, intestate.] Depri-
vation of the tight of making a will.

1833 W
T
ADDINGTON Hist. Ch. ix. 128 They menaced the

contumacious with confiscation, intestation, exile.

t Intesta-tor. Obs. rare- '. [f.
IN- + TES-

TATOR.] = INTESTATE sb.

1699 Col. Rec. Pcnnsyh. I. 557 Where y s' 1 testators or

intestators personal estates are sufficient.

t Inte-stement. Obs. rare~ l
. Will

;
testament.

1463 Bnry Wills (Camden) 42 Alle suche goodes that

they reseyve of mine by vertu of this myn intestement.

Intestinal (inte'stinal), a. [nd. med. or mod.
L. inleslinal-is, (. intestinum an intestine; cf.

-
F.

intestinal (Pare, i6th c.).]

1. Of or pertaining to the intestines ;
found in or

affecting the intestines.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoner's Bk. Physicke 320 'i For in-

testmalle woundes, take onlye the pouldre of redde Beetes.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. iii. 109 Their dung
and intestinal! excretions. 1797 M. BAILLIE Morb. Artat.

(1807) 192 Another supposition,, .that intestinal worms are

really formed from the matter contained in the intestines.

1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 267 In Man, the whole

length of the intestinal tube is about thirty feet.

J*. J794 SULLIVAN I'ie^f Nat. II. 124 ./Etna, Vesuvius,
and other burning mountains, in this manner, . . throw off

their intestinal superfluities.

b. Having an intestine or enteron : opposed to

ANENTEROUS.
2. = INTESTINE a. i. rare.

a 1861 MRS. BROWNING SnvrJ Castrucch v, In that strife

of intestinal hate.

Intestine (inte-stin), a. [ad. L. inteslinus

internal, f. inttts within. Cf. F. intestin (i4th c.

in Littre).] Internal, belonging to the interior.

1. Internal with regard to a country or people ;

domestic, civil : usually said of war, feuds, or trou-

bles, also of enemies.

"53S STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 374 Till armour all [the

Douglasses] drew syne, With dalie stryfe and battell intes-

tyne. 1547 J. HARRISON Exlwrt. Scottes B iv b, The in-

habitauntes..haue euer sithe been vexed with intestine

warres and ciuill discorde. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. i. 12

The intestine shocke, And furious cloze of ciuill Butchery.

1672 MARVELL Reh. Transf. 1. 122. 1706 PRIOR Odeglorious
Success 248 Their own intestine feuds and mutual jars.

(11764 LLOYD Hcnriade Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 237 Laws
abus'd by foul intestine foes. 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist.

396 Intestine division made the very name of Hellas a

mockery.
fig. 160* MARSTON Ant. t Mel. \. Wks. 1856 I. 16 The

rocks gron'd At the intestine uprore of the maine. 1633
P. FLETCHER Pise. Eel. vn. xiii, The seas.. Thou softly

charm'st, and windes intestine ire. .Thou quiet laid'st.

1 2. Internal with regard to human nature or the

nature of things ; inward, innate. Obs. rare.

1583 STUBBES Anal. Atus. i. (1877) 24 The intestine

malice of our owne hearts, a 1656 USSKF.R Ann. vn. (1658)

864 Caius..for a time dissembled his intestine anger to

Petronius. 1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I. i. 8 i. 3 Every-

thing Naturally labours under an Intestine Necessity.

t 3. Internal with regard to the body ; seated in

the bowels
;
intestinal. Obs.

1613 R. CAWDRP.Y Table Alph. (ed. 3), Intestine,.. be-

longing to the inward parts. 1616 BUI.LOKAR, Intestine,

bred in the bowels, a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. xiii. 5 3

(1622) 140 His plague was seated into his bowells, which



INTESTINE.

tormented^him with an intestine torture. 1737 SWJKT Gut-
liver IV. vi, Human bodies. .every part, external and intes-
tine, having diseases appropriated to itself.

4. Internal with reference to any thing or place.
Oiis. (exc. asy%>-. from i or 3).
1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 290 With Fir, we likewise make

all intestine Works as Wainscot, floors [etc.]. 1671 R.
BOHUN lyiiuin Those suddain tumors, which happen in the
rivers . . neer Bourdeaux, seem to be the effects of intestine
winds. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 139 It sleeps; and the icy
touch Of unprolific winter has impress'd A cold stagnation
on the intestine tide.

b. Intestine motion : Motion entirely within, or

among the molecules of, a body.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. 11 If the very nature of

fluidity consist in the Intestine motion of the parts of that
Body call'd fluid. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Led. iv. 116. 1717
J. KEILL Anim. Oecon. (1738) nr If the attracting Cor-
puscles are elastick, they must necessarily produce an
intestine Motion. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. (1856) 546 The
polar basin is not only the seat of an active supply and dis-
charge, but of an intestine circulation independent ofeither.
1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. n. xiii. 100 (1875) 291 When
the atoms are kept in a state of intestine agitation.
Hence Inte-stinenesi (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Intestine (inte'stin), sir. Also 7 intestin,

and in L. form intestrnum, //. -a. [ad. L. intes-
tilium sb., neuter of intestlnus adj. : see prec.]
1. The lower part of the alimentary canal, from

the pyloric end of the stomach to the anus, con-

stituting what are popularly called the bowels or

guts. In ordinary use, commonly pi. intestines
;

the singular is applied to each of the two distinct

parts, the small intestine (comprising the duo-
denum, jejunum, and ileum}, and the large intestine

(comprising the caecum, colon, and rectum), and
also, in scientific use, to the canal as a whole ; in

biology, it is often extended to include the whole
alimentary canal from the mouth downward, espe-
cially in invertebrate animals, a. plural.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 20/2 The intes-

tines or entrails beinge verye ill disposed and ill at ease. 1625
B. JONSON Staple ofN. v. v,Alm. We shall see thorow him.
P. sen. And his gut colon, tell his intestina. 1649 T. WATSON
God's Antit. 2 The Priest did divide the Beast in peeces, and
so the intestina, the inward parts, were made visible. 1656
RIDGLEY Pratt. Pliysick i The Cause is.. the shortness of
the Intestins. 1695 tr. ColbatcKs New Lt. Chirurg. put
out 38 Both Liver and Intestines were wounded. 1767
GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 116 A total division of the small
intestines, is to be looked upon as a mortal wound. 1800
Mat. Jrnl. IV. 518 The contents of the stomach and intes-
tines were of a similar nature. 1869 HUXLEY Physiol. vi. 21.

b. singular.
1651 Raleigh's Ghost 219 Their hindermost intestine or

,ut became putrifled. 1681 COTTON IVond. Peak (ed. 4) 49The Subterranean People ready stand ..To guide, who are
to penetrate inclined The Intestiinun Rectum of the Fiend.
1803 Aled. Jrnl. X. 248 The intestine, which alone formed
the hernia, was of a deep red colour. 1807-26 S. CoopiiK
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 437 Wounds of the abdomen,
attended with injury of the intestine. 1869 HUXLEY Physiol.
vi. 2i The duodenum . . is . . that part of the small intestine
which immediately succeeds the stomach. . . The rectum
is that part of the large intestine which opens externally.
1884 M. MACKENZIE Vis. Throat

,5- Nose II. 221 The
cephalic portion of the intestine originates from the epiblast.
t 2. fig. The inmost part or member. 06s. rare.
^'533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Eivb,The frend, whiche is the intestyne of the heart.

Intestiniform (inteatai-nif^un), a. Anat. [f.
L. intestln-um INTESTINE sb. + -(I)FORM.] Having
the shape of an intestine.

1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V. 705/1 The resemblance to a
mesentery is more obvious in the . . intestiniform uterus of
the mammalia.

Intestino-vesical (intestai:n<7,ve-sikal), a.

[f. intestina-, taken as combining form of L. in-
lestinuHi INTESTINE sb. + L. vcsica bladder + -AL.]
Relating to the intestine and the bladder.
1867 NI'-M Syd. Sac. Biennial Retrosp. 314 Sufferings pro-

duced by an intestino-vesical fistula.

Intestinule vinte-stiniKl). rare.
[f. L. intes-

tm-um + dim. -ULE.] A small or minute intestine.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 423/1 These organs, .are in-

variably composed of intestinules or branched csca.

Intewne, obs. variant of ENTUNE v.

t Inte'X, v. Otis, rare
~

'. [ad. L intexere to
weave in.] trans. To weave in.

1599 R- LINCHE Fount. Anc. Pkt. G iij. There might you
see with greatest skill intexed. Hid, Kiij, A foot cloth
wherein is wrought and intexed diuerse strange workes.

Intexme, Bat. : see INTEXTINE.

tl'ntext, sb. Obs. rare- '. [? ad. L. intextus
an interweaving, or ?f. IN adv. 12 + TEXT sb. : cf.

TEXT, CONTEXT.] The text or matter of a book.
1648 HERRICK Hesp., To his Closet-gods, I had a book

which none Co'd reade the intext but my selfe alone.

t Inte'xt, v. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f.
L. intext-, ppl.

stem of intexSre : see INTEX.] trans. = INTEX ;

transf. to work in, to incorporate in the text.

1563-87 FOXE A. % M. (1596) 282/1 Which [epistle] .. I

thought meet here to intext and place.

Iiitextiiie '

inte-kstin). Bat. Also intexine.

[f.
L. int-us within + EXTINE.] An inner coating

ot the pollen grain within the extine.

1833 I.INDI.KY Introd. Bat. (1848) I. 359 [Fritzche] speaks
of four coatings lo the pollen of Clarkia elegans, Lulling the
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fourth, which is near the extine, the Intexine. 1885 GOODALE
Pays. Bat. (1892) 428 note, Oenothera, where the extine
separates into a true extiue and an intextine.

t Inte'xture, sb. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
L. intext-,

ppl. stem (sea INTEXT Z/.)+-URE; after texture.]A weaving in, blending.
1607 TOPSELL four-f. Beasts (1658) 232 Camerarius com-

mendeth a certain colour called in Latine, Darius, .because
of the divers in-textures of colours.

Inte'xture,!'. rare , [f. as prec.] trans.
To weave or work in. Hence Inte-xtured ///. a.
1856 WEBSTER, Intcxtured. 1882 OCILVIE, Intexture.
Jjitnirsted, variant of ENTHIBSTED.
Inthral',1, etc., obs. var. of ENTHRAL(L, etc.

t Inthri'ng, v . Sc. Obs. Pa. t. inthrang.
[f. IN- i + THRING

.] intr. To press in.

rtiSoo Colkelbie Sow 419 Curris, kenseis and knavis
Inthrang and dansit in thravis. 1508 DUNBAK Tail Mariit
Wemen 13 In haist to the hege so hard I inthrang.

Inthrone, -merit, obs. var. ENTHRONE, -MENT.
t Inthro'ng, v. Obs.

[f. IN- i + THRONG v.]
intr. To throng in ; to

press or crowd in.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xv. xh, How the seas betwixt those
iles inthrong, And how they shouldred land from land away.
Ibid. xix. xxxvii, His people like a flowing streame inthrong.
Inthronise, -yse, obs. forms of ENTHKONIZE.
t Inthroni'Stic, and sb. Obs. [ad. med.L.

*inthronisticus (-urn], ad. eccl. Gr. ivOpovtariitos

^-oV) inaugural, f. (vOpovifav to ENTHRONIZE. Cf.
med.L. inthroniasticum a gift to an ordaining
bishop.] a. adj. Pertaining to ecclesiastical or-

dination, b. sb. A gift made to a bishop for
ordination or installation.

1685 BUKNBT Life William Bedell 82 When the Metropoli-
tan [etc.l . . came and ordained the Bishop . . it was but reason-
able that their expence should be discharged ; and this came
to be rated to a certain Summ, and was called the Inthron-
istick. 1725 tr.

Dufilfs Eccl. Hist. \ith C. I. v. 113 That
Right which Justinian calls Inthronistick, which his Prede-
cessor Julian has called by the Term Cathedratick, which
was given, not for the Ordination, but for that which we
call the Installation.

t Inthro'nizate, ///. a. Obs. Also -tron-.

[ad. late L. int(ff)ronizat-its, pa. pple a{int(]i)roni-
ziire to ENTHRONIZE.] trans. To enthrone.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. XLIX. i, Maryus, his soonne, was

then mtronizate. Ibid. LII. i, Seuerus To Britayn come and
was mtronizate. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. II. Vv/2 In the
feast of all Saintes, the Archbishop Bonifacius was inthroni-
zate at Canterburie.

Hence t Iiithroniza'tion, obs. var. of ENTHHO-
NIZATION.

Inthrough ,i'n , J)r-), prep, and adv. Sc. Also
'

inthrow (-brzm-). [f. IN adv. + THROUGH.]
A. prep. In and through ; through (a place)

from the outside
;
in towards the centre of.

16. . Lord's Trumpet ^ (Jam. Suppl.), I would rather have
orie of yon sufferers that is bred in Christ's school inthrow

|

Clydesdale yonder, than a hundred of you to join with me. I

1699 T. BOSTON Art Man-fishing (1900) 33 When thou
preachest doctrine, so as wicked men may run out-through
and in-through it. 1825-80 JAMIESON s. v., To gac intfirow
and outthrtnv any thing, to examine or try it in every
direction. Angus.
B. adv. In towards the centre

; towards the
fireside. 1825-80 in JAMIESON.

tlnthru'St, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. IN- l +

THRUST
.] trans. To thrust in

; to intrude.
iSosCAMDEN Rem. 122 Those.. of strange base parentage

were forbidden, .to insert, or inthrust themselves into noble
and honest families.

I'nthrust, ///. a. rare. [Is adv. II b.]
Thrust in.

1658 A. Fox Wurlz' Surg. in. v. 232 The inthrust tent
will melt in the wound. 1885 G. H. TAYLOR Pelvic f,
Hem. Therap. 89 Adhesion of the inthrust parts to the
borders of the hernial ring.

Intice, -merit, obs. variants of ENTICE, -JIENT.

Intier, -ty, obs. variants of ENTIRE, -TY.

Inti'll, intil, prep. Sc. and north, dial.
Korms : (3 in tel), 3-5 in til, 4-5 iutill(e, in tyl,
4- intil, (-till), (8- intul). [f. IN adv. + TILL
prep, in its northern sense of to. Cf. UNTIL. In

early use the two elements were often written

separately.]
1. Of motion, direction, change of condition :

= !NTO. Sc. and north, dial.

1258 Eng. Proclam. Hen. Ill, And al on bo ilche worden
is isend in to aeurihce obre shcire. ., and ek in tel Irelonde.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5042 111 til egypte son come bai. c 1375
Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 32 Intil englishe bus I draw
hit. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt:s T. 1204 (Harl.) Ther sawjh
I dyane turned in til a tree [E/lesm. yturned til, so 3 fillers ;

Heng. f, Petw. to], 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 7 He was
ledd in til a gardyne. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xlv. 136 Vysus
dyde putte hym self in tyl a path and was soone goon. 1562
J. HEYWOOD Prov. f, Epigr. (1867) 142 The mids he lept in
till. 1562 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. 210 Prent be wordis
Intill this bill. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. n.

141 He fell intill al kynde of lust. 1797 Mm. WHEELER
ly'estmld. Dial. i. 37 They baith lowpt mtulth Cart. 1834M. Scorr Cruise Midge (1863) 190 She was a. .gude wife. .

before she fell away intil that evil propensity. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss, s.v., Put them in till a poke.

t b. = UNTO, To. (Cf. TILL.) Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13459 (Gott.) lesus clamb vp intill a

fell. ri34o HA.MPOI.E Prose Tr. 13 At the comynge of

INTIMATE.
Criste intill hyuie. 1340 Pr. Cause. 4508 pai sal turne
thurgh Goddes myght f>e fadirs hertes intil be sons right.
2. Of place, position, condition, state, time:
= !N. (Cf. INTO 22.) Only Sc. (central and
north-east.'}

'375 BAKBOUR Bruce i. 186 Bath castell and toune War
intill his possessioune. Ibid. 340 As to the gud Erie of
Artayis, Robert, befell intill his dayis. c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. vill. x. 174 [He] tretyd hym in-til bat case ; As ay be
Dewyle dois in Falase. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 533
Thair wes richt few Or nane that tyme that he mycht traist
in till. 1567 Gude f, Godly B. (S. T. S.) 137 In till ane
myrthfull Maij morning Quhen Phebus did vp sprinE.
I572 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. r846 I. 228 The said

Maister James and Johne Knox being intill one galay.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Tilbury Nogo 244 There's just nae-
thmg at a' intill him but what he puts in wi' the spune.

II I'lltima. Biol. [Short for L. tunica intima
inmost coating.] The inmost coating or mem-

brane of a part or organ, esp. of a vein or artery.
1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (ed. 2) 333 Under the

microscope, the cells of the intima and of the middle and
external coats are found to be considerably increased in
number. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Pathol. 192 The intima
appears slightly clouded, as if covered with a fine dust.

Intimacy (i'ntimasi). [f. INTIMATE a. : see

-ACY.] The quality or condition of being intimate.
1. The state of being personally intimate

; inti-
mate friendship or acquaintance; familiar inter-
course ; close familiarity ;

an instance of this.
1641 J JACKSON True Evatig. T. in. 180 Any other noble,and lawful! familiarities of intimacie, and deerenesse. 1675BAXTER Cath. Theal. n. ix. 201 That they did dissemble . .

my own intimacy with them assured me. 1709 MRS. MANLFY
Secret Mem. (1736) IV. 169 A Friend of mine that was of
their Intimacy. 1800 MRS. HEBVKY Mourtray Fam. III.
140 The closest intimacy was immediately struck up between

I them. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Mansf. Park \\. iii, Sir Thomas,
drawing back from intimacies in general. 1898 A. W. W.
DALE ;/<- A

1

. IV. Dale iii. 43 Intimacy and affection. .have
turned the dead volumes into living friends.

b. euphem. for illicit sexual intercourse.
1676 tr. Guillaticre's Vcy. Aihtns 70 Having a mutual

desire to continue their intimacy. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xii.

151 Caesar was accused of criminal intimacy with many
ladies of the highest rank. 1889 Daily News 23 Jan. 2/6
I he defendant., did not however have intimacy with her.
He had never been intimate with her.

c. Closeness of observation, knowledge, or the
like.

1714 HEARNE Duct. Hist. I. Advt. 3rd ed. 2 The Observa-
tions . . had not enter'd with intimacy enough into that
Subject. 1817 CHALMERS Astron. Disc. ii. (1852) 42 There is
a something in the intimacy of a man's own experience.
2. Intimate or close connexion or union, rare.

1720 WATERLAND Eight Semi. 137 The Union and
Intimacy between Father and Son is such, that they are not
two Gods, but one God. 1870 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol.
(ed. 2) I. 35. 85 Explosions occur only .. where the
elements concerned are . . distributed among one another
molecularly, or, as in gunpowder, with minute intimacy.
1 3. Inner or inmost nature

;
an inward quality

or feature. Obs.
1660 HEXHAM, Iniuendighcydt, Inwardnesse, or Intimacie.

1711 P. H. View 2 last Parlts. 118 Every one that had
tne Honour to be acquainted with the Intimacies of this
Gentleman's Skill and Address, knew him form'd for the
Prime Management in whatever he undertook.

tlntimado jntima-d^). Obs. [An alteration of
INTIMATE sb., after Sp. words in -ADO, q.v.]

= INTI-
MATE sfi. 2.

i(

loci

App. ^ 7 _
and zealous confident of his Party. 1690 E. GEE Jesuit's
Metit. 46 As great Intimado's as if they had been of the same
Society. 1748 RICHAUDSON Clarissa (1811) VII. 359 A gentle-
man of no good character (an intimado of Mr. Lovelace).
1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Pref., His iittiuiaiios, to confess
a truth, were in the world's eye a ragged regiment.
Intimate (.i-ntim<*t), a. and sb. [ad. L. inti-

mat-us, pa. pple. of intimdre, f. inliimis inmost,

deepest, profound or close in friendship, as sb. a
close friend, f. int-us within : see INTIMATE

z/.]

A. adj. 1. Inmost, most inward, deep-seated ;

hence, Pertaining to or connected with the inmost
nature or fundamental character ofa thing ; essential ;

intrinsic. Now chiefly in scientific use.

1632 SHERWOOD, Intimate (or inward), intime. 1647 H.
MOV.K Song ofSoul \\. xxxi, This faculty is very intimate
And near the Centre. 1678 HOHBES Decani, iv. 44 The
true and intimate Substance of the Earth. 1830 HF.RSCHEL
Stud. Nat. Phil. in. iv. (18511 291 Its necessary connection
with the intimate constitution of the substance. 1878
STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. iii. 92. 100 With regard to
the intimate structure of matter and ether.

b. Entering deeply or closely into a matter.

1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. iv. (1894) 42 A more intimate
analysis, .matured my conjecture into full conviction.
2. Pertaining to the inmost thoughts or feelings ;

proceeding from, concerning, or affecting one's in-

most self; closely personal.
1671 MILTON Samson 223 They Icnew not That what I

1863 GKO. ELIOT Rowola ix, He had an intimate
sense that Romola was something very much above him.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxxv. 5 Some particular intimate
reflexions One would tell thee.

3. Close in acquaintance or association ; closely
11!) - a



INTIMATE.

connected l>y friendship or personal knowledge ;

cliaractcri/ed by familiarity (with a person or

toy familiar. Said of persons, and per-

sonal relations or attributes. Also trans/, of things,

1'citaininj; to or dealing with such close personal

relations.

to maintain u\i ii>.-i *- - - - -- - -

wicked. 1700 S. L. tr. Frjktt Voy. b.. Ind. 91 Sorry at the

fate of one of 'em. .being one of my intimate acquaintance.

I7S4 RICHARDSON GrandisoH I. xxviii. 205 Kindied minds

win be intimate at first sight. 1784 COWTKK Jaskiv. 130,

I crown thee [winter] king of intimate delights. 1831 LvrrpN
Codalfk xxxvi, Our losses are not intimate and household.

Miss MITFOHU in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. viii. 124

demands on the heart and inner life. 1897 A. UPWAKU
Sfcr. Crts. Europe 157 Another anecdote .. is, perhaps,

a little too intimate for general repetition.

b. cuphein. of illicit sexual intercourse.

1889 [see INTIMACY i bj.

o. Familiarly associated ; closely personal.

1884 H. JAMES Little Tourzn These diminutive intimate

things bring one near to the old Roman life. 1898 Daily
News 8 Aug. 6/1 Writers like Mr. Henry James, Mr.

Howells, and Miss Wilkins, students and observers only of

the minute, the delicate, and the intimate.

4. Of knowledge or acquaintance : Involving or

resulting from close familiarity ; close.

it 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 211 Challenge intimate

Acquaintance With all the learned Moderns, and the

Ancients. 1771 Junins Lett. liv. 286 My abhorrence . .

arises from an intimate knowledge of his character. Moil.

One who has an intimate acquaintance with parliamentary

procedure.
5. Of a relation between things : Involving very

close connexion or union ; very close.

1691 SOUTH 12 Serm. (1607) I. 502 Pride.. is of such Inti-

mate, and even Essential Connexion with Ingratitude. 1831
LAKON-KK Pneumat. v. 286 Such pressure only renders the

contact of the valve more intimate. 1839 MURCHISON Silur.

Syst. l. xxxi. 415 This grit is made up of an intimate

mixture of fine grains of white quartz and pink felspar.

1860 EMERSON Cond. Life vi. (1861) 127 There is an intimate

interdependence of intellect and morals. 1876 Clin. Soc.

Trans. IX. 153 The adhesions were most intimate over the

upper lobe.

B. sb. f 1. One who intimately belongs to some-

thing ; a typical representative or example. 06s.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Class xi. 124 For the intimates

of this complexion [the Phlegmatic] . . are always pale
coloured ; slow pac'd ; drowsie Headed.

2. A person with whom one is intimate ;
a very

close friend or associate.

1659 Centl. Calling (1696) 118 The other sort of power
that which they have over their Friends and intimates.

1670 Devout Contmun. (1688) 169 Make the liveliest of
them my most intimates, and . . improve their fellowship to

the best advantage. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 515 r i To
procure from that Intimate of hers one of her Letters. 1828
SCOTT F.M.I'erttixx, Henry, .only remembered that Oliver

had been his friend and intimate. 1888 BUHGON Lives 12

Gd. Men I. ill. 344 The variety and extent of his knowledge
. .often astonished his intimates.

Intimate (i-ntim^t), v. Pa. pple. intimated ;

also 6 -7 intimate, [f. late L. intimdt-, ppl. stem
of intimart to put or bring into, drive or press

into, to make known, announce, notify by legal

process, f. intim-us inmost. Cf. F. intimer (1325
in Godef. Compl.).]
1. trans. To make known formally, to notify,

announce, state ; ) formerly, to communicate (know-
ledge), to declare (war).
1538 BALI Thre Lawes 1490 What fashyon vse

ye,
to vs

here intymate. a 1548 HALL Chron., Htn. /K 17 He incon-
tinente did proclaime and intimate open warre. Ibid., tltn.
I'ff 34 b, Assone as the commynge of ye Mayre was intymate
and Knowen to the ryotous persones, they fiedde. 1614 in
/ 'icary's Altftt. (1888) App. in. 145 Their humble peticion..
Intymating. .that the said Hospital! hath binchardged with
the keeping of three Children. 1629-39 SIR ^v"> MURE /'s.

xix. a Day speaks to day and night to night Doth know-
ledge intimate. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. vi. Wks. 1813
1. 418 This resolution she intimated to the leaders of both
factions. 1816 Scorr Introd. 1st Ser. Talcs My Landlord^
I have only further to intimate, that Mr Peter Pattieson . .

hath more consulted his own fancy than the accuracy of the
narrative. 1884 Manclt. Exam. 19 Feb. 4/7 The coalmasters
..have posted a notice, .intimating a reduction of ten per
cent in the wages of miners.

t b. To designate as something. Obs. rare.

1799-1805 S. TURNER Aiiglo-Sa.!. (1836) I. ill. x'u 255 iwte,
I 1 was AtheKtan . . that may, with the greatest propriety, be
entitled primus int'narcha Anelorum\ and accordingly
Alurcd of Beverley so intimates nim.
2. To make known or communicate by any
means however indirect; hence, to signify, indi-
cate ; to imply, to suggest, to hint at.

1^90 SPENSER F. Q. in. ix. 30 To her he sought to intimate
His inward gnefe, by meanes to him well knowne. 1634bm 1. HHBBKRT Trav. 69 Till Easter day, when they take
up the representative Bodie, intimatinK thereby his Resur-
rection. 1660 JF.K. TAYLOR Worthy Commtm. ii. 14 The
Apostle express*, one duty and intimates another. ijtSYOUNG I.one Fame v. 74 Her darling china, in a whirlwind
nenl, Just intimates the lady's discontent. 1814 SCOTT Wm>.
viii, 1 he open avowal of what the others only ventured to
iniiimitc. 1876 Mann Unh: Strut, vi. 135 The Great

4528

Spirit, ^peaking by dumb representation to otlui ^piiits,

intimates and Minifies to them something about HlBUMt
b. To mention indirectly or in passing.

1634 CANNE Nccess. Separ. (1849.) 74 W~e Jo deny that

those here intimated are true ministers. .1661 BRAMHALL

just V'ind. x. 275 This is the treatise of Schisme intimated

in my answer to Monsieur de la Militiere. iSaoAsiat. Ann.

Kfg,, Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 85/1 He had intimated another

subject, which could not be brought forward without

fourteen days notice.

f 3. To make intimate, to familiarize. Obs.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 362 The Lord intimated his heart

with this thought. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 451 For two
of a Profession ithat are not intimated by nearenesse of

Friendship) to give one another a good word is Candidnes^e
miraculous.

Hence Tntimated ///. a. Also rntimater,
one who intimates.
1606 FORD Honour Triumph. ,

Monarchs Meet, xi, A
goodly view of majestic it was To see such intimated

league betwixt them. 16x1 FLORIO, Indiftore, an inditer, a
denouncer. Also an intimater. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith
xxvii. 274 Goldsmith treasured up the intimated hope.

Intimately (i-ntim/tli), adv. [f. INTIMATE**.

* -LY -.] In an intimate manner.

1. Very deeply or inwardly ; in a way that affects

one's inmost self or moves the deepest feeling.

1637 BP. HALL Remedy Prophaneness i. i. 10 We appre-
hend him [God], .intimately present to us, with us, in us.

1662 SI-ARROW tr. Bchtnes Rcm. W'/tj-., \si Apol. Balth.

Tylcken 8 If some people fearing God, had not intimately.,
entreated for it, I had not given it to any at all. a 1677
HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. i. 43 When I deeply and inti-

mately consider these things. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 290
p 2, I shall not act it as I ought, for I shall feel it too inti-

mately to be able to utter it. 1774 GOLUSM. Grecian Hist.

II. 240 Alexander . . proved how intimately he was affected

with the unhappiness of a prince who deserved a better fate.

2. In a manner involving close acquaintance ;
so

as to be very familiar.

1645 MILTON Tetrach. ad fin., Lest .. they expose them-
selves rather to be pledg'd up and down by men who inti-

mately know them. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 60 Being inti-

mately acquainted with him, I know the course of his

Travels. 1838 DICKENS Niclu Kick, iii,
'
I know her circum-

stances intimately, ma'am', said Ralph.

3. In a way that involves or effects a very close

connexion or union of parts or elements.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 70 By uniting more intimately either

with some particular corpuscles, .or with all of them. 1722

QUINCY Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2) n Thereby the Blood

[is] more intimately broken and divided, so that it becomes
fitter for the more fluid Secretions. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.

Waters III. 129 These two salts are so intimately mixed,
as to be in a manner inseparable. 1773 FRANKLIN Lett.
Wks. 1887 V. 134 Lightning, .by penetrating intimately the

hardest metals, -has separated the parts in an instant. 1873
TRISTRAM Rfoak Pref. i A country . . intimately connected
with Jewish history.

I'ntimateness. rare. [f.
as prec, + -NESS.]

= INTIMACY.
1642 T. GOODWIN Heart Christ in Heaven 7 A word

denoting the greatest nearnesse, dearnesse, and intimate-

nesse. 1649 BP. REYNOLDS Hosca v. 44 This accurate fit-

nesse and intimatentsse of the parts with one another. 1659
D. PELL Impr. Sea 66 Take heed of too much intimateness
and familiarity with Sea-men.

Intimation (intim^'-Jan). [a. F. intimation

(1394 in Godef. Cotnpl.\ ad. late L. intimdtidn-em

(in med.L. spec, judicial notification), n". of action

from intimare to INTIMATE.]
1. The action of intimating, making known, or

announcing; formal notification or announcement;
f formerly, declaration (of war).
1442-3 Rec. Coldinghain Priory {Surtees) 148 Discorde

heirupon raysit.,1 made til hym intimacion of myrichts be

5our lettres. a 1548 HALL Citron.^ Hen. 111 174 The defi-

aunce, dooen by your Herault as a paremptory intimacion
of warre. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch*s Mor. 1316 They made
an edict, with an intimation, that whosoever killed a storke
should be banished. 1697 DAMPIER I'oy. I. 518, I there-

fore give this intimation, because it is the interest of the
Nation, .to be informed of abuses in their Factories. 1816
SCOTT Old Mori. Introd., As soon as his body was found,
intimation was sent to his sons at Balmaclellan. 1858 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. II. 303 My acknowledgment of the intima-
tion of her uncle's death. 1861 W. BELL Diet, Law Scot.

471 Intimation is a step necessary in certain circumstances
for the complete transference of a right.

b. Law. Notification of a requirement made by
law, coupled with an announcement of the penalty
that will be incurred in case of default. ? Obs.
i6w High Commission Cases (Camden) 263 Elizabeth

Holland a woman of ill reporte and her husband were
called upon an intimation of 100 /. 175* J. LOUTHIAN Form
ofProcess (ed. 2) 59 Craving Precepts or Letters of Intima-

tion, for intimating to his Majesty's Advocate .. to fix a

Day for his Trial, within sixty Days next afier the Intima-

tion, under the Pains and Certifications contained in the
Statute.

2. The action of making known or expressing

merely ; an expression by sign or token, an indi-

cation ; a suggestion, a hint.

1531 ELYOT Goy. i. xxi, The asocialinge of man and
woman in daunsing . . was nat begonne without a special)

consideration, as well for the necessurye conjunction of those
two persones, as for the intimation of sondry vertues. 1662
STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. iii. 9 Where he doth give the
least intimation of Manctho being elder then Alexander, I

am yet to seek. 1703 BKDIXJKS Calculus 23 He. .felt from
time to time some slight pains or intimations of pain. 1807
WOKUSW. (/////), Intimations of Immortality from Re^ollec-

INTIMOUSLY.
tionsof Early Childhood. 1875 JOWETT Plato ^ed. 2) I. 432,
I have often had intimations in dreams.

i I'li-timber. Obs. In 5 Sc. intymmyr.
[!N adv. ioa.] Inner or inside timber;

* boards
to line the inside of a vessel '.

1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 378 Item, for tymmyr,
to be intymmyr and dwangis to hir mast-.xxxf.

t I'ntime, a. (sir.) Obs. Also -tim, -tymme.

fad.
L. intim-us inmost : peih. immediately a. F.

tntime (Hlh c. in Godef. Compl.},] *= INTIMATE a.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumphant n, 260 Mine Intime.

most, Those that I loved best. Abhor nice all. 16*9 C.
POTTER Consecr. Serm. 69 His intime friend and familiar.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies v. (1658) 45 An intime application
of the Agents. 1675 E. WILSON Spadacr. Dunelm. 56,
I sharpened the water to divers degrees for its more intim

penttration and dissolution. 1678 GALE Crt. Gentiles III.
22 So that fi'fpyeia signifies God's intime presence.

b. sb. The inmost part.
1657 Divine Lover 278 Wound the intymme of my soule

with the remembrance of thy wounds.
Hence frn.timely adv., intimately.
1657 Divine Lover 303 A gratious guift by which wee

sweetelie and intimmelie aspire to God. 1678 GALE Crt.
Gentiles III. 114 God wprkes intimely in a) things.

Intimidate (.inli'mid^'t), v. [f. med.L. wi/i-

midat-, ppl. stem of intimidare, f. in- (IN-
2
) +

timid-its TIMID: see -ATE**, and cf. F. intimider

(i6th c. in Godef. Cornpl.}.] trans. To render

timid, inspire with fear ; to overawe, cow ; in

modern use esp. to force to or deter from some
action by threats or violence.

1646 H. LAWRKNCE Comm. Angells 121 Nothing in-

timidates more than ignorance, a 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref.
an. 1553 (R.) When a government is firm, and factions are
weak, the making some public examples may intimidate a
faction otherwise disheartened. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist.
Scot. v. Wks. 1813 I. 377 She hoped that such a discovery
of her sentiments would intimidate Mary. 1769 Junius
Lett. xv. 62 Unless you can find means to corrupt or in-

timidate the jury. 1844 H. H.WILSON Brit. Ittdia 111.431
Advantage was taken of the

presence
of the regular troops

. . to intimidate the Grasia chiefs into acquiescence. 1878
JEVONS Print. Pol. Econ. viii. 52. 68 To allow one holder of

goods to intimidate and prevent other holders from selling
to the public.

Hence Inti'midated, Inti'raidating ppl. adjs.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Intimidated\ put into Fear, dis-

heartened. 1795-1814 WORDSw. Excursion VIL 837 (ed. i),

Why do ye quake, intimidated Thrones ? a 1812 A. M'LEAN
Comm. Hebr. (1847) I- I2 ' Every temptation to apostasy,
whether of the alluring or intimidating kind.

Intimidation (intim id^-Jan). [n. of action
from prec. : cf. F. intimidation (i6th c. in Godef.

Compl.}.] The action of intimidating or making
afraid ; the fact or condition of being intimidated

;

now, esp. the use of threats or violence to force

to or restrain from some action, or to interfere

with the free exercise of political or social rights.
1658 PHILLIPS, Intimidation, a making timorous or fearful.

17*1 in BAILEY. 1785 PALEY Mor. Phitos. vi. vii. (1830) 397
The king carried his measures in parliament by intimidation.

1817 LADY MORGAN France Pref., I offer the following work
to public notice, with feelings of great intimidation and
distrust. 1829 J. W. CROKER in Diary 29 Mar. (1884),
What was denied to reason and policy is surrendered to
intimidation. 1833 HT. MAKTINKAU Manchester Strike \\.

44, I am sorry to see this parade, which looks too much like

intimidation. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 274 In

Italy, intrigue was used against intimidation.

Intimidator (inti-mid^taj). [agent-n. in L.

form, from intimidare to INTIMIDATE.] One who
intimidates or exercises intimidation.

1857 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-veda III. 346. 1860 MILL Repr.
Govt. (1865) 85/2 The intimidator could see the extorted
obedience rendered irrevocably on the spot. i&}\ DailyNews
27 June, By enabling a man to shelter his vote from the inti-

midator we were going to enact immorality, and to give
national sanction to lying. 1884 St. James's Gaz. i?J[uly3/2We must do our best at once to intimidate the intimidators.

Intrmidatory, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ORY.]
Of intimidating nature or tendency.
a 1846 SIR J. GRAHAM cited by Worcester. 1858 GLAD-

STONE Homer \\\. 138 The vehemence with which he spoke
produced the same intimidatory effect upon the gods as did
the great speech of Achilles upon the envoys.

Intimity (inti'miti). [f. L. intim-us inmost,

deepest, intimate + -ITY : cf. F. intimitt (1735 in

Hatz.-Darm.), whence app. the current sense 3.]

fl. Close friendship or acquaintance, INTIMACY.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely Ep. Ded. 3 The Historian,
that alleadges friendship . . and some intimitie with him.

2. Intimate quality or nature ;
inwardness

; the

quality of being very private ; privacy.
1889 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 620/1 We owe her .. one of the

very best pictures of a decorous kind of a Court '

in intimity
'

that exists. 1897 Ibid. 16 Oct. 423 When the vttl of intimity
was lifted by Mrs. Orr and others, it was found that Brown-

ing had an excellent reason for his discretion. 1896 MRS.
H. WARD Sir G. Tressatiy (1898) 402 It gave him a delicious

passionate sense of intimity.

t I'ntimous, a. Obs. [f.
L. intim-us (see IN-

TIMATE a.} + -OU8.]
= INTIMATE a. Hence f I'nti-

mously adv., intimately.

1619 W. SCLATER Ext. i Thess. (1630) 553 To bee Com-
panions with Drunkards, and of their intirnous Familiars.

1629 H. BURTON Babel no Bethel 71 Is hee so
intimously

acquainted with Romes minde ? 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan s

Disp. 401* Vitriol .. roborates the intimous parts, a 1665
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J. GOODWIN Filled 10. the spirit (18671 ?33 In an mtimous,
serious, and affectionate converge with those glorious
overtures of comfort [etc.].

t Inti'nct, sit. 06s. [ad. L. intinct-us a dip-

ping in, sauce, f. intingfre : see INTINCT #.] A dye.
1657 TOMLINSQN Renou's Disp. 77 Which they call the

green intinct of some Greeks.

t Inti'iict, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. intlnct-us^ pa.

pple. of intingfye : see next.] Wetted, suffused.

13. , in Minor Poems jr. I'crnon MS. (E. E. T. S.) 139
Of a whyth corporaus . . in-lync wit red wyn. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) VII. 91 The nexte day folowynge a wedrede
tree intincte with his bloode wexede grene.

t luti'ixct, v. Obs. [f. L. intinct-, ppl. stein

of intingere^ -guSre to dip in, f. in- (!N--) +

tmg(ii]ifre to wet, moisten, dye, TINGE.] trans,

To moisten, dye, suffuse.

J54? BOOKDE Srev, ffealt/t Ixxxvii. 35 b, Intincte blacke
wol in it and put it into the eare. 1654 GAYTON Picas,
JfoU'S iv. xviii. 263 His Ill-favuur'd face was not easily to

be intincted with a blush.

Intiiictiou (intrrjkjan). [ad. late L. intinc-

tion-<>ni, n. of action from intingere : see prec.j

fl. The action of dipping in, esp. in something
coloured; a dyeing; the liquid in which something
has been dipped, an infusion. Obs.

1559 MORWYNG Evonym. , (Quench the dros of iron in hony
and drinck the intinction. 1658 PHILLIES, Intiiictiou, a

dying, a dipping into any coloured liquor.

2. EccL The action of dipping the bread in the

wine in the administration of the Eucharist, in

order that the communicant may receive both

kinds ; esp. as practised in the Oriental Churches.

1872 6.^ SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms s.v., In the West in-

tinction is retained at mass. i88z F. E. WARREN Liturgy
Celt. Ch. 165 note, This custom of intinction in the West
between the seventh and twelfth centuries. 1887 J. W.
KEMPS Reserv. Sacram. 130 If. .upon.. sufficient grounds,
the two kinds cannot be reverently conveyed separately,

they may be administered conjointly by intinction. 1890
GASO.UET & BISHOP Edw. VI fy k. Com. Prayer 213 note,
The '

intinction \ or purely oriental rite.

t Intincti'vity. Obs. rare-' 1
. [Compounded

of IN- 3 + L. tinct-, ppl. stem of tingere to dye
+ -IVE + -ITY : prob. after inactivity.] The quality
of not communicating colour.

1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. I. 200 Fuller's earth is distin-

guished from . . colorific earths, by its iutinctivity.

t Inti'ncture. Obs. rare
~ l

. [f. L. intinct-^

ppl. stem of intingfre (see INTINCT v.} + -URE :

cf. tincture.] Suffusion.

1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Excrc. i. xxiii. 72 It [earth] seemeth

blacke, brownish, and of other colours, by reason of the

intincture and commixture of other elements.

111tine (i'ntin). Bot. [f. L. int-us within +

-INE.] The inner membrane of the pollen grain.
1835 LINDLEY Introd, Bot. (1848) I. 359 Fritzche asserts

that these plants have both an extine and an inline. 1870
BENTLEY Bot. 254 The inline is the first formed layer, and
appears to be of the same nature and appearance in all

Eollen-cells.
1885 GOODALE Phys. Bot. (1892) 428 The mem-

rane . . being generally composed of two coats an outer,
the extine .. and an inner, the in tine.

Intire, Intisce, -tise, Intitle, obs. forms of

ENTIRE, ENTICE, ENTITLE,

t Inti'tulate, v. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 7

en-, [f. intitulat-) ppl. stem of late L. intitttlare :

see INTITULE. First used in pa. pple. intitulat, ad.

L. intitulat'us..] trans. INTITULE, ENTITLE.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus n. 547 As in this bill it is Inti-

tulat. 1.582-8
Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 274 By the lettres, he

was not intitulat King. 1632 LITHGOW Trav, x. 500 In my
last Worke Intitulated Scotlands welcome to King Charles.

1641 Vind. Smectyinttnus iv. 56 All Pastors be they inti-

tulated Bishops or Priests have equall authority. 1675 tr.

Co.widens Hist. EUz. n. (1688) 198 In a Paper of his which
he entitulated The Chameleon.

Intittilation ( intitiwltft'JarO. Also 9 en-, [n.

of action from prec. ; perh. a. obs. F. intitulation

(i 399 in Godef.), or ad. med.L. or L. type *intitu-

1. The action of entitling or furnishing with a

title or superscription ; a superscription, title.

1517 H. WJaUOHSfofflt of Fooles Argt. Aj, The fyr.ste

auctoure dyde delyte hyin. in the newe intytulacyon of this

present boke. 1533 UDALL Flowres 94 (K.) Valerius Maxi-
mu.s, in the third boke, maketh an intitillacion DeJiditcia
sui. 1638 PEMKBTBUAN Artach. Diijb, Their severall

Intitulations or words on the heads of each part or coluuine.

1866 Rcadnrl&Q. 158. 14/2 With the intitulation in letters of

gold. 1888 Bookseller's Catal., The Seven Planets, .eight

copper-engravings, .with Freitag in the intitulation.

2. The action of bestowing a title; a designation,
1586 FEKNE Blaz.Gentrie n. 63 It were absurde that . . in

the intitulation of stiles &c. he should derogate any thing
from thut which the ancestor vsed. 1892 Cornh. Mag, July
2 That Mr. Physic . . had never learned that one canon of

social intitulation. 1892 BLickw. Mag. Sept. 392 The high-
sounding entitulation confers only a fictitious importance.

Intitule (inti'tiwl), v. Also 5-8 en-, [a. OK.
en- } intituler (1285 in Godef. Compl.}, mod.F. in-

tituler, ad. late L. intituttire (Rufinus ^400), f. in--

l,IN--) + titttltis TITLE. Cf. ENTITLE.]
1. trans. To furnish 'a book or document) with

a heading or superscription ; to give a designation
to (a book, etc.) ;

- ENTITLE i. Now chiefly used

technically in reference to Acts of Parliament.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos Prol. 10 This present buke com-
pyled by virgyle Intytuled Eneydos. 1553 EDEN Treat.
Newe Ind. (Arb.) 5 A shcete of printed paptr, entytuled Of
the newe founde landes. 1591 SPENSER R nines Time Ded.,
This small Poeme, intituled by a general! name of The
Worlds Ruines. 1648 Art. Peace c. 14 An Act . . Intituled,
An Exemplanation of the Act made in a Session of this

Parliament for [etc.]. 1727 SWIFT Poison. E. Cnrll Wks.
1755 III. i. 148 A satyiical piece, entituled Court Poems.
1793 SMKATON Edystonc L. 27 A book .. entituled The
Storm. 1866 WHITIIKR Marg. Smith's Jrnl. Prose Wks.
1889 I. 65 It proved to be a Latin Treatise, by a famous

Papist, intituled, 'The Imitation of Christ'. Mod. Notice^
Pursuant to the Statute of 22nd and 23rd Vic. cap. 35 in-

tituled 'An Act to further Amend the Law of Property and
to relieve Trustees '

[etc].

fb. To ascribe (a book) to a person as its

author; = ENTITLE i c. Obs.
a 1555 LATIMER Serin. $ Rent. (Parker Soc.) 283 The book

is open to be read, and is entituled to one which is Bishop
of Gloucester. 1559 Homilies i. Faith \. (1850) 37 Written
in a book intituled to be of Didymus Alexandrmus. 1563-87
KOXE A.

fy
M. (1596) 60/3 These decretall epistles suspi-

ciously intituled to the names of the fathers of the primitive
church. 1579 FULKE Heskins* Part. 208 Whether it be

rightly intituled to him, I will not contende.

f c. To prefix to a book the name of a person
as its patron to whom it is dedicated ;

= DEDICATE
v. 3, with construction inverted. Obs.

1664 EVELYN \xiFrearfs Archit. Ep. Ded., I intituled

Your Majesty to a Work. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative

Pref., The entitulmg so many names ofworth to the patron-

age of so small and inconsiderable a Volume. 1691 tr.

Emiliaune's Observ. Journ. Naples Ded. A iv a.

1 2. To dedicate to by name or title
;

to name
after some one. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 235 b/i Thys nioneth of Auguste
. . The peple entituled it to bys name & callyd it Augustus.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety xvi. p 4 He refutes their factions

entituling themselves to Paul and Apollos. 1707 J. CHAMBER*
LAYNE6Y. Gt. Brit. HI. iv. 288 The Society [of the Garter]
is entituled to St. George.

3. To give a (specified) title or designation to;
= ENTITLE 2. arch.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 743 The Lady Elizabeth, enti-

tuled Dolphinesse of Vien. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. /W. v. xxv.
2 Our Lord himselfe hath, .sanctified his own Temple, by

entituling it the house of Prayer. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 117 Where be nations entituled with many and sundry
names.

1647^
N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. iv.

(1730) 9 The
Romans intituled the Coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk the

Saxons Coasts. 1869 BLACK.MORE Lama D. ii, Enough that

they who made the ring intituled the scene a 'mill
'

[
= pugi-

listic encounter].

f b. With inverted construction : To give as a
title or designation (to something.) Obs. (Cf. 5.)
rti654 SELDEN Tabh-t. (Arb.) 112 The Third Person is

made of his own Frenzy, Malice, Ignorance and Folly, by
the Roundhead (to all these the Spirit is intituled).

t4. To furnish (a person) with a 'title' to an

estate. Hence gen. to give (a person or thing) a

rightful claim to a possession, privilege, designa-

tion, etc., or to be, kave, or do something ;
= EN-

TITLE 4. Obs.

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 237 Every one is intituled

to the name of Bardh. 1642 tr. Perkins Prof. Bk. v. 383.
166 She was once entituled to have dower. 165$ FULLER
Ch. Hist. vi. iii. 317 The insuing story intituleth it self to

as much probability as any other. 1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.
Div. 112 The profession of Christianity which entituleth

men to Church Communion. ^1797 H. WALPOLE Mem.
Geo. ///(i845) II- x. 230 Our merchants at home had. .asked

less for themselves than they were intituled to.

t b. To invest with an office, function, etc.
;

= ENTITLE 4 c. Obs.

1570-6 LAMHARDE Pcramb. Kent (1862) 307 The Monks.,
seeing that they themselves could not prevaile intituled

their Archbishop Edmund. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 356 As if

the Patritij were entirely alone intituled and invested in the

prerogative of Sacerdotall Dignities.

fc. To furnish with a TITLE to ordination;
= ENTITLE 4 b. Obs.

17*0 WHITE Monit. Clergy Peterb. i. 16 Persons so in-

tituled to any Curacy, shall actually enjoy the Right and
immediate Possession of it.

f 5. trans. To represent (something) as the

cause of a particular action or effect. (Const, to.)

ENTITLE 5. Obs. (The converse of b.)

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 377 So neither may we
infer the sin from the punishment, intituling some great
evil of sin to such a great evil of suffering. 1706 DE FOE
Jure Dvv. v. 21 note, Some People are very fond of intitul-

ing the Glory and Honour of God to all their Actions,
and to pretend to act for him.

t b. To impute or ascribe to ;
= ENTITLK 5 c.

1651 Mounts Govt. fy Soc. iii. 32. 56 The bad actions,
which please them, are ever entituled to some Vertue.

Hence Intituling vbl. sb.

1523 FITZHEKB. Sttrv. Prol., A boke in parchement, bearyng
a certayne date, after the maner and forme as I shall make
an intytulynge.

Into (i'ntu).//ie/. Also i in to, 2-3 (Orttt.} inn-

to, 2-6 in to. [Grig, the two words, in adv., to

prep., as in the similar collocations out to, up fo t

down to, away /&, off to, on to, in from, out //'<?;//,

awayfroniy out of, etc.
,
in which the ad v. expresses the

general direction of motion, and the prep, specifies
or has reference to a particular point or place. -In

the case of in to, the two words may refer to the

same space, as in
* he went in to the house ', or

the to may refer to something which is in the space
entered, as in 'he went in to the patient'; it is

from the former of these that the combined into

has arisen
;

in the latter the words are still written

separate. But in early MSS. and editions this is

often neglected ; not only are the words often

written separate when the sense is combined, but

they are sometimes written in one, when the sense

is the unconnected in to (a person, etc.)- In in to*

the // is long ;
in into the // is shortened by its

rapid passage into the allied mute, t.~\

General Sense'. The preposition expressing mo-
tion from without to a point within limits of space,

time, condition, circumstance, etc. ; the motion
which results in the position expressed by IN, or

which is directed towards that position.
In the Teutonic languages, as in Latin, this was originally

expressed by the prep, in followed by the accusative or
case of direction, and so distinguished from the simple
notion of position expressed by in with the locative (or

dative) ; but, when the case-endings were becoming weak-
ened or lost in OE., so that the language was losing the

power of making the distinction expressed in Latin by in

aqua, in atjuatn^ the periphrasis in t6t into", was substituted
for the latter. The other Teutonic langs., having retained
the inflexions, esp. in the article and demonstrative words,
have not required a parallel formation : cf. Ger. in dent (tin)

wasscr, in das (i/is) wasscr. In OE. intd was usually, like

the simple M, construed with the dative ; but also, not in-

frequently, with the accusative, like the simple in (on)
which it superseded, or the L. in whii_h it rendered : see

sense i.

As the prep. /, partly from its OE. blending with on

(see IN prep. 2), partly from its identification with L. ///,

had various uses now usually expressed by other preposi-

tions, so inlo was formerly used in senses now properly ex-

pressed by itniO) upon, towards, against, etc.: see II.

The earlier use of in to express motion
_
died out

gradually, so that there long remained (and still remain)

phrases and constructions m which in has the sense of into

(see IN prep. 30); conversely, in some dialects, and esp. in

Central and _North-eastern Scotch, into was extended to

express position,
and thus took the sense of in (cf. F. en,

dans in, into) : see III.

I. Of motion or direction : ordinary uses.

1. Expressing motion to a position within a space
or thing: To a point within the limits of; to the

interior of; so as to enter. In reference to a space
or thing having material extension. Regularly after

verbs of going, coming, bringing, putting, sending,
and the like.

a looo O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 876 Her hienebestjel

se here intoWerham. Ibid. an. 877 Her cuom se here into

Ebcan ceastre from Werham. c 1000 JLI:RIC Gen. vii. 7
Noe code into barn arce. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt.

iy. 24
Da ferde hys hlisa into ealle Syriam. Mark xvi. 15
Farac- into ealne middan-eard. a noo O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1016 pa ferdon hi in to Staefford scire & into

Scrobbes byrij & to Lejeceastre. Ibid. an. 1083 Sume
urnon In to cyrcean . . & hi ferdon sefter heom into bam
mynstre. n.. 7//rf.an.noo Secyng.. bone biscop. .into J>am
ture on Lundene let jebringon. f 1175 Lamb. Horn, 85

pe come be me seal don in to be gernere bet is in to heuene.
ci2oo(_>RMiN 8706 Helyas forrbrihht anan t>aer stah innto

batt karrte. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2700 He fley in to

walls, a 1300 Cursor M. 7552 (Gptt.)
Wid Jns he went in

to be place, ci'wplbid, 13459 (Trin.) Ihesus clomb vp into

ahille [z'.rr.vn till, intill, vn to a fell(ej. 1382 WycuvMatt.
xxviii. 7 Lo he schal o bifore 5011 in to Galilee, c 1430
Merlin 17 They en tred in to a chamber. 1535 Co\ ERDALE
Gen. vi. 18 Thou shalt go in to the Arcke.

^
1652 J.

WRIGHT tr. Camus' Nature's Paradox 319 Beeing come
into the presence of him, whom hee had so dearely
loved. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 81 Strike into the

brick or stone-wall, stumps of head-nails. 1759 Chron.

in Ann. Reg. 63/1 No rascally piccaroon, or pirate, could

have fired worse stuff into us. 1821 KEATS Isabella viii,

I may speak my grief into thine ear. 1839 THIRLWALL
Greece \. VI. 215 He made an expedition into Samaria, to

punish the Samaritans. 1855 TENNYSON Maud I. xxii. i

Come into the garden, Maud.
b. Also with verbs in which the idea of motion

is not explicitly expressed.
971 Blitkl. Horn. 79 Hi .. wi<5 feo sealdon [bset folc] wide

into leodscipas. c 1205 LAV. 29631 pu scalt . . in to hefne-

rii;he. c 1250 Kent. Serin, in O. E. Misc. 33 For to here

[
= hire] werkmen in-to his winyarde. laiSoo Chester Fl.

x. 274 Upon myne asse shalt thou now sit, into Egipt till we
hytt. "503-4 Act 19 Hen. K77, c. 34 Preamble, The seid

Piers Werbek . . aryved into this Land. 1623 LAUD irks.

(1853) III. 141, I wrote to my Lord of Buckingham into

Spain, a 1641 UP. MOUNT AGU Acts fy Mon. 327 In 749, he

was employed into Pannoina, against the rebels. 1657 R.

LIUON tiarbadoes (1673) 103 That the girders be strong, and

very well Dove-layld, one into another. 1703 MOXON meek,
E \-crc. 206 A Pin . . to fit hard and stiff into the round Hole.

1728 SCHEUCHZER in Will. Trans. XXXV. 588 It . . looses

itself jointly with that River into the Adriatick Gulf.

1843 Btackiv. Mag. LIV. 779 He . . bit into it with the

furious eagerness of a wolf. 1895 SIR A. KKKEWICH in Law
Times Rep. LXXIII. 663/1 A sensible limitation which
can easily be read into deed or will.

C. With the verb understood by ellipsis, or ex-

pressed in a verbal sb. or other word.
f 1489 CAXTON Swines of Aywon ix. 227 The one waye

was towarde Fraunce, the other in to Spayne, the other in

to Galyce, and the fourth in to Gascoyn. 1610 Chester's

Tri. 1'articulars iChetham Soc.) i [He] stood upon his

hands with his feet into the Ayre. 1670 BAXTER Cure Ch.

Div. 356 What influence it may have inlo our conclusions.

a 1677 HALE Frim. Orig. Man. n. iv. 157 Which maybe
the material constituents or ingredients into Artificial

Structures. 1691 RAY Ace. Err. in Collect. Words 160



INTO.

MrtrTs' fo'TL sole Unefit of German exports inl" Kus,a.

'a^ K K "LING Harratk-r. Ballads. East * II est 13 At

duS he harries the Aba/ai-al dawn he is into Bonair.

2 l-rctjnant uses, a. = Into the possession of.

Tn*(Z*. Chron. (Laud MS ) an. 675 Nu nfc ,c See

Peter to itei in to his minstre..bas.landes.
/<W. an. 852

To k forewearde |t after his
dw^colde

M land in to

the l

There were alternative modes of

estate into the same person.

b. The name of the thing or place alter into

often includes or means its action or function. Cf.

IN trtt. i b, 7.

iJt* Wvci.it jot. v. 4 The cry of hem entride in to the erys

of the Lord of hoostis. 1555 COVERDALE
Gen. xiv. 20 God .

hath delyuered thine enemies in to thy handes. 1553!. WIL-

SON K/itt. (i 5801 216 Reason might beate thus muche into our

heades. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. * tl. v. ii. 22 Y'are falne into a

Princely hand. .6,5 LAU Wks. (.847) I. When he first

came into the throne. .659 D. PELL/</r 5
jo

Not fit to

the field. ,

o. Used with collectives, it frequently expresses

entrance or admission to membership or participa-

tion. Cf. Is prep. 3, 7.

a 1548 HALL Citron., Etiw. IV 231 b, I will neither enter

into your league, nor take truce with the Frenche kyng.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 619 They would admit

none into their Societie, but such as were learned. 1643

MARSHALL Let. Vina. Ministry 27 Proclamations. .that no

Papists should be entertained into His Majesties Army.

1700 STEELE Taller No. is T 2 It was one of the most

wealthy Families in Great Britain into which I was born.

a I7I< BURNBT Own Time (1823) I. 332 Many ingenious

men went into the society for natural philosophy. 1840

MACAUI.AV Ess., Rante (1887) 584 Marrying his son into

one of the great continental houses. 1849 HUt. t-ng. 1. I

39 A class into which his own children must descend. 1878

MOKLEY Condorcet 47 Condorcet was elected into the Aca-

demy. . c
3. In reference to non-physical realms, regions ot

thought, departments or faculties of the mind, etc.,

treated as having extension or content. Cf. IN

/'''A
s

-

1513 MORE in Grafton CArou. (1568) II. 777 These things

beaing beaten into the Dukes minde. 1368 GRAFTON

Clirm. II. 757 Richarde. .began . . to chalenge the Crowne,

puttyng his claynie into the Parliament. 1601 R. JOHNSON

Kiugil. fs Comnmi. (1603) 258 To pierce . . into the secrete

counsels of the king of Spaine. a 1656 HALES Gold. Rein.

(1688) 73.
I will therefore recall into your memories so much

of my former meditations. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

275 We shall have to take Damon into our counsels. 1887

I.. CARROLL Game ofLogic iv. 93 That lets me into a little

fact about you !

4. In reference to a state or condition.

i 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxv. 21 Ga into bines hlafordes

blisse. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 67 Ne led us iioht in to cost-

nunga. c 1130 Hali Meid. 5 Nis ha witerliche akast & in

to beowdom idrahen. 1340 Aycnb. 117 We ziggeb
'

Lyeue
uader, ne led ous na?t in-to uondinge, bet is ne bole na^t bet

we go in-to consentinge'. c 1400 MAUNDF.V. xi. (1839) 89 He
fell in to seknesse. 1513 MORE in Grafton Citron. (1568) II.

756 Many of them . . growen into his favor. 1551 T. WILSON

Logike (1580) 16 When men knowe not, thei . . fall into

errour. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Pcrc. (1860) 19 He put those

lies into print vnlawfully. 1644 LAUD Wks. (1854) IV. 152,

I grew into want. 1671 LADY MARY BERTIE in nth Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comtn. App. v. 23 Wee are all goeing into mourning for

the Dutchtsse of York. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 391/1 This put
Bluster into such a Passion. 1831 CARLYLE Sari. Res. in.

xii, An ambrosial joy as of over-weariness falling into sleep.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. F.ng. vi. II. 117 The Scottish treasury
was put into commission. 1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. i. iii. 37
He was before the first Adam, and called him into beinu.

1895 Lam Times Kcp. LXXIII. 21/2 [He] got into diffi-

culties and he became bankrupt in 1880.

b. The state or condition may be expressed by
a concrete sb. (Akin to 2 b. )

1716 [sec BURST v. 6cJ. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxv, They
now seemed all repentance and, melting into tears, came
[ctc.J. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T., Angelina iv,

Angelina burst into tears. 1860 DICKENS Uncom. Trav.

xiii, Folk who come unexpectedly into a little property.

5. In reference to occupation or action.

c 147J Ran/ Coilyar 90 Into sic talk fell tliay. 1576
FLEMING Paitopl. t-.pist. 228 Fell into an exceeding great

laughter. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Banislid Virg.
65 The Prince afterwards falling into discourse of the

general! affaires. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 49 P 2 What
Measures the Allies must enter into. 171* BUDGELL Spect.
No. 365 P 1 1 Since I am got into Quotations, I shall con-
clude this Head with Virgil's Advice to young People. 1843
Klack-.v. Mae. LIV. 806 The crowd burst into yells of

applause. 1885 Matutt. Exam, 26 June 5 '3 To coax or

cajole the Pope into making an appointment. 1887 A.
liiRKKu. OHter Dicta Ser. n. 174 Burke flung himself into

farming.
0. a. Introducing the substance or form into
which anything turns or grows, or is changed,
moulded, fashioned, or made.
<:iSo K.,il. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 29 (The water) haste-

llche was l-weiit into wyne. t 1350 Will. I'alernt 4105
Sche chaunged my sone In to a wilde werwolf. 1387Tmv IHxd.-u 'Rolls) I. 16-, Schc..kutle be hyde into a
bong Ha was ful long and ful smal. i 1400 MAUNOKV. Prol.

(*) 5. 1 la"' put this boke out of latyn into frcnsi.li,

430

.uid iianslatul it a?en out of Frensch into englyssch. Ibid.

(Roxb.) v. 15 pe water .. congelez in to gude salt. 1513

MORI: in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 801 The King and the

Oueene chaunged their robes into cloth of Golde. 1568

GRAFTON Chron. I. 34 That one vowell may be chaunged

in a word, and specially, A into O, which in some marines ,

mouth soundeth oftentymes lyke. 1617 MURVSON Urn. III.

115 Fresh curds newly pressed, and made into little cheeses.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 72 The Indians . .spin it

into fine thred. 1658 W. BURTON I tilt. Anton. 26 Valleys I

exalted into Mountain**, and great Hills abased into
I

Valleys. 1792 Hist, in Ann. Reg. 10/2 Anarchy, according

to the nature of extremes, ran into despotism. 1835 W.
IRVING Tour Prairies 74 The twilight thickened into night.

1865 HOOK Lives Abps. IV. xiii. 205 They . . had formed !

themselves into a school. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 214
'

If we knew how to convert stones into gold. Mod. I he

stalks and leaves are collected into heaps and burned.

b. Introducing the condition or result brought
about by some action.

c 1540 PUgr. T. 283 in Thynite's Aniniadv.(i$6s) App. i.

8 5 Toteacne men in-to better lyf. 1621 BURTON Anal.

Mel. ill. ii. vi. i. (1651) 547 Till he be fully wained from

anger..and habituated into another course. 1678 BUTLER

Hud., Lady's Ansiver 40 The motives which t' induce, Or

fright us into love, you use. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 697

All dies into new life. 1780 COWPER Table-talk 546

Neglected talents rust into decay. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos
i. xi, I will kiss thee into rest. 1849 MACAULAY Hiti. Eng.
v. I. 538 The Covenanters had been persecuted into in-

surrection. 1890 L. STEPHEN in Dict.^ Nat. Biog. XXI.

251/1 Birched into Latin grammar by his master.

7. Introducing the parts produced by division,

breaking, folding, and the like.

1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xv. 33 Samuel hewide hym into

gobbetis before the Lord. 1390 GOWEU Conf. III. 244 His

mantel .. He kut it into pieces twelve. 1551 T. WILSON

I.ogike (1580) 15 The whole is divided into his partes, as . .

The bodie is divided into the hedde, beallie, handes and
feete. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's \'oy. Athens 116 The Shore.,

bends into three several bows, which do make so many
Harbours. 1798 W. YONGE in Bcddoes' Contrib. Phys. ff

Med. Knowl. (1799) 300 A cambric handkerchief, folded

into six or eight doubles. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleo-

mania 192 note. The antique was broken into several

pieces. 1886 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Rep. 32 Ch. Div.

28 The authorities . . are divisible into two classes. 1892
Law Times XCIII. 417/1 The area of the City .. is par-

titioned into twenty-eight wards.

8. Used technically with the vb. MULTIPLY, q.v.
e. g. Two numbers multiplied into each other.

9. As an addition or accession to : as into the

bargain, into the boot (cf. BARGAIN 7, BOOT sb.l i).

[Perh.
= '

in, to the bargain ',
'

in, to boot
'

: cf. Ix

adv. 4.]
1646 Suckling's Poems (ed. 2) Pref. 2 A man may buy the

reputation of some Authours into the price of their Volume.

1659 WILLSFORD Scales Connn., Archil. 14 The spar-feet

and Eaves-board, are in common building, measured into

the whole Roof. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals n. ii, I'll make her

the best husband in the world, and Lady O' Trigger into

the bargain. 1883 ANSTEY Tinted I'titiis x. 121 A son-in-

law with whom she had nothing in common, and who was
a hairdresser into the bargain.

10. Expressing direction without actual motion

of the agent after such verbs as turn, look, search.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. iii. 58 If you can looke into the

Seedes of Time. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 216 The He
. . gives a large prospect into the Ocean. 1676 tr. Gnilla-

tierc'i I'oy. Athens 311 That you must., search deeply into

the merits of the Cause. 1783 WATSON Philip III (1839)

203 They did not take time to inquire into their number.

1823 J . F, COOPER Pioneers xxxvii, He examined into every
fissure in the crags. 1891 Lam Times XCII. 105/1 [They]

inquire minutely into the evidence.

11. Introducing a period of time to the midst of

which anything advances or continues.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 234 How farre into the Morn-

ing is it Lords? 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect. Iii, We had
now got into the month of March. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.

(1889) I. 47 This obligation they discharged far down into

Protestant and peaceful times. 1885 Manch. Exam.
10 Sept. 5/5 The drizzling rain . . continued far into the night.
1886 RUSKIN Prxterita L viii. 249 Far on into life [we]
were glad when any chance brought us together again. 1890
FENN Double Knot III. xi. 154 It was well into the next

season before they were back.

H. Obsolete senses, related to ME. uses of in,

or rendering L. in with accus.

1 12. Unto, even nnto, even to (a place or point) ;

to the very . . . Obs.

1:1205 ljAY - 4298 Belin ^ef his leue brober anne dal of his

londe . . to halden norS in to bare sx. Ibid. 14099 Heo
hatieS be swioe in to ban bare daVoe. 13.. A'. A Us. 777
KiiKif.il neied so loude, That hit schrillith into the cloude.

1525 I.D. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxxxvii. [cxxxiii.] 382 In the

cnapell he was vnarmed of all his peces into his doublet.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI11 63 [They] came wel

appareled to Westmynster, and sodeynly stryped them into

their shertcs.

t!3. Towards, in the direction of. Obs. (Cf. 10.)
i 1200 A'. Eng. Lef. I. 345/11 Abouten eijte hondret mile

Engefond long is r= ram )Se South into be North.
_
a 1300

Cursor M. 3384 (Gott.) pai held, .pe landes bat lay in to be
est. c 1430 LYOG. ^fin. Poems (Percy Soc.) 61 Youre hertis

ye lyft up into the est, And al your body and knees bowe
a-downe. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I. 56 The first of these

foure waves was named Fosse, the which stretcbeth out of
the South, into the North. 1652 NKEDHAM tr. Selden's
Mare Cl. 38 A streight line drawn . . from the North-East
into the South.

1 14. Unto, until, on to, up to (a time or date).
< 1380 Sit- /''crumb. 1420 Fro bat day in to bys myn herte

hal he yraft. .1380 Wvctlf Last Age Chirche p. xxvi,
Fro be by-gymiyngc of ebrew lettris ill to Crist, .weren two

INTOLERABLE.
and twenty hundriddis of yeeris. < 1449 PECOCK Rcpr.
8fi Into lyme that thci schulden falle into fijting. 1:1450

tr. De Imitatione in. xx. 86 Fro be houre of my uirbe into

the daie of my goynge oute of bis worlde. 1534 MORE
OM Passion Wks. 1314/1 Hee loued iheym in to the ende.

fl6. To the number of, as many as. Obs.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. 191 He hath also in to a xiiij

mil Olifauntz or mo. 1441 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) p. Ivi,

Sir William Plompton with other officers came to Burgh-
brig . . & with him into xxiiij persons.

1 16. Unto, to (a thing or person). Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxxxiii[i]. 2 Heueth vp ^oure hondis in

to holi thingis. c 1440 Jacob's Will (E. E. T. S.) 2 Joure
soule, in bis pytt of corrupte watyr, nedyth to cry

in-to god.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 181 Sche dide a good werk into him.

Ibid. n. xx. 267 If . . the freend come into him personal!.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jcr. xliii. ii He shal strike the Land
of .Sgypt : those that into death, into death . . and those

that into the sword, into the sword. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb.
I. vi. 167 That he enchants Societies into him.

1 17. Unto (a purpose or result) ;
in order to,

with a view to. Obs.

1382 WVCLIE Matt. xxvi. 28 My blood . . whiche shal be

shed out for many in to remissioun of synnys. 1 1400 Apol.
Loll. 4 He . . leuib to wirke, & dob contrarily directly, & in

. . I haue put my seale.

1 18. In order to be
;

for
;
as : after choose, elect,

take, etc. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxxxi[i). 13 He ches it in to dwelling to

hym. c 1400 Afol. Loll. 4 If ani chosunofGod Himselue
& of be puple, in to pope or prelate, & ordend in to vicar of

Crist [etc.]. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 162 Agage
the kynge of amalech into his prysoner he toke.

) 19. Upon, on : of motion or direction. Obs.

1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Egyptiane 703 In-to be floure ban
done fel I. 1:1380 Antccnst in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif
(1851) 1 16 Hise y}en shule loke in to pore men. c 1380 WYCLIF
Set. Wks. III. 351 Certes synne of siche children turnebin to

heed of ber fadir. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xvii. 97 That ?e
bileeue in to him which he sende.

1 20. To, among (a number). Obs. Cf. 7.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. n. i. (1895) 119 The worku

beyng diuyded into so great a numbie of workemen.

1 21. Denning the particular part of anything in

which it is penetrated, pierced, etc. Cf. IN prep. 5.

1323 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxlii. 356 Kyng Henry . .

strake kyng Dampeter into the body, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VI, 186 b, Putting of his gorget, sodainly

w 1 an arrpwe
[he] was stricken into the throte. 1641 J. JACKSON True

Evang. T. in. 201 John James . .with a rusty dagger .. did

stab into the breast Peter Heywood. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
Evang. T. in. 201 John James . .with a rusty dagger .. did

stab into the breast Peter Heywood. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
i. ii, I . . fired again, and shot him [a lion) into the head.

1788 New Land. Mag. 8 He was shot into the shoulder.

IH. 22. Of position:
= IN. (After 1400

characteristically i'c.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 205 Michael . . himsylfa ba:t tacn [MS.
tanc] ba sijes xesette & gecySde into by swiSan slape.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10540 Worre was in to al bis loud.

c 1330 Assump. Virg. 772 (B. M. MS.) Tho wist be apostles,

I,wis, The bodi was in to paradis. 1375 BAKBOUR Bruce
I. 602 The Kyng sat into parleament. < 1380 Sir Feruinb.

4948 He suffreb my worschip spille in tal bys countre wyde.
ti 1400 Octoiiuin 60 In Parys was y-feld ech a sale Into all

the toun. c 1470 H ENRYSON Mor. -/-'a^.(Mait. Cl.) 56 The same
season into ane soft morning. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit
Wtiueti 315 Mercy in to womanheid is a mekle vertu. 1552
I.YNDESAY Monarche 1216 Hot, in to rest, schorte tyme in-

durit his ryng. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Cutcch. (1884) 26 Ane
man that behaldis his bodaly face into ane myrrour. a 1572
K.NOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 73 Deuouring woulves into

sheip skynnes. 1583 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 25 Her nyne-
voced mouth resembled into sound The daunce harmonious

making heauen resound. 1606 G. W[OODCOCKK] tr. Hist.

Ivstine 81 a, He came to Siracuse, into which Citty he was
entertained as amongst other inhabyters. 1626 JAS. HAIG in

J. Russell llaigs vii. (1881) 178 Nothing, .whereof into your
Tetter you did assure me she had written 1658 Kirk Sess

Rec. in Campbell Balmerino (1899) 409 The hous. .free and
sufficient for dwelling into, a 1776

' Get up and bar the

door '. (Herd's Coll. )

' What ails ye at the puddin' bree.

That boils into the pan 1
' Mod. north-cast Sc.

' He's bidin'

into a new house.'

In-toed (i-n|ttfi:d), a. [Ix adv. 13.] Having
the toes turned inwards.

i*35 leaser's Mag. XII. 489 To which large in-toed feet

are as regularly attached. 1884 Good Words Nov. 746/2
Their in-toed feet encased in sandals [in Shetland].

Iiitolerability (intp:lerabHIti). Also 6 -toll-,

[f. next + -ITY : in late L. intolerabilitas, obs. K in-

tolkrabiliti^ (Godef.).] The quality of being in-

tolerable ;
intolerableness.

1597 A. M. tr. Giii/leuieali's Fr. Chirurg. 48/1 Accom-

pained with bitinge payn, with intollerabflitye, and with

a continual! commotion. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mob Poet. Wks.

(1891)48/2 Notes, If the mind sinks beneath the weight of

one, is it an alleviation to increase the intolerability of the

burthen? 01849 I'OE Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 485 The

goodness ofyour true pun is in direct ratio of its intolerability.

b. An intolerable thing.
1602 DEKKER Satinm. Wks. 1873 I. 242 Make him proove

these intolerabilitics.

Intolerable (int()-lerab'l , a. (adv.) Also 5-8
intoll-. [ad. L. intolerabilis that cannot bear,

that cannot be borne, f. in- (lN-3) + tolerabilh

TOLERABLE: cf. F. intolerable V i3th c. in Littr^).]

1. That cannot be tolerated, borne, or put up
with ; unendurable, unbearable, insupportable, in-

sufferable, a. physically.
1435 MISYN Fire ofLove 89 pa sail criste scharp & intol-

leiabyll to ber eyne for bam Jr hartis in bis lyfe fell hym



INTOLERABLENESS.
neuer sweet. 1483 CAXTON Cato I v, Payne and tormente

eternalle intollerabile and wythoute ende. 1564 GOLDINC,

Justine 65 (R.) He was tormented with so intollerable

paine, that he desired to haue a sworde to ridde him
selfe out of it wythall. 1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's

Metrt, flist. 336 [They] committed the innocent Sonne to

, ._
basking in a cloudless, intolerable sun.

b. mentally or morally.
1404 FABVAN Citron, vn. ccxxxv. 272 For y intollerable

dedis of y lewes. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II.

792 The king . . was . . every where over all the renlme in-

tollerable. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. 175 Yet let vs watch
the haughtie Cardinal!, His insolence is more intollerable

Then all the Princes in the Land beside. 1692 SOUTH
12 Serin. (1697) I. 231 A blind man sitting in the Chimney
corner is pardonable enough, but sitting at the Helm he is

Intolerable. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. iv. Wks. 1813 I.

269 To a woman, and a queen, such behaviour was intoler-

able. 1796 BUBKF. Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 366 The
intolerable licence with which the newspapers break . . the

rules of decorum. 1883 FROUDE Short Stud. IV. r. iii. 31
The conduct of the lower class of clergy was . . growing
daily more intolerable.

t c. In loose sense, as a strong intensive : Ex-

cessive, extreme, exceedingly great. (Cf. awful.')

1544 Act 35 Hen. I'lII, c. 12 His maiestie . . hath taken

intollerable paines, travaile studye and laboure, in his owne
moste royall persone. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. //'", n. iv. 592
O monstrous, but one halfe penny-worth of Bread to this

intollerable deale of Sacke 1 1600 J. PORV tr. Leo's Africa
it. 378 Their Ganga, who now gave out intolerable brags.

1725 ll'odrmu Corr. (1843) III. 224 In our Highlands and
Islands the parishes are extremely large, some twenty,

thirty, some more, miles in length.. .Ministers, .are. .able to

do little in such spacious and intolerable parishes.

2. That cannot be withstood, irresistible, rare .

1432-50 tr. Higaen (Rolls) I. 91 The! scholde be intol-

lerable and invincible, if they myjhte haue the vertu of

?erseueraunce
after theire impetuosite. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.

Vorld iv. iii. i. (1634) 487 Their force was intolerable,

but for want of good guidance, ineffectual. 1878 Harper's
Mag. Feb. 439 To. .scourge away the remnant of Hassan's

men with intolerable musketry.

t B. as adv. Intolerably, insufferably ; also, as

n. strong intensive, Exceedingly, extremely. 06s.

1592 CHETTLE Kinde-karfs Dr. (1841) 23 This, taken at

a draught before the fit, is intollerable good. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. i. ii. 89 Her onely fault . . Is, that she is intol-

lerable curst. 1645 Bp. HALL Remedy Discontents 29 How
intolerable tedious would it prove in the fruition? 1716
C'TESS COWFER Diary (1864) 100 Dr. Dunster preached an
intolerable dull Sermon.

IntolerableneSS (imrlerab'lnes). [-NESS.]

1. The quality or condition of being intolerable ;

unbearableness.

1579 TWYNE Phisicke agst. Fort. n. cxiv. 304 b, Yf . .vnto

the intollerablenesse of the payne, there be added some
farther greefe. 1668 R. STEEI.E Htisliandm. Call. vi. (1672)

179 The intolerableness of that fire that is never quenched.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xiii, Such is the endlessness,

yea, the intolerableness of all earthly effort. 1853 RUSKIN
Stones yen. III. iii. 67. 158 Of the grotesque in our own

Shakespeare I need hardly speak, nor of its intolerableness

to his French critics.

f 2. Incapacity of endurance ; intolerance. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Gmllemeau'sFr. Chirnrg. 17 b/2 Throughe
the intollerablenes and greate dolore or payne of the patient.

1598 FLORIO, Intoleranza, intolerablenes, impacience.

Intolerably (intp-lerabli), adv. [f.
as prec.

+ -LY 2
.] In an intolerable manner or degree ;

so

as to be intolerable; unbearably, insufferably.

1481 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 52 Y haue ben caste downe
hed longe into a grete hepe of brennyning money amonge
the whiche y brente ful intolerably. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa n. 208 It is .. so intolerably cold, that onely that

side therof is habitable which looketh towards Fez. 1687
A. LOVKLL tr. Thevenofs Trav. in. 104 It is intollerably

hot there from March till July. 1710 T. FULLER Pluirm.

Kxtemf. 164 The Pain rages intollerably. 1824 DIBDIN

Libr. Comf. 744 These cantos became intolerably dull.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxxii. 445 The transition . . to 46'

below zero, .was intolerably trying.

f b. As a strong intensive : Excessively, ex-

tremely,
'

awfully '. Obs.

1768 STERNE Sent. Joiirn. (1778) II. no (Case Conscience^,

I . . cannot say I was intolerably out of temper with the

man. 1821 Examiner i Apr. 205/1 Her voice and eye were

intolerably pleasant.

Intolerance (imylerans). [ad. L. intolerantia

impatience, unendurableness, f. intolerant-em IN-

TOLBBANT: cf.F.z^o//?-a:wf'impatiencie' (Cotgr.).]
The fact or quality of being intolerant.

1. The fact or habit of not tolerating or enduring

(something) ; inability, or unwillingness, to tolerate

or endure some particular thing ; incapacity of en-

durance. Const, of.

1765 LOWTH Lett, to Warburton 62 You, my Lord, is it

You of all men living, that stand forth to accuse another of

Intolerance of Opinions! 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India.

1. 237 In his intolerance of supposed official peculation, [he)

inflicted severe punishment before its justice was undeniably
established. 1844 DUFTON Deafness 81 Attended with tin-

nitus aurium, and great intolerance of sound.

2. spec. Absence of tolerance for difference of

opinion or practice, esp. in religious matters ;

denial of the right to differ; narrow-minded or

bigoted opposition to dissent.
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liberty^ and life.' 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 20 If

any temptation can provoke a well-regulated temper to in-

tolerance, it is the shameless assertion, that truth and false-

hood are indifferent in their own natures. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece xxxii. IV. 273 Intolerance, as usual, kept pace with

superstition and fanaticism. 1857 BUCKI.K Civui*. I. iv. 171

The great antagonist of intolerance is not humanity, but

Knowledge.

t IntO'lerancy. Obs. rare. [ad. I., intoler-

antia: see prec. and -ANCY.] =prec.
1623 COCKERAM, Intolerancie, impatiencie. 1768 Woman

ofHonor II. 104 Too supercilious an intolerancy of fools.

1798 PENNANT Hindoostan I. 56 Mahometan persecution and

intolerancy.

Intolerant (intolerant), a. (sl>.) [ad. L. in-

tolerant-cm, f. in- (IN- 3) + tolerant-em, pr. pple.

of toleriire to bear, endure, TOLEBATE. Cf. F. in-

tolerant (1732 Dict.Trev.).] Not tolerant ; want-

ing in tolerance or toleration.

1. Not having the habit or capacity of tolerating

(something) ; unable, or unwilling, to tolerate or

endure (something specified). Const, of.

a 1735 ARBUTHNOT(J.), The powers of human bodies being
limited and intolerant of excesses. 1864 BURTON Scot Atr.

I. v. 275 At one period aristocracy and government are in-

tolerant of the poor and of liberty at another, the populace
are intolerant of rank and order. 1874 SYMONDS Sk, Italy

2. spec. That does not tolerate opinions or prac-

tices different from one's own, esp. in religious

matters ; that denies or refuses to others the right

to differ or dissent ; disposed to persecute those

who differ.

LOWTH Lett, to Warhtrton 62 Why then am I
"

1794 PALEY Evid. (1825)

II. 250 The national temper of the Jews was intolerant.
as an intolerant Zealot?

1765 Lc

branded,

1849 MACAULAY 'Hist. >if. ii. I.^167 The House of Com-
mons., showed a strong disposition to check the intolerant

loyalty of the Cavaliers. 1878 MOKLKY Crit. Misc. Ser. i.

Carlyle 200 Holding one or other of the rival creeds in its

most extreme, exclusive and intolerant form.

B. sl>. An intolerant person.
1765 LOWTH Lett, to Warlurton 61 You might as well

have concluded, that I wns a Jew, or a Mahometan, as an

Intolerant and a Persecutor. 1827 Klactni'. AIg. XXII.

404 They are finished intolerants and exclusionists. 1881

PALGRAVE I 'is. Kng. 1 59 Rival intolerants each 'gainst other

flamed.

Intolerantly (intp-lerantli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY 2
.] In an intolerant manner or spirit ; without

tolerance.

1765 Hist. Eiir. in Ann. Reg. 4/1 The most intolerantly

zealous members of the persuasions they respectively belong
to. 1874 GEO. ELIOT College Break/. P. in Jubal, etc. 237
He gave five puffs Intolerantly sceptical, then said [etc.].

Mod. He spoke vehemently and intolerantly.

f Into-lerate, v. nonce-iad. [Is- 3. Cf. L. in-

tolerdre not to bear, to take ill (A'otse 7V;v.).]
trans. Not to tolerate ;

to treat with intolerance.

1767 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) IV. 251, 1 would have all in-

toleration intolerated in its turn.

t Intolerating, a. Ol>s. [IN-S.]
= INTOL-

ERANT.
1710 SHAFTESB. Cliarac. (1737) III. Misc. n. ii. 86 They

who . . had once experienc'd this intolerating Spirit, cou'd

no longer tolerate on their part. ^777 ROBERTSON Hist.

Amer. II. vin. 350 Many authors have represented the in-

tolerating spirit of the Roman Catholic religion, as the

cause of exterminating the Americans. 1839 J. ROGERS

Antipopopr. i. ii. 67 When we contemplate popery upheld

by intolerating persecution.

Intoleration (intpl&Fi'jan). rare. [IN- 3.]

Want of toleration ;
intolerance.

1611 FLORIO, Insopportanza, intoleration. 1753 CHESTERT.
Lett. (1792) IV. 34 This noise against the Jew bill proceeds
from narrow morj-spirit of intoleration in religious.. matters.

1861 MUSGRAVE By-roads 73 To shock the mind of humanity
by similar excesses of bigotry and merciless intoleration.

fl-n-toll. Sc. Obs. [f. IN adv. 12 + TOLL.]
A payment made to the bailie upon entering into

possession of burghal property. Cf. IN-PENNY.

1872 C. INNES Sc. Legal Antiq. 91 In our older burgh

usages, burghal subjects were transferred by the bailie

taking a penny for in-toll and a penny for out-toll.

t Into-llerous, a. Obs. rare. [f. stem of in-

toler-able, etc. + -ocs.] Intolerable ;
insufferable.

1594 Register Stationers' Coinp. in N. % Q. 3rd Ser. III.

3 An excellent newe ballad, declaringe .. the intollerous

pride nowe-a-daies used.

Intomb(e, obs. form of ENTOMB.

Intonable (int<?-nab'l), a. [f.
INTONE v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being intoned ;
in quot. ap-

plied to a ' voiced
'

or sonant consonant.

1864 MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. Ser. n. iii. (1868) 133 The
letter 'sh' as heard in 'sharp', and . . 'j' in the French

'jamais'; the former mute, the latter intonable.

II IntonaCO, -ICO (into-nako, -iko). [It. in-

tonico, formerly also intonaco plaster, i. intonicare

to cover with plaster, L. type *intttnicare, f. tunica

coat, TDNIC.] The final coating of plaster spread

upon a wall or other surface, esp. for fresco painting.
1806 J. DALLAWAY Ol>s. Enf. Arc/lit. 216 Palladio, who . .

so happily adopted intonaco or plaster. 1855 BROWNING Men

INTONATOR.

# Wont,, Old Pi'ct. in Florence xxvi, But are you too fine,

Taddeo Gaddi, To grant me a taste ofyour intonaco ? 1883
C. C. PKRKINS Hal. Sculpt. I. iii. 46 note, Ugolino's picture
. . was painted . . on the ' intonaco ',

or plaster surface.

f iTltonate, v.1 Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of L.

intonare intr., to thunder, thunder forth, f. in- (lN-2)

+ tonare to thunder.] trans. To thunder forth ;

to utter with a loud voice like thunder.

1626 DONNE Serm. xlvi. 467 God intimates, God interim-

nates, God intonates with suchavehemency. .' F.arth, earth,

earth, heare the Word ofthe Lord '. 1739 S. HARRIS $yd Ch.

Isaiah App. 262 So then, the great TeTeAeWai shall be in-

tonated by the general Voice of the whole Host of Heaven.

Intonate (i-nton?*!), v.- [f. ppl. stem of med.

L. intonare = It. intonare, F. entonner, f. in-, F.

en- (!N- *) + tonas, F. ton TONE.]
1. trans. To recite in a singing voice ;

to INTONE.

'795 ROSCOE Lorenzo (1796) II. 270 Savonarola . . intonat-

ing with a tremendous voice, the psalm Kxnrgat Dens.

1858 DE QUINCEY Th. Grk. Trag. Wks. IX. 74 The recita-

tion . . was undoubtedly much more sustained, and intonated

with a slow and measured stateliness. 1864 SIR F. PAL-

GRAVE Norm. $ Eng. III. 631 As little intelligible to his

auditors, as if Caedmon . . were to intonate his glee at an

oratorio in Hanover Square.
2. To utter or pronounce with a particular tone ;

to give a specified or indicated intonation to.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII. 18 'Thus 1

is intonated

comparatively high. 1824 Blackw. Mag. XV. 589 The
Italian naturally intonates his language with greater

violence, and change of tone and emphasis, than an English-
man does. 1867 MACFARRRN Harmony i. 7 The Eastern

and Southern nations, .habitually intonate smaller musical

intervals than semitones.

3. Phonetics. To emit or pronounce with sonant

vibration; to 'voice', rare.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. iv. 66 The / sets the tip of the

tongue against the roof of the mouth, but leaves the sides

open for the free escape of the intonated breath.

Intonation 1
(inton^'-Jan). [n. of action from

med.L. intonare to INTONE : cf. F. intonation

(I4th c. in Godef. Comf/.}.}
1. In Church Music. The opening phrase of a

plain-song melody, preceding the Reciting-note,

and usually sung either by the priest alone, or by
one or a few of the choristers ;

the recitation of

this. In quot. \foofig.
1620 BRENT tr. Sarpfs Hist. Cottnc. Trent (1676) 673 It

was replyed that he might have suffered others to make the

intonation, and not to have been the Author himself of that

prejudice. 1606 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Intonation, the giving the

Tune or Key by the Chanter to the rest of the Quire. 1852

HOOK Ch. Diet. 11871) 399 Intonation is, properly speaking,

therecitationby thechanter . .ofthe commencing words of the

psalm or hymn, before the choir begins. 1880W. S. ROCKSTRO
in Grove Diet. Mas. II. 12 Someof the most important Intona-

tions in general use are those proper to the Gregorian
Tones. Ibid., Handel, in 'The Lord gave the word', from

'The Messiah', uses the Intonation of the First Tone,

transposed a fourth higher, with wonderful effect.

2. The action of intoning, or reciting in a sing-

ing voice : esp. the musical recitation of psalms,

prayers, etc. in a liturgy, usually in monotone.

1788 GIBBON Decl. ff F. xlviii, The conspirators, .expected,

as the signal of murder, the intonation of the first psalm by
the emperor himself. 1794 MATHIAS Ptirs. Lit. (1798) 233

Her bolder notes the willing muse should swell In lynck
intonation grave and deep. 1793 MASON Ch. MHS. 11. 90

These were all sung not merely in simple intonation or

chaunt, but in this mode of figurate discant. 1862 F. HALL
Hind-it Philos. Syst. 68 The recitation and intonation of

hymns of praise from the Veda.

3. The utterance or production (by the voice, or

an instrument, etc.) of musical tones : in reference

to manner or style, esp. to exactitude of pitch or

relation to the key or harmony.
Fixed intonation, that of instruments, such as keyboard

instruments, in which the pitch of each note is fixed, not

variable at the will of the performer.

1776 BURNEY Hiit. Mm. I. Pref. 14 The Organ . . has

it no imperfections? Yes. It wants expression and a

more perfect intonation. 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart 104 bhe

has a beautiful voice neither strong nor weak, but very

pure and good in the intonation. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy

ts Greece (1898) I. xiv. 294 A most extraordinary soprano ..

and true to the least shade in intonation. 1878 Groves

Diet. Mus. I. 459 On instruments of fixed intonation C X =

D|] [etc.].

attrio. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 137 To set a pipe right again

which has been bent, . . use an intonation-iron.

4. Manner of utterance of the tones of the voice

in speaking ;
modulation of the voice ;

accent.

1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. $ Scot. 201 The people of Inver-

ness aVe not only free from that unfortunate intonation of

Aberdeenshire .. but speak the English language with

greater purity than they do in any other part in Scotland.

1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. ii, There was a marked distinc-

tion in the intonation, the accent, the modulation of

voice. 1873 BLACK Pr. Tlmle (1874) 4 That peculiar and

pleasant intonation that marks the speech of the Hebndean
who has been taught English in the schools.

Intona-tion -. rare-", [n. of action from

INTONATE v.1] A thundering ; a roaring or rum-

bling as of thunder.

1658 PHILLIPS, Intonation, a thundering or making a

terrible noise. 1755 in JOHNSON. 1855 MAYNE Expos.

Lex., Term applied to the gurgling noise produced by the

movement of flatus in the bowels : intonation.

Intonator (i'nttfniF'tai). [agent-n. in L. form

from intonare to INTONE.] A monochord for the



INTONE.

study of musical intervals, furnished with a diagram

indicating il'c cliu^nns l the string necessary for

the production of the notes of the scale in exact in-

tonation.

1875 Si'Aixm Jt BARRETT Did. Mix. 'I'trua, Intoaalar,

a monochord, nr -ingle siring stretched across a Hal sound-

Intone (inUfcn), v. Also 5-0, 9 entone [ad.

med. I., inisnii-rt to intone; in form entone, prob.
immed. a. OF. cntoner (i3th cA]
1. trans. To utter in musical tones; to sing,

chant ; spec. To recite in a singing voice (esp. a

psalm, prayer, etc. in a liturgy) ; usually to recite

in monotone.
r 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) IV. 1498 Now may thou entone

a mery songe. Ibid. 1620 Entone sum ermonye. 1513
DOUGI.AS jEneii viu xii 5 ?e Musis now.. Entone led. 1555

intonej my sang, and till endyt me leyr. 1805 SOUTHEY Madoc
il. v, No choristers the funeral dirge intoned. 1833 MRS.
BROWNING Prometli. Bd. Poet. Wks. 1850 I. 158 Ml the

mortal nations . . Are a dirge entoning. 1853 CDL. WISE-
MAN Ess. III. 84 The canons hastened .. to the crowded

cathedral, to intone the usual song of praise. 1868 MIL-
MAN St. Paul's i. ia The Clergy began to intone their

Litany.
b. absol. or intr.

1849 Blaclnu. Mag. LXV. 681 (They) join in the most
wonderful responses, in a set key. which they call entoning.
1870 DICKENS E. Drood^ iv, He has even tried the expen*
merit of slightly intoning in his pulpit. 1886 BESANT
Childr. (tibeoti n. x, I can intone of course, but I cannot

sing.

2. To sing the opening phrase of a plain-song

melody at the beginning of a chant, canticle, etc.,

usually as a solo or scmichorus : see INTONATION! i .

1880 W. S. RocKSTRoin Grove Diet. Afus. II. \vlntoning,
the practice ofsinging the opening phrase ofa Psalm, Canticle,
or other piece of Ecclesiastical Music, not in full chorus,
hut as a solo or semi-chorus, assigned either to a single
Priest, or to one, two, or four leading Choristers. Ibid.

15 The first clause [of the Introit] is intoned when the Cele-
brant approaches the Altar, by one, two, or four Choristers,

according to the solemnity of the Festival : which done, the
strain is taken up by the full Choir.

3. To utter with a particular tone or intonation :

- INTONATE Zl. 2 2.

1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. xiii. 292 A clear, appropriate
and properly intoned and emphasized pronunciation, in

reading aloud, is one of the rarest as well as most desirable
of social accomplishments. 1866 ENGEL Nut. Mus. ii. 27
With some uncivilized nations the ear is so little cultivated
lhat the intervals are very rudelyand indistinctly intoned.

4. intr. To utter tones, as in singing or speaking;
' to make a slow protracted noise (J.).

17*8 POPE Dune. \\. 253 So swells each wind-pipe ; Ass
intones to Ass

; Harmonic twang ! of leather, horn, and
brass.

6. fig. (trans.} To imbue with a particular tone
of feeling; to tone. rare.

1883 MAUDSLEY liody <$ Will n. iv. 156 Every one is

penetrated and intoned, so to speak, by the social atmo-
sphere of the particular medium in which he lives.

Hence Into-ned pfl. a.
; Into'ning vt>l. sl>. and

///. a.

i8u.Mll.MAN Lat. Chr. vm. v. 361 His was not .. the
richly-intoned voice swelling the full harmony of the choir.

1863 OI-IIIA Held in Bondage (1870) 2 We had prayers at

eight, which he read in a style of intoning peculiar to him-
self. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 2/1 No hush of a church
listening to some intoning clergyman could have been
greater.

Interne, sb.
[f. INTONE v.~]

1 1. Something intoned
;
a song or chant. Obs.

V* "Si" i" Dimbar's Poems (1893) 324 The potent Prince
.

.js,
of angellis with a sweit intone, Borne of the most chest

Virgyn Mary bricht.

2. The action of intoning; the tone of voice used
in intoning.
1886 N. SHEPPARD Before an Audience v. 67 The intone is

easier to speak and easier to be heard. But it is equally
natural for us to fall into the intone as a habit without
reference to the contingency.

Intonement (inton-nment). rare. Also en-.

[f. INTONE v. + -KENT.] The action of intoning ;

intonation
; chanting.

'*49-S3 ROCK Ck. ofFathers IV. xii. 137 Each took his
own side of the choir for the entonement of the antiphons.
1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VIII. 48 Where hymns were said In
musical intonements and rich chimes.

Intoner (intou-naj).
who intones.

1865 Testimonial, In addition to his other eminent
qualifications, he is musical and a practised intoner. 1890
Pall Maim. 23 Oct. 4/2 When the celebrated assault case
between the intoners and sayers of the Litany was before
the Westminster police-court, tooo Daily Ckron. 25 June 3/3A an intoner he (Tom Stevens] was more appreciated, and
was said to get the phrase

'

caterpillars innumerable
'

into
a single syllable.

I-n-toothed, a. [Is adv. 13.] Having the
teeth directed or

growing inward.

tnlS? l^t7"'
"**!PV1 - 9 ' 5 A ">l>le. gaunt, in-

toothed, half-penny-a-day ghowL
t Into-plaried, ///. a. Obs. rare.

[f. IN- ^
+ L. tofiaria ornamental gardening, topiarium
topUry-work + -ED!.] Ornamentally planted and
arranged.

'??* \^ fiyf^ntomackia 67 Conuenyent garden potsin the which in Head of growing plantes, eueSe one was

[f. as prec. + -EB i.] One
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of pure glasse . . intopiaried boxe the rootes and stalkes of

guide |

Intorsioil (int/vjfan). [a. K. inttrsion, ad. L.

iiitortion-em, n. of action f. iittorquere : see INTORT

v,] The action of twisting ; spec, in Bot. the

twisting of the stem of a plant.
1760 J. LEK /a/rod. Bot. HI. xiv. (1765) 202 Intorsioil,

Winding, is the Flexion or Bending of any Part of a Plant
towards one Side. 1794 MARTYN Koitssean's Bot. xxxi.

485 The intorsion or manner of bending in the stems. 1855
in MAYNE Expos. Le.r. 1887 Syd. Sac. Lex., lutorsion,

applied by Linnxus to the phenomenon presented by certain

plants which twine around a support by means of their

flexible stalks.

t I'ntort, sl>. Oh. [f. L. intort-us twisted :

see next.] A pipe or tube twisted in circles.

1657 TOMLINSON Keiton's Disp. 678 A Pipe, .with turning
gyres like a Serpent, whence called an Intort.

flntO'rt, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. i,. intort-us,

pa. pple. of intorquere : see next.] Twisted or

thrust in.

c 1420 Pallad. OH Hnsb. 11. 344 Sette hem transuerse, eon
side intort the grounde [lit latus . .figatnr in terra],

Intort (intj?Mt), v. Now rare. [f. L. intort-,

ppl. stem of intorqitere, {. in- (IN-
2
) + torqtiere to

twist.] trans. To twist or" curl inwards. Perh.

only in the pa. pple. Into'rted, twisted or curled

inwards; twisted, wreathed, involved. ///. andy?f.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 244 The vessels of seede..are

writhen and intorted with wonderfull art, and implicated or
foulded vp in many boughts and circumuolutions. 161661
HOLYDAY Persins 324 The truth Of thy rule well apply'd,. . !

Shew'd me intorted manners. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter \

iii. 3 The secrets of God's providence are curled and in-
|

torted, we cannot unfold them. 1657 TOMLINSON Renon's
Disp. 503 Rowls intorted like ropes. 1725 POPE Odyss. in.

555 With reverend hand the king presents the gold, Which
round the intorted horns the gilder roll'd. 1839 New
Monthly Mag. LVII. 32 How tedious then was the sur-

plusage of awkward and intorted phrases 1 1892 STEVEN-
SON & L. OSBOURNR Wrecker 208 The loose topsail . .

swayed and sang in the declining wind, a raffle of intorted

cordage.

Intortell, -tie, var. ENTOBTII-F, v., to entwine.

t Into-rtillage. Obs. rare
~

'. [ad. F. entor-

tillage: see ENTORTILL and -AGE.] An involved

intertwisting.
1809 COLERIDGE Let. (Sotheby's Catal. 1-4 Dec. 1896, 28),

1 The Friend
'

., is partly chargeable with .. an intortillage
|

or intertwisting both of the thoughts and sentences.

t Into'rtive, a. Obs. rare 1

. [I. 'L. intort-,

ppl. stem of intorquere + -rvE.] Of intorted or

twisted nature; in (\\w\.J!g.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. I'enns 11.963 Bandownit with baill and

j

full of brnkilnes, With diuers faltis and wordis Intortiue.

|| In toto : see I.v f.at. prep.

tlntower, v. Obs. rare. Also 7 en-. [lN-2.]
trans. To confine or imprison in a tower. Hence
Intowering vbl. sb.

1591 WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. xl. 11612) 195 Yeat was he
taken and in-tow'rd, and lost his head for this, a 1649
DRUMM._OF HAWTH. Ansiu. Object. Wks. (1711) 214 The
entowering of Henry the VI. 1649 EVFLYN Mew. 11857)
III. 42 The unexpected surpri.sal and intowering of John
Lilburne, proclaiming him traitor.

I-ii-tow:n. Sc~
[f.

TN adv. + TOWN.] = INFIELD.

Chiefly attrib., as intowit pasture ; intown mul-
ture = INSUCKEN multure ; intown weed, ' a
weed common in pastures, an annual weed

'

(lam.
i88o\
1538 Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Ane pleucht of the intowne

of Ardlayr. 1812 J. HENDERSON Agric. .flirt'. Sut/ifrl.
vi. 62 The milk cows are fed on the in-tmi'ii pasture, until
the farmer lemoyes them .. to distant shealings. 1818 SCOTT
Ifrt. Mull. xiii. note, The lo< k and gowpen, or small

quantity and handful, payable in thirlage cases, as intown
multure. 1820 Motiast. xiii, The cultivators of each
barony or regality.. in Scotland, arc obliged to bring their
corn to be grinded at the mill of the territory-, for which
they pay a

heavy charge, called the ' intown multures '.

Into'xicable, n. rare. [f. L. intoxicS-re to
INTOXICATE + -ABLE.] Liable to be intoxicated.

-7_i734 NORTH Exam. n. iv. 156 (1740) 314 The People not
so intoxicable as to fall in with their brutal Assistance.

Intoxicant (intp-kstkSnt), a. ami sb. [ad. med.
L. intoxicant-em, pr. pple. of intoxicare to INTOXI-
CATE : see -ANT.]
A. adj. Intoxicating.
1882 TRAII.I. Sterne vi. 89 Written, . . we can clearly see,

under the full intoxicant effect which a bewildering succes-
sion of new sights and sounds will produce.
B. so. An intoxicating substance or liquor.

1863 Glasgow Morn. ")rnl. 28 Apr., Eight o'clock morn-
ing is early enough to begin drinking or selling intoxicants.
1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. n. xvii. (^g) 643 A some-
what similar experience from another intoxicant, is recorded
of himself by Dr. Laycock. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia
316 The habit of indulging in intoxicants.

Intoxicate (int(>-ksikA), ///. a. ^sb.} Also 5
en-, [ad. med.L. intoxicat-us, pa. pple. of in-
toxicare : see next. In later use treated as shortened
form of intoxicated]
1 1. a. Impregnated, steeped in, or smeared with

poison ; rendered poisonous ; empoisoned. Obs.
M'-o LYDG. Ckron. Troy in. xxiv. (MS. Bodl. 230)

If. 119/2 An arwe The hede of wiche w' venym was enoint
Intoxycat at the square poynt. 1494 FABYAN Ckrm. vi. clxv.
loo He toke apocionof a physycion..whiche was intoxicat,

INTOXICATED.

so intoxicate. 1637 GILLF.SPIE Eng. Pop. Crrem. Ep. A iv,

Simple ones . . doe sucke from the intoxicate dugs of Con-
formity, the foster-milke which makes them grow in Error.

t b. Poisoned ; killed by poison. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Coinf. Atc/i. in. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 141 But
no man shall be by hyt intoxycate, After the tyme yt ys
into Medycyne Elevate. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xi.

xxii. The fayre Esperie . . was by a venemous serpente
pricked on the foot. She was entoxicat and enpoysoned in
suche wyse that she felle doun deed. iS EDEN Decades
325 In such sorte qualyfyinge the maliciousnesse therof

[poison], that none shall therby bee intoxicate. 1607 TOP-
SELL Four-/. Beasts

(,1658) 198 It is also good against those
that are intoxicate with poison.

toxicate passions.
2. Inebriated : = INTOXICATED 2.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Atitfv. Osor. 188 In that blynde
denne of your intoxicate braynes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 185 His head was intoxicate with the strong sauor of the

incense,, .and so being beside himself, wist not what he did.
1610 BP. HALL Afol. Brmunists 39 Drunk and intoxicate
with the Whores cuppe. 1845 HIRST Com. Mammoth, etc.

164 Like one intoxicate with scents.

3. fig. -INTOXICATED 3.
c 1500 MERSAR Perrell in Paramours, With tressone so

intoxicait Are mennis mowthis at all ouris. 1(31 FRITH
Judgin. Tracy (1829) 247 Their mind is so intoxicate, that
there is nothing but they will note it with a black coal.

1671 MILTON P. K. iv. 328 Deep versed in books and shallow
in himself, Crude or intoxicate, collecting toys, And trifles

for choice matters, worth a sponge. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude
xni. 29 The mind intoxicate With present objects. 1879
J. TODHUNTER Alcestis 22 Such sun and air make me in-

toxicate With a strange passion.
B. sb. One who is intoxicated or inebriated.

1760 H. WALPOLE Corr. (1837) II. 33 The fair intoxicate
turned round and cried,

'
I am laughed at !- -Who is it ?'

Intoxicate (int^-ksik^'t), v. [f. ppl. stem of
med.L. intoxicare, f. in- (IN-

2
) + toxicare to smear

with poison, f. toxicuni Gr. ro(in('iv poison.]
1 1. trans. To poison. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 592/2, I intoxycat, I poyson with venyme.
1537 LATIMER .Senn. l<ef. Cotxw. 9 June an. 1536 Avb,
Meate I say, and not poyson. This dothe intoxicate and
slee the eater, that fedeth and nourysheth him. 1584 R.
SCOT Disco-.: Witchcr. ill. iii. (1886) 34 He [the devil)

supplieth their wants of powders and roots to intoxicate
withall. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, vi. 206 If one be
intoxicated with a poisonous Animal.
2. To stupefy, render unconscious or delirious,

to madden or deprive of the ordinary use of the

senses or reason, with a drag or alcoholic liquor ;

to inebriate, make drunk.
1598 HAKH'YT I'oy, I. 97 It. .goetb downe very pleasantly,

intoxicating weake braines. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 830 They intoxicate the fish with a strong sented
wood called Ayaw, whereby they easily take them on the

top of the water. 1635 S\VAN Spec. M. vi. 2 (1643) 215
It filleth and intoxicateth the brain, as wine doth. 1693
LUTTRFI.L Brief Rel. (1857) III. 90, 2 or 3 men .. forced
a potion down his mouth, which intoxicated him. 1775
KOSWELL Let. 12 Aug., I run wild but did not get drunk.
1 was however intoxicated and very ill next day. a 1803
Sir Hugh It Khiid viii. in Child Ballads in. lix B. (1885)

47/1 He intoxicate the leper-man, With liquors very sweet.

1894 A. ROBERTSON A nggeis, etc. 87 His mind and tongue
were sober, but his legs were intoxicated.

b. absol. To cai se or produce intoxication.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tliercnot's Trm*. \. 277 They put
Lime to it to make it intoxicate. 1746 BERKELEY znd Let.
Tnr-it<atcr 9 Cordials, which heat and intoxicate. 1811
A. T. THOMSON Loud. Disp. (1818) 414 When new it is

flatulent, debilitating, and purgative, and intoxicates sooner
than old wine.

3. Jig, ) a. To '

poison
'

;
to corrupt morally or

spiritually. Obs.
a 1529 SKELTON Col. Clout 704 Suche maner ofsysmatykes

And halfe heretykes. .That wolde intoxicate,. .That wolde
contaminate . . The Church's hygh estates. 1680 BUNYAN
Mr. Iladmait Wks. 1767 I. 738 They are intoxicated with
the deadly poison of sin. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proplt. 421 The
woe falls on all, who in any way intoxicate others with
flattering words or feigned affection, mixing poison under
things pleasant, to bring them to shame,

b. To stupefy or excite as with a drug or alco-

holic liquor ; to render unsteady or delirious in

mind or feelings; to excite or exhilarate beyond
self-control.

1591 SYLVESTER Dit Bartas i. !. 663 With grace of

Princes, with their pomp, and State, Ambitious Spirits he
doth intoxicate. 1640-4 CHAS. I in Rushw. /fist. Coll. m.
(1692) I. 732 So new a Power will undoubtedly intoxicate

Persons who were not born to it. a 1680 BUTLER Rein.

(1759) I. 241 Authority intoxicates.. The Fumes of it invade
the Brain, And make Men giddy, proud, and vain, a 1716
SOUTH (J. s.v. Stnpify), The fumes of his passion do as really
intoxicate his discerning faculty, as the fumes of drink dis-

compose and stupify the brain. 1718 freethinker No. 87
Ho It too often happens, that a Man. .is. .intoxicated with
Pride and Self-Conceit. 1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem Ch.
vi. ico 1'hose smiles . . which intoxicated for the moment
every man on whom they fell.

Hence Intoxicating vbl. sb.

1712 tr. Pomet's Hist. Dntgs I. 138 Imployed chiefly
for intoxicating of Birds and Fish.

Intcrxicated, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED '

.]

( 1. Imbued with poison ; poisoned. Obs.

1558 WARDE tr. Alexis 1

Seer. (1568) 203, If a man be ..



INTOXICATEDLY.
hurte with anie intoxicated weapon, ye must wryng wel the
bloud out of the wounde. 1610 R. ABBOT Old Way g To
Suger the brims of their intoxicated Cups, that men the
more greedily. . may drinke those venimous potions. 1636
BRATHWAIT Lives Rom. Emp. 291 By an intoxicated medi-
cine, .he suddenly dyed at Mantua.
2. Stupefied or having the brain affected with a

drug or alcoholic liquor; inebriated, drunk.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 290 Some so full of wine,

and intoxicated with Bacchus berries. 1607 E. GRIMSTONE
tr. Gonlart's Mem. hist. 311 Being at table in his lodging,
and his head some-what intoxicated, he spake so rudely of
the Pope . . that he was arrested. 1802 SURR Splendid
Misery III. 31 [Lying] in a state of intoxicated

insensibility.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. iii. 31 A guide, who, though partly
intoxicated, did his duty well.

3. fig. Excited or roused in mind as if with
alcoholic liquor ; inebriated.

1692 DRYDEN St. Eureinonfs Ess. 296 When a Man
intoxicated with reading, makes his first Step in the World,
'tis usually a false one. 1770 Juniiis Lett, xxxix. 202
Intoxicated with pleasure. 1798 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ.
1893 XIV. 22, I cannot believe .. that the Directory of
France, intoxicated and abandoned as it is, will have the
folly to invade our territorial rights, a 1890 J. BROWN
Serm. (1892) 224 Men long held in spiritual slavery began
to breathe and to be intoxicated with the air of freedom.
Hence Into xicatedly adv., in an intoxicated

manner; like one who is intoxicated.
1883 Miss BROUGHTON Belinda III. in. viii. 46 He rows

slowly on in a dream, his eyes intoxicatedly watching that
pendent hand.

Into-xicating, ///. a. [f. as prec. -i- -ING 2.]
That intoxicates : see the vb.
1634 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 40 Hemlock, which

he said was of a most venomous, somnifying, stupifying,and intoxicating quality. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks.
(1851) 196 (Dent. xxiv. i, 2) Men might . . live happily and
healthfully, without the use of those intoxicating licors.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. vi. (1804) 22 An intoxicating
piece of good fortune. 1848 A. TOD Disc. 102 Beware of
the intoxicating cup. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman 115Of all the good gifts .. the love of woman has been the
most delicious, the most intoxicating, and even the least
deceitful.

Hence Into'xicatingly adv.

_ 1892 Sat. Rev. 30 July 127/1 They will drink deeply,
mtoxicatmgly, of the Pierian streams.

Intoxication (intpksik.fijan). Also 5 en-,

[n. of action f. INTOXICATE v.
;

cf. F. intoxication

(1408 in Hatz.-Darm.), in sense i.]
1. The action of poisoning; administration of

poison ; killing by poison ; the state of being
poisoned ; an instance of this. Obs. exc. Med.
1548 HALL Chron., 3 Rich. Ill (1809) 407 Either by.,

pensyvenes of hearte, or by intoxicacion of poison .. within
a few dales the Quene departed oute of this transitorie lyfe.
1607 TprsELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 103 His bloud . . being
drunk in Wine, it is good against poisoned wounds and all
intoxications. 1842 E. P. DAVIS in Med. News I. 310
(Cent.) It has been supposed that only in the case of abraded
surfaces could intoxication with solutions [of corrosive subli-
mate] of i to 1000 and i to 2000 occur. 1896 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. I. 720 The palsy which occasionally appears in
or after enteric fever is. .due to diphtheria intoxication.

at_trit. 1897 AUbutfs Syst. Med. II. 949 Schweinitz
maintains that it is an intoxication-amblyopia similar to
that caused by tobacco. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Diseases
Introd. 14 There is a class of intoxication diseases which
depend on toxins generated by germs whose habitat is the
soil, water, or other external media.
2. The action of rendering stupid, insensible, or

disordered in intellect, with a drug or alcoholic

liquor ; the making drunk or inebriated ; the con-
dition of being so stupefied or disordered.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. vi. rot The prevalent

intoxication is from the spirits of drink dispersed into the
veynes and arteries. 1780 BKNTHAM Princ. Legisl. xiii.

4 The English law does not admit intoxication as a
ground of excuse. 1817 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Lift
(1870) II. i. 12 He [Coleridge] had for some time relinquished
his English mode of intoxication by brandy and water for
the Turkish fashion of intoxication by opium. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 34 In Sparta . . any one found in a state of
intoxication is severely punished.

b. Intoxicating quality, rare.

1674 tr. Martiuiere's Voy. N. Countries 32 A certain grain
which gives it [strong water] the same strength and intoxica-
tion as ours.

c. concr. An intoxicating draught, rare.
1799 E. KING Munim. Antigua I. Pref. 19 Proudly quaff-

ing a vile intoxication from the excavated skull of his

enemy.
3. fig. fa. The 'poisoning' of the moral or mental

faculties ; a cause or occasion of this. Obs.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 551 The..insypient drynkyth the

swete and delycious wordis vnauysydly, and perceyuyth not
entoxycacion whiche they ben myngyd or myxte with.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxv. 15 Whatsoever know-
ledge reason cannot at all worke upon and conuert, is a
meere intoxication and indangereth a dissolution of the
minde and understanding. i6o Eng. Monarchy freest
State in World ir Being extricated and quitted from the
poysonous intoxications of some very viperous Spirits. 1728MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. 5 They are prejudiced, even to
intoxication, against the whole world besides.

b. The action or power of exhilarating or highly
exciting the mind ; elation or excitement beyond
the bounds of sobriety.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 351 F 15 That secret Intoxication

of Pleasure. 1752 YOUNG Brothers n. i. 17 He's ever
warbling nonsense in her ear With all the intoxication of
success. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks. VIII. 104 This
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plan of empire was not taken up in the first intoxication of
unexpected success . . it was projected. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece I. vi. 194 The intoxication of wealth and power, in
which men forget their weakness and mortality. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) IV. 279 He is going out of his mind in the first
intoxication of a great thought.

Intoxicative (intjvksike'tiv), a. rare. [f. as
INTOXICATE v. + -IVE.]
1. Tending to intoxicate ; f poisonous; inebriat-

ing.
1632 I. L. Womens'Rights 350 A certaine drinke..mixed

and compounded with powders and jntoxicatiue spices.

1797 London Art ofCookery 216 Malt is a wholesome nu-
tritious grain . . but by no means intoxicative, except used
in very large quantities.
2. Pertaining to or characteristic of intoxication.
iS&Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 879 The sterile products of

choleraic cultures administered to a guinea-pig will cause
distinct intoxicative symptoms.
Iiito'xicator. rare, [agent-n. from INTOXI-

CATE.] One who intoxicates
; f a poisoner.

1744 LEWIS Pecockezj? That most impious intoxicator,who
had imbibed the poison of perfidiousness. 1830 Eraser's
Mag. I. 209 Our friend the Intoxicator is an Irishman.

Intra- (intra), prefix, repr. L. intra ' on the

inside, within ', used in numerous recent formations,
chiefly adjectival. This use of intra- does not
occur in classical L., and only a few examples
appear in late and med.L. But it is largely used
in modern times, esp. in biological terms, where
it is often naturally opposed to EXTRA-. It is some-
times confused with INTER-.
1. In adjectives (properly, and most frequently,

of Latin origin) in which it stands in prepositional
relation to the sb. implied in the second element.

Intra-abdo'miual, situated or occurring within
the abdomen. Intra-acinons (-se-sinas), occurring
within an acinus or racemose gland. Intra-alve'o-
lar, occurring within the alveoli or air-cells of the

lungs. Intra-arte-rial., occurring within an artery.
Intrabranchial (-brse'rjkial), situated within the
branchiae or gills. Xntrabronchial

(-brjrrjkial),

occurring within the bronchi. Intrabu-ccal [L.
bucca cheek], situated within or on the inside of
the cheek. Intracali'ctOar, situated within the
calicle of a polyp. Intracano-nical, relating to
what is included in the canon of Scripture. Intra-
ca'psular, situated or occurring within a capsule,
or within the capsular ligament of a joint. Intra-
ca'rdiao, -ca-rdial [Gr. xapSia heart], situated or

occurring within the heart
(
= ENDOCARDIAL a).

Intraca-rpellary Bat., situated within a carpel ;

also (erron^ between or among carpels (properly
intercarpellary). Intracartilajrinous (-fe'd^inas),
situated or occurring within the substance of carti-

lage. Intraoa-vital, occurring within the cavities,

e.g. of the stem of a plant. Intrace-llular Biol,
situated or occurring within the substance of a cell

(as digestion in Protozoa) ; hence Intrace'llularly
adv. Intracephalic (-stfirj-lik) [Gr. Kt<pa\ji head],
situated or occurring within the head. Intrace re-

bral, situated or occurring within the cerebrum or
brain (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887). Intracloacal (-klo,-

^-kal), situated within the cloaca. Intracoelomic
(-sH^-mik), situated within the ccelome. Zntra-
contine'ntal, situated within, or in the interior of,
a continent. Intracorpo'real, situated or occur-

ring within the body. Intracorptrscnlar, occur-

ring within corpuscles (e.g. those of the blood).
Intraco'smical, existing within the cosmos or
universe. Intracystic (-si-stik), occurring within
a cyst. Intradivi'sional, done within a division.

Intra-ecclesia'stical, existing or occurring within
a church. Intra-epithe'lial, situated within the
substance of the epithelium. Intragy-ral (-d.?ait>--

ral), situated within a gyms or convolution of the
brain. Intrahepa'tic [Gr. Jjirap liver], situated
or occurring within the substance of the liver.

Intra-impe-rial, carried on within the (British)
Empire. Intrala-mellar, situated within the

lamella:, e.g. of the '

gills
'
of a fungus. Intra-

laryngfeal (-lari'ndjzal), situated or performed
within the larynx ; hence Intralary ng-eally adv.

Intraligrame-ntous, occurring within the sub-
stance of a ligament. Intralo-cular, situated
within the loculi or chambers of some structure.

Intralo-?ical, within the boundaries of logic.
Intramandi'bnlar, situated within the mandible.

Intrama-rginal, situated on the inner side of the

margin, e.g. of a leaf. Intrama-trical Bat.,
situated or growing within a matrix, as a parasitic

plant ; hence lutrama trically adv. Intrame'-
dullary [see MEDULLA], situated within the sub-
stance of the spinal cord, or of the medulla ob-

longata (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Intrame mbranous,
'within the substance of a membrane, or en-
closed by membrane" (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. In.

INTRA-.

tramening'eal (-inini'ndjial), situated or occur-

ring within the investing membranes of the brain.

Intramercu-rial, -iau Astron., situated within
the orbit of Mercury. Intrametropo-litan, situ-

ated within the metropolitan boundary. Intra-
mo-utane, situated within a mountain. Xntra-
mu-scular, situated or taking place within the
substance of a muscle. Intrana-sal, situated or

occurring within the nose. Intranu -clear, situ-

ated within the nucleus of a cell. Intra-o-ral

[L. os, or- mouth], situated within the mouth.
Xntra-o-rbital, situated or occurring within the
orbit of the eye. Intra-o'sseoiis [L. os, oss-

bone], situated within the substance of a bone ;

also Intra-o-steal [Gr. Sariov bone], in same
sense. Intra-o-val [L. ovum egg], taking place
within the egg. Intra-ova-rian, contained or

remaining in the ovary. Intraparace'ntral,
situated within the paracentral convolution of the
brain. Intraparasi-tic, existing in the substance
of a parasitic organism. Intraparo-cJiial, existing
or occurring within a parish. Intrapelvic, situated
or occurring within the pelvis. Intraperica r-

diac, -al, situated within the pericardium. In-
traperitone-al, situated or taking place within
the cavity of the peritoneum ; hence Intraperi-
tone-ally adv. Intrnphiloso -phic, that is within
the limits of philosophy. Intrapla-ntar [L.
planta sole of the foot], situated on the inner side
of the sole of the foot. Intrapleu-ral, situated
within the pltural cavity. Intrapo'lar, situated

within, i.e. between, the poles, e.g. of a galvanic
battery (more properly INTEBPOLAB). Intrapro-
topla smic, situated or occurring within the sub-
stance of protoplasm. Intrapu'lmonary [L.
pulmon-es lungs], situated or taking place within
the lungs. lutrare-ctal, situated within the
rectum. Intrare-tinal, situated within the sub-
stance of the retina. Intrase-mital, situated
within a semita of an echinoderm. Intrase-rous,
existing or taking place within the serum of the
blood. Intraspi-nal, situated or occurring within
the spinal column or spinal cord. Intrastro-mal,
situated within the stroma or connective tissue of
an organ or structure. Intrata'rsal, situated on
the inner side of the tarsus. Intraterrito-rial,
situated or contained within a territory. Intra-
the-cal, contained or enclosed in the theca (e.g.
of a polyp). Intrathora'cic, situated or occur-

ring within the thorax. Intratra'cheal, within
the trachea or windpipe. Intratvrbal, Intratu.'-

bnlar, contained or occurring witliin a tube or

tubule, esp. of the animal body. Intra-umbrlical,
situated within theumbilicus. Intra-trrban[L.rfe
city], carried on within a city. Intra-ure'thral,
situated within the urethra. Intravagi-nal, situ-

ated within the vagina. Intrava'lvular, situated

within or between valves (more properly interval-

mtlar}. Intrave'sical [L. vesica bladder], situ-

ated or occurring within the urinary bladder or the

gall-bladder. Intravitelline [L. vitelhis yolk],

occurring within the yolk of an egg. Intraxylary
(-zai-Iari) Bot., situated within the xylem or woody
tissue, as the soft bast in the CombrelaceK.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Intra-aldominal. 1897 Allhitl's

Syst. Med. III. 975 The csecum in an adnlt may be in any
of its successive intra-abdorninal positions. 1879 T. BRYANT
Pract. Sitrg. II. 245 The "intra-acinous collections of them
correspond to the structure of medullary cancer. 1873 T.
H. GREEN Introd. Pat/wl. (ed. z) 307 Cases in which the

pulmonary consolidation is mainly due to a catarrhal *intra-

alveolar growth. 1897 Allbntfs Syst. Med. IV. 389 Signs
. . of *intra-arterial tension. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Comp.
Anat. 321 The water is streaming, .into the branchial plates
or the *intrabranchial cavity. 1898 Allbittt's Syst. Med.
V. 31 Cases of *intrabronchial haemorrhage. 1899 RENDEL
HARRIS in Conteiiip. Rei>. Dec. 810 We will leave on one
side such cases as are *intra-canonical. 1879 St. George's
Hasp. Rep. IX. 324 Of the 8 cases of fracture of the cervix

femoris, six occurred in females, and were *intracapsular.
1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Intracardiac. 1893

' Allbittt's Syst.
Med. IV. 389 It [the first heart-sound] is intracardiac and
not muscular. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. (ed. 6) 160
The *intra-cardial nerve-centres. 1874 R. BROWN Man.
Bot. Gloss., *lntracarpellary, among or interior to the

carpels. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*
Intracartilaginoits, 1897

Allbutts Syst. Med. III. 119 So far the description refers
to intra-cartilaginous ossification. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen.
Pathol. 154 *Intra-cellular. 1883 S. WAINWRIGHT Sci.

Sophisms vii. 109 An enclosed nucleus with surrounding
intracellular matnx or matter. 1887 Atner. Naturalist^VA.
419 Brought into harmony with the phenomena of intra-
cellular digestion. 1881 E. R. LANKESTEH in Jrnl. Microsc,
Sc. Jan. 122 In many Ccelentera the *intra-cellularly diges-
tive cells are limited in number and position. 1896 All.
butt's Syst. Med. I. 5r^ Although most enzymes are dis-

charged outwards, that is, are secreted, and act extracellu-

larly, some of them effect their fermentative action intra-

cellularly. 1888 F. E. BEDDARD in Proc. Zool. Soc. (London)
20 Mar. 217 Annelid of Genus ./Eolosoma . . *Intraccelomic
muscular bands. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis. i. 4 Each variety
or species of the *intra-corporeal plasmodium has its special
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and more or less definite life-span of twenty-four hours.

1897 AllbHtt's Sfit. MtJ. II. 724 The "intra-corpuscular
: form, to which they gave the name plasmiviiiiiit.

1865 (inorl Plato I. i. 58 He did not proclaim his Nous to

i,c . . ..ii iuti.i-cu4inii-.il . . instinct. 1878 T. BKYAHT Pratt.

Surf. I. lui .An "intra-cystic growth may project from it

as a fungus. 1873 Daily \ruis n Aug., Mntradivisional

or cxlr.i e. i l.Ma^ti. .il state in fallen Adam, to an acquired or

"intra-ecclesiastical State in Christ, the second Adam. 1861

BKHISF. HOPE Eng. Cathedr. J9/A C. 252 We all know that

intramural and intra-ecclesiastical interment is now illegal.

kepati
bile-ducts, 'ibid. 82 Increased viscidity of bile, consequent
on intrahepatic catarrh. 1896 Current Hist. (U. S.) VI. 916
Mntra-Imperia! Communication. 187* COHEN Dis. Throat

107 Chronic inflammation ofthe vocal cords and other
*
intra-

laryngcal structures. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 828,
8316 [cases] had been operated on "intra-laryngeally. 1900
Brit. Med. jfmL No. 2040. 261 A specimen of *intraliga-
mentous myoma removed by cceliotomy. 1847-9 TODD Cycl.
Anat. IV. 133/1 The *intra-locular matter is in itself soft.

1833 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 152 Syllogism and
entnymeme being distinguished as two *intrafogical forms
of argumentation. 1846 WORCESTER cites LOUDON for */-
tramargittat. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 361
The son . . are placed on an intramarginal anastomosing
bend of the veins, and covered with a cup-shaped indusium.

differently. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX 395 Mntra-
meningeal haemorrhage. 1878 NEWCOHB Pop. Astron. in.

iii. 286 The supposed "intra-Mercui ial planets. 1898 \Vestm.
Gaz. 29 Sept 9/3 [He] says: 'The East London Company
give a constant supply to the whole of their *intra-Metro-

politan and all their extra-Metropolitan area, with the ex-

ception of a small portion near Buckhurst Hill. 1864
Reader 5 Mar. 302 A deep, precipitous, *intramontane
chasm, forming the basin of a profound lake viz., the
'Dead Sea'. 1874 BARKER tr. Prey's Histol. 183
Intramuscular. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 500 The

intramuscular veins are sometimes affected without the
subcutaneous. 1886 Med. News 21 Aug. 213 (Heading)
Neurotic asthma and other neurotic maladies in their rela-
tions to *intranasal disease. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV.
684 Cases of intra-nasal lupus. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Intranuclear network, a delicate system of protoplasmic
fibres traversing the nucleus of cells. 1880 jfrnl. Linn. Soc.
XV. 106 Inner Tip. .rising into a tooth on the first *intraoral
thread. i$&jSyd.Soc.Lex.,*Intra-orbitalaneurysm, aneur-
ysm occurring within the orbit, and therefore affecting one of
the branches of the ophthalmic artery. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.
Anat. I. 61/1 Oleaginous matter is deposited in the *intra-
osseous tissue. 1808 J. HUTCHINSON Archwes Surg. IX.
295 What appeared to be a very large *intra-osteaf carti-

laginous tumour. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1035 The
embryo though visible, has not quite completed its *intra-
oval development. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis. iii. 74 The
identity of the 'intra-parasitic pigment and that found in
the tissues. 1858 Lit. Churchman IV. 257/1 The best
methods of what we may call "intra-parochial organiza-
tion. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., "Intratelvic. 1893 A. S.
ECCLES Sciatica 5 The probability of intrapelvic pressure
being the predisposing, if not the exciting, cause of the
sciatic pain. i87J

St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 405 *Intra-
pericardiac aneurism of the aorta. 1875 HAYDEN Dis. Heart
9 The *intra-pericardial portions of the pulmonary artery,
aorta, and superior vena cava. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I.

19 The viscera have .. been distinguished .. by the names
intra-peritoneal and extra-peritoneal. 1881 ERICHSEN in
Times 4 Aug. ii/s The operative treatment of intraperito-
nceal tumours. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 700 When
inoculated "intraperitoneally into guinea-pigs, it causes,m from n to 20 days, a paresis of the hind limbs. 1878
S. H. HODGSON Philos. oJReJlect. I. iii. f i. ,67 What is the
nature of this or that existence in the supra-scientific but
intra-philosophic region? 1898 Alltutt's Syst. Med. V.
380 If the opening be . . free, air passes out of the pleural
sac as well as into it, and there may be "intrapleural
tension. 1878 Rep. Smithsonian Inst. 365 With a very
strong polarizing current the whole "intra-polar portion

I the nerve is put into a state of anelectrotonus. 1887
.yd. Soc. Lex., Intrapolar region, Pfluger's term for the
part of an electrotonic nerve through which an exciting
current is passing, being that between the poles of the
battery. 1898 A Mutt's Syst. Med. V. 65 Instances of
sustained intra-pulmonary pressure. 1893 A - S. ECCLES Sci-
atica 56 Cases in which "intra-reclal electrization is adopted
1835-6 1 ODD Cycl. Anat. I. 59/1 The "intra-serous seba-

-

,- ... -' - --- /- " growths possess
vessels which, permeate. .'intrastromal substances. 1887G. C. BOUN in Q. Jrnl. tficrosc. Sc. Aug. 31 In the "in-
traihecal parts of the polyp the endoderm cells are entirely
:onverted into a parenchymatous tissue. 1861 H. W. FUL-

Vit. Lungs 17 Instances in which the lung is com-

's>*. "ifa. v. 320 intra-tracneal injections of mi
1887 .>></. Sac. Lex., 'lntratubal, within a tube, as the
tustachian or the Fallopian tube. 1898 A llbutt's Syst. Med.

IS 2?!?J.
a' totnUuBd mucous inspissations of acute

thin valves, as th dUsepimenu'of many crucifers. ,887
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Syd. Soe. Lex.,
*Intravlsical. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.

IV. 438 It [a stone in the ureter] may be arrested by the

narrow intravesical portion.

2. Prefixed to sbs., forming adjs., with the sense
'

Situated, occurring, carried on, etc. within . . .';

as intra- station. (Cf. ANTI- 4, INTER- s.)
1888 I'aU Mall G. 9 May 4/1 Better mechanical appliances

for coupling and uncoupling waggons, improved methods of

working intra-station traffic.

8. Prefixed, in adverbial relation, to nouns of

action, as in intra-susoeption, the action of taking
into its own substance (cf. intussusception}.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age 160 Parts of the Body, .nourished

by the intra-susception of enlivened aliment.

Intra-abdominal to Intracephalic : see

above in INTRA- pref.

t Intra'CCr. Obs. rare. [f. IN- l + TEACER,
after L. investigator^ One who searches into any-
thing.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 359 Alured a jiffer of almes

. -the intracer [investigator] of artes not knowen.
Intracerebral : see INTBA-/^.
lutraclitellian. (-klite-lian), a. (si.) Zool.

[f. mod.L. Inlraclitelliani, f. intra within + CLI-

TELLDM.] Belonging to that division of Earth-
worms in which the male genital apertures are

situated within the clitellum or thickened band.
b. as sb. An earthworm of this division.
1888 F. E. BEDDARD in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 683/2 Perrier

divided earthworms into three groups : (i) Preclitelliaus. . ;

(2) Intraclitellians . . where the male pores are within the
clitellum ; and (3) Postclitellians.

So Intraclitelline (-klite'bin) a., situated within
the clitellum.

Intracloacal, -continental, -cosmlcal, etc. :

see INTRA- pref.
lutracranial (-kr^-nial), a. [f. INTRA- i +

cranium skull : cf. cranial.'] Situated or occurring
within the cranium or skull.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 509/1 A sensation is excited,
provided the intracranial portion of it [the brain] be in a
normal state. 1878 A. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 35 The other
arises from some intracranial cause.

Intractability (intrcE'ktabrliti). [f. next:
see -ITY.] The quality of being intractable; in-

tractableness : a. of persons or animals.
1579 FENTON Gtiicciard. i. (1599) 17 Virginio, to whose in-

tractabilitie and obstinacie, he referred the chief occasion of
all these disorders. 1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) p. xix,
It is not to be regretted . . that something of intractability
should manifest itself. 1890

'

L. FALCONER' Mile. Ixe i. (1891)
33 The incapacity of the teachers or the intractability of the
pupils.

b. Of things.
1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal, n. App., Wks. 1811 II. 219

The greater portions of the physical system may, from the
intractability of Matter, be subject to some inconsiderable '

irregularities. 1828 W. SEWELL O.rf. Prize Ess. 5 Barren-
;

ness and intractability of soil. 1879 St. Georges Hosp.
Rep. IX. 588 His observation as to the intractability of
advanced laryngeal phthisis.

Intractable (intrarktab'l), a. (sb.} [ad. L.

intractabil-is, f. in- (.IN- 3) + ti-actdbilis TRACTABLE:
;

cf. F. intractable (I5th c.).] Not tractable.

1. Of persons and animals : Not to be guided ;

not manageable or docile ; uncontrollable
; refrac-

tory, stubborn.

. "545 JOYE Exp. Dan. i. 14 b, Preseruine the good and
iuste a lyue, and the intractable and incurable to suppresse
them. 1548 HOOPER Declar. 10 Commctndm. Pref., They
were a stiff-necked people, and intractable. 1579 FENTON
Guicdard. l. (1599) 22 Ferdinand was not intractable to this

marriage. 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. l
r
, ix. (1796) III. 149

They . . found Charles more haughty and intractable than
before. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 117 The Dshik-
ketaei, or Wild Mule.. is a timid animal, yet indocile and
intractable. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 84 He con-
voked a second Parliament, and found it more intractable
than the first. 1878 DOWDEN Studies Lit. 162 Lesson after
lesson of experience was wasted upon his intractable will.

2. Of things : Not to be manipulated, wrought,
or brought into any desired condition ; not easily
treated or dealt with

; resisting treatment or effort.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 152 The teeth of those
elephants, .are so smooth and hard as they seem intractable.
1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) I. 148 Its iron is. . so hard
and intractable in the fire, that, without some other iron
ore, U cannot be brought to a fusion. 1774 WARTON Hist.
Eng. Poetry I. i. 2 A language extremely barbarous, irre-

gular and intractable. 1861 TUU.OCH Eng. Purit. I 73
Lands.. of a boggy, intractable character. 1899 ARNOLD
WHITE Modern Jew ii. 37 She acquired the disease in a
peculiarly intractable form.

B. sb. An unmanageable person.

Hence Intra-ctableness, the quality of being
intractable ; intractability. Intra-ctably adv., in
an intractable manner.
1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 242 The halting of the Horse

rii contumacy and intractableness. 1801 PALEY Nat.
Ihet>l.v.$ i (18191 so To expose some intractableness and
impeifection

in the materials. 1824 LANDOR Imag. Conv.
Wks. 1846 I. 23 When the leading slag, .is intractably wild
..he ought to be hamstrung. 1860 MILL Refr. Govi. (1865)
21/1 1 he impediments opposed to the most salutary public

INTRAMURAL.

improvements by the ignorance, the indifference, the intract-

ableness, the perverse obstinacy of a people.

t Intra'cted, ///. a. Obs. [f. L. intract-us,
intrahere to drag along + -ED ]

; the sense is con-
formed to IN adv.] Drawn in

; retracted inwards.
1584 HUDSON Dn Bar/as' Judith in. 229 Fostred on that

burning sand, With hot intracted tongue, and sonken een.

lutractile '.intix-ktil, -ail), a. rare. [!N- 3.]
1 1. Not tractile

; incapable of being drawn out
in length ; not ductile. Obs.
1616 BACON Sylva 839-40 The Consistences of Bodies are

very diuers . . Flexible, Inflexible ; Tractile, or to be drawne
forth in length, Intractile; Porous, Solid.

2. = INTBACTABLE a. 2.

1880 Daily News 18 Oct. 3/1 Poor intractile clays, wrought
by tillage excessive in its cost and hazardous in its return.

t Intra-ctive, a. Obs. rare-', [f. IN- 3 + L.

tract-, ppl. stem of trahere to draw + -IVE. Cf.

attractive^ ** INTRACTABLE a.

1613 COCKERAM ii, Stubborne, Intractiue.

Intracystic, etc. : see INTHA- pref.
tlntra-de. Obs. [a. F. intrude (Rabelais,

intiada :

INTRADO 2.

ifjth c.), ad. Sp. intiada : see next and -ADE.]

1656 HEYLIN Sun'. France 182 His intrade about 6000
crowns a year.

tlntra'do. Obs. [ad. Sp.enti-ada entry -late
L. intrata entry (Du Cange), f. L. intrare to enter :

see ENTRADA and -ADO 2.]
1. A formal entry.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,IntradoQr Entrado, an income or

yeerly revenue; also an entrance. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (1677) 98 With great Pomp he made his Intrado into

Agra. 1716 Gentl. Instructed^. 6) i. 117 Now my Lady
makes her Intrado, and begins the great Work of the Day.
2. Income ; revenue.

1640 H. PARKER Case Ship Money 16 His ordinary private
rights, and intradoes. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. in. (1673)
38/2 The Intrado of the Crown must needs amount con-

stantly to a Million and a half yearly if it were not more.
1673 W. DE BRITAINE Interest Eng. Dutch War 18 Their
Intrado would never support their ordinary charges.
3. An entering upon (any business).
1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 122 The earl finding

the intrado of his negotiation like to come to nothing . .

returned home.

Intrados (intr^'-d^). Arch. [a. F. intrados,
f. L. intra within + F. dos the back.] The lower
or interior curve of an arch ; esp. the lower curve
of the vonssoirs or stones which immediately form
the arch. Cf. EXTRADOS.
1771 C. HUTTON Bridges iii, The relations between their

intrados and extrados. 1823, P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.
283 Design of a bridge in which the intrados is the arc of a
circle. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archil. II. i4t We have
hitherto supposed our arches to be of moderate depth from
extrados, or outer line, to intrados, or inner line.

Intra ecclesiastical, etc. : see INTRA- pref.
Intrafoliaceous (-f^li^'Jas), a. Bot. [f.

INTRA- i + L.folium leaf : see FOLIACEOUS.] Situ-

ated on the inner side of a leaf.

1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. xvi. (1765) 210 Stipulae. . Intra-

foliaceous, on the Inside of the Leaves, in Ficus and Morus.
1870 BENTLhv Bot. 171 If such stipules cohere, .so as to form
a sheath which encircles the stem above the leaf, they form
what is termed an ochrea or intrafoliaceous stipule.

Intragyral, -hepatic, etc. : see INTRA- pref.
flntraiet, -trait, obs. ff. ENTREAT v., to treat.

1588 A. KING tr. Canisius' Caltch. 184 It war ane lang
thing to intiaict now sewerallie of thir gifts.

Intrail ,e, intral, intrel, obs. ff. ENTRAIL.

Intra-imperial, -lamellar, -laryngeal,
-ligamentous, etc. : see INTRA- pref.
Intralobnlar (intral?-bilaj), a. Anat. [f.

INTRA- I + LOBULE
; cf. tabular."] Situated or oc-

curring within the lobes of an organ or structure.

Intralobular bile-vessels, the biliary capillaries.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 172/2 The intralobular

veins pour their current into the sublobular veins. 1881
MIVART Cat 188 The blood . . collects in the commencements
of the hepatic vein, which are called intralobular veins.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Intralobular bile-vessels.

Intralocular, -mandibular, -medullary,
-mercurial, etc. : see INTRA- pref.
Intramolecular (-mole-kirilaj), a. [!NTRA-

i.] Situated, existing, or occurring within a mole-
cule or the molecules of a body or substance.

1884 A. D/tWELLfrinc.PAysicsxm. 323 Intramolecular work
[is] done within each several molecule [in the] production of
intramolecular vibrations. 1885 GOODALE Phys. Bot. (1892)
371 The chemical processes which cause the production and
evolution of carbonic acid in the absence of free oxygen
are grouped by Pfliiger under the term intramolecular

respiration. 1893 BALL Story of Sun 261 The rapidity
with which these intra-molecular oscillations are effected.

Intramontane, etc. : see INTRA- pref.
lutramuiidaue (-mo-nd/in), a. [f. INTRA- i

+ L. mund-us world : cf. mundane.] Situated or

existing within the world (i.e. this woild, or the

material or created world).
1839 BAILEY Festus xxxiii. (1852) 542 Like a bolt Of

thunder forged in intramundane air. 1894 Thinker VI.
348 The intramundane cause of the uncreated world.

Intramural (intramiu-ralj, a. [!. INTRA- i

+ L. miir-us wall : cf. mural, also in same sense,
late L. intramiirantis.]



INTBANEOUS.

1. Situated, existing,' or performed within the 1

walls of a city or building.

1846 GROTE Greece n. ii. II. 343 That expansion of the
j

social and political feelings to which protected intra-mural

residence and increased numbers gave birth. 1868 M.
PATTISON Academ. Org. v. 316 If any proof could convince

the advocates of intramural residence of the futility of

'college discipline'. 1881 Macm. Mag. Feb. 299 The

practice of intramural interment which made the family

hearth almost literally a tombstone.

2. Anal., Path., and Biol. Situated within the

substance of the wall of a hollow organ, or of a cell.

1870 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 455 An intramural

fibroid discovered; ergot administered. 1884 BOWER &
SCOTT De Bary's Plianer. 206 Since the intra-mural glands,

. .when regarded purely histologically, are merely a special

case of schizogenetic secretory cavities in the epidermis.

Intramuscular, -nasal : see INTUA- pref.

Intrance, obs. form of ENTRANCE.

Iiltra'neous, a. rare. [f.
late L. intrdneus

that is within, inner (Cassiodorus) : cf. extraneous.]

That is within ;
internal.

1636 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intraneous, .. that is within, in-

ward. 1864 A. LEIGHTON Myst'. Leg. Edinburgh (1886) 86

Money, commonly said to be extraneous, is often so far in

its influences intraneous, that it changes the feelings and
motives.

Intranq.Tlillity(intr;srjkwi-liti). [!N- 3.] Lack

of tranquillity ; inquietude; restlessness.

1689-90 TEMPLE Ess., Health f, Long Life Wks. 1731 I.

282 To relieve that Intranquillity which attends most

Diseases. 1710 Ace. Last Distemper Tom Whigg i. 3 He
lived not far from Westminster Abbey, within hearing of the

choir, which perhaps did not a little contribute to his In-

tranquillity.

Intraiiscalency (intransk^'-lensi). [f.
next :

see -BNCY.] Imperviousness to heat.

1864 E. FRANKLAND in Pkilos. Mag. Ser. iv. XXVII. 334
This extraordinary intranscalency of aqueous vapour to rays

issuing from water has been conclusively proved by Tyndall.

Intranscalent (intransk^'-lent), a. [f.
IN- 3

+ TRANSCALENT ; after transparent] Impervious
to heat.

1846 WORCESTER cites TURNER. 1861 E. FHANKLAND in

"Jrnl. Ckcm. Soc. XIV. 113 Water is intranscalent to rays
of obscure heat.

Intransferable (intrtrnsfe'rab 1, mtransfS'r-

ab'l), a. [IN- 3.] Not transferable ; incapable of

being transferred.

1853 Miss SHEPPARD Cfi. Auchester viii. (1875) 32 The

power they possess innate, unalienable, intransferable of

suffering all they feel. 1865 P'M Mall G. 24 Nov. 10

Selection of hymns with intransferable tunes for Church

use. a. 1898 J. CAIRO Fundamental Ideas Christianity

(1899) II. xv. 151 The moral acts of each involving a personal

responsibility intransferable to the other.

Intransferrible (intiansfa'rib'l), a. [f. IN- 3

+ TRANSFERABLE : cf. inferrible^ =prec.
1873 H. ROGERS Orig. Bible viii. (1878) 267 Its chief excel-

lences are in that case intransferrible.

IntransfO-rniable, a. [!N- 3.] Not trans-

formable ; incapable of transformation.

1887 J. SULLY in Mind Jan. 118 The transformable gives

place to the intransformable.

Intransfu'sible, a. rare. Also -able. [lN-3.]

That cannot be transfused.

1804 ANNA SEWARD Mem, Darwin 209 The perhaps in-

transfusable felicities of verbal expression.

Intransgressible,intransgre-sib'l),0.[lN-3.]

That cannot or may not be transgressed.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 1049 That Fatall destinie

is a divine reason or sentence intransgressible and inevit-

able. 1837 Ctuunb. Jrnl. 22 July 206 It was the well-nigh

intransgressible law of the amphitheatre.

t Intra'nsible, a. Obs. rare . [ad. late L. in-

transibilis impassable, f. in- (!N- 3) + *transibilis,

{. transire to pass away.] That cannot be passed
over. Hence t Intra-nsibly adv., impassably.
1654 VILVAIN Theorem. Theol. ii. 63 The term of life is

intransibly fixd.

t Intra-nsient, a. Obs. [!N- 3.] Not passing
over ; not passing to another by succession.

1650 R. HOLLINGWORTH Exerc. Usurped Powers^ z The

peoples constitution of their Governors may. . be individuall,

or intransient, as in those Kingdomes, or States which are

called .. Elective. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I.

221 His [God's] . . essential properties . . are intransient and

incommunicable. 1717 KILLINBECK Serm. v. 93 This man,
because he continueth for ever, hath an unchangeable
aTrapa/Sarop 'Ipu<7vp7ji', an intransient, an indefeasible

Priesthood.

Intransigence (intra'nsidjens). [f.
as next:

see -ENCK.] =next.
1882 Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 255/2 Such tyranny . . was almost

wholly due to the stubborn intransigence of the Italian

revolutionists.

Intransigency (intrcrnsidae'nsi). [f. next:

see -ENCY.] The quality of being intransigent;

uncompromising hostility ; irreconcilability.

1890 BP. STUBBS Primary Charge 49 The intransigency

of the one party forced the conservatism of the other into

an attitude of inflexible resistance.

Intransigent (intrcrnsid^ent) ,
a. and sb. Also

-eant. [a. F. intransigeant (jntrahzigan) in

Littr6 Suppl., from Sp. las intransigents, applied

to the party of the Extreme Left in the Spanish

Cortes, and in 1873-74 to the extreme Republicans
in Spain ; f. L. in- (IN- 3) + transigent-em, pr. pple.
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of transigHre to come to an understanding, f. trans .

across + agere to act. Also used in F. spelling.]

A. adj. That refuses to come to terms or make

any compromise (in politics) ; uncompromising,
irreconcilable.

a, 1883 Guardian 18 Apr. 554/2 He saw the moderate

portion of the Republican party submerged by the advancing
tide of intransigeant radicalism. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 6 July

6/1 Richter and his friends .. have always been as intran-

sigeant as Liebknecht and his associates. 1899 Daily News
5 July 8/3 The President is as intransigeant as ever on the

franchise question.

providential mission ; zealous, rigid, narrow.

B. sb. An irreconcilable (in politics) ;
an un-

compromising Republican.
1879 M. PATTISON Milton xi. 122 The party of anti-

Oliverian republicans, the Intransigentes, became one of the

greatest difficulties of the Government. 1883 igth Cent.

Sept. 539 It is quite right to have an eye over the Intran-

sigeants and the Royalists. 1899 Q. Kev. Oct. 514 Certain

of the Intransigents . . are averse to a reconciliation between

Italy and the Papal See.

Hence Intra'nsigeutism, the principles of in-

transigents. Intra-nsigentist, an intransigent.
1882 GOLDW. SMITH in Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 757 Com-

munism, intransigentism, and nihilism are not well repre-
sented in scientific reunions. 1893 Ess. 2 Satanism

manifests itself in different countries under various forms

and names, such as Nihilism, Intransigentism, Petrolean

Communism. 1898 Daily News n Mar. 5/3 The only real

enemy the Progressive cause has to fear is a spirit of intole-

rance and intransigentism within its own ranks.

Intransitable (intrcrnsitab'l), a. rare. [f.
IN- 3

+ TRANSIT + -ABLE.] Unavailable for transit.

1889 Times 24 Dec. 5/2 Its lands are tropical, .and there

is a gigantic, often intransitable, river system.

Intransitive (intrcrnsitiv), a.
(sb.) [ad. L.

intransitivus not passing over (Priscian), f. in-

(IN- 3) + trans-ire to pass over. Cf. F. intransitif.']

1. Gram. Of verbs and their construction : Ex-

pressing action which does not pass over to an

object ; not taking a direct object. (See TRANSI-

TIVE, NEUTER.)
i6iz BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. 129 This Verbe Snm cs, is a Verbe

Substantiue intransitiue, not a transitiue ; and therefore will

haue such case after it as it hath before it. (21638 MEDE
Afast. Latter Times u. i. Wks. (1672) in. 675 The syntax of

the words in the Greek is uncapable of such an intransitive

construction. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram.
i_54

Those

verbs whose action does not pass on any other Thing, are

called Intransitive. 1861 MASON Eng. Gram. 177 Many
verbs which denote actions are used sometimes as transitive,

sometimes as intransitive verbs.

b. as sb. An intransitive verb.

1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 108 Verbs neuter

may properly be denominated intransitive*, because the

effect is confined within the subject, and does not pass over

to any object : as,
'
I sit, he lives, they sleep '.

2. That does not pass on to another person, or

beyond certain limits (specified or implied), rare.

111641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts f; Man. (1642) 129 So is that

Righteousnesse indefatible [? indefectible], and intransitive

INTRAPETIOLARY.

lutransparent (intranspe>rent), a. [IN- 3.]

Not transparent ; incapable of being seen through.
1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 100 The cortical part

appeared in both almost equally thick and intransparent.

Intrant (rntrant), sb. and a. Chiefly Sc. See

also ENTRANT, [ad. L. intrant-em, pr. pple. of

intrare to enter.]

A. sb. 1. One who enters : a. One who comes

in, as into a room
;
an incomer (rare).

1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Relig. Stoica xx. 11685) l6s That
curious Painter; who having drawn an excellent face.. did

thereafter dash it afresh upon the suggestion of each

intrant, a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rein. (1838) III. 275 A plea-

sure garden, in which the intrants having presented their

symbolum ports . . walk at large.

b. One who enters a college or institution, or an

association or body.
1560 in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. m. (1677) 163 The

Beddale shall have for his stipend 21. Scots, ofevery Intrant

and Suppost of the University. 1831 SIR W. HAMILTON

transitive, and passes further. 1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legist.

vii. i 13. 1856 VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 29 The mysticism
of St. Bernard, .the intransitive mysticism of the cloister.

Hence Intra-nsitively, in an intransitive manner.
a 1638 MEDE Apost. Latter Times n. i. Wks. (1672) in.

675 It is usually translated intransitively, with reference to

the persons expressed in the former verse. 1656 JEANES
Fain. Christ 32 Saith Eckard, the divine properties are

communicated to the humanity, not transitively, but intran-

sitively. 1761 LOWTH Eng. Gram. (1838) 49 note, The dif-

ference between Verbs absolutely neuter and intransitively

active is not always clear. 1884 New Eng. Diet. Introd. 19.

In transitu : see IN Lat. prep.
Intrauslatable (intransl^-tab'l), a. [!N- 3,]

That cannot be translated ; untranslatable.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. m. v. 8 inarg., The intranslat-

able Words of divers Languages. 1860 ADLER Fauriefs
Prffu. Poetry xviii. 420 A number of pieces intranslatable . .

on account of their unbounded licentiousness.

Intransmissible (intransmrsib'l),o. [IN- 3.]

Not transmissible ;
that cannot be transmitted.

1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 48 An intransmissible Priest-

hood, which passeth not from one unto another. 1837
LOCKHART Scott Ixiv, The greatly higher but intransmis-

sible rank of a Privy-Councillor.

Intransmutable (intransmijrtab'l), a. [lN-3.]

Not transmutable ;
that cannot be transmuted into

something else; unchangeable. Hence Intrans-

mntabi-lity, unchangeableness.
1691 RAY Creation I. (1692) 89 Some of the most learn'd

and experienc'd Chymists do affirm Quick-silver to be in-

. transmutable. 169* Dissol. World in. v. (1732) 387 This

Fixedness and Intransmutability of Principles secures the

Universe from Dissolution. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I.

139 Were colour in the atoms themselves, says Lucretius,

it would be as intransmutable as they are.

t Intransna table, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. in-

transnatdbilis, {. in- (!N- 3) + transnatd-re to swim
across ; cf. natabilis, f. natdre to swim.] That can-

not be swum across.

i4jo tr. De Imitationc in. xv. 83 O weight immeasur-

able, o see intransnatable.

87 The school in which the intrant had been pn
educated is specified. 1879 GLADSTONE Gleanings VII. 202

The door was barred against intrants, and there was conse-

quently no succession to maintain the school.

0. One who enters into holy orders.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 19 Some, .did afterwards

compell Ministers and intrants to subscryve to the verie

contrair Conclusions. 1730 IVodrow Corr. (1843) III. 466
We have much reason to pray earnestly for intrants to the

ministry. 1761-2 HUME Hist. England liii. (1806) IV. 120

A new oath was arbitrarily imposed on intrants, by which

they swore to observe the articles of Perth, and submit to

the liturgy and canons.

d. One who makes legal entry ; one who enters

into the possession of land, etc.

1592 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) III. 623/2 Quhilk pensioun
wes disponit..to the said williame for all the dayis of his

lyftyme be provisioun furth of be court of Rome, w' con-

sent of the intrant. 1880 MI'IRHEAD Ulpian i. 21 Nor
is such a gift valid if introduced between two institutions,

and both the heirs enter ; but it was, according to the old

rule, if the sole intrant was the heir first instituted.

f 2. Formerly, in the University of St. Andrews ;

a student chosen by each nation for the election of

the Rector. Obs.

1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scot. IV. 92 Each nation [of the

university of St. Andrews] chooses an intrant, and the four

intrants name the rector. 1819 T. M'CuiE Melville I. iv.

213 These elected annually four intrants or electors by
whom the rector was chosen.

B. adj. Entering ;
that enters.

1828 WEBSTER, Intrant, entering, penetrating.

Intranuclear: see INTRA- pref.

Intra-ocular (intr&i^'kMZlai), a. [f.
INTRA- i

+ L. ocul-us eye : cf. ocular.} Situated or occur-

ring within the eyeball. (Inquot. 1826 erron. used

for INTEROCULAR.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 315 Stemmnfa. .Intra-

ocular, .when placed in the space between the
eyes_. 1872

DARWIN Emotions vi. 160 During violent expiration the

intra-ocular. .vessels of the eye are all affected in two ways.

1879 St. Georee's Hasp. Rep. IX. 492 The usefulness of the

left eye was irreparably destroyed by intraocular haemor-

rhage.

Intra-oral, -osseous, -oval, -ovarian, etc. :

see INTRA- pref.

f Intra-p, sb. Obs. [f. intrap, ENTRAP v.} An
act of entrapping ;

a stratagem.
1550 W. LYNNE tr. Carious Cron. 113 Bellisarius, enclos-

yng in Wittichus by an intrap, toke him.

Intrap, obs. form of ENTUAP v.

Intraparietal(i:ntrapar3iv"tal),a. [f. INTRA- I

f L. pariet-em partition-wall : cf. parietal]

1.
' Situated or happening within walls or within

an inclosure ;
shut out from public view'.

1882 in ANNANDALE Imperial Diet. Suppl.

2. Anat. ' Situated in the substance of the walls

of an organ
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

1887 tr. Heitzmann's Anat. Descr. II. 97 Limited poste-

riorly by the intra-parietal fissure.

Intraparochial, -pelvic, -peritoneal, etc. :

see INTRA- pref.

Intrapetalous (intrape-talss), a. [f. INTRA- I

+ late L.petal-um PETAL + -ous: cf. apetalous, etc.]

1. Zool. Situated within, or at the inner part of,

the petaloid ambulacra of an echinoderm.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Imi.Anim. ix. 574 Others surround

the outer extremities of the petaloid ambulacra, and are

termed peripetalous, or, when they encircle the inner termi-

nations of their ambulacra, intrapetalous.

2. Bot. Situated within, or on the inner side of,

the petals of a flower.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Intrapetalous, within the petals.

Intrapetiolar (intrape-ti<?lai),
a. Bot. [f.

INTRA- i + PETIOLE : <A. peliolar] Situated within,

or on the inner side of, the petiole or leaf-stalk ;

applied a. to an axillary bud formed immediately
under the base of the petiole and surrounded by it

so as.not to appear until the leaf has fallen ;
b. to

a stipule, or pair of confluent stipules, between the

petiole and the axis. Also Intrape'tiolary a.

(Cooke Man. Bot. Terms 1862).

1864 WEBSTER, Intrapetiolar. 1875 BENNETT & DYER
Sacks' Bot. 562 In woody plants the axillary buds.. are not

unfrequently so completely surrounded by the base of the
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leaf-stalk that they are not visible until the leaf has fallen

off as in. Plataniu, &c., and are then called
IntnpcUojar

Buds. 1807 WILLIS Flm.tring Plants II. 330 The sliuulcs

stand.. between the peliole and the axis (intrapetwlar).

Intraphilosophic, -plantar, -pleural,

-polar, -protoplasmic, -pulmonary, -rec-

tal, -retinal: see INTKA- pref.

Intrarious ijntre'Tias), a. rare. [f. late L. in-

trari-us (f.
intra within + -dri-us, -ABV) + -CDS.

Cf. F. intraire.] (See quot.)
1855 MAYNC Expos. Lex., Intrarius, applied by L. C.

Richard to the embryo, when it is contained in the albu-

men : intrarious.

t Intraru-pt, a. Obs. [var. of INTEBBUPT, with

confusion of prefixes : cf. It intrarompere to inter-

rupt (Florio, 1611).]
- INTEKHDPTED.

<- 1440 t'artvnope 5600 Hit shall be intrarupt for me.

Intraseptal (intrase-ptal), a. [f.
INTKA- i +

L. sept-um partition + -AL.] Situated within a

septum or partition ; said esp. of the chambers en-

closed by each pair of mesenteries in Anthozoa.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anitn. Life 735 When the

mesenteries [in Antho~oa] are paired, the two ^members of

every pair inclose a space which is known as intra-septal,

the spaces between adjacent pairs being termed inter-septal.

Intraserous, -spinal, -station, etc. : see

INTRA- pref.

t Intra-ste, v. Obs. [f. IN adv. + trast, TBCST.]
tram. To trust in. (Perh. to be read as two words.)
c 1460 Tffwneley Myst. xxv. 182. I byd the noght abaste,

hot boldly make you bowne, With toyles that ye intraste,

And dyng that dastard downe.

Intrastitial (intrasti'Jal), a. Pkys. [From in-

terstitial with intentional change of prefix.] Oc-

curring within the ultimate microscopical cells or

fibres which compose an organ.
1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Patlut. (ed. 2) 55 These two

processes . . go hand in hand together, the interstitial in-

filtration inducing the intrastitial degeneration.

Intrastromal, -susception, -tarsal, etc. :

see lnTR\-prcf.
tlTltrat. Obs. [a. L. intrat '(he) enters',

3rd sing. pres. ind. of in/rare to enter. Cf. exit.]
An entrance of a character upon the stage.
a 1652 J. SMITH .SV/. Disc. vi. 300 Exits and intrats upon

this prophetical stage being made, .in an invisible manner.

tl'ntrate. 06s. [var. of ENTBATE: cf. It.

enlrala income, and INTBADO.] Income, revenue.

1538 STARKEY Englandu. ii. 186 To make a rekenyng and
count, .of al hys intrate, rentys, and reuenewys.
Intratelluric (-tel'u-Tik), a. Geol. [f. IN-

TBA- i + L. tellus, tellur-em earth (cf. telluric).

Anglicized immediately from Ger. intratellurisch, Rosen,
busch Mikrosk. Physiogr. Mineral, (ed. 2) II. 8.]

Occurring, taking place, or formed in the interior

of the earth; hypogene; intratelluric period, a

period or stage of crystallization, etc., passed under
the surface of the earth.

1889 Nature 17 Jan. 273/3 After their slow development
in the magma during an mtra-telluric period.

Intraterritorial, -thecal, -thoracic, -tra-

cheal, etc. : see INTBA- pref.

Intratropical (-trppikal), a. [INTBA- i.]
Situated or occurring within the tropics ;

= INTEB-

TROPICAL, TBOPIOAL.
1811 Edin. Rev. XIX. 184 The Cerealia are not cultivated

in the intra-tropical part of Mexico. 1880 Nature i Jan.
210/1 During extensive intra-tropical rains.

Intratubal, -umbilical : see INTRA- pref.
Intraunce, obs. form of ENTRANCE sb.

Intra-urban, -urethral : see INTBA- pref.
Intra-uterine (intra,y-terin, -sin}, a.

[f.

INTBA- I + L. uterus : cf. uterine] Situated,
occurring, or passed within the uterus or womb ;

relating to this stage of an animal's life.

I83S-4 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 69/2 In the early periods of
intra-ulerine life. 1861 H. STUCK First Print, it. xii. 93
(1875) ?79 An intra-uterine biography beginning with him
as a microscopic germ.

Intravaginal, -valvular : see INTKA- pref.
Intravasation (intraervav'-fen). Path. [f.
INTBA-

,
after KXTBAVASATION.] The entrance into

s approach!-.
1887 Sya. Soc. Lex., Intravasation, the entrance of pus or
other morbid product into a blood-vessel or a lymphatic
through

an aperture made in it by an abscess or an ulcer.

Intravascular (-varskirflai), a. Anat. and
Path. [f. INTBA- i + L. vascul-um vessel : cf. vas-

cular.] Situated or occurring within a vessel of
an animal or plant, esp. within a blood-vessel.

. and
vascular

(In quot. 1876 app. erron. for INTEBVASCCLAR.)
<7tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathat. 154 The spleen, liver, ;

marrow of bones contained cinnabar in the intravascu...
tissues at nearly the same time and in equal degrees. 1887

StC. Lex. Intravascular clotting, the production of
blood-clot within the blood-vessels.

Intravencm (intrivfnw), a. [f. INTBA- i +
,-

Vfn
.'
a vcm: cf- venous. Cf. F. intraveineux

(Littre Suffi.}.] Existing or taking place within
a vein or the veins.

1*47-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 103/1 Intra-venoiu Formation.

436

we produced by evolution of absorbed elements.^ 1876
HAKLLY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) no Intravenous injections of

ammonia have also been suggested. 1898 P. MANSON Trap.
Diseases viii. 167 They thtm immunised a horse by intra.

venous injections of living virulent cultures.

Hence Intrave nously adv.

1897 Allbutt'i Syst. Med. II. 821 When the venom is in-

travenously introduced there is an extraordinary and imme-
diate diminution of the white cells.

Iiitraventricular (-ventrrkijJliu), a. Anat.

[f.
INTBA- I + L. vcnlricul-us, -urn VENTBICLE ;

cf. ventricular."] Situated or contained within a

ventricle of the brain or heart.

1883 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXII. 173 The intraventricular

portion of the left corpus striatum. 1887 Syd. Soc, Lex.,
IntraventricularJluid, the fluid contained within the ven-
tricles of the brain or heart.

Intraversable (introe-vaosab'l), a. [IN-3.J
That cannot be traversed or crossed.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 442 It is then shut up as
a sea-port by intraversable gulfs of ice.

f Intra-verse, v. Obs. [? f. IN- 2 + TRAVERSE
v.] trans. ?To cross, intersperse.
1607 WALKINCTON Oft. Class Pref. (1664) 15 That I should

intraverse, and interlard my speeches with lively conceits.

Iiitrave-rtebrate, a. Zool. rare-", [ad.
mod.L. intravertebrdtus, used by Geoffrey St.

Hilaire as below : see INTRA- and VEBTEBBATE.]
Having an internal bony skeleton ;

= VEBTEBBATE.
Also Intrave-rtebrated a.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Intravertebratus, applied by
Geoffrey St. Hilaire, who restores to a similar type of or-

ganization the articulated and the vertebrated animals, to
those having their osseous covering within the body, in dis-
tinction from those in which it is exterior : iutraveftebrated.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex. , Intravcrtebrate.

Intravesical, -vitelline, -xylary : see
INTBA- pref.

ftntrayl, obs. f, ENTBAIL v., to entwine.
Hence Intrayling///. a.

<j 1548 HALL CAro.,/rV. K///73 The pyllers wrapped in
a wrethe of golde curiously wroughte and intrayled. i6aj
WITHER Mistr. Philar. Wks. 11633) 621 In those faire curled
snares They are hampered unawares ; And compeld to sweare
a duty To her sweet intrayling beauty.

I-ntrayle, obs. form of ENTBAIL sbj-

1440 Proinp. Parv. 262/2 Intrayle, or yssu of a dede
beeste, intesti[n]uin, et alia infra in issu.

f Intrayn, obs. f. ENTBAIN v.i, to draw on or in.

ifcs SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv. Caplaines 379 Still

faining so, Till (politick) he hath in-trayn'd the Foe Right to
his Ambush.

tntreague, obs. form of INTBIOCE.

Intreasure, variant of ENTBEASUBE v.

Intreat, obs. or arch, form of ENTREAT.

t Intrea'table, a.1 Obs. [ad. F. intraitable

(i6th c. in Littre), f. trailer to treat, after L. in-
tractabilis : see INTRACTABLE.] That cannot be
treated with

; inexorable.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp ofFalys (1874) II. 115 No thynge we
muse on deth : but despyse his furour intretable whiche
sure shall come. 1514 Cyt. ff Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.)

p. Ixxi, Fearefull is Labour.. a monster intreatable. 1598
BERNARD Terence, Pkormio 111. ii. 420 So intreatable, as that

you can be appeased neither by piety nor by prayer.

Intrea'table, a.*, obs. f. ENTBEATABLE, easy to

be entreated. Intreatance, -treater, -treaty,
etc., obs. ff. ENTBEATANCE, etc.

Intredite, obs. form of INTERDICT.

Intrel, obs. form of ENTRAIL sb.

t Intre-mbled, ///. a. Obs. rare. [f. IN- ^ +
TREMBLE + -ED 1

; after OF. entrembli '

agite
comme par im tremblement

'

(Godef.).] Shaken
with fear, trembling. So Intre'mbling ppl. a.

(an attempt to conform the word to trembling].
16*7 FELTHAM Resolves 11. [i.] xiii. (1628) 37 Into what a

trepidation of the soule, does feare decline the Coward ?

how it Downes the head in the intrembled bosome? [So
edd. 1636, i47, 1661 ; edd. 1677, 1696 intrembling.]

t Intreme-ndous, a. Obs. rare. [!N-S.] Erron.
used for : Devoid of fear.

1659 D. PELL Impr.SeavK, None..can be found, .resem-
bling this intremendous and fearless creature [the Whale].

Intremet, variant of ENTERMETE, Obs.

Intrench, (intre-nj), v. [f. IN- i + TRENCH.]
1. trans. To make a trench in ; to furrow.
1754 P. H. Hiberniad 37 Intrench'd her Forehead, horrent

stands her Hair. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe vi.

(1894) 144 Towers of ice intrenched by deep crevasses.
2. Variant of ENTRENCH v., q.v.
t Intre'nchant, a. 1 Obs. rare

-
'. [f. IN-

s +
TRENCHANT a. ; but the passive sense, in Shaks., is

irregular.]
1. Not trenchant or cutting, rare--".
2. Incapable of

being cut.

1605 SHAKS. Mack. v. viii. 9 Thou loosest labour, As easie
may st thou the intrenchant Ayre With thy keene Sword
imprcsse, as make me bleed.

Intrenchant
(intre-njant), a.2 rare- 1

, [f.

IN adv. i or 2 + TBENOHANT : the passive sense is

irregular.] Cutting in, penetrating.
1833 A'" Monthly Mag. XXXVII. 37 What fearful

gashes, what deep intrenchant scars, succeeded to this !

Intrencher (intre-njaj). rare. [f. INTBENCH,
ENTRENCH v. + -EB 1.] One who makes trenches.

INTBICATE.

1884 Century Map. Nov. 102/1 Their fighting redeemed
well their shortcomings as intrenchers.

Intrenching, -ment: s,eeENTRENCHiNG,-MENT.

Intrepid (intre-pid), a. [ad. L. inlrepid-us,
f. in- (IN- 3) + trepidus alarmed; cf. F. intrepide

(i6th c. in Littre).] Of persons and personal

qualities : Fearless ; undaunted ; daring ; brave.

1697 DRYDEN K;>y.y2iitfDed.(R.), That quality [valour],
which signifies no more than an intrepid courage. Ibid,
Ctorg. iv. 122 The two contending Princes . . Intrepid thro'

the midst of Danger go. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas i. 214
Three hundred more compleat th' intrepid band. 1766
GOLDSM. Vic. IK xxviii,

'

Where, sir, is your fortitude?
1

re-

turned my son with an intrepid voice. 1833 H r. MARTINBAU
Fr. Wines ty Pol, iii. 42 Is there to be no pride in intrepid

patriotism ? 1854 WISEMAN Fabiola n. xxv. 288 She stood

intrepid and unmoved before him.

Intrepidity (intr/pi
-

diti). [f. as prec. + -ITY.

Cf. F. intrepiditi (171)1 c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
quality of being intrepid ; fearlessness ; firmness of
mind in the presence of danger ; courage, boldness.

1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4058/3 The Intrepedity of Your
Admiral. 1764 REID Inquiry ii. 6. 108 It required an un-
common degree of philosophical intrepidity. 1803 MACKIN-
TOSH Def. /WrrWks. 1846 III. 242 Intrepidity in the

discharge of professional duty is so common a quality at
the English Bar. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. tii. (1872)
VI. 162 He [Saxe] had perfect intrepidity ; not to be flurried

by any amount of peril or confusion.

Intrepidly (intre-pidli), adv. [f. INTREPID +
-LY -.] In an intrepid manner ; fearlessly, boldly.
<zi7>o SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) I. 161 Yet

Caesar, still intrepidly serene, Goes proudly on, despising
us, and danger. 1868 MILMAN.S/. Pauts 129 Those brothers
who so intrepidly resisted. 1888 A. T. PIERSON Evang.
Work vi. 60 Intrepidly indifferent to either compliment or
censure.

Intrepidness (intre-ptdnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being intrepid ; intrepidity.
1627 DONNE Serin, xlvii. 473 No apprehensions of Death

removed him from his holy intrepidnesse, and religious
Constancy. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. Ixxvii. 432
You told me, sir, last night, of your intrepidness : I think

you are the boldest man I ever met with.

Intres B, var. of ENTRESS Obs., entrance.

Intress, var. of INTEHESS Obs.., interest.

Intrete, -er, obs. forms of ENTREAT, -EK.

I'n-tri'angle. Math. [Cf. IN-CIBCLE.] A tri-

angle inscribed in a circle or other figure.

t Intribu-tion. Obs. rare ", [ad. L. intri-

tutidn-ein, from intribulre to contribute.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intritution, contribution or lot-

mony paid for Lands.

t I'ntricable, a. Obs. [a. obs. F. intricable

(i4th c. in Godef.), f. L. type *intrlcdbilis, f. in-

tricare to entangle : see INTBICATE.] Entangling,
perplexing ; entangled, intricately involved.
1/1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 278/1 Now here haue I aun-

swered, to an intricable doubt. 161* SHELTON Quix. in.

yii.
182 They shall rematne captiue, and intangled in the

intricable amorous net. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr.
to Rdr. 64 A labyrinth of intricable questions, unprofitable
contentions . . one calls it [School divinity].

Intricacy (i'ntrikasi). [f. next: see -ACT.]
L The quality or state of being intricate ; com-

plexity; complicated or involved condition.
1601 WARNER Alt. Eng. Epit. (1612) 366 Our .. Method

wherein we now execute lawes and dispatch, with lesser

intricacie, the Collections and businesses for the Weale
publike. 1619 NAUNTON in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 107
It is a buisines of much intricate. 1697 DHYDEN Virg.
Georg. (1721) I. Ess. 201 It often puzzles the Reader with
the Intricacy of its Notions. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 39
P 3 The modern Tragedy excels that of Greece and Rome,
in the Intricacy and Disposition of the Fable. 1753 HO-
GARTH Anal. Beauty v. 28 The beauty of a composed in-

tricacy of form. 1830 HKKSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil.^j The
mathematical theory of the propagation of sound . . is one
of the utmost intricacy. 1866 ROGERS Aerie. <$ Prices I.

xx. 512 The lock must have varied in value, according to
its size and to the intricacy of its workmanship.
2. quasi-^ww. An instance of this condition ; a

complication ;
an entangled or involved state of

affairs ; a perplexing difficulty.
1611 COTGR., Intrigue, an intricacie, Laborinth, Maze,..

difficult ic. 1608 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argents 255 Cut
off these intricacies : set downe a time, beyond which no
controuersie shall depend in Court, a 1661 FULLER Worthies
(1840) II. 487 Because the sun doth not so much dry the
intricacies of such flowers which are duplicated. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geo%. II. 606 Twelve palaces, and 1000

houses, the intricacies of which occasion its name. 1811
SCOTT Kenilw. viii, He conducted Tressilian . . through a
long intricacy of passages. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in

Library^(1892) I. ix. 316 Every intricacy was plainly mapped
out in his own mind.

Intricate (i'ntrik<*t), a. (sd.) (In 5 interkat.)
[ad. L. intricdt-us, pa. pple. of intricdrt to entan-

gle, perplex, embarrass, f. in- (IN- 2
) + tricn

trifles, toys, quirks, tricks, perplexities, trlcdri to

raise difficulties, play tricks.]
1. Perplexingly entangled or involved j inter-

winding in a complicated manner.
1579 E. K. Ded. Spenser's Shcph. Col., The words them

selues being so auncient, the knitting of them so short and
intricate. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 569 The wonderful
intricat winding of the serpents, clasping and knitting them
about. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. v. 100 Wrestling amongst
intricate paths of Rockes : two.. broke their neckes. 111667
COWLUV With Wks. 1711 III. 43 Tho' he sit upon the
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Place Of Judgment with a learned Face Intricate as the

Law. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerns. (1732) 79 From this

place you proceed in an intricate way amongst Hills and

Valleys. x8az SCOTT Nigel iii, At the end of one of those

intricate and narrow lanes. 1892 STEVENSON Across the

Plains i Mount St. Helena, .looks down on much green
intricate country.

b. Entomol. Of markings : see quot.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 274 Intricate. When

depressions or elevations so run into each other as to be

difficult to trace.

2. Of thoughts, conceptions, statements, etc. :

Perplexingly involved or complicated in meaning ;

entangled; obscure.
c 1470 HENRYSON Fables xii. (Wolff and Lamb) 121

(Bannatyne MS.) O man of law lat be thy sutelte, With

wys jympis, and frawdis interkat. 1529 MORE Dyalogc \.

Pref. A j b/i Fyndyng oure treatye so dyuerse and so

long, and sume tyme such wyse intrycate that my self

could not wythout labour call it orderly to mind. 1599

Life More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853)
II. 52 Now is the

common-lawe of this realme so intricate . . as it would

requier a whole and entire man, all his life tyme .. to come
to anye excellencie therein. 1683 CHALKHILL Thealma fy

Cl. 05 He . . could clear The doubts that puzzle the strong

working brain, And make the intricat'st anigmas plain.

1719 YOUNG Revenge n. i, Give me your maze Of gloomy
thought, and intricate design. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
vi. II. 25 According to the intricate and subtle rule which
was then in force.

t3. = INTRICATED. Const, with, in. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (1531) 58 Be thou neuer . . intricate,

busyed or troubled in the defautes or offences of other.

1528 ROY Rede Me (ArbJ 91 They kepe none of all the

thre [vows] With mundane affections intricate.

^ B. SO, Something intricate ; an intricacy. Obs.

1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. \. 127 Satan labours to puzzle
the Christian with nice questions, that meeting with such

intricates in his Christian course . . he may be made, either

to give over, or go on heavily.

Intricate (i'ntrik^t), v. Now rare. Also 6

en-, [f.
L. intricat-i ppl. stem of intrtcare to

entangle : see prec. Cf. ENTEIKE.]
1. trans. To render intricate ; to make (a thing)

involved or obscure ; to complicate.
1564 BriefExam. Aij, Such [questions] as be intricated

with great controuersies amongest godly men. 1624 HEY-
WOOD Gunaik. iv. 168 This Labyrinth . . being a house so

intricated with windings and turnings this way and that

way. 1649 BP. HALL Cases Consc. vi. (1654) 45 How ever

the matter may be intricated by passing through many
perhaps unknowing hands. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 278

ith wonderful entanglings] rent asunder and
Vox Cleri Pro Rege 43 Why does he

.

labour to perplex and intricate the meaning of Dr. Sher-

k's plain Words ? c 1748 VOLTAIRE in W. Bayne James
'

Woods, thus [

intricated.

. . la

lock'

Thomson ix. (1898) 150 Mr. Thomson's tragedies seem to me

wisely intricated and elegantly writ. 1900 Dundee Adver-
tiser 8 June 4 It so intricated peace desires with war
menaces as to begin the campaign on a scale of disastrous

military inefficiency.

2. To entangle or ensnare (an animal or person) ;

to involve in toils
;
to embarrass, perplex.

1548 Act z$ 3 Edw. VI, c. 21 i They myght..be lesse

entricated and troubled withe the Chardge of householde.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (Marsh) I. 189, I am so intricated

in the Labarinthe of my unbrideled will. 1579 FENTON
Guicciard. v. (1399) 227 The Frenchmen beginning to intri-

cate and intangle themselues, fell to flying. 1649JER.TAYLOR
Gt. Exemp. m. Ad Sect. xvi. 134 Like wilde beasts intricat-

ing themselves by their impatience, a 1734 NORTH Exam.

(1740) 57 This speculum of his own ignorance . . did so in-

tricate and embarrass his understanding.

Hence I'ntricated ppl. a., entangled, involved

in toils ; I'ntricating vbl. sb., entanglement.
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Contortnlus, . . wrested,

wrethed, intricated, conclused. 1628 DONNE Serin, cxxxiv.

V. 407 Intricated entangled conscience ! 1632 LlTHGOW
Trail, ii. 66, I left the turmoyling dangers of the intricated

lies of the lonean and Adriaticall seas. 1649 JER. TAYLOR
Gt. Exemp. n. Disc. ix. 22. 117 To the intricating of the

judgement, to the dishonour of Religion. 1798 PENNANT
Hindoostan II. 340 The various great rivers which form so

many intricated windings.

Intricately Ci'ntrik^tli), adv. [f.
INTRICATE

a. + -LT^.] In an intricate manner or state; com-

plicatedly ; with intricacy or perplexity. In En-
tomol. With intricate sculpture or markings.
1552 HULOET, Intricately, ferplexe. 1593 NASHE Christ's

T. (1613) 140 They labour not to speake properly, but intri-

cately. 1601 DANIEL Civ. Wars vl. Ixxxiv, The sword..

Must cut this knot so intricately tyde. 1636 Burton's

Diary (1828) I. 181 Upon the accounts of subsidies this

gentleman leaves it very intricately. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt,

Nat. (1834) I. 473 Through a thousand intricately-winding
channels.

I'ntricateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being intricate ; intricacy.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 54 Therin he found such

intricatenesse, that he could see no way to lead him out of

the maze. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts 441 Then doe also

appear a certame intricatenesse and a perplexity in the pro-

ceedings thereof. 1685 BOYLE Enq. Notion Nat. iv. 72 The
intricateness and importance of the subject hindered me
from making it shorter.

t Intrica'tion. Obs. [ad. med.L. intricdiion-

em, n. of action from intricare (see INTRICATE a.) ;

cf. F. intrication (i4th c. in Godef.V] The action

of intricating or condition of being intricated ;

complication, entanglement.
1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) I. 9 Attendenge the intricacion

inextricable \_inextricnliilem attendens intricationem] of

this labor presente as of the mase of Dcdalinus. 1532 MORE

437

Confut. Tindale Wks. 615/2 For the auoydyng of all in-

tricacion wherof, I purposelye forbare to putte m the Pope
as parte of the diffimcyon of the church. 1548 PATTEN

Exp. Scot, in Arb. Garner III. 120 It should be too much
an intrication to the matter. 1379 TWYNE Phisicke agst.
Fort. ii. Ep. Ded. i6oa, The indissoluble knottes and in-

trications of matters. 1661 BOYLE Examen Wks. 1772 I.

240, I do not see how the motus circitlaris simplex should

need to be superadded to the contact or intrication of the

cohering firm corpuscles, to procure a cohesion. 1773 J.

Ross Fratricide in. 732 (MS.) Much delay'd, Thus dark,

by intrications in their way, And many a mazy Labyrinth.

f Intrica-tor. 06s. rare-", [agent-n. in Lat.

form f. intricate to entangle : see INTRICATE a.~\

An entangler ; one who complicates.
1611 COTCR., Embarasseur, an intricator, pesterer.^ Ibid.,

Trigaut, an intricator, intangler, perplexer of a businesse.

Intrick, var. ENTRIKE Obs. : see INTHIKE.

II Intri'CO. Obs. [It. intrico (Florio, 1598) :

see INTRIGUE.] An intricacy ;
a maze.

a 1670 RACKET Abp. Williams i. (1692) 12 The potions of

School Divinity wrought easily with him, so that he was

not lost a whit in their Intricoes any further than they lose

themselves.

flntrie-, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

lN-1 + trie, TRY
zi.l trans. To put in, introduce, add.

c 1420 Pallad. on Huso, iv. 355 To cley & chalk the firthe

part intrie Of gipse [L. si argillx et cretx quarlam partem
gypsi misccas}.

Intrigant, -ante : see INTRIGUANT, -ANTE.

II Iiltrrgo. Obs. Also intriego, intriguo. [It.

intrigo: see INTRIGUE.] = INTRIGUE si.

1648 King's Gracious Messages for Peace no The deep

subtilty and intrigo of it was not then apparent. 1656

EARL MONM. Advt.fr. Parnass. 243 How to explain.. all

the cunning intriegoes used in times of peace and war, in

the government of their states. 1663 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

225 The Intrigo's of State. 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso I. 6,

I have indeed to night an Intriguo with a Lady.

b. spec. The plot of a play ;
= INTRIGUE sb. 3.

1671 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal i. (Arb.) 29 The
Plot . . the Intrigo's now quite out of my head. 1672 MAR-
VELL Reh. Transp. I. n.

Intriguant, -gant (rntdgant, F.
gfitr^afi),

sb. and a. [a.
F. intriguant, pr. pple. of intriguer

to INTRIGUE ;
also intrigant, ad. It. intrigante^]

A. sb. An intriguer.

1781 BENTHAM Wks. (1843) X. 93 One of the busiest and

most successful of intriguants. 1794 Amer. St. Papers.
For. Relat. (1832) I. 403 (Stanf.) Putting off the character

of minister to put on that of intriguant. 1809 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Desp. (1837) IV. 507 [He] has certainly the mind

and manners of an intrigant. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char.

(1852) 25 The appearance of Farren in the part of the am-
bitious intriguant. 1886 Century Mag. Nov. 33/1 Illiterate

intriguants . . insisted on shaping legislation according to

their own fancy.
B. adj. Intriguing ; scheming.

1897 African Critic 21 Aug. 224 The most unscrupulous
and intriguant amongst the Continental oligarchies.

II Intriguante, -gante (intriga-nt, F. jntrz-

ga'ht). [F. intriguante, -gante, fern, of intri-

guant, -gant : see prec.] A woman who intrigues.
1806 MAR. EDGEWORTH Leonora (1832) 54 Md". de P

is a perfect specimen of the combination of an intrigante
and an tltgante. 1823 BYRON Juan xiv. Ixiii, Her Grace

too pass'd for being an intrigante . . One of those pretty,

precious plagues, which haunt A lover with caprices soft

and dear. 1829 LYTTON Devereux in. vii, My Mistress

was the greatest intriguante of her party. 1856 VAUGHAN

Mystics vm.iv. (1860) II. 51 That he must toil in obscurity. .

to subserve the ambition of an implacable intriguante.

Intrigue (intrz'g), sb. Also 7 in-, entreague,

intregue, -iegue ; intrique, -ecrue. [a. F. in-

trigue, formerly intrique (i6-!7th c.), ad. It. in-

trigo, -ico, f. intrigare, -care to intricate, entangle,

entrap : L. intricare : see INTRICATE <z.]

( 1. Intricacy, complexity ;
a complicated con-

trivance ; a maze, a labyrinth. Obs.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intrique, an intricacy, labyrinth,

maze, incumbrance, difficulty. Cressy. 1660 Chas. II.'s

escape fr. Worcester in Select, jfr. Harl. Misc. _U793) 382
His majesty was had to his lodging, and the intrigues of it

shewn him. 1673 RAY Trav. (1738) I. 419 A famous engine
to raise up water . . There is so little of it remaining that it

is impossible thence to find out all the contrivance and

intrigue of it. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies i. iv. n No finite

Knowledge can be comprehensive of an Effect . . in every
minute Intrigue of Nature.

fb. fig. An intricate or complicated state of

affairs ;
an involved mode of action. Obs.

1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. (L.), There are so many
certain but indiscernible fallibilities, so many intrigues of

fancy in the disputers. 1693 SOUTH Serai. 332 To look into

the little intrigues of matter and motion. 1704 HEARNE
Duct. Hist. (1714) 1. 106 To unravel (if I may say so) all the

Intreagues betwixt God and Man.
2. The exertion of tortuous or underhand in-

fluence to accomplish some purpose ;
underhand

plotting or scheming.
1668 E. HOWARD Usurper Ep. Aijb, Intregue (the true

Soul and Genius of the Stage). 1769 ROBERTSON Chas. V,
vi. Wks. 1813 VI. 107 A spiritof action and intrigue is

infused into all its members. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India

II. iv. iii. no A complicated scene, .of plotting and intrigue.

b. (with //.) A plot to accomplish a purpose

by tortuous or underhand influence.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. I. 23 According to the

mysteries and intrigues of State. 1692 DRYDEN St. Eure-
monfs Ess. 345 He was made Cardinal by Intrigues, Fac-

tions, and Tumults. 1767 Junius Lett. xv. 63 You have

INTRIGUER.

fairly confounded the intrigues of opposition. 1869 FREE-
MAN Norm. Coitq. III. xii. 121 It is also quite possible that

the Primate of Normandy himself had a share in his brother's

intrigues.

) 3. The plot of a play, poem, or romance. Obs.

1651 DAVENANT Gondibert Pref. 23 The third [act] makes
a visible correspondence in the under-walks (or lesser in-

trigues)
of persons ; and ends with an ample turn of the

main design. 1676 COLES, Entreague, . . also a story (after

many entangled passages) brought to a calm end. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4) s. v. Intricacy, Also Intrigue or Ititreagite,
the various and subtle intercourse of passages in the Plot
of a Play. 1725 POPE Odyss. I. Vi&u Epic Poem p. xv, As
these Causes are the Beginning of the Action, the opposite

Designs against that of the Hero are the Middle of it, and
form that Difficulty or Intrigue which makes up the greatest

part of the Poem.
4. Clandestine illicit intimacy between a man and
a woman ; a liaison.

1668 CHARLETON Ephes. ff Cimtn. Matrons ll. Pref., She in

like manner falls into an Intrigue (as they nowadays call it).

1673 DRYDEN Marr. & la Mode ll. i. Wks. 1883 IV. 279
Intrigue, Philotis ! that's an old phrase ;

1 have laid that
word by; amour sounds better. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 276
P i Taken in an Intrigue with another Man's Wife. 1883
C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 276 In Shiraz, where intrigues

among married women are very rife.

b. transf. The combination of queen and knave
in certain games of cards.

1830 'EIDRAH TREBOR' Hoyle made familiar, Pope Joan.
82 Matrimony is the kine and queen, and Intrigue the knave
and queen of trumps ; the players of these cards take the

pools oelonging to them. Ibid. 83 The game [of Matrimony]
consists of five chances, viz. Matrimony, which is king and

queen : Confederacy, king and knave ; Intrigue, queen and
knave [etc.]. 1887 All YearRound 5 Feb. 66 There was In-

trigue, that unhallowed flirtation between Queen and Knave.

Intrigue (intrfg), v. Also 7 intreag. [a. F.

inlrigue-r, ad. It. intrigare : L. intricare : see IN-

TRICATE a. OF. had entriquer, intriquer, whence

ENTRIKE, INTRIKE.]
1. trans. To trick, deceive, cheat ;

to embarrass,

puzzle, perplex. Now rare.

1612 Trav. Four Englishm. 68 He that trusteth to a

Greeke, Shall be intreaged, and still to seeke. 1703 MAUN-
DRELL Journ. Jerus. (1721) 135 Who. .were basely mtrigu'd

by the People . . and forc'd to redeem their Lives at a great
Sum of Money. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 40 To intrigue
and baffle a brave and meritorious people out of their rights
and liberties. 1894 Month May 122. 1896 Westm. Gaz.
i May 2/i The authorship of the piece . . attributed by Mr.
W , intent upon intriguing the public, to a * Member of

Parliament '.

2. To entangle, involve ; to cause to be entangled
or involved, to implicate. Now rare.

(11677 BARROW Wks. (1686) II. Serin, xxiii. 338 It doth
not seem worth the while.. with more subtilty to intrigue the

Point. 1681 J. SCOTT Chr. Life \. iv. (R.), How doth it perplex
and intrigue the whole course of your lives, and intangle ye
in a labyrinth of knavish tricks and collusions. 1690 CHILD
Disc. Trade Pref. (1694) 43 The way. .is not.. hidden from

us in the dark, or intrigued with difficulties. 1899 Speaker
4 Feb. 152/2 This intrigues us against his Holiness.

3. inlr. To carry on a secret amour or illicit in-

timacy ; to have a liaison.

1660 PEPYS Diary 10 Dec., He and others had intrigued
with her often. 1666 Ibid. 15 Oct., All the people . . do
make no scruple of saying that the King do intrigue with

Mrs. Stewart. 1710 E. WARD Vulgus Brit. \\. 28 So Jilts

wed those they ne'er affected, Purely t' intrigue the less sus-

pected. 1875 FROUDE Czsar xi. 119 He had intrigued with

a Vestal virgin.

4. intr. To carry on underhand plotting or

scheming ; to employ secret influence for the ac-

complishment of designs ;
to make an intrigue.

a 1714 BURNET Hist. Rcf. an. 1527 (R.) That the cardinal

of York was not satisfied to be intriguing for the popedom
after his death, but was aspiring to it while he was alive.

1791 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life Is Writ. (1832) I. 354

They tell me that the Queen is now intriguing with Mira-

beau. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 155 That fortnight

Rochester passed in intriguing and imploring. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. ii. 8. 104 At Rome, at Paris the agents of the

two powers intrigued against each other.

t b. trans. To plot ;
to scheme for. Obs.

1747 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann 26 June, The Duchess
of Queensberry has at last been at court ; a point she has

been intriguing these two years.

c. To bring or get by intrigue.

1673 O. WALKER Educ. ii. vii. (ed. 2) 277 Whose designs

are to intrigue themselves into business. 1839 Standard

15 May in Spirit Metropol. Consent. Press (1840) I. 378

The charge against Lord Canterbury, that he had intrigued

out Lord Melbourne. 1839 "John Bull 28 July ibid. II. 253

A bill for giving a charter to Birmingham was shamefully

smuggled and intrigued through. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby
I ii i2Rigby, who had already intrigued himself into a sub-

ordinate office. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 26 Feb., He would

have been ousted or intrigued out of office some years ag*.

Intriguer (intrrgai). [f. prec. + -EB i. Cf. F.

intrigueur (i;th c.).] One who intrigues; one

who carries on a tortuous or underhand plot ;
a

secret schemer or manceuvrer, esp. in politics.

1667 PEPYS Diary 28 Oct., He never was an intriguer in

his life, nor will be. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 193 F 3

A Gentleman of the Inns of Court, and a deep Intriguer.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 240 AU the in-

triguers in foreign politicks, all the
spies,

all the intelli-

gencers, .acted solely upon that principle. 1844 KINGLAKE
Eothen vi. (1878) 85 They [the Greeks] were intriguers-

general of S. W. Asia.

b. One who carries on an intrigue or liaison.

01719 ADUISON (J.), I desire that intriguers will not make
a pimp of my lion, and convey their thoughts to one
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another. 1775 SHIRIUAN Rivals n. i, He. .was in his youth

a bold intriguer and a gay companion.

Intrignery flnWgari). rare. [f. prec. + -t\

Cf -BBI i b.] The practice of intriguing.

1815 BVRON Let. to Moore 2 Feb., Tell me what is going

on in the way of intriguery.

tlntri'giiess. Obs. [f. INTBIGU(ER + -ESS.

(Perh. after K. intrigueuse (1 7th c.); but the

proper Eng. form would be intrigueress.] A
female intriguer.
a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 180 His lady being a most

violent intriguess in business. Exam. (1740) 297 Ihe
Wife, .was * compleat Intrigues*. [1809 MAR. EDCEWOHTH
Tales Fast. Life III. Manoeuvring i. 4 note.}

Intriguing (intrfgin), vbl. sb.
[f.

INTRIGUE

v. + -iNGi.J
The action of the verb INTRIGUE.

1813 1 ///& i Suppressed Evidence or Royal Intriguing, being
a History of the Courtship [etc.] of the Princess of Wales.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xii, Not lying. Only a little

management, a little diplomacy, a little intriguing, that's

the word. 1890 Athenaeum 4 Oct. 441/2 There is much in-

triguing and some play of character, attrib. 1801 MRS.
CROFFTS Salvador II. 71 A noble English Lord of in-

triguing memory.

Intriguing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING <.]

That intrigues ; forming secret plots or schemes.
1682 TATE in Dryden's Abs. >r AMI. n. 521 Intriguing

fops, dull jesters, and worse pimps. 1790 BURKE f'r. Rev.
Wks. V. 41 A man much connected with literary caballers,

and intriguing philosophers. 1895 Ignited Service Mag.

July 377 Turks.. governed by a lot of intriguing women.

Hence Intrl-^nlngly adv., in an intriguing
manner ;

with secret machinations.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 329 Having been thus

tempted, thus Jry'd, by the Man she hated not, pursued, not

intnguingly pursuing. 1755 in JOHNSON.

Intriguish (intrrgij), a. rare', [f. INTRIGUE

sb. + -ISH!.] Somewhat of the nature of intrigue.

Mrs. WaL.

Intlignist (intrfgist). rare 1
,

[f. INTRIGUE
+ -1ST.] A professional or habitual intriguer.

1830 AMELIA OPIE Let. 5 Nov. in Life xvii. (1854) 255 If I

were a royalist, and an intriguist.

flntrike, intryke, intrick, variants of EN-
TBIKE, Obs., to entangle.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 262/2 Intrykyn, or snarlyn, intrico,

illaqua. 104 St. Papers Hen. Vlll, IV. 270We have bene
rntnked with some comberous and paynfull busynes. 1533
MORE Debell. Salem xvii. Wks. 1004/2 As wililye as those
shrewes that beguyle hym haue holpe hym to inuolue and
intryke the matter, a 1548 HAU. Chron., Rich. Ill 54 b, In
what doubtful perell we be now intricked.

flntri-nce, a. Obs. Also intrinse. [perh.
abbreviated from INTBINSICATE (used in same
sense); cf. reverb for reverberate in Leari.i. 155.

(Godef. has OF. intrinci, var. f. intrinquf, in-

trigue! intricate.)] Intricate, entangled, involved.

1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 8t Such smiling rogues as these.

Like Rats oft bite the holy cords a twame, Which are t

intrince t' vnloose. [1895 H. H. FURNESS Pref. Mids. Nts.
Dr. 6 A knot too intrinse to unloose.]

Intrine(intrei-n),z>. rare. [f. IN- 2 + TRINE, after

It. inlreare.\ trans. To unite in a group of three.

1891 C. E. NORTON Dante's Par. xin. 84 The Love which
with them is intrined [1. 57, FAmor che in lor s'intrea].

Intrinsec, -secaJL, etc. : see INTBINSIC, etc.

Intrinsic (intri-nsik), a. (sb.) Forms: 5-7
iutrinsique, (5 -tryn-), 6 intrynsyke, 7 intrin-

ike, -sicke, -eeque, -seo(k, 7-8 -sick, 7- in-

trinsic, [a. F. intrinsique (13-141!! c. in Godef.

Compl.\ ad. med. Schol.L. intrinsec-us adj. (Fr.

Mayron 01325; Hervens Natalis (11322 has an
adv. inlrinsece : Prantl), f. L. intrinsecus adv. in-

wardly, inwards. The ending was from the begin-
ning confounded with the adj. suffix -ic, but the

etymological -eque, -ec(k occurs in I7th c. Cf. EX-
TRINSIC, to which this is in all senses opposed.]
fl. Situated within; interior, inner. Obs. (exc,

as in b.)

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxv. 91 Occupyed for to make the

maners ofskynnes or lether are there?. .1 wo, one is extryn-
syke or outforth . . The other is intrynsyke. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 253 The Waters, .mixing with it [the
earth) in the most intrinsique places.

b. Anat. Applied to a muscle of a member or

organ which has its origin and insertion within that

organ ; so in Path, to a morbid growth arising in

the part or tissue in which it is found.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 111/2 The intrinsic muscles

of the larynx . . determine its form. 1874 ROOSA Dis. Ear
56 The auricle has also a set of muscles which are contained
in its structure, intrinsic muscles, as they are called by
several authors. 1890 Nature n Sept., Structures which,
like the outer digits of the horse's leg, or the intrinsic
muscles of the car of a man, are present in the adult in an
incompletely developed form, and in a condition in which
liey can be of no use. 1897 Allbutt't Syst. Med. IV. 834The uimnue variety [of laryngeal cancer] including the
growths originating from the vocal cords.

1 2. Inward, internal (in fg. tense) ; secret, pri-
Tate. Obs. (passing into sense 3).
1490 CAXTON Entydn xu. 71 By gret yre gadred bymown* torow utrynuque wythin her hert. 1605 BACON

438

Adv. Learn, i. iv. 12 There are. .other. .peccant humors
. . not so secret and intrinsike, but that they fall vndcr a

popular obseruation. 1658 Hist. Mem. K. James 66 Not
only, .the publick but most intrinsick actions of the State.

1689 BURNET Tracts 1. 16 When there are Intrinsic diseases

in a state.

fb. Intimate. Obs.

1613 SHERLEY Trav. Persia 65 We must haue a more
intrinsicke acquaintance to perfect that knowledge. 1651

Li/e Father Sarfi (t&jti) 53 The General of the Servi ..

being an intrinsick friend of the Fathers.

3. Belonging to the thing in itself, or by its very
nature; inherent, essential, proper ; 'of its own'.
Intrinsic mode : see INTRINSICAL 3.

1641 HOWELL for. Trav. (Arb.) 46 Ifone would go tothe

intrinsique value of things. 1661-98 SOUTH Twelve Semi.
III. 7 As if every such single Act could by its own In-
trinsick Worth merit a glorious Eternity. 1691 LOCKE
Money Wks. 1727 II. 67 The intrinsick Value of Silver

consider'd as Money, is that Estimate which common Con-
sent has placed on it. 1691 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 221 By an
intrinseck principle of gravity or attraction. 1715 WATTS
Logic [see INTRINSICAL 3]. i758BLACKSTONECVww. I. Introd.

14 The civil and canon laws, considered with respect to

any intrinsic obligation, have no force or authority in this

kingdom. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. iv. 84 Confirmed as
well by high authority as by intrinsic probability. 1859
KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) II. 167 Then came out the intrinsic

rottenness of the whole system. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot., Intrinsic is a term applied to circumstances . . so in-

timately connected with the point at issue that they make
part of the evidence afforded by the oath, and cannot be
separated from it.

b. Const, to.

1850 GLADSTONE Homer II. n. 153 Latona . . remains all

alone without any meaning or purpose intrinsic to herself.

1873 L. FERGUSON Disc. 159 The flower has no beauty that
is not its own,.. that is not intrinsic and native to it.

o. Math. Intrinsic equation of a curve: an

equation expressing the relation between its length
and curvature (and so involving no reference to

external points, lines, etc., as in equations referred

to co-ordinates).
1849 WHEWELL in Comb. Phil. Trans. VIII. 660 The

intrinsic equation to the circle is sa^t a being the radius.
1861 WALTON in Q. Jrnl. Math. V. 260 (title) On the

Discontinuity of the Intrinsic Equations to Curves.

t B. as sb. (ellipt. for ' inmost part ',

'
intrinsic

value ',
'
intrinsic quality

'

: see 3.)
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 88 To visit and search the

intrinsique of that precious piece of Earth which [etc.]. 1716
COLLIER tr. Panegyrick, etc. 06 We should be better pre-
par'd to examine the Intrinsick. a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826)
III. 168 It is no other than a token, or leather money, of
no intrinsic. Exam. in. vi. 78 (1740) 481 Then the
Merchants tumbled them in for the Gain by the Intrinsic.

1751 WARBURTON Notes Pope's Dune. n. 187 Let our English
at least escape, whose intrinsic is scarce of marble so solid, as
not to be impaired or soiled by such rude and dirty hands.

Intrinsical (intri-nsikal), a. (sb.*) Now rare.
Forms: 6 intrynoioall, 6-8 intrinsecal(l, (-ioall),

7-9 -ioal.
[f. med.L. intrinsec-us (see prec.) + -AL.

The etymological -ecal was usual till c 1710.]
1 1. =prec. i. Obs.

1571 PIGGES Pantom. iv. v. V iija, The semidimetient of
the intrinsicall circle. 1580 G. HARVEY 3 proper Lett. 14
That small skill I have in extrinsecall and intrinsecall

physiognomic. 1650 BULWER Anthrofomet. 83 For their
mtrinsecal operation, they used little hollow Pipes. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury n. 16/2 The Intrinsical . . are all such
Lines or Circles, as ly inward.

f2. =prec. 2. Obs.

11548 HAI.L Chron., Hen. VI 172 b, After this apparent
concord, and intrinsecall discord. 1631 R. S. tr. Drcxelius 1

Nicetas ii. 385 Those that are cast into outward darknes
shal neuer be illuminated with any intrinsecal light. 1640
Br. HALL Chr. Moder. (ed. Ward) 24/2 Besides that intrin-
sical mischief, which it works upon a man's own heart.

1654-66 LD. ORRERY Partken. (1676) 545 His external as
well as intrinsecal sufferings.

t b. =
prec. 2 b. Obs.

1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 99 How intrinsecall
soeuer they two were together. 1601 T. FITZHERBERT Apol.
40 b, Without the consent or knowledg of any of his supe-
riours, yea or of any intrinsecal frend of theirs, a. 1639WOTTON Life Dk. Buckhm. in Reliq. (1651) 77 He falls
into intrinsecall society with Sir John Greham. Ibid., Char.
Grand Duke Tuscany 363 He had a close and Intrinsecall
Favourite. 1879 tr. Guizofs Cram-well HI. 149 There may
be a more intrinsical and mutual interest of each in other.,
for the good of both.

3. =
prec. 3.

Intrinsical mode, with the Scotist school of mediaeval
philosophers, an attribute (such as existence} which, while
predicated of a subject in itself, and not merely in relation
to something else, and having no independent character of
its own, yet neither formed part of, nor followed from, nor
in any way affected, the definition of its subject. (By later

logicians used in a more general sense: cf. quot. 1725.)io BALE Imagt Both Ch. n. Pref. 2 b, Vnsauerye
sophysmes, problemes . . subtiltees, seconde intencyons, in-
trinsecall moodes. 1617 Bp. HALL Best Bargaine Wks.
515 There is an intrinsecall or formall truth in things truly
existing. 01661 FULLER Worthies, Wiltshire in. (1662)
150 Though the same in noise and numl>er, not the same in
intrinsecal valuation. 1691 RAY Creation \. (1692) 163
ITiat Learning .. hath in it this intrinsical Imperfection.
1715 WATTS Logic \. ii. 4 The third division of modes
shews us. they are either intrinsical or extrinsical. Intrin-
sical modes are conceived to be in the subject or substance,
as when we say, a globe is round, or swift, rolling, or at
rest ; or when we say a man is tall or learned, these are in-
tnnsicmodes. lt6$Reader^ Feb. 128/1 The position which
Austna has taken in the Peninsula has neither augmentednor consolidated her intrinsical power.

INTRO-.

b. Const, /a, unfa.

1638 WILKINS ffnv World.
(1707! 117 The heaviness

of a I'ody . . is not any absolute Duality intrinsical unto it.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. i. 24 Impressions that are made
on^our Senses by outward Objects that are extrinsecal to the
Mind ; and its own Operations, proceeding from Powers in-
trinsical and proper to itself.

c. With a descriptive norm : That is such in-

trinsically, or by its very nature.
>8ai BYRON in Moore Life (1866) 537 All men are intrinsical

rascals and I am only sorry that not being a dog I can't
bite them.

f B. sb. (pi.} Inward qualities, feelings, etc.
;

internal or essential character. Obs.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. iv. xi. (1650) I. 449 This history will

display the very intrinsicals of the Castilian, who goes for
the prime Spaniard. Ibid, xxxvi. 472 '1 here is none knows
my intrinsecals better then you. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 354
The external difference seems easy for vulgar observation,
the intrinsecals were intricate.

Hence Intrinsica-lity - INTBINSICALNESS.
i8$ ROGET Thesaurus 5.

Intrinsically (intri-nsikali), adv.
[f. as prec.

+ -LY 2
.]

In an intrinsic manner or relation.

fl. Internally, inwardly, within (lit. and Jig.).
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. IV. iv. (1886) 61 Inlrin-

secallie they rcpresse the courage, a 1639 WOTTON Life
Dk. Buckhm. in Rtliq. (1651) 106 The lesse he shewed
without, the more it wrought intrinsecally, according to the
nature of suppressed passions. 1667 Obs. Sura. Lond. in

Select.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 456 Which, if it be not dried
up, doth moisten all porous things intrinsically.
2. By, or in relation to, the inner nature of the

thing ; in itself ; inherently, essentially.
i6o T. FITZHERBERT Apol. 463, The which kind of

worship by publik sacrifice . . proceedeth so intrinsecally
from the very grounds and principles of nature it selfe.

1644 Bp. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Kings xvi. 176 This Law
is a transcendent Law, for it is found intrinsecally in all
Lawes. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. i. i. 172 Do I

only make a fair show, and am intrinsecally no better than
a Rascal ? 1711 Stect. No. 292 r i A Diamond may want
polishing, though the Value be still intrinsically the same.
1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe iv. n. 310 We know the
protection to be intrinsically worthless. 1875 STUBBS
Const. Hist. II. xvi. 508 note, There is nothing intrinsically
improbable in it.

Intri'nsicalness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The state or quality of being intrinsic.

1676 H. MORE Remarks Contents a v b, All the directions
of Motion in water as to Primitiveness and Intrinsecalness
are of one kind. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Intrinsicalness, in-
wardness.

t Intri-nsicate, a. Obs. Also intrinseoate.

[app. f. It. intrimecato, -sicaio familiar, confused
in sense with intricate intricate.] = INTRICATE,
involved, entangled.
1560 WHITEHORNE Arte Warn (1573) 40 a, Seeming unto

them . . partly an intrinsicate matter [vilvppei] whiche they
understande not. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, I

confesscyou to be ofan apted and docible humour; yet there
are certain rjirntilioes, or (as I may more nakedly insinuate

them_) certain intrinsecate strokes and wards, to which your
activitie is not yet amounted. 1599 MARSTON See. Villanie
(To iudiciall Perusers), I knowe hee will vouchsafe it,

some of his new-minted Epithets, (as Reall, Intrinsecate,
Delphickei. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. f, Cl. v. ii. 307 [To the Asp] :

Come thou mortal wretch, With thy sharpe teeth this knot
intrinsicate Of life at once vntye : Poore venomous Foole,
Be angry, and dispatch.

t Intri-nsicate, v. Obs. [f. It. intrinsecare,
\ -sicare, refl. intricarsi ' to become familiar,

friendly, or inward with one' (Florio), f. intrin-

seco, \-ico intimate, familiar: see -ATE 3.] intr.

? To entar intimately.
1603 H. CROSSE Verities Commw. (1878) 82 To hearehow

some such clouting beetles rowle in their loblogicke, and
intrinsicate into the maior of the matter, with such hide-
bound reasons.

Intri-ppe, obs. corrupt form of INTEBBUPT v.

Intrique, obs. form of INTBIGDE.

t I-ntrite. Min. Obs. [? f. L. intra within +
-ITE.] A general name given by Pinkerton to
rocks consisting of crystalline or other particles
embedded within a matrix.
1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 132 The rocks here called

Intrites, because crystals or particles are imbedded in a
paste, are distinguished from Glutenites, in which the par-
ticles coalesce together with little or no visible cement.
Ibid. 220 Mode XIII. Siliceous intrite.

Intro- (intro), prefix. L. intrS adv. 'to the
inside ', used with verbs and their derivatives, as
introducere to lead in, introduce, introspicfre to

look within. Hence in English words derived from
L. or formed of L. elements, the more important
of which will be found in their alphabetical places.
The following are of less frequent use :

Intro-a'ctive a., having the property of acting
within, internally active; in quot. 1876 loosely,

Mutually active, INTERACTIVE. Introce'ptlve a.

[L. captrc to take ; cf. receptive], adapted to receive

something within itself. Introcession (-se'Jan)
rare~ [mod.L. introcessio : cf. L. introcfdfre to

go in, enter] : see quots. f Introcln-de v. Obs.
rare-" [ad. late 'L.intrdcliidere\, 'to shut within'

(V>\o\aAGlossogr. 1656). Introconve'rslon Cheat.,
the conversion of either of two compounds into the
other by change of internal molecular structure
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without change of ultimate composition ; so In-

troconvertibi'lity, the capability of being thus

converted. Introdi'gitate v. intr. = INTEBDIGI-

TATE i. Introflexed (-fle-kst) ///. a. [see FLEX

i>.], bent or curved inwards
;

so Introflexion

(-(le'kjan), an inward bending or curvature. In-

trogrebsion (-gre'Jsn) [f. L. type *introgression-

eni, f. introgredl to step in], a going or coming in,

entrance, incoming. Introje-ction [L. jacSre to

throw ; cf. projection, interjection], the action of

throwing in ; in quot. of '

throwing oneself into
'

or entering eagerly upon, some course or pursuit.
Intromole'cnlar a., subsisting within a molecule,
or between its constituent atoms (distinguished
from intermolecular). Introjmvtative a. [L.
mutdre to change], applied by R. C. Temple to

languages in which the inflexional changes are

within the words, f Intropre ssiou 06s., pressure
inwards. Introprrlsive a. [L. pals-, ppl. stem of

pellZre to drive ; cf. impulsive, repulsive}, having
the quality of driving inwards. Introrece'ption,
the action of receiving within. Introrvrption
rare~ [f. L. type *introruption-em, f. introrum-

pere to burst in], a bursting or breaking in, irrup-
tion, lutrose nsible a., capable of being inwardly

perceived or felt. lutrose'ntient a., perceiving
within. Introsti'ction, the action of sucking
inwards. Xntrotra'ction [see TRACTION], the

action of drawing inwards. Introvlsion (-vi--

3311), a seeing or looking within ; inward or mental
vision, flntrovo'lce v. 06s. rare~ [ad. L. in-

trovocare\, 'to call in' (Cockeram, 1623).
1855 BROWNING Clean 212 A quality . . within his sou!,

which, "intro-active . . may view itself, And so be happy.
a 1876 M. COLLINS Th. in Garden (1880) I. 200 To serve

and be served are introactive functions : the nation serves

its king, the true king serves his nation, c 1818 BRITTON
Lincolnshire 600 The pipes .. have no insertions, but are

joined by an exterior ring. .with an "introceptive process _of

strong cement, like the bed in which the pipes are laid.

[iSiz HOOPER Med. Diet., lntrocessio.\ 1823 CRABB Techiiol.

Diet.,
*Intro-eession (Mud.), a depression or sinking of any

parts inwards. \%& . Amer.Chem. Jrnl. IX. 37iThe reactions

and *introconvertibility of maleic and fumaric derivatives

cannot be brought in harmony with the assumption. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life 130 Five pairs of accessory . . dis-

sepiments, *introdigitating along their interior. 1846 WOR-
CESTER, *lntroflexed, bent inward. Smith. 1866 Treas.

Sot., IntrocttrvHs, Introftexus, Introftexed, curved in-

wards. 1849 W. H. HARVEY British Marine Algx
12 Small, spherical chambers, formed by the *introflexion

of the walls of the receptacle. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., */-
trogression (introgressus], a going in. 1845 STOCQUELER
Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 136 Instead of being jostled out

of employment by the introgression of Europeans. 1866

BLACKMORE Crattock Novjell xxix. (1883) 154 She had so

much self-abandonment, such warm *introjection. 1895
STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. vi. 152 Not merely the

relative distribution inter se the intermolecular distribu-

tion of the chemical molecules . .
,
but also the *intramole-

cular arrangement of the atoms, whereof the molecules are

composed. 1899 R. C. TEMPLE Univ. Gram, 7 Since affixes

may be prefixes, infixes, or suffixes . . languages are .. divisible

into (i) pre-mutative, or those that prefix their affixes ; (2)

'intro-mutative, or those that infix them ; and (3) post-muta-
tive, or those that suffix them. 1758 BATTIE Madness x.

74 Fracture, *intropression, and concussion of the head
occasion such pressure. 1825 COLERIDGE Aid's Refl. (1858)

I. App. C 408 The *intropulsive force, that sends the ossifi-

cation inward. 1896 A llbutt's Syst. Med. I. 314 Compressed
air exercises an intropulsive influence, a 1660 HAMMOND
Wks. (1683) IV. 564 Were but the love of Christ to us,

ever suffered to come into our hearts, as Species to the eye

by "introreception. 1683 E. HOOKER Pre/. Pordage's Mystic
Div. 64 Hee..came to the reception, perception and cog-

nition, or rather introspection, intuition and introreception
of the prasmentioned. .by the pure Revelation of the. .Spirit

of God^ 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
*
Introntption (introniptio),

an entring or rushing in by violence. 1857 T. E- WEBB
Intellect. Locke iv. 73 Sensible Ideas, .restricted to the Sen-

sible Qualities of Matter and the 'Intro-Sensible Operations
of Mind. 1842 J. STEELING Ess., etc. (1848) I. 450 [The]
"introsentient part of man. 1663 POWER Exp. Philos.

n. 97 Then draw back the Squirt staff, and the Syringe
will appear a Vacuity (which will pain your finger by an
Introsuction of it in at the Orifice). 1670 Phil. Trans. V.

1083 He examines the Torricellian Experiment, not admit-

ting that to be an Instance of Vacuity, but esteeming, that

a great force of Introsuction (so he calls it) makes temporary
pores and pervious passages. 1843 Black, Mag. LIV. 653
The touch., brings the sight within., the sphere of vision.

But somewhat less directly . . the sight operates the sume
*introtraction (pardon the coinage) upon itself. 1861 LYTTON
Sir. Story II. 300 How the mesmerists would account for

this phenomenon of hygienic *introvision and clairvoyance.

1869 Contemp. Rev. XII. 623 An energetic mind cut off. .

from active communication with the material world, and so

driven to an introvision..the more intense as his outward
sense became dimmed.

Intro-active, -ceptive, -cession, -digitate,
etc. : see above in INTRO- pref.

Introduce (intnxlia's), v. Also 5-6 -duyse.

[ad. L. introducS-re to lead or bring in, bring for-

ward, institute, originate, f. intro within + dficereio

lead, bring. Cf. F. introduire (i3th c. in Littre).]

General Sense : To lead or bring in (a person or

thing) into a place, position, state, condition, or

relation to something, or into a circle or series

of persons or things; to cause, by any kind of
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direct action, (a person or thing) to enter or be in-

cluded or comprised within any sphere or circle ;

to insert, interpose, etc. Hence, to bring (a person)
into the circle of the knowledge, acquaintance, or

recognition of another or others.

I. trans. To lead or bring into a place, or into the

inside or midst of something ; to bring in, conduct

inwards. (In quots. 1698 with double obj.)

1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 216 He used such

meanes that he introduced himselfe into this Castle. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 151 We were introduced the

Vice-Roys Presence. Ibid. 398 Alighting they
are intro-

duced the Guest-Chamber. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 231

This shrub has been but lately introduced to, or cultivated

in Jamaica. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales 1.25 Byron

gave orders to Tita to introduce the monkey and bulldog.

1873 TRISTRAM Moab \. 4 The Adwan . . whose inability to

introduce any one into the Highlands of Moab I had ex-

perienced.
b. To put or place in from without, to insert.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 20 Sparry and

Flinty Matter being then soft, or in. .solution, .when it was

thus introduced into these shelly-Moulds. 1807 T. THOMSON
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 379 He . . reduced it to powder, and intro-

duced it while yet warm into a retort. 1869 TYNDALL Notes

Led. Light 44 If two or more metals be introduced into the

flame at the same time.

c. To usher or bring (a person) into a society

or body ; also, f into a state or condition (obs.).

L.
standing oTsaynt PoulV 17*6 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xvi, This

was considered by us all as an indication of his desire to be

introduced into the family. 1844 MACAU LAY Ess., Earl of
Chatham (1887) 824 On the same day . . Bute was not only

sworn of the Privy Council, but introduced into the Cabinet.

2. To bring (a thing) into some sphere of action

or thought ; to bring in in the course of some action

or in a literary or artistic composition ;
to add or

insert as a feature or element. Sometimes with

the notion of bringing in for the first time or as a

new feature.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 82 The Poets in

their tragedies, introduce persons comming out from under

th' earth and call that place Hell. 1647-8 COTTERELL
Davila's Hist. Fr. (1678) 31 Abuses that were introduced

into the Government. 1661 BRAMHALL "Just Vind. ii. n
They introduced unlawful rites into the Liturgies of the

Church. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 268 In the

action of those heroick parts it is impossible the Comoedian

should introduce that baseness of Gesture. 1783 BLAIR

Rhet. II. xxx. 130 If that thought .. does not anticipate

any thing that is afterwards to be introduced in a more

proper place. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 583 Amend-
ments were introduced which greatly mitigated the severity

of the bill. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 288 The gentle-

man on the mention of the word . . would instantly introduce

the quotation.
3. To bring into use or practice; to bring into

vogue or fashion ; to institute (a law, custom, etc.).

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. i. (1897)
V. iSWitoldus Prince

of Lituania, introduced an order with that nation, .that the

party condemned to die, should with his owne handes make
himselfe away. 1615 G. SANDYS Trait. 171 Upon the

Twelfth day, they rebaptize yearely ;. .a custome introduced

not past a hundred yeares since. 1775 JOHNSON Joitrn.

West, /si., Ostig 243 The principle upon which extemporary

prayer was originally introduced, is no longer admitted.

1805 Edin. Rev. VI. 82 note, Hudson, .introduced, .these

anglicised botanic names. 1868 LOCKYER Elem. Astron. v.

(1879) 205 The Julian calendar was introduced in the year

44B.C. 1874 PARKER Goth. Archil, i. iii. 32 The Norman

style was introduced into England in the time of Edward
the Confessor.

f4. To bring on, bring about, give rise to, oc-

casion, induce. Obs,

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I!, xx. n Introducing such an

health of mind, as was that health ofbody of which Aristotle

speaketh of Herodicus. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T.

II. 102 Grace of Regeneration, .introduceth gracious habits

of sweetnesse, peace and love. 1651 HOBBES Govt. 4- Soc.

iii. ii. 45 To hurt another without reason introduces a

warre. i6o LOCKE Educ. (J.), Whatsoever introduces

habits in children deserves the care and attention of their

governors.
5. To usher in (a time, action, matter, etc. ) ; to

bring forward with preliminary or preparatory
matter ; to start, open, begin.
1667 MILTON P. L. in. 368 With Preamble sweet Of

charming symphonic they introduce Thir sacred Song. 1708
Taller No. 116 F 3 To introduce the second argument,

they begged leave to read a petition of the rope-makers.

1717 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. xliv. 140 Torna-

does, or Squalls of Wind and Rain, introduced with much
Thunder and Lightning. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxv. This

discussion served to introduce the young soldier s ex-

periences. 1814 L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) 1. 291 When
adverbs are emphatical, they may introduce a sentence.

1 6. To bring (a person) into the knowledge of

something ; to initiate
;
to teach,, instruct. Obs.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 79 And over this that they be

lerned and introduced in the drede of God. c 1477 CAXTON

Jason 67 b, He introduced the archadyens for to hue

honestly, c 1500 Melnsine 37 Wei I wote that wel ye haue

hold alle that I introduysed, or taught you of.

7. To bring into personal acquaintance ;
to make

known to a person or to a circle, a. orig. To in-

troduce into or to the acquaintance of; hence, to

introduce to: to make known in person, esp. in

a formal manner, with announcement of name,

title, or other identification.

INTRODUCIBLE.

1659 EVELYN Mem. 26 Nov. (1857) 1. 352, I was introduced

some persons before I leave this. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.

iii, I begged the landlord would introduce me to a stranger

of so much charity as he described. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Jonrn. (1778) I. 70 (In the Street) He introduced him-

self to my acquaintance. 1786 SUSANNAH HASWELL Vic-

toria I. So Give me leave to introduce you_the amiable

Lady C ne. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 48 He
had been introduced to Charles and James . . as a man fit

and ready for the infamous service of assassinating the

Protector. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 159 Let me in-

troduce some countrymen of mine, I said. 1889 RUSKIN

Prxterita III. ii. 92 He prayed permission to introduce his

mother and sisters to us. 1900 Corresp. The English rule

is that the (conventionally) inferior is introduced to the

superior (not the superior to the inferior).

b. To conduct formally into a person s presence ;

to present formally, as at court, or in an assembly,

as the House of Lords or Commons, a society, etc.

1685 WOOD Life 25 Mar. (O. H. S.) III. 136 Cambridge

presented verses to the King. Their Chancellor (Albemarle)

would not introduce them. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thtvenot s

Trav. l. 69 When he gives Audience, it being their part

also to introduce others into the Princes presence. 1718

LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctess {Bristol} 12 Sept.,

The Chevalier . . with great civility, begged to introduce

us at court. 1817 Part. Deb. 3 July 1750 Lord Colchester

was introduced by Lords Redesdale and Dynevor, and took

the oaths and his seat. 1891 Law Times XC1I. 124/2

When a new representative Peer of Ireland has been elected,

he is not introduced, but simply takes and subscribes the

oath.

c. To bring out into society ; spec.,
in modern

use, to bring (a young lady)
' out '.

1708 STEELE Taller No. 127 r 7 He is always promising

.. to introduce every man he converses with into the world.

1814 JANE AUSTEN Mansf. Park i, Gire a girl an educa-

tion, and introduce her properly into the world, and ten to

one but she has the means of settling well. 1828 Light tf

Sha<ies II. 307-8 We have daughters to introduce. 1888

F. HUME Mad. Midas I. i, Curtis introduced her to society.

d. To bring to the knowledge of, or make ac-

quainted with, a thing, by actual contact, by experi-

ence, description, representation, etc. Const, to.

1741 E. ERSKINE Serm. Wks. 1871 III. i, I shall not con-

sume time in introducing myself to these words. 1834

MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 167, I name Shelley first ..

I will introduce you to them [Shelley and Byron] presently.

1849 JAMES Woodman iv, I must now introduce the reader

to a scene then very common in England.

8. t a. To present (an address or the like) for-

mally. Obs.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 338 At hand to introduce

all Addresses that concern his Office to represent.

b. To bring to the notice or cognisance ot a

person, etc. ; to bring a bill or measure before

parliament, etc.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. viii, To have an opportunity of

introducing to the company a ballad. 1817 Part. Delt. 911

It was his wish that the bills should proceed through the

House, tan passu. Only the two he had now introduced

were yet ready. 1879 Cassells Techn. Educ. IV. 70/2

Finely chopped turnips, meal, etc., which it soon begins

to relish if they are properly introduced to Us notice.

Hence Introduced///, a. ; Introdireing vt/l. st>.

ot the images 01 sainis auu uuu^y*a *M*W *- *a

W. S. GILBERT Foggerty"s Fairy (1892) 223 The introduced

scene with the guinea-pig and the hair-oil. 1884 D. MORRIS

Rep. in Moloney Forestry W. Afr. (1887) 8 Indigenous and

introduced trees.

I.ntroducee-. [f.
INTRODUCE + -EE.] One who

is introduced.

1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 413 The introducer and mtro-

ducee are thus placed on nearly the same footing.

tlntrodu-cement. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -MENT.]

The action of introducing ;
an introduction.

1536 Plumpton Corr. 232, I send you a godly New Testa-

lent Yf it wil please you to read the mtroducement, ye
i

*^
,i_- "_ i i : :, ,f.-,n WnTTci'ij in

LARENDON Hist. Ret-, vn. S 82 Most believed it rather a

islike of some Churchmen, and of some introducements ot

i Theirs. 1651 DAVENANT Coxrftfcr/ Pref., 1 he second [act]

I begins with an introducement of new persons. 1:1785 BEN-

! THAM Comm.-pl. Bk. Wks. 1843 X. 141 The introducement

of a mischief greater than the benefit.

Introducer (totwdiw-iai). [f.
as prec. + -EK'.J

1. One who introduces (in senses of the vb.).
, .

x
. *-. i TT.'.J /"-,.// t.

Ul III IS. *U4/ WaiH""*"*"**" '
. TJ- I

and Ladiesohhe best Quality, .made war upon the Bishops,

as introducers of Popery and Superstition. 1677 i-avt.

Venice 121 He has a kind of Introducer of Embassadors,

call'd, il Cavalier del Doge. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. LI.

5 June, Mr. Barton .. undertook to be our introducer. 183*

LYTTON Eugene A. ii. iv, One of the first introducers of the

polished fashion of France. 1885 Manch. Weekly Times

6 June 5/5 The introducer of the Bill rose to reply.

2. An instrument for introducing ; spec, one tor

fixing an intubation tube in position.

1891*Ann. Univ. Med. Sc. VI. Sect. G. 5 W. H. L. Stave,

ley describes a modification of O'Dwyer's introducer.

Introducible (intr0di*<-sib'l),a.
Also -oeable.

[f. INTRODUCE + -IBLE.] Capable of being intro-

duced or brought in.

1673 O. WALKER Edvc. x. 120 Whether introducible
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amongst us .. it is not for me to determine. 1685 R. L'Es-
TRANCE Observator Def. 4 A violation of some more sove-

raigne good introduceable. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)

II. 649 They must be. .introducible
byother

channels. 1862

CARI.VLR Fretik. Gt. vl!l. v. (1872) III. 27 Proposals of im-

provement introducible at the said Carzig. 1890 Athenxum
10 May 61 i/i Picturesque costumes, variety of attitude,

action, and character . . were introduceable at the artist's

pleasure.

t Introdu'Ct, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. in-

trSduct-us, pa. pple. of introducere to INTRODUCE.]
Introduced, brought in. (Construed as pa. pple.)
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 123 Men of Assyria were

introducte whiche admitte oonly the lawe of Moyses. 1496
Diva ft Paup. (W. de W.) ii. 22/2 Seculer or cyuyle lord-

shyppe Introducte by occasyon of synne.

t Introduce, sl>. Obs. rare-", [f. L. type *in-

troductus, (. ppl. stem intrSduct- : see next.] In-

troduction.

1570 LEVINS Maitip. 182/24 Introduct, introductio.

t Introdvrct, v. Obs. Also 5-6 -duyte. [f. L.

introduct-, ppl. stem of introduclrc to INTRODUCE.
The form introduyte was f. F. introduit, -ite, pa.
pple. of introduire cf. conduct, conduyte, -duite^\
1. trans. To teach, instruct.

1481 BOTONER Tulle on Old Age (Caxton) 30 (R. Suppl.),
They that be introducted and enfourmed in sciences and
venue. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. x. 25 In all the for-

said vsages the nobles auncyent introducted and taught
theyr children, c 1500 Melusiiie 190, I wyl teche & intro-

duyte you for your wele & honour.
2. To introduce ; to bring in.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 182/23 Introduct, introducers. 1594
O. B. Quest. Prof. Concern. i8a, To introduce and make
me afterwards to stand in his good opinion. 1604 T. WRIGHT
Passions v. | 2. 159 To introduct musicke among them.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 83 The manner of their lamentings
. . may appeare by this ironical! personating of a father

following the exequies of his sonne, introducted by Lucian.
a 1670 HACKET Abf. Williams I. (1693) 29 The Chaplains
full_and absolute Parts did introduct him to this Love and
Liking.

Introduction (introdo-kjan). Forms: 4-6
introduction, 4-5 -ocioun, 5 -xion, (6 -ctyon),
6- introduction, [a. F. introduction (i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. introduction-cm, n. of action
from introducere to INTRODUCE : cf. also OF. intro-
duction teaching, instruction (i5th c. in Godef.).]
1. The action of introducing ; a leading or bring-

ing in ; a bringing into use or practice, bringing in
in speech or writing, insertion, etc.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxiv. 128 The Introduction of
Propriety is an effect of Common-wealth. 1710 STEELE
Taller No. 127 f 3 If we consult the Collegiates of Moor-
fields, we shall find most of them are beholden to their
Pride for their Introduction into that magnificent Palace.
1829 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 104 The Lec-
ture Room, .must be so placed, as to admit the introduction
of the Sun's light for two or three hours in the middle of
the day. 1871 R. F. WRVMOUTH Kuph. 3 The mere intro-
duction of new words was not an object of Lilie's ambition.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 228 There is no reason for
the introduction of such a digression. 1879 LUBBOCK Sci.
Ltd. v. 155 The period immediately before the introduction
of metal.

b. Something introduced; a practice or thing
newly brought in, etc.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xliii. (1897) II. 173 Others like
new-fangled and vicious introductions [autlres pareilles
introductions}. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices 1. xxiv. 615
Ihis fish was a late introduction.

tc. An inference. Obs. rare.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 107 Many other introductions

flow from his shallow base-branded apprehension which I

purposely omit.

1 2. The action or process of leading to or pre-
paring the way for something ; that which leads
on to some result

; a preliminary or initiatory step
or stage. Obs.

^1386 CHAUCER Can Yeom. Pro!. * T. 833 Thus makethhe his imroduccion To l.rynge folk to [hlr] destruccion.

- - -r- -j
4

.. -. tuiu jmi.it> . . ucLwene princes are
the cause efficient and especiall introduction that theirMimes and countries are fortified . . with a double power.1660 K. COKT I'tnuer tf Sutj. 133 Obedience is . . the firstand only introduction to all virtues Theological and Moral
T O. Initiation in the knowledge of a subject ; in-

struction in rudiments, elementary teaching. Obs
c 1430 Art Nombryng (E. E. T. S.) i Algorisme . is had
E en or in, and gogos that is introduccioun, and Rithmus

nombre, that is to say Interduccioun of nombre. c 1477-AXTON 7:,,o,, ,24 b, Peleas had a wil for to be Reduyte
intoyongage asthe kmg your fadre is by myn Introduc-

jnces made easy, by the Description and
A ..;.- ~ltial and Terrestrial Globes.

I hat which leads to the knowledge or under-
iding of

something, fa. In early use, That
initiates m a subject, a first lesson

;
in //.,

rudiments, elements (ots.\

Rhet.d&nan i

this

shall be for

440

(1634) 257 They which are not yet instructed in the first

introductions. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. n. n
He that understands not thus much, hath not his introduc-

tions or first lesson. 1671 MILTON /'. R. III. 247 The mon-
archies of the earth, their pomp and state, Sufficient intro-

duction to inform Thee, of thyself so apt, in regal arts.

b. A preliminary explanation prefixed to or in-

cluded in a book or other writing ; the part of a
book which leads up to the subject treated, or ex-

plains the author's design or purpose. Also, the

corresponding part of a speech, lecture, etc.

1529 MORE Suppl. Sonlys Wks 291/2 He so deuyseth his

introduction, as all hys purpose snoulde haue a gret face
of charitie, by that he speaketh all in the name of the pore
beggars. 1531 in Pol. Ret. * L. Poems 35 The Newe tes-

tament in englissh, with a Introduction to the Epistle to
the Romaynes. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse i

An Isagoge, or Introduction unto the hole worke. 1617
MORYSON /fin. m. 181 Of the. .Bohemians Commonwealth,
under which title I containe an Historical! introduction ;

the Princes pedegrees [etc.]. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones
Contents i. i, The Introduction to the Work, or Bill of Fare
to the Feast. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. i. 224 A few remarks
on the nature of sound will form a fit introduction. 1861
Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 587 Mr. Wright's Introduction is what an
Introduction of this sort should be . . a commentary on the
pieces edited, and nothing more.

c. A text-book or treatise intended as a manual
for beginners, or explaining the elementary prin-
ciples of a subject.
1540 (title) An Introduction to Wysedome, made by Lu-

douicus Viues, and translated into Englyshe by Rycharde
Morysine. 1546 ititle) An Introduction for to lerne to
reckon with the Pen, or with the Counters [etc.]. 1603
HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 58 When their books, and
pettie introductions are laid out of their hands . . a man
shall find them as raw as other. 1769 PRIESTLEY (title)
An Introduction to the Study of Electricity. 1849 PARKER
(title) Architectural Manual : An Introduction to the Study
of Gothic Architecture. 1894 A. J. BALFOUR Found. Belief
Prelim, i ^Sometimes, by an Introduction to a subject is

meant a briefsurvey of its leading principles.
d. A course of study preliminary and prepara-

tory to some special study; matter -introductory
to the special study of some subject, e.g. of a book
or document of the Bible ; isagoge.
1874 J. FERGUSSON Hist. Archil, (ed. 2) 1. 1. iv. i. 283 The

study of Etruscan art is a necessary introduction to that of
Roman. 1883 BRIGGS Bibl. Study iv. 76 The dogmatical
method of Biblical Introduction is contrary to the genius of
biblical study. 1899 Expositor Jan. i To sift preliminary
questions such as are dealt with in

'

Introductions
'

is out-
side my present purpose.
5. The action of introducing or making known

personally; esp. the formal presentation of one

person to another, or of persons to each other,
with communication of names, titles, etc.

1711 PopEZfi. to H. Croimuell 21 Dec., I would willingly
return Mr. Gay my Thanks for the Favour of his Poem . .

I . . shou'd have been very glad to have contributed to it's

Introduction into the World. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic, IV. v, He
seemed to want no introduction, but was going to salute
my daughters as one certain of a kind reception. 1814
JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Park II. ii, Maria saw with delight
and agitation the introduction of the man she loved to her
father. 1873 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. II. Pref. 6 To you. .

I owe my introduction to a large circle of friends. 1876
MRS. WHITNEY Sights $ Ins., My first introduction to her,
I do not mean the naming of our names by a third person.

b. Letter ofintrodiution, or ellipt. introduction :

a letter given by one person to another, introducing
him to the acquaintance of a third person.
1816 'Quiz' Grand Master i. 24 The youth .. Receives..
A letter, too, of introduction. 1827 LYTTON Pelhtim x,
I lost no time in presenting my letters of introduction.

1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Coat. Countries I. 529, I had an
introduction to M. Charles Vernet, but of course refrained
from delivering it.

c. The process of becoming acquainted, or that
makes one acquainted, with a thing.
1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland 344 My first intro-

duction to one of these horrid holes was nearly making an
end of me altogether.
6. Mus. A preparatory passage or movement at

the beginning of a piece of music.
1880 C. H. H. PARRY in Grave's Diet. Mus. II. 13/2 In

great orchestral works, such as symphonies, Haydn usually
commences with a set and formal Introduction in a slow
tempo.
7. atlrib., as introduction piece, stage, writer.
1887 Pall MallG. 17 June 3/1 Its manner is perhaps a

trine too florid to be of good example to the other introduc-
tion writers of the series. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 14 Feb. 1/2
In the introduction stage still greater difficulties arise. The
member . . may possibly name a date for second reading
which is probably fatal to the progress of the measure.

Introdnctive (introdo-ktiv), a. [ad. L. type
*introductiv-us, f. ppl. stem of introduce're to IN-
TRODUCE (see -IVE) : perh. after F. introductif, -ive

(1520 in Hatz.-Darm.).] = INTRODUCTORY.
1. Serving to introduce or bring in

; causing or

promoting the introduction of something.
. '*59 J ARROWSMITH Chain Princ. 321 Paul, .shews how
introductive it is ofall the rest. 1662 PETTY Taxes 1 1769) 15,
I pitch upon all these particulars . . as introductive of new
trades into England. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cmnm. I. i. 126
Laws, when prudently framed, are by no means subversive
but rather introductive of liberty. 1861 W. S. PERRY Hist.
Ch. Eng. I. vi. 257 They [tithes] were only declarative of a
dmne, and not merely introductive of a human right.
2. Leading on to something that follows.
1638 PENKF.THMAN Artach. I, The course of penning in-

INTROIT.

troductive Preambles. 1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fiennes's
Trial 28 The three first Articles, being but introductive to
the impeachment. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous (1825) 189
1"his is a counsel leading and introductive to the rest. 1843
J. CLASON Serin, x. 172 The judgment seat to which he
Knows death to be introductive.

Hence Introdirctively <z</z>.,in a manner serving
to introduce. 1856 in WEBSTER.

IntrodtTCtor. arch. [a. late L. introductor,

agent-n. from inlroduclre to INTRODUCE : cf. 1' .

introducteur (i6th c. in Godef. C0>//.).] One
who or that which introduces ; an introducer.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 221. I should not
be his worst introductor. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Philvs, i.

(1701) 3/1 Institutor of the Magi, and Introductor of the
Chaldaick Sciences amongst the Persians. 1751 Phil.
Trans. XLVII. 300, Fig. 2. The same canula improved.,
which I name introductor. 1852 HAWTHORNE Tanglevjood
Tales, Wayside (1870) 10 Not . . that there was any real

necessity for my services as introductor.

b. One whose office it is to introduce persons
at court; esp. introductor of ambassadors (F. in-

troducteur des ambassadeurs) : see quot. 1706.
1651 EVELYN Diary 15 Sept., We were accompanied both

going and returning bjj y Introductor of Ambassadors
and Ayd of Ceremonies. 1662 J. DAVIES Olearius'

Voy. Amoass. v. 271 Jesaul Senhobet, who is as it were
the Introductor, or Master of the Ceremonies. 1706
PHILLIPS s.v., An Introduclor ofAmbassadors,, .a Master
of Ceremonies, that brings them to Audience in a Prince's
Court. 1774 H. SWINBURNE in Crts. Europe Close last
Cent. (1841) I. 9 About eleven, the introductors gave notice
of the king's levee being ready, and so .. we trudged up
stairs. 1788 GIBBON Decl. $ F. liii. (1846) V. 246 The in-

troductor and interpreter of foreign ambassadors were the

great Chiaous and the Dragoman. 1834 BECK KORD Italy 1 1.

344 You must come with me immediately to the Infanta
and Don Gabriel. . I am to be your introductor.

Introductorily (introdc-ktsrili ) ,
adv. [f. IN-

TRODUCTORY + -LY *.] In an introductory manner ;

by way of introduction.

1846 in WORCESTER citing BAXTER. 1880 G. MEREDITH
Tragic Com. (1881) 13 As far as she can be portrayed intrc-

ductorily, she is not without exemplars in the sex.

Introdvrctoriness. rare", [f. next + -NESS.]
The quality of being introductory.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Introductoriness, introducing.

Introductory (intradfktari), a. and sb. [ad.
late L. introductorius (intrdductorii libri Cas-

siod.), f. ppl. stem of introducere to INTRODUCE :

see -ORY, and cf. F. introductoire (Godef.).]
A. adj. f 1. Serving to introduce or bring in ;

introductive of. Obs.

1605 COKE Rep. v. i. 8 a. The said Act. .was not a Statute
introductorie of a new law, but declaratorie of the old.

1717 L. HOWEL Desiderius (ed. 3) 108 They are not only
good in themselves, but are introductory of all other virtues.

1800 ADDISON Amer. Law .Rep. 48 Such testimony is

dangerous and introductory of fraud.

2. Introducing to something that follows
;
lead-

ing up to or on to something ; preliminary.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. a, Merchants Accounts

epitomised ; . . here being both the Introductory part and
Practical!, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, General xi. (1662) 34
I place Schools before CoIIedges, because they are introduc-

tory thereunto. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones XVIL i. heading,
Containing a portion of introductory Writing. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 115 In the introductory scene Plato raises

the expectation.
3. Serving to introduce personally.
1787 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. $ Corr. (1888) I. 203 Dr.

Willard .. favored me with a number of introductory letters

to gentlemen at the southward. 1812 SHKLLF.Y Lett. Pr,
Wks. 1880111.343,1 considered the motives which actuated
me in writing the inclosed sufficiently introductory to

authorize me in sending you some copies.
B. sb. fl. An introductory treatise or text-book.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. Prol., The .5. partie shal ben an
introductorie aftur the statutz of owre doctours, in which
thow maist lerne a gret part of the general rewles of theorik
in Astrologie. c 1532 Du WES in Palsgr. 890 (title) An In-

troductorie for to lerne . . to speke French Trewly. 1552
HULOET, Introductory, isagogicon.

2. A step leading on to something further; a

preliminary step.
1646 E. F[ISHER] Mod. Divinity 137 Sometimes the name

of repentance is given to those preparatory beginnings and
introductories thereof. .'882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. II. 1164 A propitious introductory to a union
between the Protestant churches in Germany and England.
IntrodnctreSS (intrudr-ktres). [f. INTRO-

DfcroR + -ESS.] A female introducer.

1657 EARL MONMOUTH tr. Partita's Pol. Disc. 176 Ex-
perience being the best introductress. a 1747 HOLUSWORTH
Rem. Yirgil (1768) 266 The Sibyl herself was a God-
dess

; and as such required an introductress to her. 1835
Blackw. Mag. XXXVII. 201 We were indebted to our

youthful introductress for hurrying us through the first forms
of a meeting.

Introflexion, -gression : see INTRO- pref.
Introit (intrflu-it), sb. [a. F. introit, in I4th c.

(in sense 2) introite (Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. introitus

entering, entrance, f. introlre to go within, enter.]

T"l. The action, or an act, of going in ; entrance.

1481 BOTONER Tulle on Old Age (Caxton) D vij (R.

Suppl.), By the introites and entree
(

s of the sonne in to the
vii signes of the yere. 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xvii,

Heraclitus. .was nothing astonished at his Introit into such
a course and paultry Habitation. 1716 M. DAVIES A then.

Brit. II. 171 From the Transit and Introit of the Saxons
hither, to the Year 1153.
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fb. fig. Introduction. Ol>s.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. \. (1877) 154 A preparatiue to
wantonnes, a prouocatiuc to vncleanes, and an introite to
al kind of leuedenes.

2. Eccl. An antiphon or psalm sung while the

priest approaches the altar to celebrate mass or

Holy Communion. Also, the first two or three
words of the office appropriated to a particular
day and formerly sometimes used to describe or
denote it. See quot. 1833.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 133 b/2 Two yong angellis began

the Introyte of the masse. Ibid. 412/1 Saynt gregory
ordeyned thyntroyte of the masse to be songen. c 1532 DuWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1069 The raymentes belongyng
to the servyce of the masse, unto the introite of the same.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion Rubric, Then
shall the Clerkes syng in Englishe for the office, or Introite,
(as they call it) a Psalme appointed for that daie. 1754HUME Hist. Eng. I. 401 He had previously ordered the
introit to the communion service should begin with these
words, Princes sat and spake against me. 1833 SIR H
NICOLAS Chnm. Hist. Pref. 17 Ecclesiastics in the middle
ages, .describe a day by the

'

introit
',
or commencement of

the service appointed by the church to be performed there-
on. Ibid, 1 1 1/2 Circumdederunt, the introit and name of
Septuagesima Sunday. 1867 C. WALKER Ritual Reason
why 147 The Introit is one or more verses sung at the
entrance of the clergy into the sanctuary.
t Introit,///. a. Obs. rare, [ad. L. introiliis,

pa. pple. of introlre : see prec.] Entered. (Const,
as pa. pple.)

Intro'itive, a. rare. = next.
See UNINTROITIVF..

t Introltory, a. Ol<s. [ad. late or med.L.
introitori-us (Gloss. Philox.) of or belonging to

entrance, f. inlroit-us INTBOIT.] Pertaining to an
entrance or beginning ; introductory.
i6s URQUHART femel Wks. (1834) 180 In this introitery

discourse.

Introjection : see INTRO- pref.
t Introme'ddle, v. Obs. rare. [For inter.

meddle, with confusion of prefix.] To interfere,
intermeddle. So f Intromeddle sb., interference.
1514 WOLSEY in St. Pafers Hen. VIII, IV. 89 That

therle of Angwishe do not entre Scotland, ne intromedle

therwith.^ Ibid., The Quene in no wise wolde that thErle
of Angwishe shulde have any intromedle herin, or entre
into Scotland.

b'l),*?. rare.
[f. L.

intramiss-, ppl. stem of intr5mitt-Sre to INTROMIT
+ -IBLE.] Capable of being intromitted

; admis-
sible. Hence Intromissibi-lity, capability of

being intromitted.
1808 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 268 A modifica-

tion which takes effect at the outside of the prism at very
oblique angles of incidence, and may be called a different

intromissibility. Ibid. 269 By the laws of the different re-

frangibility of light, the red rays are intromissible at a.

Intromission (intromi-Jan). [n. of action
from L. intromittere to INTROMIT : perh. immed.
a. F. intromission (Pare, i6th c.).] The action of

intromitting.
1. The action of sending, letting, or putting in

;

insertion, introduction
; admission, admittance.

1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 152 The Nouatians . . denie
to those that relapse . . any hope of . . intromission into the
church. i6i3jACKSoNCVv/ii.xvi. 4 They draw a curtaine
..least further intromission of such beames might interrupt
their pleasant sleepe. 1634 PEACHAM Genii. Exerc. I. xviii. 59
If sight be caused by intromission, or receiving in, the forme
of that which is scene, contrary species or formes should be
received confusedly together. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 519A Moderate Intromission of Blood had well succeeded.
1717 SWIFT Gulliver iv.

yi,
For nature . . intended the . .

orifice only for the intromission of solids and liquids. 1834
M'MURTRIE Cnvier's Anim. Kingd. 415 A tube, .is open at
both ends for the intromission of water. 1836-9 TODD Cycl.
Anat. II. 411/2 The reciprocal introduction of the organs
of intromission into the vulvz. 1883 SCHAFF Encycl. Rel.
Knowl. 2271 What he [Swedenborg] claims to have seen
and heard during his intromission into the spiritual world.

2. Intermeddling, interference : esp. in or from
Sc. Law, the action of intermeddling with the
effects of another, the assuming of the possession
and management of the property of another, either
with or without legal authority; in the latter
case called vicious intromission. Also, generally,
the transactions of an agent or subordinate with the

money of his employer or principal.
1567 Renunciation Mary Q. Scots (Holinshed), And be thir

pur letteris freelie, of our awin motiue will renuncis . . all

had
were

TISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. n.
(1677)^33 The Modes wo

been trusted .. with the intromission of the rents, '.

charged to uplift the same. 1682 BURNET Rights Princes
yi.

200 Willing to discharge the Guardian for his Intromis-
sion. 1773 ERSKINE fnst. Law Scot. in. ix. 49. 626 Vitious
intromission, .consists in apprehending the possession of, or
using any moveable goods belonging to the deceased unwar-
rantably, or without the order of law. 1808 W. TENNANT
Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) III. 75 His duties extend to. .customs
and excise. .as well as to the collection of the land rents.
For all these intromissions, he was strictly accountable to
government. 1833 Act 3 .y 4 Will. IV, c. 46 59 Such

|
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collector and treasurer, .shall.. grant bond, .for their intro-

missions, and for the just and faithful execution of their
office. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 268 Keeping wisely aloof
from all ill-timed intromission in the interior affairs.

b. quasi-flwrr. (Sc. Law.) pi. Proceeds of such
transactions. (Cf. earnings.)
1792 Spalding's Trout. CJias. I, II. 146 The monies.,

which the collector and his depute shall be bound to pay
to them out of the first of his intromissions [original in-

tromissioun) thereof. 1807-8 R. BELL Diet. Law Scot. s. v.,
Should the intromitter be obliged to impute his intromis-
sions to the preferable title, .then all his intromissions must
go to extinguish the preferable debts.

Intromissive (-mi-siv), a.
[f. L. inlromiss-,

ppl. stem of intromittire (see next) + -IVE.] Having
the quality or effect of intromitting or letting in

(e.g. rays of light) ; connected with intromission.
1808 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 279 As in fig. 8

and 9, the
intromissiye separation was produced by the

horizontal side, so it is, in these figures, effected by the
vertical one.

Intromit (intrcmi't), v. Forms : a. 5 intro-

mete, 5-7 Se, intromet, 6 Sc. intromeit, in-

trommet, 6-7 Sc. intromett ; 0. 5-6 intromitte,
6 -myt, 6- intromit. [ad. L. intromitt-ere to

send in, let in or into, introduce, f. intro + mittei-e

to send. In part a refashioning after L. of the
earlier ENTERMETE (tntrenut, entromyt) q.v.]
1. trans. To cause or allow to enter ; to put in,

introduce, interpose, insert ; to send or let in, ad-

mit. Now rare.

1581-8 Hist. Jas. VI (1804) 27 Shoe was perswadit be
these that were hir keeperis, and vthers intromettit for that

purpois. 1612 R. CARPENTER Sanies Sent. 7^ Shall wee
presumptuouslie intromit our ouer-weening curiosity? 1615
CROOK E Body of Man 945 The fourth hole. . intromitteth
the lugular veine. 1647 H. MORE Poems, Cupid s Con/I.

1895 B. F. BARRETT Quest. Answ. 119 This is the way .. in
which he [Swedenborg] was himself intromitted into the

spiritual world.

1 2. refl. To interfere {with or in something).
1402 Plumpton Corr. 201, I desire and pray you noe

further to intromete you with the sayd land and right of his
church. 1531 CRANMER \Vks. (Parker Soc.) II. 229 Where-
fore he had never pleasure to intromit himself in this cause.

1535 COVEKDALE Isa. xxx. io They darre saye to the

prophetes : Intromitte youre selues with nothinge. 1657
TWYSDEN I'ind.Clt. (1847) too [He] did then intromit himself
and his agents in the raising of it and so did convert some
good proportion to his own use.

3. intr. for refl. To interfere, intermeddle, have
to do with. (Now only Sc.~)

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 153 The lawe of feldes..
that be senate scholde not intromitte of the feldes of eny
man dyenge whom he hade afore in his lyfe. 1492 Plump-
ion Corr. 264 Willinge and desyreinge j-ou, therefore, that

..yee will in noe wise further intromete or deale with the
said land. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 20 3 No sheryffe. .

shall in any wyse intromyt or medel in, with, or vpon any
of y premisses. 1560 in C'alderwood Hist, Kirk (1843)
II. 3 Nor yitt sail intromett .. anie maner of way with the

querrells and discords of the lords. 1572 Act 14 Eliz. c. 5
38 The^ Justices, .within any County . . shall not intromit

or enter into any City. .where be any Justice. .for any such
City. 1623 W. SCLATER Tytlies 197 He would, .intromit in
a quaestion proper to a higher profession. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. x, A whiggish mob . . plundered his dwelling-house
of four silver spoons, intromitting also with his mart
and his meal-ark. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 197
Saint Felix who intromitted so improperly with the loves of
his niece and Monsieur Pappolen. a 1847 CHALMERS Postli.
Wks. I. 61 It is patent from these verses that God intro-
mitted with Jacob on the matter of his leaving Laban.

b. Sc. Law. To have (pecuniary) dealings, to

deal with esp. to deal with property or effects ;

either legally as administrator, agent, etc., or

viciously without legal right.
1522 in Balfour Practicks (1754) 51 The Provest . . and com-

munitie of Edinburgh, hes gude richt, title and power to

buy, sell, or utherwayis to intromet with schipis of weirfair
. . within the read, havin or port of Leyth. 1569 in Row
Hist. Kirk (1842) 40 That the poore labourers may intromett
with their awin teindis upon a reasonable composition.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 25 The wife, .may not take vp [the
dowrie], nor intromet with the frutes thereof, induring her
husbands lifetime, bpt her husband sail intromit therewith,
for sustentation of his wife and familie. 1664 J. CARSTARES
in R. H. Story W. Carstares (1874) 373, I leave my loving
and faithfull spouse, .my sole executrix, to intromett with
my goods and gear. 1772 JOHNSON in Boswell Argt. case
vicious Intromission, He who never intromits at all will
never intromit

viciously.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains n. 163

If an heir who has the right of abstaining have once
intromitted with hereditary effects, . . he has not the power
of afterwards relinquishing the inheritance.

Hence Intromi'tted ///. a. ; -mi'tting vbl. sb.

1450-70 Golagros ft Gaiu. 1171 And alse the meryest on
mold has intrometting. 1706 J. SERGEANT Ace. Chapter
(1853) IO9 The new intromitted jurisdiction took place and
governed. 1831 BREWSTER Nrmton (1855) I. viii. 189 Certain

rays of the intromitted pencil are absorbed or lost. 1853
HERSCHEL Pop. Lect. Sc. vi. 23 (1873) 239 This intro-
mitted portion is single.

Intromittent (intromi-tent), a. [ad. L. in-

tromittent-em, pr. pple. of intromittere : see prec.]
That intromits or introduces ; having the function
of intromission.

Chiefly in Zool. and Physiol., intromittent apparatus,
organ, the male copulatory organ.

INTROSPECTION.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 411/2 In the Earthworm.,
the intromittent apparatus is deficient. 1870 ROLLESTON
Anim. Life Introd. 47 All male Mammalia have an intro-
mittent organ. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 157 The males of
most.. are provided with copulatory or intromittent organs.
Intromitter (intromi'taj). Forms : 6 intro-

mettar, 6-7 -mettor(e, 7 -meter, -mittor, 8-
intromitter. [f. INTROMIT + -ER 1

; cf. the earlier

entermeter, F. entremetteur.] One who intromits
;

spec, in Sc. Law, One who interferes or deals with
the property of another.
c 1575 Bal/our's Practices (1754) 27 That the takaris and

He..appoyntes Robert Ewart, his sone,and Helene Ewart,
his dochter, his onlie executores and intromettores with his
haile goodes and geir. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3228/2 Act
anent Vitious Intromettors. 1773 ERSKINE hist. Law Scot.
in. ix. 51. 627 An intromitter incurs no passive title, ifone
has been, previously to the intromission, confirmed executor
to the deceased. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Lam Scot. s. v. In-
tromission, A

_
confirmation as executor puts an end to the

vitious^ intromission, since it infers an intention on the part
of the intromitter to account for his intromissions.

Intromolecular, -imitative : see INTRO-.

t Introni-flcate, v. nonce-wd. Obs. [f. obs. F.

inlronificqit-er, Rabelais
(f. the stem part of late

L. inthron-i'.are, F. intron-iser + L. -Jicare : see

-FY) + -ATE 3.] trans. To enthrone.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais I. xix, The substantifick quality

of the elementary complexion, which is intronificated in the
terrestreity of their quidditative nature.

Intronise, -ize, etc., obs. var. of ENTHRONIZE,
etc. Intronizate, var. INTHRONIZATE v., Obs.

t Intronization, obs. var. ENTHRONIZATION.
1470-85 MAI.ORY Arthur v. xii, Thenne the senatours

maade redy for his Intronysacyon.
t Introo-p, variant of ENTROOP, Obs.
1611 FLORIO, Infrottare, to introupe, to insquadron.

Intropressipn, -pulsive, etc. : see INTRO-.

Zntrorsal (intrp-jsal), a. Bot. [f.
as next +

-AL.] =next.
1831 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Richard's Elew. Bot. 421 The

stamina, .are introrsal and nearly sessile.

Introrse (intr(fas), a. Bot. [ad. L. intrors-tis,
from introvcrsus ^turned) inwards (in ancient L.

only adv.).] Turned or directed inwards ; of an
anther which opens towards the centre of the flower.

1842 BRANDF. Diet. Sci. etc. 609/2 In most plants the
anthers are introise, being turned towards the style. 1870
HOOKER Stud. Flora 238 Apocyneic . . Anthers basifixed,
dehiscence introrse.

Hence lutro-rsely adv., in an inward direction.

Introruption, -sensible, -sentient : see

INTRO- pref.

Introspect (intr0spe-kt), v. [f. L. introspect-,

ppl. stem oiintrospicerelo look into, or f. l^.intro-

specfare, freq. of this.]
1. trans. To look into, esp. with the mind ; to

examine narrowly or thoroughly. Now rare.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Mystic. Div. 66 There
to view, introspect and comprehend, as wel as apprehend,
the Wonders of Jehovah ^Elohim. 1723 Trickology 15 The
Drum . . look into it, there is nothing ; so beware they do
not introspect you. 1885 L. OLIPHANT Sympneumata xi.

167 The records of the intellect introspecting human nature
cannot evince a perfect understanding.
2. intr. or absol. To look within

; to examine
one's own thoughts or feelings.
1884 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXV. 257 We can not cogitate

without examining consciousness, and when we do this we
introspect. 1896 Daily News 18 Feb. 6/1 No man went
further in introspection than all the world's chartered liber-

tine, Mr. Pepys. But Mr. Pepys
'

introspected
'

with a
single mind ! He never, we think, defends his conduct.

Hence Introspected, Introspe'oting///. adjs,
1881 J. SULLY Illusions 18 Introspected facts being known

only in relation to perceived facts. 1882 HALL CAINE Recoil.

D. G. Kossetti 212 [Rossetti had] large grey eyes with a

steady introspecting look.

Introspection (introspe-kjsn). [n. of action

from L. introspite're (see prec.) ; cf. inspection.]
1. The action of looking into, or under the surface

of, things, esp. with the mind
;
close inspection or

examination ^"something. ? Obs. exc. in reference

to one's own thoughts or feelings : see 2.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. ii. 55 The actings of the

Mind or Imagination it self, by way of reflection or intro-

spection of themselves. 1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage's
Mystic. Div. 64 Hee, as a Philosopher, .came to the recep-

tion, perception and cognition, or rather introspection, in-

tuition and introreception of the praementioned. 1794 G.
ADAMS Nat. 4- Exp. Pkilos. III. xxxv. 456 The heavenly
bodies.. are too remote for his [man's] introspection. 1870

J. H. NEWMAN Grain. Assent n. vii. 209 Introspection of
our intellectual operations is not the best of means for pre-

serving us from intellectual hesitations.

2. spec, (with no object expressed) : The action

of looking within, or into one's own mind ; ex-

amination or observation of one's own thoughts,

feelings, or mental state.

[1695 DRYDEN Parall. Poetry f, Paint. (R.), So that I

[Guido Reni] was forced to make an introspection into mine
own mind.] 1807 KNOX & JEBB Corr. I. 324 The intro-

spection, the
spirituality, and, if we may so speak, the

heavenward views which one meets with in ever}' page.
1850 GLADSTONE Homer II. 17 In Homer's time, .the human
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INTROSPECTIONIST.

self-consciousness was scarcely awakened, introspection
had

not begun its urk. 1863 COWUKN CI.AHKK Sfott. ( /;,.'.

x , 4
, ,|y hopeless passion has taught her reflci--

n m, :in<l humilityof spirit.

Introspe ctionist. [f. prcc. + -IST.] a. One
who practises introspection or self-examination.

b. One who adopts the method of introspection

in psychological inquiry.

the end does not fail to fall back dogmatically upon the

direct intuition of freedom. 1899 !'..\-fositor Oct. 316 Spur-

geon is not so much of a practical analyst as a self-intro-

spectionist.

Introspective jntrospe-ktiv), a. [f. L. in-

trospect-, ppl. stem of introspictre to INTROSPECT

+ -IVE : cf. inspectivt, respective, etc.] Having the

quality of looking within; examining into one's

own thoughts, feelings, or mental condition, or

expressing such examination; of, pertaining to,

characterized by, or given to introspection.
1820 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 171 Whom I . . well re-

member as a mild, melancholy, introspective man. 1887
SAINTSHURY Hist. Elizat. Lit, i. 10 With Wyatt and Surrey
English poetry became at a bound the most personal and
..the most 'introspective' in Europe. 1891 E. PEACOCK
N. Brendon I. 118 She was very young, and not in the

least introspective.

Hence Introspe'ctively adv. ; lutrospe'ctive-
ness

; Introspe'ctivism iionce-wd. [see -ISM];

Introspe'ctor, one who practises introspection.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. n. i. 164 Each

feeling . . which when introspectively contemplated appears
to be homogeneous. 1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIII. 960 A..

girl, whose self-condemning grief has something of the intro-

spectiveness wrongly imputed to all Mr. Browning's cha-

racters. 1884 SEELEY in Conlemp. Rev. Nov. 667 Is it,

then, true that Christianity is a system of morbid and

melancholy introspectiveness? 1893 MOKKIS^ UAX .S'<v/W/.vw

iii. 58 The individualistic introspectivism of the Christianity
of the decaying empire.
Introsuction : see INTRO- pref.

t Introsirme, v. Ols. [f.
INTRO- + L. sumlre

to take.] trans. To take in
;
to take (medicine)

internally; to absorb (nutriment).
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 109 Those antidota which

introsumed help many grievous affections. 1664 EVELYN
Sylva (1776^ 38 As their vessels enlarge and introsume more
copious nourishment, [trees] often starve their neighbours.
So t Introsn'mption, the action of ' introsum-

ing
'

; f Introsivmptive a., relating to or adapted
for

'

introsumption '.

1657 TOMLINSONRenoiis Disp. 599 Cordial Powders, .may
be. .mixed with introsumtive medicaments. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Introsuniption, the taking in of the Alimentary or nourish-

ing Particles, whereby living Bodies are encreas'd.

lutrosuscept (Introsrse-pt), v. [f. INTRO- +
L. susciplre to take np : cf. SUSCEPTIBLE.] trans.
= INTUSSUSCEPT. Hence Introsusce-pted ppl a.

1835^-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I.
184/2 A portion of the large

intestine. .must have become .. introsuscepted. 1858 COP-
LAND Diet. Med, I. 553 The introsuscepted portion.

Introsusception^ntrflsfee-pfsn). [f.
INTRO-

+ L. sitsception-em a taking, SUSCEPTION, f. susci-

ptfrc: in mod.L. inlrosiisceptio. Cf. intra-stiscep-
tion in INTRA- pref. 3 and the erron. INTEHSI'S-

CEPTION.] The action of taking up or receiving
within

; intussusception.
1. Phys. and Biol. = INTUSSUSCEPTION 2.
1816 KEITH Phys. Bat. II. 90 The intro-susception of non-

elastic fluids. 1827 STEUART Planter's G. (1828) 221 These
act as so many superadded mouths, to take up, by means of

introsusceplion, the food proper for the nourishment of the
plant.

2. Path. = INTUSSUSCEPTION 3.
1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) III. 253 This malady is

occasioned sometimes by an introsusception of a part of the
intestine into another part of it. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med.

_(ed. 4) I. 160 One portion of the affected intestine,
constringed and lessened in its diameter, has fallen into
another portion below it, and thus produced what is called
an

introsusception. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptcg. Bot. 123.
150 In many instances, the inner membrane of each cell Is

singularly depressed at either end by a sort of introsuscep-
tion, and sometimes it protrudes into the neighbouring cell.

3. = INTUSSUSCEPTION i, i b.
a

1834 COLERIDGE in fnaer's Mag. (1835) XII. 494 The
organising forces . . must subsist in some such bond or . .

introsusception . . as will warrant us in the conclusion that
l
,
he

>'?.
re al once one and many. 1841 J. H. NEWMAN Tracts

for Times No. oo. 50 He thus opposes the doctrine of intro-
susception, which the spiritual view of the Real Presence
naturally suggests. 185; DE QUINCEY Goldsmith Wks. VI.

a Law and arms . . through their essential functions . .

opened for themselves a permanent necessity of introsuscep-
lion into the organism of the state.

Introtraction : see INTRO- pref.
t Introve nient, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. L.
tntrovenu-tit-em, pr. pple. of introvenirt to come
in, f. INTRO- + venire to come.] Coming in.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE P,nd. Ef. iv. x. 201 The commixture

ol introvemenl nations either by commerce or conquest.
Introverse (introvS-is), a. rare. [ad. L. in-

trovers-us (turned) inwards (in L. only adv ) ]= INTROVERTED 2 b.

*?5S f
* faul II. 200 note. The figure of speech

t< tailed Chiasmus, or mtroverse parallelism.
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Introversible (introviMsiVl), a. [f. *intm-

Vtri-, ppl. stem of assumed L. *intrdvertPre +

-IDLE : cf. reversible.] Capable of being intro-

verted or drawn within, as the finger of a glove.

1883 E. RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 652/1

(Mof/nsca) An alternately introvcrsible and eversible tube

connected with an animal's body. 1885 ll'id. XIX. 432/1

(Pt'hzoa) Muscular fibre-cells, .areattached at three different

levels to the soft introversible portion of the body, and by
their retraction pull it in three folds or telescopic joints into

the capacious hinder part of the body.
Hence Introversibi lity.

1885 E. RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 439/2 The
telescopic introversibilily of the anterior region of the body
is greatly developed.

Introversion (introvaujsn). [ad. mod.L. in-

trmersidn-em, n. of action from *intrOvertere ; see

INTROVERT z>.]

1. The action of turning the thoughts inwards,
i.e. to one's own mind or soul, or to the contem-

plation of inward or spiritual things.
1654 GATAKER Disc. Afol. 68 Their . .Fastings, Prayings,

.. Introversions,. .Humiliations, Mortifications. 1678 R.
BARCLAY Afol. Quakers xi. 16. 380 They plentifully
assert this inward Introversion and Abstraction of the Mind
. . from all Images and Thoughts. 1788 WESLEY Wks.

(1872) VI. 451 The attending to the voice of Christ within

Ci
is what they [the Mystics] term Introversion. 1870

WELL Study IVind. 214 Hamlet, who so perfectly typifies
the introversion and complexity of modern thought as com-

pared with ancient.

2. The action of (physically) turning inwards,

esp. of withdrawing an outer part into the interior ;

the condition of being so turned inwards.

1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801! III. 297 This disease is

sometimes produced by the introversion of the edge of the
lower eyelid. 1883 E. RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 652/1 (Mcllnsca) The process of incomplete introver-

sion of that simple rostrum. Ibid., The process either of
introversion or of eversion of the tube may be arrested at

any point.

b. Of lines of verse : see INTROVERTED 2 b.

1896 R. G. MOULTON Lit. Study Bible \. 50 Such intro-

version is merely a matter of form.

Introversive (intruvausiv), a. [f. stem *in-

trovers- of *intrdverl!re (see next) + -IVE.] a.

Having the quality or effect of turning inwards.

b. Characterized by turning the mind or thought
inwards upon itself.

1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks iv. 86 The worms are caught
alive, being drawn into the mouth by the introversive action
of the tongue. 1884 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXV. 267/2 When
we come to mental derangements, introversive study is

obviously fruitless.

Introvert (introva-it), v. [f. L. type *intro-

vertlre (prob. in mod.L.), f. INTRO- + vertfre to

turn : cf. L. introverstts adv.] To turn inwards.

1. trans. To turn (the mind, thought, etc.) in-

wards upon itself; to direct (one's thinking or

effort) to that which is internal or spiritual.
i669WooDHEAD St. Teresa i. Pref. 28 The Soul being

straight, introverted . . into itself, and easily conforming to
God's will and time. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t., Prejudice
(1852) 85 The less we look abroad, the more our ideas are

introverted, and our habitual impressions . . grow together
into a kind of concrete substance. 1830 H. N. COLERIDGE
Grk. Poets (1834) 26 The mind of the old poets was rarely
introverted on itself.

2. To turn or bend inwards (physically) ;
in Zool.

to turn (a part or organ) inwards upon itself; to

withdraw a part within its own tube or base, as the

finger of a glove may be withdrawn.
1784 [see INTROVERTED 2]. 1883 E. RAY LANKESTER in

Encycl. Brit. XVI. 652/2 (Mollitsca) It cannot be completely
everted owing to the muscular bands, nor can it be fully
introverted owing to the bands which tie the axial pharynx
to the adjacent wall of the apical part of the introvert.

Introvert (i-ntr0v5.it), sb. Zool. [f. prec. vb. :

cf. convert sb.] A part or organ that is or can be
introverted.

1883 E. RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 652/1
(Mollusca) Important distinctions which obtain amongst
the various '

introverts
'

or intro- and e-versible tubes so

frequently met with in animal bodies. 1885 Ibid. XIX.
431/1 (Polyzoa) The anterior portion of the body of the

polypide can be pulled into the hinder part as the finger of
a glove may be tucked into the hand. It is, in fact, an
'

introvert'.

Introverted (introvauted),///. a. [f. INTRO-
VERT v. + -ED 1.] Turned inwards.
1. Of the mind or thought : Directed inwards

upon itself, or upon that which is inward or spiri-
tual. Also transf. of a person : Given to intro-

version of mind.
1781 COWPER Conversation 365 Self-searching with an

introverted eye. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Stuedenborg
Wks. (Bohn) I. 313 In modern times, no such remarkable
example of this introverted mind has occurred, as in Ema-
nuel Swedenborg. 1856 VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 16 So
that his mysticus is emphatically the enclosed, self-with-

drawn, introverted man. 1866 MRS. STOWH Lit. Foxes 125
In morals, in religion, too, the same introverted scrutiny
detects only errors and evils, till all life seems to them a
miserable, hopeless failure.

2. Turned or bent inwards (physically).
1784 COWPER Task iv. 633 His awkward gait, his intro-

verted toes, Bent knees, round shoulders, and dejected
looks. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. i. ii. 25
The skin, including those introverted portions of it which
form the receptive area of the special senses.

INTRUDE.

b. Applied to nn arrangement of words, lines

of verse, etc. in which two corresponding elements

(e.g. lines riming with each other) form the inner

or middle part of the whole.

1896 R. G. MOULTON Lit, Study little i. 50 In the Quatrain
Reversed or Introverted, the first line corresponds with the
fourth.

IntroveTtive, a. [f. asprec. )- -IVE.]
= !N-

TKOVEBSIVE.

1864 S. WILIIERH IRCF. Ess. (1874) I. 358 With the introver-

tive tendency which we have ascribed to him, was joined.!
an ambitious temper. 1875 DORA GREENXVEI.L LiberHuman.
146 A cultivated, introvertive, reflective era. 1882 Chicago
Advance 23 Nov., The church is to be congratulated on the

change from the introvertive to the active.

Introvision, -voke : see INTRO- pref.

lutrovoltltion (i
:

ntr0|voli'j3n). rare. [f. IN-

TRO- + -volution in evolution, involution, etc. (n.

of action f. L. vohcre to roll).] The process of

involving one thing within another.

1819 LAMB Let. to Robinson 17 Apr. in Talfourd Final
Mem. (1848) II. 63 Per se, it is good, to show the introvolu-

lions, extravolutions of which the animal frame is capable.
1858 DE QUINCEY Th. Grk. Trag. Wks. IX. 56 There are

cases occasionally occurring in the English drama and the

Spanish, where a play is exhibited within a play . . at every
step of the introvolution (to neologise a little in a case

justifying a neologism), something must be done to differen-

tiate the gradations, and to express the subordinations of life.

Intrude (intr'd), v. Also 6 entrude, -trewde,

7 intrud. [ad. L. intriidfre (doubtful in Cic.), f.

in- (IN- 2) + triidere to thrust. Cf. OF. intruire,
-ure (1479 in Godef.) and pa. pple. itttrus.']

1. trans. To thrust, force, or drive (any thing) in
;

to introduce by force. Const, into, t in.

1563-83 FoxF.A. ff M. 1455/2 Ye marrowbones of the masse,
which . . you by force, might, and violence intrude in sound
of wordes in some of the scripture. 1597 A. M. tr. Guille-

mean's Fr. Chirurg. xvii. b/a When as we intrude the same

[point of a knife] in anye fistle. 1674 GREW Causes Mi.\t.

iv. 3 Their parts are wedged and intruded one into

another. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 202
We. -find some few of these fossil Shells, . .with Iron-Ore..
intruded into their Pores. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. n. xxxi. 410
As if air had intruded itself between the separated surfaces.

1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge II. 467 When the new Kit-

chen was built it was intruded into the area of the old Hall.

tb. intr. for reft. To thrust oneself; to come
or make one's way by force. Obs.

1562 PHABR /Eneid. IX. Ffjb, Vnprudent man, y* whan.

the Rutill king did through intrude Coulde him not entring

spye. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS. I 'ill. 342 To distant climes . .

Where half the convex world intrudes between, .they go.

2. trans. To thrust or bring in without leave ; to

force (something unwelcome) on or upon a person.
1586 A. DAYEng.Secretary^. (1625) 15 Upon whose absence

and departure, .you seeke to intrude the summe of all your
unhappinesse and misfortune. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord

56 They were not Ordained and placed in void places, but
intruded into Churches that had lawfull Bishops, a 1786
W. HASTINGS in Burke A rticles xvn. xxix, You must forbid

any person of that nation to be intruded into your presence,
without his introduction. 1842 Claim fy Protest of Ch.

Scotl.mState Trials (N.S.) IV. (1892) 1401 Ordaining a
Church Court to. .admit to the office of the holy ministry. .

a probationer, .and to intrude him also on the congregation,

contrary to the will of the people. 1849 R. BUCHANAN Ten
Years' Conflict xi. II. 205 Prepared to intrude ministers

against reclaiming congregations, and that, if need were, at

the point of the bayonet. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. vii.

(1875) 95 The tendency which intruded earthly Madonnas
and saints between the worshipper and the spiritual Deity.

j3. reft, and intr. To thrust oneself into any
benefice, possession, office, or dignity to which

one has no title or claim ;
to usurp on or upon :

cf. INTRUSION 2. Passing into 4. Obs.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 | 5 Dignities benefices or

other spiritual promocions wherein they shal so enter and
entrewde before the paiment of the saide firste fruites. a 1548
HALL Citron., Hen. VI 178 Duryng whose . captivitie he

wrongfully usurped and entruded upon the royall power
and high estate of this Realme. 1563 ABP. PARKER A rticles

I 6 Item, whether ther be any parsons that intrude them
selfe.. without imposition of handes and ordinary authoritie.

1591 WARNER Alt. Eng. vin. xliii. (1612) 206 He gave the

Liuers dwellings, lesse than where they since intru'de. 1602

MARSTON Ant. t Mel. n. Wks. 1856 I. 25, I pree thee

intrude not on a dead mans right. 1628 COKE On Lite. i.

277 a, He that entreth ypon any of the Kings Demesnes,
and taketh the profits, is said to Intrude ypon the Kings
possession. 1682 BURNET Rights Princes i. 14 If he went

violently to intrude himself into other Parishes.

4. To thrust oneself in without warrant or leave ;

to enter or come where one is uninvited or unwel-

come. Also trans/, and fig. of things, and in

non-material relations. Const, into, t in (a place,

company, etc.), on, upon (a person, something

personal or private, etc.).

a. refl. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-Ik. (Camden) 48 M.
Hoult intrudid himself as his accustomid manner is. 1659
D. PELL Inifr. Sea 116 To what end shouldst thou intrude

thy self unwarrantably into their companies? 1769 Junius
Lett. iii. so And do you.. presume to intrude yourself, un-

thought of, uncalled for, upon the patience of the public?

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. viii. 286 The

strangest freaks of fancy intrude themselves into his sublime

contemplations.
b. intr. isSSSllAKS. Tit. A. it. i. 27 Thy wit wants edge

And manners, to intru'd where I am grac'd. a 1601 ? MAR-
STON Pasijtiil fy Kath. n. 275 Shee wonders at your rude-

nesse, that intrudes Vpon the quiet of her mornings rest.

1635 J. HAYWAHD tr. Biondts Banish'd \'irg. ?oThe Count



INTRUDED.

thought it unfitting to intrude (as then) into their company.
1709 STEELE Tatter No. 62 r 6 A very odd Fellow, who
would intrude upon us. 1786 tr. BeckforoTs Vatliek (1883)

143 This was the only sound that intruded on the silence of

these doleful mansions. 1836 MARRYAT Japhct Ixxii, I per-
ceived that my presence was not welcome, and I would
no further intrude. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 70/1
There is a tendency for certain dominant and improved
races of live stock to intrude into districts up to this time

occupied by native breeds.

1 5. trans. To enter forcibly. Obs. rare.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 848 Why should the worm intrude the

maiden bud
;
Or hateful cuckoos hatch in sparrows' nests ?

Intruded (intrz?ded), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED 1
.]

1. Thrust or forced in, introduced forcibly or un-

warrantably, crowded in, etc. : see prec.

1562 WINJET (title) The Last Blast of the Trumpet ..

ngains the usurpit auctoritie of Iphne Knox aud his Caluin-

iane brether intrudit Precheouris. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
xxv. 144 Corroded by the pungent, .pores of the intruded

liquor. 1890 A themeum 8 Nov. 623/2 The intruded minister

who succeeded him [under the Commonwealth] was so

ignorant as to be scarcely able to write his name. 1893
FOWLER Hist. C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 219 The newly appointed,

or, as they were called by their antagonists,
' intruded

'

members of the College.

2. spec. a. Entom. (See quot. 1826.) b. Bat. =
INTRUSE a. c. Geol. = INTRUSIVE 2 b.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entoinol. IV. 306 Intruded, when the

head is nearly withdrawn within the trunk. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. 218 They approach Rubiaceai . . in .. their

intruded style, and valvate aestivation. 1833 LYELL Princ.

Geol. III. 105 The intruded mass then cooled down at a
certain distance below the uplifted surface. 1854 HOOKER
Himal. Jrnls. I. ii. 33 Some hills of intruded greenstone.

Intruder (intnrdaa). Also 7 (in legal use)

or. [f. as prec. + -EH '.] One who intrudes.

1. One who intrudes into an estate or benefice or

usurps on the rights or privileges of another ; spec.

one who, after the determination of a life-tenancy,

enters before the remainderman or reversioner, or

who trespasses in any way on crown lands. Now
only in legal use.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 5 Euery suche person
. . shalbe accepted and taken an entrewder vppon the

Kinges possessions. 1638 COKE On Litt. \. 1943, Where
there bee two ioynt Abators or Intruders which come in

meerely by wrong. 1635 N. R. Camden's Hist. Eliz. i. an.

q. 72 Joh. Mason . . a great intruder into Ecclesiasticall

livings. 1648 in Gross Gild MercA. (1890) 1 1. 78 Diuers and

many Intruders, .as akodiuers other strangers and forinors.

1865 NICHOLS Britton II. 2 The law allows such intruders

to be ejected while the intrusion is fresh by the right heirs.

2. One who thrusts himself in in an encroaching

manner or without invitation or welcome.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 65 Vnmannerly Intruder as thou

art. 1693 W. BOWLES in Dryden's Juvenal v. (1697) ico

Will you a bold Intruder, ever learn To know your Basket,

and your Bread discern? 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 127

F 6 Others . . consider every man who fills the mouth of

report with a new name, as an intruder upon their retreat,

and disturber of their repose. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta.

(1890) 93, I felt always like an intruder and a bondswoman,
and had wished myself out of the Petherwin family a

hundred times.

Intru'diug, /// a-
[f-

INTRUDE v. + -ING 2.]

That intrudes.

1601 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 31 Thou wretched, rash, intrud-

ing foole, farewell. 1830 ALFORD in Life (1873) 53 The

rampant and intruding brier. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Com/.
I. ii. 18 The intruding nation altogether supplanted the

elder nation.

Hence Intrrrdingly adv. ,
in an intruding manner.

1704 STEELE Lying Lover \. 10, I thrust my self intrud-

ingly upon you.
Intru-dress. rare. [f. INTRUDER + -ESS.] A

female intruder.

1650 FULLER Pisgah in. x. 402 As if foreseeing . . that . .

a distressed Prince . . should . . recover his rightfull throne

from the unjust usurpation of . . an Idolatrous intrudress

Intrumpcioun, intrupeion, obs. ff. INTER-

RUPTION.

t Intrtrnk, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

IN- z + TRUNK

sb.] trans. To enclose in or as in a trunk.

1633 FORD Love's Sacr. v. iii, Had eager lust intrunk'd

my conquer'd soul, I had not buried living joys in death.

lutrnse (intr-s), a. Bot. [ad. L. intrus-us,

pa. pple. of intrudere to INTRUDE.] Having a

form as if pushed or thrust inwards.

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 51 Silene conica . . calyx . . in-

truse at the base.

flntrU'Se, v. Obs. Chiefly Sc. [f.
L. intrus-,

ppl. stem of intrudere to INTRUDE.] = INTRUDE v.

c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. xn. (Wolff, Lamb) xii, Thow
wald intruse ressoun, Quhair wrang and reif suld dwell in

propertie. 1 1535 BOORDE Let. 12 Aug. in Introd. Knoiul.

(1870) Forewords 48, I amonges yow intrusyd in a close

ayre, mysth neuer haue my helth. i4 LATIMER Disput.

Oxon. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 482 Which indeed you may
by violence, might, and power, thrust and intruse into sound

of words of some places of scripture, c 1570 Schorl Somme
\st Bk. Discipl. 4 No minister suld be mtrused upon any

particular kirk without thair consent.

Hence f Intrvrsed ppl. a., intruded.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 577 Thus endit he [who]
wes bot intrusit king.

t Intru'Sery. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ERY.] In-

trusive action ;
intrusion.

<ri470 HARDING Chran. CLXXXI. ii, Philyp of Valoyes..

Kyng of Fraunce was by intrusery.

443

Intrusion (intrw-jan). [ME. a. OF. intrusion,
in med.(Anglo-)L. i/ww(Bracton, ^1250), n. of

action f. intruders to INTBDDE.] The action of

intruding.
1. The action of thrusting or forcing in, or fact

of being thrust in; also concr. something thrust

in, a forcible or unwelcome addition.

1639 WOODALL Wki. Pref. (1653) 10 This Work . . free from . .

imperfect and ridiculous errours, and impertinent intrusions.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. xvii. 109 By this intrusion of the petri-

fying particles, this substance also becomes hard. 1842
A. COMBE Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 130 There is something
more in the constitution of the stomach . . which renders the

too early intrusion of new food hurtful. 1873 MIVART./.
Anal, ii. 53 The neural spine, .may. .be separated from its

centrum by the intrusion of the skull wall. 1886 WILLIS &
CLARK Cambridge II. 14 This porch, however, is a subse-

quent intrusion.

b. spec, in Geol. The influx of rock in a state of

fusion into fissures or between strata ; a portion of

intruded rock.

1849 MURCHISON Siluria viii. 167 At certain distances from

such granitic intrusions. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. u.

xxxii. 211 Regions where.. the intrusion of igneous matter

into fissures [was] once most frequent. 1896 Pop. Sci. Jrnl.
L. 242 The rocks composing such intrusions [are] the densest

of igneous rocks.

2. The action of thrusting oneself into a vacant

estate or ecclesiastical benefice to which one has

no title or claim ; spec, the entry of a stranger

after the determination of a particular estate of

freehold (as a life-tenancy) before the remainder-

man or reversioner ; also, a trespass on the lauds

of the crown. Hence, by extension, violent or

unjust entrance into or seizure of land or rights

belonging to another
;
invasion ; usurpation. (The

earliest sense in Eng. ; now only in legal use.)

Information ofintrusion : see INFORMATION 5 b (<r).

[izgi BRITTON in. i. 3 lutruaioun est torcenous abatement
vacaunt le soil, taunt cum nul neest en seisine.) 1387-8 T.

USK Test. Love I. i. (Skeat) 1. 17 Straunge hath by way of

intrucioun made his home there me shulde be, yf reason

were herde as he shulde. 1433 LYDG. St. Edmund ill. 469 He
dradde..Lyst newe Intrusioun [of Danes] brouhte in ydola-
trie. c 1460 CAPGRAVE Ckron. Ded. (Rolls) 4 He that entered

by intrusion vas Henry the Fourte. 1516 Plumpton Corr.

217 Ther is 3. suyt against your mastership in the Excheker
for introshon. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 46 To make
aunswer for his or their intrusion vpon the kinges possession.

'579 FCLKE Kef. Rastcl 766 They had taken part with

Nouatus, which would be a bishoppe by intrusion. 1661

COWLEY Verses fr Ess., Cromwell (1669) 62 All power is

attained either by the Election and Consent of the people,
and that takes away your objection of forcible intrusion.

1691 LUTTRELL Brief Ret. (1857) II. 244 An information of

intrusion is brought by the atturny general against the old

archbishop of Canterbury and 2 others, for ^wrongfully
de-

taining and intruding upon the king's possession of Lambeth
house. 1765 T. HLTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. iii. 369 Writs

of intrusion were brought against some . . who refused to

petition for patents. 1883 Whartons Law Lex. led. 7),

Intrusion, the entry of a stranger after a particular
estate

of freehold isdetermined before him in reversion or remainder.

b. The settlement of a minister of the Church

of Scotland contrary to the will or without the

consent of the congregation : see INTRUSIONIST,
NON-INTRUSION. Also attrib. in reference to the

Non-intrusion conflict.

1849 R. BUCHANAN Ten Years' Conflict ix. II. 137 A

INTUBATION.

1. Of intruding character; characterized bycoming
or entering in an encroaching manner, or without

invitation or welcome; done or carried out with

intrusion.

1647 M. HUDSON Div. Right Govt. n. iv. 98 Every
Polarchical action in the Polarchs . . being rebellious and
intrusive. 1733 THOMSON Liberty I. 299 No mighty moles
the big intrusive storm, From the calm stations roll resound-

ing back. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby i. xxx, Still he turned im-

patient ear From Truth's intrusive voice severe. 1891 E.
PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 175 He was not shy, but did not

wish to be intrusive.

2. That has been intruded or thrust in.

1862 MARSH Eng. Lang. ii. 34 An intrusive element in a

language is confined to the vocabulary and minor gram-
matical forms. 1897 Allbulfs Syst. Med. IV. 476 Large
quantities of this intrusive substance strangling the secreting
textures. 1900 I. TAYLOR in N. $ Q. oth Ser. V. 483/1 The

in Pentland Firth is intrusive, while the Pentland Hills

were Penland, the t being intrusive and the radical.

b. Geol. Of an igneous rock : Forced, while in

a state of fusion, into cavities or fissures of other

rocks.

1844 DARWIN Geol. Obs. (1876)11. 513 The number and bulk
of the intrusive masses of different coloured porphyries, .is

truly extraordinary. 1858 GEIKIE Hist. Boulder xii. 241
The intrusive traps occur in the form of walls and veins.

1876 PAGE Adv. Text'bh. Geol. iv. 85 When igneous matter

appears to have thrust itself between certain strata in wedge-
shaped or sheet-like masses, it U spoken of as intrusive.

3. Inward-thrusting, rare.

1847 R. WILLIS tr. Harvey's Wks. 383 (General . Animals
Hi.), I straightway perceived a certain protuberant fleshy

part, affected with an alternating extrusive and intrusive

movement.

Intrusively (intre-sivli), adv. [f. prec. +
^ In an intrusive manner ; so as to intrude.

refrain from the intrusion of Mr. Edwards, and . .the Church
was resolved to protect the people from such intrusion.

3. The action of thrusting oneself in in an en-

croaching manner, or of introducing something in-

appropriately ;
uninvited or unwelcome entrance or

appearance ; encroachment on something possessed
or enjoyed by another.

159* SHAKS. Rom. * Jul.l.\. 92, I will withdraw, but

this intrusion shall Now seeming sweet, conuert to bitter

gall. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn. 178 Frogs, Lice and Flies

must all his Palace fill With loath'd intrusion, and fill all

the land. 1725 POPE Odyss. I. 115 The bold intrusion of the

Suitor-train. 1783 BURKE Sp. E. India Bill Wks. IV. 5

It has been a little painful to me to observe the intrusions

into this important debate of such company as qno warranto,
and mandamus, and certiorari. 1850 GLADSTONE Glean.

V. xiii. 182 If the reply be a correct one, my intrusion upon
your Lordship's time may be excused. 1883 FROUDE Short

Stud. IV. n. v. 230 His feelings had been .. embittered by
the intrusion of religious discord into families. 1896 Speaker
3 Oct. 351/2 [George Fox's] intrusion of himself into assem-

blies where he was not wanted.

Hence Intru'sional a., pertaining to intrusion

(Webster 1864, and in recent Diets.).

Intrtrsionist. [f. prec. + -IST.] One who

practises or supports intrusion.

During the controversy regarding the intrusion of minis-

ters in the Established Church of Scotland, which resulted

in the Disruption of 1843, applied by those who called them-

selves non-intrusionists to their opponents. So INTRU-

SIONISM.

1841 in R. Buchanan Ten Years' Conflict xii. (1849) II.

313 Even the callous-hearted people that sat in the pew,
the only pew representing intrusionism and forced settle-

ments, were moved. 1849 Ibid. xi. II. 203 He was not by
any means an out-and-out intrusionist.

Intrusive (intr/7-siv), a. [f.
L. minis-, ppl.

stem of intrfidere to INTRUDE + -IVE.]

1847 in CRAIG. 1869 CARLYLE Let. yean Aitken ii Mar.
in Athenmim (1895) 2 Feb. 149/2 Mrs. Grote in a chair

intrusively close to Majesty. 1882 J. HAWTHORNE Fort.

Fool i. xxix, It was intrusively apparent . . that Sir Stanhope
loved the girl without stint.

IiitrusiveneSS (intrzrsivnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being intrusive.

1847 in CRAIG. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) II. x. 69 He
was much addicted, .to. .general intrusiveness. 1874 HELPS
Soc. Press, vii. (1875) 84 The Intrusiveness which is innate

in mankind.

t IntrU'SOr. Obs. Forms : 4 intrewaar, 5

intrusour, 5-6 -ore, 6 Sc. -ar. [a. AF. en-, in-

trusour, in med.(Anglo- )L. intrusor one who usurps
a possession, office, or dignity, agent-n. from in-

tn'idere to INTRUDE.] = INTRUDER I.

[1292 BRITTON in. i. 2 Qe ceux entrusours pusent estre

engettez freschement apres la intrusioun. Ibid.
_4

Bon est

qe teus brefs i soint ordinez, qe plus chacent les intrusours

a respouns.] 1:1400 Apol. Loll. 77 Or ellis )>at cleikis now
are..fals intrewsars. 1430-40 LYDG. Boc/tas vm. i. (1554)

i 177 b, An intrusour, one called Julian, Thestate usurping to

reigne there began. 1594 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1816) IV. 69/1
The personis intrusaris of thame selffis in sic possessioun,

delayis the mater. 1399 W. WATSON in A rckpr. Controv.

(Camden) I. 91 Parsons and Blackwell, intrusores into our

haruest.

Intru'St, v., var. form of ENTRUST.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commw. (1603) 155 To in-

trust so great a power to noblemen. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 165 Mrs. Jewkts, I am going to intrust you with

a Secret. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude \: 427 When I was first

intrusted to the care Of that sweet Valley. 1855 PKESCOTT

Philip II, I. II. ii. 160 A suitable person to whom the reins

ofgovernment might be intrusted. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist.

II. xiv. 6 The Tower was intrusted to the archbishop.

flntrycar. Obs. [f. intryke, INTRIKE, ENTRIKE

v. + -AR z.~\
= INTRIGUER.

a 1529 SKELTON linage Ipocr. n. 142, I thinke that stiche

frykars Be not Christes vickars, But crafty intrycars.

Intryke, var. ENTRIKE : see INTRIKE.

t Intuba'ceous, a. Bat. Obs. [f.
L. intubus

endive -t- -ACEOUS.] Akin to endive
;
= CICHOKA-

CEOUS.

1657 TOMLINSON Rmou's Disp. 243 Wild Lettices, and all

intubaceous Plants.

Intubate (rntteWt), v. [f. IN-^ + L. tfiba

TUBE + -ATE 3.]

1 1. trans. To form into tubes. Obs.

1612 STURTEVANT Metallica (1854) 102 When this Jin-

pasted oare is . . Intubated and formed into pipes, as if it

were clay or loame.

2. Med. To treat by inserting a tube into an

aperture, esp. into the larynx in the case of

certain throat diseases : see next. Also absol.

1889 Year-Bit. Treatment for 1888. 188 [The child was]

intubated again at 12.30 p.m. 1890 Braithwaite 's Retrosp.

Med. CI. 45 The amount of practice required to mtubate

fairly well. 1891 Ann. Univ. Med. Sc. IV. Sect. G. i Of
those tracheotomized 30.3 per cent, recovered, while of those

intubated 35.3 per cent, recovered.

Intubation (intiz<b^-Jan). [n. of action from

prec. : see -ATION.] The insertion of a tube ; esp.

intubation of the larynx, the insertion of a tube

into the glottis to keep it open, in diphtheria, etc. :

see prec. 2.

1887 Brailhuaite's Retrosp. Med. XCV. 176 Intubation

is destined, I think, to be employed more generally than

tracheotomy. i8g6Alliutfs Sj>si. Med. I. 752 The use of

tubage or intubation of the glottis is a topic which hardly

needs to be discussed with reference to diphtheritic laryn-

gitis. 1897 Ibid. III. 376 In the earlier stages of_malignant
stricture Symonds advocates intubation of the stricture.

121-2



INTTJBB.

+ I-ntubo, *>. Olis. rare. [ad. L. intubus (in-

l bus, i>iiit>us\ ad. Or. ivrvfiov.]
= ENDIVE, q.v.

,657
TOMU.-.OS RtnoutDiif. z<3 The sative Succory, or

'intube (inti-b), P. [f.
IN- * + TUBE.] //*.

To place in a tube. Hence Intu'bed ///. a.

1688 J. SMITH Baroscope 61 Just equal to the lop of

intubed Mercury.

Intue (inti-\ z/. '-a''"- [ad- L - *** : see

IXTLTTION.] //-a/w. To know, perceive, or recog-

nize by intuition ; to intuit.

1860 \V. G. WAKD Nat. * Grace I. 40 We will further

use the word
'

intue ',
as corresponding in every respect with

the substantive 'intuition
1

, and the adjective
' mtuittve .

1869 08 .'/ -I/. HallahaH (1870) 124 It was a part of

hwrcligious sense, something which, to borrow a word of

modern coinage, she had from the first mtued. 1874

Caxtemf. Rev. Dec. 69 Dr. Ward attempts to leap off his

own shadow by all manner of strange phrases about neces-

sary truth and contingent truth, 'cognizing', 'intuing ,

ontologism
1

. 1888 J. SIARTISEAU Study Relig. 1. 1. iv. 115

These two related terms, the intuent act and the thing

intued were, in the view of the Greek Realist, only one.

Intuem ,i-nti,em). rare, [erron. from prec.,

after theorem, etc.] (See quot.)
1860 W. G. WARD Nat. * Grace i. 40 Let us coin the

word 'intuem '..I will define an 'intuem', then, 'a truth

legitimately intued'. Ibid. 41 If I 'intue' unsoundly, the

thing intued is not a real
' intuem '.

f I-ntuence. 06s. [f.
L. type "iutueatia, f. m-

tuint-cm : see next and -ENCE.] A looking into ;

insight ; reflection.

1616 J. LANE Cmtn. Syr.'s T. (1887) 63/358 Cerlilie, with

industrious intuence, With manlie presence, willmge dilh-

gence.
Intuent (i-ntiient\ a. [ad. L. inttiint-ent, pr.

pple. of intueri.'] That knows by intuition.

1865 GROTE Plata (1867) II. xxvi. 32^ You do not, by

producing this fact of innate mental intuitions, eliminate the

intuent mind. 1888 J. MAHTINEAU Study Rclig. I. i. i. 68

Reaching to the intuent self. Ibid. iv. 115 [see INTUE v.].

Intuit (i
f

nti|it), v. Also -its. [f-
L. intuit-,

ppl. stem of intueri: see INTUITION.]

1 1. trans. ? To tutor, to instruct. Obs. rare.

1776 Adventures ofa Corkscrew 15 Scarce . a sharper or

gambler but what could freely take his lordship by the

hand : intuited by such company, it was in vain
his_

mother
now attempted to remonstrate, .against his proceedings.

2. Mr. or absol. To receive or assimilate know-

ledge by direct perception or comprehension.
1840-1 DE QUINCEV Rhetoric Wks. 1859 XI. 42 God must

see ;
he must intuit, so to speak ; and all truth must reach

him simultaneously. 1895 Thinker VIII. 448 Anselm does

not attempt to intuit, but only to prove.

b. trans. To know anything immediately, with-

out the intervention of any reasoning process ; to

know by intuition.

1858 BLSHNEI.L Nat. ft Supernal, ii. (1862) 28 note. He is

a being, .who by the eternal necessity even of his nature,
intuits everything. 1871 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. II. vn.

iv. 359 note, If space and time are forms of intuition they
can never be intuited ; since it is impossible for anything
to be at once the form of intuition and the matter of in-

tuition. 1874 LEWES Probl. Life <y Minti I. 419 The mind
intuites what the eye cannot see. 1881 SULLY Illusions 33
Our other senses are also avenues by which \ve intuit and

recognize objects.

Intuition (intiK,i-j"an). [a. V. intuition, ad.

late or med.L. intuitisn-em, n. of action from
intueri to look upon, consider, contemplate, f. in-

(!N- -) + tueri to look. Cf. L. intuiliis.]

1 1. The action of looking upon or into
; contem-

plation ; inspection; a sight or view. (
= L. in-

tuitus.) Obs.

1497 Br. ALCOCK Jftmt Perfect. B iij, That they inrght
have a perpetual! intuycion & fruycion of his Infynyte Joye.
1617-77 KELIHAM Rcsoh-cs u. Ivi. 275 A Looking-glass.,
becomes spotted and stained from their only intuition. 1649
JER. TAYLOR (it. Exeinp. \\. Disc. ix. 36. 126 His disciples
must not onely abstain from the act of unlawfull concubinate,
but from the impurer intuition of a wife of another man.
1664 EVELYN tr. Freart's

Archil^. 123 To removCj uncover,
and take in pieces, for the intuition of every Contignation.

1 2. The action of mentally looking at ; contem-

plation, consideration
; perception, recognition ;

mental view. Obs.
1618 T. SPENCER Logick 10 Which hath . .a power, aptitude,

pr funcs, to bring the thing, objected unto our understand-
ing, into the knowledge, and intuition thereof. i6j BEN-
LOWES I'lieoph. n. 15 She is wholly taken up with Intuition
of superccelestial Excellencies. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts
IT .Yc. n. xii. 253 That the Employment of Time to endless
Ages will consist in an uninterrupted Intuition and Con-
templation of [an infinite Scene of the Operations of divine
Power and Wisdom].

t3. The action of mentally looking to or regard-
ing as a motive of action

; ulterior view ; regard,
respect, reference. 11'itH intuition to (of), with
reference to ; in intuition to, in respect to, in view
of, in consideration of. Obs.
1611-15 Br. HALL Conteuifl., O. T. xx. x. God doth not

always strike with an intuition of sin : sometimes he regardsthe benefit of our trial, sometimes the glory of his mercy
in our cure. 1637

- Strm. Ccmstcr. Buriall-flact 81
Praying for the dead, .but not the Romish : that is, not with
an intuition to their famed Purgatory. 1650 FULLER Pisgah
II. 111.91 ThisCounlrey was conferred upon them in Intuition
to their valour. 1659 PEARJOM Creed i,. (,662) 214 The recom-
pence of the reward was set before him, and through an
intuition of it he chearfully underwent whatsoever was laid
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upon him. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety v. r 16 Kor he that sues

upon the naked intuition of recovering his right, without

any aspect of revenge on the invader ; has as fully the

benefit of the law. 1718 HICKES & NELSON J. Kettlnuell

in. 72. 381, I do it with Affectionate intuitions of doing

Honour to Religion.
4. Scholastic Philos. The spiritual perception or

immediate knowledge, ascribed to angelic and

spiritual beings, with whom vision and knowledge
are identical.

1651 BENLOWES Theoph. i. i
; Might souls converse with

souls, by Angel-way Enfranchis'd from their pris'ning clay
What strains by Intuition would they then convey. 1660

JER. TAYLOR Worthy Commun. L I 5. 97 St. Pauls faith

did not come by hearing, but by intuition and revelation.

1711 ADDISON Spcct. No. 162 F 4 Our Superiors are guided

by Intuition, and our Inferiors by Instinct. 1690 BAXTER

Kingd. Christ ii. (1691) 44 As if the Intuition of Spirits and

Spiritual Bodies, were not a more eminent discerning than

our Eyesight, a 1710 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753)

I. 122 Their [i.e. Angels'] thoughts are communicated to one

another by what the schoolmen call intuition. 1836 J. GIL-

BERT Chr. Atonein. iv. (1852) 101 For a creature to know an

infinite Being by intuition is plainly impossible.

5. Mod. Philos. The immediate apprehension of

an object by the mind without the intervention of

any reasoning process; a particular act of such

apprehension.
(i 1600 HOOKER (in Cottle Coleridge II. 217) An intuition,

that is,a directbeholding or presentation to the mind through
the senses or imagination. 1781 PRIESTLEY .Walter * Sfir, I.

xi. 134 What wefeet, and what we do, we may be said to know
by intuition. 1840-1 DE QUINCEY Rhetoric Wks. 1859 XI. ^42
An intuition is any knowledge whatsoever, sensuous or in-

tellectual, which is apprehended immediately. 1860 AUP.
THOMSON Laws Th. \ 47. 74 Notions of single_ objects are

called Intuitions, as being such as the mind receives when it

simply attends to or inspects (iiituetitr) the object.

b. Immediate apprehension by the intellect

alone
;
a particular act of such apprehension.

1659 Genii. Calling (1696) 20 This is that Tree of Know-
ledge . . which instructs not . . by sad and costly experience,
but by fair and safe intuitions, a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. i. i. 2 There seems to be a third means, which is a kind
of intuition ; there are some truths so plain and evident, and

open, that need not any process of ratiocination to evidence
or evince them. 1695 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. ii. i The Mind
perceives, that \Vhite is not Black, That a Circle is not a

Triangle, That Three are more than Two, and equal to One
and Two. Such kind of Truths the Mind perceives at the
first sight of the Ideas together, by bare Intuition, without
the intervention of any other Idea. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th.
ill. 1.2 Such laws and precepts as the reasonings and in-

tuitions and sentiments of men have agreed to pronounce the

wisest and worthiest. 1846 MILL Logic Introd. 4 The truths

known by intuition are the original premises from which all

others are inferred. 1850 M'CoSH Div. Govt. (1852) 487 not,;
The real intuitions of the human soul are just the human
faculties and feelings acting according to their fundamental

principles. 1856 DOVE Log-it Chr. Faith Introd. S 5. 17 God
would be a primary of intuition. 1865 LEcKY_/?rt/i(W. II.

iv. 67 The intuition by which we know what is right and
what is wrong, is clearer than any chain of historic reasoning.

1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith iv. 157 Primary judgments
(such as that every change must have a cause) are often

called beliefs, though
'
intuitions

' would be a better term.

c. Immediate apprehension by sense ; a particu-
lar act of such apprehension.
Esp. in reference to Kant, who held that the only intuition

(aHSchaimng, intiiitns^ possible to man was that under the
forms of sensibility, space, and time.

1819 RICHARDSON tr. Kant's Proleg. to Mctaph. 53 All our
intuition however takes place by means of the senses only.
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. n. i. 78 twte, Sir William
Hamilton.. restricts the meaning of intuition to that which
is known

by
external perception. 1864 BOWEN Logici. i Such

acts are called Intuitions or Presentations. //'/</., In receiv-

ing Intuitions, the mind exerts no conscious activity. Ibid.

ii. 40 Derived from processes of observation or intuition.

6. In a more general sense : Direct or immediate

insight ;
an instance of this.

BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 40 That peculiar property of

genius which, for want of a better word, we call intuition.
1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign Law ii. fed. 4) n i The intuitions of
genius unconscious of any process. 1879 FROUDE Caesar
xxiii.

4^10 Rashness if it fails is madness, and if it succeeds
is the intuition of genius.

Intuitional intittii'Jsnal), a.
[f. prec. + -AL.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or derived from intuition ;

of the nature of intuition.
1860 W. G. WARD Nat. f, Grace i. i. 39 Were it not for

this
'

intuitional light ', we should be shut up . . in the
dreary region of actually present consciousness. 1861 E.
H. BROWNE in Aids Faith vii. 309 No elevation of the in-

tuitional consciousness can account for such fore-knowledge.
1863 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) II. 267 The masses require
either an intuitional religion . . or a ceremonial of drill and
parade. 1883 A. BARRATT Phys. Mtltmfiric 138 Acts of
mental vision, Relations and groups of Relations with like
escort . . are intuitional, like the intuition of distance or of
causal relations.

2. Possessed of intuition. (Cf. rational.}

1877 T. SINCLAIR Mount 59 They are so sympathetic, In-

tuitional, calm, and womanlike in their practical wisdom.
3. Pertaining to that theory, or philosophical

school, which bases certain elements of knowledge
on intuition (see prec. 5 b).
1865 Reader 20 May 563/2 Whether or no the intuitional

metaphysicians will have anything to reply on behalf of
their own theory, is another question. 1879 LEWES Study
Psycho!, i. 5 We still bear of the Intuitional Psychology

INTUITIVE.

and the Sensational School. 1879 H. SPENCER Data Ethics
in. 14* 38 By the intuitional theory I here mean .. the
theory which regards such feelings as divinely given, and
as independent of results experienced by self or ancestors.

Hence Intnrtionally aJv., by intuition; intui-

tively.

1872 T. W. FOWLE in Content}. Rw. Nov. 866 An un-
deviating law of conduct intuitionally apprehended.
Intuitionalism, [f. prec. + -ISM.] The

doctrine or theory of the intuitional school
; the

doctrine that the perception of truth, or of certain

truths, is by intuition.

1850 M'CosH Div. Goz't. (1852) 486 The rationalism which
wus felt to be insufficient for any one practical purpose
whatsoever . . has become a more pretending intuitionalism.

1864 Thcol, Rev. Mar. 71 What might easily become the
not less positive or offensive dogmatism of Intuitionalism.

Intuitionalist. [f. as prec. + -IST.]
1. One who holds the doctrine of intuitionalism.

1856 VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. in. Hi. 71 AH these intuition-

alists
profess

to evolve from their depths very much more
than those simplest ethical perceptions. 1871 CALDERWOOU
in Content}. Rev. Jan. 238 Being myself an intuitionalist
in morals. 1891 Athenaeum 29 Aug. 283/1 He [Herbert
Spencer] has a morality quite as distinct from mere ex-

pediency and policy as that of any Intuitionalist.

2. ^INTUITIONIST i.

1869 Content}. Rev. XI. 258 Hutcheson, Reid .. WiUon
and Hamilton .. were all, more or less distinctively, intui-

tionalists.

Illtuitionism (inti,i-j3niz'm). [f. INTUITION
+ -ISM.]
1. The doctrine of Reid and other philosophers

of the Scottish school, that in perception, external

objects are known immediately, without the inter-

vention of a vicarious phenomenon.
1847 Blackw. Mag. LXII. 243 Representationism could

not possibly be avoided, neither could intuitionism be pos-

sibly fallen in with, on the analytic road which he took.

1874 W. G. WARD Ess. (1884) I. 204 He [Mill] accounted
the controversy between intuitionism and phenomenism far

more fundamental than any other, in matters no le^s of
social than of strictly philosophical speculation. 1896 G. M.
SLOANE Life yantes AfCosh viii. 103 His philosophic creed,

being the intuitionism of the Scottish School.

2. = INTUITIONALISM.

1874 SIDGWICK Meth. Ethics i. o What we may call /-
tnitionism. 1884 A thenxum n Oct. 461/3 Prof. Sidgwick
..showed his strong preference for utilitarianism over the
other two methods, egoism and intuitionism, which com-

pleted his trio of possible schemes of ethical study by logical

processes.

Intui'tionist. [f. as prec. + -IST.] One who
holds the theory of intuitionism.

1. An adherent of the doctrine of Reid concern-

ing immediate perception : see prec. i.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

2. = INTUITIONALIST i.

1855 Miss COIIBE Intuit. Alor, 76 Where the Deductive
Science of the Intuitionist stops, there the Inductive Science
of the Experimentalist meets it. 1865 MILL -.*#/. Hamil-
ton 208 The most strenuous Intuitionist does not include
this among the things that I know by direct intuition. 1879
H. SPENCER Data Ethics iv. 20. 55 Nor is it otherwise
with the pure intuitionists, who hold that moral perceptions
are innate in the original sense.

atirib. 1885 Athenxiitn 8 Aug. 170/3 He gives to the
intuitionist theory as strong a position as can well be givtn
to it.

Hence Intuition! btic a,
y holding the theory of

intuitionism.

i88a W. G. WARD Ess. (1884) II. 155 And this criticism of
Intuitionistic philosophers suggests a more general rtmark.

Iiituitionless (intiwirjanles), a. [f. as prec.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of intuition.

1856 VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. in. iii. 72 You dispute
with SchelHng, and he waves you away as a profane and
intuitionless laic.

Intuitive (inti/7'itiv), a. [ad. med.L. intititlv-

us, f. intuitus INTUITION; cf. F. intitifift -ive.~\

f 1. Beholding, seeing. Obs.

1644 BULWER Chirol. 82 If therefore we but cast an intuitive

eye upon those memorials.

f D. Of sight or vision : That consists in direct

and immediate looking upon an object, and sees

it as it is. Obs.

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. u. vii. 5 The greatest assurance

generally with all men, is that which we haue by plaine

aspect and intuitiue beholding. 1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr. s.v.,

An intuitive Vision is a cleer ^ight of a thing, as it is in itself.

1 2. Said esp. of the kind of '

vision
'

or imme-
diate perception ascribed to angelic and spiritual

beings. (See INTUITION 4.) Obs. (or merged in 3).

1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \. xi. 6 Faith . . beginning here

with a weak apprehension of things not seen, endeth with
the intuitive vision of God In the world to come, a 1619
FOTHKRBY Atheom. n. iii. i (16221 212 We may ascend..

vnto the very presence, and intuitiue vision of God. 1643
SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 33 If they [spirits] have that

intuitive knowledge, whereby.. they behold the thoughts of

one another.

3. Of knowledge or mental perception : That
consists in immediate apprehension, without the

intervention of any reasoning process.
-1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 67 Being faithfufl cy-wit-

nesses of those things which other receive but in trust,

whereunto they must yeeld an intuitive consent, and a kind
of implicit faith. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. i. q Intuitive

Knowledge, where the Ideas themselves by an immediate

View, discover their Agreement or Disagreement one with



INTUITIVELY.
another. 1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 143 Intuitive

[Intellectual Sight] when we perceive the Agreement or Dis-

agreement of_one Idea with another immediately and by
themselves, without the Mediation of any other Idea. 1704

Ideal World ii. iii. 146 Immediate knowledge, or

knowledge of the principle, we may call intuitive, because
the mind then in one and the same view that it perceives
the ideas, perceives ajso their relations. 1840 ROBERTSON
Serin. Ser. i. i. 9 The intuitive vision comes like an inspira-
tion.

b. Of a truth : Apprehended immediately or by
intuition.

1872 BAUEHOT Physics , Pol. (1876) 118 The truths of
Arithmetic, intuitive or not, certainly cannot be acquired
independently of experience.

c. Of any faculty or gift : Not acquired by
learning ; innate.
1611 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribe Introd. 32 Hauing not the

gift of Prophesie, nor Intuitiue knowledge of what you
would one day vndertake. 1845 E. HOLMES Mozart g The
musical faculty appears to have been intuitive in him.
4. Of the mind or reason, or a mental act or pro-

cess : That acts by intuition or immediate apprehen-
sion ; opposed to discursive.

1667 MILTON P. L.\. 488 Whence the soule Reason receives,
and reason is her being, Discursive, or Intuitive. 1^90 BURKE
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 159 The first intuitive glance, without any
elaborate process of reasoning, would shew, that this, .would
justify every extent of crime. 1865 DICKENS Mitt. Fr. i. ix,
Mr. Boffin, who had a deep respect for his wife's intuitive
wisdom. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 63 The swift power
of intuitive discernment was not yet theirs.

5. Of persons : Possessing intuition.

165* BENLOWES Theoph. Pref., Super-cceleslials are Intel-

ligencies .. excellent in their Beings, intuitive in their Con-
ceptions. 1660 BURNEY Ke'pJ. Sipoj- (1661) 115 When Kings
are as Intuitive Angels, to support and set a living pattern.
1851 GALLENGA Italy \. 5 Hardly a deep, intuitive poet,
like Dante, in the fourteenth century.
6. Of or pertaining to the school of moral philo-

sophy that holds the first principles of ethics to be

apprehended immediately or by intuition*
1861 MILL Utilit. 4 The intuitive school affirm as strongly

as the inductive, that there is a science of morals. 1869
LECKV Eitrop. Mar. I. i. 2 The intuitive moralist . . believes
that the utilitarian theory is profoundly immoral.

7. Obvious to the senses ; directly visible, rare.
1801 FUSELI in Lect. Paint, iii. (1848) 434 It is placed

beyond all doubt by the glorious apparition above ; it is

made nearly intuitive by the uplifted hand and finger of the

Apostle in the centre. ci8n Ibid. iv. 450 It may be more
than doubted whether the resignation of Alcestis can ever
be made intuitive . . the Art can show no more than Alcestis

dying.

Intuitively (-ivli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.]

f 1. By direct and immediate vision ; esp. by that

ascribed to angelic and spiritual beings, which gave
immediate knowledge. Obs.

"597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlii. 7 That . . which Angels
and glorified Saints doe intuitiuely behold. 1653 BAXTER
Quaker Cattail. 9 Nor have I seen him in glory intuitively,
or as the glorified in heaven do. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles
in. 83 Thus much seems acknowledged by Plato . .* Are there
not very few. .who are able to know and contemplate beautie
it self u- e. God) according to himself i. e. intuitively?
2. By intuition

; by immediate perception or

direct mental apprehension ; without the aid of

intermediate ideas.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. ff Mar. 108 God himselfe (the searcher

of all hearts, and who alone intuitivelie knowes all thinges).
1736 BUTLER Anal. u. v. Wks. 1874 I. 210 It is by no means
intuitively certain how far these consequences could possibly
. . be prevented. 1755 JOHNSON Pref. to^

Did. p 43 As nothing
can be proved but by supposing something intuitively known,
and evident without proof, so nothing can be defined but

by the use of words too plain to admit a definition. 1814
D. STEWART PhilaS.Httm. Mind II. ii. i. 96 The truth
of mathematical axioms has always been supposed to be

intuitively obvious; and the first of these, according to
Euclid's enumeration, affirms, That if A be equal to B, and
B to C, A and C are equal. 1856 Miss MULOCK J. Halifax
105 We both intuitively supplied the noun to that indefinite

personal pronoun. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant \. 172 That
very correlation of all substances which as intuitively appre-
hended in perception we call space.

Intuitiveness (inti-itivnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being intuitive.

1. Capability of being intuitively recognized as

true.

1841 TRENCH Parables (1860) 36 That this or that circum-
stance was merely added for the sake of giving intuitiveness
to the narrative. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. % Dogma (1876)
264 The winning simplicity and limpid intuitiveness which
make the charm of cpieikeia.

2. Intuitive apprehension or faculty ; insight.
1873 W. S. MAYO Never Again vii. 88 She had no intui-

tiveness. She looked only at the surface.

Intuitivism (inti/J-itiviz'm). [f.
as prec. +

-ISM.]
1. The doctrine that the fundamental principles

of ethics are matters of intuition.

1874 SIDGWICK Metk, Ethics i. ix. 99 The difference between
the two phases of Intuitivism in which these notions are

respectively prominent, is purely formal : their practical
prescriptions are never found to conflict.

2. = INTUITIVENESS 2.

1883 Century Mag. 479 They depend for their significancy
on the words themselves as related to the appreciative in-

tuitivism of the reader. 1886 J. B. MAYOR Metre 50 What
I should call the principle of aesthetic intuitivism.

Intu'itivist, a. [f. as prec. + -IST.] One who
holds the doctrine of intuitivism ; one who believes
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in the intuitive character of ethical ideas. Also
altrib. Holding, or pertaining to, this doctrine.

1870 J. L. DAVIES in Contemp. Rev. Aug. 94 There is more
of reference to the will of God . . in those publicans the

Utilitarians, than in most of the 'intuitivist' philosophers.
1874 SIDGWICK Mcth. Ethics i. 3 Many of the school called
Intuitivist. 1886 J. B. MAYOR Metre 49 This aesthetic or
intuitivist way of regarding metrical questions.

Intumb, obs. form of ENTOMB v.

Illtumesce (intime
-

s), v. [ad. L. iutuiiifsc-

cre to swell up, f. in- (!N-
2
) + tumescere, inceptive

of tumcre to be tumid, to swell.] intr. To swell

up, become tumid ;
to bubble up.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Mia. (ed. 2) I. 276 Treated by the
blow pipe, it intumesces, and gives a frothy mass. 1860
MAURY Phys. Cecg. Sea (Low) xi. 513 The appearance of
an immense caldron, boiling, and bubbling, and intumes-

cing in the upper air.

Intumescence (intiume'sens). [a. F. intu-

mescence (Cotgr. 1611), f. L. intumestifre : see

prec. and -ENCE.]
1. The process of swelling up.
1636 BLOUNT Glossogr., Intumescence, a swelling, puffing

or uprising. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. iv. (1682)

27 A farther and sufficient manifestation, whence the in-

tumescence of the bladder proceeds. 1671 Phil. Trans.
VI. 2141 The Lungs are dilated ,. ; upon their Dilatation
follows the Intumescence of the Diaphragme as of a Sail.

"755 JOHNSON .Pref. to Diet, f 86 As much superiour to

human resistance, as the revolutions of the sky, or intumes-
cence of the tide. 1872 W. S. SYMONDS Rec. Rocks i. 15
Its intumescence forces it to exude through a crack or hole
in the cover of the vessel.

b. fig. in reference to language.
1893 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LVI. 274/2 The flatulent

intumescence of Dr. Parr.

2. Physiol. A swelling of the tissue of any organ
or part of the body, or of a plant. Also concr.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 178 Producing a
kind of general intumescence of the abdomen on the right
side. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 313/1 The compres-
sion made by the intumescence of the muscles. 1858 CAK-
PENTER Veg. Phys. 391 A little swelling or intumescence,
formed of very spongy cellular tissue, and containing a

great deal of fluid. 1861 F. H. RAMADGE Curab. Consnmpt.
76 In consequence of mucous bronchial intumescence.

3. The bubbling up of a fluid or molten mass.
z66z BOYLE Spring Air in. xx, The intumescence of it

might proceed from small parcels of air. .harboured in the

body of that liquor. 1696 W. COWPER in Phil. Trans. XIX.
234 This Intumescence and agitation of the matter is made
in the Stomach. 1796 HATCHI-:TT ibid. LXXXVI. 287 The
mixture melted without intumescence. 1879 RUTLEY Study
Rocks x. 112 Before the blowpipe sodalite fuses with in-

tumescence to a colourless glass.

b. fig. Excited spirit or feeling.
J77S JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 20 The intumescence of

nations would have found its vent, like all other expansive
violence, where there was least resistance.

t lutume'SCeucy. Obs. [f. as prec. : see

-ENCY.J Intumescent quality or condition.

1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xiii. (1686) 300 Parts

disposed to intumescency at the bottom. 1663 POWER Exp.
Philos. u. 139 If. .the Bladder's intumescency. .did proceed
from the forced extension of the Ayr in the Receiver. 1696
W. COWI-ER in Phil. Trans. XIX. 234 Hence it is we have
less Appetite some time after eating (when this Intumes-

cency is made) than we had immediately after.

Intumesceut (intime-sent), a. [ad. L. in-

tuinesccnt-ein, pr. pple. of intumesccre : see IN-

TUMESCE.] Swelling up ; becoming tumid.
1870 ROLLESTON Aaiiii. Life 119 The integument is..

thickened and intumescent. 1875 LYF.LL Princ, Gcol. II. n.

xxyii. 68 The . . lava, .appears to have been a long time in
an intumescent state.

t Intu-mil, v. Obs. [f. L. type *intunml-are
to bury (see INTUMULATE), prob. in late or med.L. ;

cf. OF. eniumuler, entombeler (Godef.).] trans.
= INTUMDLATE.
CIS40 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng. Hist. iCamden) I. 199 His

corpes was carried to Winchester, and there, with honorable
buriall, intumiled.

flntu-milated, /// a - Obs. rare-",
[f. L.

inluiiiulat-us not buried (Is- ">) + -ED
1.]

1623 COCKERAM, Intuinilatcd, not buried.

t Intu-mulate, v. Obs. Also 6 -ilate. Pa.

pple. -at(e and -ated. [f. ppl. stem of L. type
*ialumtildre to bury (see INTUMIL), f. in- (IN-

a
)

+ tumulus burial mound.] trans. To place in

a tomb ; to entomb, bury.
_
(In earlier use only in pa. pple. mtnnntlate. Intuiiiitlit

in quot. 1535, may be pa. pple. of iHtitinnle= INTUMIL.)
'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 271 Intumulat in Drum-

fermling wes syne. Ibid. 443 And syne in Scone intumulit
wes he. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV vy* Whose corps was
. .princely enterred and intumulate. Ibid., Hen. VI (1809)
303 He was removed to Winsore and there in a new vawte
newly intumilate. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 45 The dead
bodyes of their countrimen..they never bury or intumulate.

1598 Rous Thnle n. i. xiv, His ioy intumulated in the graue.
1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Bitriall xix. F iij, What tombe could
intumulate any entyre race of folks ?

Hence t Intivmula'tion, entombment, burial.

1658 PHILLIPS, Intunnilation, a throwing a heap upon, a
burying.

t Intvrnable, a. Obs. [lN-3.] =UNTUNABLE.
1706 in PHILLIPS.

Intune, variant of ENTUNE v., Obs.

t Iiitivrbidate, v. Obs. rare. [f. IN- - + ppl.
stem of late L. turbidare to confuse, f. ttirbii/us

INTUSSUSCEPTION.

confused.] trans. To render turbid; to disturb,
confuse.

1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 134 A little white Cloud.,
which by shaking, diffuses it self through all the Liquor,
and inturbidats it. <i 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Ron. (1838) III.

147 The confusion of ideas and conceptions under the same
term painfully inturbidates his theology.

Inturgescence (intzudge-sens). rare. [f. late

L. inturgcsc-cre to swell up (f. in-, IN- 2 + turgescere,

inceptive of turgere to be swollen) + -ENCE.] The
action of swelling up; a swollen condition.

'755 in JOHNSON. In mod. diets.

t Inturge scency. Obs.
[f. as prec. + -ENCY.]

The quality of being swollen
; concr. a swelling.

1650 SinT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. (ed. 2) vii. xiii. 312 Intur-
gescencies caused first at the bottom, and carrying the

upper part before them.

Inturn (i-ntwn). sb. [!N adv. ii d.]
(I. An inward turn, bend, or curve. Obs.
1690 J. BANISTER in Phil. Trans. XVII. 671 And in the

middle of the Entry on the Inturn of the Shell, grows a
small white Tooth.
2. The turning in of the toes ; also, a step in

dancing.
1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law HI. ii, (Dancing-Master}Now here's your in-turn, and your trick above ground.

1860 WRAXALL tr. Ko/tfs Wand. Lake Superior 5 The
women turn their toes in slightly, .a bent and heavily-laden
body always produces an inturn of the feet

1 3. In wrestling : The act of putting a leg be-
tween the thighs of an opponent and lifting him
up. Hence To get the inturn, to hold a person
upon the inturn : to succeed in applying this de-
vice in wrestling. Alsoy?f. Obs,
1602 CAREW Cornwall 763, Many Sleights and tricks

appertaine hereunto, .such are ihe Trip, fore-Trip, Inturne,
the Faulx. i6s2BENLowES Tacoph.xi. xiii, If Bacchus lh'

Inturn gets, down conscience goes and all. 1683 E. HOOKER
Pref. Pordagfs Mysjic Div. go An handful! it is, as it

were, of vvrastling Saincts, who.. have got within Him and
hold Him .. upon the In-turn, and wil not let Him go, but
there keep him. 1690 D'URT-EY Colliiis Walk n. 74 By
Strength or'e buttock cross to hawl him, And with a trip i'

th' Inturn maul him.

t Intu-rn, v. Obs. rare.
[f. IN adv. + TCKN v.,

after L. invertere.
~\

trans. To invent, to turn round.
T573 TWYNE ^Encid xi. H h j b, Til moystie night . . the

heauen inturnd [invertit calum] and whole with starres

replenish! had.

In/turned (i'ntyund), ///. a. [!N adv. u b.]
Turned inward.

1858 J. BROWN Horse Suts. (1863) 122 His broad, simple,
childlike, in-turned feet. Mod. Neu'sp., Those in-turned toes.

t Intu-rnement. Obs. [Deriv. of turnement,
TOURNAMENT; the pref. appears to be incorrect

and meaningless.] = TOURNAMENT.
< 1440 Partonope 5148 Thus here shall be thys Inturne-

ment And I am assented to here entent. Ibid. 5275, I shall
make hem leve her entent And anulle all this Inturnement.

Inturuing vi'ntzKmin,), vbl. sb. [!N adv. 1 1 c.]
A turning in. Also attnb.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xlii. 27 That he my5te 5yue to his betst
meete in an inturnyng place to reste [Vulg. in diversorio}.

1897 AlltutfsSyst. Med. III. 821 The ill-turning of the
bowel wall is in the direction of the anus.

tl'ntuse. Obs. rare '.
[f. L. intils-um, pa.

pple. of intimdlre to bruise.] A bruise.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. v. 33 And, after having searcht
the intuse deepe, She with her scarf did bind the wound,
from cold to keepe.

IntuSSUSCept (rntrs,sft;e-pt), v. Path. [f. L.

inlus within + suscept-, ppl. stem of suscipcre to

take up: after next.] trans. To take up within

itself or some other part ; to introvert, to invagi-
nate : said spec, of part of a bowel. Hence In-

tussusce'pted ///. a.

1835 GREGORY The. Med. ,ed. 4) vii. v. 542 The intussus-

cepted portion of intestine sloughing off. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. III. 711 A case in which the ileum below Meckel's
diverticulum became intussuscepted into the diverticulum.
ibid. 874 The strangulated loop, or the intussuscepted gut
may become gangrenous.

Intussusception (i-nt#s,s;fee-pf,3n). [f. L.

in/us within + susception-em a taking up, f. susci-

pere to take up: cf. F. intussusception (1705 in

Hatz.-Darm.) and INTBOSUSCEPTION.]
1. A taking within

; absorption into itself.

1707 Curios, in Hush. <$ Card. 29 Plants . . receive their

'Nourishment by {ntns-susi cption. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. A nat.
II. 317/2 Intus-susception of one germ within another.
1881 HUXLEY Sc. ty Cult. xi. 278 A particle of dry gelatine
maybe swelled upby the intussusception of water.

b. trails/, and fig. The taking in of things im-

material ; e.g. of notions or ideas into the mind.
1860 O. W. HOLMES Fro/. Brcakf.-t. x. (Paterson) 224

This intussusception of the ideas of inanimate objects. 1861
MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. I. 325, I . . take this view of the

gradual formation of language by agglutination, as opposed
to intussusception. 1888 E. SALTUS Tristrem Ifarick
(1889) 151 Resuscitations of hope, and intussusceptions of
her presence. 1898 Month June 595 Like language, dogma
is modified by desuetude, by intussusception, by neology.
2. Phys. and Biol. The taking in of foreign

matter by a living organism and its conversion
into organic tissue. In Veg. Phys. (see quot. 1882),

opposed to apposition, or the deposition of new
particles in layers on the inner side of the cell-wall.
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INTUSSUSCEPTIVE.

*3i Tooo Crcl- Atal. I. 113/1 Increase in the un-

JnUed world happens through juxtaposition, in the

Through faMMMK^An >7S BENNETT & DVEK

.yj
! fi!H. ThTgrowth also of suc'h thicknesses as pro-

jea outwardly, like the combs and spines of pollen-grains,

only be explained by intussusception, not by

,iosition 1881 MIVAKT Cat 167 The intimate way in

h assimilation takes place, U named intussusception.

rb GILBERT in ")ntl. Oiakttt Clut Ser. u. No. i. 23

Growth of the cell-wall takes place by intussusception, i.e.

thetotercalation or insertion of new molecules between

those already existing.

8. Path. The inversion of one portion of intestine

and its reception within an adjacent portion ; in-

vacination ; introversion ;
an instance of this.

1 1804 T. BLIZARD in Med. Chir. Tnaa. I. 169 (heading)

A Oue of Intus-Susceptio, with Remarks.] i8n HOOPER

Mca\J}iet., Mus-sumftioH. a " ' "- -'-'

irritable and striving action of the bowel, which produces a

kind of intussusception. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sing. I.

627 Intussusceptions may occur at any period, though more

common in infancy and child-life.
t _

b. An insertion resembling an intestinal mtns-

S

"i8ii-3i BENTHAM Logic iv. Wits. i%3 VIII. 257 There

has been framed a whole nest of physical aggregates, one

within another, in a long chain or series of intus-susceptions

or enclosures. 1836-0 TOUD Cycl. Aitat. II. 877/1 Each

segment of the insect forms a slight intussusception.

IntuSSUSCeptive (imtos,syse-ptiv), a. [f. as

INTUSSCSCEPT + -IVE.] Characterized by or of the

nature of intussusception.
1881 S. H. VINES in Nature XXVI. 595/2 Naegeli . .

believed that the mode of growth [of cell-walls] was mtussu-

sceptive with subsequent differentiation of layers.

In-twa, in-two, In-twain, In-twin, in-

twyn : see Two, TWAIN, TWIN.

Intwight, variant of ENTWIT(E v., 06s.

tlntwi'n, v. Ots. rare- 1
. [Is-

2
.] trans.

To couple, pair.'

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iv. And to the Period

of her sad sweet key Intwinn'd her case with chaste

Penelope.

Intwine, Intwist, var. ENTWINE, ENTWIST.

tl'ntybe. Ots. rare- 1
, [i. L. intyb-us, ad.

Gr. tvTvBov endive, succory.] Chicory.
1666 W. BOGHURST Loimographia (1894) 58 Gowrds,

Dates, Figs, Intybes.

t I'ntybous, a. Sot. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. asprec.

+ -ous.] Cichoraceous.

1676 GKEW Anat. F/owcrs ii. 12 In Scorzonera, Cichory,
and all the Intybous Kind.

t Intyce, -tyse, etc., obs. forms of ENTICE, etc.

an other jurisdiction oughte to be intysed to theyr Religion.

Intyre, Intytle, obs. ff. ENTIKE, ENTITLE.

Inuart, obs. Sc. form of INWARD.

t Inuch, -t, obs. Sc. forms of ENOUGH.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Pctrus 502 Schame Inucht had he.

Ibid., Matkias 345 It for lof Inuch suld be.

t Inuda'tion. Obs. rare '. [n. of action f.

late L. inudart to wet, moisten.] The collection

or accumulation of moisture.

1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 80 By pressing on it [a tumour]
with the two thombes, wee find it soft with great inudation.

Inuendo, trron. form of INNUENDO.

Inuert, Inugh, obs. ff. INVVABD, ENOUGH.

II Inula (i-nirfla). [L.: see ELECAMPANE.] A
plant so called by I'liny, Columella, and other

Roman writers ;
identified by medieval herbalists

with Elecampane {Inula Helenmm Linn.) ; hence,
in Hot., the name of the large genus of Composite
to which the elecampane belongs.
[1813 T. BUSBV Lucretius 11. Comm. xix, The inula was a

sweet sauce made by the Romans from the herb of the same
name.] 180-34 Goats Study Med. (ed. 4)1.445 The officinal

inula of our own day, does not appear to be that of the

Latins .. let the quality of the Roman inula be what it

may, we do not seem to possess this plant in the almost
tasteless and inert root, employed under this name in our
own day.
Hence Inula'ceous a. Bot., allied to or typified

by the genus Inula. Inulic (i'niwlik) a, Cheat.,
of or pertaining to inula : in imtlic acid, a crystal-
line substance obtained by heating inulol (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1887). I nuliu [-ixl] Chem., a white starchy
substance (CnHmOs), obtained from the roots of

elecampane and other Composite:, rnnloid, a
soluble modification of inulin, occurring in the

roots of
Jerusalem artichoke, dahlia, etc. I nulol,

a yellowish |>eppermint- smelling liquid (C15
H20Oa),

obtained from the root of Inula.

ti3 SIR H. DAW Agric. Chtm. iii. (1814) 118 Inulin is so

analogous to starch that it is probably a variety of that

principle. 1866 Treat. Bat. 624/1 Starchy material called

inulin, which differs from ordinary starch in being coloured
yellow by iodine. 1875-4 WATTS Diet. Chcm. and Suppl.
670 liiHloid, . .thU u a xiluble modificalton of inulin . . Dried

446

over sulphuric acid it has the composition CnH^Ow zH- O.

1876 BENNETT & DYEK Sacks' Bot. 629 In some tubers (as

the dahlia, artichoke. &c.), the starch is replaced by inuhn.

f Inu-Icerated, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [!N- *.] Ul-

cerated.

1631 J. HAVVV.AHU tr. Biondfs Eromena 117 To fester an

old long sithence inulcerated sore.

t Imrmbrate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

inumbrdrc, f. in- (!N- %) + umbrare to shade, f.

umbra shade, shadow.] trans. To cast a shadow

upon ; to shade ; to overshadow, put in the shade.

16*3 COCKERAM, Inumbratet to cast a shadow. 176* tr.

Buschings Syst. Geog. III. 43 The shores are bordered with

charming walks and alleys, inumbrated with interlaced vine

branches. iBoa J. JAMIESON Use Sacr. Hist. I. u. 441 How
much more delightful to be inumbrated by the glory of the

Lord. iSaa T. TAYLOR Apuleius 251 Her private parts were
inumbrated by a thin silken garment.
Hence flnumbra'tion, overshadowing, shading.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor, 1172 The obstruction

and inumbration [in an eclipse] beginneth on that side on
which that commeth first that maketh the said inumbration.

1658 PHILLII-S, Inumbration^ a casting a shadow upon.

f- Inu'ncate, v. Obs. rare" , [f. ppl. stem of

L. inuncaret
f. in- (IN- %)+uncus a hook.] trans.

To hook or entangle. Hence { Inunca-tiou.

1613 COCKERAM, Inuncate, to incroach, to hooke, to in-

tangle. 17*1 BAILEY, fnttneate, to hook or entangle. 1730-6
(folio), Inuncation, a hooking into.

Inunct (inzrrjkt), v. rare. [f. L. inunct-, ppl.
stem of inungutre, f. in- (!N-

2
) + ungufre to smear,

anoint.] trans. To anoint ;
to besmear (arrows)

with poison ; to anoint with ointment.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis ix. xii. 106 To graith and til invnct

a castyng dart, And with vennom to garnys the steil hedis.

Ibid. x. iii. 47 Thow Ismarus . . eik thar mycht men the

se, Invnctand_venemus schaftis. 16*3 COCKERAM, Inuncted,
t. Med. II. 76 The patients. .

:tnselves in a most thorough
manner.

Inunction (in^'rjkfan). Also 6 en-, [ad. L.

inunction-cm, n. of action f. inungue're \ see prec.]
1. The action of anointing; smearing with, or

rubbing in of, oil or ointment.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. v. in. i. (1676) 248/2 Fomenta-

tions, irrigations, inunctions, odoraments, prescribed for the

head. 1663 BOYLE Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos. \\. v. x. 211

Quicksilver, which by inunction may be made as well to

salivate, as if it were swallowed down. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
Waters III. 176 Celsus recommends .. bathing, with or

without inunction with oil. 1875 H. C. W D TheraP.

(1879) 392 The advantage claimed for inunction is that the

digestion is less apt to be disturbed than when the drug is

exhibited by the mouth. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 315
Mercurial inunction was ordered.

b. The anointing with oil in consecration and

other religious rites. Cf. UNCTION. Obs. or arch.

1483 Wardr. Ace. in Antiq. Rep. (1807) 1. 38 A coyfe to be

put on the Kyngs heede after his inunction. 1309 in

Maskel! Mon. Kit. III. 73 note^
For the consecration,

envnction, and coronation of the seid moost excellent Prince

Henry. 1537 Inst. C/ir. Man I b, They dyd call it . . extreme

unction, bycause it is the last in respecte of the other in-

unctions whiche be ministred. 1610 HOLLAND Camdetfs

anoynted. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.
were compelled to inunct the

.247 The bacrea inunction ol King Fi

. .by this Pope Leo the Tenth.

2. toner. An ointment, liniment, or unguent.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xiii. 11.58 Many haue vsed an

inunction thereof [Rue] to their eies.

3. attrib.

1898 Q. Rev. July 6 He proceeded to Aachen to be present
at the inunction and coronation ceremony. 1899 J. HUTCHIN-
SON Archives Surg. X. 137 On each occasion the inunction

j

treatment had promptly cleared away all symptoms.

t Iiiu-nctment. Obs. rare
~ l

. [f.
INUNCT v.

+ -JIENT: cf. ANOINTMENT.] Ointment.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis xn. Prol. 146 Prccyus invnctment,
salve or fragrant pome.

i Imuictuo sity. Obs. rare" 1
. [Cf. next.]

The quality of bcin^ inunctuous.

1794 KIRWAN Elem. Min. I. 198 Porcelain clay is distin-

guished from Fuller's earth, by colour, degree of cohesion
and inunctuosity.

t InU'nctuOUS, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [lN-3.] Not

unctuous ; without oil or grease.
1634 T. JOHNSON Parey^s Chirurg. x. xxxii. (1678) 263

These things which are to be outwardly applied, are in-

unctuous Baths.

f Inirnd, v. Obs. Chiefly 5V, [ad. L. inund-are :

see INUNDATE. Cf. OF. enunder (i2th c.), inon-

dcr (i3th c. in Ilatz.-DarmO.] trans. To inun-

date, flood. ///. and Jig. Hence Inu'ndiug vbl.

sb. and ///. a.

1628 SIR W. MURE Spir. Hymn 195 Of ire what hudge,
inunding spaitc, had quenchde our offspring weake ? xoaS

Doomesday 586 What ouerflowing spaite, Inunding this

Theater great. 1631-2 Ace. Rurgh Peebles (Rec. Soc.) 417
The schoole flore whrlk wes invndit with the water. 1631
LITHGOW Trav. i. 13 Tyber .. impetuously inunding his

bankes. Ibid. VH. 317 Such inunding can not be called

cherishings. 1659 FULLER
Apj>. Inj. Innoc. n. 18 Those

Sholes of People. . came into Jiutland, and thence Inunded
the most of Europe.

Inirndable, a. rare. [f. L. inundare : see

-ABLE.] Liable to inundation.
i8ai W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rw. XCV. 18 Dividing it

(the country] into inundable and hilly districts.

Inuiidant (in&-ndant), a. [ad. L. inund&nt-

INUNVABIABLE.

etn
t pr. pple. of inundare : see next and -ANT.]

Overflowing, inundating, flooding.
1619 Drayner Conf. B iy b, The River (whose natural!

Current, as it is most plentiful!, so his excesse is most inun-

dant). 1634 HEYWOOD & BROME Witches Lane. v. Wks.
1874 IV. 252 It is in vaine to guesse at this my griefe 'Tis
so inundant. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. vm. 530 A Torrent
. . in the Spring and Winter inundant and raging, c 1750
SHENSTONE Economy \. 173 Thy voice, hydropic Fancy !

calls aloud For costly draughts, inundant bowls of joy.
1874 VVSEV Lent. Sert. 346 What measure we bring thither
of faith to hold, so much of the inundant tide of grace do
we receive within us.

Inundate .i-mmd^t, inirnd^t),^. [f. ppl. stem
of L. inundare (f. in- (IN-2J + undare to flow) :

see -ATE 3.

The stress is now mostly on the first syllable, though this

is not found in the dictionaries before <ri88o; later diets,

still give preference to inu'ndate. See note to CONTEMPLATE.]
1. trans. To overspread with a flood of water ;

to overflow, flood.

1791 W. BELOE Herodotus n. Note 39. 240 During the

period when the Nile inundates ./Egypt. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 169 To produce an
annual overflow of the Amazon . . and to inundate a great
part of Brasil. 1898 T. B. MACLACULAN Mango Park

yiii.

64 The rivers were overflowing their banks and inundating
the land.

2. transf. and fig. To fill with an overflowing
abundance or superfluity ; to overwhelm,

*

swamp '.

1623 COCKERAM, Inundated^ ouerwhelmed. 1667 WATER-
HOUSE Fire Lottd. 67 God has . . strengthened the sphere and
activity of the Fire to inundate things sacred and civil. 1^98
WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 60, I was inundated with

letters, describing the crisis. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist.
xi. (1845) 266 That strange mixture of opinions which were
now inundating the world under the name of Gnosticism.

1849 COBDEN Speeches So, I say inundate Ireland with Indian
corn and good wheat.

Hence Inundated///, a., flooded.

1875 LYELL/W. Geol. II. in. xl. 393 Columbus and other

navigator*, who first encountered these banks of Algae,
compared them to vast inundated meadows.

Inundation (inwid^-Jon). Also 7 en-, [ad.
L. inundation-em

,
n. of action f. inundare : see

prec. and -ATION. OF. had inundacion in i2-i4th
c. (perh. the immediate source) ; mod.F. inonda-

tion (Pare, i6th c.).]

1. The action of inundating ;
the fact of being in-

undated with water
;
an overflow of water

;
a flood.

1432-30 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 35 The firste age began from
the creation of man ; the secunde of a meruellous invnda-
cion of water [HIGUEN inundatione diluvii^ THEVJSA Noes
flood], a 1548 HALL Chron. t Rich. Ill 39 The ryver rose so

high that yt overflowed all the countrey .. By this inunda-
cion the passages were so closed that [etc.]. 1599 HAK-
LUYT Voy. II. 203 This place hath a great pond caused by
the inundation of Nilus. 1607 MARKHAM Caval, i. (1617) 6
Free from all enundation or ouer-flowe of waters. 1726
CAVALLIKK Mem. iv. 347, I embarked .. on flat Boats, on
which we were two Hours a crossing that inundation.

1834-47 J- S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. (1851) 86 The waters
should be retained by dams, that they may accumulate in

front of the intrenchment, and thus form an inundation.

1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog. iv. 192 Rich plains, which are
fertilized by their periodic inundations.

2. transf, and Jig. An overspreading or over-

whelming in superfluous abundance ; overflowing,

superabundance.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie i. vJ. fArb.) 27 Then aboutcs

began the declination of the Romain Empire, by the notable

inundations of the Hunnes and Vandalles. 159* SIIAKS.

Rom. <y Jitl. iv. i. 12 And in his wisedome, hasts our mar-

riage, To stop the inundation of her teares. 1607 E. GKIM-
STONE tr. Goularfs Mem. Hist. 571 At last this inundation
of earth stayed it selfe against 2. houses . . which were
covered up halfe way the walles. 165^ tr. Martinis Cong.
China 64 By reason of a great inundation of Locusts which
devoured all. 1659 Gentl. Calling yiii.

F 27 By a steady
opposing himself against the inundation of profaneness and
licentiousness. 1767 Woman ofFashion if. 138 [They] let

in an Inundation of impertinent Visitors. 1798 PENNANT
Hindoostan II. 21 A Brahmin, .by the most pathetic sup-

plications endeavoured to avert this inundation of pollution.
1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Behaviour Wks. (Bohn) II. 384
What inundation of life and thought is discharged from one
soul into another through them [eyes] !

IilUlidator (rmrad^ta-i). rare, [agent-n. in L.

form, from INUNDATE.]
1794 T.TAYLOR tr. Pausanias

1

Descr. Greece\\. 377 [They]

may be called the parricides and inundators of Greece. 1803
G, S. FABKR Dissert. Myst. Cabiri L 91 The Argives . . built

a temple to Neptune the Inundator.

Iiiundatory (inzmdatari), a. rare~ l
. [f. as

INUNDATE + -OBY.] Tending to inundate or flood.

1860 tr. Hartwig's Sea ff Wond. i. q The endeavours of

the Dutch to protect their flat land by dykes against the

Inundatory waters.

t Inundersta-nding, a. nonce-wd. [Iw- 3.]

Not understanding ;
without apprehension.

1659 PEARSON Creed xi. 747 That such inunderstanding
souls should, .be furnished with bodies.

t Inu-ngate, v. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f. stem ofL.

inungu-fre to anoint + -ATE 3.] To inunct or anoint.

Hence t Imrngation, inunction, anointing.

1590 A. M. tr. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke^/t In the 3 yeare
this mungation is needles, and inutile. Ibid. 45/2 Theruti

inungate him with oyle olive.

tlnunva*riable,a. Ofowv* = INVARIABLE.

1535 TINDALE Tracy's Test. Wks. (1573) 432A Nothyng
ihathath happened sence hath chaunged the purpose of the

inunuariablc God.



INUBANCE.

t Inu'raiice. 0/>s. Also 6 enuranoe.
[f.

INURE v. + -ANCE.] The action of inuring or fact

of being inured ; habituation.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xl. 6 His woorkes..by con-
tinewall enurance, doo far surmount the capacitie of man.
1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xin. (1701) 624/2 Nothing
doth asswage Pain more than constancy, and inurance to

suffering,

Inurbane (iniuW-n), a. [ad. L. inurlvin-iis,
f. in- (IN- 3) + urbanus URBANE.] Not urbane ;

unpolished ; esp. impolite, discourteous.
1623 COCKERAM, Inurbane, rusticall. 1818 J. BROWN

Psyche 198 And by her inurbane behaviour, Half broke a
heart. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. # Dogma (1876) 186 Just
would this be, and by no means inurbane ; but hardly,
perhaps, Christian. 1881 Scribner's Ma?. XXII. 101 The
inurbane exaggeration of his [Carlyle's] violence of diction.
Hence Inurba-nelyaafo., in a manner not urbane;

without civility or polish ; discourteously. Inur-
ba-neness, inurbanity (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

6io BP. CARLETON Jiirisd, 221 After his [Alexander's]
death Vrbanus dealt very inurbanely : for hee drewe Mam-
phred in, excluding my selfe the true heyre. a 1687 PETTY
Pol. Arith. (1690) 73 The very same People shall . . spend
more than when they lived more sordidly and inurbanely.

Inurbanity (inzubrc'mti). [IN- 3. Cf. F. in-

urbaniti ;Littre), It. inurbanita (Florio, 1598).]
Lack of urbanity; rude or unpolished manner or

deportment ; esp. incivility, discourtesy.
1598 FLORIO, Inurbanita, inurbanitie, rudenes, discour-

tesie, clownishnes, vnmannerlines. 1629 (title) An Answer
to Pope Vrban his Invrbanity, expressed in a Breve sent to
Lowis the French King . . Written in Latine by loseph
[Hall] .. Translated in English by B. S. 1645 MILTON
Colast. Wks. (1851) 368 Such idle stuff, .as his own servile

inurbanity forbeares not to put into the Apostles mouth.
1728 MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. 6 The Algerines .. want
nothing but less Pride and Inurbanity. 1799 W. TAYLOR
in Robberds Mem. I. 250, I hope he attributes to me no
inurbanity. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 253 The pro.
verbial inurbanity of these official Cerberi.

Inure, enure (iniu<>M, emuu), v^ Also 5
enewre. [f.

EN- 1, IN- 2 + URE, work, operation,
exercise, use, a. F. cettvre work.]
1. trans. To bring (a person, etc.) by use, habit,

or continual exercise to a certain condition or state
of mind, to the endurance of a certain condition,
to the following of a certain kind of life, etc. ;

to

accustom, habituate, a. Const, to (\unto], inf.
o. 1:1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon viii. 187 A fayre

company, and well enewred to the warre. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. 8 Enuryng our selves to do that in dede whiche we
know in woorde. 1638 SUCKLING Aglaura i. i, The slave
whom tedious custom has enur'd And taught to think of
miserie as of food. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. % Scot. 237
The nature of their country enures them to exercise and
temperance. 1827 HARE Guesses (1859) 197 He must enure
himself to bear sudden and violent changes.
0- 1519 Interl. Four Elcm. (Percy Soc. 1848) 5 But man

to knowe God is a dyffyculte', Except by a meane he hym-
selfe mure, Whiche is to knowe Goddes creaturys that be.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 155 Who . . could neuer
inure their long to wise speaking. 1616 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Bless. Fait/if. Souls in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848) 20 Let vs
each day inure ourselues to dye. 1649 MILTON Eikon. ii.

21 We see to what easie satisfactions . . he had inur'd his
conscience. 1700 PRIOR Carmen Sec. 435 Inure them in

feign'd camps to real arms. 1781 COWPER Hope 7 The poor,
inured to drudgery and distress. 1859 SMILES Self-Help
in. (1860) 61 He was early inured to work,

t b. Const, with, in. Obs.
1508, 1561 [see ENURE v. 2]. 1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 56

The devils with coursses are invred, As authours there of
with out fayle. 1553 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions I. i.

,

youth haue ben practised and inured in feates of armes.
1612 BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. iii. (1627) 13, 1 am well inured with
this grievance, which you speak of. 1654 tr. Snidery's Curia
Pol. 02 The Queen, .had a soul so inured with afflictions.

f2. intr. for refl. To accustom or habituate
oneself. Obs. rare.

. "59s Q- ELIZ. tr. Plutarch De Curios, xii. i Let us invre
if by an others hous we go Not to Louk in, nor rolle our
yees to that wiche is within.

1 3. trans. To put into exercise or operation ; to

exercise, to practise, to commit (a crime). Obs.

(Chiefly in form enure : see ENURE v. t.)
IS49 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly Eja, Who neither is

skilled in thyngs daiely enured, a 1577 GASCOIGNE Herbs,
Voy. Holland Wks. (1587) 172 The best almost in all their
land . . Wil (as men say) inure the same sometime. 1381
J. BELL Haddon's Ansiu. Osor. 39 b, Whereby the. .dueties
of Christian lyfe may be dayly enured and preserved. 1667
MILTON P. L. vni. 239 But us he sends . . as Sovran King,
and to enure Our prompt obedience.
4. intr. Chiefly Law. To come into operation ;

to operate ; to be operative ; to take or have effect.

Often in form enure : see ENUBE v. 3.
a. 1607 [see ENURE 3]. 1628 COKE On ~Litt. 307 a, This

shall enure by force and way of grant. 1726 AYLIFFE
Parergon 469 In a Donative a Resignation to one of the
Founders or Patrons of the Church . . is sufficient, . . for it

enures to them all. 1849 J. P. KENNEDY W. Wirt (1860)
II. xv. 242 The cessions of land .. have generally enured to
the special benefit of Georgia.
_
0. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. xi[i]. (Arb.) 116 It

inureth as a wish by way of resemblaunce in [Simile
dissimile). 1622 CALLIS Slat. Sewers (1824) 275, 1 suppose
this release shall inure to both. 1651 G. W. tr. Cmurfs
Inst. 137 This Legacy shall inure not only to A. but to B.
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and his Heires also. 1718 HICKES & NELSON f. Kettlewell
App. 4 The Decree of Deprivation doth not inure, 'till a
Judicial Sentence passeth further upon us. 1850 GLADSTONE
Homer II. 497 We are dealing with a relation that was not
governed by rules, and that might virtually inure by usage
only. 1879 PARKMAN La Salle 92 The results .. were to

inure, not to the profit of the producers, but to the building
of churches.

Hence InuTing vbl. s/>.

1606 [see ENURING]. 1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng.
III. 472 The passing and inuring of the Second Act for

Uniformity.

t Inn-re, .
2 Obs. [ad. L. inur-fre to burn in,

f. in- (IN- 2) 4- iirlre to burn. Cf. INUST.]
1. trans. To burn in, brand in or upon some-

thing, impress by burning.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. iv. i (1622) 20 They ..

would neuer haue lefte it vnnoted vpon any generall nation,
if they could haue inured any such vpon them. 1646 GAULE
Cases Cause. 59 He himselfe impresses or inures the Marke
of the Beast, the Devills Flesh-brand, upon one or other part
of the body. 1679 PRANCF. Addit. Narr. Pop. Plot 14 The
brands of infamy justly inured upon their Persons.

2. To burn in a flame, expose to the direct action
of fire.

1709 ADAMS in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 25 Inuring each of
the Ends into the purest part of the Flame.

t Inn're, a. Obs. [attrib. use of phrase in are,
in operation, exercise, or habitual use : see URE s&.]

Accustomed, habituated
; practised (in something).

1475 Bit. Noblesse (Roxb.) 62 By reason and by inure de-
liberacion of hymsilf and of the wise senatoure. 1:1485
Digby Myst. (1882) ill. 2102 pou blyssyd woman, invre In
mekenesse.

Inured (iniaud),jM a.
[f.

INURE w.i + -EDI.]

Accustomed, habituated (see the verb) ; rendered
or become habitual.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. ix. 5 (1622) 65 He..de-

serueth that inured note of Tullie (Capitalis Euripides).
1864 Fine Arts Q. Rev. III. 14 There is death in her very
calm of inured insensibility. 1874 PUSEY Lent. Serjn. 12

Why should not the habit of youth be that of middle age,
and the wont of middle age be the inured custom of ad-
vanced age ?

Hence Inu-reduess.
1682 H. MORE Annot. Clam/ill's Lux O. 32 Long inured-

ness to those Celestial Objects.

Inurement (iniuument). Also 7 en-,
[f.

INURE v. + -MENT.] The action of inuring, or
state of being inured ; habituation.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary \\. (1625) 44 An allurement

and inurement to unthriftines. ifin [see ENUREMENT].
a 1639 WOTTON Ednc. in Reliq. (1651) 319 Education being
nothing else but a constant plight and Inurement. 1828
P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 301 Our feelings,
at first melted by the sight of every moving spectacle, defy
by gradual inurement the most horrific ! 1874 PUSEY Lent.
Serin. 264 Awakening the soul from the hopeless inure-
ments in sin.

t Inn'rled, ppl. a. Obs. [f. IN-
2 + nrle, var.

of ORLE, border.] Adorned with an 'orle' or
border ; bordered.

'599 T. M[OUFET] Silkuarmes 49 An azur'd cloth of state
. .with twelue braue signes and glistring stars inurld.

Inurn (inzJMn), . Also 7 en-. [lN-2.] tram.
To put (the ashes of a cremated body) in an urn

;

hence trans/., to entomb, bury, inter. Also_/ff.
Hence Invrmed ///. a., Invrrning vbl. sb.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. !. iv. 49 Why the Sepulcher Wherein
we saw thee quietly enurn'd, Hath op'd his ponderous and
Marble iawes, To cast thee vp againe? aiju KEN Hymns
Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 350 Thither he return'd In his

Birth-place to be inurn'd. 1715-20 POPE Iliad vn. 451 Let
a truce be ask'd, that Troy may bum Her slaughter'd
heroes, and their bones inurn. 1766 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett.
Henry <$ Frances III. 160 Like the inurned Ashes, or em-
balmed Heart. 1819 BYRON yuan \. iv, There's no more to
be said of Trafalgar, 'Tis with our hero quietly inurn'd. 1839
MRS. BROWNING Sabbath Morn, at Sea

yi,
I oft had seen the

dawnlight . . break Through many a mist's inurning. 1845
HIRST Com. Mammoth, etc. 117 Ifthouwilt but inurn, love,
The ashes of the past. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Sept. 253 The body
was sometimes burnt and inurned, but sometimes buried.

Innsitate (inizi-ziWt), a. Now rare. [ad.
L. infisitdt-us, f. in- (!N- '>) + usitatus, pa. pple.
of usitari to use often.] Unwonted, unusual, out
of use.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 95 A thing very strange
ana inusitate. 1624 F. WHITE Refl. Fisher 439 Bread may
be called the bodie of Christ by an inusitate forme of speak-
ing. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. i. 50, I finde some inusitate

expressions. 1881 Academy 19 Nov. 381/1 The word 'de-
spicion

'

is dangerously inusitate.

Hence Imvsitateuess, the state of being unused.
1888 Sat. Rev. 15 Dec. 706/2 Careful indications of the

line which separates actual inelegancy or worse from mere
'

inusitateness
'

[of words].

Innsita'tiou. rare. [f. asprec.: SCC-ATION.]
The action of not using or the condition of being
unused ; disuse.
1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxiii. (1827) 529/1 The mamma?

of the male have not vanished by inusitation.

tlnn'St, a. Obs. rare. [ad.L. inust-us, pa.pple.
of infirere : see INURE z.2] Burnt in, branded.
1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chimrg. xii. ix. (1678) 298 The

fire which is internal and inust into the part. 1647 H. MORE
Song ofSoul a. iii. in. Ixix, That furious hot inust impres-
sion Doth so disturb his veins, that [etc.].

t Inu'Stion. Obs. [n. of action f. L. iniirere,
inust- see prec. and -TION.]

INVADABLE.

1. Burning.
1618 T. ADAMS Serai. Bad Leaven Wks. 1862 II. 354A kingdom brought him to tyranny, tyranny to . . imtstion

of other countries, among which Israel felt the smart in the

burning of her cities and massacring her inhabitants.

2. The action of burning in or branding with
fire. Alsojig'.

1647^
W. MORE Song of Soitl Notes 429 That memory

that is seated in the Mundane spirit of man, by a strong
impression, or inustion of any phantasme. .upon that spirit.

3. Cauterization.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, xix. 711 The Chinese.,
undertake to cure almost all Diseases by Inustion. 1765
Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 237/2 It may be . . done by . . scari-

fication, or by inustion. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
III. 288 The latter .. recommending that inustion should
follow the application of the knife, instead of preceding it.

flnu-sual, a. Obs. rare- 1

. [!N-S.] = UNUSUAL.
1609 DOULAND Ornith. Microl. 23 Inusuall and forbidden

Moodes.

Inutile (ini-til), a. Also 5-6 -yle, 7 -ill.

[a. F. inutile, ad. L. iniitil-is, (. in- (IN- 3) + fitilis

useful. Orig. prob. stressed inuti'lc, but inwtile
in A. Hume 1590.

It appears to have gone out of use, except as an occasional

Gallicism, before 1700, and is marked as obsolete in Diets. ;

but of recent years it has come into use again, perh. as a
re-adoption from French.]

Useless, of no service, unprofitable.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofJEsop in. vii, Despreyse and flee

al synne and vyce, Whiche ben inutyle harmeful and dom-
mageable. 1490 Eneydos iv. 19 This is but lytyll prow-
esse to the . . vpon a deed corps to take vengeaunce soo

Inutyle. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)K k b, They haue aredyed the mylle, and . . left it inutile.

1590 A. HUME Hymns, etc. (1832) 5 And did the tung
inutile heill Of Zacharie that was dum. 1649 EVELYN
Liberty q Ser-jiL iv. Misc. Writ. (1805) 19 Their journey was
not altogether inutill. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. Pref.,
I am no friend to those vexatiose, contentiose, and inutile

Disputes of these times. 1756 GRAY Lett. xci. (1819) II. 10

(Stanf.) Having been in a very listless, unpleasant, and
inutile state of mind. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib.
II. xxiv. 288 Before she could oppose any answering, but
most inutile [cd. 1890 useless] argument. 1884 Evangelical
Mag. Feb. 49 Are our Christian temples . . beautiful but in-

utile! 1894 Daily News 12 June 5/6 Another .. member
rising to carry on an obviously inutile conversation.

Hence Inu'tilely adv., uselessly.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 247 b/i The

moneye whiche was alredy inutylly spende.

Inutility (iniwtHIti). [a. F. inutilitl (1416
in Hatz.-Darm.), or It. inutilitct (Florio), ad. L.

iniitilit-as, f. in- (IN- 3) + fitilitas UTILITY : see

prec. and -ITY.] The quality or state of being use-

less
; want of utility ; uselessness, unprofitableness.

1598 FLORIO, Inutilita, disprofit, inutilitie, vnprofitablenes.
1603 Montaigne^ I. li. (1632) 165 The Mahometans, by
reason of it's inutilitie, forbid the teaching of it [Rhetoric]
to their children. 1651 Life Father Sarpi (1676) ji The
vanity and inutility thereof he did always and absolutely
despise. 1731 LD. BOLINGBROKE in Swift's Lett. (1766) II.

135 The absolute inutility I am of to those whom I should
be the best pleased to serve. 1786 BURKE Art. Hastings
Wks. 1842 II. 132 The moral impossibility, as well as inu-

tility in point of profit, of forcing a son to greater violence
and rigour against his mother. 1825 LYTTON Falkland 14
To teach me, like Faustus, to find nothing in knowledge
but its inutility.

b. An instance of nselessness ;
a thing or person

that is useless.

1802 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 433 Give me the

spot where victories have been won over the inutilities of

nature by the efforts of human art. 1813 E. S. BARRETT
Heroine (1815) II. 68 One of the beautiful Inutilities, who
sits in sweet stupidity, [and] plays off the small simpers.

1884 HUNTER & WHYTE My Ducats ff My Dau. xxviii.

(1885) 438 Constantly engaged in the purchase of inutilities

or superfluities.

Intrtilized, a. rare. [IN- 3.] Not utilized
;

not made use of.

1874 W. CROOKES Dyeing fy Calico-print. I. x. 80 The
application [of native ultramarine] remained inutilised for

'inu'tterable, a. Now rare. [lN-3.] That

cannot be uttered ; unutterable.

1603 DEKKER Wotiderfull YeareCiv, The dreadfulnesse
of sucrran houre is in-vtterable. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 626

Nature breeds, Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious

things, Abominable, inutterable. 1729 T. COOKE Tales,

Proposals, etc. 30 Agenor feels inutterable Woes. 1859
TENNYSON Vivien 884 Kill'd with inutterable unkindliness.

Invacciuate (invre-ksin^t), v. rare. [IN-
2
.]

trans. To introduce into the system by vaccination.

1880 Daily News 12 June 2/5 An absolute guarantee
against the propagation of those human diseases occasion-

ally invaccinated with humanised lymph.
Hence Inva-cciiiated ///. a. ;

also Invaccina'-

tion, introduction or implanting by vaccination.

\tyjAllbutfsSyst.Med. II. 561 Noticed in cases of invac-

cinated syphilis. Ibid. 562 Lupus of the vaccination scars is

discussed under Invaccinated Tubercle. 1899 Daily News
16 July 6/6 The supporters of vaccination . . denied .. the

very possibility of the invaccination of syphilis.

In vacuo : see IN Lat. prep.

Inva'dable, a. rare. Also 7 -ible. [f. IN-

VADE + -ABLE.] Capable of being invaded.
1611 COTGR., Imiasible, inuasible, inuadible. 1755 H.

WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) III. 108 The season has
been the wettest that ever has been known, consequently
the roads not very invadeable.

t Invada-tion, erroneous form for INVASION.



INVADE.

a 1607'!'. BIGHTMAX KtvetatioH (1615) 214 Inuadations

Ijy showers, and horrible leiniicsls did bpoile all things.

Invade im^'-d), v. Also 6-7 en-, [ad. L. in

.

,-,
I. in- (Is-

2
)

4- I'iitlfre to go, walk.]

1. trans. To enter in a hostile manner, or with

armed force ; to make an inroad or hostile incur-

sion into.

1404 FABYAH Ckrtni.
ly.

Ixi. 41 The Pictes and other

Enemyes, whiche dayly inuaded the Lande. 1534 MORE
Ctmf, agst. Trib. in. Wks. 1236/2 God shall not suffer the

Turkcs to enuade this lande. 1543 GRAFTON Conln. Harding
603 The kyng of Scoltes..inuad Englande with an hoste of

an hundred thousandc menne. 1630 WADSWORTH /'iff. vni.

80 When the Spaniards saw the King of France to enuade

the Valtoline. 17*8 NEWTON Chronol. Amended 36 Asser-

hadon invades Babylon. 1847 EMERSON Poems, B/igfrt,Wc
invade them impiously for gain ; We devastate them unre-

ligiously. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. III. xii. 32 For a

subject to invite a foreign power to invade his country is

the darkest form of treason.

2. transf.Kt^fig. To enter or penetrate after the

manner of an invader, a. Of a physical agent.
6os SHAKS. Ltar i. i. 146 Let it fall rather, though the

forke inuade The region of my heart. Ibid. ill. iv. 7 This
contentious storme Inuades vs to the skin. 1671 K. BOHUN
IVi*dai8 An Island ; which being invaded on all sides by
the Sea-vapors and Winds, seldome enjoys [etc.]. 1753
SMOLLETT Ct. Fathom (1784) 53 '\ Ferdinand, .was actually
invaded to the skin, before he could recollect himself so far

as to quit the road. 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recrent. (ed.

2) II. 381 The deer invade the crops in such numbers. 1860

TVNDALL Glac. I. xviii, 123 The blue firmament, .was more
and more invaded by clouds.

b. Of sounds, diseases, feelings, etc.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. F//3 b, A deadly and burnyng
sweate invaded their bodyes. 1602 MANSION Ant. fy Mel.
iv. Wks. 1856 I. 54 A sodden horror doth invade my blood.

1673 Lady's Call. i. ii. 17 The tongue . . in its loudest

clamors can naturally invade nothing but the ear. 1738
JOHNSON Van. Hum. Wishes 151 Should no disease thy
torpid veins invade. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iv. (1875)

173 A sense of loss, of loneliness invades her.

3. intr. or absol. To make an invasion or attack.

Const, on (upon, into}, and with indirect pass.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. n i Ye verily intendyng. .to

invade upon your and our auncien ennemyes with an Armee
roiall. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices n. (1540) 107 Of
late this mischefe inuaded in to this commenwelthe of
Rome. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. I. ix. (1622) 16
Germanicus feared so much the more, because he knew the

enemy would not faile to inuade, as soone as he vnderstood
. . that the riuers side was vndefended. 1733 POPE Ess. Man
in. 298 Made To serve, not suffer, strengthen, not invade.

1814 Spaniards v. iii, T is for our monarch's realm, in-

vaded on.

4. trans. To intrude upon, infringe, encroach on,
violate (property, rights, liberties, etc.).

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ff Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixv,

Why doest thou invade my part and portion ? 1647 COWLEY
Afistr., Sfringv, You did their Natural Rights invade. 1648
Eikon Bas. iv. 20 Those Tumults, .spared not to invade the
Honour and Freedom of the two Houses. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Conim. III. xvii. 255 Whenever . . the crown hath been in-

duced to invade the private rights of any of it's subjects.
1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, v. 218 That liberty of private
judgment which cannot be invaded without crushing the
human mind. 1852 CONYDEARE & H. St. Paul (1862) I. ii.

54 The jurisdiction of the Sanhedrin was invaded by the
most arbitrary interference.

fb. To usurp, seize upon, take possession of.

1617 MORYSON Itin. I. 93 At this day the family of Este
being extinct, the Bishop of Rome hath invaded this Duke-
dome. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. in. (1636) 13 Having
murthered his Soveraigne Lord Constance, invaded his
Crowne. 1711 BERKELEY /'ass. Obeii. Wks. III. 137 By
virtue of the duty of non-resistance we are not obliged to
submit the disposal of our lives and fortunes to the discre-
tion either of madmen, or of all those who by craft or vio-
lence invade the supreme power.
1 5. To make an attack upon (a person, etc.) ;

to
set upon or assault, lit. xsAfig. Obs.
1513 DOUGLAS sKneis ix. x. 2 Ascanyus . . That wont was

wyth his schot bot to invaid The wild bestis. 15*6 TIN-
DALE Acts xviii. 10 Noo man shall invade the that shall hurt
the. c 1540 tr. rol. yerg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) 1. 53 The
Brittons .

;
of a sodaine invaded the seventhe parte of the

legion which was sente for the purveyance of corne. 1553EDEN Treat. Newt Ind. (Arb.) 16 When this beast attempteth
to inuade the Klephant. a 1578 LINDF.SAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scat. (S. T. S.) I. 15 Thay dreid to prouock grettar troubil-
hs. .give thay wold invaid so gret ane man. 1647 N. BACON
Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixvii. (1739) 169 No Free-man shall be. .

outlawed, or banished, or invaded, but by the Law of the
Land, and Judgement of his Peers. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Ctorg. iv. 643 Audacious Youth, what Madness cou'd pro-
voke A Mortal Man t'invade a sleeping God t 1753 Scots
Mag. Sept. 469/2 James Miln . . was indicted for invading
and wounding, on the high-way, William Bennet.

1 6. (Xatinisms) : a. To enter. /*'/. andyff. b.
To go, traverse, or accomplish (a distance), c.
To rush or enter hurriedly into (a struggle, etc.).
iSo SPFNSER f. Q. n. x. 6 The venturous Mariner . . Gan

more the same frequent, and further to invade. Ibid. in. vi.
Matter. .Which, whenas forme and feature it docs ketch,

tecomes a body, and doth then invade The state of life out
of the gnesly shade. 1598 GRENEWEY Taciiia, Ann. xi. iii.

143 Bardanes, wTio being a man of action and able to
thorow great enterprises, in two daies inuaded three

thousand Stadia, and chased out Gotarzes . . not one dream-
his comming 1700 DRYDEN Pal. 4 Arc. in. 51, Nor

(captive, made) Be freed, or ann'd anew the fight invade.
Hence Inv-ded ///. a. Inva-ding vbl. sb. and

///. a.

1598 FLORID, Innaso, inuaded or assailed. 1601 R. JOIIN-SOK K,ngd. l, Commw. d6o3) 173 By invading of their
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neighboures, procured unto themselves . . most spacious king,

domes. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 224 A defensive Warre
. . against the insatiate and invading Spaniard. 1720 WELTON

Suffer. Son ofGod II. xxix. 750 To whom Leprosie itself,

and all other Invading Sicknesses, .submit themselves. 1837
Cuf.nl Fr. Rev. III. i. i, You gathering in on her. .with

your.. invadings and truculent bullyings. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 333 Food for an invading army was not

to be found in the wilderness of heath and shingle.

t Inva'de, so. Obs. rare 1
, [f. prec. vb.]

The act of invading ; invasion.

1591 Troub. Raigne K. John n. (1611) 107 Only the heart

impugnes with faint resist The fierce inuade of him that

conquers Kings.
i Inva dent, a. Obs. rare~ }

. [ad. L. inva-

dent-em, pr. pple. of invadlre to INVADE : see

-ENT.] Invading.
1655 DIGGES Cowpl.Aiiibass. 402 Upon any invasion .. the

confederates are mutually to proclaim the said King invadent,

enemy.
Invader (inv^'daa). Also 6-7 -or, 7 -our.

[f. INVADE v. + -ER J.]

1. One who invades or enters in a hostile manner.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. vi. 14 b, They
make ready to beate backe the inuader. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 972 He. .coming upon the Invadors, fought
with them, and drave them beyond the Rhine. 1637 " p-

HALL Remedy Propltansn. ii. 15. 207 The Tartars . . are
better invaders of other mens possessions, than keepers of
their owne. 1651 R. SAUNDERS Plen. Possess. 19 They may
resist an Invadour. 1748 Anson's Voy. m.x. 414 It continues

exposed . . to the ravages of every petty Invader. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 314 Such an army as might
be sufficient to repel any invader who might elude the vigi-
lance of her fleets.

fig. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame v. 2 Nor reigns Ambition in

bold man alone ; Soft female hearts the rude Invader own.
2. One who intrudes or encroaches.

1637 BASTWICK Answ. Inform. Sir J. Banks 18 They are
invaders of his Prerogative. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <$

P. 194 The Moguls are the Invaders of their Liberties
and Properties, ruling tyrannically. 1709 STEELE Tatler
No. 76 P i Every Invader upon his Time, his Conversation,
and his Property. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. i. 39 To see in

the great Edward no reckless invader of other men's rights.

b. One who seizes or takes possession.
1651 HOBBES Govi. fy Soc. xvii. 9. 305 That it may be

known by Right to belong to the Receiver, Invader, or
Possessour.

+ Inva'diate, v. Obs. rare
-

o.
[f. ppl. stem of

med.L. imtadiare to engage, f. in- (IN-
a
) + med.L.

vadiare = vulgar L. wadiare, gtiadiare, f. vadium,
waditim, guadium, from Teutonic: cf. Goth.
wadi; OTeut. *wadjo

m
pledge, GAGE; the spelling

with v being due to association with L. vas, vaJ-em

pledge.]
' To engage or mortgage land, etc.'

1706 in PHILLIPS. 1730-6 in BAILEY (folio).

Inva'ginable, a. rare. [f. INVAGINATE v. :

see -BLE.J Susceptible of invagination.
1888 E. RAY LANKESTERin Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 187/2 The

great proboscis of Balaiwglossus may well be compared to
the invaginable organ similarly placed in the Nemertines.

Inva'ginate, a- rare. [ad. mod.L. type
*ini>aginat-iis, pa. pple. of *invaginare : see next.]
INVAGINATED.
1887 Aiiicr. Naturalist XXI. 422 Invaginate gastrula.

Invaginate (invie-djine't), v.
[f.

mod.L. type
*invaglnare, f. L. in- (IN- -) + vagin-a sheath : see

-ATE 3. Cf. mod.F. invaginer (Littre).]
1. trans, a. To put in a sheath

; to sheathe, b.

Phys. To turn or double (a tubular sheath) back
within itself ; to introvert.

1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr., Invaginate, to sheath or put into
a sheath. 1835-6 [see INVAGINATED ppl. a.}. 1861 HUI.ME
tr. Moquin-Tandon n. in. iii. 136 The pseudo chrysalis .. is

half invaginated in the cast-off skin of the second larval form.
1882 H. S. BOASE Crcat. # Evol. vi. 138 The wall of the
planula is next pushed in on one side, or invaginated, when
by it is converted into a double sac with an opening. x8f

H. O. FORBES Nat. U'ander. E. Archip. \\. 93 In some
cases the rostellum (the upper margin of the stigma) is not

invaginated down the stylary canal.

2. intr. To become invaginated.
1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 422 The endoderm cells.,

will no longer immigrate one at a time, but will invaginate
in a body, and thus in a more direct way establish a gastric
cavity.

Invaginated (invoe'd^ine'ted), ///. a. [f. prec.
+ -ED lJ a. Inserted or received into a sheath

;

sheathed, b. Turned into a sheath, c. Intro-
verted.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 184/2 A portion of the large

button-holes. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 627 When
the invaginated portion of intestine becomes strangulated,
the symptoms are acute. 1897 A lOaitt's Syst. Med. II. 1013
This cyst contains the

spirally rolled and much-wrinkled
invaginated cestrode head.

Invagination (invcedjin^-fsn). [n. of action
from INVAGINATE v. : so in mod.F. (Littre').] The
action of sheathing or introverting ; the condition
of being sheathed or introverted ; intussusception.
1658 PHILLIPS, tnvagjnatiou, a putting into a sheath or

scabbard. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 167 Some
writers represent the bowels as exhibiting after death a
remarkable diminution in their diameter ; some have met
with invaginations. 1847-9 Tono Cycl. Anat. IV. 27/1
These little animals . . recede into themselves by a kind of
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invagination of their own bodies. 1875 tr. Haeckers Ewl.
Man I. viii. 221 The Gastrula . . was originated by an inver-
sion or invagination of the Blastula.

Inva'giiiator. Med. [agent-n. in L. form
from INVAGINATE v,~]

' The wooden or other

cylinder used for thrusting the skin into the canal
in the operation for the radical cure of hernia'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887).
Invaid, Invaie, Invail, Invain, obs. ff. IN-

VADE, INVEIOH, INVEIL, INVEIN.

In vain phr. : see VAIN.

tluvale, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. IN- i ot 2 +
VALE s6. Cf. It. inva/lare

' to enter or come into

a valley* (Florio 1611).] trans. To convey into

a valley ; refi. to occupy a valley.
i6ia DRAYTON Poly-olb. xiv. 229 What fountaine send they

forth (That finds a river's name, though of the smallest
worth) But it invales it selfe.

Invalescence l
(invale-sens). rare. [f.

IN- s +
-valescence in convalescence] The state or condition

of being an invalid
;

ill health.

1730-6 BAiLEY(foL), Invalescence, want of health. 1895
'

J. O. HOBBES '

in Daily AV7CS 24 Jan. 6/6 My long days
and hours of invalescence have allowed me the leisure to

read more than many of those who mainly write.

Invalescence 2
(invale-sens). rare. [f. L. in-

valestifre to grow strong, inceptive of invaJere to

be strong against : see -ENCE.] Strength ;
health ;

force
(J.).

"755 "i JOHNSON. 1828 in WEBSTER. 1887 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Invalfscence, recovery from weakness or disease.

t Invaletude. Obs. rare-'. Also 7 -itude.

[ad. L. invaleifido, -tfidin-em, f. in- (!N- 3) + vale-

tfido health.] Ill health, sickness, bodily infirmity.
1623 COCKERAM, Iwtaliditie, luiialitude, weaknesse. 1647

R. BARON Cyprian Acad. 7 Paris . . being plagued with an
almost generall infection or invalitude. 174* BAILEY, In-

Talescence, Inraletnde, Want of Health.

t Invaletndina'rian, sb. Obs. rare- 1
. In

8 invalit-. [f. as next + -AN.] A sickly, infirm,

or feeble person, a weakling: cf. VALETUDINARIAN.
1763 London Mag. XXXI. 612 The present race of young

invalitudinarians . . this spurious, effeminate, mushroom
breed.

tlnvaletirdiiiaryyi. Obs. rate. [ad. med.L.

invaletiidinari-us, f. invalettldin-em : see prec.,

INVALETDDE, and -ARY.] Wanting health or

strength ; weak, infirm, inva'.id.

1661 Papers^ on Alter. Prayer Bk. 126 Whether usually
the most studious laborious Ministers, be not the most in-

valetudinary and infirm ? 1661 R. L'ESTRANGE State

Divinity 42 This Point will be the Death of the Invale-

tudinary Ministers, (as our Ciceronian* expresse it).

Invalid (invalid), a.i Also 7 -ide. [ad. L.

invalid-us not strong, infirm, weak, inadequate; f.

in- (!N- 3) + validtts strong.] Not valid.

( 1. Of no power or strength ; weak, feeble. Obs.

1635 J. GORE Well-doing Ded. i The beames of the Moone
are too weake and too invalid to ripen a tender grape. 1651
BIGGS New Disj>. F 281 If a remedy be invalid and not able

to charge a disease. 1708 Brit. ApoUo No. 14. 2/2 His
Studies are barren, invalid his Pains. 1822-34 G d's Study
Med. (ed. 4) III. 476 As though. .the proportions belonging
to the organ whose outlet is invalid, were distributed among
the other organs.
2. Of no force, efficacy, or cogency ; esp. without

legal force, void.

1635 J. SWAN Spec. M. ii. 3 (1643) 33 The Chaldee Para-

phrast . . is so much the more invalid. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.
l. xiv. 70 A Covenant to accuse ones selfe, without assurance
of pardon, is .. invalide. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. viii. 340
That which was invalid from the beginning, cannot become
valid by prescription or tract of time. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Conim. III. vi. 84 The privileges granted therein . .were of so

high a nature, that they were held to be invalid. 1837-8
SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xxi. (1866) I. 427 The inference,

though valid in itself, is logically, is scientifically, invalid.

1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xiv. (1862) 202 The
marriage with Catherine was declared invalid in the face of

the whole facts of the case. 1874 SIDGWICK Meth. Ethics
xiii. 352 His method will be declared invalid.

Invalid (invalfd, i-nval/d, -lid). a.
2 and ji. Also

ide. [f.as prec., with modification of pronuncia-
tion after F. invalide (1549 in R. Estienne), ad. L.

invalidus.
The early pronouncing Dictionaries (e. g. Bailey 1727) give

this as inval'id ; so that it appears to have been orig. only a

special sense of INVALID a.\ conformed in i8th c. in stress

(rarely in spelling) to F. invalide. Invali'des (rime deeds')

occurs in Prior (a 1721), and J. 1755 has invali'de, as sb.

Webster 1828 has in'valid, and this pronunciation (given in

most American Diets.), is occasionally heard in England
also, esp. in attrib. use, as ' an invalid sister '.]

A. adj. Infirm from sickness or disease ; en-

feebled or disabled by illness or injury. Now only
as attrib. use of the sb.

1642 JER. TAYLOR Efisc. (1647) 150 Narcissus Bishop of

lerusalem, was invalid and unfit for government by reason

of his extreame age. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Invalid, ..

wounded, maimed, sickly. 1714 Land. Gaz. No. 5193/4
Sir John Gibson's Company of Invalid Serjeants. 1748
LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstmc 12 Dec., Because of

the death and burial of one of the invalid servants. 1756-81

in order that the invalid Christian may have donkey's milk.

1860 SIR J. T. COLERIDGE Mem. Keble viii. 140 His invalide

and suffering sister.
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B. sb. 1. An infirm or sickly person.
1709 Taller No. 16 F 2 Bath is . . always as well stow'd

with Gallants as Invalids. 1748 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett,
to ShenstoH* 23 Aug., It is well I am an invalid. 1775
ABIGAIL ADAMS in y. Adams' Fain. Lett. (1876) 126 "lis
late for me, who am much ofan invalid. 1808 PIKE Sources
Mississ. n. (1810) 199 Thus those poor lads are to be invalids
for life. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 71 He was for

years a miserable invalid.

b. trans/, andy?^. Anything damaged, dilapi-
dated, or the worse for wear.
1860 W. H. RUSSELL Diary in India I. x. 158 The

carriages were old second-class invalids of English lines.

2. A soldier or sailor disabled by illness or injury
for active service

; formerly often employed on

garrison duty, or as a reserve force.

1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Pres. St. Gt. Brit. in. 672 Her
Majesty's Royal Hospital at Chelsea . . 26 Officers, 32
Serjeants, .and 336 Private Soldiers, Invalides. iji$Lond.
Can. No. 5310/3 The invallids of each Regiment. 1731
Gentl. Mag. I. 355 Dobson, Gent, made Ensign of an
independent Company of Invalids in Garrison at Portsmouth.
1748 Anson's Voy. i. i. 6 Five hundred invalids to be col-
lected from the out-pensioners of Chelsea college. 1808
FORSYTH Beauties Scot1. V. 1 39 Fort Chariot te .. is garrisoned
by a small detachment of invalids. 1840 MARRYAT Poor
yack xxxv, There was the sergeant of the invalids.

b. Invalides, the HUM des Invalides, a hospital
or home for old and disabled soldiers in Paris.
a 1721 PRIOR Written in Mezeray's Hist, ii, Yet for the

fame of all these deeds, What beggar in the Invalides,..
Wish'd ever decently to die ? 1833 ALISON Europe (1849-50)
I. iv. 97. 535 The invalids in the garrison of the Invalides
refused to point their guns on the people.
3. attrib. a. (See A.) b. Of or for invalids.

1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 198 Persons
belonging to the invalid establishment. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Meek. 1193/2 The invalid-chair which has traveling arrange-
ments is known as a perambulator. 1893 Daily News
27 Mar. 5/5 Each year, . . about October, certain sailing
vessels which have the name of being

'

invalid ships
'

leave

England for Australia. 1699 Price List. Invalid furniture
of every description. Invalid feeding cups.

Invalid (invse-lid), v.1 Now rare. [f. INVALID
o. 1 : cf. F. invalider^R.. Estienne, 1549), and INVALI-
DATE v.] trans. To render invalid ; to invalidate.

1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Par/, i. (ed. 2) 42 Ergo this un-
lawfull Action of theirs, .must nullifie, or at least invalid . .

the lawfull proceedings of those worthy faithful! members
who continue in it. 1660 Trial Regie. 180 If you have any-
thing to say to invalid these witnesses. 1727 Philip Quarll
143 A way to invalid her Deposition. 1827 O. W. ROBERTS
Centr. Amer. 171 If I assisted in repulsing her, I would, in
some measure, invalid that impression.

Invalid (invalid, i-n-), v.2 Also 9 -ide. [f.

INVALID a. 2]
1. trans. To affect with disease or sickness; to

make an invalid
;
to

'

lay up
'

or disable by illness

or injury. (Chiefly in passive.')
1803 BEDDOES Hygeia ix. 208 To avoid being incommoded

and invalided. 1837 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II, 123
The Queen . . was invalided at Windsor. 1863 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. xx. i. (1872) IX. rj, 200 of Daun's men died
. . 300 more were invalided for life. 1898 Diet. Nat. Biog.
LIV. 83/1 Receiving some severe wounds, which invalided
him several months.

2. To enter on the sick-list, to treat as an in-

valid ; to report (a soldier or sailor) as unfit for

active service ; to remove or discharge from active

service on account of illness or injury.
1787 NELSON 8 Feb. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 212 Mr.

William Lewis, who was invalided to go to England for the
establishment of his health. 1816 A. C. HUTCHISON Pract.
Obs. Surf. (1826) 172 Bradley continued to state, .that, .he
was no longer fit for the service, and hoped I would invalid
him. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxxvii. My duty . . will

not permit me to invalide you. 1882 MRS. CROKER Proper
Pride II. iii. 77 He was invalided home, sorely against his

will.

3. intr. To become an invalid or unfit for active

work through illness ; of a soldier or a sailor : To
go on the sick-list ; to leave the service on account
of illness or injury.
1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xvii, I have invalided for

them [fits] four times. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge xx,
Poor Mr Donovan has had to invalid. 1850 R. W. SIB-

THORP in J. Fowler Life (1880) in, I cannot conceal from

myself that I am invaliding, getting worn out. 1885 Spec-
tator 10 Jan. 36/1 The conscripts die fast, they invalid at
an inexplicable rate.

t Inva'lidable, a. Obs. rare. [f. as next +
-ABLE.] Of no force or effect ; ineffective.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. 109 Some attempts he used
but invalidable ; to shoot darts or arrowes at it was one
with ayming at the moone. 1638 Ibid. (ed. 2) 315 The wals
. .are reasonable strong ; but invalidable against. .Cannon.

Invalidate unvse-lid^t), v. Also 7 -vallidate.

[f. L. type *invalidare, peril, after F. invalider

(R. Estienne, 1549): see -ATE 3
7.] trans. To

render invalid ; to destroy the validity or strength
of (an argument, contract, etc.) ;

to render of no
force or effect ; esp. to deprive of legal efficacy ;

to

make null and void.

1649 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) 143 Con-
cessions .. which they can insist on without evident in-

vallidating y Regall power. 1651 G. W. tr. Cowe?* Inst.

1-82 The omission, .doth not invalidate the Obligation. 1674
tr. Schemer's Lapland vi. 17 This doth not at all invalidate

our arguments. 1759 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 486
We found the governor had enacted a law there, invalidat-

ing the acts of the other colonies. 1801 Med. yrnl. V. 169
VOL. V.
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To invalidate the evidence of Jane Waters, he calls her a
poor ignorant creature. 1866 CRUMP Banking v. 107 Any
alteration made with the consent of an acceptor does not
invalidate the instrument.

Hence Invalidated ///. a. ; Invalidating vbl.

sb. an&ppl. a.

a 1716 SOUTH Twelve Serm. (1717) V. 195 It is again
alledged for the invalidating of the Report made by the
Disciples.

Invalidation (invaslid^'Jan). [n. of action

from INVALIDATE v. : cf. F. invalidation (1642 in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The action of invalidating or

rendering invalid.

1771 BURKE Powers Juries Prosec. Libels Wks. 1877 VI.
160 The thirty-four confirmations [of Magna Charta] would
have been only so many repetitions of their absurdity, so

many new links in the chain, and so many invalidations of
their right. 1863 A. GILCHRIST, etc. W. Blake I. 266 It is

no invalidation of this high claim. 1891 Lain Rep. Weekly
Notes 122/2 The decision . . was subject to appeal, and the
vote subject to invalidation.

Invalidate!' (invte-lide'tsa). [agent-n. in L.

form from INVALIDATE v.~\ One who invalidates.

1869 Contemp. Rev. X. 133 The latest and most formid-
able in validator of the genuineness of this letter.

Invalided (invalided), /// <* Cf- INVALID v.*

+ -ED 1
.] Made or accounted an invalid; 'laid

up
'
or disabled by illness or injury ; removed from

service on account of infirmity.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xlv, Mr. Pickwick cut the matter
short by drawing the invalided stroller's arm through his,
and leading him away. 1859 LANG Wand. India 26 Inva-
lided officers who reside at the sanatarium during the

summer.
b. Of things: Fallen into disrepair; damaged

so as to be unserviceable.

1855 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I.
yi. 179 It looks like a hospital

for invalided or incurable furniture. 1860 DICKENS Uncoin.
Trav. vi, Where five invalided old plate-warmers leaned up
against one another under a discarded old melancholy side-

board.

Invalidhood (invalrdhud, i-n-). [f.
INVALID

sb. + -HOOD.] The condition of being an invalid.

1863 Reader 16 May 477 [He] knocks him into confirmed
invalidhood and paralysis with a brass candlestick. 1883
Miss BROUGHTON Belinda III. iv. i. 154 On the sofa, by-

right of her invalidhood, Belinda is lying.

Invaliding (invalrdirj), vbl. sb. [f. INVALID
v2 + -ING '.] Removing or discharging from ser-

vice on account of sickness or injury. Also atlrib.

1796 NELSON: Aug. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II. 229 Those
made since him in invaliding vacancies, are confirmed.

1797 Ibid. Apr. 324 In the Sick List, three men, objects for

invaliding. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 536
There is invaliding also ; that is, men with fatal diseases
are discharged. 1897 HUGHES Mcdit. Fever i. 3 Though
the rate of mortality is very low, the invaliding rate is high.

Invalidish (invalfdij, i-n-), a. [f. INVALID sb.

+ -I8H.] Of the nature or character of an invalid ;

resembling an invalid, somewhat of an invalid.

1855 Cornwall 299 [They] envelope their faces and throats
in handkerchiefs, so as to present something of an invalidish

appearance. 1873 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life III. 221 We
have been invalidish lately.

Invalidism (invalrdiz'm, i'n-). [f. as prec. +

-ISM.] The state or condition of being a recog-
nized or confirmed invalid ; chronic infirmity or

ill health that prevents activity.
1794 ANNA SEWARD Lett. 25 Oct. (1811) IV. 19 Social and

melodious exertions, trying enough to invahdism. 1843
Blackvj. Mag. LI 1 1. 704 The solitary hours of his invalidism

put an end to his folly. 1862 HOLMES Hunt after Captain
in Old Vol. Life (1891) 28 He piped his grievances to me
in a thin voice, with that finish of detail which chronic
invalidism alone can command.

Invalidity (invali-diti). [f. L. type *invali-

ditas, f. invalid-us INVALID a. : cf. validity, and
F. invalidity (iCth c. in Littre).]
1. [Related to INVALID <z.l] The quality of being

invalid ; want of force or cogency ; esp. want of

legal validity.
c 1550 Li/e Fisher in F.'s Wks. (E. E. T. S.) 1 1.

p. Iviii, By
bringing in question the validitie or invaliditie of this

maryage. 1586 A. DAY Enf. Secretary n. (1625) 8 To
advertise you of the . . invaliditie of your conjectures. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 767 To shew the Invalidity of
the Atheistick Argumentations, against an Incorporeal
Deity. 1711 Load. Gaz. No. 4861/2 The Invalidity of their

Passports. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv. 19. 280 Suspicion
of the invalidity of the evidence. 1884 LD. BLACKBURN in

Law Rep. g App. Cases 553 It was quite unnecessary, .to

say anything about the validity or invalidity of a rule

giving a borrowing power.
t 2. Want of strength or efficacy ; weakness, in-

capacity. Obs.

'589 J. PROCTOR Ep. Ded. R. Rotinson's Gold. Mirr. A ij b,
The vnstablenesse and inualiditie of riches in comparison to
vertue. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 485 All their helps have
an invalidity in them. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P.
88 The ill managing of which Penalties formerly, or the In-

validity to inflict them, may [etc.].

3. [Related to INVALID a.2] Want of bodily

strength or health ; condition of being an invalid
;

bodily infirmity.
a 1698 TEMPLE (I.), He ordered, .that none who could not

work, by age, sickness, or invalidity, should want. 1755

JOHNSONJ Invalidity..*. Want of bodily strength. This is

no English meaning. 178* S. PF.GGE Cur. Misc. 272 A
Litter upon wheels.. adapted both to State and invalidity
among the higher orders. 1808 DR. BURNEY in Mad.

INVARIABILITY.

D'Arblay's Diary % Lett. VI. 335 During my invalidity at
Bath. 1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Syiiom. 292 Invalidity is a
temporary infirmity, a constitutional deficiency of health or
strength. 1891 T. E. YOUNG Germ. Lain Insur. 18 Allow-
ances for both invalidity and old age.

Invalidly (invoe-lidli), adv. [f. INVALID o.l

+ -LY 2
.] So as to be invalid, without validity.

1705 HEARNE Collect. 23 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 93 The in-

vafidly deprived Fathers. 1884 CHITTY in West. Mom.
News 30 Oct. 6/6 If the moneys . . were paid invalidly, the
payments out. .were also invalid.

Inya-lidness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being invalid

; invalidity.
a 1630 DONNE Serm. xcix. IV. 304 And brings the subtlest

plots . . not only to an invalidness and ineffectualness but to
a Derision. 1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1828 in WEBSTER, etc.

t Inva-lidons, a. Obs. [f. L. invalid-us IN-
VALID a.i + -ous. Cf. validtus.]

= INVALID I.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. x. i. | 20. 1225 For Confirma-
tion . . as if the Sacrament of Baptisme were thereby con-
firmed, and were inualidous without it. 1642 SIR E.DERING
Sp. on Rflig. 24 That the late Canons are invalidous. Ibid.

31 See how inconsistent and invalidous they are.

Invali'dship. rare. [f. INVALID sb. + -SHIP.]
The condition or status of an invalid.

1830 BENTHAM Constit. Code Wks. 1843 IX. 4I 8 Diminu-
tion is never produced by other causes than invalidship
or death.

t Inva-lley, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

IN- 2 + VALLEY sl>.]
a. intr. (See quot. 1611.) b. tram. To furnish
or mark with valleys.
1611 FLORIO, Inuallare, to inually, to enter or come into

a vally. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves n. [i.] Ixxxvi. (1628) 250
Lest his fluid waters Mace, Creeke broad Earths invallyed
face.

Invalorous (invae-loras), a. rare. [IN- 3.]
Not valorous, cowardly.
a 1846 O'CONNELL cited in Worcester.

Invaluable (inva;-li|ab'l), a. (si.) [!N- 3.]
1. That cannot be valued

; above and beyond
valuation ; of surpassing or transcendent worth or
merit ; priceless, inestimable.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 172 note. Honest and faith-
ful friends are an invaluable jewel. 1622 R. AYLETT in
Farr S. P. Jas. I (1848) 203 This most rich inualewable
treasure. 1652 KIRKMAN Cleric ft Lozia 92 A Box wherein
was her Pourtraiture of an invaluable worth. 1707 NORRIS
Trent. Humility vi. 262 A good name .. is a valuable, or if

you will, an invaluable thing, not to be valued by money.
1741 BUTLER Serm. Ho. Lords Wks. 1874 II. 268 A free

government . . is an invaluable blessing. 1850 CARLYLE
Latter-d. Paniph. iv. 29 All men know . . that to men and
Nations there are invaluable values which cannot be sold
for money at all. 1879 M. ARNOLD Ess., Denwcr. 37 Its

negative intellectual action.. has been invaluable,

f b. Too great to be estimated ; incalculable.

ni694 TILLOTSON Serm. (1744) XI. 4818 In contemplation
of his sufferings, and of their own invaluable loss. 1704
HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 150 Hooks, .which do in some
measure make .amends for the otherwise invaluable Loss.

2. Without value, valueless.

1640 Treaty at Ripon (1869) p. xiv, The money I have
received is so invaluable a sum that I have forborne as yet
to

pay
it in. 1803 G. COLMAN John Bull in. i, I flattered

myself I might not be altogether invaluable to your lady-
ship. 1865 T. WRIGHT in Intell. Observ. No. 47. 385 An
interesting and far from an invaluable labour.

Hence Inva Inableness, inestimableness
;
In-

valuably adv., beyond valuation, inestimably.
a 1601 ? MARSTON Pasquilfy Katk. n. 208 Loue, invaluably

precious. 1625 Bp. HALL Serm. Thanksgru. Jan. Wks. 1634
II. 301 That invaluably precious blood of the Sonne of God.
a 1656 Satan's Fiery Darts quenched n. (R.), Deny, if

thou canst, the invaluablenesse of this heavenly gift.

tlnva'lue, w. 1 Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. IN- 3 + VALUE
.] trans. To reckon of no value or worth.
1673 Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1857) II. 502 Other wayes

the witness noe wayes to be invallued because an Indian.

t Inva-lue, v$ Obs. rare . [f. IN-
'* + VALUE

v.~\ trans. To make valuable
;
to give value to.

1611 FLORIO, Inualidare, to inualue or make forcible.

t Inva-lued, a. Obs. rare. [!N- 3.] Of which
the value has not been reckoned

; poetic for In-

valuable.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars vi. xv, To Nottingham the
Norths emperious eye. . Closely conuaies this great in-valued

sppile. 1612 Poly-olb. xiii. 220 And with th' invalewed

prize of Blanche the beautious crown'd. 1773-83 HOOLE
Orl. Fur. XVII. 585 No vulgar price th' invalu'd treasure

bought. 1806 T. MAURICE Fall Mogul \. iii. (Jod.), With
rapture I accept The invalued boon.

t Inva'pour, v. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. IN- 2 + VA-

POUR s6.] trans. To turn into vapour.
c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuaus Theat. World P vij b, All

those that are invapored in the ayre, all those that the fier

hath consumed.

Invariability (inveriabi-liti). [f. next : see

-ITY. Cf. F. invariabilite (\"j\1 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The quality or condition of being invariable

; un-

changeableness ; constancy.
1644 Tticvf Nat. Bodies xxxvii. 11645) 399 This invariability

in the birds operations must proceed from a higher intel-

lect, a 1771 R. WOOD Ess. Homer (1775) 145 To inquire,
how such an invariability in the modes of life should
be peculiar to that part of the world. 1830 HERSCHEL
Stud. Nat. Phil. 275 The researches of Laplace and
Lagrange have demonstrated the absolute invariability of
the mean distance of each planet from the sun. 1864 BOWEN
Logic x. 326 The assumed invariability of what are called
'

the laws of nature
'

rests upon no foundation whatever but
uniform experience. 1885 F. TEMPLE Relat, Relig. 4- Sc. \,
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INVARIABLE.

24 Having discovered invariability in any Riven case, we

presume causation even when we cannot
yet

show It.

Invariable <.inve -riab'l), a. (st.) [f. IN- s +

VARIABLE, or a. F. invariable (Oresme, I4th c. ;

Cotgr. 1611 has 'Invariable vnvariable'); so It.

invariabile (Florio, 1611).]

Not subject to variation or alteration ; unchange-

able, unalterable ; remaining ever the same, un-

changing, constant ; occurring alike in every case,

unvarying.
1607 TofSELL Four-/. Beasts 137 Their common pro-

perties of nature, such as .. remaine like infallible and in-

variable truths in euery kinde and country of the world.

1696 WHISTON The. Earth iv. (17221 339 The Heat on the

Face of the Earth would still be equaland invariable. 1709
BERKELEY Th. Vision 66 If there was one only invariable

and universal language in the world. 1747 HERVEY Mtdit.

11. 93 Clear as the Sun, the greater and invariable Luminary.
1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 364, I used an invariable pendulum
which M. de la Condamme got constructed at Quito. 1825
M'CuLLOCH Pol. Econ. n. ii. 141 The value of gold and
silver is certainly not invariable, but, generally speaking, it

changes only by slow degrees. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in.

I 5. 16 The conscience of man is no invariable and definite

endowment, the same in all men everywhere and always.
1868 FKEBMAN Norm. Co'iq. II. ix. 395 Banishment was
the invariable sentence. 1871 C. DAVIES Metr. Syst. i. 17

Every system of weights and measures must have an in-

variable unit for its base.

t b. Of a person. Obs. rare.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Invariable, firm, resolute, constant.

1718 HICKES & NELSON J. Kettlewell in. 86. 409 He
persisted Invariable to his Principles.

c. Alath. Of a quantity : Constant. Of a point,

line, etc. : Fixed.

1704 HAYES Fluxions 77 By the Property of the [Loga-
rithmic] Curve, the Subtangent PT is equal to an invariable

Quantity. 1807 HUTTON Course Math. II. 304 In the

Igebraic expression a'l'.r, where a and /' denote constant
T invariable quantities, and x a flowing or variable one.

1820 HBRSCHEL Examp. Finite Diff. 126 This equation is

to be integrated on the hypothesis of jcj
-J2-

being invari-

able by the change of 2 to e + i. 1828 MINCHIN Unipl.
Kinemat. 44 An equation between the radius vector
drawn to the instantaneous centre from an invariable point
lor particle) in the moving body, and the angle which this

radius vector makes with fixed line (or invariable row of

particles) in the body.
B. sb. Math. An invariable quantity, a constant.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1885 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

Invariableness (inve-riab'lnes). [f. ]

4- -Kiss.] The quality of being invariable
;

changeableness, constancy.
1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. II. ii. 3. 32 From the

dignity of their [angels'] intellect, arises the invariableness of
their wills. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 514 A variety
of dispensations [may] be consistent with an invariableness
of design. 1864 BOWEN Logic x. 324 We are compelled to

i

infer its existence from the in variableness of the sequence in
time between the two events. 1871 tr. Hartivig^s Sitbterr.

\

W. v. 43 The constant invariableness of their temperature.

Invariably (inve>riabli), adv.
[f.

as prec. +
LT 2.] In an invariable manner

;
without varia-

tion, unchangingly, constantly ; without exception,
in every case alike.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vii. 307 Computing by
these as invariably as by the other. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 141 F 2 We come forth, .invariably destined to the pur-
suit of great
MRS. RADCL

but invariably fatal, mistake was made.

Invariance (inve-rians). Math. [f. next :

see -ANCE.] The character of remaining unaltered
after a linear transformation; the essential property !

of an invariant. Also Inva'riancy.
1878 SYLVESTER in Atner. yml. Math. 77 It thus appears i

that every given homogeneous graph has an intrinsic I

character of capability or incapability of respondence to
algebraical in- or co-variance. 1895 ELLIOTT Algebra of
Quantics 6 There are in fact irrational and fractional func-
tions which have the property of invariancy and co- I

variancy.

Invariant (invariant), a. and sb.
[f. IN- 3 +

'

VARIANT.]
A. adj. Unvarying, invariable.

1874 LEWES Prokl. Life I, Mind I. 95 Each cause is in-
variant ; it is

only
the phenomena that are variable.

B. sb. Math. A function of the coefficients of a
quantic such that, if the quantic be linearly trans-

formed, the same function of the new coefficients is

equal to the first function multiplied by some power
of the modulus of transformation.

prec.
un-

suit of great acquisitions, or petty accomplishments. 1707
MRS. RADCLIPFE Italian xvii, They were almost invariably
silent. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 225 The usual.

ii SYLVESTER in Philos. Mag. Nov., The remaining
cients are the two well-known hypcrdeterminants, or,

185
coeffi - ypo-eermnants, or,
as I propose henceforth to call them, the two Invariants of
the forma^+4*-r'> + 6try 3 + 4<iry' + o'- Ibid., !

If / (a, *, . . fl = / (a- *', . . I), then 7 is defined to be ari
'

invariant of/ 1873 H. SPENCER Study Social. (1882) 223,
learn that the Theory of Invariants and the methods of

investigation which have grown out of it constitute a step
bonatical progress larger than any made since the

Differential Calculus.

Invariantive (inve-riantiv), a. Math.
[f.

prec. B. + -IVE.] Belonging to an invariant ; not
'

.Itered by a linear transformation of the original
qnntic. Hence Inra-rlantlvely adv.
1853 SVLVRSTSR in Phil. Trans. CXL1II. i. 54, A form

Invanantirely connected with a given form or system of

450

forms. 1878 CAVLEV in Encycl. ftril. VI. 722/1 A curve
M = o may have some inyariantive pn->pei-|y, vi/., a property
independent of the particular axes of coordinates used in

the representation of the curve by its equation.

Invaried (inve'rid), a. rare. [Iw-
:)

.] Not
varied ; unvaried.

11677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. vi. 174 Their constant
\ uninterrupted and invaried Motion. 1727 Hi ATKWAM. .Y<ir; .

Classics I. 136 (T.) Change of the particles, or the lesser in-

varied words, that add to the signification of nouns and
verbs. 1826 SCOTT Diary 4 Mar. in Lockhart, I daresay
the young Duke would do the same for the invaried love I

have borne his house.

t Invari-ety. Obs. rare - . [lN-3.]
1611 FLORIO, Inuarieta, inuariety, constancy.

Invaroid (inveo-roid). Math. [f. after INVAR-
IANT sb., with termination -aid, after eriticoid, etc.]

(See quot.)
1884 R. HARLEY in Proc.R.Soc. XXXVIII. 57 But we

have not in general ultra-critical functions, or, as it is pro-
posed to call them, Invaroids. .. Sir James Cockle suggests
that in a limited number of cases it may be possible by
means of semicritical relations to form invaroids, that is,

ultra-critical functions of the calculus analogous to the in-

variants or ultra-critical functions of algebra.

Invasible (inv^'zib'l), a. rare. [a. OF. in-

vasible offensive, of attack (14-1 6th c. in Godef.
and in Cotgr. 1611).] Offensive, used in attack.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. iv. xiv. 273 They may go with
dinensable armes and not inuasible. .as to a cas of deffense
and not for to enuayshe. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xlviii,
Euerie inuasibill wapon on him he bair. 1611 COTGR.,
Invasible, inuasible, inuadible.

Invasion (inw'-jsn). [a. F. invasion (i2th c.

in Hatz.-Darm., frequent from I4th c.), ad. late L.

invasion-em, n. of action f. inviidln to INVADE.]
1. The action of invading a country or territory

as an enemy ;
an entrance or incursion with armed

force
;
a hostile inroad.

1539 TONSTALL Serm. Palm Smut. (1823) 74 If they shal

persyst in their pestilent malice to make inuasyon into this
realme [etc.]. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Vlll 174 b, No
prince could hurte hym by warre or invasion. 1611 BIBLE
i Sam. xxx. 14 Wee made an inuasion vpon the South of
the Cherethites. 1671 MILTON P. R. in. 365 The Parthian
. . Found able by invasion to annoy Thy country. 1790
BEATSON Nav. f, Mil. Mem. I. 145 The Spaniards . . made
a powerful invasion upon the infant colony of Georgia. 1851
D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in. ii. 32 A foe ever watch-
ing the opportunity for invasion and spoil. 1856 EMERSON
Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 32 In the Danish inva-

sions, the marauders seized upon horses where they landed.

"to- fig- A harmful incursion of any kind, e.g. of

the sea, of disease, moral evil, etc.

c ij66 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystnan's Theat. World Qvijb.
Savegarde, and defende him, aswell from the invasions of
wicked spirites as of other snares of the fleshe and the
worlde. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 41 The Earth ..

being freed from the tyrannicall invasion and usurpation of
the Waters. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. n. xiv, The fore-
runners .. of the Cold fit of an Ague, the first Invasion of
that Disease having been preceded by the like Distempers.
a 1735 ARBUTHNOT (J.), What demonstrates the plague to
lie endemial to Egypt, is its invasion and going offat certain
seasons. 1847 H. ROGERS Ess. I. v. 257 It by no means
appears that a momentary invasion of doubt, or even of

scepticism, is inconsistent with a prevailing and habitual
faith. attrib. 1897 Allbiitt's Syst. Med. II. 396 The
usual symptoms of the invasion stage.
2. Infringement by intrusion; encroachment upon

the property, rights, privacy, etc. of any one.

1650 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Anier. Col. Ch. (1860) I.

i Suffer no Invasion in matters of Religion. 1736 NEAI.
Hist. Pnrit. III. 514 His government for almost fifteen

years was one continued . . invasion upon the civil liberties
of his subjects. 1769 ROBERTSON Caas. V, vm. Wks. 1813
III. 102 A voluntary invasion of the rights of his kinsman
and ally. 1844 Li>. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xiii. (1862) 182
There were . . many invasions of the constitution.

f3. Assault, attack (upon a person, etc.). Obs.
1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 1090 The Tygre, and the Bore

.

;
raged sore In bitter words, seeking to take occasion Upon

his fleshly corpse to make invasion. 1661-98 SOUTH Twelve
Svrm. III. 186 An House built out of the Road is exposed
to the Invasion of Robbers. 1757 W. WILKIE Efigoniad i.

ii Prepares, by swift invasion, to remove Your virgin bride.

Hence Inva sionist, one who advocates or be-
lieves in an invasion

; also attrib.

1853 COBDEN
1793 ff 1853, Pol. Writ. (1878) 196 The other

argument of the invasionists . . will be succesful. Ibid. 210
These invasionist writings.

Invasive (inv?-siv), a. [a. Y. invasif, -we
(i5-i6th c. in Godef.), in med.L. invasiv-us, f.

invds-, ppl. stem of invadlre : see -IVE.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of, invasion

or attack ; offensive.

, , ,

so many other partes of defensive and invasive furniture.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. f, Comtmu. (1603) 178 Nothing so
much hindereth the invasive ambition of this Prince, as the

INVECTIVATE.
I liyliU with the inuasiue Danes. 1741 SHKNSTONR Jmlgin.

Utrcitlfs 13 If none check th' invasive foe's designs. 1858
CARLVI.E Freak, lit. n. i. (1872) I. 50 He. .made truce with
the Hungarians, who were excessively invasive at that time.
1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart iv. i. 135 A deadlier stroke
and blast of sound more dire Than noise of fleets invasive.

b. transf. an&Jig.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Economy i. 32 Thy fell approach, like

some invasive damp, Breath d thro' the pores ofearth from
Stygian caves. 1830 I. TAYLOR Unitnr. 127 That Christi-

anity is essentially an invasive, expansive doctrine.

3. Tending to intrude upon the domain or to in-

fringe the rights of another ; intrusive, encroaching.
1670 COTTON Espernon i. iv. 150 They rather chose .. to

submit themselves to his invasive Government, than to ac-

j
knowledge, and obey their own lawful, and natural Prince.

1714 SWIFT Drafter's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. u. 50 In no
manner derogatory or invasive of any liberty or privilege
of his subjects. 1875 MAINE Hist. lust. vi. 163 As a pro-
ceeding invasive of tribal rights and calculated to infeeble

;
them. 1881 G. MACDONALD Mary Marston xlviii, Sepia
found her companion distrait and he felt her a little invasive.

t Inva-sor. Obs. rare. Also 5 Sc. -ar, 6 -our.

[a. late L. invasor, agent-n. from invds-, ppl. stem
!
of invadere to INVADE

; perh. immed. ad. OF. in-
'

vastitr (15-1 6th c. in Godef.).] An invader.

1443 Sc. Acts yas. U (1814) II. 33/1 Nptour spul;earis,
distrubillaris, or inuasaris [1566 inuasouris) of haly kirk.

1524 HEN. VIII Instruct. Pace in Strype Eccl. Mem. I.

App. xiii, 27 To geve an assistence ayenist the invasour.

1536 BELI.ENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 132 The invasour of
the common weill. 1602 H. ELY in Archpriest Controv.
(1898) II. 196 To w'hstand and fyght against .such invasors
whatsoeuer.

Invassal, -el, -alage, var. ENVABSAL, -AGB.

Invay(e, Invayle, Inveagle, obs. ff. INVEIGH,
INVEIL, INVEIGLE vbs.

[Inveccyde, sb. and a. Sc., app. misprint for

invectyve, INVECTIVE.
1586 Satir. Poems Re/. (S. T. S.) xxxvi. title, and 1. 15.)

Invecked (inve-kt), ppl. a. Also 5 inveokit,
6 envecked.

[f. itwtcx for invert, L. invect-us,

pa. pple. of invehlre (see INVEIGH) + -ED : cf. IN-

VECTED.] Bordered by or consisting (as an edge)
of a series of small convex lobes (see quot. 1610).

Chiefly in Her.
1496 Bk. St. A Wans, Her. C iv b, Portat vnnm cntcem

flanatit imiectam de coloribus albis et nigris . . He beareth . .

a cros of Siluer and Sable inuekkyt. Ibid. D iij a, The
wich . . ar calde armis quarterit inueckit or of colowris

inueckyt, for in them .. oon colowre is inuehit in to an
othir. 1561 LEIGH Attiiorie (1579) 31 b, He beareth sable,
a crosse enuecked Argent. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry I. v.

(1660) 27 As the former [ingrailed] doth dilate itself by way
of incroaching into the Field, contrariwise this doth contract

of invasive action did it behove Lord Chelmsford to pursue ?

2. Characterized by or addicted to invasion
;
in-

vading.i8 DRAYTON Heroic P.p., Mortimer t, Isabel (ed. Smeth-
wick) 49 Guyne and Aquitan .. Charles by invasive arms
again shall take And send the English forces o'er the lake.
i6oa WARNER Alt. Kng. Epit. (1612) 365 As of their. .often

all indented. 1836 BAINES ///if . Z<z>;. III. 183 Theeastern
I window [of Whalley Church] . . is invecked with ramified
! tracery. 1889 N. ff'Q. 71)1 Ser. VII. 97/1 It .. reveals an

under coat of pale blue with invecked edges.

Inveckee (inve-k<>, -ki), a. Her. Also 6-7 en-

veckie, -y. [f. as prec. with F. -/, -ie - Eng. -ED.]
'

Consisting of two or three arcs or semicircles meet-

ing in cusps : said of lines and edges.
1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie H. 27 b, The most auncient bear-

i ing of twoo Colours . . is to beare the same ptaine, and neither

engralee, rasie, enueckie, or dentillie. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl.

Exerc., Drawing 148 The single line is sometime indented
envecky, wavey, embatteled.

t Inve'Ct, v. Obs. [f. L. invert-, ppl. stem of

invehlre: see INVEIGH. Cf.med.L. invect-are, freq.]
L trans. To bring in, import, introduce.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke Pref. 4 They see now.,
the _beaste of romishe abominacion . . had inuected into
Christes Churche and holy congregacion, al thynges that
were contrary to Christe.

2. intr. To inveigh, utter invectives.

1614 R. TAILOR Hog Hath Lost His Pearl Prol. in
Hazl. Dodsley XI. 427 Invecting Much at our

city vices.
a 1625 BEAUM. & FL. Faith/. Friends in. iii, Fool that I

am thus to invect against her !

Invected (inve'kted), ppl. a. [f. L. invectus,

i pa. pple. of invehlre (see INVEIGH) + -ED '
.] Brought

in, introduced
; spec, in Her. = INVECKED.

a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Man. (1642) 397 By their in-

vented and invected Traditions they are charged to have
made Gods word . . of none effect, a 1657 SIR \V. MURE
Hist. Rmvallane Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 240 Borders, borne of
a divers fashion, as plane, invected, engrailed, indented.

1706 PHILLIPS, Invecked, or Inverted. 1864 BOUTELL Her.
Hist. % Pop. n^ It was. .invected or jagged at the bottom.

t Inve'Ctioil. Obs. [ad. L. invtction-em

bringing in, importation ; in late L., attacking with

words, n. of action from invehlre to INVEIGH.]
1. The action of inveighing ; an invective.

1500 DAVIDSON Repl. Bancroft in Wodrow Soc. Misc. 505
A bitter invection against the godlie brethren. 1622 H.
SYDENHAM Serm. Sot. Occ. (1637) 151 No touch of male-
contentedness or spirit of invection. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT
Cert. Kelig. I. 84 Who can thinke . . his invections, a de-

pravement, when he belches forth such blasphemies ?

2. Carrying or bringing in, importation.
1603 STOW Sun'. (1842) ao Invection, by the which com-

modities are gathered into the city, and dispersed -from

thence into the country by land. 1623 COCKERAM, Invection,
a carving. 1658 PHILLIPS, Invection, a carrying in.

t Inve'Ctivate, v- Obs. rare~ '. [f. next -t-

-ATE 3.] intr. To utter invectives.



INVECTIVE.

1624 DARCTE Birth of Heresies Ep. to Rdr., Some do

Inuectiuate and Inueigh against it.

Invective (inve-ktiv), a. and sb. Also 6 en-,

[a. F. invectif, -ive adj., invective sb. (14-15111 c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. invectivus '

reproach-

ful, abusive ', in med.L. invecttva ^sc. oratio) as sb.,

f. ppl. stem of invehere : see INVECT and -IVE.]

A. adj. 1. Using or characterized by denun-

ciatory or railing language ;
inclined to inveigh ;

expressing bitter denunciation ; vituperative, abu-

sive. Now rare.

1430-40 LYDG. Bocltas vi. xv. (MS. Bodl. 263) 336/2 He. .

Compiled hadde an Invectiffscripture Ageyn Antoyne. 1576
A. HALL Ace. Q-uarrell (1815) 35 Divers invective speecnes
. . had passed in the same. 1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage
(1859) S8 What is the matter good wife (quoth I) that you
use such invective words against the collier ? a 1661 FULI.EU

Worthies, Cambr. i. (1662) 153 He was .. always devoted

to Queen Mary, but never invective against Queen Eliza-

beth. 1716 Wodrovi Corr. (1843) II. t2o They kept a fast

to pray for success to the Pretender's arms, and a thanks-

giving for his arrival.. and were very invective and bitter.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 471 Cicero. . made a reply to

him on the spot in an Invective speech, the severest perhaps,
that was ever spoken by any man. 1866 Athenseuin No.
2001. 299/3 What we may call invective history. 1890 E.

JOHNSON Rise Christendom 368 William, the invective

opponent of the . . friars.

1 2. Carried or borne in (against something). Obs.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xii. (1632) 244 As huge rocks

doe regorge th* invective waves.

B. sb. 1. A violent attack in words ; a denun-

ciatory or railing speech, writing, or expression.
1323 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 96 luuenall was thret parde

for to kyll For certayne enuectyfs, yet wrote he none ill.

1346 Supplic. Poore Commons (E. E. T. S.) 84 Theyr

I ampniets witn spigmiuii invectives. 1701 VJIBBUW j^ei.*.

^ F. xxvii. (1869) II. 82 Their satirical wit degenerated into

451

quarterli put : y* toon in to the othir, & so oon colowre is

inuehit in to an othir.

t 2. To bring in i^to use) ;
to introduce, rare.

1550 GARDINER Let. to Ld. Protector 6 June in Foxe A.

ft M. (1583) II. 1346/2 They . . shoulde so soone . . aduise to

enuey such matter of alteration.

1 3. To carry or draw mentally by influence or

allurement ;
to entice, inveigle. Obs.

Grace Ixii. VIII. 177 Cleomenes .. sent a letter to the

assembly, containing bitter invectives against Aratus.

2. (Without //.) Denunciatory or opprobrious

language ; vehement denunciation ; vituperation.
1602 FULBECKE 2nd Pt. Parall. 26 Yet the Grecians did

not alwaies suffer this licentious rage and inuectiue of Poets.

<i 1770 JORTIN Serin. (1771) V. xix. 401 The book of Proverbs

is full of invective and indignation against . . those pro-

fligates. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. II. 27 He burst out

into a torrent of invective.

Inve'Ctively, adv. Now rare. [f.
INVECTIVE

a. + -LY -.] In an invective manner ;
with inveigh-

ing or denunciation.

1549 Compl. Scot. vii. 70 Sche began to reproche them

inuectyuely of ther neclegens, couuardeis ande ingratitude.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. it. i. 58 Thus most inuectiuely he

pierceth through The body of Countrie, Citie, Court. 1717
Xem Hampshire Frov. Papers (1869) III. 678 They are

pleased to reflect invectively on those members of the Couu-

cill lately appointed.

Inve'CtivenCSS. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality of being invective.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Hants/lire H. (1662) 14 Some
wonder at his invectiveness ;

I wonder more, that he in-

veigheth so little. 1694 PF.NN Trav. Holland 183, I related

to them the bitter Mockings and Scornings that fell upon

me, .. the Invectiveness and Cruelty of the Priests.

f Inve-ctiver. Obs. rare. \l.*invective i\i.(&.

F. invecliver Cotgr.) + -r.R *.] One who utters in-

vectives ; a railer.

1596 H. CLAPIIAM Briefe Bible i. 77 Let therefore Invec-

tivers against Brethren. .Smite their thigh.

Inve'Ctivist. rare. [f.
INVECTIVE sb. + -1ST,

after satirist, etc.] One who practises invective.

1862 Independent (N. V.) 12 June (Cent.), It
is.

the work

of a very French Frenchman, of a. .powerful satirist and in-

vectivist.

t Inve'Ctor. Obs. [a. late L. invector, agent-n.

from invehere : see INVEIGH.] An inveigher.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xxiii. 276 This is the very
life of all books, . . it is their guard and security from the

mouths of scandalous invectors.

t Inventory, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [t.

L. invert-,

ppl. stem of invehere : see -OBY.] Invective.

1608 T. MORTON Prcanib. Encounter 33 An eloquent and

inuectory style of writing.

t Inve'ctnre. Obs. [f. as prec. + -UKE.] The
action of inveighing ; the use of invective.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. i Peter ii. 5, I have no thought of

invecture against the creature.

Invegel, -vegle, obs. forms of INVEIGLE.

Inveigh (inv,?
1

-), v. Forms: a. 5-6 inveh,
6 invei(e, -vai(e, (invee, -veihe, -veygh, in-

wey), 6-7 invey(e, -vay(e, 6- inveigh. 0. 6

enveh. -vei^e, -vey(e, 6-8 enveigh, (6 -veygh\

[ad. L. invehere to carry or bear to or into, bring

in, invehl to be borne, carry oneself, or go into, to

attack, to assail with words, f. in- (IN-
2
) * vehere

to carry, bear. (For the spelling compare (on-

veigh, i6-i8th c. form of CONVEY, also weigh.']

I. With literal notion of carry.

fl. trans. To carry in, introduce. Obs. rare, Cf.

1486 Bk. St. Allians, Her. Diija, In them ar ij colowris

...z person where she hath placed her attecuons. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals i. in. 97 They endeavour to obtain

the favour of the Cardinals they serve, by inveighing him to

dishonesty, a 1680 BUTLER Rein. (1759) II. 443 He is a

Spirit, that inveighs away a Man from himself.

f4. To carry away (to a place). Ol>s. rare.

1878 R. W. DIXON Hist. C/i. Eng. I. ii. 137 The Lords

and Commons . . represented that the age and infirmity of

many of the prelates rendered it likely that other large sums

would be inveighed to Rome anon.

II. To speak vehemently.
5. intr. To give vent to violent denunciation,

reproach, or censure ; to rail loudly. Const.

against (f at, of, on, upon}. The current sense.

a. 1529 MORE Dyaloge nsb/2 The author inueheth

agaynst the most pestylent secte of these Lutheranys. 1^40
MORYSINE Vims' Introd. Wysd. I vij, Thou shalte im-

moderately invee ageynst no man. 1563 WINJET fPfe.

(1890) II. 28 Quhow vehementlie inweys the bhssit Apostil

Paul contrare certane men. 1567 Triall Treas. (1850) 6

Sir, in this you seme against me to inuaye. 1573 TWYNE
jEneid. xl. Argt., Drances and Turnus vpou auncient

hatred inueigh one at the other. 1584 R. SCOT Discov.

Witchcr. i. v. (1886) 9 He would not have pretermltted to

invaie against their presumption. 1619 H. HUTTON Follies

Anat. 27 Good is but good ; and no man can more say ; To

praise the bad makes satyrists invay. 1655 FULLER Hist.

Camb. viii. 16. 149, I can hardly inhold from inveighing
^Zfr Tl _ r..' . T..I TJ_ ...U :.

1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp. II. 45 To inyey against them

andtrample upon them. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I . ii. 1 22 This

was irregular and much inveighed against. 1828 D'ISRAELI

Chas. /, I. viii. 271 Williams inveighed against Laud as a

Papist. 1882 FROUDE in Fortn. Re-.: CCXXIX. 742 The

leadership passed to popular orators, who rose to power by

inveighing against property.
/3. 1531 R. MORICE in Lett. Lit.

_

ilfeu (Camden) 24

Secretly he envehed against thair doctrine, a 1540 BARNES
Whs. (1573) 318/1, 1 haue taken vpon mee, not to enuey

agaynst any person. 1533 T.WILSON A' //</. (1567) 62!), I might

enueigh thus, O shamefull deede. 1561 DAUS tr. Bttllinger
on Apoc. Pref. (1573) 5 To enueygh against the Popish

clergie. 1655 FULLER Clt. Hist. iv. i. 15 The Arch-Bishop
of Canterbury enveigh'd as bitterly of the Franchises in-

fringed, of the Abby-Church of Westminster,

f 6. trans. To attack or assail with words, rare .

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. tn. 201 It may well stand

in competition with any that enveighs it.

Hence Invei'ghing vbl. sb. and ppl. a. (in sense

5) ; Inveigher, one who inveighs, a denouncer.

1568 SIR F. KNOLLYS in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 245

The Quene of Skottes .. fell into hyr ordinarye invaying

agaynst my Lord of Murraye. 1584 HOOKER Descr. Excester

(1765) 83 A sharp Inveigher against the one, and an earnest

Maintainer of the other. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 79
This inveighing discourse, .prevailed with credulous youth-
full Temeriske. 1669 R. MONTAGU in Bitcclench MSS.
(Hist. MSS Comm.) I. 421 The rest of the conversation

passed with great inveighing on his side against the Dutch.

1687 in Magd. Coll. A- jas. II (O. H. S.) 229 note, A bitter

inveigher of the Church of Rome.

Inveigle (invrg'l), v. Forms: a. 6 envegel,

-vegle, (-veugle), 6-8 enveigle, (6 -veighle, 7

-veygle), 7-8 enveagle. P. 5 invegel, 6-7

-vegle, 6-8 -veagle, (7 inveighle), 6- inveigle.

[In 1 5-1 6th c. envegle (rarely enveugle}, app. a

corruption of an earlier *avegle, aveugle, a. F.

aveugler to blind, f. aveugle, OF. also avuegle:

late pop. L. abocuhnn, (. at>- away from, without

+ ocul-tts eye. The word appears to have been

analysed as a-vegle, and this by exchange of pre-

fixes, made en-vegle, as in some other words : cf.

enbraid=abraid, cnorti = aorsi, adorn; cf. esp. L.

exeinplum, OF. essainple, ME. *esaumple, asaum-

ple, corruptly ensample. It is probable that some

analogy suggested the prefix en-, whence the Latin-

ized in-. The stem-vowel e is normal : cf. people
= F. peuple, L. populus.]
f 1. trans. To blind in mind or judgement ;

to

beguile, deceive, cajole. Obs.

a. 1522 MORE De Qnat. Noviss. Wks. 79/1 Thus en-

ueigleth he them that either be good, or but metely badde.

1609 HOLLAND Atnnt. Marcell. xxx. vi. 385 They .. en-

veagle and deceive by their subtile orations the integritie

of ludges. 1611 FLORID, Ciecare, to blinde, to enueaple.
,i 1709 ATKYNS Parl. .$ Pol. Tracts (1734) 390 Your rhetorical

Flourishes in a Case of Innocent Blood, which contributed

in an high Degree to enveagle the Jury, and bring that

Noble Lord to the Scaffold.

p. 1494 FABYAN Citron, vn. 668 The sayd duke of Glouce-

ter inuegelyd so the archbysshop of Caunterbury. .that he

went with hym to the quene. 1552 LATIMF.R yd Serm.
Lents Prayer Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 337 He [the devil)

i intendeth to inveigle even very kings, and to make them

negligent in their business and office. 1579 LYLY Euphnes
(Arb.) 87 So it is that loue hath as well inuegled me as

others. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. I. vii. 7 The subtiltie of

Satan inueagling vs, as it did Eue. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. i. vii. 28 The Chymistes, overmaguifying their

preparations, inveigle the curiosity of many.

INVEIL.

2. To gain over or take captive by deceitful

allurement ; to entice, allure, seduce.

a. c 1540 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 75 The
Pictes..were more envegeled with the desier of fraye then

inflamed with the ambition of imperie. 1549 LATIMER i,tk

Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 128 Otner there be that enuegle
mennes daughters, .and go about to marrye them wythoute
theyr [fathers ] consente. 1674 OWEN Holy Spirit (1693) 212

She had no Baits or Allurements, .to enveagle the minds of

Corrupt and Sensual Men.
. 1558 Bp. WATSON Scr>. Sacram. xxix. 188 Let not the

These birds . . take a great delight to inveagle others, and
to steale away some pigeons from their owne flocks. 1634
MILTON Comtis 538 Yet have they many baits, and guileful

spells To inveigle and invite the unwary sense. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. ii. 588 As Indians with a Female TameTilephant
inveigle the Male. 1687 SHADWELL Juvenal 49 She stood

at the door to inveagle Passengers. 1766 FORDYCE Serm.

Yng. Worn. (1767) I. iii. 115 Poltrons. .inveigle the affections

of virtuous women. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kudgexxxi, Idon't

want to inveigle you. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) I. ii. 44
An organised system of harlotry, by which the soldiers and

politicians of France were inveigled.

f b. To entrap, ensnare, entangle. Obs.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1567) Sob, One male easely be

enueigled and brought to an inconuenience, before he be
ware. 1647 SANDERSON Serm. II. 216 To enveigle and en-

tangle his necessitous neighbour . . till he have got a hank
over his estate. I7O7SLOANE Jamaica I. 235 The branches
are inveigled among one another, spreading themselves on

every hand. [bid. II. 196 They [webs of a certain spider]
are so strong as to give a man inveigled in them trouble

for some time.

c. With complemental extension : To draw (any

one) by guile into (to, from, etc.) action, conduct,
a place, etc. ; away, in

; t to do something.
1539 TAVERNER Card. Wysed. \. 35 a, He myght be . .in-

uegled by the force & power of frer.des to do any thing

otherwyse, then the tenour of iustyce & honesty requyred.

1564 GOLDING Justine (1570) 175 His sonne Comanus . .

was inuegled ageinst the Massiliens, by one of his Lordes.

1616 SUBFL. & MARKH. Country Farme j8 Neuer attempt-

mine. 1663 WOOD Life Mar. (O. H. S.) I. 471 Inveighling
Dr. Thomas Jones. .to be false to his trust. 1663 COWLEY
Cutter Column St. I, Ye shall no more . . inveigle into

Taverns young Foremen of the Shop. 1682 H. MOKE
Aiinot. ClanviUs Lux O. 105 A soul enveigled in vitious-

ness. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandis&n (1781) I. xxiii. 161 The
chairmen . . were inveigled away to drink somewhere. 1768-74
TUCKEK Lt. Nat. (1834) I. II. xxvi. 35. 573 Many of them
are inveigled to enlist by drink, or by bounty money. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scot, in 1772. 139 To enveigle him from his

father and friends. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 1 1 r Socrates,

who inveigles him into an admission that everything has

but one opposite. 1876 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) II. 281

The Natives are inveigled on board to look at axes or

tobacco.

d. In good or neutral sense : To beguile.
a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 219 My

garden . . has nothing in it to inveagle one's thoughts.

e. colloq. To cajole one out of something.
1849 E. E. NAPIER Excurs. S. Africa II. 107 He managed

to
'

inveigle
' me out of sixpence and a roll of tobacco,

before we parted.
f. To force (something) upon a person by cajol-

ery, etc. rare.

1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 3 Jan., She had distressed me
. . by inveigling, rather than forcing upon me, a beautiful . .

new year's gift.

Hence Invei'gled //>/. a. (in quot. in sense
'
in-

veigling'), Invei'gling vbl. sb. and///, a.

1572 FORREST Theophilus 318 in Anglia VII, Bllynded by
Sathans enveglynge. 1590 MARLOWE F.d-w. II, \. ii. 266

That sly inveigling Frenchman we'll exile, a 1610 HEALEY
Cebes (1636) 153 To passe by them speedily, and stop the

earres unto their inveygled perswasions. 1672 MARVELL
Reh. Transp. i. 57 It looks all so like subterfuge and in-

veagling. 1692 DRYDEN St. Eureinont's Ess. 227 An inveg-

ling, self-interessed Widow.

Inveiglement (invrg'lment). [f. prec. +

-MENT.] The action, process, or means of in-

veigling ; cajolery, allurement, enticement.

1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbal. (1713) 238 There is no

way better that I know to be freed from such inveiglements.
1660 tr. Amyralitus' Treat, cone. Relig. HI. i. 312 They are

the inveglements to incontinence. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. v. 16. 52 The fall of Troy is ascribed to

the inveiglements of Paris and elopement of Helen. 1865

Corn/i. Mag. Nov. 533 He . . would try even not to think

upon the female inveiglement in which he believed.

Iliveigler (invrgbj). [f. as prec. + -ER 1
.]

One who inveigles ;
an enticer, seducer, cajoler.

paramours of lust, and inveaghlers to debauchery). 1782
Miss BURNEY Cecilia. IV. 273 Thou thing of fair profes-

sions ! thou inveigler of esteem ! 1883 Leisure Hour 615/1

The portrait of an '

inveigler
'

(Thug).

t Invei'l, i>. Obs. Also 6-7 -vail, -vayl. [f.

IN- 1 or - + VEIL v. : cf. ENVEIL.] trans. To cover

or shroud with or as with a veil ; to enveil.

1592 DANIEL Delia xl, Think the same becomes thy fadinfe

best, Which then shall most inuaile, and shadow most.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. v, Invailed with a sable

weed she sate. 1625 JACKSON Creed v. 1. 4 [tr. Seneca)

Thy heart is not invailed ; thou art free from avarice.

a 1763 ?SHENSTONE in Dodsley Descr. Lctisowes P 41 And
while the sight inveils a part Let fancy paint the rest.
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INVEIN.

Invei/n, v. rare. Also 6 envayn. [f. IN-
"

(EN- 1) 4- VEIN
v.J

tram. To streak or diversify

with or &i with veins.

11529 SKELTON '

Kuoledge, aquajrxtancc' 17 Saphyre of

sadncs, enuayncd with indy blew. 1816New Monthly flfaf.

XVI. 404 Carpels wove Of purple grain with gold inveined.

Inve^l lop(e, obs. forms of ENVELOP v.

Invendible (inve'ndib'l), a. rare. [I- 3
.]

Not vendible ;
unsaleable. Hence Inve-'nOlbi -

lity, Inve'ndibleness, unsaleableness,

1706 PHILLIPS, Invendihlc, . . unsaleable. 17*7 BAILEY vol.

II, ImHm&Umm, unsaleableness. ? 17.. BROME To Rdr.

(R.), The author may be laughed at, and the stationer

beggared by the book's invendibility. 1789 JEFFERSON
Writ. (18501 II. 566 It had already begun to render our oils

invendible in the ports of France.

t Inve-nemated, ///. a. Obs. rare'. [For
*invcnenated, f. L. in- (IN-

2
) + venfnum poison,

vtnfnatus poisoned : after inveneme, ENVENOM.]
traits. To envenom.
1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. II. To Rdr. 40 Enemies of

the most invenemated Viperin or rather Draconick kind.

Inveneme, -im, -om(e, -omous, obs. ff. EN-

VENOM, -oHous.
c 1440 Protttp. Pan'. 263/1 Invenymyn, veneno. a 1533

LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A urcl. Let. ix. (1559)
E e viijb.

Take heede . . that our loue be not inuentmed with vnkindnes.

Invenient (invrnient), a. rare. [ad. L. in-

venient-em, pr. pple. of inventre to come upon.]

Coming on, oncoming.
1854 DOBELL Balder xxvii. 187 Bound and prone, expati-

ate with nice art To the invenient honor.

Invent (inve'nt), v. [f.
L. invent-, ppl. stem

of inventre to come upon, discover, find out, de-

vise, contrive, f. in- (!N-
2
) + venire to come. Cf.

F. inventer (1539 in R. Estienne).]

\\. trans. To come upon, find
; to find out, dis-

|

cover. (Obs. exc. in reference to the Invention of
the Cross : see INVENTION I b.)

(Often implying
'
to find out or discover by search or

endeavour ', and so passing into the later senses.)
c 1475 Songs *t Carols (Percy Soc.) 64 Syns that Eve was

procreat
owt of Adams syde, Cowd not such newels in this

loud be
inventyd_. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyetis Terapeitt.

a C j, Theyshuld inuent and knowe that there be two fyrste

dyfferences of the functions and actions of medycyne. 1546
LANGLEY Pol. Vcrg. De Invent. 11. xii. 68 Gold . . Cadmus, as
Plinie affynneth, found it in the mount Pangeus, in Thrace ;

pr as some thynke, it was Thoas and Eaclis that inuented it

in Panchaia. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 34 b, Because I

noneof their Masters were invented culpable ofthys naughtye
acte, the kynge . . restored them to their libertie. 1590
SPENSER f. Q. in. v. 10 Florimell . .vowed never to returne

againe Till him alive or dead she did invent. 1668 CULPEETER
& COLE Barthol. Anat., At the beginning of the Colon, a
Valve is placed .. invented by Baubinus. 1717 J. KEILL
Anim. Oectm. Pref. (1738) n Inventing many Propositions
concerning the Motion of the Blood. 1887 ATHELSTAN
RILEY Alkos v. 71 note, According to the popular belief

amongst the Greeks it was in a bed of this tender herb
(sweet basil] that Our Lord's Cross was invented.

2. To find out or produce by mental activity,
f a. To devise, contrive ; to

plan, plot. Obs.

"539 Lisle Papers 9 Aug. V. 26 (MS.) He will invent all

means he can to be stayed nere. 1506 DALRYMI-LK tr. Leslie's
Hist. Scot. v. 288 Throw counsel! of his wyf he inuented
the kings slauchtre. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in.

199 A plot . . invented, one would imagine, not by men, but

by Cacodsemons. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 77 T 14
r or laboured impiety, what apology can be invented ? 1811
KEATS Lamia 315 And there had led Days happy as the
gold coin could invent Without the aid of love.

+ b. To compose as a work of imagination or

literary art ; to treat in the way of literary or artistic

composition. Obs. or merged in c or 3.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 323 note. Your braine or

your wit, and your pen, the one to invent and devise : the
other to write. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. iii. 29, I say she
neuer did inuent this letter, This is a mans inuention, and
his hand, a 1683 OLDHAM A rt Poetry Wks. (1686) 20 Take
a known Subject and invent it well. 1697 DRYDEN ACneid
Ded. (R.), A poet is a maker, as the word signifies : and he
who cannot make, that is, invent, hath his name for nothing.

c. To devise something false or fictitious
; to

fabricate, feign,
' make up '.

1535 COVERDALE Susanna 43, I neuer dyd eny soch
thmgcs, as these men haue maliciously inuented agayn>t me.
1548 HALL Chron, Edw. IV 237 b, He invented a cause of

his commyng, . . to pertracte the tyme, till his men [etc.).
1676 tr. Guillatieres yoy. A them 74 [She] confessed that
she had invented the news. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom.
Fortst x, She directed Peter to invent some excuse for his
absence. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 158 The calum-
nies which . . he had invented to blacken the fame of Anne
Hyde. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 137 His real

history is well-nigh as marvellous as anything that legend
could invent.

3. To find out in the way of original contrivance
;

3 create, produce, or construct by original thought
or ingenuity ; to devise first, originate (a new method
of action, kind of instrument, etc.). The chief cur-
rent sense.

452 INVENTION.

r u~.,..~ .t c 7>,
~ " ' lllc: e insirumcntes

olowyng, the Sawe, Chippe a.e, and Plumline. 1568

? ft ' M E
!2

ras invemcd th Mm H' 1"
ectes which are used at this day. 1601 R. JOHNSON

Kingd. f, Comnm. (,6o3) Thev fnvcmed tUuttal

__._. Joumalistn xiii. 94 The Morning Chronicle had the
credit . . of inventing the leading article. 1883 HUXLEY in

Academy 14 Nov., I only said I invented the word '

agnostic '.

f4. To originate, introduce, or bring into use

formally or by authority ; to found, establish, in-

stitute, appoint. Obs.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent. VH. iv. 139 Dominicke
. . tnuented a newe fraternite named Dominicans, black

Friers, or Friers preachers. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing
(1843) 44 Festiual dais in old time were inuented for re-

creation. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 589 Who first

invented the order of the Mamalukes. 1665 MANLLY<V/vr/Kj'
Low C. Warres 926 That all Taxes invented during the
War should be abolished. 1692 DRYDEN St. Euremont's Ess.
6 The first Tarquin to give more Dignity to the Senate
. . invented Ornaments, and gave marks of Distinction.

t 5. With inf. (in senses 2-4) : To plan, plot,
devise, contrive, find out how (to do something).
a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 238 When as kyng Edward

sought, invented and studied dayly and howerly to bryng
hym selfe to quietnesse. 1563 SHUTE Archil. Bjb, The
Tuscanes . . inuented to buylde stronglye after the inaner

aforsayde. 1660- 1 PEPVS Diary 8 Feb., If they do invent to

bring their masters in so much a week by their industry or
theft. 1661 FELTHAM Lusoria, etc. (1696) 64 What Pliny
said of him that first invented to saw stones. 1729 BUTLER
Serm. Govt. Tongue Wks. 1874 II. 41 They will invent to

engage your attention.

t Invent, sb. Obs. [ad. L. invent-um, sb. use
of neut. of inventus, pa.pple of invenire : see prec.]
1. Something invented; a device, contrivance:
- INVENTION 6, 9.
'555 ABP. PARKER Ps. cvi. 308 But they more oft rebeld :

With theyr inuentes and so for sinne they were but iustly
feld. 1623 LISLE sEt/ric on O. f; N. Test. To Rdr. 4 Many
notable inuents, and works of old time, haue perished.
2. Inventive faculty : = INVENTION 4.
a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Soiin. xxix, Thy Homers style, thy

Petrarks high invent, Sail vanquish death, and live eternally.

t Inve'nt, ppl. a. Obs. [ad. L. invent-us, pa.
pple. of invenire to INVENT.] Found out, dis-

covered, INVENTED. (Const, as pa. pple?)
. a 1500 Colkelbie Sow 680 The king . . a cornar of a cuntre
beuerall, Nocht than invent, inhabit as it lay, Gaif him be
seile heretable for ay. 111520 BARCLAY Jugurth (Pynson,
ed. 2) 46 b, For at that tyme . . they were nat yet inuent.
Inventable : see INVENTIBLE.

tl-nventar, -aire. Chiefly Sc. Obs.
[a.OF. inventaire (1344 in Godef.), ad. late L. tn-

ventarium, lit. a list of what is found, f. invemre,
invent- to find : see INVENT.] = INVENTORY sb.

'435 E. E. Wills (1882) 103 The seyd godes in the Inuen-
tare. 1616 W. HAIG in J. Russell Haigs vii. (r88i) 160 That
trunk was packed according to the inventaire. 1633 Sc -

Acts Clias. I (1870) V. 14/2 The pairties vpgivers of the
saids inventars. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. lVar-Coii. Miu. Bit.

(18551 45 Ane rental! of the dewties of the lands thairin con-
tained, with ane inventar.

Hence t Inventar (-ir, -ure) v., to inventory.
1663 Inventory Ld. J. Gordon's Furnil., The insight of the

place ofGreenlaw is inventired beffoir the persones following.
1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Jrnl. 292 They have first been
shown, and inventured and valued at the custom-house here.

Inventar, obs. Sc. form of INVENTOR.
Inventarize, obs. var. INVENTORIES v.

t Inventary, -arie, sb. Obs. [Variant f.

INVENTORY, after L. irtventdrium.] - INVENTORY sb.
a 1529 SKELTON Image Ipocr. n. Wks. 1843 11.427/2 Of

inventories [printed inventataries], Of testamentaries, And
of mortuaries. I568GRAFTON Chron. II. 10 After an Inven-
lary taken thereof, caused the same to be brought into his
treasurie. 1641 Tcrines de la Ley 190 b, An Inventary is a
catalogue or recitall in writing of all the goods and chattels
of one that is dead, with the valuation of them by foure
credible persons, which every Executor and Adminstrator
ought to exhibite to the Ordinary at the time appointed
him-

'7<>3.[
s next]. 1761 WHEELOCK Serm. 30 June (1767)

23 If I omit any thing in their inventary.
t b. loosely. A plan or specification. Obs.

1608 WILLET Hexafla Exod. 850 In publike buildings . .

the workmen haue a certaine inuentarie or plot giuen them,
which they follow in their worke.

t I'nventary, v. Obs. = INVENTORY v.

1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 220 First of all the muueable
goodes were inuentaried and praised, as houshold stuffe,
:orne, and cattell, &c. then the immoueable, as leases of
-roundes or tenements. 1703 Providence (U. S.) Rec. (1894)
. . 144 All those Moveable goods the which are inventaried
in the mventarey of my late husband his Estate.

t Inve-ntative, a. Obs. rare. [f. INVENT v.
+ -ATIVE.] = INVENTIVE.
'54' Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 9 i Many subtill inuentatiue

and crafte persons.

Invented (inve-nted),///. a.
[f. INVENT v. +

-ED 1
.] Discovered, found out (obs.) ; devised,

contrived ; made up, fabricated, feigned.
'54' R- COPLAND Galyeris Terapeut. 2 E iv, To the goodand ryght vsage of inuented thynges. 1561 T. NORTON

Calvin's Insl. i. 5 New inuented formes of worshippingGod. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 70 Mixed with Tartarean
.Sulphur, and strange fire, His own invented Torments. 1726LAW Serious C. xv. (1729) 267 Those anlick and invented
motions which make fine dancing. 1828 WHATELY Rhetoric

!" SSKt M'tr p. I- 253/1 Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, has
divide Examples into Real and Invented.
Inventer: see INVENTOR.

Inve'ntfal, a. rare. [f. INVENT v. (or sb.) +
-FBI.] Full of invention ; showing inventiveness.

gr
V.

. . -m . .,
m op.

pression. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. III. iv. x. 21 We
nave enough, and to spare, of noble inventful pictures.

Inventibi'lity, -abrlity. rare. [f. next :

see -ITY.] a. Capability of being invented, f b.
Qn quot.) Capacity of inventing, inventiveness,

j
1662 J. SPARROW tr. Behme's Rent. Wks., Theos. Lett. 15

Jn the Power of the Divine Vision, Inventibility, and Per-
teptibility.
'

Inve'ntible, -able, a. rare. [f. INVENT v. +
-IBLE, -ABLE. The form in -ible is on L. analogy from
invent-, ppl. stem of invenirc.] Capable of being
invented.

1641 LD. J. DIGBY Sp. Trienn. Parl. 13 There can be no
cause colourably inventable, wherunto to attribute them.
'650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 7 Which our party did assay by
all inventible means to bring him to. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER
Cent. Iita. Ixvii. (T.), When first I gave my thoughts to
make guns shoot often, I thought there had been but one
only exquisite way inventible. 1892 Chicago Advance
14 Jan., If only there were invented, or inventible, some
sort of

'

Keeley-cure '.

Hence Inve-ntibleness (Craig, 1847).
Invention (inve-njan). [a. OF. invencion, en-

vention (1270-97 in Godef. Compl.}, ad. L. inven-

tion-cm, n. of action from invenire : see INVENT
v.~\

I. The action, faculty, or manner of inventing.
1. The action of coming upon or finding ; the

action offinding out ; discovery (whether accidental,
or the result of search and effort). Obs. or arch.
a 1350 St. Stephen 212 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 30

Saynt Steuyn muencioun : pat es be finding of his body.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 258 In the inuencyon of
the body of saynt Stephan. '538 STARKEY England I. iv.

116 For no study nor desyre of victory, but only for the in-

ventyon of the truth and equyte. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.
n. i. 3 That judicial method which serveth best for the
invention of truth. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 14, I have . .

reason to believe, that the Invention of Longitudes will
come to its perfection. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1692) 45 Na-
ture hath provided . . four . . Channels to convey it into the
Mouth, which are of late invention, and called by Ana-
tomists, Ductus Salivates. 1728 NEWTON Chronol. Amended
1. 166 The invention and use of the four metals in Greece.
1850 NEALE Med. Hymns (1867) 104 But that thirst Thou
wouldst express For lost man's invention. 1867 FREEMAN
Norm, Cony. (1877) I- v- 440 note. His tomb must have been
removed on the invention of Arthur in the time of Henry
the Second.

b. Invention of the Cross : the reputed finding
of the Cross by Helena, mother of the Emperor
Constantine, in A.D. 326 (see CB.OSS sb. 2) ; hence,
the church festival observed on the 3rd of May in

commemoration of this.

1451 Paston Lett. I. 211 The Sonday next after the Fest
of the Invencion of the Cros, the ix. day of May. 1587
HOLINSHED Scot. Chroii. (1805) II. 65 On the Holy Rood-
day, called the invention of the Cross. 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India $ P. 281 On the same day they commemorate St.
Helen's Invention of the Cross at Jerusalem. 1709 Land.
Gaz. No. 4539/1 Yesterday being the Feast of the Invention
of the Holy Cross, the Emperor, the two Empresses . . per-
formed their Devotions in the Church of the Jesuits. 1897
J. T. TOMLINSON Prayer Book, Art. q Horn. i. 14 The In-
vention of the Cross.. 'has not been disproved ', a faint

praise, which might be applied to many other doubtful
'inventions'.

t c. Finding out, solution (of a problem). Obs.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofAlfonce (1889) 3 A subtylc Inuen-

cion of a sentence gyuen upon a derke and obscure cause.

1571 DIG_GES Pantom. iv. xxiy. Ee iij a, Rules for the inuen-
tion of his capacitie superficial] and Solide. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. in. iv. i. iii. (1651) 667 Pythagoras offered an
hundred Oxen for the invention of a Geometrical Probleme.

d. Rhet. The finding out or selection of topics
to be treated, or arguments to be used.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, vnl. (Percy Soc.) 29 The fyrste
of them is called Invencion, Whiche surdeth of the most
noble werke Of v. inward wittes. 1531 ELYOT Gov. I. xiv,
Whiche is the fyrste parte of Rhetonke, named Inuention.
1659 O. WALKER Oratory i The Parts of Oratory are Inven-
tion, taking care for the Matter j and Elocution, for the
Words and Style. 1725 WATTS Logic in. ii. 7 By some
logical Writers this Business of Topics, and Invention is

treated of in such a manner with mathematical Figures and
Diagrams, filled with the barbarous technical Words, Nap-
cos, Nipcis, Ropcos, Nosrop, etc. a 1886 J. KER Lect. Hist.
Preach, xiv. (1888) 251 His sermons are remarkable for the
skill displayed in what the French call

'
invention

'

or the
raising of topics.

2. The action of devising, contriving, or making
up ; contrivance, fabrication.

i&6Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 These thynges, whiche
be not of myne inuencion, but with great labour gathered.
i<5' P'CESS MARY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 163 To use
alteracyons of theyr owne Invencyon. 1695 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 92 Carrying rather an appearance
of Figment and Invention .. than of Truth and Reality.
1704 SWIFT T. Tub Ded., This proceeding is not of my own
invention. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1754) i Printed News-
Papers .. lo spread Rumours and Reports of Things; and
to improve them by the Invention of Men. Mod. Who is

credited with the invention of this fable?

3. The original contrivance or production of a

new method or means of doing something, of an

art, kind of instrument, etc. previously unknown
(see INVENT v. 3) ; origination, introduction.

I53_i ELYOT Gov. i. xxvi, They that write of the firste in-

uentions of thinges, haue good cause to suppose Lucifer ..

to be the first inuentour of disc playinge. 1604 JAS. I Conn



INVENTION.

terbl. (Arb.) 99 The first inuention of Tobacco taking. 1651

HOBBES Leviath. i. iv. 12 The Invention of Printing .. com-

pared with the invention of Letters. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff

F. xxxviii. (1869) II. 429 The military art has been changed

by the invention of gunpowder. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I.

xiv. 820 AM half civilized nations have made many great in-

ventions, but no great discoveries. 1873 HAMERTON Inlell.

Life VH. iv. (1876) 247 The extreme rarity of inventions due

to women.
. .

b. In art and literary composition : The devising

of a subject, idea, or method of treatment, by exer-

cise of the intellect or imagination ;

' the choice

and production of such objects as are proper to

enter into the composition of a work of art
'

(Gwilt
Archil. Gloss.).

1638 F. JUNTOS Paint, ofAncients 234 The Painter being

loath to spoyle the natural! beautie . . with an Artificial!

bridge, fetcheth a sudden Invention out of . . Palme-trees.

1666 DRYDEN Prtf. Ann. Mirab. Wks. (Globe) 40 The first

happiness of the poet's imagination is properly invention, or

finding of the thought. 1769 SIR I. REYNOLDS Disc.^ ii.

(1876) 317 Invention. .is little more than anew combination

of those images which have been previously gathered and

deposited in the memory. 1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. 11.

vi. iii. 23 All so-called invention is in landscape nothing
more than appropriate recollection.

4. The faculty of inventing or devising ; power
of mental creation or construction ; inventiveness.

c 1480 HENRYSON Test. Ores. 67, 1 wait nocht gif this nar-

ratioun Be authoreist, or fenyeit of the new Be sum poeit,

throw his inventioun. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. Ep.
A ij, I commende your wit and invention. 1638 F. JUNTOS
Paint, ofAncients 226 Wee must rather give our Invention

f 5. The manner in which a thing is devised or

constructed ;
invented style, fashion, design. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. Wcrbiirge I. 1787 Your garmentes . .

Euery yere made after a newe inuencyon. 1711 AUDISON

Sped No. 115 r6 Guns of several Sizes and Inventions.

1713 LEONI Palladia's Arc/tit. (1742) I. 59 The Chambers . .

are .. painted in grotesque of a very fine Invention.

II. The thing invented.

6. Something devised ; a method of action, etc.

contrived by the mind ; a device, contrivance, de
, ,

v
, yT _ ___!;_ O 3 _ >

sign

Myrr. our Ladye (1873) Introd. 53 There was a knyght that

alway studyed to fynde newe inuencyons amonge the

people. 1503 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. i. 35 What, if both

Lewis and Warwick be appeas'd, By such inuention as I can

deuise? 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xin. Ixxvii. (1612) 318 To

worship meare Inuentions, yea inferior Things of nought.

1611 BIBLE Eccl. vii. 29 God hath made man vpright : but

they haue sought out many indentions. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Reff., Disc. Occas. Medil. iv. ii, True Preachers . .mingle
not their own Inventions, or humane Traditions, with that

pure and sincere Light of Revelation. 1819 BYRON Juan
n. cxxiii, Those soft attentions, Which are las I must own)
of female growth, And have ten thousand delicate inventions.

) b. A discovery. Obs.

453

to supply the want of authority by wise inventions, orders,

and institutions.

11. Mus . A short piece of music in which a single

idea is worked out in a simple manner.
1880 GROVE Diet. Mus., Invention, a term used by J.

S.

Bach, and probably by him only, for small pianoforte pieces

15 in 2 parts and 15 in 3 parts each developing a single

idea, and in some measure answering to the Impromptu of

a later day.
III. 1 12. Coming in, arrival. Obs. rare.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 3 And whilst green Thetis

Nymphes . . Sing our Invention safe unto her long-wisht

Bay.
Inventional (inve-nfanal), a. rare-", [f. prec.

+ -AL.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of in-

vention. In recent Diets.

f Inve-ntioner. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec. +

-EB1
.] One who produces an invention ; an in-

ventor.
1612 S. STURTEVANT Metallica. (1854) 7 The muentioner

by his study, industrie and practise, hath already brought

to passe and published diuerse proiects, and new deuises.

Inve'utionless, a. rare. [i.
as prec. -r -LESS.]

Devoid of invention.

1887 E. GURNEY Tertiimt Quid II.
7.7

Musical material,

even in its most inventionless combinations, may have more

emotional quality than marble.

t Involutions, a. Obs. [f. INVENTION, as if

on a L. type *inventiosus : see -ous.] Having or

showing a power of invention ; inventive.

1591 F. SPARRY tr. Cattan's Geotnancie 107 The man is

wise and inuentious, and especially about warres. 159? B.

JONSON Cynthia's Rev. n. ii, Thou art a fine inventions

Rogue. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy I. xiv, Persuaded such

a high inuentious straine Could not proceed from any
Mortals braine. 1656 W. D. tr. Comcnius' Gate Lat. I/HI.

277. 75 Hee that easily apprehendeth a thing [is] ingeni-

ous ; hee that deviseth, inventious.

Inventive (inve-ntiv), a. [a. OF. inventif,

-ive (isth c. in Godef. Compl.) = It. inventive ;
ad.

L. type *inventiv-us, f. invent-, ppl. stem of in-

venire to INVENT : see -IVK.]

1. Having the faculty of invention ; apt or quick

to invent ; original in contriving or devising.
c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 144 Alle othir Reemys in philosophyc

It doth excelle and of hih Reson Is moost inventyff. ? c 1470
G. ASHBY Active Policy 12 A personne, lernedand Inuentif.

111568 ASCHAM Scholem. n. (Arb.) 115 Those that haue ye

inuentiuest heades. 1662 EVELYN Chtilcogr. 34 Never hit

upon among the Greeks and inventive Romans. 1765 BURKE
Hints Drama Wks. 1842 II. 500 By the inventive genius,

I mean the creator of agreeable facts and incidents. 1879

H. GEORGE Progr. q- Pov. x. iii. (1881) 473 No slaveholding

people were ever an inventive people.

b. Const, of.

1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 252 He was passing

ingenious and inventive of matter. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU

Latter Age.

f 7. A work or writing as produced by exercise

of the mind or imagination; a literary composi-
tion. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofSEsop 3 She gaf to hym the yefte

SHAKS. Tve'l. N. v. i. 341 Or say, tis not your scale, not

your inuention.

8. A fictitious statement or story ;
a fabrication,

fiction, figment.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix. 125 In fowll disceptionis, in

als inventionis breiding. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well m. vi. 105

None in the world, but returne with an inuention, and clap

vpon you two or three probable lies. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.

India f, P. 233 It may more probably be an Invention to

fright Passengers. 1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. I. 179 The

Story which they had related., was all meer Invention. 1898

W. M. RAMSAY Was Christ born in Bethlehem > v. 102 The

extreme school of critics reject the tale as an invention.
_

9. Something devised or produced by original

contrivance ; a method or means of doing some-

thing, an instrument, an art, etc. originated by the

ingenuity of some person, and previously unknown ;

an original contrivance or device.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, m. v. 70 b, Tyle and

slate to couer houses were the inuencion of Sinyra. 1585

T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. I. xix. 21 b, Gabions ..

in forme of Baskets . . a very commodious invention, for the

shot . . can doe no hurt nor dammage. 1644 EVELYN Diary
2 May, We entered by the draw-bridge, which has an in-

vention to let one fall, if not premonished. 1781 W. BLANK

Ess. Hunt. (1788) 7 Barometer . . this instrument, though a

fine invention, is still imperfectly understood. 1821 J. Q.

ADAMS in C. Davies Melr. Syst. ill. (1871) 215 The French

system . . is in design the greatest invention of human m-

nenuity since that of printing. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,

Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 20 The English .. have made or

applied the principal inventions.

f 10. Something formally or authoritatively in-

troduced or established ; an institution. Obs.

1639 GENTILIS Serviia's Inquis. (1676) 844 The Cardinal

yielding to necessity went away, and the new inventions

were revoked. 1672 TEMPLE Ess., Govt. (R.), Being forced

INVENTORY.

fictitious or false, a fabricator, f Formerly, also,

a founder, institutor (ois.~).

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 807 Although

king Richarde harde often of these . . malicious saiyngs . . he

durst not wyth strong hande be on the first inventors re-

venged. 155* HULOET, Inuentour of false accusations, and

tales, sycophanta. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Rom. i. 3 Inuen-

ters of euyl thynges, disobedient to father and mother. 1570
BUCHANAN Admonit. Wks. (1892) 24 Counsalours of tra-

touris, inuentaris of tressoun. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acad. i. 353 Some say that the Lydians were the first m-

venters of games. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 586

Heere also lived the first Heremites (the first, .of which was

whom they have pretended to derive Lheir Reports. 1882

SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxix. 23 When we suffer from a

libel it is better to pray about it than . . even to demand an

apology from the inventor.

3. One who devises or produces something new

(as an instrument, an art, etc.) by original contri-

vance; the originator of a previously unknown .

method or means of doing something ;

' the first

finder-out '. (The prevailing sense.)

'555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb. 49), Of the mazes cauled

Labyrinth!, or of horryble great Images cauled Colossi . .

and . . other portentous muentions, the which . . brynge rather

a fame to theyr inuentoures, then trewe glorye. 1570 DEE
Math. Pref. 34A certaine Instrument: which by the Inuenter

andArtificer. .wassolde. i623-4/)r<2i7./,c. fiQStatutc
o/M<mopolies\ixXue* Patente. .to the true and first Inventor

and Inventors of such Manufactures. 1738 WARBURTON Dro.

2. Characterized by invention; produced by
or showing original contrivance.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 535 A notable picture. .the deuise

whereof was passing full of wit, and vene inuentiue. 1816

SCOTT Old Mart, xxxv, Treated with every circumstance of

inventive mockery and insult. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint.

III. iv. iii. 21 The last characteristic of great art is that

it must be inventive, that is, be produced by the imagina-

tion.

f3. Invented, made up, fictitious. Obs.

1612WARNER (title) Albion's England ; a continued historic

of the same Kingdome. .not barren in varietie of inventive

and historicall intermixtures. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp.
Re/i. 42 The absurdity of his inventive Divinity.

Inventively (inve'ntivli), adv. [f. prec. +

-LY 2
.]

In an inventive manner ;
in a way char-

acterized by invention.

1847 in CRAIG. 1868 RUSKIN Time ff Tide vi, The Japanese
masks . . were inventively frightful, like fearful dreams. 1898

Link Mar. 4/3 Those, .who are inventively minded.

Inventiveness (inve-ntivncs). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being inventive ; power or

faculty of invention ; aptitude in inventing.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. in. vii. 441 Inventiveness. 1727

BAILEY vol. \\, Inventiveness, Aptness to invent. iBigFoSTER

Pop. Ignor. (1834) 114 An incessant multifarious inventive-

ness in making almost every sort of information offer itself

in . . attractive forms. 1882 H . SPENCER in Standard 31 Oct.

5/7 The inventiveness which, stimulated by the need for

economising labour, has been so wisely fostered among us.

Inventor (inve-ntai). Also 6 -our, (-ure), Sc.

ar, 6-9 -er. [a. L. inventor, agent-n. from in-

venire to come upon, INVENT. Cf. F. invenitur

(1454 in Hatz.-Darm.).] One who invents.

f 1. One who finds out, a discoverer (whether by

chance, or by investigation and effort). Obs.

1509 BARCLAY ShypofFolys 7 b (8 a), Esculapius which was

1541 R. COPLAND Galycn s

hym that ought to hele an vlcere well. 1546 LANGLEY /W.

Vcr?. de Invent, i. xvii, The inuentours of Herbes median-

able". 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid i. xv. 24 Thales Mileseus. .

was the first inuenter of this Proposition. 1684 RAY Corr.

(1848) 139, I am not sure that Mr. Newton was the first

inventor of that plant. 1726 FREIND Hist. Mcd. II. 315

Dr. Willis, the first inventor of the nervous system.

2. One who devises or contrives ;
a contriver, de-

signer ; now, usually, One who devises something

more though* . ... ..-- ..- - - -- .

HARE Guesses Ser. I. (1847) 34 Xerxes promist a great reward

Iiiventorial (invento^'rial), a. rare. [f.
L.

type *invcntori-us (f. inventor) + -AL.] Pertaining

to, or having the character of, an inventory ; de-

tailed. Hence Invento'rially adv., in the manner

of an inventory, in detail.

1604 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 118 (Qo. 2) To deuide him inuen-

torially, would dosie th' arithmaticke of memory. 1830 S.

MAUNDER Diet. Eng. Lang., Ini'entorial. 1871 H. B.

FORMAN Living Poets 378 An ingenious and inventonal

minuteness of circumstance.

Inventories (inve'ntariz), sb. pi. colloq. [f.

INVENT or INVENTOR, after fisheries, the name of

a previous exhibition : cf. COLINDEBIES, HEALTH-

EBIES.] A name familiarly given to the Inventions

Exhibition held in London in 1885.

1885 Pall Mall G. 31 Mar. 3/1 The 'Fisheries', the
' Healtheries ', or the

' Inventories '. 1885 DINSDALE (title)

Sketches at the ' Inventories '.

Iliveutorize (inve-ntaraiz), v. Also 7 -arizo.

[f.
INVENTORY (or INVENTABY) + -IZE.] a. trans.

To make an inventory of
;
to record in detail ; to

catalogue, b. intr. To make an inventory

xlix. (1737) 199 Strictly mustering up, and inventorising

your Sins. 1846 MRS. MARSH Emilia Wyndliamym. I. 193

He sat down, and began inventorizing, examining, and

noting, and was soon lost in business.

Inventory (i-nventari), sl>. [ad. med.L. in-

ventori-nm, for cl.L. inventari-itin (see INVENTAB,

INVENTABY) : cf. OF. inventoire, invcntoi-e.']

1. A detailed list of articles, such as goods and

chattels, or parcels of land, found to have been in

the possession of a person at his decease or con-

viction, sometimes with a statement of the nature

and value of each ;
hence any such detailed state-

ment of the property of a person, of the goods or

furniture in a house or messuage, or the like.

[1483: seelNvrroRYii.2
! 1523 FiTZHERB.//Ki*.i5i,I haue

sene . . inuentories made after theyr
decease of theyr ap-

pareyll. 1577 HELLOWES Gveuaras Chroii. 137 He caused

them to giue an inuentorie, of their owne proper goods. 1582

in Hakluyt Yoy. (1600) II I. 755 You shall make a lust and true

inuentorie. .of all the tackle [etc.]. 159 SWINBURNE Testa-

ments loib, Euerie tutor ought, .to make a true inuentorie

an. ojj v"" i * i3ii.wi ^ ft v --v -- .

church-plate, jewels, and other furniture, was in all cathe-

drals and churches ; and to compare their account with the

inventories made in former visitations. 1769 Junins Lett.

xxix. 133 note, The .. duke .. ordered an inventory to be

taken of his son's wearing apparel. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip

II, I. in. iii. 345 The duke s emissaries were active m making

inventories of the property of the suspected parties.

2. gin. oiJig. from I. A list, catalogue ;
a detailed

account.

1589 Pappe -M. Hatchet D iv, I haue taken an inuentorie

of al thy vnciuilL.tearmes. 1607 E. GSIMSTONE (title) A
General Inventorie of the History of France from the be-

ginning of the Monarchic unto 1598. By I. de Serres. 1641

MILTON Ch. Govt. i. vi. Wks. (1851) 126 What sects? What

are their opinions? give us the Inventory, a 1708 BEVE-

RIDGE Priv. Th. i. (1730) 56 All He hath is briefly summed

up in this short Inventory: whatsoever is in Heaven above,

or in the Earth beneath, is His. 1856 EMERSON Eng.

Traits, AUttty\l\s. (Bohn) II. 40 Sir John HerscheL.at

the Cape of Good Hope, finished his inventory of the

southern heaven. 1857 TRENCH Defic. Eng. Diet. 5 The



INVENTORY.

lexicographer is making an invciitoiy ;
tlial i- his business;

..his task is to make his inventory complete.

3. trans/. The lot or stock of goods, etc., which

arc or may be made the subject of au inventory.

1691 NOKKIS t'xict. /V.u. 5 Those who have duly pri/ed

am! valued the whole Inventory of this World's goods. 1784

CowrCR 'fait iv. 401 All the care Ingenious Parsimony

lakes, but just Saves the small inventory, bed, and stool,

SkiMe't, and old carv'd chest, from
public

sale. 1890 E.^F.
KMI.HT Cruise o/'Alerte' ii. 30 She was provided .. with

new sails . . and an excellent inventory throughout. 1895

Daily ttiaa 30 Nov. 3/4 Paying all outgoings, which in-

cluded a heavy inventory.

4. attrib.

1519 in lo/A Kef. Hist. JlfSS. Conuu. App. iv. 532 The

Inventory Byllewrytten by Richard Thurketill parishe prest

of Eye.

Inventory (i-nventsri), v. See also INVEKTARY.

[f. prec. sb.] trans. To make an inventory or

descriptive fist of; to enter in an inventory, to

catalogue : a. goods, etc.

(1516: see INVITORY.) 1622 SIR R. BOYLE in Lisntore
'

Pafirs (1886) II. 40 Sir Lawrence Parsons . . was to inven-

tory all the wrytings. 1649 EVELYN Diary 2 Apr., To
London, and inventoried my moveables. 17*1 Loud. Gaz.

No. 5986/3 Any such Estate not inventoried. 1769-71 H.
WALPOI.E Inertia's Anted. Paint. (1786) II. no Certain

commissioners were . . appointed to inventory, secure and

appraise the said goods. 1881 M. A. LEWIS 2 Pretty Girls

I. 2 All his possessions were being inventoried for sale.

b. gen. orfig. (Cf. to take stock a/.)
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. N. l. v. 204 It [my beauty] shal be

inuentoried and euery particle and vtensile labell'd to my
will. 1645 MILTON Cotast. Wks. (1851) 345 The lerned

Author himself is inventoried, and summ'd up, to the utmost
value of his Livery cloak. 1730 T. BOSTON Vieiv Covt. Grace

(1771) 228 This trust makes the unsearchable riches of Christ,
not to be particularly inventoried by us, since they are un-
searchable. 1889 C. D. WARNER Lit. Journ. World vii,

When she had scanned and thoroughly inventoried Margaret.
Inventress (inve-ntres). [f. INVENTOR + -ESS.]
A female inventor.

1586 T. B. La Primaxd. Fr. Acait. 71 The inventresse of

lawes, and the mistres of maners and discipline. 1697 DKYDKN
Alexander's Feast 162 At last divine Cecilia came, Inven-
tress of the vocal frame. 1744 ELIZA HEYWOOD Female
Spectator II. 132 The ingenious inventress of it had made
them call at Rome. 1862 RAWLINSON Anc. Mon. I. viii.

216 Chaldasa stands forth as the great parent and original
inventress of Asiatic civilisation,

t b. A female finder or discoverer. Obs. rare.

1790 PENNANT London (1813) 614 The Holy Cross, and its

inventress Helena.

Unventrrce. Obs. [F. fem. of inventenr

INVENTOR.] =prec.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 104 Pouerte of all

the lawes was Inuentryce, Mother vntovertue,confonderes of

vyce. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. de Invent, in. i. 63 Virgyll
wytnesseth that Ceres was firste inuentrice of it.

Inve'ntrix. ? Obs. [L. fem. of IHVENTOK.]
= prec.
1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Comers. Eng. Relat. Trial

108 This iuuentrix of grace, this mediatrix of Saluation.

1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World K. Ii. 10.453/2 Together
with Ide the Inventrix and Contriver of this mischief. 1744
PATERSON Comm. Milton's I', L. 327 She was the inventrix
of corn and husbandry.
t Inve-ntuary. Obs. [irreg.var.oflNVENTARY.]
- INVENTORY sb.

1494 FABYAN Ckron. vii. 504 Inuenluaryes [were) made of
sucne goodys as than remayned. 1539 Act 21 Hen. I'llI,

c. 5 The probacion of any testament and inventuary.

Inve-nturous, a. rare. [iN-a.] Not ven-
turous.

1863 F. CERNY [Griffiths] T/ie Jew 41 The boat which
hugs the shore, Creeping inventurous from point to port.

t Invenn'st, a. Obs. rare
-

'. [f. L. invcnus-

tus, f. in- (IN- 8) + venuslus lovely.] Unlovely.
1613 COCKERA.M ii. Not to bee Beloued, fniiennst, In-

amiaHt. 1711 OI.DISWORTII tr. Odes Horace I. 9/2 How
Hungry, Dry and Invenuste is the Sentence.

||
Inver. Obs. [a. Gael, inbhir (f. in prep.

'

in
' +

root her-, Gael, beirlu bear, carry), freq. in place-
names, as INVERNESS.] The mouth of a river;
the point where one river enters another.
i6s Burgh Rcc. Aberdeen (1848' II. 324 The first marche

. . at the inver of the Blind burne quhair the same enteris
in the Blackburne . . direct forganes or anent the said inver.

Inveracicras (inverMss ,
a. [iN-a.J Un-

truthful.

1885 F. HALI. in Nation (N. Y.) XL, 256/3 Her. .editor. .

represents her as having been most disingenuous and in-
veracious. 1894 Chicago Advance 28 June, Inveracious and
contradictory excuses.

Inveracity (inverarsiti). [Lf.3.] Untruth-
fulness

;
an untruth, a false statement.

1864 J. H. NEWMAN Afol. App. 17 Where you may let
your imagination play revel to the extent of inveracity.i73 f. HALL.l/orf. Eng. 145 Its loathsome spawn of shams
and inveracities. ,881 Philad. Rcc. No. 3413 If any suc-
cessful curb can be put upon its inveracity.

t^ Inve-recund, a. Obs. [ad. L. iitvtrtcunaus
shameless, f. I,. {. (IN .:I) + verecttnJus reverent,
modest, f. vtrtri to revere. Cf. i6th c. F. ittvere-
io*d

(Godef.).] Unabashed.
1*57 TOMI.IKSON Kenou's Ditf. 465 Fmak Vipers are ..

( <l an inverecund and fierce aspect

tlnve-rge, v. 0/>s.
[f. IN- 2 + VERGE st.}

trans. To border, a. To furnish with a verge or
border, b. To form a border lo.

Ditch . . made
whose kin^domc

doth like

river.

trench do

454

1611 Sm n ///./. lit. Urit. viii. iii. S 4- 385 To exj.iate
the sinii'.-s of his Father .. hee inuerged the same with a

deepc ditch, and ufTerei! vp his down vpon the Martyrs
Tombe. Tluat. </'/. Brit. xix. (1614) 37,2 The Devils

for a defence . . against the east Angles,
e it inverged. t/'ij., Wales iii. 111/2 This
:wise invcrge her west side so farre as the

Inverisimilitude (invesrisimi'litii/d). [Ix-3.]
Lack of verisimilitude ; unlikeness to truth ; unlike-

lihood; improbability.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Shaks. Notes in Kent. (1836) II. t6i

The events are too well and distinctly known to
be_,

without

plump inveribimilitude, crowded together in one night's ex-

hibition. 1836 J. W. DONALDSON Theat. Greeks (ed. 4) 366
An inverisimilitude which is only found out by dissection
was to them none at all.

Inverminate mvauuiine't), v. noncc-wd. [f.

IN-
'l + L. verminare : sec INVEHMINATION.] traits.

To infest like worms ; to swarm or burrow in.

1830 COLERIDGE Cfi. ff St. (ed. 2) 225 The visible globe,
that we inverminate.

Invermination (inv5:imhv<-j9n). [f. IN- *

+ L. teradnatiOn-fm the disease of worms, f. ver-

minare lo have worms, f. vermi's a worm.] The
condition of being infested with (intestinal; worms.
1808 Char, in Ann. Ifeg. 116 Liable .. to polysarcia,

atrophy, and, above all, to mvermiiiation. 1822-34 Good's

Study Mcd. (ed. 4) IV. 500 Varieties of helminthea or in-

vermination.

t Inve-rmine, v. Obs. rare-*, [f. It. invermi-
itare (Florio), f. L. in- (IN-

1

*) + verminare to have
worms ; cf. OF. tttOtrmer.\ intr. To breed worms.
1611 FLORIO, Iniiei inicare, to inuennine, to fill with or

grow to wormes.

Inverna'Cular, a. rare. [In- a.] Not ver-

nacular.
1880 F. HALL Doctor litdoctiu 10 The English translation

of the invernacular phrase italicized is
'
fall under considera-

tion '.

Inverness (invame's). [a. Gael, lunar- or

Inbhir-nis mouth of the (river) Ness : see INVER.]
The name of a town in the Highlands of Scotland.

Hence Inverness cloak, overcoat, name of an over-

coat with a removable cape Inverness cape}.
1865 Morning Star 8 Mar., Two Inverness capes were

also found. 1885 Fortn. in Waggonette 44 A thick Inver-
ness cape covers the most of his person. 1888 Cambridge
(Mass.) Tribune 24 Nov., These '

Inverness
'

overcoats are

close-fitting, and when worn without the cape have the

appearance of an ulsterette.

Inveron, -oun, obs. ff. ENVIRON v. and adv.

Inversatile (inv.vjsatil, -ail), a. [!N- 3.] Not
versatile. Entom. Of antenna; : Not moving on
their supports. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Inverse (invSvts, i-nvajs), a. and sb. [ad. L.

invers-its inverted, pa. pple. of invertfre, f. in-

(Itr- -) + vertfre to turn : orig. sense app., To turn

outside in. Cf. F. inverse.']
A. adj. 1. Turned upside down

;
inverted.

1658 CI.KVEI.AND News fr. Nnt'castle 86 A Coal-pit is

a Mine of every thing . . An inverse Burse, an Exchange
under Ground. 1661 LovELL Hist. Aniin. f, Klin. 345 Also
things seeme inverse, by reason of the mutation of the site

of the crystalline humour. 1703 MOXON Mcch. E.vcrc. 256
Make from these Piers inverse Arches. 1709 BERKELEY
Th. Vision 100 Whether objects were erect or inverse.
ti 1845 Hoop 'I\uo Swans ii, A tower builded on a lake,
Mock'd by its inverse shadow.
2. Inverted in position, order, or relations ; that

proceeds in the opposite or reverse direction or

order ; that begins where something else ends, and
ends where the other begins.
1831 BREWSTER Newton (1855) II. xxii. 298 The first who

jjave the analysis of the inverse truth, without supposing
the direct one to be already known. 1848 Cl-Ot'GH Amours
de Voy. iv. 32 What shall I do?..Go on .. Seeking, an in-

verse Saul, a kingdom to find only asses. 1868 LOCKYER
Gnillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 65 The same appearances are

observed, but in an inverse order. 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess.
II. 19 It must follow an inverse order.

3. Alat/i. a. Arith. and Alg. Of such a nature
in respect to another operation, relation, etc. that

the starting-point or antecedent of the one is the
result or conclusion of the other, and vice versa

;

opposite in nature or effect. Opp. to direct
; e.g.

Inverse Method of Fluxions: see quot. 1807.
Inverse ratio : (a) a ratio related to another ratio in the

way defined above, i. e. one in which the terms are reversed ;

i/') the ratio of two quantities which vary inversely, i. e. one
of which increases in the exact proportion in which the other

|

decreases, and vice versa; so inverse proportion. (In

popular language often loosely extended to the case of two
things one of which decreases, or is less, as the other in-

creases, or is greater.) Inverse square : often used for the
relation of two quantities one of which varies inversely as
the square of the other. Rule ofThree inverse : that case of
the Rule of Three in which the antecedent of each of the
ratios corresponds to the consequent of the other.
itto BARROW Euclid v. Def. xiii, Inverse ratio is when the

consequent is taken as the antecedent and so compared to
the antecedent as the consequent. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.
139 The operation of opinion being in the inverse ratio to
the number of those who abuse power. 1793 BEDDOES
Math. Evid. 19 A balance of which one arm should be ten
inches, and _the other one inch long, and each arm should
be loaded in an inverse proportion to its length. 1806
MUTTON Course Math. 1.44 Rule of Three Inverse, is when
more requires less, or Ins requires more. 1807 Ikid. II. 279

INVERSELY.
The direct method [of fluxions] <.<.n -i:-i . in finding the
fluxion of any proposed fluent.. ; and the inverse method. .

cnUHta in finding the fluent of any proposed fluxion. 1816
PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 295 The attraction of a spheroid,
in the plane of its equator, does not decrease exactly in
the inverse ratio of the square of the distance. 1816
tr. Lacroix's Diff. ty St~ Calculus 547 By substituting
for x the inverse function of a (.r), by which is understood
that function which written instead of x in the expression
of

o_(.r) produces x as the final result. Ibid.^ e* and log x
are inverse functions of each other, since log (e*)=x. 1834
MKS. SOMERVILLE Comiex, Pliys. Sc. viii. (1849) 7 Th in-

verse problem had now to be solved. 1865 FRED. OAKELEY
Historical Notes 51 The ratio of its extent appeared to be
inverse with the degree in which it was sought. 1882
MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 161 Matter attracting according
to the law of the inverse square of distance.

b. Geom, Inverse point, line, curve, etc., one
related to another point, line, curve, etc. in the

way of geometrical inversion (see INVERSION 3 b).
1873 B - WILLIAMSON Diff, Calc. (ed. 2) xii. 181 By aid of

this property the tangent at any point on a curve can be
drawn, whenever that at the corresponding point of the
inverse curve is known. Ibid. xvii. 227 If two curves be
inverse to each other with respect to any origin. 1881
CASEY Sequel to Euclid 95 IfX be a circle, O its centre, /'

and Q two points on any radius such that the rectangle OP.
t?=square of the radius, then P and Q are called inverse

points with respect to the circle.

4. Cryst, Opposed to direct : see quot.
1878 GUKNEY Ctystallogr. 65 The second class of ihombo-

hedrons may be called inverse . . The unequal index is alge-
braically less than the other two. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE
Crystallogr. 141 and 312.

B. sb. 1. An inverted state or condition ; that

which is in order or direction the direct opposite
of something else; thus CBA is the inverse of

ABC.
1681 tr. Willis* Rem.Med. Wks. Vocab., Inverse^ a turning

inside out, or outside in, upside down, quite contrary. 1704
G. ADAMS Nat. fy Exp. Philos. IV. Iii. 456 Rain, which is the
inverse of evaporation. 1823 H. J. HKOOKK Introd. Crys-
tallogr. 74 Proceeding in an order the inverse of that by
which the modified crystal has been formed. 1891 GLAD-
STONE Sp. 2 Oct., The foreign policy of the present Ad-
ministration has been well-nigh the inverse and the reverse
lo that of the Administration of Lord Beaconsfield.

2. The result of inversion : a. Math. A ratio,

proportion, or process in which the antecedents
and consequents are interchanged. Also, short for

inversefunction .

1695 ALINGHAM Geom, Epit. 101 By the other two, the in-

verses of both are proved, for as a\A::b\B t also as
b'.av.B'.A, 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 5 From all the in-

verses of a function $x .. we separate that one, ax, which

^ives both ^ajex and a.$x=x, and call it the convertible
inverse.

b. Geom. Short for inverse curve, point',
etc.

1873 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Calc. (ed. 2) xii. iSo If on any
radius vector OP, drawn from a fixed origin O, a point /''

be
takerij

such that the rectangle OP, OP' is constant, the

point P' is called the inverse of the point /*; and if ^de-
scribe any curve, Pt describes another curve called the
inverse of the former. 1887 R. A. ROBERTS Integ. Calc. i.

315 The central inverse of a conic.

c. Logic. The proposition obtained by inversion.

1896 [see INVERSION 2 e].

Inverse (invaus), v. Now rare. [f. prec. or
f. invers-, ppl. stem of invertere \ cf". reverse vb.]
trans. To turn upside down ;

to invert ; to reverse

in order or direction.
1611 FLORID, Inuersare, to inuert, to inuerse. 1663

POWER Exp. Philos. \\. 115 We therefore fill'd our Glass-
Tubes .. half with Water, and the rest with Ayr, and after-
wards invers'd it into a pail of water. 1694 Loyal Satirist
in Somers Tracts VII. 68 You would think the church as
well as religion, were inversed, and the anticks which were
used to be without were removed into the pulpit, a 1701
SKULKY Happy Pair Wks. 1766 1. 17 From hence the baffled
world has been inverst, Princes involv'd in war, and people
curst. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley vii, Inversing the natural
order of insect existence.

Inversed (inv-5-Jst), ///. a. rare. Also in-

verst.
ff.

as INVERSE a. + -ED !, -T.]
1. Inverted ; turned upside down.
1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jnd. Astrol. v. 158 Hauing had the

worla inuerst presented to their imagination in their sleepe.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 5 The supportance of her self,

though with her back downwards and perpendicularly in-

vers'd to the Horizon. 1703 MOXON Mech. Excrc. 256 To
turn Arches inversed, or upside down.

b. Reversed ; with reverted sequence.

1581 SAVILK Tacitus, Hist. Annot. (1591) 52 Liny, in de-

scribing these Centuries, seemeth to vse an inuersed kinde
of speech. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Khet. 117 AntimetaboU is

a sentence inverst, or turn'd back.

2. Turned inward.

1584 R. SCOT Discav. Wttckcr. xin. xix. (1886) 258 Diverse
sorts of glasses . . the round, the cornerd, the inversed, the
eversed.

Hence Inversedly (invaMstli, -sedli), adv. rare.
- next.

1753 Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 83 That the gravity at any
point of the earth is inversedly as the distance from the
center.

Inversely (invousli), adv. [f. INVERSE a. +
-LY

-.] In an inverse manner or order; as the in-

verse ; by inversion.

1660 BARROW Euclid v. xxi, Because D.E'.'.S.C. there-

fore inversely E.D. 1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 19 If

A'.Br.C'.D: then inversly as B'.A ::D:C. a 1738 HEL-
SIIAM Lect. Nat. Phil. \. (1739) 4 Why the water rises to



INVERSION.
heights which are inversly as the distances of the glasses. 1766
tr. Beccaria's Ess. Crimes xxyi. (1793) 92 It seems as if the
greatness ofa state ought to be inversely as the sensibility and
activity of the individuals. < 1860 FARADAY Forces Nat. ii. 46Two bodies attract each other inversely as the square of the
distance. 1868 LOCKVER Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 129 At
the Last Quarter we get a phase like that presented at the
first quarter, but inversely situated.

b. Invertedly ; upside down ; as inversely coni-

cal, conical with the vertex downward.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 122 Petals 2,

inversely heart-shaped. Ibid. II. 197 Root wood-like, in-

versely conical at the crown. 1849 MURCHISON Silvria vii.

133 Of an inversely pyramidal shape.

Inversion (invaujgn). [ad. L. inversion-em
an inverting, n. of action from invertHre to INVERT

;

cf. F. inversion (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
action of inverting, the condition of being inverted.

I. 1. A turning upside down.
1598 FLORIO, Inuersione, an inuersion, a turning inside

out, or upside downe, a misplacing. 1604 R. CAWDRHY
Taile Alph., fnuersiim, turning vpside downe, turning con-
trariwise. 1663 POWF.R Exp. Philos. u. in After inversion
of the Tube into the vessel'd Quicksilver. 1860 TYNDALL
Gtac. i. iv. 36 They often mistook this aerial inversion for
the reflection from a lake.

b. Geol. The folding back of stratified rocks

upon each other, so that older strata overlie the
newer.

1849 MURCHISON Silnria iv. 72 A great fault was . .

supposed to intervene, to account for this apparent inver-
sion. 1882 GEIKIE Text Bk. Geol. iv. iv. 518 Individual
mountains, .present stupendous examples of inversion, great
groups of strata being folded over and over each other.

2. A reversal of position, order, sequence, or re-

lation.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner M ij, We may now a
dayes use Plinies wordes, with an inversion of the sense.

1639 FULLER Holy War n. xiv. (1647) 63 The inversion of
order bringeth all to confusion. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.
Ef. i. iii. 9 A reciprocation, or rather an Inversion of the

creation, making God one way, as he made us another ;

that is, after our Image, as he made us after his owne. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 61 Without Inversion
or Variation of the ordinary Periods, Revolutions, and
Successions of things, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1737) VI. x. 395
If, by an odd inversion of the command, all that we do is

difficult at first. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 133 'Tis
an unnatural inversion of the manners of society.

f b. Rhet. The turning of an opponent's argu-
ment against himself; = ANTISTROPHE 3 b. Obs.

155* T. WILSON Logike (1567) 34 b, You maye confute the
same by inuersion, that is to sale, tournyng his taile cleane

contrary. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rket. 125 Inversion is a
figure, whereby the Orator or speaker reasons, or brings in

a thing for himself, which was reported or alleadged against
him.

c. Gram. Reversal of the order of words
;

= ANAHTROPHE.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 82 Anastrop/ie, a

preposterous inversion of words besides their common
course, as. .faults, no man Uveth without. i6zoT. GRANGER
Div. Logike n. 229 Inversion is when the Consequent, or

bond, is placed before the Antecedent. 1791 BoswF.i.r,

Johnson an. 1750, The structure of his sentences, .often has
somewhat of the inversion of Latin. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 279 Any arbitrary inversion of our ordinary
modes of speech is disturbing to the mind.

d. Mus. The action of inverting an interval,

chord, phrase, or subject (see INVERT v. 2 e) ; also,
the interval, chord, etc. so produced (in relation

to the original one).
First^ second^ etc. inversions (of a chord) : the chords pro-

duced by taking the successive higher notes of the original
chord respectively as the lowest note.
1806 CALLCOTT Mus. Gram. n. i. 100 When any lower Note

ofan Interval is placed an Octave higher, or the higher Note
an Octave lower, the change thereby produced is called /-
version.

1838, 1875 [see INVERT -v. 2 e]. 1869 OUSELEY
Counter^, xix. 159 Sometimes . . the answer is made by
contrary motion, constituting a *

fugue by inversion '. 1880
W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus. II. 16 [In] Double
Counterpoint in the Octave .. the Inversion is produced by
. .transposing the upper part an octave lower, or [vice versa}.
But the Inversion may take place in any other Interval.
Ibid. 17 The Chord of the 6-3 is called the First Inversion
of the Common Chord ; and the Chord of the 6-4, the
Second. 1889 E. PROUT Harmony vi. 150 A triad, which
consists of three notes, has two inversions, because it con-
tains two notes besides its root, and either of these notes can
be placed in the bass.

e. Logic. A form of immediate inference in

which a new proposition is formed whose subject
is the negative of that of the original proposition.
f 1896 WELTOHManualefLogic (ed. 2) in. iii. 102 Inversion
is the inferring, from a given proposition, another proposi-
tion whose subject is the contradictory of the subject of the

original proposition. The given proposition is called the

Invertend, that which is inferred from it is termed the In-
verse. .. The rule for Inversion is: Convert either the
Obverted Converse or the Obverted Contrapositive.

3. Math. a. Arith. and Alg. The reversal of a

ratio by interchanging the positions of the ante-

cedent and consequent.
1660 BARROW Euclid v. xx, Because E.F:\ B.C by inversion

shall be F.Er.C.B. 1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 102 The
Alternations and Inversions of which, follow from what was
before proved. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 327 If four

quantities be proportional ; they will be in proportion by
inversion, or inversely. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xv.

. 455

(1866) I. 272 These two quantities stand to each other . . in
a determinate ratio the ratio of inversion.

b. Geom. A transformation in which for each
point of a given figure is substituted another point
in the same straight line from a fixed point (called
the origin or centre of'inversion), and so situated
that the product of the distances of the two points
from the centre of inversion is constant (cyclical or

spherical inversion). Also extended to similar
transformations involving a more complex relation
of corresponding points or lines, as quadric inver-

sion, tangential inversion.

BURY Math. The. Electr. $ Magn. I. 125 According as the
centre of inversion is without or within the original sphere.
4. Mil. An evolution by which ranks are con-

verted into files.

1635 BARRIFFE Mil. Discip. xxxi. (1661) 38 Inversion doth
alwayes produce file or files

; and Conversion, rank or ranks.
1630 R. ELTON Mil. Art (1668) 32 My subject in this

Chapter shall he of Ranks filing, and Files filing, and Ranks
ranking, and Files ranking, which are by some called In-
version and Conversion. 1831 [see INVERT v. 3].

5. Chem. A decomposition of certain carbohy-
drates into two different substances, as of cane-

sugar into dextrose and Isevulose, whereby the
direction of the optical rotatory power is reversed.

(Cf. INVERTED 6.)
1864-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 863 A solution of cane-

sugar left to itself, or warmed with dilute acids, loses its

dextro-rotatory power, and acquires a Isevo-rotatory power,
which, when the transformation, or inversion, is complete,
amounts to 38 for every 100 of the original rotation to the

right.

t 6. = METAPHOR. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Inuersion of wordes, allegoria, est qmedam
fg><- '553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1567) 88 a, An Allegoric, or
inuersion of wordes. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ill.

xvifi]. (Arb.) 190 In these verses the inuersion or metaphore,
lyeth in these words, saw, harbonrd, nut.

II. 7. Her. See INVERTED 7.

i638>
GuiLLlM Heraldry in. xv. (ed. 3) 202, I say that the

Eversipn of the taile of the Lyon rs an expresse token of his

placabilitie or tractablenesse, as contrariwise the Inversion
of his taile is a note of his wrath and fury, especially if he
doe beate the backe therewith.

8. A turning outside in, introversion
;
a turning

inside out. spec, in Path.
[1398: see i.] a 1784 Med. Observ. $ Inq. IV. (heading)

History of a Fatal Inversion of the Uterus and Rupture of the
P>ladder. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca iv. 25 The snail ..

draws in its eye-stalks, by a process like the inversion of a

glove-finger. 1856-8 W. CLARK 1'an der Hoeven's
/.pol.

I.

92 The anterior part . . retractile within the posterior by
inversion. 1887 Syd. Sue. Lex., Inversion of bladder, the
condition in which the bladder is prolapsed through the

urethra, either partially or completely.
b. A turning out of the contents.

1822-34 Gooifs Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 558 The dose [of an
'

emeticjshould have its
power limited, as nearly as may be,

to a single inversion of the stomack.
III.

)
9. Diversion to an improper purpose ;

perversion. Obs.

1711 Light to Blind n. iii. 33 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 115 Who.. would object unto the King an
inversion of the lawes of the land ? For he left the courts of
judicature to run their usual course. 1755 YOUNG Centaur
vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 276 What a terrible inversion is this of the

high favours of heaven !

Iiiversive (invaMsiv), a. [f. L. invers-, ppl.
stem of invertere to INVERT + -IVE : cf. mod.F. in-

versif, -ive (Littre).] Characterized by inversion.

1875 Spiritualist 25 June, The deadly self-hoods of sects,
of inversive human society, or of clans, hordes [etc.]. 1893
J. PULSFORD Loyalty to Christ II. 333 This .. process of

making all things new will go on and on, until the self-seek-

ing and self-sufficient man of the world's inversive civilisa-
'

tion has disappeared.

Inve-rso-, mod. comb, form of L. inversus

INVERSE, used in sense '

inversely' : as in In-
ve'rso-bino-a-nnular a. [L. blni two each +
annul-us ring : ANNULAB] ; Inve'rso-ema'rgi-
nate a. [EMAROINATE] (see qnots.).
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Inverso-Binoanmtlaris, ap- i

plied by Haiiy to a variety of the regular hexahedral prism,
of which the base is surrounded by a row of facets disposed
in a ring, resulting from the decrease by two rows in height
on the margins of the same base . . inversobinoannular.
Ilnd., Inverso-Emarginatns, . .applied by Hauy to a variety
of carbonated lime which presents the form of the inverse,
emarginated at the superior edges by the primitive facets, >

and at the inferior edges by those of a hexahedral prism :

inversoemarginate.
Inversor (inva'jsai). [agent-n. in L. form

from invertere, invers- to overturn, INVERT.] An
instrument for reversing an electric current ; a com-
mutator; = INTERIOR.
1839 G. BIRD Nat. Philos. 246 This instrument, which

I propose to call the inversor.

Invert (invs-.it), v. [f. L. invert-ire, i. in-

(IN-
z
) + vertgre to turn

;
lit. to turn in, to turn out-

side in, hence to turn the opposite way.]
I. 1. trans. To turn upside down.
1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb i. v, What an she were in-

verted, With her heels upward like a traitor's coat ? 1641
J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 44 Others inverted with feet

upward, and head downward, and a fire being underneath,

INVERT.
were so smoaked and suffocated to death. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. Pref. c b, I invert the Frame, placing the head
downwards. a 1763 SHENSTONE Elegies xix. i Again the
lab ring hind inverts the soil. 1800 tr. I.agrange's Chem.
1.47 If you place a card on a glass filled with water, and
invert the glass, the water will not escape. 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. iv. 35 The coast line was inverted by atmospheric
refraction.

1' b- fig. To overthrow, upset ; to subvert. Obs.
1588 _).

UDALL Diotrephts (Arb.) 22 Al that I saye or
desire, is not to inuert any thing in the state that is good.
1648 Hunting ofFox 36 The designe to invert and subvert
both Church and Commonwealth. 1695 FOUNTAINHALL in

I M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826) IV. 279 The Lords
! ..would not summarily invert the Town of Edinburgh's

possession. 1706 DE FOE Jure Div. Pref. 7 Who shall in-
vade the Property of the Subject, invert the publick Justice,
or overthrow the Religion and Liberty of England.
2. To reverse in regard to position, order, or

i sequence ; to turn in an opposite direction.
1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 985/2 Whyche thys goodman dissembleth here and inuerteth here thorder for the

nonce. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 67 In the Scripture you
haue the very name [Hannibal] but inverted : Baal-Hanan
in Gen. cap. xxxvi. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 285 An
inverted Syllogisme. .Wherein the conclusion is sometimes
put in the first place. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. iv. xlvii. 384The way is the same, but the order is inverted. 1824 L.
MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 22! This sentence may be
inverted without changing a single word. 1869 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. II. 21 Dr. Whewell. .inverts this order of processes.
" fig- To reverse the relations of, so as to pro-

duce an opposite meaning, state of affairs, etc.

1552 ASCHAM in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 12 The fallax
of composition and division . . do sometyme so invert the
sentence as in the self same words thus joyned or so
separated. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 67 To in-

i vert the good also that in such a person may be . . unto a
worser sense. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 631 Thus
is all inverted, many Kings, and few subjects. 1665 BOYLE

! Occas. Refl. in. vi, He may., invert the Profession of Saint
Paul, and say, that he preaches not Christ

crucify'd, but
himself. 1710 STF.ELE Tatler No. 225 F j A set of Peoplewho invert the Design of Conversation. 1822 HAZLITT

1881 WF.STCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 35 The
relative attractiveness of conflicting readings becomes in-
verted by careful study.

t c. Rhet. To retort an argument upon an op-
ponent. Obs.

1631 J. BURGES Anm'. Rejoined 221 The recrimination
which . . the Replyer inverts vpon our Bishops, hath more
shew then substance. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks.
1808 VIII. 173 They inverted, and retaliated the impiety.

t d. To transfer (words) from their literal mean-

ing ; to use in a metaphorical sense. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xvi[i]. (Arb.) 190 Ye see
that these words, source, shop, flnd, sngreii, are inuerted
from their owne signification to another, not altogether so

naturall, but of much affinitie with it.

e. Mus. To change the relative position of the
notes of (an interval or chord) by placing the
lowest note higher, usually an octave higher ; also,
to modify (a phrase or subject) by inverting the
intervals between the successive notes, i. e. by
reversing the direction of its motion.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 3/1 Fugue by Inversion .. In this

the theme is inverted. 1875 OUSELF.Y Harmony ii. 22 If the
lower of the two notes forming any interval be changed
into its upper octave, .. the interval is said to be inverted,
or, in other words, the new interval thus formed, is an in-

version of the former. 1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove
Diet. Mus. II.

i7_
A Chord is said to be Inverted, when any

note, other than its Root, is taken in the lowest part.

f. Logic. To obtain the inverse of (a proposi-
tion) : see INVERSION 2 e. (In quot. intr. for pass.)
1896 WELTON Man. Logic (ed. 2) in. iii. 102 marg., SeP

inverts to SiP by converting the Obv[erte]d Converse.

3. Mil. See quot. and cf. INVERSION 4.
1832 R^tl. Instr. Cavalry ill. 46 Inversion A Regiment

is said to be inverted when the Squadrons are not in their
natural order, but the right Squadron on the left, and the
left on the right, as for instance when the Squadrons entire
have wheeled to the right or left about. Ibid. 113 It will be
better to invert by Regiments.
4. Chem. To break up (cane-sugar) into dextrose
and lasvulose : see quot. s.v. INVERTED 6.

1864-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 856 Honey .. contains

cane-sugar (which is gradually inverted by keeping), in-

verted sugar, and an excess of dextroglucose. 1899 J.
CAGNF.Y tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagnosis v. 162 Hoffman has
availed himself of the property which HCI. possesses of

inverting cane-sugar, i. e. of breaking it up into dextrose
and laevulose.

1 5. intr. To change to the opposite. Obs,

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xvn. 61 Double not needless passion
on a heart Whose joy so green is, and so apt t

1

invert. 1813
T. BUSBY Lucretius n. Comment, xli, Till their natures

change, and their order of operation invert.

II. y6. trans. To divert from its proper pur-

pose ; to pervert to another use. Obs.

1587 HARRISON England n. xix. (1877) I. 309 They in-

uerted his intent herein to another end. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch's Mor. 930 Neither could any man . . accuse him
for robbing the State, or inverting any thing to his own
use. 1670 R. COKE Disc. Trade 18 In being committed
prisoners, the means which is thereby spent in paying Fees
to Jaylors, is inverted from that end to which it might have
been imployed towards the Payment of his Debts.

III. f 7. trans. To turn in or inward. Obs.

1643 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 II. 78 Invert thy Eyes



INVERT.

and see Its state, and thy deRree. 1646 SIR T. BKOWNK
/'ifm/. i:p. V. i. 334 The bill . i -.ll.it and 1<1 MI

I,
-.mil ornew hal

inverted a I ihe extreamc.

8. To turn outside in, or inside out ; sftf. in Path.

1615 Ctu.'Ki r.,<JyofMm 249 A kinde of yard .. which

they say is the necke of the wom!>e if it be inuerted.

1638 SIK T. HmBERT Trav. (ed. 21 16 Skin of a Lyon,

Leopard . . or Sheep (the haire inverted) is as a roabe put
about Iheir shoulders. 1*56 RIDCLKV Pract. Physick 131

The Ey-lid inverted may be rubbed with Fig-leaves. 1800

Mid. Jrnl. 111. 463 If a portion is strongly adherent to the

uterus, we may by this force invert the uterus.

b. trans. To empty (the stomach) by means of

an emetic.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 134 The asarum . . at

the same time that it inverts the stomach, acts powerfully
on the olfactory nerves.

Hence Inve'rting vbl. sb. and///, a.

1579 FL-LKE 11fskins' Pat-l. 25 This is no inuerting ofGods
order. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 60 Reflection being nothing
but an inverting of the Rays. 1894 Athettafum 4 Aug. 165/3
To represent the objects as they would be seen in an in-

verting telescope. 1899 J. CAGNEV tr. J^aksch's
Clin. Diag-

nosis v. 172 The chief are the tryptic, fat-splitting and

emulsifying . .and inverting ferments.

Invert (i-nvait), sb. [f.
INVEBT v.] An in-

verted arch, as at the bottom of a canal or sewer.

Also attrib.

1838 Pub. Wks. Gt. Brit, 22 The tunnel, .being supported
by a brick invert or counter arch. 1862 SMILES Engineers
III. 314 These walls were further supported by a strong
invert, that is, an arch placed in an inverted position under
the road, thus binding together the walls on both sides.

1882 H'tn-cester Exhib. Catal. III. 16 Invert blocks for the
bottom of sewers. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 18 Sept. 9/1 The
bottom of the sewer or '

invert ', is also defective.

I'nvert, a. [Short for INVERTED : see sense 6.]
In Invert sugar : Sugar formed by the breaking

up of cane-sugar into dextrose and Ijevulose.

iVtoLibr. Univ.Knowl. (U.S.)VIII. 846 Amixture ofthese
two sugars [dextrose and Ijevulose] constitutes fruit sugar,
or, as sometimes called, invert sitgar. 1885 LANDOIS &
STIRLING Text-bt. Hum. Phys. I. 296 The saliva of the
horse which can also convert cane-sugar into invert sugar.

Invertaut (invautant), a. Her. [f. INVERT
+ -ANT '.]

= INVERTED 7.

1828-40 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., Invertant, or

Inverted, turned the wrong way : wings, when the points
are downward, are termed in-verted. 1889 in ELVIN Diet.

Heraldry.

Invertebracy (invautfbrasi). [f. INVERTE-
BRATE : see -ACV.J The quality of being inverte-

brate
;
want of ' backbone .

1886 New York Semi-weekly Tribune 24 Dec. (Cent.
Diet.), A person may reveal his hopeless invertebracy only
when brought face to face with some critical situation. 1899
HORTON in Chr. World Pulpit 8 Nov. 297/1 It is said, .that

invertebracy of thought is the great characteristic of the

closing years of this century.

Invertebral (invutfl>ral), a. rare. [f. IN- 3 4-

VERTEBRAL, as a repr. of F. imiertfbr^ . see IN-

VERTEBRATE.] = INVERTEBRATE a.

1816 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris (ed. 5) App. 298 The invertebral
animals are chiefly deposited in cases in the middle of the

apartments. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 7A nervous cord without a brain, answering the purpose of
a spinal marrow in most invertebral animals. 1828 [see next].

II Invertebrata (invait/W'ta), sb. pi. [mod.
L., = animdlia invertebrata, corresp. to F. ani-
maux inverttbre's, invertebrate animals: see IN-

VERTEBRATE.] A name given to all animals except
the Vertebrata or back-boned animals ; origin-

ally introduced as correlative with the latter term,
but now recognized as containing numerous sub-

kingdoms, as distinct from each other as from
the Vertebrata, and therefore retained only as a
convenient negative term comprehending all groups
below the Vertebrata.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. Invertebrata 2 The In-

vertebral animals.. are arranged by Cuvier into three great
divisions. 1841 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. i. 2 Animals. .

corresponding to the invertebrata of more recent Zoologists.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Set'. 610/2 Lamarck's primary division
of the animal kingdom into Verlebrata and Invertebrata
corresponds with that proposed by Aristotle into Enaiaia
and Anaima. 1843 OWEN Lect. Comp. Anat. 12 Lamarck
proposed, therefore, the name of Vertebrata for the one
class and Invertetrata for the other. 1840 MURCHISON
Siluria i. (1867) 8 Crustaceans, Mollusks, and other inver-
tebrata. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. I. 4 Invertebrata, or
animals destitute of a cranium or skull, and a vertebral
column.

Invertebrate (inv5Mt/brA), a. and sb. [ad.
mod.L. i>rvcrtebrat-us, in neuter pL INVERTEBRATA,
corresp. to F. invertibrh (see below), f. L. in- (IN- 3)
^vertebra joint, esp. of the spine: see VERTEBRATE.
The classification of Vertebrate and Invertebrate Animals

was primarily due to Lamarck ; but in his Systime des
animaux sans vertebra, 1801, he does not use the word
iHverlforfi, which occurs however in his Philosothie 7.oo-
lo/rifxt of 1809; it had been used by Cuvier and DumeYil in

1805
(Cuvier f.e<ms d'Anatomie compar. I, Table I), and

by Unmcril, in 1606, in his Zoohgie analytique, 3, Table I.)

ft ,,. ' mwtMimnut ><:ii-iiuics . IOSOGWKIR H,,t. Boulder v. 72 The higher tribes of the inver-. .

- /- M*. iiigu*;( MUIH ui me inver-
lebrate animals. 1877 W. THOMSON / 'oy. Challenger I. i. 7
tyen at that depth the invertebrate sub-kingdoms are still

fairly represented.

456 .

b. fig. Without moral ' backbone ; wanting

strength, firmness, or consistency.
1879 Fortn. Rev. No. 187. 910 Running a man whose

political creed is vague and invertebrate. 1889 Times

29 Mar. 9/4 The House.. has voted for an invertebrate

measure supported by flabby arguments. 1896 Eclectic

Mag. Apr. 507 Nor is the affection for the invertebrate

parent secured by the indulgences.

B. sb. An animal without a backbone or spinal
column ; any animal not belonging to the verte-

brate sub-kingdom.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. xlv. 239 In this particular

differing from the majority of Invertebrates. 1879 Cassell's

Techn. Ednc. IV. 123/2 Wall-cases and floor-cases are best

suited for the display of the vertebrate classes, and table-

cases for the invertebrates. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys. Geog.
iii. 78 Animals of higher organisation than the Invertebrates.

p. fig. A man without strength of character or

principles.
1869 Spectator 22 May 620 Indifference as to the fate of

such political invertebrates, 1884 Pall Mall G. 29 Feb. i/i
Nerveless invertebrates . . whose only conception of states-

manship is that of divining how the cat will jump.
Hence Invertebrateness (inv-.iUbr<*tnes), the

quality of being invertebrate.

1884 Punch 23 Feb. 87 There's no spell In sheer inverte-
brateness.

Invertebrated (invSut/br^ted), a.
[f. as

prec. + -ED2.] = INVERTEBBATE.
1829 J. & C. BELL Anat. Hum. Body (ed. 7)

II. 10 note,
The oviparous mammalia, fishes, and the invertebrated
animals. 1831 YOUATT Horse v. (1847) 106 The first division
of animals is into vertebrated and invertebrated.

Inverted (invsMted), ///. a. [f. INVERT v. +
-ED l.J

I. 1. Turned upside down.
1598 FLORIO, Inuerso, inuerted. 1609 DOULAND Ornith.

Microl. 75 There be that ascribe an inuerted semicircle to
this proportion. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 1 1 A fit Vessel for
this purpose, will be an inverted 'Glass Syphon. 1766
CAVENDISH in Phil. Trans. LVI. 178 The air remaining
unabsorbed in the inverted bottle of sope leys. 1806 Naval
Chron. XV. 106 They had no covering but an inverted boat.

1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. iii. 58 Inverted commas owe
their origin to Mons. Guillemet, a Frenchman. 1838 and
1857 Inverted commas [see COMMA 4]. 1842-76 GWILT
Arc/tit. | 1885 In foundations where .. there would be a
liability, from uneven bearing, to partial failure, it has been
the practice . . to turn inverted arches, to catch on their

springing the weight to be provided against. i86oTvNDALi.
Notes Led. Light 22 Dove has applied the

'

reversion prism
1

to render erect the inverted images of the astronomical
telescope.

b. Mus. Of chords or intervals : Having the
lowest note transposed an octave higher.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. fed. 3), Inverted, a term applic-

able to certain positions of any subject or chord. 1889 E.
PROUT Harmony \. 26 An inverted $th becomes a 4th.

C. Applied to a letter whose sound is produced
by inverting the tongue against the hard palate.
Also absol. as si.

1879 SWEET in Philol. Soc. Trans. 468, m, etc. represent
single inverteds. 1888 Eng. Sounds 26 The inverteds
are . . represented in Sanskrit under the name of cerebrals.

2. Reversed in position or order; turned in the

opposite direction.
1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 230 Defects are to be sup-

plied ;
. . and the inverted parts are to be placed in order.

1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 47, I live in an in-
verted order. They who ought to have succeeded me are
gone before me. 1851 MAURICE Patriarchs f, La-wg. xviii.

(1867) 327 This is the inverted order of Paganism.
3. Reversed in relations.

1702 STEELE Funeral Prol., But we, still kind to your in-
verted sense, Do most unnatural things once more dispense.
1709 STEELE Tatter No. 127 P i This inverted Idolatry,
wherein the Image did Homage to the Man. 1786 BURKE
Art. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 181 All the true and substan-
tial powers of government were in an inverted relation and
proportion to the official and ostensible authorities. 1863
KINGLAKK Crimea (1876) I. xii. 193 The mere inverted
Jesuitism of a man resolved to do good that evil might
come.

b. Reversed in meaning.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. J. iv. 14 Intended expres-

sions receiving inverted significations. 1663 J. SI-ENCER
Prodigies (1665) 97 Were I inclined to an Observation of
Omens and Prodigies, I should . . make an inverted use of
the words of the Reverend Publisher.
4. Mil. See INVERT v. 3.

1832 Regul. Instr. Cavalry in. 84 An Inverted Line can
change its Front.

5. Math. = INVERSE a. 3.

1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. The. Electr. f, Magn. I.

125 Every sphere in the original system becomes another
sphere in the inverted system.
6. Client. Of cane-sugar : see quote.
1864-72 WATTS Diet. Chem, II. 855 Dextroglucose occurs

abundantly in sweet fruits .. and always with such a quan-
tity of lajvorotatory fruit-sugar that the mixture exhibits
laivorotatory power, and is thence called inverted sugar.
Ibid. 863 The mixture of [dextroglucose and lacvoglucose]
in equal numbers of atoms constitutes fruit sugar, or in-
verted sugar, which is itself laevo-rotatory, because the
specific rotatory power of laevoglucose is greater than that
of dextroglucose.
n. 7. Her. Turned inwards or towards the

middle of the field : said of animals or their mem-
bers : see quots.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xvii. (1611) r$9 The field is

Ruby, two wings Inuerted and conjoined Topaz. 1661
MORGAN Kph. Gentry \. v. 67 When fishes are borne swim-

INVEST.

ming you shall say Naiant . . when respecting each other,
Inverted. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, t, Pop. x. 64 If the
tips of the wings droop downwards they are inverted.

8. Path. Introverted
;
turned inside out.

1787 R. CI.EGHORN in Med. Commun. II. 241 Sometimes
the inversion is so partial, that no part of the inverted
uterus descends below it's mouth. 1822-34 Good's Study
Mt'd. (ed. 4) IV. no The womb is inverted, when at the
same time that it is displaced or has fallen down, it is turned
inside out.

Inve'rtedly, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an

inverted manner; upside down; with inversion of
order.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. m. | 14 'Tis but to live

invertedly, and with thy Head unto the Heels of thy Anti-
podes. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. fg Exp. Philos. II. xv. 183
The lens .. by refraction, depicts them invertedly on the
screen. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbridge I. xxii. 287
Miss Templeman . . talked up at Elizabeth-Jane invertedly
across her forehead and arm.

Invertend(i'nvajtend). Logic. [ad. L. jzw-
tend-us, gerundive of invertfre to INVERT.] The
proposition from which another proposition (the
inverse} is obtained by inversion.

1896 [see INVERSION 2 e].

Inye'rter. 'are.
[f. INVERT v. + -EB 1

.] One
who inverts.

1611 FLORIO, fnuertore, an inuerter, a peruerter. 1621
Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribx 44 It was a rare thing then to

,

finde a Cain, a ludas, an Inuerter, Detayner, Vsurper of
Gods Right.

tlnyertible(inv5utib'l),a.l Obs. [ad. late L.
ittotrtibil-is (4th c., Hilary), f. in- (!N- '*) + vertlre
to turn : see -BLE.] That cannot be turned or re-

versed.

1534 CRANMER Let. to Cromwell 17 Apr. in Strype Mem.
(1812) 694 An indurate and invertible conscience. 1633 T.
ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 4 The will of the devil is still in-

vertible.

Inve'i-tible, a.2
[f. INVERT v. + -IBLE. Cf.

OB', invertible.] a. That can be inverted, b.
That tends to invert the usual order, rare.
1881 MACFARBEN Connterp. ii. 4 This interval is not in-

vertible. 1892 Fortn. Rev. LI. 521 There is a sort of in-

vertible quality in the Japanese . . which makes them train
their horses to gallop uphill.

InveTtile, a. rare. [f. L. invertere to INVERT :

see -ILE. (Cf. retractile.^ Capable of being
turned inside out.

1856 GOSSE Marine7.ool. \\. 18 Polyzoary plant-like, horny,
tubular, .the extremity flexible and invertile.

Invertiu (invautin, i-nvajtin). Chem. [f. IN-
VEST v. + -IN l.] A chemical ferment, obtained as
a white powder from yeast desiccated in air ; it is

the constituent which produces the inversion of

sugar.
1879 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 784 Invcrtin Donath ..

obtains this substance by treating yeast according to Zulk-

owsky and Kunig's method . . It is obtained in the form of
a powder, a very small quantity of which is sufficient to

bring about the inversion of cane-sugar. 1896 Allhitt's

Syst. Med. I. 519 Invertin, an enzyme capable of changing
cane-sugar into dextrose, is found m internal bacilli.

Invertor (invautaj). [f. INVERT v. 4- -OR (here

unetymological).] An instrument for reversing an
electric current

;
a commutator.

In mod. Diets.

Invertuate, var. of INVIRTUATE v., Obs.

Invest (inve-st), v. Also 6 en-, fad. L. in-

vest-ire, f. in- (Is- -) + vtstfre to dress, clothe. Cf.
F. investir (14-151!! c. in Hatz.-Darm.) ; also OF.
envestir. Sense 9 is from It. investing

I. 1. trans. To clothe, robe, or envelop (a
person) in or with a garment or article of cloth-

ing ; to dress or adorn.

1383 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 38 He ..could haue
inuested them in silks, veluets [etc.]. 1598 F. MERES Pal-
ladis Tamia 280 The English tongue is . . gorgeouslie in-
vested in rare ornaments. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb, xv. 241
He show you, how the Bride, faire Isis, they invest. 1691WOOD At/i. Oxon. II. 493 In the jollity of that humour he
invested George Wither . . in the royal habiliments. 1850
MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast. Ord. (1863) 25 Murillo has
represented the Virgin and two angels about to invest the

kneeling saint, with the splendid chasuble.

b. Ofan article ofdress : To clothe, cover, adorn.
1704 SWIFT T. Tub n. (1709) 38 They held the Universe

to be a large suit of clothes which invests every thing. 1710
PARNELL Hermit 176 Fair rounds of radiant points invest
his hair, 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe iv, The high cap no longer
invested his brows.

C. To put on as clothes or ornaments ; to don.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. v. 18 So faire a crew . . Cannot find

one this girdle to inuest. 1628 DONNE Serm. xxix. 289 He
needed not to have invested and taken the forme of a
tongue. 1629 Ibid. xxiv. 240 Bound to that Religion that
he had invested in Baptisme. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems
II. 177 Meek angels ye invest New meeknesses to hear such
utterance rest On mortal lips.

2. transf. To cover or surround as with a gar-
ment. Const, with.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke iii. 46 b, Y holy ghost
being of himself . . inuisible, but for y" time enuested and
clad with a figure or likenesse visible. 1592 DAVIES Immort.
Soul cclxviii, The fables . . others did with brutish forrns

invest 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 107 Those Soules, which
while they were here invested with their bodies, did live

wickedly. 1772 Hist. Rochester 13 The king is said to have
invested Rochester with a wall. 1777 COCKIN in Phil.
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Trans. LXX. 159 Where the sun shone the bushes were
each invested with a mist. 1860 MAURY Phys, Geog, Sen
(Low) i. i Our planet is invested with two great oceans.

b. To cover, envelop, or coat, as a garment
does.

1631 LITHGOW Trim. vm. 376 Thus with the Torrid Zone,am I opprest, And lock't twixt Tropickes Two, which me
invest. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mich. xxi. 152 The
thin film of water that invests and detains it [the air in

bubbles]. 1832 LYELL Print. Geol. II. n A belief., that
the primeval ocean invested the whole planet long after it

became the habitation of living beings. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PI. III. 184 Thread-like down which invests the

plant. 1873 MIVART Elem. Anat. vii. 236 The skin of man
invests his body pretty closely.

3. Jig. To clothe or endue with attributes, quali-
ties, or a character. Const, with, also in, into.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. i. 40 Nature would not inuest her
selfe in such shadowing passion, without some Instruction.
1610 HoLi.MiDCamd'en'sBrit.

(1637) 8 The tales ofArthur. .

he hath invested into the goodly title of an Historic. 1713
STEELE Englishm. No. 21. 139 They are invested with the
Character of Ambassadors from Heaven. 1855 PRESCOTT
Philip II, a. ix. (1857) 35 The mystery thus thrown around
the fate of the unhappy sufferer only invested it with an
additional horror. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. i. 31
Bliss hath invested him. 1877 R. W. DALE Lect. Preach.
v. (1878) 122 To invest with interest subjects which in them-
selves are uninteresting.

tb. re/I, (const, into). 06s.
1592 WYRLEY Armorie 12 Both of them .. relinquished

their deuise of vndie, and inuested themselues into ridels.
Ibid. 14 Into one of these kind of differings could I wish our
yoonger brothers . . to invest themselues.

4. To clothe with or in the insignia of an office
;

hence, with the dignity itself; to install in an office

or rank with the customary rites or ceremonies.

."533-4 Act 25 Hen. Vlff, c. 20 i That euery Arch-
bishop and Bishop, being . . consecrated and inuested shall
be installed accordingly, a

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 36
The lord Thomas Stanley he invested with the swoorde of
the countie of Darby. 1600 HOLLAND Livy iv. vii. 144
They were invested both in the jurisdiction, and also in the
ornaments of the Consuls. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals i.

in. 77 The day the Pope is invested they do so too. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xi. (1809) 380 If such arch-bishop or

bishop do refuse to confirm, invest, and consecrate such
bishop elect, they shall [etc.]. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.
(1864) II. iv. iii. 255 Theodorus, who had been invested in
the metropolitan dignity at Rome. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom.
Emf. xii. (1875) 187 Richard was at the same time invested
with the Kingdom of Aries by Henry VI.

5. To establish (a person) in the possession of

any office, position, property, etc. ; to endow or
furnish with power, authority, or privilege. Const.

in, ivith (also f of, into, unto).
1564 GOLDING Justine 150 (R.) Alexander . . began . . to

mocke and despyse Ptolomie himselfe, by whome he was
put in and inuested in that kyngdome. 1581 SAVILK
Tacitus

1

Agric. (1622) 197 The end of Britannie is found,
not by fame and report, but we are with our armes and
pauilions really inuested thereof. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. %
Mor.6i His. .end, was to invest a creature of his owne with
that charge and dignitie. 1617 HIERON Wks. I. 112 To
bee by faith ingrafted into Christ is the true honour

; this
doth inuest a man into that royalty, which is in the person
of Christ. 163* LITHGOW Trai>. vm. 346 A brother of
the one Baron, and a sister of the other, were instantly in-
vested in their Lands. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes \. 3 God
. . invested Man in a full property of all things. 1796 MORSE
Artier. Geog. I. 271 This body is invested. with the spiritual
government of the congregation. 1836 J. GILBERT Chr.
Atonem. vii. (1852) 204 The innocent being is by law in-

vested with the right to enjoy security. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. xiv. i. (1864) IX. 5 They were invested in a kind of
omniscience. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1891) I. 35 Rudolf
[agreed] to invest Hartmann with lands to the capital value
of io,ooo/.

6. To settle, secure, or vest (a right or power) in

(a person). Const, in (\with, \upon~).
1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 49 b, For that which is the

wiues, is by reason of the mariage her husbandes, and being
inuested in him . . cannot bee giuen from him without his
licence or consent. 16x0 GUILLIM Heraldry v. i. (1611) 253
The inheritance aswell of the possessions as of the coat
armour are inuested in them and their posterity, a 1641
BP. MOUNTAGU Acts !; Man. (1642) 88 Then, .was the Scep-
ter . . invested upon the Tribe of ludah. 1646 H. LAW-

RENCE_ Cojjttti. Angells 67 Some reasons why God gives
this ministery to the Divells, why it is invested in them by
God. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 300 The powers invested
in Congress were in effect. 1800 Ann. Reg. 56 The supreme
magistracy was to be invested in a grand elector.

f b. intr. To settle itself, vest in some possessor.
1602 WARNER Alk. Eng. Epit. (1612) 393 How .. the

Crowne-right of the House of Edward the first inuested in

the Famihe of York, and from whom they claimed, and in
whome their claime effected.

1. Milit. To enclose or hem in with a hostile

force, so as to cut off approach or escape ; to lay

siege to ; to besiege, beleaguer ; f to attack.
1600 HOLLAND Livy v. vi. 183 No wearisomnesse of long

siege & assault, .is able to raise the Roman armie from any
towne once by them invested. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's

Trav. i. 2 They discovered a ship, vnto which they gave
chase all the night, . . having fetcht her up by break of day,
they gaue^ her a volley of three pieces of Ordnance, and
presently invested her with a great deal of courage. *76-
31 TINDAL Rapm's Hist. Eng. (1743) II. XVH. 112 The Earl
not having sufficient forces to besiege the Fort contented
himself with investing it. 1810 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.
(1838) VI. 41 Astorga is invested, but has not been vigorously
attacked. 1840 MACAULAY Ess., Clive (1887) 534 Rajah Sahib

proceeded to invest the fort of Arcot, which seemed quite
incapable of sustaining a siege.
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t 8. To occupy or engage, to absorb. Obs. rare.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commw. (1003) 62 The one

[prince] was invested in the war of Persia, the other in the
commotions of the Low countries.

II. [after It. investire '..also, to laie out or

emploie ones money vpon anie bargaine for aduan-

tage' (Florio, 1598). This sense is exemplified as

early as 1333 in Vocab. della Crusca. It prob.
passed through the Levant or Turkey Company
into the East India Company's use.]
9. To employ (money) in the purchase of any-

thing from which interest or profit is expected;
now, esp. in the purchase of property, stocks, shares,

etc., in order to hold these for the sake of the

interest, dividends, or profits accruing from them.
1613 T. ALDWORTH Let. to E. India Co. Surat, 25 Jan. (MS .,

Orig. Corr. 102), Hauinge left with vs in goods and monies
to be inuested in Commodities fitt for Englande .. to the
vallew of 4000 li. 1615 T. ELKINGTON Let. to E. India Co.

25 Feb. (Orig. Corr. 251), To invest itt in Indico to bee in

Surrat before the raynes. 1616 SIR. T. ROE y-rnl. 28 May
(Hakl. Soc.), This is yearly theyr Custome at this season to

bring goodes, and so to goe for Agra and invest in Indico.

1710 in Peere Williams Rep. I. (1792) 141 The primary Intent
of the Testator in carrying abroad the Money was to invest

it in Trade. 1740 Ibid. 140 The. .captain . . had 800 dollars

on board the ship, which he intended to invest in trade.

1757 Herald (1758) I. v. 66 By investing in the stocks so

much of their incomes and gains as they do not spend. 1804
EARL LAUDERD. Publ. lVealtn(i%ig) 157 That portion ofcapi-
tal invested ina plough, supplants the necessity . . ofthe labour
of five diggers. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom Gr Lugger i. \.

3 There was little encouragement to invest his remaining
capital. 1840 MACAULAY Ess., dive (1887) 562 Many of
them even invested their property in India stock. 1878
JEVONS Primer Pol. Econ. v. 45 Toinvest capital., means to

turn circulating into fixed capital, or less durable into more
durable capita).

fig. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 45 He has
most profitably invested his time and energy in the anti-

slavery cause. 1871 BAGEHOT Physics <$ Pol. (1876) 49
Every intellectual gain . . was invested and taken out in

war.

b. absol. or intr. To make an investment, to

invest capital ; colloq. to lay out money, make a

purchase. (So in It.)

1864 WEBSTER s.v., To invest in stocks. 1868 MONT-
GOMERIE in Proc. R. Geog. Soc. 15 July 155 The Pundit had
invested in a wooden bowl. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings
Ser. n. 146 Men invested ina parliamentary seat as they did
in any kind of speculative stock. 1883 Wharton's Law
Lex. s.v., When a trustee, executor, or administrator is not

expressly forbidden to invest in real securities, in the United

Kingdom. Mod. colloq. To invest in a penny time-table.

Hence Invented///, a.

Mod. Eager for news of the relief of the invested town,

f Iiive'st, sb. Obs. rare ~~
*. [f. prec. vb.] A

payment ma.de to the Pope or Head of the church

by a bishop or the like at his investiture.

'533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 20 i Yeldyng vnto the

kinges highnes . . all suche dueties, rightes, and inuestes, as
before time hath ben accustomed to be paid for any such

Archbishopricke or Bishopricke.

Inve'stable, a. [f. INVEST v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being invested.

1896 Chicago Advance 17 Dec. 857 Any person having in-

vestable capital.

t Investa'tion. Obs. rare
-

'. Bad form of *in-

vestition or investion.

1665 R. HEAD Eng. Rogue xxvi. 86 An Oath, which every
young Thief must observe . .at his investation into the honour
of one of the Knights of the Road.

Investee'. Law. rare. [f.
INVEST v. + -BE.]

One who is invested with a right, property, etc.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM A rt ofSurvey m. vi. 77 Fee-Farme
is a Fee, and importeth a perpetuity to the Inuestee and his
heires.

t Investient, a. Ob;, [ad. L. investient-cm,

pr. pple. of investire to INVEST : see -ENT.] In-

vesting, coating, enveloping, enfolding.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth v. (1702) 232 Freed

from its investient Shell. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller in. xxv.

(1760) 186 The Nutmeg, .is separated from .. its investient
Coat the Mace, before it is sent over to us. 176* A. CAT-
COTT Treat. Deluge (1768) 291 note. Stones that are worn to
a roundness, which was not natural to them, . . have never

any coat or investient crust.

Investiga'ble(uive-stigab'l),ff.l [ad.lateL.-
vestigdbil-is that may be searched into, f. investi-

gdre: see INVESTIGATE and -ABLE.] Capable of

being investigated, traced out, or searched into ;

open to investigation, inquiry
or research.

1394 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. vii. 7 In doing euill, we prefer
a lesse good before a greater, the greatnesse whereof is by
reason inuestigable and may bee knowne. 1637 GILLESPIG

Eng. Pop. Cerem. m. viii. 138 It is investigable by the very
light and guidance of naturall reason. 1738 WARBURTON
Div. Legat. I. 439 Had the Doctrine been investigable by
human Reason. 1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIV. 586 [It] places
me in a world which has real infinitude, but is investigable
only to the understanding.

t Inve'Stigable, a.2 Obs. [ad. late L. in-

vesfigdbil-is (Vulg.), f. in- (IN- 3) + *vestigabilis ,

{. vestigdre to track, trace : cf. in same sense OF.

investigable (14-1510 c. in Godef.).] Incapable of

being traced ; undiscoverable, unsearchable.

ciSio BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) E v, Inclose
thee in cauernes or place inuestigable, . . Our Lorde all

beholdeth. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis x. Prol. 101 O Lord, thy

INVESTIGATORIAL.

ways beyn investigabill ! 1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Investygable
nat able to be serched, inuestigable. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.
Notes iv. ii. 183 Whose estate was incredible, and investig-
able by his executor. 1701 S. SEWALL Diary 30 June (1879)
II. 38 The Providence of our Sovereign Lord is very in-

vestigable.

Investigate (inve-stig't), v. [f. L. invesli-

gat-, ppl. stem of investigdre, f. in- (IN-
2
) + vesti-

gdre to track, trace out.]
1. trans. To search or inquire into ; to examine

(a matter) systematically or in detail ; to make an

inquiry or examination into.

_
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) B iij, This learn-

ing . . cleare, playne and open, it selfe ready to shewe To
suche as it searcheth, or will inuestigate. 1675 BAXTER
Cath. Theol. n. i. 16 This is the only necessary and the
sufficient method of Gods Decrees, which Man can investi-

gate. 1772 Jtmius Lett. Ixviii. 337 To investigate a question
of law, demands some labour and attention. 1863 MRS.
OLIPHANT Salem Ch. I. xiii. 223 Vincent proceeded to inves-

tigate the Directory. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press, iii. 40 Such
was the belief of those persons who . . investigated the
matter.

t b. To trace out, to track. Ots.

1774 Bp. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Law (1795) 52 The degrees
of Consanguinity, by which the next of Kin are investi-

gated.
2. intr. To make search

;
to reconnoitre, to scout ;

to inquire systematically, to make investigation.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) D vj, If he take

a drinke intoxicate, Soon doth he for phisike and ayde in-

vestigate. 1581 STYWARD Mart. Discipl. 11. 119 Thy light
horsemen going before inuestigating and spieng where they
maie passe. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1723) 395, I in-

tend now to investigate into the nature of Society. 1864
MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 237, I have investigated, and
found all true.

Hence Inve stigating vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
;
also

Inve'stiffatingly ,/?'., in an investigating manner;
inquiringly, questioningly.
1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians n. v. (1876) 221 Controver-

sialists, who thought that truth was gained by disputing
instead of investigating. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 222
The report of the investigating commission was never made
public. 1883 Miss BROUGHTON Belinda II. in. i. 173 Her
sister's eyes flash investigatingly upon her. 1891 E. CASTLE
Consequences \. n. ii. 208 The veteran eyed him investi-

gatingly.

Investigation (investig^'jan). [a. F. inves-

tigation, OF. -acion (14-151!! c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. investigdtion-em, n. of action from investi-

gdre to INVESTIGATE.]
1. The action of investigating ; the making of a

search or inquiry ; systematic examination
;
care-

ful and minute research.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 195 Yf they [his statutes and
decrees] were welle kepte in alle cuntrees. Of these he
made subtile investigactoun. a 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill
41 They.-knewe not in what parte of the worlde to make
investigacion or searche for hym. 1602 FULBECKE ist Pt.

Parall. Introd. i They may perhaps prouoke others to the

inuestigation of the truth. 1740 CHEYNE Regimen Pref. 8

There is scarce a Geometer, but has his own Method of

Investigation. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, I. n. xii. 281 He
made strict investigation into the causes of the late tumult.

attrib. 1897 Daily News 21 Oct. 7/7 Criminal investiga-
tion staffs in the provinces have been instructed to ascertain

what persons may be missing within their several jurisdic-
tions. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 20 Feb. 8/1 It is proposed to ask
the shareholders, .to contribute 6</. in the pound towards an

investigation fund.

b. With an and //.
"795 BURKE Corr. IV. 318 Characters which require a long

investigation to unfold. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1828)
I. Pref. 12 Technological investigations. 1832 LEWIS Ust

$ Ab. Pol. Terms iv. 36 A full investigation of the different

meanings. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1876) II. 11. v.

260 The Romans . . had neither time nor inclination for

abstruse investigations.

2. The tracking of (a beast), rare.

1822 T. TAYLOR Apuleitis 167 The dogs, destined to the

sagacious investigation of savage animals.

Investigative (inve-stig'tiv), a. [f.
L. in-

vestigdt- (see INVESTIGATE v.) + -IVE.] Character-

ized by or inclined to investigation.

1803 S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng. Lang. 251 When money was
in his pocket, he [Johnson] was more deliberate and investi-

.tive. 1873 M. COLLINS Squire Silchester II. iv. 37 When

(1886) 75 The

Investigator (inve'stigc'tai). [a. L. inves-

tigator, agent-n. f. invesligdre to INVESTIGATE. Cf.

F. investigates (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
One who (or that which) investigates; one who
makes close research.

1552 HULOET, Inuestigatour, or expounder, disyttisitor.

Inuestigatours, or crafty searchers, coryces. 1608 TOPSEU.

Serpents (1658) 706 The investigators of nature do say that

they have fifteen teeth of a side. 1751 WARBURTON Notes

Pope's Ep. Bathurst 105 (Jod.) The high court of Chancery,
the most unerring investigator of truth and falsehood. 1794
SULLIVAN View Nat. II. xliv. 271 Father Simon, an accurate

investigator, will have it, that they . . were written by some

Jewish Scribes. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 25 The

principal early chemical investigators.

Inve:stigato-rial, a. rare. [f.
L. type

*investigdtori-us : see next and -AL.] Pertaining

to or characteristic of an investigator.
1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 69 Investigation or investiga-

torialprocedure, a new and necessary name, for a practice
123
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in common u>e, lull nol as yet sufficiently distinguishrd.

Imalig.itarial fm-fr, power for tracing out evidence, in

the way of inveMigalori.il procedure.

Investigatory (wwmgnsn), a. [f.
L. type

*im'esti\atfri-:is, I. investigator: see above and

"iiv.] Of investigating nature or character.

1836 Nea, Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 71 The world has been

growing . . so wondrously philosophical and investigatory.

c 1885 Rusum in Daily Nous 18 June 6A To estimate the

quantity of careful and investigatory reading.

t Inve-stlga'trijc. Ois. rare
-

. [L. fern, of

investigator: cf. F. investigatrice.] A female in-

vestigator.
1613 COCKERAM, Inuestigatrix, she which tracketh.

Inventing, vbl. sb. [f. INVEST v. + -INO 1.]

The action of the verb INVEST.

1598 FLORIO, Itirestitnra, . . an inuesting. l6 BACON
Hen. VII 189 New Commissions, for the Discouerie and

inuesting of vnknowne Lands. 1712 Light to Blind II. vii.

I 76 in lotk Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 167 The
Prince . . did not judge the investing of Lymerick . . to hasten
the surrender of the town.

Inventing, ppl. a. [-INO
2
.] That invests, a.

Enveloping or surrounding like clothing.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xiv. 130 Materialls. .

call'd by the name of Salamanders wooll ; which many too

literally apprehending, conceive some investing part, or tegu-
ment of the Salamander. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 3)
II. 1 88 [Green martial Earth] commonly found investing, or

incumbent. 1800 Mcd. Jrnl. IV. 509 The investing mem*
branes of the brain.

b. Milit. Beleaguering.
18*8 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 44 The arrange-

ment usually made for the reception of the investing corps.

187* YEATS Growth Comm. 269 They were, however, obliged
to abandon the siege by Robert Clive, who subsequently
defeated the investing army.
t Invention. Ois. rare. [ad. med.L. inves-

tion-em for *investition-em, n. of action f. invest'ire

to INVEST.] The action of investing ; investment.
1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. I. i, We knew, my lord,

before we brought the Crown, Intending your investion so
near The residence of your despised brother. i63 LITHGOW
Trav. vin. 359 The Turkes investion of it [Tremizen],

Investitive (inve-stitiv), a. ff. ppl- stem of
L. investire to INVEST + -IVE.] Having the pro-
perty or function of investing.
1780 BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xviii. J 35 note, What is

meant by payment, is always an act of investitive power.

ana (2) tnose to which the title or investitive fact is a delict.

Inve'Stitor. rare. [f. L. type "inveslttor,

investitdr-em, agent-n. from investire to INVEST;
cf. It. investitore ' an investor, . . an enrober

'

(Florio).] One who or that which invests.

1850 L. HUNT Autobiog. viii. (1860) 148 Evil itself., pro-
bably is but .. the increaser, nay the very adorner and
splendid investitor of good.

Investiture (.inve-stitiua). [ad. med.L. in-

vestittlr-a, f. investire to INVEST
; It. investitura

'an enstalment, enrobing, endowrie, imploiment,
investing' (Florio, 1598); F. investiture (1564).]L The action of clothing or robing ; concr., that
which clothes or covers. Chiefly^.
1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm. for Year I. xviii. 225 By the

resurrection of the body, and a new investiture of the soul,
with the same upper garment clarified. 1660 Duct.
Dubit. n. ii. rule 6 | 16 The bodily shape was the usual
investiture of God's messengers in their appearances. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil I. Pref. 5 To dress the sovereign in a

linsey-woolsey garb would be seen at once to be a very
unsuitable investiture, a 1871 ALFORD Gen. $ Ex. Eng.Rdrs.Ex. xix. 9 The darkness of clouds is the accustomed
investiture of the Divine presence.
2. The action or ceremony of clothing in the

insignia of an office; the ceremonial, official, or
formal investing of a person with an office or rank ;

the formal putting (a person) in possession of a fief
or benefice. Often, spec., the livery and seizin of
the temporalities of a bishopric or other ecclesias-
tical dignity, the right of which was keenly con-
tested between the papacy and the temporal powers
during the Middle Ages.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 289 He ordeyned bat no

clerk schulde fonge be investiture of his benefys [invest!-turam sui ben,ficii\ nober of his offys, of a lewed man his
hond. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cliv. 142 He grauntyd vnto
hym inuestiture of benefycis spirituall. 1530 TINDALE

SlSd him , dV"
(P rker

.
S : ->

: "94 Hi had com-
d him . to deliver up the investiture or election of

bishops unto St. Peter's vicar, which investiture was of old
tune the king's duty. 1641 FULLER Holy * Prof. St
iv. xx. 343 We find him to be the first Prince of Wales, whose

:nis day is extant, with the particular rites of
ilure which were the Crownet, and ring of gold, withOd Of Silver. ! KITDVO .IA.-.-V %. Ft!, .

.Tff ,iu. io P ra""", by the delivery of a ring and" '* J- SAUNOF.RS Cabinet Pict. Eng. Life, Chaucer

the E." 11"
""?

th<!/l Kiving into the tenant's hands

iterX bv , ? 'H

and
K-

1"1? was done - M far M Possibl<: .

dcUvery
y
of
h
a "urf ?J*?2: " T^ 1"*"'* ^ *'

iun, a sionc, or some other of the ninety

and the ring by which the Bishop was wedded to his See
J. Clothing in or endnement with attributes or

458

qualities ;
establishment in any state of privilege

or honour.
1616 BH. ANDRKWES Serm. (1856) I. 62 Our freeing from

under the Lawe, our investiture into our new adopted state.

a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 241 The appropriation and
investiture of an actual and applying faith. 1833 LAMB
Klia Ser. n. Barrenness Imag. Faculty, One incapable of

investiture with any grandeur, a 1899 I. CAIRO Fund.
Ideas Chr. II. xix. 246 His investiture with external power
and glory.

4. The hostile investment of a place; = INVEST-

MENT 4. Now rare.

1649 EVELYN Let. to Sir R. Browne, Supposing that Paris

is now free of the investiture. 1898 Daily News 4 Nov. 5/4
A commander, .consents to break the line of investiture only
when a favourable chance offers

1 6. = INVESTMENT 5. 06s.

1757 Hfratd (1758) I. v. 66 Augmented by so facile an in-

vestiture of savings. Ibid, II. xvi. n Investitures of money.
1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 308 The investiture of
additional capitals in the purchase of corn. 1839 CHALMERS
Pol. Econ. 315 Capital would find a fresh field for its inves-

titure. 1845 N. Brit. Rev. III. 333 It tells us of the impos-
sibility, at present, to get a profitable investiture for a poor
man's savings.

[Investive, error for INFESTIVB in Todd and

subseq. Diets. : see List of Spurious Words]
Investment (investment), [f. INVEST v. +

-MENT. Cf. the earlier VESTMENT.]
1. The act of putting clothes or vestments on ;

concr. clothing ; robes, vestments. Alsoyff.
1597 SHAKS. a Hen. IV, iv. i. 45 You, Lord Arch-bishop

. . Whose white Inuestments figure Innocence. 1603
Ham. l. iii. 128 His vowes . . they are Breakers, Not of the

eye, which their Inuestments show : But meere implorators
of vnholy Sutes. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit. (1798) 37, I now
present myself . . clothed in the robes of their hereditary
priesthood . . But if, unworthy of this hallowed investment
and interior ministry, the door of the sanctuary is closed

upon me; I shall [etc.]. 1854 M. J. ROUTH in Burgon
Lives 12 Gd. Men (1888) I. 101 No persons would spend
their time in a leisurely disposal of the investments, after

having taken them from the body.

2. transf. An outer covering of any kind; an

envelope ; a coating.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. ill. xiv. r4o Crocodiles, are

without any haire, and have no covering part or hairy invest-
ment at all. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 298 Some
assert that these are only investments of other crystallized
stones that have since decayed. 1804 ABERNETHY Surf. Obs.

27 Their capsules afford a striking instance of an investment
acquired simply by a condensation of the surrounding cel-

lular structure. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. $ Met. Ins. iv. 67
The hard and horny dermal investment of insects.

3. The action of investing or fact of being in-

vested with an office, right, or attribute
; endow-

ment; = INVESTITURE 2, 3.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xviii. Wks. (1851) 470 The investment
of that lustre, Majesty, and honour, which for the public
good,, .redounds from a whole Nation into one person. 1654
tr. Scudery

1

! Curia Pol. 112 The Bassawes .. would have ..

prevented the said Kings investment, and Inauguration unto
the Kingdom of Hungary. 1885 CLODD Myths $ Dr. I. iv.

61 The investment of the powers of nature with personal
life and consciousness.

4. Milit. The surrounding or hemming in of a
town or fort by a hostile force so as to cut off all

communication with the outside ; beleagnerment ;

blockade. Also attrib.

1811 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VII. 214 You will
likewise have heard of the surrender of Olivenca and of the

subsequent investment of Badajoz. 1868 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1877)

IV. x. 246 To draw the investment closer. 1884
Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 7 Secrecy and speed are
secured, in the investment of an inland fortress, by the use
of an advanced force of cavalry and horse artillery, which
conceals the march of the main body. Ibid. 17 Some dis- i

tance in rear of the investment line.

5. Comm. The investing of money or capital.
(Not in J. or T.) a. In early use in the East
India trade, for the employment of money in the

purchase of Indian goods.
1615 E. HOLMDEN Let. to Governor K. f. Co. 7 Mar. (MS.,

Ong. Corr. 2621, For further aduyse in particulerising of
the sayls of the Companies goods and Investment of that
and of ther monies. 1618 SIR T. ROE Let to E. I. C. 14 Feb.
(Hakl. Soc. 473), Not to defer investmentes till our shippes
arnuall and the Indicoes swept away. 1675 Let, in Fryer
Ace. E. India S, P. (1608) 86 The Factors are sent to over-
see the Weavers, buying up the Cotton-yarn to employthem all the Rains, when they set on foot their Investments.
1698 C. DAVENANT Disc. Putl. Revenues n. 345 (E. I. Trade)
f the prime Cost of the respective Investments or Parcels

of Goods, were truly valued and stated by judicious and
disinterested Persons, a Judgment might from thence be
made somewhat nearer the Truth. 1783 BURKE gth Kef.
Aff. India Wks. XI. 51 A certain portion of the revenues of
Bengali has been . . set apart to be employed in the purchase
of goods for exportation to England, and this is called the
Investment. Ibid. 53 The practice of an Investment from
'" Revenue began in the year 1776. Ibid. 54. Ibid. 57When an account is taken of the intercourse ((for it is not
commerce), which is carried on between Bengal and Eng-
land, the pernicious effects of the system of Investment from

Revenue
will appear in the strongest point of view. 1791ROBERTSON India iv. rji To these staples, the natives

)I all the different
regions in the eastern parts of Asia

brought the commodities which were the growth of their
several countries . . and with them the ships from Tyreand from Egypt completed their investments. 1844 H. H.
WIISON Brit. India III. 52r To sell and buyvarious
articles, including pepper, which it was his business to pro-vide for the Company's investments.

INVETERACY.

b. gen. The conversion of money or
circulating

capital into some
species

of property from which
an income or profit is expected to be derived in the

ordinary course of trade or business.

Distinguished from speculation, in which the object is the
chance of reaping a rapid advantage by a sudden rise in the
market price of something which is bought merely in order
to be held till it can be thus advantageously sold again.
1740 Peere Williams' Rep. I. (1792) 140 The plaintiff

insisted on the profits produced in trade, and the several
investments that had been made therewith. 01804 A.
HAMILTON (Webster 1828), Before the investment could be
made, a change of the market might render it ineligible.
1845 MCULLOCH Taxation (1852) 398 Any feeling of in-

security is a most formidable obstacle to the investment of
capital. 1858 J. B. NORTON Topics 203 An inducement for
the investment of capital in the land. 1868 ROGERS Pol.
Econ. vi. (1876) 54 When the profitable investment of saving
is discouraged or diminished, capital is less eagerly accumu-
lated.

attrib. 1883 Daily News 8 Oct. 2/3 Consols and various
other high class investment stocks are firm. 1895 Ibid.
21 Mar. 5/3 Regret is expressed that the

special investment
business of some of these savings banks is practically sus-

pended. 1899 Westm. Gas. 13 July 6/1 A lot of investment
money seeking employment.

C. An amount of money invested in some species
of property ; also, A form of property viewed as a
vehicle in which money may be invested.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Sac. Amer. III. 45 A friend, .made
some inquiries about investments in the region where his
host lived . .

*
I do not put myself in the way of hearing

about profitable investments '. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xx. (1889) II. 484 So popular was the new investment, that on
the day on which the books were opened three hundred thou-
sand pounds were subscribed. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pot.
Econ. ii. 23 Ifthey put their wealth into banks and other good
investments, they do great service in increasing the capital
of the nation. 1888 F. HUME Mad. Midas I. i, Mrs. Vil-
liers sold out all the investments which she had.

fi& l873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. 63 He discovered a good
investment for his skill, sagacity, and endurance in Poland.

1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life I. y. (1876) 28 Sacrifice to bodily
well-being, the best of all possible investments.

Investor (inve-staj). Also 6 -er. [f. INVEST
v. + -OB.]
1. a. One who clothes or invests, b. One who

invests with a military force.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pt. Tamburl. v. ii
;

Investers of thy
royal brows Even with the true Egyptian diadem. 1870
Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. 5 The French . . choosing their own
moment for sortie, are of course far less hurt by this sort of
work than their investors.

2. One who invests money or makes an invest-

ment.
x86a Land. Rev. 16 Aug. 136 This numerous class of

investors are ready to accept the guidance of any competent
authority which will tell them what stocks to choose and
what to avoid. 1868 PEARD Water-farm, x. 105 The stock
of each investor would represent 20.

t Inve'Stry. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. INVEST v. +

-KY.]
= INVESTITURE.

1649 W. BIRD Mag. Honor 30 The manner of solemnity
used in the admittance and investry of Marquesses.

Investure (inve-stioi), sb. [f. INVEST + -UBE.

(Not on L. analogies.)]
= INVESTITURE, INVEST-

MENT.

'877-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 69/1 Heerein he did no
more than manie other would haue doone, neither yet after

his inuesture did so much as was looked for at his hands.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 161 To violate the holye rites, or
inuestures of the Faecials. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. 4-

Commw. (1603) 265 The investure of Placentia was not

graunted to the house of the Farnesi but only to the fourth
descendencie. a 1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. an. 1531 (R.), [The
kings of England] did at first erect bishopricks, grant ill-

gestures in them [etc.]. 1815 Blaclnv. Mag. XVII. 285 We
were informed of the issue of the battles of the Pyrenees,
and of the investure of St. Sebastian's. x88j Daily Neivs

24 Nov. 5/8 The Queen will hold an investure of several

orders of Knighthood at Windsor Castle this afternoon.

t Inve'Stnre, Obs. rare. [Partly f. prec.
sb. ; partly f. IN- i or 2 + VESTURE.]
1. trans. To invest in an estate or dignity.
1551 ASCHAM Germany (1570) 16 He. .hath made hym

his neyre, and hath already inuestured hym in the Duke-
dome of Prusia.

2. To clothe, to habit. Hence t Inve'sturing
vbl. sd., habit, vesture.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 41 Those ruddy inuesturings,
and scarlet habilements . . shall they exhalingly quintessence.
a 1661 FULLER (Webster, 1864), Our monks investured in

their copes.

Inveteracy (inve-terasi). [f. next : see -ACY.]
1. The quality of being inveterate ; the state of

being strong or deep-seated from long persistence.
a 1719 ADDISON (J.), The inveteracy of the people's pre- .

judices compelled their rulers to make use of all means for

reducing them. 1748 Anson's Voy. ii. i. 114 The disease

seemed to have acquired a degree of inveteracy which was

altogether without example. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. * Exp.
Philos. I. i. 6 All those vulgar errors cherished from age to

age by the blindness of prejudice, and inveteracy of habit.

1807 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 86 Their boldness has

betrayed an inveteracy of criminal disposition. 1812 34
Gooafs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 489 Where habit has given in-

veteracy to the recurrence of the paroxysms.
2. In pregnant sense : Deep-rooted prejudice,

hostility, or hatred
; enmity of old standing.

1691 tr. Emilianne's Frauds Rom. Monks 54 He judged
with an inveteracy of heart, what belongs alone to God to

judge of. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 350 The Turks,



INVETERATE.
who disown that . . Caliphship with the same Inveteracy
to each others Claims, as among us Papists and Protestants
1703 S PARKER tr. Eusebius 69 He shews the great In-
veteracy of the Jews against the Christians. 1781 PAINE
Ltt. Abbd Raynal (1791) 69 Where is the impossibility
. . of England forming a friendship with France and Spain,
and making it a national virtue to renounce for ever
those prejudiced inveteracies it has been her custom to
cherish? 1796 NELSONS July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) II.
201, I shall not fail to sow as much inveteracy against the
French as is possible. 1861 MAY Const. Hist. (1863) II. xvi.
535 A fierce conflict arose between the Orangemen and defen-
ders, . .which increased the inveteracy of the two parties
Inveterate (inve-ter<rt), a. (sl>.) Also 6-7 -at.

[ad. L. inveterdt-us become old, of long standing,
chronic, pa. pple. of inveterdre to render old, to

give age to, f. in- (IN- 2) + veterdre to make old.]
1. That has existed or continued for a long time ;

of old standing ; aged. (Obs. or blended with 2.)
IS97 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 41 b/i Take

ashes which are burned of the inveterate sydes of a wyne-
pipe, two pownde. 1599 T. Gabelhouers Bk. Physicke
49/1 Those great Flyes which in the springe time of the
yeare creepe out of inveterate walles. 1675 EVELYN Terra
(1776) 54 Rotten wood,.. especially that which is taken out
of an Inveterate willow-tree. 1794 GIFFORD Baviad 217There meagre shrubs inveterate mountains grace.
2. Firmly established by long continuance

; long-
established ; deep-rooted ; obstinate. (Now mostly
of things evil.)

1563 St. Andrews Kirk-sess. Reg. (1889) 189 The dela-
cionis gevyn in upon tham . . for nuyrmongyn inveterat
1602 FULBECKE Pandectes 21 The king being the lawful
owner then, because hee had inueterate possession in the
same. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2508 This vice is so
inveterate, Growne to so strong a custome. 1691 SOUTH
12 Serin. (1697) I. 470 A Resistance, and an Extirpation
of inveterate, sinfull Habits. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div.
Worship y>5 This abuse soon . . became inveterate in the
Ferial Office. 1883 SIR C. BOWEN in Law Rep. n 6. Bench
Div. 341 By inveterate practice among most of the com-
mercial nations of Europe, bills of lading have long been
drawn . . in sets of three or more.

b. Of disease: Of long standing, chronic
; hence,

deep-seated and resisting treatment.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydoris Quest. Chinirg. 2 C iij b, The

curacyon of inueterate
ylceres. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v.

Ixxviii. 646 Medicines against an old inueterate cough. 1663COWLEY Verses ft Ess., Ode Harvey (1669) 13 We now thy
patient Physick see, From all inveterate diseases free. 1798MALTHUS Papul. (1878) 226 The scurvy is in some places
..inveterate. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. Amusem. 186 The
blisters . . become inveterate sores.

C. Of evil feelings, prejudices, and the like.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, i. i. 14 [He appeals the Duke] On
some apparant danger scene in him, Aym'd at your High-
nesse, no inueterate malice. i68z WOOD Life 3 May
(O.H.S.) III. 14 He became an inveterate enimy to the
court and prerogative. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I. ix. 183,
I have an inveterate dislike to improvements merely specu-
lative and theoretical. 1840 ALISON Hist. Europe (1850)
VIII. lii. 3. 292 His old and inveterate enemies. 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 380 His relations with
Francis. .were those of inveterate hostility.

d. Persistent, lasting.

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. i, The merit of these is
the

_
inveterate likeness all stiff and awkward as the

originals, and like nothing in human nature besides. 1864
D. G. MITCHELL Sen. Stories 6 Is St. Peter's toe, of a truth,
worn away with the inveterate kissings ?

3. Full of obstinate prejudice or hatred ; embit-
tered, malignant ; virulent. (Now vulgar.)
1528 ROY Rede Me (Arb.) 89 They were confederate, With

antichrist so inveterate. 1563 WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 54
Sa indurat, sa inueterat, and of sa schamelis a forret. 1648

459

Hunting of Fox 13 Which makes them so inveterate
against him. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 222 There is

also another party w!> I am sure is inveterate towards me.

DICKENS Gt. Expect. II. 264, I felt inveterate against him.
4. Settled or confirmed in habit, condition, or

practice ; habitual, hardened, obstinate.

1734 FIELDING Univ. Gallant Advt., Authors, whose works
have been rejected at the theatres, are of all persons, they
say, the most inveterate. 1832 W. IRVING Alliamora I. 6

Being a veteran and inveterate sportsman. 1859 W. COLLINS
Q. ofHearts i, He was an inveterate smoker.

B. sb. One who is confirmed in some (evil)
habit ; a confirmed or hardened offender.
1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 286 You can

make these
inveterate^ work by no other plan.

Inveterate (inve-tere't), v. Obs. or arch.
[f.

L. inveterat-, ppl. stem of inveterare to render old ;

or f. prec. adj.] trans. To render inveterate.
1. To make old

; to establish or confirm by age
or long continuance ; to root or implant deeply ;

to render chronic
; f also, to harden (the bowels) ;

to render costive (obs.~).

"574 NEWTON Health Mag. ? Although they [electuaries]
doo purge, yet do they inveterate. 1623 COCKERAM II, To
make Olde, A ntiquate, Inueterate. a 1626 BACON Hist. Gt.
Brit., An ancient tacit expectation which had by tradition
been infused and inveterated fflto men's minds. 1749 FIELD-
ING Grand Jury Cliarge Wks. 1784 X. 149 There are evils
. . which have so inveterated themselves in the blood of
the body politic. 1835 EMERSON Corr. -w. Carlyle I. v. 48
Love his Catholicism that at his age can relish the Sartor,
born and inveterated as he is in old books.

2. To render inveterate in enmity ; to embitter.

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1700) 193 It inveterated the
Bosoms of the Senat and the People each against other.

Inve-terated,///. a. Obs. or arch.
[f. prec.+ -ED!.] Rendered or become inveterate; con-

firmed by age or long continuance.
1S97 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 124 Not inveterated, but

recent. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Ckirurg. 20 b/j
Anye inveterated payn in the occipitalle partes of theheade

, .
, 55 An old and inveterated

bchism 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. i. 28 Temptations,which have all their force and prevalence from long custom
and inveterated habit.

Inve-terately, adv.
[f. INVETERATE a. 4-

-LY 2
.] In an inveterate manner; in a manner

confirmed by long existence or practice ; to a de-
gree firmly fixed or ingrained ; virulently.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1847) 188/2 How he could

endure to let them slug and grow inveterately wicked.
1700 CONGREVE Way of World u. i, Mrs. Marw You
hate mankind 1 Mrs. Fain. Heartily, inveterately. 170?
LIBBER Careless Host. \. 64 Sir Charles has shewn himself
so inveterately my Enemy. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. IV.
xvui. 4 But a slight check upon habits inveterately lawless.

Inve-terateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being inveterate ; inveteracy.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xii. 363 As time hath

rendred him more perfect in the Art, so hath the inveterate-
nesse of his malice more ready in the execution 1660
BURNEY Ktp& Aipo,. (1661) 28 The swellings of hatred and
inveteratenesse. a 1704 LOCKE (J.), Neither the inveterate,
ness of the mischief, nor the prevalency of the fashion, shall
be any excuse.

t Inve'teration. Obs. [ad. L. in-

veteration-em, n. of action f. inveterare : see IN-
VETERATE and -ATION.] The action of rendering,
or process of becoming, inveterate.

01631 DONNE Sena. Ivii. 572 He confesses the reason
from w;hence this Inveteration in his Bones, and this In-
cineration in his body proceeded. 1721 BAILEY, Invetera-
tion, a growing into Use by long Custom.

t Inve-teratist. Obs. rare
-

'.
[f. INVETERATE

a. + -IST.] One who professes inveterate attach-
ment to old ways ; an opponent of reform.
1715 M. DAVIES A tlien. Brit. I. Contents Yyivb, Re-

form'd Catholicks persecuted by the Inveteratists, for read-
ing and translating the Bible in the vulgar Tongues
T Inve'tered, a. Obs. rare ~ '.

[f. F. invetere
(ad. L. inveterdt-us INVETERATE a.) + -ED

'.]
Grown old; = INVETERATE a. i.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxii. 78 A grete oke Ire antyque& in-uetered of many yeres among the grete stones harde
strongely roted.

tl'nvex. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. in- (IN- ->) +

stem of CONVEX.] = CONCAVE.
i88 R. HOLME Armoury m. 319/1 By means whereof

any round body either with an Invex or Convex may be
wrought.
Hence Invexed (inve'kst), a. Her., concaved.
1828-40 BERRY Eiuycl. Herald. I. Gloss, s. v., [Arched]

only on one side, and bowed inward, it is called invexed
concaved, chatnpained, or champoined.

tlnvey, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [var. of ENVAY v.]

trans. To invade.

1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. II. 240 Alexander de Medices. .

was hee that first . . inveyed the seniory of Florence,
. . usurping the name, title, and prerogative of duke.

Invey, -veye, -veygh, obs. forms of INVEIGH.

tlnvi'ct, a. Obs. Also 5 invyct. [ad. L.

invict-us, f. in- (!N- 3) + victus, pa. pple. of vincere
to conquer. Cf. obs. F. invicte (Godef.).] Un-
conquered ; never vanquished or subdued.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 488 He by Knyghthode due Was

lyberde [= leopard] inuyct. 1545 JOYE Exp. Dan, ii. D ij,
With as invict a mind and manly an herte let us confesse
thee worde of God. 1636 BRATHWAIT Lives Rom. Emp.
123 The most famous and invict Commanders. 1678 GALE
Crt. Gentiles III. 79 An indissoluble chain of invict Reason.
So ) Invi'cted, a. Obs. =

prec.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordoii. (1602) 203 The stout,

mulcted Macedonian Greeke. 1606 FORD Fame's Memor.
Bj b, A worthy whose sublime Inuicted spirit in most hard
assayes, Still added reuerent statues to his daies.

t Invicti-ssime, a. Obs. rare
-

'. [a. obs. F.
inmctissime (Godef.), ad. L. invictissimus

, superl.
oiinvictus: see prec.] Most unconquered.
'549 Compl. Scot. Ep. Queen 4 The vailjeant ande nobil

rene imuctissime kyng of secilie.

t Invi'Ctive, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. invict-us

(see INVICT) + -IVE.] Invincible.

xxiv. 32 My Invictive Power Was in lerusalem.

t Invid, a. Obs. rare~. [ad. L. invid'-us en-

vious.] 'That hath envy, that spighteth or is

malicious" (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
tTnvidency. Obs. rare- . [ad. L. invidentia

envy.]
'

Ennie, repining" (Cockeram, 1623).
Invidious (invi'dias), a. Also 8 erron. -nous,

[ad. L. invidios-us (see -ous), f. invidia ill will,

ENVY.]
1. Of a charge, complaint, report, etc. : Tending

or fitted to excite odium, unpopularity, or ill feel-

ing against some one. Now rare.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 58 Asinivs Pollio . . made a grie-

vous and invidious complaint in the Senate house, of the
fall that ^Eserninvs his nephew tooke. 1697 DRYDKN
JBHtUn, 518 He rose, and took th' advantage of the times,

INVIGILATE.
To load young Turnus with invidious crimes. 175,5 (title)An answer to

an_ invidious Pamphlet entitule<< A Ur efState of the Province of Pennsylvania. 1857 GLADSTONEGtem (,879) V I. xvi. 56 The second is drawn from him bythe invidious question of the Pharisees.
2. Of an action, duty, topic, etc. : Entailingodium or ill will upon the person performing, dis-

charging, discussing, etc. ; giving offence to others
1701 ROWE Ami,. Step-Moth. n.

i, 'Twere an invidious1 ask to enter into The Insolence, and other Fau ", (etcT
1708 SWIFT StHtim. Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1755 I , ,8A great deal hath been already said

by other writers uponthis invidious and beaten subject; therefore I shall let it
fall. 1803 MACKINTOSH Def. Peltier Wks. 1846 III. 242I he charge which I have to defend is surrounded withthe most invidious topics of discussion. 1846 HAWTHORNF
Mosses n.viii. ^(Earth's Holocaust) It Cld be7nvM out
if not perilous to betray their awful secrets.

D. Of a comparison or distinction: Offensively
discriminating.
1709 SACHEVERELL Serm. 5 Nov. 23 Those Inviduous Dis-

i8
C
6\S

t
'!?'"

1

Distr
act...Us .868-RoGERs /W 1

i The aws against the combinations of labourers

<Vr
r

f in
" ' b unJUSt and invidious. 1875 JOWETT Pllto

Jgj
2 > ".''"'S.They a all alike, and he will have no in-vidious distinctions between them

3. Of a thing : Fitted to excite ill feeling or envy
against the possessor.

i66i FULLER Worthies (-L^O) I. 556 Amounting to an in-vidious and almost incredible sum of one hundred thousandpounds 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. . Wks. 18,3 I 98Without the invidious name of protector, he succeeded to
all the power and influence of which Somerset was deprived
1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. ,842 I. 128 His revenuewas ample without being invidious. J849 MACAULAY Hist

T^
V
'i-"-J

7 l
C?th

?!'!
ne sawa11 the P*" 1 of s<*l> a stepand declined the invidious honor.

4. That looks with an evil eye ; envious, grudg-
ing, jealous. Now rare.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. ix. 232 Envy, Spite-full, in-

vidious, grudge, repine, malign. ,7,, pUCKLE Cl,,o 19He [the Splenetic Detractor] had Ever an invidious eye
upon the Clergy, and Men Eminent for virtue I7M tr
Kollm's AHC Hist. (1827) II. 359 Some malignant invidioui
god, who looks upon men with ajealous eye. 1829 LANDORImag. Cam,. Wks. 1846 I. 469/2 Thou, Plato, who hast cause
to be invidious of not many, art of nearly all

t 5. Viewed with ill will or dislike ; odious to a
person. Obs. rare.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 233 F 2 Joseph, a beloved Child
of Israel, became invidious to his elder Brethren. 1715-10POPE /VWl

; ioa,I must speak what wisdom would concealAnd truths, invidious to the great, reveal.

Invidiously (invi-diasli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY -.] In an invidious manner (in various senses
of the adj.).

.
J
*55

GLANVILL Def. Vain Dogm. 84 That [he] dealt so
invidiously with the philosophers. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P.,
BtactworeVfks.. III. 186 Blackmore..was in time neglected!as a physician ; his practice, which was once invidiously
great, forsook him. 1789 P. SMYTH tr. Aldrich's Archil.
(1818) xg Vitruvms, ofwhom he appears to have been a little

invidiously emulous. 1841 TRENCH Parables, ProdigalSon
(1860) 415 Then he invidiously compares the father's conduct
to his brother.

InvidiousneSS (invi'dissnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being invidious ; unpopu-
larity, odium

; offensiveness of discrimination.
1690 SOUTH Serm. (1737) II. vii. 243 Pythagoras was the

nrst^
who abated of the mvidiousness of the name, and from

<ro<Jbs, brought it down to #iAo(roio?. 1775 JOHNSON Jotmi.
West. Isl., Ulinisli, The offence has not the invidiousness
of singularity. 1881 W. H. SMITH in Daily Tel. rg Mar., lif

there had been
a_larger list to select from there would not

have been that painful feeling of invidiousness.

Inviduous, erron. form of INVIDIOUS a.

Invie, var. of INVY, envy.
Invi(e)orn, obs. form of ENVIRON v.

t Invier, obs. Sc. var. ENVIER, one who envies.i6 DALRY.MPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 299 Sum invieris
of his vertue and honour. Itid. vin. 69 Noble men . . ar be
invieris persewit.

Invi-er, v., var. of ENVIRE Obs., to environ.
1596 Edward 111 Dj b, Vnnaturall beseege, woe me vn-

happie, To haue escapt the danger of itty foes, And to be
ten times worse inuier'd by friends.

Invigilance (invi-dsilans). rare.
[f. L. type

*invigilantia, f. in- (lN-3) + mgilantia VIGILANCE :

cf. obs. F. invigilance (Montaigne, i6th c.), It.

invigilanza (Florio, 1611).] =next.
1828 in WEBSTER.

Invigilancy (invi-dailansi). rare. [f. as prec. :

see -ANCY.] Absence of vigilance or watchfulness.
ifin COTGR., Imjigilance, inuigilancie, sleepinesse..lacke

of waking. 1626 W. SCLATER Exp. z Thess. (1629) 232
Blame thine owne

inuigilancy. 1667 DUCHESS OF NEW-
CASTLE Life Dk. ofN. (1886) I. 40 Which must necessarily
be imputed to their invigilancy and carelessness. 1706
PHILLIPS, Invigilancy, want of Watchfulness, or Care.

t Invi'gilant, a. 1 Obs. rare~. [ad. L. invigi-
Idnt-cm, pr. pple. of invigilare to be on the watch :

see INVIGILATE.] Watchful, alert, vigilant.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 26/7 Inuigilant, inuigilans, solers.

t Invi'gilant, a* Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- 3 +
VIGILANT : cf. It. invigilante

'

vnnigilant, vmvatch-
full

'

(Florio).] Not vigilant, unwatchful.
1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixxi. 311 When we are in-

vigilant, and careless of our selves.

Invigilate (invi-dsite't), v.
[f. ppl. stem of

L. invigilare to watch over, t. in- (IN- 2
) -i vigilarc

123-a



INVIGILATING.

to watcn. C It. im!iKilre
' watchfullie to studie

or take paines
'

(Klorio, 1598).]

1. Mr. To keep watch; to watch carefully. Now

I ihmj*s 1711 IJAILEY, Invigtlatf) to

JaKh diligently. 1881 F. MADAN in Letter, \ have myself

invigilated within the last year.

+ 2 trans. To arouse; to make watchful (in

quot.' 1627 absol.). Obs. rare. [Cf. It. invigilare,

to make vigilant (Florio, i6n).J
,6.7 FELTHAM */ n. fi.] xx. (1638) 65 If wee saw

Diuinitie acted, the gesture and varietie would as much in-

vigilate. But it is too high to bee personated by Humanitie.

,6 STAFFORD Vial Afol. in Ftm. Clary (1869) p. Ixxxyil,

Whatsoever invigilates the eye, leaves a stronger impression

in the Soule, then that w* onely pierceth the Eare.

Hence Invi'gilatinfr vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also

InTi'ffiltor, one who watches over students at

examination.
1881 Ox/. Univ. Gia. XII. 239 The architect may see his

33 1T14U. */J/ *" ""* ww>~-. " ~~~~~ * . . ."..

all out of order here, apparently. Must ask invigilator.

1894 [A. D. GODLEY] Aspects Mad. Ox/. 72 A caricature of

the
'

invigilating
' examiner.

Invigilation (invidjil/'-Jra). [n. of action

from INVIGILATE.] The action of keeping watch,

esp. over students at examination.

.881 Oxf. Univ. Gals. 17 May (Calendar), Voting on

Statute respecting Invigilation in School of Natural Science.

1800 in Ordin. Univ. Camb. (1892) 18 One of the Pro-

Proctors and two of the Examiners shall be present for the

purpose of invigilation during every part of the Examma-
tionsT 1898 Sat. Rev. 24 Dec. 854 [Mary Stuart] transferred

from the mild custody of Shrewsbury to the severe mvigila-

tion of Amyas Paulet.

Invigorant (invrgorant), sb. [f.
as next : see

-ANT '
: cf. obs. F. invigorant invigorating.] Some-

thing that invigorates; an invigorating drink or

medicine, a tonic.

1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 333 The chalybeate

springs.. form the best mineral invigorant to which we can

have recourse. .895 Columbus (O.) Disf.rf Nov. 11/4 A
stimulant of nerves and brain and an invigorant of blood

and muscles.

Invigorate (invrgor<?t), ppl. a. rare. [f. L.

type *mvigorat-us, pa. pple. of *invigorarc : see

next.] Filled with vigour ; invigorated.

17*0 WELTON Suffer. Son of God II. xxiii. 625 In loving

thee, I am Invigorate. ijjsSouTHEY Joan ofArc vill. 134

The soldiers from the earth Arise invigorate.

Invigorate (invi'gore't), v. [f.
L. type *in-

vigorare (perh. in mod.L.) = .envigo>-er (I5~i6th

c.) : see -ATE 3
7.]

1. trans. To impart vigour to ; to render vigorous ;

to fill with life and energy; to strengthen, animate.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. ii. 59 This polarity
from refrigeration upon extremity and in defect of a Load-
stone might serve to invigorate and touch a needle any
where. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. I. 242 To the end
that this Decree might be invigorated, and in force, a .691
SIR D. NORTH in North Lives (1826) II. 338 The spring is

invigorated by clockwork underneath. 1788 GIBBON Decl.

ff F. Ivi. (1869) III. 358 Their minds and bodies were invi-

gorated by exercise. 1798 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893
XIV. 38 To countenance and invigorate opposition. 1884
W. S. LILLY in Contemp. Rev. Feb. 262 The Church poured
into the nations crushed and degraded by imperialism, a
new virility, freeing and invigorating the human faculties.

absol. 1847 A. BENNIE Disc. xi. 193 There is bread to

invigorate and wine to revive.

2. inlr. To become vigorous, rare.

.759 SARAH FIELDING C'tess Delliiyt^
L 147 The Body, by

being .. properly exercised, grows and invigorates.

Hence Invrgorated ///. a.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. E/>. n. iii. 76 Needles . . doe
not attract, but avoyd each other . . when their invigorated
extreams approach unto one another. 1854 H. H. WILSON
tr. Rig^veda II. 53 Everyday, .receive invigorated energy !

Invi'gorating, ///. a. [f. prec. vb. + -ING -.]

That invigorates ; tliat imparts vigour or energy.
1694 F. BKAGGE Disc. Parables n. 38 The invigorating

vertue of His precious Blood. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. If.

311 That enlivening and invigorating Principle. 1845
STOCQUELER Handbtt. Brit. Imfia (1854) 260 Their climate
. . being quite as salubrious and invigorating.
Hence Invi goratingly adv., so as to invigorate.
1874 Daily News 13 Feb. 5/3 After its first plunge into a

period of invigoralingly cold weather.

Invigoration .invigorr'jan). [n. of action
from INVIGORATE v.] The action of invigorating
or fact of being invigorated.
'**GLAviLL.tt.r Orient, xiy. 150 That the inferiour

life should have its turn of invigouration. 1678 NORKIS
Coll. MiK. (16991 *35 In the very Height of Activity and
Invigoralion. 1857 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-veda III. 19, I

offer
to_thee.

.an oblation, .for thy speed and invigoration.

Invigorative ^invi-gSnftiv), a. [f. as iNviaoB-
AT v. + -IVF..] That tends to invigorate; in-

vigorating. Hence Invi-goratlvely adv.
.858 BUSHNEU. Serm. Ntw Lift 374 God will co-work

invigoratively, correctively and dircctively in all the good
struggles of believing wills. 1860 I. 1 AVLOR Ultimate

460

Civiliz. 35 This reciprocity, this invigorative interaction, is

felt, and is recognized on all hands.

Invigorator (invi-gons'tai). [agent-n. from Iu-

VIGOIIATE v.~\ One who or that which invigorates.

c .841 LANCE Cottage Farmer 16 In China, so careful are

they of all sorts of invigorators to vegetation. .895 Papers

Ohio Ch. Hist. Sac. V. 8 It was not considered possible to

raise a house without this invigorator [whisky].

Invigonr (invi'gsi),!'.
Also 7 en-. [Inform

envigour, a. OF. cnwgorer, -ourer (i5-i6th c. in

Godef.), f. en- (Is- 2) + vigtteur vigour ; subseq.

conformed to a L. type *invigorare.'\ trans. To

inspire with vigour ;
to invigorate.

1611 FLORIO, Vigordre, . . to cnuigor or giue vigor. . vnto.

16.3 M. RIDLEV Magn. Bodies 30 To comfort, and invigor

all those goodly creatures. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.,

"ress on, and shoulder up thy lagging clouds ! I nvigour me !

t Invi'le, v. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IN- 2 + VILE a. :

cf. It. invilire 'to vilifie, to embase
'

(Florio, 1598).]

trans. To render vile ; to debase.

1599 DANIEL Musoph. cix, It did so much invile the

estimate Of th' open'd and invulgar'd mysteries.

t Invi'llage, v. Obs. rare
-

*. [f.
IN- 2 + VIL-

m nis dust some ancient iownc; vyuo now uivmaKcu.
there's onely scene In his vaste mines what his state had

beene.

flnvHup, v. Obs. rare. [ad. It. mmluppare
'to turne, enwrap, entangle', etc. (Florio, 1598) :

see ENVELOP.] trans. To wind, twine, coil.

1591 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 77 Their tresses .. turned

about their heads in an excellent manner, inuiluped [printed
inuiluxed], and bound uppe together.

Inviliate (invarn/t, i-nvinc't), ///. a. [ad. med.

L. invindt-us, pa. pple. of invtnare : see next.]

Embodied or included in wine.

1550 CRANMER Defence 33 b, The greate absurditie, whiche

they speake vppon, that is to saye, that Christe shoulde be

Impanate and Inuinate. 1855 PUSEY Dactr. Real Presence
Note A. 3 Guitmundus . . says . . That Christ should be in-

vinate, . .no ground requireth, nor did Prophets foretel, nor

Christ shew.

t Invinatef
v. Obs. rare '. [f. ppl. stem of

L. mvinare, f. in- (Is-
2
) + vlnum wine.] trans,

To embody or enclose in wine : see next.

.579 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 257 He [Christ] is neither

impanated, nor inuinated, nor inaccidentated, that is not

ioyned to any of them in a personall union.

Inviliation (invin^'Jan). [n. of action from

med.L. invinare: see prec.] In Eucharistic theory :

A local presence or inclusion of the blood of Christ

in the wine after consecration ; one of the modifica-

tions of the doctrine of the real presence.
1742 tr. Bossuefs Varial. Prot. Ch. (1829) I. 50 Osiander

was left to defend alone his impanation and invination. 1855
PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note A. 5 What those to whom
he imputes

'

impanation
' and ' invination

'

really held, was
that the Body and Blood of Christ was present

' under the

form of bread and wine ', these
'

remaining in their natural

substances '.

f Invi'nced, ///. a. Obs. [f. IN- a
-t- L. vine-fre

to conquer + -ED 1, after L. invictus; cf. convinced
= L. conviclus, etc.] Unconquered.
1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xm. ciii, Where's the invinced

Troylus to bestow His puissant stroakes before Prince

Hector bleed? 1635 Hierarch. i. 18 For an inuinc'd

shield Holinesse ho hath.

Invincibility (invinsibi-liti). [f.
next + -liy.J

The quality or condition of being invincible ;

incapability of being conquered or overcome ;

unconquerableness.
a 1677 BARROW IVks. (1687) I. Serm. vi. 76 Thus Omni-

potence may be mastered, and a happy victory may be

gained over Invincibility itself. 17*8 MORGAN Algiers I. iii.

70 These Kabeyls value themselves excessively upon their

Antiquity, Purity of Blood, and Invincibility.
.812 L.

HUNT in Examiner 7 Dec. 770/2 Your Lordship's invinci-

bility to temptation. 187* LIDDON Elem. Relig. ii. 71
In a

ood man, belief in God results from belief in the invinci-

ility of good.

Invincible (invi-nsib'l), a. (si>.}
Also 6 in-

vinoeable, -sible, Sc. -sable, inwynoiabill, 7

inviutiable. [a. F. invincible, ad. L. invinci-

bilis, f. in- (!N- 3) + vincibilis conquerable, f. vin-

cfre to conquer.]
1. That cannot be vanquished, overcome, or sub-

dued ; unconquerable, a. Of combatants, for-

tresses, etc. Invincible Armada : see ARMADA 2.

1411-20 LYDG. Chron. TVffydsss) ill. xxii. (MS. Digby 232)
If. 80 b/2 Of knyhthod ground of strengbe hardynesse j>e
verray stook, and berto invyncyble. 1490 CAXTON Entydos
viii. 36 As longe as cartage sholde abyde inuyncyble. 1500-
ao DUNBAR Poems Ixxxvi. 22 Our wicht invinsable Sampson
sprang the fra. 1563 in Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxxiv. 544
Taking up armes against the invinceable God and Christ.

.578 'I . N. tr. Coin/. If. India 45 Thinking the Christians
to be invinsible. 1617 MORYSON /tin. n. 8 The Spanish . .

invincible
Navy,

sent to invade England, in the yeere 1588,
being dispersed, and proving nothing lesse then invincible.

1679 Season. Adv. Protest. 6 She found out a way to batter
these invincible Bulwarks. 1734 tr. Kollin's Anc. Hist.

(1827) VI. xv. xvi. 263 Who was invincible by the rest of
the world. 1761 COWPER Expost. 569 When presumptuous
Spain Baptized her fleet invincible in vain. 183* M ACAULAY
Armada 3 When that great fleet invincible against her bore

go
bil

INVIOLABILITY.
in vain The richest spoils of Mexico, the stoutest hearts of

Spain. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is. (1846) I. x. 420 They
deemed themselves invincible by any force which the
Moslems could bring against them. 1804 J. K. LAUGHTON
Span. Armada Introd. 29 The name *

Invincible', so com-
monly given to this fleet, was not official . . By all the contem-

porary chroniclers the fleet is spoken of as the Grand Fleet.

b. transf. and fig. (a) of persons in spiritual or

mental warfare, argument, etc. ; (6) of material or

immaterial things, obstacles, habits, conditions,

attributes, arguments, etc. : That cannot be over-

come, unsurmountable, insuperable.
1481 Monk of Ei-csham (Arb.) 72 Thys vysc was to her

inuyncyble by cause of her imperfeccyon. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 241 The inuincible charite, the vn-

superable loue and goodnes of god. 1548 HALL CV/rcw.,
Hen. VII 33 An invincible reason and an argument infal-

lible. 1560 DAUS tr. Sltidanc^s Comm. 2 Whether Luther
be so invincible that he can not be confuted or vanquished.
S77 tr - Bullingei^s Decades (1592) 460 The iudgement of
Paule in this matter remaineth firme and inuincible. 16156.
SANDYS 7*rav. 146 Jewes.. subject to all wrongs and contume-
lies, which they support with an invincible patience. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe I. xvi, I had an invincible Impression upon
my Thoughts, that my Deliverance was at Hand. 1811
PINKERTON Petral. II, 72 A distance surely not invincible

for sledges or other conveyances. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr.
Europe x. (1894) 244, I have suffered from an invincible
love of short cuts.

C. Invincible ignorance [Schol.L. ignorantia
invincibili$ (Thomas Aquinas Summa Theol. Ixxvi.

2)] : an ignorance the means of overcoming or

removing which are not possessed by the ignorant

person himself.
1612 J. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 3 How farre better were

it with vs, to haue been heathen or infidels, and neuer haue
heard of lesus Christ, that our ignorance had beene simple
and invincible. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. iii. 2 Dark
Corners . . where Prophaneness lives quietly with invincible

Ignorance. 1699 BURNET 39 Art.
yiii. (1700) 107 God only

knows . . how far our Ignorance is affected or invincible.

1721 St. German's Doctor fy Stud. 603 Ignorance of the

Law (though it be invincible) doth not excuse. 1885 Catk.
Diet. (ed. 3) 424/2 With regard to the guilt of sins ignorantly
committed, invincible ignorance altogether excuses from sin.

1 2. That cannot be ( beaten
'
or excelled ; un-

surpassable. Obs.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xun. (Percy Soc.) 211 His most
hie actes so moche invyncible. 1617 MORYSON /tin. i. 73
Titus Livy of Paduva . . by whose penne truely invincible,
the Acts of the invincible Roman people should be written.

Ibid. in. 86 Germans, .practising night and day the faculty
of drinking, become strong and invincible professors therein.

3. Of or pertaining to the Invincibles : see B. b.

1885 in Casselfs Encycl. Diet.

*1 Catachr.^ or error for invisible.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. fVt in. ii. 337 He was so forlorne, that

his Dimensions (to any thicke sight) were inuincible [altered

by Rowe to invisible].

B. sb. One who is invincible.

1640 tr. Verderes Romant of Rom. in. 183 Desiring to

appeare invincibles, they made no shew of discontent. 1815
SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XIII. 236 The reputation of bis armies
was wounded, the invincibles had been put to shame.

b. A member of an Irish assassination society so

called, developed from the Fenians about 1881-82.

1883 Illnstr. Land. News 24 Feb. 186/3 The Irish Invin-

cibles the
' Assassination Circle 'organised by one Walsh

from the North of England, was formed to
' make history

'

by the 'removal of tyrants'. Ibid. 193/2 Carey, .says that

he was one of the '

Directory' of an association called ' the

Irish Invincibles 'organized in November 1881. 1887 Diet.

Nat. Biog. IX. 72/2 The object of the Invincibles was '

to

remove all tyrants from the country', and several attempts,
but without success, were made to assassinate Earl Cowper
and Mr. W.E. Forster.

InvincibleneSB (invi-nsib'lnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The qualityof being invincible; invincibility.
a 1617 BAYNE Lect. (1634) 123 The invinciblenesse of our

evils. 1624 GtK Foot out of Snare 18 More regarding the

weaknes of men, than the invinciblenesse of Truth, a 1660

HAMMOND Wks. I. 303 (R-), I hope the invincibleness of

their ignorance would [etc.]. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. \.

v. 18 The invincibleness of general Custom, against which

(for the most part* men strive in vain.

Invrnctbleship. nonce-ivd. [See -SHIP.]
Used as a mock title for one said to be invincible.

1711 GIBBER Lady^s last Stake i, So I e'en made her

Invincibleship a low Bow.

Invincibly (invrnsibli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY -.] In an invincible manner

; unconquerably.
Invincibly ignorant : see INVINCIBLE i c. *t+
1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament, i/b, He .. hath writen invyn-

cibly in this matter. 1642 FULLER Holy 4- Prof. St. 11. xvi.

in Those that are invincibly dull and negligent. 1654
BRAMHALL Just Vind, vi. (1661) 157 We grant, .salvation to

such ProUstants as are invincibly ignorant of their errours.

1705 C. PURSHALL Mech. Macrocosm 16 Which proves in-

vincibly that there is a God. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab in. 153
He who leads Invincibly a life of resolute good. 1885 Cath.

Did, (ed. 3) 42^/1 Censures are not incurred by those who
are invincibly ignorant of their existence.

Inviolability (in^jipffbHiti). [f. next +

-ITY : corresp. \^J^Ln
iviolabilit (Cotgr. 1611),

late L. /z//0/<rPPPff] The quality or fact of

being inviolable.

1793 BP. HORSLEY Serm. 30 Jan. 21 Our Constitution..

unites the most perfect security of the Subject's Liberty, with

the most absolute inviolability of the sacred person of the

Sovereign. 1819 J. MARSHALL Const. Opin. (1839* 153 The

principle was the inviolability of contracts. i8a8 D'!SKAELI

Chas. /, II. v. 106 The main point in the ' Petition of Right
'

was the inviolability of the personal freedom of the subject.
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Inviolable (invai-^lab'l), a. [ad. L. inviold-

bil-is (f.
in- (!N- 3) + molabilis, f. -uiolare to do

violence to, VIOLATE), or a. F. inviolable (i4th c.)-]

1. Not to be violated ; not liable or allowed to

suffer violence ; to be kept sacredly free from pro-

fanation, infraction, or assault.

a. Of laws, treaties, institutions, customs, prin-

ciples, sacred or cherished feelings, etc.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 527/2 The churche is . .

the pyller of trouth for the inuiolable suretie of doctrine.

1555 W. WATREMAN FardU Facions n. iii. 131 Not at all ad-

ventures, and without rule, but by an inuiolable lawe of God.
1682 NORRIS Hierocles 41 So will our

piety
towards God, and

the measures of Justice be kept inviolable. 1783 WATSON
Philip 7/7(1839) 225 Maintaining the most inviolable secrecy.

1791 COWPER Iliad n. 926 Styx is the inviolable oath. 1841

JAMES Brigand xxi.x, My word is said, and it shall be in-

violable. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 135 He ought
to have determined that the existing settlement of landed

property should be inviolable,

b. Of persons, places, and things material.

1578 T. N. tr. Cony. W. India 159 You are persons in-

violable, and messengers of a prince. 1674 OWEN Holy
Spirit (1693) 80 Things precious are sealed up, that they
may be kept safe and inviolable. 1725 POPE Odyss. xxn.

372 Jove's inviolable altar. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ixxiii.

(1862) VI. 396 The Spartan king was not legally inviolable.

He might be, and occasionally was, arrested, tried, and

punished for misbehaviour in the discharge of his functions.

1863 MRS. OLIPHANT Salem C/t. I.xiii. 211 Safe, .in a humble
inviolable English home.

f2. That cannot be violated; that does not yield
to force or violence ; incapable of being broken,

forced, or injured. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Invyolable nat able to be broken, /

uiolable. 1561 T. NORTON Calvui's Inst. i. 20 Those things
that the Prophet hath iomed with an inuiolable knot. 1607
E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goularfs Mem. Hist. 278 He never sturd

one iot, but remained firme and inviolable, as if he had
beene planted there. 1614 LODGE Seneca 95 Neither there-

fore can the fire burne lesse, if it light upon a matter in-

the strict and inviolable Harmony of the three Persons.

Invi'olableneSS. Now rare. [f. prec. +

-NESS.] Thequality ofbeing inviolable jinviolability.
x6n COTGR., Inviolablete'i inuiolablenesse. 1648 J. GOOD-

WIN Right ff Might 31 That which gives a kinde of sacred

inviolablenesse unto the rights and priviledges of_Parlia-
ment. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. I. 167 The Inviolable-

ness of that Secrecy.

Inviolably (invai'^labli), adv. [f. as prec. +
-LY ^.] In an inviolable manner ; in a way re-

verently free from violation, profanation, or in-

fringement; sacredly.
1535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 21 All suche Lawes. .shalbe

forever inviolably observed. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 48 He
kept his word in publike affaires inviolably. 1675 PENN Eng.
Pres. Interest ii What I possess is inviolably mine own.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. Uii. 414 The liberty of the

whole people is inviolably established. 1874 MOTLEY Barnt-
veld I. iv. 201 Keep the secret inviolably.

Xnviolacy (invai'^lasi). [f.
next : see -ACY.]

The condition of being inviolate ; inviolateness.

1846 WORCESTER cites BULWER. 1852 Fraser's Mag.
XLVI. 224 The inviolacy of that supreme consolation of

our creed. 1861 G. MEREDITH E-van Harrington. I. viii.

133 The old gentleman, whose inviolacy was thus rudely
assailed, sat staring at the intruder. 1867 Fortn. Rev. July
118 The Treaty has done nothing to preserve the inviolacy
of the Luxembourg territory.

Inviolate (invai-^l/t), a. [ad. L. inviolat-iis

unhurt, f. in- (IN- 3) + violdt-us, pa. pple. of violare

to VIOLATE. Cf. obs. F. inviott (Godef. Cotnpl.}.]
Not violated ;

free from violation ; unhurt, unin-

jured, unbroken ; unprofaned, unmarred ; intact.

a. Of laws, compacts, principles, institutions,

sacred or moral qualities.

1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. vi. (1555) D v b/2 With herte

unfayned and fayth inuyolate. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 540
That the amyte atwene ye .ii. realmys . . may be kepte in-

uyolet. cis86 C'TESS PEMBROKK Ps. LXXVIII. v, They did

not hold inviolate The league of God. 1646 P. BULKELEY

Gospel Covt. v. 370 Though, .man failed in his duty, yet the

covenant on God's part remaines inviolate. 1734 BOLING-

BROKE Let. to Swift 27 June, To see such a thing as sincere

cordial friendship subsist inviolate. 1840 MILL Diss. < Disc.

(187^5)
1. 431 The existing institutions. . were to be preserved

inviolate.

^pb. Of persons, places, sacred things, etc.

a 14*0 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3656 And in hir clene

virginal estat Restored he bis mayde inuiolat, c 1450Mirour
Saluacioun- 4882 To whame inviolat childid thi maydenes
mylk was fedyng. 1615 CR_OOKE Body^ of Man 376 The
heat of the right must . . be in time extinguished, the heat

of the left remaining inviolate. 1744 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to Wortley Montagu 6 May, Fearing that my letter

will not come inviolate to your hands. 1848 MRS. JAMESON
Sacr. <y Leg. Art (1850) 347 Clement VIII ordered that the

relics should remain untouched, inviolate.

f C. Of a person : OQ0foroken faith. Obs.

1593 DKAYTON Idea 713 Thoug^I^n and Earth, prove
both to me untrue, Yet still I am nPJIRHt K> You.

t Inviolate, v- Obs. rare. [f. IN-
2 + VIOLATE.]

trans. To violate.

1569 SIR J. HAWKINS in Hawkins Voyages (Hakluyt Soc.)

76 That none of either part should . . inuiolate the peace

vpon paine of death. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars n. xvi,

Canst thou (vnkinde !) inuiolate that band ? 1681 Loud. Gaz.
No. 1638/6 Laws, Liberties, Properties . .which had been . .

insolently inviolated, desperately invaded.

461

Inviolated (invai-^ted),
a.

[f. IN- 3 + VIO-

LATED.] LJnviolated, inviolate.

1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. IV o& To kepe your promise
sincerly inviolated and faithfully observed. 1610 BP. CARLE-
TON Jurisd. 130 Bishops, who before.. held their Allegeance
inuiolated to their Soueraignes. 1749 JOHNSON Irene v. ii,

When purity. .Play'd fearless in th' inviolated shades. 1853
TRENCH Proverbs 87 The safety of this our beloved land,
and . . the inviolated honour of its shores.

Inviolately (invai'^Utli), adv. [f. INVIOLATE
a, + -LY 2

.]
In an inviolate manner.

1494 FABVAN Chron. VH. 342 That theyr lybertyes shulde
be hoolye and

inuyolatlye preseruyd. 1548 HALL Chroti.,
Hen. VIII 169 b, Whiche Articles he promised .. inviolatly
to observe and kepe. 1603 KNOLLES Hist, Tttrks (1621)

1183 That religion .. should inviolately be kept, a 1716
SOUTH Serm. X. vi. (R.), All other things . . remaining in-

violately the same under both covenants. 1807 COLERIDGE
in Cottle Early Recoil. (1837) II. 98 All the disciples of
Christ . . are inviolately united to him.

Inyrolateness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being inviolate.

1860 Guardian No. 772. 829/1 She proclaims the inviolate-

ness of Rome. 1871 Daily News n Mar., To buy his

withdrawal, and secure the inviolateness of the land.

1 1'Hvious, a. Obs. [f. L. invi-us (f. *"#-, IN- 3

+ via way) + -ous.] Having no roads or ways;
pathless, trackless.

1622 PEACHAM Compl, Gent, xvii, 180 Sertorius . . could

leap broken and unpasseable Rockes and like invious places.

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 386 If nothing can oppugn Love,
And Virtue invious ways can prove. 1681 H. MORE Exp.
Dan. \. 8 Invious and inaccessible Rocks.

Hence 1 1 nviousness.
1710 R. WARD Life H. More 15 'Airopta, Inviousness and

Emptiness.

f I-nvious, -e, -vyous, e, obs. north, and Sc.

var. of ENVIOUS. So f I-nviously adv.
6 1440 Pronip. Parv. 263/2 Invyouse, invidus. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 197/1 Invyous, entulus, 1568 Dttnbar's Poems xxiii.

heading^ Be mirry and glaid . . For that suffisis to anger the

invyous. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 227/17 Inuiouse, inuidiosus.

1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. xi. 462 The
hasretikis, quha before Jnuiouslie . . teached had [etc.].

t Invi'per, v. Obs. rare. Also 6 en-, [ad. It.

inviperare> f. in- (IN- 2) + vipcra VIPER.] trans. To
make like a viper, to fill with a viper's nature.

1598 FLORIO, Viperdre^ to enuenim, to enuiper. 1650
HOWELL Giraffis^ Rev. Naples i. 27 Being inviper'd as it

were with blood in their eyes.
So t Invi'perate v, Obs. rare~*. [-ATE 3.]

1672-3 MARVELL Reh. Transp. 11, Wks. 1776 II. 434 You
.. infuriate and inviperate the nation against peaceable
Dissenters.

Invi'rile, a. [IN- 3.] Unmanly, effeminate.

1869 LOWELL Cathedral 292 Ovid in Pontus, puling for

his Rome Of men invirile and disnatured dames.

'\ Inviri'lity. Obs. [IN- ^.] Effeminacy.
1628 PRVNNE Love-lockes 48 It sauours of Effeminacie,

and womanish inuirilitie. 1633 ist Pt. Histrio-m. v.

iii. 171 Theinvirilityof Nero, Heliogabalus,or Sardanapalus.

Inviron(e, -oun, obs. forms of ENVIRON.

Invi'rtuate, v. rare. Also 7 invertuate.

[f. as next -f -ATE 3. ] trans, a. To make virtuous.

b. To endow with virtue or power.
1641 LD. DIGBY Sp. Tricnn. Parl. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

in.
(1692)

1. 149 Where is the Legislative Authority? .. In
the King circled in, and invertuated by his Parliament.

1650 J. JONES fudges Judged 112 Law it self, .invirtuateth,

dignifieth, and authorizeth her true servants to execute her

precepts. 1821 COLERIDGE in Blacfaw. Mag. X. 257 They
stir and invirtuate the sphere next below them.

flnvrrtue, v. Obs. rare 1
. [!N- ^: cf. OF.

envertuer, -virtuer> It. invirtttart (Florio).] Var.

of ENVIRTUE, to endow with virtue. Hence
t Invi'rtued ///. a.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy iv. ix, The inuertued hearbes
haue gainst such poison power.

Invi'SCant, a. Med. [ad. pr. pple. of L.

inviscdrc', see next.]
*

Thickening; producing or

promoting inviscation' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887).
Inviscate (invrskd't), v. [t.'L.inviscdt-, ppl.

stem of inviscare to smear with, or snare in, bird-

lime, f. in- (!N- 2) -f- viscum birdlime : see VISCID.

The pa. pple. inviscat^ first used, was ad. L. in-

viscat-us^\
1. trans. To render viscid or sticky ; to mix or

cover with a sticky substance.
c 1400 Lanfrattc's Cirurg. 136 (Add. MS.) Ne bilke blod

ys no?! inviscat in be substaunce of dure matris as J?e matere

ys in apostemys. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Di$p. 659
Myreol . . by its aromatical lentour, inviscates the fingers.

1684 tr. Bcnct's Merc. Coinpit. vi. 220 When the matter of
the Cough was inviscated and hardned. 1788 BLAGDEN in

Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 289 The deposited salt, in very mi-
nute crystals, . . inviscated and kept together with a little ice.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. III. 490 Caustic alkalies invis-

cated in oil or lard to render them less acid and corrosive.

2. To catch in some sticky substance, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 158 It hath in

the tongue a spongy and mucous extremity, whereby upon
a sudden emission, it inviscates and tangleth those insects.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3} II. 433 A. .clammy
substance like tar, in which . . insects are inviscated.

Hence Invi'seating///, a.

1822-34 Good's Study Med, (ed. 4) I. 450 The difficulty of

conceiving how a few drachms of bland oil or a few ounces
of gum arable, can be intermixed with many pounds of

serosity, and still retain their sensible quality of inviscating

INVISIBLE.

sedatives. Ibid, II. 487 It would be our duty to. .employ
inviscating demulcents with oils and mucilages.
Iliviscation (invisk^-Jan). [n. of action f.

prec.] The action of inviscating or making viscid.

1633 HART Diet ofDiseased n. iii. 156 An agglutination,
or inviscation of the haire of the head and beard. 1835
MAYNE Exfos. Lex., Inviscalio, a thickening and making
viscid or sticky : inviscation. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Invisca-

tioa, . . the mixing up of the food with the saliva and mucous
secretion of the mouth.

tlnvrscerate,///. a. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. r^.

pple. of L. inviscerare : see next.] Deeply fixed

in the ' bowels
'
or heart.

1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Dezwit Ess. i. xiv. S 3. 190 When man
sigheth. .as burthened with inviscerate interests, longing to

put on this pure spiritual! vesture of Filiall love.

t Invi'SCerate, v. Obs. rare. [f. ppl. stem of
late L. inviscerare, f. in- (IN-

2
) + viscera entrails.]

irons. To put into the bowels. Also fig. To fix

deeply in the heart or mind.
i6a6 AILESBURY Passion Serin, n The very divels in-

viscerated in men, at the sound of his imperiall word, yeeld
up possession. 1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. xv. i.

207 Our Savior seemeth to have affected so much, the

inviscerating this disposition in our hearts [etc.].

t Inviscera'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action f.

prec.] The action of putting into the bowels ; the
fact of being deeply rooted in the inward parts.
i6a8 DONNE Serm. vi. 56 All these Inviscerations of Israel

into his owne bosome. a 1631 Ibid. cii. (ed. Alford) IV. 380
Man is so enfeebled by the Inherence and Invisceration of

original Sin as that thereby he is exposed to every emergent
temptation to any actual Sin.

Znvi'scid, . [!N- 3.] Not viscid or sticky.
In mod. Diets.

tinvised, a. Obs. rare 1
. [?f. L. invis-us

unseen + -ED 1.] ? Unseen, invisible.

1597 SHAKS. Lo^>er''s Cornpl. 212 The Diamond ? why
twas beautifull and hard, Whereto his inuis'd properties did
tend.

Invisibility (invizibi-liti). [ad. late L. invi-

sibilitas (Tertull.) : see next and -ITY. Cf. F. in-

visiblett (Palsgr., 1530), invisibilitl (iyth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality or condition of being
invisible ; incapacity of being seen.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xvii. (1634) 689 marg.,
Though the invisibilitie of the body of Christ were granted.
1577 DEE Relat. Sfir. i. (1659) 22 She seemeth . . to enter
into a Cloud of invisibility, and so disappear. 1794 SULLIVAN
yiew Nat. II. 137 Invisible by his essence, his invisibility
was the primeval night which preceded time and light. 1876
MOZLEY Univ. Si'rtn. iv, The invisibility of men's motive.

b. with //. : An invisible entity.
a 1668 SIR \V. WALLER Div. Medit. (1882) 28 Those in-

visibilities which rnprtal eye hath not seen. 1895 Expositor
Feb. 148 The invisibilities which underlie the visibilities of
the universe.

Invisible (invrzib'l), a. (s/>.) [a. F. invisible

(I3th c. in Littre), ad. L. invisibilis, f. in- (IN- 3)
+ visibilis VISIBLE.]
1. That cannot be seen ; that by its nature is not

an object of sight.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 8231 How God invysible es,

And unchaungeable, and endles. c 1415 LYDG. Temple
Glas 128 Hou pat Mars was take Of Vulcanus, . . And wi}>

Jje Cheynes invisible bound. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.

xxin. (Percy Soc.) 106 Though that aungell[s] be invysyble,

Inpalpable, and also celestial!. 1594 T. B. La. Primatid.
Fr. Acad. n. 137 There is yet in him another nature whose
substance is inuisible, ouer and aboue this bodily nature

which we see. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of^ Ancients 19
Phidias, .had a singular abilitie to imagine things invisible.

1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic !. ii. (1840) 49 The Devil, or some
of his invisible agents, which we cafl evil spirits. 1880

GEIKIE Piiys. Geog. ii. 75 They collect in a visible form the

ever-present invisible vapour of the air.

b. Invisible Church : see CHURCH 4 c. Invisible

ink (called also sympathetic ink) : see quot. 1823.
1682 BOYLE Human Blood Ap_p. iv. ix, This liquor may. .

be employed as an invisible ink. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. s. v. Sympathetical, The Writing .. which was written

with the Invisible Ink. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. Annisem.

35 An invisible ink, which requires heat, vapour, or some
other liquid to be applied to it, to render visible what is so

written. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 591 Their
buttons contained letters written in invisible ink.

c. Applied to associations, etc. not having a

visible, open organization.
1646-7 BOYLE Let. to Tallcnts 20 Feb., The corner-stones

of the invisible, or (as they term themselves) the philo-

sophical college, do now and then honour me with their

company. 1647 Let. to Hartlib 8 May, You interest

yourself so much in the Invisible College. 1743 BIRCH Life
Boyle B.'s Wks. 1772 I. p. xlii, The Invisible College ..

probably refer(s] to that assembly of learned and curious

gentlemen, who. .at length gave birth to the Royal Society.

1884 Century Mag. July 398/1 The secret history of the In-

visible Empire, as the [Ku KluxJ Klan was also called.

2. Not in sight ; not to be seen at a particular

place or time, or by a particular person.
1555 EDEN Decades 239 The starre of the pole Artike, is

there inuisible. 1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers
(Camden) II. 266 The letter is invisible, and hee keepes
it as close as hee doth [etc.]. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. xvii.

II. 52 The degenerate grandsons of Theodosius, who were
invisible to their subjects. 1840 LADY C. BURY Hist, of
Flirt vii, Langham called every day.. but I was invisible.

3. Too small to be discerned
; imperceptible.

1663 HOOKE Microgr. 97 Insinuating themselves into the

invisible pores of the stone. 1794 BLAKE Songs Exper.,
Sick Rose 2 O rose,. .The invisible wi; worm . . Has found out
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thy bed. 1873 Miss HKOUGPMOS .\'amy I. i. " The thinnest

legs the imi-iblc:.t "t>se, and nvi-r viMblesI cars [etc.|.

b Invisible green, a very dark shade of green,

approaching to black, and not easily distinguished

from it
'

Webster, 1*64V (Remembered in 1844.)

B. so. 1. An invisible tiling, person, or being.

1646 Sin T. BROWNE Pstu.l. Ep. v. xxi. 268 The practise of

thusepcncils, that will describe invisibles. 174* H. BAKER

Microic. 11. i- 68 There are as many, or even more kinds of

these Invisibles (if I may use the Term) than of those whose

Sire is discernible by the naked Eye. 1781
COWPER Con-

versa! 738 Such a jest as filled with hellish glee Certain

invisibles as shrewd as he. 1813 LAMB Lett. v. to Southey

w You are as familiar with these antiquated monastics, as

Swedenborg. .with his invisibles.

b. The invisible, the unsten world
;
the Deity.

1781 COWPER Retirement 61 The Invisible in things scarce

seen reveal'd, To whom an atom is an ample field. 1868

FITIGEALD tr. Omar(t&. 2! Ixxi, 1 sent my Soul through
the Invisible Some letter of that After-life to spell. 1891

GLADSTONE in Pall Mall G. 13 Apr. 7/1 The maintenance

of faith in the Invisible. .And by that I mean a living faith

in a personal God.

2. One who denies the visible character of the

Church (Blunt Diet. Sects 1874) ; spec, in pi. cer-

tain German Protestants of the i6th c.

i8$i HOOK C*. Diet. (1871) 400 Invisibles is a distinguish-

ing name given to the disciples of Osiander, Flacius Illy-

ricus, Swenkfeld, &c.

Invisibleness (invi-zib'lnes). [f. prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being invisible.

1530 PALSCR. 234/2 Invysiblenesse. inuisiblete. 6oi

CORNWALLIS Ess. ii. xxxi. (1631) 55 The reason of Vertues

difficulty is her invisiblenesse. 1841 MANNING Serin. (1848)

I. 181 There has been .. an inwardness and an invisibleness

about all great movements of Christ's Church. 1866 Sat.

Rev. 10 May 584/1 The comparative secrecy and invisible-

ness of the growth of intellectual habits.

Invisibly (invi-zibli), adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY -.]

In an invisible manner ; so that it cannot be seen ;

imperceptibly.
138* WYCLIP Set. Wks. III. 522 pat same body and blood

invisibily,
and not be same vislbely. 1495 Trevisa's Barth.

Dt P. R. vni. xxviii. (W. de W.) X vijA Heuen byshynyth
not in derknesse nother by nyght. Thenne alwaye lyght

shynyth Inuysibly. \y6Pilgr.Perf. (W.deW. 1531) 219 b,

Those thynges y' he wrought inuisybly in vs at our baptym.
1643 BURROUGHES Exp. Hosca vi. (1652) 262 God doth

great things sometime so invisibly, as he cannot be seen.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 138 f 2 To be invisibly good, is as

God-like, as to be invisibly ill, Diabolical. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 84 The gaseous carbonic acid invisibly distributed

through the surrounding atmosphere.

t Invi'sion. Obs. rart '. [IN- 3.] Want of

vision ; inability to see
;
blindness of young animals.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psetid. Ep. m. xxv.
i7_4

Aristotle ..

computeth the time of their anopsie or invision by that of
their gestation.

flnvi'Bory. Obs. rare l
. [Of obscure forma-

tion ; app. based on VISOK.] (See quot.1
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 80 When they use to

ride abrod, they haue inuisories, or visors made of veluet.

InvitableCinvai'tab'l), a. [f. INVITEH. + -ABLE.]
That may be invited

;
fit to be invited.

18^9 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such ix. 165 Without being pro-

portionately amusing and invitable.

tlnyi'tal, a. Obs. [ad. late L. invital-is

(Boethius), f. in- (lN-3) + vitdlis VITAL.] Not
vital ; having no vitality.

1650 BULWER Anthropotnet. i. 12 Hofman agrees with
Galen that such [square heads] are monstrous, rare, and
invital.

Invitant (i-nvitant). [a. K. invitant, pr. pple.
of inviter to invite : see -ANT !.]

1. One who invites ; an inviter.

1608 T. ROGERS Disp. Kneel. Sacrain. 2 The mutual 1

cariage of the invitant and his guests. 1631 DEMSON Hear.
Hanij. ; <2 Could he . . entertaine a thought of equality and
fellow. like condition with the Inuitant? 1812 Examiner
24 Aug. 542/2 His congratulants and dinner invitants.

H 2. erron. An invited person.
1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. A vij b, When many are

invited to a Feast, .. Shall we condemne his liberall act . . If
thanklesse invitants the same disprove ? 1822 GALT Sir A.
Wylie I. xvi. 134 He was chosen a regular invitant to all
her parties.

Invitation .invte'-Jsn). [ad. L. invitation-cm,
n. of action from invitare to INVITE. Cf. F. invi-

tation (1593 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of inviting or requesting to come,

attend, or take part in something.
1611 COTGR., Invitation, an inuitation, or tnuiting. 1615

J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 353 The invitation of guests, pro-
vision of mealc, .and his nuptiall garments. 1657 R. LIOOM
Barbadoes (1673) to We saw him .. at his own house, by
his own invitation. 1711 SWIFT "Jrnl. to Stella in Lett.
(1767) III. 171 Dr. Gaslrcl and I dined, by invitation, with
the dean of Carlisle. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, vii, Those
officers^

who came . . on her son's invitation.
b. The spoken or written form in which a

person is invited.

-

to come to Edinburgh. 1781 GIBBON Decl. f, F.
mi. II. 10 The invitolions of a master are scarcely to be
diitnBuined from commands. 1864 J. WALKER Faithf.
Mmistry loo I he feast is wailing : the invitations are out.

c. Iii the Anglican Communion Office, the ex-
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hortation immediately preceding the Confession,

beginning 'Ye that do truly and earnestly repent

you of yonr sins '.
'

1883 F. E. WARREN in Praycr-bk. Comm. (S. P. C. K.)
106 The Invitation, Confession, Absolution, and Comfort-

able Words are a . . distinguishing feature of the present

Anglican Liturgy.

fd. An entertainment to which one is invited.

Obs. rare.
1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens (1713) II. No. 57.

108 Two chief Magistrates . . being merry at an Invitation,
fell to Dancing.
2. fig. The presenting of attractions or induce-

ments to come or advance
;
an instance of this ;

attraction ; inducement.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iii. 50, I spie entertainment in

her : shee discourses : shee carues : she giues the leere of
inuitation. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 561 This terrible of
all terribles [death], as Aristotle calleth it, hath more of In-

vitation in it [than afFrightment]. 1673 TEMPLE Obs. ifnit.
Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 62 The two first Invitations of People
into this Country, were the Strength of their Towns, and
Nature of their Government.
3. attrib., as in invitation-dinner, -performance,

one attended only by those who receive invitations.

1808 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. Mrs. Clarke Wks. 1812 V.

398 For invitation-dinners soon grow slack. 1819 Metro-
polis I. 265 An invitation-card for a dinner party. 1899
Daily News 25 May 9/1 The invitation performance was
an immense success.

t Invi'tative, a. Obs. [f. L. invitdt-, ppl.
stem of invitare to invite + -IVE.] Inviting.
1634 M. PARKER Hist. Arthur Aiij, The Saxons, .having

gotten an invitative entrance into this land (which pleased
them so well).

tlnvita'tor. Obs. [a. L. invilator, agent-n.
from invitare to INVITE.] =!NVITEK.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 2 The gentle invitator of us

to come and see his wonders. 1649 Declar. Lords dj- Comm.
to Gen. Ass. Ch. Scot. 13 When invitators shall be sent to

any of them.

I! Invitatp'rium. [med.L. ; neuter sing, of L.
invitdtdrius inviting, used as sb.]

= INVITATOKY sb.

1853 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. u. 213 The appropriate
invitatorium, or strophe, repeated at intervals.

Invitatory (invai-tatari), a. and sb. [ad. L.
invitatorius inviting, f. invitare to invite. Cf. F.

A. adj. That invites or tends to invite ; con-

taining or conveying an invitation.

1646 R. BAILLIE Lett, ff Jmls. (1841) II. 363 A cold slight

inyitatorie letter. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. (1677) 304
Hippocrates to whom the great Artaxerxes wrote an invi-

tatory Letter. 1761 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XII. 122, I wish
you would give us two or three invitatory hymns. 1831
LAMB Elia Ser. n. Ncwsf. 55 Years ago. Other female whims
followed, but none, .so invitatory of shrewd conceits. 1834
New Monthly Mag. XLI. 456 The portal of a tavern, .bore
this invitatory inscription.

b. Eccl. Invitatory psalm : the Venite, Psalm
xcv (Vulg. xciv).
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xciv.

j Louynge fallis till deuo-
cioun, sange til goed chere & delite, alswa it is cald inuyta-
tory. 1657 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1664) 32 This is an
Invitatory psalm ; for herein we do mutually invite and call

upon one another being come before His presence, to sing
to the Lord. 1706 PHILLIPS s.v., Invitatory Verse, i.e. a
Verse

in_
the Roman Church-Service that stirs up to praise

and glorifie God. 1760-5 [see B. 2].

B. sb. 1. [
= med.L. invitalorium.'] Aninvitation.

1666 LEIGHTON Charge to Clergy Wks. (1868) 340 How
needful is that invitatory to be often rung in our ears. 1892
Sat. Rev. 30 July 139/1 'Apply Principal' is the gram-
matical invitatory of most of these advertising worthies.

- .- - , responj
Lord's name be praised '. c. Any text of Scripture chosen
for the day, and used before the Venite. d. ' An antiphon
used in the course of the singing of the Psalms, and repeated
several times in the course of a Psalm, as well as at the
beginning and the end' (Prayer Book Comment. Gloss.).
6. An early name of the Roman introit. f. Sometimes,
the INVITATION in the Anglican Communion Office.

I4S-'S3o Afyrr. our Ladyc 220 On Thursday at mattyns,
the Inuytatory Ave maria. 1483 Festhiall (W. de W. 1515)
63 b, As he was aboute to saye our ladyes matyns, and as he
was at the Invytatorye (yt is Ave Marial 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer, Morning P. (Rubric), Then shalbe saied or
song without any Inuitatori this Psalmc, Venite cxullemus,
etc. in Englishe. 1641 R. BAILLIE Parallel Liturgy tu.

Mass-lik. 10 All the Missals I have seen . . have never
venitt for the introitus, only in the Breviarie, it is the
invitatorie for the Matins. 1659 H. L'EsTRANCE Alliance
Div. Off. _ii2 With the same congruity is 'praise ye the
Lord '

assigned as an impressive invitatory to a following
hymn calling upon the people to join not only mentally but
vocally. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer Pref., For this cause be
cut off Anthems, Responds, Invitatories, and such like

the occasion of the day, and used before' the VenUe""which
also itself was called the invitatory psalm. 1866 Direct.
Angl. (ed. 3) 355 Our V. 'Praise ye the Lord ' with the R. is
our present unvarying Invitatory. In the Communion Ser-
vice the second Exhortation is the Invitatory.
Invite (invai-t), v. [f. F. invite-r (ij-i6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. invitare to invite.]
1. trans. Of a person : To ask (a person) graci-

ously, kindly, or courteously, a. to come to (into,

INVITE.

etc.) a place or proceeding to which he is assumed
to be pleased or willing to come. To invite one-

self, to announce one's intention of coming, or say
that one will have pleasure in being present.
1553 S. CABOT Ordinances in Hakluyt Voy. (1580) 262 If

you shall be invited into any Lords or Rulers house to
dinner or other parliance. 1566 GRESHAM Let. 15 Dec. in
Burgon Lift (1839) II. 184 The Duke's Grace hath invited
himself to Greshatn-House upon Wedensdaye next at night,
and wyll dyne with me upon Thursday. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vi. ix. 16 But M. hlvre. .began Him to inuite vnto his

simple home. 1611 BIBLE Eulus. xiii. 9 If thou be inuited
of a mighty man, withdraw thy selfe, and so much the more
will he inuile thee. 1651 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers
(Camden) 225 The ambassy of Titus to invite that Lord
into Scotland. 1657 R. I.ICON Barbadoes (1673) 8 He sent
to us a very kind message, inviting himself aboard our ship.

1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 47 P 3 My husband was often in-
vited to dinner. 1838 LYTTON Alice I. vii, I was thinking,
myself, that I should like to invite her. 1839 KEICHTLEY
Hist. Ettg. 1 1. 43 Aske was invited to court.

b. to do something assumed to be agreeable.
1583 Hoi.LYiiAND Campo di Fior 73 To daye a certeine

cheese-seller invited them to eate Curdes. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. 11. 203 This gentleman was invited by the Lord Deputy
to accompany him to Dublin. 1687 DRYDEN Hind Kg P. n.

670 She thought good manners bound her to invite The
stranger dame to be her guest that night. 1797 MRS. RAD-
CLIFKE Italian i. (1826) 5 She did not invite him to enter.

1823 MRS. MARKHAM Hist. Eng. vii. (1853) 39 They.. invited
Edward . . to ascend the throne. 1885 S. Cox Expos. Ser. I.

ii. 26, I was . . inviting you to speculate too curiously.

C. To request graciously or courteously (some-
thing) to be done by a person.
1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks. (18791 II. 33* Nobody. .

invited our entrance. 1856 KINGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 474,
I invite your attention to this side of the question. 1873
TRISTRAM Moab ii. 22 A return visit was invited. 1873
BLACK Pr. Thule xv, I never invite confidences. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 70, I was going to invite the opinion
of some older person.

t d. To try to attract or induce. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. Ill 38 By previe letters and

cloked messengers, dyd sturre and invite to this newe con-
juracion, al such which [etc.]. 1556 Aurelio ft /sab. (1608)
Cv, She, that sholde have invitede me unto the lovinge
faulte. 1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 115 They are not willingly
invited to eate with other men.

e. fig. Unintentionally to bring on (something)
or encourage (it) to come.
1650 FULLER Pisgah Ep. Ded. 49 b, Others degenerating

by tneir vicious courses, invited neglect and contempt upon
themselves. 1665 DRYDEN Ind. Emperor \\.

ii, You threaten
Peace, and you invite a War. 1796 BUKKE Regie. Peace
jv.

Wks. IX. in When we invite danger from a confidence
in defensive measures. 1876 J. PARKER Paracl. i. xiii. 214
To be earnest in the cause of the Cross, is to invite the
charge of fanaticism.

2. Of a thing : To present inducements to (a per-
son) to do something or proceed to a place or action.

'533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 993/2 The law doth inuyte
and hyre euery man to thaccusing of the breakers of the
same by giuing them the tone half of the forfaiture. 1555
EDEN Decades 307 The exemples of owre fathers and predi-
cessours doo inuite vs hereunto. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 1 1

The Merchants removing hither, invited by the immunities
of the Temple, and conveniencie of the place. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 278 All things invite To peaceful Counsels and the
settl'd State Of order. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. III. Ix.

293 There were many circumstances which invited the natives
of Ireland to embrace the king's party. 1821 BYRON Sardan.
i. 553 Come, Myrrha, let us go on to the Euphrates: The
hour invites, the galley is prepared.

b. To tend to bring on ; to lie open to.

1S99 W. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Livb, (It) easily
corrupteth in the stomack : inviteth the Ague. 1617 MORY-
SON Itin. in. 31 One looke invites another. 1790 BURKE
Corr. (1844) III. 179 Though it was a far less dangerous
measure . . it still seemed to invite discussion. 1862 STANLEY
Jttu. Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 242 The characteristics of this period
. .invite our. .inquiries.

t c. To draw to itself, attract physically. Obs.

1671 R. BOIIUN Wind 50 If the. .Vapors have gravity
enough . . to invite them Downward. Ibid. 72 An iron

bullet, heated, and drawn over the surface of water, that

presently invites the ambient Air to follow the same course.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 315 Did not the presence of
soda invite to it the acid, while the fluoric acid invites the
metal.

Invite (invsi't), sb. colloq. [f. INVITE v. : cf.

command, request, etc.]
1. The act of inviting ;

an invitation.

1659 H. L'ESTRANGE Alliatict Div. OJf. 326 Bishop Cran-
mer . . gives him an earnest invite to England. 1778 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary (1842) I. 105 Everybody bowed and
accepted the invite but me ..for I have no intention of

snapping at invites from the eminent. 1818 LADY MORGAN
Autobiog. (1859) 39 We have refused two invites for to-day.
Ibid. 292 For Monday we have had three dinner invites.

18*5 T. HOOK Man ofMany Friends in Sayings ff Doings
Ser. n. I. 279 Adepts in every little meanness or contrivance

likely to bring about an invitation (or, as they call it with

equal good taste, an
'

invite '). 1883 C. R. SMITH Retrospect.
I. 21 Mr. Isaacson readily accepted the invite.

f2.//. (nonce-usefor rime?) Attractions, baits.

1615 G. SANDYS Tyav. 305 The Lampreyswims to his Lords
invites [natat ad inagistntm delicata mitrcna], The Bedel
the knowne Mullet cites.

t Invite, a. (or adv.) Obs. rare. [ad. L. invit-

us unwilling (cf. It. invito '

against one's will ',

Florio) ; or perh. L. invite adv., unwillingly, against
one's will.] Unwilling(ly) ; against one's will.

c 1450 Miroitr Saluacioitn 2648 He soeffred it of free

wille and invite [gl. maugre hb] nevre the more.



INVITED.

Invited (invai-ted), ///. a. [f. INVITE v. +
-ED 1.] That has received an invitation.

1658 Hist. Mem. K. James 125 And all this once seene
and having feasted the eyes of the Invited, was in a manner
throwne away. 1821 BVRON Sardan. n. aa'Jin., We must
prepare To meet the invited guests, who grace our feast.

Invitee (invait^-). [f.
INVITE v. + -EE.] One

who is invited.

[1803 S. PEGCE Anecd. Eng. Lang. 303 It rather appears
to be the language of the Invite than of the inviter.] 1837
Eraser's Mag. XVI. 156 The list of invitees being at length
resolved on. 1882 BERBSF. HOPE Brandreths III. xlvii. 233
The other invitees had failed.

Invitement (invartment). Now rare. [ad.
L. invitament-um an inviting, allurement, f. in-

vitdrc to invite ; cf. F. incitement (Cotgr.), It.

imtitamento (Florio, 1598).]
1 1. Inviting ;

an invitation. Obs.

599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 76/2 Hee
never makes general! invitement. 1608 GOLDING Epit.
Frossard in. 162 Vppon often inuitements and embassages
from the King of Portugall he was come into the kingdome.
1630 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 27/2 But
be his daily guest without invitement.

2. Inducement
; allurement ; encouragement to

come.
1627 ABP. ABBOT Narrative in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)

I. 434 In the turbulency of some things I had no great in-

vitements to draw me abroad, a 1680 CHARNOCK A ttrib.

Go</(i845) 665 What invitements could he have from lying,
beastliness, gluttony? 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Praise Chim-
neysweepers, Unable to resist the delicious invitement to

repose.

Inviter (invai'taj). Also 6-9 -or. [f. INVITE v.

+ -ER l.] One who invites.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. 1724 Wks. II. 410 The. .pretty

conversation of their inviters. 1598 FI.ORIO, Inuitatore, an
inuitor, an intreator, a bidder of any feast. 1648 MILTON
OittrV. Art. Peace Wks. (1851) 561 The Subverter of true

Religion, the Protecterand Inviter of Irreligion and Atheism.
8i8 CpRBETT Pal. Reg. XXXIII. 723 William began by
rewarding with titles and grants all his principal invitors.

1885 Law Reports 15 Q. Bench Div. 318 The liability
created by inviting a person into premises .'. in the occupation
. .of the inviter.

b. spec. (Seequot.)
1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 143 Either as sales-

men, or '
inviters

',
a modem name for that class . . formerly

known by the name of barkers . . that stand in the street
to persuade passers by to come into their shops to purchase
clothes.

Invitiate (invi-Jl^t), a. rare.
[f.

IN- 3 + VITI-
ATE ///. a.] Without blemish

; unmarred.
1869 LOWELL Cathedral 169 Hers shall be The invitiate

firstlings of experience.

tlnvi'tiate, v. Obs. [f. med. or mod.L. in-

vitidt-, ppl. stem of invitidre (cf. It. invitiare,

Florio, 1 598), f. in- (IN- 2) + L. vitidre to VITIATE.]
trans. To render vicious ; to corrupt, spoil.
1598 FLORIO, Innitiare, to growe vitious or wicked ; to

corrupt, to inuitiate. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Invitiate
(invitio), to mar, to spoil, to defile

Inviting (invai-tin), vbl. sb.
[f. INVITE v. +

-mo 1
.] The action of the vb. INVITE ; invitation.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 12 A signe or invit-

ing to good hap. 1603 HOLLAND PlutarcKs Mor. 680
Courtesies and kindnesses of drinking one to another, and
mutuall invitings. 1607 SHAKS. Timon in. vi. n He hath
sent mee an earoest inuiting. 1618 J. WINTHROP Let. to

Marg. Tyndai?4 Apr. in Life $ Lett. (1864) I. vii. 136 Love
was their ensigne ;

love was his invitinges. Mod. Not
much inviting was needed.

Invi'tiug, ///. a. [f. INVITE v. + -ING -.]
1. That invites or gives an invitation.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxiv, Thralled discontent, Whereto

the inviting time our fashion calls. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr.
n. c6 How the King of the Country . . had sent her an in-

viting Letter to come thither. 1820 CHALMERS Cong. Serm.
(1838) II. 204 The spectacle of an inviting God, plying His
wandering prodigal with all the tenderness of entreaty.
2. Attractive ; alluring ; tempting.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 24 An inuiting eye : And yet me

thinkes right modest. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 777 This
Fruit Divine, Fair to the Eye, inviting to the Taste. 1703
MAUNDRELL Joum. Jerus, (1732) 43 So pleasant and invit-

ing was its shade. 1863 MARY HOWITT F. Bremer's Greece
I. iii. 80 The Greek saddles ..do not look at all inviting.
1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i, To let farms, a man must have
the sense to see what will make them inviting to farmers.

Invi-tingly, adv. [f. prec. -r -LY2.] In a
way that invites or allures ; attractively.
1667 Decay Chr. Piety vi. 125 If he can but dress up a

v >' 373 America, with its new acquisitions . . lay invitingly
before him.

Invrtingiiess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being alluring ; attractiveness.
1636 Artif. Handsom. 165 Elegant flowers of speech, to

which the nature and resemblances of things, as well as
human fancies, have an aptitude and invitmgness. 1892
Chicago Advance 28 Apr., Every satan's-chapel is kept.,
open and invested with all possible invitingness.

Invitor, -our, Sc. corrupt forms of INVENTAR,
inventory. Cf. INVITOBT s6.2

1545 Aberdeen Reg. V. iq (Jam.) Ane inuitour. 1559
Burgh Rec. Aberdeen (1844) I. 320 Heir followis the inuitor
of the said siluer wark and ornamentis. 1871 W. ALEX-
ANDER Johnny Gibb xxxvii. (1873) 211 But the like o' 'im '11

never be able to pay the inveetor.
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Invitor, obs. variant of INVITER.

t I-nvitory, sW Obs. Shortened form of IN-
VITATORY B. 2.

1483 Cath. Angl. 197/1 Inuitory, invitatorium. 1509

INVOICE.

..g it in stede of the Invitorie. 1563-87 .

. ff M. (1596) 513/2 Hauing a triple inuitorie, or a double,
or els a single inuitorie.

Invitory, s6. 2 Corrupt form of INVENTORY sb.
X483 Cath. Angl. 197/1 Inuitory, inuentarium. c 1530

H. RHODES in Babies Bk. 66 Take an Inuitory of such
thinges as ye take charge of, and see how it is spente.
Hence f Invitory v., to inventory.
1526 in Dillon Customs a/Pale (1892) 86 Wracke found by

the sea coste muste be broughte to the Lagander's hous, and
Invitoried.

t tnvi-treate, v. Obs. rare . In 6-7 -iate.

[f. rned.L. invitredre (Du Cange\ or It. invetriare,
f. vilreus glassy : see -ATE 3.] trans. To glaze.
1598 FLORIO, Inuetriare, to glaze, to calcinat, or inui-

triate. Ibid., Inuetriato, glased . . inuitriated.

So f Invi-treable (-iatole) a. = INVITBIFIABLE.
1794 SULLIVAN Vitm Nat. I. 450 In fire, it is invitriable

per sc.

Invitress (invartres). [f.
INVITER + -ESS.]

A female inviter.

1617 COLLINS Def. Bp. Ely n. ix. 364 Could Marcella, and
her inuitresses, see these things without a figure? 1841
J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk III. 175 The disgusted looks
of the husband of his invitress. 1859 SMEDLEY L. Antndel
xxxvii. 281 * Dear me, how dreadfully provoking !

'

sighed
the perplexed

'

invitress '.

Invitrifiable (invi-trifaiiab'l), a. [!N- 3.]
That cannot be vitrified or converted into glass.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 120 Maquer found the

purest gypsum invitrifiable by solar heat.

tlnvrvid, a. Obs. rare. [IN- 3.] Not vivid.

1673 SIR P. WYCHE Short Relat. Nile 27 A pale invivid

colour, nearer white than ash colour.

Invocable (i-nv^ab'l), a. rare. [ad. L. type
*invocdbil-is, {. invocd-re to INVOKE : see -ABLE.]
Capable of being invoked or called upon.
1839 BAILEY Festus vi. (1852) 78 The visible form of some

obedient sprite Or invocable angel. 1857 H. H. WILSON tr.

Rig-veda III. 463 Who hast been invocable of old.

I'nvocailt. [ad. L. invocdnt-em, pr. pple. of

invocdre to INVOKE.] One who invokes.

1751 ). BARTRAM Observ. Trav. Pewisylv. 33 He reveals
to the invocant what he has taken so much pains to know.
1893 ATKINSON in Kath. Simpson Jeanic o' Biggersdale
Pref. 8 The invocant took care not to wait for it.

Invocate (i'nvife't), z/. Now rare. [f.L.iti-
vocdt-, ppl. stem of invocdre to INVOKE. The pa.

pple. invocate, first used, was ad. L. invocdt-usJ\
1. trans. = INVOKE.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 219 b, Thy holy name

is inuocate & named vpon vs. 1537 Inst. Chr. Man, Creed
Art. vi. 45 Whensoever I do invocate and call upon him
[Christ] in right failh and hope, c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. xxxviii,
Be thpu the tenth Muse, ten times more in worth Then those
old nine which rimers inuocate. 1738 WESLEY Ps. xvm.
ii, Still will I invocate his Name. 1848 KEBLE Serm. x.

272 That offering for sin . . which the Holy Spirit, duly
invocated, descends upon.

1 2. intr. To make invocation ; to call in prayer
(on or upon}. Obs.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Acts vii. 59 They stoned Stephen
invocating, and saying : Lord lesus, receive my spirit.
IS93 DRAYTON Idea 535 Some call on Heaven, some invo-
cate on Hell. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 297 We obserue
a peculiar adoration, and inuocat vpon the Greekish god-
desse of vengeance Nemesis. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.
(ed. 2) 256 After that houre to daybreake tis held an un-
godly thing to invocate. 1802 H. MARTIN Helen ofGlenross
IV. 255 With the shriek of madness she invocated.

Hence I'nvocated///. a. ; I-nvocating vbl. sb.

1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607)226 In these days pro-
testant churches utterly condemn the invocating of, or
praying unto, any creatures whatsoever. 1671 MILTON
Samson 575 Till . . oft-invocated death Hasten the welcome
end of all my pains. 1746 SMOLLETT Reproof'200 Peace to
that gentle soul that could deny His invocated voice to fill

the cry.

Invocation (inwk^-Jan). Also 5 yn-. [a.
OF. invocation, -don, -dun (izth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. invocation em, n. of action from
invocdre to INVOKE.]
1. The action or an act of invoking or calling
upon (God, a deity, etc.) in prayer or attestation ;

supplication, or an act or form of supplication, for

aid or protection.
c "375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 306 Or he be tempil suld

. . Of dame diane gere Ryve done Of criste thru Invoca-
cione. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame i. 67, I woll make invoca-
tion . . Unto the god of sleepe anone. 1433 LYDG. 6". Ed-
mund n. ooi The lord of lordys . . Herde . . ther Inuoca-
cioun And gaff hem comfort of that they stood in dreed.

1537 Inst, Chr. Man, yd Command., To pray to saints to
be intercessors with us and for us to our Lord for our suits
. .so that we make no invocation ofthem (1543 Necess. Doct.
so that we esteem not or worship not them as givers of those

gifts, but as intercessors for the same] is lawful and allowed

by the Catholic Church. 1554 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)
III. App. xvii. 45

We disallow invocation or prayer to
saints departed this life. 1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's
Met. Hist. 337 He .. yeelded up the ghost in the invo-
cation of the name of God. 1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissitas.

Popery Wks. 1847-51 VI. 489 Invocation of Saints : which
if it be no more than a mere desire for them to pray for us,
why is it expressed in their public offices in words that

differ not from our prayers to God? 1673 Trtif Worship
God 52 It is a piece of Religious worship, as every Vow
made to God is, implying an Invocation of God to judge
according to the Truth or Falshood of what we promise.

uesting departed saints for the help of their prayers to

b. Eccl. A form of invocatory prayer, as part
of a public religious service. Also, The name or

appellation used in invoking a divinity, etc.

spec. The petitions addressed to each person of the God-
head and to the Trinity, which form the opening part of
the Anglican and Roman Catholic Litanies (including, in
the latter case, petitions to saints also) ; also, the third part
of the prayer of consecration in the Communion Office of
the Nonjurors of 1718, and in the Office of the Scottish

Episcopal Church of 1764, whence also in the American
Book of Common Prayer.
1827 SOUTHEY Ptnins. War II. 682 The Valencians im-

pouted their^deliverance.. to.. the Virgin, under her invoca-
tion of Maria Santissima de los Desamparados. 1852 HOOK
Ch. Diet. (1871) 400 The commencing part of the Litany,
containing the invocation of each person of the Godhead,
severally, ofthe Blessed Trinity in Unity. 1852 MRS. JAMESON
Leg. Madonna Introd. 35 A new invocation was now added
to ner Litany, under the title of Auxilium Christianonim.
2. The action or an act of conjuring or summon-

ing a devil or spirit by incantation
;
an incanta-

tion or magical formula used for this or a similar

purpose ; a charm, spell.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 46 Babylla . . With Cernes .. He

traceth ofte upon the grounde, Makend his invocation.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 130 b/2 He was taught in the arte
of enchauntement and of thynuocacions of feendes. 1541
Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 8 Sondrie persons .. practised inuo-
cacions and coniuracions of spirites. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
ll. v. 61 'Tis a Greeke inuocation, to call fools into a circle.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 444 Themselves renuing
their former invocation, and the Divell entring into this

man, causeth him to write. 1867 PARKMAN Jesuits N. Ajner.
vi. (1875) 68 The sorcerers . . yelled incessant invocations to

the spirits.

3. Admiralty Prize Procedure. The calling in of

papers or evidence from another case : see INVOKE
v. 5.
1806 SIR C. ROBINSON Admiralty Rep. VI. 355 In the

practice of invoking evidence from other causes, it had been
the rule not to permit invocation from any case till that
cause had been heard. 1828 WEBSTER s.v., A judicial call,

demand, or order ; as the invocation of papers or evidence
into a court.

Invocative (invp'kativ, i-nviJke'tiv), a. [f.
L.

invocdt-, ppl. stem of invocdre to INVOKE + -IVE.]
Characterized by invocation ; invocatory.
1821 Examiner 381/1 Two thousand lines of blank verse

purely invocative. 1851 E. B. ELLIOTT Horse Apoc. (1862)
I. 481 The voice invocative ofjudgment.
I'ttVOCator. rare, [agent-n. in L. form f.

invocarc to INVOKE : cf. F. invocateur (Godef.

Compl.*).] One who invokes, an invoker.

1604 J. DEE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 47 That he is,

or hath bin a Conjurer, or Caller, or Invocator of divels.

a 1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts $ Man. (1642) 161 Conjurors,
Witches, Necromantics, Invocators of Devils.

Invocatory (inv^'katari, i'nvok^'tari), a. [f.

L. invocdre, invocdt- (see above) + -DRY; cf. F.

invocatoire (Littre).] Of the nature of, character-

ized by, or used in, invocation.

1691 HICKES Apol. New Separ. n In the invocatory part
of any Collect in the Liturgy. 1845 J. H. NEWMAN Ess.

Developm. 365 The Eastern Church seemed to consider the
consecration of the elements . . to lie in the invocatory
prayer. 1855 Househ. Words XII. 407 A volley of strange
nasal sounds, imprecatory and invocatory. 1891 LOUNSBURY
Stud. Cliaiicer II. iv. 101 The invocatory phrases which are

among those oftenest occurring . . in the poet's works.

Invoice (i'nvois), sb. Also 7 envoioe, 7-8 in-

voyoe. [app. orig. = invoyes, pi. of INVOY, corresp.
to 1 6th c. F. envoy (now envoi), f. envoyer to send :

cf. F. lettre cfenvoi letter of consignment, invoice.

Inferentially, this derivation is satisfactory, both as to

meaning and form. In- from F. and earlier Eng. en-
_is

usual; and the writing of -ce for the plural -s is found in

other words, as dice, mice, pence, in some of which also, as

accidence, bodice, dace, truce, the resulting form is treated

as a singular. But the historical record is not complete : the

examples of invoy, invoyes, are scanty and not very early,

and an earlier envoy in this sense is not exemplified.]

A list of the particular items of goods shipped or

sent to a factor, consignee, or purchaser, with their

value or prices, and charges.
1560 Let. in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 308 We haue laden . .

twenty seuen pipes of bastards and seckes, as by the Inuoices

herewith inclosed may appeare. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-
Merch. 114 If a Factor, by a Letter of aduice, or by an

Inuoyce of commodities which the Merchant sendeth, doe
make a short entrie into the Custome house. 1628 WOODALL
Viaticum 10 The pills in the inuoyce of this Chest. 1670
BLOUNT Law Diet., Invoice,.. a. particular of the value,

custom, and charges of any goods sent by a Merchant in

another mans Ship, and consign'd to a Factor or correspon-
dent in another Country. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs
Trav. in. in The Dutch set the price, and wrote a List

or Envoice of them, with the price on the Margin. 1809
R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 60 Inland Invoices are some-
times distinguished as buying or selling Invoices. 1840
MACAULAY Ess., Clive (1887) 531 When the ablest servants



INVOICE.

of the English Company were busied only about invoices

and bilk of Mini;.

b. loonty. A consignment ol invoiced goods.
1881 P. S. ROBINSON Under the Punkali 39 Here and there,

n-i fungi clustered, like a condemned invoice of um-

btellas and parasols.

c. attnb., as invoice-book, price, weight, etc.

1678 J. VFHNON C<'nt/>tinglw. 14 Some lake the Tare as

it is marked upon the several Casks, and that is called

I e Tare, or Tore according to Factory. 1706 PHILLIPS,
/n-.'rife- Tare, the Tare or Weight of the Cask, Bag, etc.

in which Goods are put, mention'd in the Invoice, or

Factor's Account. i8i2j. SMYTH Pract. oj'Customs (1821)

o Mogmdore Tare is commonly reduced to British pounds
by adding 20 per cent. .. to the Invoice weight. 1849
FREESE Comm. Class-fit. lor The Invoice-Book, in which are

copied the Invoices received from, and sent abroad. It i .

.. not unusual to have
separate

books for the two then
called* Inward Invoice-Book 1

, and 'Outward Invoice-Book'.

1864 Daily Tel. 7 Sept., Did you buy these per invoice price
or retail ?

Invoice (i-nvois), .
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

make an invoice of, to enter in an invoice. Hence

I'nvoioed///. a., I-nvoicing vbl. sb.

1608 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 88 When they are pub-
lickly Invoiced, it will be at their own Wills to make their

Bargains. 1800 MRQ. WF.LLESLEY in Owen Desp. (1877) 650
They should be invoiced at a reasonable and just price.
1855 BROWNING Old Pict. in Florence xxxii, No parcel that
needs invoicing. 1883 Stubbs' Mercantile Circular 31 Oct.

980/1 You can recover the amount . . from your customer,
presuming you invoiced to him. 1888 Daily Neivs 6 June
3/1 To impose on bottled sparkling wines of the invoiced
value of over 30$. a dozen an additional duty of $s.

Invoke (inv^k), v. Also 5 iuvoque, 6 en-

voke, 7 invoak. [a. F. invoque-r (rath c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. invoc&rc to call upon, esp.
as a witness or for aid

;
to implore ; to call by

name, f. in- (!N-
2
) + vocare to call.]

1. trans. To call on (God, a deity, etc.) in prayer
or as a witness ; to appeal to for aid or protection ;

to summon or invite in prayer.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxiv. 88 She inuoqued and called

thre tymes by hidous wordes thre hundred goddes infernal).
c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE ft. cxix. T, Since I have envoked
thee Lett me Lord thy succour see. a 1633 AUSTIN Medit.
(1635) 256 As wee must not Invoke them [angels], so much
Icsse must we adore or worship them. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. i. 145 Ye Swains, invoke the Pow'rs who rule the
Sky, For a moist Summer, and a Winter dry. 1777 WATSON
Philip II (1839) 117 In witness of this our league, we in-
voke the holy name of the living God. 1885 Athenxum
21 Mar. 369/3 Apollo, then, is invoked in this passage as
an avenging victor.

b. To appeal to, in confirmation of something.
1851 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) VI. xxix. 19, I cannot here

do better than invoke the authority of Hooker.
2. To summon (a spirit) by charms or incanta-

tion ; to conjure ; also fig. (Cf. CONJURE 9.)
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. m. ii, Invoking all the

spirits of the graves To tell me. 1838 LYTTON Leila i. ii,

I_can invoke and conjure up those whose eyes are more
piercing, whose natures are more gifted.

'

1848 Harold
viii. iv, Thou shall stand by my side while I invoke the
phantom. 1862 HOOK Lives Abps. II. ii. 132 Thus was the
science of architecture invoked.

b. To utter (a sacred name) in invocation.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India * P. 262 His Name being in-

voked when_ any Commendable or Famous Action is per-
formed ; saying Shaw Abas, or Sfiabas, as we are wont to

say, Well done. (11704 T. BROWN Sat. Quack Wks. 1730
I. 65 Wrinkled witches, when they truck with hell, Invoke
thy name, and use it for a spelL
3. To call upon, or call to (a person) to come or

to do something.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 762 Ev'n then his trembling

Tongue invok'd his Bride; With his last Voice, Eurydice,
he

cry'd. 1878 Masque Poets 213 All things In youth and
loveliness to love invoke us.

4. To call for (a thing) with earnest entreaty ; to
make supplication for, to implore.
1617 MORYSOH /tin. in. 156 Upon condition that my In-

yiter
would be my protection from large drinking, which

i
was

. "^f times forced to invoke. 1773 HAN. MORE
Search Haft. n. 136 Then let us, Power Supreme 1 thy
will adore, Invoke thy mercies, and proclaim thy power.
1832 W. IRVING Alhambra I. 58 The spirits . . who nightlyhaunt the scene of their suffering, and invoke the vengeance
of Heaven on their destroyer. 1865 GROTE Plato I. Tii. 129Mis advice was respectfully invoked.
5. Admiralty Prize Procedure. To call in evidence
from a parallel case, or from the papers of a sister

ship of the same owners, etc.
1802 SIR C. ROBINSON Admiralty Rep. IV. 167 Laurence

. .objected that it was not admissible, according to the rules
ol evidence, to invoke depositions from other cases. 1817WHEATON Kef. (U. S. Supreme Crt.) II. App. Note i. 23

pers found on board another captured ship may be in-
x>ked into the cause .. but the authenticity of papers thus
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Hence Invo-ked fpl. a.
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F">"'' /""'w, an inuoking or calling vpon for
"de. ,631 MILTON Epit.Marchioness Winchester !, The

h-ven ~ ""

v5o 'k")- [-1* 1
-] One who invokes.

XMOND or HAWTM. Xkiamackia Wks. (171 1) ,99

464

Ye are mass-mongers . . worshippers of imnges, inyokers of

the defunct saints. 1831 LVTTON Godolphin xxviii. (1877)

155 This image will be placed under the head of the invoker.

1865 M. AHNOLD Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 190 The invokers of
reason against custom.

t I-nvolate, v. Obs. rare
~

. [f. ppl. stem of

I., involdre to fly into or upon, f. in- (In- 2) +
z'oldre to fly.] trans. To fly into or upon.
1623 COCKERAM, Iniiolate, to flie into some place.

Involatile (invp-latail),
a. [IN- 3.]

fl. Not flying, wingless. Obs.

1659 LX PELL Iint>r. Sea 232 The Involatile creatures . .

viz. Deer, Wolves, Beares, etc. which would, if winged . .

bee gone.
2. Not volatile

; incapable of being vaporized.
1869 TYNDALL in Fortn. Rev. i Feb. 231 One or more of

the substances into which the waves of light break up com-
pound molecules are comparatively involatile.

t Invola'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action from

INVOLATB.] a. A flying into or upon. b. A seizing

by or as by robbery, plunder.
1658 PHILLIPS, Involation, a flying into, a 1680 BUTLER

Rem. (1759) I. 407 The Dr. . . adventured . . to invade it by
Surreption and Involation.

t InvO'luble, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. in-
volubilis (Ambrosius, ^375), f. z-(lN-3) + volft-

bilts able to be turned round, mutable, f. volv-ert
to roll, turn round.]
1. That cannot turn or change ; immutable.
1614 SYLVESTER Lit. Bartas i. 161 Even Thee, the Cause

of Causes : Sourse of all,. .Infallible, involuble, insensible.

2. Incapable of being rolled up.
1654 HOBBES Lib. fy Nee. Wks. 1840 IV. 234 Vast and

involuble volumes concerning predestination [etc.].

Involncel (invp-liwsel). Bat. Formerly -ell.

[ad. mod.L. involftcellum, (also in Eng. use), dim.
of INVOLUCRCM. Cf. F. involucelle (Littre).] A
whorl of bracts surrounding one of the divisions in

an inflorescence ; a partial or secondary involucre.
a. in L. form involucellum.
1765 J. LEE Introd. Bat. Gloss., Involucellum, a partial

Involucrum. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 449
Umbel with 5 spokes, .involucella egg-shaped. 1830 LIMH.I Y
Nat. Syst. Bot. 76 Apetalous dicotyledons, with . . a calycine
involucellum to the female or hermaphrodite flowers.

ft. In Eng. form involucel.
1804 Mtd. Jrnl. XII. 368 Involucell, reaching half way

round, three-leaved, bent downwards. 1806 GALPINE Brit.
Bot. 145 Chaerophyllum . . Involucells reflexed, concave.
1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 183 Scabiosa . . calyx-tube con-
tracted at the top included in the tubular involucel.

Involuce'llate, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. involu-
cellatus: see INVOLDCEL and -ATE 2.] Furnished
with involucels. So Involuce'llated a.
1838 WEBSTER. Involucellate, surrounded with involucels.

Barton. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 417/1.

Involucral (inwl'/rkral), a. Bot. [f. L. in-

volilcr-nm INVOLUCRE + -At. So in mod.F.] Of
or pertaining to an involucre.

1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. vi. (1858) 86 Outer involucral
scales lanceolate. 1857 H. MILLER Test. Rocks xi. 480 The
involucral appendages of the hazel-nut. 1872 OLIVER Elem.
Bot. ii. 187 The white involucral bracts of Dwarf Cornel.

Involucrate (inwl'jj-kr/t), a. Bot. [ad. mod.
L. involiicrdt-us, f. involicr-um : see -ATE 2

.] Fur-
nished with an involucre. So Involu-crated a.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 35 Monadelphous stamens
and involucrated flowers. 1847 CRAIG, Involncrate. 1870
HOOKER Stud. Flora 299 Flowers in involucrate umbels.

Involu-crating, ///. a. Bot. rare. [As if from
a vb. involucrate : cf. involucrated,] Forming an
involucre.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 51 Flowers, .naked, or with
large involucrating bracteae.

Involucre (.i-nv^l'/Jkai). [a. F. involucre (1545
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. involficrum.]
1. That which envelops or enwraps ; a case,

covering, envelope ; spec, in Anat., a membranous
envelope, as the pericardium.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 25 Pericardon (whiche is the

Inuolucre of the hart). 1822-34 Good's_ Study Med. (ed. 4)
1 . 29 The involucres of the teeth are their gums, membranes,
and sockets or alveoli.

.fig- "8?3 EARLE Philol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) 196 The verb
is the central representative and focus of that predicative
force.. which in the interjection is wrapped round and en-
folded with an involucre of emotion. 1898 Month June 6poTo distinguish the emotional substance of religion from its

intellectual involucre.

2. Bot. A whorl or rosette of bracts surrounding
an inflorescence, or at the base of an umbel.
Also b. In ferns, sometimes applied to the indusium.

0. In liverworts, a sheath of tissue surrounding the female
sexual organs, d. In fungi, the velum. Partial invo-
/W=INVOLUCEL. See also INVOLUCRUM 2.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. v. 56 This set of small
leaves or folioles is called the involucre. 1800 Asiatic Ann.
Reg., Misc. Tr. 165/1. Flowers, .inumbells. .Involucre many
leaved, the leaves toothed. 1845 LINULEY Sch. Bot. \.

(1858) ii When many bracts are collected in a whorl round
several flowers they form an involucre. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PL VI. 146 The indusium . . in some few of our
native species, as in the Filmy Ferns, . . is cup-shaped, . . it is
then often called an involucre. 1875 RRNNETT & DYER
Sacks' Bot. 303 The surrounding tissue of the thallus divides
repeatedly and grows into an involucre which is arched
upwards and through which the elongating sporogonium
afterwards pushes its way. Ibid. 306.
3. Zool. = INVOLUCRUM 3.

INVOLUNTARY.
I-nvolucred

(-J'wkaid),
a. rare. [f. prec. +

-KD 2
.] Furnished with an involucre ; INVOLUCRATE.

1806 GALPINK lirit. Bot. 62 Cornus . . umb. axillary,
peduncled, involucred. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Lonii. Disp.
(1818) 97 Cephael is. .Flowers in an involucred head.
Involu-cret. Bot. rare. [-ET diminutive.] =

INVOLUCEL.
1796 MARTYN Lang. Bot. (ed. 2), Involucellum, an In-

volucret. A little or partial involucre. 1806 GALPINE Brit.
Bot. 126 Involucrets as long as the flow[er] leafl[ets].

Involu'criform, a. [ad. mod.L. involiicri-

form-ts, {. involilcr-um INVOLUCRE : see -FORM.]
Having the form of an involucre.
1851 T. MOORE Brit. Ferns (1864) 20 Woodsia = Dorsal,

fruited Ferns, having the indusia involucriform, i.e., at-
tached beneath the sori, and divided at the margin into
hair-like incurved segments. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 10
Winter Aconite . . Radical leaves palmate, cauline whorled
and involucriform.

t InvolU'crons, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. L. in-
voliicr-um (see next) + -ous.] Covered up, veiled.
1622 H. SYDENHAM Serm. Sol. Occ. n. (1637) 67 So invo-

lucrous and hidden are Gods eternal! projects.

II Involucrum (inwl^-krom). PI. -a. [L.,= wrapper, covering, envelope; f. involvfre to en-

wrap, envelop, INVOLVE.]
1. Outer covering, envelope; covering membrane ;

= INVOLUCRE i.

a
1677

HALF. Prim. Orig. Man. iv. ii. 299 By this means
the Earth was not at all conspicuous, but involved in an
involucrum of Water. 1823-34 Goofs Study Med. (ed. 4)
IV. 186 Fragments of a fetus, which, .have sometimes been
surrounded by an adscititious involucrum. 1843 J. G.
WILKINSON S-wedenborg's Anim. Kingd. I. i. 18 The tongue
is principally composed of small muscles, of nervous invo-
lucra or membranes, and of fat.

2. Bot. = INVOLUCRE 2.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v., The Involucrum consists
of a multitude of little leaves disposed in a radiated manner.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. ii When it sur-
rounds the base of the Umbel, it is called the general In-
volucrum ; but, when it surrounds the base of an Umbellule,
or little Umbel, it is called the partial Involucrum, or
Involucellum. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. v. (1872) 116 These
differences have sometimes been attributed to the pressure
of the involucra on the florets.

3. Zool. A kind of sheath about the base of the
thread-cells of acalephs.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 141 In this state it is

invested by an involucrum, which surrounds its base.

Involume, variant of ENVOLUME v., Obs.

t InvO'lnment. Obs. [ad. late L. involu-
ment-um (Vulgate), wrapper, f. involvere to IN-
VOLVE : see -MENT.J An envelope, covering.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Man vm. 100 The hard Membran

is both to the brayne an inuol[u]ment, as also an apt proppe.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 278 That same tenuious
involument is Mace.

Involuntarily (inv/rhmtariH), adv.
[f. as

next + -LY 2.] In an involuntary manner ; without
exercise or co-operation of the will.

1562 BULLEYN Def. agst. Sickness, Bk. Sicke men 81 a, If
the paciente. .wepe inuoluntarily without cause. 1665 T.
MALL Offer F. Help 36 He fhat suffers involuntarily, .shall
neither have acceptance nor reward. 1852 G. WILSON Life
Reid v. 93 We execute many movements involuntarily.
1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) vi. 316, I was in-

voluntarily led from one research to another.

Invo-luntariness. [f. next + -NESS.] The
quality of being involuntary.
1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. vii.

(1654} 56, I apprehend
there is not an absolute involuntarinesse in this engagement
but a mixt one. 1812 SHELLEY Address Pr. Wks. 1888 I.

260 The religious freedom which the involuntariness of faith

ought to have taught alt monopolists of Heaven long, long
ago, that every one had a right to possess. 1875 jfowETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 344 The Socratic doctrine of the involun-
tariness of evil.

Involuntary (invp-lcntari), a. [ad. L. in*

voluntari-us, f. in- (IN- 3) + voluntdrius VOLUN-
TARY: cf. F. involontairc (i4th c., Oresme).]
1. Not voluntary; done or happening without

exercise or without co-operation of the will ; not

done willingly or by choice ; independent of volition,
unintentional.

1531 ELYOT Gov. in. i, Intermedlynge involuntary som-

tyme is priuely done, as stelynge, auoutry, poisonyng, false-

hede . . somtyme it is violent, as batry, open murdre and

manslaughter. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. xlv. 505 Phoenix..

stoppeth. .the inuoluntarie running of vrine. i62pGRANGER
Div. Logike $j No pure involuntarie, or meere violent-com-

pelled action is a sinne. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 154.m Sometimes unexpected flashes of instruction were struck
out by.. an involuntary concurrence of ideas. 1871 DARWIN
Emotions i. 37 Another familiar instance of a reflex action is

the involuntary closing of the eyelids when the surface of

the eye is touched.

b. Physiol. Concerned in bodily actions or pro-
cesses which are independent of the will.

1840 K. WILSON Anat. Vadt M. (1842) 139 Muscles are

divided into two great classes, voluntary and involuntary.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., I\ttvoluntary] nerves, the nerves which

supply involuntary muscles.

2. Unwilling (f to do something).
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau 's Fr. Chirurg. *iij, We shewe

our selves involuntary to helpe the one the other. 1742
POPE Dune. iv. 82 The gath'ring number, as it moves along,
Involves a vast involuntary throng.

In-voluntary (Music) : see VOLUNTARY sl>.



IITVOLTJNTO-MOTORY.

Invo:lunto-mo'tory, a. Physiol. [f. IN-
VOLUNT-ARY + MOTOBY : cf. vohtnto-motory^ Per-

taining to or characterized by involuntary motion ;

spec, applied, after Remak, to the inner division of
the mesoblast, otherwise called the splanchnopleure.
1878 ALLEN THOMSON in Eticycl. Brit. VIII. 167/2 The

inner division, the involunto-motory, corresponding to the
visceral wall or splanchno-pleure.

Involup, obs. form of ENVELOPE v.

Involutant (inv<ni*<-tant). Math. [f. L. in-

volut-, ppl. stem of involvtre to INVOLVE + -ANT :

see INVOLUTION 6 a, and cf. determitiant, etc.]
(See quot.)
1890 TABER in Proc. Land. Math, Soc. XXII. 73 The

involutant of rrr, , two matrices of order w, is the resultant
of the wa scalar equations obtained by equating to zero a
linear function with scalar coefficients of the ufl matrices

which result from multiplying i, ;,',...
"" '

into

i,, J
, ..."-'.

Involute (rnv<yiit), a. and sb. [ad. L. invo-

lut-us, -urn, pa. pple. of involvere to roll in or up,
INVOLVE.]
A. adj. 1. Involved; entangled; intricate;

t hidden, obscure
(o6s.~).

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles t. m. x. 101 They import an in-
volute Speech or obscure question. 1690 MORRIS Beati-
tudes (1692) 10 Earthly-mindedness .. was really forbidden
according to the more retired and involute Sense of the Law.
1837 CARLYLE Diam. Neckl. xvi. in Misc. Ess. (1872) V. 190
This most involute of Lies is finally winded off. a 1849 POE
Murders in Rue Morgue Wks. 1865 1. 179 r 2 The possible
moves [in chess] being not only manifold, but involute, the
chances of such oversight are multiplied. 1889 Longm. Mag.
Oct. 590 We all know good novels which are complex,
involute, tortuous.

2. Rolled or curled up spirally ; spiral ; spec, in

Conch. Having the whorls wound closely round
the axis, and nearly or wholly concealing it.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. tf Mitt. Introd., III. Fishes,
which are, I. Marine .. or testaceous, and are turbinate,
which are either involute, as the Nautilus, .or orbicular, as
the Welke. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 62 Bulla . .

body behind covered by an external oval involute shell.

1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca. 77 Shell placed vertically in
the posterior part of the body, with the involute spire to-
wards the ventral side. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van tier Hoevcn's
Zool. I. 389 Mouth with involute spiral tongue, composed of
protracted maxillee,

3. Bot. Rolled inwards at the edges.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. HI. xvi. (1765) 206 Involute,

rowled in ; when their lateral Margins are rowled spirally
inwards on both sides. 1806 GALPINE Brit. Bot. 40 L[eaves]
involute, pungent. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 144 Entire
petals involute in aestivation. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. iv.

I 2. 133 Leaves are as to the mode of packing. . Involute,
both margins rolled toward the midrib on the upper face.

4. Geom. f Involutefigure or curve :
= B. i. Obs.

Of a tooth in a cog-wheel : Having its working
face in the form of an involute.

1706 PHILLIPS, Involute and Evolute Figures. 1796
HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 642/2 Involute Figure or Curve, is

that which is traced out by the outer extremity of a string
as it is folded or wrapped upon another figure, or as it is un-
wound from off it. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch % Clockm.
125 Wheels with involute teeth, .are now rarely used.

B. sb. 1. Something involved or entangled, rare,
1845 DE QUINCEY Susp. de Prof. i. Wks. 1863 XIV. 13

Far more of^our deepest feelings . . pass to us as involutes
(if I may coin that word) in compound experiences incap-
able of being disentangled, than ever reach us directly.
1850 Ibid. 121 One of those many important cases which
elsewhere I have called involutes of human sensibility.

2. Ceoni. A curve such as would be traced out

by the end of a flexible inextensible string if un-

wrapped (being still kept stretched) from a given
curve in the plane of that curve

; the locus of a

point in a straight line which rolls without sliding
on a given curve. Correlative to EVOLUTE.

_
1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. 1. 642/2 The Involute ofa cycloid,

is also a cycloid equal to the former. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT
Nat. Phil. I. i. 17 If a flexible and inextensible string be
fixed at one point of a plane curve, and stretched along the

curve, and be then unwound in the plane of the curve, its

extremity will describe an Involute of the curve. 1881
ROUTLEDGE Science ii. 44 Apollonius treated also of invo-
lutes and

eyolutes. Ibid, ix. 208 Huyghens . . discovered
another curious property of the cycloid, and introduced a
new idea into geometry, namely, that of the involutes.

Hence I'nvolutely adv., in an involved manner.
1681 H. MORE Exf. Dan. vi. 226 The sense is very coherent

with what follows.. which contains though something invo-

lutely and contractedly both the first and second Resur-
rection.

Involuted (i-nv^l'wted), a. [f. prec. + -ED 1.]
1. = INVOLUTE a. 2, 3.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1818) II. 327 A Brazilian

beetle in my cabinet . . has curious involuted suckers on its

feet. 1848 CARPENTER Anim. Phys. 37 Where it is to absorb
as well as to secrete, it is usually involuted or folded upon
itself. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 66 A symmetrical in-

voluted shell. 1875 DARWIN Insectiy. PI. xvi. 392 The
leaves catch many small insects which are found chiefly
beneath the involuted margins.
2. Phys. That has passed through the process of

involution : see INVOLUTION 4.

1898 G. E. HERMAN Dis. Wont, ix. 94 A uterus which is

imperfectly involuted receives more blood than it should.

Hence Involu'teclly adv., in an involuted or en-

tangled manner.
VOL. V.

465

1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist I. ix. 163 Curls, half curls, root

curls, vine ringlets, wedding rings .. waved or fell, waved
over or up or involutedly, or strayed loose and downward.

Involuting, vbl. sb. rare
-

'. [as if from a vb.

*involutt
(f. ppl. stem of L. involvere to INVOLVE)

+ -INO !. Cf. CONVOLUTE v.] Involving.
1884 Brit. $ For. Eyang. Rev. Oct. 682 He has taken

liberties with his native language in the involuting and
coining of words.

Involution (inv<n'-Jan). [ad. L. involution-

em, n. of action from involvHre to INVOLVE : cf. F.
involution (13-14^ c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of involving or fact of being in-

volved ; implicit comprehension or inclusion ; im-

plication ; also, quasi-<T0<rr., that which is involved.
1611 COTGR., Involution, an inuolution, enwrapping, in-

foulding. 1641 JF.R. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 136 Often.. a
Bishop nay an Apostle is called a Presbyter . .by reason of the
involution or comprehension of Presbyter within Episcopus.
1750 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 489 According to the

philosophers, who can discern an endless involution of

germs or organized bodies, the future animal exists in the
female parent. 1798 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett. ii. 223
Aristotle has . . required of the poet an involution of the
universal in the individual. 1867 STUBBS Led. Hist. (1886)

17 From his own involution in the matter of which he is to

judge. 1892 NEWMAN SMYTH Chr. Ethics n. iii. 420 The
instinct to discover the deeper moral involutions of current

political questions is a power of great ethical value.

b. concr. Something that involves or enwraps ;

an envelope, covering, etc.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, V. xxi. 269 The involution
or membranous covering . . called the silly how, that some-
times is found about the heads of children upon their birth.

2. An involved or entangled condition ; entangle-
ment, complication ; intricacy of construction or

style (as in a literary work or the arrangement of
words in a sentence) ; also concr., something com-

plicated ; an intricate movement, a tangle, etc.
1611 COTGR., Anfractueux, full of turnings, compasses,

involutions. 1647 MAY Hist. Parl. i. i. 73 All their acts
and actions are so full of mixtures, involutions, and compli-
cations. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 168 F 7 Mackbeth
proceeds to wish .. that he may, in the involutions of infernal

darkness, escape the eye of providence, a 1763 SHENSTONE
Economy in. 33 Such the clue Of Cretan Ariadne ne'er

explain'd ! Hooks ! angles ! crooks ! and involutions wild !

1820 HAZLITT Led. Dram. Lit. 156 The style of the first

act has . . more involution, than the general style of
Fletcher. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. I. i. viii. 24. 433 He
introduced . . a sort of involution into his style, which gives
an air of dignity and remoteness from common life. 1858
G. MACDONALD Phantastes xiv, The whole place .. swam
with the involutions of an intricate dance.

3. Anal. A rolling, curling, or turning inwards
;

concr. a part of a structure formed by this action.

1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 494 A cavity . . which
is subsequently rendered more complex by the prolongation
and involution of its walls in various parts. 1870 ROLLESTON
Anim. Life Introd. 36 The peripheral apparatus retains its

typical character as an involution of the integument in the

olfactory.. organs. 1873 MIVART Elem. Anat. ix. 392 The
ear like the eye is formed by an involution of the skin. 1880

Cat 230 Glands . .are. .complex involutions ofan epithelial
surface.

4. Phys.
' The retrograde change which occurs

in the body in old age, or in some organ when its

permanent or temporary purpose has been fulfilled
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Also attrib.
1860 TANNER Pregnancy ii. 93 The whole process of de-

generation and reconstruction is spoken of as the involution
of the uterus. 1878 GAMGF.E tr. Hermann's Hum. Phys. 530
The close of the period of fecundity and the arrest of men-
struation are associated with certain bodily changes,
especially of the generative apparatus, which are compre-
hended in the term '

involution '. 1887 Syd, Soc. Lex.,
Senile Involution, the shrinking of the whole body which
accompanies old age. Ibid., Involution cysts, the cysts
found in the shrivelled mammary glands of old women,
being dilated acini or ducts of the gland filled with a thick
fluid. j8o8 G. E. HERMAN Dis. Worn. ix. 87 During the
last few days of pregnancy, and the first few days of invo-

lution, giant cells with many nuclei are to be seen.

5. Biol. A retrograde process of development ;

the opposite of evolution
; degeneration. Chiefly

in Comb., as involution-form.
1896 AlWutfs Syst. Med. 1. 76r Involution forms [of

bacilli] being pretty constantly developed. 1897 Ibid. II. 90
Evidence that the clubs are involution-forms.

6. Math. a. Arith. and Alg. The multiplication
of a quantity into itself any number of times, so as

to raise it to any assigned power. Hence, in

extended sense, the raising of a quantity to any
power, positive, negative, fractional, or imaginary.
1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar, Matheseos 51 By the Invo-

lution of the Binomial Root. 1806 HUTTON Course Math.
I. 197 Involution is the raising ofpowers from any proposed
root ; or the method of finding the square, cube, biquadrate,
&c., of any given quantity.

b. Geom. A system of pairs of points on a right

line, so situated that the product of the distances

of the two points of each pair from a certain fixed

point on the line (the centre of involution) is equal
to a constant quantity. Hence in various extended
uses (see quot. 1847).
[1857 CHASLES Afercu Hist. 77" Desargues appelait la

relation qui constitue son beau thebreme involution de six

points.} 1847 CAYLEY in Cumli. 4- Dubl. Math. Jrnl. II. 52
When three conies have the same points of intersection, any
transversal intersects the system in six points, which are

INVOLVE.
said to be in involution. It appears natural to apply the
term to the conies themselves ; and then it is easy to

generalize the notion of involution so as to apply it to
functions of any number of variables. 1879 SALMON Conies
311. 1885 LEUDESDORF tr. Cremona's Proj. Geom. 101 In

an_involution the elements are conjugate to one another in

pairs.

I'nvolutive, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. invohltlv-us,
f. involut- t ppl. stem of involvtre to INVOLVE : see

-IVE, and cf. F. involutif'(1798 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Characterized by involution

; see INVOLUTE a. 3.

1853 MAYNE Expos. Ze.r., Involutivust applied by Candolle
to estivation in which the floral organs are rolled inwards ; . ,

to perfoliation where the two bodies of a leaf contained in
the bud roll themselves from without inwards : '. . involutive.^,^. Geom. [f.

It.

involutoriOj L. type *involutori-u$ (f. involvere, in-

volut- : see -ORY) + -AL. Cf. med.L. involntorium
a wrapper, cover (Du Cange).] Of or pertaining
to geometrical involution ; connecting a system of

objects in pairs.
Involutorialhomology^ a homology whose parameter is i.

1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 64 In this case
the homology is called harmonic or involutorial^ and two
corresponding points (or lines) correspond to one another
doubly ; that is to say, every point (or line) has the same
correspondent whether it be regarded as belonging to the
first or the second figure.

Involve (invp-lv), v. Also 4-8 en-, [ad. L.
involvSre to roll into or upon, to wrap up, envelop,
surround, entangle, make obscure, f. in- (!N-^)
+ volvgre to roll. Cf. OF. involver (1464 in

Godef.).] To enfold, envelop, entangle, include:

predicated either of an agent or of a surrounding
or enveloping substance or material.

1. trans. To roll or enwrap in anything that is

wound round, or surrounds as a case or covering;
to enfold, to envelop. Const. in, \

lwith f

1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 37 Anone fro benethe . .

ther brake vppe a flame of fier that inuoluyd hem. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

1531) 259 The corporas . . wherin
his blessed body was inuomed or wrapped. 1553 EDEN
Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 27 Inuoluinge with cereclothe, &
pouderinge with spyces the body. 1650 BuLWER^wMro/tf-
inet.\. i The Heads of Infants., are involved inhead-bands.
a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. ii. 63 They lye more
torpid, and inactive, and inevident, .. like a spark involved
in ashes. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 159 Within
this the embryo is still farther involved, in two membranes
called the chorion and amnios. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.
Ldgk in. 179, 1 saw Fog only, the great tawny weltering fog,
Involve the passive city.

,fig- 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. ii. (Skeat) 1. 56 Tho I was
in prosperitie, and with forain goodes enuolued. 421420
HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ, 2657 A cursed caitif Inuolued
and y-wrapped in be vice Of couetise. 1651 C. CARTWRIGHT
Cert.

Relig.^ i. 205 What sentence we should all have, if God
. . had not involved and wrapped us in his righteousnesse.
1896 SIR W, HARCOURT Sp. Ho. Comm. 29 July, The hon.
member made a speech last night in which he proceeded to
involve himself in his own virtue. [Cf. HORACE Od. in. xxix.

55 Mea virtute me zni'olvo.]

2. To wind in a spiral form, or in a series of

curves, coils, or folds; to wreathe, coil, entwine.

1555 EDEN Decades 26 Rouling them togyther on a cyrcle
inuolued after the maner of a slepyng snake. 1597 A. M.
tr. Gnillemeait 's Fr* Chintrg. xvi b/i The threde which is

involvde rounde about the Needle. 1602 MARSTON Antonio^s
Rev. iv. v, Let's thus our hands, our hearts, our armes in-

volve. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 483 Some of Serpent kinde,
.. involv'd Thir Snakie foulds. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
in. xxiii, Like a choir of devils, Around me they involved a

giddy dance.

b. Jig. To join as by winding together or inter-

twining ; to *

wrap Tip
'

with.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 254 You will needs involve your
own esteem with the credit of your ill cause. 1667 MILTON
/*. L. n. 806 He knows His end with mine involved. 1768
STERNE Sent. Jonrn. (1778) II. 146 (Fragment) Our mis-
fortunes were involved together. 1852 H. ROGERS Eel.
Faith (1853) 108 Whether faith can ever exist independently
of belief, whether it is not always involved with it, . . that
is the point on which I want light.

3. fig. To envelop within the folds of some con-

dition or circumstance ; to environ, esp. so as to

obscure or embarrass
;
to beset with difficulty or

obscurity. Const. z', f with.

1382 WYCLIF Pref. Ep. Jerome vii. 71 The thrid hath

bigynnyngis and ende with so feel derknessis enuolued.

1531 ELYOT Gw. i. xiv, That reuerende studie is inuolued
in so barbarouse a langage, . . no man understandyng it but

they whiche haue studyed the lawes. 1598 MARSTON
PygmaL n. 142 That such Cymerian darknes should inuolue
A quaint conceit. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. \. iii. (1636)

92 This doctrine . . is involved with absurdities, and inexplic-
able contradictions. 1790 PALEY Horse Paul. Wks. 1825
III. 207 This passage is involved In great obscurity. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 391 The numerous difficulties in

which this question is involved.

b. To entangle (a matter), to render intricate.

^533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 1004/2 As wililye as those
shrewes that beguyle hym haue holpe hym to inuolue and
intryke the matter. 1627 HAKEWILL^/.?/. (1635) 541 Rather
.. to dispatch the busines with judgement, then to inuolue
it with nice distinctions. Mod. We must not further involve
the statement ; it is intricate enough already.
4. To envelop or (in later use, more usually) en-

tangle (a person) in trouble, difficulties, perplexity,
etc. ;

to embarrass ; to engage in circumstances
from which it is difficult to withdraw. Const, in,

ith) "\into.
124



INVOLVE.

tj7 8 T. ITSK Tut. l.orf
;.

i. (Skcnt) I. HI These Ihyngcs
. . haue me so enuolued with care, ihat anhope of help*

is throughout me ronne. c 1440 fiesta AV. (1838) II. I.

276 His conscience . . involves hym in grete sorowcs and

diseases of hert, for his synnc. 1665 SIR T. HEKORRT '1 '>-:

(,677) 371 Involved with more perplexity now than ever, he

vis at his wit* end. 1704 l.tntii. Cm. No. 4058/5 The
Differences wherein he finds himself., envolved with the

Kmperor. 1716 ATTFKBURY Let, to Swift 6 Apr., In-

volving me designedly into those squabbles. 1818 D'ISRAELI

Cktu. I, I. xi. 300 The war in which Charles was now in-

volved . .was of the most popular character. 1839 YEOWKLL
ARC. Brit, CM, x. (1847) 104 Their misconduct soon involved

both kings and people in one common ruin. 1875 JOWKTT
rl.tto (ed. 2) 1. 282 You imagine that you will involve me in

a contradiction. 1898 A. W. W. DALE LifeR. rY. Dale ii.

35 Mr. Muller had been involved in financial difficulties.

5. To implicate in a charge or crime ; to cause

or prove (a person) to be concerned in it.

1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) II. 255
HeeTthe King] passed

fower arrests, which inuolued diuers

to the great dissatisfaction of many Presidents. 1660

R. COKE "Justice Vind. 16 That the King may be involved

in the same crime with themselves, he [Stratford] must die by
Act of Parliament. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr, A rth, 1. 287 Let not

my Crime involve the Innocent. 1838 THIRLW^LL Greece
III. 391 It was the interest of the enemies of Alcibiades..to

involve as many persons as they could in the charge. 1885
Diet, Nat. Biog. III. 213/2 He was soon induced, .to make
confessions which seriously involved the duke.

6. trans. To include; to contain, imply, f a.

Of a person, or with reference to personal action :

To include covertly in or under something; to

wrap up. Also in indirect passive. Obs.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. 11. iv. 4 When the secrets and
mysteries of religion .. are involved in fables or parables.

16^6 SIR T. BROWNB Pseud. Ep. in. xii. 132 Some have
written Mystically, as Paracelsus, . . involving therein the
secret of their Elixir, and enigmatically expressing the
nature of their great worke. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum.
Knffwl. { 119 They have dreamed of mighty mysteries in-

volved in numbers. 17x4 A. COLLINS Gr. Car. Relig. 85
The antient Greek Poets were reputed to involve divine,
and natural .. notions of their gods under mystical and
parabolical expressions.

b. Of a thing : To include within its folds or

ramifications; to contain, comprise, comprehend.
Now chiefly Math., or passing into c.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. i. 15 The Church of

England involves all the Brittains within her Communion.
1799 WILSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 298 It involves.,
not a cube, but a truncate sixth power in a cubic shape.
1811 I. 11. WILLIAMS (title) The Dramatic Censor, .involv-

ing a correct register of every night's Performances at our
Metropolitan Theatres. 1875 TODHUNTER Algebra (ed. 7)
xix. 299 Any equation which involves rational quantities
and quadratic surds.

C. esp. To contain implicitly ;
to include as a

necessary (and therefore unexpressed) feature, cir-

cumstance, antecedent condition, or consequence ;

to imply, entail.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 267 Wherein (al-

though most know not what they say) there are involved
unknowne considerations. 1651 HOBBES Leinath. ni.xl. 249
Their wills, .were before the Contract involved in the will of
Abraham. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 23 In moral
truth, we involve likewise the intention of the speaker, that

his^words should correspond to his thoughts in the sense in
which he expects them to be understood. 1839 TIHRLWALL
Grace xly. VI. 43 The submission of Byzantium would
probably involve that of Perinthus. 1855 LYNCH Rivulet
xc. i, Some new task Involving care and strife. 1892 WEST-
COTT Gospel ofLife p. xviii, Every argument involves some
assumptions.

d. To include or affect in its operation.
1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist. Servia 4 To promote those

general ideas which involve the destiny of the human race.
1857 RUSKIN Pal. Econ. Art 6 It will be held a worthy
subject of consideration what are the political interests in*
volved in such accumulation, a 1885 U. S. GRANT J'ers.
Mem. II. 531 Men who. .could not be induced to serve as
soldiers, except in an emergency, when the safety of the
nation was involved.

7. To roll up within itself, to envelop and take
in

; to overwhelm and swallow up.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. i. 5 3, I learned, that the same

mortality mvolveth them both. 1649 JER. TAVLOR Gt.

Exemp. Disc. xv. S 27 They . . were all involved and
swallowed up into the body of the sun of righteousness.

... i gathering number, as it moves along, I

a vast involuntary throng. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxxx,
My love involves the love before; My love is vaster
passion now.

8. Math. To multiply (a quantity) into itself any
desired number of times; to raise to a power.Now rare or Obs.

1673 KEKSEY Algebra 3 These numbers, .are usuallycalled
e Indices, or Exponents of those Powers . . because theyshew . . how many times the Root is involved or multiplycd

in producing each Power respectively. 1706 W. TONES Syn.Palmar. Matheseos 46. 181 1 H UTTON Course Math. (e<f. 6)
I. 191 Let a+x be involved to the sth power. i8?<

roDiiUNtER^te.A** (ed. 7) xvi. { 222 If the quantity whicho be involved be a fraction, both its numerator and its
icnoimnator must be raised lo the proposed power.
1 8. To turn over in the mind

; to revolve, rare
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LKV- ii, The kyng. . in his mynde
K?,^ 'I!.

InU 1Ue
-
d Howe son<! ""d "!>>.. theymight ftgayn bee consociate.

Hence Involving vol. sb. and ///. a. ; also In-
vo-lver, one who or that which involves.
1611 FLOBIO, Inuoflia, an enuoluinj. 1660 BOYLE A'.te

466

E.rf. Pltys. Mah. Digress. 374 The upper part of the in-

volving Amnios. 1738 GLOVER Leoftidas n. 172 Rapid tor-

rents of involving flames. 1 c 1860 L. OLIPHANT in A tltensetim

(1891) 23 May 659/3 The hand that has used a revolver ..

clues not waver with a pen, though the lines he traces may
be an involver of a revolver again. 1880 Mem. John Legge
vii. 84 A seemingly needless involving of the truth.

Involved (inv^'lvd), ppl. a. [f. prec. + -ED !.]

1. /;'/. a. Curved spirally. b. Enfolded, en-

wrapped.
ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad n. 179 His sandie confines ; whose

sides, grone with his inuolued waue. 1665 G. HAVERS
/'. delta Valle's Trav. E.India 52 Their Beards and Hair
they wear long, untrim'd, rudely involv'd. 1897 Allbtttt's

Syst. Med. III. 809 An engorgement of the involved bowel.

) 2. Of persons, their actions, etc. Not straight-
forward and open; underhand, covert, crooked,
reserved. Obs.

i6o7-u BACON Ess., Counsel (Arb.) 322 There be men that
are in nature faithful!, and sincere and plaine, and direct, not

craflye, and involved. 1640 HABINGTON Castara in. (Arb.)
118 All th' involv'd designements of the wise. 1713 STEELE
Guardian No. 44 F 4 They are very sullen and involved.

3. Intricate, complicated, b. Contained by im-

plication, implicit.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. I. 9 To pose my appre-
hension with those involved ./Enigmas and riddles of the
Trinity. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1750, The style of this
work [Rambler) has been censured bysome shallow criticks as
involved and turgid. 1839 YEOWEI.L Anc. Brit. Ch. ii. (1847)
21 The involved language, of Gildas . . has led to much mis-

apprehension of his meaning. 1864 BOWEN Logic ii. 40
These Laws of Thought exist there in a latent or involved
form.

Hence Invo'lvedly adv., in a way that is involved

implicitly; Involvedness, the fact, state, or

quality of being involved.

1624 F. WHITE Repl. Fisher 33 Doctrine neither expresly
nor inuoluedly contained in holy Scripture. 1647 BOYLE
Disc. Smearing i. i The involvedness of all men in the
guilt of swearing. 1654 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. n. x.

i. 193 How shall the mind of man. .extricate itself, out of
this comprisure and involvedness in the bodies passions and
infirmities ? 1840 G. S. FADER Regeneration i. ii. 28 A moral
change of disposition ; and thence, subordinately and in-

volvedly, a federal change of relative condition. 1867 Pall
Mall G. 30 Jan. 4 The Indian Statute-book . . bids fair to
emulate our own in confusion, bulk, and involvedness.

Involvement (invp-lvment). [f. as prec. +
-JIENT.]
1. The action or process of involving ; the fact of

being involved ; the condition of being implicated,
entangled, or engaged; engagement, embarrass-
ment

; financial or pecuniary embarrassment.
1706 A. SHIELDS Inq. Ch. Comm. (1747) 46 There is no in-

volvement either in personal guilt or accession to the guilt of
others. I776T. HuTCHiNSONfi/arvJu'ylLSoWithfrugality
[it] would enable me to spend a few weeks abroad without
involvement [i.e. in debt). 1802 G. COLMAN PoorGentleman
v. ii. 74 He has left me in involvements, which, in a few
hours, may inclose me in a prison. 1855 LYNCH Lett, to
Scattered vii. 94 How the innocent suffer with the evil, by
necessary involvement. 1875 H. C. WOOD T/terap. (1879)
676 There are certain palsies . . in which the muscular struc-
ture is . .destroyed independently of any involvement of the
nervous system.

b. An involved or entangled condition, manner,
or style ; complicated state of affairs, imbroglio.
1821 FOSTER in Life t, Corr. (1846) II. 35 Further com-

plaints of obscurity, involvement [etc.]. 1862 Eraser's Mag.
July 63 The plot . . depended . . on the ' involvement '

con-

sequent on the fact that every one except her grandmother
is ^n love with the gentle and lovely Celeste. 1883 GJ.
Words Dec. 791/2 Evil and good . . are interlaced together
in seemingly hopeless involvement. 1884 WEDMORE in

Academy g Feb. 100 He sets forth his discovery, not with
style . . but crabbedly, with involvement.

f2. An enveloping structure; a wrapping; an

envelope, case, or covering. Obs.
1630 H. R. Mythomystes 30 Orpheus, within the foulds

and inuoluements of fables, hid the misteries of his doctrine.
Ibid. 80 Among such may they euer rest, safe wrapt up
in their huskes and inuoluements.

3. Thatwhich is involved orimplied in something;
a necessary consequence or condition.
1879 'E. GARRETT (Mrs. Mayo) Ho. ly Wks. I. no She

will presently see the curious involvements and necessities
of English society. 1881 FRASER Berkeley 210 The issue of
creative will, rather than necessary involvements of finite

experience.

Involvent, a. and sb. [ad. L. invotvenl-em,
pr. pple. of involvfre to INVOLVE,] a. adj. Involv-

ing. rare~. b. sb. That which involves.
1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr.^ Involvent, wrapping or folding in,
covering or overwhelming, a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent.
(1839) IV. 22^ The one substrative truth which is the form,
manner, and involvent of all truths.

Involver, Involving : see under INVOLVE v.

tl'nvoy. Obs. [Variant of ENVOY, a. OF.
envoy, now envoi, sending, dispatch of goods, f.

envoyer to send. App. the word of which the

plural remains as INVOICE
; cf. F. lettre d'envoi

letter of consignment, invoice.] An INVOICE.
1617 MORYSON Itin. n. in. i. 242 That doth alwaies appeare

vuto vs vpon the certificates of the Inuoyes. Ibid. 243 If
your Lordship will bee as strict to call for the certificates of
the vnladmg there, as wee do cause the Invoy to be perused
there can be no abuse in that case.

tlnvrrlgar, a. Obs. [IN-S.] Not vulgar.
a. Free from vulgarity ; not of low rank

;
refined.

b. Not common
; unfamiliar, strange ; unusual.

INVY.

1604 DRAYTON Moses \, [She] ludg'd the s.id parents this
lost infant ow'd, Were as invulgar as their fruit was faire.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. x. 27 Neuer practis-
ing any new or invulgar inuention. 1627 SIR S. D'Ewss
Autobiog. (1845)11. 194 A collateral! covenant. .to free them
from invulgar taxes.

t Invu'lgar, v. Obs. [IN-
2
.] trans. To di-

vulge or communicate to the common people ; to
render vulgar, vulgarize.
1599 DANIEL Musophilns Wks. (1717) 386 It did so much

invite the Estimate Of th' open'd and invulgar'd Mysteries.

Invulnerability (invz>.-lnerabi-liti). [f. next
f- -ITY.] The quality or state of being invulner-
able ; incapability of being wounded or injured.
1775 in ASH. 1831 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) II. 231 His

LIU only an Invulnerability. 1881 TimesHornedness mean
2lApr. 6/5 The practical invulnerability of the armour.

Invulnerable (invvlnerab'l), a. (so.) [ad. L.

immlnerabil-is, {. in- (In- 3) + vulnerabilis VUL-
NERABLE : cf. F. invulnerable (15-1 6th c. in Hatz.).]
1. Incapable of being wounded

;
not liable to be

physically hurt or damaged.
'595 SHAKS. John n. i. 252 Our Cannons malice vainly

shall be spent Against th'mvolnerable clouds of heauen.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iv. 4 From his mothers wombe,
which him did beare, He was invulnerable made by Magicke
leare. 1693 SHAUWELL Volunteers i. i. As fearless as if he
were invulnerable, a 1704 T. BROWN Observ. Homer Wks.
1730 I. 72 Homer . . makes Achilles invulnerable everywhere
but in his heel. 1879 CasselVs Techn. Educ. I. 223/2 Ships
. . whose decks, even in iron-clads, are rarely invulnerable.

2. fig. Incapable of being damaged or injuriously
affected by attack

;
not effectively assailable.

1663 COWLEY Verses f, Ess., Death Mrs. Philips (1669) 34
Never did Spirit of the Manly make .. A temper more in-

vulnerable take. 1713 SWIFT Cadenus $ Vanessa 489

genus of Hobbes was invulnerable to mere human opposi-
tion. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 44 A general pro-
position, not less important, and I think invulnerable.

B. sb. An invulnerable person.
1825 Gcntl. Mag. XCV. i. 358 Some hundreds assume the

title of Invulnerables.

Hence Invn-lnerableness = INVULNERABILITY
;

Invulnerably adv., so as to be invulnerable.
1655 Bp. PRIDEAUX Euchol. i. vi. (1656) 92 Powers . . most

dangerous . . For their invulnerablenesse, they being Spirits.
1847 A. BENNIE Disc. iv. 67 Faith in Christ renders his life

invulnerably secure. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XI. 476 The in-

vulnerableness of their skin was yet more extraordinary.

t InvU'lnerate, Obs. rare. [ad. L. invul-

nerdl-us, i. in- (IN- 3) + vulneratus, pa. pple. of
vulnerare to wound.] Unwounded.
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) 1. 121 Sculls . . That are invul-

nerate, and free from Blows.

t Invulnera'tion. Obs. rare. [n. of action
or condition from L. invnlnerat-its unwounded :

see prec. and -ATION.] The action of making, or
condition of being invulnerable.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. i. 68 The daily sowsing of
that valiant Greeks body in the inchanted Bath for Invul-
neration.

t Invtrlnered, a. Obs. rare.
[f. L. invul-

nerdtus (see INVULNEUATE), with substitution of
-ED l for the L. ppl. ending.] = INVTJLNEKATK.
1613 HEYWOOD Brazen Age v. Wks. 1874 III. 254 Lye there

thou dread of Tyrants, and thou skin, Invulner d still,
burne with thy maisters bones, 1635 Hierarch. in. 131
Ashamed A Beast by him should ue so long untam'd Al-

though invulner'd.

Invultuation (invcltia^-Jan). rare. Also
invultation. [n. of action from med.L. invul-

luare, invultare (in OF. envonter, I3th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), to make a likeness, f. in- (In-
2
) +vultus

countenance, visage, likeness.] The making of a

likeness, esp. the waxen effigy of a person for pur-
poses of witchcraft.

1856 S. R. MAiTLAND.Ffl/re Worship xiii. 150 Words which
belong to the subject of invultation and facillation. ll-id.

Note G. 295 All this does not appear to me to contain
a full explanation of invultuation. 1897 AT.

.j- (5. 8th ser. XI.
236, 314, 395, (Heading) Invultation.

Invyfe, invie, inwi, inwy(e, obs. variants

(chiefly Sc.) of ENVY sb.

14. . Sc. Leg. Saints, Andrnv 876 }>e fals fend . . had invy
he liffit sa. Ibid., Mathias 390 For Inwy & gret ill-wylf.
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 263/1 Invye, or envye, invidia. 1488
HENRY Wallace xt. 141 He saw thai had him at inwye.
"533 GAU Richt Vay 43 The dewil throw quhais inwi deid
com in the vardil. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot.
I. 63 To speik without al invie the verie truth, a 1657 SIR
W. MuREjl/MC. Poems ii. 41 Ye bow, ye schafts. .now wkmt
invy I yeild to the.

So Inv7'(e, etc., v.

1483 Cath. Angl. 197/1 To Invye .., einulari. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems xx. 2 For gift of fortoun invy thow no
degre. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 44 He inwiit that man vesz
maid to the euerlestand blis quhilk he had tint. 1596
DAI.RYMPI.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 271 tnarg.. He is..

Jnuiet be his Nobilitie. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Flyting w.
Pohvart 268 Wanshapen woubet, of the weirds invyit.

Invyful(l, variant of KNVYFUL, Obs., envious.

Invyous(e, variant of INVIOUS, ENVIODS.

Invyroun, obs. form of ENVIRON.

Inw-, a frequent Sc. spelling, in i5-i6th c. MSS.,
of INV-, e.g. inwcy, INVEIGH, inwi, inwy, INVY,
imviolat, INVIOI.ATK.



IN-WALE.

In-wale (i-nw^l). [!N ailv. 12.] A wale or
rib of wood on the inside of a boat.
In some boats it runs from stem to stern ; in others only

alongside the space occupied by the sculler (about 8 ft )

1875 'STONEHKNGE' Brit. Sports n. vm. ii. i. 630 The
m-wale is continued fore and aft on each side' to the stem
and stern

1 11wall (i-nwjl), s6.

or inside wall.
[IN adv. 12.] An inner

ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xn. 448 With his weight th'inwall
his breast did knock, And in rush'd Hector, fierce and grim
as any stormy night. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., In-
walls, the interior walls or lining of a shaft-furnace.

Inwall, v., variant of ENWALL.

Inwandering (i-n\vg:nd3rir|), vbl. sb. rare.
[!N adv. 1 1 c, after Ger. einwandcrung.'] The
action of wandering or straying into some place.
ci88o A. HYATT (Cent.), This inwandering of differentiated

cells.

Inward (rnw^d), a. and st. Forms : see next.

Comp. inwarder obs., superl. inwordest now
rare. [OE. innanweard, inneweard, inweard, (.

innan, inne, inn adv. and prep. + -weard (see
-WARD) : cognate with ON. innanvertSr adj. in-

terior, inward, OHG. inwart, inwarti, MHG. in-

wart, imvarte, MDu. inwaert (jnwert}.~\
A., adj. I. In reference to situation or condition.
1. Situated within; that is the inner or inmost

part ; that is in or on the inside ; belonging to or
connected with the inside (esp. of the body) :

= INNER a. I a, INTERIOR a. i, INTERNAL a. i.
In OE. chiefly used of the interior or inner part of any-

thing, like L. interior damns the inner (part of the: house.
mtimiim pectns, the inmost (part of the) breast.
Beowulf(Z.) 992 Da waes haten hrebe heort innanweard

folmum sefraetwod. c 888 K. ^ELFRED lioeth. xxxiv. g 10 JE\c
wuht cwices bib innanweard hnescost. aiooo Christ ffSatan (Gr.) 707 Hu heh and deop hell inneweard seo, grim
grafhus. a. I22S Leg. Katli. 1815 Ne schal him neauer teone
. . trukien in inwarde helle. <r 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. met. ii.
1 19 (Camb. MS.) Natheles yit ne may it [the sun] .. percen
the inward entrailes of the erthe or elles of the see. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vil. Ixvii. (MS. liodl.) If. 72 b, f>e
luyes . .swageb inward brennyng in a wondre manere.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 24 He dede on cursyng os a clob, & entred
as water in to his inword bings. 1483 Cat/:. Angl. 197/1
Inwarde,.. jnterior, jntestinus. 1576 NEWTON Lcmnifs
Complex. (1633) 73 Fevers hecticke, which taking once
hold in the inwardest parts . . bringeth the body into ap-
parant consumption. 1384 COCAN Haven Health, cxxxii.
132 1'he inward parts of a swine, .be very like to the inward
parts of a man. 1617 MORYSON /tin. I. 185 They tooke from
me the inward doublet wherein I had quilted the gold. 1660
BARROW Euclid \. xvi, The outward angle will be greater
than either of the inward and opposite angles. 1697 tr.

C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 29 He found her alone in an
inward Room. 1798 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 542 The in-
ward carpentry-work on private and public buildings. 1841
GLADSTONE State $ Church (ed. 4) I. iv. 78. 252 The term
activity applies much more to outward than to inward
vitality. 1899 J. HUTCHINSON Archives Surg. X. No. 38.
123 Nurse said child had had ' inward convulsions'.

f b. Said of the heart as a material organ pos-
sessing an interior part ; and so, figuratively, of the

heart, mind, soul, spirit, regarded as seats of feeling
and thought. Obs.
c888 K. MLFREO Boeth. xxii. i Swibe lust bare hine to

^ehyranne mid inneweardum mode, c 1000 ^ELFRIC Dent.
lv. 29 ^ifje hine mid inweardre heortan seceaband mid ealre
mihte. c ijop ORMIN 5925 Itt tacnebb uss batt mann. batt dob
God werrc wibb innwarrd herrte. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott.
Horn. 209 Ich..bi-seche be wiS inwarde heorte.

f c. Of medicine : = INTERNAL a. I c. Obs.

1607 E. GRIMSTONE tr. Goulart's Mem. Hist. 289 Cured
by diet, rest, and glisters, without any inward medicines.
1633 DIGGES Compl. Ambass. 387 To councel the applica-
tion of inward medicines when outward will serve.

d. Of the voice or a sound: Uttered without
due opening of the mouth, so as not to be clearly
heard; muffled, indistinct. (Cf.

'
to speak out'.)

Also transf. of the utterer (quot. 1774).
1774^

G. WHITE Selborne Iviii, The marten . . when it sings,
is so inward as scarce to be heard. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Italian xx, Her words were inward and indistinct. 1825
MRS. CAMERON Proper Spirit in Houlston Tracts I. ix. 5He read in his turn, but with an inward voice. Comb. 1876
LANIER Clover 17 in Poems, Eight lingering strokes ..That
speak the hour so inward-voiced.

e. Situated in, or belonging to, the interior of a
country or region ; inland : = INTERIOR a. I c.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 46 The inward and wilder
parts thereof remayne in their ancient Paganisme. 1733
LEDIIRD Set/ios II. vm. 145 Some provinces in the inward
parts of Africa.

f f. Mus. Applied to parts intermediate between
the highest and lowest of the harmony = INNER
a. i d. Obs.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. I. iv. 14 In any Cliff whatso-

SS^'J?*
" Bass

! Treble, or any Inward Part. Ibid. n. 99
1 he I enor-Viol is an excellent inward part.

2. Applied to the mind, thoughts, and mental
faculties as located within the body; hence to
mental or spiritual conditions and actions, as dis-

tinguished from bodily or external phenomena, and
so = mental or spiritual. Cf. INNEB a. 2, INTERIOR
a. 3, INTERNAL a. 3.
Inward man (arch?) the spiritual part of man, the spirit :

Dinner man (INNER a. 3 a.).
a 1225 Juliana 44 per is riht bileaue ant inward bone

467

{MS. Bad/, inwardliche bonen] ant swa icweme to godd.
1485 Digby Alyst. lv. 1134 Which with thyn inward Ee

beest the depest place of mannys conscience. 1526 TINDALE
2 Cor. iv. 16 Though oure vttward man perisshe, yet the in-
warde man is renewed daye by daye. 1532 MORE Confnt.
liniiale Wks. 521/1 liy a secrete inward instincte of nature.
1587 Mirr. Mag., Q. Cordila v, To ease her inward smartei6n BIBLE Ps. Ii. 6 Behold, thou desirest trueth in the in-
ward parts. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. ii. 77 The inward Man
And Outward, like a Clan and Clan, Have always been at
Daggers-drawing. 1736 BUTLER Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 I.
56 Inward security and peace, .are the natural attendants of
innocence and virtue. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 401 Then
shall thy inward eye with joy survey, The angel Mercy
topermg Death's delay. 1883 S. Cox Expos. Ser. i. iii. 36
J. he most perplexing facts of our inward experience.
t b. Conceived in or coming from one's inmost

heart; deeply felt, heartfelt; hence, earnest, fervent.
CI402 LYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. 218 The thought oppressedwith inward sighes sore. Ibid. 580 The teares gonne fro

mine eyen raine Full pitously, for very inward roth. 1508DUNBAR Poems vii. 37 Is none of Scotland borne.. Bot he
wald of inwart hie etfectioun, Bot dreyd of danger, de in thi
defence, a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. 7^229 What inward
affeccion, and fervent desire, the kyng my Master hath
alwaies had, to have a perfecte peace. 1627 WOTTON Let.
to Chas. I in K etiq. ^672) d vj b, With whom he did com-
mumcate the inwardest thoughts of his heart.

c. Spiritually minded, devout, pious: = INTE-
RIOR a. 3 c. 1 Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione n. i. 41 A very inwarde man, &

fre from inordinat affeccions. Ibid. v. 45 Thou shalt neuer
be inwarde & deuoute man, but y,f bou kepe silence of o)>ir
men, & specialy behplde )>iself. 1690 PENN Rise fy Prog.
Quakers (1834) 49 Being more religious, inward, still, solid,
and observing. 1694 Trav. Holland q Germ. Pref. A iij,

Wherefore, Reader, be Serious, Inward and Inquisitive for
thy souls Sake.

f3. Belonging to the inner circle of one's ac-

quaintance or friends; closely associated or ac-

quainted ; intimate, familiar, confidential. Obs.

(Common in i6th and tyth c.)
c 1475 RaufCoilyar 236 Ane Chyld of hir Chalmer, Schir,

.. maist inwart of ane. 1533 STEWART Crou. Scot. I. 519Ane Murra man maist inwart with the king. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinshed III. 1371/2 Men knowne .. to be . . verie
inward with the duke of Guise. 1602 DANIEL Hymen's
Iri. in. i, You two were wont to be most inward Friends.
1606 DAY He of Gull i. iv. (1881) 24 These Ladies are so
inward with our tricks, theres no good to be done uppon
them. 1609 HOLLAND Atnm. Marcell. xv. v. 35 One that
would seeme most inward unto him, and of his familiar ac-
quaintance. 1621 QUARLES ArgalustfP. (1678) 20 Friendly
to all men, inward but with few. 1675 tr. Caniden's Hist.
Eliz. (1688) 13 She applied her first Care (howbeit with but
a few of her inwardest Counsellours) to the restoring of tlie
Protestant Religion.

fb. Of a relation or feeling between two per-
sons : Close, intimate. Obs.

_ IS3.5
LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. ci. [xcvii.] 295 All weren natm his inwarde loue. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 174 For thtir

inward conversation, love, aflinitie. 1645 MILTON TetracA.
Wks. (1847) 209/1 (i Cor. vii. 10) The most inward and dear
alliance of marriage.

t c. Of a bird or beast : Domesticated, tame.
, .'575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 9 That Eagle . . is by al proba-
bihtie and conjecture, no inwarde Eagle, but a fugitive and

- s -'-- ... .., ' *.*- i KWJP j\ju cm vuKy uuc cutwiuai . .

Watchmg_untill you leave Your wildness, and prove inward.
1 4. Secret, not disclosed

; private ; in quot.
1607-12, that is such secretly. Obs.
a 1548 HALL Chron., E,hv. IV 225 b, All inward grudges

and open discordes. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 102 What
is inward betweene vs, let it passe. 1607-12 BACON Ess.,
Seeming Wise (Arb.) 218 There is noe decaying Merchaunt,
or inward Begger, hath so manie trickes to vphold the
creditt of theire Wealth. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell.
xvill. iv. 109 In their neere attendance which they gave
about privie and inward ministeries [inter ministeria vitx
secretion's]. 1611 CHAPMAN May Day Plays 1873 II. 337
Pray eene goe in againe for I haue some inward newes for
you.
5. Existing in or pertaining to the country or

place itself ; domestic, intestine. Obs. or arch.
iS'3 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 792 Inward war

amongst our selves, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 83 The
inward affaires of the realmeofEnglande. a 1626 B,\couMa.r.
r Uses Com. Law Ep. Ded. (1636) 4 Your Majesties reigne
having been blessed from the Highest with inward peace.
1673 tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. i. (1688) 16 The Dangers in-
ward they foresaw would be from the Noblemen removed
from the Queen's Council. 31825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Inward-maid, the house-maid in a farm-house, who has no
work m the dairy, etc.

t6. Pertaining to the thing in itself; intrinsic.

_ 1587 GOLDING De Mornay 52 Forasmuch as the onely God
is ..the highest degree of life, he hath his maner of con-
cerning and begetting most inward of al. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 512 The neerest inward and most proper
cause of marine movings. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike
38 Necessitie Absolute, by supposition, preceding from
causes Inward, which is necessitie of nature, and appetite.

II. In reference to direction or motion. [From
the adverb.]
7. Directed or proceeding towards the inside.

1849 CLARIDGE Cold Ifater-cure 81 The eruption took an
inward direction and inflammation of the lungs was the
consequence. 1875 CLERY Mia. Tact. x. (1877) 131 Charged
the Russian left wing when it had nearly completed its in-
ward wheel. 1898 Daily News 13 July 4/7 Each Govern-
ment . .receives all the money on outward postages, and none
on inward postages.
B. sb. fabsol. use of the adj., already in OE.]

INWARD.
1. The inward or internal part, the inside ; usually

spec, the internal parts or organs of- the body, the
entrails, a. sing. (Now rare.)

ciopo
^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 159/35 Intestina,

smajlbearmas, uel inneweard. c 1000 /ELFRIC Exod xxix
17 His innewerde and his fet bu le^st uppan his heofod.
c 1273 XI Pains Hell 15! in O. Eng. Misc. 151 Gripes freteb
heore Mawen . . And heore ineward vych del 1207 R
GLOUC. (Rolls) 2864 pat ich in is Ineward mid suerd make
a ssebe. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 92 The moghettis
Lyuer longes and the Inward shal be for your chyldren
1584 COGAN Haven Health ( 1636) 146 The intrailes or inward
of beastes. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxviii, To kisse the tender
inward of thy hand, if

~
has no inward. 1884
snatched up the man wi,u
into the inward of the island.

b. // (Now only in spec, sense : =
Entrails.)a 1300 E. E. Psalter cviii[i.]. 18 AIs watre, it in-yhede In

his inwardes. c 1423 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.)
30 His ynwardes were purgid from this dedly fylthe. 1531

IINDALE^/ i yohn (1537) 82 [To] brynge a beaste and
slay it and offre the bloude and the fat of the inwardes

JS70-6
LAMBAHDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 475 Assured that the

Inwardes of each place may best be knowen by such as
reside therein. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. i. xxxvii 83 Ob-
struction is a Stoppage of the Inwards by thickned Flegm
I75 POPE Odyss. xx. 325 The prince . . to his sire assigns The
tasteful inwards, and nectareous wines. 1850 KINGSLEY A It
Loc/texu, Ups and downs o' hills. .enough to shakeabodv's
victuals out of his inwards.
2. The inner nature or essence of a thing or per-son

; that which is within ; the interior, secret, or
intrinsic character, qualities, thoughts, etc.

a. sing. rare.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. viii. (Add. MS. 27, 944)
If. 15/1 An aungeL.scttith his entent in-to be inwarde of

${%' L
l8^z TENNYSON Eleanore i, There is nothing here,w men, from the outward to the inward brought, Moulded

thy baby thought. 1884 J. PAYNE Tales fr. Arabic I. 106O vizier, .make thine inward like unto thine outward
t b. //. Obs.

975 Riishw. Gasp. Mark vii. 21 From ionnawordum . of
heorte monna sweaunga yfel oft cumaS. 1450 tr De
Imitations n. i. 41 Yf bou haddist ones parfitly entrid in to
pe inwardes of Ihesu, & haddist sauored a litef of his bren-
nyng loue. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xiii. 76 He
prmteth it not utterly in the inwardes of his minde. 1680
ALLEN Peace f, Unity Pref. 36 How necessary it is to look
into the inwards of things. 1721 R. KEITH tr. a Kemfiis'
Solil. Soul x. 178 How disturbed my Conscience is ; how
confused all my Inwards.

t 3. An intimate or familiar acquaintance : = IN-
TIMATE sb. (Cf. A. 3.) Obs.
1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. ill. ii. 138 Sir, I was an inward

of his. .and I beleeue I know the cause of his withdrawing
1607 MIDULETON Michaelmas Term u. iii, He's a kind
gentleman, a very inward of mine.

4. //. Articles coming in or imported, or dues on
such articles. Also attrib.

1761 Gentl. Mag. 604 Mann, E. L. Collector of Inwards
at Custom House.

1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Railw
643 Upon the 'Inwards' platform we find cases of hard-
ware from Birmingham, casks of shoes from Leicester,
hampers of lace from Nottingham [etc.].

Inward (i-nwg-id), adv. (prep.) Forms : i in-
weard, (inneweard, ionnaword, 2-3 inneward,
ineward(e), 2-inward ; (4 inwar, 4-7 inwarde,
5 iuword, ynwarde, 5-6 St. inwart, inuart, 6
inwerd, St. inuert). [OE. innan-, inne-, inweard
OHG. inwert, MDu. inne-, inwaert, -wert,

-wart : see prec.]
1. Towards the inside or interior (of a place,

space, or material body), a. Of motion or direction.
c looo Kicodemus xxxi in Thwaite Hcptat. App. (1698) 18

Da his inweard foron ba jemytton hix twejen ealde weras.
01225 St. Marlier. 8 As me ledde hire inward. 1297 R-
GLOUC. (Rolls) 11094 Arblastes sone & ginnes wijjoute me
bende, & ssote inward vaste inou. 1373 BARBOUR Bruce x.
397 Als-soyn thai Held carpand Inward on thar way. 1413
Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) i. iv. 4 Beholdyng inward as fer
as I myjt, thenne saw 1 many syeges ryal and wonderful
1590 SPENSER />'. Q. i. i. 7 Pathesand alleies wide, .leading
inward farr. 1658 A. Fox Wurtj Surg. n. vii. 67 It hap-
peneth sometimes, that the scull by a heavy blow is bowed
inward. 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Eng. 497 Comptroller of
the Cloth and Petty-Custom inward and outward. Ibid.
501 Patent-Officers in the Out-Ports . . Southampton, one
Customer inward, One Customer outward. Passim. 1799Med. yrnl. II. 230 When the eye rolls inward. 1871 Ros-
SETTI Poems, Ave 103 The cherubim, arrayed, conjoint,
Float inward to a golden point.

b. Of position or situation : In or on the inside ;

in the interior, within ; internally : = INWARDLY
adv. i. ? Obs.

1:1400 Rom. Rose 4411 Inward myn herte I fele blede.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. vi. ix. in Ashm. (1652) 163 The
Mater ys alterate, Both inward and outward substancyally.
ISIS BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) C vj b/i A castell or toure
moste curious, Dreadfull vnto sight but inwarde excellent
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 9 The Maple seeldom inward sound.
1611 BIBLE i Kings vii. 25 The Sea was set aboue vpon
them, and all their hinder parts were inward. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury n. 16/2 Such Lines or Circles, as ly
inward in the material Sphere.
t C. With an ' inward

'

tone, with muffled utter-

ance, indistinctly : cf. INWARD a. I d. Obs.
1644 MILTON Educ. Wks. (1847) 99/2 Englishmen .. are

observed by all other nations to speak exceeding close and
inward.

2. fig. a. Towards that which is within ; into
the mind or soul ; into one's own thoughts.

124-2



INWABD.
^r. A'. 373 So sone so me bicinneS kunsentcn to

nne and let hcn< lust gon inward anu dclit waxen. 1526

/VArr' Pcrf. (W. dc W. 1531)111 Loke inwarde on our owne

.nirvence. and remembrc our synncs. a 1600 HOOKKR (J.),

ward.

b. Within, in, or in relation to, the mind or

soul; mentally or spiritually ;
= INWARDLY adv. 3.

cafo Lindisf. Gosf. Luke xi. 39 pstte Sonne inweard

IKtaAm. ionnaword) is iuer [Vulg. intus est vestrum] full is

miS nedniraincg and mi3 unrehtwisnise. ci4*> HOCCLEVE

De Reg. Princ. 321 If he inward hadde any repentaunce.

ci4o HOLLAND Hinvlat 389 It synkis sone in all part Of

a trewe Scottis hart, Reiosand ws inwart. 1526 TINDALE

3 Cor. vii. 5 Outwarde was fightynge, in warde was feare.

<ri6oo SHAKS. Smut. Ixii, It is so grounded inward in my
heart. i6j9 DRYDEN Stansos Cromwell xll, We inward

bled, whilst they prolonged our pain.

3. Comb.
CI42S Found. St. Bartholomews (V.. E.T. S.) 23 A-noone

the Inward-borne blyndenesse fledde a-way. 1866 R. M.
BALLANTYNK Ski/t. Winds xiv. (1881) 136 The Captain
hailed the first inward-bound vessel he met with.

\~B.prep. In the interior of; within. Obs. rare.

14. . Sir Beues (MS. M) 1208 Right on the bryge, the

Romans seys, They met Beues inwarde the paleys.

Inward, v. rare. [f. prec. adv. or adj.]

t L intr. and reft. To come inwards or in, to

enter. Obs. rare~".
1611 FLORIO, Indentrarsi, to inward himselfe. Ibid.,

lanentrare, to inward or enter into.

2. trans. To make inward or
subjective,

rare'.
1868 Contcmp. Rev. VIII. 618 The oriental mind .. sub-

jectifies the individuality, or, to frame a word for the

occasion, inwards it.

Inwardly (i'nw^dli), a. rare. [OE. tnweard-

llc, f. inweard internal + -lie, -LYV] fa. = IN-

WABD a. Obs.
c loco Sax. Leechd. I. 338 WiS wifa earfoSnyssum be on

heora inwerdlicum \v.r. inweardlicum] stowum earfebu

browiao. i2oo Trin. Coll. How. 45 Rechelis, for his swet-

nesse, bitocneS inwardliche bede. a 1225 [see INWARD a. 2],

1504 LADY MARGARET tr. De Imitatione iv. xvi. 280 Take
a waye from my thought all the erthely and inwardelye

thynges.
b. Relating to what is inward or spiritual.

1820 COLERIDGE Lett., Conyers., etc. I. Let. viii. 50 In

moral, or if that be too high and inwardly a word, in

mannerly manliness of taste the present age and its best

writers have the decided advantage.

Inwardly (i'nw^jdli), adv. Forms: see IN-

WAKD adv. foE. imueardllce : see prec. and -LY ^.J

I. In reference to situation or condition.

1. In, on, or in reference to, the inside or inner

part; within; = INTERNALLY i.

1483 Catfi. Angl. 197/2 Inwardly, . .jntime. 1495 Trevisas
fiarth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxix. (W. de W.) Q iv b, Clowes, .ben

perfyte fruyte wyth sharpe sauoure . . also moyst inwardly.

1580 LD. GREY in Grosart Sfensers Wks. I. 473 Propped
outwardlie like a hovel, and inwardlie slanting like a pen-
tisse. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. i. 78 Therefore let Bene-
dicke like couered fire, Consume away in sighes, waste

inwardly. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 154 More inwardly
where .. Rosse, and Southerland are seated, the..Merta^ of
old inhabited. 1631 JORDAN Nat. Bathes xvi. (1669) 154
Inwardly also Bath-waters are used, for Broths, Beer,

Juleps, &c. although some do mislike it. 1660 BARROW
Euclid in. vi, If two circles inwardly touch one the other.

17x9 DE FOE Crusoe i. xiv, He had bled inwardly. 1770
THORPE in Phil. Tram. LXI. 158 The charactenstick of
the chesnut trees decaying inwardly.

b. With a voice that does not pass the lips ;
in

low tones spoken to oneself; not aloud.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 15 They make a maner of modula-
tion inwardly. 18.. WORDSW. White Doe ii, He shrunk
and muttered inwardly. 1850 TENNYSON Gcraittt ft Enid
iog Half inwardly, half audibly she spoke.

2. Intimately, thoroughly ; closely.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 52 Lo hu holi writ spckc5, & hu inward-

liche hit telleS hu sunegunge bigon. c 1300 Speculum Guy
Wantr. 389 Hit greue^ euere mannes ei^c, Inwardliche on
hire [be sunne] to se For hire grete clerte. c 1450 LONELICII
(trnitxxxv. 516 They behelden Abowtes fill Inwardly. 1579-
80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 946 The people not looking so

inwardly into it. 1584 I. CARMICHAEI. in Wotiroiv Misc.

(1844) 422 Thai will deill moir invartly with hir Maiestie
nor with ony other forcn prince. 1659 MILTON Rupf.
Commw. p i Acquainting me with the state of Affairs, more
inwardly then I knew before. 1660 Hist. Wars Ssi>t. vntier
Montrose ix. 69 When he came to understand him more
inwardly. 1703 PENN in I'a. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 210 For
my government I refer thee to the deputy governor, and
my son more inwardly.

b. Intrinsically, in its own nature.

1884 tr. Lotze'i Logic 30 The line which divides what is

inwardly coherent from casual accessions.

3. In heart ; in mind or thought ; in spirit.

(Hence implying 'in reality, sincerely, at heart",
or 'secretly'.)
cnji Lamb. Horn. 39 Bute we inwarliche imilcien and

for)euen ban monne be us wreoeS. a 1300 Cursor AT. 20754'

I tru ', he said,
'
it inwardli '. c 1485 Digby Myst. iv. 1035

Yit must myn herle wepe Inwerdlye. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill
Wks. 67/2 Men had it euer inwardely suspect, as many well
counterfattnl iewels make y true mistrusted, a 1548 HALL
CkroH., Kick. /// 53 Diverse other noble personages whiche
inwardely hated kyn^ Richard. 1611 BIBLE ft. Ixii. 4
They UMM with their mouth, but they curse inwardly.
1666 TEMPLE Lit. to Bp. o/Munster 19 Mar., I pretended
to believe what I am told, tho' I am inwardly assured to
the contrary. 1716 LAW Serious C. HIM. (1729) 343 It is

highly reasonable, that you should .. appear outwardly such

468

as you are inwardly. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 26

The others laughing inwardly at the scene that was being

acted before them.

fb. In or from the inmost heart; with deep
emotion or feeling; heartily, fervently, earnestly.

a. 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxii. 2 Se be acfter nhte mid gerece
wille inweardlice aefterspyrian. c 1000 ./ELKRIC Horn. I. 58
lohannes .. symle sySSan Drihtne fol?;ode, and weard oa
him inweardlice xelufod. c laoo ORMIN 697 pew alle baxlenn

innwarrdli? Wib> bedess & wibb dedess, patt Drihhiin

shollde lesenn hemm Ut off be deoflesswalde. a IMS Ancr.

X. 282 pet was bet lescun bet ure Louerd mwardlukest
lerede alle his icorene. c 1440 York Myst. xxiv. 75 A ! lorde,

we loue be inwardly. 1526 Pifgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

7b, They.. can for his sake moost inwardly in hertedespyse
this worlde. 163* J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromcna^ But
I . . am . . disinabled herein (which at this present inwardly

grieves me).

II. In reference to direction or motion.

4. a. Towards the inside or inner part; = IN-

WARD adv. i a. b. Jig. Towards that which is

within ; into the mind or soul ; INWABD adv. 2 a.

Now rare.

1667 Obs. Burn. Lond. in Select. Jr. Harl. Misc. (1793)

447 We shut them inwardly, as well as possibly we could.

1697 DAMPIER Ifoy. I. 301 Cutting the upper part of the

body aslope inwardly downward. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) I. 63 The ulceration stretched outwardly under
the upper lip and nose, and inwardly to cheeks and throat.

II 5. By some ME. writers, inwardly was used

to render L. in- in composition, e.g. *to seek in-

wardly
' = L. inquJrtri)

' to call or clepe inwardly
'

=L. invocare.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xix. 10 Here vs in be light of

trouth and luf, in be whilke lyght we inwardly call j>e {in

die qua invocaverimus te}. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxiv. 4 The
name of the Lord I inwardli clepede {invocavi], Iset.

ix. 13 The Lord of ostes thei inwardlyche soften not [<w
Vtguisierunt}.

t I'nwardmost, a. Obs. rare. [f.
INWARD a.

+ -MOST.] Most inward; = INMOST, INNERMOST.
1651 Raleigh?s Ghost 92 The inwardmost [teeth] are broad

and blunt to grind and make small the meat.

Inwardness (i'nwgadnes). [f. INWARD a. +

-NESS.]

1 1. The inner part or region ; pi. Inward parts,
entrails (rendering L. viscera', in quots. only_/^. :

see BOWEL sbJ- 3). Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Luke i. 78 Bi the inwardnesse of the mere!
of oure God. 2 Cor. vi. 12

3_e
ben not angwischid in vs,

but }e ben anguischid in ^oure inwardnessis (1382 entrailis].

Phil. ii. i If ony inwardnesse of merci. 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 158 Not faynedly only with tongue, but of all

the inwardenesse of sowle.

2. The inward or intrinsic character or quality of

a thing ; the inner nature, essence, or meaning.
1605 BACONA dv. Learn, n. iv. 4, 1 should without any diffi-

culty pronounce that his fables had no such inwardnesse in his

own meaning. 1647 H. MORE SongofSoul \. \. xxviii, Sense
cannot arrive to th inwardnesse Of things. 1850 COLEKIDGE
Grk. Poets (1834) 307 Perhaps Lord Bacon is right in think-

ing that there was but little of such inwardness in the poet's
own meaning. 1869 LOWELL Fatit. Ep. to Friend vii, Nor
Nature fails my walks to bless With all her golden inward-
ness. 1877 N. York Tribune Apr. (Cent. Diet.), The true

inwardness of the late Southern policy of the Republican
party. 1887 Pall Mall G. 18 July i/i We have always con-
tended that the true ' inwardness

'

of the Land Bill was not
the wish to stop evictions, but the wish to stop the scandal
of evictions. Ibid, 21 Nov. 5/1 How can we trust any
book to show us the true inwardness of a man we never
set eyes on? 1895 MASSINGHAM in Contemp. l\ev. Aug. 301
In another sense we have taken too little account of the
inwardness of the lives of the poor.

3. The quality or condition of being inward or

internal to something else (Jit. or_/?^.).
x6iz FLORIO, Interiorita, inwardnesse. a 1680 CHARNOCK

Attrib. God (1834) I. 459 The apostle doth not say, by
him, but in him, to show the inwardness of his presence.
1858 GLADSTONE Homer II. 130 That inwardness and uni-

versality of function which belongs to Minerva. 1858 Miss
MULOCK Th. IVoni. 266 It must always be, from its very
secretness and inwardness, the sharpest of all pangs.

f4. The fact of being intimately acquainted;
intimacy, familiarity ; close friendship. Obs.

1578 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 19, I fear that no
great inwardness shall be found in them, when they find
her majesty's liberality coming slowly to them. 1599 SHAKS.
Afitc/t Ado iv. i. 247 You know my inwardnesse and loue
Is very much vnto the Prince and Claudio. 1652-62 HKYLIN
Cosmogr. i. (1682) 41 Menas . . by reason of his inwardness
with his Master, knew most of his designs. 1668 PEPYS
Diary 23 Aug., The Duke of York .. did, with much in-

wardness, tell me what was doing. 1715 STEELE Town-talk
No. i It probably dropt hastily in the . . inwardness of con-

jugal confidence, from the pen of a fond husband writing to
a young, gay, and beautiful wife.

6. a. Depth or intensity of feeling or thought ;

subjectivity.
1836 HARE Guesses (1859) 72 That depth and inwardness

of thought, which seems to belong to the Germanic mind.
1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI. 106 The. -blackcap.. pours.. his
. .love-song scarcely inferior, in a certain plaintive inward-
ness, to the autumn song of the robin. 1871 R. H. HUTTON
Kss. (1877) L Pref. 27 The new inwardness with which men
are conceiving their relation to each other.

b. Relation to or occupation with what is inward
or concerns man's inner nature, as opposed to

occupation with externalities ; spirituality.
1859 JOWETT Ess. Interpr. Script, in Comm. Paul's Epist.

I (1894) a8 This inwardness of the words of Christ is what

\

few arc able to receive. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. <y Dogma

INWEAVE.
(1876) 100 Trying to identify the Messiah of popular hope
. .with an ideal of meekness, inwardness, patience, and self-

denial.
1876.0.

D. WARNER IVint. Nile x. 132 They sleep
the sleep of' inwardness

'

and peace.

Inwards (nnvgidz), adv. (adj.}. [ME. in-

wardes, f. inward adv., with advb. genitive -es,

-s, as in besides, etc. Cf. the parallel MDu.
inwaerts, Du. inwaarls, MHG. inwertes, Ger.

inwdrls, Da. indvortes, Sw. invertes.]
1. a. = INWARD <fcfo. i a.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillememfs Fr. Chirurg. 16 b/2 Drawinge
the needle from inwardes, outwardes. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage (1614) 418 A mile inwards is another wall. 1703
MOXON Meek. Exerc. 205 Do nut direct the cutting Corner
of the Chissel inwards, but rather outwards. 1796 Instr.

<r Keg. Cai'a/O'(i8l3) 61 The advantages of making central

changes, by breaking inwards, so as the whole stand faced
to the given division or divisions in two columns. 1846
J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. fed. 4) I. 70 Globe Arti-

choke, with . . the scales turned inwards at the top.
b. spec. With respect to goods coming in or

imported. (Cf. INWARD si. 4.)

1583 Rates of Custome-ho. To Rdr., The .. poundage
for all maner of merchandise aswel outwards as inwards.

1679-88 Seer. Serf. Money Chas. <$ Jas. (Camden) 144
To Rowland Thrupp, collector inwards in the port of
Bristoll. 1688 N. Jersey Archives (1880) I. 525 Paying noe
Custom nor Excise inwards or outwards, 1722 Act Encour.
Silk Maunf. in Land. Gaz. No. 6040/3 The . . Silk when
exported unmanufactured do draw back great part of the
Duties paid Inwards.

c. = INWABD adv. i b.

1597 [see a]. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. ft Comtmv. (1603)
159 A black sheep skinne with the jvool-side outward in the
day time, and inwards, in the night time, a 1626 BACON (J.J ,

The medicines . .are so strong, that if they were used inwards
they would kill.

2. a. = INWARD adv. 2 a.

a 1225 Attcr. R. 92 Euer so be wittes beoS more ispreinde
utwardes, se heo lesse wendet inwardes. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (18341 I- ' xi- 36. 125 What else is reflecting
besides turning the mental eye inwards? 1866 J. MAR-
TINEAU Ess. I. 127 Conjecture will turn inwards.

b. = INWARD adv. 2 b.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 92 Euer se recluses tpteS more utwardes,

se heo nabbeS lesse luue of vre Louerd inwardes

fB. ailj.
= INWARD a. in various senses, rare.

1550 J. COKE Eng. $ Fr. Heralds 97 (1877) 87 The
names of them, .casteth into theyr hartes an inwardes feare
and tremour. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 158 The high flee-

ing hawke should be made inwards and (as we tearme it)

fond of the lewre.

Inwa-rp, v. rare. [!N- 1.] trans. To inweave
or work in, as the warp in the web.
1824 E. IRVING in Mrs. Oliphant Life (1862) I. 194 The

interests of religion are too much mwarped . . with my
character and writing, that I should not do my best.

Inwart, obs. Sc. form of INWAKD.
Inwave, variant of ENWAVK v., Obs.

t I'nways, adv. Obs. rare~ l
.

[f. IN adv. +
ways, as in sideways.']

= INWARDS adv. i b.

1552 GKESHAM in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)11!. n. App. C.

147 The formal bargains heretolore made in taking the

fourth peny inways,

t Inwea-ldy, variant of UNWIELDY a.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 108 Inwealdy pourers out of

speech.

Inwealthy, var. ENWEALTHY v., Oh. to enrich,

f Inwea-ry, v. Obs. rare .
[
IN- 2.] To weary.

1611 FLOKIO, Itistancare, to tire, to inweary.

Inweave (inwfv), enweave, v. Pa. t.

-wove. Pa. pple. -woven (also 7 -weav'd,
8-9 -wove), [f. IN- 1 (or 2

), EN- 1 + WEAVE v. ;

cf. Du. inweven, G. einweben, Da. indvseve, Sw.

invafva, and L. intexHre. Chiefly used in pa. pple.]
1. trans. To weave in ; to weave (threads or

materials) in, so as to form a web or tissue ; to

weave (things) together, or one thing with another ;

to interweave. Alsoyfj".

iSjrS
BANISTER Hist. Man v. 70 This is with two kindes

of Fibres intertexed, or enwouen. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph.
xn. xv, When two enweav'd are in one high desire They
feel like Angels, mutual! fire. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. I.

iii, A living link in that Tissue of History, which inweaves
all Being. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. faint. I. i. i. vi. 4. 26 All
our moral feelings are so inwoven with our intellectual

powers, that [etc.], a 1859 J. A. JAMES in Spurgeon Treas.
Dnv. Ps. cxix. 126 Infidelity. .has endeavoured to enweave
itself with science. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 259
The newly-lit lamps on the quay, and the evening glow
shining over the river, inwove their harmonious rays as the

warp and woof of one lustrous tissue.

2. To insert or introduce (a thread, pattern, or

material) into a fabric which is being woven ; to

insert (one thing) in or into another by weaving in

or entwining. Const, in, into (among, through}.
1596 DALKYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 266 Tua lynes

. . Wouen in threid of golde, to quhilkes Jngeniouslie ar

coupled the Lillies inwouen, inwounde, and drawin throuch,
as it war. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. VI. Wks, (1847) 560/2
The royal standard, wherin the figure of a man fighting
was inwoven with gold and precious stones. 1725 PorE
Odyss. ix. 513 In his deep fleece my grasping bands I lock,
And fast beneath, in woolly curls inwove, There cling im-

plicit. 1797 T. PARK Sonn. 16 On every leaf enweave a

druid-spell. 1876 ROCK Text. Fabr. i. 5 A vast number uf

figures and animals inwoven into its fabric

b. fig. with ref. to immaterial things, words,
incidents in a story, etc.

a 16*8 F. GKKVU. I'otnn n. (1633) 66 Closely to be in-



INWEAVEMENT.
weau'd in euery heart. 01656 USSHER Pmuer Princes n.
(1683) 160 Cssar lieretofore did so embosom and enweaue
himselfe into the Commonwealth. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog
Lit. 219 To inweave in a poem of the loftiest style ..such
minute matters of fact. 1869 GOULBURN Furs. Holiness v
43 A study which inweaves the Word into the daily life of
the Christian.

3. To combine, furnish, decorate, etc. with some-
thing inserted or entwined.
1591 SPENSER Miiiopotnws 299 A faire border wrought of

sundrie flowres, Enwoven with an yvie-winding traj le. 1717
tr. Ovid'sMet., Araclmezaq Festoons of flow'rs inwove with
ivy shine. 1835 WILLIS Pencilling* II. xlvii. ?I Gauze-like
fabrics inwoven with flowers of silver.

4. To form by weaving or plaiting, rare.
1667 MILTON P. /,. m. 352 Down they cast Thir Crowns

inwove with Amarant and Gold. 1864 NEALE Seaton
1'oems 21 The Crown inwove with twisted Thorn. 1887BOWEN l-'irg. ^Eneid v. 308 Three winners receive Prizes
beyond, and of olive pale their garlands inweave.
Hence In-, Enwea'vemeut. rare.
1842 Tail's Hag. IX. 606 Mind with mind it links in IonsEnweavement round the world.
Illwedged (i-nwed^d), ppl. a. [IN adv. \ i b.]
Wedged in, confined. Const, as pple. or as adj.
1873 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) V. i. 126 Whenever the red-

coated horseman thus found himself inwedged and sur-
rounded. 1885 W. K. PARKER Mammal. Dcsc. VH. 179' Its
walls are the inwedged outgrowth of the . . ear ring
t Inwee-d, v. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. IN- 1 + WEED.]

trans. To hide or shelter in weeds.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia 11. xi. (1590) Vv, [The dog] got out

of the nuer, and shaking oft" the water . . inweeded [quoted
in J. as inwooded] himselfe so, as the Ladies lost the
further marking his sportfulnesse.

In-went, pa. t. of IN-GO v., 06s.

Inwerd, Inwey, obs. ff. INWARD, INVEIGH.
Inweroun.-wirone, obs. ff. ?z/m7, ENVIRON.
14. . Sc. Leg. Saints, Matthew 463 He gert Inwirone al

hyre In with mekil fuel. 1489 Harbour's Bruce xi. 607
(Edin. MS.) Thai all about War inweround [Camb. MS.
enveronyt].

t Inwe-t, v. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. IN- 1 + WT
ET v.,

after L. inting-fre.] trans. To wet (in something).
1382 WYCLIF Ps. Ixvii. 24 [Ixviii. 23] That inwet be[Vulg.

intingatur) thi foot in blood ; the tunge of thin houndis
fro hym of the enemys.
Inwheel, variant of ENWHEEL v., Obs.
Inwick (i-nwrk), sb. Sc. Curling, [f. ITS adv.
+ (?) WICK v.} A shot which strikes the inside of
another stone and glances off it to the tee, as in a
cannon in billiards ; practised when an adversary's
stone is in, and strongly guarded from front attack

;

the same as an INRING (but see the vb.).
1820 Blackw. Mag. VI. 572 Bringing up by means of what

is termed an in-wick his next stone. 1824 MACTAGGAKT
Gallovid. Encycl. s. v., To take an inwick is considered by
all curlers the finest trick in the game. 1831 in Black-.u.

Mag. XXX. 970 Then by a dexterous in-wick eject the
winner. Ibid. 971 To make a succession of in-wicks up a

port. 1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 683/2 The player.. does
his best to take the inwick or angle ; and by a skilfully
'laid on' stone .. the inwick is taken; his stone glides off,
angles towards the tee, knocks his adversary's stone out of
shot himself remaining in the while.

I:nwi'Ck, v. Sc. Curling, [f. prec. sb.] intr.
To take or make an inwick ; to ' cannon

'

off the
inner side of another stone so as to reach the tee
and knock out an opponent's stone when this is

guarded in front. Usually in vbl. sb. Inwickiug.
(Mactaggart in quot. 1824 distinguishes inwick and in-

ring, but this is not done by other authorities.)

1823 Cat. Merc. 4 Jan. (Jam.), The contest was keen at
drawing, striking off, and inwicking. 1824 MACTAGGART
Gallovid. EncycL 280 This is somewhat different from in-

ring', to inwick a stone is to come up a port or w/V, and
strike the inring of a stone seen through that wick ; now
this is different from a common open inring the two are
often confounded with each other, but they are quite dif-
ferent. 1898 R. Caled. CnrlingClub Ann. Const. 24 Every
Competitor shall play 4 shots at each of the nine following
points of the game, viz. Striking, Inwicking, Drawing,
Guarding, Chap and Lie, Wick and Curl in, Raising, Chip-
ping the Winner, and Drawing through a Port, according to
the definitions and diagrams here given.

Inwind, variant of ENWIND.

rnwinding, ///. a. rare. [!N adv. na.]
Winding inwards.
1610 HOLLAND Carnden's Brit. i. 319 A beacon is hollowed

with an in-winding Bay. 1861 W. BARNES in Macm. Mag.
June 130 The outswelling and inwinding lines from the
head to the leg.

t 111wise, a. Obs. rare 1
. [Is-*. Cf. OE.

infr6J^\ Very wise.

1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 8 It nedith .. to haue an In-

wijs man and a discrete to counselle.

t Iiiwit. Obs. Also 4-5 inwitt(e, -wyt(t(e,
ynwitt, -wytt. [f.

IN adv. 12 + \ViT sb.
Formed in ME. ; not related to OE. inwit, inwid deceit.]
1. Conscience ; inward sense of right and wrong.
Also clean inwit = 'a. clean heart'.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 2 Of schir heorte & cleane inwit [L. con.

scientia bona], & trewe bileaue. Ibid. 306 Ure owune
conscience, bet is ure inwit. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5428
Conscience bat es called Ynwitt, And hair awen syns . . there

igayne the synful sal be. 1340 Ayenb. i pis hoc is dan
rtichelis of Northgate, y-write an englis of his o;ene hand

vii. 431 Hus wif and hys inwit edwited hym of hus synne.
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[1605 CAMDEN Kern. (1636) 26 The certaine and inward know-
ledge of that which is in our minde, be it good or bad, which
in the latine word we call conscience, they called Inwit.]
2. Reason, intellect, understanding; wisdom.
c 1305 St. Katherine 28 in E. E. P. (1862) 90 Bibench be bet

and turn bi )>o3t to som wysdom ic rede And whan bynow
fne

inwit be saib bat no v, har nis such a dede Almijt'ie
god (ju him holde bat such wonder can make, c 1330 R
BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 16590 Hit was er a we"good
J>rowe, As mannes inwyt may bat wel knowe. 1387 TRF.VIS v

Htgden (Rolls) III. 65 Anaxagorus seide bat Inwitte of
god is makere of alle binges. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.)
68 buche be so woo lyke as they had loste theyr inwytte.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xi. (1617) 160 Yet is there an
In-wit in it which the Beast knoweth not of, which In-wit
concocteth, disgesteth, and distributeth that which the
Beast hath eaten. [1894 F. S. ELLIS Reynard the 1'ox 213
By what is truly but a bubble, Letting it master his inwit.]

b. //. (See quot. 1380.)
[1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. x. 17 A wys kniht wib alle Sire

Inwit he helte And hab fyue feire soncs.J c 1380 WYCLIF
Sel. Wks. III. 117 pese ben also by fyve inwyttys; Wyl,
Resoun, Mynd, Ymaginacioun, and Thogth. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. i. viii. j8 (Harl. MS.) pe luge, scil. Reson, owith to
come don, when conscience mevith him to jeve dome bitwix
pe v. Inwittis.

3. (Rendering L. animus.} Heart, soul, mind;
cheer, courage.
1382 WYCLIF Dent. xxi. 14 If afterward she sittith not in

thin inwit [1388 soule], thow shall leeue hir free. i Sam.
1. 10Whanne Anna was in bitter inwit [1388 soule], she preiede
the Lord, wepynge largeli. Acts xxvii. 22, I counceile
jou for to be of good ynwitt [gloss or herte ; 1388 coumfort).
Illwith (i-nwij>), prep, and adv. (a., sb.} Obs.

exc. Sc. Also 3 inewi*, iwiS, 5 inweth ; 5-6 Sc.

in(n}outh. [f. IN adv. + WITH prep. Cf. WITHIN.]
A. prep. Within, inside of. f 1. Of place. Obs.

a 1225A ncr. R . 424(M S. C.), InwiS be wanes ha muhe werie
scapeloris. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 187 Hwa is benne
unwaschen be haueb bis halwende wet inwiS his heorte?
13 . . Gmu. ff Gr. Jfnt. 1055, I nolde . . For alle be londe
inwyth Logres. c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 700 This purs
hath she inwith hir bosom hyd. c 1420 Pallati. on Husb.
Hi. 1133 Summe ek hem sette inweth a bulbe of squille
1489 Barbour's Hrnce v. 348 (Edin. MS.) Till thairn that
war off the castell, That war all innouth the chancell. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis x. xi. 132 Turnus . . spedis to this schip,Ran owr the brig, and inwith burd can skyp.
t b. On the inner side of. Sc. Obs.

'535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 271 Intumulat..Ben in the
queir sum tiling inwith his queue.
f2. Of time. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1941 Inwi3 beos bre dahes. 13. . Seuyn

Sag. (W.) 126 Inwith yeres thre, Sal he be so wise of lare,
That ye sal thank me euermare. c 1386 CHAUCER L. G. W.
Prol. 209, I fel on slepe, in with an houre or twoo. a 1400-50Alexander 3900 Be |>ai had fyneschid bis fijt was ferre in
with euyn, Foure houres full fame & be fifte neghes.

( 3. Of state or condition. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26604 In-wit [Fairf. MS. wib-in] mi

soru al o mi lijf I sal fast wit mi-seluen strijf.

B. adv. f 1. Denoting position : Within, on the

inside, inwardly. Obs.
i225 Juliana 7 He..felde him iwundet in wi5 in his

heorte. a 1225 Ancr. R. 38 Make me tellen lutel ofeuerich
blisse vtewiS, & froure me inewi3. c 1230 Halt Meid. 29Ha beoo nche & weolefule iwiS ibe herte. a 1300 Cursor
M. 8860 pat sais be men bat bar has ben And in-wit bath and
vte-wit sene. 1:1420 Antnrs of Arth. 445 In-withe was a
chapelle, a chambour, a halle. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.,
Cosmogr. vm. (!54 i) B v b, Ane lang mand narow halsit and
wyid mouthit, with mony stobis Inouth. 1565 Privy Comic.
Rec. 19 May in Keith Hist. CIi. Scot. (1734) 279 note. It is

appoynted that the saidis Lordis of Secret-Counsale schall
convene inwith upon the to. of June next.
2. Denoting direction : Inwards

;
= IN-BY. Sc.

1768 Ross Hclenore 82 Upo' a burn I fell, Wi' bony even
rode an' m-with sett. Mod. Sc. dial. Come inwith ; ye'll be
cauld outbye there.

b. Hence attrib. as adj. Sc.

1768 Ross Helcnore 69 We Or e'en may chance some in-
with place to see. 1789 Ibid. 47 He the west and she the
east hand took, The inwith road by favour of the brook.
t C. as sb. (See quot.) Obs.

_ I607MARKHAM Cai'al.\i. d6i 7) 9 If the fierce Horse haue
in his skeining course, either vpwithes, inwithes, or downc-
withes, which is that he may either runne within the side of
hllles, vp hils, or downe hils [etc.].

Inwlappen, early form of INLAP
., Obs.

Inwomb, obs. variant of ENWOMB v.

t Iiiwo'ne, v. Obs. Also 4 -won, -wun. [f.
IN-! -I- WONE v., after L. inhabitare : cf. MDu.,
MLG. imvonen, Ger. einwobnen.] trans, and
intr. To inhabit.

l3oo E. E. Psalter Ixviii. 41 [Ixix. 35] Inwone bare sal
bai yhite. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvi. 3 Hope in lord& doe goednes & inwon be erth. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13864Ho. .enfourmet hym fully of be fre rewme, pat the worthy
m-wonet.

,
vbl. sb. Obs. rare- 1

. [IN adv.
1 1 c. Cf. Du. tnwoning, Ger. einwohnnng.\ In-

habiting, indwelling.
1647 H. MOKE Song ofSoul in. App. Ixxvii, This was his

fuerdon,
this his wicked wage, From the inwoning of that

tygian Ciow.

flnwood, mistake for INWEED v., q.v.]
Inword, obs. form of INWAED.
t I'n-work,,sf>. Obs. rare. [!N adv. 12.] a.

Interior or inside work ; work on the inner side.
b. //. Inner works or defences of a fortified place.
1601-2 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886* II. 486 Diuers

bricklayers raising in-worke of the imbattlements. 1613

INWROUGHT.
IAS. I Refl. Parl. in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 136 A
* ortification, which must have Out-works and In-works
1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal t, Tri. Faith (1845) 30 Christ hath
taken the castle, both ill-works and out-works. 1658 EARL
MONMOUTH tr. Parula's Wars o/Cyfrvs 56.

Inwork(i-nwt;-jk), w. rare. [IN-
1 or IN adv. j.

Cf. Du. iniuerken, Ger. einwir/ten, Da. indvirke,
Sw. invirka. See also INWROUGHT.]
1. trans. To work (something) into a tissue as

by weaving or embroidering. See INWBOUGHT.
1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life i. iv. 5 (R.) From these

dangers you will never be wholly free, till you have . . in-
wrought all the virtues of religion into your natures.
2. To work, operate, or produce (some effect) in.
1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note S. 347 Inworking

good in a good disposition which receives It, and implantin"damnation in the evil. 1865 Truth Eng. Ch. 47 An actual
mystical oneness, inwrought by Christ our Head i86
Min. Proph. 19/2 Where he inworketh in her that hope.
3. intr. To work within.
1874 PUSEY Lent. Set-in. 185 Paul . .by whose mouth Christ

spake, he, m whom Christ inworked.

I'nwoirker. rare- 1
. [IN adv. 12.] A worker

within.

1587 GOLDINC De Krornayxvi. 203 A plaine proofe of that
she [the soul] is not the body nor any part of the body, but
the very life and inworker of the body.

I-nworrking, vbl. sb. [IN-i, or IN adv. n c.
In 1 6th c. app. a rendering of Gr. ivepyfia ENERGY
(i. iv in + Ipyov work).] fa. Operation, action,
energy. Obs. b. Internal operation, working within.
1587 GOLDING De Momay v. 50 Vnderstanding is an in-

working which abideth . . in the partie which hath it, and
passeth not into any outward thing. Hid. xv. 231 If the
Minde haue any inworking of its owne without any helpe of
the Scnces. a 1800 MAC-KNIGHT cited by WEBSTER (1828)
1829 P. N. SHUTTLEWORTH Paraplir. Afost. Ef. 134 Yet all
this variety of faculties is nothing more than the inworkingsof one and the same Spirit. 1873 GOULBURN Pers. Relig.
in. 22 Ihe result of His inworking in the heart.

X'UWOvHng, ///. a. [!N adv. n a.] fa.
Active, effective

(
= Gr. ivepf^s'). Obs. b. Work-

ing within
; operating internally.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay v. 49-50 The actiue or inwork-
ing vertue, power and nature, which we marke in all things
in this world. Ibid. 60 In which worke both our inworkinc
power and also our wit and our will doe concurre all to-
gether. 1828 WEBSTER, Inworking, working or operating
within. 1860 ELLICOTT Life Our Lord \. 35 By the gracSof the inworking Spirit. 1893 in B:"ws Parl. Relig. II
iob4 1 he \ edic sages beheld in every force and phenomenon
of nature an inworking light of the divinity.

Inworn, ///. a. [!N adv. 1 1 b.] a. pa. pple.
oiwearin: Worn or pressed in. b. asa. Inveterate.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n. i, That whatever faultines was

but superficial to Prelaty at the beginning, is . . long since
branded and inworn into the very essence therof. 1864PUSEY Left. Daniel vii. 447 Following the old and inworn
error of his race.

luwound (i-nwaund), ///. a. [f. IN adv. II b
+ wound, pa. pple. of WIND v^\ Wound in.
18. . C;. MEREDITH Ball. Past Merid. iii, Then memory. .

And sightless hope .. Joined notes of Death and Life till

night's decline : Of Death, of Life, those inwound notes are
mine.

Inwoven (inwi?uVn),///. a. Also 9 en-, [pa.
pple. of INWEAVE : see IN adv. n b.] Woven in;
interwoven.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 603 The roofe Of thickest covert
was inwoven shade. 1725 POPE ( >dj-ss. iv. 406 Rich tapestry,
stiff with inwoven gold, a 1794 SIR W. JONES Hymn to
Lacshmi Wks. 1799 VI. 363 He saw brisk fountains dance,
crisp riv lets wind O'er borders trim, and round inwoven
bow'rs. 1816 SHELLEY Alastor 648 His last sight Was the
great moon . . With whose dun beams inwoven darkness
seemed To mingle, a 1822 Mann. Ant: in Ea. ff Lett.
(Camelot) 47 Their eyes . . could have entangled no heart in
soul-enwoven labyrinths.

Inwrap, -ment, variant of ENWRAP, -MENT.
t Inwra-pper. Obs.

[f. prec. + -ER!.] That
which enwraps ;

an enveloping structure.
J553 UDALL tr. Geminns' Anat. I vj b/2 In this figure wehaue sette forth the inwrapper called Plexus.

Inwreathe, variant of EKWKEATUB v.

t Inwrrting, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [!N-
1 or IN

adv. nc: after L. inscriptio.'] Inscription.
1382 WYCLIF Mark xii. 16 Whos is this ymage, and the in

wrytinge ? i6u FLORIO, Inscrittura, an mwriting, an
inscription.

t Inwri'tten, pa. pple. Obs. [IN-
1 or IN adv.

lib; after L. inscriptus.~\ a. Inscribed, written

(in a book or list), b. Inscribed, written on or in.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. Prol., The boc . . that is inwriten
the Wisdam of Salamon. Ecclus. xlviii. 10 Thou art
inwrite in domes of tymes. 1598 FLORIO, Inscritto, in-
written, made an

inscription or superscription. 1605 CAMDEN
Ran, 168 With a scrole inwritten, Mihi Vita Sfica Vir-
finis.

I'n-wri:tten, ppl. a. rare. [IN adv. 1 1 b.]
Written within, i.e. on the mind.
16842. CAWDREY Certainty Sail/at. 2 The In-written Law

of his own Conscience.

Inwrought (see below),///, a. Also 8-y en-,

[f. IN adv. 1 1 b -I- wrought, pa. pple. oiwork vb. : cf.

INWORK v. The form in en- is due to the exchange
of en-, in-, in other words : see IN-

2.]
I. as pa. pple. (inr-t).

1. Oi a fabric, etc. : Having something worked
in by way of decoration, lit.



INYALA.

. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 105 Next Camus, ..His mantle

hairy an'l his Iwnnet s, 'it with figures dim.

I7M I'OPE Oifyu. l. an With purple robes inwrought, ai.il

stiff with KoW- '855 LONGF. Hitttu. XI. 76 Shirt of doc-

All inwrought with beads of wampum.
I ''754 DODSLEY ^^r/f. i. (K.I, Masy plate, enwrought

With curious costly vorlUMUMUJ). 1850 MKS. BROWNING

Perms II. 386 Now God be thanked for years enwrought

With love. 1870 MoDKis Earthly J'ar. III. tv. 181 The

brazen gates enwrought With many a dreamer's steadfast

thought .

2. Of a pattern, figure, etc. : Worked into, or

embroidered on, a fabric. Also trans/.
u. 1740 C PITT firg. /Eiuiii y. 323 There royal Gany-

mede, inwrought with art, O'er hills and forests hunts the

bounding hart. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Cant. i. 134 Raised

o'er the woof, by Beauty's hand inwrought. 1891 A. E. LEE

Hill. Columbus (O.) II. 225 A beautiful floral arch with the

name U. S. Grant inwrought.

ft. 1805 WORDSW. Preliuie vul. 243 The flowers Of lowly

thyme, by Nature's skill enwrought In the wild turf. 1819
Haunted Tree 12 Flowers enwrought On silken tissue.

3. Worked into the same tissue, intimately com-

bined or worked together with something.
a. 1814 CAMPBELL Theotlric 216 With her graceful wit

there was inwrought A wildly sweet unworldliness of

thought. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxx, All that part of

his life which was closely inwrought with his emotions.

ft. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Lost Bower xxiv, And the ivy,

veined and glossy, Was enwrought with eglantine.

b. Worked into anything as a constituent

'734 WATTS Rtliq. Juv. xlvi. (1789) 129 A good degree of

courage inwrought into our very frame. 1864 BOWEN Logic
x. 328 Native to the mind and inwrought into its very con-

stitution. 1881 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 249 Even discords

can be inwrought into the vast sequences of some mighty
harmony.

II. 4. as adj. (i'nrot). (In senses as above.)

1830 TENNYSON Arab. Nts. xiv, Engarlanded and diaper'd
With inwrought flowers, a cloth of gold. 1862 M. HOPKINS
Hawaii 127 The inwrought sacerdotalism ruling over . . all

the systems. 1880 UIRDWOOD Ituiian Arts II. 68 Its

marvellously woven tissues and sumptuously inwrought
apparel. 1883 Harper's Mag. 904/2 Brocaded satin with

inwrought daisies.

Inwy(e, obs. Sc. form of ENVY : see INVT.

II Inyala (inya'la). [Native name : see quots.]
An antelope of S. Africa, Tragelaphtis angasi,

ranging from Nyasaland to Zululand.

1848 G. F. ANGAS in Proc. Zool. Soc. 89 This new and
brilliant Antelope, the Inyala of the Amazulu. 1850 PROUD-
FOOT ibid. 199 The Mahlengas (or Cutfaces) which people
call this animal Inyala. 1863 W. BALDWIN A/r. Hunting
92 A moment after I beheld a noble buck inyala walking
leisurely away. 1900 Q. Rev. Apr. 304 Buffalo, koodoo,
inyala and other animals that need considerable supplies of

water.

In-yede, -yhede, -yode, pa. t. of IN-GO v. Obs.

t Inye't, v. 06s. In 4-6 inject, [f.
IN- l +

YET v. to pour.] trans. To pour in, infuse. Hence
) Inye'tting v6l. sb., infusion.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 3 This name Ihesu .. in^ettes

savoure of heuenly thynges. Ibiii. 4 Sotheiy bay sail joye
now be in-aettynge of grace. 1400 Prymer in Maskell
Won. Kit. II. 108 God, that .. in^ettist ^iftis of charite to
the hertis of thi feithfut seruauntis. 1513 DOUGLAS SEtieis
vit. vii. 30 Sone as the first infectioun . . injet quietlie had
sche.

flnyoa'ted, pa.pple. Obs. rare. [Altered from

inyote(n, pa. pple. of INYET v.] Poured in.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, u. 271 O that my words
. . Were grav'n in Marble with an yron pen With Lead in-

yoated (to fill up agen).

Inyo'ke, v. rare. [IiM: cf. enyoke (Eu-i 3).]
trnns. a. To yoke or unite to something, b. To
yoke in a wagon, etc. Hence Inyo'king vbl.sb.

1595 MARKHAM Sir K. Grinvile cxxx, These all accord. .

To end his Hues date by their cruell strife, And him vnto a
blessed state invoke, a 1654 J. TAYLOR (Water-p. I ifnnat.
Father, A chaine consists of diners links and every linke

depends and is inyoak'd vpon one another. 1842 MOFKAT
Mission. Labours S. A/r. 118 Daily inyoking and unyok-
ing. Ibid. 391 All inyoked their oxen at the same time.

to (oi'0). [a. I., io, Gr. lw.] A Greek and Latin
exclamation of joy or triumph ; sometimes in Eng.
as sb., an utterance of 'IoP, an exultant shout or

song. Also Io Pfean : see P*AN.
1591 LYLY Midat

y. iii, Io paeans let us sing, To
physicke's, and to poesie's king. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's
Rev. v. iv, Why then Io to Hymen. 1640 GI.APTHOKNE
Wallenstein I. I. Wks. 1874 II. 19 When their loud voyces
sing, los to victory. 1678 DRYDEN & LES (Edipus iv. i,

Pzans in St. Paul's.

Io-, earlier spelling of Jo- : see I, J, the letters.

loato, lobardy, obs. forms of JOT, JEOPAUDY.
lod- (siiod), combining form of mod.L. iodum

IODINE, used (chiefly before a vowel) in forming
names of iodine compounds. (Before a cons. usu.

IODO-, q.v.) Among these are iodace tic a., in iotia-
cetic acti, CH 2I.CO2H, obtained in thin, tough,
colourless, rhombohedral plates, having a very sour
aslc; its salts are ioda cetates

;
i odamide, io-

dammo-ninm, compounds formed by the action
Jdinc on ammonia, mostly of an explosive char-

acter
; iodarse nious a., containing iodine and ar-

senic: ioda-rgrriteJ/iVj. = IODYBITE; lodethan*,
iod.tliyl, ethyl iodide ; lodhydrm rgyrt : see

470

loixi- ; iodhydrate = HvDBioDATB; iodhydric
a. -Iliniiiujiic ; iodhy driii, an iodine ether of

glycerin; iodi odide : see IODO-; iodo-zone (see

quot.); iodrubi'dlum, iodide of rubidium, Rbl.

1873 WATIS Fowncs' C/ieui. (ed. 11) 681 "lodacetic Acid
and Oi-iodacetic Acid have likewise been obtained. Ibid.

580 Modethane is a colourless liquid, of penetrating ethereal

odour. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 154 Tartaric acid, when
heated with aqueous iodide of hydrogen or *iodhydric acid,

is converted into malic acid with liberation of iodine. 1872
WATTS Diet. Chetn. III. 284 lodhydric or hydriodic acid.

Ibid. 283 *Iodhydrins .. only two have hitherto been

obtained, both ofwhich are glycidic ethers. 1877 Fovmes'
Chfin. (ed. 12) II. 183 lodnydrins . . di-iodhydrin . . tri-

iodhydrinor glyceryl tn-iodide. 187* C. B. Fox Ozone 188
A portion of the Iodine set free by the Ozone has been said

to be converted by additional Ozone into *Iodozone. 1894
Brit. Med. Jrtil. 13 Jan., Epit. 8/1 *Ipdrubidium. a sub-

stance resembling iodide of potassium in being odourless,
somewhat bitter and saline in taste.

lodal (si'tfdal). Chem. [f. IOD- + AL(COHOL),
after CHLORAL.] A compound of iodine (CI3COH)
obtained as an oily liquid ; analogous to chloral,
and said to possess similar properties.
1863-72 WATTS Diet. Clu-m. I. 34 (s.v. Acetyfi, Hydride

of Tri-iodacetyl, C2 I 3 O.H, lodal.

lodatei (ahJoVt), sb. Chem. [f. IOD-IC + -ATE*.]
A salt of iodic acid.
1826 HENRY Klein. Chem. II. 16 lodate of zinc falls down

in an insoluble state, when iodate of potassa is added to a
solution of sulphate of zinc. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 122
Iodine and caustic potash give potassium iodate, potassium
iodide, and water.

I'Odate, v.
[f. prec. : cf. -ATE 3

7.] trans. To
impregnate or treat with iodine. Chiefly in ppl. adj.

I'odated, impregnated with or containing iodine,

loda'tion, the action of impregnating with iodine.

1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's Formul., I have long used
the lodated and ioduretted waters. 1855 MAYNE Expos.
Lex.,^ lodatns, containing iodine; applied to a solid com-
bination of iodine with olefiant gas, termed iodated ether,
discovered by Faraday : iodated. 1875 Ure's Diet. A rts
III. 567 Experiment has proved that the blackening of one
variety of iodated paper, and the preservation of another,

depends on the simple admixture of a very minute excess of
the nitrate of silver.

t lode. Chem. Obs. [a. F. iode IODINE.]
1. = IODINE.

1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 94 The general family
resemblance between certain groups of bodies, now regarded
as elementary, (as. .for instance, chlorine, iode, and brome).
2. = IODIDE.
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 500 All the metals unite with

iodine, and form compounds which have been called iodes,

iodures, or iodides. The last term is to be preferred, on
account of the analogy of the compounds denoted by it

with oxides and chlorides.

Iodic (oiip-dik), a. [f. IOD- + -ic : cf. F. iodique
(Gay-Lussac, 1812).] Of or pertaining to iodine.

1. Chem. Containing iodine in union with oxygen;
as in iodic acid (hydrogen iodate'), an oxygen-acid of
iodine (HIO3), obtained in white semitransparent

crystals ; iodic anhydride (iodine pentoxide], I 2O6 .

Also Min. in iodic silver= IODYBITE.

Compounds containing a smaller proportion of iodine are
called fer-iodic, as periodic acid, HglOo.
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 225 Iodic acid enters into

combination with all those fluid or solid acids, which it does
not decompose. 1831 T. P. JONES Confers. Chem. xxiv.

252 With oxygen it [Iodine] produces iodic acid, and with
chlorine chlonodic acid. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xyi.
(1873) 365 The presence of iodic salts. 1868 DANA Mitt.

(ed. 5) f 143 lodyrite. .Iodic Silver.

2. J'ath. Caused by administration of iodine.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Iodic intoxication, same as lodism.

1897 Allbvtt's^ Syst. Med. IV. 792 The curious feature
about the iodic oedema is, that it may come on after the
administration of a few small doses.

lodidate (sitfdid^t), v. Photogr. [f. IODIDE +
-ATE 3

7.] trans. To convert (silver) into its iodide.

Chiefly in ppl. adj. I'odidated : cf. oxidated.

1853 R - HUNT Man. f'hotogr. 255 The influence of all the

rays,_ excepting the yellow, was to loosen the adhesion of
the iodidated surface, and the under layer of unaffected
silver. 1859 Eiicycl. Brit. XV'II. 552/2 The most beautiful
were upon 'thedaguerrotype iodidated tablets '.

Iodide (ai'Jdaid\ Chem.
[f.

IOD- -t- -IDE.] A
binary compound of iodine with a more positive

element, or an organic radical ; analogous to one
or more atoms of hydriodic acid (III), itself called
on this type hydrogen iodide.
1822 IMISON Sc. 4- Art II. 20 The same syllables are pre-

fixed to chlorides and iodides. 1826 HENRV Elem. Chem.
II. 136 Iodide of silver is formed when hydriodic acid is

added to nitrate of silver. 1842 E. Turner's Elem. Chem.
II. xiii. (ed. 7) 299 Iodine . . has a strong attraction for the pure
metals, and for most of the simple non-metallic substances,
producing substances which are termed Iodides or lodurets.
1873 WATTS Ftnunes' Chetn. (ed. n) 227 Phosphorus forms
also two iodides. 1898 J. HuTCHlNsoN/Jnr/WM Surf. IX.
No. 36. 326 He had . . been taking iodides and mercury.
lodiferous (ai|<5di-feras), a. [f. IOD- + -(i)rEK-

OBS.] Producing iodine.

Iodine (ai'Win, -ain), sb. Chem. [Named by
Sir H. Davy in 1814, from F. iode, the name given
by Gay-Lussac (ad. Gr. IwSrjs violet-coloured, f. iov

violet + -tiSij! like, resembling) from the colour of
its vapour, with termination -IXE3, as in chlorine]
1. One of the non-metallic elements, belonging to

IODO-.

the halogen group; at ordinary temperatures a

greyish-black soft brittle solid with a metallic

lustre, volatilizing into a dense vapour of a deep
violet colour; in chemical properties resembling
chlorine and bromine, but less energetic. Symbol
I

; atomic weight ifj.
It exists in sea-water and mineral springs, and in sea-weed

and many marine animals, and is extensively obtained from
the mother-liquor of Chilian sodium nitrate.

1814 DAVY in Phil. Trans. 91 The name tone has been

proposed in France for this new substance from its colour
in the gaseous state, from top viola. . . The name ione, in

English, would lead to confusion. By terming it iodine,
from tu>6i)f violaceous, this confusion will be avoided,
and the name will be more analogous to chlorine and
fluorine. Ibiil. 92 It is probable that iodine will be found
in many combinations in nature. 1826 HENKY Elem.
Chem. I. 322 Iodine was discovered accidentally, about the

beginning of the year 1812, by M. Courtois, a manufacturer
of saltpetre at Paris. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem.
(ed. 3) 114 In power of affinity iodine stands below bromine,
as bromine does below chlorine. 1862 ANSTEO Channel
Isl. 512 The source of supply of iodine is the seaweed
growing on the rocks round the Channel Islands.

2. attrib. a. Containing or impregnated with

iodine, as iodine Jluid, liniment, ointment, water.

b. Of iodine, as iodine injection, vapour ; esp. in

names of compounds, as iodine monochloride, IC1 ;

iodine trichloride, IC13 ; iodine pentoxide (iodic

anhydride), I2O5 . c. Caused by the action of

iodine, as iodinefever, poisoning.
1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's Fortnul. 114 The iodine

ointment applied to the nodes relieved the pain. 1860
N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk.for 1859. 3 1 ? The child . . died two
hours afterwards, from peritonitis and iodine-poisoning.
1877 WATTS Fownes' Chem. (ed. 12) I. 200 Hydriodic acid

gas . . is composed . . of equal volumes of iodine vapour and
hydrogen. Ibid. 202 Iodine monochloride is a reddish-
brown oily liquid. 1898 P. MANSON Trop. Dis. viii. 167
Indolent bubonic [plague] swellings should be treated with
iodine liniment.

Hence I'odlne v. trans. (Photogr.~), to iodize.

1843 Mech. Mag. XXXVIII. 520 To iodine the
plate,

remove the lid and plate of glass, and place it, face down-
wards, on the ledge for that purpose, on the top of the box.

lodism (aitfdiz'm). Path. [f. IOD- * -ISM.] A
morbid state induced by excessive or long-continued
medicinal use of iodine (or its compounds).
1832 R. CHRISTISON Treat. Poisons iv. led. 2) 175 This

affection, which in conformity with the name he [Dr. Jahn]
has given it, maybe termed lodism [lodkrankheitj, he con-
trasts with mercurialism. 1861 BUMSTEAD I'en. Dis. (1879)
816 Iodide of potassium in large doses sometimes gives rise

to a combination of symptoms known under the name of
' iodism

', and consisting of a sensation of oppression in the

head, tinnitus aurium, neuralgia, spasmodic action of the
muscles [etc.]. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6)77.

lodite (ai'&bit). [f. IOD-INE + -ITE.]
1. Chem. A salt of (hypothetical) iodous acid.

So hypo-iodite, a salt of hypo-iodous acid (see

loDOUS).
1842 E. Turner's Elem. Chem. xiii. (ed. 7) 303 Mitscher-

lich infers the crystals to be iodite of soda. 1865-72 WATTS
Diet. Chem. III. 297 Hypo-iodite of potassium.
2. Alin. = IODYBITE.
1854 DANA Min. 95 lodyrite. Iodic Silver. lodite. 1865-

72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 310 lodite, lodopyrite, Iodic
Silver. Native iodide of silver.

Iodize (si'^daiz), v. [f. IOD- + -IZE.] trans.

To treat or impregnate with iodine or an iodide.

(Chiefly in Photogr. and Med.) Usually in///, a.

I'odized. Hence also I'odizing vU. sb. and ///. a.

1841 AtJu'nxum 17 July 541/1 The paper so. .prepared the
author [W. H. F. Talbot] calls iodized paper; because it has
a uniform pale yellow coating of iodide of silver. 1842 GROVE
Corr. Phys. Forces 56 A thin film of iodide of silver is thus
formed on the surface of the metal, and when these iodized

plates are exposed in the camera, a chemical alteration takes

place. 1854 J . SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. op A silver

plate, which had . . been iodized. Ibid. 91 The iodizing pro-
cess. 1860 N. Syd. Soc. Year-bk.for 1850. 167 A case of in-

veterate and hereditary scrofula cured by the sole use of
iodized bread, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 145/2 The
iodising of the collodion is a question on which almost every
operator diners. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., l\odized} serum, a
dark brown liquid obtained by keeping iodine in contact
with the amniotic fluid of the cow . . is used as a reagent in

microscopy.

lodizer (arAteizot). [f. prec. + -EB i.] One who
or that which iodizes ; an

iodizing agent.
1859 A tlttnzum 16 July 01 Negative Colloduxi with usual

lodizer. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. III. i Certain salts

called iodisers, such as the iodides of potassium, cadmium,
or ammonium. 1883 Hard-jjich's Photogr. Chem. (ed. Tay-
lor) 170 A rapid elimination of Iodine takes place on adding
the iodizer.

lodo- (aiWfl), used as combining form of mod.L.
iodum IODINE (chiefly before a consonant) :

a. to form names of iodine compounds and sub-

stitution products resulting from the action of iodine

on other bodies specified, e.g. i odo-be'iizene,
C6H6Ij, formed from benzene by substitution of one
or more iodine for hydrogen atoms; i^odo-bru-cine,

CssH^NaO.,-!.,, the iodide of brucine, C^H^N.^,.
So iodobenaiic (acid), iodocinchonine, iodocodeine,

iodomecone, iodomeconine, iodomorfhine, iodonico-

tine, iodoquinine, iodosalycilic adj., iodoslrychnine,
etc. Also lodo-ace'tic a. : see Ion- ; lodooa'rbon

paste, a medical preparation containing iodoform,



IODOBROMITE.

carbon, and glycerin ; iodo-chloTide, ) -ehlo'ru-
ret, a compound of iodine and chlorine in union
with some base; iodo-e-thane, -e'thyl, etc. : see
IOD-

; iodogOy'ceriu, a medical solution of iodine
and potassium iodide in glycerin ; iodohydra'r-
gyrate, a combination of mercuric iodide with the
iodide of an electro-positive metal, e.g. potassium
iodohydrargyrate, 2(HgL,.KI) + sH 2O ; iodo-fcy-
dric = HYDBIODIO ; iodo-i'odide, a combination
of iodine with its own iodide of some base, as
ammonium iodo-iodide, also called iodide of iod-

ammonium (NH3I).I ; iodome'rcurate, a com-
pound of mercuric iodide with a more basic iodide ;

iodome-thane, iodome-tliyl, methyl iodide; io-

doplie nol, a class of bodies, liquid and solid,
obtained by treating phenol with iodine and iodic
acid

; iodosn'lphate, a salt of iodosulphuric acid ;

iodosirlphide, a compound of iodine and sulphur
with a base, as iodosulphide of antimony, SbSI ;

iodosulphu-ric add, H 2SO3
I
2 ; iodosulphwric an-

hydride, SO2I2 ; iodota'nnin, a solution of iodine
in tannic acid; iodote'rebene, a liquid formed by
the action of iodine on spirit of turpentine.

b. also in other derivatives : as lodog-no-sis,
Dorvault's term for a knowledge ofthe properties of
iodine. loclome trie a., pertaining to quantitative
analysis by means of a standard solution of iodine.

lodo-metry, the volumetric analysis of iodine by
means of a graduated solution of sodium arsenite.
lodo-phthisis (Path.), wasting of flesh or of some
organ, caused by excessive use of iodine. lodo-
plu'inbism, a pathological term for the conjoined
symptoms of iodism and plumbism or lead-colic,
lodothe rapy, the treatment of disease by iodine
and its compounds.
1873 WATTS Fovmes' Chem. (ed. n) 760 "lodobenzenes are

likewise crystalline solids. 1880 A thenxum 27 Nov. 713/1
Aluminic "iodoethylate (CjHsplsIsAh. 1899 J. CAGNEY
tr. faksch's Cliit. Diagnosis vi. (ed. 4) 201 The various
micro-organisms above alluded to stain brown or brownish

Org. Chem. 42 A mono-halogen derivative of a hydrocarbon,
as. for example, iodo-methane, CH3 I. 1871 ROSCOE Elem.
Chem. 412 By the action of potash on *iodophenol. 1873
WATTS Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 705 lodophenols are pro-
duced by the action of iodine-chloride on phenol. 1881
Nature XXIII. 245 The amido-acids obtained from. .*iodo-

propionic acid by the action of ammonia. 1882 A thenxum
ii Nov. 632/1 By heating salicylic acid and iodine in al-
coholic solution, two lodosalicylic acids were formed. 1865
Ibid. No. 1959. 656/2 The *iodo-strychnine of Pelletier.

Iodobromite(3i :

&10|briJ"-m3it). Min. [f.IODO-
+ BROM(IDE + -ITB : cf. Ger. jodobromit (Jahrb.
Min. 1878. 619).] A mineral, the chloro-bromo-
iodide of silver, found in sulphur-yellow or greenish
octahedral crystals.
1890 in Cent. Diet. 1896 in CHESTER Diet. Names Min.
lodoform (si lou-dofjam, aitfdcffam), sb. [f. IODO-
+ FOKM(YL) : cf. chloroform.] A compound of
iodine (

= tri-iodo methane, or methenyl tri-iodide,
CHI3 ), analogous to chloroform, obtained in light
yellow scaly crystals, having an odour of saffron
and a sweet taste ; used medicinally, and as an

antiseptic, esp. in surgical dressings.
1838 T, THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 315 lodoform .. was

first observed by Serullas in the year 1822. 1867 N. Syd.
Sac. Bien. Retrosf. for 1865-6. 378 Dr. Eastlake advocates
iodoform as a topical application. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 13
Dec. 8/1 Ladies had frequently complained of late of the
too perceptible odour of lodoform in the theatres and con-
cert-rooms [at Halle] which duelling students in a convale-
scent state were accustomed to grace with their presence.
attrib. 1878 Braithivaite's Med. Retrosp. LXXVI 1. 254

lodoform pills have acted like a charm. 1885 Ibid. XC.
371, I painted the surface of the inflamed skin with the
iodoform-collodion. 1897 W. ANDERSON Sui -g. Treat. Lupus
7 The wound may. .be dressed with iodoform powder.
Hence lo'doform, lodofo-rmize vbs. trans., to

treat or impregnate with iodoform. lodofcrrmism,
'

poisoning by the medical use of iodoform
'

(Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1887).

lodol (aWdpl). Chem. [f. IOD- + -or,.] A
brown inodorous powder, the tetra-iodide of pyrrol
(CjI4NH), used as an antiseptic dressing instead
of iodoform. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

I'odous, a. [f.
IOD- + -ous: cf. F. iodeux.]

1. Chem. Applied to compounds containing iodine

in greater proportion to oxygen than those called

iodic ; e.g. a hypothetical iodous acid, HIO2 .

Compounds with a still greater proportion of iodine are
termed hypo.iodous, as a supposed hypo-iodous acid, HIO
(Watts Diet. Chem. 1882, III. 297).
1826 HENRV Elem. Chem. I. 225 Iodous Acid. 1881

WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1005 Iodine trioxide or Iodous
Oxide, 1203, is formed, together with the pentoxide, which
is the ultimate product, by the action of ozone on iodine.

2. Having the quality of, or resembling, iodine.

lodurated : see IODURETTED.

fl-odure. Chem. Oh. [a. F. iodure.}
= next.

1826 [see IODE 2}.
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tloduret (si^-diuret). Chem. 06s. [f. IOD-
+ -UKET : in F. iodure. Cf. CHLORUBET.] An
earlier synonym of IODIDE.
i8>6 ACCUM Chem. Tests (1818) 287 loduret of starch.

1822 IMISON Sc. ty Art II. 67 Iodine . . unites with all the
metals, forming with them iodurets. 1826 HF.NRY Elem,
Chem. II.

2^64
The colour of this ioduret, or iodide of starch,

is reddish, if the starch be in excess
; a beautiful blue, when

the two bodies are in due proportion. 1853 R. HUNT Man.
Photogr. 137 To decompose the film of ioduret of silver.

I- loduretted (sWditireWd), ///. a. Chem.
Obs. Also -ated.

[f. prec. + -ED 1
: cf. F. iodurt,

f. iodure."] Combined or impregnated with iodine.

1831 R. CHRISTISON Treat. Poisons (ed. 2) 173 The iodu-
retted solution of hydriodate of potass. 1836 J. M. GULLY
Magendie's Fornml, 107 note, A drop of the solution of the

hydriodate of potass weighs more than a grain, or even two
grains if the hydriodate be ioduretted. 1847-9 TODD Cycl.
Altai. IV. 119/1 This [opacity] is rendered more obvious ..

by ioduretted solutions. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., lodurated . .

loduretted.

lodyrite (aiip'dirsit). Min. [f. IOD-INE, after

argyntc ; substituted by Dana for the earlier name
IODITE.] Native iodide of silver, a sectile mineral,

usually of a yellow colour, occurring in Mexico,
Chili, etc.

1854 DANA Min. (ed. 4) 95. 1892 Hid. 160 lodyrite is

homomorphous with greenockite.

I-offred, ME. pa. pple. of OFFER v.

logelour, obs. form of JUGGLEB.
loissh, loit, obs. forms of JUICE, JOT.

lolite (ai'^lait). Min. Also yolite, iolithe.

[
= Ger. iolith (Werner, 1808), f. Gr. ioi/ violet +

Aiflos stone : see -LITE.] A silicate of aluminium,
iron, and magnesium, occurring in short ortho-
rhombic crystals, or granular ;

of various shades
of blue or violet-blue, and commonly showing
different colours in different directions ; very sub-

ject to alteration by exposure, giving rise to many
varieties. Also called COEDIERITE or DICHKOITE.
[1758 SIR J. HILL (title) An Account of a Stone [etc.] . .

with the History of the lolithos, or Violet Stone, of the

Germans.] 1810 Nicholson's Jrnl. XXVII. 235 The de-
nomination of yolite (violet-stone). 1821 R. JAMESON Man.
Min. 193 Prismato-Rhomboidal Quartz, or lolite. 1831
BKEWSTER Optics xxx. 249 M. Cordier obsei-ved the same
change of colour in a mineral called iolite, to which Haiiy
gave the name of dichroite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 287
lolite . . Lustre vitreous. Pleochroic, being often deep blue

along the vertical axis, and brownish yellow or yellowish
gray perpendicular to it.

Ion (ar^n). Electr. [a. Gr. I6v, neut. pr. pple.
of liveu to go.] Name given by Faraday to either

of the elements which pass to the '

poles
'

or elec-

trodes in electrolysis : the general term including
ANION and CATION.
1834 FARADAY Res. Electr. (1839) 665, I propose to dis-

tinguish such bodies by calling those anions which go to
the anode of the decomposing body ; and those passing to
the cathode, cations

',
and when I have occasion to speak

of these together, I shall call them ions. 1870 R. M. FER-
GUSON Electr. 161 The constituents into which the electrolyte
is decomposed are called ions.

-ion, suffix, repr. F. -ion, L. -to, -ionem, a suffix

forming sbs. of condition or action, rarely formed
from adjs. or sbs., as communion-em sharing in

common, portion-em share, rebellion-em rebellion,
talion-em retaliation ; sometimes from the verb-

stem, as alluvion-em alluvion, condicion-em terms
of agreement, legion-em a chosen body of soldiers,
oblivion-em forgetfulness, opinion-em opinion ; but

chiefly from the ppl. or supine stem in t-, s-, x-,
where it was a permanent possibility, and, from
most verbs, in actual use, e.g. damnation-em con-

demning, completion-em fulfilling, monition-em

warning, munition-em fortification, notion-em a

taking note, solution-em loosening, action-e?n act-

ing, mansion-em staying, abode, mission-em send-

ing, co(n)nexiSn-em close union. Examples of all

these classes occur in English, through F/. or from
L. directly, or formed analogically in Eng. itself,

e.g. union, portion, religion, oblivion, but chiefly
those in -tion (-sion, -xion), as damnation, com-

pletion, munition, notion, pollution, action, session,
connexion

; the form in -ATION (q. v.) is by far the
most frequent, and has become a living formative.

Ionian (aii^'nian), a. and sb. [f. L. Idni-us,
a. Gr. 'Icui'ios + -AN. Cf. mod.F. ionien.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the district Ionia

or to the lonians (see B.) ; Ionic.
Ionian Sea, the part of the Mediterranean between Greece

and Southern Italy ; Ionian Islands, the seven Greek
islands which lie on the eastern coast of this sea.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. le Roy's Interch. Var. Things 61 a,
Thales . . was the author of the Ionian sect. 1624 WOTTON
Archit. in Reliq. (1651) 231 The Capitall dressed on each
side . . in a spiral! wreathing, which they call the Ionian
Voluta. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. n. 66, I left the turmoyling
dangers of the intricated lies, of the lonean and Adriaticall
seas. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. 20 If Ovid in that

straight Ionian Deep Was lost so hard, much more are
we on Seas of larger Bounds. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece
\.

87_
Xuthus . . through his sons, Ion and Achseus .. was

considered as the forefather of the Achaean and the Ionian

IONIC.

tribes. 1838 Ibid. II. 139 Less intimately connected with
the Ionian schools. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 14 Ionian
Islands is the name given to the seven islands of Corfu,
Cephalonia, Zante, Santa Maura, Ithaca, Paxo, and Cerigo,
which are scattered along the coast of Epirus and of the

Peloponnesus. 1900 U. P. Magazine Feb. 68/1 Some
hundreds of hardy Ionian oarsmen from Phocee.
2. Mus. Ionian mode. &. One of the modes in

ancient Greek music, characterized as soft and
effeminate, b. The last of the '

authentic
'

eccle-

siastical modes, having C for its
'
final ', and G for

its
' dominant ', and thus corresponding to the

modern major diatonic scale.

1844 BECK & FELTON tr. Mnnk's Metres 289 The Greeks
had seven principal modes, the Dorian, Aeolian . . and Ionian.
Ibid. 290 The Ionian .. Plato rejects as effeminate. 1867
MACFARREN Harmony ii. 35 At last, under the name of the
Ionian mode, our modern scale of C. 1893 ^' ^" WOOL-
DHIDGE in Chaffell's O. E. Pop. Mus. I. p. xi, Popular Scale
of C. Called in the i6th century the i3th or Ionian Mode.
B. sb. A member of that great division of the

Hellenic race, which occupied Attica and the
northern coast of the Peloponnesus, and established
colonies in Sicily, Italy, Gaul, on the shores and
islands of the Euxine, and especially in Asia Minor,
where a large district was named from them Ionia.

b. An Ionian Islander.

1563 SHUTE Archit. Civb, lonica ..was deuised by the
lonians and set in the temple of Diana. 1807 ROBINSON
Archzol. Grxca v. xxi. 521 The lonians delighted in wanton
dances and songs more than the rest of the Greeks . . and
wanton gestures were proverbially termed Ionic motions.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 13 Miletus seems to have fallen

to the share of the Athenian lonians . . Another party of
lonians under Androclus took possession of Ephesus. 1898
J. MCCARTHY Story Gladstone xvii. 192 The lonians had
one uncompromising grievance.

Ionic (aiifnik), a.1 and sb. [ad. L. Tonic-us,
a. Gr. 'IWVIKOS : cf. F. ionique (i6th c.).]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Ionia or the

lonians: = IONIAN a. i. Ionic dialect, the most

important of the three main branches of ancient

Greek, of which also the Attic was a development.
Ionic School or Sect ojphilosophy, that founded by
Thales of Miletus in Asiatic Ionia.
1602 CAREW Eng. Tongue in Camden Rem. (1614) 43 Will

you haue Platoes veine? reade Sir Thomas Smith, the
lonicke? Sir Thomas Moore. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage.

(1614)94 He saw the Cadmean letters engraven in a Temple
at Thebes, much like the lonike letters. 1662 STILIJNGFL.

Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 4 The difference of the former Philoso-

phers of the lonick sect, after the time of Thales, as to the
material principle of the world. 1702 tr. Lc Clerc's Prim.
Fathers 8 The lonick Sect ended in Archelaus, Master of
Socrates. 1731 BLACKWALL Sacr. Class. II. i. ii. 56 Frequent
in the Ionic and poetical dialect. 1821 BYRON Sardan. i. ii.

38, I know each glance of those Ionic eyes, a 1829 J. YOUNG
Lect. Intell. Philos.yX. (1835) 399 The system of the original
Ionic school.

2. Arch. Name of one of the three orders of Gre-
cian architecture (Doric, Ionic, Corinthian), charac-

terized by- the two lateral volutes of the capital.

[1563 SHUTE Archit. Eivb, Tuscana, Dorica, lonica,

Connthia, and Composita, increase their heightes by
Diameters.] 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. II.

iii. 33 Two high pillers lonique without heads. 1614 SELDEN

Tulles Hon. Ded. Aij a, Architecture of olde Temples.. was
either Dorique, Jonique, or Corinthian. 1705 ELSTOB in

Hearne Collect. 30 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 107 Capitals of y
lonick size. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It. Isl. I. 302 A
large triangular space, approached by an Ionic vestibule,
and enclosed by a Doric colonnade.

3. Mus. (See IONIAN a. 2 a.) ? Obs.

1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Oct. 27 The
Lydian and lonique harmony. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill AIns.
i. 61 The lonick Mood was for more light and effeminate
Musick. 1807 ROBINSON Archseol. Gr&cav. xxiii. 534 There
were four principal KVAOI ormodes; the Phrygian, the Lydian,
the Doric, and the Ionic. .The Phrygian mode was religious
. . the Ionic, gay and cheerful.

4. Gr. and Lat. Pros. Name of a foot consisting
of two long syllables followed by two short (' ionic

a majors'), or two short followed by two long

(' ionic a minore ') ; pertaining to or consisting of

such feet : see B. 3. Ionic metre, a metre consist-

ing of Ionic feet.

B. so.
)
1. = IONIAN sb.

;
a member of the

Ionic School of philosophy. Obs.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. le Roy's Interch. Var. Things 61 a,

The Philosophers, .diuided themselues into two sects, thone

being called lonicques, thother Italiques. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 93 These letters .. being by the loniks

principally learned.

2. The Ionic dialect of ancient Greek.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. i. i. 3.

3. Gr. and Lat. Pros. An Ionic foot or verse;
Ionic metre : see A. 4.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., lonick . . a certain foot in a verse

consisting of two long syllables and two short. 1885 R. C.

JEBB OLdipus Tyrannus p. Ixxxi, When the ionic --vo. .

is interchanged with the dichoree ^ ^.

lo'ttic, <?.
2

Physics, [f. ION + -1C.] Of or per-

taining to ions.

1890 Nature g Oct. 576 In accordance with the laws of
ionic migrations enunciated by Sir F. Bramwell . . the ions
collected at the tray, .fell to pieces. 1898 SIR W. CROOKES
Addr. Brit. Assoc. 22 It becomes more and more clear that

cathode rays consist of electrified atoms or ions in rapid

progressive motion. .Dr. Larmor's theory . .likewise involves
the idea of an ionic substratum of matter.



IONICAL.

t lo-nical, a. Ots. [f. as IONIC a.i + -AL.]

-IONIC a. 1 2.

1614 W'OTTON Archil, in Rtlif. (1651) 234 In an.. lomcall

i>tcr.

loiiicism (aiifnisiz m). [f.
L. ISnic-us IONIC

+ -ISM.] Ionic character, or an Ionic character-

istic ; the use of, or an idiom of, the Ionic dialect.

1817 I. TAYLOR Transm. Anc. Bks. (1859) 273 He. .restores

the ionicisms only when he has the authority of MSS. for so

doing. 1891 Knowledge (N. Y.) 27 Aug., The fragments of

his poems quoted by ancient writers are full of Ionicisms.

lonicize (aiifnisoiz), v. [f.
as prec. + -IZE.]

a. intr. To use the Ionic dialect, b. trans. To
render Ionic (,in style or dialect). Hence lo^ni-

ciiation.
1841 DE QUINCEY Philos. Herodotus Wks. 1862 VIII. 180

Herodotus, even whilst tonicizing . . had yet spelt a parti-

cular name with the alpha and not with the eta. 18. . New
Princeton Ktv. V. 412 (Cent.) A primitive

Aeolic core,

afterwards lonicized. i8oa AGNES M. CLERKE Fain. Stud,

llomcri. 10 Kick's remarkable demonstration that the Iliad

and the Odyssey underwent an early process of lonicisation.

lonism (ai-itoiz'm). [f.
IONIZE z/.1 : see -ISM.]

= lONICISU.

1795 Brit. Crit. Feb. 133 We lament that in any of the

versions [of Gray's Elegy] a preference should have been

shown to lonisms. 1847 GROTE Greece n. xiii. III. 231 note,

The test of lonism, according to the statement of Herodotus,
is, that a city should derive its origin from Athens, and that

it should celebrate the solemnity of the Apaturia.
So I-onist, one who uses lonisms.
1886 F. G. ALLINSON in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. July 209 The

lonists of the second century A.D.

lonite (si'tfnsit). Mm. [f. place-name lona +

-rrEj
A brownish-yellow mineral resin found in

the lona valley, California.

1878 S. PURNELL in Amer. Jrnl. Sc. /fr
Art Ser. in.

Ionize (si'ffaaiz), zv.
1

[ad. Cr. lavif-ttv to use

the Ionic speech or fashions.]
= IONICIZE.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. III. 506 The wrathful
excommunication of the Ionizing Brahmans. 1886 H. W.
SMYTH in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. July 234 After such older

portions as the Mqi'tc had been Ionized.

Hence lonlza'tiou.

1899 B. L. GILDERSLEEVE in Amer. Jrnl. Philol. XX. 91
Kick s theory of the lonization of Aeolic songs.

I'onize, v^ Physics, [f. ION + -IZE.] trans.

To convert into an ion or ions.

1898 SIR W. CROOKKS Addr. Brit. Assoc. 24 The thorium
rays affect photographic plates through screens of paper or
aluminium . . . They ionise the air, making it an electrical

conductor.

I-opened, -opened, ME. pa. pple. of OPEN v.

lopterous (si^-pteras), a. Entom.
[f.

mod.L.

iopter-us (f. Gr. lov violet + irripov wing) + -ous.]

Having violet-coloured wings.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

-ior, suffix^, later spelling of -IOUB, in which i

represents an earlier
', ei, e, as warrior, formerly

warriour, ME. werriour, -eour, -eyour, -aiour,
ONF. tverreior, -ur, OF. guerroyeur, guerrieur.

-ior, suffix
2

, repr. L. -ior of comparatives, as

inferior, superior, ulterior, junior, senior; for-

merly written -tour = F. -ieur.

I-ordeined, -ordeyned, ME. pa. pple. of OB-
DAIN v. I-ordred, of ORDER v. I-orne, var.
of i-runne, ME. pa. pple. of RUN v.

lot, obs. spelling of JOT.
Iota (3i|<?n-ta). Also 7 jota. [a. Gr. iwra.]
L The name of the Greek letter I, i, correspond-

ing to the Roman I, i ; the smallest letter of the
Greek alphabet.
fata subscript (L. iota sutscriptum), a small iota written

beneath a long vowel, forming the second element of a
diphthong, as in 9, u, 01.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 290 The Nisaean horses
(written with Iota [i6s8Jota] and simple Sifma, as Eustathius
writeth) are the most excellent. 1679 PF.NN Addr. Prot.
u. ii. (1692) 65 All this Stir had been made about an Iota :

For the whole Question was, Whether homousia or homoi-
usia should be received for Faith. 1893 E. M. THOMPSON
Grk.ft Lat. Palxogr. xii. 175 The frequent dotting of the
tota in this MS. is peculiar.
2- fig. (after Matt. v. 18; see JOT) : The least,

or a very small, particle or quantity; an atom.
(Mostly with negative expressed or implied.)
1636 FEATLY Clavis Myst. iv. 42 Shall we lose, or sleightly

Cby, any iota or tittle of the Booke of God ? 1643 A
GES Serm. bef. Ho. Comm. 27 Sept. 19 You are ac-

comptable to God for jotaes and tittles. 1696 BROOKHOUSE
Temple Open. 28 This has been done in England to an lota.
1771 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 251 Not an iota should be yielded

part of Britain. 1863 WHYTE MELVILLE Gladiators III. 124'e will not part with one iota of our privileges.

Iotacism (ei,<J-tasiz'm). [ad. L. iotacismus,
a. Gr. larraxvanfa a laying too much stress upon
the i, repetition of i, f. ISrra IOTA.] Excessive use
or repetition of the letter iota or I ; spec, the pro-
nunciation of other Greek vowels like iota (i.e. as
Latin /or mod.Eng. ), as in modern Greek: see
ITACISM, and cf. ETACISM.
i6s BLOUXT Ghtsogr., lalarism .. is when the letter (I

472

or foM sounds much ; as if we say, Juno Jovi irascitur.

It U also sometimes taken for an error in pronouncing the

letter I. 1834 Eraser's Mag. IX. 502 The letter I is a great
letter. There was a prejudice against it among the Latins,

and the Greeks were accused of lotacism. a 1843 SOUTHEY
CMIIIH. fl. Bk. IV. 428 In the pronunciation of modem
Greek Alfieri says the most melodious language in the

world becomes a continual iotacism, like the neighing of

a horse.

So lo taclst, one who practises iotacism in the

pronunciation of Greek ; -=ITACIST.

Total (3i|"'tal), a. nonce-wet, [f. IOT-A + -AL.]

Existing with respect to every iota ; absolute in

every detail.

1810 Q. Rev. III. 189 Mr. Smith's flaming profession as
to the total accuracy of his creed.

lote, obs. form of JOT.
lotize (ai-iiteiz), v. rare. [ad. Gr. iarifav to

write with an iota : see -IZE.] (See quot.)
1880 GRANT WHITE Evtry-Day Eng. 33 The introduction

of it [the i sound] before another letter is called the iotizing
of that letter.

I O U (aiva'yw
1

). [
= ' I owe you '.] A docu-

ment bearing these three letters followed by a

specified sum, and signed, constituting a formal

acknowledgement of a debt.

[1618 BRETON Court, fy Countryman *C, Hee teacheth od
fellowes play tricks with their Creditors, who in stead of pay-
ments, write / O V, and so scoffe many an honest man out
of his goods.] 1795 ESPINASSE Rep. I. 426 marg. note,
An I. O. U. is admissible evidence ofa debt without a stamp.
1808 CAMPBELL Rep. I. 499 It had been held by Eyre C. J.
that an I..O. U. was good without a stamp. 1817 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Harrington xvi. 442 The fellow understands

> pay
ship, handing the ex-fishmonger his I O U. 1840 MARRYAT

give my I O U, Sign, draw, accept, as majors do. 1893
BITHELL Counting-Ho. Diet., I O u, a recognized contrac-
tion of the sentence,

'
I owe you.

1

It is a simple acknow-
ledgment of indebtedness to some particular person. As it

is neither a promissory note nor a receipt, it requires no
stamp. It is not a negotiable instrument, but as it is an
acknowledgment of a debt, that debt can be sued for at any
time, and is so far equal to a promissory note payable on
demand.

-iour, a compound suffix, viz. -OUR (OF. -ur,

-or, F. -eur), preceded by an representing , ei,

e, of another element ; as in saviour, ME. and AF.
sauveour, OF. sauve-ur, -e-or, early OF. salvedtir

: L. salvdtorem ; later F. sauveur ; in some cases

a corruption of a different suffix, as in humour,
behaviour: see -OUK. Through the general later

change of -our to -or, and the confusion of this

with -er, several words formerly in -tour are now
written -ior (as warrior), -ier (as currier, soldier).

-ions, a compound suffix, consisting of the suffix

-ous, added to an which is part of another suffix,

repr. L. -tosus, F. -ieux, with sense ' characterized

by, full of. Found in L. in adjs. formed from
derivative sbs. in -ia, -ies, -ius, -turn, as invidiosus

invidious, perniciosus pernicious, ebriosus drunken,

ebrious, odiSsus odious
; by false analogy in ciirio-

sus curious (from euro) : see -oca. Also in adjs.

belonging to sbs. in -to, -ion-em, as ambit-ios-us

(from ambit-ion-em) ambitious ; so captiosus cap-
tious, factiosus factious, obliviosus oblivious, reli-

giosus scrupulous, religious, seditiosus seditious,

suspiciosus suspicious, etc. By analogical exten-
sion from these, there is a tendency in English to
form an adj. in -ious beside any sb. in -ion, esp.
those in -tion, -don, -sion, e.g. rebett-ion, -ious,

caution, -ious, infection, -ious, contradictious, de-

ceptions, disputatious, dissentious((or-sious), igni-
tions. Adjs. in -ions are also formed in Eng. by
adding -ous to the stem of L. adjs. in -i-us, e.g. L.
vari-us various

;
also in -itious from L. -ici-us, as

adventitious : see -ITIOUS, and -ous.

low, obs. f. JAW, JEW. lowell, obs. f. JEWEL.
I-paid, i-paied, ME. pa. pple. of PAT v.

I-paised, of PEASE v., to pacify. I-parceived,
of PERCEIVE z>. I-parroked, of PAKBOCK v., to
confine or shut in. I-passed, i-past, of PASS v.

I-payde, of PAY v.

Ipecac, shortened form of IPECACUANHA.
1788 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. t Corr. (1888) I. 409

Examined several vegetables, the Pawpaw, Ipecac, Red-
hud, Spanish Oak, Honey-locust. 1855 O. W. HOLMES
Poems 174 Ye healers of men, for a moment decline Your
feats in the rhubarb and ipecac line. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (1879) 433 Ipecac acts upon the digestive tract.

Ipecacuanha (ipfkki,arna). Forms: 7
ipe-, hypepocoanha, hypopecovana, -couana,
hypoooohoana, 8 hypecacuana, ipecacuaua,
ipecacuanha, ipecacoanha, 8- ipecacuanha ;

contracted ipecacuan, IPECAC, [a. Pg. ipecacuanha
(z'p<rkakwa-n>'a), ad. Tnpi-Guarani ipe-kaa-guene.
According to Cavalcanti, cited by Skeat Trans. Philol.

Sac. 1885, 91, the meaning of ipe-kaa-guene is
' low or

creeping plant causing vomit '. The word is said to be a
descriptive appellation applied to several medicinal plants,

IFOMCEA.

the proper name of the CefchaSlis, which produces the ipe-
cacuanha of commerce, being poaya.]
1. The root of Cephaclis Ipecacuanha, N.O. Cin-

chonacese, a South American small shrubby plant,
which possesses emetic, diaphoretic, and purgative
properties ; also popularly applied to various forms
in which the drug is employed.
1682 J. PECHEY (title) Some Observations made upon the

Brasilian Root, called Ipepocoanha. Ibid. 4 What wonder-
ful Virtue I have found in the Root called Hypepocoanha.
1698 FROGER Voy. 114 As for the Hypopecovana it's a
small Root, that in our Armies has sufficiently discovered
the Venues of it against the Bloody-flux. 1608 M. LISTER
Journ. Paris (1699) 134 Tho' he took . . Hypocochoana
five times, it had no effect upon him. 1712 tr. Pomefs
Hist. Drugs I. 24 The Ipecacuana . . is a little Root ;

which the Dutch and Portuguese bring us from the coast
of Brazil. 1717 tr. Frezier's Yoy. 303 Oil of Copayoa,
Hypecacuana. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's 84 The violent

operation of ipecacuanha lies in its resin. 1747 WESLEY
Prim. Physick (1762) 113 Pour a Dish of tea on twenty
Grains of Ipececuanha. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane H. 114
note, Almost as useful in dysenteric complaints as ipeca-
cuan. 1772 HEY in Phil. Trans. LXII. 260 Five grains of
ipecacoanha. 1813-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 130
Two or three grains of ipecacuan. 1819 SOUTHEY O. New-
man v, Words, .which from me or you Could not be forced

by ipecacuanha, Drop from his oratoric lips like manna.
2. The plant Cephaelis Ipecacuanha.
1788 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. /r Corr. (1888) I. 427

Found vast quantities of Ipecacuanha on a hill. 1870 Pall
Mall G. 26 Aug. 4 In Calcutta some experiments have been
made in the cultivation of ipecacuanha. 1885 LADY BRASSEY
The Trades 175 Ipecacuanha, covered with bright red and
yellow flowers grew in profusion.
3. Transferred to many other plants whose roots

have emetic properties, e.g.
American Ipecacuanha (Euphorbia Ipecacuanha,

also Gillenia trifoliata) ; Bastard I. ( Asclepias curassa-
vica); Indian, Ceylon, Coromandel I. (Tylophora
asthmatica); Peruvian, Striated, or Black L (Psycho-
tria etnetica} ; Wild I. (Asclepias curassavica, Triosteum
perfoliatum) ; White, Amylaceous, or Undulated I.

(Richardsonia scabra). False I., a term applied to nearly
all these plants, but esp. to species of lonidium.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 3r6 Bastard Ipecacuana,

Asclepias. False Ipecacuana, Triosteum.
4. Jig. Something that produces nausea.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess. (1765) 191 The foppery of love-

verses, when a person is ill and indisposed, is perfect ipe-
cacuanha. 1788 H. WALPOLE in Walpoliana, Auth. fy

Artists ii An author, talking of his own works, or censuring
those of others, is to me a dose of ipecacuanha.
5. attrib., as ipecacuanha cuttings, lozenge, root

ipecacuanha wine, the filtered infusion of the

root in wine.

1761 ARMSTRONG Day 194 I've known a dame, sage else as
a divine, For brandy whip off ipecacuan wine. 1789 W.
BUCHAN Dam. Med. (1790) 707 Ipecacuanha Wine. 1870
SIR R. CHRISTISON Jrnl. in Life II. 211 The ipecacuan
cuttings for India.

Ipecacuaiikic (ipfl<;e:ki!<,srnik), a.
[f. prec.

+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to ipecacuanha ; contain-

ing ipecacuanha in chemical combination, as ipeca-
cuanhic acid, C 14H 18O7 , a peculiar form of tannic

acid found in ipecacuanha root.

i86s-7 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 314 Ipe[ca]cuanic acid. .

is a reddish-brown, very bitter, amorphous mass, soluble in

..alcohol and water. 1876 HARLF.Y Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 548.

I-pejt, ME. pa. pple. of PITCH v. I-peint(ed,
of PAINT v.

t I-peln-red, ///. a. Obs. [f. I-l + F. pelure
PELLURE,fur + -ED!.] Lined with pellure ; furred.
r 1460 Lannfal 237 Har manteles wer of grene felwet,..

Ipelvred with grys and gro. Ibid. 417 Launfal yn purpure
gan hym schrede Ipelvred with whyt ermyne.

fl-pe-nd, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

1- pref.\ (here

pseudo-archaic) + fend, extended form of PEN v. :

cf. next.] trans. To pen or shut in.

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso x. xl. 2 The earnest zeal . . From
courage sprung, which seld we close ipend In swelling
stomach without violent breach.

I-pent, obs. pa. pple. of PEN v.

1600 FAIRFAX Tnsso xm. xx. i These drawing near the

Wood, where close ipent The wicked Sprites in sylvan Pin-
folds were.

I-perced, ME. pa. pple. ofPIEKCE v. I-perised,
of PERISH v. I-pesed, of PEASE v., to appease.
I-peynt, of PAINT v. I-peyred, of PAIR v., to

impair. I-piched, i-picht, i-pight, i-pijt, of

PITCH v. I-piled, of PILL v., to plunder. I-pilt,
of PELT v. I-pined, of PINE v. I-plaied, of

PLAY v. I-plesed, of PLEASE v. I-pleyned,
of PLAIN v., to complain. I-plight, i-plijt,
i-pliht, i-pluht, of PLIGHT v.

Ipoeras, obs. form of HIPPOCBAS.

Ipoerlsie, -erite, obs. ff. HTPOCMSY, -CBITE.

I-pointed, ME. pa. pple. of POINT v.

t Ipo'krephum, ME. corrupt f. apocryphum,
sing, of APOCRYPHA.
13.. Childh, Jesus in Archiv Stud. neu.Spr. LXXIV.

327_
Here bigynnys the Romance of the childhode of Jhesu

Criste bat clerkys callys Ipokrephum.
II Iponioea (aiponu-a). Bot. Also ipomeoa,

ipomea. [mod.L. (Linn:eus), f. Gr. fir-, stem
of fy a worm + o/joios like.] A genus of twin-

ing or creeping plants, mostly tropical, N.O.

ConvotvulaccBi, with trumpet- or salver-shaped



IPOMffilC.

corolla ; many of the species possess medicinal

properties, many are cultivated as flowering plants,
and one, I. Batatas, furnishes the sweet potato.
1794 MARTVN Rousseau's Bat. xvi. 185 Ipomoea has rather

a funnel-shaped than a campanulate corolla. 1867 LADY
HERBERT Cradle L, i. 5 Ipomxas of every shade . . climbing
over the ruined wall. 1877 BLACKMORE Erema. xiv. (1880)
82 Against the golden leaves of maple, .a special wreath of
blue shone like a climbing ipomcea. 1878 H. M. STANLEY
DarkCont. II. xii. 351 The Ipomoea's purple buds gemmed
with colour the tall stem of some sturdy tree.

Hence Ipomoelc a., of Ipomoea, in ipomceic acid,
named from Ipomcea Jalapa, jalap: see quot.
1863-72 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 31^ Ipom&ic acid. 1868

Ibid. (1877) V. 214 Ipomaeic acid . . isomeric with sebacic

acid, produced by the action of moderately strong nitric

acid on convolvulic acid, convolvulinolic acid, jalapin,

jalapic acid, or jalapinolic acid.

1 1-pO'He, i>. Obs. [OE. gepunian, f. ge- (I- 1)

+punian to beat.] trans. To pound.
ciooo Sax. Leechrl. \. 216 sepuna..eall tosomne. r 1400

Laufranc's Cirurg. 62 (Add. MS.) Ipone hem wel & make
of hem smale ballys.

1-porch.aced, ME. pa. pple. of PURCHASE v.

Ipostacis, obs. form of HYPOSTASIS.

Ipotame, ipotayne, obs. var. HIPPOPOTAMOS.

I-poysened, -oned, ME. pa. pple. of POISON v.

Ippocras, obs. form of HIPPOCBAS.

I-praied, i-prayed(e, ME. pa. pple. of PRAY v.

I-preched, of PREACH v. I-preised, i-preysed,
of PRAISE v. I-preoved, i-preved, of PREVE

v., to prove. I-priked, of PRICK v. I-prisoned,
of PRISON v. I-prived, 1-pryved, of PRIVE v.,

to deprive. I-procured, of PROCURE v. I-prof-

red, of PROFFER v. I-prophecied, of PROPHESY
v. I-proved, i-prowed, of PROVE v.

t Ipse, pron. and sb. [L. ipse he himself, very.]

||1. pron. Himself; truly himself; in his right
mind.
1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 106 Though Curio be olde

huddle and twang, ipse, he. 1787 'G. GAMBADO' Acad.
Horsemen (1809) 28 note, Our author could not be, ipse, he,
when he wrote this !

2. sb. A slang name for a kind of ale, quasi
' the very thing '.

1719 D'URFEY Pills IV. 106 The strongest Wine . . Is

nothing like t' our English Ale, That Liquor of Life, call'd

Ipse.

f I psea-nd. Corruption of '
et per se, and ', an

old way of naming the character &= at the end of

the alphabet; i.e. '& by itself = and'. Cf. AM-
PERSAND.
1847 MAR. EDGEWORTH Orlandino (1848) 86 As ugly as sin,

and as crooked as an ipseand, as Sir Pertinax Macsycophant
in the play says.

II Ipse dixit (i'psz di-ksit). PI. ipse dixits.

[L. ipse dixit, a translation of Gr. avr&s e<pa
' he

himself (the master) said it ', a phrase used by the

Pythagoreans.] An unproved assertion resting on

the bare authority of some speaker ;
a dogmatic

statement ;
a dictum.

[1477 Paston Lett. III. 214 He wold yeffe you his labore,

be so ye payd for his costes. Ipse dixit.] 1572 WHITGIFT

Def. Annsw. Admon. Tract vni. v. 13 Here is neither

scripture, doctor, story, council, or anything else, but ipse

dixit. 1601 A. C. Answ. Let. Jesuittd Gent. 13 A bare

Ipse dixit, and nothing else. 1672 MARVELI. Reh. Transp.
i. 57 His Dogmatical Ipse Dixits may rather be a reason

why we should not believe him. 1800 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. X. 423 Criticism deals too much in ipse-dixits.

1870 J. H. NEWMAN Gram. Assent 11. viii. 255 To emanci-

pate us from the capricious ipse dixit of authority.
attrib. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jiidic. Evid. (1827) I.

125 note, On other occasions the ipse dixit principle, .was. .

seated, .on the same throne.

t b. trans/. Applied to the speaker. Obs.

1641 TRAPP Tfieol. Theol. 126 Christ is the only Rabbin,
the irrefragable Doctor, the Ipse dixit, all the words of

whose mouth are right words.

Hence Ipse-dlxitism (ips/idi'ksitiz'm), dogmatic
assertion. So Ipse-di'xitish a., Ipse-di-xitist.
1808 COLERIDGE in Sir H. Davy's Rent. (1858) 103, I ..

myself think it shallow, flippant, and ipse dixitish. a 1832
BENTHAM Deontology (1834) I. xx. 321 Why the ipse-dixit

root should not produce all the branches necessary to dis-

course, as ipse-dixitisls, and ifst-dixitiatt. 1885 J. MAR-
TINEAU Tvfies Eth. The. II. oq Bentham denounces all

In contrast to this ipse-dixitism, as Bentham would have

called it.

Ipseity (ipsz'iiti). [f. L. z/to self+ -ITY.] Per-

sonal identity and individuality ; selfhood.

1659 H. MORE Immort. Soul HI. xvi. (1662) 213 The Soul

of the World will be every man's personal Ipseity as well as

his. 1668 Dm. Dial. n. xvn. 270 Those mysterious

depths of Satan which the Theosophers so diligently dis-

cover, such as are Ipseity, Egoity, or Selfishness. 1827
COLERIDGE Table-t. 8 July, In the Trinity there is, i.

Ipseity. 2. Alterity. 3. Community. 1845 F. BARHAM Odd
Medley 8 The designative preposition ath. .indicates the

ipseity or objectivity of things.

|| Ipso facto (i'pso fK'ktff), advb. phrase. [L.]

By that very fact ; by the fact itself.

1548 Act 2 tf 3 Edw. VI, c. i i The same person.. shall

therefore be deprived ipso facto of all his
spiritual! pro-

mocions. 1647 SANDERSON Serin. II. 214 By taking Christen-

dom upon us at our Baptism, we did ipso facto renounce
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the world. 1790 SIR P. FRANCIS Lei. Enrke in B.'s Corr.

(1844) III. 129 The best possible critic of the Iliad would
be, ipsofacto, and by virtue of that very character, incap-
able of being the author of it. 1870 J. H. NEWMAN Grant.
Assent H. x. 433 In rejecting their Divine King

;
they ipso

facto lost the living pnnciple and tie of their nationality.

Ipsographic (ipsogre-fik), a. [irreg. f. L. ipso-
as stem of ipse self -r Gr. ypa<t>tn-6s pertaining to

writing.] Self-recording.
1817 Blackw. Mag. II. 222/1 This complex machine

Professor Bertoncelli calls an Ipsographic scale.

I-publesehed, ME. pa. pple. of PUBLISH v.

I-pudrid, of POWDER v. I-pulled, of PULL v.

I-pult, of PELT . I-pund, of POUND v., to

poind. I-punished, i-punsched, of PUNISH

v., PUNCH v. I-pursewed, of PURSUE v. I-put,
i-putte, of PUT v. I-pyght, i-pyjt, of PITCH v.

I-pylled, of PILL v. I-pynched, of PINCH v.

I-quartred, i-quasched, ME. pa. pples. of

QUARTER, QUASH vbs.

t I-quenie, a. Obs. Also i-cweme. [OE.
gecw&me, gecwtme : see I- 1, and QUEME a.} Pleas-

ing, acceptable, agreeable.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John viii. 29 3Da5e ge-cuoemo [Rvshw.

xicwoeme] sint him, ic wyrco symble. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xi. 26 For)>am hyt wa?s swa jecweme beforan be.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 Ne bio naut his lare fremful ne
icweme ban ileweden. a 1225 Ancr. R. 146 Hesteres Ijone

. .was be kinge Assuer licwuroe & icweme.

I I-quenie, Obs. Also 2-3 icweme, 4
yqueme. \Q\L.gfcw&man,-cw(man\ seel- 1

,
and

QUEME zJ trans. To please, gratify.

^893 K. ALFRED Ons. in. vii. 6 pas he. .ne mehte bsem
folce mid jifan gecweman. trxooo jELFRic Hoin. II. 286

Sume gecwemdon englum . . burh cumliSnysse, c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 63 We hit ajen to geme and god solf her mid

iqueme. c 1205 LAY. 13288 Ofte he hine biSohte . . hu he
mihte mid hesinge iquemen ban kinge. a 1300 K. Horn
485 Horn me wel iquemeb, God knrjt him bisemeb. 1340
Ayenb. 228 Non ne may y-queme god and to his yuo.
"

1 1-queth.e, v. Obs. [OE. gecwdSan = OS.

giquethan, OHG. giquedan, Goth, gaqipan : see

I- 1, Y-, and QUEATH .] intr. To say, speak ; to

arrange, come to terms, agree.
^900 tr. Bzda's Hist. v. ii. (1890) 388 Se naefre ffini; word

XecwecSan meahte. a noo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1094
He & his broSer . . ^ecwasSan bast hi mid grioe to gasdere
cuman sceoldan. c 1205 LAY. 2267 He stod biforen Locrine
. . & bas word him iqueS \c 127$ seide]. a 1250 Owl Sf

Night. 501 Ne mi^tu leng a word iquethe.

I-queflen, I-queynt, I-quidded, I-quiked,
I-quykned, I-quytt, ME. pa. pples. of QUEATH,
QUENCH, QUID, QUICK, QUICKEN, QUIT vbs.

Ir, obs. form of IRE.

f Ir, obs. var. of Mr, HER, pers. and poss. pron.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10119 He wende to is mqder to

deliuery ir bcre. Hid. 11803 fo heo hadde al clene ir ioye
al vorlore. Me fiemde ir out of engelond.

Ir- *, assimilated form in L. of the prefix IN- 2

before initial r, used in the same way in Eng., as

in ir-radiate, ir-ruption. In these derivatives only
one r is pronounced.
Ir- 2

,
assimilated form in L. of the prefix IN- 3

before initial r, used in the same way in Eng. (and
much more frequent than IR- !) ; as in ir-rational,

ir-redaimable, ir-recoverable, ir-refragable, ir-re-

ligion, ir-revocable. In these only one r is pro-

nounced, the prefix being really reduced to *'-.

Iracvmd (ai'rakpnd), a, [ad. L. iracund-us,
{. ira anger, IRE + -amd-iis, suffix of verbal adjs.

with sense '

inclining to' : cf. obs. F. iracond, -cund.}
Inclined to wrath ; choleric, passionate, irascible.

1821 Nnv Monthly Mag. I. 645 The iracund veins of

church and schoolmen. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. iii. (1872)

13 A man . . iracund, but cheerfully vigorous. 1853 DE
QUINCEY Whs. (1882) XIV. 403 That particular chancellor

. . was . . the iracund Lord Tburlow.

) Iractrndions, a. Obs. [a. OF. iracondieux

(i5th c.), f. L. iracundi-a, n. of quality f. fra-

aind-us : see -ous.] Inclined to wrath ;
=

prec.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) n. 265/2 Yf a

man yracundyous were so vertuous . . yet it sholde not please

god bycause of his yre. 15. . Kalender ofSheph. (1656) Hi,

He the which is born under Capricornus, . . shall be iracun-

dious a Iyer. 1662 I. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat.

Proph.conc. Author, Th' scorching flame of iracundious Jove.
Hence Xractrndiously adv. [cf. i6th c. . ira-

cundieusement] , wrathfully.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stvffe 41 He, . . then drawing out his

knife most iracundiously, at one whiske lopt off his head.

Iracuildity (airakc-nditi). [f. L. iracund-us :

see -ITY.] Irefulness, wrathfulness.

1840 Neva Monthly Mag. LIX. 491 This indiscreet exhibi-

tion of my wife's iracundity. 1865 Pall Mall G. 8 Apr. n
He .. provides one with the following measure of his

iracundity.

Iracu-ndulous, a. nonce-wd. [f. L. irdcund-

us with dim. formative -ul-us, as in albulus, len-

tulus, etc.] Inclined to anger ;
irascible.

1765 STERNE Tr. Shandy VIII. xiii, Love is. .one of the

most..Iracundulous..of all human passions.

t I-rad, a. Obs. [OE. gcrdd
= MHG. gereit,

Goth, garaids appointed : OTeut. *garaia'o-z, f.

*ga- (I-l, Y-) + railt- to prepare, make ready.

IRASCIBLE.

Cf. I-EEDE.] Prepared, made ready; instructed,
learned, expert.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. x, Sio is swiSe wel Jerad & swiSe

gemetfaest. c zooo Gitthlac Prol., Ic him rumne weg and
geradne tsehte. c 1205 LAY. 24990 To moni feohte ich habbe
eou ilad, and Eeuere jet [c 1275 3e] weoren wel irad.

I-rad, -radde, -rsed, ME. pa. pple. of READ v.

II Irade (z'ra'd*). [Turkish, a. Ar. foU iradah

will, desire.] A written decree issued by the Sultan
of Turkey.
1883 Standard 23 Apr. 5 (Stanf.) The Irad 'ummoning

another meeting of the Ambassadors to discuss the question
of the Governorship of the Lebanon. 1884 Pall Mall G.
10 May 4/i Baron Hirsch. .has. .obtained an irade' for his

great railway-junction scheme. 1891 Blackw. Mag. Oct.

472 The Sultan can issue trade's.

t I-ra'dliche, adv. Obs. Also -reed-. [Early
ME., f. I-HAD a. + -liche, -LY 2

.] Promptly, readily,

straightway.
c 1205 LAY. 11532 He iradliche lajdde hine to rsede. Ibid.

29631 pu scalt irsedliche in to hefne-riche ; heofne is be al

jaru. 1340 Ayenb. i To vynde >Tedliche. .ine huyche leave
of be hoc bet hy by.

fl-raht, ME. pa. pple. of REOCHE v., to tell.

I-rail: see I, the letter, 2.

I-railed, ME. pa. pple. of RAIL v., to cover.

Irain, variant of ARAIN, spider. Obs.

tlraiCe. Obs. rare. Alsoiraille. [Of uncer-
tain origin : cf. IRIS 3.] Some precious stone.
c 1420 Antttrs o/Arth. 590 (Douce MS.) pei betene downe

beriles and bourdures bright .. Stones of Iral bey strenkel
and strewe [frcl. MS. That with stones iraille were strencult
and strauen]. c 1425 Thomas ofErceld. 61 Hir payetrelle
was of irale fyne, Hir cropoure was of orphare.

Iran, variant of IKON sb. z ERNE, eagle.

Iran(e, variant of ARAIN, spider. Obs.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 74 An

ypocryte,
a popholy man, is

lyche
an irane ; for an eran, whan he hath longe trauayled

& myche, to makyn his web, banne comyth a lytel wynd
and blowyth awey all to-gedere.

Iranian (sir^'-nian), a. and sb. [f. Pers. ^jLil
iran Persia + -IAN.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Iran or Persia

;

in Compar. Philol. applied to one of the two Asiatic

families of the Indo-European languages, compris-

ing Zend and Old Persian and their modern descen-

dants or cognates.
1841 LATHAM Eng. Lang. 3 The Iranian stock, so called

from the native name of Persia (Iran), containing the

ancient, middle and modern Persian, with the allied tongues
. . of Curdistan, Affgaunistan, Beloochistan, and Bocharia.

1873 FARRAR Fam. Speech 58 The Aryans proper .. still

lingering in or near their old Iranian home. 1883 St.

James's Gaz. 7 Sept., The great depression to the north of

the Iranian plateau.

f2. a. = ARYAN; Indo-European, b. =Indo-
Iranian. Obs.

1847 PRICHARD in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 241 The Indo-

European, sometimes termed Indo-German, and, by late

writers, Arian or Iranian languages. 1850 LATHAM Eng.
Lang. (ed. 3) 94 The Iranian stock of languages. This
contains the proper Persian languages of Persia (Iran).. the

Kurd language, and all the languages of Asia, .derived from
the Zend or Sanskrit.

B. sb. A member of the Iranian race ; a speaker
of an Iranian language.
1873 FARRAR Fam. Speech jj The Aryans proper, who

subsequently divided into Iranians and Hindoos. 1877_G.
RAWLINSON Orig. Nations vi. 102 For the ornamentation
of their buildings, .the Iranians.. employed sculpture.

So Ira'nic a.

1873 FARRAR Fam. Speech 80* [Table of the Aryan Lan-

guages] Iranic Family. 1877 G. RAWLINSON Orig. Nations
vi. (1883) 21 Iranic civilization, or that of the Medes, the

Persians, and . . the Bactrians.

I-ranne, var. i-ronne, ME. pa. pple. of RUN v.

Irany, variant of ARAIN, spider. Obs.

Irascent (sirae-sent), a. [ad. L. trascent-em,

pr. pple. of irdsci to grow or be angry, f. ira

anger.] Becoming angry ; leading to anger.
1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. IV. 292 Between the irascent

ideas and irascent muscular actions.

Irascibility (airsesibHIti, irses-). [f.
next :

see -ITY. Cf. F. irascibilitl (1550 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] The quality of being irascible; prone-
ness to anger, quickness of temper, irritability.

'75 JOHNSON Rambler No. 40 F i They seldom fail of

giving proofs of their irascibility upon the slightest attack

of criticism. 1779-81 L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 83 Pope's

irascibility prevailed. 1814 D'ISRAELI Quarrels A-uth.

(1867) 301 The statements of Cibber. .show sufficient motives

to excite the poetic irascibility. 1861 READE Cloister 4- H.
I. 117 The fallibility and irascibility of human nature.

Irascible (sirs'sib'l, irse's-), a. Also 7 ira-

sible, 8 irrascible. [a. F. irascible (i2th c. in

Littre
1

), ad. L. irdscibil-is, f. irdsci to grow angry.]

Easily provoked to anger or resentment ; prone to

anger ; irritable, choleric, hot-tempered, passionate.
1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Irascible, inclyned or disposed to

anger, irascible. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Irascible,

cholerick, soon angred, subject to anger. 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scot. (1817) I. n. 345 The Scots, naturally an irascible

and high spirited people. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, vii, The
boar.. was a much more irascible and courageous animal.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule viii. (1874) 114 The only daughter
of a solitary and irascible old gentleman.
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IRASCIBLENESS.

b. Of emotions, actions, etc. : Characterized by,

arising from, or exhibiting anger
,6v, l> I'm. //"/>'. >> 426 Irascible, and objurgatory

I, 1714 WMIS Keliq. Jm>.\M. < 1789) 200 Our irascible

,iu,i s hululKc.1 . . arc ready to defile the whole man. 1774

LDSM. Nat. Hist. ( 1 776) V 1 1 . 296 No animal in the creation

,,,-d with such an irascible nature. i84 W. IRVING

T Tra-.' I. 302 Dignity is always more irascible the more

nVlty the potentate .88. A. W^ WARD Dickens v. ,19 His

irascible nature failed to resent a rather doubtful compliment.

c. Irascible appetite, affection, part of the soul,

in Plato's tripartite
division of the soul, TO 6v/io-

i8's, one of the two parts of the irrational nature,

being that in which courage, spirit, passion, were

held to reside ;
and which was superior to TO Jtri-

Si>/ji7T<*oV, the CONOUPISCIBLE part in which resided

the appetites.

1531) in b. It is called the appetyte irascyble, or the angry

appelyte. 1606 BRYSKETT Cra.Life 48 The scales of the two

principal! appetites the irascible and the concupiscible ; of

that the heart, of this the liuer. 1691 HARTCLIFFE rtrtua 23

Pride, Contempt, Impatience, Anger, Fear, Boldness and the

like generous and brave Passions, belong to what we say is

the irascible part of the mind. 1863 DRAPER Intell. Deal.

Europe v. (1865) 116 Now, the reason being^
seated in the

head, the spirit or irascible soul has its seat in the breast,

fd. quasi-jA.= Irascible appetite, etc. Obs.

1594 (see CONCUPISCIBLE 2 b]. 1656 H. MORE Enthus.

TVrVTo Rdr. A iij a, These I spread before him. .to provoke
his Irascible.

Hence Ira-scibleneis, irascibility ; Ira'scibly

adv., in an irascible manner, angrily.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Irascibleness. i8J8 Mirror V. 264/1

Nothing irascibly said will, .make way with an obstinate or

wilful man.

Zrascid (airarsid), a. rare" 1
, [f. L. trascito

grow angry + -in 1.1 Easily angered, irascible.

1813 Blackvi. Mag. XIII. 278 The head of Julius . . is a
fine portrait of that arrogant and irascid priest.

Irate (aW-l, aiT/t), a. [ad.L. irat-us angered,

enraged, pa. pple. of *irdri, inceptive irdsci to be

or become angry, f. tra anger, IKE.] Excited to

ire; incensed, enraged, angry.
1838 J. OILMAN Life Coleridge 22 Not to heed his anger

should he become irate. 1848 DICKENS Dombey viii, [He]
seemed a little more irate when it was over. 1865 LIVING-

STONE Zambesi vi. 142 He was at once hauled up before the

irate Commandant.
Hence Irately adv., in an irate manner, angrily.

153
' What nonsense !

'

. . I continued irately.

I-raunsond, ravissed, -rawt, ME. pa. pples.
of RANSOM, RAVISH, REACH vbs.

t iTchepil. Obs. rare. [A corruption of ILE-

SPIL (ilspti, irspit), hedgehog, influenced by
IBCHIN.] A hedgehog or urchin.
cuoo.V. Eng. Leg. I. 298/49 Ase ful ase is an Irchepil

of piles al-a-boute, So ful he stikede of Arewene.

t I'rcllin, irchon. Obs. Forms : 3 yrichon,
4 irohouon, 4-5 irchoun, yrchoun, 5 erchon,
irohyn, yrohyn, 6 irchen, 6-7 irchin. [a.

ONF. *ir(e)chon (cf. Picard irechon, Walloon

ireson, Hainaut hirchon) = OF. hericun, F.

hirisson : pop.L. *hertciSn-em : see HUBCHEON
and URCHIN.]
1. A hedgehog.
c 1290 .9. Eng. Leg. I. 179/50 Heo stikeden al-so bicke on

him so yrichon deth of piles. 1381 WYCLIF Zeph. ii. 14 Ona-
cratulus. .and the yrchoun shuln dwelle in the threshefoldis
therof. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode n. cxlv. (1869) 133 With
poyntes she was armed al aboute, as an irchoun. 1486
Bk. St. A tbans C iv b, Fede yowre hawke with an Irchyn
onys or twyes, & it shall helpe hir. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1
Irchen a lyttel beest full of pnckes, kerisson. 1609 BIBLE
(Douay) Ps. ciii[i]. 18 The rocke a refuge for the Irchins.

b. A dish in cookery, so called from being made
to bristle with almonds, etc. stuck over its surface.

<ri43P Two Cookcry-bks. 38 Yrchoum. Take Figgis
mawys . . Take a litel prycke, & prykke be yrchons, An
putte in be holes be Almaundys. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 443.
2. An urchin ; a brat.

t<a$ BP. MOUNTAGU App. Catsar Ep. Ded. a ij b, Such
Irchins it was necessary to disband, and send them away to
shift for 'lemselves, that our Mother the Church might no
more be troubled with them.

Ire (aiJ), sb. Also 4-6 yre, ir, 5 yr, iere, 5-6
yer, 6 Sc. yire, iyre. [a. OF. ire, yre (i ith c. in

Littr<<), ad. L. tra anger, wrath, rage.] Anger;
wrath. Now chiefly poet,

and rhet.

1300 E. E. Ps. Ixxvii. 25 [Ixxviii. 21] Ire somdele Vp-
Megh banne in Iraele. a 13*5 Sir Betas (MS. A.) 2488 Do

Beues " P yre. c 1330 R. BRVNNE Chron. Wace
Is) 2336 Ne he ne saide namore til hire, Bot wente fro

hure al in ire. 1388 WYCLIF Prov. xv. i A soft answere brekith
- 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dates 22 b, It shulde

appease hys Iere. 1556 LAUDKR Tractate 456 Frome all

Inuye thay suld be fre, Frome Malyce, Yre, and Creueltie.
'mf-er Bp.St.Androis Pref. 57 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv Baals bishops provocking God to yire. 1667 MILTON

.
V
"i

843 I hat wish'd the Mountains now might be
gain Thrown on them as a shelter from his ire. 1706PRIO Ode to Queen ,*, While with fiercest ire Bellona
glowv 1808 SCOTT Marm. vi. xiv, Burn'd Marmion's
swarthy cheek like fire, And shook his very frame for ire.
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1865 KlNGSLF-Y Herein, xii, Hereward was flushed with ire

and scorn.

f b. rarely in plural, Olis,

1388 WVCLIF Prov. xxx. 33 He that stirith iris (Vulg. iras},

liriu.Liith forth discordis.

tire, v. Oh. ran-', [f. IBE sb.] trans. To

anger, irritate.

c 1410 Pallad. on Httsb. n. 361 Her brethren & her owne

kynde hit ireth [L. irritat].

Ire, obs. form of AIB (in quot. in sense 7).

1404 FABVAN C/iron.
yi.

clxv. 160 All myghte not stoppe
the intolerable ire of his body.

Ire, obs. or dial. f. IBON ; obs. f. HER.

I-readed, -reaved, ME. pa. pples. of RED,
REAVE vbs. I-red, of READ v.

t I-rede, a. Obs. [OE. genede
= MHG. gtreite

: OTeut. *garaiijo-z : cf. I-BAD a. and GBAITH a.]

Prepared, ready.
c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xvii. 32 [xviii. 33] He gedyde mine

fet swa jeraede [L. perfecit fedes tucos] swa swa heorotum.
c \r]SPassioHOurLord\v)m O. E. Misc.i,o If ich. .bitraye
ihesu hwat schal beon my mede. prytty panewes, hi seyden,
hi beob alle irede.

f I-redy, a. Obs. Forms : 2 jeredi, 3 i-readi,

-redy, 3-4 i-redi, y-redy. [ME. ; see I- ', Y-,
and READY.! = REACT.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3094 Vter & is compaynie yredy a5en
horn were, c 1300 Beket 766 Iredi ich am the deth to

afonge. 1340 Aycnb, 173 pe dya5 bet is yredy, ond oueral

aspib bane zene^ere. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 354 V am come her
o semple kny?t y-redy with be to fi^te.

I-refe, early ME. :OE. er<?/a : see REEVE sb.

Ireful (aio-aful), a.
[f.

IBE sb. + -POL.]
1. Full of ire

; angry, wrathful.
c 1300 Cursor M. 27798 (Cott. Galba) Heuy chere, irefull

and ill. 13.. Coer de L. 366 In his stirope up he stode,
And smote to hym with irefull mode, c 1475 Partenay
3258 A man chaufed with yerfull manace. 1562 J. HEY-
WOOD Prffv. 4" Epigr. (1867) 155 Foule woordis make all'

folke, Irefull or ferefull. 1652 C. B. STAPYLTON Herodian
41 Electus, Laetus, Marcia too must looke, With many moe,
to last his Irefull spight. 1715 POPE Odyss. in. 179 With
ire.full taunts each other they oppose. 1848 C. BRONTE
y. Eyre xii, His eyes and gathered eyebrows looked ireful

and thwarted just now.
2. Choleric, passionate, irascible.
c 1400 Solomon's Bk. Wisdom 20 A^ein stronge men &

ireful look bat bou ne fi^th. 1574 HELLOWES Gneuara's
Farn. Ep. (1577) 116 With the irefull we must not be im-

portunate to entreate a pardon. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 638 The inhabitants of . . Barbary are poore and
proude, irefull, and writing all injuries in marble. 1819 L.
HUNT Indicator No. i (1822) 1. 6 The want of this sympathy
from others made him ireful, revengeful, impious.

Irefully (aie-jfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

an ireful manner ; angrily, wrathfully.
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ix. 230 They . . cam to

Reynawde for to sle hym yrefully. 1555 ABP. PARKER Ps.
xxxiv. 81 God's face is seene, most ireuuly to wycked men
of hand. 1607 TOPSELL Fourf. Beasts (1658) 543 The dams
fight for their young ones most irefulfy. 1632 J. HAYWARD
tr. Bioitdis Eromena 4, I will not (answered irefully the
Prince). 1865 E. C. CLAYTON Cruel Fortune I. 237

' She is

a stupid, .discontented little fool ', she irefully reflected.

Irefalness (aioufulnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The condition of being ireful

; wrathfulness.

1388 WYCLIF i Sam. xix. 21 And Saul was wrooth with
irefulnesse. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) no Obsty-
nacy or frowardnesse, Hastynesse or Irefulnesse, Vngentyl-
nesse. 1574 HYLL Ord. Bees ix, Although the fierce bees
are very ill, yet is their yrefulnesse a note of better bees.

1647 H- MORE Smig o/Sotil n. ii. in. iv, Not rage .. Nor
eating irefulnesse, harsh cruelty.

I-regned, -reht, ME. pa. pples. of REIGN v.,

RECCHE v., to relate.

tlreis. Obs. rare 1
. In 3 yreis. [a. OF.

ireis, irois adj. and sb., Irish (Godef.), f. OE. Ir-as

the Irish.]
= IBISH B. i b.

1107 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5551 per were of ileneys \i>.r. denys]
& of scottes aslawe & al so of yreis [v.rr. yreyns, yrenys]
vif ^onge kinges.

I-reke, -rekened, ME. pa. pples. of REKE,
RECKON vbs.

Ireless (aii-ales), a. rare. [f. IBE sb. + -LESS.]
Void of ire or anger.
1839 Blackiv. Mag. XXVI. 239 Your ireless and soothing

lucubrations.

I-remd, I-remewed, ME. pa. pples. of REME,
REMOVE vbs.

Ire-monger, Iron, obs. ff. IBONMONGEB, IBON.

Irenarch (aiT/haik). Hist. [ad. late L. iren-

archa, a. Gr. tlprp'af'm*
' see EIBENABCH. Cf. F.

irlnarque (Littre).j An Eastern provincial go-
vernor or keeper of the peace, under the Roman
and Byzantine empires.
170* ECHARD Eccl. Hist. (1710) 490 Upon the road he was

met by Herod the Irenarch. 1745 A. BUTLER Lives Saints
(1836) I. 114 Herod the Irenarch, or keeper of the peace.

I-rend, ME. pa. pple. of REND v.

t Ireness-bag, obs. var. (of obscure formation)
of earning-bag : see EARNING vbl. sb$
1611 COTGR., Mulette,. .the maw of a Calfe ; which being

dressed is called the Renet-bag, Jreness-bag, or Cheslop-
bag.

Irenic (aire'nik, airrnik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

I-REW.

fi/Mji/iK-oj, f. (l/rfivri peace. Cf. EIBENIC and F.

Mnique (Littre).
In this and the following word, the first pronunciation is

that given by Smart
; Ogilvie, and Cassell, and by Webster

and the other American Dictionaries, and is in accordance
with the general analogies of the language, as in academic,
clinical, energetic, euphonic, Platonic, in which the long
vowel of the Greek is uniformly shortened ; but the modern
use of the Greek

Etpigpucoi', Eirenicon, to which scholars

naturally give the English academic pronunciation of Greek,
affects the derivatives also, and makes the second pronun-
ciation frequent among university men.]
A. adj. Pacific, non-polemic ;

= IBENICAL.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knovjl.

I. 7x0 He was a man of irenic temperament. 1885 Cli.

Times 343/1 No irenic propositions will do the least good
till we have had those standards restored.

B. sb. pi. Xrenics : irenical theology.
i88-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1118 Irenical

Theology, or Irenics . . presents the points of agreement
among Christians with a view to the ultimate unity.. of
Christendom. 1890 Congreg. Rfv. Apr. 158 Our mission is

not one of polemics but irenics.

Irenical (aire'nikal, airf-nikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL. As to pronunciation, see prec.] Peace-
ful

; pacific ; tending to promote peace, csp. in re-

lation to theological or ecclesiastical differences.
1660 Pref. Bp. Hnlfs Kem. b, How meek his temper

was, his many irenical tracts do shew. 1845 J. MACKIF.

Life Leibnitz 153 To these irenical negotiations an end was
suddenly put.. by the decease of the Duke of Hanover.
1876 FAIRBAIRN Strauss n. in Contemp. R^ev. June 125
Ullmann, a theologian, modern, irenical, anxious to give to
reason the things that are reason's, to faith the things that
are faith's. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 357 The method
which St. John adopts is not polemical but irenical.

Hence Ire'nically adv., in the spirit of peace.
1895 Chicago Advance^ 31 Oct. 619/1 On the . . conflicts

between religion and science . . Prof. N. S. Shaler . . writes

irenically and suggestively.

II Irenicon (ain'nikjJn, oire'nik^n). [n. Gr.

elpT)viK6v, neut. of flprjviK6s : see IBENIC. Also

spelt EIBENICON, q.v. The e is made short in

Cassell, Ogilvie, and the American dictionaries,
but in academic pronunciation the word is gener-

ally treated as Greek with e long : cf. IBENIC.]
A proposal designed to promote peace, esp. in a
church or between churches ; a message of peace.
1618 Barnevelfs Apol. Ded

:
A iij b, A National! Synod

must be assembled : and happily by your aduice declared in

your Irenicon. a 1716 SOUTH (Webster, 1864), They must in
all likelihood (without any other irenicon) have restored

peace to the Church. 1893 Nation (N. Y.) 12 Jan. 25/1 It

was really an irenicon a message of good-will at the
Christmas season.

II Ire'nicnm. 10bs. [L. form of
prec.] =prec.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. v. 9 Although it be, for the
most part, a thankless office, .to sound an irenicum', yet do
it for God's sake. 1662 STILLINGFL. (title) Irenicum, a
Weapon-Salve for the Church's Wounds ; . . whereby a
foundation is laid for the Church's peace, a 1715 BURNET
Own Time (1724) I. n. 189.

t I'reOS. Obs. Also 5 yrios, 5-6 yreos, 6-7
irios. [a. med.L. yreos, *ireos, an unexplained
derivative or altered form of IBIS, arbitrarily ap-
plied to the white-flowered species in contrast to

the purple (' Yris purpureum florem gerit, yreos
album ', Sinon. Barthol, 25/2).] The Florentine
Iris (Iris florentind), a species with large white
flowers, b. The root of this, used in pharmacy ;

orris-root.

\a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 25/2 Yri, i. radicis

qua: yreos appellatur.] c 1400 Lanfranc's^ Ciritrg. 88 pese
medicyns ben sumwhat more driere : yrios [?/. r. yreos],
aristologie [etc.]. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. IV. (1830) 131

Lytill bagges of fustian stufled with ireos and anneys xxvj.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) IT. a, Thinges good for a
colae head : Cububes, Galingale . . Spyke : Yreos. 1579
LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 255 The Irios of Florence is

taken for the best. 1615 MARKHAM F.ng. Housew. (1660) 92
Others to make sweet Water, take of Ireos two ounces [etc.J.

attrib. 1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xxxv. 194 The Ireos rootes
..are hoate and dry in the thirde degree.

Ireous, variant of IBOUS a. Obs.

I-resed, ME. pa. pple. of RESEK. Obs., to rush.

Illresine (">' 'r/^i'nz'). Bot. [mod.L. (Linnaeus),
altered from Gr. flpijataivr; a branch of laurel or olive

entwined with wool carried at certain festivals ; the

reference is to the woolly calyx.] A genus ofplants

(N.O. Amarantacesf), natives of tropical and sub-

tropical America and of Australia, of which several

species are cultivated as ornamental foliage plants ;

a plant of this genus.
1866 in Treas. Bot. 1882 Garden 25 Mar. 205/2 Coleuses

and Iresines may still be struck. I883/W/ Mall G. 7 Sept.

4/1 Some bronze-leaved plant, such as one of the Iresines.

1893 Daily News 15 Aug. 3/2 Fenced in by lines of choco-
late iresines with outer lines of lobelia.

Iresipilis, obs. form of EBYSIPELAS.

I-reste, I-revayd, I-revested, ME. pa. pples.
of REST, REVAY, REVEST vbs.

t I-rew, v. Obs. [OE. gehrfcrwan, f. ft- (I-
1
)

+ hr&wan RUE z>.] To rue, repent : often impers.
a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 1493 pa mec bin we"a swibast act

heortan jehreaw. (-1340 Cursor M. 20529 (Fairf.) Irewed
hit me [Gilt. $ Cott. It reud me] & for-pujt hit sare.

Ireyn(e, variants of AKAIN Obs., spider.

Iriach,var.7flc,4, EBIC, blood- fine (IrishHist.).



IBIAN.

1600 DVMMOK 7>v/rtrt[(iB43) 9 The party offendinge ..is
[

alloted to paye to the wife or childe of the party murdered,
or to the party agreeved, a kind of satisfaction, termed by
them an Iriach.

Irian (ai'rian), a. Anat. [f. IKI-S 4 + -AN.

F. irieti."] Belonging to the iris of the eye.
1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 509 Irian, . . belonging to the

Iris. Ibid., The iris receives the irian nerves.

I-richet, ME. pa. pple. of RICH v., to enrich.

Iricisiu (ai*'risiz'm). [irreg. f. IRISH, after

Scotticism.] An Irish trait of character, expres-

sion, etc. ; an Irishism, Hibernicism.

1743 H. WALFOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834^ VII. 259 There
is a great fracas in Ireland in a noble family or two, height-
ened by a pretty strong circumstance of Iricism. 1833 New
Monthly Mag. XXXIX. 52 The first of September, this

year, to use an Iricism, will not take place till the second.

1853 Miss VonGSLHeiro/j\edclyjffrxK\i. (1861)492 Charlotte
wrote her brother very full and very droll accounts of the

Iricisms around her.

Iricize (ai'Tissiz), v. rare. [f.
as prec., after

Scotticise, Anglicise, etc.] trans, and intr. To
make or become Irish

;
to Hibernicize.

1863 Miss SEWELL Chr. Names I. 112 The Connaught
branch of the great Norman family of De Burgh first

Iricised themselves in M cWilliam. Ibid. II. 481 Norman
names . . iricized gradually with their owners.

Irid (sio-rid). rare.
[f. L. irid-, Gr. ipiS-, stem

of iris, fpis, IRIS.] 1. The iris of the eye.
1823-34 Goods Study Me_d_. (ed.

.))
IV. 544 Negro albino.

Hair white and wooly : irids white. 1848 C. BRONTE J.

Eyre T. (1857) 43 Brown eyes, with a benignant light in

their irids. 1895 F. THOMPSON Sister Songs, [A joy that]

Only lurks retired In the dim gloaming of thine irid.

2. Bot. A plant of the N.O. Iridaceae.

1866 Treas. Sot. 626 Iridacea:.. Irids.

Iridaceous(3i o
rid^''j3s), a. Bot. {i.'L.irid- (see

prec.) + -ACEOUS.] Related to plants of the genus
Iris ; belonging to the natural order Iridacea!.

1851 GLENNY Handbk. Ft. Card. 264 A family of showy
iridaceous bulbs, requiring a frame or greenhouse. 1855 in

MAVNE Expos. Lex.

Iridal (aie'ridal), a. rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Of or belonging to the rainbow.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 280 Descartes
came far nearer the true philosophy of the iridal colours.

Iriddesis, erron. variant of IRIDODESIS.

Iridectomize (aioride'ktomaiz, iri-), v. Sui'g.

[f. next -l- -IZE.] trans. To subject to the operation
of iridectomy.
1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 489 A cook.. whose left

eye had been iridectomised . . for glaucoma. Ibid. 505 Five
months ago R. was iridectomised for glaucoma.

Iridectomy (ai'>ride'ktomi, iri-). Surg. [f. Gr.

i'pi5-, stem of fyis IKIS + CKTO/J.-II a cutting out (f.

(K out + Ttnveiv to cut) + -Y (cf. ANATOMY). Mod.
F. iridectomie (Littre).] Excision of a portion of

the iris. Also alirib.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Iridectomus, an instrument. .

proper for the operation of iridectomy. 1874 LAWSON Dis.

Eye 92 The point of the iridectomy knife. 1894 DOYLE
Round red Lamp 296 He would sit up half the night per-

forming iridectomies and extractions upon the sheep's eyes
sent in by the village butcher.

IrideoilS (airi'dz'as), a. Bot. [f. mod. Bot.L.

Iride-x, f. Iris + -ous.]
= IRIDACEOUS.

1855 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Irideremia (oioriderrmia, irid-). Path. ff.

Gr. ipio-, fpis IKK + iprjuia want, absence.] Con-

genital absence of the iris.

1855 DIXON Dis. Eye (1860) 132 Children affected with

Iridemnia appear to be confused and dazzled by ordinary

daylight. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 323 Irideremia,
or congenital absence of the iris, is occasionally observed.

Irides, pi. of IBIS.

Iridescence (iride'sens). [f.
IRIDESCENT :

see -ENCE.] The quality of being iridescent ;
the

intermingling and interchange of brilliant colours

as in the rainbow, soap-bubbles,
and mother-of-

pearl ; a play of glittering and changing colours.

1804 Phil. Trans. XCIV. 386 The shells . . which still

possess the lustre and iridescence of their original nacre.

1811 PINKERTON Petral. I. 580 In the peacock coal ofWales
or Somersetshire, this iridescence often assumes a strong
resemblance of what are called the eyes in a peacock's tail.

1861 Miss BEAUFORT Egypt. Sepulchres, etc. II. xvi. 31

Bits of ancient pottery and glass., with the iridescence of

time very strongly marked upon it. 1863 TYNDALL Heat 1.

20 Nothing can exceed the splendour of the iridescences

exhibited by many of these clouds. 1874 COUES Birds
N. IV. 291 The plumage . . is peculiar .. no other species of

our country shows such a rich metallic iridescence.

b. Jig. Brilliant flashing of genius or character.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. I. 268 Occasional corrusca-

tions of wit, and frequent iridescences of fancy. 1876 GEO.

ELIOT Dan. Der. iv, What may be called the iridescence

of her character the play of various, nay, contrary tenden-

cies.

Iride'SCency. ? Obs. [f. as prec. : see -ENCY.]
=

prec. (lit. and fig.) ; also, an iridescent formation.

1799 HATCHETT in Pltil. Trans. LXXXIX. 320 The wavy
appearance and irridescency of mother of pearl. 1802 W.
TAYLOR in Rpbberds Mem. I. 449, 1 have got a little blue

book for the iridescencies of my imagination.

Iridescent (iride-sent), a. [f.
L. irid- IRIS +

-ESCENT. Cf. F. iridescent (Littre).] Displaying

colours like those of the rainbow, or those reflected

from soap-bubbles and the like ; glittering or flash-

475

ing with colours which change according to the

position from which they are viewed.

1796 KIKWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 106 An iridescent or

tarnished metallic appearance. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE
Connex. Phys. Sc. xx. (1849) 191 The iridescent colours

produced by heat on polished steel and copper. 1837 M-
DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 183 The Mackerel is a handsome
fish . . The sides are iridescent like mother-of-pearl, but more

silvery. 1879 G. ALLEN Colour:Sense i. 5 We do not owe to

the colour-sense the existence in nature of the rainbow, the

sunset, or the other effects of iridescent light. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W. Africa 242 On the

top
of the water is a film

of exquisite iridescent colours like those on a soap bubble,

only darker and brighter.
D. fig. or in fig. context.

1864 Realm 18 May 6 This iridescent bubble-chaos of

false sentiment. 1873 BLACKIE Self-Cult. (1874) 84 The best

fictions, without a deep moral significance beneath, are

only iridescent froth. 1897 MRS. J. R. GREEN in igt/i Cent.

June 966 The iridescent activities of a sympathetic and

gifted intellect.

Hence Iride'soentlya<fo.,in an iridescent manner.

1706 KIRWAN Elcm. Min. (ed. 2) II. 247 Bluish grey or

steel grey, when tarnished Iridescently variegated
blue or

purplish. 1865 STIRLING Seer. Hegel Proleg. i. 8 To see. .

the whole huge universe iridescently collapse into the crystal
of the Idea.

Iridesis, erron. variant of IBIDODESIS.

Iridian (airi-dian), a. [f.
L. Irid- IRIS + -IAN.]

1. Pertaining to the iris of the eye.
1864 in WEBSTER.
2. Rainbow-like

; brilliantly coloured.

1884 in Casselt's Encycl. Diet. 1888 UPWARD Songs in

Ziklag 146 Consistency ii, Truth's iridian arch.

Iridiate (airi-dia). Chem. [f. IRIDI-UM +
-ATE l.] A salt of iridic acid.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in air's Circ. Sc., Chem. 515 The fused

mass, .contains osmiate and iridiate of potash. [1873 Chlor-

iridiates : see IRIDIO-.]

Iridic (airi-dik), a. Chem. [f. IRID-IUM + -ic.

Cf. F. iridique (Littre).] Containing indium;

applied to compounds in which iridium is quadri-

valent, as IrCl4 : cf. IRIDIOUS.

1845 PARNELL Cliem. Anal. 78 Iridic oxide. 1865-72
WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 319 Iridic solutions.. are of a dark

brown-red colour; iridious solutions (containing the sesqui-

oxide or trichloride), .have an olive-green colour. Ibid. 322
The dioxide, or Iridic oxide, IrOa.

Iridical (airi-dikal), a. rare-', [f.
L. irid-

IBIS + -ICAL.] Brilliant with rainbow colours.

1862 S. LUCAS Secularia. 100 The iridical window and the

flaming shrine.

Iri'dico-, combining form of IRIDIC, entering
into adjectives naming double salts of iridium and

another element, e.g. iridico-ammonic ,
iridico-

potassic, iridico-sodic, as iridico-ammonic sulphate
or iridammonium sulphate, N2H (i

Ir"SO1.

Iridine (ai'ridin, -am), a. rare. [f.
L. irid-

IKIS 2 + -INE.] Rainbow-like; iridescent.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret I. xiv. (Ward & Lock) no The

horned-pout, with its pearly iridine breast and iron-brown

back.

Iridio- (airi-difl), comb, form of IRIDIUM, form-

ing names of alloys or chemical combinations of

iridium with another element or substance, as

iridio-plalitmm an alloy of iridium and platinum,

iridio-cyanogen (see quot. 1858); also of com-

pounds in which iridium and another element

combine with a third, as iridio-chloride, -cyanide,

iridio-cyanic adj.
1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl. 133/1 Iridiocycuwgen, C2N +

Ir, is a hypothetical compound radical. It forms with

hydrogen Iridiocyanic acid, and with potassium an Iridio-

cyanide of potassium. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III.

316 Iridio-cyanides of barium. 1894 Thries 29 Sept. 11/2 The
force exerted by gravity, .upon the mdio-platinum weight.

Iridious (airi-dias) ,
a. Client, [f.

IRIDI-UM +
-ous. Cf. F. irideux (Littre).] Containing iri-

dium ; applied to compounds in which iridium is

trivalent, as IrCl3 : cf. IRIDIC.

1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 322 The sesquioxide [of

iridium] or Iridious oxide, IrjOs. 1873 Fintmes' Chem.

(ed. n) 434 The trichloride or Iridious Chloride, is prepared
by strongly heating iridium with nitre.

Iridite vai"Tidait). Chem. [f.
IRID-IUM + -ITE.]

A salt of iridious acid.

1873 WATTS Fimmes' Chem. (ed. n) 435 It unites with

bases, forming salts which may be called iridites.

Iridi'tis. Path. A rare synonym of IRITIS

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).
Iridium (airi-diom). [f. L. irid- IRIS 2 + -IUM

;

named by Tennant in 1803 (see quot. 1804).] A
white metal of the platinum group, resembling

polished steel, and fusible with great difficulty,

found (usually in conjunction with osmium) in

native platinum, and in the native alloy IBIDOS-

IIIUM. Chemical symbol Ir; atomic weight 193.

1804 TENNANT in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 414, 1 should incline

to call this metal Iridium, from the striking variety of

colours which it gives, while dissolving in marine acid.

1805 W. H. WOLLASTON ibid. XCV. 317 Metals that were

found by Mr. Tennant . . and which he has called Iridium

and Osmium. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 259 Iridium

is not unlike platinum . . though harder, and less easily acted

upon by acids. 1871 TYNDALI. Fra%m. Sc. (1879) II. xvi.

442 When sent through a short bar of iridium, this refractory

metal emit:, a light of extraordinary splendour.

I-RIHT.

attrib. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 249 To separate
the iridium oxide from platinum. 1865-72 WATTS Diet,

Chem. III. 316 The mother-liquor of the indium-salt. Mod.
Gold pens with iridium points.

Iridizatiou (i:ridaizi
71
'Jan). [f. next + -ATION.]

L The action or process of showing prismatic
colours as in the rainbow

;
irisation.

1884 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 288 M. Cornu lately described
to the French Academy of Sciences a white rainbow. .This
rainbow was wholly white, without even as much iridization

as is noticeable in halos, and had a fleecy appearance.
2. Path. The coloured halo seen round a light by

persons affected with glaucoma (Cent. Diet.).

Iridize (IT-, Qi-ridaiz), v. [f. L. irid- IRIS, or

IRID-IUM + -IZE.] 1. trans. To make iridescent.

1874 [see IRIS si. 3].

2. To cover with iridium ; to tip with iridium.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Irido- (ai^'rido, i-rido), a. Gr. *//5o-, comb,
form of 7pis IRIS, employed in the formation of

many pathological and surgical terms, chiefly de-

noting diseases of the iris and operations upon it ;

those in more common use are the following :

Iridochoroiditis (-ko<roidartis) [CHOBOiDiTis],
inflammation of the iris and the choroid coat of the

eye. Iridocyclitis (-siklaHis) [CYCLITIS], in-

flammation of the iris and the ciliary body. I^ri-

dodia'lysi* [DIALYSIS], the artificial separation
of the iris from the ciliary ring. Iridodonesis

(-donf'sis) [Gr. Sovtav to shake], tremulousness of

the iris. Iridomotor (-moo'tai) [MOTOR], pertain-

ing to movements of the iris. I'ridoscope (airi'do-

sk0p) [-SCOPE], an instrument for examining the

iris. See also IRIDODESIS, IKIDOTOMY.
1874 LAWSON Dis. Eye 62 In the majority of cases it

[ciliary staphylpma] is dependent on a chronic *irido-

choroiditis. lbid.n Primary iritis may .. implicate second-

arily the neighbouring structures ; thus we have *irido-

cyclitis, and irido-choroiditis. 1900 J. HUTCHINSON Archives

Surg. XI. 17 A most threatening form of relapsing irido-

cychtis. [1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 216 It is

the more singular however that iritis should have ever been
used by its inventor as the Germans have long employed the
more correct relative compounds of iridotomia, iridectomia
and *iridodialysis.] 1878 T. BRYANT f'raet. Surg. I. 364
Tearing away the iris from its insertion (Iridodialysis).

1879 P. SMITH Glaucoma 109 The zonula became loose and
the lens hung slack, causing a visible Mrido-donesis, 1876
FKRRIER Functions of Brain 72 Co-ordination of retinal

impressions with *irido-motor action in the corpora quadri-

gemina. 1866 Intell. Obseru. No. 52. 315 A new optical
instrument . . the *iridoscope.

IridodesiS (ai^ridp'dftis). Surg. Also 9 erron.

iriddesis, iridesis. [f. Gr. Tpts, IpiS- (!RIDO-) +
Seats binding.] An operation in which the iris

is secured in a certain position by a ligature.
1858 CRITCHETT in Ophthal. Hasp. Rep. I. 220 Iriddesis :

or the formation of Artificial pupil by tying the iris.

Ibid. 225, I feel satisfied that this twofold object could not

have been attained in any other way than by Iriddesis.

1859 DIXON Dis. Eye (ed. 2) 370 Mr. Critchett has very
recently proposed an operation, which he terms '

Iriddesis'

(Iridodesis ?). 1874 LAWSON Dis. Eye 94 By iridodesis or

ligature of the ins. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye (ed._3) 587
Iriddesis. .differs from the last described merely in the

pupil not being entirely lost. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg.
1.364 By ligature, Iridodesis, or Iridesis.

Iridolilie (airi-dolain). Chem. [f. L. irid- IMS
+ ol-eum oil + -IKE.] A base (CJOH 9N) occurring
in coal tar oil.

1892 MORLEY & MUIR Diet. Chem. III. 50.

Iridosmine (ai-'rid^-smain, iri-). [f. IMD-IUM
+ OSM-IUM + -INE5; named by Breithaupt 1827.]
A native alloy of the metals iridium and osmium,
usually occurring in flattened grains with platinum.
Also Xrido'smium, and osmiridium.

1827 Edin. NezuPhitos. Jrnt. III. 273 Iridosmin . . is a

compound of iridium and osmium. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.

Chem. III. 314 The black scales which remain when native

I platinum is dissolved in nitromuriatic acid were found by
|

Smithson Tennant to consist of an alloy of two metals,
iridium and osmium, hence called iridpsmine. 1880 Libr.

Univ. Knowl. (N.Y.)VIII. 137 The chief use of iridosmine

is in tipping the nibs of gold pens.

Iridotomy (airid?
-

tomi, iri-). [f. IHIDO-+ Gr.

TOJU.O. cutting ;
cf. lithotomy. Cf. F. iridotomie

(Littr^).] Section of the iris.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX.

3 M. de Wecker of Paris .. endeavoured to improve Mr.
Bowman's operation by one which he called

'

iridotomy '.

1878 T. BRYANT Praet. Surg. I. 363 Double iridotomy is

applicable to cases of closed pupil after cataract extraction.

So Iri'dotome,
' a knife devised by Sichel for

excising the iris
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.).

fl-rrht. 06s. [OE. gerihto, -rihla pi.; see

I- 1, Y-, and RIGHT sl>.] pi. Rights, dues ; right-

ful possession.
ciooo ,/LFRIC Horn. I. 74 Se apostol .. Codes Jerihta

I.Tnli'. a iioo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1074 He. .nam
swilce *erihta swa se cyng him jeuSe. c 1205 LAY. 7906
Rome is eowre irihtej nu hit halt Julius Cesar. 1:1275
Luue Ron 130 in O. E. Misc. 97 per ne may no freond

fleon ober, ne non furleosen his iryhte.

I-riht, ME. pa. pple. of RIGHT v.

Irin, obs. form of IRON.

I-rinen, ME. pa. pple. of RINE v., to touch.

Iri-ngo, obs. variant of EKYNGO.
125 -a



IBIS.

ifoo VENNEH Via Recta vii. ij? Hugo-roots are hot and

dry in the second degree.

Irios, variant of IBEOS, Obs.

Iris (3i-ris), sb. PI. Irides (aiTid\ irises.

[a. Gr. Ifts, stem if*S-. The senses (except 3

and 6) correspond to those of the Gr. word ; so also

F. iris. The pi. iridts is chiefly used in sense 4.]

1. Gr. Myth. The goddess who acted as the

messenger of the gods, and was held to display as

her sign, or appear as, the rainbow ; hence, allu-

sively, a messenger.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 407 Wheresoere thou art

in this worlds Globe, Ille haue an Iris that shall finde

thee out.

2. A rainbow ; a many-coloured refraction of light

from drops of water.

1490 CAXTON Eittydos xxviii. 109 Yris..is the rayen bowe

wyth hir fayr cote of dyuerse fygures. ij8a T. WATSON
Centurie ofLone vii. (Arb.) 43 Each eybrowe hanges like

Iris in the skies. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr. i. iii. 380 His

Crest, that prouder then blew Iris bends. 1741 YOUNG Nt.

Th. u. 21 The good Deed would, .half-impress On my dark
Cloud an Iris. 1781 TUNSTALL in Phil. Trans. LXXIII.
103 No lunar Iris. I ever heard or read of, lasted near so

long as that on the iSth instant. 1831 BREWSTER Optics
xiii. no Illuminating its perimeter like two mock suns in

the opposite parts of an iris.

b. trans/. A rainbow-like or iridescent appear-
ance ; a circle or halo of prismatic colours ;

a com-
bination or alternation of brilliant colours.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well i. iii. 158 What's the matter, That

this distempered messenger of wet, The manic coloured Iris

rounds thine eye [cf. Lucrece 1586] ! 1665 Phil. Trans I.

2 He useth three Eye-Glasses for his great Telescopes,
without finding any Iris, or such Rain-bow colors as do
usually appear in ordinary Glasses. 1670 LASSKLS Voy.
Italy u. 340 Pretious stones of seueral sorts and Lustures . .

composeing a rich Iris ofseueral colours. 1760-71 tr. Juan ff

Iflloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 442 We saw, as in a looking-glass,
the image of each of us, the head being as it were the
centre of three concentrick iris's. 184* TENNYSON Locksley
Hall 19 In the Spring a livelier iris changes on the
burnish'd dove.

18*1 SHELLEY Hellas 43 If Liberty Lent not life its soul of

light, Hope its iris of delight. 1834 DISRAELI Rev. Epicft n.

xui, Is Virtue but a shade? And Freedom but the iris of a
storm? 1878 B. TAYLOR Deultalion I. ii. 26 Print thy soft
iris on white wings of prayer.
3. a. A hexagonal prismatic crystal (mentioned
by Pliny Nat. Hist, xxxvu. ix. 52). b. '

Applied
by French jewellers to a variety of rock-crystal,

possessing the property of reflecting the prismatic
colours by means of natural flaws in the interior

of the stone' (Westropp Precious Stones).
Opinions differ as to the identity of these, some taking

the former as ' the prismatic crystals of limpid quartz, which
decompose the rays of the sun

'

(Westropp).
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 537 Also here [in Ireland]

groweb bat stoon Saxagonus, and is i-cleped Iris also, as it

were be reynebowe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxviii. (1839) 219 The
white ben of cristalle and of beryllc and of Iris. 1563 W.
FULKE Meteors (1640) 36 The image of the Rayne-bow may
bee seen on a wall, the Sunne striking thorow a six-pointed
stone, called Iris, or any other Christall of the same fashion.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 623 Next after the Ceraunia,
there is astone named Iris : digged out of the ground it is

in a certain Isle of the red sea. . . For the most part it re-

sembleth Crystal. ..If the beams of the Sun strike vpon it

directly within house, it sendeth from it against the wals
that be near, the very resemblance of a rainbow both in
form and colour. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. u. iv. 78
Diamonds, Saphyres, Carbuncles, Iris, Opalls. 1748 SIR J.
HILL Hist, fossils 179 The Iris, or Rain-bow Crystal of
authors. 1861 BRISTOW Gloss. Min. 191 Rock Crystal can
be made into Iris. 1874 WESTROPP Prec. Stones 90 Hyaline
quartz iridized internally (called at the present day ins).

4. Anat. A flat, circular, coloured membrane
suspended vertically in the aqueous humour of the

eye, and separating the anterior from the posterior
chamber

;
in its centre is a circular opening, called

the pupil, which may be enlarged or diminished so
as to regulate the amount of light transmitted to
the retina.

The colour of the iris, blue, brown, grey, etc., is what is

known as the colour of the eye.
5S " Jerome ofBrunswick's Sure. B j b/2 There be iij.

materyall circles y' ronne about the lye, and because they
be so different of colours they be callyd yride[s] or rain
bowys. 1619 PURCHAS Microcosmus viii. 90 This Centre is
enuironed with a Circle, called Iris, of many colours in Man
onely. 1777 DARWIN in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 87 There was
no perceptible difference in the diameter of the irises. 1881
MIVART Cat 473 An iris capable ofcontracting its aperture to
a vertical linear slit. 1881 E. COPE in Knowledge (1883) 136/2
The colour of the skin, hair, and irides.

b. (trans/.) Entom. The inner ring of an ocel-
lated spot on an insect's wing ; usually lighter than
the outer ring, and the central spot or pupil.iB6 KIBY & SPF.NCE Entomol. III. 727 Caudate wing.
Fupil. Ins. 1838 WESTWOOD Entomol. Text Bk. 278
t-yelets (Ocelffi . .the centre..U termed the pupil, and is
surrounded by the iris.

6. Bol. A genus of plants, the type of the natural
a Indactx, natives of Europe, N. Africa, and

the temperate regions of Asia and America ; most
the species have tuberous (less commonly bulbous

or fibrous; roots, sword-haped equitant leaves, and
showy flowers ; formerly often called Fleur-de-lis
or r lower-de-luce. Also, a plant of this gcnu*.

476

Blue Iris, Iris germanica, the German Flag, a common
cultivated species ; Fetid Iris, the Gladden, Iris /tetidis-
sinia ; Florentine Iris = White Iris ; Stinking Iris =
Fetid Iris ; White Iris, Irisflorcntina, from which orris-

root is obtained ; Yellow Iris, the Yellow Flag, Iris

Pseudacorus, the common British species.

[156* TURNER Herbal. 11. 23 a, Iris is knowen both of
the Grecianes and Latines by that name ; it is called . .

in Englishe flour de lyce.] 1578 LYTE Dodoens it. xxxv. lou
There be many kindes of Iris, or floure Deluce. Ibid., The
stincking Iris, and the yellow Iris. Ibid. 103 The Irides or

bout 1667flower Deluces do most commonly flower about May.
MILTON /'. L. iv. 698 Each beauteous flour, Iris all hues,

Roses, and Gessamin. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece ii. iii. 383
Transplant your . . Persian and bulbous Iris's. 1850 TENNYSON
In Mem. ciii, We glided winding under ranks Of iris, and
the golden reed. 1882 Garden 3 June 385/3 The drought of
the past week has burnt up the Irises. 1886 Pull Mall G.
2 Oct. 4The plainswere ornamented with dwarfed blue irides.

6. Astron. Name of the seventh of the asteroids.

1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Supp. 708/1 Minor planets .. Iris..

[discoverer] Hind, .[date of discovery] August 13, 1847.
7. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 2) iris-colour,

-glow, -gradation, -ornament, -ring, -tint; also

iris-coloured, -hued, -like adjs. ; (sense 4) iris-for-

ceps, -hook, -knife, -scissors (used in surgical opera-
tions on the iris) ; (sense 5) iris-blossom, -family,

-flower, -root ; also iris-camphor, an ethereal oil

obtained from iris-roots (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1887) ; iris-

coffee, the seeds of Iris pseudacorus, used as a sub-

stitute for coffee (ibid.) ; iris-diaphragm, a con-

tractile diaphragm for lenses, contrived so as to

imitate the action of the iris
; iris-disease, a form

of heqjes, generally affecting the back of the hands;
iris-root, the root of Iris jlorentina, orris-root

;

iris-swallow, a swallow of the sab-genus Irido-

procne, having iridescent plumage.
1899 Edin. Rev. Jan. 30 The tall grass, gren herb and

leaf, the *iris blossoms. 18. . DANA Min. (L.), The tarnish
and "iris colours of minerals are owing to a thin surface
film. 1869 TYNDALL Notes Lect. Light 58 With white
light the circles display iris-colours. Ibui. 74 A series
of "iris-coloured bands. 1889 Anthony's Photogr.Bull. II.

66 These lenses may be had with *iris diaphragms. 1890
Ibid. III. 119 Iris diaphragms applied to photographic
lenses are a recent reintroduction. 1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr.

Humboldt's Tray. xxi. 304 Covered with rushes and plants
of the *Iris family. 18x8 SHELLEY Marenghi xxiv. 5 The
coarse bulbs of "iris-flowers. 1874 LAWSON Dis. Eye 144
He draws out with a pair of "iris forceps the corresponding
segment of the iris. 1893 MRS. HEMANS Last Constantine
Ixxiv, Such an *iris-glow as emulates the skies. 186*
THORNBURY Turner I. 357 Tender "iris-gradations of colour.

1887 FENN Master a/Cerent, i, Delivering its take of *iris-

hued mackerel. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 346/2 The
iris-knife is a convenient size and form for many purposes.
1849 H. MAYO Truths Pop. Superst. ii. 26 Returning hope
shone, "Iris-like, amid her falling tears. 1863 TYNDALL Heat
xv. (1870) 539 A series of most splendidly-coloured "iris-rings.

1673 GREW Anat. Roots I. i. n Some Parts of "Iris-root

appear oftentimes above the ground. 1874 LAWSON Dis.

hye 158 Through the wound in the cornea the blades of a
pair of fine 'iris scissors may be introduced. 1864 SALA in

Daily Tel. 5 Dec., The snow was all bathed in "iris tints.

Iris (aio'ris), v.
[f. prec. Cf. F. iriscr.] trans.

To make iridescent ; to form into, or place as, a
rainbow. Only in pa. pple.
1816 CLEAVELAND Min. 558 Its color is a light lead ray,

often tarnished with a tinge of yellow, and sometimes irised.

1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. v. 21 The wreaths of
fitful vapour . . irised around the pillars of waterfalls. 1894
Outing (U. S.) Aug. 348/2 Watch the bubbles go and come
Irised on the crystal stream.

Zrisate (si'-ris^t), v. [irreg. f. IBIS sb. + -ATE 3.]
trans. To render iridescent. Hence I'risated///.
a., iridescent.
i88 WEBSTER cites PHILLIPS. 1887 Science Sept. 115

A variety of books were used for different kinds of fish and
according to the time of day, irisated shells being applied at
noon and in a bright sun.

Irisation (aioris^'-Jan). [f. prec. : see -ATION.
Cf. F. irisation (Littre).] The process of making
iridescent ; iridescence.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Irisalion, .. the effect of the

decomposition of light by the prism. 1881 Metal World
No. 9. 131 Certain metallic irisations are produced on the
surface of the object. 1891 A. MICHEL in Athcnxum 2 July
39/3 The coloured bubbles and the irisations formed in the
thickness of the glass.

Iriscope (si^riskonp), sb. [irreg. f. IBIS sb. 3 +
-SCOPE.] A device for exhibiting the primary colours

by the action of the breath on a specially prepared
plate of highly polished black glass.
1841 BREWSTER in Phil. Trans. 43 Having received from

Dr. Joseph Reade one of his beautiful instruments called
the Iriscope, . . I soon perceived that it might be advan-
tageously employed in various investigations in physical
optics. [Description follows.]

t Z-ri'Se, v. Obs. [OE. geris-an.} trans. To
become, suit, be suitable to. (Orig. const, with dat.)
a 1000 Guthlac 1087 (Gr.) Swa bam beodne geras. c 1000

JELfRic Horn. II. 3i8CyningeJeristrihtwisnys and wisdom.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 141 be jerisefi wel here eiSer.

I-rise(n, ME. pa. pple. of RISE v.

Irised (aU-rist), a. [f. IBIS sb. and v. + -KD.]
1. Having the colours of the rainbow

; coloured

by a rainbow.
1816 CLEAVELAND Min. 558 In Hessia, it occurs in delicate,

irised needles in a mine of sparry iron. 1837 DANA Min.
76 The tarnish is described as irised, when u exhibits the

IRISH.

fixed prismatic colors. 1880 Scribner's Mag. July 347
Bathing from time to time in waftings of irised spray.
2. Having an iris or irises ; usually with qualify-

ing word, as large-irised (see IBIS sb. 4).
1879 Scribner's Mag. XIX. 514/2 Large-irised eyes. 1880

MRS. BURNETT Louisiana i, They were the loveliest eyes,
. . large-irised, and with wonderful long lashes.

Irish (si'TiJ), a. and s6. Forms: 3 Irisc,
Irreiso, Iriss, Yriss, 4 Irisch, (Yrisch, Hyrisoh),
Iris, 5 Yrissh, -yssh, Iressh, Hiressche, 5-6
Irysh, 6 Irishe, (St. -isoh(e), -eshe, Yris(c)he.
-esshe, 3- Irish, [f. Ir-, stem of OE. I'ras (ON.
frar] the inhabitants of Ireland (OE. and ON.
I'rland) + -isc, -ISH : cf. ON. I'rskr. The stem ir-
is no doubt from Olr. riu Erin (see HIBEBNIAK) ;

but the phonological relation is not clear.]

1. Of persons : Of, belonging to, or native to Ire-
land ; orig. and esp. used of the Celtic inhabitants.
c iaoj LAY. 18060 pa iseaen Irisce men bat Brutten wes an

cornest. a 1150 Owl ef Night. 322 Thu chaterest so doth
on Irish

preost. a 1300 A'. Horn 1290 Horn gan to schupe
draje Wib his yrisse felales. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 8834 J>e Irisch kyng gadered his host. 1421
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 166 Consydyr ye that youre
yrysshe enemysne hare auncestres . . was trewe to you. 1596
SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 637/2 Other greate howses
there be of the old English in Ireland, which .. are nowe
growen as Irish as O-hanlans breeche. Ibid. 647/2 Benefices
. .of soe small profit! in these Irish countreyes, through the
ill husbandrye of the Irish people which inhabite them. 167*
PETTY Pol. Anat. xii. in Tracts (1760) 363 The priests are
chosen for the most part out of old Irish gentry. 1763 HUME
in Rep. on Ossian (1805) 7 A very ingenious Irish gentleman.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii, Scattered over all Europe
were to be found brave Irish generals, dexterous Irish diplo-
matists, Irish Counts, Irish Barons.

fb. Belonging to the Scottish Highlands or the
Gaelic inhabitants of them. Obs.

1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scot!, in Arb. Garner III. 63 Four
thousand Irish archers brought by the Earl of Argyle.
i6 Rec. DingTvall Prest. (Sc. Hist. Soc.) 247 The con-
tributione allotted to the Irishe boyes.
2. Of things : Of or pertaining to Ireland or its

inhabitants (freq. denoting a particular variety or

quality of the thing named, e.g. Irish car, freize,
mile, penny, whisky, etc.).

1308 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xv. Ixxxi. [Ixxix ] (MS.
Bool.) If. 157 b/2 Hiressche [1495 yryssh] wolle and skynnes
al venemous beestes flee)) it. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in
Pol. Songs (Rolls) II. 186 Irish wollen, lynyn cloth. 1547
BOOROE Introd. Knffwl. iii. (1870) 131, I can make good
mantyls, and good Irysh fryce. 1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist.
(1652) 153 The load of an Irish-car, drawn by one Garron.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 21/1 The Irish round towers are
now generally ascribed to an ecclesiastical origin.

b. With names of animals and plants, usually
denoting a species or variety peculiar to Ireland,
as Irish elk, greyhound, hare, hobby, rat, sheep,

wolf, wolf-dog, wolf-hound; Irish broom, heath,

ivy, juniper, yew, etc. : see the sbs. Also Irish

daisy, the dandelion
;

Irish moss, the edible
seaweed Chondrus crispus, also called carrageen.
"375-* Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 582 In 2 furur.

de irislams, 5*. 1436 Litel Eng. Policy in Pol. Songs
(Rolls) II. 186 Skynnes of otere, squerel, and Irysh [h]are.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. ii. 119 "1'is like the howling of
Irish Wolues against the Moone. 1670 EVELYN Diary
16 June, The Irish wolfe-dog.. which was a tall greyhound,
a stately creature indeede, who beate a cruell mastiff. 1824
BEWICK Hist. Quadrup. (ed. 8) 340 The Irish Greyhound . .

is the largest of the Dog Kind. . . It is only to be found in

Ireland, where it was formerly of great use in clearing the

country from Wolves. It is now extremely rare. 1835
HOOKER Brit. Flora I. 321 It \Ulex strictjis] was dis-
covered in the Marquess of Londonderry's Park, county of
Down . . now well known . . under the name of Irish Furze.

1845 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 321/1 Many substitutes for

Iceland moss have been proposed ; one of the best of which
is the Carrageen or Irish moss (Fttcus crispus).

C. In special phrases, as Irish blackguard, a
kind of snuff (see BLACKGUABD 7) ; Irish bull

(see BULL sb.4 2) ; Irish diamond, rock crystal :

see DIAMOND 2
; f Irish game (see B. 3) ; Irish

stew: see STEW; Irish stitch (see quot. 1753);
t Irish toyle, a species of beggar (see quot. 1561) ;

Irish work, embroidery done in white thread upon
a white ground.
1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys 14 Thoughc one knowe but

the yresshe game Yet wolde he haue a gentyllmannys name.

1561 AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. (1869) 5 An Irishe toyle is he
that carieth his ware in hys wallet, as laces, pins, poyntes,
and such like. 1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xii. 164 Retir-

ing shades, .gradate or go off by degrees. .. There is a sort

of needle-work, called Irish-stitch, done in these shades

only, which pleases still, though it has long been out of
fashion. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 257 The
Marcasite found near Dublin, called Irish Diamond. 1837
MAJ. RICHARDSON l>rit. Leg. i. (ed. 2) 34 His dress was a
coarse Irish-blackguard-snuff colored frock coat, a 1845
HOOD Forlorn Sheph. Compl. x, A Box Of Irish Black-

guard. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch ff Clockm. 215 Rock
crystal, .also known as. .' Irish

'

diamond, is also much used

by watch jewellers.

3. The distinguishing epithet of the language
of the Celtic inhabitants of Ireland. Hence applied
to words, idioms, etc. belonging to that language,
and to anything composed or written in it.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Know!, iv. (1870) 137 In Scotlande
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they haue two sondry speches. In . . the part ioynyng to

lerland, that speche is muche lyke the Iryshe sptxhe. 1396
SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 623/2, 1 knowe not whether
the woordes be English or Irish. 1673 PETTY Pol, Anat.
xiii. in Tracts (1769) 371 The Irish language, .hath but few
words. 1763 in Rep. on Ossian (1805) App. 18 The Irish

manuscripts in the duke of Chandos's library. 1884 RHYS
Celt. Brit. vii. (ed. 2) 242 The term . . is hardly ever to be met
with in Irish literature. Ibid. App. 283 The Irish word was
caillt a wood.

b. Applied to the Scottish Gaelic (cf. B. 2 b).
In early examples a graphic variant of er(i)sch t ERSE.
1552 LYNDESAY Monarche \. 628 Had Sanct lerome bene

borne in tyll Argyle, In to Yrische toung his bukis had done
compyle. 1396 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 86
The rest of the scottis..vse thair aide Irishe toung. a 1639
SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scotl. (1655) 9 We oft finde the Scots
called Irishes, like as we yet term commonly our Highland-
men, in regard they speak the Irish language, c 1730 BURT
Lett. N. Scott. (1818) 1. 158 The Irish tongue was .. lately
universal even in many parts of the Lowlands.
4. Irish in character or nature

; having what are

considered Irish characteristics.
In quot. 1589 with allusion to B. 3.

1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet B
iij,

We would show them an
Irish tricke, that when they thmke to winne the game with
one man [etc.]. 1723 SWIFT Wood the Ironmonger Wks.
*755 IV. i.

t

66 Theylaugh'd at such an irish blunder, To
take the noise of brass for thunder. 1891 Spectator 3 Jan.
5/1 If we fail in anything, people say, How Irish ! 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W, Africa 171 There is also no doubt that
the Fan mile is a bit Irish, a matter of nine or so of those of
ordinary mortals.

5. Comb,, as Irish-born, -bred, -grown.
1850 S. G. OSBORNE Gleanings 250 Irish-grown flax.

B. sb. (Elliptical uses of the adj.).
1. a. as//. The inhabitants of Ireland, or their im-

mediate descendants in other countries, esp. those
of Celtic race. Wild Irish y the less civilized

Irish ; formerly, those not subject to English rule,
also called t mere Irish {puri Hibernici).

c 1205 LAY. 12855 Scottes .. Galewajes & Irreisce [^1275
Yrisse]. Ibid. 18059 Pa Irisce weoren nakede. 1399 LANGL.
Rich. Redeles Prol. 10 Whyle he werrid be west on be wilde
yrisshe. [14.. Eulogtum Historiarum (Rolls) III. Contn.

Eulog. 371 Makamor et quidam alii principales purorum
Hibernicorum capti fuerunt.] 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl.
iv. (1870) 136 The other parte of S

lande of the wylde Ireshe. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. 'Leslie's

Scotlande is . . lyke the

Hist. Scot. I. 73 The Irishe men and our Scottis Irishe

acknawledge the same for thair first and mother toung.
1610 [see IRISHRY i]> i6ia DAVIES Why Ireland^ etc. (1787)

192 The mere Irish, whom they reputed as aliens or enemies
of the crown. i6jz PETTY Pol. Anat. xiii. in Tracts (1769)

375 English in Ireland, growing poor and discontented,

degenerate into Irish. 1714 SWIFT Drapier^s Lett. Wks,
J 755 V- 76 They look upon us as a sort of savage Irish.

1866 BRIGHT Sp. Irel. 17 Feb. (1868) 179/2 If the Irish in

America, .settled there with so strong a hostility to us, they
have had their reasons.

fb. In sing, (with pi. Irishes], An Irishman.

(Chiefly Sc.} Obs.

[1396 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 618/2 _When the
cause shall fall betwixt an Englishman and an Irish.] 1613
WITHER Abuses u. iv. in Juvenilia (1633) 220 If but by his

Lords hand an Irish sweare, To violate that oath he stands
in feare. 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scot. (1655) 8 He
was taken prisoner by some Irishes. [See also A 3 b.] 1719
Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 426 It vexeth us to hear that the

wild Irishes are coming down. i88 STONEHOUSE Crusade
Fidelis p. viii. To preach a sermon for the distressed Irishes.

2. The Irish language : see A. 3.

13.. S. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Archiv Stud, neu,

Spr. LXXXII. 375/309 'Certis
, quaj be bysschop [Aidan]

an yrischs, 'Ic wepe for jns king*. 1547 BOORDE Introd.
Knowl. iii. (1870) 133 If there be any man the which wyll
lerne some Irysh, Englysh and Iry^sh

dothe folow here

togyther. 167* PETTY Pol. Anat. xiii. in Tracts
(17^60) 371

In Ireland the Fingallians speak neither English, Irish, nor
Welch. 1772 JOHNSON in Boswell 22 Mar., If the High-
landers understood Irish, why translate the New Testament
into Erse? 1884 RHYS Celt. Brit. vii. (ed. 2) 242 The term
Scotti was made in Irish into Scuit.

t b. Scottish Gaelic ; ERSE. Obs.

In its written form, Scottish Gaelic was not clearly dis-

tinguished from Irish until 1750.

1508 KKNNEDIE Flyting iv. Dun&ar 345 Thow lufis nane
Irische. .Bot it suld be all trew Scottis mennis lede. Ibid.

350 Thy forefader maid Irisch and Irisch men thin, c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1650) I. H. Ivi. 377 The antient langage of

Scotland is Irish, which the mountaineers . . retain to this day.

1702 in Boyle
1

s Wks. (1772) I. p. cxcii, About one half of the

ministers in the Highlands, .preach only in Irish.

o. English as spoken by natives of Ireland,

affected in varying degrees by the sounds and

vocabulary of the Celtic language, and partly

retaining older features of English pronunciation.
1834 Westm. Rev. XXI. 348 The Irish of the peasants

(which is nothing but English Hibernicised).

T" 3. An old game resembling backgammon.
Fully described in Cotton's Compleat Gamester (1680) 109.

1590 TARLTON News Purgat. 74 Her husband that loved

Irish well, thoughte it no ill trick to beare a man too many.
1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Ess. n. xlix. (1631) 314 Like an

after-game at Irish, that is wonne and lost divers times in

an instant. 1664 ETHEREDGE Love in Tub v. ii, Here's a

turn with all my heart like an after-game at Irish.

4. Often elliptically (the sb. being contextually

known), e.g. for Irish linen, snuff, whisky, etc.

in the open air. 1893 H. CRACKANTHORPE Wreckage 125

Two bitters and a small Scotch, .and a large Irish.
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Irishery : see IBISHBY.
I*rishian. nonce-wdt [f. IRISH + -IAN: cf.

Grecian,"} One skilled in the Irish language.
1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Irel. 255 His perseverance

had rendered him the best Irishman of his age.

Irishism (wtipe'm). [f. IRISH + -ISM.] An
Irish peculiarity, esp. of expression ; a Hiberni-
cism ; an Irish bull.

1734 W. PULTENEY in Lett. C'tess Suffolk (1824) II. 101
So I, supported by so great an authority, may venture on
an Irishism, too. 1737 OZELL Rabelais III. 231 This is not
a Scotch-ism but an Irish-ism. 1791 GIBBON Misc. Wks.
(1814) 1. 325, 1 was just going to exhort you to pass through
Brussels .. a fair Irishism, since if you read this you are

already at Paris. 1825 New Monthly Mag* XIII. 13 There
are many Irishisms in his works. 1879 G. MEREDITH Egoist
II. xi. 243.

Irishize
(oio'rijpiz),

v. [f. as prec. 4- -IZE.]
trans. To make Irish or Irish-like ; to communi-
cate an Irish character to. Hence I'rishizedppl.a.
1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 67 He .. conceived the idea of

Irishizing the fairies. 1865 Reader 26 Aug. 237/2 Irishized,

however, they [the Danes] soon became. 1869 J. A. ROBERT-
SON Gaelic Topogr. Scotl. xvii. 518 The only language that

could have come from Argyleshire in the gth century was a

corrupt Irishised Gaelic.

I'risli-like, adj. and adv. [See LIKE a,]
Like the Irish ; in Irish fashion.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 621/1 Those sayd
gentellmens children, .are. .therby brought up lewdly, and
Irish-like. 1610 HOLLAND Camdett's Brit. n. 5 Highland-
men . . which are rude and unruly, speake Irish, and go
apparailed Irish-like. Mod. [See def. of prec.]

Irishly (aU'riJli), adv. rare. [-LY^.] In Irish

fashion ; with Irish leanings.
1571 Act 13 Eliz. in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 369 A verie

fewe of them both by nation, education, and custome Irish

Irishly affectioned. 1835 LOCKHART in Scott's Fam. Lett.

(1894) II. 306 A fine lad. .very Irishly gentlemanlike.

Irishman (oio-rijmsen). PI. -men. [f. IRISH
a. + MAN. Originally two words.] A native of

Ireland ; a man of Irish race.

(izos [see IRISH a. i], a 1300 K. Horn 1004 He dude
writes sende Into yrlonde After knijtes Ii;te Insse men to

fi;te. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn (Rolls) I. 347 Irische men
reccheb nou}t ofcastelles. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 32 They
sailled in to Irlande and toke to theyr wyues Irisshmens

doughtres. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. lii. (1870) 131, I

am an Iryshe man, in Irland I was borne. 1672 PETTY
Pol. Anat. xiii. in Tracts (1769) 375 An Englishman was
not punishable for killing an Irishman. 1724 SWIFT Drapier's
tfj&Wk& 1761 III. in The arrival of an Irish man to a

country town. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism iv. 18 Let no true

Irishman, who believes and sees all this, despair by reason
of it. 1848 BRIGHT Sp. Irel. 25 Aug. (1868) 159/1 Driven
forth by poverty, Irishmen emigrate in great numbers.

b. Wild Irishman, (a] Hist. One of the Wild
Irish : see IRISH B. i . (6) The familiar name of

the Irish mail train between London and Holyhead
on the London and North Western Railway.

862 Times 27 Mar., To facilitate still further the rapid
progress of the Irish express train (better known as

the_

man '

dash through the station.

ishman) between Holyhead and London. 1883 B'Jtatn

Weekly Post i Sept. 1/5, I have just seen the 'Wild Irish-

Irishness (aw'rifnes). [f. IRISH a. + -NESS.]
Irish quality or character.

1804 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 279 The desk might pass
safely through the Inquisition, but what is to be done about
the Irishness of Bruce s Travels?

Irishry v3i'rifri). Hist, or arch. Also 5 -ery.

[f. IRISH a. + -BY. Cf. Sc. ershry, s.v. ERSE.]
1, collect. The native Irish, as opposed to English

settlers in Ireland.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 317 (Camb. MS.) He had apon
his party The eryschry [Edin. MS. Irschery; ed. 1616

|
Irishry]. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 801 Thir ar his Irland

j

kingis of the Inscherye. 1495 Stat. Ireland (176$) I. 51 [To]

j

stirre Irishery or Englishry to make warre against our sove-
rain lord the Kings authority. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald.
Irel. in Holinshed II. 44/1 As the manner and custome was
among the Irishrie. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. ir. 72
They that refuse to be under lawes, . . are tearmed the Irishry,
and commonly the Wilde Irish. 1792 BURKE Let. to Sir

j

H. Langrishe Wks. VI. 336 The spirit of the popery laws. .

!
as applied between Englishry and Irishry. i827HALLAM
Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 353 It is not to be imagined
that the entire Irishry partook in this desire of renouncing
their ancient customs.

2. Irish character or nationality; an instance of

this ; an Irish trait.

1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Irel. 1 16 A country which

piques itself on its Irishry. 1850 E. WARBURTON R.Hastings
II. 247 One thing they used to vex me about . . and that was
about my Irishry as they used to call it. 1872 LEVER Ld.

Kilgobbin Ixxi. (1875) 391 Awkwardnesses of manner Wai-
pole called them Irishries.

I'rishwo:nian. [f. IRISH a. -f WOMAN ; orig.

two words.] A woman who is a native of Ireland

or of Irish descent.
c \wo Rom. Rose 3811 Hym an irish womman bare [Fr.

Quufufilz d'unc vielle irese}. 1870 EMERSON Soc.fySolit.
iv. 60 A poor Irishwoman recounting some experience.

I-rite. Min. [f. IR-IDIUM + -ITE.] A supposed
mineral, named by R. Hermann in 1841, now
proved to be a mixture of iridosmine, chromite, etc.

IritlC (airi'tik), a. Path. [f. IRIT-IS + -1C.]

Pertaining to or affected with iritis
; affecting the

iris.

1853 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep.

IRK.

IX. .|;f) In addition to her iritic inflammation, there was
considerable turbidity of the vitreous.

Iritis (airai'tis). Path. [mod. f. (1801 in

German) IB-IS + -Ills (see quot. 1855).] Inflam-
mation of the iris.

1818 TRAVERS in A. Cooper & Travers Sufg: Ess. I. (ed. 3)

65 By the term (

Iritis
'

I mean to express the deep-seated
inflammation of the eye. iSgS.DixpN Dis. Eye (1860) 137We first meet with the word '

Iritis
'

in a treatise by Schmidt
of Vienna, published in 1801. 1871) HARLAN Eyesight v. 58
Iritis.. often destroys sight by closing the pupil, and shut-

ting off the light from the interior of the eye.

Irk (ark), sb. rare. [f. IBK a. or v.] Tedium,
irksomeness, annoyance.
1570 LEVINS Manif. 142/14 Hirlt, or irk, txdium. 1870

Vfra xix. (1871) ^179 [If] Princess Anna had felt any irle,

privation, or strain.

tlrk, a. Obs. Also 4-5 yrk, 4-6 irke, (5

erke), 5-6 yrke. [ME., orig. northern and north
midl. ; not known outside Eng. : see next.] Weary,
tired; troubled; 'bored', disgusted; loath. Const.

of (rarely with), or with inf.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 6425 Sua lang he heild [his hend] vp . .

bof he was irk it was na wonder. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.
Syiuic 4542 Yn goddys seruyse are swyche men yrk. <r 1400
Rom. Rose 4867 Men therynne shulde hem delite, And of
that deede be not erke. c \ifoAnturs ofArth. TrThedaye
woxe als dirke Als it were mydnyghte myrke, Ther of sir

Gawane was irke. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. xv. 51 (Add. MS.)
His doughter was yrke of hym and of his mcnny. 1 1460
Play Sacram. 917 To Calle to god for grace looke bou neuer
be Irke. 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29)
loo So yrke were all men of domesticall discorde. 1576 LD.

YAUX Poejtis, Desyreth. exchange of life (Grosart) 18 The
life is irke of joyes that be delayed, a 1650 Heir ofSin 54
in Furniv. Percy Fol. I. i77That meryman is irke withmee.
Irk (ajk), v. arch. Also 4-7 irke, yrk(e, (5

erke, 5-6 hirk, 6 erk, irck, yirke, yerk, urke).
[ME. ir/te-n, yrke-n, orig. northern and north
midl. ; found with the cognate adj. IBK, from
f 1300; the compound FOKIBK v. occurs as early
as c 1 250 ; of uncertain origin.

It does not appear whether the vb. was formed from the

adj. (which would a priori be the more likely) orviceversa.
The affinities outside Eng. are also uncertain ; there was a
rare MHG. erken to be disagreeable, to disgust, nauseate,
with freq. erktln, and adj. erklick abhorrent, which suits the
sense ; but the rarity of this, with its non-appearance in LG.,
causes difficulties. On the other hand, the northern character
of the word in Eng. has suggested its identity with ON.
yrkja (=Goth. waurkjati, OE. wyrcean) to work, to take
effect upon, Sw. yrka. to urge, press, enforce ; the theory
being that the notion '

it works me '

might have developed
in Eng. that of

'

it wearies, tires, or disgusts me '. But for
this there is no actual evidence ; ON. yrkir does not even
appear impersonally used.]

(1. intr. To grow weary or tired
; to feel vexed,

' bothered
'
or disgusted ;

to feel it burdensome,
to be loath (to do something). Const, of (rarely
with, at), or with inf. 06s.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chrou. Wace (Rolls) 11122 So manye
her were in chaumbre & halle, Men schuld yrke to telle

|>em alle. 1:1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 786
Modir als of haly kyrk, to safe synful bat wil nocht Irk.
c 1450 Cov, Myst. xviii. (Shaks. Soc.) 178 In Goddys servyse
I xal nevyr irke. ^ 1485 Digby Myst. iv. 1 1 1 The wounder was
so grete, I yrkit to com nere. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xir.

Prol. 302 For the dynnyng of hir wanton cry I irkyt of my
bed, and mycht nocht ly, 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II.

719 My pen wald tyre and elk my self wald irk. 1549
LATIMEK tfh Serin, tef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 117 If I should
haue sayed al that I knewe, youre eares woulde haue yrked,
to haue hearde it. 1596 H. CLAFHAM Bricfe Bible n. 148
The wretch yrking at his former fact, came and brought
his 30 peeces of Silver to the Rulers. 1598 GRENEWEY
Tacitus' Ann. iv. vi. (1622) 98 Euery souldier irked with
the remembrance of his labours. 1619 SANDERSON Serm.
(1637) 39, I irke to rake longer in this sinke. 1659 D. PELL
Impr. Sea 72 An honest heart will irk ill, and fret, and
grow discontented at it. 1797 T. WRIGHT Autobiog. (1864)

40 My poor old aunt evidently irked with the business.

1 2. trans. To be weary of or disgusted with ; to

loathe. Obs.

(.1460 T<nvnclty Myst. xxi. 210 All is out of bar and that
shall he yrk. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. Pref. 2 Hysteric
. .detesteth, erketh, and abhorreth vices. 1575 AftVr. Mag.,
Collingbottrne vi, This ougly fault, no tyrant lyues but
vrkes. 1628 GAULE Pract. The, (1629) 226 He .. irkes the

vntimely trouble, to haue sought witnesses elsewhere.

3. Of a thing : To affect with weariness, dislike,

or disgust ; to weary, tire ; to trouble ; to disgust,
to ' bore '. Also absol. arch.

1513 MOKE Rich. Ill, Wks. 38/1 This discencion beetwene

hys frendes sommewhat yrked hym. 1595 SPENSER Col.

Clout 906 He is repayd with scorne and foule despite, That

yrkes each gentle heart which it doth heare. 1599 H.
BUTTES Dyets tirie Dinner D ij, Medlers . . if you deale

much with them, they wil extremely irck, and loath you.

1703 ROWE Tamerl. i. ii. 614 This After-game of Words is

what most irks me. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xxxiv, The
arrulous glee ofreception irked him. 1864 BROWNING Rabbi
en Ezra iv, Irks care the crop-full bird ? 1886 Manch.

Exam. 28 May 5/5 It was not thought well to irk them by
an unpleasant policy of coercion.

b. impers. It irks (ine), it wearies, annoys, trou-

bles (me) ;
= L. piget. Const, inf. or clause ;

for-

merly of. arch.

ga
B

to mend it. 1552 LATIMER Serin. Lincoln iv. 88 It irked

them that they should pay tribute. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa (Hakluyt Soc.) II. 4'4 This towne U so durtie,



IKKED.

lh.it it would irkc * man to walke the streets. 1646 P.

BuLKELtv Gospel Ctn't. v. 372 Mony times it irks us that we
had them, and now have them not. 17*1 STKYPE Eccl.

Mini. III. i. xxx. 236 Then it irked him of his theft. 1742
.SHENSTON8.SVA<w/'/i/>. 164 It irks me while I write. 1813
livKOs d'rsair i. xiii. It irks not me to die. 1850 HAW-
THORNE Scarlet L. iii. 11883) 84 It irks me. .that the partner
of her ini(]uityshould not. .stand on the scaffold by her side.

c. pass. To be wearied, tired, grieved, or vexed.

arch.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. * Uplondyshiit. (Percy Soc.) p. xlv,

Sometime art thou yrked of them at the table. 1588 A.
KING tr. Canisius' Catech. 71 My saule ia irked to Hue.

1647 TRAPP Comm. i Thess. li. 14 Moab was irked, because
of Israel, or vexed at them. 1883 E. C. STEDMAN in Cen-

tury Mag. XXVI. 940 People are irked by his acceptance
of Fife. 1898 T. HARDY Wessex Poems 31 You are irked
that they have withered so.

Hence 1 rkod ///. a. ; Trking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

t 1400 in Hampole s Wks. (1805) I. 166 In be begynnyng
or it come to any hirkyng or hewenes of sclauth. c 1400
Lay Folks Mass Bk, App. iii. 123 Wib irkynge of herte.

1513 DOUGLAS sKneis in. viii. n Sone on our irkit lymmis,
lethis, and banis The natural) rest of sleip slaid all at anis.
1602 iiid Pt. Returnfr. Paraass. in. v. 1468 By his counsel!
we Will end our too much yrked misery. 1628 GAULE
Pract. The. (1629) 319 They find this Serpent.. somewhat
cold and irkeing. 1650W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659) 476
The irkings of a moment undo the ills of all thy ages. 1887
R. L. STEVENSON Mem. * Portr. x. 174 They have more or
less solved the irking problem.
tl-rkful, a. Obs. rare-", [f. IRK sb. or v.

+ -PUL.] Tedious; irksome.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 187/6 Hirkful, txdiosus.

irksome (auksftn), a. Forms: see IRE v.

[f. IRK v. + -SOME.]
tl. Affected with weariness or disgust; tired;

disgusted ;

' bored '. Const, of. Obs.

1435 [implied in IRKSOMENESS i). 1:1440 Promp. Pan.
266/1 Irkesoum (K., P. irksum), fastidiosiis. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 108/2 Irkesome, fastidiosus. 1534 MORE Treat.
Passion Wks. 1289/1 Vnto sufferaunce for our synne, how
lothe and irkesom wold we be of our selfe. 1549 CHALONER
Erasm. on Folly I iij a, He shall see straight all the
audience, other slepe, or gaspe, or be urksome. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 6 Yrkesome of life, and too long lingr-
ing night.

2. Wearisome, tedious, tiresome; troublesome,
burdensome, annoying. Formerly also, in wider

sense, Distressing, painful ; in early use, Disgust-
ing, loathsome.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis vi. viii. 90 Hevy curis lang Of irk-
sum weir and sad. a 1530 Prov. Howsolde-Kepyng in Pol.
Rel. tr L. Poems 31 A sity garment is yrksome to neybors.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 290 The putrified botches and
irksome scabs of vice. 1590 GREENE Mourn. Garm, (1616)
7 Thou shall pocket vp much disparagement of humor,
which I know will be yerksome to thy patience. 1596
SHAHS. Tom. Shr. i. ii. 188, I know she is an irkesome
brawling scold. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 242 Not to irksom
toile, but to delight He made us. 1769 BURKE Corr. (1844)
I. 168, I know and feel what an irksome task the writing of
long letters is. 1808 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1867) I. 126 It is

very galling and irksome to any.. men to be compelled to
disclose their private circumstances. 1835 MARRYAT Jac.
Fait/if, xv, The confinement to the desk was irksome.

Irksomely (auksumli), adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.]

In an irksome manner ; in a way that tires, annoys,
or troubles.

1549 LATIMER 41* Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 117 He dyed
verye daungerously, yrkesomelye, horryblye. 1643 MILTON
Divorce i. xiii, If it [a vow] be found rash, if offensive .. our
doctrine forces not error and unwillingness irksomly to keep
it. 1713 STEELE Guard. No. 143 F i A bar of cold iron so
irksomly long, that it banged against his calf. 1860 Med.
Times 15 Sept. 266/1 Everyone who has work to do should
seek bodily strength to do it less irksomely.
IrksomeueSS (,3-.iks^mncs). rf. as prec +

-NESS.]
1 1. The state of being tired or disgusted ; wearied

or disgusted feeling; weariness, tedium, ennui.

nesse,. . ennvy. 1577 NORTHBROOKE Dicing (1843) 44 It
drmeth awaye irkesomnesse, gotten by serious toile. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 186 L. Domitius, .. for very irksomnesse
of his tedious life, poisoned himselfe. 1711 R. KEITH tra Kemfis .Mil. SoaJPnt. 114 Subjects, .proper to cherishmd refresh the Mind when clouded with Irksomness or

Detached Th. Kks., I could never listen to even the better

5 ~ lodern novels without extreme irksomeness.a--
--_._. .. jvni_int lIKMJHICIIC&i.

. Ine quality of being irksome, tedious, annoy-
ing, or distasteful; tediousness; formerly, also,

they call it a burden. 1751 JOHNSON RamblerHe . . finds the irksomeness of his task rather
production. 1884 Edin.

lrn, irne, obs. variants of IBON.
Irne, obs. form of RUN, YEARN!

ri
1
?
11
??^ r'

bs - Also 4 yrnen. 5 yirnen
Early ME. f. iren IRON + -EN. (The OE. adi
WEB iren like the ib. Mod. s. w. dialect has ire
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sb., ire-n adj. fron-cn also occurs in mod. dialect.]
IRON a. i .

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 149 His fet and his hondc if heo
burh irnene neile were burh-stunge. 13.. K. Alis. 5831
(MS. Bodl.) Hy weren redy in bat stcde. .And pli^tten hym
in wib yrnen hoke. 1306 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 222 With
yrnene claspes longe to laste. 1447 BOKKNHAM Seyntys
(Roxb.) 205 Yche spook. . Ful of yirnene sawys shul be set.

[1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk., Ironen, made of
iron. This use is emphatic i.e. of iron and of nothing else.]

Imess, -e, obs. var. irons, pi. of IBON.

I-robbed, ME. pa. pple. of ROB v.

Iron (ai'ajn), sb. 1 Forms : a. i fsern. ft. i

fsen, 4 yzen, ysen, yse. y. i fren, 2-6 iren,
(3-5 irin, -un, -yn(e), 3-6 yren, (4-5 yrin,
-un(ue,-yn(e), 4-7 yron,(5 oiron, eyren, iyron,
hyrone, 6 yrone), 5- iron. 8. 3-7 (9 dial.) ire,

yre, (3 eire), 6-7 yer-(monger). (. (Chiefly
i-6north, and Sc.) 3-6 yrn, 4-6 yrne, 4-7 (9 dial')

irn(e, (5 irniie, herne, //. yrnyss, 5-6 irness(e,
8-9 airn, ern. . 5 ierne, iyrue, yirn, 5-6
yern(e, yeron, 6 yeirne, Memo. [OE. iren,
used beside isern, isen, = OFris. isern, OS. Isarn

(MDu. ijzen, ijzer, Du. ijzer), OHG. Isarn, later

fra.(MHG., MLG. tsern, Isen, Ger. eisen), ON.
tsarn (also later earn, jam, Sw. jam, Da.
jern), Goth, eisarn : OTeut. type *lsarno

m
; cog-

nate with OCelt. *isarnom, whence Gaulish com-
pounds in isarno-, Olr. iarn (Ir. iaran, iarun,
Gael, format, Manx yiarn), OWelsh kearn
(\-eharn, iharn-.-isarn), Corn, hoern, OBreton
hoiarn, now houarn, pi. hern. The ulterior

etymology of the Celto-Teut. isarno- is uncer-
tain ; and the relationship of the various types
in Eng. and the cognate languages involves many
difficulties. The full Eng. type (

= OHG., ON.
isarn) was isern, found only in OE., though still in

the i ith c. The form fsen, corresp. to later OHG.
tsan, MHG. isen, Ger. eisen, MDu. ijzen, extends
from OE. to the 141)1 c. in Kentish and perh. other
south, dial, (at length reduced to yse, also in the
comb, ysmonger: see IRONMONGER). The Eng.
type iren has no continental parallel; in OE.,
as a simple sb., it was app. chiefly poetic, but it

became the standard form in ME. ; the second
syllable was from the 141)1 c. variously spelt -en,
-yn, -un, and from early in the i6th c. always -on,
the prevalent 1 6th c. form being yron, on which iron

gradually gained, and became universal about 1630.
In early ME. southern dial., iren was reduced to

ire, yre, found in literature in I5th c., and still the
s.w. dialect form from Berkshire to Cornwall. In
north, dial., on the other hand, iren was compressed
to irn, yrn, still used as irn, irne, ern, airn, in
Sc. and north. Eng. dial. (See Eng. Dialect Diet.

s.v.) In the standard Eng. iren, iron, syncopa-
tion app. did not take place until after diphthon-
gation of the t, whence through a phonetic series

Tren, ai'ren, aio-ran, aio-r'n, ai-oin, came the exist-

ing ai-ajn, dial, gi'an ; cf. the syncopated pa. pples.
born, borne, torn, worn, boln, swain, and Sc./a/',
fawn,homea.i\\eiboren, toren, woren,bollen,swollen,
fallen. The I5~i6th c. dial, spellings iern, yern, 1 ^ ts,' caPPer and

yirn, are ambiguous : in some cases they may have
j

instead o' airn
855

'a
meant Tarn, ai-ajn, in others yern, y3jn, the latter

prob. from Norse jam, Da. jern. The plural
yrnes, irnes (-ys, -esse, etc.) could arise alike from

IRON.

STEEL, which partakes of the properties of both. Iron is

very rarely found native (the known instances being mostly
of meteoric origin), but is obtained from its ores, which are
chiefly oxides or salts of the metal. Chemically, iron is
a metallic element : symbol Fe (ferruni) ; atomic weight,
56. In alchemy it was represented by the sign for the
planet Mars (cJ).
a. a 700 final Glass. 25 Alchior, isern [Erfurt Gloss.,

Alchior, isaern; Corfus Gloss., Alcion, isern]. cSoj K
A.LFKED Gregory's Past. xxi. 163 Durh &Et isem [is setae-
nod] 3a:t maex.cn Sara Sreatunga. ^900 tr. Bxda's Hist. \.
Jntrod. (1890) 26 Hit is eac berende on wecga orum ares
and isernes [MS. B. c lojoirenes] leades and seolfres. a 1000
Cadmons Gen. 1088 SiSSan folca beam acres cuSon and
isernes . . brucan.
0. 940 Laws ofJEihelstan n. c. 14 in Schmid Gesetze,

Ponne ga he tobam hatum isene. c 1000 Laws ofMthelred
in. c. 6 ibid., JElc tiond aje xeweald swa hwacSer he wille
swa waiter swa isen. c 1000 JELFRic Deut. xxviii. 23 Si be
heofene swilce: ar, and eoi be swilce isen. c looo Sax. Leechd.
111. 30 Ne delfe .. nan man ba moran mid isene. 1340
AyetA. 139 pat nele na;t sette ine gold, ac ine poure metal
ase yzen. Ibid. 167 Moche boleb be coupe of gold of strokes
of yzen. 13.. K. Alis. 5149 The kyng hete .. Armen hem
in breny of yse.
y. a 1000 Czdmoris Gen. 383 Heardes Irenes hate xeslae-

jene grmdlas greate. a 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 And
dlden an scarp iren. cntp Gen. f, Ex. 467 Of irin, of
golde, siluer, and bras To sundren and mengen wis he was.
aiyxCursor At. 7545 (Cott.) Noiber irin \otlurMSS. iren]
ne yeitt ne stile. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6572 Dynzyne
of devels hand, With melles of yren hate glowand c 1386glowand c 1386

R ro 500 go ruste, wat sal Iren doo? 1388WYCLIF Job xxviii. 2 Irun is takun fro erthe. a 1400 Sir
Perc. 745 He was armede so wele In gude iryne and in
stele. 11420 Chron. Vilod. 4396 Gret gyus of hyrone
y-leyde hym vpone. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Laiiye 58 In
lyknesse of hotte brennynge yren. c 1489 CAXTON Sounes
ofAymon vi. 136 Whan the yron is well hoote, hit werketh
the better, c 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 33/1
Nether harnayse, yrone, nor stele. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1
Iron, fer. 1581 STYWARD Mart. Discipl, i. 44 A good and
sufficient peece, flaske, touch bore, pouder, shot, fier, yron.
1611 BIBLE Deut. tii. u His bedsted was a bedsted of yron.
1617 HIBRON Wks. II. 337 As yron by yron . . so one man
by another might be sharpened. 1677 YARRANTON Eng.
Improv. 147 The best Iron in the known World, is in the
Forest of Dean, and in the Clay-Hill in Shropshire. 1776GIBBON Decl. $ F. ix. I. 236 It has been observed .. that
the command of iron soon gives a nation the command of
gold. 1884 W. H. GREENWOOD Iroti f, Steel i Chemically
pure iron exists only as a curiosity and has no practical
application in the arts.

S. c 1250 Gen. ft Ex. 2451 No?t sqne deluen it wiS yre.

Flaundres loueb be wolle ofpis lond .. Gaskuyn j>e yre &
be leed. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 97 Boxes ben broght forb
I-bounden with yre. c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. Ixix. 312 (Harl.
MS.) And bond him in be prison, with bondis of yre. 1474-5
in Sartim C/mrckw. Ace. (ed. Swayne, 1896) IQ For ii

plates of ire, \\ijd. 1815 BRITTON Beauties Wiltsh. III.
Gloss., Ire, iron. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Ire, iron . . iron is the adjective form. Compare Iron-Bar
with Bar-ire. Ibid., Ire gear, iron work generally.

. a 1300 Cursor M. 22207 Wit irne, or fire, or alter beist.

1306 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 217 He wes y-fetered weel Both
with yrn ant wyth steel. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 364 A cruk
. . Of Irn, that wes styth and square, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 86
Festining it wib irne bat it fal not. c 1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862) 36 Rost hit on broche of irne. c 1440 York Myst.
xxxiv. 06 Bragges Of irnne and stele full strange, a 1450Mankind (Brandl 1898) 276 Lyke as be smyth trieth erne
in be feere. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 59 Quhen . . marcus
crassus, vas slane be the parthiens, the lyft did rane yrn.
1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. xv. (1626) 311 To Brasse from
Silver ; and to Yr'ne from Brasse. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxiii,

horn and airn. 1826 ). WILSON Noct.
*ike a great anvil, .made o

1

wood
KINSON Cleveland Gloss. , Airn,

cg , or o . xs, zr-. ot, a,
V*s!Fi <)E - dr brass; but in neither case with much

probability. Some class it among the Inde-eur. neuter
words with r in nom.-acc., and - in oblique cases (e.g. Skt.
u-ithar gen. itdlinas, L. femur, fcmin-is), and suppose an
ong. nom. Tsar, gen. *iso'tws (yielding by Verner's Law
izait-az), whence the later forms in -r and -, and (by con-

tamination) -rn. The phonetic history of ON. jam and its
cognates ts also doubtful. Grimm and others suggesteda borrowing of Olr. tarn, giving ON. {arn, iArn, jdrn ;
others would derive it from izan- through eran, earn, jam-.
(See Miiller in P. , B. BeilrageVll. 547 ; Noreen in Arkiv
Jar Nordisk Filologi IV. 1 10 no\x,Abria der urgerm. Laut-

, Z^ 95 '' Un r'ainty also attaches to the phonetic history
of OE. tren whether it merely arose by rhotacism from

pi, or from tsern through an intermediate trern, shortened
like berern, beren, cweartern, cmearten.]
1. A metal, the most abundant and useful of

those used in the metallic state; very variously
employed for tools, implements, machinery, con-
structions, and in many other applications.

or rolled into any required shape ; CAST IRON, which is
hard and bnttle, and fusible at a lower temperature j and

f. ci4oo Destr. Troy 9133 As pure watur pouret vn

po
ishet yerin. Ibid. 10463 Barrit horn full bigly with

boltes of yerne. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 205 Wyth
hookys of yirn. 1516 in icM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
APP- v. 397 Canvas, rossen, ropis, hordes, yerne, or yeime,
or any tninge elles to them belonginge. 1535 in Weaver
Wells Wills (1890) 51 A payre of wells bownd with yeron.
'545 JOYE Ext. Dan. iii. D vij Golde, syluer, latyne, yerne.
1577 DEE Relat. Spir. i. (1659) 7 A black box of yern.

b. with an and//. A variety or sort of iron.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 194 If you wish to have a heavy
single barrel made from Damascus, or any of the best irons.

1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 77 The grey varieties
of cast iron are called foundry irons . . while the white
varieties are called forge irons . . from the fact that they
are used for conversion into wrought iron.

o. Med. A. preparation of iron or of some com-

pound of it, used in medicine as a tonic.

['753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., Every preparation of Iron
is both aperient and astringent in degree.] 1803 Med. Jrnl.
X. 186 It is cured by iron which has undergone no pre-
paration, but the minutest division of its particles. 1831
J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 86 Iron and its different

preparations are endowed with a very manifest tonic action.

1844-57 G- BIRD Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 256 The headache
occasionally following the use of iron is readily prevented.
Mod. The girl is anaemic ; she ought to take iron.

2. a. With defining attribute : see also BAR- (sb.1

30), Boo- (.tf.i), CAST-, PIG-, WROCGHT-IBON, etc.

White iron : see quot. 1881 ; also popularly applied to
tinned iron.

163* LITHGOW Trav. v. 205 Joynd in three parts, with
Lead or white Iron. 1665 D. DUDLEY Met. Martis (1851)
32 The Author did sell pigg or Cast Iron made with Pit
coal at four pounds per Tun. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesnt.
xlv. (1841) II. 165 Tin plates, single and double, called
White Iron, from Saxony. 1795 PEARSON in Phil. Trans.



IRON.

LXXXV. 343 Varieties . . differently named by artizans,

namely, .pig, or sow iron; blue, gray, white cast iron;

soft iron; tough iron; brittle iron; hard iron. 1841 H.

MILLER O. R. Sandst. viii. (1842) 184 Bog iron, and the clay

ironstone, so abundant in the Coal Measures. 1881 RAY-

MOND Mining Gloss, s.v., Wrought-iroti, also called bar-

iron and iveld-iron, is the product of the forge or the pud-

dling furnace, cast-iron of the blast furnace. . . Grayforge
or mill-iron . . rtwttled (spotted with white iron}, and white

(hard, brittle, radially crystalline, containing its carbon

mostly in alloy with the iron, and showing no visible gra-

phite). . . So-called silver-gray, glazy, or carbonized iron is

usually an iron rendered brittle by excess of silicon.

3. In figurative uses, as a type of extreme hard-

ness or strength.
1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xyin. iv, This load-

stone . . shall draw to us even hearts of iron. 1613 SHAKS.

Hen. VIII, in. ii. 425 Beare witnesse, all that haue not hearts

of Iron. 1695 TEMPLE Hist. Eng., He had a Body of Iron,

as well as a Heart of Steel. 1858 LONGF. M. Standish i,

Short of stature he was, . . deep-chested, with muscles and
sinews of iron. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy III. 238
Embraced in the icy iron of his [Death's] arms.

4. An instrument, appliance, tool, utensil, or par-
j

ticular part of one, made of the metal. (Often

with defining word prefixed, as CURLING-IRON,

GRAPPLING-IRON, etc. : see these words.)

7<>o Epinal Gloss. 883 Scalbellum, bredisern [Erfurt

Gloss., Scabellum, bred isaern]. c 897 K. XLFRED Gregory's
Past. xxvi. 185 Sua se tece hyd his isern wio Bone monn
Se he sniSan wile, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1 1 1. 4 Se man . . nime

. . healswyrt and isenheardan butan aelcan isene jenumen.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6950 Heo stap vpe bis furi

yre,
euerich

.I- l i-l^oe * .C /?. 7.ecr. (MS. Kodl. T70^ in Herrif's

479

5. esp. An implement of iron used when heated

to smooth ont linen, to press down the seams of

cloth, etc. ; defined according to shape and struc-

ture, as BOX-IKON, FLAT-IUON, ITALIAN-IRON, etc.

1613 J. MAY Declar. Est. Clothing v. 27 With a wet cloth

and a hotte Iron, they ouerrunne those lists. 1769 Pub.

Drlgge It QrOW^. CI4W ITIAUMUC.V. ^X-VUAU./ A. jy *jt uit- u>

base nayles gert . . Constantyne make him ane yrne till his

brydill. 1:1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (MS. B.) 133 pat he

mowe no5t here jw sonn of be eyren bat trepanyth. c 1420
Pallad. on Husb. I. 136 Thyn yrons . . For graffyng and

It must ue wei sieeieu, auu uuu su^ii uauoa . . mt
^IGI

laste moche lenger. 1563 Edin. City Rec. 26 Sept. in Ann.
Scott. Printing xv. (1890) 156 The said Ihonne had na

vtheris guddis saifing his prenting irnis and letteris. 1611

BIBLE Job xli. 7 Canst thou fill his skinne with barbed irons ?

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 66 When you set the Iron of the

Fore-Plane. 1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. I. 41 note. With
an Ice-Hook, which is an iron shaped like an S. 1824
LONGF. Woods in Winter iv, Shrilly the skater's iron rings.

1837 THACKERAY Ravensming i, A little more of the iron

to the left whisker, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 126

Irons, the tools used by the caulkers for driving in the

oakum. 1875 Carpentry $ Join. 25 Under the supposition

that the iron . . projects equally its entire breadth below the

sole of the plane.

b. esp. An iron instrument used for branding or

cauterizing ;
a brand-iron.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 303 Brent wib hoot yren of

coueytise. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 93 pe folk of bis

cuntree gers merk bam in be visage with a hate yrne. 1541

Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 12 6 To .. make . . a fire of coles,

and there to make redy searynge yrons. 1611 BIBLE i Tim.

iv. 2 Hauing their conscience seared with a hote iron. 1613

PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 768 The women with an Iron

pounce and race their bodies, legs . . and armes, in curious

knots. 1856 MRS. BROWNINGA ur. Leigh n. 699 As guiltless

men may feel The felon's iron, .and scorn the mark Of what

they are not.

f C. //. Dies used in striking coins. Obs.

Clerk ofthe Irons, an officer of the Royal Mint who had

charge of the manufacture and use of the dies; in 1815

merged in the Superintendent of machinery.

1483 in Attorney-Generars Rep. Mint Officers, John
Shaa, graver of the coining irons of gold and silver within

England and Calais. 1540 Sc. Acts Jos. V (1814) II. 378/2

All personis bat . . counterfutis be kingis Irnis of cun;e.

1566 in Hart. MS. 698, If. 120 Robert Hornby, Clerk of the

Irons. 1656 CROMWELL in Anttq. Rep. (1808) II. 408 The
office of Sole-chiefe Engraver of the irons of and for the

moneyes of us and our successors. 1663 Mint Records,

Puncheons, matrices, stamps and Dyes, or any Irons for

Coyning. 1706 PHILLIPS, Clerk of the Irons, an Officer in

the Mint, who is to take care that the Irons be clean and fit

to work with. 1848 W. WYON Evidence bef. Commission,

The Superintendent, as Clerk of the irons, keeps an account

of all blank dies.

d. Whaling, etc. A harpoon. (
= HARPING-IRON. )

1674 tr. Martinierft Voy. N. Countries 115 One of our

Shallops coming too near the other Fish before they threw

out their Irons. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 37 Striking Instru-

ments, as Harpoons, Fish hooks, and Tortoise-Irons. 1853

Househ. Words 8 Jan. 400 The harpoon or
<
iron as we

whalers call it. Ibid. 401 Both irons are buried in the

whale. , , . -

e. Golf. A golf-club having an iron head which

is more or less laid back in order to loft the ball :

see quot. 1890.

loia., w nen a uau ncs m w inns vi wind ua^m< .1 v * i

nature . . the iron is the best club for freeing it from such

impediments. Ibid. 696/1 Some few golfers put almost

exclusively with a metal club, an iron or cleek, to wit. 1890

H. HUTCHINSON Go^XBadm. Libr.) 64 There are heavy irons

and light irons, driving irons, lofting irons, and sand irons.

1894 Times 5 Mar. 7/5 His opponent used the iron well and

played a very good short game.

f. slang. A portable fire-arm ; a pistol.

1836 W. H. MAXWELL Ca.pt. Blake III. xi, Take care and

have the marking irons in your pocket. 1888 J. INGLIS

Tent Life Tigerland 288 Once again . . our shooting irons

spoke, adding still another quota to the bag. 1889 BOLDRE-

WOOD Robbery under A rms xxxvii, Put down your irons . .

or . . we'll drop ye where ye stand.

iron'. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop x, [She] came to the

fire-place for another iron.

6. fa. An iron weapon ; a sword. Obs. b. Used

(without an and//.) in various allusive expressions

referring to warfare or slaughter. Cf. F.fer.
Beowulf (Z.) 893 Daet swurd . . dryhtlic iren. c 1000 Sax.

Leeclid. I. 132 WiS sle^e isernes oSSe stenges |>eos ylce

wyrt . . wundurlice xeha2le|>. a 1300 Cursor M. 23468 (Colt.)

It mai nan iren o bam bite, c 1340 Ibid. 26924 Quills pat

Irene is in wounde is plaster nane mai make hit sounde.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 219 [Alaric] destroyed al. .

wi|> yre and wit> fuyre \L.ferro et igne\. 1494 FABYAN Carat.

v. cxiii. 87 Wastynge & destroyinge the countrey with fyre

and irne. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. N. in. iv. 276 Meddle you
must that's certain, or forsweare to weare iron about you.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. 4- Mar. 66 b, To make way . .through
fieldes of Iron, and streames of blood, to that imperiall

dignitie. 1639 T. BRUGlstr. Camus' Moral Relat. 211 Such

biting replyes. .that . . hee would have sought to redresse it

with an iron. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Treat. (1677) 131 Under-

takes to make the Turk eat cold Iron. 1871 R. ELUsCatulli/s

Ixiv. 355 Charge Troy's children afield and fell them grimly
with iron. 1898 Daily News i Aug. 4/7 Bismarck . .

is_known
throughout the world as ' the man of blood and iron '. ^The
phrase was his own. Great questions (he said) are decided,

not by speeches and majorities, but by iron and blood (1862).

7. An iron shackle or fetter; usually in//. Most

freq. in phr. in irons, said of a person having the

feet or hands fettered. Formerly also, less de-

finitely, in iron, in bonds, in captivity.
Cf. F.fers.

c8as Vesp. Psalter cvi[i]. 10 fcebundne in weSelnisse &
irene. a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cvi. 9 jebundene bealuwe

feterum . . and on iserne [fern]. 1340 Ayenb. 128 pe like

bet is ine prisone in ysnes and ine ueteres. 1377 LANGL.

P. PI. B. iv. 85 pe kynge ..comaunded a constable to casten

hym in yrens. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3523 The kyng . .ffor hir

tales of truthe teghit her in yernes. c 1489 CAXTON Sontus

ofAymon xvi. 369 And thenne he made to be broughte a

grete payre of yrens, and fetred hym wyth theym, bothe

darcknesse & in the shadow of death, beyng fast bound in

mysery & yron. 1588 GREENE Pandosto (1607) 46 Pained

with the burden of cold and heauie Irons. 1611 BIBLE

Ps. cv. 1 8 loseph . . Whose feete they hurt with fetters : he

was layd in iron. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto 's Trmi. xxxii.

126 The Jaylors clapt irons on our feet, and manacles on

our hands. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 272 They
clapt him in irons. 1726 SHEI.VOCKE Voy. round World 26

He would see the ring-leaders . . punish d . . carrying them
home in irons. 1700 BURNS Tarn O' Shanter 131 A mur-

derer's banes in gibbet aims. 1840 MACAULAY Hiit. Eng:
v. I. 562 When the Earl reached the Castle his legs were

put in irons, and he was informed that he had but a few

days to live. 1884 PAE Eustace 124 Boatswain, if those

fellows make any more noise, have them taken below and

put in irons.

b. Phr. ' The iron entered into his soul ,
Lat.

ferrum pertransiit animam ejus, Ps. civ. (cv.) 18,

a mistranslation in the Vulgate of the Heb. (lit.

' his person entered into the iron ', i. e. fetters,

chains) followed by the earlier Eng. versions (but

not in that of 1611 see above), which has passed
into fig. use to express the impression made by

captivity, affliction, or hard usage, upon the very
' soul

'

or inner being of the sufferer.

825 Vesp. Psalter civ. 18 Iren Sorhleorde sawle his.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter civ. 17 Yryn passid thorgh his

saule. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. civ. [cv.] 18 Thei maden lowe hise

[Joseph's] feet in stockis, irun passide by his soule. 1539

BIBLE (Great) Ps. cv. 18 Whose fete they hurt in the stockes :

the yron entred in to hys soule. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ.

(1778) II. 32 (Captive), I saw the iron enter into his soul.

1843 MACAULAY Ess., Mad. D'Arblay (1865) II. 304/2 She

was sinking into a slavery worse than that of the body.
The iron was beginning to enter into the soul.

C. Jig. (Naut.) A square-rigged vessel is said to

be in irons when, the yards being so braced thai

some sails are laid aback in coming up into the

wind, she will not '
cast' or turn either way.

183* MARRYAT N. Forster xxii, The yards would not

swing round ; . . and the ship was in irons. Ibid, xlix, The

pirate.. not having been expeditious in trimming his sails

laid in irons, as seamen term it, heeling over to the blast

1846 RAIKES Life Sir J. Brenton 371 Neither helm or sails

had any power over the ships, which were to use the

common phrase.. completely in irons. 1897 MARY KINGS

LEY W. Africa 350, I was in a canoe that made such auda

ciously bad tacks, missed stays, got into irons, and in genera

behaved in a way that ought to have lost her captain hr

certificate.

8. = iron-shrub : see 12.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 179 The slender reclining Iron

This beautiful little plant rises generally in an oblique

9. Phrases, a. To strike while (when} the iron

is hot, or at its highest heat : to act at the appro

priate time. b. To have (or put) many (too many
etc.) irons in the fire : (a) to have or be engagec

in (too) many occupations or undertakings ; (b

to have or use several expedients or alternative

IRON.

o attain a purpose. To put (or lay) every iron

or all irons) in the fire: to try every means.

C. Fresh (or neiu) offthe irons : fresh from school

:>r studies ; newly made or prepared ; brand-new.
a. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. P 70 Right so as whil that Iren

s hoot men sholden smyte. 1523 St. Papers Hen. VIII,
IV. 85 And now the iron is hole, it is tyme to stryke.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. XVIH.
yii,

The iron was
now hot with this heavenly fire ; Elijah . .strikes immediately.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xii. 487 [He] their iron strook At

highest heat. 1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris i. (1763) 13 Then
strike while the Iron's hot.

b. 1549 SIR W. FACET Let. to Somerset 7 July (P.R.O.,
St. Pap. Dom. Edw. VI, VIII. No.4\ Put no more so many
yrons in the fyre at ones. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676)

>02 Now Pompey . . under-hand did lay all the irons in the fire

he could to bring it to pass. 1621 BURTON A nat. Mel. in.
iy.

. ii. (1651) 393/2 He [the Pope] hath more actors in his

Fragaedy, more irons in the fire. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Vir-

ginia iv. 159 They that have many Irons in the fire, some
mustburne. (-1645 HowELLi<!. (1650) I. n.xv. 89 That King
. .having too many irons in the fire at his own home. 1721
KELLY Scot. Prov. 255 Many Irons in the Fire, some must
cool. 1728 VANBR. & Cm. Prov. Husb. n. i. 44 Man. Is it

full as practicable as what you have told me ? Sir Fran.

Ay. .you'll find that I have more Irons i' th' Fire than one <

1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins (1884) II. xv. 156, I had now
:veral important irons in the fire, and all to be struck whilst

ot. 1762 SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves iii. (1793) I. 62 Anthony-
Darnel had begun to canvass, and was putting every iron

in the fire. 1852 A. GRAY Lett. (1893) 391 College work is

now over and I can get on with fewer irons in the fire.

1886 OVERTON Evang. Revival -Ath C. vii. 118 [He] had
far too many irons in the fire to find time for original re-

search. 1887 igtA Cent. Aug. 240 The State . . cannot add
to its other irons the supervision of all that is interesting in

art and architecture.

O. 1683 A. D. Art Converse 25 Young and unexperienced
..as they say commonly, fresh off the Irons. 1808-80 JAMIE-

SON, Neiu offthe irnes, a phrase used with respect to one

who has recently finished his studies.

10. attrib. Of or pertaining to iron : cf. IRON a.

1530 PALSGR. 235/1 Iron ruste,ferrvge. 1638 SIR!'. HER-
BERT Trav. (ed. 2) 235 Few of them know how to read,

Bellona trayning them up in iron dances. 1756 (title] The
Case of the Importation of Bar Iron from our own Colonies

of North America ; humbly recommended to the considera-

tion of the present Parliament, by the Iron Manufacturers

of Great Britain. 1785 W. GIBBONS Reply Sir L. O'Brien

title-p.,The present state of the Iron Trade between England
and Ireland. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Technol.

(ed. 2) I. 235 The mode of applying the hot blast to lead

and iron smelting. 1868-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 386 In

the green portion alone, there exist no fewer than 70 bright
iron lines. 1873 DAWSON Earth It Man vi. no Peroxide of

iron or iron rust. 1884 Pall Mall G. 23 Sept. 8/2 The Iron

and Steel Institute met at Chester this morning. 1896 Daily
News 21 Oct. 2/7 The Blackburn iron trade strike was
settled . . yesterday afternoon. 1897 MARY KINGSLKY W.
Africa 64 The Bubi is not only unlearned in iron lore, but

he was learned in stone.

11. General Combinations, a. attrib., as iron-

bond, -borings, -dross, -filings, -furnace, -gear,

-hail, -vein, etc. b. objective and obj. genitive,

as iron-digesting, -eating, -producing, -using, etc.,

adjs. ; iron-drawing, -forging, -mining, -puddling,

-smelting sbs. ; iron-heater, -holder, -moulder,

-planer, -puddler, -turner, etc., sbs. c. instru-

mental, as iron-braced, -branded, -burnt, -clenched,

-fastened, -guarded, -marked, -sheathed, -stained,

-strapped, -teeming, etc., adjs. ;
iron-crust vb. See

also IBON-BOUND, -CASED, -CLAD, etc. d. similative,

esp. with adjs. of colour : = like iron, as iron-black,

IRON-BLUE, IRON-GREY ; or= like iron-rust, as iron-

brown, -red. Also iron-coloured, iron-like. (See

also IKON a. 2, IRON-HARD, etc.)
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 144 Paracolumbite is an "iron-black

mineral. 1494-5 in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sanim (1896) 43
Michaeli Smyth pro. .emendacione de lez *Ironbondes iiijd.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines % Mining 423 A pretty good

price is paid for the "iron-borings. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n.

v. 7 Hurling high his *yron braced arme. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

103 Hauing |>er consciens *iren brondit. 1610 HOLLAND
Camden'sBrit. I. 84 Those *yron-brent markes in Pictsnow

seene all bloodlesse as they die. 1851 S. JUDD Margaret i.

xiv. (Ward & Lock) no The horned-pout, with its pearly

iridine breast and "iron-brown back. 1874 THEARLE Naval
Archil. 135 The joint.. in the bolt hole is "iron-caulked.

1823 SCOTT Quentin D. xxviii, A strong "iron-clenched door

admitted them. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2843/4 He wears a

French "Iron coloured Drugget Coat. 1730 A. GORDON

for want of a better name, has been called iron coloured.

simple morsel of"iron-dross, a 1631 DRAYTON Noah s f hod
Wks. (1748) 464/1 The "iron-eating ostrich. 1858 SIMMONDS

Diet. Trade S.Y., Vessels whose planks and timbers are

rivetted with iron nails and bolts instead of copper, are

said to be "iron-fastened. 1772 PRIESTLEY in Franklin s

Wks. (1887) IV. 489 A mixture of "iron filings and brim-

stone. 1839 CARLYLE Chartism viii. 168 The Saxon

kindred burst forth into cotton-spinning . . "iron-forging.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 332 An iron-

mine in this region is not deemed of any value.. not an

"iron-furnace has been built. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems

103 Across the *iron-furrow'd way. 1477-8 in Swayne
Churchw. Ace. Sariim (1896) 22 Pro ferramento vocato le

"yregere. 1886 ELWORTHY IV. Somerset IVorkJk. 372 Ire



IRON.

rear., would mean all kinds of ironmongery! and completed
iron-work. <:i8ao S. ROT.KRS Italy (1839) 187 No strangers

10 the 'iron-hail of war. 1858 SIMMONDS 1>U I. Trade, 'Iron-

heater, the piece of metal which is heated in the fire fora

laundress'! box-iron or Italian-iron. Ibid., "Iran-holder, a

stand for a laundress's smoothing-iron. 1896
' M. FIELD '

Attila 11. 49 He shall be scourged With the "iron-knotted

lash they use for slaves. 1577 tr. Jiulliaffr's Decades (1593)

301 We Christians haue nothing to do with the *yronlike

philosophy since our Lorde .. vtterly condemned it. 1674
Land. Gas. No. 896/4 Run away . . a Blackamoor Man . .

'Iron-marked in his Brest with the sign of a Greyhound. 1710
Ibid. No. 4680/4 A dark Bay Gelding, .with a 1 Iron-mark 'd

on the near Buttock. 1877 HEWITT in RAYMOND Statist.

Mines 4- .ft/w>r
<{'365The commencement of "iron-mining at

Lake Superior, about the year 1856. 1863 P. BARRY Dock.

yard Econ. 127 England is an "iron-producing and iron-

manufacturing country. 1871 Aihenieum 15 July 85 There
is not any lalxmr so severe as that of the "iron-puddler.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 108 Crystallised

Ores, and Minerals, e.g. the "Iron-Rhombs, the Tin Grains.

1884 J. PARKER Apost. Life III. 258 A gate iron-bound and
"iron-riveted. 1645 BOATE Ireland's Nat. Hist. (1652) 127
The "Iron-rock being full of

joints, is with pick-axes easily
divided. 1810 SCOTT Abbot lii, She rushed to him, clasped
his "iron-sheathed frame in her arms. 1777-8 R. POTTER
jfschylta (1770) I. a8 (Jod.) And land upon this "iron-teem-

ing earth. 1801 J. G. SHEPPARD Fall Rome iii. 140 The
"iron-tipped arrows flew in clouds. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist.
Man. ix. 347 The "iron-using races of Southern Africa. 1879
SIR G. CAMPBELL White f Black 243 The best "iron-veins
are. .a good deal worked-out.

12. Special Combinations : iron-cement, a kind
of very hard cement ; iron-olay a., of mixed iron

and clay ; iron-cloth, chain-mail, esp. as made in

modern times for cleaning greasy vessels ; iron-

fall, a fall of meteoric iron
; iron-free a., free

from or destitute of iron ; f proof against the force

of iron ;
iron grass, a local name for knot-grass

(Polygonum aviculare), also for Aira aespitosa and

species of Carex (Britten & H.) ; iron-liquor,
' a

solution of acetate of iron, used as a mordant by
calico-printers' (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858);
iron-maker, a manufacturer of iron

; so iron-
making vhl. si. ; t iron-mill, a place where bar-
iron is made

; iron-oak, a name for Quercus Cerris
and Q. obtusiloba (Miller Plant-n. 1884); iron
period Archseol. = IRON AGE 2 ; iron-saw, a cir-

cular saw for cutting hot iron; iron-scale = hnm-
mer-scale (see HAMMER rf.l 7) ; iron-shrub, a
name for Saitvagesia erecta, also called herb of St.

Martin
; iron-sponge, spongy iron, iron in a loose

state with little cohesion : see SPONGE ; iron-stain,
a stain (on cloth, etc.) produced by iron-rust or
tincture of iron, or a similar stain produced on a

plant by a fungus ; iron-stand, a stand on which to

place a heated iron (see 5) ; iron-strap ( Whaling}- FOBEGANGEB 2 a (see 4 d) ; iron-yellow, a

bright yellow pigment prepared from oxide of
iron ; Mars yellow. See also IRON AGE (2), etc.

1815 J. NICHOLSON Optrat. Mechanic 617 Detached orna-
ments., fixed upon the ceiling, &c. with white-lead, or with
the composition known by the name of "iron-cement. 1772
FLETCHER Logic* Genev. 103 Uncovering the two "iron-clay
feet of your great imag^e. 1855 HEWITT Anc. Armour I.

338 Beneath the . . chain-mail was worn a coif of softer
material, to mitigate the roughness of the "iron-cloth. 1868
LOCKYER Eltm. As/ran. 315 Meteors commonly so called,
bolides, stone-falls and "ironfalls. 1660 DRVDF.N Tyrannic
Love v. i. Wks. 1883 III. 454, I'll try ifshe be wholly 'iron-
free If not by sword, then she shall die by fire. 1896 A I-

butt's Syst. Med. I. 196 All these pigments are iron-free.
1816 W. E. ANDREWS Exam. Fox's Cat. Prot. Saints 262
Fox

says,
this Woodman was an "iron-maker. 1875 WHIT-

NEY Life Lang. ix. 155 The iron-maker .. has occasion every

yoj iners strike, "ironmakmg will he stopped. 1559
in Cecil Papers (H. M. C.) I. 164 Now there are "iron-mills
English iron is sold at gl. 1581 Act 23 KHz. c. 5 Preamble,Ihe late Erection of sundry Iron-Mills in divers Places of
ihis Realm. 1631 SHIRLEY Ball H. ii. How do the fens?

Opes
the draining forward, and your iron mills ? 1851 D.

WILSON Pre/i. Ann. (1863) II. in. iv. 116 During this era to
which the name of "Iron-Period is applied. 1874 BOL-TELL
Arms

ft
Arm. i. 3 The third or '

Iron Period ', when bronze
generally was superseded by iron. 1877 RAYMOND Statist.
Mines , Mining 4 Leaving "iron-sponge in the ore, which
would greatly complicate the subsequent treatment. 1880
Sftnt Kncycl. Manx/. I. 700 (Coffee) A minute fungusnamed Depazea macu/osa, which causes the so-called '

"iron
stain

, circular or elliptical blotches of an ochreish-yellow
colour. 1881 ROSA MULHOLLAND 4 Little Mischiefs xiii. 158Last of all came the hot iron, with a little "iron-stand to
hold it. 1860 WEALF. DM. Terms, "Iron yelloio, jaune de'" r

.J
a
,

unc d" Mars, etc-' " a br'Sht iron ochre, prepared
artificially, of Ihe nature of sienna earth.

b. Esp. in names of chemical compounds and
minerals; as iron carbidt, chloride, iodide, salts,
sulphate, etc. (where FRBBIO and FEBBOUS, q.v.,or the forms carbide of iron, etc., are more usual);
on-elay, gme as clay ironstone (see CLAY si. 9) ;

iron-flint, a name for ferruginous quartz ; iron-
glance, gpeeular iron-ore (see GLANCK sb?) ; iron
pan (ice quot. and PAH sb., and cf. HARD-PAN);iron pyrtte, native bisulphnret of iron (see PY-
HITEB). See alio IBOH ALUM, IBOHSTONI, etc.

t-'* -.V i,

"L Pr
";

Alidr- Brit- *. The elimina-
lion w,thm the man, of carbon as an "iron-carbide per-

tly lUble at low temperatures. 1*77 RAYMOND Statist

480

1 Minet t Minine; 397 To repair unavoidable losses in the
"iron-chloride of the bath. 1811 PINKERTON Petrol. II. 49
The eisenliiesel, or "iron-flint of the Germans, is only found
in veins. 1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 226 Silicate of Iron, .occurs

associated with Iron-flint at Tullybrick, Ballynascreen.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 256 Dissimilar

streak, as in specular iron-ore, or "iron-glance. 1883 A. H.
CHURCH Precious Stones vii. 88 Black hxmatite is an oxide
of iron occurring under several common names, as specular
iron ore, iron glance, and micaceous iron ore. 1843 PORT-
LOCK Geol. 225 Micaceous Iron Ore .. associated with "Iron

Jasper, and slightly titaniferous. 1847 Nat. Cycl. 11.913
A loose sandy surface soil, beneath which is an impervious
stratum, called the *iron pan, formed by the deposition of
iron particles from the sand. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char.
Mitt. (ed. 3) no The convexity is parallel with the sides, as
in "iron-pyrites. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3) 216
Iron Pyrites, . . a very abundant mineral, of a yellow colour
and metallic lustre, crystallising in cubes or octahedrons.

1879 St. GeorgrV Hosp. Rep. IX. 43 Zinc sulphate in pro-
gressive doses, with "iron sulphate.

t Iron, sb.l Obs. Also 7 iran. [app. a var. of

eren, EBNE, eagle. The spelling may be due to

confusion with em, dial, form of prec.] A variant
of EBMB, eagle ; explained in 1 7th c. diets, as,A male

eagle.
1623 COCKF.RAM in. Hawks, An Eagle, the male is called

an Iran, a 1683 WALTON Angler i. (1886) 17 There is of
short-winged hawks, The eagle and iron. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury n. 236/1 An Iron is the Male of an Eagle.
Iron (ai-san), a. Forms : see IKON sb. [OE.

isern, {sen, {ren, for *lsem-en, etc., corresp. to
Goth. eisarn-e!iis,OKG. fsarn-fn, fr<>--z,MHG.
tser-in, fser-en, fser-n, Ger. eiser-n, MDu. iser-ijn,
-in, -en, Du. ijzer-en.
The OE. forms, though identical in the nom. with the sb.

(app. through loss of the adj. ending -en, after of the sb.)
were real adjs., so inflected and entering into concord with
sbs., as seen in sense i. During the ME. period the inflexions

disappeared, first in the northern dialect, and last in the
south (where the

pi.
in -e survived to c 1400). The adj. was

thenceforth indistinguishable from the attributive use of the
sb. (as in gold, silver, brass, for golden, silvern, brazen),
which again is largely owing to resolution of OE. com-
pounds^such as fren-bend, iren-byme, isern-scitr, etc. ; but
the feeling of its

beinjj an adj. often permits the use of iron in
senses and constructions in which it is parallel to golden,
brazen, rather than to gold, brass. But in most modern uses
it is impossible to distinguish it from the sb. used attrib.,
from which it is here separated on historical grounds. An
actual derivative adj. is found in IRNEN.]
1. Of iron ; consisting or formed of iron. (L.

ferretts.)
Beowulf (Z.) 2829 Ac him irenna ec^a for-namon. 1:825Vf
*f-

Psalter ii. 9 Du reces hie in fcerde iserre. Ibid, cxlix.
8 To gebindenne . . eSele heara in bendum irnum. c 897
K. JF.LFRED Gregory's Past. xxi. 165 Sete iserne weall
betuh Se and Sa burh.

l/te/oo O. F.. Martyrol. 142 Se
casere hine het swingan mid irenum gyrdum. 971 Blickl.
Horn. 43 ponne bi3 he zeteald to bare fyrenan ed, and to
baem isenan hoce. a 1000 Cxdmon's Dan. 520 Het eac
xebindan beam .. aerenum clammum and isernum. c xooo
JLFRIC Horn. I. 424 LecgaS Sa isenan clutas hate glowende
to his sidan. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Mid irenen Neilen
he wes on bere rode ifestned. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6890
Lat nime foure yrene ssares..al a lure, a 1300 Cursor M.
25240 paa dimes ar ful fere and fell, herder ban es here
irmn null. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 427 pe foure
irene nayles (at Crist was i-nayled with to be rode, c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 30 Enclosed with hie walles and
yme jates. 1483 Cath. Angl. 198/1 lrm,ferrui,/erreus.
1532 Inv. in J. Noake Worcester Man. (1866) 157 A brasen
morter, with a yerne pestell. 1549 Act 34-4 Ediv. VI, c. 2

jj 7 No Person shall, .occupy any Yeron Cards or Pickards,
in rowing of any set Cloth. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xxvii. 5 Thou
shall not lift vp any yron toole vpon them. 1697 DRYDF.N
Virg. Georg. i. 220 First Ceres. .arm'd with Iron Shares the
crooked Plough. 1764 GOLDSM. Trav. 436 Luke's iron
crown, and Damien's bed of steel. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.
(1889) I. 47 An iron helmet and harness.

2. Having the appearance of iron
;
of tlie colour

of iron (or iron-rust).
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 229 Hard stone of yron

colour. 1632 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondfs F.romena 60 A
Knight of a low stature, and iron hue. 1697 DRYDF.N Virg.
tftorg.

i. 630 The Sun. .In Iron Clouds conceal'd the Pub-
lick Light, a 1728 WOODWARD (J.), Some of them are of an
iron red, and very bright. 1871 PALGRAVE Lyr. Poems 85
Earth all one tomb lies round me, Domed with an iron sky.

.

" fig- Resembling, or figured as resembling, iron
in some characteristic quality, esp. hardness.

a. Extremely hard or strong (physically).
1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlviii. 4, I kne? forsothe for thou art

hard, and an irene senewe thin haterel, and thi frount bra-
sene [1611 thy necke is an yron Sinew], 1772 HOI.WEL in
Phil. Trans. LXII. 128 Acorns, saved from a tree . . of the
iron or wainscot species. 1798 WELLINGTON in Owen Wei-
1,-sley s Desp. 764 We have now that iron frontier. 1834
MF.DWIN Angler in Wales I. 195 The compact and iron
nature of the ground.

b. Extremely hardy or robust
; capable of great

endurance.

1617 T. CAMPION Elegy Pr. Henry Wks. (Bullen) 137 How
fit to stand in troops of iron heads. 1627 tr. Bacon's Life &
Death (1651) 16 A Man of an Iron body and minde. 1816
BVBON Siege Cor. xxv, Though aged, he was so iron oflimb,
Few of our youth could cope with him. 1833 ALISON Hist.
Europe i. $ 4 (1849-50) I. 51 The iron and disciplined bands
of Cromwell, n 1864 J. D. BURNS Mem. % Rent. (1879) 338
The iron frame wasted by inward trouble.

O. Firm, inflexible ; stubborn, obstinate, un-

yielding.
1602-17 HIERON Wks. I. 8 Begge we of God therefore,

that He would bend our yron necke. 1703 Rows Fair
Penit. v. i. 1790, I have held the Ballance with an Iron

Hand.
stoicism

IRON.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 476 The iron
of William never gave way. 1849 ROBERTSON

Serm. Scr. i. iv. 11866) 76 No iron strength of mind. 1851
TENNYSON Death ll'ellington viii. Their ever-loyal iron
leader's fame. 1854 } S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) 1. iii.

58 With the same exhaustless, iron, diligence. 1899 G
MATHESON .</. Portrait Christ xii. 168 There is no grasp
so iron as the grasp with which an idea holds.

T" d. Unimpressionable,
'

stony '. Obs.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. x. 28 Powring forth their bloud in
brutishe wize, That any yron eyes to see it would agnize.
1607 HIERON Wks. I. 439 The iron deadnesse of mens
hearts. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 13 There is no country so
barbarous, or of so iron and hard a disposition.

e. Harsh, cruel, merciless; stern, severe.

1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 254 This yron world.. Brings
downe the stowtest hearts to lowest state. 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav.

(167^7) 136 Abumansor one would think was
born to an Iron destiny. 1796 BL-RKF. Let. Regie. Peace iv.
Wks. IX. 20 The first Republick in the World, .is under her
iron yoke. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 203 Words which
on iron deeds did sue for deadly requital.

f. Of or pertaining to the IBON AGE (q.v.) ;

' of
baser vein ', debased ; wicked. (Sometimes mixed
with prec. sense.)
01592 H. SMITH Serm. (Tegg's ed.) I. 241 Look not for

a golden life in an iron world. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World
I. (1634) 155 But they . . account the times injurious and

yron. 1697 DHYDF.N Virg. Fait. ix. 16 In these hard Iron
i'imes. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. i. Introd. 21 The bigots
of the iron time.

g. Of metallic tone, harsh, unmusical.
1871 SWINBURNE Songs bef. Sunrise Prel. 105 Heard their

songs' iron cadences.

h. In phr. iron sleep or slumber, tr. L. ferreus
somnus (Virg. ^. x. 745). Chiefly poet.
1624 Trag. Nero ill. ii. in Bullen O. PI. (1882) I. 49 Well, he

shall sleepe the Iron sleepe of death. 1685 DRYDEN Thren.
August, ii. 70 An iron slumber sat on his majestic eyes.
1607 Virg. Georg. iv. 717 An Iron Slumber shuts my
swimming Eyes. 1835 LYTTON Rienzi vi. v, His face was
still locked, as in a vice, with that iron sleep.

4. Combinations and special collocations, a.

Parasynthetic combinations (in lit. andyf^-. senses) :

as iron-banded, -barred, -bmuelled, -coated, -faced,

fisted (close-fisted, niggardly), -grated, -hooped,
-mailed, -wooded, -nerved, -fated, -ribbed, -sceptred,

-souled, -visaged, -willed, -winged, -wilted (dull-

witted, stupid : see 3 d), -worded adjs.
1812 SCOTTRokety iv.xxv, Mortham's "iron-banded chests.

1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood vn. 84 To fill old
"Iron barred chests, he rakes. 1604 MIDDLKTON Father
Hvliburd's T. Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 104 An usurer's great
iron-barred chest. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. vi. 24 An
"iron-bowelled wretch. 1876 PREECE & SrvcwBlOHT Tele-
graphy 187 Upon no account should "iron-capped insulators
b made use of upon such lines. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii.

2 Disarmed all of
*yron-coted

Plate. 1735 THOMSON Liberty
in. 263 The deep phalanx.. Of iron-coated Macedon. 1677
W. HUGHES Man of Sin ill. iii. 102 An "Iron-fac'd and
Leaden-hearted .. Person. 1852 "Iron-fisted (see IRON.
HKADF.D 2). 1883 J. T. TROWBRIDGE in Harper's Mag.
Jan. 213/1 An iron-fisted miser. 1876 OUIDA Winter City
ii. 13 A giant murderer "iron-gloved to slay you. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xxxviii, A huge "iron-grated door .. formed
the exterior defence of the gateway. 1887 G. MEREDITH
Ballads ff P. 74 Iron-capped and "iron-heeled, a 1744
POPE Wks. (1751) VII. 349 "Iron-hoop'd hogsheads of
strong beer. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 160 "Iron-

jointed, supple-sinew'd, they shall dive, and they shall run.
1828 CARLYLE Miscel., Burns (1872) II. 12 Rose-coloured
Novels and "iron-mailed Epics. 1877 TENNYSON Harold n.

ii. This "iron-mooded Duke, a 1744 POPE Wkt. (1751) VII.
345 Opening the *iron-nail'd door. 1828-40 TYTLER Hist.
Scot. (1864) II. 63 The "iron-nerved and ferocious nobles.
1608 DAY Hum. out o/Sr. Ded. (1881) 3 The "Iron-pated
Muse-mongers about the towne. 1893 F. ADAMS New
Egypt 130 Dusty "iron-railed gardens, a 1667 COWLEY
Misc., Chronicle v, Under that *iron-sceptred queen. 1601
MUNUAY Downf. Earl Huntingdon iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsley
VIII. 179 Opening (like hell) his "iron-toothed jaws. 1822
BYRON Werner iv. i. 44 Brave "iron-visaged fellows. 1804
J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1808) 21 With studded doors, And
iron-visor'd windows. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso I. Ixxxi. x
The Brazen Trump of "iron-winged Fame. 1593 SHAKS.
Rick. Ilf, iv. ii. 28, I will conuerse with "Iron-witted
Fooles, And vnrespectiue Boyes. 1830 TENNYSON Sonnet
to J. M. K., To embattail and to wall about thy cause With
"iron-worded

proof.
b. Combinations in which iron is in attributive

relation to the second element : as iron-face, an

impudent or obstinate person (cf. brazen-face}.
1534 Ace. in J. Noake Worcester Man. (1866) 192 A new

cartt with yernband whelys. 1697 CIBBER Woman's Wit
v. Wks. 1760 I. 194 Hark you Iron-face ! Art not thou a

perjur'd Rogue? 1847 SMEATON Builder's Man. 193 Brass
iron-butt hinges. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon I. 59 The en-

trance . . was by an iron-grille gateway.
C. Phrases with specialized sense : Iron Crown,

the ancient crown of the kings of Lombardy, so

called from having a circlet of iron inserted (reputed
to have been made from one of the nails of the

Cross) ; iron horse, a locomotive steam-engine ;

also, a bicycle or tricycle ; iron walls, the iron-

clad ships of the British navy, regarded as a defence

to the country (cf. wooden walls) ;
iron wedding

(see WEDDING). See also IRON AGE, IKON HAT.
1807 Ann. Reg. 1805 XLVII. 135/2 The iron crown of

Charlemagne was destined to circle the brows of Bonaparte.
Ibid. 137/1 A new order of knighthood was instituted, that of
' the iron crown '. 1830 Penny Cycl. XIV. 104/2 At Pavia. .

the successors of Charlemagne were crowned with the iron
crown of Lombardy as kings of Italy. 1861 J. G. SHEPPARD



IRON. 481 IRON-GREY.
Fall Rome i. 12 Yet the German still guards, though no

longer in a Lombard fortress, the iron Crown. 1874 Iron
horse [see HORSE so. 6 a). 1875 Echo 29 Oct. (Farmer),
Mr. S. started on his third day's journey of the 65omiles ride

on his iron-horse. 1887 T. A, TROLLOI'E What I remember
I. vii. 156 Before the iron horse had been trained to cross the
Atlantic. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 26 June 1/3 Fortified by the
sense of our iron-walls.

Iron (ai-3Jn), v.
[f. IRON st. 1

]

1. trans. To fit, furnish, cover, or arm with iron.

(Chiefly in pa. pple. : see IRONED a. 2.)

1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. cvii. (1869) 57 It misliked
me of my burdoun that it was not yrened. 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 491 A palster well yrened for to bere
in his hande. 1517 J. FITZHFRB. in Eng. Hist. Rev. XII. 235,

ij horse harrowes yroned. 1649 BLITHE Eng. hnprov. Impr.
(1653) *97 Let him Pot neglect a day, but iron his plough
with slips or clouts in all the wearing places. 1793 Trans.
Sec. Arts XI. 195 Made of ash .. and ironed as the model.

1797 COLERIDGE Christabcl\. 126 The gate that was ironed
within and without.

_ 1847 EMERSON Poems (1857) 26 What
if Trade . . thatch with towns the prairie broad With rail-

ways ironed o'er.

2. To shackle with irons ; to put in irons.

1653 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Sp. Gypsy iv. iii. H ij b, Iron
him then, let the rest goe free. 1794 BURKE Sp. agst. W.
Hastings Wks. XV. 457 The miserable victimes were im-

prisoned, ironed, scourged. 1831 TYTLER Lives Sc. Worthies
I. 276 Wallace was cast into a dungeon and heavily ironed.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. II. 473 Mark Smeton, who had
confessed his guilt, was ironed.

3. To smooth or press with a heated flat-iron, as

cloth, and the like. Also absol.

a 1680 EARL ROCHESTER Trial of the Poets (R.), Little

stareh'd Johnny Crown at his elbow he found, His cravat-

string new iron'd. 1708 MOTTEUX Rat'elais iv. Hi. (1737)

214 Their .. Neck-Ruffs, new wash'd, starch'd, and iron'd.

1737 FIELDING Tumble^ Do^vn Dick 1068/2 Draw the scene,
and discover, .her maid ironing her linen. 1789 Loiterer
No. 44. 9 The servants are all ironing. 1840 DICKENS Old
C.Shopx, Mrs. Nubbles ironed away in silence for a minute
or two. 1870 RAMSAY Remin. ii. (ed. 18} 23 She. .found the

occupant busy .. ironing out some linens. 1879 MRS. OLI-
PHANT Within Precincts v, Her white muslin frock . . she
ironed herself most carefully.

fig. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches xiv. 312 He irons his face

out to portentous length and sadness. 1892 OUIDA in Fortn.
Rev. LII. 797 The whole tendency of Socialism, .is to iron

down humanity into one dreary level.

H 4. By ignorant or humorous perversion from
IRONY sb., sometimes with allusion to sense 3 :

a. intr. To use irony, speak ironically ; b. trans.

To treat with irony, speak ironically to.

1742 FIELDING J. Andreivs I. vi, Mrs. Slipslop. You must
treat me with ironing ? Barbarous monster f 1813 Sporting
Mag. XLI. 261 Others, who are blest with Mrs. Slipslop's
second-hand knowledge and comprehension of words and

rhetoric, will say, that I am ironing. 1823 BICE Diet. Turf
s.v. Ironing (Farmer), Nay, my Coney, now you're ironin;

me. .all down the back. 1840 M
326 The fellow's ironing me.
me. .all down the back. 1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr. (Rtldg.)

I-ron, i-ronne, ME. pa. pple. of RUN v.

Iron age. [See IRON a. 3 f. ]

1. The last and worst age of the world according
to Greek and Roman mythology, succeeding the

Golden, Silver, and Brazen Ages. Hence abu-

sively, An age or period of wickedness, cruelty,

oppression, debasement, etc.

111592 H. SMITH H'ks. (1867) II. 41 In these days, and in

this iron age, it is as hard a thing to persuade men to part
with money, as to pull out their eyes, and cast them away.
1656 B. HARRIS tr. Parival (title) The Historic of this Iron

Age. 1693 T. CREECH in Dryden's Juvenal (1697) 323
Worse than the Iron Age, and wretched Times Roul on.

1772 FLETCHER Logica Genev. 188 Does not this exceed

Ovid's description of the iron-age? 1900 J. A. H. MURRAY
Romanes Lect. 36 The golden age of Latinity had passed
into a silvern, and that into a brazen and an iron age.

2. Archseol. That period in the history ofmankind

or of any race in which iron weapons and imple-
ments were or are used (subsequent to the stone age
and bronze age). Hence trans/., a period charac-

terized by the general use of iron.

1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. v. 164 The Iron Age is the period
when this metal was first used for weapons and cutting

instruments. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foumiry 107 The Iron

Age has passed ;
this is the Age of Steel. We shall see

immediately that even our
'

tin
'

pots and kettles are now
made of steel.

U In the following perh.
= mass of irons.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. iv. i. Wks. 1878 II. 101 Make
thee a perpetual! prisoner And laye this yron-age upon thee.

Iron alum. a. Min. A double sulphate ol

iron and aluminium (see ALUM 2), occurring native

as HALOTHICHITB. b. Chem. A double sulphate
of iron and potassium (or ammonium), belonging
to the series of alums (in the extended sense : see

ALUM 3).
1868 DANA Min. 654 Halotrichite . . Iron Alum. 1868-72

WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 596 Ammonio-ferric sulphate, or

Ammonia-iron-alum . . Potassio-ferric sulphate, or Potash-

iron-alum. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 192 Iron alum results

when the alumina is replaced by peroxyde of iron.

I'ron-bark. [Of Austral-Eng. formation, from

IRON a. or sb. + BARK.] Any species of Eucalyp-
tus having solid bark, as E. resinifera, paniculata,

Leucoxylon, Sideroxylon, etc., trees valued in

Australia for their timber and other purposes.
1802 G. HARRINGTON Hist. ff. S. Wales viii. 263 The bark

of which on the trunk is . . the iron bark of Port Jackson.
1820 OXLEY Jrnl. Expect. Australia 170 Iron and stringy

VOL. V.

barks of small size were also common. 1833 C. STURT i'.

Australia I. i. n Iron-bark and cypresses generally pre-
vailed along our line of route. 1868 CARLETON Australian
Nights 29, I was swarthy grown and dark, Yes, as the

rugged iron-bark.

b. The wood of any of these trees.

1894 Wcstm. Gaz. 20 Nov. 6/1 One thousand ironbark

sleepers were recently shipped from Sydney for. .the Great
Eastern Railway Company. .. Ironbark has been proved to
last on the ground for ninety years.

c. attrib.

1820 OXLEY Jrnl. Exped. Australia 170 Iron bark trees
were .. growing on the very summit. 1889 BOLDRF.WOOD
Robbery under Arms xxxv, We made an ironbark coffer
for it. 1890 Miner s Right x\\ ii. 249 The corrugated
stems of the great ironbark trees stood black and columnar.

I roii-briicl, v. rare. [f. IKON s/>.
1 + BIND v. :

a back-formation from IRON-BOUND.] trans. To
bind with iron ; to confine with iron bands.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xvii, Why don't you Iron-bind
him?

Iron-blue, a. and sb. a. adj. Of a blue colour
like some kinds of iron or steel, b. sb. A blue

colour like that of some iron ; steel-blue ; also (for
iron-bluefly), a kind of fly used by anglers.
1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. 11. 67 The Daughters of the

Flood have, .set soft Hyacinths with Iron blue, To shade
marsh Marigolds of shining Hue. 1787 BEST Angling
(ed. 2) 113 The little Iron blue fly comes on about the
seventh of May. 1897 Daily News 27 July 8/1 That was
an Iron Blue changing into a Jenny Spinner.

Iron-bound, - Also 4-6 -bounden. [f.

IRON sb. 1 + BOUND, pa. pple. of BIND v. (With

shifting stress.)]
1. Bound with iron

;
confined with bands of iron ;

in quot. 1802, Confined with irons, fettered.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 246 pere auarice hath almaries

and yren-bounde coffres. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 94, iiij wheles iren bounden. Ibid. 99 Iren bounden.

1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. s If they be yren bounden, they are

moche the better . . for a payre of wheles yren bounde, wyl
weare .vii. or .viii. payre of other wheles. 1561 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 285 No bruer.. shall carry any
bere . . w* iernebond carts w'in the Citie. 1641 HINDE J.
Brnen xlvi. 147 The wheele went over his legge, being iron

bound. 1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4163/3 A large Iron-bound
Box. 1802 CAMPBELL LochieCs Warning 65 But where is

the iron-bound prisoner ? Where? 1884 J. PAKKER Apost.
Life III. 258 A gate iron-bound and iron-riveted.

2. transf. Of a coast : Faced or enclosed with

hard rocks; rock-bound. In quot. 1887, Hardened
i by frost, frost-bound.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Terres haittes .. a

bold, or iron-bound coast. 1852 EARP Gold Col. Australia

30 Mr. Bass .. and Lieutenant .. Flinders started _with
him

j

on a survey of the iron-bound coast of Australia, in a boat

only eight feet long ! 1867 J. MACGREGOR
V^oy.

Alone
(1868) 73 This part of the coast . . besides being iron-bound
lias no port that is easy to enter. 1887 J. BALL Nat. in S.

Amer. 267 The muddy streets were iron-bound with frost.

3. Jig. Rigidly confined or restricted ; hard, un-

impressionable ; rigorous, hard and fast.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 235 My ironbound

physiognomy [would] . . be as notorious as that of Noah
Webster. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks.
(Bohn) I. 374 The old iron-bound, feudal France was

changed into a young Ohio or New York, a 1898 J. CAIHD
t'tmdam. Ideas Chr. II. xiv. 145 If there be in the divine

nature an iron-bound impassibility.

I-roii-casecl (-k^st), a. [f. IRON j/M + cased,

pa. pple. of CASE v.~\ Cased in iron
; having an

iron casing : applied to ships of war, now called

IRONCLAD.
1859 Engineer VIII. 274/3 This new kind of iron-cased

floating batteries. 1860 Ann. Keg. 202 The Warrior was
ordered to be completed as an iron-cased frigate. 1861

Ho. Comm. Return 7 June, Return respecting Iron-cased

Ships as to Date of Contract, Time for Completion, and
Penalties. 1864 Times 17 Oct., To complete her as an iron-

cased frigate.

So Iron-casing-.
1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 14 Improvements in gun-

nery and the iron-casing of ships divest the strongest dock-

yards of more than half their once boasted power.

I-ronclad, iron-clad, a. and sb.

A. adj. 1. Clad in iron
; protected or covered

with iron
; esp. of a vessel for naval warfare :

Cased wholly or partly with thick plates of iron

or steel, as a defence against shot, etc.

[Note. When the question of protecting ships of war, etc.,

by iron or steel armour first aroused general attention

(c 1859), various terms were used to describe ships so pro-

tected, as iron-cased, -clad, -clothed, -coated, -plated, -sided ;

steel-clad, -clothed; armour-clad, -plated; of these, iron-

cased, -plated, were at first preferred, and for several years
were those usually employed in England, officially and

otherwise ; iron-clad, occasionally used in England before,

appears to have come into common use at first in the United

States, during the Civil War, and established itself as the

preferred term c 1862-3, its adaptability as a substantive

facilitating its general adoption. But its official use in

England dates from c 1866.

1859 Engineer VIII. 157/3 (heading) Iron-sided Ships.

Ibid., At from 600 to 800 yards, iron-clothed ships would be

in comparative safety from the effects of an enemy's broad-

side. Ibid., That a steel-clothed ship could be far more

easily destroyed than a wooden-sided one. 1859-64 [see

IRON-CASED). 1860 Engineer IX. 255/3 (heading) Iron Plated

Ships. 1860 Quart. Rev. ibid. X. 268/1 Napoleon III . .

designed a class of iron-plated vessels known as the floating

batteries of 1854. 1862 Engineer XIII. 93/1 (.heading) The
Iron-Plated Ship Question. Ibid. 232/2 (heading) Our Iron

Plated Fleet. 1863 Ibid. XV. 37/2 It was discovered that
iron-coated ships only were good for warlike purposes. 1863
Admiralty Ret. 4 May (heading), A return of Iron-plated or
armour-clad ships built or building.}
1852 [see I RON-HEADED 2]. 1859 Engineer VIII. 157/3 The

present experiments, .would appear to prove that an iron or
steel-clad ship, on receiving a concentrated broadside from
a frigate, .must sink then and there. 1861 Ibid. XI. 152/1
Iron-clad Ships . . Of this supposed (French] fleet of fifteen

iron-plated vessels only one was now ready, La Gloire. 1861

Rep. to U. S. Navy Dcj>tmt. ibid. XII. 384/2 (heading 'Iron-

plated Vessels in America ') For river and harbour service we
consider Iron-clad vessels of light draught, .as very important.
1861 Ann. Reg. 204 One of the smaller of these iron-clad

ships. 1864 Times 17 Oct., Wooden liners . . acknowledged
as useless to compete with ironclad frigates. 1866 Staf.
Abstr. Health Nai>y 12 It is particularly satisfactory to find

that . . the iron-clad vessels are likely to prove at least as

healthy as those not iron-clad. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines
# Mining 17 The foundation for a new ironclad furnace. 1878
N. A/tier. Rev. CXXVII. 225 Two powerful iron-clad rams.

2. Jig. In reference to the action of frost in cover-

ing water and land with a hard surface. (Cf. IKON-

BOUND 2, quot. 1887.) rare.

1889 JEFFERIES Field fy Hedgerow 103 Warm summer
and iron-clad winter.

3. Jig. ; chiefly i/.S.} Of an extremely strict or

rigorous character
;
so framed as to be incapable

of being evaded, as a regulation, agreement, etc.

Ironclad oath : an oath characterized by the severity of
its requirements and penalties ; esp. applied to the rigorous
oath required by the United States Government from certain

official and other persons after the civil war of 1861-5.

(Cent. Diet.)

1884 Boston Jrnl. (Mass.) 25 Apr., The Governor signed
the Oleomargarine bill to-day . . the law . . was drawn with
care and is presumably ironclad. 1885 Economist in Palt
Mall G. 6 June, The British parties . . may try . . to follow

the American precedent, and make 'an ironclad oath' to

preserve the union of the two countries [Great Britain and
Ireland] a condition of election. 1887 Content^. Rev. May
699 Hills, .full of the most arbitrary and 'iron-clad' provisions.
1888 \\K\CE. A mer. Commw. II. in. Ixix. 548 At the Repub-
lican national convention at Chicago in June 1880 an attempt
was successfully made to impose the obligation by the

following resolution, commonly called the
'

Iron clad Pledge '.

1891 PallMall G. i May 4/3The contractors [in the Pittsburg
district] have signed

'

ironclad
'

articles refusing the demands

j

of the men.

B. sh. An ironclad ship : see A. i.

i86aLoNGF. in (1891) III. 18 Went, .to see theNahant,
an ironclad with revolving turret, like the Monitor. 1863

Engineery^ . 249/3 The presence before Charleston of three

distinct types of iron-clads represented by the Monitors, the

Keokuk, and the Ironsides. Ibid. 295/2 (heading) Launch
of a Russian iron-clad. On Monday afternoon the first

iron-cased frigate for the Russian navy was launched from
the yard of the Thames Ironworks. /$, There is not as

yet one foreign iron-clad which in real efficiency is worth a
tenth ofone ofours. 1866 Admiralty Ret. 19 Mar. (heading}*
Return of all the Iron-clads built of wood [etc.]. (71895
LD. C. E. FACET Antobiog. vi. (1896) 193 Already [1859] *ne
French had launched La Gloire ironclad. .1 had given my
evidence before the royal commission strongly urging the

construction of ironclads.

Ironed (ai'amd), a. [f. IRON sh. or v. + -ED.]

fl. Made of iron: =!KON a. i. Obs.

1x1300 E. E. Psalter^ ii. 9 In yherde irened [L. in virga

j
ferrea.) WYCI.IF in an irene ;erde] salt Jjou stere ba.

2. Kitted, furnished, covered, armed, or strength-

ened with iron : see IRON v. I.

ci430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. cxliii. (1869) 132 Anoon
with his yrened foot he shulde yiue me. 1833 Eraser's

Mag. VII. 482 His ironed hoof had dashed the sod. 1884
Ch. Times 7 Mar. 194/1 One of those artistically ironed

coffers. 1899 R. HAGGARD in Longm. Alag. Mar. 413 The
arched and ironed timber axle.

3. Put in or bound with irons.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Etig. v. 1.644 Ironed corpses clatter-

ing in the wind. 1852 TENNYSON in Mem. (1897) I. xii. 345
Heaven guard them From ironed limbs and tortured nails.

Ironer (ai-ainaj). [f. IRON v. + -ER *.]

1. One who irons
; spec, one whose occupation it

is to iron clothes, etc. : see IRON v. 3.

1857 R. TOMES Amer. in Japanvni. 179 Washers, ironers.

I
and doers-up of fine linen. 1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia

| 191 The utiikash, or ironer, is employed to ornamentally
i iron the dresses of-the lower orders.

2. nonce-use. A man of iron : cf. IRON-MAN i a.

1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 121 The old Ironer !

I love him for his love of common sense, his contempt of

mean deceit.

I-roii-fou-nder . [f.
IRON s6J + FOUNDER jfc>]

One who founds or casts iron.

1817 COLERIDGE Lay Serm. 393 The ship-builder, the

clothier, the iron-founder. 1897 Daily News 6 Dec. 11/5

Heavy ironfounders continue well employed.

Sol-ron-fownding; X-ron-foundry : see FOUN-

DRY I, 2.

1784 MORGAN in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 198 The furnace of

an iron foundery. i8a8 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3)

II. 106 Iron-founding on a small scale; manufacturing of

axes, adzes, steel-mills, and sundry other strong iron tools

and utensils. 1832 BABBAGE Econ. Mannf. xxiv. led. 3! 239
The gases issuing from the chimnies of iron-foundries. 1895

Daily News 21 Jan. 9/1 It has imparted a stimulus to busi-

ness in plumbers' ironfoundry.

I-rong, -e(n, ME. pa. pple. of RING v.

Iron-grey, -gray, a. and sb. [f. IRON sb. +

GREY. OE. isen-gnvg ;
in ON. jarn-grdr, OHG.

tsen-grd, Ger. eisen-gran.]
A. adj. Of the grey colour of freshly broken

iron, or of dark hair when *

turning grey '.
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IRON-CKREYED.

a 1000 O. K. Class, in \Vr.-\Viilcker 236/35 Fcrrugineo

/lore . . iscngrxjuiu bl.^lmc. IHd. 408/33 Femlgineas,

IKL isengncjan. 1483 ('<if*'i. A'iffl. 198/2 Irengray, glitucus.

1687 Loud. <;.i=. No. 2248/4 An Iron grey Nag, about 14

hands high. 1711 ADDISON SpKt. No. 64 f 2 A fresh black

Button upon his Iron-gray Suit. 1848 DICKENS Dombey v,

An iron-grey autumnal day. i86j TROI.LOI'K Helton list.

v. 40 A . . wiry man, about fifty, with iron-grey hair and beard.

B. sb. 1. A dark grey colour resembling that of

freshly broken iron.

la looo O. E. <;A>M. in Wr.-Wulcker 236/32 Color purpune
subnigrx, isengrzj.] 1551 Act 5 r 6 ittu. yi, c. 6 f 46

Any other Colour .. than .. Motley or Iron-gray. 1766
PENNANT Brit. Zool. (1768) 1. 98 A deep iron-grey, bordering
on black.

2. An iron-grey horse, or (quot. 1856) dog; also

transf. a person whose dark hair is grizzled.

15*3 FITZHERB. Huso. 8 68 A sandy colte. lyke an yren

grey, neyther lyke syre nor damme. 1821 Hermit in Lond.
\. 269 Everywhere . .do these disguised iron-greys still bear

the belle by taper-light. 1853 SMEDLEY /. . A rundel xviii.

139 A splendid pair of dark iron-grays, with silver manes
and tails. 185* KANE Ant. Expl. I. xix. 338 A span of

thoroughly wolfish iron-grays.

Hence Iron-greyed///, a., turned iron-grey.
1826 DISRAELI / 7.-'. Grey ill. viii, His hair .. was now

silvered, or rather iron-greyed, not by age.

Iron-handed, a. [f.
iron hand (see IRON a.

3 c, e, and HAND so.) + -ED 2.] Having a ' hand of

iron
'

; acting or ruling with an ' iron hand
'

; in-

flexible ; severe, rigorous, despotic.
1768-74 TUCKER 1.1. Nat. (1834) I. 565 We are not obliged

to Him, but to the iron-handed goddess, Necessity. 1845
HIRST Poems 143 We go iron-handed our fortune to woo.

1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. (1861) I. 36 This iron-handed,

hot-headed, adventurous race, placed as sovereign upon its

little sandy hook. 1875 W. E. GRIFFIS in N. Amer. Rev.
CXX. 289 The iron-handed rule of the great commander . .

was felt alt over the empire.

lTon-ha:rd, a. and sb. [f. IRON so.* + HARD :

OE. irenhcard.]
A. adj. As hard as iron ; extremely hard.

Beo7uul/(Z.) 1 1 12 Eofer iren-heard. 1591 SYLVESTER DH
Bartas I. iii. 1045 Men . . Whose wits are Lead, whose
bodies Iron-hard. 1889 A. T. PASK Eyes Thames 3 Small
iron-hard bricks. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 3 Feb. 2/1 Montmo-
rency .. fell prone on to the iron-hard earth.

fB. sb. [OE. isenhearde, MDu. Sserhart, Du.

ijzerhard, MHG. Isenhart vervain.] An old
name for the herbs Vervain (Verbena officinalis)
and Knapweed (Centaurea nigra), from the tough-
ness of their stalks. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 4 Eofor brotan and ^arclifan and

isenheardan. c 1165 l-'oc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wulcker
556/41 Ueritena, i. uerueine, /. irenharde. 14. . MS. Laud
553 If- J3 lasia nigra. .yrnehard. ?I5-. in Archxol. XXX.
409 Hyrne hard, Bolleweed, Jasia nigra. 1597 GKRARDE
Herbal App., Yronhard is Knapweed.
Iron hat. [IRON a. and HAT.]
1. An iron helmet shaped like a hat. (Cf. HAT

sb. i, quots. 1400, 1484.)
13.. A". Alls. 1629 Of sum weore the brayn out-spat, Al

undur theo iren \Bodl. MS. yrnen] hat. 13.. Coer de L.
367 He sette hys stroke on hys yren hat.

2. Mining. = GOSSAN. U.S.
1881 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

I-ronhead (-hed). A local name in North
Carolina of a kind of duck, also called goldeneye
or whistlewing.
1888 G. TRUMBULL cited in Cent. Diet,

I ron-headed (-headed), a.

1. Having an iron head ; tipped with iron.

Iron-headed Darts. 1810 SCOTT Abbot x, A door well
clenched with iron-headed nails.

2- fig- Very hard-headed or determined.
1851 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) 136 The burly baron of

feudal times . . those iron-clad, iron-fisted, and iron-headed
nobles despised all manner of clerk-craft.

iTOnheads (-hedz). A local name of the Knap-
weed (Centaurea nigra), from its hard involucre.
1863 in PRIOR Plant-n. 1866 Treat. Bct.6ijh Iron-weed

or -heads, Centaurea nigra.

I ronheart (-hait). A name for Metrosideros
tomtntosa, a New Zealand tree having hard wood
valuable for timber

; also called fire-tree.
1871 DOMETT Ranolf xvni. vL 311 It was the 'downy

ironheart
'

That from the cliffs o'erhanging grew
I ron-hearted (-hauled), a. Extremely hard-

hearted ; unfeeling ; cruel ; insensible to pity.

iron.hearted sinner. 1715 Pops Oifya. xxiv. 80 And iron-

!-
J heroes melt in tears. 1849 PRESCOTT Peru (1850) II.

t indmg that no impression was to be made on his iron-
neartea conqueror.

Ironic (sirp-nik), a. [ad. late L. ironic.us, a.
Or. (ipan>ix6t 'dissembling, putting on a feigned
ignorance', f. dpuvtia dissimulation, IRONY. Cf.K tronique (yronicque, 1531 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
:rtaimng to irony ; uttering or given to irony ;of the nature of or containing irony ;

= IBONICAL
1630 R

;
JONSONffn, Inn in. ii. Most Socratick lady I Or

f you wiir, n-onick I ,638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (J. ,)That Ironic Satyre of Juvenal. 1788 H. WALPOLF. Lett
xv. 118 If there was anything ironic in my meaning, it was

482

levelled at your readers, not at you. 1831 CARLVLE Sari.
AV.t. ii. iv, An ironic man. .more especially an ironic young
man. .may be viewed as a pest to society. 1879 G. MKUK-
UITH Egoist xv. (1889) 140 She could have asked him in

her fit of ironic iciness . . whether the romance might be his

piece of religion. 1883 A. DOBSON Fielding it) How his

ironic lightning plays Around a rogue and all his ways !

Ironical (airfj-nikal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. Of the nature of irony or covert sarcasm ;

meaning the opposite of what is expressed.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 237 note, He was (belike)

some Pomilio or litle dwarfe, and that made him to use this

eironical method. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 665
Another kinde there seemes to be of ironicall praise, opposite
unto the former ; namely, when semblant is made of blame
and rcproofe. x6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr.

(1676) 14/1 Democritus. .was so far carried with this ironical

passion, that the Citizens of Abdera took him to be mad.
1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 222 They praise themselves . .

and drink like Nectar, the ironical Encomiums that are
made them. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFR Myst. Udolpho xii,
' Your reasons are indeed such as cannot be doubted ', re-

plied the lady with an ironical smile. 1853 MACAULAY
Biog., Atterbury (1867) 8 Boyle .. paid, in his preface, a
bitterly ironical compliment to Bentley's courtesy.
2. That uses or is addicted to irony.
1589 NASHE Pref. to Greene's Mennphon (Arb.) 6 Some

deepe read Grammarians, who . . take vpon them to be the
ironicall censors of all. 1793 BEATTIE Moral Sc. iv. i. i.

II. 464 Socrates used it so happily . . that he got the name
of 6 cipwc, or the ironical philosopher. 1848 W. H. KELLY
tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 337 Ostrowski was dignified,
Lelewel ironical and inflexible.

t b. trans/. ? Mockingly imitative. Obs.
1607 TOP-SELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 2 [Apes] are held for a

subtil], ironicall, ridiculous and unprofitable Beast., of the
Grecians termed Gelotopoios, made for laughter.
t 3. Dissembling ; feigned, pretended. Obs. rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \.
iy. 14 The circle

of
t
this fallacie is very large, and herein may be com-

prised all Ironicall mistakes ; for intended expressions
receiving inverted significations, all deductions from meta-
phors, parables, allegories, unto reall and rigid interpreta-
tions. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic I. iv. (1840) 115 So much :

force is ironical righteousness.
Hence Iro nicalness, ironical quality.
1775 in ASH. 1846 in WORCESTER.

Ironically (sirp-nikali), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.

Cf. Or. elpojvixSis, L. ironice, F. ironiquement.~\
1. In an ironical manner

; by way of irony.
1576 FLEMING; Panopl. Epist. 311 note, It may be spoken

eironically, for familiar friends use jeasting nowe and then,
in their letters. 1649 ROBERTS Claris BM. 109 Ironically
bidding them cry to their idols for help. 1731 SWIFT On
L.: r,.-, t -__ .,.v..._v .___,__

1 2. With dissimulation or personation. Obs.
rare.
1681 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. m. 20 Though the World

be histrionical and most Men live ironically, yet be thou
what thou singly art, and personate only thy self.

Ironing (si-ajnin), vbl. sb. [f. IRON v. + -INO 1
.]

The action of the verb IRON.
1. The pressing and smoothing of clothes, cloth,

etc., with a heated iron.

ci7io CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 7 Mr. Newbery ..

would keep no women servants had all washing. Ironing,
dairy and all performed by men. 1838 DICKENS Nich.
Nick, xxiv, A strong smell of ironing pervaded the little

passage. 1885 Manch. Exam, p Sept. 3/1 Equal to the
task of instructing a laundress in the ironing of a table-
cloth.

attrib. and Comb. 1759 COLEBROOKE mPhil. Trans. LI.
'

44 An ironing box, charged with an hot heater. 1817 H.
,

LEE
(title)

Poetic Impressions, .. including the Washing
Day, Ironing Day, Brewing Day, Quarter Day, and Satur-
day. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop x, The poor woman was
still hard at work at an ironing-table. 1851 MRS. STOWE !

Uncle Tom's C. ix.
75.

The little table stood out before the
fire, covered with an ironing-cloth.
2. The putting (^persons) in irons, rare.
1810 Examiner No. 650. 620/1 The dungeonings and iron-

ings of Reformers.
3. The action of fitting or arming with iron.

U 4. As a perversion of irony : see IRON z>. 4.

t Iro'nions, a. Obs.~
[f. L. TrSma IRONY

sb. + -ous.] = IRONICAL. Hence flro-nionsly
adv., ironically.

. 0530 L. Cox Rhet. (1809) 81 Whiche place Cato vseth
ironiously in Salust. 1535 JoYE-4/W. Tintfalc (&r\>.) 14 This
saith Tindale yroniously. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jer. xlvi.

comm., Aegypt accounted itself invincible, and so the
[

prophet ironiously calleth it the virgin daughter, as in this
whole passage he speaketh by the same figure ironia.

I'ronish, a. Now rare. [f. IRON.&M + -I8H.]
fl. Of iron; IRON a. i. Obs.
c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1360 The leggis als thoght the

king of yrnysshe matieres wasse.
2. Partaking of the qualities of iron; irony;

ferruginous.

. 1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 165 That acidity and that
ironish and vitnolated last and odour. 1675 E. WILSON

Ironism (!Tftiiz'm). rare. [mod. f. Gr.

dissembler, user of irony -i -ISM.] The practice of :

using irony.
1899 Speaker 15 Apr. 426/3 The '

ironism
'

which Mr. !

TROTSMONGER.
Davidson has borrowed from Renanhas the rare distinction
of satisfying neither reason nor emotion.

Ironist '
(sb-nfoist). [f. as prec. + -1ST : in

F. ironiste.] One who uses irony; an ironical

speaker or writer.

1717 POPE, etc. Art Sinking 115 A poet or orator would
have no more to do but to send to .. the ironist for his sar-
casms, to the apothegmatist for his sentences. 1832 W
ANDERSON in Mem. R. Hall H.'s Wks. VI. 134 Socrates
was called the ironist from his constant assumption of a
character that did not belong to him. 1836 Blackw. Mag.

i

XL- 309 All this time you have been playing the Ironist.

t I'ronist -. Obs. [f. IRON rf.i + -IST.] One
I

who uses iron weapons.
1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Low C. Warres vni. 4 That

kind of Raiters, which from their many pistols and other
iron weapons are called Ironists [L. Firrcolos].

tl-ronize, w. 1 Obs.
[f. as ironism + -IZE.]

a. trans. To make ironical, use ironically, b.
intr. To use irony, speak ironically. Hence
iTonized///. .l, used or spoken ironically.
1601 WARNER Alb. Eng. IX. liii. (1612) 239 If Hypocrites

why Puritaines we terme be ask't, in breefe, T'is but an
Ironized Tearme, good-fellow so spels Theefe. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (ed. 3) 240 To memorize their Cheese and
Butter will make your mouths water at it ; I ironize : in
good earnest the cheese is the worst any ever tasted of.

t I'ronize, v? Obs. nonce-wd. [f. IRON sb?- +
-IZE.] trans. To impregnate with iron. Hence
I'ronized ppl. a.2

, impregnated with iron.

1780 J. T. DILLON Trav. Spain (1781) 250, I have seen ..

a great part of ironized mineral serve as a matrice to
cinnabar.

I-roiiless, a. rare. [f. IRON ^.1 4 -LESS.] De-
stitute of iron

; not possessing iron. In quot. 1420
quasi-ffifo.

' without the aid of iron tools
'

(Lodge,
Gloss, to Palladius).
(1420 Pallad. on Husb. in. 685 And rape seed in to their

hedes gete Al yronles, wot make hem growe faste ; And ofte

ydoon the faster wyl they haste. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist.
Man.m. 169 Their connection with the ironless Maoris and
Tahitians.

I'ronly, adv. rare. [f. IRON a. + -LY 2.] In
an '

iron
'

manner
; oppressively, rigorously.

1895 Eclectic Mag. Oct. 564 The one ironly tyrannical, no
doubt.

Iron-man, [f. IRON sbj or a. + MAN **.]
1. (Properly two words, IKON a. and MAN SP.)
a. A man of iron (\njtg. sense).

1617 A. NEWMAN Pleas. Vis. (1840) 31 They draw, like

Loadstones, Iron-men.
b. Name of a coal-cutting machine, local.

1897 Star 17 Sept. 2/6 In some of the thin seams of that
district [Yorkshire coalfield], the coal-cutting has for some
time been done by machine by the '

iron man'.
t 2. A kind of iron-ore. Obs. local.

1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. i. (.686) 101 There breaks a small
grey spissy Oar. .called Iron-man.
3. A workman in ironworks. ? nonce-wd.
1875 M. COLLINS Sweet

<$ Twenty I. i. iv. 59 He drew
strong pictures of the ironmaster's unlimited champagne
and the ironman's limited beer,

Ironmaster (si-sanimarstaj). The master of
an iron-foundry or ironworks; a manufacturer of

iron, esp. on a large scale.

1674 RAY Words, Iron Work 129 This account of the
whole process of the Iron work I had from one of the chief
Ironmasters in Sussex. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 268 Bilby Lay.
cock of Tamworth Staffordshire. Ironmaster. i8a$ J.
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 328 Iron-masters are so very
inattentive to its quality, .we sometimes see them use lime-
stone as a flux when the ore already abounds with calcareous
ingredients. 1859 LF.WIN Invas. Brit. 116 note, A tablet. .

bearing the name of Cogidubnus. .and indicating that under
his auspices a temple, dedicated to Minerva and Neptune,
had been erected in the reign of Claudius at the expense of
the ironmasters of Sussex. 1861 SMILES Engineers II. 360
note, The bridge was cast in an admirable manner by the
Coalbrookdale ironmasters in the year 1796.

Iron-mine.
1. A mine from which iron-ore is obtained.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.f/Commtu. (1603) 40 Nature hir-

selfe . . giving them the iron mines of Biskay. 17*1 LD.
MANSFIELD in Burrow Rep. III. 1344 Coal-mines are
not lead-mines, tin-mines, copper-mines, iron-mines, or any
other but coal-mines. 1871 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 97
More conveniently placed in regard to iron-mines.

2. Iron-ore. (See MINE sb) Now dial.

1645 BOATE Irtl. Nat. Hist. (1652) 132 Where the Iron-
mine is melted. Ibid. 137 A Tun of the Iron-mine or Oar.
1674 RAY Collect. Words 125 The Iron-mine lies sometimes
deeper, sometimes shallower in the Earth. 1700 Land. Gaz.
No. 4527/3 In the Land is a great quantity of Iron-Mine.

Ironmonger (ai-aiDinprjgai). Forms : 4 is-,

ysmonger, irmongere, 5 yremongere, erne-,
hermonger, ironmounger, 5-6 yren-, iron-

monger, -yr, 5-7 irne-, 6 yer-, iernmonger,
6-7 iremonger, -manger, 6- ironmonger, [f.
IRON jiM + MONGER.] A dealer in ironware ; a
hardware merchant.
1343 Merton Coll. Rec. No. 2115 (MS.) Roger le Irmon-

gere. 1347 Ibid. No. 3096 Roger le Ysmonger. 1393 Close
Roll 16 Rich, fl dorso (P. R. O.), Johannes Warner, ismonger.
i4o6/^/(/.,8 Hen. /Fdorso.Petrus Feryby,ernemonger. 1409
loid. ii Hen. /Kdorso, Willielmus Baker, hermonger. 1415
Nottingham Rec. II. 100 Nicholaum Alastrc, de Notyng-
ham, irenmonger. 14x5 York Myst. Introd. 22 Irenmangers.
1486 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 10 Payd vnto William
Remyngton of London Ironmounger for diners cabilles.
Ibid. 13 Payd.. to John Halyngbury of London Irnemonger



IRONMONGERING.
for vj cables, c 1515 Cocke Lorelts B. 9 Yermongers, py-
bakers, and waferers. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 20 The Mis-

teries or Craftes of a . . Draper Goldesmithe Ironmonger.

1591 in Child Marriages 151 Thomas Thornton . . Iremonger
and Marchaunte. 1613 BKAUM. & FL. Cupids Rev. iv. iii,

Come, let's call up the new Iremonger, he's as tough as

Steel. 1620 in Swayne Sarum Church-tu. Ace. (1896) 170
Rec. . . of the Ire mvngers . . i8</. 1646 Ord. Lords fy Com.
Presb. Govt. n John Arrowsmith of Martins Iremonger-
lane. 1720 STRYPE Stoiv's Snrv. (1754) II. v. x. 280/1 The
Ironmongers were incorporated in the third Year of King
Edward the Fourth, Anno Dom. 1462. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U. S. II. xli. 521 The English ironmongers asked for

a total prohibition of forges.

Hence rronmongering ppl. a., dealing in iron.

(In quot.
= having ironworks.)

1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old Home (1883) I. 169 These hil-

locks of waste and effete mineral always disfigure the

neighborhood of iron-mongering towns.

Ironmongery (ai's-ininc'ngari). [f. prec.: see

-ERY.]
1. The goods dealt in by an ironmonger ; hard- 1

ware ;
a general name for all articles made of iron. !

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4831/4 Ironmongery, Cutlery, and
other small Wares. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geo%. I. 452 Iron-

mongery . . manufactured in this state. 1851 Art Jml.
Gt. Exhik. Catal. 39/3 Manufacturers of what is termed
'

saddlers' ironmongery ', such as steel-bits, stirrups,whips and

whip-mounts. 1876 JAS. GRANT One of the '600* xxiii. 181

The great Norman line . . who had ridden in all their iron-

mongery in Edward's ranks at Bannockburn.

b. An ironmonger's shop or place of business.

1841 ORDERSON Creol. vi. 60 Premises . . occupied as an
;

ironmongery..and a saddlery. 1896 Du MAURIER Martian
|

(1898) 227_
A well-to-do burgher with a prosperous iron-

mongery in the '
Petit Brul '.

2. The craft or business of the ironmonger ;

smith's work.

1871 Alhenxum 16 Sept. 374 A point in ironmongery
rather than architecture.

3. attrib.

Iron-mould, -mold (ars-mimou-ld), s!>. Also

7 -mole. [f. IRON sb. ' + MOULD, MOLD, earlier

mole, OE. mdl, mole, spot, mark.]

1. A spot or discoloration on cloth, etc., caused

by iron-rust or an ink-stain.

a. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 47 The decoction will, .take out

any stain in cloths, euen the very iron-mole. 1642 ROGERS

Naaman 447 Some grosse sins . . which are as iron moles,

and will hardly be worne out of the flesh, a 1659 OSBORN ,

Qbsero. Turks Pref. (1673) 4 Book-worms, who, like Iron-

moles, discolour the sense and obliterate the natural mean-

ing of Authors.

ft. 1639 JUNIUS Sin Stigmat. 08. 378 Fine linnen being

once stained with black Inke . . will retaine an Iron-mould

ever after. 1788 Trans. Sac. Arts VI. 169 In this [paper]

there are no Iron Moulds. 1828 WEBSTER, Iroumold. 1833

I. RENNIE Aljih. Angling 67 Yellowish spots very much !

like iron-moulds. 1872 J. G. MURPHY Canaii. Levit. xiu.

49 Ironmould is a familiar example of a stain caused by
a chemical process.

b. fig.

1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 58 Such iron moulds as these

shall have autority to knaw out the choicest periods of ex-

quisitest books. 1660 J. SPENCER Righteous Ruler 37

Arms, the iron-mole that stained our religion, and eat out

order and law.

2. (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Iron-moulds, certain yellow Lumps of

Earth or Stone found in Chalk-pits about the Chiltern in

Oxfordshire, which are really a kind of indigested Iron-

'apido_ .

diggers call iron-moulds.

rron-mou:ld,-inold1
z'. [f.prec.sb.]

traits.

and intr. To stain or become stained with iron-

mould. Hence iTon-mou'lded ppl. a.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Clear Starching, If your

Muslins be Iron-moulded. 1873 DAWSON Earth Iff
Man vi.

112 The superabundant oxide of iron . . so to speak iron-

moulds' them. IciSgo W. H. CASNEY Notes Ventilation

8 Drops falling from the beams often caused the warps to

iron-mould.

IronneSS (ai-amines). rare. Also 4 irinnes.

[f.
IRON a. + -NESS.] The quality of 'iron'; in

quot. a 1 300, ?the fact of being clad in iron; in

quot. 1803, physical strength and hardiness.

483

iTOn-plated, a. Protected by plates of iron ;

= IRONCLAD a.

1860-1863 bee IRONCLAD, A. i note}.

I roii-sa:ixd.
1. Geol. Sand containing particles of iron-ore,

usually either magnetite or titaniferous oxide.

1876 PAGE Adv. Text-it. Geol. xvii. 329 The nodules and

pisiform ironsands of the Wealden. 1894 Harper'^ Mag.
Jan. 409

' Iron-sand
'

is a form of magnetite . . consisting of

silicious particles
mixed with grains of iron ore.

2. 'The steel-filings used in fireworks' (Cent.

Diet.-}.

I'roii-sliod, a. [f.
IRON sl>.1 + SHOD, pa. pple.

of SHOE v."] Shod, tipped, or armed with iron.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4637 Iren-schod

was ilka peel. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 383
Like the nails of an iron shod wheel. 1850 W. IRVING

Mahomet xi. (1853) 44 The soles of their iron shod boots

were torn from the upper leathers. 1871-4 J. THOMSON City

Dreadf. Nt. ix. i, The trampling clash of heavy iron-shod feet.

I'ron-sliot, a. Min. [f. as prec. + SHOT, pa.

pple. of SHOOT v.]
' Shot

'

with iron
; containing

streaks or markings of iron.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 293 Is it not rather an

iron-shot quartz ? Ibid. 390 Iron shot nornstones. 1821 R.

JAMESON Man. Min. 93 Slaggy Ironshot Copper-Green.

1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr. i. (1857) 15 They [potatoes]

were freckled over with minute circular spots, that bore a

ferruginous tinge, somewhat resembling the specks on iron-

shot sandstone. 1858 G. P. SCROPE Geol. Centr. France

(ed. 2) 171 Many varieties are much iron-shot.

lTOn-si :Ct, a. Natit. Now rare or 06s. Said

of a wooden ship when her bolts and nails are so

corroded with rust that she has become leaky.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 13 A ship cranke

sided, Iron sicke, spewes her okum. 1627 Seaman s

Gram. xi. 54 Iron sicke, is when the Bolts, Spikes, or Nailes

are so eaten with rust they stand hollow in the plankes, and

so makes her leake. 1664 P. PETT Let. to S. Pepys in Cal.

SI. Papers, Domestic 113 The Unicorn is iron-sick under

the water. 1691 T. H[ALE) Ace. New Invent. 79 Ships in

ten or twelve years are generally Iron-sick. 1841 Proc.

Ins!. Civ. Eng. 132 What is technically termed '

ironsick ,

meaning that the bolt-holes became so widened by corrosion

that the bolts were loosened.

Ironside (ai'oanisaid). Also ('.) Ironsides.

1. sing. A name given to a man of great hardi-

hood or bravery ; spec, in Eng. Hist. (Ironside) to

Edmund II king of England (A.D. 1016), and (also

Ironsides] to Oliver Cromwell; also, independently
or transf., to other persons.
In the case of Cromwell the appellation was a nickname

of Royalist origin.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6084 Is eldoste sone, tdmond

yrene syde, Vor he was hardi and god kni}!, at horn he let

abide. 1350-70 Eulog. Histor. (Rolls) III. v. xci. 24 Nomen

primi est Edmundus, vocabulo Irenside [v. r. Yrensyde).

a 1633 CORIIET Poems, To Ld. Mordant 154 One [of the

guard at Windsor] I remember with a grisly beard, . . This

Ironside tooke hold, and sodainly Hurled mee .. Some
twelve foote by the square. 1644 Mercurial Civicus

19-26 Sept., Monday we had intelligence that Lieutenant

General Cromwell alias Ironside, for that title was given

Crts. Europt , . .

constitution hammered when red-hot by adversity.

I'ron-OTe, iron ore. The ore of iron ; any

crude form in which iron, is found in the earth.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxiv. xiv. II. 514 Mines of yron ore.

1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 138 The manner of melt-

ing 'to Iron-oar. 1799 tied. Jrnl. I. 202 As completely

terrigenous and opaque as any argillaceous iron-ore. 1805-

17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 256 Specular iron-ore, or

iron-glance. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Iron-ores:

Magnetic (magnetite, protoperoxide), specular (hematite

band, argillaceous siderite).

attrib. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Iron-ore Men,

men who discharge iron-ore cargoes. 1893 IVestm. Gaz.

17 Dec. 3/2 Colliers, iron-ore miners, quarrymen.

1647 TRAPP Coinm. Acts xix. 9 So indefatigable a preacher

was Paul, a very .. iron-sides. 1660 BURNEY Kf'pS. Awpoi'

(1661) 97 Henrie the 8 ..who appeared an ironsides against

the Principalities of darknesse. 1663 Flagelluin or O.

Cromwell vi. in Harl. Misc. (1753) ' 275 Hence he

those days of trouble between Great Britain and America.

2. //. (Ironsides.} Applied to Cromwell's troopers

in the Civil War ;
hence allusively in later uses.

The sing, is sometimes used of one member of such

a force : a Puritan warrior ;
a devout soldier of the

Puritan type.
As applied to Cromwell's regiment it may have been ong.

a possessive, Ironside's men : cf. the Queen's, Prince of

Wales's, and similar modern titles of regiments. See

also Lieut.-Col. Ross Oliver Cromwell and his Ironsides 19.

1648 Resol. King's subj. Cornwall 2 Aug. (in Thomasson
Tracts CCCLXXX. No. 18.

3),
The soldiers shouted saying

'that Cromwell and his Iron sides were now taken'. 1648

Let. 8 Aug. in Moderate (ibid. CCCLXXXII. No. 21 E ij)

back and breastplates of iron. 1859 MOWBRAY THOMSON

Story of Cawnpore iii. 48, I was there also when

Havelock's Ironsides gave their entertainment, shattering

to powder all that was fragile. 1889 Diet. Nat.^ Biog.
XVII

ronse. 191 AR . . .

It was at Pontefract (1648 August) that Cromwell s men

were first called by the nickname of Ironsides, a term which

had hitherto been appropriated to himself. It was not. .an

epithet which came into general use for some time to come.

3. A ship plated with iron ;
an ironclad.

1861 Times 13 Mar. 9/3 Our own fleet of ironsides com-

prises two first-rates actually launched, and one on the stocks.

Iron-sided, a.
[f.

iron side + -ED 2.] Having
sides made of or resembling iron ; protected on the

sides with iron ;
ironclad, b. dial. (See quot.)

IRONWORK.

111825 FORBY Vac. E. Aiiglia, Iron-sided, hardy, rough;

unmanageable. A boy who fears nobody, and plays . . mis-

chievous tricks, is called an iron-sided dog. 1859 [see 1 RON-

CLAD, A. i note], 1860 Sat. Rev. X. 450/1 These iron-sided

Ironsmith. Now rare or Obs. [f.
IRON rf.i +

JJIITH.] An artificer in iron ;
a blacksmith.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxxviii. 29 [28] The iren smyth sit-

tende biside the stithie. 1535 COVERDALE iliid., The yron-

smyth in like maner bydeth by his stythie. 1551 ROBINSON

tr. More's Utop. n. ix. (1895) 301 Poore labourers, carters,

fronsmythes, carpenters, and plowmen, 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
i Sam. xiii. 19 There was not found an yron smith in al the

Land of Israel. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 202 An Iron-

smith. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. 344 The

ronsmith, the joiner, and the goldsmith.

b. As a rendering of the native name of a bird,

a species of barbet (Megalxmafaber).
1885 R. SWINHOF. in Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) IV. 420

From its loud, peculiar call, the Hainan species has earned
"

mong the natives of the island the appellation of
'

iron-

mith, whence I have derived its specific name [falter].

Ironstone, iron-stone (si-am,stonn, -stifa).

The name given to various hard iron-ores contain-

ing admixtures of silica, clay, etc.

1522 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 160 As much yren stone to

be deliveride in one word callid Freretaile. 1523 FITZHERB.

Stirv. 15 Leed ore* tvn cole yrenston. 1677 YARRANTON

Eng. Iinprov. 43 Having Iron Stone of his own for gather*

ing up, and Wood of his own for nothing, he will have very

cheap Guns and Iron. 1802 PLAYFAIR lllustr. Hutton. The.

30 On the structure of certain iron-stones, called septaria.

1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident. i The Muscles and Ammon-
ites found in Ironstone. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. ft Schm.

(1858) 60 A shattered and ruined precipice, seamed with

blood-red ironstone.

b. attrib. Ironstone china, i. ware, a hard

kind of white poltcry (see quot. 1875).
1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 479 Iron-stone china

is not very transparent ; but possesses great strength, com-

pactness, density, and durability. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts
111.6i6 Some of the English porcelain has been called iron-

stone-china. This is composed usually of 60 parts of Cornish

stone, 40 of China-clay, and 2 of flint-glass ; or 42 of felspar,

the same quantity of clay, 10 parts of flints ground, and 8 of

flint-glass. Slag from iron-smelting is sometimes introduced

into the paste. 1897 OLIVE SCHREINER /'. Halkett i. 14 He-

had wandered among long grasses and ironstone Koppjes.

Iron-tree. A name (more or less local) for

various trees and shrubs with very hard wood, as

Ixora ferrea of the West Indies (also called hard-

wood), and Mcsua ferrea of the East Indies (also

called iromuood').
1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. v, A tree .. which in the Brazils

they call the Iron Tree, for its exceeding hardness. 1836
MACGILLIVRAY tr. HuinboUfs Trav. iii. 53 Two species of

iron-tree, the arbutus callicarpa, and other evergreens,

adorn this zone. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon I. i. iii. 94 Near

every Buddhist temple the priests plant the Iron tree.. for

the sake of its flowers.

Ironware (aramweM). A general name for

all light articles made of iron ; hardware.

1447-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 399 Iren

steel Nailles and iren ware. Ibid. 401 Iren Steel ferment

neyles and Ironware. 1523 FITZHERB. Sum. i b, The yron
ware as barres, bandes, hokes, boltes, staples or latches.

1673 COTTON Scoffer Scoft
112 To get him make their Iron-

ware Sword, Trident, Sickles, Gieves.

I-ronweed. [f.
IRON sb. + WEKD s/>.

;
so called

from the hard stem.] The Knapweed (Cenlaiirca

nigra), and the N. American species of Vernonia.

1827 CLARE Sheph. Cal. 47 And
' Iron-weed ',

content to

share The meanest spot that spring can spare. 1860 BART-

LETT Diet. Ainer., Iron Weed (Vernonia novebpracensis).
.

almost the only tall weed found in the beautiful 'woods

pastures' of Kentucky and Tennessee. 1880 J. HAY Pike

County Ball. 97 And widely weaves the Iron-Weed A woof

of purple dyes.

Ironwood, iron-wood (3i-3jn,wnd). Name

given (more or less locally) to the extremely hard

wood of various trees, of many different orders and

countries ;
also to the trees themselves.

Among these are the genus Sideroxylon (chiefly tropical) ;

several species of Diospyros or Ebony ; Ostrya virginica,

Bumelia lycioides, Carpintis americana, etc. of N. America ;

Sloaneajamaicensis and Erythroxylon areolatum of the

W. Indies; Xylia dolabriformis, Mesua ferrea, Metrosi-

deros vern, Stadtmannia Sideroxylon, etc. ofthe E. Indies ;

Copaifera Mopane of E. tropical Africa; Olea capensis and

O. timtulata of S. Africa ; Notelxa ligustrina of Tasmania

and N. S. Wales; etc. Also with defining epithet, as

Bastard Ironwood, Fagara. lentiscifolia and rrichilm

liirtn, of the W. Indies; Black Ironwood, Condaha.

ferrea of N. America, and Olea umlulata of S. Africa ;

Red Ironwood, Reynosia latifolia of N. America;

White Ironwood, Hypelate trifoliata of N. America,

and Vepris (Toddalia) lanceolata of S. Africa.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 74 Iron wood is called so,

for the extream hardness ; . . 'Tis much used for Coggs to the

Rollers. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 621 An Ironwood from

the Cape. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. ix, The wood called the

iron-wood. 1731 MEDLEY Kolbetfs Gate G.Hope II. 248

African Iron wood . . so call'd because, when dry, 'tis as hard

as iron, and not to be clove by the most furious strokes with

the hatchet. 1781 SMEATHMAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 183

cannibals had left in the boat. 1872 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines ft Mining 271 The ravines, .are well stocked with a

species of lignum-yitie,
known here as

' ironwood '.

Ironwork, iron-work (-iviuk). Forms: see

IHON sb. '
.
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IKONWORKER.

1. Work in iron; usually concr. that part of any-

thing that is made of iron, or articles made of iron

collectively.
1451 Yatton Church-u'. Ace. {Somerset Kec. Soc.) 92 ror

yreworke for ij wyndowys .. iii s. ix d. 475 '" Willis .t

Clark (.\inil'ri./xf (18861 I. 5117 All other Irnewerk icdy

wrought. 1497 .\'anil Ace. llfn. ;-'//(i8o6) 83 Irenwerk

nailes and other store. 1556-7 in Willis "t Clark Canibri,i^

(1886)1.442 For Iron ana Iron worke abowte the Roode.

leoj-iin Swayne-V<rw;//CV(ri7/-7c. Ace. 1896) 141 Ire work

abought the church. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 88

Inventers of Artes . . building, yron-wurkes, tents, and such

like. 1691 T. H[ AI.K] Ace. New Invent. 1 1 The ill condition

of the Harwich's Iron-works discovered at her cleaning in

1682. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (18401 167, I had more iron-

work saved out of the ship. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <J-

Prices I. xxL 545 Wheels fitted with their iron-work.

2. An establishment where iron is smelted, or

where heavy iron goods are made. Now always
in //. form ironworks (which is sometimes con-

strued as a sing.}.

1581 Act 23 KHz. c. 5 Which woods, .be by him presented
anocoppised for the vse of his Iron workes. 1634-5 BREKE-
TON TVvit'. (Chetham Sot) 1. 148 Here he shewed me a con-
venient seat for an iron-work. 1645 BOATE Irel. t\'at. Hist.

(1652) 132 Of the lesser Iron-works, called Bloomeries. 1685
PETTY Last Will in Tracts (1769) p. vL I set up iron-works
and pilchard-fishing in Kerry. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xx. IV. 466 A man of great merit, who, having begun life

with nothing, had created a noble estate by ironworks.

fb. A mine for digging iron-ore. Obs.

1713 Pkil. Trans. XXVIII. 290 The Hath-Fabric had Ore
and Fuel from the Silures.. where Adrian sunk an Iron-
work.

S. attrib.

1674 PETTY Disc, Dupl. Proport. 104 In Iron-work Fur-
naces are the greatest and most regular moving Hellows that

are any where used. 1899 l^'cstm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 8/3 Two
ironwork contractors.

Hence I'ronworky a. (noncc-wd.') > abounding in

or characterized by ironwork.
1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. vi. 189, I was already wise

enough to feel the Cathedral stiff and iron-worky.

Ironworker (ai-ajn,wii ikaj). One who works
in iron ; one engaged at ironworks.

14. . yoc. in Wr.-Wftlcker 583/2 Ferrariiis, an yreworchere
or an yremongere, or a ferrour. 1882 OUIUA Maremma I.

151 The ironworkers of Follonica beating the ore of Elba
into shape. 1889 Boy's Oum Paper 7 Sept. 779/2 That
picturesque town of ironworkers.

So I ron-wo rked ///. a., worked in iron, of

wrought iron ; iTon-wo^rking vl>l. sb. and///, a.

1730 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 231 An Iron-
wort'd Desk for y* Bible. 1846 C. G. PROWETT Promcth.
Bound 33 On thy left hand the iron-working tribe. 1874
RAYMOND Statist. Mines <$ Mining 499 Apparatus for iron-

working is not yet represented in the laboratories. 1895
Daily News 23 Sept. 7/4 Increased strength has been im-

parted to the iron-working branches by the further advance
this week in unmarked iron. 1897 MARY KINC.SLEY \V.

Africa 324 The other iron-working West Coast tribes.

I'ronwort (-wwt). [f. IKON sb. + WOKT, tr. L.
sideritis (Pliny), a. Gr. aiSriptnt, name of a herb

having the reputed power of healing sword-wounds,
f. crionpoi iron.] Name for plants of the genus
Sideritis (N.O. Labiatae) ; also applied to some
other labiates, as species of Galeopsis.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 135 b, Thys kinde [of Sideritis] is

called in Duche Glitkraut, it may be called in English
Yronwurt or Rock sage. 1682 GREW Anat. Flmucrs App.
8 ii The Top is .. Poynted, or at least, Roundish, as in
Lamium, Ironwort.

-,
1866 Treas.Bot., Ironwort, Sideritis;

also Galeopsis Lfdatium. Yellow I., Galeafsis villosa.

Irony (ai'r<!toi), sb. [ad. L. ironia (Cicero),
a. Gr. (ipavi'ia

'

dissimulation, ignorance purposely
affected '. Cf. F. ironic (yronie, Oresme, i.fth c.).
In early use often in Lat. form ironia.]
1. A figure of speech in which the intended

meaning is the opposite of that expressed by the
words used; usually taking the form of sarcasm
or ridicule in which laudatory expressions are used
to imply condemnation or contempt.

502 (see 3). 1533 MORE Debell. Salem v. Wks. 939/1When he callcth one self noughtylad, both a shreud boy* Sd sonne, the tone in y proper simple spcch, the
tother by the fygure of ironye or antiphrasis. 1540 COVFR-
Dt.Lt.Can/nt. Standish Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 333^ Now' ismmja as much to say as a mockage, derision. 1589 PUT- 1

TENHAM Eng. Poesie ill. xviii. (Arb.) 199 By thVfigure
Ironia, which we call the drye mock. 1617 MORYSON Itin.
I. i5o Your quip.. that you were ashamed to write to mee
for your rude stile. Very good, I finde the Irony. 1620
MIDDLF.TON & ROWLEY World Tost at Tennis 124 By his
needle he understands ironia, That with one eye looks two
ways at once. 1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 13 Feb He
be leved Irony the ablest weapon of oratory. 1828 WIIATFI Y
Rhet. m Encycl.Metrop. (,845) I.a6S .'i Aristotle mentions
..Jittmeta, which in his time was commonly employed t,ML'nifv nn if,- ,, r .t :..,., _.L. i mfti r J

,signify, not according to the modern use of * Iron~ --"a " * iwvmHii uoc wi irony, HiyUIKhe contrary to what is meant ', but, what later writers

32%"" *.?*&* '
-.

'

?X'8 '<" '"a" is meant '.

b. with an and //. An instance of this ; an
ironical utterance or expression.

GA.D.NE, Sap, 22 He spake it by an Ironieor man* 1611-15 "" HALL Conttinfl., (l. jr. xix. iii,

4*4

Ironies deny strongest in ahinninx. 1656 Ii. UtVNKR Rules
(iort. Ttmgitc 227 An Irony is a nipping jeast, or a speech
lli.u hath tht: huncy of pleasaiitnesse in its moutn, and a
.stiriL; of rebuke in its tailc. 1706-7 A'iy/f.r. itpon RMicult 221

Subtil and delicate Ironies. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat.
\ I. Ded. 9 A thorough Irony addressed to some hot Bigots.

1894 W. J. DAWSON Making of Manhood 29 Smart sneers

|

and barbed ironies at the expense of every movement which
seeks to meliorate the common lot.

2. Jig. A condition of affairs or events of a char-

acter opposite to what was, or miglit naturally be,

exacted ; a contradictory outcome of events as if

in mockery of the promise and fitness of things.

(In F. irouie du sort.}

1649 G. DAMKI. Trinarch., Hen. V, cxcviii, Yet here:
(and 'tis the Ironie of Warre Where Arrowes forme the
Argument,) he best Acqnitts himselfe, who doth a Horse
pracfer To his proud Rider. 1833 THIRLWAI.L in Philol.
Musenm II. 483 (title) On the Irony of Sophocles. Ibid.

493 The contrast between man with his hopes, fears, wishes,
and undertakings,and a dark, inflexible fate,urTords abundant
room for the exhibition of tragic irony. 1860 W. COLLINS
Worn. White in. xi. 413 The irony of circumstances holds
no mortal catastrophe in respect. 1878 MOKLEV Carlyle 194
With no eye for.. the irony of their fate. 1884 Konconf.
ff Intief. Lit. Suppl. 6 Nov. i/i The irony of time is wonder-
ful. 1894 T. HARDY (title) Life's Little Ironies.

3. In etymological sense : Dissimulation, pre-
tence; esp. in reference to the dissimulation of
ignorance practised by Socrates as a means of con-

futing an adversary (Socralic irony).
1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxii. 293 To

say of hym selfe ony thynge of his feblenesses & neces-
sytes, or of his synnes. .to the end that a man be renowmed
& reputed humble abiect & grete thynge in merytes & de-
uocyons before god. .such synne is named yronye, not that
the whiche is of grammare, by the whiche a man sayth one
& gyueth to understande the contrarye. 1655 STANLEY
Hist. P/iilos. HI. (17011 76/1 The whole confirmation of the
Cause, even the whole Life seems to carry an Irony, such
was the Life of Socrates, who was for that reason called
tlpiufl that is, one that personates an unlearned Man, and
is an admirer of others as Wise. 1848 H. UOGKKS Ess. I.
vi. 318 The irony of Socrates . . may be not unfittingly
expressed by saying, that it is a logical masked battery
1860 EMEKSON Cond. Li/e, Comidcrat. Wks. (Bohn) II.

416 Like Socrates, with his famous irony ; like Bacon, with
life-long dissimulation.

Irony (si-ami, ais-rsni) ,
a. Also 4-7 yrony,

-ie, 6 yrnye. [f. IRON sbl + -Y.] Consisting of
iron ; of the nature of iron ; resembling iron in
some quality, as hardness, taste, or colour; abound-
ing in or containing iron.

138* WYCLIF Dent, xxviii. 23 Be heuene that is aboue
thee braasny [1388 brasun] ; and the lond that thou tredist
yrony [1588 yrun, 1611 of iron]. 1383 STANYHURST /Encis,
etc. Ps. ii. (Arb.) 127 From oure persons pluck we there
yrnye yokes. 1654 HAMMOND 2-nndaintntals (J.), It is
not strange if the irony chains have more solidity than
the contemplative. 1764 Nat. Hist, in A nn. Keg. 82/2
It is a ponderous irony earth. 1843 PORTLOCK Ceol. 541
Sulphate of barytes, associated with irony quartz. 1875
G. MACDONALD Malcolm II. xviii. 243 Crystals of a clear
irony brown.

I-rooted, i-roted, ME. pa. pple. of ROOT v.

I-rost, -ed, of ROAST v. I-roted, i-rotted,
of KOT v. I-rouned, of Rou.v v., to whisper.
tlroU'r. Obs. Also 4 irrour. [a. AF. irour,

OK. iror, irur (i2th c.), later ireur anger = Pr.

iror, f. L. fra IKE, with ending offuror, horror,
terror, etc.] Ire, anger.
13 .. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 954 With herte wroth, & gret

irour. a 1380 St. Ambrosias 824 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
21 pe biddyng of be emperour preteb me wip gret irrour.

1 I'rovtS, a. Obs. Also 4 irwis, irose, 4-6
irus, yrous, -ows, 5 irows, -ecus, irrous, 5-6

children be dulled. 1574 HELLOWES Cneiiara's J-'am.

(1584) 114 Solon Solonio being demanded whom we call

properly irous, answered, hee that little esteemeth to loose

h^s
friendes, and maketh no account to recover enimies.

2. Wrathful, angry, enraged.

J 545 Swich cursynge as comth of Irous herte. c 1415
WVNTOUN Cron. vn. vii. 206 Agayne hym thai ware all irows.

_--. ,15 m tlazl. .. f. f. in. 18 His irous
brayde Wyll not be layed For me nor yet for you.
t Irously, adv. Obs.

[f. prec. + -LY2.] Inan
angry manner, angrily, wrathfully.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce VIM. 144 Thairfor he ansueryt irusly.

c 1450 LONELICH Grail xiv. 263 Ful Irowsly torned they
Into that pres. c 1475 Partenay 4692 Gaffray. .After sped
Apace, yrously being.

t Irpe, sb. Obs. rare. [Origin unknown ; found
with the following in Ben Jonson.] Some kind
of gesture: ?a toss or jerk of the head, the act of

perking. Gifford suggested 'a fantastic grimace,
or contortion of the body '.

159? B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. v. iii. Palinode, From
hpamsh shrugs, French faces, ..mirks, irues, and all affected
humours, Good Mercury defend us.

IRRADIATE.

So flrpe ?<*., ?perk, smart. Obs.
599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. m. v, Maintaine your

station, brisk, and irpe, shew the supple motion of your
pliant body.

Irradiance (ir<?'-dians). [f. IHKADIANT : see

-ANCK.] The fact of irradiating; the emission of

rays of light, emitted radiance. Alsofig. in refer-
ence to spiritual or intellectual radiance.
1667 MILTON P. L. vui. 617 Do they mix Irradiance,

virtual or immediate touch? 1735-6 H. BROOKE Univ
Beauty vl. 339 Thou awful Depth of Wisdom unexplor'd !

Thou Height, where never human fancy soar'd ! Supreme
Irradiance ! a 1760 I. H. BROWNE Poems, Design e, Beauty
(1768) joSThey, from irradiance of thy genial beam Prolific,
with immortal offspring teem. 1888 B. W. RICHARDSON Son
of a Star III. xi. 176 A kingdom to which the world will
come for irradiance.

Irradiancy in?>-diansi). [f. as prec. : see

-ANCY.] The quality or fact of being irradiant.
1646 SIR T. BRpwNK Pseud. Ep. n. i. 55 As for irradiancy

or sparkling which is found in many gems it is not dis-
coverable in this. 1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 218 Mark . . the
benign irradiancy of his eyes. 1882-3 SCHAFF Kncycl. Relig.
Knowl. II. 1658 That luminous irradiancy which was sup-
posed to emanate and surround a divine being.
Irradiant (ir/'-diant), a. [ad. L. irradidnt-

em, pr. pple. of irradiare to IBBADIATE.] Emit-
ting rays of light ; shining brightly. Also Jig. in
reference to spiritual or intellectual radiance.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 299 b, Moost clere beme
irradyant splendour of y glory eternall. 1592 R. D.

Hypnerotoinachia i He crysped up his irradient heyres.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. 109. 694 The just brighl-
nesse of his irradiant venues, .adorning her with Garlands,
conquered Spoyles, and Trophees. 1710 Brit. Apollo III.
No. 15. 3/1 As Fire extinguish'd by th' Irradiant Sun.
1865 PUSEY Truth Eng. Ch. 27 Effulgent with the glory
of His Godhead, irradiant with His Divine love. 1882
MYERS Renewal Youth 160 O Nature's darling, pure and
fair, From

_light
foot to irradiant hair !

Irradiate (uv'-dit
v
t) , ppl. a. [ad. L. irradiatus,

pa. pple. of irradiare (see next).] Illumined;
made bright or brilliant. Const, as pple. or adj.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 129 Our soule irradiate

or made bryght with the lyght of the aungell. 1725 POPE
Odyss. x. 583 The Theban Bard, depriv'd of sight, Within,
irradiate with prophetic light. 1729 SAVAGE Wanderer it.

86 A phcenix, with irradiate crest. 1814 GARY Dante
(Chandosl 277 The sky Erewhile irradiate only with his
beam. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy $ Greece (1898) I. i. 24
Sailing through, .tracts of light irradiate heavens.

Irradiate (W-dfc't), v. Also 7 inradiate.

[f. ppl. stem of L. irradiare to shine forth, f. ir-

(lK-1) + radiarc to shine, f. radius ray : cf. prec.]
1. trans. To direct rays of light upon ; to shine

upon ; to make bright by causing light to fall upon ;

to illumine.

1623 COCKERAM, Irradiate, to shine vpon. 1669 GALE
Crt. Gentiles i. I. i. 7 As the greater light irradiates andI. i. 7

world.ghtens the world, a 1794 SIR W. JONHS Hymn, to
slinil Wks. 1799 VI. 363 when thy smile irradiates yon

blue fields, Observant Indra sheds the genial show'r. 1805
SOUTHEY Ma<ioc n. xviii, The midnight lightnings . . That
with their awful blaze, irradiate heaven, Then leave a blacker
night. 1873 L. FiiKcusoN Disc. 64 The face that was
irradiated on the Mount was the very face his disciples
knew so well.

b. spec, in Astral. To cast beams upon. Also
absol.

1603 Sm C. HF.YDON Jud. Astral, xxiii. 498 Originally

they
were friendly irradiated of lupiter, the Sunne, Venus,

and Mercuric. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. iv. 75 In
the

Horoscope, irradiated by those quartile aspects of
Saturne or Mars, the childe shall be mad or melancholy.
1686 GOAD Celcst. Bodies ill. i. 393 fj from the Opposite
Sign irradiates betwei t and J so posited.

t c. To influence with or as with rays of heat
or anything else of radiant character. Obs.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anal. i. xvii. 48 The

neighbouring Spermatick Vessels are irradiated and vir-
tuated by the Kidneys, even as the Brain irradiates the
lower Parts, by an inbred property resembling light, a 1677
HAI.E Prim. Orig. Man. \. iii. 76 That Ethereal or Solar
heat, that must digest, influence, irradiate, and put those
more simple parts of Matter into motion and coalition.

2. Jig. and Iransf. a. To illumine with spiritual
or intellectual light ; to throw light upon anything
intellectually obscure.

1617 FELTHAM Resolves li. [i.] xiv. (1628) 40 It..inradiates
the soul. 1638 ROUSE Hear. Univ. ii. (1702) 19 Universally
to irradiate and teach them, a 1710 Bp. BULL Serin. II.
v. (R,), That his mind was irradiated with a divine illumina-
tion. 1838-9 HAI.LAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. viii. 48. 368 He
first irradiated the entire annals of antiquity . . with flashes
oflight. 1864 BOWEN Logic 10 With their light they irradiate
and make clearly intelligible everything to which they are
referred.

b. To brighten as with light ; to light up (the
face) with beauty, gladness, animation, etc.

1651 SHKRBURN-E Rape of Helen Poems 55 Such Beauty
did his Looks irradiate. 1805 WORDSW. Prelnde n. 239A virtue which irradiates and exalts Objects through widest
intercourse of sense. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton xxxv. (1878)
241 The priest's jovial good humour irradiated his happy
countenance. 1877 BLACK Green Past. xxix. 236 The sublime
features of Madame Columbus, now irradiated with triumph.

C. trans/. To adorn with splendour.
1717 POPE Eloisa 136 No weeping orphan saw his father's

stores Our shrines irradiate, or emblaze the floors.

3. To radiate ; to send forth in or as in rays.
01617 BAYNE Lect. (1634) 115 Light irradiated upon our

mmdes. 1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 63 Heal cannot



IRRADIATED.

be irradiated or move from bodies, as light does, either by
reflection or transmission. 1893 Chicago Advantezi. Sept.,

Whose presence upon the platform had irradiated strength
and cheer.

f4. intr. To radiate, to diverge in the form of

rays. Obs.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 84 Irradiating all manner of ways
into the form of a Globe, the several Selenites, like so many
radii, all pointing to the center. (11704 LOCKE Paraphr.
2 Cor. iv. 6 note, A Communication of Glory or Light . .

which irradiated from his Face when he descended from the

Mount. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Philos. II. xxi. 414
Their powers decay according to their distances from the

centres from which they irradiated.

5. intr. To emit rays, to shine (on or upon).
1642 W. PRICE Serin. 17 That not a beame of divine grace

should . . irradiate on his soule. 1656 S. \VimEK_Serui. 141

If the Lord irradiate upon the souls of children in heaven.

1784 BP. HORNE Lett. Infidel, x.
16;; Day was the state of

the hemisphere, on which light irradiated.

6. intr. To become radiant ; to light up.
1800 COLERIDGE in C. K. Paul II7. Godwin (1876) II. 3

Lamb every now and then irradiates. 1807^8 W. IRVING

Salmag. xx. (1860) 462 The eye is taught to brighten, the lip

to smile, and the whole countenance to irradiate.

Hence Irra-diating vbl. sb. and///, a. ; whence

Irradiatingly adv., in an irradiating manner.

1651 HOBBES Gavt. .y Sac. Ep. Ded., The light to be

earned thither for the irradiating its doubts. 1659 D. PELL

fmpr. Sea 219 note^
As the Sun does upon the Rainbow, by

gilding of it with its golden, and irradiating beams. 1794

J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 75 An irradiating body, such

as a candle. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 510 Irradiation,

. . shooting or proceeding from a centre as an irradiating

pain. 1893 G. MEREDITH Odes Fr. Hist. 40 Amid the

plumed and sceptred ones Irradiatingly Jovian.

Irradiated (ir^i -dieted), ///. a. [f. prec. +
-ED 1.]

1. a. Emitted as rays from a centre, b. Made
luminous ; shone upon, lighted up by rays from

some luminous source.

1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 61 The theory of

irradiated heat. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixiii, With
an irradiated face and opened eyes.

2. Her. Having a representation of rays.

1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, ff Pop. xx. 12 (ed. 3) 352

The Star . . is also a mullet, on an irradiated field of gold.

Irradiation (ir?di|<?
1-

j3n). [a. F. irradiation,

ad. L. ^irradiation-em, n. of action from irradiare :

see IRRADIATE .]

I. In reference to rays of light.

1. The action of irradiating, or emitting rays or

beams of light ; shining.

1599 STARRY tr. Cattail's Geoinancie 59 The beaming and

irradiation of the saide Signes. 1615 E. HOWES Stow's Ann.

1030/1 The Irradiation of this Comets streame was some-

time extended to a wonderfull length. 1621 BURTON Anat.

Mel. II. ii. HI. 323 The same vertical! stars, the same irradia-

tions of Planets, aspects alike. 1658 SOUTH Serin. (1744)

VIII. xiii. 363 Sooner may a dark room enlighten itself,

without the irradiation of a candle or the sun. 1800 HEH-

SCHEL in Phil. Trans. XC. 257 Advanced far enough to

receive the irradiation of the colour which passed through
the opening. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. I. in.

46 There was something positively phosphoric in the

irradiation on her face and hair, as though in sober truth

they were self-luminous.

b. A ray of light, a beam.

1643 HOWELL Parables on Times 6 The Sunne detained

his beames and irradiations from them. 1698 FRYER Ace.

E. India ff P. 181 How he. .dispenses his Irradiations as

far as either Pole. i79oUMFREViLLE Hudson's Buy 23 The
Aurora Borealis . . sometimes the irradiations are seen of

a very bright red, at other times of a pale milky colour.

2. fis;.
a. A beaming forth of spiritual light.

1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (16361 28 If in this life

holinesse maketh the face of a man to shine, by an irradia-

tion from the heart. 1648 Eikon Bos. 76 God . . from whom
alone are all the irradiations of true Glory and Majesty.

a 1711 KEN Serin. Wks. (1838) 114 His conversation had so

many irradiations of divinity in it. 1747 HERVEY/'{?''
"

100 Opening our Minds to the Irradiations of his Wisdom.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. i. 5 The sun of truth shot

forth the irradiations of a clearer light on the dark events

of the most ancient times.

b. Intellectual enlightenment; illumination ot

the mind.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic I. viii. (Arb.) 35 Such

persons as be illuminated with the brightest irradiations of

knowledge and of the veritie and due proportion of things.

1608 T.JAMES Apol. Wydifii Some are illuminated and

enlightened from aboue, .. which illumination and irradia-

tion of theirs . . is much confirmed and warranted vnto

vs by their holy Hues and conuersations. 1661 K. W. Conf.

Charac., Pragin. Pulpit-filler (1860) 83 Their poetical

faculties devoid of all philosophick irradiations. 1754 JOHN-
SON Adventurer No. 137 T<) They are universally ignorant,

i-et with greater or less irradiations of knowledge. 1860

W. COLLINS Worn. White n. i. 158 She. .brightened suddenly

with the irradiation of a new idea.

3. Optics. The apparent enlargement or extension

of the edges of an object strongly illuminated, when

seen against a dark ground.
1834 Nat. Philos. III. Astronomy xii. 249 note (U. K. S.),

The first of these corrections is attributed to an optical effect

called irradiation. 1867-77 G - F> CHAMBERS Astron. i. vn.

78 To allow for exaggeration of its dimensions by irradia-

tion. 1876 BERNSTEIN Five Senses 77 People look larger

in light clothes than in dark, which may also be explained

as the effect of irradiation. 1878 FOSTER Phys. in. n. 433

Irradiation a white patch on a dark ground appears larger,

and a dark patch on a white ground smaller, than it

really is.

V
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II. In reference to other rays.

4. The emission of heat-rays.
1794 J. HUTTON Phil. Light, etc. 67 Those philosophers,

who have adopted the theory of irradiated heat,. ._suppose,
that there is no irradiation when there is an equilibrium of

heat among bodies.

5. Emanation from a common centre.

1879 tr. De QtiO.trefa.ges' Hum. Spec. 179 Zoological

geography is now met with everywhere, because it has

spread by irradiation in every direction from this centre.

t 6. In older Physiology : The emission or

emanation of any fluid, influence, principle, or

virtue, from an active centre. 06s.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 57 If a nerue be deriued vnto

the part, by whose illustration and irradiation, all the

particles of that part haue sence. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 124 The generation of bodies is not effected

as some conceive, of soules, that is, by Irradiation. 1666

HARVEY Mori. A ngl. iv. 38 The manner whereby the faculty

of the brain effects a locomotive action in any muscul

is by irradiation. 1706 PHILLIPS, Irradiation, .. us d by
Van Helmont . . to express the Operation of some Mineral

Medicines, which they will have to impart their Virtue
j

without sending forth any thing material put of them, and

without loss of their own Substance or Weight.

fb. The (fancied) emission of an immaterial

fluid or influence from the eye. 06s.

very sensible of these Iradiations of the Eyes ; In . . Southern

Countries, the Nurses and Parents are very shy to let People
look upon their young Children for fear of Fascination.

7. Physiol.
' A movement which proceeds from

the centre peripherically
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.} ;
the

transmission of nerve-excitation from a nerve-

centre outwards ; also, the spreading of a stimulus

from one nerve-centre to others.

1847 tr. Feuchterslcben's Med. Psychol. (Syd. Soc.) 88

The transition to the homogeneous is called irradiation (in

motor nerves synergy in sensitive, sympathy). 1855

MAYNE Expos. Lex., Irradiatio, . . tenn used in phyMcs,
for the movement from the centre to the circumference of a

body : irradiation.

8. Anat. '

Applied to the disposition of fibres or

other structures in the form of a star, with a centre

and diverging rays' (Syii. Soc. Lex. 1887).

Irradiative (ir,?i-di,?tTv),..a. [f. L. irradiat-,

ppl. stem of irradiare to IRRADIATE : see -ATIVE.]

Of which the property or tendency is to irradiate ;

illuminative.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rein. (1839) IV. 433 The reason,

as the irradiative power, and the representative of the

infinite, judges the understanding as the faculty of the

finite. 1858 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. x. ii. 11872' III. 233 6>f

another Correspondence, beautifully irradialivefor the young
heart, we must say almost nothing. 1864 Ibid. XIII. ix.

V. 92 Radiant, and irradiative, like paths of the gods.

Irradiator (ire'-die'tai). [agent-n. in L. form

from IURADIATK v.] One who or that which

irradiates; an illuminator.

1750 W. HODGES Elihu 11755) 10 The word, .signifies the

Irradiator, or he that irradiates and enlightens. 1812 H. &
I. SMITH Rej. Addr. x. 61 At such a distance from the oily

irradiators which now dazzle the eyes of him who addresses

you.
Irradicable (me-dikab'l), a. fare. [f.

IR- ^ +

L. radlcare to take root, to root (taken as if = ' to

root out, uproot') + -ABLE : cf. ERADICABLE.] That

cannot be rooted out ;
= INERADICABLE.

1728 MORGAN Algiers I. Pref. 2 So deep is that irradic-

able Inveteracy ingrafted in my Mind. 1795 Hist, in Ann.

Reg. 66 For which they would always be suspected to retain

an irradicable predilection. 1846 PUSEY Serin, in Mozley
Ess. (1878) II. 160 Guilt is fastened on its feelings, as if it

were irradicable and eternal.

tlrradical(irordikal),a. Math. Obs. rare \

[IR-
2
.] Of which the root cannot be extracted.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696} 330 Among particular Com-

pound Surdes, some are in a sort Irradical, and have their

Roots extracted only by altering their characters.

t Irra'dicate, ppl- a. Obs. rare
-

'. In 5

iradioate. [f.
IK- 1 + L. radical-us, pa. pple. of

radlcare to take root.] Rooted, enrooted.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 204 He [Christ] . . Mote gefe

us pease so welle iradicate Here in this worlde, that after

alle this feste Wee mowe have pease in the londe of byheste.

Irradicate (irse'dik^'O, v. rare. [f.
IR- 1 +

L. radicare, -Sri to take root, f. radlc-em root :

cf. eradicate] trans. To fix by the root, to enroot.

1836 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss., Stud. Ma.th._ (1852) 292

Irradicated in it by custom. 1838 Logic xxviii. (1866) II.

86 To tear up what has become irradicated in his intellectual

and moral being.

Irra-refiable, a. rare. [!R- ".] That cannot

be rarefied.

1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 104 Many terrestrial, or indis-

soluble and irrarefiable parts, we find in Soot.

Irrascible, erron. form of IRASCIBLE.

t Irra'Sed, -it, ppl. a. Her. Obs. In 9 erron.

inraced. [f. In- ' + RASED, in med.L. irrasa
'

scraped in '.]
= INDENTED 2. (Cf. ERASED 2, 2 b.)

1486 Bk. St. Allmns, Her. D ij b, Offarmys qua[r]terit and

irrasyt now I will speke . . called quarterit armvs irrasit for

the colouris be rasit owt as oon coloure in rasyng ware take

a>vay from an othir. Ibid. D iv a, D v b. 1828-40 BERRY

IRRATIONAL.

Eiuycl. Herald. I, Inraced, or Riice'e, are terms used by

Upton [i.e. in Jik. St. Albans, as above] and others, meaning
indented. 1830 in ROBSON Brit. Herald 111. Gloss. 1889

in ELVIN Diet. Her.

t Irrationabi-lity. Obs. or arch. [ad. L
irrationdlnlitas, f. irrationdbilis : see next and

-1TY.] Unreasonableness, irrationality.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixvii. 302 By the Irration-

abilities arising from our selves or others. 1645 City A laruin

7 1 hate irrationability in whom soever 1 find it, x8ao

COLERIDGE Lett., to J. H. Green 25 May (1895' 711 Easier

(In--) + rationabilis KATIONABLE.]
1. Not endowed with reason ;

= IRBATIONAL a. i.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Aha. i. (1877) 02 There is no

creature, .how irrationable soeuer, that dopth degenerate as

man dooth. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 116 Irrationable Creatures

do know such kinde of meats, as are hurtful aud dangerous
to them.

2. Not in accordance with reason ;
unreasonable ;

IBBATIONAL a. 2.

a 1650 MAY Satyr. Pvppy (1657) 55, I had three reasons

..First, I was drunke, a strong one, extracted from my
irrationable weaknesse. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 421 Amongst
our popular Errors none are more inexcusable than those

irvationable and reciprocal Dislikes of the great and small

Vulgar of the City and Country. 1832 I. TAYLOR Saturday
Even. (1833) 70 Enforcing from the people an irrationable

homage to certain excrescences.

Hence t Irra'tionably adv., unreasonably.
a 1650 MAY Satyr. Pvppy (1657) 95 Embassadors . . were

almost fain to beg a life of them, who (irrationably) under-

valewed it in themselves.

Irrational (irse-janal), a. and sb. [ad. L. irra-

tional-is, f. ir- (!K- *) -i rational-is RATIONAL.]
A. adj. 1. Not endowed with reason.

1:1470 HLNRYSON Mor. Fab. in. \Cock $ Fox) i, Thocht
brutall beistis be irrationall, That is to say, wantand dis-

cretioun. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg.

128 Confirmed in such an opinion by the nature of irration-

all animals. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. Introd.,

As for Animals, they are animate bodies, and sentient,

having locall motion, and are either irrationall or rational!.

1752 HUME ss. $ Treat. (1777) I. 221 Nothing has a

greater effect on all plants and irrational animals. 1826

SCOTT Woodst. iv, That may be true of the more irrational

kinds of animals among each other.

2. Contrary to or not in accordance with reason ;

unreasonable, utterly illogical, absurd.

1641 LD. BROOKE Eng. Episc. 23 All my acts may be

Irrationall, and yet not sinfull. 1664-94 SorTH Twelve

Serin. II. 15 ThFs certa_inly
is a Confidence of all others the

most ungrounded and irrational. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace

i. Wks. VIII. 84 Inconsiderate courage has given way to

irrational fear. 1825 M'CuLLOCH_/W. Econ. II. ii. 123

Nothing can be more irrational and absurd, than that dread

of the progress of others in wealth and civilization that was

once so prevalent. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 186 If

men cannot have a rational belief, they will have an

irrational.

3. Math. Of a number, quantity, or magnitude :

Not rational; not commensurable with ordinary

quantities such as the natural numbers; not ex-

pressible by an ordinary (finite) fraction, proper
or improper (but only by an infinite continued

fraction, or an infinite series, e.g. an interminate

decimal). Usually applied to roots (denoted by
'

the radical sign -J ,
or in Alg. by fractional indices)

whose value cannot be exactly found in finite terms

of the unit, or to expressions involving such roots';

the same as sard.

In translations of Euclid (following his peculiar use of

aAoyos), applied to a quantity which is itself incommensur-

able with the unit and whose square is incommensurable
with that of the unit.

1351 RECORDS Patlmi. Knowl. n. Pref., Numbres and

quantitees surde or irrationall. 1673 WALLIS in Rigaud
Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 567, I depress the irrational part

determin'd Series. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 82 The
cube root of 8 is rational, being equal to 2 ;

but the cube

root of 9 is surd or irrational. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat.

Phil. I. l. 359 We may have., three different values ofone

algebraic irrational expression.

4. Gr. Pros. Said of a syllable having a metrical

value not corresponding to its actual time-value,

or of a metrical foot containing such a syllable.

1844 BECK & FELTON tr. Munk's Metres 17 There is also an

I irrational (iAoyoiO relation which cannot be measured by
: the unit. 1883 JEBB (Edip-us Tyrannns p. Ixxiii, The ana-

i crusis . . is an irrational syllable, a long serving for a short.

JB. sb. 1. A being not endowed with reason ;

one not guided by reason.

1646 J. HALL Horx Vac. 16 We live under the Colours of

vertue ; in other actions we are no more than Irrationals.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. iv. xiii. (1714) 236 The archi-

tectonick Faculty of Animals, especially the Irrationals.

1810 D. SAVILE Disc. Re^lel. 280 Infants and irrationals

neither have nor can have clear, distinct, and explicit know-

ledge of Christ. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. Ixi.

239 There is that in progress, which will put down the reign

of irrationals whether on four feet or on two.

2. Math. An irrational number or quantity; a

surd. (In quot. 1875 applied to a number having

no measure but unity, a prime number : cf. INCOM-

j

MENSURABLE I b.)



IRRATIONALISM.

i74 JBAKB Aritk. (1696) 360 In pursuit of Species, 1

now come to Irrationals which in their Operations, .follow

Surd*. i7S JOWBTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 115 Two incommen-

surable (li.uncters, i.e. the two first irrationals, 2 and 3.

Irrationalism (irx-fanaliz'm). [f. prec. +

-ISM.] A system of belief or action that disregards

or contradicts rational principles ; irrationality.
1811 SHKI.I.F.Y in Doyvden /-!/< (1887) I. 151 He is nothing,

no -ist, professes no -ism but superhism and irrationalism.

184$ HAKE Mission Com/. (1850) 311 The reaction from the

dry prosaic spirit of the last century having produced a

craving for all manner of extravagant follies, .this shall be

signalized as the Age of Irrationalism. 1853 (title) The
Irrationalism of Infidelity.

So Irr tionallst [see -IST].

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 307 These irrationalists

seem to think, that the intellectual faculties of man are like

hemlock and henbane. 1839 WHATF.LY/^wfrrj Chr. Faith

(1857) I. ix. 38 We may. .call the one of these a '

Rationalist ',

and the other an '
Irrationalist '.

Irrationality (irie/sme-liti). [f. as prec. +
-ITY.J
1. The quality of being devoid of reason.

1811-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 139 Species II.

MtJria Demens. \VitlessnevS Irrationality. 1874 CARPEN-
TER Ment. Phys. I. ii. 50 (1879) 60 The irrationality of the

impulse which prompts the Bees to this action, is evidenced

by its occasional performance under circumstances which,
if they could reason, would have shown them that it must
be ineffective.

2. The quality of not being guided by, or not

being in accordance with, reason; absurdity of

thought or action.

1*47 BOYLE Let. f. Duty 3 May in Wks. (1772) I. p. xl,
Like Jonah's gourd, smitten at the root with the worm of
their irrationality. 1661 SIR A. MERVYN Sp. Irish AJf. 37
It were to impose too much irrationality on our Law. 1717
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Pope 12 Feb., Nothing seems
to me a plainer proof

of the irrationality of mankind . . than
the rage with which they contest for a small spot of ground.
1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. vii. 185 That strange
mixture of cunning, and love of stratagem, with irrationality
in the contrivance, so remarkable in insane people. 1866
GEO. ELIOT F. Holt xxxiii, Some sharp-visaged men who
loved the irrationality of riots.

b. An irrational thing, action, or thought; an
absurdity.
a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib. God (1834) I. 26 To . . forge

irrationalities for the support of his fancy. 1857 DE QUINCEY
Iscariot Wks. VII. 21 A dismal heap of irrationalities.

3. Math. The quality of being irrational : see
IRRATIONAL a. 3.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. in Rudd Euclid (1651) C b, Practise
hath led Numbers farther, -to take upon them the shew of
Magnitudes property: which is Incommensurability and
Irrationality. 1838-9 HAM.AM Hist. Lit. II. n. viii. 2. 320
Pelletier does not employ the signs + and

, ..but we find
the sign y/ of irrationality.
4. Optics. The inequality of the ratios of the

dispersion of the various colours in spectra pro-
duced by refraction through different substances.
'797 Encycl. Brit. s.v. Telescope, The effect of this ir-

rationality (so to call it) of dispersion, will appear plainly.
i89 Nat. Philos. I. Optics ix. 26 (U. K. S.) Hence the
coloured spaces have not the same ratio to each other as the
lengths of the spectrum; and therefore this property is

called the irrationality of dispersion, or of the coloured
spaces in the spectrum. 1866 GROVE Contril>. Sc. in Corr.
Phys. Forces 104 The irrationality of the spectrum or the
incommensurate divisions of the spectra formed by flint and
crown glass.

6. Gr. Pros. See IRRATIONAL a. 4.
1844 BECK & FELTON tr. MunKs Metres 17 Irrationality

laVes place in the double kind in the thesis, in the equal in
the arsis.

Irrationalize (irje-JsnaUiz), v. [f. IRRA-
TIONAL* -IZE: cf. rationalize.] trans. To render
irrational.

1895 A. J. BALPOUR Foundat. Relief n. \ 235 To pursue
the opposite course would be gratuitously to irrationalise
(to coin a convenient word) our scheme from the very start
1896 Srm in Contemp. Kev. Aug. 177 The denial of the
postulated reality . . irrationalises the whole scheme of
things presupposed by our ordinary experience.

Irrationally (ira-Janali), a,/v. [f. IRRATIONAL
+ !* 2

-] In an irrational manner
; in a way de-

j

void of or contrary to reason
; absurdly.

165* GAULE Magastrom. 295 An effect of his rationally
perswadmg art, quite contrary to the other, irrationally
prognosticating. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. iv. vi 444
I hese Genders are irrationally applyed. 1753 N. TORRIANO
Gangr. Sort Throat 76 Very odd in her Head, talking irra-
tionally. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy t, It. tsl. III. 42 Thewrecks of this irrationally brave multitude next defended
the city.

b. Gr. Pros. See IRRATIONAL a. 4.
1883 JEHU (EJifus Tyrannus p. Ixxiii, The anacrusis, .is a

really short syllable serving
'

irrationally
'

as a long one.

Irra-tionalness. rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]The quality of being irrational or without reason
Irrauonality .7.7 in BAILEY vol. II.
t Irra-zable, a. 06s. rare- '.

[f. I R- * + RAZR
+ -ABL*. Cf. EBASABLK.] That cannot be razed
or erased.
i6m H. SYDEMHAM Serm. Sol. Ou. it. (1637) 74 Thatmine ihen is irrazable which is so steeled with custom.
h Irre, erre, sb. Cos. Forms : i ierre, irre,

yrre, iorre, eorre, erre, 1-3 irre, oorre, i urre,
(eire), 3 -5 erre. [OE., WSaz. ierre, irre, yrre,
Angl. tarrt, eorre, erre, neuter yo-stem, corresp.
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cxc. iii formative suffix to OHG. *irr(, MHG. and
Ger. irre, MG. erre error, Goth, airzei weak fern.,

from OTeut. root *erz- : see next.] Anger, wrath.

c85 Vesp. Psalter ci. n (cii. to] From onsiene eorres &
cbylmi Sinre. 1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xl. 289
Donne n:ct ierre [h]a:f5 anwald ftass monnes . . he self nat huact

he on 5aet irre deo. 971 Blicfct. Hotn. 25 Nis bser exe, ne

geflit, ne yrre. Ibid. 47 Gif hi hi sylfe willon wif> Codes
erre ^ehealdan. a 1000 Elene 401 (Gr.) Ne we eare cunnun,
purh hwxt bu bus hearde, hkcfdi^e, us eorre wurde. c loco

Ags. Gosp. Luke iii. 7 Dxt ge fleon fram bam towerdan yrre
\c 1160 Hatton G., fram |>am towearde eorre]. c 1050 liyrlit-

ferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 337 Se bridda ys
ira bset byS yrre. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 83 Adam wes .. for-

wunded . . mid spere of prude, of ^itcunge, of jifernesse, of
eorre. c laoo ORMIN 9266 To fleon and to forrbujhenn tiatt

irre batt to cumenn iss. a 1250 Prov. Wilfrid 205 in O. E.
Misc. 114 Monymon for his gold haueb godes vrre [v.r.

eire]. c 1450 MYRC 1225 Hast bow had enuye and erre To
hym bat was byn ouer herre ?

t Irre, a. Obs. Forms : i ierre, yrre, iorre,
i -3 irre, eorre, ire, yr (e. [OE., WSax. ierre, irre,
later yrre, Angl. iorre, eorre = OS. irri angry,
OHG. irri wandering, deranged, angry (MHG.
and Ger. ii-re), Goth, airzeis astray, from OTeut.
root *erz-, pre-Teut. *trs-, L. err- (from ers-), in

errare to stray, error wandering. The transition

to the sense 'angry', seen in OS. and OHG., and

completed in OE., arose from the consideration of

anger as a wandering or aberration of the mind.]
1. Gone astray, confused, perverted, depraved.
Only in OE.
oiooo.SW. ft Sat. 408 OSSaet his saje bi5. .yrre fcewor-

den. c soooAgs. Ps. (Th.) Ixxv. 4 Ealle synt ynz{ turtati
sunt otnes\. Ibid. Ixxvii. 10 pact waes earfoS cynn, yrre
and re3e.

2. Enraged, angry.
c 815 Vesp. Psalter lix. 3 [Ix. i] God Su . . tuwurpe usic,

eorre earJf. cSss O. E. Chron. an. 584 Ierre he hwearf
bonan to his az,num. c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xl. 280
pa ierran [v.r. irran] nyton hwa?t hie on him selfum habbad\
971 Blickl. Hotn. 33 Gif us hwa abylgb, bonne beo we sona
yrre. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xli. 10 Se cyning waes yrre wi8
me. c icoo Agi. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 34 Da waes se hlaford
vrre [c 1160 Hatton eorre]. c 1105 LAY. 18597 ForS wende
pe eorl, ire [c 1175 yr] on his mode, a 1125 Ancr. R. 304
Abuuen us, be eorre Demare.

Irrea-lity. rare. [IB-
2
.] Unreality.

1803 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XIV. 491 The irreality,
which may be predicated of those hypothetical existencies,
signified by general terms.

Irrealizable (irfabizab'l), a. [!H- 2.] That
cannot te realized ; unrealizable.

1853 C. BRONTE Villettt xxxvi, The just motion., of
suns around that mighty, unseen centre incomprehen-
sible, irrealizable, with strange mental effort only divined.
1866 Fortn. Rev. V. 138 His was no visionary, overstrained,
irrealisable virtue.

Irrebnttable (irfbp-tab'l), a. [IB- z.] That
cannot be rebutted.

01834 COLERIDGE Lit. Rent. (1838) III. 218 Compare this
sixth section with the manful, senseful, irrebuttable fourth
section. 1891 Daily News 23 Mar. 5/2 Perhaps.. the pre-
sumption might be made absolute and irrebuttable.

Irreceptive(irfse-ptiv),a. [IR-
2
.] Not recep-

tive ; incapable of receiving ; unreceptive.
1846 TRENCH Mirac. v. (1862) 178 The working .. of the

spiritual life on the bestial, which seems altogether irre-

ceptive of it 1868 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) III. 46 The
religious mind.. has, from want of habitual cultivation,
grown dry and irreceptive on that side of the Christian
creed.

Irreceptivity (itfsepti-viti). rare. [IB- 2.]
The quality of being irreceptive ; incapacity to
receive

; umeceptiveness.
1881 Spectator 17 Sept. 1191 On account of some irre-

ceptivity of mind.

Irreciprocal (Wst-prifkal), a. [IB- 2.] Not
reciprocal.
Irreciprocal conduction (Electr.) : conduction through

electrolytes in which the magnitude of the current changeswhen it is reversed ; unipolar conduction.
1886 Nature 25 Feb. 407/2 The conduction power of the

electrical organ of the torpedo was consequently irreciprocal.
1888 GEE & HOLDEN in Philos. Mag. Aug. 126 Note, Follow-
ing Christiani's use of the term, irreciprocal conduction is
said to occur if a reversal of the direction of a current
causes any change in its magnitude.

Irreciprocity (iresiprp-siti). [!B- 2.] Ab-
sence of reciprocity.
Irreciprocity of conduction (Electr.') : alteration in the

magnitude ofa current when its direction is reversed.
1886 Nature 25 Feb. 407/2 This

irreciprocity of conduction
obtained only for strong currents and for those of short
duration. Ibid. 408/1 This

irreciprocity of conduction ex-
plained in a most highly interesting manner the powerful
effect of the strokes directed outwards of electrical fish
1888 GEE & HOLDEN in Philos. Mag. Aug. 133 Here it
seems evident that the

irreciprocity is due to the gradual
formation of a badly-conducting film on the anode.

Irreclaimable (ir/kUi-mab'l), a. Also 7-8
irreclamable. [IR-

2
.]

1 1. Uncontrollable, implacable. Obs. rare.
1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xiv. xi. 26 The Emperourwhen he understood this, falling into an irreclamable fit of

anger and wrath, reposed all the assurance and confidence
hee had . .in making him away.
2. That cannot be reclaimed, reformed, or called

back to right ways.
x66s GLANVILL Lux Orient, x. 97 Such impetuous, un-

IRRECONCILABLE.
governable, irreclaimable inclinations to what is vinous
1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Lift (1747) III. 556 The irreclaimable
Enemies of God. 1690 MORRIS Beatitudes (1692) 125 The

greatest
object of Pity in the World is an irreclaimable

inner. 1743 J. MORRIS Serm. vii. 199 Good governors
mayjusllycutoffirreclamableoffenders. 1881 A. W. WARD

|
Dickens iii. 69 He had not yet become the irreclaimable

j
political sceptic of later days.

b. Of land : That cannot be reclaimed or brought
into cultivation.

1885 Spectator 22 Aug. 1097/2, 56,000 square kilometres
are either covered with snow or strewn with rocks, and
utterly

irreclaimable.

3. That cannot be called back or revoked
; irre-

vocable.

1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral iv. 132 The only irreclaim-
|

able human decree, that of an enlightened multitude,
i

has gone forth against the abuses of the Church and the
Law.
Hence Irreclai'mablencss, Irreclaimabi'lity,

the quality of being irreclaimable.

.1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VIII. 407 (D.) Enormi-
ties . . which are out of his power to atone for, by reason
of the death of some of the injured parties, and the irre-
claimableness of others. 1881 Blachu. Mag. July 29 The
irreclaimability of the habitual drunkard.

Irredeemably, adv.
[f. prec. + -LT 2.] With-

out the possibility of being reclaimed.
i6a GLANVILL Lux Orient. Aerial St. 154 Others irre-

claimeably persisting in their Rebellion. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 376 Being irreclaimably barbarous.
1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. in. xlix. 603 Each inch is irre-

claimably gone.

Irreclaimed (irfkh?'-md), a. rare, [IR-
2
.]

Not reclaimed
;
not brought under civilization or

cultivation
; unreclaimed.

i8ia BRACKENRIDGE Vims Louisiana (1814) 176 The
soil of Louisiana is the most fertile in the world, the
climate delightful during nine months of the year, and bad
the remainder, only from being irreclaimed. 1814 SOUTHEY
Carmina Aul. vii. ii, If the brute Multitude. .Wild as their
savage ancestors, Go irreclaim'd the while. 1871 Times
17 Feb. 4/i This redistribution . . bringing into convenient
juxtaposition the irreclaimed and the reclaimed lands.

Irrecognition (irek^jni-Jan). [In- 2.] Ab-
sence of recognition ; non-recognition.
i8ao LAMB Klia Ser. i. Christ's Hasp. 35 Y. ago. This

exquisite ^recognition of any law antecedent to the oral
and declaratory. 187* LOWELL Dante Pr. Wks. 1890 IV.
162 In all literary history there is no such figure as Dante, no
..such loyalty to ideas, such sublime irrecognilion of the
unessential.

Irrecognizable (m-kpgnai^zab'l), a. [!B- *.]

Incapable of being recognized ; unrecognizable.
1837 CAKLYLE/V. Rev. II. in. vii, Mirabeau. .is cast forth

. . and rests now, irrecognisable, reburied hastily at dead of
night. 01849 POE Longfellow, etc. Wks. 1864 III. 357
That a lover may so disguise his voice from his mistress as
even to render his person in full view irrecognisable. 1887
Spectator 10 Sept. 1209 Of the dead a large number are
irrecognisable, so deeply have they been charred.
Hence Irrecognizability (ire^kffgnaizabi'Hti), the

condition of being unrecognizable ; Irre'cogni i-

ably adv.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes iii. (1872) 95 No thought, word or
act of man but has sprung wilhal out of all men, and works
sooner or later, recognisably or irrecognisably, on all men !

'847 in Corr. w. Emerson II. cvi. 131 May the Lord ..
teach us to look Facts honestly in the face and to beware. .

of smearing _them over with our despicable and damnable
palaver into irrecognizability.

Irrecognizant(irrkfgnizant),a. rare. [In-
2
.]

Not recognizant ;
not having recognition.

1845 CARLYLE Cromwell II. 158 Irrecognisant of the
Perennial because not dressed in the fashionable Temporary.
Irrecollection (irekple-kjan). [IB-2.J The

absence of recollection ; forgetfulness.
1737 WESLEY Wks. (1872) I. 72, I am convinced, .of gross

irrecollection. 1802 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Gt. Cry ,} Lit.
Wool Wks. 1812 V. 199 Sad scene of sad irrecollection.

t Irrecompe'nsable, a. Obi. Also 6 -ible.

[la-
z
.] That cannot be recompensed or requited ;

irreparable.
1557 Primer, Godly prayers, Geuinge to me mooste un-

worthy many greate and irrecompensable giftes. 1604
T. WRIGHT Passions v. 4. 246 The gifts of instructors in

learning and manners are vnvaluable, and irrecompensable.
iij SIR E. HOBY Currpcombe ii. 75 To haue taxed him
with Reseruations . .had beene an irrecompensable wrong.
Hence + Irrecompe usably adv., irreparably.
1615 SIR E. HOBY Curry-combe iii. 143 You would thinke

that blessed and holy Virgin irrecompensably disparaged.

Irreconcilability (ire^kjJnsailabMHi). [f.
next : see -ITY.J The quality of being irreconcil-
able

; irreconcilableness.

1830 Btaclav. Map. XXVIII. 735 Notwithstanding the
utter irreconcilability of the several statements. 1861
Westm. Rev. Oct. 490 Proof . . of the irreconcilability of
Northern and Southern domestic politics. 1897 Century
Mag. 621/1 The irreconcilability of the squirrel to captivity.

Irreconcilable (ire'kffassi-lab'l, ire-kjfasail-

ab'l), a. (si.) Also -cileable. [IB- 2.]
1. Of persons, their feelings, etc. : That cannot

be reconciled or brought into friendly relations;

implacably hostile. Const, to.

IS99 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 41 He may. .have them
for ever most firm and irreconcileable adversaries. 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World n. (1634) 412 That hee [Absalom]
was irreconcilable to his Father. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. I
51 The irreconcileable malice of that party. 1693 DRYDEN
Juvenal Dcd. (1697) i There are no Factions, tho' irrccon-
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cileable to one another, that are not united in their Affection

to you. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 5 F 8 A Dispute about
a Matter of Love, which . . grew to an irreconcileable Hatred.

Ibid. No. 79 F i The Quarrel between Sir Harry Willit and
his Lady.. is irreconcilable. 1801 RANKEN Hist. Fr, 1. 1. v.

157 Their minds were irreconcilable to the dominion of

France. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 10. 573 In England
Cromwell dealt with the Royalists as irreconcilable enemies.

2. Of statements, ideas, etc. : That cannot be

brought into harmony or made consistent ;
incom-

patible. Const, to, with.

1646 SiRT. BROWNE Pseud, Ep.v.xi.zso Many conclude an
irreconcilable incertainty ; some making more, others fewer.

1671 R. BOHUN Wind 4 Their .. Aeriall impressions, how
different and irreconcileable to Ours? 1709 BERKELEY The.

Vision 71 Neither would it prove in the least irreconcil-

able with what we have said. 1761-2 HUME Hist. Eng.
(1806) V. Ixvii. 94 Bedloe's evidence and Prance's were in

many circumstances totally irreconcilable. 1824 L. MURRAY
Bug. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 277

'

Expected to have found him ', is

irreconcilable to grammar and to sense. 1866 GEO. ELIOT
F. Holt v, Creeds that were painfully wrong, and, indeed,
irreconcilable with salvation. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(ed. 2) I. App. 567 There is nothing irreconcileable in the

two statements.

3. Math. Applied to paths between two fixed

points in a surface, which paths cannot be made to

coincide by gradual approximation without passing
outside the surface.

Such are, e.g., two paths between opposite points in an
anchor ring, which proceed in opposite directions ; or two
sea-routes between the N. and S. points of an island, which

proceed along its E. and W. sides respectively.
1881 MAXWELL Electr. ff Magn. I. 19 Curves for which

this transformation cannot be effected are called Irrecon-

cileable curves.

B. sb. a. A person who refuses to be reconciled ;

esp. One of a political party who refuses to come
to any agreement or make any compromise, or

remains implacably opposed to an arrangement.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 178 Sleep and I

have quarrelled ; and although I court it, it will not be

friends. I hope its fellow-irreconcilables at Harlowe-place
enjoy its balmy comforts. 1878 BESANT & RICE Celias
Arb. xx. (1887) 146 No Red Irreconcilable ever preached a

policy so sanguinary and thorough. 1884 H. SPENCER in

Pop. Sci. Monthly XXIV. 731 From Oxford graduates
down to Irish irreconcilables.

b. //. Principles, ideas, etc. that cannot be

harmonized with each other.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 26 Aug. 3/3 In her endeavour to har-

monise two irreconcilables to be at once conventional and

insurgent.

Irreconcilableness (see prec.). [f. prec.+

-NESS.] The quality or fact of being irreconcilable.

1628 BP. HALL Old Relig. 195 That which long since I

wrote, of the irreconcileablenesse of Rome. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1737) II. 171 This disagreement with every thing.
this irreconcilableness and opposition to the order and

government of the universe. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess. Ser. ii.

ii. (1876) 71 The conviction of the irreconcilableness of the

two spheres. 1857 J. PULSFORD Quiet Hours Ser. i. (1897)

87 The irreconcilableness of sin with the Divine Nature.

Irreconcilably (see above), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LY 2
.]

In an irreconcilable manner.

1604 F, HERING Modest Def. 13 Poison is absolutely and

irreconcilably opposed vnto nature. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 398 F 9 He had not much more to do to accomplish

being irreconcileably banished. 1807 G. CHALMERS Cale-

donia I. in. vii. 390 Malcolm . . had irreconcileably incensed

the men of Moray, by killing their chief. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. vii. vi. (1864) IV. 184 A war of religion is essentially

irreconcileably oppugnant to the spirit of Christianity.

t Irre'concile, f Obs. [IB-
2
.]

trans. To
render unreconciled ;

to make incompatible or an-

tagonistic ; to estrange.
1647 CLARENDON Hist* Reb. \\. 73 Which expression,

how necessary . . soever to reconcile the affections of the

House, .very much irreconciled him at Court. 1649 JKR.
TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. m. Ad sect. xv. i6t_

As this object
calls for our devotion.. so it must needs irreconcile us to

sin. 1670 CLARENDON Ess. Tracts (1727) 209 Nor can any
aversion or malignity towards the object, irreconcile the

eyes from looking upon it.

t Irre'COnciled, a. Obs. [In-
2
.] Not recon-

ciled ; spec, in a state at variance with God.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V
t iv. i. 160 If a Seruant, vnder his

Masters command . . be assayled by Robbers, and dye in

many irreconcil'd Iniquities. 1691 NORRIS Pract, Disc. 32
To sleep soundly and securely, in a Doubtful and some-

times in a Damnable and Irreconciled State. 1750 WAR-
BURTON yWzVmWks. iSxz VIII. 140 A concerted agreement
or irreconciled contradiction.

Irreconcilement (ire-k^nwMment). [!B- -.]

The state or fact of being unreconciled.
a 1737 ABP. WAKE Ration. Texts Script. 85 (T.) Such

an irreconcilement between God and Mammon. 1887 G.

MACDONALD Home Again xxvi. 221 The two stared at each

other in mortal irreconcilement.

Irreconciliable (irekfmsrliab'l), a. Now
rare. [a. F. irreconciliable (i6th c. in Littre), ad.

med.L. type *irreconciliabilis^ f. ir- (!B-
2
) + re-

concilidre to RECONCILE.]
1. = IBHECONCILABLE i.

1601 in Bp.W. Barlow Defence 200The irreconciliable iarres

betwixt them and the Puritanes. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's

Mor. 123 The very mother and work-mistresse of irrecon-

ciliable cnmitie. .21649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot.

(1655) 176 He was an irreconciliable enemy to the whole

Family of the Dowglasses. 1863 LD. LYTTON Ring Amasis
I. 73 It involves them both in the anguish of an irrecon-

ciliable destiny.

1 2. = IRRECONCILABLE 2.

a 1615 DONNE Ess. (1651) 33 The Chineses vex us at
this day with irreconciliable accounts. 1615 G. SANDYS

I

Trav. 142 noU'i Irreconciliable are the computations of

j

Chronologers.
Hence Irreconciliabi'lity, Irreconci'liable

|

ness ; Irreconci'liably adv.

1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Convers. Eng. 130 Fallinge
out with Luther irreconciliably. x6og SIR E. HOBY Let.
to Mr. T. H. 5 Then did I begin irreconciliablie to detest
all the Incendiaries of your Romish forge. 111631 DONNE
Serm. Ixxii. 727 Illimited and boundlesse anger, a vindica-
tive irreconciliablenesse is imputed to God. 1661 Sir H.
Vane's Politics 13, I was naturally .. irreconciliably pas-
sive in the burden of an injury. 1847 LEWES Hist. Philos.

(1867) II. 561 His keen perception of the irreconciliability of
his ideas with the ideas of St. Simon.

tlrreconcilia'tion. Obs. [IR-
2
.] The fact

or condition of being unreconciled.

(11650 J. PRIDEAUX EucJwl. i. v. (1656) 71 How irrecon-

ciliation with our brethren, voids all our addresses to God.
1658 BP. REYNOLDS Van. Creature Wks. (1679) 9 God..
can.. let in upon thy Soul .. the evident presumptions of

irreconciliation with him. 1678 BP. OF GLOUCESTER Expos.
Cateck. 120 Desire of revenge, irreconciliation, froward-

ness, contention.

Irrecordable (ir^Vidab'l), a. [IR-
2
.] That

cannot be recorded.

1623 COCKERAM, Irrecordable, not to bee remembred. So
in PHILLIPS, BAILEY, and mod. Diets.

Irrecoverable (irrktrvarab'l), a. [f. In- 2 +
RECOVKR v. + -ABLE : cf. RECOVERABLE and F. ir~

r&ottvrable (c 1586 in Littre).]

f 1. That cannot be recalled or revoked ; irrevoc-

able. Obs.

1540 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 115, I Syr Rogr

Gray . . thoft I be seke in my body, maks my last Wyll
irrecou'able & testament in manner & form folowyng.
1635 Grant. Warre Dvij, There was giuen irrecouerabfe

power to the deputed, to exile all corrupters of Grammar.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat, (1834) II. 377 Persons lying
under an irrecoverable sentence of death. 1817 CHALMERS
Astron. Disc. v. (1852) 128 Loaded with the fetters of irre-

coverable bondage.
2, That cannot be recovered or got back : chiefly

in reference to things lost.

1645 City Alarum 6 Occasions once lost are irrecover-

able. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 250 The greater

part is lost and buried in the Sea, where it is irrecover-

able, 1782 JEFFEKSON Notes Virginia xvi. (1787) 259 Their
lands were . . forfeited, and their debts irrecoverable. 1809 R.

LANGFORD fntrod. Trade 131 Which renders the assurance

irrecoverable if the
ship_

is lost* 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir.

Despot, i. 10 Without losing a day of irrecoverable time.

3. Incapable of being restored to health; incur-

able
; past recovery ; incapable of being restored

to life, as after drowning, suffocation, etc. arch.

1594 T. E. La Primaiid, Fr. A cad. n. Seneca, By some
irrecouerable disease. 1631 WEEVER Ane. Fun. Man. 607

Being taken with an irrecouerable Palsie, he well knew bis

time to be short. 17080. BRIDGMAN m Phil. TVw/j.XXVI.
139 He fell . . into a Violent Fever . . and if not dead yet,
is pronounced irrecoverable. 1772 PRIESTLEY ibid. LXII.
182 They, .are sometimes affected so suddenly, that they are

irrecoverable after a single inspiration. 1809 G. ROSE
Diaries (1860) II. 369 Irrecoverable ill health. iSTJjBEDFORD
Sailor's Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 2) 299 It is an erroneous opinion
that persons are irrecoverable because life does not soon
make its appearance.

b. fig. Not capable of being remedied or recti-

fied
;

that cannot be made good ; irretrievable ;

irremediable ; irreclaimable.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 169 Corbreid.,

brocht thaim to sic irrecoverabill afflictioun and slauchter,
that thay micht nevir invade this realme during his HfTe.

1586 Let. Earle Leycester 24 A person obdurate, .and ir-

recouerable. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. BiondCs Eromena 31
The losse that both you and the Kingdome have now sus-

tained, is irrecoverable. 1679 C. NESSE Antid. agst.

Popery Ded. 8 A final and irrecoverable fall. 1745 De Foe's

Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. vii. 53 After he sees his cir-
]

cumstances irrecoverable. 1808 G. EDWARDS Pract. Plan
iii. 22 Extensive and irrecoverable deteriorations. 1878 FR.

A. KEMBLE Record of a Girlhood I. ii. 38 The loss of her

favourite son affected her with irrecoverable sorrow.

f 4. That cannot be recovered from. Obs.

1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. Hi. 15. 441 Giuing
some deadly and irrecouerable poyson. 1674 R. GODFREY
Inj. $ Ab. Physic 190 Their pretended gentle Rest, to

the shame of Medicine, is a horrid irrecoverable Sleep.

Irreco verableness. [f. prec. + -NESS.]
j

The quality of being irrecoverable.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. no Afterwards is set downe both I

the easiness and the irrecouerablenesse of their destruction. '

1681 KETTLEWELL Chr. Obed. (1715) 466 Therein it is, the

irrecoverableness of those lost sinners consists. 1889 R. A.

KING Passion*s Slave III. xxix. 61 Clare .. had not yet
realised the bankruptcy of her influence, or rather, perhaps
its irrecoverableness.

Irrecoverably (irk'V3rabli), adv. [f. as

prec. + -LY 2
.] In an irrecoverable manner ; without

the possibility of recovery, restoration, or cure ;

irretrievably ; incurably.
1589 J. WOLLEY Let. to BurghUy in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.

in. IV. 73 He should not hasten irrecoverably the sate of

his land. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 20 What griefe

. .to see men fell irrecoverably from the loue and lawes ofthe

Creatour? 1605 TIMME Quersit. \\. iv. 118 Men which
are irrecouerably diseased. 1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch 74
Works of his which are irrecoverably lost. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. $ F. xxix. III. 131 While they delayed the necessary

assistance, the unfortunate Mascezel was irrecoverably

drowned, 1847 GROTE Greece \\. xlv. (1862) IV. 74 The
maritime power of /Egina was irrecoverably ruined.

t Irrecuperable (irrkiw-parab'l) , a. Obs.

Also 4-6 -arable, [a. OF. irrecuperable (1386 in

Godef.), ad. late L. irrecuperdbilis irreparable, f.

ir- (IR-
2
) + recuperare to recover : see -ABLE.]

1. That cannot be recovered or regained.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love \\. i. (Skeat) 1. 34 Thusirrecupar-

ahle loy is went, and anoyendlesse is entred. 1483CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 404 b/2 Thou art ryght sorouful for me whome
thou haste loste whyche am Irrecuperable. 1538 LF.LAND
Itin* VII. 117 The Ruine of the Fortelet. .ys at thys day a
Hold irrecuperable for the Fox. c 1575 HACKET Treas.
Amadis 274 Teares be lost upon a thing irrecuperable.
1644 PRYNNE & WALKER Fiennes* Trial 86 A most certaine

present losse. .(perchance irrecuperable for the future too).

2. That cannot be recovered from or cured ; in-

curable.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas (ed. Wayland) 58 a, Syth that his
dole was irrecuperable. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyit 215
The salue commeth to late, where the sore is irrecuperable.
i5ix-ia Act 3 Hen, F///, c. 5 Preamble^ Irrecuperable
damages may ensue if remedy therfor be not seen and had.

1590 Serpent ofDevis. ad fin., This makes vs consider the

irrecuperable narmes of devision. i6a6 in yd Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. 348/2 To the irrecuperable decay of my aged
and benummed carkaise.

Hence f Irrecu'perably adv^ incurably.
1535 in Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 106 Utterlye and irre-

cuperablye decayed and undone. 1683 E. HOOKER Pref.
Pordages Mystic Dh>. 21 Sin ts .. in

publicj countenanced,
encouraged, taught, and. .men are becom .. irrevocably and
irrecuperably and impudently impious.

tlrrecu'rable, a. Obs. rare. [f. In- 2+ RE-
CURE v. + -ABLE.] Incapable of being remedied ;

incurable
;
irremediable.

a 1548 HALL Chron., i Hen. 7K(i8og) 22 They determined
rather to abide in their old Subieccion . . then for a Dis-

pleasure irrecurable to auenture themselfes on a new and
a doubtfull parell. 1579 U. FULWELL Arte Flatterie Fij b

(N.), Forced to sustayne a most grevous and irrecurable

fall.

t IrreeuTed, a. Obs. rare
~

*. [ IR- - + re-

cured, pa. pple. of RECUKE v.'] Incurable.

1598 Rous Tliule ii. I. xxiv, Striking his soule with irre-

Cured wound.

Irrecusable (iri1<i
-

zab'l), a. [a. F. irrlcus-

able (1782 in Hatz.-Darm.) or ad. late L. irreciisd-

bilis, f. ir- (IR-
a
) + reciisabilis, f. reciisare to

refuse : see RECUSANT and -ABLE.] Incapable of

being refused acceptance.
177^6

BENTHAM Fragw. Govt. Pref., Wks. 1843 I. 232/2
Merit in one department of letters affords a natural, and in

a manner irrecusable presumption of merit in another. 1785
H. WALPOLE Let. to C'fess Ossory 29 Aug., I will give him
an irrecusable proof. 1851 SIR F. PALGBAVE Norm, ff Eng.
I. 441 The silent but irrecusable testimonies of Regner's

victory. 1881 J. B. STALLO Concepts Mod. Physics 67 The
proposition here insisted upon is irrecusable by any con-

sistent advocate of the mechanical theory.

Hence Irrecn'sa'bly adv., so as to preclude re-

fusal of acceptance.
1861 F. HALL Hindu Philos. Syst. 71 The Acceptance of

the Veda as having had no Conscious Author, and as being
irrecusably authoritative.

Irredeemable (in'dfmab'l), a. (sb.) [!R- 2.]

1. Incapable of being redeemed or bought back.

Of Government annuities : Not terminable by repayment
of the sum originally paid by the annuitant.

1609 SKENE Reg. Mag. Table 105 Gif ane pley is anent

lands, quhither they be redemable, or irredemable, ane
warrant may be called. 1732 Gentl. Mag. II. 709 There was

i,2oo,ooo/. due to the Bank, 2,ooo,ooo/. to the East India

Company, and the irredeemable Annuities, being about as

much as both. 1741 LD. HARDWICKE in Mod. Rep. IX. 278
If this had been land which had been mortgaged, the de-

fendants could not have held it irredeemable without coming
into this court for a foreclosure. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)

II. 125 If a mortgage becomes irredeemable by this statute,

it will remain so in the hands of an assignee. 1820 G. G.

CAREY Funds 17 The debt . . for which annuities have been

granted for a limited period is called the Irredeemable debt.

1855 J. D. MACLAREN in Mem. (1861) 245 Time is irredeem-

able.

b. Of paper currency : For which the issuing

authority does not undertake ever to pay coin ;
not

convertible into cash.
a 1850 CALHOUN Wks. I. 362 It left the country nearly

without any currency, except irredeemable bank notes.

1866 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr. II. 82 All such bills

not presented by a certain reasonable time . . should be for-

ever after irredeemable. 1879 LUBBOCK Addr. Pol. ff Educ.

ii. 28 Those who regard an unlimited and irredeemable

paper currency as a panacea for all financial evils.

2. Jig. That admits of no release or change of

state ; absolute, fixed, hopeless.
1839 POE Fall House of Usher Wks. 1864 I. 295 An air of

stern, deep, and irredeemable gloom hung over and per-
vaded all. 1855 TENNYSON Maud ii. L 22 He . . Wrought
for his house an irredeemable woe.

3. Beyond redemption; irreclaimable; thoroughly

depraved.
a 1834 COLERIDGE Notes Lear in Lit. Rent. (1836) II. 196

The Steward . . the only character of utter irredeemable

baseness in Shakspeare. 1891 Columbus (O.) Disf. i Sept.,

They are irredeemable in their thriftlessness.

f B. sb. An irredeemable annuity. Obs.

1720 Lond. Gaz. No. 5877/3 That for the Redeemables
and Irredeemables subscribed .. no Stock be allowed but

in even 5/.

Hence Irredeemabi'Ilty, Irredee mableness,



IRREDEEMABLY.

the quality of being not redeemable
'

(Webster,

.

Irredeemably Wdf-mlbU), a.tv. [f. prec.

+ -LY -.] In .111 irredeemable manner ;
to an irre-

deemable extent ;
so as to be past redemption ;

hopelessly, absolutely, utterly.

1790 BL.\I Sent. III. iii. 48 But though past time be

gone, we are not to consider it irredeemably lo*t. 1845 I.n.

CAMPBELL Choxcellori (1857) III. Ixxiii. 409 He considered

that they were irredeemably doomed to destruction. 1868

Act 31 31 Viet. c. 101 Sched. B, C. I), sold . . to the said

A. B. . .heritably and irredeemably, .all and the whole [etc.).

1883 I/.IMI-/I. Exam. 11 Nov. 5/4 The government of Mo-
. . irredeemably bad.

Irredee-med, a. rare, [transl. It. irredenta

unredeemed: see IRBKDENTIST.] Not redeemed,

not liberated from a foreign yoke.
iggt Daily Nrms 22 Sept. 4/5 Against the renunciation of

'irredeemed
'

territory (to use the Italian term) must be set

the implied guarantee of the remainder.

Irredential (.ir/tle'njal),
a. [f.

as next + -IAL,

aftersuch words aspotential.] Given to irredentism.

1891 Kniifw of Rev. Jan. 87/2 Italian Radicals . . are

merely destructive and irredential.

Irredentism (iryde'ntiz'm). [See next and

-ISM.] The policy or programme of the Irreden-

tists.

1883 Standard 30 Apr. 5/5 Irredentism is less powerful
than the need felt by all the Central European States for

mutual peace and safety. 1889 Times 25 Apr. 5/3 An
estrangement between Austria and Italy would lead to a

very swift revival of irredentism in the Italian kingdom.

Irredentist (itfde-ntist). [ad. It. irredentista,

!. (Italia) irredenta unredeemed, unrecovered

(Italy).] In Italian politics (since 1878), an ad-

herent of the party which advocates the recovery
and union to Italy of all Italian-speaking districts

now subject to other countries. Also attrib. as adj.
1881 Stantiard 4 Aug. 5/7 Irredentist outrage and riot at

Trieste. 1883 Times 27 Sept. 3 The editor of the Irreden-

tist journal Alba. 1887 Edin. Rev. Apr. 405 Capppni . . was
not an out-and-out Irredentist clamouring for Trieste and
Istria, the Canton Ticino, Nice, Corsica, and Malta.

t Irredimable, a. Sc. Obs. rare-*, [f. In- 2

+ L. redim-ere to REDEEM + -ABLE. Cf. med.

L. rcdimibilis (Du Cange).] = IRREDEEMABLE I.

Hence f Irredimably adv.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 64 It rests to speik of that recog-
nition, quhither ane man deceissed vested and saised in

lands, as of fie (irredimable) or as lands wadset (vnder re-

version'. fbid.^ Gif it be found . . that the lands perteines
heretablie, and irredimablie to the defender [etc.].

t Irredivi-vous, a. Obs. rare . [f. L. irre-

diviv-us (Catullus) + -cms. See REDIVIVOUS.]
' That cannot be revived or repaired

'

(Blount

Glossogr. 1656).

Irredressible,-able(ir/'dre-sib'l,-ab'l), a. rare.

[!R-
2

. (The etymological spelling from F. redresser

would be in -able
;
that in -ible is perh. due to false

analogy with irrepressible^ Incapable of being
redressed or put right. Hence Irredressibi'lity ;

Irredre ssibly adv.

1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. iii. 53 Pierced irredres-

sibly. i8oa Spectator i Apr. 455/1 A grievance . . safely
ramparted behind a triple wall of irredressibility.

Irreducibi'lity. [f. next : see -nr.] The
quality of being irreducible.

1799 WILSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 298 The irredu-

ability happening uniformly in cases where it has been
supposed least to be expected, i.e. when the roots are
real. 1886 Athenxum 20 Feb. 266/1 The irreducibility of
differential equations. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 822

Obstruction, strangulation, and irreducibility.

Irreducible (ir/di-sib'l), a. [IR-Z: c f. F.

irrt'ductiblt.] That cannot be reduced.
1. That cannot be brought to a desired form, state,

condition, etc. Const, f into, to.

1633 PBYNNK Histriam. i. n. 41 They are irreducible, vn-
conuertible to any lawfull, good, or Christian purposes.
i69 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 166 Irreducible to their

pristine metalline form. 1818 HAI.I.AM Mid. Ages(\W} III.
ix. n. 546 The fashions ofdress and amusements are generally
capricious and irreducible to rule. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. cj-

Magn. I. 355 When chemical affinity was regarded as a
quality mi generis, and irreducible to numerical measure-
ment.

b. spec. That cannot be reduced to a simpler or
more intelligible form ; incapable of being resolved
into elements, or of being brought under any recog-
nized law or principle.
1834 POE Adv. Hans P/aatiVfks. 1864 I. 8 A constituent

wnna yvu. jl J'yu JL..4UII new IrlUIIlpIt OI Optical
wall results in a resolution of some nebuUe, before irredu.

j ??7'
R ' H ' HuTTO* K>>- ("877) I. 42 To admit the. .

wucible nature of mental phenomena to admit that theycannot anyhow be analysed into physical.
O. Algebra. (See quots.)
WI.CHAIIBKES Cycl. Suff., Irreducible case,, .that case* cubic equations where the root, according to Cardan's

rale, appears under an impossible or imaginary form, and
yet real. 1778 MASF.BRS in Phil. Tram. LXVII1. 020
llie remaining case of the cubick equation .. which .. cannot

resolved
by

the rules above mentioned, has . . obtained
amongst algebraists the name of the irreducible can : at

488

least it is often called by the French writers of algebra le

fas irrfdnctibie. i83&-9 HAI.I.AM Hist. Lit, \\.\\\\. 8 7.

325 lionibelli saw better than Cardan the nature of what is

called the irreducible case in cubic equations.

2. Path. That cannot be reduced by treatment

to a desired form or Condition,

1836-9 TODII Cycl.Annt. II. 740/1 Old ruptures that have

become irreducible. 1859 Ibid. V. 684/1 An irreducible

tumour in the right groin.

3. Incapable of being reduced to a smaller num-
ber or amount; the fewest or smallest possible.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. x. 205 The three families of

language are irreducible, i.e. incapable of being derived

from one another. 188. AtntricanXJV, 134 (Cent.) What
is it that we must hold fast as the irreducible minimum of

churchmanship ?

4. That cannot be reduced to submission
;
invin-

cible, insuperable.
1858 National Rev. Oct. 500 Allowing the irreducible,

uncontrollable nature of the prophetic impulse. 1859
MASSON Brit. Novelists 100 At last, foiled by her irre-

ducible virtue, he is compelled to call in the clergyman.
1885 WINGFIELD Barbara Pkilhot II. vi. 193 So 'twas

irreducible dislike of his person that had caused the uproar.

Hence Irredu'cibleness ; Irredu cibly adv.
1828 WEBSTER, Irreducibleness. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess.,

Experienced^. (Bohn) 1. 183 The ancients, struck with this

irreducibleness of the elements of human life to calculation,
exalted Chance into a divinity. 1847 CRAIG, trreducibly.

Irreductibi'lity. rare. [a. F. irrtductibtliit

(1798 in Diet. Acad.*) : see next and -m.] =!KRE-
UUCIBIUTY.
1865 MILL Comte

<J-
Positivism 196 M. Comte's puerile

predilection for prime numbers almost passes belief. His
reason is that they are the type of irreductibility : each of

I them is a kind of ultimate arithmetical fact.

Irredu.cti.ble (ir/dfktib'l), a. rare. [a. F.

irrtductihle (1752 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. ir- (In-
2
)

+ rtdtutibU (f. reduct-> ppl. stem of L. reduefre

to REDUCE + -IBLK\] =IKREIH;CIBLE.

753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitj>p., Irreductiblc Case, m Algebra.

Irreduction (irftto'kfan). rare. [IR-^.] Non-
reduction ; the fact of not being reduced.
1888 Med. News (U.S.) LI I. 442 This increase in volume

was the only cause of irreduction [of the hernia].

t Irre-e'difiable, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. In- 2 +

RE-EDIFY v. + -ABLE.] Incapable of being rebuilt.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. \\\. 27 And the fall thereof was
great : Great and grievous, because irreparable, irre-edifiable.

Irre'ferable, a. rare. [!R- *.] Not refer-

able; that cannot be referred (to something).
1810 COLERIDGE ^//.*{i836) III. 312 Pure action, that

is, the will, is a 'noumenon
1

, and irreferable to time.

i87 FARADAY Chew. Manifl. u. 38 Irreferable either to

the weights or each other.

Irreflection, -flexion (ir/fle-k/an). [Is-
2

:

perh. after F. irrtflexion (1835 in Diet. Acad.}.']
Want of reflection

; unreflecting action or conduct.
1861 MAINE Aiic. Law ix. (1876) 328 So meagre a pro-

tection against haste and irreflection. 1891 H. JONES
Br&ivning as Teacher 46 They must reap the harvest of

their irreflection. 1894 H'estm. Gaz. 20 Dec. 2/2 He develops
the principle that a masterly habit of

'

irreflexion
'

is really
the literary artist's highest virtue.

Irreflective (irrfle-ktiv), a. [!R-
2

: cf. F. ir-

e/ttchi.} Unreflecting, unthinking.

childhood.

Hence Irrefle'ctively adv.
;
Irrefle'ctiveness.

184* DE QUINCEV P/iilos. IfcrodotusW*. 1858 IX. 166 The
reason is palpable : it was the ignorance of irrefiectiveness.

X8s8 li'ks. (1862) VII. 186 note t Irreflectively he had
allowed himself to anticipate, .an impression. 1861 Temple
Bar Mag. I. 341 Sometimes, when irreflectively irate,

threatening to leave it away to strangers, 1899 Atlantic

Monthly May 623 We read them a moral lecture on their

irrefiectiveness.

tlrrefle'X, a. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. late L. irre-

flexus [Boeth.), f. ir- (!R- *) + rejlexus REFLEX.]
Not turned back or aside. So Irrefle'xed a.

a\"j\\ KEN Hymnarinm Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 121 Eagles
the sun see Face to Face, To teach all human Race, With
irreflexed Eyes, Towards Heav'n to rise. Hytunot/ieo
ibid. III. 145 Praise with an irreflex and steddy view
Strives only to give God his Glory due.

Irrefle-xive, a. rare. [!R- 2.] Not reflexive.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Irreformable (kJfcnn&bl), a. [f. IB- 2 +
REPOBMABLK : cf, late L. irreformabilis (Tertull.)
and F. irreformable (1725 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Incapable of being reformed.
1609 W. M. Man in Mootu (1849) *3. I have heard of

some, who through an irreformable conceit, have imagined
their noses to be as bigge as pinnicles. 1647 TRAP? Comm.
Matt. vii. 6 Every good man is bound in conscience to pass
by them [scoffers] as incorrigible, irreformable. 1856
OLUSTED Slave States 251 The irreformable improvidence
of the people. 189* lltnstr. Land. News 24 Sept. 393/1
She was unteachable, irreformable.

2. Incapable of revision or alteration.
tSxiC. Bnut&VMtffWkhxSn 1 1 1.262 The fourth article

[in the Declaration of the General Assembly of the Gallican
Clergy in 1682} declares, that, in questions of faith, the pope
has the principal authority, and that his decisions extend
over the universal church.. but that, unless they have the
consent of the church, they are not irreformable. 1897
Cuntfiiifi, Rev. Jan. 40 The Bull is irreformable.
Hence Irreformabi'lity.

IBBEFKENABLE.

1883 Church Times 31 Aug. 603 All the high-flying
theories of Supremacy and irreformability on which Ultra-

montane writers rest their case.

f IrrefoTmed, a. Obs. rare. [In- -.] Not re-

formed ; unreformed.

1589 T. L. Advt. Q. Eliz. (1651) 49 Those foolish and
irreformed reformers. 1690 LSYBODBM Curs. Math. 467 The
2gth of August, according to the Old Account in tne irre-

formed Calendar.

Irrefragability (ire'fragabi-Hti). [f. next ;

see -ITY.] The quality of being irrefragable.

Rarely with//. An irrefragable statement.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Catk. 156 It not

standing with the Popes irrefragabilitie to yetrld a reason.

1768 H. WALPOLE Hist. Doubts 73 The comparison and

irrefragability of dates puts this matter out of all doubt.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. iv. xii. (1872) II. 47 Such a burly
ne-phtt-itltra of a Squire, with his broad based rectitudes

and surly irrefragabilities.

Irrefragable (ire-fragab'l), a. In 6 erron.

-ible. [ad.Tate \ t.irrcfragabil-i$ (Pscudo-August.),
f. ir- (!R-

2
) + refragarilo oppose, contest : sec -ABLK.

So F. irrefragable (I5~i6thc. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. That cannot be refuted or disproved ; incon-

trovertible, incontestable, indisputable, irrefutable,

undeniable. (^Said of a statement, argument, etc.,

or of the person who advances
it.) Irrefragable

Doctor : see DOCTOR sb. 3.

'533 MORE DebelL Salem Wks. 1031/1 What is hys owne
irrefragable reson y' he layeth against al thys? 1603 HOL-
LAND Plutarch's Mor. 65 A truth confessed, certeine, firme

and irrefragable. 1605 CAMDF.N Rcm. 10 Alexander of

Hales, the irrefragable Doctor. 1748 HARTLEY Obstrv.
Man i. iv. 423 Irrefragable Evidences of the Truth of the
Facts. 1795 SOUTHEY JoanofArc\\\.^i Doctors: teachers

grave and with great names, Seraphic, Subtile, or Irrefrag-

able, By their admiring scholars dignified. 1846 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. II. in. I. v. 9. 41, I look to them [early
Italian masters] as in all points of principle .. the most

irrefragable authorities. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi.

555 These are an irrefragable answer to the popular theories.

2. That cannot or must not be broken
;

inde-

structible; inviolable; irresistible. Now rare.

156* LatimersSerm.i vndSunday Advent 135 Theyshal
bee condemned with the irrefraglble \ed. 1552 irreuocable]
and vnchangeable iudgemente of god. (1640 NnvScrm. of
newestfashion (1877) 20 The orall Pack-needle of zeale, and
stubborn irrefragable thred of ignorance. 1711 SHAFTKSB.
Charac. (1737) II. ". H. i. in Intire Affection .. is irrefrag-

able, solid, and durable. 1847 MEDWIN Life Shelley II. -28

A vain attempt to snap the chain only renders it more

irrefragable. 1848 BUCKLEY Homer's Iliad 229 Round their

feet he threw golden fetters, irrefragable, indissoluble.

f3. Of persons: Obstinate, inflexible, stubborn.
1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven 332 For men are so obstinate

and irrefragable, that they will be brought Into no order.

16*1 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Kdr. 38 He is irre-

fragable in his humour. Ibid. in. ii. vi. v. (1651) 575 Many
yong men are .. as irrefragable and peevish on the other

side, Narcissus like.

Hence Irre frag-ableness = IRRKFKAGABILITY.
i68a H. MORE .,4 *>/. GlanvilFs LvxO, 256 The plainness

and irrefragableness of this truth.

Irrefragably (ire'fragabli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY ^.] In an irrefragable manner.
1. So as not to admit of being refuted ; incontro-

vertibly, indisputably.
1626 JACKSON Creed vni. xxiv. a The argument or

demonstration Is . . most irrefragably prest home to this

purpose by our apostle. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 176
P 6 Even when he can irrefragably refute all objections. 1850
CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. iv. 25 This demand is irrefra-

gably just, is growing urgent too. 188$ L^ool Daily Post

2-j Alar. 4/6 Words in which the Premier irrefragably lays
down the principle by which the new Convention is justified.

2. So as not to admit of being broken; inviolably;

irresistibly. Now rare.

1593 R. HARVEY Philad.^ I cannot tell what historic may
stand irrefragably by this determination. 1646 SIR J.
TEMPLE Irish Rebell. 10 The malignant impressions of

irreligion and barbarisme .. had irrefragalily stiffned their

necks. 1647 Case Kingd. 15 All men must be irrefragably

subject to their pleasure. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv.

152 By custom irrefragably preserved at all times.

t Irre-fragate, a. Obs. rare. [f. IB- 2 + L.

refragatus, pa. pple. of refragdri: see IRREFRAG-

ABLE.] Uncontested, undisputed.
a iS9 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 97 The

palpable proofs

they had by the cluster of grapes and other things which

they brought from thence were irrefragate witness.

Irrefrangible (W&wndgibH), a. [f. In- 2 +
REFRANGIBLE (an irreg. formation for refringible,
after refraction}^
1. That cannot or must not be broken or violated ;

inviolable.

c 1719 Lett. fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 183 Nothing . . sig-

nalizes our Integrity so much as a strict and irrefrangible
Adhesion to our Friend. 1853 Miss MULOCK Agatha's
Husb. *x. II. 290 An irrefrangible law of country etiquette

of a bride's going to church for the first time, ceremoni-

ously, in bridal dress.

2. Optics. Not refrangible ; incapable of being
refracted.

Mod. The ROntgen rays are irrefrangible.

Hence Irrefra-ngibly adv., so as not to be

broken ; fixedly, inviolably.
1885 H, CONWAY Family Affair iii, They knew, .that the

dragons were welded to their vases more irrefrangibly than
Prometheus to his rock.

t Irrefrenable, -freynable, a. Obs. rare.



IBBEFBENABY.

[a. obs. F. irrefrjnable (15-1 6th c. in Godef.), f.

ir- (IB-
2
) + refr{ner, ad. L. refrenare to curb : see

next. (In spelling accommodated to refreyne, RE-
FRAIN w.)] That cannot be '

refrained
'

or held in
check.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 45 To know how they
bothe were irrefreynable, Marke how they fell out, and
how they fell in.

t Irrefre-nary, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. IK- 2 +
L. refrenare to bridle, curb

(f. re- back + frenare
to bridle) + -ABY.] =

prec.
1658 WILLSEORD Secrets Nat. 196 Angry Clouds, as if

bestri'd by Furies hurried along by irrefrenary Tempests !

t Irrefri-ngible, a. Obs.
[f. IR. 2 + L. re .

fringere to break up, check, etc., f. re- back +
frangere to break.] That cannot or may not be
broken down or demolished.
1596 EsLLSurv. Popery \. i. ii. 3 My just and irrefringible

probations.

Irrefusable (irtfia-zab'l), a. rare. [In-
2
.]

That cannot be refused.
1880 RUSKIN Fathers Have Told Us i. i. 25 The barbarian

enemy sends embassy with irrefusable offers of submission
and peace.

Irrefutability, [f. next : see -ITY.] The
quality of being irrefutable.

1864 Daily Tel. 7 June, The irrefutability of their conclu-
sions. 1885 Century Mag. XXXI. 178 On the irrefutability
of which he had privately prided himself.

Irrefutable (ir/fi/rtab'L, ire-fizrtab'l), a. [ad.
L. irrefutabil-is, f. ir- (IB- 2) + refutabilis, f. re-

futare to REPUTE. So mod.F. irrefutable. The
'\

pronunciations refutable, irrefu-table, in most
Diets, from Bailey and Johnson, show that the
words were referred to the Eng. refute rather than
L. refutare.'] That cannot be refuted or disproved;
incontrovertible, irrefragable.
1620 BP. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy iii. 12 Heare that ir-

refutable discourse of Cardinal! Caietan. 1635 H. MORE
App. Antid. (1662) 190 Though our Argumentations for an
Immaterial Soul in the Body of man be solid and irrefut-
able. 1826 SOUTHEY Vind. Eccl. Angl. 50 Our unrefuted
and irrefutable apologist. 1886 J. E. C. WELLDON tr. Aris-
totle's Rhet. 18 When we suppose the statement we make
to be irrefutable.

Irrefutably (see prec.), adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]
j

In an irrefutable manner
;
so as to be incapable of

being refuted
; incontrovertibly.

1681 H. MORE Expos. Dan. Pref. 81 It is irrefutably proved
by able writers, a 1807 WALKER Key to Classicks 13 (Jod.)
This opinion has been irrefutably maintained by Mr. Foster.

1883 Standard 31 Aug. 5/1 A statement so manifestly and
irrefutably true.

Irregenerate (irfdje-nerA), a. rare. [In-
2
.]

Not regenerate ; unregenerate.
1657 W. MORICE Coena quasi Koirij Def. v. 54 Irregenerate

men admitted to the Sacraments enjoy no proper priviledges I

of the godly. 1673 O. WALKER, etc. Paraplir. Paul 69
Carnal absolutely none are called but the irregenerate.
1720 T. BOSTON Fourf. State title-p., Entire Depravation ;

Subsisting in The Irregenerate. 1892 A. B. BRUCE Moral
Order ofWorld viii. 375 There is something of the kind even
in irregenerate man.
Hence f Irrege-neracy, f Irretfenera'tion, un-

regenerate state.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evany. T. l. 76 This taint and irre-
i

generacyofournature. ai654BiNNlNG-SVr;. xvi. Wks.(i735)
434 Thinking it sufficient to have so much Honesty and Grace,
as . . may put you over the black Line of Ir-regeneration.
1657 F- Rous in Z. Boyd Zion's Floivers (1855) App. 19/1 His
free grace. . took me up lying in the blood of irregeneration.

t Irre'gulacy. Obs. rare. [f. laREGULATEa.:
see -ACY 3.] Irregularity, disorder.

1643 T. COLEMAN Hopes Deferred 13 He even inforced
himselfe to pray, and that with some irregulacy, when the
battels were to joyne.

Irregular (ire-gila.i),<z. and rf. Forms: 4-5
irregulere, (4 -eer, inreguler), 4-7 irreguler,

(6 irriguler, 7 irregualler), 6- irregular. [ME.
a. OF. irreguler (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad.

j

med.L. irregular-is, f. ir- (lB--) + L. regularis:
see REGULAR.]
A. adj. Not regular. I. General senses.

1. Of things : Not in conformity with rule or

principle ; contrary to rule
; disorderly in action

or conduct
; not in accordance with what is usual

or normal
; anomalous, abnormal.

1483 Cath. Angl. 198/2 Irregulere, irregularis. 1623
COCKF.RAM, Irregular, contrary to rule. 1674 PLAYFORD
Skill Mus. in. 22 If the Bass and Treble do rise together in

thirds, then the first Note of the Treble is regular with the
other Part, but the second of it is irregular. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. S, F. xix. II. 148 He. .repelled with skill and firmness i

the efforts of their irregular valour. 1800 Med. Jrnl. V. 27
What proportion the irregular cases may bear to the regular
is not yet known. 1830 BAYNES Analytic 12 Unnatural,
indirect, or irregular predication [with the old logicians]
was . . that . . in which the species was predicated of the
genus, the subject of its attribute, and, in general, the
extensive part of its whole. 1894 Law Times Rep. LXXI.
9/2 The order is altogether irregular, and should be dis-

charged.
b. Not in accordance with, or not subjected to,

moral law or principle ; unregulated ; morally dis-

orderly. ? Obs. (or merged in general sense).
i6o8D. T. Ess. Pol. ff Mor. 44 Subject to the commaunde

of such irregular and confused Passions. 1617 MORYSON
VOL. V.

489

ttin. n. 63 He hoped shortly to give law to their irregular

j-j
ur

f'
*746~7 HERVEV Medit. (1818) 263 May everysordid desire wear away, and every irregular appetite be

gradually lost._ 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 159 His appe-
tite the more inflamed by irregular enjoyment. 1804 WIENNANT fnd. Recreat. led. 2) I. 97 With irreligious
principles, irregular conduct is intimately connected.
2. Of persons: Not conforming or obedient to

rule, law, or moral principle ; lawless, disorderly.

,

'395 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 92 Thei [monks] moun not
lawfulli werre for thanne thei shulden been irreguler hi
Goddis laweand mannis. 1508 KKNHHHB/&/MW. Dunbar
36_ Ignorant elf, aip, owll irregular. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IY,
V// 40

c-
lrregular and wilde Glendower. 1606 WARNERAW. hng. xiv. Ixxxv. (1612) 352 So much the more, though

lesse secure, men Hue irreguler. 1649 Petit. City Oxford in
Def. R,gkts Unm. Oxf. (1690) 5 In case the City punisheth
any irregular freeman for misdemeanour. 1752 YOUNG
Brothers i. i, O, that's the jealous elder brother ; Irregular
in manners, as in form.
3. Not of regular or symmetrical form

; unevenly
shaped or placed ; disorderly in form or arrange-
ment.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witclicr. xm. xix. (1886) 258 Di-
verse sorts of glasses ; . . the round, the cornerd, . . the
regular, the irregular, the coloured and cleare glasses. 1607DEKKER A'nt.'s Conjur. (1842) 15 The most perfect circles
of it drawne so irregualler awrye. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 105
If curve, whether regular or irregular. 1718 LADY M. W
MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Bristol 10 Apr., It is a. .palace of
prodigious extent, but very irregular. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl.
(ed. 2) 57 A parish .. of an irregular form. 1839 DICKENS
hick.. Nick, xiv, Two irregular rows of tall meagre houses.
I843 JAMES Forest Days i, The surface was irregular.
4. In reference to time or motion : Unequal or

uneven in continuance, occurrence, or succession
;

occurring at variously unequal rates or intervals.
Hence of an agent : Doing something at irregular
intervals or times

; as an irregular attendant, etc.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. S, Mor. 125 Every thing is presently

brought to a most irregular, and confused motion. 1600
CHAPMAN Descr. Fever in Farr .S

1

. P. Jas. I (1848) 25"
Languor-chill trembling, fits irregulare. 1694 F. BRAGGE
Disc. Parables ix. 311 When a child would catch a grass-
hopper, its motions are so irregular, that he finds it very
difficult at all to come near it.

1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom.
Forest i, Her breathing was short and irregular. 1867LADY HERBERT Cradle L. iii. 93 The most curious thing
about this fountain is the irregular flow of the water. 1869
PHILLIPS Vesm>. v. 145 At irregular intervals a different
kind of cloud rises.

II. Technical senses.

5. Eccl. (chiefly R. C. Ck.) Not in conformity
with the rule of the Church or of some ecclesiastical

order; disqualified for ordination, or for exercise
of clerical functions. (The earliest sense in Eng.,
repr. eccl. L. irregularis, Thomas Aquinas.)
c 1380 WVCLIF ins. (1880) 242 pou} he be. .a fals suerere,

a man-quellere & inreguler. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 708Yet is it to hym a deedly synne, and if he be ordred, he is

irreguleer [v.rr. -ler(e]. 1529 RASTELL Pastyme, Hist.
Pap. (1811) 50 That who so ever were a morderar shuld be
irriguler, and unable to receyve holy orders. 1655 SIR E
NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden) II. 164 The Cardinal! of
Rets, .has gotten a declaration from the Pope, to make all
those Priests irregular who have bene lately ordained here
in his diocese without his consent. 1883 Catholic Diet.
ted. 3) 885 Lunatics, etc. are irregular, so are persons with-
out sufficient knowledge.
6. Gram. Of a word or part of speech : Inflected

not according to the normal or usual method. Also
said of an inflexion so formed.
1611 COTGR. Fr. Diet. Brief Direct, s The Anomala or

irregular Verbes of the first Coniugation. Ibid., Martin
Caucius . . doth further obserue, that the word doint is an
irregular third person from the Verbe Donner. 1669 MILTON
Accedence commenced Gram. Wks. (1847) 463 Verbs of the
third conjugation irregular in some Tenses of the Active
Voice. 1762 LOWTH Introd. Eng. Gram. (1838) 77 The
Irregular Verbs in English are all Monosyllables, unless
compounded. 1874 GRECE tr. Matzner's Eng. Gram. I.
226 A few irregular plural forms are remnants of the strong
declension ofthe Anglosaxon. 1899 MORFILL Gram. Bonem.
Lang. 19 Thefollowing comparatives are altogether irregular.

7. Bot. and Zool. a. Varying from the form usual
in the genus or other group ; abnormal, b. Not .

having a definite, symmetrical, or uniform shape
or arrangement; spec, of a flower, Having the
members of the same cycle (esp. the petals) unlike
in form or size.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. iii. 34 One general division
of flowers is into regular and irregular. 1826 KIRBY & Sp.
Entomol. IV. 322 Antenna? . . Figure and Size . . Irregular.
1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 87 Shell irregular, always
inequivalve. 1857 HENFREY F.lem. Bot. n. 435 Order
XXXIX. Polygalacea; . . Herbs or shrubs with irregular
hypogynous flowers.

8. Mil. Of troops : Not belonging to the regular \

or established army organization ; not in regular
service

;
not forming an organized military body.

1856 J. W. KAYE Life Sir J. Malcolm I. xiii. 362 The
great work of reducing the irregular troops was to be

:gular troops so formidable as mounted riflemen. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Conq. I. v. 340 The Danes . . put the
irregular English levies to flight. 1896 T. F. TOUT Edio. I,
iv. 74 His early defeats by the light-armed and nimble
Welsh footmen taught him the value of a dexterous and
daring irregular infantry.
9. Comb., as irregular-shaped.
1762 R. GUY Pracl Obs. Cancers 159 The Tumour was I

IBBEGULABITY.
.. a perfect, irregular-shaped Schirrus. 1877 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines f, Mining 424 The separation of irregular-
.'haped grains.
B. sb.

1. Gram. A word having irregular inflexion
;

an irregular noun, verb, etc. (see A. 6). rare.
1611 COTGR. Fr. Diet. Brief Direct. 3 Words ending in /.

change I into ux ;. .except these irregulars, .ail, ycux\etc.].
Ibid. 5 The irregulars of the second Coniugation.
2. One not belonging to the regular body; an

agent of any kind who does something irregularly ;

one not of the '

regular' clergy; an irregular prac-
titioner, attendant, etc.

1613 W SCLATER Exp. 2 Thfss. (1630) 545 The bare
opinion of some Ministers, to whom our irregulars haue
inclosed sincerity. 1620 Bp. HALL Hon. Mar. Clergy xi. 314The secular Prebendaries of Waltham, were first turned out
to give way to their Irregulars. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 99The multitude of

practitioners scattered over this country,
are comprehended in two classes '.regulars and irregulars.
1893 L hicagoA d-vance 13 Apr., To ask them [regular hearers]
to abide at home that the irregulars may find sittings.

b. Mil. A soldier not of the regular army ;

almost always in//. = irregular troops (see A. 8).
VMjGextl. Mag. 315 Before six their irregulars .. were

skirmishing with our advanced Hussars and Lycanians.
1736 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 374 With this small
company of irregulars . . we set out. 1867 BAKER Nile
Tribut. xi. (1872) 189 Large bodies of Egyptian irregulars
threatened Mefc Nimmur's country.

Irre-gularist. nonce-wd.
[f. prec. + -IST.] One

who adheres to an irregular course or proceeding.
1846 WORCESTER cites BAXTER.

Irregularity (iregiloe-riti). [a. F. irregu-
larite. (\ifti c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. irre-

gularitas (Aquinas Summit Theol. 1-2.20.5.4),
f. irregtilari-s \ see -ITY.] The quality or slate
of being irregular; something that is irregular.
(First used in the ecclesiastical sense I c.)
1. Want of conformity to rule

; deviation from
or violation of a rule, law, or principle ; disoider-
liness in action

;
deviation from what is usual or

normal ; abnormality, anomalousness.
1598 FI.ORIO, Irregolarita, irregularitie. 1616 BULIOKAR

Irregidaritie, a going out of right rule, etc. 1651 HOBBF.S
Lei'iath. n. xxix. 172 To what Disease . . I may exactly
compare this irregularity of a Common-wealth. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zoolowia 267 Such is the irregularity of Custome, it

doth not extoll things because worthy, but thinks them
worthy, because they are extolled. 1734 tr. Rollin's Am.
Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 8 A holiness that will not allow of the

...... *i>\- nuiu tiicgumllly BCllLllIlems OI UlSapprO DatlOn
have, from the earliest time of life, stood associated. 1870
Miss BRIDGMAN R . Lynne I. vii. 98 Selwyn was regular only
in irregularity. 1882 Med. Temp. Jml. No. 52. 168 Great
irregularity of living, during which he drank constantly large
quantities of whisky.

b. (with an and //.) An instance of this
;

a
breach of rule or principle; an irregular, lawless,
or disorderly act.

148301^. Angl. 198/2 An irregularite, irregnlaritas. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 28 A deformitie, irregularitie,
and unlawfulnesse in our natural! condition. 1688 LUTTKELL
Brief Rel. (1857) I. 487 Some of them committed some
irregularities at Gravesend. 1755 JOHNSON Pref. Diet. T 6,
I found it necessary to distinguish those irregularities thatvunu h uwvomuj i\j ui.-iiinguiMi inubc i rregmarines mat

5 inherent in our tongue, and perhaps coeval with it, from
lers which the ignorance or negligence of later writers

are i_

others which the igiiui .mv.t. ui ucgugcnuc ui laicr writers
has produced. 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I.

150 In a rude age . . crimes and irregularities are more
frequent. 1840 MACAULAY Ess., Ranke (1865) II. 137/2 An
easy well-bred man of the world, who knew how to make
allowance for the little irregularities of people of fashion.
a 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 444 To generalize such
irregularities, or in other words to show that they are not
irregularities at all.

c. Eccl. (chiefly R. C. Ch.} Infraction of the
rules as to entrance into or exercise of holy orders

;

an impediment or disqualification by which a

person is debarred from ordination, discharge of
clerical functions, or ecclesiastical advancement.
(The earliest sense in Eng.)

vi. 181 Of symony, of irregularyte, of sacrylege, of the euyll
dyspendynge of the patrymony_ of Ihesu cryst. 1590 SWIN-
BURNE Testaments 56 Apostasie of irregularity is, when he
that hath entred into the ministery and taken holy orders,
forsaketh his spiritual! profession. 1608 WILLET Hexapla
Exod. 773 The Romanists obseruation . . of irregularitie . .

that allow none to be admitted to orders which haue bin

, ^ 3} 885 Irregularity
is defined as a 'canonical impediment, which prevents a

prevails among canonists and theologians, viz. into such as
proceed from defect (ex defectuj,

and from crime (ex delicto)
. . is a convenient one, but it is not strictly scientific. In
reality irregularity is always

' ex defectu '.

2. Want of regularity, symmetry, evenness, or
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IRREGULARLY.

uniformity, in shape, arrangement, succession, etc. ;

inequality of form, position, rate, etc. occurring

without any order ; spec, in Sol. (see IBBEGCLAB

1646 SIR T. BROWNK Fault. Ef. vn. xiii. 365 Sometimes it

obKTved not that certaine course. Andthis irregularity, .to-

gether with its unruly and tumultuous motion might afford a

beginning unto the common opinion. 1665 HOOKE Micngr.

3 The irregularity of the Type or Ingraving. 1774 GOLDSM.

Nat. Hitt. (1776) 1 . 173 The waves roll against land with great

weight and irregularity. 1853 RUSKIN Slontt l-'tn. II. vl,

The tendency to the adoption of Gothic types being always
fir>t shown by greater irregularity and richer variation in

the Ibrmi of the architecture it is about to supersede. 1853

Sin H. DouiiLAS Milit. Bridets (ed. 3) 141 The irregularity

of Ihe ground on the left bank would have occasioned many
delay!.. ittTyCassttft Teckn. Edc, VII. 34/3 The irregularity
in the thickness of some seams. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bat. vi.

fi 4. 319 Irregularity is one of the commonest modifications

of the flower : it is never censpicuous except in blossoms

visited by insects and generally fertilized by their aid.

b. (with an and//.) An instance of this; esp. a

part not uniform or symmetrical with the rest, as

an unevenness of surface, etc,

1665 HOOKE Micngr. 91 The bigger they were magnify'd,
the more irregularities appear'd in them. 1703 MOXON
Meek. Exerc. 21 File down all the Irregularities the Cold-

Chissel made on the Edges of your Work. 1861 GEO. ELIOT

Silnt M. i, Marner, pausing to adjust an irregularity in his

thread. 1879 Casseifs Techn. ,tuc. IV. 95/1 The physical

irregularities of the terrain.

Irregularly (ire-girflaili), adv. [f. IRREGULAR
+ -LY 2J In an irregular manner.

L In a way not according to rule ;
with deviation

from or violation of rule ; lawlessly ; anomalously,

abnormally.
1591 PERUVALL SJ. Diet., Irrcgularmente, irregularly,

without rule. 1675 Essex Paptrs (Camden) 1. 300 There
were 8 Aldermen & y> Recorder most violently &
irregularly thrust out of their places. 1764 GOLDSM. Trftv.

326 With daring aims
irregularly great. 1885 Law AV/.

29 Chanc. Div. 827 He considered. .that the order had been

irregularly made.

2. Without regularity, symmetry, or uniformity ;

without order of arrangement, formation, motion,
succession, etc. ; unevenly ; in disorder.

1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars i. ixxxiv, Like to a riuer that . .

breakes his owne bed, Destroies his bounds and ouer-runs by
force The neighbour fields irregularly spread. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. 36 The contraction is performed very unequally
and irregularly. 1769 ROBERTSON Ckas. IS, xi. (1796) HI.
262 The soldiers in garrison being paid irregularly. 1776
PENNANT Zool. III. 296 (Jod.) Marked with large, distinct,

irregularly shaped spots of black. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) IV. 252 Irregularly serrated at the edges.

1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. ii. 19 In some countries
ram comes very irregularly and uncertainly. 1881 JOWETT
Thucyd. I. 167 The islands .. lying irregularly and not one
behind the other.

t Irre'gnlarness. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -MESS.]

= IHKEGULARITY.
1609 DOULAND Ornith. AHcrol. a? Now this irregularnesse

of Songs . . comes sometime by licence, sometime by the

negligence of the Cantors. 1673 JANKWAY Heaven on E.

(1847) 75 We cannot discern our own crookedness and
irregularness.

t Irre-gularship. Oh. rare- 1
, [f. as prec.

+ -SHIP.] IRREGULARITY.
1575 T. ROGERS Sec. Coming Christ 31/1 If they haue

filreadye
contracted Matrimonie, without any respect of

irregufarship they must be seperated.

t Irre'gulate, a. (s/>.) Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

irrcgulal-u!, It. imgolato unregulated : see IB- 2
.]

Unregulated ; irregular, disorderly.
1579 FENTON Guicciard. vii. (1599) 280 So irregulate is a

commonaltie or multitude once drawne into mutinie. 1600
W. WATSOM Dccacordon (1602) 129, I imagine thou art an

Irregulate Priest. 1650 EARL MONMOUTH tr. Renault's Man
become Guilty 160 Though this irregulate love be both his
fault and his punishment.

\ B. sb. An irregular person : see IRREGULAR
a. 5. Obs.
1600 W.WATSON Dicacordim (1602) 115 [The] enabling of

such irregulates and defectiues to aduancement in the
Church and common wealth.

t Irre'gnlate, v. Obs. ff. prec., or f. IB- 2 +
REGULATE v., after irregular.'] trans. To render

irregular ; to disorder.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 81 All these things ..

irregulate the partie that hath them, and makes him in*

capable of priesthood. i6>8 EARLE Microcosm., Sctpticke
(Arb.) 67 It do's only distract and irregulate him and the
world by him. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pstud. Kp. vii. xvii. 377
Ils fluctuations are but motions subservient, which winds,
stormcs, shoares, shelves, and every interjacency irregulates.

Irre gulated, a. rare.
[f.

IB- 2 + regulated,
pa. pple. of REGULATE v.] Unregulated.
1660 N. INGBLO Btnlivolio * Urania (1682) II. 17 By

reason of an irregulated heat, they venture upon such rash
Actions. 1831 LVTTON Godolph. xxxiv, There was nothing
unfeminine or suHen in I.ucilla's irregulated moods.

Irregula'tion. rare.
[f.

IB- 2 + REGULATION.]
ant of regulation ; irregular action or condition..

01897 H. DRIIMMOND Ideal Life 79 It is .. a disorderly
succession of religious impulses, an irregulation of conduct,now on this principle, now on that.

tlrre-gnlons, a. Obs. rare-\ [f. IB- 2 +
I., rfgula rule + -ops.] Characterized by absence
or disregard of rule

; unruly, disorderly, lawless.
lilt SHAHS. Crmt. iv. ii. 315 Thou Conspir'd with that

Irreguloui diuell Cloten, Halh heere cut off my Lord.

490

tlrre.i'terable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. IB- 2 +

L. reilera-rt to REITEBATE + -BLE.] That cannot

be reiterated or repeated.
1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Het. vii. 27 note, His death, .the only

oblation that is by the Apostle declared to bee irreiterable

in it selfe.

tlrreje'cta'ble, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [IB-

2
.]

That cannot be rejected.
1648 BOYLE Serapk. Loi'e xvii. (1700) 105 The former

[Calvinists] affirming grace to be irresistibly presented ; the

latter [Arminiansj, though they deny it to be irrejectable

yet [etc.].

t Irrela-psable, a. Obs. ran. IR- 2
.] Not

liable to relapse.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. x. v. 503 When he has got to

that irrelapsable condition of those whose Souls are . .

perfected in Faith and Holiness.

Irrelate (irtl^-t), a. rare. ff. IB- 2 + RELATE

///. a., L. relal-us, pa. pple. oireferre to bring
back, to refer.] Not related, unrelated.

1845 DE QUINCEY Svspirici Wks. 1800 XIII. 347 Tho
fleeting accidents of a man's life, and its external shows,
may indeed be irrelate and incongruous. 1845 Words-
worth's Poetry Wks. 1857 VI. 259 A connection between
objects hitherto regarded as irrelate and independent. 1863
F. HALL Ke/ut. Hindu Philos. Syst. 248 The faculty of
concealment . . is a power such that, by it, ignorance .. as it

were, covers Spirit, unlimited and irrelate to the world.

Irrela'ted, a. rare, [Is-
2
.] =prec.

1886 Mind Jan. 3 The only reals for him [Hume] were
certain irrelated sensations.

Irrelation (irrU'-Jan). [Is-2.] Absence of

relation, want of connexion.
1848 DE QUINCEY Goldsmith Wks. 1890 IV. 310 The in-

stinct of contempt, .towards literature was supported by the
irrelation of literature to the state. 1853 Aulobiag.
Sk. Wks, 1857 I. 187 The utter irrelation, in both cases, of
the audience to the scene . . threw upon each a ridicule not
to be effaced. 1873 H. SPENCER Study Social, xv. (ed. 6)

363 The irrelation between such causes and such effects.

Irrelative (ire-lativ) ,
a. (sb.) [f. IB- 2 + RELA-

TIVE. Cf. F. irrelatif (Littre).] Not relative;
without relations to each other, or to something
else; unrelated, unconnected; hence, in Metaph.,
having no relations, absolute.

1640 Up. REYNOLDS Passions x!. 526 Continuance is alto-

gether Extrinsicall and Irrelative in respect of White. 1666
BOYLE Orig. Formes 4- Qua/. (1667) 28 It seems evident,
that they [colours, odours, etc.] have an absolute Being irre-

lative to Us. 1849-52 OWEN in Todd's Cycl, Anat. IV. 881/2
This endless succession and decadence of the Teeth . . illus-

trate the law of Vegetative or Irrelative Repetition. i86a
F. HALL Refut. Hindu Philos. Syst. 230 The cognition
which is given out as a constituent of Brahma, is irrelative
to objects. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. l. iv. 8 26 (1875)
89 The Relative 13 itself conceivable as such, only by
opposition to the Irrelative or Absolute.

b. Having no relation to or bearing on the
matter in hand

; irrelevant.

1649 G. DANIKL Trinarch., Hen. I', cxxxi, Lyllies Spin

1849 THACKFRAY Pettdcnnis xxi, The widow's answer was
made up of a great number of incoherent ejaculations,
embraces, and other irrelative matter.

C. Mus. (See quot.)
1811 BUSHY Diet. Mus. (ed, 3\ Irrelative, a term applied

to any two chords which do not contain some sound common
to both.

B. sb. Metaph. Something that has no relation.
a 1856 SIR W. HAMILTON (Ogilvic), This same mental

nece_ssity is involved in the general inability we find of con-

struing positively to thought any irrelative.

Irrelatively (ire-lativli), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY^.] In an irrelative manner ; without relation
to some other thing or things. Const, to, of.
1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love iv. (1700) 24 Consider'd ab-

stractedly in itself and irrelatively to the rest. 1778 Char.
in Ann. Reg. 157 note, Whenever the word Sf.r is used
absolutely and irrelatively, it is always to be understood of
\.\xfemale. 1813 DE QUINCEY Language Wks. IX. 93 Style
has an absolute value . . irrelatively to the subject. 1864
PUSEY Lect. Daniel viii. 483 If asked irrelatively of any
context,

' what is the meaning of the words 1
'

Irrelativeness (ire-lativnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being irrelative
;
want of

relativity.
a 16*5 I. GOODWIN Filled w. the Spirit (1867) 29 A flat or

dead irrelativeness, in point of merit, in him to whom grace
is shewn or to be shewn, in reference unto him that is sup-
posed to shew grace. 1871 Athenxuin 4 Mar. 277 In this

spirit too we are not concerned about vagueness or irrelative-
ness

; we accept the volumes as a naturalist's miscellany.
l Irrele-nting, a. Obs. rare. [In-

2
.] Not

relenting, unrelenting.
1616 W. FORDE Serm. 40 O death, how irrelenting is thy

heart ! 1636 FITZ-CEFFRAY Holy Transport. Wks. (1881) 194
Behold the irrelenting slaier comes.

t Irrelo'ntlessly, adv. Obs. Used erroneously
for RELENTLESSLY.
1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Immed. Adtlr. 14 Hee that can diuert

or preuent a mischiefe, will not . . irrelentlesly see the deso-
lation of those, who are indeed . .the receiued ones of God.

Irrelevance (ire-1/Vans). [f. IRRELEVANT : see

ANCE.] The fact 6r quality of being irrelevant,
want of pertinence ; with an and //. an irrelevant

remark, circumstance, etc.

1847 ' Hl'NT Men, Women, ft IS. III. xii. 357 All her wit '.

i healthy : all its image* entire and applicable throughout |

IRRELIGIOUS.

not palsy-stricken with irrelevance. 187* MINTO Eng,
Prose Lit. i. I. 64 A second irrelevance foisted in upon the
back of the first. 1873

*
F. TRAFFORD

'

(Mrs. Riddell) Earfs
Prom. II. 123,

'
I am going away', began Grace with ap-

parent irrelevance.

Irrelevancy (ire-1/Vansi). [f. as prec. : see

-ANCY.] =prec.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jndic. Evid. (1827) IV, 576 In

the following modes of collection, .the plague of irrelevancy
is in a manner unknown. 1833 LAMB Etta, Pop. Fallacies ix,
The utter and inextricable irrelevancy of the second [member
of the question]. 1876 MozLEY Cfcftr. Arm. {.(1877)7ToHM
the weapons of one of these societies against a sin or error in
the other society, is a total irrelevancy and misapplication.

Irrelevant (ire-1/Vant), a.
[f.

In-2 + RELE-
VANT : cf, OF. irrelevant legally inadmissible, not

helping to an issue. (A frequent blunder is irreva-

lent.)} Not relevant or pertinent to the case
;
not

to the purpose ; that does not apply : said orig. of

evidence or arguments.
fallacy of the irrelevant conclusion Ignoratio clcnchi:

see IGNORATION 3.

1786 BURKE IV. Hastings Wks. XI. 455 All or most ofwhich
[depositions] were of an irregular and irrelevant nature, and
not fit or decent to be taken by a British magistrate. 1789
BELSHAM Ess. II. xl. 505 They are manifestly irrevalent, and
totally foreign to the. .argument. 1799 MRS. J. WEST Tale
of Times 1. 152 The above observation, .is. .irrelevant to the
case before us. 1823 LAMB Elia^ex. \\.Poor Relation^A Poor
Relation . . is the most irrelevant thing in nature. 1838 THIRL-
WALL Greece xxxii. IV. 239 He enters into a history of his

early life, which . . is wholly irrelevant to the proper question.
1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith ii. 79 No accumulation of
facts can establish an irrelevant conclusion. 1883 Law
Rep. ii Queen's Bench Div. 595 The words complained of
..were irrelevant to the proceedings before the police court.

Hence Irrelevantly adv. , in an irrelevant

manner, not to the purpose.
1818 in TODD. 1821 LAMB Elia Ser. I. A II Fools' Day, It

will come in most irrelevantly and impertinently seasonable
to the time of day. 1894 Chicago Advance 18 Jan.,

'

I sup-

pose Mr. Morrison has returned
'

t she remarked, rather

irrelevantly, as it seemed to Maud.

Irrelievable (irflrvabT, a. [IB- 2.] Not
relievable, that cannot be relieved.

1670 H. STUDBE Plus Ultra 67 Violent impressions.. upon
the membranes of the Stomach, which may introduce an
Irrelievable distemper in . . that part. 1797 F. HARGKAVE
Juridical Argts. I. 16 Gross as we must confess the case to

be, it is irrehevable. 1849 KINGSLEY Misc., N. Devon II.

266, I never think, on principle, of things so painful, and yet
so irrelievable.

Irreligiou (Wli'dgan), [a. F. irreligion (16-
i7thc. in Hatz.-Darm.), or immed. ad. L. irre-

Kgion-em (Apuleius), f. ir- (IR-
2
) + religion-em

RELIGION.]
1. Want of religion ; hostility to or disregard

of religious principles; irreligious conduct.

1598 FLORIO, Irrfligione, irreligion. 1613 PURCHAS Pil~

grimage (1614) 51 By Noahs Curse it may appeare, .. that
Cham was the first Author, after the Floud, of irreligion.

1659 Gcntl. Calling (1696) 138 To a Christian 'tis certain
the irreligion of fighting a Duel would be the most infamous
thing. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. n. 24 Nothing leads to
vice so surely as irreligion. 1875 TOWETT Plato (ed. a) V.
183 If laws are based upon religion, the greatest offence

against them must be irreligion.

t 2. A false or perverted religion. Obs.

150* WARNER Alb. Eng. vin. xliii. (1612) 208 Henrie the

Eight did happely Rome* Irreligion cease. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 78 Passing by his irreligion and Mahu-
metisme. 1655 E. TERRY Voy. E. India 345 Each [sect of

Hindoos] differing from others very much in opinion about
their irreligion.

Irrelrgionism. [f. prec. -f -IBM.] A system
of irreligion ; irreligious theory.
1843 Blackiv. Mag. LIV. 411 The immoral schools of

radicalism, irreligionism, and Anti-corn-Law Cobdenism.

Irreli'gionist. [f. as prec. + -IST.] One
who supports or practises irreligion ;

a professed

opponent of religion.
a 1779 WARBURTON in Kilvert Select. (1841) 367 The irre-

ligiomst, with the malice to embarrass, and the religionist,
with the vanity of doing what no one was able to do Ijefore,

has been always forward in writing upon this subject. 1877
Recoil. S. Buck iii. 118 Those only who were confirmed

irreligion ists. 1880 Sat. Rev. 26 June 820/1 Any class of

religionists, or irreligion ists if the term may be allowed
who had specially outraged the national sentiment and thus
incurred popular odium.

Irreli'gionize, v. nonce-ivd. [f.
as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To turn to irreligion, make irreligious.

185^ S. WILBERFORCE Let. in Life II. 261 Romanizing a

few, irreligionizing a multitude.

t Irreligio'sity. Obs. [ad. late L. irreligiosi-

tds (Tert.), n. of quality f. irreligiosus IRRE-

LIGIOUS. Cf. OF. irreUgiemet$ (Godef.), F. irrt-

ligiositt) It. irreligiosith] The quality of being
irreligious; irreligiousness ; irreligious conduct.

138* WVCLIF i Esdras \. 52 The whiche [God] vnto wrathe
is stirid vp on his folc, for ther irreligiosite [Vulg. propttr
irreligiositatetk}. 1588 A.U.EN Admontt. 14 A thmge..that
aboue all other kindes of irreligiosity most deservethe and
sonest procurethe Gods vengeance. i6 T. JAMES Jesuit's

Downf. 31 There is not a lesuit in all England, but hath
a smacke of impietie, irreligiositie .. and Machiavillian
Atheisme.

Irreligious (ir/li-dgas), a. [ad. L. irretigiSstts,

f. ir- (!R-") + religiosus RELIGIOUS. Cf. F. rr/-

ttgitux (i5-i6th c. in Godef.



IRRELIGIOUSLY.

1. Not religious ;
hostile to or without regard for

religion ; ungodly ; godless, a. Of persons, their

actions, etc.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's fttst. H. 112 In all ages that ir-

religious affectation of religion . . hath shewed and yet doth
shew forth itself. 1363 GOLDING Cssar 158 It seldome or
neuer chaunceth, that any man is so irreligious that he dareth
. . hide any thyng that is so taken. 1659 D. PELL Impr.
Sea 90 Their vain, idle, irreligious, soul-damning, deboyst,
and ungodly lives. 1671 MILTON Samson 860 An irre-

ligious Dishonourer of Dagon. 1713 BERKELEY Guardian.
No. 70 ii Irreligious men, whose short prospects are filled
with earth, and sense, and mortal life. 1836 H. ROGERS
y. Howe vii. (1863) 188 The irreligious monarch . . slept
during the greater part of the sermon. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola Proem, Learned personages . . maintained that
Aristotle . . was a thoroughly irreligious philosopher. 1868
BROWNING Ring % Bk. x. 453 This is the man proves irre-

hgiousest Of all mankind.
b. transf. Of things: Showing a want of religion;

at variance with religious principles,
a 1704 T. BROWN Pleas. Epistle Wks. 1730 1. 109 Our posies

for rings are either immodest or irreligious. 1856 OLMSTED
Slave States 319 None of the irreligious falsities in stucco
and paint that so generally disenchant all expression of
worship in our city meeting-houses.
t 2. Believing in, practising, or pertaining to a

false religion. Obs.
ABP. S

rew . . v

popery. 1500 Oh*uw ^ **. ^i. v. ill. **J AUC IV<IH: ul till 1 r-

rehgious Moore. 1613 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe iv, Cypresse
may fade . .A herse 'mongst irreligious rites be ranged. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 193 Their Religion is austere (but
irreligious), .some adore a Cow, others a Snake, other-some
the Sunne.

Irreligiously (irfli-dsasli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2.] In an irreligious manner ; in a way
contrary to religion ; f in accordance with a false

religion (obs.\

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades (1592) 117 Outward honour
irreligiously exhibited to the true and verie God. c 1630
RISDON Sury. Devon 45 (1810) 51 There is a small market,
in former times irreligiously kept on the sabbath day.
1769 BLACKSTONE Contin. (1830) IV. iv. 52 If they keep any
inmate, thus irreligiously disposed, in their houses, they for-
feit io/. per month.

Irreligiousness (irfli'dsssnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being irreligious ; un-

godliness ; ) adherence to a false religion (o6s.).
1577 NORTHBROOKE >;' (1843) 92 Will God suffer them

nonpunished that, .handle. .God's diuine mysteries with
such vnreuerentnesse and irreligipusnesse ? 1643 LIGHTFOOT
Glean. Ex. (1648) 14 Changing his Idolatry, and irreligious-
nesse for the worship of the true God. 1692 LOCKE yd Let.
Toleration 391 (Seager) The ignorance or irreligiousness to
be found amongst conformists I lay not the blame of upon
conformity. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 26 He illustrates the

irreligiousness of men.

f Irre-lishable, a. Obs. rare~l
. [IR-

2
.] Not

relishable, unpalatable.
1608 DAY Law Trickes it. (1881) 33 More irrelishable

Then ore-dride Stock-fish.

Irrelu-etant, a. rare. [In- 2.] Not reluctant ;

willing.
1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 2 An irreluctant and

free assent to such truths as are the continual objects of our
senses. 1852 Tail's Mag. XIX. 664 The torrent-fountains
. .Whose irreluctant streams supply A quick relief to lowlier
woe.

t Irrema'rkable, a. Obs. rare~l
. Also 7 inr-.

[IK-
2

. Cf. F. irremarquable (Cotgr.).] Not
remarkable

; having no mark by which it may be

distinguished ; unremarkable.

1635 CAPT. Fox North West 189, 1 was in Latitude 61 d. 57 m.
and stood in close to this inremarkeable shore, and so all the
land within this straight, may be called, for it is all shoring,
or descending from the highest mountaine to the Sea. [In
F. Smith Voy. Disc. (1748) I. 68, this Irremarkable Shore.]

Irremeable (ire'rm'iab'l, m'mz'iab'l), a. [ad.
L. irremeabil-is, f. ir- (In-

2
) + remeare to go back,

return, f. re- back + medre to go, pass : see -ABLE.

In OF. irremeable (Godef.). Cf. permeable.'] Ad-

mitting of no return; from, by, or through which
there is no return. Now only poet.

J$69 J- SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 145 The
countrie of the dead is irremeable. 1611 CORYAT Crudities

464, I was for the time in a kinde of irremeable labyrinth.

1697 DRYDEN SEneid\i. 575 The chief without delay Pass'd

on, and took th' irremeable way. 1713-20 POPE Iliad xix.

312 My three brave brothers, in one mournful day, AH trod
the dark irremeable way. 1767 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs.
Thrale 3 Oct., I perhaps shall not be easily persuaded .. to

venture myself on the irremeable road. 1768 HAWKESWORTH
tr. 7't!leiiiaque\u. (1784) 73 The irremeable waters of Styx
. . preclude for ever the return of hope. 1864 SWINBURNE
Alalanla 600 We shot after and sped Clear through the

irremeable Symplegades.
Hence Irre'meably adv., without possibility of

return.

1805 T. HARRAL Scenes ofLife II. 94 The time of remedy,
as well as of prevention, was now irremeably past.

Irremediable (irzmf-diab'l), a. [ad. L. irreme-

diabtt-is, f. ir- (In-
2
) + remediabilis REMEDIABLE :

cf. F. irremediable (1474 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not
remediable ; that does not admit of remedy, cure,
or correction ; incurable ; irreparable.
1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes Bivb, Vexed with

intestine warres . . to the irremediable ruine and desolacion

therof. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor, 99 Pure wine . .

491

if a man doe mingle it with the juice of the said hemlocke,
doth mightily enforce the poison thereof, and make it irre-

mediable. 1660 JER.^ TAYLOR Duct. Dubit. i. v, A person of
a desperate fortune, irremediable and irrecoverable. 1712
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to W. Montagu g Dec., I know
and foresee all the irremediable mischiefs. 1735 JOHNSON
tr. Lobo's Voy. Abyssinia Pref, The reader will here find
no regions cursed with irremediable barrenness or blest
with spontaneous fecundity. 1801 A. KANKEN Hist. France
I. ii. i. 182 In irremediable diseases, says CeEsar, . . men are
sacrificed as victims by the Gauls. 1865 PUSEY Truth Eng.
C/t. 62 The conquest of Constantinople . . made the schism
of the Greeks irremediable.

Hence Irreme'diablenesa, the quality of being
irremediable.
a 1614 DONNE Btaflaixxro? (1644) 117 Such faults as are

greatest, either in their owne nature, or in an irremediable-
nesse when they are done. 1798 MALTHUS Popul. in. ii.

(1806) II. 105 The irremediableness of marriage, as it is at

present constituted, undoubtedly deters many from entering
into this state.

Irremediably (inW-diabli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.] In an irremediable manner or degree;
so as not to admit of remedy, cure, or correction.

1624 DONNE Devotions, etc. 565 A relapse proceeds with a
more violent dispatch, and more irremediably, because it

finds the country weakned. 1755 YOUNG Centaur i. Wks.
1757 IV. 114 Thus they . . are deplorably gay, till they are

irremediably undone. 1841 EMERSON Conservative Wks.
(Bohn) II. 272 Is it so irremediably bad?

t Irrermediless, a. Obs. Used erroneously for

REMEDILESS.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon^ (1602) 230 The most dan-

gerous, infectious, and. .irremedilesse poyson. 1630 STRAP-
FORD in Browning Life (1891) 70 It is irremediless, and
therefore must be yielden unto. 1665 EVELYN Mem. (1857)
III. 150 Upon these irremediless assaults. 1675 BROOKS Gold.

Key Wks. 1867 V. 108 This despair is. .an effect occasioned
by the sinner's view of his irremediless, woeful condition.

I Irreme-dious, a. Obs. rare~. [f. In-2 +
L. remedium REMEDY + -ous.] Without remedy.
Hence -j" Irreme'diously adv.

1659 HEYLIN^ Certamen Epist. 268 Jeroboham . . thereby
plagued them irremediously . . into the heavy anger and dis-

pleasure of the Lord their God.

Irreme'mberable, a. rare. [In-
2
.] That

cannot be remembered.
1830 W. TAYLOR Germ. Poetry I. 179 The same hero is

repeatedly, .abandoned, and returned to, with confusing
and irrememberable alternation.

Irremissible (ir/mi-sib'l), a. Also 6 inre-,
7-9 erron. irremissable. [a. F. irrlmissible (1234
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. irremissibil-is, f. ir- (In-2)
+ remissibilis REMISSIBLE.] Not remissible

; for

or of which there is no remission.

a. That cannot be forgiven ; unpardonable.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) ii. Ii. (1859) 54 He is entatched

with synne irremyssyble. 1502 Ord, Crysten Men (W. de
W. 1506) it. v. 103 These ,vi. tnaner of synnes beforesayd be
sayd inremyssyble. 1543 BECON tfay Year's Gift in Early
IVks* (Parker Soc.) 330 Only the sin against the Holy
Ghost.. is irremissible and never forgiven, a 1656 HALES
Tracts (1677) 21 Many would conclude there is a sin for
which we may not pray; first, because it is irremissable.

^1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) III. i. 19 Those,
who, two years ago, lay under the irremissible crime ofbeing
Tories. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl. Hist. xix. (1845) 406 The
heavier and more atrocious sins, such as apostasy, murder,
and adultery, were considered, .to be irremissible.

b. That cannot be remitted as an obligation or

duty ; unalterably obligatory or binding.
1631 R. BYFIELD Doctr. Sabb. 32 Sanctification . . indis-

?ensable,
irremissable to any man. 1728 MORGAN Algiers

I. iv. 286 The kings of Tunis shall pay to the kings of

Spain an irremissible annual Tribute of six Horses and
twelve Falcons. 1838 New Monthfy Mag. LIV. 167 The
Mufti reminded the young prince of this irremissible cere-

mony, which the Dey himself never presumed to violate.

1892 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 204 Their irremissible duties to
their own countrymen.
Hence IrremissiM'lity, Irremi'ssibleness,

the quality or condition of being irremissible
;

unpardonableness.
1612-15 Bp. HALL Contempt^ N. T. m. iii, That dreadful

sentence of the irremissiblenesse of that sinne unto death.

1710 Brit. Apollo II. Quarterly No. 2. 8/2 The Irremissible-
ness of Sins after Baptism, 1847 LD. LINDSAY Chr. A rt I. 30
The frequent practice of postponing baptism to manhood,
from belief in the plenary remission of sins at baptism,
and the quasi irremissibility of sin after it. 1895 H. C. G.
MOULE Veni Creator 21 Some further light is thrown on
this irremissibility by the fact that the Gospel is seen in

Scripture as the final message of divine mercy.

Irremrssibly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In an

irremissible way ; without possibility of remission

or pardon.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) "n. 302 a/i So

many myserable soules ; whiche ben..soo yrremyssybly
loste and dampned. 1650 HOWELL Giraffes Rev. Naples
98 Whoever was found upon the streets should die irre-

missibly without mercy. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legat. I.

448 Punishment irremissibly pursued the Transgressor. 1824
SOUTHEY Bk. of C/t. (1841) 508 Eight heresies were made
punishable with death upon the first offence, unless the
offender abjured his errors, and irremissibly if he relapsed.

1892 Blactew. Mag. CLI. 432/2 That hour was known" to

have irremissably sounded.

f Irremrssion. Obs. rare l
. [In-

2
.] The

fact of not being remitted ; non-remission.
a 1631 DONNE Serin, xxxv. 347

'

It shall not be forgiven
'

;

It is not, it cannot be forgiven : It is an irremission, it is not
an irremissiblenesse.

IRBENITIBLE.

Irremi'SSive, a. rare. [IB- 2.] Characterized

by being without remission ; unremitting.
1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 149 This power, first put in

action by the will and understanding, and retained under
their

irremissiye, though gentle and unnoticed, control.

t Irremi'ttable, a. Obs. rare. [!R-
2
.] Not

capable of being remitted ;
= IRBEMISSIELE.

_ 1387 HOLINSHED Chron. I. Hist. Scot. 463/2 The first doth
mtreat of the sinne against the Holie-ghost, which they call

irremittable or vnto death. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. vi.

399 Against which irremittable sin, Seneca . . thus counsels us.

Irremovable (irftn-vab'l), a. (sb.) Also 6
mooueable, 6-9 -moveable. [In-2.]
1. Not removable; incapable of being removed

or displaced ; not subject to removal.

'598 J- DICKENSON Greene in Cone. (1878) 149 Left on her
bruised limmes for lasting monument the irremooueable
characters of his barbarous crueltie. 1598 YONG Diana 125,
I onely wish I may haue harbour and entertainment there,
where my irremooueable and infinite loue is so firmely
placed. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 25 Finding in it several
difficulties almost irremovable. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) I. 359 Let us consider from whence they [perplexities]
generally arise, and perhaps we shall find them not irre-
moveable. 1851 SIB F. PALGRAVE Norm. S, Eng. I. 173
Faith failing through irremovable ignorance. 1876 GEO.
ELIOT Dan. Der. I. 303 An ominous irremovable guest.

b. Incapable of being displaced from office or

position ; permanent.
1648 MILTON Tenure Kings Wks. (1847) 243/1 The right of

birth or succession can be no privilege in nature, to let
a tyrant sit irremovable over a nation freeborn. 1753 LD.
COBHAM in H. Walpole Mem. Geo. II (1847) I. v. 135 The
Parliament could not be dissolved, but by an irremovable
Council. 1832 tr. Sismondts Ital. Rep. v. 119 A body of
judges, numerous, independent, and irremovable. 1872
E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 253 As long as he performed
the obligations required of him, the Emphyteuta was irre*

moveable.

t 2. Incapable of being moved
; immovable, in-

flexible, lit. andyf^-. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guitieaieau's Fr. Chirurg. 10/1 With the

tonge tiede, and with irremoveable eyes. 1603 KNOLLES
Hist. Turks (1621) 323 These are the irremovable stones
and surest sement. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 518 Hee's
irremoueable, Resolu'd for flight. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. I.

Chimney-Siuitpers, There he stood, as he stands in the

picture, irremovable.

B. sb. One who cannot be removed ; one whose
position is permanent.
1848 LEWIS Lett. (1870) 183 A Bill making vagrants and

irremovables a union charge. 1895 Chicago Advance
i Aug. 151/1 The English Lords have been called the

incapable irremovables.

Hence Irremovabi-lity, Xrremo'vablenesB, the

quality of being irremovable.

x6io_ DONNE Pseudo-martyr x. 276 These Canons.. cannot
preuaile so much vpon our consciences, as to imprint and
worke such a[n] .. irremoueablenesse from them. 1828

WEBSTER, Irremovability. 1858 Times 29 Nov. 4/1 He
defended, .the principle of judicial irremovability. 1893
DK. ARGYLL Unseen Found. Society ix. 267 Irremovability
from the soil of some particular area.

IrremO'Vably, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] In an
irremovable manner; immovably; without capa-
bility of, or liability to, removal.
1660 EVELYN Nevusfr. Brussels Misc. Writ. (1825) 202 But

above all, so firmly and irremoveably fixed to the profession
of the true Protestant

religion. 1851 Fraser's Mag. XLIII.
391 The dead jaws being irremoveably locked to the body of
the conquerors. 1858 CARLYLE Freak. Gt. vn. vi. (1872) II.

303 This_Serene Lady stands like a fateful monument irre-

movahly in the way.
Irremo-val. rare~. [In-

2
.]

' Absence of re-

moval.'

1847 in CKAIG. 1856 in WEBSTER.

t Irremo'ved, a. Obs. rare. [IR- 2.] Not
removed, unmoved.
1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent. x. (1634) 87 Some aged Oake

. .stands firme, and irremoved cleaves Vnto the Rocke.

Irremu'nerable, a. rare. [In-
2
.] That

cannot be remunerated, rewarded, or repaid.
1623 COCKERAM, [rremunerablc, not to be rewarded. 1721

in BAILEY. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 372 Dr.

Thompson, to whose indefatigable zeal the profession is

under an irremunerable obligation.

t Irremu-nerated, a. Obs. rare. [In-
2
.]

Not remunerated
;
unremunerated.

<zi648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIIt (1683) 358 Lest the Court
of Rome should think themselves irremunerated for their

pain. 1651 Raleigh's Glwst 323 No evil shall remain un-

avenged, nor good irremunerated and unrewarded.

Irre'iiderable, rare. [In-
2
.] Incapable

of being rendered or expressed in another language.
1879 J. D. LONG SEneid'p. v, And yet, because of its rare,

though irrenderable, sweetness of versification,, .the yEncid
is an immortal poem.

Irrenewable, a. rare. [!B- 2.] Not renew-
able

;
that cannot be renewed.

_
1888 Harper's Mag. Nov. 963/2 The hope of renewing an

irrenewable experience.

flrrenltible, a. Obs. rare. \i.l-&-2 + renitible,
i. L. renitl to straggle against, resist : see -BL2.]
Not to be struggled against or withstood.

Apparently the word intended here, though in both in-

stances printed irreuitable.

1605 CHAPMAN A II Fools v. K, To conclude for there force
it is irrenitible [printed irreuitable], for were they not irre-

nitible, then might eyther propernesse of person secure a
man, or wisedome preuent am [-? them].

127 -a



IRRENOWNED,

tlrrenowned, a. Obs. rare. [!R--.] Not

renowned; without renown or fame ;
unrenowncd.

1590 SI-F-SSEK F. ('. II. i. 13 To slug in slouth anil scnsuall

! end tncir daies with irrenowmed shame.

Irrenunciable (irfiiznisiab'l), a. rare- 1
.

[!K--.] That cannot be renounced.

1890 .V<i/. Rev. 2 Aug. laS'i The noble, the inspiring,

the irrcnunciable mission of commerce amongst African

i '.'. '

Irrepair (ir/peVj). rare. [IR-
2
.] Unrepaired

state; -DISBEPAIB.
iBu COBBETT Rur. Rides (1886) I. 701 The whole is

falling into a state of irrepair. Ay Ibid. (1885) II. 302 The
cathedral is in a state of disgraceful irrepair and disfigure.

ment. 1884 Fortn, Rev. Mar. 350 Leasehold tenure, .led to

the supply of poor, mean, and rotten habitations, and it

had almost of necessity permitted them to fall into irrepair
in the latter years of the lease.

Irrepai'rable, a. Now rare. [!R-
2
.] That

cannot oe repaired.
1. Too far decayed to be repaired ; past repair.
171* Lon.l. Gaz. No. 6118/3 The Houses . . are irrepair-

t2. Of loss, damage, etc. =next. Obs.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. It Kay's Interch. i'ar. Things 126 b,
Whose losse would be almost irrepairable. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. \Vorld\\\. (1634) 129 To the utter dishonour of Sparta,
and the irrepairable losse of all her former greatness. 1679
PENN Addr. Prot. n. 188 That Deceit is irrepairable. 1755
Man No. 27. 7 To the irrepairable loss of these poor orphans.

Irreparable (ire-parab'l), a. Also 5 irreper-,

7 inreparable. [a. F. irreparable (i Jth c. in Hatz.-

Darm. ; inrep- 1 5th c. in IJttre), ad. L. irrepara-

bil-is, f. ir- (IB-
2
) + reparabilis REPARABLE.] Not

reparable; that cannot be rectified, remedied, or

made good.
a 1410 HOCCLEVE De R'g. Princ. 2082 Dethe by thy dethe

bathe harme irreperable Unto us done. 1530 PALSGR. 316/2
Irreparable, nat able to be recovered, irreparable. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 140 Irreparable is the losse, and patience
Saies, it is past her cure. 1631 Celestina xv. 164 O incurable
destruction ! O

inrreparable
losse ! 16^7 CLARENDON Hist.

Reb. n. 89 Before he could arrive with the Army, that

infamous irreparable Rout at Newbnrn was fall'n out.

1769 ROBERTSON Chas. /
',

x. III. 247 The breach, instead
of being closed, was widened and made irreparable. 1811
LD. BYRON in Four C. Eng. Lett. 485, I pass through town
to repair my irreparable affairs. 1888 A. K. GKKKN Behind
Closed Doors iv, It is an irreparable injury which I shall
never forgive.

b. Incapable of being repaired; =!RBEPAIR-
ABLE i. lots.

1771 Hist. Rochester 99 [The building] being judged
irreparable.

Hence Irre par/ability, Irre parableness, the

quality of being irreparable.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Irreparableness. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Journ. (1778) II. 145 (Fragment) The simple irreparability
of the fragment. 1839 LADY LYTTON Cheuclcy (ed. 2) II.
ii. 50 She felt the premeditation of the insult, the hopeless-
ness, the irreparableness of the injury. 1851 GALLENGA
Italy in 1848 i. 10 Italy had been made aware of the
enormity and irreparableness of her loss.

Irre'parably, adv. [f. prec. + -LV'-'.] In an

irreparable manner, so as to be beyond reparation
or remedy.
'S45 JOYE F.jcp. Dan. vii. (R.), Most cruelly to persecute

Crystes chirche and to destroye vtterly and irreparably the
lewes policye for euer. 01631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 109We arc weighed down, swallowed up, irreparably. 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. V, ix. (1796) III. 156 An event happened
which widened the breach irreparably. 1839 Miss MITFORU
in L'Est range Li/elll. vii. 100 The beginning ofthis letter is

irreparably defaced. 1884 CHURCH Bacon vi. 125 His sudden
and unexpected fall, so astonishing and so irreparably
complete.

Irrepa'Ssable, a. rare. [IR-
2

; cf. F. irri-

passable (Cotgr.).] That cannot be passed again.
1584 HUDSON Du Bartas "Judith vi. 250 He had past

already.. Of Styx so black the flood irrepassable. 1860
BORROW Sleeping Bard $6 It is called the irrepassable wall,
for when once you have come through you may abandon all

hope of returning.

Irrepealable (ir/p/-lab'l), a. [IB-
2
.] In-

capable of being repealed or annulled ; irrevocable.
1633 PRYNNE Hislriomastix I. vi. Chorus 568 b, Let us

henceforth passe an irrepealable sentence of condemnation
against all popular Stage-playes. 1641 SIR E. UERING Sp.
on Relif. vii. D iv, Let.. this inhibitory Statute, .stand. .

irrepealable. 1710 Managers' Pro >, Con 18 The irrepealable
Act of Union. 1876 Const. Colorado in Bryce Anicr.
Comimu. (1888) II. App. 628 An ordinance . . shall be irre-

pealable until the indebtedness therein provided for shall
have been fully paid.
Hence Irrepealabi my, Irrepea lableness, the

quality of being irrepealable ; Irrepea-lably adv.,
in an irrepealable manner.
1653 GAUDEN Hierasp. 120 All degrees ofexcommunication,and censures are irrepcalably transacted by them. 1685R. L LSTRANGE ObscrvatorDefended 3 Written and enacted

t Irrepe-ntable, a. Obs. rare. [IB-
2
.] That

cannot be repented of.

1633 PRYNNI flistriomastix ,80 Who then would ingase

Itssfrsz a^e'sTr"'*
1' irrcptmabi< """"'-

Irrepe-ntance. rare. [In- 2.] Absence of
repentance ; non-repentance.
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1607 Scliol. Disc. agst. Antichr. n. ix. 114 With manifest

shcwe of vnbelicfe, or irrepeutanLe. 1648 Bp. HALL Cent.
Sel. Th. 47 There are some dispositions blameworthy in

men, which are yet, in a right sense, holily ascribed unto
God ; as unchangeableness and irrepentance. 1900 Month
June 583 The young man both in his fall and his irrepentance
MIIS necessarily because Adam sinned.

Irrepe ntaiit, a. rare. [IB-
2
.] Not re-

pentant ; impenitent.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. it. (1882) 99 He might . . haue

died irrepentant or vtterly desperate to his euerlasting de-
struction, a 1615 BOYS ll'ks. (1630) 274^

A sinner irrepentant
is like the sow wallowing in dirt and mire. Ibid., Every
man irrepentant without faith and feeling of his sinnes is

dead.

Hence Irrepe' ntantly adv., without repentance,

impenitently.
a 1631 DONNE Serm. Iv. 559 They shall . . sin as their

neighbours sin and fall as they fall, irrepentantly . .irrecover-

ably. 1654 tr. Scudcry's Curia Pol. 133 Having offended,
land that irrepentantly) the just authority of all divine and
humane rights.

Irreplaceable (itfpl^-sab'l), a. [IB-
2
.] Not

replaceable; that cannot be replaced, a. Not
liable to be restored or paid back, irredeemable,
b. Of which the loss cannot be supplied, or the

place filled by an equivalent.
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 193 Almost the whole

mass of revenue is . . funded, and irreplaceable. 1849 MRS.
CARLYI.E Lett. I. 150 The desire to replace to me the irre-

placeable. 1884 Nonconf. f, Indep. II Dec. 1181/3 An in-
valuable and irreplaceable colleague. 1885 Times 13 June
9 A place where these invaluable and irreplaceable treasures
will be safe.

t Irreple'giable, a. Law. Obs. [ad. med.L.

irreplegiabil-is, f. ir- (la-
2

) + replegiabilis, f. re-

plegia-re to REPLEDGE.] = IRREPLEVISABLE.
[1285 Act 13 Edw. /, c. 2 Et si iterato ille qui replegiaverit

fe_cerit defaltam vel alia occasione adjudicetur returnum
districcionis jam bis replegiale, remaneat districcio ilia iin.

perpetuum irreplegiabilis.]

1538 Act Coiinn. Council 28 Sept. in Stow Sitrv. (1754) I.

i. xi, 48/1 It shall be lawful for the said Constable . . to dis-
train for the same Offence, and to retain the same irreplegi-
able. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law ( 1636) 35 A man may milke
a Cow that hee hath by returne irreplegiable. And that is

for the necessity. 1696 PHILLIPS ted. 5), Irreplegiable, that

may not, or ought not by Law to be replevied, or set at
large upon Sureties.

Irrepleviable (ir/ple-viab'l), a. Law. [ad.
med.L. irrepleviabil-is, i. ir- (In-

2
) + repleviabil-is

REPLEVLABLE.] =next.
1543 transl. Act 13 Edw. I, c. 2 If he that repleuied make

delaut agayne, or for an other cause retourne of the dystres
beyng now twyse repleuied be awarded, the distres shal
reniame irrepleuiable. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Irrcplcvi-
abli~, or Irreplevisable, that may not, or ought not by Law
to be replevied, or set at large upon Sureties. 1883 Whar-
ton's Law Lex. (ed. 7), Irrepleviable, or Irreplevisable.

Irreplevisable (ir/ple-virab'l), a. Law.
[f.

IB-^ + REPLEVISABLE.] Not replevisable ; that
cannot be replevied or delivered on sureties.
i6ji SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (1886) II. 10 To

di.streyn vppon any his own I-antls, and to hold yt irreple-
vizable till I was paid. 1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 148
Although, .a return irreplevisable was awarded to the Lord
or Avowant, yet he cannot sell this Distresse, nor work
them. a. 1676 HALE//K/. Placit. Cor. n. xv. (1736) II. 129
Those that were irreplevisable at common law. i8ai

t Irrepli'able, a. Obs. rare--,
[f. IB--

REPLY v. + -ABLE.] Admitting of no reply.
i6 J. HAYWARD tr. Eiontifs Knmiena 6 Having heard

his Lords irrepliable reasons, without any more adoe went.

Irrepo-rtable, a. rare. [In- -'.]
Not report-

able; that cannot be reported.
1890 Harpers Mag. Jan. 321/1 The consequences flowing

from this situation, .arc simply irreportable.

t Irrepo-scible, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. irre-

poscibil-is that cannot be demanded back (Apul.),
f. ir- (!R- -) + 7r/<uc,<'h: to demand back: see -IDLE.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Irreposcible, that cannot be re-

quired again.

Irreprelie-ndable, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f.

IR- - + KEPBEHENDABLK.] = IHBEI-HEHE.NSIBLE.
X597 A. M. tr. GuillcmeansFr. Chiru>-i?. i b/2 Hippocrates

havinge published
his knowledge, shafbe irreprehendablc,

and of all men admired. Ibid. 51 b/i Certayne times of the
ycare, which are irreprehendablc.

Irrepreheiisible (irepri'he-nsib'l), a. Now
rare. [ad. late L. irreprehensibil-is, i. ir- (!B- *)
+ repre/iens-, ppl. stem of reprehendlre to REPRE-
HEND : see -IBLE, and cf. F. irreprthensiblc (i^Ca. c.

in Hatz.-Darm.).] Not reprehensible or blame-
worthy; not liable to blame or reproof; irreproach-
able.

1381 WYCLIF i Tim. iii. 2 It bihoueth a byschop for to be

also incomprehensible. 1590 SWINBURNE Testaments 7 The
definition remaincth irreprehensiblc. 1656 EARL MONM.
Advt.fr. I'arnass. 266 A man as excellent for Learning,as for his plain-dealing, and sincerity of an irreprehensibfe
life. ITO VANBRUCH False Friend \. i. 25, I profess. .a most
perfect knowledge of men and manners. Yours, gracious
>ir, . . are iiot irrepreheiuible. 1848 R. TURNBULL Pttlpit
Orators Frame 87 \ou ought to have been strict and irre-
prehtnsible in your compliance with the dictates of reason.

IRBEPRODUCIBLE.
Hence Irreprehe'nsibleness, Irreprhe n-

sibly adv.
1611 COTGR., IrreprehensMement, irreprehensibly, blame-

lesly, vnreprouably. 1656 HOBBES 6 Lessons iii. Wks. 1845
VII. 241 He defined the same proportion irreprehensibly.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Irreprchensibleness.

Irrepresentable (ircpr/ze-ntab'l), a. [IB-
2
.]

Not reprtsentable ; incapable of representation.
1673 H. MORE App. Antid. Idol. 4 To set up such a Sym-

bolical presence, .to represent God, who is irrepresentable,
as being infinite in Majesty and Greatness, a 1690 STIL-
LINGFLEET

(J.),
God's irrepresentable nature doth hold

against making images of God. 1817 COLERIDGE Jiiog.
Lit. I. xii. 278 They take .. the words irrepresentable
and impossible in one and the same meaning. 1837 DE
QUINCEY in Blackw. Mag. XXI. 17 Progressive actions, as
such, are irrepresentable by painting. 1856 FERRIER lust.
Metaph. Xlll. vi. 315 No model whatever of matter per se
being presentable to us in knowledge, the material universe
er se must for ever remain absolutely irrepresentable by us

in thought.
Hence Irreprese'ntableuess.
1673 H. MORE App. Antid. Idol. 28 Whether the doing

Divine worship towards the Image of Christ violates the
irrepresentableness of the Godhead or no.

Irrepressible (irfiaie-db'l), a. (st.\ [f.
IB- * +

REPRESS + -IBLE. Cf. F. irrepressible (adm. Acad.

1878).] Not repressible ; that cannot be repressed,
restrained, or put down

; irrestrainable. (Of per-
sons, often more or less humorous.)
1818 in TODD. 1818 CARLYLE Misc., ttrru(iS7i) II. 5 Im-

pelled by the expansive movement of his own irrepressible
soul. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 347 That irrepressible
thirst after knowledge, which in minds of the highest order,
supplies the absence both of external stimulus and oppor-
tunity. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre vii. (1873) 57 Irrepres-
sible yawns attested her weariness. 1878 Bosw. SMITH
Carthage 4 Wherever a ship could penetrate, .there we find
these ubiquitous, these irrepressible Phoenicians. 1879
Daily Tel. 17 June, The speeches were delivered amid the
tumultuous and often unseemly uproar of the irrepressible
undergraduates. 1894 H. GARDENER Unoff. Patriot 278
Shiloh had passed into history, and Grant was famous ! . .

One more milestone in the devious road was past. One
more reef was taken in the irrepressible conflict.

B. sb. An irrepressible person.
1890 Pall Mall G. 15 July 3/2 Love is always the poet's

test. Note the original way in which these irrepressibles
essay it. 1895 Amur. Missionary (N.Y.) Sept. 304 The . .

boy being one of those irrepressibles who find it difficult to
sit still.

Hence Irrepressiurlity, Irrepre'ssibleneas,
the quality of being irrepressible.
1867 Pall Mall G. i Mar. 5 His impressibility rises to

something like heroism. 1875 MRS. MACQUOIU My Story
II. xx. 308 Any irrepressibleness or impulsiveness. . had been
smiled at as ignorance and rawness.

Irrepressibly (ir/pre-slbli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY

2.] In an irrepressible manner or degree.
1856 in WEBSTER. 1862 S. LUCAS Secularia 209 The

Americans . . thrived irrepressibly through
' a salutary

neglect'. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. 17. S. II. xxiv. 118 The
sentiment of cheerful humanity was irrepressibly strong in
his bosom.

Irrepre'SSive, a. rare.
[f.

IB- ^
-r REPRES-

SIVE : see -IVE.]
= IRREPRESSIBLE.

1836 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh m. 882 That pathetic'
vacillating roll Of the infant body. .At which most women's
arms unclose at once With

irrepressive instinct.

t Irrepre-vable, a. Obs. rare-",
[f.

IR-^ +

REPREVABLE.] IRREPROVABLE.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 266/1 Irrepreuable, irreprehensitilis.

t Irreproa'Cll. Obs. rare. [IB- *.J Absence
of reproach.
1793 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 49 r 2 The only place

where I can have that with innocence and irreproach.

Irreproachable (ir/pr<?u-tjab'l), a. [a. F.

irrilprochable (I5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. ir- (IB--)
+ reprochable REPROACHABLE.] Not reproachable ;

not open to reproach or blame ; free from blame,
faultless.

1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 300 The dis-

grace of so irreproachable a Minister. 1664 EVELYN
Architects $ Archit. in Freart's Archit. 118 An exact and
irreproachable Piece of Architecture. 1741 tr. D'Argcns
Chinese^ Lett, xxxvi. 272 This Man, whose Behaviour was
always irreproachable. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 305,
I found an exceedingly neat, well-educated M'pongwe
gentleman in irreproachable English garments, and with
irreproachable, but slightly floreate, English language.
Hence Xrreproachabi'lity [F. irreprochabilitt

(1791 in Hatz.-Darm.)]; Irreproa'chableness,
the quality of being irreproachable.
1828 WEBSTER, I

'

rrcproachableness, the quality or state of
being not reproachable. 1833 T. HOOK Parson's Dau. i. i.2
A noble lady, .satisfied of the irreproachability of her con-
duct. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 520 The qualifications
on which St. Paul insists are irreproachableness, faithful
domestic life. 1890 H. S. MERRIMAN Suspense II. L u
Bristling with the consciousness of her own wearisome
irreproachability.

Irreproachably (irfprou-tjabli), adv.
[i. prec.

+ -LY :

C] In an irreproachable manner
;

in a
manner above reproach or blame.
1705 ADDISON Italy, Switzerland 496 From this time,

says the Monk, the bear liv'd irreproachably. 1880 H.

JAMES Mute, de Mauves n. 122 He had learned to be

irreproachably polite. 1881 Miss BRADDON Asph. III. 5
Daphne . . behaved irreproachably all the afternoon.

Irreproducible (iribiMfaMbl), a. [!R-
Z
.]

Not rfpromicihle ; incapable of Icing reproduced.



IRREPRODUCTIVE.
1868 Sat. Rev. 26 Dec. 824/1 The deadness of his expression

is irreproducible in words. 1883 Fortn. Rev. i Aug. 277
These phenomena [are] irreproducible.

Irreproductive (.irfprodo-ktiv), a. [In- 2.]
Not reproductive ; not capable of reproducing.
^reproductive function (Math.), a reproductive function

of order zero.

Irreprera-able (irfprw-vab'l), a. [IB-
2
.]

1. Not reprovable or blameable ; undeserving of

reproof; blameless, irreproachable. Now rare.

1504 LADY MARGARET tr. De Imitations IV. v. 268 Shewe
thy selfe irreprouable and withoute defaute. 1601 R. JOHN-
SON Kingd. ff Cf-mrnw. (1603) 95 The Turk in all his

attempts against Hungerland hath used irreprovable judge-
ment. 1642 SIR E. DEKINC Sp. on Relig. 89 Divines of

irreproveable life. 1755 YOUNG Centaur il Wks. 1757 IV.
144 An indulgent Providence has abundantly provided us
with irreproveable pleasures. 1838 W. B. WHITMARSH
Fam. Prayers 168 That all the . . actions . . may be pure,
holy, and irreproveable in thy sight.

f 2. That cannot be disproved or confuted
; irre-

futable. Obs.

_ 1581 J. BKLL Haddotfs Aitsw. Osor. 453 b, Where be those
irreproveable Testimonyes, and undeceivable examples,
whereupon you crake so lustely? 1646 Sin T. BROWM:
Pseud. Ep. i. iii. n In some Christian Churches, wherein is

presumed an irreproveable truth.

Hence Irrepro-vableness.
1775 in ASH. 1846 in WORCESTER ; and in mod. Diets.

Irrepro'vably, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In an

irreprovable manner.
1599 Bronghtoris Let.v. 16 He hath walked irreproueably

before God and men. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 159 To live

chastly, irreproveably, and in word and deed to shew them-
selves worthy of such a dignity.

t Irre'ption. Obs. [ad. late L. irreption-em,
n. of action from irrepere to creep in or on.]

Creeping or stealing in, stealthy entrance.

1598 Ord. for Prayer in Liturg. Sent. Q. Eliz. (Parker
Soc.) 680 The irreption of those undermining vermin the
Priests and Jesuits covertly sent in. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp, n. Disc. ix. 122 By continuall watchfulnesse, we
shall lessen the inclination, and account fewer sudden irrep-
tions.

Irreptitious (irepti-Jss), a. [f. L. irrept-, ppl.
stem of irrepere (see prec.) + -ITIOUS.] Character-
ized by creeping in or having crept in, esp. into

a text.

1673 CASTELL Let. in Nichols Lit. Amcd. iStA C. IV. 695
The first [text] he illustrates, Esa. ix. i where all condemn
irie as irreptitious. 1680 H. DODWELL Two Lett. UOQI) 7
Where it [this design] is irreptitious and by way of surprize.
1868 Coiiteiup. Rev. IX. 283 Omit ouSajnus which contradicts

Micah, and is irreptitious from preceding <u6ov.

t Irrepu'gnable, a. Obs. [f. IR- a + RE-

PUGNABLE, or a. OF. impugnable (isth c. in

Godef.).] That cannot be fought against or re-

sisted
;

irresistible.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 9 Sited in most eminent

perilles, and as it were in the forefront of irrepugnable
damages. 163* LITHGOW Trav. ix. 398 note, A comparison
of irrepugnable streames. 1683 TRYON IVay to Healtli 475

'

An iirepugnable Tower against all Evil and Violence.

t Irre-putable, a. Obs. [In-
2
.] Not re- ;

putable, not of good repute ; disreputable.
1709 T. BAKER Female Tatter No. 4^1 'Tis very irre- i

putable for a young Woman to gad about to Mens Lodgings.
1749 BP. LAW Life Christ (R.), Nor does he [Socrates]
declare against their [the Athenians'] most predominant, and i

not irreputable vices.

f Irre-quiate, v. Obs. rare - 1
. [erron. f. late

L. irrcquies, -etis unquiet, restless + -ATE3.] trans.

To render unquiet, to disturb.

1597 A. M. tr. Guilleinefiu's Fr. Ckirurg. 46b/2 A hard
situation might disturbe and irrequiate the vulnerated part.

t Irre'quisite, a - Obs. [f. IK- 2 + REQUISITE,
or ad. late L. irrcquisitus ;Sidonius).] Not le-

quisite, unnecessary.
1599 R. LINCHK Fount. Anc. Fict. Giij, I thought it not

irrequisite so to discover it. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Hen^
(1725) 131 It will not be irrequisite. .to say somewhat in this

Place . . of the Rites introduced by them.

t Irrequi'table, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [In-

2
.]

Not requitable ;
that cannot be requited or repaid.

1615 SIR E. HOBY Citrry-coinbe iv. 159 He should haue
bene very vngrateful for so irrequitable a benefit.

t Irrese-niblan.ee. Obs. rare- 1
. [In--.]

Want of resemblance, non-resemblance.
1628 BP. HALL Old Relig. 84 Neither doth he finde fault

with the irresemblance but with the Image.

t Irre'siant, a. Obs. rare. [f. lB-
a + RESIANT.]

Non-resident, having no residence.
a 16536. DANIEL A^v// iii. 97 New Letters-patients give Vs

Libertie to wander with a Breife
; Irresiant, now content.

i Irresigua'tioii. Obs. rare. [IR-
2
.] The

j

opposite of resignation ; unresignedness.
1657 Divine Lover 215 Pride, Ambition, and Irresigna-

tion in the point of Offices. 1752 LAW Spirit of Love
I!. (1816) 174 When your own impatience, wrath, pride, and
irresignation attacks you.

Irresilient (ir/si-lient), a. [IR-
2
.] Not re-

silient ; that does not spring back or rebound.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. vi. xii. 156 Of
bodies that resist in different modes., we have, .the Resi-

lient and Irresilient.

Irresistance (Wzl'5tin). [In-2.] Absence
of resistance ;

non-resistance.

1643 PRYNNE Sm. Power Par!. HI. 106 The Apostle hath
no where in this Text, nor God himselfe in any other
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Scripture, expressed such .. irresistance ..to be due unto
them. 1794 PALEY Evid. n. ii. (1817) 28 Patience under
affronts and injuries, humility, irresistance, placability.
1894 Athenaeum i Sept. 284/3 The Frenchman, who.,
reduced Trocadero to stupefaction and irresistance, suffi-

cient for shoeing purposes, by simply staring the horse in
the face.

t Irresi-sted, a. Obs. rare-1
. [In- -.] Un-

resisted; irresistible.

1596 R. L[INCHE] Diella (1877) 67 O irresisted force of
purest Loue.

Irresistibility (irftistibrliti). Also 7 -abi-

lity, [f. next : see -ITY, and cf. F. irrtsistibilite

(Fenelon a 1715 in Littre).]
1. The quality of being irresistible or incapable

of being withstood.
In early use chiefly with reference to the doctrine of

*

irresistible grace ', irresistibleness being otherwise the more
common word.

1617 DONNE Serai, cxxxii. V. 365 Resistibility and Ir-

resistibility of Grace, .was. .a language that pure Antiquity
spake not. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph. vu. xcviii, For Peace,
what passeth understandings Eye, Power, Irresistabilitie.

1676 R. DIXON Two Testant. 342 O Irresistibility, Irresisti-

bility ! thou takest away all Sin and all Goodness, because
thou takest away all will to either. 1718 PopE//iWxm. 191
note, The . . leaping of the Stone, . . the Irresistibility, and
. . Augmentation of Force in its Progress. 1865 CARLYLR
Fredk. Gt. xv. xii, Ferdinand, .had the charge of attacking ;

and he did it with his usual impetus and irresistibility.

b. The quality of being irresistibly fascinating.
1763 MRS.

t

liROOKE Lady J. Mandeville (1782) I. 70 He
descended, like Adonis from the carr of Venus, full of the
idea of his own irresistibility. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. n. (1863) 225, I was fairly coaxed into some articles by
the irresistibility of the sellers.

t 2. The quality or fact of not being lawfully
resistible. Obs.

1643 PRYNNE Sov. Ptnyer Parl. in. 128 There is then no
special! Prerogative or irresistability given to kings by this

Text in injurious violent Courses. Ibid. 131 The Argument
. . for the absolute Soveraigntie and irresistibility of Kings.
i77j J. BOUCHER Causes Amer. Rm, xii. (1797) 547 The in-

judicious defenders of this doctrine, who. .have argued for

the exclusive irresistibility of kings.

Irresistible (inzi-stlb'l), a. (s&.) Also 7-8
-able, 7 inresistable. [ad. late ^.irresistibil-is (see

Quicherat), f. ir- (!R- -) + resistere to RESIST : see

-IBLE, and cf. F. irresistible (adm. Acad. 1762).
The forms resistabls^ irresistable were Eng. forma-
tions on resist vb.]
1. Not resistible

;
that cannot be withstood

; too

strong, weighty, or fascinating to be resisted.

a. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. iii. i Fear in this kind
doth grow from an apprehension of deitie, indued with
irresistible power to hurt, a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840)

109 Mine enemy is a real, and an irresistible, .enemy. 1692
SOUTH 12 Serin. (1697) I. 469 Possibly the grace of God
may, in some cases, be irresistible. 1776 GIBBON Dect. # F.
xii. I. 347 The power of opinion is irresistible. 1838 LYTTON
Alice n. i, There was so charming and irresistible a grace
about her.

t
/3. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Commw. (1603) 95 The

Srresistable power of the Turk. 1650 HOIIBES De Corp.
Pol. 7 Inresistable Might in the state of Nature, is Right.
1671 MILTON Samson 126 Can this be Hee, That Heroic,
that Renown'd, Irresistable Samson? 1755 YOUNG Centaur
vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 270 That call irresistable, which every
moment should expect ; which every fool forgets.

f2. Not to be resisted lawfully: cf. IRRESISTI-
BILITY 2. Obs.

1643 PRYNNE Sm'. Poiucr Parl. in. 121 Our Opposites
must grant.. all other Magistrates whatsoever, as irresisti-

ble, .as they say kings are,

B. sb. An irresistible person.
1774 Trinket 36 A sprightly widow, a fine girl, or a society

of beaux esfrits, are three irresistibles. 1796 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Marchinont I. 139 One of those irresistibles who are

always seen, .riding in Hyde-park.

Irresistibleness (ir/zi-stib'lnes). Also 7
-ableness. [f. prec. -I- -XESS.] The quality of

being irresistible.

16*7 DONNE Serin, v. 49 The spirit of eloquence, and
the irresistiblenesse of perswasion. 1639 FULLER Holy War
v. vii. (1647) 239 Such was the irresistibleness of the Kings
spirit. 1675 STERRY Freed. Will 222 With a necessity and
irresistablenesse most rational. 1880 A. RALEIGH H ay to

City (1881) 294 Unchangeableness, unsearchableness, irre-

sistibleness, invisibility are all negative attributes of God.

Irresistibly (ir/zi-stibli), adv. Also 7-9 -ably.

[f.
as prec. -f- -LY-.] In an irresistible manner ; so

as to be irresistible.

a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 410 Being so
ordered and disposed irreversibly and irresistibly. 1643
PRYNNE Sov. Power Parl. in. 129 That any man or Nation
should so absolutely, irresistably inslave themselves. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 30 F 4, _I

shall come Home this Winter
irresistibly dress'd, and with quite a new Foreign Air.

1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. 11879) I. ii. 72 We are led irre-

sistably to enquire, 'What is light and what is heat?'

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. vi. 217 We are

irresistibly carried away by his enthusiasm.

1 Irresi'stless, a. Obs. [An erroneous blend-

ing of irresistible and resistless. Cf. irrelentlessly >

irremeiiiless.] Resistless, irresistible.

1669 COKAINE Poemsi Of Fletcher s Plays 102 The Seas
vast rore, and Irresistless shake Ofhorrid winds a Sympathie
compose, a 1773 CUNNINGHAM SappJto's Hymn to Venus
vi, Again I've felt the furious stroke Of irresistless love.

1774 PENNANT Tour ScotI. in 1772, 125 Irresistless beauty
brings up the rear. 1796 P. COURTIER Poems, Elegy
Westm. At>b. t Then comes oblivion's irresistless stream.

IRRESOLUTION.

Irresolnble (ire-zol'wbM), a. [ad. L. irrc-

soltibil-is (Apul.), f. ir- (IR-^) + resolubilis RE-
SOLUBLE: cf. F. irrtsoluble (Littre).] Not re-

soluble.

1. Incapable of being resolved into elements, or
dissolved in water, or liquefied ; indissoluble ; in-

soluble.
1666 BOYLE Orig. Fonnes % Qual. Wks. 1772 III. 105 In-

during the fire, and, which is the main, irresoluble by water.

1674 - Grounds Corpusc. Philos. 25 The productions of
Chymical analyses are simple bodies, and upon that account
irresoluble. 1744 ARMSTRONG Present. Health u. 83 The
irresoluble oil. .in floods Of rancid bile o'erflows.

Jig. a 1849 POE F. S. Osgood Wks. 1864 III. 93 It is in
this irresoluble effect that Mrs. Osgood excels any poetess
of her country.
2. Incapable of being loosened and dispelled or

relieved.

1646 GAULE Cases Const. 107 With many moe almost irre-

soluble scruples. 1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc. in. ix. (1654)
253 The second is in the irresoluble condition of our souls
after a known sin. 1684 tr. JBonet's Merc. Conipit. \. 10 A
Maid laboured of irresoluble Obstructions. i&faAthenseum
30 Aug. 265 The progress of disease is slow, phthisis
scarcely making itself felt till it has stealthily got an irre-

soluble hold on life.

3. Incapable of being solved or explained ;
in-

soluble.
1868 SYMONDS Clough in Fortn. Rev. Dec. 589 Problems

by their very nature irresoluble in one lifetime.

Hence Irre'solubleness, the quality of being
irresoluble or undissolvable.

i68o_BoYLE Scept. Chem. in. 170 Quercetanus himself ..

has this Confession of the Irresolubleness of Diamonds.

Irresolute (ire-zol'wt), a. [ad. L. irresoliit-us
,

f. ir- (IR-
2
) + resolulus RESOLUTE.]

1 1. Not resolved or explained ; left ambiguous
or obscure. Obs.

.iS73 MURRAY Let. in Wodrow Soc. Misc. 289 Thingis am-
biguouss and irresolute. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. hi.

(1632) 172, I propose certaine formelesse and irresolute
fantasies.

2. Unresolved or undecided as to a course of

action. Also _/?.
1579 FENTON Giticdard. \. (1599) 15 Some times inclining

to his ambition and glory, and sometimes restrained with
feares and dangers, he would often be irresolute. 1608 D. T.
Ess. Pol.

<5~
jlfor. 20 After many long suspensions, and ir-

resolute determinations, . . affection . . commanded him to

[etc.]. 1700 DRYDEN Cinyras $ Myrrha. 105 Irresolute to

grant or to refuse. 1747 FRANKLIN Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 8
The rest appear irresolute what part to take. 1828 D'ISRAELI
C/ias. /, II. ii. 60 At this moment Buckingham was irreso-

lute, and scarcely knew what to decide on. 1867 BAILEY
Univ. Hymn 8 The nebulous star, Of pale, irresolute sheen.

3. \\ anting in resolution or decision of character
;

infirm of purpose; vacillating; characterized by
irresolution,

_i6oo
E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 181 They cursed the

Governors . . concluding that rashnes had raigned with S . .
,

irresolute arrogancie with H . . . 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India.

<$ P. 417 This shews . . an irresolute Temper in the Ranna.
1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. n. ii. 251 Cicero ..

was irresolute, timid, and inconsistent.

Irresolutely (ire
iz61I

tli),
adv. [f. prec. +

-LY^.] In an irresolute manner.
1617 MORYSON Itin. ii. 214 The continuall rumours wee

heard of preparations in Spaine, made us proceede more
irresolutely. 1658 EARL MONMOUTH tr. Partita's Wars
Cyprus 196 The Venetians proceeded doubtfully and ir-

resolutely in the businesse of the Peace. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xvi, Pausing irresolutely several times before
the door.

Irresoluteness (ire'zol^/tnes). [f.
as prec.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being irresolute ; irre-

solution.
1686 HORNECK Crucif. Resits xvii. 472 Where men . . with

this irresoluteness come. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. iv.

36 An appearance of vacillation and irresoluteness which

probably represents the real state of his mind. 1851 GAL-
LENGA Italy 377 The lukewarmness, irresoluteness, and bad
faith of the princes.

Irresolution (irezol'wjan). [prob. a. F. irrt-

solntion (Montaigne, i6th c.), f. ir- (IR-
2

) + rtsolu-

tion: cf. It. irresoluzione
t -sohitiont (Florio, 1598}.]

\Vant of resolution.

*t" 1. The condition of not having arrived at a
settled opinion on some subject ;

undecided opinion,

uncertainty, doubt. With//., An instance of this.

1592 UNTON Corr. (Roxb.) 291 The vnhappie accident of
the Kinges late hurte dothe . . nourishe strange conceipts
and irresolutions. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1632) 431 Their

irresolution, the weakenesse of their arguments . . being ap-
parent to all men. a 1648 Lu. HERBERT Hen. K/// (1683)

351 Bringing Religion thus into much irresolution and Con-
troversie. 1652 KIRKMAN Clerio $ Lozitt 89 The Souls of
these amorous Lovers floated all this night among an
hundred different irresolutions. 1704 NORRIS Ideal World
n. Pref. i f I expressed myself with some suspense and ir-

resolution. 1813 W. TAYLOR Eng. Synon. 23 Doubt is the
hesitation of ignorance ; uncertainty, of irresolution ; and
suspense, of indecision.

2. The condition of being irresolute or undecided ;

indecision as to a course of action
;
indecision of

character ; vacillation. With an and plural^ An
instance of this.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Comimv. (1603) 140 For the

conquest of any forren place, I beleeve they would proceede
with like slownesse and irresolution. 1655 J. HAYWARD tr.

Biomlis Banisiid b'irg* 149, I being for my owne r,a in



IRRESOLVABILITY.
such affaires a mortall enemy of irresolutions. 1701 RO\TE

Amb. Step-Mat*, i. i, He fiVd, my Soul, ..nor know the

. VI. 260 fiis irresolution of mind .. induced him to

listen to the suggestions of the French ambassadors. 1863
GKO. EI.IOT R^mola xi, ^yhen Fra Luca had ceased to

speak, Tito still stood by him in irresolution.
'

Irresolvable iir/zflvab'1), . [In--
1

.]
Not

resolvable.

L Incapable of being resolved or solved; in-

soluble.
1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat. cone. Relif. ill. xi. '

full of spinous questions and irresolvable difficulties.

Brit. Apollo No. 8. 1/2 Your Question is irresolvable. 1883
A. BARHATT Phys. Metempiric 180 This suggests a question
which .. is irresolvable by Metaphysic.
2. That cannot be resolved into elements or parts ;

that cannot be analysed.
Irresolvable nebula, nebula: that cannot be resolved into

stars by telescopic examination.

1785 HBRSCHEL in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 262 The three

nebulosities : viz. the resolvable, the coloured but irresolv-

able, and a tincture of the milky kind. 1869 Contemp. Rev.
XI, 332 Is not he a spiritualist, who.. believes consciousness
to be a primary irresolvable fact? 1881 PROCTOR Poetry
Astron. xii. 432 Irresolvable nebulae really consisting of

stars, but too remote for telescopic mastery. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 8 Aug. 3/3 That the Reality of the Ego is a datum of
the individual consciousness, irresolvable into more primitive
elements.

8. That cannot be disentangled ; inextricable.

1886 Athenaeum 13 Feb. 238/3 The countless leaves and
the irresolvable intricacy of the willow-boughs overhanging
the water.

Hence Irresolvabi'lity, Irreso Ivableness.

1838 NicHOLArcfa'f. Heav. (1851) 122 Such a fluid, -co

not .. be distinguished from unresolved clusters of stars,
either by the nature of its light, or the simple fact of its

irresolvability. 1847 CRAIG, Irresolvableness.

tIrreO'lve. 06s. rare. [In-
2
.] An incom-

pleted resolve.

1769 R. GRIFFITH Gordian Knot II. 115 After forming
many irresolves, I, at last, thought it most prudent to

acquiesce in my misfortune.

t Irreso'lved, <i. 06s. [In-
2
.] Not resolved ;

not settled in opinion ; undecided, uncertain ;

wavering, irresolute.

i6ax Bp. MOUNTAGU Diatribae \. 163, I am as irresolued
as I was before. 16*3 BINGHAM Xenophon 85 Fighting in
this sort, and irresolued what to doe, some God gaue a
meanes of safetie. a 1631 DONNE in Select. 11840) 223 A
divided, a distracted, a perplexed, an irresolved heart. 1666
BOVLE Orig. Formes

,$ Qua/. Wks. 1772 III. 38 He seems
to me . . to have been irresolved, whether there were any
such substances or no. 1864 JANE CAMERON Mem. Convict
I. 179 Down the dark stairs . . she went again, irresolved
what to do, whether to give him up or not.

Hence Irreso'lvedly adv.
1680 BOYLE Scept. Chem. Introd. i Friends have thought

it very strange to hear me speak so irresolvedly, as I have
been wont to do, concerning those things.

Irresonance (ire-z^nans). [In-
2
.] Absence

of resonance.
1880 BARWELL Aneurism 40 Downward the irresonance

usually mingles with the normal aortic ; further downward
and to the left, with the cardiac dulness.

Irre'sonant, a. [IB-
2
.] Not resonant ; de-

void of resonance.

1899 HOWELLS Ragged Lady 303 A flat irresonant voice.

Irrespe'Ctable, rare. [In--.] Not respect-
able. So Irrespectabi lity, want of respectability.
1858 Sat. Rev. V. 4/1 They have been

trying to enclose
for their own behest the common of irrespectabiiity. 1890
Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 76/1 His very existence as a
dramatist denied point-blank by some irrespectable persons.

Zrreape'Ctfnl, a. rare. [In-
2
.] Not re-

spectful, disrespectful.
1678 Trans. Crt Spain 46 The refusal . . and the letter . .

are criminal and irrespectful proceedings. 1897 Sat- Rev.
LXXXIII. 183/2 The most outrageous and irrespectful
democrats in modern Europe.

t Irrespe-ctlng, a. Obs. rare-1
. [IR-

2
.]

=

IRRESPECTIVE a.

1615 Bp. MOUNTAGU App.Caesarfu His meer irrespecting
will.

Irrespective (irftpe-ktiv), a. and adv. [IR-
2
.]

Not respective ; without respect or regard.
1 1. Not respectful, disrespectful. Obs.
1640 R. BAILLIK Canterb. Seff-convict. 25 His followers

are become so wicked and irrespective, as to . . cast their
owne misdeeds upon the broad back of the Prince. 1654 in
Cabbala Suppl. 101 Irreverend and Irrespective behaviour
towards my selfand some of mine.
2. Characterized by disregard of particular per-

sons, circumstances, or conditions. Now rare.
1650 A. A. Repl. Sanderson 10 Our Author hath shewn

now impossible it is that any Promissory Oath can be abso-
lute and irrespective. 1658 SOUTH Serm. (1744) VIII. xiii.
354 The execution of that decree in conferring grace upon
one, and withholding it from the other, is equally free and
irrespective, a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. I. 462 (R.) These two
doctrines, i. of Christ's dying for none but the elect, 2. of
t.od i absolute irrespective decrees of election and repro-

'I!v
ar

,

c
,
"Konvenieni interpositions, a 1671 WREN in

Gulch Coll. Cur I. 229 In the matter of irrespective de-
crees, Election, and Reprobation. 1833 COLF.RIDGE Table.!.
14 Aug., He .. oversteps, in his irrespective zeal, every

rncy and every right opposed to his course.
""'"" Wa""' Tl""'"" Wa""' Tl *ra dogof thi eternal, arbitrary, IrrMpectiv., irMversible decrei.
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3. Kxisting or considered without respect or regard
to something else ; without taking account of, inde-

pendent of.

1694 COLLIER Ess. Mor. Subj. i. (1703) 7 A man does not

delight in an Advantage, .so much for it's own
irrespective

Goodness, as because others want it. a i86a BUCKLE Civitiz.

(1873) III. v. 416 The science has a speculative interest,
which is irrespective of all practical considerations.

b. Now chiefly in adverbial construction, qualify-

ing a verb expressed or understood ;
= IRRESPEC-

TIVELY. Const, of.

1839 Times 15 July in Spirit Melrofol. Consent, Press
(1840) II. 171 Their announced determination to empower
Scotch Dissenters to print the bible jure coronae, irrespec-
tive of parliamentary sanction. 1840 R. I. WILBERFORCE
Holy Bapt. (1850) 129 Whether, .anything is. .done by God,
irrespective of the instrumentality of mortals. 1860 TVNDALL
Glac. II. xxvi, 373 Irrespective of the snow, the mere ten-

dency of the dirt to accumulate [etc.]. 1883 C. J. WILLS
Mod. Persia 253 The application of the funds was carried
out irrespective of the religion of the applicants.

Irrespectively (irfspe-ktivli), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY 2

.]
In an irrespective manner.

+1. Without showing respect; disrespectfully. Obs.

1636 FEATLY in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixiii. 10 To see
the vilest of all creatures . . irrespectively hale and tear in

pieces the casket which whilome enclosed the richest jewel
in the world.

t 2. In a manner showing disregard of particular
persons or circumstances. Obs.
1614 Bp. MOUNTAGU Caff 178 That God, by his sole will

and absolute decree, hath irrespectiuely resolued, and in-

euitably decreed, some to be saued, some to be damned, from
all Eternity, a 1660 HAMMOND Wks. I. 485 (R.) He is all
the while convinced that all the promises .. belong to him
absolutely and irrespectively, a 1711 KEN Hymnariutit
Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 104 None doom'd to endless Flame can
plead Hell irrespectively decreed, a 1716 SOUTH Serm.
(1744) VII. xi. 218 Mere undeserved mercy, that places the
marks of its favour absolutely and irrespectively upon whom
it pleases.

3. Without regard to or consideration of other

things or of (f to) something specified ; inde-

pendently.
1648 W. MOUNTAGUE Devout Ess. i. x. 4. in The solid

meat of vertue, which is the discharge ofour duty to God and
man, irrespectively to humane praise, a 1716 SOUTH Serm.
(1744) X. v. 138 Prosperity, considered absolutely and irre-

spectively, is better and more desirable than adversity. 1842
MIALL in Nonconf. II. i A conscientious and uncompromis-
ing advocacy of truth, quite irrespectively of party con-
venience. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 192 He
values them, irrespectively of the practical conveniences
which their triumpn may obtain for him. 1884 LD. COLE-
RIDGE in Law Rep: 13 Queen's Bench Div. 691 The Court
could enlarge the time irrespectively of the contract of the

parties.

t Irrespectuo'se, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. IK- 2

+ *respectuost, var. of RESPECTUOUS : cf. F. irre-

spectueux (Cotgr. 1611), It. irrispettoso (Florio
1611).] Not respectuous or respectful; dis-

respectful.
1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. Pref., The Imputation of being

contentiose, disaffected, or irrespectuose towards persons of
so great estime.

Irrespirable (irispaie-rab'l, ire'spirab'l), a.

[f.
IR- 2 + RESPIRABLE, or a. F. irnspirable (1779

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. irrespirabil-is (Tert.),
f. ir- (!B-

2
) + respird-rc to RESPIRE : see -ABLE.]

Not respirable ; unfit for respiration.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 421 Produced by

inhaling carbonic-acid or some other irrespirable exhalation.
1836 MACGILLIVRAY tr. Hiimbotdt's Trav. xxviii. 410 The
mud-volcanoes of South America, Italy, and the Caspian
Sea, which . . vomit muddy clay, naphtha, and irrespirable
gases. 1876 FOSTER Phys. n. ii. (1879) 355 Some gases arc
irrespirable, on account of their causing spasm of the glottis.

Irrespo-ndence. rare. [In-
2
.] Want of

respondence ;
the fact of not responding (to some-

thing else).

1811-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4) III. 47 A morbid condi-
tion of one or more of the mental faculties or feelings, or an
irrespondence of them to others. Ibid, IV. 107 An irre-

spondence in the feelings of the female to those of the male.

t Irrespo-nsal, a. Sc. Obs. [f. IB- 2 + RE-
SPONSAL a.]

= IRRESPONSIBLE.
1637 RUTHERFORD Let. Lady Kenmure 7 Mar., Away,

away with
irresppnsall Tutours, that would play me a slip.

Let. Marg. Fullerton Lett. (1671) 308 They shall prove
irresponsall debters : And therefore best here look ere we leap.

'

Irresponsibility (ir/sppnslbi-liti). [f. next :

see -ITY.J
1. The quality or fact of being irresponsible.
1818 in TODD. 1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. xx, A remark- I

able irresponsibility of character. 1856 SIR B. BRODIE Psy-
chol. Ina. I. iii. 96 It is dangerous to admit the plea of irre-

sponsibility for those who labour under . . Moral Insanity.
1884 BRVCE in Contemp. Rev. Nov. 720 Irresponsibility
breeds, and must always breed, laziness and selfishness.
2. Incapability of responding physically, rare.

1811-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 482 While ordinary
purgatives are incapable of exciting evacuations from the
torpitude and irresponsibility of the palsied parts, they arc
sufficient to occasion inflammation.

Irresponsible (irfspp-nsib'l), a. (s6.) Also 7
-able. [f. IB- 2 + RESPONSIBLE. The variant in
-able corresponds to F. irresponsable.]
1. Not responsible ; not answerable for conduct

or actions
; not liable to be called to account ;

IRRETENTIVENESS.

[ exempt from or incapable of legal responsibility.
Also (by extension), Acting or done without a
sense of responsibility.
1648 MILTON Tenure Kings Wks. (1847) 241/2 That no. .

tyrant . . may presume such high and irresponsible licence
over mankind, to havoc and turn upside down whole king-

! doms of men. t6t-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life I. iv. (R.), What
a dangerous thing, .is it for men to intrust, .their innocence
and religion in such irresponsible hands. 1790 BURKE Fr.

|

Rev. 39 They left the crown.. perfectly irresponsible. 1860

I

MOTLEY IflUuri. (1868) I. i. 2 Epistles which contained the

irresponsible commands of this one individual. 1890 T.
i DE W. TAL.MAGE Fr. Monger to Throne 643 The prisoner
was idiotic and irresponsible.

I fig. '871-3 EARLE rhilol. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) 5 374 Our
public-school and university life is a great wellhead of new
and irresponsible words.
2. Unable to respond to a legal obligation ;

insolvent. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

B. sb. An irresponsible person.
1894 Voice (N. Y.) 22 Feb., 8,000,000 workmen . . would be

frustrated by a body of legislative irresponsibles. 1897
Daily News^ 14 Apr. 5/4 The Greek Irresponsibles: still

raiding. . . The Turkish Irresponsibles : becoming restive.

Hence Irrespo-nsibleness, the quality of being
irresponsible, irresponsibility.
1655 in Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) App. 38/2 Haisard

in tlie security of moneyes throw the irresponsablnes of
debitors. 1887 G. R. LEAVITT in W. Gladden Parish Pratt.
205 It develops self-will and self-sufficiency in the pastor,
and in the people criticism and irresponsibleness.

Irresponsibly (irftpp-nsibli), adv.
[f. prec.

f -LY 2
.] In an irresponsible manner.

1847 BUSHNELL Chr.Nurt. n. ii. (1861)255 They discharge
the holiest responsibilities irresponsibly. 1870 EMERSON
Soc. ff Solit. vii. 147 Poems have been written between
sleeping and waking, irresponsibly. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac
Sunbonnet 16 The lambs . . frisked irresponsibly about.

Irresponsive (irrsp^-nsiv), a. [Is-
2
.]

1. Not responsive or answering ; not responding
to a force or stimulus, or to something which

appeals to the emotions; giving no answer to a

question or inquiry.
1846 in WORCESTER, who cites Edin. Rev. 1866 J. H. NEW.

MAN Let. Pusey 11, I trust I am not ungrateful or irrespon*
sive to you in this respect. 1874 CAKI-ENTER Alcnt. Phys.
(1879) App. 714 The whole of the posterior lobe is similarly
irresponsive. 1886 SY.MONDS Rcnaiss. It., Catk. React. (1898)
VII. xiii. 226 Works to which our forefathers were unin-

telligibly irresponsive.

2. = IRRESPONSIBLE i. rare.

1884 GLADSTONE in Mem. Tennyson II. xvi. 306 Irrespon-
sive power is a dangerous thing unless curbed by wisdom.
Hence Irrespo nsiveness, the quality or state

of being irresponsive.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 382 A long period of sullen

irresponsiveness. 1871 Spectator 5 Oct. 1263 Nothing can
be more marvellously painted than the picture of her irre-

sponsiveness to her husband's anxieties, fears, and hopes.
Irrestrainable (irfstrj'-nab'l), a. [Is-

2
.]

Not restrainable ; that cannot be restrained or
held in check.

1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Par!. I. (ed. 2) 91 An absolute,
irrevocable, uncontroulable Supremacy over them, superiour
to, irrestrainable, irresistable, or unalterable by their owne
primitive inherent Nationall Soveraignety. 1854 lllackw.

Mag. LXXVI-373The intense enthusiasm, .became almost
irrestrainable. 1886 Greatheart II. 174 'Here's Arthur',
cried the children ; and irrestrainable Johnny let himself
down out of the carriage to meet him.

Hence Irrastrai-nably adv., in a way that cannot
be restrained.

1685 R. L'EsTRANGE Olsenaior Defended 8 Which
facultie he vindicates to himself irrestrainably. 1873 RUSKIN
Fors Clav. xxxviii. 26 Liars and traitors . . soak their way
down, irrestrainably, to the gutter grating.

Irrestrictive (Wstri-ktiv), a. [IR--.] Not
restrictive

; without restriction.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 102. 1/2 Ifwe canvass the matter in
an Absolute, in an Irrestrictive Sense. 1854 J. CAIRNS Let.
in Lift xiv. (1895) 377 The statements regarding space and
time as irrestrictive conditions.

Irresirltive, a. rare. [IB-
2
.] Having no

result.

1833 MRS. BROWNING Prometh. Bound Poems 1850 I. 157
An empty wish, and irresultive work.

IrresTrscitable, a. rare.
[IB-

2
.] Not re-

suscitable ; that cannot be resuscitated or restored
to life. Hence Irresu-scitably (/..',-'.

1831 CARLYLE Sari. fits. n. ii, The inner man . . sleeps
now irresuscitably stagnant at the bottom of his stomach.
1843 Past $ Pr. I. vi, If it prove irresuscitable. 1865
Fredk. Gt. xvn. i. (1872) VII. 6 Clamorous rage and logic,
which has now sunk irresuscitably dead.

Irretention (.ir/te-njan). [IR-
2
.] Lack of

retention
; want of the power of retaining ;

irre-

tentiveness.

1817 DE QUINCEY Last days Kant Wks. 1854 III. 154
From irretention of memory, he could not recollect the
letters which composed his name.

Irretentive (irfte-ntiv), a. [IR-
2
.] Not re-

tentive ; lacking the power of retention.

1749 SKELTON Deism Revealed iv. (T.), His imagination
irregular and wild, his memory weak and irretentive. 1879
A. W. WARD Chaucer iii. 147 A manliness of tone, the direct

opposite of the irretentive querulousness found in so great
a number of poets. 1897 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXI V.

163/1 A narrow range of reading, or an irretentive memory.
Hence Irrute ntiveness, the quality of being

irretentive ; want of the power of retention.
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1849 Chambers' Hist. Scot. ix. 114 All the rest .. made
their escape from Newgate, which on this occasion mani-
fested a peculiar irretentiveness. 1867 LOWELL Rousseau
Pr. Wks. 1890 II. 261 Montaigne .. reports of himself with
the impartiality of a naturalist, and Boswell, in his letters to

Temple, shows a maudlin irretentiveness.

t Irre'tiate, v. 06s. [f. ppl. stem of L. irre-

tidre to ensnare, f. ir- (IR-
1
) -f rete net.] trans. To

catch as in a net ;
to ensnare, entrap.

1660 Charac. Italy 3 You are in continual fear, .by reason
of those hellish snares they usually lay

to irretiate and
massacre strangers. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1914 While
the said Crystal was growing or coagulating, several small
Insects.. were irretiated or imprisoned therein.

Irreticent (ire-tisent), a. [!R-
2
.] Not reti-

cent ; wanting in reticence.

2864 Realm n May 7 We English have an ineradicable
distaste to coarse, irreticent, rampant vulgarity, whether in

action, writing, or speech.

Irretraceable (irftr?-sab'I), a. [Is-
2
.] That

cannot be retraced.

1847 in CRAIG, a 1859 DE QUINCEY PostTi, Wks. (1891) I.

23 An error . . travels off into . . spaces incalculable and ir-

retraceable. 1876 HOLLAND Sev. Oaks xii. 168 He had
taken a step upward and forward, a step irretraceable.

Irretractable (irftre-ktab'l), a. [ad. late L.

irretractabil-is (Augustine), f. ir- (Is-
2
) + retrac-

tare to retract: see -BLE. Cf. F. irretractable

(i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] That cannot be re-

tracted or taken back.
1880 CHEYNE Isaiah (1884) I. 256 The gifts and calling of

God are irretractable.

Irretractile (irftrse-ktil, -tail), a. [In-
2
.]

Not retractile ; incapable of being retracted or

drawn back.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) II. vl. xii. 156 Of
bodies that resist in different modes . , we have . . the Re-
tractile and Irretractile.

Irretrievable (Wtrf-vSb'l), a. [IB-*.] That
cannot be retrieved ; irrecoverable ; irreparable.
1695 [implied in IRRETRIEVABLY]. 170* DE FOE Shortest

Way w. Dissenters Mjsc. (1703) 423 With an absolute, and,
as they suppose, irretrievable Victory. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 423 F 5 The Condition of Gloriana, I am afraid, is

irretrievable. 1788 GIBBON DecL fy F. xlviii. (1869) III. 49
He perceived the irretrievable decline of his brother's

health. i8ax WELLINGTON />/., etc. Oct. (1867) I. 195
Whether we shall.. give up the government to the Whigs
and Radicals, or, in other words, the country in all its

relations, to irretrievable ruin ? 1871 H. AINSWORTH Toiver
Hill ii. vii, The time approached when the irretrievable

step must be taken.

Hence Irretrlevabi'lity, Irretrievableness,
the quality of being irretrievable.

17x7 BAII.EYVO!. II, Irretriei'ableness. 1847 DE QUINCEY
Seer. Soc. Wks. 1857 VII. 269 The fatal irretrievability of
errors in early life. 1882 ANNIE THOMAS Allerton Towers
I. viii. 137 The boldness and irretrievability of the step he
has taken.

Irretrievably (irftr^vtbli), adv. [f. prec. -f

-LY^.] In an irretrievable manner; so as to be
irretrievable ; beyond recovery or repair ; irre-

parably.
1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth iv. ix. (1723) 215 It

must needs have been all irretrievably lost and useless to

Mankind. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxxi, Miss Wilmot . .

perceiving that her fortune was irretrievably lost. 1869
M. PATTISON Serin. (1885) 190 The Church of Rome has

irretrievably broken with knowledge.

t Irretu'rnable, a, Obs. [f. IR-
2 + RETURN v.

+ -ABLE.] a. That cannot be returned or turned

back. b. Admitting of no return ; from which it

is impossible to return.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings Ixxxii, Forth irreturnable

flyeth the spoken word, Be it in scoflfe, in earnest, or in

bourd. 1579 J. STUBBES Gaping GutfBj, His kingdom
cam to naught, and the whole people suffered a transmigra-
tion Irretornable in Assiria. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Garzonfs

Hasp. Incur. Fooles 36 To enter the irreturnable shadowes
of god Ditis his house.

[Irrevalent, a frequent perversion of IRRELE-

VANT.]
Irrevealable (irtVrlab'l), a. rare-*. [IR-2.]
That cannot be revealed. So Irrevea'lably adv.

1847 in CRAIG.

t Irrevealed, a. Obs. [IR-
2
.]

Not revealed

or disclosed ; unrevealed.
1610 DONNE Pseudo Martyr v. 12 Obscure and irrevealed

things. i68 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 107 The irreuealed

Will of God. (11631 DONNE Paradoxes (1652) 63 So deep
and so irreveald.

Irreverence (ire'verens). [ad. L. irreverentia^

f. irreverent-em IRREVERENT : see -ENCE. Cf. F.

inrtv&rence I3th c., irreverence I4th c. (Hatz.-
Darm. and Littre).]
1. The fact or quality of being irreverent ;

absence

or violation of reverence ; disrespect to a person or

thing held sacred or worthy of honour.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 10 Ifhe swere be Cryste wondes
or bfude. .it sounes in irreu[er]ence of Ihesu Cryste. 138*
WYCLIF Ecclus. xxvi. 14 Fro alle irreuerence of the ejen of

hir waar [1388 Be thou war of al vnreuerence of hir i$en].

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 329 Irreuerence is whan men do

nat honour there as hem oghte to doon. c 1440 Jacobus
Well 94 Whanne J>ou iapyst, .& scornyst, & dost irreuerence

to god & to his sayntes. 1651 DAVBMAHT G<fc#3#r* Pref. 3

If it be not irreverence to record their opinion. 1684

Contempt. St. Man u. x, (1699) 236 The irreverence and

great incivility towards God in a Mortal Sin. a 1779 WAR-

BURTON Senn. IX. ii. (R.), Turnus..is, on the very first

appearance, marked out by his irreverence to the priestess
of Juno. 1861 WRIGHT Ess. ArcJi&oL II. xxi. 176 A feeling
of irreverence for things sacred. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm.
Sc. (1879) I. xi. 353 Lowering the moral tone, and exciting
irreverence and cunning.

b. with an and pi* An instance of this
;
an

irreverent act or utterance.
a. 1744 POPE (J.), Attributes .. which it was an irreverence

to omit. 1873 LD. HOUGHTON Monogr. 20 Make yourself
quite easy in the possession of my irreverences. 1899 A. E.
GARVIE Ritschlian Theol. vi. ii. 344 The spiritual dissection
of some theologians is . . an impertinence, one could even

say an irreverence.

2. The condition of not being reverenced ; state

of dishonour.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 151 The irreverence and
scorn the Judges were justly in. Mod. To be held in

irreverence.

Irreverend (ire'verend), a. [!R-
2
.]

1. Not reverend
; unworthy of veneration.

[1494: see IRREVERENTJ.] 1748 RICHARDSottCtarissa(i&ii)
VIII. xii. 158 Her matted, griesly hair, made irreverend by
her wickedness. 1879 SWINBURNE Stud. Skaks. ii. (1880)
no That most irreverend father in God, Friar John, belongs
to a higher class in the moral order of being.

U 2. Formerly often misused for, or confused

with, IRREVERENT.
[Arising from the earlier use of IRREVERENT in both senses.]

1576 GRINDAL Let. to Queen 20 Dec. in Strype Life (1710)
n. App. 80 If eny Man use immodest Speech, or irreverend

Gesture or Behaviour. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xlvii. 4
That irreverend confidence wherewith true humilitie can
neuer stand. 1721 STKYPE Eccl. Mem. an. 1556 (R.) A certain

learned person, .impugned some part ofwhat he had spoken,
urging that he had used irreverend speech. 1796 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly^ Mag. II. 465 To preserve their monumental
altars within precincts where they will be guarded from
irreverend mutilation. 1849 ROCK Ch. ofFathers I. ii. 79
Handled with a rough, irreverend touch.

Hence Irre'verendly adv. (in quots. misused for

irreverently}.
i65sH. VAUGHANiSV&.TiSerw/. Pref. (1858)7 Soirreverendly

bold, as to dash Scripture with their impious conceits. 1738
WARBURTON Drv. Legat. App. 58 He irreverendly aims at

wit with the face of an Irish inquisitor.

Irreverent (ire'vere'nt), a. Also 5 inr-. [ad.
L. in-, irreverent-em

^
f. in-, ir- (IR-^) + reverens,

-entem, pr. pple. of reverert to REVERE. Cf. F.

irrtvtrent (i5th c.).
In OF. reverent represented L. reverendus\ hence, in

English also, reverent and irreverent were orig. used in the

sense of reverend, irrevcrend, which were of later introduc-
tion : see REVEKENT.]

f 1. = IRREVEREND. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 644 To company w* symple &
inreuerent persones.

2. Not reverent ; wanting in reverence or venera-

tion ; showing disrespect to a sacred or venerable

person or thing.
1550 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 13 That no man shuld

. . loke In the Arke . . wyth prophane & Irreverente eies. 1667
MILTON P. L. xii. 101 Th 1

irreverent Son Of him who built

the Ark, who for the shame Don to his Father, heard this

heavie curse, Servant of Servants, on his vitious Race. 1746
AKENSIDE Hymn Naiads 288 Of highest Jove, Irreverent.

1864 Dublin Univ. Mag. 612 'Parker is an old hunks',
was the irreverent reply. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I.

Notes 281 The irreverent irony of Mephistopheles.

Irreverential (irevere-njal), a. [f. L. irrevc-

rentia IRREVERENCE + -AL.] Not reverential
;

characterized by irreverence ; irreverent.

165* Rec. Dingwatt Presb. (Sc. Hist. Soc.) 242 Sentenced
for his irreverentiall words against his Minister. 1675 C*u
Quakers cone. Oaths defended 15 Irreverential and common
Swearing. 1848 LONGF. in Life (1891) II. 137 The old

General Washington dodge pardon the irreverential word
of thanking the donor before reading the book. 1861

WILSON & GEIKIE Mem. E. Forbes vi. 181 The irreverential

portraits of academic dignitaries which were weekly dis-

played at the College gate.

Hence Irrevere'ntiallsm, irreverential practice.
Irreverentially adv., irreverently.
1675 Case Quakers cone. Oaths defended 15 Swearing

rashly, prophanely, irreverentially. 1850 DE QUINCEY Wks.
(1871) XVI. 54 To complain of irreverentialism through an
irreverential word. 1855 F. M. BROWN in W. M. Rossetti

R-uskin, Rossetti, etc. (1899) 44 Stephens speaking irreve-

rentially on the subject of Guggum.

Irreverently (ire*verentli), adv. [f. IRREVE-
RENT +-LY ii

.]
In an irreverent manner; without

reverence ; disrespectfully.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 516 They .vi. Corpsys . . were

than put in a carte & drawen vnto a house of Seynt Kathe-

ryne;
& there buryed inreuerently. 1550 VERON Godly

Sayings (1846) 12 The people which loked in it irreverently
were slayne. 1658 Hist. Mem. fC. James 25 Surprised that

he spake irreverently of King Henry the eighth. 1716
ADDISON Freeholder No. 6 F 8 Those who speak irreverently
of the Person to whom they have sworn Allegiance. 1828

D'ISRAELI Chas. /, I. iv. 71 A land where the haughtiest
Don trembled to touch irreverently the meanest friar. 1859
GEO. ELIOT A. Bede ii, Nor was it a 'spotty globe', as

Milton has irreverently called the moon.

Irreversible (iriVausib'l), a. Also 7-8 -able.

[!R-
2
.] That cannot be reversed.

1. That cannot be undone, repealed, or annulled ;

unalterable, irrevocable.

1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 114 The euerlasting, the Ir-

reuersiblo Decrees of Election. 1649 BP. HALL Cases
Consc. iv. vi. 457 That since marriage once passed, is irre-

versible, we may have "Some breathing-time betwixt our

promise and accomplishment. 1677 W. SHERLOCK Answ.
T. Daivson 23 He is under, an irreversible Decree. 1728
R. MORRIS Ess. Anc. Archii. 7 The irreversable Decree
of Fate. 1867 BRIGHT Sp., Amer. 29 June (1876) 144 A
triumph which has pronounced the irreversible doom of

slavery. 1885 Law Times LXXVIII. 183/2 It was so
taken [to the House of Lords] and the previously irreversible
decisions of the Queen's Bench were reversed.

2. That cannot be turned backwards, upside down,
or in the opposite direction. (In quot. 1821, That
cannot be upset or overturned.)
1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Valentine 's Day, Delightful eternal

commonplaces . . having your irreversible throne in the fancy
and affections. 1864 BOWRN Logic xii. 398 It is Causal
relation, and, as such, is absolute and unchangeable, for it

is irreversible even in thought. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist.
Contm. 28 The irreversible order of deposits.
Hence Xrreversfbi*lity, Irreve'rsibleness, the

quality or character of being irreversible.

1625 DONNE Serm. Ixvi. 673 In the anguish of that disso-

lution, in the sorrows of that valediction, in the irreversible-

nesse of that transmigration. 1678 J. J[ONES] Brit. Ch. 441
The perpetuity and irreversibleness of this decree. 173*
STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible v. ii. (T. Suppl.), A precedent of
the irreversibleness of oaths. 1824 Blacfnv. Mag. XV. 520
The irreversibility of the judgments. 1873 B. STEWART
Conserv. Energy v. 142 The irreversibility of the process
puts a stop to all this.

Irreversibly (irfva-jsibli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LT 2

.] In an irreversible manner ; so as not to

admit of being reversed ; unalterably, irrevocably.
1626 JACKSON Crted VIIL iv. 3 Whether they were irre-

versibly cast out of God's gratious presence before their

accomplishment of. .their project against man, is not so

certaine. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 16 F 5, I am now . .

known to be an Author and. .irreversibly condemned to all

the miseries of high reputation, a 1842 ARNOLD Lect. Mod.
Hist. ii. (1878) 140 Taking their shape for good or for evil,

and sometimes irreversibly.

Irrevertible (ir/v5utib'l), a. rare. [f. IR- 2

+ L. reverti to return + -IBLE.] a. Incapable of

reverting (to the former owner), b. Irreversible,
unalterable.

1725 KIRKPATRICK Relig. Ord. Norwich 129 Unexpirable,
or at least irrevertible, leases. 1823 Black-w. Mag. XI. 165
The irrevertible tendency to monarchy of a great, a chival-

rous, and a territorial people.

t Irrevi'ncible, a. Obs. rare. [f. IR-
2 + RE-

VINCIBLE, ad. late L. revincibilis (Tertull.).] That
cannot be overcome or refuted

; invincible, incon-

trovertible.
a 1746 J. LEWIS Life Fisher (1855) I. xvi. 269 Bede..

proves by irrevincible arguments, that those fourteen years
are to be counted from the conversion of Paul.

Irrevisable (ir/Vai'zab'l), a. rare. [IR-
2
.]

That cannot or must not be revised.

1884 Leeds Mercury 15 Aug. 5/1 The Republic has been
declared inviolable, irrevisable.

[Irre-vitable : see IRRENITIBLE.]

Irrevocability (ire^v^kabi'liti). [f. next +
-ITY: cf. F. irrevocability (1534 in Hatz.-Darm.).-]
The quality, character, or condition of being irre-

vocable ; incapability of being recalled or revoked.

1613 F. ROBARTS Reven. Gosp. i He enacteth it. .in more
then Mede and Persian irrevocabilitie. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. xxxi, Confirmation of the irrevocability of his inten-

tion. 1884 Pall Mall G. 25 Sept. 5/2 The new agreement..
If it is to share the fate of other

'

irrevocabilities
'

. . will not

be worth much.

Irrevocable (ire-v^kab'l), a. Also 5 inre-

vocable, 7-8 irrevocable, [ad. L. irrtVOc&bil-is^

f. ir- (IR-
2
) + revoeabilis, f. revocare to recall :

perh. in part through F. irrevocable (1357 in Godef.

Compl^}. Irrevokable follows Eng. revoke.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie n. xiifi]. (Arb.) 130 Not con-

tent with the vsual Normane or Saxon word, would conuert

the very Latine and Greeke word into vulgar French, as to

say innumerable for innombrable, reuocable, irreuocable, ..

and such like, which are not naturall Normans nor yet

French, but altered Latines.]

That cannot be recalled.

1. That cannot be called, brought, fetched, or

taken back; that is beyond recall or recovery.

(In reference to past time or events often with

admixture of sense 2.)

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxi. 5 For I the Lord ledde out my
swerd of his sheethe iireuocable [gloss or that may not be

clepid a;en]. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xi, 42 Alas he . . hath

my loue entierly wyth hym, wherof inreuocable a yefte I

doo make to hym. 1596 SPENSHR F. Q. vi. ii. 15 Sith that,

he is gone irrevocable. 1607 ROWLANDS Guy Warw, 74
Irrevocable time is posting gone. 1706 ROWE Ulysses iv. i.

1768 She is lost most certain gone irrevocable. 1865
KINGSLEY Hereiv. xii, She sat . . half wishing that the irre-

vocable yesterday had never come. 1866 LIDDON Bampt.
Lect. vi. (1875) 345 Regarded historically these events belong
to the irrevocable past.

2. That cannot be revoked, repealed, annulled,

or undone ; unalterable, irreversible. (The pre-

vailing sense.)
1490 CAXTON Eneydos iv. 20 Bi the sentence irreuocable

of theym [the gods]. 1575-65 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (Parker
Soc.) 303 As a seal and sure pledge of his irrevocable

promise. 1600 SHA.K.S.A. Y.L. i. iii. 85 Firme,and irreuoc-

able is my doombe, Which I haue past vpon her, she is

banish'd. 169* WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop. v.

Wks. (1851) 141 The Laws of the Medes and Persians;
which Laws were irrevocable. 1791 PAINE Rights ofMan
(ed, 4) 145 An hereditary aristocracy, assuming and assert-

ing indefeasible, irrevokable rights and authority, wholly



IRREVOCABLENESS.

independent of the Nation. 1862 MI:KIVAI.K AVw. F.nip.

xxii. (1865) III. 33 This tenam-ri^ht was equivalent to

actual possession ; it was perpetual and irrevocable. 1880

MRS. FORRESTER Ki>y 4 I'. I. Si You need feel certain that

her decision of to-niglit is irrevocable.

Irrevocableness (irc-v^kab'lnes). [f. prec.

+ -jfKss.] The quality or character of being irre-

vocable.

1649 ROBERTS Claris BiH. 493 The incurablenesse of their

MM>, and irrevocablenesse of their judgements. 1753 RICHARD-
SON Grandisoii (1781) VI. xxxii. 226 The irreyocableness of

the event. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xlviii, Adam was

forcing Arthur to feel more intensely the irrevocableness of

his own wrong-doing.

Irrevocably (ire'v^kabli), adv. [f. as prec.

+ -LV *.] In an irrevocable manner ; so as to be

irrevocable.

1. So as not to admit of being called or brought
back ; beyond recall or recovery.
s6n COTCR., Irrevocablement, irreuocably, vnrecallably.

1627 MAY Litcan i. (1631) 16 Irrevocably doe the people
five. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Tk. v. 402 Nor mark the muck irre-

vocably laps'd, And mingled with the sea. 1855 THACKERAY
Neivcomes ConcL, Tho' he has disappeared as irrevocably
as Eurydice.
2. So as not to admit of being revoked or annulled

;

unalterably, irreversibly.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. Sr Mor. 26 b, Ligarius . . is by me

already irrevocably condemn'd. 1644 Bp. MAXWELL Prerog.
Ckr. Kings ix. 100 They were totally and irrevocably in-

vested with all power. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comin. I. vii. 252
The king may make a treaty with a foreign state, which
shall irrevocably bind the nation. 1810 House ofLancaster
I. 103, I remained firmly and irrevocably fixed in my first

resolution. 1841 MACAULAY Ess., Hastings (1887) 678 The
whole party was irrevocably pledged to a prosecution.

Irrevolnble (toewfebT), a. rare.
[f.

In- 2 +
REVOLUBLB, ad. L. revolubilis that may be rolled

back.] That has no finite period of revolution,
whose revolution is never completed; of infinite

circuit.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 71 In supereminence of
beatifick Vision progressing the datelesse and irrevoluble
Circle of Eternity. 1876 FARRAR Marlb. Serm. xxviii. 284
The exceeding immortality 'the dateless and irrevoluble
circle of eternity

'

is for all who can say,
'
I have finished

my race \

IrrhetoTioal, a. rare-". [In- 2.] 'Not rhe-

torical ; inelegant in phrase ; unpersuasive
'

(Smart,
1836).

t Irwde, v. 06s. [ad. L. irrlde-re to laugh at,
f. ir- (IB- 1) + ridere to laugh.] trans. To laugh
at ; to deride.

1637 MEDE Ep., to Twisse Wks. (1672) iv. Ixxi. 850 Did I

merit to be irrided for having found out I know not what
Mystery? a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen. VIII (1683) 489
Luther, Stermius, and others, .irrided it publickly.

Irrigable (i-rigab'l), a.
[f. L. irriga-re to

IRRIGATE : see -BLE : so mod.F. irrigable (Diet.
Acad. 1878).] Capable of being irrigated; sus-

ceptible of irrigation.
1844 Black. Mag. LVI. 193 To employ the irrigable land

on the banks of the canal for agricultural purposes. 1895
Athenaum 14 Sept. 354/1 There is a considerable amount
of irrigated country paying well, and an enormous amount
of country easily irrigable.

Hence rrrlffably ai/v., so as to be irrigable.
1803 Scribner's Mag. XIII. 94/1 A ribbon of irrigably

levelland.

t rrrigate, fpl- a. 06s. In 5 irrigat. [ad.
L. irrigdt-us, pa. pple. of irrigare to IRRIGATE.]
Irrigated, watered.

t/i 1411 LYDG. Two Mtrcliants 24 But yeer by veer the
soil is irrigat, And ouyrflowyd with the flood of Nyle.

Irrigate U'rigf't), v.
[f. L. irrigat-, ppl. stem

of irrigare to lead water to, to water, f. ir- (!R- 1)
+ rigare to wet, moisten, water.]
1. trans. To supply with moisture ; to moisten,

wet. (Now rare in the general sense, and regarded
as trans/, from 23.)
1615 CROOKE Bmiy ofMan 285 The thirde vse is to irrigate

or moysten the sides of the wombe. 1688 BOYLE Final
Causes Nat. Things iv. 158 Not that they think the blood
. . unfit to irrigate the parts with that vital liquor. 1708
J. PHILIPS Cyder \\. 65 With which .. to irrigate Their
dry-furr'd Tongues. 1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 3 Only
the larger bronchi are irrigated by the bronchial arteries.
2. spec. a. To supply (land) with water by means

of channels or streams passing through it
;
also

said of such channels or streams (natural or arti-

ficial) ; to water. (The prevailing sense.)
f^*3 COCKERAM, Irrigate, to water ground, or so. 1706

PHILLIPS s.v., A Country irrigated by several fine Rivers.
1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. iv. 180 The orchard . . and garden
ground, .were irrigated by the waters of a small mountain-
ill which were collected and led down in front of the house

o?"
a

,

mficlal C3"*1 - '852 CONYBEARE & HoWSON St. Paul
2) I. x. 332 Its waters still irrigate the suburban gardens of

the Athenians. 1871 YEATS Growth Comm. 37 The countryWa
!,"

iU
?i- j & irri8at<;d by a network of canals.

D. Med. To supply (a part, a wound, etc.) with
a constant flow or sprinkling of some liquid, for
the purpose of cooling, cleansing, or disinfecting.
i(7< Clin Soc Trans IX. 123 Stuffed with sponges, andluturej left unfastened for three hours, during which time

it was irrigated with carbolic acid.
" fig- To refresh or make fruitful as with a supply

of moisture.

496

i686 HORNECK Crttcif. Jesits xiii. 276 The wine of angels
..inebriates their understandings, irrigates the spirits of
men made perfect. 1823 BYRON Juan xin. v, But then they
have their claret and Madeira To irrigate the dryness of
decline. 1873 HAMERTON Intell. Life x. iii. (1875) 352 Her
mind irrigated their minds, which would have remained

permanently barren without that help and refreshment.

Hence I-rrigated, I-rrigating///. adjs.
1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 287 The earth becomes

again satiated by irrigating showers. 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 353 Irrigated pasture, or best
water meadow. 1892 A thenseum 30 July 153/3 He. .set them
to work digging an irrigating canal. 1895 IVestm. Gaz.
i July 1/3 Ihe fertilising and irrigating effect which the
Darwinian hypothesis has exercised in all departments of
contemporary thought.

Irrigation (irig^-Jan). [ad. L. irrigation-em

watering, n. of action from irrigare to IRRIGATE :

cf. F. irrigation (isth c. in Godef. Compl.}.] The
action or process of irrigating.
1. The action of supplying or fact of being sup-

plied with moisture; a moistening or wetting.
(Now rare in gen. sense, and regarded as trans/.
from 2 a.)
<xi6i8 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 503 It dries the Body,

robs of irrigation The thirsty parts. 1641 FRENCH Distill.
i. (1651) ii Humectation or Irrigation, is a sprinkling of
moisture upon any thing, a 1693 AUBREY Lives, Bacon
(1898) I. 84 His lordnhip would, when it rayned, take his
coach (open) to receive the benefit of irrigation. 1809
Enrop. Mag. LV. 20 The streets and lanes . . were in a
complete state of irrigation.

2. spec. a. The action of supplying land with
water by means of channels or streams ; the dis-

tribution of water over the surface of the ground,
in order to promote the growth and productiveness
of plants.
1626 BACON Sylva 600 The Sixth Helpe of Ground is by

Watering and Irrigation. 1664 EVELYN Sylva Advt., I did
not altogether compile this Work for the sake of our
Ordinary Rustics, but for the more Ingenious. . . That this

may yet be no prejudice to the meaner capacities let them
read for . . irrigation, watering. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric.
Devon (1813) 18 This valley .. is supplied by a constant
stream for the purposes of irrigation. 1825 J. NICHOLSON
Operat. Mechanic 232 A machine designed to raise water to
a great height for the irrigation of land. 1862 STANLEY
Jew. Ch. (1877) I. iv. 72 Peasants, .drawing up the buckets
of water from the river for the irrigation of the fields above.

b. Med. The application of a constant stream
or shower of some liquid to a part of the body,
e.g. to allay inflammation, or to cleanse and dis-

infect an ulcer, etc. (In quot. 1632 concr. A
liquid for this purpose ;

an embrocation, lotion.)
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 272 Irrigation, .is

an aspersion of humidity upon things that are to be dis-

solved, that so they may the more easily deliquate. 1621
BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. i. v, Irrigations of the head, with
water lillies, lettice, violets, camomile, &c. 1632 tr. Bruel's
Praxis Med. 39 Make an irrhigation for the head with
sweete waters. 1842 ABDY Water Cure (1843) 68 Cold half
baths, and irrigation afterwards. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Irrigation, . . the continuous application of a stream of
simple or antiseptic fluid to a part so as to keep it wet with
a constant change of the moisture.

3. fig. Cf. IRRIGATE v. 3.
a 1660 HAMMOND

Wks._ IV. 574 (T.) That every of us
fructify in some proportion answerable to our irrigation.
1884 J. HALL Chr. Home 69 Such spiritual irrigation we
must use in the home for the good of one another.

4. attrib.

1858 J.
B. NORTON Topics 184 The whole revenue being

immediately dependent on the irrigation works. 1877 Daily
News 5 Oct. 4/4 Having erected new irrigation tanks in
India. 1880 C. R. MAHKHAM 1'erur, Bark 479 In June the

people were occupied with the irrigation channels. 1883
F. DAY Indian Fish 50 (Fish. Exh. Publ.) To watch these
enormous reptiles feeding in the river below the irrigation
weir which impedes the upward ascent of breeding fish.

Hence Irriga'tional a., belonging to irrigation ;

Irriga tionist, a person interested in irrigation.

1877 Athenznm i Dec. 695/3 Public works . . both roads
and irrigational. 1887 Detroit Free Press 21 May 2/4 Of
interest to irrigationists. 1894 Naturalist 58 A product of '

the sewage farm irrigational proceedings. 1894 Voice (N.Y.)
18 Oct. 3/4 The Denver congress of irrigationists.

Irrigative (i-rig^tiv), a. [f. as IRRIGATE v.
'

+ -IVE.] Serving to irrigate ;
of or pertaining to

irrigation.
1861 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXII. n. 443 Many irrigative

canals. 1887 W. G. PALGRAVE Ulysses 158 Mr. Fergusson
does not err in assigning the palm of irrigative skill to the
Turanian races.

Irrigator (i-rige'tai). [a. late L. irrigator
(Augustine), agent-n. from irrigare to IRRIGATE.]
1. One who or that which irrigates.
1829 G. STEPHENS (title) Practical Irrigator and Drainer.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 13 The
irrigator should admit the water at the time and for the
periods which experience points out as the best. 1885-6
SPURGEON Trcas. Dav. Ps. cxlvii. 8 God makes the.. clouds
the irrigators of the mountain meadows.
2. Med. A contrivance for irrigation (sense 2 b)."in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1032 Efficient

should be at hand.

Irrigatorial (i'rigatoo-rial), a.
[f.

L. stem
irrigat- + -ORY + -AL.] Relating to irrigation.
So Irrigatory (1-rigAori) a. in same sense.

IRRITABILITY.

1867 LD. NAPIER in Sir S. Northcote Life (1890) I. ix. 201
The localities fit for irrigatorial purposes. 1884 Chamb
Jriil. 13 Dec. 796 All Sicilian agricultural and irrigatory
terms recall them.

t Irriguate (iri-gi|*'t), . Obs. [f. L. irri-

ga-us (see next) + -ATE 3.] trans. = IRRIGATE v.
So t Irri-guate ///. a., irrigated, well-watered
(cf. IRRIGATE <?.).

1631 LITHGOW Trav. v. 176 Not farre from the irriguate
plame of Darmille. Ibid. vii. 316 Now to discourse of
Nylus, this flood irriguateth all the low playnes. Ibid. x.

490 Even so is melting Tweed and weeping Tiviot . that
imguat the fertile fields. 1670 Lex Talionistf* The Circu-
lation of the Blood, whereby every part is irriguated and
nourished.

Irrigturas (irrgi,as), a. Now rare.
[f. L.

irrigu-us supplied with water, f. in-, ir- (In- l) +
rigu-us watered, from stem of rigare to wet, water.]
1. Irrigated ; moistened, bedewed, wet ; esp. of

a region or tract of land : Well-watered, moist,
watery. Alsoy^".
1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Sertn.for Year Ded., Like Gideon's

Fleece, irriguous with a dew from Heaven, when much of
the vicinage is dry. 1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 255 The flourie

lap Of som irriguous Valley. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase iv.

349 Skim with wanton Wing th irriguous Vale. 1749 Bp.
LAVINGTON Enthus. Meth. 4- Papists (1754) I. ii. 63 Opposite
Vicissitudes of Soul, the irriguous and dry, the anxious and
secure. 1802 Brookes' Gazetteer (ed. 1 2) s.v. Lomond, Herds
of cattle feed in the irriguous vallies at its base.

2. Having the quality of irrigating; affording
a supply of water or moisture

; watering, bedew-

ing. Also/-.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit. XVI. 560 If. .the Scorbutick

Infection break into the Brain .. and very much infect the
irriguous Liquor of either Province. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
I'ertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 254 The refreshing
hollows of mountains, near irriguous and shady founts.
1801 Trans. Soc. Arts XIX. 176 The Grubs were seen lying
in irriguous channels. 1861 CLOUGH Ess, Class. Metres,
Elegiacs i. 6 A lordly river . . Through the meadows sinuous,
wandered irriguous.

Hence Irri guousness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
t Irrisible (iri-zib'l), a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.

irrisibil-is (Augustine), f. irridere to laugh at,

IBRIDE.] Ridiculous ; worthy of derision.

1767 A. CAMPBKLL Lexiph. 37 note. That the natives of one
of

_our
three kingdoms are really no better than irrational,

irrisible, four-legged animals, and considered by their fellow-

subjects, and the legislature in no other capacity.

Irrision (iri-gan). Now rare or arch. [ad.
L. irrision-em, n. of action from irridere to laugh
at, IBKIDE. Cf. F. irrision (Cotgr. 1611).] The
action of laughing at a person or thing in scorn or

contempt ; derision, mockery.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 97 b, He was Alluded

and scorned with garmentes of irrisyon. 1579 TWYNE
Phisicke agst. Fort. i. Ixix. 95 b, They seeke to auoyde
infamie and irrision. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exeinp. ii. Ad
Sect. xii. 100 To abstain from all mockings of our neigh-
bour, not giving him appellatives of scorne, or irrision.

1696 Bp. PATRICK Comm. Exod. x. (1697) 168 Some look

upon it as an Irrision or a jeer. 1833 H. J. ROSE Prelim.
Obs. Middletons Grk, Article (1858) p. xxiv, Stallbaum also

says that the omission of the article denotes irrision. 1858
HOGG Life Shelley II. xi. 385 An indecent irrision of the
sacred character of the lover-poet.

Irrisor (irai-sjJi). rare. [a. L. irrisor, agent-n.
from irridere : see prec.]
1. One who laughs at another; a mocker, a

derider.

'739 J- HILDROP Regtil. Free-thinking 23 They shall then
be admitted into the highest Rank or Degree of Risers,
called the 1 rrisors, answering to the Degree of Senior Sophs ;

and shall be allowed not only to laugh and be witty, but to
insult upon proper Occasions.

2. Zoo/. A bird of the genus Irrisor or family
Irrisoridx, natives of Africa, so called from their

noisy cry ;
a wood-hoopoe.

Irrisory (irai-sori), a. rare. [f. L. type *irri-

sori-us, f. irrisor, irrisor-em : see prec. and -ORY.]
Having the character of deriding or mocking.
1824 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. 1846 I. xxxviii. 244/2,

I wish that, even there, you had been less irrisory, less of
a pleader. 1829 Ibid. II. 146/1 The young men continued
in their irrisory mood.

Irrit, variant of IRHITE a. Obs., void.

Irritability (i'ritabHiti). [ad. ~L.irritabilitas,

f. irritabilis : see next and -ITT. Cf. F. irritabililt

(Haller, 1756).] The quality or state of being
irritable.

1. The quality or state of being easily annoyed or

excited to anger or impatience ; proneness to vexa-

tion or annoyance ; petulance.
1791 BOSWELL Johnson Mar. an. 1753, The gloomy irrita-

bility of his existence was more painful to him than ever.
1828 SCOTT F, M. Perth xyi,

His second subject of conver-
sation . . seemed rather delicate for the smith's present state
of irritability. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 26
The irritability of their vanity has been much exaggerated.
1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Shakespeare Wks. (Bohn) I. 354
The perilous irritability of poetic talent. 1881 W. COLLINS
Bl, Robe I. vi. 205 There was not only irritability, there was

contempt.. in her tone.

2. Path. Of a bodily organ or part : The condi-

tion of being excessively or morbidly excitable or

sensitive to the contact or action of anything.
1785 ALEX. GRANT (title) Observations on the Use of



IRRITABLE.
Opium, in Diseases supposed to be owing to morbid irrita-

bility. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dan. Med. (1790) 315 From
a peculiar weakness, or too great an irritability of the
bowels. 1873 B. M KADOWS Clia. Observ. 51 He is all right,
save slight irritability and scurf in the scalp.
3. P/iysiol. and Biol. The capacity of being

excited to vital action (e.g. motion, contraction,
nervous impulse, etc.) by the application of an
external stimulus: a property of living matter or

protoplasm in general, and characteristic in a
special degree of certain organs or tissues of
animals arid plants, esp. muscles and nerves : see
IRRITABLE 3.

['751 J. G. ZIMMERMAN (title) Disscrtatio Physiologica de
Irritabihtate, quam publice defendet.] 1755 R. WHYTT
ttitle) Physiological Essays. .On the Sensibility and Irrita-
bility of the Parts of Men and other Animals ; occasioned
by Dr. Haller's Treatise on these Subjects. 1788 SIR J. E
SMITH in PAH. Trans. Abr. XVI. 421 (heading) On the
Irritability of Vegetables. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Ext.
Phihs. IV. xhx. 349 Physicians talk of the irritability of
our nervous system. 1805 A. CARLISLE in Phil. Trans.XCV. 3 When muscles are capable of reiterated contractions
and relaxations, they are said to be alive, or to possess
irritability. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I.

115 Some leaves possess the property, when acted upon by
certain bodies, of moving. This is called, in reference to
leaves, Irritability. 1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids v. 172The irritability of the labellum in several distantly-allied
forms is highly remarkable. 1898 AllbutfsSyst. Med. V.
401 Instances of that response of living matter, ae>a manifes-
tation of

'

irritability ', to chemical changes in its surroundings
which is denoted by the term 'chemiotaxis'.

Irritable (i'ritab'l), a. [ad. L. irrttabilis,
f. irritare IRRITATE v.l : see -BLE. Cf. F. irrit-
able (1547 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Capable of being
irritated ; susceptible of irritation.

1. Readily excited to anger or impatience ; easily
ruffled or annoyed.
1662 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. 10 It could never

enter into my minde that he was either irritable or pro-
pitiable by the omitting or performing of any mean and
insignificant services. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks.
IV. 101 He was irritable and resentful. 1841 ELPHINSTONE
Hist. hid. II. 47 His ill health made him more suspicious
and irritable than ever. 1877 ERICHSEN Surf. I. 5 Persons
of an irritable and anxious mind do not bear operations so
well as those of a more tranquil mental constitution. 1879
F. W. ROBINSON Cmuard Cause, i. xi, I have lived in . . the
irritablest of families.

2. Readily excited to action; highly responsive
to stimulus; (of a bodily organ or part), Exces-
sively or morbidly excitable or sensitive (see
IRRITATE z;.i 3).

_ 1791 BURKE App. WAsWks. VI. 8 Accused of provoking
irritable power to new excesses. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 78When its excretion is by any means obstructed, it produces
insensible and irritable constitutions. 1804 ABERNF.THY
Surf. Ots. 59 The destruction of the irritable decayed sur-
face [of a tooth]. 1875 B. MEADOWS Clin. Otserv. 27 He
had an irritable stomach and was . . much annoyed with
acidity. 1885 H. JAMES Lit. Tour France xxxiv. 220 Our
modern nerves, our irritable sympathies, our easy discom-
forts and fears, make one think (in some relations) less

respectfully of human nature. 1887 MRS. EWING Dandel.
Clocks 13 One cannot help having an irritable brain, which
rides an

idea_ to the moon and home again.. whilst some
folks are getting the harness of words on to its back. 1807
Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 751 The tongue is slightly furred
or is red and irritable looking.
3. Pkysiol. and Biol. Of an organ, tissue, etc.

of an animal or plant : Capable of being excited
to vital action by the application of some physical
stimulus

; said esp. of muscles and nerves, as sub-

ject respectively to contraction and to motor or

sensory impulse under the influence of the proper
external forces.

1793 BEDDOES Calculus, etc. 181 The irritable fibres in the
same system have not all the same degree of irritability.
They have different degrees of capacity for the irritable

principle. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Sot. 784 In
a smaller number of instances periodically motile foliage-
leaves . . are irritable to touch or concussion. 1878 FOSTER
Pkfi. in. i. 394 A sensory nerve in its simplest form may be
regarded as a strand of eminently irritable protoplasm.
I rritableness. rare. [f. prec. + -NESS.]

=
IRRITABILITY.
1805 in W. PERRY Eng. Diet. 1815 E. IRVING Last Days

255 No irritableness of an afflicted body, nor weariness of
bed-ridden age. 1857-8 SEARS A than. xi. 92 This excessive
irritableness of the body.

Irritably (i-ritabli), adv. [f. as prec. -I- -LY 2.]
In an irritable manner ; with irritation ; petulantly.
1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. 1880 OUIDA Moths I.

ix. 249 Oh ! you don't believe me
', she said irritably, 'ask

anybody '. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 204
All this made her feel generally cross, and irritably resentful.

I'rntament. Now rare or Obs. [ad. L. irri-
tament-um a provocative, f. irntare IRRITATE z.l :

see -MENT.] Something that excites or provokes
an action, feeling, or state; an exciting cause;
a provocative, an incentive

; an irritant.

1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 91 The Irrita-
ments of Despaire. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 5 Perillous irri-
taments of carnal] and

spiritual! enmity. 1800 Med. Jrnl.
IV. 274 There is no specific irritament, which does not prove
for the whole constitution either asthenic or sthenic. 1844
GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) III. 27 He was wrong; for the
bearing of his argument would have been this

; Sacraments
are irritaments of faith, therefore baptise those who have it

not, in order that they may be aroused to conceive it.
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Irritancy 1
(i-ritansi). [f. IRRITANT a.i : 8ee

-ANCY.] Irritating quality or character ; irrita-

tion, annoyance.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. m. xii, Not without a certain

irritancy and even spoken invective. 1849 Tail's Mag.XVI. 754 The source of great irritancy and vexation to the
: Colonists. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 6 Apr. 8/2 A superior altitude
1

. .adds an irritancy to the monition tendered.

I'rritancy 2
. Rom., Civil, and Sc. Law. [f.

IRRITANT a.2 : see -ANCY.] The fact of rendering,
or condition of being rendered, null and void.
1681 STAIR Inst. Law Scot. (1693) i. xiii. 14. 122 By pay-ment at the Ban-, it was allowed to be purged, even though

the Party after the Irritancy got Possession. 1773 ERSKINE
Inst. Law Scot. u. v. 27 Where the irritant clause was
conceived in these words,

' That the feu-right should fall,
if two years duty happened to run into a third

', which was
long the usual style, the irritancy was not incurred by our
older practice till the whole of the third year's duty was
due. i86 W. BELL Diet. Lam Scot. s. v., The irritancy of
a right is its forfeiture in consequence of some neglect or
contravention. . . A lease may be dissolved during its currency
by the operation of a legal as well as of a conventional irri-

tancy. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius Dig. 6:3 Irritancy ofa testa-.,
meat. A testament was irritated when the testator suffered*
capitis iffminutio. 1886 Pall Mall G. 9 Oct. u/i Guilty of
that heinous Scotch crime known as *

irritancy of the lease
'

Irritant (i-ritant), a.l and sb. [ad. L. irri-

tant-em, pr. pple. of irritare IRRITATE v?- : cf. F.
irritant (I7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj.

\ 1. That '

irritates
'

or stirs np (see IRRITATE vJ
I b) j exciting, provocative. Obs.
1636 W. SCOT Apol. Narr. (1846) 65 The occasion or

irritant cause of the alteration of the Church Government.
2. Causing irritation, physical or (rarely) mental;

irritating. Chiefly in Path., of poisons, etc.
1828 WEBSTER, Irritant, irritating. 1834 Penny Cycl. II.

ico/i Irritant poisons, such as arsenic. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Theraf. (1879) 493 The symptoms.., as in other irritant

poisoning, vary within certain limits. 1885 Manch. Exam.
21 Jan. 4/7 They, .have had no irritant or factious opposition
to encounter.

B. sb. An irritant substance, body, or agency ;

in Path, a poison, etc. which produces irritation
;

in Physiol. and Biol. anything that stimulates an
organ to its characteristic vital action.
in reference to mental irritation.
1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. ii A glass of mustard whey, at

times, is a good nutritive irritant. 1842 A. COMBE Physiol.
Digestion (ed. 4) 148 It .. is always excited to discharge
itself by the introduction offood or other irritants. 1863
Cornh. Mag.yil. 345 Any poison, even those which, like
the metallic irritants, are with the greatest difficulty dis-

lodged. 1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles ff Nerves 30 The in-

fluence_s which cause the contraction of the muscle . . are
called irritants.

fig. 1862 HELPS Organ. Daily Life 73 A persecution
which pinches, but does not suppress, is merely an irritant,
and not an absorbent.

I'rritant, a. 2 Rom., Civil, and Sc. Law.
[ad. L. irritant-em, pr. pple. of irritare to make
void, IRRITATE z/.

2
: cf. F. irritant (1762 in Diet.

Acad.).] Rendering null and void.
Irritant clause: 'a clause by which certain prohibited

acts specified in a deed, if committed by the person holding
under the deed, are declared to be void and null

'

(W. Hell
Diet. Law Scot. 1861).

IRRITATION.

exasperate, provoke ;
to vex, fret, annoy, ruffle the

feelings of.

1598 FLORIO, Iritare, to irritate, or prouoke to ire. 1604
R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Irritate, to make angry, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Scot. (1655) i Irritated by the
misdemeanour of his children. 1725 POPE Odyss. v. 186
Dismiss the man, nor irritate the god. 1749 FIELDING Teat
Jones xvl. iv, Let me beg you, Madam, ..not to irritate his
Worship. 1847 MRS - A - KERB Hist. Servia 319 He did
not wish to irritate the enemy with insults.

3. Path. To
excitj (a bodily organ or part) to

morbid action, or to abnormal condition
; to bring

into a morbidly excited condition, or produce an
uneasy sensation in.

1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. N. Countries in From a great
cold I had upon me, .. which had irritated my pituitary
landule. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 260 By their
alts they irritate the Solids. 1836 J.M . GULLY Magendie's

formul. (ed. 2) 27 The physicians . . assert that it does not
irritate the stomach, causes no headache, vertigo, nausea.
1843 HUDD Dis. Liver 256 It may inflame or irritate . . the
parts of the intestine with which it is brought into contact.
4. T^Jt.ictnt nnA /?.*>,/ T"** u.*rA /

tbliga 603
HAYWARD/(STO. Doleman v. M iv,The States elected HenryDuke ofAnjowe for their king, with this clause irritant ; That
if hee did violate any point of his oath, the people should owe
him no allegeance. 1773 [see IRRITANCY Z

). 1799 J. ROBEHT-
SOti Agric. Perth 82 The leases, .are clogged with so many
arbitrary covenants, capricious articles and irritant clauses,
that they may be broke, whenever the landlord pleases.
1868 Act 31 ff y Viet. c. 101 9 It shall not be necessary . .

to insert . . prohibitory, irritant, and resolutive clauses.

Irritate (i-riu't), vl [f. L. in-itst-, ppl. stem
of irrlta-re to incite, excite, provoke, irritate.

Cf. IRRITE
z>.]

fl. trans. To stir up, excite, provoke, incite,
rouse (a person, etc.) to some action. Const, to,
into, or inf. Obs. (or merged in 2.)
1531 ELYOT Gov. l. xix, Suche daunsis, whiche. .dyd with

vncfene motions or countinances irritate the myndes of the
dauncers to venereall lustes. 1626 BACON Syfaa 315 Cold
maketh the Spirits vigorous, and irritateth them. 1651
BAXTER Inf. Bapt. Apol. 8 Least my touching that Contro-
versie. .might irritate him to fall upon it. 1795 BURKE Let.
Sir H. Langrishe 26 May, Whatever tends to irritate the
talents of a country, .is of infinite service to that formidable
cause. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy f, It. Isl. III. 43 His
successor soon contrived to irritate into open resistance the
new prince.

t b. To stir up, excite, provoke, give rise to

(an action, feeling, etc.); to excite to greater
intensity, heighten, aggravate. Obs.
1607-12 BACON Ess., Praise (Arb.) 354 To much magnifying

of Man . . doth irritate Contradiccion, and procure Envye
and skorne. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 149 With us drink
irritates quarrels. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules ofDiet 318 Oily
Substances in themselves do not irritate or provoke
Diarrhoeas.

1738
G. LILLO Marina in. ii. 45 Yet trouble, in

her, irritates devotion. 1776 GIBBON Decl. t; F. vi. (1869) I.

1 10 The disorder of his mind irritated the pains of his body.
1824 R. HALL Let. Wks. 1841 V. 539 Premature attempts to
console only irritate the sorrows they are meant to heal.

2. To excite to impatient or angry feeling; to

J'hysiol. and Biol. To excite" (an organ of
an animal or plant) to some characteristic action

pr condition, as motion, contraction, or nervous

impulse, by the application of a stimulus; to
stimulate to vital action. (See IRRITABLE 3, IRRI-
TABILITY 3.)
1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 131, I endeavour to irritate the three

branches of the fifth pair, by means of Galvanism. 1874
CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. ii. 68 (1879) 7* Irritating the

spies, by tickling or otherwise. 1875 DARWIN Insectiv. PI.
u. 20 The central glands of a leaf were irritated with a
small camel hair brush.

I-rritate, .
2 Rom., Civil, and Sc. Law. [f.

L. irritat-, ppl. stem, of irrita-re to make void,
f. irrit-us invalid: see IRRITE a.] trans. To
make void, render of no effect, nullify ;

= DEFEAT
v. 6 (the corresponding term in Eng. law).
1605 Ansvi. Supposed Discov. Rom. Doctr. 42 Superiors. .

may irritate the oaths and vows also of their subjects. 1660
R. COKE Justice Vind. Pref. 4 Nor is there any thing more
abominable, then to conceive that the Acts of mens Wills
should irritate the Law of Nature. 1726 AYLIFFE Parergon
308 Such Will is irritated and made void. 1874 Act 37 ff 38
Viet. c. 94 4 All rights and remedies . . for irritating the
feu ob non solutum canonem. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gains n.

148 A testament that. .has. .been broken or irritated.

t I'rritate, ///. a. 1 Obs. [ad.L.irritat-us,pn.
pple. of irritare (see IRRITATE z.l) ;

but also

capable of being viewed as a shortening of

irritated^ = IRRITATED.
1626 BACON Sylva 709 The Heat becommeth more Violent,

and Irritate ; And thereby expelleth Sweat. 1712 A. MON-
CRIEFF in Young Life (1849) 26 Man being in this fallen,
undone, and miserable condition, God's justice was irritate,

t I'irritate, ///. a. 2 Obs. [ad. L. irritat-us,

pa. pple. of irritare : see IRRITATE v.-] Rendered
void or of no effect.

1600 F. CLARK in Archpriest Controv. (Camden) I. 164
All confessions heard by vs [would be] voyd and irritat.

Irritated (i-ritc'ted), ppl. a. [f. IRRITATE z/.l

+ -ED!.] Stirred up, excited (o&s.) ; exasperated,
provoked, annoyed ; stimulated to vital action,
etc. : see the verb.

'595 DANIEL Civ. Wars iv. xxxxix, Then when proud-
growne the irritated bloud Enduring not it selfe,it selfe assaild.

1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 47 Your Majesty should labour to

appease these two irritated spirits. 1776 GIBBON Decl. 4- F.
xiv. I. 410 Not to expose himself to the discretion of an
irritated conqueror. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot.

797 The contraction of the irritated filament begins at the
moment of contact.

Hence I-rritatedly adv., in an irritated manner;
with an expression of irritation or annoyance.
1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other Girls xxiii. (1876) 316

' Don't
tell me what !' cried Bel irritatedly. 1883 Miss BROUGHTON
Belinda III. IV. ii. 177 He looks up irritatedly at her.

Irritating (i'rite'tirj), ppl. a.
[f. IRRITATE

z>.! + -ING 2
.]

That irritates, in various senses:
see the verb.

1707 FLOYER Physic. Pulse-Watch 58 These particular
Secretions supply both quantity of Humours and irritating

Qualities. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1114 The dash of

clouds, or irritating war Of fighting winds. 1789 W. BUCHAN
Dom. Med. (1790) 307 Medicines of an acrid or irritating
nature. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. fiede iv, A sort of wail, the
most irritating of all sounds where real sorrows are to be

borne, and real work to be done.

Hence I'rritatingly adv., in an irritating way.
1865 E. C. CLAYTON Cruel fortune II. 71 Lady Charring-

ton slightly raised her shoulders, and smiled irritatingly.
1882 Athenaeum i July 10 Such a passage as the following
is irritatingly dogmatic.
Irritation (mt^-Jan). [ad. L. irritdtiSn-eni,

n. of action from irritare IRRITATE w.1 : cf. F.

irritation (14-1 5th c. in Godef. Compl.}] The
action of irritating, or condition of being irritated.

1 1. The action of stirring up or provoking to

activity ;
incitement. Obs. exc. as transf. from

other senses.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xix. (Arb.) 56 Therefore
was nothing committed to historic, but matters of great and
excellent persons and things that the same by irritation of

good courages . . might worke more effectually. 1612-15 lip.

HALL Contctnpl., O. T. xiv. vii, If it had not beene for his

proud irritation, the people had in the morning before
ceased from that bloody pursuit of their brethren, a 1859
DE QUINCEY (Webster 1864), The whole body of the arts
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IRRITATIVE.

and sciences composes one vast machinery for the irritation

and development of the human intellect.

2. Incitement of anger or impatience; exaspera-

tion, provocation, vexation, annoyance.

1703 DK. QUKSNSDERRY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I V. 13$

One sort of people are pleased, and the other have got no

irritation. 1796 BUKKE Corr. (1844) IV. 380 Jacobinism
which arises from penury and irritation, from scorned

loyalty and rejected allegiance. 1818 A. RANKEN Hist.

France VI. i. 58 Any new taxation . . might excite general irri-

tation. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) V. 6 The Lacedaemonian

expresses a momentary irritation at the accusation.

8. Path, (and Med.) Excitement of n bodily

part or organ to excessive sensitiveness or morbid

action ; the resulting condition.

1685 BOVLE F.nq. Nation Nat. vi. Wits. V. 312 The fibres

..being distended or vellicated by the plenty or acrimony
of the peccant matter, will, by that irritation, be brought to

contract themselves vigorously. 170* J. PURCELL Cholick

(1714) 113 Subject to the greatest Irritations, Heart-burnings,
and Vomiting. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 126 If it allay., the

cough and irritation of the lungs. 1841 A. COMBE Physiol.

Digestion (ed. 4) 119 In some states of the stomach . . even
farinaceous food excites acrimony and irritation. 1876
BARTHOLOW Mat. Mid. (1870) 536 External irritation,

utilized for the relief or cure of internal maladies, is entitled

counter-irritation.

4. Physiol. and Biol. The inducement of some
vital action or condition (as motion, contraction,
nervous impulse) in an organ, tissue, etc. of an

animal or plant by the application
of a stimulus.

1794 E. DARWIN Zoon. I. xvhL 15. 209 We come now to

those motions which depend on irritation. Ibid. 210 Not
only those parts of the system, which are always excited by
internal stimuli,, .but the organs of sense also may be more
violently excited into action by the irritation from internal

stimuli, or by sensation, during our sleep than in our waking
hours. 1855 BAIN Senses 4 Int. l. ii. 20 (1864) 7 When
irritation is applied to the hemispheres, as by pricking or

cutting. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sac/is" Bat. 782 Periodic
movements of the mature parts of plants and movements
dependent on irritation. IbiiL 784 In the case of irritable

stamens . . the insects that visit the flowers cause the irrita-

tion, a 1899 J. CAIRO Fundamental Ideas Chr. II. xxi. 276
Irritations and molecular changes of tissue are transformed
into the feeling of shimmering light or ringing sound.

Irritative (i'riu'tiv), a. [f. as IUBITATE z/.i

+ -IVE.J
1. Having the quality of stirring up or exciting

to action ; now in Physiol. or Biol. Having the

property of stimulating to vital action, e.g. to

sensuous perception, muscular contraction, etc.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies \. xiii. 65 Invested with Power,

not Illuminative . . but Irritative also. 1794 E. DARWIN
Zoon. I. xx. 7. 234 The irritative ideas of objects . . are per-
petually present to our sense of Sight. 1796 Ibid. II. 678
Those things, which increase the exertions of all the irrita-

tive motions, are termed incitantia. x8aa GOOD StttJy
Med. (1834) III. 401 Hysteria is a disease of the irritative

fibres, hypochondrias of the sentient.

2. Having the quality of causing mental irrita-

tion ; tending to irritate ; annoying, irritating.

1878 Fraser's Mag. XVIII. 168 Let us put away utterly
all irritative thoughts. 1881 MRS. C. PRAED Policy H P.
II. 208 Tones which were specially irritative to Mr. Long-
leat's temper.
8. Path. Characterized by or accompanied with

irritation of the system or of some organ.

at/tol. (ed. 2) 139 Irritative conditions of

periosteum are often attended by a large formation of new
bone. 1888 FAGCE & PYE-SMITH Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 70
The immediate effect of wounds in producing what was
called irritative fever was confounded with the later appear-
ance of pyaemia.

Irritator
.i-rUy'taj).

rare. [a. L. irritator,

agent-n. from irritare IRRITATE z/.l] One who
or that which irritates.

1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. 1889 Chamb. Jrnl.
Jan. 36/2

' You didn't think I was going to sit here . . ?
'

the
irritator asked.

Irritatory (i-ritf'tari, -tori), a. rare. [f. as
IRRITATE v. 1 + -DRY.] Causing irritation

; irrita-

tive.

tory about the orifice of the wound.
t Irrite, a. 06s. Also irrlt. [ad. L. irrit-us

invalid, f. ir-, in- (In- 2) + rolus established,
valid. Prob. through AF. irrit (Stat. 5 Edw. II),
obs. F. irrite (1365 in Godef.).] Void, of no
effect.

1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 311 To ordeyn ..that the seid
letters patenles .. and

ajl thyng perteynyng to the same
Glide and fratemyte, be irrite, cassed, adnufled, voide and
of noo force nor effect. 1600 J. MELVII.L Diary (1842) 356
t sould nocht be forgot and maid irrit. 1613 T. ADAMS
Barren Tree Wks. 1861 II. .80 These irrite, forceless, bug-bear excommunications. 1657 HAWKE Killing is M. 12
lo make void and irrite ad their former and glorious
victories. 1741 W. WILSON Conln. Def. Reform. Princ.

A t I7^.' <6 Thcy have made thy word and law irrit
and of no avail.

t Irrite, . Obs. Also6yiryte. [a. F. irrite-r
(I4th c. in Littre), ad. I,, irritare to irritate.]= IRRITATE n.l (in various senses).
c 1450 MinurSaluacioun 1627 Irrited haue I thyne ire o
S f / S.

e
?'

clemence- "S" MORK Dt Quat. Nwiss.
Wks. 76/1 Rather, .than blunt forth rudely, and yrryte them
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to anger. 1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 16 We must beware
. . that we doo not irrite our Stomack and provoke an

appetite with fine Junkets and delicious Sauces. 1661

LOVELI. f/ist. Anim.
ff
Min. 336 Vellicating the beginning

of the nerves, contracting them, and irriting to expulsion.

t Irro-borate, v. Obs. rare .
[f. (doul)tful)

L. irrobordre, !. ir- (!R- 1) + roborare to strengthen.]
1613 COCKEIIAM, Irroborate, to make strong. 1656 in

BLOUNT Glossogr.

t I'rrogate, v. Sc. Law. Obs. [f. ppl. stem
of L. irrog&re to propose against, impose, inflict,

f. ir- (IR- ') + rogarc to ask, demand.] trans.

To impose (a penalty). So t iTrogate ///. a.

(used as pa. pple.}; f Irroga'tion.
1592 Sc. Acts 7as. VI (1507) 152 Quhilkls haue not bene,

nor yit ar observed be reason that there is na penaltie

irrogat to the persones contraveeners thereof. 1693 COCKE-
RAM, Irrogate, to impose. Irrigation, an

imposition.
1666 LD. FOUNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Suppt. Decis.
II. 426 It came to be debated, .if a judge might mitigate
the punishment which is imposed by law, vtd. hanging,
and confiscate his moveables, or irrogat a mulct, in lieu

thereof.

fc
Irrorate (i'rorft), a. Zool., esp. Entom. [ad.

I,, irrorat-us bedewed, pa. pple. of irrorare : see

next.]
= Irrorated : see next 2.

i8j6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 285 Atom, a very minute
dot. Irrorate, sprinkled with atoms, as the earth with dew.

Irrorate (i'row't), v. [f. ppl. stem of L.
irrora-re to bedew, f. ir- (In-

1
) + rorare to drop

dew, from ros, rorem dew.]
f 1. trans. To wet or sprinkle as with dew ;

to bedew, besprinkle ; to moisten. Obs.

1613 COCKERAM, Irrorate, to sprinckle, to mpysten. 1619
PARKINSON Card. Pleas, viii. 20 Doe not give them too
much water to over-glut them, but temperately to ir[r]orate,
bedew or sprinkle them. 1661 LOVELL Hist. A nini. <y Min.
237 They are to be fryed and irrorated with the juyce of

Oranges. 1676 tr. Garencieres' Coral 44 A plant . . irrorated
or steeped in common water.

2. Zool., esp. Entom. In pa. pple. rrrorated :

sprinkled minutely (with dots).
1843 HUMPHREYS Brit. Moths I. 85 The caterpillar is

dusky, irrorated with black spots. 1883 Entomol. Mag.
Mar. 220 The mature larva is of a dark pea-green colour,

thickly irrorated with slightly raised black dots.

Irroration (iror/'-Jan). [n. of action from
IRHOHATE v. : cf. F. irroration (1762 in Diet.

Acad.}.]
1 1. A sprinkling or wetting as with dew

; a

bedewing, besprinkling, moistening. Obs.

16*3 COCKERAM, Irroration. a sprinckling, a moystning.
1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's Life fy Death (1651) 41 To the
Irroration of the Body, much use of sweet things is profit-
able. 1671 Phil. Trans. VII. 5033 A confused irroration of
the external surface, without any ebullition. 1784 tr.

Spalhnzanis Dissert. (L.), If . . the irroration should be
interrupted, the portion of eggs then excluded will be
barren.

2. Zool., esp. Entom. A sprinkling of minute
dots or spots of colour.

1843 HUMPHREYS Brit. Moths I. 124 Of a nearly uniform
pale brownish buff, without

irro_rations.

Irrotational (iraW'-jsnal), a. Dynamics.
[IR-

a
.] Not rotational

; characterized by absence
of rotation : said of fluid motion in which each

elementary or infinitesimal part of the fluid has no
rotation about its own axis.

1875 CLERK MAXWELL in Encycl.Brit. III. 44/1 The motion
of a fluid is said to be irrotational when it is such that if a

spherical portion of the fluid were suddenly solidified, the
solid sphere so formed would not be rotating about any axis.
1880 G. H. DARWIN in Nature XXI I. 95/2 Two vortices exer-
cise very remarkable influences on one another, which are
due to the irrotational motion of the parts of the fluid

outside the vortices. 1883 O. LODGE ibid. XXVII. 330/1
Portions [of ether] either at rest or in simple irrotational
motion.

Hence Irrota tionally adv.
i88t MAXWELL Electr. t( Magn. I. 117 A vector which is

distributed irrotationally in all cases of electric equilibrium.
1881 Nature XXI II. 475/2 A mass of fluid revolving irrota-

tionally inside an imperfectly elastic cylindrical case.

t Irro'tulate, ///. a. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of
mecl.L. ir-, inrotulare (Du Cange), f. ir-, in- (!R- 1)
+ rotul-us ROLL.] Entered upon a roll or list

;

enrolled.

1594 Zepheria xxxviii, Yet, 'mongst acquaintance who their
faith haue crackt. My name thou findest not irrotulat !

Irrour, Irrous, variants of IROUB, -ous, Obs.

t Irroyal, a. Obs. [IR- *. Cf. illoyal.] Not
royal ; not befitting a king.
1648 Pet. East. Assoc. 18 Was the pawning of the Jewels

of the Crown so Irroyall ?

Irrubrical (ir-brikal), a. [IR-
2
.] Not

rubrical ; contrary to the rubric.

1846 WORCESTER cites Ch. Ob.

t I-rruent, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. irruent-em,
pr. pple. of irruere to rush in or upon.]
1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Irruent, running hastily, or rush-

ing in violently.

tl'rrugate, v. Obs. [f. ppl. stem of L.

irriigare to wrinkle, f. ir-, in- (!R- 1) + riigare to

wrinkle, from ruga a wrinkle, a crease.] trans.
To wrinkle. So t I-rrugation (obs. rare*".")
1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. (1569) I. Fiv, That the swelling of

their body, might not irrugate and wrinckle their faces. 1656

IRY.

BLOUNT Glossogr., Imigation, a wrinkling, or making
wrinkles.

t I-rrumate, v. Obs. rare-". [f. L, irrit-

inare to give suck, f. ruma teat, dug.]
i6 COCKERAM, Irrumate, to sucke in.

t Irrrrminatiiigf, a. Obs. [!R- 2.] Not
ruminating ; that does not chew the cud.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies, Zealous Bro. 117 That un-
cleane and irniminating beast, a pig.

Irru'mpent, a. rare", [ad. L. irrumpenl-
em, pr. pple. of irrumptre to break in, f. ir- (!H- l)
+ rumplrc to break.] Bursting or breaking in

;

making an irruption.
16516 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Imtmpent, entring in by force,

rushing in violently.

Irrupt (irfpt), v. rare. [f. L. irrupt-, ppl.
stem of irrump-^re : see prec.]
1. trans. To break into. Hence Irru-pted///. a.

1855 HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet., Irrupted, forced through.
1856 WEBSTER, Irrupted, broken with violence. Hence in
later Diets.

2. intr. To burst in, break in, enter forcibly,
make an

irruption.
1886 F. H. H. GUILLEMARD Cruise Marchcsa II. 9 We

were in the crater of an extinct volcano into which the sea
had at some later period irrupted. 1893 Temple Bar
XCVIII. 154 She 'irrupted' recklessly into the bedroom.

Irmptible (inrptib'l), a. rare, (erron. -able.)

[f. IB- * + L. rupt-, ppl. stem of riimpSre to

break + *IBLE.] That cannot be broken; un-
breakable.

1835 SIR J. Ross Arct. Exp. xlvii. 61 1 We were locked
up by irruptable chains.

Irruption (iro-pjan). [ad. L. irruption-em,
n. of action from irrump-2re : see IRRUIIPENT.
Cf. F. irruption (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] The
action of bursting or breaking in

;
a violent entry,

inroad, incursion, or invasion, esp. of a hostile

force or tribe.

1577 tr- BuUinget's Decades (1592) 297 In that hurlie burlie
and irruption made by the barbarous people. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 75 As if Nature made recompence for the irruptions
of the seas. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose Pref.,
The Goths .. making irruptions into Gaule. 1707 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4375/3 That the whole Body of the Troops.. lie

in a readiness to oppose any new Irruption of the Enemy.
1803 WELLINGTON Let. to Lieut.-Gen. Stuart in Gurw.
Desp. (1837) II. 8 Not a word is said of the supposed irrup-
tion of Holkar. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press, ii. 26 You do not
seem to perceive the irruption of vulgarity.
1, Confused with ERUPTION. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 814 In the veare 1581
there issued from another Vulcan . . such an irruption of fire.

1691 LUTTRF.LL Brief Rcl. (1857) II. 216 Those from Italy
say, that mount Vesuvius had lately made a terrible irrup-
tion. I73 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet iv. in Aliments, etc.

(1736) 418 In the Article of Feverish Irruptions. 1811 Ora
tt Juliet III. 195 The irruption was coming out in a most
favourable way.

Irrnptive (irr>-ptiv), a. [f. as IRRDPT +

-IVE.] Having the quality or character of burst-

ing in ; making, or tending to, irruption.
1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 58 Trodden out of sent, by

the irruptiue oner-trampling of the Romanes. 1794 WHITE-

HpfSE Ode to Justice (T.), Ready to displode irruptive on
his head. 1816 T. BUSBY Lucretius VI. Comment, xiii, By
Thales and Democritus they [earthquakes] were attributed
to the irruptive force of subterraneous winds. 1873 BURTON
Hist. Scot. I. i. 24 Masses of irruptive rock.

Irsche, obs. Sc. form of ERSE.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting 49 Irsche [v. r. lersche] brybour

baird, wyle beggar with thy brattis.

Irspile, a variant of ilespile, ilspile, hedge-
hog (see IL) : cf. also IRCHEPIL.

I-rudded, i-ruded, ME. pa. pple. of RED v.,
to redden. I-ruled, of RULE v.

Irun, obs. form of IRON.

I-rung(en, ME. pa. pple. of RING v.

Irus, obs. variant of IROUS.

Irvingite (a'avirjaitX [f. surname Irving (see

below) + -ITE.] A member of a religious body
founded about 1835 on the basis of principles
promulgated by Edward Irving (1792-1834), a
minister of the Church of Scotland, settled in

London, and excommunicated in 1833.
The name is not accepted by the body itself, which

assumes the title of Catholic Apostolic Church : see
CATHOLIC A. 10.

1836 R. BAXTER Iruingism 36 The idol of the Irvingites
is the power of utterance. 1871 tr. Range's Comin., i Thess.
iv. 79/2 The other name of Irvingites they expressly dis-

claim. 1883 American VII. 22 None of our churches,
except, perhaps, the little body called Irvingites, are doing
their full duty by the public in this regard.

b. atlrib. or adj.
1871 tr. Lange's Comm., i Tkess. iv. 79/2 The Irvingite

interpretation erroneously explained. 1883-3 SCHAFF t-'.n-

cycl. Relig. Knffivl. II. IIIQ Henry Drummond .. took
a prominent part in the Irvingite movement.
So iTvinglsm, the doctrine and principles of

the Irvingites.
1836 R. BAXTER (title) Irvingism. 1876 C. M. DAVIES

L'north. Lond. (ed. 2) 86
'

Irvingism
'

as it is still called by
outsiders or the '

Catholic Apostolic Church
'

as . . it is

designated by its own adherents.

Irwis, obs. variant of IROUS.

t Iry, a. Obs. [f.
IIIE sb. + -Y.]

= IRASCIBLE c.



IS.

1603 J. DAVIES Microcosmos (1878) 74/2 For in our
Soules the iry pow'r it is That makes vs at vnhallowed
thoughts repine.

Iry, obs. variant of EERIE a.

1728 RAMSAY Cordial iv, My dear, I'm faint and iry.

Iryn(e, obs. form of IRON.

Is (iz), v. 3 sing. pres. indie, of vb. BE, q. v.

Is, obs. form of His, ICE, YES.
Is- : see Iso-.

-is !
(-ys), a frequent ME. and esp. Sc. variant of

the grammatical inflexion -, -s, of the genitive
sing., and the pi. of sbs., and of the 3rd pers. sing,
of verbs. In MSS. sometimes treated as a separate
word or element, esp. in genitive sing., where prob.
it was often confounded with theposs. pron. his (is).

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 290 pe king tok brut is cue bodi,
in ostage as it were. Ibid. 656 Salomon, .bat king dauid is

sone was. ^1440 Partonope 271, I loue Jhesu ys name.
a 1450 Knt. de ict Tour (1868) 10 A cristen man ys hede
was smiten of. 1456 Paston Lett. I. 373 My Lord of

Caunterbury is avis and agreement. < 1465 G. ASHBY
Active Policy 464 Prouide you sadly for youre sowles is

helthe. 1527 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1824) I. App. xiv. 45
We. receyvyd your Grace is lettres. Ibid. 47 We went unto
the Chancellor who is answer was, that it shold be done.

1530 PALSGR. Lesclaircissement Introd. p. xl, By adding of
is to our substantyve, we signifye possessyon, as, my
maisteris gowne, my ladyis boke. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron.
I. Hist. Scot. 507/2 Giftis of wairdis, nonentressis, and
releues of landis, and mariageis of airis falland.

-is 2
, northern and esp. Sc. f. -ISH 1

, q.v.
Isaac, Izaac, dial, perversions (after the proper
name Isaac) oihaysuck, HAYSUOGE, hedge-sparrow.
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 219 Then arose.. the

screams of the young Izaacs for help. 1885 SWAINSON Prav.
Names Birds 29 Hedge sparrow .. Isaac, or Hazock
(Worcestershire).

Isabel (i'zabel). [a. F. isabelle = ISABELLA.]
1. Name of a colour; = ISABELLA i.

1828 WEBSTER s. v., Isabel yellow is a brownish yellow,
with a shade of brownish red. 1838 JAMES Richelieu i,

His dress was a rich livery suit of Isabel and silver.

2. A kind of fancy pigeon, a small variety of the

Pouter : so called in reference to its colour.

1867 W. B. TEGETMEIER Pigeons vi. 71 Among the best
known . . are the birds known at the pigeon-shows as Isabels,
and so named, we may presume, in consequence of their

colour.

3. A variety of Noith American grape : see ISA-

BELLA 2 b.

1854 LONGF. Catawba Wine ii, Nor the Isabel And the
Muscadel That bask in our garden alleys.

Isabelite (izabe-lsit). [?ad. Sp. Isabellita,
dim. of female name Isabella.] A name given in

the West Indies to the angel-fish (Pomacanlhus
ciliaris). 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Isabella (izabe'la), a. (rf.). Also 7 iz-. [From
the female name Isabella, F. Isabelle!]
1. Greyish yellow ; light buff. Like other colour

names, also used as sb.

(Various stones have been put forth to account for the

name. That given in D'Israeh Cur. Lit. (Article Anecdotes

of Fashion}, and also in Littre, associating it with the

archduchess Isabella and the siege of Ostend 1601-1604, is

shown by our first quotation to be chronologically impos-
sible.)

1600 (July) Inv. Queens Garderobe in Nichols Progr.
Q. Eliz. (1823) III. 505 Item, one rounde gowne of Isabella-

colour satten, . . set with silver spangles. 1622 PEACHAM
Compl. Gent. (1661) 156 Isabella colour signifieth Beauty.
1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 2459/4 A new red Coat with an
Izabella colour Lining. 1719 LONDON &WISE Compl. Card.

71 Is in Shape like the Rousselet, of a very light Isabella

Colour, like the Martin Sec. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char.
Min. (ed. 3) 50 From the names of persons, as Isabella-

'ellow, now called Cream-yellow. x8n PINKERTON Petral.

. 329 Of a yellowish grey, verging on Isabella colour. 1870
A. L. ADAMS Nile Valley, etc. 38 The desert lark.. is .. ofa

light Isabella colour above, and white below.

2. Applied to varieties of fruits : a. A kind of

peach, b. A species of North American grape

{Vitis Laorusfa)viith large fruit, sometimes purple,
often green and red.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 210 Peaches. Nutmeg,
Isabella, Persian [etc.]. 1835-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862)

197 In an arbor, surrounded with honeysuckle, and Isabella

grape. 1863 Handbk. Bot. 292 The Isabella . . varieties of

this species.

3. Comb., as Isabella-coloured adj.
1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vadc-m. iv. 31 (1689) 59 Isabella

coloured mohair. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. 371 All the

Nysain horses were Isabella coloured. 1835 Penny Cycl.
IV. 89/2 Isabella-coloured Bear, Ursus Isabellinus. 1858
PLANCHE tr. C'tess D'Anlnoy's Fairy Talcs, P'cess

Belle-Etoile $ Pr. Cheri 573 She mounted an Isabella-

coloured horse ; the black mane of which was dressed with

rows of diamonds.

Isabelline (izabe-lin.-ain), a. [f. prec. + -INE.]

Of an Isabella colour, greyish yellow.
Isabelline bear : a variety of the Syrian bear, found in

the Himalaya Mountains, of a yellowish-brown colour ; the

Indian white bear ; cf. ISABELLA 3, quot. 1835.

1859 TRISTRAM in Ibis I. 430 The upper plumage of every
bird, whether Lark, Chat, Sylvian, or Sand-grouse . . is of

one uniform isabelline or sand colour. 1889 Cornh. Mag.
Mar. 307 The smaller denizens of the desert . . must be quite

uniformlyisabelline or sand-coloured. i893LvDEKKER//its
fs Hoofs 198 The face is ofthe same isabelline tint as the body.

b. Comb., as isabelline-hued.

1883 Athenziint 15 Sept. 336/3 We turn with a sigh of

5':
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relief to the old leather-covered, isabelline-hued copies of
the angling patriarch.

Isabnormal, Isacoustic : see Iso-.

I-sacred, ME. pa. pple. of SACBE v.

Isadelphous : see Iso-.

I-sasid, ME. pa. pple. of SAY v.

Isagoge (aisago'i'dgz, -g0"'gz). Also 7 -gogue.
[a. L. isagoge, a. Gr. daayarfii introduction, f. its

into + ayaiyf/ leading, bringing. With Blount's

form isagogue, cf. synagogue.] An introduction.

1652 BOYLE Let. to Mallft Jan. in Wki. (1772) I. Life
p. li, No bad isagoge to the Eastern languages. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Isagogue, an introduction. 1661 LOVELL
Hist. Anim. fy Min. Isagoge. 1751 HARRIS Hermes i. iv.

39 note, See the Isagoge or Introduction of Porphyry to

Aristotle's Logick. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Isagoge,.,
term for an introduction.

Isagogic (sisagfvdjik), a.
(s6.~) [ad. L. isa-

gogic-us, a. Gr. tlaayaiytitus introductory, f. tlaa-

yayrj : see prec.] Of or pertaining to isagoge ;

introductory to any branch of study.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1887 FAIRBAIRN in Contejnp. Rev. Feb.

208 The formal, introductory or isagogic, studies have a
wide range, requiring, perhaps more than any other, edu-
cated faculty and the scientific mind.
B. sb. (generally in plural isagogics). Intro-

ductory studies ; esp. that department of theology
which is introductory to exegesis, and is concerned
with the literary and external history of the books
of the Bible.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig^ Kntnvl.
III. 2185 Richard Simon, the founder of biblical isagogics.

1898 J. ROBERTSON Poetry Ps. ii. 24 In the Compendium of

Isagogic of Junilius Africanus . . the Psalms are reckoned
among the prophetical writings.

t IsagO'gical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Introductory, isagogic.
diSzg SKELTON Whynat to Court 714, 1 wyll make further

relacion Of this isagogicall eolation, a 1646 J. GREGORY
Assyr. Monarchic in Posthititta. (1650) 239 So loseph
Scaliger in his Isagogical Canons. 1721 BAILEY, Isagogical,
. .introductory.
Hence Isaffo-gically adv. (Bailey vol. II, 1727).
Isagon, -ic, erron. forms of ISOGON, -1C.

Isalan (sizai'an, -^''an), a. Also Isaiahan.
[f.

proper name Isaiah + -AN.] Of or belonging to the

prophet Isaiah, or the book of the Old Testament
that bears his name.
1883 M. ARNOLD Isaiah of Jems, in igr/i Cent., The

Isaian eloquence, the Isaian spirit and power. 1896 R. G.
MOULTON Lit. Stndy Bible xvii. 434 Spoken before by the
Servant of Jehovah in the Isaiahan Rhapsody.

Isaianic (aizai-, sizeiae'nik), a. [f. as prec. -t

-ic.] =prec.
1882 CHEYNK Isaiah vii. 14 note, The two Isaianic pro-

phecies of God-with-us and Wonder-Counsellor. 1898

Expositor Nov. 367 A passage confessedly Isaianic.

I-said, i-sait, ME. pa. pples. of SAY v. I-sald,
of SELL v. I-salued, of SALUE v., to salute.

tl-same, adv. Obs. Also 4 i-some, y-same.

[Another form of INSAME
; app. f. i-, IN + SAME(N

adv. together : c{.T*A.HG.ensamett,-ent. Asthez'tt

of itt-sa>ne(n was pleonastic, and was not used in

southern dial, for in in 1 4th c., the i- was prob.
associated with I- pref.

1
,
and was hence sometimes

written y. I-some in Castel of Love has p from a,

and is to be distinguished from the adj. I-SOME, in

which z- is I- 1
.] Together; in company.

(1320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 705 Forb bai wente al isame, To
Beues chaumber bat he came. Ibid. 3449 And to be castel

bai wente isame Wib gret solas, gle and game, c 1320
Cast. Love 1418 Vppon holy boresday her on his nome Heo
weren i-gedered alle i-some. c 1330 Amis, fy Antil. 1089
Hou he and that maiden was Bothe togider y-same. c 1380
Sir Feritmb. 1188 Gob now alle y-same & helped him.

c 1400 Scnvdone Bab. 3201 And so thay livede in loye and

fame,
And brethern both thay wer, In pees and werr both

-same.

Isamic (sisos-mik), a. Chem. [f. IS(AT- +

AMIC.] Related to isatin and to ammonia; in

isamic acid, Ci6H I3
N3O4 , produced by the action

of warm ammonia on isatin. Its salts are I'sa-

mates.
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 404 Isamic acid, crystal-

lises in splendid, shining, rhombic lamime, of the colour of
red iodide of mercury. Ibid., Isamate of ammonium . .

crystallises in small needles or very acute microscopic
rhombs.

So rsamide, the amide, C, 6
HUN2O3 ,

related to

isamic acid ;

'

pulverulent, of a fine yellow colour,

tasteless, inodorous, insoluble in water
'

(Watts).
Isandrous : see Iso-.

t Isange'lical, a. Obs. rare"1
, [f. Gr. Iff&y-

yi\-os (see next) : cf. ANGELICAL.] =next.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 797 We may venture to

call this Resurrection-Body, .an Angelical, or Isangelical

Body.

t Isa'ngelous, a- Obs. rare 1
, [f. Gr. lady-

yeA-os equal to or like an angel (see Iso-) + -ous.]

Kqual to the angels.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 2gr Let us look back

upon ourselves, who we expect shall one day be made
isangelous, equal to the angels.

Isanomal, -antherous, -anthous : see Iso-.

ISCARIOT.

Isapostolic (aisrcppsty-lik), a. [f. eccl. Gr.
!<rajro<TToA.-os equal to an apostle + -1C : cf. apos-

tolic.} Equal to, or contemporary with, the apostles ;

a name given in the Greek Church to bishops conse-
crated by the apostles, and to other persons eminent
in the primitive church.
1860 NEALE in Lit. Churchman VI. 168/1 The Isapostolic

writersof the first century. i86xC/tr.KcmcinlrraMcrX.l,lV.
407 With reference to the Isapostolic fathers. 1881 Cli.
Times ir Mar. 16} The representative of the apostolic or
isapostolic succession of the Britons.

Isard, variant of IZABD.

II Isaria (aiseo-ria). Bot. [f. Gr. ia-os equal -t-

-aria = -ABY 1 B 3.] A genus of filamentous

moulds, some species of which attack and destroy
insects, especially Hymenoptera. It is now
believed that many of the species are merely spor-
iferous forms of other fungi.
1874 COOKE Fungi 7 Wasps, spiders, moths, and butter-

flies become enveloped in a kind of mould named Isaria,
which constitutes the conidia of Torrubia.
Hence Isarioid (iseVri|Oid) a. [see -OID], belong-

ing to or resembling the genus Isaria.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Isat-, an element derived from L. isat-is (Gr.
/<T<ms) woad, used in Chem. to form the name of
ISATIN (see below), and of other bodies related
to it and to indigo. Among these are :

Isatic(aisEE-tik) acid, C 8H 7NO3 (
= isatin + H2O),

substitution products of which are bromisatic

(C 8H 6BrNO3\ chlorisatic, etc., acids; the salts

are Isatates (ai'sate'ts), bromi'satates, chlori'sa-

tales, etc. Isatimide (aisje'timoid), the imide of

isatin, C24Hi,N5O4 . Isatite : see ISATIN. I sato-

sulphu-ric acid, an acid containing the elements of

isatin and sulphuric acid or sulphuric anhydride ;

the salts of which are Isato-sulpliates. I'satydc
(t isathyd), a substance bearing the same relation

to isatin that indigo-white bears to indigo-blue,

being formed from it by the addition of one atom
of hydrogen.
1845 Penny Cycl. ist Suppl. 346/1 Isatic acid. .is perfectly

insoluble in cold water, but when heated in water it is

decomposed into isatin and water. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.
Client. III. 404 The solution ., deposits .. crystals of isatin,
which in fact dilTers from isatic acid, only by the elements
of water. Ibid. 405 Chlorisatate of potassium . .crystallizes in

shining flattened quadrilateral needles of a
ligjit yellow

colour. Ibid., The other salts of chlorisatic acid are ob-
tained by double decomposition. Ibid. 409 Isatosulphuric
acid is a strong acid, separating even the stronger mineral
acids from their salts. Ibid. 410 Isatosulphite of Ammo-
nium, ..of Potassium. Ibid. 411 Isatyde is white, with
a slightly greyish tint, tasteless, and inodorous. It .. sepa-
rates on cooling in microscopic scales.

Isatin (si'satin). Chem. Also -ine.
[f. L.

isat-is, a. Gr. icrdris the plant woad, whence a blue

dye is obtained + -IN 1
.]

A crystalline, reddish-

orange substance (C 8H 5NO 2), of brilliant lustre,

obtained from indigo by oxidation.
Isatin in combination plays the part of an acid, form-

ing I'satites, e.g. potassium isatite, CnH^KNOa. With
bromine and chlorine it forms broini'satin (CgHiBrNOal,
chlori'satin, in which one or two atoms of hydrogen are re-

placed by equivalent quantities of bromine or chlorine. The
salts of these are broniisatites, chlorisatites.

1845 Penny Cycl. ist Suppl. 546/1 Isatin, a substance
obtained from indigo by the addition of two equivalents of

oxygen . . It crystallizes in prisms, which are of a yellowish
red or deep aurora-red colour. 1850 DAUBENY Atom. The.
viii. (ed. 2) 237 When indigo is oxidized by means of nitric

acid, it becomes converted into a bright red crystalline body
termed isatine. 1875 H. C. WOOD Tlurap. (1879) 67 A green
color begins at once to develop, and in a little while passes
into the clear yellow of isatin.

-isation, frequent variant of -IZAWON.

Isatis (ai'satis). Zool. [Said to be from the

native name in a northern language.] The white
or Arctic fox, Canis lagopus.
Named by J. G. Gmelin, 1760, Canis isatis', his specific

name, though abandoned for lagopits, has been sometimes
used as the English name.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat, Hist. III. viii. 339 As the jackall is

a sort of intermediate species between the dog and the

wolf, so the isatis may be considered as placed between the

dog and the fox. 1854 Hand-bit. Nat. Philos. III. Phys.
Gcog. 55/1 The lagopiis or isatis (arctic fox) is found at

Spitsbergen.

I-saught, ME. pa. pple. of SAUGHT v., to recon-

cile. I-sauved, i-saved, of SAVED. I-savered,
of SAVOUB v. I-sawed, of SAW v.

t I-sayed, ME. pa. pple. of SAY v., aphetized
form of ASSAY.
1787 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 191 J>at we haveb i-sayed

and i-preved by an orlege.

I-say-so, phrase used as sb. An assertion, an

ipse dixit : cf. SAY-SO.
1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X. 424 Heeds the

I-say-so
l

s even of authority.

I-scalded, ME. pa. pple. of SCALD v.

Iscariot (iskarri^t). [ad. L. Iscariota, a. Gr.

'Io-KapioiT-7/s, understood to be ad. Heb. rm,? '

ish-q'riyoth man of Kerioth (a place in Palestine).]
The surname of Judas, the disciple who betrayed
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ISCARIOTIC.

Jesus Christ. Hence, an appellation for an accursed

traitor. Also ailril'.

1647 WAKO Sittip. Cooler 43 He may be a zelol. . , and yet

an IscarioL 1795-7 SOCTHKY Juvenile <V .'//<'/ /'turns

Puet. \Vk>. II. 116 All I-scariot curse will lie Upon the

name. 1878 K. JENKINS llaverholme 63 Those.. he deemed
Iscariots to a Divine cause.

Hence Iscariotic (iskxriip'tik) a,, of or relating
to Judas Iscariot ; Icario'tical a., characteristic

of or resc-inbling Judas Iscariot
; wickedly treacher-

ous ; Xsca'riotism, a practice characteristic of

Judas Iscariot, esp. in reference to parsimonious

employment of church funds (cf. John xii. 5).

1879 KAKRAR \t. Paul(iSSj) 63 The 1091!) has been called

the 'Iscariotic Psalm, a ifaj Boys Wks. (1630) 282 This
"Iscarioticall feat. /bid. 285 To whet . . tongue and pen
against that Iscariotticall legerdemaine. 1641 MILTON
Ke/orm. n. (1851) 64 No such prostitution, no such Isca-

riotica! drifts are to be doubted. 1883 Ch. Times 18 May
357 The Congregation . . will also reject the principle of

Iscariotism, or the cheap-and-nasty in religion. 1885 fl'iif.

16 Jan. 37 Far be it from me to advocate Iscariotism.

I-sceawed, ME. pa. pple. of SHOW v. I-scend,
of SHEND v. I-schad, of SHED v. I-schad-
ewed, of SHADOW v.

II Isclisemia, -emia (iskrmia). /"-///;. [mod.
L., f. Gr. fffxo<M"s stanching or stopping blood,
f. la\-(iv to hold + af^o blood.] Repression of a
habitual bleeding; local anaemia caused by obstruc-

tion of the blood.
1866 A. FLINT Print. Med. (1880) 26 Local anaemia or

ischaemia signifies a deficiency of blood in a part. 1878
A. M. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 134 The formation of an ex-
tended clot which blocks up the vessel more fully, and
consequent ischaemia.

So Iiohnmio (iskrmik), f Ischwmous (is-
c'hivimous ) adjs., pertaining to or characterized by
ischaemia

; f Ischai'me, a styptic medicine (obs.) ;

t Ische-rny, anglicized form of ischxmia.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Attim. ft Min, 331 Cured by ischaimes,

anodynes. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, vm. 270 We say,
that all Ischaimous Medicines respect the Bloud it self.

tins. ijv. 134 ine iscnacmic siate, wnicn .. may exist in
a stationary condition for months, and then disappear,
lenving vision unaffected.

I-schake, ME. pa. pple. of SHAKE v.

t I-scha pe, v. Obs. [OE. ifscippan, f. y, I-l
+ scejipan to create, SHAPE ;

= Goth, gaskapjan,
OS. giscapan, OHG. gascaffan, MHG. geschaffen.]
traits. To create, form, shape.
a looo Cxdmon's Gen. 112 Her aerest xesceop ece Drihten

heofon and eorban. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 God jesceop
alle gode. 1175 Lamb. Ham. 129 Vre drihten pe hine
iscop. c 1175 Passion our Lard 703 in O. E. Misc. 57 He
bet alle bing ischop bis vs graunty.
I-schape'n, ME. pa. pple. of SHAPE v.

Isohar, ischear, obs. Sc. forms of USHER.
I-schave, i-schaven, ME. pa. pple. of SHAVE v.

I-schawed, ME, pa. pple. of SHOW v.

Ischay, obs. Sc. form of ISSDE sb.

Ische, isch, variants of ISH sb. and v., issue.

Ische, obs. Sc. form of ICE.

I-scheaued,i-scheawed,ME.pa.pple.ofSHow
v. I-8ched,ofSHEDzi. I-sehelde, var. I-SCHIELD
v. I-schend,i-schent,ME. pa. pple. of SHEND v.

I-schet(te, of SHUT v. I-schete, of SHIT v.

I-schewed, i-schewen, ofSHOW v. Ischewe,
obs. form of ISSUE.

Ischiadic (iski,;e-dik), a. [ad. L. isMaiic-us,
a. Gr. la\tatm-6t, f. folios, lax'dS- pain in the

hip, f. ioxt-ov hip-joint.]
Of or pertaining to the

ischium ; ischiatic.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Ischiadic, an epithet given by
physicians to two veins of the foot, which terminate in the
crural. 1827 ABERNETHY Surf. Whs. II. 217 Do not the
sacral nerves form a plexus, in order to form the ischiadic or
posterior crural nerve? 1835-6 TODD Cvcl. Anat. I. 287/1The ilium, .becomes anchylosed with the ischium posterior
to the ischiadic notch. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 16
1 he ischiadic artery.

Ischial (i'skial), a.
[f. ISCHI-UM + -AL.] Of

or pertaining to the ischium ; =prec.
itSSin MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1804 HuXLEvin Reader^ Feb.

I he width between the ischial bones. 1875 BLAKE Zool 17
I he latter section .. possessing ischial callosities, which are
absent in the members of the order nearest to Man.

II Ischialgia (iskiiae-ldgia). Also anglicized
i-schialgy.

[f.
Gr. toxi-ov ischium + &\yos, -0X710

pain.] Pain in the ischium or hip-joint ; sciatica
Hence Ischia-lg-ic a.

1847 CRAIG, Ischialgia, pain about the haunch, or coxo-
nora articulation, or in the course of the ischiatic nerve.

1855 MAYNK Expo,. Lex., tschialgia, . . ischialgy. IsMal-
gicus, of or belonging to Ischialgia: ischialgic.

Ischiatic (iski,oe-tik\ a. [ad. med.L. ischia-
'if-us, altered from ischiadic-us ISCHIADIC, after
a

Js- '" -attus: cf. mod.F.
isetiaiitjue.]

it
Pcrtainine t the ischium or hip ; sciatic

of'scialir"" * **" <<KL 3) ^ KtlOWn bv the Nam
ic or iKhuuc Nerve. ,774 Westm. Mag. II. 255r^ V% f.^umatlck P^"*- 3 HrxLKY MaPsriace ffat. II. 76 The coarse, outwardly curved ischiatic

prominences on which the gibbon hal.ifually rests

*
Mi
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MIVAKT Cat 107 The concavity .. between th posterior
spinous process of the ilium and the spine of the iscbium, is

culled the greater ischiatic notch.

2. Troubled or affected with sciatica.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Ischiatick, that hath the ache in
the hip, or the hip-gout, or Sciatica. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais v. x, You . . feel . . every change of Weather at your
Ischiatic Legs.

II Ischia-tica. Obs. Also 7 -adica. [med. or
mod.L. fern, of ischiadic-us, ischiatic-us : see prec.]= SCIATICA.

tgSi MULCASTEH Positions xxiv. 98 Quick riding is naught
for . . the Ischiatica, bycause the hippes are to much heated
and weakned, by the vehementnesse of the motion. 1604
EVELYN Sylva (1776) 135 A most admirable remedy for the
ischiadica or hip-pain. 1693 J . EDWARDS Bks. O. % N. Test.

427 Sciatica for Ischiatica, ab iirxw, the hip or huckle-bone.

t I-schield, -;. Obs. Also 2 iscilden, 3
ischulden, 4 ischelde. [OE. gescieldan, -sceld-,

-scild-, -scyld-, {. ge-, I-l + OE. scitldan to

SHIELD.] trans. To shield, protect.
971 Bliclcl. Horn. 51 He us eac ^esceldeb wiS eallum

fepndum. ,1000 ^ELFRIC Exoil. xxxlii. 22 Ic ^escilde be

mid_minre swySran handan. c 1000 Aft. Ps. (Th.) lxiii[i]. i

'75

nay
cure fram alle helle pfne. 1315 SHOR'EHAM 85 I-schelde
ous, wanne we dede beth, Fram alle fendene jewyse.
Ischio- (i

:

ski0), ad. Gr. la\io-, combiuing form
of laxiov IsoHiuM, used in anatomical terms,
in comb, with adjs. relating to other parts
of the body, with the sense 'pertaining to or

connecting the ischium and . . .', as ischio-a'nal,
-oau-dal, -oa'vernous, -ooccygeal, -fe'moral,
-fl-bular, -i-liac, -pu'bal, -pu-bic, -re'otal, -sa'-

oral, -ti'bial, -ure-thral, -veTtebral.
Hence also Iscuio-ca-psular a., relating to or

connected with the ischium and the capsular liga-
ment of the hip-joint. Ischio cerite Zool. [Gr.
xifax horn], the third joint of a fully developed
antenna of a crustacean. Ischio-podite sb. Zool.

[Gr. iroiis, iroS- foot], the third joint of a fully
developed limb of a crustacean.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Ischio-A aatis,.. applied to the

Levalor ani muscle : "ischiosanal. 1877 HUXLEY Aiutt.
Inv. Anim. vi.

314^ While to its inner portion an *ischiocerite
is connected, bearing a merocerite. 1857 BULLOCK Cazeaitx'
Miiiwif. 20 The attachments of the anterior sacro-sciatic
ligaments, and the *Lschio-coccygeal muscles. 1872 HUMPHRY
Myolofy 20 A hinder *ischio-femoral part arising from
the hinder edge of the ischium is inserted rather above

space is a deep tnang
Ischiocele (i-ski^sfl). [f. ISCHIO- + Gr.

tumour.] A hernia in the ischiatic notch. Hence
Ischioce-lic a., of or pertaining to ischiocele.

1847 CRAIG, fschiocete, Ischiatocele, hernia formed by
protrusion of the viscera through the great foramen. 1855
in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Ischiorrhogic (-rp-djik), a. Pros. [ad. Gr.
(VxiopporyiKos having broken hips, limping : used
only as a term of prosody ; f. laxio-v hip-joint +
fiu(, fay- cleft.] Applied to an iambic line with
spondees in the second, fourth, or sixth place.

83 LEWIS in Philal. Mas. I. 289 Babrius seems to have
occasionally admitted a spondee into the fifth foot ; a variety
of iambic metre called ischiorrhogic, or disjointed, by the
ancient grammarians.

I-schipped, ME. pa. pple. of SHIP v.

t I-ScM're, v. Obs. Also 3 iscire. [OE. type
*gesdran, corresp. to Goth. asZiirjan to interpret :

cf. OE. sclran to make clear, declare, make known,
tell.] trans. To tell, say, speak.

6- IMS LAY. 17129 Loke (pat bu na mare swulc )>ing ne
iscire. a 1150 Owl 4- Night. 1530 Ne dar heo nost a word
ischtre.

I-schitte, ME. pa. pple. of SHUT v.

II Ischium (i-skium). PI. ischla (in 7 erron.
-iasX [L. ischium, a. Gr. laxiov hip-joint ; later
as now used.] The lowest of the three parts of the
as innominatum, the bone on which the body rests
when sitting.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. i. 179 If we define

sitting to be a firmation of the body upon the Ischias.
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In the ischium is a deep cavity
. . which receives the head of the thigh-bone. 18*5 /
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 61 Those parts of this bony
circumference, which receive the heads of the thigh-bone
above,, .called the ischium or coxendix, are the strongest of
all. 1854 OWEN Skel. f, Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I.

183 The hasmapophyses of, probably, the last abdominal
vertebra, called

'

Lschia
',

. . are detached from the rest of
their segment. 1883 MARTIN & MOALE Vtrtebr. Dissect.
123 The ischiam is nearly vertically placed beneath the
hinder portion of the ilium.

I-sehod, ME. pa. pple. of SHED v., SHOE v.

I-schore, i-schorn, of SHEAR v. I-schorted,
of SHORT v. I-schote, of SHOOT v. I-schreve,
i-schriven, of SHRIVE v. I-schrowdit,
i-schrud, of SHROUD v. I-schryned, of SHRINE
v. I-schryve, of SHRIVED. I-schud, of SUOK v.

I-SEE.

I-schulde, var. of I-SCHIELD v. I-schuven,
ME. pa. pple. of SHOVE v.

Ischuretic (iskiure-tik), a. and sb.
[f. Gr.

itrxoti/je-fiv to suffer from retention of urine: cf.

next, and diuretic.']
a. adj. Having the property of curing ischuria.

b. sb. A medicine that cures ischuria.

1706 PHILLIPS, IschnretickSj Medicines that force Urine,when there is a Stoppage of it. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,Ischureticus, old term applied to medicines.. : ischuretic.
So f Isclrare-tical a., troubled with ischnria.
1681 tr. Willis' Kem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Ischuretical. one

so troubled with that distemper.

II Ischnria (iskiuvia). Also in English form
ischury (i-skiuri). [L. ischuria, a. Gr. laxovpia
retention of urine, f. iffx-"" to hold + otpor urine,
oupios of urine.] Difficulty in passing urine, due
either to suppression or retention.

167$ BAXTER Cath. Theol. n. v. 82 Like the consulting
Physicians who could not agree, whether their Patients
Ischury should be cured by Succinum, or by Electrum, . .

and the poor man died because they could not consent.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Ischuria, a stoppage, or difficulty of
the Urine. 1684 tr. Bmcts Merc. Comfit, ix. 343 The
Ischury proceeded from no fault in the Kidneys, or Bladder.
1748 tr. Renatus' Distemp. Horses 266 When he cannot
jiiss at all, it is called an Ischury. 1790 J. C. SMVTH in
Med. Commun. II. 514 It has been the. .practice in ischurias,
to have recourse to purgatives. 1876 tr. Warner's Gen.
Pathol. 573 After ischuria of several days' duration.
HenceIschuric a., belonging to Ischuria(Mayne

1855)-

I-scild, var. of I-SCHIELD v. Obs.

I-selaundred, ME. pa. pple. of SLANDER v.

I-scod, of SHOE v.

t I-SCO'le. Obs. [A deriv. in ge-, I-l, of OE.
scolu, scol, school, troop, shoal, OS. skola band,
troop.] A troop, host.

anjs Cott. Horn. 243 In pes deofles heriscole .. In bes
middeneardes iscole . . In bes flesces iscole [fihte3 ajen us]
euel jebanc and fule lustes.

I-score, ME. pa. pple. of SHEAR v. I-scorned,
of SCORN v. I-scoten, of SHOOT v. I-scourged,
ofSCOURGE v. I-scoven, ofSHOVE v. I-scrape,
of SCRAPE v. I-scrifen, of SHRIVE v. I-acrud,
of SHKOUD v.

Ise, Pse, dial, or archaic abbreviation of I shall;
also = fs, I is, dial, for / am.
1796 Ned Evata I. 136 I'se warrant you've been at Mr.

Muckworm's. 1814 SCOTT Wait, xxx, I'se warrant him nane
of your whingeing King George folk. Ibid, xlii, Troth I'se
ensure him, an he'll bide us. 1818 Craven Dial., Ise, I am
or I will.

-ise 1
,
a frequent spelling of -IZE, inffix forming

vbs., which see.

-ise *, suffix of sbs., repr. OF. -ise, properly : L.
-itia, but also, in words of learned formation, put
for L. -icia, -itia, -icium, -ilium, as in L. jus-
tilia, judicium, servitium, OF. justise, juise, ser-

vise. Hence it became a living suffix, forming
abstract sbs. of quality, state, or function, as in

couard-ise, friand-ise, gaillard-ise , marchand-ise.
In the words from L., -ise was subsequently changed
in F. to -ice, as in justice, service, in which form
the suffix mostly appears in Eng., as in justice,
service, cowardice ; but -ise is found in franchise,
merchandise, the obsolete or archaic niggardise,
quaintisc, riotise, truandise, valiantise, warrantise,
and in such barely-naturalized words as galliardise,
gourniaiidise,paliardise\ also, in exercise, F. exer-

cice, L. exercitium. Native formations on the same
type are inconvenientise, sluggardise.
I-seaid, ME. pa. pple. of SAY v. I-seald, of

SELL v. I-sealed, of SEAL v.

t I-seche, v. Obs. [OE. &cs(can, -sicean, i. re-,
I- 1 + si!c(e}an to SEEK.] trans. To seek, seek for.

Be<rwul/(Z.) 684 Rif he ^esecean dear wi^. a 1000 Cxd-
man's Geit. 1668 (Gr.) pass be hie gesohton Sennera feld.
c looo Satan 213 He oSer lif eft jeseceS. c 1175 Lamb.

C 1200

3esech<
men his husti[n]gge "isechen'. 'Ibid. 25029 Cesar isohte
Bruttene mid baldere strengoe. a 1150 Owl $ Night. 741
Ich . . bidde bat hi moten iseche pan ilke song that ever
is eche.

Iseehele, Isechokil, Isecle, obs. ft ICICLE.

tl-see*, v. Obs. Forms: see SEE v. [OE.
gesion, i. ge-, I- 1 + seon to SEE; = Goth. gasaih-
wan, OHG. gasehan, MHG. gtsehtn.] trans. To
see, behold.

Beowulf (Z.) 221 DaliSende land Jesawon. aiooo Cad-
titon's Gen. 666 (Gr.) Ic ma:^ heonpn jeseon hwzr he sylf
siteo. (iooo Aw.Gosp. Matt. xiii. 17 Manega . . rihtwise

gewilnudon b_a ping to je-seonne {Lindisf. xesea] be ^e
Xeseob and hij ne ^e-sawon {Halt. G. ^e-seasen). Ikid.
Markviii. 24 Ic^e-seo [Lindisf. ^eseom^/^/iw. jisiom] men
swylce treow gangende. c 1175 Lamk. Horn. 123 Alswa de8
mah)e fisce be isio bet es, and ne isih^ na bene hoc be stica3
on |an esc. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 197 Ful wel pu
me iseie bauh bu stille were, c 1305 St. Dunstan 86 in
E. E. Poems (1862) 36 He ne ini^te iseo nomore. c 1315
SHOREHAM 107 Thys may ech man ysy. f 1310 Cast. Lave
1247 Me may . . I-^yn that he is God by hu dude. 1340



I-SEGGEN.

Aytnb. 81 Uayrhede bet be e?e of be bodye yzyjb- Ibid.

185 Yzi? and bench huo yefb bane red. c 1369 CHAUCKR
Dethe Blannche 205 Ye shul me neuer on lyve y-se. 1387
THEVISA Higden (Rolls! III. 345 (Plato] mijt nou3t i-see

leremyas. ta 1400 S. E. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Archil'

Stud. nen. SJr. LXXXIJ. 314/91 So bou I-syxt I-wis.

I-seeled, -et, ME. pa. pple. of SEAL v. I-seen,
of SEE v.

( I-se'ggen, v. Oh. Forms : see SAY v. [OE.

^esecgan, T. if-, I- ' + secgan to say : cognate with

OS. giseggian, OHG. gasagln, MHG. gesagcn.]
trans. To say, tell, declare, relate, confess.

cgoo tr. Bzda's Hist. 11. xi[iii]. (1890) 190 Ic will mine
leathorfulle beawas jesecgan. a 1000 Cxdmon's Daniel 165

He gesaede swefen cynmge. c 1000 Guthlac 676 Mec
dryhten heht snude ^esecgan baet je .. him hearsume ..

waeron. c 1175 Lamb. Hom. 15 Hit is riht bet me us nede

and isegge bet sceamie. c 1*05 LAY. 2 1885 Heo . . bus iseiden.

Isegrim (si'zegrim). Also7lsgrin. [a.MHG.,
Ger. Tsegrimm, Isengrimm, also fsengrtn, Eisen-

grein, MDu. Isengryn, Isegrijn, -grijm, Du. Ijze-

grim, the name of the wolf in Reynard the fox,
and other beast-fables ; in OHG. fsangrtm as a

man's name, f. tsan, Isen, etc.
' iron

' + -grim, cf.

grima, mask, hood, helmet ;
but in later use often

associated with grime, grim, wrathful, fierce.] An

appellation applied, after the manner of a proper

name, to the wolf, rare in Eng. use.

1481 CAXTON Reynard ii, Isegrym the wulf wyth his lynage
and frendes cam and stode to fore the kynge. Passim. 1622

FLETCHER Beggar's Bush in. iii, I know to chase the Roe,
The winde out-stripping, Isgrin \tnod. ed. Isgrim] himself.

t I-se'htne, v. Obs. [f. )e-, I- 1 * sehtnien,

sahtnien, to reconcile.] trans. To reconcile.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 He isehtnedegod and man.

I-seid, ME. pa. pple. of SAY v. I-seie, i-seije,

of SEE v. I-seilet, of SEAL v. I-seilled, of

SAIL v. I-seined, of sein, SIGN v.

Iseidomal : see Iso-.

Isel, izle (ai'z'l). Now only dial. Forms :i

ysel, ysle, 3 iael, 4 usle, usel, 5 iselle, isyl(le,

ysel, 6 isille, ysyle, 6-7 (9 Sc. dial.} isle, 7 issle,

8 Sc. aizle, 9 Sc. eizel. [OE. ysel, ysle, cogn. with

MHG. usele, usel, iisele, mod.Ger. dial, use/, isc/,

iissel, issel, spark, LG. b'sel, ON. usli fire, conflagra-

ation ; f. root us- (L. ur-?re, us-turn to burn).] A
spark; an ember; chiefly in //., Sparks, embers ;

ashes ;
in mod. dial., Floating sparks from a con-

flagration ; extinct sparks, particles of soot, smuts.

c looo ./ELFRIC Gen. xix. 28 pa beheolde Abraham . . and

fceseah hu ba ysla upflujon mid bam smice. c 1200 Trin.

Coll. Hom. 65 Ich.. pine me seluen on asshen and on iselen.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 747, I am bot erbe fill euel and vsle

so blake. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 431 losephus
was i-founde y-hid among useles. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.

IX. 184 Ysels myxt with lite] water, c 1440 Promf. Pan'.

266/1 Isyl of fyre, favilla. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis x. i. 135

Amang the assys cauld And lattyr isillys of thar kynd
cuntre. 1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Elm tan, ysyle.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) fsa. xxix. 5 As smal dust : and as issles

passing away. 1785 BURNS Halloween 115 An aizle brunt

Her braw new worset apron. 1866 Reader 15 Dec. 1001

Killmoulis . . often torments the goodman sorely by throw-

ing 'isles' or ashes out when sheelin or shelled oats are

spread out to dry. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Izles, floating

particles of soot, smuts.

Comb, c 1440 Promf. Pa.ru. 266/1 Isylkake. .bakyne vndyr

Iseland, obs. form of ICELAND.

I-seld, ME. pa. pple. of SELL v .

t I-Sele, a. Obs. Also 3 i-saele. [Cf. OE. ges&l

in zesxlllc happy, and next.]
- next.

c 1*05 LAY. 7666 Ne wuroe he nauere issle. Ibid, 29480

pe pape was isele.
(

tl-se'li, a- Obs.
[OE.zes&lig,[.it-,I-l+SB/iz

happy : see SILLY.] Happy, fortunate, prosperous.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxyi. i HweSer mice! feoh maje

senizne mon don swa jesasline, Saet he nanes binges maran

ne byrfe. 1:893 Oros. v. ii. 9 Hi fram ^eszelsum tidum

silpaS. a looo Cxdmon's Gen. 1138 Seth waes Resslij.

c H7S Lamb. Ham. 15 5ef we weren iseli. Ibid. 109 Iselie

beo5 efre ba mildheortan. c 1205 LAY. 28861 Snel cmht

wes Carriz, ah he nes noht iseli. a 1225 After. R. 308 Eadi

is he and iseli.

t I-Selth. Obs. Forms : I sesselB, 2 iselhUe,

2-3 iselBe, iseluhtte. [OE. gesself, Lgesxl- happy ;

in early ME., in part from gesxli : see prec.]

Happiness, felicity, fortune.

c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxiii, Sio soSe jesaslS. 75

Lamb. Hom. 105 Swa bet we.. on iselhSan to swioe ne

blissian. a 1200 Moral Ode 13 Ich mihte habbe bet idon,

hefde ich be iselbe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 382 pet is ure iseluhSe

bet we beoren in ure bodie Jesu Cristes deadlicnesse.

t I-seme, v. Obs. [OE. geseman, f. ft-, I- 1 +

stman to bring to agreement, settle, f. s6m agree-

ment]
1. trans. To reconcile, to settle.

(893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. vii. 5 Dzt he hie geseman
wolde. c MOO O. E. Chron. an. 1094 Hi gesemede beon

ne mihtan.

2. To suit, to beseem.

<ri20S LAY. 9587 He haehte setten hire on nome be hire

[be burh] mihte isemen [c 1275 semi].

t I-semeliche, adv. Obs. [f. I- 1 + semehche

SEEMLY.] In a seemly or becoming manner; quietly.

501

c 1205 LAY. 21785 An imetliche broc, be. .swi<5e isemeliche

into sae wendeS.

Isen, obs. variant of IRON.

1 1-se'n.d, v. Obs. [OE. yssendan, f. ge-, I- l +

semlan to SEND ;
= Goth, gasanrfjan, OHG. gi-

senten, MHG. gesenden.] trans. To send.

971 Blickl. Horn, g fa waes Bended bset goldhord. c 1325
in O. E. Misc. 196 pat he me isende. 13.. K. Alis. 1487

They, .four thousand mark ysende.

I-send, i-sent, ME. pa. pple. of SEND v.

I-sen(e, of SEE v. I-seowed, of Ssw v.

I-serched, of SEAKCH v.

Isenergic, Isentropic : see Iso.

Iserine (si'zarin). Min. [ad. Ger. iserin

(Werner, 1 797) ; named from Iserwiese in Bohemia,

one of the localities for the mineral.] =next.

1805 R. JAMESON Min. II. 502 F'ftl> Species, Iserine. \

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5! 181 The loose Iron-sand of Iser-

wiese, called iserine, is in part, at least, in isometric ,

octahedrons.

Iserite (ai-reit). Min. [Altered by Dana

from prec. : see -ITE.] A variety of ILMENITE,
j

found as a black crystalline sand.

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 181 Iserite is supposed to be

isometric titanic iron.

I-served, ME. pa. pple. of SERVE v. I-sesed,

of CEASE, SEIZE v. I-set, i-sette, of SET v.

t I-set, v. 06s. [OE. gesejtt-an, f. &-, M +

sfftan to SET. Cognate with OS. gisetUan, OHG.

gastifpn, Goth, gasatjan.] trans. To set; to set

up, establish.

971 Blickl. Horn. 143 pa apostolas. .hie gesetton on baem

fzjran neorxna wange. a 1000 O. E. Citron, an. 604

Saberht . . bone jESelberht jesette baer to cmmga. a 1175

Cott. Horn. 227 pes cenne god seclde and Jesette * iw/IagB.

fll75 Latnb. Horn. 93 Da apostoli siSoan. .isetten lacob

bet wes ihaten rihtwis on cristes sell [=setl). c 1205 LAY.

22053 Seollic is be lauerd bat al hit isette.

Isethionic (aisfjriifnik), a. Chem. [f. Iso- 6

+ ETHIONIC.] In iscthionic acid, a monobasic acid,

C2H6SO4 , formed together with sulphuric acid, by

boiling ethionic acid with water. Its salts are

Ise thionates.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 190 In 1833, M.

Magnus, .discovered three acids. . . He distinguished them

by the names of althionic, ethionic, and isethionic acids.

1859 Fownts' Man. Client. 383 When a solution of ethionic

acid is boiled, it is decomposed into sulphuric acid, and

a second new acid, the isethionic, isomeric with sulphovinic

acid. Ibid., The isethionates of baryta, lead, copper, potassa,

soda, and ammonia crystallize with facility.. into taurin.

1878 KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 95 Taurin appears to be

dehydrated is^thionate of ammonium. 1888 REMSEN Org.

Chem. 357 Isethionic acid, . . also known as hydroxyethyl-

sulphonic acid.

t I-SO'tneSSe. Obi. [OE. ges^tnes, f. lestftan,

I-SET v. : see -NESS.] Institution, ordinance,

statute, law.
cooo tr. Bzda's Hist, iv. v. (1890) 274 In swa micle lufan

baere Romaniscan cirican jesetenisse. c 1000 ^Eu-'Ric
Horn.

I. 358 Seo ealde x waes eaSelicre bonne Cristes gesetnys

sy. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Mark vii. 3 Healdende hyra yldrena

sesetnessa. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87 pe dei pentecostes

ihaten on bere aide isetnesse. Ibid. ncrButan godes la?e

and godes isetnesse. 1158 Proclam. Hen. Ill (Rot. Pat.

43 Hen. Ill, M. 15. No. 40. 1. 4), To healden and to wenen

bo itsetnesses bs=t beon imakede & beon to makien.

I-seyd, ME. pa. pple. of SAY v. I-seye, i-

seyn, of SEE v.

Ise-5ekille, -yokel, obs. var. ICICLE.

Ish (ij), sb- Sf. Forms: 4 ysohe, 5-6 isohe,

7- ish. [f. ISH v.i]

1. Issue, egress, exit; right of exit; t place of

egress. ~Novion\ymSc. Law, m\>\u. ish and entry
\ (see quot. 1861).

"375 BARBOUR Bruce VI. 363 The strat entre Of the furde,

and the ysche alsua. 14. . Burgh Lavfis (Rec. Soc.) No. 52

The tane sail geyff to the aldyrman a penny for the ische

and the tothir sail geyff a penny for the entre. 1313

DOUGLAS Mneis vii. xiv. 51 Quhair as the chill river halt

Vfens Seikis. . Amyd how valeis his renk and ische. a 1651

CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk, Souldiours placed to stop all

ish and entrie. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 476/1 The

clause, cum. libero exitu et introitit (' with free ish and

entry '), in the tencndas of a charter, imports a right to all

ways and passages, in so far as they may be necessary, to

kirk and market, through the adjacent grounds of the

granter.
2. The conclusion of a period of time ; the expiry

of a legal term, a lease, etc. Now only in Sc. Law.

1502 in Pitcairn Anc. Crim. Trials I. *3O For be space of

fourty days ; at the ische of be quhilk terme ande ende of xl

dais [etc.]. 1533 BELLENDEN Lay II. (1822) 159 At the ische

Seldom reduced into writing, when they are not to have

effect before the ish. 1886 A ct 49 f, 50 Viet. c. 50 5 Notice

of removal . . shall . . be given as many days before the date

of ish as shall be equivalent to at least one third of the full

period of duration of the lease.

t Ish, iss, vl Obs. Forms : a. 4 ice, 4-5 isse.

0. Sc. 4-5 ysche, 4-6 iseh(e, 5 issh, yssh, yss(e,

(ussh), 6 ish(e. [ME. a. OF. issir, (yssir, ussir),

(cf. ISSANT), earlier eissir = It. escire, uscire :-L.

exlre to go out, f. ex out + Ire to go.]

1. intr. = ISSUE v. 1-3.

ISH.

a. [1291 BRITTON in. xvii. 3 Qe de soen gre . . s'en issi et

se demist, transl. That of his own accord he . . went out and

dispossessed himself.) 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace
(Rolls) 3466 pey armede hem, and isseden out. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 3789 William & his wijes . . softly Iced out of be

cite whan pel seie time. 14*6 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 14407

Wynd and wordys rud and dul Yssen out fful gret plente.

P- '375 BARBOUR Bruce 11. 278 ?e sail Isch furth to the

bataill, And fecht with thaim. 1:1400 Deslr Troy 5784

Arowesvp in the aire ysshit full bicke. c 1410/4 vow. A rth.

Ixiv, On a day we vsshet oute. 1558 Sc. Acts Mary (1814)

II. 508 Gife It sal happin. .oure sade souerane departe of bis

mortale life w'out ains Ischeit of hir body. i5^8 LINDE-

SAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T.S.) II. n Certaine of the

castell men wschit {ed. 1728 ishing] out and skirmischit

thame.

fig- ' '374 CHAUCKR Boeth. in. pr. xii. 82 (Camb. MS.) pat
hast so wouen me with thy resouns . . thow bat oober while en-

trist ther pou issest and oother while issest ther thow entrist.

2. trans. To go out of, depart from. rare.

c 1450 MirourSaluacioun 5031 With joye isshed thow the

Citee of his swete birth Bethelem.

3. trans. To clear (a place) by driving out those

within.

1537 Sc. Acts fas. V, c. 50 That an Maisser ische the

Councel-house, and himselfe sail slande at the dure, and
let na man enter.

Hence f Ishing vbl. sb. = ISSUING vU. s6.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 158 Till warn hym of thair

ysching. ri4 HOCCLEVE Leant to Die 629 Of his spirit

shal be the issynge, In-to eternel blisse the entrynge. 1549

Cotttpl. Scot. XL 98 The . . place had ane narrou entres &
narrou isching.

Ish, v.2 nonce-wd. [Echoic.] intr. To make
the sound ish ! or sh ! as in

striking
the air forcibly.

1898 SIR G. ROBERTSON Chitral xxi. aoi Bullets went
'

ishing
'

just over it with curious monotony.

-ish. 1
,
a suffix forming adjs., of Com. Tent,

origin ;
Goth. -ists.QVI. -iskr, OHG., OS., OFris.,

OE. -isc, Ger., Dn. -isch : cognate with Gr. -tan-as

dim. suffix of sbs. Sometimes syncopated to -s/i

(spelt also -cli). In Scottish usually -is, synco-

pated -s, -ce. In words of old formation, the prec.

vowel had umlaut (which was often present in the

sb. whence the adj. in -isc was formed) ;
in later

use the vowel has usually been altered back to that

of the sb. when this is in use
;
e. g. Scottish, Danish,

after Scot, Dane the modified vowel being retained

in other cases, as in English, French, Welsh.

1. In OE. and the cognate langs., chiefly forming

|
gentile adjs. from national names : e. g. British

\ (O^Srittisc), English (O&.Englisc, t Sc. fnglis],

\ Scottish, Scotch (OE. Scyttisc, Sc. ^Scottis, Scots],

\
Irish (OE. Irisc), Welsh (OE. Wielisc, f Sc. Walys,

; Wallis) ;
Danish (OE. Dytisc, t Sc. Dense, Denes')

Prankish, French (OE. Frencisc) ; so in many adjs.

: of various ages, as Alemannish, Finnish, Flemish,

Gaulish, f Greekish (OE. Grecisc), Icelandish,

i Jewish, Jutish, Netherlandish, Pictish, Polish,

Romish, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, Wendish.

2. Added to other sbs., with the sense ' Of or

belonging to a person or thing, of the nature or

character of. These were not numerous in OE.,

i

whence only a few have come down to later times.

Examples are folcisc popular, h&Henisc heathenish,
'. peodisc national, inlendisc inlandish, utlendisc out-

landish (which come close to the gentile group in i
;

also metmisc human, cildisc childish, cierlisc churl-

ish. In later times this ending has become exceed-

ingly common, sometimes in the earlier colourless

sense as boyish, girlish, waggish, but chiefly in a

derogatory sense,' Having the (bad or objectionable)

qualities of: as in apish, babyish, bearish, boorish,

brutish, clownish, currish, devilish, doggish. doltish,

dronish
,foolish , foppish , goatish, ghoulish , hoggish ,

impish, knavish, mannish, monkish, mulish, mul-

ish, prudish, roguish, selfish, shrewish, sluggish,

sluttish, sottish, swinish, thievish, waspish, ivhor-

ish, ujolvish, womanish. (These have usually cor-

responding Ger. forms in -isch.) Also from names

of things, with sense 'of the nature of, tending to
', as

in aguish, blockish, bookish, brinish,feverish, freak-

ish, hellish, moorish ;
or from other parts of speech,

as snappish, stand-offish, uppish.
In recent colloquial and journalistic use, -ish has

become the favourite ending for forming adjs. for

the nonce (esp. of a slighting or depreciatory nature)
on proper names of persons, places, or things, and

even on phrases, e. g. Disraelitish, Heine-ish, Mark
Twainish, Micawberish,MissMartineauish, Queen
Annish, Spectator-ish, Tupperish, West Endish ;

all-over-ish, at-homeish, devil-may-care-ish, how-

cTye-doish,jolly-good-fellowish, merry-go-roundish,

out-of-townish, and the like.

1815 Hist. Mr. J. Decnstro II. 243 She might have an
I-dont-know-howishness about her which

away from unless she runs one way.

no lady can run

1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz

.,845
he

t po; _
_

THOMAS' Mod. House-wife 150 The Micawbensh prospect
of anything turnins up. 1887 Pall Mall G. 17 Oct. 3/1



-ISH

A Heine-ish sneer al the tendency of the Eternal-Feminine

10 relav the ten-ion of our ide.ils. 1894 Daily Kens 4Jan.

4/7 Some huge pile
of building, generally much more Queen

Anne-ish than the houses of Queen Anne s own time.

3. Added to adjs. with the sense ' Of the nature

of approaching ttie quality of, somewhat ', appar-

ently first with words of colour (which may have

been treated as sbs., and so have originally come

under 2): e.g. bluish (01400), blackish (01500),

brownish, reddish, whitish, yellowish, etc. In later

use also with other adjs., and now, in colloquial

nse, possible with nearly all monosyllabic adjs.,

and some others, e. g. brightish, broadish, coldish,

darkish, dimmish, dryish Bullish, duskish,feeblish,

Swedish, hardish, loudish, narrowish, oldish,palish,

poorish , quecrish ,
smallish

, smartish, softish ,
tallish ,

thickish, thinnish, warmish, ivcakish, wettish,

youngish. Derivatives of this type are peculiar
to English among the cognate languages: those

formed on adjs. of colour answer to P. adjs. in

-atre, as bleuatre, noirdlre, and to Ger. adjs. in

-Itch, as blaulich,schioartzlich. Of other adjectives,

only a few have equivalent Ger. forms in -lich ; the

force of -iih is ordinarily given in Ger. by the

qualifying elwas or tin wenig.
From adjs. in -ish, advbs. in -ishly and sbs. of

quality in -ishness, are formed ad libitum : e. g.

girlishly, girlishness, feverishly, feverishness.

-ish-, a suffix of verbs, repr. F. -ist-, extended

stem of verbs in -ir, e. g. pitrir to perish, periss-ant,
Us periss-ent. The F. -iss- originated in the L.

ise- of inceptive verbs, which in It., Pr., and Fr.

was extended to form a class of simple verbs, cor-

resp. to L. verbs in -ireand -ere, and including others

which were assimilated to these. At their first

adoption, these verbs ended in Fjig. in -is, -ise,

-iss(e, which before 1400 changed to -isshe. In

Sc. the original -is, -isse, was retained longer, and

appeared in 1 6th c. as -eis(e: pereis, jffeureis.

Among the chief examples of this ending are

abolish, accomplish, banish, blandish, blemish,

brantlish, burnish, cherish, demolish, embellish,

cstablish,finish,flourishJurbish,furnish, garnish,

impoverish, languish, nourish, perish, polish,

punish, ravish, relinquish, replenish, tarnish,
vanish, varnish.

In some cases, other Fr. endings have been levelled

under this suffix in AFr. or English : such are

admonish, astonish,diminish, distinguish, eternish,

famish, lavish, minish, monish, publish, relish,etc.,
for the history of which see the individual words.
In a few words the F. -iss. is represented in Eng. by -ise,

or even -izf : e. g. avertir, .iss- ADVERTISE, ch&stir, -iss-

CHASTISE ; amortir, -iss- AMORTIZE ; rtjowir, rejouiss- has
given REJOICE.

I-shape(n, ME. pa. pple. of SHAPK v.

Isher, -erie, obs. Sc. forms of USHEB, -ERY.

Ishew, -u, -we, obs. forms of ISSUE sb. and ti.

t I'ShieS, sb. pi. Obs. rare. [ad. L, ischia,
Gr. lo-x'ia : see ISCHIUM.] Hip-joints.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xxvii, He spoiled the frame

of their kidneys. .heaved off of the hinges their ishies.

Ishilde, variant of I-SCHIELD v.

Ishmael (i-Jm|el). [A Heb. proper name
woti1 YishmOS-e'l 'God will hear'. See also

ISHAEL.] Proper name of the son of Abraham by
Hagar ; hence, allusively: An outcast ; one

' whose
hand is against every man, and every man's hand
against him

'

(Gen. xvi. 12), one at war with society.
[1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies 100 Like .. the sons of Ish-

maeU their hand is against every one, and every one's hand
against them.] 1899 Westm. Gaz. 16 Jan. 4/3 Men who
were the very Ishmaels of the labour world.
Hence I shmaelite (a descendant of Ishmael, as

the Arabs claim to be) : fig.
= ISHMAEL

;
Ish-

nuMlitlo (-i'tik), rhmaelitih (-si'tifi, of, per-
taining to, of the nature of an Ishmaelite

; Ish-
maelitism (rfnwieUrtiz'm), the character and
action of an Ishmaelite.

1577 VAUTROUILLIER Lutheran Ef. Gal. iv. 29(1588) 2273,
1 1 greeueth vs that these Ishmaelites hate and persecute vs so
gnevously. 1887 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trail, e, The
name of Sarazins was given to the Ishmaelitish Arabians,
or.. the Arabs of the Desart. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
Ixvii, Joss tents and pilau were pleasant to this little
Ishmaelite. 1855 HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet., Ishma4litish,
like Ishmael; thievish. 1876 FAIKBAIRN Strauss II. in
mttrmf. Rrv. June 125 Menzel was a literary Ishmaelite.

iSSp
M U. CONWAY in Academy 14 July 55 An Ishmaelitish

Myle of criticising his literary contemporaries. 1896 D. L.
LEONARD Cent. Congreg. Ohio 71 Lonesome and in peril

*."" J?
e
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' and *"* into a wretched Ishmaelitish frame.
7 f*

SMEATON Smollett ii. 26 The same evil spirit of
Social Ishmachtism . . was present with him until a year or
two of his death.

I-shote, ME. pa. pple. of SHOOT v.

Inap (si slack, i-siack), a. and sb. [ad. L. isiac-us,
a. (_,r. lataitot, (. Isis : see below.]A. adj. Of or relating to Isis, the principal
goddets of ancient Egyptian mythology.
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Iliac table, a copper tablet of unknown origin, now in the

royal gallery of Turin, containing figures of Egyptian
deities with Isis in the middle.

1740 WARBUKTON Div. Legal, iv. vi. Wks. 1811 IV. 296
There is a famous antique monument . . well known to the

curious by the name of the Isiac or Bembine Table. 1706

J. OWEN Trav. Europe I. 320 The second, or Isiac table, is

considered as one of the most precious monuments of ancient

times, which Italy preserves. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric
Synchr. 234 This head, with the snakes, was apparently
an Isiac symbol.
B. sb. A priest or worshipper of Isis.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. iv.
(17^37) 13 The Egyptian

Heathens, .us'd to constitute their Isiacs, by shaving them.

Hence Islocal (aisarakal) a. = LSI AC a.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 570 The Isiacall rites.

1889 FAKKAK Lives Fathers I. m. 115 The Isiacal traditions
of Egypt.

t I-sib, i-sibbe, a. Obs. [OE. &sib(b related,

akin, f. te-, I- 1 + sitb related, SIB. Cogn. with
OHG. gisibbo.] Related, akin.
c looo yob in Thwaites Heptat. (1698) 167 J>ry cyningas be

him
*esibbe_

waeron. 10x4 WULFSTAN Serttio ail Anglos
(Napier xxxiii. 159), Ne bearh nu for oft xesibb gesibban 3e
ma pe fremdan. c 1175 Lamb. How. 137 Feader o3er moder
brooer ooer suster ooer oore swa isibbe. c 1205 LAY. 30533
Heo weoren isibbe. c 1275 Duty Christians 102 in O. E.
Misc. 144 We beob alle isybbe. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

6438 Alle bat were 051 ysyb Edmond be kynge. 1305
j 1000 Virgins 85 Meniee of hem him were isibbe.

Hence t Isi'bsum, OE. xenib b .sum. peaceful.
c897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xlvi. 349 Se Se of Code

cymo he biS godes willan and fcesibsum. c"75 Lamb.
Horn. 95 Witutan laSe and isibsum. Ibid. 113 pa beoS
godes bern

j>e
beoS isibsumme.

Isiole, isi(c)kle, obs. forms of ICICLE.

II Isidinm (aisi-di&n). Bot. PI. isidia. [mod.
Bot. L., f. Isis, Isid-em, Isis (in reference to her
disc and horns).] One of a number of coral-like

or wart-like elevations or excrescences of the thallus

in certain lichens, having the function of goredia.
1866 Treas. Bot. 629/2 Isidinm, a coral-like elevation of

the thallus of a lichen, bearing a globule at its end. 1882

J. M. CROMBIE in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 557/2 Nylander
observes . . that the isidia in the Collemacei . .

' show very
clearly under the microscope the entire history of the evolu-
tion of the thallus '.

Hence Isidiiferons (.lisrdiirfOr.is), Isidiopno-
rous (-fforas) adjs. [see -FERGUS, -PHOROUS],
bearing isidia; Isidloid (aisi'dioid), Isidio se

adjs., resembling or of the nature of an isidium
;

characterized by or provided with isidia.

1856 W. L. LINDSAY Brit. Lichens 43 The isidioid thallus
resembles the tartareous in being usually pale or whitish.

1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Botany 418 Many other forms are
assumed

by_
the crusts of Lichens ;.. the isidioid, in which

the thallus is broken up into short erect cylindrical projec-
tions. 1882 J. M. CROMBIE in F.ncycl. Brit. XIV. 554/1
This isidioid condition in crustaceous thalli is the basis of
the old pseudo-genus Isidinm. Ibid. 556/1 On the margin
of the thallus of isidiiferous states of Ptltigera canina,

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Isidioid, . . applied to those lichens
which are covered with a dense mass of conical soredia.

Zsidoriau (isidoe-rian), a. [f. Isidor-u; pr.
name : see -IAN.] Of or pertaining to Isidores or
Isidore ; spec, to St. Isidore, archbishop of Seville

600-636, author of several historical and ecclesias-

tical works, and of Twenty Books of Origines or

Etymologies, of value for the history of late Latin.
On account of his reputation for learning, his name was in

the Middle Ages attached to various other works, particu-
larly to a collection of canons and decretals, a later inter-

polated collection of which is known as ihzpsendo-Isidorian
orfalse decretals.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knmvl. I. 393 The Spanish
or Isidorian translation [of Greek Canons] ascribed to
Isidore of Seville. iKiPall Malt G. i Sept. 1/2 The for-

. gery of the Isidorian Decretals, which did so much to

augment the power of the Popes. 1900 United Presb. Mag.
May 238/1 NIediaeval history has a parallel in the famous
'

Isidorian Decretals '.

Isie, obs. form of IOY.

tl-sight, i-siht. Obs. Also gesichtte, se-

seo(h)'8e, isihtfe, isehSe. [OE. icsihp, -siht, (.

sion to see: cf. SIOHT. Cogn. with OS. gisiht,
OHG. gasiht, MHG. gesiht, Ger. gesicAt.] Sight,
vision.

^888 K. ALFRED Botth. v. 3 pa mistas Se . . fordwilmaS
oa sooan jesihae. c looo ^ELFRIC Ham. I. 60 On ealles bses
folces jesihSe. ciooo Ars. Gosp. Mark vii. 22 Yfel xesihS
[c 1160 Hatlan G. xe-sihoe]. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 223 NaSor
ne an isehSe, ne on sprece. Ibid. 229 Etfor har alra
JesychSe. Ibid. 241 Abroden of his jesecbe. c 1105 LAY.
13090 Bruttes weoren saeri for swulchere isihSe.

I-sihen, i-sijhetn, ME. pa. pple. of SIB v., to

sink, fall.

Isille, var. of ISEL Obs., ember, spark.
1 Ising. Obs. [Origin obscure : perh. a corrupted

deriv. of L. insicia, insicium, in i6th c. L. diets.

insitium '

stuffing, force-meat '.] A kind of '

pud-
ding' ; a sausage : see quots.
c 1550 Wyll Burke's Test, in Halliwell Lit. 16 I, 17 Cent.

<l85') 54 Chitterlinges broyled and therbur and isinge.
Ihid. 55 For to make Isinge Podine ..fair broile him on
a grediron and cast salte on him, and serve him forthe for
an isinge. 1573-80 BARET Alv. P825 A pudding called an
Ising, isttium. 1597 Bk. Coolterie 50 To make Ising
puddings. 1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., A Sausage or isingmade of porke, vide Salchicha (a Sawsidge). 1706 PHILLIPS,
isicium, a kind of Pudding call'd an lung or Sausage.

ISLAMIC.

Isinglass (si-zinglos). Forms: 6 isonglas,
1 iaon glass, 7-8 isonglass, ising-glass, S icin-

glass, icing-glass, 7- isinglass. [Supposed to
be a corruption or imperfect imitation of an obs.

Du. huisenblas (Kilian huysenblase, huysblas], (!er.

hausenblase isinglass, lit.
'

sturgeon's bladder
'

: see
HAUBEN and Huso.
No English forms approaching the Du. more closely have

been found, so that, if this was the source, the perversion of
the namewould seem to have been made at its first adoption. I

1. A firm whitish semitransparent substance (being
a comparatively pure form of gelatin) obtained from
the sounds or air-bladders ofsome fresh-water fishes,

esp. the sturgeon ; used in cookery for making jellies,

etc., also for clarifying liquors, in the manufacture
of glue, and for other purposes. Also extended to

similar substances made from hides, hoofs, etc.

(Cited in Rogers Agric. r Prices IV and VI for the years
'527. '585. i6'> 1623, etc., but without any information as
to tne name under which it is mentioned.)
"545 Rtt.es %f. Custome.ho. b v b, lson[printeft m]glas the

C. li. xxxiiu. iiiirf. 1660 Act 12 Chas //, c. 25 n That
noe Merchant Vintner . . retailing any Wine shall . . put
in any Istnglasse Brimstone Lime Raisons Juice of Raisons
[etc.]. 166* Stat. Irel.(\^) II. 401 Ison glass the hundred
pound io/. 1663 BOYLE Use/. Exp. A'at. Philos. u. i. 24
Ising-glass steeped two days in water, and then boiled up.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Ichthyocolla, a kind of Glew made of
the skin of Fishes, commonly called Isonglass. 1723 Pres.
St. Russia I. 76 Icing-glass, (of that sort which is a Glue
made of a Fish). 1727 W. MATHER Yng. Max's Comp. 439A Beer-Glass full of White-Wine, wherein an Ounce of
Isonglass is dissolved. 1802 BINCLEY Anim. Biog. (1813)
III. 91 The isinglass most common in our shops, is made
from a species of dolphin, called the beluga. 1842 BARHAM
Ingol. Leg., Blasphemer's Warn., Jellies composed of punch,
calves' feet and isinglass. 1879 Casselfs Tcclm. Educ. IV.

192/1 A little isinglass or white of egg is first spread over the
surface.

2. A name given to mica, from its resembling
in appearance some kinds of isinglass.
1747 DR. COOKE in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. iv. Iviii. 266
We observed a great quantity of sea-glass [nefc] Commonly
called isinglass, of which lanthorns are made. 1750 G.
HUGHES Barbados n. 55 The Soil . . is often mixed with
small Flakes of Icinglass, as well as pieces of transparent
Talc. 1751 SIR I. HILL Mat. Med. 247 Muscovy Talk or

Isinglass. 1796 MOUSE Amer. Geog. II. 75 Isinglass (mica
metnbranacea) . .is a famous mineral production of Russia.
1868 ISAB. SAXON 5 Yrs. wit/tin the Golden Gate 84 Those
gleaming particles in the rich-looking red earth being no-

thing more than a substance called by miners '

isinglass '.

1 3. A kind of moth. Obs.

1759 PULLEIN in Phil. Trans. LI. 56 The moth of this pod
is called the Isinglass by Marian.
4. attrib. and Comb., as isinglass glue, size;

isinglass-fish, a sturgeon or other fish from which

isinglass is obtained
; isinglass-stone, mica.

1688 G. PARKER & J. STALKER Treat, jfapanningv. 22 To
make Isinglass-Size. 1740 R. BROOKES Art of Angling u.
xli. 159 The Ising-Glass-Fish . . is usually met with in the
Seas about Muscovy. 1751 SIR J. HILL Mat. Med. Index,
Isinglass Stone. 1772 Ann. Reg. 126/1 If this tin-foil be
gilt with gold lea by means of thin isinglass glue, the
medal will resemble gold. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 716 The colours may be . . laid on with isinglass
size. 1828 WEBSTER, Isinglass-stout, see Mica.

Ising-star. nonce-wd. [irreg. f. ISING(LASS) +
STAK.] A shining piece of '

isinglass" or mica.
a 1820 J. R. DRAKE Culprit Fay^ iv, Some had Iain in the

scoop of the rock, With glittering ising-stars inlaid.

Iskie-bae, obs. Sc. f. USQUEBAUGH, whisky.
I-slain, ME. pa. pple. of SLAY v. I-slaked, of
SLAKE v.

Islam (i'slam,i-z-,isla-m). [a. Arab. ^}LJ isldin

lit.
'

resignation, surrendering ', inf. noun of JLJ
aslama ' he resigned or surrendered (himself)', spec.
' he became orwas resigned or submissive (to God)',
hence ' he became or was sincere in his religion ',

4th conjug. of salama 'he was or became safe,

secure, or free'; whence also the words salaam,
Moslem, Mussulman.']
The religious system of Mohammed, Mohammed-

anism ; the body of Mohammedans or Mussulmans,
the Mohammedan world.

_
As the proper name of orthodox Mohammedanism, islam

is understood as '

the manifesting of humility or submission
and outward conformity with the law of God' (Lane).
1818 SHELLEY (title) The Revolt of Islam. 1821 Hellas

916 Poor faint smile Of dying Islam 1 1845 FOKD Handbk.
Spain 1. Pref. 9 His creed and practice are

'

Resignation ',

the Islam of the Oriental. 1855 MII.MAN Lat. Chr. iv. i.

(1864) II. 169 To subdue to the faith of Islam. Itid. 253 The
potentates summoned by Mohammed himself to receive the
doctrine of Islam. 1877 J. E. CARPENTMR tr. Tide's Hist.

Relig. 99 With this gloomy conception of deity corresponds
the view taken by Islam of the world.

t b. An orthodox Mohammedan. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 311 These (they say) are
friends to the Islams, that is, Catholike, or right-beleeving
Musulmans. 1814 Spaniards I. iii, Thou art my country's
foe, an Islam in thy creed. Ibid., No Islam born.

Islamic (islas-mik, isla'mik), a. [f. prec. + -1C.

Cf. F. Islamique (in Littre).] Of or pertaining to

Islam; Mohammedan, Moslem.
1882 Athenaeum 5 Aug. 179/1 To show how little the

sacred b>>ok of the Mohammedans is responsible for the



ISLA.MISM.

present shape of Islamic dogma and ritual. 1895 Q. Rev.
July 244 The character of the Prophet of Islam follows

naturally from the Islamic conception of God.
Islamisni (i-slamiz'm, iz-). [f. as prec. + -ISM.

Cf. F. fslamisme (Voltaire in Littre).] The re-

ligious system of the Moslems
; Mohammedanism.

_'747 Gentl. Slag. 373 Never since the rise of Islamism [note
So the Mahometans call their own religion] has our worship
once varied. 1754 Phil. Traits. XLVIII. 755 Before the
introduction of Islamism into Arabia. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon
IV. 85

' There is no god but God, and Mahommed is his

prophet' a confession of faith which is in itself a declaration
of Islamism. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. w. ii. (1864) II. 212
Syria, .became a province of Islamism.

So I'slamist, an orthodox Mohammedan
; Is-

lami'stic a., Islamic ;
I slamize v., to convert or

conform to Mohammedanism
;
also intr.

1846 WORCESTER citing E. E. SALISBURY, Islamite. 1851
F. HALL in Benares Mag. V. 28 Our author's conversion of
several unfortunate MusalmSns into mere Islamized Hindus.
1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. iii. (1864) IX. 108 Caliphs who

1893 in Barrows Parlt. Relig. 11. 995
The decadence of the Islamistic power in Spain. 1895
igth Cent. Nov. 785 Judgment should not be pronounced
against Islam and Islamists on rancorous and partizan state-
ments.

Islamite (i-slamait, iz-), sl>. (a.) [f. ISLAM +
-ITE. Cf. F. Islamite.'] A Mohammedan.
1799 [implied in ISLAMITISH]. i8zi SHELLEY Hellas 549

Every Islamite who made his dogs Fat with the flesh of
Galilean slaves. 1832 TENNYSON Palace of Art xxvi,
Thronging all one porch of Paradise, A group of Houris
bow'd to see The dying Islamite. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.
IV. 168 The erring believer was as declared an enemy of
God as the Pagan or the Islamite.

B. attrib. and adj. Islamic, Islamitic.

1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist. Servia 461 The Porte, .has her
Islamite subjects too little under control. 1871 FARRAR
Witn, Hist. iii. 114 All the places which are purely Islamite
look as though they had been smitten . . by some withering
and irreparable curse.

Islamrtic, a.
[f. prec. + -1C.] Mohammedan.

1846 WORCESTER citing E. E. SALISBURY. 1865 Intell.
Observ. No. 40. 250 Islamitic Asia. 1884 Q. Rev. Apr. 331
[The Malay is] when not overweighted by the Islamitic

incubus, reasonably progressive.

t Islami-tish, a. Obs. In 8 Islaumitish. [f.

as prec. + -ISH'.] =prec.
1799 Ann. Reg. 67 His doctrine, a kind of Islaumitish

Socinianism, did not extend to a denial of the prophet's
mission.

I-slan, ME. pa. pple. of SLAY v.

Island (sHasnd), sb. Forms: a. i island,
fland, exland, -lond; 3 illond, yllond, (4-5
eland), 4-6 yland, ylond, 5-6 ilond, (5 hylyn),
5-7 iland. 0. 5 ile-land, yle-, 6 ysle-, isle-land.

7. 6- island. [OE. inland ({egland~), iland, Anglian
inland = ON. eyland, OFris. eiland (MDu., MLG.
eilant, Du., EFris. eiland), a compound of OE. ieg,

%, ON. ey (Norw. oy), OFris. ey 'isle'+ LAND.
The simple /^ = OHG. atiwa, ouwa, MHG. ouwe,
Ger. out, au, corresponded to Gothic type *ahwio,

aujd, a substantivized fern, of an adj. derived from
ahwa ' water

'

(OS. and OHG. aha, OFris. and
ON. d, OE. to), with sense 'of or pertaining to

water
',

'

watery ',

' watered ', and hence ' watered

place, meadow, island '. A cognate compound
frequent in OE. was taland, lit.

' water-land ',
' river-land

'

; and a deriv. of the simple leg, it,

exists in eyot, ait. The ordinary ME. and early

mod.Eng. form was iland, yland. (Eland in 14
1 5th c. may repr. OE. Poland or egland.) In

1 5th c. the first part of the word began to be
associated with the synonymous He, yle (of Fr.

origin), and sometimes analytically written ile-land;
and when He was spelt isle, iland erroneously
followed it as isle-land, island; the latter spelling
became established as the current form before 1 700.]
1. A piece of land completely surrounded by water.

Formerly used less definitely, including a peninsula, or
a place insulated at high water or during floods, or begirt
by marshes, a usage which survives in particular instances,
as Portland Island, Hayling Island, Mochras or Shell Island,
etc.

a. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxix. 3 Baet iland be we hataS

Tyle. 11900 O. E. Chron. an. 895 Hie comon. .on an inland
.. baet is Meres

i$ haten. cyM tr. Bxdas Hist. i. Introd.

(1890) 24 Breoton 1st garsecges ealond [MS. B. inland], San
waes iu ^eara Albion haten. a 1000 Whale 16 in Cod.
Exon. (Th.) 360 And bonne in bsct ealond up ^ewitaS
collenferSe. n.. Charter (dated laz^ofCnut in Kemble
Cod. Dipl. IV. 23 Ic Cnut . . ^Englelandes kining and ealre

Sare ejlande 5e oasrto licgeS. c 1275 LAY. 7340 We beob in

on illond [1205 aeit-londej. Ibid. 14741 And a-non wende
to t>an yllonde [c 1205 aeit-londej. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1024 pe
yland was ful brade pat bai gun in fi^t. 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 77 pe ferth was holy Eland, ber be se it with-

drouh, pei }ede on be sand, to bat llde wele inouh. a 1400
Octouian 539 A wast ylond they dryuen. tylle, Fer yn the
est. 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surt.) 1241 pat bischop of haly
eland was. c 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 798/14 liec insula,
a hylyn of the see. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxvi. (Percy
Soc.) 186 The fyre was great, it made the ylande lyght. 1547
BOORDE Introd. Knffwl. vi. (1870) 141 Norway is a great
Ilond compassed abowt almost wyth the See. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1590) 267 The iland within the lake.

1611 BIBLE Acts xxviii. i The Iland was called Melita.
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1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 834 Down the great River to the
op'ning Gulf, And there take root an Iland salt and bare.
0. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vil. 293 Sene the fyrste wynnynge

Of this ile land by Brute. 1506 GuYLFORDE/Y/er. (Camden)
..Q \\T~ -....1 I 1 At XT' - *!. ... It .

against spayr
trides. 1566 ADLINGTON Apuleius 44 And now is her
fliying fame dispersed into the next yslelonde.
Y. [ciSSo islander, 1577 islandman.} 1598 HAKLUYT

Voy. I. 10 Godred . . tooke possession of the South part
of the Island. 1695 TEMPLE Hist. Eng. i Britain was by
the Ancients accounted the greatest Island of the known
World. 1774 M. MACKENZIE Maritime Surv. 80 How to

survey small Islands that extend East or West in a long
narrow Train. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Ability Wks.
(Bohn) II. 45 The island [Britain] has produced two or three
of the greatest men that ever existed.

b. In Biblical lang., after the corresp. Heb.
word, applied to the lands across the sea, the
coasts of the Mediterranean : cf. ISLE sb. i b.

1535 COVERDALE Isa. Ii. 5 The Ilondes (that isy Gentiles)

shalhope Jn me. 1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. App. ii.

le Jews call all those places islands that lie on
have

is, the

(1847) 170 Th
the sea coast : thus the

posterity of Japheth is said to

peopled
'

the islands of the Gentiles
'

(Gen. x. 5) ; that i

sea-coasts of Asia and Greece.

t c. Island of ice : an iceberg, or a large mass
of floating ice. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 744 They plied North-
west among Hands of Ice, . . some of them aground. Ibid.

748 The Hands of Ice which the current bringeth at that
time from the North. 1760-73 tr. Juan ff Ullorts Voy.
(ed. 3) II. 318 The Hector, .was lost on one of these islands
of ice. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Island of Ice,
a name given by sailors to a great quantity of ice collected..
and floating about . . near . . the arctic circle.

2. transf. An elevated piece of land surrounded

by marsh or ' intervale
'

land
;
a piece of woodland

surrounded by prairie or flat open country ;
a block

of buildings [
= L. tnsula] ; also an individual or

a race, detached or standing out by itself; f to stand
in island, to be detached or isolated (obs.).

1620-55 ' JONES Stone-Heng (1725) 53 The Pillars standing
in Island (as we say) the Work could not securely bear
a Roof. 1638 Dedham (U. S.) Kec. (1892) III. 51 Abraham
Shawe selleth vnto Ferdinando Adam one portion ofGrownd
called an hill or Iland as it lyeth to his home lott. 1641
Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) I. 169 The Court hath graunted
vnto Willm Thomas . . all that whole neck of vpland . . as
also those hammocks of vpland called ilands in the marshes
before the same. 1650 Mass. Col. Kec. (1854) III. 188
A small hill, or iland, in the meddow on the west side of
Charles Riucr. 1652 L. S. People s Liberty x. 22 Every
man is an Hand, or a little world. 1715 LEONI Palladia's
Archil. I. (1742) 47 This House, .stands in an Island, being
surrounded by four Streets. 1784 COWPER Task in. 630 The
shapely knoll, That, softlyswelfed and gaily dressed, appears
A flowery island, from the dark green lawn Emerging.
1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 35 The small islands in these

intervales, are of a different soil, and . . are evidently the

tops of small hills, which have not been covered by the
inundations of the rivers. 1805 T. M. HARRIS Jrtil. Tour,
etc. 178 (Bartlett) In some [prairies] are little clumps of trees

on higher ground, which are called islands. 1809 A. HENRY
Trav. 281 We were in sight of a wood, or island, as the
term not unnaturally is, as well with the Indians as others.

1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, vii, A man may call his house an
island if he likes. 1856 STANLEY Sinai >r Pal. i. (1858) 66 It

is a strange spot this plot of tamarisks with its seventeen

wells, literally an island in the Desert. 1880 DAWKINS
Early Man ix. 330 The Silures no longer form a compact
ethnological island, but are., mingled with other races.

1897 Daily News 1 1 May 4/6 The island of houses between
the Churches of St. Mary-le-Strand and St. Clement Danes.

b. Physiol. A detached or insulated portion of

tissue or group of cells, entirely surrounded by
parts of a different structure ; Island of Keil, the

central lobe of the cerebrum, insula.

1879 St. George's Hpsp. Ref>. IX. 339 Microscopically the

diseased tissue consisted of vascular meshes, containing
numerous small cellular islands. 1879 CALDERWOOD Mind
ttf Br. 25 The concealed central lobe (island of Reil) shows
the grey matter always deep. 1898 P. MANSON Trap. Dis.

ix. 173 The islands of sound skin [in the eruption of dengue]
give rise at first sight to the impression that they constitute

the eruption.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple altrib. Of an

island or islands ; pertaining or belonging to an
island.

1621 FLETCHER (title) The Island Princess. 17*5 POPE
Odyss. v. 385 The island goddess knew, On the black sea
what perils should ensue. 1790 BEATSON Nav. ff Mil. Mem.
II. 154 Some shot were firea at his headmost ships from the

Island-battery. 183* TENNYSON Sonn. Buonaparte, That
i

island queen who sways the floods and lands From Ind to

Ind. 1841 W. SPALUING Italy <jr It. Isl. I. 35 Their highest
cluster of peaks . . is in the island-chain which shoots off

from Tuscany. 1844 MONCKTON MILNES Palm Leaves 10

St. John's proud island-chevaliers. 1852 TENNYSON Ode
Death Wellington viii, Not once or twice in our rough
island-story, The path of duty was the way to glory. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 129 A good deal of the bank
we have passed by. .has been island shore, with a channel
between the islands and the true south bank.

b. That is, or consists of an island ;
insular.

1859 TF.NNYSON Morte D'Arthur 250, I am going a long
way With these.. To the island-valley of Avilion. 1879
GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such xviii. 318 To keep the island-home

they won for us. 1899 Daily News 27 Oct. 5/1 The
' House

of Keys ', the legislative chamber ofthe little island-kingdom
[Isle of Man],

c. objective and obj. genitive, as island-making,

-taking, etc. ; locative, as island-fishing, -voyage ;

ISLANDER.

island-born, -contained adjs. ; instrumental, as
island belted, -dotted, -strewn, -studded adjs. ; also
islatui-like adj.
1884 Leisure Hour June 342/1 The "island-belted shores

of North-Western Norway. 1803 Kdin. Rev. I. 413 Crisna,
the "island-born. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 152/1 Loch
Awe is a long, narrow 'island-dotted ribbon of water, a 1649
DRVJMM. OF HAWTH. 7<is. V, Wks. (1711)102 A complaint
against the Londoners, who, in their passage to the "island-

fishing, spoiled the coasts of Orkney and the adjacent
islands. 1859 COHNWALLIS New World I. 280 A series of
isolated volcanic hills rise "island-like out of the western
plains. 1880 A. R. WALLACE Isl. Life 73 They [birds]
generally require . . an "island-strewn sea as a means of
dispersal to new homes. 1898 Nat. Rev. Aug. 856 The
vast area of "island-studded ocean east of Jaa. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 542, I was pressed for this

Hand-voyage, and ready to set saile for Samatra.
4. Special Comb. : island-cedar, a species of

cedar ; island-continent, a large island, ap-
proaching the size of the continents, or large
enough to contain several states, as Australia or
Greenland ; island-harbour,

' that which is pro-
tected from the violence of the sea by one or more
islands or islets screening its mouth '

(Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. J 867) ; island platform, a platform at

a railway station, with lines on each side of it ;

island-universe, a distinct stellar system, such as
that to which our sun belongs, occupying a detached

position in space.
1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades 396 Little islets covered

with firs of various sorts, principally the "island-cedar.

1871 R. B. SMYTH Mining Statist. 5 The colony of Victoria
embraces the southern extremity of the "island-continent of
Australia. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 12 Sept. 3/2 The labours, .of
the plucky lieutenant and his party in the inhospitable and
cheerless island-continent of the Far Northern seas. 1885
Standard k Mar. 3/2 There was. .a refreshment bar on the

up platform, but no such accommodation on the "island

platform. 1898 Daily Nevus 23 Nov. 5/1 The new station. .

will consist of an island platform placed between the up and
down relief lines. Ibid. 7 May 8/1 The distance between
these separate systems or

'

"island universes
'

as they have
been called may be very great compared with the diameter
of each system.
Hence I-slandhood nonce-wd., the condition of

being an island; insularity; I slandless a., devoid
of islands.

1842 LD. COCKBURN Circuit Journeys (1883) 170 There
was too much islandless sea. 1861 ANSTED Channel Isl.

ii. xii. (ed. 2) 300 It is the insularity (the islandhood, so to

say), of the islands, which determines these.

Island (si-liiend;, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To make into or as into an island ; to

place as an island
; to place, settle, or enclose on,

or as on, an island
; to insulate, isolate.

1661 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixvi. 328 Those shallows which
Islanded that Countrey of felicity. 1820 SHELLEY Let.
26 May in Essays, etc. (1852) II. 224 The Apennines . .

islanded in the misty distance of the air. 1821 Prometh.
Unb. n. iii, Billowy mist. .Behold it, rolling on Under the

curdling winds, and islanding The peak whereon we stand.
1822 T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian 263 Upon a little rock
she stood . . She marked not that the rain-swoln flood Was
islanding her station. 1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. ii.

ii. 210 A clear brown stream,, .islanding a purple and
white rock with an amber pool. 1849 THOREAU Week Con-
cord Wedn. 276 The smothered streams of love . . Island us
ever.

2. To set or dot with or as with islands.

_
1805 SOUTHEY Madoc I. v, Not a cloud by day With purple

islanded the dark-blue deep. 1818 SHELLEY Lines Kngan.
Hills 93 The waveless plain of Lombardy, . . Islanded by
cities fair. 1837 Tait's Mag. IV. 183 The hill-tops islanded
the night Of billowy shade around us. 1886 MBS. F. CADDY
Footst. Jeanne D'Arc 142 The united river, .now becomes
wonderfully islanded in its widened course.

Island, obs. form of ICELAND. Island crystal,
Iceland spar.
1676 WORLIDGE Bees i. 3 That fossile Glass we call Island

glass, wherewith Ships are glaz'd. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s. v. Crystal, Island Crystal, is a transparent fissile stone,

brought from Iceland, soft as talc, clear as rock-crystal..,
famous among optic writers for its unusual refractions . .

Whereas in other pellucid bodies there is only one refrac-

tion, in this there are two ; so that objects received thro' it

appear double. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 197 A plain
surface of island crystal, or rhomboidaj carbonate of lime.

Islanded (aHsended), ///. a. [f. ISLAND v.

and s6. + -ED.]
1. Made into or-like an island

; insulated, isolated.

1801 SOUTHEY Thalaba i. ii, Palm-grove, islanded amid
the waste. 1843 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. ii. m. iv. (1846) 259
The islanded summits of the lower hills. 1850 BLACKIE

Mschylus II. 275 The islanded cities of Strymon.
2. Furnished or studded with islands.

1815 SHELLEY Alastor 555 Wide expand, Beneath the wan
stars and descending moon, Islanded seas, blue mountains,
mighty streams. 1883 W. C. SMITH North Country Folk
220 Meet home for a sage and a poet, With.. the islanded
sea below il.

Islander (ai-lsendsj). [f. ISLAND sb. + -ERI.]
A native or inhabitant of an island. Also in comb.,
as Channel Islander, South Sea Islander.
c 1550 Life Fisher in f.'s Wks. (E. E. T. S.) II. p. xxxvi,

Lyke the nature of Islanders that commonly be changeable
and desirous of novelties. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

509
In S. Marie .. they buried one of their dead men, tha

landers being present. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828)
III. 392 We are islanders, and our life and soul is traffic.

1714 STANHOPE (title) The Early Conversion of Islanders,



ISLANDIAN.

a wise expedient for propagating Christianity; on Isa.

Ix o 17S Pom <><i>.s. a*"'. 307 !"> surl >' Bander, of

Mnners rode. 97 GLADSTONE A'. Crisis 10 Into one

mnrf these struggles the gallant .slanders have now

'"/'/r*' i5 NEEDHAM tr. .SW<rVV C/. 470 His

Majestic being an Islander-Prince is not Ignorant of the

Laws and Rights of his own Kingdom.

Hencel'lndre,a female islander. I'landry,

a body of islanders.

1875 R F. BURTON Ultima Thule I. 89 The roving

islan3ry throve hy piracy and discovery. 1891 STEVENSON

yaitima Lett. (1895) 156, I go to the club to dance with

the islandrcsses

Isla-ndian, -ic, -ish, variants, mostly obs., of

ICKLANUIAN, -ic, -ISH. [Cf. mod.L. fslandicus.]

1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arttt. vni. 105 As when by Night

Ih' fslandian Ocean roars. 1881 ROSCOE in Nature_ XXIII.

598/1 The several memoirs .. are the result of a visit to Ice-

land in 1847. All the Islandic rocks, of whatever age, may
be considered as mixtures, .of two normal silicates.

Islandic (ai-lsendik), a. rare. [f. ISLAND sb. +

-ic.1 Of or pertaining to an island.

1846 ]. MACLEOD Let. to Wightman 29 Apr. in Hogg Life

Wightman (1873)374 There is no fine scenery none of our

own bold peaks and islandic glens.

Zslandish (ai-lsendij), a. rare. [f.
ISLAND sb.

+ -ISH!.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

an island ;
insular.

1577 DEE Gen. t, rare Mem. in Arb. Garner II. 65 Our

peculiar commodity (to our Islandish Monarchy, by God
and Nature assigned). 1508 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 8 Purposing
first inuincibly to fortifie the chiefe and vttermost walles of

his Islandish Monarchic, against all forreine encombrance

possible. 1*15 E. S. Brit. Suss in Arb. Garner III. 648

This Islandish Monarchy. 1851 Fraset's Mag. XLV. 246

To a moderate infusion of these prejudices . . we do not

object, but the misfortune is that we often find them put
forth with too Islandish an intensity.

I-slandman. Now rare or local. =!SLANDEB.
At Belfast, applied to the ship-builders on Queen's Island,

more fully Queens Islandmen.

1577 FENTON Gold. Epist. 137 Eschines. .in an oration he
made to the Rhodians, commended the gouernement of the

Islandmen. 1590 NASHE Pasqvits Apol. \. B iij, He
speakes like an Hand man. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scat. ii. 138 To commend lyfe and gudes vnto the

credence and custodie of the ylandmen thay war forced.

1886 Pall Mall G. 10 Aug. i/i A great contingent of the

iron shipbuilders employed by the Mayor of Belfast a

powerful body of men and lads known as the ' Islandmen '.

1893 Westm, Gaz. 29 Apr. 7/2 The Islandmen proceeded to

and returned from their work yesterday as if nothing
unusual had recently occurred.. .The movement which is

on foot among the Queen's Islandmen for the reinstatement

of evicted Catholics is making progress.

I'slaiidshlre : short for Holy Island-shire,

name of that division of the county palatine of

Durham to which Holy Island belongs. Along
with Norham-shire, it formed a detached portion of

the county lying north of Northumberland.
flioo Charter in Murray Dial. S. C. Scot. 22 note,

R[anulf] bisceop gretcS wel alle his beines & drenges of

Ealondscire & of Norhamscire. rjo$Lond. Gaz. No. 4089/4
Islandshire in the County of Durham. 1707 Ibid. No. 4307/3
Tenements, .. situate in Beale in Islandshire in the County
of Durham.

f I-slandy, a. Obs. rare. [f. ISLAND sb. + -Y '
.]

s6ix COTCR., lsleu.i\ islandie ; full of, or belonging to,

Islands.

Islare, obs. Sc. form of ASHLAR.
I-slawe n, -alayen, -slayn e, -slajeji, ME.

pa. pp'e. of SLAT v.

Isle (ail), sb. Forms : a. 3-7 ile, yle, (4 ille,

hil(l), 4-5 ylle, 6 ill). 0. 5 ysle, 5- isle. y. 4
Idle, ydle. 8. 4-5 ilde, ylde. [ME. ile (ille),

a. OF. ile (ille), earlier isle, mod.F. tie * Pr. isla,

It. isola : L. insula island. In isth c. Fr. again
often spelt isle (a Latinized artificial spelling of the

Renascence), whence occas. in Eng. in Caxton,
and again persistently from Spenser onward,
although the historical ile survived to c 1 700. The
form idle was AF., from *isdle, with d developed
between s and /, and loss of s, as in meddle (from
mesdler, mesler), medlar (from *mesdler, meslier) ;

cf. also CIDEB, and F. coudrt from *cosdre, cosre, L.
consuere. The form ilde contains a parasitic d, as
in vilde (ViLE), /y/rf(TiLE), MOULD (mole), which
was probably developed quite independently of idle,

though formation from that by transposition was
also possible : cf. neld, neelde, NEEDLE.]
1. A portion of land entirely surrounded by water ;

an island. Now more usually applied to an island
of smaller size, except in established appellations,
as '

the British Isles '.

In proper names isle is often prefixed, as Isle of Wight,
Isle of Man, Isle of Dogs, Isle of Ely, Isle of Thanet ; but
it also follows, as in Coquet Isle, Scilly Isles, Orkney Isles:
island usually follows, as in Lundy Island, Hayling Island,
the Channel Islands, Canary Islands, West India Islands.
As a common^ noun, island is the ordinary prose word ; thus
the Isle of Wight is commonly referred to as ' the island '.

a. c M90.9. Eng. Leg. I. 25/36 pe kyng toward (mike He I
ne

fl'l' h"
I
1 1 drou"- "V R - GLOUC. (Rolls) 29

ft
' "nanion aboute engelonde. 01300 K. Horn

504

\\t, insula. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 20 The
seyd

111 (Candy) ys vC myle a bowte. .. Thys He ys a grett Ile.

1516 TINIMLE Acts xxvii. 15 An yle named Clauda. 1595

SHAKS. John iv. ii. 99 That blood which ow'd the bredtli

of all this lie, Three foot of it doth hold. 1670^98 LASSELS

Voy. Italy II. 50 Going out of the Ile by the bridge of four

heads, which joins this lie with the City.

ft. c 1470 HARDING Chron., Arthnre, The Scottes and the

Peightes he drove into oute ysles of Scotland. 1489

CAXTON Blancliardyn xxx. 112 The ysle was bylongyng
vnto the kynge of (Tryst. 1490 Eneydos xv. 54 He
wylle retourne in to the Isle of Delon. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. Introd. 4 Great Ladic of the greatest Isle. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. v. i. 212 Prospero [found] his Dukedome In a poore
Isle. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. vi, Resolved.. to load salt at

the Isle of May. 1885 TENNYSON Fleet ii, His isle, the

mightiest Ocean-power on earth, Our own fair isle, the lord

of every sea.

y. [iioa BRITTON n. ii. 8 Si acune idle crest de novel en

1'ewe, a cell iert le idle a qi soil ele soit joynte plus pres.

transl. If a new island is formed in the water, the island

shall belong to him whose soil is nearest adjoining to it.)

13. . A". Alis. 4856 In that water an ydle is And in that ydle
tounes of pris. /bid. 5040, 5908, etc.

'
J. c 13*0 Sir Seats (MS. A.) 1335 Terri wente horn and

telde His fader Saber in be ilde of Wijt. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3690 Al bey founde wast and wylde.

pey spredde hem aboute in ilkan ylde. c 1385 CHAUCER
L. G, W. 1425 (ffyfsip.) In an ylde that called was colcos.

c 1440 Promt. Parv. 250/1 Ilde, londe in the see (K. iylde).

1473 SIR I. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 93 Men seye that the

Erie off Oxenfford is abowt the Ilde off Tenett hoveryng.

b. In O.T., after the equivalent Heb., applied to

the lands beyond the sea, esp. in phr. isles of the

Gentiles : cf. ISLAND sb. I b.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlii. 4 His lawe iles shul abiden [1611
BIBLE ibid.. The yles shall waite for his lawe].

-fig-
1781 COWPER Retirement 148 Opening the map of God's

extensive plan, We find a little isle, this life of man.

2. A building or block of buildings, surrounded

by streets. [L. insula.]
1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 218 The Pallace . . makes an

Ile, that is, it hath no houses joyning to it.

3. Comb., as isle-altar; isle-ruling, -surrounding

adjs.
1632 LITHOOW Trati. I. 35 The clementious He-ruling Lady

of Trapundy in Sicilia. 1811 SHELLEY Promcth. Unb. \. l.

252 Prophetic caves, and isle-surrounding streams. 1831
TENNYSON Of old sat Freedom on the heights iv, Grave
mother of majestic works, From her isle-altar gazing down.

Hence I sleless a., devoid of or without islands
;

I'sleward (fa the) adv., in the direction of the isle.

01586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) i The
hopelesse Shepheard

Strephon was come to the sands, which lye against the

Island of Cithera, where . . sometimes casting his eyes to the

Isleward, he called his friendly riuall. 1832 J. WILSON in

Blactfiv. Mag. XXXI. 861/2 The almost immaterial being
of an isleless Lake 1 1847 MARY Howirr Ballads 77 The
creatures God hath made To people the isleless main.

Isle (ail), v. [f.
ISLE sb.]

1. trans. To make an isle of
; to place or set as

an isle; to place or set in an isle; to insulate;
= ISLAND v. i.

1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 89 Tanet being

peninsula and watered or iled (in manner) round about.

1833 TENNYSON Fatiina 33 And, isled in sudden seas of

light, My heart, pierced thro' with fierce delight, Bursts

into blossom in his sight. 185* Otic Death Wellington
vii. Thank Him who isled us here, and roughly set His
Briton in blown -seas and storming showers. 1864 En.
Ard. 131 That shadow of mischance appcar'd No graver
than as when some little cloud Cuts off the fiery highway of

the Sun, And isles a light in the offing. 1871 G. MACDONALD
Whs. Fancy 4 Imag., Sonu. Jesus vi, To see a purpose
rise, like mountain isled.

2. intr. To remain or lodge on an isle.

1871 TENNYSON Garetk ft Lynette 870 Lion and stoat have
isled together, knave, In time of flood.

Isle, obs. form of AISLE sb.

1598 STOW Siirr, 198 Thomas Hinde..gave 10 feodar of
lead to the couering of the middle Isle of this Aldermary
Church.

I-sleien, -sleyn(e, ME. pa. pple. of SLAT v.

I sleman. rare. [f. ISLE sb. + MAN.] = ISLKS-
M A\, ISLANDER.
1814 SCOTT Ld. of hies HI. iii, The faith of Islemen ebbs

and flows. 1817 CAMPBKLL Revllura 98 Our islemen arose
from slumbers, And buckled on their arms. i88a Standard

23 Jan. 5 These islemen, the Shetlanders, . . constitute one
of the finest races in the British empire. Ibid., The more
Northern islemen very justly talk of

'

the Scotch
'

as another
race.

I-slend, i-slent, ME. pa. pple. of SLEND v.

I-8lepe(n, ME. pa. pple. of SLEEP v.

Islesman (3i
>
lz

lmn). An inhabitant or native

of any group of islands, esp. of the Hebrides,

Orkneys, or Shetland Isles.

1808 SCOTT Marm. v. v. The Isles-men carried at their

backs The ancient Danish battle-axe, a 1851 MOIR Poet.

Wks., Eric's Dirge iii, Fear thine Islesmen never knew.
1887 Pall Mall G. 29 Nov. 2/1 Finer men there are not in

the United Kingdom than these Islesmen, of mixed Celtic
and Norse descent.

Islet (ai'let). Also 6 islette. [a. F. isletle,

mod.F. tlelte, dim. of ISLE sb. : see -ET. See also

ISLOT, ISOLET.]
1. A little island, an eyot or ait.

1538 LELAND Itin. II. 58, I passid over Frome Water, ..

where the water brekith into Armelettes and makith Islettes.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. 219 Shetland is an Isle. .

environed with other Islets. 1774 GOLDSM. .Vat. Hist. (1776)
VI. 118 Where there is an islet in the stream. 1850 Jtui-

-I8M.

SON Brittany vii. 89 A little islet on the coast still bears the
name of Avalon.

fig. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Squatters 228 Mere islets

of business in a sea of sunny day-time.
2. Iransf, Something resembling an island in

position ; a small piece of land markedly differing
in character from that by which it is surrounded,
as a wooded eminence in a marsh or plain ; any
isolated tract or spot ;

= ISLAND sb. 2.

1645 BOATE trel. Nat. Hist. (1652) in Little Tufts or
Ilets .. consisting of Reeds, Rushes, high sower Grass, ..

a few feet in compass ;
. . These little Ilets of Tufts being . .

spread over all the Bog. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 140
Expansive green meadows or savannas, in which arc to be
seen . . islets of Oak and Bays. 1816 KIKBY & SP. Entotnol.

IV. 286 Islet. ., a spot of a different colour, included in a

plaga or macula. Ex. The Ocelli in the Primary Wings of

Hipparchia Seniele. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. iii. 27 An islet

of stones and debris, where we paused to rest ourselves.

1864 TENNYSON Aylmer"s Field 65 A but less vivid hue
Than of that islet in the chestnut-bloom Flamed in his

cheek. 1871 E. F. BURR Ad Fidem xv. 308 Those islets of

light which roam so mazily in the dark deeps.
b. An isolated piece of animal or vegetable

tissue.

1851 CARPENTER Man. Phys. 164 The temporary Cartilages
. .are equally destitute of vessels when their mass is small ;

but if their thickness exceed an eighth of an inch, they are

permeated by canals for the transmission of vessels. Still

these vessels do not ramify with any minuteness in the
tissue ; and they leave large islets, in which the nutritive

process must take place on the plan just described. 1884
BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 499 Especially in

their [the Caryophyllese\ rhizomes, thin-walled, long*celled

parenchyma, often forming large irregular islets or annular

segments, is inserted between fibrous masses of similar

form. 1897 A /Unit's Syst. Med. III. 955 The ulceration is

so extensive that only islets of mucous membrane are left

here and there. 1898 Ibid. V. 204 Islets of spongy tissue

separate the individual nodules [of tubercle].

3. attrib.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. in. iii, Abrupt he paced the islet

strand. 1861 Sat. Rev. XII. 388/1 St. Heller, too, has its

islet-castle, built by Queen Elizabeth. Ibid. 388/2 An islet-

breakwater. Ibid. 389/1 An islet-rock. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus xxviii. 12 Was only this the plea Detain'd you in

that islet angle of the west ? 1879 C. GEIKIE Christ xxix.

335 Constellations anchored on the vast expanse like tiny
islet clusters on the boundless ocean. 1809 Westm. Gaz.
2 Oct. 10/1 Signalling from lightships and islet lighthouses
to the mainland.

Isleted (si-leted), ///. a. [f. prec. -I- -ED 2.]

a. Placed like an islet b. Studded with islets.

1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-caf 899 And thus accom

STANLEY Darkest Africa I. xii. 317 Behind was a back-

ground of green groves isleted amid greenest sward.

I-sliden, I-sliken, ME. pa. pples. of SLIDE,
SLIKE vbs.

t I-sling, v . Obs. [f. I-l + SMNQ v.] trans.

To sling.
13. . Coer de L. 4148 Thomas off Multon . . an other stone

i-siong To ser Mahouns habitacle.

I-Blitte, ME. pa. pple. of SLIT v. I-slou,

i-slowe, of SLAY v.

Islot, ilot (ai-l^t). [a. OF. Mat, now Hot, dim.

of isle, (le, ISLE sb.~\
An islet.

i77-84 COOK Voy. (1790) IV. 1387 The islot itself is scarcely
a mile in circuit. 1802 PLAYFAIR lllustr. Mutton. The. 455
The islots . . which are thus formed, must have their bases

laid on a solid rock. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xxvi, A
river, .with many a curve and woody ilot in its course.

-ism, suffix, repr. F. -isme, L. -ismus, a. Gr.

-iait6s, forming nouns of action from verbs in -i(tiv,

e. g. 0airTi(tv to dip, baptize, #aimffj5r the action

of dipping, baptism. An allied suffix was -I<T/I(T-),

which more strictly expressed the finished act or

thing done, and which in some cases is the source

of modern -ism.
Besides its free use as a suffix forming vbs. on ordinary

sbs. and adjs., -t'^etp was (as mentioned under -IZB) affixed

to national names, with the sense to act or '

play
'

the people
in question, and hence to act like, do after the manner of,

practise the habits, customs, or language of, side with or

adhere to the party of, those people. Hence the sb. in

-itrfxoc had the sense of acting or doing like, siding with,
adhesion to, or speaking like the

people
in question ; c. g.

'ATTntt^cf to Atticize, to side with the Athenians, to use

the Attic dialect ; hence ATTUUCTMO*, Atticism, a siding with

Athens, Attic style of language, etc. The LXX (Esther
viii. 17) and N.T. have 'loviatfetv to Judaize, to live like

the Jews. The derivative 'Ioi>5orMo* Judaism, the manner
of the Jews, occurs in the LXX (2 Mace. ii. 21). The
Latin jfftdaistniis occurs in Tertullian (c 200) ; Jfiidai-
zare in the Vulgate. Origen (a 250) has XptffTiafi^ctc

to

play the Christian, act the part of a Christian, practise
Christian principles, and Justin Martyr (a 150) has Xpiariai-

ttrpoc the practice of Christians, Christianity. Hence late

L. christidnizdre in Tertullian, chrlstidnisimis in Ter-

tullian, Augustine and Jerome. On the type of these, HCTMO^-

isrnits, became the ordinary ending to form names of

religious, ecclesiastical, or philosophical systems; thus

fdg&nismus is cited by Du Cange from a council of 744.
The OF. repr. of this, paienisiitc, ptiifiiimf,painitiie(izln c.)

is prob. the earliest Fr. example, and appears in Eng. as

fainime, fainim in the i3th c. But, in the modern form

and sense, Judaisnie is found a 1500, and christianisme

(01500 in Fr.) 1525 in Eng. From the i6th c. such for-

mations are numerous.

The following are the chief uses of the suffix :

1. Forming a simple noun of action (usually



ISM.

accompanying a vb. in -IZE), naming the process,
or the completed action, or its result (rarely con-
crete) ; ns in agonism, aphorism, baptism, criticism,
embolism, exorcism, magnetism, mechanism, nepo-
tism, organism, plagiarism, ostracism, syllogism
synchronism, volcanism. To this group in Gr. be-

longed asten'sm.

b. Allied to these, though with affinities to 2,
are words in which -ism expresses the action or
conduct of a class of persons, as heroism, patriot-
ism, despotism, and the more colloquial black-

guardism, busybodyism, desperadoism, priggism,
scoundrelism also the condition of a person or
thing, as barbarism, deaf-mutism, orphanism,
anomalism, mediaevalism, parallelism also Dal-
tonism ; with such nonce-words as bar-maidism,
old maiitism all-roundism, cleverism, devil-may-
care-ism, well-to-do-ism.

2. Forming the name of a system of theory
or practice, religious, ecclesiastical, philosophical,
political, social, etc., sometimes founded on the
name of its subject or object, sometimes on that
of its founder. Such are Alexandrianism

, Arian-
ism, Arminianism, Brakmanism, Buddhism, Cal-
vinism . Catholicism, Chartism, Christidnism,
Congregationalism, Conservatism, Epicureanism,
Judaism (a 1500), Latitudinarianism, Liberalism,
Machiavellism, Mohammedanism, Platonism, Posi-

tivism, Presbyterianism, Protestantism, Puritan-
ism, Puseyism, Quakerism, Quietism, Radicalism,
Ritualism, Romanism, Socinianism, Taoism,
Toryism, Wesleyanism, Whiggism.
These pass into terms of more or less temporary currency,

as Berlieleyism, Fourierism, Jeremy Benthamism, Layard-
ism, Oiuenism, St. Simonism; with nonce-words formed
ad libitum, as John Bullism, Robert Elstnerism, Malidi-
tsm; and others designating the cult of a person or family
as Bonafartism, Boulangism, Bronteism, Gladstonism,
-onianism, Salisburyism, Stitartism, etc.

b. More of the nature of class-names or descrip-
tive terms, for doctrines or principles, are agnosti-
cism, altruism, animism, atheism, bimetallism
deism, egoism, egotism, empiricism, evangelism',
fanaticism, feminism, heathenism, hedonism, ideal-

ism, imperialism,jingoism , libertinism
, monachism ,

naturalism, opportunism, pxdobaptism, paganism,
polytheism, realism, romanticism, sansculottism,
scepticism, stoicism, theism, universalism.
These lead the way to nonce-formations of many kinds,

often humorous, of which the following are specimens'
chiefly from newspapers: anti- slaveryism, anti-state-
clmrchism, antl-whole-/iogism, can't-help-myself-ism know-
nothingism, Littlt-PcMKngtmifm, L. S. Deism (after
deism}, uotking-arianism, iqth-centiiry-istn, other-ism, P.
R. B-ism, Primrose-leagvism, red-tafeism, Rnle-Britan-
niaism, self-ism.

3. Forming a term denoting a peculiarity or

characteristic, esp. of language, e.g. holism,
Americanism, Anglicism, Atticism, Devonshirism,
Gallicism, Grxcism, Hebraism, Hellenism, Latin-
ism, Orientalism, Scotticism, Southemism, Wes-
ternism, etc. To these add such as archaism.
Coclassicism, colloquialism, modernism, newspaper-
ism, solecism, sophism, witticism.
Also denoting a peculiarity or characteristic of the lan-

guage, style, or phraseology of a writer, speaker, character
in fiction, etc., as Broivniugism, Carlylism, De Qiiinceyism,
Gibbonism, Montesqnienism, Micavjberism, and similar
nonce-words without number.

Adjectives pertaining in sense to sbs. in -ism are
formed in -ISTIC; e.g. atheism, atheistic; natural-
ism, naturalistic.

Ism (i'z'm), quasi-sb. [The prec. suffix -ism used

fenerically

as an independent word.] A form of

octrine, theory, or practice having, or claiming
to have, a distinctive character or relation : chiefly
used disparagingly, and sometimes with implied
reference to schism,
1789 H. WALPOLE Lett. 4 Nov., Alas ! you would soon

squabble about Socianism, or some of those isms. 1800
SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 182 It has nothing to do with
Calvinism nor Arminianism, nor any of the other isms
iSii SHELLEY in Hogg Lit ( I 8S 8) I. 373 He is nothing,
no ist , professes no -ism

'

but superbism and irrationalism
1820 R. POLWHELE Introd. Lamngton's Enthus. Metlwd.
ff Papists u8 It has no connection with Methodism, or
Puritanism, or any ism or schism. 1820 CARLVLE Let. to
M. Allen Oct., I expect much pleasure from talking over
old bygone things, from discussing Spurzheimism, Whigg-
ism, Church ofEnglandism, and all other imaginable 'isms'.
1840 Fraser s Mag. XXI. 702 All the untidy isms of the day
shall be dissipated. 1843 CARLYLE Past f, Pr. H. xv, This
is Abbot Samson's Catholicism of the twelfth century
something like the Ism of all true men in all true centuries,
I fancy. 1864 LOWELL Rebellion Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 138
That class of untried social theories which are known by
the name of isms. 1884 Kendal Mercury 3 Oct. 4/7 The
principles on which Education Acts are based, irrespective
of isms and creeds.

Hence various nonce derivatives I'smal a., of or

pertaining to an ism. I'smate v. trans., to furnish
with the suffix -ism. Isma'tic a. [after schismatic],
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pertaining to isms or an ism
; sb. an adherent of

an tsm. Isma tical a. = ismatic
; hence Isma-ti-

calness. I-smatize v., to designate as or with
an ism. I-smdom, the domain or world of isms
1840 Frasfr

'

s Mag. XXII. 751 That my scheme, .should

, "'"'-^
tlsed

, P?yhumblename, isan honour which I dreamt
not of. 184! Itid. XXIII. 329 His name deserves also to
be iw-ated, and this present article be headed Whittock-
ism. 1851 S. IVDV Margaret in.

(187:) 369 Their Ismail-
caluess conceals and extrudes the Christian We meet them
as Christians they meet us as lsmatics-\t is Christ versusIsms 18551 SALA Gas-light f, D. xv. j68 All the '

isms
'

in
ismdom. 1884 ]. ROBERTSON Univ. Serm. in Cambr. Rev
5 Nov Supplt. p. xxvi/i To him.. shall the breezes of all
the influences, isrnal or dismal, bring but bracing and the

V
1
- /w v^a h n, lgy' bring new strength. 1888

I ma (N. Y.) 6 Dec., Ultramontanists, Communists, Social-
ists and every isrnatic who wants something without know-
ing just what it is.

Ismaeliaii, Ismailian (isnur,rlian, -i-lian),
sb. and a.

[f. pr. name Ismaeloi Ismail, the former
being the Gr., L., and F. spelling oilshmael, some-
times also used, in place of the more correct

Ismail, to represent the Arabic J ^
. ^ v] \ ismae.il.

The Arabic adjective is L.....,i ismaziliy.] A
member of a sect of the Shiite (Shlcite) branch of
Islam which held that, at the death of Djafar
Madeck, the sixth Imam from Ali, in the second
century of the Hijrah, the Imamship ought to
have descended to the posterity of his deceased
elder son Ismail, and not to the surviving younger
son Mousa, to whom his father left it. b. as adj.To them belonged the powerful Fatimite dynasty in
""-gyp', and the fanatical sect of the Assassins.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 47 The Druses .. are a dis-

tinct people .. from the present Ismaelians. In 1809 the
Nosalns.. murdered the Emir, with most of the Ismaelian
inhabitants i&3 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 587/1 'Obaid Allah
was really descended from a certain

'

Abdallah h. Maimun
e
, ,?? ^

a
5','.

he foundcr of the Ismailian sect ; . .This 'Obaid
Allah had himself become pontiff of the Ismailians. Ibid
593 The Ismailians, like all the other Shi'ites, believed in
le coming of a Messiah, whom they called the Mahdi.

1884 Ibid. XVII. 771/r Hasan ibn Sabbah who founded
afterwards the terrible sect of the Ismailis or Assassins.

I'smaelite, /'. (a.) Also(insensec)I-smaiIite.
[f. as prec. + -m:.] a. Another form of ISHMAEL-
ITE. b. A name formerly sometimes given (esp.
by Jews) to the Arabs as descendants of Ishmael,
and so to Mohammedans generally, c. spec =
ISMAELIAN.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. i Many y' proudly

pretend y name of (Israel) as though they were the cheef
members of y Church, are but Ismaelites. 1613 PUHCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 163 Of the Kingdome of the Calipha
. . the chiefe of the Ismaelite-Sect. Ibid. 164 The Jewes
in Persia and Media make Vowes .. in this place, to which
also the Ismaelites resort to pray. 1625-6 Pilgrims H.
1449 Ghamar-Ben-Alehetah hauing taken that Arke from
the ridge of the mountain, fitted it for the vse of the
Ismaelites Mosche. 1631 LITHGOW Trail, iv. 145 Maho-
met . . whose father was Abdillas, an Ismaelite. 1810
Penny Cycl. XIII. 46/2 The Assassins of Persia and Syriawere a fanatical sect of Ismaelites. 1875 Eticycl. Brit. II
722/2 Abdallah . . was a free-thinker, and he succeeded iri

establishing among the Ismaelites a faith, or, rather a philo-
sophy, wholly opposed to the doctrines of Islam.
Hence Ismaeli-tic, Ismaeli-tical, I'smaelitish

adjs. ; also I-smaelism, the doctrinal system of the
Ismaelians (formerly, sometimes used as = Islamism,
Mohammedanism) .

1604 HIERON Wks. I. 502 Little to esteeme the schoffes of
Isinahtish papists. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 338
Benjamen Tudelensis telleth that one . . had taken . . the
remainder of the Arke, and therewith built an Ismaeliticall
Meschit. 1750 WARBURTON Doctr. Grace in. iii. Wks. 1811
VIII. 451 What now has . . [he] to oppose to this modest
Apology for Ismaelism? 1799 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe i

(1813) 10/2 He [Buonaparte] was careful to pay homage, on
every occasion, to the prophet. .. The whole army took the
tone of outward respect for Ismaulism. 1852 TH. Ross
Hvmbotdt's Trav. II. xx. 249 Polygamy. . sanctioned by
Ismaehsm,_ does not prevent the people of the east from
loving their children with tenderness. 1875 Encycl. Brit.
II. 722/2 Ismaelism thus secured a firm footing in the west,and its doctrines were propagated there with great success.
1883 Ibid. XVI. 594/1 Under the Fatimite Caliph Hakim,a new religion sprang out of Ismailism, that of the Druses.
1884 Ibid. XVII. 238/1 The eminent men who revealed to
the poet in Cairo the secrets of the Isma'ilitic faith
I-smaht, i-smecched, i-smeiht,M E. pa. pple.

of SMATCH v., to smack. I-smelled, of SMELL v.

I-smered, of SMEAE v. I-sme5ed, of smeeth,
SMOOTH v. I-smete, i-smite, i-smitte(n,
i-smyte, of SMITE v. I-smitted, of SUIT
v., to infect. I-smoothed, i-smothed, of
SMOOTH v.

Ismus, obs. spelling of ISTHMUS.
Isness (iznes). nonce-wd.

[f. is, 3rd pers. sing,
pres. of BE z.] a. The fact that a thing is. b.
That which a thing is in itself

; essence.
1888 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Relig. I. H. i. 183 Both the fact

of Being or
'

is-ness
'

of each thing and the real nature of
Cause are guaranteed to us by the free act of percipience
1893 Dublin Rev. Jan. 217 That which the intellect first

perceived is the transcendental essence or '
isness

'

of the
thing.

Isn't, colloq. form of Is not.

ISO-.

Iso- (aisa), before a vowel sometimes is-, com-
bining form of Gr. taos equal, used in numerous
terms, nearly all scientific, the second element
being properly and usually of Greek origin, rarelyof Latin (the proper prefix in the latter case being
EQUI-). The more important of these words are
treated in their alphabetical places; others, of less

importance or frequency, follow here.
Many recent words of this class are terms of Physical

Oeography, Meteorology, etc. formed on the analogy of
isotherm, isothere, isoclumenal, the Fr. originals of whichwere introduced by A. von Humboldt in .817.
Isabnormal a. and

s/>., (a line on a map, etc.)
connecting places having equal deviation of the
mean temperature (for some particular period)from the normal temperature due to the latitude :

also iso-almormal. Isacou'stic a., applied to a
curve passing through those points (in a theatre,
concert-room, etc.) at which a speaker or performer
may be heard equally well. Isadelphons (sisa-
de-lfas) a. Bot. [cf. ADELPHODS], having diadel-
phous stamens with the same number in each
bundle. Isa-udrous a. Bot. [see -ANDKOUS],
having stamens equal in number to the parts of
the perianth. Isa-nomal a. and sb. = isabnormal
hence Isano-maly so. Isa-ntherous a. Bot.,
having the anthers equal or alike. Isanthe'iloala
(see quot.). Ia-nthous a. Bot. [Gr.dVeoj flowerl'
having the parts of the flower equal or alike ;

having regular flowers. Iseidomal (-ai-dtfmal) a.

[badly f. Gr. eido/iat I am seen, I appear], applied to
a curve passing through points (in a theatre, etc.)from which a spectacle may be seen equally well.
Iseiie-rgic a. Physics, indicating equal energy, as
a line on a diagram. Isentro-pic a. and sb.

Physics, of equal entropy ; (a line on a diagram)
indicating successive states of a body in which the
entropy remains constant. Iso-abno-rmal : see
isabnormal above. Iso-auro're= isochasm. I-BO-
bath (-bseb) a. [Gr. 0a0os depth], trade-name
for an inkstand with a float so contrived as to keep
the ink in the dipping-well at a constant level
iBObathytherm (-bse']>i])ajm) [Gr. /3aW$ deep+ Mpfl heat], a line connecting points having
the same temperature in a vertical section of any
part of the sea (also ISOTHERMOBATH) ; so Iso-
bathythe-rmal, -the-rmic adjs. Isobila'teral
a., having the two sides equal and alike

; applied
to bilaterally symmetrical leaves in which there is
no evident distinction of upper and under surface,
as in some species of Iris. Isobryons, -brioui
(aisjvbrias) a. Bot. [Gr. fipvetv to swell, or Pptaftv

,

to be strong], growing with equal vigour on both
sides

; applied to a dicotyledonous embryo. I'so-
bront [Gr. fipovTrj thunder] (see quot.). Iso-
ca'rpous a. [Gr. /rapiros fruit] (see quot.). Iso-
ce-llnlar a. Biol., consisting of equal cells : better

equicellular. Isocephaly (-se-fali), -kephaly
(-ke-fali) [Gr. m<pa\fi head], the principle ob-
served in some ancient Greek reliefs, esp. in

friezes, of representing the heads of all the figures
at nearly the same level. Xsocercal (-saukal) a.

Ichthyol. [Gr. Kip/tos tail], having the tail part of
the vertebral column straight, and not bent up ;

so Isocercy (ai'sosajsi), the condition of being
isocercal. rsochasm (-ksez'm) [Gr. x^fffta gap,
CHASM], a line on a map, etc. connecting places
having equal frequency of auroral displays; so
Isocha smic a. (lines or curves) bounding zones of
equal auroral frequency. I'BOchor (-k/a) [Gr. x<*>P-

space], a curve connecting points corresponding
to equal volumes, on a diagram denoting relations
between pressure and temperature ; so Isochoric
(-kfj-rik) a. Isochroons (ais(vkn>,3s) a. [Gr.
Xpoa colour], of the same colour throughout (Web-
ster, 1864). Isocyclous (ais^'siklas) a. Zool. [Gr.
iffoKtwAoj

'

equally round ', f. t!*Aos circle], consist-

ing (as the bodies of some arthropoda) of a succes-
sion of equal rings. Isocla ctylous a. Zool. [Gr.
Sctxrv\os digit], having the fore and hind toes or

digits equal or alike. Isodiinorplnam (ai sfldai-

imnifiz'm), Cryst. [see DIMORPHISM], 'isomorphism
between the forms severally of two dimorphous
substances' (W

r
ebster, 1864) ;

so I sodimo rphous
a., exhibiting isodimorphism. Isodont (ai'sud^nt),
Isodo-ntona adjs. Zool. [Gr. uSovs tooth], having
the teeth all alike, as some cetaceans. Iso-
ele'ctric a., ? containing equal charges of electri-

city. Isog-nathous (aisjrgnabas) a. Zool. [Gr.

yvaOos jaw], having the molar teeth alike in both
jaws. Isogynons (aisfdjinas) a. Bot. [see
-OYNOOS], having pistils or carpels equal in num-
ber to the parts of the perianth. Isog-yroug
(-d33i-ras) a. Bot. rare-" [Gr. yvpos circle],
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ISO-.

forming a complete spiral. Isoh-line [irreg.

f Gr dAj a\- salt], a line on a map or chart con-

necting points at which the waters of the sea have

an equal degree of saltness. Isohyetal (-harrtal ),

Ihy etoae adjs. (sbs.) [(ir. ifrds rain], (a line on

a map, etc.) connecting places having equal annual

or seasonal rainfall. Iokephaly: teeixxtfktfy.

Igomastlgate a. Zool. [Gr. /i<mf whip], (of

Infusoria) having the flagella alike; opp. to hetero-

mastigate. Isomyarian (-mai|eTian) a. Zool.

[Gr. pus muscle], having two equal or nearly equal

adductor muscles, as most bivalve molluscs. IBO-

neph (ai-soneO [Gr. W<pos cloud], a line on a map,

etc. connecting places at which the amount of

cloud for a given period (e. g. a year) is the same
;

so Honephelio (-nffe'lik) a. [Gr. rt*&f cloud],

indicating equality in respect of cloudiness. Io-

pe talons a. Bot.
, having petals equal in size. Iso-

phseno nienal a., (of a Tine on a map) connecting

places at which phenomena of any kind are equal.

Iso-pliytoid Biol. [Gr. <pvr6v plant : see -oro],

a '

phytoid ', or individual plant of a compound

plant-organism, not differentiated from the rest :

opp. to allophytoid (cf. isotooid). Isopiestio

(-p3t,e-stik) a. [Gr. viifav to press, squeeze], denot-

ing equal pressure. IopogfononB (-pfgonas) a.

[Gr. vfrfwv beard] : see qnot. I'soacope [see

-SCOPE], an instrument devised by Bonders to

determine the actual angle between directions

which to the eye appear both vertical or both

horizontal. Xsoselsmal (-sai-smal) a. and sb.

[Gr. <T(ian6s earthquake], (a line on a map, etc.)

connecting points at which the intensity of an

earthquake-shock is the same ; so Xsosei'smlc a.

Isosporous (aisp'sporas) a. Bot. [Gr. OTTO/JOS seed],

producing spores all of the same size or kind (opp.
to heterosporous) ;

so Isospore (ai-sospo^j), one

of such spores. Isostemonous (-strmi'mas) a.

Bot. [Gr. <rTjj/HW warp, thread, taken in sense
' stamen '], having the stamens equal in number

to the parts of the perianth (
= isandrous) ; also

said of the stamens ;
so Isoitemony (-stz'moni),

the condition of being isostemonous. Isosterie

(-ste-rik) a. Chem. [Gr. artp(6s solid], having

equal atomic volumes ; so Isosterism (aisp'ster-

iz^m), the condition of being isosteric. Isotri-

morphism (ai^sctraimpufiz'm), Cryst. [see TRI-

MORFHISM],
'

isomorphism between the forms,

severally, of two trimorphous substances' (Webster,

1864) ; so I'Botrlmo-rphons a., exhibiting isotri-

morphism. I'BOtype Biol. [cf. Gr. laorvnos shaped

alike], a type or form of animal or plant common
to different countries or regions ;

hence Isotypic

(-ti-pik) a. Isozo-ic a. [Gr. fo>^ life], character-

ized by or indicating the same forms of animal or

plant life. Isozo-oid Biol., a
' zooid ', or individual

of a compound or ' colonial
'

animal organism, not

differentiated from the rest : opp. to allozooid.

1853 H. W. DOVE (title) Distribution of Heat over the

surface of the Globe, illustrated by isothermal, thermic,
"isabnormal and other curves of temperature. 1888 R.

ABERCROMBY Weather i. 7 These lines were called is-

abnortnals, that is, equal from the mean. 1842-76 GWII.T

Archil, (ed. 7) 20lSi The points which indicate the places
of the spectators will lie in . . a . . curve, which_may be termed
the iseidomal or the *isacoustic curve, that is, one of equal
seeing or hearing. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Isadelphous.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 417/1 Isadelphons, . . when the

number of stamens in two phalanges is equal. z88l Nature
XXIV. 266 Elucidated by *isanomals (or lines of equal

Isantherous. 1848 yrnl. K. Agric. Soc. IX. II. 32jQntelet
proposes *isanthesical lines (lines of simultaneous flowering).
l8 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Istinthus, applied by G. Allman
to those plants which have the perigones or teguments of all

their flowers alike: *isanthous. 1841-76 Mseidomal [see

Jsacoustic). 1885 WILLIAMSON & TARLETOH Dynamics
(1889) 326 In a reversible transformation, if no heat be

lost or gained by the body . . ,this curve is called an adiabatic

or "isentropic curve. 1885 S. TROMHOLT Aurora Bar. 1. 248,

I have called these lines *isoLiirores. 1889 Adt't., New
patent

' "Isobath
1
Constant-level inkstand. 1876 SIR C. W.

THOMSON cited in Cent. Diet. {ai*lsotathytherm. 1887 Syd.
Soc. Lex., 'Isobilateral, equal and alike on both sides.

i8js "Isobrious [see ISODYNAMOUS]. 1886 Sci. Amer. Suppl.
XXII. 9154/2 For 24 separate thunderstorms, drawings
were made of the ' *isobronts ', isobars, and isothermals. . .

The ' Uobronts ', or the lines uniting the places where the
first peal of thunder was simultaneously heard, had in

general a north-south direction. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Iso-

carpous, equal-fruited. Applied to those phanerogamous
plants which have the divisions of the fruit equal in number
to the divisions of the perianth. 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist.

(1888) III. 121 The .. Gymnarchidz, with the lower fins all

wanting, and the "isocercal tail without a caudal fin. 1885
S. TROMHOLT Aurora Bar. I. 240 This interesting chart,
which he has called an ' 'tsochasm

'

chart, and the lines
denoted '

isochasmes '. 1886 Edin. Rev. Oct. 425 Isochasms

uocnasmic curves tend rapidly northward, Archangel being
in the same auroral parallel as Newcastle. 1887 Syd. Soc.
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Lex.. 'Isocyclovs, consisting of equal rings. i8 MAVNE

Kxpos. Lex., Isodactylus, . . birds .. which have four toes,

two in front and two behind : *isodactylous. 1869 ROSCOF.

Klim. Chem. 238 These two oxides [Sbaps, AsjO3] are

said to be "iso-dimorphous. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Iso-

donlous, having equal teeth. 1877 ROSENTHAL Muscles ff

Nerves 179 On the outside of the cylinder these *iso-electric

surfaces are exposed. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Jugymna,
a term applied to a flower of which the carpels are equal
in number to the petals. 1864 WEBSTER cites A. K.

JOHNSTON for "/sohyetose. 18.. Eng. Mechanic No. 509.

51 By tracing on the surface of the globe lines of equal

nebulosity, M. Renou gets what he calls 'isonefhs. 1881

Smithsonian Rep. 290 A chart of the world, showing lines

SABINE in Man. Sci. Eng. 97 The "isophaenomenal lines

are drawn for that portion of the globe in correspondence
with the observations. 1858 CARPENTER Ver. Phys. -

of equal size : *isopogonous. 1876 -J. Kens. Mus. Catal.

No. 3989 *Isoscope. 1883 Nature XXVIII. 437 *Isoseismal

lines over the injured districts .. assume the form of elon-

gated ellipsoids. 1887 Science (U. S.) 20 May 493/1 The
relations of these isoseismals to each other. 1887 Syd. Soc,

Lex.. *Isosforc. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sac/is' Sat.

338 *Isosporous Vascular Cryptogams. Only one kind of

spore is produced. 1881 Nature XXIV. 474 Professor

Williamson divides coals into 'Isosporous* and ' Hetero-

sporous' coals. 1835 LINDLEY Introd. Hot. (1848) II. 367
"Isostemonous is said of plants the stamens of which are

equal in number to the petals. 1882 VINES tr. Sachs' Bot.

659 In the isostemonous flowers the stamens are sometimes

superposed on the petals. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot, (ed. 6)

196 With Msostemony. 1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III.

432 If bodies of equal atomic volume be denominated
*isosteric. Ibid. 433 With regard to the elements, Schroder

morphovs. 1881 T. GILL in Smithsonian Rep. 460 The
Shrews are "isotypes in Europe and North America. 1851

E. FORBES Let. to Ramsay in Wilson & Geikie Life xiv. 488

My new map of marine distribution, with my proposed
"Isozoic belts on it. 1858 CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 397
Isozooids and allozooids.

b. In Chemistry sometimes prefixed to the name
of a compound substance to denote another sub-

stance isomeric with it.

The simple name having originally been given to one
such substance, an isomer of it, when found to exist, is

distinguished by the prefix iso- ; but in some cases the

first-discovered substance is not the simplest or normal

form, and is itself properly designated the /.to-type, when
the normal type is subsequently discovered ; thus the first-

known butyl alcohol is now known as ito-butyl alcohol,

a normal butyl alcohol having been subsequently obtained.

The number of such names is unlimited, ana liable to

constant increase, as new isomeric forms of known com-

pound bodies are discovered. Examples are iso-amyl or

iso-pentyl (AMYL), iso-butane, iso-bntyl oriso-tetryl
(see BUTYL), Iso-butylate, iso-butylic, iso-butyric (see

BUTYRIC), iso-cajuputene (CAJUPUTENE), iso-caproic
(CAPROIC), Iso-cholesterin, Iso-cyanate (

= Carbimide),

iso-cyanide (=Carbamine), iso-heptane, iso-hexane,

iso-hydrobenzoin, iso-propyl (PROPYL) or tso-trityl,
etc. The following are a few illustrations :

which they are derived, and on oxidation do not produce
the corresponding acid, but form an acetone by loss of

hydrogen. 1873 WATTS Fo-.unes' Chem. (ed. n) 597 Iso-

propyl Carbinol or Isobutyl Alcohol . . By oxidation it is

,

In the isocyanide the carbon belonging to the alcohol-radicle

is united directly with the nitrogen ; in the [normal]

cyanide, only through the medium of the carbon belonging
to the cyanogen. Ibid. 96 Potassium Cyanate, CNKO . .

two modifications, viz. NEiC OK Normal cyanate, and

CO=NK Isocyanate. The normal cyanate . . crystallises in

long needles, and is converted by fusion into the iso-

cyanate. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wvrtz\ Atom. The. 258 The
isomer of urea, isocyanate of ammonium, contains nitrogen
in two conditions. 1880 Athaueum 27 Nov. 713/1 The
authors, .have thus prepared aluminic methylate, ethylate,

propylate (isopropylate could not beobtained). I&88REMSEN

Org. Chem. 120 Secondary propyl or isopropyl alcohol.

Isobar (ai'sobiu). Phys. Geog. and Meteorol.

Also isobare. [f.
Gr. (Vo/Sopij-j of equal weight,

f. lao-, Iso- + /3o/w-, ft&pos weight, /3opus heavy.]
A line (drawn on a map or chart, or imaginary)

connecting places on the earth's surface at which

the barometric pressure is the same (at a given

time, or on the average for a given period) ; an

isobaric line.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 94 Another
isobar [in the Tinas weather-chart] stretches across Scot-

land, and indicates a pressure of 29-9 inches. 1880 Times
16 Aug. 1 1/4 In the above chart the dotted lines are

'

isobars
'

or lines of equal barometrical pressure. 1880 GEIKIE Phys.

Geog. ii. 55 Charts showing, by means of lines of equal

pressure called Isobars, the general distribution of atmo-

spheric pressure.

Isobaric (aisflbse-rik), a. [f. prec. + -1C. (Not
formed on Greek analogies.)] Indicating equal
barometric pressure ; containing or relating to

isobars.

1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 95 Much may be learned about
winds by studying the isobaric lines. 1882 Standard 26

Dec. 7/4 The daily isobaric charts will receive greatly
increased attention. 1883 A. BUCHAN in Encycl. Brit.

ISOCHRONISM.
XVI. 139 Isobaric maps may be considered as furnishing
the key to the more important questions of meteorological
inquiry.
Isobarism (aisjrbariz'nO. rare~.

[f.
as prec.

4- -ISM.] Equality of weight.
1882 in OGILVIE.

Isobarometric (aisobserome-trik), a. rare.

[f. Iso- + BAKOMETBIC. (In mod.F. isobaromi-

trique.)]
- ISOBARIC.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene
(ed. 3) 445 The isobarometric lines, .connecting places with
the same mean annual height of barometer.

Isobath to Isochasmic : sec Iso-.

Isoeel, obs. variant of ISOSCEL.

Isocheim (ai-sokaim). Phys. Geog. Also
isochime. [f. Gr. lao-, Iso- + stem of X'V* .

X'/*<IT- winter-weather.] A line (on a map, etc.)

connecting places at which the mean winter tem-

perature is the same
;
an isotherm of mean winter

temperature ; an isochimenal line.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 160 The
farmer who gets his crop under cover before a predicted
heavy rainfall need know nothing of isobares and isocheims.

Isocheimal (aisffkai-mal), a. and s/>. Also
isochimal. [f. prec. + -AL. (Not on Gr. or L.

analogies.)] = ISOCHIMENAL.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 139/2 The names of Isotheral,

Isocheimal, and Isothermal lines have been given to lines

passing through places which have equal mean summer,
winter, or annual temperatures. 1846 WORCESTER, Isochimal.

1852 [see ISOCRYMAL]. 1880 W. B. CARPENTER in igtli Cent.

Apr. 610 The ' isocheimals
',

or lines of mean winter-tem-

perature, instead of corresponding to the parallels of lati-

tude, lie parallel to the coast-line.

Isocheimonal (-t,->rmf>nal ,. Also -chimoual.

[Alteration of next, after Gr. \(iin&n> winter.]
1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 437 The lines. .

of mean winter temperature are called isocheimonal.

Isochimenal (-kai-mftial), a. and s/>. Also
isocheimenal. [f. F. isochimene (introd. 1817 by
Humboldt), f. Gr. lao-, Iso- + xttt""v-(tv to be

stormy or wintry, f. xe'l*a winter-weather, storm.]
a. adj. Indicating equal mean winter temperatures :

said of lines on a map, etc. (see ISOCHEIM). b. si.

An isochimenal line, an isocheim.

1846 WORCESTER cites FRANCIS. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man
xviil. 365 In the actual state of the globe, the isochimenal

lines, or lines of equal winter temperature, when traced
westward from Europe to North America, bend 10 south.

1867 PROCTOR in Intel!. Observ. No. 62. 1 17 The isochimenals

of greatest cold.

Isochor, -choric : see Iso-.

Isocb.roiu.atic (alsoikromse'tik), a. [f. Iso-

+ CHROMATIC; in mod.F. isochromatique(L\tt.r(:).'\

1. Optics. Of the same colour or tint, as two
lines or curves in an interference figure of a biaxial

crystal.
1819 Hand-bk. Nat. Philos. I. Polaris. Light vii. 24

(U. K. S.) A more accurate description of the form of these

isochromatic curves, or lines of equal tint. 1831 BREWSTER
Newton (1855) I. vii. 174 Owing to the curvature of the

surfaces, .the forms of the isochromatic lines, or the lines of

equal tint, are various and beautiful. 1837 WHEWELL Hist.
Induct. Sc. (1857) II- 309 They give oval and knotted

isochromatic lines.

2. Photog. = ORTHOCHHOMATIC.

Isochronal (aisfkronal), a. Also 8 erron.

-cronal. [f. mod.L. isochron-us (Leibnitz), a. Gr.

iaoxpov-os equal in time (f. lao-, Iso- + x/xi^os time)
-I- -AL. Cf. F. isochrone (1703 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
= ISOCHRONOUS.
t Isochronal line [tr. L. Unfa isochrona (Leibnitz, 1689)],

a curve in which a heavy body descends with uniform velo-

city, i.e. moving through equal spaces in equal times. Ots.

1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 264 The Entireness of his

Kingdom is Synchronal to the two Witnesses Prophesying
in Sackcloth, they being both Isochronal, or of equal time.

1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 290 In a Medium
that does not resist, the shorter Oscillations in a Cycloid
are nearly Isocronal. 1794 ATWOOD in Phil. Trans.

LXXXIV. 136 The isochronal property of spiral springs.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 298/2 The isochronal property which

Galilei ascribed to the pendulum. 1866 BRANDE & Cox
Diet. Sci., etc., Isochronal axes, in Mechanics, axes around

which if a body be made to oscillate, the oscillations will be

performed in equal times.

Hence Iso'chronally adv. = ISO-CHHONOUSLY.

So Isochrone (oi'sokronn)^. (sb.) [F. isochrone].

Isochronic (sisokrfnik), Isochro-nical adjs.

ISOCHRONOUS.
1881 OGILVIE,

*
Isochronally, so as to be isochronal. 1697

EVELYN Numism. viii. 281 The Equated *Isocrone Motion.

176* tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. I. Pref. 35 The degrees of

the meridian, and the lengths of an isochrone pendulum,
will always increase together, a

1774^
GOLDSM. Surv. Exp.

Philos. (1776) I. 292 Geometricians might make their calcu-

lations on several mathematical problems with greater

precision, as in Brachystochrones, Isochrones,and such like.

1859 L. F. SIMPSON Handbk. Dining vi. (1865) 57 The jaws
did not display that isochrone movement which announces

.
r *

, , __ _ m ! T. T VTV _O~ Tl.:.-

vibrations of the pendulum. 1817 Wcstm. Rev. VIII. 382
He [Anacreon] mixed up Iambic catalectic dimeters . . with

Trochaic acatalectic dimeters, .as if they were isochronical.

Isochroiiism (aisp'kroniz'm). [f.
as prec.



ISOCHRONOUS.
+ -ISM : cf. Gr. xp"'(-f'y to spend time, continue
in time. Cf. F. isochronismc (1735 in Hatz.).]The character or property of being isochronous, or
of oscillating or taking place in equal spaces of time
1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 416 Nothing seemed to stop its

isochronism. 1786 BONNYCASTLE Astron. vi. 97 Galileo . . is
said to have discovered the isochronism of the pendulum
.812-16 PLAYFAIR Nat. Pkil. (1819) I. 285 Noise and dis-
cordant sounds arise from a want of isochronism of vibration.

J&t'fKSW N?*-
P
.'Mos- In - ""' Astro*. XX. 104/1

(U.K-b.) ihe isochronism of spiral steel springs, when used
as a balance in watches. 1857 DENISON Clocks % Locks 5That peculiarly valuable quality of the pendulum called
isochronism, or the disposition to vibrate different arcs in
very nearly the same time (provided the arcs are none of
them large).

Isochronous (aisp-kronas), a.
ff. as Iso-

CHRON-AL + -ous.] Taking place in or occupying
equal times; equal in metrical length; equal in

duration, or in intervals of occurrence, as the vibra-
tions of a pendulum ; characterized by or relating to
vibrations or motions of equal duration ; vibrating
uniformly, as a pendulum.
I
<?

6
J
P
?1LLIPS s v ' Isochrone, The Vibrations or Swings of

a Pendulum, or hanging Weight, that are made in the same
bpace of Time, are said to be Isochronous. 1748 HARTLEY
Observ. Ma* I. ii. n9 Vibratory Motions of different
Lengths can be isochronous only according to one Law
1784 SEALE Grk. Metres (L.), The tribrach and iambic are
isochronous. 1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. III. i. 31 The
poetical measures . . when sung in the drawling and iso.
cnronous manner afford the ear no pleasure. 1821 SOUTHEY
Poet IVks. (1853) Pref. 23/2 If the English verse is not
isochronous with the Latin, it must be shorter. 1825 I

NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 516 The great object of the
escapement is to preserve this isochronous motion of the
pendulum. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch S, Clockm. 126A balance spring is said to be isochronous when it causes
both the long and short arcs of the balance to be performed
in the same time.

b. Taking place (vibrating, etc.) in the same
time, or at the same intervals of time, as something
else ; equal in duration (vibration-period, etc.) to
or with something.
1776 CAVALLO in Phil. Trails. LXVI. 410 The snappings

..seemed at first isochronous with the shocks I had received
1854 JONES & SIEV. Pat/wl. Anat. (1874) 415 The tumour. .

otters a pulsation to the touch isochronous with the arterial
pulse. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sf. Telephone 129 There follows
_.

. a series of oscillations, which are isochronous with the
intermittence of the current.

Hence Iso-chronously adv., in an isochronous
manner

; in equal times.

1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. ii. 238 The Membrane will
be fitted to vibrate isochronously with the several Tones.
1833 WHEATSTONE in Phil. Traits. 596 The resultants of
very simple modes of vibration oscillating isochronously.
I-socied, ME. pa. pple. of SOCIEW., to associate.

Isoclinal (aisokbi-nal), a. and sb. [f. Iso- +
Gr. K\tv-uv to bend, slope, slant : cf. l<ron\ivfi-s

equally balanced. In mod.F.
isocline.']

A. adj. 1. Phys. Geog. Indicating equal mag-
netic inclination : applied to lines connecting points
on the earth's surface at which the magnetic inclina-
tion or dip is the same

; relating to or containing
such lines.

1839 SABINE (title) Report on the Magnetic Isoclinal and
Isodynamic Lines in the British Islands. 1851-9 in Man.
Sci. Etta. 97 In theoretical respects the Isodynamic and
Isoclinal lines are not less essential. 1887 GUMMING Electr.
treated Experimentally 52 The lines on the isoclinal map.
2. Geol. (See quot.)
Cf. the analogous anticlinal, synclinal, applied to less

acute bends or folds of strata.
1882 GEIKIE Text-ik. Geol. 503 Where a series of strata

has been so folded and inverted that its reduplicated mem-
bers appear to dip regularly in one direction, the structure
is termed isoclinal. Ibid. 930 The flexures are often so
rapid that_ after denudation of the tops of the arches the
strata are isoclinal, or appear to be dipping all in the same
direction.

B. sb. Phys. Gcog. An isoclinal line: see A. I.

1889 Nature ii Apr. 565/1 The directions of the isogonals,
isoclinals, and lines of equal horizontal force have been found.

Isocline (ai'sokbin). Geol.
[f. Gr. laoK\ivri-s :

see prec. Cf. F. isocline adj., isoclinal : cf. anti-

cline, synctinc.] An isoclinal fold of a stratum or
series of strata. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Isoclillic (aisckli-nik), a. and so.
[f. as prec.

+ -ic.]
= ISOCLINAL A. i, B.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Isoclinic. 1892 J. THORNTON
Adv. Physiogr. xvi. 257 Isoclinic Lines are lines drawn
through places which have the same [magnetic] inclination
or dip. Ibid., These two sets of magnetic lines, isogonics
and isoclmics.

Isocolic (aisokp-lik), a. Gr. Rhet. and Pros.

[f. as next + 10. Cf. mod.F. isocole (Littre).] Con-
sisting, as a sentence or period, of ' cola ', mem-
bers, or clauses, of equal length. Also (irreg.)
flsocole'tic a. Obs. (in quot. loosely applied to
the members themselves).
1651 URO.UHART friuel Wks. (1834) 293 The harmony of

a well-concerted period, in its isocoletick and parisonal
members.

II Isocolon (sisokou-l/h). Gr. Rhet. and Pros.

[f. Gr. laoK<o\-os, -ov of equal members or clauses,
f. lao-, Iso- + KaiKov limb, member, COLON. Also
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in mod.F. (Littre).] a. The use of equal 'cola
or members of a period in immediate succession
b. An isocolic period.
1706 PHILLIPS, Isocolon, a Term us'd when two Sentences

are alike in length.

I-socoured, ME. pa. pple. of SUCCOUR v.

Isocracy (aisp-krasi). [ad. Gr. laoKparla
equality of power or political rights, f. lao-, Iso-
+ Kparos, xparf- strength, power: see -CKACY.'

Equality of power or rule ; a system of govern-
ment in which all the people possess equal political
power.
1652 L. S. People's Liberty vii. 12 It remaineth doubtful!,whether people who live together, may lawfully retain an

Isocracie among them. 1796 SOUTHEY in Life I. 265 There
is a very seditious Spaniard there now, preaching Atheism
and Isocracy. 1879 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) XXVIII.
'55/i Aspirations after social isocracy, and socialism in all
its protean aspects. 1855 Q. Rev. Apr. 456 A debasing
isocracy, which already views with suspicion the cultivation
of the highest literature as savouring of patrician insolence.
So Isoorat (si'sokraet) [see -CHAT], an advocate oi

isocracy; Isocra tic a., ofor pertaining to, or advo-

cating isocracy; Iso-cratize v. Itntr. to practise
isocracy.
1801 SOUTHEY Comui..pl. Bk. Ser. iv. (1851) 3/2 The young

hopes and heat of Japhet may force him into a livelier
interest

; he should DC for isocratizing. 1894 Daily News
22 June 6/3 The new name which Mr. Allen suggests and
Mr. Reid adopts is

' The Isocratic Party. Isocrats we are,
I.socrats let us call ourselves '.

Isocrymal(3isokr3i-mal),a.and sb. Phys. Geog.
[f. Iso- + Gr. Kpvpos cold + -AL.] a. adj. Ap-
plied to lines on a map, etc. connecting places at
which the temperature is the same during a speci-
fied coldest part {e.g. the coldest 30 consecutive

days) of the year. b. sb. An isocrymal line ; also
Isocryme (ai'spkraim).
1852 DANA Crust, n. 1451 The lines are isocheimal lines,

or, more properly, isocrymal lines. Ibid. 1453 It is .. an
objection to using the isotheres, that those towards the
equator are much more irregular in course than the iso-
crymes. Ibid. 1456 The fitness of the other isocrymals for
the purposes of illustrating the geographical distribution of
marine species.

Isocycloua, -dactylous : see Iso-.

I-sodden, i-sode(n, ME. pa. pple. of SEETHE v.

Isodiabatic (3i
:

s0dai|abae'tik), a. Physics, [f.
Iso- -t- Gr. SiaffaTiKot able to pass through; cf.

ADIABATIC.] Relating to or indicating the trans-
mission of equal amounts of heat to and from
a body or substance.

[1834 RANKINE in Phil.Trans. CXLIV. i. i2t it is required
to find, by the determination of points, a corresponding
curve passing through a given point K, such, that the quan-
tity of heat absorbed or emitted by the substance in passing
from any given isothermal curve to another, shall be the
same, whether the pressures and volumes be regulated
according to the original curve, or according to the curve
passing through the point B. . . This curve, and the curve
EF, in their relation to each other, may be called Curves of
Equal Transmission.) 1859 Steam Eng. (1861) 345 The
lines EFznd GH have the required property, and are said
to be isodiabatic with respect to each other.

Isodiametric (aisodaiiame-trik), a. [f. Iso-
+ DIAMETRIC.] Having equal diameters

; spec.
applied in Bot. to cells of rounded or polyhedral
form

;
in Cryst. to crystals having equal lateral

axes.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 117 The forms
of thin-walled parenchymatous cells are in the main nearly
iso-diametric ; but there often occur also elongated-prismatic,
spindle-shaped cells, and the like. 1885 GOODALE Phys.
Bot. (1892) 60 Three principal shapes [of cells] may*be. .dis-

tinguished, .short or isodiametric, elongated, and flattened.
So Isocliame'trical a. =

prec.
1886 Jrnl. R. Microsc. Sac. Ser. n. VI. i. 109 Cells . . which

may be either iso-diametrical or elongated in a direction
either parallel to or at right-angles with the axis.

Isodimorphous, -ism : see Iso-.

II Isodomon, -mum (aispdompn, -mfrn). Anc.
Gr. Arch. [Gr. iVoSo^oi/ (L. isodomuni), neuter

adj., f. lao-, Iso- + 66/jas layer or course in a
building.] A method of building in which blocks
of equal length were laid in courses of uniform
thickness, each vertical joint of a course being
above the middle of a block in the course next
below.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 593 The Greekes haue a kinde of

wall which they make of hard pebbles or flint couched euen
and laid in order by line and leuell, like as we do in bricke
wals : and this kind of building they call in Masonrie
Isodomon. 1842-76 GWILT Arc-kit, (ed. 7) Gloss., Isodomu,,,.
one of the methods of building walls practised by the Greeks.

Isodomous (.aisp'domss), a. [f. as prec. +
-ous.] Of the nature of, or belonging to, isodomon.
1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Muller's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 219 The

walls are isodomous or pseudisodomous, often also with
oblique joints. 1865 C. T. NEWTON Trav. Levant viii. 95
At the foot, .is a piece of ancient wall, composed partly of
polygonal, partly of isodomous blocks.

_
Isodynamic (si'sodinaj-mik), a. (sb.) [f. Gr.

icroSvva/t-os equal in power + -1C : after dynamic.]
Of or pertaining to equal force.

1. Phys. Geog., etc. Indicating equal (magnetic)
force

; applied to lines connecting points (of the

ISOGONAL.
earth's surface, etc.) at which the intensity of the

magnetic force is the same ; or to a map or chart
on which such lines are marked. Also as sb. An
isodynamic line.

1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 254 M. Hansteen has projected
on a map of the globe the lines passing through the places
in which the [magnetic] intensity has the same value. These
hues he calls isodynamic lines or those of equal force, and
they are, generally speaking, nearly parallel to each other,
and to the lines of equal dip. 1839 SABINE (title) Report on
the Magnetic Isoclinal and Isodynamic Lines in the British
Islands. 1837 WHEWELL His/. Induct. Sc. (ed. 3) III. 52 The
intensity of the magnetic force is expressed by charts., on
which are drawn the isodynamic. .curves.
2. Of equal force, value, or efficacy.
1842 Blackw. Mag. LI I. 729 Forty gallons of water .. in

the '

Black Hole '

of Calcutta, would have been rated . . as
isodynamic with gold.

Isodyna-mical, a. [f. as prec. + AL.] =
prec. I.

1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 31 Professor Hansteen resolved
. . to determine the form of the lines of equal intensity, or,
as he calls them, the isodynamical magnetic lines. 1870
R. M. FERGUSON Electr. 44 In 1837, Colonel Sabine pub-
lished an isodynamical chart of the whole globe.
Isodynamous (sisadi-namss), a. Bot.

[f. as

prec. + -OUS.] Growing with equal vigour on
both sides : = isobryous (see Iso-).
.

"83S LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) II. 67 Cassini suggests
isodynamous or isobrious for dicotyledons. 1855 in MAYNE.
Iso-eleotric : see Iso-.

Isofagus, obs. erron. f. CEsoPHAOus.

Isogamy (aisp-gami). Biol. [f. Iso- + Gr.

yapo?, --yci/tia marriage.] The union of two equal
and similar '

gametes' or cells in reproduction, as
in conjugation. So laogamete (aisfgamil) [Gr.
yaniTTis, ya/icrfi spouse], each of the two uniting
cells, in isogamy. Isogamous (sisp'gamss) a.,
characterized by isogamy.
1891 HARTOG in Nature 17 Sept. 484 Isogamy, the union

of gametes undistinguishable in size, form, and behaviour.
Ibid., The union may be isogamous or anisogamous. Ibid.,
True Parthenogenesis . . may occur in the case of (i) Iso-
gametes ; (2) Anisogametes (male and female) ; (3) Oogamctes.
Isogen (ai'sWjen). [f. Iso- + Gr. -y^i/os off-

spring.] A line or curve in a diagram showing the
various combination of the ages of the parents
which are associated with the same average birth-

rate.

1894 F. GALTON in Proc. Royal Sac. 12 Jan., In natality
tables, the ages of the father and mother take the place of

the_latitudes and longitudes in weather charts, and lines of
similar birth-rates, or, as I would call them, 'isogens', take
the place of isobars.

(
Isogeuous (aisj;-d3fti3s), a. Biol. [f. eccl. Gr.

iVo-Ycnj-j equal in kind or nature (f. lao-, Iso- +
yivos race, descent, kind) + -ous.] Having the same
or a similar origin : said of organs or parts, in dif-

ferent groups of animals, derived from the same
or corresponding tissue of the embryo. So Iso'-

geny, the condition of being isogenous.
1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. (1888) I. Introd. 17 A general

homology may be indicated by the word isogeny, indicating
a general similarity of origin ; thus, the nervous systems of

worms, arthropods, molluscs, and vertebrates are isogenous,
all being derivations of the epiblast.

Isogeotherm (aisoidgfvbsjm). Phys. Geog.
[f. Iso- + Gr. 7u- earth + Ofp/iij heat, 0fp/<os
tiot : cf. geothcrmic, etc.] A line or surface

(usually imaginary) connecting points in the
interior of the earth having the same temperature ;

an isogeothermal line.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1877 LE CONTE Elem. Geol. n. (1879) 78
[f the rate of increase were everywhere the same, the iso-

geotherms would be everywhere concentric. 1881 JUDD
Volcanoes xii. 359 The isogeotherms, or lines indicating the
depths at which the same mean temperature is found within
the earth's crust.

Hence Isogeothermal, Isogeothe'rmic adjs.,
of the nature of an isogeotherm ; indicating equal
emperatures in the interior of the earth.

1832 DE I.A BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 15 If we draw lines

hrough all the points which have the same terrestrial tern-

perature, these isogeothermal lines resemble the isothermal,
as they are parallel to the equator, but diverge from it in
everal points. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connex. Phys. Sc.

xxvi. (1849) 289 Lines drawn through all those points in the

upper strata of the globe which have the same mean annual
temperature . . are isogeothermal lines.

Isogpn (ai'sJgpn). Geom. rare*". In 7-8
erron. isagon. [f. Gr. looyiaft-os equi-angular.]A figure having equal angles.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Isagon. So 1700 in MOXON Math.

Diet. ; 1711 in BAILEY.

Isogonal (aisp>-gonal), a. (s6.~) [f. as prec. +
-AL : cf. hexagonal, etc.]
1. = ISOGONIC a. 1 and sb.

1857 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (ed. 3) III. 52 The
values ofthese elements at any given time . . can be expressed
by charts of the earth's surface, on which are drawn the
isodynamic, isogonal, and isoclinal curves. Ibid. 54 The
isogonal curves may be looked upon as deformations of the
curves deduced by Euler from the supposition of two poles.
2. Having equal angles, equiangular.
1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 21 When the angles between

every two adjacent planes lying in one zone are equal to
each other they constitute an isogonal (or equal-angled) zone.

12i) - 2



ISOGONIC.

IsogOllic aisogfnik), a. 1
(sk.) Pkys. Geog.

[f.
as prec. + -1C.] Indicating equal angles (of

magnetic variation) ; applied to lines on a map,
etc. connecting points of the earth's surface where

the magnetic declination, or variation from the

true north, is the same ;
or to a map, etc. exhibit-

ing such lines. Also as s6. An isogonic line.

1*51-9 SABINE in Man. Sci. Enf. 97 The Isogonic lines. .

have a direct practical importance and value in navigation.

1870 R. M. FEKGL SON EUctr. 27 The lines of ecjual declina-

tion arc called isogonic lines; those of equal dip, isocliKK',

and those of equal intensity, isodynamic lines. 1876 DAVIS
Polaris Kxf. App. 642 With regard to the variations of the

compass, as derived from an isogonic chart. 1892 J.

THORNTON Adv. Physiogr. xvL 257 These two sets of

magnetic lines, isogonics and isocltnics.

IsogO'nic, a.- Biol. [f.
as next + -ic : cf. Gr.

yofi*us ancestral.] Characterized by isogonism.
In mod. Diets.

Isogonism (aisjrgSniz'm). Biol. [f. Iso- +
Gr. yoyos, yoy-ij offspring + -ISM. Cf. Gr. \ao-

fovia equality of kind.] The production of sexual

individuals of the same structure from different

stocks, occurring in some Hydrozoa.
1884 SEDGWICK & HEATHCOTE tr. Clans' Zaal. I. vii. 240

Medusae of identical structure also, which one would place
in the same genus, may form the sexual generations of

hydroid stocks belonging to different families (imgonism).

Isogram i^rsJgrsem). [f. Iso- + -GRAM.] A
proposed general term for lines on a diagram, etc.

indicating equality of some physical condition or

quantity, as isotherms, isobars, etc.

1889 F. GALTON in Nature 31 Oct. 651 Isobars, isotherms,
and other contour lines . . (to which the general name
isograms might well be given).

Isographic (aisograe-fik), a. [f. Iso- + -GRA-

PHIC. Cf.Iir. lauypcupof writing like.]
= HOMALO-

GBAPBIC I.

1871 PROCTOR Ess. A strati, xxiii. 283 M. Babinet. .called

it the homolographic projection of the globe ; the term isff.

graphic
seems preferable, however.

Hence Isogra phically adv., in the way of iso-

graphic projection.
1871 PROCTOR Ess. Aslron. xxiii. 284 There is no single

point for which any finite area of the globe can be iso-

Isography (aisp-grafi). rare-", [f.

-GKAPHY.] (See quot.)
1846 WORCESTER, Isography, imitation of handwriting.

Ency.

laogynous to Isohyetose : see Iso-.

I-soilled, ME. pa. pple. of SOIL v. ; I-soke(n,
of SCCK v.

Isolable (si's^lab'l, i-s-), a. [f. ISOL-ATE +

-ABLE.] Capable of being isolated.
a 1855 MANSFIELD Salts (1865) 441 The notion that the

complex base H 3NH is a self-existent, probably isolable

body, a 1856 SIR W. HAMILTON in Daily Neivs (1883) 20

Sept. 5/6 Algebra and geometry are . . isolated or at least

isolable from all outward and accidental phenomena.
Isolate (si-stle't, i-s-), a. (st>.) [ad. It. isolate

(F. isott) : L. insulat-us insulated, f. insula island :

see -ATE 2
2.]

= ISOLATED.
1819 WIFFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 30 There isolate it

stands. 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI 1. 616 A thing isolate and
apart amongst apparitions. 1854 R. G. LATHAM Nati-M
Races Russian Emp. 71 The isolate and sporadic Tshud..
are called .. Karelian. 1890 Cornh. Mag. Jan. 78 There is

no life so isolate that beauty knows it not.

B. sb. Something isolated.

1890 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Lift 322 We may call the pro-
cess . . isolation, and the products of the process we may
term isolates.

Isolate (ai-s^ls't, i-s-), v. [A back-formation
from ISOLATKU; or f. F. isoler (1690 in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. It. isolare (: L. insuhire) + -ATE 3.]
1. trans. To place or set apart or alone ; to cause

to stand alone, detached, separate, or unconnected
with other things or persons ; to insulate.

1807 COXEA itstria 1 1. 517 The means of. . isolating England
from the states of the continent. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop.
Eiiiic. ix. (cd. 2) 257 Whatever isolates people from people
is a mischievous partition wall. 1851 WILLMOTT Pleas. Lit.
xxi. (1857) 123 The historian cannot isolate a hero, or a
saint. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1870) I. v. 164 He found
germs in the mercury used to isolate his air. 1873 HAMER-
TOS Intell. Life ix. vi. (1896) 328 High culture always
isolates.

2. Chcm. To obtain (a substance) free from all

active principle of croton oil. 1853 W. GREOORY Inorg.Ckem. (ed. 3) 96 Ammonium, if it exists, is resolved into
ammonia . .and hydrogen, whenever we attempt to isolate it.

J*S4 J- SCOFFEHN in Orr's Circ.Sc., Chem. 345 The natural
form of carbon when isolated is a black solid. Ikid 514Osmious acid has never been isolated.
3. EUctr. = IssuLATt v. 3.
ifcs [see ISOLATOR). 1859 All feat- Round No. 30. 80 A

.. fragment of the Atlantic cable, wire incased and isolated
by gutta-percha. 1876 -V. Kau. Mus. Catal. No. I37.
Mica-plates for isolating electrical apparatus.
4. To cut off (an infected person or place'/ from all

contact with others
;
to subject to strict quarantine.

508

1890 Spectator 21 June, Both in Italy and Spain they do
not scruple to

'

isolate
'

ally infected house in such a way
that the inmates arc imprisoned and cannot get food.

Isolated (ai-stfk'ted, i's-),///. a. ft V.isoU

(1642 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. isolato (see ISOLATE

a.) + -ED. (The French isoli was at first used un-

changed or with -d, isoifd.) Since the formation

of ISOLATE v.
,
isolated has ranked as its pa. pple.]

Placed or standing apart or alone ; detached or

separate from other things or persons; unconnected

with anything else ; solitary.
(a 1751 BOLINCBKOKE (N. ft Q. 25 Feb. 1854), The events. .

appear to us very often original, unprepared, single, and
unrelative, if 1 may use such a word for want of a better.

In French, I would say, Isales. 1755 CHESTERF. Lett. ill.

xxvii. Misc. Wks. 1777 II. 401 As for hearing I have none
left ; so that I am isole in the midst of my friends. 1779
in J. H. Jesse Selwyn f, Contemp. (1843-4) IV- 2I 4 What
must such a little isoic mortal as 1 do ? 1779 G. KKATE
Sk. fr. Nat. {ed, 2) I. 40 You see me the same isole'd, un-
connected creature I was then. 1783 JOHNSON 21 Mar. in

Boswell, Sir . . this Hanoverian family is Uolfc here. They
have no friends.]

1763 WARBURTON Doctr. Grace Pref. 4 Short, isolated

Sentences were the mode in which Ancient wisdom delighted
to convey its precepts for the regulation of human conduct.
1800 Brit. Critic Oct., The affected, frenchified, and un-

necessary word isolated is not English, and we trust never
will be. [ToDD 1818 adds :

'
1 fully agree with the writer

in considering it a most affected word '.] x8n Sporting
Mag. XXXVIII. 83 He appeared as an Isolated inhabitant

of this great globe. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab ll. 253 High on
an isolated pinnacle. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. 1 1. 102 Many
an isolated inn among the lonely parts of the Roman terri-

tories. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1872) 165 Johnson's youtli
was poor, isolated, hopeless, very miserable. 1865 LUBDOCK
Pren. Times viii. (1869) 254 Occasionally we find them
isolated, but more frequently in groups. 1875 TYLOR in

Encycl. Brit, 1 1 . j 19/1 What philologists describe as isolated

languages, such as the Basque appears to be, are rather
isolated groups of dialects. 1879 M. ARNOLD Ess. Democr.
45 Collective action is more efficacious than isolated indi-

vidual effort. 1881 FLOWER in Nature No. 6ig. 437 When
groups of animals become so far differentiated from each
other as to represent separate species, they remain isolated.

Hence I-aolatedly adv.

1843 MOZLEY Ess., Strafford (1878) I. 82 All the knots
and rough spots . . were brought up, singly and isolatedly

enlarged upon. 1865 STIRLING Seer. Hegel I. ii. 50 Being,
looked at isolatedly, vanishes of its own accord, and dis-

appears in its own opposite. 1877 HUXLEY A nat. Inv.Aniin.
xii. 685 The appearance, between the epiblast and the hypo-
blast, of cytodes, either isolatedly or in a continuous layer.

Isolation (sisul^'-Jan, is-), [a. K. isolation

(1791 in Hatz.-Darm.), n. of action from isoler to

ISOLATE.] The action of isolating; the fact or

condition of being isolated or standing alone
;

separation from other things or persons ; solitari-

ness.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea ii. 14 The exiles con-
demned to the mines run a risk of isolation proportioned to

the smallness of their numbers. 1843 CAKLYLE Past 4- Pr.
iv. iv, Isolation is the sum-total of wretchedness to man.

1844 STANLEY Arnold II. viii. 13 How complete was the
isolation in which he found himself, when he was almost

equally condemned, in London as a bigot, and in Oxford as
a latitndinarian. 1856 Sinai <$ Pal. viii. (1858) 323 We
naturally pass to its isolation from the rest of Palestine.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 21 In savage isolation, stood the

obelisk of the Matterhorn. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. v.

115 To meditate in solitude and isolation on the use of being
wise. 1806 SIR W. LAURIER in Canadian Uo. Assembly
5 Feb., Whether splendidly isolated or dangerously isolated,
I will not now debate ; but for my part, I think splendidly
isolated, because this isolation of England conies from her

superiority. 1896 GOSCHEN Sp. at Lewes 26 Feb., We have
stood alone in that which is called isolation our splendid
isolation, as one of our colonial friends was good enough to

call it.

b. The obtaining of a chemical element or com-

pound as a separate substance.

1854 J. SCOFFLKN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 535 Whether
the hypothetical compound ammonium can exist except in

combination is unknown. Chemists have failed to ac-

complish its isolation. 1898 G. S. NEWTH lnore. Chem.
(ed. 6) 471 The method by which Davy first [in 1807] effected

the isolation of potassium was by the electrolysis of potas-
sium hydroxide.

c. spec. The complete separation of patients

suffering from a contagious or infectious disease,
or of a place so infected, from contact with other

persons. Also altrib. in isolation hospital, camp,
etc., that by which isolation is effected.

1891 Daily News 8 Oct. 3/1 A much needed institution in the

shape of an Isolation Hospital. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1046
Since the new isolation hospital was erected. 1897 Daily
News^ 5 Feb. 10/5 Owing to the breakdown of the medical
examinations at Bombay numerous pilgrims had already
reached Calcutta. He heartily supported the idea of isola-

tion camps.
Hence Isola tionist, one who favours or advo-

cates isolation. In U. S. politics, one who thinks
the Republic ought to pursue a policy of political
isolation.

1899 Press (Philadelphia) 25 Mar. 8 Their consent ought
to have been obtained first, according to the creed of the
isolationists.

Isolator, [agent-n. from ISOLATE z>. : see -OK.]
One who or that which isolates ;

a contrivance for

isolating, an insulator.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Isolator, the apparatus used
in electrical experiments for isolating bodies. 1884 F. J.

ISOMERIC.

BRITTEN Watch. <fr Clockm. 126 [An] Isolator . . in a minute

repeater [is]
a device for keeping the click from contact with

the surprise piece on the minute snail till the slide in the
band of the case is pushed round. 1900 Pilot 4 Aug. 138/2
The piano must be . . placed on glass salt cellars, if the old
fashioned isolators are not at hand.

I-sold, ME. pa. pple. of SELL v.

t I'SOlet. Obs. rare. [ad. It. isoletta, dim. of

iso/a island.] A small island, an islet.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 520 Babelmandel, Cama-
liin, and Mazua are accounted amongst the chiefe of these
Isolds. 1632 J . HAYWAHD tr. Biondis Eromena 181 North-
ward from that Cape stood a little disinhabited Isolet.

IsologOUS (ais^-logas), a. Chem. [f. Iso- +
Gr. \6yos word, reason, ratio, relation + -ous.]

Having equality or parallelism of relations : ap-
plied to two or more hydrocarbon series, of each of

which the members are related to each other in the
'

same way : see quots.
1857 W. A. MILLER Elem. Chem, 1184 III. 429 The

groups of which we are now speaking are isologous with the
alcohols that U to say, that the compounds which constitute
each of these groups are related to each other in a manner
similar to that of the components of the alcohol group with
which they are compared. ., The allylic, the benzoic, and
the cinnamic series, are isologons with that of alcohol. 1899
DOBBIN tr. Ladenbury's Hist. Client, xi. 217 The homologous
and isologous series constitute the one part of Gerhardt'*
classification ; the other part is represented by the hetero-

logous series.

t I-SOm, i-SOine, a. Obs. [OE. ges6m, pi. ~ct

f. s6m agreement, concord, ablaut grade of sam-
t

in OE. satncn, SAME, etc.] Unanimous, agreed,
reconciled, at peace.
a iooo.tfiddUs Ixxxv. 21 (Exon.) Wit waeron gesome. <- 1000

'

^ELFRIC Gen. xlv. 24 Beojj swybe jesome. ^1175 Lamb. Horn.

93 Nu eft . . weren alle ispechen a3ein inumen and isome.
c 1205 LAV. 30613 Wind and J?a wide se ba eke isome. a 1250
Relig. Songs in Owl ty Night. (Percy Soc.) 79 And wi<5 hali

chirche maTcen us i-som Thenne mohe we cwemen Crist at
the dom, 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 52 Subbe hab engelond ibe

iwerred ilome Of be folc in denemarch bat ne befc> no3t jot
isome. Ibid. 1858 Constaunce . . granted him bat Kinedom
& bat pes of rome & bileuede in bis lond to gadere bobe
isome. 13. . SongofJoy^Q^i. (\n Adam Davyt

etc. E.E.T.S.

1878, 94), Er he oure flesch nome . . to maken vs ysome ;

Ysome nere we nou3th before.

Isomer (ai's^msi). Chem. [mod. (Berzelius,

1830) f. Gr. ivopfp-rjs sharing equally, f. *Vo- lao-

+ fitpos part, share : in mod.F. isomere^\ A sub-

stance isomeric with another ; any one of a number
of isomeric compounds.
1866 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 296 It [Ethylene Oxide] does

not form like its isomer aldehyde a crystalline compound
with ammonia. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz* Atom. Ttic. 205
The notion of atomicity has furnished sure data for the

interpretation of isomers. 1885 GOODALE Physiot. Bot. (1892)

51 The isomers of cellulose are mucilage, gums, and dextrin.

1893 PK. KRAPOTKIN in iqth Cent. Aug. 251^ Very often

such isomeres differ from each other by having different

boiling-points.

Isomere (3rs#ml.i). Conip. Anat. [Of same
deriv. as prec.] A part or segment of a limb in

one species of animal homologous or correspond-

ing to a part in another species.
1884 COUES Key N. A. Birds (ed. z) ZZQ The lines i-n

are isotomes^ cutting the limbs into morphologically equal
parts, or isomeres.

Isomeric (sis^meTik), a, [f. as laoilEB +

1C ; in mod.F. isomtrique : after Ger. isomerisch

(Berzelius, Jahresbericht of Swed. Acad. Sciences,

31 March 1831).]
1. Chem. Composed of the same elements in the

same proportions, and having the same molecular

weight, but forming different substances, with dif-

ferent properties (owing to the different grouping
or arrangement of the constituent atoms). Said

of two or more compounds, or of one compound
in relation to another (const, with}.
This was the sense in which the term was introduced by

Ber/elius ; but many later chemists (e.g. Wanklyn in

Watts Diet. Chem. 1865) have applied it in a wider sense,
.so as to include also the j>olymertc compounds of Berzelius,
i.e. those which have their elements in the same proportions^
but the number of atoms in one a multiple of those in the

other, e.g. butyric acid CiHsO?, and aldehyde CaHiO ; by
these the isomeric compounds of Berzelius have been distin-

guished as nutamcric. More recent authors again (e. g.
Tilden in Fowttcs' Chem. 1886) have used these terms more

narrowly, subdividing the isomeric of Berzelius into iso*

meric strictly so called^ and metameric ; the former being
compounds of the same molecular composition, which exhibit

the same or closely similar decompositions and transforma-

tions, when subjected to the action of the same re-agents,
such as the CioHs hydrocarbons, the glucoses, the tartaric

acids, etc. ;
the latter, those which exhibit dissimilar trans-

formations under similar circumstances, as propionic acid,

methyl acetate, and ethyl formate CjHeOj.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 605 From the analysis

of this substance (benzoin] it appears to be isomeric with the

hydret of benzoyl. 1842-3 GROVE Corr. Phys. Forces (1874)

117 These solutions are what is termed isomeric, that is, have
as far as can be discovered, the same chemical constitution.

c 1865 J. WVLUE in Circ. Sc. I. 311/2 Isomeric bodies have
similar chemical constituents in the same proportions, and

yet their external form may differ, as in sugar and starch.

1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 415 Two or more different

bodies which are composed of the same elements, and of the

same proportions of those elements (i. e. which have the

same percentage composition) are said to be isomeric. 1880

CLEMINSHAW Wurtzf Atom. 7^he, 294 We may., imagine



ISOMEKICAL.
isomeric compounds to be produced, according to the place
occupied by the atoms fixed in the molecule. 1882 GILBURT
in Jrnl. Quekett Club Ser. u. i. 27 We have already seen that
cellulose, sugar, starch, and inulin, are isomeric with each
other. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. Chem. III.
88/2 According to our modern conceptions, truly isomeric
substances . . are equi-molecular compounds containing iden.
tical radicles arranged in relatively different modes ; and. .

bearing in mind that it was obviously the intention of
Berzelius to limit the scope of the expression, the term iso-
meric should be used only with reference to such compounds.
2. Comfl. Anat. Pertaining to or of the nature of

an isomere ; homologous.
1890 Cent. Diet, s.v., Isomeric segments of the limbs.
So Isome-rical a. = ISOMERIC

; Isome-rically
adv. In recent Diets.

Isomeride (aisp-meraid). Chem. [f. as ISOMEB
+ -IDE.] = ISOMER.
1857 W. A. MILLIR Elem. Chem. III. i. 5 The formation

of;isoinerides, metamcrides, and polymcridcs, as bodies
which possess the same percentage composition may be
termed, can only be accounted for by supposing that differ-
ences of chemical arrangement occur in these different
cases. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet. Client. III. 85/2The hypothesis serves therefore at once to explain, .the
existence of isomerides which cannot be represented bv
formulae written in a single plane.
Isomerism (ais?-meriz'm). Chem. [f. ISOMER
+ -ISM : in mod.F. isomirisme] The fact or con-
dition of being isomeric; identity of percentage
composition in compounds differing in properties.
Physical isomerism : see quot. 1896.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 58 This is one of the

most extraordinary examples of isomerism at present known.
1851 RICHARDSON Geol. v. ;% Isomerism, discovered by
Berzelms, is a principle which is somewhat vague and
doubtful in its application. 1880 CLEMINSHAW Wurtz'Atom.
The. 291 Isomerism is due to the difference in molecular
grouping. 1884 KRANKI.ANU & JAPP Inorg. Chem. in Allc-
tropy stands in the same relation to elements that isomerism
does to compounds. 1892 MORLEY & MUIR Watts' Diet.
Chem. III. 81/1 Berzelius never intended that polymerism
should be regarded as a form of isomerism. 1896 REM-
SEN Coiup. Carbon 163 Bodies may conduct themselves

.ctlythes;
' ~ '

called physical isomerism. . . The branch of chemistry which
has to deal with the kind of isomerism just referred to, is
called stereo-chemistry.

Isomeromorphism (aiso'meruimp-jfiz'm).
Cryst. [f. isomero-, comb, form of next + Gr.
Hoptf>-T) form + -ISM.] Isomorphism between iso-

meric substances.

1864 WEBSTER cites DANA.
Isomerous (aisp-meras), a.

[f. as ISOMEH +
-ous.]
1. Bot. Of a flower: Having the same number

of parts in each whorl. i^Said also of the whorls.)
Opp. to HETEROMEROUS 2 b.

1857 HENFREY Bot. 153 When the organs are equal in
all the circles, the flowers are isomerous. Ibid., The stamens
are mostly isomerous, with either one, two, or more whorls,
when the floral envelopes are regular. 1882 VINES tr. Sachs 1

Bot. 601 When the number of members is the same in each
whorl [of a flower] they are said to be isomerous, when this
is not the case heteromefous.
2. Anat. and Zool. Having the same number of

parts or segments, as in the limbs ; spec, belong-
ing to the division Isomera of coleopterous insects,
in which the number of tarsal joints is the same in
all the legs : opp. to HETEROMEKOUS i. Applied
also to molar teeth having the same number of

ridges, as in existent elephants.
1878 BARTLEYtr. Topinard's Anthrop. ii. 74 In reptiles the

two extremities are. .symmetrical ; and. .isomerous, flexion

being exerted in the same direction.

3. Chem. ISOMERIC.
1864 WEBSTER, Isomorphism, A similarity of crystalline

form ; as, (a) Between substances of like composition or
\

atomic proportions. . . (b) Between compounds of unlike
j

composition _or
atomic proportions. . . The first of these is

]

sometimes distinguished as isomerous or isonomic isomor-
phism ',

the second as heteromerous or lieteronomic iso-

morphism. Dana. 1887 S}'d. Soc. Lex., Isomerous, same as
Isomeric.

Isomery (aisp'meri). Chem. [= Ger. isomerie

(Berzelius, 1832), f. Gr. type naopeptta ;
in mod.F.

isomfrie.] = ISOMEHISM.

Isometric (aiscme-trik), a. [f. Gr. iffontrpta

equality of measure (f. tao-s + ftirpos) + -ic: in

mod.F. isomdtrique]
1. Of equal measure or dimensions.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Isometric, . . of equal measure,

or extent. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Telephone 547 If an
isometric block of metal be drawn out into a wire, its

resistance may be indefinitely increased.

2. Applied to a method of projection or per-

spective, in which the plane of projection is

equally inclined to the three principal axes of the

object, so that all dimensions parallel to these

axes are represented in their actual proportions ;

used in drawing figures of machines, etc.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 492/1 This specific application of

projection was termed isometric by the late Professor

Farish, who pointed out its
practical utility, and the facility

of its application to the delineation of engines, etc. Ibid.,
A scale for determining the lengths of the axes of the
isometric projection of a circle.
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3. Ctyst. Applied to that system of crystalline
forms characterized by three equal axes mutually
at right angles (also called cubic, tessera!, etc.) ;

belonging to this system.
1868 DANA Mix. (ed. 5) Introd. 21 The systems of crystal-

lization are., i. Having the axes equal. The Isometric
system. Ibid. 22 Some of the simpler isometric forms are
represented in figures i to 50.
4. Physiol. See ISOTONIO 2, quot. 1900.
Isome-trical, a.

[f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. =

prec. 2.

circumscribing square. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
<-hem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 265 An isometrical projection of
the boiler and furnace.

2. =
prec. 3.

crystalline forms in which the coiirdinate'planes are per
pendicular between them, and which relates to a system of
axes three in number that are equal : isometrical.
Hence Isome'trically adv., in the way of iso-

metric projection.

:umscribing square, when isometrically projected, are as
V 3 V 1 ;V 2-

Isometrograph (aisame-trogruf). [f. Gr. \ai>-

of equal measure -f -GRAPH.] An instru-

ment for tracing parallel lines at exactly equal
distances.

I-sommed, ME. pa. pple. of SUM v. I-somned,
i-sompned, of SUMMON v.

Isomorph (ai'sompjf). Chem. and Min.
[mod. f. Gr. type *laonop<j>~os of equal form, f.

Jtrd-, Iso- + popipTi form: in mod.F. isomorphel\A substance or organism isomorphous with
another.

1864 WEBSTER, Isomorph, a substance which has the same
crystalline form with another. 1885 E. R. LANKESTER in

Encycl. Brit. XIX. 849/1 Sandy isomorphs of Lagena,
Nodosaria, Globigerina, and Rotalia.

Isomorphic (aisum^-jfik) ,
a. [f. as prec. +

-1C : in mod.F. isomorphique^\
1. Chem. and Min. Exhibiting isomorphism, iso-

morphous; pertaining to or involving isomorphism.
1862 SIR H. HOLLAND Ess., Mod. Chem. 444 This peculiar

isomorphic relation between various chemical substances,
having in themselves other singular resemblances. 1894
Thinker V. 435 This statement is not vitiated by the exist-
ence of such phenomena as those of pleomorphism and of
isomorphic replacement.
2. Math. Said of groups corresponding to each

other in form, and in the nature and product of
their operations.
1897 BURNSIDE Theory of Groups 21 If a correspondence

can be established between the operations of G and G', so
that to every operation of G there corresponds a single
operation of G', . . while to the product AB of any two
operations of

G_ there corresponds the product A'B' of the
two corresponding operations of G', the groups G and G'
are said to be simply isomorphic.

Isomorphism (sisomp-inz'm). [mod. (Mit-
scherlich, 1819) f. as prec. + -ISM : in mod.F. iso-

morphisme] The character of being isomorphous.
1. Chem. and Min. The property of crystallizing

in the same or closely related forms, esp. as ex-
hibited by substances of analogous composition.
The general law of isomorphism affirms that bodies having

a similar chemical composition have also the same form ;

or, in other words, that analogous elements and groups of
elements may replace one another in composition without
essential alteration of crystalline form, i Watts.)
i8a8in WEBSTEK. 1830 HERSCHEL Stud. A'at. Phil. 295 The

in some degree the value of crystalline form as a distinctive
character. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. (1855) 78 Isomorphism is

the law by which an equal number of atoms, combining in
the same manner, may give birth to similar crystalline
forms, although the constituent elements are of a different
nature. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 423 Mitscherlich's
first observation, presented to the Berlin Academy of Science
in 1819, related to the isomorphism of the phosphates and
arsenates;. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks x. 97 Completely
establishing the isomorphism of orthoclase and albite.

2. Math. Identity of form and of operations
between two or more groups.

Isomorphous (ais^m^jfas), a. [f. as ISO-
MORPH + -ous.]
1. Chem. and Mitt. Having the property of

crystallizing in the same or closely related geo-
metric forms : said esp. of two compounds or

groups of compounds of different elements, but of

analogous composition (cf. HOMOSOMORPHOUS) .

1828 in WEBSTER citing Edin. Rev. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) HI- 189 Various elements which
are isomorphous to each other. 1841 TRIMMER Pract.
Geol. 83 The salts of arsenious acid are isomorphous with
those of phosphoric acid. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem.
(ed. 3) 41 We observe next, that chromic acid may be
substituted for sulphuric acid, without change of form ; in

other words, these acids are isomorphous. 1871 ROSCOE
Elem. Chem. 197 Certain substances exhibiting a similarity

ISOPERIMETBJCAL.
in their chemical constitution are found to crystallize in
the same forms, these are said to be isomorphous. Ibid.
212 The salts of caesium and rubidium are isomorphous
with the corresponding potassium compounds. 1880
CLEMINSHAW Wurtz' Atom. The. 59 For the form to remain
unchanged in analogous compounds, the elements which
replace each other must be mutually isomorphous.
2. Math. = ISOMORPHIC 2.

-ISOn, suffix of sbs., repr. OF. -aison, -eison,

-eson, -ison : L. -dtion-em (at a later date adopted
in the learned form -ation, which is thus a doublet
of -ison), -etionem, -itionem. Examples compar-
ison, fermison, garrison, jettison, orison, venison,
warnison.
Benison and malison represent OF. benef^on (later benis-

SOH) and maleicon, from L. bene-, maledictianem. Caparison
is only attracted into this class. In reason and season, the
suffix has, under the stress, retained a different form ; so in
treason : OF. traisun : L. tradition-em. See also in-
henteson. All these, vi\l\\ poison (: L. fdtisnem), etc., are
really particular cases of a suffix -SON for L. -tidnem.

I-sondred, ME. pa. pple. of SUNDER v.

I-songe(n, of SING v.

Isoneph, -nephelic : see Iso-.

Isonomic (aison^mik), a. [ad. Gr. iaovo/UK-6s
'

devoted to equality ', f. laovofua : see ISONOMY.]
1. Characterized by isonomy ; having equal laws

or rights, rare ~~.

1864 WEBSTER, Isonomic, the same, or equal, in law or
right.

2. Chem. Having the same or a similar arrange-
ment of elements ; involving analogy of composi-
tion, as isomorphism in the stricter sense.
1864 [see ISOMEROUS 3].

3. Of the same or like polarity : applied to
contact of parts of the body in experiments on
animal magnetism : opp. to HETERONOMIC i, q. v.

t Iso-nomous, a. Cryst. Obs. [f. Gr. iVwo/^-os
(see next) + -ous : in B'. isoiiome.] See quot.
1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 219 When the

exponents which indicate the decrements on the edges are
equal to each other, and also those which indicate the
decrements in the angles. Example, Isonomous artificial
blue vitriol.

Isonomy (ais^-nomi). [ad. It. isonomia '

equali-
tie of laws to all manner of persons

'

(Florio, 1598),
peril, also in i6th,c. L., a. Gr. laovo^ia, n. of

quality from iVovo^o? having equal political rights,

j

f. too-, Iso- + vufioi law. Frequent in I7thc. ;

!
obs. in i8th ; used again in igth.] Equality of

i laws, or of people before the law ; equality of

political rights among the citizens of a state.
1600 HOLLAND Livy in. xxxix. 114 The successive change

and course of bearing rule, the only thing that maketh
Isonomie, and equalitie of freedome. Ibid. Ixvii. 134 Under
the pretence and colour of Isonomie, or equall and indifferent
Iawes

;
Ibid, xxxvm. 1. 1016 Nothing preserveth isonomie

in a citie, & mainteineth equall Hbertie more. 1659 Quaeries
on Proposalls Officers Armie to Parlt. 8 Every one pre-
tending to equality and Isonomy, lifteth up and advanceth
himself whilst he shoveth at, and thrusteth down others.

1684 tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts Iv. 155 They who prefer
a Popular State have dignifi'd it with the most agreeable
and specious Title of Isonomie. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN
Office $ Work Universities vii. 123 The Athenians felt

that a democracy was but the political expression of an
intellectual isonomy. x88z W. CARY Mod. Eng. Hist. II.

272 To regulate the many varieties of man . . in . . Eastern
Europe on the principle of isonomy.
Isop, isop(p)e, obs. forms of HYSSOP.

Isopathy (aisp-pabi). Med. rare -".
[f. Iso-

+ -PATHY.]
a. The theory that disease may be cured by

a product of the disease, as small-pox by applica-
tion ofthe variolous matter, b. The popular notion
that disease in a particular organ may be cured by
eating the same organ of a healthy animal.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Isoperimeter (si^peri'm/taj). Geom. [ad.
Gr. iao-ntpincrpos : see Iso- and PERIMETER : in F.

isopirimltre (Rousseau in Littre).] A figure

having a perimeter equal to that of another ;

usually in pi. Figures of equal perimeter.
1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 525 Plain Figures, called Iso-

perimeters, and also Bodies of Equal Surface, may be vastly
different in their Area's and Solid Contents. 1715 TAYLOR
in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 345 Where I give the Solution of
the Problems concerning the Isoperimeter. 1870 CHAUVENET
Geom. v. 162 Second method, called the method of isoperi-
meters.

t Isoperrmetral, a. Obs. [f. as prec. +

-AL.]
= next, i.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. ii. (1635) 19 Those Figures
called Isoperimetrall, or of equall Perimeter.

IsOperimetrical(ai :

s0perime-trikal),o. Geom.

[f. Gr. IffoTTfpl/nfTpos (see ISOPERIMETER) + -ICAL.]
1. Of figures : Having equal perimeters.
1706 PHILLIPS, Isoperimeters or Isoperimetrical Figures,

such Figures as have equal Perimeters, or Circumferences.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 647 M. Cramer too, in the
Berlin Memoirs for 1752 . . proposes to demonstrate . . that

the circle is the greatest of all isoperimetrical figures,

regular or irregular. 1812 CRESSWELL Max. $ Min, I. 49
The greatest of all isoperimetrical polygons, of the same
number of sides, is necessarily equilateral. 1828 HUTTON
Course Math. II. 328 Of all isoperimetrical triangles, the
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one which has the Rreale.st surface is equilateral. i8j8

LAKDNKR Kucliiti* The area of the square exceeds the area

of any other iiioperiinelrical rectangle by the square of half

the difference of the sides of the rectangle.

2. Relating (o or connected witli isoperimetry.

Isoperimetrii al problems : see quot. J86j.

1743 /'*//. Trans. XLII. 358 Isopenmetrical Problems arc

resolved .. with like Facility by the same Method. 1816 ir.

Locroij't Diff. + Int. Calculus 463 Such is the simplest

case of the Isopfriinelrical Problems so called, because at

first only curves of the same length were considered. l8ai

BlacJnu. Mag. X. 557 From Cookery up to the Law of

Contingent Remainders, Isoperimetrical Problems, or the

world-wide difference between Objectivity and Subjectivity.

1865 B. PRICE Infinites. Calc. (ed. 2) II. 465 Problems of

relative maxima and minima . . wherein the variables are

not independent of each other, but are connected by
some

given relation, which may be integral or differential, or in

the form of a definite integral . . are often called isoperi-

metrical, because the Riven condition when interpreted

geometrically, is frequently equivalent to the length^ of the

curve being given between certain fixed points or limiting
lines.

Isoperimetry (aisoperi-metri). Geom. [f.

as ISOPEBIMETEB + -Y.] That branch of geometry
which deals with isoperimetrical figures, and the

problems connected with them.
1811 HUTTON Course Math. III. ii. 31 heading. Elements

of Isoperimetry. Ibid. 32 The most abstruse inquiries con-

cerning isoperimetry.

Isopetalous to Isopiestic : see Iso-.

Isophorous (sisp-foras), a. Bot. [f. Gr. lao-

<popot bearing equal weight, equal in strength,
f. lao-, IBO- + -<popos bearing.] Term used by
Lindley to express the relation of certain supposed

genera (e. g. of orchids) to those of which they are

field to be abnormal forms.
1866 Treas. Bot., Isophorous, Iransformable into some-

thing else. Thus, Aclinta [printed Actinia} is an isophorous
form of Dendrobium, Paxtonia of Spatkoglottis, and,
according lo Morren, Attguka and Lycaste ofMaxiUaria.

Isopleural (aisopl'ua'ral), a. [f. as next +
-AL.] Having equal sides, equilateral ; spec, in

/.col. belonging to the sub-class Isopleura of gas-

tropods, which have the body bilaterally sym-
metrical, as in the chitons. Also Isopleivrous it.

t I-sopleure. Obs. Also in Gr. form iso-

pleuron. [ad. Gr. laoir\tvp-os equilateral, f. lao-,
Iso- + ir\ivpa rib, side.] A figure with equal
sides ; an equilateral figure.
1591 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 18 Then in the voide ouer

the Isopleures make foure Mediane prickes, drawing lines
from one to another and they will make the Rhombus.
1647 H. MORE Philos. Poems 377 An Isopleuron or equi-
l.iterall Triangle. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Selv. 116 The
same Answer undoes the knot, that every triangle would
be an Isopleuron, that the diagonial lines of a Rhomboides
would be equal.

Isopod (ai's#pf?d), sb. (a.) Zool. Also isopode.
PI. isopods ; also freq. in L. form isopoda
(ais^poda). fa. mod.F. isopode, f. mod.L. Iso-

pod-a neuter pi., f. Gr. type *laoTToS-, f. Iso- +TTOVS,
iroJ- foot.] An animal of the order Isopoda of

sessile-eyed Crustaceans, characterized by seven

pairs of equal and similarly placed thoracic legs ;

comprising marine, fresh-water, and terrestrial

species, some being parasitic.
1835 KIRBY Hat. $ last. Anim. II. xv. 41 Isopods. Head

distinct. Eyes sessile. Legs simple, equal. 1851 DANA
Crust, i. ii There are. however, true intermediate species
between the Amphipods and Isopods. 1885 C. F. HOLDER
Marvels Anim. Life 144 The little isopods, so common on
our rocky shores.

b. attrib. or adj. ISOPODOUS.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 308 The isopod

Crustacea have the head distinct from the segment bearing
the first pair of feet.

So Isopodan (aisp-podan a. and sb. = prec. ;

Iiopodiform (yuoppAiffim) a. [ad. mod.L. iso-

podiformis : see -FORM], having the form of or

resembling an isopod, as certain insect larva:
;

Isopodimorphous (-mpufes) a. [Gr. ^op<prj form]
Isopodiform.
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>eriod of the Social, Marsic or Italian war, when the cities

>f Italy wrested isopolity, or at least isotely, from Rome.

1853 CI.OUGH Let. to C. E. Norton 21 Sept., Between
America and England . . one would be glad if there could

exist some isopolity. 1897 A. V. DICEY in Contemp. Kev.

Apr. 461 Community of citizenship woujd affect not civil,

but political rights. If the Acts creating isopolity were

passed, a citizen of the United States would stand, when in

England, in the same position as an English colonist.

b. trans/. Equality of rights or privileges (of

any kind).
186* S. LUCAS Secularia 26 The Church . . exemplifying

in her own '

dignified isopolity
'

the equality of all men in the

sight of God. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul viii. (1803! 80 The
Crucifixion had, in fact, been the protest of the Jew against
an isopolity of faith.

So Isopolite (aisp'pflait) [Gr. lo-oiroAmjj (see

above)] sb. and a., Isopolitical (sisopoli'tikal),

a., of or relating to isopolity ; involving mutual

rights of citizenship.

clypeus or buckler, and the anus furnished with filaments or
plates : isopodiform. 1856 DANA in A mcr. Jrnl. Sc. July 1 1

The siic of the body far transcends the ordinary Isopodan
limit.

IsOpodoUB (aisfpAlas), a. Zool. [f. as IsoPOD
+ -ous.] ISelonging to, or having the characters
of, the Isopoda : see prec.
i8j6 KIRBY & SP. Entoinol. III. xxx. 168, I possess two

specimens of 'a* tXSilMdm which seem to exhibit con-
siderable analogy with the Isopodous Crustacea. 1861
ANSTF.D Channel III. n. ix. (ed. 2) 234 The isopodous and
amphipodous species are also supplied hy the same
naturalist.

Isopolity (aisory-Hti). Chiefly Anc. Hist.
[ad. Gr. laowaUrti*. {. /<roiroAirns a citizen with
equal or reciprocal right, f. lao- + woAj'njs citizen.]
Equality of rights of citizenship between different
communities or states ; reciprocity of civic rights.
1836 C. F. HEKMANN Pol. Antiq. Gr. 229 It is not known

that Athens ws ever on terms of perfect Isopolity with any
other Stale. 1849 K.KMBLK Saxons Eng. n. vii. 1 1. 270 The

and Rome isopohtical relations existed, he would become a
citizen of that state.

Isopsephic (aisopse'fik, -rfik), a. (sb.) [f. Gr.

iini^/T;i/)i'n, f. laotfatp-os (f. loos equal + ^fj^os

pebble, counter) + -1C.] Of equal numerical

value ; said of words in which the numerical values

of the letters (according to the ancient Greek nota-

tion) made up the same amount. Also as sb. (in

//.) Isopsephic verses. So Isopsephiam (aiso-

psrfiz'm), isopsephic relation.

1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 291 note, They [the Greeks]
called verses isopsephics when their letters made up numeri-

cally the same sum. . . On the Gnostic gems the word
Abraxas is used as isopsephic to Meithras (the Sun) because
the letters of both names= 325. 1886 Hist. Interpr. ii. 98
This method resembled the Greek isopsephism and consisted
in establishing mystic relations between different cpncep-
lions, based on the numerical equivalence of value in the
letters by which they are expressed.

Isopterous (aisfrpteras), a. [f. Iso- + itTtp-uv

wing, -wrfp-os -winged + -OUS. Cf. late Gr. Ia6nrtp-
m swift as flight.] Having equal wings ; spec, in

Entom. Belonging to, or having the characters

of, the Isoptera (reckoned by some as a sub-order
of Neitroptera), comprising the termites or white

ants, having four large equal wings.

Isopyre (si'scpaiej). Min. [Named 1827;
f. Iso- + Gr. irvp fire.] An impure variety of

opal, containing admixtures of alumina, sesqui-
oxide of iron, and lime.

1817 Eilin. Neui Philos. "Jrnl. III. 264 The lustre of

isopyre is less bright and glassy than that of obsidian. 1883
KUNZ Amer. Gems in A/in. Resources U. S. 493 Isopyre is

found in small veins from one to three inches in width.

Isorrhythmic (ais0ri-J>mik), a. Also isorh-.

[f. Iso- + Gr. f>vffn-6s measured motion, pv9iun-6s
set to time, RHYTHMIC.]
1. Anc. Pros. Having the same nnmber of morcc

or units of time in thesis and arsis ; characterized

by feet of this kind (such as the dactyl, spondee,
and anapfcst).
2. Constructed in the same rhythm or metre (as

something else).

1870 Graphic 20 Aug. 183/1 We should like to see an
isorhythmic English version of Victor Hugo's

' Chasse du
Burgrave

'

or
' Pas d'armes du Roi Jean '.

t IsO'SCel, a. Obs. rare. (In 8 isooel.) [a.
F. isocilc, isoscHe (1542 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

isosceles : see below.] = ISOSCELES.
1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit.(\n'2) I. 31 A Triangle Isocel,

that is of two equal sides.

t Iso-scelar, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AR.]
= next.

1711 Brit. Apollo IV. No. 8. 12 An Isoscelar Triangle.

Isosceles (aisp-s/lfz), a. (si.} Geom. Also

6-7 isoscheles. [a. late L. Isosceles, a. Gr. lao-

o-KfAr/i equal-legged, f. lao- + axiKos, onf\t- leg.]
Of a triangle: Having two of its sides equal.

(Formerly sometimes as sb. : An isosceles triangle.)

1551 RECORDS Pathm. Knowl. B iij, There is also an other
distinction of the names of triangles, according to their

sides, whiche other be all equal . . other els two sydes bee
equall and the thyrd vnequall, which the Greekes call

Isosceles, the Latine men xquicurio, and in english tweyleke
may they be called. 1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclidl. Def. xxv. 5
Isosceles, is a triangle, which hath onely two sides equal I,

1571 DIGC;ES Pantom. i. Biija, Isoscheles is such aTriangle
as hath

onely
two sides like, the thirde being vnequall, and

Squares a Cube. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk % Setv. 1 1 5 We are
born in hand with this, That then a Scalemtm and Isosceles
would be all one. 1708 CANNING, etc. Loves Triangles in

Anti-Jacobin 7 May, Twas thine alone, O youth of giant
frame, Isosceles ! that rebel heart to tame. 1802 BOURNON
in Phil. Trans. XCII. 307 With isosceles triangular planes.
1812-16 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) I. 87 The resistance to
the motion of an isosceles wedge.
Hence Iso scelesisra (better iso'scelism) nonce-

wd., the character of being isosceles.

1851 RUSKIN Stones Ve>'. I. xxi. 32 But the spirit of the
triangle must be put into the hawthorn. It must suck in
isoscelesism with its sap.

Isoscope, -seismal, etc. : see Iso-.

ISOTHERMAL.

Isospondylous (aisospp'ndilas), a. Ichthyol.

[f. mocTL. Isospondyl-us (in pi. -yli) (f. Iso- + Gr.

a-KovtjvKoi, a<fov- vertebra, joint) + -ous.] Belong-

ing to, or having the characters of, the Isospondyli,
an order of physostomous fishes, including most
of the malacopterygians.

Isostasy (aisjrstasi). [f. Gr. lao- Iso- +
araau setting, weighing, standing, station ; cf. Gr.

iaoaraat-os in equipoise, equivalent.] Equilibrium
or stability due to equality of pressure.
1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly L. 243 The general problems of

isostasy. 1900 Ibid. LVI. 443 Now, so sensitive is the earth

to changes of gravity that, given time enough, it responds
to increase or decrease of pressure over large areas by
corresponding subsidence or elevation. . . This principle of

isostasy is undoubtedly a valuable one, which must be borne
in mind in all our reasonings on crust movements.

Isostatic (aisostse-tik), a. [f. as prec. + Gr.

(TTOTIKOS: see STATIC.] Stable because of equality
of pressure from all sides.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

IsostemonouB, -steric, etc. : see Iso-.

II Isoteles (ais<nfl<z). Anc. Gr. Hist. [Gr.

J<roTA.ijs paying equal taxes, f. taot equal + reAos,
rX- tax, etc.] One of a favoured class of metaci

or resident aliens at Athens,
' who enjoyed all

civic rights except those of a political nature'

(Liddell & Scott). So Isotely (aisfvtni) [ad. Gr.

iaoTf\(ia], the condition of an isoteles.

1849 GROTE Greece \\. Ixv. (1862) V. 592 That all metics
who would lend aid should be

p_ut
on the footing of isotely

or equal payment oftaxes with citizens. 1850 Ibid. Ixvi. VI.

17 Lysias. .passed the remainder of his life as an Isoteles, or

non-freeman on the best condition. 1849 KEMBLE : see

IsoPOLITY.

f I-sothe, V. Obs. In 3 i-sottien. [OE. Aesopian
to prove the truth of, verify, f. gc-, I- ' + s6p true,

SOOTH, sopian to prove true.] trans. To prove
true ; to verify, confirm.
a 925 Laws ofEarn. * GM. c. 6 7 Gif man bat JesoSije,

liege aegylde. c 1*05 LAY. 2901 1

j?is
heo him to^eornden

mid listen to isooien. c 1*40 Saivles \Varde in Cott. Hoiit.

261 Ha . . seoS nu al bat isoSet, bat ha hefden longe ear

icwiddet of ure lauerd.

I-sothe, ME. pa. pple. of SEETHE v.

Isotheral (sisp-beral, ai'sobloral), a. and sb.

[f. next or its F. original isothere + -AL. (The
etymological form from Gr. would be isothercal^\

a. adj. Applied to lines on a map, etc. con-

necting places having the same mean summer

temperature, b. sb. An isotheral line, an isotherm

of mean summer temperature.
1839 [see ISOCHEIMAL]. 1851 DANA Crust, n. 1452 There

are several reasons why isocrymal are preferable to isotheral

lines. 1867 PROCTOR in Intell. Obscrv. No. 62. 118 The iso-

theral of London. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age xxx. 427
The charts of isotheral and isochimenal lines.

Isothere (ai'S0J>ij). Phys. Geog. [a. F. isothere

sb. (
=
ligne isothere), introd. by Humboldt, 1817,3.

Gr. lao- Iso- -t- Otpos, Otpi- summer.] An imaginary
line passing through points on the earth's surface

that have the same mean summer temperature.
1853 DANA Crust, n. 1453 It is . . an objection to using the

isotheres, that those towards the equator are much more

irregular in course than the isocrymes.

Isotherm (ars0J>5.im). Phys. Geog. [f. F.

isotherme, introd. by Humboldt, 1817, ' Gr. lao-

Iso- + Bipfai heat, 9(p/i-6s hot.] An imaginary
line passing through points on the earth's surface

having the same mean temperature ;
an isothermal

line : see next.

1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) vii. 171 The isotherm
of 65 skirts the northern limits of the sugar-cane. 1880

Times 16 Aug. 11/4 The isotherms are still distinctly of the

summer type, but the difference between the temperatures
at the inland and the coast stations is smaller.

Isothermal (aisoha'jmal), a. and sb. [f. F.

isotherme (see prec.) + -AL.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, indicating, or corre-

sponding to equal temperatures ; a. esp. in Phys.

Geog. applied to a line (imaginary or on a map,
etc.) connecting places on the earth's surface at

which the temperature for a particular period, or

(usually) the mean annual temperature, is the same
;

also to a map or chart exhibiting such lines.

18x6 KIRBY & Sr. Entomol. IV. xhx. 484 Fixed by the

will of the Creator, rather than . . regulated by any isothermal

lines. 1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 106 The lines of equal
winter temperature do not coincide with the lines of equal
annual heat, or the isothermal lines. 1880 HAUGHTON Phys.

Geog. vi. 278 In Europe. .51 N. Lat., which corresponds to

the same isothermal line as 39 N. Lat. in America.

b. Applied to (imaginary) lines or surfaces of

equal heat in a crystal or other body when heated.

1854 J. SCOFFEKN in Orr^s Circ. Sc., Chem. 137 In crystals

having two optic axes . . if a centre of heat be assumed to

exist within, and the crystal to be indefinitely extended in

all directions, the isothermal surfaces will be ellipsoids with

three unequal axes. 1871 B. STEWART Heat 281.
_ 1895

STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. \. n As the form is in-

variably found to be either circular or elliptical, the

continuous isothermal surface which would result from the

maintenance of a given temperature at a point inside

a crystal must be either a sphere, a spheroid, or an ellipsoid.



ISOTHEBMALLY.
B. sl>. An isothermal line or surface ; an iso-

therm.

1852 DANA Crust, n. 1453 The difficulty of dividing this
space by convenient isothermals. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxottt.
503 The present limit of trees is the isothermal which gives
the mean temperature of 50 Fahr. in July, or about the
parallel of 67 N. latitude. 1875 LYELL Princ. Geol. II. n.
xxxiii. 231 The planes of the subterranean isothermals or
surfaces of equal temperature being thus made to vary.
1875 Academy 21 Aug. 201/1 Professor Mayer describes the
method invented by him for obtaining registers of the iso-
thermals on the sun's disc.

Hence Isothe rmally adv. So also Isother-
moTmth (aisojw-imobjeb) [Gr. fia9m depth], a line

connecting points of equal temperature at various

depths in a vertical section of the sea ; Isothe-r-
mous a. = ISOTHERMAL a.

1897 Daily Neivs 15 June 5/5 The compression [of the
air] takes place isothermally. 1876 SIR C. W. THOMSON,
Isothermobath. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s.v. Isothermus
Isothermous lines do not follow the parallels at the equator
Isotherombrose (srsoberp-mbrous), a. Phys.

Geoff, [f. as ISOTHEBE + Gr. 6/j/3pos rain + -OSE.]
Applied to a line (on a map, etc.) connecting places
at which the ratio of the summer rainfall to the
annual rainfall is the same.
1864 WEBSTER cites A. K. JOHNSTON.
Isotome (3i-s0t0"m). Zool. [f. Iso- + Gr. TO/^

cutting, section.] An imaginary line conceived to

pass through corresponding (homologous) joints
or parts in a series of different animals, indicating
homology. Hence Isotomous (aisjvtonws) a., of
or pertaining to an isotome.
1884 [see ISOMERE].

Isotouic (aisotfrnik), a.
[f. Gr. Mrovos

equally stretched, of equal tension or tone
(f. lao-

Iso- + roVos TONE) + -ic.]
1. Mus. Characterized by equal tones, as the

system of tuning usually called equal temperament.
1828 WEBSTER s. v.. The isotonic system, in music, con-

sists of intervals, in which each concord is alike tempered,
and in which there are twelve equal semitones.

2. Physio!. (See quot. 1900.)
1898 Alllntits Syst. Med. v. 461 Determination of the

isotonic coefficient of the red corpuscles is another method
of blood examination. 1899 CAGNEV tr. JakscKs din.
Diagnosis i. (ed. 4) 16 Mention must be made of von Lim-
beck's researches on the subject of the resistence of the red
corpuscles and the isotonic property of blood-serum. 1900
SIR J. BURDON-SANDERSON Schafer's Text-bk. Physiol. II.

353 If, before and during excitation, its opposite attach-
ments are so fixed that they cannot be brought nearer
together by the effort of the muscle to contract, the excita-
tion of the muscle is said to occur under isometric condi-
tions. If, on the other hand, one end of the muscle is left

free, so that it can shorten on excitation, and in so doing
lift a weight which is attached to it, the excitation is said to
take place under isotonic conditions.

Isotrimorphism, etc. : see Iso-.

Isotropic (sisotrp-pik), a. Physics, [f. Iso-
+ Gr. T/JOTT-OS turn, way, manner, disposition +
-ic. Cf. Gr. iffoT/WTTos of like character.] Exhibit-

ing equal physical properties or actions (e.g.
refraction of light, elasticity, conduction of heat
or electricity) in all directions : opp. to seololropic
or anisotropic.
1864 in WEBSTER citing NICHOU 1867 THOMSON &

TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 518 The substance of a homogeneous
solid is called isotropic when a spherical portion of
it, tested by any physical agency, exhibits no difference
in quality, however it is turned. 1879 RUTLEY Stud,
Rocks ix. 70 To distinguish singly-refracting or isotropic
from doubly-refracting or anisotropic minerals. 1894
Naturalist 68 The rock further resembles certain of the
Leinster granites in containing grains of isotropic garnet.
1896 Yale Univ. Grad. Course Instruct. 71 Propagation of
light in isotropic and aeolotropic media.

So Isotrope (ai'sotroup), a. Isotropons (sisf-

tnfpas), a. = prec. ; Isotropy (aisp-taJpi), the
condition or quality of being isotropous.
1885 LANDOIS & STIRLING Hum. Physiol. II. 624 The con-

tractile substance [of muscle fibres] doubly refracts light and
is said to be anisotrofous, while the ground-substance causes
single refraction, and is isotrofous. 1888 LD. RAYLEIGH in
Philos. Mag. Sept. 242 There is involved no assumption as
to the homogeneity or isotropy of the dielectric medium.

Isotype : see Iso-.

I-sought, ME. pa. pple. of SEEK v. I-sou-
koured, of SDCCOUK v.

tlsoirnd,a. Obs. Forms r seaund, 2-4 i-sund,
4 ysound, [OE. gesund = OS. gisund, OHG.
gisunt, Ger. gesund, Du. gezond. The prefix ge-,

If- of the old langs. has fallen off in later Eng.
and Fris. : see SOUND a. The ulterior etymology
is uncertain.] Sound, in health, well, safe.

BecnvuJf(Z.)
1628 paes be hi hyne gesundne geseon moston.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram, xxxiii. (Z.) 209 Aue oo5e salite beo
xesund, .. Auete, saluete, beo^> sesunde. 1205 LAY. 295
pe child wes iboren isund. r 1275 Passion our Lord 186
in O. E. Misc. 42 LeteJ> Jjeos bileuen hoi and isunde. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 1093 pat no lym be laft ysounde.

I-sounded, ME. pa.pple.of SOUND v. I-sowe(n,
of Sow v.

Isozoic, etc. : see Iso-.

I-spared, ME. pa.pple. 01 SPARE v. I-sped,
of SPEED v. I-speke(n, of SPEAK v. I-speled,
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of SPELE v., to spare. I-spend, -ed, i-spent,
of SPEND v. I-sperred, of SPAR v., to bar.

f I-spile, isepile, var. of ihpile, ilespil obs.,
hedgehog : see IL.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP.R. xvm. i. (MS. Bodl.) If. 239/2Som bestes gadreth store of mete and fedinge : as Isepiles
and be ample. 1495 Ibid. Ixii. 818 An ispile [MS. Bodl.
vrchon] hath a lytyll body and many pykes that occupyeth
more place than the body.
I-spild, -spilled, -spilt, ME. pa. pple. ofSPILL

v. I-spited, of SPIT
., to transfix. I-spoiled,

ofSPOIL v. I-spoke(n, ofSPEAK z>. I-sponne(n,
-spun, of SPIN v. I-spoused, of SPOUSE v.

I-spoyled, of SPOIL v. I-sprad, i-spred, of
SPREAD v. I-spreind, i-sprengd, of SPRENG
v. I-sprong(e, i-sprung(en, of SPRING v.

I spy : see HY-SPY.

I-spyld, ME. pa. pple. of SPILL v.

Israel (i'zreiel). Also 4 (Wyclif) Yrael. [a.
L. Israel, Gr. lapafa, a. Heb. te-rir yisrdel, lit.

'he that striveth with God', symbolic proper
name conferred upon Jacob, Gen. xxxii. 28.]
1. The people descended from Israel or Jacob,

the ' children of Israel
'

collectively ;
the Jewish or

Hebrew nation or people.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Exod. v. 2 Ne can ic Drihten, ne ic nelle

forlaetan Israela folc. c 1250 Gen. If Ex. 3268 Wende we
a-gen An[d] israel folc lete we ben. Ibid. 3449 Moyses

Egipt
and Israel. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 162 At
Tripoli many Jewes and Gentiles had . . perished with an
Earthquake, whereof died in all Israel twentie thousand.
1878 SCHILLER-SZINESSY in Academy 606/2 The German
Jews, now the most accomplished in all Israel.

2. In fig. and allusive uses ; esp. the chosen

people of God, the elect : applied to the Christian

church, or to true Christians collectively.
Often in phrases applied originally in O. T. to the Jewish

people ;
e. g. Israel ofGod, mother in Israel, etc.

1382 WYCLIF Gal. vi. 16 Pees vpon hem, and mercy, and
vpon Israel of God [Rhcims f,- 1611 the Israel of God]. 1611
BIBLE Rom. ix. 6 For they are not all Israel [earlier in>.

Israelites] which are of Israel. 1692 H. PRIDEAUX Direct.
Ch.wardens (ed. 4) 1 17 The greatest Tremblers of our Israel.

1713 WARDER True Amazons Ded. 7 Though all the Thou-
sands of your Britannick Israel esteem Your Majesty's
Person as Sacred. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 117 Old
Aunt Ann was a sort of mother in the colored Israel of the
town. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 152 The truth.. that the
converted Gentiles constituted the ideal Israel.

Hence I-sraelism, reference to God's Church
under the name or figure of Israel ; Israeli -stic

a., using the name or guise of Israel.

1684 H. MORE Answer 185 That Israelism which runs
through the whole Prophecy. Ibid. 241 He in this Hylas-
tick and Israelistick way prophesies of the state of the New
Jerusalem.

Israelite (i'zre,ebit), sb. and a. [ad. L.

Israelita, ad. Gr. 'lapaijKirijs ; in Heb. ''wiir

yisreeli; see prec. and -ITE.]
A. sb. 1. One of the people of Israel

; one of
the Hebrew people ; a Jew.
1382 WYCLIF a Cor. xi. 22 The! ben Ysraelitis, and I. 1535

COVERDALE ibid., They are Israelites, euen so am I. 1611
BIBLE John i. 47 Behold an Israelite indeed in whom is no
guile. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)
III. 704 Tears started to the Israelite's ej'es. 1865 tr.

Kenans Life Jesus 7 The assistance . . given me for this

part of my task by a learned Israelite, M. Neubauer, well
versed in Talmudic literature.

2. fig. One of God's chosen people ; a member
of the spiritual Israel.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. ix. 6 Sothli not alle that ben of Israel,
thes ben Israelitis. 1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. 56 Howe
muche more then ought the spirituall Israelites to vse all

possible meanes. 1607 HIERON Wks. I. 102 The elect are
called the Israel of God, and the true seruants of God
Israelites indeede. 1699 s - SEWALL Diary 4 Nov. (1878) I.

504 Capt. Appleton of Ipswich, .an Israelite indeed, a great
Ornament of that Church and Town.
B. adj. Pertaining to Israel

; Jewish, Israelitish.

1851 D. PITCAIRN in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xi. 4 By
drowning the Israelite males. 1899 SAYCE Early Israel I.

54 The peasantry was Israelite.

Hence I sraeliteship nonce-wd., the position or

standing of an Israelite.
1680 H. DODWELL 7* Lett. (1691) 25 The opening of

the ears.. the true Israeliteship, . .every where assigned as
the reasons of the conversion of many of them.

Israelitic (i:z,eli-tik), a. rare. [ad. L.

Israelitic-us, f. Israelita : see prec. and -ic.] =
ISRAELITISH. So t Israelitloal a. Obs.
1609 BIBLE (Douay) Exod. xii. Comm., Did the Israelitical

people in /Egypt use to eate a lambe raw? 1668 H. MORE
Div. Dial. iv. xxiii. (1713) 346 These Congruities of the
Israelitical Types. 1836 G. S. FABER Prim. Doctr. Election
n. x. 423 The subject of the israelitic phraseology. 1882-3
SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 706 The next noticeable
contact between Egyptian and Israelitic history.

Israelitish. (i-zre,6l3i:tif), a. [f. ISRAELITE
+ -ISH.] Belonging to the Israelites, or to the
nation of Israel

; Jewish.
r535 COVERDALE Lev. xxiv. 10 An Israelitish- womans

sonne. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 26 The Isralitische
church. 1656 BEN ISRAEL Vind. Judxorum in Phenix (1708)
1 1. 401 In the Israelitish Senate no Torture was ever inflicted.

ISSTTANT.

1884 Brit, f, For. Eyang. Rev. July 403 Secretary and
archivist of the Israelitish community in Pesth.

b. fig. (cf. ISRAELITE A. 2).

1739 G. WHITEFIELD in Life f, Jrnls. (1756) 269 An honest
open hearted true Israelitish Quaker.

I'sraelitism. rare. [f. as prec. + -ISM.] The
religion of the Israelites

; Judaism.
1626 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 76 This' only

amazeth me ; That in men pretending Israelitisme, as sincere
as Nathaniels, the sentence should seeme plausible.

t I-sraelitize, v. nonce-wd. [See -IZE.] Inphr.
to Israelitize it : to play the Israelite.

1652 URQUHART Jrmtl Wks. (1834) 2 Most rigidly
Israehtizing it in their Synagogical Sanhedrins.

fl'sraelize, v. nonce-wd.
[f. ISRAEL + -IZE.]

trans. To make like Israel ; to cause to prevail
(see Gen. xxxii. 28).
1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Met. xiii, loue, Israelli/e my

tongue, and let my voyce Preuayle with thee.

t I'ssailt, a. Her. Obs. rare. [a. F. issant,
alsoyessant, pr. pple. of OF. issir, eissir, to go out ;

see ISHZ>.] =ISSUANT 2.

1313 in Glover's Hist. Derby (1829) I. App. 61 Robert
Barley bayryth goulls halffa Buk gold and sylver per pale
. . issant owt of a wrayth goulls and sylver. 1562 LEIGH
Arinorie^b, He bearethArgent.a Lion iesaunte& iesaunte
Sable. L. This I take to be two halfe Lions. G. : Not so
it is but one Lion. For if you marke it well, you shal per-
ceaue y' as he goweth out at the cheife, so cometh he in,
at y baste of the Escocheon.

Isschewe, obs. form of ESCHEW v.

I-sschilde, var. of I-SHIELD v. Obs.

t Isse, int. Obs. [A natural utterance : cf. hush,
st, whisht.] An ejaculation enjoining silence.

1598 FLORIO, Zita, an aduerbe to commaund or perswade
ulence, as we say isse, whisht or st.

Isse, obs. form of ICE. Isse, Issh, var. of ISH
v. Obs. I-ssed, ME. pa.pple. of SHED w. Issle,
var. of ISEL, Obs. I-ssryned, ME. pa. pple. of
SHRINE v. I-ssryue(n, of SHRIVE v.

Issuable (i-J'w^b'l, i-si-), a.
[f. ISSUE sb.

and v. + -ABLE.]
1. Law. That admits of an issue being taken

; in

regard to which or during which issue may be

joined. Also transf.
c 1570 rriite f, Loivl. (1841) 17 Until ye come to matter

issuable. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. Eng. (1609) 66 If
the aunswere be issuable they proceede to triall. 1598
KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) 444 It is a matter in deed issu-
able. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. 353 Hilary or trinity
terms, which from the making up of the issues therein are
usually called issuable terms. 1890 Scot. Leader 28 Jan. 4
His Lordship held that there was no issueahle matter in the
paragraphs complained of.

2. That may be issued, as a writ or summons
;

liable or authorized to be issued.

1642 CHAS. I Answ. Dec!. Both Houses i
July 41 This

Statute .
.^doth onely enact a Commission issuable, without

commanding that it shall issue. 1740 Profos. Prov. Poor 6
Cattle issuable for Naval Services. 1863 Pall Mall G.
18 July lo/r He will be without a seat until February, no
new writ being issuable until the election of a Speaker.
1886 GLADSTONE Irish Quest, iii. 25 Fifty million of Consols
issuable under the act.

3. Liable to issue as the proceeds of any property,
investment, or source of revenue.
1674 T. TURNOR Case Bankers vii. 30 [He] forthwith stops

their Pensions issuable out of the said Tributes. 1737 L.
CLARKE Hist. Bible (1740) II. xii. 706 An account of all the
persons, possessions, and estates therein, and the taxes
issuable from them. 1814 Hist. Univ. Oxford II. 127 To
purchase lands, the issuable profits of which he ordered to
be equally distributed between the Fellows and Scholars.

Hence I-ssuaMy adv., in an issuable manner
; so

as to raise an issue.

1783 R. BURKE in E. Burlte's Corr. (1844) III. j8, I ex-

pressed a wish that a certain person should be driven to
plead issuably. 1825 KNAPP & BALDW. Newgate Cat. IV.
288/1 Obliged them to plead issuably.

Issuance (i'J'ians, i-si-). U.S.
[f. next: see

-ANCE.] The action of issuing, putting forth, or

giving out
;
= ISSUE sb.

1865 Proclam. President U.S. 29 May, Whereas many
persons who had so engaged in said rebellion have, since the
issuance of said proclamation, failed or neglected to take
the benefits offered thereby. 1885 Century Mag. XXX.
605 Such allotment and issuance of individual patents. 1892
LOUNSBUBY Stud. Chancer I. 88 The issuance of the letters
of protection. 1893 Voice (N.Y.) 7 Feb. 3/2 The flexibility
of issuance would be real, but the flexibility of circulation or
distribution would be only nominal in respect to the more
distant commercial centers.

Issuant (i'J'wiant, i'siw-), a. (sb.} [f. ISSUE v.

+ -ANT l, after F. pr. pples. in -ant.]
1. Issuing or proceeding from a place or source.
Now rare.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 7 Out of that Cloud is issuant
so forcible a whirle-wind, as breeds feare and admiration.
1642 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. i. 13. 7 A rent charge to be
issuant out of the same Carue. 1660 WATERHOUSE Arms fy
Arm. 81 Commensurate to the Knowledge we have of that

thing or person, and issuant from it as the tribute we give
to that Excellency of worth we apprehend. 1839 BAILEY
Festus xxxi. (1852) 528 Issuant from the eternal throne,
Came like a cloud of light, the bright response.
2. Her. Emerging from the bottom of a chief, or

(less usually) rising from another bearing or from
the bottom of an escutcheon. Said esp. of a beast
of which the upper half alone is visible. Cf. ISSANT.



ISSUE.

tssuant atul revertant, 'emerging and disappearing':

said of two beasts on a shield when only the lower part of

one and the upper part of the other are seen.
'

U,Mi...iM&'mWr/ iil.ix.(i6ii) in He beareth Azure
. f fl .!.___ \l/U~n(*. c all7j>E RlttltaH

'

ofa MounT/in BaseT three Wheate stalkes, Bl

frmn

d Eared, all Proper. . . A Venetian Coate-armour. /t,J.

111 This Lion is said to be issuant htcause he doth issue

n out of the bottome of the Chiefe. 1687 A.
LOVEJ.L

tr.

THciviut's Trm. l. it} There are also three demy Lions

issuant out of the Wall, from the Head to half the Body.

1813 tLarr**FfntUtlf: xxiii, Issuant out ofa ducal coronet,

Or, an oak-tree fructed.

t B. rf. Something that issues or juts out. Obs.

1674 JEAKE Aritk. (1690' -xn The little Issuants at Top
denote the Table may be increased as occasion requires.

Issue (i'J'w, i'*i), t&. Forms : 4-6 issu, isgew(e,

isshue, 1,4 yaue, 4-5 yssu,.SV. isohow), 4-7 yasue,

5 ygsew(e, isswe,isohewe,(i8ue,usshew, usohu\
6 eisew(e, isshewe, ishew, ishu, ishwe, (isew,
S(. ysohew, ischue, ischay), v7essue), 4- issue.

[ME. a. OF. issue, tissue, isue, issue, uxuwc, etc.

(mod.F. issue) : pop.L. *exuta sb. (analogous to

those in -ata, -ADE) from tem.ol*exiltns pa. pple.,

for cl.L. exitits (cf. It. esfilo, uscita from *exitus),

from L. exire to go out : see ISH z>.]

I. 1. The action of going, passing, or flowing

out ; egress, exit ; power of egress or exit
;

out-

going, outflow.

1381 WYCUF Ps. cxx[i). 8 The Lord kepe thin entre and

thfissu. 1419 Surtas Misc. (1888) 14 I'he kynges dyke
betwix Bouthumbarr and Munkbarr was so stopped, that

the water myght noght hafe issue, c 1460 SIB R. Ros La

pastourage . .

I. 39 The said winde within the earth . . was not powerful

enough to breake forth and make issue. 1673 TEMPLE Ots.

United Prov. Wks. 1731 I. 44 The Maes. . fell, .into the Sea

at the Briel, with mighty Issues of Waters. 1860 TVNDALI.

(rlac. l. v. 38 The whole volume.. escaped from beneath the

ice at the end of the glacier, forming a fine arch at its place
of issue.

fb. A sally, sortie. Obs.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Ayman xx. 443 His bredren
made an yssue vpon hym and hys folke, and slewe many of

theym. 1577 HoLlNSHEoCArcw. 11.1195/1 Dayly were issues

made out ofthe Citie at dyuerse gates. 1685 TRAVHSTIN Siege
Neivheusel 38 The besieged . . made an issue on the East side,

with a strong Body of men.

C. fig. in reference to things immaterial, or to

coming out of a condition.

r 1374 CHAUCER Tmylus v. 205 His sorwes bat he spared

hadde, He yaf an yssue large, and deth he cride. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 259/1 She. .ordeyned her body to abyde
in her bedde unto her yssue and departyng. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 33 That wherein I have given you advertise-

ment, . . had issue from a heartie good will. 1611 BIBLE
Ps. Ixviii. 20 Vnto God the Lord belong the issues from
death. Pr0v. iv. 23 Keepe thy heart with all diligence :

for out of it are the issues of life. l66a Bk. Com. Prayer
Prayer all Condit. Men, Giving them, .a happy issue out of

all their afflictions. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iii. 8^ He
[Gray] is a poetical nature repressed and without free issue.

2. Outgoing ; termination, end
;

close,

fa. of a period of time. Ots.

1483 CAXTON G. dt la TtiurAj, As I was in a garden, .as

it were in thyssue of Aprylle.

b. of an action or proceeding.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, u. xxiii. 6 Formal speakers,

that study more about prefaces and inducements, than upon
the conclusions and issues of speech. 1638 SIR'!'. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 190 [He] gave a like issue to his life and
Kingdome. 1769 ROBERTSON Chat. V, vn. Wks. 1813 III.

43 Before the negotiations at Crespy were brought to an
issue.

c. of anything extended in space.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 308 A folding robe . Fell

bright-white to the feet, with a purple border of issue.

f3. Feudal Law. issues of homage, fines paid

by vassals when released from the obligation of

homage. Obs.

1648 Art. Peace c. 7 Such Composition and Agreement
which shall be made with his most Excellent Majesty for

the Court of Wards, Tenures, Respits and Issues of Homage.
4. Med. A discharge of blood or other matter

from the body, either due to disease or produced
surgically by counter-irritation.

15*6 TINDALE Matt. ix. 20 A woman which was diseased
with an issue of bloud [WVCLIF, the flix or rennynge of
blood] xij yeres. 1535 COVERDALE Lev. xv. 2 Whan a man
hath a runnynge yssue from out of his flesh, y* same is

vncleane. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 43 Would you haue
. . One playster to an olde issue and a fresh wound ? 1726
LAW Serious C. xix

(
If physic or issues will keep the com-

plexion from inclining to coarse or ruddy, she thinks them
well employed. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 57
Escharolics are employed to produce ulcerations which
shall be the bases of issues.

fir. 1615 SANDERSON 12 Serin. (1637) 229 It may be they
had found some case . . by an issue at the tongue or eye, in
an humble confession of their sinnes, and in weeping and
mourning for them with tears of repentance.

b. An incision or artificial ulcer made for the

purpose of causing such a discharge.
1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 191 If at any time she

be troubled with the Dropsie, an issue must be made under
her shoulder. i6a PEPVS Diary 14 June, He had a blister,
or issue, upon his neck. 1800 Med. 7ml. IV. 33 Two large
issues were now cut, one below each knee, the discharge
from which being copious, afforded considerable relief 1861
MM. CABLYLK Lett. III. 78 Lying there, with two issues in
her back.
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II. 5. A place or means of egress ; way out ;

outlet.

ij.. A'. Alia. 816 (MS. Bodl.t At J yssue of fe doren,
Tholomeus dude on his sporen. c 1400 Afol. Loll. 34 In )>e

weyes of Jw temple,
bi al fre issewis of pe sanctuari. c 1450

STONE tr. Gonlart's Mcnt. Hist. 570 At the mouth and issue

of this straite. 1736 LEONI A Ibertfs A rchit. I. 18/1 The
Issues for Smoke and Water ought to be as direct as

possible. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. 65 P 4 He now re-

solved to . try to find some issue where the wood might open
into the plain. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xviii, As my Lady
Castlewood . . passed through one door of the saloon . . my
Lord Castlewood departed by another issue. 1885 STEVEN-
SON Dynamiter 181 A spot whence his eye commanded the
three issues of the square.

b. The point where a body of water flows out ;

the mouth of a river, outlet of an inland sea, etc.

Also, the outflowing stream.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 354 Tins fals tratour his men
had maid. .The ischow [?\r. ysche] of a louch to den. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis in. x. 80 Now eik, as thai say, Arethusa,
at thi mouth or ischay It [AlpheusJ cnteris rynmng in the
Cicel! se. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 82 The vast and wide
Ocean lying before Asia . . breaketh into the maine with a
small and narrow issue. 1611 BR EREWOOD Lang. <v Relig.
xiii. 131, I find the city of Arsaratha. .placed near the issue

of the river Araxes into the Caspian sea. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 513 This Sea [the Caspian] is . . without

any issue to other Seas. 1844 Mem, Babylonian P'cess \ I .

66 Neither its source nor its issue is known.

f C. A sewer or sink
;
a privy. Obs.

1588 Nottingham Rec. IV. 223 A great anoyinge to the
whole stritte for lacke of an essewe. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Fartnc viii. 25 It is also a signe of Raine . . if the
common Issues or Priuies doe stinke more than usually.

III. 6. Offspring, progeny ;
a child or children ;

a descendant or descendants. Now chiefly in legal
use or with reference to legal succession, f For-

merly sometimes with pi. issues. (Rarely used of

the young of beasts.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 239 Hym-self bihi^te to me and

to myne issue bothe Londe and lordship, c 1450 LONELICH
Grail Iv. 397 Of that damysele Cam forth Isswe kyng Car-
celois bothe good and trewe. 1486 Bk. St. Albanst Her.
B ij a, If he had vshew forth vnto the fifth degree from him
by right lyne of vsshew male he is a gentylman of blode.

1504 Plnmpton Corr. 193 As for such essew as God sendeth

them, it is noe doubt but he wyll. .provyd for them. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 101 b, The laste kynge of
Fraunce of the

heyre
males of Charlemayne, was Lewysthe

fifte, who died without isshewe. 1614 RALEIGH Hist, world
\. (1634) 92 There were founded by his [Noah's] Issues many
^reat Cities. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. vii. in By
the birth of issue, the possibility of the donor's reversion was
rendered more distant and precarious. 1781 W. BLANE Ess.

Hunting (1788) 70 How the impression of the Dog . . could
occasion similitude in the issue of the Bitch, and for a con-
tinuance of years, after the Dog's death, nobody but the
Doctor is capable of defending. 1850 HT. MARTINEAU
Hist. Peace II. v. ix. 344 No issue from this marriage
survived. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 324 Rich Aemathia's
arm, great sire of a goodlier issue.

fig. c 14*0 ? HOCCLEVE Piteous Compl. Soul 50, I am
adred that charite is deed, . . Withowt[en] eyre or issue of
hire seed. 1581 J. BELLH'addon's A nsw. Osor. 222 b, Issues
and sproughts of Religiones never planted by god. 1679
DRVDEN Tr. <5* Cr. Prol. 19 Weak, short-liv'd issues of a
feeble Age ; Scarce living to be christened on the Stage !

1704 SWIFT Batt. Bks. Misc. (1711) 222 Lust and Avarice;
which, tho'.. Brethren or collateral Branches of Pride, are

certainly the Issues of Want.

f b. A race, stock, breed, brood
; also^. Obs.

i6ao T. GRANGER Div. Logike 40 Deucalion cast stones
over his shoulders, from whence we are sprung, an hard
issue. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav, 221 Though the Cam-
brian issue in the new found world may seeme extinct, the

Language, .points at our Madocs former being there. 1680
ALLEN Peace ^- Unity Pref. 70 The numerous Issue and
Company of Atheists, Infidels, Scepticks, Papists, and
Quakers in this Nation.

7. Produce, proceeds ; profits arising from lands
or tenements, amerciaments, or fines. Now only
in legal use.

1330 R. BRUNNEC/WW. (1810)19 He was first of Inglond,
bat gaf God his tibe, Of Isshue of bestes, of londes, or of libe

\De ryssue de ses bestes.de terre et tenement]. 1390 LANGL.
Kick. Redeles iv. 8 Alle pe issues of court bat to pe kyng
longid. 1439 E. R. Wills (1882) 122 All profytes and issues
of the maners. 1537 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
146, 5" by the year to their clothing, of the issues of the said

Hospital. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 27 a, Such wardeine
in socage shal take no issues or profiles of suche landes.

1765 Act 5 Geo. ///, c. 26 Preamble, All manner of issues,
revenues, and profits of the said island. 1883 in WHARTON.

t b. A fine, an amerciament ; an order for

levying such. Obs.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 378 That euery Bailly .. yelde
accoinptes of the yssues, fines, amerciaments of Grenewax,
in the kynges courte forfet by eny citezen dwellynge w'yn
the cyte. 1561 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Ejtigr. (1867) 205
Thou lostst a marke in. issews, criers say. 1620 J. WILKINSON
Coroners fy Sherifes ^7 Sherifes must levy their issues and
amerciaments by their extracts under the scale of the Ex-
chequer. 1640-4 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) I. 344
Aopear while you will, plead what you will, submit to the

Mercy of the Court, Issues shall go on still, as if you did
neither, till you have done somewhat that the Court will
not order you to do, nor is bound to take notice of when you
have done. 175* J. LOUTHIAN Fortit of Process (ed. 2) 184
A. B. come forth, or you lose loor. in Issues.

8. That which proceeds from any source ; the
outcome or product ^/"any practice or condition.

ISSUE.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well it. i. 109 The dearest issue of his

;ractice
And of his olde experience, th'onlie darling. 1656

V. SANDERSON Graphite 22 From an Artizan's excellencie:W. SANDERSON Graphice 22 From an Artizan's excellencies,
proceed those extravagant varieties . . which are not the issues
of an idle brain. 1671 CAVE Prim. Chr, i. v.

(1673) 120 Th
issue of the most foolish spite. 1871 BLACKIE four PJiases
i. 52 The product of my labour and the issues of my activity
are mine.

t b. An action, a deed (in relation to the doer).
Obs. rare.
i6ox SHAKS. Jwl. C. in. i. 294 There shall I try In my

Oration, how the People take The cruell issue of these

bloody men. 1611 Cymb. \\. \. 51 You are a fool granted
therefore your issues, being foolish, do not derogate,

f C. An emanation. Obs.

1650, D. PELL Iittfr. Sea Proem. B viij note, There be
certain incorporeal and spiritual evaporations and issues
which proceed out of the Loadstone.

f 9. The entrails of a butchered animal. Obs.
c 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862) 9 Take, wasshe |>o isues of

swannes anon, And skoure bo guttus with salt ichon. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 266/1 Issu (of) a slayne beeste, . . intrale,
?>tl infliir. intralia, . . extum.
IV. 10. The outcome of an action or course of

proceedings or the operation of something ; event,

result, consequence. Also in pi. In the issue (f in

issue} , in the event.

1382 WVCLIF Ruth iii. 18 Abide doujter, to the tyme that
we seen what yssu the thing wol han. c 1400 Destr, Troy
2708 Fortune. .Ordans an yssew, euyn as hym lyst.

a 1568
ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 62 Experience of all facions . .

being^e,
in profe, alwaise daungerous, in isshue, seldom

lucklie. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I, 103 Diverse

presonaris tackin..war send home ransome free, upoun
promesse of thair fidelitie, which, as it was keapt, the ishew
will witnesse. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows HI. 47. 271 The
issue of the combat can not be ill where the cause of the
combatant is good. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Led. i. 6 All such
Principles are . . all one in the issue with the rankest Atheism.

1777 WATSON Philip II (1793) III. xx. 45 The prosperity
of the United Provinces was, in the issue, greatly augmented.
1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. iii. 108 If

perseverance merited a favourable issue, at least he has had
a right to expect it. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl. (1868) II. ix. 27
The issue was to show whether the sarcasm were just or not.

fb. The event or fortune befalling a person;
luck in an undertaking. Obs.

t

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 360 To see to what issue The king
befalleth at the laste. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. i. ii. 97
loynting their force 'gainst Caesar, Whose better issue in

the warre from Italy Vpon the first encounter tlraue them.

1630 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Moral Relat. 309 [He] had done
well in the Armies, . .and had had good issue on many good
occasions.

fc. The result of a discussion or examination
of a question ; decision, conclusion. Obs.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 206 Ate laste they accorde. .her tale
to recorde To what issue they be falle A knight shall speke
for hem alle. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. (1684) III. 242 They
came to this issue, that Willerton should draw out of the

Scriptures and Docters his Reasons, and Bradford would
peruse thetn. 1719 DK FOE Crusoe i. xviii. They, .said they
would much rather venture to stay there than to be carried
to England to be hanged ; so I left it on that issue.

d. The outcome or upshot of an argument,
evidence, etc.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. HI. iii. 219, I am to pray you, not to
straine my speech To grosser issues, nor to larger t'teach,

Then to Su-spition. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 145 The Issue of
this present Section. 1898 W. M. RAMSAY Was Christ born
in Bethlehem ? v. no All our positions are the most probable
issue of the scanty evidence.

V. 11. Law. The point in question, at the con-

clusion of the pleadings between contending parties
in an action, when one side affirms and the other

denies.

Issue offact, an issue raised by denying something averred
as a fact. Issue of law > an issue raised by a demurrer or

analogous proceedings, conceding the fact alleged, but deny-
ing the application of the law as claimed. General issue, an
issue raised by simply traversing the allegations in the declara-

tion, as in the pleas
' not guilty ',

' not indebted '. Special
issue, an issue raised by denying part of the allegations.

[1308 Year-bk. i Edw. //, Easter (1678) 4 Naverrez james
bone issue de plee. 1309 Year-bk. 3 Edw. //, Mich. (1678)

59 Si vous voielletz conustre et estre a un de la tenaunce
douncz purra vostre plee avoir issue en ley scil. en jugement
le quel vous poietz avowere faire ou ne mye ou clues que
nyeitt severe & issint avoir issue en fet.] 1511-12 Act 3 Hen.
VIIf) c. 23 7 If any issue or mater in lawe ryse or growe

upon any mater. 1559 in Strype Ann. Ref.(\fa$ I. App.
viii. 428 Triall in the king's temporall courts of issues.

1669-70 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 309 If any one be
sued for executing this Act, he may plead generall issue.

1681 Trial S. Colledge 4 When you have pleaded to Issue,
then we must award the Sheriff to impannel a Jury to try
that Issue. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xxi. 314 Issue,

exitusj being the end of all the pleadings, is the fourth part
or stage of an action, and is either upon matter of law, or

matter of fact. 1774 S. HALLIFAX Anal. Rom. Civ, Law
(1795) 100 Pleas to the Action are i. General, denying at

once the whole Declaration ; and called the General Issue.

2. Special, advancing some new fact, not mentioned in the

Declaration, in bar of the Plaintiffs demand. 1801 Law
Times XCII. 107/1 Other points were raised, and finally
the master directed an issue to be tried.

b. transf. A point on the decision of which

something depends or is made to rest ; a point or

matter in contention between two parties ; the point
at which a matter becomes ripe for decision. Esp.
in to put to (f<w, upon, an

t the) issue and similar

phrases : to bring to a point admitting of decision.

1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World Biij b.The
battel of this world is so perillous, the yssue so terrible and



ISSUE.

fearfull. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. i. 178 Now, While 'tis

hot. He put it to the issue. 1656 BRAMHALL Keflie. vi. 279
If he stand to this ground, there are no more controversies
between him and me for the future but this one, what is the
true Catholick Church, whether the Church of Rome ..or
the Church of the whole World, Roman, Grecian, Armenian,
Abyssene, Russian, Protestant, ..I desire no fairer issue be-

Clarissa I. iv. 25, I saw plainly that to have denied myself
to his visits.. was to bring forward some desperate issue be-
tween the two. 1863 TYNDALL Heat vi. 193 The problem
I think is thus narrowed to the precise issue on which its
solution depends. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. VI. Ixxii. 290
Look at the issue between England and Scotland as it stood
at the moment.

e. A matter or point which remains to be decided
;

a matter the decision of which involves important
consequences.
1836 J. GILBERT Chr. Atonem. v. (1852) 145 Conferring the

power of choice, and connecting that choice with most im-

portant issues. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 133 There
is a mighty issue at stake .. the good or evil of the human
soul. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 22 July 3/2 'We want issues'. In
the absence of issues politics become a question of self-
interest., to manipulate the tariff for the benefit of trusts
and manufacturers.

d. A choice between alternatives, a dilemma.
_ 1850 M'CoSH Dl-v. Gmit. in. ii. (1874) 357 Such is the issue
in which conscience lands us it drives us to thoughtless-
ness, or it goads us to madness
12. At issue, a. InZazw: seequot. 1768. Hence

gen. of persons or parties : In controversy ; taking
opposite sides of a case or contrary views of a
matter ; at variance.
[a 1530 SIR E. HOWARD Let. to Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. in. I. 149 For all this we be att issew that I shewed
you befor.J 1768 BLACKSTONE Comttt. (1830) III. xx. 313When in the course of pleading, they come to a point which
is affirmed on one side, and denied on the other, they are
then said to be at issue ; all their debates being at last con-
traded into a single point, which must now be determined
either in favour of the plaintiff or of the defendant. 1788
JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) II. 456 The authority of the crown

W. GODWIN in Four C. Eng. Lett. 356 Your views and mine
as to the improvement of mankind are decisively at issue.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, n. (1857) 291 On this the king and
the country were at issue as much as ever. 1893 LYMEKKER
Horns $ Hoofs 353 Zoologists themselves are at issue as to
the number of species that ought to be recognised.

b. Of a matter or question ; In dispute ; under
discussion ; in question. Also, rarely, in issue.

1817 SHELLEY Proposal in D. F. MacCarthy Early Life
372^

The question now at issue is, whether the majority ..

desire or no a complete representation in the Legislative
Assembly. 1840 MACAULAY .>.?., Clive (1887) 539 The matter
really at issue was . . whether Newcastle or Fox was to be
master of the new House of Commons. 1855 Hist. Eng.
xii. III. 182 The point really in issue was whether the King
should be in Irish or in British hands. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus xvii. 20 As alive to the world, as if world nor wife
were at issue. 1885 Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 453 The
question.. was not in issue m that action.

13. To join issue, f Formerly also tojoin in
issue. (Also, in transf. senses, to take issue : see

b, c.)

a. Law. Of the parties: To submit an issue

(sense n) jointly for decision; also, of one party,
To accept the issue tendered by the opposite
party.

t
1430-1 Rolls Parl IV. 376 Any pie. .in which, .bastardie

is or shal be aleged ayens ony persone partie to the same
pie, and yeruppon issue joyned or to be joyned. 1540 Act
32 Hen. K///, c.3o i Replycacyons, reloynders, rebutters,
ioynyng of issues, and other pleadynges. 1628 COKE On
Littleton i. 193 note. Where the issue is ioyned of the part
of the Defendant the entrie is et de hoc ponit se super
gatriam : but if it be of the part of the Plaintife, the entrie
is et hoc Petit quod inguiraturperpatriam. 1672 R. WILD
Poet. Licent, 27 Let's joyn issue, and go fairly to't, And to
a Kings- Bench-Trial put the Suit. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comni.
III. xxi, 315 When he that denies or traverses the fact

pleaded by his antagonist, has tendered the issue thus,
' and

this he prays may be enquired of by the country
'

: it may
immediately be subjoined by the other party, 'and the said
A B doth the like '. Which done, the issue is said to be joined,
both parties having agreed to rest the fate of the cause
upon the truth of the fact in question. 1774 S. HALLIFAX
Anal. Rom. Civ. Law (1795) in Contestatio Litis answers
to what, in the law of England, is called Joining Issue.

1883 IVhartotCs Law Lex. (ed. 7) 630/2 Subject to the last

preceding Rule, the plaintiff by his reply may join issue

upon the defence.

b. transf. To accept or adopt a disputed point
as the basis of argument in a controversy ; to pro-
ceed to argument with a person on a particular

point, offered or selected.

1551 HP. GARDINER Explic. 145 That issue wil I ioine with
him, which shall suffise for confutation of this booke. a 1556
CKANMF.R Answ. Gardiner 6, 1 wil ioyne with you this issue,
that neither scripture nor ancient author writeth in expresse
wordes the doctrine of your faith. 1577 HANMEK^KC. Eccl.
Hist. v. xvi[ii], If they pleade innocencie, let them staie and
ioyne with vs in ishwe, in the same matter. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacr. \\. vii. 6 He is no true Christian who dare not

readily joyn issue with them. 1720 WATERLAND Eight
Serm. 284 We shall be very ready to join issue with them
upon this very Point. 1825 MACAULAY ss. t Milton (1887)

19 The enemies of parliament .. rarely choose to take issue

on the great points of the question.
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O. To take tip the opposite side of a case, or
a contrary view on a question.
1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 84, 1 will joyn Issue

with George Whitehead upon it, that there never were such
Priests. 1771 Junius Lett. xliv. 236, I join issue with the
advocates for privilege, and affirm [etc.]. 1876 C. M. DAVIES
untrlh. Land. (ed. 2) 296 A point on which I should take
decided issue with a portion of Professor Tyndall s late
address. 1899 J. MORRIS in Amir. Jrnl. Philol. XX. 438,
I feel impelled to take issue with his conclusions.

If d. erron. To come to an agreement ; to agree;
to unite.
a 1778 TOPLADY in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxxix. 2

Every true believer will here join issue with David that it
is God, and God alone, who builds up the temple of his
Church. 1839 MURCHISON Silitr. Syst, I. v. 74 Being con-
vinced of the igneous origin of trap, he joined issue with his
former opponents, and has now become one of the most
efficient expounders of that theory. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE
S/iaks. Cliar. xix. 491 His banishment, and willingness to
join issue with his old enemy to lay waste his native country.
VI. From ISSUE v.

14. The action of sending or giving out officially
or publicly; an emission of bills of exchange,
notes, bonds, shares, postage-stamps, etc. Also,
b. The set number or amount (of coins, notes,

stamps, copies of a newspaper, etc.) issued at one

time, or distinguished in pattern, design, colour,
or numbers, from those issued at another time.
Rank ofissue : see BANK so. 7 b.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 381/1 The necessity for the issue of
notes for so small an amount as i/. arose [etc.]. Ibid. 384/1
If more than one bank of issue were in operation in London.
Ibid. 386/1 To lessen . . the issues of country bankers. 1845
M'CuLLOCH Taxation in. ii. (1852) 438 An additional issue
of 33,289,3oo/. of Exchequer Bills. 186* MOUNT BROWN
Catalogue Post. Stamps (ed. 3) Pref., Take the stamps of
Naples. The first issue was in circulation from 1857 'ill

1859. '863 Ibid. (ed. 4) Pref. 5 Early notice of any new
issue of stamps. Ibid. 12 The word Essay comprehends
stamps designed for issue but never circulated. 1875 TEVONS
Money (1878) 246 The first small issue of the French assig-
nats. 1876 HUMPHREYS Coin-Coll. Man. vii. 83 Coins exist
of this issue. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 27 In the issue
-
;
of a leather money of representative value which would

circulate throughout her dependencies Carthage seems.. to
have anticipated the convenient invention . . of paper money.
1885 E. B. EVANS Philatelic Handbk. 1 1 8 With the exception
of the most recent issue, .nothing that can be termed a set of
stamps has been brought out. 1891 Leeds Merc. 27 Apr. 4/7
Larger powers of control should be given to the local authori-
ties over the issue of the licenses and the hours of opening.
VII. 15. attrib. and Comb., as issue book, day,

department, risk, room ; issue-blest adj. ;
issue-

paper (see quots.) ; issue pea, a pea or other
small globular body placed in a surgical issue (4 b)
to keep up irritation.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk,
*
Issue-book, that which

contains the record of issues to the crew, and the charges
made against them. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. in.
Colonies 539 A certain Father . . *issue-blest . . In his own
life-time, his own off-spring saw To wed each other without
breach of Law. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV. 89/1 We bought
our live stock on the next "issue-day. 1890 Daily News 14
Feb. 5/2 The transfer of 25o,ooo/. cash from the *issue

department to the banking department of the Bank of
England. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden xxvii. 56 A little

piece of the Root [of ivy),
made round like a pease, and put

into the Orifice, keepeth it [an issue] running without Leaf
or Plaster, if you lay upon it half a sheet of "issue-Paper,
eight times double. 1710 T. FULLER Farm. Extemp. 203
Anoint an Issue-Paper with it [the liniment], lay it warm
on the Place. 1664 WOOD Life 17 Sept. (O. H. S.) II. 20
[Spent for] *issue peas, id. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I.

477 "Issue risks [in insurance] are often affected when the
'heir presumptive

1

wishes to raise money on his expecta-
tions, there being no 'heir apparent '..Sometimes the issue
risk to be covered is not only the birth of an heir, but his

attaining 21. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 96 Where is

the 'issue-room? Aft. What is stowed there 1 The present
issue provisions.

Issue (i'J', i'si), v. Forms: 4-7 isshew(e,
(4 isu(e), 5 isshu(e, issehu(e, isswe, yssew,
yschew(e, 5-7 yssu(e, 6 issew, (7 ishu), 4-
issue. [f. prec. sb., or f. F. issu pa. pple. of issir :

see ISH z/.l]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To go or come out
; to flow out ; to come forth,

sally out. Often with out orforth.
13. . Coer de L. 4432 At the foure gates they isuyd oute.

1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 376 Whan bei of be castelle
. . pat ere of wille fulle fre, to issue on bam oute. c 1440
Bone Flor. 458 Fyfty of them yssewed owte, For to juste in
werre. 1495 Trevisa's Earth. DC P. R. xvn. cxxxix. (W.
deW.)6g5Resyneisdroppynge whyche comythand ysseweth
oute by swetyng of trees, a 1533 LD. BERNEES Huon Ixii. 214
They issuyd out of theyr shyp. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,
I. ii. 71 Let's set our men in order, And issue forth, and bid
them Battaile straight. 1599 Hen. V, iv. iv. 72, I did
neuer know so full a voyce issue from so emptie a heart.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 786 Planted by a Rivers
side, which issued into the South-sea. 1684 Scanderbeg
Rediv. iii. 34 He issued out upon them with a great
slaughter of the Enemy, and little loss on his side. 1715-20
POPE Iliad in. 366 The vital spirit issued at the wound.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre"s Stud. Nat. (1799) I. p. xl,
Ihe other branch of the Current, .issues through the pas-
sage called the North-Strait. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. ii. 13
From its clefts and fissures issued a delicate blue light.

1864 SKEAT Uhland's Poems 245 Pascal Vivas .. Issues
from Saint George's chapel.

t b. To go out so as to depart from or leave.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 1.5 His palfroye yssued oute of the

ISSUE.

ryght ways, a 1561 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 76 The
kyng caused Monsieur Vademount to issue frome hyme, and
to ride unto my lord.

c. To come out as a branch, to start forth,
branch out ; f to stand or stick out, to protrude.
aIS33 LD. BEKNERS Huon xlii. 140 He had two teth

j

brayne. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 188 From his head
issue foure great homes. 1638 Ih'ii. (ed. 2) 241 By long

I

canes or pipes issuing from a round vessel!. 1653 R-
;

SANDERS fhysiogn. 151 The forepart of his head big, the

|

nostrils issuing out. 1831 R. KNOX Cloquet's Anat. 749
They [sacro-lateral veins) . . issue by the anterior sacral
foramina.

fd. To go out by way of expenditure; to be
laid out or spent. 06s.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadocs (1673) Contents, An Estimate
;

of the expence, that will issue out yearly to keep this
Plantation in good order. Ibid. 115 An account of Ex-
pences issuing out yearly for Cloathing.

e. transf. and jig. To go or come out of a state
or condition, to emerge.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xxiv. 117 The euyl esperites. .may

appere. .to make them to yssue out of their mynde. 1483
Geld. Leg. 430 b/i He . . that of late convafesshed and

yssued out of a greuous seeknesse. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint,
of Ancients 48 The livelinesse of great spirits cannot
contame it selfe within the compasse of an ordinary practice
but it will alwayes issue forth. 1639 T. BRUCIS tr. Camus'
Moral Relat. 211 He had had many quarrels, and had
issued out of them advantagiously. 1774 J. BRYANT
Mythel II. 318 By thy power of old The various tribes,
that rove the realms below, Issued to life. 1878 BROWNING
LaSaisiaz 250 Truce to such old sad contention whence.,
we issue in a half-escape.
2. To proceed as offspring ; to be born, or

descended. Now only in legal use. Cf. sense 8.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail Iv. 401 Of Carcelois Isswede kyng

Mangel . . and Of Mangel Isswede kyng lambor. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. I. 14 Among all the other that issued out
of Noe. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xx. 18 Of thy sonnes that shall
issue from thee, which thou shall beget, shall they lake
away. 1818 CRUISF. Digest (ed. 2) VI. 343 The heirs of Ihe
body of such first, second, third, and every son and sons
successively, lawfully issuing.
3. To come as proceeds or revenue

; to accrue.

Chiefly in phr. issuing out of (lands, etc.).

1443 Test. Ebor. (Surtees, 1855) 89 A rent charge of xxvj".
viy. issuand owte of my landes and tenemenles in Slitnam.
1540 Act 32 Urn. I'll!, c. 37 4 Lands and lenemenles
out of the which the sayd rentes or fe fermes were issuyng
and paiable. a 1616 HACON Max. ff Uses Com. Law iii.

(1636) 16 A fee farme rcnl issuing out of white acre of ten

shillings. 1716 AVI.IFFF. rat-ergon 61 These Altarages
.issued out of the Offerings made to the Altar. 1818 CRUISE
Digest (ed. 2) I. 211 A person devised to his wife an annuity
of 2oo/. a year, to be issuing out of his lands.

4. To proceed as an outcome
;
to come forth as

from a source
;
to take origin, be derived, spring.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. ii. 8 Thus wold god establisshc
this world that suche thinge shold yssue that myght vnder-
slande and knowe the noblesse of his power. 1538 STARKEY

of a Villaine. 1601 JMARSTON Pasquil % Kath. iv. 302Women whose merit issues from their worth Of inward
graces. 1746 JORTIN Chr. Kelig. i. (R.), From this Supreme
Being, _from this eternal fountain of all truth and of all

good gifts, there issues light, which lighteth every one
that cometh into the world. 1820 R. HALL Wks. (1832) VI.
*75 Can malevolence and misery issue from the bosom of
infinite goodness?

b. To proceed or arise as a result or consequence ;

to result.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. To Rdr. r v, I will louche
in brevitie, the benefites that issue from this booke. 1600
E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 15 M ishaps .. issuing from their
ill measured Counsell. 1654 BRAMHALL Just Vind. ix. 248
They do not oppose itj

but acquiesce, to avoid such dis-

advantages as must issue thereupon. 1884 tr. Lotze's

Metaph. 488 The extra-excitation which accompanies the
main movement issuing from the stimulus.

5. To turn out (in a specified way) ; to have a
certain issue or result ;

to end or result in.

1665 J. SPENCER Vulg. Proph. 91 When men shall see
their Prophecies or Dreams, of future contingencies.. thus

strangely issued, they will.. make no doubt of their near

approaches to the prophetick grace. 1713 DE FOE font.
Instruct. I. viii. (1841) I. 161 We have had a hard day's
work, but I hope it will issue well. 1745 WESLEY A nsiv.
Ch. 28 Such [doubts and fears] as actually issued in Repent-
ance toward God. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Loom <$ Lugger
i. iii. 33 There is no saying how quarrels might otherwise
issue. 1854 FROUDE Short Stud., Spinoza (1867) 238 A
philosophy which issues in such conclusions.

b. To turn out to be. rare.

1884 TENNYSON Becket i. iii, Snake ay, but he that lookt
a fangless one, Issues a venomous adder.

6. To ' come out
'

or be sent forth officially or

publicly ; to be published or emitted. Cf. 9.
1640-4 LD. FINCH in Rushw. Hist. Coll. in. (1692) 1. 13

His Majesty, .did resolve, .to Summon a great Council of all

the Peers,, .and commanded Writs to issue out accordingly.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 257 Summons issued for

the holding a Parliament of no less than the whole World.

1793 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 63 A minister from France
was hourly expected when the proclamation issued. 1795
A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 86 Before money can legally
issue from the Treasury for any purpose, there must be
a law authorizing an expenditure. 1863 H. Cox Instil.

in. viii. 721 The Commission is revoked, and a new Com-
mission issues. 1866 CRUMP Banking x. 227 The number

130



ISSUED.

of coins issuing from the mint each year varies consider-

ably.

II. Transitive senses.

7. To give exit to ;
to send forth, or allow to pass

out ; to let out ; to emit ; to discharge. Predicated

of the containing thing; t formerly also of the

means of exit, or of an ojierative force.

1441 Seankirs' Verdicts in Xurtees Misc. (1888) 18 To
save and isshewe y wattere fro y said place of John of

Bolton. 159* SHAKS. Merck. V. in. ii. 269 Euerie word in

it a gaping wound Issuing life blood. 1604 T. WRIGHT
Pasiims vi. 343 Marke . . the seede .. how it fixeth its

rootes . . erectcth the stem, springs the huskes, issues the

eare. 1635 HAKEWILL Apol. 495 His loathsome legs, every
where issuein,; forth corrupt matter. 1799 W. TOOKE View
Russian Kntp. I. 196 A mountain near upon the strand is

continually issuing smoke. i86a BEVERIDGE Hist. India

III. vn. ii. 47 Expeditions annually issued by his orders.

1893 SIR R. BALL Story of SUH 315 Agents which stored up
heat in summer and issued it in winter.

b. absol. To shed tears ; to discharge.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. vi. 34,
I must perforce compound

With mixtfull eyes, or they will issue to. 1680 Land. Gaz,

No. 1527/4 Lost .. a Chesnut Sorrel Gelding,., with .. a

little hole on the near side of his Face, that doth some-
times issue.

1 8. To give birth to ; to bear (offspring), have

issue. Obs. rare in active; frequent in pass, in

sense : To be born, to spring ;
= sense 3.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 145 The fyrste sustyr

yssud noht. But deyid Daren, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
Ixxxi. 251 He was yssued of y lygnage of Ganelon. a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia \, Wks. 1725 I. 19 Between these two

personages . . is issued forth mistress Mopsa, a fit woman to

participate of both their perfections. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
l. ii. 50. l63 tr. Favine s Theat. Hott. v. i. 39 Of that

marriage was issued the said King Edward. 1671 TEMPLE
Ea., Orig. Govt. Misc. (1681) 57 Heroes, that is, persons
issued from the mixture of divine and humane race.

9. To give or send out authoritatively or officially;

to send forth or deal out in a formal or public
manner ; to publish ;

to emit, put into circulation

(coins, bank notes, stamps, and the like). For-

merly often with out orforth.
1601 in Moryson Itin. n. (1617) 306 Gave direction to

the Commissary of the victuals, to issue Gates.. at sixe

shillings. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. ii. xxiv. 130 That Issueth

the same [coin] out againe for publique payments. 1667-8
MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 239 His Majesty an-

swered,
' He would issue forth his Proclamation '. 1758

Herali I. v. 73 Every trader who issues notes beyond his

abilities to answer, .must in the end be ruined. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Contm. IV. xxiv. 318 We are next.. to enquire into

the manner of issuing process, after indictment found, to

bring in the accused to answer it. 1769 EURKE Late St.

Nation Wks. II. 139 The writs are issued for electing
members for America and the West Indies. 1818 A.
RANKEN Hist, France V. v. 402 A new coin was issued.

1861 MOUNT BROWN Cat. Post. Stamps (ed. 3) Pref., So
many new foreign postage-stamps have been issued. 1868
DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. xxiii, Within this little window,
..a neat and brisk young woman presided to take money
and issue tickets. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire (1886) 230 The
bishop of the diocese had issued monitory proclamations.
1877 MRS. FORRESTER Afignon I. 3 She did not issue

cards for a series of days. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 278/1 The
Government during the past twelve months has issued large
amounts of inconvertible paper. 1807 Times 15 Jan. 7/4
Dr. Murray .. has just issued Part IX of Series I of the
New English Dictionary.

1 10. To bring to an issue or settlement
;
to settle

(a dispute, etc.) ; to terminate. Chiefly American.
1650 Rec. Dedham, Mass. (1892) III. 131 Being deputed

and Authorised to issue a case as yet vnperfect . . we settle

and determine the bounds to be [etc.]. 1681 No Protestant
Plot 13 [To] influence the next Parliament to issue differ-

ences by an Act of Oblivion. 1698 S. SEWALL Diary 13 Apr.
(i878)I.477Capl. Fraryand Bror. Perry desire M' Sergeant
and me to issue their difference. 1706 J. LOGAN in Pa. Hist.
Soc. Mein. X. 120 Pray be prevailed on to issue that business,
or drive it least toward a period.

b. To give a certain issue or result to
; to cause

to end in something. Now rare.
a 1676 R. CROMWELL Let. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1898) XIII.

93 God can isshew aii for good, and turne our feare and
sorrowings into joy. 1690 PENN Rise .( Progr. Quakers
(1814) 69 To issue those things in the wisdom and power of
God. 1847 liusuNELL Chr. Nurt. n. iv. (1861) 304 The child
is sure to be issued finally in a feeling of confirmed disrespect,
which is the end of all good influence or advice. 1858
Srrm. Neiu Life 91 We complete sensation itself or issue it

in perception, by assigning reality ourselves to the distant
object.

c. To bring forth (as a result), ran.
1865 BUSHNILL Vicar. Sacr. ill. iii. (1868) 284 When the

mercy of sacrifice, working in and with the retributive
causes of justice, issues a result which neither she nor they
could issue alone. Hid. (1865) 241 The specific variations
to be issued by the interactions of mercy.
Hence I'ssued, runing ///. adjs. ;

I ssningly
adv., in the course of issuing.
'S88 SHAKS. Tit. -4.lt. iv. 30 This losse of blood, As from

a Conduit with their issuing Spouts. 1593 3 Hen. VI,
" "' 82 And with the issuing Blood Stifle the Villaine.
"* J. CHANDLER Van Helmontt Oriat. 144 Whatsoever
the immortal! Soul . doth issuingly think of, it also reacheth
to that very thing. 1878 HUXI.F.Y Physiogr. 39 In the path
of the issuing vapour. 1889 Daily News 27 Feb 2/2 When"-

; company pays no dividend on the share capital.

+ -LB88.] Without issue.

a. Without offspring, having no child.

514

BOKEKHAM Seyntys (Roxb.) 45 Whan Ely issules his

24 Both had two sons and one daughter, and both their

daughters issueless. 1825 Ibid. XCV. i. 305 Babington
Whatton had a son William, who had several children:

William, and Babington, who died issueless [etc.]. 1885

JEAFFRESON Real Shelley I. 20 His father . . surviving his

eldest and issueless son by some six years.

b. Without result.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1623) 563 This Ambas-

sage was not onely thus issueless, but produced also effects

tending to further irritation. 1645 T. COLEMAN Hopes De-

ferred 15 These purposes of mischiefe are either issulesse,

or damage full. 1862 S. LUCAS Sectilaria 89 The invention

of printing was as yet issueless.

C. Having no issue at stake. (See ISSUE sb. 1 1 c.)

1897 Voice (N.Y.) ii Nov. 4/5 Issueless great parties is

the condition that confronts us
to-day

in the political world.

Issuer (i'J'w,3J, rsi#|3j). [f. ISSUE v, + -EB'.]
One who issues : see the verb.

1757 Jos. HARRIS Money$ Coztts, The issuer of a bill . . hath
. . to make it good in standard or lawful money. 1765 Act

issuers, in exchange for notes. 1853-4 DICKENS Child'
1

*

Hist. Eng. xxxvi. 364 The issuer of the Lyme proclamation
[Monmouth]. 1880 BON. PRICE in Fraser's Mag. May 672
It is obvious, .how the issuers of paper money reap a profit
from their issues. 1882 Pall Mall G. 14 Nov. 2/1

' This is

not a new loan ', the issuers tell us. 1890 BALDOCK in

vjtk Cent. Nov. 832 The issue of liquor, &c., is made by a

sergeant called the canteen issuer, who is changed every
month.

I ssuing, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the verb ISSUE in various senses.

a. in intr. senses.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey 164 By cause of this fortresse the

yssuyng and goyng out of them of the toun was deffended,

1483 Presenim. Juries in Snrtces Misc. (1888) 29 Evere
mane clens his gutters againe the payment for uschuynge
of the water. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. fr. Tong, Saillie

avec impetuositf.. i an issuing out, as footemen doe on their

enemies. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeads Fr. Ckirurg. 28 b/2
A hinderance vnto the issuinge or runninge out of the

bloode.

b. in trans, senses.

1642 C. VERNON Consid. Exck. 42 Another Pell, called

Pellis ExituS) wherein every dayes issuing of any of the

moneyes..was to be entred. 1660-1 MARVELL Corr. Wks.

1872-5 II. 44 The insurrection., occasioned the issuing out of
this Proclamation. 1831 in Picton L"pool Munic. Rec. (1886)
II. 330 The issuing of the Election Writ has been suspended.
1891 Law Rep. Weekly Notes 78/2 The issuing of the

possession warrant.

f 2. coner. A place or point of issue ; an outlet.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xlvii. 65 He rode forthe fro the
sonne settyng, tyll he came to a forest in the yssuing out of

Heynalt. Ibid. cxxviL 153 The frenchemen defended so
well the passage at the yssuing out of the water. 1590

!
MARLOWE znd Pt. Tambnrl. in. ii, It must have privy
ditches, countermines, And secret issuings to defend the
ditch. 1633 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 254 The Lake it selfe,j:_T_:_ i__ii- ; i_ .1 i__.i_ :.. _

issuing out of the Water.

-1st, suffix, corresponding to F. -isle, L. -ista,

Gr. -KTnjr, forming agent-nouns from verbs in

-ifav (see -IZE), consisting of the agential suffix

-TTJS added to the verb-stem, as in /Saim'f-fic to

dip, /Sajrriir-Tijs dipper, L. baptista, F. baptiste

baptist. Cognate to the suffix -i<r^os, -ISM.

Examples of the Greek use are ayuvLirifc combatant,
competitor, Aoyiar^t calculator, iroA|Ui(7njf warrior, aoft-
<rr>J5 clever man, sophist ; jciflapicrnj? player on the cithara,

AuptoT*)? player on the lyre, rvfLTravurrris drummer j 'ATTIKI-

o-Tjjc a partisan of Athens, one who Atticizes, 'EAAijptorjj* a
Hellemzer, one who speaks Greek ; Aaiewi'ion;? one who
sides with or imitates Lacedaemon, or uses laconism. A
few words of this form were taken into Latin during or soon
after the classical period, e. g. citharista, cytnbalista,
danlsta (usurer), graminatista, logista, lyrista, petaurista
(rope-dancer), sophista, tympanista ; the number of these
was greatly increased by Christian writers, in the latinizing
of scriptural and ecclesiastical terms, such as agdnista,
baptist*, cateckista, collybista, eiiangelista, exorcista,
psalmista, tocista. In later use, -ista became a favourite

i formative of names denoting the observers of a par-
ticular rite, the holders of special religious or philosophical
tenets, or the adherents of particular teachers or here-
siarchs ; hence such names as Catharista, Origetiista,
Flatduista, and in scholastic use Scotistti, Tlldmista,
niminillitta, rcAlista, etc. Hence the suffix (with the
needed adaptations, F. -istc, Eng. and Ger. -ist, etc.) has
passed into the modern languages. In English, its use has
received a wide extension, <'t being now used not merely as

theagent-noun ofverbs in -ize (beside -IZER), as in plagiarize,
plagiarist, and in association with nouns of action or
function in -ism, as in altruism, altruist, but also, on the

analogy of these, in a multitude of terms, having no corre-

spending words in -ize or -ism, which denominate the

professed followers of some leader or school, the professional
i devotees of some principle, or the practisers of some art. In
some cases, the form in -ist approaches closely to the native

I
agent-noun in -er, being distinguished only by the more pro-
fessional or systematic sense which it implies : cf. conformcr,
conformist ', copier, copyist : cycler, cyclist \ philologer,
philologist. Many of the sbs. in -ist give rise to adjs. in

-isTic, -ISTICAL; but words of modern formation are to a
great extent used adjectively unchanged, as in the royalist
party, a Bonapartist plot, nonconformist principles.
The following are the chief modern Fjiglish uses

of the suffix :

-IST.

1. Forming a simple agent-noun derived from a
'

Gr. verb in -i"> and often accompanying an Eng.
verb in -ize. Such are agonist, antagonist, baptist,

catechist, epitomist, evangelist, exorcist; apologist,

plagiarist, ostracist, syllogist.
2. Designating a person who practises some art

or method, or who prosecutes, studies, or devotes
himself to some science, art, or branch of know-

ledge, originally expressed by a word of Greek
formation in -m (Eng. -y), -/ia(r) (-ma, -m), -17

(-e), etc., but in later examples, also by words of

Latin or other origin. Such are arcftieologist,

chronologist , economist, etymologist, genealogist,

geologist, meteorologist, mineralogist, mythologiit,

philologist, physiologist, zoologist; alchemist,

algebrla^ist, anatomist, botanist, chemist, metallur-

gist, microscopist, phlebotomist, physicist, physiog-
nomist, theorist; academist, chirograpliist, mono-

polist, rkapsodist, symmetrist ; bigamist, mono-

gamist, polygamist; dogmatist, dramatist, epi-

grammatist, schematist, etc. To these may be

added (from L. sources) annalist, capitalist,

journalist, memorialist, mineralist, moralist,

satirist, scientist (L. scientia), etc.

These have a possible verb in -ize, often in use, e. g.
anatomize, botanize, dogmatize, dramatize, economize,
geologize, journalize, monopolize, moralize, theorize, etc.

3. Designating an adherent or professor of some

creed, doctrine, system, or art, which is usually
denominated by a cognate -ism : e. g. altruist (p.

professor of altruism), animist, atheist, Chartist,
deist, egoist, egotist, hedonist, monotheist, psedo-

baptist, polytheisl, ritualist, ventriloquist, etc. ;

with a large number derived from personal names,
as Bonapartist, Brownist, Buddhist, Calvinist,

Darwinist, ffattemist, Scotist, Spinozist, Thomist,

Wydiffist, and nonce-words without limit, as

Lambist, Lockeist, Stuartist, Weismannist, etc.

b. Formed on an adjective (usually also with a

cognate sb. in -ism and often an adj. in -istic\
as devotionalist, externalist, fatalist, formalist,
humanist, idealist, imperialist, loyalist, materialist,

naturalist, nominalist, opportunist, pluralist,

positivist, purist, rationalist, realist, royalist,

socialist, universalist.

4. Formed from other sbs. (chiefly Latin) without

accompanying words in -ize or -ism, and denoting
one whose profession or business it is to have to do
with the thing or subject in question, as amorist,

artist, canonist, casuist, eoloiirist, decretist, dentist,
duellist,fashionist,florist, humorist,jurist, linguist,
medallist, novelist, numerist, oculist, opinion!st,

organist, querist, statist, tobacco(n]ist. Also from
names of languages, as Americanist, Anglist, Ger-

manist, Hebraist, Hellenist, Latinist, Orientalist.

Sometimes, from vbs., as conformist, comfutist,

controvertist,favourist, impartist, separatist, specu-
latist.

b. These lead the way to modern formations from
current words of all kinds and even from phrases ;

as balloonist, billiardist, bimetallist, 'celloist, cocain-

ist, cyclist, fetishist, foolballist ; with such nonce-

formations as hammerist, selfist, semi-finalist,
truthist ; great aultist, physicalforcist, red tapist,
second adventist, etc.

Words in -ist are treated, according to their

importance, in their alphabetical places, or under
the Main words on whicli they are formed

; the

following are illustrations of some of those of

more trivial or ephemeral character, nonce-words,
and the like.

1884 Pall MallG, 17 Sept. n/i Associations of amateur

under the dominion of the drug from a desire to stimulate
their powers of imagination. 1863 Literary Churchman
VI II. 207/2 If by any chance the Benedicite should be used,
the *Consecutivist would be completely bewildered. 1869

Contemp. Rev. XII. 278 The obstructive Conservative in

art may just as naturally be a classicist as a medievalist or

*dark-ageist. 1868 FREEMAN Norm, Cong. (1876) II. App.
558 This time we for once get the *Godwinist version. 1900
Daily Express 20 June 5/2 The gem of the collection is a

freat
auk's egg, . .and is regarded by *great aukists as the

nest specimen of its special type of marking in the world.

1857 READS Course of True Love 48 The *hammerist [i. e.

field geologist] can jump out of his gig at any turn of

the road. i8o tr. Moshtim's Eccl. Hist. (1863) III. IV.

ii.il. 36.3OoThe Dutch sects of Verschoristsand "Hattem-
ists having been better known among us. 1876 JOHNSON
Univ. Cycl., Hattetnists, the followers of one Pontianus

Of cynicaf views on society. 1898 Daily News 3 Jan. 6/4
The Prince was not disposed to reject contemptuously
those M.amaist miracles of which he heard. 868 SALA
Lamb's Wks. I. p. xiv. There have not been any "Lambists ;

on no particular shoulders did the mantle of his idiosyn-
crasies descend. 1856 EMEPSON Eng. Traits, Literature



1ST.

Wks. (Bohn) II. io6'Tis quite certain, that Spenser, Burns,
Byron, and Wordsworth will be Platonists ; and that the
dull men will be *Lockeists. 1848 W. E. FORSTER 26 May
in Wemyss Reid Life (18881 I. vii. 247 The *physical
forcists have gained a strength in my absence which [etc.].

1890 J. W. BROWN Ital. Campaign \. iv. 103 The Protestant
movement . . was prejudiced by *Plymouthists and their

sectarian spirit. 1842 R. FORD Let. in Smiles Mem. y.

tht j ,

spoil the approach to the Holy City. 1898 Daily News
10 Oct. 7/4 There were six heats, and the *semi-finalists

were Gandin, Deltour, Ashe, and Machenry. 1889 Daily
News 4 Oct. 5/1 The true *Stuartists . . were all for the

propagation of the faith, according to the profession of the

Order of the White Rose. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 5 Feb. 10/1
Our Stuartist and ' White Rose

'

ladies and gentlemen.
1896 Life A. J. Gordon 315 Not that one should be -

1st, quasi-.ri. [The prec. suffix -ist used generic-

ally as a nonce-word.] A professor of some ism
;

a holder of some special doctrine, or adherent of

some system ;
a votary of, or expert in, a particular

science, art, or pursuit. Chiefly used in a context

suggesting some group of words in -ist, and often

disparagingly or humorously.
1811 [see ISM). iSssCARLYLE in Froude Life in Land. (1884)

I. 44. I am neither Pagan nor Turk, nor circumcised Jew ;

but an unfortunate Christian individual resident at Chelsea,
. . neither Pantheist nor Pot-theist, nor any Theist or Ist

whatsoever, having a decided contempt for all such manner
of system-builders or sect-founders. 1841 Pre/. Emer-
son's Ess. p. x, Ists and Isms are rather growing a weari-

ness. 1875 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Li/e III. 253 We must not

take every great physicist or other '
ist

'

for an apostle.

his name shall terminate.

f 1st, int. Obs. [A natural utterance.] An
exclamation used to call attention, or to enjoin
silence : cf. HIST. (In quot. 1540 as sb.}

1540 MORYSINE Vives Introd. Wysd. Dvj, If it go astray,
..calle it ageyne, as it were with a lyttel ist. 1611 COTGR.,

JfouiscAe, . .husht, whist, ist, not a word for your life.

Is't (ist), archaic, poetic, colloq., or dial,

abbreviation of is it.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 245 What is't thou canst de-

mand? 1631 MABBE tr. De Rajas' Celestina xvii. (1894)

250 Who is 't that knocks there ? 1706 E. WARD Hud. Rediv.

I. iv. 2 Nor is't but Justice that each Toe Should the same

Pennance undergo. 1798 WORDSW. Goody lllate <y Hurry
Gill i, What is't that ails young Harry Gill ? 1876 BROWN-
ING Pacchiarotto xxvi, That chord now a groan or a grunt
is't ? Schumann's self was no worse contrapuntist.

I-stabled, ME. pa. pple. of STABLE v. I-stad,
of STEAD v., to place. I-stald, i-stalled, of

STALL v.

tl-stand, v. Obs. Also 2-3 istond. [OE.

gestandan (f. ge-, I- ! + standan to stand) = Goth.

gastamlan, OS. gistandan, OHG. gistanlan.]

intr. To stand, stand firm.

Beowulf (Z.) 2598 ^ESelinga bearn ymbe sestodon. 971
Blickl. Horn. 173 Hie mon . . to his andweardnesse heht

gestandan. c 1205 LAY. 15505 pat be wal be wes swa strong

ne moste niht longes nauere Lstonden.

I-standen, i-stonden, ME. pa. pple. of STAND

v. I-statheled, i-staSeled, of STATHEL v., to

establish. I-stefned, of STEVEN v., to appoint.

I-steie(n, of STY v., to climb, mount. I-steke(n,
of STEEK v., to shut, etc. I-stekyd, of STICK v.

I-steled, of STEEL v. I-stellified, of STELLIFY v.

I-stened, of STENE v., to stone.

-ister, t -istre, suffix repr. OF. -istre, a by-

form of -iste, -IST, considered by French etymolo-

gists to have arisen through false analogy with

words like ministre. Found in OF. at an
Dearly

date, as in evangdistre (i2-ijth c. in Godef.

Compl.}, beside evangelists ;
so choristre, decret-

istre, legistre, listre or litre (reader), etc. From

OF., these forms passed into English, where they

were spelt first -istre, as in alkainystre, decretistre,

divinistre, legistre, listre, queristre; afterwards

-ister, as in alchimister, chorister, palmister,

sophister. In this latter form, the -er was app.

associated with the native suffix -er, which appears

as an addition in many nouns denoting office or

occupation, derived from or through Fr., as astro-

loger, astronomer, geographer, parishioner, practi-

tioner, \ musicianer, etc.

t Isthm(e. Obs. Also isthim.. [a. F. isthme

(Rabelais, i6tb c.), ad. L. isthmus.']
= ISTHMUS.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxm. vi. 228 A necke or

Isthm of land. 1610 Camden's Brit. n. no Which, by

a very narrow Isthim or necke of land groweth to the rest

of the Hand. 1612 BRERF.WOOD Lang. He Relig. xlll. 127

That isthme between the Euxine and the Caspian seas. 1646

SIR T BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. vi. viii. 319 Some Isthmes have

been eat through by the Sea, and others cut by the spade.

I'Sthmiad (see ISTHMUS), [f.
as next + -AD.J

The space of time between two celebrations of the

Isthmian games.
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1831 KEIGHTLEY Anc. Grk. f; It. Mythol. n. iv. 328 In the
third Isthmiad afterwards, when the Eleans sent the
Molionides to Cleonae to offer sacrifice, he waylaid and
killed them.

I'sthmian (see ISTHMUS), a. (si.~) [f. L. isth-

mi-us, a. Gr. ia6ui-os of or pertaining to the (or

an) ISTHMUS + -AN.]
1. Belonging to, situated upon, or forming, an

isthmus or neck of land.

1654 VILVAIN Epit. Ess. iv. i, Isthmian neck of land. i8ox
G. S. FABER Horae Mosaicae (1818) I. 241 The isthmian

region. 1895 N. Amer. Rev. Mar. 375 These with Belize
would control any isthmian canal on the Atlantic side. 1899
Westtn. Gaz. 4 Mar. 5/1 An investigation by

* a compe-
tent board of engineers

'

of all the isthmian routes is to

be made.
2. spec. Belonging to the Isthmus of Corinth

;

esp. in Isthmian games, one of the national festivals

of ancient Greece, celebrated in the Isthmian sanc-

tuary in the first and third years of each Olympiad.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 431 In the solemnitie of

the Isthmian games. 1807 ROBINSON Archyol. Grxca ill.

xxiv. 329 The Isthmian Games derived their name from the

place where they were celebrated, which was the Corinthian
Isthmus . . They were instituted in honor of Pahtmon or

Melicertes. 18x6 BYRON Siege Cor. ii, And downward to

the Isthmian plain.

trans/. 18. . in Harper's Mag. (1883) Aug. 340/1 That
the House do adjourn over Wednesday to allow honorable
members to be present at our Isthmian games.
B. sb. An inhabitant of an isthmus (in quot., of

the Isthmus of Corinth).
x6ox HOLLAND Pliny II. 547 After Pausias, there arose

one Euphranor the Isthmian.

I-sthmiate (-i|<-t : see ISTHMUS), a. Enlom. [f.

as prec. + -ATE a
2.] Having an isthmus, or narrow

part connecting two broader parts.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Isthmiaius, applied by Kirby

to the trunk of insects when there exists an isthmus, or

contraction between the prothorax and the elytra, as in the

Passaliis : isthmiate.

I'Sthmic (see ISTHMUS), a. [ad. Gr.

f. Ia6n6$ ISTHMUS : see -ic.]
= ISTHMIAN a.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxiii. 156 To
those y* won the prise at ya Istmick games. 1884 tr.

RroiUi's Native Relig. Mexico fy Pern (Hibb. Lect.) 18

Civilization was affiliated to that of the isthmic region.

Isthmitis (-ai'tis : see ISTHMUS). Path, [medical

L., f. ISTHM-US -t- -IMS.] Inflammation of the

isthmus of the fauces.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

I'Sthmoid (see ISTHMUS), a. [ad. Gr. fcrfl^oeiS-Tjs

like an isthmus : see -OID.] Resembling an isthmus.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Isth-

moid, resembling the isthmus of the fauces.

Isthmus (i'sbmzfe, i'stmtfs, i'smos). PI. isth-

muses (-osez), rarely isthmi (-3i). Forms : 6-7
isthmoH, istmus, 7 istmos, 6- isthmus, [a. L.

isthmus, a. Gr. lafffujs neck, narrow passage, a neck

of land between two seas, spec, the Isthmus of

Corinth connecting the Peloponnesus with northern

Greece.]
1. Geog. A narrow portion of land, enclosed on

each side by water, and connecting two larger

bodies of land ;
a neck of land.

"555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 59 Certeyne places
cauled Isthmi (beinge narrowe portions of lande so diuid-

ynge twoo sees, that there is no passage from the one to

the other). 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 741 A general!

assembly . . kept in the straight of Peloponnesus, called

Isthmos. 1591 G. FLETCHER Russe Commw. (Hakluyt
Soc.) 7 By this riuer..you may passe.. by water, drawing

your boate . . ouer a little isthmus or narrow slippe of lande,

a fewe versts ouerthwart. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage viii.

iii. 617 America is. .divided by that Isthmus, or necke and

narrow passage of Land at Darien, into two parts, c 1645

HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. Ix. 90 Som do hold that this Island

was tied to France.. by an Istmos or neck of land 'twixt

Dover and Bullen. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. viii.

319 Divers Princes have attempted to cut the Isthmus or tract

of land which parteth the Arabian, and Mediterranean Sea.

1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative 120 They espyed a Company
of Indians making towards the said Istmus. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. I. 84 The beasts of cold climes passed over

the northern isthmusses, which probably connected Europe,

America, and Asia. 1850 tr. Goethe's Convert, w. Ecker-

mann 21 Feb. 1827, Lastly, I [Goethe] should wish to see

England in possession of a canal through the Isthmus of

Suez. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 159 note, It [Patmos]

consists of three masses of rock united by narrow isthmuses.

trans/. 1856 STANLEY Sinai , Pal. i. (1858) 96 A solitary

cell hewn in an isolated cliff, and joined to this platform by
a narrow isthmus of rock.

1601 DANIEL Ep., To Sir T. Egerton i, Set thee in th'

aidfulst roome of dignitie, As th' Isthmus these two Oceans

to diuide Of Rigor and confus'd Vncertaintie. 1663 COWLEY
Pindar. Odes, Life i, Vain weak-built Isthmus, which dost

proudly rise Up betwixt two Eternities. 1755 YOUNG Cen-

taur iii. Wks. 1757 IV. 176 He lies a sad deserted, outcast

on a narrow isthmus between time and eternity, a 1864

J. D. BURNS Mem. $ Ran. (1879) 416 They stood on a

narrow isthmus between two great periods of their history.

2. Anat., Zool., and Bot. A narrow part or organ

connecting two larger parts; /.the narrow passage

connecting the cavity of the mouth with that of the

pharynx (more fully isthmus of thefauces or throat).

[1:1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 217 Bi be place bat a mannes

mete goib dpun, or bi be hrote, or. .bitwixe be .ij. placis in

a place bat is clepid ismon.l

I-STRETCHE.

1706 PHILLIPS, Isthmus, . . in Anatomy it is taken by some
for that part which is between the Mouth and the Gullet ;

also the Ridge that separates the Nostrils. 1851 E. WILSON
Anat. Vade iM. 571 The space included between the soft

palate and the root of the tongue is the isthmus of the
fauces. ..It is the opening between the mouth and pharynx.
1859 SEMPLE Diphtlttria 12 A sponge soaked in concentrated

hydrochloric acid was applied to the isthmus of the throat.

1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. viii. 533 These two lobes
are united behind by a thick isthmus. 1880 M. MACKENZIE
Dis. Throat fy Nose I. 501 Over the second, third, and
fourth rings (of the trachea) we see the isthmus of the

thyroid gland. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 39 The space on the
chest between the two rami of the lower jaw and between
the gill-openings is called the isthmus.

-istic, double suffix of adjs. and sbs., corresp.
to F. -islique, L. -islicus, Gr. -larmos, viz. the

suffix -IK-&S, -ic, added to sbs. in -TT-IJS, -1ST; e.g.

aixptaTut-us of, pertaining to, or like a sophist,

sophistic ; but also used where there is a vb. in

-iffiy (-IZE), or sb. in -7/ios (-ISM), and no sb. in

-IITTJJS, as in xaPo*TW crT"e('s characteristic. Not

frequent in Gr. ; but more numerous in med.L. and
mod. langs. ; and, in Eng., supplying a derivative

adj. to many sbs. in -ist: e.g. altruistic, antagon-
istic, atheistic, Calvinistic, Seistic, egotistic, evan-

gelistic, Hellenistic, idealistic, realistic, socialistic,

etc. In many cases the adj. serves also to express
the quality of the sb. in -ism, e.g. atheistic, of or

pertaining to an atheist, or to atheiim ; hence it

may be found in cases where a sb. in -ism, but

none in -ist, is in use. It is rarely found with the

sbs. in -IST in groups 2, 4, 4b, or with those

formed from proper names in 3.

Words in -istic are essentially adj., but like

other adjs. in -ic, they are sometimes used as sbs.

Like other adjs. in -ic also, they sometimes have

a secondary form in -istical, e.g. casuistical,

deistical, egotistical, sophistical, etc., and on this

type their adverbs are formed in -istically, as

Calvinistically, characteristically, Hellenistically,

sophistically. Some words in -istic originate verbs

in -isticate, e.g. sophisticate,

I-stien, i-stihen, ME. pa. pple. of STY v., to

mount. I-stikit, i-styked, of STICK v.

t I-Sti-U, v. Obs. [OE. tfstillan, f. Se-, I- 1 +
stillan to STILL ;

= OS. gistillian, QHG.gaslillan.'}
trans. To restrain, stay, still, calm.

4:900 tr. Baeda's Hist. HI. xiii. [xv.] (1890) 200 Se Godes
wer . . bone storm . . ^estilde. a 1000 Csetimons Gen. 1416

(Gr.) Hsefde . . metod . . rejn ^estilled. a 1175 Cott. Horn.

229 He jestilde windes mid his hesne. 1315 SHOREHAM

133 That unecorn. .Thou hast ytamed and istyld.

t I-sti -

nk, v. Obs. [OE. gfstincan, f. ge-, I- J

+ stincan to STINK
;
= OHG. gesiincan, MHG.

gesiinchen.'] trans. To smell, perceive by smell.

c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxxiv. 17 Hi. .nose habbao, nawiht

jestincaS.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 84 He heleS it & wrihS so bet

he hit nout ne istmckeS.

Istle (i'stlz, improp. i-st'l). Also ixtle, ixtli.

[Commercial corruption of theMexican name ixtli.']

A valuable fibre obtained (in Mexico and Central

America) from Bromelia sylvestris and species of

Agave, as A. Ixtli, and used for cordage, nets,

carpets, etc. Also attrib., as istle fibre, plant;

istle-grass, a name for Bromelia sylvestris.

1883 Casselts Fam. Mag. Dec. 61/1 Ixtli obtained from

the henequen species of maguey is at present exported to

London and New York as body material for carpets. 1884

Harper's Mag. Oct. 750/2 Baled in the coarse sacking of

the ixtle plant. 1894 U. S. Customs Tariff 268 in Times

17 Aug. 9/2 Cables, cordage, and twine .. composed in

whole or in part of New Zealand hemp, istle or Tampico fibre.

I-stoken, ME. pa. pple. ofSTEEK v., I-stolen, of

STEALS. I-stonde, of STAND v. I-stongen.of
STINGY. I-stopped,of STOPZ;. I-stored, of STORE

v. I-straht, etc., of STEETCH v. I-strangled,
of STRANGLE v. I-strawed, of STREW v.

-istre : see -ISTER.

I-streijt, i-streiht, ME. pa. pple. of STRETCH

v. I-streined, of STRAIN v. I-strenget, of

STRKNG v. I-strengJjed, of STRENGTH v.

tl-streon. Obs. \O\i.gestre6n
= OS,.gistriuni,

OHG. gastriuni. Cf. STRAIN.]
1. Gain, acquisition ;

wealth.

c893 K. JELFRED Oros. v. xiii. i Pzt he sefter him to

eallum his jestreonum fenge. c 1000 AAFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-

Wiilcker 190/3 Quxstiis uel lucriim, jestreon. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 19 Ooer monnes istreon. c 1205 LAY. 18609 pae castles

aftele weore of his eoldrene istreon. a 1250 Prov. Ml/red
185 in O. E. Misc. 114 Ayhte nys non ildre istreon.

2. Begetting, procreation. [OE. strfyn.']

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 133 Nis na stude to istreone bicumelic,

butan oa be istreonieS beon bispused rihtliche to gedere.

b. Offspring, progeny. [OE. striSon.]

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 133 He spec wiS Sene halie Lion

abraham of his istreone. c 1205 LAY. 22597 Heore moder is

kinges istreon. 1:1275 XI Pains Hell 141 in O.E. Misc.

151 Heo. .furduden heore istreon.

I-streoned, ME. pa. pple. of STREONB v. to get.

t I-stretche, v. Obs. In 3 i-strecche. [OE.

gestrecc(e')an
to lay flat, spread, stretch, i.&e-, I- 1 +

strccdi}an to STRETCH.] trans. To stretch, spread.
180-1



I-SUNDE.

< 1000 .SVr. UfcM. HI. 208 Bet him 5estreht & wcl

xestreht xcsiho" bcurhlny^ Ketacnad. <ri*>$ LAV. 26778

Beof braid hine of his >tcilc & to eorSe hine istnthie.

I-atrewed, ME. pa. pplc. of STKKW v. I-

streynd, of STKAIX v. I-stript, of STKIP v. I-

strived, of STHIVK v. I-stronged, of STRONG v.

to strengthen.
I- stuffed, ME. pa. pple. of STUFF v. I-stufled,

of STIFLE v. I-stunge(n, of STING v. I-stured,

i-styrryd, of STIR v.

I-sublymate, early form of SUBLIMATE///, a.

C14J5 Ft>Hui. St. Bartkolomnv's (E. E. T. S.) 17 This

holy cnirche-.ffowndyd and endewid with heuenly Answer,

I-suMyinate with many priuylegies of notable men.

I-Buffired, ME. pa. pple. of SUFFER v. I-

sumiied, of SUMMON v.

t I-Strnde, ** Obs. [OE. type *gesund= OHO.

gisunte, MHO. gesuntUi I 1-soUND a.] Sound-

ness, wholeness, safety.
c ios LAV. 3983 Al mid isunde come to |>isse londe. Iota.

8603 Nime hine mid isunde. c 1*75 Orison, our Lord 48 in

O.E. Mite. 140 Of seorewe and sunne wite vs myd isunde.

So fl-ti'ndfula.,quite sound or well, prosperous,

happy ; f X-vundieu v. rans. t
to heal, save ; 1 1-

su ndnng1

, healing, salvation.

c 1000 ^Ei-FHic Saints Lives xxvi. 103 His swiSre hand is

Xesundful o3 fcs. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) Ixvii. 21 (Bosw.)

GesundfuM sibfaet do us. cii7$ Lamb. Horn. 115 penne
biS his riche isundful on liue. Ibid. 07 pel he walde

monna cun on |>isse deie isundian. Ibid, 99 Men under-

fengen god |mrh K's haljan gastes isundunge.

I-sundred, ME. pa. pple.
of SUNDER v. I-

sunesed, -et, i-sunehea, i-sunged, of *SiN v.

I-sunge(n, of SING v. I-sunken, of SINK v.

I-suore(n, of SWEAB v. I-sustained, of SUS-

TAIN v. I-suteled, of SUTEL v. to manifest.

I-aweled, of SWEAL v. I-swelowed, of SWAL-
LOW v. I-swenched, of SWENCH v. to afflict.

I-sweued, of SWEVE v.

t I-SWi'ke, v. Obs. [OE. gcswican, f. #;-, I-l

+ swican to cease ;
= OS. giswtcan^ a. intr. To

fail, cease. (In OE. with gen. or dat.) b. trans.

To cease from (an action, etc.).

c8oi K. ALFRED Ores. in. L & 6 Hie Sses ^efeohtes

^eswicen. Ibid. v. x. 2 pact hie wolden Romanum
^eswican. cxooo O. E. Ckron. an. 994 (MS. C.) Hi baere

hereunge ^eswicon. a izoo Ibid. an. 1001 (MS. E.) Hi
na;fre heora yfeles ^eswicon.

a 1175 Cott, Horn. 227 Hi ha

iswicon hare limbnnge. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 3if heo
nulluS nefre iswiken. Ibid. 101 He biS bes deofles bern

j

buten he hit iswike. a x>$o Owl <$ Night. 927, I bidde horn

put heo iswike.

tl-awi'ncll, i-swink. 06s. [OE. reswinc,
f. *-, I- 1 + rtviruan to toil: see SwlNK.J Toil,

labour.
a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 317 (Gr.) Sum heard jeswinc habban

sceoldon. c xooo jELFRic Gram. ix. (Z.) 47 Labor
t jeswinc.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 Adam ba wes wniende on beses life

mid jjeswince.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Her heo leueden . .

on pine and on unimete iswinche. a 1200 Moral Ode 36
in Lamb. Horn.) Monies monnes sare iswine habbeS oft

unholde. Ibid. 316 We..leggeS al ure iswinch on binge
un-slede-faste.

l-8wolle(n, ME. pa. pple. of SWELL v. I-

swolwed, of SWALLOW v. I-swonge(n,
-swounge, -swunge(n, of SWING v. I-

swonke(n, i-swunke(n, of SWINK v. to toil.

I-swowe(n, i-swosen, of SWOUQH v. to swoon.

lay, Isykle, obs. forms of ICY, ICICLE.

Isyl(le, variant of ISEL Ofa., spark, ember.

I-synned, ME. pa. pple. of SIN v.

It (it),/r0#. [The neuter nom. and ace. of the

(orig. demonstr.) stem /*/'-, the nom. masc. of which
is HE, q.v. OE. hit was identical in form and sense

with OFris. hit (het\, OLFrankish hit, MDu. het

(hit}, Du. het, and in form identical with Goth.
hita

t
which remained a demonstr., 'this'. The

pronoun was in Goth, ita, corresp. to OLG. (OS.,

OMFrank.) it, MLG. // (et) t
LG. et, OHG. /<

(*$), MHG. e%, Ger. es, from the parallel stem -.

OE. hit was nominative and accusative; the dative
and genitive were him, his, identical with the same
cases of the masc. HE. During the ME. period,
hit lost its initial h, first when unemphatic, and
at length in all positions, in Standard Eng. ; dia-

lectally, the h was preserved to a much later period,
esp. in the north; and in Sc. hit is still the

emphatic, and it (V, '</) the unemphatic form.
1 >ialectally or colloquially, and to some extent in the

literary language (though less now than formerly),
it is further reduced in certain positions to V (e. g.
V M, 't was

t V were, is V, was V, do V, to V, in V, on '/) ,

which in some dialects becomes, esp. after a long
vowel, W. While in the masc. the original ace. hine
was supplanted by the dative Aim, in the neuter,
on the contrary, the dative him gradually yielded
to the ace. form hit. it. This was not yet complete
in the beginning of the i;th c. In the i6th c. the

tendency arose to restrict the penitive his to the
masculine gender, or rather to the male sex. For
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the neuter was substituted the periphrasis thereof

or of it (mod. dial, o't, 0V), also the uninHectcd

nom.-acc. form it (used in n.w. dial, from I4thc.,

and still common in Lancash. and parts of Yorksh.),

and finally c 1600 a new factitious genitive (posses-

sive) it's, ITS. The plural neuter has always been

in Eng. the same as the pi. masc. The historical

inflection is therefore as follows :

Goth. OE. ME. i6thc. mod.E. dial.

N.A. hita hit hit, it (hit) it it, *t (h)it, *t, 'd.

D. himma him him him, it it, 't

G. "his his his (hit) his,thereof,it its (h)its, it.

The following explanations and illustrations refer only to

the nominative and accusative hit, it, and to the use of the

same form as dative and genitive; for the inflexional HIM,
His, and ITS, see the separate articles in their alphabetical

places.]

A. Forms, a. 1-6 (dial. -9) hit, 1-6 hyt, (3

hitt, 5 hitte).
878 O. E. Chron., Hit xedaldon sum, ond sum Ceolwulfe

saldon. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 27 HabbaS jeleafan
ic hyt com. 1070

O. E. Chron., He hit forsoc. a 1*25
Ancr. R. 88 vuel me seiS |>aet hit is; and jet hit is

wurse. a 1300 Cursor M. 2961 (Cott.) Til a contre cades
he flitt, Abimalech was lauerd of hitt [Fair/,, Trin.

hit; Gfftt. itt]. 1303 R. BKUNNE Handl. Synne 1996
God wulde hyt were now so here. 13.. Cursor M. 14463
(Fairf.) Set walde bai nojt traw on hitte. 1:1380 WYCLIF
Set. Wks. HI. 426 Nou|er wolde I graunte hit, ne doute

hit, ne denye hit. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Honseh. Ord.

(1790) 447 Do hit in a pot, and let hitte sethe. c 1450 MVRC
74 Be hyt husbande, be hyt wyue. 1524 PACE Let. to

Hen. VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. xi. 20 Pleasith

hyt your highnes. Ibid. 21 Hyt were able.. to discomfit

theTurque. 1535 TINDALE N. T. Prol., Howe that hit is

good.., and that god is rightewes whych made it. 1555
EDEN Decades 92 Hit scarsely rUeth..a cubet aboue the
bankes. 1586-7 Q. ELIZ. in Four C. Eng. Lett. 30 To
truste my life in anothers hand and send hit out of my
owne. Ibid,, Might fortune say hit. Mod. Sc. t Whulk'll
be hit ?

0. 3- it, (3 -et, 3-4 itt, 4-5 itte), 5-6 yt.
c 1200 OBMIN Ded. 27 Unnc birrji baf>e fc>annkenn Crist Patt

itt iss brohht till ende. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 590 O3er
fowerti . . Dais and nijtes stodet [the water] so. Ibid. 1411

Quan god haue& it so bi-sen Alse he sendet, als it sal ben.

4:1375 Cursor M. 9960 (Laud) God hym-self devysid yt.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2522 Feyne thee other cause than itte.

'1450 LONELICH Grail Ivi. 72 It Nys non nede. < 1500
Tivo Dandies Hen. VII in Furniv. Ballatls fr, MSS. I.

456 He that had yt in his hart. 1500 [see 13, ///].
7. 2-3 -t, 6- 't.

c 1200 ORMIN 2343 Ace to Drihhtin )hot haffde se^d.
Ibid. 2858 5hot unnderrstod & wisste. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex.
749 Nov ist a water of Io3lic ble Men callio it 5e dede se.

fold.
"

;6osSHAKS. Macb. i. vii. i If it were done, ^

done, then 'twer well, It were done quickly. 1606 Ant. $ Cl.
ii. ii. 179 You staid well by 't in Egypt. 1610 Temp. \. ii.

6r What fowleplay had we, that we came from thence? Or
blessed was't we did? Ibid, 87 The luy which had hid my
princely Trunck, And suckt my verdure out on't. Ibid. \\.

\. 176 'Twas you we laugh'd at. Ibid. in. i. 19 'Twill weepe
for hauing wearied you. 1611 Wint. T. v. iii. 73 Let 't

alone. 1610-1849 [see IN'T]. 1610-1876 [see Is'r]. 1674
BHEVINT Saul at Kndor 158 Tis she that takes care of us
when we decay. 1684 BUNVAN Pilgr. 11. 67 'Tis a Good
Boy, said his Master. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 96 'Twill

be rather too good for me. 1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xii,

And the bride-maidens whispered, "Twere better by far

To have matched our fair cousin with young Ix>chinvar '.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Lady Geraldine's Courtship xxxvi,
'T is a picture for remembrance.

(Beside '/ is there is also the contraction it 's t which is

now the common colloquial form.)

1625 SKYNNEH in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 367 It's likely my
Lord Keeper would remember me the sooner. 1627 W.
SCLATEH Exp. 2 TJifss. (1629) 283 They say its made for fees.

1651 CUI.PEPPER Astral. Jndgem. Dis. Epist., Speculation
brings only pleasure to a mans self; its practice which
benefits others. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. Improv. 69 It's

impossible but upon the breaking out of Fire the greatest
part of the Cities would be destroyed. 1710 PRIUEAUX
Orig. Tithes ii. 65 Its true the Scripture saith [etc.]. 1789
BURNS Caft. Grose's Peregrin, v, Its tauld he was a
sodgerbred. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede ii,

'

It's a pretty spot,
whoever may own it

1

, said the traveller. Mod. It's a
fine day. Mod. Sc. 'Where's the ball, boy?' Cadie.
' Thair it 's.'

8. Sc. 5-6 -d, 6- 'd.

r 1470 HENRY Wallace^ iv. 482 To tak him in thai maid
thaim redy ford [for it], 01500 RATE Thewis off Gud
women 201 yuhilk war nocnt forss bai wald nochtdud [=do
it] And jit it cummys thaim al for gud. 1535 LYNDESAY
Satyre 2095 Glide, halie peopill, I standTfor'd. 1560
ROLLAND Crt. Venus i. 122 Of biggest bind as he thpcht
best to haid [=hae it]. 1507 MONTGOMERIE Clierrie $
S//i 1022, I marveld mekilf ond. Ibid. 1064 Affection
dois affermd. Mod. Sc. If you say'd I'll believe'd,
for ye wadna tell'd if ye didna ken'd to be true.

B. Senses and constructions.

I. As nominative.

1. As the proper neuter pronoun ofthe third person
sing. Used orig. instead of any neuter sb. ;

now only
of things without life, and of animals when sex is

not particularized ; hence usually of all the lower
animals, and sometimes of infants.
c looo A ,f. Gosp. Luke vi. 48 Hyt ne mihte fnet hus asty-

rian, hit was ofer |>;rne stan ^etrymed. c 1000 ALFHIC Horn.
II. 266 Eta3 I'isne hlaf, hit is min lichama. a 1250 Owl ff

Night. 779 An hors is strengur than a mon, Ac for hit non
iwit ne Icon, Hit berth on rugce grete semes, c 1300
Uarroiv. Htll 86 Whoo buyth any thyng Hit y hys ant
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hys ofspryng. c 1315 SHOREHAM 9 Water is kendeliche cheld,
'1 iia^ hit be warmd of fere. 61330 K. BHUNNE Chron.
(1810) 7 pe folk pat is berin, it is of diuers kynd. 1477
EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes A ij b, Whyche book.. as I

vnderstande it was translated out of latyn in tufrenshe. 1611
BIBLE Luke xi. 14 And he was casting out a dcuil, and it was
dumbe. 1623 COCKKRAM in. G vj b, Hiena, a subtill beast
. .counterfeiting the voyce of a man; in the night it will

call shepherds out of their houses, and kill them. Ibid.
K vj, Being burnt, it [Ebone] yeelds a sweet smell. 1766
PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 341 It [the heron] perches and
builds in trees. 1847 CARPENTER Zool, 394 The Raven . .

In its general habits it is not unlike the Eagle ; for it resorts
to the inaccessible ledges of rocks, tall trees, &c., to con-
struct its nest. Ibid. 647 This species [of beetle] is

remarkable for the pertinacity with which it feigns death
when alarmed. 1879 BAIN Hig.her Eng. Gram. 27 It is a
hearty child, Mod. The house was Bumble ; but it was
our own home. It is a promise, and it must be kept.

b. Used in childish language, and hence con-

temptuously or humorously, of a
person.

c\y3oBtket 1003 Wei we witeth hit is a wrecche. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. \. ii. 337 See where it comes. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zootomia 91 Slip but from any Profession some little

while, and say it hath travelled, and it may passe for an
able Physitian.

c. // may refer, not to any thing or person men-

tioned, but to a matter expressed or implied in a

statement, or occupying the attention of the speaker.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) 1. 6 Nis hit nan wundor |jeah bu sy

god and ic yfel. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 69 We ne ina^en
pe f[e]ond from us driue .. bute hit beo purh godes 5ifte.
a 1225 Juliana 7 Ha wes him sone thondsald, }>ah hit hire
unwilwere. 1307-87 Maximon in Ret. Ant. \. 125 Amen,
par charite ! Ant so mote hit be! c 1420 Avow. Arth.
xxxiii, I conne notte say the ther-tille Hit is atte the quene
wille. c 1460 TowneUy Myst. v. 41 Isaac, it were my deth,
If lacob weddeth in kynd of Hethe. 1526 TINDALE Mark
viii. 36 What s,hal it profet a man yf he shulde wyn all the

worlde, and loose his awne soule? 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <y

Cl. i. iii. 87 Sir, you and I must part, but that's not it.

Mod. Of course I must go, but it is a great nuisance. He
has come out at the top of the list ; is it not splendid '.'

2. As nominative of the verb to be, it refers to

the subject of thought, attention, or inquiry,
whether impersonal or personal, in a sentence asking
or stating what or who this is; as What is it?

Who was it? It is a diamond>
a rarefem > a wild

boar ; It is /, It was John. Often with a relative

clause implied when not actually expressed, as

Who is it (that knocks)? What is it (that is

wanted) ? What was it (that excited your atten-

tion, that did this, etc.) ? // was the king (who
appeared, who so acted, etc.). So Fr. ce, Ger. es.

Formerly the verb agreed {as in German) with the following
sb. or pron., thus // am I (

= It is 1^ it are ye (
= h is you),

it were tioo dragons. When a relative clause is appended,
the relative being the subject, its verb still agrees in number
and person with the pronoun : It is I -who am to blame ;

It was they who were iurong> not we.
c \wxtAgs. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 26 Hi..cw;edon t>us:Soblice

hyt ys scinlac. f)a sprac se haelend. .ic hyt com. a 1225

qua)? bis ober, ic hit am. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xv. 321
If any peple perfourme bat texte it ar bis pore freres.

c iTfaSir Feritmb, 3183 Hit ne buj>. .none Vauasers, Jat bu^>

^er on J*e tour, c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame 1 323 Thoo atte last

aspyed y That pursevantes and herauldes . . Hyt weren alle.

c 1386 Shipmatts T. 214 Peter, it am I, Quod she. 1401
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 57 Itar^e that stonden bifore, in

Anticristis vauwarde. 1413 Pilgr. Sowlc (Caxton) n. xiv.

(1850) 51 What is hit thenne that thou beryst soo trussed
in thy fardel? c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 293 It is

I that am here in jour syth. c 1460 Townelcy Myst, xx. 372
Wene ye that I it am? 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen F/, iv. i. 117
It is thee I feare. 1611 BIBLE Mark vi. 50 It is I, be not
afraid. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tern's C. xxiv. 232 Is
it the secret instinct of decaying nature ?

f b. If was formerly used where there is now
substituted. (Cf. Ger. es ist, es sittd.)
a 1300 Cursor AL 22169 ^ es na 'a d J>at man kan neuen

. . pat he ne sal do bam to be soght. c 1330 R. BKUNNE
Chron. Pref. So Many it ere bat strange Tnglis In ryme
wate neuer what it is. 13.. Caw. <$ Gr. Knt. 280 Hit arn
aboute on (>is bench bot berdlez chylder. c 1380 WYCLIF
Wks. III. 345 It is no nede to argue here for to disprove
|ri.s foli, .1435 Torr. Portugal 1494 It were two dragons
stiff and strong, Uppon theyre lay they sat and song,
Beside a depe welle. 1577 tr. BuUingnr^s Decades Introd.,
It was sometime when he was not. *S77~&7 HOLINSHED
Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 256 It was no need to bid them pack
away. 1590 MARLOWE Edw. //, n. ii, Cousin, it is no
dealing with him now. a 1617 BAYNE On Coloss. an
[They] are so pruud, so censorious, that it is no living with
them.

C. In archaic ballad style, the introductory it

(it wast it is} is sometimes there (as in mod.
Ger. es war

t
es ist} ; but in other cases, it appears

to mean l the subject of my song
'

or (

tale '.

?d 1603 Beggar's Dau. Bednall Gr. i. i in Percy Rcliques
(1883) I. 361 Itt was a blind beggar, had long lost his sight,
He had a faire daughter of bewty most bright. 1798 COLE-
RIDGE Anc. Mar. i It is an ancient mariner, And he stoppeth
one of three. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xi, It was an
English Ladye bright . . And she would marry a Scottish

knight. 1832 TENNYSON Millers Daughter 169 It is the
miller's daughter, And she is grown so dear.

fd. // also occurs where he, s/tt, or that would
now be preferred. Cf. K. f*e$t9 Ger. es tst.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. I
7

, in. iii. 18 It is the most impene-
trable curre That euer kept with men. 1605 Macb. i. iv,

58 It is a peerelessc Kinsman. i^G.^ (>cc A. y.]
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3. As the subject of an impersonal verb or im-
personal statement, expressing action or a condition
of things simply, without reference to any agent.
a. In statements of weather, as it rains, it blows
hard, it is cold.

c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxi, On sumera hit bi3 wearm
and on wintra ceald. cgoo tr. Bxda's Hist. n. x. [xiii.l
(1890) 134 Swa .. hit rine and sniwe and styrme ute
c 1000 ASS Gttf Matt. vii. 27 pa rinde hit. c 1205 LAY!
3895 pre doMI hit rinde blod. a 1300 Frag,,,. Pop. Sc.
(Wright) 223 Horfrost Cometh whan hit is cold, cijoo St
firam/ail6S3 Hit bigan to haweli faste. cijos St Edni
Conf. 356 in E. E. P. (1862) 80 So durk hit was ek berto'
bat vnebe me mute iseo. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2271 Sche
saith hit hath ben thonder. c 1425 Seven Suf. (P ) 2213
Hyt raynyd and lygnyd and thonryd fast. 1526 TINDALE
John xu. 29 Then sayde the people that stode by and
herde: it thoundreth [1611 said that it thundered]. 1719DE JOE Crusoe i. i, By this time it blew a terrible storm
indeed.. 1766, 1848 [see DOG sa. 15 c]. 1820 KEATS St.
Agnes i, bt. Agnes Eve Ah, bitter chill it was ! 1846DICKENS Italy, A Rapid Diorama, It is now intensely
cold. Mod. Evidently it has thawed during the night Is
it freezing or thawing at present ? I fear it is going to rain.

b. In statements as to the time of day, season
of the year, and the like ; as It is midnight, it is

very late, it is still winter, it is Christmas day, it
draws towards evening.
These are connected with the prec. by such as it is dark

it is day-light, it dawns.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 29 Hit aefenlajcS. Ibid.

John i. 39 Hit wjes ba seo teoSe tid. c 1000 jELFsic Exod.
x. 9 Hit ys balls tid. c 1000 O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an.
979 ponne hit dagian wolde. a noo laid. (MS. E.) an
1006 pa hit winter tehte. <ruoo OBMIN 8917 Till batt ittcomm till efenn. a 1250 Oml f. Night. 332 From eve fort
hit is daihjt. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1629 Sire, vp ! vp ! hit
is dai ! 13. . Gaia. f, Gr. Knt. 284 Hit is ?ol & nwe ?er.
c 1400 Ywame ff Caw. 596 It neghed nere the nyght.
c I

4S? Era Talma 457 When hyt dawed he rose up soone.
1526 TINDALE John x. 22 Hit was at lerusalem the feaste
of the dedicacion, and itt was wynter. 1399 SHAKS. Hen. V,
in. vn. 2 Would it were day. Ibid. 6 Will it neuer be
Morning? 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 44 It was almost night.
1727-46 I HOMSON .$ iimmer 432 Tis raging noon. 1800 COLE-
RIDGE Wallenst. n. iv. ii. 137 It strikes eleven. 1832 TENNY-
SON Miller's Daughter 59 'T was April then. 1849MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 175 It was ten o'clock. Ibid.
191 It was Monday night.

c. In statements as to space, distance, or length
of time.

'593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. iii. i How farre is it, my Lord
to Berkley now? 1594 Kick. Ill, v. iii. 234 How farre
into the Morning is it? 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. ii.

Nor was it indeed long before Jones was able to attend her
to the harpsichord. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose xii, 'It is
a far cry to Lochow '. .' It is not for me to say how far it

may be to Lochow '. 1850-65 [see CKY sb. 18]. Mod. How
far is it to London? It is only 6 miles to Oxford. It is a
long way to the sea. It wants five minutes to the half-hour.

d. In statements of condition, welfare, course of
life, and the like

;
as It has fared badly with the

soldiers ; How is it in the city ? It will soon come
to a rupture between them

; It is all over with poor
Jack ; It is very pleasant here.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Gen. xxxvii. 14 Loca hwaeber hit wel si mid

him .. and cyb me hu hit si. c 1000 Gasp. Nicod. xxvi. in
I'hwaite Heft. (1698) 13 Hyt was Sa swybe angreslic.
c 1230 Halt Meid. 7 Sekerliche swa hit fareS. a 1310 in
Wright Lyric P. 103 Thus hit geth bitwene hem tuo. c 1325
Metr. Horn. 31 Hou sal it far of us kaytefes ? c 1481 CAXTON
Dialogues 4/37 What do ye? How is it with you? 1533
COVERDALE 2 Kings iv. 26 Axe her yf it go well with her.
1611 BIBLE ibid., Is it well with thee? Is it well with thy
husband? Is it well with the child? 1681 NEVILE Plato
ReJiv. 15 Well, Sir, How is it? Have you rested well to
Night ? 1810 SCOTT Latiy of L. v.

xy, 111 fared it then with
Roderick Uhu, That on the ground his targe he threw. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. iv, O heart, how fares it with thee
now? 1881 F. HALL Lett, to Editor N. Y. Nation 21 As
it has fared with all others . . so, simply, it fares with me.

e. In statements of physical or mental affection,

pleasurable, painful, etc.
These often have a clause expressing the affecting cause,

and then pass into 4.

IIIL linn ;>iuc. Ki3io in vvrignt l^ync 1'. ^3 In in
hit doth me god, when y thenke on Jesu blod. c 1420Avow. Arth. xxiv, Hit schalle the nojte greue. 1844
MRS. BROWNING Fourfold Aspect ii, How that true wife
said to Foetus. .

'

Sweet, it hurts not \

'

Mod. Where does it
feel painful ? It pleases me when he does well.

f. In quoting from books, in the phrases it says,
it tells, etc. Now arch, or colloq. ; usually expressed
by the passive it is said, written, etc. : see 4 b.
c 1173 Lamb. Horn. 15 FulsoS hit seiS, moni hit forlet for

drihtenes eye. a 1225 Ancr. R. 356 Elies hweoles bet weren
furene, ase hit telleS. c 1303 Pilate 169 in E. E. P. (1862)
115 As hit saib in be godspel. c 1330 R. BRUNNF. Chron.
(1810) 55 In Saynt Edwardes life it sais, he was forsuorn.
1390 Gown Conf. III. 224 In a cronique it telleth thus.
1482 Monk ofEvcsham (Arb.) 15 Founde hem as hit folowth
wele aftir in this boke. Mod. colloa. It says in the news-
papers that he has been caught. It tells in the Bible how
David slew Goliath. School-boy. Please, sir, it says so in
the book.

g. In other expressions in which the subject is

undefined.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 6 b, No one man could bee
knowne from an other . . if it were not for the accidentes.
Mod. I should go abroad if it were not for my parents.
4. When the logical subject of a verb is an innni-
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live phrase, a clause, or sentence, this is usually
placed after the verb, and its place before the verb
is taken by it as '

provisional
'

or '

anticipatory sub-
ject".
When the order of the clauses is reversed, it is omitted

but sometimes rhetorically retained.
a. with an infinitive phrase.

In OE. the infinitive was in the dative governed by it
and its construction was rather that of the L. supine in
u after an adj., but this has passed without break into the
present use.

900 tr. Baeda's Hist. Pref. (1890) 2 Forbon hit is god
godne to herianne and yfelne to leanne. c 1205 LAY. 31106Hit is on mine rede to don bat bu bede. c 1250 Hymn yirg.in Tnn. Coll. Horn. App. ii. 257 On be hit is best to callc
nfftAyettb, 53 Hit is grat wyt to loki mesure ine mete and
ine drmke. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. }y~. 634 Cleopatras, In
the see hit happed hem to mete, c 1420 A ntnrs of A rth.
xv, Hit were fulle tere for a tung my tourmentes to telle.
1548 UDALL, etc. Eras,,,. Par. Matt. 58 a, To lothe and
dyspyse them, it is no holynes, but pryde. 1604 SHAKS
VIA. n. in. 203 Vnlesse .. to defend our seines it be a
smne. 1611 Cymb. in. iii. 79 How hard it is to hide the
sparkes of Nature. 1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Siondfs Banish'd
Yirg. 98 Depends it on mee . . to know either your being
9r
,y

ur stay here? 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 641 To stand or
fall * ree in thine own Arbitrament it lies, a 1717 BLACKALL
It-Ks. (1723) I. 25 It has been commonly their Fate to fare
hardher. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 227 Is it in Time to hide
ktermty ? 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 49 It was necessary
to make a choice.

b. with a clause introduced by that expressed or
understood. Now esp. frequent with the passive
voice, in it is said, written, stated, thought, believed,
known, seen, etc., instead of the active people say,
one has written, etc.

c897,% ^';
ED Gregory's Past. xlvi. 355 Donne hit

tocymo 3aet hie
h|t sprecan sculon. c jooo &LFRIC Horn.

II. 340 Hit is awriten, Lufa Sinne nextan. 01130 Owl *
Night. 1337 Soth hit is, of luve ich singe. 13.. K. A Us.
3720 Schame hit is we weore so faynt. c 1303 St. Dunstan
117 in E.E.P. (1862) 37 Hit biful bat be bischop of wircetre
was ded. a 1330 Childh. Jesu 99 (Matz.) It es be beste
vnder bis treo bat ich me reste. c 1309 CHAUCER Detlu
Btaunc/ie%o$ Hit happed that I came on a day In-to a place
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 7 Hyt is redde in storyes
that Ytaly somme tyme..was callede the grete londe off
Grece. ci^oApol. Loll. p. xvi, Hit is writen in the first
book of holy writ, that ther weren thre patriarkes in the
peple of God. 1611 BIBLE i Kings xviii. i It came to
passe after many daies, that the word of the Lord came to
Ehjah. Ibid, 4 It was so, when lezebel cut off the Prophets
of the Lord, that Obadiah tooke an hundred Prophets and
hid them. 1630 WEI.UON Crt. Jas. I, 122 Its verily beleeved
. . it was intended the Law should run in its proper chan-
nell. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. iii, It may be objected,
that very wise men have been notoriously avaricious. 1803
SCOTT Last Minstr. n. xxxii, Use lessens marvel, it is said.
Mod. It appears that you were present.

c. The same construction is sometimes employed
when the logical subject is a sb., esp. with attri-
butes.

In mod. use, this is poetical or rhetorical
; also dialectal or

colloquial ; in the latter use the verb is sometimes repeated
e.g. // is a country ofvast extent, is China.
cgoo tr. Bxiia's Hist. i. Introd. (1890) 26 Hit is weliz bis

ealond on wajstmum. a 1225 Juliana 12 Hit nis nan eoelich
bnig be refschipe of rome. 13. . K. Alls. 4154 Hit schal beo
tul deore abought, Iheo tole that was in Grece v-soucht
1432-50 tr. Iligden. (Rolls) I. ,00 The cyte . . where hit is
schewede the pahce of Melchisedech. 1460 Tmuneley
Myst. xiv. 463 Lord, it is sothe all, that we say. 1323 Lu
BERNERS Praia. I. clxix. 207 It canne nat be recorded the
gret feest and chere that they of the Cytie .. made to the
prince. 1:1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. 524 It greved
her hert right sore, thassurance of her and of Arthur 1803SCOTT Last Minstr. \. xii, What may it be, the heavy sound 'i

1841 LoNGF. Goblet of Life v, Above the lowly plants it

towers, 1 he fennel with its yellow flowers.

d. Also in a periphrastic construction (to bring
into prominence an adverbial adjunct) ; as it was
on a Monday that I met him = the day on which I
met him was a Monday = I met him on a Monday.
Always with the verb to be, as in 2.

(In OE. hit is omitted, or its place taken by txt )

[c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxvii. , For bam bingum was
fc'o tt se wisa Catulus hine sebeal;?. a 1070 O. E. Chron.
(MS. C.) an. 1052 Da;t was on bone MonandajR sefter sea
Marian masse ba;t Godwine mid his scipum to SuSieweorce
becom.] a 1230 Owl 4. Night. 1163 Hervore hit is that me
the shuneth. 1297 R. GLOUC. 204 (MS. B.) In be tyme
bi twene Abraham & Moyses it was, bat men come to
Engolond. 1:1420 Sir Amadas (Weber) 284 Hyt is in the
deyd name that Y speyke. c 1430 COT. Myst. (Shaks. Soc )
126 How is it that the modyr of God me xulde come to?
1393 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 137 It is to you good people,
that I speake. 1776 GIBBON Dec!, t, F. x, It was not till
the eighteenth year of his reign, that Diocletian could be
persuaded by Galerius to begin a general persecution 1840MACAULAY'Hist. Eng. I. 28 It was by him that money was
coined. Mod. It was there that Columbus was born. It
is but seldom that he comes our way.
5. The pronoun is also used pleonastically after

the noun subject : now esp. in ballad poetry, or, in
an interrogative sentence, in rhetorical prose, for
the sake of emphasis. Cf. HE 3 a.
c 1430 Freemasonry (1844) 36 Hys name hyt spradde ful

wondur wyde. 1334 TINDALE Mark xi. 30 The baptyme
of John, was it from heuen, or of men? Answer me. 1378TIMME Caluine on Gen. 236 What grievous torments of
mind, this horrible Confusion brought . . it cannot by words
be sufficiently expressed. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. v. i. 401 Therame it rameth euery day. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. v. i?r The
sacred Shade, and Solitude, what is it? 1798 WORDSW.

IT.

Idiot Boy Iv, This piteous news so much it shocked her
Ibid. Ixxxni, And as her mind grew worse and worse, Her
body" grew better. 1801 CAMPBELL Mariners of'England
13 I he deck it was their field of fame, And Ocean was their
grave. 1801 SCOTT Fire King vii, The tree green it grows
. . I he stream pure it flows, a 1806 KIRKE WHITE Gondoline
I lie night it was still, and the moon it shone, a 1849 POEAnnabel Lee 27 Our love it was stronger by far than the
love Of those who were older than we.

II. As objective case (accusative and dative).
6. The neuter accusative or direct object after a

vb. :

haying the same range of reference as the
nominative: see i, i b, I c.

883 O. E. Chron., y ilcan xeare feng Carl to bam west
rice . . swa hit his bndda fa;der hajfde. (-893 K. ALFRED
Uros.l. i. 7 On bam lande is twa and twentft beoda. nu
hart hit man eall Parthia. 971 Blickl. Horn. 231 Hu man
ic hit on brim dajum gefaran? c 1000 >LFRIC Exod. ii. o
Underfohbiscildandfcdhitme. c 1075 O. E. Chron. an 1070be arcebiscop axode hyrsumnesse mid abswerunge at him
and he hit forsoc. c 1200 Moral Ode 252 (Trin. MS.) par is.Me mai hit quenche salt water, c 1200 ORMIN Ded
125, & forrbi whase lerneb|> itt & foll?hebb itt wibb dede
a 1230 O-iulf, Night. 235 Alvred king hit seide and wrot ' He
schuntet that hi ne wl wot '. c 1303 Judas 142 in E E P
(1862) in Hisgvttes fulle to the grounde, menie men hit
iseye 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. I. 90 Clerkes bat knowen hit
scholde techen hit aboute. c 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ.
Ord. (1790) 428 Set hit on the fyre, and let hit boyle. c 1440
LONELICH Grail 1. 728 Certein me Semeth In My wyt that
they ban wel deservit It. 1332 MORE Confut. Tindale
Wks. 6co/i Adam eate hit also through temptacion. isCOVERDALE Exod. ii. 9 Take this chfide, and nurse it for
me, I wyll geue y thy rewarde. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. * Cr. iv.
a. 34 Would he not (a naughty man) let it sleepei i6n
BIBLE Ps. cxix. 140 Thy word is very pure : therefore thv
seruant loueth it. i Kings iii. 26 Let it be neither mine
nor thine, but diuide it. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfshamshd Vug. 98 Taking mee by the hand and gentlv
wringing it. 1733 PotE&s. Ma,, in. 73 Heaven. .To Man
imparts it [knowledge of his end] ; but with such a view As
while he dreads it, makes him hope it too. 1749 FIFLDINCJam Jones v.

vi, Pardon me if I have said anything to
offend you. I did not mean it. 1808 SCOTT Mann. v.
xii, ihe bride kissed the goblet, the knight took it up 1859GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xxii, She must keep it under her
clothes, and no one would see it. 1879 BAIN Higher Eng.Gram. 27 The day will be fine

; no one doubts it. Mod
I hey say he has left the country, but I do not believe it.

b. Also used as anticipatory object when the
logical object is a clause. Cf. 4.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. i. 63, I take it your owne

business calls on you. 1599 _ Much Ado iv. i. 206 Publish
it that she is dead. 1830 TENNYSON In fl/cm. i, I held it
truth. .That men may rise on stepping-stones Of their dead
selves to higher things. 1881 MASON Engl. Gram. 405 He
made_ it clear that the plan was impossible. Mod. May I
take it that you will sign the document?
7. After a preposition. (In OE. hit or him, ac-

cording to the regimen of the prep. Cf. HIM 2 a.)The usual ME. construction was there- (}ar-)+prep. : e.g.
thereat, thereby, thereafter, therein, thereon, tlierewith.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 674 pe rotes bat of it springes.

lino. 1649 Afterward I sal speke of it. Ibid. 2795 pat place
is neghest aboven hel pitte Bytwen purgatory and itte
1382 WYCLIF Rev. xxi. 24 The kinges of erthe shulen bringe
to her glory and honour in to it [1326 TINDALE vnto hit]
1485 CAXTON Paris % I''. 3 Nor say nothynge to hyr of hyt
1382 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt, xxviii. 4 What is that to vs?
looke thou to it. Ibid. 24 Looke you to it [1611 See ye to
it]. 1590 TAHLTON Newts Puigat. (18441 82 He hyed him
thither, and found them all hard at it by the teeth 1390
SHAKS. Midi. N. in. i. 34 Wee ought to looke to it. 1608

Per. HI. i. 21 A little daughter ; for the sake of it be
manly. 1611 Cymb. n. iv. 141 Another staine, as bigge
as Hell can hold, Were there no more but it. 1633 J. HAY-
WARD tr. Biondis Baitish'd Virg. 99 Shee would oft-times
sigh to thinke of it. 1663 PEPYS Diary 15 Apr., I to my
office, and there hard at it till almost noon. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones vi. vi, Unless you consent to it, I will not give
you a groat. 1858 LVTTON (title) What will he do with
it ? Mod. There is nothing for it but to run.
8. As simple dative = ' to it '. (In OE. him : see
HIM 2 a.)

(Ti4oo MAUNDEV. (1839) *v- 165 To don it worschipe and
reuerence. 1393 SHAKS. John n. i. 162 It grandame will
Giue yt a plum. 1610 Temp. i. ii. 186 'Tis a good dul-
nesse, And giue it way. 01822 SHELLEY Superstition 31rnnv<-r.T,nor th, A,J,< ,*; ;,

namej ant) form Mod. Bring
She took the child and gave

the calf and give it a
it suck.

9. // is often used as an indefinite object of a
transitive verb, e. g. to carry it, fight it, face it,
brave it

; so in imprecations, as confound it ! hang
it ! Also of an intransitive verb, e. g. to go it,
run it, trip it, ride it,flaunt it. And in this way
verbs are formed for the nonce upon nouns, with the
sense to do, act, or play the person or character, to
use the thing ; e. g. to king it, queen it, Itrd it,

foot it, boat it, cab it, coach it, train it, etc. The
use now is colloquial.
App. first used with transitive vbs., and with adv. out, as

tofight it (i. e. the matter, affair) out. Afterwards out was
omitted, and the usage extended through amphibolous to
intransitive vbs., as toflaunt it out, tojtaunt it. Through
vbs. having sbs. of the same form, as to lord, it was extended
to other sbs. as king, queen, etc. There may have been
some^ influence from do it as a substitute, not only for any
transitive

yb. and its object, but for an intransitive vb. of -

action, as in
' he tried to swim, but could not do it

', where
it is the action in question.
1548 PATTEN Ext. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 109 If they

had meant to fight it out. 1579 G. HAKVEY Letter-bk.
(Camden) 73 To face it oute lustelye. 1385 STUBBS Anat.
Abus. 11. (i68a) 108 That flaunt it out in their saten dobleis.



ITABIRITE

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. TV. i. in lie (joe braue it at the Court.

go H SMITH Wtdding liar,,,, lifw) 335 When our backs

Hani it like courtiers. .593 SHAKS. a //. ' /, I-
."

to Hy
swecpcs it through the Court with troups of Ladles. fM.
IV vili 47 I sec them Lording it in London streets. 1605

Hmu. 11. >" '9 Me Dcuill-Porter it no further. 1610
- <\fa.t>. n. iii. 10 -

Temf. i. ii. 380 Foole it featly heere, and there. 1611 -
ll'int T iv. iv. 460 He Queene it no inch farther. 1633

MII.TOK L'Allegro 33 Come, and trip it, as you go, On the

linht fantastick toe. 1647 WAKD Simf. Cobler (1843) 71

Taught many Successors to King it right for many Ages.

IHd 01 Poore Coblers well may fault it now and then.

1650 FULLER Pisgak 194 Hissop doth tree it [artvracit] in

Hunt. Songs (1883) xxxvi. 104 Dyspepsy
and gout the amusement may share, So go it, ye cripples !

and take a Bath chair. 1889 J EROME Three Mm in a Boat

ii, We decided that we would, .hotel it, and inn it, and pub.

it when it was wet. Mod. She is inclined to lord it over

her brothers. (<TO//<V.) Go it, old man ! We will walk as far

as we can, and then train it.

III. 1O. As possessive case or possessive pro-

noun ;
= ITS. Now dial.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 264 Kcpe to hit, & alle hit cors

clanly ful fylle. Ibid. 956 Aboute Sodamas & hit sydez alle.

1430 Antnrs of Arth. viii, Of hit woe wille I wete, Gif

that I may hit bales And the body bare. 1541 R. COPLAND

Gtiyiion's Quest. Chirurg., It sendeth the humour melen-

colyke to the stomacke for to prouoke it appetyte. 1548

UDALL Eraim. Par. Luke vii. 81 b, Loue . . also hath it

infancie & it hath it commyng forewarde in growthe of age.

1563 DAVIDSON Confut. Kennedy in Wpdrtrw Misc. (1844)

206 The Romane Kirk hes receavit be it awin judgement,
the commune translatione. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay ii.

19X1 hath no forme of it owne ; for had it any of it owne, it

could not breede them, because it owne would occupie it to

the full. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 236 It's had it head bit off

by it young. 1608-17 Bp. HALL Medit. <fr Venues n. 86 That
which with it owne glory can make them happy. 1611

BIBLE Lev. xxv. 5 That which groweth of it [ed. 1660 its]

owne accord, .thou shall not reape. x6i6SuRFL. & MARKH, :

Country Farme 150 He shall suffer the young Asse to sucke
j

it damme vntill it be two yeares old. 1622 WITHER Mistr. \

Philar. Wits. (1633) 653 Each part as faire doth show In it

kind, as white in Snow.
Mod. dial. 1869 E. WAUCH Lane. Sketches 89 Look at it

een ; they're as breet as th' north-star ov a frosty neet. 1881

Lancash. Gloss, s. v., If he can catch houd o' that dog he'll

have it life. 1884 Cheshire Gloss, s.v., Come to it mammy.
1893 j. WRIGHT Windkill Dial. 121 Possessive it its. 1899
N. E. Scotch (Dundee, arch.),

' See at the cat pittin' up it

paw an' clawin' it head '.

IV. As reflexive pronoun.
11. la accus. and dative =- ITSELF (which is the

ordinary equivalent).
The reflexive use of it is rarer than that of him, her,

because of the less frequency of neuter agents.

1595 SHAKS. John v. vii. 55 My heart hath one
poore

string to stay it by. Mod. The tree draws to it all the

moisture from the adjacent ground. _The horse sprang over
the precipice carrying its rider with it.

12. As possessive
= ITS (L. suus).

1548-16x3 [see ["].

V. 13. As antecedent pronoun followed by rela-

tive expressed or understood. (Rare ; more fre-

quently expressed by that which, the one that, what.'}
c 1200 Vices tr Virtues 117 Hit is so5 fiat tu seiest. c 1305

St. Edm. Con/. 562 in E. E. P. (1862) 86 Louerd . . bu hit

ert bat ich habbe iloued. 1383 WYCLIF F.ccl. i. 9 What is

that was? it that is to come. What is that is mad ? it that

is to be maad. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A nrcl.

(1546) Q vj b, Idelnesse, whereby our envy entreth, is it whiche

openeth the gate to all vyces. 1535 COVEKDAI.E i Citron, iv.

10 God caused it for to come that he axed. 1535 STEWAHT
Cron. Scot. II. 541 It that tha wyn at our plesour to spend.
1563 J. HRVWOOD Prov. <J- Epig. (1867) 133 It hapth in an
houre that hapth not in vii yeare. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v.

i. 59 An if it please me which thou
speak'st. 1596 i Hen.

11 , n. i. 58 It holds currant that I told you yesternight.
1601 Tiuel. N. n. iv. 80 That's it, that alwayes makes a
good voyage of nothing. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Ii. 9 Art thou not
it that hath cut Rahab? 1651 HOBBES Lcuiath. n. xxvi,

137 But that is not it I intend to speak of here.

14. When the antecedent is the subject of a clause

which precedes the relative, it may be used of per-
sons as well as things.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. ii. 15 It is a good Diuine that

followes his owne instructions. Ibid. n. ii. 80 It is a wise
Father that knowes his owne childe. 1768 STERNE .Sent.

Journ. (1775) II. 124 (Fragment ii.)
'
It is an ill wind ', said

a boatman . .

' which blows no body any good '. Mod. It is

not everybody who can afford to take a holiday.

Itabirite (itse'birait). Also -yto. Min.
[f.

Itabira, name of a place in Minas Geraes, Brazil +
-ITE.] A quartzose iron-slate or iron-mica slate,

consisting chiefly of alternate layers of quartz and

specular iron ore.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5)141 Itabiryte is a schist resembling

mica-schist, but containing much specular ore in grains or
scales or in the micaceous form. 1880 Nature XXI. 412
The disappearance of iron pyrites in auriferous itabirites.

I-tached, ME. pa. pple. of TACH v,

Itacism (ftilii'm). [f. Gr. ijra, the name of
the letter 17, pronounced Fta in later and modern
Gr. (and English pronunciation of ancient Greek)
as if spelt Ira ; the suffix as in iaiacism, rhotacism!\
The giving to the Greek vowel 17 the sound-value i,

like Eng. te (opposed to ETACISM, in which it has
the original value?); alsothereductionin pronuncia-
tion of different Greek vowels and diphthongs (as

, 7, 04, u, vi) to the sound i (represented in ancient
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Greek by the letter i, iota) ;
cf. IOTAOJSM ;

hence

the erroneous substitution in MSS. of t for any of

these vowels or diphthongs. So I'tacist, one who

practises or favours itacism ;
Itaci stic a., charac-

terized by itacism.

1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. v. I. 25 Reuchlin's school, of

which Melanchthon was one . . were called Itacists, from the

continual recurrence of the sound of Iota in modern Greek,

being thus distinguished from the Etists of Erasmus's party.

1854 ELLICOTT Ep. Gal. Pref. (1859) 18 The apparent proba-
bilities of erroneous transcription, permutation of letters,

itacism, and so forth. 1861 SCRIVENER Introd. Crit. N. T.

i. 10 It seems more simple to account for the itacisms . . by
assuming that a vicious pronunciation gradually led to a
loose mode of orthography adapted to it. 1881 WESTCOTT
& HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. S 303 Changes of an itacistic

kind, as the confusion between imperatives, .and infinitives.

1883 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 158 note, Some have supposed
a pleasant play

of words founded on itacism between chrestos

(sweet) and Christos (Christ).

I-tacned, -takned, ME. pa. pple. ofTOKEN v.

Itacolumite (itakp'liamatt). Min. [f. Ita-

columi, name of a mountain in Minas Geraes,
Brazil -f -ITE.] A granular, quartzose, talcomica-

ceous slate, sometimes flexible in thin slabs.

1863 DANA Man. Geol. 88. 83 Itacolumite, a schistose

quartz rock, consisting of quartz grains with talc or mica.
1868 Min. (ed. 5) 22 The diamond appears generally to

occur in regions that afford a laminated granular quartz
rock, called itacolumite, which pertains to the talcose

series, and which in thin slabs is more or less flexible. 1878
LAWRENCE tr. Cottars Rocks Class. 240 In the Brazils

itacolumite forms whole systems of strata of great thickness.

Itaconic (itakp-nik), a. Chem. [Formed by
arbitrary transposition of letters from ACONITIO.]
Of, pertaining to, or derived from aconitin. Ita-

conic acid, C5
H

6O4 ,
an acid isomeric with citra-

conic and mesaconic acids, obtained in the dry dis-

tillation of citric acid. Its salts are Ita couates.

1863-73 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 435 Itaconic acid is

dibasic, forming acid salts, CsHsMO*, and neutral salts,

CsH^MaO^ The neutral itaconates of the alkali-metals do
not crystallise.

t I-tBBche, v. 06s. Also 3 i-taohen. [OE.
getxc(e)an to show, to assign, to teach, f. ft-,

I- 1 +

tsec(e)an to TEACH.] trans. To show; to hand

over, deliver ;
to teach.

c 888 K. /KLFKKI > Boeth. xxxiv. 9 Da cwaeS he : Ic hit be
bonne wille Cetacean, a looo Cxdnton's Gen. 2837 (Gr.) Him
frea engla wic xetaehte. c 1205 LAV. 10305 He heom
wolden mucle wele & wurSscipe itsechen. Ibid. 11169 Peo
Judeus heo sohten & bere quene heo itaehten. a 1350 Owl
<J- Night. 1345 Swiche luve ich itache and lere.

I-taeht, -taht, -taiht, -tajt, ME. pa. pple. of

TEACH v .

tltaile, si>. and a. Obs. rare. In 5 Ytaile,
6 Itale, -aill. [ad. L. Italus (pi. Itali) ITALIAN.]
= ITALIAN.

_
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 51 pe ytailes sayen

it ys no vice to a kynge if he be auers to hym seluen, so bat
he be large to his subgitz. 1513 DOUGLAS SEncis vi. xiii. 6

And quhat successioun or posteritie Of Itale freyndschip
sail discend of the. Ibid. vii. iii. (heading) Efter Eneas
come to Itaill land.

Itaka-wood (rtakawu'd). [f. Itaka, the native

name + WOOD sb.] A cabinet-wood beautifully
streaked with black and brown, obtained from the

Machserium Schomburgkii, a leguminous tree of

British Guiana.
1866 Treas. Bot. 706/1 Machzriwn Schotnbitrgkii, n

British Guiana species, produces the beautifully mottled
wood called Itaka, Itiki, or Tiger-wood, used for furniture

in that country.

I-take(n, I-tald, ME. pa. pples. of TAKE,
TELL vbs.

Italian (itoe-lian), a. andj& Forms: 5Ttalian,
Itallian, -aillian, -aylion, 5-6 Ytalyen, 6 Ita-

lyan(e, -ion, -yon, -ien, 6- Italian, [ad. L.

Italian-us, f. Italia Italy : cf. F. Italien^
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Italy or its people ; native

to or produced in Italy.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knirwl. xxi. (1870) 176 Calabre is a

province ioyned to Italy ; and they do vse the Italion

fashion. 1576 A. HALL Ace. Quarrel (1815) n M. Mallerie
hadde affirmed, that he would shew him an Italian tricke,

intending therby to do him some secret and unlooked-for
mischiefe. 1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 153 Adde thus much
more, that no Italian Priest Shall tythe or toll in our
dominions. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vn. i. 21 Soon after

the Lord Gray of Wilton . . came with a company of Hors-
men, and 300 Italian Shot, under Baptist Spinola their

Leader, to recruit the Lord Russell. 1753 HANWAY Trav.

(1762) II. I. x. 53 note, Italian operas are countenanced and
even promoted by some of the burgomasters. 1834 MEDWIN
Angler in Wales H. 166 The sky was of a deep, almost an
Italian blue.

b. Of or pertaining to ancient Italy; = ITALIC
a. i, i b.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vi. xiii. 16 Commixit with the blude
Italiane. I783*H. SWINBURNE Trav. Two Sicilies I. 323
Hannibal.. assembled all his Italian allies in this temple. 1841
Penny Cycl. XIX. 172/2 The philosophic school of which
Pythagoras was the founder, is sometimes called the Italian

or the Doric school. 1863 W. Y. SELLAR Rom. Poets Kef.
ii. (1881) 45 It was from men of the Italian provinces, and
not from her own sons, that Rome received her poetry,

t o. Arch. ITALIC a. i c. Qbs

ITALIANATE.

1634 WOTTON Archil, in Reliq. (1651) 225 The Compound
Order, or as some call it, the Roman ; others more generally
the Italian.

fd. Printing. = ROMAN (type). Obs.
. 1711 STRVPE Lift Parker iv. ch. xvi. 382 (an. 1572) The
Archbishop had . . spoken to Day the Printer, to cast a new
Italian Letter. Ibid. iv. sect. iv. 541 To cast a new Sett of
Italian Letters .. For our black English Letter was not
proper for the Printing of a Latin Book.

t e. = ITALIC a. 3. Obs.

1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 809 Whatsoever is printed in
an Italian Character. 1713 True Briton I. 66 Every Word
. . that I lay any Stress upon, is printed in an Italian
Character.

2. As the designation of the modern language of

Italy (see B. a). Hence of words, etc. : Belonging
to this language. Of books, etc. : Composed or
written in this language.
1430 PALSGR. 3, e shall be sounded lyke an Italian a and

some thjmge in the noose. 1598 FLORID Ital. Diet. Ep. Ded.,
So manie and so strange bookes . . as be written in the
Italian toong. a 1639 WOTTON Let. to Dr. C. in Rtliq.
(1651) 476, I cannot (according to the Italian Phrase..)
accuse the receipt of any Letter from you. 1750 CHESTERF.
Lett, (1774) II. 351 What Italian books have you read?
1830 SHELLEY Lett. M. Gisborne 298 We will have books,
Spanish, Italian, Greek.
3. Applied to the form of handwriting developed

in Italy, and now used in Great Britain, America,
the Latin countries, and other countries of Western

Europe, which approaches in form to italic print-

ing : opposed to the Gothic hand, formerly used
in England and still in Germany, etc.

1571 BEAUCHFSNE & BAILDON (title) A Booke Containing
A: c . _ _ci ,_ . -.1- .i_- ._i; T^ f., .

scribed : Qnaestiones [etc.]. 1789 MRS. Plozzi France 4-

Italy I. 195 Italian hand was the first 'to become elegant.
1870 J. A. H. MURRAY in Leisure Hourfxt A specimen of
the closing period of that Old English or Gothic hand-
writing, which was so rapidly disappearing before the Italian
or current hand of the present day.
4. In specific names of things produced in or

originally from Italy, as Italianferret, greyhound,
lettuce, melilot, millet, oak, etc. : see the sbs.

gr
h

the i3th and i4th c. I. juice, the extract of liquorice.
I. May, the Dropwort, Spirza Filitendula. I. plaster :

see quot. 1887. I. roof, a hip-roof. I. sixth (Mus.i, a chord
consisting of a note with its major third and augmented
sixth. I. string, a superior kind of violin-string of Italian

manufacture. I. warehouse, a shop where Italian

roceries, fruits, olive oil, etc. are sold ; hence I. ware-
ouseman.
1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades, Table, Italian Ware-

house. 1863 Good Words 870/1 You are mistaken as to the
Italian warehouse. 1866 Treas. Bot. 726/1 Italian May,
Sfirza Filifemiula. 1875 OUSELEY Harmony XL 126
A discord which has been called an '

Italian Sixth '. 1887
Syd. Sac. Lex., Italian plaster, an old name for a plaster
used for purging sordid ulcers and promoting granulation.
B. sb. 1. A native of Italy.

1433 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Prw. 130 The ytaliance
sayth, that in a kynge hit is noght reproue yf he be scarse
to hym-Selfe. 1439 Rolls Parlt. V. 32/1 Lumbardes,
Itayhons, and. .other Merchauntes Aliens. 1573 Notting-
ham Rec. IV.I49 Geven to the Italyans for serteyne pastymes
that they shewed before Master Meare. x6ix FLORIO Ital.

Diet. 618 The Italians haue two very different sounds for
the two vowels E and O. 1783 H. SWINBURNE Trav. Two
Sicilies I. 398 Another monument .. commemorating a
victory gained . . by thirteen Italians over an equal number
of French. 18x8 A. RANKEN Hist. France V. v. 401 The
great merchants of Europe were the Italians.

2. The Italian language.
1485 CAXTON Pref. Malory's Arthur, Moo bookes [are]

made of his noble actes. .as wel in duche ytalyen spaynysshe
and grekysshe as in frensshe. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Kncnvl.
xxiii. (1870) 179 Who that wyl learne some Italien. 1603
SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 274 The Story is extant and writ in

choyce Italian.
'756-7

tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 312 This
distich was ingeniously translated into Italian by Bellori.

1 3. One versed in the Italian language; an Italian

scholar. Obs.

1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. Ep. Ded., What and whosoeuer he
be that thinkes himselfe a very good Italian.

4. //. (ellipt.} Articles (defined by context) im-

ported from Italy.

1883 Daily Nevis 12 Sept. 2/5 Tows and hemps.. . Italians

have advanced i per ton. 1891 Ibid. 20 Oct, 2/7 Eggs..
There has been a rise of kd. on second Italians.

C. Comb., as Italian-like, adj. and adv., Italian-

minded adj. ;
also prefixed to other adjs., as Italian-

English, etc.

1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. Ep. Ded., I may consecrate this

lesser-volume .. to all Italian-English, or English-Italian
students. 1651 WALTON Life IVotton in Reliq. rVott. bx,
His long Rapier, which Italian-like he then wore. 1658
W. SANDERSON Graphice 27 Lest.. an Italian minded Guest

gaze too long on them, and commend the worke for your
wive's sake.

Italianate (ifce-lian/t), a. (si.) Forms : see

next ; also 7 -at. [ad. It. Italianato : see -ATE 2.]

1. Rendered Italian ; that has become or been

made Italian in character : see ITALIANATE v.

Often with allusion to the Italian proverb Inglese Italia-

nato i un diavolo incarnate,
'

Englishman Italianate is a
devil incarnate

'

(see quots. 1591, 1659, and quots. ijgS, 1660
in ITAUANATED u



ITALIANATE.

1572 GRINDAL Let. Burleigh Wks. (Parker Soc.) .332
The

number of obdurate papists and Italianate atheists is great
at this time. 1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (N.), I am
Englishe borne, and I have English thoughts ; not a devill

incarnate because I am Italianate. 1659 HOWELL Lex,

Tctragl. Ital. Prov., An Englishman Italionat is a Devill

Incarnat. 1880 Sat. Rev. 30 Oct. 552/2 An English girl that

is Italianate must expect, .to live among ideas and manners
so strange to her that her existence can scarcely be made
harmonious.

2. Of Italian character, form, or aspect.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (Shaks. Soc.) 68, 1 comprehend . .

vnder hypocrisie, al Machivalisme, Puritanisme. .and finally,

all Italionate conveyances. 1631 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlew.

(1641) 324 A scru'd face, an artful cringe, or an Italionate

ducke. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Marcella I. 98 The small

Italianate physique of his son.

t B. sb. An Italianate person. Obs. rare.

1587 HARRISON England n. v. (1877) 1. 130, I passe ouer to

saie anie more of these Italionates.

Italianate (itse'lians't), v. Also 6 ytal-, 6-7
italiou-, -in-, -ien-, (7 -iannate). [Found first

in pa. pple. Italianated (see next), f. It. Italianato,

whence the simple vb. was deduced.] trans. To
render Italian ; to give an Italian character to ;

to Italianize.

Usually in a depreciatory sense, esp. with reference to the

imitation of Italian fashions and morals by English courtiers

in the i6th and i7th cents. ; cf. ITALIANATE///. a. i.

1567 FENTON Trag. Disc. 213 Ytalianated in legerdemaines
of subteltye. 1599 H. HOLLAND Wks. Greenham To Rdr.,
The world was neuer more full of Italian conceits, nor men
more in danger . . to be Italianated. 1615 ISal. Welshm.

(1663) Cjb, My brain Italinates my barren faculties To
Machivihan blackness. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vin. iii. 49
The longer He lived in England, the less He had of an

English-man, daily more and more Italianating Himself.

1704 S. BRISCOE Key Rehearsal Pref. 9 The Decorum of

Foreign-Theatres, especially the French . . before it was so

far Italianated. 1899 E. W. GOSSE Donne i. 36 Soft and

voluptuous measures Italianating the rude tongues of the

preceding generation.
Hence Ita-liauating///. a.

1879 E. W. GOSSE Lit. N. Europe 242 This Italianating

spirit was not lessened . . by the next step taken.

Italianated (torUiw'ttd), /// " [f- IL

Italianato (see prec.) + -ED!.]
1. = ITALIANATE a. i.

1555 T. WILSON Rhet. (1567) 82 b, An other choppes in with

Englishe Italinated. 1581 ANDRESON Serm. Panics Crosse

80 Sure Italienated Papistes. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Mnn iv.

(1603) 317 An English man italianated is a Devil incarnated.

1660 Charac. Italy 55 Nay, 'tis a Proverb of their own,
Tndesco Italianato e un Diavolo incarnate : an Italianated

German is a Devil incarnate. 1841 D'lSRAELi Amen. Lit.

(1867) 425 This Italianated Englishman .. raged against
Elizabeth more furiously than had the Mar-prelate Knox.

1891 Athewemn 5 Sept. 315/3 His preference for the italian-

ated suburb of Cairo.

t 2. -^ITALIANATE a. 2. Obs.
1616 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (1887) Ser. n. II.

50 The Petitioner., seeketh to deteyne yt by his Italion-

ated pollecie. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 37 How she

leers out of her inticeing Italianated eyes, able to confound

a Saint.

Italianesque (itediane-sk), a. [f.
ITALIAN +

-ESQUE.] Italian in style or character.

1830 Ecclcsiologist X. 45 To replace the present Italian,

esque altar. 1884 H. R. REYNOLDS in Life xiv. (1898) 349
The picturesque undulations and Italianesque dotting of

houses in impossible places.

Hence Italiane'scrnery nonce-wd. [cf. grotesque-

a close

Italian rron, sb. A cylindrical
' iron

'
with

rounded end, made hollow for the reception of the

cylindrical heater, used for fluting or crimping

lace, frills, etc. Hence Ita-lian-i-ron v. trans.

to flute or crimp with an Italian iron, to goffer ;

Ita-lian-rroned ppl. a.

Birtle Carter's T. 5 A clean cap.. thickly bordered with

great, stiff, old-fashioned puffs, such as I used to watch my
mother make on the end of the

'
Italian iron

' when I was

a lad at home.

t Italianish, a. Obs. rare. [f.
ITALIAN +

-ISH l
: cf. Ger. Italidnisch,~\ Italian, Italic.

1535 COVERDALE Acts x. i Cornelius a captayne of y9

company which is called y Italianysh. 1540 Confut.
Standish Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 379 Cornelius, a captain of

the Italianish company.
Italianism (itse-lianiz'm). [f. ITALIAN + -ISM ;

or a. F. Italianisme (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.}]
1. An Italian practice, feature, or trait ; esp. an

Italian expression or idiom of language.
1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 91 Some notable neweltalion-

isme. 1611 COTGR., Signale,.. notable,.. (An Italianisme;

and deriued from the custome of marking souldiors in

auncient Garrisons). 1840 Fraser's Mag. XXI. 667 The
introduction of Italianisms into the language. 1900 F.

HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXXI. 113/2 Of Italianisms and

other foreignisms. .1 have amassed a large collection.

2. Italian quality, spirit, or taste ;
attachment to

Italian ideas or principles ; sympathy with Italy.

1814 Blackw. Mag. XVI. 163 An absurd pretension to

Italianism, which caricatured refinement, and surpassed
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sentiments by public functionaries in Trieste itself are I

proofs beyond all doubt of the Italianism of the citizens.

Ita'lianist. rare. [f. as prec. + -IST.] One
who Italianizes.

1855 KINGSLEY Westiv. Ho viii, The bargain is hardly
fair between such a gay Italianist and us country swains.

Italia-nity. rare. [f.
ITALIAN + -MY.] Italian

quality or character.
1881 Encycl, Brit. XIII. 404/2 If the 'Venetian', in spite

of its peculiar
'

Italianity ', has naturally special points of
contact with the other dialects of Upper Italy [etc.].

Italianize (itse-lianaiz), v. [a. F. Italianiser

(i6th c. in Littre) : cf. ITALIAN and -IZE.]

1. intr. (also in phr. to Italianize if) : To practise
Italian fashions or habits; to become Italian (in

character, tastes, etc.).
1611 COTGH., Italianizer, to Italianize it ; to speake

Italian, play the Italian, doe like an Italian. 1656 BLOUNT,
Italianize. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

2. trans. To make Italian in character or style.

1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 136 Nol's Latin clerks were

of their present Saints. 1831 Eraser's Mag. V. 729 She
Italianised her Christian name. '1886 WILLIS & CLARK

Cambridge II. 46 The Hall was new wainscoted and

thoroughly Italianized.

Hence Ita-lianized ///. a., Italianizing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a. Also Italianiza'tion, the action or

process of Italianizing, an Italianized formation ;

Ita'lianizer, one who Italianizes.

a. 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xix. 159 A Chironomatick

Italianising of his Demand, with various Jectigation of his

Fingers. 1771 MRS. HARRIS in J'riv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury
I. 217 Louisa is gone to the oratorio, a great condescension

for so Italianised a lady. 1847 LD. LINDSAY Chr. Art

rhePope."'i88oH7NicoL in Academyn July 57 We have Old

French, Modern French, Italianisations, Latin expansions,
and English abbreviations used indiscriminately. 1881

WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. 7". II. App. 46 European of a

comparatively late and Italianising type. 1900 Pilot 4 Aug.

140/2 There is only one example of the Italianising masters

of Fontainebleau,

Italianly (itae-lianli), adv. rare. [f. ITALIAN

+ -LY a
.]

In an Italian manner.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Piv, On English
foole: wanton Italianly; Go Frenchly : Duchly drink:

breath Indinnly. 1884 Harper's Mag. Feb. 387/1 Sant'

Agnese, pronounced. .Itah'anly to rhyme with lazy.

Italic (itse-lik), a. and sb. [ad. L. Italian,

a. Gr. 'ITOAIKOS, f. 'IroAia, L. Italia Italy. Cf.

F. Italique (I5~i6th c. in Godef. Compl.^.}
A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to ancient Italy or its tribes ;

spec., in Rom. Hist, and Law, pertaining to parts
of Italy other than Rome.
Italic version : see quot. 1852.

1685 STILLINGFL. Orig. Brit. iii. 113 S' Ambrose at Milan,
had as great authority as Damasus at Rome ; And the

Italick Diocese was as considerable as the Roman. 1724
WATERLAND A than. Creed iv. 62 Neither are we to expect
to meet with it in the Italick psalters. 1851 HOOK Ch. Diet.

(1871) 403 The old Italic Version, or Veins Itala, is the

name usually given to that translation of the sacred

Scriptures into the Latin language which was generally
used till the time of St. Jerome. 1875 POSTE Gains \. Comm.

(ed. 2) 108 Italic soil was subject to Quiritary ownership.
1880 MUIRHEAD Gains II. 31 A usufruct of lands that have

italic privilege. 1900 Cotttemp. Rev. Feb. 272 The Italic

groups, that is, the early languages of Italy.

b. Pertaining to the Greek colonies in southern

Italy : said of the school of philosophy founded

in Magna Grsecia by Pythagoras in the 6th cent.

B. c. (Sometimes used to include the Eleatic school.)

1662 H. MORE Philoi. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 17 This

School was called the Italick School. 1728 T. SHERIDAN

Persins iii. (1739) 45 He travelled to Magna Grscia where

he was the Founder of the Italick Sect. 1836-7 SIR W.
HAMILTON Metaph. vi. (1859) 1. 105 Pythagoras, the founder

of the Italic school.

c. Arch. A name of the fifth of the classical

orders, the COMPOSITE. Formerly Italica.

1563 SHUTE Archil. Ajb, The fifth piller named Com-

fosita. or Italica. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law To Rdr. i, If

some Capitals should want their Italica distinctions and

ornaments. 1706 PHILLIPS, Italick Order of Architecture,

see Composite Order.

t 2. = ITALIAN a. i. Obs.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 159 A spatious Tanck,
. . round set with pipes of lead which (after the Italick sort)

spouts out the liquid element in variety of conceits. 1711

MADOX Excheq. Pref. 16 Persons that were by birth or

education French or Italick. <zi734 NORTH Lives (1826)

III. 39 The Italic caution of the ambassador.

3. (with small i) Applied to the species of printing

type introduced by Aldus Manntius of Venice, in

which the letters, instead of being erect as in

Roman, slope towards the right ;
first used in an

edition of Virgil, published in 1501 and dedicated

to Italy. In early use also Italica (sc. littera).

1612 BRINSLEY Pas. Parts (1669) p. v, Beginning ther

question ever at an Italike Capital Q. 1615 BEDWELL
Moham. Imp. Pref. B, If I haue added any thing, .that we

haue caused to be imprinted in an Italica letter. 1733

SWIFT Misc., On Poetry 95 To Statesman wou'd you give

a Wipe, You print it in Italick Type. When Letters are

ITALISH.

in vulgar Shapes, 'Tis ten to one the Wit escapes. 1789
FRANKLIN Wks. (1888) X. 180 The printers have of late

banished also the italic types. 1818 A. RANKED Hist.

France V. iv. 391 Their printing was in Italic characters.

1855 THACKERAV Newcomes 1. xxvi. 247 Documents . . pro-

fusely underlined . . in which the machinations ofvillains
are laid bare with italic fervour. 1861 N. A. WOODS Pr.
Wales in Canada /) U. S. 390 The reiterated headings,
italic emphasis, and minute details, so peculiar to the

American journals.

f b. Of handwriting :
= ITALIAN a. 3. Obs.

1571 BEAUCHESNE & BAILDON Boolte contg. divers series of
hands (1602) D. (heading) Italique hande. Ibid. E iv.

{heading) Italique Letter.

B. sb.

1. A member of the Italic school of philosophy :

see A. i b.

1594 R. ASHLEY tr. le Kay's Interch. Var. Things 61 a.

The Philosophers, .diuided themselues into two sects, thone

being called lonicques, thother Italiques. i678CupwoRTH
Intell. Syst. Pref, Divers of the Italicks, and particularly

Empedocles, before Democritus, Physiologized Atomically.
2. (with small z) //. (rarely sing.} Italic letters ;

letters sloping to the right : now usually employed
to emphasize a word or series of words, or to dis-

tinguish a word or phrase (e. g. one in a foreign

language) from others in the same context. See A. 3.

1676 MOXON Print Lett. 8 From the Bottom to the Foot
is 12 of them in Romans and Italicks. 1718 STEELE

Spect. No. 455 P6, I Desire you would print this in Italick,

so it may be generally taken notice of. c 1823 T. HOWES
in S. Parr's Wks. (1828) VIII. 194 The names in italic are

those supplied by the editors. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II.

i. 8 It would be a desirable object, if the use of Italic could

be governed by some rules. 1898 A. W. W. DALE Life
R. W. Dale ix. 217 In the book, the sentence in italics is

developed into an entire lecture. Mod. Review, We quote
the passage ; the italics are our own.

t Ita'lical, a. Obs. rare~ l

. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Italian. Hence flta'lically adv., Italianly.

1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 74 That

frnplmg discourse of his Italicall progresse. 1821 BYRON
Wks. (1837-40) V. 179 By the papers.. I perceive that the

Italian gazette had lied most Italically, and that the drama
had not been hssed.

Ita'lican, a. rare. [f.
L. Ifah'c-us + -Ay.] Of

or pertaining to the ancient Italian group of

languages.
1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. x. 188 Declared Indo-European

and Italican by scholars.

f Ita-licate, v. Obs. rare. [f.
ITALIC + -ATE 3.]

'rans. To italicize. Hence Ita'licated ppl. a.

1839 J. R. DARLF.Y Introd. Beanm. ff Fl.'s Wks. I.

p. xxxiv, These five italicated syllables pass but for two.

Italicism (itoe-lisiz'm). rare. [f. ITALIC a.

+ -ISM.] An Italian expression or idiom
;

an

Italianism.

Thomas a Kempis]. 1838 BRITTON Diet. Arc/lit. 375

Portico, an Italicism of the IM.fortiaa,
Italicize (itarlisaiz), v. [f. ITALIC + -IZE.]

trans. To print in italics, or (in writing) underscore

with a single line as a sign that the word or words

thus marked are to be so printed, or in order to

I emphasize or otherwise distinguish them.

1795 PARR Kern. Statem. Combe 78 In p. 17 of his

pamphlet the Dr. has printed, but not italicised another

inaccuracy. 1858 RUSKIN Arrmvs of Chace (18801 I. 139

The words which I have italicized in the above extract are

those which were surprising to me. 1865 Spectator 28 Jan.
100 The lines we have italicized are lines of very great

beauty. 1871-3 EAHLE Philoi. Eng. Tongue (ed. 2) 30

There are no words in the Latin answering to the words

which are italicised in the English version.

fig. 1870 H. SMART Race for Wife \, A slight inflection

of voice just italicised the epithet.

Hence Italicized ///. a., Italicizing vbl. sb.

Also Ita'liciza-tion, the action of italicizing.

1888 W. SHARP in Academy 17 Mar. 184/3 Tne italicisa-

tion is mine ; but comment I have none. 1894 Westni. Gm.
20 Oct. 2/2 Carlyle, however, gave positive injunctions on

7/yviii. 131
describe the land.

Italico-, used as combining form of Italic, ad-

verbially qualifyingthefollowingadj.,
as in Italico-

Ga me, Gallic or French of an Italian sort.

1804 LARWOOD No Gnn Boats 21 A certain Italico-Gallic

Gentleman.

Italiot, -ote (itse-lipt, -oof), sb. and a. [ad.

Gr. 'iToAidrrr/t, f. IraXi'a Italy.]

a. sb. A person of Greek descent dwelling in

ancient Italy; an inhabitant of Magna Grsecia.

b. adj. Of or pertaining to the Greek colonies in

southern Italy or Magna Grsecia.

1660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. IX. (1701) 359/1 A Councel

being called, and it being put to the question, Whether

they should deliver up the Italiotes to the Sybarites, or

undergo a War with an. enemy more powerful than them-

selves? 1841 W. SPALDING Italy , It. 1st: I. 117 Several

illustrious names in Grecian poetry and science belong by

birth to the Italiot settlements. 1892 Athenanm 6 Aug.

187/1 The concluding chapters.. give
a pretty full account

of the literary side of Sicilian and Italiot history.

t I-talish, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. Ital-us Italian

+ -ISH !.] Italian.

1544 BALE Sel. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 8 Polydorus Vergilius



ITALO-.

talish preest and Spanish prince.

I talo- used as the combining form of Italian

in various formations, as I ;talo-Bywntine a.,

pertaining to Byzantine art as developed in Italy ;

I talo-Ore'cian, -Orec k
., pertaining to Greek

settlers or Creek civilization in Italy ;
I talo-

ma'nia, a mania for things Italian.

1763 H. SWINBURNE Trav. Two Sicilies I. 353 Sent to lay
the first stone of this Italo-Gracco-Corsinian seminary. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy y It. Isl. I. 325 The second

period,
which may be called the Italo*Grecian. continued till about

the extinction of the Antonines. 1841-4 KMERSON Ess. Ser.

i. i. (1876) 25 The .. Italomania of Boston Bay. 1877 W.
JONES Finger-ring 458 A splendid specimen of a large gold

ring of the best Italo-Greek work. 1883 C. C. PERKINS
//a/. Sculpt. Introd. 12 Ornaments and animals in the same

Italo-Byzantine style.

I-tan,I-taried, ME. pa. pples. of TAKE, TABBY.

Ita-palm (i'taipam). [f.
tta

t native Brazilian

name + PALM 2.] A palm-tree of tropical South

America found on river oanks.

1866 Treas. Bot. 725/2 Mauritia Jlexuosa t the Moriche
or Ita Palm, is very abundant on the banks of the Amazon,
Rio Negro, and Orinoco rivers.

t I-ta'Se, a- Obs. [OE. %etKsc?\ Convenient,

suitable, handy.
Bemuul/(Z.) 1320 Fraejn fcif him wsere sefter neod-IaSu

niht ze-tasse. a 1000 Boeth. Afetr. xx. n (>u pysne middan-

geard. .tidum totaeldes, swa hit xetwsost waes. ciw>s LAY.

6502 pe king droh his sweord be htm wes itase.

I-tasted, I-tauwed, I-tau$t, I-taxed, ME.
pa. pples. of TASTE, TAW, TEACH, TAX vbs.

Itch (itf),
sb. Forms : a. i sycces, 4 $icche,

5 }iche, 3ykche, ikche, icche,6ycch(e, ytch(e,
itohe, ych(e, iche, 7 ich, 6- itch. 0. 5 !jeke.
See also Sf. YUKE. [OE. *"/, sb, from stem of

giccan : see ITCH z*.1]

1. An uneasy sensation of irritation in the skin,
which is relieved by scratching or rubbing ; spec.
a contagious disease, in which the skin is covered

with vesicles and pustules, accompanied by extreme

irritation, now known to be produced by the itch-

mite ; scabies.
a. a 800 Leiden Gloss. 82 Prorigo, itrigo cuffs, xyccne.

c i340 Cursor M. 11823 (Trin.) pe ^icche toke him sikerly

pe fester smoot boune his
body,

c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. \Vks.

III. 91 pe Lord schal smyte pe wib. .scabbe. .and ^icclie.
c 1400 Lanfratif's Ciritrg. 91 If it be drie, It schal propirlit:
be clepid icche, And if it be moist, it schal be clepid scabbe.

1-1440 /></. Parv. 259/1 Icche, or 5iche{6'. ikche,or3ykche),
Pruritus. 1522 MORE De quat. ffffttiu. Wks. 99 If thou
shouldest for a litle ytche claw thy self sodeinly depe into

y flesh. 1563 T. GALE Antidot. \\. 20 This vnguent is for

iche of the Teggs. 1617 MORVSON Itin. HI. 117 The Italians

..for the most part are troubled with an itch, witnesse the

frequent cry in their streets. .Ointment for the Itch. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737)

II. 152 In the case of that parti-
cular kind of itch, which belongs to a distemper nam'd from
that effect, there are some who, far from disliking the

sensation, find it highly acceptable and delightful. 1861
Hn.MK tr. Moquin-Tandon n. vi. i. 308 There really is a
special parasite which gives rise to the Itch. 1883 GII.MOUK

Mongols^ (1884) 184 One of the most prevalent diseases in

Mongolia is itch. 1900 N. fy Q. Qth Ser. V. 7 Stablemen
refer to the itch in horses as 'the dukes' [YUKES]. A
4

dukey horse' means a horse suffering from itch.

/3. 1483 Cath. Angl. 426/1 A 3eke,/rwr/^#.
b. Applied, with qualification, to various forms

of eczema and other skin diseases, as bakers'
',
brick-

fayers\ grocers' itch (see these words). Norwegian
iich, a form of leprosy occurring in Norway.
2. fig. An uneasy or restless desire or hankering

after something ;
a restless propensity to do some-

thing : usually spoken contemptuously. Const, of,

for, after, (iat\ or inf.
1532 MORE Ctnfut. Tindale Wks. 371/1 For no desyre of

mans prayse or ytch of vain glory, but of mere humilitie.

599 Life More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 119 Some
of this new sect had taken such an itch of preaching, that

they could hardly charm their tongues, 1624 HP. HALL
Serm. Hampton Crt. Sept., Rem. Wks. (1660) 4 There is an
itch of the ear. .that now is grown epidemical. 1638 RAN- !

IKM.PH Muse's Looking-Gl. in. iv, One that, out of an itch
'

to be thought modest, dissembles his qualities. 1665 Sin T. :

HERBERT Trav. (1677) 123 Their itch after Idol-worship is
'

over. 1708 Wooden World Dissected 32 He has as great
an Itch at breaking of Heads on Hoard, as he has ashore at

breaking of Windows. 17*6 AMHERST Terry Fil. xlvii.

2^3 Nothing can restrain a thorough-bred gamester; all
ties and obligations give way to this agreeable itch of the
elbow. 1753 JOHNSON Adventurer No. 115 ^3 The itch
of literary praise. 1705 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Pindariana
Wks. 1813 IV. 237 The virtuoso itch For making a rare

Itutterfly-collection. 1863 GFO. ELIOT Rotnola vii, He had
an itch for

authorship. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 201 The
itch of originality infects his thought and style. 1876
IlKowNiNG Filippo Baldinucci liv, We fret and fume and
have an itch To strangle folk.

3. attrib. and Comb., witch-allaying adj. ; itch-

acarus, -insect, -mite, -tick, a small parasitic
arachnid (Samples scabiti} of the family Acaridx,
which burrows in the human skin, and gives rise to
the disease called itch or scabies ; itch-reed, itoh-

weed, popular names of White and Swamp Helle-
bore ( Veratrum album and viride) respectively.
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1816 KIRBY & SP. Enlomol. II. xxlii. 332 The *itch ncarus

(A. Scaftiei, L.) is similarly circumstanced. 1399 MARSTON
See. I'illanie in. viii. 213 But if he get her *itch-alaying

pinne, O sacred relique, straight he must beginne To raue

out-right. 1846 GREGORY The. * Pract. MecL\. vi. (L.) The
*itch insect was first accurately described by Bonomp in

1683. 1853 Penny Cycl. I. 70/1 The "itch mite is a micro-

scopic animal, found under the human skin in the pustules
of a well-known cutaneous disease. 1770 J. R. FORSTER tr.

Kalm's Trav. N. Anter. (1772) I. 382 The English call it

* Itch-reed. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 500 In-

festment of the *itch-tick. 1884 MILLER P?ant-n. t *Itch-

weed, Veratrum inridt.

Itch, (itf), v.1 Forms : a. i sicc(e)an, 3 $ichen,

3-4 3icchen,4 $itchen (/r.///?.(Ayenb.)icinge),
5 giohyn, 3echin,icchen,ycchen,i3cchen,ichen,
ychen, ychyn, 5-6 ytche, itche, 6-7 ytch, 6-
itch. B. 5 Jykyn, $ekyn, ykyn, ekyn, jeke, 7

yeck. [OE. V;(f)aa (:*gua(e)an, with umlaut
from *geocc- :gucc-} : WGer. *jukkjan (OHG.
juccken, MttG t jucken>jucken, Gtr.jucken, OLG.
jukid it itches, MDu. joktn, jeitken, Du. jeukeri),

Gofa.jukjan, from stem/if
- whence Q\\G.jukido t

OE. giectia, later jictla, ME. tykthe, YEKETH, itch.

In the 14-15^ c. the form jicch-, jitck-j lost its

initial ^ before /*, whence the later itch. In some
northern dialects the word came down with hard c

or k, as )yk~, jik-^ in i5th c. &ke t yeke. See also

the Sc. form youk^ yuck, YUKE.]
L intr. To have or feel irritation of the skin,

such as causes an inclination to scratch the part
affected: said ofthe part; also ofthe person affected.

Also impers.j it itches; there is an itching.
a. c 1000 .Va-r. Leechd. 1 1 1. 50 WiS giccendre wombe. Ibid.

70 WiS obrum ^iccendum blece. a 1225 [see ITCHING
vbl. sb. i]. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 496 My mouth
hath icched \y. rr. jechid, yched] al this longe day. (1430
Hymns Virg' 80 Oure body wole icche, oure bonis wo*le

ake. 1530 PALSGR. 595/1 Whan thy wounde begynneth to

heale it wyll ytche. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. ir. i. 29, I

would thou didst itch from head to foot, and I had the

scratching of thee. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 558
After all, perhaps, we have no greater enjoyments among
us than those of eating when we are hungry,, .laying down
when sleepVj or, as the second Solomon has pronounced,
than scratching where it itches. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

IV. i? Socrates dilates on the pleasures of itching and
scratching. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. HI. 343 The cracks
often itch in a most troublesome way.

ft. 1:1440 Protnp. Parr. 258/1 Ichyn, or ykyn, or 3ykyn
(A', yekyn, S. jichyn, //., P. ekyn),/rwrJ. 1468 Medulla
Gram. (Promp. Parv. $$&note\ Prurioy to^eke. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 426/1 To 3eke,/^r77'>Y. 1703 THORESBV Let. to Hay
(K. D. S.), Yeeke, [v. to] itch.

2. fig. To have an irritating desire or uneasy
craving provoking to action. Often in phr. ones

fingers itch (to do something, orig. to give a person
a thrashing). Const, with

inf. ; also/?/-, (f at}.
a 1225 A tier. R. 80 LokeS, sei5 sein Jerome, J>aet }e nabben

jicchmde nouSer tunge ne earen. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Tim.
iv. 3 The! schulen gadere to gidere maistris ?itchinge \gloss.
or plesynge] to the eeris. 1579 J. STUBBKS Gaping Gulf
Kviij b, [Our] fingers wyll itch at hym. 1592 No-body and
Some-body (1878) 326 My Kinglie browes itch for a stately
Crowne. 1^98 SHAKS. Merry W. n. in. 48 If I see a sword
out, my finger itches to make one. 1622 MABBE tr. Alemans
Guzman d'Alf. \. 57 His tongue itcli't to be let loose. 1713
ARBUTHNOT John Bull iv. i, His fingers itched to give
Nic. a good slap on the chops. 1821 CLARE Vill.Minstr.
1. 163 Keep thee from my failings free, Nor itch at rhymes.
1853 KINGSLFY llypatia xviii. 205 The men's fingers are

itching for a fight. 1860 READE Cloister fy H. xxxviii. (1896)
in No wonder men itch to be soldiers.

f 3. trans. To cause to itch, Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 91/1 It

may be, that. .1 shall be able like a fleshworme to itch the
bodie of his kingdome, and force him to scratch deepelie.

1665, 1756 [see ITCHING///, a. 3],

t Itch., v. a Obs. [app. identical with HITCH v.

and early ME. ICCHE-N; but the history is not

clear.] intr. To shift one's position a little; to move
with a jerk or succession of jerks ;

= HITCH v. 3.

1579 GOSSOH Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 35 You shall see suche
heaving and shooving, suche ytching and shouldring, to
sitte by women. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet i Itch a Tittle

further for a good fellowe. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania
377 Shee still itcht neerer her husband.
Here perhaps belong the following :

1640 A. HARSNET God's Summ. 413 Riches cannot.. each
us one haires breadth neerer heaven. 1691 RAY Creation
n. (1701) 245 Without shifting of sides or at least etching
this way and that way more or less.

Itch, 0.3, variant of ECHE v . Obs.> to augment,
increase, eke out.

1614 H, JONSON Bartk. Fairu. ii, Halfe pound of tobacco,
and a quarter of a pound of Coltsfoot, mixt with it too, to
itch it out. a 1624 BP. M. SMYTH Serm. (1632) 104 Where
the lyon's skin will not reach, there they itch it with the
fox skin. 1651 BEDELL in Fuller's Abel Rediv.^ Erasmus
63 To itch out his travelling charges he agreed with Baptista
Boeria. .to accompany his two sonnes to Bononia.

Itch, obs. variant of ECHE j.i, KKE sb.l a.

1595 in Antiquary (1888) May 211 For itches for the bell

roapes vj
1
*.

t I-tchful, a. Obs. rarc~~*. [f. ITCH sb. + -PUL.]
Full of itching, itchy.
1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Itche or ytchefull, grateux.
Itchiuess (rtfines\ [f. ITCHT + -NESS.] The

quality or state of being itchy ; itchy sensation.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 383 He adds another

-ITE.

character, not always present however, namely, itchines*
of the skin. 1847 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II.

No. 5. 222 The place in which they had burrowed was
indicated by itchiness.

Itching (i'tfirj),
vbl. sb. [f. ITCH v.1 + -INQI.]

1. A feeling of uneasiness or irritation in the skin,
which leads to scratching : see ITCH z/.

1 i.

am*Ancr. R. 238 l>eo hwule bet sichinge ilest, hit
buncheo god for to gniden. 1382 WYCLIF Dent, xxviii. 27
Smyit thee the Lord with . . scab forsothe and itchynge
(1388 ?icchyng, ichynge, i?cchingj. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-
Wfilcker 708/21 Hie pruritus^ jekynge. (71440 Prontp.
Parv. 538/2 Jykynge,

or ^ykthe, pruritus. 1662-3 PEPVS
Diary 10 Feb., In the morning, most of my disease,
that is, itching and pimples, were gone. 1797 M. UAH. I.IK

Morb. Anat. (1807) 205 They have commonly an itching at
the nose. 1845 BUD Da. Liver 159 She became affected
with excessive itching of the skin, which prevented sleep.
attrib. 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1880) 48 The World.,

scratching her braine with her itching pin,, .answeres, What
then ? 161 1 COTGR. s. v. Alum, We call it, stone Allum, or

itching pouder.

2.^. An uneasy desire or hankering : = ITCH sb. 2.

1340 Ayenb. 16 Pet uerste heaued of Je beste of helle ys
prede..be uifte icinge, in cle[r]gie avarice o^>er couaytise.
1676 tr. Guillattere's Voy. Athens 33 A rich Turk in that

City . . had an itching after the young Mans Estate. 1709
POPE Ess. Crit. 32 All fools have stiff an itching to deride.

1884 St. James's Gas. 22 Aug. 3/1 An irrepressible itching
for a little more military glory.

Itching (i'tjirj),///. a.
[f.

ITCH z;. 1 + -ING 2.]

That itches.

1. That has or is characterized by a feeling of

irritation in the skin
; itchy.

c 1000 [see ITCH 7'. 1 i]. 1665 HOOKK Mtcrogr. xxvi. 146
The itching tickling pain quickly grew languid 1746
BERKELEY 2<f Let. Tar-water 15 A very useful wash
for weak, dry, or itching eyes. 1898 P. MANSON Trop.
Dis. xxxiii. 523 With a papulo-vesicular itching eruption
resembling scabies.

2. fig- That has an irritating desire or uneasy
craving.
Often qualifying sbs. denoting bodily organs in metaphori-

cal phrases, as itching earst
a craving to hear something

new, persons who crave to hear novelties (hence itching-
eared} ; an itching J>alm t a hankering after gain, an ava-
ricious disposition ; t an itching elbow, a passion for gamb-
ling (cf. quot. 1726 in ITCH sb. 2).

a 1225 [see ITCH v. 1
2}. 1581 SIDNEY Afal. Poetrie (Arb.)

49 There is nothing of so sacred a maiestie, but that an

itching tongue may rubbe it selfe vpon it. 1582 N. T.
(Rhem,) 2 Tim. iv. 3 According to their owne desires they
wil heape to them selues maisters, hauing itching cares. 1601
SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iil. 10 Casslus, you your selfe Are much
condemn'd to haue an itching Palme. 1607 HIKKON ll'ks.

I. 196 A few blotted leaues ; such perhaps, as in this itching-
eared generation, .few will take notice of. 1617 MORYSON
/tin. i. 198, I had an itching desire to see Jerusalem. 1693
in Drydetis Juvenal xiv. (1697) 342 If the Father, says

Juvenal, love the Box and Dice, the Boy will be
jjiven to an

itching Elbow. 1847 A, BENNIE Disc, xxii. 393 This is no idle

crowd come to gaze or to fill an itching ear. 1871 DIXON
Tmver IV. vii. 63 Fees were always welcome to his itching

palm. 1876 World No. 108. n The causes cttebres, which
have supplied such piquant reading to an itching public.

f 3. That causes itching. Obs.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. xxvi. 145 Of Cowage, and the itching
operation of some bodies. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 336
The plant is well known on account of its sharp itching
hairs. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Planf~n.

t Itching Berries.
Fruit of Rosa canina. Lane.
Hence Itchingfly adv.

1657 J. BENTHAM Two Treat. 19 Itchingly desiring Novel-
ties.

t I'tchless, a. Obs. [f. ITCH sb. + -LESS.] Free
from itching or the itch ; free from an itching palm,
incorruptible.
1635 QUARLES Embl. i. x. (1718) 41 One rubs his itchless

elbow. 1648 HERRICK ffesper., To Sir J. Berkley, Thou
art just .ind itchlesse, and dost please Thy genius with two
strength'ning buttresses.

Itchy (i'tfi), a. Now colloq. [f. ITCH sb. -t -Y.

The form appears in OE. as^KriV glossing
*

pntri-

dus, purnlentus* Hpt. Gl. 453.] Affected with

itching or the itch ; of the nature of the itch.

1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Itche \ntispr.for itchie or itchye] or

ytchefull, grateux. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. 7Vwg-,
GaUtuxt scabbed, itchie. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabclhouet*s Bk.
Physicke 253/2 When any yonge Personne is Itchye, let

him laye of this pouldre in water, and the water wilbe like

oyle. 16x6 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 201 His
leaues or rootes applyed to itchie places . . doe great good
vnto the same. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Itch, All

Itchy humour will come out and be dry'd up entirely.
a 1829 J. YOUNG hitell. Philos. xxxv. (1835) 350 Your elbow
is itchy and your toe is sore.

fig* '599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev. in. ii, A third, .takes

the coming gold . . That hourly rubs his dry and itchy palms.
1784 COWPKH Task iv. 582 Excess, the scrofulous and itchy

plague.

-ite, suffix^, corresponding to F. -ite
t

\ -ita

(-ttes], ad. Gr. -fays, forming adjs. and sbs. (of

adj. origin) with the sense (

(one) connected with or

belonging to ',

* a member of *, as in oirArnys adj.

heavy armed, sb. a heavy-armed soldier (f. on-Aa

armour), iroXirrjy citizen (f. irdXif city). Its fern,

form is -fm (-ITIS). Both the masc. and fern, forms

were extensively used in forming technical names
of natural products, diseases, etc.

A frequent use in Gr. was to form ethnic and local designa-

tions, as 'A0Ji)ptTiff Abderite, Toyipm, Stagtrite, 2u0ap-
mj Sybarite,TapTaptnj< denizen of Tartarus. Hence, often



-ITE.

used by the LXX to render Heb. names in '
, -I, as in

", i
. , r

, ~;"^"" uac, in me names ot sects
styled either after their locality, their founder, or some

?m'f i,

ot
.^

e"har
f
c <e"stic as ipwirrit a desert-dweller,

eremite, hermit, NucoAcuTai Nicolaitans (pi.) 'la.g^alral
Jacobites, Mantwmi Monophysites, etc. Some of theGreek terms (esp those in Christian use) were adopted inLatin either unchanged in -Ites or often in -Ha, the plural(which was more frequent in use) being in -It* : thus
Stagmtes, Sybarite, and, in the VulgateNtc., LnatisotLmta Israehtx, Ismaelltie, Ammonite, Miabltx, Nico-MH*,SJtmUm (also Gadltx, Re,<bemtx, etc., where the

YT Ve
.', J***'1'' and in later and medieval writers

Marcmut*, Eoionlta!, Azymltz, Maronltx, Monofltysltx,etc. Hence the suffix has passed into Fr. and Eng in the
form -ite, pi. -ites. Already in the metrical Genesis !, Exodusc 1250 we find Arnault, Aratit; by Wyclifthe Vulgate words
'?,!* ,

are
-
uly rendered by forms in -ites, -ylis. In later

Biblical versions the ending is extended to other tribal names
wg' X ppl"""'. X,"

1"""1 ' '' Vulg. Amorrxi, Ckanaumi,
WychfAuurrei, Chaiianei (-ey\, !6th c. versions Amorites
C anaatutes.
Another frequent use of the termination was to form name^

of minerals and gems (adjectively with Ai'0< 'stone
'

under-
stood), e.g. ai/9pa;r>i5 anthracite, OWHTI'TI)! blood-stone
nsmatite, o^iri}; snake-stone, serpentine, <rcAi)i>iri moon-
stone, selemte, etc. Nearly all these occur also in L. in
Winy, who moreover adds several not recorded in Greek.
1 nese have been handed down and increased by mediaeval '

and early modern Latin vtnKKdefrafrietati6usreru,,i,anAhave given origin to our modern use of .ite in names of
fossils and minerals.

The following are the chief English uses of the
suffix:

1. Forming names of persons. (Often also used
adjectively.)

a. In words already formed in Gr. or L., of the
classes above mentioned, and in analogous terms ;

e. g. Stagirite, Sybarite ; Israelite, Levite, Ammo-
nite, Amorite, Benjamite, Canaanite, Gadite,
Gileadite, ffamite, Ishmaelite, Rechabite, Reuben-
ite, Semite, Sodomite, etc.

; eremite, Ebionite,
AJamite,Jacobite, Marcionite, Maronite, Azymite,
Monophysite, Anthropomorphite, Fatimite, etc.

b. In words of modern formation : (a) Denotingan inhabitant ofa place ; as Sydneyite, Claphamite,
Durhamite, Ludlowite : now rare, and mostly
somewhat contemptuous. (*) Denoting a disciple,
follower, or adherent of a person or doctrine

; as

Wycliffite, Campbellite, Daleite, Glassite, Irving-
ite, Puseyite, Simeonite ; Bronteite, Darwinite,
Ifugoile, Ruskinite, Shelleyite, Spencerite, Zolaite; |

Bryanite, Canningite, Healyite,Jacobite, LuddiU,
Mackinleyite, Parnellite, Peelite, f Williamite i

(adherent of William III). So Pre-raphaelite, .

Silverite, Independent Labourite, etc.
These have a tendency to be depreciatory, being mostly

given by opponents, and seldom acknowledged by those to
'

whom they are applied. The following are illustrations of
some of these formations :

i8t8 SCOTT Hrt. of Midi, xviii, I am not a MacMillanite or I

a Russelite, or a Hamiltonian, or a Harleyite, or a How-
'

denite. (Note, All various species of the great genus
Cameraman.) 1820 Lonsdale Mag. Aug. 350/1 In 1814, the
Inghamitechurches formed a union with the Daleite churches
in Scotland. 1883 Athenxnm 27 Jan. 116/3 Of Musset, as
becomes a good Hugoite, he has nothing to say. j886
Manch. Exam. 13 Jan. 3/2 Legislation which is regarded as
a violation of that principle by all thorough-going Herbert
Spencerites. 1888 RIDER HAGGARD Col. Quaritcli i, Other
folk, yet more learned, declared it to be an ancient British
dwelling .. Mrs. Massey . . was a British dwellingite. 1891
Daily .Vems 5 Mar. 5 '2 Swift was a Tolstoite before his day.
1892 A thenxum i Oct. 449/2 These short stories have not
the attractions which the true Zolaite loveth. 1895 Titties
8 Jan. 9/5 Ireland will see Healyites and Redmondites
battling with Dillonites for the honour of representing the
united will of the Irish nation. 1897 Westm. Can. 12 July
3/3

' The Shirley country 'as the Spen Valley is now called
by Bronteites. 1898 Daily News 12 Jan. 6/5 The fine mass
meeting of the Independent Labourites.

2. a. Palxont. Used to form the names of fossil

organisms, animal or vegetable ; as ammonite,
belemnite, catamite, dendrite, echinite, encrinite,

lignite, trilobite, etc.

These follow the type of Gr. flarpa^iTijs loadstone, etc.,
and were at first used in their Latin form in -lies : see the
individual words.
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rocks, Dana has suggested the differentiated ending
-yte, founded on trachyte, as in aphanyte, dioryte
eptdosyte, and the like; but this has not found
universal acceptance.
3. Anat. and Zool. Used to form terms denotingone of the constituent parts, segments, or joints of

a body or organ ; as in somite a segment of the
body ; so cerite, pleurilc, podile, tergite, a segment
>t the horn or antenna, side, foot, back etc Cf
cephalostegite, coxopodite, ischiocerite, ischio'podite.

'

M-I iL "f ^e,

re in"duced (in French) in 1851 by HMilne Edwards (Observation s::r la squelette teguLntairedes Crustacea Decodes, in Ann. Sci. Nat. (zJl)',XVI. 221). They were app. first used in Eng. in i8 bvC. Spence Bate (Report Brit. Assoc. 1855, 38) but thevowe their general use esp. to Huxley &? GeneralJVat. Hist. 1857, Anat. Inverteb. Anim. 1877, etc ) (F A
Bather, M.A., Nat. Hist. Museum, South Kensington.)]'
4. Chem. Used to form the names of some sac-

charine substances, glucoses, and other organic
compounds, as dambonite, dulcite, erythrite, inos-
ite, isodulcite, mannite, melampyrite, finite,
quercite, sorbite, chiefly f. the names of plants ; also
of explosives, as cordite, dynamite, herculite,
melinite ; and of commercial products, as ebonite,
vulcanite, etc.

[In the earlier of these the suffix was in origin apparentlythe same as in the preceding groups, mannite being, as it

were, the distinctive constituent of manna
; but in the

names of explosives and other products this sense dis-
appears, and -ite is merely a derivative.)

D. In Inorganic Chemistry, -ite is the systematic
termination of the names of the salts of acids
denominated by adjectives in -ous

; e.g. nitrite
a salt of nitrous acid, sulphite a salt of sulphurous
acid. This was part of the systematic nomencla-
ture introduced by Guyton de Morveau and Lavoi-
sier in their Nomenclature Chimique of 1787.
[In this use, the suffix has no direct connexion with the

Or. -in)i, but was suggested by, and differentiated from
the suffix -ate (-ATE '

3), appropriated to salts of acids in -ic
In the words of the authors cited (Nomencl. Chimique, p. 40'
these are '

terminaisons diHerentes adapte'es a la meme
racine, de la maniere qui a paru le plus convenable au
jugement de 1'oreille. . . .

Sulpha/c sera le nom g<5ne>ique de tous les sels formts
de 1 acide sulphurique.
SulphiVc sera le nom des sels forme's de 1'acide sulphur-

(p. 49) Cette distinction une fois etablie nous a donne les
nitrates et les nitrites, les phosphates et les phosphites les
acetates et les acetitcs'.}

A few of the words in -ite have derivative adjs. in

-itic, as Hamitic, Semitic, dendritic, encrinitic,
anthracitic, hsematilic

; many of those in group I

have adjs. in -itlsh, as Israelitish, Moabitish.

ite, stiffix'^, an ending of adjs., adapted from
L. pa. pples. in -Ttus, -Hits, of vbs. in -ire, -Ire,
-ere, as in eruditus erudite, exqulsitus exquisite,
compositus composite, or from the corresponding
Romanic -ito, as favourite ;

also of sbs. derived
from the same or from the cognate L. sbs. in -us, as

appetitus appetite. Also, of verbs formed from
the same ppl. stems, as expedite, unite

; but from
stems in -ft, the verbs usually end in -it, as posit,
exhibit, merit

;
this was formerly also usual with

adjs., asopposit, recondit.

I-teid, -teied, -et, ME. pa. pple. of TIE v
I-teiht, -teijht, of TEACH v.

t I-teiled, a. Obs.
[f. I-I + TAIL sb. + -ED2.]

Tailed, having a tail.

a 1240 Sawles Wardc in Colt. Horn. 251 Iteilede draken
grisliche ase deoflen.

t I-tel. Obs. [OE.^a'/( -tel
(
- OS. gital, Du.

fetal), i.ge-, I-l ^tellan to count, TELL.] Number.
ciaooAgs. Gosf. Matt. xiv. 21 pa;ra etendra getsl was

nf busenda wera butan wifum & cildum. c 1205 LAY. 7805
Nuste na mon M itel Of ban scipen (iat seileden after.

I-teld, i-telded, i-tield, ME. pa. pple. of
TELD v. to erect. I-teled, of TILL v.

tl-telle,w. Obs. \Q?..etellan( = Q'S>.gitellian,
OHG. ge-, gizellen, MHG. gezebf) ,

(. ge-, I- pref.
<

+ tellan, TELL v^\

1. trans. To number, reckon, tell.

971 Blickl. Horn. 203 Hie . . ^etealdon )>aet baer wjes eac
syx hund manna .. acweald. ("1173 Lamb. Horn. 133 Na
man ne milue itellen a mare be me mei oeo steorren of
heuene.

2. To recount, narrate, tell.

_

c 1205 LAY. 24627 Nes he nasuere iboren . . be cucSe him
itelle. .of halue ban richedome

b. Mineral. The systematic ending of the names
of mineral species, comprising names of ancient

origin in -m/s, as anthracite, hxmatite, ophite,
selenite, or in -ITK, as chlorite, hepatite, hyalite,
and a vast number of modern names in which -ite

is added to an element expressing colour, structure, [

physical characters or affinities, or to the name "T+.^"7v.-~\"j"" j t r T ,

ofa locality, discoverer, mineralogist, distinguished
"em (ai tem), adv. and sb. [a L. ,tem adv.,

scientist, or other person whom the discoverer i

J ust
,

s
?'

'"
J.'ke manner^ moreover, f Z -,, z-rf he, it

may have desired to commemorate. Examples
are albite, azurite, melanite, dichroite, graphite,
apatite, calcite, syenite, lalrradorite, leadhillite,

hiimboldtite, wernerite, brewsterite, danaite, dar-
tvinite. Earlier names of minerals have in some
cases been displaced by names in -ite, and some
names with other endings as -ane, -in, etc. have
been conformed to the -ite type. For names of

VOL. V.

JU: r ^

+ advb. ending -tern. Used also in F. as adv. (1290
in Godef. Compl.} and as sb. from the i6th cent.]

II
A. adv. Likewise, also. Used to introduce a

new fact or statement, or, more frequently, each
new article or particular in an enumeration, esp. in

a formal list or document, as an inventory, house-

hold-book, will, etc.

1398 in Rymer Fanera (1709) VIII. 55 Item, it is Accordit
and Ordaint that [etc.]. Ibid., Item, for als mykil as [etc.].

I-TBON.
c 1400 MAUHDEV (1839* xxviii. 288 Item, in this Y!e . . there
is a manner of Wode, hard and strong. ,4,8 in E. E. H'llts
(1882) 3, Item I be-quethe to the freres Menours of Brygge-north, .xl s Item I bequethe. .to the ffreres of WodehSSsexls. ittoCmm Fables ofA I/once i, Item my sone supS! r

' V*ty" f^Sf to haue a S od **nA SSLhron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 56 Item this yere was aMethe chaunterys put downe. Item also the wacche at mvd-somer was begonne agayne. .. Item also the byshoppe ofWenchester preched lefore the kyng. ,601. ,01 a s. n
M i

S
T
albe In"entoned..As, Item two lippes in-

different redde, Item two grey eyes, with lids to them. ,73,FIELDING; Miser n. ,. Wks. .882 IX. 308 Item, Two musone of which only wants the lock. 178, COWPER Z

B. sb.

1. A statement, maxim, or admonition such as
was commonly introduced by the word item- a
saying with a particular bearing. Hence, generallyan intimation, a hint. Esp. in vbl. phrases, as to
give (take, etc.) an item, also to give (take, etc.)
item. Now U. S. local.

Two Items to the Church of Rome co'ncermng the"s'mrfe

'[e

which they requ re in the order of Priests.
8
,o Ho"LAND Livy xxv. xvi. 559 The Soothsayers aforesaid had

given an Item, and foretold, that this prodigious sigh

?f/;'
em

r
Pr PerI7 unto 'he chiefe captain*. 1607 HIERONWks. I. i7I 'That nothing be lost*, it was one of ourSauiours items. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. ,',. ,50 He. .has Needof an Itum, to caution him to take heed, every Moment ofhe Day 1704 HEARNE Duct. Hist. II. ,4 Getting item

thereof, he departed to the sea. 1786 MRS. INCHBALD Sncli
things are 51 (m Br. Tkeat.) If my friend had not eiven mean item of this I should think her downright angry? a 1860
spirit of Times (N.Y) (Bartlett), The minit yer get item
that I m back, set ofTfor the cross-roads.

2. An article or unit of any kind included in an
enumeration, computation, or sum total ; an entryor thing entered in an account or register, a clause
ofa document, a detail ofexpenditure or income etc.
1578 T. WILCOCKS Serm. Paulcs 50 The lawe layeth no

I tern to you re charge. 1588 Marfrel. .Efist. (Arb. )%o H is

pace had need to prouide a bag ful of Items for you if voube so liberal. 1601 CORNWALLIS Ess. ix, That makes not
you

^
~.*., ..m.i.,3 .iijj. IA , mai maKes not

the purse emptie, and the household-booke rich in Items
1607 DEKKER Ktit.'s Conjur. (1842) 34 Our vaunt' currer .

'

1

, 4
>

.,
p
,
ay^ome ,I ,,

the tauern items- '7*5 COWPER Let.
to J. H,ll 3 Dec., Wks. 1837 XV. 7 That I may return as
particular an answer to your letter as possible, I will take it
item by item. 1870 J. YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 87 Timber
is an important item in the national revenue. 1876 GEO
ELIOT Dan. Der. iii, I have to spend a good deal in that
way ; it is a large item.

b. A detail of information or news, esp. one in
a newspaper.
1819 B. E. O'MEARA Exp. Trans. St. Helena n The

general accuracy of these items may be inferred 186-!LOWELL Scotch the Snake Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 241 We cannot
estimate the value of the items in our daily newspapers.
1876 Among my Bks. Ser. n. 130 This item kind of
description. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent Life Tigerland* Fillingmy sporting journal with many items of more than ordinary
interest.

Item (si -tern), v.
[f. prec.] trans. To set down

or reckon up item by item ; to enter as an item.
_
1601 MARSTON Pasquil <$ Kath. iv. 157 Here I haue

item d forth what I am worth. 1615 SIR E. Houv Curry.Combe 1. 14 Had he Itemd the larnpe oyle, as well as hee
summed the Spanish wine, his intruding curiosity would
haue passed with

Jesse blame. 1716 ADDISON Drummer
III. l, I have Item'd it in my memory. 1788 COWPER Stanzas
for } 'ear, I . .item down the victims of the past. 1855 LEWES
Gaellie I. in. ix. 303 A process which looked less heroic when
Item'd in the bill next day.
I-temed, ME. pa. pple. of TAME z;.2

Itemize (ai-temaiz), w. Chiefly U.S. [.....
+ -IZE.] trans. To set down by items or enter as
an item

; to specify the items of (an account, etc.).
Hence rtemized///. a.; also rtemiza'tion, the
action of itemizing.
1864 WEBSTER s.v., To itemize the cost of a railroad

a 1881 S. LANIER Eng. Novel v. (1883) 98 /Eschylus paints
these conclusions with a big brush . . Shelley itemizes them
1883 Harper's Mag. July 850/2 A kindness that can never
be itemized in the bill. 1890 rail Mall G. 20 June 7/2 The
hostess reads an itemized list of her expenditures. 1894
Columbus (O.) Disp. 10 Nov. 6/4 Demanding from each, a
separation and itemization of any and all bills paid during
their official terms.

I'temizer. [f. prec. + -EK '
.] One who itemizes ;

also (U.S.), One who furnishes items to a news-
paper.
1860 Congregationalist 21 Sept. (Cent. Diet.), An itemizer of

the
' Adams Transcript '. 1887 in Bible Soc. R -.(U.S.) Feb.

27/2 The itemizers have often been huge misinterpreters of
the gospel.

I-tempred, ME. pa. pple. of TEMPER v. I-

tempted, I-tented, of TEMPT, TENT. I-tend,
of TINE v. to shut. I-tend(e, i-tent, of TEND v.

to kindle. I-tened, of TEEN v.

t I-teon, v. Obs. [OE. getcon (cognate with
Goth, gatinhan, OHG. giziahan, gedeheri), f. tion
to draw, TEE.]
1. trans. To draw, draw on, attract. (Only OE.)
a 1000 Gutlilac 546 Woldun hy ^eteon . . in orwennysse

meotudes cempan.
181



ITER.

2. To brine UP. educate, instruct.

<v n F Chron pa be ar wieran on nmcraelte nhtc

xl&en'e. "<:i20SLAY. 24,8 pe king. .toCorinee hine sende

in to his londe, bat he hine sculde we)
iteon.

3 intr. To come or grow to (an end or result;.

c J20S LAY. 32114 Strongliche he wes auajred . . to wulche

binee hit iteon wolde bat him wes ilacned fere.

I-teoSesed, ME. pa. pple. of TITHE v.

Iter (Ha, 3i't3J). ** PL iters ' 'I
"i'116 - 0-

L. V<r journey, way, road
;

in sense I, med.L.J

L Hist. A circuit of the Justices in Eyre or the

Justices of Assize or the Forest; = EYES i. Also

transf. Any similar circuit.

,44,' N. BACON Disc . Govt. Eng. i. Ixi. 193 These here were

little other than visitations of the Countrey by the grand

Council of Lords. ia Ena. Elect. Sheriffs & A Sentence

or Verdict of the Judges of the Iters, or of the Courts at

Law a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) I. 79 Ihe court of the

forest is in the nature of an iter. 1876 W. C SMITH in

Eacycl Brit. IV. 64/1 The Lord Chamberlain, by his Iter,

or circuit of visitation, maintained a common standard of

right and duties in all burghs.

b. The record of proceedings during a circuit.

1598 MAHWOOD Lames Forest iii. f 2 (1615) 34 The Assises

or Iters of Pickrine and Lancaster are, as it were, the

bookes of yeeres and Termes, unto the Forest Lawes. 1668

Ant. Kal. H, Inv. (1836) III. 44" Search such iters and

other records, .as. .Chislett shall desire.

2. A Roman road or line of travel.

Kingdom to the other. 1851 D. WILSON Pnh. Ann. (1863)

I 52 This singular structure . . so unlike anything usually

found on the line of the legionary iters. 1873 BURTON Hist.

Scot. I. i. 14 In the route of the ninth iter.

3. Anat. A way or passage; spec, the tubular

cavity leading from the third to the fourth ventricle

of the brain.

1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. III. 206 The lateral ventricles

and the iter have been found dilated without any obvious

mechanical cause.

trter, v. Obs. rare. [a.
F. Hirer (1488 in

Godef.), ad. L. itera-re to ITERATE.] trans. To
iterate, repeat, renew. Hence fl'tering vbl. st.

1530 PALSGR. 145 Some betoken ittering or renewing of a

dede. Ibid. 504/2, 1 iter, or renewe, or do a thyngagayne, or

do a thyng ofte tymes,/ Here.

t Iterable U'te>ab'l), a. Obs. rare. [ad. late

L. iterabil-is (Tert.), f. itera-re to ITERATE : see

-ABLE.] Capable of being iterated or 'repeated.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. IV. i. (1634) 510 marg.,
That repentance is no more iterable than baptisme. 1590
SWINBURNE Testaments 51 When licence is graunted to

anie to doe an iterable acte, otherwise against lawe, it ought
to be restrained to the first acte onely. a 1682 SIR T
BROWNE Tracts (1684) 178 They had made their Acts iterable

by sober hands.

rteral, a. Anat. [irreg. f. ITER sl>. + -AL.] Per-

taining to the iter of the brain.

Iterance (i'terans). [f. ITERANT : see -ANCE.]

Repetition, iteration.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii. 150 Mmjl. My Husband? Oth.
What needs this itterance, Woman ? I say, thy Husband.

1850 MRS. BROWNING Sonnets from the
Portuguese xxi,

Say thou dost love me, love me, love me ; toll The silver

iterance. 1876 DOWDEN Poems 80 What voice is this the

sea sends forth, Disconsolate iterance, a passionless moan ?

1883 D. C. MURRAY Hearts III. xxvi. 40 The persistent
iterance of this phrase alarmed the surgeon.

Iterancy (i'teransi). [f. next : cf. prec., and

see-ANCY.] The quality of being iterant
;
iterance.

1889 F. PIGOT Strangest Journey my Life 131
' But he

comes home ',
I repeated, with the iterancy of despair. 1896

in Daily News 25 July 8/1 We had been told with a wearying
iterancy that we would never return alive.

Iterant (i'terant), a. [ad. L. iterant-em, pr.

pple. of itera-re to ITERATE.] That iterates or

repeats ; repeating, echoing.
1626 BACON Sylva 241 A Reflexion Iterant, which we

call Eccho. Ibid. 243 There is no difference betweene the
Concurrent Eccho, and the Iterant, but the Quicknesse or
Slownesse of theReturne. iy<& Brit. ApolloNQ. 9.1/1. 1863
HOWVLLS Louis Lebeau'sCertvers., A flight of clamorous kill.

dees Rose from their timorous sleep with piercing and
iterant challenge. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sf. Gipsy 289 The
iterant voice Of heartless Echo, whom no pain can move
To say aught else than we have said to her.

t I'terate, ///. a. Obs. Forms : 5 iterat, 6-7
iterate, [ad. L. iterat-us, pa. pple. of iterare:

see next.]
- ITERATED.

a. as ml/.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. xi. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 182 Hyt
Mullyplyeth by Iterat Fermentacion. 1657 w - MOHICE
Cotno. quasi Koivi Def. xxxii. 298 When our faith is other,
wise well enough known, there needs no iterate confession.

b. as fa. pple. : see ITERATE v.

1532 MOKE Con/ut. Tindalt Wks. 351/2 Hys open pro-
clamacions diuers times iterate and renewed. 1558 Bp.

u
N
-
StV' Sacra-m' " " 2 The baptisme is good and may

not be iterate and geuen agayne. a 1626 BP. ANDRBWES
Strm. (1856) I. 374 These and these sins I have committed,
* many so heinous, so oft iterate.

Hence t l'tratly adv., repeatedly.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 40 The cemeterial cells

. . were Blled with draughts of Scripture stories . . iterately
affectine the pourtraiu of Enoch, Lazarus, Jonas, and the
vmon of Ezechiel.

Iterate (HeVt), v. Also 6 yterate, 7 iterat,

522

itterate. [f. L. iterat-, ppl. stem of itera-re to

<lo again, repeat, rehearse, f. iterum again. Pre-

ceded in use by ITERATE ///. a. ; see prec.]

1. trans. To do (something) over again ; to

perform (an action) a second time, or reproduce

(an effect) ;
to repeat ; to renew. Now rare.

'533 COVERDALE Treat. Lord's Suffer Wk$. (Parker Soc.)

I. 448 Neither do they think that it ought to be so often

iterated and repeated, after that we have once received

Christ. . 1594 WEST 2nd ft. Symbol. 175 Amongst heretikes

are numbered Anabaptists, which wickedly yterate holy

baptisme. 1650 ASHMOLE Chym. Collect. 78 The dregs

being cast away, iterate the Sublimation of the most white
i

Dust by it self. 1682 tr. Boyle's ind Contn. Exf. Phys.-
\

meek. vii. iv, Having wiped and cleansed away the soot, I

iterated the experiment, a 1734 NORTH Livtt (1826) III.

341 He found that by often iterating, his thoughts lost of

their force. i86a HOOK Lives Abps. II. 642 That cannot be

said to be iterated, which is not known to have been done

before.

2. To say, mention, or assert again or repeatedly;
to repeat.
1533 TINDALE Suffer o/Lord'Wks. (Parker Spc.)

III. 245,

I am here compelled to mculk and iterate it with so many
words. IJ97 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxvii. 2 This is the

very cause why we iterate the Psalms oftener then any
other part of Scripture. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xli. 23 Iterating
and speaking againe that which thou hast heard. 1661

MORGAN Sph. Gentry n. i. 5 You must not itterate or name
one Colour twice in the blazon of one Coat. 1858 Sat. Rev.

20 Nov. 500/2 Scientific research iterates and reiterates one
moral . . the greatness of little things. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE
Shaks. Char, v. 134 She iterates, .to all the charges crowd-

ing in against him,
' My husband !

'

1 3. To make double or twofold ; to duplicate.
Obs. rare.

1660 J. LLOYD Prim. Episc. 70 Our Saviour iterated their

ordinary into the pastoral extraordinary and ordinary
offices.

Hence Iterating vbl. sb.

c 1590 MARLOWE Faust, v. 157 The iterating of these lines

brings gold, a 1626 BACON Max. $ Uses Com. Law xxi.

(1636) 74 The doubling or iterating of that and no more, .is

reputed nugation. 1644 DIGBY Mans Soul (1645) 127 The
iterating of those acts, which brought it from ignorance to

knowledge.

Iterated (Hew'ted), ///. a. [f. prec. + -ED!.]
Done or said again ; repeated ; renewed.

1605 TIMME Ouersit. n. v. 125-6 Which itterated circula-

tions and distillations can also passe by the necke of the

allembic. 1703 ROWK Ulyss. n. 1.683 To me it brings more
Pain and iterated Woes. 1823 DE QUINCEY Language Wks.
1862 VIII. 83 The Greeks used the iterated syllables tartar
to denote that a man was unintelligible in his talk. 1846
MASKELL Man. Kit. I. p. ccxv, The after-taking of Holy
Orders . . in case of iterated confirmation, was not permitted,
without a dispensation.

Iteration (iter?-Jan). Also 6 yt-, itt-. [ad. L.

iteration-em, n. of action from iterare to ITERATE.

Cf. F. iteration (1488 in Godef.).] The action of

iterating or repeating, or process of being iterated.

1. Repetition of an action or process (now usually

implying frequency or long continuance) ; re-

peated performance; an instance of this. For-

merly said esp. of readministering a sacrament.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alck. vi. in Ashm. (1652) TOO The mul-
titude of their Iteration. 1550 BALE Apol. 18 Than grewe
it into a name and use amonge that sort (as amonge the

sectes of owr tyme the iteracyon of
baptysme). 1694

SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713) 431/2 For three or four

Iterations, the Regulus becomes apparently more bright
and pure. 1790 PALEY Horse Paul. (1825) 159 The rules

of good writing taught the ear to be offended with the

iteration of the same sound. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist.

Ref. I. 3 The lifeless iteration of misunderstood doctrines

and rites, which kill the soul. 1872 MINTO Eng. Prose Lit.

Introd. 30 A person of strong tender feeling is not easily
offended by the iteration of pathetic images.

b. Math. The repetition of an operation upon
its product, as in finding the cube of a cube.

C. Roman Law. (See quot.)
1880 MUIRHKAO Ulpian iii. 4 By iteration he becomes a

Roman citizen who, having been made a latin after he had
passed the age of thirty, is anew formally manumitted by the

person who had the quiritarian right in him when a slave.

2. The repetition of something said ; repeated
utterance or assertion.

1530 PALSGR. 333 After yteracyons of the pronowne they
use ever inoij, 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider fy F. Concl. 50
Tedius Iteration therof I let passe. 1634 HEYWOOD &
BROKE Witches Lane. iv. H.'s Wks. 1874 IV. 228,

1 will not

aggravate thy griefe too much, By needles iteration. 1759
JOHNSON Idler No. 77 F 2 Any curious iteration of the same
word. 1886 Manch. Exam. 29 Jan. 5/2 The House was
told with suspicious iteration that the Government had
nailed their colours to the mast.

Iterative (rte'ritiv), a. Also 5 yteratyve.

[a.
F. ittratif, -ive (1403 in Godef. Compl.}, ad. late

L. iterativ-us (only as sb. iteratlvum, sc. verbuni),
f. ppl. stem of iterare to ITERATE : see -IVE.]
1. Characterized by repeating or being repeated.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos viii. 35 In payenge the extreme

tribute of remembraunce yteratyue . . [she] toke the swerde
in hir honde, and mounted vp alle on hie vpon the woode,
1624 Brief Inform. Aff. Palatinate 18 The Estates re-

doubled their most humble instances, by their often and
iteratiue Letters. 1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 232
The voice of gratitude is not . . still and small, but iterative
and sonorous. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Skaks. Char. viii. 204
Shallow is iterative ; he repeats and repeats. 1889 J. M.
ROBERTSON Essays towards Crit. Method 119 One of Mr.

I-THEB.
"

Swinburne's iterative disquisitions. 1899 Speaker 30 Dec.

339/2 His manner hesitating, iterative, involved.

b. Iterative function (Afath.), a function re-

sulting from successive operations with the same

operator.
2. Gram. Denoting repetition of action ;

fre-

quentative. Applied to one of the aspects of the

verb in Slavonic.

1827 J. HEARD Grain. Kuss. Lang. v. i. 142 The itera-

tive [aspect of the verb] marks the frequent repetition of the

action ; as CTpfclHBaTb, to fire away, or to fire repeat-

edly. 1889 .Mom ILL Gram. Russian 36 Many verbs have

no iterative aspect, and when a verb already ends in -1IB11TI.

or -HBaTB, it cannot take one.

Hence I'teratively adv., in an iterative manner,
with iteration ;

I'terativeness.

1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 716/1 The complaints .. are

iteratively urged. 1868 E. EDWARDS Ralegh I. vi. 104
The enormous proportion . . of Irish matters, and their

. . characteristic iterativeness. Ibid. xx. 444 How con-

spicuously and iteratively the offer of money from Spain
figured in the trials.

I-teyed, ME. pa. t. of TIE v.

I'th' (iS). A contraction of {the, in the : see

IN prep. Formerly variously written UK, fth,

ilk, yth, etc. Now only dial, or arch. in verse.

a 1500 Chevy Chase 50 Yth bowndes of Tividale. 1610

much more. 1790 MRS. WHEELER Westmld. Dial. Pref.

(1821) 8 Ith time of Oliver Crumel.

t Ithand, a. Sc. and north, dial. Obs. Forms :

4 if>en, ipin, 4-5 ithen, ythan, -en, (6 ithan),

4-7 i Hi and. ythand. [ad. ON. iSinn assiduous,

diligent. Cf. EIDENT and IDENT.]
1. Assiduous, diligent, busy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 25004 pis reuth agh [hal] and i-ben

[Fair/, ibin] be Wit will to scrife and mend ai be. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce in. 285 Men may se be his ythen [Hart's
ed. ithand] will. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 240
Deuote als in oracione, & ful ithand in lessone. 01510
DOUGLAS K. Hart \. 33 Thir war the inwarde ythand
seruitouris. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 90 With
Ithand trystis contractand vp new bandis To bring jow to

schame and confusioun.

2. Constant, uninterrupted, continual.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 23287 For bai her war won to li In bair

stincand licheri . . pai sal haf iben stinc i-wiss. c 1425
WYNTOUN Cron. I. xiii. 73 Wytht-in bat Yle is ythandn J <*-_ *

T.I J 1J_ _ ~t .V _

the cuntre. .with Ithand heirshippis.

I Itliandly, adv. Sc. and north, dial. Obs.

Forms : see prec. ; also 6 ithinglie. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.] Assiduously, diligently ; constantly, con-

tinually.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19664 (Edin.) Liggande lai his heuid

dune ai ibinlic in orisune. Ibid. 1268^ (Cott.) Sua haunted
he on knes to lij, And for to prai

sua Ipenli. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce n. 57 He. .Duelt in his chambyr ythanly [Hart's ed.

ithandly]. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xx. 118 Tratours

kene That Ithandly hes streuin For to deface the Nobill

race Of Stewarts. 111586 in Pinkerton Anc. Scot. Poems

(1786) 246 Trimbling teires, distilling ithinglie Out from

hir eis.

t I-tha'nk. Obs. Forms: I sepanc, -pone,
2 jepano, i-panc, -pone. [OE. lepanc, -lone,

(= OHG. gi-, gedanc, -danch, MHG. gedanK)
i. &, I- 1 + pane, bone : see THANK st.] Think-

ing, thought.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 46 SoSIice baet fcebanc code on

hij hwylc hyra yldest
wzre. a 1173 Cott. Horn. 243 In bes

flesces iscole [fihteS ajen us] euel jebanc and fule lustes.

c 1173 Lamb. Horn. 201 pe gitsere be biset his ibonc on his

ehte he bi5 bes deofles bern. a 1200 Moral Ode 108 (Egerton
MS.) His aje were & his ibanc to witnesce he seal temen.

Hence f 1-tha'nked a., -thoughted, -minded.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Alle beo luSere iSoncked. Hid. 222

Oore be he ne mei nones weis makien vuele iSoncked.

I-thanked, ME. pa. pple. of THANK.

t I-thave, v. Obs. Forms: I gepaflan, 2-3

ipauie(n, 3 i-theuen. [f.#>, I- 1 + pafian: see

THAVE.] trans. To permit, allow. (In OE. also

absol. or intr.)

cgoo tr. Hilda's Hist. in.
xyii. [xxiii.] (1890) 232 He him

ba lustlice jebafode & . . getimbrede baer mynster. c 900
Laws ofjElfred c. 6 gif he ba hand lesan wille, and him

mon bzt gebafian wille, fcelde swa to his were belimpe.

CII7S Lamb. Horn. 115 He seal .. his of[s]pringe ne ibauie

bet hi beon unrihtwise. c 1205 LAY. 15279 Hengest hine

gon werien & nalde hit noht ibeuen. a 1240 Ureisun 142

in Cott. Horn. 199 Jif bu wult hit ioauien iwis he wule

Surchut fawe.

Ithe, variant of YTHE Obs., a wave.

I I-thee, v. Obs. Forms: i sepeon, 3-4

i-)jeo(n, 3-4 i-pe, 4 i->y, yj>e, 5-6 i-the. Pa. t.

i sepeah, 3 i-peeh, -pain, -jjei, -pen ; //. i-pojen.

[OE. ffplon i&beah, tfpufpn, gepogen)
= OS. gt-

thlhan, OHG. gadihan (MHG. gedihen, mod.G.

gedeihen), Goth, gapeihan : see I- 1 and THEE v.}

intr. To thrive, prosper.
971 Blickl. Horn. 211 His feder . . seSeah ban he was

cininges be^na aldorman. c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. I. 130 Fela

riccra manna leSeoS Code, c 1203 LAY. 0116 Swa ich mote

gode ibeon al>u hit salt wel biteon. Ibid. 24272 pa burh



I-THENCHE.
seooue no ibceh. Ibid. 30074 pa children wuxen and wel
iSojen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Roils) 8817 }if he leseb godes
grace he ne ssal neuere ibe. c 1315 SHORF.HAM 102 Senne
maketh many fal, That he ne mote i-tliy. c 1330 Art/i. $
Merl. 377 So ich euer mot ythe, So ne schul ye nought
serue me. c 1470 in Archxologia XXIX. 325 He is riche
hat shalle neuer i-the. c 1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley
I. 155, I trow I shall never i-the.

I-theinet, ME. pa. pple. of THEINE v., to
minister.

1 1-thench.e, v. Obs. [O^,.gefencan,-]>encean
( OS. githenkean, OHG. gadenchan, gidenchen,
githenken, MHG., mod.G., aud Du. gedenketi) :

see I- 1 and THINK z>.] (raits. To think of; to
consider

; to remember.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. Pref. 3 Swa? feawa hiora

waeron 3aet ic furSum anne anlepne ne nuej jeSencean
besuoan Temese. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 Wei bet he cure
hit wule ibenche in his bonke. aiaoo Moral Ode 203
(Egerton MS.) Lutel ibenchS man! man hu muchel wes be
synne. Ibid. 329 in Lamb. Horn., 3if we were wise men bis
we scolden ibenche. a 1250 Owl tf Night. 723 Vor-thi me
singth in holi chirche . . That man i-thenche bi the songe
Wider he shal.

Ither, Sc. form of OTHER.

I-theuwed, i-thewed, ME. pa. pple. of
THEW v. I-peve : see I-THAVE.

I-poht(e, i-)jouh.t, i-poujt, i-pojt, ME. pa.

pple. of THINK v.

tl-thole, v. Obs. In 2-3 i-J>olien. [OE.
gefiolian

= OS. githolon, OHG. *gadoldn, MHG.
gedoln, Goth, gapulan : see I- 1 and THOLE v.]
trans, and intr. To bear, suffer, endure.
a 1000 Andreas 1492 (Gr.) He . . feala wita gebolode.

f "75 Lamb. Horn. 43 pa pinen of helle, we ham ne ma^en
ibohen. c 1205 LAY. 491 Leouere heom his to libben bi ban
woderoten. .ban heo bine beowedomes lengre ibolien. a 1225
Ancr. K. 122 Seint Lorens also iciolede bet te gredil hef
him upwardes mid berninde gleden. Ibid. 230 Ure Louerd,
hwon he iSoleS bet we beoS itented, he plaieS mid us.

I-tholed, ME. pa. pple. of THOLE v. I-thor-

schen, of THRESH v. I-thowen, i-pojen, of

THEE v. to thrive. I-thoncked: see I-THANKED, a.

t I-thrast, v. Obs. \_W.gebrxstan, f.ge-,
1-1

+ pr&stan to twist, press, force, THRAST.] trans.

To press, force.

900 tr. Bxda's Hist. ni.i[i.] (1890) 156 Gefeoll he.. on his

earm ufan, and bone swySe ^eSraeste and Jebraec. c 1205
LAY. 28581 Mon mihte i bare lasten twa glouen ibraste.

I-thrat, ME. pa. pple. of THREAT v. I-

thrawe(n, i-throwe(n, i-throw, of THROW
v. I-thretned, ofTHREATEN v. I-throsschen,
of THRESH v. I-prulled, of THRILL v. I-

thrunge(n, of THRING v. I-thud, of THUD v.

I-thungen, of THEE v. I-thurled, of THIRL v.

+ Ithypha-llian, a. Obs. [f. L. ithyphall-tts,
a. Gr. I9v<pa\\-os (see next) + -IAN.] = next, A.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxvii. 225 The sacred Ithy-

phallian Champion.

Itliypliallic (ibifoe-lik), a. and sb. Also 7

-ique. [ad. L. ithyphallic-us, ad. Gr. iflwpaAAiKos,
f. Wvc^aAAos the phallus carried in procession at

the festivals of Bacchus, f. Wvs straight + (pa\\us

PHALLUS ;
in neut. as sb., ithyphallicum sc. carmen,

a poem in the measure of the hymns to Priapus.]
A. adj. Pertaining to or associated with the

phallus carried in procession at the Bacchic festi-

vals
; spec, composed in the metre of the Bacchic

hymns (the trochaic dimeter brachycatalectic).
By ancient writers applied also to several other metres,

e. g. the Phaleecian, ending with three trochees ; Selden

applies it to the Versus Priapeius.

1795 S. PARR in E. H. Barker Parriana (1829) II. 595

Ithyphallic verse. 1818 R. P. KNIGHT Symbolic Lang.
(1876) 98 Ithyphallic ceremonies. 1830 tr. Aristophanes,
Wasps 122 note. The metre . . is an asynartete of Iamb, and
Troch. Dim. Brach., or Ithyphallic. 1854 BADHAM Halieut.

510 The Athenians received Demetrius, .went out to meet
him with ithyphallic hymns. 1898 Edin. Re?'. July 62

Allying themselves with music in the dithyramb and with

the ithyphallic procession.
b. Grossly indecent, obscene.

a 1864 Chr. Examiner (Webster), An ithyphallic audacity
that insults what is most sacred and decent among men.

B. sb. A poem in ithyphallic metre; also, a

poem of licentious or indecent character.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 117 Wanton Catullus, comparing
a heauie fellow.. to a log, hath this Ithyphallique : Tolls

isle metis Stupor nil videt, nihil audit. 1778 APTHORPE
Preval. Chr. 383 The pseon was peculiar to Apollo, the

ithyphallic to Bacchus. 1822 BYRON Vis. Jdg. Pref., I

omit noticing some . . Ithyphallics. a 1876 M. COLLINS Pen
Sketches (1879) II. 130 Talk of ithyphallics ! Byron might
well blush at the noyades and lepers of this later time.

tl-tide, v. Obs. [OE. getidan, f. ge-, I- 1 +
Man to TIDE.] intr. To happen, befall, betide.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xvi. 2 Da jetydde [v. r. jeberede]
hit 8st Erculus lobes sunu com to him. Ibid, xxxiii. 3

ponne getideS oft . . \>xt he naelS nauoer ne bone anwald ne

eac ban he wi5 sealde. c 1173 Lamb. Horn. 21 ?if hit itit

bet jm brekest godes heste unbonkes. a 1200 Moral Ode

125 He mei him sare adreden pet he ne mu3e benne biden

are for bet itit ilome. c 1205 LAY. 27898 For eoSer weis hit

eode al oSer hit itidde. a 1225 Ancr. R. 152 Vreineo

hwat itidde of Ezechie, be gode king. Itid. 186 BoSe ham
itit o dom. a 1230 Owl tf Night. 1731 Hunke schal Hide

harm and schonde. c 1300 Beket 1814 To Engelond ich

wole nou drawe, itide what bitide.
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I-ti^ed, ME. pa. pple. of TIE . I-tiled, of
TILL v. I-timbred, of TIMBER v. I-timed,
of TIME v.

Itineracy (aiti-nerasi, it-), [f. ITINERATE a. :

see -ACY 3.]
= ITINERANCY in its various senses.

1827 LAMB Sir J. Dunstan, Returning in an evening,
after his long day's itineracy, to his domicile. 1870 ANDER-
SON Missions Amer. Bd. I. iv. 89 The year 1833 was
distinguished for itineracies. 1875 WARBURTON Edw. Ill
229 These poor priests, with . . their friendly intercourse with
the people in their perpetual itineracy.

t Itrneral, a. Obs. rare*- 1
, [f. L. iter, itiner-

(see ITER) + -AL.]
= ITINERANT a.

1627 SPEED England xxviii. 2 The Itinerall lustice of
the Forrest,

Hence t Iti-nerally culv.,
= ITINERANTLY.

1657-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 261 To preach and
constitute Churches from place to place itinerally.

Itinerancy (aiti-neransi, it-), [f. next : see

-ANCY.]
1. The state or condition of being itinerant ;

the

action of itinerating or travelling about, esp. for

a specific purpose, as preaching or public speak-
ing ; a journey from place to place.
1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jiidic. E-vid. (1827) IV. 197

Has he a fixed abode, or is he in a state of itinerancy?
1825 E, TAYLOR Minnesingers 198 When we contemplate
the great extent of this itinerancy, we need not be surprised
that the poetry and romance of these countries were so

widely diffused. 1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIV. 801 We recom-
mend Lord Headfort to Mr. O'Connell as his attendant . .

on his next sacred itinerancy through Ireland. 1878
GLADSTONE Print. Homer i. 9 We thus hear of the itiner-

ancy of a stationary bard.

b. A body of itinerants.

1836 Blackw. Mag. XL. 458 The itinerancy of rebellion

is even now haranguing throughout the land.

2. Itinerant preaching ; spec, the system in prac-
tice in various Methodist churches, esp. the Wes-

leyan, according to which the regular ministers or
' itinerant preachers

'

are appointed not to a single

congregation, but to a group of these called a
' circuit ', to '

itinerate
'

among the congregations
within its limits, and are periodically (usually every
three years) removed to another circuit.

1789 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIII. 278 If the trustees of
houses are to displace Preachers, their itinerancy is at an
end. 1791 HAMFSON Mem. Wesley III. 72 A distinguishing
feature in this ccconomy is itinerancy. 1811 SYD. SMITH
Wks. (1867) I. 201 The interchange or itinerancy of

f
Teachers. 1892 Dtiity News 24 May 6/6 The Rev. Hugh
'rice Hughes moved the following resolution : That this

Council adheres strongly to the principle of the Itinerancy,
.. and has no wish to disturb the three years' system
wherever it is working well.

b. Itinerant ministry ; spec, ministry in the

Methodist churches.

1809 Minutes Wcsleyan Confer. III. Obit., He fell asleep
in Jesus Jan. 16 1809 in the seventh year of his Itiner-

ancy . . and the thirty third of his age. 1827 Ibid. VI.
280 When any offer themselves for our Itinerancy. 1840
Ibid. IX. 7 Thomas Hutton entered uoon our itinerancy in

the year 1789 . . In the year 1827 he retired from the regular

ministry. 1885 Ibid. 37 He was thirty years in the itinerancy.

Itinerant (siti'nerant, it-), a. and sb. [ad. late

and med.L. itinerant-em, pr. pple. of late L.

itinera-n, med.L. itincrd-re to travel, ITINERATE.]
A. adj. Journeying ; travelling from place to

place ;
not fixed or stationary.

a. Said of the Justices in Eyre, the Justices of

Assize and the Forest, their courts, etc. : Tra-

velling on circuit.

[1292 Rolls Parlt. 86/1 Vos, & ceteri Justic' Itineraries

ad communia placita. 1293 Ibid. 99/1 Tarn Justiciarii de

utroque Banco, quam Justiciarii itinerantes.] 1570-6 LAM-
BARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 105 Justices in Eire (or Itine-

rant as wee called them). 1591 in Child Marriages 150

John Milner, Bailiff Itinerant of this Countie Palantine of

Chester, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 431 Such
itinerant judges as go Oxford Circuit. 1670 MILTON Hist.

Eng. v. Wks. (1851) 232 In the Winter and Spring time he

usually rode the Circuit as a Judge Itinerant. 1746-7 Act
20 Geo. //, c. 43 29 To hold itinerant courts at such times

and places . . as they shall judge to be expedient. 1843
CARLYLE Past

<$
Pr. II. xi, One of the new Itinerant Judges.

b. Journeying, travelling, or pertaining to travel

in connexion with some employment or vocation ;

preaching in a circuit ;
of or pertaining to the

regular Wesleyan ministry.
1661 COWLEY Advancem. Exp. P/iilos., College^ That

the four Professors Itinerant be assigned to the four parts
of the World, Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, there to

reside three years at least. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh.
102 Itinerant gospellers that travel up and down. 1710

PALMER Proverbs 231 Old shoes and hats, and a few other

things that our itinerant merchants deal in. 1755 Connois-

seur No.
8_6

P 3, I confess myself highly obliged to the

itinerant missionaries of Whitefield, Wesley, and Zinzendorf.

1792 BELKNAP Hist. New Hampsh. III. 325 It has been

usual for the clergymen of the elder towns to make itinerant

excursions, of several weeks, to preach and baptize. 1829
Aliimtes Wesleyan Confer. VI. 447 Mr. Wesley appointed
him to a Circuit as an Itinerant Preacher : in which office

he continued. 1840 Ibid. IX. 10 After having been use-

fully employed as a Class-Leader and Local Preacher for

several years [he] was taken into the itinerant work at the

Conference in 1803. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 14
Some hanks of gut lately bought from an itinerant Italian.

1889 JESSOPP Coming of Friars ii. 85 The Friars . . acting
the pai t of itinerant preachers.

ITINERABY.

o.fig.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 2 If my thoughts have

wandred, I must intreat the wel-bred Reader, .to afforde
mee his helpe to call home my Itenerant Notions. 1660
H. MORE Myst. Gotil. vil. ix. 315 The insupportable
Wickedness of the Christians, .may make this Kmgdome
of Christ very itinerant and to pass from one Nation to

another People. 1850 BLACKIE SEschylus I. Pref. 22 The
word, transmitted from age to age, and itinerant from East
to West, remains.

d. transf. Movable from place to place.
1690 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) II. 12 Sir Christopher

Wren has compleated the itinerant house for his majestic
to carry into Ireland. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 647 It

was equally clear to all parties that the government should
not be itinerant.

B. sb. One who itinerates or travels from place
to place, esp. in the pursuit of a trade or calling ;

a travelling preacher, strolling player, etc.

1641 J. JACKSON Trite Evang. T. n. 112 S. Luke .. had
also been a plain itinerant in Preaching the Gospel. 1678
BUTLER Hitd. HI. ii. 92 Glad to turn itinerant, To stroll

and teach from town to town. 1753 A. MURPHY Gray's-
Inn Jrnl. No. 43 r 7 Search was made after this mercan-
tile Itinerant. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry I. Diss. i.

34 They [Scandinavian Scalds] wereitinerants by their

institution and made voyages. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer.
268 In the evening two itinerants, a presbyterian preacher
and his wife, arrived with an introduction from an acquaint-
ance. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea. iv. 59 They
were Siberian merchants, that is, itinerants.

Hence Iti'nerantly adv.

1855 in HYDE CLARKE. 1856 in WEBSTER ; and in mod.
Diets.

Itiuera'rian, a. and sb. rare. [f.
late L.

itincrdri-us (see ITINERARY) + -AN.] a. adj.
= ITINERARY a. i.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. p. xxiv, A Polymetrical Table,

Shewing the Itinerarian Distances, in British Miles, between
some of the most remarkable Places of Hindustan.

b. sb. One who itinerates ; a traveller ;
= ITI-

NERARY sb. 4.
1822 New Monthly Mag. IV. 14 Chateaubriand, the epic

itinerarian, found . . traces of them in Peloponnesus.

Iti'nerarily, adv. rare. Also 7 Sc. -arly.

[f.
ITINERARY + -LY 2

.] In an itinerary way;
in the course of itinerancy.

1670 LD. FOUNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown 6"7^//. Decis. (1826)

II. 470 Though he was Bishop of the Isles, and died there,

yet . . when he went there it was only itinerarly.

||
Itinera-rio. Obs. rare. [Sp., It., ad. late L.

itinerdrium: see next.]
= ITINERARY sb. 2, 3.

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 319 This my
discourse may_ more properly be called an Epitome or Itine-

rario then a historie. Ibid. 387 Whom, as I haue said, I do
follow in many things of this Itinerario.

I! Itiuerarinm (itinere'rim). [late L., =
an account of roads or of a route, with notices of

stations, distances, etc., sb. use of neuter of

itinerdrius : see ITINERARY a.]

1. = ITINERARY sb. 2, 3.

1747 CHESTERF. Lett, to Son 30 Oct., I am very well

pleased with your Itinerarinrn, which you sent me from

Ratisbon. 1812 J. JEBB Corr. (1834) II. 97 The journey ..

might be made in two days. An itinerarium 1 annex. 1869
I. BURNS Life W. C. Burns ix. (1870) 213 We must re-

luctantly break off this remarkable and deeply interesting

itinerarium.

2. Sttrg. 'An old name for the staff used in

lithotomy
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1706 PHILLIPS, Itinerarium, . . also a Surgeon's Instru-

ment, which being fix'd in the Urinary Passage shews the

Sphincter, or Neck of the Bladder, in order to the more

sure making of an Incision to find out the Stone. 1855

MAYNE Expos. Lex., Itinerarium.

Itinerarly, adv. : see ITINEHARILY.

Itinerary (aiti'nerari, it-),J*. [ad. L. itinerd-

rium, sb. use of neuter of itinerari-tis : see next.

Cf. OF. itineraire a journey, an account of a

journey or travel (i4th c. in Godef.).]

1. A line or course of travel ;
a route.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 43 Messangers were sende..

to presidentes, dukes, and iuges of prouinces, that thei

scholde describe and measure londes, waters, . . and the

itinerary of the see [itinerariitm maritimitjii] to whiche

places thei scholde sayle. 1651 BIGGS Ne-.u Disp. T 196

It is a dangerous itinerary {printed itinery] to go from one

extreame to another. 1790 J.
BRUCE SourctNiUll.#H

It was the first intelligible itinerary made through these

deserts 1889 HISSEY Tonr in Phaeton 14 Rambling

leisurely fashion . . careless of performing any definite

itinerary.

2. A record or journal of travel ;
an account of

a journey.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 379 b/i Hys lyf he hym self sette

in his book named Itynerarye. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.deW.
1 531) 24 Many may rede the itineraryes of them that hath

ben at Jerusalem. 1617 (title) An Itinerary written by

Fynes Moryson . . containing his ten yeeres travell throvgh . .

Germany [etc.]. 1760 JOHNSON Idler INO. 97 T 5 Of those

who crowd the world with their itineraries, some have no

other purpose than to describe the face of the country.

1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. Introd. 4 The

itinerary grows day by day.

3. A book describing a route by land or sea, or

tracing the course of the roads in a region or

district, with measurements of distance, accounts

of places and objects of interest, and other infor-

mation for travellers; a road-book, guide-book.
131-2



ITINERARY.

(In the earliest quotations identical with preceding, being

records of actual journeys.) . .

i8 LELAND 15*. III. 83, I have the description of

Wirchain in an other Itinerarie of myne. rfMr* BuUETpM
Trm (Chetham SocO 41 An anatomy school, wherein,

besides the rarities mentioned in the Itinerary, are many
- 1711 WALLS l'rff. J. CrermmxTt Eng. Cram. 3

Those that would be farther inform'd, 1 refer., to the

Itinerary and Description of Wales. 187! LADY HERBERT

tr Habnrr! KamHe (1878) II. iv. 277 In the official Itine-

raries it U from thence that all the distances are counted.

b. transf. A sketch of a proposed route ;
a plan

or scheme of travel.

1856 KANE Arct. F.xpl. II. xxvi. 260 Our friends of Etah

had given me . . a complete itinerary of this region. 1859

WXAXALL tr. A'. Hoiidin xix. 276, I drew up an itinerary

in which the first station would be Cambridge.

4. One who itinerates, an itinerant, rare.

1709 STRVPE Ann. Re/.
1. xiii. 178 Some were commission-

ated to preach therefore, who went about as itineraries.

1721 Eccl. Mem. II. n. vii. 297 It was thought fit the

King should retain six chaplains in ordinary : who should

not only wait upon him, but be itineraries, and preach the

Gospel all the nation over. 1853 D. KING Presb. Ch.

Gmt. 226 He was, therefore, when requested, an itinerary.

t 5. A portable altar. Obs.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 340 An itinerarie or port-

able Aulter.

6. R. C. Ch. A form of prayer for the use of

clerics when setting out on a journey.
1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) 463/2 Gayantus refers to an

ancient Pontifical which contains an itinerary for prelates,

rather longer than ours but very similar.

f7. Surf. = ITINERARIUM i. Obs.

1689 HARVEY Curing Dis. by Expect, viii. 58 The rash

and too frequent sounding by Catheter and Itinerary.

Itinerary ^aiti'nerari, it-), a. [ad. late L. iti-

nerarius of or pertaining to a journey, f. L. Her,
iliner- ajourney, way, road : cf. F. itiniraire adj.]

1. Of or pertaining to a journey, travelling, or

a route, b. Pertaining to roads (esp. Roman
roads) or the description of roads.

Itinerary column, a column at a crossway, having several

faces, bearing inscriptions, showing the different routes.

1552 HULOET, Itenerary booke wherein is wrytten the

dystaunce from place to place, or wherin thexpenses in

iourney be written. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. I. 26, I revert to

mine itinerary relation. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 20
Such itinerary maps of the places of encampment were of

great importance to armies. 1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. XXIV. 514 Dissertations on the antient measures of

length., on various itinerary columns. 1862 MERIVALE
Rom. Emf. (1865) IV. xxxiv. 134 The itinerary system of
the Romans was. .an effective instrument of centralization.

1871 C. DAVIF.S Metr. Syst. II. 29 The pace, .is the natural
unit for all itinerary distances.

2. = ITINERANT a.

1617 MORYSON /tin. ii. 300 English Lawyers .. vaunted
Ireland to be reduced to ful obedience by their Itinerary
circuits. 1711 STRYPE Parker iv. xii. 366 At last he was
appointed one of the King's Itinerary Preachers. 1785
PALEY Mor. Philos. vi. viii. 11830) 409 The law of England,
by its circuit, or itinerary courts, contains a provision for

the distribution of private justice.

Itinerate (aiti'new't, it-), v. [f. late L. iti-

nerdt-, ppl. stem of itinerari to travel, f. iter,

itiner- a journey, way, road.]
1. intr. To journey or travel from place to

place.
1600-9 ROWLANDS Knave of Clubs 37 As on the way

I Itinerated, A Rurall person I Obuiated. 1676 MARVE/.L
Mr. Sntirke 4 They itinerated like Excise-spyes from one
house to another. 1843 Blculaa. Mag. LIV. 635 There are
three separate modes of itinerating through the island.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 83 He who fancies that he
can write a tragedy does not go about itinerating in the

neighbouring states.

b. To travel from place to place preaching ;

spec, of a Methodist minister, To preach to the
various congregations within the circuit to which
he is appointed, and to go periodically from cir-

cuit to circuit as appointed, (usually) every three

years: cf. ITINERANCY 2.

77S E. WHF.ELOCK in Mem. (1811) 328, I have sent Mr.
Dean to itinerate as a missionary this spring, among their
tribes.

--- "

mission.. to itinerate in the villages round about. 1878
LECKY Knf. in i8M C. (1883) II. 603 He preached in the
open air, itinerated, denounced fairs and wakes.
2. trans. To journey through, traverse, rare.

,
- . . ' passions, . . and deluding the popu..

weakness. 1863 G. P. TOWNSEND Lemnintler 257 It was. .

the custom for.. Collectors to itinerate the country, and to
collect the sums resulting from these Briefs.

Hence Iti-nerating vbl. si., travelling, itinera-
tion.

Iti-nerating///. a., that journeys from
place to place ; itinerant.

r ... r , Vr ,T.. ""TO J- onunLir.KS \^ae. rifi. F.ng.
'-'>'.< <-*>"'? 168 The appointment of itinerating judges,the justices toEm as they were afterwards called. 1860

nnif/ist. Htlliams Coll. 359 Mr. Eaton. .had now
resolved to become an itinerating lecturer.

Itrnerate, />//.. Obs. [ad. late L. itinerat-
iw,pa pple of itinerari: secprec.] ITHJEBANTO.
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a i68 DODEBIDGE Enf. Lawyer (1631) 33 As well the

Judges itinerate through the counties, as those that were

sedentarie in the King's High Courts of Justice. 1755

SimuiiEABE Lytlia 11769) I. 275 Mr. Cook, .suggested the

change was made by that itinerate trader.

Itineration (aitiner/'-Jan, it-), [n. of action

from ITINERATE v.] The action of itinerating or

journeying from place to place; a preaching or

lecturing tour.

1613 COCKERAM n, A lourneying, Itineration. 1755

SHHBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 132 The jew .. proceeding in

his itineration, strolled to the house of lord Beef. 1884

Bible Soc. Rec. Feb., The missionaries . . are obliged in

large degree to suspend their itinerations. 1896 YOUNCSON

Punjab Mission xxxi. 281 Miss Plumb took charge of the

outlying schools, with village itineration.

I-tint, ME. pa. pple. of TINE v., to lose.

t Ition. Obs. rare. [ad. L. ttffn-tm.'] The
action of going.

668 WILKINS Real Char. II. i. 43 The General name

denoting Transcendental Motion or rest, is ition. Ibid. iv.

ii. 400 The sixth Difference, which is Ition, or the passing
of things from one place or state to another.

-ition, suffix, repr. F. -ition, L. -itionem,

-ftionem, forming nouns of action from verbs with

ppl. stem in -it- or It-, as in position from posit-us,
audition from audit-us. It is really a case of the

suffix -ION, q. v. Instances occur ol its non-etymo-

logical employment, as in attrition, acutitioti.

-itious ', compound suffix of adjs., f. L. -ici-us

or -ici-us + -OU8. These L. endings, from the

confusion of c and t in late and med.L. MSS.,
were formerly written -itius, whence the current

Eng. spelling for the etymologically correct -icious.

The L. adjs. were of two classes: a. those in

-iciits from nouns, as cincr-icius of the nature of

ashes, gentil-icius of the clansmen, tribiin-icius of

a tribune ; b. those in -icius from pa. pples., as

advent-icitts characterized by having come in

from without, adscript-icius of the class of the

aJscripli, comment-icitts of an invented sort, con-

a'uct-icius of a hired sort, fact-ictus of a made
sort, fict-Tcius of a feigned sort, sttpposit-tcitis of

a substituted nature. These arc anglicized with

the suffix -ous, as in ascript-itiotis ,
commeitt-

itious, conduct-itious
, fact-itious, fict-itious, sup-

posit-ilions ;
and the formation is freely extended

when required, as in abstractions, adscititious
,

excrementitious, etc.

-itious^, a combination of the suffix -ous, repr.
L. -Bstts, with derivatives containing iti-, or iti-, of

various kinds, chiefly sbs. in -ition-eni
;

e. g. ambi-

tion, ambitious, L. ambitiosus, superstition, super-

stitious, L. sitperstitiosus ; so nutritious, seditious,
etc. : see -lous, -ous.

-itis, suffix, a. Gr. -iris, properly forming the

fern, of adjs. in -iVr/s, but often used absolutely
with a fern. sb. understood, as in aa(pa\TiTis (\ifjLVt])

Lake Asphaltitis, the Dead Sea
; already in Greek

used to qualify v6aos disease, expressed or under-

stood, e.g. dpSpins (disease) of the joints, gout,

art/iritis, vKpptns (disease) of the kidneys, neph-
ritis, TrAfupfm pleurisy, fax' spinal (disease),
rhachitis. On the analogy of these, -itis has

become in mod. medical L., and hence in Eng.,
the regular name for affections of particular parts,
and spec, (though this is not etymological) of in-

flammatory disease or inflammation of a part.

Examples are appendicitis ^inflammation of the

vermiform appendix of the caecum), bronchitis,

gastritis, peritonitis, pnettnionitis , tonsilitis, etc.

The Fr. form is in -ite.

1896 Allbntt's Syst. Med. I. 120 To regard every con-
dition of generalised or localised fibroid change of the organs
of the body as a chronic

'

-itis
'

is equally erroneous.

I-tohjen, i-tojenCe, i-towe(n, ME. pa. pple.
of teon to draw : see TEE v.

I-told, ME. pa. pple. of TELL v. I-tore(n,
i-torn, of TEAK v. I-tormented, of TORMENT
v. I-torned, of TURN v.

t I-toat, archaic pa. pple. of Toss v.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso VIM. xlv, But thou who part hast of

thy race to run, With haps and hazards of this world itost.

t I-tothed, ME. form of TOOTHED a.

I-tourned, ME. pa. pple. of TURN v.

-itous, compound suffix, containing the -it- of

sbs. in -ITV, and the adj. ending -ous
; corresp. to

Fr. -iteux, L. -itosus, contracted for -itatosus, as
in calamitosus for calamitdtosus, calamitous; so

felicitous, gratuitous, iniquitous, necessitous.

I-traid, ME. pa. pple. of TRAY v., to betray.
I-translated, of TRANSLATE v. I-travailled,
of TRAVAIL i>. I-trent, of TREND v.

t I-treowe, a. Obs. [OE. gcMowe, -trlcwe

( OHG. gitriuwi, MHG. getriuwe, G. getreu},
(. ge-, I- l + triewe, treorwe, TRUE.] True, faithful.
c looo ^LFRIC Gen. xlii. 33 Ic wylle fandian hwrcSer

jt,e

Jetreowe synd. a 1100 O. E. Citron, anno 1086 Eallra folca

Setreowasl. a noo Aft. I'm: in Wr.-Wulcker 312/28

ITSELF.

l-iaelii, ^etreowe ooSe jeleafful. c 1205 LAY. 4451 pe saeg
wes itreouwe. Ibid. 7395 peos [scipenj weoren al neowe
Stronge & wel itreowe.

I-treted, ME. pa. pple. of TREAT v. I-tric-

chet, of tri(c}c!ien : see TRICK v. I-tried, of

TRY v. I-trised, of TRICE v. I-trode(n, of

TREAD v. I-truked, of TRUKE v. Obs., to fail.

Its (its), poss. pron. [Formed in end of i6th c.

from IT + 's of the possessive or genitive case, and
at first commonly written it's, a spelling retained

by some to the beginning of the ipth c.

The original genitive or possessive neuter was His, as in

the masc., which continued in Jiterary use till the 17111 c.

But with the gradual substitution of sex for grammatical
gender in the concord of the pronouns, the indiscriminate use
of kis for male beings and for inferior animals and things
without life began to be felt inappropriate, and already in

the ME. period its neuter use was often avoided, substi-

tutes being found in thereof, ofit) the, and in N. W. dialect,
the genitive use of hit, it, which became very common
about 1600, and is still retained in Westmorland, Lancashire,
b. W. Yorkshire, Cheshire, Lincolnshire, and adjacent
counties. Finally, it's arose, apparently in the south of

England (London, Oxford), and appears in books just before
1600. It had no doubt been colloquial for some time previous,
and only gradually attained to

literary recognition. Its was
not admitted in the Bible of 161 1 (which has thereof, besides
the his, her, of old grammatical gender;; the possessive it

occurs once (Lev. xxv. 5), but was altered (in an edition of
1660) to its, which appears in all current editions. Its does
not appear in any of the works of Shakspere published during
his life-time (in which and the first folio the possessive it

occurs 15 times), but there are 9 examples of it's, and i of

its, in the plays first printed in the folio of 1623. In one of
these at least (Hen. VIII, i. i. 18

;
see B. below), the word is

prob. Shakspere's own (unless he wrote his]. By this time
it's had become common in literature, from which the posses-
sive use of it soon disappeared ; the neuter his is found as
late as 1675 (see His poss. pron. 3C); theuseof M*=i'/f con-
tinued almost as late in literature, and is still dialectal, as is

also the periphrastic the. .ofit (o t), as in Sc.
' the heid o't

'

= its head. As its arose after the h of hit had been dropped,
the form hits is not found in literary use, but it is the em-

phatic form of its in Scotch, 'Ms heid strak hits heid '.]

A. As adj. possess, pron. Of or belonging to it,

or that thing (L. ejus) ;
also rejl., Of or belonging

to itself, its own (L. situs).
The reflexive is often more fully its own, for which in

earlier times the own, it crwn, were used : see OWN.
1598 FLORIO, Spontaneamente, willingly, . . of himselfe, of

his free will, for its owne sake [1611 of free will or of it's

owne sake]. 1603 Montaigne Av, From translation
all Science had its of-spring. Ibid. Ep. Ded , My weak-
nesse you might bidde doe it's best. Ibid. 3. Ibid. 612

Nothing remooveth from it's owne place. 1605 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas i. ii. 1191 And tempers with it's moist-full

coldnes so Th' excessiue heate. x6so SHELTON Qnix. 111.

xvi. 99 In its Perfection and natural Conformity. 1623
SHaks.'s 2 Hen. I'/, in. ii. 393 (written ^1593) The Cradle-

babe, Dying with mothers dugge betweene it's lips. So
Temp. i. ii. 95, 303 ; Wint: T. i. ii. 151, 152, 157, 266 ; in. iii.

46. Meas.forM. I. ii. 4 ((-1603) Heauen grant vs its

peace. 1634 A. WARWICK Spare Min. (1636) 15 There is

nothing, .to be lost (but its love) by its hate. 1647 LILLY
Chr. Astrol. civ. 527 Being directed by his or its Digression.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. i. iv. 23 The Load-stone . . for-

getteth it's Property to draw Iron any longer. 1683 BURNET
tr. More's Utopia Author's Epist. (1685) 24 If he consents
to it's being published. 17*8 T. SHERIDAN Pcrsius Prol.

( I 739) 5 Who taught the Parrot it's usual Compliment?
1750 tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 132 [212] It's notorious
how great its virtue is. 1802 MAR. KDGEWORTH Moral 1'.

(i8i6j I. vii. 47 Her warning only accelerated it's fate. 1834
j. H. NEWMAN Par. Senn. (1837) I. xvi. 234 The Gospel

!
has its mysteries. 1879 M'CARTHY Own Times II. xviil. 2

j

Its foreign policy was treacherous.

B. As absolute possessive. [Cf. His abs. foss.]
,
The absolute form of prec., used when no sb.

I

follows : Its one, its ones, rare,

1613-23 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, I. i. 18 (First Folio) Each

|

following day Became the next dayes master, till the last

Made former Wonders, it's.

It's, its, conti action of it is : see IT A. 7 note.

Itself (itse'lf},pron. Also 7-8 its (it's) self,

8-9 dial, itscl'. [orig. two words, IT pron. and
SELF : see HERSELF, HIMSELF. In 1 7-1 8th c. often

treated as ITS + SKLF; its is still used when an

adj. intervenes, as in its very self, its own self; cf.

HIMSELF IV.]
I. 1. Emphatic or limiting use. Usually in

apposition with a sb. in nom. or obj. : Very, the

very, that very ;
alone (L. ipsunf). Rarely alone

as subject.
c 1000 Laws of Alfred Introd. c. 28 Gif hit bonne cucu

feoh wsereand he secgge baet. . hit self acwttle. 1381 WYCLIF
Isa. Ixiii. 5 Myn indignacioun itself halp to me. 1508 FISHER
Senen Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 197 It selfe erth sholde

alway be bareyne & without fruyte yf it receyued no
moysture & hete from heuen. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron.

(1568) II. 777 The dealing it selfe made men to muse. 1560
I)AUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. n8b, Unto their luste serveth
heaven and hell, the earth and tyme it selfe. 1593 SHAKS.
Liter. 29 Beauty itself doth of itself persuade. 1610

Temp. iv. i. 153 The solemne Temples, the great Globe it

selfe, Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolue. 1611 Cynib.
in. iv. 160 Feare and Nicenesse, The Handmaides of all

Women, or more truely, Woman it pretty selfe. 16*1 IU-H-

conAnat. Mel. Democr. to Kdr. 19 As of Aristotle [we read]
that he was wisdom itself in the abstract. 1665 BOYLK Offas.

Ke/t. Disc. Occas. Med. in. v, Particulars, which are not

necessary to the Meditation it self. 17*8 T. SIIEKIDAN
Persiia (1739) 19 Tho' the Poem it self be not well digested.

1793 BURNS Let. Gregory iv, And my fond heart, itsel sae

true, It ne'er mistrusted thine, a 182* Sim i i v Clias. /, I.
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177 Or joy itself Without the touch of sorrow. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1855) IV. iv. vii. i. 316 Slang ; a word
which, I use with some unwillingness, as itself belongs to'

the vocabulary it denotes. 1882 S. Cox in Expositor IV. 197
The story of the creation told by Moses is simplicity and
sobriety itself when compared with them.

b. Used alone in predicate, emphatically, as

opposed to something else : cf. HIMSELF 3, 3 b.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixviii. 10 Without all ornament, itself

and true. 1821 KEATS Isabella .\\xiii, An eye all pale
Striving to be itself. Mod, The dear old place looked just
itself.

II. Reflexive use. = L. sibi, se ; Ger. sick.

2. Accusative or direct object.
971 Blickl. Horn.

187^
Nu maeg sob hit sylf gecySan. a 1300

Cursor M. 19231 (Edin.) like suike it selue bisuikis. 1388
WYCLIF 2 Cor. x. 5 And we distrien counsels, and alle hi}-
nesse that hi^eth it silf a;ens the science of God. 1594
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 298 As the heart doeth

enlarge it selfe . . so doeth it restraine and close vp it selfe.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. v. i. 540 Th' offence pardons it

selfe. 1610 Temp. in. i. 80 AH the more it seekes to hide
it selfe The bigger bulke it shewes. 1638-1843 {see INSINU-
ATE v. 3]. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 16 [It] does immediately
. . disperse it self all over them. 1673 RAY Jaunt. Loiu C.

379 S. Marino hath maintained it self in the condition of a
free State . . for above 1000

years. 1703-1879 [see DEVELOP 8].

Mod. It is a fault that will cure itself in time.

3. Dative, and object of a preposition. (The
latter was orig. ace. or dat. according to the prep.)
c looo Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 17 j*Elc rice on hyt sylf to-da:led

hyS toworpen. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 384 pe binge in it

sylfe berib witnesse. [1382 Gen. i. n Appletre makynge
fruyt after his kynd, whos seed ben in hym silf [1611 it selfe]

vpon the erthe.] (1420 Pallad. on Husb. n. 148 Lond
argillose, & not cley bi hit selue Is commodose. [1513 MORE
in Grafton Chrtm. (1568) II. 777 The sea. .somtime swelleth

of himselfe before a tempest.] Ibid. 782 Of it selfe so long
a processe. 1532 HERVET Xenophon's Househ. (1768) 20
Somme it bryngethe by hit selfe, and some it nourisheth.

1611 BIBLE Pt. xli. 6 His heart gathereth iniquitie to it

selfe. 1628 BP. HALL Old Relig. (1686) 46 That which is

perfect in its self. 1655 E. TERRY Voy. E. India 13 Fragrant
herbs (which the soyl produceth of its self). 1665 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (1677) 17 No creature that dies of it self is

good to eat. 1665 HOYLE Occas. Rejl. iv. xii, The Sun has

..elevated this Water in the form of Vapours, and drawn it

near it self. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 164 F 6 This Letter. .

I intend to print, .by it self very suddenly. 1870 FRKEMAN
Norm. Cong. (ed. a) I. App. 739 This story may be true in

itself. Mod. The horse gave itself a knock on the head.

That child will do itself a mischief.

\ 4. In genitive or possessive case :
= its (mm.

<i 1300 Cursor M. 9466 (G<">tt.) J5o hy na thing was neuer

wroght, pat thoru it seluen miss ne moght Fall dun into

lauer state.

Itsiboo: see ITZEBU.

Itterance, -ate, etc., obs. ff. ITERANCE, -ATE, etc.

Ittria, Ittrium, Ittro-, Client.: seeYTTBiA,etc.
-itude : see -TUDB suffix.

I-tuht, ME. pa. pple. of TIGHT v. I-tuked,
of TUKE v., to afflict, etc. I-turmented, of TOR-
MENT v. I-turnd, -ed, of TURN v. I-turpled,
of TORPLE v., to fall headlong. I-tuBed, -et, of

TITHE v., to grant.

Ituni, obs. variant of ITEM.

Itwin, itwyn: see TWIN. I-twinned, ME.

pa. pple. of TWIN v., to divide.

fltwi'X, prep. (<K/V.) north, dial. Obs. Also

itwyx, ituyx. [f. i, \Kprcp. + Twix : cf. ATWIX(,T,

BETWIXE, BETWIXT.] ^BETWIXT, between.

^11340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., It. .makes pees itwix body
& saule. Ibid, ii. 13 Na tyme sail be ituyx will of demynge
and of vengaunce. Ibid. v. 8 And i. twix \v. r. & betwix &
bonne] .i. sail lout til pi haly tempill. Ibid. cii. 12 Als mykil
as it is itwyx myrk and light.

-ity [ME. -ite, a. F. -it/, L. -itdt-eni], the usual

form in which the suffix (L. -Ids, -latent, expressing

state or condition) appears, the '- being orig. either

the stem vowel of the radical (e. g. L. sudvi-tiis

suavity) ,
or its weakened repr. (e. g. L. puro-,

pitri-tas purity), rarely a mere connective (e.g. L.

auctor-i-tds authority; soME.rayvrz/tf,inVernon
MS., St. Ambrose 886). The last became more

frequent in med. and mod.L., and the mod. langs.,

in abstracts from comparatives, as majority, minor-

ity, superiority, inferiority, inferiority. Hence

such formations as egoity, with playful or pedantic
nonce-words of Eng. formation, as between-ity,

coxcomb-ity, cuppe-ity, table-ity, threadbar-ity ,

woman-ity (after humani-ty\ youthfull-ity .

After /, -ity becomes -ety, as in pie-ty, variety (L. fie-

tatem, varie-tdtem). The termination was in L. often

added to another adj. suffix, e. g. -dci-, -dli-, -dno-, -an'-,

-drio-, -bili-, -eo-, .idi-, -ido-, -ili-, -Hi-, -ino-, -Ino-, -io-,
--

-tntiy, 'leiy, -iviiy, -vt.liy, -vinty, ***?", BMMB* " irnii-.., .>

-bility (-ability, -Utility) attain almost to the rank of inde-

pendent suffixes. The earlier popular Fr. form was -eU, in

Eng. -ety and -ty, as in safety, bounty, plenty : see -TV.

II Itzebu, -boo (itsib-). Also 7 iol16130 )

ichibo, 9 itsi-, itzi-, -bu, -bou, -bue, -boo.

[Japanese : two words, Use, itche one, bit division,

part, quarter. (Of Chinese origin.)] A Japanese

phrase meaning
' one quarter ', commonly applied

to a silver coin in the form of a thin rectangular

plate (with rounded coiners), in use before 1871 ;

it was the quarter of a rit or tael, and worth about
is. i,d. sterling : see also quot. 1900.
The name is still sometimes applied to the quarter of the

dollar or yen. As the meaning is
' one b-u or quarter ', its use

in the plural in reference to a number of lru is an error.

1616 R. COCKS Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 176. 1618 Ibid. II.

77. 1868 E. SEYD Bullion ff For. Exchanges 265. 1900
SATOW Voy. Capt. Saris 97 note. The Japanese coin called

ichibu. .mentioned in Cocks's Diary..was the gold coin..
not the silver ichibu, which was first issued in 1837.

Iu-, earlier spelling of Iv-, and of Ju-, q. v.

luanna, iwana, obs. forms of IGUANA.

lubard, luce, obs. ff. JEOPABD, JUICE. lue,
obs. f. IVY, JEW. luel, obs. f. EVIL, JEWEL.
luge, luglour, obs. ff. JUDGE, JUGGLER. lu-

kinge, obs. f. YUKING, itching.

flulan (aiytt'lan), a. nonce-wd. Obs. [f.

Gr. fouAos down, the first growth of the beard +

-AN.] Of the first growth of the beard.

1621-3 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Changeling i. i. 178 Before
our chins were worth iulan down.
lule : see JULE.
lulidan (aiy?7'Hdan). Zool. [f.

mod.L. h'tlida,

-idae, f. lulus: see below.] A myriapod of the

family lulidss : see next 2.

[1847 CARPENTER Zool. 824 The mouth of the Inliiiie

strongly resembles that of the larvae of many insects.] 1885
Cassell's Encycl. Diet., lulidan.

II Zulus (3iy'12>s). Zool. Formerly (and still

with some) julus. [L. iulus, a. Gr. otiA.os down,
a catkin, the animal described in 2.]

1 1. A catkin. Obs.
i68 WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 73 Having a leaf like a

flag, bearing a Julns hard and close. 1757 A. COOPER
Distillenu./Iv. (1760) 248 The Male Shrubs produce in April
or May a small kind of Juli with Apices on them.

2. A genus of animals of the class Myriapoda,
order Chihgnatha (Diplopoda) ;

a. millepede.
1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1047 Unless they have

many feet, they cannot be numbred or named amongst the

Juli. Juli are as 1 said, short Scolopenders, that for the

number of their feet, exceed .. all other Insects. 1752 Sin

J. HILL Hist. Anim. 17 Gallyworm, the brown Julus, with

a hundred legs on each side. 1835 KIRBY Hab. ff Inst.

Anim. II. xvi. 75 The six original or natural legs of the

lulus are its first organs of locomotion. 1841-71 T.
_
R.

JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 293 The eggs .. are deposited
in the earth or vegetable mould, in which the Jultts is

usually met with. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 824 The body
of the lulus (of which one of the commonest species is

known as the Gally-worm) is long and cylindrical; its

number of segments is between 40 and 50 ;
and many of

these bear two pairs of.. legs.

-ium, suffix. Cheat., used to form the names
of metallic elements.
The L. names of metals were in -wit, e.g. aurum, argen-

t-urn,ferntm', the names of sodium, potassium, and mag-
nesium, derived from soda,potassa orpotash, and magnesia,
were given by Davy in 1807, with the derivative form -/KM ;

and although some of the later metals have received names
in -urn, the general form is in -mm, as in cadmium, iridium,

lithium, osmiunt^palladium, rhodium, titanium, uranium ;

in conformity with which aluminum has been altered to

aluminium. So hydrogen, when theoretically regarded as

a metal, has been called hydrogenium ; cf. also AMMONIUM.

t I-uniie, v. Obs. [OE. ge-unnan (pres.

e-ann, pa. t. ge-iife, pa. pple. ge-unncri), f. ge-,
- 1 + unnan to grant ;

= OS., OHG. Rinnan,
MHG. gunnen, Ger. gonnen.'] trans. To grant.
c888K. ALFRED Boeth. xxix. 2 pa nolde se cyning..liim

his feores xeunnan. a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 959 (Laud
MS.) God him ;$eunne, bjet his gode dalda swyOran wearOan,
bonne misdseda. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 125 Ure drihten and

ure alesend iunne us alien bet we swa . ._ma3en his best . .

halden. 1:1205 LAY. 16549 Godd hit me iuoe bat ich hine

r

I

do, ?if hit me Crist i-ju

I-unnen, ME. pa. pple. of UNNE(N v. lunte,
obs. form of JOINT. Iuray(e, obs. spelling of

IVRAY, darnel. I-used, ME. pa. pple. of USE v.

luyshe, obs. form of JUICE.

t I'vadS, int. Obs. Also 7-8 ivads, evads.

[var. I'FADS.] In faith.

such a Baby neither.

t Ive : see HERB IVE.

Ive, obs. or dial, form of IVY ; obs. f. JEW.

I've, colloquial contraction oilhave : seeHAVE v.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 316 A queer sort of Name !

I've heard of it somewhere ! 1882 ' L. KEITH ' Alasnam's

Lady III. 223 I've ruffled her temper, too.

-ive, suffix, forming adjs. (and sbs.) Formerly
also -if, -ife ;

a. Fr. -if, fern, -ive (
= It., Sp. -ivo) :

L. tv-us, a suffix added to the ppl. stem of verbs,

as in act-ivus active, pass-ivus passive, nativ-us of

inborn kind; sometimes to the pres. stem, as

cad-ivus falling, and to sbs. as tempest-ivus season-

able. Few of these words came down in OF., e.g.

naif, naive :-L. nativ-um ; but the suffix is largely

used in the modern Romanic langs., and in Eng.,

to adapt I., words in -iviis, or form words on L.

analogies, with the sense
'

having a tendency to,

having the nature, character, or quality of, given to

(some action) '. The meaning differs from that of

ppl. adjs. in ~ing,-ant, -ent, in implying a permanent
or habitual quality or tendency : cf. acting, active,

attracting, attractive, coherent, cohesive, consequent,
consecutive. From their derivation, the great

majority of these end in -live and -five, and of

these about one half in -ATIVE, which tends con-

sequently to become a living suffix, as in talk-alive,
etc. A few are formed immediately on the vb.

stem, esp. where this ends in s (e) or t, thus easily

passing muster among those formed on the ppl.
stem ; such are amusive, coercive, conducive, cresc-

ive, forcive, piercive, adaptive, adoptive, denotive,

humective; a few are from sbs., as massive. In

costive, the -ive is not a suffix.

Already in L. many of these adjs. were usedsubst. ;

this precedent is freely followed in the mod. langs.
and in English : e. g. adjective, captive, derivative,

expletive, explosive , fugitive, indicative, incentive,

invective, locomotive, missive, native, nominative,

prerogative, sedative, subjunctive.
In some words the final consonant of OF. -if,

from -ivus, was lost in ME., leaving in mod.Eng.
-T : e. g. hasty, jolly, tardy.

Adverbs from adjs. in -ive are formed in -ively ;

abstract sbs. in -ivenesa and -ivity (F. -ivete, -ivite,

L. -ivitdt-em], as in activity, conductivity, resist-

ivity, and similar terms.

fl-vee, i-fee, v. Obs. Forms I *sef6osan,

(north. seflasa,sefla), 3 iueie(n,iuee(n, iffflie(n,

iu8eie(n, iuaie, ifea(n, iue(n, ive(n. [f.
OE.

&e-, I-i +
fiogan, fion to hate = OHG. fitn, ON.

fjd, Goth.Jijan,jfia>i, whence the pr. yple.fy'ands,
OHG. fijant, ON. fjdndi, OE. feonu, FIEND,

enemy.] trans. To hate
;
to make an enemy, put

at enmity, render hateful or hostile.

cyis Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xvi. 13 Enne sefiweS & ooerne

lufseo. Ibid. xix. 14 Burgwaras his gcfiadon hine. Ibid.

John iii. 20 Se oe misdoeS jefieS bset leht. c 1205 LAY. 964
We beoS ifead wiS heom. Ibid. 7716 pseh heo weoren
iuiciede. Ibid. 9843 peonne bep ich wio mine sune iued.

Ibid. 21214 Heo wusten heom ifaiied. a 1240 Urfisun in

Cott. Horn. 187 Mine sunnen habbeb grimliche iwrebed

me and iueed me towart te luueliche louerd. c 1320 Cast.

Love 310 A bral bat dude amis. . Wib his lord was so i-vet,

Ivel, -il, obs. forms of KVIL. I-vele : see YFELE

v., to feel. I-vencussed, i-venkessid, ME. pa.

pple. of VANQUISH v. I-venymed, of venym,
VENOM v. Iver, Ivery(e, obs. forms of IVORY.

Ivi(e, ivin, obs. and dial, forms of IVY.

Ivied, ivyed (ai-vid), a. Also 8 ivy'd, [f.

IVY + -ED ".] Overgrown or clothed with ivy.

a 1771 SMOLLETT Lore Elegy iv, I'll seek some lonely
church . . Where lamps hang mouldering on the ivy'd wall.

1777 WARTON Ode Suicide xiii, This votive dirge sad duty

paid Within an ivy'd nook. 1877 BLACK Green. Past. iv.

(1878) 29 Its beautiful green foliage inclosed on one side by
the ivied wall of the Bodleian.

I-viled, ME. pa. pple. of FILE w.i; I-viaited,
of VISIT v. ; I-vlajen, of FLAY v. I-vo, ME.
form of FOE sb.

-ivity : see under -IVE.

t Z-VOide, a. Obs. [f.
I- ! + VOJD a.] Void.

ci^iS LYDO. Temp. Clas 413 The end of soiow is ioi

I-voide of drede.

Ivoire, -ed, obs. ff. IVORY, IVORIED.

Ivor(e, ivorey, ivorie, etc. : see IVORY.

I-voride (-aid), [f.
IVORY + -IDE.] Trade-

name of an imitation of ivory.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mich., Itioride, an artificial ivory, a

vulcanite whitened by abundant quantity of some white

material. Mod. Table-knives with ivoride handles.

Ivoried (ai-vorid), a. Also 4 ivoyred. ff.

IVORY -f -ED *.] t a - Made of ivory. Obs. b.

Coloured and smoothed to resemble ivory, c.

Furnished with ivory, or (humorous} with teeth.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliv. 9 [xlv. 8] Mir, and drope, and

bike of schroudes bine, Of houses ivoyred bright bat shine.

1800 in Cent. Diet.

I'VOrine, a. Also 4 yuerene, 5 yvoriene.

[In ME. a. OF. ivorin, ivoirin, i. ivoire ivory

+ -in (see -INE l); in mod. use app. a new forma-

tion.]

f 1. Consisting or made of ivory. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Song Sol. vii. 4 Thi necke as an yuerene tour

[1388 a tour of yuer]. cilfp Mirour Sal-uacioun 5017

Thilk throne figurede yvoriene On whilk the kyng wysest
Salomon to sitte was sene.

2. White and smooth like ivory.
1888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 740 The ivorine loveliness of

glossy shoulders.

I-vorine, sb. [f.
IVORY + -INE*.] A trade-

name for various productions: either such as

imitate ivory or (as cosmetics, dentifrices, etc.) pro-

duce an ivory-like colour or smoothness. Also

attrib.



IVOBINESS.

I-voriness. rare. [f.
IVOKT aitrit. or adj. +

-NESS.] The quality of resembling ivory in

appearance or colour.

18*4 GALT Rotlulan II. v. ii. 195 Her delicate hands also

began to lose their ivoriness, and become ashy pale.

Ivorist (ai-vorist). [f. IVOBY + -1ST.] A pro-

fessional worker or carver in ivory.

1888 Harffr'i Mag. Apr. 710 The names of famous

Japanese ivorists . . are household words among native con-

noisseurs.

Ivory (aiTori). Forms : a. 4 iuor, yuor(e,

-ere, iueer, iuoere, euor, 4-5 yvoyre, yuer,

euour, 5 iv-, yvor(e, iuyr, iwr, 5-6 yvoire,

evouixe, 6 evor;e, euir, euoir ; 6 ebure. &. 4-

ivory ;
also 4 ywori, yuory, -rie, iuory, 4-5

yuorye, 4-6 evorye, euery, 4-7 yvory, 5 yuori,

-rye, yvere, iwery, evury, -erey, 5-6 ivory,

yvery, 6 iuorey, iu-, yuery(e, yyorie, everye,

6-7 iu-, ivorie, 7 yv'ry, 8-9 iv'ry. y. erron.

5-6 veveri, 6 vyveri. [a. OF. yvoirt (i3th c.),

Norm. Fr. ivurie (i2th c.), iviere,yvycre (isth c.),

mod.F. ivoirc = Pr. evori, avori, It. avorio : L.

eboreus adj., from ebur, ebor- ivory : cf. Coptic ebu

ivory, Skt. ibhas elephant. The form ebure in

Lyndesay is refashioned after the Latin.]

1. L The hard, white, elastic,' and fine-grained

substance (being dentine of exceptional hardness)

composing the main part of the tusks of the ele-

phant, mammoth (fossil ivory), hippopotamus,
walrus, and narwhal; it forms a very valuable

article of commerce, being extensively employed
as a material for many articles of use or ornament.
o. a 1300 Cursor M. 9944 (Cott.) A Iron of iuor [GStt.

yuor) graid. c XJM Sir Tristr. 1888 Mirie notes he fand

Opon his rote of yuere. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xliv. 7
Howsis of euor. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 178 Hyr vysage
whyt as playn yuore. c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blauncke 946

Hyr throte. .Semed a rounde toure of yvoyre. 1388 WYCLIF

Song Sol. vii. 4 Thi necke is as a tour of yuer. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 17 Of yvor white He hath hire wroght. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb-)xxv. 115 Ilkane. .beres before him a table

of iaspre, or of euour. 14. . LVDG. in MS. Soc. Antiq. 134
If. i4(HaIliweIl) Like yvor that cometh fro so ferre, His teeth

schalle be even, smothe and white, c 1440 Prontp. Parv.

267/1 Ivor, or ivery (H. iwr, or iwery, S. yvory, P. iuyr),

ebur. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1148 Of fynest gold and
aldere whittest yvore. 1530 LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 1107

Syne, close thame in one cais of Ebure fyne. a 1586 [see 8 b],

ft. a 1300 Cursor M. 9360 ^Cott.) Fair es be muth o bat

leuedi, And ilk toth es als ywori \G3tt. yuory, Triti. Iuory].

13.. K. Alis. 7666 (MS. Bodl.) pe pynnes weron of yuory.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 33 A peyre of tables at of yuory.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 1. 79 Euery and p_recious
stones.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 15 My tabtees of ivory. ?<: 1475
Sar. loiuc Degre 100 Anone that lady, fayre and fre Undyd
a pynne of yvere. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. vi. 76 The tooth

of an olyfaunt is yuorye. 1552 Invent. Ch. Goods (Surtees) 43
One pix of everye, bounde with silver. 1590 SPENSER /". Q.
i. i. 40 Double gates . . The one faire fram'd of burnisht

Yvory. 1596 SHAKS. Merck, V. in. i. 42 There is more dif-

ference betweene thy flesh and hers, then betweene let and
luorie. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 368 To the feate

Of Artisan, give place the gould, stones Yv'ry, and Geat.
1611 BIBLE Ezek. xxvii. 15 Homes of luorie, and Ebenie.
a 1733 GAY Poems (1745) I. 56 For this, shall Elephants
their ivory shed. xSis J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821)

84 The Ceylon Ivory, and that of the Island of Acheni, do
not become yellow in the wearing, as all other Ivory does.

i8y Ure's Diet. Arts II. 1038 The hardest, toughest,
whitest, and most translucent ivory has the preference in

the market ; for many purposes the horn of the narwhal

being considered the best. . .The ivory of the hippopotamus
is

preferred by dentists. 1881 C.
S_.
TOMES in EncycL Brit.

XIII. 522/2 When first cut it [African ivory] is semi-trans-

parent and of a warm colour ;
in this state it is called

green' ivory, and as it dries it becomes much lighter in

colour and more opaque.
y. to. 1500 Inventory in fusion Lett. III. 408 A combe of

veveri. 1560 Reg. Gild Corpus Chr. York (Surtees) 307 A
pyx of vyvery with a lytle white canaby.

b. = DENTINE.
1831 R. KNOX Cloquets Anal. 79 The bony portion of the

teeth, or the Ivory, forms a very dense mass.

2. A substance resembling ivory, or made in

imitation of it. Vegetable ivory, the hard albumen
of the nut or seed of a South American palm,
Phytelephas macrocarpa, which resembles ivory in

hardness, colour, and texture, and is used for orna-
mental work, buttons, etc.

1841 D. COOPER in Microsc. yrnl. No. 16 (heading) On
Vegetable Ivory. 1857 HENFREY Sot. 394 Nuts suitable for

turning are afforded by the seeds of A tlalea funifera (Co-
quilla-nuts), Phytelcphas macrocarpa (Vegetable Ivory).
1866 Trcas. Bat. 884/2 The fruit consists of a collection of
six or seven drupes. . .Each drupe contains from six to nine
seeds the Vegetable Ivory of commerce. . .The seed at first

contains a clear insipid fluid . . afterwards this same liquor
becomes milky and sweet, and it changes by degrees until
it becomes as hard as ivory. 1875 KNIGHT Did. Meek.

7/i Ivory, Artificial, acompoundof caoutchouc, sulphur,
and some white ingredients, such as gypsum . . or pipeclay.
1887 Wkilaktr-, Aim. Advt. 12 Burmese Ivory.. Exact
imitation of Real Ivory, in colour, grain, and finish.

3. Black ivory : African negro slaves as an
object of commerce, slang-. [From the trade in
these at the time being chiefly located in the same
districts as that in ivory.]
1873 R. M. BALLANTYNK (Hitei Black Ivory: Adventures

among Slavcra. ftU. 27 The price of black ivory was up in
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the market. 1884 Sivord f, Trowel June 258 The trade,

which began with ivory, had now turned to slave-dealing

black ivory, as these, our fellow-men, are called in the

market. 1885 Pall Mall G. 14 Mar. 1 1/2 Help them to make

money otherwise than by dealing in black ivory, and we
shall see the slave trade extirpated.

4. The colour of ivory ; ivory-white ; esp. white-

ness of the human skin.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. HI. iii. 20 The doubtful! Mayd . . Was
all abasht, and her pure yvory Into a cleare Carnation sud-

deine dyde. ri63 Poem in Athtnxum No. 2883. 121/2

How well the Paynter to the life exprest The soft and

swelling yvory of her Breast. 1715 P PE Odyss. xvin. 228

The pure ivory o'er her bosom spreads.
1888 Daily News

i May 5/7 Ivory-white is generally preferred to_
dead-white

for the dress, as being less trying to the complexion. Nearly
all recent brides have worn ivory.

6. An article made of ivory, esp. a carving in

that material, b. A season ticket, etc. as con-

sisting of a tablet of ivory, c. slang (usu. //.)

(a) Dice ; to touch ivory, to play at dice, {b}

liilliard balls.

1830 LYTTON P. Clifford iv, Suppose we adjourn to

Fish Lane, and rattle the ivories ! 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade 207/1 Ivory is also the name for a pass-ticket on a

railway, or subscriber's admission to a theatre, public

gardens, etc. 1864 SALA Quite Alone vii, Yes, I will promise

you I will keep my head cool, and won't touch ivory to-

night. 1875 MASKELL Ivories 15 The famous Assyrian
ivories, -which are. .preserved in the British Museum. Ibid.

119, I advised that the ivories should be taken out of the

wooden frames. 1888 Sporting Life 28 Nov. (Farmer), On
new premises . . where erstwhile the click of ivories was
heard 1899 SIR A. WEST Recoil. I. iii. 05, I was given
what was known as an '

ivory
'

for Lord Dudley's double

box on the grand tier.

6. A tusk of an elephant, etc.

1894 SIR G. PORTAL Mission Uganda v. 88 They danced,
. .swinging the great ivories from one shoulder to the other.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 325 Some of these private
ivories are kept for years and years before they reach the

trader's hands.

7. slang, (sing, and//.) The teeth.

1782 MRS. COWLEY Bold Strokefor Huso. n. ii, Don Sancho,
who . . complains of the tooth-ache, to make you believe that

the two rows of ivory he carries in his head, grew there. x8xi

Lex. Bal. s. v., How the swell flashed his ivories : how the

gentleman showed his teeth. 18x9 Sporting Mag. V. 7 A
chattering blow upon the mouth, which loosened the ivory.

'
ivories

'

extracted with, .skill by the same dentist.

II. attrib. and Comb.
8. simple attrib., passing into adj. a. Made or

consisting of ivory. Ivory gate : see GATE s6.1 5.

138* WYCLIF Ps. xliv. 9 [xlv. 8] Fro the yuer hous_is. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy v. (1822) 462 Thay sett doun in evore

chiaris. 1396 SHAKS. Tain. Shr. ii. i. 352 In Iuory cofers I

haue stuft my crownes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage^ (1614)

457 The Ivory Image of Aiax. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas III.

148 The iv'ry car with azure sapphire shone. 1855 TENNYSON
The Letters iii, She took the little ivory chest.

b. White or smooth as ivory.
a 1586 Banks Helicon 63 in Monlgotnerie's Poems 275

With yvoire nek, and pomellis round, And comlie intervall.

1592 SHAKS. Yen. ^ Ad. 230 Sometimes her arms infold

him like a band ..
'

Fondling ', she saith, 'since I have
hemm'd thee here Within the circuit of this ivory pale [etc.]'.

1624 QUARLES Div. Poems, Sion's Sonn. xii, Thy ivorie

Teeth. 1651 H. C. Looking-Gl. for Ladies Aiij, Let your
Ivory fingers turn over these Leaves. 1786 tr. Beckford's
Vathek (1868) 57 Refresh your delicate feet and your ivory

8/1 The bridesmaids' dresses were cpmpo:
mousselaine de soie over ivory satin. 1897 OUIDA Massa-
renes xiv, She turned her ivory shoulder on him.

9. General comb. : a. attributive, as ivory broker,

convoy, dealer, merchant, etc. b. objective and

obj. gen. as ivory-bearer, -carving, -hunter,

-hunting, -turner, -turning. C. similative, para-

synthetic, and instrumental, as ivory-lacked, -beaked,

-faced, -hafted, -handled, -headed, -hilled, -studded,

-tinted, -toned, -luristed, adjs. ;
also ivory-like, adj.

1887 J. ASHBY STERRY Lazy Minstrel (1892) 192 There's

hair-dye for the gay old boys, And "ivory-backed brushes.

1864 TENNYSON Islet 12 A bevy of Eroses apple-cheek'd In

a shallop of crystal *ivory-beak'd. 1898 iqtlt Cent. 1021

The "ivory-bearers eluded the ivory-hunters, and moved on
into the grass. 1887 PallMallG, 20 Aug. 10/2 The alleged
news of the death of Mr. Stanley is said .. to have been

brought by "ivory-brokers. 1839 Chambers' Tour Holland
22/1 Numerous cases displaying prodigies of Chinese skill,

in "ivory-carving. 1885 Pall Mall G. 27 May 8/1 The story
of an *ivory convoy making its way to Zanzibar. 1799
CORSE in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 212, I am credibly in-

formed, by the *ivory-dealers in London, that the largest
tusks generally come from Africa, 1886 STEVENSON Dr.
yekyll iv. (ed. 2) 41 An "ivory-faced and silvery-haired old

woman opened the door. 1706 VANBRUGH Mistake iv. i. 296
There's thy *ivory-hafted knife again. J8i3 Examiner
3 May 275/1 "Ivory-handled . . Knives and Forks. 1810

KEATS St. Agnes xi, The aged creature came, Shuffling

along with "ivory-headed wand. 1900 Q. Rev. Apr. 307
White *ivory-hunters are scarce nowadays. x8o8 Dublin
Rev. July 168 The lessees also make lucrative speculations
in "ivory-hunting. x83S-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 460/1 The
removal of an ^vory-uke exostosis from the tibia. 1863
SPEKE Discov. Nile 101 The greatest man we found here
was a broken-down *ivory-merchant called Serboko. 1715-
ao POPE Iliad xix. 430 The *iv'ry-studded reins return'd

behind, Wav'd o'er their backs and to the chariot ioin'd.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixx, She was glowing like . . a
delicate, "ivory-tinted flower. 1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3902/4

IVY.

Serjeant Jacob Rand,, .an ^Ivory-Turner by Trade, c x6ix

CHAPMAN Iliad i. 197 Th' *ivory-wristed Queen.
1O. Special comb. : ivory-agaric, a species

of mushroom, Hygrophorus eburneus (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1887) ; ivory-barnacle, a species of Acorn-

shell, Balanus eburneus (Cent. Diet. 1890); ivory -

bill, a species of woodpecker, Picus or Campe-
philus principalis : cf. next; ivory-billed a.,

having a bill resembling ivory, as Ivory-billed

woodpecker (see prec.), and Ivory-billed coot,

(Fulica Americana) ; ivory-brown, bone-brown
obtained from ivory; ivory-eater (see quot.);
ivory-exostosis, Path.,

' the form of bone tumour
which is hard and dense like ivory

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.

1884); ivory-gull, see GCLL ji. 1; ivory-jelly,
a jelly made from ivory dust or turnings (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1887) ; ivory-joint, ? a morbid hardening of

a joint ; ivory-line, Entom., a smooth yellowish-
white space found on the elytra of many beetles ;

ivory-nut, the seed of the South American palm,

Phytelephas macrocarpa, the albumen of which
hardens into vegetable ivory : see sense 2 ; the

Corozo-nnt
;

hence ivory-(nut-)palm, -plant ;

ivory-paper, a thick paper or thin cardboard with

a finely prepared polished surface, used by artists ;

ivory-rat, = ivory-eater ; ivory-saw (see quot.) ;

ivory-shell, a univalve of the genus Eburna, of an

ivory colour; ivory-space, = ivory-line; ivory-
tablet (see quot.) ; ivory-tree, an East Indian

tree of the genus Wrightia, having wood of a tex-

ture and colour resembling ivory (Miller Plant-n.

1884); ivory-type (see quot. 1875); ivory-

yellow, a very pale yellow, almost white. Also

IVOBT-BLACK, -BONE, -WHITE.

1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 460
*
IvoryJrill, an abbreviation

of "Ivory-billed Woodpecker, so called from the colour

of its beak, Picus or Campephil-us principalis. x86x Du
CHAILLU Equat. Afr. xvi. 281 An . . animal of the squirrel

kind, called by the natives the jnboco, which eats ivory. I

have called it the '

*ivory-eater, Sciurus eborivorus '. 1885

Life Sir R. Ckristison L 122 But eventually he was attacked
with what appeared to be sub-acute rheumatism of both

knee-joints, ending slowly in '"ivory-joints', or perhaps
anchylosis. 1880 P. GILLMORE On Duty n In the south the

veldt is covered with the *ivory needle thorn. 1866 Trcas.

Rot. 884/1 The "Ivory Plant of South America, .producing
the nuts known as . . Vegetable Ivory in commerce. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 325 Ivories . . gnawed by that

strange little creature . . the "ivory rat. This squirrel-like
creature was first brought to Europe by Paul du Chaillu.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1207/2 *Ivory-saw, a thin saw
stretched in a steel frame for sawing ivory from the solid.

1873 AI.DRICH Marjorie Daw vii, There is an exquisite

"ivorytype of Marjorie. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1207/2

Ivory-type (Photography), a kind of picture in which two
finished photographs are taken, one light in colour, made
translucent by varnish, tinted on the back, and placed over

a stronger picture, so as to give the effect of a photograph
in natural colours.

Ivory, dial, form of IVY.

Ivory-black. A fine soft black pigment,
obtained by calcining ivory in a closed vessel ;

sometimes loosely applied to bone-black.

1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc., Drawing 90 With Ivory
black as Elephants tooth burned. 1731 J. PF.ELE Water-
Colours 53 The proper Black for Water-Colours is what

they call Ivory-black. 1836 J. M. GULLY Magendic's
Formal, (ed. 2) 21 He then dissolves the morphia in acetic

acid and treats the solution with ivory-black, in order to

withdraw all colour from it.

t Ivory-bone. Obs. Forms : see IVORY and

BONE. [Cf. BONE sb. 40.] = IVORY i.

13. . St. Gregory (Vernon MS.) 105 in Archiv Stud. neu.

Sfr. LV, Tables riche heo tok to hire pat weore i mad of

lueerbon. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis I. ix. 21 Als gratius for to

behald, I wene, As evor hone [1555 euour bane] by craft of

hand wele dycht. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1 Ivery bone, yuoyre.

1549 Coinpl. Scot. i. 20 Castell ylione . . hed al the portis of

euoir bane. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus II. 697 Thair Reillis

all war maid of Euir bane.

I'vory-wh.rte, <* and sb.

A. adj. White as ivory ; of the colour of ivory.

1595 SPENSER Epithal. 172 Her forehead yvory white.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 45 Thrones gleam ivory-
white ; cup-crown'd blaze brightly the tables. 1881 Garden

23 Dec 553/1 Sepals and petals, ivory-white.

B. so. 1. The colour of ivory.

1897 Daily Neivs 17 Sept. 6/7 Its warm brown contrasting

pleasantly with the ivory-white of the cloth.

2. ellipt. Ivory-white porcelain ; spec, a creamy-
white porcelain anciently made in China.

t Ivray. Obs. Also -aye. [a. F. ivraie, t ivroie

(i6th c. in Littre) : L. ebriaca drunken (sc. herba\
in reference to its intoxicating qualities.] The weed

Darnel, Lolium temulenlum.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. xv. 469 luray is a vitious grayne
that combereth or anoyeth corne, especially wheat. 1597

GERARDE Herbal i. Ii. 2. 71 Darnell is called .. in English

Darnell, of some luray and Raye. iSix COTGR., Ittroye,

Darnell, Ray, lueray. 1879 PRIOR Plant-n., Ivray.

Ivy .si'vi), sb. PI. ivies (ai-viz). Forms : a.

i ifls, yfls, 3 ivi, 4 yvi, 4-5 yve, yvy, 5-6 ivye,

5-7 ivie, 6 yvie, (ive), 4- ivy. ft. i ifesn, 5

iwen, -yn, 5 iven, 6 yven, 9 dial, ivin, thivin),
ivvens. 7. 9 dial, ivory, ivery, iv'ry. [OE.
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obscurely related to OHG. eftahgivt, ebawi,
hi MUG. ehe-hou^ ep-hou, early mod.G. (1561)

xbhouw, Ger. ep-heu (1600\ epheu (1669), MLG.
ffltif,

LG. eiloof. The first element of these

appears to be an OTeut. *f&z, of which no cog-
nates are known. The second element in OHG.
is app. h$wit MHG. hou

y
Ger. keu hay; Kluge

suggests that OE. {fig may similarly go back to

an earlier *f~heg. But no explanation appears
of the connexion with 'hay'.]
1. A well-known climbing evergreen shrub (ffe-

dera Helix'}, indigenous to Europe and parts of
Asia and Africa, having dark-green shining leaves,

usually five-angled, and bearing umbels of green-

ish-yellow flowers, succeeded by dark berries
;

it

is a favourite ornamental covering of walls, old

buildings, ruins, etc. The plant was anciently
sacred to Bacchus.
Barren, creeping, small ivy (formerly also eartk-ivyt

and GROUND-IVY 2) : a small, creeping, flowerless variety

growing on hedgebanks. Btack^ English ivy : the common
ivy, also termed H, nigra, from its black berries. Queens-
land fry, an Australian species having pinnate leaves.

Variegated ivy, a variety having variegated leaves.
a. a 800 Leiden Gloss. 44 Hederam, ibaei. Erfurt Gloss.

392 Hcdera, ife?;. c xooo in Cockayne Shrine 139/27 Weal
se is mid ifige bewri^en. cioooSax. Lecchd. I. 212 Eor<5

yfix-.^ysse wyrte J?e man hederan nigran and o^rum naman
eoro ifis nemnej>. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 27 On old stoc ..

was mid ivi al bi-growe. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R .

xvir. liii, (Bodl. MS.), Oftyn Poetes were crowned with luye :

in token of noble witte & scharpe, for the yuye is alwei grene.
1578 LVTE Dodoem in. xlix. 387 The blacke luye hath harde

wooddy branches. 1597 GERARDE Herbal H. ccci. 708
Creeping or barren luie is called . . in English ground luie.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 170 The poysoned weed is

much in shape like our English luy. 1764 CHURCHILL
Gotham i, The Ivy crawling o'er the hallow'd cell. 1814
L. HUNT Feast Poets, Bacchus^ or the Pirates (1815) 156
And then an ivy, with a flowering shoot, Ran up the mast
in rings. 1835 HOOKER Brit, Flora I. 123 The Irish Ivy is

much cultivated on account of the vastly larger size of its

foliage, and its very rapid growth. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.

vi, Oh, a dainty plant is the Ivy green, That creepeth o'er

ruins old ! 1839 TENNYSON Lotos-eaters^ Chor. Song i,

Here are cool mosses deep, And thro' the moss the ivies

creep.
ft. aSoo CorpusGloss. 718 Hedera, ifegn. 1*1425 Voc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 644/26 Hec edera, . .iwyn. a 1450 in Horstm.

Altengl. Leg. (1881) 277 pan se J?ai a howse a lytyll ^am fro

Oure-growne wyt Iwen. 1483 Cath. Angl. 199/1 An Iven,
edera, 1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. vi. 7 They were con-

strayned to weere garlandes of yven. 1828 Craven Dial.
t

Ivin, Ivy. 1876-93 fi'in in north, dial, glossaries from
Northumberland to Lincolnshire. 1884 Cheshire Gloss.,

Iwens, or Ivvy, ivy.

y. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Ivory> ivy. 1886 S. W.
Line. Gloss., Ivery, fv'ry, often used for Ivy ; as ' The ivery
had grown thruff the roof. 1895 E. Anglia Gloss., Ivory,

ivy. 1895 EMERSON Birds 56.

fb Used as a sign that wine was sold within
;

cf. ivy-garland in 3d, and IVY-BUSH. Obs.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 183 What nedeth a garlande,

whyche is made of ivye, Shew a tavern wynelesse, also

thryve I. 14. . Why I cant be a Nun 358 in E, E. P. (1862)

147 A fayre garlond of yve grene Whyche hangeth at a
taverne dore, Hyt ys a false token as I wene, But yf there

be wyne gode and sewer. 1612 W. PARKES Curtainc-Dr.

(1876) 37 The luy is hung out in almost euery place, and

open market, kept as vnder the allowance of authority.

2. Applied, with distinctive addition, to various

(usually climbing or creeping) plants of other

genera.
American or Five-leaved ivy, Virginia creeper, Am-

pelopsis hederacea or quinquefolia. Bindweed-leaved
ivy, the genus Menispertum t

Moon-seed. Boston or

Japanese ivy, Ampelopsis tricuspidata. Colosseum
orKenilworth ivy, Ivy-leaved Toad-flax (Miller Plant-n.

1884). German ivy, Senecio mikanoides, a variety of

Groundsel (Webster 1864! ;
YellowGerman ivyt S. scandens\

(Treas. Bot. 1866) ; West Indian ivy, Marcgravia tim-

bellala (Miller). See also GROUND-IVY.

1588 GREENE Pandosto (1607) 20 To see if perchance the

sheepe was browzing on the sea luie. 1760 J. LEE Introd.

Bot. App. 316 Ivy, Bindweed-leaved, Menispermmn. 1866

Treas. Bot. 53/2 A mpelopsi's . . hederacea, the Virginian

Creeper or American Ivy. Ibid. 632/2 Ivy.. German, a

garden name for Senecio mikanoides. 1870 BRITTEN &
HOLLAND Plant-n., Five-leaved Ivy, a common garden
name for the Virginia creeper, Ampelopsis hederacea.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

ivy-bloom, -bud, f -crop, -crown, -shroud, -stem,

-wood, -wreath, b. instrumental, as ivy-bound,

-circled, -clad, -covered, -crowned, -gnarled, -hung,

-mant&d, -ridden, ) -tapissed, -twined, -walled,

-wimpled, -wound, -wreathed adjs. c. similative,

as ivy-twisted adj.
i8zi SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. l. \. 745 The yellow bees

in the *ivy-bloom. 1862 BARNES Hwomely Rhymes I. 201

Avore the walls wer *ivy-bound. a 1593 MARLOWE
(

Come,
live with me' v, A belt of straw and *ivie buds. 1623

DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxvi. 118 An *Iuy-seeled Bower. 1875
W. M C!LWRAITH Guide Wigtownshire 83 A small two-

storied *ivy-clad tower. 1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes

(1879) 5 *The ivy-covered house passed on the left is 'The
Knoll '. f 1000 Sax. Lecchd. II. 214 *Ifi5 croppena on l>=m

mon5e jegaderod be we hataS ianuarius. a noo Ags. Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 298/22 Corimbus, ifi^crop. ^1747 HOLDS-
WORTH Kem. Virgil 26 The *Ivy crown is mentioned

frequently by the ancients, as worn by the poets in those

days. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 16 Whom lovely Venus..To
*ivy-crowned Bacchus bore. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mab ix. 128

Soothing notes Of "ivy-fingered winds. 1867 MRS. STOWE
Knocking\\\ Rel. Poems 1.4 *Ivy-gnarled and weed-bejangled.
1858 HA\VTHORNE Fr. $ //. Jrnls. (1872) I. 58 Gray and ^ivy-

hung antiquity. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. v. i. 9 Renowmed
Aqutne, now I. .to thy hand yeeld up the Muye-mace From
crabbed Persius, and more smooth Horace. 1750 GRAY Elegy
9 Save that from yonder *ivy-mantled tower The moping owl
does to the moon complain. 1865 E. BURRITT Walk Land's
End 87 The silvery music of the old bells in the *ivy-netted
tower. 1867 W. Cow Lett. $ Jrnls. (1897) 197 Never have
I seen ruins so ruinous, so *ivy-ridden. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 322 Monstrous *ivy-stems Claspt the gray walls with

hairy-fibred arms. 1675 HOBBES Odyss. (1677) 192 And in

a basket sets on bread of wheat, And in an *ivy-tankard
wine good store. 1602 CAREW Cornwall in b, Onely there

remaine the *Iuie-tapissed wals of the keepe. 1820 W.
TooKEtr. Litetan I. 3i4The*ivy-turned thyrsus in his hand.

1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery n. xxiii. (1874) 74 In *lvy-
walled solitude. 1621 S. WARD Happiness ofPractice (,\fa-j)

9 Owles in *Iuy-woods. 1626 BACON Sylva 3 Passing it

thorow Ivy wood. 1644 DICBY Nat. Bodies (1645) 183 The
ivywood and divers others. 1896

' M. FIELD
'

Attila \\. 36
The bowl of ivy-wood Our hero drinks from. 1866 J. B.

ROSE tr. Ovid's Met. 309 The thyrsus *ivy-wound.

d. Special comb. : ivy-bells, the Ivy-leaved
Bell-flower, Campanula hederacea (Britten & Hol-

land) ; ivy-bind, a climbing ivy stem ; ivy-bind-
weed, Climbing Buckwheat, Polygonum Convol-

vulus
; ivy broom rape, a species of Orobanche 9

with purple stem, parasitic upon ivy; ivy-chick-

weed, Ivy-leaved Speedwell, Veronica hedcrifolia

(Britten & Holland) ; ivy-dart, the thyrsus ; ivy-
fern (see quot.) ; ivy-garland, a garland of ivy,

formerly the sign of a house where wine was sold :

cf. IVY-BUSH ; ivy-geranium, the procumbent Ivy-
leaved Pelargonium ; ivy-girl, an effigy of a girl

formed of ivy : see quots., and cf. holly-boy s.v.

HOLLY 3; ivy (grape) -vine, a species of vine,

Vitis indivisa (Miller Plant-n* 1884); ivy-gum,
the resinous juice which exudes from the ivy : cf.

gum ivy (GuM sb2 3 b) ; ivy-like a., like or

resembling ivy ; ivy-owl (see quot.) ; ivy-resin =

ivy-gum', ivy-twine =
ivy-bind', ivy-vine, the

Virginia Creeper; ivy-wort, (a) Lindley's name
for the natural order Araliacess^ which includes the

ivy and its congeners ; (b} see quot. 1640 for ivy-
like. Also IVY-BUSH, -LEAF, -LEAVED, -TOD, -TREE.

1731 T. Cox Magna Brit. VI. 232/2 [The lightning] ran
down in the Form of an *Ivy-bind, searing the Tree. 1578
LYTE Dodoens in. 1m. 394 This kinde of Bindeweede is

called .. Windweede, or *Iuybindweede. 1879 BRITTEN &
HOLLAND Plant-n*, Ivy-Bindweedf/Wy^www/ Convolvulus.
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 134 For in Pierian caves he never

sings, Nor with an *ivy-dart divinely raves. 1865 GOSSE
Land fy Sea (1874) 351 The curious *Ivy-fern, Hemionitis

palinata, whose five-angled leaves, grovelling on the ground,
clothed with a bristling crop of red down [etc.]. 1553 T.
WILSON Rhet. (1580) 177 By an *Ivie garland, we judge there

is wine to sell. 1894 Daily Newsi-j July 6/5 Drooping sprays
of *ivy geranium, with its beautiful pointed leaves of

brightest, glossiest green. 1736 PEGGE Kentzcisws, Holly-
b0yss.}\&*Ivy-girls t

in West Kent, figures in the form of a boy
and girl, made one of holly, the other of ivy, upon a Shrove

Tuesday, to make sport with. 1779 Genii. Mag. XLIX, 137
The boys .. in another part of the village, were assembled

together and burning what they called an Ivy Girl, which

they had stolen from the girls. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

*Ivy-gum. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 103 In the

south of Europe and north of Africa, an exudation is found
on the old trunks of the Ivy, called ivy-gum. 1640 PARKIN-
SON Theat. Bot. v. xcv. 681 Cyntbalaria Italica ffederacea,
the Italian Gondelo or *Ivie like leafe. Ibid. 682 We may
call it in English eyther Iviewort or the Ivie like leafe. 1843
H. ROGERS Ess. I. i. 10 Wit .. so disproportionate, that it

conceals in its ivy-like luxuriance the robust wisdom about
which it coils itself. 1678 RAY Willughby's Ornith. 102

The common brown or *Ivy-Owl. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Snpp., *Ivy Resin.. \$ brought from Persia, and some other

of the hot countries. . . It is said to be emollient and deter-

gent, and to make a noble balsam for fresh wounds. 1597-8
BP. HALL Sat., Defiance Envie 19 Nor the low bush feares

climbing *yyy-twine. 1867 MRS. STOWE Knocking in Rel.

Poems 12 The bolt is clogged and dusty; Many-fingered
*ivy-vine Seals it fast with twist and iwine. 1640* Iviewort

[see ivy'like]. 1866 Treas. Bot. 85/1 Araliacex (Araliadst

Ivyivorts\ form a small natural order closely approaching
umbellifers.

Hence I*vy v. trans., to cover with or as with

ivy (cf. IVIED) ; in quot.yig:
1843 LOWELL Poems, Prometheus, Earth with her twining

memories ivies o'er Their holy sepulchres,

Ivy, variant of Ive in HERB IVE.

I*vy-be:rry. Also ivenberry. The frnit or

seed of the ivy.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xv. 168 It [a tree] is alle grene as

it were Ivy Beryes, 1483 Cath. A ngl. 199/1 An Iven bery,
cornubus. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1 Ivy berry, groyne de hierre.. .

1634 MILTON Contuses His clustering locks,

wreathed.

ith ivy-berries

Ivy-bush. A bushy branch of ivy ; Jig. a

place of concealment or retirement, f b. spec. A
bush of ivy or a representation of it, placed outside

a tavern as a sign that wine was sold there ; often

in phrase good wine needs no ivy-bush ; hence, the

tavern itself (obs.). Cf. BUSH sbl 5. t Hence fig.

A sign or display (of anything) (pbs?).

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 382 Hee is never from the

Ivie bush : his lippes are alwayes staynd with the Juice of
Bacchus his berries. ^1580 LYLY Euphues Ep. Ded. (Arb.)

204 Where the wine is neat, ther needeth no luie-bush.

1591 FLORIO -2nd Fruites 185 Womens beauty, .is like vnto
an luy bush, that cals men to the tauern, but hangs itselfe

withoute to winde and wether. 1612 W. PARKES Cnrtaine-
Dr. (1876) 12 Then Tobacco was an Indian, vnpickt and
vnpiped, now made the common luy-bush of luxury. 1648
JENKVN Blind Guide i. 14 This Ivye-bush of boasting doth
but shew the badnesse of his wine. 1699 LOCKE Ednc. (ed. 4)

94 An old Boy at his first appearance, with all the

Gravity of his Ivy-Bush about him, is sure to draw on him
the Eyes and C/iirping of the whole Town Volery. 1738
SWIFT Polite Conv. t. 94

'

Pr'y thee, how did the Fool look"?
'

' Look ! Egad, he look'd for all the World like an Owl in an
Ivy Bush 1

. 1823 A. CLARKE Mem. Wesley Fant. 232 Mr.
Wesley gave out the following line ;

( Like to an owl in

ivy-bush . 1869 HAZLITT Eng. Prov. 262 Like an owl in an
ivy-bush.

Ivyl, obs. form of EVIL.

I'vy-lea'f. A leaf of ivy ; f taken as the
type

of a thing of little value. Topipe in (witK] an ivy-

leaf 0^.)> to console oneself (for failure, etc.) with
some frivolous employment (obs.},

< 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 326 Nim . . ifi; leaf J>e on eorban

wixf>. ci374 CHAUCER Troylusv. 1433 But, Troylus, thou

mayst now, este or weste, Pipe in an ivy leefe, if that the
leste. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. vil. (Skeat) 1. 50 Far
wel the gardiner, he may pipe with an yue leafe, his fruite

is failed. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 21 That all ms worth an
yvy lefe. 1869 HAZLITT Eng. Pr<n>. 425 To pipe in an idy
leaf) to go and engage in any sterile or idle occupation, to

hang one's heels up.

Ivy-leaved, a. Having quinquangular leaves

like those of the common ivy.
In many names of plants, as Ivy-leaved Bellflower,

Campanula. hederacea\ L duckweed or Speedwell,
Ivy-chickweed ; I. Crowfoot, Ranunculus hederaceus\
I. Duckweed, Lemna trisulca ; I. Pelargonium, a

creeping species of Pelargonium\ I. Toad-flax, Linaria

Cj 'inbalaria.

1789 J. PILKINGTON View Derbysh. I. viii. 417 Ramtn-
culns hedcraceus^ Ivy-leaved Crowfoot. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PL IV. 125 Ivy-leaved Toad-flax .. is a common
plant on the walls of gardens. 1887 Daily News n July
3/7 A magnificent display of ivy-leaved pelargoniums.

I'Vy-tO'd. arch. [See TOD.] = Ivy-bush.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Mar. 67 At length within an

Yuie todde . . I heard a busie bustling. 1603 DRAYTON Heroic.

Ep. xiii. 158 Roosted all day within an Ivy Tod. 1798
COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. vn. v, When the* ivy-tod is heavy
with snow. 1885 TENNYSON Balin 330 The battlement over-

topt with ivytods.

I'vy-tree'.
f 1. A large plant of ivy. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings xix. 4 Whanne he was comen, and
satte vndir an yue tree. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1 Ivy tree,

hierre. 1707 Curios, in Husk. <$ Card. 71 Trunks of Ivy-

Trees, that grew along on the Ground.

2. a. An evergreen tree of New Zealand (Panax
Colensot) ;

also Otago Ivy-tree ;
b. A North Ameri-

can genus of evergreens, American Laurel, Kalmia.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 316 Ivy-tree of America,

Kalmia. 1883 J. HECTOR Hand-Ik. New Zealand 127

Horoeka^ ivy-tree, an ornamental, slender, and sparingly-
branched tree. Wood close-grained and tough. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n. t Panax Colensoi, Otago Ivy-tree.

Iw, obs. form of YEW.

tl-wake, v. Obs. In 3 i-wakien. [f. 1-1 +
WAKE v. : cf. MHG. gewachenJ] intr. To wake.
c 1205 LAY. 28082 pa gon ich iwakien : Swi5e ich gon to

quakien.
I-waked, -et, ME. pa. pple. of WAKE v,

tl-wa'ld, i-weld, sb. Obs. [OE. geweald

(
= OS. giwald) OHG. ga-, giwalt, MHG. and Ger.

gewalt, Du. gewehi}^ f. #:-, I- 1 + root ivald-, of

wcald-an : see WIELD v.~\ Power.
a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 635 (Gr.) ponne he his s^weald

hafa6. cnys Lamb. Horn. 103 J?e mon ne ah his modes
iwald. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1541 Godd hit wot ! heo nah

iweld, Tha heo hine makie kukeweld.

t I-walden, v. Obs. [OE. iwMoldan (
= OS.

giivaldan> OHG. giwaltan^ MHG. gewalten> Goth.

gawaldan}, f.ge-, I- 1 + wealdan; see WIELD z/. 1]

trans. To have power over
;
to sway, rule, control.

CIOOO^LFRIC Horn, II. 308 Ic-.gewealde ealles middan-
eardes. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 Drihten . .alre sceafte gewalt.
c 1205 LAV. 17213 Mid liste me mai ihalden f*at strengSe ne

mai iwalden.

I-walken, ME. pa. pple. ofWALK w.i I-walled,
of WALL v. I-wan : see I-WON. I-waned, ME.

pa. pple. of WANE v. I-war, i-ware, i-warre,
obs. ff. AWABE. I-warisd, ME. pa. pple. of

WARISH v. I-warned, of WARN z>.

t I-wa-rness. Obs. [f. iwar, obs. f. AWABE +

-NESS.] Watchfulness, vigilance, wariness.

a 1230 Owl $ Night. 1226 Crete duntes beoth the lasse,

3ef me i-kepth mid i-warnesse.

I-warpen, ME. pa. pple. of WABP v. I-

wasche(n, i-washe, i-wasshen, of WASH v.

I-wasted, of WASTE . I-watred, ofWATER v.

I-waxen, of WAX v.

Iwce, Iwe, obs. forms of JUICE, JEW.
I-wedded, -et, ME. pa. pple. of WED v.

fl-we'de. Obs. [OE.wteV,-wrf& (=OHG.
ga-igiw&tii ftfHG.MMeft); f.#?-, I- 1 + w&d, w&de,

wette, WEED sb.] A garment, a weed.

cgso Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iii. 4 De ilca soSlice iohannes

hafde ^ewede of herum Saera camella. c 1000 y'ELFRic Horn.



I-WELDE.

II 148 He nolde awendan . . his xewzda 5e he on westene

hzfde f H7S Lamb. Ham. 109 On etc and on wete, and

ec on iwedan. <:ios LAY. 9450 On heo duden heorc

iweden. Ibid. 26754 Ne nime jc nennc stede No nanes

C

l'-weie, i-weye, ME. pa. pple. of WEIGH v.

I-weld, of WELL v. I-weld: see I-WALD.

tl-welde, v. Obs. Also }ewilde(n. [OE.

re"!vi(/Jan, -ityldan. (.gnotald, I-WALU : see WIELD

11.}
trans. To exercise power over ;

to wield, rule ;

to subdue.
< 1000 Ags. Gosf. Mark v. 4 Hine nan man jewyldan ne

mihle. c itn Latitb. Horn, in Iwisliche (>a clennesse

iwelt alle un^eawes. 11*05 LAY. 9029 Tou and twenti

wintre Ks lond he iwalde.

I-welled, ME. pa. pple. of WELL v. I-

wemmed, of WEM v., to stain.

f I-wende, sb. Obs. [ME. ; origin obscure :

perh. related to next.] ? Contrivances.

a 1150 Owl H Night. 651 Men habbet, among other i-wende,

A rum-hus at hore bures ende.

f- I-we'nde, v. Obs. [OE. gtwpulan(= OllG.

giwtntcn, Goth, gawandjan}, f. t-, I- 1 + wptdan
to turn, WEND.]
L trans. To turn ; to change ;

to bring about.

Beowul/(Z.) 315 GuS-beorna sum wicg je-wende. a 1000

C,r.lmn's Gen. 427 (Gr.) jif hit eower aenij maexe sewendan
mid wihte, bast [etc.], c 117$ Lamb. Ham. 97 Matheus bet

wes cachepol, bene he iwende to god-spellere. a; IMS
Ancr. R. 254 Sansumes foxes, bet hefden be nebbes euerichon

iwend frommard ooer.

2. To turn oneself; to turn ;
to go. a. reft.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxii. 113 ^Ejhwilc. .hinehraeSesceolde

eft gewendan in to sinum modes jemynde. c 1175 Passion

Our Lord 112 in O. E. Misc. 40 He hym vt iwende al bi

buster nyhte.
b. intr. To turn, wend one's way, go.

971 Blickl. Ham. 193 Hie..sibban nasfre to unrihtum ne

gewendad. c loco ^LFRIC Horn. I. 60 Drusiana ba aras . .

and.. ham xewende. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 07 Hit iwendeS
from ufele to gode. a 1115 St. Marker. 2 Hire moSer wes
iwend be weipe worldliche men. .schulen iwenden. ("1275
Passion our Lord 148 in O. E. Misc. 41 Vre louerd myd
heom iwende to geth-semany. a 1300 Floriz fy BI. 61 Hire
to feche ihc wille i-wende.

tl-wene ( v. Obs. [OE. gewtnan (=Goth.
gawlnjan), f. gf-, l-i+ivttnan to WEEN.] trans.

and intr. To expect ; to hope ; to think, suppose.
a 1000 Juliana 453 (Gr.) Ic . . me pyslicre aer brage ne

gewende 1 c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxviii.3 Ic on God minne
. . xewene. c 1105 LAY. 20237 Al hit oSer iwarS : ooer he
iwende. c 1175 Hid. 17722 Ware his euere be man . . bat
wolde hit iwene bat he soch were.

I-wenet, ME. pa, pple. of WEAN v. I-went,
of WEND v. I-weornt, of WORK v.

t I-we'pen. Obs. [f. I- 1 + wepen, WEAPON :

cf. OHG. giwdfani, gcwAfene, MHG. gew&fen,
-wsefen.'] Weapons, arms, equipment.
c iso5 LAY. 28388 He hehte his cnihtes alle mid alle heore

iwepnen ut of burh^e wenden.

I-wopened, i-wepned, ME. pa. pple. of

WEAPON v. I-wept, of WEEP v. I-warned,
of WARN v. I-werred, of WAB v. I-wersed,
of WORSE v. I-weschen, i-wesscen, of WASH
v. I-wet, of WET v. I-weve, of WEAVE v.

I-werche : see I-WUBCHE.

t I-whiles, adv. and conf. Obs. In 4 i-whils,
ewhils, ywhils. [f. WHILES : the nature of the

prefix is obscure.] a. adv. In the mean time,
meanwhile, b. conj. Whilst.
a 1340 HAMPOLK Psalter ix. 23, I whils be wickid prides

kyndeld is be pore. Ibid, xxxix. n What profetabilte is in

my blode : ywhils I descend in corupcioun. Ibid. xci. 14
Thai sail resayfe mykil mare when this life is endid and
i whils thai sail be wele suflTrand.

Iwhillc, early ME. form of OE. ehwylc, EACH,
q.v. I-whlted, ME. pa. pple. of WHITE v.

tl-wi-ht, a. Obs. [f. 1-1+ ME. wiht: see
WIGHT a.] Valiant, brave.

ct*m LAY. 12175 He chaes of ban iwihte ten busend
cnihten.

t I-wll, a. Obs.
[f.

stem of WILL v. ; cf. Goth.

gawilja, -jis willing.] Pleasant, agreeable.
(IMS LAY. 17122 Hit weoren him swioe iwil bat he berof

wuste. Ibid. 29515 pat him wes ful iwil.

Iwil, obs. Sc, form of EVIL.

tl-wi'll, sb. Obs. Forms: I sewil(l, 2-3
i-wil, 1-wlUe, 3-4 ywyl, ywille. [OE. fewiii
and tfwile, f. te-, I- 1 + stem of tvill-an to WILL.]
Will, wish ; pleasure.
1:888 K. /ELFRED Kottk. iv. On yfelra manna xewill.

c linLamt. Horn.
6; God. .}ife us to him god iwil. Ibid.

93 Pact weorc wes bigunnen onjen godes iwillan. c iao<
LAY. 6229 Jif hit weore bin iwiHe and bu hit don woldest.
a UTS Prov.

sElfred 423 in O. E. Mite. 129 Ich telle him
for a dote, bad sailth] al is y-willc, banne he sulde ben stille.

13^0 A yen/-. 94 H er is myn ywyl to spekene of uirtue more
openucne.

I-wilned, -et, ME. pa. pple. ofWON v.

tI-win,J*. Obs. Alsoi-wyn. [OE. rewin(n
(-OS. giwin, OHG. gi-, gewin, MHG. gewin,
O.. geunnn), f. p-,1-1 + winnan to labour; to
suffer

;
to fight, contend

; to win : see WIN .]L Labour, toil ; suffering. (Only in OE.)
ccjca tr. B*da", Hi,t. 11. 1. (,890) 94 pii S win & bissum
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I Xelic, beos xemen ft wa:s. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Luke xxii. 44
He wass on jewinne & hine lange xebxd.

2. liattle, war ; contest, strife.

r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxiv. 5 2 Sume. .tiliaS bonne bacs

ae^Ser xe on sibbe xe on xewinne. c 1205 LAY. 9044 Ne
bihcfile he naeuer nacnnc . . pat heold feht and iwin Swa dude

, Kinbelin.

3. Gain, profit.
ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) civ. 39 Hi folca xewinn fremdra

xesaiton. c 1175 Duty of Christians 91 in O. E. Misc. 144
! Idelschipe and Tuber iwyn..We mote tor-sake.

t I-win, -wiune, v. Obs. Forms : i se-

winnan, 2-4 i-winne(n, 4 ywynne. [OE. ge-
winnan (

- OS. geioinnan, OHG. gawinnan, Ger.

and Du. gcwinncn), f. y-, I- 1 + winnan to labour,

struggle, suffer, WIN.]
1. intr. To struggle, contend, fight. (Only in OE.)
971 Blickl. Horn. 173 Hu hie wib Simone bacm dry faestlice

xeniton and xewunnon.
2. To gain by struggling or fighting, to win.
a looo Boeth. Metr. i. 17 Da was Romana rice jewunnen.

a noo O. E. Chron. an. 1090 Hu he mihte . . Normandixe of
him gewinnan. c 1205 LAY. 2194 Brutlond heo wolden
iwinnen. Ibid. 2560 pus he iwon al bis lond. a 1150 Prov.
sElfred in O. E. Misc. no pe mon be on his younbe swo
swinkeb, and worldes weole her iwinb. 1197 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 10687 [Hii] bilaye be castel longe, ar nii him mi^te
iwinne. 1305 St. Christopher 194 in E. E. P. (1862) 65
Wei au)te heo heuene iwinne. c 1380 Sir Ferumlt. 478 Say
him. .bat bov hem ywonne heer. Ibid. 4969 If we niowe be
tour ywynne.
I-wipet, ME. pa. pple. of WIPE v.

Iwis, ywis (iwi-s), adj., adv., and sb. arch.

Forms: a. i sewis, 2-7 iwis, (4-5 i-wis, 4-7
I-wis, 4-9 I wis) ; 2-4 iwiss, (6 I wys), 3-5
ywys, 3-7 ywis, 4-6 iwys, e-wis, 6 ywus,
yewus, 6-7 iwus, I wus. /3. 3-6 iwisse, (3-4
i-wisse, 4-7 I wisse), 4-5 iwise, iwysee, 4-7
ywisse, 5 ywysse, 6 I wyse, yewisse, 7 1 wusse.

Nearly every one of these forms occurs written con-

tinuously, hyphened, and as two words
;
in the two

latter cases, those beginning with i have frequently
a capital, I-wis, Iwis, I wisse, etc. [a. OE. gewis
adj. (

=OHG. giwis, MHG. and Du. gewis, Ger.

gewiss certain\ of which the neuter was used ad-

verbially in ME. 0. ME. iwisse adv. corresp. to

an OE. type *geivisse =OHG. ga-, giwisso, MHG.
gewisse certainly. After I4th c., when final -e

ceased to have any value, the two forms were mere
variant spellings, as is seen by the riming of iwise

with his in Cursor M.]
A. adj. (gewis) Certain (subjectively and objec-

tively). Only in OE.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xli. 5 4 Ic wundrixe hwy swa

maenixe wise men. .swa lytel xewis funden. cyonlt.Baeda's
Hist. iv. xxv. [xxiv.] (1890) 348 past is xesexen baet he waere
xewis his seolfes forSfore. a 1000 Guthlac v. (Goodwin) 30
We syndon xewisse bines lifes. c 1000 Gosp. Nicod. iii, Myd
gewyssum xesceade yrn & clypa. .bone [man].

B. adv. (gewis, iwis, and iwisse} Certainly, as-

suredly, indeed, truly. (Often with weakened sense

as a metrical tag.)
The writing with capital I, and separation of the two

elements, have led later authors to understand and use it

erroneously as = / wot, I knffiv, as if a present of / wist.
'/(. 1160 Winteney Rule St. Benet (1888) 39 Ic earn ?ewis

wyrm & nasngman. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233 He is iwiss

mihti. r 1175 Lamb. Horn. 15 3e hit ma^en witen iwis bet

hit is al for ure sunne. Ibid. 55 pet is al sod, ful iwis.

c 1200 ORMIN 687 patt se^de he ful iwiss forrbi batt ta wass
cumenn time. 1:1205 LAY. 29481 Iwis Je beod JEngHsce
englen ilicchest. c 1150 Gen. *r Ex. 159 De fifte day god
made ywis of water, ilc fuel and eruerilc fis. a 1300 Cursor
Af. 876 (Cott.) For-bi bat thou has don be mis, piself bou
wite pi wa, i-wis. Ibid. 2967 (Cott.) Bot herd it es to kepe,
iwise ft*, rr. I. wys, i wis, I wis] pe bing bat ilk man wald
war his. <: 1325 Metr. Horn. 17 And als Symond thoht this,
Crist wist quat he thoht I wis. ^1340 Cursor M. 12749
( Fairf.) Of pantera come perpantera e-wis [v.r, i-wis]. c 1386
CHAUCER Frankt. T. 635 With my deth I may be quyt ywis.
c 1440 Generydes 862 To sey yow myn intent I wis. 1519
fnterl. Four Elern. (Percy Soc.) 12 Yet nothynge so crose
as the yerth I wys. 15*1 BRADSHAW St. Werburge II. 599
That prince Edmunde, the thyrde son e-wis Of Edwarde
senior, true foundour shulde be. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met.
I. (1593) 25 No marvell though thou be so proud and full of
wordes ywus. 1^78 CHURCHYARD Disc. Queen's Entertainm.
K iij, The cace is aunswered thus : You are not ruld by loue
of babes, nor womens willes yewus. 1598 MARSTON Pygiital.
l. 140 And there (I wis) like no quaint stomack't man Eates

vp his armes. 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scornful Lady \. i, A come-
lier wear, I wus, it is than those dangling slops. 1748 THOM-
SON Cast. Indol. ll. xlviii, To prove it were, I wis, To prove
the beauteous world excels the brute abyss. 1829 HOOD
Effing Hunt xviii, A well-bred horse he was, I wis. 1845
GUEST in Proc. Philol. Soc. II. 160 Till lately, our editors

always converted the innocent adverb i-wiss (certainly) into
/ wiss, I know. 1865 SWINBURNE Poems 4- Ball., Masque
Queen Bersabe 48, I wis men shall spit at me.

/3. c 1150 Gen. 4 Ex*._ 91 Do gan hem dajen wel iwisse,

Quan god hem ledde in-to blisse. c x7S LAY. 19315 Mid
moche blisse And richedom iwisse. 1350 Will. Palentt
607 Jis, i-wisse, was it sche, y wot wel be sobe. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 897 All cold it became & the course helde, Bolhe of
ymur & aire, after I-wise. c 1410 Sir Cleges 480 'Tell me
trewth . . Knowyste thou of that man ?

' The harper seyd,
'Yee, I wysse

1

. 1535 FISHER Ways Per/. Relig. Wks.
(1876) 368, 1 wisse it is a thing much more reasonable. 1565
JEWEL Def.Apal. (1611) 36 Yewisse, M. Harding, it greeveth
you full sore they are so many. 1598 YONG Diana 10 For
them the tender grasse in pleasant vales doth growe ywisse,

I-WITB.

Sweete shadowed riuer bankes tell me where my Syrenus is.

1663 COWLEY Cutter Coleman St. v. vi. An' these be your
Visions ! little did I think I wusse O what shall I do?

y. Rarely aphetized to wis
t
or erroneously ex-

panded to in wis, yea wis.
a 1240 Ureisun in Lamb. Horn, 187 As wis ase drope of bi

deorwurbe blod mahte waschen a-wai alle folkes fulbe ase
wis Hfes louerd be ilke fif wallen ..wascne mine fif wittes.
c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 2521 An her endede to ful, in wis, 5e boc
8e is hoten

genesis. 1579 TOMSON Calvin s Serin. Tint. 86/1
Alas, your sinnes are so horrible, that none can be more :

yea wis, sinne?

t C. sb. [the adj. used absol. : cf. OHG. giwisst,

WLG.gewisse
'

certainty ', and the r&oA. for certain.]

Certainty : in phr. mid iwisse with certainty, cer-

tainly (
=

prec. adv.) ;
also to iwisse for certain. Obs.

a 1000 Rule St. Benet Ixviii. (Schroer) 128 Wite se feingra
mid yewisse, bast hit him eal framaS. a 1000 Assmann's
Angelsdchs Homil. 55 ForSan 5e we nyton to nanum jewisse.
a 1200 Moral Ode 40 penne haueo he his mid iwisse.
c 1205 LAY. 3545 Pennes ber buod an sunda To iwisse an
hundrad punda. Ibid, 7607 Muchel wes ba blisse bat heo
makeden mid iwisse. a 1300 K. Hortt 432 He gan hire for
to kesse Wel ofte mid ywisse. c 1315 SHOREHAM 23 Wanne
eny prest his messe syngeth, I-lief hyt myd y-wysse.
Iwisch, obs. form of JUICE sb.

1 1-wi'slich.e, adv. Obs. [OE. gewisHce, f.

gew/s + -lice (=Du. gewi$selijk}\ see Iwia and
-LY 1

*.] Certainly; truly.
c iQQaAgs.Gosp. Luke x-42 xe-wislice an bing is nied-behefe.

ciooo SajK. Leechd. III. 256 Ealle ba easternan .. tealdon
baet seo lenctenlice emniht is xewislice on duodecima kl.

april. cii75 Lamb. Horn, in iwisliche ba clcnnesse iwelt
alle unb_eawes. f 1205 LAY. 26184 Whaer he mihte bene
kansere iwisliche kepen.

t Iwi'SSe, iwise, v. Obs. [OE. gewtsian,
later gewissian (

- OS. giwtstan, OHG. gawtsan,
MHG. gewtsen); f. ge-, I- 1 + wfsian, wissian, f.

wis, WISE.] trans. To direct, instruct.

a 1000 Caedtnon's Gen. 850 Baedon . . baet . . him Xewisade
waldend se goda. ciooo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 130 Swa swa
him Gregorius ser gewissode. Josh, iii. 8 Du ^cwissa
5a sacerdas .. baet hi^ fcebidon on J?aere ea. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 119 De helende us iwissie to his willan efre. c 1205
LAY. 1525 Brutus .. iwende for5 rihtes To bon ilke weie per
him iwised wes. a 1300 Prayer to Virgin 3 in O. E. Misc.

195 pu praie ihesu crist bi sone bat he me i-wisse. c 1315
SHOREHAM 122 Ase aungeles er he were y-bore Hys eldren
hedde y*wysed.
Hence t I-wissunjf, direction, instruction.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC On O. T. (Sweet Reader (ed. 2) 65), For

fela ^ewissungum oe sep an boc haefS. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
93 Bi heore aubodes iwissunge.

I-wist(e, pa. pple. and pa. t. of I-WITE(N, Obs.

t I-wit . Obs. Also iwitt, ywit(t. [OE. ge-

wit(t ( OHG. gawitzj, gi-, gewifti, gewiqe,
MHG. gewiqp t -witty) t f. te-, I- 1 + stem of wit-an
to know ; wit : cf. WIT sb.~\ Knowledge ; under-

standing ; wits, senses.
c888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. v. 3 Sio Xedrefednes m;c^ bset

mod onstyrian, ac hio hit ne mass his xewittes bereanan.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke i. 77 To syllenne his folce hys hade

jewit. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 He ;escop tyen engle werod
. . Cherubim, sefildnesse of ywitte. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues

19 He scolde sone bien ut of his iwitte. a 1250 Oivlfy Night.
772 For hit [the horse] non iwit ne kon, Hit berth on rugge
grete semes.

1 1-wite, ywite, (i), v.1 Obs. Also 4 ywyte.
Pa. t. iwiste, iwuste. Pa. pple. iwist, iwust,
iwiten. [OE. gewit-an, pa. t. -wiste^ pa. pple.

witen^ f. %e- 9 I- 1 + wit-an to know, to Wr

iT.]
1. trans. To understand, know, get to know, learn.

C9oo tr. Bxdas Hist. in. vi. [viii.] (1890) 174 Heo. .woldon
xewitan hwaet bast waere. 950 Linaisf. Gos&. Matt. x. 26
Nowiht [is], .^ehyded baet ne se gewitten. laid. John ii. 9
Ba embehtmenn jeuiston 5a <5e birladon baet useter. c xooo

Afiollonius (Th.) 13 Ga and jtewite hwzt se iunga man sy.
a 1*00 Moral Ode 382 (Lanib. MS.) po scullen more of him
. .iwiten his mihte & his ore. Ibid. 17 (Trin. MS.) Elde me
is bistolen on ar ich hit iwiste. a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 Iwiteo

7

et ower meiden hwo hit beo baet is icumen. c 1275 Passion
our Lord 262 in O. E. Misc. 44 Iwyte at heom bat hit

iherde, and nouht ne axe me. 1297 K. GLOUC. (Rolls) 224
Wane he wolde iwite wat man be child ssolde be. 1340
Ayenb. 29 pou sselt ywyte bet ber byeb zix zennes. 1393
LANGL. P. Pl.C. iv. 76 Let nat by lyft half. .Ywite what
bow delest with by ryht syde. 1*1460 Lannfal 866 Ye
schull y wyte, seyde the mayde, For sche cometh ryde.
2. To watch, guard, preserve.
ciios LAY. 13570 We habbeoS ibeon..iwur5ed burh binne

stiwaerd, be haueS iwiten al bis atrd. a 1240 Sawles Warde
in Cott. Horn. 247 Ne bi5 neauer his hus for beos hinen wel
iwist. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5540 In be kinges tresorie |at
suerd iwust ys. 1340 Ayenb. 212 Sire, ywyte ous, uor we
spilleb.

tl-wite, (I), v.2 Obs. Also 3 i-whiten,
-wihten. Pa. t. iwat, Pa. pple. iwiten.

[OE. gewitan, to look at; to turn one^s eyes
towards a place with the intention of going thither

;

to depart, go away; to die, f. ge- t I- 1 +witan
to,

see : see WITE ZM] intr. To go away, depart ;

to decease, die.

971 Blickl. Horn. 233 Gif we fcewitab fram be, bonne beo
we fremde from eallum baem godum be bu us jesearwodest.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn, I. 64 Nacode we waeron acennede and
nacode we jewitab. c 1175 Lamb. 'Horn. 03 pa feol heo ber

adun and iwat. c 1205 LAY. 13244 Wes i pere ilke wlke be

Eerchebiscop for5 iwiten. Ibid. 17235 He saet stille alse bell

he wolde of worlden iwiten. Ibid. 21311 pe wulf heom to

iwiteS and alle heom abkeS. Ibid. 25616 pene beore he
tsmat bat he to {ere eorf>e iwhat.



I-WITNESS.

I-wite^n, ME. pa. pple. of \VITE v,, to blame.

t I-wi'tness. Obs. FOE. $**&*(>(-OHG.
ga-wignesst \ f. ge-t

I- * + WITNESS.] Knowledge ;

witness, testimony; the act of witnessing.
cSS8 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 2 Buton Codes willan &

buton his jewitnesse. 971 Blickl. Horn. 153 pa bletsode
he eft Marian lichoman on Moyses boca jewitnesse. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 91 Crist aras of deaSe, and on lire iwitnesse
astah to heofene. Ibid. 131 Sancte iohannes baptiste, J>e

ure drihten ber iwitnesse. a\zz$ Leg. Kaih, 2401 To
beoren hire witnesse [v.r. iwitnesse] of hire hwite meiShad.

tl-wi-tterli, adv. Obs. [Cf. WITTEBLV.] Cer-

tainly, of a truth.

ciaos LAY. 17582 pat wes a ban time tun swioe hende.

Jat mon nu iwitterli clepeS seint Deouwi.

t I-wi'VC, ywive, v. Obs. [OE. gewifian, f.

ge-j I- 1 + -wifian to WIVE.] intr. To take a wife,
to marry.
c 1000 Atmc Jitdg. iii. 6 And jewifodon him.. on (>am

htEj>eniun msedenum. n 1250 Prov, ^Elfred 261 in O, E.
Misc. 118 Wo is him |>at vuel wif bryngeb to his cotlyf, so
him is alyue, bat vuele ywyueb. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)
10888 He adde iwiued & an eir adde also.

I-wived, ME. pa. pple. of WIVE v.

Iwlaht, pa. pple. of WLECOHE v. Obs,, to make
lukewarm.

t I-wo'n, i-wan. Obs. [f. I- 1 + WON, hope, etc.]
1. Hope; expectation; resource ; chance, fortune.
c 1205 LAY. 7706 Mid bere jeue he heom ouer-com pat was

ba bat bezste iwan. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10790 As me
hincb turne a^e uort god sende betere iwon [rime manie
fon], a 1300 Leg. Rood 26 He..of-swonke is owe mete : he
nuste no betere iwon. c 1300 Beket 1022 Ich have nou
tither iwon. Ibid. 1712 Rathere he wolde thane deth afonge
bote there were other iwon.

2. Fortune, substance, property.
c 1375 Death in O. E. Misc. 172 His freondes striueS to

gripen his i-won.

I-wonded, ME. pa. pple. of WOUND v. I-

wonde(n, of WIND v. I-wone : see I-WUNE.

I-wo(n)ne, ME. pa. pple. of WIN v. I-woned,
i-wont, of WON v. : see WONT a. I-woost,
ME. pa. pple. of WIT v. I-wope, of WEEP v.

t I-wo*rded, a. Obs. [f. I- 1 + WORD + -EDS.]
Full of words, talkative, garrulous.
aiz$Ancr, R, 78 Veole iwordede mon seiS be psalm-

wurhte, ne schal neuer leden riht lif on eorSe.

I-worpe(n, ME. pa. pple. of WARP v. I-

worred, of WAR v. I-worS-, i-worschipped,
of WORSHIP v. I-worsed, of WORSE v.

t I-WO*rth f ywO'rth, v. Obs. Forms : i se-

weor'S-an, -wyrtt-an, 2 gewurtfen, 2-3 rwTir8e(n,

-pe(n, 3 iworpe(n,3-4yworpe. Pa. t. T seweartt,

pi. -wurtfon, 2 jjeweartf, -wartS, 2-3 iweairS, i-

wai#, 3 iwaei^S, iweift, pi. iwur'Sen, 4 ywor]?.
Pa. pple. i jeworden, 2 5ewTii^5en, 2-3 iwin'Sen,

iwortSen, 4 yworthe, i-worth(e. [QR.reweoftt-an
(=^OS. giwertan, OHG. gawerdan, MHG. gewer-

deri}j f. ge-j I- 1 + weorftan, OS. iver$an t Goth.

wairfan to become : see WORTH z/.]

1. intr. To become, or turn to (something) ;
in

pass, to be made or have become (something).
The complement of the predicate may be a sb., adj.,

pa.pple. (forming a passive voice), sb. in the dat. or with to,

or a prep, phrase, as mid cilde with child.

aqoo CYNEWULF Crist 210 Ic his modor XewearS. ciooo
^ELFRIC Gen. xxi. 18 He Rewyrb micelre msgpe. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. John i. 14 Baet word waes flaesc jeworden. a 1175 Cott.

Horn. 227 pa5e he man 3ewar5, ba was he acenned of be

clene meidene. c"75 Lamb. Horn. 89 pa iwarS bat folc

swiSe abluied. c 1205 LAY. 259 Hit iwer3 bere . . fcat beos

3unge wlman iwerS hire mid childe. Ibid. 3733 Cordoille

com bat wourd, bat heo was iworSen widewe [ciajs pat $eo
was widewe iworbe]. Ibid, 18171 He wurSeliche iwarS him
to kinge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Hit schal iwurSen ful liht.

a 1300 Fragm. Sev. Sins iv. in E. E. P. (1862) 17 Bebench
bat bou salt iworbe and forroti to axen and erf>e. c 1369
CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 578, I wrechch..of al be blysse
bat euer was maked..Y worthe [v. r. I worb] worste of al

wyghtys. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2908 After euerech of hure
strokes grute, ys body al swart y-worb. c 1394 P. PL Crede

665 pei wolden y-worben so grete To passen any mans
mi?t.

2. To happen, come to pass, come into being ;

to be made.
^893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. x. i Eac on bsem jeare gewur-

don monega wundor. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John iii. 9 Hu
magon 8as bing Sus xeweor^an ? aiI75 Cott. Horn. 223
He ne cweo naht gewurSe man. .ac he cweS : Uton jewur-
can man to ure anlicnesse. 4:1175 Lamb. Horn, 93 Da
iwearS ber muchel eie on godes folke. c 1205 LAY. 22735 lcn
mai sugge hu hit iwarS. Ibid. 32240, JwurSe bet iwurSe,
iwur^e Codes wille 1 Amen, a 1225 Ancr. R. 52 Al be wo
bet nu is & euer gete was, X: euer schal iwurqen. c 1230
HaliMtid. 33, I wurSe hit al bat tja habbe hire wil of streon.

1340 Ayenb. 262 Yworbe bi wil ase ine heuene and ine erbe.

3. To come, arrive, get to be (at a place).
c 1205 LAY. 9123 Fromward beon londe of Jerusalem

- iwurSen heo beoS in BeSleem. Ibid. 29555 per heo iwurSen
to [c 1275 Hii to him wende].

4. To befall, to happen to (a person).
Iinfers. with ace. or dat.

a 1000 Judith 260 (Gr.), Hu 5one cumbolwijan . . haefde

geworden. c 1205 LAY. 2236 Sel be seal iwurSen \c 1275 Wei
be sal bi-tyde]. c 1230 Halt Meid. 45 After bi word, .mote
me iwurSen.

5. To come acceptably to; to please, he agree-
able ;

to be agreed upon.-
VOL. V.
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Impersonal, with ace. or dat., ne ftiihte heom iiuHrfSen,
they could not agree.
1:893 K. ^ELFRKD Ores. iv. vi. 15 Hie <$ewear3 beet hie

wolden to Romanum fribes wilnian. a 1000 Andreas 307
Hu jewearS |>e t>a:s? 1014 O. E. Chron. (MS. E.), gewearf)
him and )>am folce on Lindesi^e anes 5aet hi hine horsian
sceoldan. 6-1175 <*'^. Horn. 93 Hwi iwearfi hine [Ananias
& Sapphira] swa, )>et jit dursten fondian godes ? c 1205 LAY.
29427 J>a ne mihtte heom iwurSe wha bis lond scolde a3en.
6. Let iu-urSen, let (a thing) be or go (as it will),

let be, let or leave alone.
c 1205 LAY. 3343 Lauerd beo beu stille, let me al iwur)>en.

a izzzAncr. A'. 414 Marthe haueS hire mester, leteS hire
i-wurSen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1535 He lete J king al

iworjje & to rome a5en drou. 1340 Ayenb. 40 pe ualse

Higden (Rolls) VI. 279 Bote we letej* God i-worpe wib his
owne privete.

I-worthe(n, ME. pa. pple. of WOBTH v. I-

wost(e, of WIT v. I-wounde, of WIND v.

I-wounded, of WOCND v. I-woven, of WEAVE
v. I-woxe(n, of WAX v. I-wrapped, of

WRAP v.

t I-wra'the, v. 06s. [OE. gewrdtian, ME.
ten, f. ge-, I- l +wrddtan : see WBATH v.] trans.

To make angry or wroth ; refl. to become angry.
c 1075 O. E. Ckron. (MS. A.) an. 1070 pa . . ^ewraSede

hine se arcebiscop Landfranc. c 1203 LAY. 27698 Walwain
bat bihedde..and he hine iwraoede.

I-wraththed, -et, ME. pa. pple. of WKATH v.

I-wreied, -id, of WRAY v. I-wreken, of

WREAK v. I-wrete, of WRITE v. I-wre>ed,
i-wrepped, of WRETHE v., to anger. I-wrreyed,
of WRAY v. I-wrien, i-wrijen, of wrigh, WHY
v., to cover, veil, conceal.

tl-wrrt. Obs. [OE. gewrit, I. writan to

WHITE : cf. WBIT.] Something written ;
a writing,

a treatise.

c 893 K. ML.FKED Oros. i. i. 6 peah pe ^ewrito oft nemnen
eal ba lond Media obbe Asiria. 971 Blickl. Horn. 177 pa
heht he . . raedan b^et ^ewrit heforan him. c 1175 Lamb.
Hont. 133 Alswucbe wise spckeS oe eor&liche king wi3
iwilche cristene monne pe he to sende5 his halie iwriten.
a 1250 Prov. sElfred 103^

in O. E. Misc. 108 pe mon be on
his youh^e . . leorneb . . iwriten reden he may beon on elde
wenliche lorbeu.

I-write, -en, ME. pa. pple. of WRITE v. I-

writhen, -wrtSen, of WRITHE v., to bind. I-

wroht, i-wrou3t, i-wrouht, of WORK v.

I-wroken, of WREAK v. I-wryed, -yd, of
WRY *., to twist. I-wulc(h, obs. form of EACH.
I-wunded, ME. pa. pple. of WOUND v. I-wun-
de(n, of WIND v. I-wundred, of WONDER v.

tl-wrrne, i-wo'ne. Obs.
_Also 3 ywune.

[OE. gewuna, f. stem of ivun-ian : see WON v.

and WONT. Cf. Dm. gewoonte^ Custom, habit,
wont.
c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boetk. xxv, Heo . . gemonS b^es wildan

zewunan hire eldrana. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 55 Bute we
bileuen ure ufele iwune. 1:1205 LAY. 14017 pa Peohtes
duden heore iwune. a 1250 Owl ff Night. 475 Hit is gode
monne iwone. c 1275 Passion Our Lord 207 in O. E. Misc.

43 Vyche day in be temple wes myne ywune To techen eu
godes lore.

I-wuned, -et, ME. pa. pple. of WON v. : see

WONT a. I-wunne(n, of WIN v.

t I-WU'neliche, adv. Obs. [OE. gewtmclice,
{. gewunelic customary (

= OHG. geivoneltch, G.

gewohnlicK) : see I-WUNE and -LY *.] Customarily,
usually.
cooo tr. Bxdfts Hist. iv. iv. (1890) 274 Is pEet baet mynster

. . pe ewunelice is Muigeo nemned. 1175 Lamb. Horn.
131 Halic boc nemneS iwunliche 5reo bing to sede. c 1200
Trin. Horn. 152 Holi boc nemneS iwunelich ^re bing to sed.

t I-wrrrclie, i-werche, v. Ol>s. Pa. t. \-

worhte, ivrrohte, iwroughte. \Cfc. gflvyrc(e}an
(=OS. giwirkjan, OHG. gawurchan, giwircan,
MHG. gewirken, Goth, gawaurkjan), f. ge-, I-i +
wyrc(e)an : see WORK v.] trans. To work

; to

make ;
to do.

c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boetk. xxxiv. 6 para lima ^ecynd is

baet hi ^ewercaS tenne lichoman. 971 Blickl. Haiti. 187
Het Neron jewyrcean mycelne tor of treowum. c 1000

Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxvi. ii pu eart ana God, pe ffi^hw^'lc miht
wundor ^ewyrcean. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 223 Uton ^ewurcan
man to ure anlicnesse. (1205 LAY. 3879 Remus & Romu-
lus Rome iwrohten. Ibid. 17623 Passen at seint Deowi
sorjen iwprhte. Ibid. 28995 Sexisce men..seiden bat heo
wolden wi5 hine gri5 iwurchen. a 1250 Prtn>. /Elfred 130
in O. E. Misc. no Bute he him of frumpe freond iwrche

[v.r. bote he him fremede frend y-werche], c 1374 CHAUCER
Troylits in. 212 (261) Neuere I pis for coveytice Iwroughte.

tI-WUTh.t. Obs.

OHG. gewurhf), f. ge-, I- 1 + stem *wurk- of ivyr-

c(e)an to work.] Work, deed; desert.

c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. i p^et hiora aelc guide
oSrum edlean aelces weorces sefter his gewyrhtum. c 1160
Hatton Gosp. John xv. 25 pact syo spraece syo xe-fyllad . .

baet hyo hatedan me buton ^e-werhtan. c 1205 LAY. 24189

pus ArSur b^ king delde his drihtliche londes after heore
iwurhte.

I-vsrursed, ME. pa. pple. of WORSE v. I-

wurthe : see I-WORTH v. I-wurped, i-wurp-
ejed, ME. pa. pple. of WORTHY v.

I-YBVE.

tl-WUrthi, v. Cbs. [O^.geweorfian^wurfian,
-ivyrlian, f. ge-, I- ' + weorfiian : see WORTHY

.]

trails. To honour, to dignify ; to hold in honour.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xiv. 3 Hu ne belimpS se weorS-

scipe b9nne to bam be hine eweoroaS? c 1000 Ags. Ps.
(Tn.) viii. 6 pu hine jewuldrast and geweprSast. c 1205
LAY. 3066 pat heo hine nulde iwuroi. Ibid. 29687 pene
stude to iwuroien per stod ure drihten.

I-wust, i-wuste, ME. pa. pple. and pa. t. of
WIT v. I-wympled, of WIMPLE v. I-wyped,
of WIPE v. I-wyrshupped, of WORSHIP v.

I-wys, I-wysse : see I-wis.

Iwyse, variant of JUISE Obs., judgement.
Ixia (i'ksia). [L., a. Gr. ifia.]

II 1. Name in Greek and Latin for the plant also

called CHAMELEON (q. v., sense 3), a kind of thistle

yielding an acrid resin. Obs.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. A v b, It is good against the poyson
of ixia with wyne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 64 Most
effectuall . . for them that haue drunke thegum ofChameleeon.
called Ixia. 1706 PHILLIPS, Ixia or Ixine, a sort ofCarduus ;

an Herb which some call Camelepn.
2. Bot. A genus of S. African iridaceous plants,

with large showy flowers of various colours. Also
extended to some allied plants, as a species of
Trichonema cultivated in the Channel Islands.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xiv. 154 There are some
very beautiful genera in . . this class, particularly the Ixia
and Iris. 1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations II. 119 An
almost endless variety of ixias. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl.

n. viii. (ed. 2) 175 The little species of ixia, trichonema
columnar, is particularly remarkable among the spring
flowers. 1880 PARKMAN France fy F.ng. Amer. 58 From
the grass gleams the blue eye of the starry ixia.

3. Comb. Ixia-lily, a name for the plants of the

genus Ixiolirion (N.O. Amaryllidacese^, natives of

Asia, with blue or violet funnel-shaped six-parted
flowers.
1866 Treas. Bot. 682/2. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.

Ixiolite (i'ksiotoit). Min. [ad. Swed. ixiolith

(Nordenskiold, 1857), f. Ixion (see next) + Gr.
\tOrn stone (see -LITE) : suggested by the associa-

tion of Ixion and Tantalus in the infernal regions.]
A variety of TANTALITE containing oxide of tin.

1861 BRISTOW Gloss. 193 Ixiolite . . usually occurs in rect-

angular prisms. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6) 734 Crystallized
skogbolite and ixiolite are here included.

Ixioiliau (iksi|0"'nian), a. [f. L. Ixioni-us adj.

(f. Ixion, Gr. 'IW : see below) + -AN.] Belonging
to, or resembling that of, Ixion, a mythical king
of Thessaly, who was punished in the infernal

regions by being fastened to an eternally revolving
wheel.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst, i. iii. 24. 169 Condemned
to an Eternal Ixionian Fate.

Ixolite (i-ksiHait). Min. [ad. Ger. ixolyt

(Haidinger, 1842), f. Gr. ifos mistletoe, bird-lime

+ Ai'floj stone (see -LITE).] A mineral resin occur-

ring in bituminous coal, having a greasy lustre, and

becoming soft and tenacious when heated.

1846 WORCESTER cites Dana. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5! 736
Ixolyte.

Ixtle, ixtli : see ISTLE.

I-yarked, i-jarket, ME. pa. pple. ofYARK v., to

prepare. I-jarwed, ofYARE v. lye, obs. f. EYE.

t I-yeerid, ME. variant of YEARED.
1412 HocCLEVEZV Reg.Princ. 1858 pou of be pryue seel

art old I-yeerid.

I-yefen, i-jefen, ME. pa. pple. of GIVE.

fl-yell, i-jel, ME. variant of YELL, yelling.
c 1205 LAY. 17799 Per wes moni reolic spel per wes gumene

I-yelt, ME. pa. pple. of YIELD v. I-yemed,
itemed, of YEME v. I-yened, i-^ened, of

YEAN v., to bring forth. I-yerned, itemed,
of YEARN z/.l

-t-I-ye"fcen, pa. pple. Obs. Also 3-4 i-|}e-t(t)e.

[For )e-eten, i-eten, pa. pple. of EAT v., and of the

early compound, ME. je-eten, OE. ge-etan to eat

up, consume (L. com-edere). Cf. mod.Ger. gegessen,
for earlier gessen contr. for ge-essen.] Eaten.

c 1205 LAY. 6691 peasr heo hsefden we! igeten and seooSen

idrunken. a 1300 fall f; Passion 33 in E. E. P. (1862) 13

Hi nad bot bat appil i-}ette bat be sin nas ido. 13. . Ifotis

394 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 346 Whon worines han

I-jete bi syde. a 1400 Ot Ionian 757 po clement hadde y-Jete

t I-ye'tt, v. Obs. In 3 i-5etten. [f.
I-l + ME.

jetten : see YETTK] trans. To grant, concede.

CI205 LAY. 10792 Al him ijette pat Gallus | er 5er(n}de.

Ibid. 14195 pe king him ijette Swa Hengest jirnde.

tl-ye'Ve, v. Obs. In 3 i-jefueu. [f.
1-1

+ ME. jeven, GIVE : cf. OHG. gigeban, gegeben,
MHG. gegeben.'] trans. To give.
c 1205 LAY. 21947 Heo ba ijefuen jisles ban kingen.

I-yeve(n, i-5eve(n, i-}ive(n, i-yove(n, i-

3ove;n, i-^yve, ME. pa. pple. of GIVE. I-

silde, i-5olde(n, i-joulde, i-$ulde, of YIELD v.

I-jirnd, of YEARN v. I-jote(n, i-jotten, of

YETE v.. to pour, melt.

lyre, Iys(e, obs. forms of IRE, ICE.

lyrne, iyron, obs. variants of IRON.
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IZAE.

(i'zii). [Arab. $ tzar, j\
izr> veil,

covering.] The outer garment of Moslem women,

a long cotton mantle covering the whole person.

Also one of the two cloths of the ihram or pilgrim's dress.

,836 LANE Mod. Egypt. I. 52 Eezar. 1839 - Arab. Nts.

I ill 1 16 There accosted him a female wrapped in an izar.

,885 \LDRICH Poems, Dressing the Bride 21 The misty izar

from Mosul. 1898 I. ZANOWILL Dreamers of Ghttto iv.

viii. 121 Women and maidens .. raising their face-veils and

putting off iheir shrouding izars as they sat at his feet.

Xiard (i-ziid, || tzar). Also isard, izsard. [ad.

F. isard (1553 in Hatz.-Dann.), Gascon isart:

'

perh. of Iberian origin
'

(Darm.).] A capriform

antelope allied to the chamois, found in the

Pyrenees.

over. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 155/1 The recesses of the

Pyrenees are the haunts of the izard, a variety of the

chamois, of smaller size and brighter colour. i88 Cornh.

Mag. Jan. 57 We killed a lot of isards. 1886 R. BUCHANAN
Dream of Life vm. 165 And fleeter than the feet of swift

izzards.

Comb. 1701 CHARLOTTE SMITH Celestina IV. 249 Equipped
..as Izard hunters, we reached this castle. 1846 lilackw.

Mag. LIX. 369 They saw him .. spring from the ground
with izard-like agility.

Izard, variant of IZZARD.

-ization, suffix forming nouns of action from

vbs. in -IZE : see next.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. xi, He was not aware that he

was driving at any ization.

-i*e (also written -ise), suffix forming vbs. =- F.

-ise-r, It. -izare, Sp. -izar, ad. late L. -izare, -izare,

f. Gr. -ifr, formative derivative of vbs.

The Greek verbs were partly intrans., as /fapapi'fcu> to play
the barbarian, act or speak as a barbarian, side with the

barbarians, Tvpamgetv to side with the tyrants, partly trans.

as itaQapi&iv to purify, clean, &tjtravpt^ttf to treasure up.
Those formed on national, sectarian, or personal names were

speak Greek, Helle'nize ; ajso,
to make Greek. A few words

of this form connected with or used in early Christianity,

were latinized already in the 3rd or 4th c. by Christian

writers : such were ftaTrrifetv baptizare. evayyeAi'f**" eitan.

eelizare, KO.TTIX&IV catechizdre, <TKav&a\ieiv scandalizare,

at'aOijua-rL&u' anathematizare, xpitrrcaci'^eti' ckristianizare,

ai'f* i r iudaizare. Others continued to be formed both i n.

ecclesiastical and philosophical use, e.g. canonizdre, datmoni-

zdre, syllogizare (Boethius Aristot. A nol.) ;
and this became

established as the normal form for the latinizing of Greek

verbs, or the formation of verbs upon Greek analogies. In

med.L. and the mod. langs. these nave been formed also on
L. or modern national names, and the use has been extended

to the formation of verbs from L. adjs. or sbs. This practice

prob. began first in French; in mod.F. the suffix has be-

come -iser, alike in words from Greek, as baptiser, tvangt'
User, organiser, and those formed after them from L., as

civiliser, cicatriser, hwntinisey. Hence, some have used

the spelling -ist in Eng., as in French, for all these words,
and some prefer .ise in words formed in French or Eng.
from L. elements, retaining -ize for those of Gr. composition.
But the suffix itself, whatever the element to which it is

added, is in its origin the Gr. -ifeti', L. -izare
', and, as the

pronunciation is also with z, there is no reason why in English
the special French spelling should be followed, in opposition
to that which is at once etymological and phonetic. In this

Dictionary the termination is uniformly written -ize. (In

the Gr. -if-, the i was short, so originally in L., but the

double consonant z (=dz, ts) made the syllable long ;
when

530

the z became a simple consonant, -idz became 7z, whence

Eng. -312.)

In current English the following groups may be

noted :

1. Words that have come down from Greek, or

have been at some time adopted from Greek, or

formed on Greek elements ;
a. with the trans, sense

of ' make or conform to, or treat in the way of, the

thing expressed by the derivation ', as baptize (prob.

the earliest -ize word in Eng.), anathematize, anato-

mize, apostrophize, canonize, catechize, cauterize,

characterize, christianize, crystallize, diphthongize,

harmonize, idolize, monopolize, organize, phlebotom-

ize, stigmatize, symbolize, systematize, tantalize;

b. with the intrans. sense ' to act some person or

character, do or follow some practice', as agonize,

apologize, apostatize, botanize, dogmatize, geologize,

philosophize, syllogize, sympathize, theorize.

2. Words formed (in Fr. or Eng.) on Latin adjs.

and sbs. (esp. on derivative adjs. in -a/, -ar, -an,

etc.), mostly with the trans, sense ' to make (that

which is expressed by the derivation) ', as actualize,

authorize, brutalize, civilize, colonize, consonantize,

devocalize, eternize, etherealize, familiarize, fertil-

ize, formalize, fossilize, humanize, immortalize,

legalize, memorize, nationalize, naturalize, neutral-

ize, patronize, pulverize, realize, satirize, scrutin-

ize, secularize, signalize, solemnize, spiritualize,

sterilize, terrorize, vocalize ; trans, or intrans., as

cicatrize, extemporize, moralize, particularize; less

frequently only intrans., as temporize.

3. Words from later sources, as bastardize,foreign-

ize, jeopardize, villanize, womanize trans., gor-

mandize, and such nonce-words as cricketize, pedes-

trianize, landemize, intr.

4. Words formed on ethnic adjs., and the like,

chiefly trans, but sometimes intrans., as American-

ize, Anglicize, Gallicize, Germanize, Latinize, Ro-

manize, Russianize.

6. Words formed on names of persons, sometimes

with the intrans. Greek sense of ' to act like, or in

accordance with', as in Calvinize, Coryatize, but

usually in the trans, sense of ' to treat like, or after

the method of, or according to the (chemical or

other) process of; as in Boucherize, Bowdlerize,

Burneltize, galvanize, Grangerize, macadamize,

mesmerize, Riimfordize ; with many technical and

commercial terms, and nonce-words such as Glad-

stonize, Irvingize,Joe Millerize, Merry-Andrewize,
without limit.

6. From names of substances, chemical and other ;

in the trans, sense of
'

to charge, impregnate, treat,

affect, or influence with'; as alcoholize, alkalize,

carbonize, de-oxidize, hydrogenize, oxidize, ozonize,

silverize, etc.
;
so in nonce-words, as I.ondonize to

make like London, etc.

Verbs in -ize have the usual derivative adjs. and

sbs., as ppl. adj. in -ed (often more used than the

vb.) as
'

sensitized paper
'

; ppl. adj. in -ing, chiefly

from the intrans. use, as 'Jndaizing Christians',

IZZARD.
' a philosophizing writer

'

; vbl. sb. in -ing, as ' the

Bowdlerizing of Shakspere
'

; agent-noun in -her

(sometimes coexistent with a formation on the

Greek type in -IST), as colonizer (colonist) ; noun of

action in -ization (sometimes coexistent with one
from Gr. in -ISM), as civilization, organization

(organism).
The following are illustrations of some of the

recent uses of the suffix :

1591 NASHE Inlrod. Sidney's A sir. ft Stella in P. Peni-
lesst (Shaks. Soc.) p. xxx, Reprehenders, that complain of

my boystrous compound wordes, and ending my Italionate

coyned verbes all in ize. 1611 FLORIO, Inpetrdrcetto,
Petrarchized. i^8 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) journ. Scotl., I

haue a smacke of Coriatizing. 1681 D'URFEY Butler's
Ghost II. 177 Ralpho. .takes the Tongs, .and snaps him by
the Nose . . surpnz'd, To be thus rudely dunstamz'd. 1706
COLERIDGE Lett. I. 209 We might Rumfordize one of the

cricketizing, boatizing, el omne quod exit in izing, is not to

be carried on without a considerable expenditure. 1858 Sat.
Rev. V. 264/2 He has no fear of Tower-Hamletizing the land.
Ibid. VI. 203/2 To Perkin-Warbeckize a pretender is the

best, because not the most spirited, policy. 1861 T. L.
PEACOCK Gryll Gr. viii, Arch-quacks have taken to merry-
andrewizing in a new arena. 1866 Sat. Rev. 10 Nov. (L.),
If a man. .is funny, and succeeds in Joe-Milleri/ing history,
he pleases somebody or other. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRICHT
Telegraphy 164 Of the first class [Preservation of Timber]
the three best known processes are : (a) Burnetising, (h)

Kyanising, and (c) Boucherising. x88x MAHAFFY in Aca-
demy 23 Apr. 295 She does not Irvingise Shylock. 1885

JEAFFRESON Real Shelley II. 192 The troop of nakedized
children rushed downstairs. 1894 Westnj. Gaz. 21 Mar. 7/3
These instruments, before they are used, should always be

strictly anti-septicized. 1897 A. LANG in Blaclnv. Mag.
Feb. 187 To do this is not to Celticise but to Macpher-
sonise. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 28 July6/i The word '

Klondyk-
ised' has been coined to express the conditions of persons
who have caught the mania [for seeking gold at Klondyke].
. . The effect has been to

'

Klondykise
'

nearly all the people
of the town. 1898 L. A. TOLLEMACHE Talks iv. Gladstone

iiinote, It [the passage] is, as it were, Canning Gladstonized.

Izekelle, obs. form of ICICLI.

Izeland, obs. form of ICELAND. Izeland shock,
Iceland dog.
1638 DAVENAOT Jejffereidos, The fleetest Izeland-Shock.

1694 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables 332 They . . live like Izeland-

shocks by shewing tricks for bread.

-izer, suffix of agent-nouns from vbs. in -IZE.

Izzard (i'zaid). arch, or dial. Also izzet,

izzart, uzzard. [app. in origin the same word
as zed: cf. EZOD, the dial, izzet, uzzit, and the

form iked, now or formerly in Scotl. for zed ; also

Languedoc izeto, the letter z (D'Hombras Diet.").]

Old name for the letter Z.

1738 SWIFT Polite Com. i. Wks. 1814 XI. 348 'Miss,
what spells B double TJzzard?' 'Buzzard, in your teeth, Mr.
Neverout.' 1755 JOHNSON Diet., Gram., zed, more commonly
izzard or uzzard, that is i hard. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops t(.

Cong. iv. Wks. (1889) 668/2 Then there's an M, and a T, and
an S, but whether the next be an izzard, or an R, confound

me, I cannot tell. 1799 SOUTHEY Eng. Eclogites Poet. Wks.
III. 78 Warbling house-notes wild from throat and gizzard,
Which reach from A to G, and from G to Izzard. 1828

Craven Dial., Izzet, the letter z. 1834 HOOD Tyliiey Hall
(1840) 269 A fiery izzard seemed written on the distant sky.
a 1874 J. MOULTRIE Poems (1876) I. 167 In those days not
a soul knew A from Izzard.

Izzard, variant of IZABD.



J

J(d3^)j

the tenth letter of the alphabet in English
and other modern languages, is, in its origin, a

comparatively late modification of the letter I.

In the ancient Roman alphabet, I, besides its vowel

value in ibidem, militis, had the kindred conso-

nantal value of modern English Y, as in iaclus, tarn,

fouem, iuslus, adiftro, maior, peior. Some time

before the 6th century, this _y-sound had, by com-

pression in articulation, and consequent develop-
ment of an initial

'

stop ',
become a consonantal

diphthong, passing through a sound (dy), akin to

that of our di, de, in odious, hideous, to that repre-
sented in our phonetic symbolization by (dg). At
the same time, the original guttural sound of G,
when followed by a front vowel, had changed to

that of palatal g (g
y

, gy), and then, by an advance

of the point of closure, had passed through that of

(dy, dy), to the same sound (d^) ;
so that i conso-

nant and the so-called g '
soft

' came to have, in^the
Romanic languages, the same identical value. In

Italian, this new sound is represented by g before e

and
*', gi before a, o, and u. Thus, 'L.geslus, lesus,

iam, iocdre, iudicem, are represented in Italian by
gesto, Gesu, gia, giocare, giudicc. But in the other

Romanic languages, the letter I was retained with

the changed sound, so that, in these, consonant

and g '
soft

'

were equivalent symbols, distinguished

only by derivation. In OF. the foregoing words
were gest, lesu, ia, ioer, iitge,

In OE., consonant, so far as it was used, had (as

still in all the continental Germanic languages) its

Latin value (y), equivalent to OE. ge, gi, or e

before certain vowels
;
thus we find id, i6l, iow, iii,

iugoS, iung, as occasional spellings of the words

commonly written ged, ge6l, eow, ge6 (git, giti),

eoy>t (z,iogo$), geong (giong, giimg). This was

especially the case with foreign proper names and

other words known through Latin, as lanuarius,

lob, lofes (
= Jove), fudt/a, ludtisc, iadnp, and the

ethnic name JJtas, Iiitan (rarely Eotas), now
rendered 'Jutes'. But the French orthography
introduced by the Norman Conquest brought in

the Old French value of i consonant =g '
soft

'

(dj) ;

a sound which English has ever since retained in

words derived from that source, although in French

itself the sound was subsequently, by loss of its

first element, simplified to (3).

From the nth to the ijth c., then, the letter I i

represented at once the vowel sound of i, and a con-

sonant sound (dj), far removed from the vowel.

Meanwhile, the minuteness and inconspicuousness
of the small i, and its liability, especially in cursive

writing, to be confounded with one of the strokes of

an adjacent letter, had led in mediaeval Latin and

general European writing, and thus also in English,
to various scribal expedients in order to keep it

distinct. (See I.) Among these, an initial i was
often prolonged above or below the line, or both

;

a final i was generally prolonged below the line,

and in both cases the prolonged part or
'

tail
' came

at length in cursive writing to be terminated with

a curve ;
thus arose the forms ], j, j.

The '

dot',

used to individualize the minuscule i, was also used

with the tailed form, and thus came the modern

j, j. But this was at first merely a final form of i,

used in Latin in such forms as '

filij ', and in

numerals, as j, ij, iij, vj, viij, xij. It was very little

used in English, where y had previously been sub-

stituted for final i ;
and it was not till the i;th c.

that the device of utilizing the two forms of the

letter, so that i, ',
should remain as the vowel,

and \,j, be used for the consonant, was established,

and the capital forms of the latter, J, J, were in-

troduced.
The differentiation was made first in Spanish, where, from

the very introduction of printing, we see j used for the con-

sonant, and i only for the vowel. For the capitals, I had at

first to stand for both (as it still does in German type, and in

all varieties of Gothic or Black Letter) ; but before 1600 a

put in one series.) In German typogr t fr

first, some printers employed a tailed form of the letter j or j

initially, to distinguish the consonant sound ;
but this was by

no means generally established till much later. According
to Watt (BiUiothecaBritannica), Louis Elzevir,who printed
at Leyden 1595-1616, is generally credited with making the

modern distinction of u and v, i and j,
' which was shortly

after followed by the introduction of U and J among the

capitals by Lazarus Zetzner of Strasburg in 1619 '. In

England, individual attempts to differentiate i and j were
made already in the i6th c., as by Richard Day, who
printed books in London after 1578, and George Bishop,
who printed the translation of La Primaudaye s Frcnck
Academie in 1586, with i, j, u, v, differentiated as in modern

use, but had no capital J or U. The J j types are not used
in the Bible of 1611, nor in the text of the Shakspere Folio

of 1623 (but see JIG) ; these have I i for both values ;
but the

latter has a capital Italic 7m headlines in the proper names

John, Juliet, Julius, and in the colophon, list of actors,

etc., thus showing a tendency to use this (in its origin merely
an ornamental variety of/) as a/. In Cotgrave's French-

English Dictionary printed in 1611 (and in the reprint of it

in 1632), the Roman type used for the French has no capital

J, and uses I with both values, but it has the small j which

is regularly used in the French words: thus luftice,

Ajtlfter. On the other hand, the italic type, in which the

English is printed, has no small /, and uses j for both
vowel and consonant ; it has the two capitals, / and J,
but uses them indiscriminately for the consonant : thus

loyau : m. A Jewell; loyaulier : in. A leiMller. Fre-

quently J is used also for the vowel : thus Ingenieufement :

Jngenioufly ; Ingenieux : Ingenious. Thus even when
the types / and y were at hand, their use was not yet
regulated. But during the decade which followed 1625, J, j,

J or/, j, appear to have been gradually added to all founts
of type, and the present usage of restricting I i to the

vowel, I j to the consonant appears to have been generally
established soon after 1630. (See, under U and V, the similar

differentiation of U u vowel, and Vv consonant, from the
earlier V v initial, u medial and final.)

But though the differentiation of I and J, in form
and value, was thus completed before 1640, the

feeling that they were, notwithstanding, merely
form! of the same letter continued for many genera-
tions ; a vestige of it is still seen in the practice of

many persons, who in script write the / form (<^)
for both & and

,
and in the omission by printers

of J and U from the signatures of the sheets of

books. In Dictionaries, the I and J words con-

tinued to be intermingled in one series down to

the igth c. Dr. Johnson, indeed, under the letter

I, says
'
I is in English considered both as a vowel

and consonant ; though, since the vowel and con-

sonant differ in their form as well as sound, they

may be more properly accounted two letters'.

Nevertheless, he proceeds to treat them practically
as one, his first word I being followed by JABBEK ;

JAM by IAMBICK, and this by JANGLE ;
while the

three last words of I are JUXTAPOSITION, Ivy,

JYMOLD. The same practice was followed by Todd,
and by Richardson 1820, and even in some later

dictionaries. Joddrell in 1820, Webster in 1828,

separate I and J, as independent letters. The name
of the letter, now/ay (dg^Oi was formerlyjy (dgsi),

riming with I, and corresponding to Frenchji; this

is still common in Scotland and elsewhere.

In printing manuscripts or reprinting books pro-
duced before the differentiation of I and J, the

earlier I has been treated in two different ways.
The earlier editors, in most cases, introduced the

modern usage into their texts, changing the I of

the archetype, when it stood for the consonant,
into J. Later editors more usually aim at repro-

ducing the actual form of the original, and retain

I with its twofold value. As our quotations are,

in the main, from printed editions of MSS., and in

some cases from later editions of printed books,

they necessarily reflect these differences of editorial

practice, and often show J before the 1 7th c.
;

it

is to be remembered that this is usually due to the

edition quoted, not to the original scribe or printer.

But in our chronological lists of ' Forms ',
which

precede the Etymology and Senses, these editorial

J's have been disregarded, and the contemporary
I alone given down to the date when J was actually
in use.

In some modern editions of MS. or Black-letter books, in

which the minuscule i of the original text is reproduced, we
yet find a capital J introduced. This arises probably from

the circumstance that the MS. or Italic J, or Black-letter 3,
is more like a J than an I in appearance, and is actually
still used both for I and J.

No word beginning with J is of Old English
derivation. Many are from Latin, chiefly through
French

;
some from Greek, and a few from Hebrew

and Arabic. There are also numerous modern
words from distant languages, Eastern or Western,
as jaguar, jalap, jerboa, jungle, junk. Besides

these, many familiar or colloquial words of recent

appearance and obscure history begin with this

letter. On account of the phonetic equivalence of

i consonant (i. e. /) and g '
soft

'

in words from

Romanic, while in native English words, as girl,

get, g was ' hard ', there was a considerable tendency
in M iddle English to substitute

'

( -]) forgm words
from French, as in gemme, iemme, gentil, ientyl,

gest, test (and occasionally a counter tendency
to use g for i (j), as in iet, jet, geat, maieslie,

majesty, magestie), of which traces still remain in

gest, jest, sergeant, Serjeant, jelly from Yr.gel^e, etc.

The regular and practically uniform sound of the

letter J in English is the consonantal diphthong
(dg). In the word hallelujah (also spelt halleluiah)
it has the sound of Roman i-consonant (y). The
same sound is retained in proper names or alien

terms from German and other languages in which
the Roman value of/ is retained, asJena (y^na),

Jaeger, Joachim, Jungfrau, junker, Janos, Jaro-
slav, Jassy. In a few French words, distinctly

recognized as alien,/ has the French sound (3), as

dejeuner, jeu d'esprit. In the transliteration of

Oriental names, as Jilt, Jehangir,Jengkiz, Jugger-
naut

, Jumna, etc., / is used with its English value.

I. 1. The letter. The plural appears as_/s, J's,

j*, j's.

[ 1573-80 BARET A lv. I heading, Now as concerning I conso-

nant, which oftentimes vniustly vsurpeth the sound and

place of G : me thinke it hath small reason : or rather I may
say it is verie absurd, and much against both Art and

reason.] 1591 PF.RCIVALL Biti. Hispan., Gram. Bjb,
j somewhat like the French Des')<i, )oieux, jaiier, but best

like the Hebrew IT with his point on the right home, or sh

in English, as Ojo. osho. 1599 MINSHEU Sfa.it. Cram. ^
There be three kindes of I in the Spanish, that is, small i,

Greeke y, and j, Jota or consonant. . . J jota or j consonant,
which this toong taketh of the Arabique, is pronounced as

in French Jaitttiis, Deja, Jekan, in English like sh, as

Jardin, a gardin, shardin. lbid.% X is. .pronounced like J
consonant, and the Spaniard often writeth one for another.

c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue iv. (1865) 13 For distinctiones

of both sound and symbol, I wald commend the symbol and
name of i and u to the voual sound ; . . the symboles of j and
v to the latin consonantes, and their names to be jod and
vau ; as, vain jestes. Ibid. v. 16 And j, for difference of the

voual i, written with a long tail, I wald wish to be called

jod or je. 1755 JOHNSON s. v. / (the letter) : J consonant

has invariably the same sound with that of gin giant; as

jade, jet, jilt. 1896 A. WHYTE Bible Characters 190 Esau
. .carved E. and J. into a true lover's knot under the handle

of it. 1897 A. LANG in Longm. Mag. June 184 We carry the

tails of our J's.. below the line.

2. A curve or figure of the shape of the letter.

1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVII. aii/l A spur .. ran out

toward the west and formed a large
'

J
' with the curve

facing the south.

3. Short for J-pen, a broad-pointed pen, stamped
with the letter J.

1885 SLADEN In Cornwall, etc. 178 The ink-pot . . with an
old J nib in it stiff with rust. 1808 IVestm. Gaz. 19 Jan.

3/1 A Visit to the J-Pen Club . . . Holding conclave with a

group of brand-new Jays. Mod. colloq. What pen do you
write with ? Do you use a J ?

II. 4. Rarely used like the preceding letters to

express serial order. In the signatures of the sheets

of books, etc., the old order of the Roman alphabet,

H, I, K, is usually retained. In the alphabetic
13:i - a



JAAL-QOAT.

designations of the batteries of the Royal Artillery

A, B, C, etc., J is used for the tenth.

1884 U'kitakers Aim. 163 Field Artillery, ist Brigade,

AHattcry,Dinapore;..I,Ahmedabad; J.Dublin; K, Alder-

shot 1890 Ibid. 195 Horse Artillery.. A Battery, Umoalta;
I Mktnv '

J llaiifali'rt ; K, Kmval 1'indi. 1899 MACKAY
llSntt IMfiay '>'/ I'itscottie (S.T. S.) 34 Mb. J .. is at

present in the library of Dupplin. 1900 Dumiee Advertiser

laJan-sThe transport Ujina
sailed for Durban with J Battery

Koyal Horse Artillery and spare horses.

5. As a Roman numeral j was formerly used as

a final form of i in j, ij, vj, and the like; this is

retained in medical prescriptions.
( 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 179 9 ladani 3 j, & resolue it in

J iiij of oile of mirtilles.

6. In Math, and Physics, J is used to denote the

Jacobian; also Joule's mechanical equivalent of

heat ; fory in Quaternions, see I (the letter) 6.

III. Abbreviations.

J. stands for various proper names, z*John,James,

Joseph ; Jane, Jessie,Jemima, etc. J.P., Justice of

Peace; Jr., jr., Junior.

Ja, obs. Sc. form of JAY, the bird.

llJaal-gqat (dj/'-al-, ya-alig^-t). [ad. Heb.

'"V yae.el wild goat.] The wild goat of Mount

Sinai, Upper Egypt, Abyssinia, etc. (Caprajaala}.
1838 Penny Cycl. XI. 283/2 The Jaal Goat, Capra jaela,

found in the mountains of Abyssinia, Upper Egypt, and
Mount Sinai. Ibid, (cut) Jaal Goat, or Abyssinian Ibex.

Jab (djaeb), v. colloq. or dial, [var., orig. Sc.,

of JOB v.1] trans. To thrust with the end or point
of something ; to poke roughly ; to stab.

1815-80 JAMIESON, To Jab, to prick sharply. Ettr. For.
*' '

5.. being

582

1409 rrontf. Pan:. 487/2 (Pynson),Taterynge or iaberinge

(Harl. MS. iauerynge, Winch. MS. iaperynge], garrttus.

1543 BALE Course Rom. Fox 43 b. Latyne labberynge and

wawlynge, accordynge
to the offyce of saynt Antonynes

b. To thrust (something) with an abrupt blow

(into a thing or person).
18*7 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sforts 238, I disapprove of

jabbing the spear into a hog. 1885 HOWELLS Silas Lapham
1. 12 Jabbing the point of his penknife into the writing pad.

c. absol. or intr. To stab.

1817 D. JOHNSON hid. Field Sports 238 When alone, it is

fair to jab. 1892 R. KIPLING Life's Handicap 119 The
Khusru Kheyl jab upwards from below, remember.

Jab (djaeb), sb. colloq. or dial. [f. prec. vb.]
An act of jabbing ; an abrupt blow with something
pointed, or (in pugilistic slang) with the fist.

18*5-80 JAMIESON, jab, the act of pricking in this way
[see JAB v.]. 187:1 C. D. WARNER Backlog Studies 260

Giving the fire a jab with the poker. 1889 GUNTER That
Frenchman I xi, A short, sharp, terrible jab of the masked
man's unengaged left band. 1899 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 108
The chief's son . . made a tentative jab with a spear at the
white man.

Jabber (dgse-baj), . Also 5-6 iaber. [app.
'

onomatopoeic, with the form of a frequentative;
j

with jabber, jabble, cf. gab, gabber, gabble ;
also

j

yabber ; the phonetic relation between these is not i

clear. An earlier form in the Promptorium MSS. .

is JAVEB, which in Pynson's ed. became jaber,"\
1. intr. To talk rapidly and indistinctly or un-

intelligibly ;
to speak volubly and with little sense ;

to chatter, gabble, prattle. Often applied, in con-

tempt or derision, to the speaking of a language
which is unintelligible to the hearer.

1499 Promf. Parv. 256/2 (Pynson), langelyn or iaberyn
[Harl. MS. laveryn], garrulo, blatero. Ibid. 487/1 Tateryn
or iaberyn {Harl. MS. iaueryn, or speke wythe owte
resone], garrio, blatero. 1655 FULLER CA. Hist. i. iv. 23
Which Infant . . doth not jabber so strangely, but that she
is perfectly understood by her Parent. 1678 PHILLIPS
(ed. 4), To Jabber, a word vulgarly used for to prattle,
chat, or talk. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Ivi, He had
brought a gentleman who could jabber with her in French.
1866 MBS. H. WOOD.9f. Martins Eve xxvii. (1874) 340 We
have ^ot two Flemish servants, and you should hear them
jabbering.

b. To utter inarticulate sounds rapidly and

volubly ; to chatter, as monkeys, birds, etc.
; to

gibber or jibber.
<-i8i7 HOGG Tales t, Sk. IV. 41 Allanson made some

sound . . as if attempting to speak, but his tongue refused its

office, and he
only jabbered. 111859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.

xxiii. V. 76 The fool who jabbered at his feet, the monkey
which grinned at the back of his chair. 1860 TROLI.OPE

.

speak or utter rapidly and indis-

tinctly ; to express by jabbering. Often contemp-
tuously = to speak (a foreign language), with the

implication that it is unintelligible to the hearer.
153 MOHK Can/ill. Tindate vi. Wks. 665 Whatsoeuer the

lewes would iaber or tangle agayn. 1715 BENTLEY Serm.
x. 348 They must jabber their Credos and Pater-Nosters at
Home. 1716 ADIHSON Freeholder No. 22 P 2 He did not i

know what Travelling was good for, but to teach a Man . . i

to jabber french, and to talk against Passive Obedience.
,

1854 H. MILLER Sch. <t ScAia. xviii. (1856) 383 A poor idiot,
. .wed to come every day to the churchyard, to. .jabber in I

broken expressions his grief.

Hence Ja bbering vbl. sb. and ///. a. Jabbering
crow, a small species of crow common in Jamaica
(Corvus Janiaiccnsis). Ja'bbcrlngly adv., in a
jabbering manner (Hyde Clarke, 1855).

, _. grinning,

mouthin'g, jabb'ring all. a 1795 SIR W. J ONES' Hymn tc

Lacshmt Wks. 1799 VI. 364 Jabb'ring spectres o'er her

traces glide. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xiv. 292 To study
the jabberings of monkeys.
Jabber (djae-tea), sb. [f. prec. vb.] The act

of jabbering ; rapid and indistinct or unintelligible

talk ; gabble, chatter ; gibberish.
1727 SWIFT Gulliver, Let. to Cousin Symfson Wks. 1778

V. 7Who only differ from their brother brutes in Houyhnhnm-
land, because they use a sort of Jabber. iSox W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Mag. XII. 586 A sea-port jabber, formed, .by the

mishmash of a hundred dialects. 1838 J. L. STEPHENS Trav.

Greece, etc. 45/1 He. .was utterly ignorant of any language
but his own ; despised all foreigners, and detested their

'jabber'. 1893 MRS. C. PRAEO Outlaw $ Lawmaker II.

xvi. 85 Prepared for what she called a 'jabber'.

Jabberer (d^se-barai). [f. JABBEBP. + -KB!.]
One who jabbers ;

a chatterer.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 152 T' out-cant the Babylonian
Labourers, At all their Dialects of Jabberers. 1818 KEATS
Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 141 To daunt and dazzle the thousand

jabberers about pictures and books. 189* Columbus (O.)

Disf. 24 Mar., The jabberer who sits near you. .and annoys
everybody around with senseless and endless talk.

Ja'bberment. rare. [f. as prec. + -MENT.]

Jabbering ; jabber ;
senseless and voluble talk.

1644 MILTON Colast. 25 We are com to his farewell, which
is to bee a concluding taste of his Jabberment in law.

Jabbernowl, variant of JOBBEBNOWL.
Jabble (dsse'b'l), z-.l Also 6 jabil. [f. as

JABBER, with
fretj.

or dim. ending -LE.]
*= JABBER v.

1570 LEVINS Matup. 126/45 labil, garrire, multum loijui.

1830 Blackw. Mat:. XXVIII. 313 Thousands of birds, all

jabbling and dabbling, and paddling.

Ja'bble, .
2 Sc. [app. onomatopoaic, with freq.

or dim. ending -LE
; cf. dabble."\

a. trans. To shake or mix up together (quot.

1760); to shake up or agitate (a liquid), to cause

to splash, b. intr. To splash, plash, dash in small

waves or ripples.
1760 WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II. 163 All mix'd ..by..

jabling them well together in a Cloth. 1825-80 JAMIESON,
To Jabble, i. To cause agitation of the sea, as when the

wind rises. 2. To agitate the liquid contents of a dish or

vessel, so as to cause spilling. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders
286 The rippling tide, .jabbling along the side of the boat.

Jabble ,dja:-b'l), sb. Sc. [f. prec. vb.] A slight

agitated movement of water or other liquid; a

splashing or dashing in small waves or ripples.
1831 Mirror XVII. 415/1 There is a perpetual 'Jabble*

against the cliffs on this coast. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i.

21 A plash and jabble of conflicting waters. 1883 STEVENSON
Silverado Stj. $ The steamer jumped, and the black buoys
were dancing in the jabble. fig. 1896

' IAN MACLAREN ' K.
Carnegie 307 Carmichael's mind was in a jabble that day.

Jabell, variant of JAVEL Obs., worthless fellow.

II Jabiru (d^a;'bir). Also jaburu. [Tupi-
Guarani jabirii ; also called jabiru guafti (guafii
or wassii '

great ').] A large wading bird of tropical
and subtropical America (Mycteria americana), of

the stork family. Also applied to the allied Xeno-

rhynchus australis and indicus, and Ephippiorhyn-
chits senegalensis ,

of the Old World.
[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil. 200 labiru Brasili-

ensibus, Belgis vulgo Negro. 1678 RAY Ornith. in. iii. 276
Jabiru guacu [guacii] of the Petiguares. .1 have eaten of it

often.] 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. vi. iv. 179 It will

be proper to mention the Jabiru, and the Jabiru Guacu,
both natives of Brazil. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. 343
The crane, or jabiru, of Surinam, I can best compare to a
stork. 1860 G. BENNETT Gatherings of a Naturalist 195
(Morris', In October, 1858, I succeeded in purchasing a fine

living specimen of the New Holland Jabiru, or Gigantic
Crane of the colonists (Mycteria A ustralis). 1896 NEWTON
Diet. Birds s. v., Very nearly allied to Mycteria, and also

commonly called Jabirus, are the birds of the genera
Xenorhyitchus and Ephippiorhynchus.

II Jaborandi (djaeborarndi, prop, dja^orandf).

[Tupi-Guarani jaburandi, also jaburandiba (iba

plant, tree).] The dried leaflets of a Brazilian plant

Pilocarpus pinnatifolius, N.O. Rutacex, having
diuretic and sudorific properties. Also applied to

other plants having similar properties.
1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 513 Jalorandi. This

drug, which has long been employed by the natives of South
America, received its first notice, under the various names
of Jaborandi, Jagiiarandy, and yamguarandi^ from Dr.
T. J. H. Langgjard in his

' Diccionario de Medecina domes*
tica ', Rio Janeiro, 1865. 1875 P/iarmac. Jrnl. 18 Sept. 227.

1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Meet, (ed. 3) I. 35 Jaborandi might
prove serviceable in some cases.

JaborineCdgae-borein). Chem.
[f. prec.

+ -INE.]
An alkaloid contained, together with pilocarpine,
in the leaves of Jaborandi: see prec.
1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Jaborin,. .Its action resembles that

of atropin. . . It is antagonistic to
pilocarpin. 1896 A llbutt's

Sysl. Med. I. 226 Pflocarpine, when heated with dilute

hydrochloric acid, is converted into jaborine.
II Jabot (rjabo). [F. jabot gizzard, frill on a shirt

front :

'

origin unknown
'

(Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. A frill formerly worn by men on the front or
bosom of the shirt, edging the opening.

JAOENT.

1813 SCOTT Qutntitt D, Introd., His clean silk stockings..
the solitaire, the jabot, the ruffles at the wrist, and the

chapean-bras all announced that La Jeunesse considered
the arrival of a guest at the chateau as an unusual event.

1898 Pall MallG. 12 Oct. 3/1 The costume is completed by
a long waistcoat of cream satin, patterned with pink roses,
a jabot of lace, pale blue satin knee-breeches [etc.].

2. An ornamental frill on a woman's bodice.
1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 The bodice of black and yellow

striped silk, with frills and jabot of black lace. 1898 Daily
News 7 May 8/4 The jabot has secured a fresh lease of life,

and has elongated itself from the neck to the waist.

Jaca, early form of JACK sb.*, the fruit.

I! Jacamar (cl^ae-kamai). [a. F./acamar (Bris-

son, 1 760), ad.Tupi-Guaraniyfl;//a-<rz*/7.] Any bird

of the family Galbulidx^ natives of South America,

having a general resemblance in appearance to the

bee-eaters and in habits to the king-fishers.
[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil. 202 lacamaciri

Brasiliensibus, avis Alauda; magnitudinis.] 1825 WAI turos1

Wand. S. Atntr. (1882) 26 A bird called Jacamar is often
taken fora kingfisher. 1834 MCMURTRIE Cuvifr's Anim.
Kingd* 136 The Jacamars are closely allied to the king-
fishers by their elongated sharp-pointed beak. . . They are

solitary birds, that live in wet forests, feed on insects, and
build on low branches. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Bird's, Jacamar^
a word formed by Brisson from Jacantaciri^ the Brazilian
name of a bird, as given by Marcgrave, and since adopted
in most European tongues for the species to which it was
first

applied and others allied to it, forming the family
Galbnlidx of ornithologists.

II Jacana (d^ge-kana), prop, ja^ana (d^asana-).
Also jassana. [Tupi-Guarani_/aj(Z^, in Pg. spel-

lingjafand. (See Newton Diet. Birds^}\ Any bird

of the genus Parra (Jacana) or family Parridx,

(facanid%) t consisting of grallatorial aquatic birds

inhabiting the warmer regions of the world, having
enormous straight claws, which enable them to

walk on the floating leaves of aquatic plants.
11648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil. 190 lacana Brasili-

ensibus, galHna aquatica.] 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Si<pp.*

Jacana^ the name of a Brasilianbird, a species of moor-hen.

1797 tr. Bnfforis Nat, Hist. XIII. 243 (L.) The jacana .. is

most common in South America. xSao NEUWIED Trav.
Brazil iii. 25 Large flocks appeared of Jassanas. 1888 R.
BUCHANAN City ofDream ix. 195 And walking upon floating
lotus leaves The red jacana screamed. 1895 C. DIXON in

Fortn. Rev. Apr. 652 The Parridse or jacanas, those curious

long-toed birds that run over the floating vegetation of the

marshes and swamps of the tropics.

IIJacaranda (dgaekarse-nda, prop, d^akaranda-).

[Tupi-Guaraniy^a^w^.] Name given to various

trees of tropical America yielding fragrant and
ornamental wood (called, in common with various

other timbers, rosewood} ; esp. to those of the genus

Jacaranda (N.O. Bignoniacex}. b. The wood of

any of these trees, c. A drug obtained from a tree

of the genus Jacaranda.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Jacaranda^ . . a name given

by some authors to the tree the wood of which is the log-

wood, used in dying and in medicine. 1830 LINHLEY Nat.

Syst. Bot. 92 The fine Jacaranda or Rosewood of commerce
. . is produced by a species of Mimosa. 1851 Illustr. Catal.
Gt. Exkib. 1353 Writing table

;
of Jacaranda wood. 1887

Syd. Soc. Lex, s.v., Jacaranda, in the form of a fluid extract

of the leaves of J.procera^ . . is given .. in chronic catarrh

of the bladder.

Ii Jacare (d^'kard). [Tupi-Guarani/a<rar/,Pg.
! jacar<*.~\ A South American alligator.

[1648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brasil. 242 lacare Brasilien-

sibus, Cayman ^Ethiopibus in Congo, Crocodilus Latinis.J

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snfp. t Jacare^ .. an animal found in

the Brazils, and very little differing from the crocodile of

the other parts of the world. 1869 R. F. BURTON Highlands
Brazil if. 177 Here a dog swimming across the stream
showed little apprehension of the 'Jacare' (Crocodilns

Sclerops). 1878 T. P. HIGG-WITHER Homering S. Brazil

II.63TheyVwrar/a species of alligator, .on the lower Ivahy.

t Jacatoo, app. error for *cacatoo, COCKATOO.
1654 EVELYN Diary ii July, A rarely colour'd jacatoo or

i prodigious large parrot.

T Jacco, obs. corrupt form of JACKAL.
1648-9 C. WALKER Relat. 4- Observ. 14 The Clergy. .have

ever held with the mighty as the lacco hunts with the Lyon.

t Jace, sb. Obs. According to Halliwell, A kind

of fringe ; but perh.
= JESS, a pendent ribbon.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redelts in. 130 With gyuleres joyffull

ffor here grey laces And ffor her wedis so wyde.

f Jace, v. Obs. rare- 1
. Alteration of cfiace

t

app. for alliteration's sake.

1393 LANGL, P. PI. C. xx. 50 To lusten in Jerusalem he
iacede awey ful faste [v.rr. iaced, inside; B. chaced].

Jacemine, obs. form of JASMINE.
Jacent (d^'-sent), a. ?06s. [ad.L. jacent-em^

pr. pple. of jacere to lie.] Lying ; recumbent
;

fig- sluggish.
x6xx SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. i. 12. 4 Countryes and

Kingdomes farre iacent and remote. 1624 WOTTON A rchit.

in Reliq. (1651) 224 Brick or squared Stones .. laid in their

lengths with sides and heads together, or their Points con-

joyned. .are more apt in swagging down to pierce with their

points then in the jacent posture. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Jactnti lying along, slow, sluggish. 1668 H. MORE Div.

Dial. ii. xxvi. '1713! 174 My palate is something more surd

and jacent. 1682 WHELER Joum. Greece in. 282 A jacent
Figure holding a reed in his right hand,

D. Her. rsJicssANT I.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Jessetnt^ or Jaftnt, ..us'd

when in a Coat of Arms a Lion or other Reast is born over
some Ordinary, as over a Chief Bend, or Fesse.



JACINTH.

Jacinth (dgarsin)>, d^e'"sm\>). Forms: 3-7

iacinct(e, 4 iacynkt(e, -synkt, -ointt, 4-6 ia-

cynot, iacynt(e, 4-7 iacyuth, 6 iassink, 6-7

iacinth(e, iacint, (7-8 jaoent, -int), 7- jacinth.
See also HYACINTH, and JACOUNCE. [ME. iacynt,

iacinct, a. OF. iacinte or late L. iacint(ji)us,-inctus,

an alteration of hiaeint(Ji)us, L. hyacinthus, a. Gr.

voKivOos HYACINTH ; the h being lost and the initial

i made consonantal ; cf. mod.F. jacinthe, Pr. jia-

cint, Sp.jacitito, It. giacinto and iacinto.]

1. a. Among the ancients, a gem of a blue colour,

prob. sapphire, b. In mod. use, a reddish-orange

gem, a variety of zircon ; also applied to varieties

of topaz and garnet. (
= HYACINTH i.)

c 1230 Hali Meid. 43, & tah is betere a briht iacinct }>en a
charbucle won. 1382 WYCLIF Song Sol. v. 14 Goldene, and
ful of iacynctis. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxviii. 13 Deckle
with all nianer of precious stones, with Ruby, Topas,
Christall, lacynte. 1555 EDEN Decades 236 lacinthes growe
in the Hand of Zerlam. They are tender stones and yelowe.

1567 MAFLETCr. Forest n The Iacinct is blew, and of nigh
neighborhoode with the Saphire. 1630 DRAYTON Muses'

Elys. x. (R.), The yellow jacinth, .. Ofwhich who hath the

keeping, No thunder hurts nor pestilence. 1762-71 H.
WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I. 154 The dagger,
in her grace's collection, is set with jacynths. 1861 C. W.
KING Ant. Getns (1866) 22 The greater part . . of what are

now termed Jacinths are only Cinnamon Stones of a reddish

kind of Garnet.

t c. (In Wyclif
'

s Bible, rendering L. hyacinthus) :

A dyed fabric of a blue or purple colour. 06s.

138* WYCLIF Exod. xxv. 4 lasynkt that is silk of violet

blew. Ibid, xxviii. 15 The breest broche . . thou shalt make
with werk of dyuerse colours, after the weuyng of the

coope, of gold, iacynkt [1388 iacynt], and purpur.

d. The colour of the gem (see b above) ; in Her.

name for the colour fennel, in blazoning by precious
stones (

= HYACINTH i c).

1573 J. JONES Bathes Buckstone lib, If it [the urine] be

higher, then
,

ambre or betwene it and iacincte, yellowish or
. 66 The fieldechollerique red. 1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie i

is of the lacinthe. 1688 R, HOLME Armoury I. ii. 12/2.

t 2. A plant ;
= HYACINTH 2 (a and b). Obs.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. liii, An herbe of be

same name is liche berto [the stone lacinctus] in coloure.]

1567 MAPI.ET Gr. Forest 47 Iacinct is an Herbe hauing a

purple flowre. 1597 GERARDE Herbal i. Ixxvii. (1633) 106

The white-floured starry lacinth. 1629 PARKINSON Parodist
xi. 122 Our English lacinth or Hares-bels is so common
everywhere. 1727 Philip Quarll 244 Junquils, Tuberoses,

Jacents, and other delightful Flowers. 1760 J . LEE Introd.

Bot. App. 315 Jacinth, Hyacinthus.
3. attrib. and Comb, (in senses I and 2).

1526 TINDALE Rev. ix. 17 Havynge fyry habbergions of

a lacynct coloure. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia I. Wks. 1725 I.

20 Her forehead Jacinth-like, her cheeks of Opal hue. Ibid.

107 The excellently fair queen Helen, whose jacinth-hair
curled by nature, .had a rope of fair pearl. 1591 PERCIVALL

Sp. Diet., lacinto, a iacint stone, a iacint flower. 1811

PINKERTON Pelral. II. 129 Consisting of quartz and of

jacint, so that it may be called jacint rock. 1842 TENNYSON
Morte d'A. 57 Myriads of topaz-lights, and jacinth-work,

t Jaci'ntlline, a.
(s6.~) Obs. Forms : see prec.

[ad. med.L. iacinl(Ji)inus , iacinctinus, for L. hya-

ciritainus.'] Consisting of jacinth ; hyacinthine.

1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxv. 5 Skynnes iacynktynes. Hid.
xxviii. 37 A iacynctyne filete. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vm.
xii. (MS. Bodl. 263) If. 379/2 Fourti stonis Iacynctyne.

B. sb. The hyacinth (flower).

1513 DOUGLAS j^Eneis xi. ii. 30 The purpour flour, hait

iacynthyne \ed. 1555 iacinctyne].

So f JacintMnons (in 5 -cinct-) a., of the colour

of jacinth, dark purple.
1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxi. 674 The

fruyte
of the oliue is fyrste . . grene and thenne reddysshe other

iacinctinous {Bodl. MS. lacinctines] and at the laste blacke.

Jack (d3k), rf- 1 Forms: 3-5 lakke, 3-7

Iacke, 5 lak, 6-7 lack, 7- Jack, jack. [A pet-
name or by-name, used as a familiar equivalent of

John ;
in tA..Jakke,Jacce, Jacke, a disyllabic : cf.

the analogous Cebbe, Colle, Dawe, Geffe, Gibbe,

Grigge, Hicke, Hobbe, Hogge, Hudde, Judde,

Symme, Thomme, Watte, mentioned along with

Jacke, in Gower's Vox Clamantis, i. 783-91.
The actual origin is disputed. It has been generally

assumed to be the same word as F. Jacques, in OF. also

Jaques, Jaqves (:*Jacbes : late L. Ja'cobus, for Jacobus,
Gr. 'Iaiew|3os Jacob) James; also a familiar name for a

peasant, a man of the lower orders (cf. JACQUERIE). But it

has been used in Eng. from its earliest appearance as a by-
name of Johan, Jan, John ;

and a strong case has been

made out by E. W. B. Nicholson, M.A., Bodley's Librarian

( The Pedigree ofJack and of various allied names, 1892),

for its actual origination as a pet-form of that word. Cf.

esp.the recognized diminutives Jankin and Jackin (as con-

tained in the surnames Jacken (1327), Jackins, Jackinson),
and the relation between Dick and Dickin, Rob and Robin,
etc. The Scotch equivalent form of the name is JOCK, but

this has not the transferred senses of Jack.}

I. Applied to a man, or the figure of one.

1. (As proper noun.) A familiar by-form of the

name John ; hence, a generic proper name for any

representative of the common people.
[Occurs as a fore-name in the Worcestershire Lay Subsidy

roll of 1276-82, which has also the variant or derivative

Jttcky. Jakkes occurs as a surname in Hants in 1279, and

Jak as a surname in Norfolk in 1297.]

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 65 Saue Iacke be logelour and

lonete of be stuyues. 1390 COWER Con/. II. 393 Thenvhile

533

he hath his fulle packe, They seie,
' A good felawe is Iacke '.

1414 Hist. Monast. S. Angitstini Cantuar. (Rolls) 338 Mos
enim est. -Saxonum .. verba ac nomina transformare. .ut pro
Thoma Tomme sive Totnlin, pro lolianne lankin sive lacke.

1546 H EYWOOD Pror. (1867) 29 Jacke would be a gentleman
if he could speake frenche. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie
in. xix. (Arb.) 228 We vse the like termes by way of pleasant
familiaritie..as.. tVall for Mary, Nell for Elner: lack for

lohn, Robin for Robert. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. iv. 206
Deckers but Tom ; nor May, nor Middleton. And hee's

now but Jacke Foord, that once were John. 1712 ADDISON
Spect. No. 403 f 5 Well Jack, the old Prig is dead at last. 1814
COLERIDGE Lett. II. 635 Jack, Tom, and Harry have no
existence in the eye of the law, except as included in some
form or other of the permanent property of the realm. 1840
MARRYAT Poor Jack viii, Thus did I become, .the acknow-

ledged ..' Poor Jack of Greenwich'. 1891 I. TAYLOR in

Academy 26 Mar. 302/3 In 1379 . . we find a Nicholaus

Jakson Hughson, who must be the son of a man entered as

Johannes Hughson. It seems impossible to avoid the con-

clusion that this Johannes Hughson was called Jak by his

neighbours.
b. In conjunction with the female name Gill or

Jill: see GILL s6.* 2.

[14 .. LYDG. London Lyckpeny 83 Some songe of lenken
and lulyan for there mede.] c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.)

^40 And I wole kepe the feet this tyde Thow ther come both
lakke and Gylle. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. Hi. 336 For lak
nor for Gille wille I turne my face. 1546 HEYWOOD Prav.

11867) 48 Al >s well, Jack shall haue gill. 1661 NEEDHAM
Hist. Eng. Rebell. 74 Princes are brav'd by Jack and Jill.

1670 RAY Proverbs 108 A good Jack makes a good Gill.

1852 LYTTON My Novel in. x, If Gill was a shrew, it was
because Jack did not, as in duty bound, stop her mouth
with a kiss.

c. Cousin Jack: familiar name for a Comish-
man : see COUSIN so. 5 b.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right vi. 65 Cousin Jack
Tressider, an opulent Cornish miner. Ibid. ix. 92 A short

man, whose blue-black curly hair and deep-set eyes betrayed
the Cousin Jack.

1 2. (As a common noun.) A man of the common

people ;
a lad, fellow, chap ; esp. a low-bred or

ill-mannered fellow, a ' knave '. Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 65 A common poyncte
of pleasure doyng, that euery iacke vseth. 1596 SHAKS.
Tain. Shr. n. i. 290 A mad-cap ruffian and a swearing
Iacke. 1600 SURFLET Countrie F'arme \. xvi. 108 They send

them [geese] to the medowcs . . vnder the custodie of some
little small Iacke, who may keepe them from going . . into

any forbidden places, a 1640 DAY Parl. Bees v. (1881) 33
A halter stretch thee : such ill-tutord jacks Poyson the fame
of Patrons. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War (Cassell) 354

_

But

Mr. Unbelief was
hold of. 1746 Bri,

Jacks.

t b. Phr. To play the jack : to play the knave,

to do a mean trick. Obs.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 198 Your Fairy. .Has done little

better then plaid the Iacke with vs. 1611 BEAUM. & FL.

Knt. Burn. Pestle Induct., If you were not resolved to play
the Jacks, what need you study for new subjects, purposely
to abuse your betters? 1668 PEPYS Diary 23 Feb., Sir R.

Brookes overtook us coming to town ;
who played the jacke

with us all, and is a fellow that I must trust no more.

C. Phr. Every man jack (sometimes everyJack
man) : every individual man. colloq.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxxix, You don't mean to say
their old wearers are all dead '. . .

'

Every one of 'em. . .

Every man Jack'. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives % Dan. i,

Every man-jack in the place gave his vote to the liege lord.

i87oTHORNBURY TourEng. II. xxviii. 233 They can't swim,
not one man Jack of them.

3. (As proper or common noun.) A familiar

appellation for a sailor. Also JACK-TAK, q.v.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea Proem. B iv, Hollanders . . the

Broom at the main. . . The English took it down, and laid

it most sadly upon Jack-Sailors breech. 1706 Wooden World
Dissected (1708) 94 Let us e'en turn about, and view honest

Jack the Sailor. Ibid. 98 Here he and his Brother Jacks lie

pelting each other with Sea-Wit. 1776 ABIGAIL ADAMS
in J. Adams' Fain. Lett. (1876) 186 We drank tea . . on

board. . . Some of their Jacks played very well upon the

violin. 1788 DIBDIN Song, 'Poor Jack', There's a sweet

little cherub that sits up aloft To keep watch for the life of

poor Jack! 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xi. 25 There's

nothing for Jack to do but to obey orders, and I went up

upon the yard. 1860 L. OLIPHANT Ld. Elgin's Mission to

China I. 154 Our Jacks presented a most grotesque appear-
ance as they returned to their ships.

4. Variously applied to a serving-man or male

attendant, a labourer, a man who does odd jobs,

etc. See also CHEAP Jack, STEEPLE-JACK, etc.

1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz (1850) 59/2 Having a chat with

a nimble Jack ; him they never could lay
it. Mag. 75 Familiar both with peers and

1875 BARING-GOULD Yorksh. Oddities I. 131 He [a blind

man] became skilful at bowls and bribed the jacks to give

him hints as to the direction he was to throw. 1898 Daily
News 18 Oct. 6/4, I asked Mr. Morris by what stages his

steeplejacks attained the handsome sum of si. per
week.

His answer is that a jack (unless already trained) begins his

career by labouring.

5. Cards. Name for the knave of trumps in the

game of all-fours ; hence gen. any one of the knaves.

1674-80 COTTON Comfl. Gamester ix, This game . . is called

i
All Fours, from highest, lowest, jack, and game, which is

the set as some play it. Ibid., He turns up a Card, which

is Trump : if Jack (and that is any knave) it is one to the

dealer. 1749 MARTIN Eng. Diet., Knave, . . a jack at cards.

1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, viii, He calls the knaves, Jacks,

this boy !

b. California jack :

' a game of cards resembling

I
all-fours' (Cent. Diet.).

JACK.

6. A figure of a man which strikes the bell on the

outside of a clock. (See Jack of the clock, in 36.)
As the name of a mechanical contrivance, this sense is

transitional to the next group.

1498-9 in Kerry Hist. Ch. St. Lau'rence, Reading (1883)

97 It. payed for the settyng of Jak with the hangyng of his

bell and mendyng his bond, iiij
11

. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill,

iv. ii. 117 K. Rich. Well, let it strike. Buck. Why let it

strike? K. Rich. Because that, like a lack, thou keep'st
the stroke Betwixt thy begging and my meditation. 1602

MIDDLETON Blurt, Master Constable n. ii,
This is the

night, nine the hour, and I the jack that gives warning.

1609 DEKKER Gvlls Horne-bk. iv, If Powles lacks bee once

vp with their elbowes, and quarrelling to strike eleuen. 1771

Antiq. Sarisb. 92 On the East side is a dial of near ten feet

square, with quarter jacks under it. 1869 H. SYER CUMING
in Jrnl. Brit. Archxol. Assoc. XXV. 278 There was an
ancient clock in Old St. Paul's, with Jacks to strike the

hours.

IL Applied to things which in some way take

the place of a lad or man, or save human labour;

also more vaguely to other things with which one

has to do.
* To separate contrivances, machines, utensils,tic.

7. A machine for turning the spit in roasting
meat

;
either wound up like a clock or actuated

by the draught of heated air up the chimney

(smoke-jack).
1587 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 190 The iacke whiche

turneth the broche. 1606 DEKKER Sev. Sinnes n. (Arb.) 20

It stood altogether like a Germane clock, or an English lack

or Turne-spit, vpon skrewes and vices. 1615 J. STEPHENS

Satyr. Ess. 285 The winding up of a iacke is better then

musicke to his eares in Lent. 1660 PF.PYS Diary 23 Ocr ,

After supper we looked over . . his wooden jack _in
his

chimney, which goes with the smoke, which indeed is very

pretty. 1724 [see sense n]. 1778 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
Sept., Our roasting is not magnificent, for we have no jack.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xxix, Hugh . . sent it twirling

round like a roasting jack. 1844 ALB. SMITH Ada. Mr.

Lcdburyxv, I have hung [it], .to the bottle-jack, so that when
I wind it up it will keep turning round. 1845 ELIZA ACTON
Mod. Cookery (ed. 2) 155 A smoke-jack, by means of which

several spits, if needful, can be kept turning at the same time.

8. A name for various contrivances consisting

(solely or essentially) of a roller or winch.

1572 in Lincolnsh. N. ff Q. I. 165 A lack of wood for a

towel and bason. 1623 T. SCOTT Projector 26 You should

finde some lacks faulty, and some cogges missing, whereby
the wheele of lustice is hindered in his circular course. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 51 The Wood-work belonging to the

Jack, is a Barrel, or Spit-wheel and a Handing of the

Winch. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 37 There were

Sluices, .wound up and down by a Jack. 1794 Rigging r

Seamanship 55 Iron Jacks, sometimes used instead of the

table-wheel or back-frame wheel, differ from the latter by

having an iron wheel with cogs, which work in the whirls.

9. A wooden frame for sawing wood upon.
1373 TUSSER Husb. (1878) 38 A lack for to saw vpon

fewell for fier. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 327

A Jack, . . a Horse whereon they saw Wood. 1779 REES
Chambers' Cycl., Jack is used also for a horse or wooden
frame to saw timber upon.
10. A machine, usually portable, for lifting heavy

weights by force acting from below ;
in the com-

monest form, having a rack and a pinion wheel or

screw and a handle turned by hand. Also called

lifting-jack and jack-screw.
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 161 Jack, . . an Engine used

the ground. 1823 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 282 Fig.

341 represents the common or simple hand jack. 1851

Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 236 Hydraulic lifting jack for

railway engines and carriages. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-

bk.. Double-jack. See JACK-SCREW.
D. See quots.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Jack .. for supporting the axle-

tree of a cart in order to remove one of the wheels. 1886

ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-tk., Jack, a_
contrivance,

consisting of a lever and fulcrum, used m washing carriages,

to lift one side so that the wheel. .may run round freely ;

sometimes called a '

carriage-jack '.

11. A contrivance for pulling off boots
;
a boot-

jack, rare or Obs. (exc. in the compound).
1679 Trials Wakeman, etc. 22 He pull'd off his Boots . .

upon the Frame of a Table, or else upon a Jack. 1724

WATTS Logic \. iv. | 8 So foot-boys, who had frequently the

common name of Jack given them, were kept to turn the

spit or to pull off their master's boots ;
but when instru-

ments were invented for both these services, they were both

called jacks. ,

12. Mining, a. ' A kind of water-engine, turned

by hand, used in mines. Staff.'' (Halliwell.) b. A
wooden wedge or gad used in mining for assisting

in the cleaving of strata, c. (See quot. 1851.)

1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. ff Durk.

31 Whils
tai

mistaes, s usuay ca _
.,

-

Trade, Jack, . . a wedge. 1864 WEBSTER, ?*,.. 10. A
wooden wedge used by miners to separate rocks after

blasting. . .

13. In many names of instruments in which it is

combined with a defining word : e. g. lifting-jack,

pegging-jack, shackle-jack, thill-jack, etc. q. v. Also

Builder's jack, a temporary staging or bracket

projecting outwards from a window, used in clean-

ing, painting, or repairing ;
also called isrindow-

jack (Knight Viet. Mech. 1874). Kotind jack, 'a



JACK.

stand for holding a hat while the brim is trimmed

to shape
'

(Cent. Diet.}.
** To parts ofinstruments or machines.

14. In the virginal, spinet, and harpsichord : An

upright piece of wood fixed to the back of the key-

lever, and fitted with a quill which plucked the

string as the jack rose on the key's being pressed

down. (By Shaks. and some later writers erron.

applied to the key.)
Also applied to a similar upright piece terminating in the

'
tangent in a clavichord_,

or serving to raise the damper, or

the hammer, in early pianofortes ; sometimes also to the

hopper, or a part of it, in a modern pianoforte.

1598 FLORIO, Saltar/lli
t
the iacks of a paire of virginals.

c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cxxviii.How oft . . Do I enuie those lackes

that nimble leape. To kisse the tender inward of thy hand.

i6o4MiDDLEroN Father f/ui/>ara"s T. Wks. (Bullen) VIII.

07 Her teeth chattered in her head, and leaped up and down
like virginal-jacks, 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxxii. (1658)

335 Like the jack of a Virginall, which striketh the sounding
cord. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man I. ii. 229 The Treble
Notes of a Harpsichord would be overpowered by the Bass

ones, did not the Bits of Cjoth affixed to the Jacks check the

Vibrations of the Strings in due time. 1896 A. J. HIPKINS

Pianoforte 103 The merit of introducing in the square piano
the '

hopper* a jack with a spring and working in a notch or

nose forming the front part of a lever, technically known as

the 4 underhammer
'

belongs to John Geib, who in 1786 took
out a patent for this improvement.
15. In various machines.
a. An oscillating lever, such as those in a stocking-frame

or knitting-machine.
1764 CROKER, etc. Diet. Arts s.v. Stocking, The stocking-

frame . . the wheel by whose motion the jacks are drawn
together upon the needles. iBaejG/ovtr's Hist. Derby I. 242
The stocking-frame invented by the Rev. William Lea, or

Lee.. in 1589, was very simple, with jacks only. 1879
CasseWs Techn. Educ. vin. 128/2 The stocking-frame has
a series of vibrating levers, called jacks, which . . throw the
. .yarn into such curvatures as enable the needles to form
the loops.
b. Weaving. = Heck-box : see HECK so. 1 8.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
attrib. 1844 WHITTIER Svuedenlorg Pr. Wks. 1889 III.

274 Each human being who watches beside jack or power
loom feels more or less intensely that it is a solemn thing to
live.

C. Spinning. A coarse bobbin and fly-frame operating on
the sliver from the carding-machine and passing the product
to the fine roving-machine, or fitting it therefor.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
d.

_ Telegr., etc. A terminal in a telegraph or telephone,
consisting of a spring-clip by means of which instruments
can be expeditiously introduced into the circuit.

16. In carriages : see quot.
1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 78 Spring Jack. Fig.

n. This is a small engine fixed to the bottom of the spring.
. . Its use is to heighten or lower the body. Ibid. 80 A pair
of spring jacks.

*** To things ofsmaller than the normal size.

1 17. A very small amount
; the least bit

;
a whit.

Obs. colloq.

1530 PALSGR. 233/3 Iacke or whitte nicqtiet, as I wyll nat

gyve you a whyt.
18. In the game of Bowls, A smaller bowl placed

as a mark for the players to aim at.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. i. 2 Was there euer man had such
lucke ? when I kist the Iacke vpon an vp-cast, to be hit

away? 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wit f, Mirth Wks. n.

i93/ The marke which they ayme at hath sundry names
and Epithites, as a Blocke, a Iacke, and a Mistris. 1768-
74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 509 If I have a bowl in my
hand and want it to touch the jack at the other end of the
green. 1864 AtJienxum No. 1920. 209/1 A bias that should
reach the jack. 1875

' STONEHENGE
'

Brit. Sports ill. I. iii.

3- 683 The jack shall not be changed during a game,
except by mutual consent of the players.

19. slang, a. A farthing. 1 Obs. b. A counter
made to resemble a sovereign : so half-jack.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Jack, a Farthing. 1851
MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 349 The

'

card-counters
', or. .the

'

small coins ', are now of a very limited sale. The slang
name for these articles is

'

Jacks
' and ' Half Jacks '. Ibid.

,

It is hardly possible that any one who had ever received a
sovereign in payment, could be deceived by. .a Jack. 1873
SlangDiet., Jacks, andhalf-jacks, card counters, resembling
in size and appearance sovereigns and half-sovereigns.
20. A quarter of a pint: = the imperial gill, or

half the northern GILL (q.v.). local.

1736 PEGGE Keniicisms s.v. Tawsin, Jack, a measure, and
Gill, another. 1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss., Jack, half a
pint. Ytrkt. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxiii. 357 To a
pound of sugar put a jack of water. 1855 ROBINSON
f^*i/xG^w.,7<n:A,aquarterofapint measure. 1877 JV. W.
Line. Gloss., Jack, a quarter of a pint measure, and the
quantity contained in one. Also in Holderntss, Sheffield,
Mid. Yorksh. Gloss.

21. Building. A small brick or '
bat

'

used as a
closer at the end of a course. ? Obs.
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 271 Imagine PEG to be a

btretcher, or a Stretching Archytrave. .and imagining it to
be thus divided ; then EP is called a Header ; or a heading
Archytrave, and EG is called a Jak.
22. Naut. Short totjack cross-tree (see 33 b).
1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxiv, Though I could handle
e brie s [fore-royal] easily, I found my hands full with this,

specially as there were no jacks to the ship. 1867 SMYTH
Sa,lors Word-bk., Jack, .. also a common tenr7for the
ick or cross-trees. 1881 NAUES Seamanship (ed. 6) 80 Rove

through a block under the jack. Ibid. 84 The jack at the
fore-top-gallant mast-head.

'* To other things.
23. A veisel used in soap-making.

534

e 1865 LF.THEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 96/1 They are poured off

into vessels called 'jacks'.

24. A post-chaise, slang or colloq.
1811 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Jack, a post-chaise. 1816

PRESCOTT Let. in Ticknor Life (1864) 36 We travelled upon
jacks, which is the pleasantest conveyance in the world both

for its sociability and the little fatigue which attends it.

25. A schooner-rigged vessel used in the New-
foundland fisheries.

26. A portable cresset or fire-basket used in

hunting or fishing at night. U.S.

1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 61 Standing with my eyes
below the level of the flaming jack.

IH. In names of animals. (Chiefly as an

abbreviation of the fuller names treated under

sense 37.)
27. Applied to the male of various animals,

chiefly in comb. : see 37 ; also simply : a. A male

hawk, esp. merlin (=jack-merlin\
1623 COCKERAM in. s.v. Hawks, A Merlin, the male is

called a lack. The Castrill male a lack. 1717-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Hawk, The female . . is much larger, stronger, and
more couragious than the male ; which is distinguished there-

from by some diminutive name, .that of the merlin, jack.
b. (Short for JACKASS I.) A male ass, esp. one

kept for breeding mules. U.S.
1709 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 197, I have two

or three young Jacks . . and several she asses, that I would
dispose of. 1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfert's R. (1855) 189 A
gentleman . . took it into his head that it would be an im-
mense public advantage to introduce a breed of mules, and
accordingly imported three jacks to stock the neighbour-
hood. 1873 LONGF. Wayside Inn, Monk ofCasal-Maggiore
v, He leisurely untied From head and neck the halter of
the jack.

28. Short for JACK-BABBIT.
1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 386/2 The Doctor's experience

with a jack rabbit was one of the most amusing of the hunt.
. . One day he wounded a big jack, and as he went to pick
it up, it arose upon its hind legs.

29. Name for various birds, a. Short for JACK-
DAW, Jack-curlew (see 37), Cornish jack, the

Cornish chough, JACK-SNIPE, b. As the second
element in various names, as CCBLEWjack, JUMP-
isGjack, WHISKYjack : see these words.
1803-4 HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 358 Curlew jacks

(whimbrels). 1886 Pall Mall G. 15 Dec. 4/2 It may be
said both of full snipe and jack that they afford not only
the best, but the most legitimate kind of sport.
30. Name of various fishes, etc. a. A young or

small pike ; also sometimes used generically as a
name for the pike. (f\.jack orjacks.}
1587 HARRISON England in. iii. (1878) n. 18 The pike as

he ageth, receiueth diuerse names, . . from a pod to a iacke,
from a iacke to a pickerell, from a pickerell to a pike. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET Health's hnprov. (1746) 279 Old great
Pikes- are very hard, tough, and ill to digest ; young ones,
called Jacks, are contrariwise too waterish and moist, a 1658
CLEVELAND Count. Com. Man Wks. (1677) 97 The Jack
may come to swallow the Pike, as the Interest often eats
out the Principal. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 108 F 5 The
Gentleman . . had the Pleasure of seeing the huge Jack, he
had caught, served up for the first Dish. 1787 BEST A ngling
(ed. 2) 47 A method which I have taken more pikes and
jacks with, than any other way. 1815 BROCKETT, Jack, a
young male pike, under a foot in length. 1883 Gd. Words
12 Jack may be caught in the river Roding.

b. Also applied to several American fishes : as

the pike-perch, Slizostedium vitreum; a scorpsenoid
fish, Sebastodespaucispinis ;

several carangoidfishes,

esp. Caranxpisquetos and Seriola carolinensis
;
and

the pampano, Trachynotus carolinus. (Cent. Diet.)
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 231/2 Other game fishes of

Florida are the 'jack', or crevalle", also called carvalho.

C. With defining word. Buffalo-jack, the Caranx
pisquetos (also called simply jack : see b). Five-

fingeredjack : popular name in U.S. for a starfish.

Goggle-eyed jack: see GOGGLEB 2. Hickory-jack:
(a) the Caranx pisquetos or one of several other

carangoid fishes (see b); (i>~)
the hickory-shad,

Pomolobus mediocris.

d. PoorJack (also dry or driedJacK), a name
for dried hake ; also called PoorJohn.
1667 Land. Gaz. No. 218/2 This week arrived here 9 English

ships, whereof 4 with Pilchards, 4 with poor Jack, and one
with Herrings. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland xiii. 67 They
pay . . half a pound ofdried Jack. 1682 J. COLLINS Making
Salt Kng. 93 That sort ofCod that is caught near the Shore,
and on the Coast of Newfoundland and dryed, is called
Poor-Jack. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4026/3 Lading, consisting
of . . Dry Codfish, Dry Jack, Hogslard. 1708 W. KING
Cookery 103 Sometimes poor jack and onions are his dish
And then he saints those friars who stink of fish.

1 31. A kind ofworm used as bait by anglers. Obs.
1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. iv. 1 8 (1689) 36 Crabtree-

wormor Jack.
IV. 32. In names of plants, pop. or colloq.

a. A variety of polyanthus :
' one of the forms of the so-

called "hose-m-hose. 1

polyanthus, having the calyx more
or less coloured, and partly assuming the character of the
corolla

'

(Britten and Holland Ptant-n. 1879). Cf. JACK-IN-
THE-BOX 8 b.

b. Name for a single carnation fraudulently sold as a
choice variety.
1878 Gard. Chron. 16 Mar. 340 (Britt. & Holl.) Jacks is

the horticultural slang designation for single carnations,
which are grown specially for the trading hawker, .and sold
' the unsuspicious as best named varieties. 1882 Garden
16 Sept. 250/3 [He] has been victimised by the sharp dealers
in single Carnations, usually called 'Jacks '.

JACK.

V. Combinations and compounds.
33. Combinations denoting things, etc. (chiefly

mechanical or other contrivances), or connected
with those senses of the simple word which denote

things : jack-back [BACK J*.2], (a) in Brewing, a
vessel with a perforated bottom for straining the
wort from the hops (also called hop-back : see

HOP sbl 4 b) ; (i>)
' a tank which receives the

cooled wort in a vinegar-factory
'

(Knight) ; jack-
engine (Coal-mining), a donkey-engine ; jack-
file (see quots.) ; jack-fishing, (a) fishing for jack

(sense 30); (b} U.S., fishing at night by means
of a jack or cresset ; jack-flyer, the fly-wheel of

a roasting-jack ; jack-head pump, ' a form of lift-

pump for mines and deep borings, in which the

delivery-pipe is secured to the cylinder by a goose-
neck' (Knight Diet. Mech.} ; jack-hunting U.S.,

hunting by means of a jack-light (sense 26) ; jack-
ladder Naut.,

' one with wooden steps and side

ropes' (Knight), = JACOB'S LADDER 2
; jack-lamp,

(a) a Davy-lamp with a glass cylinder outside the

gauze (Gresley Gloss. 1883); (i) U.S. = sense 26 ;

jack-lantern U.S., (a)
= sense 26; (b)

= JACK-
O'-LAHTERN 3 ; jack-maker, a maker of jacks, i. e.

(usually) of roasting-jacks ; jack-pin Naut., a

belaying-pin ; jack-pit {Coal-mining),
' a shallow

pit-shaft in a mine communicating with an overcast,
or at a fault' (Gresley Gloss. 1883) ; jack-pot, in

draw-poker, a pot or pool that has to accumulate
until one of the players can open the betting with a

pair ofjacks or better ; henceJig. ; jack-pulley, the

pulley of a roasting-jack; jack-roll, a winch or

windlass turned directly by handles
; jack roving-

frame = JACK-FBAME 2 ; jack-sinker, each of a
series of thin metal plates suspended from the front

ends of the jacks in a stocking-frame or knitting-
machine (see 15 a), and serving, in conjunction with
the lead-sinkers, to form loops upon the thread;
jack-spinner, a workman who operates a jack in

spinning (see 150); jack-towel, a long towel with

the ends sewed together, suspended from a roller.

See also JACK-CHAIN, etc.

1764 CROKER, etc. Diet. Arts s.v. Brew-house, The "jack-
back, .is placed something lower than the under-backs, and
has a communication with them all ; and out of this back
the wort is pumped into the coppers. 1816 J. SMITH Pano-
rama Sc. ff Art II. 568 The jack-back, which receives the
wort after it has been boiled with the hops. 1830 M.
DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 175 The liquor is pumped . . into
a large reservoir, called a jack-back, in which it is allowed
to remain until all the yest has collected on the surface.

1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining, *Jack Engine (N.),
the engine for raising men, debris, &c. in a sinking

pit.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 303/1 *Jack-File, a

broad File : with this Jack-Wheels have their Teeth cut in

them. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 52 A Jack-file, is a broad
File somewhat thin on both Edges, and stronger in the
Middle. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 54 Jack Tackle of

every description . . Tackle for bottom and *jack fishing.

1731 MEDLEY Kolbcn's Cafe G. Hope I. 327 She . . set her

tongue a going with the fury of a *Jack-flyer. 1793 Trans.
Sac. Arts (ed. 2) V. 210 In the manner of (what is called) a
*Jack Head Pump. 1899 Contemp. Rev. May 669, I went
out after dark to kill a deer by the unsportsmanlike
method of "jack-hunting. 1888 Harper's Mag. Sept. 510
Occasionally a caribou is killed at night by the light of a
"jack-lamp while seeking the grass growing in some boat-
able stream. 1881 Pall Mall G. 14 July 5/1, I have stood
motionless on a flat rock . . amid the rushing water, with

poised three-pronged spear behind a *jack-lantern, waiting
for a sturgeon to come there. 1787 SWIFT Petit. Colliers,
etc., The humble petition of the colliers, cooks, cook-maids,
blacksmiths, *jack-makers, brasiers, and others. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk.,

*
Jack-pins, a name applied to the fife-

rail pins. 1895 Harpers Mag. Mar. 536 He suggested a
round of *jack-pots. 1897 Star 28 July 2/5 The jackpot
was worth it, for Miller represented the accumulated prize
as having risen to .21,160. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig. App.
ii. 13 Such *Jack-pullies, and Weights . . Atoms, which our
modern Wits have fancied for the Springs of his Motion.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 28 Sinking with *Jack Rowl,
or by Mens winding up the Row]. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS
Midi. Railiv. 498 This was done by the aid of a '

jack roll ',

which is like the windlass over a common well. 1844 G.
DODD Textile Manuf, i. 31 The '

"Jack roving-frame
'

in

which the revolving can contained a bobbin whereon the

roving was wound as fast as made. 1875 Ure*s Diet, A rts

II. 817 The *jack sinkers falling successively from the loops
on every alternate needle. 1819 Pantologia s.v. Printing,
The carrying-roller, .the receiving-rollers. . are connected by
a piece of linen, woollen, or hair-cloth, in the manner of a
*jack-towel, sewed round them. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxv,
A clean jack towel behind the door.

b. In some uses jack has a diminutive force or

meaning, denoting things which are smaller or

slighter than the normal ones ; as jack-arch, an
arch whose thickness is only of one brick

'

(Gwilt
Archil. 1842-76) ; jack-block Naut. (see quot.);

jack-bowl, the jack at bowls; sense 18; jaek-
cross-tree Naut. : see quot. 1867 ; jack-rafter,

-rib, -timber, one shorter than the full length.

(See also 18-23, 29, 30, 32 b, 37 b, and JACK js)
1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 525/2 The windows are capped

with "jack-arches of red brick. 1794 Rigging <V Seamanship
I. 168 *

Jack-block, a small block seized to the topgallant-
mast-head, for sending the topgallant-yards up and down.



JACK.

1697 R. PEIRCE Bath Mem. 11. ii. 264 He had not Strength
.. to throw the Mack-Bowl half over the Green. 1803
Sporting Mag. XXII. 307 In shape and size like a jack-
bowl, used on a bowling-green. 1840 R. H. DANA B?f.
Mast xx. 61 The quarter boom-irons off her lower yards ;

her 'jack-cross-trees sent down. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
Word-bk., Jack cross-trees, single iron cross-trees at the
head of long top-gallant masts, to support royal and skysail
masts. 1757 LANGLEY Builders Jewell 33 Which fill up
with small and *Jack Rafters at Pleasure. 1881 YOUNG
Every man his (nun Mechanic 1336. 615 It will be noticed
that these rafters which are called jack-rafters decrease

gradually in length. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build, no
In the construction of groins, . . the ribs that are shorter
than the whole width are termed *Jack-ribs. Ibid. 225
*Jack Timber, a timber shorter than the whole length of
other pieces in the same range.

34. As the first element in a personal name used in

a specific sense : a. Jack Adams, a fool. b. Phr.

Before one can say Jack Robinson : in a very short

time, very quickly or suddenly. (See also JACK
KETCH.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crevt, Jack-adams, a Fool, a 1704

T. BROWN Lett.fr. Deadn. Wks. 1760 II. 220 That from a
quaker in the other world, I should be metamorphosed into

ajack-adams in the lower one. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
bk., Jack Adams, a stubborn fool.

b. 1778 Miss BuRNEY.W/ (1792) II. xxxvii, I'd do it as
soon as say Jack Robinson. 1814 MRS. SHELLEY in Dowden
Life Shelley (1887) I. 453 The white and flying cloud of

noon, that is gone before one can say
'

Jack Robinson '.

35. Prefixed to another noun denoting a person,
a thing personified, a trade, or a quality, so as to
form a quasi-proper name or nickname, often

applied familiarly or contemptuously; as Jack
Bhint (a blunt fellow), Jack booths (the

' Boots
'

at

an inn), Jack bragger, Jack breech, Jack fellow,

Jack fiddler, Jack fool, Jack jailer, jack lord, Jack
lout, Jack malapert, Jack mate,Jack meddler, Jack
monkey,JackPresbyter,Jack Priest; tJaokDrum :

see DRUM sbl 3 b
;
Jack Frost, frost or frosty

weather personified; f Jack-gentleman, a man
of low birth or manners making pretensions to be
a gentleman, an insolent fellow, an upstart; so

\jack-gentlewoman (rare) ; Jack Nasty,
' a term

of reproach for a sneak or a sloven
'

(Davies) ;

Jack northwester, the northwest wind ; f Jack-
sauce, a saucy or impudent fellow

; Jack sprat,
a little fellow, a dwarf; f Jack-stickler, a meddle-
some or interfering person, a busybody.
1898 Daily News 17 Nov. 5/4 He was at once a "Jack

Blunt and equal to a trick. 1803 Censor i March 31 Six-

pence to the chamber-maid, six-pence to the ostler, and six-

pence to the "jack-boot. 1824 Hist. Gaming ro The
Jack-boots of an Inn. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim.
873/2 We shall see *iack-braggers, truce breakers, tratours
full of crueltie & malice. 1522 SKELTON WJty not to Court
331 No man dare come to the speche Of this gentell *Iacke
breche. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. n. iii. 65 Scuruy-*Iack-
dog-Priest : by gar, mee vill cut his eares. 1591 GREENE
Disc. Coosnage 26 With a broken pate or two he was paid,
and like *Iacke drum, faire and orderly turned out of doores.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 780 They made no more adoe,
but gave her Jack-drummes entertainment, thrusting her
out of doors by the head and shoulders. 1649 J- TAYLOR
(Water P.) Wand, to West 16 The Hostes being very willing
to give the courteous entertainement of Jack Drum, com-

lion is he acquainted with but onlye *Iacke fidler. civ
CHAUCER Miller's T. 522 Go fro the wyndow, *Iakke fool

she sayde. 1826 Sporting Mag. XVII. 376 *Jack Frost,

however, put a veto on our morning's sport. 1873 C. HARD-
WICK Trait. Lancash, 53 The blustering of old Boreas, and
the frigid embrace of 'Jack Frost'. 1667 Answ. Quest, out
of North 13 What, Sir, do you think that it is fit for every
*Jack-GentIeman to speak thus to a Bishop? 1710 Anwu.
Sacheuerell's Serm. 9 They despised the Gentry at such a
rate, that it was a common thing to call them Jack Gentle-
man. 1787 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1812
I. 443 Yet men there are (how strange are Love's decrees !)

Whose palates even*Jack-gentlewomen please. I568SKINNER
tr. Montanus' Inqms. 24 a As well * Iacke layler, as my
Lord Judge, a 1689 Bp. WARD in W. Pope Life (1697) 47>
I met some *Jack Lords going into my Grove, but I

think I have nettled them, c 1584 Robin Conscience 49 in

Hazl. E. P. P. III. 229 To keepe open hovse for euery
*Jack lovt. 1477-8 Bk. Curtesye (Caxton) 491 Playe not
*Iack malapert [Oriel MS. lakke malaperte], that is to saye
Beware of presumpcion. c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in

Babees Bk. 80 Then will all yourEldei-s thinke you he with
him *Iack mate. 1602 WithaVs Diet. 263/1 A *Iacke-

medler, or busiei-body, in euerie mans matter, ardelio. a 1563
BALE in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. xii. 114 He plays *jacfe

monkey at the altar, with his turns and half-turns. 1857
HUGHES Tom Brown i. iii. 67 The idea of equality or in-

equality . . doesn't [enter their heads] till it's put there by*Jack
Nastys or fine ladies' maids. 1550 BALE Apol. 28 He playeth
the part of *Iack Nitigo, as y saying is, heseithbuthe wyll
not se, or els that he seyeth a smal moate & letteth the great
beame passe by. 1749 CAPT. STANDIGE in NavalChron. III.

205 We experienced..uncommonly severe *jack northwesters.

1708 Yorkshire-Racers 14 *Jack Presbyter can cry, God
save the King. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iv. 123 By gar, I

vill kill de *Iack- Priest, c 1550 Bk. Robin Conscience

240 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 242 *Jack savce .. thov lovt,
thov hoddie peake. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt iv, vii. 148 His
reputation is as arrant a villaine and a Iacke sawce, as euer
his blacke shoo trodd vpon Gods ground. 1702 VAN-
BRUGH False Friend in. ii, Why how now, Jack-sauce?
why, how now, Presumption? 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. \\. \. 22

Euery *Iacke-Slaue hath his belly full of Fighting. 17*2

535

DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 312, I should make myself full
amends of *Jack Spaniard, c 1570 Marr. Wit $ Science
iv. i. in Hazl. Dodsley II, 357 Heard you ever such a counsel
of such a "Jack sprat ? a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Jack-sprat* a Dwarf, or very little Fellow, a Hop-on-my-
thutnb. [Nursery Rime, Jack Sprat could eat no fat, His
wife could eat no lean.] 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim.
853/2 Howe many *iacke sticklers are there nowe adayes . .

which . . will needes shewe them selues to be somwhat by
mouing troubles ? 1643 HORN & ROBOTHAM Gate Lang.
Unl. Ixxxv. 837 A prying medler (busie-body, jack-stickler)
crouds in and intrudeth. .where it nothing concernes him.

36. Substantive phrases with specific senses. Jack
among the maids, a gallant, a ladies' man ; Jack
at a pinch (see quots.) ; fJack~hold~my-$taff, a
servile attendant

; Jack in office,
( a consequential

petty official
'

(Davies) ; also attrib, (cf.Jack out of
office] ; Jack in the low cellar, a rendering of Du.
Hans-in-kelder (see HANS), an unborn child

; Jack
in the water (see quot. 1 873) ; Jack of(at} all trades,
a man who can turn his hand to any kind (or to

many kinds) of work or business; also rarelyJack
of all work(s Jack of (on, o'} both sides, a person
who sides first with one party and then with the

other, a trimmer ; ^Jack ofDover, name of some
dish,

*

probably a pie that had been cooked more
than once

'

(Skeat) ; Jack of straw, a figure of a
man made of straw (cf. JACKSTBAW i) ; ^Jack ofthe
clock or clock-house (also Jackaclock, quot. 1689) =
sense 6 ; also transf. applied to a person (see

quots.) ; Jack of the dust,
* a man on board a United

States man-of-war appointed to assist the pay-
master's yeoman in serving out provisions and other
stores '(Cent. Diet.}; ^Jack-tf-the-green (see quot.);

*\Jack ottt ofdoors, a person turned out of his former

place ;
a homeless person, a vagrant ; \Jack out of

office,
a person who has been dismissed from his

office ; one whose '

occupation is gone
'

(also rarely

\Jack out of service} \ ^Jack-a'-wisp, a will-o'-the-

wisp ; transf. a giddy or flighty person ; Jack's
alive (So..}, a kind ofgame (see quot. 1825); transf.
a lively run round (quot. 1894). See also JACK-A-
LENT, JACK-IN-THE-BOX, JACK-IN-THE-GREEN, JACK-
O'-LANTERN.

1785 J. TRUSLER Mod. Times I. 160 The Mayor . . was a

pleasant man, and *Jack among the maids. 1622 MABBE
tr. A lentan s Guzman d'Alf. i. 130 When there was
neede of my seruice..! was seldome or neuer wanting;
I was *Iacke at a pinch. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creivt Jack at a Pinch, a poor Hackney Parson. 1883
WHITCHER Widow Bedott Papers ii, Miss Coon . . knows
that the Major took her [to wife] 'Jack at a pinch' seein'

he couldent get such as he wanted, he took such as he
could get. 1625 BP. MOUNTAGU App. Csesar ir. xvi. 217
As if. .the man (were not] to bee made any more account of
than *Iack hold my staffe, by these Rabbies. 1678 MRS.
BEHN Sir Patient Fancy v, Madam, in plain English I am,
made a John-A-Nokes of, Jack-hold-my-stafF, ,. to give
Leander time to marry your Daughter, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crcvv, *Jack in an Office* of one that behaves him-
self Imperiously in it. a 1819 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Advice
Future Laureat ir, I hate a Jack-in-office martinet. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Boz xviii, A Jack-in-office, sir, and a very
insolent fellow. 1887 BESANT The World went, etc. xiii,
The clerks.. gave this young officer., as much trouble as

Jacks-in -office possibly can. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pick, x,
When his companions drank to the Hans en kelderr,
or *Jack in the low cellar, he could not help displaying an
extraordinary complacence of countenance. 1836-7 DICKENS
Sk. Boz, Tales vii,

*
Jack-in-the-water. 1851 MAYHEW

Land. Labour I. 66 The lads, who act as jacks-in-the-
water, were busy feeling in the mud for the fish that had
fallen over board. 1873 Slang Diet., Jack-in-the-water, an
attendant at the watermen's stairs on the river and sea-port
towns, who does not mind wetting his feet for a customer's

convenience, in consideration of a douceur. 1618 MYNSHUL
Ess. Prison 24 Some broken Cittizen, who hath plaid *Iack
of all trades. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 22 Thus Jack-
of-all-trades hath devoutly showne The twelve Apostles on
a Cherry-stone. 1687 M. CLIFFORD Notes Dryden i. 3 Your
Writings are like a Jack of all Trades Shop, they have
Variety, but nothing of value. 1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 61

Jack at all trades, is seldom good at any. 1813 SCOTT Let.
to Joanna Baillie 21 Mar. in Lockhart, Being a complete
jack-of-all-trades, from the carpenter to the shepherd, no-

thing comes strange to him. 1820 Sporting^ Mag. VI. 159
My Jack of all works, who, by the by, is a universal gallant.
1878 S. WALPOLE Hist. Eng. I. 311 It would be unfair to

say of Lord Brougham that he was 'Jack of all trades and
master of none '. 1362 (title) A Godly and necessary Ad-
monition concerning Neutres, such as deserve the grosse
name of *Iacke of both sydes. 1580 G. HARVEY in Spenser's
Wks. (Grosart) 1. 40 Claw-backes and Pickethanks : Jackes
of bothe sides. 1656 EARL MONM. Ad-vt. /r. Parnass. 338
That he hath won this universal good will by the vice of

E
laying Jack of both sides. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 59 That
e was a papist, a jack o' both sides. 1853 READE Chr.
Johnstons w, 'Areyouready.gentlemen?' said this Jack-o'-
both-sides. c 1386 CHAUCER Cook's Prol. 23 Many a *Iakke
of Douere hastow soold That hath been twies hoot and
twies coold. 1621 FLETCHER Wildgoose Chase in. i. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 551/1, I . . would be married sooner to a monkey,
Or to a *Jack of Straw, than such a juggler. 1563 Ludlow
Chnrchw. Ace. (Camden) 114 For raendinge the chymes . .

and *jake of the clockehouse. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. v,

60 While I stand fooling heere, his iacke o' th' Clocke.
1661 COWLEY Verses fy JSss., Cromwell (1669) 66 A Man,
like that which we call Jack of the Clock-house, striking as
it were, the hour of that fulness of time. 1689 Diary in

'

the Jacka-
Past. m. ii.

JACK.

150. 1827 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 577 Formerly a
pleasant character dressed out with ribands and flowers,
figured at village May-games under the name of *jack-o'-
the-Green . . A Jack-o'-the-Green always carried a long
walking stick with floral wreaths.

Topographer (r7Oo) 32 A new bell made for the Jacka-
clock at Gosford Gat. 1801 STRUTT Sports 4- Pa.

'

yet no gentleman. ij$3 BECON Reliques ofRome (1563')TsoDoth not this ceremony make Christ *Iacke out of office?
1579 TOMSON Calviris Serm. Tim. 1031/1 They challenge
such a power to them selues, that lesus Christe is iacke out
of office with them. 1591 SHAKS. j Hen. VI, t. i. 175 For me
nothing remaines : But long I will not be lack out of Office.
1668 R. L'ESTRANGE Vis. Qutv. (1708) 65 We should be but
so many Jacks out of Office. 1540 COVERDALE Confut.
Standish (1547) Ivj, Gods good worde must weere the
papyre and be 'iack out of seruyce from other men. 1896
Catholic Mag. July 4 If she had been a *Jack-o'-wisp, in
her young days .. would Lady Mary have chosen her?
i825 7

8o JAMIESON, *yack's alive, a kind of sport. A piece
of (lighted] paper or match is handed round a circle, he
who takes hold saying,

'

Jack's alive, he'se no die in my
hand'. He, in whose hand it dies or is extinguished,
forfeits a wad. 1894 ASTLEY Fifty Years Life II. 8 He
gave her [a mare]

'

Jack's alive
'

round the field.

37. In names of animals (sometimes signifying
male, sometimes small, half-sized), a. Denoting
the male ofcertain animals, asjack-ape, -hare

; esp.
of falcons, asjack-hobby, -kestrel, -merlin. See also

JACKASS, b. Jack orow, a name for Picathartes

gymnocephalus, a West African corvine bird
; Jack

curlew, name for two small species of curlew :

(a) the Whimbrel, Numenius phsopus; (b) the
JV.fiudstmicusofNoith America; Jack-fish,aname
for the pike ; also for Caranx pisquetos and other

carangoid fishes (see 30 a, b) ; Jack-in-a-bottle,
a name for the long-tailed titmouse, also called

bottle-tit, from the shape of its nest ; Jack-salmon,
a fish of the genus Stizostedium, a pike-perch (Cent.
Diet.) ; Jack-saw, a name for the Goosander
(Afergus merganser), 'from its saw-like bill'

(Swainson Prov. Names Birds (1885) 163); Jack-
spaniard, a large species of wasp found in the
West Indies. See also JACKDAW, JACK-RABBIT,
JACK-SNIPE.
1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 636 That extreme 'facial

development ', which imparts it seems to the countenance of
several of her ladyship's friends, the character of *jack-apes.

obtained the name of "Jack Curlew, from a supposition
that it is the male of that bird. 884 COUES Key N. Amer.
Birds 645 Numenius hudsonicus (Of Hudson's Bay), Hud-
sonian Curlew, Jack Curlew. 1847 LYTTON Lucretia 32A worthy object, .which might well detain you from roach
and *Jack-fish. 1887 J. CUMMINS Hints Anglers, If. .Trout
are well on the feed they will take the male or '

'Jack
'

flies

readily. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrcvjs in. vi, Swearing it
was the largest "jack-hare he ever saw. 1885 SWAINSON
Prov. Names Kirds 3r British Long-tailed Titmouse . .

Jack in a bottle. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme
712 Of Merlins there are both male and female, the
male is called

*Iack-merlin._ 1843 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol.
(ed. 6) II. 80 The "Jack-spaniard may be called the wasp of
the West Indies, it is twice as large as a British wasp.
1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Ho! II. ix.253 Sitting on the sandy
turf, defiant of galliwasps and jack-spaniards,

38. In popular names of plants. Sometimes with
the sense '

Dwarf, undersized ', as jack biish, Jack
oak; Jack-at-the-hedge, local name in Ireland
for Goose-grass or Clivers (Britten & Holland,
Appendix) ; Jack-by-the-hedge (also t -of-the-

hedge, -in-the-hedge), the Hedge-garlic, Sisymbrium
Alliaria; also locally applied to Lychnis diurna,
Tragopogon pratensis, and Linaria minor (Br. &
Holl.) ; Jack-go-to-bed-at-noou, Omithogalum
umbellatum and Tragopogon pratensis (the latter

also called simply Go-to-bed-at-noon) ; Jack-in-

the-bush, local name for Hedge-garlic; Jack-
in-the-pulpit (U.S.), a North American araceous

plant, Arissema triphyllum, so called from the

appearance of the upright spadix partly surmounted

by the inclosing spathe ; Jaok-jump-about, local
name for Angelica sylvestris, &gopodium Podo>

graria, and Lotus corniculatus (Br. & Holl.) ;

Jack oak, a North American species of oak

(Quercus nigra) ; also called Hack jack ;
Jack of

the buttery, an old name for Stonecrop, Sedum
acre ; also called Creeping Jack. See also JACK-
IN-THE-BOX 8, JACK-IN-THE-GREEN 2.

1812 J. CUTLEH Top. Descr. Ohio 96 The land in this

distance is mostly clothed with "jack bushes and tall woods.

1536 TURNER Lioellus A ij a, Alliaria, . . *Iak of the

hedge. 1578 LYTE Dodoens 639 In Englishe Sauce alone,
and Iacke by the hedge. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $ Prices
I. xxv. 627 Jack by the Hedge, or Sauce Alone . . was a

the-pulpit. 1894 GIBSON Ibid. Mar. 565 Our well-known

jack-in-the-pulpit, or Indian-turnip, with its purple-streaked
canopy and sleek 'preacher

1

standing erect beneath it.

1821 J. FOWLER yrnl. (r8g8) 15 The timber in the bottoms
..is a kind of "Jack oak and very low Cotton Wood. 1597
GERARDE Herbal ii. cxlv. (1633) 518 Stone crop,.,
pepper, Countrey pepper, and *Jackeof the Butteries.



JACK.

Jack, sb." Now arch. Forms: 4-6 iakke,

iak, 4-7 iacke, 5-6 iake, 6 iakk, 6- Jock. [a. F.

jaque, in OK also jaquti (1375 in Hatz.-Darm.),

in li.fiacco, Gee. jacke, DM. jak, Sw.jafka jacket.

Ultimate origin uncertain, butapp. French: thought

by some to be identical with the proper name

Jacques, perh. as originally worn by the peasantry.
In sense i possibly ultimately of the same origin as JACK

so. 1
,
but not derived from that word in English, being of

common European currency. Sense 2, and still more 3, are

doubtfully placed here ; hotli may belong to JACK sb}\

f 1. a. A short and close-fitting upper garment
of men and women ; a jacket. Obs.

'37S ""'" "f That, lit ffemenhale in Promt. Para. 256

Unum iakke de rubio worstcde. c 1375 in Ret. Ant. I. 41
Womtnen . . with her homes.. rydelia gownes, and^rokettis,
colers, lacis, iackes, pattokis, with her longe crakowis.

b. esp. A coat of fence, a kind of sleeveless tunic

or jacket, formerly worn by foot-soldiers and others,

usually of leather qnilted, and in later times often

plated with iron ;
sometimes applied to a coat of

mail. (See Meyrick in Arclueol. XIX. 234.) arch.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3689 por3-out ys scheld & is habreioun,

Plates, ft iakke & loupoun, bor)-out al it \A. 1525 LD.

BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxxvii.
57^3

'I"he kynge had on a iacke

couered with blacke veluet, whiche sore chafed hym. 1549

Compl. Scot. xix. 163 Quhar for i exort 3011 that ?e

change jour sperutual habitis..in steil iakkis and in cotis

of mailje, to deffend jour bodeis. 1561 Lane. Will* (Chat-
ham Soc.) I. 178 On jacke with a brest of plate, .iijs. iiijd.

1573 TWVNE Mneid x. (1584) P vj. Through hisgolden plated
Iacke he thrust into the side. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man
I. 8 Like, .the yron plates of a iacke, one lying on an other.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 639/1 The leather

quilted jacke in Journeying and in camping, for that it is

fittest to be under his shirte of mayle. 1622 MABBE tr.

Amman's Guzman d'Alf. I. 94 They had brought with
them good Iackes of Male. 1694 Land. Can. No. 3035/3
Persons . . arm'd with Blunderbuss's, Pistols, . . Jackcaps,
Leather Doublets and Jacks. 1828 SCOTT f. M. Perth xx,
Some had the black-jack, or doublet, covered with small

plates of iron of a lozenge shape. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON
Brit. Fleet

pi
The coats of livery, or 'jacks' as they were

called, which the soldiers wore at Cre9y.

t c. Phr. To be on (a person's) jack : to lay
blows on him, to attack him ; to be on his back,
be down upon him. Ois.

1568 Jacob <$ Esau v. vi, If I wrought one stroke to day,
lay me on the iacke. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Themislo-
cles 127 That they

. . should sticke to it like men, and lay it

on the iacks of them. 1588 Disc. Pres. F.st. France 18 So
soonc. .might tke king of Nauar be sure that he would be

vpon his iacke. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vil. xxx. 269 They
shall not..stirre and put out their heads, but we will be

streight upon their iacks [ao tergo]. 1631 J. DENISON
tfeav. Banquet 241 All the Mariners are vpon the iacke
of lonas.

2. A vessel for liquor (either for holding liquor,
or for drinking from) ; orig. and usually of waxed
leather coated outside with tar or pitch (

= BLACK

JACK i) ; a (leathern) jug or tankard, arch.
' A Iacke of leather to drinke in, because it somewhat

resembles a iacke or coat of maile
'

(Minshcu Ductor 1617).

1573 TUSSER Husk. Ixxxv. (1878) 175 Treene dishes be

homely, and yet not to lack, where stone is no laster

take tankard and iack. 1580 HOI.LYBAND Treas. Fr.
Tang, Hanafi on tasse a I'oire, a tankard, a iacke.

1598 Muccdorns in Hazl. Dodsky VII. 218 To the buttery,
hatch, to Thomas the butler for a jack of beer. 1633 Neiv
Hampsh. Prov. Papers (1867) I. 80, i jack of leather to
drink in. 1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1537/4 Two Drinking Jacks
of Leather, edged round with Silver. 17.. Sotigt Tinas
merry in the Hair, And they each took a smack At the
coal-black- Jack Till the fire burnt in their brain. 1826
SCOTT Woodst, ix, A large black leathern jack, which con-
tained two double flagons of strong ale. 1885 Standard
25 Dec. 3/2 Water that I had in a tin jack,

f 3. Name for some joint of mutton. Obs.

1466 Mann. * Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 435 [Laid out] in a
brest and a jakke of motone, v. d.

4. Comb., a&jack-maber ; jack-cap, a leathern cap
to protect the head

; jack-coat, a jacket or jack.
1575 Estimate in St. Pap. Dom. Eliz. CVI. No. 65 Cutt-

inge the cloth redie to be wrought by the Jackmakers.
1681 Providence Rec. (1894) VI. 96 Also a sarge jack coat,
and a

sarjje paire of breeches. 1604 Land. Gaz. No. 3014/4
Armed with Blunderbuss's, Pistols,. .Quarterstaves, Jack-
caps, with Dogs, Toyles, and Nets. 1713 Ibid. No.
5086/3 A Jackcoat and old Leather Breeches. 1769 De Foe's
I'ourGt. Brit. II. 158 [Firemen] to whom they give Jack
Caps of Leather, able to keep them from Hurt, if Brick or

Timber, or any Thing not of too great a Bulk, should fall

upon them.

Jack (djsk), j3.3 [Origin somewhat obscure
;

but most prob. a specific application of JACK sb. 1

(sense 33 b), said ofand applied to things of smaller
than the normal size; as if short for 'jack-flag',
i.e. small flag (so called in contradistinction to the

ensign) : cf. the various uses otjack forjack-bowl,
jack-brick, jack-fish, etc. ; also the naval use in

jack = jack-cross-trees.

_
Other conjectures have been offered, e. g. that the name

blazoned with the cross of St. George. But app. neither of
these conjectures coven the early use of the word.]A ship s flag of smaller size than the ensign, used
at sea as a signal, or as a mark of distinction

; spec.

536

the small flag which is flown from the jack-staff

at the bow of a vessel (formerly at the sprit-sail

topmast head), and by which the nationality of a

ship is indicated, as in British jack, Dutch jack,
French jack.
In British use the jack has been since the 17th c. (except

under the Commonwealth) a small sized
' Union Flag

'

of the

period (UNION JACK), which has also been, since 1707, in-

serted in the upper canton of the ensign ; hence, the name
' union jack

'

is often improperly applied to the union

flag itself, when this is not carried or used as a jack. Every
maritime nation has a jack of its own ; this is usually, either

as in Great Britain, the German Empire, Sweden, and the
United States, the same as the canton of the ensign, or, as
in France and the Netherlands, identical with the ensign,

only smaller. (Prof. J. K. Laughton.)
1633 Sailing Instruct. (MS. Sloane 2682, If. 51), You are

alsoe for this present service to keepe in yor Jack at yo r

Boultspritt end and yor pendant and yo
r Ordinance. 1653

Sail. Instr. (MS. Sloane 3282, If. 75 b), If y cheife of y-

squadron come byy Lee and make a waft wth his Jack that
then every shipp of his squadron beare undr his sterne and
speake w th him. 1654 Sail. Instr, in G. Penn Mem. Sir iy.

Penn (1833) II. 59. 1665 Ibid. 509. 1667 PEPYS Diary
22 June, That the Dutch did take her [the Royal Charles}
with a boat of nine men . . and presently a man went up and
struck her flag and jacke. 1673 Land. Gaz. No. 758/4 A
Ship carrying the Hambrough Colours, who upon our Com-
manding him on Board with a Gun, immediately put up a
Holland Ensign, and a Flushing Jack. 1673 Siu L. JENKINS
Let. to Earl ofArlington in Wynne Life I. 91 All vessels
whatsoever being in the King's service and wearing his

colours, flag or Jack may have the same right done to
them. 1678 MAKVF.LL Growth

Popery^ Wks. 1875 IV. 275
A sorry yacht, but bearing the Engush jack, in August 1671.
1688 SIR J. KNATCHBULL Diary in N. * Q. 3rd Ser. VI. 2/2
He knew her to be a Custome-house boat by her Jack or

pendant. 1694 LUTTRKLL Brief Rel. (1857) III. 343 This
day was published their majesties proclamation . . prohibiting
other than the kings ships to wear their majesties Jack, called
the Union Jack. 1702 Royal Prcc/am. 18 Dec. in Lend. Gaz.
No. 3871/1 All such Ships as have Commissions of Letters
of Mart or Reprisals, shall, besides the Colours which may
be worn by Merchants Ships, wear a Red Jack, with the
Union Jack, described in a Canton of the upper Corner
thereof next the Staff. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4298/2 He
entered into the Bay under French Jack and Pendent. 1712
E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 119 The Signal is to shew a white
Jack at the Main Top-mast Head. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1776), Jack, a sort of flag colour or colours dis-

played from a mast erected on the outer end of a ship's
bowsprit. In the British navy the jack is. .a small union flag
. .but in merchant-ships this union is bordered with a red
field. 1789 G. KEATE Pelew Isl. 255 At day-light, an English
jack was hoisted at the masthead. 1794 NELSON 30 July in
Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 463, I had established a signal with
L'Amiable, a Dutch Jack inverted, when I wanted a boat.

1805 Log
'

Polyphemus
'
21 Oct. Ibid. (1846) VII. 156 note,

A Spanish two-decker, .hauled in her colours .. and waved
an English Jack from her traffic. 1855 M. BRIDGES Pop.
Mod. Hist. 322 The British Jack obtained a complete
triumph. 1890 Cent. Diet, s.v., In the United States naval
service the jack is a blue flag with a white five-pointed star
for each State in the Union. It is hoisted on a jack-staff at
the bowsprit-cap when in port, and is also used as a signal
for a pilot when shown at the fore. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON
Brit. Fleet 89 The

'

Jack
' and the ensign still continue to

be carried on staves at the extremities of the vessel.

Jack, sb* Also 7 giack(e, jawk, 9 jak. [ad.

Pg./oca (in Garcia De Orta, 1563), ad. Malayalam
chakka. The earliest European representation of the
word is chaqui in Friar Jordanus c 1 328 (Hakl. Soc.

'863, 13): see Yule.] Thefruitofatiee(^4r/ofa^?
integrifolid) of the East Indies, resembling the

bread-fruit, but larger and of coarser quality. Also
the tree itself.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 505 lacas are bigger.,
and grow out of the bodie of the tree : they are of so many
pleasant tastes, but hard to digest. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 183 The Jacks or Giacks . . deserve description.. the

Jacke is for bignesse comparable to a Pumpion. 1698 FRYKR
Ace. E. India <y P. 67 This side is all covered with Trees of

Cocoes, Jawks, and Mangoes. 1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea
310 Banka.. abounds in coco nuts, limes, nankas or jacks,
fish, turtle,

and ratans. 1859 TENNENT CV^M II. vn. i. in
The jak with broad glossy leaves and enormous yellow fruit.

1878 P. S. ROBINSON Ind. Garden (ed. 2) 49 The monstrous
jack that in its eccentric bulk contains a whole magazine of
tastes and smells.

b. Comb., asjack-fruit, -timber, -tree, -wood.
1694 T. R. in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 280 A sort of large

Club-Moss putting forth of the Jack-Trees and Mangos.
1789 SAUNDERS Ibid. LXXIX. 79 Jack and saul timber, are

frequently to be met with in the forests and jungles. 1810
MARIA GRAHAM Jrnl. 101 (Y.) The jack-wood . . at first

yellow, becomes on exposure to the air of the colour of

mahogany. 1830 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 496 The
cook having chosen to roast a jack fruit on a spit,

t Jack, i*. 5 Obs. Colloq. abbrev. of JACOBITE.
1605 B. BLAIRE in Sir R. Blackmore Hist. Conspir. (1723)

1 80 Men of the greatest Acquaintance and Influence amongst
the Jacks. ?ai7po D'URi'EY/'jY/s^ig) I. 355 The Jacks are
fierce, and Williamites are flesh'd. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE
Susie Body i. i.We are all thought to be Politicians, or Whigs,
or Jacks, or High- Flyers, or Low- Flyers, or Levellers. 1732
Gentl. Mag. II. 770 A Jack t'other Day in a Coflee-House
prating, For Freedom as strongly as D Anvers, debating.

Jack, sbfi ? Obs. Abbreviation of JACOBIN sbfl

(variety of pigeon). Aho Jack pigeon.
1741 Compl. Fam. Piece in. 512 The Tame or House

Pidgcons are called Barbels, Jacks, Crappers. . . The small
Jack Pidgeon is a good Breeder. 1812 J. NOTT Dekker's
Gulls Hornok, 76 The jacobine, or jack vulgarly called.

Jack, sbl Short for JACK-BOOT. Ankle-jack:
see ANKLE 3. colloq.

JACKAL.
1 1801 C. K. SHARPE Corr. 11 Apr. (1888) I. 108 His lord-

ship . . wears . . boots nearly approaching to jacks. 1869
Daily News 13 July, A short jacket and voluminous knicker-
bockers . . with purple worsted stockings, low-up ankle jacks,
and a wide-awake hat.

Jack, s6.& Colloq. abbrev. of Jacqueminot,
name of a variety of tea-rose.

1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 241/1 The box contained a . .

nosegay, with a '

Jack
'

rose in the centre.

Jack, sbP Colloq. abbrev. of JACKAL.
1892 Daily News 22 Jan. 5/4 The pack soon started a fine

jackal, who led the hunt over the big paddy bunds and cactus
fences. . . The jack was killed, and the Master presented the
brush to Lady Harris.

Jack, &>, var. of JAKES.
Jack (d^oek), .

J
[In senses j, 2, from different

senses of JACK sb.\ Sense 3 may be merely onoma-
I

topoeic : cf. CHUCK r.2]
1. trans. Tojack up: To hoist with a jack (see

JACK j*.l 10).
1885 Pall Mall G. 20 Mar. 6/1 To 'jack-up

'

a seven-ton
engine and replace it on the rails.

2. intr. To hunt or fish at night with a jack (see

j

jACKJ*.l26). U.S.
1881 Harper's Mag. Oct. 692/2 Gad went out 'jacking' with

him, and jumped right over the bow of the boat to catch a
deer. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 61 Few have ever tried

jacking for pickerel in the spring, by the light of a cedar
wood or a kerosene blaze.

3. dial, or colloq. To jack up: a. trans, (a) To
! do for, ruin. (/>) To throw up, give up, abandon.
; (Cf. CHUCK v.2 2 b.) Also simply tojack (rare).

1873 Slang Diet., Jacked-up, ruined, done for. 1880
1 Daily Tel. 9 Oct., The Liberal canvassers .. became dis-

|

satisfied and threatened to
'

Jack up
'

their books. 1881 M.
i REYNOLDS Engine-Dri-jing Life 66 To burn a fire-box,
burns your name into the locomotive superintendant's
black-book, and there you are jacked up for ever. 1897
Contemp. Ken. Dec. 795 About 16 per cent 'jack it up' and
go back to the slough and mire.

b. absol. or intr. To give up suddenly or

promptly.
1873 Slang Diet. s.v. Jacked up, To jack-up is to leave

off doing anything suddenly. 1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss.,
Jack-up, to give up anything in a bad temper. 1881
Leicestersh. Gloss., Jack-up . . also, to become bankrupt or
insolvent. 1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms (1890)
'35 tit] took a deal of punishment before he jacked up. 1898

Rom. Canvass Town 253 As a man, a gentleman, and a
squatter, I 'jacked up' at the cookery.

Jack, v* To take off the '

jacket
'

of a seal.
a 1795 G. Low Fauna Oread. (1813! 17 One party, armed

with clubs, fall to knocking them on the head, and another
set to jacking, i. e. cutting off the skin, together with the

|

blubber on it.

Jack-a-dandy (dg^kadze-ndi). Also 7 lack
i O'Dandy. [See JACK sbl 35, and cf. DANDY ji.l]A little pert or conceited fellow ; a contemptuous
name for a beau, fop, dandy.
1632 BROME North. Lasse in. ii, He throw him into the

Dock rather then he shall succeed lack O^Dandy. 1664
ETHEREDCE Com. Revenge n. iii, Leave her, she's only
worth the Care Of some spruce Jack-a-dandy. 1754
RICHARDSON Grandison(i-jZi)\V. xxix. 209 Notwithstanding
all the Jack-a-dandies that have been fluttering about you.

I 1869 SPURCEON J. Ploughm. Talk 13 I'd sooner by half bend
,
my back double with hard work than be a jack-a-dandy.
attrib. a 1791 GROSE Olio

(1756) 98 Ere in this jack-a-
. dandy plight, I boasted an exclusive right. 1842 S. LOVKR
Handy^ Andy xix. 172 Tom did not understand French, but
..despised it as a jnck-a-dandy acquirement.
Hence Jack-a-da, ndyism [see -ISM].
1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy iv. 41 They call in Jack

Growling, who scorns Jack-a-dandyism,and he gets a solitary
guinea.

Jackal (dgae-kgl). Forms : 7 jaccal(l, jacal,

jakhal, jackalle, chacall, (jagalo, jacol, joe-

caul), 7-8 jack-call, 7-9 jackall, chacal, (8

shackal(l, siacalle, 9 shakal), 7- jackal. [Cor-

ruption of Turkish J!x>. chakal, ad, Pers. Jlxi
shagal or jlii. shaghal', cognate w. Skt. s'rgala,

f'rgala jackal. Through Turkish also, F. chacal

(formeily also in Eng.), whence Pg. chacal, It.

sciacal, Uer. (Da..,Svr.*)sc&atai. TheDu./<z/C7<a/.rwas

prob. from Eng. : cf. quot. 1694. The English word
was formerly (as still in some dialects) stressed on
the second syllable ;

the current form, and the obso-
lete Jack-call, show association with the proper
ra.'mejack, and names of animals containing it.]

1. An animal of the dog kind, about the size

of a fox
;
one of various species of Cam's, as C.

aureus or C. anthus, inhabiting Asia and Africa,

hunting in packs by night with wailing cries, and

feeding on dead carcases and small animals
; for-

merly supposed to go before the lion and hunt up
his prey for him, hence termed ' the lion's provider .

Described by Topsell, 1607, p. 439 as '
the second kind of

hyama '.

1603 W. BIDDULPH Let. in Purchas Pilgrims vin. be. (1625)

1337 About Scanderone there are many ravenous beasts
about the bignesse of a Foxe, commonly called there

Jackalles. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. ill. 205 laccalls. .do lurke

in the obscure vaults. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 247 A kind of
beast little bigger then a Foxe . . vulgarly called fagale,
used to.. scratch the bodies of the dead out of their graves.

1659 D. PELL Itnpr. Sea 255 The Lyon . . will not seek his

prey himself, but sends his Caterer, or Jack -call to run about
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to seek it. 1667 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. Ixxxii, Close by, their
Fire-ships, like Jackals, appear, Who on their Lions for the
prey attend. 1872 W. DE BRITAINE Dutch Usurp. 33 They
must not be like the Joe-caul, which provides food for the
Lyon. 1682 WHELER Journ. Greece in. 264 An Habitation
only for Wolves, Foxes, and Chacals. 1694 T. R. in Phil.
Trans, XVIII. 276 Those Asiatick Foxes, vulgarly named
by Travellers, Jakhals, or Jacals. 1702 W. J. Bruyn's Voy.
Levant x. 39 A great many Siacalles, or Wild Dogs. 1753HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. in. xxvi. 112 The shackalls in the
woods bark'd and howl'd. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India 11. vi
I. 266 He who has been bitten by a dog, a shakal, or an ass.
1831 MOIR in Blackiu. Mag. XXIX. 914 From burial fields
the midnight chacal cried. 1860 GOSSE Rom. Nat. Hist. 237The shriek of the jackal bursting on the ear in the silence
of night. 1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Job xxx. 29, 1 am a brother to
jackals [1611 dragons], and a companion to ostriches.

2. fig. A person who acts like a jackal, esp. one
who does subordinate preparatory work or drudgery
for another, or ministers to his requirements.
a 1688 G. STRADLING Serm. % Disc. (1692) 384 Those lesser

ones.. are but so many Jack-calls to fetch him in store of
prey. 1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 71 F 7 A lion, or a
master-spy, hath several jack-calls under him, who are his
retailers in intelligence. 1739 GIBBER Apol. (1756) II. 146
(Dial, old plays') Alexander Goffe, the woman-actor at
Blackfriers-.used to be the jackall, and give notice of time
and place. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Skats. Char, xviii. 460
[Richard's] cruelty and ingratitude towards his jackal,
Buckingham, who wrought hard to help him to his bad
eminence.

3. attrib. and Comb., a.!,jackal cry, skin
; jackal-

headed adj., -hunting; jackal buzzard, an African

species of buzzard (Buteojackal).
1680 MORDEN Geoff. Sect., Lesser Tartary (1685) 77 The

Commodities . . are Slaves . . Chacal-Skins. 1813 BYRON Juan
ix. xxvi, Nor give my voice to slavery's jackall cry. 1856
STANLEY Sinai f, Pal. Introd. (1858) 43 Endless processions
of jackal-headed gods. 1900 VVestm. Gaz. 19 Apr. 4/3 His
chapters, .on jackal-hunting are excellent.

Jack-a-lantern : see JAOK-O'-LANTEBN.
Jackaleg : see JOCKTELEG.
Ja'dc-a-Iie'nt. arch. Also -o'-Lent, -of Lent.

[See A prep."\

1. A figure of a man, set up to be pelted : an
ancient form of the sport of ' Aunt Sally , practised
during Lent. Hence fig. a butt for every one to
throw at. arch.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 134 See now how wit may be
made a lacke-a-Lent when 'tis vpon ill imployment. 1604
W. TERILO Fr. Bacon's Proph. 162 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV.
274 Ever upon Easter day, All Jack a Lents were cast away.
1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub iv. iii, Thou . . Travell'dst to

Hampstead Heath on Ash We'nesday. Where thou dist
stand six weeks the Jack of Lent For boys to hurl, three
throws a penny, at thee. 1682 SHADWELL Medal 295 Those
Factious Few.. Set up a Jack of Lent, and throw at it.

1813-49 Brand's Pop. Antif. I. lot. 1863 Cliambers' Bk.
ofDays I. 240/2.

2. transf. A puppet; an insignificant or con-

temptible person, arch.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 27 You litle lack-a-Lent,
haue you bin true to vs? 1634 G. GODDARD in Introd.
Burton's Diary (1828) I. 83 To make the Parliament a mere
Jack-a-Lent, and as insignificant a nothing as the single
person. 1702 VANBKUGH False Friend in. ii, What en-

co_uragement have I given you, Jack-a-Lent, to attack me
with your tenders? 1884 T. HARDY Wessex T., Interlopers
at the Knap (1889) 190 Can a jack-o'-lent believe his few
senses on such a dark night, or can't he ?

1 3, A Lenten dish
;
a Lenten faster ; Lent per-

sonified. Obs.

1643 Char. Oxf. Incendiary in Harl. Misc. (1745) V. 471/2A Jack-a-Lent, made of a red Herring and a Leek. 1655
MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746) 261 Sprats need
no description, being one of Jackalent's principal Pages.

f4. = JACK-O'-LANTEBST 2. Obs.

CI7I7 Lett: fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 99 The [Aun
Borealis] is as frequent in the Northern Countries as a J;
of Lent is here.

Jackanapes (d^se-kan^'ps). Forms : a. 5 lao
Napes (Nape), lack (lake) Napys, 5-6 lack
napia,6 laoke Napes (napes), lack-, iackenapes.
0. 6 Iaok(e a napes, (lack of Napes), 7-8
Jack-a-napes ; 7 Jack-a-nape. 7. 6-7 Iaok(e)
an apes (Apes), Iaok(e)-an-apes (-Apes), (7
Jack and Apes) ; 7 Jack an Ape, Jack-an-
Ape, 9 jack-an-ape, jackanape. S. 6-7 Iack(e)-
anapes, 7 jacanapes, jackanaps, jaokinapse, 7-
jackanapes ; 7 Jackanape. PI. -apes, -apeses,
(( -aps's). [Precise origin uncertain.
So far as yet found, the word appears first as an oppro-

brious nickname of William de la Pole, Duke of Suffolk
(murdered 1450), whose badge was a clog and chain, such
as was auached to a tame ape. Hence, in a poem of 1449
(see z a), in which other noblemen are denominated by their

badges or heraldic emblems, as the Swan, fiery Cresset,
Portcullis, Wheat-ear, etc., Suffolk is styled 'the Ape-
clogge'.and in somewhat later satirical invectives is referred
to as an ape, and entitled Jack Napes ; this being inferenti-

ally already a quasi-proper name for a tame ape, as it is

seen to be in 1522. (The converse hypothesis, that Suffolk
was for some other reason called 'Jack Napes', and that
this nick-name was transferred from him to the ape, does
not, on a review of the facts, seem probable.) But of Jack
Nape or Napes, and its relation to an ape or apes, no certain

explanation can be offered ;
it was perhaps, in its origin,

merely a playful or whimsical name for a tame ape, and the
-
might arise as in nunckle and neye (birds-nie, pigs-ney\,

or as in the by-names Ned, Nollt Nell, and the -s might be
in imitation of the -s of surnames such as Jakkes. Hobbes,
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Symmes, etc., already in use, so that 'Jack Napes' parodieda human name and surname. If this was the standing of the
name, it is easy to understand that it might never attain to
literary use, till it became the nick-name of Suffolk. Be this
as it may, the fact remains that Jack Napes is the earliest
form, ofwhich Jack-a-Napes, Jack ofNapes (1 Naples), Jack-

JACKASS.

derived application, though it is in point of date the earliest
use that has come down to us, and may possibly, with
further evidence, have to stand first.]

1. Name for a tame ape or monkey,
t a. as the <7<wz'-proper name of an ape. Obs.

1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 65 1 He grynnes and he
gapis As it were lack napis. 1528 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man
69 Noddmge, beckinge, and mowinge, as it were lacke a
napes. 1531 Exp. i John (1537) 23 He delyted in them,
aswemygesturesoflackenapes. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries
I. (1560) 4b, They mocke and mow at them like lack a napes.
1583 STUBBF.S Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 54 Women that haue as
much knowledg in phisick or surgery as hath lackeanapes.
1592 WARNER Alb. Eng.m. xxxvii. (1612) 184 lacke Napes,
forsooth, did chafe because I [the Owle] eate my slaue the
Bat. 1613 W. BROWNE Sheph. Pipe Wks. 1869 II. 201 Some
like him to a trimmed Asse And some to lacke-an-Apes.
1674 Camden's Rem. (1870) Proverbs 321 Can Jack an Ape
be merry when his clog is at his heel ?

b. as common noun : An ape, a monkey, arch.
1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 2124 To mockynge, to mowynge,

lyke a iackenapes. 1577 BRETON Flourish on Fancie in
Park Heliconial. 21 A sight of asses then There stoode in
battell ray, With iackeanapeses on their backes. 1589
Marprel. Epic. B b, The Reader cannot chuse but haue as
great delight therein, as a lacke an Apes hath in a Whip.
1636 FEATLY Clavis Mysi. xxxviii. 575 A Jack an Ape, a cat,
or some such contemptible creature. 1660 HICKERINGILL
Jamaica (1661) 81 Like fawning Curre, or mopping Jack-
an-Ape. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 7 Some brought
Jackanaps's, such green Ones as are commonly seen in

England to be sold. 1740 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. Ixiv.
180 Dressing him out like a jackanapes, and giving him
money to play the fool with. [arch. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xii, Had I but a rebeck or a guitar at my back, and
a jackanapes on my shoulder. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped
xvii. (1888) 163, 1 could see him climbing like a jackanapes.]
2. Applied to a person compared to an ape.
t a. as quasi-proper name, applied to the Duke

of Suffolk (whose badge was an ape's clog and

chain). Obs.

[1:1449 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 222 The Rote is ded, the
Swanne is gopne, The firy Cressett hath lost his lyght ;

. .

The White Lioun is leyde to slepe Thorouj the envy of the

Ape clogge (.gloss. Southfolk).] 1450 Ibid. 224 (Arrest Dk.
Suffolk), Jack Napys, with his clogge Hath tiede Talbot oure
gentille dogge. wherfore Beamownt, that gentille rache.
Hath brought Jack Napis in an eville cache. . . [God] save
the kynge and God forbede That he suche apes any mo fede..
Ibid. 232 (Death Dk. Suffolk), Jac Napes wolde one the
see a maryner to ben, With his cloge and his cheyn, to seke
more tresour. . . For Jac Napes [also For Jac Nape] soule
Placebo and Dirige.

fb. as quasi-proper name of a man using the

tricks, or displaying the qualities, of an ape. Obs.
1534 Lett. $ Paf. Hen. VIII (Rolls) VII. 39 As he played

at cards with me . . [he] said I played Jacke Napes with him.
'573 G. HARVEY Letter-Bk. (Camden) 120, I, quoth lack
a napes, by these ten bones, Nothinge happens amiss to a
praeparid minde. 1575-6 Bp. BARNES Let. in Eccl. Proc. Bp.
Barnes (Surtees) Pref. 10 Churlish people. . who shew but, as
the proverb is, Jack of Napes charity in their hearts. 1600
O. E. Regl. Libel i. vii. 159 It was nothing else, but a loftie

tricke of iacke an apes.
c. as common noun : One who is like an ape in

tricks, airs, or behaviour; a ridiculous upstart;
a pert, impertinent fellow, who assumes ridiculous
airs ; a coxcomb. (The current use.) Also, play-
fully, A pert forward child, a '

monkey '.

1 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 291 This
the Divell's Jackanapes made pastime to Lucifer. 1592
GREENE Upst. Courtier H j b, A iollie light timberd lacke
a Napes, in a sute ofwatchet Taffata. 1601 SHAKS.A Its Well
ill. v. 88 Hel. Which is he? Dia. That lacke an-apes with
scarfes. 1610 Histrio-m. VI. 56 Now stands at every door a
lack and Apes, And tels me 'tis too late, his Lord hath
din'd. a 1654 SELDEN Table- T. (Arb.) 96 They tell him he's
a Jackanapes, a Rogue and a Rascal. 1709 Tatler No. 86
T 3 Upon which the pert Jackanapes Nick. Doubt tipp'd
me the Wink. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) I. 349, I always
put these pert jackanapeses out of countenance. 1820 SCOTT
Abbot iv, She hath favoured, doth favour, and will favour,
this jackanapes. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke iv, A whiskered
Jackanapes, like that officer.. set to command grey-headed
men before he can command his own temper.

f 3. Applied contemptuously to a crucifix. Obs.
1562 BULLINGHAM Let. in Foxe A. fy M. (1583) 1935, I

will rather have these knees pared of, then I will kneele to

yonder lacknapes.
4. Mining.

' The small guide pulleys of a whim '

(Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining- 1883).
(
5. jackanapes on horseback : name for a pro-

liferous variety of marigold, daisy, etc. in which
additional flower-heads spring from the principal
one; also for a monstrous variety of cowslip or

oxlip in which the calycine segments are converted
into leaves. Obs.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxliii. 7. 602 Calendula maior
prolifera. .This fruitfull or much bearing Marigolde, is..
called of the vulgar sort of women lacke an apes a horse
backe. Ibid. cclx. 2. 635 Oxelip . . whose flowers are
curled and wrinckled after a most strange maner, which our
women haue named, lacke an apes on horsebacke. 1629
PARKINSON Parodist v. 12 Double daisies. . both white and
red, both blush and speckled or party-coloured, besides that

which is called lacke-an Apes on Horsebacke. 1688 R.HOLME A rmoury vii. 70/2 The Jack-an-Apes on Horse-back,or the fantastic* Cowslip, hath the flower all green andaed, like t

attrib.

owsip,
jagged, like to a Juli flower.
6.

H
3 - ^n-M-impt i nest iu meuuie, or maKe.

1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart. n. i, All my feat
is of that pink-an-eye jack-an-apes boy, her page. 1660
PEPYS Diary 5 July, This morning my brother Tom
brought me my jackanapes coat with silver buttons. 1811
MAR. EDGEWORTH Patron. (1832) I. iii. 44 The squire .

declared that he would not be brow-beat by any . .jackanapes
colonel. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl. ofFleet ll. xvii, Any
jackanapes lawyer.. might think it fine thus to insult a
harmless nobleman.
Hence (nonce-wds.) Ja'ckana^pery, action charac-

teristic of a jackanapes ; Ja'ckana pish, Jackan-
a-psian adjs., having the character of a jackanapes
1842 Fraser's Mag. XXVI. 448 That monument of con-

genial jackanapery reared, .in caricature of an Elizabethan
mansion. 1880

'

VERN. LEE' Belcaro vi. 151 Calling in
Offenbach or Lecocq to rewrite that air in true jackanapsian
style. 1884 J. Bull's Neighb. vii. 50 Go into a bureau de
paste, and see how you will be insulted by the iackananish
officialism there.

Jackaroo (dssekanJ-), sb. Australian colloq.Also jackeroo. [A derivative f>\ JACK sbl, app.
with the ending of kangaroo.'] A man newly arrived
from England to gain experience in the bush (see
quot. 1885) ; an inexperienced young colonist.
1880 W. SENIOR Travels, Trout 19 (Morris) Jackaroos-

the name given to young gentlemen newly arrived fromhome to gather colonial experiences. 1880 A. C. GRANT
Bush Life in Queensland (1881) I. 53 The young Jackaroowoke early next morning. 1885 H. FINCH-HATTON Ad-
vance Australia 85 (Morris) Before starting on their own
account to work a station, they go into the bush to gain
colonial experience, during which process they are known
in the colony as 'jackaroos'. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Squatter'sDream vii. 72 If these here fences is to be run up all along
the river, any Jackaroo can go stock-keeping.
Hence Jackaroo- v. intr., to lead the life of a

jackaroo ; to gain experience of bush-farming.
1887 DAYNE In Name of Tzar 134 Ah, wouldn't I break

you in, if I had you jackerooing at Kundoolumoonoung
for six months. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891)
91 Perhaps the young one's going jackerooing at Jedwood
1890

' TASMA '

In her Earliest Youth 152 (.Morris) There's
nothing for them to do but to go and jackaroo up in

Queensland.

Jackass (d^-kises), sb. [f. JACK rf.i 37 + Ass.]
1. A male ass, a he-ass.

1727 ARBUTHNOT Coins 128 Pliny relates from Varro that
a Jack-ass for a Stallion was bought for 3,229/. 31. Ad 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 385, I have seen a jack-ass,
from that country, above fifteen hands high. iSojA. YOUNG
in A. Hunter's Georg. Ess. III. 197 The Earl ofEgremont,
early in 1800 established a team of six Jack-asses for carting.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. viii, She often contrived to . . give him
a ride upon her jackass. 1899 MORLEY in Westm. Gaz.
26 May 9/1 The old Greeks, when disputing and debating
about idle contentions, had an expression that they were
contending for the shadow of a jackass.
2. Applied opprobriously to a stupid or foolish

person, a dolt, a blockhead : =Ass 2.

1823 SCOTT Peveril vii, I.. began.. to think I had borne
myself something like a jackass in the matter. 1870 DICKENS
E. Drood iv, The purest Jackass in Cloisterham.

3. Laughing Jackass (also in mod. use simply
jackass) : the Giant Kingfisher of Australia (Dacelo
gigas), so called from its loud discordant cry.
The name is also given to a kind of owl (Sceloglaux

albifacies) in New Zealand, and Jackass or Denvent Jack-
ass to a shrike (Cracticus cinereus} in Tasmania.
1798 D. COLLINS N. S. Wales 615 (Morris) Bird named

by us the Laughing Jackass. 1833 STURT S. Australia
II. iv. loo He returned with, .a laughing jackass, .a species
if king's-fisher, a singular bird, found in every part of
Australia. 1847 LEICHHARDT Jrnl. x. 326 The laughing
Jackass (Dacelo ceriwa, Gould) of this part of the country,
is of a different species from that of the eastern coast. 1848

iiti/ftijr* Aviii. 140 ijciuw u>, in LIIC valley, a moo
ckasses were shouting and laughing uproariously. i8bo

...RS. MEREDITH Tasman. Friends # Foes no (Morris) We,
too, have a 'jackass', a smaller bird, and not in anyway
remarkable, except for its merry gabbling sort of song.
1882 T. H. POTTS Out in the Open 122 (ibid.) Athene
Albifacies, wekau of the Maoris, is known by some up-
country settlers as the big owl or laughing jackass.

4. Naut. a. A kind of heavy rough boat used in

Newfoundland. (Smyth Sailors Word-l>k. 1867.)
b. = Hawse-bag : see HAWSE sbl 5. (U. S.)
5. attrib., (in sense 2) as jackass author, etc. ;

Comb.
,
as jackass-driver, -headed adj. ; jackass-

brig,
' a brig with square topsail and topgallant-

sail instead of a gaff-topsail
'

(Cent. Diet.) ; jack-
ass copal, the raw copal of Zanzibar : see quots. ;

jackass-deer, an African antelope, the singsing ;

jackass-fish, a fish of the Australian seas (Chilo-

dactylus macropterus), highly esteemed as food ;

jackass frigate (see quot. and cf. donkey-frigate :

FRIGATE sb. 2 b, quot. 1867) ; jackass penguin, a
common species of penguin (Spheniscus demersus~),
so called from its cry ; jackass pick (see quot.) ;

jackass rabbit= JACK-BABBIT; jackass-rigged a.,

? rigged like a jackass-brig.
133
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service. 1676 WVCIIF.RI.EY PI. Dealer i. i, Here you see

I.onl | bowing] to a Fishmonger, or Scrivener wit

Jack-chain about his neck. 1801 Traits. Sac. Arts XI

lowerdowntheharbour. i883 BLACK.'>//arfo.xu, 1C

iumped upon by a 'jackass-headed old idiot like that, i

{;. ELmr 4* in Chain ix. ,95 The.famous Jack
.863

.ckass

noise like the braying of that animal. 1874 J. H. COLLINS

Metal Mining 60 When
the_pick

is much used as a lever,

the head is frequently formed, .with a projecting wing i

afford increased support to the helve. This is called

jackass pick. 1851 AUOUBON Vivip. Quadr. N. A. II. 97

All ideas of blue mountains, vast rolling prairies, etc., were

cut short by a "jackass-rabbit bounding from under our

horses' feet. 1883 Leisure Hour 475/2 Jackass rabbits (the

Californian hare), and numbers of. .grey, .land squirrels..

scampered.. over the flats. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI.
168 To have *jack-ass racing upon particular days. 1883

E. F. KNIGHT Cruise 'Falcon (1887) 32 October igth. .

passed a "jackass-rigged craft.

Hence Ja'okass v. intr., to nde a jackass;

Jacka-ssery, the character of a jackass (see a),

gross folly or stupidity; (with //.) something

characteristic of a jackass, a piece of folly ; Jack-

assifica tion, the action of making a jackass of,

stultification; Jaokassism = jackassery ;
Jack-

assness, the quality of being a jackass, gross

foolishness. (All more or less nonce-wds.}

1893 LELAND Mem. I. 228 Driving in a Russian telega, or

"jackassing in Egypt. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VII. 618 The

genius of *jackasscry is not always to rule us. 1889 MRS.

RANDOLPH Nan Eve II. xiii. 206 He will clothe his body
after the latest jackasseries of the masher. 1822 Blafkw.
Mag. XII. 57 Acting on the principle of the general *jack-

assmcation of mankind,, .he abuses them right and left.

01845 HARHAM Ingot. Leg., Wedding-Day 46 Calling

iLadyLo
. .was the very essence of Jackassness.

Ja'ck-bird. [Echoic: influenced by JACK sby\
1. A local name for the fieldfare.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 6 Fieldfare (Titrdus

pilaris] . . Jack bird. From its cry. Cf. Chack chack

(Luxemburg), Claque (Normandy).
2. ' A bird of the South Island of New Zealand,

Creadion cinereus'
1

(Morris Austral Eng.}.
1873 SIR W. BULLER Birds N. Zealand (1888) I. 23 (Morris)

I have, .adopted the name of Jack-bird, by which it is known
among the settlers in the South Island. Why it should be

so called I cannot say, unless this is an adaptation of the

native name Tieke . . the equivalent, in the Maori vernacular,
of our Jack.

Jack-boot, ja'ckboot. [Sense ofjack un-

certain : taken by some as JACK s&. 2 , but may be

JACK .si.
1
]
A large strong boot the top of which

came above the knee, serving as defensive armour
for the leg, worn by cavalry soldiers in the I7th
and 1 8th centuries; also, a large boot coming
above the knee, worn by fishermen and others.

1686 Loud. Gaz. No. 2182/4 He had a light bob Periwig
. .and a pair of Jack-Boots. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 435
p 6 Should they meet a Man on Horseback, in his Breeches
and Jack-Boots. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 74 Leather,
so dress'd that it is not inferior to Iron, like our Jack- Boots.

1771 MACKENZIE Man Feel. (1886) 41 Two jack-boots con-

cealed, in part, the well-mended knees of an old pair of
buckskin breeches. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. 1. 17 A meagre
but fiery postilion, who with tremendous jack-boots and
cocked hat was floundering on before him. 1861 SALA Dutch
Pict. xii. 181 Jack-boots with long brass spurs.

Jack-boot, -boots (
= the ' Boots

'

at an inn) :

see JACK rf.l 35.

t Ja'ck-boy. Obs. [f. JACK sb.^- + BOY.] A
boy employed in menial work ; spec, a stable-boy,

groom, or postillion. Cf. JOCKEY.
[1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 62 Jacke boy, .. fayne thou

woldist witen.] 1573 TUSSER Husb. Ixxxvii. (1878) 177
Rather make lackey of lack boie thy wag. 1506 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. iv. i. $3 Why lacke boy, ho boy, and as much
newes as thou Wlft. sooo SURFLET Countrie Farme v. vii.

668 They must haue the stones gathered off in winter, .by
little lackboyes and girles. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet.,
Jack-boy, a postillion. 1840 tr. Meinhold's Sidonia II. 152
She.. uttered coarse and shameful words, such as the most
shameless groom or jack-boy would scarce pronounce.
Jack-chain, [f. JACK st>. 1 7 : because used in

roasting-jacks.] A chain each link of which con-
sists of a double loop of wire, resembling a figure
of 8, but with the loops in planes at right angles to

each other ; the links are not welded.
1639 W. CARTWBIGHT Koyall Slave i. ii, If you'l make use

of any ornaments, I've a couple of jack-chains at your

Here you see. .a

I.onl | bowng to a smonger, or Scrivener with a

Jack-chain about his neck. 1801 Traits. Sac. Arts XIX.

135 Six lengths of jack-chain. 1893 Fall Mall G. 23 Sept.

6/2 Much stronger than ordinary welded or jack chains.

Jackdaw (dsarkdg). [f. JACK *M 37 b + DAW.
Formerly stressed jacf-d'am" (in J. 1755, Walker 1791,

Todd 1818 ; still in Scotl.) Ash 1775 has Jtrckdam.]

1. The common name of the DAW (Corvus mone-

dula), one of the smallest of the crow family, which

frequents old buildings, church towers, etc. ; it is

easily tamed and taught to imitate the sound of

words, and is noted for its loquacity and thievish

propensities.
1543 BALE Course Rom. Foxe 87 Not all vnlyke vnto

I-sopes choughe, whom we commonlye call lacke dawe. 1553
T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 223 Some cackles like a Henne, or

a lacke Dawe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. x. xxix. 285

Choughes and lack dawes : the veriest theeves . . especially
for silver and gold. 1672 WILD Poet. Licent. 32 And may
the Jack-daws still the Steeples hold. 1769 G. WHITE
Seloorne xxii. (1875) 75 Jackdaws building with us under
the ground in rabbit-burrows. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.,

Jackd, Rheims 12 In and out Through the motley rout

That little Jackdaw kept hopping about. 1870 JEFFERIES
WildLife in S. C. 283 1 he jackdaw, .could not keep silence

to save his life, but must talk after his fashion.

b. A species of grackle or 'blackbird' (Quis-
calus major) of the Southern United States.

1884 COUES Key N.Amer. Birds 412 Boat-tailed Grackle,

Jackdaw. Of large size, with long, much keeled and

graduated tail.

2. fig. Applied contemptuously to a loquacious

person.
1605 Tryall Chev. n. i. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III. 289

Bowyer a Captayne ? . . a very Jackdaw with his toung slit.

1719 D'URFEY Pills I. 6 With Uty-Jack-daws ; That make
Staple-Laws, To measure by Yards and Ells.

3. attrib. and Comb., in reference to the Fable of

the Jackdaw decked ont with peacock's feathers,

or to the furtive and secretive habits of the bird.

1739 MELMOTH Fitzosb. Lett. (1763) 49 Jack-daw poets with

their stolen feathers. 1890 A thenamm 19 Apr. 498/2 In the

Bodleian Library, where they now rest, thanks to the jack-
daw-like propensities of Mr. Secretary Pepys.

Jacked (dgakt), a. [f. JACK st? + -En2.]

f a. Clothed in or armed with a jack (see JACK
sb.l i). Obs. b. Hardened and thickened as

leather for jack-boots.

1461 J. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 36 The peple was jakkyd
and saletted, and riottously disposid. 17. . ?E. WARD Welsh
Monster 3 Their brown Skins, from Knee to Foot, Are

jack'd like Trooper's stubborn Boot. 1841 JAMES Brigand
xix, Dagger or sword point will not well make its way
through the jacked doublings of those hides. 1849
Woodman vii, Made of double jacked leather.

Jackeen (d5sekrn). Anglo-Irish. [Irish dim.

of JACK sb^\ A contemptuous designation for a
self-assertive worthless fellow.

1840 Fraser's Mag. XXII. 320 A buckeen, a jackeen,
a squireen, or any of the intermediate classes. 1892 Q. Rev.

July 138
'

Jackeens
'

loitering about the Dublin Theatres.

1897 SIR C. G. DUFFY ibid. Sept. 451 In manner and bearing
he is a superb Jackeen.

Jacker (dgse'kai). [f. JACK W.I + -EK.] One
who jacks, in various senses ; e.g. one who hunts

or fishes with a jack ;
one who jacks or throws.

Jacket (dgje'ket), sb. Forms : 5 iaquet, -ette,

5-6 iaket, -ette, 6 iakett, iackett(e, iakket,

iacquet(e, -quit, iakquet, 5-7 iaoket, 7- jacket.

[a. O.jaquet,jacquet, dim. oi jaque: JACK st. 2
~\

1. An outer garment for the upper part of the

body : orig. the same as, or a shorter form of the

jack ; now, an outer garment with sleeves, reaching
no lower than the waist, worn by boys (as an Eton

jackef) and by men in certain occupations ;
also

a short coat without tails (as a Norfolk jacket'},
worn in shooting, riding, cycling, etc.

Also as second element in shooting-, smoking., tennis-

jacket, and the like.

1462 Mann.ff Househ. Exp. {Roxb.)i49 Ffor makynge off

a jaket off crymysyn clothe ffor my sayd lurd, i].s. iiij.</.

1464 Nottingham Rec. II. 377 Rede clothe to make jakettes
of to be saudeours. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 33/40 Donaas
the doblet maker Hath performed my doublet And my
Iaquet [F. paltocoue}. 1527 in Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.

1854) 5 Item I giff my white chamlett iakett to be a vesti-

ment to our lady chapell aforsaid. 1530 PALSGR. 233/2 lacket
that hath but four quarters, jacquette. 1548 UDALL, etc,

Krasm. Par. John 1 16 The souldiers thought good that it

[Christ's seamless coat] should bee kept whole vncut, and
that sum of them shoulde haue the whole iacket to whose
lotte it shoulde chaunce. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong,
Hoqucton, a lacket, a cote of armor. 1599 THYNNE
Animadv. (1875) 31 A comone garmente . . suche as we call

a lerken or lackett withoute sleues. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I.

427 Some of them have lackets made of Plantain leaves,
which were as rou^h as any Bear's-skin. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Jacket, a sort of Garment in Use among Country-People.
1767 T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. II. ii. 163 The women put
on their husbands hats and jackets. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand,
by Seine 144 The royal archers led the way, clothed in jackets
of vermilion, red, white, and green. 1841 EMERSON Led.
on Times Wks. (Bohn) II. 260 Before the young American
is

p_ut into jacket and trousers, he says
'

I want something
which I never saw before '. 1897 HALL CAINE Christian xi,
You were only a boy in jackets.

b. That worn by a jockey in horse-racing ;
now

a loose-fitting blouse of silk or satin, of the owner's

JACKET.

distinctive racing colours. Hence, to send in his

jacket, lake away his jacket, retain his jacket, etc.

See J. Rice Hist. Brit. Turf 1879.
1856 H. H. DIXON Post fs Paddock v. 83 The Duke of

Bedford . . very nearly requested him [Chifney senior] to
send in his jacket. Ibid. vi. 89 Sam [Chifney]. .mounted
the magnificent 'purple jacket with scarlet sleeves, and
gold-braid buttons' of the Prince. Ibid. xii. 214 Jockey
Club law does not acknowledge such a process as '

sending
in a jacket '. . . But if masters . . force a senior jockey to
retain their jacket, they are bound to give him their mounts,
and not to. .prevent him from seeking for more considerate
masters elsewhere. Ibid., He thought nothing, .of putting
a silk jacket into his pocket, and riding 70 or 80 miles to a

meeting, to oblige a friend. 1894 DOYLE S. Holmes (1899)

16/2, I glanced at the card to see the entries. It ran :

..4. Colonel Ross's Silver Blaze (black cap, red jacket).

C. A woman's outer garment analogous to that

of boys or men, either loose or close-fitting, and of

varying length.
175,6 Connoisseur No. 103 p 5 Her usual dishabille, -is, an

ordinary stuff jacket and petticoat. 1862 Miss YONGE C'tess

Kale vii. (1880) 69 To the detriment of that young lady's
muslin jacket.

d. Locally in U.S.,= waistcoat. (Cent. Diet.)
e. Applied to something worn or fastened round

the body for other purposes than clothing ;
as

a strait-jacket, a swimming-jacket.
f. Phrases. ) To line one's jacket (obs.J : see

quot. 1611. To dust, swinge, thrash, trim, etc.

(a person's) jacket, to give him a beating. Also
in phrases referring to breadth or narrowness of

opinions, etc. (quots. 1792, 1896).
1611 COTGR. s.v. Accoustrer, He stuffes himselfe soundly,

hee lines his iacket throughly with liquor. 1687 T. BROWN
Saints in Uproar Vl\is. 1730 I. 74 I'll substantially thrash

your jacket for you. 1740 Christmas Entertainm. ii.

(1883-4) 12, I will swinge his Jacket for him. 1792 BURKE
Corr. (1844) III. 367 They were not able to make a schism
in their snort and narrow jacket. 1845 BUCKSTONF. Green
Bushes 1. 13 I'll dust your iacket if you do that again. 1896
Daily News 30 Apr. 6/1 He had ' widened the jacket

'

of his

Scotch theological training by mastering the results of the
most advanced German speculation.

2. An outer covering, coating, or casing of any
kind placed round a vessel, as a pipe, steam-

cylinder, or boiler, to protect it, prevent escape or

access of heat, etc. See also STEAM-JACKET.
1815 Specif, jf. Kilby's Patent No. 3920, I enclose my

brewing vessel in another vessel which I call the case or

jacket. 1837 Chambers* Misc. VI. No. 136. 16 The enclos-

ing of the cylinder in a jacket or drum of wood. 1852 W.
BRANDE Lect. A rfs 213 Heating a fluid by means of a steam-
warmed jacket or coil, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I.

307/1 The crucible is to be covered by the plumbago jacket.

1898 P. MANSON Trop. Diseases xxi. 334 The evaporation
is best done in a vessel like a

glue-pot,
in which the milk is

not boiled, but is surrounded by a jacket of boiling water.

b. A paper cover or wrapper issued with a bound

book, usually with the title printed upon it.

1894 Month May 116 It was arrayed in a handsome
purple 'jacket', and bore the crown and monogram of

George III. 1895 H. FROWDE Let. 26 June, Paper jackets
are being printed for it, worded as shown.

c. U.S. 'A folded paper or open envelop con-

taining an official document, on which is indorsed

an order or other direction respecting the disposition
to be made of the document, memoranda respecting
its contents, dates of reception and transmission,
etc.' (Cent. Diet)
3. a. The natural (usually hairy) covering or

' coat
'

of various animals ; the fleece (of a sheep),
hair (of a dog), fur (of a cat), etc. ; also the skin

(of a seal, fish, etc.).

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 560 These kindes of Ser-

pents. .The Scythale is admirable in her varied iacket. < 1847
COCKS in Knowledge (1883) 188/2 Herds of Actinia bellis

in prime condition jackets as red as a Kentish cherry.

1863 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. 11. I. n. 242 The recent high
price of long wool has tempted some flockmasters to neglect
the form, in their eagerness to secure a heavy jacket. 1880
Standard 20 May 3 As fast as one [seal] is clubbed or shot

the skinner with the sharp knife turns it out of its 'jacket ',

as the skin with the attached blubber is styled. 1882 Daily
News 28 Jan. 2/2 A two-pound perch boiled in its own
jacket, and served up with parsley sauce. 1898 Ladies'
Field 6 Aug. 378/2, I have seen her in July with a magni-
ficent jacket, while every other cat had next to none.

b. The skin of a potato (when cooked with the

skin on).
1856 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 378 Potatoes .. boiled unpeeled
or as we say,

' in their jackets '. 1894 HALL CAINE Manx-
man 31 A pot of potatoes in their jackets.

C. Path. A formation coating some organ.
j897 AllbutfsSyst. Med. IV. 119 This white jacket, which

may oe a quarter of an inch thick, easily peels off the sub-

jacent liver.

d. A young seal
;
so called from the rough fur.

Newfoundland.
4. attrib. and Comb., asjacket-collar, -pocket, -stuff,

-suit ; jacket-bodice, a dress-bodice coming down
over the skirt like a jacket ; also a jacket-shaped
under bodice ; jacket poultice, a poultice placed
between two folds of stuff; jacket wise adv. or

advb. phr., in the manner of a jacket.
1810 Splendid Follies I. 119 The laundress ..had left a

deep triangular singe in the very centre of the "jacket-back.

1889 Tablet 3 Aug. 167 Over her "jacket-bodice she wears



JACKET.
a woollen shawl. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist x, Oliver . . was at
once lugged along the streets by the "jacket-collar, at a rapid
pace. 1806 NavalCliron. XV. 45sThecrew lost their'jacket
knives. 1833 MARHYAT P. Simple xxix, He thrust the first

book into his "jacket-pocket which he could lay his hand
on. 1898 Alltutt's Syst. Med. V. 149 A 'jacket poultice of
linseed is a common and for the most part a good applica-
tion. 1643 DAVENANT Unfmt. Lovers Wks. (1673) 133 What
skirt's in fashion now ; the 'Jacket-way, Down to the hams ?

1598 HAKLUVT Voy. I. 387 Aloft their shirts they weare a
garment 'iacket wise.

Hence Jaductless a., without a jacket ; Ja'ckety
a. colloq., of the nature of a jacket.
1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 49 His coat

was a light jackety sort of thing, with little pockets behind.
1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings vi, Her son. .burst into the
room jacketless. 1891 HARDY Tess xxix. adJin., Tess had
come out with her milking-hood only, naked-armed and
jacketless.

Ja'cket, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To cover with or enclose in a jacket (in

various senses of the sb.).
1861 Times 13 May 5/4 The cylinders [of the Mooltan's

engines] are 'jacketed ', as it is termed, that is, there is an
upper pair of 43 inches' diameter, in which the dry steam is
first used, at a pressure of 20 lb., and an outer cylinder of
96 inches' diameter, where it is worked expansively. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watck $ Clockm. 65 The '

ice-box
'

is also
a metal chamber . . jacketed all over with a non-conductor.
1889 FARMER Americanisms s.v., In Government offices, to
jacket a document is, after scheduling, to enclose it with
other papers referring to the same subject. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 25 Feb. 1/3 A Bible jacketed in American cloth upon
the table. 1900 Ibid. 15 Aug. 7/1 Unfortunately, there are
forty-five waiters to only forty jackets, . . perhaps . . the
managers will be able to scrape together sufficient money
to jacket the unhappy five.

b. slang. (See quot.)
iSiaJ. H.VAUX Flash Diet., To jacket a person . . is more

properly applied to removing a man by underhand and vile
means from any birth or situation he enjoys, commonly with
a view to supplant him.
2. dial, or colloq. To beat, thrash. (Cf. the phrases

s.v. JACKET sb. i f.) See also JACKETING 3.
1873 Sussex Gloss. s.v.,

'
I'll jacket him when he comes in '.

1877 N. ;<'. Line. Gloss. 1896 in FARMER Slang.

Jacketed (dsge'keted), a.
[f. prec. sb. or v. +

-ED.] Clothed, covered, or surrounded with a jacket
(in various senses of the sb.).
IS5* HULOKT, lacketed, tunicatus. 1831 CARLYLE Sart.

Res. i. x, Those jacketed Gouda Cows. 1860 All Year
Round No. 54. 79, I have seen baby London short-coated,
and frocked, and breeched, and jacketed. 1884 Health
Exliib. Catal. 66/1 Jacketed Pans, for soups [etc.].

Ja'cketiiig. [f. JACKET sb. or v. + -ING i.]
1. = JACKET sb. 2.

1881 ^GREENER Gun 309 This pipe is surrounded by a water
jacketing, and kept cool by a running stream of water.
2. Material, as cloth, etc. for making jackets.
1882 in OGILVIE.

3. colloq. A beating.

was capable of administering.

Jackey : see JACKY.
Jack-frame, [f. JACK sb.^ 8 + FBAME.]
1. The frame in which a jack or winch is fixed.

1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 41 The Nuts will not draw the
Fore and Backsides close. ., then the whole Jack Frame will
not stand fast and firm together.
2. Cotton Manuf, A contrivance consisting of a

rotating can containing a bobbin, formerly much
used for giving a twist to the roving as delivered

by the drawing rollers, and simultaneously winding
it upon the bobbin. Also called jack-in-a-box.
1873 KNIGHT Diet. Meek, s.v., The jack-frame was super-

seded -by the Bobbin and Fly-frame.

Jack-in-the-box, Jack-in-a-box. Also 6
lacke of the boxo.

1 1. A name for a sharper or cheat ; spec.
' a thief

who deceived tradesmen by substituting empty
boxes for others full of money

'

(Nares). Obs.

1570 Satir. Poems Refortn. xxii. 78 Jak in the bokis, for
all thy mokis a vengeance mot the fall ! Thy subteltie and
paljardrie our fredome bringis in thrall. 1611 DEKKER
Cryer ofLanthorne, etc. xi, This lacke in a Boxe or this
Deuill in mans shape. .come.s to a Golde-smithes stall. 1623
MIDDLETON, etc. Sp. Gipsy rv.

i, Jack in boxes norDecoyes,
Puppets, nor such poore things. 1639 GI.APTHORNE A rgalus
v. Wks. 1874 I. 61 These women . . toungs that lie worse ;

than false clocks, By which they catch men like Jacks in a
box. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Jack in a Box, a
Sharper, or Cheat. 1725 in New Cant. Diet.

t 2. Applied contemptuously to the consecrated

host, with an allusion to its reservation in the pyx.
1555 RIDLEY Last Exam, in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) 1759

Raylmg billes agaynst the sacramente, termynge it
' lacke

of the boxe ',

' the sacramente of the halter ',
' round Robin ',

with like vnseemely termes.

3. The name of some gambling games.
1592 NASHE Summer's Last Willdfxn) Giij, When I

should _haue beene at schoole, I was close vnder a hedge
. . playing at spanne counter or lacke in a boxe. 1664
J. WILSON Cheats iv. i. Dram. Wks. (1874) 67 Did not I ..

teach you your top; your palm, and your slur, Shew'd you
the mystery of jack-in-the-box, and the frail die?

b.
' A game in which some article, of more or

less value, is placed on the top of a stick standing
in a hole, and thrown at with sticks. If the article
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be hit so as to fall clear of the hole, the thrower
takes it." (Farmer Slang.)
1836-7 DICKENS S/t. Boz, Grecmu. Fair (1850) 67/2 The

allurements of the stout proprietress of the
'

Jack-in-the-
box, three shies a penny '.

1 4. A street pedlar stationed in a portable stall

or box. Obs.

_
1699 E. WARD Land. Spy in. 13 Here and there a Jack

in a box, like a Parson in a Pulpit, selling Cures for your
Corns, Glass Eyes for the Blind.

5. A kind of firework.

1635 J- BABINGTON Pyroteehnia xxxvii. 45 Another, which
I call lack in a box. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk II.

44 Jacks-in-the-box, and all sorts of fireworks. 1891 Pall
Mall G, i Nov. 5/2 There is more attraction to the ordinary
child in a handful of

'

blue devils
',

. .

' Roman candles ', and
a 'jack-in-the-box

'

than a grand Crystal Palace show.
6. A toy consisting of a box containing a figure

with a spring, which leaps up when the lid is raised.

1702 Infernal Wanderer (N.), Up started everyone in his

too late Ixx, Two figures . . came bounding like Jacks-in-
the-box out of the gloom into the red light. 1899 Westm.
Can. 14 Oct. 8/r Battles are won by resolute, enthusiastic
men, not by jacks-in-boxes.
7. Applied to various mechanical contrivances.
t a. A self-acting valve for relieving water-mains from ac-

cumulations of air. Obs. b. A screw-jack or lifting-jack,
esp. one used in stowing cargo on board ship. o. A kind
of screw-press : see quot. 1801. d. An instrument wilh
a small but powerful screw, used by burglars to break open
safes or doors. e. =JACK-FRAME 2.

1726 DESAGULIERS in Phil. Trans. XXXIV. 82 This
machine which from its make we call Jack in a Box will be
useful where ever water is to be conveyed a great way in

Pipes. 1801 J. J. MOORE Voeab. Sea Phrases, Jack in the

boxj a large wooden male screw, turning in a female one,
which forms the upper part of a strong wooden box,
shaped like the frustrum of a pyramid. It is used . . as a
press. 1824 Ann. Reg. (1825) 8 Apr. 49/1 [He] with the
assistance of hand-spikes and a hand screw, called by the
sailors,

'

Jack in the Box', .. threw over the stone. 1841
JONES Specif. Patent No. 8988. 2 This differential movement
now commonly called the '

Jack-in-the box
'

is governed by
the varying rotation of the pinion D. 1850 CHUBB Locks fy

Keys 23 Some years ago, one of Chubb's locks, fixed on a
common iron safe, was forced open by a burglar's instru-

ment, called a '

Jack-in-the-Box'.
8. a. A West Indian tree, Hernandia sonora,

bearing large nuts that rattle in their pericarps
when shaken, b. A local appellation of the wild

arum, Arum maculatum cf. Jack-in-the-pulpit
s.v. JACK sb.^ 38; also, of a hose-in-hose variety
of primrose (Britt. & Holl.) ; cf. JACK sb.1 32 a.

1752-9 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Hernandia, The Her-
nandia . . with a large umbilicated Ivy Leaf, commonly
called in the West-Indies, Jack - in - a - Box. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica 373 Jack-in-a-box, the cups that sustain
the nuts are very large, and as they move in the wind, keep
a whistling noise, which is often frightful to unwary tra-

vellers. 1819 REKS Cyel. s.v, Hernandia., The whistling
hernandia . . in the West Indies is frequently denominated
the Jack-in-a-box tree.

9. A fisherman's name for a hermit-crab. U. S.

Jack-in-the-green.
1. A man or boy inclosed in a wooden or wicker

pyramidal framework covered with leaves, in the

May-day sports of chimney-sweepers, etc.
1801 S-IRUTT Starts $ Past. iv. iii. 20 Jack in the Green

;
. consists of a hollow frame of wood or wicker work, made

in the form of a sugar loaf, but open at the bottom, and
sufficiently large and high to receive a man . . who dances
with his companions, a 1845 HOOD Sweep's Compl. 63. 1855
DICKENS Dorrit \. xxi. 1895 H. B. WHEATLEY Pefys
Diary VI. 296 note. The editor saw a jack-in-the-green with
men dressed as milkmaids dancing round it on May ist of
the present year.
attrib. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 529 The heads

of his society . . go out to meet him in their canoes, and bring
him in his Jack-in-the-Green dress ashore.

2. ' A variety of Primula vulgaris [the primrose],
in which the calyx is transformed into leaves'

(Britten & Holland Eng. Planl-n.}.
1876 Card. Chron. 8 Apr. 472.

Jack Ketch. Also 7 Kltoh, 8- Catch, jack-
Ketch. [From the name of John or '

Jack
' Ketch

(sometimes written Catch and KitcK), the common
executioner 1663 (?)-i686. Partly on account of
his barbarity at the executions of William Lord
Russell, the Duke of Tlonmouth, and other political

offenders, partly perhaps from apt association with
the vb. Ketch, CATCH, his name became notorious,
was given to the hangman in the puppet-play of

Punchinello, introduced from Italy shortly after his

death, and became a common appellation. See
Diet. Nat. Biog. s. v.] An appellation for the
common executioner or hangman.
[1673 R. HEAD Canting Aead. 13 Jack Kitch. the proper

name of the Common Hangman that is now in being. 1682
DRYDEN Dk. of Guise Epil. 30

'

Jack Ketch ', says I,
'

is an
excellent Physician . . But hanging is a fine dry kind of
death.' 1683 (title) The Apologie of John Ketch Esquire.
1685-6 LUTTRELL Diary 20 Jan., Jack Ketch, the hangman
for affronting the Sherifs of London . . is turn'd out of his

place, and one Rose, a butcher, put in. 1702 T. BROWN
Lett. fr. Dead 48 From Charon to the Most Illustrious
and High-born Jack Ketch, Esq.] 1705 HICKERINGILL

JACK-O'-LANTERN.
Priest-cr. n, iii. 28 A Priest-ridden Magistrate to be the

Jack Ketch, and do the Priest's drudgery. 1755 WESLEY
Wks. (1872) II. 349 He is then a kind of jack-catch, an
executioner-general. i8xa Extnnincr 19 Oct. 666/2 A few
dozen lashes well laid on by Jack Ketch . . may be a very
appropriate punishment. [1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v.]

1889 CLARK RUSSELL Marooned (1890) 75 If they seize the

vessel, it is piracy a criminal act which ends with Jack
Ketch.

Jack-knife (dsarkinsif), sb. [app. of U.S.

origin : perh. associated with some sense of JACK
sbJ-t but cf. jackleg knife s.v. JOCKTELEG.]
1. A large clasp-knife for the pocket : see also

quot. 1867.
1776 Militia Act, New Hampsh. in Outing (1895) XXVII.

80/1 A hundred buckshot, a jack-knife and tow for wadding,
six flints, one pound of powder. 18*5 J. NEAL Bro. Jon-
athan II. 227 Ever in Jerusalem? I was got a jacknife,
that, .emperor Titus, .he lost it, one afternoon. 1861 DICKENS
Gt. Expect, xl, Taking out his great horn-handled jack-knife
. . and cutting his food. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bit.,
ack-knife, a horn-handled clasp-knife with a laniard, worn
y seamen. 1870 EMERSON Soc. $ Sotit., Work $ Days

. .

J
by . .

.,

Wks. (Bohn) III. 69 The old school-house, and its porch,
somewhat hacked by jack-knives.
2. In a telephone station : = JACK sb.^ 15 d.

Hence Jack-knife v.
t (a) trans, to cut with a

jack-knife ; () intr. to double up like a jack-knife.
1855 BOYD Oakw. Old i, The stage-yankee's method of

recording things, in jackknifed notches on a softwood stick.

1889 Amer. Ann. Deaf Oct. 277 Desks ink-stained and
jack-knifed like those of a country school. 1897 H. PORTER
Campaigning w. Grant ix. 141 One of their amusements in

camp . . was to throw stones and chips past one another's

heads, and raise a laugh at the active dodging and bending
the body low or 'jack-knifing

'

as the men called it.

JacKleg : see JOCKTELEG.

Jack-light, sb. U.S.
[f. JACK jj.i 26 + LIGHT.]

A light carried in a jack or cresset for hunting or

fishing at night. Also attrib. Hence Jack-light
v., to hunt or fish with a jack-light.
1883 Chicago Advance 30 Aug., By night, it is called

'jacklighting
'

the deer. Ibid.^ William sat just behind the

jack-light for two long hours. Ibid., Once after that in a
, jack-light hunt. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 63/2 Dark
: banks so suggestive of jack-lighting experiences.

Jack-line, [f. JACK sb.l, in various senses:

cf. JACK-CHAIN.] A kind of thin rope or line used
for various purposes : see quots.
1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Gamer III. 642 Every

string must be fifty fathom long, and about the bigness of
a jack-line. 1665 J. WILSON Projectors i. Dram. Wks.
(1874) 227, I shall be an alderman, .. I think a brass jack-
line would hang as well o' my shoulders as on another
man's. 1686 PLOT Stajffbrdsh. 337 A round wooden box
which receives a Jack-line, that goes also through another
box which turnes a second spindle above in the Chimney.
1794 Rigging # Seamanship I. 64 Jack-line is made of bar

hemp, and has 9 threads, 3 in a strand. 1851 Illustr. Catul.
Gt, Exhib. 514 Sash and jack-lines, made from Indian spun
hemp. 1858 KIPPING Sails

fy Sail-making 57^ Through
these eyes a small-sized rope is reeved, and this is called
the Jack-line,

Jackman (dgae-kmaen). Sc. [app. f. JACK sbl

4 + MAN. Referred by Scott, and writers after

him, to JACK sb?~\ An attendant or retainer kept
by a nobleman or landowner. Obs. exc. Hist.

1567 Gitde ff Gotllie B. (S. T. S.) 197 Preistis, leif ;our
pryde . . And lakmen be jour syde, a 1572 KNOX Hist. Rcf.
Wks. 1846 I. 37 The Hischop of Brechin, having his place-
boes and jackmen in the toun, buffated the Freer, and
called him Heretick. 1637-50 Row II ist. Kirk (1842) 172
Familie exercises, prayer, and the word, and singing of

psalms. .are piofaned and abused, by calling on the cook,
Stewart, or jackman, to performe that religious duetie, the

masters of families ashamed so to honour God in their awin

persons. 1820 SCOTT Monast. ix, The chiefs and landed

proprietors retaining in their service what were called jack-
men, from the 'jack

1

,
or doublet quilted with iron, which they

wore as defensive armour. 1849 JAS. GRANT Kirkaldy of
G. iv. 35 A train of swash-bucklers or stout jackmen.

^1 Krroneously put for JABKMAN, q. v.

Jack-o'-la'iitern, jaok-a-lantern, sb.

Forms: 7- J. with a [the) l.,8 o',-a-,of 1.
; 7-8

Ianthorn, 8- lantern
;
8- Jack-lantern, -horn.

1 1. A man with a lantern ;
a night watchman.

1663 STAPLETOH Slighted Maid in. 48, I am an Evening
dark as Night, Jack-with-the-Lantern, bring a Light. 1698-

1700 E. WARD Lond. Spy n. (1709) 32 Each Parochial Jack-
a-Lanthorn was Croaking about Streets the Hour of Eleven.

11704 T. BROWN Lett. fr. Dead Wks. 1760 II. 195 Who
should come by before I could get up again, but the con-

stable going his rounds, who quickly made me centre of a
circle of jack of lanthorns.

2. An ignis fatuus or will-o'-the-wisp ;
= friars

lantern (FRIAB sb. 9 b) ; Jig. something misleading
or elusive.

1673 RAY Joum. Low C. 410 Those reputed Meteors^..
known in England by the conceited names of Jack with

a Lanthorn, and Will with a Wisp. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones xn. xii, Partridge . . firmly believed . . that this light

was a Jack with a lantern, or somewhat more mischievous.

X7S S. HALES Earthquakes 10 Plenty of inflammable sul-

phureous Matter in the Air, such as Ignes fatui, or Jack-a-
Lanterns. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in. iv, 1 have^followed
Cupid's Jack-a-lantern, and find myself in a quagmire. 1862

H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden II. 67 As a mist rises, Jack-
o'-lantern flits his pale light over the swamp. 1870 LOWELL

Study Wind. 5 Supplying so many more jack-o'-lanterns to

the future historian.

attrih. 1750-1 Sftuiati II. 352 It . is . . of a mere Jack.
laulhorn nature, neither here nor there. 1817 COLERIDGE

133 -a



JACK-O'-LANTERN.

Biog. Lit. 29} The characters in this act frisk about, here,

there, and everywhere, as leasingly as the Jack o'Lantcrn

lights which mischievous boys, .throw with a looking-glass

on the faces of their opposite neighbours.

3. A lantern made of the rind of a large turnip

or a pumpkin, in which holes are cut to represent

eyes, nose, and mouth ; a turnip- or (in U. S.)

pumpkin-lantern. North Eng., Sc., and U. S.

Hence Jack-o'-lantern v. intr. (nonct-wd.\ to

play or move erratically like a will-o'-the-wisp.

1891 G. MEREDITH Oia ofour Cong. I. iv. 52 His Puckish

fancy jack-o'-lanterning over it.

Jack-o-leg: see JOCKTELEO. Jack-o'-lent :

gee jAfK-A-LENT. Jaokonet : see JACONET.

Ja'ck-pla-'ne. [f- JACK rf.i + PLANE.] A
long heavy plane used by joiners for coarse work.
iSia 16 I. SMITH Panorama Sc. t Art I. 109 The Jack-

plane used by joiners, is generally about 17 inches in length.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 582 The jack-plane is

used for taking away the rough occasioned by the saw, and

removing all superfluous and other uneven parts. 1876 T.

HARDY Ethtlbtrta (1890) 380 That comes from the jack-

plane, and my pushing against it day after day and year
after year.
Hence Jack-plane v. trans., to smooth with a

jack-plane.
1872

' MARK TWAIN' Innoc. Abr. xii. 76 Surely the. .smooth

..turnpikes are jack-planed and sand-papered every day.

Ja'Ck-pwddingf.a/rA. [JACK si. 1 35.] A buf-

foon, clown, or merry-andrew, esp. one attending
on a mountebank.
1648 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. \. 21 The Junto-men,

the Hocus-Pocusses, the State-Mountebanks, with their

Zanyesand Jack-puddings ! 1664 ETHERF.DGE Com. Revenge
ill. iv, Sir, in a word, he was Jack-pudding to a mountebank

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 47 p 6. 175* FIELDING Covent
Garden Jrnl. No. 10 Writers are not . . to be considered as
mere jackpuddings, whose business it is only to excite

laughter. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. xxviii, What make you in

that fool's jacket, and playing the pranks of a jack-pudding ?

1881 BKSANT & RICE Chapl. of Fleet i. x. (1883) 75 They
were again jocund, .. the jester and Jack-pudding of the
feast.

attrib. 1668 T. ST. SEKFE Tartiga's Wiles A iv, Be gone
with your Jack-Pudding Speech ! 1836-48 B. D. WALSH
A ristoph., Knights it. iv, You rascal, now you worry me
with your jack-pudding nonsense.

Hence Jack-pu ddiiig-hood, the character of a

jack -pudding, buffoonery.
1749 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann 3 May, Grossatesta,

the Modenese minister, a very low fellow, with all the jack-
puddinghood of an Italian.

Ja'Ck-ra'bbit. U. S. [Short forjackass-rabbit

(see JACKASS 5) ;
so called from its long ears.]

One of several species of large prairie-hares (Lepus
campestris, L. callotis, etc.), with remarkably long
ears and legs.
\S8z Harper's Mag. Nov. 869 The jack-rabbits speed to

their holes with long kangaroolike bounds. 1897 Miss
HARRADEN Hilda Strajford'215 She would never again go. .

chasing the jack-rabbits and the cotton-tails.

Ja'ck-screw:. A lifting-jack with a screw;
= JACK rf.l 10.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Verin, an instrument
nearly similar to a jack-screw. 1840 R. H. DANA Kef. Mast
xxix. 90 The jack-screws which are used in stowing cotton.

Jacksliay, -shea (djse-kjV). Australia.

[Origin unknown.] A tin quart-pot.
1881 A. C. GRANT Bush Life Queensland I. 209 (Morris)

Hobbles and Jack Shays hang from the saddle dees. Noli;A tin
quart-pot,

used for boiling water for tea, and contrived
so as to hold within it a tin pint-pot. 1890 Melbourne A rgus
14 June 4/1 His ration bags are beside his head, and his

jackshea. .stands by the fire. 1893 MRS. C. PRAED Outlaw
$ Lawmaker III. 140 The tin billys, and pint pots and
jackshays, strung together by a saddle strap,

t Jacksmitll(d3;-k|Smi)>). Obs.
[f. JACK .f*.l 7

-I- SMITH.] A maker of roasting-jacks.
1678 Lond.Gaz. No. 1280/4 Next door to the J.ick Smiths

in Philpot Lane, London. 1733 Land. Gaz. No 6196/7
Ralph Simson, .. Jacksmith. 1800 MALONE in Dryden's
Works (1808) XVIII. 127 note. The celebrated watchmaker
[Mr. Tompionl who was originally a jacksmith.

Jack snipe, ja'ck-sni:pe. [See JACK j*.i
,

29> 33 b-] A small species of snipe, Scolopax \

(Gallinage) gallinula; also called half-snipe. Also
|

applied to the common American or Wilson's snipe,
Gallinago Wilsoni, the Dunlin, Tringa alpina
(Shetland), and the pectoral sandpiper of N.
America, Tringa maculata.
1661 KILLIGREW Parson's Wed. m. ii. in Com. t, Trag.

(1664)
iop

Provide me then the Chines fry'd, and the Salmon
-|y

r 1 - -and an AssemblV of Woodcocks, and Jack-snipes.
17 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 359 The Jacksnipe. . . Its
weight is less than two ounces, inferior by half to that of
the snipe. 1883 Century Mag. Oct. 92./i The Wilson's snipe
i>' *?*?

c
J,
ose 'J' 'Ambles tfie jack snipe of Europe. 1889K. b. b. BADEN-POWKLL Pigsticking 52 Like the particulartussock always tenanted by a jack snipe.

Ja-ck-staff. Ntuit.
[f. JACK s6.3 + STAFF.]L A short staff, usually set upon the bowsprit or

at the bow of a ship, on which the flair called the
jack QACK s6.3) is hoisted.

540

2. Used (1 erron.; for JACOB'S STAFF (sense 2 a).

1891 J. WINSOR Columbus xi. 261 Whether the cross-staff

or JackstarT, a seaboard implement somewhat more con-

venient than the astrolabe, was known to Columbus is not

very clear.

ay (dsarkist/
1

)- Naitt. [f. JACK sbl

33 + STAY.] a. A rope, rod, or batten placed

along a yard or gaff to bend the sail to. b. A rod

or rope running up and down on a mast, on which
the square-sail yard travels.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast Gloss., Jack-stays, ropes
stretched taut along a yard, to bend the sail to. . 1860 H.
STUART Seaman's Catech. 19 What is the use of jackstays?
To bend the sails to. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi.

(ed. 2) 227 A jackstay should be fitted round the boat, under-
neath the rubbing strake for the rain awning to be laced
down to.

Ja-ck-stone, ja'ckstone. [A variant of
CHECKSTONE

; perh. associated with JACK v.l] A
small round pebble or stone ; esp., in pi., a let

j

of pebbles tossed up and caught in the game of dibs.

1814 BRACKENRIDGE Jrnl. Voy. Missouri in Views
Louisiana 251 The women, .amuse themselves with a game
something like jack-stones : five pebbles are tossed up in a
small basket, with which they endeavor to catch them again
as they fall. 1885 Truth 28 May 853/1 She had a passion
for gathering jack-stones and forming mosaics with them in
the garden.

Ja'ck-straw, ja'ckstraw. [See JACK sb.\
in various senses. Jack Straw was the name or

nickname of one of the leaders in the Rising of the

Commons in 1381.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 574 Certes he lakke Straw

and his meynee Ne made neuere shoutes half so shille.

14. . Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 230 Jak Strawe made yt stowte.

1568 GRAFTON Ckroti. II. 342 But Fabian, .. Pohdore, and
many Aucthours doe impute lack Straw to be chiefe.]

1. A ' man of straw '

;
a man of no substance,

worth, or consideration.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 126 Those worthlesse Whip-
pets and lack Strawes. a 1605 POLWART Flyting iv. Mont-
gomerie 155 lacstro, bee better anes inginde, Or I sail flyte
against my sell. 169* WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pop.
Pref., M.'s Wks. (1847) 342 Thou, .an inconsiderable fellow
and a jack-straw, and who dependest upon the good-will of
thy masters for a poor stipend, attrit. 1754 RICHARDSON
Grandison (1812) VII. 63 (D.>, I command you on your
obedience to accept of this ; I will not be a jackstraw father.

2. One of a set of straws, or strips of ivory, bone,
wood, or the like, used in a game in which they
are thrown on the table in a heap, and have to be

picked up singly without disturbing the rest of the

heap. Also, in pi., the game thus played.
1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda xix,

' Mr. Percival ', said

Belinda,
'

condescending to look at a game of jack-straws !

'

1810 Early Lessons, Harry q Lucy (1829) IV. 81

Playing a game at Jack-straws, or, as some call them
spillikins. 1845 MRS. BROWNING in Lett. Mr. q Mrs.
Browning (1899) I. 267, I . . have no sort of presence of
mind (not so much as one would use to play at Jack straws).
3. As a type of worthlessness ; cf. straw.

cap, to expand the jack. ,880 PREBLK Hitt. ofFlag (eel. 2)v 5*, The stars and stripes for the stern, the boat-nas for
the jacknofl, and two blue flags for the wheel-houses

the North do not care a jackstraw about England.
4. Local name for the Whitethroat, and for the

Blackcap, from the construction of their nests.

1885 SWAINSON Frov. Names Birds 23 Whitethroat (Sylvia
cinerea). . . It forms its nest of fine pieces of

fjrass, hits of
straw, feathers and wool, hence it is called. . Winnell straw,
or Jack straw (Salop). Ibid. 24 Blackcap (Sylvia atrica-

pilla) . . builds its nest of hay, roots, and hair, in a low
crash or hedge, hence its names Jack straw (Somerset) [etc.].

5. The flower-spikes of the common plantain
(Plantago lanceolatci). local.

1863 Miss FLUES Rambles in Search of Wild Fl. 238We used to call the spikes
'

Jack straws ',
and many a good

game I have had with them fighting my fifty against my
neighbour's fifty.

Jack-ta-r. [See JACK rf.i 3.] A familiar

appellation for a common sailor.

1781 G. PARKER l*'iew Society I. 53 Our house in thisplace
[Gosport] was chiefly supported by Jack-tars. 1823 LAMB
Eha Ser. i. Old Actors, A downright concretion of a Wap-
ping sailor a jolly warm-hearted jack Tar.
attrib. 1891 W. S. GILBERT Foggerty's Fairy 179 He had

mixed it [brandy and water] on the Jack-tar principle of
'
half-and-half '.

t Ja'ck-weight. Obs. [JACK sl>l 7.] A
weight forming part of the mechanism in an
obsolete form of a roasting-jack.
1659 I.ond. Chanticleers xii. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 352 A

woman's anger should be like jack-weights quickly up and
quickly down, a 1784 JOHNSON Ace. Early Life, I remem-
bered a little dark room behind the kitchen, where the jack-
weight fell through a hole in the floor, into which I once
slipped my leg. i8ii Last Act \. iii, A short thick squat
zort of a mon, fit for the devil's jack-weight.

Jacky, jackey (c^arki). [f. JACK sb.i + -Y

dim.]
1. A diminutive or pet form of Jack in various

senses.

1835 HOOD Dead Robbery iii, The stiff 'un .. Starts sudden
up, like J.icky-in-a-box. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 358/1A warm clasp of the hand . . from the wealthiest owner as
well as from the poorest

'

Jackey
'

in port.
2. slang. Gin.
1799 Mom. Herald in Spirit Put. Jrnls. (1800) III. 352 I

Got up at eight o'clock had a drap of Jackey. 1813
BUOCKETT, Jackey, English gin. 1831 W. STEI-HLNSOM Gatti-

JACOBIAN.
head Local Poems 37 Sometimes she would pawn her smock,
To get a drop of Jacky.
3. Comb., as ja'oky-bird, jacky-breezer, jacky-

screamer : see quots.

the Jacky-screamer in consequence. 1897 R. KEARTON
Nature ft Camera 277 A live one [starling] called a '

Jackey-
bird

'

is secured to a '

flue
'

or '

play-stick ', which can be
moved up and down by means of a string which the fowler
holds in his left hand.

Jackyard (dsarkiyaid). Naut. [See JACK sir)-

33 b.] A spar used in fore and aft rigged craft,

chiefly yachts, to spread the foot of a large gaff-
topsail out beyond the peak. Also attrib.
i88a Standard u Aug. 6/6 Lorna and Chittywee last, the

latter with a large jackyardtopsail set. 1896 Daily Ncwi
18 Aug. 3 All carried jackyards above their mainsails.

Hence JackyaTder, a Jackyard topsail.

with jackyarder aloft came scathless out of the squall.

Jacob (dj5?-kab). [a. Heb. apr yatdqob, in

r. 'liinatfiis-, L. Jacobus, whence also came Eng.'

Gr.

James.'] A personal name and surname; used
also in derived and transferred senses, partly
referring to JACOB'S LADDER.
tl. JACOBUS, the gold coin. Oil.
1663 PEPYS Diary 23 Nov., A poulterer . . hath left 800

per annum.. and 40,000 Jacobs in gold.

Windows.
b. A ladder.

1708 Mem. John Hall 21 Jacob, a Ladder. 1796 GROSE
Diet. Vulgar T., Jacob, a ladder : perhaps from Jacob's
dream. 1803 Sporting Mag. XII. 54 A Jacob is a ladder.

C. A simpleton.
1811 Lex. Balatr..Jacob, a soft fellow, a fool. 1811 J. H.

VAUX Flash Diet., Jacob, . . a simple half-witted person.
3. The possessiveJacoA's occurs in the iollowing :

Jacob's coat, membrane (Anat.), the layer of
rods and cones of the retina of the eye (named
after Arthur Jacob, an Irish ophthalmic surgeon,
died 1874) ; Jacob's shell, the scallop-shell Pecten

Jacobseus, the emblem of St. James the Greater,
and worn by pilgrims who had visited his

shrine ; Jacob's stone, a name applied to the

coronation stone of the Scottish kings at Scone,
now in Westminster Abbey, fabled to be the stone
of Jacob's pillow (Gen. xxviii. 1 1) ; Jacob's ulcer,
' a term for Lupus or rodent ulcer of the eye

'

(from
ArthurJacob, above-named). AlsoJACOB'S LADDER,
JACOB'S STAFF.

1841 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 453 'Jacob's Membrane
. . is seen as a flocculent film when the eye is suspended in
water. 1879 HARLAN Eyesight ii. 18 This external layer,
called Jacob's membrane. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760)
III. 212 In the Adriatic are likewise found the species called
Macob's shells, or Pectines. 1637 HEYWOOD RoyalKing \. \.

Wks. 1874 VI. 7 If I survive Englands Inheritance, Or euer
live to sit on "Jacob's Stone.

Jacobean ^xkrfbran), a. (sb^ Also -aean. [f.

late and mod.L. Jacobxus (i. Jacobus: see prec.).]
1. Of or pertaining to the reign or times of James I

of England ; spec, in Arch., a term for the style
which prevailed in England in the early part of the
1 7<h cent., consisting of very late Gothic with a

large admixture of Palladian features; also trans/.
in other arts, as Engraving, etc.

1844 F . A. PALEY Church Restorers 171, I have, seen

Jacobean doors added to ancient churches. 1867 F. G. LEE
1636 <5-

1866 in Ess. Reunion 128 Most of the Jacobean
divines, apparently, could not look beyond the confines of
the English natioa 1874 PARKER Goth. Arc/lit, i. ii. 20
What are called Jacobean Gothic buildings of the time of

James I. are often very good examples of the Perpendicular
style. 1880 WARREN book-plates in. 22 The Jacobean style
was most prevalent on our book-plates about 1730.

2. Of or pertaining to the apostle St. James the

Less or the Epistle written by him.

1883 Pulpit Treas. June 108 The Jacobean definition of

religion must be recovered [Jas. i. 27], 1898 W. S. LILLY
in tyth Cent. Sept. 516 A doctrine in which the Pauline
and Jacobean pronouncements are unobtrusively blended.

b. Jacobean (oijacobsia) lily, a bulbous plant
(Sprekelia formosissima, N.O. Amaryllidaceee),
a native of Mexico, named after St. James.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App., Jacobaea Lily, Amaryllis.

'770-74 A- HUNTER Ceorg. Ess. (1803) III. 125, I have no
where seen it more manifest than in the Jacobean Lily. 1846
J. BAXTER Z.#r. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 119 In the Jacobsean
lily, Linnaeus noticed a drop of transparent liquid protrud-
ingevery morning from the stigma.
B. sb. A statesman or writer of the time of

James I.

1885 Athenaeum 21 Nov. 661/2 Milton's chance of leader-

ship would have been slight if . . the age needed a prosaic
reaction from the extravagances of the Jacobeans.

Jacobian (d^ak^u-bian), a. 1 and sb. Math.

[f. Jacobi, proper name + -AN.]
A. adj. Pertaining to or named after the mathe-

matician K, G. J. Jacobi (1804-51), professor at



JACOBIAN.

Kbnigsberg in Prussia
; discovered, introduced, or

investigated by Jacobi ; as Jacobian ellipsoid of
equilibrium, Jacobianfunction, Jacobian system of
differential eqtiations. B. sb. (short for Jacobian
determinant.} An important functional determi-
nant, named after Jacobi.
Its constituents are the differential coefficients of anynumber of functions (, v, w, ..) with respect to the samenumber of variables (x, y, z, ..); it vanishes when the

functions are connected by any relation of the form
F (u, v, w, . .) = o. It is usually denoted by

d ("< ""' '"' *

1832 SYLVESTER in Camb. t, Dubl. Math. %/$!. \\\
71-2. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 31 Such functional deter-
minants are now more usually known as Jacobians a
designation introduced by Professor Sylvester, who largely
developed their properties, and gave numerous applicationsof them in higher algebra, as also in curves and surfaces
Jacobian (d3ak<?u-bian),a.2 rare. [f. L.Jacob-us+ -IAN : cf. JACOBEAN.] a. Of or pertaining to

the patriarch Jacob, b. = JACOBEAN i.

1865 F. H. LAING in Manning Ess. Relig. $ Lit. I. 208 The^C
7/ / - Pr Per> the genuine Jacobian breed. i88j

Wallenstan in the Drama in Wutm. Rev., Dramatic wor
of the Elizabethan and Jacobian times.

JacoblC (d3ak<7u-bik), a. rare.
[f. 'L. Jacob-us+ -ic.J =JACOBEAN 2.

1871 BOLTON tr. DelitzsMs Comm. Ps. I. 234 The Old''"8'"150115"6551 -- 13 (S M^
Jacobin (d^se-Wbin), st.l and a.l Also 4 -yu6 -yne, 6-9 -ine. [a. F. Jacobin (orig. an adj.,

frerejacobin, i 3th c. in Godef. Compl.\ ad. med.L.
Jacobmus, i. Jacobus : see JACOB.]A. sb. 1. A friar of the order of St. Dominic ;

a Dominican. Also attrib. or as adj.
Originally applied to the French members of the order

from the church of Saint Jacques (S. Jacobus) which was

flltTre'
' and neaf Wh'Ch they bU'" their first convent

'3*S Trental St. Gregory 12 in Aitflia XIII. 303 To
mynour ne to frere Austyn To caryne '[read carme] ne to
Jacobyn. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 258 Frere Hughof Malmcestre was a Jacobyn. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7458Ihow woldest..have sworne..That he, that whilome was
so gaie. And of the daunce lolly Robin, Was tho become
a 'a bln - a I55 freiris Beiivik 29 in Dunbars Poems
286 Iwa of the Jacobyne freiris. 1681 DRYDEN Sp.friar n. n, This jacobin, whom I have sent to, is her
confessor

1758 JORTIN Erasm. I. I3S They behold the
Jacobins fighting for their Thomas. 1818 A. RANKEN
Mist. Prance VI. i. 233 It was a soldier in disguise and not
ajacobmmonk. ^33 ALISON Europe (1847) II. vi. 184 The
club Breton . . established its sitlings in the library of the
Convent of the Jacobins, in ihe Rue St. Honore", which
gave its name, since become imperishable, to the club.
2. A member of a French political club or society

established in 1 789, at Paris, in the old convent of
the Jacobins (sense i), to maintain and propagate
the principles of extreme democracy and absolute
equality.
1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 158 They have, it seems, found out

in the academies of the Palais Royal, and the Jacobins,that certain men had no right to the possessions which
they held. 1794 J. GIFKORD Louis XVI 296 The new
republican clubs, of which the Jacobins became the most
noted. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. vu. iv, Gone are the
Jacobins ; into invisibility ; in a storm of laughter and howls.

b. transf. A sympathizer with the principles of
the Jacobins of the French Revolution ; an extreme
radical in politics or social organization. About
1800, a nickname for any political reformer.
1793 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 200 With the Jacobins I shall

keep no terms. !8i2 T. AMYOT Life Windham in W.'s
Speeches (1812) I. 29 Parties, which . . were branded with
the reproachful titles of '

Alarmists
'

and '

Jacobins '. 1821-
30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. 81 Jacobins . . soon became the
common nickname, .given, nol only to those who had
admired the dawn of the French liberation, but to those
who were known to have any taste for any internal reform.
1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmere 542 'Why am I here?'
the little Jacobin said to herself fiercely as she waltzed.
fig. 1822 BYRON Juan vi. xiii, Consign'd To those sad
hungry jacobins the worms, Who on the very loftiest kings
have dm'd.

B. adj. a. Of or belonging to the Jacobins or
Dominican friars, b. Pertaining to the Jacobins
of the French Revolution

; hence, ultra-democratic.
1795 WINDHAM Sp. 27 Mar., The cry of peace proceededfrom the Jacobin party in this country. 1806 FESSENDEN

Democr. 1.68 [They] swore to have the pure reality, Essence
of Jacobin equality. ^37 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. vu. iv,
Billaud from Ihe Jacobin tribune says, 'The lion is not
dead; he is only sleeping', a 1886 J. KER Led. Hist.
Preach, vm. (r888) 139 They.. gave name to the famous
Jacobin party in the French Revolution, because their
sittings were held in the Jacobine or Dominican monastery.
Hence Ja'cobinly adv.
1848 CRAIG, Jacobinly, after the manner of Jacobins.
t Ja'CObin, sb? and a.1 Obs. Also 6 -yn, 7

-ine. [
= OF. Jacobin, ad. med.L. Jacobmus, f.

Jacobus : see JACOBITE 1.]
a. sb. A member of a Monophysite sect in Syria,

Mesopotamia, etc.
;
= JACOBITE sbl b. adj. Of

or pertaining to this sect.

1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 24 Ther com to vs Jacobyns
and other feynyd Cristen Peple. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord
40 Of all which (with Ihe other smaller parties, as the
Coptics, the Jacobines, &c.) it is hard to say which are the
more ignorant. 1727 A. HAMILTON tfrui Ace. E. faif. I.
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iv. 35 Its present Possessors are Nestorian and JacobinMonks. 1768 HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1809) II. 430 The
Jacobins denied the immaculate conception.
Jacobin ^oe-k^bin), sb? Forms : 7-9 Jaco-
bine, 8- -in. [a. F. Jacobine, fern, of Jacobin
(JACOBIN ii.1 i) ; so called from their cowl or hood.]
1. An artificial breed of the domestic pigeon,

with reversed feathers on the back of the neck,
suggesting a cowl or hood.
1688 R HOLME Armoury n. 244/1 The Jacobines .. or

(-.op Headed Pigeons .. have .. Feathers .. almost like a
Monks-hood. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 218. 1851-61MAYHEW Land. Labourll. 64 His pigeon-cote .. is no longer
stocked with carriers, dragoons, horsemen, jacobins.
^. A humming-bird of the genus Hdiothrix,

having neck-feathers resembling a hood.
J^\Pe""y Cyd' XXV- 272/2 '3th Ra . The Jacobins.
Bill short, straight ; tail ample or graduated,
t 3. A kind of French soup (F. soute a la Jaco-

bine, Littre). Obs.

Che"?
PHILLIPS| yMMne < a k'nd of French Potage with

fJa-coblnei. Obs. rare. [f. JACOB + -INE i.]A descendant of Jacob ; an Israelite.
a 1625 BOYS Wks. (1630) 800 All true beleeuers are the

sons of Jacob,.. and the Church of these true Jacobinesand Israelites are the land of the Lord.

t Ja-cobine'^. Obs. rare.
[f. L. Jacob-us +

-INE 1
.] =JACOBUS.

1612 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (1886) I. 6 Lent
M' leonard chicaester..in gold, a lacobyne xxij.

Jacobinic (djselwbi-nik), a. [f. JACOBIN sbl +
-ic.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of the
French Jacobins ; ultra-democratic.

.fljtt,^
1*' *n Ann, Reg.iu/2 Every method .. that Jaco-

binic invention could suggest, or Jacobinic energy employ.
1802 A. HAMILTON Wks. (i886j VII. 325 To rise to poweron the ladder of Jacobinic principles. 1881 Athemeum
20 Aug. 233/2 Throughout the Jacobinic period the notion
was widely current that as the people was sovereign, anycrowd that might gather in the street, .was sovereign.

Jacobi'nical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AL.] =prec.

1793 MAD. D'ARDLAY Lett, to Dr. Barney ig Feb., Per-
haps all may be Jacobinical malignity. 1821-30 Ln
COCKBURN Mem. i. (1874) 59 Trousers or gaiters .. he de-
scribed as Jacobinical. 1871 MORLEY Crit. Misc. I. 62
Reason like Condorcet's, streaked with Jacobinical fibre.

Hence Jacobi uically adv.
1821 Blackw. Mag. X. 752 Patting them on their heads

(rather jacoblmcally greasy for our taste). 1887 DailyNews 28 June 5/1 The present House of Commons has no
mandate ', as Lord Salisbury Jacobinically calls it, to

coerce Ireland.

Jacobinism (dgce-k^biniz'm). [f. JACOBIN ^.1
+ -ISM.] The doctrine or practice of the French
Jacobins ; ultra-democratic principles.
1793 BURKE Rein. Policy Allies Wks. VII. 122 The true

principles of legitimate government in opposition to jaco-
binism. 1798 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett. ii. in Biog. Lit.
(1882) 262 The whole system of your drama is a moral and
intellectual Jacobinism. 1801 M. CUTLER in Life, etc.
(1888) II. 44 Jefferson's speech, . . a mixed medley of Jaco-
binism, Republicanism, and Federalism. 1821-30 LD. COCK-
BURN Mem. 82 Jacobinism was a term denoting everything
alarming and hateful, and every political objector was a
Jacobin.

b. A Jacobinical trait or notion.
1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmere 510 A solitary eccentric

life . . had developed in him a good many crude Jaco-
binisms.

Jacobinize (dgx'kJbinaiz\ v.
[f. as piec. +

-IZE.] trans. To render Jacobin, to imbue with
revolutionary or ultra-democratic ideas. Hence
J.-vcobiiiiza'tion, the action of Jacobinizmg.
1793 BURKE Rein. Policy Allies Wks. VII. 183, I think no

Country can be aggrandized whilst France is jacobinised
1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Review XXVI. 548 Surely
this author will not admit that a domestic Jacobinizationwas the only defence against foreign subjection. 1836
ARNOLD_ Let. in Stanley Life (1844) II. viii. 6r A most
unprincipled system of agitation, the Tories actually doing
their best to Jacobinize the poor, in the hope of turning an
outbreak against the Whig government to their own
advantage.

Jacobite (dgSS-Wbait), sbl and a.l [ad. med.L.
Jacobita, t.Jacobus : see JACOB and -ITE.] A member
of a Monophysite sect taking its name from Jacobus
Baradsus, of Edessa, who revived, the Eutychian
heresy in the 6th cent. Also attrib., or as adj.'
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) * ' 2I There ben othere that ben

clept Sunenes..thei maken here confessioun right as the
lacobytes don. c 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd.
30/2 lacobyten named also of on ketter lacob. . .These be
kytte and chrystened with a byrnynge yren. 1640 Bp. HALL
Episc.ll. xviii. 194 The Jacobite Christians . . have a Patriarch
of their own. 1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (r66i) 21 The lacc-
bites..mark their children with a hot Iron with the signe
of the Cross, alluding to the words of Saint lohn, He shall
baptize you with the holy Ghost and with fire. 1867
E. B. ELLIOTT Mem. Ld. Haddo xv. (1868) 252 Egyptian
Christians of the Eutychian or Jacobite persuasion.
t Ja'Cobite, si.* Obs. [ad. raed.L.Jacol/ita, {.

Jacobus: see -ITE.] = JACOBIN si>. 1 i.

c 1550 BALE K. Johan iCamden) 18 Jacobytes, Mynors,
Whyght Carmes, and Augustynis. 1614 SELDEN Titles
Hon. 174 In a Monasterie of the lacobits at Paris . . the
Epitaph, of Humbert is thus conceiued. 1818 A. RANKEN
Hist. France IV. iv. 317 They granted .. to the Dominicans
or Jacobites certain rights.

t Ja'Cobite, sb? Obs. [f. JACOB + -ITE.] A

JACOB'S LADDER.
descendant of Jacob, an Israelite ; also applied to
the 1 7th c. Puritan refugees. (See N. & Q. qth
ser. III. 323.)
iSsftSirf. Gorges' Amer. painted to the Life \. xxiii. 46

Taccobbites. Itid. HI. ii. 200 Hearing that prophane Esau
had mustered up all the bands, .to come against his brother
Jacob, these wandering race of Jacobites deemed it now
high time to implore the Lord.

Jacobite (dsarWbait), s6.* and 0.2
[f. L.

Jacob-us James (see JACOB) + -ITE.]
A. sb. An adherent of James II of England after

his abdication, or of his son the Pretender ; a parti-
san or supporter of the Stuarts after the Revolution
of 1688.

1689 E. BOHUN (title) The Doctrine of Passive Obedience,nd Non-Resistance, no way concerned in the Controversies

Patriot. (1749) 169 Every Jacobite at this time .. is
a rebel to the constitution under which he is born. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xxix, The sanguine Jacobites, during the
eventful years 1745-6, kept up the spirits of their party by
the rumour of descents from France.
B. adj. f 1. Pertaining to James I of England ;

in Jacobite piece= JACOBUS. Obs.
1611 in Crt. tf Times Jas. / (1849) I- M7 There is speech

of finding some little remedy, by raising gold,.. the angeland sovereign to eleven shillings, and the Jacobite piece to
two and twenty.
2. Of or pertaining to the adherents of James II

and his family : see A.

Westminster Abbey a wreath with the following inscription
In memory of the martyrdom of Mary . . from the Legiti-

mist Jacobite League '.

Hence Ja'cobitely adv.
1706 HEARNE Collect. 7 May (O. H. S.) I. 241 He was.,

look d upon as Jacobitely inclin'd.

Jacobi'tic, a. rare ". next.
1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. Also in mod. Diets.

Jacobitical (dgoekcbi-tikal), a. [f. JACOBITE sb.*
+ -ICAL.] Pertaining to the Jacobites or adherents
of the Stuarts ; holding Jacobite principles.

carried home drunk]. 1814 SCOTT Wav. v, A few songs,
amatory and Jacobitical. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi.
IV. 685 Of all the counties of England Lancashire was the
most Jacobitical.

Hence Jacobi'tically adv.
1855 in HYDE CLARKE Eng. Diet. Also in mod. Diets.

Ja'CObitish, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -1SH.]
=

prec. adj. Hence Ja'cobitishly adv.
1703 Moderation a. Virtue 35 Her Jacobitish false Brethren.

1846 MACFARLANE Cab. Hist. Eng. XV. 126 The .. Earl of
Clarendon, with a '

Jacobitish secretary ', was sent in his
stead. 1883 OMOND Ld. Advoc. Scot. II. 47 Lawyers in
Scotland being Jacobitishly inclined.

Jacobitism (^djos-k^baitiz'm). [See -ISM.]
1. The principles of the Jacobites or adherents of

James II and his family ; adherence to or sympathy
with the Stuart cause.

1700 WAGSTAFF (title) The Present State of Jacohitism in

England. 1707 HEARNE Colled. 23 Dec. (O. H. S.) II. 82
His charging y= University, .w" Jacobitism. 1814 SCOTT
Wav. v, Sir Everard's Jacobitism had been gradually decay-
ing. 1839 LD. BROUGHAM Statesm. Geo. Ill (L.), Since
Jacobitism and divine right were exploded.
2. The doctrines of the Jacobite sect of Christians.
1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 17 Abulfaraj ..

son of a Jewish physician, who had embraced Jacobitism.
Jacobsite (d^-kabzait). Min. [f.Jakobsberg,

place-name + -ITE.] An oxide of iron and man-
ganese, belonging to the spinel group, found at

Jakobsberg in Sweden.
1869 Latest News 17 Oct., Jacobsite is a new mineral

described before the French Academy of Sciences by
M. Damour. 1872 DANA Min. App. i. 8 Jacobsite . . does
not lose weight when ignited.

Ja'COb'S la'dder. Also (in sense 2) Jacob-
ladder. [In reference to Gen. xxviii. 12.]
1. A common garden plant, rarely found wild in

Britain {Polemonium cxruleuni) having corymbs of
blue (or white) flowers ; so called from the ladder-
like appearance of its closely pinnate leaves.

Popularly
or locally applied also to Solomon's Seal, and

various other plants.

1733 MILLER Card. Did., Polemonium . . Greek Valerian,
or Jacob's Ladder. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 189
Greek Valerian or Jacob's Ladder. 1883 Garden 3 June
380/2 Awhile Jacob's-ladder. .with purple throat, .. a very
delicate flower.

2. Naut. A rope ladder with wooden steps for

ascending the rigging from the deck.
1840 MARRYAT Poor jack xxviii, The youngster runs to
k Q ;.,,-~U 1JJ _f .L_ ._

'
. r.f TT e.

lanyards. 1898 Daily News 9 May 6/4 One [gun] cut the
Jacob's ladder of the Vicksburg adrift.



JACOB'S STAFF.

S. In fig. allusions to Gen. xxviii. 12.

1831 CARLVLE Sari. Res, u. v, Like mysterious priestesses,
in whose hand was the invisible Jacob's-ladder, whereby
man might mount into very heaven. 1890 L. C. D'OYLE
Notches 88 It seemed to climb the very edge of the gray
bank of clouds, .. a veritable Jacob's Ladder, stretching

away into the heavens,, .meet for angels' feet to tread.

4. A frequent local name or nickname of a high
and steep flight of steps.
c 1895 Proposals to do away with the bridge over the

steps,
with an average slope of 39 degrees to the vertical.

Jacob's membrane, shell, etc. : see JACOB 3.

Jacob's Staff. [In sense I, from St. James
{Jacobus), whose symbols in religious art are a

pilgrim's staff and a scallop shell. In the other
senses the name is app. more or less fanciful.]
1 1. A pilgrim's staff. Obs.
Sometimes perhaps with a reference to Gen. xxxii. Jo.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII/, 10 Like two pilgrems
from sainct lames, . . with palmers hattes on their helmettes,
wyth long Jacobs staves in their handes. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. I. vi. 35 I [i his hand a lacobs staffe, to stay His weary
limbs upon. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., "Jacobs Staff, a Pilgrims
staff, so called from those who .. go on pilgrimage to the city
of S 1 Jago, or S* James Compostella in Spain.
2. a. An instrument formerly used for taking

the altitude of the sun ; a cross-staff, b. An
instrument for measuring distances and heights,

consisting of a square rod about three feet in

length with a cursor which slips on the staff, o.

A straight rod shod with pointed iron, and having
a socket-joint at the summit for supporting a sur-

veyor's circumferentor instead of a tripod. (In
mod. Diets.)

'559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 106 The Astrono-
mers staffe, also called lacobes staffe. 1613 M. RIDLEY
Magn. Bodies 105 Having a lacobs-staffe at sea and a
quadrant at land take the altitude of the Sunne. 1777 HOOLE
Comenius' Vis. World(f&. 12) 129 A geometrician measureth
the height of a tower, or the distance of places either with
a quadrant or a Jacob's-staff. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
ok., Jacob's Staff, or Cross-staff", a mathematical instru-
ment to take altitudes, consisting of a brass circle, divided
into four equal parts by two lines cutting each other in the
centre ; at each extremity of either line is fixed a sight per-
pendicularly over the lines. .The cross is mounted on a staff
or stand for use.

fig. a 1613 OVERBURYA Wife (1638) 132 He . . dares beleeve
nothing abovej4ri>>K mobile, for 'tis out of the reach of
his Jacobs staffe. a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. 16 Erecting
a Jacob s Staff to take the Altitude of these wise Doings.
f3. A staff containing a concealed sword or

dagger. Obs.

1596 THOMAS tat. Diet., Dolo, a great sparre or staffe
with a small head of iron and a sword within it : a lacobs
staffe. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. xiii. 159 Found there were
likewise twaine . . with a staffe having a blade in it [dolone]
(margin Some cal this a lacobs-staffe) and a Hunters
wood-knife waiting for him. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.
4. A plant, the Great Mullein or Aaron's Hod.
1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Jacob's Staff, Ver-

oascum Thapsus.

Jacobus (dsakou-btfs). PI. -uses, (7 -us, 7-8
-usses, -us's). [a. L. Jacobus James : see JACOB.]The current (but not

official) name of an English
gold coin, struck in the reign of James I.

Originally issued in 1603, under the name of the Sovereignand current for 201. In 1604 there was a second issue known
as the Unite, which being A lighter, the value of tlie

Sovereign rose to 22.1. In 1612 the current value of the
Unite was raised by statute to 221., and the earlier piece
rose to 24*.
1612 in Crt. f, Times "Jos. I (1849) I. 197 The prince

having entreated him to provide him 1000, in so many
Jacobin pieces. 01618 RALEIGH Obs. in Rent. (1661) 200
Ihe English lacobus goeth for three and twenty shillings in

Merchandizing. 1678 MARVELL Let. to Mayor of Hull
Wks. 1776 I. 3461he Jacobus's cost twenty three and eight-
pence a piece. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison ( I7 8i) II xx

Jacobv (djae-kobi). An anglicized form of F.
jacobie, L. Jacobxa (Sctucio Jacobxa, Ragwort),
applied to the Purple Ragwort (S. elegant], also
called PurpleJacobsa, from theCape ofGood Hope.
Jacol, obs. form of JACKAL.
Jacolatt, -let, obs. forms of CHOCOLATE.
Jaconet (djoe-Wnit). Forms : 8 jaconot

jaekonet, 9 jaeconot, -et (jacounet, -onite)
[Corruption of Urdu Jaganndthi, from Jaganndth
(Juggernaut) * Jaganndthpftrl in Cuttack, where
prig, manufactured.] A cotton fabric originally

I from India, but now manufactured in
England. The application of the name has nnder-

ne change; in the trade it now means ' A plain
>tton cloth of medium thickness or weight, lighter
<""} "Girting, and heavier than a mull'.

Jaconof MUSH'''"''''?";
" ? V ' 3/3' 26 DoMn Book an<1

Cams >;A / o""
u"~r V*wns - XDO <; SIMEON in W.

xUrate enquiry ex.su for mulls, jacconets, and
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! Jacou nee, jagou-nce. Obs. Also 5 ia-

conct. [a. (JV.jacunce (Roland, ilthc.),/HIMf
(Rom. Rose) : pop. L. type iacunti-us for *Aia-

cynti-us, in cl. ^.hyacinthitis (sc. lapis), adj. from

hyacinthus. \i\fajacoitct cl.jacinct,jacynct under

JACINTH.] The jacinth or hyacinth (precious stone).
'taiy66 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1117 Rubyes there were,

saphires, iagounces [Fr. Rubis i ot, saphirs, iajfonces], And
emeraudes, more than two ounces, f4x400 LVDG. Chorle
Ar Byrde (Roxb.) 12 Ther is a stone whiche callid is a
lagounce. .Whiche offyn gold peyseth an once. ?cx4oo
SEsop's Fab. \. 54 Hid in the dunghill he founde a laconct

[editorJaconet, v.r. iacynct J stone. Ibid. 99 The best laconct
in Ethiope is founde. (11520 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 365
More precious then the ryche lacounce.

Jacquard (d^akaud, dgse-kaad). The surname
of Joseph Marie Jacquard of Lyons, who, at the

beginning of the ipth c., invented an apparatus to
facilitate the weaving of figured fabrics in the loom,
superseding the ruder heddle or heald appliance
previously used. Hence many attrib. uses and
combinations, asJacquard apparatus, attachment,
engine, machine, mechanism, applied to this appa-
ratus; also Jaeciuard loom, a loom fitted with
this apparatus, for the weaving of figured fabrics ;

Jacquardfabric, muslin, stripes, etc., those woven
or produced on the Jacquard loom

; Jacquard-
figured adj., -weaving, etc. b. Msoellipt.zs si.=
Jacquard apparatus, etc.

1841 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 828 The draw-loom has of
late years been to a considerable extent superseded by the
Jacquard engine. 18428. C. HALL Ireland \\. Donate, The
Jacquard machine, introduced a few years ago by some of
the leading manufacturers. ib+iPennyCycl. XXVII. 178/2
The Jacquard apparatus was first intended for and applied to

silk-weaving. _i8si Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 482 A new

JACULATOR.

jacquard, needle work spots. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
Loom-card, a pierced pattern-card for Jacquard weaving.
1890 Cent. Diet. s. v. Loom, The Jacquard attachment is a
device for forming sheds or openings for the passage of the
shuttle between the warp-threads. 1897 Sketch. 26 May
181/1 The application of a Jacquard to looms, lace and
hosiery machines. Ibid. 181/2 Deteriorations are impossible
with the Jacquard.

II Jacquerie (jak^rr). Also anglicized, 6-9
-ery. [F., in OF. jaquerie, peasants or villeins

collectively, spec, as in Eng.; i.Jacques James, old
term for a French villein or peasant : cf. JACK *<M]
Hist. The revolt of the villeins or peasants of
northern France against the nobles in 1357-8;
hence, Any rising of the peasantry.
'5*3 LD. KERttERsFrotss. I. clxxxii. 217 They called hym

kyng laques Goodman, and so therby they were called
companyons of the laquery. 1548 THOMAS in Strype Keel.
Mem.

(1721) II. App. 65 The Jaquerie that sprang in
Beauvoisine and other countries of France, in the year 1358.
1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 219 That furious insur-
rection ofthe common people in France called the Jacquerie.
1889 Spectator 8 Apr. 457 There is too much reason to
believe that in many districts of Ireland the anti-landlord
agitation, .has changed an agrarian movement into a true
jacquerie. 1892 Rctiitw ofRev. 15 Jan. 17/1 In Russia . .

villages scattered here and there in the midst of great
steppes do not afford material even for successful jacquery.
Jacques, obs. form of JAKES.
Jactance (d.^as'ktans).- rare. [a. F. jactance

(i3th c. in Godef. Compf.), ad. L. jactdntia, f.

jactaniem, pr. pple. oijactare ; see JACTATION and
-ANCE.] Boasting; vainglorious speaking.
1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (1495) 4 Vayn glory or iactaunce.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men II. v. (W. de W. 1506) 95 It is arro-
gance, iactans, & ypocrysye. 1516 Pilgr. Perjf. (W. de W.
1531) 92 lactance is, whan a man sercheth for the prayse or
laude of other, bostyng hym selfe of ony euyll dede. 1828
[J. R. BEST] Italy 163 Let there be no jactance in an epitaph.
1885 Edin. Rfu. Apr. 550 She even asks, with a little un-
necessary jactance,

'

Don't you imagine [etc.] '.

Jactancy (d^arktansi). [ad. L. jactanfia : see

laudation. 1884 SIR S. ST. JOHN Hayti ii. 51 Rigaud had,
. . with his usual jactancy, marched on Port-au-Prince to

expel the English.

Ja'ctant, a. rare. fad. \<. jactant-em, pr. pple.
oijactare : see next.] Boasting, boastful.
1839 Taits Mag. VI. 353 The jactant self-importance

assumed by the cock-pigeon of the dove-cote.

Jactation (dgsekt^-Jan). [ad. 'L. jactation-em,
n. of action immjactdre to throw, toss about, dis-

cuss, boast of, reft. to talk boastfully, make an
ostentatious display, freq. of jacere to throw; cf.

. jactation (Cotgr.).]
1. A tossing or swinging of the body to and fro

;

spec, in Path. = JACTITATION 2.

EMPLE Kss., Health Wks. 1731 I. 282 Jactations
.. help or occasion Sleep, as we find by the common Use and
Experience of rocking froward Children in Cradles, or
dandling them in their Nurses Arms. 1751 Dr. LAVINGTON
Knthus. Metlwdists (1754) II. iii. 96 Various Tumults of
Mind, and Jactations of Body. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Jactation. Same as Jactitation.
2. Boasting, bragging, ostentatious display.
iS7 WOOI.TO* Chr. Manual (Parker Soc.) 91 If we use

them with excess, filthy pleasure, vain jactation . . we abuse

of gentility. 1886 SAINTSBURY in Macm. 'Mag. July 171
The tedious burlesque, the more tedious jactation which
disfigure his work.

fJacta-tor. Obs. rare-". [a. L. jactator,
agent-n. tiorajactdre : see prec.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Jactator, a cracker or boaster.

1721 BAILEY, Jactator, a Boaster or Bragger.
Ja'Ctitate, v. rare.

[f. ppl. stem of L.yac/V<i/- :

see next.] intr. To toss restlessly about : see

JACTITATION 2. Hence Ja-ctitating ///. a.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 150 The stertor,
the insensibility, and the jactitating struggle of the limbs,
form a picture of agony.
Jactitation (dg^ktit/'-Jan). [ad. med.L.jacti-

tation-em (in Canon Law) a false declaration tend-

ing to some one's detriment, n. of action f. "L.jacti-
tare, in sense 'to throw out publicly, to utter',

freq. oijactare : see JACTATION. The senses follow
or are influenced by 'L.jactatio. So in F. (Littr<5).]
1. Public or open declaration, esp. of a boastful

sort ; ostentatious affirmation
; boasting, bragging.

l63* H'gb Commission Cases (Camden) 304 This jactitation
or glonacion of adultery is as much as a confession of the
fact. i6s

"

nencetorwara to desist trom any jactitation of Dunstan s

Corpse. 1766 J. IBBETSON Plea Subscr. 39 Art. (T. Suppl.),
Shall the jactitation of his friends be instead of a public
revocation on his own part? [1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 684
What Jo_hnson would call his perpetual 'jactitation' about
the infinite wealth of the Indus.]

b. Law. Jactitation of Marriage: see quots.

Jactitation,
brought by the Hon. Thomas Harvey against

is lady, after a cohabitation of eighteen years. 1883
Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7) 432/1 The suit of jactitation
of marriage . . which is not known to modern practice, may
still be brought in the Divorce Court by the express terms
of 20 and 21 Viet. c. 85, s. 6, when a person falsely boasts
that he or she is married to another whereby a reputation of
their marriage may ensue. The party injured sues for the

purpose of having perpetual silence enjoined upon the un-
justifiable boaster. 1802 Daily News 12 July 2/4 The case
of '

Thompson v. Rourke '
. . is a suit marked '

Jactitation ',

and is of a very novel character, it being thirty years since
such a case was before the Court.
2. Path. A restless tossing of the body: a symptom

of distress in severe diseases, b. A twitching or
convulsive movement of a limb or muscle.
1665 HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 3 A perpetual resiles-

ness, with anguishing jactitations, or throwing ones self
from one

part
of the bed to the other. 1809 Med. Jra!.

XXI. 115 Voice querulous with constant moaning; jactita-
tion; pulse ..feeble. 1844 B. G. BABINGTON tr. Hecker's
Epidemics Mid. Ages (Syd. Soc.) 318 An insufferable itching
came on over the whole body, accompanied by distressing
jactitation. 1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Med. 426 There may
be jactitation of the extremities.

t 3. Discussion ; bandying to and fro. Obs.
1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxix, After much dispas-

sionate enquiry and jactitation of the arguments on all sides,
. .it has been adjudged for the negative.

t Ja cture. Obs. [ad. L. jactiira loss, detri-

ment, f. ppl. stem of jactre to throw, throw away ;

see-UBE. So OF. /<&/ (1306 in Godef.).] Loss,
injury, detriment.

1515 HEN. VIII Let. to Ponynges 22 July, Which iacture

wronge, and prejudice we cannot ne woll suffre to passe.
1563-87 Fox *.A.t, jW. (1596)004/1 To repaire the piteous
iacture and decay, that the church and sea Apostolick hath

so_ long suffered. 1657 TOMLINSON Kenan's Disp. 666 Oyl
will endure a whole dayes coction without sensible jacture.
t Ja-culable, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. "L.jaculd-

bil-is, i. jacula-ri : see next.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., yac-ulable, fit to be thrown, that

may be cast or darted. 1721 in BAILEY.

Jaculate(d.3arkial<r't),. rare. [i.'L.jaculat-,

ppl. stem of jaculdri to dart, hurl, f. jaculum a

dart, i. jacere to throw.] a. trans. To dart, hurl.

b. intr. (for reft.} To dart forward.

1623 COCKERAM, laculate, to dart. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 20 They know accurately how to jacuhue their Darts
of blacke Ebony. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life i. (1861) 27 Do
you suppose, he can be estimated by his weight in pounds,
. .this reaching, radiating, jaculating fellow?

Jacnlation (djoeki/a^'-Jan). rare. [ad. L.

jaculation-em, n. of action from jaculart: see

prec. Cf. f.jaculation (ifith c.).] The action of

darting, hurling, or throwing ; a hurl, a throw.
1608 j. KING Serm. 5 Nov. 20 It was well and strongly

strung with 36 barrels of gunpowder . . for the more uiolent

iaculation, uibration, and speed of the arrows. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vi. 665 Hills.. encounterd Hills Hurl'd to and fro with

jaculation dire. 1837 Blaclrw. Mag. XLII. 543/1 As far as
one could cast a lance, at one or three successive jacutations.

Jaculator (dzjae-kirfle'ta.!). [a. L. jacttlator,

agent-n. from jaculart to JACULATE : cf. F. jactt-
lateur (i6th c. in Godef.).]
1. One who throws or hurls ; a thrower of the

dart or javelin, rare.

1796 Mod. GulliverYref. 4 The serpent would, .have spent
its venom on the breast of the . . malicious jaculator. 1804
T. TAYLOR Plato's W^ks. V. 136 This same mean person, like

a skilful jaculator. will hurl n sentence worthy of attention.

2. A fish (Toxotes jcuuiator which has the



JAOTJLATORIAL.

power of shooting a drop of water at insects that
come near it; = ARCHER 5. Also jaculatorfish.
1763 SCHLOSSER in Phil. Trans. LI V. 89 Governor Hommel

gives the following account of the Jaculator or shooting fish

1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 220. i&yj Alden's Juvenile Gem
(N. Y.) Mar. 79/1 The jaculator fish, ..in the lakes of Java,
uses its mouth as a squirtgun and is a good marksman.

Jaculatcvrial, a. rare.
[f. as next + -AL.]

Having the faculty of darting.
1856-8 W. CLARK Van der Hoei'en's Zool. II. 456 Sagitti-

lingiies, . .Tongue jaculatorial.

Jaculatory (dgEe-kirfl/tari), a. rare. [ad. late
L. jaculdtori-us, f. ppl. stem of jocular-i to dart,
throw, JACULATE: cf. F'. jaculatoire (i6-i7thc. in
Godef. Compl.).] Pertaining to throwing or dart-

ing ; that is thrown or darted.
1616 liuLLOKAR, laculatory, that which is suddenly cast

from one, like a dart. I795-* T. MAURICE Hindostan (1819)
III. v. iv. 242 The foe . . having formed no conception of the
jaculatory strength of those engines, . .retired in confusion,

t b. Jaculatory prayer, a short prayer
'

darted

up
'

to God (L. preces jaculatarise (Jerome) ; F.
oraison jaculatoire). Obs. Cf. EJACULATORY 3.
1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU Immed. Addr. 34. 1626 T. H[AWKINS]

Caussins Holy Crt. 333 Learne a little to talke with God by
laculatory prayers. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. n. Disc,
xi. 150 We may be very much helped byiaculatory prayers
and short breathings.

t Ja'Cule. Obs. rare. [ad. L.jacutus a darting
serpent, f. jaclre to throw. Cf. OV.jacule a dart.]A serpent that darts on its prey.
[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. ix. (Bodl. MS.), pe

serpent b 1 hat faculus fleeb as a darte . . and jif he meteb
wi|> any beeste he broweb hym silfe bere vpon and slee|> it.]

1572 BOSSEWELL Annorie II. 62 b, N. beareth Azure, a lacule
d'Argent. [1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 106 The manner
of progression in the swiftest serpent we know, which is the
jaculus.is by instantly coiling itself upon its tail and darting
from thence to its full extent.]

Jaculi-ferous, a. [f. L. jacul-um dart + -fer-

bearing + -ous.] (See qnot.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Jaculiferns, having prickles, or

spine-like darts, as those seen on the flanks of the Diodon \

jaculiferous. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Jad (dgxd), sb. local. [Origin unknown : cf.

Jen.] In the Bath-stone quarries :

' A long deep
holing or cutting made for the purpose of detaching
large blocks of stone from their natural beds'

(Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, 1883). Hence Jad v.

trans., to form a jad in; Ja'dder, a stone-cutter

(Halliw. 1847-78); Jaddinsr vbl. sb., also
attrib.

1871 MORGANS Mining Tools 148 The '

jadding pick
'

. .

serves for cutting in long and deep holings, juds, or 'jads ',

for the purpose of detaching large blocks of stone from their
natural beds. Ibid. 153 When the face of any heading from
which the stone is to be worked away has been properly
jadded under the roof, the side saw-cuts are proceeded with.

Jad, obs. variant of JADE sl>.^ and .

Jade (d.^'d), rf.l Also Sc. 8 jad, 9 jaud. [Of
unknown origin ; often assumed to be a doublet of
YAUD (IcA.jalda mare), but app. without reason.]
1. A contemptuous name for a horse

;
a horse of

inferior breed, e.g. a cart- or draught-horse as

opposed to a riding horse
;
a roadster, a hack

; a

sorry, ill-conditioned, wearied, or worn-out horse
;

a vicious, worthless, ill-tempered horse; rarely
applied to a donkey.
c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. Prol. 46 Be blithe though thou

ryde vp-on a lade. What thogh thyn hors be bothe foule
and lene. 1530 PALSGR. 233^2 lade a dull horse, galier.
1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. lArb.) 79 When horsecorsers

beguile no friends with lades. 1389 Puppe TO. Hatchet
(1844) 35 If like a restie lade thou wilt take the bitt in thy
mouth, and then runne ouer hedge and ditch, thou shalt be
broken. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa II. 309 You are much
deceived . . that thinke mine asse to be dead : for the hungrie
iade knowing his masters necessity hath wrought this

sleight. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. vii. (1628) 205 Not fit

for Gentlemens horses, but for Carters iades. 1666 CHAS. II
in Julia Cartwright Henrietta ofOrleans (1894) 237, 1 shall
have much ado to mounte my selfe with so much as jades
for this summer's hunting, a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) II.

495 The swiftest Race-horse will not perform a long Journey
so well as a sturdy dull Jade. 1709 POPE Kss. Crit. 604
False steps but help them to renew the race, As, after

stumbling, Jades will mend their pace. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
i, The expected vehicle, pressing forward with all the des-

patch to which the broken-winded jades that drew it could
possibly be urged. 1819 L. HUNT Indicator No. u (1822)
I. 82 He palmed upon the owners a sorry jade of an ass.

b. Sometimes used without depreciatory sense,

playfully, or in generalized sense :
= Horse.

'553 BALE Vocacyon in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I. 362 The
Kearnes, the Galloglasses, and the other brechelesse soul-

diers, with horses and their horse gromes, sum time iij

waitinge vpon one jade. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr.
xvi. viii. (1886) 408 You shall not heare a butcher or a
horsse-courser cheapen a bullocke or a jade. 1602 MARSTON
Antonio's Rev. in. i. Wks. 1856 I. 104 The black jades of
swart night trot foggy rings Bout heavens browe. 1653 H.
MORE Antid. Ath. in. ix. (1712! 118 Cantius his Horse ..

(which was a lusty-bodied Jade), a 1825 FORBY I^oc. E,
Anglia, Jade, a horse. We do not always use it in a con-

temptuous sense, as it is in general use. . . A clown will '

somtimes call a fine hunter ' a brave jade '. Cart horses i

are very commonly called so, though they be by no means
despicable. Nay, even fine teams of Suffolk punches.

C. In figurative applications.

543

a 1577 GASCOIGNE Weedcs ii. Compl. Green Knt., And bad
Repentance holds the reines, to rule the brainsicke iade.
1583 HOLDING Calvin on Deut. iii. 17 They play the ouer-
pampered lades which fall to kicking against their maisters
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i. i. 145 You alwaies end with
lades tncke. 1637 H. CROWCH Welsh Trav. 8 Fortune ofte
plaies the Jade. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man i. i, Tha
same Philosophy is a good horse in the stable, but an erran
jade on a journey.
2. A term of reprobation applied to a woman

Also used playfully, like hussy or minx.
1560 Nice Wanton in Ha/1. Dodsley II. 179 Such a jadishe is, and so curst a quean, She would out-scold the devil'

dame I ween. 1584 R. W[ARDE] Three Ladies Land, i

HU, VI. 257 When I could not thrive by all other trades, 1
became a squire to wait upon jades. 1590 SPENSER f. Q
ii. xi. 31 The Squyre . . Snatcht first the one, and then the
other Iade [the hags Impotence and Impatience]. 166!
PEPYS Diary 14 Jan., [M"J Pierce says she [Miss Davis] i

a most homely jade as ever she saw. 1711 ADDISON SptctNo. 130 f i You see now and then some handsome young

31- j-ct. in jritiu. i/ st rviay s ijiary 27 Apr., Sarah Marl
borough, . .though much of the jade, had undoubtedly very
strong parts. 1786 BURNS Ordination iv, How. .Zipporah
the scauldin jad, Was like a bluidy tiger. 1790 Tarn o
Shanter 182 A souple jade she was, and strang. 1812
CRABBE Tales xiii. 246 A lying, prying, jilting, thievish
jade. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. x, Are ye at it again
wr the siller, ye jaud? 1849 SAXK Poems, Times 73 A
laughing Jade, of not ungentle mold. 1883 Times i Jan
4/2 A procession ofscamps and jades, who inarched through
Paris wearing in mockery vestments robbed from the
churches.

b. Applied to Fortune, Nature, etc. personified
1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (1596) 218 These

crie out vpon fortune, and call her blind buzzard, and iade.

1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Loyal Odes vi. ii, But error,
what a meretricious jade. 1807 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824!
123 Confound the Jade, . . what a pity nature had not been ol

the masculine instead of the feminine gender. 1812 H. & J.
SMITH Horace in Land. 119 When Fortune, fickle jade's
unkind. 1871 C, GIBBON Lack of Gold xiii, Poverty is a
stern jade to fight.

C. Rarely applied to a man: usually in some
figure drawn from sense I.

1396 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. i. ii. 249 Gre. What, this Gentle-
man will out-talke vs all. Luc. Sir giue him head, I know
hee'l proue a Iade. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv.

Decay 893 A iolly Prater, but a Iade to doe. 1616 S. WARD
Coalefrom Altar (1627) 49.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1599 MARSTON Sco. Yillanie n. Proem. 193 Though roguie

thoughts do force some iade-iike moile. 1752 FIELDING
Amelia I. v, Had not Fortune played one of her jade tricks.

Hence Ja deship, the personality of a jade ;

Ja dery, behaviour characteristic of a jade.
1612 Two Noble K. v. iv. [vi.], The hot horse . . seekes all

foule meanes Of boystrous and rough ladrie to dis-seate
His Lord. 1621 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Taylors Motto
Wks. (1630) n. 44/1 Marry gep With a horse night-cap doth
your ladeship skip? Although you kicke. .and spurn, Yet
all your Colts-tricks will not serue your turn.

Jade (d.^'d), sb. 2 Also 8 jadde, 9 jad. [
= F.

lejade (1667 in Hatz.-Darm.), for Vejade (Voiture,
l633) = It. iada (Florio, 1598), ad. Sp. ijada in

piedra de ijada or yjada (Monardes, 1569), lit.
'
colic stone ', f. ijada, yjada,

' the small ribs, the

collike, the flanke
'

(Minsheu) ; cf. the synonym
NEPHRITE, f. Gr. vitppoi kidneys, reins.
The transformation of F. I'ejade fern, into le jade masc.

was an error made when the word was as yet unfamiliar :

see Athenseum, 20 Oct. 1900.]
1. A name given to two distinct minerals which

from their hardness have been used for implements
and ornaments, a. Nephrite, a silicate of lime and

magnesia, a hard, translucent stone, in colour light

green, bluish, or whitish; b. Jadeite, a silicate of
sodium and aluminium, closely resembling nephrite
in appearance. Sometimes also applied to SAUS-
SURITE. Oceanic, Orientaljade (see quot. 1881).
[1569 MONARDES Cosas de las Indias, (heading") De la

Piedra de la Yj
'

\. Ibid., Tiene esta piedra por propriedad
oculta,..de preservar que no caygan en el dolor de la

Yjada. 1595 RALEIGH Discov. Guiana 24 Akinde of greene
stones, which the Spaniards call Piedras Hijadas, and we
vse for spleene stones. 1598 FLORIO, Iada, a kmde ofprecious
stone like an emerauld. 1633 VOITURE Wks., Let. to Mdle.
Paulet (1665) 47 Ainsi pour ce coup, 1'Ejade a eu pour vous
vn effet que vous n'attendiez pas d'elle.J 1657 J. D[AVIES] tr.

Voiture's Lett. xxiv. 37 So that for this time, L'Ejade hath
had for you an effect which you expected not from it. Ibid.
xiii. 79, 1 perceive there must be found out for me some more
substantial remedies than the Ejade [mispr. Ejacle].
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Jade, a greenish stone, bordering

on olive colour, much esteemed for its hardness. . . This stone

applied to the reins is said to be a preservative from the
nephritic colic. 1751 SIR J. HILL Materia Med. (JJ, The
jade is a species of the jasper, and of extreme hardness . .

it takes a very elegant polish. It is used by the Turks
for handles of sabres. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World
I. 161 A piece of green nephritic stone, or jadde. 1823
RUTTEH Fonthill 51 A sceptre of jad, brought from China.
1863 LYELL Antiq. Alan 20 Here, also .. hatchets and
wedges ofjade have been observed. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5)

293 Jadeite is one of the kinds of pale stones used in
China for making ornaments, and passing under the general
name of jade or nephrite. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 6
A third mineral, originally described by H. B. de Saussure
as a jade, was termed Saussurite by T. de Saussure : this
was ttiejade tenace of Haiiy and the early French mineralo-

gists. 1881 F. W. RUDLER in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 540/1
Under the name of '

oceanic jade ', M . Damour has described

JADE-STONE.
a fibrous variety found in New Caledonia and in the Mar-
quesas Islands . . differing from ordinary nephrite in the pro-
portion oflime and magnesia which it contains. Ibid. 540/2
If this oceanic jade be recognized as a distinct variety, the
ordinary nephrite may be distinguished as '

oriental jade '.

2. a. attrib. (as a material of ornaments and
implements, especially of prehistoric times).
i8s LUBBOCK Preh. Times (1869) 155 A square chamber, in

which were eleven beautiful jade celts. 1875 Ure's Diet.
Arts III. 7 The so-called jade pebbles of lona are nothingmore than serpentinous marble. 1880 OUIDA Moths II. 92She sent a malachite cabinet and some grand jade vases
1881 Nature 20 Oct. 599/1 This is the first find of jade
implements in graves in Russia. 1881 F. W. RUDLER in
Encycl. Brit. XIII. 540/2 Jade celts have been found by
Dr. Schhemann among the relics of the oldest of the cities
at Hissarhk.

b. Comb., as jade-carver, -quarry ; Jade-green
adj. Also JADE-STONE.
1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 7 The jade-quarries on the

Kara-kash River have been visited and described by
Dr. Cayley. 1880 Daily Tel. 18 Sept., The rarest hand'-

^ ,, /, ,
Jeweller .

the jade-carver. 1892 R. KIPLING in
fall Mall G. 24 Mar. 3/2 1 he jade-green rivers with the
oily swirls in them that run through the bush.

Jade (d3<?'d), v. [f. JADE .r<M]
1. treats. To make a jade of (a horse) ; to exhaust

or wear out by driving or working hard
; to fatigue,

weary, tire.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. f, Cl. in. i. 34 The nere-yet beaten
Horse of Parthia, We haue iaded out o' th' Field. 1615G. SANDYS Trail. 64 Horses, which are heautiiull to the
eye, . . but quickly iaded if held to a good round trot 1708
MILLER in Nicolas Nelson's Disp. (1846) VII. p. clvii, My
people were so extremely jaded, that, as soon as they had
hove our sheet anchor up they dropped under the capstan-
bars, and were asleep in a moment. 1837 J. E. MURRAY
Summer in Pyrenees I. 306 Our horses were jaded per-
fectly 'done up'. 1837 RUSKIN ArrtmisofChace (1880) I.

43 Contemplation of works of art without understandingthem jades the faculties and enslaves the intelligence.
2. intr. To become tired or worn out

;
to grow

dull or languid ;
to flag.

1620 SANDEKSON.SV-. (1637) 261 As an horse that is good

Shairp Burns vii. (1879) 159 When I feel my Muse beginning
to jade, I retire to the solitary fireside of my study. 1856
CAPERN Poems (ed. 2) 154 We sit and pass the chilly night,The interest never jading.

1 3. trans. To befool
; to jape. Obs.

1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. v. 178, I do not now foole my
selfe, to let imagination iade mee. 1613 Hen, yilf, m.
ii. 280 If we Hue thus tamely To be thus Iaded by a peece
of Scarlet, Farewell Nobilitie. a 1626 FLETCHER Woman's
Prize I. iii, On my wedding-night, am I thus jaded? 1679
Poor Robins Intelligence in Sporting Mag. 61 Whosoever
takes a horse upon his word is sure to be jaded.
f4. intr. To play the jade : see JADE sb)- 2. Obs.
1641, 1766 [see JADING below].
Hence Ja'ding vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1641 Pol. Ballads (Wilkins) I. 8 You grow poor, As anycommon whore That long hath been without her jading.
1670 G._H. Hist. Cardinals I. I. ii They.. feel his goad at
their sides, which keeps them both from tripping and
jading. 1766 FORDYCE Serin. Yng. Worn. (1767) I. ii. 65
Lament too late the jading course thou hast run. 1845
DARWIN Voy. Nat. xxi. (1873) 501 The jading feeling of
constant hurry.

Jaded (d^-ded),///. a. [f. JADE v. + -ED!.]
1. Worn out or exhausted ; fatigued ; fagged out.

1693 SIR C. SEDLEY Prol. to //. Higden's Wary WiJdovj,
Their Jaded Muse is distanc'd in the Course. 1798 BLOOM-
FIELD Farmer's Boy, Summer 106 Unwittingly his jaded
eyelids close. 1809 BYRON Eng. Bards fy Sc. Reviewers
145 Each spurs his jaded Pegasus apace. 1865 LECKY
Ration. (1878) II. 319 Charming away the weariness of the
jaded mind.

2. Dull or sated by continual use or indulgence.
1631 BRATHWAIT Eng. Gentlctu. (1641) 305 Former times

were not so jaded to fashions as to esteeme nothing formal!,
but what was phantasticall. 1744 ARMSTRONG Preseru.
Health II. 158 To spur beyond Its wiser will the jaded
appetite. 1828 W. SEWELL Oxf. Prize Ess. 39 Nature was
tortured in every way to stimulate the jaded palate.

( 3. ? Regarded with contempt. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 52 The honourable blood of
Lancaster Must not be shed by such a iaded Groome.
Hence Ja'dedly adv., in a jaded or fatigued

manner
; Ja'dedness, the state of being worn out.

1885 HOWELLS Silas Lap/iam (1891) II. 132 Lapham
istened jadedly, and answered far from the point. 1896
A. J. WILSON in Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr. 8/1 Days . . saddened
jy incessant toil, performed in weakness of body and
adedness of brain. 1899 Miss HARRADEN Fowler vi. 49
The worldliness fled from her soul, the jadedness from
ler spirit.

Jadeite (dg^'-dait). Min. [Named 1863; f.

AUE si.'2 + -ITS.] One of the two minerals

commonly included under the name of JADE (q.v.),
of which it is the hardest and most highly prized

variety.

1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times iv. (1878) 82. 1868 [see JADEV i], 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 6 Jadeite is a mineral

losely resembling true nephrite in external characters, . .

t is essentially a silicate of alumina and soda. Ibid. 7 In
irehistoric times, jade and Jadeite were used for amulets
.ml ornaments.

Jade-Stone. Also jad-stone. [f. JADE sb.%

+ STONE.] = JADE si. 2

1775 in ASH. 1812 I. MILNEK in Life xxiv. (1842) 496



JADGE.
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J3 i8< i/tluslr. Catai.Gt. Exkit. 1424 Nephrite or

Ud/one curT .80. SWINHOE JV. China Camp. 307

Okd jars and an infinity of jadestone curiosities.

t Jadffe, jedge. Sc. Obs. [Cf. F. jauge =

ONF *?' GAUGE.] A Scotch form of GAOGE.

So t Ja-dgrerle, the action of gauging ; the office

^Acts 7*. ^,=8 June (Jam.) The_ ;

same Measure

Scotland.

Jadish (dgf'-dij),
a.

the nature of, or having the characteristics of, a

jade ; of or pertaining to a jade. a. Of a horse.

i<8o R HARVEY PI. Pen. 18 Such ladish trickes make

a soifnd horse to be suspected. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter

ii 21 A horse of the best mettle, when he falls into the

hands of a currier, and is made a pack-horse, becomes dull

and jadish. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Imfr (1757) H. pi
He fa horse] will be apt to tire, and grow jadish, before he

has travelled many Miles. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834)

II 677 A less fault for the horse to be a little too mettle-

some than jadish. a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. IV. 412

The Eclipses [horses] jadish, speedy and uncertain.

b. Of a person, esp. a woman.
j73 G HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 141 There is not

a Besse . . That hath such iadysh qualityes. c 1600 DAY

Box- Bednall Gr. \. ii. (1882) 20 Sirra Horse-Courser, 1 11

course you one day for you[r] Jadish tricks. 1658 DEKKER,
etc. Witch Edmotit. iv. i, This jadish Witch, mother

Sawyer. 1727 BAILEY vol. 1 1, Jadish, . . also lewd, as a Jade
or Strumpet.
Hence Ja-dishly adv. ;

Ja'dishness.

1593 Tell-Troth's N. Y. Gift 41 He begins to be jadishly

tired 1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits in. (1596) 30

Amongst horses are found many iadishnesses, and good

qualities, la 1640 Lady Alimony i. iii, My legs have been

taught to pace iambics, and jadishly to interfere .upon any
condition. 1659 TORRIANO, Cavallinita, coltishness, jadish-

ness, jadish condition.

Jady (d3?''di), a. [f.
as prec. + -Y 1

.] Of a

horse: Like a jade; tricky, jadish.

1873 Daily Tel. 26 May 8/3 Somerset . . has become so

jafly that at exercise he bolts, and is up to other shifty

tricks to avoid work. 1891 H. S. CONSTABLE Horses, Sport

If War 31 Some of the 'jadiest' mares bred the stoutest

horses.

Jag (djKg), si.1 Forms : 5-7 iagge, (6 iaggue),

6-7 iagg, iag, 7- jagg, jag. [Jag sb. and vb. are

found from c 1400. From the uncertain date of the

Morte Arthur (MS. c 1440) in which the vb. first

occurs, it does not appear whether the sb. or the

vb. is the primary word. The sb., with the adj.

jagged, but not the vb.,is in the Promptorium c 1440.

The formation appears to be onomatopoeic ;
in some

senses it coincides with DAG sb.1 and 3, DAG vl
and 2

, and in some approaches tag and rag.
There are no cognates in Teutonic or Romanic, and the

Celtic gag
'

split, rent, fissure ', sometimes compared, cannot

(in our present knowledge) be connected phonetically. It is

possible that the two notions of
'

cut or slash ', and
'

pierce ',

ought to be referred to separate words (cf. DAG f.l and 2
) ;

but in our ignorance of the facts, they are here left together.
In the vb. the sense 'pierce, prick ', is essentially northern,
and is the only sense known in Sc.]

1. One of the dags or pendants made by cutting
the edge of a garment, as was done for ornament
in the I4th and I5th cents. ; also, a slash or cut

made in the surface of a garment, to show a different

colour underneath.

14.. W. STAUNTON Vis. Patrick's Purg. 1409 (MS. Reg.
17 B XLIII. If. 136 b\ I saw summe there with colors of gold
abowte here neckis, . .summe with mo iagges on here clothis

than hole cloth. Ibid. If. 141 Thilk serpentes, snakes, lodes,
and other wormes, ben here taggis and daggis. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 255/2 Iagge, or dagge of a garment, frac.
tillus. 1530 PALSGH. 233/2 Iagge a cuttyng. chicqueture.
1552 HULOET, Iagge of a garmente, lacinia. 1573-80 BARET
Alv. IsA lag, garse, or cut, Incisura, Lacinia. 1577
HARRISON England it. vii. (1877) i. 170 What should I saie

of their [women's] doublets . . full of iags and cuts. 1609
HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. n To the end, that these inner

garments, thus beset with long iagges and purfles, might
shine againe with varietie of threads scene quite through.
1613 T. MILLES tr. Mexia's, etc. Treas. Anc. r Mod. T.
I. 960/1 To wear such rich garments, Imbroydered with
Veluet, in a thousand iagges and cuts. 1715 tr. Panci-
rollus' Rerum Mem. II. xxiv. 203 Severus never wore any
Garment of Velvet, which we now see daily tatter'd into

lags, even by the meaner sort.

t b. An attached pendant or fringe. Obs.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa it. 143 whereupon they

sowe iags of particoloured silke, and upon every iag a little

ball or button of silke, whereby the saide hanging may. .be
fastened unto a wall. 1606 HOLLAND Sue/on. 19 He. .who
used to goe in his Senatours purple studded robe, trimmed
with a iagge or frindge at the sleeve hand. Ibid. 186 As he
was

rising up, first the hem (margin lag, welt or fringes) or
edge of his Gowne stuck to the seate.

2. A shred of cloth
; in //. Rags, tatters. Also

transf. nnAfig. A scrap, fragment. Obs. exc. dial.

S5S W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions it. i. 113 Pluckyng
from eche of their garmentes a litle iaggue. 1637 HEYWOOD
Royall King in. i. Wks. 1874 VI. 39 Wee have store, of
ragges; plenty, of tatters; aboundance, of jagges. 1658CLVLAMD Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687) 415 To preserve

544

a Shred, or jagg of an incertain ragged Estate. (11670

HACKET Abp. Williams i. F 146 The latter of the two letters,

whereof, .some Jaggs will suffice to be recited. 1800 MAR.

EDCEWORTH Belinda (1830) II. xxiv. 156, 1 saw. .black jags

of paper littering the place. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset

Word-bk., Jags, tatters.

3. A protruding bristle, hair, or fibre ; a hairy,

bristly, or thread-like outgrowth or projection.

Now said dial, of the beard of an ear of corn ; in

Sc. a prickle, as of a thorn or furze.

etiam villus in tapeto vel aliS veste villosa ']. 1561 TURNER
Herbal n. C iij a, The roote . . beneth it hath many yealowe
iagges or berdes lyke heres. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man.
iii. (1623) Fj, First take away all those staring strawes,

twigs, and other offensiue jagges that are fast in the Hiue,
making them in-side as smooth as may be. 1616 SUHFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 556 It shall thus lye in the Coutch

till you see it begin to sprout and put forth little white jags
or strings which is called the coming of the malt. 1683 A.
SNAPE Anal. Horse i. xxvi. (1686) 54 Then parting into

many jags as it were, they [ligaments] end near the clitoris.

1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate 8 The despised oats were coming
out in jag . . in jag means the spray-like drooping awn of

the oat.

4. A sharp projection or tooth on an edge or sur-

face ; one of the teeth, denticulations, or divisions

of a leaf; a sharp or rugged point of rock, etc.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xxxii. 45 The thirde kinde [of Stork's

Bill] . . hath . . small leaues, cut as it were in little iagges or

peeces. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 666 Their other feet

are broader, with many jags and notches like a saw. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. s.v. Papilio, [They] have one of the

jaggs of the wing far extended beyond the rest of the verge.

1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 129 The cliffs touch the clouds

with their jags. 1891 H. HUTCHINSON Fairway Island 98

Clutching an outstanding jag of the rock.

5. A jagged piece of metal fitted on the end of

the ramrod of a rifle, and used, with some tow or

rag fastened to it, to clean the barrel ; now super-
seded by the

'

pull-through '.

1844 Regul. ff Ord. Army 96 note, One Ball-drawer, One
Brass Jagg.to each Rifle. 1879 Martini-Henry Rifle Exerc.
61 Screw the jag on to the cleaning rod, wrap a damp rag
round the jag, so as to cover it. 1880 Daily Tel. 6 May 5 '8

A private . . shot himself. . with a blank cartridge and the jag
of his ramrod. 1890 Rep. Magazine Rifle ig in Times
6 Dec. 15/4 The jag in the Martini-Henry rifle is an extra

part, and has to be screwed on to the rod.

6. ' A barb or dovetail which resists retraction.'

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. [Cf. JOG.)
7. Sc. A prick with anything sharp.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, ix, Affliction may gie him a jagg,

and let the wind out o' him. Mod. Sc. A tailor gave an

elephant a jag with his needle. His bare legs were a' jags
wi' rinnin' through the whuns.

8. attrib. and Comb., as jag-armed a. armed
with jags or prickles ; jag-bolt : see quot. (hence

jag-bolt v., to fasten with a jag-bolt) ; jag-spear,
a barbed spear ; jag-tail (see quot.).

1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Stonifd (1827) 73 *Jag-arm'd
nettles soon, I trow, The passers-by shall sting. 1793
SMF.ATON Edystone L. | 42 note, *Jag or bearded bolts or

spikes, are such as with a chissel have a beard raised upon
their angles. Ibid. 48 The uprights were also *jag-bolted
and trenailed to one another. 1864 in M cLennan Prim.

Marriage 11865) 304 Their long *jag-spears. 1741 Compl.
Fam.-Piece ii. ii. 347 Your Bait, which should be a Red
Worm, or a Worm called the *Jag-tail, which is of a pale
flesh Colour, with a yellow Jag on his Tail.

Jag, sb. z dial, and U. S. Forms : 6-9 jagg, 9 Sc.

jaug, S- jag. [Origin unknown.]
1. A load (usually a small cart-load) of hay,

wood, etc.

1597 ist Pt. Return fr. Parnass. n. i. 747 You shall have

my carte to carrie home a iagg of haye when you wonn.

1636 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) I. 40 The quantity of two
loade or jaggs of hey at the Hand Creeke. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 73/1 A Jagg of Hay is a small Load of Hay.
1700 in Sir J. Cullum Hist. Hawsted, etc. (1813) Voc. s. v.,

Carried the widow Smith one jagg of thorns I2J. a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Jag, an indefinite quantity, but less

than a load, of hay or corn in the straw. 1828 Craven Dial.,

Jag, a large cart load of hay. In Cheshire, however, . . jag
or jagg means a parcel, a small load of hay or corn, a 1863
THOKEAU Cape Cod x. (1894) 326 Their companion a cow,
their wealth a jag of drift-wood. 1893 Essex Rev. II. 125.

b. A load for the back ;
a pedlar's wallet.

{According to Jamieson, A leather bag or wallet ; a pocket ;

a saddle-bag.)

1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., Jag, a parcel or load of any thing,
whether on a man's back, or in a carriage. Norf. 1824 SCOTT
St. Ronan's ii, There's nae room for bags or jaugs here.

o. As much liquor as a man can carry ;
a ' load

'

of drink. U.S.
1891 Pall Mall G. 15 Sept. 6/3 A '

saccharine jag
'

appears
to be the latest thing in the way of Yankee intoxication.

1892 Voice (N. Y.) 4 Aug., Others with the most picturesque
'jags

'

on, hardly able to keep their feet.

2. A train of trucks in a coal-mine.

1900 Daily News 9 Feb. 3/1, 1 crept rapidly alongside the

moving 'jag'. Ibid. 14 Feb. 3/1 The work of the driver is

to hook the pony to the 'jags' or trains of loaded little

trucks, marshalled by the putters.

3. A portion or quantity ; a '
lot '. U. S.

1834 C A. DAVIS Major Downing*! Lett. 168 (Bartlett)
As there was very little money in the country, the bank
bought a good jag on't in Europe. 1888 Missouri Republi-
can (Farmer Amer.), One broker .. caught ajag of 2,000 or

3,000 shares. 1890 Boston Jrnl. 10 May 2/2 Farmer (to new
Band)

'

Hans, you may give the roan critter a jag of feed '.

JAGER.

Jag (djseg), .l Forms : 5-7 iagge, (5 iogge),
8 jagg, 6- jag. [See JAG rf.l]

1 1. trans. To pierce with a sharp instrument, to

stab. Obs. exc. as in b.

? a 1400 Morte Artft. 2087 Sir Loth .. Enjoynede with a
geaunt, and jaggede hym thorowe. Ibid. 2891,2893 Thorowe
a jerownde schelde he jogges hym thorowe, . . loyntes and
gemows, he jogges in sondyre. 1507 DUNBAR Sevin Deidly
Sinnis 41 Sum iaggit vthiris to the heft, With knyvis that

scherp cowd scheir. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)

283 First, turn up his upper lip, and jagge it lightly with a

launcet, so as it may bleed, a 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster
v. iv, Jag him. Gentlemen. 1809 SOUTHEY mQ.Rev. II. 37
He saw them jag the cocoa-shell for the purpose.

b. Sc., north. Eng., and U.S. dial. To prick
with something sharp, as with a spur or thorn.
a

17^00
in J. Watson Coll. Poems (1706) I. 39 (Jam.) He bade

her ride, And with a spur did jag her side. 1819 Blackvj. Mag.
V. 640* May ne'er a thorn hae power to jag the hide upon
his shins. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge s Sp. Tour I. 286
He now whipped and jagged the old nag, as if intent on

catching the hounds. 1883 C. F. SMITH Southernisms in

Trans. Amer. Philol. Soc. 50, Jag,
'

to prick or pierce with
a thorn or any sharp-pointed thing '. Common in various

parts of the South. 1893 in Northumbld. Gloss,
'

t<5. absol.orintr. To pierce, thrust, prick. Obs.
? a 1400 Morte A rth. 2909 Gyawntis forjustede with gen-

tille knyghtes Thorowe gesserawntes of lene jaggede to the
herte. 1513 DOUGLAS s&neis vm. Prol. 99 Sum garris wyth
a ged staf to iag throw blak jakkis.
2. trans. To slash or pink (a garment, etc.) by
way of ornament.
?<7 1400 Morte Arth. 905 A jupone of lerodyne jaggede in

schredez. 1530 PALSGR. 589/1, I jagge or cutte a garment,
je chicquette. 1577 tr. Bullitigers Decades (1592) 139 To
what ende doe wee iagge and gash the garmentes? 1708
MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. hi. (1737) 211 His Journey-men, .did

jagg it and pink it at the bottom. 1839 BAILEY Festus v.

(1852) 57 Like a black block of marble, jagged with white.

3. To make indentations in the edge or surface

of; to make ragged or uneven by cutting or tearing ;

to make rugged or bristling. Tojag in, to indent

with cuts.

1568 TURNER Herbal in. 5 Angelica hath leves somethinge
lyke lovage, but not so far lagged in. 1615 tr. De Monfarfs
Surv. E. Indies 22 When they take any prisoner, who by
chance hath his garments cut or iag'd, they say hee did teare

them ofpurpose. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. viii. 292 Jagged
and torn by the impetuous assaults ofWaves. 1748 THOMSON
Cast. Indol. n. 699 The ground . . Was jagg'd with frost or

heap'd with glazed snow. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane in.

243 Three long rollers ..With iron cas'd, and jagg'd with

many a cogg. 1899 Wesim. Gaz. 26 May 5/2 A doctor was
called, who said the man had jagged the windpipe.
4. trans. To dovetail or join by

'

letting in '. U. S.

1894 Outinf(U.S.) XXIV.23/: The ribs, .run around full

length, except at the trunk where they will be jagged into

the piece holding the trunk to the keel.

6. Naut. To lay in long bights, as a rope, and
tie with stops. V. S.

Jag, z.2 dial. [f. JAG sb.z] trans. To carry
in a cart, or on a pack-horse. Hence Ja'gging.
1747 [see JAGGER

2
2]. 1847-78 HALUWELL, Jag, to carry

hay, &c. West. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Jag, to carry hay, &c. in a cart. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Jagging, a mode of carrying ore to the reduction-
works in bags on horses, mules, etc. 1887 .S

1

. Chesh. Gloss.,

Jag, to cart.

Jag,Sc.var.Joo,JouG. Jagale, obs. var. JACKAL.
Jagannath, the more systematic spelling of

JUGGERNAUT.
II Jager, jaeger (y^-gw). Also 8-9 jager,

iager, and anglicizedYAGEB, q.v. [G.jager hunter,

f.jagen to hunt, chase. Cf. CHASSEUR:]
1. A (German or Swiss) huntsman or hunter.

1809 [see YAGER]. 1823 W. IRVING in Life If Lett. (1864)
II. 139 The king has his forest masters; his chasseurs,

jiiqueurs, jagers, &c. 1859 H. KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn iv.

(1894) 16, I .. ran at full speed up to the jager, and offered

him five shillings if he would come down and shoot the bird.

1880 OUIDA Moths II. 337 A jager brought to the hotel a

grand golden eagle.

2. A rifleman or sharpshooter in a corps ofGerman
soldiers, or one forming part ofa German or Austrian

army. Orig. applied to the members of various

bodies of light infantry, recruited mainly from

foresters and armed with a huntsman's equipment,
but the jagers now form certain special battalions

(for the most part organized as riflemen) in the

German and Austrian armies.

1776 in F. Moore Songs <fr
Ball. Amer. Rev. (1856) 125 note,

[The British Government] has . . succeeded in raising a legion
of Jagers. 1783 SIR H. CLINTON Narrative H2_ Detach-

ments from four British battalions, and lagers, artillery and

cavalry. 1815 WELLINGTON Let. to Alien 6 June in Gurw.

Desp. XII. 446 You shall have the field Jagers in your
division. 1837 ALISON Europe (1847) IX. xl. 112 The Austrian

army consists of. .twenty battalions of grenadiers, the corps
ofjagers of thirteen battalions [etc.]. 1892 Nation (N. Y.)

6 Oct. 250/1 These jagers were good shots, and generally
fired at gilt uniforms and epaulets.
attrib. 1844 W. SIBORNE Waterloo I. v. no The two

jager-companies in the wood.

3. An attendant upon a person of rank or wealth,

dressed in a huntsman's costume. Cf. CHASSEUR 3.

1831 DISRAELI Yng. Duke it. viii, Supervised by his Jager,
who stood behind his chair. 183$ Court Mag. VI. 193 The
old lager or garde-chasse who accompanied her. 1884 Q.
VICTORIA More Leaves 279 He saw poor Macdonald the

fagcr
here . . and, being in want of a Jager, inquired after

im and engaged him.



JAGGED,

attrib. 1896 A. H. BEAVAN Marlb. Ho. vii. 114 A hand-

some dark young fellow, .clad in picturesque jager costume.

4. A predatory sea-bird belonging to the family

Laridie, and subfamily Stercorariinse or Lestri-

dime ;
a skua-gull.

1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 633/1 The skua., the

pomarine jager . . and Richardson's jager, which is common
on our coasts in autumn. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 337/1

Lestris Parasiticus (Arctic Jager). 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. xiii. (1856) 99 The Fulmar petrel, a solitary jager.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knyiul. (U.S.) VIII. 829 The jagers or gull

hunters, so called because they pursue the smaller gulls,

and rob them of. .food. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIII. 366/2

We also killed some jaegers and small bladder-nosed seals.

Jagerant, Jagery, Jagg: see JESSERANT,

JAGGERY, JAG. Jagernaut, -not, Jaggarnat,
obs. ff. JUGGERNAUT.

Jagged (djae'ged, d3segd), a. Also 6 geagged.

[f. JAG rf. 1 and v.1 + -ED. Now usually disyllabic

as adjective, monosyllabic as participle.]

1. Of a garment, etc. : Cut into jags by way of

ornament ; pinked, slashed.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 255/2 laggyd, or daggyd, fractil-

IOSHS. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 476 Item, j jagged huke of

blakke sengle. Ibid. 480. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 112 He
hath a pleasure in geagged clothynge [lacMosa veste].

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xxvii. (1870) 190 My rayment
is lagged and kut round a-bout. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i.

vi, She might go jagg'd in as many cuts and slashes as she

pleas'd for you.
2. Having the edge irregularly cut, gashed, or

torn, into deep indentations and acute projections ;

torn or worn to a ragged or uneven edge.
i577STANYHURSTZte.f:r. Irel. iii. vnHolinshed(T.^i) 1 1.21/2

The Irish feare a ragged and lagged blacke standard that

the citizens haue. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. ix. 10 An vncouth

vestiment Made of straunge stuffe, but all to-worne and

ragged ;
. . his breech was all to-torne and iagged. 1684 T.

BURNET The. Earth \. 130 The shores and coasts of the sea

. .go in a line uncertainly crooked and broke, indented and

jag'd as a thing torn. 1797 COLERIDGE Christabell. 282 Amid
the jagged shadows Of mossy leafless boughs. 1835-6 TODD

Cycl.Anat. 1. 455/1 [The] extremities [of the bone] are always

jagged, pointed and uneven. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge
lix, Having borrowed a notched and jagged knife.

b. Her. (See quot.)
1828-40 BERRY Encycl. Herald. I. Gloss., Jagged. . is said

of the division of the field, or of the outlines of an ordinary,

which appear rough by being forcibly torn asunder.

3. Having the margin naturally furnished with

deep irregular indentations and projecting points ;

laciniated : esp. of leaves, petals, and the like.

1523 FITZHEKB. Husb. 20 Golds hath a shorte iagged lefe.

1685 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Coffee, Tea 4- Choe. 38
^Its

branches

are covered with white and yellow flowers jagg'd and pick d

from top to bottom. 1740 P. COLLINSON in Darlington
Mem. Bartram $ Marshall (1849) '37 A very pretty dwarf

Gentian, with a large blue flower, the extremity of the

flower-leaves, all notched or jagged. 1767 GOOCH Treat.

Wounds I. 421 The Mitrsits Diaboli, a jagged body, ridi-

culously so called, resembling a fringe. 1870 HOOKER Stud.

Flora 49 Dianthus csesius, . . petals jagged and bearded.

b. In names of plants : Having jagged leaves or

flowers.

1548 TURNER Names Herbs s.v. Verbenaca, The leaues

are deaplyer endented. . . It may be called in english geagged

Bugle. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury H. 88/2 Jagged Ger-

mander hath the flowers spiky. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) III. 603 Geranium dissection .. Jagged
Cranesbill. Road sides ;

borders of fields, ditch banks.

4. Irregular-ly and sharply pointed.

1651 BIGGS Neiu Disp. F 80 All ice beginning, maketh

ja<*ged pikes, after the fashion of a Nettle-leafe. 1856

STANLEY Sinai % Pal. iv. (1858) 205 Two jagged points, or
' teeth of the cliff'. 1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VII.

Ix 306 Frowning cliffs and jagged pinnacles. 1900 Blackw.

Mag. July 117 The quick jagged spear of the lightning

flashed forth.

Jaggedly (dgse'gedli), &. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a jagged manner ;
with sharp indentations.

1698 WALI.IS in Phil. Trans. XX. 7 His Cloaths on one

Shoulder cut Jaggedly to the Skin. 1846 DANA Zooph.

(1848) 281 Jaggedly dentate. 1891 OLIVE SCHREINER Dreams

33 The old thin hands cut the stones ill and Jaggedly.

JaggedneSS (d3s-gednes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being jagged;

sharp and rough unevenness of edge or outline.

1530 PALSGR. 233/2 laggednesse, chicqueture. 1606

PEACHAM Art Drawings First draw rudely your leaves

before you give them their veins or laggednesse. 1890

TALMAGE Fr. Manger to Throne 36 The boldness and

jaggedness of the scenery.

Jagger 1
(dsEe-gaj). [f. JAG z>.l + -ER!.] One

who or that which jags ; spec, a jagging-iron, also

a toothed chisel.

In quot. 1562, prob. error for iagges : see JAG si. 1
4.

[1562 TURNER Herbal li. Hja, Lupine hath .. a lefe with

v. or seuen iaggers, which altogether, when as they are

growen out, haue the lykenes of a ruel of a spor, or of a

sterr.] 1825-80 JAMIESON, Jagger, a prickle, that which

lags. Fife. 1864 WEBSTER, Jagger, . .a jagging-iron. 1875

KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Jagger . . 2. A toothed chisel. 1892

Voice (N.Y.) 15 Sept. ,
Mix the eggs with flour, .cut them the

shape of a long narrow leaf, .cut them with a jagger so they

will be notched.

Ja-gger 2
. dial. [f. JAG sb.i or z>.

2 + -ER 1
.]

1. a. A carrier, a carter, b. A pedlar, a hawker.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uplonnyshm. 14 Coblers, or tynkers,

or else costard iaggers. 1822 SCOTT Pirate v, A stout,

vulgar little man, who had.. the humble appearance of a

pedlar called 'jagger' in these islands. Ibid, xvm, Ihe
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jagger, or travelling merchant, as he styled himself, .on one

pony, and his pack of goods . . forming the burden of another.

1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xlvii. 262 There's the jagger's
bell Ralph promised to buy me a comb. 1887 6". Chesh.

Gloss., Jagger, a carter, esp. a man who makes his living by
carting for other people, e.g. fetching their coal.

2. Mining. A man who carries ore on pack-
horses from a mine to the place where it is smelted.

Also, a boy who has charge of the '

jags
'

or trains

of trucks in a coal-mine.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet., Jaggers, this includes both
the Men and Horses, that are imploy'd to carry the Ore on
the Horses Backs, from the Mine to the Place where it is

Smelted, yet we say seperately Jagger-Lads, and Jagging-
Horses. 1870 Swaledale Gloss., Jagger, a driver of pack-
horses. 1900 Daily News 9 Feb. 3/1 The trains of trucks . .

are called 'jags', and the lads who attend to them are

consequently called 'jaggers'.
3. Comb., ssjagger-galloitiay,jagger-hprse.
1825 BROCKETT, Jagger-galloway, a pony with a peculiar

saddle for carrying lead, etc. 1870 Sivaledale Gloss.,

Jagger.horse, a pack-horse.

t Ja'gger 3
. Obs. Forms : a. 7-8 yager, (yaw-

ger, yagger). /3. 8 jagger, (jaggar, jagar).

[a.Du./flgw, abbreviation aiharingjager, f. haring

herring + jagen to chase, dog, pursue.] A sailing-

vessel which followed a fishing fleet in order to

bring the fish from the busses and to supply these

with stores and provisions.
a. 1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Garner III. 636 A Yager

(which is a caravel or a merchant's ship employed to seek

out the said Herring Busses, and to buy of them their

herrings upon the first packing). 1622 MALYNES Anc. Lam-
Merch. 242 Lading their ships twice or thrice before they
come to Yarmouth, sending them away by the Merchants

ships that send them victuals, barrels, and more salt and
nets if they need any; which ships are called Yagers, that

is to say Hunters or Doggerbotes, and these ships do carry

them, and sell them in the East countries. 1733 P. LINDSAY

Interest Scot. 196 Those who have Yagers to attend them,
&c. continue fishing until their Yagers bring their second

Fleet of Nets. 1762 Gentl. Mag. 339 The first caught

herrings, .arrived in Holland in a yagger.

/3. 1751-66 POSTLETHWAYT DM. Trade (ed. 3), Jaggers,
or store ships, commonly provide them with everything that

is necessary. 1753 Scots Mag. Aug. 417/1 A jagger from

the busses at Shetland arrived at London. 1773 Gentl.

Mag. XLIII. 573 They were discovered by a jagar coming
from Iceland with fish.

b. Comb.
1824 HEBER Jntl. (1828) I. 236 The large pulwars with

sails, .reminded me of the Manks jagger-boats.

f Ja-ggered, a. Obs. rare
- 1

. [f. JAGGER sbl

+ -ED ^.] Having jags or short barbs directed

backwards so as to resist drawing out.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seat/fan's Gram. ii. 5 Rag bolts are so

iaggered that they cannot be drawne out.

Jaggernaut, variant of JUGGERNAUT.

Jaggery (dgse'gari). Forms: 6 gagara, 6-8

jagra, 7 jeggery, jagre, jaggaree, 7-8 jaggory,
8 jagree, 9 jagory, -ery, jaggeree, -ary, (jaghery ,

-ari), 7- jaggery, [a. Indo-Port. jAgara, jagra,

jagre, ad. Canarese sharkare, Urdu shakkar, Skr.

farkard : see SUGAR.]
1. A coarse dark brown sugar made in India by

evaporation from the sap of various kinds of palm.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. II. I. 252 Sugar which is made of the

nutte called Gagara : the tree is called the palmer. 1598 tr.

Linschoten's Voy. 102 Of the aforesaide Sura they likewise

make Sugar, which is called lagra. 1631 in Cal. Colon.

Pap E Jnd. (1892) 161 Half a hhd. of jaggery, given to

him by Capt. Weddell. 1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 15 The
which Liquor they boyl and make a kind of brown Sugar,

called laggory. 1732 PIKE in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 231

Dissolve 20 Ib of Jaggery, which is course Sugar (or thick

Molasses) in Water. 1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son

Bopped irrig; - ~ _

crops. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea-iuaif 204 Jaggery, or

palm sugar looking like bags of black mud, and almost as

nice to handle. .

2. Jaggery palm, a palm-tree that yields jaggery,

esp. Caryota urens.

1859 All Year Round No. 32. 130 The tusked elephant is

able to rip open the stems of the jaggery palms and young

palmyras to extract the mealy core. 1890 SARAH J. DUNCAN

Social Departure 234 Brown 'jaggery
'

sugar, got from the

jaggery palm.

Jagging (d3se-gin), vbl. rf.1 [f. JAG w.i +

-ING 1
.]

The action of JAG Z/.
1 m its different

senses ; indenting, piercing ; also concr. a jagged

I edge, an indented border, a fringe, etc.

1502 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 14 Six tapettes
1

for the sompter horses with the lynyng grayling jagging.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 146 Not your pinches, your

purles, your floury laggings, superfluous enterlacmgs, and

i puffings vp. 1626 BACON Sylva 590, 1 account the lagging

I of Pinkes, and Gilly Flowers, to be like the Inequality of

Oake-Leaues, of Vine-Leaues, or the like. i776DACosTA
Elem. Conchol. 13 The jaggings or toothings of the contour.

1815 POLEHAMPTON Gallery Nat. f Art (1821) V. 186 Ine

gum . . is obtained by wounding the bark in different parts of

I the body of the tree, or by what has been called jagging.

b. Comb. Jagging-board Metall., an inclined

board on which ore-slimes are washed, as in a

i bnddle; jagging-irpn, an instrument used for

j

ornamenting pastry, etc., now made in the form of
'

a wheel with teeth, set in a handle.

1598 FLORIO, Speronelk, a brasen took with a spoone at

JAGUARETE.
one end, ana a rowell or little spur at the other, that cookes

vse to cut out or marke their paste meates, called a lagging
iron. 1718 MRS. MARY BALES Receipts 84 When you use

it, cut it with a Jagging-iron in long Slips.

Jagging, vbl. sb? : see JAG v?
Jaggory, obs. form of JAGGERY.

Jaggy (dj:e-gi),a.l [f. JAG rf.l + -Y 1.] Abound-

ing in or characterized by jags; jagged; in Sc.,

prickly.

. 1849 . . .

82 Four branches of thistle leaves . . throwing their jaggy
spines down. 1865 E. BURRITT Walk to Land's End ^^
The narrow road between these dark, jaggy, craggy heights.

Ja-ggy, a.2 Sc. [f. jag, var. of JOG v. and sb.

v -Y !.] Having a jerking motion, jolting.

1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 241 The jaggy motion and the con-

tinuous rumble of the vehicle.

Jaghari, -ery : see JAGGERY.
!l Jaghire (djagia-j). E. Indies. Also 7 jah-

ghir, jaggea, jageah, 8 jaguir(e, -ere, Jagghire,

9 jaghir, -eer, jagir, -eer, (jagier, jahgeer). [a.

Urdu (Pers.) ^Jln. JsS*r i
f- U- ja place +^.J

gir holding, holder.] An assignment of the

king's or government's share of the produce of

a district to a person or body of persons, as an

annuity, either for private use or for the mainten-

ance of a public (esp. military) establishment ; also,

the district so assigned, or the income derived

from it.

1684 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier's Voy., etc. II. 70 The lands
-,*. V.^nAnn. Koi'n ft the 1 in or'c nt-nnriptV . . are piven..as

for their pay or pension L*-H~J. ~y~ - .*.-.. ---

ff P. 120 Being in the Jaggea or Diocess of another. Ibid.

134 Were the ways free, it would enrich his Jageah beyond
the Bunder at Surat. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. Gloss.,

Jagnirs, . . lands assigned to governors. 1764 Newcastle

Chron. No. i. 2/1 Lord Clive .. is .. to have the payment
which have been stopped of his jaghire. 1778 FOOTE Nabob

I. i, Should it be more agreeable to the parties, Sir Matthew
will settle upon Sir John and his Lady, for their joint lives,

a jagghire. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 291/2 This is

the head town of a pergunnah of eight lacks of rupees, held

in jaghire from the Peshwa. 1845 STOCQUF.LER llandbk.

Brit. India (1854) 146 The revenue of the college [was] fixed

at 30,000 rupees per annum, instead of the original jaghir.

1897 LD. ROBERTS 41 Yrs. India Ixviii. (1898) 533 Jagirs

were sanctioned annually for a limited number of specially

distinguished native officers.

attrib. 1763 SCRAFTON Indostan (1770) 24 1 he Jaghire

lands, which are lands bestowed by the crown out of us

demesnes to the Omrahs, for Ihe support of their forcef.

1801 R. PATTON Asiat. Man. 203 The jagheer grants of the

sovereign form an additional proof of his proprietary right'.

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India I. n. v. 188 The collector in the

jaghire district at Madras.

Hence || Jaghirdar (daagloudai). [Urdu tagir-

dar, {. jaglr+ Pers. -ddr possessor.]
The holder

of a jaghire.
1794 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XV. 385 The

jaghirdars, the holders of jaghires, form the body of the

principal Mahometan nobility. 1872 COLIN VALENTINE m
Mem. Mrs, Valentine vii. (1882) 1 14 It makes me one of the

Jagirdars of the Rajah.

Jagory, jagra, jagre, -ee : see JAGGERY.

Jagounce, variant of JACOUNCE, Obs.

Jaguar (d^EE'gwa^djse'giwiaj).
Also 8 jaguara.

[a. Tupi-Gua.ra.niyaguara,jagwra (ya-, gawara).

According to writers on Tupi-Guarani, jaguara or jagita

is orig. a class-name for all carnivorous beasts, including the

tiger (i.e, jaguar), the puma, etc., more recently also extended

to dogs the specific name of the jaguar being jagvarcte,

where -i/VisaTupi augmentative, generally rendered true .

De Lery (1580), cited by Hatz.-Darm., gave the native name

as jan-ou-are (app. a misprint or misreading atjau-ou-are).
The etymological meaning of the Tupi word is disputed :

see Skeat in Trans. Philol. Sec. 1885, 8r,J
also Burton

Highlands ofBrazil II. 21, Hans Stade xlm.]

A large carnivorous quadruped of the cat kind

(Felis onca), inhabiting wooded parts of America

from Texas to Paraguay. It is yellowish-brown in

colour, and is marked with ocellated spots.

1604 E. GRIMSTONE tr. D'Acosta's West Ind. v. iv, They
ascribe power to another starre, which they called Chuquin-

chincay (which is as much as iaguar), over tigres, beares,

and lyons. [.648 MARCGRAVE Hist. Nat. Brazil, vi. x,

Jagvara Braziliensibus, nobis Tigris] 1753 CHAMBERS

Crcl Sutt., Jaguara, a Brasilian animal, accounted by

Marggrave a species of tyger;.
but .. approaching to the

leopard in the shape of its variegations. 1771 Gentl. Mag.
XLI 589 In this state it [the Armadillo] braves the claws

of the Jaguara. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hut. I. 146.
The

jaguar or panther of America. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam

II xviii. 50 It has even happened that the jaguar has

carried off young negro women at work in the held. 1878

NICHOLSON Man. Zool. Ixxix, Of the large Spotted Cats,

the largest is the Jaguar.

|| Jaguarete. Also 8 -ette, -etta. [See prec. :

Montoya 1639 has '

Yaguarete tigre '.] Adaptation

of the Guarani specific name for the jaguar ; long

mistaken by European writers for a distinct species

or variety, and applied by some to the Black Jaguar.
^_ t-*.. .. ,- r-+.^j c^*i Vntyunvft?.. ..the name of

of tveert but improperly i its *wuuw j
-

the lyL or leopard Vinci. . . It much resembles thecreaturc
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"774 Goi.nsM. Nat. Hist.

irnprehends the Cat,
called lacuara. 1ml is lar;-.-r.

(i8a) I xiv 3)4 The sixtli class . . comprenenas me ju,

the Lion, the 1'anther, the Leopard, the Jaguar, th*Coonr,

the Jaguirctle, the Lynx, the Ounce, and tfCaiBOOnlatm

the lae"a? f'elit nigra of Erxlebcn, and probably the

tauuarete of Marcgrave. i8s 'J H. Koss HxmtoUfl I'rav.

i 230 This fact.. prove[s] that the great jaguar of Terra

Kirma, like the jaguarete of Paraguay, . . does not (lee from

man when it is dared to close combat.

|| Jaguarondi (dsxgwarfrndi, yoegwa-). [Na-

tive name in Tupi-Guarani ; written by Montoya

Teson de la lengua Guarani 16^, yagua-runtli :

cf. JAGUAR.] A wild cat (felts yaguarundi,

Desmarest), larger than the common cat, dark

brown or brownish grey in colour, with a long body

and tail, inhabiting America from Texas to Para-

pniay.

1885 in Ctuuirs Kncycl. Diet. 1807 L. ROBINSON WiU
Traits in Tamt Animals 239 Possibly also in [the case] of

the male and female Jaguarondi. .it occasionally exists.

Jaguere, -ire : see JAGHIBE.
II Jah (dga). The form in which the Heb. rr

Yah, shortened form of mm Yahwe(h (Jahveh)

JEHOVAH, is represented in the English Bible.

1539 BIBLE (Great) Ps. Ixviii. 4 Oh synee vnto God,.,

prayse ye him in his name la [1611 lah] and reioyse
before hym. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 154 In the

name of lah the God of Israel. There is none like to lah

our God. 1758 C. WESLEY ffymn,
' Lo ! He comes

'

iv

Jah, Jehovah, Everlasting God, come down.

Jahve, Jahveh : see JEHOVAH.
Jahvism (ya-viz'm). Also Jahveism, -ehism,
Yahwiz'm (ya-v*|iz'm, ya-hwiz'm). [f. Jakveh,
Jahve, Yafiiue(h, transliterations, according to dif-

ferent systems, of the Heb. m:r (previously repre-

sented by JKHOVAH) + -ISM.] The religion of

Jahveh; the system of doctrines and precepts
connected with the worship of Jahveh. b. The
use o(fahve(/t) as a name for God.
1867 J. MARTINEAU tr. Eivajifs Israel 536 note, We pur.

. . lelif.
86 Such zealous champions of Jahvism

as Saul and David. 1879 NEWMAN SMYTH Old Faiths in

NciV
t Light iv, Even the rationalistic Kuenen. .rejects the

possibility of an Egyptian origin for the Javehism of Moses.
i88j Athenxitm 14 Oct. 490/2 He is still ready to see in

Yahwism too much the creation of the prophets. 1900
R. H. CHARLES EscJuitol. 13 Preprophetic Yahwism from
Moses to the 8th century.
So Ja-hvist (ya-vist). a. A worshipper ofJahveh

or Yahweh ; b. The writer of the (non-Deutero-

nomic) portions ofthe Hexateuch which are marked

by the use ofJahveh (Jehovah) as the name of God,
instead of Elohim \ =JEHOVIST 2. Jahvi stic rz. ,

of or pertaining to Jahvism, or to the authorship
of the Jahvist.
1874 tr. Kueneit's Relig. Israel I. 344 The stricter Jahvistic

party which was led by the prophets of Jahveh. 1885 Alften-
aeunt 16 May 623/2 The Elohistic account is separated from
the Jahvistic by a longer break. 1899 W. E. ADDIS Docmn.
Hexat. Introd. 29 Hupfeld convinced inquirers that, .three

documents have been used in the compilation of Genesis :

viz. that of the '

Priestly Writer ', of the Elohist, and of the

Jahvist. 1894 A. LANG in Contetnp. Reti. Aug. 171 The
rebuke and the prediction are a . . Jahvehistic gloss and in-

terpolation. 1899 R. H. CHARLES Hibbcrt Lecture Syllabus,
Yanwistic eschatology starts from the new value set on the
individual.

Jail, gaol (dj^'l), sb. Forms : a. 3-4 gayhol(e,
5 gayll(e, gaille, 5-7 gayole, gayl(e, gaile, 6

gaiell, gaill, 6-7 gaole, goale, 7-8 goal, 7- gaol.
ft. 4 iaiole, 4-7 ialle, iayle, 5 iayll, 6-7 iaole,

7-8 jayl, (7 Jale), 7- jail. 7. 6 geyle, geayle,
(gial),7 geale. [ME. had two types, from Northern
or Norman Fr., and Central or Parisian Fr. respec-
tively: i) ME. gay(K)ole, -ol, gay!l(e, gaill(e,

goyl(t< ga'l'< a- ONF. gaiole, gayolle, gaole (mod.
Picard gayole, Walloon gaioule) 2) ME. jaiole,

jayle, jaile, jayll, a. OF. jaiole, jaole, jeole, gcole,
cage, prison, F. getle prison (lteszn<;on javiole cage
for fowls) = obs. It. gaiola, Sp. gayola (also, from

.,jaula cage, cell), Pg. gaiola eager-Romanic
and pop.Lat. *gtevisla (med.L. gabiola, 1229 in

Brachet) for *caveola, dim. of cavea hollow, cavity,
den, cage, coop : see CAGE. Of the two types, the
Norman Fr. and M E. gaiole, gaole, came down to
the 1 7th c. as gaile, and still remains as a written
form in the archaic spelling gaol (chiefly due to

statutory and official tradition) ; but this is obsolete
in the spoken language, where the surviving word
Kjail, repr. Old Parisian Fr. and WE. jaiole,jaik.
Hence though both forms gaol, jail, are still written,
only the latter ig spoken. In U. S. jail is the official

spelling. It is difficult to say whether the form
goal(e, common, alike in official and general use,
from the i6th to the i8th c., was merely an errone-
ous spelling of gaol, after this had itself become an
archaism, or was phonetic : cf. mod.F. geSle (zff\)i8 R. I/ESTRANCK Vit. Qvm. (1708) 6 Some again are. .

boring their very Noses with hot Irons, in rage that theycannot come to a Resolution, whether they ihall say Face

or Visage ; whether they shall say Jayl or Gaol ;
whether

Cony or Cunny.]
1. A place or building for the confinement of

persons accused or convicted of a crime or offence
;

a prison. Now, a public building for the detention

of persons committed by process
of law.

a. c 1175 1 1 Pains Hell 219 in O. E. Misc. 153 In helle is

a deop gayhol. c 1390 S. hug. Leg. I. 187/105 Heo setten

him in a swybe deork put, bat in pe gayhole was. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 1970 To my Gayhol gob anon & be fyue fat
bub per Bryngeb hem out euerechon. 1463 Bury ll'i/ls

(Camden) 17, I wille the presoneres in the Gayle haue o day
brede, mete, and drynkke, and eche persone j</. 1494
FABYAN Chron. VH. 380 The duke of Burgoyne . . w l the

prouost of Paris, came vnto the Gayole, and there receyued
the sayd Peter, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 170 b, He
was committed to the gayle of Newgate. 157* Act 14 Eliz.

c. 5 38 To such sufficient persons dwelfinge nighe the

said Goales. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. v. | 51 To be
committed to the Common Goal of Colchester. 1689 Won*
dcrfitl Predict. Nostradamus?,, Beer shall fail The Great
one Cold, and famish't in a Gaol. 1779 J. BURGOYNE Let.

to Constituents (ed. 3) 15 The goals . . were resorted to for

other recruits. 1846 M rCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
1 1. 497 At that period the gaols were . . depositories of

pestilence. 1848 Act n fy 12 l/ict. c. 42 21 To remand the

party accused . . to the common gaol or house of correction,
or other prison, lock-up house, or place of security in the

county.
0. a 1300 Cursor M. 1317.1 (Cott.) A sargant sent he to

Iaiole \itatdMS. laylej And iohan hefd comanded to cole.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4321 Nouthire lugement ne Iayll ne
lustice of aire. 4:1440 Generydes 1572 Generydes was
brought out of the Iayle. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. I. 42
He was sent to the iaole and examined vpon interroga-
tories. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Skr. v. i. 95 Call forth an officer :

Carrie this madknaue to the laile. 1674 tA\\^att Samson 949
This jail I count the house of liberty. 1743-5 BP. POCOCKE
Trav. (1756) II. 184 The jayl was in the gatehouse adjoyning.
1860 EMERSON Cand. Life, Wealth Wks. <Bohn) II. 352 A
dollar in a university is worth more than a dollar in a jail.

y. 1688 W. FLEMING in i-zth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
vn. (1890) 224 Hee will get noe body to undertake the geale
nor under gealershlp.

b. Without the article, as in the phrases 'to

Old to jail', 'in jail', Met out of jail': imprison-
ment, confinement in prison.
1447 BOKENHAM Se_yftfys(Rox\).) 77 Odamysel worthily born

And to oft me semyth distressyd in gayle. 1593 Q. ELIZ.
Boeth. iv. pr. v. 89 Geayle, lawe, and other turmentes for

due punishment .. pertayne to wicked Citizens. 1596
SPENSER State Ircf. Wks. (Globe) 620/1 Committed to

goale. 1732 LAW Serious C. xiii. (ed. 2) 216 To redeem
a prisoner out of Jayl. 1863 KINGSLEY Watcr'Bab. i. 8

Having been sent to gaol by him twice.

C. transf. andySg". Place of confinement.

1400 Rom. Rose 4745 A swete helle it [love] is..A pie-
saunt gayl and esy pnsoun. 1591 SPENSER R nines of Time
296 His happie soule to heaven went Out of this fleshlie i

gaole. 1503 Q. ELIZ. Boeth. n. pr. vii. 30 If the mynde . .

dissolued from earthly gial, all freed seekes heauen. 1635
HEYWOOD Hierarch. vi. 356 Each one his gaile About him
had, beeingfastned to a beame. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane
n. 214 Small eggs appear . . alas, too soon They burst their

;

filmy gaol, and crawl abroad.

2. altrib. and Comb.
t

as jail-fee^ -gang, -gate,

-guard, -keeper^ -mate, -official^ -rat, -room, -spy,

-yard ; jail-bleached, -like adjs. ; f jail damp, the

noxious exhalation formerly common in jails ; jail
j

distemper = JAIL-FEVER ; jail-house ({7.S.), a '

jail ; jail money, money paid for the maintenance
of a jail.

1871 HAY Pike County Ball. (1880) 33 Shadowed by his !

"jail-bleached hair. 1636 in Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1848)
II. 244 That *goal-damp of Hereford hath already killed

a great many that were at the last assizes. 1745 REID in

Phil. Trans. XLIII. 228 Two Convicts in Newgate .. very
J

ill of the putrid, infectious, malignant Fever, commonly i

call'd the *Gaol Distemper. 1799 Med. y-rnl. I. oo A new
and enlarged edition of Dr. J. C. Smyth's work on the jail-

j

distemper
.. is nearly ready. .11715 BURNET Own Time

j

(1724) I. 271 They would not . . pay their fines set on them,
[not] so much as the *jayl fees. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S,

jWales (ed. 3) II. 321 A single magistrate can . . sentence . .
]

to the *jail gang or tread-mill. 16*3 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
J

Cypress Grove Wks. (1711) 123 When the *jail-gates were
broken up. 16*6 BERNARD Isle of Man (1627) 82 The

'

Chiefe-Gaoler is.. made the *Gaole-keeper by the Sherifle.
a 1743 SAVAGE Lwe in Veil in. i, Can it .. fail to tempt
such fellows as jail-keepers to be perfidious to their trust? i

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \. xv, With a *jail-like upper rim of i

iron and spikes. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) I

II. 298 The prisoners would never be able to know who I

their *jailmates were. 1600 Stanford Chnrchw. Ace, in 1

a 1683 OLDHAM Poems (1698) 197 (Jod.) The Town can scarce
afford them *jail-room now. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg.
XXXIII. 625 The suffering people of Lancashire .. were
driven by hundreds into jails and *jail-yards.

Jail, gaol (d^l), v. Forms : see JAIL sb.
[f.

prec.] trans. To confine in or as in a jail ; to im-

prison, confine.
a. i6u BACON Hen. VH 215 The Dislike the Parliament

had of Gaoling of them. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. ix. 569
Unwilling To be so goald [they] struggle. 1718 Enter' \

tainer No. 41. 280 A Design to imprison and Gaol him for
Life. 1887 Times 20 Aug. 4/5 Several of whom . . have

[

been gaoled for their share in the knavery.
& 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions vi. 724 They ..enforce him as

i

a Judge, like prisoners, to iayle* them by Justice. 1633
1. ADAMS Exf>. 2 Pet. \\. 22 The other are jailed up in the
dark.. dungeon of hell. 1787 Hist. Pclham, Mass. (1898) I

375 Day, Colton, Clark and Brown, jailed the others not

JAILER
found. 1875 TENNYSON Cj. Mary m. v, One, whose bolts,
That jail you from free life, bar you from death. 1889 C.
KING Queen of Bedlam 265 The scoundrel had a wife in

Denver, where he was finally tracked and jailed.

Hence Jarling, gaoling vbl. so. and ppl. a.

1622 [see above]. 1705 HICKERINCILL Priest-cr.
iy. (1721)

213 Content to.. do the Priests Drudgery in Gaoling and
Burning. i86a C. J. VAUGHAN Bk. fy Li/e 40 Not the jail-

ing of the evil nature, but rather the exercising of the good,
is the true aim and work of youthful discipline. 1869 TENNY-
SON Pelleas * Ettarre 336, 1 will, .tame thy jailing princess
to thine hand.

Jai-lage, gaolage. rare. [ad. F. geolage, f.

gedle JAIL : see -AGE.J The jailer's fee.

1853 JAMES Agnes Sorel II. 162 It is the gaolage due.

Jail-bird, gaol-bird (dg^'lbaid). Forms :

see JAIL sb. [\\ith allusion to a caged bird.]
A prisoner in jail ; esp. one who has been long, or

is often, in jail, a habitual criminal; also, as a

term of reproach, an incorrigible rogue.
a. 161861 HOLYDAY Juvenal^ Servitia and Ergastala,

in Florus, signify Slaves and Gaol-Birds. 1692 WASHINGTON
tr. Milton's Def. Pop. vi. M.'s Wks. (1851) 169 Thou Goal-
bird of a Knight,, .thou everlasting scandal to thy Native
Countrey ! 1701 DE FOE True-born Eng., Fine Speech 124
In Print my Panegyricks fill the Street, And hired Goal-
Birds their Huzza's Repeat. 1860 H. GOUGER Imprison-
ment Burmah xx. 226 We had now become old gaol-birds.

/3. 1603 J. DAVIES MicrocosmoSi etc. Sonn. to Lady Rich~

SMOLLETT Per. Pic. IV. ciii, She bestowed on him the

epithets of spendthrift, jailbird and unnatural ruffian. 1883
Contemp. Rev. Aug. 172 The one thing most dreaded by the
old jail-bird is work requiring bodily exertion.

Jai'l-deli:ver, v. nonce-ivd* [A back :formation
from JAIL-DELIVERY in sense 2.] trans. To deliver

from jail.

1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature i. 8 It dissolves the

very workes of the devill, Iaile-dclivers his prisoners.

Jai l-deli:very, gaol-delivery. [See DE-

LIVERY.]
1. The clearing a jail of prisoners by bringing

them to trial, esp. at the assizes
; hence, the judicial

process by which every prisoner awaiting trial in a

jail is either condemned or acquitted at the assizes.

See DELIVER f. 1 2 c.

1464 Nottingham Rec. II. 377 Paied to the Justices of
Deliuerance for the Gaole Delyuere. 1487 Act 3 Hen. l-'IJ

t

c. 4 2 The next generall gailfe delyvere of the same gailles
in every Shire, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 243 b,

[He] came before the Justices of Gaole delivery at Newe-
gate. 1618 L. PARSONS in Lismore Papers (i^&j) Ser. n. II.

154 My lord deputy intends . . to make a priuate jaole de-

Huery at Corck of all the pirats lately taken. 1769 BLACK-
STONE Comm. IV. 267 They have, .a commission of general
gaol delivery ; which empowers them to try and deliver

every prisoner, who shall be in the
jjaol

when the judges
arrive at the circuit town, whenever indicted, or for what-
ever crime committed. 1858 BKVERIUGK Hist. India II. v.

v. 380 A court ofoyer and terminer and jail-delivery was un-

doubtedly competent to try crimes.

fig- "S79-8o NORTH Plutarch^ Coriolanus (ed. Nutt) II.

184 But my only demaunde consisteth, to make a gayle
deliverie of all evills. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Considera-
tions Wks. (Bohn) II. 417 It was. .a general jail-delivery of
all the rowdies of the rivers.

b. ellipt. for Sessions, Court, or Commission of
jail-delivery.

1612 DAVIES Why Ireland^ etc. (1747) 109 At a goal de-

liuery at Waterford before lohn Wogan. *67<>-i MARVELL
Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 371 He had given orders to the Judges
to adjourn the Goale Delivery at the Old Bailey till the
loth of March.
2. Deliverance from jail or imprisonment.
1592 DAVIES Immort. Soul ( 1599) 100 Were it knowne to all,

What life our Soules do by this death receaue, Men would
it birth, or Gaole deltuery call, a 1661 FULLER Worthies i.

(1662) 37 To..imploy the charity of well affected people for

a General Goale Delivery, of all English Captives, in Tunis,
Tripoli, [etc.], 1780 BURKE Sp. Bristolprevious to Election
Wks. III. 378 The legislature has been obliged to make a

general arbitrary jail-delivery. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. li.

note, Ratcliffe . . was released by the Porteous Mob when
under sentence of death ;. .the Highlanders made a similar

jail-delivery in 1745. 1826 Woodst. xxxvii, The inferior

personages of the grand jail-delivery at Woodstock Lodge.

Jailer, jailor, gaoler (d^-lw). Forms :

a. 3 gayholer, 4-6 gailer, 4-7 gayler, 5 gaylere,
6 gaylour, -or, 6-7 gailor, 7 goaler, 7- gaoler.
/?. 4 iaioler, iaoler(e, iailere, iaylar, 4-5 iaylere,

4-6 iayler, 4-7 iailer, (5 iaylarde, 6 ioyler), 6-7
iayl-, iailour, 7-8 jaylor, -our, 7- jailer, jailor.

7. 5 geil-, geyl-, geayl-,.geyel-, 7 gealer. [Two
types corresp. to gaol, jail', i) gayholer, gayler,

gaiter, etc., a. ONF. gayolierre. gaiolere, accus.

gaioleor, i. gaiole', 2}jaioler,jaoler(e,jailer(e,zte.,
a. QF. jaioteur, jeolier ($.gedlier\, i. jaiole, jeole,

geole : see JAIL sb. and -ER 2
2.] One who has charge

of a jail or of the prisoners in it ; a jail-keeper.
a. C13QO S. Eng. Leg. I. 98/204 He let nime alle f-e

gayholers : and tormenti heom ful sore, c io Sir Keues

1652 A wente quik out of prisoun Be be rop pe gailer com
adoun. 1465 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.i 179 The
gaylere that was att Colchester. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VI11*
c, 12 The sayde Gaylour or Keper of pryson. 1611 SHAKS.

Cytnb. v. iv. 204 Thou shall be then freer than a Gaoler.

1765 HLACKSTONE Comm. I. ix. 346 margin* Coalers are also

the servants of the sheriff. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities \\.

ii, Two gaolers, .went out, and the prisoner was brought in.



JAILEKESS.
0. a 1300 Cursor M. 4434 (Cott.) Son was ioseph halden

dere wit |)e maister iailere [Gait, iaolere]. Ibid. 17319 (Cott )

pair la.lers (Gfftt. iaioleris] to bairn bai cald. c 1380 -SVr
/r -a<Aii83peAmyral..clepedeysiaylerbera stodT ci

547

as '. [Origin unascertained ; it has been sug-

r,L-.iivA r^.yiai..ciepeue ys layier per a stod c 1420
Chron. Vilod. st. 731 Bot be laylardes folowedon bis theff
full fast. 1526 TINDALE Acts xvi. 23 They cast them into

_ _,
-

TT *** * "*a LUC j.'iuiu

j ,! sjay
.

lor and hls Family. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Rudge Ixxi, 1 heir jailers had been regular in bringing food
and candles.

V- c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Adrian 159 With geileris bane
cane he trete. 1483 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 89 Brutamont the
geayler made Olyuer & his felawes to auale doun in to a
pryson. [1688 Gealer : see JAIL sb. i y.J

b. transf, xn&fig.
1514 BARCLAY Cyt. f, Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 33 Jaylers

of justyce. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. i. 65 His Iniury The Gaoler
to his pitty. 1642 FULLER Holy t, Prof. St. iv. xxi. 352 A
slavish fear, the jaylour of the soul. 1821 Examiner i Apr.
200/1 That we should act as the perpetual gaolers of Napo-
leon was most horrible and disgraceful. 1864 CONINGTON
/Eneid (1866) 7 The jailor-monarch of the wind

Jaileress, gaoleress (d^> -bres). Also 8-9
Jailoress. [f. prec. + -ESS.] A female jailer.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. xii. 72 My saucy

gaoleress assured me, that all my oppositions would not
signify that pinch of snuff. 1796 Plain Sense III. 67 He
would find such a Jailoress as he desired. 1863 SALA Caft
Dangerous I. x. 285 Knocked about by the Turnkeys, or
abused by the Gaoleress.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. v. vi, Jail, Jaili
all three., must finish. 1897 Daily News 18 Nov. z/i

1 Ah !'

says the Sergeant . . and smoothes down that hair of his which
anxious years of gaolering have dyed to its whitish hue

Jailership, gaolership (ds>i-l%ifip). Also
7-9 jailorship. [f. JAILER, etc. + -SHIP.] The
office or function of a jailer.
1485 Rolls Parlt., VI. 349/1 The Office of Jailershipp of

the Chekergate, and Burgesgate, of oure Towne of Dynbigh
1611 COTGR., C!tepage,..Goa\ttsh\p. 1688 [see JAIL sb. i y].
1831 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 114 She [Mary, Queen of
Scots] was removed, .to the severer Jailership of Paulet.

Jai-lery. nonce-wd. [f. JAIL sb. + -EBY.] Con-
finement, imprisonment.
1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 691 The decent jailery of a

light wicker cage.

Jail-fever, gaol-fever (dj?-l|frv3i). [f.

JAIL, GAOL sb. + FEVER s6.] A virulent type of

typhus-fever, formerly endemic in crowded jails,
and frequent in ships and other confined places.
[1750 PRINGI.E (title) Observations on the Nature and Cure

of Hospital and Jail Fevers.] 1753 J. PRINGLE mf/iil. Trans.
XLVIII. 42 Cases of the true goal-fever arising from the
gaol itself. 1780 Gent/. Mag. Dec. 578/1 No signs of a jail-
fever were ever discovered in the Russian prisons. 1800 Med.
Jrnl. IV. 356 The gaol fever is seldom to be met with except
on board of ships or in crowded towns. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

j

Gaolfever,f. term for a very infectious and fatal fever which
at various times, .has broken out in crowded, dirty prisons...
There is no doubt that this was Typhus fever generated in the
prison out of, the filth, and overcrowding, and bad diet and
close foul air. 1898 BESANT Orange Girl II. xxii, Her cheek
grew pale and thin : her eyes became unnaturally bright :

I feared gaol-fever.

Jai'lish, a. rare. [f. JAIL si. + -isnl.] Akin to
or suggestive of a jail ; jail-like.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. IV. xcix, A sort of jailish cast

contracted in the course of confinement.

Jain, II Jaina (dj^'n, dg^'-na), sb. and a. [Hindi
jaina : Skr. jaina of or pertaining to a Buddha or

saint, f. jina a Buddha, a (Jain) saint, lit.
' over-

comer', f. lootji conquer, overcome.]
a. sb. A member of a non-Brahminical East

Indian sect, established about the sixth century B. c.
,

the principal doctrines of which closely resemble
those of Buddhism, b. adj. Of or pertaining to

the Jains or their religion.
1805 COLEBROOKE in Asiatic Res. (1808) V. 483 In the books

of the Jainas. Ibid., A treatise by a Jaina author. 1809 C.
MACKENZiEtfur*. \"X..mheadiiig, Account of the Jains. llid., I

Books on the laws, customs, ceremonies and regulations of the

Jain religion. 1832 H. H. \ViLsonibid. XVII. 243 Every pro-
vince of Hindustan can produce Jain compositions, either in

Sanscrit or its vernacular idiom. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII.
73/1 The religious ritual of the Jainas is very simple. 1881
RHYS DAVIDS in Encycl, Brit. XIII. 543/2 Jains, the most
numerous and influential sect of heretics, or nonconformists
to the Brahmanical system. 1881 Athen&um 30 July 142/2
The Jaina religion is closely connected with Buddhism.
Hence Jai'nism, the religious system of the

Jains; Jai-nist .?/<. and a. = JAIN.
1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. II. iv. vi. 486 The

Jainist or Mahimanian. Ibid. III. vi. iii. 469 Among the
Buddhic sect of the Jainists. 1858 J. M. LUDLOW Brit.
India 1. 66 The three great forms of religious worship which
. . have sprung from Hindooism . . Buddhism, Jainism, and the
Sikh faith. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 9 Mar. 182/2 Unfortunately
there is no contemporary literature to appeal to, for the

Jainist books also are of the later date.

Jaiole, Jaiolere, obs. forms of JAIL, JAILEE.
Jaip, Jaiper, Sc. forms of JAPK, JAPEK.
Jake, earlier form of JAUK v. Sc., to trifle.

Jakes (dgt
7i
ks). Now rare. Forms : 6 iaeques,

6-7 iaxe, lakes, iaques, 7 jacks, 7-8 jaques,
7- .lakes (also 6 iake, 8 jack). Plural, 6 iaxes,

7 jakeses, jaqueses, 8 jakes's ; also in same imm

<. VMM ni 1430 j i/iiirifiutt \*nurcnw. sice. (oom.
Rec. Soc.) p. 179, is an editorial misreading of ' Bakehouse '.)]

1. A privy.
153- >n Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. III. 84 The laques was

very well doon. IS38 Inv. in J. W. Clark Barnwell Introd.
24 I he jakes of the dorter. 1549 BALE Journ. Leland Pref.B Ji A great nombre of them whych purchased those super-
stycyouse mausyons, reserued of those Lybrarie bokes, some
to serue theyr lakes, some to scoure theyr candlestyckes.
1552 HULOET, Siege, iaeques, bogard, or draught, latrina.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 12/13 lake, forica. 1596 HARINGTON
Metam. Ajax Pref; (18141 14 Because I will write of a Jakes.
1620 Naworlh Hmiseh. Bk. 145 To a tyller for tylling the
jacks, vjrf. 1634 Documents agst. Prynne (Camden) 12 They

t

. .dragged his carckesse throughe the cittye, and cast it into
the common jakes. 1640 R. HoDGt.sPlain Direct. 12 Let the
hous bee made a jakes for Mr. Jaques. 1657 Manchester Crt.

I

Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 202 Noe close stoole, Jackes, Carrion or
garbage be cast vpon the Ackers Middinge. 1701 C. WOLLEY

i Jrnl. New Vort(i$6o) 26 The more unhealthful it may prove,
by reason of Jaques, Dunghills and other excrementitious
stagnations. 1727 P. WALKER Life ofPeden in Biogr. Presb.
(1827) 1. 144 He [Arius] went .. into a common Jack and purg'd
out all his Inwards. 1788 V. KNOX Winter Even. I. n. xv.
2ii His book is a nasty book, and fit only for the jakes. 1855
KINGSLEY Westw. Ho (igfit) 168 The fox . . that . . jumpeddown a jakes to escape the hounds.

b. transf. and fig.
1579 TOMSON Call-in's Serin. Tim. 967/1 What vermine,

I pray you, is there of Monkes, and Priestes, and all that
Cleargie?.. that filthie and stinking iaxe hath filled the
world so full. 1637 GILLESPIF. Eng. Pop. Cerem. Ep. B

iij,
Cast forth as things accursed into the lakes of eternall
detestation. 1660 Life f, Death Mrs. Rump 2 Hell .. that
stinking poysonous place called the He of Jaqueses. 1701DE FOE True-born Eng. 194 We have been Europe's Sink,
the Jakes where she Voids all her Offal Out-cast Progeny.
1753 SMOLLETT Ct. Fat/torn (1784) 13/1 Who eagerly explore
the jakes of Rabelais, for amusement. 1829 BENTHAM Petit.
Justice 173 The jakes, of late so notorious by the name of
the Secondary's Office in the city of London.
2. Excrement ; filth, s. w. dial.

1847-78 HALLIW., Jakes.. applied in Devon to any kind
of filth or litter. 1880 in East f, West Cormv. Glossaries.
1886 in ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-book.
3. attrib. and Comb., zsjakes door, jakcs-likes.f(}.;
t jakes-barreller, t Jakes-farmer, jakes-man, a
man employed to clean out privies; so t Jakes-
farming ; f jakes-housa =

jakes.
1596 NASHF. Saffron Walden 155 Like a *iakes barreller.

and a Gorbolone. 1557-8 Louth. Rec. (1891) no One locke
dore. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Privadero,

a "iakes farmer. ai6i8 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 267
lakes-farmers, Fidlers, Ostlers, Oysterers. 1639 HORN &
ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. Iviii. 624 The common draught-
house . . which the Jakes-farmer . . makes cleane. 1577 tr

Bellinger's Decades (1592) 890 A doonghill God, . . a god
of the *iakeshouse. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. i.

David 1251 Flames from his eies, from's mouth corns 'lakes-
like fumes. 1630 DAVENANT CrueI Brother Wks. (1673) 475On that branch appears a Hang-man, Then a *jakes-man,
then, a Tinker.

Jalap (dgarbp, d&rbp), sb. Also 7-8 jallap,
jallop,jollop. \_

= V. jalap, ad. ^.jalapa, in full

purga tie Jalapa, horn Jalapa formerly Xalapa,
a city of Mexico, in Aztec Xalapan (pronounced
Jala-pan), lit. 'sand by the water' f. xalli sand +

all water + pan upon. (Skeat in Trans. Philol.
Soc. 1889.) Aztec names in -an, with accent on
penult, uniformly lost the n in Spanish.]
1. A purgative drug obtained from the tuberous

roots of Exogonium (Ipomced} Purga and some !

other convolvulaceous plants ; the active principle
'

is the resin contained in the tubers (resin ofjalaps.
1675 GREW Disc. Tastes v. 6 Jalap hath a special

'

property of irritating the Glandulous Parts of the Mouth,
and Throat. 1681 tr. Willis' Rein. Med. Wks. Vocab.,
Jalap, a purging drug. 1782 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes to
R.A.'s iii. Wks. 1812 I. 19 The Lad, who would a Pothecary
shine, Should powder claws of crabs, and jalap, fine. 1866
Treas. Bot. 626/1 Although the best jalap is obtained from
Exogonium purga, yet many species of Ipomxa supply it,

though of an inferior quality. 1880 J. W. LEGG Bile 175
Next to Colocynth as a cholagogue Rohrig sets jalap.

2.
~ ' .,,

with salver-shaped purplish flowers ; also applied to
some allied plants yielding a similar drug.
False or Garden J., Mirabilis Jalapa; E. Indian J.,

Ipomxa Turpethum ; Male
J., Jalap Tops, /. orizabensis

(/. batatoides); Mechoacan J., /. Jalapa; Wild J., Con-
volvulus panduratus. (Miller Planl-n.\

1698 G. THOMAS Pensilvania 19 Poke-Root, called in

England Jallop. 1725 BRADLEY fain. Diet., Night-shade,
a Plant which the Learned Father Plumier . . calls Jalap.
1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 394 Houstoun . . had travelled into
that part of Spanish America where jalap grows spon-

8
;rown in the open air in botanical gardens in the south of
England, and on the continent.

3. attrib., as jalap plant, root, tuber; jalap-
stalks, jalap-wood (see quot. 1865-72).
_
1811 A. T. THOMSON Loud. Disp. (1818) '626 Macerate the

jalap root in the spirit for four days. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.
Ckem. III. 436 Spurious, woody or fusiform jalap, jalap-
wood, or jalap-stalks,, .the root vi Convolvulus orizabensis,
is sometimes mixed with genuine jalap. 1866 Treas. Bot.
484/1 E(xageniitm\ Purga . . furnishes the true Jalap tubers
of commerce.

JAM.
Hence Jalap v. trans., to dose or puree with

jalap.
1768 FOOTE Devil en 2 Sticks m. Wks. 1790 II. 277

Yesterday, .we bled the west ward, and jalloped the north
1854 SURTEES Handle? Cross (,898) II. 275 Captain Doleful
again had recourse to the jalaped Tent [wine].

Jalapin (djas-lipin). Chem.
[f. mod.L. jalapa

(see prec.) + -IN.] A glucoside resin, one of the
purgative principles of officinal jalap and allied
plants ; the resin of jalap-stalks. So Jala-pic a. in

jalapic acid, C^H^O^, an acid produced by dis-

solving jalapin in aqueous solutions of the alkalis
or alkaline earths. Its salts are Jalapates.
n^ ?'V

C/\^'u (ed - 7}-
VI ' 467/z Ja'aPP'n was first

obtained by Mr. Hume in 1824. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.Clem. UL 439 Jalapin is a colourless amorphous resin
translucent when in thin plates. Ibid. 437 Jalapate of lead
. . Hydrate of lead dissolves in boiling aqueous jalapic acid,
forming an amorphous, easily soluble salt.

Jale, obs. form of JAIL. Jalloped, var. TOL-
LOPED a. Her., wattled. Jaime, obs. Sc. f. JAMB.
Jalous, Jalousie, obs. ff. JEALOUS, JEALOUSY.
Jalouse (dgalw-z), v. Sc. [a. F. jalouscr to

regard with jealousy (13-14111 c. in Godef. Coinpl.),
f. jaloux, -ouse JEALOUS.]

2. To suspect (that a thing is so) ; to have a
suspicion of; to surmise, guess. (With simple obi.
or obj. cl. ; also atsol.')
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xvi, He jaloused their looking into his

letters at Fairport. 1827 Surf. Dau. ii, I am jalousingthat the messenger and his warrant were just brought in lo
prevent any opposition. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xxxii
1 jalouse there'll be more grey nor red in my beard by that
time. 1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister 119 Never for a
minute did I jaloose what was comin'.

113. (Misused by southern writers^) a. To regard

..._ .,..ig. 1881 PALGRAVE Lady Camenne s
Lament, O Queen ! O Woman ! does thy rage Jalouse me
one caress? 1886 R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 44He jaloused him and planned to do him a harm.

Jalousie (jalzfzr). [F., = jealousy; also as

here.] A blind or shutter made with slats which
slope upwards from without, so as to exclude sun
and rain, and admit air and some light.
['59' PEHcn*LLSf.Dict.,Gel<>sia, iealousie, also a window

lid. 1598 FLORID, Gelosia, iealousie, . . a letteise window or
drawing window.] 1814 Blackw. Mag. XV. 462 We have
jalousies not only to our windows but to our breasts. 1833MAHRYAT P. Simple xxx, Houses after houses., with
their green jalousies, dotting the landscape. 1831 Ord. ft

Refill, R. Engineers xix. 90 The Galleries, instead of being
always open to the Sun and Weather, should have Jalousies,
in fixed and moveable portions. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon
(ed. 2) II. 153 Their floors are tiled, and the doors and win-
dows formed of Venetian jalousies.
Hence Ja lousied a., provided with a jalousie.
1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Life xvii. 317 Vast doorways, having

their green jalousied doors. 1889 Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 3/1
Crooked, ill-paved streets, of tall jalousied houses.

Jam (dgx-m), rf.l Also 9 jamb. [f. JAM z;.']
The action of jamming ; the fact or condition of

being jammed, or tightly packed or squeezed, so as
to prevent movement

; a crush, a squeeze ; a mass
of things or persons tightly crowded and packed
together so as to prevent individual movement

; a
block in a confined street, river, or other passage.
1806-7 J- BERESFOUD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xv. i, To

be locked up in the very heart of the most crowded of all
the rooms, by that elegant jam of human kind which con-
stitutes the great charm of your torments. iSia H. & J.
SMITH Rej. Addr., Theatre 19 All is bustle, squeeze, row,
jabbering, and jam. 1827 LONCF. in Li/e (1891) I. viii. 123,
I have been several times to her evening jams ; but, as it
was Lent, there was no dancing. 1838 J. T. HODGE in C. T.
Jackson 2nd Rep. Geol. Pub. Lands 65 In descending we
find it . . overgrown for miles with elder bushes, and ob-
structed by jams of trees. 1848 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 3
Here is a close jam, a hard rub, at all seasons. 1858
CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. x. ii. II. 592 There being a jam of
carriages, and no getting forward for half the day. 1860
Ckamb. Jrnl. XIV. 241 There was a jam of people. 1863
Sat. Rev. 305 There are two great centres and nuclei of
jam, and crush, and obstruction. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift
Amer. 83 The

'

gorge
'

or 'jamb
' was occasioned by some of

these large pieces of ice getting piled in such a manner
across the river as to form a sort of barrier or dam which
backed the water up to a flood level.

b. The tight squeezing of one or more movable
parts of a machine into or against another part so
that they cannot move ; the blocking or stopping
of a machine from this cause.

1890 Times 6 Dec. 12/4 The cocking tumbler can be slewed
round, with a consequent jam, by a contact which a soldier
in the hurry of battle would not notice. Ibid. 15/4 No jam
would ensue, unless the soldier tried to use his rifle both as
a single-loader and as a magazine arm at the same time.

C. attrib. and Comb, (mainly in words of the
American lumber-trade), as jam-boom, a boom on
a river for jamming or blocking the floating logs
sent down the stream for transportation ; jam-
breaker, one who unfixes or breaks up a jam of

floating logs (Funk, 1893); so Jam-breaking
184 -8



JAM.

(ibid.) ; jam-nut, an auxiliary nut screwed down

upon the main nut to hold it (Webster, 1864) ; jam-
weld (For/ring),

' a weld in which the heated ends

or edges of the parts are square butted against each

other and welded' (Kniglit Jlict. Mech. 1875).

1879 Lumberman's Gal. i Oct., From the jam-boom to

the dead of the sorting works is a distance of seven miles.

Jam ^dzsem), sb.l Also 8 giam, jamm. [perh.

.1 ilcriv. of JAM z>.l in sense 'to bruise or crush by

pressure': cf. quots. 1747, 1781 below.]
A conserve of fruit prepared by boiling it with

sugar to a pulp.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery 386 To Make Rasberry Giam.
Take a pint of this Currant Jelly, and a Quart of Rasberries,
lnni.se them well together, set them over a slow fire [etc.].

1755 JOHNSON, Jain (I know not whence derived), a con-
serve of fruits boiled with sugar and water. 1781 MRS.
ItoscAu-F.N in Corr. Mrs. Delany Ser. ll. III. 25 The trotting
of his horse will make my strawberries into jamm before

they reach the hand ofy fair niece. 1845 ELIZA ACTON Mod.
Cookery xxi. 467 To preserve both the true flavour and the
colour of fruit m jams and jellies, boil them rapidly until

they are well reduced [etc.]. iSSa MRS. H. WOOD Mrs.
Hallib. II. iv, Scarcely had Cyril begun to enjoy his black
currant jam.

b. trans/. and_^f. Something good or sweet,

esp. with allusion to the use of sweets to hide the

disagreeable taste of medicine, or the like; real

Jam,Jam andfritters (slang), a real treat.

1881 T. A. GUTHRIE Vice-Versa xiv, Ah ! . . I thought you
wouldn't find it all jam ! 1885 Punch 3 Jan. 4/1 Without
Real Jam cash and kisses this world is a bitterish pill.

l8o6/W/.l/rt#G. 6 Jan. 4/1 Its [a sermon's] repetition in the

guise of a play could only be justified if the jam were nice

enough to make us forget the powder. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
iy. Africa 295 Exposing yourself as a pot shot to ambushed
natives would be jam and fritters to Mr. MacTaggart.

C. attrib. and Comb., as jam-boiler, -factory,

-maker, -making, -pot, -puff, -tart ; jam-like adj.
1864 SALA in Daily Tel.y> Mar., Spending their abundant

green-backs . . in jam-purrs huge triangular cocked hats of
pastry. 1883 'ANNIE THOMAS '

Mod. Housewife 118 A kind
of jam custard and pastry-pudding peculiar to the district,
and known as ' Bakewelf Pudding '. 1887 Pall Mall G.

S^Sept. 3/1 His stand-up collar was of the kind which the
gilded youth of London describe as a jam-pot. 1892 Daily
ntmt 16 Sept. 3/3 The new autumn bonnets have the small,
high crowns known as 'jam-pot '. 1896 Daily News 19 Dec.
8/4 A firm ofjam makers were ready to give 24,ooo/. at once
for the site. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 4 Apr. 1/3 His jam-like
proposal will not make any the more palatable the powder
of the Bill, which he is so anxious to see administered.
Hence Ja mless a., without jam.
1894 Cornh. Mag. May 499 She thrives, .on jamless bread

and butter.

II Jam (djam), st.s Wl>s. [f. JAMA.] A kind
of dress or frock for children.

. '793 w/ HODGES Trav. India 3 This [long muslin] dress
is in India usually worn both by Hindoos and Mahomedan
and is called Jammah ; whence the dress well known in

England, and worn by children is usually called a jam.
i8i SOUTHEY in Life $ Corr. (1849) I. 44, I had a fantastic
costume of nankeen . . trimmed with green fringe ; it was
called a vest and tunic, or a jam. 1879 LOUISA POTTER
Lancas/i. Mem. 50 A little boy's dress she always called
a '

Jam .

II Jam (dgam), ^.4 Also Jam, jam. ['Of
obscure origin

'

(Yule).] A title given to certain
native chiefs in Kutch, Kattywar, and the lower
Indus.

1843 SIR C. NAPIER Let. in G. Smith Life J. Wilson
(1878) 440Jam You have received the money of the British
for lakmg charge of the dawk. 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry
Leaves 12 A small sea-port belonging to the Jam of Nowan-
aegar. 1899 Daily Nr.vs 26 July 3/2 The late Jam [of

Wpwanagger] was permitted by the Government of India to
disinherit his son by a Mohammedan lady, .. he selected
Kumar Ranjitsinghji as his son by adoption.Jam (djraem), z;.l Also 8-9 jamb, dial. jaum.
[app. onomatopoeic, and akin to CHAM, CHAMP.]L trans. To press or squeeze (an object) tightly
between two converging bodies or surfaces; to
wedge or fix immovably in an opening, either by
forcing the object in, or by the narrowing or closing
in of the sides.

, 1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. xiii, The Ship . . stuck fast, jaum'd
i" o ',!?""

tw<
?
Rocks - '753 WASHINGTON Jrnl. Writ. 1889 !

38 We were jammed in the Ice, in such a Manner that we i

expected every Moment our Raft to sink, and ourselves to
perish

to draw his
body back again. ,1860 H. STUART

/?'""* ^
' ' he rammer is jammed in the gun.

.
S ^"y'l.Kf'rea't. Gt. xx. i, No end to his contriv-ances .

.especially when you have him jammed into a corner.
D. lo make fast by tightening.
"SI 2:

Ife!1li'*r^6 '" When the SI
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1866 MRS. GASKELI. Wives 4 Dau. xv. (1867) 153 Heavy
box after heavy box jammed up the passage. 1868 TBNNV-
SON Lucretius 169 As crowds that in an hour Of civic tumult

jam the doors, and bear The keepers down.

d. To bniise or crush by pressure.
183* MARRVAT N. ForsUr xiii, His hand was severely

jammed by the beel of a topmast. 1840 SPURDENS Suppl.

Forby's Voc, E, Anglia (E. D. S.), ?&*, to bruise by com-

pression.
* He jamm'd his finger in the door.* 1880 Times

17 Dec. 5/6 The mate got his hand jammed, and received
some other slight injuries. x88a J. B. BAKEK Scarborough
502 Two men had each a leg jammed off.

e. dial. (Eng. and U.S.} To press hard or make
firm by treading, as land is trodden hard by cattle.

1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk (1795) II. Gloss. (E. D. S.),

J'>">f, to render firm by treading ; as cattle do land they are
foddered on. 1890 in Cent. Diet, as U. S. dial.

2. intr. To become fixed, wedged, or held im-

movably ; to stick fast.

1706 S. SEWALL Diary 6 Mar. (1879) II. 156 The Ice jam'd
and made a great Dam in. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge
xix. (1859) 3?2 The sumpter-muTe. .came down rattling past
us like a whirlwind, until she jammed between the stems of

8

o. To block or fill up (a passage or avenue) by
crowding or crushing into it.

two of the cocoa-nut trees. 1848 THOREAU Maine IV. (1894)
33 Just above McCauslin's, there is a rocky rapid, where
logs jam in the spring. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 180
The cable jammed on the windlass.

3. trans. To cause the fixing or wedging of (some
movable part of a machine) so that it cannot work

;

to render (a machine, gun, etc.) unworkable, by
such wedging, sticking, or displacement.
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 362 Immediately after the

first shock.. the screw was jammed or locked. 1885 Pall
Afall G. 24 Jan. 1/2 The term 'jammed'., when used in
connection with a machine gun means that the gun ceased
to

_
operate from some disarrangement of the parts. 1890

Times 6 Dec. 12/4 When the extractor grips a refractory
cartridge the gun is jammed. 1891 LD. HERSCHELL in Lam
Times Kef. LXV. 593/1 Her propeller got foul of a rope,
so that the shaft was jammed, and the engines could not be
worked.

b. intr. Of a machine, gun, etc. : To become
unworkable through the wedging, sticking, or dis-

placement of some movable part.
1885 Manch. Exam. 25 Mar. 6/1 From five to twenty-five

per cent of the rifles would jam after firing one or two rounds.
1889 Spectator 21 Sept., If the guns jam, the swords break,
and the bayonets curl up, we cannot say that there is

necessarily safety in the multitude of stores. 1891 Law
Times Ref. LXVII. 251/2 [There can be no] doubt tliat
this machinery did jam, and that it was the jamming which
caused the collision.

4. trans. To press, squeeze, or crowd (a number
of objects) together in a compact mass ; to pack
with force or vigour ; to force together.
1768 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 112 [The ice] consisted

of large pieces close jambed together. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Eurofe\. (1894) 121 The masses.. were crumbled
and jammed together so as to form a road. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 14 Feb. 5/4 To jam them together in one or two
rooms like sheep in a fold. 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter's
Log x. 195 In these pockets nearly all the soles of a catch
are found jambed together.
5. To thrust, ram, or force violently into a con-

fined space.

_ 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 53 A part of a chain . . was
jammed in so fast. .that it remained so. 1841 L. Hum Seer
(1864) 84 He has a small foot . . and he would squeeze, jam,
and damn it into a thimble. 1848 DICKENS Dombey iv,

Everything was jammed into the tightest cases. 1855
CHAMIER My Travels I. i. 12 All these .. useless articles
were jammed into a bag. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Komola vi,
Ruined porticoes and columns .. jammed in confusedly
among the dwellings of Christians. 1887 SIR R. H. ROBERTS
In the Shires ii. 22 Hats are jammed tightly on the head.
fig. 1819 SCOTT Jrnl. 19 May, I have no turn for these
committees, and yet I get always jamm'd into them. 1876
G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career III. xii. 214 He wants to jam
the business of two or three centuries into a life-time.

b. To thrust, push, dash, or drive (anything)
violently or .firmly against something, or in some
direction, as down, in.

1836 Boston Herald 12 Apr. 1/6 He jammed her against
the bannisters. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brnun at Oxford ii.

(1889) 12 [He] passed close under the bows . . the steersman
having jammed his helm hard down. 1877 N. II'. Line.
Gloss., Jaitm, to strike another's head against any hard
object, such as a wall. 1887 T. N. PAGE Ole Virginia (1803)
158 Polly jambed the door back, and returned to his side.

HenceJammed
(d^aemd)///. a., squeezed.blocked

up; Ja-mmednes,jammed condition; Ja'iuming-
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

(In first quot. the form and meaning are uncertain.)
[1617 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) London to Hamburgh Civ,

I he chaine was shorter then the halter, by reason whereof
nee was not strangled, but by the gamming of the chaine
which could not slip close to his necke he hanged in great
torments.] 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Jamming,
the act of inclosing any object between two bodies, so as to
render it immoveable. 1887 W. CRANE in Pall Mall G.
16 Nov. 2/2 The mounted men charging into this jammed
crowd every now and then. 1887 A. A. WRIGHT in Boston
Acad. June 5 Browning's conciseness is more than concise-
ness ; it is jammedness.
Jam (djjiEm), v* colloq. [f. JAM sli? : cf. butter

vb.] trans. To spread with jam.
i8ji MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) 130 The slices of bread

looked as if they had been firstjammed and then well scraped.
Jam, valiant of JAMB.
II Jama,jamah (dga'ma). E.Ind. Alsocrrcn.

jamma(h. [Urdu (Pers.) _.U. jamah garment.]
The long cotton gown worn by'llindoos.

rya
ills.

JAMB
I 1776 Trial Thomas Fonke i He said, he had that instant
made his escape. .His jammah was torn. 1800 Asiat. Ann.

. Reg., Misc. Tr. 257/1 They were in plain muslin jamahs and
! coloured turbans and kummerbunds. 183* HERKLOTS tr.

|

CJuaroon-e-Iflatn App. xi, The Mohummudans tie their
jamas on the right side ; the Hindoos, on the left.

Jamadar, variant of JEMADAR.
Jamaica (dgam^-ka). The name of a large

i

West Indian island. Used attrib. in the names of

things native to or imported from that island, as
I Jamaica bark, bilberry, birch, buckthorn, cherry,
\ ebony, fan-palm. Also Jamaica pepper, a name
]

of ALLSPICE
; Jamaica rum, often called simply

Jamaica ; Jamaica wood = BBAZILETTO.
1756 P. BR9WNE Jamaica 299 "Jamaica Ebony (Br

Ebenus). This shrubby tree is common in all the lower hii

1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World I. 586 On both sides the
ground was covered with a thin perennial 'Jamaica-grass
1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661) 12 A kind of Pepper,

i that tastes like Cloves, and very Aromatick (known by the
name of *Iamaica-Pepper). 1775 ADAIR Amer. Ind. 339A large dose of old 'Jamaica [rum] and qualified mercury.
1848 DICKENS Dombey xvii, I'd bet a gill of old Jamaica. .

that I know. 1656 CromwtlFt Bk. Kates, Woods, Brazeletto
or "Jamaica wood. 1789 Act 27 Geo. Ill, c. 13 Sched. s.v.

ivood, Brazilletlo or Jamaica Wood for Dyers use.

|| Jaman (d^a-man). E. Ind. Also jamun,
oou. [Hindijamun,jaman.'] The fruit ofEugenia

Jambolana; =JAMBOLAN. (Sometimes confounded
: with the Rose-apple or JAMBO, EugeniaJumbos.}

1826 LEYDEN & ERSKINF. tr. Mem. Babcryic, (Y.) Another
is the jaman. .Its fruit resembles the black grape, but has a
more acid taste, and is not very good. Ibid., note (Y.), The

i jaman has no resemblance to the rose-apple ; it is more like
an oblong sloe than anything else. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
65/2 The Clove

tree,
the Rose apple, and Jamoon of India,

|

formerly included in Eugenia. 1842 Ibid. XXIII. 483/1
I S[yzygiitm} Jambolanum. .planted near villages, .chiefly
on account of its fruit, which is sometimes called Java plum
by Europeans, but Jamoon by the natives.

Jamb (dgsem). Forms : 4-7 iambe, 7- jamb,
jambe; also 5 iamne, iawmbe, 5-6 iawmo, 6

ialme, iammo, 6-7 iaumbe, iame, 7 jaume,
jayme, jeame.geaum, 7-9 jam, jaum, 8-9 jaumb,
jawm. [a. F. jambe = ONF. ganibe, Pr. camba,
Cat., It.gambalcg: late L. gamba 'hoof, in later

pop. L. '

leg
'

; referred by Diez to an earlier camba
(as in OSp., Pr., and Sard.), from Celtic camb-
crooked, bent. In senses i, I b, still spelt jambe.
The dial, pronunciation from Cumberland and
Yorkshire to Shropsh. is (d^gm, dsjm).]
1. Her. A leg ;

= GAME.
1725 COATS Diet. Her., Jamb, is the French Word signi-

fying a Leg, or Shank, and some English Heralds have
made Use of it in that Sense. 1881 CUSSANS Her. vi. (ed. 3)
87 A Leg, styled heraldically a Jambe, or Gambe, which is

usually represented as erased, or torn from the body.
b. Armour. A leg-piece made of metal or cuir-

bouilli ; cf. JAMBEAU.
\c 1386 : see JAMBEAU v.rr.} 1834 PLANCH^ Brit. Cost. 138The greaves or jambs for the legs. 1860 FAIRHOLTCO.T/

Eng. (ed. 2) in In the armoury of Lord Londesborough is

a jambe and solloret of this era.

2. Arch. Each of the side posts of a doorway,
j

window, or chimney-piece, upon which rests the
i lintel ; a cheek

; esp., in popular use, (pi.} the stone

;

sides or cheeks of a fire-place.
1418 in Heath Grocers' Comp. (1869) 6 Unwroughte

j

Stapylton stoone. .for wyndowes, wyndow jambes and sills.
r 1467-9 Durham Ace. Kolls (Surtees) 642 Factura unius
Iambe in fenistra australi. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in.
xvii, Subtill inuldrie wrocht mony day agone, On Buttereis,
Ialme, Pillaris and

plesand springis. 1565 GOLUING Ovid's
i

Met. xn. (1593) 284 Vet caught he upon his shoulders twaine
A stone the lawme of either doore. 1584 R. SCOT Ditani,
Witchcr. v. i. (1886) 73 He [a mouse] was killed comming
out of the hole of a jamme in a windowe. 1611 CORYAT

i Crudities 303 In one of the higher chambers there is the

|

fairest chimney for clauy and ieames that ever I saw. 1611
COTGR., Ante, . . the cheeke, or iaumbe of a doore. 1663
GERBIEI Counsel 7 Three Inches broader than the breadth
of his James and Cornish. 1719 D'UKFKY /'///* (1872) VI.
142 To the Jawm of a Chimney spend I my breath. 1725W. HALFPENNY Sounti Build. 13 Door, or Window, whose
Jaums. .splays more or less. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.

286, I set about leading the door hooks into the jambs.
1833 J. LARBNER Mantif. Metal II. 170 The front of the
stove, generally cast in a single plate, and fitting within the
jambs, or chimney bottom. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf.
61 Two narrow lights, .corbelled out towards the top of the
jaumbs. 1889 D. C. MURRAY Danger. Catspaw 108 She was
clinging to the jamb of the door. fig. 1848 CLOUGH Bothie
v. 25 Perfect as picture. .Through the great granite jambs,
the stream, the glen, and the mountain.
3. Each of the two side-pieces or cheeks of any-

thing, rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 939 Jason, .gyrd of his hede, Vnioynis

the lamnys bat iuste were to-gedur : Gyrd out the grete
tethe. Ibid. 11114 Pirrus . . flang at hir with a fyne swerd,
Share of be sheld at a shyre corner ; Vnioynet the Iawmbe
of be iust arme, pat hit light on be laund. 1864 RAWLINSON
Anc. Mon. II. vii. 62 The jambs of the spear-head were
exceedingly short.

1 4. A projecting
'

wing
'
of a building. Obs.

1597 in Craufurd Univ. Edinb. (1808) 41 Thereafter the
lower schoole in the south jambe was appointed for the

Humanity, c 1600 Hist. Kennedys in Paterson Hist. Ayrsh.
(1863) p. cxi, [They had effected a breach] in the wall of the

jayme. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VIII. 311 It [the Church]
has a lar~eyw, very commodious for dispensing the Sacra-
ment.



JAMBART.
6. A projecting columnar part of a wall; a

columnar mass or pillar in a quarry or mine.
1687 Hist. Sir J. Hawkwood xv. 33 We. . bolted the Door

on the inside, and so hid ourselves in a Nook, or behind the
Geaum of the Wall, to expect the event. 01823 FORBY
Voc. E. Anglia, Jamb, a mass of masonry in a building,
or of stone or other material in a quarry or pit, standing
upright, and more or less distinct from neighbouring or
adjoining parts. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Jamb, a pillar
of ore in a mine.

( 6. An angular turn or corner in a street or

way. Obs.

1367 FENTON Trag. Disc. 165 They came deuisynge merely
together till they were at the iaumbe or torne of a streete.

579 Guicciard. iv. (1599) 179 Gurlin remembring that
from a part or lawme of Stampace bending towards the
towne, there was a way that led to the gate of the sea.

7. Mining. A bed of clay or stone running across
a mineral vein or seam.
1721 BAILEY, Jam, Jamb, a thick Bed of Stone which

hinders the Miners in their pursuing the Veins of Oar. 1747
HOOSON Miner's Diet. K iij b, These Jaums are sometimes
found in the Top of the Lime. 1787 MARSHALL Norfolk
(1795) 1 1. Gloss. (E.D.S. 1

, Jam, a vein or bed of marl or clay.
8. altrib. and Comb., as iamb-lining, -post, -shaft,

-splay, -stone, etc.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss. 587 Jamb-post,
a post fixed on the side of a door, etc., and to which the
jamb-lining is attached. 1823 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 538 In every pier, between windows and other
apertures, every alternate jamb-stone ought to go through
the wall with its bed perfectly level. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT
Lect. Archil. \. 281 This, if the arch were made slightly seg-
mental, would die into the jamb-splay. 1898 J. T. FOWLER
Durh. Cathedr. 49 Windows . . deeply recessed within, and
flanked by jamb-shafts of the local Frosterley marble.

Jamb, variant of JAM z>.l
; obs. form of YAM.

\ Jambart. Obs. rare. Var. of JAMBKB.
1830 BOUTELL in Gentl. Mag. CXX. n. 45 The lower limbs

have jambarts or front-guards of plate or leather.

Jambe, var. JAMB. Jamb6, var. JAMB* a.

tJambeau (d^ae-mbo). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms:
|

PI. 4-5 iambeaus, -beux, -bieux, 5 iaumbeuxe,
6giambeux, 7-9 jambeux, -beaux. [Informrepr.
AF. *jambeau deriv. of jambe leg.] A piece of j

armour for the leg ; pi. leggings ; a pair of jambes. i

^1380 Sir Ferumb. 5615 Be ys iambeaus forb he swarf &
ys o^er spore banne he carf, Adoun rijt by the hele. c 1386
CHAUCER Sir Thopas 164 Hise lambeux [so 3 texts ; Cambr.
lambieux, Petit'. Iaumbeuxe, Corp. fy Lansd. lambes] were i

of qwyrboilly, His swerdes shethe of Yuory. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. ll. vi. 20 A large purple streme adowne their giambeux
falles. 1700 DRYDBN Palamon f, Arc. ill. 35 With jambeux
arm'd, and double plates of steel.

t Jambee. Obs. Also 8 jumbee. [f. Jambi
a district, town, and large river of Sumatra, lying
due south of Singapore.] A species of Calamus
or Dxmonorops from the district of Jambi ;

a cane
or walking-stick made of this, fashionable in the

time of Queen Anne.
1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4059/4 The following Goods, viz. . .

Jumbee Canes, . . Dragon's Blood Canes. 1709 STEELE
Taller No. 142 ff 5-6 Yours [a cane] is a true Jambee, and

[

Squire Empty's only a plain Dragon. This Vertuoso has
a Parcel of Jambees now growing in the East Indies. 1885
DOBSON Select.fr. Steele 479 note, A Jambee .. is a knotty
bamboo of a pale brown hue.

t Ja-mber, -bier. Obs. Also 4 iaumber,
iamber, 7 jamar. [ME. a. AF. ja(u)mbere = F.

jambUre, armour that covers the leg, deiiv. of'jambe \

leg.] Armour for the legs; a greave. Hence
( Jambered (jamar'd) a., armed with greaves.
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270 No Indian fruits, except the guyava and jambo. 1851
lllustr. Catal. Gt. Ex/iib. 1319 Jambo, Rose apple (Eugenia,
jambos).

b. Eugenia Jambolana, the Java Plum, also
called JAMBOLAN and JAMAN.
1833 BUHNES Trait. Bokhara (ed. 2) II. 36 They consisted

j

of the peach, . mango, jamboo, bair, date, . . and apple. 1866
|

LIVINGSTONE Jrnl. (1873) I. vii. 172 We got some wretched
wild fruit like that called 'jambos

1

,
in India. 1879 SIR K

ARNOLD Lt. Asia vi.(i88i) 143 The books Tell how jambu-
i branches, planted thus Shoot with quick life in wealth of leaf
and flower.

c. Eugenia malaccensis, the Malay Apple, and
kindred species, native to the Malay archipelago.
1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxi. 255 Their

was armed fynly wel Wyb sabatons, & spores, & iaumbers
of stel. c iqoo Sege Jems. 1114 Fyf hundred fi^tyng men,
..In jepouns & jambers, Jewes bey wer. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny xvi. xxxix. I. 489 The mourrions, iambriers, or

grieues, of braue men in times past. 1668 GLANVILL Plus
Ultra 66 IThe microscope] represents that little Creature

[a flea] as bristled and jamar'd.. if the mentioned bristles

and jamars are in the Glass, and not in the Animal, they
would appear .. in all the small Creatures . . look'd on through
the Microscope. 1706 PHILLIPS, Jtimbitr, a Greave or Leg-
piece ; an Armour for the Leg.

t Jamble, v., obs. var. of JANGLE.
1715 HEARNE Rent. 28 May (1869) II. 2 This being the

duke of Brunswick, commonly called King George's birth-

day, some of the bells were jambled in Oxford, by the care
of some of the whiggish fanatical crew. 1726 Ibid. 20 Oct.
II. 605 This being the Coronation-day of George Duke of

Brunswick, commonly called King George, there was mighty
jambling of bells very early in the morning.

II Jambo,jambu (djas-mb0,-bw). . Ind. Also

jamboo, jambos, jumbop. [Various vernacular

forms repr. Skr. jambu, jambu
'

rose-apple ', and
its derivatives jambula , jambiila, etc.] A name
given in different parts of the East Indies and

Malay Archipelago to several species of Eugenia
(N.O. Myrtacex], and their fruits; esp.

a. Eugenia Jambos (Jambosa vulgaris}, the

Rose Apple.
1398 tr. Linsckoten's Voy. l.(Hak!uyt Soc.) II. 29,30 (Stanf.)

Of lambos. In India ther is another fruit that for the

beautie, pleasant taste, smell, and medicinable vertue thereof,
is worthie to bee written of. . . The lambos tree taketh deepe
roote. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 505 The lambos. .

smelleth like a Rose, is ruddie ; and the tree is never with-

out fruit or blossomes. 1773 MASSON in Phil. Trans. LXVI.

ig nature : it is considerably less
than a common-sized apple,, .its shape is oval, and its colour
a deep red. 1789 G. KEATE Pelew Isl. 257 Mote, It is the
Jamboo Apple, the Eugenia Malaccensis of Linnanis. 1812
MARIA GRAHAM Jrnl. KesiiL Imi. 22 (Y.) The jumboo, a
species of rose-apple, with its flowers like crimson tassels

covering every part of the stem. 1883 MRS. BISHOP Sk.
Malay Pen. v. in Leisure Ho. 198/2 Clusters of a species of
jambu, a pear-shaped fruit.

So || Jambol, jambul [Skr. jambula, jambula :

see JAMBO] ; also JamVjolan = JAMBO b.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 505 But of these, also
the Carambolas, lambolijns and other Indian fruits, I leave
to speake. 1866 Treas. Bot. 634/2 Jambolan-tree, Calyp-
trantes Jambolana. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Perm. Bark
382 By the roadside . . there were roses, daturas, and jambol-
trees (Eugenia Jambolanum) with heads of graceful flowers.

1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Jambul, the Syzygium jambolanwn.
Jambok, var. SJAMBOK, a powerful whip.
t Jambon. Obs. [Fr. (gaiibon) : see GAMMON.]
1. = GAMMON 2.

1633 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746^ 150 The
Normans . . whose Bacon flitches and Jambous Varro ex-
tolleth. 1668 R. L'ESTRANGE Vis, Quev. (1708) 206, 1 would
not affront the Jambon ; for Water upon Gammon, would
be false Heraldry.

1 2. A mollusc of genus Pinna {V . jambonneau' .

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Hupp., Jambon, . . a kind of sea-shell,
resembling a ham of bacon. It is a species of pinna marina.

Jamborandi, variant of JABOKANDI.
Jamboree 1

. U.S. slang. A noisy revel; a
carousal or spree.
1872 Scribners Mag. IV. 363 (Farmer) There have not

been so many dollars spent on any jamboree. 1878 W. H.
DANIELS That Boy xv. 236 He enjoyed a drinking bout or
a jamboree as well as if he couldn't write the finest poetry
in the language. 1893 W. O'BRIEN On the Eve 25/2 The
Orange bad boys who. .would be making the air of Belfast
hideous about this time of the year with their annual jam-
boree over the July anniversaries.

Jambosine (dsarmbosain). Chem. [f. Bot.L.

jambosa (see JAMBO) + -INE^.] An alkaloid,

C, H 1SNO3 , obtained from the root bark oijam-
bosa vulgaris (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887).

tJa'mby, a. Obs. Also 5 jambiS. [a. F.

jambi legged, well-legged.] Strong on the legs.
la 1400 A/orte Arth. 373, 1 salle be at journee with gentille

knyghtes, On a jamby stede fulle jolyly graythide. Ibid.

2895 One a jambe stede this jurnee he makes.

||
Jamdani (djamda'n/'). E. Ind. Also -danee.

[Pers. jjl-Xtla. jamdani.']
' A species of fine

cotton cloth with spots or flowers woven in the
loom '.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. TraJe, Jamaanee,a. flowered Dacca
wove muslin.

James (dj^'mzl. fa. OF. James (Gemmes,
*Jaimes) = Sp. Jaime, Pr., C3.\..Jaume,Ja/;me, It.

Giacomo : late L. *Ja'comus, from L. Ja-cobus
(learned form Jacobus), a. Gr. 'Iao)/3os, ad. Heb.
-V-' yac.liqob Jacob, a frequent Jewish name at all

times, and thus the name of two of Christ's

disciples (St. James the Greater and St. James
the Less) ; whence a frequent Christian name.]

I. A Christian name of men : hence in various
transferred senses. (See also JEAMES.)
1. a. A sovereign, slang. (Cf. JACOBUS.) b.

James Royal, a Scottish silver coin of James VI,
the Sword dollar.

1567 in Keith Hist. Ch. ff St. Scot. App. (1714) 150 That
thair be cunyeit ane Penny of Silver callit the James Ryall,
. . of Weicht an Unce Troyis-weicht, . . havand on the ane
Syde ane Swerd with ane Crown upoun the same. 1838
A. MAYHEW Paved u<. Gold in. xvii. 365 The firm . . was in

the habit of pricing its 'half-James* and 'James
1

(i. e. half
and whole sovereigns) at zj. lorf. and 7J. 1893 P. H. EMER-
SON Signor Lippo xxi, He gives him the half-James, and told
him never to bother him no more.

2. A burglar's crow-bar
;
= JEMMY sb. 6.

1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Jemmy or James, an iron-
crow. 1885 Pall Mall G. 29 May 11/2 The uses and
varieties of the James will be at once understood when it is

explained that it is used as a lever of the third order. 1896
A. MORRISON Child Yago 319 He wondered what had be-
come of the james and the gimlets.
3. A sheep's head ;

= JEMMY sb. 7.

1827 Becker's Every Nt. Bk. 38 (Farmer) Hear us, great
James, thou poetry of mutton ; Delicious profile of the beast
that bleats. 1870 Lond. Figaro 2 July (ibid.), Club your
pence, and you may attain to the glories of Osmazome and
James that is, of baked sheep's head.

II. St. James, either apostle of the name ; csp.

JANE.

St. James the Greater, chosen as the Patron Saint
of Spain, whose shrine at Compostella was a famous
centre of pilgrimage. St.James's day, St. fames 's

tide (dial.James-mass}, the 25th of July, dedicated
to St. James the Greater.
a m$Ancr. R. 192 For bi, seiS sein lame, 'Omne gaudium

[etc.]'. 1386 CHAUCER Sttifnum'i T. 355, 1 thank* yow by
god and by seint lame, a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. I. (Arb.) 36
I'hies yong scholers be chosen commonlie, as yong apples be

i chosen
bychiIdren,inafairegardenaboutS.Iamestyde. 1641

Chttrchtu. Ace. St. Margaret's, Westminster (Nichols 17971
47 Paid to the singing men ofthe Abbie towards their feast at
S' James's tide. 1701 Lond. Gaz, No. 3718/4 The Fairs held at
the City of Bristol at St. James-Tide .. will not begin before
the 25th of July. 1898 Westut. Gaz. 25 July 10/1 There is a
popular saw that 'Whoever eats oysters on St. James's Day
will never want money', and this is due to an indistinct
connexion with the saint of the scallop shell.

b. St. James's -wort (also dial. James wort,
James-weed), Ragwort, Seneciojacobya.

1578 LYTE Dodotns I. xlviii. 69 S. lames worte groweth
almost euery where, alongst by wayes and waterish places,
and., in the borders of fieldes. 1579 LANCHAM Gant. Health
("633) 577 Saint James wort, it hath a special! vertue to
heale wounds. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 11. xxvi. i. 218
Saint lames his woort or Ragwoort.

III. Also, a surname ; hence, James's Powder,
a febrifuge very popular during the latter part of
the i8th century and at the beginning of the igth ;

I prepared by Dr. Robert James (1703-1776).
a 1776 R. JAMES Dissert. Fevers (1778) 94 Suppose a patient

I
or his friends, should insist upon trying James's Powders,

i
a little confederacy might easily blast all hopes. 1801 H.
SWINBURNE in Crts. Europe (1841) II. 304 They say his
[Geo. Ill's] illness was brought on by his taking a most
extraordinary dose of James's powders of his own accord.

Jamesonite (dg^'-msanait). Min. [Named
1825 after Professor Jameson, of Edinburgh (1773-
1854).] Sulph-antimonideoflead, usually occurring
in fibrous masses

; feather-ore.

1823 HAIUINGER tr. Mohs' Min. I. 451. 1868 DANA Min.
I (ed. 5) 91 Jamesonite occurs principally in Cornwall.

Jamestown-weed. U.S. Also Jim(p)son-
weed.

[f. Jamestown, in Virginia.] The Thorn-

apple. Datura Stramonium.
1687 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XLI. 160 Several of them

[the Soldiers) went to gather a Sallad..and lighting in great
Quantities on an Herb called lames-town-weed, they
gathered it ; and by eating thereof in plenty, were rendered
apish and foolish. 1700 J. LAWSON Carolina (1718) 78

i James-Town-Weed. .is excellent for curing Burns and as-

swaging Inflammations. 1880 'MARK TWAIN' Tramp Abr.
I. 220 The village jokers came creeping stealthily through
the jimpson weeds and sunflowers. 1892 Harper's Mag..

V.^ 936/2 The front yard was overrun with cockle-
burs and '

jimsonweed '.

Jamme(e, obs. form of YAM.
II Ja'mpau. E. 2nd. Also jampaun, Jompon,

janpau, etc. [Bengalijhampan, Hindijhappdn.\A kind of sedan chair, carried by four men, used
in the hill-country of India.

1832 MUNDY Pen ft Pencil Sit. I. 284 We therefore per-
suaded him to take the jampaun and return. 1836 Bp. WIL-
SON Diary in //ir(i86o) II. xv. 108 We ordered our ponies
and johnpons. 1843 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)
248 The usual mode of travelling is by 'jampauns

'

a con-

veyance not unlike a large clumsy chair, having a top from
which curtains are suspended. They are carried by four
men by means of poles fixed to the sides. 1872 M RS. VALEN-
TINE in Mem. iii. (1882) 37 We have a sort of chair called a
'Jhampan', carried by four men. 1886 YULE Anglo-lnd.
Gloss., Jompon. 1887 FIFE-COOKSON Tiger Shooting 139
At a hill-station ladies are carried in jampans, which are

open doolies.

Hence
|| Jampauee- [Hindi jdnpani], a bearer of

a jampan.
1839 LANG Wand. India n Ladies and gentlemen on

horseback, and ladies in janpans the janpanees dressed in

every variety of livery. 1879 Times 17 Aug. (Y.), Every lady
on the hills keeps her jampan and jampanees. .just as in the
plains she keeps her carriage and footmen.

Jamrosade (djjae-mroz.-'d). [app. f. JAMBO,
with addition or mixture of rose + -ADE.] The
fruit of the East Indian tree EugeniaJambos ; the

Rose-apple.
1866 Treas. Bot. 635/1 Jamrosade, the Rose Apple,

Eugenia Jambos. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Jamwar (dga'mwai). E. Ind. Also jame-.

[Pers. j\j
wl. jamahwar cloth, garment ; a kind

of chintz ; a flowered sheet or shawl.]
1721 C. KING Brit. Merck. I. 290 Ginghams 375 Pieces

Jam WaiTs 10 Pieces. 1722 Lond. Gaz. No. 6079/7 A Parcel
of. .strip'd Herba Cotton, Jamwars.

Jam-weld : see JAM so*
t Jan. Thieves' Cant. Obs. A purse.
1610 ROWLANDS Martin Mark-all, Ian, a purse. 1621

B. JONSON Gipsies Melamorph, f i To nip a. Ian, and cfy
the jark.

Jan., abbreviation of JANUABY.
Janders, -dies, -dise, obs. ff. JAUNDICE.
Jane (d^'n). Also 5 iayne. [From OF.

Janne(s, F. Genes; cf. WiL.Janewey, GENOWAY.]
1 1. A small silver coin of Genoa introduced into

England towards the end of the I4th century : cf.

GALLEY-HALFPENNY. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 24 His Robe was of Syklatoun

That coste many a lane \v.r. Iayne]. Clerk's T.
943 O Stormy peple . . Ay ful of clappyng deere ynogh



JANE-OP-APES.

lane. 1590 SPENSER F. f>. m. vii. 58 [She) flat refusd lo

have adoe wilh nice, Because I could not give her many
a Jane. 1671 SKINNER Etymal. I.i'ig. A'igl. Ccccc j b, Jfaru

. .q.d. nummus Genuensis, vel Januensis.

2. =JKAN, the fabric, q.v.

t Jane-of-apes. O/is. humorous nonte-wj.

[f. aftet Jack-of-apcs, with the female nameJane.']
The female counterpart of a Jackanapes.
16*3 MASSINGER Bondman in. iii, But we shall want A

woman.. . No, here's a Jane-of-apes shall serve.

Janever(e, -wer, obs. forms of JANUARY.
Janewey, variant of GENOWAY, Genoa. Obs.

II Jangada (dsaenga-da). Also 6 gyn-, gin-

gatho, 7 gingatha, -ada, -ado, (jergado), 8 jun-

godo, jungada, jaujade. [Pg. jangada (1504
in Correa), ad. Malayalam changadam, in Tulu

jangala raft, junction of two boats, ferry-boat, ad.

Skr. samghata,
'

fitting and joining together (of

timber), joinery '. Taken by the Portuguese from
East Indies to South America, where it is now
chiefly used.]
A float or raft consisting of four or five logs

fastened together, and furnished with a seat and
lateen sail, so as to form a rude fishing-boat : used
in the northern parts of Brazil and Peru. b. orig.
A raft, used in the East Indies, often formed of two
or more boats fastened together ; a JANGAH.
1598 PHILIPS tr. Linschotcn's Voy. 1472 Some tooke bords,

deals, and other peeces of wood, and bound them together
(which y* Portingals cal langadas) . . all hoping to saue their
Hues. 1600 HAKLUVT Voy. III. 776 There came aboord vs
two Indians vpon a Gyngatlw. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I.

v. 631 Their Boat being split in pieces, made a Gingada. of
Timber. 1760-71 tr. Juan ff Ulloa's fay. (ed. 3) 1. 181 These
Balzas, called by the Indians, Jungadas \iwtt-, They are the
same that are called Catamorans in the East Indies]. 1846
G. GARDNER Brazil 70. 1893 Daity News 27 May 5/3 To
create a fresh sensation by importing a '

Jangada
' from

Pernambuco for use on our own river.

Jangal : see JUNGLE.
|| Jangar. . Ind. Also jungar. [a. Tamil

jangar = Tulu/a^iJ/ : see JANGADA. (An early
form of this word intermediate between Skr. sam-

ghata and the mod. Dravidian forms occurs in the

Periplus of Arrianus (A. D. 124), in the Gr. spelling

oayyapoi'.)] A raft
;
= JANGADA b.

1800 WELLINGTON Suppl. Desp. (1858) I. 519 There are two
rivers .. It will be proper to have a jungar upon each of
them. 1886 YULE & BURNELL Anglo-lnd. Gloss., Jangar,
a raft. Port, jangada.

Jangle (djse-rjg'l), v. Also 4-6 iangil(l, -el(e,

5 -ille, -ylle, (ohangel, yangle) : see also GAN-
GLE. [a. OF. jangler (i2th c.), jengler, gengler,
in same senses ; ulterior origin obscure. (Referred
by some to an Old Nether-frankish *jangelon repr.
by MDu. jangelen ; but this is improbable.) In
senses 3, 5, app. influenced by JINGLE v.']

I. intr. f 1. To talk excessively or noisily ; to

chatter, babble, prate ; said also of birds. Often

applied contemptuously to ordinary speaking. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27620 O pride es ianglmg o foly, and

namhest of licheri. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls)
4098 penne come Saxoyns, men of Angle, Als t>ey coube on
ber speche iangle. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 676
Thy mynde is lorn, thou ianglest as a lay. ? c 1475 Syr.
lirwe Degre 51 The iay iangled them amonge, The larke
began that mery songe. c 1480 Lyl. Childr. Lyt. Bk. 90 in
Babees Bk. 22 Aryse up soft & stylle, And iangylle nether
with lak ne lylle. 1569 Bp. PARKHURST Injunctions, Whe-
ther_

there be.. any that walk vp and downe, iangling and
talking in the tyme of Common praier. 1604 T. WUICHT
Passions i. x. 41 In halfe an houre five men will bee wearie
with conference . . but three women will iangle, and never
lacke new subiects to discourse vpon. 1642 ROGERS Naaman
489 To prate and jangle, play and be merry, and tell tales.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. III. in. vl. iii. 175 It was usual to
hear the two nightingales Jangling and Talking together.
2. To speak angrily, harshly, or discordantly ; to

grumble, murmur; to contend, dispute, wrangle,
squabble, arch.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 90 Raykes bylyue lonas toward
port laph, ay langlande for tcne pat he nolde bole, for
no-byng, none of bose pynes. 138* WYCLIF Exod. xvil 2
The which langlynge ajens Moyses, seith, Jif to us water,
that we drynken. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 920 Schyr, we
jangill bot in wayne. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. f, Uplondyshm.
(Percy Soc.) p. li, Some braule and some jangle when theybe beastly fed. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 225 Good wits
wil be iangling, but gentles agree. 1691 WASHINGTON tr.

Milton's De/. Pop. viii. M.'s Wks. (1851) 194 It is not
worth while to jangle about a French word. 1797 MAD.

moling and
146

D ARBLAY Lett. 3 Apr., Thus they go on, wrangling and
jangling. 1849 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. I. viii. (1866) 146
They..jangle about, .the breadth of a phylactery.
tb. To parley (with a thing or person). Obs

c 1440 HYLTON Seal* Per/. (W. de W. 1494) n. xxiii,
Jangill not therwith. .but smyte [it] oute of thyne herte.
JI6&4 LEIGHTON Crnnm. i Pet. iii. 15 It suffers us not to
stand to jangle with each trifling grumbling objection.

o. <\\u&\-trans. With out. To eo on ianeline
till it exhausts itself.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes ii. (1872) 58 Homoiousion, Homoou-
unt, vain logical jangle . . may jangle itself out, and gowhither and how it likes.

3. To make a discordant or unmusical noise ; to
snrmrl or 'jingle* harshly or discordantly.
1494 I-*"- Ruk. Ill /t Hen. <-'// (R U; 'I. 394 The

550

chaneelyng of bellis. ij8i J. BELL Haddon's Anna, Otar.

320The Belles from the 1 urrettes on highe make a wonderfull

langl yng. 1678 O'HVAY Friendship in F. v. i, The Hells shall

jangle out of Tune all Day. 173* MRS. DELANY Lett., to

Mrs. A. Granville "*^$, I was placed at the harpsichord, and
after jangling a little, Mr. Wesley took his fiddle and played
to his daughters' dancing. 1875 MANNING Mission //. Ghost
viii. 214 All its notes jangle in discord.

II. trans. 4. To speak or utter in a noisy, bab-

bling, discordant, or contentious manner.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. iv. 155 Madame, I am sowre man.

What so my mouth iangleth. 1412-13 HOCCLEVE Ball, to
Hen. y, 37 Thogh my conceit be smal, And . . my wordes
. .clappe and iangle foorth, as dooth a iay. 1545 HEN. VIII
in Hall Chron. (1809) 866 How unreverently that moste

precious iuel the worde of God is disputed rimed song and
langeled in every Alehouse. 1597 GERARDE Her6a/Ptt{.,
Anything they shall . . either murmure in corners, or iangle
in secret, c 1709 PRIOR Protogenes $ Apelles 6 Ere monkish
rhymes Had jangled their fantastic chimes. 1841 T. A.
TROLLOFE Summ. W. France I. xvii. 284 The bell, .is clang-
ing and jangling its last angry summons to tardy passengers.
1843 CARLYLE Past t, Pr. in. ix, That . . Life-theory which
we near jangled on all hands of us.

6. To cause (a bell, etc.) to give forth a harsh dis-

cordant sound ; to cause to ring, jingle, or clang
inharmoniously.
1604 SHAKS. Ham. (2nd Qo.) in. i. 166 Like sweet bells

iangled out of time, and harsh. 1641 J. JACKSON True
Evang. T. in. 189 They jangle all out of tune the sweet
Bels of reason and judgement. 1848 CLOUGH Amours tie

Voy. n. 109 Jangling a sword on the steps, or jogging a
musket Slung to the shoulder behind. 1883 LD. R. GOWER
My Remin. I. vii. 122 Bell-ringers would come . . and
jangle their changes before an admiring, .audience.

1 6. To speak angrily to, to scold. Obs. rare.

1-1430 Pilgr.LyfManhode n. li. (1869) 83 What gost thou

thusjangelmge me ?

f7. To jape. St. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 150 So said the prest that last

] janglyt thi wyff.
Hence Ja'ngled fpi. a.
1868 FARRAR Silence >, V. ii. (1875) 36 That jangled dis-

sonance in what should be the sweet music of men's lives.

1880 BARING-GOULD Mehalah xxviii. (1884) 391 The jangled
clash of bells. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll viii. 70 A fero-

city of accent that testified to his own jangled nerves.

Jangle (dsarrjg'l), sb. [In ME. a. AF. and OF.
jangle sb. from jangler; in later use immediately
from the Eng. vb.]
fl. Idle talk, chatter, jabber ;

an idle word. Obs.
[i9a BRITTON iv. ix. 3 La tierce manere de jurer est qe

vient de legend de jaungle et de mauveste' de usage.] 1340-
70 Alex. $ Dind. 462 pere nis no iargoun no iangle, ne
iuggeme[n]tis falce. 1:1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 575 Do
manye goode werkes, and spek fewe langles.
2. Contention, altercation, bickering.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. I. ii, Then in such a cleere text

as this may we know too without further jangle. 1673
MARVELL Reh, Transp. i. 302 Having made the whole
business of State their Armmian jangles. 1751 MRS. DE-
LANY Lett., to_

Mrs. Dewes 55 If these jangles were to

happen often, it would greatly embitter the pleasure I have
in Don.'s

company. 1876 Miss YONGE Womankind xviii.

144 This ought to be frankly owned. .if for no other reason
than to prevent jangles.
3. Discordant sound, ring, or clang.
1795 GIFFORD Mscviad 106 The mad jangle of Matilda's

lyre. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Farrers iii. 40 The jangle of
cans at the stall where hot coffee was sold. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust (1875) I. Prelude 6 And the discordant tones of all

existence In sullen jangle are together hurled.

4. Confused and noisy talk
;
the mingled din of

voices. (A kind of blending of senses i and 3.)
1839 CARLYLE Chartism vi. 146 Infinite sorrowful jangle.

1866 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 516 The gay jangle went on, and
the laughter and music poured out to where Catherine was
sitting. 1884 Chr. Cmnmw. 23 Oct. 20/3 When the chaff
of sputter and jangle of platitude and puerility has been
sifted away.

Jangler (dgarrjgbi). [a. OY.jangleor, nom.
jatiglere, f. jangler to JANGLE : see -EB 2

3.]
One who jangles : f a. A chatterer, idle talker, or

prater ; a story-teller, a jester (obs.'} ; b. A noisy
disputant.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9307 For langlers, bys tale

y tolde, pat bey yn cherche here tunges holde. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. x. 31 laperes and iogeloures and iangelers of gestes.
CI386 CHAUCER Manciple's T. 239 A langler is to god
abhomynable. 1411 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priti. 227
1 ho that haue ribbis bocchynge outwardes . . bene yan-
glours, and foils in wordys. 1491 CAXTON ISitas Pair.
(W. de W. 1495) i. xl. 6oa/i Yf ony were a langeler, a
Lyar, or Chyder ; she warnyd her for to amende her. 1551
T. WILSON Logike (1580) 56 b, A brablyng iangeler without
all reason. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions iv. i. 107 langlers
and praters deserue to be registred in the catalogue of
fooles. 1651 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n. ii. in Hazl.
Dodsley XII. 240 You snyb mine old years, sans fail I wene
you bin A jangler and a golierdis. 1884 CAr. Comnrw.
23 Oct. 20/3 Any other clique ofjunior janglers and wranglers.

t Ja-ugleress. Obs. [a. QX.jangleresse fem. of

jangleor : see prec. and -ESS.] A female jangler.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 1062 For sithen he seyde that

we been langleresses . . I shal nat spare for no curteisye To
speke hym harm bat wolde vs vileynye. Melib. pug
Thise wordes been vnderstonde of wommen bat been lan-
gleresses and wikked. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n.
Ixxvii. (1869) 104 Why hast thou leeued the counseil of
thilke berkinge lyere Oiseuce the jangeleresse ?

t Ja nglery. Obs. Also 5 ianglory. [a. OF.
janglerie, f.janglere, -ear JANGLEB : see -EBY I b.]
Idle talk, babbling ; wrangling.

JANIZARY.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 755 This purpos wol I hold,

and pis is best, No fors of wykked tonges langlerye. c 1386
Melib. p 96 It is written, the langlerye of wommen ne

can nothing hide, save that which they wot not. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 248/2 Ther was a nonne in Sabyne
whiche . . eschewed not the langlerye of her tonge. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 685 langlery, bufibnnerie, and
such other vices, attrib. 1583 STANYHURST /Eneis n. (Arb.)
46 To what purpose do I chat such ianglerye trim trains?

Ja-ngling, vbl. sb. [f. JANGLE v. + -LNQ!.]
The action of the vb. JANGLE, in its various senses ;

now chiefly, wrangling, noisy altercation; dissonant
or discordant din of voices, bells, etc.
a 1300 [see JANGLE v. i], 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckrou. Wace

\
(Rolls) 11604 Pe kyng..ben lifte his bed, When bei
hadde per ianglyng leued. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 333
langlynge is whan men speken to muche bifom folk and
clappen as a Mille and taken no Kepe what they seye.
1463 Paston Lett. II. 133 If ony questions or jangelyng
schuld be mad. 1526 TINDALE i Tim. \. 6 From the whicn
thynges some have erde, and have turned vnto vayne
iangelynge. 1581 [see JANGLE v. 3]. 1663 PEPYS Diary
t June, After dinner my wife and I had a little jangling, in

irhichshedi'
' "

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 188 The ring was in con
i fusion by the janglings of betting men. 1879 FARRAR St.

\

Paul (1883) 459 The harsh jangling of their timbrels.

Ja'ngling, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.]

I That jangles, in various senses of the verb.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. m. met. ii. 53 (Camb. MS.) The

Iangelynge \v.r. langland] bryd bat syngeth on the heye
braunches. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxi. 19 Betere is to dwelle
in desert loud, than with a iangtende womman and wratheful.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 36 in Babees Bk., As Iange-
lynge as a lay. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.i'jnote,A.l\\\ng
proper to iangling sophisters . . in their quarrelling exercises.

1667 MILTON P. L. xu. 55 A jangling noise of words
unknown. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. 288 The lord and

.
master has much difficulty in maintaining harmony in his

jangling household. l88a W. B. WEEDEN Soc. Law ofLabor
4 Freed from the conditions of this jangling modern time.

Jangly (dsue-rjgli), a. [f. JANGLE v. * -Y.]

j Harsh-sounding, inharmonious, discordant.
18. . JOEL BENTON April Blackbird (Cent.), Answering

I back with jangly scream. 1892 ATKINSON Moorland Parish
\ 14 There was a piano in the parish, old-fashioned and jangly.

t Ja'nian, a. Obs. rare. [f. JAN-DS + -IAN.]
i Janus-like; two-faced.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal. i. Wks. (1764) 137 Yee vizarded-
bifronted-Ianian rout.

So Ja-nlform a. (erron. Januform.)
1814 SYD. SMITH To Jeffrey Mem. 1855 II. 115 The statue

was to be Januform, with Playfair's face on one side and
Stewart's on the other. 189* W. RIDGEWAY Orig. Metallic
Currency 318 The Jamform head, male and female, on the
obverse of the coins of Tenedos.

Janissarian, -sary : see JANIZABIAK -ZARY.

Janitor (d^ae-nitjJj). [a. L. janitor, f. jdnua
door, entrance : with agent-suffix -tor.]
1. A door-keeper, porter, ostiary.
f 1630 RISDON Sitrv. Devon 44 (1810) 50 One John, sir-

named Janitor, of his office, who . . was to keep the prison.
1686 PLOT Stnfrordsh. 429 The Keys for S' Peter, reputed
the lanitor of heaven. 1746 SMOLLETT Advice 34 The gaunt,
growling janitor of hell. 1762 C. PARKIN Topogr. Freebridge
144 He is to lay down the cap and cloak, and give it to the

janitor to keep. 1876 FARRAR Marlb. Semi. v. 47 Even
the heathen saw that toil is the janitor at the gate of virtue.

t 2. An usher in a school. (Cf. DOCTOR sb. I b.)

1584 in Grant Burgh Sch. Scotl. App. 543. 1876 Ibid. n.

xiv. 491 In 1661 the doctor or Janitor of the grammar School
of Cupar had from every bairn at the School his meat day
about, or zs. daily.

Hence Ja-nitoress, Ja'nitress = J ANITIUX ;

Janito-rlal a., of or pertaining to a janitor;
Ja nitorship, the office of janitor.
1806 LAMB Lett. (1888) I. 240 The gray-haired Janitress at

my door. 1866
J. FISHER Where shall iue get Meat 121,

I . . told the janitoress that I did not think there was a
Protestant church in the world into which a person would
not be permitted to enter and worship. 1885 Chicago Ad-
vance 3 Dec. 779 This lesson in janitorial science. 1893
Columbus (O.) Dispatch 12 July, The janitorships hereto-
fore have largely been given to men who were known as

political hustlers. 1894 Daily Tel. 18 Oct. 5/7 Restored to

consciousness by the Janitress of the house.

Jauitruc (djae-nitriks). [L. fem. of janitor.']
A female janitor.
1841 WARREN Ten Thous. a Year I. i. 24 The complaisant

old janitrix shut the door in their faces.

Janivare, -veer(e, -ver(e, obs. ff. JANUABY.
Jauiza'riau, a. rare. [f. JANIZARY, -ISSARY

+ -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the janizaries.
1796 BURKE Regie. Peacei. Wks. VIH. 199 The Janisarian

republick of Algiers.

Janizary, janissary (djse-nizari, yae-ni-).

Forms : a. 6 genys-, genez-, gianniz-, ienes-,

ianess-, ianits-, ianitzarie, 6-7 genis-, ianis(s-,

ianiz(z-, ienis-arie, 7 janazary, 7- janis(s-,

janizary, li. 6 ianniz-, ianis-, giannizz-er,

6-7 ianizen o, ianizar(e, 7-8 janisar, 7- jani-
zar. 7. Syenesherre, gyanizari. [Ultimately ad.

Turkish i_j..sivJG yehi-tsheri, f. yeiti new, modem
Jftsheri soldiery, militia. Variously adopted in

European langs , e.g. is-i6th c. Lat. /enizari,

2a.nii.ari, \\. iaiiizzcro, fianuiittiv (pi. /*'), t>P-,



JANZ.

Pg. genizaro, fantzaro, F. janissaire (in I5th c.

jainusere}) Ger. janitschar^ Du. janitsaar. The
Itng. forms reflect the L., It., Sp., or Fr. channels,

through which they were derived
; the attempt to

represent the Turkish word directly was rare.]
1. One of a former body of Turkish infantry,

constituting the Sultan's guard and the main part
of the standing army. The body was first organ-
ized in the I4th century, and was composed mainly
of tributary children of Christians ; after a large
number of them had been massacred in 1826, the

organization was finally abolished.
a. 1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. xv. X ij a/2 Mammolukes &

genysaryes about y turke and sowdeyn. 1562 SHUTE Cam-
bine's^

Turk. IVars 36 b, Upon the death of Mahomethe, the
Gianizzaries marched with all spede to Constantinople. 1579
J. JONES Preserv. Bodie fy Soule \. xxxix. 87 As his
lenesaries are instructed al too Heathenly, 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Ntcholay's Voy. n. xxiv. 65 b, The Sar.iil

of the Azamoglans or lanissaries. 1586 T. B.La Primaud.
Fr. Acad-. (1589) 407 Being advertised, .of the valure of a

yong lanitsarie. Ibid. 7i8ThePretoriansoldiours(who were
to the emperours as the lanitzaries are to the Turke). 1702
W. J. Bruyns Voy. Levant xxv. 107 The Janizaries, .com*

pos'd partly of Tributary Children, and partly of voluntary
Renegades. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Pope
12 Feb., We were met. .by an aga of the janisanes. 1832
tr. Sismondi's Ital. Rep. xi. 241 The new militia of the

janissaries was, at the same time, the best infantry in

Europe. 1866 FELTON Ane. <J-
Mod. Gr. II. n. v. 343 The

place called the At Midan is memorable in recent history
for the slaughter of the janizaries.

/3. 01548 HALL Chron.
t Hen. VIII^ 191 b, Thei were

firste robbed of the lanizeres, and.. shamfully slain. 1572
W. MALIM in Halcluyt Key. (1590) II. i. 127 The Lieutenant
of Mustafa, and the Aga of the Gianmzzers. 1597 BP. HALL
Sat. iv. iv, Then falls to Braise the hardy lanizar That
sucks his horse side, thirsting in the war. 1598 FLOBIO,
fanizzeri

t
the Turkes gard, lanizers. 1313 Lond. Gaz. No.

5106/1 The Janisar Aga.. went to the King. 1821 SHELLEY
Hellas 240 The Janizars Clamour for pay.
Y. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 160 The Cull Ougles^

that is, the Sons of the Yenesherres, or Soldiers.

2. By extension, any Turkish soldier
; esp. one of

an escort for travellers in the East.

1615 tr. De Monfarfs Sifrv. E. hid. 3 Trauellers .. be-

come as poore wretched slaues subject to all injuries . .from
which their very lanisaries and Gardes cannot alwayes
defend them. 1643 How ELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 83 He may
o to Venice, where he may agree with a Janizary to con-
uct him in company of a Caravan all the way through the

Continent of Greece as farre as Constantinople. 1775
CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 100 Our janizary was

unwilling to go then. iSza BYRON Ch.Har. n. App. Di,
The traveller whose janissary flogs them. 1847 DISRAELI
Tancred in, vi, Eva. .mounted her horse ;. .before whom
marched her janissary armed to the teeth.

3. In various allusive and figurative uses, from

prec. senses.

3" 15^5 JEWEL Repl. Harding (.1611) 6 Such eloquence
might better become some ofc your yonger lannizers. 1599
NASHE Lenten Stuffe 32 Being not much behinde in the
check-roule of his lanissaries and contributories, with Eagle-
soaring Bullingbrooke. 1663 Flagellutn^ or O. Cromwell
(1672) 145 Volleys of Acclamations, were given at the close of

this mock solemnity, by Cromwel's Janizaries. 16751 Establ.
Test 26 The Romish Janizaries are the tribute Children of
all Europe. 1810 JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 153 The
shipping interest, commercial interest, and their janizaries of

the navy. 1867 FREF.MAN Norm. Cong. I. vi. 581 The King
had now at his command a body of Janissaries . . ready to

carry out his personal will.

b. 1612 T. LAVENDER Trav. Four Englishm. Pref. Cj b,

The heauenly lerusalem. .lesus Christ being our Pilot and
lenisarie to conduct vs thereunto. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea
To Rdr. d iv, Let this Epistle be thy Janisary, or Pole-star

to the perusal of this book.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. xvi. 121 Monks, Fryers,

and Secular Priests, with his Janizary Jesuits. 1812 SIR R.
WILSON Priv. Diary\. 123 Even under Janissary prejudice
and despotism civilization is advancing.

Hence Janiiare'sqae a.
y
in the style of a Jani-

zary.
1835 New Monthly Mag. XLV. 5 A most trenchant and

janissaresque style of handling his cleaver.

Jank (dgsenk),^. Sc. [Derivation obscure: cf.

Sw. and Norw. dial, janka to totter, go slowly,

hesitate.] inir. To trifle, shuffle.

1697 CLELAND Poems 19 (Jam.) Now he's rewarded for

such pranks, When he would pass, it's told he janks. 1808-

18 JAMIESON, Jankt
to trifle. Loth.

.So Jank sb.
,
a shuffle.

1705 Observator No. 4. 22 His pretending to bring Wit-
nesses from the East Indies, seem'd liker a fair Jank than

any proper Defence.

Jaiiker (dgoe'rjkgji). Sc. [Derivation unknown :

it appears to be an agent-n. Cf. JINKEB 2
.] A long

pole on wheels, used for carrying logs, also casks

or other heavy weights.
1823 Edin. Even. Courant 26 July (Jam.), A janker..was

passing along with a log of wood. 1828 STEUART Planters
G. 492 In Edinburgh, Glasgow, and other great towns in

this kingdom, a Pole or beam, from fifteen to thirty feet

long, of great strength, and fortified with iron, when mounted
on a Crossbar with a pair of high Wheels at each end, is

called 'a Janker'; and the immense logs of wood, which
are transported by means of it . . are swung under the axle

and.. pole. 1891 Scot. Leader 21 Jan. 5 A man. .attempted
to jump on to a janker, used for carrying logs, but fell to

the ground.

Jannet, obs. form of JENNET.

551

Jannock (dgDe'nak), sb. north. Eng. Forms:
?5, 6-8 janock^e, 6 jannacke, janok(e, 7 janack,

7- jannock. [A north. Engl., esp. Lancash., word,
of obscure origin. Not Sc.~\ A loaf of leavened
oaten bread.

? a 1500 Chester PL vii. 120 A lanock [v.r. jannacke] of

Lancashyre. 1584 COGAN Haven Health vii. (1636) 30 Of
Gates they make bread, .some in broad Loaves which they
cal lanocks. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Healths ImProv.
(1746) 331 Had Galen seen the Oaten Cakes of the North,
the Janocks of Lancashire, and the Grues of Cheshire, he
would have confessed that Oats and Oatmeal are not only

I Meat for Beasts, but also for tall, fair and strong Men and
I Women. 1746!. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial.

I

Wks. u86a) 40 Twur Seign Peawnd t'a tuppunny Jannock,
I'd bin os deeod os o Dur Nele. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xiv,
Mattie [in Northumberland] gae us baith a drap skimmed
milk, and ane o' her thick ait jannocks that was as wat
and raw as a divot. O for the bonnie girdle cakes o' the
North ! 1815 BROCKETT, Jannock, leavened oat bread. 1855
E. WAUGH Lancash. Life (1857) 58 Content with water-

pottage, buttermilk, and Jannock, till he was between thir-

teen and fourteen years of age. attrib. 1604 THORESBY
Diary (Hunter) I. 268 Jannock bread and clap-cakes the
best that gold could purchase.

Jannock (dgse-nsk), a. (adv.) dial. Also

jonnock, jonnik, jonnic(k, jannic, jenick.

[A modern dial, word : thought by some to be
connected with prec., but of much more recent

history, wider diffusion (Northumberland to Hamp-
shire, Norfolk to Cornwall), and greater phonetic

diversity. (Not *5<?.)] Fair, straightforward ; genuine.
1828 Craven Dial, s.v.,

* That isn't Jannock', i.e. not fair,

a phrase in use . . when one of the party is suspected of not

dnnking fairly. 1863 in Robson Bards of Tyne 80 Frank
an' free an' jenick tee, We eat the breed we buy. 1867
_V. <$ Q, 3rd Ser. XL 146/1 Eh Sam, Bill's a reet un, he's

gradely Jannock. 1885 HALL CAINE Shadow ofCrime xxi.

(1899) 65 You've got a deal too much talk to be jannic. 1897
Manch. Guardian 28 Oct., The people of Lancashire were

Jannock .. and they wanted any Government that they
might support to be Jannock also.

b. as adv.

1857 BORROW Romany Rye (1872) in Unless you choose
to behave jonnock. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit. Fleet 475
Ready to act jonnic all round.

Janpan, -ee, variants of JAMPAN, -EE.

t Janse'nian. Obs. rare, [f. Jansen (see

below) + -IAN.]
= JANSENIST.

1653 Nicholas Pap. (Camd.) II. ip They were to have gone
upon the account of the Jansenians. 1657 BAXTER Ace.
Pres. Th. 33 The Jansenians, and other Dominicans.

Hence f Janse-nianisiu JANSENISM.
Jansenism (dsjE'nseniz'm). [f.

as next 4-

ISM.] The doctrinal system of the Jansenists.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Jansenism or Jansenianism, the

Tenets and Opinion of Cornelius Jansenius late Bishop of

Ypres. 1669 GALE (title) True Idea of Jansenisme, both
historick and pogmatick. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour, France
IV. ii Jansenism was thought in great measure suppressed.
1816 MARY SCHIMMELPENNICK Abbe" de St. Cyran I. 196
Jansenism may then be said to be in doctrine the Calvinism,
and in practice the Methodism of the Romish church.

Jansenist (dgse-nsenist), sb. (a.) [f. the sur-

name Jansen -f -1ST.] A member of that school

or party in the Roman Catholic Church holding the

doctrines of Cornelius Jansen, bishop of Ypres in

Flanders (died 1638), who maintained after St.

Augustine the perverseness and inability for good
of the natural human will.

The Jansenists were a powerful body in the R. C. Ch. in

the i7th and iBth centuries, but were strongly opposed by
the Molinists and other Jesuits, and their doctrines were
condemned by several popes, especially by Clement X in

the Bull Unigenitus.
1664 T. BARLOW in Evelyn's Mem. (1857) III. 143 Dis-

covered to the world by the pious pains of the Jansenists.
]

a 1715 BURNET Own Time II. 436 The Jansenists .. were
looked on as the most zealous asserters of the liberties of
the Gallican Church. 1892 Nation (N.Y.) 20 Oct. 308/1
It is probable that the Jansenist was hardly less narrow than
the Jesuit.

b. attrib. or adj. Of, pertaining to, or holding
the doctrine of, Jansenism or the Jansenists.
1860 J. GARDNER Faiths of World II. 201/2 A Jansenist

divine of such piety and power as Quesnel. Ibid. 203/2
Thus closed the last public attempt made by the Jansenist
church of Utrecht to become reconciled to Rome.
Hence Jansenrstic, -ical adjs^ = JANSENIST a.

;

Ja-nsenize v. intr.
t
to follow the doctrines of

the Jansenists.
1745 A. BUTLER Lives Saints, S. Vincent of Paul (1847)

VII. 3o6Gerberon the Jansenistical historian. 1756 NUGENT
Gr, Tour, France IV. n The present disputes between the

parliament and the clergy, have revived the drooping spirits
of the Jansenistical party. 1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. in. ii.

4 note, The Jansenizing Gallicans of the eighteenth
century. Ibid. (1847) III. 273 This .. cannot be reckoned

entirely a Jansenistic controversy. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl.
Relig. Knowl. II. 1145 By the bull Unigenitus. .a hundred
and one propositions from Quesnel's New Testament were
condemned as Jansenistic.

f Jant, variant of GENT a, Obs.
c 1648-30 BRATHWAIT Bamaby's Jrnl. m. H iij, Where

were dainty ducks and gant [ed. 2, 1716 jant] ones, Wenches
that could play the wantons.

Jant, Jante, -ee, obs. ff. JAUNT sb., JAUNTY a.

Jantil, jantyl(l, obs. forms of GENTLE.
c 1400 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 245 J>e gentil [Add. MS.

24194 jantil] men and noble. Ibid. VIII. 149 He wolde
. .wiftttonde gentil [MS. Cott. Tib. D. VII. iantyl] men.

JAP.

Jantily, Jantiness, Janty, var. JAUNTILY, etc.

||
Ja-nua. [Lat.,

=' gate
*

: formerly often used
in the titles of treatises.] A gate or introduction

(to some branch of learning).
1644 MILTON Educ. p i To search what many modern
Jannals and Didacticks . . have projected.

January (dgaj-nif/ari). Forms: a. 3-4 leni-

uer, 3-5 leneuer, -e, 4 lanewer, Genuer, 4-5
lanyuer, -e, laneuer, -e, -ver, laniuer, -e,

lanuuer, lanver, 6 lanivare, 7 laniuere ; Sc.

7-8 Janiveer, (9 -vier) ; 0. 5 lenuare, 5-7
Ianuar(e ; Sc. 7-8 Jauuar, 8 Janwar

; 7. 4-7
lanuarie, -ye, 5 lanuari, 5-7 -ary, (-arij) ; 7-
January. [In early form a. ONF. Jenever,
Genever, mod.F. Janvier .~~\^.Janudrtum^ nom.

Jdnudrius (mentis), i.e. the month of JANUS,
as presiding over the entrance into the year.
Whence also It. Gennajo^ Gennaro^ Pr. Genovier,

Januer, Sp. ^Jenero, Enero^ Pg. Janeiro. The
later forms show gradual conformation to the L. ;

which was sometimes used unchanged in OE.]
The first month of the year according to the
modern reckoning. Abbreviated Jan.
a..[c Xiao P. DE THAUN Livre des Creatures (Wright) 858

Mais tut tens en Genever femes 1'an cumencer.] c 1290 S. E.
Leg. I. 76/202 In |?e Monbe of leneuer. 1197 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 7259 In be verj>e day of leniuer [later v.rr. lanyuere,
ianewer, leneuere, lanuuer]. 13. . K. Alts. 57 Genuer was
theo endleft [month]. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 73
Pompilius . . putte laneuer and Feuerrer to be bygynnynge
of be jere. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 145 b/i His feste is the
xv day of lanyuer. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 16
The xxiiij. day of Janivare. 1604 DEKKER ist ft. Honest
Wh. Wks. 187^ II. 69 Hee's more cold then a Cittizens
countrie house in Janiuere. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems, Yng.
Man to Old Woman 16 December meeting laniveer. Old
Rime, If the grass grow in Janiveer, It grows the worse
for't all the year. 1834-51 MARY HOWITT Sk. Nat. Hist.

(ed. 7) 117 First of the months comes Janivier, The coldest
month of all the year.

ft. [14 . . Chaucer's Merck. T. 561 (Corpus) pis hastyf
lanuare [so Petiv,

t
Lansd. ; Ellesm., Hengw.^ Harl.^ Carnbr.

lanuarie].] 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 73 Pompilius..
addede lanuare and Februare to the begynnenge of the yere.
1570 Ane Tragedie i in Satir. Poems Reform, x. 82 In

Januar the thre and twentie day. 1784 BURNS There was
a lad ii, 'Twas then a blast o' Janwar win' Blew hansel in

on Robin,

y. [a 1000 Menologinm 10 (Gr.) Forma monaS hyne folc

mycel lanuarius jerun heton.] [c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T.

451 This mayden . . Mayus highte . . Shal wedded be vn-to
this lanuarie.] 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. ix. ix.

354 The fyrste hyghte lanuari, and hath that name of a god
feyned that hyghte lanus. 1579-80 NOKTH Plutarch, Nitma t

Numa tooke away the moneth of Marche from the first

place, and gave it unto lamiary. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696)

229 The Commonalty begin the Year the First Day of

January, the Lawyers the Five and Twentieth Day of
March. 1788 PRIESTLEY Led. Hist. in. xiv. no By act of

parliament in one thousand seven hundred and fifty-two,
the first day in January was appointed to be the beginning
of the year for all purposes. 1891 Pall Mall G. 15 Jan. 1/2,
Few Januaries have been preceded by such a week as

Christmas, 1891.

Januay, -ey, januway, var. GENOWAY, Obs.

Januform : see JANIFOBM.
Janus (ds^-n^s). The name of an ancient

Italian deity, regarded as the doorkeeper of

heaven, as guardian of doors and gates, and as

presiding over the entrance upon or beginning of

things ; represented with a face on the front and
another on the back of his head

;
the doors of his

temple in the Roman Forum were always open in

time of war, and shut in time of peace. Often used

allusively, and in attributive and other relations.

1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 120 lanus, god of entree delyt-
able. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 488 Certaine idoll puppets.,
which they fasten to the doore of their walking houses, to

be as lanusses or keepers of their house. 1667 MILTON/*. L.
xi. 129 Four faces each Had, like a double Janus. 1713
Land. Gaz. No. 5118/6 Janus's Gate is now shut. 18x4 GARY
Dante, Paradise vi. 83 Composed the world to such a peace
That of his temple Janus barr'd the door.

b. attrib. and Comb., referring to the two-faced

figure, as Janus face, glance, tine, word, etc. ;

janus-faced, -like, -visaged, adjs.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 549 An Experiment it is with a

*Janus face. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. n. i. 3 This Janus-
face of writers, who with one countenance force a smile,
and with another show nothing beside rage and fury.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 3 Bivious Theorems
and *

Janus-faced Doctrines. 1841-4 EMERSON ss.
t
Friend-

ship 172 A friend is Janus-faced : he looks to the past and
the future. 1648 SANDERSON Serm. Heb. xii. 3 35 Every
affliction, *Janus-like, hath two faces, and looketh two ways.

1875 JOWETT Plato fed. 2) III. 150 The Janus-like charac-

ter of the Republic. 1822 SHELLEY Triumph of Life 94
A *Janus-visaged Shadow.

Jaole, Jaoler(e, obs. forms of JAIL, JAILEB.
Jaour, obs. form of GIAOUB.

Jap sb.
t colloquialjibbreviation of JAPANESE.

c 1880 (Remembered in colloquial use in London.) 1890 Lit.

World ii July 23 The fearlessness of death, which makes
a Jap submit to the loss of his own life rather than to permit
the death of a father to go unavenged. 1893 Athenscum
20 May 639/jj Directly a good demand arises for a book, the

Japs print for themselves. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 3 Nov. 6/3

Fifty years ago it was only a few gardeners .. who grew
chrysanthemums, and . . only about twelve distinct varieties

of
'

Japs
* were to be found.



JAPAN.

Jap, dial, form of JAPP.

Japan (d.jjapje-n), sb, (a.) Also 6 Oiapan,

7 Japon. [Like the other European forms (Du.,

Ger., Da., Sw. Japan, F., Sp. Japon, Pg./apao,
It. Giappone, app. ad. MalayJOpting,Japang, ad.

Chinese///;-/""" (
= Japanese Ni-pon), 'sun-rise',

orient', i.jik (Jap. *) sun +fun (Jap. fan, hon)

origin. The earliest form in which the Chinese

name reached Europe was app. in Marco Polo's

Chipangu, in Pigafetta Cipanghu. The existing

forms represent Tg.Japao and Du.Japan, 'acquired
from the traders at Malacca in the Malay forms

'

(Yule).]
I. In primary sense. 1. The insular empire so

called, on the east of Asia.

1577 EDEN & WILLIS (title) The History of Travayle in

the West and East Indies,and other countreys.. as Moscovia,

Persia,. .China in Cathayo and Giapan. 1613 J. SARIS Voy.
to Japan iHakl. Soc.) i, January 14, 1612 . . we wayed out

552

ground, etc. Also similatrve and parasynthetic as

japan-Hack, japan-headed adjs.
1681 Seer. Sera. Money Chas. fr Jos. (Camden) 42 For

two japan cabinetts .. 100.0.0. 1688 PARKER & STALKEB
Treat. Japanning xiii. 36 There are two sorts of Bantam,
as well as Japan-work. Ibid., The Japan-Artist works most
of all in Gold, and other metals. 1697 Land. Gas. No.
3250/4 Lost. ., a large Silver Japan headed Cane, the ground
of it Shagreen, and the Japan Work most of it gilt. 171*
ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. i, She had laid aside your carv

oftnose of Jappon [tie Japao\ to be exceeding kind and
courteous.

t b. A native of Japan, a Japanese. 06s.

6ij J. SAKIS Voy. to Japan (Hakl. Soc.) i My Companye
81 persons, viz., 74 English, i spanniar, t Japan, and $ swarts.

\6nSt. Papers Col. 1621-4, 208 The Japons lying in irons.

ft. Transferred applications. (Elliptical uses

of III.)

2. A varnish of exceptional hardness, which

originally came from Japan. The name is now
extended to other varnishes of a like sort, esp. to

(a) a black varnish obtained by cooking asphal-
tnm with linseed oil, used for producing a black

gloss on metal and other materials ; (b) a varnish-

like liquid made from shellac, linseed-oil and tur-

pentine, and used as a medium in which to grind
colours and for drying pigments.
1688 PARKER & STALKER Treat. Japanning Pref., True,

genuine Japan . . stands unalterable, when the wood which
was imprisoned in it. is utterly consumed. Ibid. v. 19 Of
Black Varnishing or Japan. Ibid. 21 You cannot be over.

nice and curious in making white Japan. 1761 FITZGERALD
in Phil. Trans. HI. 150, I had it varnished over several

times with strong varnish, or japan. 1851 Illitstr. Catal. Gt.
Erkib. 624 Japan is applied with a brush.

b. Jig. Specious semblance,
' veneer '.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bonn) II. 50
But this japan costs them dear. 1866 READE Griffith Gaunt
(1887) 34 Thin japan of venal sympathy.

3. Japanese work
;
work in the Japanese style ;

esp. work varnished, and adorned with painted or

raised figures.

17.. Tom Thumb HI. 153 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 239 The
inward partswere all japon [pr. japan]. 1742 H. WALPOLE
Lett, to Mann (1857) 1. 192 He little thought that what
maintained him for a whole session would scarce serve one
of his younger grandsons to buyjapan and fans for princesses
at Florence ! 1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang. Abb. II. vi,
She looked closely at the cabinet.. .It was Japan, black and
yellow Japan of the handsomest kind. Ibid. II. x, She did
not love the sight of japan in any shape.

t b. Applied to a black varnished cane. Obs.

1678 Quack's Acad. in Harl. Misc. (Park) II. 33 You
must always carry a caduceus or conjuring japan in your
hand, capped with a civet-box.

4. a. Japanese porcelain, f b. Japanese silk.

1719 MRS. DELANV A-utobiog. <$ Corr. 5 Dec. (1861) I. 227,
I saw nothing extraordinary but the fine japan you so much

the Japan ! 1810 Splendid Follies 1. 170 Miss Betty brought
up the rear in a robe of transparent japan.
6. Entom. Short forJapan moth : see 6.

1831 J. RENNIE Contp. Butterfl. t, Moths 195 Adela. .The
Copper Japan. . . Very uncommon. Near London.

III. attrib. and Comb, or as adj.
6. attrib. Of, belonging to, native to, or pro-

duced in Japan ; passing into adj.
= JAPANESE.

Frequent in names of natural or artificial pro-
ducts; as Japan anemone, tuonymus, gold, porce-
lain, ware, etc. ; Japan clover, a leguminous
annual introduced into the southern United States
in 1 840 from China and Japan ; Japan earth =
Terra japonica, CATECHU ; Japan-ink (see quot.
1848) ; Japan moth, a moth of the genus Adela.
1673 RAY Journ. Low C. 28 A Japan Letter, written to the

Dutcli Governour. a 1680 ROCHESTER Poems (1702) 71 Kiss
me thou curious picture of a man ; How odd thou art, how
pretty, how japan ! 1609 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) IV.
581 Monday last the old East India company began their
sale of images, japan ware, china. 1718 QUINCY Compl.
Disp. 107 Japan Earth . . is very austere upon the Palate.
1807 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 209 A .. strip of
card, discoloured with japan ink. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE Ento-
mol. Compend. 249 Japan-moths. 1848 CRAIG, Japan Ink,a superior kind of black writing ink, generally glossy when
dry. 1861 DELAMHR Fl. Card. 128 Pyrus Japonica Japan
rear, which bears scarlet blossoms early in spring, is really
Quince, and is now removed to the genus Cydonia. 1881

2*5 ' A
I,'

r- '3/ Japan Anemones, .seem here to enjoyboth the shelter and partial shade. 1884 MILLKR Planl-n'
I.espedeza, . . Hoop.fcoop '-plant, Japan Clover.
7. attrib. and Comb., in sense 2

; Of, pertaining
to, or adorned with japan, axjapan cabinet, frame,

ing, gilding, and japan work, as being too apt to father dirt.

1855 MRS. GASKELL North ft *>'. xiv, Go to my little japan
cabinet . . and in the second left-hand drawer you will find

a packet of letters. 1883 B'ham Daily Post it Oct., Japan-
stovers and Polishers, used to Cash-boxes and Coal-vases.

Japan (djapse-n), v. Also 8 japon. [f. prec.,
sense a.]

1. trans. To lacquer with japan ; to varnish with

any material that gives a hard black gloss.
1688 PARKER & STALKER (title) A Treatise of Japanning

and Varnishing. Ibid. xi. 35 They may be Japanned, and
look well. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 400 Laquer which
is used in Japanning of Cabinets, irfia GOLDSM. Cit. W.
Iv, A square table that had been once japanned. 1816 J.
SMITH Panorama Sc. 4- Art II. 37 Made of copper, or
tinned iron plates japanned within and without.

2. transf. To make black and glossy as in

japanning ; to polish or cover with black.

1714 [see JAPANNING vol. sb.]. f 1730 Royal Remarks 7
' Dear Jack

'

has exhausted his splendid Shilling, and now
cries 'Japan your shoes, your Honour'. 1811 W. COMBE
Dr. Syntax x. ix, His gaiters, too, were fresh japann'd.
18x8 SCOTT Rob Roy v, The monsters of heraldry, .grinned
and ramped in red freestone, now japanned by the smoke of
centuries. 1865 CAHLVLE Fredk. Gt. xix. viii. (1873) VIII. 265
Japanning people with pitch to cure them of every malady.
3. slang. To make clerical, to ordain. (With

reference to the black coat.)
1756 Connoisseur No. 105 r 3 He had been double-japanned

(as he called it) about a year ago, and was the present
incumbent of . 1796 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s.v. 1816

Sporting Mag. XVIII. 283 My friend's son had just been or-

dained Deacon, or, in the language of the day, 'japanned'.
1879 J. PAYN High Spirits II. 106 He had passed his
'

voluntary ', and was to be 'japanned
'

in a fortnight.

Japanese (djsepanrz), a. and sb.
[f. JAPAN

+ -ESE : in Y.Japonnais, ^.Japoms, etc.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Japan.

[1588 R. PARKE tr. Mcndoza's Hist. China 375 There is

no nation so abhorred of the Chinos as is the lapones.]
1719 DE FOE Crusoe 11. xiii, Japanese merchants. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Fayfena, a sort of Japonese
galley. 1860 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 72 The Japanese
trays are for the new drawing-room. 1884 Pall Mall G.
4 July 4/2 What more picturesque than the Japanese
umbrellas?

B. absol., or as sb. 1. A native of Japan.
Formerly as true sb. with pi. in -es ; now only as adj. used

absol. and unchanged for pi. : a Japanese, two Japanese,
the Japanese.
1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxv. 401
A lapponois reported this after bee was christened. 1613
R. COCKS in J. Saris Japan (Hakl. Soc.) 151 The King
made Proclamation that no lapanese should receiue any of

pur people into their houses. 1665 Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. Ind.
in G. Havers P. della Vale's Trav. E. Indies 375, I have
taken special notice of divers Chinesaas and Japanesaas there.

1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 105 The lapponeses pre-
pare [tea], .quite otherwise than is done in Europe. 1707
PSALMANAZAR (title) Dialogue between a Japanese and a
Formosan. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 93/2 All travellers who
have been acquainted with both nations prefer the Japanese
to the Chinese.

2. The Japanese language.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1861 HOFFMANN (title) Shopping-

dialogues in Dutch, English, and Japanese. 1880 MAX
MU'LLER Ess. (1881) II. 338 A Chinese vocabulary with
Sanskrit equivalents and a transliteration in Japanese.

Japanesque (dggepane-sk), a. and sb. [f. JAPAN
sb. -r -ESQUE.J
A. adj. Japanese in style or manner.

1883 G. AJ.LEN in Colin Clout's Cal. 36 Delicate pink-
white blossom, standing out in true Japanesque relief.

1894 Wistm. Gaz. 27 July 3/2 Like one of those patiently-
wrought pieces of cloisonne-work with which a Japanesque
age has made us all familiar.

B. sb. A design or ornament in Japanese style.
1884 Price List,Tapestry Curtains. Designs, Early English,

Japanesques, Persian, &c., with suitable dados. 1898 Ross
in B. Jonson's Volpone p. xl, He began . . his so-called

Japanesques long before seeing any real Japanese art.

Hence Japane squely adv., in a Japanesque way.
J.ipane squery, Japanesque tone or spirit.
1801 Black I, White 6 Aug. 157/1 That ' Flower watching

'

is Japanesquely pretty. 1895 G. ALLEN in Westm. Gaz.
21 June 3/2 Its Japanesquery is delightful.

Japanism (djapse'niz'm). [f. JAPAN + -ISM.]
The study of or devotion to things Japanese.
1888 Harper's Mag. Feb. 334 Japanism a new word

coined to designate a new field of study, artistic, historic,
and ethnographic.

Japanize (d.^se'pansiz), v.
[f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. To make Japanese. Hence Japanlza'tion.
1890 Miss DUNCAN Soc. Depart. 157 Foreigners are be-

coming so Japanised. 1894 Chicago Advance 5 Apr., 'In
order to Christianize Japan, we must Japanize Christianity,'
is a prevalent sentiment in that country. 1895 Curr. Hist.
V. 301 Such an alliance could amount to nothing less than
the Japanization of China.

Japanned (djapse-nd),///. a. [f. JAPAN .]
1. Varnished, lacquered, or adorned with japan

or in, Japanese style.

JAPE.

1693-4 in \ilh Rep. Hist. MSS. Coimn. App. v. 338 The
tortoise-shell room, and the japanned room. 1717 BULLOCK
Woman is a riddle I. i. 6 A japan'd cane, and a brush 'd

beaver. 1717 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. Iv. 305
Their lackt or japon 'd Ware is . . the best in the World.
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.. 1356 Specimens ofjapanned
tea-trays.

b. Polished with blacking.
1750 Student I. 93 A white Hand .. being the same to a

Fiddler as japan 'd pumps are to a Dancer. 1848 THACKERAY
Bk. Snobs Pref. (1892) 3 He wore japanned boots and
moustachios.

2. Made or become Japanese.
1880 W. CORY Lett. $ Jrnls. (1897) 540 The

'

nice
'

drivel
of talk in Japanned parlours. 1895 Westm. Gat. 26 Nov.
7/1 More will be heard later of these japanned Chinese.

Japanner (dgaparnai). [f. JAPAN sb. and v.

+ -EB '

J
I. fl. A native of Japan; a Japanese, fb. A

Japanese ship. Obs.

1614 J. SARIS Japan i Hakl. Soc.) 198 The Towne where the

lapanners haue their chiefe residence and Mart, is called
Match ma. 1673 DKYDEN Amboyna v. i, With the aid Of
ten Japanners, all of them unarmed. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe
II. xiii, Two Japanners, I mean ships from Japan. 1715

Voy, round World (1840) loo Seven or eight Chinese or

Japanners. 1764 Metn. G. Psalmanazar 213 The young
Japaner had been presented to the Archbishop ofCanterbury.
H. 2. One who japans, one who follows the

trade of varnishing with japan.
1695 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) HI. 513 To find out the

author, who is a japanner. 1790 IMISON Sch. Art II. i

Take Japanners gold size of the best sort. 1846 Art-Union
Jrnl. 59 Formerly the japanner was limited to iron plates.

\ b. humorous. A shoe-black. Obs.

I7>S DE FOE Everybody's Business (1841) 20 These are
called the black-guard, who black your honour's shoes, and
incorporate themselves under the title of the Worshipful
Company of Japanners. 1734 POPE Her. Ep. \. i. 156 They
. . Prefer a new Japanner to their shoes.

Japanning (dgaparnirj), vbl. sb.
[f. JAPAN

v. + -ING 1
.] The action of japanning or varnish-

ing with japan ; the material used in japanning,
japan. Also attrib.

1688 [see JAPAN v. j). 1714 GAY Trivia n. 166 And aids
with soot the new japanning art. 1745 ELIZA HEYWOOD
Fern. Spectator (1748) IV. 47 We have them copied in

painting, in japanning, and in embroidery. 1757 MRS.
DELANY Lett., to Mrs. Dcwes 462 On the water is a
Chinese vessel, .as. .gay as carving, gilding, and japanning
can make it. c 1817 HOGG Tales fySk. VI. 93 Covered with

pitch or black japanning. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 94/2
Jnpanning is the art of producing a highly varnished surface
on wood, metal, or other hard substance, sometimes of one
colour only, but more commonly figured and ornamented.

Japannish (dgap^nij), a. [f. JAPAN sb. -t

-ISH.J Somewhat Japanese ; Japanesque.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling vi, A splendour hovering between

the raffaelesque and the Japannish.

Japano'latry. [See -LATHY.] Excessive devo-
tion to or worship of Japanese art and customs.
1890 Spectator 6 Dec. 832/2 The curious japonolatry which

is current in some literary and artistic circles. 1895
Athenstum 24 Aug. 249/3 Examples of the Japanolatry
characteristic of this rococo age.

Japano'logy. [See -LOGY.] That branch of

ethnology which relates to Japan, its people,
history, art, etc. Hence Japano -legist, a stu-

dent of Japanology.
1881 tr. Nordenskield's Voy. 'Vega' II. xvi. 321 The

learned Japanplogist, Mr. E. M. Satow.

Jape (d^'p), sb. Also 5 chape, iappe, 6 iaip,

7-9 4V. jaip. [See JAPE v.']

f 1. A trick, a device to deceive or cheat. Obs.

since c 1515, but used by Scott.

13. . E. E. Alllt. P. B. 864, & Je ar iolyf gentylmen your
iapes ar ille. Ibid. C. 57 Did not lonas in lude suche lape
sum-whyle? 1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 12 Jif \m. maken
wyues and ojjer wymmen hure sustris bi lettris of fraternite
or o|*ere iapes. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 705 With feyned
flaterye and Iapes He made the person and the peple his

Apes. 1496 Dives , Paup. (W. de W.) i. Ivii. 99/1 The
fende sholde dysceyue hym by Illusions & by Iapes. 1501
DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. I. Ixviii, Sair I dred me for some vtner

iaip. 1820 SCOTT Monast. x, Subjecting yourself, .to the

japes and mockeries of evil spirits.

fb. Something used to deceive; a means of

deception ;
a deception, fraud. Obs. rare.

c 1400 Destr. Troy ill. 890 lason for all bo Iapes hade nere
his toy lost, Hade his licour ben to laite. 1513 DOUGLAS
SEneis n. v. [iv.] 65 Turnand quhelis thai set in, by and by,
Vnder the feit of this ilk bisnyng iaip [the wooden horse].
< 1600 BUREL Pilgr. in Watson Coll. Poems (1706) II. 22

(Jam.) To haue an hole he had grit hast, Yit in the wood
tnair wes nane wast. To harberie that iaip.

fc. With reference to sexual intercourse. Obs.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 272, & en-gendered on hem
leauntez with her lapez ille. la 1600 J. T. Grim the Collier
(1662) Prol., Heard you not never how an actor's wife ..

Coming in's [the devil's] way did chance to get a jape.
2. A device to amuse ; a merry or idle tale

;
a

jest, joke, gibe. Obs. generally before 1600 (not
used by Spenser, Shaks., or their contemporaries,
and recorded in i yth c. Diets, as an ' Old Word ') ;

revived in igth c. in literary use by Lamb, Barham,
etc. See note to the vb.
c 1340 Cursor M. 21911 (Fairf.) To here how rouland fa?t
& oTiuere or of o^er lapis to roun. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B.

xx. 144 panne lowgh lyf. .and helde holynesse a iape and
hendenesse a wastour. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. Prol. ft T. 66,
1 preche so as ye han herd bifoore, And telle an hundred



JAPE.

false Iapes moore. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) v. 17 pai
broght him furth . . and made dance before bam and make
iapes. c 1440 1'romp. Parti. 257/1 lape, nuga, frivolum,
scur{>*)ilitas. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxv. 252 He set
all at nonghte, & made of it a scoffe or a iape. c 1510 MORE
Picas Wks. 14 The sayinges of wisemen thei repute for

Iapes and very fables. 1611 R. BRADLEY Paneg. Verses in

Coryat's Crudities, A crue ofApes Sporting themselves with
their conceited tapes About a Pedler that lay snorting by.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App., Jape (old word), a jest, jeer or
sport. 1819 W.TENNANT Papistry Storm'dW^) 20 All hail,
sweet son o' Nox ! Father o 1

damn, jaips, andjokes ! 1830
LAMB Album Verses, To Louisa M v, The scoff, the
banter, and the jape, And antics ofmy gamesome Ape. 1840
BARHAM Ingol. Leg.,

' Leech ofFolkstone ', The bystanders
well-pleased with the jape put upon him. 1882 BESANT All
Sorts viii. (1884) 70 The coy giggle of the young lady to
whom he has imparted his latest merry jape,
f 3. A trifle, toy, trinket, plaything. Obs.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 172 The grete galees of Venees
. . Be wel laden wyth . . Apes and iapes, and marmusettes
taylede, Nifles, trifles, that Htelle have availede. 1488 in

Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 391 Item twa tuthpikis of gold,
with a chenye, .. ane hert of gold, with uther small lapis.
1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1148 Fol. In faythe I wolde thou
had a marmosete. Fan. Cockes harte I loue suche iapes.
iyjoSatir. Poems Reform, xiii. 134 God wait gif ?e be laips
to hald in stoir, Or bony byrdis to keip in to ane Cage.
4. Comb., as t jape-worthy a. Obs., ridiculous,
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. iii. 122 (Camb. MS.) What

difference is ther bytwixe the prescience and thilke lape-
worthi dyuynenge of tyresye the dyuynor.

Jape (dg^p), v. Also 5 iaape, iappe, 6 iaip,

(gape), 7 jap. [Jape sb. and vb. are known from
the I4th c. ; it is not certain whether the vb. or the
sb. came first

;
their derivation is obscure.

In form the vb. agrees with OF. japer, mod.F. japper to

yelp (as a dog), whence there was also the (rare) sb. jap, and
japerie yelping : but there appears no approach of sense be-
tween this and the Eng. word. On the other hand, jape is

nearly identical in sense with OF. gaber,
' to mock, deride,

laugh at ', whence there were the sbs. gab and gabe, also

gaberie,
'

mockery, raillery, pleasantry ', gabere, gabeor,
|
mocker '; but (notwithstanding a single instance of jaber

in Godef.), no known phonetic laws enable us to connect
gabe- and jape-. The suggestion has been made that the
two French verbs are combined in the English vb. ; but of
such a process we have no evidence.
From its use in sense 2

;
the vb. began to be held impolite

or indecent in i6th c. (so in Bale, Speght's Gloss, to Chaucer,
and esp. Puttenham), was avoided by polite writers, and soon
became obsolete. The sb. had the same fate. Both have
been revived in igth c., in sense 2 of the sb., 4 of the vb.]

fl. trans. To trick, beguile, befool, deceive. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. I. 65 Fader of falsness . . ludas he
lapede with be lewes seluer. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T.

871 Thus hath he iaped thee ful many a yer, And thou hast
maked hym thy chief squier. c 1400 Beryn 3458 He hath
but I-Iapid us, and scornyd her to fore, c 1430 LYDG. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 186 V wyl bewar..That of no Fowlar y
wil no more be Iaped. 1463 MARC. PASTON in P. Lett. 1 1.

142, I wold not he shuld iape hyr, for she menythe good
feythe, and yf he wolle not have hyr, late me wete in haste.

{2. To seduce (awoman); to know carnally. Obs.

1382 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 270 Sle thi fadre, and iape thi

modre, and thai wyl the assoile. a 1400-50 Alexander 4415
lupitir a lettoure bat lapid many ladis.

c^ 1530 Hickscorner
in Hazl. Dodsley I. 171 He iaped my wife, and made me
cuckold. 1576 Durham Depos^. (Surtees) 312 He had rather
that any man should gape his owne wif then kysse Jane
Slaiter mowthe.

j-b. intr. To have carnal intercourse. Obs.
a 1450 Cay. Myst. xii. (Shaks. Soc.) 118 Goddys childe !

thou lyist, in fay : God dede nevyr jape so with may. 1572
GASCOIGNE To Earth. Wit/tipoHWks. (1587) 151 First in

thy jorney iape not overmuch. What laughest thou Bat

bycause I write so plaine? . . Methinks plaine dealing biddeth
me to cast Thys bone at first amid my doggrell rime. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxii. (Arb.) 260.

f3. trans. To mock, deride, insult. Obs. in

i6th c., but occasionally used in i8-igth c.

^1440 Jacob's Well 191 But bou iapyst god & scornyst
him. r 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 118 Xristis visage hidde
was dispisid Japed and all bespitted. 1730 FENTON Knt. of
Shield, Urge not the wags to sneer and jape us. 1822 T.
MITCHELL Arist. II. 179 The sons of Pronapus . . Oft jape us.

4. intr. To say or do something in jest or mockery;
to jest, joke, jeer ;

to make game, make ran, sport.
06s. c 1550 ;

revived in igth c.

^1374 CHAUCER Troilus I. 262 (318) Repentynge hym bat
he hadde euere y-Iaped Of loues folk. Ibid. n. 1115 (1164)
And he gan at hym self to Iape faste. c 1450 Merlin iv. 66,
I trowe ye do but iape. 1483 CAXTON G, tie la Tour A v b,
There was a grete noyse and the men and wymmen iaped
togeder eche with other. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

ccxxxiii. 324 Howe is it that my lorde the prince iapeth and

mpcketh thus with me ? 1530 PALSGR. 589/2, 1 dyd but jape
with hym, and he toke it in good ernest. 1552 HULOET,
Iape or iest. 1858 MORRIS Sir P. Harpdon's End 68 What
have I done that he should jape at me? 1879 GREEN Read.

Eng. Hist, xxvii. 142 The Host in the Tales japes at him for

his lonely, abstracted air.

Hence Ja-ping vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; Ja'pingly
adv., in a japing manner; f Ja-ping-stick, a laugh-

ing-stock, a butt for jokes.
1-1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 410 Sum men..feden

her wittis wib sensible bingis and gaping of childis gamen.
(1380 in Rel. Ant. II. 50 How mowen thei be more takyn
in idil than whanne thei ben maad mennus japynge stikke,
as when thei ben pleyid of japeris? 121420 HOCCLEVE De
Reg. Princ. 3768 Demostenus his hondes ones putte In a
wommans bosome japyngly. c 1440 Generydes 6135 Gener-
ides in laping said agayn. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clviii.

147 Bernulphus.. made thereof dyuerse scoffys and iapynge
rymes. 1664 COTTON Scarron. I. Wks. (1765) 25 And said in

merry kind of jappin? Indeed sirs have I ta'ne you napping ?
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Japer (d.^-paj). [f. prec. + -ER 1.]

1 1. A trickster, deceiver, seducer, impostor. Obs.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 35 lapers and langelers ludas

Children, Founden hem Fantasyes and fooles hem maaden.
1393 Ibid. C. xvin. 310 Thei seien sobliche. .That lesus was
bote a logelour, a taper a-monge be comune. c 1440 York
Myst. xxxii. 43 It is Jesus bat japer bat Judas ganne selle
vs. a 1450 Knt. tie la Tour (1868) 33 Ye are but a mocker,
and a laper of ladies, and that is a foule tache. 1470-85MALORY Arthur vm. xl, Me semeth by his countenaunce
he shold be a noble knyght and no laper.
2. One who japes or jokes ; esp. a professional

jester. Obs. since i6th c. ; revived in ipth c.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 90 He is worse ban ludas bat
Jiueth a iaper siluer, And biddeth be begger go for his broke
clothes. Ibid. x. 31 laperes and iogeloures and iangelers of
gestes. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 453 He [arche-
bishope Rauf] usede more lawhynge and playenge ban it

semede his staate and his age, and he was nyh i-cleped a
iapere. c 1440 Promp. Parti. 257/2 laper, nugax, nugaculus.
c "475 P'Ct. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 806/20 Hie n-ugator, . . a
chaper. 1550 BALE Eng. Votaries u. 72 b, And Treuisa
addeth . . in fyne Englysh, that thys hawtie prelate [abp.

kind of minstrel, also made their appearance in these plays.
i884'A. LANG in Harpers Mag. Nov. 894/1 Sydney Smith's
fame is dwindling into that of a japer ofjapes.

t Japery (dj^-pari). Obs. [f. prec. : see -EBT.]
1. Trickery, deception.
1496 Diva * Paup. i. xxxiv. (W. de W.) 73/2 That they

suffre only by fantasy by dreme & by lapery of the fende.

2. Jesting speech ; ribaldry ; a jest.

1:1340 Cursor M. 10131 (Trin.) pis book is of no iaperie
\Cott. ribodi] But of god & cure ladie. c 1386 CHAUCER
Pars. T. f 576 (Harl.) After bis comeb be synne of lapers
bat ben be deueles apes For bay maken folk to laughen at
here iapes or iaperie as folk doon at be gaudes of an ape.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. ii. 138 This seiyng is to be cast aside
as a laperi. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton xxvii. 85 The hoste
. . beleuyd that those wordes had bene spoken in iapery.

Japhetian (djafrtian), a. and sb. \i.Japhef[
or Japheth + -IAN.] a. adj.

= next. b. sb. A de-
scendant of Japheth, one of the sons of Noah.

Japhetian theory and the Caucasian theory . . have long
been abandoned.

Japhetic (dgafe'tik), a. Also Japetic. [f.

Japheth (or L.Jagetus) + -ic.] Of or belonging
to Japheth, one of the sons of Noah; descended or

supposed to be descended from Japheth : some-
times applied to the Indo-European family.
1828 WEBSTER s. v., The Japhetic nations, which people

the North of Asia and all Europe. Japhetic languages.
1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist, Man 136 The Indo-European or

Japetic people. 1865 W. SMITH O. Test. Hist. (1876) 37
The allusion to the light complexion of the Japhetic races.

1877 DAWSON Orig. World xii. 260 A spontaneous growth
of the Japetic stock scattered by the Cushtte empire.
So Japhetite (d^'fetait), also Japhethite, a

descendant of Japheth.
1863 J. G, MURPHY Comm. Gen, ix. 25 The Persians, the

Macedonians, and the Romans, who were all Japhethites.
1877 DAWSON Orig. World xiii. 268 The Japhetites of the
Bible include none of the black races.

Japing, -ly : see under JAPE v,

Ja'pish, a. [f. JAPE sb. + -ISH i.J Of the
nature of a jape ;

inclined to jest. Hence Ja-p-
ishly adv., Ja'pisliness.
1882 Sat. Rev. 4 Nov. 598/2 Surely a man of some japish-

ness . . might be fished out here and there. 1888 Ibid. 15 Dec.
7 14/2 Stockton's Bee-man ofOrn is a collection ofMarchen,
writ japishly, and of varying value.

Japon, obs. form of JAPAN.
Japonate (d^ae-pon^t). Chem. [f. JAPON-IC +
-ATE l I c.J A salt of japonic acid.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 117 The Japonates
do not crystallize, but dry into hard masses.

t JapO*nian (
#. andj. Obs. [f,Japon, JAPAN.]

A. adj. Of or relating to Japan ; Japanese.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 526 A laponian King

had erected three thousand . . Temples, with houses adjoyned
for the Bonzii. 1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Relations II. 278
After his death the Japonian Army withdrew from Coria.

B. sb. A native of Japan.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III. 857 The laponians being fur-

nished with brazen ordinance. 1627 tr. Bacon's Life fy

Death (1651) 21 The Japonians are longer-liv'd than the
Chineses. 1679 Confinement 32 His Neighbours slight

him, and there's not a Man, But looks as strange, as a

Japonian.
So f Japonite sb., a Japanese.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 525 Between him and the

King of China hapned warres about the Kingdome of

Corny, which the laponites left upon his death.

Japonic (d^ap^-nik), a. [f. as prec. + -10.]
Of or pertaining to Japan; Japanese.
Japonic earth : catechu, terra japonica. Japonic acid'.

CuHioOj, a form of tannic acid obtained from catechu.

1673 RAY Journ. Low C,, Milan 245 Chinese and Japonic
manuscripts. 17x0 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 104
Powder'd Japonic Earth. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med.
(1790) 275 The size of a nutmeg of diascordinmt or the

japonic confection. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies
116 By this absorption of oxygen, the catechuic acid is

changed into japonic acid. 1859 FOWNES Man. Chem. 457

Japonic acid is a black and nearly insoluble substance,
soluble in alkalies and precipitated by acids.

JAB.

Hence Japo-nically adv., in Japanese style;
Japo nicize v., to make Japanese, to Japanize.
1889 Academy 27 July 656 A sort of tale . . illustrated
japomcally '. 1890 Athenzum 30 Aug. 284/1 Japanese
place-names . .japonicized in pronunciation.

Japonize ^ae'piShsiz), v.
[f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. JAPANIZE.
1899 Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. 224 note. Many place-names

all over Japan are of Ainu origin, japonised.
So Ja'ponism, Japonizing action or practice ;

following of the Japanese fashion.
1890 Sat. Rev. 29 Mar. 380/1 Cockney Taponism, applyingan impossible Fuji-no Yama on a ground of saffron.

Jaquenette, altered form of JACONET.
Jaques, obs. form of JAKES.
Jar (dgai), rf.l Forms: 6 gerre, 6-7 iarre,
7-8 jarr, 6- Jar. [Goes with JAB v. Sense 7
appears to be independently taken from the vb. ;

and in sense 8 there may be an independent opera-
tion of the same echoic or onomatopoeic process
which gave rise to the vb. and sb.]

I. A sound or vibration.
1. A harsh inharmonious sound or combination

of sounds; \spec. in Mus., A discord (obs.\
. 1S53 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 169 Composition, .is an apte
joynyng together ofwoordes in suche order, that neither the
eare shall espie any gerre, nor yet [etc.]. 1586 W. MASSIE
Marriage Serm. at Trafford, A litle iarre in musick is not
easily espied. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 5 If he compact
of larres, grow Musical!, We shall haue shortly discord in
the Spheares. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv
('740 359 When the Jars of Crowders shall be thought good
Music. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 902 With rash and awkward

f2. A vibration or tick ofthe clock
; cf. JAK v. 2.

Obs. rare.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 43, I loue thee not a Iarre o'

th' clock, behind What Lady she her Lord.
3. A quivering or grating sound ; a tremulous or

harsh vibration of sound.
1669 HOLDER Elem. Speech (J.I, The impulse . . shakes and

agitates the whole tongue, whereby the sound is affected
with a trembling jar. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby v. iv, Bolt and
bar Resumed their place with sullen jar. 1885 R. L. & F.
STEVENSON Dynamiteru. 9 House after house echoed upon
his passage with a ghostly jar.

4. A vibration or tremulous movement resulting
from concussion, esp. a movement of this kind

running through the body or nerves; a thrill
of the nerves, mind, or feelings caused by, or

resembling the effect of, a physical shock.
c 1815 JANE AUSTEN Persuas. xii, She. .ran up the steps to

be jumped down again. He advised her against it, thought
the jar too great. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 371
Such exercise as gives a general jar to the animal frame, as
riding a hard-trotting horse, a 1853 ROBERTSON Lect. \.

(1858) 100, 1 know what it is to feel the jar of nerve gradually
cease. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ets. II. 131 It is a jar to the
mind, like coming down three steps without notice.

II. 5. Discord, want ofharmony, disagreement ;

a divergence or conflict of opinions, etc.
; f a dis-

crepancy of statement (0fa.).
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John x. verse 19 There fel

a newe iar in opinions among the people. 1593 BILSON Gffvt.
Christ's Ch. 21 The iarre in the number of the Judges,
I labour not to reconcile. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i.

16 Not.. admitting discord, and iarre in things whereof the
one should be as the true exposition of the other. 1893
in Barrows Parlt. Relig. II. 837 [If) there has been no such
jar in the original creation as the doctrine of sin implies.
6. Discord manifested in strife or contention

;

variance, dissension, quarrelling.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. n. ii. (1867) 47 Alone to bed she

went. This was their beginnyng of iar. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. n. ii. 26 He maketh warre, he maketh peace againe,
And yett his peace is but continual iarre. 1658 Whole
Duty Man xv. r 2 The continual conversation that is

among them . . will be apt to minister some occasion of jar.
1781 COWPER Expostul. 294 Thy senate is a scene of civil

jar. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. xciv, They can but listen at
the gates, And hear the household jar within.

b. A dissension, dispute, quarrel. Now used

chiefly of petty (esp. domestic) broils.

1583 BABINGTON Commandm, v. (1590) 186 Brawles, iarres,
and vnkindnesse betwixt man and wife before their children
and seruants. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War xi, Now there were
no jars, no chiding . . in all the Town of Mansoul. 1700
DRYDEN Pal. <$ Arc. n. 418 The vanquish'd party shall
their claim release, And the long jars conclude in lasting
peace. 1848 BRIGHT Sp., Ireland 25 Aug., Ireland has long
been a land ofjars and turmoil. 1853-7 TRENCH Proverbs
i. 20 Women's jars breed men's wars. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady
\. 5 Once or twice a family jar put two households at war.

C. At (a) jar, t atjars : at discord, in a state of
dissension or variance. ) To fall at jar : to fall

out, to quarrel (obs.) Cf. AJAB 2
. Now rare.

1552 Acts Privy Counc. Eng. 23 July (1892) 102 A letter

to the Mayour and townes men of Excestre willing them
, . to contynnewe in frendship with . . the gentlemen with
whome they were lately at Jarre. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist.
Irel. m.Holinshed\ 1. 82/2 The citizens and Ormond hisarmie
fell at some iar. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 122 The
German Princes were still at a Jarre about the choice of
their Emperors. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <y Selv. 74 An
hugger-mugger of meddlesom' beings all at jars. 1784 J.
BARRY in Lect. Paint, vi. (1848) 220 The hues of colour in

the sky and distance must frequently be at jar with the

light and shade of the advanced parts. 1859 I. TAYLOR
135



JAB.

Logic i* Thetl. t39 The life seen and temporal, and the life

'"HI.
1

"?. A method of connecting the bit and the

rods or cable in nn apparatus for drilling rocks by

impact, by means of which at each up-stroke a jar

of the bit is produced which jerks it upwards

though it may be tightly wedged in the hole.

,1 1864 GESNER Coal, 1'itrol., etc. (18651 28 The downward

stroke of the walking-beam releases the Auger Stem and

Bit for an instant as the Jars slide together, and they fall

the distance necessary to penetrate the rock, and are again

lifted by the Jars on the upward stroke. 1881 RAYMOND

Mining Glass., Jars, a part of percussion-drilling apparatus

for deep holes . . which by producing t each up-stroke a

decided jar of the bit jerks it up. 1883 Century Mag. July

330/1 The 'jars ', two heavy bars linked together.

IV. 8. A representation of the harsh vibratory

sound made by certain birds and insects, used to

form their popular names, as JAR-BIRD, JAB-FLY,

JAB-OWL ; hence transferred to the animal, etc., as

in EVK-JAB, NIGHT-JAB.

Jar (djiu), sb? Forms : 6-7 iarre, 7-8 jarr,

7- jar. [a.
F. jarrt (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.)

= Pr. jarro, Sp., Pg.jarra, jarro. It. giara (for-

merly also giarra, sara), a. Arab, j-j^ jarrah,

earthen water-vessel. (The Eng. may be in part

directly from Sp.)]
1. A vessel of earthenware, stoneware, or glass,

without spout or handle (or having two handles),

usually more or less cylindrical in form. Orig.

used only in its eastern sense of a large earthen

vessel for holding water, oil, wine, etc. (See qnots.)

Leyden jar, an electrical condenser consisting of a cylin-

drical glass jar lined inside and outside nearly to the top
with tin foil, the inner coating being connected at the top
with a brass rod which ends in a knob.

1591 J. TWITT in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 568 Wee
deserved a frigat . . wherein were 22. iarres of copper-money.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 469 At the dore there is a

great Jarre of water, with a.. Ladle in it, and there they
wash their feete. i68 DIGBY Voy. Medit. 48,

I found that

. . hanging some lead in the iarres, it continued perfect

good. 1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys, Meek, xxv. 199 The
Glass did . . fall down to the bottom of the Jar. 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let, to Abbe Conti 19 May, The galleries. .

are adorned with jars of flowers. 1750 FRANKLIN Lett., etc.

25 Dec., Wks. 1840 V. 255 The shock from two large glass

jars, containing as much electrical fire as forty common
phials. i8ja Hand-bk. Nat. Philos. II. Electr. viii. 34

(U.K.S.) This instrument having been made known prin-

cipally through the experiments of Kleist, Cuneus, and

Muschenbroeck, at Leyden, the name of the Leyden phial,
or jar, was generally applied to it. 1846 GROTE Greece u.

xxiii. (1862) II. 563 The jars and pottery of Korkyra enjoyed
great reputation.
2. Such a vessel and its contents ; hence, as much

as a jar will hold, a jarful. Formerly a measure

of capacity varying according to the commodity.
1508 FLORIO, Giara, Giarra, . . also a certaine measure of

liquid things, which we call a iarre. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Jar (Span. Jarro, .), with us it is most usually taken for a
vessel of twenty Gallons of Oyl. 1706 PHILLIPS, Jarr of
Oil. An Earthen Vessel containing from 18 to 26 Gallons ;

A Jarr of green Ginger is about a Hundred Pounds Weight.
173* POPE Ep. Bathurst 56 Sir, Spain has sent a thousand

jars of oil. 1848 L. HUNT (title) A Jar of Honey from
Mount Hybla.
3. attrib. and Comb., as jar radiation, jar-like

adj.; t jar-glass, a low glass vessel shaped like

a gallipot.
1603 PLAT Delightesfor Latiies (1605) 52 Put it vp in

gaily pots or iarre glasses. 165* CULPEPPER Eng. Physic.
256 Take a flat glass, we call them jarr glasses, strew in

a lair of fine sugar. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713)
274/2 Keep it in a Jarglass or Gally-pot, tyed close over
with a wet Bladder, for Vse. 1880 A. WILSON in Genii.

Mag. CCXLVI. 42 These animals are given to eject water
from their jar-like bodies. 1891 Pall Mall G. 5 May 6/2
The discharges of a Leyden jar were sent through the

primary wire of an oil induction coil. The wave-length of
the jar radiation was three hundred metres.

Jar, J*. 3 arch, or colloq. [Later form of char,
CHARE st>.

1
, turn, turning : see AJAR 1.] In the

phrases on (upon] the jar, \on (a) jar, \ at jar,
on the turn, partly open, AJAR !

: cf. CHARE sb^ 2 b.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4 Selv.j The fulfilledness or
per-

fection of the will in the next life, will not be in a standing
at jar, and wavering alike towards good and evil. 1707 J.
STEVENS tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks.(ii<X)) 45 Finding a Door

upon the jar. 1767 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual. (1859) ' 3"
T he door was on the jar, and, gently opening it, I entered
and stood behind her unperceived. 1777 SHERIDAN Sck.
Scant!, n. ii, She never absolutely shuts her mouth, but
leaves it always on a-jar, as it were, thus. 1704 MRS. A. M.
BENNETT Ellen II. in She found . . the hall door on jar.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxiv,

'
I see Mrs. Bardell's street

door on the jar '. 'OnthewhatV exclaimed the little judge.'

Partly open, my Lord
', said Serjeant Snubbin.

Jar (daai), v. Forms: 6-7 iarr(e, 6 gerre,
Ier, oharre, 7-8 jarr, 6- jar. [This vb. and its

accompanying sb. JAB 1 are known only from the
i6th c. In origin prob. echoic, varying with
gerre, charre, representing (with trilled r) a con-
tinned harsh vibratory sound. Words phonetically
akin are churr, chirr, chark (OE. cearciari), chirk,
etc., with various verbs expressing vocal sound in
other languages.]

I. 1. intr. To make or emit a harsh grating
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sound ;
to make a musical discord ; to sound

harshly or in discord with other sounds. Alsoyff.

ij6 SKKI.TON Dk. Alnany 378 Ye muse somwhat too far,

All out of joint ye iar. 1541 UDALI. F.rasm. Apoph. 76 b,

Thei would bestowe greate lahour and diligence to sette the

fist, iislamnge.andsnarringeatmelikedogs. 1508 I >i

. JM Heroic. Ep. xi. 124 The British Language, which our

Vowels wants, And iarres so much upon harsh Consonants.

1601 MARSTON Antonio's Ret', iv. v. Wks. 1856 I. 131 The
strings of natures symphony Are crackt and jar. 1641
FULLER Holy It Prof. St. i. viii. 21 Though with the clock

they have given the last stroke, vet they keep a jarring,

muttering to themselves a good while after. 1658 tr. Porta's

Nat. Magic vi. xiii. 189 If it . . ring clearly, it is whole ; if

it do jar, it is cracked somewhere. 1709 ADDISON Taller

No. 157 f 10 She jarrs and is put of Tune very often in

Conversation. 1734 WATTS Reliq. Jut', iv. (1789) 10 Rivers

of peace attend nis song.. He jars; and, lo ! the flints are

broke. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. til. iv, Perchance my heart

and harp have lost a string, And both may jar.

f b. To produce a harsh or grating sound on or

as on a musical instrument. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Ansiu. Otor. 93 Many other good
men iarryng alwayes upon the same stryng, mistooke the

note as 1 did. 1594 NASHE Un/ort. Trav. Wks. 1883-4 v -

185 Brauely did ne drum on this Cutwolfes bones . . iarring
on them quaueringly with his hammer. 1603 DRAYTON
Bar. Wars in. xlviii, Which like the tunes of the Celestials

are . . Compar'd with which Arion did but iar.

1 2. intr. Of a clock (or, of minutes) : To tick.

Also (in quot. 1593) trans. To cause to tick. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, y.
v. 51 My thoughts, are minutes;

and with Sighes they iarre Their watches on vnto mine

eyes, c 1594 KYD Sf. Trag. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 122

The bells tolling., the minutes jarring, and the clock striking
twelve. 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy iv. cvii, He heares no

waking clocke, nor watch to iarre.

8. intr. To strike against something (or each

other) with a grating sound, or so as to cause

vibration ;
to clash. Const, upon, with, against.

1665 [see TARRING ppl. a. 2]. 1713 STEELE Guardian
No. 143 p i He came, .encumbered with a bar of cold iron

. . it banged against his calf and jarred upon his right heel,

as he walked. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. it. xvii, As broad-
sword upon target jarred. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers
Flor. xiii. 327 His boat of life nad already jarred upon the
soft shores of the eternal land.

4. intr. With reference to the sensation caused

by discordant sound : To sound harshly in (obs.},

or fall with harsh effect on, the ear. Hence, To
strike with discordant or painful effect upon the

nerves, feelings, mind, conscience, etc.

1538 STARKEY England t. ii. 63 Hyt sounyth veray yl, hyt
jarryth in myn yerys, to gyue such powar to blynd fortune.

1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) II. xiii. 108 Of all his

audacious innovations, none, perhaps, jarred more upon the

prejudices of his countrymen. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum.
i. (1863) 57 His laugh jars on one's ear after seven score

years. 1874 GRKEN Short Hist. vi.
3. 322 The iniquity of

the proposal jarred against the public conscience. 1875
W. S. HAYWARD Lm'eagst. World 78 There was something
in her manner., which jarred painfully on his feelings.

5. intr. Of the body affected: a. To vibrate

audibly; to resound, clatter, or rattle with a grating
or grinding sound, b. Hence ^without reference

to sound) To vibrate, shiver, or shake, from an

impact or shock.

1735 WESLEY Wks. (1830) I. 21 The ship shook and jarred
with so unequal grating a motion. 1741 PLANT in Phil.
Trans. XLI1. 40 We had a great Shock ; it made my
House shake much, and the Windows jar. 1791 COWPER

6. trans. To cause to sound discordantly.
1633 tr. Bp. Halts Occas. Medit. 8 80 When once they

[bells] Jarre, and check each other . . how harsh and un-

pleasing is that noise. 1839-40 DE QUINCEV Casuistry
Wks. 1858 VIII. 300 Every impulse of bad health jars or
untunes some string in the fine harp of human volition.

1863 WIIITTIER Andreiu Rykman's Prayer 107, I alone the

beauty mar, I alone the music jar.

7. To cause to vibrate ; to shake into vibration ;

to trill. In quot. 1568 to grind (the teeth).
1568 T. HOWELL Art. Amitie (1879) 101 And break the

bragges of curssed curres, that iarre their teeth at thee.

1790 WALKER Pronounc. Diet. Introd. 419 The rough r
is formed by jarring the tip of the tongue against the roof
of the mouth near the fore teeth. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch
St., Westm. Abb. (1859) 129 It [the music] fills the vast

pile, and seems to jar the very walls. 1859 W. COLLINS
Q. of Hearts (1875) 53 The blow must have jarred the hand
of Shifty Dick up to his very shoulder. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Prof. Breakf.-t. vii. (Paterson) 150 A sudden gust..jars all

the windows.

b. To cause the nerves or feelings to vibrate

painfully, to send a shock through.
1789 MRS. Piozzt Joitrn. France, etc. I. 12 The fine paved

road, .jars the nerves terribly. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc
. 393 Discord of dreadful sounds That jarr'd the soul.
l8x BYRON Cain in. i. 135 Since That saying jars you. let

us only say 'Twere better that he never had been born.

8. To injure by concussion or impact.
1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost viii. 214 If you take in

hand a musical instrument that has been broken or jarred,
all its notes jangle in discord. 1898 P. MANSON Trop.
Diseases 359 This blood comes from the wall of an abscess
jarred and torn by the succussion of the harassing cough.

b. To roughen, as by concussion or impact.
18.. O. BYRNE Artisan's Handl'k. 338 (Cent.) The face

of the polishing- lap is hacked or jarred.

JARECOBK.

9. To drill by impact, as a rock
; to use a, drill-

jar upon : cf. JAR j^.i 7. (Funk.)
10. To drive by a jarring sound.
i8zo PtVRON Mar. Fal. in. ii. 540 Man, thou hast struck

upon the chord which jars All nature from my heart.

II. 11. intr. To be out of harmony or at dis-

cord in character or effect ; to be at variance ; to

disagree; to conflict. Of persons (obs.\ or of

opinions, statements, systems, etc.

1541 R. COPLAND Galyeris Terapeut. 2 E iij, In this

thynge almost all the maysters of medycyne do agre, albeit
that m sondry thynges they iarre. 1563 A. BROOKE (title)

Agreemente of sondry Places of Scripture, seeming in shew
to iarre. 1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 49/2 The
Gospell is not a doctrine iarring from the lawe that Moses
published in Gods name. 1667 MILTON /*. L. v. 753 Orders
and Degrees Jarr not with liberty, but well consist. 1764
CHURCHILL Gotham in. 577 Making those jar, whom Reason
meant to join. 1873 At. ARNOLD Lit. V Dogma (1876) 168
This verse . .jars with the words which precede and follow.

b. To come into conflict, to clash.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. \. i. 11. xi. (1651) 30 They often

jar, Reason is overborne by Passion. 1711 STEELE Sfcct.
No. 174 F i, And yet those Interests are ever jarring. 1851
G. BRIMLEY Ess. t Wordsw. 140 Clashing sympathies jarred
the more harshly within him.

12. intr. To be at strife or active variance ; to

quarrel ; to dispute, bicker, wrangle.
1550 LATIMER Last Serin, bef. Edw. K/Serm. (1562) 125

They will ier now a dayes one with an other, excepte they
haue all. Ibid. 125 b, When they haue ierred they haue
both gon to wracke. 1387 HIGGINS in Mirr. Mag-., Brennns
xxxi, O rather now, my sonnes, leaue of to iar. c 1591 MAR-
LOWE Jew ofMalta 11. ii, We will not jar about the price.

1697 PRYDEN Virg, Georg. iv. 94 If intestine Broils allarm
the Hive,. .The Vulgar in divided Factions jar. 174* YOUNG
Nt. Tk. ii. 176 Body and soul, like peevish man and wife,
United jar, and yet are loth to part. 1840 LADY C. BURY
Hist, ofFlirt xi, We were everlastingly jarring and saying
disagreeable things to each other.

1 13. trans. To bring to disunion or discord. Obs.
1 1615 SYLVESTER tr. H. SmWfs Map ofMatt, We build

and batter, ioyne and iarre, We heap and scatter, make and
marre. 1628 FELTHAM Resolves n. fi.] Ixxii. 208 ' Giue it to
the fairest ', was it, which jarr'd the Goddesses.

Hence Jarred (dsaid),///. a.

1892 ANNE RITCHIE Rec. Tennyson^ etc, in. vii. 211 He
was in a jarred and troubled state. 1899 I.n. ROSEBKRY in

Daily News 28 Oct. 6/5 This little island.. viewed.. with
such jarred ambition by the great Empires of the world.

II Jararaca (d^arara-ka). [Native name in

Tupi-Guarani.] A venomous serpent of Brazil

{BotkropsJararaca} of the family Crotalidts,

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 842 Snakes, as the lara-

raca, of. . foure kinds, of muskie sent, one ten spannes long.

1708 tr. Nieuhoff's Brazil in Pinkerton I'oy. (1808) XIV. 714
The serpent Jararaka is short, seldom exceeding the length
of an arm to the elbow. 1835 A. CALDCLEUGH Trav. S.
Amer. I. ii. 40 The jararaca is sometimes, .six feet in length.

t Jarbe. Sc. Obs. [app. var. of GKRBE
; a. F.

gerbe t
OF. jarbe sheaf.] Apparently

' a knot in

form of a sheaf* (Jam.).
1578 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 264 A belt of knottis of

peril and reid curall and jarbes of gold contening xliii

knottis of peril. 1570 Ibid. 288 Ane belt of knottis of

peril amatistes and jarbis of gold betuix.

Ja'r-bircL QAR j.l 8.] Local name of the

Nut-hatch.

1768 G. WHITE Stlbome xvi. (1875) 60 My countrymen
talk much of a bird that makes a clatter with his bill against
a dead bough, or some old pales, calling it a jar-bird. ., It

proved to be the Sitfa enrofaea (nuthatch).

II Jarde. Farriery. Obs. [F. jarde, ad. It.

giarda t med.L. giarda,jarda."\ = JABDON.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Jardees> Jardons. 1755 JOHNSON,

Jardes (French), hard callous tumours in horses, a little

below the bending of the ham on the outside.

Jarden, obs. form of JORDAN (almond).
II Jardiniere f^ardrhygT). [F.,

= a female

gardener, a gardener's wife, a pot or stand for

flowers,] An ornamental receptacle, pot, or stand
for the display of growing flowers within doors, or

on a window-sill, balustrade, or other part of

a building ; also for the display of cut flowers for

the decoration of the table, etc.

1841 LADY BLESSINGTON Idler in France I. 121 Small

jardiniires are placed in front of each panel of looking-

glass. 1873 Miss THACKERAY Wks. (1891) I. 465 'Take
care, you will knock over the jardiniere ', cried Mrs. Palmer.

1884 F. BOYLE Borderland 321 Superb old braziers lately
fashionable as jardinieres.

II Jardon. Farriery. Obs. [F. jardon, ad.

It. giardone y augmentative of giarda JARDE.]
A callous tumour on the leg of a horse, a little

below the bending of the ham on the outside.

^1710 W. GIBSON Farrier's Guide n. Ixxviii. (1738) 234
All those hard Tumors, .whether they be Spavins, Jardons,
Curbs, or any other kind. 1797 Sporting Mag. X. ii

A Jardon is a swelling on the outside of the hock, proceed-
ing from a kick or some accident.

Jardyne : see JORDAN (almond).
t Ja'recork. Obs. [i.jare, of unascertained

origin + CORK sb.t] A kind of purple or red

dye-stuff, obtained from various lichens.

1483 Act i Rick. ///, c. 8 Que nul tinctour nauter person
tinct .. ascun drap launs ouesque orchel ou corke appell*
iarecorke sur peine de forfeiture et perdicion de x\s. 1483
tr. Act i Rich. Ill, c. 8 8 3 Diers. usen to die great quan-
tite as well of fyne as of course Clothes with Orchel I and
Corke brought from beyonde the See called Jarecork
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, d
i8th c., and m the general dictionaries of Phillips, Coles,

Wri%L
appearing in those of Halliwell and

Jarfaleon, etc., obs. forms of GERFALCON
JaT-fly. [JAB s6.i 8.] A winged insect of

the family Cicadtds., so called from the shrill

jarring sound which it produces.
1880 New Virgin.!, no Insects. .. There is the thing

(hey call the jar.fly , for instance. .. It makes a noise like
a watchinan s rattle.

Jarful (daauful). [f. JAR j.2 + -PUL.] As
much as a jar will contain.
1866 Daily Tel. j6 Jan. 7/3 The New Year's allocution of

the Emperor Napoleon, .seems to have been as mellifluous
as a jarful of Narbonne honey.
t Jarg, v. Chiefly Se. 06s. Also 6 girg.
[Echoic : cf. JAR sbl and v:, CHARK, CHIRK.]
1. intr. Of a door or gate : To make a creaking

noise, to grate, jar, vibrate.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis i. vii. 57 The brasin durris iargis on
the marble hirst. Ibid. vl. ix. 88 At last with horrible
soundis trist Thai wareit portis, iargand on the hirst, War-
pit wp braid. Ibid. vn. xi. 33 Wythin that girgand hirst
also suld he Pronunce the new weyr. a 1600 DRAYTON
Mortimer. N ij, The tagging casements which the fierce
wind dryues, Puts him in mind of fetters, chaynes, and gyues.
2. fig.

' To waver, to flinch' (Jam.).
_

a. 1614 J. MELVILL Mem. (Wodrow Soc.) 69 He . . nevir
jarged a jot ather from the substance of the cause, or forme
of proceiding thairin. Ibid. 142 Mr. Andro [Melvill] never
jargmg, nor daschit a whit, withe magnanimus courage
planlie tauld the King and Counsall, that [etc.].

Hence Jarg (also jerg, jirg, girg) si. St., a

creaking noise.
1820 HOGG Wint. Even. T. II. 42 (Jam.) Thilk dor gyh

ay..thilk tother jerg. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Jarg, Jerg, a
harsh grating sound, as that of a rusty hinge. 1893 CROCK-
ETT Stickit Minister 148 The sofa gied an awfu* girg.

t Jargaunt, a. Obs. rare. [Form and origin
uncertain : the MSS. read chargaunt, chariant.
Cf. JARGON sl>.

1 and v
.]

? Chattering.
1413-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy n. xvii. (1555) Lj b/i And yet

they be as largaunt as a pye.
t Ja-rgle, v. Obs. Also 6 iargol. [a. OF.

fargoillier, -ouiller, -outlier (also gar-") to warble
as a bird, murmur as a brook, chatter, prob. f. an

onomatopoeic base jarg-, garg- : see JARGON shy]
intr. To utter a harsh or shrill sound

; to chatter,
jar. Hence t Ja-rgling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

'549 Compl. Scot. vL 39 The iargolyne of the suallou gart
the iay iangil. 1597-8 Bp. HALL Sat. iv. iv, Her husband's
rusty iron corselet ; Whose iargling sound might rocke her
babe to rest. 1600 Eng. Helicon F iv, Harke, sweete Phil,
how Philomell, That was wont to sing so well, largles now
in yonder bush, Worser than the rudest T[h]rush.

t Jargogle, v. Obs. trans. To confuse, jumble.
1692 LOCKE yd Let. Toleration iii. 92, I fear, that the

jumbling of those good and plausible Words in your Head
. . might a little Jargogle your Thoughts, and lead you
hoodwink'd the round of your own beaten Circle.

Jargon (dga-Jgan), sA.l Also: 4 iargoun,
girgoun, -un, 5 gargoun, (7 ier-, jur-, gergon,
jargone). [a. OF. jargon, -oun, gargon, ghar-
gun, gergon, warbling of birds, prattle, chatter,
talk ;

= It. gergo, gergone ; cf. Sp. gerigonza, for-

merly girgonz (Diez), Pg. geringonca. Of uncertain

origin (see Littre, & Diez s. v. gergo) ; perh. con-

taining the same radical garg-, jarg- ss>jargoillier:
see JARGLE.]
1. The inarticulate utterance of birds, or a vocal
sound resembling it

; twittering, chattering.
This early sense, which became obsolete in the i$th cent.,

has been revived in modern literature, sometimes with a
mixture of sense 5 ; cf. JARGON v. i.

c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 604 He was al coltissh ful of

ragerye And ful of largon [v.rr. Girgoun, -un] as a flekked

pye. 1390 GOWER Can/. II. 264 Sche [Medea] made
many a wonder soun . . And riht so as hir jargoun strangeth,
In sondri wise hir forme changeth. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.)

3148 Thre ravenes hyghte adpun, And made a gret gargoun.
1830 LONOF. Return ofSpring 6 With beast and bird the
forest rings, Each in his jargon cries or sings. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. xliii. (1856) 396 The snow-birds increase in
numbers. . . It is delightful to hear their sweet jargon.
2. A jingle or assonance of rimes, rare.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 163/42 largon, nme,fatnla, metrica.
1891 C. JAMES Rotn. Rigmarole 103 Later that evening
some Power sent me to my writing-table, with a jargon of
rhymes in my head.

3. Unintelligible or meaningless talk or writing ;

nonsense, gibberish. (Often a term of contempt for

something the speaker does not understand.)
1340-70 Alex. I, DM. 462 Swiche wordus of wise we

wilnun to lere, J?ere nis no iargoun. no iangle, ne iugge-
mentis falce. 1624 BEDELL Lett. iii. 66 Which we must
remember the Romanists vnderstand by this largon. 1658
BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps. iii. 42 It had bene a thousand
times more material! then all this largon. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. i. v. 651 When Religion and Theology . . is

railways and water-works] are simply a mass ofheterogeneous
and contradictory jargon.

555

1 4. A conventional method of writing or con-
versing by means of symbols otherwise meaning-
less ; a cipher, or other system of characters or

signs having an arbitrary meaning. Obs.
1594 BACON in Life !, Lett. (1862) I. 284 The letters afore-

said, written in jargon or verbal cipher. 1643 5 Yrs K
James in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) V. 398 They had cyphers and
jargons for the king and queen, and great men of the
realm ; things seldom used but either by Princes or their
Confederates. 1678 BUTLER Hud. Lady's Answ. to Knt.
76, I . . can unriddle, by their tones, Their mystic cabals, and
jargones. 1708 BURNET Lett. (ed. 3) 250 She [a deaf child]
had formed a sort of Jargon in which she could hold con-
versation.

5. A barbarous, rude, or debased language or

variety of speech ; a '

lingo
'

; used esp. of a hybrid
speech arising from a mixture of languages. Also
applied contemptuously to a language by one who
does not understand it.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. 11. 8 Besides the Jargon
and Patois of several! Provinces, I understand no lesse then
six Languages. 1697 tr. C'tess D'A unoy's Trav. (1706) 131
She now mixes Italian, English, and Spanish with her own
natural Language, and this makes such a Jargon [etc.].
1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 203 Others had the
Levant Jargon, which they call Lingua Frank. 1755
JOHNSON Diet. Prcf. 86 A mingled dialect, like the jargon
which serves the traffickers on the Mediterranean and Indian
coasts. 1874 SAYCE Conipar. Philol. ii. 67 They [the pagans
of antiquity] could discover in a foreign language nothing
but a barbarous jargon. Ibid. v. 184 The Negro jargon of the
United States. 1874 GKEEN Short Hist.

yi. 3. 288 ' Oxford
Latin

'

became proverbial for a jargon in which the very
tradition of grammar had been lost.

6. Applied contemptuously to any mode ofspeech
abounding in unfamiliar terms, or peculiar to a
particular set ofpersons, as the language of scholars
or philosophers, the terminology of a science or

art, or the cant of a class, sect, trade, or profession.
1651 HOBBES Leviath. iv. xlvi, Abstract essences and

substantial!forma. For the interpreting ofwhich largon,
there is need of somewhat more than ordinary attention.

1704 Swift's T. Tub Bookseller to Rdr., It would.. pass for
little more than the cant or jargon of the trade. 1717
BULLOCK Woman is a riddle n. 18, I see, Mr. Vulture, you
are a perfect master in the jargon of the Law. 1762 KAMES
Elent. Crit. (1833) 485 Space and time have occasioned
much metaphysical jargon. 1825 LYTTON Zicci ii, I should
tell you in their despicable jargon that my planet sat darkly
in your house of life. 1889 JESSOPP Coming ofFriars vii.

324 The jargoon of the German mystic was exactly what he
wanted in his present state of mind.

7. A medley or ' babel
'

of sounds.
1711 AUDISON Spect. No. 165 p i Our Soldiers . . send us

over Accounts of their Performances in a Jargon of Phrases,
which they learn among their conquered Enemies. 1806-7
J. BERESPORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. i, That savage
jargon of yells, brays and screams familiarly but feebly
termed ' The cries of London '. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev. I.

in. viii, Dissonant hubbub there is ; jargon as of Babel.

b. transf. Any mixture of heterogeneous ele-

ments. rare.

1710 ADDISON Whig Exam. No. 4. 37 Such a Jargon of
Ideas, such an Inconsistency of Notions, such a Confusion
of Particles that rather puzzle than connect the Sense.

8. attrib. and Comb.
1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1544 The gloom Of cloister'd

monks and jargon-teaching schools. 1729 SAVAGE Wan-
derer i, Sudden a thousand different jargon-sounds, Like
jangling bells, harsh-mingling grate the ear. 1770 HAR-
RINGTON in Phil. Trans. LX. 60 Little Mozart . . imme-
diately began five or six lines of a jargon recitative

proper to introduce a love song. 1887 H. KNOLLYS Sk. Life
Japan 281 At the end of four months I should have been
able . . to go ahead with what I may call jargon fluency.
Hence Ja'rgonal a., of the nature of jargon or

sound without sense ; Ja-rg-onish a., resembling
or characteristic of a jargon.
1816 Q. Rev. XVI. 28 That inflated and jargonish style

which has of late prevailed. 1831 in Mirror XVII. 299/1
Away, then, with the jargonal pretence that English singers
cannot acquire a good and pure Italian pronunciation.

Jargon, jargoon (d^a-Jgan, djaigzi-n), sb.*

[a. F. jargon (1762 in Diet. Acad.}, ad. It. giar-
gone (Hatz.-Darm.). Ulterior derivation obscure :

Hatz.-Darm. compare OF. jagonce, jargunce
(in St. Brandan), variants of jacinth (see JA-
COUNCE) ;

but most etymologists identify it ulti-

mately with ZIRCON, Pg. zarcdo, Arab,
rjy

zarqun. (Both the hyacinth or jacinth and the

jargon are varieties of zircon.)]
A translucent, colourless, or smoky variety of

the mineral zircon, found in Ceylon.
a. 1769 Pub. Advertiser 29 May 3/4 Rough and polished

Emeralds .. Topazes, Jargoons. 1825 HONE Every-day
Bk. I. 1526 These borders are studded with . . jargoon
diamonds. 1883 CHURCH Free. Stones iv. 28 The diamond
and the jargoon do not improve or bring out each other's

qualities, for they have too many points in common. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch, f, Clockm. 215 The Zircon, the

Hyacinth, and the Jargoon are silicates of zirconia.

ft. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 206 The hyacinth . . consists
. . more than six-tenths of its weight of a peculiar earth,
now known under the name of jargon, zircon, or circonia.

1868-72 WATTS Diet. Ctiem. V. 1079 The name hyacinth in-

cludes the bright-coloured varieties of zircon ; . . the greyish
or brownish kinds are called zirconite. A variety from

Ceylon, which is colourless, or has only a smoky tinge, and
is therefore sold for inferior diamonds, is sometimes called

jargok,

JARGONIZING.

Jargon (d^augan), v. Also 4 iargoune, 5
-onne, (7 gargon). [a. OF. jarg-, gargonner,
-ouner, K. jargonner, to warble, chatter, jabber,
talk, f. jargon JARGON sb^\
1. intr. To warble, twitter, chatter. Obs. from

1 5th to i gth c. : see JARGON si'.1 i.

701366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 716 These birdes. .Laies of
loue, full well souning Thei songen in her iargoning.
1390 COWER Conf, II. 318 She withall no word may soune
But chitre and as a brid iargoune. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's
Met. xiv. xiii, The birdes that iargonned on the ryver..
made her to slepe. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar. v. xvi, All
little birds that are How they seem'd to fill the sea and air
With their sweet jargoning ! 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh xv.
Pr. Wks. 1886 II. 335 A cage, in which sundry canary-
birds . . were jargoning together. 1892 A. LANG Crass of
Parnassus 108 Far in dim fields cicalas jargoned.

b. trans. To utter by warbling, warble.
1894 Tablet 22 Dec. 966 Never mavis or merle Jargoned

such roundelays.
2. intr. To utter jargon ; to talk unintelligibly.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 164/42 largon, nugari. 1823 Btackw.

Mag. XIII. 69 If he jargons thus, he can expect nothing
else. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Painph. ii. 29 Disappear,
I say ; away, and jargon no more in that manner.

b. trans. To utter in a jargon ; to prate about
in a jargon.
1805 [see below]. 1825 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855

I. 31 In such slang he jargons the characters of Shakespeare
and Milton.

Hence Ja-rgoned ///. a., Ja'rgoning vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.
; Ja-rgoner, one who uses jargon.

la 1366 [see i], 1623 COCKERAM, Gargoning, strange speak-
ing. 1798 [see i]. 1805 ROBKRDEAN in Spirit Pull. Jrnls.
(1806) IX. 249 The jargon'd phrase. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev.
I. in. iv, Mere idle jargoning, and sound and fury. 1875
HOWELLS Foregone Concl. 18 His ear was taken by the
vibrant jargoning of the boatmen. 1890 O. CRAWFURU
Round the Calendar in Portugal 28 He [the serin] fills

the air of spring and early summer with his eager jargoning.
1893 W. G. COLLINGWOOO Life Ruskin I. no He took it

out of the hands of adepts and initiated jargoners.

Jargonal, -ish : see under JARGON sbl

Jargonelle (dsajgone-l). Also -el. [a. F.

jargonelle
' a very gritty variety of pear

'

(Littre),
dim. ofjargon JARGON sb.-]
An early ripening variety of pear.
Orig. applied, as in Fr., to an inferior variety, but already

by 1733 transferred to that called in Fr. Cuisse Mattame.
1693 EVELYN De la. Quint, in. I. 123 Here is a particular

List of those [Pears] which I know to be so Bad, that 1

Counsel no Body to Plant any of them. Summer-Pears
.. 8. The Jargonnelle. 1733 MILLER Card. Diet. s. v.

Pyrus, Jargonelle.. is certainly what all the French Gar-
deners did formerly call the Cuisse Madam. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aut. Brealcf.-t. iv. (1865) 32 Some are ripe at

twenty, like human Jargonelles, and must be made the
most of, for their day is soon over. 1858 MRS. OLIPHANT
Laird Norlaw I. 22 The white gable wall of the manse,
obscured with the branches of its jargonel tree. 1894 Times
25 Oct. 10/2 That prettiest and earliest of all pears, the

Jargonnelle.
b. Short for jargonelle fear essence. Amyl-

acetate, C
5
HU . C 2H 3Oj, used as flavouring for

confectionery.

Jargonesqne (-e'sk), a. rare-^. [f. JARGON
sb. 1 + -ESQi'E : cf. mod. F. jargonnesque (R.
Estienne in Littre).] Characterized by the use

of jargon, composed in jargon.
1884 St. James's Gaz. 28 June 7/1 The plan of the book

is to make a vocabulary of the jargonesque ballads [i. e.

Villon's ballads in jargon].

Jargonic (dgajg^nik), a. 1
[f. JARGON s&. 1 +

-ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a jargon.
1819

' R. RABELAIS
'

Abeillard fy Heloisa 189 Enveloping
jargonic slang. 1834 DISRAELI Rev. Epick i. xvii, Jargonic
strife ! Man fights for syllables And worships words. 1894
Sat. Rev. 24 Mar. 309 Villon's Coquillards of 1450, seem to
have taken their jargonic name from the scallop-shells of

Compostella.

Jargonic (dgajgp'nik), a* [f. JARGON sb? +

-ic.] Pertaining to the mineral jargon.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 14 Jargonic Earth, or

Jargonia .. has .. been found only in the stone called Jargon,
or Circon, of Ceylon. 1828 in WEBSTER, 1847 in CRAIG.

Ja'rgonist. rare. [f. JARGON s&. 1 + -IST.]
One who affects or uses a jargon.
1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia iv. ii, 'And pray of what

sect ', said Cecilia,
'
is this gentleman !

' 'Of the sect of

jargonists', answered Mr. Gosport. 1829 Examiner 178/1
One of the most crotchety sophists, and afflicting jargonists
in Parliament. 1878 F. HALL in Nation XXVI. 345/1.

Jargonize (dgaugonaiz), v. [i. JARGON sb.1

+ -UK. Cf. OF. gargoniser to jargon (1495 in

Godef.).] a. intr. To talk jargon or a jargon.
b. trans. To bring (into a condition) by means
of jargon ; to translate into jargon. Hence Ja'r-

gonizing ///. a. ;
also Jargoniza'tion, the

action of jargonizing or using a jargon.
1803 J. BRISTED Pedestr. Tour II. 583 As there is no..

book by which the jargon may be learned, the candidate

for a diploma must be taught to jargonize by an animal

called a grinder, whose business it is to drill into the head
of his pupil . . the questions and answers, which will pass and

-

.

pupils all. 1825 Blackw. Mag. XVII. 604 He used to pay
the Morning Chronicle sometimes to let him jargonize in

their columns. 1825 Examiner 607/1 A prevalent desire. .

185 -a



JARK.

to jargonise the weak and unprincipled family of the Stuart.-.

into a portion of .sentimental public favour. 1887 A. Bnuu.
C. Bronte 180 Novels ore supposed to treat of life, and life

refuses to be jargoni/cd.

t Jark. Old Cant. A seal.

1561 AWDELAY />'.//. I'acat*. 4 A counterfaite Liscnce,

which they call a Gybe, and the scales they call larckes.

1673 k. HKAU Canting Acatl. 78 They [counterfeit sailors]

have alwaies a Counterfeit Pass or License which they call

a Gybe, and the Seals thereunto Jarkes. 1818 SCOTT llrt.

Mi'il. \ xix,
' This is a jark from Jim Ratcliffe ', said the

taller, having looked at the bit of paper.
Hence t JaTkman, an educated beggar, who

fabricates counterfeit passes, licences, and certifi-

cates for others.

1561 AWDELAY Frat. Vacab. 5 A larkeman \mispr. 1575

lackeman] is he that can write and reade, and sometime

speake latin. He vseth to make counterfaite licences which

they call Gybes, and .sets to Seales, in their language called

larkes. 1567 HARMAN Caveat xv. 60 These two names,
a larkeman and a Patrico, bee in the old briefe of vaca-

bonds. . . A larkeman hathe his name of a larke, which is

a scale in their Language, as one should make writinges
and set scales for lyi:ences and pasporte. 1621 FLETCHER
Beggar* Bush 11. i, Come, princes of the ragged regiment . .

Jarkman, or patrico, cranke, or clapperdudgeon, Frater, or
abram-man. 16*4 Bp. MOUNTAGU Gagg iii. 35 A counterfeit

passe made by some jarkman under an hedge for a rogue.
1834 H. AINSWORTII Rookwood in. v. (Oath Canting Crew),
No jarkman, be he high or low.

^Following the misprint in the 1575 ed. of quot. 1561,
jackman has been sometimes taken as the right form.

1608 DEKKER Belman Land, D
ii;,

Some in this Schoole of

Beggers practise writing and reading : and those are called
lackmen. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 81.

llJarl (yajl), sb. Hist. Also yarl. [ON.
( OE. eorl EAEL), orig.

' a man of noble birth
'

;

hence used as the title of hereditary Norse and
Danish chieftains; later, of the royal liegemen next
in rank to the king whom they followed.] An
old Norse or Danish chieftain or under-king.
Applied by modern historians to those of Scandinavia,

and to those of Orkney, Shetland, and the Western Isles of
Scotland. The OE. contemporary form was eorl, applied
to Danish leaders and to viceroys or governors of the great
divisions of the kingdom under Cnut, whence EARL, q.v.
i8ao S.TVKNEX Angle-Sax. (ed.3> I. iv. iii.479Then humble

kingdoms, jarlls, and nobility appeared. 1829 TYTLEK Hist.
Scot, (1864) II. 40 These northern districts [of Scotland]
had for many centuries been more accustomed to pay their
allegiance to the Norwegian yarls, or pirate kings. 1839
KKIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 38 Five Danish Kings and seven
larls were slain. 1861

J.
A. H. MURRAY Week in Orkney

12 Sigurd, the first Jarl, in alliance with Thorstein the red,
Norse Jarl of the Hebrides, conquered all Scotland north
of the Grampians.
Hence Ja'rldom, the territory governed by a

jarl ; Ja rless, the wife of a jarl ; Ja rlship, the
office or function of a jarl.
1820 TURNER AngloSax. (ed. 3) I. iv. iii. 480 Among their

him. 1861 J. A. H."MuRRAY"(*> *''r>/tV*^Tr'R?ddinK
them of the piratical Vikings, and bestowing the jarlship of
them upon Sigurd brother to Rognvald. Ibid. 28 When
Rolf the Ganger, the third successor to the Jarldom, found
Orkney too narrow a sphere.

t Jarl, v. Obs. rare. Also iarle. [app. a
derivative of JAR v.] intr. To quarrel, fall out.
1580 SIDNEY Lett. R. Sidney 18 Oct. in A. Collins Sidney

Collect. Lett. (1746) I. 285 The odd w/. shall come with the
Hundred, or els my Father and I will iarle. 01586Arcadia II. (1622) 224 What if La:]aps a better morsell find
rhen you earst knew ? rather take part with him Then iarle.

Ja rless, a. [f. JAR rf.i + -LESS.] Free from
jar or jars ; causing no jar.
1876 BLACKIE Songs Relig. I, Life 67 Nor can the well-

timed courses Of earths and moons Ring to the stroke of
blind unthinking forces Their jarless tunes. 1888 Pall
Mull G. 31 Jan. 5/2 The smooth, jarless, but sadlv sueees-
tlve hammock.

Jarman, obs. form of GERMAN a.i

Jarnsey, obs. form of JERSEY.
Jarosite (d^-eTcsait). Min. [Named 1852

from Barranco Jaroso, in Spain : see -1TE.] *A
hydrous sulphate of iron and potassium, occurring
usually in yellowish rhombohedral crystals.
1854 DANA Min. (ed. 4) 389 Jarosite. .may be isomorphouswith alumle. 1883 M. F. HEDDLE in Encycl. rit.\Vl.

402/2 Jarosite. .fibrous in nodules or incrustinz.

Jar-owl, jarr-owl. [JAR rf.i 8.] A local
name of the goatsucker or night-jar.
1832-5 JESSE Gleanings (1843) 297 The Caprimulgus is

known in different parts of England by the names of the
dor-hawk,. .jarr-owl, churn-owl,. .and night-jarr.
Jarr(e, obs. forms of JAK it, and v.
Jarraff: see GIRAFFE.
Jarrali (d3aeTa). [Anglicized adaptation of

JtrryM, the native name in West Australia ; called
in bir Geo. Grey's Glossary (1840) djar-rail, in

. F. Moore's (1884) djarryl. (MorrisAustral
Laglish.)} The mahogany gum-tree

(Lucalyftus mar i,lata ) of West Australia ; the
timber of this tree, remarkable for its durability.AlUI ///*/! n j i^ ...,,, 7. J~ . i

J.

^nfimffrm. if /v. teal. 11. 103 It mav 1* lint
after all the hopes of the West-Australian Micatbere wil
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be realized in jarrah-wood. 1894 Q. Rev. July 180 Jarrah
and other Australian hardwoods, .used for street-paving in

London. 1897 Illiistr. Lottd. News t May 598 Jarrah . . is

especially suitable for submarine structures such as jetties
and wharves, as it resists the ravages of the teredo navalis.

Jarring (d^a-riij),^/. sb. [f. JAR#. + -ING '.]

The action of the vb. JAR.
1. The production or utterance of a harsh grating,

creaking, or vibratory sound ; a sound of this kind
;

harsh dissonance ; discordant sound.

'555 W. WATKEMAN f'ardle Facions u. viii. 187 Certeine

saluages with dodges heades . . that make a very terrible

charnnge with their mouths. 1567 DRANT tr. Horace, Art
Poetry, What though sum fudges cannot niarke the iarringe
ofa rime. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Plata's Trav. Ixix. 281 It was
a most dreadlull thing to hear the discord and jarring of
those barbarous Instruments. 1820 BYRON Alar. Fal. I. i.

ii He hears the jarring of a distant door.

2. Vibration caused by concussion ; agitation of

the nerves or feelings, as from a physical shock.

1775 Pkil. Trans. LXV. 192 The great jarring [was] con-

sequent upon taking off the old rafters. 1873 J. RICHARDS
Wood-working Factories 152 The jarring communicated to
the foot is disagreeable, and often injurious in heavy work.
1880 LE CONTE Sight ii Coarse vibrations arc perceived by
the nerves of common sensation as a jarring. 1893 Winning
of May iii, The sense of leisure and culture.. rested her
nerves after their long jarring in cramped noisy quarters.
3. Discordant or conflicting action.

1581 J. BELL lla<iilon's Answ. Osor. 172 b, By what
nieanes can you forge unto us such a crafty devise of larryng,
in so uniforme an agreement of ludgement, betwixt Luther
and Calvine? 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 60
Natural Things will continue, .without Jarring, Disorder,
or Invasion of one another. 1771 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. v.

(1876) 365 A harsh jarring of incongruent principles.
4. Quarrelling, disputing, wrangling.
'574 STUDLEY tr. Bale's Pageant Popes in. 49 After

wrangling and iarring betwene him and 1 heophilact. 1640
CHOMWELL Let. Nov. in Carlyle, If the Father, .be so kindT
why should there be such jarrings and heart-burnings
amongst the children? 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) I. 32
Strange jarring I know 'Twixt the High Church and Low.
1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Ken. II. v. iv, Nothing but untempered
obscure jarring ; which breaks forth ever and anon into

open clangour of riot.

Ja-rring,///. a.
[f. JAM v. + -ING ".] That jars.

1. Sounding with harsh or rough vibration ;

grating; hence, inharmonious, discordant, out of
tune ; grating upon the ear or (trans/.) the feel-

ings or nerves.

1552 HULOET, larrynge or discordyng, discrefans, dis-
soiius [etc.]. ;< 1592 H. SMITH Strut. (1637) 451 A note
above Ela is a jarring note, and alwayes makes a discord in
the harmony. 1616 BACON Sylva 169 A Bell, if it haue

773 J

283 The wild note . . of the bulfinch . . is a most jarring and
disagreeable noise. 1803 T. BEDDOES Hygeia III. ix. 201

Creaking wheels, jarring windows.
2. Striking with a concussion ; causing vibration.

1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. vi. 13 Another Instance of the
strange loosening nature of a violent iarring Motion, a 1733
GAY (J.), My knees tremble with the jarring blow. 1830
HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 238 The jarring effect of a blow.
3. Discordant, conflicting, clashing.
1661 BOYLE Stylt of Script. (1675) 95 w"''ngs, alledg'd

. . to countenance their jarring opinions. 1768 FALCONER
Shijnur, Proem i While jarring int'rests wake the world to
arms. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 226 Their jarring
inclinations and mutual concessions gave to the whole
administration a strangely capricious character.
4. Quarrelling, disputing, wrangling.
1628 FORD Lover's Mel. ii. i, A young lady contracted to

a noble gentleman., being hindered by their jarring parents,
stole from her home. 1780 Cowt'KR Nightingale Iff Glow-
warm 27 Hence jarring sectaries may learn Their real inter-
est to discern, a 1831 MACKINTOSH Wks. (1846) II. 474 The
suspicion and jealousy of jarring parties.
Hence Jarringly adv., in a jarring manner.

on the irritated nerves of the disappointed rival. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 22 Apr. 1 1 Self-complacency which implies jarring-
ness to others, and pococurantism.
Jarrit : see JEKID, Moorish dart.

Jarrock, erroneous form of JARKCORK.
Jarry (dga-ri), a. rare.

ff. JAR sb.l + -Y.]
Abounding in jarring or jars.
'5*3 STANYHURST ^Eneis i. (Arb.) 19 Theese flaws theyre

cabbans wyth stur snar iarrye doe ransack.

Jarsey, obs. form of JERSEY.
Jarvey(dsa-jvi),j/i. colloq. Alsojarvy.jarvie.
[By-form oljarvis orjervis, personal name.]
1. A hackney-coachman. Now frequently ap-

plied to the driver of an Irish car.

I o see him through the jar of jarvies pushing. 1862 SALA
Accepted Addr. 184, I seek in vain for the old jarvey with
his many-caped Benjamin. 1882 SERJT. BALLANTINE Exper.
n. 19 The driver [of a hackney-coach] was called a jarvey,a compliment paid to the class in consequence of one of
them named Jarvis having been hanged.
t 2. A hackney-coach. Obs.
1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 639/2 He had a large loaf stuck

upon the pole of the Jarvie in which he travelled. 1841MOTLEY torr. (1889) J. iv. 76 The droskies, the most awkward

JASMINE.
and inconvenient of all jarvies. 1868 H. C. R. JOHNSON
Argent. Alps 163 A most wonderful and antique coach,
something like an enormous ghost of one of the London
jarveys of fifty years ago.
Hence Ja'rvey v. intr., to act the jarvey, to

drive a carriage.
i8a6 Sporting Mag. XIX. 18 No one can pronounce that

person a 'good whip
1 who has only been seen jarveytng

along a turnpike level road.

Jasane, variant of GESINE Obs., lying-in.

t Jasch. Se, Obs. rare
~

'. [app. onomato-

poeic : cf. mod. Sc. jass a dash, the noise of a
severe blow (Jamieson).] The dash of a wave.

1513 DofGLAS sEneis xl. xii. 70 That with hys bulrand
iaschls and out swak With hym he sowkis and drawis inuny
stane.

Jasey (d^-zi). Also jasy, jazey, jazy, Sc.

jeezy. [According to Forby = Jersey : see quot.

1825.] A humorous .or familiar name for a wig,
esp. one made of worsted.

(1780 G. PARKER Lifes Painter 157 Wig, Jasey. 1797
MARY ROBINSON Walsingham IV. 8 Dash my jasey, if I

wasn't threatened with the pillory. 18x4 SCOTT Kengatintlct
ch. xx, The old gentleman in the flaxen jazy. a 1895 FORBY
Voc. E. Anglia, Jasey, a contemptuous name for a wig, or
even a bushy head of hair, as if the one were actually, and
the other apparently, made of Jersey yarn, of which this is

the common corrupt pronunciation. 1848 THACKEAY Van.
Fair Ixii. 1899 BESANT Orange Girl 11. xviii, He wore the
old jasey with a broken pigtaiK
Hence Jaseyed (dg^'-zid) a., wigged.
1883 L. WINGFIELD A. Rovjt I. ix. 203 Was ever ja&eyed

person so
perfidious ?

Jasmine, -in (jpnmfai), jessamine, -in

(dge'samin). Forms: a. 6 gesmine, iasmyne,
6-7 iesmin(e, iasmine, 7 iassmine, 7-jasmin (e.

Ii. 6 gessemiue, (gethsamine), iacemine, 6-7
iesemiu(e, iessemiue, -yne, 7 jesamin, -an,
jeci-, geci-, gessamin(e, jasemine, 8 jessemiu,
jas(s)amine, 7- jessamine, 8- jessamin, -y. 6

gelsemine, 6-7 gelsomine, 7 jelsomine, (gel-

som). [Of this there are 3 types : a. jasmin(e,
corresp. to F. jasmin, \josmin (Pare i6th c.), Sp.
jasmin, ^-jasmin, Pg. jasmim, Ger. jasmin, Du.

jasmijn. It. gesmi'no, Bot.L. jasmittum ; 0. jessa-
min(e, in i6th c. also gessemine, = obs. loth c.

V.jas(s)emin,jessemin,josimin, gensemin ;
a and

ft are united by such forms as gesmine, jesmin ;

T *?-> jclsomine = It. gehomino. Of these a. and ft

are both in current use, jessamine being the more

popular, and also frequent in the poets, jasmine
more common with botanical writers

; 7 is obs.

All the European forms derive from the Arabic

)j; t -I; yas(a)mln, adopted from Pers. ydsmln,
also yasnian, and yasam, with which cf. Gr.

lafffuj, iao^uAaioi', it'uriuvov itvpov, name ofa Persian

perfume, prob. oil of jasmine, in Dioscorides.]
1. a. orig. The plant Jasminum officinale, a

climbing or ascending shrub with fragrant white

flowers, long naturalized in Southern Europe, and

grown in England since the i6th c.
; hence, b.

Any species or plant of the botanical genus /as-
minum, comprising shrubs, often of climbing
habit, chiefly natives of the warmer regions of the
Old World, with white or yellow salver-shaped
flowers

; several of which are cultivated for their

beauty and fragrance, while some yield an oil used
in perfumery. Also the flower of any of these.
Next to the Common or White Jasmine, the ordinary

'jessamine' of English literature, the best known is the

Yellow-flowered, jf.frnticatis', other species are cultivated,
the total number known being about ninety.
a. 1578 LYTK Dodoens vi. ii. 657 Iasmine groweth in maner

of a hedge or quickeset. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cccxxix,
The yellow Iasmine differeth not from the common white
Gesmine. 1663 COWLEY Verses 4- Ess., Garden (1669)
1 17 Who, that has Reason, and his Smell, Would not among
Roses and Jasmin dwell ? 1676 DRYDEN A urtngz. iv. i. 1655
What sweets so e'er Sabean springs disclose, Our Indian
Jesmine or the Syrian rose. 1796 COLERIDGE Refl. having
left place Retiretn. 6 1 n the open air Our myrtles blossomed ;

and across the porch Thick jasmins twined. 1807 CRAIIHK
Par. Reg. in. 315 Where jasmine trails on either side the
door. 1883 Garden 9 Sept. 233/2 The golden Jasmine
(jfasntinuHt anreum) is really golden.

fi. 1561 TURNER Herbal \\. 190, lesemin or Gethsamine, as
I suppose is called in Greke iasme, and it is the flower wher
of the oyle called in Dioscorides oleum iasminum is made.

1563 HYLL Art Gard. (1593) 13 That sweet tree or floure

named Iacemine. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cccxxv, There
be found at this day fower sorts of Iasmine : . . White
Gessemine..Great WhlteGessemine. .Yellow Iasmine. .Blew
lasmine. 1594 SPENSER Amoretti Ixiv, Yong blossomed

lessemynes. 1622 MABBE tr. Alemati's Guzman d'Alf. II.

ll. x. 200 Gecimines. Muske-roses, & other sweet flowers.

1637 Mir UIN Lycidas 143 The tufted crowtoe and pale
gessamine. 1657 R. LIGON Barbudocs(\(>-]$ 15 Other kinds

..good to smell to, as Mirtle, Jesaman. 1707 Curios, in
Huso. .$ Gard. 252 If we graft the Spanish Jessemin..on
Spanish Broom, the Flowers of the Jessemui will grow
yellow. 1719 YOUNG Revenge iv. i, In yonder arbour bound
with jessamin. 1838 DICKENS ' '. Twist^ xxxiv, A cottage-
room, with a lattice-window : around which were clusters of

jessamine and honeysuckle.
Y- 1597 GERARDE Heroalil. cccxxv, Iasmine or Gelsemine.

1598 1- LORIO, Gelsomino, . , gelsomine or gesmine. a 1649
DRUMM. op HAWTH. Poems 130 Simplicity, more white than



JASMINBD.
Gelsomine. 1632 C. B. STAPYLTON Hcrodian xiv. nc Lich
Torches, Gelsoms, Odours and Musk Roses.
b. With qualification, applied to plants of various

other genera : as
Arabian J. = Night J. (see below); Bastard J th<

genus Lestrum, natives of S. America and the W. Indies
Cape J., Gardemaflorida and G. radicaiis ; Carolina J
KSJSf? ''"',

Ju'"
\
ChUl J-, Mandevilla suaveolens'rencbi J ., Calotropis procera, a shrub found in Southen

Asia and Africa, also called French Cotton ; Ground Jrar*M Stllkri ( Treas. Bot. 1866) ; Night J., Nyctanth^
Arbor-fristis, a shrub or small tree of Southern Asia, allied
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> a W- Indian shrub with fragrantred flowers ; Wild J.,
'

of Jamaica, a species of Pavetta '
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e W' Indies- f<"-aiea 0,/oralissimaand the genus Ixora' (Miller) ; see also quot. 1870.
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fat. App. 315 Jasmine, Arabian,
Nyctanthes. [Eight others named.] 1772-84 COOK VIS.
(1790) V. 1723 1 he. .odoriferous gardenia, or Cape Jasmine
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 209 Cestrum or Bastard
Jasmine, .requires a stove to keep it alive in these northern
countries. 1866 Freas. Bot. 715/1 Mandeoilla. .a climbing
shrub, a native of Buenos Ayres, whence it was first intro-
duced, under the name of Chili Jasmine. 1879 BRITTEN

DSt/HaSf '*'' Jessamine ' Wild ' Aueuumc nemorosa.

2. A perfume derived from the flowers of the
jasmine or jessamine.
1670 Moral State Eng. 16 They would daub their Heads

with a whole pot of Jasmine at once. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury m 128/2 To put Jecimin on the palms of yourhands and rub it on the hair. Mod. Price List, Perfumery
. .Jasmin.
3. attrib. and Comb., as jasmine or jessamine

bower, flower, grove, leaf, wood; j.-bordered adj.;
tj.-butter, an ointment perfumed with jasmine;
t j.-water, a perfume made from jasmine-flowers.
Also in names of plants resembling jasmine, as
j.-box, the genus Phillyrea ; j.-mango, j.-tree =
Red Jasmine (see I b) ; j.-wood, OfAna Mauri-
tiana (Miller Plant-n. 1884).
1883 F. M. PEARD Contrnd. xviii, Standing together in

the jessamine-bordered window. 1730 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 78 p 2 The fragrance of the "jessamine bower is lost after
the enjoyment of a few moments. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),With the flowers whereof *Jesemin Butter is made. 1644EVELYN Diary 15 Oct., The perfumes of Orange, Citron
and jassmme flowers. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 761*rom jasmine grove to grove. 1832 TENNYSON Margaret
v, Let your blue eyes dawn Upon me thro'the'jasmine-leaves.
1749 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstone 14 Mar., I send
you half the "jessamine-water I have left. 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs I. 61 This Wood .. bears the Name of "Tessa-
mine/Wood from its Flowers. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair
Ixxvi, A large pipe of cherry or jasmine wood.
Hence Ja smlned, je-ssamined (-ind) a.,

adorned with jasmine or jessamine.
1827 G. DARLEY Sylvia 17 The jasmined cottage in the

glen. 1840 W. KENNEDY Poems 41 The trellised porch ..
Was jessamined and honeysnckled o'er.

t Jasp (djasp). Now rare or Obs. Also 4-7
iaspe, 5-6 Sc. iesp. [a. F. jaspe (Ph. de Thaun,
1 2th c.),

=
Sp., f^.jaspe, ad. L. iaspis : see JASPER.]= JASPER i .

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 Ase saphyr in selver
semly on syht, Ase jaspe the gentil that lemeth with lyht
1382 WYCLIK fsa. liv. 12, I shal sette iasp [1388 iaspis] thy
pynacles. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 257/2 Iaspe, stone, iaspis.
1317 TORKINGTON Pilgr. ^884) 70 A box with grene laspys.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 569 As iesp, iasink, and
margaretis mony one. 1391 SPENSER Vis. Bellay ii, The
floore of Iasp and Emeraude was dight. 1648 GAGE IVest
Ind. xii. (1655) 44 Wrought of Marble, Iaspe, and other
black stone, with veines of red. 1900 Daily News 15 Apr.
5/5, I have seen the most expensive map in the world. . .

The 86 departments of France are represented by as many
varieties of Siberian jasp.

b. Jasp- opal = jasper-opal (see JASPER sb. 3 b).
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 199 Jasp-opal.. Opal containing

some yellow oxyd of iron and other impurities, and having
the color of yellow jasper with the lustre of common opal.

Ja-spachate (-ke't), ja-spagate. Min.
[a. F'. jaspagate, ad. L. iaspachates (Pliny), a. Gr.

I'ao-iraxctTj/s, f. faffir-ir jasper + dxarTjs AGATE.]
The same as agatejasper : see JASPER i.

'

Iaspachates must have been an agate in which bluish and
greenish shades (Iaspis) predominated

'

(Dana Min. 195).
1748 SIK J. HILL Hist, fossils 489* Greenish brown

Variegated Agate. The Jasp-Agate of the Antients. 1811

agate jasper.

Jasper (dga-spaj), sb. Also 4-5 iaspre, 5
iaspere, 6 iaspar. [a. OF. jaspre (i5th c. in

Littre) var. oijaspe = Sp., Pg. jaspe, Yr.jaspi, It.

iaspide, ad. L. iaspis, iaspid-em, a. Gr. taams,
laffmt- jasper, a word of oriental origin : cf. Heb.
nctt' yashpek (Exod. xxviii. 20), Assyrian aslipu ;

Pers. -4; yashm, and ,_^ij yashp (Pers. and

Arab, t_...?.i yashb, and yashf) jasper.
In med.L. diasprus, -urn, was used both for jasper and

diaper; It., Sp., and Pg. diaspro have also the sense
'jasper '.]

1. A kind of precious stone, a. As rendering
ot Gr. taffms or L. iaspis, name among the ancients
for any bright-coloured chalcedonyexceptcarnelian,
the most esteemed being of a green colour, b. In
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modern use, an opaque cryptocrystalline variety of
quartz, of various colours, usually red, yellow, or
brown, due mostly to the admixture of iron oxide.
Agate jasper, 'an agate consisting ofjasper with veiningsand cloudings of chalcedony

'

(1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 195).
Handed, stnped, or ribbon jasper, a variety having the
colours in broad stripes. Egyptian jasper, a variety muchused in ancient art, occurring in nodules with zones of
brown, yellow, or red. Porcelain jasper, a kind of baked
indurated clay.
13. . E. E.Allit. P. A. 998 lasper hy?t \K fyrstgemme. c 1330Uwayn 37 Jaspers topas and cristal Margarites and coral.

c 374 CHAUCER Tnylti, n. 1180 (1229) Doun she sette here
by hym on a ston Of Iaspre vp-on a quysshon gold y-bete.
f 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 43 pare was . . a bolst of grene
lasper with foure figures and viii. names of oure Lord Berin.
1526 JTiNDALE Rev. xxi. 18 The byldinge of the wall of hitwas of iaspar. 1555 EDEN Decades 115 He founde many of
the precious stones cauled Smaragdes, calcedones, and
laspers. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 39/2 The Jasper is
somwhat green, yet specked with bloody spots. 1704
SULLIVAN yiew Nat I. 446. i8oS-,7 R. JAMESON CAa7.Mm. (ed. 3) 232 Glistening minerals. Grey copper ore
porcelain jasper. 1853 LONGF. Hiaw. iv. 47 Oaken arrows
lipped with jasper. 1861 C. W. KING Ant. Gems (1866) 18
Ine true antique Jasper, vermillion coloured, is only to
be met with m antique examples. 1868 DANA Mitt. (ed. 5)
195 Porcelainjasper is nothing but baked clay, and differs

o
m
S"

e JasPer '" being 1! ' B ' fusible on the edges.
A. Short lorjasper-ware (see 3 b).

T,'?
25

.
J- NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 476 In Messrs.

Kiley s shining black biscuit porcelain, the ware is of a jet
black jasper, or porcelain body. 1831 G. R. PORTER Porce-
lain ^ Gl. 17 Jasper, . . a white porcelainous biscuit of
exquisite delicacy and beauty [among Wedgwood's inven-
tions]. IBM SMILES J. Wedgwood xiv. 153 The material
was called jasper from its resemblance to that stone. The
jasper ware was made of white porcelain bisque.
3. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. or adj.Made or consisting of jasper.
1718 PRIOR Pleasure 34 On the jasper steps to rear the

throne. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. n. xviii. (1869) 372Are not pictures and statues as much furniture as cold
plate or jasper tables ?

b. Comb., as jasper-glitter; jasper-hued, -like

adjs. ; jasper-dip, jasper-wash, a kind of ceramic
decoration introduced by Wedgwood, in which
jasper-ware is used for the surface, the body being
of coarser material

; jasper-opal, an impure opal
containing iron oxide and having the colour ol

yellow jasper ; jasper-pottery, jasper-ware, a
fine kind of porcelain invented by Wedgwood,
and used by him for his cameos, and other most
delicate work ; f jasper stone = sense i a.

1894 SMILES J. Wedgwood xiv. 154 He afterwards in-
vented his *jasper-dip in 1777. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Poems
II. 426 Her hair had grown just long enough To catch
Heaven

^"jasper-glitter. 1822-34 Good's Study Mcd. (ed. 4)

)ottery..is extremely beautiful ; and is formed of blue and
rorcelam clay, Cornish-stone, Cork-stone, (sulphate of
jarytes), flint, and a little gypsum, tinged with cobalt calx.
509 HAWES Past. Pleas, iv. v, Of *iasper stones it was
wonderly wrought. 1611 BIBLE Rev. xxi. n Like a iasper
stone, cleare as christal. 1863 GLADSTONE Glenn. (1879) II.
206 Of the ware which I believe is called "jasper-ware
t Ja-sper, v. Obs. rare.

[f. JASPER sb. : cf. F.

jasp-er vb. (in same sense), f. jaspe sb. ; also Sp.,
Yg.jaspear to speckle like jasper, to sprinkle with
green and vermilion

; to marble.]
1. tntr. To have a speckling or clouding of various

colours, like some kinds ofjasper ; to be variegated.
1620 SHELTON Qni.v. n. xxxi. 206 Don Quixote's face was

111 a thousand colours, that laspered vpon his browe.
2. trans. To variegate with different colours;

to marble, to speckle.
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 427 How to imitate a Black

Jasper, or variegated Black Marble. . . I,ay it with a brush on
what you want to be jaspered, whether a column, a table
or any thing else.

Ja-sperated, ///. a.
[f. JASPER sb. + -ATE +

-ED.]
' Mixed with jasper' (Webster, 1828).

Jaspered (dga'spajd), a. [f. JASPER si. or v.

+ -ED. Cf. F.jaspe, Sp. and Pg. jaspeado
'

speckled
or coloured like jasper '.] Marbled, speckled.
1620 SHE LTON Qttijc. n. xxxii. 218 Don Quixote was not

very well pleased to see him so ill dressed with his iasperd
towell [la jaspeada toalla]. 1730 RUTTY in Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 267 The second makes them of an Ash Colour
and Marbled, or laspered. 1780 J. T. DILLON Trav. Spain
(1781) 304 A slaty stone, jaspered with blue and green.

Ja'sperite. Min. [See -ITE.] A red jasper
rock occurring near Lake Superior. (Cent. Diet.)

Jasperize (dga-sparaiz), v. [f. JASPER j*. +
-IZE.] trans. To convert by petrifaction into jasper,
or into a form of silica resembling jasper.
1887 Nature 17 Nov. 68/2 The Arizona agatized or jasper-

ized wood shows the most beautiful variety of colours of
any petrified wood in the world.

Ja-speroid, a.
[f. JASPER si. + -OID.] Like

jasper in appearance or structure.

1876 Forest tr Stream 13 July 375/2 Apiece of basaltic or
jasperoid rock of suitable shape.

Ja-sperous, a.
[f. as prec. + -ous.] = next.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 999 Red ochre, resulting
from the decomposition of jasperous ore of iron.

JAUNCB.

Jaspery (d^a'spsri), a.
[f. as prec. + -T.]

f the nature of, resembling, or containing jasper.
1843 PORTLOCK Gent. 525 The small cavities are filled with

red jaspery agate. 1881 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. iv. viii. 2.
579 1 he calcareous and marly shales are changed into hard
almost jaspery, shales or slates.

Jaspi'dean, a. Obs. [f. as next + -AN.] = next
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. ? ) I. 358 A jaspidean cement.

1807 HEADRICK A rran 56 Their fracture jaspidean, white,and sparkling.

Jaspideons (d^aespi-dws) a.
[f. L. iaspide-tis

(f. laspid-em jasper) + -ous.] Of the nature of
jasper ; jaspery.
1804 WATT in Phil. Trans. XC1V. 283 The formation of

secondary spheroids, in the heart of the compact jaspideous
substance 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 369 In Arthur's
heat and Salisbury Craig . . a sandstone is seen to come in
contact with greenstone, and to be converted into a jas-
pideous rock.

B
II Jaspis (djse-spis). [L. iaspis jasper, a. Gr.

taams JASPER.] = JASPEB sb. i a ; rarely i b.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. iv. 3 Lijk the siat of a stoone iaspis, and

to sardyn. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 112 Ther sitten fyve
Stones mo .. Iaspis and Ehtropius And Dendides and
lacinctus. 1569 Vis. Bellay ii. in Spenser's Wks. (Globe)
700/1 The floor was Jaspis, and of Emeraude. 1640 WIL-
Kaaffiw Planet n. (1684) 119 A Loadstone, rather than a
Jaspis, Adamant, Marble, or any other. 1745 A. BUTLER
ffV e"'"'J (' 836 > I- 2 The shrine is. .supported by four
high pillars, two of marble and two ofJaspis.
Ja-8poid, a.

[f. Gr. iao-ir-1$ JASP -f -OID.]
Resembling jasper. (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855.)
t Jaspp-nyx.^ Obs. [a. L. iaspotiyx (Pliny), a.

Gr. laairunf, f. iacrn-ir JASPER + ovvf ONYX.] An
onyx stone partaking of the characters of jasper ;' an old name for clouded jasper

'

(A. H. Chester").,<,. I ',-, , _7-__J _ . .'

Jaspure (daae-spiuj). [a. f.jaspure (1680 in

Hatz.-Darm.), f. jasper to JASPER + -UEE.] De-
coration with spots or clouds of various colour

;

marbling. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Jass, v. Obs. rare. [var. chass, CHASE : cf.

JACE.] trans. To chase.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's flust. n8b, They [mares in

foal] must bee kept in the house, and neyther labored nor
lassed vp and downe, nor suffered to take colde.

Jass, error for *tass, EYAS.
1679 Loud. Gaz. No. 1436/4 Lost of his Majesties,.. an

Entermewed Jass Faulcon, . . with the Kings Varvels. 1706
PHILLIPS, Jass-hawk. 1755 JOHNSON, Jashawk (probably
tat or eyas hawk), a young hawk.

Jassink, obs. f. JACINTH. Jaud, Sc. f. JADE sbl
) Jau'dewin. Obs. Also -wine, -wyne. [Origin

obscure.] A term of reproach.
'340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 659 p iaudewin iubiter ioiful ?e

holde, For he was wrabful i-wrouht & wried in angur.
^1362 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 565 Cuidam Istnoni
Jestour Jawdewyne in festo Natalis D'ni, 31. 4</. 1401
Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 86 Thou jawdewine, thow jangeler,
how stande this togider.

Jaueler, Jaueling, obs. ff. JAVELLEH, JAVELIN.
Jauk (djgk), v. Sc. Also 6-7 jake. [Origin

obscure : cf. JANK.] intr. To trifle, delay, dawdle.
1568

'

Say weill is treuly ane wirtky guid Thing' in

BaiMatyne Poems (1885) n. 231 Say weill him self will

sumtyme adwance, Bot do weill dois nowdir jake nor prance.
1600 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 435 They haid jaked
on

^manie dayes. 1783 BURNS Cotter's Saturday Nt. vi,
An' ne'er tho' out o* sight, to jauk or play. 1825-80 JAMIE-
SON, To yank, to trifle, to dally, in walking or work.

Jaul, obs. form of JOWL v.

Jaum, Jaumb(e, variants of JAMB.
II Jaun (d^gn). East Ind. In Calcutta, a small

palanquin-carriage, such as is used by business
men in going to their offices. (Yule.)
1831 H. M. PARKER Bole Ponjis II. 215 Who did not

know that Office Jaun ofpale Pomona green ? 1882 Calcutta
Englishman 2 Dec. 4/3 A . . very roomy Office Jaun, very
comfortable and easy running. 1893 Blacfav. Mag. Oct.

499 An occasional run in an office Jaun to the Customhouse.

Jaunce (d^ans, d^gns), v. Obs. or arch. [prob.
derived from OF.
Palsgrave has '

I gestyll a horse to and fro in the stabyll,
Je jance. He hath gestylled my horse in the stabyll tyll he
hath made hym all on a water : it a jancf mon ckeual a
testable tant qtdl la mys tout en eaue.' Cotgrave has
(

lancer vn cheval, to stirre a horse in the stable till hee
sweat withall ; or (as our) to iaunt ; (an old word).' Neither
of these writers uses the Eng. jaitnce to renderjancer, nor is

the sense assigned by them that used by Shaks. But Palsgr.
has '

I gawance a horse up and downe upon the stones
and make hym gambalde and flynge, je pourbondis. And

Tou
gaunce your horse up and downe thus upon the stones,

e wyll be naught within a whyle : si vans pourbondissez
jostre cheual en cepoynt,' etc. (OF. Poiirbondir=carafoler
and faire caracoler, Godef.) This ga-wnce or gaunce
appears to agree in meaning with Shakspere's jaunce, but

hardly with jancer, as explained by Palsgr. and Cotgr. If
the words are the same, the only possible inference seems
to be that there was an OF. '

jancer (?ONFr. gancer)
io prance as a horse, to make a horse prance, the existence
of which is as yet known only from Palsgr. and Cotgr. (both

Englishmen), who perhaps did not clearly understand its

meaning. See also JOUNCE v,~\

a. trans. VTo make (a horse) prance up and
down. b. intr. 1 To prance as a horse. Hence

Jn.u'ncmg///. a., ? prancing.



JAUNCE.

1593 SHAKS. Kick. II, v. v. 94 Spur-gatl'd. and tyrd by

iauncing BullinKbrooke. 1598 Ko,,i. t, Jut. n. v. 53 (2nd

60.) Beshrewe your heart for sending me about To catch

my death with launsing vp and downc. 1791 [S. HENLEY)
Ess. new .'./. I'ibullus X) Behold Him bit, in conscious state,

the jaunting steed. 1868 BROWNING Ring * Bk. XL 108

Just so wend we, now canter, now converse, Till, 'mid the

jauncing pride and jaunty port, Something of a sudden

jerks at somebody.
i Jaunce, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [?app. re-

lated to JAUNCE v. But in the Shaks. quot possibly

only a scribal error or misprint for iaunte.]
=

JAUNT st. 1 i.

1598 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. n. v. 26 (2nd Qo.) Fie how my
bones akc : what a iaunce list Qo. and at Pol. iaunt) have

I ? 1875 Sussex Gloss., Jaunce, a weary journey.
'
I doaut

justly know how far it is to Hellingly, but you'll have

a middlin' jaunce before you get there.

Jaunder (dja'ndai), sb. Sc. Also jauner,

janner. [Origin unknown.] Idle talk.

ft 1794 Lass of Ecclefechan ii. in Burns' Whs., O baud

your tongue and jauner [rime wander). 1821 Blackw.

Mag. Dec, 321 (Jam.) What but harm can come of this

senseless jauner? 1866 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 333, 1 never
read such stupid, vulgar janners.

Jannder (dsa'ndaa), v. Sc. Also jauner,
janner. [Goes with prec. : the vb. may be the

earlier.] intr. To talk in an idle manner.
1808-18 JAMIESON, Tojawner, to talk foolishly. 1825-80

Ibid., Jatider, Jaunder. 1817 Edin. Monthly Mag. June
248 They war just jaunderin wi

1

the bridegroom for fun.

1831 CARLYLE in Froude Lift (1882) II. 213 To janner about
at great length.

Jaundice (dja'ndis, djg'ndis), ji. Forms: a.

4-6 iaun.es, 4-5 iawnes, 4 iaunys, iaunyco,

9 dial, jaunis, -us. P. 4-7 iaund-, 5 iawnd-,
5-7 land-, 6 gaund-, giaund-, 7-8 jand-, 4-6 -is,

-y, 5-6 -yes, -es, -yoe, 6-7 -ies, -ise, eis, 7 -ize,

7- jaundice. 7. 5 iawndres ; 6-7 iaun-, iau-, 7

(9 dial.} jaun-, janders. [ME. a. F. jaunice,

jaunisse, in I2th c. jalnice (Hatz.-Darm.), lit.
'

yellowness ', f. jalnc, jaune yellow : see -ICE.

The </ in the form jaundice is a phonetic accretion

as in astound, sound, thunder, etc. The ending of

the word in -s led to its frequent treatment from
the 1 5th c., and esp. in the I7th, as a plural in

-yes, -ies, -en, as in other plural names of diseases,
cf. measles, mumps, glanders."]
1. A morbid condition caused by obstruction of

the bile, and characterized by yellowness of the

conjunctiva, skin, fluids, and tissues, and by consti-

pation, loss of appetite, and weakness.
Three varieties (yellow, black, and green} are recognized

and distinguished according to the colour of the skin in

each case. Yellow vision, often referred to as a characteristic
of this state, though the source of much literary allusion,
occurs only in rare instances.

. 1303 R. BKUNNE Handl. Synne 3980 pe ye bat ys ful of

Jawnes Alle penkeb hym jeloghc yn hys auys. 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr. Consc. 700 Many yvels,..AIs fevyr, dropsy, and
launys. 14.. in Rel. Ant. I. 51 For hym that is in the

jaunes : tak wormot. 1483 Catk. Angl. 194/1 laiunes, ubi

gulsoghte. 1547 BOORDE Brcv. Health clxxviii. 63 In

Englyshe it is named the iaunes, or the gulsuflfe. 1825
BROCKETT, Jaunis, Jaunus. 1893 Northumbld, Gloss.,
Jaunis, Jenis (N.), Jaanis (T.), Jonas (VV.-T.).
0. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 1 13 A pestilence of be

yelowe yuel bat is i-cleped be jaundys. c 1440 Pramp. Parv.
258/1 lawndyce, sekenesse, hicteria. 1494 FAJJYAN Chron.
MI. Ix. 39 Ye yelowe euyl called the laundyes. a 1530 HEY-
WOOD Love (Brandl) 1208 He is infecte with the blak iawndes.
1555EDEN Decades i2iThe Spanyshe inhabitours are all pale
and yelowe, like vnto them that haue the yelowe giaundyes.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Ckirurg. 29 b/2 The liver

vayn is phlebotomized agaynst the yellowe gaundise.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. i. in. 2 What greefe hath set the
laundies on your cheekes? 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. I.

iv. 4 To him that hath the yellow jaundies, all things seem
yellow. 1693 DHYDEN Juvenal vi. (1697) 154 From him
your Wife enquires the Planets Will, When the Black
Jaundies shall her Mother kill. 1715 N. ROBINSON T/i.

Physick 162 After the fiftieth Year, a Jaundice happening
upon a schirrous Liver or Spleen, always turns to the Black
Jaundice, and kills the Patient. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Rules of
Diet 256 A very excellent Remedy in Jaundices and Dropsies.
1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (18791 448 Dr. Mosler has been
led to try forced enemata in catarrhal and other jaundices.
1888 Poor Nellie 274 He had an attack of the jaundice.

y-.yy-y^-H'S11'* (Rolls) II. ii3Aninfirmiliereignenge
in Wales . . was callede the iawndres [L. ictcricia]. 1528
PAYNELL Salcnie's Regim. 4 Whey is . .holsome for them that
haue the ianders. 1563-4 RANDOLPH Let. to Cecil 15 Jan.m Calr. Scott. Pap. II. (1900) 34 Yellowe ganders. 1607
TOPSKLL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 500 Very profitable against
the yellow-jaunders. 167^6 Phil. Trans. XI. 712 A very
malign Fever, which .. is followed with the Jaunders.
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Jaunders. 1881
Letcestersli. Gloss. s.v., The

'

black janders
'

designates its
more malignant form.

b. Applied to other diseases in which the skin
is discoloured or which resemble jaundice in some
way, as whitejaundice =- CHLOROSIS

;
blue jaun-

dice = CYANOSIS.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Chlorosis, a feminine disease,

vulgarly called the green-sickness, white-jaundice, etc. 1855MAYNE
hxfos. Lex., Icterus A Iti.s, White jaundice. 1887

io Lex., Jaundice, blue, a synonym of Cyanosis.
'

1 2. A disease of trees, in which there is dis-
colouration of the leaves. Cf. Icrraus i b Obs.
ii6 BOWL. & MARKH. Country Farme^ Trees, that haue

the uundise, or else are otherwise any way sicke. 1664

558

' UVKLYN -S><V<j69Mice,Moles,and Pismires cause theJaundies
in Trees, "known by the discolour of the Leaves and Buds.

1669 WOKI.IDGK Syst. Agric. (1681) 223 The Jaundies, or

Langor of Trees.

3. transf. anAJig. In various phrases referring to

the colour and reputed yellow or disordered vision

of jaundiced persons.
1629 SYMMER Spir. Posie i. i. 8 Envie hath the yellow laun-

dies. 1663 COWLEY Verses <y Ess., Greatness (1660) 125 The
LoveofGold, (That Jaundice of the Soul,Which makes it look

so Guilded and so Foul). 1687 DRYDEN Hind r P. ill. 73
And jealousie, the jaundice of the soul. 1700 Sigism. tf

Guise. 542 These were thy thoughts, and thou couldst judge
aright, Till interest made a jaundice in thy sight. 1825
WATERTON Wand. S. Amer. iv. i. 298 He must be sorely

I afflicted with spleen and jaundice, who, on his arrival at

Saratoga, remarks, there is nothing here worth coming to see.

4. attrib, and comb., as jaundice colour, hue, etc. ;

\ jaundice-faced,jaundice-tinctured adjs: jaundice-

berry, -tree, the Barberry, Herberts vulgaris.
1598 E. GILPIN Skiat. (1878) 43 Their iaundice looks, and

raine-bow like disclosed, Shall slander them with sicknes
ere their time. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 160 Some
iaundice-fac'd idiot. i68a CREECH Lucretius (1683) iv. 112
Whatever Jaundice-eyes do view, Look . . as those, and

yellow too. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 132 The jaundice-
tinctur'd primrose, sickly sere. 1858 HOGG eg. Kingd. 34
The bark of the Berberry.. is said.. to have proved highly
efficacious in the cure of jaundice ; hence, in some parts of
the country, we have heard the plant called the Jaundice
Berry. 1887 Westm. Rev. June 281 Mr. Chamberlain's
views of the Irish people have become suffused with
a jaundice colour.

Jaundice (dga-n-, dgg-ndis), v. [app. a back-
formation from JAUNDICED.]
1. trans. To affect with jaundice ; usually fig. To

affect with envy or jealousy ;
to tinge the views or

judgement of.

1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest v, Her perceptions were

j
jaundiced by passion. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel
xxiv. (1891) 289 She. .wanted to crush the young lady, and
jaundice her mother, with a girl twice as brilliant.

2. To tinge with yellow, to make yellow.
1892 Harper's Mag. June 104/1 The sulphur weighted and

jaundiced the atmosphere.

Jaundiced (d^a-n-, dsg-ndist), a. [f. JAUNDICE
sb. -r -ED 2.]

1. Affected with jaundice ; coloured yellow.
1640 Bp. HALL Episc. in. ii, Jaundised eies seeme to see all

objects yellow, blood-shoten, red. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit^ll.
359 All looks yellow to the jaundic'd eye. 1804 ABERNETHY
Surg. Obs. 60 [I have] seen the bone of the tooth tinged
with bile like the other bones in persons deeply jaundiced.
1845 BUDD Dis. Liver 379 It sometimes happens that the

cornea, or the humors of the eye, become jaundiced, and
all objects appear yellow. The notion . . formerly prevailed
that this is generally the case . . but it happens, on the

contrary, very rarely. 1883 Times 27 Aug. 3/6 He is

beginning to look better, though still jaundiced and aged.
2. Yellow-coloured.

1640 BROME Antipodes v. x. liv, My husband presents
jealousie in the black and yellow jaundi[c]ed sute there. 1838
LYTTON Alice vn. iii, A comely matron ..in a jaundiced
satinet gown. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps ii. 16. 44 The
barred windows with jaundiced borders and dead ground
square panes.
3. fig. In reference to the yellow appearance
and (reputed) yellow vision of jaundiced people ;

coloured or disordered by envy, jealousy, spleen, etc.

1699 GARTH Dispcns. vi. 244 Here jealousy with jaundic'd
look appears. 1787 BENTHAM Def. Usury xiii. 151 The
fact is too manifest for the most jaundiced eye to escape
seeing it. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames xi. 310 Reason
loses her faculties . . the mind becomes jaundiced. 1837
WHEIVELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) II. 149 He was naturally
querulous and jaundiced in his views. 1882 MRS. OLIPHANT
Lit. Hist. Eng. I. 21 [Here] he was again miserable enough,
to take his own jaundiced account of it.

II Jaune(dgn),a. Ofo.exc.asFr. Also j jawne.
[a. F. jaune, OF. jalne : L. galbinum greenish-
yellow. Naturalized in ME. ; but in mod.E. (gen)

only a borrowing of the French word.] Yellow.
1430-40 LYDO. Boclias \. xx. (1554) 36 b/i If they want fresh-

nesse of colour And haue their faces lawne. c 1475 Parlenay
971 Wine of Tourain, And of Bewme also, Which iawne
colour applied noght vnto. 1859 READE Love u little i,

I won't be known ny my colours like a bird. I have made
up my mind to wear the jaune.

Jaunes, -is, obs. forms of JAUNDICE.
t Jannette, sl>. Obs. Also 5-7 ionet, 7 Janet.

{a.

F. jaunet, jaunette, dim. of jaune yellow.]
n flower jaunette, Janet or jontt flower, a name

originally applied to some yellow flowers, as marsh-

marigold.yellowwater-lily.audspeciesofSt.John's-
wort (see Cotgr., Jaulnctte) ; afterwards vaguely
extended to other flowers, including app. the Red
Campion or Scarlet Lychnis.
I4"3 JAS. I Kingis Q. xlvii, The plumys eke like to the

floure-lonettis. 1480 CAXTON Oviifs Met. XIIL iv, Of hys
bloode grewe a flour iaunette lyke unto the lylye, sauf of
colour. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xv. 13 Je Baselik and
Ionet Mourn, 3e Gerofleis so sweit. 111605 MONTGOMERIE
Afisc. Poems xxxv. 39 Hir comelie cheeks of vive colour
Of rid and vhyt ymixt Ar lyk the sanguene jonet flour Into
the lillie fixt. 1673 WEODERHURN Gloss. 18 Caryophyllata,
a Janet-flower.

Jau-iiish, jawnish, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f.

jawne, JAUNE a. + -ISH.] Yellowish.

1597 LOWE Chirurg. (1634) 200 If it proceede of . . choller,
it is jawnish coloured, with some tumor.

JAUNT.

t Jaunsel, v. Obs. rare-1
, [deriv. ofJAUNCI v.}

intr. To trot or jaunt about.
1590 NASHE Pasauils Apol. Cijb, Mounted upon their

double geldings, with theyr wives behinde them, ryding and
iaunsling from place to place to feaste among the gentlemen
of the Shyre.

Jaunt (d-jant, d^gnt), v. Also 6 iant. [Of
obscure origin ; in i it appears to be more or less

identical in sense with JAUNCE v.
; but the phonetic

relation is obscure : cf. JAUNCE sb.]
I. f 1. trans. (?) To make (a horse) prance up

and down; to exercise or tire a horse by riding
him up and down. Obs.

1570 B. GOOCE Pop. Kingd. iv. 453, Then followeth Saint
Stephens day, whereon doth euery man His horses iaunt
and course abrode, as swiftly as he can. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. (1878) 177 For euerie trifle leaue ianting thy nag,
but rather make lackey of Jack boie thy wag. 1611 COTGR.,
lancer vn chcval, to stirre a horse in the stable till hee sweat
withall : or (as our) to iaunt : an old word.

1 2. intr. (?) To prance. Obs. rare.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. iv. Handy-crafts 466
Th' angry Steed . . All side-long iaunts, on eyther side he
justles, And's waving Crest courageously he bristles.

1 3. trans. To carry up and down on a prancing
horse ; to '

cart about
'
in a vehicle. Obs. rare.

1574 STUDLEV tr. Bale's Pageant Popes vi. 1260, He
[Boniface VIII] was set vpon an vnbroken coult with his
face to the horse tayle, and so caused to ride a gallop and
iaunted til he were breathlesse. 1818 COBBETT Pol. Reg.
XXXIII. 120 To get into a Grecian car, and to be drawn,
with Minerva at his back.. four or five miles through the
streets of London .. after having quietly suffered himself to
be jaunted about in this manner [etc.].

t 4. intr. Of a peison : To trot or trudge about

(with the notion of exertion or fatigue) ; to ran to

and fro. Obs. or arch.

.1575 Appius e, Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 150 Why
did I ride, run, and revel, And for all my jaunting now made
ajavelf 1591 SHAKS. Rom. 4- Jul. p. v. 53 (ist Qo.) Sending
me about To catch my death with iaunting up and downe.
1706 PHILLII-S, To Jaunt, to go, trot, or trudge up and
down. 1771 FOOTE Maid of B. in. Wks. 1709 II. 231
Running forwards and backwards to town, and jaunting to
see all the fine sights. 1892 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 337 The one
omnibus jaunts about seeking travellers.

6. intr. To make a short journey, trip, or excur-
sion ; to take a jaunt, now, esp., for pleasure.
Also \jaunt it.

1647 STAPYLTON Juvenal x. 183 He, to his Moores . . o're
the Pyren mountains jaunts. 1766 GARRICK in G. Coleman's
Posth. Lett. (1820) 292 We are jaunting it for a few days.

News 13 Feb. 5/5 The Lord Mayor and the Sheriffs [of
Dublin] jaunting over to London with the petition presented
themselves . . at the door of the House.
H. Influenced by JAUNTY adj.

6. intr. To move jauntily: cf. JAUNT sb?- 3. rare.

1890 R. BRIDGES Shorter Foetus ii. 8 Jaunt and sing out-

right As by their teams they stride.

Hence Jan'nting vil. sb., also used attrib. : cf.

JAUNTING-CAB ; Jan-nting ///. a.
; Jau-ntingrly

adv., [from sense 6] jauntily.
a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Wit at sev. Weap. v. ii, 'Las I'm

weary with the walk, My jaunting days are done. 1813
J. C. HOBHOUSE Journey 858, 1 have seen a circle of French
gentlemen ,. after the manner of our jaunting citizens,

amusing themselves with a Jew conjuror. 1840 Hoou
Up the Rhine 7 In hopes the jaunting about a bit will make
her forget the loss of her husband. 1839 New Monthly Mag.
LVI. 70 With his forage-cap jauntingly cocked over one eye.

Jaunt (dgant, d^nt), rf.l Also 8 jant. [Goes
with JAUNT v., which is evidenced a little earlier.
In sense r. it varied withjaitnce, whether as a real variant

or from scribal confusion of t and c is uncertain.]
1. A fatiguing or troublesome journey. (Now only

as an ironical use of 2 : cf. a dance.)
1592 SHAKS. Rom. % Jul. n. v. 26 (ist Qo.) Lord how my

bones ake : Fie what a iaunt [2</ Qo. iaunce, ist Fol. iaunt]
haue 1 had. 1599 Want. Faire Worn. n. 270 Where have
I been ? where I have had a jaunt Able to tire a horse. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth (1702) 215 This Part have
I run over : and led my Reader a long and tedious Jaunt in

tracing out these .. mineral Bodies. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,
A Jaunt, a tedious, fatiguing Walk. 1752 J. STEWART in

Scots Mag. (1753) 552/1, 1 arrived here, after a very trouble-
some jaunt. 1756 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 360 Last

night I returned from a very long and troublesome jaunt on
the Frontiers. 1879 BROWNING Ivan Ivatwv. 52 This rough
jaunt alone through night and snow.
2. An excursion, a trip, or journey, esp. one taken

for pleasure.
1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 413 The next

day they take the same Jaunt over again. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais v. xliii. (1737) 186 She. .made him take a Jant [le

feit cheminer] nine Times round the Fountain. 1^25 G.
ROCHKORT Let. to Swift in S.'s Wks. (1841) II

in. 1725
577 IT

:

Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 67 Vour idle jaunts, taken for amusement

only. 1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 120 The French gentry
of late have become so fond of jaunts of pleasure. 1866
CARLYLE Remin. i. 203 He was on his marriage jaunt.

1 3. Jaunty carriage of the body. Obs . rare "".

1721 AMHRRST Terrx Fil. xlvi. (1726) 256 He has a deli-

cate jaunt in his gait.

+ Jaunt, sb.- Obs. rare-". [.jante (i2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] A felloe of a wheel.



JAUNTILY.

1706 PHILLIPS, Jaunts, the Fellows of a Wheel. 1721 in

BAILEY ;
and in mod. Diets.

Jauntily (d.^a-ntili), adv. [f. JAUNTY a. + -LT 2.]

In a jaunty, gay, or airy manner ; with an air of

sprightly self-assertion.

1828 WEBSTER, Jantily. 1837 DISRAELI J'eiictia i. xvi.

(1871) 77 His hat was rather jauntily placed on his curly
red hair. 1876 LOWELL A mong my Bks. Ser. 11.4 Voltaire

. .jauntily forgives Bayle for having been right. 1877 MRS-
OLIPHANT Makers of Flor. vi. 167 He then enters into his. .

treatment of his own wife which he expounds jantily.

Jauutiness (djirntines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being jaunty ; self-satisfied spright-
liness

;
airiness ; perkiness.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 530 p 4, I felt a certain Stiffness

in my Limbs, which entirely destroyed that Jauntyness of

Air I was once Master of. 1838 DICKENS Nic/i. Nick, xix,
That indescribable air of jauntmess and individuality which

empty garments . . will take. 1884 Chr. Connnvj. 23 Oct.

21/5 The paper was marred by a jauntiness which did not

become the subject.

Jaunting-car (d.^a-ntirjikau, dgo-nt-). [f.

jaunting vbl. sb. (see JAUNT v.) + CAR.] A light,
two-wheeled vehicle, popular in Ireland, now carry-

ing four persons seated two on each side, either

back to back (outsidejaunting-car} or facing each

other {inside jaunting-car), with a seat in front for

the driver. Formerly made for a larger number of

passengers: see quot. 1801.
1801 FELTON Carriages (ed. 2) II. App. 5 There has been

introduced some of a foreign description, called German
Waggons, and Jaunting Carrs. Ibid. 6 The Jaunting Carr
is a one horse carriage . . so contrived as to carry many
passengers ; intended for gentlemen to go a pleasuring with
their families, they driving themselves . . The body is made
to project over the wheels, is of a round form, and capacious
enough to hold five or six persons comfortable, besides the

driver, forming, as it were, a small apartment, and will

even afford a small table to stand in the middle. 1829
Blackw. Mag. XXV. 771/2 There is a vehicular machine,

peculiar, I believe, to Ireland called 'an outside jaunting-
car !

'

1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy i, He . . drove out the

nurse and children on the jaunting-car. 1883 S. C. HALL
Retrospect II. 303 In general there was no way of travelling

except by the old jaunting-car. 1894 HALL CAINE Manx-
man 351 A company ofjolly fellows in a jaunting-car.

Jaunty (dsa'nti), a. Forms: a. 7 jentee,

juntee, shauntee,7-8 jante(e,jauntee,8 jant6e,

8-9 jant6. /3. (7 ganty), 7-9 jauty, 8 jantie,
8- jaunty. [First found in I7th c., in forms jantee

(in 8 also jantte, jante") and janty, anglicized

phonetic representations of F. gentil (pronounced

gahtr), noble, gentle, genteel; at first app. with final

stress vdjantr), but soon treated like an Eng. adj.

in -y, and with the F. a lengthened as in chant, aunt,

haunt. Cf. GENTEE, GENTT.]
1 1. Of persons, their manners, etc. : Well-bred

;

gentlemanly; genteel. Obs.

a. 1674 J. WRIGHT Mock Thyestes 109 Twould be most

redicule, and he That does it, not at all jentee. 1675
CROWNE Country Wit i. i. u See how finely bred he is, how

juntee and complaisant,
a 16^6 DK. NEWCASTLE Humorous

Lovers 20 He is very jantee indeed, and of a humour now
in fashion. 1713 MRS. CENTLIVEE Wonder^ II. i, Now,
in my mind, I take snuff with a very jantee air. a 1750 T.

GORDON Another Cordial (1751) II. 138 They look upon
a Jantee air and Mien to be excellent Virtues. 1752 FIELDING

Amelia v. vii, Mrs. Ellison .. said, so Captain, my jantee

{mod. ed. jaunty] Serjeant was very early here.

0. 1663 KILLIGREW Parsons Wedd. I. iii, 'Tis true, tis a

good ganty way of begging. 1667 DRYDEN Maiden Qiteen
v. i, Save you Monsieur Florirael. Faith, methinks you are

a very janty fellow. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. 229

of the Town, and give herselfsuch violent Airs, c 1830 MRS.

SHERWOOD in Houlston Tracts III. No. 81. 3 She had ..

what my mother called a very jaunty genteel air.

fb. Of things: Elegant, stylish,
' smart . 1 Obs.

a. 1678 SHADWELL Timon Epil., This Jantee slightness

to the French we owe. 1687 SETTLE Refl. Dryden 10

A Discourse so jauntee that 'tis the first you have met with

yet, that has been all clear wit, and no Billinsgate. 1708

MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xlviii, With a jantee pair of Canvass

Trowzers. a 1770 C. SMART Fables xvi, A bag-wig of a

jauntee air, Trick'd up with all a barber's care. 1771 T. HULL
Hist. Sir W. Harrington (1797) II. 226 A true jauntee

manner of dressing is, to be sure, a vast advantage.

ft. 1662 Hobbes Considered 54 A new Gin, or other janty
device. 1713 GAY Guard. No. 149 r 7 We owe most of our

Myst. Leg. Edinburgh (1886) 153 Then every one knew how

janty the bachelor had to make himself.

2. Easy and sprightly in manner; having or

affecting well-bred or easy sprightliness ; affecting

airy self-satisfaction or unconcern.

you about upon your heel with a jaunty \ed. 1786 jante] air.

1712 STEELE Spect. No. 454 r 4 This sort of Woman is

usually a janty Slattern. 1840 DICKENS Bant. Rudge Iviii,

He wore a jaunty cap and jacket. 1862 SALA Seven Sons

II. l. 25 He saw.. the jaunty little man coming across the

high street.

b. Lively, brisk.

1719 D'URFEY Pills III. 228 Brisk and of a Jantee Meen.

1755 HERVEY Therm $ Aspasia I. i. 10 However jauntee
and alert the various methods of modern trifling may seem.

559

1819 SportingMag. IV. 155 A quick and jante motion of the

finger and thumb. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. ix. (1873) I.

220 The ladies have ajaunty walk. 1875 JOVTKTT Plata (ed. 2)

III. 106 The old imitate the jaunty manners of the young.

Jaup, jawp, v. Sc. and north, dial. Also jap,
jaap, jalp. [app. echoic : the Sc. spelling au, aw,
in early i6th c. suggests an original jalp(cf. haud,
yaud from hald, yald"), which is an apt echo of
the sound made by agitated water. The vowel
now varies dialectally as a, a, g, g.j
1. intr. To dash and rebound like water with

splashing of the vicinity ; to move with splashing ;

to splash ;
to make a light splashing sound.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vn. x. 101 A rok of the see, .. Fra
wallis feill, in all thair byr and swecht lawping about his

skyrtis wyth mony a bray. 1787 BURNS To a Haggis viii,

Autd Scotland wants nae skinkingware That jaups in luggies.

1825 BROCKETT s.v., The water went jauping in the skeel.

1828 Craven Dial., Janpe, to dash like water. 1886 .V. W.
Line. Gloss. Suppl., Jaup, to splash, make a splashing
noise ; said of the sound made by water or any liquid in

a bucket or barrel :
' How it jaups about '.

2. trans, a. To cause (water or liquid) to splash
or move with splashing, b. To splash or bespat-
ter (a person or thing) with water, wet mud, or

the like, rebounding from a breaking wave, wet
or muddy ground, etc.

1721 KELLY Sc. Pro?'. 283 Ride fair and jaap nane. ? a 1800

Rosmcr Hafmand no in Child Ballads (1857) I. 428
Rosmer sprang i' the saut sea out, And jawp'd it up i' the

sky. rtiSox R. GALL Poems (1819) 25 Sandie frae his

doughty wark Came hame a' jaupit i
1

the dark. 1825-80

JAMIESON, To Ja-.vp, Jaap, Jalp, to bespatter with mud.
Mod. Sc. The laddie ran through the mud and jaupit his-

sel' up to the neck.

Jaup, jawp, sb. Sf. and north, dial. [Goes
with JAUP z>.] The splash of water against any
surface, or one of the drops or spurts of water

which this scatters on adjacent bodies ; a spot of

water or wet mud splashed upon the clothes from

wet or muddy ground, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis v. iii. 44 Weill far from thens standis

a roche in the see, . . Quhilk, sumtyme with the boldnand
wallis quhite, Is by the iawp of fludis coverit quyte. Ibid.

yiii.
i. 136, 1 am God Tibris,. .Quhilk,. .with mony iaup and

iaw Bettis thir brayis, schawand the bankis down. 1786
BURNS Brigs ofAyr 126 Then down ye'll hurl, . . And dash
the gumlie jaups up to the pouring skies ! 1880 A ntrim <V

Drum Gloss., Japs, splashes or sparks of water or mud.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Jatip, a splash or smut of mud or

dirt of any kind adhering to any article. A spurt of water.

b. (See quots.)
1811 WILLAN W. Riding Gloss. (E. D. S.), Jop, the sound

of water agitated in a narrow or irregular vessel. 1877
N. tV. Line. Gloss., Jaup, the sound produced by liquid
shaken in a half-empty cask.

Java (dga'va). The name of a large island in

the Malay archipelago. Used attrib. in the names
of things connected with it in origin, as Java
almond, Canarium commune (Miller Plant-n.

1 884) ;
Java plum, Eugenia Jambolana : see

JAMBO b
;
Java sparrow, a kind of Weaver-

bird (Amadina oryzivora). Also ellipt., Java, a

variety of domestic fowl.

1842 Java plum [see JAMAN]. 1861 MAYHEW Loud. Labour
II. 82 The Java sparrows are chiefly in demand for the

aviaries of the rich in town and country. 1893 NEWTON
Diet. Birds, Java Sparrow, one of the best known of exotic

cage-birds, Padda or Mitnia oryzivora, . . family Ploceidx.

Javan (c^a-van), a. and sb. [f. JAVA + -AN.]
a. adj. Of Java. b. sb. A native of Java.
1606 SCOTT (title) An exact Discovrse. .of the East Indians,

as well Chyneses as lauans. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 541 A lavan King . . which had a hundred wives.

1885 G. ALLEN Colin Clout's Garden xii. 69 The Javan and
Indian fauna.

Javanese (dfflevfin?*), a. and sb. [f. JAVAN +

-ESE.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Java, Javan.
b. sb. A native of Java (formerly with f\.Java-

neses) ; also, the language of central Java, belonging
to the Malayan family.
1704 CHURCHILL Collect. Voy. III. 724/1 The Javaneses

and Mardykers. 1811 J. LEYDEN in Scott Biog. Notices

(1880) II. 192 note, We will be joined by all the Malays and

Javanese. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 467/2 The scapula of

the Javanese Rhinoceros. 1858 FABER tr. Life Xavier 340

Malay and Javanese soldiers.

II Java'r. Obs. [F. javart, in Cotgr. iavard,

iavar, iavarre.~\
' A swelling in the hollow of the

pastern of a horse' (Cotgr.).
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 142 For the lauar,

take Pepper, ..and make an emplaister to be layd vpon the

place. Ibid. 144 For the lavar in the houghs or hams.

Javel 1
(dsse-v'l).- 106s. Also 5-7 -ell, (5

iawvell, 6 iavelle, -all), 6-7 -il(l, 6-7 Sc. ievel(l,

6 iefwell, ieffell). [Derivation obscure: cC CAVEL
sb.2

,
HAVEL rf.1] A low or worthless fellow ;

a

rascal.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1495 pe lorde.-Displesed much..

J>at his iueles so gent wyth laueles wer fouled. .1440
York Myst. xxx. 235 O, what javellis are ye bat jappis with

gollyng? 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix. 15 Kowll jow-

jowrdane-hedit jevellis. 1534 MORE Treat. Passion Introd.,

Wks. 1272 How much more abhominable is that pieuish

pride in a lewde vmhriftye iauell. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref.
Wks. 1846 I. 82 Pack you, Jefwellis [v. r. jeffells], gett yow
to your chargeis. 1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 309 Whenas
Time . . Expired had the terme, that these two iavels Should

JAVELIN.
render up a reckning of their travels, c 1648-50 BRATHWAIT
Barnabees Jrnl. iv. I vij, Should this Javell dye next morrow,
I partake not in his sorrow. [1825 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr.
Wks. 1855 I. 3 Javel or Devil or how shall we call thee?)

t Ja'vel^. north, and Sc. Obs. In 5 iavelle,
5-6 iauill, 6 gavyll, gavil. [A by-form of JAIL :

cf. dial. F. javiolc and med.L. gabiola, gaviola,
with cognate forms, under JAIL. (But the v may
be a a, or a scribal vagary.)] = JAIL.
1483 Cath. Angl. 194/1 A Iavelle, gaola, ubi a presone.

1558 Wills ff Itiv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 185, I bequithe to
the presoners of Duresme gavyll to be distributed in
allmes x'. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron., Scot. 430/2 The heads
. . were taken downe beside the place where they were
fastned on a gavil [erf. 1587 iauill].

t Ja'vel 3
. Ol>s. Also 7 iauil. [a. F. javelle =

ONF. gavelle GAVEL st>.2] A quantity of stalks of

flax, corn, etc. laid in the sun to dry ;
= GAVEL sb2

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 4 When they be sufficiently
watered . . then must the foresaid iauils or stalkes bee hung
out a second time to be dried in the sun. 1611 COTGR.,
Enjaveler, to make vp come into lauds or GaueK
t Ja'veler. north, and Sc. Obs. Also 6 ievel-

lour, 6-7 iavel(l)our. [cf. JAVEL
2
.]

=
JAILER.

c 1450 St. Ctithoert (Surtees) 5044 For lauelers was he rad,
And besyd him to eschape. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxviii.

34 The presone [is] brokin, the jevellouris fleit and flemit.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) 11.402 The javellouris
quhilkis kepit the presoun quhare he was, . . pressit down
ane hevy burd on his wambe. a 1605 MONTGOMERIK Sonn.
Iv, My pairties ar my javellour and my judge.
Javelin (djje-velin, d^je'vlin), sb. Also 6 iave-

lyn;e,-ynge,-inge,-en,L$V. ievilling, (geweling,
iaivelin), 6-7 iaveling, -ine, 7 javlin. [a. F.

javeline (i5thc. in Hatz.-Darm.) ;
from the radical

Javel-, found also in JAVELOT.]
1. A light spear thrown with the hand with or

without the help of a thong ; a dart.

1513 [see javelin spear in 4]. 1530 PALSGR. 233/2 Tavelyn
a speare, janelot^. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xix. 10 Saul . .

had a iauelynge in his hande. . . And Saul thought with the

iauelinge to sticke Dauid fast to the wall. 1592 SHAKS.
Ven. fy Ad. 616 (Globe) With javelin's point a churlish swine
to gore. 1667 MILTON P. L.xi. 658 Others from the Wall
defend With Dart and Jav'lin. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III. 227 When the hunters approach him [the lion],

they either shoot or throw their javelins. 1874 BOUTELL
Arms % Arm. i. 2 The arrow either discharged from the
bow or thrown as a javelin from the hand.

b. Her. A charge consisting of a short spear
with a barbed head.
1882 CUSSANS Handbk. Her. vii. (ed. 3) 122 When a plain

Spear is intended, it must be blazoned as a Javelin.

t C. As rendering of L. jaculus, a serpent that

darts on its prey; cf. DAKT sb. 4. Obs. rare"'.

1718 ROWE tr. L-ucan ix, Fierce from afar a darting javelin
shot, For such, the serpent's name has Afric taught.
d - fig-

1850 MRS. BROWNING An Island v, Where the grey rocks
strike Their javelins up the azure. 1856 ELIZ. WARNER Hills
Shatemitc 242 The speaker was a well dressed and easy
mannered man of the world, but with a very javelin of an

eye. 1867 WHITHER Tent on Beach 197 Piercing the waves
along its track With the slant javelins of rain.

f 2. A pointed weapon with a long shaft used for

thrusting ;
a pike or half-pike ; a lance. Obs.

1520 Rutland Papers (Camden) 43 And Ix of his [the

king's] gard on horsbacke, with javelyns. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. VIII, 235 b, Every man ha\yng a lavelyn or

slaughsword to keepe the people in aray. 1576 Extracts
Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 27 Ane halberd, dence aiks, or

geweling. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Javeline, a weapon of
a size between the Pike and Partisan, a 1839 PRAED Poems

(1864)
II. 422 And see thy javelin's point be bright, Thy

falchion's temper true.

b. One who bears a 'javelin' ;
= JAVELIN-MAN i.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 338 There were the halls

where the judges, robed in scarlet and escorted by javelins
and trumpets, opened the king's commission twice a year.

t 3. A fish : app. the pilchard or anchovy (both

caught in immense numbers at Venice, and pre-
served for exportation). Obs. rare.

1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Imprffv. (1746) 244

Javclings or Sea-darts are plentiful in the Venetian Gulf,
and all the Adriatic Sea.

4. attrib. and Comb., as javelin-bearer, -head,

-spear; javelin-darting, -prooj'adjs. ; javelin-bat,
a South American vampire, Phyllostoma hastatum ;

javelin-fish, a species of hasmulonid fish (Pomo-

dasys hasta} (Funk) ; javelin-snake, a snake-like

lizard of the genus Acontias = dart-snake (DART sb.

4, 8) ;
also applied to various species of Bothrops,

an American genus of Crotalidx or rattlesnakes.

1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon n. IV. i. 212 It has been

asserted that . . the Vampire and the "Javelin Bat . . could

destroy a man by sucking his blood. 1552 HULOET, *Iauelyn

bearer, lancearius. 1813 BYRON Br. Abydos I. ix, Nor
mark'd the "javelin-darting crowd. 1552 HULOET, "lauelyn

head, sicilites. 1866 CONINGTON jEneid 11. 664 Screened by
a pent house *javelin-proof. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 529/1
These bones are absent in the fourth subgenus, Acontias

("Javelin-Snake) of Cuvier. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 502
The Acontias, or Javelin Snake, of Southern Africa, is

nearly allied to our Slow-worm. 1861 HULME tr. Mo_guin-
Tandon n. v. i. 257 The most formidable species

is the

Javelin Snake properly so called, or Yellow Viper of Mar-

tinique (Rothrops Lanceolatus). 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis xn.

iv. 14 The braid hed brangland on the "ievilling speyr.

Javelin (dgse'velin, dgse-vlin),^. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To strike or pierce with or as with a javelin.



JAVELINEER

,859 1 ENNYSO* rfr;V934 O<ito(he^naM
Fum,wing a giant oak, ariJ javelming With darted spike,

and splinters of the wood The dark earth round. .898

Atlantic .Mmtkly Apr. 502/3 The lightning began to jave-

iin l lie pines about the cottage.

Javelineer i <l2^v(e)lini'-a).
Also 6-7-ier,-er.

[n.
obi. V. javtlinitr : see JAVELIN and -EER.]

1, A soldier armed with a javelin.

1600 HOHAND Lft'y VIH. viii, The forefront of the vant-

gard were iaveliniers called Hastati. n 1656 USSHEB Ann.

vi (1658)708 Before this battalian. .there went six thousand

sli'ngers, and javeliners. 1818 LEWIS tr. RntckKs Piik. Ecm.
/f/jfcnf (1843) 167 Grecian and Barbarian javelineers.

2. = JAVELIN-MAN i.

1879 BROWNING Nt,1 ftratts 64 Judges the prime of the

land, Constables, javelineers.

Javelin-man, [f- JAVELIN sb. + MAN.]
1. One of a body of men in the retinue of a sheriff

who carried spears or pikes (JAVEUN sb. 2), and

escorted the judges at the assizes.

1705 Loud. Go*. No. 4154/1 The High Sheriff of Hamp-
shire, with about 90 Javelin Men, . . received Her Majesty.

1831 Ballon Herald ^ Feb. 3/3 The javlin-men and special

constables ranged themselves in front of the Court-house.

1871 BKSANT & RICE Ready Money Mortikoy xiii, The
twelve javelin men, walking in martial array by the side of

the carriage. 1890 Daily Afws 16 July 2/8 An amendment,

practically abolishing javelin men and substituting police

was inserted on the motion of Lord Belper.

2. A soldier armed with a javelin; = JAVELINEER I .

1846 H. TORRENS On Milit. Lit. $ Hist. \. 76 Clouds of

skirmishers, javelin-men, bowyers, and slingers. 1850 MERI-

VALE Rom. Emf. vi. (1865)
I. 276 Caesar brought into the

field javelinmen from Numidia.

t Ja'VOlot. Obs. [a. OF. javtlot, It. giave-

lotto ;
in ONF. gavelot, Breton gavhd, MHG.

gabilSt (Diez). See also GAVELOT.
The original source of F. javel-, ONF. gavel-, in jtnttlot,

javelinf, and their cognates, is uncertain, and beset with

many difficulties ; opinion at present favours a Celtic origin ;

see GAVEI.OCK, and cf. Diez and Thurneysen s.v. giavelotto.}

A small spear or javelin thrown with the hand or

from a catapult.
1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. I. xiv. 38 Sperys, dartys, and

iauelots. 1675 Phil. Trans. X. 282 Catapultae and Halistae :

the former casting Javelots : the latter stones. 1693 URQU-
HRT Rattlait ill. Prol., They sharnned and prepared

Spears, . . Javelins, Javelots and Trunchions. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais v. ix. (1737) 35 Javelins, Javelots, Darts, Dartlets.

t JavelotiOT. Obs. ran. Also -ott-. [a. obs.

f.javelotier, f.javclot JA.VELOT.] A soldier armed
with a javelot or javelin ;

a javelineer.
1600 HOLLAND Liiy XXL xxi. 405 Hee [Hannibal] sent for

fresh supplie out of Affricke, specially of Archers and
lavelotiers. and those lightly armed. Ibid. xxvi. iv. 585

Hereupon began the manner, .to entertaine such light armed
iavelottiers called Velites, euen among the Legions.

t Ja'ver, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 chauer, 9
jawer. [app. onomatopoeic : cf. JABBER v.~\ intr.

= JABBER v. i.

i 1440 Promp. Parr. 80/2 Clenchyn a-?en or chaueryn
a-3en, for prowde herte, ol'garrio. Ibid. 257/1 langelyn or

iaveryn a-^en, bat ys clepydclenchyng a-5en. cggarrio. [See
also JABBER v. i.] 1830 A. BYWATER Sheffield Dial. (1877)

98 To bawl to t' Orishmen, or javver abaht chetch rates.

1876 Mid. Yorksh, Gloss., jawer. [In various Yorkshire

dialects, in sense To talk idly, garrulously, or noisily.]

Hence Javer, Javver sl>. (dial.}

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Jawer, idle talk. 1876 Mid.
Yorksh. Gloss., Jawer, bold, assuming talk. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Jawer, 'jaw* or talk ; impudence.

Javil, -111, variants of JAVEL sb.

Jaw (djp), rf. 1 Forms : a. 4-5 low, 4-6 iowe ;

0. 5-7 iawe, 7-jaw; (sgeaw.gowe.gewjgagh).
[A word of difficult etymology, on the origin of which
the evidence known to us affords conflicting indica-

tions. It occurs in the form jow(e from 1375;
c 1483 we find jaw(e, which before long superseded
jowe; from 1530 to 1675 there was a collateral

CHAW(E. Chaucer rimed jowe with clowe (-jaw,
claw), which shows that the sound was not ii, and
thus that the word was not the F.joue cheek.

If, notwithstanding the want of evidence, and in spite
of the late exemplification of ch forms in chaw(e t

it may be
assumed that jtruit was preceded by a ME. *chowe, re-

presenting an unrecorded OE. *c/oive, cefavc wk. fern., this

would be identical with OHG. kiwua, chiuiva, early MHG.
chiwe. choutve, MHG. kiwuie,coutue, early mod. and dial.

Ger. ken.k&H, koie (Grimm) ; MDu. couwe, Kilian kouive,
keettwe, Du. kieutv

', going back to OTeut. *keiuw6n, deriv.
of keivwan to CHEW. The later ckawe, jawe would then be
parallel to mod.Ger. taut, MDu. cauivt, Kilian kauiue, and
to Ger. Itauen, Du. kaumm, i6th c. Eng. CHAW v., beside
OHG. kiuwan, MHG. Atanvn, MDu. koimen, and OE.
cfowan CHEW, the phonetic relations ofwhich are not clearly
settled. The spelling with j may have been influenced by
association with F.joui cheek ; though the frequent passage
of ch into

'

in other words shows that this need not be as-
sumed. Cf. the phonetic development of OE. clafl, ME.
chavtl, chaul, chol, chmul, JOWL: also Mansion's JAWN for
(haWH sb. and vb.j
1. One of the bones (or sets of bones) forming the
framework of the mouth, and the seizing, biting, or

masticating apparatus of vertebrates ; in sing, more
frequently the lower or under (f nether) jaw, the
inferior maxillary or mandible, than the upper
(t over)jaw, or superior maxillary ; cf. JAW-BONE.
The dripping orfalling of the jaw is a mark of death, de-

jection, or chagrin : se JAW-FALLEN, CMMUUK,
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f
a. 138* WVCUF Jndg. xv. 16 In the cheek boon of an asse,

that is, in the iow of the colt of assis, I haue doon hem awcy.
! 1398 TKF.VISA Barth. De P. R. v. xvi. (1495) 121 The Coca-

dryll meuyth the ouer Iowe \_Bodley MS. be ouer gowe]

ayenste kynde of all other beestes and holdyth the nether

Iowe [Boa/ey MS. be ne|>ir iowej still and meuyth it not.

1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop a He had a grete hede large

vysage longe lowes. 1486 Bk. St. A Ibans C vij a, For booches

that growe in a hawkis Iowe.

. < 1450 Trft'isa"s Barth. De P. R. v. xiii. (Bodl. MS.),
No beeste haj> an euen gut but he haue teeb in ayber iawe,

1509 HAWES Past. Pitas. XLHI. (Percy Soc.) 210 Dyd not kyng
iJavyd a lyons jawe lere? 1600 E. HLOUNT tr. Conestaggio

370 The bullet hitting him under his right iawe. 161 1 BIBLE

Job xli. 2 Canst thou. .bore his iawe through with a thorne?

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 218 Their teeth are . .

numerous, and. .perfectly inoffensive: they lie in either jaw.

1819 SHELLEY Peter Bell i. x, There was a silent chasm Be-
twixt his upperjaw and under. 1866 G. MACDONALD/? .>.

Neighb. xxx. (1878) 528 The jaw fell, and the eyes were fixed.

2. In//. The bones and associated structures of

the mouth including the teeth, regarded as instru-

ments of prehension, crushing, and devouring ;

hence, the cavity formed by these parts ;
the mouth,

fauces, throat.

a. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. pr. iv. 9 (Camb. MS.) Yit drowh
i I hyra owt of the lowwes of hem bat gapeden. 1398 TREVISA

Barth. De P. R. XVH. xxiii. (ToTlem. MS.), It abateb

swellynge of iowes [tuntorent fauditm sedat\ and
helpeh

woundes of be longes. 1430 Stans Piter 31 in Babees
Jik. 29 To ennrace [v.r. enboce] bi iowis with breed, it is not
dewe ; with ful moub speke not lest bou do offence. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 195/1 There apperyd on hir no sygne
of lyf sauf thathyr Iowes were a lytel reed. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneit xi. xiii. 69 With ane hydduus wolfis gapand iowis.

ft. c 1483 Chaucer's H. ^zw^ni.696(ed.Caxton) Euylthryft
come on your lawes [rime clawes ; Fairf. and Bodt. MSS.
Iowes, -ys, clowes, -ys]. 1573 GASCOIGNE Hearbes, Voy. to

Holland^ At last the Dutche with butter bitten iawes. .Gan
aunswere thus. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. viii. 33 The hungry
Spaniells. .With greedy iawes her

ready
for to teare. 1608

D. T[UVJL] Ess. Pol. fy Mor. 69 Many haue had the victory
snatcht (as it were) out of their iawes, . . for not making
a .. bridge for the .. enemy to passe over. 1733 LEDIARD
Sethos II. vn. 103 [No] form..discern'd but sparkling eyes
and flaming jaws. 1735 SOMF.RVILLE Chase HI. 147 From his

wide Jaws His Tongue unmoisten'd hangs.
3. transf. chiefly in//. The two sides of a narrow

pass, fissure, gorge, or channel; the narrow 'mouth'
or entrance into a valley, gulf, or sea ; the fauces

or entrance into the * throat
'

of a flower, etc.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 1. 167 Cesariensis, bat hab. . in

b west be ryuer Malua, and in be norb be gewes of be grete
see. 1618 BOLTON Flonts (1636) 271 Being commanded by
Caesar to guard the jawes of the Adriatick

gulph. 1655 F. W.
Obs. in W. Fnlke's Meteors i6s The Ground perhaps open
with those inundations, and the Gold fall into the gaping
jaws of the Earth, and so stick there. 1776 J. LEE Introd.
Bot. Explan. Terms 395 Fanx t the Jaws gaping between
the Divisions of the Corollas, where the Tube terminates.

xSio SCOTT Lady of L* v. in, The guide, abating of his
pace,

Led slowly through the pass's jaws. 1851 MAVNE REID

Scalp Hunters xxxvii. 283 The ridge that formed the
southern jaw of the chasm. 1883 SYMONDS Ital. Byways
\. 4 The torrent, foaming down between black jaws of ram-
stained granite.
4. //. Applied to the seizing or holding members

of a machine or apparatus, arranged in pairs, and

usually capable of an opening and closing move-
ment ; spec. Naut. the semicircular, concave, or

forked end of a boom or gaff which clasps the

mast with its projecting ends or ' horns '.

1789 Trans, Soc. Arts VII. 209 Bringing the jaws of the

cap to embrace the stern-post. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 370 The end of the paper is at that time lying
even with the extremity of the teeth i

/',
and the jaws of the

tongs closing immediately that the rod j is put in motion.

1830 E. S. N. CAMPBELL Diet. Alii. Sc. 39 Cockt
that part

of a musquet lock which sustains the two pieces of iron,
called jaws, between which the flint is fixed. 1835 MARRYAT
Pirate viii, The jaws of the main-gaff were severed. 1877
RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining' 421 Krom's laboratory
crusher .. In this machine (unlike any other) both jaws
oscillate on centers, fixed some distance from the crushing
faces. 1881 YOUNG Every man his own Mechanic 238 The
joiner's vice . . is furnished with 9 in. jaws to open 12 in.

5. fig. (in//.) The seizing action or capacity of

any devouring agency, as death, time, etc.

1563 Mirr. Mag. Induction xxxii, And first within the

portcne and iawes of Hell, c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxx. iii t The
graves moist hungry jawes. 1595 SHAKS. John v, ii. 116
To winne renowne Euen in the iawes of danger, and of
death. 1654 FULLER Two Serm. 41 Mustering of Men in

this case, was but casting away so many into the Gaghs of
Death. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. (1732) 16 Which
great strength has preserv'd it thus long from the jaws of
time. 1855 TENNYSON Charge Lt. Brigade iii, Into the

jaws of Death, Into the mouth of Hell Rode the six hundred.

6. Vulgar loquacity; csp.
'

cheeky
*
or impudent

talk ; also, in vulgar language, A talk, a speech,
a lecture, an address. Frequent in the phrases to

hold or stop ones jaw (where the sense may at

first have been literal, as in to open, loose , or work
one'sjaws: cf. also to hold one's tongue},
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, iii, None of your jaw, you

swab, . . else I shall trim your laced jacket for you. 1753
FOOTE Eng* in Paris i. Wks. 1709 I. 37 Hold your jaw and
dispatch. 1771 Nabob in. Wks. 1799 II. 3^8 Let's have
no more of your jaw ! zSoo LD. METCALFE in Fortn. Rev.

(1885) June 757 Tremendous jaw from my tutor. 1836
COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 94 A rich jaw between..
Read and Buckle, who met afloat after a previous quarrel,
a 1845 HOOD Tale Trumpet xx, Parliamentary jabber and
jaw. 1868 FREEMAN in W. K. W. Stephens Life $ Lett.

JAW.

(1895) I. 354 When they talk of right and law, we bid them
hold their jaw. 1888 D. C. MURRAY in Hlu&tr. Lond. News
Christmas No. 11/2, So long as a man has the sense to hold
his jaw at the right time.

7. attrib. and Comb., asjaw -arch, -break, -calipers,

-chasm, -forceps, -gape i -man, -sheath, -work ; jaiv-
fracking,jaw-locked,jaw-tied'adjs. ; jaw-bit ( U.S.),
a short bar placed beneath a journal box to unite

the two pedestals in a car-truck (Cent. Diet. 1890) ;

jaw-chuck, a chuck in a lathe furnished with jaws
for seizing an object ; jaw-crusher (Mining}^ an

ore-crushing machine similar to the jaw-breaker;
j&w-foot*=foot-jaw (see FOOT ^.35); jaw-footed
a.

y provided with a jaw-foot ; jaw-lever, a veteri-

nary instrument for opening the mouth and admin-

istering medicine to cattle (Simmonds Diet. Trade

1858); fjaw-piece (Arch.), ? a corbel; jaw-rope
(Naut.}, the rope which fastens the two horns or

prongs of the boom or gaff round the mast; jaw-
spring (7.S.), a journal spring; jaw-tackle

(slang}, the muscles of the jaws ;
the mouth, etc.,

as employed in talking; jaw-wedge (U.S.),
a wedge to tighten the axle-box in an axle-guard

(Webster, 1864).
1879 tr. HaeckeTs F.vol. Man II. xviii. in The foremost of

these pairs of gill-arches changes into the *
jaw-arch which

gives rise to the upper and lower jaws. 1896 A. MORRISON
Child Ja.goy.\ His chin fell on his chest, as by

*
jaw-break.

\Q/QO Animal JKor/t/XXXI. 18/2 They (larvz of Libellnla]
then advance, .until within half an inch of their prey, when
out shoot the *

jaw-calipers, and the object is seized. 1880
G. MEREDITH Egoist II. 105 The gaping

*
jaw-chasm of his

greed. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v. Chuck, [figure] k is

an independent *jaw chuck. 1883 Illustr. Lond. News
8 Dec. 551/1 (Farmer) Such *

jaw-cracking jokes. 1877
RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 421 A similar manner
to that in which the *jaw-crusher operates so effectually on

large pieces of ore. 1871 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4)

422 The term *
jaw-feet has now, by common consent,

become the appellation by which they are distinguished.

1883 A. WILSON in Longtn. Mag. II. 48 The curious jaws,
jaw-feet, and legs of the armoured crustacean. 1900 A ninial
/ftfT'/rf XXXI. 18/2 The snatch of their "jaw-forceps is so

quick it takes good eyesight to see it. 1898 G. MEREDITH
Odes Fr. Hist, ii Lyrical on into death's red roaring

*
jaw-

gape. 1807 E. S. BARRETT Rising Sun III. 130 Their

tongues, .were, for some minutes, *jaw-Iocked, after behold-

ing this dismal portent. 1894 DOYLE Round the Red Lamp
203 He was himself a "jawman,

' a mere jawman ',
as he

modestly puts it, but in point of fact he [a surgeon] is too

young .. to confine himself to a specialty, a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. K///, 73 b, The *iawe pece of the said selyng :

whiche pece was guilte with fine Golde. Ibid. 156 b, The
Iawe peces and crestes were karved wyth Vinettes and
trailes of savage worke, and richely gilted with gold and
Bise. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple Ii, I . . disengaged the
*
jaw-rope and small gear about the mast. 1886 F.

GUILLEMARD Cruise * Marchesa* I. 230 The jaw-rope had
carried away. 1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 770/1 [The]
horny "jaw-sheaths [of Siren] might be compared to those
of the Anuran tadpole. 1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger
Son I. 290 Van would have countermanded this, had I not

clapped my hand as a stopper on his
*
jaw-tackle. 1884

Bread-winners 210 He had never worked a muscle in his

life except his jaw-tackle. 1756 TOLDERVY Hist. Two
Orphans III. 75 My *jaw-ty'd tongue no speech could lend.

Ibid. III. 166 Come, come, .no more of your *jaw-work here.

1802 Morn. Her. in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1803) VI. 29 An
event . . conducive to jaw-work in every sense of the word.

Jaw (d^g), sb2 Sc. and north, dial. [Goes with

JAWZ/.^, the two appearing together early in i6th c.

Origin unknown.]
1. The rush or dash of a wave ; a surging or

dashing wave, a billow.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis i. iii. 21 Heich as ane hill the taw of
watter brak. Ibid. VIM. i. 136, I am God Tjbris . . Quhilk . .

wyth mony iaup and iaw Bettis thir brayis, schawand the
bankis down. 1606 tr. RollocJes Lect. 2 Thess. 118 The sey
when It flowes on a rock, immediatelie the iaw returnes

backe againe in the sey. 1768 Ross Helenore (1866) 231
Sae we had better jook until the jaw Gang o'er our heads.
?<7i8oo Sir Patrick Spence viii. (Child), They had not

saild upon the sea A league but merely three, When ugly,

ugly were the jaws That rowd unto their knee. 1868 G.
MACDONAI.D R. Falconer III. 65 Tak guid tent 'at ye ride

upo
1

the tap o' 't, an' no lat it rise like a muckle jaw ower

yer held ; for it's an awfu' thing to be droont in riches.

1893 Northitmbld. Gloss., Jaa, Jaw.
2. A quantity of water or other liquid dashed,

splashed, or thrown out ;
an outpour of water, etc.

a 18x6 PICKEN in Whistle-Binkie (1890) I. 149 Wi' jaws o'

toddy reeking hot Will keep the genial current warm.
1825 80 JAMIESON s.v., The cow has gi'en a gude jaw the

day. 1899 CROCKETT Kit Kennedy 57 Giein' a pot a bit

syne [
= nnse] wi' a jaw o' water,

Hence (or from JAW v. 2 ) Jaw-box, Jaw-tub,
Sc. t a kitchen sink with sides ; also JAW-HOLE.
1880 Antrim <$ Down Gloss., yaw tub

t Jaw box, a scullery
sink.

Jaw (dag), z'.
1

[f. JAW sby\

f L trans. To seize or devour with the jaws ;
to

use the jaws upon. Obs.

i6 Tivo Noble K. HI. ii, I wreake not if the wolues

would jaw me, so He had his fill.

2. slang, a. intr. To use the vocal organs; to

speak, talk. (A vulgar, contemptuous, or hostile

equivalent for speak.}
1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xxiv, He swore woundily at

the lieutenant, .whereby the lieutenant returned the salute,
and they jawed together fore and aft a good spell. 1760
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would hear. 1885 T. A. GUTHRIE Tinted Yenus viii.

What's the good ofjawing at him?
b. trans. To adcVress censoriously or abusively ;

to scold or ' lecture
'

(a person).
iSip Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 262 He was then very

abusive and noisy; he kept jawing us. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xi, I have been jawed for letting you go. 1896
Chicago Advance 30 July 141/1 In politics we jaw one an-
other partly for the fun of it.

3. To jaw away: to cut to the shape of jaws, or

in a concave curve.
i8oj Naval Chron. VIII. 470 The top-most part of the

cap was cut to fit the rudder, and the after part jawed away,
so as to work on the stern-post.

Jaw (<J-5), v.l Sc. Also 7 jae. [See JAW sb*]
1. intr. To rush in waves ; to dash or pour ; to

splash ; to surge.
1513 DOUGLAS ^iteis v. Prol. 53 Bot my propyne coym

fra the pres fuit hait, Vnforlatit, not iawyn fra tun to tun.

to. iBooSir Roland 91 in Child Ballads I. (1857) 345 Fornow
the water jawes owre my head, And it gurgles in my mouth.
2. trans. To pour or dash (water) in waves ; to

throw or dash (liquid) in quantity.
c 1680 R. LAW Mem. (1818) 177 When it [the elephant]

drinks, .it jaes in the water in it's mouth as from a great
spout. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. i, Tempest may cease
to jaw the rowan flood. 1787 BURNS A merican War i, Then
up they gat the maskin-pat, And in the sea did jaw, man,
Hence Jawing ppl. a.

? a 1800 Lass of Lochroyan 43 in Scott Minstr. Scot. Bord.,
The stately tower . . Whilk stood aboon the jawing wave.

Jawar, Jawari, variant of JOWAR, JOWABI.
Jaw-bone, jawbone (djg-b^'n). [f. JAW sl>*

+ BONE.] Any bone of the jaws ; spec, each of the

two forming the lower jaw in most mammals, or

the whole bone formed by their combination in

others.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxvi. 562 He gaff constans
soo grete a stroke vpon the ere, that he bare it awaye wyth
all the iawe bone. 1551 BIBLE Judg. xv. 15 He founde
a iaw-bone of a rotten asse..and slewe a thousande men
therewith. 1626 BACON Sylya 750 The law-Bones haue
no Marrow Seuered, but a little Pulpe of Marrow diffused.

1709 STEELE Tatter No. 129 F7 It [a tooth] belong'd to the

Jaw-Bone of a Saint. 1793 HOLCROFT tr. La-eater's Physiog.
III. xx. 104 The Chinese .. appear to have broad cheeks
with projecting jaw-bones. 1870 BRYANT Iliad II. xvn. 190
The javelin entered underneath the ear By the jaw-bone.
Afod. A pair of whale's jaw-bones forming a gateway.

Jaw-l>rea:ker. colloq.

1. A word hard to pronounce ; a word of many
syllables.
1839 LEVER H.Lorrequery\x, I'd rather hear the Cruiskeen
Lawn, .than a score of your high Dutch jawbreakers. 1886

D. C. MURRAY is Person Sing, xviii. 136 It's a jawbreaker
at first for an Englishman. 1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab.

Lit. i. 14 You will find no 'jawbreakers' in Sackville.

2. A machine with powerful jaws for crushing

ore, etc.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 421, I speak^ of

the rolls as more applicable for completing the crushing
of the ore as it comes in small pieces from the jaw-breaker.

So Jaw-breaking a. colloq., hard to pronounce ;

hence Jaw-brea:kingly adv.

1824 Blacfau. Mag. XVI. 191 Entitled by a name most jaw-
breakingly perplexing. 1842 THACKERAY Miss Tickletobys
Led. i. Wks. 1886 XXIV. 13 He conquered a great number
of princes with jaw-breaking names. 1883 Gd. Words Sept.

592/2 A little plant that has a jaw-breaking name.

Jawed (d.^gd), a. [f. JAW sbl + -ED*.] Having
or furnished with jaws.
21529 SKELTON E. Rnmmyng-g: lawedlike a jetty. 1887

E. D. COPE Origin Fittest xi. 316 note. The metamorphosis
of the jawed Neuroptera is little more marked.

Jaw-fall.
1. Falling of the jaw ; fig. dejection, rare.

1660 M. GRIFFITH Fear ofGod % King 29 For a time they
had an Inter-regnum, and no King in Israel, besides divers

other horrid jawfalls in government.

j- 2. Dislocation or subluxation of the lower jaw
so that it cannot be shut. Obs.

1788 RUSH in Pettigrew Letlsom (1817) II. 432 The

locked-jaw, or as it is usually called among the planters,

the jaw-fall, is a very common disease among the children

of the slaves.

Jaw'-fa:llen,<z. ff.

Having the lower jaw fallen or hanging loose ;

chop-fallen ; dejected.
1603 FLORIO Montaigne \. xl. (1632) 128 The wench offered

him was jaw-falne, long-cheekt, and sharpe-nosed. a 1691

FLAVEL.Sy<i-ZW<.(i754) 165We were jaw-fallen and starved

with the extreme cold. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)

III. 54 (D.)The people..seemed by their jaw-fallen faces

and goggling eyes to wonder at beholding a charming young
lady.

Jaw-hole 1
(dag-h*:!). [f. JAW sb?, -a? +

HOLE.] A hole into which dirty water or other

liquid is 'jawed' or thrown; an open entrance to

a sewer, house-drain, or cesspool.
1760 City Cleaned S/ County Imfrov., Jaw-holls or water-

spouts of timber [etc.]. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. i, Piloting

with some dexterity along the little path which bordered

the formidable jaw-hole, whose vicinity the stranger was
made sensible of by means of more organs than one. 1824

St. Ronan's xxviii, That odoriferous gulf, ycleped, in

Scottish phrase, the jawhole; in other words, an uncovered

common sewer.

VOL. V.

Jaw-hole 2
. QAW rf.1] A gaping fissure or

opening ; an abyss.
1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Summer in Brittany^ II. xxxiv. 187
A sort of jaw-hole, or abyss, moreover, is still pointed out
between Huelgoat and Cairhax, which this vixen of a prin-
cess used as a second or rather first Tour de Nesle. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Jaw-hooal, a fissure or opening in the land,
as the mouth of a stream. The arched entrance to a cavern.

Jawing (dgg'in), vbl. sb. slang, [f. JAW z).l +
-ING!.] A vulgar or contemptuous equivalent for

speaking.
1788 De Par's Voy. round World (1840) 315 They would

chop off his head, and put a stop to his jawing. 1810

Sporting Mag. XXXV. 78 Mary Jordan and her acquaint-
ances were fighting and jawing. 1871 DIXON Tower III.

xviii. 190 Two hours were spent in drinking, jawing, and
accepting terms. 1874 LISLE CARR Jitd. Giiynne I. iii. 83
Nigh blowing the roof off. . with her everlasting jawing.

b. altrib., as jawing-tackle, tlie jaws, etc., as

used in speaking :
= jaw-tackle (JAW sb.1 7).

1859 READE Love me little xxii, Ah, Eve, my girl, your
jawing-tackle is too well hung.

Jawless, a. [f. JAW jA.l + -LESS.] Without

jaws ; spec, without a lower jaw, as the lamprey.
1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xv. (1737) 60 The jawless
Bum shrug'd up his Shoulders.

Jawm(e, dial, form of JAMB.
f Jawn, obs. var. of CHAWN sb., chine, fissure,

and of CHAWN ., to gape.
1598 MARSTON Sco. Villany i. iii. Cyiij, To stop his iawning

chaps. 1602 Antonio's Rev. 11. ii. Wks. 1856 I. 94 Defy-
ance to thy power, thou rifted jawne.

Jawndes, -dres,jawnes, obs. ff. JAUNDICE.
Jawne, Jawnish, var. JAUNE, JAUNISH, Obs.

Jawp, variant of JAUP v. and sb., splash.

Jaw-tooth. A molar tooth. Cf. CHEEK-TOOTH.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 440 If the grinders and great iaw

teeth do ake, this is a special! medicine for them. 1611

BIBLE Prov. xxx. 14 There is a generation, whose teeth

are as swords, and their iaw-teeth as kniues. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 670 The former teeth were made. .

thin and sharp, by means whereof they became fit for

cutting ; but the jaw-teeth thick and broad, whereby they
became useful for the grinding of food. 1789 MADAN
Persius (1795) 39 note, Grinding food between the jaw-
teeth. 1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristophanes II. 8 In
wrestlers' fashion, plying his jaw-teeth.

Jawy (dg-i), a. rare, f f. JAW s!>.1 + -Y.] Of
or pertaining to the jaw ;

forceful in language.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. iii. 42 The dulapes and the

jawy part of the face. 1898 Academy 15 Oct. 92/1 It is

material detail : forceful, stunning, jawy detail.

Jaxe, obs. form of JAKES.

Jay (dsjff
1

).
Also 5-6 Sc. ia, 5-7 iaye. [a. OF.

jay, mod.F. geai, in ONF. gai, gay = Yr. gai (jai),

Sp. gayo, med.L. gaiiis, gaia (Papias) ; of uncertain

origin : some refer it to OHG. gahi adj. quick ;

hence, lively. It cannot be identified with F. gai
adj. 'gay', which has^, not/, in Central F.]
1. The name of a common European bird, Garm-

hts glandarius, in structure and noisy chattering

resembling the magpie, but in habits arboreal, and

having a plumage of striking appearance, in which
vivid tints of blue are heightened by bars ofjet-black
and patches of white. Hence used as the English
name of the genus Garrulus, and applied with

distinguishing additions to the other species.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 52 Heo is dereworthe in day,

. . Gentyl, jolyf so the jay. c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's
T. 28 And taughte it spelce as men teche a lay. 1412-

13 HOCCLEVE Kail, to Hen. V, 37 My wordes .. clappe
and iangle foorth, as dooth a iay. 1530 LYNDESAY Test.

Papyngo 725 The gentyll la, the Merle, and Turtur
trew. 1590 SPENSER /'". Q. n. viii. 5 Decked with diverse

plumes, like painted layes. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv.

iii. 177 What is the lay more precious then the Larke?
Because his feathers are more beautiful!. 1746-7 HERVEY
Medit. (1818) 43 Not long ago I happened to spy a thought-
less jay ; the poor bird was idly busied in dressing his pretty

Elumes.
1^66 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 173 Jays.. may be

rought to imitate the human voice. 1880 A. R. WALLACE
Isl. Life ii. 20 There are, so far as yet known, twelve species
of true jays. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 470 Doubts may
be expressed whether these birds are not more nearly related

to the Pies than to the Jays.
b. In more extended sense, applied to birds of

the sub-family Garrulinse or family Garriilidie,

among which are the Blue Jay (Cyamirus cris-

talus) of North America, the Canada Jay (Peri-

soreus canadensis}, the Grey Jay, Green Jay,
SiberianJay, etc.

1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 991 The Pica

Glandarea, or Jay, is much less than our English Jay
. . it has both the same Cry, and suddain jetting Motion.

!838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)
XVI. 584/2 The blue jay of

America is an almost universal inhabitant of the western

woods. Ibid., A most magnificent bird is the Columbia jay.

1853 LONGF. Hiaw. xiii. 100 Jays and ravens, Clamorous
on the dusky tree-tops. 1885 'C. E. CRADOCK

'

(Miss Mur-

free) Proph. Gt. Smoky Mount, viii, He saw.. the white

tips of the tail-feathers of a fluttering bluejay. 1886 YULE

Anglo-Ind. Gloss., Jay, the name usually given by Eu-

ropeans to the Coracias Indica, Linn., the Nilkant or 'blue-

throat
'

of the Hindus, found all over India. 1895 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 469 The Lanius infaustns of Linnseus . .

the Siberian Jay of English writers, which ranges ^through-
out the pine-forests of the north of Europe and Asia. Ibid.,

The Canada Jay, or 'Whiskey Jack'. .presents a still more

sombre coloration.

2. Applied to other birds : a. The Jackdaw (app.
from a French mistransl. of KI!AO<OS or gracnhts in

the fable of the jackdaw decked in peacock's

plumes), b. The Cornish chough, also termed
Cornish jay. c. The Missel thrush, local.

1484 CAXTON Fables of^Esop n. xv, The xv fable is of the

Iaye and of the pecok. 1552 HULOET, Iaye, byrde, gracus,
gracuhis. [1565 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Gracnlns, They
are much deceyued that haue taken Graculus for a Iaye.]
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. Pref. 129 Thejay that vaunts
In others plumes. 1706 PHILLIPS, "Jay, or Jack-daw, a kind
of chattering Bird. 1750 POCOCKE Trav. Eng., etc. (Cam-
den) 135 About Penzance, in the rocks, are jays with red
bills and legs, called a Cornish jay, and by Pliny Pyrrltc-
cora.r. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss., Jay, the missel thrush
is called the jay here. The jay does not occur.

3. transf. a. An impertinent chatterer, b. A
showy or flashy woman

; one of light character.
o. A person absurdly dressed ;

a gawk or '

sight '.

d. A stupid or silly person ; a simpleton.
1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 1262 For the gyse now adays

Of sum iangelyug iays Is to discommende What they
cannot amende. 1308 SHAKS. Merry W. in. iji. 44 We'll
teach him to know Turtles from layes. 1611 Cymb. m.
iv. 51 Some lay of Italy. . hath betraid him. 1639 CHAPMAN
& SHIRLEY The Ball n. ii, Sal. Mr. Bostock, madam. Lnc.
Retire, and give the jay admittance. 1884 Pall Mall G.
29 Dec. 4/2 The intending larcenist will strike up a con-
versation with a likely looking Jay in a public convey-
ance . . and win his friendship. 1886 BARING-GOULD Alc-
halah vii. 91 You stood by . . and listened while that jay
snapped and screamed at me. 1888 N. Y. Herald Sept.
(Farmer Americanisms), Never, .have I been annoyed in
the slightest way by any of the so-called jays. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 7 Oct. 4/2

' Kharki is not exactly a blanket; besides, we
are jays enough as it is, and if we had had our old things on
we should have been regular jays'. 1900 Dundee Advertiser
30 July 4 An underbred undergraduate called in America
a 'jay '.

4. Angling. Name of a variety of artificial fly.

1867 F. FRANCIS Anglingxi. (1880) 432 The Blue Jay. .is

the Blue Doctor dressed with jay.

5. Coal-mining. (See quot.)
1829 Glovers Hist. Derby I. 59 Strong jay or roof coal.

Ibid. 60 Black jay, a sort of cannel coal.

6. altrib. and Comb., as jay-black, -like acljs. ;

jay-feather, esp. in Sc. phrase to set up one's jay-
feathers (see quot.) ; jay-pie, jay-piet, (a) the

jay ; (b) locally, the Missel thrush
; jay-teal,

locally, the common teal. Also JAY-BIKD, etc.

1706 Loud. Gaz. No. 4236/8 Stolen..a black Mare, but
not *Jay-black. 1825-80 JAMIESON s.v., She made sic a

rampaging, that I was obliged to set up my *jay-feathei-s at

her, Roxb. The expression contains a ludicrous allusion to

the mighty airs of a jackdaw, when in a bad humour. 1880
DK. ARGYLL in Fraser's Mag. Jan. 49 The large Belted

Kingfisher, .was passing with a *Jay-!ike flight over the
creeks, .of the Hudson. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., *Jay-
pu, a jay. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 2 Missel
Thrush . . the harsh note it utters when alarmed has caused

ypi
them. 1885 SWAINSON Proi>, Names Birds 158 Common
Teal.."Jay teal (Kirkcudbright).

Jay-bird. A jay: in some parts of England,
the Common Jay ;

in U. S., the Blue Jay.
1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunters xxxii. 247, I could hear

the shrill voices of the jay-birds. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss.,

Jay-bird, the jay. 1890 L. C. D'OvLE Notches 81 The only
signs of life were an occasional jay-bird, or an eagle. 1893
Wiltsh. Gloss., Joy-bird, the Jay.

Jay-hawk, v. U.S. [A back-formation from

next.] trans. To harry as a jay-liawker ;
to ' raid '.

1866 Standard 27 Oct. 3/2 A war of neighbourhoods, .of

j
lynchings and jay-hawkings, of rapine and outrage without

j
parallel. 1893 Scribner's Mag. XIII. 381/2 Every man
suddenly discovering that somebody has jayhawked his

boots or his blanket.

Jay-hawker. U.S. A name given to mem-
bers of the bands who carried on irregular warfare

in and around eastern Kansas, in the free soil

conflict, and the early part of the American civil

war, and who combined pillage with guerilla fight-

ing; hence, generally, a raiding guerilla or irregular

soldier. (See also quot. 1890.)
1865 Pall Mall G. No. 143. 5/1 Jay-hawkers, cut-throats,

and thieves. 1867 A. D. RICHARDSON Beyond the Missis-

sippi x. 125 Found all the settlers justifying the 'Jay-

hawkers', a name universally applied to Montgomery's

men, from the celerity of their movements and their habit

ofsuddenly pouncing upon an enemy. I888.W. Louis Globe

Democrat 20 Jan. (Farmer Americanisms), He was con-

nected with what is known as the Jayhawker war that raged
on the borders of Kansas about twenty-five years

since.

1900 R. KIPLING in Tinas 15 Mar. 8/1 Suppose that you who
read these lines had been out with Rimington's jay-hawkers
or somebody else's fly-by-nights, riding hard and sleeping

;
light for weeks.

Jayl(e, Jayler, etc., obs. forms of JAIL, etc.

t Jayne, variant of GEANE Obs., Genoa.

1488 Naval Accts. Hen. VII (1896) 79 Hausers of Jayne

Jazerant, jesserant (d^-zerant, dje-s-).

Now only Hist. Forms: a. 5 iessera(u)nt(e,

-and, -ance, iestraunt, 5-6 iestern(e, 8 jazerent,

9 -an, -ant. 0. 5 gessera(u)nt(e, -an, -en,

(geseran), 6 gesseron ;
see also GESTEBON. [a.

OF. jaseran, -ant, jaz-, jac-, jesseran, jasiran,m
Roland ( 1 1 th c.)jazerene

= Vr.jazeran, Vg.jazerao ;
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JAZTJL.

in Sp./aria, Pg. jazcrina, It. ghiazzerino ; orig.

an adj., in OK. tutrtjaunHC, haubercjazeraiit, in

Sp. (otajaccrina. Generally agreed to be of Sara-

cen origin, and according to Diez prob. identical

with Sf.Jasarino Algerian, f. Arab, (a!-) jazirah
' the island ', in pi. At-jazair, Algiers, in the old

Arabic writers_/iz:;/><zA beni Mazigtianan.']
' A light coat of armour composed of splints or

small plates of metal rivetted to each other or to a

lining of some stout material' (Fairholt).
a. ?rti4<x> Morte Arth. 4238 Thorowe jopowne and

jesserawnte of gentille mailes. a 1400-50 A lexandtr 2450
(Ashm.) Jarkid to |?e 3atis & aode to pe wallis, Sum in

lopons, sum in lesserantis [Dublin MS. lesserauntez] sum

loyned all in platis. 1466 Mann, fg Househ. Ejcf. (Roxb.)

^53 He schal make my mastyr a jestrawnt. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur \m. vi, Thenne syr Galahalt .. dyd vpon
hym a noble lesseraunce. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. Scot. 32
Armed in iacks and light iesternes. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan of
Arc vii. 184 At all points arm'd A jazerent of double mail

he wore. 18*3 SCOTT Qitentin D. ii, Underneath his plain

habit, the Scotsman observed that he concealed zjazeran,
or flexible shirt of linked mail. 1834 PI.ANC.II/: Brit. Cos-

tume 194 The jazerant or jazerine jacket was frequently worn
in lieu of the breast and back plates. This defence was

composed of small overlapping plates of iron covered with

velvet, the gilt studs that secured them forming the exterior

ornament.

ft. ?ni400 Morte Arth. 2909 Thorowe gesserawntes of

lenejaggede to the herte. 1421 Will ofSalwayn (Somer-
set Ho.), A Habirgon of gesseran. 1421 JAS. I Kingis Q.

cliii, Lytill fischis . . That In the sonne on thaire scalis bryght
As gesserant, ay glitterit In my sight. 1465 1'aston Lett.

11. 214 Your gesseren and gaunteletts shall be send horn by
the next caryours. 1530 ELYOT Gov. I. xvii, Armed as he
was in a gesseron.

t Ja-zul, -al, -eL [A corruption of Sp. azul

blue.] Lapis lazuli; = AZURE i.

1616 BULLOKAR, lazul, a precious stone of a blew, azure

colour. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Jazul[edd. 1696, 1706 jazal].

1727 BAILEY, Jazal. 1818 TODD, Jazel.

Jazy, variant of JASEY, a wig.
Jeabard, obs. form of JEOPABD v.

t Jea-lisom, a. dial. Obs. [f. JEALOUS a. +
-SOME.] Jealous ; having jealousy.

1599 PEELE Sir Clyom, Wks. (Rtldg.) 518/1 They'll be so

jeahsom over them, that chain in doubt Ich shall not keep
Jack my boy tilt seven years go about.

Jealous (dje-bs), a. Forms: a. 3-4 gelus(e,

4 -os, 4-5 -ows, 4-6 -ous(e, 5 -uce, 6 gealous.
0. 4-5 ielus, 4-7 -ous(e, 6 -ose, (-oux) ; 6-7 ieal-

ous^e, 7- jealous. 7. 5 ielius, 6 -ious, -yus,

-yous, 0-7 iealious. S. 4-6 inlous'o. 6 -ouss.

f. 5-6 iolyoe, -yous, -ious, -yus, ioyluse. [ME.
gelos, etc., a. OF. gelos (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
mod.F. jaloitx, -ouse, = Pr. gelos, It. geloso, Sp.
zeloso : late L. zelos-us, f. late L. zel-usa.. Gr. f^Xos

emulation, zeal, jealousy: see-ous. The Romanic

j or^z for Gr. f, shows the analysis of Gr. f as dz,

d.3, dj, di, evidenced in other words, in late L.]
fl. Vehement in feeling, as in wrath, desire, or

devotion : a. Wrathful, furious (rare) ; b. De-

voted, eager, zealous. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Dent. xxix. 20 The woodnes ofhym [the Lord]
slial wax feers, and gelows a^ens that man. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ecclus. Ii. 18, I will be gelous to cleue vnto the

thinge y1 is good. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) I Kings xix. 10,
I haue bene very ielous for the Lord God of hoste. 1661
MARVELL Corr. Wks. 4872-5 II. 66 Mr. Recorder and Mr.
Vaux, persons as jealous in your service as I myselfe.

1 2. Ardently amorous
; covetous of the love of

another, fond, lustful. Obs. (But cf. 4.)
c 1430 Syr Gener. 1070 The Quene had a ful licorous eye

And a hert ful amerous; On Generides she wax gelous.
1555 BRADFORD in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xlv.

130, I sawe certayne letters sent from th' Emprour..wherin
was contayned theise privities, .the good simple Quene is so

jelous over my sonne .. we shall make her agree vnto all

our requestes [etc.],

3. Zealous or solicitous for the preservation or

well-being of something possessed or esteemed ;

vigilant or careful in guarding ; suspiciously careful
or watchful. Const, of (for, over).

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. v. (Skeat) 1. 38 Some maner
of lelousy, I wot wel is euer redy in al the hertes of my
trew scruauntes, as thus : to be ielous ouer him self, lest he
be cause of his owne disease. 1526 TIND/.LE 2 Cor. xi. 2, I

am gelous over you with godly gelousy. 1555 POLE in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 192 Myn helth .. wherof I am
the more jelose now then 1 am commonly at other tymes.
1665 BOYLK Occas. Kf/J. n. xiv. (1848) 142, 1 am. .brought. .

to set a high Value upon Health, and be a very Jealous Pre-
server of so great a Blessing. 1738 WESLEY Ps. xin. vii, Be
jealous for thy glorious Name. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth
xxvii, The chief is young, and jealous of his rank. 1888
HRYCE A mer. Cotnmw. I. xxv. 378 The people, jealous of
their hardly-won liberties.

4. Troubled by the belief, suspicion, or fear that
the good which one desires to gain or keep for
oneself has been or may be diverted to another;
resentful towards another on account of known or

suspected rivalry : a. in love or affection, esp. in
sexual love : Apprehensive of being displaced in
the love or good-will of some one ; distrustful of
the faithfulness of wife, husband, or lover. Const.
of, arch, over (the beloved person, or the suspected
rival) ; also (/(the attentions of another, etc.).

562

a 1*50 Owl fy Night. 1075 He was so gelus of his wive,
That he ne mi$te. -I-so that man with hire speke. a 1300
Cursor M. 1794 O lauerdschipp was (>ar na strijf, Was
naman Ielus of his wijf. c 1386 CHAUCER Mitltrs T. 38
Jalous [v.rr. ielous, gelous] he was, and heeld hire narwe in

cage For she was yong and wylde and he was old. 1398
THEVISA Barth. De P. R. xn. xvii. (MS. Bodl.) If. 121 b/i
The Cock, .fi^tej? for heere [a hen] specialliche as J>ou3e he
were Ielous. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 23 She loued hym
so moche that she was ielous ouer alle women that he spake
with. 1484 CAXTON fables of Alfonce (1889) 12 A blynd
man whiche had a fayre wyf of the whiche he was moche
Jalous. 1502 GREENE Ufst. Courtier B j, The yellow
daffodil, a ffowre fit for gelous Dottrels, who through the
bewtie of their honest wiues grew suspitjous. 1611 BIBLE
Num. v. 30 When the spirit of ielousie commeth vpon
him, and hee be ielous ouer his wife. 1717 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar i Apr., It is impossible for

the most jealous husband to know his wife when he meets
her. 2819 BYRON Juan \. civ, So young a husband's iealous
fears. 1888 Miss BRADDON Fatal Three i, iii, Mrs. Fausset
. .had been jealous of the new-comer, and resentful of her
intrusion from the outset.

b. in respect of success or advantage : Appre-
hensive of losing some desired benefit through the

rivalry of another ; feeling ill-will towards another
on account of some advantage or superiority which
he possesses or may possess ; grudging, envious.

Const. </(the person, or the advantage).
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 331 Ffor hate or for Ielous

ymagynyng. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 32 Alle were ialous of
him. But lason neuer thought on none of them. 1563
B. GOOGE Eglogs vii. (Arb.) 59 You iudge but of malicious

hart, and of a lalouse brayne. c x6oz SIR C. HATTON
in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 2 My many iealious observers

prevent my presence, a 1731 ATTERBURY Serm. Isa. xl. 22

(Seager) It is certain that they looked upon it with a jealous
eye. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxiii. III. 289 Several of the

leading persons in the state were jealous of his glory. 1897
Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 152 The Church was, as early as 1254,
becoming jealous of the civil law.

C. In biblical language, said of God : Having
a love which will tolerate no unfaithfulness or de-

fection in the beloved object.
a 1x25 Ancr. R. 90 Vnderstond, ancre . . hwas spuse |m

ert ; & hu he is gelus of alle |?ine lates. 1382 WYCLIF Exod.
xx. 5, I forsothe am the Lord thi God, strong gelows [1388
a stronge gelouse louyere]. 1533 COVERDALE /&"</., For I

the Lorde thy God am a gelouse God. Josh, xxiv. 19
He is an holy God, mightie, and gelous, which spareth not

SDure
trangressions and

synnes. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 6
ur very God is in a good sence said to be iealous :..you

shall ever find the chastest Weomen, desiring an husband
vertuously iealous. 1853 MAURICE Proph. fy Kings vii. 119
G6*d is contemplated as jealous over his people.

5. Suspicious; apprehensive of evil, fearful.

Const. oft
or with subord. clause. Now dial.

c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 921 A man doutfull
and suspect of jelous (soufitconens). 1593 SHAKS. Liter.
800 Let not the iealous daie behold that face. 1607 MIDDLE-
TON Five Gallants \. i, My master is very jealous of the

pestilence. 1622 WITHER Mistr. Philar. in Arb. Gamer
IV. 420 Never did the jealous 'st ear Any muttering
rumour hear, a 1639 WOTTON in Reliq. (1651) 524 The
jealous Trout, that low did lie, Rose at a wel-dissembled
Flie. 1755 B. MAKTIN Mag. Arts # Sc. III. xiii. 398, I am
jealous ofsome baneful Experiment to follow. 1868 ATKINSON
Clei'dand Gloss., Jealous^ apprehensive, ready to anticipate
something, .more or less unpleasant in its nature.

t b. Doubtful, mistrustful. Obs,
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. ii. 162 That you do loue me, I am

nothing iealous. 1682 SCARLETT Exchanges 216 When..
the Acceptant afterwards repents, and is jealous whether
the Drawer will really accept of his Re-draughts.

6. Suspiciously vigilant against, or to prevent,
j

something (expressed or understood) ; vigilant in

scrutinizing.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. $ Comtnw. (1603) 215 They are

very iealous to shew themselves fearefull or base minded in
wonle or deede. 1632 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondfs Eroincna
51 The Princesse . . was jealous lest her griefe [for her
brother's death] should grow to be displeased with her, for

adventuring her selfe to the gust of a curious sight. 1709
STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. 1. 499 They were very jealous of any
Popish prince to become her husband. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Italian Ixi. (1824) 641 He examined with a jealous eye the
emotions he witnessed. 1843 POE Purloined Let. Wks. 1864
I. 268 The most jealous scrutiny of the microscope. 1866
ROGERS Agric. $ frices I. xxi. 549 Measures [of weight, etc.]
were subject to jealous supervision.

b. transf. Requiring suspicious or careful vigi-
lance ; delicate, ticklish. ? Obs.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Comstaggio 127 The difficultie .. to

finde a tru.stie person in so dangerous and iealous a cause
as this is. 1672 MARVELL Reh* Transp. I. 267 Nor shall I

dwell too long upon so jealous or impertinent a subject.

1 7. Jealous glass, an old name for glass which
is translucent, but cannot be seen through : see

quots., and cf. JALOUSIE. Obs.

1703 T. N. City <$ C. Purchaser 153 Jealous Glass, .is a
sort of wrinkled Glass of such a Quality, that one cannot
distinctly see what is done on the other side of it. 1726 R.
NEVE Builder's Diet. s.v. Glass, This Jealous Glass., is

commonly used in and about London, to put into the lower
Lights . . where the Windows are low against the Street.

[1879 Centenary Birmingham Libr. 32 A curious question
arose [in 1821] as to the use of 'jealous glass

'

in the windows
towards the bank, as provided by the original lease.]
8. Comb., asjealous -headed, ~eyedt etc.

1679 M. RUSDEN Further Discov. Bees 122 To answer
these jealous-headed persons. 1704 STEELB Lying Lover \\. i.

1719 SAVAGE Love in V'eil i. i. 9 Some jealous pated Father
or Brother must interfere. 1815 Woman's Will u. i, I am
told he Is a cursed silly, jealous-pated fellow.

JEALOUSY.

t JealoU'Se, v. Obs. or dial. Also 7 jealouze.
9 jealous, [ad. F. jalouser, with spelling con-
formed to JEALODS. Now chiefly Sc. and north,
dial, and spelt JALOUSE, q.v.] trans. To suspect
(a thing or person) ; to have a suspicion that : see

JALOCSE v. 2.

1682 BUNVAN Holy War xiv, It was jealoused that they
were too familiar with them. 1681 FLAVEL Fear 32 A guilty
conscience . . distrusts all, doubts and jealouzeth all. 1703
D. WILLIAMSON Serin, te/. Gen. Assembly Edinburgh 48
With attestations justly jealoused. 1718 Wodrow Corr.
(1843) II. 377 But I jealouse, if the Lord take him away, it

will be so sudden. 17*1 WODBOW Suffer. Ch. Scot. I. 7 The
Brethren, .did very much fear and jealouse Mr. JamesSharp.
1827 CARLYLE in Froude Life (1882) I. xxii. 430 Will you be
good neighbours or bad ? I cannot say. . . I jealouse you
1876 Whitby Gloss. s.v.,

'
I jealous'd it'.

Hence t Jealoirsed ///. a., suspected.
1695 J. SAGE Article Wks. 1844 I. 268 She assisted the

Scottish subjects against their native Sovereign (her jea-
loused competitrix).

t Jealous-hood. So printed in the 4th Folio
of Shakspere (1685), and taken by some as a single
word, with the sense 'jealousy'.
All the quartos and the first three folios have the two

words jealous hood, which is presumably the true reading ;

old Capulet, in applying the pnrase to his wife, either using
hood as the type of the female head, or alluding to the use
of a hood as a disguise for a jealous spy. Cf. the personal
application of chaperon ; also mad-cap, sly-boots, etc.

[iS9J SHAKS. Rom. q Jul. iv. iv. 13 A lealous hood, a iealous
hood [1685 jealous-hood], Now fellow, what there?] 1846
WORCESTER, Jealous-hood, Jealousy Shak. So later Diets.

Jealously (dge-lasli), adv.
[f. JEALOUS a. +

-I.Y 2
.] In a jealous manner.

1 1. Zealously, eagerly. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Joel ii. 18 The Lord louyde gelousli his
loud. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. iv. Cc ij b,
Some ielously wooe you and as it were enuiyng at me,
labor to wynne your fauor.

2. In a way characterized by jealousy (in mod.
senses); with watchful care for preservation ; with

apprehension of rivalry, or (esp.) of loss or damage.
1718 STRYPE Whitgift ill. xxiii, He had always hoped

that her Majesty's safety .. should be jealously preserved.
(11788 MICKLE Siege Marseilles in.

y,
He stamps the

ground ; then jealously casts round His burning eyes, as
if he fear'd his thoughts Were listen'd to. 1857 KEBLE
Ejtchar. Adorat. 31 Surely it is natural that we should.,
jealously guard them, and scrupulously make the most of
them. 1868 FREEMAN Nortn. Cony. II. vii. 29 They were
doubtless jealously watched.

f3. Suspiciously, distrustfully. Obs. (exc. dial.)
1628 DICBY Voy. Medit, 84 But seeing they wrought

jealously of me. (Still common dialectally.)

Jealonsness. Now rare. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being jealous; jealousy ; suspicion.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 88 Ghana, J)at isgelous-

nes. 1382 Num. v. 15 If the spiryt of gelousnes stire

the man a}ens his wijf. Song Sol. viii. 6 Strong is as
deth looue, hard as helle ielousnesse. < 1420 Avow. Arth.
Ixiv, Of jelusnes be thou bold, a 1626 BACON War ivilli

Sfain in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 135 Not out of umbrages,
light jealousness, apprehensions afar off, but out of clear

foresight of imminent danger. 1900 Lougm. Mag. June
141 Jealousness does not seem to be the distinguishing
feature of Louise's early training.

t Jealouste. Obs. [from OF. type *jalousett,

f.jalotix, -eusc : see -TV.] Jealousy ; zeal.

1382 WYCLIF AV<;w. v. 15 The sacrifice of gelouste it is.

Ps. lxxviii[i. ] 5 Shal be tend vp as fyr thi jelouste? -

/sa. lix. 17 Couered with the mantil of lelouste.

Jealousy (dge-bsi). Forms : a. 3-5 gelusie,
-usye, 4-6 gelosie, -osy(e, -ousie, -ousy(e, 5

-owsye, -ozye, 6 (gelaoy), gealosie, -osy(e,
-ousy. ft. 4 ielesye, 4-7 ielousie, -ousy, (4-5
-ousye, 5 -acy, 5-6 -oay(e, 6 -usy, -owsy); 6-7
iealousie, -sye, 7- jealousy, y. 4 ialusy(e, 4-6
-ousie, -ousye, 6 -owsye. 8. 5 iolysye. [a.
OF. gelosie, jalousie (

= Pr. and It. gelosia),i. gelos

JEALOUS : see -Y.] The quality of being jealous.

fL Zeal or vehemence of feeling against some

person or thing ; anger, wrath, indignation. Obs.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 25 )>e gelousy [1382 WYCLIF Wisd. v. 18

ielouste] of Him schal tat armor, & arme be crature to

venge Him on be wickid. 1535 COVERDALE Dent. xxix. 20
His wrath and gelousy shall smoke ouer soch a man. 1611
BIBLE Ps. Ixxix. 5 How long, Lord, wilt thou be angry, for

euer? shall thy ielousie burne like fire? 1649 Bp. REY-
NOLDS Hosea \. 32 The Lord shewing the jealousie of his

Justice.

t 2. Zeal or vehemence of feeling in favour of a

person or thing; devotion, eagerness, anxiety to

serve. Obs.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 165 He hadde a manere
gelozye To hys marchauntes, and lowede hem hartelye.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 170 b/i The luge wyste not who had

wrong for the ialousye of lustyse that he had. Ibid. 442/1
The swete percepcyon of thy precious body whiche by
Ialousye of loue I doo take be to me eschewyng of damp-
nacion. 1365 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 20 This shall the

gelousy of the Lorde of Hostes bringe to passe.

3. Solicitude or anxiety for the preservation or

well-being of something ; vigilance in guarding
a possession from loss or damage.
1387-8, 1526 [see JEALOUS a. 3], 6oi R. JOHNSON Kingd.

fr Cottwtw. (1603) 109 A citie holden by the Genoise, with

great iealousie, by reason of the neighborhoode of the great
Duke. 1639 T. UKI:GIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 160 Of a



JEAMES.
love intirely pure, and .. with a holy jealousie of the pro-
tection of her integrity. 1738 BOLINGBROKE On 1'artics

Ded. 23 There^ is a plain and real Difference between

Jealousy and Distrust. . . Men may be jealous, on Account of
their Liberties, and I think They ought to be so. even when
They have no immediate Distrust that the Persons, who
govern, design to invade them. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,

Aristocracy^^,. (Bohn) II. 83 The jealousy of every class

to guard itself, is a testimony to the reality they have found
in life.

4. The state of mind arising from the suspicion,

apprehension, or knowledge of rivalry : a. in love,
etc. : Fear of being supplanted in the affection, or

distrust of the fidelity, of a beloved person, esp.
a wife, husband, or lover.

1503 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1896 But where pe wyfe
hap gelousye, per beb wrdys grete and hye.

c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints., Laurenfzus 698 J>e feynd. .gert nyme fal In lalusy,
Venand his wyf had mysdone Vith a Bunge knycht. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 441 The fyr of lalousie [v.rr. ielusye,

gelousie, gelesie, lelousie, -sye] vp sterte With Inne his

brest and hente him by the herte. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) IV. 349 For contempte of vice of iolysye. 1535
COVERDALE SongSol. viii. 6 Loue is mightie as the death, and

gelpusy as the hell. 1611 BIBLE Nitm.v. 29 This is the law
of ielousies, when a wife goeth aside to another in stead of
her husband. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 170 F 2 Jealousy is

that Pain which a Man feels from the Apprehension that he
is not equally beloved by the Person whom he entirely loves.

1871 DALE Ten Commandm. ii. 63 Jealousy is but the anger
and pain of injured and insulted Love.

b. in respect of success or advantage : Fear of

losing some good through the rivalry of another;
resentment or ill-will towards another on account

of advantage or superiority, possible or actual, on
his part ; envy, grudge.
c 1425 LYDGATE Assembly ofGods 640 Malyce, Froward-

nes, Gret lelacy. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vm. xiii, There
befelle a lalousye. .betwyxe kynge Marke and sir Tristram,
for they loued bothe one lady. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par. Rom. xi. 30 To folowe your godlynes, though it be but

euen for enuie and malice, as the propertie of them is to be

gyuen to a ialowsye. 1650 SIR R. STAPYLTON Strata's'Low
C. Warres

yi.
21 Lest this warrelike Preparation might beget

a lelousy in the minds of princes, his Majesty satisfied

them by his Ambassadours. a 1715 BORNET Own Time n.

(1724) I. 208 This drew a jealousy on me from the Bishops.

1836 W. IRVING Astoria I. go There were feuds between the

partners themselves, occasioned . .by jealousy of rank. 1870
FREEMAN Norm. Comj. (ed. 2) I . iv. 163 We see traces ofstrong
local diversities, sometimes rising into local jealousies._ 1879
MCCARTHY Own Times II. xxv. 232 [Turkey] reckoning on
the mutual jealousies of the cabinets.

c. In biblical language, attributed to God : see

JEALOUS a. 40, and quot. 1860 below.

1225 Ancr. R. 90 Ich am gelus of be, Sypn, mi leofmon,
mid muche gelusie. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xxxii. 16 They pro-
uoked him to iealousie with strange gods. 1622 DONNE

God, whereby He does not endure the love of His creatures

to be transferred from Him, or divided with Him. Ibid,

373 God's jealousy is twofold. It is an intense love, not

bearing imperfections or unfaithfulness in that which It

loves, and so chastening it ; or not bearing the ill-dealings

of those who would injure what It loves, and so destroying
them.

5. Suspicion ; apprehension of evil ; mistrust.

Now dial, f To have in jealousy : to be sus-

picious of, suspect, mistrust (o6s.~).

ci38s CHAUCER L. G. IV. 722 (Thiste) Maydenys been I-

kept for gclosye Ful streyte lyst they dedyn sum folye.

1523 PACE Let. to Hen. VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. (i72t)

I. App. xi. 22 Against such persons as are had in a jelosie of

revolting. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 24 i Some gelosie

of their affection and favor towardes their kinsmen . . hath

bene conceyued and had against them. 1659 D. PELL Imfir.

Sea. 323 Sailing. . without any mistrust or jealousy of Sands.

1701 J. LOGAN in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 82 Through a

jealousy of the vessel being crank. 1714 C'TESS COVVPER

Diary (1864) 36 He had some little Jealousy,
before he went,

that the fine Lady was Lady Harriet Vere. 1793 SMEATON

EdystoneL. 264 Some suspicion of the Polparra Fishermen,
as having cut away the buoy . . ; a jealousy I should not have

given way to. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xi. 119, I judged
it was beyond the course of nature they could have any

jealousy of where I was.

6. = JALOUSIE.
1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge xviii. 288, I .. peered through

the open jealousies, or blinds, on the scene below.

7. attrik.

1611 BIBLE Num. v. 25 Then the Priest shall take the

ielousie offering out of the womans hand. 1899 S. BUTLER
Sliaks. Sonn. 98 The jealousy series must be dated in the

spring months of 1585-6.

Jeam.es. t a. Obs. form of the personal name

JAMES, b. In mod. use (after Thackeray), a ludi-

crous name for a liveried footman (pron. djfmz).

Hence Jeames-ism nonce-wd., flnnkeyism.
ci6oo NORDEN Spec. Brit., Cornw. Ded., To the most

563

0. 7- jane. taPP- l'lc same as ME. Cent, Jenc,

Jeyne,Jayne,Jane, in OY.Janne(s, mod.F. Genes,

med.L. Janua, Genoa, a city of Italy ; cf. JANE,
a coin of Genoa, and GEANE.]
f 1. = GEANE, Genoa

;
attrib. = GENOESE. Obs.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 262 Cables, .of Jeane
makyng. c 1534 Churchw. Ace. St. Mary Hill, London
(Nichols 1797) 127 A carpet of Jeen makyng. 1607 MARK-
HAM Canal, ii. 59 Some horsmen vse that bytt, which wee
call the Bastonet or leine bytt, which is made with, .great

rough rings, made high like wheeles.

2. A twilled cotton cloth ;
a kind of fustian.

Orig. jene (gt(a)ne, geanes) fustian, shortened to

jeanes , jean, etc. The form Jeans is used in U.S.

1567 in Swayne Sarum Chiirch-iu. Ace. (1896) 113, ij

H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age (1886) 210 Gene fustian. 1580 At
Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 78 White Jennes,

iijs. vjrf. 1612 Honseh. Bits. Ld. W. Hmuard (Beck Dra-

per's Diet.), A quarter of jean for my Ladie's stockins, yt.

1766 W. GORDON Gen. Cowiting-ho. 427, 2 pieces \ yard
wide white jean. 1802 Brookes' Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v.

Leigh, Considerable manufactures, particularly offine jeans.
1862 in Bryant & Gay Hist. U. S. (1880) IV. 531 A million

'ards of jeans, c 1885 Weldon's Pract. Needlemk. IV. 3/1

Executed, .on a ground of white satin jean.

p. 1612 T-wo Noble K. m. v, You most coarse freeze

capacities, Ye jaue judgments [Dyce reads '

jane ']. 1662

Stat. Ireland (1765) II. 407 Fustians caHed janes. 1833
Blackw. Mag. XXXVIII. 164 A new suit of olive jane.

b. //. Garments of this material.

1879 Birmingham Weekly Post 26 Apr. 2/7 The cook, in

his spotless 'jeans,' made the usual enquiry.

C. attrib. and Comb. Made of jean, as jean cap,

coat, trousers, etc. Also Jean-clad, -jacketed adjs.

iSoiT. S. SvKRSplendid Misery II. 141 Habited in. .ajean

grey frock. 1858 LYTTON What Will He do! I. i, 'You
are a keen observer ', said he of the jean cap. 1885 Harper's
Mar. Dec. 132 The jeans-clad mountaineers. Ibid., A
leather belt girded his brown jeans coat.

Jeand(e, jeant(e, obs. ff. GIANT. Jeapard,
obs. f. JEOPARD v. Jear, -e, obs. f. JEEK sb.i

Jeast, obs. f. GIST s/>.
2 and v., JEST si. and v.

1:1567 in His/. Northumbld. (1899) V. 201 In the springe

tyme. .they have ther cattell jeasted in Shilbottell-wood.

Jeat(e, obs. form of JET.

Jeaund(e, jeaunt(e, obs. forms of GIANT.

Jebat, jebbet, jebet, etc., obs. ff. GIBBET.

Jeberd, Jeblet.-obs. ff. JEOPARD, GIBLET.

Jebusite (dje'bizJzsit).
Name of a tribe of

Canaanites, dispossessed of Jerusalem by David.

In 1 7th c., a nickname for Roman Catholics, esp.

Jesuits.
1535 COVERDALE Judg. \. 21 Ye lebusites [WYCLIF lebuse,

lebusei] dwelt amonge the children of Ben lamin at leru-

salem vnto this daye. 1583 FULKE Defence (1843) 568 Your

Jebusites, that must be called 'fathers'. 1604 Svpplic,
Masse-Priests C viij, Henry Sammier a lebusite disguised
in the habit of a souldier. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. % Ac/lit. 213
And proves the King himself a Jebusite.

Hence Jebusite v., Jebnsi tic, -i'tical, -itish a.

1608 A. WILLET Hexapla. Exod. 62 The desperate plot . .

Toothfor Pope in Harp Renfmvshire Ser. 11. (1873) 8 Your

Jebusitish Jesuits. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. ff Acliit. 663 And
suited to the temper of the times, Then groaning under

Jebusitick crimes. 1898 E. S. WALLACE 'Jerusalem \. 20

The Jebusitic occupation was of later date.

Jebytt, obs. form of GIBBET.

Jeeimin, -my, obs. ff. JASMINE, JESSAMY.

t Je'corary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. F. jtcoraire

(Cotgr.), f. L.jecur, jecor- liver : see -ARY.] Be-

longing to the liver ; hepatic.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. I. 14 To Breathe the Jeco-

rary, or Cephalick Vein. Ibid. vi. 181 The place must be

the right jecorary vein.

t Jectiga'tion. Obs. [a. F. jectigation
'

wag-

ging, shrugging
'

(Cotgr.), f. med.L. jectigare, f.

jact-,ject-, ppl. stem of L. jacHre to throw.] A wag-

ging, a tremulous movement.

/hole Body. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Jectigation, a trembling

^ Palpitation felt in the Pulse ofa sick Person. 1855 MAYNE

Expos. Lex., [as a term anciently used]. . : jectigation.

Jectour, variant of JETTER, Obs.

Jedge, variant of JADGE Sc., Obs.

Jee (d2*)> v. Sc. [Origin obscure: cf. GEEW.]
1. intr. To move, to stir ;

to move to one side ;

to move to and fro (quot. 1727).

All Saynts. 1846 THACKERAY (title) The DiaryofC. Jeames
de la Pluche, Esq. 1859 Virgin, xxxvii, Jeames with his

cocked hat and long cane, [is] passing out of the world. 1875

JAS. GRANT One of the
' 600

'

xv, She and her family . .

attended by a tall 'Jeames' in plush. 1883 Athenxum

ij Oct. 459/1
' Students of the social history and manners of

courts 'which seems to be the latest modern euphemism
for

'

Jeames-ism
'

in literature.

Jean (dy'n). Forms: a. 6 ieen, lene,

ga(a)ne, ie'ane, ieyne, ienne, 7 ieine, 7- jean ;

hame when Willie jeed awa.

2. trans. To cause to move, to move ; to move

aside, shift, or displace slightly.

1722 RAMSAY Three Bonnets iv. 224 Wha wi havms jees

his bonnet. 1825-80 JAMIESON, 'Ye're no able to lee it;

You cannot move it. 1838 J. STRUTHERS Poetic f.SiA lassie

, Staw up our stair Syne jee't the door.

Jee, s!>. Sc. [f. prec. vb.]
' A move, motion

(Jam. 1880). On thejee: off the straight, AJEE.

JEER.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXV. 560 You canna gie your head
a jie to the ae side, without [etc.]. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona
xxiii. 276 To set you on thejee.

Jee, adv. and int. a. The verb-stem used ad-

verbially or as an exclamation : see JEE v. i (Sc.).

b. =GEE int., a word of command to a horse.

1785 BURNS Vision I. vii, When click ! the string the snick

did draw ; And jee ! the door gaed to the wa'. 1880 JAMIE-

SON, Jee,jee-tip, a call to a horse to move. 1808 T. HARDY
Wessex Poems 137 Only the creak of the gibbets Or wag-
goner's jee.

Jeel (dgzl), jtf.1 Sc. Variant of GEILL, jelly.
a 1774 FERGUSSON Election Poems (1845) 40 There whang

his creams and jeels Wi' life that day. 18.. Sang, Jenny's
Bawbee (Jam. Suppl.), His suit he press'd sae weel, That

Jenny's heart grew saft as jeel.

So Jeel v. Sc: intr. [F. geler], to set as jelly, to

congeal, to 'jell '.

1896 IAN MACLAREN Kate Carnegie 205 Setting saucers of

black jam upon the window-sill to 'jeel '.

Jeel, J*. 2 / of Man. \M.a.mjceyl,jeeill,jeell,
Ir. cUoghbhail damage, loss, Olr. dlgbail diminu-

tion.] Damage ;
mischief.

1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxiii. 147 We came out to sea

just to help you out of this jeel 1800 Bondman xxii. II.

270 In all this jeel with the girl and the Governor.

Jeer (dgi^), sbl Naut. Forms : 5 iere, 7

ieare, ieere, 7-8 gear, 8-9 geer, jear, 7- jeer.

[Origin unascertained.] Tackle for hoisting and

lowering the lower yards. (Usually in
pl.~)

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 188 Jeres for the Mayne
takell. Ibid. 206 There is employed .. iij hausers of vj

ynch compas for makyng of ij mayne liftes and a mayne
Jere. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 Thereat
harpin
OS.
disi --

comander of a collier at the Jers. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. 34

He was lash'd to the'Main-Geers and drub'd. 1725 DE FOE

Voy. round World (1840) 87, I caused him to be brought
to the gears, with a halter about his neck, and be soundly

whipped. 1762 FALCONER Shif^ur. n. 320 Jears, lifts, and

brails, a seaman each attends, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's
Catcch. 24 How will you reeve the jeers? They are usually
rove with a reeving line, a becket is fitted in one end of the

reeving line, and both ends of the jeers.

b. Comb., as jeer-bitt, -block, -capstan, -pulley.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 203 Jere poleyes vith

a shyver of Brasse. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen

13 A Ieare capsterne is only in great ships to hoyse their

sayles. 1706 PHILLIPS, Jeer, or Jeer-Kope, a piece of

Hawser made fast to the Main-Yard and Fore-Yard in great

Ships, its use being to help to hoise up the Yard. 1768

J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 8 The straps of the fore

jeer blocks breaking, the fore-yard came down. 1867

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Jecr-bitts, those to which the

jeers are fastened and belayed.

Jeer (dgioj), ji. 2 Forms : see JEEK v. [f. next]
1. An act of jeering ;

a derisive speech or utter-

ance
;
a scoff, flout, gibe, taunt.

1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. iv. i, Fitt. Madrigall, a ieere !

Nad. I know. 1642 SLINGSBY Diary (1836) 82 [Lord

his* Master?' 1686 AGLIONBY Painting Illuslr. 145 Half

afraid he had put a Jear upon him, and that he should be

Laughed at. 1729 SWIFT Grand guest, debated 187 But

the Dean, if this secret should come to his ears, Will never

have done with his gibes and his jeers. 1821 BYRON Sardan.

i. ii. 366 With his savage jeers. 1880 SPURGF.ON J.Ploughm.
Pict. 16 A blow is much sooner forgotten than a jeer,

f b. The action of jeering ; mockery, scoffing,

derision. Obs.

1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trail. 388 The statue of

the Sun . . a Spaniard took and gam'd away in a night,

whereupon one said by way of jeer, that he had plaid

away the Sun before he was up. 1676 MARVELL A/;-. Smirke

4 With the utmost extremity of Jeere, Disdain, and Indigna-

tion. 1753 L. M. tr. Z> Boscq's Accompl. Woman I. 228

Socrates was naturally given to jeer and railing.

1 2. Phr. In a jeer, (?) in a huff, in a pet. Obs.

nis omcc, aiiu WCHL luw Mj* * *.j 1-~.- -
-_

and as fondly againe he returned thence upon a sodame.

3. attrib. and Comb.

ave j. iatnv.u ni...i>-.j ---- -- ---- - T

App. Inj. Innoc. (1840) 363 That he may have the benefit

of his own jeer-prayers to himself.

Jeer (dglaj), w. Forms: 6 geare, gyre, gyere,

-7 geere', giere, 7 geer, jear(e, jeere, 7- jeer.

[Origin unascertained : appears c 1550

only be an illiterate corruption of

inadequate to account for the En. verb. A suggestion

that>w may have originated in an ironical use of cheer is

plausible and phonetically feasible (cf. JASS, JAWN), but lies

beyond existing evidence.;] . .

1. intr. To speak or call out m derision or

mockery ; to scoff derisively. Const, at.

1553 [implied in JEERER]. 15*1 [see JEERING ell. sb.l

1577-87
' HOI.INSHED Chron. III. 1146/2 Some papists resorted
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thither to geere at him, some of his friends to mourne

for him 1581 J. HKI.I. H,id ton's Answ. Osor. 264 b, There-

fore this 1'ortingall Poqoill doth giere at Hailclon by w.iy

of mockage. 1590 .SPENSI-.K /'.(?. n. vi. 21 Hut when he saw

her toy and qil)<-',and geare, And pUMtM bonds of modest

merimakc, Her dalliauncc he despis'd. 1607 HIERON Wks.

1 410 Ishmael giereth at Isaac. 1650 FULLER Pisgali H. v.

125 Smile good Reader, but doe not jeer at my curiosity

herein, a 1771 GKAV Char. Christ Crass R<nv, Here Grub-

street Geese presume to joke and jeer. iSSj Spectator 21

May 675/1 The meeting only jeered at him, and he was

unable to make his voice heard.

2. trans. To address or treat with scornful de-

rision ; to deride, flout, openly mock or scoff at.

1590 SHAKS. COM. Err. 11. li. 22 Yea, dost thou ieere &
flow! me in the teeth? 1633 PRYNXE Histrio-m. Ep. Ded.,

Do they not deride and jeare religion? c 1645 BowlLL
Lett. (1650) II. Ixx. 108, I am heer for my good qualities as

yourcosin Fortescue geer'd me not long since. 171* ARBUTH-

Amer. Humorist (Farmer), He never set any type
except in the rush of the last day, and then he would
smpuch all the poetry, and leave the rest to Jeff for the
solid takes.

Jefferisite (d.^e-ftrissit). Min. [Named 1866,
after W. W. Jefferis, of Westchester, Pennsylvania :

see -ITE.] A hydrous silicate of aluminium, iron,
and magnesium, in foliated crystals, like mica, ex-

foliating in a remarkable manner when heated.
1866 Amtr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XL1. 248 Jefferisite, a new

mineral species. 1890 Ibid. Ser. in. XL. 455 The analogies
between kerrite and Jefferisite are perfectly clear.

Jefferaonian. (d.3ef;us<?-nian), a. and sb. U.S.
Hist, and 1'olitics. [f. the name of Thomas Jeffer-
son, President of the United States 1801 to 1809.]
A. adj. Pertaining to President Jefferson, or

holding the political doctrines held by or attri-
buted to him (now called DEMOCRATIC, q.v.).
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 302 A resolute determination

. .not to be driven from the Jeffersonian creed upon Slavery.
1888 BRYCE Amir. Comin-w. II. in. |i. 333 One of these
two parties earned on, under the name of Democrats, the
dogmas and traditions of the Jeffersonian Republicans.
//id. 342 In applying Jeffersonian doctrines the slave-
holders stopped when they came to a black skin.

351 The mob pelted him and jeered him by his assumed
name of King Arthur.

3. (\nas\-trans. To drive (into, out o/,etc., some-

thing) by jeering.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Staffordsh. (1662) in. 47 A Fool

of Mans making, jeered into it by general Dirision. 1677
GILPIN Demoitol. (18671 5 So far from being jeered out of

our religion, that [etc.], a 1810 TANNAHILL/^/. Wks. (1846)
20 I'll jeer my ancient wooer name. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Manch. Strike viii. 88 They would jeer me off the stand.

Jeerer (d3iaT3a). Forms : see JEER v. ; also

6 girar. [f. JEER v. + -EK l.] One who jeers or

calls out in derision ; a mocker, scoffer.

1553 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App..xi. 28 All ar

not gyrers and mockers. 1562 LEIGH Armorie (1597) A iv,

Such gimrs nowe be, who seeming to contemne all thinges,
become themselues a contempt to all men. 1569 FoxE^I.

4- M. (1583) 2105 Henry Smith .. beyng now a foule gierer
and a scornfull scorner of that religion which before he pro-
fessed . . strangled himselfe. 1637 JACKSON Treat. God's

Forewarn. Wks. 1844 VI.
131

He . . doth either jeer our
Saviour or make him to be a jeerer of the sons of affliction.

1837 MAJOR RICHARDSON Brit. Legion iii. (ed. 2) 61 The
grumbler and the jeerer sat side by side upon the road.

Jeering (dgi^'rirj) ,
vbl. sb. [f.

as prec. + -ING '

.]

The action of the verb JEER; the ntterance of

derisive mockery ; scoffing.

1561 Bp. Cox Let. to Parker in Strype Parker n. viii.

(1711) 109 What rejoicing and leering the Adversaries make.
i65 B. JONSON Staple of N. iv. i, Call you this leering !

I can play at this. 1714 RAMSAY Tkroiv the Wood ii,

Their jeering ga'es aft to my heart wi'a knell. 1867 SMILES
Huguenots Eng. ii. (1880) 27 These jeerings of the towns-
folk reached his ears as he passed along the streets.

Jeering, ppl- a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.] That

jeers ; scornfully mocking, derisively scoffing.
1581 J. HELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 258!), Here is no

want of any thing nowe, but of some gyering Gnato, which
may lowt this Thraso out of hys paynted coat. 1593

'

SHAKS. Liter. 1812 Esteemed . . As seelie ieering idiots are I

with Kings. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. i. ii, Such
'

petulant, geering gamsters that can spare No. .subject from
j

their jest. 176* LLOYD Hare <$ Tort. Poems 37 Friend 1

tortoise, quoth the jeering hare, Your burthen's more than
you can Dear. 1828 CARLYLE Misc., Goethe (1872) II. 198
Even in these trivial, jeering, withered, unbelieving days,

Jeeringly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a jeer-

ing manner ;
in the way of scornful derision.

1637 LAUD Sp. Star-Chamber 14 June 56 The King and
his Chappell are most jeeringly and with scorne abused.

1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) III. liv. 76 He jeer-

ingly advises him not to be too much cast down.

t Jee-ry, a. Obs. rare. [f. JEER sb? + -Y.] Of
the nature of a jeer ; scornfully derisive.
1606 DEKKER Seven Sinnes vn. (Arb.) 44 The Courtiers

giues you an open scoffe, ye clown a secret mock, the Cittizen
.. a teery frump.

Jeet, obs. form of JET.
Jeff (djefl, ji. Circus slang. A rope.
1854 DICKENS .Hard T. vi, Tight-Jeff or Slack-Jeff, it

don't much signify ; it's only tight-rope and slack-rope.

Jeff, v. Printers' slang. intr.
' To throw or

gamble with quadrats as with dice
'

(Jacobi
Printers'' Vocab. 1888).
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B. s!>. A supporter or follower of Jefferson ; an

adherent of the political doctrines held by or attri-

buted to him ; a Democrat.
1880 Libr. Univ. Knmul. (N. Y.) I. 91 The Jeffersonians

were eager for discriminations against England. 1888 BKYCK
Amer. Commw. II. in. liii. 326 The Jeffersonians had more
faith in the masses and in leaving things alone, together
with less respect for authority.

Hence Jefferso'nianism, the political doctrines

held by or attributed to Jefferson.
1876 H. C. LODGE in N. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 137 Ulti-

mately Jeffersonianism must have prevailed, but at the
time of its actual triumph it came too soon.

Jeffersonite (d^e'faisanait). Min. [Named
1822, after President Jefferson : see prec. and -ITE.]
A greenish-black variety of pyroxene, containing
some zinc and manganese.
1822 Amer. Jrnl, Sc. V. 402 Jeffersonite .. has a great

resemblance to pyroxene. 1852 SHEPARD Min. 199 Jeffer-
sonite . .abounds in iron and manganese.

Jeg (dj5eg)- [With sense I cf. JACK sb?- 30;
with 2 cf. jedge, JADGE.]
(1. = JACK ji.l 30, a young pike. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Lanceron, a leg, or lacke ; a Pickerel! thats

about a foot long. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ix. (1737)

246 [in a list of fish, shell-fish, etc.] Jegs.
2. (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Jeg, a templet or gage .. for

verifying shapes of parts in gun and gun-stock making.
t Je-gget. Obs. rare~ .

1736 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet., A jegget [sausage], Tucetiun.

Jegotte, obs. form of GIGOT 1.

Jehad : see JIHAD, a Mohammedan religionswar.

Je-ho, var. of GEE-HO : in quot. used as sb.

1731 ? ARBUTHNOT Ace. Ginglicutt's Treat. Scolding
Ancients 25 Like the Je-ho to loitering Horses.

;. Jehovah (dz/h<?u-Va). [The English and
common European representation, since the i6th c.,

of the Hebrew divine name HliT. This word (the
' sacred tetragrammaton ') having come to be con-

sidered by the Jews too sacred for utterance, was

pointed in the O.T. by the Masoretes, iliiT, with

the vowels
'

(
=

a), o, a, of 'OVlN (tidondi), as a

direction to the reader to substitute ADONAI for the
'
ineffable name '

; which is actually done by Jerome
in the Vulgate translation of Exodus vi. 3, and
hence by Wyclif. Students of Hebrew at the Re-
vival of Letters took these vowels as those of the

word nin' (IHUH, JHVH) itself, which was

accordingly transliterated in Latin spelling as

IeHoVa(H), i.e. Ithoua,(h. It is now held that

the original name was IaHUe(H), \.z.Jahve(h, or

with the English values of the letters, Yahwe(h,
and one or other of these forms is now generally
used by writers upon the religion of the Hebrews.
The word has generally been understood to be a

derivative of the verb nin hawali to be, to exist,

as if
' he that is ',

' the self-existent ', or ' the one
ever coming into manifestation

'

; this origin is now

disputed, but no conjectured derivation which has

been substituted has found general acceptance.
The following is cited as the first use of the form lehoua

(Jehova) :

1516 P. GALATINUS De A rcanis Cath. Veritfitis n. If. xlviij,
Non fuiw h quatuor litere, ni~P si, ut punctate, sunt,

legantr, loua reddunt : sed (ut ip optime nosti) lehoua
efficiunt.]

The principal and personal name of God in the

Old Testament ; in English versions usually repre-
sented by

' the LORD '. Hence in modern Chris-

tian use, =God, the Almighty.
1530 TINDALE Exod. vi. 3, I appeared vnto Abraham Isaac

and lacob an allmightie God : but in my name lehouah
[ WyclifAdonayJ was I not knowne vnto them. 1539 BIBLE
(Great) Ps. Ixxxiii. 18 They shall know that thou (whose name
is lehoua) art only the most hyest ouer all the earth. 1600
HEYWOOD Edia. IV, Author to Bk. 24 If then the world a
theater present . . In which lehove does as spectator sit. 1667
MILTON /'. L. vn. 602 Great are thy works, Jehovah, infinite

Thy power. 1738 POPE Univ. Prayer 4 Father of All ! in

ev'ry Age, In ev'ry Clime ador'd, By Saint, by Savage, and
by Sage, Jehovah, Jove, or Lord ! 1821 BYRON Cain I. i,

All hail ! Jehovah, with returning light, all hail ! x86o
PUSEY Min. Propk. 77 It is better to own ignorance, how
this Name of God is pronounced, than to use the name
Jehovah, which is certainly wrong, or any other, which can
only be conjectural

ft. Examples of recent forms of the word.
1869 J. E. CARPENTER tr. Eiuald's Hist. Israel II. 130

Jahveh alone was the true defence. 1891 MONTEFJORE Hib-
bert Lect. 45 Yahveh, to the Israelite, was emphatically the
God of Right 1899 R. H. CHARLES Eschatol., Het., Jew.
ft Chr. 8 As the natural God, Yahwe was the invisible Head
of the nation.

Hence \ Jeho vian, Jeho vie adjs., of or per-

taining to Jehovah, f Jeno-vism, the relation of

Jehovah to his people and church.
i8u C. WELLS Stories after Nature (1891) 218 His in-

veteracy of purpose was in its depth Satanic, as a saint's is

Jehovian. 187* D. BROWN Life John Duncan xi. 228 On this

Jehovism Mr. Duncan would at times wax grand. 1884 G. F.
PENTECOST Out ofEgypt iii. 46 As He announced the un-
speakable Jehovic name, he at the same time interpreted it.

Jehovist (d^/h^u-vist .
[f. JEHOV(AH + -Wr.j

JEJUNE.

fl. One who holds that the vowel-points annexed
to the word Jehovah in Hebrew represent the actual

vowels of the word ; opposed to ADONIST. Obs.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Suj>p. s.v. Adonists, Adonists stands

opposed to Jehovists [see also ADONIST].
2. A name applied by Hebraists to the author

(or authors) of those non-Deuteronomic parts of the
Hexateuch in which the divine name is the word
mrv, rendered '

Jehovah
'

; opposed to ELOHIST.
Now more usually JAHVIST or Yakwist, in accordance

with more recent notions as to the form of the name.
1844 M. STUART O. T. Canon (1849) 3. 50 The Jehovist

(proh pudor ! to form such a sacrilegious appellation) i. e.

the one who employs Jehovah [to designate tne Godhead].
1856 DAVIDSON Home's Introd. 1 1. 598 A twofold tradition
seems to have been worked up by the Jehovist [in Gen.
xxxvii. 23-30]. 1861 Introd. to O. T. I. 30 In biographies
the difference between the Elohist and Jehovist is remark-
able. 1885 tr. Wellhausen's Hist. Israel 333 With the Jeho-
vist also the genealogy underlies the narrative as its skeleton.

Hence Jehovi'stic a., of or pertaining to the

Jehovist or Jehovists, characterized by the use of
the name 'Jehovah'; also (rarely) pertaining to

the religion of Jehovah. In both senses more-

recent writers use JAHVISTIO (or Yahwistic).
1841 RYLAND Hengstenberg OH Penlat. (1847) ' 335 No

instance occurs in this chapter [Gen. xii.] where, even in the

Jehovistic connection, Elohim is required. 1856 DAVIDSON

Hornets Introd. II. 623 A plan can be discovered in the

Jehovistic as well as in the Elohistic document. 1885 tr.

Wellhausen in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 506/1 The second
Elohist is preserved only in extracts embodied in the

Jehovistic book. 1885 tr. Wellhausen's Hist. Israel 91 Not
only in the Jehovistic but also in the Deuteronomic legisla-
tion the festivals rest upon agriculture.

Jelm(d32'hi). humorous. [In allusion to 2 Kings
ix. 20 ' the driving is like the driving of Jehu the

son of Nimshi, for he driveth furiously '.] a. A
fast or furious driver, b. A driver, a coachman.
i68a DRYDEN Medal 119 But this new Jehu spurs the hot-

mouth'd horse. 1682 S. PORDAGE Medal Rev. 124 And if

these Jehu's who so fiercely drive, In their sinister Arts

S'oceed
and thrive. 1694 CONGREVE Double-Dealer in. iii,

ur Jehu was a hackney-coachman When my lord took him.

1759 GOLDSM. Bee No. 5 (Reverie}, He assured the Coach-
man that, .his baggage, .was perfectly light. But Jehu was
inflexible. 1826 Sporting Mag. XVII. 243 'Team' and
*

Drag
'

are terms very generally made use of by Gentlemen
Jehus. 1877 M- M. GRANT Sun-Maid ii, He admired Gil-

bert as a Jehu.
C. attrib. and Comb.

1755 Man xxxiii. 2 There came behind me a Jehu driver
of a phaeton. 1830 N. S. WHEATON Jrnl. 338 He manages
his fiery steeds in a very Jehu-like style.

Hence Je'hu v., to drive (trans, and intr.).
1822 GALT Sir A. Wyjie II. viii. 77 Miss Julia and Mr.

Mordaunt jehuing awa in a chaise and four. 1825 Examiner
266/2 He himself was Jehu-ing this four-wheeled carriage.

Jehup v. : see GEE-UP. Jeig, obs. Sc. f. JIG.

Jeine, obs. form of JEAN.
Jeistiecor (dgfstik/j). Scotch form of JUSTAU-

COBPS, a close-fitting garment : cf. CHESTICORE.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy vi, It's a sight for sair een to see a

gold-laced Jeistiecor in the Ha' garden sae late at e'en.

Jeit, obs. Sc. form of JET.

Jejunal (djz'idszJ-nal), a. [f. JEJUN-UM + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to the jejunum.
1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897 AllbutfsSyst. Med. III. 8:9

Jejunal intussusceptions.

t Jejuna'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. jejunation-
cm (Tertull.), n. of action from jejftnare to fast.]

Pasting, abstinence from food.

1623 COCKERAM, leiunation, fasting. 1632 LITHGOW Trav.
x. .145 Restrained to a relenting ieiunation. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Jejuna'tor. rare, [late L., agent-n. homjejti-
ndre to fast.] A faster.

1858 Earnest Exhort. Chr. Unity v. 400 The recipients of
the jej unator's acts of bounty.

Jejune (dgZ|d,5
-

n), a. [ad. ~L.jejiin-us fasting.]

1 1. Without food , fasting ; hungry. Obs.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheotn. n. ii. 2 (1622) 199 When their

Bellies are distended, and full ; yet their appetites are

ieiune, and emptie. 1670 J. BKALE in Phil. Trans. V. 1162
Poor and jejune people, who are accustomed to drinks
almost as weak as water, a 1754 J. M eLAURlN Serm. fy

ss. (1755) 156 That cold, jejune, lifeless frame.

2. Deficient in nourishing or substantial (physi-

cal) qualities; thin, attenuated, scanty; meagre,

unsatisfying; (of land) poor, barren.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. HI. xxi. 162 Jejune or

limpid water, and nearer the simplicity of its Element.

(21651 J. SMITH Scl. Disc. v. 146 Those jejune and insipid
morsels. 1696 WHISTON The, Earth, iv. (1722) 352 They
might never see such a Poor, Jejune, and Degenerate State

of the Vegetable Kingdom. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder I. 54
Not from the sable ground expect success, Nor from cre-

taceous, stubborn and jejune. i833j. RENNIE^^A. Angling
5 That they [fish] are best pleased with such jejune diet

may easily be confuted.

3. Unsatisfying to the mind or soul ; dull, flat,

insipid, bald, dry, uninteresting; meagre, scanty,

thin, poor ; wanting in substance or solidity. Said

of thought, feeling, action, etc., and esf. of speech
or writing ; also trans/, of the speaker or writer.

(The prevailing sense.)

1615 [implied in JEJUNELY]. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul
ll. iii. l. xiii, Jejune exilities, a 165* J. SMITH Set. Disc.

ii. 41 A forced and jejune cle\otion, void of inward life and
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love. 1656-63 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos. s.v., When we say
of an Oration, Sermon, or any Discourse, that it is Jejune,
we mean Sorry, paltry, and very dangerous stuff. 1671
R. BOHUN Wind 49 Have employed so much time in sucli

empty and jejune speculations, c 1705 BERKELEY CoJinn.-pt.
Bk. Wks. 1871 IV. 478 The short jejune way in mat he-

. -ii .. j *_ i f*
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I. 395 The chroniclers of those times are few and jejune.

f4. Jejune gut : = JEJUNUM. Obs.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5\ Jejune Gut, the second of the small

Guts, so called, because it is frequently empty.

Jejunely (dae'idgS-nli), adv. [f. prec. -t- -LY-.]
In a jejune manner

; meagrely, insipidly.
1615 SIR E. HOBY Curry-Combe ii. 100 The Knight saw

how leiunely his Aduersary pleaded for Purgatory. 1665
BOYLE New Exp. Cold Pref., Wks. 1772 II. 475 Other
learned writers .. have handled it exceedingly jejunely. 1805
SYD. SMITH Elem. Sk. Mor. Philos. (1850) 170. 1850 SIR
H. TAYLOR Sicil. Summer I. ii, And teach us, not jejunely
what we are, But what we may be when the Parian block
Yields to the hand of Phidias.

Jejuneness (dgz'id.^JTiines). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being jejune.
1. Deficiency of (physical) substance; thinness,

meagreness, attenuation.
1626 BACON Sy_h>a 799 The leiunenesse or extreme Com-

minution of Spirits. 1703 A rt Vintners fy Wine-Coopers 5
The grand and proxim Cause seems to be their Jejuneness
and poverty of Spirits.

2. Emptiness of interest or intellectually satis-

fying quality ; baldness, meagreness, poverty.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vin. i. 41 Many much admiring

the jejunenesse of his discourse. 1796 BURKE Let. to Noble
Lord Wks. VIII. 48 The Jejuneness and penury of our

municipal law. 1886 STUBBS Lect. Hist. xv. 339 The pages
of the annalist, where there are any, are so dull that we
scarcely complain of their Jejuneness.

Jeju-nery* nonce-tad, [f. JEJUNE + -EKV.]

Fasting ; jejune writing.
1846 LANDOR Wks. II. 157/2 For thes<? forty good verses

you will pardon,
'

After forty days' fasting had remained '.

..Very much like the progress of Milton himself in this

jejunery.

Jejunity (dgz'idj/J'niti). [ad. L. jejunitas

emptiness of stomach, fasting, meagreness, f. jejii-
nus JEJUNE.] = JEJUNENESS.
1623 COCKERAM, leiunitie, barrennesse, or slendernesse of

stile. 1719 BENTLEY Papist., to S. Clarke 18 Nov., Pray
extend your Spartan Jejunity to the length of a competent
letter. 1891 Sat. Rev. 5 Dec. 641/1 Criticism, .exempt from

impertinence and from servility, from Jejunity and from

fronde.

JejnnO- (djz'idgtt'no), used as combining form

of JEJUNUM, as in jeju no-duode'nal a., belonging
to the jejunum and the duodenum.
1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 591 The jejuno-duodenal

orifice is narrowed.

II Jejunum (Ay\&yi'Kom). Anat. Also 6 ieiu-

nium. [Mediaeval application of L. jejunum,
neuter of jejunus JEJUNE a. (sc. intcstinum}. So
F. jejunum (1541 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
The second part of the small intestine, between

the duodenum and ileum, the limits of which,
where it passes into the ileum, are ill-defined.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xlii. (1495) 158 The
seconde subtyll gutte in latyn is callyd ieiunium to vnder-

stonde in englyssh, fastynge, for he is alwaye voyde of mete
and drynke, that gutte putteth of al thynges fro it selfe, and
holdith no thynge to his owne fedynge.] 1541 R. COPLAND

Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. H iv, After this is the gut that

hyght Ieiunium, bycause it is alwayes emptye for the greate

multytude ofmesserayke veynes that be aboute it contynually

suckynge it, 1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2302 The cxcum . .

red coloured like the jejunum in a Man. 1831 R. KNOX
Cloquet's Anat. 613 The jejunum occupies the two upper
fifths of the small intestine, and the ileum the rest of its

extent. It is easy enough to see that such a division is

arbitrary and has no sufficient foundation.

II Jelab (d^e-lab). Also jelib, jellab. [ad.

Arab. <_>Ui. jilydb a tunic.] A hooded cloak

worn in Morocco.
1849 w - s - MAYO Kaloolah (1850) 170 The jelib, the

haick, the barnouse and kaftan. 1889 HALL CAINE Scape-

goat (1891) I. Introd. 17 His dress was hardly less brilliant

a chocolate jellab over a kaftan of several colours.

Jelacy, jelesye, obs. forms of JEALOUSY.
Jelenoure, obs. form of GILLYFLOWER.

II Jelick (dge-lik, prop, ye-lek). Also jelliok.

[Turkish e)Ju yelek waistcoat.] A vest or bodice

worn by Turkish women.
1816 R. TULLY Narr. 10 Yrs.' Resid. Tripoli 31 Over it

[her chemise] she wore a gold and silver tissue jelick, with
coral and pearl buttons, set quite close together down the

front. 1821 BYRON Juan HI. Ixx, Of all the dresses I select

Haidee's : She wore two jelicks one was of pale yellow ; . .

With buttons form'd of pearls as large as peas All gold and
crimson shone her jelick's fellow.

Jelious, jelius, obs. forms of JEALOUS.
Jell (dgel), v. U.S. colloq. [Back-formation
from JELLY rf.] intr. To become a jelly; to

congeal or jelly.

1830-40 [Remembered by F. Hall]. 1874 Miss ALCOTT
Little Women Wedded v, She reboiled, resugared, and

restrained, but that dreadful stuff wouldn't./?//. 1879 Scrib-

ner's Mag. XIX. 823/1 One of the grayest questions in the

domestic economy, whether the jelly will 'jell'.

Jellettite (d^e-letsit). Min. [Named 1853
after Rev. Prof. Jellett of Dublin : see -ITB.] A
green variety of lime-iron garnet.
1853 APJOHN |n friil. Geol. Sac,, Dublin V. 120 This

mineral, which is undoubtedly new, it is proposed to call

Jellettite, after the distinguished mathematician through
whose means it has been made the subject of chemical and

mineralo^ical examination. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 269
Jelletite is green garnet, light or dark, and yellowish-green,
from the moraine of the Findel glacier near Zermatt.

Jellico (d5e*Hk<?). Also jeelyco. Corruption
of ANGELICA

; applied also to another umbelli-
ferous plant, Sium helenianum^ of St. Helena.
1853 JOHNSTON Bot. E. Bord. 86 Angelica, sylvestris.

Jeelyco : Ground-Ash. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.
t

Jeelico, Angelica sylvestris. 1884 MILLER Plant'ti.^ 'Jel-
lico', of St. Helena, Stum helenianum.

Jellied (dge-lid), a.
[f. JELLY sb. and v. + -ED,]

1. Turned into jelly ; brought to, or having, the

consistence of jelly ; congealed, coagulated.
1503 NASHE Christ's '/'. (1613) 61 Slimy flood-gates for

thicke iellied gore to sluce out by. 1601 [? MARSTON]
Pasquil $ Kath. \\\. 185 Thou'lt serue to make him gellide
broaths. 1710 T. FULLER Pkarm. Extewp. 13 Hydropic
Ale . . melting down the gelly'd Lympha. 1819 SHELLEY
Cetict iv. iii, My breath Comes . . lighter, and the jellied
blood Runs freely thro' my veins.

*)
2. Flavoured with jelly, sweet. Obs.

a 1658 CLEVELAND Poems (1677) 6 Now to the melting Kiss
that sips The Jellied Philtre of her Lips ; So Sweet there is

no Tongue can prays't.

Jellify (dse-lifai), v. Alsojellyfy. [See -jr.]
1. irons. To convert into jelly ; to reduce to the

consistence of jelly.
1806 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 374 My solids seem to be

jellified by so much shaking. 1866 BLACKMORE Cr. Noivell
Ivii. (1883) 396 A little snake, semi-transparent and jellified.

2. intr. To become or turn into a jelly.
1880 Miss BIRD Japan II. 201 Soap jellyfies, ink turns

mouldy.
Hence Je-llified ///. a. ; also Je llifica'tion, the

action of '

jellifying '.

1864 SALA in Daily Tel. i Nov., A bundle of jellyfied
seaweed. 1881 Sat, Rev. 24 Sept. 383/2 In process of

jellification. 1883 Hardline/is Photogr. Client, (ed. Taylor)
374 The washing of the jellified emulsion to remove from it

the crystallizable salts.

Jellily, adv. : see after JELLY a.

Jelloid. [f. JELLY : see -om.] A preparation
of some drug in gelatine ; a gelatine tabloid.

iS&AlliiitfsSyst. Med. V. 514 Little lozenges containing
iron, called

'

jelloids '.

Jellop, Jelloped : see JOLLOP, JOLLOPED.

Jelly (dz,e-li), so. Forms : 4 geli, 5 gelle, 5-6
gele, gely(e, iely, 5-9 gelly, 6 gelley, (chely,

gelu), 6-7 gellie, -ye, iellie, 7- jelly. [ME.
geli, a. T.geUe frost, also (141(1 c. in Littre) jelly

: L. geldta frozen, congealed, pa. pple. of gclare
to freeze, used subst. in Romanic : see -ADE.]
1. An article of food, consisting chiefly of gelatin,

obtained from various animal tissues, as skin,

tendons, bones, etc., by boiling and subsequent

cooling, having a characteristic toft stiff homo-

geneous consistence, and usually semitransparent.

Also, in later use, a preparation of the juice of

fruit, or other vegetable substances, thickened into

a similar consistence.

1393 [see jelly.cloth in 4]. 14. . LYDC. Hors
t Shcpe, S- G.

(Roxb.) 19 Of the shepe .. Of whos hede boylled .. Ther
Cometh a gely [MS. Lamb. 306 Iely] and an oynement.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 25 Gelye de chare. Ibid. 26 Gelye
de Fysshe . . Do as |>ou declyst be bat o^er Gelye. 1523
FITZHERB. Ihisb. 44 Tyll it begyn to waxe thycke lyke a

gelly. 1525-6 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) I. 252 note,
All honest manner and good order, ..in wine, brawn, chely,
or other vitails. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, Sob,

Spices, fruites, ielies, and banket viandes. 1602 PLAT De-

lights (1605! 58 A white gelly of Almonds. 1657 R. LIGON
tiarbadoes (1673) 37 Jelly which we make of the flesh of

young pigs, calves feet, and a cock. 1732 ARBUTHNOT
Rules ofDiet i. in Aliments, etc. 249 The Jelly or Juice of

Red Cabbage, bak'd in an Oven. Ibid. 252 Robs and Gel-

lies of Garden Fruits, c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 179 She
desired some thick jelly made from chickens . . to be served up.

tb. The substance GELATIN, which forms the

basis of animal jellies. Obs.
1800 tr. Lagrange'sChem. II. 414 A mucous matter, exceed-

ingly soluble in warm water, which is known under the

name of Jelly. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters 13 Animal

gelly which is easy of solution. 1839 G. BIRD Nat. Phil.

373 JeMy solutions of gum, and albuminous fluids, allowed
to evaporate spontaneously, so as to leave an indurated

mass. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Jelly, common name for

the substance gelatine.

2. gen. Anything of the consistence of jelly ;
a

gelatinous substance of any kind.

c 1600 DONNE Progr. Soul xxiii, A female fishes sandie

Roe With the males ielly newly lev'ned was. 1605 TIMME
Qversit. HI. 178 Take of . . the ielly or sperme of frogges,
which is to be found in standing waters. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
ill. vii. 83 Ser.'My Lord, you haueone eye left.. .Corn. Lest

it see more, preuent it
; Out vilde gelly. 1631 MASSINGER

Beleevc as you list in. ix, How my jelly quakes ! 1673
RAY Journ. Low C. 121 One would verily have thought,
that . . Stone had been broken or bruised whilst a Gelly . .

and so hardened. 1676 D'URKEY Mad. Fickle n. i. (1677) '4.

I could have beaten the Woman into a Jelly. 1793 BED-

DOES Matk. Evid. 124 Those masses of animated jelly,

which one sees at times scattered along the sea shore. 1^46

JELLY.
G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Clieni. II. 203 The pus be-

comes so viscid as to form a tenacious jelly.

Jig. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Gtrvt. Eng. 'II. xl. (1739) 178

Lordship, once bringing therewith both Authority and
Power unto Kings, . . in these latter days is become a mere

Jelly.
b. spec. Applied to the alga Nostoc, which ap-

pears as a jelly-like mass on dry soil after rain, and
was popularly supposed to be the remains of a fallen
' star

'

or meteor.
rt 1641 SUCKLING Poems, Farew. to Love, As he whose

quicker eye doth trace A false star shot to a mark't place
Do's run apace, And thinking it to catch, A gelly up do's

snatch. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exe>uf>. i. Prelim. Exhort.
F 7 Stand staring upon a Meteor or an inflamed gelly. 1656
H. MORE Enthus. Tri. 45 That the Slarres eat, . . that those

falling Starres, as some call them, which are found on the
earth in the form of a trembling gelly, are their excrement.

1678-9 DRYDEN & LEE CEdipus 11. i, The shooting stars end
all in purple jellies. 1679 DKYDEN Sp. Friar Ded., When
I had taken up what 1 supposed a fallen star, I found I had
been cozened with a jelly. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol in.

s, A Jelly co
Earth. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 424 The Winter Mew
266 Like that falling

jelly. 174
Meteor, there she lies, A cold on

. . The gelatinous substance, known by the name of Star

Shotj or Star Gelly, owes its origin to this bird, . . being
nothing but the half digested remains of earth-worms, on
which these birds feed. [1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs'
Bot. 215 Nostoc.. consists, when mature, of a large number
of moniliform threads . . imbedded in a glutinous jelly, and
thus united into colonies.]

c. A jelly-fish.
1882 Harper's Mag. Jan. 181/1 One of these large jellies

was observed . . moving lazily along, its disk encircled by a
halo twenty-feet in diameter, while the train of gleaming
tentacles stretched away two hundred feet or more.

d. A mixture of gelatin and glycerin used for

mounting microscopic objects.
1856 CARPENTER Microscope 246 This Composition, when

cold, forms a very stiff jelly. Ibid. (1891)443 When used,
the jelly must be liquified by gentle warmth, and it is useful

to warm both the slide and the cover-glass previous to

mounting.
3. ellipt. A jelly-glass. (Cf. a salt.}

1709 Lontl. Gaz. No. 4595/4 There is lately brought over a

great Parcel of . . German Cut and Carv'd Glasses, viz.

Jellies, Wine and Water Tumblers [etc.].

4. attrib. and Comb., as jelly-broth, -dish, -glass,

-mould, -pot ; jelly-like adj. ; f jelly-blood, clotted

blood (obs.} ; jelly-cloth, a cloth for straining

jelly ; jelly-dog (slang}, a harrier (so called from

being used to hunt hares, which are eaten with

currant jelly) ; hence jelly-dogging, hunting with

harriers; jelly-lichen, a lichen of gelatinous tex-

ture, such as Colleina ; jelly-nut (see qnot.); jelly-

plant, an Australian seaweed: see quot. 1866;

t jelly-poke = JELLY-BAG.
1583 STANYHURST jEneis iv. (Arb.) 120 Thee blackned

"gellyeblud, hardning, Shee skums with napkins. 1590
SPENSER /''. O. ni- iv. 40 They softly wipt away the gelly
blood From tV orifice, a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1669) 156
Make a very good "gelly-broth of Mutton. 1393 Earl
Derby's Exp. (Camden) 234 Et pro iij. vergis tele pro j

"gelicloth, xviijj. c 1480 Guild Ace. in Blades Caxton
(1882) 79, ix dosen *gely dishes. 1897 W. E. NORRIS
Marietta's Marriage 4 We have no hounds hereabouts,

except the "jelly-dogs. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pig-

sticking 20 You . . would prefer a gallop with the Quorn . . to

a day's
'

"jelly dogging '. 1738 STUART in Phil. Trans. XL.
8 A wine or *jelly glass, or any such vessel tapering towards
the bottom. 1774 GOLDS_M. Nat. Hist. (1818) IV. 361
ttudded with little "jelly-like drops. 1835-6 TODD Cycl.

nd a

jelly. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The Traiies 361 The cocoanuts
arc called

'

"jelly-nuts
'

before the flesh is ripe and has

hardened, and while it still can be scraped off in the form of

a delicious thin pulp. 1866 Trcas. Hot. 473/1 Eucheuma

sfeciosnm^ is the "Jelly-plant of Australia, and is one of the

Lest species for making jelly, size, cement, etc. 15x6-17
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surteesl 106 Pro una uln. panni lanei

pro le "gelypoke, Sif. c 1865 G. GORE in Circ. Sc. I. 233/1
Coat the inside of a glass jar or earthen "jelly-pot with wax.

Jelly (dge'li), a. Sc. Now rare. Also 6-8

gelly. [Origin unknown : the sense agrees fairly

with some of the uses of JOLLY ;
but the phonetic

change which this would involve has no parallel.]

Good, worthy, excellent ; having a high opinion
of oneself, proud, haughty.
c 1560-73 [see GELLY]. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. I. 7 The woddes selfes . . are verie jocund and
jellie,

and gif we my* speik it, in a maner peirles in pleisour.

1638 A. CANT Serm. in Kerr Covenants
ft-

Covenanters

Jamie % Bess I. i, The Provost o' the Town, A jelly man, well

worthy of a crown. 1828 Courteous Knt. in Whitelaw Bk.

Sc. Ballads (1875) 163 'Leave off your pride jelly Janet',
he said. 'Use it not ony mair'. 1871 W. ALEXANDER

Johnny Gibtx\. (1873) 226 An aunt o' the bride's was there to

welcome the fowk ; a richt jellie wife in a close mutch.

Hence Je'llily adv., worthily, excellently.
18. . Bonny Bce-ho'tn in Jamieson's Popular Ball. (1806) I.

i8q And jellily dance the damsels, Blythe-blinkin' in your ee.

Jelly (d.?e-li), v. [f. JELLY sb.}

1. intr. To come to the consistence of jelly ;
to

'
set

'
as jelly ; to congeal, solidify, coagulate.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 354 It will neuer iellie and grow
to any thick consistence in Summer, vnlesse there be wax

put into it. 1750 E. SMITH Compl. Housew. (ed. 14) 201

You may know by setting some in a spoon to try if it will



JELLY-BAG.

jelly. 1770 HEWSON in Phil. Trans. LX. 376 The blood ..

very soon jellies or coagulates. 1811-34 Good 's Study Med
(ed. 4 IV. 308 The secreted fluid..commonly, .jellies upon
exposure to heat.

2. trans. To convert into jelly ; to cause to ' set
'

or coagulate ; to reduce to the consistence of jelly.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 334 A Hue Wolfe sodden in oile

til the said oile be gellied to the height or consistence of a

cerot. 1770 HEWSON in Phil. Trans. LX. 374 In a few
minutes thtf whole will be jellied or coagulated. 1876 G.

MACDONALD in Macm. Map. XXXIV. 351 They, jellied

with fear, have uttered no challenge.

Hence Je'llying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1673 MARVELL Afpleton Ho., The jellying stream com-

pacts below, aiftyj AUBREY Nat. Hist. Surrey (1719) II.

194 The Jellying of some Parts of the Earth in Ai/ua
b'ortis. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. $ Cure Dis. \. ii. 75 The jelly-

ing of fruits.

Je'lly-bajf. A bag for straining jelly through.
i6o PLAT Delights (16051 $ 28 Let it run through a gelly

baggie
into a bason. 1750 JOHNSON RawblerNo. 51 P 15

She is pressing the jelly-bag or airing the Store-room. 1806
Ctttina 114 Run it through a jelly-bag.

Je-llydom. nonce-wd. [See -noM.] A state

of jelly ; gelatinous condition.

1877 J.
HAWTHORNE Garth I. u. vi. 47 He advanced from

infant jellydom to the solid flesh of babyhood.

Je-Uy-fish.
1 1. An oceanic fish of the genus Plagyodus or

Alepisaurus, family Scopelidse. Obs.

1707 W. FUNNELL Voy. Kmnd World 8 The Jelly-fish
was about fourteen Inches long .. with a very sharp set of
Teeth. ..That part of him which is without small spots, is a
perfect green Jelly, whence he was called by us a Jelly-fish.
2. The popular name of various acalephs, medu-

sas, or sea-nettles, from their gelatinous structure.

1841 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XXI. 1013 Acalephae. -Sea-
jellies.. .Jetly-Fish ; Sea-Blubbers. 1861 J.R.GREENE Man.
Anitn. Kittgd., Cxlent. 127 The large 'jelly-fishes' which,
during summer and autumn, occur so abundantly in our
seas, are, with few exceptions, the reproductive zooids of
Aurtlia, Cyanea, and Chrysaora. 1873 MIVART Elem.
Anat. i. 9 More than 99 per cent of water enters into the
total composition of a Jelly fish.

b. fig. A person of 'flabby' character, or deficient
in energy, steadfastness, or

' backbone '.

1883 PH. S. ROBINSON Sinners
<J- Saints i. ii Chicago

is nearly terrific. . , Its astonishing resurrection from its ashes
and its tremendous energy terrify jelly-fishes like myself.

O. attrib., usually infig. sense.

1889 Catholic News 16 Nov. 3/2 Language is at first in the
Jelly-fish condition. 1891 Daily News 5 Nov. 5/4 We have
. . thousands of jellyfish sermons preached every year.
Jelopher, obs. form of GILLYFLOWER.
Jelose, -ous, -osy, etc., obs. ff. JEALOUS, -OUSY.
Jelot, obs. variant of GILLOT. (Cf. JILLET.)
c 1550 C. BARNSLEV Treat, agst. Woman, For a stewde

strumpet can not so soone gette up a light lewde fashyon,But evcrye wanton lelot wylle lyke it well, and catche it up
anon. Ibid., Ducke, lelot, ducke pretye minions.

Jelsomine, obs. variant of JASMINE.
Jeltron, variant of SHELTBON, shelter, Obs.

tJelyf. Alsogeliffe. Obs. A false form of the
word JELLY found in I5~i6th c., pern, in imitation

oijolif, archaic form ofjolly,
c 1450 Songs 4 Carols (1856) 76, I have a jelyf of Codes

sonde Withoutyn fyt it can stonde. 1577 HARRISON Eng.land It. vi. (1877) I. 148 In such cases [merchants' feasts]
also geliffes, conserues, suckets, codinacs, marmilats [etc.).

Jem, obs. form of GEM.
II Jemadar (dae-madlLi). E. Indies. AlsoSjem-
mahdaur, 8-9 jemautdar, 9 jemat-, jummah-,
jemma-, jemi-, jamadar. [Urdu jamac.dar, i.

Pers. (Arab.) c*cl. jamas.at body of men, ,^

jamac. collection, aggregate + Pers. dar holder.]A native officer in a Sepoy regiment, ranking next
below a subahdar, and corresponding to a lieu-
tenant

; the name is also given to certain officers
of police and other civil departments, and to the
head of a body of servants.

1763 ORME Hist. Mil. Trans. (1803) I. 257 (Y.) The
jemautdars, or captains of these troops, received his bribes.
1788 Genii. Mag. LVIII. i. 67/2 M'CulIoch . . sent in a flag
of truce with a Jemmahdaur. 1799 WELLINGTON in StiffI.

Desp. (1858) I. 353 The Jemadar's party of the Bengal
volunteers. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 24/1 Their
jemidars were in actual correspondence with the Shah
/adah. 18x6 HOCKLEY Pandiirang Hariv, The principal
officers are CfOfdJummaUan. 1836 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)v I J. 495/ 1 J,imadar, an officer of horse or foot, in Hindu-
stan. 1897 La ROBERTS 41 Yrt. India xlvii. The Jemadarof the Pathan Company knew who the culprits were.

Jemble, obs. form of GIMBAL, a hinge.
1588 in Archxol. XLI. 366 For a pare of Jembles for the

stoole dore X H
.

Jemcrack, obs. form of GIMCBACK.

tc^Tu110 ' Obs - (Sec <J
uot-) cf- JDMBAL.

rC
H '-ME/1 '-'"<"'rX in. 83/1 Jemclloes is a Pastemade like Butter, of fine Sugar, Yolks of Eggs, Musk,

Carraway seeds searsed [etc.]..

Jemeow,-ew(e,-niow, obs. ff. GEMEW, GEMOW
1518-19 in Swayne Sarum CAunn-w. Ace. (1896) 64

Makynge of Jemeows viij^
Jemer, Jemmar, var. GIMMEB. i a hinge.
Jemme, obs. form of GP.M.

Jemmel, obs. form of GEMEI,, a hince
!l5.. in Elunt Durslty 6j (Glouc. Gloss ) For a payre

566

of Jemmels for the Raile Door that goeth before the Com-
munion Table /, i. o. 8.

Jemmy (d.z,e'mi), sb. Also 9 jimmy. [A pet-
form and familiar equivalent of the name JAMES.
But in sense i associated with, and in 2 and 3

prob. derived from, JEMMY a.]

1 1. A dandy or fop ; a finical fellow. Obs.

1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 490 The scale . . consists of eight

degrees; Greenhorn, Jemmy, Jessamy, Smart [etc.). 1764
Low Life 65 The Jemmies, Brights, Flashes, Fuzzes, Fizzes
and Smarts of the Town.

b. In phr. JemmyJessamy {Jessamine) attrib.,

dandified, foppish, efteminate. See JESSAMY 4.
1786 Pogonologia 51 You pretty fellows of the present day,

Jemmy Jessamy persons, jolly bucks. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. i, A Jemmy Jessamy lover in
a wood. 18*3 E. NARES Heraldic Anont. (1824) II. 356
Who is this Jemmy Jessamine Gentleman ? I am Char-
moleus the Dandy, universally admired for my shape and
figure and complexion.
t 2. A kind of riding-boot ; alsojemmy boot.

1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris i. Wks. 1799 I. 39 When I hunt
with the King.. I'll on with my Jemmys; none of your
black bags and jack boots for me. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph.
Cl. lo June Let. i, Who . . made his appearance in a pair of
newJemmy boots.

to. A light cane, a switch. Obs. rare~ l
.

1753 Scats Mag. Oct. 490/2. I . . carried in my hand a little

switcn, which, as it has been long appendant to the
character that I had just assumed, has taken the same
name, and is called a Jemmy.
4. plur.

' A species of woollen cloth. Aberd.'

(Jam. 1 808-18).
5. A great-coat.
1837 DICKENS Picltw. ii, But if I'd been your friend in the

green jemmy damn me punch his head, 'cod I would.
6. A crowbar used by burglars, generally made

in sections screwing together.
1811 Lex. Bal., Jemmy, a crow .. much used by house-

breakers. Sometimes called Jemmy Rook. 1818 P.
CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 223 As expert a
burglar as ever handled a jemmy. 1851 D. JERROLD .5V.

Giles vii. 59 Fame, won by highway pistol, or burglar's
jemmy. 1889 D. C MURRAY Danger. Catspaw 26 A com-
plete set of jemmies, of all sizes.

7. A sheep's head as a dish.

1836 DICKENS Sk. Roz, 7 Dials, The man in tlie shop,
crhaps, is in the baked 'jemmy 'line. 1851-61 MAYHEW
and. Labour II. 48 (Farmer) They .. had a 'prime hot

jemmy
'

apiece. 1884 HENLEY & STEVENSON Deacon Brodie
iv. i, You're all jaw like a sheep's jimmy.

Jemmy (dje'mi), a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 9
gemmy, gimmy, jimmy, [deriv. oljim, GIM a.]
Spruce, neat, smart ; neatly-made ; dexterous.
1750 COVENTRY Pompey Lift. ii. iv. (1785)58/1 His great

ambition was to be deemed a '

jemmy fellow '. 1756 Con-

spruce, neat, smart. 1828 LAMB in Life ff Lett. (1876) II.

341 A smart cock'd beaver and a jemmy cane !

b. Comb., as jemmy-stitched, -worked.
1761 T. JEFFERSON Corr. Wks. 1859 I. 181 They carried

away my jemmy-worked silk garters. 1817 MRS. Ross
Balance ofComfort (ed. 3) I. xxiii. 246 Only a piece of
muslin rag, neatly jemmy-stitched.
Hence Je'mmily adv.

; Je'mminess.
1756 F. GREVILLE Maxims, etc. 125 Its fort shall be either

convenience or jemminess. 1818 TODD, Jemminess, spruce-
ness. A colloquial expression ; not much used in serious
writing. 1837 Ncm Monthly Mag. LI. 194 A stick to be
carried jemmily under the arm, in Portsmouth fashion.

Jemowe, obs. variant of GEMEW, GEMOW.
Jenepere, obs. Sc. form of JUNIPER.
Jenequen, van HENEQUEN [Sp.jeitiquett'].
II Je ne sais quoi (yns^kwa). [Fr., = I know

not what.] An indescribable or inexpressible some-
thing. Also attrib.

1656 Bl.ouxTGhssagr., Jf-ne-scay-yuoi, four French words,
contracted as it were into one, and signifies I knoiv not it-hat,we use to say they are troubled with the Je-nc-scay^uoy,
that faign themselves sick out of niceness but know not
where their own grief lies, or what ayls them. 1671 AUBREY
Countrey Rcvell n. iii, Seemed to give a mournefull jen si-ay quay. 1696 D'URFEY Don Quiz. m. iv. 38 Some sweet
alluring Jen ScayQuoy, Some pleasing pretty tickling Toy
1734 NORTH Exam. in. viii. 14(1740) 592 Now this Word

Post has a je ne scai auoi Sound of a deep Design. 1745

SULLIVAN Woman 71 Her famous nepenthe was simply the
irresistible fascination of her '

Je ne sais quoi '.

Jenette, jenit, obs. forms of GENET 1.

Jenever(e, -iver, obs. forms of JANUARY.
Jenewey, variant of GENOWAY Obs., Genoa.
Jenful, variant of GINFUL a. Obs., deceitful.
CMC* Sege Jerus. (E. E. T. S.) 66/1133 But Jon he

lenfulle, |>at be Jewes ladde. .forsoke be profre.

Jemck, variant of JANNOCK a., honest.

Jenite, variant of YENITE Min.
t Je'niyer. Obs. [a. F. genhire (now genievre)
Is.

juniper-urn.'] =JUNII>ER.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. x. 43 b, Mount
da . . clothed with al maner of trees, as .. Terebinths
(cniuers and other trees.

Jenkin (dge-qkin). Coal-mining, north. Also
-ing.

' An opening cut into a slice taken off a

JENNETING.

pillar from six to eight feet in width, in the board
andpillar system of working coal

'

(Gresley Gloss.

Coal-mining T. 1883).
1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade terms Northumo. ff Durh.

31 Wherever practicable, when a jenking is necessary, it

should be driven loose sided ; a fast jenking very frequently
causing a creeping to take place. 1893 HESLOP Northumbld.
Gloss., Jenkin.

Jeniinsite(dge-rjkinz3it). Min. [Named 1852
after its discoverer J. Jenkins.] A variety of hy-
drophite, found as a fibrous incrustation on iron ore.

1851 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XIII. 392 Jenkinsite..
Occurs implanted upon massive magnetite.
Jenne, variant of GEANE Obs., Genoa.
"479 J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 259, ij Pottys of tryacle of

Jenne.

Jennet 1
(dge-net). Forms: a. 5-6 genett,

6 gynnet, 6-7 ginnet, 6-8 gennet(te, 6-9
genet, 7 ganet, 7-9 ginet, 8 gennett. /3. 5
iennet(te, 6 ienete, -ate, iannet, ionet, 6-7
ienet(t, 7- jennet, [a. F. genet (in ijth c. also

ginef) in same sense, a. Sp. jinele, \ginete, 'a

light horseman that rideth a la gineta
'

(F. a la

genelte), i.e. 'with the legs trussed vp in short

stirrups, with a target and a ginnet launce
'

(Minsheu, 1599). In Fr. and Eng. (also in It.

gianetto masc., gianctta fern.) transferred from the
horseman to his horse, a sense unknown to Sp.
dictionaries until quite recently. The Sp. use ap-
pears in our sense 2, which is however later in Eng.
Dozy derives the Sp. word from Arab. Zendta ' a

great Berber nation noted for the valour of its

cavalry
'

; other conjectures have been made.]
1. A small Spanish horse.
a.. 1463 Maim, f, Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 178 Item ffor a

genett that my mastyr lent hym into the northe contry.
J577-*7 HOLINSHED Citron. III. 834/1 The countie Galeas
came into the place on a genet trapped in blew satten. c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1645) in. 109 The proudest Don . . prancing
upon his ginet in the streets. 1670 DRYDEN \sl ft. Cong.
Granada i. i, (Each Brandishing his Bull-spear in his Hand)
Did their proud Gennets gracefully command. 1774 GOLDSM.Nat

t Hist. (1862) I. i. i. 250 Next to the Barb, travellers

generally rank the Spanish genette. 1870
DISRAELI Lothair

iv. 10 The dames and damsels vaulted on their barbs and
genets.
P. tc 147* Syr. lowe Degre 749 lennettes of Spayne, that

ben so wyght, Trapped to the ground with velvet bright.
'55 LYNDESAV Syr. Meldrum 1711 Ane man in armour
bricht, Upon ane ionet or ane cursour wicht. 1565 JEWEL
Kepi. Harding (1611) 310 The Sacrament must be caried
before him, whither so euer he goe, vpon a faire white
Iannet. 1580 LYLY Eitp/ines (Arb.) 405 In seeking to tie
your louer like a lenet, you tyre him like a lade, a 1674
MILTON Hist. Mosc. i. Wks. (1851)479 The Emperor rides
into the Field, .with all his Nobility, on Jennets and Turky
Horses. 1764 CHURCHILL Times Wks. 1776 III. 78 Watch
not their steps They're safe without thy care, Unless, like

Jennets, they conceive by air. 1838 PRESCOTT ferif. ff Is.
I. i. v. 252 Isabella, royally attired, rode on a Spanish jennet.
f 2. A (Spanish) light horseman. Obs. exc. Hist.
1676 North's Plutarch Add. Lives 76 He [Cortez] was made

Lieutenant of a company of Gennets. [1838 PRESCOTT Peril.
<r [s. II. 11. ii. 406 The Spanish ginetes succeeded in throw-
ing the French gendarmerie into some disorder.]
3. attrib., asjennet-bit, -fashion, -lance.

1599 MINSHEU .S'/. Diet., Gineta lanfa, a ginnet launce.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 364 They fight on horse-
backe after the Gynnet fashion, they use lances with two
heads, and darts and arrowes. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concs-
taggio 197 A thousande foote, and five hundreth horse, after
the Genette manner. 1611 COTGR., Genet, a kind of bit with
a round port, .a Genet-bit.

t Jennet 2
. Obs. a. = GINNET, a carpenter's

adz.
_
b. App. some part of the fixture of a bell.

1561 in Rogers Agric. 4- Prices III. 576/2, ii axes. .8 jen-
nets . . 12 augers. 1615-16 in Swayne Sarvm Churchw.
Ace. (1896) 166, xij Jennetes for the Gudgins of the third
bell, bd.

Jennet, obs. variant of GENET 1.

Jenneting (d^eTietirj). Forms : 7 iennit-,
jenit-, jenet-, junit-, junet-, genet-, ginniting,
8 jenit-, junetin, gen(u)iting, jeunetting, 9
gennetting, geniton, juneating, 8- jenneting,
[app. from

V.Jean otjeamut, vnpommede Saint-

Jean
'
S. John s apple, a kind of soone-ripe Sweet-

ing
'

(Cotgr.) : cf. pomme de Jeannet in Norman
patois. The termination is conformed to that of

sweeting, hasting, etc. Etymological ingenuity in
the 1 7- 1 8th c. saw in the word a reference lojunc,
and '

improved
'

it intoJunitinga.n&June-eating.]A kind of early apple.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 540 The Apple trees . . the hastie

kind that bringeth sweet lennitings. 1615 BACON Ess.,
Gardens (Arb.) 556 Early Peares, and Plummes in Fruit;
Ginmtings ; Quadlins. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's
llnfrov. (1746) 30i_ Junitings are the first kind of Apples
which are soonest ripe, coming in and going out with the
Month of June. 1741 Complete Fam.-Piece ii. iii. 383
Apples [July] ..White Jeunetting, Margaret Apple. 1803
J. Abercrombie's fiv. Man his (nun Card. 671 Apples,
Jenneting, or June eating ; smallest early ripe. 1833 TEN-
NVSON Blackbird \\\, With that gold dagger of thy bill To
fret the summer jenneting.

b. Jenneting pear : An early pear ;
= F. poire

de la Saint-Jean.
1695 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 11 The Fruit .. is about

the l)ignes of a small Jeneting Pear.



JENNY.

Jenny (d^e-ni). [A female personal name, pet-
form or familiar equivalent of Janet (or, by con-
fusion \vith/z/y/ orJeanie,offane},a.nA so serving
as a feminine of Jack. Hence, like Jack, used as
a feminine prefix, and as the name of machines.]

I. 1. The female name : hence, sometimes ap-
plied derisively to a man who concerns himself
with purely feminine matters.
Mod. Sc.

' He is a regular jenny '.

2. Used as a prefix to denote a female animal,
asjenny-ass, and esp. in names of birds, as jenny-
hooper, -howlet, and sometimes loosely applied
without reference to sex.
1600 SURFLET Countrie Farm i. xxii. 122 To preuent the

danger of owlesand iennye [printed ienupe, irrf. 1616 lennic]
whuppers. i63.BnoME North. Lasse HI. ii. Wks. 1873 III.
53, 1 should not be so fond to mistake a Jennie Howlet for
a Tassel Gentle. 1828 Cravat Dial., Jinny-Hullet, an owl
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Jenny-Hooker, an owl. North. It is
also called a Jenny-howlet. 1885 SWAINSON Prav. Names
Birds 34 Blue Titmouse. .Jenny tit (Suffolk).

b. Short iotjtntty ass,jenny wren.
1808 E. S. BARRETT Miss-led General 22 A jackass and

his jenny will do well enough for a lord and lady. 1881
Leicestersh. Gloss,, Jenny and Jenny-iuren, the wren 1885
SWAINSON Prop. Names Birds 35 Wren. .. Familiar names
Kitty, Jenny (General).

3. CreepingJenny, the plant Lysimachia Num-
mularia or Moneywort.
1882 Garden 12 Aug. 138/2 The common Money-wort, or

Creeping Jenny as it is called. 1883 Pall Mall G. i Oct
3/2 Vases .. with fuchsia centres and pendent border of
creeping jenny.

II. In names of machinery, etc.
4. Short for SPINNING-JENNY.
[1789 Trans. Sac. Arts I. 34 The construction of this Kind

of Machine, called a Spinning Jenny.] 1796 MORSE Amer.
yeog. i. 44 i he filling of the cotton goods is spun with
jennies. Ibid. 386 The operation of the jenny is nearly the
same as the roving billy. 1859 SMILES Self-Help 32 The
work-people .. made a desperate effort to destroy all the
jennies ; and a mob rose and scoured the country round
Blackburn, demolishing the machines wherever they could
find them.

5. A locomotive crane which runs backwards and
forwards, and is used for moving heavy weights.
_
1861 Aim. Reg. 17 The jenny, which is three or four tons

in weight, fell on the top of the boiler. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS
Midi. Railw. 508 A jenny, or crane, is placed on a movable
platform extending from one stage to the other.
6. A pair of compasses,' having the point of one

leg bent inwards, so as to be applied to an edge
at right angles to the surface on which the other

leg is fixed. Also called oddlegs or moffs.
Mod. Price-list Engineers and Joiners' Tools.

7. Billiards. Name of a particular stroke.
1836 CRAWLEY Billiards (1859) 17 The Jenny, .is made by

a losing hazard into the middle pocket, from a bait lying
near to the cushion. 1873 BENNETT & CAVENDISH Billiards
149 Strokes . . sometimes called Jennys. 1899 Daily News
31 Mar. 3/3 He then scored two brilliant jennies short and
long and after another loser gave a safety miss.

8. Comb., as jenny-minder, -spinning; Jenny-
bank, Jenny-gates (see quots.) ; Jenny-long-
legs Sc., a daddy-long-legs; Jeuny-mony-feet
Sc., a centipede (Jam.).
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Jent, -e, obs. forms of GENT a.

t Jentacnlar, . Obs.
[f. L. jentacul-um

breakfast (f. jentare to breakfast) + -AB.] Of or
belonging to breakfast.
1721 AMHERST TcmcFil. App. 318 Nothing more. .can be

expected from those jentacular confabulations. 1811 A
KNOX in Corr. m. Jebb (1834) II. 44, 1 therefore wish to
close at this ante-jentacular hour.

tJenta'tion. Obs. rare. [z&.'L.jenlatidn-ein,
n. of action from jentare: see prec.] Breakfast.
'599 A. M. tr. Gabclhouer's Ble. Physicke 36/1 Administre

heerof toi the Patient fasting . . 2 howers before his ientatione.
1604 K. CAWDREV Table A Iph., lentation, breakefast

Jentel, -ile, -ill, jentylle, obs. ff. GENTLE.
Jentew, obs. form of GENTOO.
f Jenticulate, v. Obs. rare - . [Erroneously

(or*jentaculate: cf. jentacular.} intr. To break-
fast (Cockeram, 1623). Hence f Jentioulation,
breakfast (Phillips, 1658).
Jentman, obs. form of GENTMAN.
Jentrie, -tery, obs. forms of GENTRY.
1421 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 191 Of this grette

lentrie alle men mervelith.

Jenuper, jenyper, -re, obs. ff. JUNIPER.
Jeobard, -berdye, obs. forms of JEOPARD, -Y.

Jeobet(te, jeobit, obs. forms of GIBBET.
Jeofail (dge-fe'l), s6. Also 6 ieo-, too-), ioe-,

ieoyfaile, ieofall. [AngloFr. jeo fail, jo faill,
I am at fault, I mistake.]
Law. A mistake or oversight in pleading or

other legal proceeding ; also, an acknowledgement
of such error. Obs. exc. Hist.

. 154' Act 32 Hen. VIII, c. 30 Thissues haue ben mis-
loyned and a leofall \orig. draft Yeofaile]. Ibid., Any
myspleading lacke of colour insufficient pleading or ieofaile

notwithstanding. 1622 MALVNES Anc. Law-Merch. 465The Writ of Error, .was heretofore vsuall to prolong suits in
Law, before the Statute of Ieofaile was made, meaning in

' good French Payfailly. 1614 Act 21 Jos. /, c. 13 An Act for
the further reformation of Jeofails. 1768 BLACKSTONECO/WOT.

1852 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. XIII. n. 275 The cross-beam in
the outhouses was called the *jenny-bank, from its being
the usual domicile of the barn-owl. 1829 Glover's Hist.
Derby I. 58 Cross-gates or "jenny-gates are then driven,

w_hich are passages not only giving admission to the pure
air, but serving for different roads to the works. 1899 Daily
News 9 Jan. 7/2 Bolt-maker, *Jenny-minder, Yeast-seller.

1825 J.
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 385 The carding-engine

used in *jenny-spinning.

Jenny, variant of GINNY, Obs.

Jennyrickshaw, variant of JINRICKSHAW.
Je'nny-spinner.
1. A popular name in the north of the crane-fly

or daddy-long-legs.
1817 Edinb. Even. Courant i Sept. (Jam.), The worm

which so much injured the oat crop this season is the pro-
geny of the fly.. with long legs and body, called jenny-
spinners. It belongs to the order diptera, and the genus
tipula. 1825 BROCKETT, Jenny-spinner, or Long-legg'd
tyalyur. 1893 North-umbld. Gloss., Jenny-spinner . . the
insect called daddy-long-legs or Harry-long-legs.
2. A child's teetotum.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl., Jennie Spinner, a
toy. 1825 BROCKETT, Jinny-spinner, a play-thing among
children.

3. One who spins with a jenny.
1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 871 The Cotton Lords claim

the superiority for Arkwright, the jenny-spinner.

Jenny wren (d.?e-ni re-n). [See JENNY 2.]
1. A popular, and esp. nursery, name for the

wren (also locally Kitty Wren} : sometimes re-

garded in nursery lore as the wife, bride, or sweet-
heart of Robin Redbreast.
1648 EARL WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra 137 The finch, the

sparrow, Jenny Wren. 1828 Craven Dial., Jenny^ Wren,
the wren. An opinion prevails . . that this diminutive bird
is the female of the Robin Redbreast. 1863 Sat. Rev. 283
He gives UD the ripeness of his studies, and the last growth
of his artistic skill to our robin red-breasts and jenny wrens.

.2. U.S. A name for Herb Robert, Geranium
Kobertianum. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Jenoper, obs. form of JUNIPEB.

. j --r - - proceedings,
and acknowledges such error (jeofaile) he is at liberty by

:

those statutes to amend it. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821)
137 Here we see alas ! a jeofail : a jeofail in the shape
of a misrecital. 1879 Act 42-3 Viet, c. 59 Sched. H, 32

: Hen. VIII. c. 30 Mispleading Jeofayles, c. [1883 Act
46-7 Viet. c. 49 4 The enactments mentioned in Part II

;
of the schedule to the Civil Procedure Acts, Repeal Act,
1879, are hereby repealed.]

fb. transf. and fig. A mistake or error generally.
(In first quot. Failure, discomfiture.) ? Obs.

. '54* J- HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 82 Pouertee brought that
loye to ioefaile. 1641

4 SMECTVMNUUS '

Vind. Ans-.u. xi. in
The Acts of Dioclesian Maxim. .You doe as good as passe
by. .which is a greater Jeofaile then our M_aximilian. 1644
J. GOODWIN Innoc. Triumph. (1645) 22, I conceive it to be
a jeofaile in Theologie, a mistake in stead of a truth. 1828
Edin. A't^._XLVIII. 511 These flaws and Jeofails are not
nature's doings, but our own.
Hence f Jeo'fail v. intr., to fail to meet an obli-

gation. Obs. rare 1
.

'599 HAYWARD
isf Ft. Hen. IV, 27 The Lords, .sent him

word, that if hee did ieofaile with them, and not come ac-
cording to appointment, they would chuse another King.

I Jeo'pard, sb. Obs. rare. Also 4 ioparde,
iupred, 6 iupert. [? Shortened from JEOPARDY,
or with final vowel mute.] = JEOPARDY.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 601 Of more & lasse in godez ryche

. . lys no Ioparde [rime rewarde] For |>er is vch mon payed
in-hche. Ibid. B. 491 pen watz ber ioy in hat gyn where
Iupred er dryjed. 1508 DUNBAR Poems vii. 62 lulius,
in iupert, in wisdom and expence, Most fortunable chiftane,
bothe in yhputh and eild. 1611 COTGR., Hazard, hazard,
aduenture, ieopard, fortune, chance.

Jeopard (dge-piid), v. Forms : see JEOPARDY ;

also 5 iouperd, geoparde, ieoparte, 7 jeabard,
-poard.g jipper. [Back-formation from JEOPARDY.
No example from 1654 to iqth c. Marked Ots. by John-

search than good taste '.]

1. trans. To put in jeopardy ; to expose to loss,

injury, or death ; to hazard, risk, imperil, f Often
in alliterative phr. tojeopard ajoint, sc. of a finger,
as opposed to the whole body (o6s.~).

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 1538 (1566) And er M ye
luparten so youre names Beth nought to hasty. 1412-20
LYDG. Chron. Troy n. x. F 3, Day by day his life he gan Ieo-

parte, Tofore their walles for to preue his mighte. c 1440
Generydes 4480 Nay, god defende it . . That ye shall iupert
me so in this case. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. ccxxxviii. 276
To ieoberde his propre persone agayne Crystes enemyes.
'53 PALSGR. 596/1, I juparte, I put in daunger or adven-
ture. 1535 COVERDALE Jvdg. v. 18 Zabulons people ioperde
their life vnto death. <i 1548 HALL C4n;., .//<. K//, 7 Tary-

'

engedrawethand ieopardethperell. 1556 J. Hf.\v/oooSfider
ff F. Ivii. 105 Rather then ieberd in war; goods life and
all.

f 1563 Homilies n. Excesse of apparell p 6 Manye a
one ieopardeth his beste ioynte to maintayne him self in

sumptuous rayment. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 31/5 Ioparde,
periclitari. 1600 DEKKER Forltinatus Wks. 1873 I. 153
My ten duckets are like my ten fingers, they will not jeopard
a joynt for you. 1623 COCKERAM n, To Hazard, leobard.
a 1625 FLETCHER Worn. Pleased HI. ii, Are not you three
now going to be

sinful],
to jeabard a joynt or so? 1654 in

Hammond Ansiu. Anintadv. Ignat. iii. 3. 64, I dare not
be so bold with my soul as to jeopard it in that manner.

JEOPARDOUS.
j822 SCOTT Nigel xxx, This man Gregory is not fit to
Jipper a joint with him. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. f, Is. (1846)II. n. l. 249 To jeopard the interests of the Spanish
sovereigns. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. vi. 513 As readv
to jeopard his life and fortune .. as ever his . . forefathershad been 1896 EDITH THOMPSON Red Mirko i. in Monthlyf octet Christm. No. 86, I will jeopard my own head rather
than throw him over.

fb. with inf. To risk doing something. Obs.
1456 Paston Lett. I. 408 The toun arose, and wold have

jouperdit to have distressed the Duke of Somerset. 1470
Ibid. III. 259, I dar well juperde to take a dystres. isCOVERDALE 2 Sam. xv. 20 Thou earnest yesterdaye, and to
daye thou

iuperdest_to go with vs. 1554 KNOX Godly Let.
Dij, Why will you leoperde to lese the lyfe euerlastinze ?

fc. intr. (for reft.) To risk oneself, to run the
risk ; to venture, adventure. Obs.
1430-40 LVDG. Bochas in. i. (1558) 40 b, It were foly with

suche one to ieoparte. 1509 BARCLAY SAyf ofFolys (1874)II. 251 Who that dare auentureor ieparde for to rowe Vponthe se swellynge by waues great and hye. 1530 PALSGR.
561/2, I geoparde, I adventure .. I coulde have gottena goodly botye one daye. .if I durst have geoparded lerfBELLENDEN Cron Scot. m. v To ieoperde aganis sa hu|emultitude of peple. 1577 HOLINSHED Chron. I. Scot. 236/1In nowise to leoparde with them in any pight field ieo8

fn'ou h
NARD ""' Tfr"'ce (l6 7 ) 88

'
J ieoparded almost farre

t 2. trans. To stake, bet. Ots.
C
I47? ^ol

-.f
""s <R?lls> " "87 The kyng schold be en-

chyd
for his parte . . I dare playnly joparte. c 1563 Jack

si"-.f
Four Old Plays (I84 8) 17, [ durst ieoperd^nunderid pounde That sum bauderie might now within be

founde. 1579 B ULWELL Art Flatterie H iii (N.), I dare
leotard my cappe to fortie shillings, thou shall have buta colde suite 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Alexander, I am
content (quoth Alexander) to ieopard the price of the horse
to. Venery. ^Meaning uncertain: see quots.) Obs.
1575 GASCOIGNE Wordes ofHart in Turberv. Vtnerii IMHe leopardes and rechates : ahlas he blowes the fall And

. soundes that deadly dolful mote, whiche I muste die withall
1897 D. H. MADDEN Diary Master W. Silence iv. 50 The
huntsman, now that scent is lost for a time, at all events
jeopards with his horn, an ancient usage that places the
prospects of the chase indeed in jeopardy. .. I have sought
in vain for any explanation of this term of art.

Hence Jeo-parded ///. a., Jeo'parding vbl. si.
Also Jeo-parder, one who puts in jeopardy.
'534 MORE Let. in Roper Life (1731) 122, I could not

swere without the jubarding of my soule to perpetual
dampnacion. 1611 COTGR., Hasardeur, a hazarder, venturer,
leoparder, aduenturer. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell)
i, A jeoparding, periclitatio.

t Jeopardious, a. Obs.
[f. JEOPARDY + -ous.]

Fraught with danger or risk
; =JEOPABDOUB i.

1502 ATKVNSON tr. De Imitatione i. xxiii. 172 It is fere-
full to dy, but parauenture it is more ieoperdyous to lyue
lenger. 1526 TINDALE Acts xxvii. 9 When moche tyme was
spent and saylynge was nowe ieoperdeous [1335 COVERD
loperdous]. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vices' Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592)
tvij, He was never infected with any sore or ieoperdious
sickenes. a 1548 HALL C/iron., Hen. VIII 2iib; It was
both leopardeous for y kyng & for his whole realme.

Jeopardize (d^e-paadaiz), v. [f. JEOPARD v. or

JEOPARD-Y + -IZE.] trans. To put into jeopardy ;

to jeopard.
1646 N. B[ARNET] Regenerate man's grmtith in Grace 47We doe . .

Jeopardize our soules safety. 1828 WEBSTKU,
Jeopardize . . (This is a modern word used by respectable
writers in America, but synpnymous with jeopard and
therefore useless.) 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR znd Pi. Artevelde
in. n, That he should jeopardize his wilful head Only for
spite at me! 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xx. (1862) 330 1862
STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877) I. xiii. 246 Ready to jeopardise
their lives for the nation. 1885 S. L. LEE in Diet. Nat.
Biog. I. 13/1 Abbot found it difficult to steer a course that
should not jeopardise either his loyalty or his honesty.
Hence Jeo-pardized ppl. a., exposed to risk.
1864 SKEAT Uhland's Poems 328 No one would bide, But

fast to his jeopardized fort did ride. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
4 May 2/3 A new terror has been added to the already
jeopardised existence of the German journalist,

t Jeo-pardless, a. Obs. Also 6 ieopardiles.
[f. JEOPARD-Y + -LESS.] Free from risk or peril.
'549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. i Cor. vii. 18 b, Rather

had I haue in you that, whiche is of lesse perfeccion, so
that it bee ieoperdlesse. Ibid., Gal. v. 18 It is neither wel
done, nor ieopardiles to beare with it any lynger. 1652
URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 247 For foyles, and every
thing else befitting that jeopardless monomachy.
t JeO'pardouS, a. Obs. Forms: see JEOPARDY;

also 5 jowpertous. [f. JEOPARD-Y + -ous : cf.

JEOPARDIOUS.]
1. Fraught with risk or danger ; hazardous, risky,

perilous, dangerous.
1451 Paston Lett. I. 212 It had be right jowpertous and

ferefull. 1474 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 115 It had been
jopertous to leve moche plate wyth hyr. 1489 Act 4 Hen.
VII, c. 3 i To the lubardpuse abydyng of his moost noble
persone. 1502 HEN. VII in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 54
Shippes sairyng into so jeoperdous and ferre parties. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde n. iii, This is a very ieopardous
labour. 1584 COGAN Haven Health, clxxx. (1636) 165 Lam-
prayes.. bee.. lesse jeopardous [than eels). 01661 FULLER
Worthies, Cornwall (1662) 202 This his Goodly, Valiant, and
Jeopardous enterprise (as it is termed).
2. Addicted to risks

; venturesome, daring.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxx. 261 Guy, . . as a lustye

and iuperdous Knyght, put hymselfe in aduenture dyuerse
wayes and tymes. 1593 NASHK Christ's T. (1613) in, I
wilt not bee so vnweaponed ieopardous, to ouerthrow both
thy cause and my credite at once.

Hence t Jeo'pardonsly adv. f Jeo-pardons-
ness.
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JEOPARDY.

1494 FABYAN Ckrvx. vir. 554 The erle .. fledde, and so

lepynge ieopardously into the howse of an olde woman,

escapyd 103 Lu. BKHSI:KS /-'rails. I. ccclvm. 581 He ..

aduenmred'hymselle oftenlymes ryght ieoperdously. la
HULOKT, leonardouslye, fcricuhst. 1730^6 BAILEY (folio),

"JtopanioatHtis, Hazardousness.

Jeopardy (dje-plrfi),
sb. Forms: a. 3 iuperti,

4 ieupartie, -tye, 4-5 iupartie, -tye, 5 ieperte,

ioparte, -perte, 5-6 iupertie, ioperty, -partie,

6 iuberte, ioberty. 0. 4 ieupardye, 4-6 iu-

perdy(e, 5 iupurdy, iepardye, ieberde, 5-6

iupardy(e, iubardie, -berdy, iopardie,-perdye,
6 ioberdie, ieoperde, -pardie, -berdye, -bardie,

7 Jobardy, 7- jeopardy. [ME. iuparti, etc., a.

OF. iuparti, later ieu (geit) parti, lit. 'divided play
or game, even game ',

hence ' uncertain chance,

uncertainty ', orig. a term of chess and similar

games, in med.L. focus partiius, Cat. jock partit,

Sp.juega de pariido. It has been suggested that

the Kng. change of -parti to -pardy was partly

influenced by association with F. perdre to lose, but

it was evidently mainly phonetic, like the occa-

sional change of p to b in jubertie, joberdie,

jeobardie, etc.

Johnson says erroneously
' a word not now in use

'

; it was

in continuous use during the iSth c.]

1 1. Chess, etc. A problem. 06s.

The regular name for this down to 1500.

[ia.. MS. CM. Chop. B. ix. If. 4 Les gius partiz numee-
ment ke me vnt apris diuerse gent. ia.. MS. Royal 13

Axviij If. 161 Icy comencent les iu partiez des Eschez.]
c 1369 CHAUCER Detht Blaunclie 666 But god wolde I had

ones or twyes Y-kond [Skeat y-koud] and knowe the

leupardyes That kowde the Greke Pictagoras. I shulde haue

jleyde the bet at ches. I4ia-ao LYDG. Ckron. Tray n. xi.

MS. Digby 230) If. 58 b/i Of be chesse be pleie moste

glorious,.. bouj a man studied al his Hue He shal ay finde

diuerse fantasies Of wardes makinge and newe lupartics.
a 1500 MS. Ashmole 344 (Bodl.) If. 18 b, Thys ys a

Iupertie
to do a man mate the. Ibid. 193, At v. draughtis shall this

Iupertie be plaiede.

) b. A device, trick, stratagem. 06s.

1375 BARBOUR Bract xiv. 421 He thoucht than on a

luperdy, And girt his menjhe halely Dicht thame in the

presoners dray, c 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat 789 Thus iowkit

with iuperdyss the iangland la. c 1480 HENRYSON Mor.
Fab. (Maitl. Cl.) 16 In his minde hee kest The juperties,
the wayis and the wile, By what meanes hee might this

Cocke beguyle. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. iv. xiii, Be

quhais wisdome and ilhand ieoperdis the Romanis wer

stoppit . . fra ony forthir conques on the Scottis.

t 2. A position in a game, undertaking, etc. in

which the chances of winning and losing hang in

the balance ; an even chance ; an undecided state

of affairs; uncertainty; chance.

[c lajo BRACTON iv. i. 32 Nee potest [ballivus] transigere,
nee pascisci, nee jocum partitum facere. 1292 BRITTON u.

xvii. 8 Mes ne mie en jeupartie de perdre ou de gayner,
tut le voillent les parties.] c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 416
(465) For myn estat now lyth in lupartye And eek myn
ernes lyf lyth in balaunce. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 200

Pompeie .. A werre had in ieupartie Ayein the king of
Ermenie. c 1450 LYDG. Secrets 305 A twix two [I] stood in

lupartye To what party my penne I shulde applye. c 1470
HENRY Wallace v. 173 He wist nocht weill gift" thai war
tayne or slayne Or ehapyt haile be ony ieperte. 1 c 1475
Sqr. Iffwe Degre 83 And [it] were put in ieoperde, What
man shoulde Wynne that lady fre. 1597 BACON Coulers
Good

fy
Evill v. Ess. (Arb.) 146 By imputing to all ex-

cellencie in compositions, .a casualty or ieopardy.
8. Risk of loss, harm, or death ; peril, danger.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 916 For Troye is brought in

swicn a lupartye That it to save is now no remedye. 1390
GOWKR Conf. I. 92 For which he schal in that degree Stonde
of his lif in jeupartie. 1471 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett.
III. 30, 1 schuld send }ow mony therefore, but Idar not put
yt in joperte, ther be so many theves stereng. I4
Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888) 25 In payn of the

jeberde b1

may_ fall thar off. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis IX. iii.

162 Thair lyfe is now in iuperty, thai rave. 1526 TINDALE
i Cor. xv. 30 Why stonde we in ieoperdy every houre? 1537
Nottingham Rec. III. 375 He puttes the towne in grete
danger and juberte. 1536 J. HEYWOOD Spider <$ F. i. 60
The more he wrange, the faster was he wrapt And all to
thencrease of his ieoberdee. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 696
If any yet be so fool-hardy, "Fexpose themselves to vain

Jeopardy. 17*8 BLACKSTONE Coiam. III. xxii. 326 Under a

tyrannical sway trade must be continually in jeopardy. 1805
WORDSW. Waggoner I. 131 As chance would have it, pass-
ing by I saw

you
in that jeopardy. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz.

I. vii. 439, I think. .that if the colonists nad been defeated,
our liberties would have been for a time in considerable

jeopardy.

t b. A deed involving peril ; a daring exploit.
a 1300 Siriz 276 in Wright Anecd. Lit. (1844) 9 For I shal

don a juperti. And a ferli maistri. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce x.

145 Intcrludys, and iuperdyss That men assayit on mony

strang
SCOTT
and good May prove a jeopardie.

Jeopardy (djc-plidi), v. rare. [f. prec. sb.]
tram. = JEOPARD v. i.

1460 Paston Lett. II. 87 Yf ye dar joperdie your suyrtie

would have seen . . how entirely her character was jeopar-
died [later eii. jeopardized].

Jepsyon, jeptyon, obs. ff. GIPSY (Egyptian).

Jequirity (dj/kwi-rlti). Also -erity. [a. F.

jtqwtrity, a. Tupi-Guarani jekiriti. For its in-

568

troduction to European 1'lnrmacy, see De Wecker
in Annalesd' Oeulisti,tue LXXXVIII (1882) 26.]
A woody twining shrub, Abrusprecatorius or Indian

liquorice, indigenous to India, but now found in

most tropical countries, the parti-coloured seeds of

which, called jequirity beans, are variously used

for ornament, for weights, and in medicine. Also
attrib.

i88a Nature XXVII. 192/1 (Acad. of Sc., Paris, n Dec.)
Factitious purulent ophthalmia produced by the liquorice
liana, or jequirity. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 316
Crabs' Eyes, Jequerity, Prayer Beads, Jumble Beads. ..

Recently these seeds have been brought into notice, under
the name of

'

Jequerity '. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

853 The serum of animals rendered immune to the toxic

proteids of jequirity and castor-oil seeds.

Jerapigre, obs. form of HIERA PICRA.

Jerarchy, obs. form of HIERARCHY.

II Jerboa (d^ib^-a, dgSuboia). Forms : 7

jerbuah, 8 gerbo, gerbua, yerbua, jeribo, 8-

jerboa. [mod.L. jerboa, a. Arab. cJ-> yarbut-,

in Barbary yerbog., the flesh of the loins, also the

animal ; whence F. gerbo, gerboise, Sp. gerbasia.']
1. A small rodent quadruped,Dipus sagitta, found

in the deserts of Africa ; it is of the size of a rat,

has very long hind legs and short fore legs, and a

long tufted tail, and is remarkable for its powers
of jumping. Hence, any Jumping-monse of the

genus Dipus, or of the family Dipodidx, represen-
tatives of which are found in various arid regions.
1662 J. DAVIES Olearius' Voy. Amiass.vu. 415 We

saw also, neer Terki, a kind of Field-mice, which in
the Arabian Language are called Jerbuah. 1708 W. J.
Brnyn's Voy. Levant Ixxviii. 287, I was presented with
a small Animal called Gerbo, which was brought for a
rarity from Barbary. 1753 H. WALI-OLE Corr. (1837) ! 1 ^2
Mr. Conway has brought lady Ailesbury . . a Jeribo . . a
composition of a squirrel, a hare, a rat, and a monkey,
which altogether looks very like a bird. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. II. 432 The gerbua, though, property speaking,
furnished with but two legs, is one of the swiftest animals in

the world. 1813 BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) I. 399 The
Jerboas seem, in many respects both of conformation and
habit, much allied to the kanguroos. 1853 KINGSLEY
Hypatia xxi, A jerboa sprang up from a tuft of bushes at
his feet.

2. Comb. Jerboa-mouse, a North American
rodent of the genus Dipodomys, one of the pouched-
mice or kangaroo-rats of the South-western U.S.
and Mexico.

Jere, in goodjere, alteration of GOODYEAR, q.v.
1821 Scop' Kenilw, xv,

( Who the good jere would have
thought this !

'

Jereed : see JEMD.
Jeremeievite, -ieffite (yercnv-yevait, -fait).

Min. [Named 1883 after Jeremejev or Yeremeieff,
a Russian mineralogist + -ITS.] A transparent
colourless borate of aluminium occurring in hexa-

gonal prisms.
1883 Amer. jfrnt. Sc. Ser. in. XXV. 478 Jeremeieffite, a

new mineral. 1893 DANA Min. 875 Jeremejevite. 1896
A. H. CHESTER Names Min., Jeremeievite.

Jeremiad (dgerftnai-sed). Also -ade. [a. F.

jtrtmiade (1762 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. Jiremie, L.

Jeremias Jeremiah, in reference to the ' Lamenta-
tions of Jeremiah" in the Old Testament.] A
lamentation; a writing or speech in a strain of

grief or distress
;

a doleful complaint ;
a com-

plaining tirade ; a lugubrious effusion.

1780 HAN. MORE in W. Roberts Mem. (1834) I. 186 It
has been long the fashion to make the most lamentable
Jeremiades on the badness of the times. 1791-1823
D'ISRAELI Cur. Lit., Prediction, I have been occasionally
struck at the Jeremiads of honest George Withers. 1844
W. H. MAXWELL Sports fr

Adv. Scott, xv. (1855) 140 The
lady commenced a Jeremiade. 1875 HELPS Ess., Convers.
Railway Carriage 192, I could sit down, and mourn, and
utter doleful Jeremiads without end.

Jerfalcon, etc., obs. forms of GERFALCON.
Jericho (dje-riko). [Name of a town in Pales-

tine, where David bade his servants tarry until their

beards were grown : see 2 Sam. x. 5.] Used in slang
or colloq. phrases for a place of retirement or con-

cealment, or a place far distant and out of the way.
1633 HEYWOOD Hierarch. iv. 208 Who would, .. I know,

Bid such young boyes to stay in lericho Vntill their Beards
were growne, their wits more staid. 1648 Mercurius
Aulicus 2-30 Mar., Let them all goe to Jericho, And ne're
be seen againe. 1758 A. MURPHY Upholsterer n, He may
go to Jericho for what I cares. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.,
Grey Dolphin, His kick was tremendous, and when he had
his boots on would to use an expression of his own, . .

( send
a man from Jericho to June'. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin.
xvi, She may go to Bath, or she may go to Jericho for me.
1898 J. ARCH Story ofLife xiii. 310 To enable them to do
without the strong arm of the labourer and to send them to

Jericho, if they had nowhere else to go to.

II Jerid, jereed (djerrd), sb. Forms : 7 tzirid,
8 jarrit, 9 dajerid, djer(r)id, djereed, jerreed,
jerrid, jareed, 8- jerid, 9 jereed. [Arab.
jj.a. jarld midrib of the palm-leaf, rod, shaft,

javelin.] A wooden javelin, about five feet long,
used in games by Persian, Turkish, and Arabian
horsemen. Also, A game in which this is used.

JERK.

i66a J. DAVIES Olearins Voy. Amoass. vi. 297 They
also often Exercise themselves at the Tzirid, or Javelin.

.'775
K. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 233 Gallop,

ing from all sides, . . throwing at each other the jarrit
or blunted dart. 1799 W. G. BROWNE Trav. Africa, etc.
xi. 152 Here they shoot at a mark, and throw the jerid.
i8zx SCOTT Don Roderick xxv, The Moor his jerrid flings.
1813 BYRON Giaour ix, Swift as the hurl'd on high jer-
reed. 1819 T. HOPE Anastasivs (1820) I. xi. 214 Flinging
the djereed. 1853 LAYARD Nineveh f, Babylon xi. 245
They played the Jerid with their long spears, galloping
to and fro on their well-trained mares.

Hence t Jeri-d (gereed, gerede) v. intr., to
throw the jerid.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. no Tilting and Gereed.
ing, that is, Casting of Darts. Ibid. 397 Here they Gerede,
or cast Darts.

Jerk (d3Jk), rf.l Also 6-7 ierke, girke, 7-9
jirk. [Jerk sb. and vb. are known from c 1550 ;

app. echoic. See also YEBK, which in some senses

appears to be synonymous with this.]

fl. A stroke with a whip or wand, a stripe, a
lash. Obs.

"SSS W. WATREMAN Fardle Fations n. xi. 256 To the
manne..foure score ierkes or lasshes with a skourge. 1594
Contention v. 154 After the Beadle hath hit him one girke.

willow where birch cannot be had. i6ag Z. BOYD Last
Battell 1216 Let me giue him a girke with my rodde. 1748
RICHARDSON Pamela III. 334 Many a Jirk has the Dog
had from me. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 221 The Indians
. . imagine that it [a coach-whip snake] is able to cut a man
in two with a jerk of its tail

t b. fig. A lash of sarcasm
;
a cutting gibe.

1590 NASHE Pasquil's Apol. i. A iv b, The dislike that
some had of the ierke which I gaue to Fryer Sauanarol.
i64a MILTON Apol. Smect. i, Who he is. .under whose con-

tempt and jirk these Men are not deservedly fallen ? a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Gybe, . . also Jerk or Jeer. 1741 tr.

LavaFs Hist. Ref. IV. vm. 912 He . . omitted not to slide
into his Speech some Jerks against the Doctrine . . of the

Jesuits.

2. A quick suddenly arrested movement ; a sharp
sudden pull, throw, push, thrust, or twist.

1575 GASCOIGNE Weeds, Fruit ofFetters, Continence, The
stifle and strongest arme Which geues a ierke and hath a
cunning loose ; Shoots furdest stil. 1633 B. JONSON Love's

Welcome, Welbeck, His Jade gave him a Jerk. 1664 POWER
Exp. Philos. I. 21 Little whitish Animals, which move up
and down the water with jerks. 1706 BAYNARD Cold Baths
in Sir J. Floyer Hot ff Cold Bath. 11. 302 To leave that
and other Vices gradatim, and not at a jerk. 1776-96
WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 344 Seeds on the upper
surface only : discharged by jerks. 1807 ROLAND Fencing
96, I may, with this smart sudden jirk from my wrist, strike

your blade in such a manner as will leave your body quite
exposed. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 84
He. .brought me with a jerk into a sitting position.

b." (a) Physiol. An involuntary spasmodic con-
traction of a muscle, due to reflex action of nerves,
as from external stimulus : usually with qualifica-

tion, as knee-jerk, chin-jerk, (b) (in pi. the jerks}.
Involuntary spasmodic movements of the limbs or

features, esp. resulting from religious excitement
1805 Dow Jrnl. in H. Mayo Paf. Supers!. (1851) 125,

I have seen all denominations of religion exercised by the

jerks. iSaa SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXVIII. 6 The Jerks are
not confined to a peculiar sect, or order. 1849 H. MAYO
1'op. Supers!. (1851) 124 The convulsions were commonly
called ' the jerks '.

1874^
E. EGGLESTON Circuit Rider xii.

(1895) 89 These Methodis' sets people crazy with the jerks,
I've he.trn tell.

c. fig. in reference to literary style.
1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets i. (1870) 16 The jerks, the breaks,

the inequalities and harshnesses of prose are fatal to the
flow of a poetical imagination. 1883 S. C. HALL Retro-
spect I. 322 His wit was more like a jerk than the flow it

had once been.

3. fig. A short sharp witty speech ; a sally.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L, iv. ii. 129 Smelling out the odori-

ferous flowers of fancy, the ierkes of inuention. 1606 Choice,
Chance, etc. (1881) 49 At last, one merry fellowe comes out
with his ierke. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) y. Garret's
Ghost Ded., Wit and Mirth : Chargeably Collected. . Made
vp and fashioned into . Clinches, Bulls, Quirkes, Yerkes,
Quips and Ierkes. a 1658 BROME Novella iv. i. Wks. 1873
I. 155 Sir, use your jerks and quillets at the bar. 1889
A. H. BULLEN Mitsa Proterva Pref., Some happy jerk of

fancy or playful sally of wit.

1 4. A short abrupt series ofnotes (of a bird). Obs.

1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 333 They [the call-birds]
invite the wild ones by what the bird-catchers call short

jerks. 1773 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 252 The
short bursts of singing birds, contending with each other

(called jerks by the bird-catchers), are equally distinguished
from what I term song, by their not continuing for four
seconds. 1794 PRISC. WAKEFIELD Mental Improv. (1801)
I. 58 The invitation is given by what is called Jerks, in the

language of the birdcatchers.

Jerk, J*. 2 Also 8-9 jirk. [f. JEKK v.% : sec

also JERKY.] Jerked meat, charqui.
1799 J. SMITH Ace. Remark. Occurr. (1870) 116 We Dirked

the lean, and fryed the tallow out of the fat meat, which we
kept to stew with our jirk as we needed it. 1851 W.
DE HASS Hist. Early Settlements vn. iii. 389 As soon as

daylight appeared, the captain started to where they left

some jerk hanging on the evening before.

Jerk (dj54k), z>.l Also 6 gierk, 6-7 girk(e,

ierck(e, ierke, 7-8 jirk. [See JERK rf.']

) 1. trans. To strike with or as with a whip',

switch, or wand ; to scourge, whip, lash, switch.



JERK.

1350 COVERDALE Sfir. Perle vi. (I588) 48 Than he beateth
and gierketh vs a little with a rod. 1363 FOXE A. * M.
(1583) I. 72/1 Whip him with scourges, iercke him with
rods. 1593 G. HARVEY New Letter C ij b, I may.,chearne him like a dish of butter or girke him like a
hobling gig. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 89 They .. are
worthy to bee nrkt with . . lashes. 1611 COTGR., Fmetier
to scourge, ..yerke or ierke. 1673 F. KIRKMAN Unlucky

k '!ii!
" W g naked

' ['hey] Slapt and Jerkt him. , ., ;- . ->& MMM*w,LhUv vj oiupianu jerKl mmwith all their strength. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 52. 3/2An OxcheekOld Woman, .he firk'd.And. .a Fruitererjirk'd
1 1>- fig. To lash with satire or ridicule. Obs.

1602 2nd Ft. Keturn Jr. Pamass, i. ii. 260 Acute lohn
Davis, I affect thy rymes, That ierck in hidden charmes
these looser times. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past n i

My busied pen Shall ierke to death this infamy of men 1710
E. WARD .fin*. Hua.x. 114 A Third Man. .with much Plea-
sure Jirks the Church, As if his Words were Rods of Birch
2. To move (anything) by a sharp suddenly

arrested motion, like that with which a whip is

wielded ; to thrust, pull, or shake by such a motion ;

to give a sudden thrust, push, pull, or twist to!
Often with an adv. of direction or its equivalent.
1389 NASHE A Imondfor Parrat 5 b, Would you not laugh

to see Cll. the Cobler, and New. the souter, ierking out
theyrelbowes in euerie Pulpit? <ti66i HOLYDAY Juvenal
viii, Though some grave friend ..jerk his whip for notice
ivirga friar annuit}. 1780 Puritan in Steevens Suppl.
Shaks. II. 580 Let him play a little ; we'll jerk him up of a
sudden. 1849 H. MAYO Pop. Supers!. (1851) 81 To . . jerkand swing the limbs. 1863 A. J. HORWOOD Yearbks 30 *
31 Edw. I Pref. 37 The rope broke not by reason of the
holders moving or jerking it, but by reason of its weakness
1865 LOWELL Ode Harvard Comment, iv, We poor puppets,
jerked by unseen wires. 1873 W. S. HAYWARD Love agst.World 18 He jerked the horse's mouth roughly.

b. To throw or toss with a quick sharp motion,
esp. with a sudden twitching or snatching action.
1786 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 4 Nov., I had the greatest

difficulty to save myself from being suddenly jerked into
the middle of the room. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles vi. 59
[He] jerked a bow, and in a few moments was free. 1858LONGF. M.Standishiv. 138 Then from the rattlesnake's skin,
with a contemptuous gesture, Jerking the Indian arrows, he
filled it with powder and bullets. 1863 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.
xxi. ii. (1872) IX. 276 Excellent sound masonries; which
have an over-tendency to jerk themselves into pinnacles
1883 MOMERIE Personality Introd. (1886) 15 The primeval
chaos of ofioiontpi; was, so to speak, jerked into a number
of distinguishable objects, by a movement.
3. fig. To utter or throw out (words or sounds)

abruptly, or sharply and shortly.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. i. iii. Wks. 1856 I. 83 How

your cornet jerketh up His straind shrill accents. 1860
PUSEY Min. Proph. 407 He speaks as if the one word,
jerked out, as it were, wrung forth from his inmost soul, was
Violence. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect I. 145 His sentences
seemed jerked out. 1889 P. H. EMERSON Eng. Idyls 46
Bout-four-an'-a-half-mile ', jerked out Ben, between strong

pulls at his pipe.
4. intr. To give a jerk ; to jerk a bow or nod ;

to move with a jerk.
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe ii. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 32 Your

dauncers legges bow for-sooth, and Caper, and jerke and
Firke, and dandle the bodie aboue them. 1693 G. STEPNEY
in Dryden's Juvenal viii. (1697) 204 Nor blush, shou'd he
some Grave Acquaintance meet, But, (proud of being known)
will Jerk and Greet. 1782 MRS. E. BLOWER G. Bateman III
7 He . . making but one step . . to the street door, jerked
out of the house. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the
Banker i. vii. 136 The door jerked open. 1889 BARDIE
Window in Thrums xx. 191 Jess's head jerked back involun-
tarily.

b. intr. To move the limbs or features in an in-

voluntary spasmodic manner. Cf. JERKER lib.
1874 E. EGGLESTON Circuit Rider xiv. (1895) 104 He .. was

seized with that curious nervous affection which originated
in these religious excitements... He jerked violently his

jerking only adding to his excitement, which in turn in-
creased the severity of his contortions.

1 5. intr. To aim satire ; to sneer, carp, gird. Obs.
a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary iv. v, You must be jerk-

ing at the times, forsooth. 1649 MILTON Eikon. viii. Wks.
(1851) 395 By the way he jerkes at some mens reforming to
models of Religion, a 1704 T. BROWN Pindar. Petit. Lds.
Council Wks. 1730 I. 62 Prologues so witty, That jirk at
the city.

t 6. intr. Of a bird : To utter a short sharp abrupt
series of notes. Obs.

1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 334 The bird catchers fre-

quently lay considerable wagers whose call-bird can jerk
the longest. 1773 BARRINGTON in Phil. Trans LXIII. 263A very experienced catcher of nightingales hath informed
me, that some of these birds have jerked the instant they
were caught.
Hence Jerked (dgaikt) ///. a.

1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pron. i. 5 Jerked utterance. Ibid.,
Jerked whisper.

Jerk (dgsik), v.2 Also 8 jirk. [Corrupted
from American Sp. charque-ar in same sense, f.

charque, charqui, ad. Quichua (Peruvian) ccharqui
' dried flesh, unsalted, in long strips '. The verb
in Quichua was ccharquini

' to prepare dried meat,
to jerk', whence perh. the early cognate JERKIN
sb.'l The word is now used in all parts of Spanish
America, and was app. found by English naviga-
tors in Spanish use in the W. Indies. (See Skeat,
Trans. Philol. Soc. 1885, 94.)]
trans. To cure (meat, esp. beef) by cutting it into

long thin slices and drying it in the sun.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. xvi, They [the wild hogs] are
shot, .. cut open, the bones taken out, and the flesh gash'd
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on the inside into the skin, filled with salt, and exposed to
the sun, which is called Jirking. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. ii

305 He . . was sent here with twenty-two Indians to jerkbeef. 1760-72 tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 329 Kill-
ing cattle ; more for the sake of their hides, and tallow, than
their flesh ; of which, nevertheless, they jerk great quan-
tities for the use of such ships as sail from Pernambuco
1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 19 At 12 we stopped to jirk our meat
and again proceeded at two. I8S9 R. F. BURTON Centr.

^V\ yrnl
--

e
"X- Soc- XXIX " ** When a bull<*k is

killed they either jerk the meat, or dry it upon a dwarf
platform of sticks raised above a slow and smoky fire 1863
Lit. Times 4 July (Tracks across Australia), Two of thS
horses were slaughtered for food one jerked, the other
boiled down.
Hence Jerked (djaikt)///. a., JeTking vU. sb.
1712 W. ROGERS Voy. round World 199 They export ..

Rice, Cotton, and some dry'd Jerkt Beef. 1726 SHELVOCKE
Voy round World 116. 1812 J. J. HENRY Camp. agst.
Quebec w Preserve our provisions by jerking. 1851 MAYNEREID Scalp Hunters xxvii. 201 Yonder goes the jerking,
line 1 1865 Leeds Merc. 22 Feb., Experiments are beingmade in Aldershott camp with the South American 'jerkedbeef with a view to its introduction in the army.
Jerk, z;.3 ; see JERQUE v.

Jerker i
(dsa-ikai). [f. JEBK .i + -EB i

.]
1. One who jerks : in senses of the verb.
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 133 Yea Madam Gabriela

are you such an old ierker. 1598 FLORIO, Frustatore, a

whipper,
a scourger, a ierker. 1651 TRIPLETT On Dr. Gill

(inD Urfey Pills (1719) IV. 263), Take heed. .Lest you taste
of his Lash, For I have found him a Jirker.

b. spec. One who makes involuntary spasmodic
movements of the limbs or features, caused by
religious excitement. Cf. JERK sb.^ 2 b

(/>).
1831 S. JUDD Margaret viii. (1871) 41 The jumpers of

Wales were outdone by the jerkers of Kentucky. 1889 PopSa. Monthly June 148 Examples of this in America are seen
the 'Jumpers', 'Jerkers', and various revival extra-
jances.

TWW WMM4WUB uy LUC jerKerb OI J^cntuctcy.
Set. Monthly June 148 Examples of this in America are seen
in the 'Jumpers', 'Jerkers', and various revival

nces.

_. U.S. A fish, the river-chub, Hybopsis ken-

tuckiensis, also called hornyhead. 1890 in Cent. Diet.
Jerker 2

, variant of JERQUEH.

Jerkily (dgaukili), adv. [f. JERKY a. + -LY 2.]
In a jerky manner

; by fits and starts.

1874 BURNAND My time i. 6 His head would drop forward
jerkily. 1885 E. M. THOMPSON in Librar. Mag. July 4
Their nest progressed very slowly and jerkily
Jerkin I

(dgg-jkin). arch, or Hist. Alsofiierk-
ynge, -yn, 6-7 -en, 7 jerking. [Recorded soon
after 1500 : origin unknown.
(It has been conjecturally associated with Du. and WesternLG jurk,

'

girl's or child's frock
'

; but, besides the facts that
Eng. j does not correspond to Du. j(=y\ and that a jerkin
is not a frock, jurk is merely a mod. Du. word, unknown to
Kilian, Hexham, and other i7th c. lexicographers, and is
itself of unknown origin.)]
A garment for the upper part of the body, worn

by men in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies

;
a close-fitting jacket, jersey, or short coat,

often made of leather. Since c 1700 used in litera-
ture only historically, or in reference to foreign
countries

; but app. still used in some dialects for
a waistcoat, an under vest, or a loose jacket.
1519 Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1888) 33 For

stellyng a jerkynge. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 13 No
man, vnder the saide degrees., weare. .any silke, other than
. . veluet in their sleueles cotes, iakettes, ierkyns, coifes,
cappes. 1556 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 101
[I hey] haue their skinne of their bodies raced with diuers
workes in maner of a leather lerkin. 1576 GASCOIGNE
Steele Gl. Epil. (Arb.) 83 What are they? women? masking
in mens weedes? With dutchkin dublrts, and with Jerkins
mggde. 1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1875) 31 A common
garmente daylye vsed suche as we call a lerken or lackett
without sleues. i6o6SHAKS. Tr. # Cr. HI. iii. 266 A plague
of opinion, one may weare it on both sides, like a leather
lerkin. 1616 SIR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (1886)1.135
lohn nagle sent me ffrize for a lerkin and breeches for myown wearing. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver i. i, By good luck, I had
on me a buff jerkin, which they could not pierce. 1808
SCOTT Marm. i. viii, Last, twenty yeomen two and two, In
hosen black, and jerkins blue. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.
(1859) 25 His dress was of the antique Dutch fashion a
cloth jerkin, strapped round the waist several pair of
breeches, the outer one . . decorated with rows of buttons
down the sides, and bunches at the knees. 1828 Craven
Dial.,Jerkin, a waistcoat. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain xxv.
147 A shabby-looking fellow, dressed in a jerkin and wear-
ing a high-crowned hat, attended as domestic. 1868 FREE-
MAN Norm. Conj. II. ix. 389 With nothing but his javelin
and his leathern jerkin.

b. Comb., asjerkin-maker.
.
cisfis J; SPARKE in Hakluyt Voy. III. 504 They .. doe

lagge their flesh . . as workemanlike as a lerkinmaker with
vs pinketh a ierkin.

1589 Nottingham Rcc. IV. 58 Thomas
Rogers, de Nottingham, lyrkynmaker.
Hence JeTkined(-ind)a.[-En*],wearinga jerkin.
1832 Miss YONGF. Cameos (1877) III. xii. 98 Five hundred

red jerkined men,

tJe'rkin 2
. Also 6 giroken, 7 girking. [deriv.

(? dim.) of jer- in jerfalcon, GERFALCON.] The
male of the gerfalcon.
'539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 12 Any faucon, gerfaucon,

lerkin, sacre or sacret. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Poems xviii.

25 Thair -wes a gentle girking gay. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farme 713 The male to the Gerfaulcon is that
which is called the lerkin, being a much lesse bird.

t JeTkin 3
, sb. or a. Obs. In jerkin beef =

jerked beef : see JERK v.2

1612 CAPT. SMITH Map Virginia 17 As drie as their ierkin
beefe in the West Indies. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673)

JEBOBOAM.
39 Jerkin Beef, which is huffed, and slasht through, hune
up and dryed in the Sun.

Jerkiness (dja-jkines). [f. JERKY a. + -NESS.]The quality of being jerky.
1856 BRIMLEY Ess., Proctor 243 To the same feature. .we

are inclined to attribute the jerkiness of the verse 1866
G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. vi. (1878) 83 Impulse was
always predominant, giving a certain jerkiness, like the
hopping of a bird.

t Jerkme-fc. Sc. Obs. In 7-8 girkienet, 8
jerke-Jirkinet. [f. JERKIN! + -ET.] A sort ofjacket
or blouse worn by women of the humbler classes.
c \fOnDepred. Clan Campbell (1816) 32 Item .. 2 shirts

3 girkienets, 2 playds. 1725 Willie Winkie's Test, in
Wlutelaw Bk. Sc. Song (1875) 540/1 A jerkenet, scarce
worth a louse, a 1794 Old Chorus m Burns' ' My Lady'siroivn Jenny's jimps and jirkinet.

Jerking (djfrjkig). vU. sb.
[f. JERK w.i +

-ING
l.] The action of JERK z>.l, q. v.

iSSa Harl. MS. 353 If. 121 She sayd .. that the kingeshewed himself an unnaturall nephew, and withall did wishe
that she had had the ierkinge of him. 1641 WILKINS
Math. Magick u. iv. (1648) 78 The jerking of a Switch
like the letter Q. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xix, My lady's favour
stood between your skin and many a jerking. 1851 lllustr.
Catal. Gt. Exhib. 248 The breaks are successively broughtinto action., so as to avoid the danger of sudden jerking
1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 519 Children with?.
nervous symptoms, such as starting, jerkmgs, etc.

Jerking (dgaukirj),///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING
2.]That jerks : in various senses of JKRK jj.l

1602 2nd PI. Retuni.fr. Parnass. i. i. 92, 1, luuenall : thy
jerking

hand is good, Not gently laying on, but fetching
bloud. 1672 MARVELL Reh. Transp. i. Wks. 1776 II. &
Tnplet . . in his turn avenged himself of his jerking peda-
gogue. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xxxii, The violent
jerking motion of the vessel. 1834 HOOKER Himal. Jrnls.
i. xvn. 376 Three sharp jerking shocks of earthquake.
Hence Je'rkingly adv., in a jerking manner.
1880 J. E. BURTON Handbk. Midwives 42. 29 The limbs

begin to move jerkingly,

Jerkin-head. Arch. [Of uncertain origin :

perh. for jerking-, from JEKK v. (as if the slope
were jerkily interrupted).] (See quots.)
1842-76 GWILT Arc/lit, (ed. 7) Gloss., Jerkin Head, the

end of a roof not hipped down to the level of the opposite
adjoining walls, the gable being carried higher than the
level of those walls. Ibid., ShreadHead, the same as Jerkin
Head. 1868 Chambers' Encycl. V. 697 Jerkin-hcail, a form
f roofing which is half-gable, half-hip. The gable generally

goes as high as the ties of the couples, above which the roof
is hipped off.

Jerkish (d^a-jkij), a. rare. [f. JERK sbl +
-ISH.] Characterized by jerks ; jerky.
1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Mar. 5/6 'No', said Lord

Edmond, in his jerkish manner,
'

the Government have no
information '.

Jerksome (dgMks#m), a. rare. [f. as prec.
+ -SOME.] =next.
1880 BLACKMORE Mary Anerley Ivii. (1881) 435 With

females jolting up and down, upon no springs except those
ofjerksome curiosity.

Jerky (dga-jki), a. and sbl
[f. as prec. + -Y.]

A. adj. Characterized by jerks or sudden abrupt
or twitching movements ; oftenyfy., spasmodic.
1838 O. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. \. (189!) 6 They are

the talkers that have what may be called jerky minds. 1875
W. HOUGHTON Sk. Brit. Insects 101 They move rapidly
through the water by jerky motions. 1887 Spectator
26 Mar. 422/1 A style which is so jerky that it may be
described as dislocated..

B. sb. A springless wagon;
vehicle. U.S.

a shaky jolting

1884 W. SHEPHERD Prairie Exper. 108 The liveliest

travelling was by jerky, the ordinary American farm-waggon
without springs. 1894 Outing (U. S.) 398/1 Now a wab-
bling, jumping 'jerky

'

does the stage work for the line.

Je'rky, sb.* U. S. [ad. American Sp. charqui,
charque (Pg. xarque}, from native Peruvian cchar-

qui: see CHARQDI and JERK v.2] Jerked beef.

1890 in Cent. Diet. 1893 E. COUES Lewis f, Clark I. 31
The word as a verb is now generally spelled jerk, and
jerked meat is known as,jerky.

II Jerm (d^sjm). Also 7 germo, 7-8 germe, 9
djerm. [Arabic ..^jj. jarm ;

in It. germa, F.

djerme.'} A small one- or two-masted vessel with

large lateen sails used on the Egyptian coast ; for-

merlyapplied to larger trading vessels in the Levant.
1632 LITHGOW Tray. m. ir8 In Salonica I found a Germo,

bound for Tenedos, in which I imbarked. 1660 B'. BROOKE
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 281 At Roussetta we . . imbarked by
night in a Germe, and the next day were in Alexandria.

1799 Naval Chron. II. 325 His Lordship set out from Alex-
andria in a germe, or open boat. 1800 Ibid. XXIV. 222

Spoke a Jerm from El-Aarish. 1819 T. HOPE Anastasius
(1820) I. xv. 292 On board one of the country djerms.

Jerm-, obs. spelling of GERM- in various words.

T Je'rnie, int. Obs. [a. F. jerni, jami, short-

ened form oijarnidieu, corruption ofje rente Dieu
I renounce God.] Used as a profane oath. Hence
t Jernie v. intr., to utter this oath.

1678 OTWAY Friendship in F. v. i, Jernie what a Bush of
Bryars and Thorns is here ? a 1680 BUTLER Kem. (1759) I.

84 Although he lernie and blaspheme, When they miscarry,
Heav'n and them.

Jeroboam (daerob^-aim). [So called in allu-

sion tojeroboam, 'a mighty man ofvalour' (i Kings
xi. 28), 'who made Israel to sin' (xiv. 16).]
A large bowl or goblet ;

a very large wine-bottle.

187



JEBONYMITE.

1816 SCOTT HI. rrtvarfxM, Or make a brandy Jeroboam

in a frosty in >rning. a 1815 FORBY I'cc. E. Anglia, Jera-

/;,,/ a capacious bowl or goblet ; otherwise, and more

ceiKrally, called a Joram. 1889 Daily News 27 July 5/5

Knormous U.ltli-s of fabulous content called 'Jeroboams ,

which some say contain 10, others 12 ordinary bottles.

Jero-nymite, variant of HIKHONYMITE.

,777 W. DALRVMH.E Trm. Sf. * Port. Iv, The convent. .

is inhabited by the Jeronymites. 1893 FOREMAN Frit to

s'/t ii'n 28 A convent built for theleronymite monks ofUelem.

Jeropiga, -pigia, var.C-EROPiGA, HIKRA PICK A.

1852 Mitt. F.'.'iJ. Import Duties on Wines, Sel. Committee

llo. I'piam. 16 Jeropiga, of first-rate quality, is composed of

two-thirds must or grape juice and one-third spirit.

Jerownde, obs. form of GYRONNY a. Her.

Jerque (d^a-ik), v. Also 9 jirk. [Origin

obscure : it has been coujecturally referred to

It. cercare to search, which suits the form and

sense ;
but historical evidence is wanting.

The agent noun JERQUER, jerfftr. is evidenced back to

1706, and ought to be formed from the vb. ; but the latter is

not known so early, nor does it appear how either word was

connected with Italy.]

trans, a. To search (a vessel) for unentered goods :

see next. b. now, To examine or search a ship's

papers in order to ascertain whether the captain's
and the customs officer's lists of cargo agree, and

to see that all the cargo has been duly
' entered

'

and described.

1819 Smugglers 1. 125 M'Groul and MBain engaged to

meet him. .as soon as the Hazard was fairly in the narbour,
and assist mjirking the vessel. 1845-63 WATERSTOM Cycl.

Commerce, Jerquing, the search of a ship performed by
a custom-house officer (called a jerquer), to ascertain if there

are any unentered goods concealed. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bit., Jerquing a vessel, a search performed by the

jerquer of the customs, after a vessel is unloaded, to see

that no unentered goods have been concealed.

Jerquer (dgauloj). Also 8 (erron.) jerguer,

9 Jerker. [See prec. vb.]
' A custom-house offi-

cer, a searcher' (Simmonds, 1858) ;
in the London

Custom House, A clerical officer who examines and
checks a ship's papers, to see that all the cargo
has been duly entered and described.

1706 PHILLIPS, Jerguer, an Officer at the Custom-House,
who oversees the Actions and Accounts of the Waiters,

1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in. 498 Four Examiners
of the Out-Port Books 2oo/. Three Jerquers at ioo/. each,
3oo/. i8u J. SMYTH Pract. o/CustomsdBii'ijI'be Warrants,
Books, &c. are to be delivered to the Jerquer (or Surveyor,
in those Ports where there is not a Jerquerl, within one
month after the clearing of the Ship by the Tide-surveyor.
1861 SALA Ship-C'handler (L.), I've heard tell that she's

three parts slaver and one part pirate ; and I wonder the
custom-house jerkers don't seize her whenever that gibbet-
face Stoneyard has the impudence to put into Longport.

Jerreed, jerrid, variants of JERID, JERKED.

Jerry (dje-ri), sb. [Familiar variant of (he

proper nameJeremymJeremiah (in Ireland treated

as equivalent to Diarmaid\ Variously applied ;

mostly in slang or vulgar speech.]
1. A machine for shearing cloth.

1883 Almondbury <$ Huddersfitld Gloss., Jerry
(
the com-

mon name of a machine for finishing cloth, by which all the

rough portions are removed. 1885 Taylor s Patent No. 2784
(title) Jerrys or machines for shearing fabrics.

2. Printers' slang. The noise made by beating
chases, etc., on an apprentice finishing his time,
or on other occasions.
1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocat. 68. 1894 D. C. MURRAY in

My First Bk. 106 The compositors performed what they
called a 'jerry' in the blunderer's honour.

3. Short for jerry-shop (a contraction, it is said,
of Tom-and-Jerry-shop, from the cant name of a
mixture of liquors) : A low Ijeer-house.

1851-61 MAYHEW Land. Labour II. 255 (Farmer) An
advance of s/. made to him by the keeper of a beer-shop,
or, as he called it, a jerry. 1873 Stan? Diet., Jerry shup,
a beer-house. Contraction of 'Tom and Jerry '. 18.. CAR,
LYLE in Froude Life (Cent.), A worse than jerry-shop over
the way raged like Bedlam or Erebus.
4. Short for jerry hat : A round felt hat.

1841 Punch I. 98 Those unassuming castors designated
'Jerrys'. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 275 Showing
the manufacture of felt caps or jerries . . Finished felt cap
or jerry. 1865 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 146/1 Large light whiskers,
a jerry hat, and green cutaway coat,

5. Short fpr JEHRY-BDILDEB.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

6. Comb. Jerry-oome-tumble, Jerry-go-nim-
ble, a tumbler, an antic, a performer (equestrian or

other); also trans/.; Jerrycummumble, Jerry-
mumble vis. trans., to shake or tumble about ;

Jerry-sneak, a mean sneaking fellow, a hen-pecked
husband. See also JERRY-BUILDER, etc.
i8 SCOTT Quentin D. xiv, I [a hangman] never quarrel

with my customers my "jerry-come-tumbles, my merry
dancers. 1785 GROSS Diet. Vulg. Tongue, 'Jerrycnm.
mumble, to shake, towzle, or tumble about. 1876 T. HARDY
far/r. Madding Crolud viii, They took me .. into a large
jerry.go-mmble show, where there were women-folk rid-
ing round. 1711 CIBBER Rival Fool m, I'gad I'll fetch

5*/~ 5?' . Vg5bli YOU. 1764 FOOTF. Mayor
'*S'\l "^ *' 3SZ7 Sneak

' a l "Ped<l husband.
1814 Miss MITFORI> Villon Ser. i. (1863) 223 A little in-
significant, perking, sharp-featured man, with a Jerry-Sneak

" h 1= "'''y-fa- '8*4 W. M. MAXWELL
"855) "6 A " landlady - - was

570

J-erry, a. [prob. short for JERRY-BUILT.] Con-
structed unsubstantially of bad materials.

1881 Lane. Gloss., Jerry, bad, defective, and deceptive;.,
a jerry building is one that is badly built, although it may
look well outwardly. 1899 Li>. EGERTON in Times 31 Aug.
9/4 A jerry canal would never have commanded the con-

fidence of the public. 1899 (/ 'ettui. Gaz. 6 Apr. 4/3 No
matter how jerry the main structure of a house may DC, if

it is nicely decorated and finished inside.. they [the public]
will rent or buy it readily.

So Je'rryism, jerry-building.
1885 Pelerhead Sentinel 24 June, The cheap jerryism of

the building yards. 1885 Aberdeen Jrnl. 30 Dec., The
Penedo. .broke in two and foundered in acpuple of minutes.
This . . is a very violent illustration of jerryism.

Je'rry-bui'lder. [Origin not ascertained.

That jerry^uilder and jerry-built originated in some
way from the name Jerry is probable ; but the statement
made in a letter to the newspapers in Jan. 1884, that they
commemorate the name of a building firm on the Mersey,
has on investigation not been confirmed. The earliest

example yet found is that ofjerry-built 1869.]

A speculating builder who ' runs up
'

unsubstanti-

ally bnilt houses of inferior materials.
1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 536 It is un-

fortunately too often the habit of builders^-or rather jerry
builders to use the worst possible description of bricks.
1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon n. xvii, The jerry-builder walks
there alone and wonders how long his houses are likely to
stand. 1890 Guardian 15 Oct. 1605/1 Even Norman Cathe-
drals reveal the 'jerry builder*.

So Je'rry-build v. trans., to build unsubstanti-

ally and of bad materials
; Jerry-bui'ldingr, the

speculative building of houses, etc. of bad materials

and unsubstantial workmanship.
1885 J. E. C. MUNRO Legal Posit. Landlords fy Tenants

164 To put an end to the jerry building. 1890 SIR N. BARNABY
in Daily News 15 Nov. 6/2 As to jerry-building of the ships.
. . He would say that anything in the nature of jerry-building
was absolutely impossible

at any dockyard in the United
Kingdom. 1893 G. ALLEN in ll^estm. GHZ. 19 Dec. 2/1 It

takes half a year to jerry-build a dingy street.

Je'rry-'bui'lt, a. [See prec.] Built unsub-

stantially of bad materials ; built to sell but not
to last.

1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Jerry-built, slightly, or unsubstan-

j
tially built, 1875 RUSKIN Fors Clav. V. 263 Rows ofjerry-
built cottages are creeping up. 1900 G. C. BRODRICK Mem.
ff Impr. 316 It would soon be overspread by vulgar jerry-
built villas.

Jerrymander, erron. form of GERRYMANDER.

Jersey (d^Suzi). Also 6 iarzie, ierdseie, iarn-
sey. 7~9 Jaw(e)y. The name of the largest of the

Channel Islands : used attrib. and ellipt., esp. in

reference to the knitting of stockings and other

worsted articles, which was long a staple industry
of Jersey.
1. attrib. Of Jersey ; of Jersey worsted.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 57 Nether-stocks, .not
of cloth .. for that is thought to base, but of larnsey worsted.

1603 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II. 231 [Not] to weare
. .worsted or Jersey stockings. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2914/4
One fine Knit Jersey Night Gown . . 3 pair of Knit Jersey
Breeches. 1704 Ibid. No. 4030/4 Light-coloured Jersey
Stockings.
2. sb. a. Jersey knitted work

; Jersey worsted ;

worsted generally.
1587 Ace. Death Mary Q. Scots (Bodl MS. e Museo 178,

If. 21 b). Her hose wer wosted . . wrought with syluer
about the Clockes, and whit larzie vnder them. 1587
HARRISON England it. vii. (1877) i. 170 The women's
diverslie coloured nether stocks of silke jerdseie. 1882
BECK Draper's Diet. 175 Jarsey is still the local name for

worsted in Lancashire.

t b. Wool which has been combed and is ready
for spinning. Obs.

1657 Golden Fleece(N.), The present practice, .which daily
carrieth away of the finest sorts of wools ready combed into

jarsies for worke. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 286/1
Jersey, is the finest Wool taken out of other sorts of Wool
by Combing it with a Jersey-Comb. 1781 Specif. G. Dunlins'
Patent No. 1288 (title) New Method of Spinning of Jersey.
1790 P. LUCKOMBE Eng. Gazetteer s.v. Kettering, A charity-
school of 20 girls employed in spinning jerseys.
3. A woollen knitted close-fitting tunic, with short

or long sleeves; applied esp. to that worn as a sole

covering of the body in athletic exercises and sports;
also, to a similar woollen garment worn either as an
outer tunic by seamen, children, etc., or as an under-
shirt or under-vest ; also, to a close-fitting knitted
tunic or jacket worn by women.
1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph., Knights 215 But though

you saw poor People [A/JU.K] here . . had no flannel-

waistcoat, ne'er Have you given him a jersey. 1857
HUGHES Tom Brown I. v, Now each house has its own
uniform of [football] cap and jersey, of some lively colour.
1861 Tom Bremin at Oxf. h. (1889) 15 Here's this rough
jersey which I use instead of a coat. 1880 Miss BRADDON
Just as I am vii, She was not the kind of woman to encase
herself in a boating Jersey because the fashion book told
her that Jerseys were universally worn. 1889 RAWLINSON
Phoenicia 356 A close-fitting tunic with short sleeves, like a
modem '

jersey '.

b. A man wearing a jersey. Bluejersey, a sea-

man, a bargee.
1889 A. T. PASK Eyes Thames 57 You pass some dingy

anchored craft in which the blue jerseys are smoking.
4. One of a breed of cattle of the Channel Islands ;

a cow
of^thc

island of Jersey.
1881 SIIKLDON Dairy Farming 25/1 The term 'Jerseys'

JESS.

is now taking the lead of the others. 1885 Pall Mall G.
2 Oct. 9/1 An exceptionally fine lot of Jerseys were shown.

6. Comb., as (sense 2) jersey-comb, -comber,

weaver, -wheel
; ( 3 ) jersey-shaped adj.

1634 Canterbury Marriage Licences (MS.), Nicholas Du
Sor, jarsey-weaver. 1688 Jersey-Comb [see 2 b]. 1718-19
Overseers Ace. Holy Cross, Canterbury, A jarsey wheel
a cloath basket. 1710 Land. Gaz. No. 5881/5 Humphry
Maden, . . Jarsy-comber. 1884 J. M. COWPER Our Parish
Bks. 113 Spinning Wheels or jersey-wheels, were provided.
Hence Je rseyecl a., wearing a jersey.
1869 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 10 Blue-jerseyed boatmen and

newspaper boys. 1890 Daily ffrws 17 Nov. 6/2 Red-

jerseyed Salvationists serve there all day alone.

Jert, sb. Obs. or dial. Also 8- jirt. = JERK sb.\

1568 Jacob ff Esau i. i, Come on, ye must haue three
iertes for the nonce. 1607 MARKHAM Caval. n. (1617) 40 Giue
him a lerte or two vpon the nether part of his buttocks.

x6xxCoTCR., Attainte, a gentle nip, quip, or iert. 1785 BURNS
2nd Ep. to Lapraik ix, She's gien me monie a jirt an' fleg.

Jert, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 Jirt. [A pho-
netic variant or parallel form of JERK.]
1. =JERK v.1

1566 DRANT Horace A vij, They ierted vp their horse
with whippes. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 42 An other tower
. .that is not so wide as a belfree, and a Cobler cannot iert out
hiselbowes in. 1600 Summer's LastWiH\n Hazl. Dodsley
VIII. 52, 1 jerted my whip, and said to my horses but hay.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Fartne 134 You shall on the
suddaine chocke him in the weeks of the mouth, and iert

his head vp aloft, a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xx. 165

Withdrawing himself.. with a jerting turn towards the left

hand. 1816 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 117 That
only gars you jirt out the words.

2. dial. To throw a stone by jerking the arm

against the hip : = HAUNCH .3

In most north. Eng. dial, glossaries.

Jerusalem (dgerw-salem). The city in Pales-

tine so called
; the Holy City. Hence attrib. or

ellipt. in the following, among other uses : Jeru-
salem jump (see quot.) ; Jerusalem letters,
letters or symbols tattooed on the arm or body,
such as pilgrims or visitors to Jerusalem sometimes

bore, in testimony or memory of their visit ; Jeru-
salem pony and ellipt. Jerusalem, a donkey (in
reference to Christ's riding into J. on an ass). Also
in numerous plant-names and other combinations,
as Jerusalem ARTICHOKE, CROSS, etc. : see these

words.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 159 They bare five crosses gules, in

forme of that which is at this day called the *Ierusalem
crosse. 1607 DAMPIEK Voy. 514 The Jerusalem Cross is

made in Mens Arms, by pricking the skin, and rubbing in

a pigment. 1877 W. JONES Finger-ring 265 Two signet-
rings, also bearing as a device the '

Jerusalem Cross '. 1887
LANG Myth, Rit. fj Kelig. II. 240 The Voodoo-dance is

consecrated as the '

"Jerusalem Jump '. 1760-7* H. BROOKE
Fool of Qual. (1800) II. 16 If heaven should ever bless

me with more children, . . I have determined to fix some
indelible mark upon them, such as that of the *Jerusalem-
Letters.

17^16
Land. Gaz. No. 5400/4 He is. .well set, with

a Scar on his right Cheek, and the Jerusalem Mark on his

Arm. 1806 in H. Martin Brighton^ (1871) 156 The *
Jerusalem

ponies have been in high requisition all the morning. 1840
P. Parley's Ann. I. 218 Mrs. Button .. at last thought of

trying her Jerusalem poney in the streets. 1878 Daily
News 16 Sept 3/1 Jerusalems, alias living donkeys, are

plentiful in the market.

Jervine (djS'JWb). Chem. [Formerly also in

mod.L. form jervina : f. Sp. jerva the poisonous
root of Veratrum^\ A crystalline alkaloid occur-

ring, together with vcratrine, in the roots of Vera-

trtim album and V. mride. Also called jervia.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 282 (heading) Of

Jervina. 1846 WORCESTER, Jervine. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.

Chem. III. 444 Jervine is colourless and crystalline. .. It is

insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap, (1879) 156 Jervia still lessened the pulse-rate.

fJeryne. Obs. rare 1
, [perh. a. OF. geron,

giron, front part of the dress, lap.] An article of

dress or armour.
?/z 1400 Morte Arth. 903 Sir Arthure. .Arrmede hym in a

actone with orfraeez fulle ryche, Aboven one bat a jeryne of

Acres owte over.

Jesamin, jeseinin(e, jesmin(e, obs. forms

of JASMINE. Jesing, var. GESINB Obs., childbed.

Jess i il/.cs ,
.t/'.

;
in pi. jesses (dje'sez).

Forms : a. 4 (sing, and //.) ges ; 5 (in //. sense)

gesse, 6 iesse
; /3. (//.) 4-8 gesses,5 iessis, -ys,

(7 chesses, gests), 6- jesses. [ME. ges, a. OP".

g" (&*, gel') nm., sing, and pi., ofget (giet, feet,

gest, gecf), mod.F. jet 'cast' (
= Pr. get, It. getto,

geto) : L. jact-us throw, cast, i. jaclre to throw.

Both sing, and pi. were orig. as in OF. ges, but the

pi. was soon conformed to the Eng. type as gesses.
The sing, does not occur in our mod. examples.]
A short strap of leather, silk, or other material,

fastened round each of the legs of a hawk used in

falconry ; usually bearing on its free end a small

ring or varvel to which the swivel of the leash is

attached.

1340 Ayenb. 254 Alsuo ase me ofhalt fwine uo5el be be ges
bet he ne vly to his wylle. 1398 TRF.VISA Barth. He P. K.
XII. ii. (Tollem. MS.>, Hire feet beb faslenid witb (jesses

b.-it }>ey may not fie frely to euery bnd. 1486 Bk. St. Albans
|> iv b, Sett yowre honde and be sure of the gcsie. tbid.

B v b, Hawkys haue a!oute ther legges Gesse made of leder
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most commynly, som of silke. 1530 PALSGR. 183 Vngzgietz
a payre of gesses for a hauke. Ibid. 234/1 lesses for a
hauke, get. c 1560 Par-It. Byrdes 142 in Hazl. E, P. P.
III. 174 Kepe him in a payre of Jesse. That he flye not to
no byrde about. 1615 G. SANDYS Tnm. 209 [They] make
tame Doves the speedy transporters of their letters which
they wrap about their legs like iesses. 1671 Lond. Gaz.
No. 623/4 A Falcon lost.. with the Kings Varvels upon her
Gesses. 1683 COTTON tr. Mmtaigru I. 504 We commend
a hawk for her wing, not for her gests and bells. 1774
GotDOt. Nut. Hist. (1862)11.11. v. 47. 1828 SIR J.SEBRIGHT
pis. Hawking 9-10 Slips of light leather, seven or eight
inches long, and a quarter of an inch wide, are to be made
fast to each of his legs. These are called jesses. 1874 TENNY-
SON Merlin 123 Their talk was all of training, terms of art,
Diet and seeling, jesses, leash and lure.

b. In figurative applications.
1590 MARLOWE Edw. II, n. ii, Soar ye ne'er so high, I have

the jesses that will pull you down. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. HI.
iii. 261 If I do proue her Haggard, Though that her lesses
were my deere heart-strings, I 'Id whistle her off, and let her
downe the winde To prey at Fortune. 1630 BRATHWAET
Eng. Gentian. Ded., Intangled with the light chesses of
vanity. 1840 JAMES Woodman xvii, Methinks you are one
who would find even gesses of silk or gold cord difficult to
wear.

TI Erroneously defined in Dictionaries.
1706 PHILLIPS, Jesses, Ribbons hanging down from Gar-

lands or Crowns. 1828 WEBSTER adds 'in falconry';
repeated by OGILVIE, CASSELL, Cent. Diet., FUNK.

Jess, v. [f. JESS si.] trans. To put the jesses
on (a hawk). Also_/f^.
1860 WHYTE MELVILLE Holmby Ho. 263 With her own

fair hands, she jessed and hooded '

Dewdrop \ and took her
from her perch. 1894 G. EGERTON Keynotes ii. 45 My heart
had been a free, wild, shy thing, jessed by my will.

Jess, var. GEST sb.* Obs., stage of a journey.
159* J- NORDEN Progr. Pietie (Parker Soc.) 47 heading,

The first resting-place or jess in this progress.

Jessamine, another form of JASMINE, q.v.
t Jessamy, sb. Obs. Alsoyjessamie, jes(s)-

imy, jecimy, gessamy, -imy. [Corrupt, ofjessa-
mine.] 1. = JASMINE i.

1633 EARL MANCH. A I Mondo (1636) 6 Meditation is . . as
he that smells the Violet, the Rose, the Jessamie, and the
Orange flowers dividually. 1733 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans.
XXXVIII. 179 She gnawed the Jessamy likewise, but least
of all some Holly Trees.

2. A yellow colour like that of yellow jasmine.
1750 E. SMITH Compl. Housew. (ed. 14) 293 If you colour

them [gloves], scrape some of the following colours amongst
the white-lead;, .for a Jessamy, yellow-oaker.
3. A perfume or cosmetic made from jasmine.
1671 EACHARD Obs. Answ. Cunt. Clergy 146 A little pot of

double refin'd Jesimy and a box full of specifick perfum'd
Lozenges.
4. A man who scents himself with perfume or

who wears a sprig of jessamine in his button-
hole (?) ; a dandy, a fop. See JEMMY sb. I b.

1753 HAWKESWORTH Adventurer 20 Oct. 176 You have
frequently used the terms Buck and Blood,, .but you have
not considered them as the last stages ofaregular procession
.. the scale consists of eight degrees ; Greenhorn, Jemmy,
Jessamy, Smart, Honest Fellow, Joyous Spirit, Buck, and
Blood. Ibid. 177 My labour .. recommended me to the
notice of the ladies, and procured me the gentle appellation
of Jessamy. 1802 MRS. J. WEST InfidelFalherl. 88 If men
became Jessamys, and Women Amazons. Ibid. I. 296 The
halfpagan half democratic dress of clerical jessamies.

6. attrib. That is a Jessamy, as j.fopling ;
of a

Jessamy, as Jessamy air (see 4), plant ; also

jessamy-butter = jasmine-butter (see JASMINE
3) ; jessamy-chocolate, (?) chocolate perfumed
with jasmine ; Jessamy gloves, (?) gloves of a

light yellow colour.

1657 REEVE God's Plea 123 How much girdles, gorgets,. .

rose powders, gessamy butter, complexion waters do cost in I

our daies. 1666 PEPYS Diary 27 Oct., I did give each of
them a pair of jesimy plain gloves, and another of white.

1675 T. DUFFETT Mock Temp. in. i. 22, 3 Ounces of Jessimy-
butter-.and 6 pair of Jessimy-Gloves. 1696 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3181/4 Spanish Gessimy Plants. 1697 Ibid. No. 3302/4
Jessamy-Chocolate, with other Perfumes and Spirits ; all

newly come from Florence. 1756 W. TOLDERVY Hist. Tu<t>

Orphans III. 106 A severe punishment to the fribbled Jes-

samy waiter. 1800
Spirit^

Pub. yrnls. (1801) IV. 357 The
steel-clad baron and the Jessamy fopling. 1837 Old Com-
modore II. 124 A slighter figure now appears, .with a gentle
Jessamy air.

Hence f Jessamy v. trans., to anoint or perfume
with 'Jessamy' (sense 3).
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 128/2 Terms of Art used in

Barbing and Shaving . . Jecimy the Hair, is to put Jecimin
on the palms of your hands and rub it on the hair.

Jessant (cl3e-sant),0. Her. Forms: 6 iesaunt,
iezante, gesaute, 8 gessant, 7- jessant. (See
also JACENT a. b.) [In sense i, a. OH.gesant (later

gisant) lying, pr. pple. of gsir:\j,jacere to lie.

Sense 2 is perh. a different word.]
1. Said of a charge represented as lying over another

and partly covering it, so that the latter appears on
both sides of, or above and below, the former.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry III. xv. (1660) 194 A Lyon Jessant

. .is not subjected to the primary Charge, but is borne over
both the Field and Charge, and is therefore called a LyoH
Jessant, a jacendo, because of such lying all over. 1706
[see JACENT b]. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Jessant, a
Term in Heraldry, when in a Coat of Arms, a Lyon or

other Beast is born over some Ordinary, .that Lyon or Beast
is blazoned Jessant or Jaccnt, that is, Lying over all.

2. Said when a charge (as an animal) is repre-

571

sented with another (as a branch or flower) in its
mouth or as if issuing from it.

Jessant stands between the two names, e.g. a hartgessant
a. branch ofdittany, as if agreeing with the first and govern-
ing the second ; but it is explained by Chambers and later

iS7 BOSSEWELL Armorte n. 58, G. Beareth Sable, a
Dromede passante d'or, gesante a branche of the Date
tree propre. Ibid. 59 An Harte regardante d'Argente,
iezante a branche of Dictamie propre. 1610 GUILLIM
Heraldry in. xxvi. (1660) 257 The Field is . . a Leopardshead . . Jessant a flower de lis. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Jessant, in heraldry, is applied to a flower-de-luce, or the
like figure, seeming to spring, or shoot out of some other
charge. .. The word is formed from the obsolete French
jesscr, to rise or spring out. 1766 PORNY Heraldry (1787)
Gloss., Jessant,

_
this word signifies shooting forth, as

vegetables do; it is also used to express the bearing of
Fleurs-de-lis coming out of a Leopard's head, or out of any
other Bearing. 1882 CUSSANS Handbk. Her, vi. (ed. 3) 103
Jessant : Shooting, or springing out of.

Jesse (dse-sz). [Name of the father of David
(i Sam. xvi. 12).] A genealogical tree represent-
ing the genealogy of Christ, from 'the root of
Jesse' (cf. Isa. xi. i); used in churches in the Middle
Ages as a decoration for a wall, window, vestment,
etc., or in the form of a large branched candlestick.
Also attrib. Obs. exc. Hist.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 39 The Jesse set vndir our

lady with the virgenys afore hire. 1549 Churchw. Ace.
Ely (Nichols 1797) 137 A coope of white silke with Jessy
rooles and prophetes. 1706 PHILLIPS, Jesse, .. In old
Records a large Brass Candlestick, branched out into
several Sconces, such as are us'd in Churches. This useful
Devise was first call'd Arbor Jessie, and Stiffs Jessx, from
its resemblance to the Genealogical Tree ofJesse. 1836-45
Gloss. Archit. (ed. 4) 217 It was. .wrought into a branched
candlestick, . . called a Jesse, . . in the year 1097 Hugo de
Flori, abbot of St. Augustine's, Canterbury, bought for the
choir of his church a candlestick of this kind' Candela-
bruin magnum in choro zreum c/uad Jesse vocatur inpar-
'ibus emit transmarinis\ 1848 RICKMAN Archit. p.

JEST.

tib

xxxviii, The
. .

e Jesse window, Dorchester, Oxfordshire [is] a
very rich and fine example. 1899 Q. Kcv. Jan. 169 In-
teresting chapters on Jesse windows and Story windows.
t Jesse, obs. abbrev. ofjessamine : see JASMINE.
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cccxv. 747 Called.. in English

lasimne, Gessemine, and lesse. 1611 COTGR., Jasmin, . .

Jessemine, Jelsomine, Jesse.

Jessean (djesfan), a. ? Obs.
[f. JBSSE + -AN.]

Belonging to Jesse, or to King David, his son.
1605 SYLVESTER Urania xvii, Tuning now the lessean

Harp again. 1623 COCKERAM, lessean Harpe, Dauids
musicke. a 1754 W. HAMILTON Contemplation, The blest
Jessean Lyre.

Jessed
(d^est),

a.
[f. JESS sb. or v. + -ED.]

Of a hawk : Furnished with or wearing jesses ; in
Her. having the jesses of a specified tincture.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xx. (1611) 161 He beareth

Sable, a Goshawke Argent, .armed lessed and belled. 1766
PORNY Heraldry (1777) Diet., Jessed, this is said of a Hawk
or any other Bird, whose Jesses, .are of a Tincture different
from the rest. 1877 RvsKinfars Clav. VII. Ixxv. 78 You will
like better to see the eagle free than the jessed hawk. 1882
CUSSANS Handbk. Her. vi. (ed. 3) 92 When the Jesses, or
straps with which the bells were attached, are Flotant, or
hanging loose, they are Belled and Jessed.

Jessemin, Jessimy, obs. ff. JASMINE, JESSAMY.
Jesserant (-ance, -aunce) : see JAZEKANT.
Jest (dgest), sb. Also 4-6 ieste, 6 gest, 6-7

least. See also GEST sbl [a. OF. geste, jeste,
ad. L. gesta doings, exploits: see GEST sb. 1

, of
which this is a variant spelling.]
1 1. A notable deed or action

; an exploit. Obs.
a 1300, etc. [see GEST sbl ij. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices

I- (154) 35 The noble iestes at home, a 1548 HALL Citron.
,

Hen. VIIf, 4 b, Settyng furthe the iestes, actes and deedes,
of the nobihtie. 1504 LODGE Wounds Civ. War in Hazl.
Dodsley VII. 186 Now, by my sword, this was a worthy
jest. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Ind. i. vii.

22 These two authors agree in their ieasts.

f2. A narrative of exploits; a story, tale, or

romance, originally in verse. Obs.

111300, etc. [see GEST j(5.' 2). 13.. K. Alls. 30 Here a noble
jeste of Alisaundre theo riche kyng. 1387-8 T. USK Test.
Love Prol. (Skeat) I. 2 Men. .that, .so moche swalowen the
deliciousnesse of iestes and of ryme.

f3. An idle tale. Obs.
c 1470 [see GEST sb.\ 3 b]. a 1577 GASCOIGNE Memories, R.

Courlop, Thus this foolishe iest, I put in dogrell rime. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxiv. 140 Alexander
taking it for a iest would not beleeve it. 1611 COTGR.,
Bourde, a least, fib, tale of a tub. 1620 T. PEYTON Glass
Time i. (1623) 50 The paradise of Rome's fantastike braine
Is but a iest a little wealth to gaine.
4. A mocking or jeering speech ; a taunt, a jeer.

Also, in milder sense, A piece of raillery or banter.

To break ajest (also in senses) : see BREAK v. 23.
a. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V, 77 b, [He] fled to Surges in

Berrie, . . and therefore in a lest he was commonly called the

kyng of Burges and of Berries. 1551 ROBINSON tr. More's
Uto/>. To P. Giles (1895) 10 An other is so narrow in the
sholders That he can beare no iestes nor tawntes. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 174 Too bitter is thy iest. Are wee
betrayed thus to thy ouer-view? 1599 Much Ado v. i.

189 You breake iests as braggards do their blades, which
God be thanked hurt not. 1670 A. ROBERTS Adv. T. S. 27
He cast a Jest upon every one of us, which gave the Com-
pany a great deal of Mirth. 1791 CGUTLK Iliad n. 258

wives would be an obvious jest at the time.
5. A saying intended to excite laughter ; a witti-

cism, joke.
1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utof. i. (1895) 73 He himself

was oftener laughed at then his iestes were. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 152 note, He forgot, .who exceeded al other
in uttering delightsome ieastes with a convenient grace
1640 QUARLES Enchirut. iv. 83 Let not thy laughter hand-

n?i
'h

y,
owne Jest - "75" JOHNSON Rambler No. 141 r 8

1 he
hapless

wit has his labours always to begin . and one
jest only raises expectation of another. 1864 TENNYSON
Aylmers F. 440 The jests, that flashed about the pleader's
room, Lightning of the hour.

b. trans/. Something the recital of which causes
amusement

; a ludicrous event or circumstance.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. 132 A proper iest, and neuer

heard before, That Suffolke should demand a whole
Fifteenth. 1598 - Merry W. n. ii. 116 Fal. Has Fords
wife, and Pages wife acquainted each other, how they loue
me ' '"'

.
That were a '"' indeed- 63 LITHCOW Trav.

I. 32 Now I remember here of a pretty jest, for he and I

going in [etc.]. 1737 POPE Hor. Ep. n. i. 318 To complete
cnejest, Old Edward's Armour beams onCibber's breast.
6. a. The opposite of earnest or seriousness

;

trifling sport, fnn. Chiefly in phrases, as in jest :

not seriously, without serious intention, in joke, in
fun.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 68 Reasonyng in ieste after
this sorte, and yet meanyng good earnest. 1593 SHAKS.
A ich. II, v. in. 101 His eyes do drop no teares : his prayres

schoole, wherein who-so studies in jest, may learne in good
earnest. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxxviii. V. 72 Epami-
nondas .. never permitted himself to uttera falsehood even
in jest. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 541 The jest and earnest
working side by side.

b. Jesting, joking, merriment
; ridicule.

1597 BACON Ess., Discourse (Arb.) 16/1 Some thinges are
pnuiledged from iest, namely Religion, matters of state,
reat persons, .. and any case that deserueth pittie. 1602
HAKS. Ham. v. i. 204 Alas poore Yorick, . .a fellow of infinite

lest, of most excellent fancy. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 26
Haste thee, Nymph, and bring with thee Jest and youthful
Jollity. 1771 Junius Lett. xlix. 257 A hopeful subject ofjest
and merriment between them. 1854 PATMORE Angel in Ho.
I. II. ix. (1879) 23' In joy's crown danced the feather jest.

C. A thing that is not serious or earnest
; a

jocular affair.

a 1732 GAY Epitaph, Life is a jest, and all ihings shew it,
I thought so once, and now I know it. 1822 BYRON (/ 'enier
n. i, Oh, thou world ! Thou art indeed a melancholy jest !

7. A sportive action, prank, frolic ; a trick played
in sport, a practical joke. Now rare.

1578 N. BAXTER Calvin on Jonah Compl. 3 Guy of War-
wicke, Scoggins gests and Gargantua. 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
N. in. ii. 239 Hold the sweete iest vp : This sport well
carried, shall be chronicled. 1613 HEYWOOD Braz. Age
Wks. 1874 III. 238 If Vulcan in this ieast hath pleas'd the
Gods, All his owne wrongs he freely can forgiue. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. no March begins with a
Licentious Week of Sports. . nor are they to be offended at

any Jest or Waggery. 1807-8 W. IRVING Sahnag. (1824) 60
Students famous for their love of a jest set the college on
lire, and burnt out the Professors.

t 8. An amusing or entertaining perfoimance;
a pageant, masque, masquerade, or the like. Obs.
1599 KYD Sp. Trag. i. (1602) Cj, But where is old

Hieronymo our Marshall ? He promised vs. .To grace our
banquet with some pompous iest. Stage direction, Enter
Hieronymo with a Drum, three Knightes. .then he fetches
three Kinges, etc. 1601 MUNDAY Dcnvnf. EarlHuntington
1. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 114 My rival. . Hath cross'd me
in this jest, and at the court employs the players should
have made us sport.

9. An object of or matter for jesting or derision ;

a laughing-stock.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. HI. iii. 161 Why then make sport

at me, then let me be your iest. 1606 HIERON Wits. I. 46
[He] scorneth it, [the Word] and maketh a very ieast of it.

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scant/, v. ii, To be the standing jest
of all one's acquaintance. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. v. p 6

My father and mother were a standing jest. 1878 B. TAYLOR
Deukalion ii. iii. 69 Lowly virtue is the jest of fools.

1O Co/nil., as jest -killer, -monger; \jest-mong-
ing adj. ; jest-wise adv., in a jesting manner

;

jest-word, a word of jesting ; transf. an object of

jesting or ridicule (cf. Ityword).
1599 MARSTON Sen. Villanie HI. xi. 227 Tuscus, that iest-

mounging youth Who nere did ope his Apish gerning mouth
But to retaile and broke anothers wit. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 754 A witless jestmonger. r8. .

JOANNA BAILLIE (O.), Some witlings and jest-mongers still

remain For fools to laugh at. 1843 WHITTIER Chr. Slave ii

The jest-word of a mocking bana. 1844 MRS. BROWNING
Vis. Poets ccxli, Because Anacreon looked jest-wise.

Jest (d^est), v. Also 6 gest(e, geast, ieste,

6-7 ieast. [f. prec. :
= GEST v. 1

,
of which this is

a variant spelling.]

f 1. intr. To tell a tale, to recite a romance.
1340-1440 [see GEST i>,

1
i].

2. intr. To utter gibes or taunts ; to give utter-

ance to ridicule ; to scoff, jeer, mock.
1526 TINDALE 3 John 10 lestynge on vs with malicious

wordes. io PALSGR. 562/1, I geste, I rayle upon one, je
rajfarde. I love nat his condyscions, for he doth but jeste

upon other men. 1535 COVERUALE Job xxvii. 23 Than
clappe men their hondes at him, yee and ieast of him. 1563

WINJET /''onrScoir '/Are Quest, Wks. iSSii I. 73 Je schaw

137 -a
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lour artoganc* only . . to be lachin and gestlt at. 1660 F.

Sam tr. Lt Bla^s Trav. 313 He . . made an oath he

would never jest at spirits again.

b. trans. To jeer at ;
to ridicule ; to banter.

coiuniciiuiiiK **" >**-
,, ,

---
1

----
1 j

in Monthly Mag. VIII. 728 Mock'd by the madman, jested

by the fool 1830 JAMES Darnlty xx, He jested his com-

tunion upon his gravity.

3. intr. To speak or act' in a trifling manner

or not seriously ; to trifle.

icjo PALSGR. 562/1, I gest, I bourde or
tryfyll

w 'th one i

jtttmrdc. I sayd it nat in good earnest, I dyd but . . jeste

with you. 1580 DAUS tr. SlciJaiie's Coinni. 63 b, Ood for-

bydde I should ieste in these weyghtie matters. 1607 SHAKS.

Car l iii. 103 Verily I do not iest with you ; there came

newes from him last night. 1650 FULLER Pitgah 11. xm.

370 The most sportfull fishes dare not jest with the edged-

tools of this Dead-sea, a 1873 LVTTON Pausanias I. i. (1876)

51 'Jest not, Pausanias; you will find me in earnest',

answered Uliades, doggedly.

4. intr. To say something amusing or facetious ;

to make witty or humorous remarks ; to joke.

15S3 T. WILSON Rhtt. (1580) 137 Other can ieste at large,

andtell a rounde tale pleasauntly. 1641 J. JACKSON True

Evattg. T. i. 34 Now was Severus the Emperour, ^an

Emperour of his own name, as they jested upon him,

Severe was his name, and severe his nature. 1710 STEELE
Tatter No. 215 Pa Because Mirtji is agreeable, another

thinks fit eternally to jest. 1715 RAMSAY Gent. Skcfh. m.

iv, Well jested, Symon. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvu.

IV. 97 He drank : he jested : he was again the Dick Talbot

who had diced and revelled with Grammont.

(b. intr. To disport or amuse oneself; to

make merry ; ? to act in a masque or play. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. Rick. II. i. iii. 95 As gentle, and as iocond,

as to iest, Go I to fight. 1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biomti s

Eromena 29 To the end that those of the House . .

seeing them jest (beating one the other with pillowes) might
beleeve that thence began the first noise.

o. quasi-/raj-., usually with adverb or phrase

expressing result.

a 1561 G. CAVENDISH Wolsey (1893) 214 The matter was

Rested and laughed owte merylye. 1634 MASSINGER Very
Woman v. iv, Do not jest thyself Into the danger of a
father's anger. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 358 pi Thus

they have jested themselves stark naked, and ran into the

Streets, and frighted Women. i8o Oracle in Spirit rub.

Jrnls. (1803) VI. 291, I have jested away all my friends.

1811 LAMB Ess., Edax on Appetite, That freak, .jested me
out of a good three hundred pounds a year.

Jest, variant of GIST st>3, JET sb*

Jest-book (dse'stbuk). [f. JEST st. + BOOK si>.]

A book of jests or amusing stories.

1750 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1845) II. 367 You will think

my letters are absolute jest-and-story books. 1781 COWFER
Trntk 307 The Scripture was his jest-book, whence he
drew Bons-inots to gall the Christian and the Jew. 1876
.A/. Amer. Rev. CXXIII. 58 Various collections of jest-

books, as those containing the jokes of Bertaldo and
Gonnella.

t Je*st-ea'TOest. 06s. In phr. injest-earnest
in earnest under colour of jesting.

1641 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St. v. ii. 362 Such blows in

jest-earnest are most dangerous. 1660 Mi'.rt Contempt.
(1841) 200 Hereupon one in jest-earnest said, that formerly
they put down bishops and deans, and now they had put
down chapters too.

Jestse-. rare. [f. JEST v. + -BE : cf. JESTER.]
One who is the object of a jest ;

a butt.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xii, The Mortgager and
Mortgagee differ .. not more in length of purse, than the

Jester and Jestee do in that of memory. 1831 Fruser's

Mag, IV. 180 'Immense arrogance ', shout the eclipsed;
'

unprofitable jests ', grunt the jestees.

Jester (dje'staj). Forms : 4-5 iestour, (6

ieature), 6 gester, -ar, (Sc. geister), (7 gestor),

6-7 ieaster, iester, 7- jester, [f. JEST v. + -EB l
;

a variant spelling of GESTEU.]
1. A professional reciter of romances, arch.
c 1380-1496 [see GESTER]. 1814 SCOTT I.d. of Isles 11.

ii. Harper s strain And jester's tale went round in vain.
ft 1861 MRS. UKOWNING Summing itp in Italy viii, Some
p.ile feudal jester.

2. A mimic, buffoon, or merry-andrew; any pro-
fessed maker ofamnsement, esp. one maintained in

a prince's court or nobleman's household.
[cijftm Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 565 Cuidam Istrioni

Jestour Jawdewyne in festo Natalis D'ni, -jr. 4</.] c 1510
UARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Eiij, Seke not to get

glory nor lawdes vnto thee Of a common gester or bourder
hailing name. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. i. (1895) 77
The cardinal . . sent away the iester by a preuy beck. 1569
Nottingham Rec. IV. 133 To Lockewood, the Quen's
Iester ijj. 1573-80 BARET^/Z. G 164 A Gester, or dizard
faming and counterfeiting alt men's gestures, pantomi-
mus. 1694 LUTTREI.L Brief Rel. 13 Nov. (1857) III.

309 Mr. Henry Killigrew has a warrant to be jester to the
King, with jfooo per ann. to be setled on him. 1761-71 H.

'

, . . 761-71 .

WALPOLE Virtue's Atiecii. 1'aint. (1786) V. 66 A small whole
length of Archee, the king's jester. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools
162 I he jester was now a higher personage than the fool.

o. One who jests, or speaks or acts in jest; a
person given to uttering jests or witticisms ; a joker.
c 1510 MORE Picas Wks. n/i The flesh chaungeth . . the

rauenousextorcioner in to a wolfe,..y mocking gester in to
an ape. 1530 PALS<;R. 221/2 Gestar a scoffer, raillevr.
iS9* SHAKS. Merry IV. \\. i. 218, I heare the Parson is no
Iester. 1605 Lear v. iii. 71 lesten do oft proue Pro-
phets. 1718 YOUNO Love Faun n. 124 Dull i< the iester,when the joke'i unlcind. 1866 LOWBI.L Jliglmv I'afirs

572

Introd., There is no imputation that could be more galling

to any man's self-respect than that of being a mere jester.

Hence Je stership, the office of a jester.

1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 134 Patch was thus promoted to

a court jestership. 1899 Academy 3 June 610/2 The
triumph of my career was a jestership to a bishop.

Jestern(e, obs. forms of JAZKKANT.

Je'stful, a. [See -FUL.] Full of jesting.

1831 Eraser's Mag. II. 695 His courteous, though quaint

and jestful manners. 1891 Welsh Rev. I. 756 Though my
tones were jestful, I felt in reality little mirth.

t Jesti-cular, a. Obs. = GE8Tict)LAB i.

1619 T. MORRICE Afol.
Schools-masters C vy b, A young

man who will vse verball and iesticular complements.

Jesticulation, obs. form of GESTICULATION.

Jesting (dse-stirj), vbl. sb. [S. JEST v. + -ING!.]
The action of the vb. JEST; joking, pleasantry;

trifling; ridicule.

1526 TINDALE Eph. v. 4 Nether folishe talkyng, nether

gestinge. 1548 UDALL Eras/a. Par. Luke xvi. 25 For

thy iestynges and songes [thou hast] continual! wepyng.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. fy Cr. l. ii. 224 Looke you what hacks
are on his Helmet. . . There's no iesting. a 1679 HOBBES
Rket. II. xiv. (1681) 71 Jesting is witty contumely. 1700
DRYDEN Pal. $ Arc. I. 285 Jesting, said Arcite, suits

but ill with pain. 1891 F. M. CRAWFORD Cigarette-Maker's
Rom. i, Vjera cast an imploring look on Dumnoff, as

though beseeching him not to continue his jesting.
attrib. 1573-80 BARET Alv. I 32, I had almost fallen

into a shrewd sporting, or iesting matter, ere 1 was ware.

1718 ARBUTHNOT John Bull m. ii, A rope and a noose are

no jesting matters ! 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. (1889)
II. 175 He will find that these are no jesting matters.

Jesting (dse-stirj), ppl. a. [f. JEST v. + -ING 2.]

That jests ; jocose ; trifling ; ) scoffing, jeering.
1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia i. (1895) 73 A certein

iesting parasite, or scoffer. 1625 BACON Ess., Truth (Arb.)

499 What is Truth ; said jesting Pilate ; And would not

stay for an Answer. 1700 DRYDEN Pal. # Arc. i. 284
Speakst thou in earnest, or in jesting vein ? 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. II. viii. 287 In revenge for a jesting and
not very intelligible ballad sung against him.

Je-sting-beam. Building. A beam introduced

into a building for ornament, not for use.

In mod. Diets.

Jestingly (d^e'stinli),
adv. [f. JESTING ppl. a.

+ -LY *.] In a jesting manner ; by way of joke
or merriment ;

in jest, not seriously.
1568 GRAFTON Ckron. 11.58 The king receyved him after a

out what was true. 17*1 E OE eg. Courlsh. \. . (18.10)

38 He told me he kept a chaplain, and jestingly told me, he
was devout enough for all the rest of the house. 1883 FROUDE
in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. II. 256 She had taken the harder

parts of her lot lightly and jestingly.

t Je'sting-stock. Obs. [f. JESTING vbl. sb.

+ STOCK sb. : cf. gazing-stock, laughing-stock.] An
object of jest or ridicule ; a laughing-stock.
1535 COVERDALE Job xvii. 6, I am his gestinge stocke.

1577 tr. Bitllinger's Decades (1592) 214 Wee are to all the
heathen a iesting stocke to laugh at. 1633 MASSINGER City
Madam iv. iv, He's your 'kind brother now ; but yester-

day, Your slave and jesting-stock.

Jestour, Jestraunt, obs. ff. JESTER, JAZEBANT.
tJe'stress. Obs, rare l

. [f. JESTEB -t- -ESS.]
A female jester.

'557 Tottelfs Misc. (Arb.) i77_
O Temerous tauntres that

delightes in toyes, .. langlyng iestres, depraueres of wete
ioyes.

Jesture, obs. form of GESTUBE.

tJe'Suist. Obs. rare. [See -1ST.]
= next, I.

i6oa H. ELY in Archpriest Controv. (1898) II. 200 This
said Runagate lesuist. f 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV. xii.

35 Giving advice, .to expell the Jesuists.

Jesuit (dje'ziaiit), sb. Also 6-7 -ite. [ad.
mod. L,.Jes!ltta, i.Jesii-s + -ita : see -ITE.]
1. A member of the '

Society of Jesus ',
a Roman

Catholic order founded by Ignatius Loyola in 1533,
and sanctioned by Paul IV in 1540.
The object of the Society was to support and defend the

Roman Church in its struggle with the i6th c. Reformers,
and to propagate the faith among the heathen. The
stringent organization of the Order soon rendered it very
powerful, and brought it into collision with the civil

authority even in Roman Catholic countries, from many of
which its members have at times been expelled. The secret

power of the organization, and the casuistical principles
maintained by many of its representatives, and generally
ascribed to the body as a whole, have rendered its name
odious not only in English, but in French and other

languages, and have given rise to sense 2, and to the oppro-
brious sense attached to Jesuitical, Jesuitry, and other
derivatives.

"559 in Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 153 Y multi-
tudof lesuitts and seminaryes secrettly comen into v" realm.
1565 T. STAPI.ETON Fortr. Faith 52* The deuoute and lerned
company of the Icsuites, men prouided ofGod bothe to staie

heresy and to enlarge Christendom. 1583 STUBBES Anat.
Abus. n. (1882) 6 The diuels agents .. by the name of
lesuites . . a name verie blasphemously deriued from the
name of lesus.

_
1588 HUNSDON in Border Papers (1894) I.

367 The suffering of the Bisshope of Doubleane and a
nombre of Jessewittes within his realme. i6oa T. FITZ-
nivUBEKT Apol. 473, Against a Martyn Luther and his
cursed crue bf vitious Apostates he raysed an Ignatius de

Loyola with his blessed company, of vertuous, and Apos-
tolical priests, commonly called lesuites. 1647 COWLEY
Afisir., Prophet i, Teach Jesuits that have travell'd far, to

Lye, Teach Fire to burn, and Winds to blow. 1769
HI.ACKSTONE Comm. IV. viii. 104 We mifrht rail to witness
the black intrigues of the Jesuits, so lately triumphant

JESTTITED.

over Christendom, but now universally abandoned by even
the Roman catholic powers. 1838 MACAULAY ss. t Temple
(1887) 445 That new brood of Oxonian sectaries who unite
the worst parts of the Jesuit to the worst parts of the

Orangeman. 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
II. 253 The only class of Christians at present proscribed
on account of religious opinions are the Jesuits, and
members of orders bound by monastic or religious vows.
2. transf. A dissembling person; a prevaricator.
1640 A. LEIGHTON Pet. to Parlt. in Chandler Hist. Persec.

(1736) 367 Apprehended in Black-Fryers, . . and . . dragged
along (and all the way reproached by the name of Jesuit and
Traitor). 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Miltoifs Def. Pop. iii. M.'s
Wks. (1851) 90 Your self are more a Jesuit than he, nay
worse than any of that Crew. 1777 J. ADAMS in Fam. Lett.

(1876) 306 To humble the pride of some Jesuits, who call

themselves Quakers. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 45 He was him-
self a Jesuit in all but the cunning. 1878 N. Atticr. Rev.
CXXVI. 504 The political Jesuits of the South.

3. A kind of dress worn by ladies in the latter

part of the iSth century : see quot. 1885.
1767 Trial Ld. Growettor (Fairholt). 1775 Misc.m Ann.

Reg' 193/2 Under the titles of hats, bonnets, sacks, Jesuits,
brunswicks, poloneses, muffs, &c. 1885 Fairholfs Costume
Eng. (ed. 3) Gloss., Jesuit^ a dress worn by ladies in 1767,

buttoning up to the neck, a kind of indoor morning gown.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or adj. That is

a Jesuit ;
of or belonging to the Society of Jesus ;

Jesuitical, b. Comb., as \Jesuit-founder.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 171, I had beene read-

ing the life and precepts of Ignatius Leiola the lesuite-
founder. 1660 F. BHOOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 215 Instructed

by the Jesuite Fathers. 1764 CHURCHILL Gotham n.
394^

If
..from the Jesuit school some precious knave Conviction

feign'd. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 475 To the

Jesuit missionaries succeeded those of the Lutheran church.

C. Special genitival combinations. Jesuits'

bark, the medicinal bark of species of Cinchona^
Peruvian bark (introduced into Europe from the

Jesuit Missions in S. America); also applied to

the bark of Iva frutescens (False or Bastard

Jesuits' bark}. Jesuits* drops, 'name given to

a preparation of garlic, Peruvian balsam, and sar-

saparilla' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855). Jesuits'

nut, a name for the seed of Trapa natans.

t Jesuits' powder (K. poudre de$ Jhuites]^ an
old name for powdered Peruvian bark. Jesuits*

tea, an infusion of the leaves of Psoralea glan-
dulosa> a South American leguminous shrub.

1694 SALMON Bates Di$p. (1713) 250/2 Cortex Perumanus
I or *Jesuits Bark in fine Powder newly made. 1714 Phil.

j

Trans. XXIX. 48 Three Ounces of Jesuits Bark. 1760 J.
!
LEE Introd. Bot. App. 305 False Jesuit's Bark, Iva. 1799
J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 316 A gentleman, .told me, that
a little warm milk with some Jesuit bark would cure the

trembling. 1880 C. R. MABKHAM Pentv. Bark 14 In

1670 these fathers sent parcels of the powdered bark to
Rome.. . Hence the name of

*

Jesuits' bark ', and
'

Cardinal's
bark '. 1783 POTT Chirurg. Wks. II. 228 He had for a month
before been taking *Jesuit's drops and other quack medi-
cines. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1 161/1 The seeds . . of T\rapa\ natans

called *Jesuit's nuts at Venice, and Chataigne d'Eau by the
French are ground into flour and made into bread in some
parts of Southern Europe. 1659 Merc. Pol. No. 553 Advt.,
The Feaver bark, commonly called the *Jesuites powder
which is so famous for the cure of all manner of agues, a 1715
BURNET Own Time in. (1724) I. 474 The fits did not return
after the King [Chas. II] took Quinquina, called in Eng-
land the Jesuits powder. 1866 Treas. Bot. 035/2 In Chili
the leaves of F[soralea\ glandulosa^ there called Culen, are
used as a substitute for tea under the name of ^Jesuit's
Tea; but their infusion, .appears to be valued more for its

medicinal properties.

Je'Suit, v. [f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. To act the Jesuit. Obs. rare.
1601 Archpr. Controv. (1898) II. 164 Yf we would have

Jesuited and caried so small a respect to charity.

f2. trans. To make a Jesuit of; to imbue with

Jesuit principles. Chiefly \npa.pple. Obs.
1601 (title) Important Considerations which ought to

move all Trve and sovnd Catholickes who are not wholly
lesuited. 1621 in Crt. <$ Times jfas. I (1849) II. 274 He is

.
.popishly affected, and even jesuited.

f 3. To dose with Jesuits' bark : see prec. 4 c.

Obs. nonce-use.

1689 HARVEY CuringDis. by Expect, iv. 32 The course of

bleeding.. purging and Jesuiting.
4. Used by Freeman for : To alter (an ancient

church) into the Renaissance style, in which the

Jesuits commonly built their churches, c \ 560-1 680.

187* FREEMAN in W. R. W. Stephens Life $ Lett. (1895)
II. 59 St. Michael's has been Jesuited inside. 1876 Hist.

Sk. t Ancona 155 That [taste] which condemned the north

transept and the crypt below it to be mercilessly Jesuited.

1891 Sk. fr. French Trai>. Ser. iv. 76 A systematic
Jesuiting which the church underwent.

tJesuital,a. Obs. rare. = JESUITICAL i.

1672 STILLINGFL. Idol. Ch. Rome (ed. 2) 374 What spight
the Tesuital order bears to the authority of Bishops.

t Je'suited, a. Obs. [f. JESUIT sb. or V. + -ED.]
Made or become a Jesuit ;

influenced or corrupted

by Jesuits; imbued with the principles or char-

acter of the Jesuits; Jesuitical. (Frequent in

1 7th c.)
1601 A. COPLEY (title) An Answere to a Letter of a

lesuited Gentleman. 1660 T. M. Hist. Indepcnd. iv. 82

Sir Henry Vane himself with his Jesuited and poysonous
breath sought toinfeci him. a 1716 BLACKALL Disc. Matt.
v. 10 Wks. 1723 I. 126 A Jesuited Papist .. may think that

he does God and R^li^ion good Service, by raising a
Rebellion against his Prince, whom he accounts a Heretick.



JESUITESS.

1834 Genii. Mag. CIV. i. 139 Denouncing him as the most
Jesuited Papist alive, and stating that he retained a Jesuit
in his house.

Jesuitess (dge'zi,ites). [f. JESUIT sb. + -ESS :

cf. F. jisuitesse^\ A female Jesuit ;
a member of

an order of nuns established on the principles of
the Jesuits, but not recognized by papal authority,
and suppressed by Pope Urban VIII.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 44 You shall haue a

yong lesuitesse ready to flie in his face, to cast the house out
at the window. 1616 Sm D. CARLETON Lett. (1775) 68 Mrs.
Ward and her fellow . . at Liege . . having bought a house . .

which they intend to make a college of Jesuitesses. 1645
EVELYN Diary 6 May, There was now at Rome one Mrs.
Ward, an English devotee, who much solicited for an Order
of Jesuitesses. 1898 Weekly Reg. 9 July 43 The Congrega-
tion popularly miscalled Jesuitesses was suppressed by
Urban VIII. in 1631.

Jesuitic (d3eziw,Hik), a. Now rare. [f. as

prec. + -ic : cf. F.j&uiiique.]
1. =next, i.

1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II. 254 The other secret
directors of the Jesuitic interest. 1888 Bililioth. Sacra Jan.
194 The Jesuitic maxim, that ' he who has the schools has
the future '.

2. = next, 2.

1640 R. BAILLIE Cantero. Self-convict. Postscr. 2 In these
Jesuiticke arts ye prove so excelent. 1788 H. WALPOLE in
Walpoliana, Caution to

yn_g. Auth. 23 Pope was, per-
haps, too refined and Jesuitic a professor of authorship.
1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi. (1858) 361 A hypocrite shrouding
himself in confused Jesuitic jargon !

Jesuitical (dgeziwii-tikal), a. [See -iCALf]
1. Of or pertaining to the Jesuits ; belonging to

the Society of Jesus; Jesuit.
_
1600W. WATSON Decacordon(\6o^) 230The most dangerous

infections, and . . irremedilesse poyson of the lesuiticall doc-
trine. 1647 Mass. Col. Rec. (1854) III. 112 The secrit
practises of those of the Jesuitical! order. 1748 Anson's
Voy. in. x. 413 The behaviour of the Magistrates, .at Canton,
sufficiently refutes these Jesuitical fictions. 1837 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. in. iv. 14 Productions so little regarded as those
of the Jesuitical casuists.

2. Having the character ascribed to the Jesuits ;

deceitful, dissembling; practising equivocation, pre-
varication, or mental reservation of truth.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 530 Easie it may be
indeed to seared lesuiticall Consciences, that account
Treason Religion. 177! SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 13 July,
All which Mr. Lismahago answered with a sort ofJesuitical
reserve. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. II. xxiii. 288 The low
cunning and Jesuitical trick with which she deludes her
husband. 1871 SMILES Ckarac. vii. (1876) 207 Their
Jesuitical cleverness in equivocation.

Jesui'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.] in a

Jesuitical manner; with equivocation or mental
reservation ; with cunningly dissembled policy.
1624 F. WHITE KefI. Fisher 570 Your protestation . . must

be vnderstood lesuitically, with mentall limitation. 1726 AM-
HERST Terra; Fil. xxxiii. 177 If you have ever so many ugly
[qualities], they will be either palliated, or jesuitically inter-

preted into good ones. 1835 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III.

453 To reason more Jesuitically than the Jesuits themselves.

t Je'Suitish, a. Obs. [See -ISH 1.] Belonging
to, or characteristic of, the Jesuits ; Jesuitical.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 242 His most Turkish,

lesuitish, Puritanian, and barbarous designements. 1614
Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat. 524 The ten Patriarchs of the
lesuitish Religion. 1695 SAGE Article Wks. 1844 I. 303
Disingenuous and Jesuitish fetches.

Jesuitism (d,5e'zi|iti:z'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM :

cf. F. jisuitismel\
1. The system, doctrine, principles, or practice

of the Jesuits.

1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Calh. 254 It is one
point of lesuitisme. 1817 LADY MORGAN France v. (1818)
II. 49 In their contests on Jansenism and Jesuitism. 1862
MAX MULLER Chips (1880) I. ix. 185 Even Christianity has
been depraved into Jesuitism and Mormonism.
2. Principles or practice of such a character as

those ascribed' to the Jesuits ; Jesuitry.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1864) 54 After this they tried

experiments : First by poyson, and this was' the lesuites
lesuitisme. 1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 751 A piece of
Protestant Jesuitism, quite worthy of Loyola. 1863 KING-
LAKE Crimea (1876) I. xii. 103 The mere inverted Jesuitism
of a man resolved to do good that evil might come.
3. A Jesuitical quibble or equivocation, rare.

1749 Bp. LAVINGTON Enthus. Method, tf Papists (1754) I.

n. xxxiii, Be open and sincere, consistent and uniform.
Affect not Jesuitisms. 1781 S. A. PETERS Hist. Conn. 289,
I hope Mr. Neal did not mean to quibble, as the New-
Englanders generally do, by a Jesuitism, viz. that religion is

peaceable and admits not of quarrels.

Jesuitize (dge-ziaiitai'z), V. [See -IZE.]
1. intr. To play the Jesuit ; to propound Jesui-

tical doctrines.

1644 R. HARWOOD K. David's Sanct. 14 Either the Jesuite
doth Platonize, or Plato did Jesuitize, when he first sent
abroad his Deos intermedia*. 1825 Blackiu. Mag. XVIII.
234 The opinions of universities either Jesuitizing like

Bossuet, or trembling before the coming storm.
2. trans. To imbue with Jesuit principles; to

make Jesuitical. Hence Je'suitized///. a.

1679 C. NESSE Antid. Popery 151 Which all jesuitiz'd
papists have received. 1830 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLIII.
31 How nearly Jesuitized Christianity had become the

ruling religion in Japan. 1885 MRS. H. WARD tr. Amiel's
frill. II. 92 A population jesuitised by education.

Jesuitocraoy(-f)-krasi). nonce-wd. [See-CBACY.]
The rule or government of Jesuits.

573

1851 KINGSLEY Yeast v, Results of a century of Jesuito-
cracy, as they were represented on the French stage in the
year 1793.

t Je-suitrice, -trix. Ols. [irreg. f. JESUIT
sb., after Fr. fern, agent-nouns in -trice, Lat. -trix.]= JESUITESS.
1629 WADSWORTH Eng. Span. Pilgr. iii. 30 These . . are

growue to a faction, about the lesuitrices or wandring
Nuns, some allowing, some disliking them vtterly. c 1665
R. CARPENTER Pragm. Jesuit 27/2 You have seen Mrs. Ward
and her Jesuitrices, as tender-hearted people call them.

Jesuitry (d5e-zi,itri). [f. JESUIT sb. + -BY.]
1. The principles, doctrine, or practices of the

Jesuits, or such as are ascribed to them
; subtle

casuistry or prevarication ; the doctrine that the
end justifies the means.
1832 COLERIDGE Table T. (1851) 190 The honest German

Jesuitry of Dobrizhoffer. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. n. vii,

Justifying, motivant, that most miserable word of theirs, by
some brief casuistry and Jesuitry. 1847 G. E. CORRIE 3 May
in Holroyd Mem. xi. (1890) 249. 1891 SIDGWICK Elem.
Politics 196 The general indignation caused by Jesuitry.
2. nonce-use. (See JESUIT v. 4.)
1881 FREEMAN Subj. Venice, Zara 130 The triforium has

an air of Jesuitry ; but it seems to be genuine, only .v or
less plastered.

Jesus (dgfzos). [a. L. Jesii-s, a. Gr. 'Iijaovs, ad.
late Heb. or Aram. I'liC' yeshuac , Jeshua, for the
earlier yroirr y'hoshuac., Jehoshua or Joshua (ex-
plained as

'

Jah (or Jahveh) is salvation
'

: cf. rmnj'

y'shiicak
'

salvation, deliverance', and Matt. i. 21),
a frequent Jewish personal name, which, as that of
the Founder of Christianity, has passed through Gr.
and L. into all the languages of Christendom.
In OE. rendered by hzlend ' saviour

'

(see HEALEND) ; but
during the ME. period regularly used in its OF. (objective)
form lesu (Jesu). The (L. nom.) form ferns (Jesus) was
rare in ME., hut became the regular Eng. form in i6th c.

Yet in Tindale's New Test, 1525-34, the form lesu was
generally used where the Gr. has 'I^aoO, the Vulgate lesu,
in the vocative and oblique cases. This was, as a rule,
retained by Coverdale 1535, and in the Great Bible 1539, also,
in the vocative instances, in the Bishops' Bible 1568 ; but in

representing the Gr. oblique cases, this has lesus. lesu
disappeared from the Geneva 1557 (exc. in one place), and
from the Rhemish 1582, and the version of 1611. Jesu was
frequent in the earlier forms of the Book ofCommon Prayer,
and survives in one place ; in later use it occurs in hymns,
rarely in nom. or obj., but frequently in the vocative. In

hymns, the possessive Jesus' is commonly sung (djz'zitfz).
In ME. the name was rarely written in full, being usually

represented by the abbreviations ihu, and ihc, ihs, ihus, or

ihu, etc. : see IHS. These have been erroneously expanded
by modern editors as lliesu, Ihesus

\ the latter occurs

occasionally in early i6th c. printed books.]
1. The proper name.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 235 Ures hlafordes to-cyme bes helendes

lesu. [ed. ihu] cristes. c 1240 Ureisun in Lamb. Horn.
200 lesu so3 god, so3 mon, & soft meidenes hem. Ibid.
202 pet mei iesu bis baldeliche seggen to be. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. Prol. 165 Were here a belle on here berj, bi lesu
[ed. Ihmi], as me thynketh, Men mygte wite where bei

went, and awei renne. Ibid. III. 154 Bi iesus [ed. Ihus],
with here ieweles, }owre Justices she shendeth. t 1435 Torr.

Portugal 1450 For lesu love that died on rood. J526TiNDALE
Matt. i. i The boke off the generacion off Ihesus Christ.

[So i. 16 ; elsewhere usually Iesus.] Matt. viii. 29 O lesu
the sonneoff God. [So COVERD., Great B., Bps '., Geneva ',

Rhem., and 1611 Iesus.] Luke xvii. 13 lesu master, have
mercy on vs. [So Cov., Gr., Bps'.', Gen., Rh., 1611 Iesus.]

[So also Acts vii. 59.] Luke xviii. 38 Iesus the sonne of

David, have mercy on me. [Cov., Gr., Bps' . lesu ; Gen., etc.
Iesus. J Rev. xxii. 20 Even soo : come lorde lesu [so Cov.,
Gr. ; Bps'., Gen., etc. Iesus.] Luke viii. 28 What have I to

dowyththe Iesus the sonne off the moosthyest? [So all

later versions.] Rev. xxii. 21 The grace of oure lorde Iesus

[1534 lesu, so Cov., Gr. ; Gen., Bps'., etc. Iesus] Christ he
with you all. Rom. xv. 17 Wheroff I maye reioyse in Christ
lesu. [So Cov., Gr.

; Gen., Bps\, etc. Iesus.] -xv. 30 For oure
,

lorde lesu [1534 Iesus : so all later versions] Christes sake.

1544 Snpplic. to Hen. VIII (E.E.T.S.) 57 Through thy Sone
Ihesus Christe. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Gen. Confess.,

According to thy promyses declared vnto mankynde, in

Christe lesu oure Lorde. [So in mod. Pr. Bk.] 1633 G.
HERBERT Temple, Jcsu, Jesu is in my heart, his sacred
name Is deeply carved there. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man ofMode
ill. i. Wks. (1888) 283 Jesu ! madam, what will your mother
think is become of you ? 1740 C. WESLEY Hymn, Jesu, lover
of my soul, Let me to thy bosom fly. 1779 COWPER Olney
Hymns xlix. 2 Lord, my soul with pleasure springs When
Jesus' name I hear. 1827 KEBLE Chr. Y., St. Stephen's
Day v, Jesu, do Thou my soul receive. 1881 N. T. (R.V.)
John xii. 9 They came, not for Jesus' [1611 Iesus] sake only.

T" 2. A figure or representation of Jesus Christ,
as a CRUCIFIX or ECCB HOMO, or an emblem, or

device such as the letters IHS, etc. Obs.

1487 Will ofLaurence (Somerset Ho.), My Jhus of gold.
3. attrib.KaA Comb., as Jesus-worshipper; Jesus-

like adj. ;
Jesus day, the festival of the Name of

Jesus, 7 Aug. ; Jesus mass, a votive mass in

honour of the Name of Jesus.
1540 Ihc masse [see IHS]. 1546 Ace. in Sharp Cov. Myst.

(1825) 214 Paid to be mynstrell on Jhesus day at Smyths
tavern xij< 1641 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. xi. 40 He is

not afraid to call Christians lesu-worshippers. ^1711 KEN
Urania Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 474 No Grace on earth more
Jesus-like appears Than Charity. 1886 Arch&ol. Cantiana
XVI. p. Iviii, The Jesus altar and Jesus mass are often men-
tioned in wills of parishioners [of Sandwich].

Jesyne, variant of GESINE Obs., childbed.

Jet (dget), sl>. 1 and a. Forms : a. 4-5 gete,

4-6 geet, 4-7 get, 5 geete, geyte. geitt, 5-6

JET.

gett, 6 gette, gete, geytt, (gate, giette), 6-7
geat(e. /3. 4-6 ieet, 5 iet(e, 6-7 ieit, ieate, iet
6-8 jeat, jett, 7 jette, 7- jet. [ME. a. OF.j'aiei
(lath c. in Hatz.-Darm.), jayet (F. jais):L.
gagates, a. Gr. 707071;$ : see GAOATE. In Du. git.The Eng. may partly represent the OF. ttm.jayete
geiete, Walloon gayetc (Godef.).]

A. sb. 1. A hard compact black form of ' brown
coal' or lignite, capable of receiving a brilliant

polish. It is used in making toys, buttons, and
personal ornaments

; and has the property of attract-

ing light bodies when electrified by rubbing.
o. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 22 Gagates,

lapis est qui trahit paleas et cortices tritici, i. geet 1308
TREVISA Barth. De P. . xvi. xlix. (Tollem. MS.), Get is
calde Gagates, and is a boystous ston. c 1420 Pallad. on
Huso. iv. 694 Take oxon yonge . . Their lippes and their
eyen blaak as gete. 1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 191 By
troy weyght is bought and solde golde syluer perlys gette
1513 DOUGLAS jKneis x. iii. 40 The blak terebynthine
Growis by Orycia, and, as the geit dois schyne. 1590
PALLAM Trait. (Hakl. Soc.) 80 Neagers that weare as
blacke as geate. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III 392
I he virtues of geat are hitherto concealed. 1688 K. HOLME
Armoury in. 251/2 Get, a stone,, .some write Jeat.

. c 1386 CHAUCER Nurfs Pr. T. 41 His Coomb was redder
than the fyn coral . . His byle was blak and as the Ieet
Iv.rr. let, gete] it shoon. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 15A peyre of smale bedys of jeet. 1657 TRAPP Comm. Esther
l. C) Having faculty attractive with the Jeat, and retentive
with the Adamant. 1784 COWPER Task i. 122 The bramble,
black as jet. 1838 JAMES Robber i, The buttons were of
polished jet. 1875 Ures Diet. Arts III. 8 Jet occurs in the

Upper Lias shale m the neighbourhood of Whitby in York-
shire, in which locality this beautiful substance has been
worked for many hundred years. 1894 ROSCOE & SCHOR-
LEMMER Chem. I. 688 Jet is a black variety of brown coal,
compact in texture, and taking a good polish. Hence it is

largely used in jewellery.

tb. A piece of jet. Obs.

1598 B. JONSON E-o. Man in Hum. in. iii, Your lustre
too'll . . Draw courtship to you, as a iet doth strawes''e Wks. 18. 1874 II. 35 The drawing
vertue of a sable jeat.

C. dial. Cannel-coal, bituminous shale.
1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Jeat, jeait, jil, cannel coal,

bituminous shale, jet.

f 2. Black marble. Obs.
c 1440 Sir Degrev. 1461 Alle be wallus of geete. 1391

GREENE Mail/en's Dr. 2, I saw a silent spring railed in with
jeat. c 1620 T. ROBINSON Mary Magd. n The battelments
of smoothest lett were made. 1648 J. RAYMOND UMercurio
Hal. 95 [A statue of] Seneca bleeding to death, of Jet.
3. The colour of jet; a deep glossy black.
c 1450 Songs tj Carols (1856) 31 His comb is of red Corel,

his tayil is of get. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 144 The pansy
freaked with jet, 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 41 F 3 Never Man
was so enamoured . . of . . the bright Jett of her Hair. 1850
Dowe.u.Roman i. Poet. Wks. 1875 I. 3 Closer yet, eyes ofjet.
1 4. Old Cant. A lawyer. Autem jet, a clergy-

man. (App. referring to the black gown.)
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider'd, Jet, Lawyer. 1737

Bacchus # Venus (Cant. Diet.), Jet, a Lawyer. A utem Jet,
a Parson. 1785 in GROSE Diet, k'ulg. T.

B. atirib. or as adj. 1. Made or consisting of jet.
1444 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 106 To y vicar of Milton

a pare of get bedds. 1596 NASHE Saffron Walden O iv,
These ieat droppes which diuers weare at their eares in-

stead of a iewell. Mod. Price List. Jet goods. Cut jet but-
tons. Black elastic belts, jet, silver and oxydised clasps.
fig. 1649 FULLER Just Man's Funeral i Jet memories
(onely attracting straws and chaff unto them).
2. Of the colour of jet, jet-black.
1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Lady Rich i Dec.,

All the women have, -snowy foreheads and bosoms, jet eye-
brows. 1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. 11. 330 As the coot her

jet-wing loved to lave. 1834 H. AINSWORTH Rookwood III.

ii. (1878) 160 Hair, of the jettest dye.
b. spec, in names of certain animals and plants,

as jet ant, a kind of ant {Formica fuliginosa) ;

jet slug, a kind of slug ; ( jet-wood, ebony.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 193 The Ethyopians payed

for a tribute vnto the king of Persia euery 3. yeare twenty
of these [elephants'] teeth hung about with gold and
let-wood. 1746 MILES in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 356 Five
Species of Ants have occurred to the Observation of our
Author... 2. The Jet Ant. 1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 3 The
Red and Jet Ants are of an equal Largeness. Ibid. 23 The
Queen of the Jets I had never the Pleasure of seeing. 1882
Garden 30 Dec. 579/1 The Jet Slug, .about 2^ inches long.

C. Comb., as jet-miner, -worker; jet-embroi-

dered, jet-like adjs. ; jet-coal, cannel-coal
; jet-

glass, black-coloured glass made into cheap jewel-

lery in imitation of jet ; jet-rook, a bituminous

shale containing jet ; jet-seam (see quot. 1891).
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas H. iv. I. Tropheis 1078 One-

while set in a black Jet-like Chair. 1831 in Illustr. Land.
Nevis 5 Aug. (1854) 119 Jet-miner. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts
III. 8 The jet-miner., finding the jet spread out.. follows it

with great care. Ibid., The best jet is obtained from a lower
bed of the upper lias formations. This bed. .is known as

jet
rock. Ibid. 10 The jet workers complain of the great scarcity
of designs in jet. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Jet
Seam, a bed of Durham coal of a coarse cannel species,

nearly approaching to a black shale. Jet coal burns with
a bright flame, but loses little bulk in the fire. 1891 Daily
News 24 Feb. 5/8 The daintiest little collars are jet-em-
broidered upon black silk muslin.

t Jet, sl>2 Obs. Forms : 4-5 gett, get, (4

aget), 4-6 gette ; 4-5 iett(e, 4-6 iet. [app. a
substitution of jet = F. jet throw, cast, for certain

senses of CAST sl>. This seme of jet may prob>



JET.

have been in Anglo-Fr. ; but is not recorded in

Godefroy, his nearest sense being that of' proposal,

project ', illustrated chiefly from Flanders.]

1. A device, n contrivance ;
=CAST sb. 34.

K. . Allil. P. H. 1354 In notyng of nwe metes & of

nice genes, Al watz be mynde of bat man, on misschapen

binges, c 1380 Sir Feruini,. 168! Al of marbre y-mail ys

sche wyb a quynte iet. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeoni. Pro!.

* T 724 With this stikke aboue the Crosselet That was

ordeyned with that false let [z'.rr. gett(e) He stired the

coles, c 1440 Promf. Pan. 191/3 Get, or gyn (K. gett, or

gyle, S. gette, or gyty), machina.

2. Fashion, style, mode, manner. Cf. CAST to.

25. Phr. Of the new jet, of the best jet, etc. : cf.

after the newest cast.

c 13115 Potin Times Edw.-II 118 in Pal. Songs (Camden)

319 He adiliteth him a gay wenche of the new jet, sanz

donte. c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4024 After

Sysilly com Glegabret, A syngere of the beste get. c 1386

CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 682 Hym thoughte he rood al of the

newe let. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles ill. 159 fe leesinge

so likyde ladies and ober That bey loied of J>e Iette, and

gyside hem ber-vnder. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Rig. Princ. 449
There is another newe gette, A foule waste of clothe and ex-

cessyfe. c 1440 Pronip. Pan'. 191/2 Get, or maner ofcustome,

modus, consuetude, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 31 Now a

dayes and a woman here of a newe gette, she wille neuer be

in pees tille she haue the same. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 458
What? would ye, wyves, counterfct, The courtly gyse of the

newe let.

Jet (d.?et), j.3 Also 7-8 jett. See also JUT
sb. [Partly from JET v.2 ;

in sense 3, app. con-

nected or associated with JET w.l; partly (senses

4-6) from senses of F.jet, {.Jeter to throw, cast.]

I. fl. A projection, protruding part ;
= JETTY

sb. 2. Obs.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. n. xiii, Pillars that.. rise

with goodly grace and courage bold To beare his Temple
on their ample ietts.

II. f 2. A sudden darting movement ; a dart,

spring,
'

sprint '. Obs.

1*47 H. MORE SongofSaul 1. 1. Iii, Their jets [of sparrows],
their jumps, that mirour doth disclose. Ibid. n. iii. ill. Ix.xi,

So could I. .prove, .why Saturn moves Ofter in those back

jets then Jove doth shoot.

1 3. An affected movement or jerk of the body ;

a swagger. Obs. f
1687 SEDLEY Bellatn. l. Wks. 1722 II. too Yonder goes an

odd Fellow with a very pretty Wench : what a Toss she

has with her head, and a
jett

with her Breech. 1713 BUD*'

CELL Sped. No. 277 1 17 The genteel Trip, and the agree-
able Jett, as they are now practised at the Court of France.

1719 D'URFEY Pills I. 222 She. .has got the Town Jett with
her Bum too.

III. 4. A stream of water or other liquid shot

forward or thrown upwards (either in a spurt or

continuously), esp. from a small orifice; hence,

any similar emission of liquid, steam, or gas ;

more rarely, a shower of solid bodies, as stones, etc.

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), yet, .. a spouting forth of Waters.

17*8 POPE DutK. il. 177 Thus the small jett which hasty
hands unlock. Spirts in the gardner's eyes who turns the

cock. 1821 SOUTHEY Vis. Judgem. iv, Turrets and pinna-
cles sparkled, Playing in jets of light. 1825 HONE_ Every-
day Bk. I. 1185 Lighted by. .a single hoop, .with little jets
of gas. 1846 RUSKIN Matt. Paint. I. n. v. ii. 2 A jet of spray
leaps hissing out of the fall. 1854 RONALDS Si RICHARDSON
Cftem. Teckttal. (ed. 2) 1. 379 In a tank, where it is heated,
by means of a jet of steam. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. ix. 252
Jets of solid stones are thrown up with violence.

b. transf. and Jig.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 8 The stream of

nervous power, thus communicated by jets from the sen-
sorial fountain. 1877

' H. A. PAGE' De Qitincey II. xvi. 28
He would brighten up . . with little jets of humour.
5. A spout or nozzle for emitting water, gas, etc.

182$ J. NICHOLSON Ofcrat. Mechanic 216 Two other

branch-pipes, supplied with gas from the gasometer, and
ending in a jet at each end. 1851 Iltustr. Catal. Gt. Exhili.

389 Garden-engine . . with jet and spreader, for watering
plants, greenhouses [etc.],

b. Pyrotechnics. A rocket-case filled with a

burning composition, and attached to the circum-
ference of a wheel or the end of a movable arm to

communicate motion.

6. Metal-casting, a. A channel or tube for pour-

ing melted metal into a mould, b. The small

projecting piece of metal remaining in the aper-
ture through which the liquid metal was poured.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.. Jet, the sprue of a type, which

U broken therefrom when the
type b cold.

7. Phrases. At a single jet, at a single effort of

the mind ; at thefirst jet, at first impulse. [After
F. cftin stuljet, du premierjet,.]
1838 Sm W. HAMILTON Logic xxiv. (1866) II. 20 A long

definition is .. burthensome . . to the understanding, which
ought to comprehend it at a single jet. 1880 Times 19 Jan.
4 It is always desirable that an etching should be a first

thought . . A certain spontaneity and freshness seems to be-
long to all work done at the first jet.
8. A large ladle.

-7*7 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Brewing, Mix it again with
your Hand Jett. 1742 Land, t, Country Brew. I. (ed. 4) 50
Others .. for Butt or btout-l,eer will .. mix it once, and beat it

again with the Hand-bowl or Jett. a. 1825 FORBY Voc. E.
Angha, Jet, a very large ladle to empty a cistern.

9. Comb., as jet-hole ; jet-like adj. ; jet-break,
the mark left, as on n metal type, by a jet or

sprue when removed after casting; jet-pump,

574

a pump in which fluid is impelled by a jet of air,

steam, etc.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Jel-fumf. . . It acts by the

pressure of a column of air passing through an annular
throat ; or conversely, an annular jet around a central

orifice. 1879 Cassells Tecku. Educ. IV. 74/1 The most
brilliant light from common gas is produced by a burner in

which the jet-holes are very numerous. 1883 R. A. PROCTOR
in igth Cent. Nov. 876 They have been classified according
to the various forms of cloud-like and jet-like prominences.

Jet, sb.* Also 8 jett, (jest), jut. [By-form of

GIST, a. Law Fr. gist, mod.F. gtt in the legal

phrase action gist or gtt
' action lies ', taken subst.

as the '
lie

'

of the action ; cf. the following :

1613 FINCH Nontoteckiiia 7 [II] ne girra le foundation de
son edifice sur estates, tenures, les gists de briefes ou tiel

[i. e. the lie of writs (the cases in which a writ will lie) or
the like].

That wherein the action lies, the real point of

an action at law ; hence, the substance or pith of

a matter ;
= GIST sb.3

a. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa. (1811) III. Ixii. 363 Here
comes the jet of the business. Ibid. VIII. x. 54 To point
out. .where the jet of pur arguments lieth. 1777 SHERIDAN
SchJ^cand. ill. i, Sir Pet. But Rowley, I don't see the

jest \some later edd.
jet]

of your scheme. 1795 tr. Moritz
\ Trav. Eng. 57 The jett, or principal point in the debate,

is lost in these personal contests. 1813 DICKINSON 5 May
in Hansard's Par/. Deb. XXV. 1141 The story of the loaf

was the whole jet of the case. 18x8 COBBETT Pol. Reg.
483 This is the jet of all her reasoning. 1872 R. RAINY Lect.

Ch. Scotl. iii.(i883) 140 The veryjet of the quarrel lay here.

ft. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund n. ii. 287 The
whole jut of the business consists in advancing boldly a

proposition. Ibid. ill. iii. 481 All the jut of which . .

consists in its being very like that vulgarism.

t Jet, v. 1 Obs. Forms: 5 gette, 5-7 iett(e, 6

get, 6-7 iet(t, 7-8 jet. [In form, app. a. Anglo-F.
gett-re (Bozon), in i-5th c. F. getter, jetter, mod.F.

jeter to throw, cast, etc. ; but the senses appear to

be those belonging to the L.jactdre se,jactdri
'
to

carry oneself confidently or conceitedly, to talk

boastfully of oneself, to boast, brag, vaunt oneself,
make an ostentatious display ', senses not recorded
in French. The sb. jetter, corresp. to 'L.Jactdtor
' an ostentatious displayer of himself, a boaster, a

braggart
'

(senses also absent from Y.jetteur), was

app. in earlier nse than the vb., and possibly con-

tributed to the currency of the latter.]
I. Of gait and motion.

L intr. To assume a pompous gait or make a

vaunting display in walking ; to walk or move
about in an ostentations manner ; to strut, swagger.
Said also of animals, as a prancing horse, a pea-
cock, a turkey, etc. Often with up and down.
01420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 428 pogh he iette forth

a-mong be prees, And ouer loke euery pore wight, 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 149 The seide William wente iet.

tynge in the stretes [HiGDEN pompatice procedebat, TREV.
wente wib greet boost and array], and moche peple draw-

ynge to hym. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 192/2 Gettyn, vento,

lassiz'O, gesticulo. a 1529 SKELTON E. Rninntyng 51 And
ret she wyll iet. -In her furred flocket. 1530 PALSGR. 563/2,
get, I use a proude countenaunce and pace in my goyng,

shew themselues which best might tread the land. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 291 Others .. cast out their feet before

them, staulk and jet as they go, as Storks and cranes. 1649
W. M. Wand. Jnv (Halliw. 1857) 59 Your Wife [shall be]

pointed at, for jetting in stolne feathers. 1669 WORLIDGE
Syst. Agric. (1681) 304 The Wicked Crow aloud fowl-

weather threats, When alone on dry sands she proudly jets.

b. To move along jauntily, to caper, to trip.

1557 PHAER jfcneid vn. Tiv, Girt in skinnes they iett, w*
vinetree garlonds borne on prickes. 1604 T. WRIGHT Pas-
sions iv. ii. 3. 134 To trip, to iet, or any such like pase,
commeth of lightnesse. 1632 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan
(1883) 180 Cleare running streames . . jetting most jocundly
where they doe meete and hande in hande runne downe to

Neptunes Court, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, yetting
along, or out, a Man Dancing in his Gate.

C. quasi-/r(r;w. Tojet it. (Cf. to trip ii.)

1526 SKBLTON Magnyf. 974 Mary, thou iettes it of hyght.
1592 NASHE P. Pcnilcsse (ed. 2) 10 b, Mistris Minx . . iets it

as gingerly as ifshe were dancing the Canaries, a 1624 Bp. M.
SMITH Serm. (1632) 229 They iet it not onely in soft clothing,
but in cloth of gold and of siluer. a 1634 RANDOLPH in Ann.
Ditorensia (1877) 20 Where . . harmlesse Nimphes, jet it

. with harmlesse Swaynes. 1672 Maypole Dance in Westnt.
'

Drollery 80 Then ev'ry man began to foot it round about ;

,

And ev'ry Girl did jet it, jet it, jet it, in and out.

2. intr. To stroll
; sometimes simply a humor-

' ous equivalent of walk or go. (In quot. 1546, to
'

depart ', to die.)

1530 PALSGR. 563/2, 1 get up and downe, I loyter as an ydell

j

or masterlesse person dothe,y vilote. 1546 T. HEYWOOD /V<w.
! n. iv. (1867) 49 God forbyd wyfe, ye shall fyrst iet. I will

not iet yet (quoth she),' put no doutyng. a 1571 JEWEL On
2 Thess. (1611) 134 Poore soules came creeping and crying
out of Purgatory, and ietted abroad. 1600 Alauies Metat/t.
in. i. in Bullen O. PI. I. 137 loculo, whither iettest thou?
Hast thou found thy maister? 1706 PHILLIPS, To yet, to
run up and down. 11777 Robin Hoodc q Q. Kath. xix. in
Child Ballads v. cxlv, Thus he ietted towards louly London.
3. trans. To traverse ostentatiously ;

to parade.
1557 NORTH tr. Guenara's Diall Pr. 262 b/2, I ietted the

stretes, I sang ballades. 157* GASCOIGNE Stale Gt. (Arb. )

63 In towne he ietted euery streete, As though the god uf

\.
je braggue. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xix. 150 The
Pharisee, he goeth jetting bolt upright 1587 M. GROVE
Pelops <y Hipp. (1878) 41 They [horses] prauncing iette, to

JET.

warrcs .. Might we) (by him> be liuely counterfayte. 1581
SAVILE Tacitus^ Hist. \\, Ixxxviit. (1591) 105 *lTie Tribunes
also . . with multitudes of armed men went squaring and
letting the streetes.

II. Of behaviour. 4. intr. To act or behave

boastfully, to vaunt, to brag.
c 15x4 BARCLAY in Cyt. $ Uploudyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixvii,

They Laude their verses, they boast, they uaunt, and jet.

1581 I. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 490 On this maner
iettetn forth this Buskine Portlngall. 1592 GREENE Al-
phonsus y.

Wks. (Rtldg.) 247/1 Jason did jet whenas he
had obtain'd The golden fleece by wise Medea's art. 1664
Ftodden F. u. 20 King James for joy began to jet So huge
an army to behold.

5. intr. To revel, roister, riot; to indulge in

riotous living.
15x4 BARCLAY Cyt, <fr Upkmetyskttt, (Percy Soc.) 2 In the

towne &
cyte

so long jetted had he, That from thens he
fledde for det & poverte. 1530 PALSGR. 570, I go a jettynge
or a ryottynge, je raitde. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witclicr.
xii.

xyii. (1886) 216 A certeine sir John.. once went abroad
a jetting, and. .robbed a millers weire. 1640 in Balfour Scot.
Ballads 37 That he may jet in dancing and whooring.

Jet (d^et), z/.2 Forms : 6-8 jett, (8 jeat), 7-
jet ; see also JUT v. [a. .jeter (i4~i6th c. also

jetter, Cotgr. jecter) to throw, cast ; to fling, dart,

thrust, push, cast metal, etc. =Pr. gitart getar^ Sp.
jitar, jetar, It. gittare, gettare \-\ate L. or Com.
Rom. type *jettare\jectare 'unexplained altera-

tion
'

of cl.'L.jactdre, freq. oijacfre to throw, cast.]
I. ) L intr. To shoot prominently forward

; to

project, protrude, jut. Const, out, over. 06s.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 76 Thy streets were paued
with Marble, and thy houses Jetted out with laphy and
Cedar. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 116 The houses .. jetting
over aloft like the poopes of ships, to shadow the streets.

1640 tr, Verdere's Romant ofRom. III. viL 28 A Window,
that jetted upon the Garden. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes

, "ing i __f __,

Chains of Mountains. 176* BP. FORBES Jrttls. (1886) 228
A moss-grown Ruine, jetting into the North Side of the
Lake.

fig-. X*SS FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. v. 2 Enough hereof at
this time, having jetted out a little already into the next

year. 1662 GUKNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 18. i. xviii. (1669)
362/2 That thy faith may not jet beyond the foundation of
the promise.

t b. intr, (transf.} To encroach on or upon.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. i. 64 (Qos.) Thinke you not how

dangerous It is to iet [Fos. set] vpon a Princes right? 1594
Rick. ///, n. iv. 51 (Qos.) Insulting tyranny beginnes to

iet [1623 Folio lutt] Upon the innocent and lawlesse throane.
c 1590 Play Sir T. More (1844) 2 It is hard when English-
mens pacience must be thus jetted on by straungers. 1636
HEVWOOD Loves Mistr. i. Wks. 1874 V. 104 A. .foole, Who
spights at those above him, .. and his equalls jets upon.
1 2. trans. To build out (part of a house, etc.) ;

to cause to project, to furnish with projections.
163* Manchester Crt. Leet Rec. (1886) III. 192 John

Gryffin hath Jetted out bis chamber Windowes over the
Lords Wast. 1667 Obs, Burn. London in Set. fr. Hari.
Misc. (1793) 449 Magistrates .. have suffered them .. to
incroach upon the streets, and to jet the tops of their houses,
so as from one side of the street to touch the other. 1714
DERHAM Pkys.-Theol. in. iv. (ed. 2) 79 That.. it [the earth]
should be jetted out everywhere into Hills and Dales . . is a
manifest Sign of an especial Providence.

II. 3. To throw, cast, toss. Obs. exc. dial.

1659 D. PELL hitpr. Sea 407 As the ball that is jetted to
and fro upon the racket. Ibid. 414 They have no mind to

beejetted up to the Heavens in a storm. 1877 N. W, Line.
Gloss.

t Jet> to throw with a jerk.

f4. intr. To spring, hop, bound, dart. Obs.

1635 QUARLES Embl. in. i, Like as the haggard, cloUter'd
in her mew, .. Jets oft from perch to perch. 1647 H. MOKK
Song of Soul n. iii. nr. xxxiv, Not more heavie then dry
straws that jet Up to a ring, made of black shining jeat.

1827 MONTGOMERY Pelican fsl. vn. 174 He hoped to see. .

The wingless squirrel jet from tree to tree.

f5. intr. To move or be moved with a jerk or

jerks ;
to jolt or jog. Obs.

a 1635 CORBET Poems (1807) 95, I on an ambling nag did

jet, . . And spur'd him on each side. 1676 WISEMAN Surg.
<J-) Upon the jetting of a hackney-coach she was thrown
out of the hinder seat.

1 6. intr. Of a bird : To move the tail up and
down jerkily. Obs.

1657 R- LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 60 As she [a bird] sits on
a stick, jets, and lifts up her train, looking with so . . merry
a countenance. 1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morellj v,

Todeo, -ere, . . to jet up and down like a wagtail.

III. 7. intr. To spout or spurt forth ; to issue

in a jet or jets, or curve in the form of njet d'eau.

1692 RAY Dissol. World n. ii. 96 Springs break out after

great rains which jet and spout up a great height. 1730
A. GORDON Maffei s Amphith. 168 Pipes, by which . . they
caused odoriferous Liquor to spring up from the bottom to

the top of the Amphitheatre, which then jetted and spread
itself in the Air. a 1854 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets iii.

(1857) IO1 That quiet humour which is forever jetting out
of-Chaucer's pages. x86 TYNDALL Mountaineer, xi. 90
We . . observe the smoke of a distant cataract jetting from
the side of the mountain.

8. trans. To emit or send forth in a jet or jets.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais i. Iv. 158 The Three Graces,
with their Cornucopia's, . . did jet out the Water [earlier
f>td. jert, orig. jectoyent AYIW] at their Breasts, Mouth,
Ears, Eyes. 18x4 SCOTT Ld. of Isles \. xviii, Conflicting
tides that foam and fret, And high their mingled billows

et. 1849 DANA to</. vii. '1850)356 'I he lavas may be jetted
rom a vent in small ejection.*.f:



JET-BLACK.

Hence Je'tted, t Jet, ///. a.

1709 MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) II. 40 In that
Chamber was a large jet-out Window. 1762 USTICK in
Phil. Trans. LII. 512 Every one of the windows of the
church, (excepting one in the

jet-out north-isle). 1864 S.
FERGUSON Forging ofAnchor ii, Hurrah ! the jetted light-
nings are hissing high and low.

Je't-bla'ck, a.
[f. JET s/>.l + BLACK a.] Black

like jet ; absolutely black
; glossy black.

c 1475 Bk. cfCurtesye 45 (Oriel MS.) Youre nayles loke
they be not geet blake. 1693 TATF. in Dryden's Juvenal
\\. 11697) 32 With Jet-black Pencils one his Eye-brows
dyes. 1777 POTTER Jischylus, Persians 478 That led his
dark ning squadrons . . On jet-black steeds. 1875 W. S.
HAYWARD Lave agst. World too Balthazar was jet black

HJet d'eau 3|d<J). Also 8 jette d'eau. PI.

jets d'eau (&&). [F.,
= '

jet of water
'

; see also

JETTEAU.] An ornamental jet of water ascending
from a fountain or pipe. Also, the fountain or

pipe from which such a jet issues.

1706 PHILLIPS, yet cTEau, the Pipe of a Fountain that
casts up the Water into the Air. 1720 WILCOCKS in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 322 The King is mightily pleased
with a new jette cteau in Herrenhausen gardens. 1776H. SWINBURNE in Crts. Europe close last Cent. (1841) I. 92The orange groves in the King's garden, watered by jets
d'eau, in the style of those . . in Italy. 1808 PIKE Sources
Mt'si

'

Jete, obs. form of JET.
II Jetee (djetf). [Native name.] A shrub

growing in certain hilly districts in India.
1866 Treat. Bot. 637/2 Jetee, an Indian name for Mars-

denia tenacissima, whose fibres are made into bowstrings.
Jetsam (dgerttSm). Law. Forms : 6 iottsome,

7 jettsou, jetsen, jetzon,jotsom,-um, -on(e, 7-9
jetaon, (8 jettezoon), 9 jetsom(e, -um, (jetti-

son), 7- jetsam. [Orig. jetson, syncopated form
of jetteson, JETTISON; but soon perverted to jet-
som(e (?perh. by association with native words in

-some), jetsam: cf. FLOTSAM. The fuller form
jettison having been restored for sense i, jetsam
remains as the accepted form in sense 2.]

( 1. The throwing of goods overboard ;
= JETTI-

SON sb. Obs.

[1600 COKE Ref. v. 106 b, letsam est quant le niefest in perill
d'etre merge et pur disburden le niefeles bienssontiectsinle
mere . . et nul de ceux byens que sont appelles letsam Flot-
sam ou Lagan sont appeles wreck cy longe come ils remain
in ou sur la mere, mais si ascun de eux sont mise al terre

per le mere, donques ils seront dit wreck.] 1641 Termes de
la Ley 187 b, letsam is when a Ship is in perill to be
drowned, and to disburden the Ship the Mariners cast the
goods into the sea, .. but if any of them are driven to land
by the sea, there they shall bee said wrecke, and passe by

so cast out. 1883 Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7), Jactus, or
Jactura mcrcium (a throwing away of goods), jetsam.
2. Goods thrown overboard from a ship in dis-

tress in order to lighten the vessel (and afterwards
washed ashore).
The last clause is no part of the etymological meaning,

but is found as early as 1570, having apparently originated
from taking the word as

'

that which is thrown or cast
ashore by the sea '. This is direttly opposed to the quot.
from Coke in sense i, and its transl. in Les Tertnes de la

Ley. But it is the sense given in recent Law-books.
Spelman and Blackstone took the meaning as ' merchandise
thrown overboard and sunk in the sea'. Both explanations
evidently aro:*e in the attempt to distinguish jetsam from
flotsam, in the phrase_/?0/Srt;K andjetsam. Etymologically
flotsam should mean that which is afloat in consequence of
a wreck or from the action of the wind or sea it6tM,jefsam
that which has been thrown overboard to save the ship,
without reference to whether it floats or sinks.

(In quot. 1570 the word appears to be used as adj. or adv.)
1570 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 775 [At a special brother-

hood held at Sandwich : Decreed to give the Lord Warden
of free gift and not otherwise the third part] of all wrecks
and fyndalls floating and the half of all wrecks and fyndalls
jottsome, viz. dryuen to the londe yshore. 1591 Articles
cone. Admiralty 2r July 6 Any ship, yron, leade, or other

goods floating or lying under the water or in the depth, of
which there is no possessor or owner, which commonly
are called Flotzon, Jetson, and Lagon. 1607 COWELL
Interpr. s.v. Flotsen, letson is a thing cast out of the shippe
being in daunger of wrecke, and beaten to the shore by the

waters, or cast on the shore by the marriners. [1626 SPEL-
MAN Gloss, s. v. Flotson, lotsone id quod sidet et moratur in

fundo.) 1670 BLOUNT Lam Diet., Jetsen, Jetzon and
Jotson,. .Is any thing cast out of a ship being in danger of

Wreck, and driven to the Shore by the Waves. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Jetson or Jetsam, that which being cast
over board in time of Shipwrack, is found lying on the

shore, and so belongs to the Lord, . . Flotsam is that which
is espied floating on the Sea. 1708 Termes de la Ley 794
Jettezoons, This is mentioned in Policies of Insurance, and
signifies Goods thrown into the Sea in a great Storm. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comtn. I. viii. 292 If they continue at sea, the
law distinguishes them by the .. appellations of jetsam,
flotsam, and ligan. Jetsam is where goods are cast
into the sea, and there sink and remain under water.

1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary in. iii, These . . range with
jetsam and with offal thrown Into the blind sea of forgetful-
ness. 1883 Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 7), Jetsam, Jettison,
or Jetson, goods or other things which having been cast

overboard in a storm, or after shipwreck, are thrown upon
the shore. 1894 Act 57-8 Ifict.

c. 60 510 In this Part of
this Act . .

' wreck
'

includes jetsam, flotsam, lagan, and dere-
lict found in or on the shores of the sea or any tidal water.

575

b. transf. andy^.
1861 All Y. Round i June 235 Turkey buzzards were

searching for flotson and jetson in the shape of dead Irish
deck hands. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 486 These are
the mere flotsam and jetsam thrown up by the self-moving
Gulf-Stream of Republican destiny. 1898 Daily News
18 Apr. 5/1 What a line of flotsam and jetsam it is ! .. that
mass of human wreckage. 1900 IHd. 7 Apr. 8/2 His line of
retirement . . was marked for miles by the jetsam of a hurried
retreat bags of flour, mealies, bran, and odds and ends of
all sorts.

1 Je-t-stone. Obs. [f. JET T*.I + STONE.]
1. The mineral jet (JET si. 1

i).
1552 HULOET, leate stone, gagates. 1596 DALRYMPLE

tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 47 In Ingland the Jeit stane
is abundant. 1611 J. DAVIES Commend. Poem Coryat's
Crudities 6 It giues wits edge, and drawes them too like
letstone. 1748 tr. V. Kenatus' Distemp. Horses 42 Of
Jeat-stone, male and female, three ounces each.

2. A piece of black marble or other black stone.

1598 YONG Diana 103 In the middes of the garden stoode
a leat-stone vpon fower brazen pillers : and in the mids of it

a tombe framed out of laspar. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 546 In the morning, .he is at his Beads,.. in a private
faire roome, upon a faire Jet-stone.

Jett, jette, obs. forms of JET.

Jettage (dge'tedz,). local, [f. JETT-Y sb. + -AGE,
after wharfage, cranage, etc.] Dues levied on
vessels for the use of the jetty or pier (as at Hull).
1833 [nq. Municipal Corpor., Hull, Freemen as well as

non-freemen pay Jettage. The charge for Jettage is not
made unless with goods landed at or taken in at Hull or
within the Harbour. 1844 M'Cui.LOCH Diet. Commerce 505
Dues payable to the Corporation of Hull. On Vessels

entering inwards and outwards. . Jettage. Under 100 tons,
13^. 6ii. 1852 Hull Shipping Dues Act 2209 Certain dues
called. .Jettage dues.

Jette, Jettee : see JETTY sb.

f Jetteau (d.^ets-). Obs. A form app. arising
from confusing It. getto (ffacqua) and . jet d'eau :

see JETTO, JET D'EAU.

1705 ADDISON Italy (1767) 297 One might easily make a
great variety ofjetteaus. .m a garden that has the river Inn
running by its walls. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Reservatory, In order to make Jetteaus, one of the greatest
Ornaments of a Garden, a 1763 SHENSTONE Ess, 103 Squirts
up his rivulet in jetteaus.

Jetted (d,3e-ted), a.
[f. JET ^.1

Ornamented witfc jet ; trimmed with jet beads.
1888 Daily News 26 Mar. 3/3 A thickly jetted apron

covered the front of the petticoat. iSg^PallMallG.l Feb.
1/2 The bretelles are of jetted velvet.

t Je'tter 1
. Obs. Forms : a. 4-5 gettour, 4-6

getter, (5 gettare, 6 -ar) ; 0. 4 ieotour, 5 iet-

toure, -ir, 6 iettar, 4-7 letter. [ME. a.

AF. *gettour
=

(in form) OF. geteor, -our, -ear,

getteur,jetlettr (also, ijth c., (after Lat.) gecteui;

jtcttur) thrower, caster (
= It. gettatore) : pop.L.

jettator-em c\.i-,.jactator-em
' one who makes an

ostentations display of himself, a boaster, a brag-
gart ', agent-n. from jactare : cf. JET v.1 The
sense in Eng. (prob. in AFr.) was app. taken from
L. jactdtor, as no similar sense is recorded in

continental French.]
One who boasts, vaunts, or makes an ostentatious

display ; a swaggering or roystering fellow ; a
braggadocio, bully,

'

blade',
'

spark'.
a. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 761: pys gentyl men,

bys gettours pey ben but Goddys turmentours. c 1380
WYCLIF Set. wks. III. 281 Crete festis of riche men, as
officeris of be bischop and getteris of countre. Wks.
(1880) 23 pei .. hanten tauernys of wyn and ale, aboute
strumpetis..and gay squyeris and obere getteris. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 192/1 Gettare, gestulator, gestuosus. 1494
FABYAN Chron. vn. 616 This yere . . was a great affray in

Fletestrete, atwene y6
getters of the innys of court, and the

inhabytauntes of the same strete. 1530 PALSGR. 225/1
Gettar a braggar, fringuereau. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Cold.
Bk. M. Aurei. (1546) H, The hatred that this emperour had
to trewandes, reuelers, getters, iuglers, gesters.
0. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 242 Many ietteris of contre

bat wolen make hem self gentel men and han litel or nou^t I

to lyue onne. Sel. Wks. III. 195 Manye whanne (>ei
ben drounken comen horn . . fro here cursed strumpatis I

and jectouris of contre, and chiden. a 1400-50 Alexander
4415 lupiter [was] a lettoure bat lapid many ladis. Ibid.

4504 Dame luno was a iettir and ioyned full of iree. 1530
PALSGR. 234/1 Iettar of nyght season, brigvevr. 1611
COTGR., Fringuereau, a ietter, spruce minion, gay fellow,
compt youth.

Jetter 2
. QET jvJ.i] A digger of jet.

1614 N. Riding Rec. (1884) II. 67 Fr. Trewett, jeater.

Je-tter 3. [JET z>.
2 + -EE 1.]

1. Cornish Alining. (See quot.)
1778 PRYCE Miu. Cornub. Gloss., Pokkers and Jetters, are

blocks or pullies, over which the sweep rods of some engines
move and play.
2. That which jets or throws out; in quot., a

geyser.
1869 BARING-GOULD Orig. Relig. Belief (1878) II. i. 2

Sprinkled with boiling water from a jetter in Iceland.

Jettied (d^e-tid), a. rare.
[f. JETTY sb. + -ED 2.]

Furnished with jetties.
1882 Harper's Mag. LXV. 613 Instead of scouring out

the jettied pass, it was scouring out the other two.

t Je'tting, vbl. sb?- Obs. [f. JET v. 1 + -ING !.]

a. Pompous walking, strutting, b. Wanton re-

velry, riot. c. Walking, strolling.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 192/2 Gettynge in iolyte, gestus.

JETTO.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) I. 221 These folys as it

were rorynge swyne With theyr gettyngeand talys ofvycyous-
nes Trouble all suche seruyce, that is sayd. 1546 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. ii. v. (1867) 57 Besyde his iettyng into the
towne, to his gyls, With calets he consumeth hym selfe and
my goodes. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxvm. i. 3*8He affected to imitate the Bracmans, who. .keepe a stalking
and stately letting among the altars. 1634 J. P. Tyrants Kf

Protectors^ May we not well remember . . their man-like
apparel, ..their jetting, their strutting, their leg-making?

Jetting (dse-tirj), vbl. sb*
[f. JET z/.a + -ING i.]

1 1. Projection or jutting out
;
a projection. Obs.

1669 WORLIDGF. Syst. Agric. (1681) 237 If it be a Wall for

Fruit-trees, those Nooks or Corners in the Jettings out. .are
secure places for the more tender Trees. 1754-64 SMELLIE
Midwif. 11.7 The protrusion or jetting forwards of the last
Vertebra of thedoins. 1760 WKSLEY Wks. (1872) III. 16 A
jetting out of the rock . . gave me a very convenient pulpit.
2. A spouting or spurting forth

; a jet.
1701 W. J. Bruyn's Voy. Levant xxxvi. 144 The Pipes and

Cocks, and Generally all that is useful to the Jettings of
Water. 1849 DANA Geol. iii. (1850) 243 A jetting of scoria,
which has formed a pseudo-conglomerate.
3. A jerky moving up and down.

(Cf. JET v? 6.)
1874 E. COUES Birds N. W. 68 Its habits are somewhat

peculiar, .such as the continual jetting of the tail.

t Je'tting, ///. a.i Obs.
[f. JET z/.i + -ING 2.]

Ostentatious in gait or demeanour; strutting;
boastful, vaunting.
1:1430 A, B. C. of Aristotle in Babees Bk. 12 To iettynge,

ne to iangelinge, ne iape not to ofte. 1586 J. HOOKER
Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 103/2 A Thrasonical! Golias
.. in letting and daring wise chalenged anie one of the
English armie. 1604 DRAYTON Owle 595 A letting lay

I accomplished and brave. 1631 BRATHWAIT Eng. Genilew.
\ (1641) 316 With a jetting and strutting pace.

Hence t Je'ttingly adv.
1440 Promp. Parv. 192/2 Gettyngly, gestitose.

Jetting (dge'tin), ///. a* [f. JET v.~ + -me2
.]

fl. Projecting, protruding, jutting. Obs.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 396 Some drop, some

stream down, partly over, partly through a jetting rock.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. xcviii, His belly a little jetting
out or prominent. 1812 SCOTT Rokeby H. xv, Yon earth-
bedded jetting stone.

1 2. Darting, flitting. Obs.
1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 991 The Pica

Clandarca, or Jay, is much less than our English Jay . . it

has both the same Cry, and suddain jetting Motion.
3. Spouting, spurting.
1886 R. F. BURTON Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 5 They came

to
.a jetting fountain. 1898 ZANGWILL Dreamers Ghetto

viii. 308 He strikes a dagger into his own heart, to sprinkle
mockingly with the jetting black blood the ladies and
gentlemen around.

t Je'ttish, a. Obs. rare. [f. JET so.l + -ISH l.]

Jet-like; jet-black.
1599 R. LINCHE Fount. Anc. Fict. H iv, A most perfect jet-

tish hue.

Jettison (dge'tisan), sb. Maritime Law. Also
5 ietteson.

[a. AF. getteson, in OF. getai-
son : L. jactation-em, action of throwing, f.

jactare to throw : see JET z>.3 and -ISON. In spoken
use, syncopated in i6th c. to jetson (cf. benison,
benzown, venison, ven'sori), and this further cor-

rupted iojetsome, JETSAM, which also took a con-
crete sense, in consequence of which writers on
Marine Insurance have restored the earlier form
as jettison to distinguish the action.]
The action of throwing goods overboard, esp.

in order to lighten a ship in distress.

[Liber Niger Admiralitatis (Rolls) I. 126 Quant il avient
que len face getteson dune nef il est bien escript a Rome
que toutes les marchandizes et denrees continues en la ntf
devoient partir au gette.] 1425 Rolls Pnrlt. IV. 304/1 Wool
. .taken uppon be see be Enemys, or lost be Jetteson, or be

any ober mysaventure. 1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 55
Whatever the Master of a Ship in Distress .. deliberately
resolves to do. .in throwing Goods overboard to lighten his

Vessel, which is what is meant by Jettison or Jetson. Ibid.
II. 182 Ammunition, and Stores, Wages or Hire, and Cloaths
of Seamen, shall not contribute towards the Jettison. 1843-
63 WATERSTON Cycl. Commerces*. Average, A jettison, or
other loss on which average is claimed. 1880 Times 30 Dec.
12/1 The

^Mars . . was got off by a tug, after jettison of a
183 Ibid. 29 Mar. 5/3 To regaii
made jettison of all his ballast.

portion of the cargo. 1882 Ib'iii, 29 Mar. 5/3 To regain
his course . . the aeronaut made jettisor

b. Jig.
'

Throwing overboard '.

1887 Sat. Rev. 6 Aug. i74/r It illustrates more forcibly than
any election that has yet taken place the jettison of convic-

tions, of honour, of patriotism. 1900 Q. Rev. Apr. 321
Mere modernity , . involved the complete jettison of every
restraining principle in language, metre, and morals.

Je'ttison, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To throw
overboard (cargo, articles of merchandise, etc.),

csp. in order to lighten a ship in distress. Hence
Je-ttisoned///. a., Je'ttisoning vbl. sb.

1848 ARNOULD Mar. Insur. (1866) II. in. iv. 778 The
goods in such case are as much sacrificed for the general
safety as though they were jettisoned. 1880 Times 13 July
10 The vessel experienced such severe weather that she was
compelled . . to jettison about 1000 cases petroleum. 1889
LD. WATSON in Law Rep. 14 App. Cases 606 Every owner
of jettisoned goods becomes a creditor of ship and cargo
saved. 1890 Times 23 Aug. 4/6 The jettisoning of timber
is hazardous.

J!f. 1874 A. ROBERTSON Nuggets, etc. 177 When my
patience was nearly all jettisoned I heard the sharp ting of
a bell. 1895 Westtiu Gaz. 27 Mar. 3/1 Count Tolstoy . .

jettisons a chapter here, a verse there, an Epistle there.

t Je'tto. Obs. [ad. It. getto (d'acqua) jet of

water.] A jet d'eau.



JETTON.

1644 EVELYN Diary 22 Oct., The garden has . . fountaines,

especialy one of five jetlos 1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 1093

Two shells to receive the Water from the Jetto s. 1699

EVELYN Acctnria Plan, Fountains, Jetto's, Cascades.

Jetton (d.^e-tan). [a. F. jeton (13-141)1 c. in

Hat/.-IXirm.j, f. Jeter to throw, cast, to cast up

(accounts), calculate : see JET v.'t\

A piece of metal, ivory, or other material, bear-

ing an inscription or device, formerly used as a

counter in casting up accounts and in card-playing.

Black Money and Abbey Pieces. 1810 J. MILLINGEN (title)

Medallic History of Napoleon, a Collection of all the

Medals, Coins, and Jettons relating to his Actions and

Reign. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Man. II. 535 There was
also a class of Jettons commonly called Abbey-Counters,
with similar or cognate instructive stamps.

Jettoure, Jettson, obs. ff. JETTEB, JETSAM.

Jetty <'ge'ti),J0. Forms: a. 5get(t)ey, gette(e,

gete(e, getty, 6 git(t)ie, 6-7 gettie. 0. 5-6 iette,

7-9 Jettee, (8 -6e, 8-9 jet6e). 7. 6 iettye, 6-7

-ie, 7- jetty. See also JUTTY. [a. OF. getee,

jetee the action of throwing, a thrown out or

projecting part of a building (1392 in Godef.), a

structure of wood or stone made to straighten the

bed of a stream, or to protect the entrance of a

harbour (1450 in Godef. Compl.}, subst. use of fern,

of pa. pple. ofjeter to throw : see JET .'* From
the i8th c. sometimes treated as French and written

with -tie.]

1. a. A mole, pier, or the like, constructed at

the entrance of a harbour, or running out into the

sea or a lake, so as to defend the harbour or coast ;

a similar structure running into a river so as to

divert thecurrent from a threatened part ofthe bank;
an outwork of piles or timber protecting a pier,

a starling, b. A projecting part of a wharf; a

landing-pier, a timber pier of slight construction.

a. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy u. xxi. (MS. Digby 230)
If. 99/1 He vnwarly smet vpon the londe On the getees [MS.
Digby 232 Gettys] and be drye sonde bat hise shipes sheuered

alle asoundre. 1450 Rolls Parlt. V. 187/1 In makyng and

repairyng of a Getey, in defensyng of the seid Towne of

Melcombe ayenst the flowyng of the See. 1541 Act 33
Hen. yill, c. 33 The maintenance .. of the .. clowes
sloweses gettiez gutters goottes and other fortrasses.

p. 1478 W. BOTONER Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 125 Mem. from
Pensance to Seynt Yves jette 6 myle. 1713 STEELE Eng-
lishm. No. 31 Two Peer Heads, commonly called the

Jette'es, 177^2
HUTTON Bridges 95 Jettee, the border made

around, .a pier, being the same with Sterling. Ibid. 99 To
surround a stone pier with a sterling or Jettee. 1791 R.
MYLNE Rep. Thames $ I*is 52 There should be several

very rapid and dangerous Currents. 1887 J.
BALL Nat. in

.V. Amer. 267 Until the jete"e. .should be finished.

Y. 1692 RAY Dissol. World (1732) 221 There were found

Jettys, as they call them to keep up the old River-Bank.

1755 ROBERTSON in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 353 Near the
borders of the dock, bason, and jetties. 1867 HF.RSCHEL
Fain. Lect. Sc. t Volcanoes 38 Three thousand people had
taken refuge on a new stone quay or jetty just completed at

great expense. 1875 J. H. BENNET Winter Medit, u. xi.

337 A small and secure harbour, but so narrowed by the

jetty that, .the entrance is. .difficult.

O. transf. andy?f.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay\\\\. (1617) 112 [They] did serue

rather for a Banke or Iettie against the ouerflowing of the
Germanes. 1833 J. HODGSON in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II.

314 Jetties or bmks of hard rock here and there protrude
from the line of the perpendicular scars.

1 2. A projecting part of a building ; esp. an

overhanging upper storey. Obs.

(1440 Promp. Parv. 192/1 Getee of a solere (fC., ff., P.
|

gete), techa, procer. 1462 in C. Welch Toiver Bridge (1894)
108 Large getteshangeing over the strete there. 1598 r'l.imio,

|

Barbacnne, . . an outnooke or corner standing out of a house,
'

a iettie. 1657 HOWELL Londinop. 393 They [Wardmote
Inquest] are to inquire, .if any Porch, Pent-house, or Jetty
1 e too low, in letting of Passengers that ride, or Carts.

1664 EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archil. 137 Such monstrous jetties
and excessive Superstructures as we many times find under

j

Balconies. 1677 Boston Rec. (1881) VII. 109 The widdow
Walker hath set vp 4 posts vpon the towne land to support
the Gettie of her house.

trans/. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 433 The round head
they call in Greeke o-Tpoyyi/Aoi' because it hath no wpopoAq
or ietty eyther in the forehead or in the nowle.

t3. A bulwark or bastion. Obs.
1550 EDW. VI Lit. Rem., 7ml. (Roxb.) 307 At the west

gitie [of Cales] there should bee another gittie which should
defend the vitaylers of the towne.. frome shott from the
sandhills. ,736 T. PRINCE New Eng. Chronol. an. 1622,Made four bulwarks or jetties, whence we can defend the
whole town. 1867 R. PALMER Life Philip Howard 52
Henry VI granted them land, .to build a tower and Jettee.
4. attrib. and Comb., as jetty-end; jetty-head

(see quot. 1769) ; f Jetty-wise adv., in the manner
of a jetty or projection.
1667 C. MERRET in Phil. Tram. II. 465 The Garret-

windows arc Jetty-wise. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
('789). Jetty-head, a name . . given, in the royal dock-yards,
to that part of a wharf which projects beyond the rest ; but

576

more particularly the front of a wharf, whose side forms one

of the cheeks of a dry or wet dock. 1884 STEVENSON Let!.,

To C. MonMiouse 16 Mar. (1899) I. 311,
1 at the jetty end, and

one or two of my bold blades keeping the crowd at bay.

Jetty (d?e-ti), a.l Also 5 geaty,7 ieaty, jettie.

[f. JET^.' + .Y.]
1. Of the colour of jet; jet-black.
1586 MARLOWE ist Ft. Tamburl. iv. i, His . . ietty feathers

menace death and hell. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass

Ep. to Rdr. 4 Venus had her mole . . Cynthia her spots, the

Swan her ieaty feete. 17*4-5 SWIFT Receipt to Stella 41
Your jetty locks with garlands crown'd. 1810 SCOTT Lady
ofL. u. i, At morn the black-cock trims his jetty wing.

b. quasi-arff. in comb., as jetty-black, jet-black.
1477-8 Bk. Curtesye (Caxton) 44 Your naylis loke they be

not gety blacke [Hill MS. gety blake, Oriel MS. geet

blake]. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-ow. xxvl.
4^10 Among the Moors

the jettiest black are deem'd The beauttfuH'st of them. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 136 His horny Hoofs are jetty
black and round.

2. Of the nature or composition of jet.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 9 The jetty matter appears to

have first entered the pores of the bone, and there hardened.

Hence Je'ttiness.

1776 PENNANT Zool. (1812) I. 441 (Reed Bunting) On the

return of spring [the head] resumes its pristine jettyness.

t Je"tty, a-2 Obs. rare. [f. JET s6.s or v? + -T.]

Characterized by jetting or jotting; swelling.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Hindu. Diij b, Twise twentie lettiesailes

with him the swelling streame did take.

Jetty (d^e'li), z>.l [f. JETTY sb.']

fl. intr. To project, jut: said of a part of a

building. Cf. JET v. 2
2, JUTTY v. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Porgere, to iut, to iettie, or butte forth, as

some parts of a building do, further then the rest. 1609
HEYWOOD Brit. Troy xv, Ixvi, Some Greekes the Pallace

scale, The Laders cleaue unto the iettying stones. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 120 Goodly buildings, having galleries.,
which ietty over, sustained upon pillars.

f2. trans. To furnish with projections (see

quot.). Obs. rare~.
1598 FLORIO, Adentellare, . . It is properly to ietty out or

indent stones or timber of any vnfinished building, that

another may the easier be ioyned vnto, or that finished.

3. To furnish with a jetty or starling, rare.

1889 Sci. Atner. 16 Feb. 105/2 The expense will be but

moderate, by jettying with brush and pile, and finally

strengthening of stone.

t Je"tty, v.2 Obs. rare. In 6 iettie. [app. an

extension of JET z>.l or 2
] intr. To move about

briskly.
"573 TUSSER Husb.

(1878) 159 Concerning how prettie,
how fine and how nettle, Good huswife should iettie From
morning to night.

Jetzon, obs. form of JETSAM.
II Jeu (50). PI. jeux (30). [F. :-L. jocum

jest, joke, play, sport.] The French for 'play' or
'

game
'

; occurring in several phrases, occasionally
used in Eng. Such are t Jeu de dames (30 d?

dam), in ME. iew-de-dame, the game of draughts :

see DAM sb2 (obs. exc. as Fr!)j jeu de mots

(50 d? mo), a play on words, a pun.
c 1380 Sir Feruinb. 2225 Summe of hem to iew.de-dame ;

& summe to tablere. 1749 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to

Shenstone 29 Nov., It consists . . of
puns (or as the French

properly calf it, Jeu de mots) upon his name. 1823 SCOTT
Feveril xxxvii,

'
I have heard your Grace indulge in the

jeu de tnots ', answered the attendant. 1898 Wcstm. Gaz.

27 July 3/2 Of course, many/?.ir de mots as distinguished
from jeux desprits would be sacrificed.

b. Jeu d'esprit (go dgspri) : a play or playful
action in which some cleverness is displayed ; now

usually, a play of wit in literary composition ;
a

witty or humorous trifle.

171* ADDISON Spect. No. 305 F 16 Whether any such
Relaxations of Morality, such little jeux d'esprit, ought
not to be allowed in this intended Seminary of Politicians.

1798 (title} The Spirit of the Public Journals for 1797,

being an Impartial Selection of the most exquisite Essays
and Jeux d'

Esprits . . that appear in the Newspapers.
1855 KINGSLEY Heroes. Pref. 21 The few scholars who may
happen to read this hasty jeu d'esprit. 1889 Spectator
14 Dec. 849 Recollections of the jenx d'esprit and auda-
cious onslaughts which made the guerilla warfare of the
Fourth Party . . as little acceptable to the leaders of the

Tory Opposition . . as it was to Mr. Gladstone.

Jeuk, obs. form of JOUK v. Sc.

Jeupardy, -par-tie, obs. forms of JEOPARDY.
Jeuse, obs. form of JUICE.

Jevel(l, Sc. f. JAVEL i, Obs. Jevellour, obs.

Sc. f. JAILEB. Jevilling, obs. Sc. f. JAVELIN.
Jew (dg

1
"), sb. Forms : Sing. 3 Gyu, 4 Giu,

Gyw, lu, luu, Iuw(e, leu, leuu, leu}, 4-5 Iwe,
4 (6 Sc.) low, 4-7 lewe, 5 leue, 5-6 lue, (Ive),

4-7 lew, 7- Jew. Plur. 2 Giwis, 3 Giws, Gius,

Gyu(e)s, 3-4 Gywes, Giwes, Geus, 4 Iuu(e)s,
luwis, Iow(e)s,Ioues, Iewis,-ys, -us, 4-5 luwes,
4-6 lues, 4-7 Iewes, 5 luys, 6 Sc. lowis, louis,

4-7 lews, 7- Jews ; /3. 4 luen. [ME. a.

OF. giu, gyu, giue, earlier juieu, juiu, jueu-.'i..
ifidseum (nom. -us) Jew (cf. F. dieu, ebreu:\^.
deum, hebrseum) ; in later F. juif, fern, juive.
I., iudffus was a. Gr. Iou8af-os, f. Aramaic wirp
y'htlddi, corresp. to Heb. 'Trr y'hudi Jew, f.

mvry'hfu/dh Judah, name of a Hebrew patriarch
and the tribe descended from him. (The OE.

JEW.

equivalent was ludeas Jews, Early ME. ludeow,
ludew : see JUDEW. )]

1. A person of Hebrew race ; an Israelite.

Orig. a Hebrew of the kingdom of Judah, as opposed
to those of the ten tribes of Israel ; later, any Israelite

who adhered to the worship of Jehovah as conducted at

Jerusalem. Applied comparatively rarely to the ancient
nation before the exile (cf. HEBREW A. i), but the com-
monest name for contemporary or modern representa-
tives of the race ; almost always connoting their religion
and other characteristics which distinguish them from the

people among whom they live, and thus often opposed to

Christian, and (esp. in early use) expressing a more or less

Opprobrious sense.

c 1275 Passion our Lord 351 in O.E. Misc. 47 Pilates

hym onswerede, am ich Gyv benne ? a 1300 Cursor M.
3944 (Cott.) O sinnu etes neuer luu [v.rr. ieuu, iew). Ibid.

11072 (Cott.) It halus bath lu and sarzine. c 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. (Percy Soc.) 100 Ich holde me vilore then
a Gyw [rimes bowe, trowe, now], c 1340 Cursor M. 4532
(Trin.) perynne a iewes childe we fonde. Ibid. 18579 (Trin.)
And namely leue herof no iwe For al bus dud bei wit> ihesu.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 385 Charles Grossus was
i-poysoned of a lewe [v.r. luw]. a 1400 Pistill of Susan
2 pat was a leuj ientil, and loachin he hiht. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 266/2 Ive, judeus. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1 Jue a man of

j_urye, jvif. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 173 Mair nor
in Jurie dois the Jow. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. ill. i. 61
What is the reason? I am a lewe ; Hath not a lew eyes?
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 52 His mother a lew both by birth

and religion. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals u. i, She shall have
a skin like a mummy, and the beard of a Jew. 1820 BYRON
Blues I. 77 You forget Lady Lilac's as rich as a Jew.
plural, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 Alswa hefden be giwis heore

sinagoge. c 1250 Old Kent. Serni. in O.E. Misc. 26 Hi . .

askede wer was se king of gyus bet was i-bore. Ibid.,

King of geus. a 1300 Cursor M. 142 O be luus [v.rr.

iewes] and moyses. Ibid. 19129 (Gott.) par badd bai

iuen suld bairn seme, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxvii. 5

pe iowes sloghe crist. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII.

53 pat he schulde doo be Iewes [v.r. luwes] out of Enge-
lond. 1482 CAXTON Trevisa's Higden (Rolls) IV. 369 pe
luwes accused Pilatus to Tiberius. 1533 GAU Richt Vay
30 Ve prech lesu Christ crucifeit, sclander to the lowis and
folie to the gentils. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Comm. Prayer
(Coll. Good Friday), Haue mercy upon all Iewes, Turkes,
Infidels, and heretikes. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xvi. 6 At that

time Rezin king of Syria. .diaue the lews from Elath.

1619 SANDERSON Twelve Serin. (1632) 2 In Rome there lived

in the Apostles times many Iewes. 1776 GIBBON Decl.ff F.

xv, The same . . abhorrence for idolatry which had distin-

guished the Jews from the other nations of the ancient world.

gen. plur. a 1225 Ancr. R. 394 Uorto acwiten ut his

leofmon of Giwene honden. a 1225 Juliana 62 Ant boledest

pinen ant passiun burh giwes read on rode, a 1300 CursorM.
4532 (Cott.) par in a luen child [Trin. iewes childe] we
fand. 1300 Ibid, 19289 (Edin.) pe iuwin folc felune.

Ibid. 21696 (Edin.) Mang be luwis lede. c 1350 Childh.

Jesus 616 (Matz.) Giwene children feole . . Him siweden.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. iii. 291 If Cristen preestis weren
lewen preestis, 1653 GREAVES Seraglio 150 In the Kings
Seraglio, the Sultana's are permitted to employ divers Jewes-
women about their ordinary occasions.

b. Jew's eye :

proverbial expression for some-

thing valued highly.
1591 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 85 A souerain Rule, as

deare as a Iewes eye. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. II. v. 43
There will come a Christian by, Will be worth a Iewes eye.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple ii, Although the journey . . would
cost twice the value of a gold seal, yet,

that in the end it

might be worth a Jew's eye. 1844 WILLIS Lady Jane I.

212 From dome to floor, Hung pictures .. Each 'worth a

Jew's eye '.

2. transf. As a name of opprobrium or reproba-
tion

; spec, applied to a grasping or extortionate

money-lender or usurer, or a trader who drives

hard bargains or deals craftily.
\(xASirG. Goosecappev. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 77 If the

sunne of thy beauty doe not white me like a shippards hoi-

land, I am a lewe to my Creator. 1700 Bp. PATRICK Comm,
Deut. xxviii. 37 Better we cannot express the most cut-

throat dealing, than thus, You use me like a Jew. 1830
COLERIDGE TaHe-t. 16 May, Jacob is a regular Jew, and

practises all sorts of tricks and wiles. 1844 D. KING Ruling
Eldership II. i, It is undesirable ..that he pass in the

commercial circle for what is there termed a Jew.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or as adj. That

is a Jew, Jewish, as Jew boy, butcher, pedlar,

physician, trooper; of or relating to Jews, as, Jew
bill, hatred, tall. b. objective, similative, etc., as

Jew-drowning, -hater, Jew-dear, adj. ; Jew like

adj. and adv., -looking adj.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. x. (1793) 375 Very high debates

about the time of the famous 'Jew-bill ; which enables all

Jews to prefer bills of naturalization in parliament, without

receiving the sacrament. 1849 W. S. MAYO Kaloolah (1887)

p. viii, Oil, garlic, salt fish, and 'Jew brandy. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 213 Thus you see the 'lew-

butcher had need be no botcher, but halfe a Physitian in

Anatomizing. 1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) I. 274

[He] must have had
this^'jew-craft amongjiis

reasons

1899 Westm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 2/2 The nature of the wounds
roused amongst the 'Jew-haters the old story of the blood

sacrifice. 1898 Nat. Rev. Aug. 807 Outside Russia, 'Jew
hatred is a matter with which Governments have no direct

concern. 1808 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XIII. 172 Through the

means of a *jew-like commerce with the revolted slaves.

Mary Axe. a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 84 And crucify

his Saviour worse Than those 'Jew-Troopers,
that threw

out, When they were raffling for his coat.



JEW.

C. Special Combs. : Jew-bail, insufficient bail,
' straw-bail' ; Jew-baiting.fi. [

=
Ges.Judenhetze],

systematic harrying or persecution of Jews; so

Jew-bait v. nonce-ivd., Jew-baiter, Jew-baiting
a. ; Jew-bush, a euphorbiaceous plant of the

genus Pedilanthus ; Jew-cart (see quot.) ; Jew-
lizard, a large Australian lizard, Amphibolurus
barbatus.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., *"}ew Bail. 1797 MARY
ROBINSON Wahingham IV. 283 He . . did the deep ones
with Jew-bail, till they were up to the trick. 1892 Sat. Rev.
18 June 700/2 [He] is always going about Jew-baiting and
to "Jew-bait with pen or sword. 1883 Pall Mall G. 19 Nov.
3/i [They] are now in full possession of the case of the
German 'Jew-baiters against the Jews. 1883 Evening Pest

(N.Y.) 21 Apr., The *Jew-baiting in Germany ;
the bloody

persecutions in Russia. 1898 Nat. Review Aug. 807 In the

Empire of the Tsar . . Jew-baiting is a matter of high State

policy. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. 105 The 'Jew Bush,
or Milk plant. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xviii, Then we
have what we call "Jew Carts, always ready to take [stolen]

goods inland, where they will not be looked after. 1847
LEICHHARDT Jrnl. iii. 89 A small Chlamydophorus ('Jew
lizard of the Hunter [River]) was also seen, a 1884 J. SER-
VICE Thir Notandunts (1890) 205 From beneath a log the

green Jew-lizard, or the iguana peeps.

d. Genitival Combs. : Jews' apple, a name for

the 'Egg-plant or its fruit; Jews' frankincense,
a plant of the genus Styrax, or the resin obtained

from it (storax or benzoin) ; Jews' houses, name

given to the remains of ancient tin-smelting fur-

naces in Cornwall ; ) Jew's letter, a text in-

scribed in Hebrew upon a phylactery, regarded as

the outward symbol or badge of a Jew; f Jews'

lime, a synonym ot Jews' slime (see below) ;

Jews' mallow, a name for Corchorus olitorius

(N.O. Tiliacesf), one of the plants from which
the fibre called jute is obtained, used as a pot-
herb in Egypt, Syria, and other countries ; f Jews'

money, a popular name for ancient Roman coins

found in some parts of England ;
Jews' myrtle,

a name for Butcher's Broom, and for a variety of

the common Myrtle ;
Jews' pitch, f Jews' slime,

names for asphalt or bitumen (cf. Gen. xi. 3) ;

Jews' thorn = Christ's thorn (see CHRIST 5) ;

Jews' tin, name for lumps of tin found in

ancient smelting-furnaces (Jews' houses') in Corn-

wall.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., Solatium wm/CTi'MK.'Jew's-AppIe,
Mad-Apple. .. S. Melongena, .. Egg-plant, Jew's-Apple.

1760 J. LEE fntrad. Bat. App. 315 'Jew's Frankincense,

Styrax. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhit. 162 In the reign of

King John, the mines [were] principally in the hands of the

Jews, .remains of furnaces, called *
Jews' houses, have been

discovered, and small blocks of tin, known as Jews' tin,

have, .been found in the mining localities. 1589 R. HARVEY
PI. Perc.(i86o) 32*Iewes letter scrible scrable ouer the Copur-
tenaunce of a mans countenaunce. 1598 FLORIO Worlde of
IVordes To Rdr. A vj, A fouler blot then a lewes letter. .

in the foreheads of Czlius and Curio. 1731-3 MILLER Card.

Diet. s.v. Corchorus,
*
Jews Mallw, . . sown in great Plenty

about Aleppo as a Pot-herb, the Jews boiling the Leaves of

this Plant to eat with their Meat. 1887 MOLONEY Forestry
W. Afr. 289

'

Jews' Mallow '. or
'

Jute' (Corchonts olitorius,

L .) Annual. This is one of the species that affords the

well-known fibre of commerce called '

Jute '. 1577 HARRISON

England n. xxiv. (1877) I. 360 Some peeces or other are dailie

taken vp, which they call Borow pence, Dwarfs monie . .

'lewes monie, and by other foolish names not woorthie to

be remembred. 1856 -V. # Q. Ser. II. I. 432/2 In some parts

of Kent it [Kusctis acnleatus] is called '*%<' Myrtle
'

; and

it is the popular belief, that the crown of thorns . . was com-

posed of its branches. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 40

Asphaltum, "Jew's pitch. 1816 TINGRY I'arnisher's Guide

(ed. 2) i Asphaltum . . issues in a liquid form from the

this euill. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Vul. x. 104

Salt-peter, brimstone, Jew's slime, patrol, bole-armoniak, . .

are called mineral juyces. 1507 GERARDE Herbal Index,

"lewes thorne, that is Christs thorne. [ill. xxvi. 1153 This

shrubbie thorne Paliurus was the thorne wherewith they
crowned our Sauiour Christ.) 1851 *Jews

'

tin Isee Je s
'

house}.

Jew, v. colloq. [f. JEW sb. (sense 2).] trans.

To cheat or overreach, in the way attributed to

Jewish traders or usurers. Hence Jewing vbl. sb.

a 1845 BARHAM ln%ol. Leg., Bro. Birchingtoii Ixv, Is it that

way you'd Jew one" ? 1847 W. IRVING Let. 30 Apr. in Life

f Lett. (1864) IV. 19 Some mode of screwing and jewing
the world out of more interest than one's money is entitled

to. 1854 D. G. ROSSETTI in Rossetti Rnskin, Rossftti,etc.

(1899) 15 But as to his doings And jawings and jewings,

William brought me the news. 1891 Daily aim 2 Nov. 7/3
He'd take care he didn't

'

Jew
' him again.

Jewdom (ds'K-dam). rare. [f. JEW sb. + -DOM,

after Christendom] The Jewish world or com-

munity ; the religious system of the Jews.
1869 BARING-GOULD Orig. Relig. Belief (1878) I. x. 202

The existence of the Jews as a nation was annihilated, but

Jewdom survives to this day. 1881 EMERSON in Scribner's

Mag. XXII. 89 Coupled .. with the utmost impatience of

Christendom and Jewdom and all existing presentments of

the good old story. 1891 Field 14 Feb. 241/2 On the glass

. .are nine figures for Jewdom, Heathendom, and Christen-

dom, three . . heroes for each.

Jewel (ds'w'el), sb. Forms: a. 3-6 iuel, -e,

4 iuwele, 4-5 -el(l, iuell(e, (ieueal), 5 iuall,
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iwell, (yewel), 5-6 //. iuelx, 6Sc. iwale. |9. 4-5
iowel, 4-6 iowell(e, 5 -aile, (yowele), 6 ioell,
Se. iowalle. 7. 3 gywel, 4 gewel, 5 -elle ; 4
iywel, iewile, 4-5 iewele, (5 iewle), 4-6 -elle,

5-7 -ell, 4-7 iewel, 7- jewel. S. 4 ioyel, //.

ioiaz, ioyaus, 5//. ioyaulx, 6 ioyelle,(ioywell).
[a. AF.juel,jeual, = OF.joel (nom. sing, and obj.

p\.joeaus,joiaus), lath c. in Hatz.-Darm., 13-1 4th
c. jouel, 14-15111 c. joiel, joiau, mod.F. joyau :

cf. Pr. joell, joyel, Cat. joycll, Sp. joyel, It. gioiello ;

all app. from Fr.
The etymology of the Fr. word is still a matter of dispute ;

some see in it a deriv. of L. gaiidium (quasi *gaudiellum\
whence Y.joie, joy ; others of L. jocdre, whence F. jotter to

play, or of the cognate jocus, F. jeu play, through a deriv.

jocdle. Cf. also JUELET. The med.L. was (i3th c.)jocale,

pi. jocalia. See Diez, Littre
1

, Scheler, Hatz.-Darm., Koerting
Lat. Rom. Wbclt. s.v. jocalis.\

1. An article of value used for adornment, chiefly
of the person ;

a costly ornament, esp. one made
of gold, silver, or precious stones. Obs. in gen.
sense ;

now restricted to a small ornament contain-

ing a precious stone or stones, worn for personal
adornment (cf. sense 2) : see also b.

a. r 1290 Beket i no in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 138 Noble jiftesand
obur lueles. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 154 Richard
.. gaf him a faire luelle, be gode suerd Caliburne. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 151 Barouns and Burgeis heo bringeb
to serwe, Heo buggeb with heore luweles. 1390 GOWER
Conf. III.3I2 Of gold he leide Sommesgrete And of jeueals
a strong beyete. 1460 Lybeaus Disc. 877 Well ryche and
reall . . Wyth many a juall. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 32
For no sight ofjuelxand riches of cheynes ofgoldeornouches.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 79 b, Garnished with precious
stones and decked with Iuelx bothe radiant and pleasant.

Ibid., Hen. VIIJ 209 Diverse precious luelles and greate
horses. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comtn. 3 b, An hat set

with golde, pearle, and precious Iwels.

ft. c 1330 R. BRUNNEC/inj. (1810) 152 A nober iowelle fairer

& worpi. c 1375 Sc. Leg.Saints,Nycholas 499 Of oure lowelys
als tak 36, & berys hyme. 4:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx.

135 Full of gold and of iowailes and precious stanes. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 264/1 lowel, or iuelle, locale. 1502 Will qf
Myrfyn (Somerset Ho.\ My basyn of siluer there to remayne
for euer as a lowell to be occupied at the high awter.

'

KENNEDIE Flyting TC. Dwtkar 278 The Croce of

Halyrudhouse, and vthir iowellis,

Reform* xxiii. 37 Thairfoir that hauia ana woi

of stone He gaif to the with lowallis mony one.

Y. 1

ma

. 1570 Satir. Poems
Thairfoir that hauld and worthie house

. 1297 R. GLOOC. (Rolls) 10460 pe king offrede him a

arc, & anober gywel her to. (-1300 Beket (Percy Soc.)

1118 Noble jiftes and gewels. (-1380 WYCI.IF Sena. Sel.

Wks. III. 50 3yvyng of jewelis to bigge chirchis. 1:1400

Dfstr. Troy 1368 Gemys ne gewellis, ne no ioly vessell.

14 . . Lat.-Eng. Vocab. in \Vr. -Wiilcker 590/30 locale, a iewel.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 125 To haue fayre
horsses and riche gownes, and other lewles. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 194 Piers of Gavestone .. had at the last the

'

guydyng of all the kinges lewelles and treasure. 1601

SHAKS. Tail. N. in. iv. 228 Heere, weare this lewell for

me, tis my picture. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 767
Attire of Beares skins, hanged with Beares pawes, the

head of a Wolfe, and such like iewells. 1655 FULLER Ch.

Hist. ix. iii. 2 A lewell (sometimes taken for a single

precious stone) is properly a collective of many, orderly set

together to their best advantage. 1762-71 H. WALPOLE
I'ertue'sAnecd. Paint. (1786) I. 37 note, King Alfred's jewel,
found at Athelney in Somersetshire, . . I call it a jewel,
because it seems to have been used as jewels were after-

wards, appendent to ribbands.

S. 1340 Ayenb. 118 He hise loueb mid al his herte, and
hire brengb of his ioiax. Ibid. 216 Ich hatie be toknen of

prede and be blisse of agraybinges and of ioyaus. 1483
CAXTON Paris ^ F. 15 He dyd doo sette these thre loyaulx
or lewels in- the baners. 1502 Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz, of
York (1830) 44 Wayting upon the Quenes joyelles.

b. An ornament worn as the badge of an Order

of honour, or as a mark of distinction or honour.

1672 [see GEORGE 3]. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 201/2
The jewel of the order [Teutonic Order] consists of a black

and white cross, surmounted by a helmet with three feathers.

1894 S. L. YEATS Honour of Savelli ix, My cross of
S_t.

Lazare. . . I sat staring at the jewel and at the diamonds on it.

2. A precious stone, a gem ; esp. one worn as

an ornament. (The prevailing modern sense : in

early use often difficult to separate from sense I. "I

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 161 He giue thee fairies to

attend on thee. And they shall fetch thee lewels from the

deepe. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 6 Amongst the rest a

iewell rich he found That was a Ruby of right perfect hew.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. l. iv. 56 Thou art left Martius, A Carbuncle

intire, as big as thou art, Weare not so rich a lewell. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 214 A Ring of pure gold, with-

out any lewell in it. 1655 [see i v]. 1718 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 10 Mar., According to the

common estimation of jewels . . her whole dress must be

worth above a hundred thousand pounds sterling, a 1861

MRS. BROWNING King's Gift ii, That necklace of jewels
from Turin.

fig- '593 SHAKS. Rich. II, I. iii 267 A foyle, wherein

thou art to set The precious lewell of thy home returne.

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cpnq. III. xii. 186 One of the

proudest jewels in his continental coronet.

b. Watch-making. A precious stone, usually

a ruby, used for a pivot-hole, on account of its

hardness and resistance to wear.

Th.
balance running ~ - -- f - - -

may have the utmost freedom. . . Rubies are used as jewels

in good watches .. but cheaper stones, such as crystals,

garnets, etc., and even glass of hard quality, are often used.

c. Applied to an imitation, in glass or enamel,

JEWEL.

of a real gem ; as those worn on women's dresses

in the end of the i yth c. ; also, an ornamental boss
of glass in a stained-glass window.
1889 Harper's Mag. July 255/1 Mosaic glass has rapidly

improved in the past century. .. The 'jewels' cut from
pieces of a rich colored glass add effectively to the brilliancy
of recent designs. 1891 Daily News 23 Mar. 2/2 Can such
a display be anything but vulgar? Its sole redeeming
point is that the 'jewels

'

do not even pretend to be real.

1897 Ibid. 14 Dec. 8/7 Some of the newest evening bodices
have a shaped piece of guipure laid on the front, and often

glittering with inexpensive 'jewels'.
3. fig. Applied to a thing or person of great

worth, or highly prized ; a ' treasure ',
'

gem '.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 278 A Iuel to me ben watz bys
geste, & luelez wern hyr gentyl sawez. 1340 Ayenb. 156
pet is be vifte ioyel and be vifte stape. a 1450 Mankind
(Brandl) 426 5e xall not choppe my lewellys [= my privyte
(cf. 414)] and I may. 1529 Supplic. to KingCE. E. T. S.) 39,
I wolde not commytt my best beloued ioywell and treasure

[sheep] vnto the, vnlesse thowe loue me hartely. 1589
NASHE Almond for Parrat 9 b, Learning is a iewel my
maisters, make much of it. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. II. ii.

213 Vnlesse Experience be a lewell, that I haue purchased
at an infinite rate. 1673 DRYDEN Amboyna iv. i, Oh, 'tis a

jewel of a husband. 1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713)

620/2, I commend it as a Jewel, to sweeten their Milk and

Pap withal. 1763 FOOTE Orators n. Wks. 1799 I. 217 Oh,
my jewel, I know him well enough. 1858 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. II, 387 She is quite a jewel of a servant. 1872 R.
ELLIS Catullus xxxi. i O thou of islands jewel and of half-

islands, Fair Sirmio.

1 4. Naut. A heavy ring, sometimes weighted,
used to press together the two parts ofacable or rope
which is laid round an article and then rove through
the ring. Also attrib. Obs.

1750 BLANCKLF.Y NavalExpos. 82 Jewel, Made not unlike

the Ring of an Anchor, and of Substance, that its Weight
may carry it down, to purchase anything that is heavy
under Water, when two parts of a Cable or Rope are put
through it. .and as they heave, the Jewel slides down.jams
the Bite, so as that it may not slip off the Purchase the Rope
is about. 1755 FALCK Day's Diving Vessel^ 29 Then a

jewel, well parcelled with about an hundredweight of stones

together with a messenger or jewel-rope, was let over the

hawser, and run down, in order to jam the sweep.
5. Comb. a. appositive, as, jewel-bud, -fire, -stone.

b. attrib. Of or for jewels, as jewel-box, -case,

-casket, -coffer, -hunger, -merchant, -mine, -tint. o.

instrumental, similative, etc., as jewel-coloured, -en-

shrined, -gleaming, -headed, -like, -loving, -proof,

-studded adjs. d. Special Combs. : tjewel-darling

a., as dear or highly prized as a jewel ; jewel-hole

(Watch-making), a hole drilled in a jewel for

a pivot ; jewel-office = JEWEL-HOUSE ; jewel-

setter, an instrument for setting a jewel ; jewel-

stand, a small stand for the toilet-table for

placing jewels on or in
; jewel-weed, the plants

Impatiens fulva and /. pallida of N. America,
' from the earring-like shape of the flowers, and

the silver sheen of the under surface of the leaf

in water' (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1831 Society I. 169 Her ladyship's "jewel-box, which was

ostentatiously produced, was exhibited. 1845 G. MURRAY
Islaford 56 Every *jewel-bud shone like a star. 1860

EMERSON Cond. Life, Beauty Wks. (Bohn) II. 439, I did

not know you were a "jewel-case. 1899 CROCKETT Kit

Kennedy 368 This jewel-case Mary had given Dick on his

birthday. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 602 The first that euer

was known to haue any such at Rome, wasScaurus, ..yntill

Pompeius the Great met with the ^jewel-casket of K. Mithri-

dates. (11835 MRS. HEMANS Poems, Child reading the

Bible, Where ^jewel-colour'd pebbles lay Beneath the

shallow tide. 1643 R. WILLIAMS Key Lang. Amer. 173
Man stakes his *Iewell-darling soule. 18519 E. PEACOCK in

Month May 541 The *jewel-enshrined miniature. 1848 LD.

TENNYSON in Mem. (1897) I. 275 'Jewel-fires in the waves
from the oar, which Cornish people call

'

bryming '. a 1868

A. I. MENKEN Infelicia (1883) 48 The poorest worm would
be a 'jewel-headed snake if she could. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Oferat. Mechanic 508 The 'jewel-hole should be as shallow

as possible, so as not to endanger cutting the pivot, a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 248 Her heart held it, as so 'jewel-
like a treasure that it would scarce trust her owne lippes

withall. 1608 SHAKS. Per. v. i. in Her eyes as jewel-like.

And cased as richly. 1859 LANG Wand. India 70 A band

of robbers attacked the 'jewel-merchant. 1698 A. BRAND
Einb. Muscovy to China 84" One of the Masters of the

'Jewel-Office belonging to the Czar of Muscovy. 1739

LADY HARTFORD Corr. (1805) I. 51 On Saturday my lord

Townshend gave up the jewel-office. 1618 FLETCHER Loyal

Subject in. ii, An honest mind I hope, 'tis petticoat proof,

Chain proof, and 'jewel-proof ;
I know 'tis gold proof. 1871

B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. in. 166 Beauty complete With

gold and pearl and "jewel-stone. 1884 MILLER Plant-n,,

Itnfaliensfulva, Spotted 'Jewel-weed.

Jewel, v. [f. prec. sb.]

L trans. To furnish or adorn with jewels.

1601 B. JONSON Poetaster iv. i, You are as well jewell'd
as any of them : your ruff and linen about you is much
more pure than theirs. 1853 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. v. 151

Some few of the high Court ladies were well jewelled also.

b. Watch-making. To fit with jewels for the

xiii, A gold hunting watch,.. jewelled in four holes. 1851

Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1266 An eight-day watch, . . 8 holes

jewelled in rubies. 1858 O. W. HOLMES A ut. Breakf.-t. vi.

(1883) 112 If a watch tells us the hour and minute, we can be

content, .though it is not enamelled nor jewelled.

2 fig: To bedeck as with jewels ; to begem.
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JEWEL-BLOCK.

850 SAIA Tu>. rnwd Clock (1861) 44 The cut flowers, too,

. . are here, jewelling wooden boards, and making humble

wicker-baskets, iridescent. 1897 Ii. HARKAUKN II,l.l,i

Strafford \. 18 That tender rosy tint . jewelled the moun-

tains and the stones.

jewel, dial, variant of JOWKL, of a bridge.

Jewel-block. Naut. [pcrh. a sailors' fanciful

appellation.]
The name given to each of two small

blocks suspended at the extremities of the main and

fore-topsail yards, through which the halyards of

the studding-sails are passed.
1760-89 FALCONER Diet. Marine s.v., The haliards, by

which those studding-sails are hoisted, are accordingly

passed through the jewel-blocks, c 1860 H. STUART Sen-

Man's Cftteck. 19 Jewel blocks are not on royal yards,unless

royal studding sails are used.

Jewel-house. A house, building, or cham-

ber in which jewels are kept ; a treasury. Nowrare.
b. spec. The room in the Tower of London in which

the crown jewels are kept ; the jewel-office.

1530 PALSCR. 235/1 lowell house. 1546-7ActsPrivyCouncil

Eg. 14 Mar., nit'1 ounzes ofdemi souveraine gold deliverde

to R. D. and J. A. Yeomen of the Jewelhowse. 1548 UDALL
Erasm. Par. Luke xxi. i Called Gazophylacium, that is to

saie, the lewelhouse or sextrie, or treasourie in the whiche
the Jewels of the temple wer kept. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VI11.

iv. i. 1 1 1 The King ha s made him Master o' th' Jewell House.
a 1653 BROME Queenes Exck. v. Wks. 1873 III. 549, I have
heard of them that robb'd my brothers Jewel-house. 1706
PHILLIPS, Master of the Jewel-House, s . has Charge of
all Plate us'd for the King or Queen's Table, or by any
great Officer attending the Court ; as also of all Plate in the

Tower of London, of Chains, loose Jewels, etc. 1815 T.

THOMSON (title) Collection of Inventories and other Records
of the Royal Wardrobe and Jevvelhouse.

c. fig. A repository of ' treasures '.

1594 PLAT (title) lewell House of Art and Nature.

Jewelled, -eled (d^a-eld), a. [f. JEWEL si>.

or z>. + -ED.]
1. Set or adorned with jewels ; spec, of a watch

(JEWEL v. i b) ; also of pottery (JEWELLING 3).
uifoi ? MARSTON /Vwjw// <fr Kath. n. 129 More soft and

cleere Then is the jewell'd tip of Venus eare. 1741 COLLINS
Eel. iii. 65 On Persia's jewell'd throne. 1804 Nicholson s

fritl.
VII. 204 So far from jewelled hojes being advantageous

in Clockwork, they are absolutely injurious. i8ao SCOTT
Abbot xiii, The gemmed ring and jewelled mitre had become
secular spoils. 1899 T. M. ELLIS Three Cafs-Eyc Rings
ii. 43 The. .corridors were glittering with jewelled women.
2. Jig. Glistening like or as with jewels.
1818 KEATS Endym. in. 312 Jewell'd sands Took silently

their foot-prints. 1884 B'ham Weekly Post 20 Sept. 1/4,
I do not like the coloured, almost jewelled, effect of the
oxides of different metals used in the construction of this
screen. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. May 22 The blue of her eyes
was scintillant and jewelled.

Jeweller, -eler (d^K-eb-i). Forms : 4 iuw-
eler, 4-5 iueler, -e, -our, 4-7 iueller(e, 5 iou-

elere, iowel(l)er, iewellere, 6 iuellere, -ar, 6-9
jeweler, 6-jeweller, [a. AF.jueter=OF.ji:tifr
(1438 in Godef.), f.j'uel: in mod.Y.joaiUier.]
An artist who works in precious stones, etc. ; a
maker of jewels ; a dealer in jewels or jewellery.
13.. E. E. A/lit. P. A. 264 If bou were a gentyl Iueler.

138:1 WVCLIF Jer. xxiv. i Jeconye, the sone of Joachym, ..

and the smyth, and his iueler [1388 goldsmith], c 1440
LYDG. Secrees 554, I was nevir noon expert loweler. 1530
PALSCR. 235/1 Juellar, lapidaire. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well
v. iii. 297 The leweller that owes the Ring is sent for.

1611 BURTON Anat. Mil. i. ii. HI. xv. (1651) 139 A most
expert Jueller, and an exquisite Philosopher. 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 10 Mar., It is for

jewellers to compute the value of these things. 1831 \V.
IRVING Alltambra II. 114 The jeweller saw that it had an
Arabic inscription, and was of trie purest gold.

Jewellery, jewelry (d^-elri, d^-ebri).
Forms : 4 iuelrye, 5 Sc. iowalre ; 8- jewellery,
jewelry. [ME. a. OF. juelerye (1434 in Godef.

Comply, f. joel, juel: see JEWEL and -ERY. In

mod.Eng. app. two new formations, from JEWELLER
(cf. moS.V.joailltrie from /oaiV/for jeweller), and
from JEWEL : see -BUY and -RY. Not in Johnson
or Todd.]
Jewellers' work ; gems or ornaments made or sold

by jewellers; esp. precious stones in mountings;
jewels collectively, or as a form of adornment.

usual even with the former spelling.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1309 Bot be ioy of be iuelrye so

gentyle & ryche, When hit watz schewed hym so schene,
scharp watz his wonder. -1470 HENRV Wallace vi. 615 The
jowalre, as it was thiddir led, Paljonis and all thai leiffit

quhen thai fled. 1786 BURKE Charges W. Hastings iv.

xlviu, Even jewellery and goods she finds, .lose their value
th* moment it is known they come from her. i8i4SouTHEvRoderu xvui, The proud array Of ermines, aureate vests,and jewelry i8a8 WEBSTER, Jewelry. 1841 TENNYSON
Marled-Arthur 58 Jacinth-work Ofsubtlest jewellery. 1871YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 336 The most delicate steel
jewellery has displaced ornaments in wood or brass.

>rt psalms are so rich in the jewelry of precious
aith. 1898 DAVIDSON Last Ballad, And brimming stars
hung from the sky Low down, and spilt their jewellery.
Jewelless (dgW-flU.) a .

[f. JEWEL +
-LESS.] Destitute of jewels ; not jewelled.

578

i865EMMFi.iNE LOTT Governess in Egypt 1. 157 The Prince

. .took hold of her right hand, which was jewelless, as also

were her ears.

Jewelling, jeweling (dsW-elin). [f. JEWEL
sl>. or v. + -ING 1.]

1. The action or art of working in, or adorning

something with, jewels. Also attrib.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. vii. 31 He taught to make
womens ornaments, and how to looke faire, and lewelling.

1673 O. WALKER Educ. 34 Rodulfus the Emperor gave his

mind to Jewelling. 1750 tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 43.

1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1283 Engraving, chasing in

relief, jewelling, and enamel painting.
2. Watch-making. The employment of jewels

for the pivot-holes in a watch ; also concr.

1804 [see JEWEL :: i bj. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch -y

Clockm. 102 Facio . . introduced watch jewelling (Patent
No. 371, May 1704). 1885 Pall Mall G. 21 May 6/2
A watch selling at 3 has no extra jewelling . . there are

grades from
'

plain jewelled
'

up to 5} pairs of extra jewels.
3. Pottery. Decoration with small bosses of trans-

lucent glaze, or with rounded projections of the

body covered with glaze, as some kinds of porcelain.
4. concr. A trimming on a dress consisting of

(real, or commonly, imitation) jewels.
1891 TrJtth 10 Dec. 1240/2 A most lovely tea-gown . . in

white satin set into a yoke of turquoise jewelling. 1896
Daily Neivs 21 Nov. 6/3 If the jewelling were garnet and
jet commingled, the effect would be very good.

Jewelly, -ely (d^/reli), a. [f. JEWEL si. + -Y.]
1. Abounding in, adorned with, or wearing jewels.

f *- -iiyc
yards. 1881 G. MACDONALD Mary Marston II. ix. 157
Jewelly Tom was idling away time.

2. Resembling a jewel, jewel-like ; having the

brilliancy of a jewel. Alsoy?^.
1822-56 DE QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 26 This incident . . I

look back upon.. as a jewelly parenthesis of pathetic hap-
piness. 1880 M. B. EDWARDS Forestalled 1. 1. vi. 90 The
little town was garlanded with fiery cressets and stars of
jewelly light and lustre. 1885 C. MONKHOUSE in Mag. of
Art Sept. 471/1 Walls .. lit with jewelly glass.

Jewelry: see JEWELLERY.
Jewes, -ease, var. JUISE Obs., judgement.
Jewess (dg';7'es). Forms : 4 luwesse, luesse,

4-7 lewesse, (6 lewea, -as), 7- Jewess, [f. JEW
sb. + -ESS : cf. OY.Juise (Godefroy).] A female

Jew ; a Jewish woman.
1388 WVCLIF Acts xvi. i Timothe, the sone of a Jewesse

cristen. a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 41 For gentrise and loye
of bat luwesse. 1536 TINDALE Acts xxiv. 24 Felix and his

wyfe Drusilla which was a iewes [1534 lewas, 1539 CRAN-
MF.R lewesse, 1611 lew]. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)
214 note, For the Virgin Mary, say they, wore the Ring on
her middle finger, and therefore all Jewesses refuse that,
and use the forefinger. i8ao SCOTT Ivanhoe xxiv, The
Jewess Rebecca awaited her fate. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. xvii, I am English-bom. But I am a Jewess.

Jew-fish, [app. f. JEW sb. + FISH : as to origin
of name, see quot. 1697.] A name given to various

fishes, chiefly of the family Serranidm.
Among these are Promicrops guasa, Epincphelus nigritus,

Megalops atlanticus, and Paraliehthys dentatus, of the
Atlantic coast of U.S. ; Stt-rcolepis gigas of the Californian
coast ; Polyprion americanus or P. couchi of Madeira ;

and Scixna antarctica and Glaucosoma hebraicum of

good f isn, ana 1 judge so calk
it hath Scales and Fins, therefore a' clean Ffih, according
to the Levitical Law. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane in. 608
Can Europe's seas .. Aught so delicious as the Jew-fish
show? 1775 ROMANS Florida App. 20 Jew-fish are very
abundant twth within and without the river. 1847 LEICH-
HARDT Jrnl. Austral, ii. 40 The water holes abounded
with jew-fish and eels. 1883 E. M. RAMSAY Food Fishes
N.S. Wales i6(Fish. Exh. Publ.) The most important of
this family is the Jew-fish (Sci&na antarctica}, which
attains to a large size, exceeding 5 feet in length. 1890
Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 13 Apr. 2/3 The largest jewfish ever
caught on the Gulf coast . . weighed 348 pounds, was 6 feet
in length and 8 feet in circumference just back of the gills.

Jewge, obs. form of JUDGE.
t Jewhead. Oh. rare. In 4 luhede. [f. JEW

it. + -hede, -HEAD.] The condition or profession
of a Jew ; Judaism.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4248 Men war bar o sarzin lede, And

loseph held ai his luhede.

Jewhood (dj'tt-hud). rare. [f. as prec. +
-HOOD.] =

prec.
1851 CARLYLE Sterling n. iii. (1872) no Abstruse vague

speculations.. about Will, Morals, Jonathan Edwards, Jew-
hood, Manhood.

Jewing (dj'w-irj). [From a supposed resem-
blance to the hooked nose of a Jew : see -ING '.]
Name for the carunculations or wattles at the base
of the beak in some varieties of domestic pigeon.
1886 Century Mag. May 104 The jewing [in the barb

pigeon]
is three small knobs of cere in the middle of the

lower mandible, and each side of the gape of the mouth.
Jewis, -ise, variant of JUISE Obs., judgement.
Jewish (dg'w-ij), a. [f. JEW sb. + -ISH. The
OE. equivalent was ludeisc, early ME./uikwisA.]
1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of, the Jews ;

Israelitish, Hebrew.
a 1546 JOYE in Gardiner Declar. Joye (1546) 81 b, This

JEWRY.
scismatyke iewissli Hieroboam. 1549 COVERDALE, etc.
Erasm. Par. Col. ii. 16 In obseruyng of dayes, and in
other lewyshe rules. 1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Tit. i. 14 Not
attending to lewish fables [WvcLiF fables of iewis ; TIN-
DALE, etc. iewes fables]. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. I. iii. 113
You. .spet vpon my lewish Gaberdine. 1819 MILMAN Hist.
Jews ii. 85 The Jewish Exodus, or deliverance from Egypt
1874 GREEN Short Hist. n. v, A Jewish Medical School
seems to have existed at Oxford.
2. fig. Chiefly referring to the extortion or over-

reaching attributed to Jewish money-lenders.
1606 DEKKER Sat. Sitmes vi. (Arb.) 40 Brokers yat shaue

poore men by most Jewish interest. 1801 Bp. OF LINCOLN
in G. Rose Diaries (1860) I. 426 Soane's office has offered
only 19,000^ .. which is a Jewish offer. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond in. vi, You ask a Jewish price for it, Mr. Graves.
3. Comb., m.Jewish-looking.
1874 LISLE CARR Jvd. Guynxe II. viii. 194 A Jewish

looking gentleman in faultlessly-made clothes.

Jewishly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.] In a Jewish
manner ; after the custom of the Jews ; like a Jew.
1558 Bp. WATSON Sev. Sacram. vii. 37 We maye not

lewishlye double whether it be done. 1613 PURCHAS PH.
grimagc (1614) 226 Unchristian Christians, who lewishly
hate the name of a lew. 1661 R. L'ESTRANGE Interest
Mistaken 34 Persue and Jewishly sell and betray his Sacred
Person.

Jewishness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1 1. The religious system of the Jews ; Judaism.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Gal. iv. 21 Suche of

you, as are contented to fall backe to lewishnes. 1550 BALE
Apol. 60 Christ will not have hys pure Gospell myngled
with lewyshnesse. 1627 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thett. (1629) 222
It sauours of lewishness, rather then Christianity.
2. Jewish quality or character.
iSaz New Monthly Mag. IV. 70 An air of Jewishness, or

an old-clothesman-like expression. 1899 Speaker 10 Feb.
'33/2 The Jews of this country, .are rapidly losing all their

Jewishness.

Jewism (dg'w-iz'm). [f. JEW sb. + -ISM.]
1 1. The religious system of the Jews ; Judaism.
JS79 J- STUBBES Gaping GiilfE. iv b, To maintaine therein

thopen exercise of Turcisme, arrianisme, iewisme, papisme,
anabaptisme, and such monstruous professions. 1653 MIL-
TON Hirelings Wks. (1851) 357 Superstitions fetch'd from
Paganism or Jewism. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Hist. India
5/i The channels through which Christianity and Jewism
were communicated to the nations of the Indian peninsula.
2. An idiom or characteristic of the Jews. rare.
1841 lllackiu. Mag. L. 617 We search in vain for the

remotest inkling of Jewism of any kind. 1884 L. GRONLUND
Co*>p. Contnrw. ii. 50

'

Jewism ', to our mind, best expresses
that special curse of our age, Speculation.

Jewkry, obs. form of JOUKERY, trickery.

Jewlep, -lip, obs. forms of JULEP.
JewleSS (dg'tt'les), a. rare. [f. JEW sb. + -LESS.]

Destitute of Jews.
1882 FREEMAN in W. R. W. Stephens Life (1895) II. 254

Meanwhile Aberdeen . . abideth altogether Jewless. 1897
Daily News 8 Feb. 2/1 It was generally supposed that from
1290 to 1655 this was a Jewless England. Mr. Wolf and
Mr. Sydney Lee

have, however, proved . . that the Hebrew
race was represented in that interval.

Jewling (ds'w-lirj). rare.
[f. JEW sb. + -LINO.]A little or young Jew.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 213 Everie of the youthes
holdeth a pot in his hand . . they wish joy to each other : and
the lewlings presently breake their earthen pots. 1879
BARING-GOULD Germany II. 258 The Count . . turned '

the
stupid Jewling

'

out of his house.

t Jewly, adv. Obs. rare. {f. as prec. + -LY 2
.]

In the manner of a Jew ;
in the Jewish language.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxvi. n Ne speke thou to vs lewly
[1388 bi the langage of lewis]. Gal. ii. 14 If thou . . lyuest
hethenli, and not lewly [1388 lewelich].

Jewmew, variant of GEMEW Obs., twin.

Jewry (d.^'uo-ri). Forms: 3-4 Oiw-, Gywerie,
-ye, 4 luery, -ie, 4-5 luwery, -ie, lewery, -ie,

-ye, (lurye, 4-7 lurie, lury, 5 lure, Iwry),
5-6 Iewry(e, (6 Sc. loure), 6-7 Jewrie, 7-
Jewry. [a. A.V.juerje^O7.juierie,jnerie,jurte
(i3th c.), mo&. . juiverie : see JEW and -EBY.]
1 1. The land of the Jews, Judea ; sometimes

extended to the whole of Palestine. Obs. or arch.
a 1350 Harl. AfS. 4196 in A rchiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVI I. 79

Alscustum was in be iury. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III.

89 pis Nabugodonosor..wente into luda, bat is be lewerie,
and took lerusalem. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 267/2 Ivrye,
where Ivys dwelle [v.r. Iwry], ludea. 1536 TINDALE John
vii. i lesus went about in Galile, and wolde not goo about in

iewry. IS33GAU^;V^/ Vay 41 O thow bethleem effrata thow
art litil amangis ane tbowsand of loure. 1539 BIBLE (Great)
Ps. Ixxvi. i In Iewry is God knowne ; his name is greate in
Israel. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. A> Cl. i. ii. 28 A Childe. .to whom
Herode of Iewry may do Homage. 1671 TrueNoncotif.it)
It may be considered that Antiochus his title to Jurie is not
obnoxious to any particular exception. 1708 J. PHILIPS
Cyder ll. (1807) 97 Drawn from the north to Jewry's hallow'd

plains. iMa YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 1662 'Tis unconfin'd To
Christian land, or Jewry.
attrib. 1597-8 Bp. HALL Sat. I. viii. 4 Parnassus is trans-

form'd to Sion hill, And lury-palmes her steepe ascents
done fill.

2. The district inhabited by Jews in a town or

city ; the Jews' quarter ;
the Ghetto. (Hence the

OldJewry in London.) Obs. exc. Hist.
In 1225, in Giiverie in pawn to the Jews : cf. 1386.

AIMS Aner.R. 394 Ne telleS me him god feolawebet leid

his wed ine Giwerie uorto acwiten ut his fere? God Almihti
leide himsulf uor us ine Giwerie, .. uorto acwiten ut his
leofmon of Giwene honden. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9920
per was mani a wilde hine bat . , wende in to be gywerie and



JEWS-EAR.
woundede and to drowe. c 1386 CHAUCER Prioress' T. 37
Ther was in Asye in a greet Citee Amonges cristene folk a
lewerye Sustened by a lord of that contree For foule vsure
and lucre of vileynye. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. man in Hum.
i. i[i), Hast thou for-sworne all thy friends i' the old lewrie ?

1670^98 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 50, I saw on my left hand
the great back door of the Jewry ; for here the Jews live all

together in a corner of the town, and are locked up every
night. 1844 Prater's Mag. XXX. 423/1 To assign them a
peculiar quarter, as the Israelites were once confined to
their Jewry. 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 336 Here [Oxford]
as elsewhere the Jewry was a town within a town.

1 3. The Jewish religion, Judaism. Obs.

euene eeldis. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xiii. 69 Conuertid fro

lewry into Cristenhode. 155* HULOET, lewrye, iudaisnms.
4. The Jewish people, nation, race, or com-
munity ; the Jews collectively.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 247 Now comes a new

pleynt, to destroie be Juerie. 1340 Aycnb. 7 pis word zeter-
day bet be iurie clepeb sabat. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 100 Wer
per bre sectis among f>e lury, Phariseis and Esseis, and
Saduceis. 1:1460 Towneley Myst. xx. 640 Most gentyll of
lure to me that I fynde. 1641 JACKSON True Evang, T. 2
This Prophecy hath been contained neither within the
limits of Jury nor Christendome. 1893 ZANGWILL Childr.
Ghetto Proem, That long cruel night in Jewry which coin,
cides with the Christian Era. 1899 Weslm. Gaz. 1 1 Aug.
7/1 All three parties call upon the judges [in the Dreyfus
trial] . . to remember that the real issue '

is between Catholic
France and Cosmopolitan Jewry \

t Jewse. Obs. App. an erratic form of JOIST.
1610 Engl. Eliza in Mirr.for Mag. 866 Th' iron barres ill

sunder they did rent, Beate downe the posts, and all the
lewses brent.

Jew's-ear. [Erroneous rendering of med.L.
auricula Judx Judas's ear ; so called from its

shape, and from its being frequently found on the

elder, on which tree Judas Iscariot was reputed
to have hanged himself.]
1. An edible cup-shaped fungus (ffirneola or

Exidia Auriculajudx) growing on the roots and
trunks of trees, chiefly the elder, and formerly in

repute as a medicine ; also locally applied to species
of Peziza (Britten & Holl. 1879).
1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1560) Tjb, Take the mushe-

rom yl groweth upon an elder tree, called in englyshe
lewes eares. 1597 GERARDE Herbal in. Ixxi. 1233 There
groweth oftentimes vpon [elders] a certaine excrescence
called Auricula ludx or lewes eare. 1634 HEYWOOD &
BROME Witches Lane. in. Wks. 1874 IV. 209 All the Sallets
are turn'd to lewes-eares. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef.
ii. vi. 101 Jews eares . . an excrescence about the roots of
Elder, and concerneth not the Nation of the Jews, but Judas
Iscariot, upon a conceit, he hanged on this tree. 1694
SALMON Bate's Disfens. (1713) 705/2 Let the Throat be
anointed with Oil of Jews-Ears ; which is made by boiling
the Jews-Ears, .in Oyl-Olive till they are crisp, and pressing
out the Oyl, and repeating the boiling in like manner with
fresh Jews-Ears, to the third time. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais
IV. Ix. (1737) 245 Sallats, a Hundred Varieties, of Creeses, . .

Sives, Rampions, Jew's Ears. 1882 Garden 2 Sept. 207/2
There are several tree-growing edibles besides the two just
mentioned. Of such is the Jew's ear.

2. Locally applied to the Tomato (Britten &
Holl.).

Jews' harp, Jew's-harp. (Also sometimes
with small j.) [A variant of JEWS' TKUMP, q.v.]
1. A musical instrument of simple construction,

consisting of an elastic steel tongue fixed at one
end to a small lyre-shaped frame of brass or iron,
and bent at the other end at right angles; it is

played by holding the frame between the teeth

and striking the free end of the metal tongue with

the finger, variations of tone being produced by
altering the size and shape of the cavity of the

mouth. Called alsoJews' trump.
Double Jews'-harp : one having two tongues.

1595 R. DuDDELEYin Hakluyt Voy. 111.576 Ifthey would
bring him hatchets, kniues, and lewes-harps, he bid them
assure me, he . . would trade with me. c 15915 RALEIGH ibid.

665 Wee should send them lewes harpes : for they would
giue for euery one two Henries. 1626 BACON Sylva 116
As for the lewes Harpe, it is a sharpe Percussion ; And
besides, hath the vantage of penning the Aire in the Mouth.

1742 FIELDING J, Andre^us i. vii, Thou canst make a mole
hill appear as a mountain ;

a Jew's-harp sound like a

trumpet. 1762 B. THORNTON (title) An Ode on St. Cecilia's

Day, adapted to the ancient British musick, viz. the Saltbox,
the Jews-harp, the Marrow-bones and Cleavers. 1774
PENNANT Tour ScotL in 1769 I. 194 The trump, or Jew's
harp, would not merit the mention among the Highland
instruments of Musick, if it was not to prove its origin and
antiquity. 1783 HAWKINS Johnson 477 They.. are lovers of
music and dancing, but know no instrument save the jews'

harp. 1820 BYRON Blues I. 60 The Jews' harp he nick-

names his lyre. 1836 SMART Diet., Jew's harp. 1865
LUBBOCK Preh. Times xiii. (1869) 443 Their musical instru-

ments are .. a Jew's-harp made of a strip of bamboo. 1880

GROVE Did. Music, Jew s harp. 1882 OGILVIE, 1885 CASSELL,
1890 Cent, Diet., Jews'-harp. 1893 LELAND Mem. I. 206

Quite as marvellous . . was the Doctor's own performance
on the single and double Jew's harp.
2. transf. a. Naut. ' The shackle for joining a

chain-cable to the anchor-ring' (Smyth Sailor'
1

s

Word-bk. 1867), shaped like the frame of the

musical instrument, b. atlrib. Applied to a staple
of similar form.

1750 BLANCKLEY NavalExpos. 83 Jews Harps, are made

579

of Iron, and of such Substance and suitable Strength, as to
be sufficient to hold the Pendant Chain where the Moaringtable is bent to the Ring, and secured by a Forelock.
V1W Rigging t, Seamanship II. 281 A link called a Jew's
harp, through which the bridle or hawser of a ship, when
moored, is passed. I794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 76
It is nxed on the axletree by a Jew's harp staple.
Hence Jews'-harper, one who plays the jews'-

harp.
1790 By-stanJer 105 Joah called the Muses ballad-singers,

Apollo a jews-harper.
t Jewship. Obs. rare, [f. JEW sb. + -SHIP.]The condition or profession of a Jew ; Judaism.

nacion. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. i Tim. iv. i
Whiche shall departe from the synceritie of fayth. .and slyde
backe vnto a certayne leweship.
Jews' stone, Jewstone. [in senses i,

2, rendering med.L. lapis Judaicus (Lanfranc's
Cirurgie 278, and Minsheu Ductor)^
1. The fossil spine of a large sea-urchin, found

in Syria, formerly used in medicine. 1 Obs.
1633 HART Diet ofDiseased m. xx. 312 Some medicines

. .are esteemed good against the stone, .of this kind is the
lewes stone, goats blood [etc.]. 1751 SIR J. HILL Mat.
Afcd. 302 Lapis Judaicus, The Jews Stone, . . is no other
than the Spine of a large Echinus Marinus of a peculiar
Species. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Jew's stone, see Lafis
Judaicus [a stone found in Palestine, and formerly used as a
diuretic and lithontriptic, as well as in fluxes],
2. A crystallized form of iron pyrites (also called

marcasite), formerly used as a gem. ? Obs.
1617 MINSHEU Due/or, Marchesite . . etiam lewes stone.

1658 PHILLIPS, Jewstone, a kind of stone called also a
Marchesite. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola I. vii. The '

Jew's
stone ', with the lion-headed serpent enchased in it.

3. Applied locally to various hard rocks.
1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxv. 313 Jew stone. .This

quarters' term is evidently used to designate all hard un-
manageable rocks of uneven and splintery fracture. 1885
Cassell's Eneycl. Diet., Jeiu-stone. i. Geol. A local name
for a black basalt found on the Clee Hills. 1890 Cent.
Diet., 7ems'-stoHe..\oca\ name of a limestone-bed belonging
to the White Lias (Rha;ticj in Somersetshire.

Jews' trump, Jew's-trump. Now rare.
Also 6 lues trounk, 9 dial. Jew-trump. [An
earlier name than the now usual Jews' harp, and

formerly equally common in England. In Scotland
and N. of England the instrument is still called

simply TKUMP, agreeing with the Fr. name trompe
(Littre), which is now however mostly displaced by
guimbarde. Although no early example of F.

trompe in this sense has been adduced, it is probable
that the name tmmp came from France, esp. as in

the Customs Rates of 1545 they are called lues

trounks, a mistranslation perh. due to the fact that
the trompe of the elephant is also called in Eng.
trunk. The first element was certainlyyj from
the first ; conjectures that this was an alteration of

jaws, or of F. jeu, are baseless and inept. But
the attribution of the instrument to the Jews occurs,
so far as is known, only in English, and there is no
actual evidence as to its origin.
More or less satisfactory reasons may be conjectured : e. g.

that the instrument was actually made, sold, or sent to

England by Jews, or supposed to be so ; or that it was
attributed to them, as a good commercial name, suggesting
the trumps and harps mentioned in the Bible. As the instru-
ment was neither a trump nor a harp, the ingenuity which
conferred upon it these names may well have distinguished it

as the trump or harp of the Jews. See also article by Rev.
C. B. Mount in Notes $ Queries, 23 Oct. 1897, p. 322.]= JEWS' HARP i.

1545 Kates ofCustoms, lues trounks the grose iijj. iiijrf.

1583 Ibid. Cvij, lewes trumps the groce xs. 1591 AVrcs
fr. Scoll. (Roxb.), Geillis Duncan . . did goe before them
playing this reill or daunce uppon a small trumpe called a
Jewes trump, until! they entred into the Kirk of North
Barrick .. the king . . sent for the saide Geillis Duncan, who
upon the like trump did play the saide daunce before the

kinges majestic. 1592 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 85 An
vniversall reformation be proclaimed with the sound of a
lewes trumpe. 1613 R. HARCOURT Voy. Guiana in Harl.
Misc. (Main.) III. 178 Knives, beads, jews trumps and such
toys as well contented [S. American Indians], a 1625
FLETCHER Lover's Progr. i. i, Playing on a gytterne or a
Jewes Trumpe. 167^8

RYMER Trag. last Age 139 Our ears
are rapt with the tintamar and twang of the Tongs and
Jewstrumps. 1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xv, I'll stake

my Cremona to a Jew's trump. 1796 PEGGE A nonym. (1809)
48. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss,, Jew-trump. 1882 OGILVIE,
1885 CASSELL, 1890 Cent. Diet., Jews'-trump. 1901 Eng.
Dial. Diet., Jew's trump or trunk,

t b. Applied to a usurer : cf. JEW sb. 2. Obs.

1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastw. Ho \\, O 'tis a notable jews
trump ! I hope to live to see dog's meat made of the old
usurer's flesh.

Jewys, jewyse, var. JUISE Obs., judgement.
Jeyst, var. GEST sb.l Obs., stage of a journey.
II Jezail (dgezai-1, -^-l) . E. Ind. Also juza.il.

[Pers. JJI'fc jasd'il, a large musket or rifle (used

with a rest), a swivel-gun, wall-piece ; according
to Redman, corrupt, of .jl:* jaza'ir: cf. jazd'iri

a matchlockman, one of the guard of the Safawi

kings.] A long and heavy Afghan musket.

JIB.

1838-42 GEN. A. ABBOTT Jrnl. Afghan War (1879) ii.

167 The assailants had flint locks to their juzails. 1862
BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. vm. iv. 414 The Afghan
jezails carrying much farther than the British muskets
poured in a fire which could not be returned. 1881 PAL-
GRAVE Vis. Eng., Valley of Death \x, The one who out-
slipp d the jezail and the knife ! 1889 R. KIPLING Departm.
Ditties, etc. (1899) 67 Two thousand pounds of education
Drops toaten-rupeejezail[r('/<?defile]. 1891 Barrack-r.
Ballads^ All night the cressets glimmered pale On Ulwar
oabre and ionk Jezail.
attrit. 1892 Pall Mall G. 21 Apr. 4/3 Colonel Durand

himself receiving a very serious wound in the groin with a
jezail bullet a garnet enclosed in lead.

Hence
|| Jezarlchee [f. prec. with TurkI agential

suffix chi], a soldier carrying a jezail.
1862 BEVERIDGE India III. vm. v. 434 It was deemed

necessary
'

. . to get rid .. of the detachment of jezailchees '.

Jezebel (dje-zebel). Also 6 lesabelle, 7
Jezabel, Jesebel. Name of the infamous wife
of Ahab king of Israel (i Kings xvi. 31, xix. I, 2,
xxi; 2 Kings ix. 30-37) ; hence used allusively
for a wicked, impudent, or abandoned woman (cf.
Rev. ii. 20) or for a woman who paints her face.
1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 39 He hath raised vp these

lesabelles [our mischeuous Maryes] to be the vttermoste of

j; "/:> r * n jc^cuci . . appears constantly aress a at ner
bash, and has a thousand little Tricks and Fooleries to attract
the Eyes of all the idle young Fellows. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. iSJuly Let. i, Mrs. Jenkins was. .insulted with
the opprobrious name of painted Jezebel. 1891 S. MOSTYN
Curatica 113 Oh 1 you abandoned Jezebel !

Hence Jezebelian (-bHian), t Jezebelical (-be--

likal), Jezebelish (dge'zgbelij) adjs. (nonce-ivds.'),
of the character of, or resembling, Jezebel.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. i. 63 That painted lezabel,

whose fouler wrinkles, her lezabehcall, lesuiticall Parasites
still labour with renewed and refined Arts also to playster
and fill vp a fresh. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 28 July 4/2 Remarks
on her Jezebelish appearance [so much paint and powder].

II Jeziah (dz,e-zya). E. hid. Also 7 jid-,

judge(e)a, 8 jezia, jezzeea. [Pers. (Arab.)

sjja. jisyab poll-tax.] The poll-tax imposed

by Musnlman law on non-Mohammedan subjects ;

spec, that exacted by the Mogul emperors in India.
1683 Vizier's Let. in W. Hedges Diary 18 July (1887) I. 101

Our last order for taking Custome, and Jidgea. 1686 Fort
St. Geo. Cons, in Aotcs fy Extr. i. (1871) 49 (Y. Suppl.) That
the Poll-money or Judgeea lately ordered by the Mogul
would be exacted of the English and Dutch. 1753 HANWAY
Trav. (1762) II. xiy. vii. 371 note, This tax, called the jeziah,
was wont to be paid by those who were not mahommedans.
1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Cauhil (1842) II. 71 He also levies
the Jezzeea, or tax on Hindoos. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India
I. i. vi. 142 1'he jezia or capitation tax on infidels.

Jhampan, variant of JAMPAN.
II Jheel, jhil (dgH). E. Ind. Also 9 jeil,

jeel. [Hindiy/H/.] A pool or lagoon (in India)
often of vast extent, left after an inundation.

1805 Land. Gaz. Extraord. No. 27 Apr., We found the

enemy very strongly encamped . . a large jeel of water ex-

tending to their right. 1824 HEBER Jrnl. (1828) I. 207.
1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 336

' The
pigs

'

come out of their own accord, to take the air or wallow
in some neighbouring jheel. 1885 Eneycl. Brit. XVIII. 71/2
Numerous shallow ponds or jhtls mark the former beds of
the shifting rivers. These Jhils have great value, not only
as preservatives against inundation, but also as reservoirs
for irrigation. 1899 IVcstin. Gaz. 28 Jan, 7/3 A performance
which would not be amiss in the best snipe jheels of India.

II Jhow (d^hciu). E. Ind. Also 9 jow, jhao,
jhau. \\\'m&\jhd'u,jhau,jhaiim, Skr.jhdwuka.i
A shrubby tamarisk ( Tamarix indica), frequent
in the marshes of the Indian rivers, and used for

basket-making and other purposes. Also attrib.

1827 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 274 Jow, or dagger

frass
jungles that are nearer. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India

II. vni. vii. 489 A low, but in some places thick jhow
jungle. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 92 In
countries like Bengal, where long grass, jhao, thick crops,
etc., are common.

Jib (dz,ib), uM Also 7 gibb, 7-8 jibb, 8 gib,
jyb. [Origin uncertain ; the name has been found

only in English.
Possibly an abbreviation of gibbet, with reference to its

suspension from the mast-head. Connexion with JIB z>.
2 is

also plausible ; but the vb. has not as yet been found so early.]

1. Naut. A triangular stay-sail stretching from the

outer end of the jib-boom to the fore-topmast head
in large ships, and from the bowsprit to the mast-

head in smaller craft. Flying jib, a second sail of

similar shape set before the jib on the flying jib-
boom (but c 1700-1750 applied to the only jib of

large vessels) ;
in some large vessels more jibs, in

extreme cases as many as six, are carried, the outer-

most being thejib ofjibs: see quot. 1867.
1 No Tudor ship carried anything in the form of a fore-sail

or jib. It was not till long afterwards that any nation

adopted them for square-rigged vessels a fact that is very
remarkable, since they were certainly used by small craft at

the end of the i6th century.' (J. Corbett Successors of
Drake (IQOO) 424^.)

' In 1688 jibs were part of the ordinary
stores at Woolwich, and must therefore have been used in

the large ships before that date.' (M. Oppenheim.)
1661 Inventory Swallow Ketch (S. P. Dom. Chas. II.

xxxv. 10. i), One new Gibb . . One ould Gibb. 1694 Acct.

Stores sent to Streights Fleet 31 July (Navy Board Lett.
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JIB.

6 Her flying Jyb loos*. 17*6 G. ROBEHTS 4 Yrs. l-'oy. 280

y

"
ForeLf ind Jibb were patched out of the P,ec of

yMy o
,hc

y
Main,Sail. 1750 BLANCKLEV N*u . .40 lh

wv oru-uK.) j *" ^ /" / , .

known to flying-kitemen : the sequence, being storm, inner,

outer, flying, spindle, jib of jibs. 1878 Masque ofPoets 53

The jib swung loose in the sudden gale.

b. The cut of ones jib (folloq.}: one's personal

appearance, countenance, or look ; see CUT sb. 16 c.

Orig. a sailor's figure
of speech, suggested by the promin-

ence and characteristic form of the jib of a
ship.

1813-1881 [see CUT st. 16 cj. 18x4 SCOTT St. Roiuut's I,

If she disliked what the sailor calls the cut of their jib. 1853

LYTTOS MV Navel iv. xxiii, Not know an Avenel ! We've

all the same cut of the jib, have not we, father? 1896

Gur BOOTHBY In Strange Comf. H. iv. 48/1, I like the cut

of your jib, or you wouldn't be sitting there opposite me.

2. dial. The under lip (in phr. to hang the jib}.

Also, The month, face, or nose.

a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Jit, the under-lip. Of a

whimpering child it is said ' he hangs his jib'. i8s R. S.

SURTKF.S Sponge's Sp. Tour L 2 They cock up their jibs and

ride along with a 'find any fault with either me or my
horse, if you can 1

sort of air. 1865 B. BRIERLEY Irkdale I.

255 (Lancask. dial.) Cock up thy jib, an' let's have another

smeawtch, an' then I'se goo whoam.

8. Comb., as jib-down-haul, a rope used to haul

down the jib ; jib-guy, a stout rope which sup-

ports the jib-boom ; jib-halyard, the halyard for

raising and lowering the jib; jib-head, an iron

fastened to the head of a jib which has been short-

ened at the top; jib-headed a., shaped like a

jib, said of a topsail ; jib-header, a topsail shaped
like a jib; jib-iron *= jib-traveller ; jib-netting,
a triangular netting fixed under the jib-boom to

hold the jib when temporarily hauled down and
to prevent men from falling into the sea while

furling, etc. the jib; f jib-sail = JIB i; jib-sheet,
one of the ropes by which the jib is trimmed,

stretching from its clew to the bows of the ship ;

jib-stay, the stay on which the jib is set ; jib-

traveller (see quot. 1794).
1815 H. B. GASCOIGNE Nav. Fame 54 While some to Let

the anchor go prepare, The slack *
Jib-down-haul in the

Waste they bear. 1868 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) IV.
xjii.

390 When the movement of each ship had ceased, the *jib-

guys of the two were, .touching. 1786 G. ROBERTS 4 Yrs.

Voy. 169 So I unreev'd the . . Main Haliards, and *Jibb
Mallards, and bent them. 1861 Times 16 Aug., The Christ-

abel had a *jib-headed topsail up, and completed her race
with much less labour than her rival had done. 1881 Stan-
dard 22 June 3/7 All having jibheaded topsails and whole
mainsails set. 1899 Daily Ntws 19 July 5/7 The Britannia
. .substituted a jackyarder for a "jioheader. 1752 BEAWES
Lex Merc. Rediv. 268 Lying too, with her *Gib Sail hauled
to windward and her Mizzen Sail set. i86x SMILES En-
gutters II. 36 In this situation the jibsail was blown to

pieces. 1815 H. B. GASCOIGNE Nav. Fame 51 Starboard
the helm, the slack "Jib-sheet haul Aft. 1828 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xix, In a minute the jibsheet w:is again hauled
over to leeward, and away she was like an arrow, crowding
all sail. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Jii: (cd. 2) iii. 59 If

under sail and about to tack, let fly the jib-sheet. 1752
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ship (Plate), Flying *Jibb Stay and
Sails, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech.. 48 Let go the

jibstay. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 179 The *Jib-
traveller is a circular iron hoop, with a hook and shackle,
used to haul out the tack of the jib.

Jib (djib), sb.'i Also 8-9 gib. [app. an abbre-
viation of gibbet '. see GIBBET sbl 3.] The pro-
jecting arm of a crane ; also applied to the boom
of a derrick.

1764 FERGUSON in Phil. Traits. LIV. 24 This crane . .

might be built in a room eight feet in width ; the gib being
placed on the outside of the room. 1804 Naval Chron.
All. 116 Mr. I. Bramah has invented a new jib. 1823 J.
NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 284 The jib, or gibbet, as it

is called, from a resemblance to that machine, is a tri-

angular frame of wood, one side being perpendicular, and
supported on pivots at the top and bottom, so that the whole
moves round on these as a vertical axis of motion. 1851
lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exkib. 230 The projection or radius of
the jib of these cranes is 32 feet. 1875 KNIGHT /?/</. Mech.
688/1 The jib or movable spar of the derrick is hinged to
and near the foot of the post, its top being held by a chain
which passes over pulleys to a winch on the post, so that
the inclination of the jib may be adjusted as required.
1895 Mod. SteaiH Engine 56 The jib is adjustable at any
angle, and the crane is made to hoist, lower and turn round
in either direction by steam.

b. Comb., as jib-beam, -pole; jib-crane, a crane
fitted with a jib; jib-frame, 'the upright frame at
the sides of a marine-engine, connecting the cylin-
der, condenser, and the framing' (Knight Diet.
Mech. 1875).

79 7V<". Ste. Arts X. 222 Hung on a pulley, at the
end of the gib-beam. 1873 Daily News 17 Sept. 7/1 The
stone was lifted

up by a jib crane for the purpose of placingthe mortar. 1898 Wettm. Cat. 4 July 6/1 A powerful
electric travelling jib crane running on a large elevated
track controlling the entire length. 1898 Daily News
17 May 1/6 The jib poles did not go against the brick pier.

Jib (dgib), sb.s
[f. JIB i..2]

1. A jibbing horse, a jibber.

580

1843 YOUATT Horse xv. 317 The mare was a rank jib

in single harness. 1851 H. MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 189

(Farmer) Frequently young horses that will not work in

cabs such as jibs -are sold to the horse-slaughterers as

useless. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Squatter's Dream iv. 43 Jack
was borne off by two jibs and a bolter in the Warroo mail.

2. The state of being at a standstill.

1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett, to Marco xx. 134 My picture is at

?
resent in a state of jib, owing to a child s head in it which
cannot get right.

Jib (djib), v.i Naut. Also 7 gib, 9 gibb, jibb :

see also GYBE. [Etymology obscure; the same
sense is expressed by Da. gibbe, Sw. dial, gippa ;

cf. also Du. gijpen, Ger. giepen, prob. from a LG.

original. But, as in GYBE v., the phonetic change
of (g) to (d-s) is unexplained.]
1. trans. To pull (a sail or yard) round from one

side of the vessel to the other, as in tacking, etc.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 126 The place and fitt-

ing of the Shrowd so as to make way for the gibbing of the
Yards. 1776 COOK znd Voy. H. iii. (1842) 1. 426 In changing
tacks, they have only occasion to shift or jib round the sail .

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 15 It could be hooked
and unhooked, as need were, when she tacked and it became
necessary to jib the sail. 1865 Examiner 18 Mar. 163
A movement of the boys when the boat was jibbing her sail

may have upset her.

2. intr. Of a sail, etc. : To shift or swing round
from one side of a vessel to the other ;

= GYBE v. I .

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. ii, The Boom gibbed over the Top
of the Cabin. 1804 Naval Chron. XI. 169 The sail gibbed,
the boat upset. 1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son 11.

199, I saw the Boston schooner's main-sail jib.

b. transf. Of other things : To swing round.

1891 Daily News 23 July 7/2 The arm of the crane could

swing round, or gibb, on each side, and deliver the stone on
a truck.

Jib, z>2 Also jibb, rarely gib. [A recent word
of uncertain derivation: not in Todd 1818, Web-
ster 1828, or Craig 1847. Thought by Forby (a 1825)
to be transf. from the jibbing of a sail, and so to be
identical with JIB z.l But this is very doubtful.

Jib has a curious resemblance to OF. and mod. dial.

F. giber to kick, sometimes said of horses ; whence regiber
(mod.F. regimber\ early ME. regibben in Ancr. R., to kick
as a wanton beast ; but it is not possible to connect jib
historically with these words.]
1. intr. Of a horse or other animal in harness :

To stop and refuse to go on
; to move restively

backwards or sideways instead of going on
; to

balk stubbornly.
1811 JANE AUSTEN Lett. (1884) II. 05 The horses actually

gibbed on this side of Hyde Park Gate. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
ii, Miss Grizie Oldbuck was sometimes apt to jibb when he

pulled the reins too tight, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Jib, to start suddenly and violently aside, generally from
the collar; and to refuse to draw or go forward. It is said
of a horse metaphorically from the jibbing of a sail. 1826

DISRAELI Viv. Grey vi. ii, The horses have jibbed, and will

not stir. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 48 In the best

regulated teams it must happen that some one will occasion-

ally start, gib, and bolt.

2. transf. and fig. a. To stop short in some
action ;

to refuse to proceed or advance ; to draw

back, back out.
i8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 139 Nanny jibbed a bit in

the twelfth round. 18*7 SCOTT Jrnl. 16 Mar., I had settled

to finish the review, when, behold. .1 jibb'd. 1845 EMPSON
Let. in Corr. M. Napier, Many Whigs, however, will jib,
from fear of their constituents. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman
no When there is no compulsion there is no gibbing.

b. To start aside ; to shy at.

1882 T. A. GUTHRIE Vice Versa vi. 123 The boys taking
the parts of ladies jibbing away from their partners in a

highly unlady-like fashion. 1896 OUIDA Alassarenes xv,
There are people who jib at you still, you know : when once

you were one of us, they wouldn't dare.

Hence Jibbing vtl. sl>. and ///. a.

1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Lcdbury xlii. (1886) 130 The
playful vagaries of jibbing horses. 1861 G. F. BERKELEY
Sportsttt. IV. Prairies xv. 247 A succession ofjibbings and
rearings. 1862 WHYTE MELVILLE Ins. Bar x. (ed. 12) 363
A backward swain is like ajibbing horse.

Jib, v.3 Sc. trans. To fleece ; to strip ; to milk

closely, drain to the dregs. Hence Jibbings, the
last strainings of milk from a cow

; afterings.
1728 RAMSAY Vision viii, Our trechour peirs thair tyranns

treit, Quha jyb them, and thair substance eit. 18x4 MAC-
TAGGAHT Gallovidion Encycl., Jibb, to milk closely. Jib-

bings, the last milk that can be drawn out of a cow's udder.
1828 CARLYLE Let. in Froude Life (1882) II. ii. 27 Jane the
lesser . . furnishes butter and afterings (jibbings) for tea.

II Jibbah (dgi-ba). Also jibbeh, jibba. [A
variant (following the pronunc. current in Egypt) of

JUBBAH.] An outer garment, worn by Egyptian
Mohammedans, consisting of a long cloth coat
with sleeves reaching nearly to the wrists.

1893 Dually News 20 Oct. 5/6 He again returned, wearing
a clean jibbeh patched with pieces of the vestments belong-
ing to our Mission church at El Obeid. 1896 Ibid. 3 Feb.
6/4 A man dressed in the Mahdist 'jibba

'

appeared before
Slatin's fort, with a summons to surrender. 1898 DOYLE
Trag. Korosko v. 123 Then he laid his black forefinger
upon the breast of his jibbeh.

b. Comb., as jibbah-clad.
1898 Daily News 5 Sept. 5/8 The Dervishes . . broke and

fled, leaving the field white with jibbah-clad corpses, like a
meadow dotted with snowdrifts.

Jibber (d5i-bw), sb. [f. JIB v.z + -KB!.] A
horse that jibs.

JIFFY.

1847 in HALLIWELL. 1871 LE FANU Checkmate II. xiii.

123 There are kickers and roarers, and bolters and jibbers.

1879 SALA Paris herselfagain (1880) II. xiv. 233 His horse
was a miserable jibber.

Jibber, v. [Related to JABBER and GIBBER.]
intr. To speak rapidly and inarticulately; to
chatter unintelligibly.
1824 SCOT r Redgauntltt Let. xi, The jackanape . .jibbered

and cried as if it was mocking its master. 1883 HALL
CAINE Cobw. Crit. i. 16 A jibbering disposition to 'break
into ecstasies '. 1808 Westnt. Gaz. 25 May 3/2 The proud
passenger, .may jibber with fright. 1900 Ibid. 12 Sept. 4/2

They decline to learn, .and jibber when corrected.

Jibbet(t, Jibbong, obs. ff. GIBBET, GEEBUNG.
Jibbings : see JIB v$
Jib-boom. Naut.

[f. JIB sb.* + BOOM sb.%} A
spar run out from the end of the bowsprit, to

which the tack of the jib is lashed, and beyond
which is sometimes extended the flyingjib-boom.
1748 Ansoris Voy, ii. ix. 226 One of the sail-makers mates

was fishing from tne end of the gib-boom. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Ship (Plate), Flying Jibbboom [no simple jib-
boom shown]. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1776), Jib*
Boom^. .This boom, .is nothing more than a continuation of
the bowsprit forward, to which it may be considered as a
lop-mabt. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xxxv, To prepare for

action, and keep close order, which means, to have your
flying jib-boom in at the starn windows of the ship a head
of you. 1878 Masque of Poets 55 Out on the jibboom in a
gale He went in the darkness to furl a sail.

Jibby-horse. [cf. dial. (E.Angl.)yV^, a girl
dressed in showy finery.] (See quot. 1825.)

ft: 1440 Promp. Parv. 192/2 Gybbe, horse, matidicu^.}
1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Ess. \\. xxxvi. (1631) no Know-
ledge disdaines the rattles and gibby horses of the world.

1/1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Jibby-horse, a showman's
horse decorated with particolored trappings, plumes, etc.

It is sometimes transferred to a human subject.

Jib-crack, obs. variant of GIMCBACK.
Jib-door. [Origin unascertained.] A door

flush with the wall in which it stands, and usually

painted or papered so as to be indistinguishable
from it.

1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 159 Emma ..

darted out through a gib-door, covered with pictures, which
had struck her eye while he was speaking. 1820-22 PYNE
Wine ff Walnuts (1824) II. ix. 132 The delighted bookseller

opened a jib door, .that went from the side of the shop to a

steep narrow staircase. 1852 LOMAX & GUNYON Encycl.
Arckit. s. v4 The use of a jib-door is to preserve the

symmetry of an apartment, where only one door is wanted,
nearer to one end of the partition than the other.

Jibe, variant of GIBE sb. and v., GYBE v.

Jibe (d^aib), v. U.S. Also gibe. [Origin
obscure: perh. phonetically related to chime: see

CHIME v. 8, 9 c.] intr. To chime in (with) ; to

be in harmony or accord ; to agree.
1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 122 It however curricle-izes or

gibes in but too well with the passing anecdotes of the day.
1855 Doesticks xiv. 113, I attempting to sing the words
of ' Old Hundred ', while the lady played the Jenny Lind
polka, which didn't seem to jibe. 1860 BARTLETT Ameri-
canisms 245 To jibe [fd. 1877 to gibe\ to suit, agree,
harmonize. 1871 'MARK TWAIN' Screamers xxix, The
piece you happened to be playing . . didn't seem to gibe
with the general gait of the picture that was passing at

the time. 1894 Nation. (N. Y.) LIX. 311/1 The dislike
.. of Trilby's posing for the 'altogether', doesn't jibe with
the author's authoritative declaration that to all artists . .

'

nothing is so chaste as nudity '.

Jiblet, variant of GIBLET.

II Jiboya (d^iboi'a). [Tupi/'0/Vz (boia ser-

pent).] A Brazilian name of the great BOA, also

called ."

[1648 W. Piso De Med. Brasil. in. 41 Boigua^u sive

liboya, serpentium omnium facile niaximus.] 171* W.
ROGERS Voy. 52 That Monster call'd Jiboya, or the Roebuck-
Serpent, which I enquir'd after. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.
VII. 225. 1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XX. 145/1 Boa con-

stricter^ Linn. . .is met with in Surinam and Brazil, in woody
districts.. . It is.. commonly known by the name of yiboya.

f Jie, obs. Sc. var. of JEE v., to move, turn.

X78 RAMSAY Vision xxii, Ay jieand, and fHeand, Round
!yk a wedder-cock.

Jiff, colloq. Short for JIFFY.
1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 281

"Twould raise a mutiny in a jiff. 1894 WILKINS & VIVIAN
Green. Bay Tree I. 76 I'll be back in two jiffs. 1899 E. I.

CHAPMAN 'Drama 2 Lives t Antphioxtts <$ Ascid. 83 He
grasps the creature in a jiff.

Jiffle (dgi'f'l), V. Now<foz/. [Origin obscure :

cf. JUFFLE v.] intr. To shuffle, to fidget.

1674 FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 134 Jogging on in a jiffling

way, they lag behind at every bearing, as they come up
more or less at every jetting. 1709 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. VII. 139 You limp'd anoT jiffled for a long whife
after. 1825-80 JAMIESON, To jiffle^ to shuffle. Perths. 1877
N. W.Linc. Gloss.t Jiffie, to fidget. 1895 E.A nglian Gloss.,

Jiffiing, fidgety.

Jiffy (dsi'fi). colloq. Also 8 jeffy, 9 jiffey.

[Origin unascertained.] A very short space of

time ; only in such phrases as in a jiffy',
in a trice.

1785 Munchfuiuscn'
>

s Trav. xxiii. (1792) 96 In six
Jiffies

I

found myself and all my retinue . . at the rock of Gtbralter.

1706 GROSE Diet. Vulgar Tongue s. v., It will be done in

a jeffy : it will be done in a short space of time, In an in-

stant. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xiii, We were ordered to

South America ; and the trade winds took us there in a

jiffey, a 1845 HOOD T. Trumpet xxxv, In half a jiffy, or

less than that. 1880 SPURCEON 7- Ploughm. Pict. 100 They
have wonderful plans for doing everything in a jiffy.



JIQ.

Jig (djig), sd. Forms : 6 St. ieig, 6-7 iyg,

iigge.iygge, gigge, 7 gig, ijgge, 7-8 jigg, 7- jig.

[Origin uncertain. Often assumed to be identical

with OF', gigue a kind of stringed instrument, a
rude fiddle, It. and Sp. giga, MHG. gige, Ger.

geige ; but as to this there are difficulties : the OF.
word had none of the senses ofjig, it was also obs.

long before./^ is known to have existed ; moreover,
mod.F. gigue the dance, and dance tune (exemplified
1680) is not a continuation of OF. gigue, but is said

by Darmesteter to have been simply adopted from

Eng. jig. In this uncertainty as to the origin and

history of the word, the order of senses here pre-
sented is provisional ; those in 6 are in part directly
from the stem of JIG v.

Apparently the only way in which jig could be connected
with O_F. gigue, would be its formation from JIG v., the
derivation of the latter from F. giguer, ginguer

'

to leap,

frolic, gambol ', and the formation of this from OF. gigue.
But not one of these steps is certain : in particular the senses
and chronology of JIG v. offer difficulties.]

1. A lively, rapid, springy kind of dance.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iv. 58 Sum luvi:., new

cum to toun, With jeigis to mak thame joly ; Sum luvis

dance vp and doun, To meiss thair malancoly. 1399 MAR-
STON Sea. Vittanit x. The Orbes celestial! Will daunce
Kemps ligge. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ai/o n. i. 78 Wooing ..

is hot and hasty like a Scotch ijgge (and full as fantasticall).

1624 Bp. HALL Serin. Hampton Crt. Sept., Surely jiggs
at a Funeral . . are things prodigiously unseasonable. 1634
MILTON Comus 952 All the swains that there abide With
jigs and rural dance resort. 1775 A. BURNABY Trav. 21
When the company are pretty well tired with country
dances, it is usual to dance jiggs. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton
xvii. (1878) 124 The whole party would take hands and
dance round Ihe table to the measure of an Irish jig.

fb. St. Vitus'sjig: St. Vitus's dance, chorea.

1702 BAYNARD Cold Baths \\. (1709) 377 A Youth that had
lost the use of his Limbs by a sort of a Chorea sancti Viti

581

BUNYAN Jerus. Sinner Saved (1886) 103 By jiggs, and
tricks, and quirks, which he helpeth them to. 1735 DYCHE,
Jig, .. an arch merry trick. 1848 JONES Sk. Trait. 14
(Farmer), I know'd the jig was up. 1861 THACKERAY Four

(called Saint Vitus's Jigg).

i v.] Fidget;

jig. (colloq>i

c. [f. JIG #.] Fidgety movement : in phr. on the

1881 JEFFERIES Wood Magic I. ii. 25 The sight of the

white steam, and the humming of the fly-wheel, always .set

Bevis ' on the jig ', as the village folk called it, to get to the

machinery.

2. The music for such a dance ; a rapid lively

dance-tune ; spec, one in triple rhythm (usually
6-8 or 12-8) used as the last movement of a

suite (oftener in the Fr. form GIGUE or It. GIGA).
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 168 To see great Hercules

whipping a Gigge, And profound Salomon tuning a lygge.

1593 DONNE Sat. iv. 147 As fidlers still, Though they be

paid to be gone, yet needs will Thrust one more iig upon
you. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. II. ii. VI. iii, The sound of

those Gigges and Hornpipes. 1649 LOVELACE Poems (1864)

128 In the same key with monkeys jiggs Or dirges of pro-
scribed piggs. 1674 PLAYFOKD Skill Mus. Pref. 9 Our late

solemn Musick is now justled out of esteem by the new
Corants and Jigs of Foreigners. 1747 H. WALPOI.E Lett.

(1846) II. 177 They sing to jigs, and dance to church music.

1878 BROWNING Poets Crois'u cxi.v, What some player-prig
Means for a grave tune though it proves a jig.

\ 3. A song or ballad of lively, jocular, or mock-

ing (often scurrilous) character. (In 1 7th c. applied
in mockery to metrical versions of the Psalms.)

1570 FOXE A. $ M. (ed. 2) I. 470 The Scottish Gigges
and rymes were these, Long berdes hartles, Paynted hoodes,
witles. 1590 MARLOWE Ed. II, n. ii, The fleering Scots,

To England's high disgrace, have made thisjig ;

' Maids of

England, sore may you mourn, For your lemans you have

lost at Bannocksbourn, With a heave and a ho 1
' 1611

FLORIO, Chiarantana, a kinde of Caroll or song full of leap-

ings like a Scotish gigge. 1621 MOLLE Camerar. Liv. Libr.

v. ii. 322 In praise of him certaine jygges were made. 16. .

Roxb. Ball. II. 257 Man in Moon, In wine we call for bawdy
jiggs, Catzoes, rumbillows, whirligigs, c 16$} Cent. Art. agst.

Clergy in J. Walker Suffer. Clergy (1714) 82 The singing of

Hopkins's Psalms, which he called Hopkins's jiggs. 1673
R. LEIGH Transp. Reh. 17 Having had our Geneva Jigg,

let us advance.

f 4. A light performance or entertainment of a

lively or comical character, given at the end, or in

an interval, of a play. Obs.

Perhaps originally mainly consisting of song and dance

(quot. 1632), but evidently sometimes of the nature of a farce.

a 1592 GREENE Jus. W, i. Interl., Here see I good fond

actions in thy jig. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 522 He's for a

ligge, or a tale of Baudry. 1611 COTGR., Farce,., the Iyg
at the end of an Enterlude, wherein some pretie knauerie

is acted. 1632 D. LUPTON Loud. % Countrcy xx, Most

commonly when the play is done, you shal haue a ligge
or dance of all trads, they mean to put their legs to it, as

well as their tongs. 1654 GAYTON Picas. Notes iv. iii. 187

Untill the sad Catastrophe shews the Play to be a jig, all

mockery and mirth. 1700 Playhouse Advt. in Flying Post

4 July, Miss Evans's Jigg and Irish dance. 1728 POPE Ditnc.

in. 238 A fire, a jigg, a battle, and a ball. 1864 SHAW Hist.

Eng. Lit. vi. (1875) 125 At the end of the piece, or occasion-

ally perhaps between the acts, the clown or jester performed
what was called A jig.

6. A piece of sport, a joke ;
a jesting matter, a

trifle ; a sportive trick or cheat. The jig is up=
'
the game is up ', it is all over. Now dial, or slang.

159* NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. & 38 Let not your shops be

infected with anie such goose gyblets or stinking garbadge,
as the lygs of newsmongers. 1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. II,

(1680) 66 As with a Jigg of State might catch them naked.

1663 Flagellum, or O. Cromwell (1672) 27 When the Major
now perceived the Jig, and how Kitchinman had fooled

him, he could have pulled the Hair off his Head. 1688

, , , .

6. A name variously applied in different trades
to mechanical contrivances and simple machines
for performing acts or processes, some of which
arise directly from uses of JIG v., while in others

the sense is little more than '

dodge ',
' device ',

'
contrivance

'

: see the quots. spec. b. A ma-
chine or contrivance for jigging or dressing ore by
shaking it up jerkily in a fluid medium (see JIG
v. 5) = JIGGER si. 1 3 b. c. A contrivance of

various kinds for catching fish : see quots., and cf.

GIG sb. d. Coal-mining. A steep tramway on
which the loaded trucks as they descend draw up
the empty trucks by means of a cable passing round
a drum or worked by wheels ; also calledjinny.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Jig. i. A handy tool. The

name is applied to various devices, and in many trades

small and simple machines are called jigs. In the armorer's

the stock and its angle with the barrel is obtained.

b. 1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines^ # Mining 424 No
principle has yet been discovered which is better adapted
to the separation of minerals than the intermittent and

impulsive action of some fluid medium on the crushed ore.

The best results thus far obtained are from machines known
as '

jigs', which employ the above principle.
C. 1858 N. Y. Tribune 22 July (Bartlett), A long, stout

line, at the end of which was a shining, spoon-shaped piece
of pewter, terminated by a large hook. This apparatus he

i called a jig. 1873 Forest ft Stream 2 Oct. 122 The Shoals

j

are fished with a jig ', a three-pronged harpoon, fastened

to a long wooden handle. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

?95 Jigs and drails for the capture of cod, .. mackerel

jigs formerly extensively used. 1897 R. KIPLING Caft.
Courageous 145 Every soul aboard hung over his squid-jig
a piece of lead painted red and armed at the lower end

with a circle of pins bent backward like half-opened umbrella
ribs. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX. 258/1 Harry, .leaned over
to watch critically the action of the bone jigs, as they

played in the water. They darted from side to side without

whirling, thus closely imitating a wounded fish.

d. 1866 Daily Tel. 26 Jan. 6/3 The spot where it was

ignited was shown to be the first level on the north side near

the top of the jig. 1893 Labour Commission Gloss., Jigs,
term used in North Staffordshire in the steep measures to

describe the road down which the trams are sent, the full

trams pulling the empty ones up.

7. Applied ludicrously to a horse, a person, etc.

.

Wooden World Dhsccted (1708) 54 Up he (a sailor]

colloq.

1706
hoists himself a Trip upon his Jig of a Horse, and sticks as

close . . as if he was got cross a Yard-arm. 1781 BBNTHAU
Wks. (1843) X. 103 This Lord and Lady Tracton are the

queerest jigs you ever saw.

8. Comb., as (senses 1-4) jig-dancer, -given adj.,

-like adj., -maker ; jig-backed a., having a twist

in the back; jig-brow (Coal-mining), an under-

ground incline on which a jig or jinny (see 6 d)

works, also called jinny-road; jig-chain (see

quot.) ; jig-clog, a clog worn in dancing a jig ;

jig-mould, a mould into which melted lead is

poured to form the shank of a jig (sense 6 c) ; jig-

pin,
' a pin used by miners to hold the turn-beams,

and prevent them from turning' (Webster, 1828).
See also JIG-SAW.
1821 Sporting Mag. VIII. 262 It was discovered that, from

a wrench, she [a mare] was also "jig-backed. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., *Jig-brow. 1900 Daily News n Jan. 7/3

Then we went to the face, up some of the 'jig brows ', the

roads running off at right angles from this pony track.

1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,
*
'Jig-chain, a chain hooked to

the back of a skip and running round a post, to prevent its

too rapid descent on an inclined plane. 1897 Daily News

;iven times, to countenance a.legitimate Poem. 1835 Court

Mag. VI. 24/2 It is a *jig-like sort of tune. 1899 Daily
News 20 Apr. 5/3 With the exception ofa jig-like presto, . .

the Fantasia is less remarkable for idea or effect than for

skilful instrumentation. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 131 Oh
God, your onely *Iigge-maker : what should a man do, but

be merrie. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. II. i, Petrarch was a

dunce, Dante ajigmaker.

Jig (d,?ig), v. Also 7 gig, (gidge). [Closely re-

lated to JIG sb. (q.v.), but not known so early. In

some senses it approaches obs. F. gigiier (15* c.)

to gambol, freak, sport, nasalized ginguer to leap,

kick, wanton (which is app. not related to OF.

gigue] ;
but this resemblance may be merely acci-

dental,or due to parallel onomatopoeic influence, the

large number of words into which jig- enters indi-

cating that it has been felt tobe a natural expression

of a jerking or alternating motion. See the words

following, and cf. FIG, FRIG. Some of the senses

evidently arose independently from JIG sb., and the

historical order of the whole is unascertained.]

1. a. trans. To sing or play as a jig, or in the

style of a jig (see JIG sb. a, 3). ? Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. HI. i. u To ligge off a tune at the

JIGAMAREE.

tongues end, canarie to it with the feete, humour it with
turning vp your eie. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. in. i, Make
thy moan to ballad-singers and rhymers ; they'll jig out thy
wretchedness and abominations to new tunes.

b. trans. To dance i,a jig or other lively dance).
1719 D'URFEY Pills IV. 100 We Jig the Morris upon the

Green. 1802 MRS. J. ViesT Infidel f'atherlll. 151 Agentle-
man ..jigged country dances the same evening for six
hours. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. v. iv, While this brave
Carmagnole-dance has hardly jigged itself out.

c. intr. To dance a jig; to dance in a rapid,
jerky, lively fashion. Also tojig it.

1672 Maypole Dance^ in Westminster Drollery ii. 80 For
Willy has gotten his Jill, And Johnny has got his Joan, To
jig iti jig it, jig it, jig it,jig it up and down ! 1713 STEELE
Guardian No. 147 F 2 The bride thoughtlessly jigging it

about the room. 1764 FOOTE Mayor ojG. II. Wks. 1799 I.

187 Are all the women engaged ? why then my locum leneits
and I

_
will jig together. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang_.

Abb. viii, I suppose you and I are to stand up and jig it

together again. 1885 Comh. Mag. June 718 The country
dances commenced, in which the beau monde .. bobbed,
capered, jigged and grinned.

d. (tojig if.} To play the fiddle briskly.
1780 MAYNE Siller Gun 11. xxiv, Jock Willison, a Sutor

bred, Wha, for the fiddle, left his trade, Jigg'd it far better
than he sped.
2. intr. To move up and down or to and fro

with a rapid jerky motion ; in quot. 1 886 of a fish

= JIGGER v.1

1604 SHAKS. Ham. in. i. 1 50 (and Qo.) You gig [Fol. gidge]
and amble, and you list, you nickname Gods creatures, and
make your wantonnes ignorance. 1713 C'TESS WINCHEL-
SEA Misc. Poems 28 Phillts . . Kept time with every thrilling
Close, Andjigg'd upon her seat. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna. D.
xxx, The girls' feet were already jigging. 1876 T. HARDY
Ethclbcrta (1890) 121 His hands under his coat-tails, and his

person jigging up and down upon his toes. 1886 H. P.
WELLS Arner. Salmon Fisherman 160 He [a 32 Ib. salmon]
begins to jig a series of short, heavy and sudden jerks.

b. trans. To move (any thing) with a light jerky
motion ; to jerk to and fro or up and down.
1710 Duttcay Gray in Whitelaw Ilk. Sc. Sang (1875) 82,

I matin sit the leelang day An' jeeg the cradle wi my tae.

1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 60 The rushing water
. . closing in on the rudder making it cheep as it was jigged
from side to side with a buzzing gurgle. 1888 Sci. Amer.
29 Dec. 403/2 When the carriage [of a sawmill] is to be

jigged back, the lever manipulating the rock shaft is moved
from the saw.

3. intr. To move in unison with ; to agree,

'jump', chime with. rare.

1838 Frasers Mag. XVII. 63 My manhood cannot to it

stoop : It jigs not with my wants or wishes.

f4. trans. To put off with a trick (see JIG
sb. 5). Obs.

1633 FORD Love's Sacr. ill. iii, Do not think the gloss Of
smooth evasion. .Shall jig me off; I'll know't, I vow I will.

5. To dress (ore) so as to separate the coarser

and finer portions, by shaking it under water in

a sieve or a box with perforated bottom, or by
means of a machine operating in a similar way.
1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. 235 This coarser size., is jigged

pure and clean, if it be well given for Ore. Ibid. Gloss,

s. v. Jigging, In the Lead Mines, the Jigged Ore goes by
the name of Peasy. 1855 Cornwall 228 The ores are now
given to boys, who jig them, or shake them in a sieve under

water, by which means the ore or heavy part keeps at the

bottom, whilst the spar, or refuse, is scraped from the top.

1875 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 112 The best ore when
so crushed is ready for sale, but the seconds has next to be
'

jigged '. . . The sieves are made to move up and down for

a few minutes with a peculiar jerking motion while dipping
in water.

6. To catch (a fish) by jerking a hook into its

body; to catch with a jig (see JIG si. 6c). b.

intr. To fish with a jig.

1883 CHAS. HALLOCK Sportsman's Ga:etteer(rtv. ed.) 243
Keep the line constantly in motion, and half the time you
will 'jig* them in the belly, tail or side, as the finny mass
moves over the hook.

7. To shape an earthen vessel with a jigger (see

JIGGER s&.1 5 a).

1865 [see JIGGING vbl. sb. z).

8. In Well-boring, To bore with the aid of a

spring-pole, which jerks up the rods and drill after

the stroke. (U.S.)
Jig-a-jig, jig-a-jog, imitative words expressing

reiteration or alternation of light, short, jerky
movements (see JIG v. 2, JOB v. 3) ; they may be

used a. as adv. -- with a jigging or jogging motion
;

b. as adj.
= having such a motion ; c. as sb. such

motion itself; d. as vb. -- to move in such a way.
1602 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 221 Thou shall be

carted, drawne I meane, Coacht, Coacht, thou shall ryde

ligga-Iogge. 1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fair Induct., Hee
would ha' made, you such a lig-a-iogge i' the boothes, you
should ha' thought an Earthquake had been in the Fayre.

1659 TOKRIANO, Baccoldre, . . to play at titter-totter, gigg-

ajoggie. 1837 MARRYAT Olla Podr. xxix, It was a regular

jig-a-jig. Ibid., The whole company, .were jig-a-jigging up
and down.

Jigamaree(d3i :gamarr). dial, or colloq. Also

jigg-, gig-. [An arbitrary humorous formation f.

JIG sb. (senses 5-6) : cf. JIGQUMBOB, also whig-

maleerie, and the like.]

1. (See quots.)
1847-78 HALLIWELL, yiggamaree, a.manoeuvre. Var.dial.

1864 WEBSTER, yiggamaree, a sportive or cunning trick ; a

maneuver. (Colloq. and low.) 1890 Cent. Diet., Jigamarec.



JIGGER.

2. A fanciful contrivance, which the speaker

thinks ridiculous or worthless.

son*
aroi

of going on their hands and knees as they used to.

Jigambob, variant of JIGGUMBOB.

Jig^g by jowl : see CUEEK si. 5.

t Jiggalo-rum. 06s. colloq. [Cf. JIGAMABEE.]
A fanciful thing of little value ; a trifle.

1613 H. KING ffalfe-pennyw. Wit Ded. A ij b, I see ray

inferiours . . torment the Print daily with lighter trifles and

liggaloruras then my russet Hermit is.

Jiggambob, jiggembob, var. JIOGUMBOB.

Jigger (.dsi-gai), sil Also 6 gygger, 7 giger,
8 jiger, 8-9 gigger. [In some senses, agent-noun
from JIG v.\ the relationship of others is obscure.]

I. 1. One who 'jigs' or dances a jig. Also, in

dial., An odd-looking person, a '

guy '. Cf. JIG si. 7.

1675 COTTON Scoffer scofft 168 Venus,
__.
.O how I'le trip it

at thy wedding. Paris. Nay, you'r a jigger, we all know.

1815 BROCKETT, Jigger, an airy, swaggering person. 'A
comical jigger '. 1880 Jamilson's Diet., Jigger, a term of

reproach or disrespect.

II. 2. Naut. a. A small tackle consisting of

a double and a single block and a fall, used for

various purposes ; esp. one used to hold on the

cable when it is heaved into the ship.
I76 G. ROBERTS 4 Yrs. Voy. 119 To enable the little Boy

to hold on, I made him a Jigger with a Block tix'd to the

Cable, and a Rope reev d through it, so that having a
double Purchase [etc.]. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (i-j^g)
S.V.. The jigger is . . useful when the cable is either slippery
with mud. ., or when it is stiff and unwieldy. 1840 R. H.
DANA Bef. Mast xxii. 66 The sails were furled with great
care, the bunts triced tip by jiggers. 1847 KEY Recov.
H. M. S. Gorgon (1866) 28 Bousing the casks close to the

ships side with a jigger.

D. A small sail: seequot. 1867.
1831 [implied in jigger-mast : see 8]. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-tk., Jigger, ..a small sail rigged out on a mast and
boom from the stern of a cutter, etc. 1894 Times i June
1 1/4 To steady her . . a jigger was run up at the stern.

c. Short for rigger-mast : see 8.

1880 Times 23 Oct. 5/4 She has four masts, the fore and
main masts carrying yards, a large spread of fore and aft
canvas being provided for the mizzenmast and the jigger.

d. A small vessel of the smack type furnished

with a 'jigger' sail : see b; a similar vessel used
as a fishing-vessel on the N.E. coast of N. America.
1860 BAKTLETT Diet. Amer., Jigger, a small fishing

vessel. New England. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Jigger
. .3. .e. A fishing-vessel whose rig corresponds to that of a
cutter, excepting a small mizzen in the stern. 1891 Times
16 Oct. 9/6 The jigger Pctril, of Port Bannatyne, with
gravel, is supposed to have foundered, as she has not been
heard of since leaving Blairmore.

3. Mining, a. One who dresses or
'

jigs
'

ore
;

see JIG v. 5. b. An apparatus for dressing ore
and separating it into layers of varying fineness ;

consisting wholly or essentially of a sieve, or a box
with holes, which is shaken up and down in water,
or into which water is forced.

1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. 234-5 The jigger holds a coarse
wire sieve . . while another person throws the unclean Ore
into the sieve, which the jigger dips into the water and
shakes twice or thrice. Ibid. Gloss, s.v. Jigging, [The
larger particles of ore] lie at the bottom of the Jigging-sieve
or Jigger. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mints t Mining 499
The mining laboratory now contains . . a little hand-jigger,
a rotary pulverizer, and a fan-blower.

4. A contrivance for catching fish : = JIG si. 6c.
1815 Storting Mag. XLV. 153 Cod lines and pouting, and

jigger likewise. 1884 Weekly Scotsman 23 Feb. 1/6 The
method of capturing them [cuttle or squid] is known as

jigging, the jigger consisting of a number of hooks radiat-
ing from a fixed center of lead. No bait is used. The
jigger is lowered to the bottom where it is constantly kept
moving up and down till the squid is felt upon it.

6. The name ofnumerous mechanical contrivances
or devices, used in many trades and operations.
Among these may be specified
a. Pottery. A horizontal lathe used in china-making.

b. Mining. A hook or similar contrivance for attaching
hutches or trams to a hauling rope, or for coupling them to
each other. O. A loose chain used as a warehouse crane.
d. A small roller, or a set of rollers fitted in a suspended

--- ------ ..."ft .. <-*'iiu*.iulll a, KIMU luurlc

By repeated quick blows from rods, by a rapidly vibrating
platen or platens, or by an intermittent rolling action.

r j* "V "".**"
v '^. j- fm*tiiiiic worked by eiectnciand indicating by means of a pointer dial the priceswhich sales are made on 'change. l/.S. k. Mint. ' A small

;ight which it is necessary, in certain cases, to add to a
Krfir?! coms * make *" exact Pound in weight '.

(W. 7. Hoskmg, Royal Mint.)
a. i8 S J NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 463 For forming

saucers, and other small circular articles, there has been
recently introduced a small vertical shaft, called a.jigger, onthe op of which is a turned head, suited to receive themouW on which the saucers, &c. are to be formed. 1881
Pontlain Works, Worcester 21 The mould that gives the

582

form to the face of the plate or saucer is fixed on a horizontal

lathe called a jigger.
b. 1888 N. tfQ. 7th ser. VI. 322/2. Jigger, an apparatus

for attaching hutches to a haulage rope, which holds by
twisting or biting the rope.
0. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Jigger boy, name

given (at the Millwall Docks) to a boy working a jigger or

loose chain. Ibid. s.v. Work, A jigger, . . a loose chain

worked not through the medium ofa crane, but by hydraulic
or steam power. 1900 Dundee Advert. 21 Aug. 5 An in-

creased charge for the use of the hydraulic jiggers.
d. 1883 HAX.DANE Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 374/1

A grain or polish is given to the leather, either by boarding
or working under small pendulum rollers, called 'jiggers ,

which are engraved either with grooves or with an imita-

tion of grain.
e. 1850 J. STRUTHERS Poet. Wks. I. Autobiog. 38 A tool

highly esteemed among them called a jigger.
g. 1847 A"?- SMITH Chr. Tadpole xh. (1857) 347 The long

cue and the 'jigger '.

III. Various slang uses. (Possibly not related

to the foregoing.)
6. A door.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 85 Dup the gygger. . open the
doore. 1659 Caterpillers anatomized, Glgers jacked,
locked doors. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash. Diet., Jigger, a
door. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 314 Such men are

always left outside the jigger (door) of the houses.

b. A prison or cell.

1896 MAX PEMBERTON Puritan's Wife xiii. 116, I would
sooner have been in the gigger at Newgate.
7. An illicit distillery.

1814 Compl. Hist. Murder Mr. Weare 241 He said that

Prpbert and two others were in the jigger at Gill's Hill.

Ibid. 251, I kept a private jigger there, and it was never
discovered. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 387 They
carry about their persons pjnt bladders of '

stuff ', or 'jigger
stuff' (spirit made at an illicit still).

b. A drink of spirits, a dram.
1889 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 15 Feb. 3/1 After giving him

two small 'jiggers', the civilities were brought to an end.

1891 A. E. LEE Hist. Columbus (Ohio) I. 335 The 'jigger'
was a dram of less than a gill, taken [5 times a dayj.
IV. 8. attrilt. and Comb., as jigger-block (see

quot., and cf. sense 2 a) ; jigger-dubber (slang),
a turnkey (cf. sense 6) ; jigger-mast Naut., (a) a
small mast at the stem, on which a jigger (sense 2 b)
is hoisted ; (b) the aftermost mast of a four-masted
merchant ship ; jigger-pump, (a) a force-pump
mounted on a portable stand and usually connected
with a hose, used for watering flower-beds, etc. ;

(i) see quot. ; jigger-tackle Naut. = sense 2 a ;

jigger-yard Naut., a yard on which the jigger
(sense 2 b) is extended.

1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 107 If the strap
be continued, so as to form a tail, at the end of the block
which has no hook, the block is called a tail or

*j_igger
block ; and if a tackle have its moveable block so furnished,
it is called a 'jigger tackle'. 1781 G. PARKER View Sac.
II. 69 *Jigger-dubber is a term applied to Jailors or Turn-
keys. 1831 TRELAWNEY ^4<fo. younger Son wax. This dow
had a large mast forward, and a *gigger-mast aft. 1835
SIR J. Ross Narr. ^nd Voy. Explan. Terms 16 Jigger
mast, a small mast at the stern, with a sail resembling alug
sail. 1879 BLACK Macleod ofD. xxxiv. 305 The red ensign
clung to the jigger-mast. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 15 May 7/2
Owing to the frightful rolling of the ship the steel masts
gave way, all coming down, with the exception of the lower
foremast, the mizen Tower mast, the jigger lower mast and
topmast, and the bowsprit. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, *Jigger-
f>ump, a pump used in breweries to force beer into vats.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),
*
Jigger Tackle, a light

. . tackle, consisting of a double and single block. 1797
Gazetteer in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799) I 76 D n me ! if I

would not get a jigger-tackle upon you. 1842 J. F. COOPER
Jack o' Lantern 1. 182 Three fair, handsome flags rose to
the end of the Fen-Follett's *jigger-yard.

Jigger (d3i-g3j), si.* Also 8 ohiger, 9 chig-
ger, jigga. [Corruption of CHIGOE.]
1. = CHIGOE.
1756, 1810, 1830, 1868 [see CHIGOE]. 1781 SMEATHMAN in

Phil. Trans. LXXI. 170, I know nothing similar, except in
the pulex penetrans of Linnaeus, the jigger of the West
Indies. 1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1856) IV. 53, I am
speaking of the celebrated Chigoe or Jiggers, called also
Nigua, Tungua, and Pique. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W.

ng irom that Atrican pest the
'

jigge: .

2. Applied in U.S. to various harvest-ticks, such
as Leptus americanus and L. irritans, which fasten
on the human skin and cause great irritation.

Jigger (dji-gaj), .' colloq. [? frequentative of

JIG v.\ intr. To make a succession of rapid
jerks ; said of a fish struggling to free itself from
the hook. Hence Ji'ggering vbl. sb. and///, a.

^1867
F. FRANCIS Angling ix. (1876) 328 When a fish

Diggers
'

or keeps up a constant '

jag, jag, jag ', at the line,
it is a very unpleasant, .symptom. Ibid., I have lost many
a jiggering fish. 1891 A. LANG Angling St. 118 He [a
salmon] came slowly up, and 'jiggered savagely at the line.

1895 Daily News i Aug. 6/4 When he jiggers, a fish puts
all he knows into a series of short rapid tugs.

Jigger, v.2 slang or colloq. [Origin disputed.
It has been referred to JIGGER sb.2

,
and to JIGGER

sil sense 6 b : cf. next.] Used as a vague substi-
tute for a profane oath or imprecation, esp. in asse-
verations. (Only in passive.)
"837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xxxvi, I'm jiggered if he don't

tell a lie. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xvii, Well, then ',
said he,

' I'm jiggered if I don't see you home '. This

JIGGISH.

penalty of being jiggered was a favourite supposititious case
of his. He attached no definite meaning to the word that I

am aware of. 1886 MRS. BURNETT Lit. Ld. Fauntlcroy
ii. (1892) 23

'

Well
',
said Mr. Hobbs,

'

I'll be jiggered !

'

This was an exclamation he always used when he was very
much astonished or excited.

Jigger, .
3

slang, [app. f. JIGGEB sb. 1 sense
6 b.J trans. To shut up, imprison.
1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxxiii, Poor Mastha Dan

had been . .jiggered up in Peel Castle.

Jigget (dsi'get), v. colloq. Also 9 jiggit.

[dim.
of JIG v.} intr. To move about with a

jerky or shaky motion
; to jig ; to hop or skip

about ; to shake up and down ; to fidget. Hence
Ji'ggeting vbl. si. and ppl. a.

1687 MBS. BEHN Lucky Chance it. ii, Come, my Lady
Fulbank, the night grows old upon our hands, to danceing,
tojiggeting. 1709 T. BAKER Fern. TatlerNo. 15 She.,
has a languishing Eye, a delicious soft Hand, and two pretty
jiggetting Feet. 1818 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life
(1870) II. 35 He is. .always jiggeting about from one great
house to another. 1862 Miss YONGE Clcss Kate iv. (1864)
55 There's Aunt Barbara coming down the lane in the
baker's jiggetting cart. 1898 R. KIPLING Fleet in Being i.

4 At eight knots you heard the vicious little twin-screws
jiggitting like restive horses; at seventeen they pegged
away into the sea like a pair of short-gaited trotting ponies
on a hard road.

Jigget, Jiggetai, var. GIGOT i, DZIGGETAI.

Jiggety (dgi-geti), a. colloq. Also jiggity.

[f. JIGGET v. + -T ; cf. rickety] Characterized by
jiggeting ; having a jerky unsteady movement.
1883 G. H. BOUGHTON in Harper's Mag. Apr. 687/1, I

would not fix on a bustling, jiggity steamer as the best

place . . to sketch . . on.

Ji'gginess. rare. [f. assumed adj. *jiggy (f.

JIG so. or v. + -Y) + -NESS.] The quality of being
like a jig, or having a 'jigging

'

or jerky movement.
1869 T. HOOD Rules Rhyme 47 A too frequent repetition

of rhyme at short intervals gives a jigginess to the verse.

Jigging (dji-gin), vbl. sb. [f. JIG v. + -ING 1.]
The action of the verb JIG.
1. The dancing of jigs; light, rapid, jerky move-

ment, etc. : see JIG v. i, 2.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. Wks. (1851) 48_
That men

should bee . . pusht forward to gaming, jigging, wassail,

ing, and mixt dancing is a horror to think. 1668 ETHER-
EDGE She Would if She Could in. i. Wks. (1888) 164 The
natural inclination they have to jigging will make them
very ready to comply. 1806 SURR Winter in Lond.
(ed. 3) II. 207 Suggesting that such jigging and romping
was inconsistent with the elegance that should distinguish
the amusements of the higher orders. 1849 THACKERAY
Let. in Scribners Mag. (1887) I. 681/1, I .. go out feeling
deucedly lonely in the midst of the racketting and jigging.

b. Of a fish : = jiggering : see JIGGER z>.l

1886 H. P. WELLS Amer. Salman Fisherman 152 Of all
the performances of the salmon, none demoralizes me like

jigging . . a series of short heavy jerks to the line at inter-
vals of 3 or 4 seconds.

2. In technical senses : see JIG v. 5-8.
1778 PRYCE Min. Cornub. Gloss., Jigging, is a method of

dressing the smaller Copper and Lead Ores by a peculiar
motion of a wire sieve in a kieve or vat of water, where the
smallest particles pass through the Jigging-sieve. 1865
Daily Tel. 18 Apr. 5 Machinery . . has already been de-
signed to execute one part of potters' work, jigging. 1884
Weekly Scotsman 23 Feb. iAJ The method of capturing
them is known as jigging, the jigger consisting of a number
of hooks radiating from a fixed center of lead.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as jigging-party (dial.),
a dancing-party ; jigging-machine, a machine for

jigging (usually in sense 5 of the verb: = JIGGEB
si. 1

sb) ; jigging-sieve, a sieve forjigging ore : see
sense 2 above, quot. 1 778.
1872 T. HARDY Greeniuood Tree vii, [On Christmas-day

night] a jigging party looks suspicious. 1884 West. Morn.
News 30 Aug. 1/6 Crusher, jigging machine and jiggers.
iSgoMc/tmrae Argus 29 May 9/8, 1 recommend that some
jigging machinery be put up at once, to concentrate ore
now at grass for smelting.

Jigging (dsi'gin), ///. a.
[f. JIG v. + -ING 2.]

That jigs, in various senses (see JIG v.) ; dancing
jigs ; moving jerkily ; singing, playing, or compos-
ing j'gs ; of the style of a jig (see JIG si. 1-3).
1586 MARLOWE ttt Pt. Tamburl. Prol., Jigging veins

of rhyming mother-wits. 1591 CHETTLE Kindt-Harts Dr.
(1841) 16 Men brought vppe to an honest handicraft, of
which the realme more need then iygging vanities. 1601
SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. iii. 137 What should the Warres do with
these ligging Fooles ? 1629 DAVENANT Albovine v. Dram.
Wks. 1872 1. 94 Leave off your jigging motion when you mix
Yourselves in a salute. 1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser.
l. I. 119 One of the leaders then burst out into a hymn to a
jigging sort of tune. 1863 THACKERAY Four Georges ii. 85
Never was such a brilliant, jigging, smirking Vanity Fair.

Jiggish (dsi-gij), a. [f. JIG si. + -ISH 1.]
1. Inclined to jigging, dancing, or frolicking ; of

light or frivolous disposition (quot. 1634).
1634-40 HABINGTON Castara i. (Arb.) 16 She is never sad,

and yet not Jiggish. 1815 J. SCOTT Vis. Paris iii. (ed. 2) 39
Crowds of both sexes . . gratifying the Jiggish propensities
of their minds by the sound of fiddles.

2. Resembling or of the nature of a jig or light
dance ; suitable for a jig.

1709 ADDISON Taller No. 157 F 7 That Musical Instru-
ment which is commonly known by the Name of a Kit, that
is more Jiggish than the Fiddle it self. 1711 STEELE Spect.
No. 276 p 3 This Man makes on the Violin a certain Jiggish
Noise to which I dance. 1756 COWPER in Connoisseur



JIGGLE.
No. 134 r 5 The tunes themselves have also been new-set
to jiggish measures. 1789 T. TWINING Aristotle's Treat
Poetry (1812) I. 249 note,

' A jiggish measure
'

would be
weak, to the force of the original [Greek].

Jiggle (dji'g'l), v. [dim. or frequentative of
JIG z/.] To move backwards and forwards, or up
and down, with a light unsteady motion ; to move
in a rapid succession of slight jerks ; to rock or
jerk lightly, a. trans.

1836 SIR G. HEAD Home Tour 13 The more the child
cried the more she jiggled it 1887 JF.SSOPP Trials CountryParson (1890) i. 23 We know that the fellow was jiggling
the poor brute's teeth out of his mouth at the time.

b. intr.

1846 WORCESTER, Jiggle v.
., to practise affected or

awkward motions, to wriggle. Mrs. Farrar. 1880 Jamie-
son's Diet., To Jiggle, v.n., to rock or shake backwards and
forwards. Shell. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady i. 10 He shambles
to the next brewery with any beast of burden that can
jiggle along.
Hence Ji-ggUngwi/.j*. ; also Ji'ggle sb., a 'jig-

gling
'

movement ; a light rapid rocking.
1888 N.Amer. Rev. Jan. 59 It is only a little wilder

jiggle, i"-- "
aren't a w:

screw. 1894 . .

in the plaintiffs' invention were the use of narrower jiggling
sieves, in proportion to the lateral area of the machine ; a
deflector [etc.]. Ibid., The jiggling of the sieve caused the
heavier particles to fall through and the larger but lighter
to pass off over the tail.

Jiggumbob ;d3i-g3mb?b). colloq. 1 Obs. Also
7 Ji8(g)am-, jiggem-, jigum-, jiggobob, jig-em-
bob, giggam bobb, gigg-em-, giggom-,giggum-,
gingam-, gingumbob. [A humorous formation
from Jio sb. or v. : cf. kickumbob, thingumbob]
Something odd or fanciful ; a bauble, toy,

knick-knack ; something which one does not
choose to name or specify :

= THINGUMBOB. (Rarely
applied to a person.)
1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb iv. vii, What Giggombob

have we here? a 16*7 MIDDLETON Worn, beware Worn. 11.

ii. On with her chain of pearl, her ruby bracelets, Lay
ready all her tricks and jiggembobs. 1629 MASSINCER
Picture v. iii, Shall we have More jiggobobs yet ! 1638BROME Antipodes m. v.Wks. 1873 III. 285 Tumbles all Our
jigambobs and trincketsto the wall. 1671 SHADWELL//K;0r-
ists v, I'll be quit with him and that Jig-em-bob my Niece
1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 108 The Enemy.. Had rifled all
his Pokes and Fobs Of Gimcracks, Whims and Jiggumbobs
Which he by hook or crook had gather'd. a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Gingumbobs, Toies, or Baubles.

Ji'ggy-JO'ggy, adv. = JIG-A-JOG. JIG-JOG.
1600 DEKKER Gent. Craft ii. (1862) 13 Faith, then .. I'll

K j'ggy-joggy to London and be here in a trice, young
Mistress.

Jig-jig, jig-jogadv. , etc. = JIG-A-JIG, JIG-A-JOG.
1836 SMART, Jig-jog, a jolting motion, a jog, a push. 1864

WEBSTER, Jig-jog, having, or pertaining to, a jolting
motion. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as a Rose (1878) 151
Jig-jog through life alongside of Bob. 1883 G. ALLEN
Babylon xi, That . . drawing-master . . with his formal little

directions of how to go jig-jig for a pine-tree, and to-whee,
whee, whee, for an oak.

Jigot, var. GIGOT, haunch of mutton, etc.

Jigs, var. GIGGS Obs., mouth-disease in horses.

Jig-saw, sb. U.S. Also gig-saw, [f. JIG v.

+ SAW.] A vertically reciprocating saw driven

by a crank, mounted in various different ways.
1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-working Factories 128 With

respect to jig saws, the band saw and duplicating machines
have driven the most of them out of use. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Gig-saw, a thin saw to which a rapid vertical

reciprocation is imparted, and which is adapted for sawing
scrolls, frets, etc.

Hence Jig-saw v. trans., to cut or shape with a

jig-saw.
1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-working Factories 128 What

may be said of jig-sawing need not consume much space
here. 1883 HOWF.LUS Woman's Reason (Tauchn. 1884) I.

213 Designs jig-sawed out of white-wood.

|| Jihad,jehad (djAa-d). Alsojahad, [Arab,

ilfca. jihad struggle, contest, spec, one for the

propagation of Islam.] A religious war of Moham-
medans against unbelievers in Islam, inculcated as

a duty by the Koran and traditions.

1869 .V. Wilts' Sk. S. India(K&. 2) II. xlviii. 381 The pro-
jects of Jehad holy war. 1875 KAYE Sepoy War III. iv.

167 To collect money and preach the Moslem Jehad. 1880
GEN. ROBERTS in Daily Nevis 14 Feb. 2/4 The Mollahs have
been preaching &jeliad or religious war.

b. transf. A war or crusade for or against some
doctrine, opinion, or principle ;

war to the death.
1880 J. COWEN in Daily Nevis 2 Feb. 6/5 The political

jeliad that was being preached against doctrines which . .

had right and justice to sustain them. 1880 Sat. Rev.
6 Mar. 305 His last attempt to stir up a kind of moraljehad
against the Government. 1886 igtA Century XX. 505 An
economical government bargained to abolish the deer [in
the New Forest). So the edict went forth, and a '

Jihad
'

against the deer was proclaimed.

Jill, variant of GILL sb.l, sb.*, sb.&, v. z

Jillet (dji'let). Sc. [dim. of the female name
Jill or GILL (sb.*} : see also GILLOT, JELOT.]
A giddy or flighty young woman; a jilt; sometimes,
a familiar or contemptuous term for a girl or young
woman, a wench.
1755 JOHNSON s.v. Jilt, Perhaps from, .gillet, or gillot, the

diminutive of gill, the ludicrous name for a woman. Tis

583

also called jUM in Scotland. 1786 BURNS On a ScotchBardgone to IV. Indies vi, A Jillet brak his heart at last,
111 may she be ! 1808-25 JAMIESON, Jillet, a giddy youne
woman, implying the idea of levity. 1828 SCOTT F. M
rertli xxxi, Hark you, were it not well to receive that coy
Jillet with_something of a mumming?
Jill-flirt, variant of GILL-FLIBT.

Jilliflower, Jilliver, var. of GILLYFLOWEB.
Jilt (dsilt), sb. Also 7-8 gilt. [In sense i =
GILLOT i, of which it is perh. a syncopated form
(though analogies are wanting). Sense 2 appears
to be influenced by JILT v., whence also sense 4.]
tl. A woman who has lost her

chastity; a
harlot or strumpet ; a kept mistress. Obs.

1672 WYCHERLEY Love in Wood Dram. Pers., Mrs. Cross-
bite an old cheating Jilt, and Bawd to her Daughter. 1683KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 59 He whose wife isa common
jilt . . and yet swears she is as chast as an untouch'd virgin.
1702 Eng. Theophrast. 36 Is he not as vile a wretch, as she
a mercenary gilt? 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania
232 A Jilt most consummate, and impudent Doxie.
2. ' A woman who gives her lover hopes, and

deceives him '

(J.) ; one who capriciously casts off
a lover after giving him encouragement. (The cur-
rent sense.)
1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4), Gilt or Jilt, a Cheat, or
Woman that has defeated her Gallant in his Amours. 1680
OTWAY Orphan I. i. 66 Dilatory Fortune plays the Jilt With
the brave noble honest gallant Man, To throw herselfaway
on Fools and Knaves. 1712 STEELE Speet. No. 288 p i

When you spoke of the Jilts and Coquets. 1751 SMOLLETTPw F>;f TIT \vw', T ~-j nr ,. :.:*"L *
.

jilt. ._ _ _o ^ _ .a _
teach you "the guilt Of coquetting and ogling, and' playing
the jilt.

b. Rarely applied to a man.
1865 Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 240/2 The offences of the jilt,

whether man or maiden, are not, it is true, the most
grievous that can be committed against societ}'.
3. Sc. A contemptuous term for a girl or young
woman: =

JILLET.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart, viii, Though she's but a dirty jilt.

1818 Hrt. Midi, xxix, His wheat-close, you crazed jilt !

t4. ? A deception : cf. JILT v. 2. Obs.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordagc's Mystic Div. 63, I beleev
it wil be a slurr and blurr, or a base-foul Jilt upon them-
selvs.

Hence Ji-ltish a., having the character of, or
characteristic of, a jilt ; Ji-ltship {nonce-wd.}, a
mock title for a jilt.

1690 CROWNE F.ng. Frier iv. 31, I let him know how your
Jiltship has serv'd him. 1787 BURNS Addr. for Miss
Fontenelle 33 The wretch in love, Who long with jiltish
arts and airs hast strove. 1897 BLACKMORE in Blackw.
Mag. June 780 Eyes .. wavering jiltish, deceitful.

Jilt (dgilt), v. Also 7 gilt. [A 'new cant
word" in 1674; origin not recorded; connexion
with GILLOT, or JILT sb. in sense i, is doubtful.]
1. trans. To deceive after holding out hopes in

love; to cast off (a lover) capriciously; to be faith-

less to ; to play the jilt towards. Orig. said only
of a woman ; in later use also of a man.

'.673. fsee JILTING below]. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4),

Jilt, is a new canting word, signifying to deceive and defeat
ones expectation, more especially in the point of Amours.
1675 WVCHERLEY Country Wife i. i Wks. (Rtldg.) 71/2 He
can no more think the men laugh at him than that women
jilt him. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. xx. (1695) 403 Tell a
Man, passionately in Love, that he is gilted ; bring a score
of Witnesses of the Falshood of his Mistress, 'tis ten to one
but three kind Words of hers shall invalidate all their
Testimonies. 1747 WESLEY Wks. (1872) II. 78 You shortly
after jilted the younger, and married the elder sister. 1816
SCOTT Old Mart, xxxviii, Your mistress seems much dis-

posed to jilt you. 1865 Spectator n Feb. 153 If the man
jilts the woman he is fined, . . as men are liable to be fined
on conviction of open treason.

b. absol. or intr. To play the jilt.

1696 CONGREVE Epil. to Southerne's Oroonoko, She might
have learnt to cuckold, jilt, and sham, Had Covent Garden
been in Surinam, a 1736 YALDEN Poet. Wks. (1833) 65 The
nymph, when she betrays, disdains your guilt, And, by such
falsehood taught, she learns to jilt 1739 Matrimony 3
Where have you [wife] been Jilting all the Day?
2. gen. To deceive, cheat, trick, delude (obs.);

to cheat (one's) expectation ;
to prove false or

faithless to (any one) ; to ' throw over
'

or discard
for another. (Now chieflyJig. from i.)
1660 No Droll but a Rational Account 8 Treacherous

tell-tales, that frequent clubs and Coffee-houses, whose chief
business is to jilt others into discourse, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Credit, Hedge-Tavern, a jilting sharping tavern.

1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia vm. iii, He is waiting for me at
the inn : however, . . if you will give me some tea here, I

shall certainly jilt him. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hunt. iv.

181 But Fortune shook her swift wings and jilted him too.

Hence Jrlted ppl. a., Jrlting vbl. sb. and ///.
a.

; also Jiltee-, one who is or has been jilted ;

Ji'lter, one who jilts, a jilt.

1673 DRYDEN ist Ft. Marr. a la Mode iv. i[i], It [masquerad-
ing] was invented first by some jealous Lover, to discover
the Haunts of his Jilting Mistress. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 99. 3/2 Those cruel Jilters. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand,
by Loire 141 Is it necessary . . that you insult the jilted
suitor? 1894 Pall^ Mall Mag. July 397 It is difficult to
believe that . . the jilter, not the jiltee is to be admired.

Jilt-flirt, erron. form of GILL-FLIRT.

Jim, Jimal, obs. forms of GIH, GIMMAL.

Jimbang, variant of JIN-GBANG.

JIMP.

Jixnber-jaw(d3i-mbaj|dsg). U.S.colhq. [var.
pi gimbal-jaw: seeGiMBALs.] A projecting lower
jaw. So Ji-mber-jawed a. =

Gimbal-jawed.
1848-60 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Gimbal-jawed or jimber-

jawed, whose lower jaw is loose and projecting. 1885 MissMURFREE Prophet Gt. Smoky Mount, iii. 7, The long chin
of

the style familiarly denominated jimber-jawed. 1880FARMER Americanisms, Jimber-jaw.
Jimbol, Jimerack, obs. ff. GMBAL,GIMCBAOK.
Jim-crow (dgi-m,kro-). U.S. [In sense i app.

t.Jtm, var. ofJem (cf. JEMMY sb. 6) + Cnow si.l

5: in 2, horn Jim Crow, used as generic name
for a negro, from the refrain of a popular negro
melody,

' Wheel about and turn about and jump
Jim Crow

'.]

1. An implement for bending or straightening
iron rails by the pressure of a screw.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
2. attrib. inJim Crow car, slang term for a rail-

way carriage or car for the use of negroes ;jim-crow
planing-machine (see quot.).

10 1
_. _ . _ t ,

there are laws compelling the railroad companies to'run"on
their trains separate cars for colored people . . which are
called Jim-Crow* cars.

Jiminy, obs. form of GEMINI.

Jim-jam (dji-mjdssem). [A reduplicated term,
ofwhich the elements are unexplained; perhaps only
whimsical : tf.flim-flain, trim-tram, whim-wham,
etc. Connexion with the first element ofgimcrack
is possible, but the latter is not found till later.]
1 1. A fanciful or trivial article, a gimcrack, a

knick-knack. Obs. colloq.
a 1550 Image of Hypocr. in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II- 44*

These be as knappishe knackes As ever man made, For
I iavells and for iackes, A iymiam for a iade. 1565 HARDING
I

in Jewel Def.Apol. (1611)381 To shew vs.. whether he had
some iimjam made for him to take it vp, hold it and put it

on handsomely. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesse 13 A thousand
lymiams and toyes haue they in theyr chambers.
2. //. Fantastic ways, peculiarities, colloq.
1899 Daily News 16 Dec. 8/3 Oh, that's all right. Every

, regiment has its little jim-jams.
3. pi. Delirium tremens. slang.
1885 J. RUNCIMAN Skippers q Shellbacks 42 I'll die on the

flags with the jim-jams before I'll wet my lips with it again.
1897 Blackw. Mag. May 702 One man was just recovering
from an attack of the jim-jams.

Jimmal, Jimmer : see GIMMAL, GIMMEK 1.

Jimminy, obs. form of GEMINI.

Jimmy djd-mi), dial, and colloq. pronunciation
of JEMMY, occurring in most of the senses of that

word, and in numerous other slang, dialectal, and
local uses, for which see Dictionaries and Glossaries

dealing with such uses.

Jimmy, dial, form of JEMMY a.

tJimp (daimp),^.! Sc. Obs. Forms: 5 gimp,
6 gymp(e, iymp, limp. [Perh. connected with

JIMP a.]
1. A minute or subtle point; a trifling distinc-

tion ; a quirk, subtlety ;
a tittle.

c- 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. xn. (Wolf q Lamb) xvi,
O man of law, let be thy subteltie, With nyce gimpis, and
fraudis intricait. 1513 DOUGLAS Aineis \. Prol. 124 Forane
iymp or a bourd, I pray ;ou note me nocht at euery wourd.
1563 WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 15 To eschew al occasioun of
wane stryfe . . for limpis of Grammar or sik triflis. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 226 In theleist iot or

iimp tha neuer brak the papes authoritie.

2. A trick, prank.
1572 Salir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 132 Nor with the hous

of Guyis to mell, Quha is als godles as thair sell, And kens
thair gymps, I trow.

Jimp, sb.- : see JUMP sb.z

Jimp (dgimp), a. (adv.} Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 6 gymp, (gympt\ 8-9 gimp, 8- jimp.
[Known in Sc. since c 1 500 ; origin obscure. It

has been compared with GIM a.,
'

smart, spruce ',

of the same age, and with JUMP a., exact, precise,
which appears later; but in neither case is the

sense congruous.]
1. Slender, slim, delicate, graceful, neat. (A

Scotch or northern word, introduced in igth c.

into English literature.)

1508 DUNBAR Tun Mariit Wemen 69 Gymp, iolie, and
gent, richt ioyus, and gentryce, I suld at fairis be found.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vi. x. 45 Apon his harp . . Now with

gymp fingeris doing stringis smyte. Ibid. xn. Prol. 121

Gymp gerraflouris tharroyn levys vnschet. a 1550 Christis

Parnassus' hill' ii, I see thee dancing o'er the green. Thy
waist sae jimp, thy limbs sae clean. 1844 WILLIS Lady
Jane n. 598 Satin waistcoat. .Becoming to a youth so jimp
and slim, a 1845 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Knt. <$ Lady xii,

Then his left arm he placed Round her jimp, taper waist.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Gimp (g soft), thin, neat in figure.

2. Scanty ; barely full ; bare (measure).
1768 Ross Hflenore i. 6 An' howsoon as the jimp three

raiths was gane. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Jimp,



JIMPLY.

..3 small, scanty, deficient in measure. Mod. Sc. I fancy

he has given you but jimp measure to-day.

8 Comb., ssjimp-waisttd.
18.6 J. WILSON Nxt. Amtr. Wks. 1855 1. 192 That bonny

dark-haired . .jimp-waisted lassie.

B. adv. liarely, scarcely.

1814 SCOTT Diary 10 Aug. in Lockhart, These islanders . .

are sober, good-humoured, and friendly but jimp honest.

1893 STEVENSON Catriona xv, He had jimp said the word.

Hence Ji'mply adv., slenderly, scantily ; Ji-mp-

nes, slenderness.

1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xxxvii, We are jimply provided for

in beds rather. 1885 Chamb. jrnl. II. 43 Not of the jimp-

ness engendered of corsets, but of nature.

Jim(p)son-weed : see JAMESTOWN-WEED.
[Jimwhiskee, error for TIM-WHISKY, q. v.]

Jin, variant of GIN sl>.
2 and 3, JINN.

Jing (d^irj), st>.
1 rare. [Echoic ; cf. ping, ting,

etc.] A sharp ring, a jingle.
a i53 G. DANIEL Idylls iv. 93 The cag'd Squirrel!, with a

ling of Bells.

Jing, rf.2 Sc. In the asseveration

(rarely Byjings /)
= By JINGO.

1785 BURNS Hallmvien ix, While Willie lap, and swoor by
jing. 1850 [A common asseveration apparently in all parts
of Scotland (By jingo not in use).]

Jing, v. rare. [Cf. JING sb*\ intr. To ring.

1884 K. BUCHANAN Eng. Huswife's Gossip Poems 95/1 Her

tongue was like a bell upon a sheep Her very motion
seemed to make it jing.

Jingal, Jingko, variant of GINGAL, GINGKO.

Jingbang (d^i-nibse'r^. slang. Alsojimbang.

[Origin not recorded.] In phr. the wholeJingbang :

the whole lot, company, concern, or affair.

1866 W. GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss., Jingbatig, the whole
number. 01884 PEF.RIE Nugz Eccles. \. 22 Here they
come the whole Jingbang. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped
vii. (1801) 61 The chief mate. .was. .' the only seaman of the

whole jing-bang '. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (iBpi)
183 The best thing . . is to leave the whole jimbang in nis

hands altogether. IMd. 321, I . . bought the whole jimbang
right out.

Jingle (dsi'ng'l), v. Also 4-6 gyngle, 5

gyngel, gingelle, 6 gingil, iyngel, iengle, 7-9
gingle. [Imitative: ct. dingle, tinkle,^,jengelen,
and G. klingeln. There does not appear any
original association with JANGLE.]
1. intr. To give forth a mingling of ringing

sounds, as by the striking together of coins, keys,
or other small metallic objects ;

it expresses a

more prolonged and continuous sound than dink,
and a more complicated one than tinkle.

(1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 170 Whan he rood men
mygnte his

brydel
heere Gynglen in a whistlynge wynd als

cleere And eeic as loude as dooth be Chapel belle. 1530
PALSCR. 566/1, I gyngyll, I make a noyse, as thinges of
metal) do whan they be shaked togyther. 1555 W. WATRK-
MAN FanUe Facions n. x. 213 To haue a great sort of siluer

sounded belles, gynglyng aboute their horse neckes. 1583
STUBBES Anat. Abus. \. (1879) T 47 Their bets iyngling.

1607 MIDDLETON Five Gallants II. iii, To hear my money
gingle in other men's pockets. 1628 EARLF. Microcosm., A
Gallant (Arb.) 39 Hee . . takes great delight in his walke to

heare his Spurs gingle. 1653 A. WILSON Jos. /, no Her
chains gingled as she came. 1824 BYRON Juan xv. Ixx, The
glasses jingled, and the palates tingled. 1870 DISRAELI Lo-
thair xxi. I. 173 The bells .. gingled. 1871-4 J. THOMSON
City Dreadf. Nt. ix. ii, The harness jingles, as it passes by.

b. trans/. and_/?f. (Cf. ring.)
1659 D. PEI.L Intpr. Sea. 76 How . . their roaring oaths

gingle in their mouthes. 1867 Fortn. Rev. Oct. 379 There
is not one word in the whole quotation but jingles false.

C. To proceed or move with a jingling sound.

173* POPE Ep. Bathurst 37 From the crack'd bagg the

dropping Guinea spoke .. gingling down the back-stairs.

1870 EMERSON Soc. t* Solit., Gluts Wks. (Bohn) III. 93 To
fairly disengage the mass, and send it jingling down, a good
bowlder. 1894 MRS. RITCHIE Chapters from Mem. hi. 36
A yellow carriage jingled by.

d. quasi-/rai. with it.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies ii. Pedler 19 Here the Guga-
girles gingle it with his neat nifles.

2. trans. To cause (something) to emit a ming-
ling of ringing sounds.

1508 KENNEDY Flyting m. Dimbar 506 Bot gif it war to

gyngill ludas bellis. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges iii. (1570) C ij/i
The kitchin clarke . . lengling his counters. 16x5 G. SANDYS
Trait. 172 Fannes of brasse, hung about with rings, which
they gingle in stops according to their marchings. 1760
GOLDSM. Cit. W. xlv, Another.. gingles several bells fixed to
his cap. 1874 BURNAND My time xi. 93 Jingling his keys
in one pocket.
3. intr. a. Of prose or verse : To sound with

alliteration, rimes, or other repetitions.
1670 EACHARD Cant. Clergy 67 Then comes the joy of

joyes, when the parts jingle, or begin with the same letter;
and especially if in Latin. 1780 HOWARD Prisons Eng. 115
In this chamber on the wall is inscribed a gingling verse, . .Ad mala patrata, sunt atra theatra farata. 1855 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. xv. III. 535 Compositions of all sorts, from
sermons with sixteen heads down to jingling street ballads.

b. To play with words for the sake of sound
;

(depredatively) to rime.
164. FULLER Holy 4 Prof. St. n. xvi. 113 Rich in Latine,

though he doth not gingle with it in every company. 1708
PCKLEY Hist. Saractnt Pref. (1848) 18 At other times
jingling upon words. 1714 POPE Let. 13 July, I should he
sorry and ashamed, to go on jingling to the last step. 1785Bus First Ep. Lafraik ix, Whene'er my Muse does on
me glance, I jingle at her.
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C. trans. To rime, (depreciative.)
1894 F. HALL in Nation (N.V.) LVIII. 252/1 Carlyle . . I

have more than once seen spoken of as having first jingled
fnd with mend.

Hence Ji-ngle-ji'ngle, reduplication of the vb.-

stem. used advb. = with continued
"

1664 COTTON Scarron. iv. Poet.Wks. (1765) 85 Gingle gingle
went her Bridle.

Jingle (d3i'9g'l)> sb. Also 6-9 gingle, 7 yin-

gle, 9 gingell. [f. prec. vb.]
1. A noise such as ts made bysmall bells, a chain of

loose links, or loose pieces of metal when struck ;

a sound intermediate between clinking and ringing.
1599 B. TONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. Pref. 35 The

gingfe of his spurre, and the ierke of his wande. 1678
OTWAY Friendship in F. 18 We know when a certain Spark
of this Town is at hand by the new fangled gingle of his

Coach. 1791 MRS. INCHBALD Simp. Story I. vii. 75 The
gentle gingle of a teaspoon. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v.

vi, No other sound was heard, except the jingle of the
dollars and Napoleons. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Three Ages
n. 73 Mrs. Reade heard the jingle of the chain. 1874
SYMONDS Sk. Italy fy Greece (1898) I. ii. 30 The continual

jingle of our sledge-bells.

b. Applied depreciatively to other sounds.

1817 CARLYLE Misc., Richter (1869) I. 7 The jingle of the
household 6perations seemed not at all to disturb him. 1842
THOREAU Excurs., Nat. Hist. Mass. (1863) 46 The gingle of
the song-sparrow salutes us from the shrubs and fences.

1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. 184, I hear nothing but the. .

scolding and the jingle of the piano.

2. Something that jingles ; a jingling bell
; any-

thing adapted to produce a jingling sound.

16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. 173 Who instead of musicall

instruments, have sawcers of brasse (which they strike

against one another) set about with gingles. 1625 BACON
Ess.) Plantations (Arb.) 534 It you Plant, where Sauages
are, doe not onely entertaine them with Trifles, and
Gingles ; But vse them Justly. 1825 HONE Everyday
Bk. I. 1248 The tambourine, . .and the Turkish jingle, used
in the army.
3. The affected repetition of the same sound or

of a similar series of sounds, as in alliteration,

rime, or assonance
; any arrangement of words

intended to have a pleasing or striking sound
without regard to the sense; a catching array of

words, whether in prose or verse. Chiefly con-

temptuous.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1892) II. 658 In the perusal of these

Parables . . you shall find no gingles in them. 1663 Br.
PATRICK Parab. Pilgr. 157 Frivolous hearers, who are more
pleased with little gingles, and tinkling of words than with
the most perswasiye arguments, a 1680 BUTLER Rem.
(1759) II. 261 As if that old Gingle were logically true.

1717 ADDISON Sped. No. 297 f 16 Milton.. often affects a
kind of Jingle in his Words, as in the following Passages. .

1 And brought into the World a World of Woe '. 1791
Gentl. Mag. 26/2 Several pages o! his sermons consisting
of a series of verbal quibbles and jingles. 1837-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. I. i. i. 35. 32 This gingle is certainly pleasing
in itself. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 534 Their so-called

philosophy had become little better than a jingle of phrases.

4. A covered two-wheeled car used in the south

of Ireland and in Australia. Also attrih.

1806 CARR Stranger Irel. v. in, I mounted a jingle at

the great jingle stand at the corner of Bagot Street. 1824
T. C. CROKER Researches S. Ireland u. 34 Jingles . . have
been established between the principal towns. These are car-

riages on easy springs, . . to contain six or eight persons. 1829
Blackiv. Mag. XXV. 772/2 Ultimately the gingle was almost
abandoned for the jaunting-car. 1842 THACKERAY Fitz-
Boodle^s Pap. Pref., I got it.. from.. a jingle-driver. 1862
CLARA ASPINALL Three Yrs. Melbourne 122 (Morris)
Gentlemen who have lived in India will persist in calling
this vehicle a jingle ;. .it is a kind of dps-a-dos conveyance,
holding three in front, and three behind, it has a water-

proof top to it. .and oilskin curtains to draw all round.

1887 Cassell's Picturesque Australasia I. 64 The jingle
has been ousted by the one-horse waggonette. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 17 Aug. 2/3 Queenstown is full. .. The jingle men,
as they are called here, .are making their fortunes.

6. An American name for the shell of the saddle-

oyster, Anomia. Also attrib.

1887 Fisheries U.S. Sect. v. 1 1 . 543 A more fragile shell, such I

as a scallop, mussel, or jingle (Anomia} is certainly better.

1889 Pall Mall G. 9 Aug. 3/3 A large collection of scallop
and jingle shells gold and silver shells the little people
call them.

6. attrib. and Comb, (see also senses 4 and 5), as

jingle-bell, etc. (see quots.) ; jingle-boy (slang),
a coin, spec, a sovereign ; also, a man who has

plenty of money in his pockets.
1887 Bicycling News 21 May 99/1 My light was burning

brilliantly, and my *jingle bell going at the time. 1894

Outing (U.S.) XXIV. 71/1
The captain of the launch pulls

the 'jingle bell* for full speed ahead, a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew,

*
Jingle-boxes, Leathern Jacks tipt and hung

with Silver Bells formerly in use among Fuddle Caps.

ull-rinrg, _ _ _._ _

1873 II. 16 There is a Gallant now below, a Gingle boy
indeed, that has his pockets full of crowns that chide for

vent. 1891 FARMER Slang, Canary, .. 2. . . a sovereign.
F.nglish Synonyms .. Yellow hammer; shiner; gingleboy ;

monarch, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
*
Jingle-brains, a

Maggot-pated Fellow.

Jingle, obs. form of JUNGLE.
Ji'ngle-ja'Ugle, $b. [Varied reduplication of

jingle-, cf. dilly-dally', dingle-dangle, ding-dong,
c/in&-c/ank,elc.~\ a. An alternatingjingle ofsounds;

JINGO.

a sentence or verse characterized by this. b. Some-

thing that makes a continuous and alternating

jingle; a jingling ornament or trinket.

1640 King fy poore North. Man 179 in Hazl. E. P.P.
IV. 300 With so many jingle jangles about ones necke, as is

about yours. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. vii. (1737) 22
The everlasting Jingle Jangle of the Bells. 1851 HAW-
THORNE Twice-told T. II. xii. 191 The variety of rapid
vehicles ; and the jingle jangle of merry bells. 1864 N.
Brit. Rev. Dec. 433 Itwas then he [Caracalla] made use ofhis
famous jingle-jangle . .

* Inter Divos 7 Sit Divus . .dummodo
non sit vlvus

'

: Let him [Geta] be a god, but don't let him live.

So Jrng-ie-ja iigle z>., to jingle with alternation

of sounds
;
to proceed with such jingling.

1899 Westm. Gaz. 13 Feb. 3/1 Such a paltry collection of
commonplace tunes, handled clumsily, as jingle-jangles and
drums its way through the piece.

Jingler (d^i-rjglai). [f. JINGLE v. + -EK i.]
1. One who or that which jingles ; a rimer.

1599 B. JONSON Ev. man out ofHum. ii. v, I had spurres
of mine own before : but they were not ginglers. 1672
EACHARD Hobbs's State Nat. 30 Thou shalt see that thou
art ten times more an Owl, than I am a cheat and jingler.

1803 T. G. FESSENCES Terrible Tractoration \\. (ed. 2) 89
note, The wolf always makes it his first object to silence
this jingler [the bell wether]. 1884 J. G. BOURKE Snake
Dance Moqnis xi. 1 19 A fringe of small bells, or jinglers, of
lead and tin.

f2. slang. (See quot.) Obs. rare*- .

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Jinglers, Horse-Coursers

frequenting Country Fairs.

3. A local name for the Golden-eyed Duck.
1829 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 360 The golden-eye

is here provincially called gingler or ginging-curre, from
the noise of its wings. 1888 G. TRUMBULL Nantes $ Por-
traits Birds xxiii. 79 At Pleasantville . . Jingler \ at Balti-

more and on the Patapsco River, Whiffler,

f Jrnglespur. Obs. In 7 gingle-. One who
jingles his spurs ;

a cavalier.

1604 Meeting Gallants at Ordinarie (Percy Soc.) 9
Signior Ginglespur, the fine gallant I mette in Powles.

Jinglet (d^i-rjglet). U.S. [f. JINGLE sb. or v.

+ -EX.]
1. The loose metal ball which serves as the clap-

per of a globular sleigh-bell.
1881 Set. Amer. XLIV. 323 This sand core, with the

jinglet inside, is placed in the mould of the outside, and
the melted metal is poured in, which fills up the space

2. *

Any small jingling appendage, esp. one shaped
like a sleigh-bell* (Funk, 1893).

Jingling (d^i-nglirj), vbl. sb. Also gingling.

[f. JINGLE v. + -ING
i.] The action ofthe vb. JINGLE,

q.v.

14.. Chaucer's Nun's Pr. Prol. 28 (Harl. MS.) Ging-
ling [6-ttxt, clynkyng] of fc>e bellis J?at on ?our bridil hong
on euery syde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 195/1 Gyngelynge of

gay harneys.., resonanda. 1^83 STANYHURST ^Eneis in.

(Arb.) 75 With theese Gods gingling [voct deornm}, with
sight moste geason apaled. 1601 WERVER Mirr. Mart. E j,

Jingling of fetters had no merie sound. 1655 FULLER Ch.
Hist. r. iii. i The puddle-Poet did hope, that the jingling
ofhis rhyme would drown the sound of bis false quantity.
1731 A. HILL Adv. Poets xxiii, Shame on your Jyngling, ye
soft Sons of Rhyme ! 1842 TENNYSON Lockstey Hall 105
The jingling of the guinea helps the hurt that Honour feels.

b. attrib.) as jingling match, a diversion in

which all the players are blindfolded except one,
who keeps ringing a bell in each hand, while the

others try to catch him.
c 1786 COWPER Let. Wks. 1835 V. 355 All who are attached

to the jingling art. iSpi STRUTT Sports 4- Past. iv. iii. 31

Jingling match .. a diversion common enough at country
wakes and fairs. 1805 Sporting Mag. XXV. 304 A smock-
race and a jingling-match were to take place. 1888 Daily
Tel. 23 Apr. 5/4 We hear nowadays less and less of. . gingling
and whistling matches.

Jini
-ING 2

_ Pfl- o- [f-

That jingles : see the verb.
prec. +

he:

GOOGF. Pop. Kingd. !

. , _ _ _
hang, to make his courage more. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i.

232. 1634 HEYWOOD IVitchesLanc.lv. i. Wks. 1874 IV. 218,
I wanted but a paire of gingling spurs to make you mend
your pace. 1789 BURNS On Caft. Grose's Peregrin, vi, Auld
nick-nackets : Rusty airn caps and jinglin jackets. 1840
CARLYLE Heroes iii. (1858) 252 Whatsoever is not

sung_ is

properly no Poem, but a piece of Prose cramped into jingling

lines,
to the great injury of the grammar, to the great

grief of the reader, for most part !

Hence Ji'nglingly (ging-) adv.

1840 BROWNING Sordellov.g^ Some shape.. Approached,
out of the dark, ginglingly near.

Jingly (dsi'rjgli), a. [f. JINGLE st. + -vi.]
Characterized by jingle or affected recurrence of

words or sounds.
rti8o6 K. WHITE Kent. (1811) II. 249 It [has] a set of

chiming and Jingly terminations. 1885 . D. GERARD
Waters of Herctilej xxvi, The Jingly prayer rambled on.

), int., sb., and a. Also 7 jeingo.

[Appears first c 1670 as a piece of conjuror's gib-

berish, usually hey or high jingo .', prob. a mere

piece of sonorous nonsense with an appearance
of mysterious meaning. In 1694 by jingo occurs

in Motteux's transl. of Rabelais, where the Fr.

has par Dieu : this, being contemporary with the



JINGO.

conjuror's term, may be presumed (though not
proved; to be the same word, substituted as in
many other cas.s, for a sacred name: c by
Golly, Cock, Go,,,, Goshjabtrs, etc. In Scotland
lyftng (fxjtngs-) has long been in common use

'

Tli* i ^P
0551

"^'. but is as yet unsupported by evidence
ue notion that the word is short for St. Gcnrul-fins is merely a joke of the author of the Ingoldsty Legends ]A. interj. and sb.

r
,tl. (Usually //y- or High Jingo !) A con-

jurors call for the appearance of something- the
opposite o

r

Hey presto !, by which a thing is bidden
to be gone. Hence, an exclamation of surprise at
the appearance of something. Ofrs
1670 EAOUXO Cont. Clergy 34 He. .falls a flinging it outof one hand into the other, tossing it this way and thatlets ,t run a little upon the line, then tm^tEHgkjbSS

'/,""' V*L l67* Pasqnilcm Stair Family in St. Scat/'?,/, (,868) ,80 Jeingo! the taws. Preito, bego amace. 1679 OLDHAM Sat. Remits iv. (1685) 89 Wicre
spiritual Jugglers their chief Mast'ry shew- Hey lineosirs. Vihats this? 'tis Bread you see; Presto be gone '

tis now a Deity. 1707 FENTON Fair K,,,,, He. turns U

"wa^beforeT""^-^ RAV'SAY ^FMes^Mn t '^
It ifc, [He] Cries, Rhadamanthus husky mingo,' Monk*
homer, hipock. jmko, jingo, Appear in likeness of a priest
SJ. By jingo! a vigorous form of asseveration
Also intensified, by the livingjingo! colloq. mvul"ar
1694 MOTTTOX Rabelais IV. Ivi. 2.9 By jingo [Rab.'

5

/W
I K '!'

q
u-

Panurge, the Man talks somewhat like

husband's care no^e fbr'them^no"
A

'' f/>
""" '' '"' Th

they care for their husbands?' ^766 GOLKM."/-^"''';^One of them . . expressed her sentiments . . in a very coarsemanner when she observed, that by the living jingo she was
all of a muck of sweat. sjn-Stoofs to Cong v. ii, By
Jingo, here s not a pond or slough within five miles of the
place, but they can tell the taste of 1800 W B RHODE'
Boi"0. Fur. i. (1830) 8 Does he, byJingo ? 1837 MAKRVAT
f^rSSn 35' u''

b
Y-

the livi"s J"1? ! not 'i' 1 Ile treats

, k i-
w - HuNT^iChorus), We don't want to fight

yet by Jingo ! if we do, We've got the ships, we've got the
men, and got the money too. 1888 J. PAYS Myst. Mirtridre
xui, lhat was a parting shot he took at you, by jingo !

II. [Derived from the expression
'

by Jingo !

'

in the refrain of the music-hall song, quoted in
sense 2, 1878, which became the Tyrtsean ode of
the party ready to fight Russia in 1878.]
3. A nickname for those who supported and

lauded the policy of Lord Beaconsfield in sendinga British fleet into Turkish waters to resist the
advance of Russia in 1878 ; hence, one who bra-'s
of his country's preparedness for fight, and gener-
ally advocates or favours a bdlicose policy in deal-
ing with foreign powers; a blustering or blatant
'

patriot
'

;
a Chauvinist.

1878 G. J. HOLYOAKE in Daily News 13 Mar. 3/4 The
Jingoes in the Park. Ibid., The Jingoes the new tribe of
music hall patriots who sing the jingo song. 1879 7'nit/i"

n
a>

iiTW inS es
.
0lJghltoreJoic ': a d ke glad that their

all talk did not drive us into a war with Russia last year1880 GRANT DUFF in igtli Cent. Apr. 607 Our interest ii

Kus.Ma is that the Muscovite Jingoes should leam a littl

585

Jingoism (d.?i-gg*|iz'm). [f. prec. A. 3 + -ISM 1The policy or practices of the jingoes.

^wF^S^f^^oas.
e leading idea to be that no Stare canKm that is not occasionally pitching

goism was its assertion as the first law
was right. 1895 Times i Nov.. The

u.jj- j,

-

( f
r.r P record against the empty bluster

So Ji-nsroist := JufcoA. 3 (also attrib.} Jin*o-
i;stic a., given to or characteristic of jingoism-
Jingo in style or spirit.

TfUL, ri,_ 7Y> 28 Nov. 915/2 Of an amusingly JingoistN. Ltndsev Star ,, M ,l. T :fi/.-f_*T?

JINN.

than a quid '.

Jink (d^irjk), .i Chiefly St. [app. onoma-
topoeic, expressing the idea of nimble motion ]
1. tntr. To move with quick sudden action tomove or dart with sudden turns; to move jerkyto and fro. Tojink in, to make a sndden indirect

or clandestine dart in.

voufiHHi
a'"1

i"
>- ta Davit " Hale be r ur h'', h'

5 our fiddle; Lang may your elbock jmk an' diddlea 1810 TANSAHILL Poems, Midges dam, abom thebnni"" ftad "

iV-V , ** iv* \j jMiLL
-

., ~.>. 07 When the Englishman is in his rum K<
grows conservative and jingoistic?

P '

Jingol, variant of GIN-GALL

.h^fon&Pc*: ,

Als iIn -e-riHg, Jing-a-
ring [\\iththenrstelement, cf. JINK z/.i] A girls'
game in which they join hands in a circle, and
move to music round a central girl, singing the
ditty of which the beginning is cited in quot. 1841
1841 m R. Chambers Fo/>. Rhymes Scot. 268 Here we go

go-nng, The jingo-ring, the jingo-ring, Here we gothe jingo-ring, About the merry-ma-tanzie.' 1865 CernA
;?. 35S Litt

!
e folk

' that P'ay a < jing-a-ring a 1871W MILLER Hairs! in Whalle-Binki, II. 546 (Jam. Suppi.)An han in ban' they jink about Like weans at jingo-ring
Jingsing, variant of GINSENG.
Jink (dgirjk), rf.i orig. Sc. fcf. JINK zO]
i. The act of eluding ; a quick turn so as to elude

a pursuer or escape from a guard. 70 sire the
Jink, to give the slip by way of a trick.

1786 BURNS Bardgone to If. In,!, i. Our billic's gien us a'the jink An owre the sea. 1818 SCOTT Hrt Midi xxx
Now, lass, if ye like, we'll play them a fine jink: we will'awa out and take a walk; they will mak unco wark who,,

a2." D"C
S US we can c:isi|y be back by dinner timei9 K. s s. BADEX-POWELL Pigsticking 125 In pursuit ofa small wild boar . . She followed his every' jink' or jumpstmmg to get him under her forefeet.

D. A ' turn
'

or '

point
'

in an argument.
1823 GALT R (,i!/,ai:e I. xiv. 158 At this jink o' their

! controversy, who should come in. .but \Vinterton
2. Cards. The winning of a game of spoil-five

:

twenty-five, or
forty-five, by taking all the tricks in

'

one band.

-*n
8
^ \

t

.'"."1?,
rd Htyle 225 Jinks, or, as it is sometimes

called, link Game, is derived from Spoil-five. The game is

;

l
. Y, five tricks are taken. ,894

' HOFFMANN '

( ant f I obit Games (^t, 248 A player making all five !

tricks ,s said to make a'jiilk ', and wins the gam-, whether
i

at twenty-five or forty-five
3. High Jinks : app. orig. high pranks, t a

'

A name given to various frolics formerly indulged
in at drinking parties. Sc. Obs.
They mostly consisted in deciding by the throw of dice

! \VI1O SllOU'" n*rf,irrn c.^mr, I..J: _ t r .-,

*' ,
aeS nnS 'roug

vour rom? HS Ant
<?:*xv. My lord couldna tak it weel

your coming blinking and jinking in, in that fashion. 1834

for famle^drowtf
"^ }"* Ut f " r m

'
wi

"

b. To wheel or fling about in dancing ; to dance
I

17
,tt

A
'^

SAY CMsfl Kir* Gr- " XJliv . w^ n'er in Scotiland heard or seen Sic dancing and lie jinkin'. ,804

Tiff r/
"* "

'-I
21" T

-
hen Tu ' li<: P" '"' H' J^k it!I ill caps an' trenchers rair't and rinkit. 1894 CKOCKICTI

2 intr. To make a quick elusive turn, so as to
(lodge a pursuer or escape from a guard.

corner Knl*" i.
d
f\ " D"' "*' But

' faith ' he>11 "corner jinkin,
An'_

cheat you yet. Hallo-Mien vi But

1817 SI
S

i
Ut

'/l?

n J;?KsI
about ' Behint the muckle thorn,

and' starts 'SfjV^g%$.?%%?% '&
l*?Ti cSn

D
cn rner and ca" " bX another' name

(V
9

i ?ADEN
-POWELL PiffstickmrK The boar willoften make a feint of jinking to one side, nd will dart offm exactly the

opposite direction. Jbid., When the boar

i j f WHW.IUUIK uy ine inrow 01 dice
....- 4ld perform some ludicrous task for the amusementoi the company, or who should empty a large bowl of

3 VaSj < 8

e" CaSC' e" tai
,

ling a forfe - See Hone
-

^a*v&hivi> wi mtuuiij. riii muiviuuai may oe a Uullv *
i i t n '**92J SWSJ also Ramsay's note to quot. 1711, and

but. in order to create Jingoism, there must be a crowd
: U '

Tl"!r,-
f quot ' l8 ' 5 '

1897 Ln. SALISBURY in Times 19 Jan., A well-working arbi^ i 1*
7
??- i

' Dlct' C
n
""t- Cn"'- Higlijinks, a Playat Dice

tration system would be an invaluable bulwark to defend ! nr -"V,
5 ' *7,"

R
'V'SAV Elery Maggy fc-hnstoun iv,,1,-vi r_ .v-! . Often in

Magg_y's, at hy-jinks We guzzled scuds Till wecould scarce- wi' hale-out drinks, Cast off our duds. 1815bcoTT Gy M xxxvi, The revel had lasted since fouro clock, and, at length.. the frolicsome company had begunto practise the ancient and now forgotten pastime of*;>/,
Jints. I his game was played in several different ways.
1822-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. 225 There were no Hieh
J'^,or sprightly sayings, or songs; but a good deal 'of
kindly personal banterlngs. ,837 LOCKHART Scalt Mayan- I79S, The evening ended in the full jollity of Hif/t
Jinks. 1890 MRS. OLIPHANT Roy. Edinl'. iv. i. 409 He only

to rhyme from the necessity of taking his part in the
:< nf tht* ^luli

.

. scovite Jin
more geography. 1881 G,ntl. Mag. Jan. 46 The Jingo is
the aggregation of the bully. An individual may be a bully

ration system would be an invaluable bulwark to defend
the Minister from the jingoes. 1898 Times 18 Jan. 6/j (N Y
Corresp.) A school of politicians, .who, like the jingoes, are
apt to_use

the word American aggressively, as the jingoes do.
4. 1 he jingo spirit or policy personified.
1898 L STEPHEN Stud. Biogr. I.' iii. 104 Nobody . . could

be less given to the worship of Jingo.
B. adj.

tl- [from sense A. 2.] Exhibiting vulgar dash
;

suggestive of the man who asseverates Byjingo !
1859 MIU.AIS Let. 28 Apr. in Life (1899) I. 342 It is ven

POOd fU'PlI nmntMfl hut *>crrr7i,-iiicK' ,-,,!.-,,.- ,,...,1
'

. 2 pr. n e 199 . 342 t s very
good (well painted), but egregiously vulgar and common-
place, but there is enough in it of a certain 'jingo' style toma

goo
plac,
make it a favourite.

2. [from sense A. 3.] Of or pertaining to the poli-
tical jingo ; characterized by jingoism.
1879 Truth 22 May, The consummation of the Jingo
olic. 18 Scotsm

b. Lively or boisterous sport; romping games
or fun

; free or unrestrained merry-making. (Also
siraply/fab.)
1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Bros. Birckingtou xvii, Highinks oin on ' ',.,,

- <.=>, *..= uni'.umiiiiuiuii 01 me jingo :
I;inCT 1*1'

<-'> viruungton xvu, High
policy, ,879 Scotsman , Dec. 4 In the height of the Jingo i

y- fi sm,Tn" S'/hT 7,f
'

r"
1

,

6
"T'-; u"

l8*s HoOD
fever in London, mobs, carefully organised, broke the ! ir f T-' ?'

r"lln
|
w" n s "ill of glee, As if about to enjoy

Vf, C!i.j...l__.- i <-riii. *, ., ..
In<

! High Jinks. 1851 DIXON W. Penn iii. (1872) 25 The Navywindows of Mr. Gladstone's house. "1882 Daily News
19 July 5 '5 He [M. Lockroy] is intensely Jingo, very hostile
to M. de Freycinet. 1896 Ibid. 20 Jan. 7/6 Sentiment in
Washington is overwhelmingly Jingo. 1900 E. C. BRODKICK
Mem.% Imfr. 198 The imperialism of the so-called 'Jingo'
party, which seemed to measure national greatness by the
constant annexation of new territories.

Hence Ji'ng-o v. trans., to drive by the jingo
spirit ;

Ji ngodom, the realm or domain of jin-
goes ; Jing-oe'sque a., jingo in style or manner

;

Ji'ng-oish a. = JINOO B. 2.

1898 Daily A'ews 28 Feb. 5 '7 A member of the Cabinet
stated in an interview to-day that President McKinley
would not be jingoed into war. 1895 Nation (N. Y.) 19 Dec.
441/3 The res'emblance of Jingodom in this to an Indian
village is very remarkable. 1883 Glasgmv Herald 3 Aug.
6/2 The continental press.. is essentially Jingoesque. 1892GoLmv. SMITH in iqth Cent. Sept. 348 There is nothing more

Vol.. V.

. N . enn . 172 25 e NavyGardens were a scene for romps and jinks. 1861 HuGHMJam Brown at Oxf. \. (1889) 7 All sorts of high jinks go onon the grass plot. 1896 J. D. COLERIDGE Eton in Forties iv
295 I he high time for jinks was during the Windsor fair

c. See quot.
1783 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., High Jinks, a gambler at

dice, who, having a strong head, drinks to intoxicate his
adversary, or pigeon [cd. 1823 adds: chaps always on the
look out to rob unwary country men at cards, Sc.J.

d. attrih. in form high-jink.
. .'*S3.W. JKRDAN AntoMog. IV. iii. 33 In the midst of these
high-jink enjoyments, it must not be thought that the real
business. .was quite neglected.

Jink, sb.i rare. [var. of CHIMK sb$ Cf. JINK
.-'] The sharp metallic sound of a coin, or the

like, striking against a hard substance; transf.
(slang)

' chink ', coin.

5

Th '"th
FF

;
RC
{
SSON k""" Content Poems (1788) n. .o.There the herds can jink the show'rs 'M.ng thriving vinesan myrtle bow'rs. ,889 R. S. S. BADEN-Powlt ri^icki^tiSoIn such a way as to cause him to jink his pursuers

4. To trick, cheat, diddle, swindle.
1785 R. FORBF.S Poems Buchan Dial., Ulysses Ansvi

'/5/f;L,'
5M r

VvVl'i
d J'nk Ar s ! "s. i83 M. SCOTT in

aiac/tw. Mag. XXXI I. 22 1 he gipsy, after all, jinked an oldr.ch gouuned coffee-planter. 1885 KUKCMAH Skippers * Sk
146 \Vhen they find he means to jink them.
0. intr. (Cards.} To win a game of spoil-five or

forty-five by taking all the tricks in one hand.
1887 Standard Hoyle ,,i (Spail-fm\ Sometimes spoiljare dispensed with altogether, and the game is made a Lednumber Cither twenty-ffve or forty.five),. .at Twenty-five or

torty-five who wins all five tricks wins the game. This is
called ./!:< it. Properly the jink belongs only to these
games but sometimes by agreement jinking is allowed at
QpOll'uVB,

Jink (dsirjk), v.2 [Cf. CHINK v.3] trans, and
intr. 1 o chink

; to make, or cause to make, a short
metallic sound. Hence Jinking vol. sl>.

Mag. XXXVIII. 83 A dog barked, and jinked his chain

/ "\ Vt0
',!f

' lM8
.
AM*"E RIVES Qmck or Deadf

(1889) so An old spinet, .from which Miss Fridiswig used to
coax forth ghastly jmkmgs (this spinet could not utter any-
thing so liquid as a jingle). 1898 [see JINK sb.*].

Jinker 1
(d^i-nkaj). Chiefly Sc. [f. JINK z>.l +

ERl.] One who or that which jinks; one who
suddenly eludes or dodges ; one who is nimble and
sprightly ; a dodging beast.

1714 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc., Clout the Caldron ii, I am a
gentle jinker. 1786 BURNS To auld mare vii, That dav
5-e was a linker noble, For heels an' win' 1 - f to
Logan x, Ochon for poor Castalian drinkers, When they fa'
foul o earthly jinkers. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL fie-
sticking 89 A pig, and particularly a 'jinker ', is mofe
quickly reached with it.

\

Jinker- (d^i rjkaj). Australia. [Variant of
JAKKEB.] A connivance, used in the Australian
bush, consisting of two pairs of wheels, having
their axle-trees joined by a long beam, under which
tree-trunks are suspended by chains.
1894 Melbourne Argas 7 July 8/4 (Morris) A rather novel

spectacle was to be seen to-day on the Ballan road in the
snape of a five-roomed cottage on jinkers.

Jinket (dgi-rjkdt), v.
colloq. [dim. of JINK .]

1. intr. To indulge in (high) jinks. (Or ?To
junket.)
174* FIELDING y. Andrews iv. xiii, Tom .. is just come

from the George ; where it seems Joseph and the rest ofthem are a jmketting.
2. ? To dance about or round. Alsoy5>.
1823 SCOTT St. Ronan's ii, He has her aften jinkelinl

about, and back and forward, wi' a' the fine flickering fools
that come yonder. 1894 Xvferfuous Woman fed 4) II 170
Lassies weary in time of jinketing round.

Ji'nkle, v. rare. [dim. or freq. of JINK .']
intr. To move with sudden turns or swervings
r ?8s? S-a |

URTEKS SfoHft't S/>. Tour Ix. (1893) 324 Our
friend jmkled and jolted, and bumped and jumped in the
..style that characterizes country conveyances. 1800
Contemf Rev. Dec. 800 It [a rabbit] diverts itself with

queer^sidelong cavorts, piaffes, jinklings and somersaults.
II Jinn (d-;in),rf.(prop.//.) Also 7 dgen.g ginn,

dschin, djin, jin. [a. Arab. ^=. jinn, collect, pi.,,
, .,

demons, spirits, angels ; sing, jinni (see next).]
139



JINNEE.

In Mohammedan demonology, an order of spirits

lower than the angels, said to have the power of

appearing in human and animal forms, and to exer-

cise supernatural
influence over men. More com-

monly used ns a sing, to denote one of this class.

a. (as i:'nf.^ 1684 'I'M'crnitr's Tray. II. 67 Some Dm or

evil' Spirit i8 BYKON Juan vi. xlviii, Giaours, and Ginns,

and Gouls'in hosts. 1838 TORRENS A rat. Nts.\. 16 Talc of

the Merchant and the Jin [1841 LANE I. 44 Story of the

Merchant and the Jinnee). i845 HOOD Drop of Gin i,

Ghost and vampyre, demon and Jin ! 1859 BEATON Jrua in

Has! I. ix. 317 The Dschins grew weary or refractory.

5 8(5

I 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvii. 180 God may conuert our

cair In plesure and in Jo [rimes wo, fo, no].

2. As a term of endearment : A sweetheart,

darling, beloved one.
a 1519 SKELTON Agst. Scol/es 01 Kynge Jamy, Jemmy,

of years before Adam. 1884 J. PAYNE 'altsfr

272 Arise, let us depart this place, for it is full of j inn and

Marids.

II Ji&nee (dj5>n?). Also fem - Jlnnee-yeli. [a.

Arab. *. jinnt, fern. I . T^ jinniyeh, demon or

spirit.

"
A more frequent spelling in English is

genie: see GENIE I b.J The sing, of prec.

[1713 tr. Arab. A'ts. I. 14 It was one of those malignant

Genies, that are Mortal Enemies to Mankind.] 1841 LANE
Arah. Nts. I. Introd. 8 It was a Jinnee of gigantic stature,

broad-fronted and bulky, bearing on his head a chest. Itid.

7 O Jmni, , .

ANSTEV Brass Bottle iv. 43 Seeing that, though a J inneeyeh,
she was of the believing Jinn. 1900 WatM, (.,'us. 6 Nov.

2/2 The Jinnee turns his rooms into an Arabian Palace.

Jinny ;d,^i-ni). A female proper name (also

Jeanie), pet-form of JANE; used locally in trans-

ferred uses. (Cf. JENNY.)
1. Mining. A stationary engine used to let down

or draw up trucks on an inclined plane; also =
jinny-road, a self-acting inclined plane; =Jic6d.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Jinny-road, a gravity plane

underground. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Ginny, an engine by
means of which a load is let down an inclined

plane.
A

term used in coal-mining. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Jinny, a self-acting incline where the full tubs of coal pull
the empty ones up.

2. A name given in Long Island, U.S., to a bird,

Strepsilas interpret, the Turnstone.
1888 G. TRUMBULL Names fy Portr. Birds 186 At Moriches,

Maggot-snipe ',
at Amityville, Jinny.

II Jinricksha, jinrikisha (d,?inri-kja,

-ri-kija),
sli. Also -rickisha. -riksha, (jenny-,

jinnyriokshaw). [a. Ja.pa.nesejin-ri&i-sAa (/ =
.?)> (.Jin man + riki strength, power + sha vehicle.]
A light two-wheeled hooded vehicle having springs
and two shafts, drawn by one or more men. First

used in Japan c 1870, but now common in other

parts of the world ; colloq. shortened to rickshaw.

1874 LADY HKRBF.RT tr. Hubncr's Ramble (1878) II. iv.

280 The J inriksha only came into fashion a year or two ago.

1876 Times 18 Aug. (Stanf.), We take seven jin-rick-shas,
each with two runners, to convey ourselves and baggage.
1880 Miss BIRD Jafiin I. 18 The kiiruma or jin-ri-ki-
sha consists of a light perambulator body, an adjustible
hood of oiled paper, a velvet or cloth lining and cushion,
a well for parcels under the seat, two high slim wheels, and
a pair of shafts connected by a bar at the ends. 1895 C.
ROPER Zigzag Travels II. 169 It is curious to remember
that these jinrikishas are not really Japanese at all. They
were invented by a missionary, W. Goble, about 1870.

Hence Jinri'cksha v. intr ,to ride in a jinricksha.
1800 Pall Mall G. 5 Feb 3/1 Chumming with Chinamen,

jinrickshaing with Japanese,, .palavering with Peruvians.

Jinshang, Jinsing, variants of GINSENG.

Jintee, obs. form of JAUNTY.
Jip. ? - GIF, GIPSY ; cunning rogue.
1728 RAMSAY Two. Cut-purses 29 The jip wha stood

aboon them a' His innocence began to shaw.

Jip, obs. form of GYP '.

Jipper, dial, or corrupt form of JEOPARD v.

Jippo, variant of GIPPO, tunic. 0/>s.

Jirble (d^a-jb

1

!), v. Chiefly Sr. [Imitative of

the characteristic sound.] intr. and trans. To spill

(a liquid) by shaking or unsteady moving of the

vessel ; to pour out unsteadily ; hence, to pour
(liquid) from vessel to vessel.

1760 City Cleaned *r Country Improven 9 Two men-
scavengers with the sting and say can carry more water

conveniently than ten single persons can do with an open
jirbling tub between their hands. 1819 W. TENNANT Papis-
try Storm'd (1827) 164 Frae the bottle o' his pride He
jirbles out a dram. 1824 SCOTT St. Konan's x, It's the

iinketing and the jirbling wi' tea and wi' trumpery that

brings our nobles to ninepence.

Jirk, Jis, obs. forms of JERK, Gis.

Jist, variant of GIST v. and sb?
1828 Craven Dial., "}ist, catlle taken to depasture at a

stipulated price, from agist. Jist, to take cattle to grass.
Jive, eiron. spelling of GYVE v. and sb.
In mod. editions of some works.

Jo (&?>i). Sc. Also Joe (anglicized joy). [In
sense i

, Sc. form of JOY, Y.joie. (In some dialects
of 1 6th c. Sc., oy, oi ran together with ff: hence
jone =joitt ; rots =

rose, etc.) In sense 1 app. the
same word, and sometimes in ifith c. spelt Joy.'}tL Joy, pleasure. Ots.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems , S.T.S.) xxiv. 13 Hir court hes [fr.
he) io, quhair evir lhay E o. 1567 G,,de * Godlit B. (S.T.S.)
53 Now lat v sing with myrth and Jo \rime principle].

i BP' '

loue you we!'. 1573 SEMPILL in Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxix. 255 Alace, my Joyis ! |je had bot lytill skill, a 1605
MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems lii. 73 Judge of jour self by
Julius, my joyes, Quhais fengeid freinds wer worse then

open foes.J 1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 49 My Joe, quo'
she, I need no' speer What wind it was that blew you here.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Shepli. I. i, Dear Roger, when your
Jo puts on her gloom, Do ye sae too and never fash your
thumb. 1790 BURNS Song, 'John Anderson* i, John
Anderson, my jo. 1816 SCOTT Old Mori, xxxviii, It's

Miss Edith's first joe, your ain auld maister, Cuddle.

1830 GALT Laivrie T. ix. ii. (1869) 408 It might have been
one of the servant girls with her jo. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona iii. 28 Just twa o' my old joes, my tunny dear.

Jo, variant of JOE, Portuguese coin.

Joab, Joal, obs. forms of JOBE, JOWL.
Joan (djjflun). Also 5-7 lone, 7 loane. [A

female proper name, orig. Joanna or Johanna,
fem. olJo(Ji)annes John ; hence in transf. uses.]
1. A generic name for a female rustic.

[c 1490 Promp. Pani. 264/2 (MS. H.) lone, Joluinua.}
1588 SHAKS. /-. L. L. m. i. 207 Some men must loue my
Lady, and some lone. 1595 John i. i. 184 Now can I

make any loane a Lady. 1612 WARNER Alb. Eng. xiv. xci.

Fj, Many a countrie lone, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv,
Joan, a homely Joan, a Coarse Ord'nary Woman. 1802
MRS. SHERWOOD Susan Grey 48 You are such a dowdy,
such a country Joan, no one will look upon you.
2. Name for a close-fitting cap worn by women

in the latter half of the 1 8th century.
1756 COWPER in Connoisseur No. 134 P7Agrocer's wife

attracted our eyes, by a new-fashioned cap, called a Joan.
1762 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 208 Now loose in a mob, now
close in a Joan.
Joannite: see JOHAN.NITE!. Joar, variant of

JOWAB, millet. Joate, obs. form of JOT st>.1

tJob,^. 1 Ol>s. [Of unascertained origin ; some
have thought it an assibilated form of GOB sbl

but, beside the phonetic difficulty, the approxima-
tion of sense is only distant.]
1. A small compact portion of some substance ;

a piece, lump ; a stump, block ; a tassel.

(1400 Destr. Troy 11941 Robbet bere Riches .. Gemmes, &
lewels, lobbes of gold. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xii. 210
Sometimes [God] letteth vs goe alone by our selues..and
then stumble we at the next iob y' we meete with. 1659
E. BURROUGH Reign Whore n Why must you have a soft

Cushion with silken Jobs at the corners to lean on?
2. A cart-load, or what a horse and cart can

bring at one time.

[It is not clear whether the essential notion is that of the
mass or amount carried by a cart, or that of which the carry-
ing constitutes a single job. In the latter case this would
belong rather to JoBi^.

2
,
and might perh. be the link uniting

the two words.]

1560 Stanford Church-it}. Ace. in Antiquary (1888) Apr.
168 For faching a Jobbe of thorns and mending the hedges
aboute the churche howsse x '. 1571 Ibid, 170 For iij Jobbs
of Strawe and the Caryage vij

8
. iiij

d
. [Cf. Jobbel, Jwbt't^ a

small load, generally of hay or straw: widely used in Mid-
land and Southern dialects.]

Job (d#>b), $b* Also 7-8 jobb. [Of obscure

origin : prob. in colloquial use some time before

it appeared in literature. Possibly connected with

prec., sense 2.]
1. A piece of work; esp. a small definite piece of
work done in the way of one's special occupation
or profession.
a 16*7 MIDDI.ETON Mayor Qninborough iv. i, I cannot

read, I keep a Clark to do those jobbs for need. 1688 New
Jersey Archives (1881) II. 29 Old Smith I keep doeing jobs
vp and down. 17*1 BAILEY, Jobb, a small Piece of Work.
1726 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 583, I am strongly tempted
to send a parcel to be printed . . and make a ninepenny job
for the bookseller. 1798 BLOOM FIELD Fanner's Boy i. 56
He.. never lack'd a job for Giles to do. 1806-7 J. BERES
FORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) n. xxxiv, Carpenter whom
you have, .entreated to come himself for the purpose ofdoing
a variety of jobs. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley the Banker
i, v. 108 This, you see, was a pretty long job, and a profitable
one, she says. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. iii.

(1878) 36 Well, well, Rogers, Simmons shall have the job.
D. Thieves' slang. A theft or robbery ; any cri-

minal deed, esp. one definitely arranged beforehand.

i? DE FOE Moll Flanders (1840) 224 It was always
reckoned a safe job when we heard of a new shop. 1800
W. B. RHODES Bomb. Fur. i. 11830) it, I knocked him
down, then snatch 'd it from his fob, Watch, Watch, he cried,
when I had done the job. 1815 SCOTT Gny M. xxxiii,
I thought the job was clayed over and forgotten. 1884
Public Opinion 5 Sept. 301/1 He.. found .. stolen property
sufficient to connect the thief with several 'jobs*.

C. Printing. A small piece of work of the mis-
cellaneous kind, as the printing of posters, hand-

bills, cards, etc.

1800 in I. Johnson Tyo%r. II. 578 That every article un-
der one sheet be considered a job. Ibid., All jobs in foreign
languages to be paid sevenpence halfpenny per thousand.
1810 Ibid. 582 Jobs ofone sheet or under (except Auctioneers'

Catalogues and Particulars) to be cast up at sevenpence per
thousand,

d. Phr. By the job.

JOB.

1733 BERKELEY Let. to Tom Prior i May in Fraser Life
(1871) 207, I do not design to hire one (gardener].. but only
employ him by the job. 179* WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes
Condol. Wks. 1812 III. 108, I thank my stars, I am not like
the Mob Whom Nature fabricated by the job. 1865
LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xviii. 351 The teacher said he was
paid by the job.
2. A piece of work, or transaction, done for hire,

or with a special view to profit.
1660 PEPYS Diary a June, I will do you all the good jobs

I can. 1664 EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archit. App 119 Workmen,
who from . . some lucky jobb (as they call it) do generally
ingrosse all the work they can hear of. 1727-38 GAY Fables
n. xiti, Then marriage (as of late profest) Is but a money job
at best. 1778 The Saints 4 Their Faith's a Dream, their

Preaching but a Job. 185* MKS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C.

yiii. 56 You see Mr. Haley's a puttin' us in a way of a good
job, I reckon.

3. A public service or trust turned to private gain
or party advantage ;

a transaction in which duty or

the public interest is sacrificed for the sake of private
or party advantage.
1667 PEPYS Diary io Apr., It [Tangier] hath been hitherto

. .used as ajobb to do a kindness to some Lord. 1724 SWIFT
Drapier's Lett. iii. Wks. 1755 V. n. 46, I never can suppose,
that such patents . . were originally granted with a view of

being a jobb for the interest of a particular person to the

damage of the publick. 1735 POPE Donne Sat. iv. 142 Who
makes a Trust or Charity a Job, And gets an Act of Parlia-
ment to rob. 1769 Jnnists Lett. vii. 31 It would have been
more decent in you to have called this dishonourable trans-

action by its true name ; a job, to accommodate two persons.
iSoy-BSyo. SMITH Plymley"s Lett. x. (ed. n) 171 If Ireland
is gone, where are jobs? where are reversions? 1888
BRYCE Amer. Commiv. III. Ixxxvi. 153 Even when jobs
are exposed by the press, each particular job seems below
the attention of a busy people.

fb. Personal profit ; private interest. Obs.
1661 BAXTER Mor. Prognost. i. xcv. 24 Those dangerous

Extreams, that seem to serve some present Exigence and

Jobb. 1785 BURKE Sp. Nabob Arcot Wks. IV. 275 Terri-

tories, on the keeping of which .. the defence of our
dominions, and, what was more dear to them, possibly, their
own job, depended.
4. Anything one has to do

;
a '

business', affair,

operation, transaction, matter to be done.

1694 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables cccxxxii. (ed. 6) 345 A Widow
. . had a Twittering towards a second husband : and she
took a Gossiping Companion of hers to her Assistance, how
to Manage the Jobb. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest

ii, I've had a hard job to find my way back. 1879 BROWN-
ING Martin Relph xvii, 'Tis an ugly job : but soldiers obey
commands, 1889 R. S. S. BADKN-POWELL Pigsticking 49
To drive them out is naturally a very difficult job. Ibid. 80,
I was carried into camp and my wounds sewn up and
dressed, a job which took nearly four hours.

b. Phr. To do thejob for, or to do (a person's)

job : (a) to do what is required by him
; (//i slang^

to
* do for

', ruin, destroy. To make a job of: to

transact or manage successfully. Badjob : a thing
on which labour is spent in vain, a failure (see also

5 below).
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xli. (1737) 165 The Sausage's

Job being done. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe \. xviii, Had they
thought fit to have gone to sleep there,, .they had done the

job for us. 1855 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. vi. 172, I should
not like him to read it till he can do it all at once, and make
a job of it. 1865 H. KINGSLF.Y Hillyars <$ Burtons Ixix,

He had given up religion as a bad job. 1865 DICKENS Mut.
Fr. in. ix, Bella, .heaved a little sigh, and gave up things in

general for a bad job.

5. An 'affair',
' business \ occurrence, state of

things : esp. in good job, bad job, a fortunate or

unfortunate event, fact, or condition of affairs.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Badjob, an ill bout,

bargain, or business. 1802 STEPHENSON in Naval Chron.
VII. 49 It would "be a bad job. 1859 LANG Wand. India

404 'We are, unfortunately, very much in debt.' 'That's

a bad job', said my Lord. 1876 \V. S. GILBERT Trial by
Jury ad fin., So we've finished with the job, And a good
job too ! 1886 FENN Master Cerem. vii, It is a jolly good
job the old woman is dead. 1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge
(Tauchn.) II. xxvii. 281 She would make the best of a
bad job.

to. Short fatjob-carriage i job-horse: see 7. Obs.

1808 Sporting Mag. XXXI. io It happens, .that the horses

are only Jobs. 1819 MOORE Tom Crib io C nn g came
in a job. 1863 Sat. fiev. 361 Those jobs which the Most
Noble Master of the Horse thought fit to harness to the

shabby landau which held the future King and Queen of

England.
7. attrib. and Comb. Hired or used, not in the

way of constant employment, but by the job or par-
ticular piece of work, or for a limited time

;
&& job-

carriage, -coach, -coachman, -doctor
^ -gardener',

horse. Also Job book (see quot.'i ; job-broking,

dealing in jobs; job lot, a lot or parcel of goods,
of sundry kinds or qualities, bought as a specula-
tion with a view to profit; hence applied deprecia-

tively to any miscellaneous lot of things, persons,
etc. ; job note (see quot.) ; job-office (Printing},
an office at which only job-work is done (see i c) ;

so job-printer ; also job-type, type (of a special

or ornamental kind) used in job-work ; job-price,

(a) a price paid for things hired or work done by
the job ; (o) a price paid for things bought as a job
lot ; job watch (Afaut.)

= hack-watch, HACK JA.S 6
;

job-work, work done and paid for by the job;

piece-work.
1814 I. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 487 By means ofa*Job Book,
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Upstart Mistery of *job-broking should thus grow upon the
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'iob^
S "y h'Th

XIIL '83 The horses t^be put
Kill 2 SarrlaSe which he used. ,827 HONE Every-day
fa R s s:

e WeK '" "Job-coaches, at two guineas a day.
,

S
, ?u"I*j5fc*W" oT>. 7'or iii. 9 He condescended

rJw
6
!? Sr? a5 Jb coachman in a livery-stable. ,835Court Mag. \l. 2077, A "jolxioctor, or one whose engag?ment is likely to terminate with a particular service. ,M3

;,K
N
!L "..":

A
J1..
M d- Housewife 30 Contenting ourselves

L L & HHA.UIII s large carriage, with t

job-horses, crushed Flora. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour
I. 272 Some few of them [pocket-books] may, however, havebeen damaged, and these are bought by the street-people as"

/
J f} .

and
u f a iower P"ce' I864 Reader 3 Dec

707/3 Called 'job lots', because the articles included inthem are not resold m the state in which they were pur"
chased, but jobbed away, or, in other words, sold to different
customers, as opportunity may offer. ,879 Print. Trades
Jrnl. No. 26. ,6 Job lots of paper and job lots of leatherand sometimes old covers. ,89, La Times XC 305/1Defendant .. saw two cows belonging to Kidd among a joblot of cattle ,803 , Naval Chron. XV. 58 What^s henature of a *job note? It is .. an actual statement of thework performed by job and task, with the prices of thelabour set against each article. ,853 R. S. SvunaSiOHafl
0/>. lour (1893) 12 Mr. Buckram's *job price, we should
say, was as near twelve pounds a month, ..as he could

ew, the hirer of course, keeping the animals. ,886

-.--- -un,.,
~
juu--ivaicn, or nacK'Watcft

lor taking astronomical sights, which saves taking the
chronometer on deck or on shore to note the time. ,8ojR. PERING in Naval Chron. XV. 58, I conceive.. *job worC
in royal dockyards] to consist in pulling to pieces and

repairing. ,887 JESSOPP Arcadyv\. i 76Onceor twice I hadcome upon him doing job-work for the small employers.
Job (djjpb), sl>.3 Also 6-7 iobbe.

[f. JOB zi.l]An act of 'jobbing' ; an abrupt stab with the point
or sharp end of anything; a peck, dab, thrust;
a jerk or wrencli of the bit in a horse's mouth.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Com,,,. 339 Nicholas Querceytoke the with his wife . . and gaue the a iobbe with hysDa
fg,

e
.r. ,

JS83 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. ciii. 635 A iob
with his beake is not so great a matter. ,607 MAKKHAM
Laval, n. (,617) 198 With his contrary spur to giue him a
good stroake or Iobbe to bring him with spirit againe into
the managing path. ,6,, COTGR., F rabat de bride, a iob

L,.cke whlch a horse giues himselfe with his bridle
,88s h,,. lllustr. Mag. Apr. 505 It requires a good job to
drive the point of a large hook in bsyond the barb.

r b. Came, job-nut, name of a game in which
hazel-nuts are perforated and strung through, in
order to be knocked against each other: see" COB-
NUT 2. Obs.

1659 Lady Alimony n. v. D
ij b, All his games. .Are yert-

point. nine pins, job-nut, or span counter.
Job (d^tfub), st>A

1. Name of an ancient patriarch, whose story
forms a book of the Old Testament

; used in pro-
verbial phrases as a type (<z) of destitution, (b) of
patience.
'553 T. WILSON Rliet. (1580) 210 Tushe, thou art as pooreas Iob. ,749 FIELDING Tom Jones x. viii, You would pro-voke the patience of Job. ,822 BYRON Werner i. i 401He s

poor
as Job, and not so patient. ,884 W. E. NORRIS

/ lurlby Hall vi, My uncle bore it with the patience of Job.Comb. ,878 BROWNING La Saisias 355 Job-like couched
on dung and crazed with blains. ,89, Critic (U.S.) 5 Sept
1 14/2 There is no sound of lamentation or Job-cry in it.

2. Phrases with Job's, a. Job's comforter, one
who, like Job's friends, under the guise of adminis-
tering comfort, aggravates distress (cf. Job xvi. 2).
b. Job's news, news of disaster ; so Job's post,
a messenger who brings such news: see Job i. 13-
19. C. Job's tears (also fJob's drops), name for
a species of grass (Coix Lacrynid), having round
shining grains resembling tears, and used as beads.
,738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. iii, LadySm.'l think your

Lady.ship looks thinner than when I saw you last. Miss .

Your Lady.-hip is one of "Job's comforters. 1882 MRS.
CROKER Profer Pride III. i. 22 You are a Job's comforter
with a vengeance. ,83, CAKLYLE Xart. Res. m. v, This, we
think, is but

"Job's news to the human reader. ,837 Fr
Rev. III. m. lv

,
It was Friday, .when this *Job's-post from

pumouriez, thickly preceded and escorted by so many other
Job s-posts,, reached the National Convention. ,397 GERARUE
Herbal i. lix. 4. 82 In English it is called *Iobs Teares or
lobs Drops, for that euery graine resembleth the Drop or
leare that falleth from the eie. ,772-84 COOK Voy. (1700)
IV. 129, Jobs tears, mosses, and several kinds of fern. ,857
HENFRBV Elem. Bat. 426 Coix Lacryma, the hard grains
of which are known by the name of '

Jobs-tears '.

Job (da*), v.l Also 5-7 iobbe, 7-8 jobb :

see also JAB. [app. onomatopoeic, expressing the
sound or effect of an abruptly arrested stab.]
1. trans. To pierce to a small depth with a for-

cible but abruptly arrested action, as with the point
of something ; to peck, dab, stab, prod, punch ;

to hurt a horse's mouth with the bit ; in pugilistic
language, to strike with a sharp or cutting stroke.
c,490 Promp. Pan. 36/1 (MS. K.) Byllen or iobbyn as

bryddys (H., P. iobbyn with the byl), rostra. 1:1537
Tlxniles in Four Old Plays (1848) 79 Jynkyn Jacon that

587

^^S^^^^SSSXSSSSt^iin with the staffe heade [iacentem pila transverbcrat\ ,74,fi. SMITH Comfl, Housew. (1750) ,99 With a small bodkin
job the oranges as they are boiling, to let the Syrup intothem. ,8,8 Sporting Mag. II. ,89 He measured his

.ance accurately, and jobbed his adversary about the

out
'

the e e of
K
o
ENS '' C/'"2 ' *XXiii> He had 'Jobbed

//. xxiv, He. .drew his long knife, and .. prepared to job
M gC bm

A
e "* ^o" as '' should mount within reach

Ar%, wJtJuSSSfi Melutlnk v. 63 Let the horse go, buidon t job his mouth in that way.
3. To thrust (something pointed) abruptly into

something else, f To job faces, ludicrously used
for '

to kiss
'

(obs.).

ul
7
-3 XSffl*>* (:8? 8) 89 " Peacock and turkey leaue

lobbing their bex. ,600 HEYWOOD , Edw. I If, m. {, Whatthe dickens ,s ,t loue that makes ve prate to me so fondly?By my fathers soule, I would I had iobd faces with you
1674 JOSSELYN Voy. New F.ng. ,86 Two crooked bones
growing upon the top of theleart, which as she bowed

=r body .. would job their points into one and the same
place ,74, Compl. Fa,,,. Piece m. 5,, Immediately jobba Penknife into the: .Throat, a ,795 Robin Hood fi&aidManauxw. , Child Ballad, (,888) III. v. cl. 2,9/2 With
kind embraces, and jobbing of faces. 1843 STOCOUELER"""a-M- Brit. India (1854) 337 In some parts of India our
sportsmen throw the spear in others they thrust or job it
a. intr. 1 o peck (at) as a bird

;
to thrust (at)so as to stab or pierce ; to penetrate into

,566 DRURY Let to Cecilp Mar. (P.R.O.,St. Pap. Don,.,Borders II. ,3, b) In lobbyng att hym [Riz/io] so menyatt onse. ,579-80 NORTH Plutarch, Nicias 457 Upon that
palm-tree sate cerlam crows many dales ..and never left
Pecklng and jobbing at the fruit ot it. ,603 HOLLAND tr.
Plutarch* Rom Quaf.(lfyl) 33 After he [the woodpecker]hath jobbed and pecked into it [the oak) as farre as to theTy

n
mar

,

r
,9
wanlheart 'hereof. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc.

169 Ihe iool will job into softer parts of the Stuff. 1882
JESSOPP in ,oM Cent. Nov. 733 Pigmies of the Meiocene
jobbing at the eyes of some mammoth floundering in a hole
Job (agfb), v.2 Also 8 jobb. [f. JOB s6*]
1. intr. To do jobs or odd pieces of work ; to do

piece-work, work by the piece.
1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Prol., By his Hatchet he

earn 6 many a fair Penny of the. .Log-Merchants, amongwhom he went a Jobbing, c ,820 Mus. SHERWOOD Penny
j . ,7.

ln "<>litm Juvenile Tracts. Cutting fruit-treesand lobbing about in different gardens. ,825 HONE Eicry-
d,iy Bk. I. 873 He had worked . . and still jobbed about
A. traus. Chiefly in colloq. phr. thatjob*sjobbed
,840 MARKYAT Poor- Jack xix, That job's jobbed, as the

saying is ,847 DE QUINCKY Secret Societies Wks. ,863VI 240 I hen .said Pyrrhus, 'next we go for Macedon;and after that job s jobbed, next, of course, for Greece
'

,864 WEBSTER s.v., To job work.
3. To let out (a. large piece of work) in separate

portions to different contractors or workmen.
1882 in OGILVIK.
4. To hire (less usually, to let out on hire) for

a particular job, or for a definite time (a horse
carnage, etc.). Also absol., and in phr. tojob it
,786 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Birthday Ode xliv, Whit-

bread, dye keep a coach, or job one, pray? Job, job,thats cheapest; yes, that's best, that's best. ,829 HOOD
r~PP'g H. xxxi, Some had horses of their own, And
some were forced to job it. ,848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
xlvm, She went to the livery-man from whom she jobbed
her carriage. ,86, T&KlaxfirLand, Labour III. 358/1 The
masters of whom I have spoken will job a carriage dulyemblazoned . . with the proper armorial bearings . . and jobcoachmen and grooms as well. Ibid., Very few noblemen
at present bring their carriage-horses to town ; . . they
nearly all job, as it is invariably called.
5. To let or deal with for profit.
1716 in

Swift's
Corr. Wks. 184, II. 583 Your interest with

me. .procured Dr. Ellwood the use of that chamber, not the
power to job it 18,2 SCOTT Let. to Soutluy 4 June in
I.ockliart, I he clergy . . have a strange disposition to job
away among themselves the rewards of literature. ,838LYTTON Alice n. iii, These old ruins are my property, and
are not to be jobbed out to the insolence of public curiosity
D. To buy and sell (stock or goods) as a broker ;

to deal with as a middleman
; to buy from one per-

son and sell to another at a profit.

JOBBER.
8. trans. To make a 'job' of (JOB sb? 3, 4 b)-to deal with in some way; csp. to deal with

corruptly for private gain or advantage.
1825 SCOTT Fan,. Lett. 25 Aug. (,894) 1 1. xxiii. 344 The local

magistrates seem to have jobb'd the matter sadly. ,88,BLACKMORE Chnstowell ix, He meant to do his duty to hi

i

k 'n''" s 'ead ?f'""d ing charities to be jobbed by^lien
1889 .Spectator * Sept., They would regard this power ascertain to be jobbed, and will accordingly never give it

b. To give away by jobbery: to get (a person)
into some position by jobbery.
1720 RAMSAY Wealth 50 How . . these . . Have jobb'd them-

selves into sae high a state. 1849 Tait, Mag. XVI. ,4,%
? 5

al
?

ffice
.
had a" butjobbed awaf Vancouver'sIsland. ,864 SALA ini Daily Tel. 30 Sept., The nominee

may have been jobbed into the place to serve some dirtv
purpose. ,899 Daily News 20 July 7/2 [He] was then jobbedinto the post of director of the deaf and dumb asylum.'.To put off by artifice : cf. FOR

off.
_ 1876 WEISS Wit, Hum., f, Shuks. xi. 379 When you try
jauntily to job off suspicion before other persons, the chee

Mnnf A
W

*/
rea

,l
f be

!"g contrad5cted. ,887 PallMallG. 23 Aug. 6/1 The policy of Scotland-yard, he [Mr

the polile

J '^ ' <j b ff
'

comPlaints made against

Job, obs. form of JOBE v.

tJo'tard. Obs. Also 5 iobbard. [a F
jobard, i.fobe silly.] A stupid fellow, a fool

'

14.- LYDG. Mi,,. Poems, Hors, Shefe f, G. (Percy Soc.)

W9
h' h

00
^!,

dlscrccl une "tie jobbardis upon stoolis,Whiche hathe distroyed many a comunalte'. ,4.. SevenMeters in MS. Cantab. F/. ii. 38 If. ,50 b, po seyde be
Emperour Sodenmagard, pen was fe Erie a nyse lobarde
Jobardy, obs. form of JEOPARDY.
Jobation (d,z,0b<?'-Jan). colloq. ff. JOBE v. +

-ATION. Dialectally, usually jawlmlion, as if de-
rived from jaw, jawing.] The action of the verb
JOBE ; a rebuke, reproof, esp. one of a lengthy and
tedious character

;
a '

talking to ', a '

lecture '.

i "i?
8
? /'

SMITH Let- ' Aug. in Granville Rem. (1865) 157
1 had far rather venture to be liable to a jobation for not
having done my part. ,7,4 C. JOHNSON Country Lasses

V'u o
See have stood your Jobation very patiently.

1785 K. CUMBERLAND Observer No. 95 r 4 Neither will I
disguise the frequent jobations I incurred for neelect of
college duties. ,86, HUGHES Tom Brown at oif. xlii.
(1889) 412 Don t be angry at my jobation ;

but write me a
long answer. ,877 Holderness Gloss., Jaii'bation. a loin,
and tedious harangue; a prolonged disputation. ,888
J. PAYN Myst. Mirtridge I. xvi. 268 Fathers .. deliver
a didactic harangue, which the recipient terms a jobation.
Jobbe, variant of JUBBE, Obs., a large vessel
Jobbed (d&>bd), ///. a.

[f. JOB z/.2 + -ED
i.]

Hired, as a horse or carriage, for a particular job
or for a definite time.

1883 LD. R. GOWER My Remin. I. xi. ,88 We had some
pleasant., rides on jobbed horses. ,899 .'/ 'estm. Gaz 22
June 7/2 Driving about in jobbed carriages and pairs.
Jobber 1

(dgp-bai). dial.
[f. JOB v. 1 + -ER! ]One who or that which 'jobs', pecks, pokes,

thrusts, etc. : see quots. and cf. NUT-JOBBEH.
i

'S8o HoLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong s.v. Crimferrau, Some
do call that birde a nut lobber. ,868 ATKINSON Cleveland
(loss, Jobber, a small spade or iron tool for cutting up
thistles from their roots.

Jobber -
(dgp-bai). [f. JOB v. 2 + -EB J.]

1. One who does jobs or odd pieces of work
;

one employed to do a job ;
a hack ; one employed

by the job, as distinguished from one continuously
engaged and paid wages ;

a piece-worker.
1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey), Jobb, a small piece of Work

Jobber,
he^hat

undertakes such Jobbs. ,733 SWIFT Oi

and jobb'd here by Scribners, New York.
b. intr. To buy and sell stock

; to deal or
speculate in stocks.

I7
"'3 A

J
MHERST Terra Fit. No. 12(1754) 59 Those persons,

-vho could not raise money enough .. jobb'd in these little
bubbles. ,78t JUSTAMOND Priv. Life Lewis XV, I. 84 This
Nobleman had jobbed to advantage in the Quincarnpoix-
street. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade ,16 If he has
lost, .certain sums. . in . .jobbing in the funds. 1890 Specta/or
15 Nov., The Bourses of the world have begun to job in
currency.
7. intr. To turn a public office or service, or a

position of trust, improperly to private or party
advantage ; to practise jobbery.
,732 POPE Ef. Bathitrst 14, Statesman and Patriot ply

-like the stocks,.. And Judges job, and Bishops bite the
town. 1826 Scorr Jrnl. 20 Jan., I daresay he jobs, as all
other people of consequence do, in elections and so forth.
1844 P. HARVVOOD Hist. Irish Kebell. 47 note, He found it

lecessary to bribe and job on a larger scale than the
roldest of his predecessors. 1869 Spectator ,7 Apr. 469/2
Tf left unfettered he would job.

t- J -.. MB.va BUVM j uuuh. */J3 owl FT Utl
Poetry 312 These are not a thousandth part Of jobbers in
the poet s art. ,791-1823 D'IsRAELI Cur. Lit., B. JOHSOHon Jransl., Our translators have usually been the jobbersof booksellers. ,803 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Ra: I. 424bailors and soldiers are improvident for the same reason
as jobbers in a manufactory. ,84, D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit.
(1867) 523 lo this humiliated state of jobbers of old plays
were reduced the most glorious names.
2. One who lets out horses, etc. on hire for a

particular job, or for a period ; a job-master.
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxvii, Nobody in fact was

paid. Not the blacksmith who opened the lock ;. . nor the
jobber who let the carriage. ,872 Daily News 25 Mar
I he Hampstead donkey drivers and Greenwich mule jobbers.
J. One who buys goods, etc. in bulk from the

producer or importer, and sells them to retail

dealers, or to consumers; a broker, a middleman
;

a small trader or salesman.
In many compounds, as HOUSE -, LAND-JOBBER, etc., q v
1670 Act 22 f, 23 Chas. II, c. 2 2 Jobber, Salesman or

other Broker or Factor, who doe or shall commonly buy or
sell Cattell for others, c ,680 Popish Plot , They have
looooo/. in ready Money . .used in Trade by Graziers, Job-
bers, and Bankers. IjtaDeFoJl Tour Gt. Brit. I. 245 AFair for Cattle and Lambs, . .of late, .much lessened in that
respect, owing principally to the Jobbers about Horsham
who mgross great Numbers and send them to Smithfield
Market. ,803 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 659

hat the Yorkshire jobbers call runts. 1862 MERIVALE
Rom. Emf. (1865) III. xxvi. 2,6 Ventidius. .had been for
a
.i'
mc a Jobber of beasts of burden to the public officers.

1887 JESSOPP Arcady vii. 213 In Norfolk a cattle dealer is

commonly called a jobber. ,898 Archzol. Jrnl. LV. 186One of the Irish jobbers who every autumn bring over
Irish bred geese for sale to the farmers to fatten on their
stubbles against Christmas.
4. A member of the Stock Exchange, who deals

in stocks or shares on his own account ; one who
139-a



JOBBEHNOWL.

act* a a middleman between hokiers and buyers

of stocks or shares; a STOCK-JOBBER ; called, in the

Stock Exchange itself, a dealer.

1719 (titli) The Anatomy of Exchange Alley .. by a

Jobber. I7o SWIFT Fata Clergymen %Vks. 175} 1 1. ?8

Acquainted with jobbers in Change-alley. i8i L. HUNT in

jJHt6nr 14 Sept. 577/1 This is one of the old tncks of the

Stock-jobbers. .. But the jobbers do not appear to have

thought it worth their while. 1897 Daily News 27 Sept.

6,6 The jobber exists to create a free market in securities.

..If the jobber were eliminated the trouble and worry of

the broker would be so much increased that he would be

forced at least to double his commissions.

6. One who improperly uses a public office, trust,

or service for private gain or party advantage ;
a

perpetrator of corrupt jobs.
1739 HiLOtor Lett. Commandm. 18 An absolute Dis-

couragement to all Sorts of Jobbers, Gamesters, Fortune.

hunters and Jockeys, a 1745 SWIFT Corr. (1766) III. 299

Every squire, almost to a man, is. .a racker of his tenants ;

a jobber of all public works. 1794 G. ROSE Diaries (1860)

1. 104 He is an atrocious jobber. 188$ FLETCHER in Collect,

(O.H.S.) I. 183 Possibly it was what would now be called

a Mob '. But, if so, the jobbers had been warned.

b. Borough-jobber: see BOROUGH 7 c, BOROUGH-
MONGER.
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 7 T 22 Captain Grim.who never

owed any of his advancement to borough-jobbers, or any
other corrupters of the people. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.

x. | 2. 744 Others were '

close boroughs
'

in the hands of

jobbers like the Duke of Newcastle.

Jobbemowl (d^'baam?"!). colloq. Also 6-7
lobbernowle, -noul(e, :obernol(e, 7 Job(b)er-
noll, 7-9 jobbernol(e, 8 -knowl, 9 (in Diets.)

jabbernowl. [app. f. jobbard, JOBABD + NOLL,
OE. final, head ;

but evidence of the historical con-

nexion is incomplete.]
L A blockish or stupid head

;
a ludicrous term

for the head, usually connoting stupidity.
1509 MARSTON Sco. Villanie II. vi. 200 His guts are in his

bratnes, huge lobbernoule, Right Gurnets-head. 1656 EARL
MONM. Advt.fr. Parnass. 356 Submit your jobernols to the

sacred precepts of Nature. 1678 BUTLER find. in. ii. 815

And, like the World, Men's Jobbernoles Turn round upon
their Ears, the Poles. 1794 GIFFORD Baviad (1811) 32

Nothing from thy jobbernowl can spring But impudence
and filth. i8a7 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 480 The Giant,
heightened by the ell-long bonnet and feather on his huge
jobbernowl.
2. A stupid person, a blockhead.

1591 NASHE 4 Lett. Con/at. E iv, Gaffer lobbernoule,
..how dost thou? 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. Prol., A
certain sneaking jobernol alledged that his [Horace's]
verses smelled more of the wine then oile. 1711 E. WARD
Quix. I. 94 How hard His Brother Jobbernole had far'd.

1813 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 512 Ministers, who are regularly
called asses,, .dunder-pates, jobbernowls. 1800 HALL CAINE
Bondman XX. II. 242 The numskull !. .The jobbernowl 1

3. attrib. or as adj. Stupid, dunderheaded.
1828 Examiner 4/2 Misled by the jobbernol applause of

an audience. 1838 J. P. KENNEDY Rob ofBowl xv. 172 Our
jobbernowl English, .have gone back to their old sport.

Hence Jo bbernowlism, the condition, or some-

thing characteristic, of a jobbernowl ; stupidity ;
a

stupid act, remark, etc.

1651 URQUHART Jc*/\Vks. (1814) 265 A more sanctified

brother, whose zealous jobernollsme would never have
affected . . Plato, Euclid, or Aristotle. 1824 Blackw. Mag.
XVI. 289 Gabble pretty jobbernowlisms on the sky gods.

Jobbery (d.^-bari). [Cf. JOBBER '-' and -ERY.]
1. Jobs or small pieces of work collectively ; job-

work. rare. (In quot. attrib.)

183* J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) I. 294 Coal, which the

foreign jobbery heavers are conveying into the vessel.

2. The practice of corruptly turning a public
office, trust, etc. to private gain or advantage ; the

perpetration of jobs (see JOB si. 2 3).
1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE Merck. I, Friar Ded. (1844) 7 A

notable example of the ancient mode of Parliamentary
jobbery. 1851 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) "' xx'v ' 22

.5He was now staining the honour of that seat by his

intrigues and jobbery. 1861 GOLDW. SMITH Irish Hist. 184
Inveterate habits of official jobbery and party corruption.
893 Times 26 Apr. 9 '5- Incited by his friends [he] aspired

to wider opportunities of jobbery.

Jobbing (d&>-birj),nW.rf.l [f. JoBt/.l + -INU'.]
The action of JOB v.l

; stabbing, thtusting, etc.

'573, a 1795 [see JOB r. 1

2]. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLI V.

71 His adversary was not to be pinked away by left-handed

jobbing. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 82 No
jobbing or ^purring would induce the horse to move.

b. attrib. Used for 'jobbing' or thrusting, as

jobbing-knife, -spear.
1870 tr. ErckmanM-Chatrian's Waterloo 122 These men

with their jobbing-knives in their leather belts. 1889 R. S. S.
BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 89 Two kinds of spear arc
used in India, the long or ' underhand '

spear, and the short
or 'jobbing

1

spear.

Jobbing, vbl. sb.z [f. JOB v.- + -ING '.] The
action of JOB
1. The
1800 D.

For sundr

I'Z
I0
?1' to do lnuch "^f" 1 jobbing. 1861 Bookseller

16 Oct. Advt., The Founts of Type are. .adapted for. .every

SPS?" of First-class Jobbing and Bookwork.
A. 1 he buying of goods or stock from one person

and selling to another in order to profit ; the prac-
tice of a middleman or stock-jobber. (See also

SlOCK-JOBBtNO.)

.

he doing of jobs or small pieces of work.
. Corfor. Acc. in Tomlinson Doncaster (1887) 255

ndries as per jobbing bill. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl.1856 KA
f" 1 jobbing.
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1735 BOLINGUROKE Lett, Hist. ii. (1752) 39 Amassing
immense estates by the management of funds, by traffick-

ing in paper, and by all the arts of jobbing. 1754 Ess. Man-
ning Fleet 34 Regulations . . to prevent . . the Monopoly of

Tickets, and the . . jobbing of them. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev.

170 The jobbing of the publicfunds. 1815 HONE Every-day
Bk. I. 174 Forced to an undue price by the arts of jobbing.

8. The action of using a public office or service

for private gain or party advantage ; the perpetra-
tion of corrupt jobs ; jobbery.
1784 J. BARRY in Lect. Paint, iv. (1848) 166 The influence

and jobbing by which the doing of them is obtained. 1838
LVTTON Alice m. i, No jobbing was top gross for him. He
was shamefully corrupt in the disposition of his patronage.
1861 MAY Const. Hist. I. vi. 322 The costly . . contracts,
which this system of Parliamentary jobbing encouraged.
4. attrib.

1775 T. MORTIMER Ev. Man his oum Broker 14 Rash
engagements in jobbing contracts. 1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-
working Factories 144 A planing, moulding, and general
jobbing machine. 1889 Daily News 6 Dec 3/1 Out of this

post-horse system . .has grown this jobbing system, which is

revolutionizing the customs of all who '

keep their gig '.

Jobbing, ///. a. [f. JOB v* + -ING ".] That

jobs', in various senses : see JOB .2

1. That does jobs ; employed in odd or occa-

sional pieces of work.
1705 Double Welcome^ xlii, A starving Mercenary Priest,

A Jobbing, Hackney, Vicious Pulpit Jest. 17^46
T. LANGLEY

Builders yewel Introd. (1757) Aij, Apprentices.. bound to

Jobbing Masters, who know but little. 1836-7 DICKENS
Sk. Boz, Scenes v, A jobbing man carpet-beater and so
forth. 1850 Beck's florist 298, I never had a jobbing
gardener that did not want to get in the saddle himself, and
put you on the pillion. 1881 YOUNG Every man his own
Mechanic $ 187 It is an easy matter . . to find a jobbing
carpenter.
2. Dealing as a middleman.
1896 Proc. New-Eng, Hist, Gcneal. Soc. 105 He was one

of the prominent jobbing merchants of this city.

3. Using means to secure private gain or advan-

tage in connexion with a public service, etc. ; given
to jobbery.
179* BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 27 The sentiments of the

nation must finally decide the dispute between them and the

jobbing ascendancy, a 18^9 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V.

70 Covered with the mansions of his jobbing courtiers.

Jobbing-master, rare. ^JOBMASTEB.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour 1. 362 These articles are

usually sold at the several mews, stable-yards, and jobbing-
masters' in and about the metropolis.

Jobbish (dsrbij), a . [f. JOB sb? + -ISH i.]

Of the nature of a job (see JOB sb. z 3) ; charac-
terized by jobbery.
1798 BURKE Cot r. (1844) III. 436 Power is a very corrupt-

ing thing, especially low and jobbish power. 18*9 SCOTT

JrnL 2 June, I think it [a sale of property] has been a little

jobbish. 1834 Frasc'r's Mag. I X. 503 Such a court was in*

capable, stupid, abominable, jobbish.
Jo'bbism. notue-wd. [-ISM.]

= JOBBERY 2.

1807 JEFFREY in Ld. Cockburn Life (1852) I. 177, I cannot
dissemble my suspicions of jobbism.
Jobble (d.yb'l), sb. =JA1)BLE^.
1847 SIR

J.
C. Ross V'oy. S. Seas I. 41 We found a

harassing jooble of a sea. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy
71 Fog again, thick drizzling rain, and a confused jobble of
a sea this morning.

I Jobble, v. Obs. rare- 1

. [Cf. prec. and

J.VBISLE f. 2] intr. To move unevenly like a choppy
sea. Hence ppl. adj. Jo'bbling (jobling).
1630 J. TAYLOR iWater P.) Odcombes Compl. To Rdrs.,

Wks. II. 59 T accompany his all-lamented herse In hobling,
iobling, rumbling, tumbling verse.

t Jobe (dj^b), v. Obs. colloq. Also 8 joab,
job. [f. JOB sb.l, in allusion to the lengthy re-

proofs addressed to Job by his friends.] trans.

To rebuke, reprove, or reprimand, in a long and
tedious harangue ;

to '

lecture '.

1670 RAY Proverbs 207 In the University of Cambridge,
the young scholars are wont to call chiding Jobing. 1683
Sin J. BRAMSTON Aittobwg. 205 The Kinge had talked

earnestly to the Duke and jobed him (that was the wordl'soe
that the teares stood in his eyes. 1709 Tatter No. 71 f 8
What bright Man says, 1 was Joab'd uy the Dean. 17*1-1
AMHERST Terrx Fil. No. 33 (1726) 178 A former president
of

_St. John's college, .would frequently Job his students for

^oing constantly three or four times a day to chapel. 1794
<icntl. Mag. Dec. 1085 In consequence of an intimation
from the tutor relative to his irregularities, his own father
came from the country \.ojobc him.

Joberdie, -ertye, obs. forms of JEOPARDY.
Jobernol, -nole, -noil, obs. ff. JOBBERNOWL.
Jobism (d^Ju'biz'm). nonce-wd. [f. JOB sb.^ -\

-ISM.] A vehement lamentation like that of Job.
i8$s MKS. CARLVLE Lett. II. 268, I am tempted lo break

out into Jobisms about my bad nights.

tJobler. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. *jobble vb. as dim.
of JOB v." : pcrh. for rime's sake.] One who does

jobs or small pieces of work ;
=. JOBBER 2 i.

1661 Mock Remonstr. in Rump i. 79 Weavers Dyers
Tinkers Coblers And many other such like Joblers.

Jobless (darbies), a. rare-', [f. JOB sb? +-

-LESS.] Free from jobbery.
1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. xlvi. ,ed. u) 130, 1 ask

him his opinion of a jobless faith, of a creed which dooms a
man , . to a lean and plunderless integrity.

Jobling : see JOBBLE v.

Jo'bman. rare ~ '. [f. JOB tb. 2]
~ next.

1811 Sforling Mag. XXXIX. 280 His coachman was the
servant of a jobman.

JOCKEY.

Jobmarter, job-master
[f. JOB sb.% + MASTER sb.]
1. A man who keeps a livery stable and lets out

horses and carriages by the job or for a definite

period : cf. JOB so.'2 7.
1801 Snorting Mag. XX. 182 A very respectable job-

master and hackney-man. 1886 Leeds Merc. 9 Mar. 5/4
A meeting of coachbuilders and jobmasters of Leeds. 1893
Spectator 29 July 136 A jobmaster .. who had a great
many horses in his stable.

2. A master printer who does job-work.
1814 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 578 Job Masters' Resolutions.

So Jo b-mistress, a woman who lets out horses
and carriages.
1885 Law Rcf. 14 Queen's Bench Div. 893 The defend-

ants, .hired the horses and a driver from a job-mistress.

Jobmonger (d^p-bimo^gai). [f.
as prec. +

MONGER.] = JOBBER- 5.

1900 Daily News 24 May 4/6 The slum-owner, the corrupt
contractor and the municipal Jobmonger.
Jobsuuth.

(d^-bjsmij)). [f.
as prec. + SMITH.]

A smith who does miscellaneous jobs.
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 156 The comprehen-

sive designation of 'Jobsmith' which he [the blacksmith]
mostly assumes.

t Jo'bson. Obs. [The surname Jobson used as

a typical name : cf. Hodge, (Perh. associated with

JOB sb., ii.)] A country fellow, a lout.

1660 Chas. 11.'s Esc. fr. Worcester in Select, fr. Hurl.
Misc. (1793) 380 They had much ado . . to order his steps,
and straight body, to a lobbing Jobson's gate, and were
forced every foot to remind him of it. 1661 K. W. Con/.
Charac., Detracting ?//<: (1860) 65 His first adventures
are upon the swetty toes and butter teeth of country
jobsons.
Job-trot : see JOG-TROT.
Jocalat, obs. form of CHOCOLATE.

t Jfl'Cant, a. Obs. Forms : 5 iccande, 5-6
iocaunt(e, 6-7 iocant. [In formjecant, app. ad.

L. jofdnt-em, pr. pple. of jocari ^ rarely jocHre) to

jest, joke; but, in fomjocande, prob. a corruption

oijoconJe, Jooi'ND.] Mirthful, merry, jocund.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxi. 116 (Harl. MS.) When the

knyght harde this, he was iocaunt & muiye. 1494 FAHYAN
Chron. vi. clxxxvi. 186 locande and mery tydynges out of

Englande. 1563-87 FOXK A. % M. (1596) 218/2 The moonks
[of Canterbury] on the other side were as brag and iocant.

1618 J. Rous Diary iCamden) 28 The duke . . was very
jocant and well pleased. 1687 J. NORRIS Coll. Misc. 87
And as they sung and play'd, the jocant orbs danc't round.

So f Jo -cantry [cf. pleasantry], mirth, merri-

ment. Obs.
16. . H. MOKE, Such Jocautry. .is but like the dancing of

men and women in an unswept room. 1664 Myst. Iniq.
II. I. xv, Two notorious Specimens of that Jocatitry and

Festivity, as I .may so speak, that is sometimes observable
in Divine Providence.

t Jo'Catory, a. Obs. [f.
L. jocat-, ppl. stein

of jocari to joke : see -OHY.] Characterized by
joking ; jocular.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. Epil. B iv b, An epistle . .

Jocatorie. 1586 A. DAY Aug. Secretary n. (1625) 67 And
next, .will we passe unto the title Jocatorie- The letters of

this sute are such as of some pleasant conceited \aine, do

proceed from one familiar friend . . to another. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr.t locatory, pertaining to jesting.

Jock 1
(f1,?<>k). Se. Also 6 lok. [The Scotch

equivalent of JACK.]
1. A by-form of the name John ; sometimes a

generic name for any man of the common people,
and thus used in association with Jean or Jenny ;

also prefixed, like Jack, to other words as in Jock
Fuil** Jack Fool. Jock Scott, a kind of artificial

fly used by anglers.
1508 DUNBAR Poems vi. 73 To lok Fule, my foly fre

Lego post corpus sepultum. a 1605 POLVVART Flyting -w,

Montgomery 789 lock Blunt, deid runt ! I sail dunt whill

I slay thee. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling x. u88o) 350 Jock
Scott. .isafirst-rate killer. 1885 W. H. RUSSELL in Harper's
Muff. Apr. 769/2 (They] see him cast a

' Doctor' or 'Jock
Scott

'

straight as an arrow. 1898 Daily \ctns 14 Mar. a,, 7

The proverb says, .that
'

there is a silly Jock for every silly

Jenny'.
2. A countryman, a rustic, a clown.
a 1568 SEMPILL in Saiir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 61 Scho v ill

ressaif no land wart Jok. 1803 SIR A. BOSWELL Poet, ll'ks.

(1871) 15, I ken't the day when there was i.ae a Jock Hut
trotted about upon honest shanks-naigie. Mod. The
country Jocks and Jennies at the fair.

Jock 2
(d &>k). Colloq. Abbreviation of JOCKEY.

1816 Sporting Mag, XVIII. 385 A neat horseman, and

quite at the top of the tree amongst Northern jocks. 1856
H. H. DIXON Post fy Paddock xii. 211 Many clever young
jocks . . have ridden as many races by the time they are

twenty. 1894 ). K. FOWLER Recoil. Old Country Li/e xv.

176, I don't think he performed as a gentleman jock over

that celebrated course.

Jockey (d-sp-ki), sb. Also 6-7 iooky, 7-9
jockie. [dim. or pet-form of JOCK

!
; cf. JACKT :

originally Sc. and northern Eng.]
1. A diminutive or familiar by-form of the name

Jock or John, usually with the sense
'

little Jock,

Jacky, Johnny
'

; hence, applicable (contemptu-

ously) to any man of the common people ^ chiefly

Sc.) ; also, a lad ; on understrapper. (Cf. JACK
sb< J.)

i 1519 SKELTON A^sf. SwtUs 90 Kynge lamy, lemmy,



JOCKEY.
locky ray io.ocky ray io. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. ///, v. iii. ,04 lockev

'4? ,

HALI
u
Chrm - ^ckl of Norfolke, be not so bold

uuftu. V ma
f!:

is bo
"g

ht and =U- 1670 HACKE r
Aif. Williams n. (1693) 142 What could Lesly have done
then with a few untrain'd, unarmed Jockeys, if we had been

. Of a thing. Cf. fellow, lad, chat.
1827 COLERIDGE.Table-t. 24 June, Some apple dumplingswere placed on the table, and my man .. burst forth withThem s the jockies for me !

'

2. A strolling minstrel or beggar; a vagabond
Sc. 06s. exc. Hist.

f II l-t
------

i
---

_--- *iA>ii, i*C. . lUlIiCU c

vagrant fellow like a Jockie, gaining Meal, Flesh, ami
Aloney by his Charms. 1813 SCOTT Cnjr M. vii, The tribes
of gypsies, jockies, or cairds.

t 3. One who manages or has to do with horses ;

one who deals in horses, a horse-dealer. Oh. or dial.

1638 BROME ^K/vWw ,. v. Wks. 1873 HI.
Z4.6

Let my
fine Lords Talk o' their Horse-tricks, and their Jockies,
that Can out-talke them. 1668 PEPYS Diary 4 Dec I
and W. Hewer, and a friend of his, a jockey, did go about
to see several pairs of horses, for my coach. 1721 BAILEY,
Jockey, one who manages and deals in Horses. 1749 SMOL-
LETT Gil Bias i. ii. I. 7 If I had a mind to sell my mule, he
was acquainted with a very honest jocky who would buy her
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 659 Perhaps I design to
buy a horse for my riding. . . I know there are enow to be
had in town, and the jockeys will cheat one egregiously.
1841 MACAULAY Ess., Hastings (1887) 648 The crime, .was
regarded by them in much the same light in which the
selling of an unsound horse, for a sound price, is regarded bv
Yorkshire jockey.
b. (From the character attributed to horse-

dealers.) A crafty or fraudulent bargainer ; a cheat.

(Cf. JOCKEY v. i.)

1683 TRYON Way to Health 615 They are meer Jockies
in the Art of Wiving, and will Higgle for the other H undred
Pound in Portion. 1777 Gamblers & The growing Jockey,
or the man of Dice. 1790 BAILEY, Jockey,, .also a cheat.

_t
4. One who rides or drives a horse ; a postil-

lion, courier ; a charioteer. Obs.

Ihe wise Ancients, .heapt up greater Honours on Pindar's

Jockies than on the Poet himself! 1830 [The usual name
in South of Scotland for a postillion].
5. spec. A professional rider in horse-races. (The

chief current sense.)
Dumb jockey : see DUMB a. 6 tquot. 1853).
1670 EVELYN Diary 22 July, We return'd over Newmarket

Heath, . . the jockies breathing their fine barbs and racers,
and giving them their heates. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2845 '4A Jockey's Saddle stitched with green Silk. 1703 Ibid.
No. 3928/4 A Plate of 3o/. value will be run for on Not-
tingham Course, Jockies to ride, to carry io Stone weight.
1780 COWPER Progr. Error 221 Prepares for meals as
jockies take a sweat. 1820 COMBE Dr. Syntax, Consol. x,
The jockies whipp'd, the horses ran. 1878 A^. Amer. Rev.
CXXV1I. 210 As jockeys meet upon a race-course.

6. ' A self-acting apparatus carried on the front

tub of a set, for releasing it from the hauling rope
at a certain point" (Midland Coal Field}.
1882 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining.
7. Short for jockey, boot, jockey pulley, jockey

wheel: see 9.

1851-61 MAYHEW.<W. Labour\\. 49 (Hoppe) Top-boots
(they're called Jockeys in the trade).

8. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. (a) That is a

jockey, as (senses 3-5) jockey-boy, -groom, -lord,

parson, -rider
; (sense i ) jockey-pedlar, (b) Be-

longing to or used by a jockey, as jockey-frock,

-pad, -seat, -whip. (f) Practised by a jockey
(sense 3 b), fraudulent, cheating, as jockey traJe,
trick, b. Comb., as. jockey-cut, jockey-like adjs.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 36 The anecdote. .of poor

Jack Clark the "jockey-boy, struck us most {prcibly. 1827
LYTTON Pelhatn ii, The men. -wore *jockey-cut coats. 1806
SURR Winter in Land. II. 93 His outer garment was a

*jockey frock. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4441/4 John Hague, a
*
Jockey-Groom, ..has lately ran away without accounting. .

dry-jester
to Oameing and Jocky-Lords. 1759 Joi

Idler No. 62 F 10, I grew ashamed of the company of

jockey lords. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. JfecA., 'Jockey-pad,.-^
knee-pad on the forepart of a saddle. 1837 MRS. SHER-
WOOD Henry Milner in. ii. 33 A spurting parsun is quite
as good as a *jockey parson surely, a 1670 HACKET Abp.
Williams n. (1692) 223 England deserved worse and heard
worse than these *jockey pedlars [Scots] that chaffered

away their King. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 1690 Force,

enough to fly, And beat a Tuscan Running Horse, Whose
*Jocky-Rider is all Spurs. 1867 BAKER Nile Tribut. x.

(1872) 161 The latter with a regular 'jockey-seat riding
most comfortably. 1770 in F. Chase Hist.Diirtmouth College
(1891) I. 149 It can't prosper, . . it's all a *jockey trick from
first to last. 1801 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. to Ct. Rmtford
Wks. 1812 V. 144 Try every jockey trick to pass thy fame.

1804 Eurap. Mar. XLV. 58/2 Time, .changes the youth to

Harlequin, transforms his 'jockey-whip to a wooden sword.

9. Special Combs. : jockey-bar (see quot.) ;

Jockey-boot, a top-boot formerly worn by jockeys ;

589

! jookey-box,
' a box in a wagon, underneath the

drivers seat, for carrying small articles' (Cent.

!

Diet. 1890); jockey-cap, a peaked cap of the
style worn by jockeys; jockey-cart local [from its

motion], a spring-cart; jockey-club, a club or

j

association for the promotion and regulation of

horse-racing; spec, the Jockey Club established at
Newmarket, which is the supreme authority in
Great Britain on all matters connected with horse-
racing; jockey-coat, a kind of great-coat (? for-

merly worn by horse-dealers) ; jockey-gear, a set
of jockey-wheels (see below) with their connected
mechanism; jockey-pulley, jockey-wheel, a
small wheel which 'rides' upon the top edge of
a larger one, used for obtaining a high speed, or
for keeping a rope in the groove of a grooved
wheel ; an '

idle
'

pulley or wheel which '
rides

'

upon the belt or rope between two working pulleys
so as to increase its contact surface upon these and
to tighten it up when slack

; jockey-sleeve, (a) a
sleeve like that of a jockey-coat ; (t) a sleeve or
free casing riding on a spindle or shaft, and carry-
ing part of a train of mechanism

; used in some
forms of electric arc-lights.
1887 So. Chesh. Gloss.,

"
Jockey.tar, the broad flat top

bar of a kitchen
grate. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman it. i. 51

The kettle was singing on the jockey-bar. 1683 Land. Gaz.
No. 1810/4 A pair of "Jockey- Boots. 1725 SWIFT Receipt
to Stella, All the squires from, nine miles round, ..With
jocky boots and silver spurs. 1831 lUustr\ Catal. Gt.

j:ai6. 525 Jockey, hunting .. and dress boots. 1748
Anson's Voy. n. vi. 193 Having on a 'jocky cap, one side
of the peak was shaved off .. by a ball. 1837 MRS. SHER-
WOOD Henry Milnerm. iii. 43 Two young 'squires in jockey
caps. 1840 M RS. F. TROLLOI-E MichaelArmstrong xvii. (D.),
[No] conveyance more rough and rude than Sir Matthew's
"jockey-cart, which was constructed with excellent and
efficient springs. 1773 (title) An Appeal to the "Jockey Club ;

or, a True Narrative of the late Affair between Mr. Fitx-

gerald and Mr. Walker. 1809 Spor:i,ig Kfng. XXXIII.
108 The unerring scales of the Jockey-Club. 1886 COVEN-
TRY & WATSON Racing iii, Tradition . . assigns to the year
1750. the origin of the Jockey Club. (11745 SWIFT Heller
Skelter io With whips and spurs so neat ; And with
"jocky-coats complete.

_ 1732 in Scots Mag. (1753) July
344/2 He was dressed in a long dun jocky coat. 1818
SCOTT llrt. Midi, xiii, His dress was also that of a horse-
dealer a close-buttoned jockey-coat, or wrap-rascal, as it

was then termed, with huge metal buttons. 1893 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. Dec. 715 A "jockey pulley attached to the
main frame is arranged to take up the slack of the chain.

1896 E. T. CARTER Mot. rower Electr. Mach. 508 The
advantage in the use of a jockey pulley is that the arc of
contact of the belt on the working pulleys can be increased

beyond what is obtainable with a free belt, thus shortening
the necessary distance between the pulley centres. 1692
Lond. Gaz. No. 2767/4 A buff-colour Cloth Coat with
"Jockey-sleeves.

Hence Jo ckeydom, (<z.)
the world of jockeys,

jockeys collectively ; (If) the position or occupa-
tion of a jockey; Jo ckeyisri a., like a jockey,
'

horsy
'

; Jo'ckeyism, the style, phraseology, or

practice of jockeys.
1869 Punch io July ro/i The dearest interests of jockey-
dom stand in jeopardy. 1878 L. WINGFIELD Lady Grizcl
I. ii. 28 A man who never ,. spends his nights at hazard,
or affects jockeydom at Newmarket. 1838 Frascr's Mag.
XVII. 326 But this, though sufficiently jockeyish, leaves
out Hector himself, to make room for his horses. 1802

Sporting Mag. XX. 273 The slang of jockeyism. 1827
LYTTON relluun Ixi, A mixture of slang and jockeyism.

Jockey (d3?-ki), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To play the jockey with (see prec. 3 b) ;

to gain the advantage of by adroit management or

trickery ; to trick, outwit, overreach, take in,
' do '.

1708 Yorkshire-Racers 3 And as you jockey'd us, we
jockey'd you. c 1740 A. ALLEN MS. Diet, s.v., To jockey
a Man, is to impose upon, to cheat, overreach ; to deal w tb

I

any one, as Jockeys usually doe \vlh all yc world. Nor is [

there any more deceitful race of Men than Jockeys, in their

Sale of Horse flesh. 1785 R. CUMBERLAND Obsen'er No. 96
p 6 Let us see if any bishop shall jockey us with the like :

jade's trick for the future. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
xxxiv, The way in which she jockied Jos, and which she
described with infinite fun. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. \\. iii,

Whether the business in hand be to. .promote a railway, or

jockey a railway.
b. With adv. or prep. To get (out, in, away,

etc.) by trickery ; to cheat or do out of.

out ot Ins mistress. 1840 LHACKE.RW Parish*. -ox., tartca-

tures, Penniless Directors,, .jockeying their shares through
the market. 1855 Ntnvcomes xxxiii, When his Majesty,
Louis XIV. jockeyed his grandson on to the throne of

Spain. 1865 Sat. Key. 25 Feb. 217/2 Having been jockeyed
into a miscarriage of justice.

o. To play tricks with ; to manage or mani-

pulate in a tricky way.
1800 Nature 16 Oct. 587 In .Foucault's pendulum a very

slight jockeying can make the thing go as we wish. 1893

Eyid. Crt. Martial H.M.S. Victoria, Admiral Tryon
disapproved of any jockeying the engines. 1894 J. KNIGHT
Garrick vii. 104 Quin. .had been controlled or jockeyed.

d. intr. To play the jockey, play tricks, act

fraudulently; to aim at an advantage by adroit

management or artifice.

JOCKTELEG.
<zi83S Comic song,

' The Fox went out'. He cut up the
goose with a carving knife, And the little ones jockeyed for
the bones, O ! 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes Ixii, An event
tor which she had been jockeying ever since she set eyes on
young Newcome. 1899 Daily A w 2 , Oct. 3/4 When the
preparatory gun was hred . . both yachts were jockeyineunder their mainsails, jibs, and staysails.
<3. a. intr. To ride as a jockey (in quot. 1767

contemptuous), b. trans. To ride (a horse) in
a race, as a jockey.
1767 ANNA SEWARD Poems, etc. (1810) I. p. cxcvii She

reads no curtain-lectures upon his joekying over to Nottini;.

i,"
1 'VST the

"=!"s thr "Se a week. 1825 Siting.!/<-. XVI. 273 Eclipse was then jockeyed by Sam Merri't.
1837 [see JOCKEYING 2).

Jockeying (d&>-ki|irj), vol. sb. [f. JOCKEY v.
+ -ING

i.j The action of the verb JOCKEY.
1. Horse-dealing; the riding and management of

race-horses. Also attrib.
a. J77o C. SMART Duellist 58 A thousand trifles not

worth naming, In whoring, jockeying, and gaming. 1837MRS. SHERWOOD Henry Mitner in. iii. 33 Unless Mr Dalben
' lks of bringing him up in the jockeying line.
A. Adroit management for the purpose of gainingan advantage, esp. an unfair one ; trickery, cheating.
1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 293 In thei'r zeal to gela good seat .. a vast deal of jockeying and unfair play wa<

shown. ciSio MARIA VaafmatmStaHito/lnlmdv, It's

Break/.-t., Race ofLife, That turf where there is no more
jockeying. 1897 W. M. RAMSAY in Brit. Werkly 20 May
78 No one among us will ever look back to it without blush-me for the jockeying by which it was effected.

Jockeyship (d.#;kijip). [See -SHIP.]
1. a. The art of a jockey ; skill in horse-racing.

(Cf. horsemanship^ b. The practice of jockeying ;

trickery, artifice, adroit management for unfair
! advantage.

honours of the turf as all our own. 1787 BENTHAM Def.
Usury ix. 87 Jockey-ship, a term of reproach . . frequently
applied to the arts of those who sell horses. 1846 J. W.CROKEK in C. Papers 22 Aug. (1884!, Newmarket does not
afford more . . instances ofJockeyship, than could be found
in the secret history of episcopal promotion. 1894 DailyNews 16 Apr. 3/7 This defeat was probably due to the
inferior Jockeyship of his rider.

2. As a mock title for a jockey.
1781 COWPER Conversat. 420 If neither horse nor groom

affect the squire, Where can at last his Jockeyship retire?
o. Jockeys collectively.
c 1820 CHALMERS Serm., The full assembled Jockeyship of

half a province muster together.

Jocko (Agfkt). Also Jacko. [a. F. jocko.
erroneously made by Buffon out of engeco, properly
nchcko, the native name of the chimpanzee in the
Gaboon country, West Africa.] The chimpanzee ;

sometimes used as a familiar name for any ape
(peril, influenced hv Jack of Jackanapes).
[1625 BATTKL Angotam Pinkertotis Voy. XVI. 332 The

largest of them is called Pongo in their language, and the
other Engeco. 1766 BUFFON Hist. Naturclle (1837) III.

590 Jocko, Enjocko, nom de cet animal a Congo, et quc
nous avons adopte. En est 1'article que nous avons re-

tranche'.] 1847 RAVAGE in Boston Jrnl. Nat. Hist. V. 422
Their local name for the Chimpanzee is Enche-eko, as near
as it can be anglicised, from which the common term Jocko
probably comes. [1861 Du CHAILLU Equal. Africa, xx.

359 In the Gaboon country the Chimpanzee is called

Nshiego, in the interior it is known as the Ncheko. Ibid.
362 The Chimpanzee is called Engeco by Battel, 1625;..
Enjocko, Jocko, by Buffon, 1766; Inchego, by Bowdich,
1819; Enche-eco, by Savage, in 1847; Ntchego, by
Franquet, in 1852 ; Nchego, by Aubry Lecomtc, 1854-57

'

most of which are variations again of the Camma name,
which, according to our English mode of spelling, should
be, as I have given it, Nshiego. -the negro name for the true

Chimpanzee.] 1863 HUXLEY Man's Place Nat. i. 14 Thus
it was that Andrew BatteH's 'Engeco' became meta-
morphosed into 'Jocko', and, in the latter shape, was
spread all over the world, in consequence of the extensive

popularity of Buffon's works.

Jockteleg A^-kteleg). Sc. and north, dial.

Also a. 7 Jock the Leg, 8- joote-, jactaleg, 9
jockta-,joktaleg,jock-to-, jook-tae-leg. 13. 8-9
jacklag, jaok-o-legs, 9 jacka-, jacki-. jackylegs,

jocka-, jocke-, jockylegs. [The o forms are

Sc., and the original ;
the forms are Engl. dial.

See Note below.] A (large) clasp knife.

a. 1672 Acc.-bk. Sir jf. Fonlis (1894) 6 For a Jock the

Leg Knife GO/. o8j. orf. Scots. 1727 RAMSAY Tn'a Cut-

purses, Sma* gimcracks that pleas'd their nodles Sic as
a joctaleg, or sheers. 1785 BURNS Halloween v, An' gif the
custock's sweet or sour, Wi' joctelegs they taste them.

1789 Peregrin^, Capt. Crose viii, It was a faulding joc-

teleg, or lang-kail gnllie. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxii, After

John Highlandman's sneckit this ane wi' his joctaleg.

1833 Fraser's Mag. Oct. 398 In a hole he had. .jock-to-legs,

keeTavine-pens . . or whatever else he could purloin. 1885

JAS. GRANT Royal Highlanders (Rtldg.) 220 A large knife

like the genuine jockteleg of the days of old.

ft. 1777 Hory Sttfaecivx 227 (E. D. D.) Jack-lag-knife.

1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., Jack-o-legs, a clasp knife. (North.)
1822 BEWICKMem. 26, 1 involuntarily got my 'Jackleg knife*.

1823 BROCKETT, Jackalegs, Jockelegs,3.\i\t% clasped knife.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Jack-lag-knife, a clasped knife. Gleuc.

[Note. Lord Hailes Spec. Sc. Gfass. (c 1776) 18, says
' The

etymology of this word remained unknown till not many years
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famous foreign cutler whose knives were as well known

throughout Europe, as those ofRodgers or Mappltl are now .

On the face of it this account is plausible: it was not un-

.ommon in Sc. for de to be corrupted to the e.g.

and inquiries made for us at Liege have been equally un-

successful in finding any trace of Jacques the cutler.]

Jock-trot : see JOO-TBOT.

t Jo'CO. 06s. [Cf. It. gioco
'

any kind of game
or play

'

(Florio) :\..jocus jest.] JOKE sb.

16*3 FlagtllMtn, or O. CmmmlHlfrit) Ifjol'he like Joco's

and Frisks he would have with other Company.

Jocolatto, -let, obs. forms of CHOCOLATE.

Jocond(e, obs. form of JOCUND.

Jocose (clgck^-s), a. [ad. L. jocos-us full of

jesting or joking, f. jocus : see Joco and -OSE.]

1. Of persons, or their dispositions, etc. : Fnll of

jokes; given to joking ; playful, sportive, waggish.
1673 KIRKMAN Unlucky Citizen 247 It was enough to

depress and tame the most Jocose and bravest spirit in the

World. 1709 SHAFIESBURV Ess. Wit >, Humour i. 3

When they vouchsafe to quit their Austerity, and be jocose
and pleasant with an Adversary. 1787 WBSLEY Wks. (1872)

XIII. 263 Jocose Clergymen.. cannot but dislike those who
are steadily serious. i88a L'EsTRANCE Friendships Miss

Mitford I. vii. 176 That she was so far heart-whole was

evident, for she could be jocose on the subject.

2. Of speech, writing, or action: Of the nature ol

a joke, or characterized by jokes ; spoken, written,

or done in joke ; playful in style or character.

1699 BENTLEV Phal. 287 The Greek Satyrica was only
a jocose sort of Tragedy, a 1708 BEVERIDGE Prai. T/i. i.

(1730) 118 There are some Words, that are purely jocose,

spoken with no other Intent, but only to promote Mirth and
divert Melancholy. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, v, So he

give
her three or four with a kind ofjocose gallantry. 1859

KO. ELIOT A. Bede xix, He caught the sound of jocose
talk and ringing laughter from behind the hedges.

Jocosely (djokon-slil, adv. [f. prec. + -L7
'-'.]

In a jocose manner
; playfully ; in joke.

? 1711 BROOJIK (J.), Spondanus imagines that Ulysses may
possibly speak jocosely, but in truth Ulysses never behaves
with levity. 1718 CURL in Popes Dune. n. 3 note, What
the Gentlemen of the long robe are pleased jocosely to call

mounting the Rostrum for one hour. 1807-8 W. IRVING

Sa-ltnag. (1824) 279 We have more than once, in the course
of our work, been most jocosely familiar with great person-

ages. 1879 MCCARTHY Own Times II. xix. 54 He protested
against having serious things treated jocosely.

Jocoseness (djokcu-snes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Jocose quality or character; mirthfulness of dis-

position or style ; waggishness.
1706 Reflex, upon Ridicule 385 He talks with the same

liberty, familiarity, and Jocoseness. 1778 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Dinry Sept., She has really some drollery about her, . . and
is very fond of Jocoseness. 1859 G. MKHEDITH R. Fererel
xxi, The Baronet . . thought prorjer in his wisdom to water
the dryness of his sermon with a little Jocoseness.

JocoseridUS (dgoukcislo-rias), a. [f. Joco- as

comb, form of L. jocus joke, jest + SERIOUS.]
Half jocular, half serious

; partly in jest and partly
in earnest ; blending jokes and serious matters.

Hence Jocoserio'sity
it 1661 FULLER Worthies, Suffolk in. (1662) 61 Mr. Broun-

rig was appointed to perform the Joco-serious part thereof.

1737 M. GREEN Sfletit 176 Drink a joco-serious cup With
souls who've took their freedom up. 1819 Ann. fieg. 21/2
The right hon. gentleman went on in this joco-serious strain.

1885 V.. JOHNSON in Browning- Society Papers VII. 29 Our
own poet has lately characterized himself as a jocoserions
genius ; and in fact this jocoseriosity seems of much the same
quality with the eironeia of the Greek.

Jocosity (d.^okp'siti). [f. L. type *jocasitas, f.

jocosits JOCOSE: see -ITY. Cf. It. giocositH (1611
in Florio), Sp. jocosidad.} Jocose quality or dis-

position, mirthfulness
; esp. as exhibited in speech

or action : mirth, merriment.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xvi. 372 A laugh

there is of contempt or indignation, as well as of mirth and
Jocosity. 1778 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 26 Aug., A curious
trait . . of Dr. Johnson's jocosity. 1874 HELPS Soc. Press.
xiv. (1875) 199 A low-minded creature, whose only idea of
wit or jocosity is to give others pain.

b. A jocose saying or act
;
a piece of jesting.

1859 MASSON Brit. Novelists i. 42 Early fabliaux, passing
from mouth to mouth as rude jocosities. 1865 Sat. Ker.
29 July 151/1 A fabricator of small jocosities affecting the
manner of a great humourist.

Jocound(e, obs. form of JOCUND.
t Jo cular, sb. Obs. Also 5 ioouler. [a. OK.

joculer, altered form (after L.I otjougler, jongleur :

see JUGGLER.] A professional jester or minstrel.
M3-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 171 Thei be as ioculers

Itutriona] in behauor. 1498 Privy Purse Ext. Hen. VII
Aug., My Lord of Oxford's locular. a 155* LELAND Col-
Itcl. I. 235 A sothsayer, and Jocular, and minstrelle. 1806
SOUTHKY in Ann. Rev. IV. 536 The Normans had joculars
or minstrels.

Jocular (djfvkirflai), a. [ad. L. jocularis
facetious, f.joculus. dim. o(jofus joke, jest.]
1. Of persons or their dispositions : Disposed to

joking or jesting; speaking or acting in jest or
merriment ; mirthful, merry.

590

i6 B. JONSON Fort. Isles 56 My name is Johphiel . .An airy

jocular spirit. ,11661 FULLER Worthies, Warwickshire(\tfri)

126 Though his [Shakespeare's] Genius generally was jocular,

and inclining him to festivity, yet he could, .be solemn and

serious. 1716 ADDISON Dntinnti-r 11. i, He, he, he ! pardon
me for being jocular. 1836 \V. IRVING Astoria III. 46 He
joined, with the best grace he could assume, in the merri-

ment of the jocular giant.

2. Of speech or action : Of the nature of, or

containing, a joke ; said or done in joke ; comic,

humorous, funny.
1674 Gm't. Tongue 128 Many can sooner forgive a solemn

deep contrivance against them, then one of their jocular re-

proches. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) 65 To.. interpose
a jocular, and perhaps ridiculous digression. 1719 D'URFEY
Pills (1872) II. 12 You that delight in a jocular Song. 1816

Sheridaniana. 160 Sheridan made some jocular reply. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus \. 6 Launched one arrowy metre and an-

other, Tenders jocular o'er the merry wine-cup.

Hence Jo-cularness = next (Bailey vol. II, 1 727).

Jocularity ((Igpkitflse-riti). [a(l- med.L./0<ra-

laritds, f. jocularis: see prec. and -ITY.] The

quality of being jocular, mirthfulness; jocular

speech or behaviour, jesting, mirth, fun.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vii. xvi. 372 When men
could . . persist unalterable at all effortes of Jocularity. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler No. 101 pi, I .. applied my faculties

to jocularity and burlesque. 1881 GOLDW. SMmi^Ztftr/. <y

Ess. 259 The jocularity which was always struggling with

melancholy in his mind.

b. with//. A jocular net or remark, a joke.
1848 DICKENS Dotnbcy vii, Little jocularities, of which old

Joe Bagstock was the perpetual theme.

Jocularly (d.^'kirflajli), adv. [f. JOCULAR a.

+ -LY 2
.] In a jocular manner ; jestingly; in joke.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Pliilos. i. (1701) 42/2 Riddles . . which
she used jocularly, like Dice upon occasions, only contest-

ing with such as provoked her. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson.
Oct. 1778 He has sometimes suffered me to talk jocularly
of his group of females. 1828 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, I. ii. 16

Henry. Jocularly placed the Archbishop's cap on his head.

t JO'Culary, sb. Obs. rare. [app. an altered

form of OV.jouglcrie,jogelerie, with assimilation

to L. Joculator : cf. JOCULAR s6.] The art or prac-
tice of jesters or jugglers; jugglery.
a 1500 Rcniard. de cura reifam. (E. E. T. S.) 216 A mane,

he says, qulaik al his fantasy Has geffyne to vice and vesy
ioculary. Ibid. 231 The instruments pertenande ioculary
'War neuer plesande to god Jeit sekyrly.

t JO'Culary, a. Obs. [ad. \j. joculari-iis ludi-

crous, i.jocul-us: see -ART.] = JOCULAR a.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. II. x. | 13 With Arts voluptuarie,
I couple practises iocularie. a. 1661 FULLER M'orthics,
Cornwall i. (1662) 198 This is a joculary and imaginary
Court, wherewith men make merriment to themselves.

,

Joculator (dspkiiile'tai). Obs. exc. Hist. [a.

\*. Joculator jester, joker, agent-n. horn joculart to

jest, joke, f. joculus: see JONGLEUR, JUGGLER.] A
professional jester, minstrel, or jongleur.
a 1500 Bernard, de cnra rcifam. (E. E. T. S.) 223 A mane

to lach at ioculatouris fantasy. 1653 GAULK Magastroitt.
87 Lawes. .enacted against . . prophesiers, predictors, circu-

latours, jo_culators, or jugglers ! 178* BUKNEY Hist. Mus.
(1780! II. iv. 355 1'he bounty of our first Norman sovereign
to his Joculator or Bard. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 117 No
monarch more needed a Joculator than . . Bolingbroke.

t Jo'culatory, a. Obs. [zA.^L.joculatvri-us,
i. Joculator: see prec. and -DRY.] Characteristic

of, or having the character of, a jester ; jocular.
1623 COCKKKAM, fofttlcitorie, merrily spoken. i6$a GAULE

Magastrom. 348 They conclude them to be but joculatory
pranks. l66z K. W. Conf. Charac., Cambridge Minion
(1860) 79 She. .can if need be sing you a merry song and be

pretty joculatory.
Hence t Jo-culatorily adv. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM n, Merrily, locnlatority. 1652 GAULE
Magastroiti. 210 How, then, dare prophane men offer to do
such a thing joculatorily, jugglingly?

Jocund (d,?(7-knd, d.^on-kynd), a. Also 4-6
iocounde, 4-7 iocunde, (5 ioyoounde), 5-6
iocorid(e, 6 iooound, (gioconde), 7-8 jocond.
[a. OF. jocond, joaind (a.\soju-~)

= Sp.jocunde, It.

giocondo, ad. late L. jocund-us, modification (after

jocus joke, jest) of L. jucundus pleasant, agree-
able, delightful, f. juv-dre to help, aid, delight,

please. Hence the etymological form is JUCUND ;

the application of jocund to persons has been
affected by association withjocus. Now exclusively
a literary word.]
Feeling, expressing, or communicating mirth or

cheerfulness ; mirthful, merry, cheerful, blithe,

gay, sprightly, light-hearted ; pleasant, cheering,
delightful. (Of persons, actions, things, etc.)
?<-i38o CHAUCER To Rosenwunde 5 Therwith ye ben so

rnery and so iocounde. c 1386 Can. Yeom. Prol. 43 He
is ful iocunde also, dar I leye. 1388 WYCCIF i Sam. xxv. 36
The herte of Nabal was iocounde, for he was drunkun
greelli. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvn. (Percy Soc.) 127
An hevy nerte it wolde make jocunde. 1514 BARCLAY
Cyt, ff Uploiidyshm. (Percy Soc.) 10 His jocunde jestes
made me oftetyme full gladde. 1592 SIIAKS. Rom. $ Jul.
in. v. 9 locond day Stands tipto on the mistie Moun-
taines tops. 1631 MILTON L'Allegro 94 And the jocond
rebecks sound. 1677 W. HUGHES Man ofSin in. iii. 94 To
avoid more Ink-shed in these Tales of Blood-shed, let s fall
on some that are of a Jocunder H umour. 1750 GRAY Elegy
vii, How jocund did they drive their team afield I 1814
SCOTT Ld. nf Isles i. xvii, Be laughter loud and jocund
shout, And bards to cheer the wassail rout. 1843 PRESCOTT
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Mexico (1850) I. 202 His careless manners and jocund
repartees might well seem incompatible with anything
serious.

fb. Feeling pleasure at some particular event

or circumstance
; joyful, glad, well -pleased. Obs.

^a 1400 Morte Arth. 2897 Gerarde es jocunde, and joyes
hym e more ! c 1440 Gesta Rom. \. xx. 69 (Harl. MS.),
I am more iocund hen any man may trowe, }>at 1 se the hole.

1578 FLORIO isf Fruites 52 Gioconde was the Emperor
Gratian, when he read the Posies of Ausonius.

C. Comb.
1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char, ii. 45 Rosalind is one

of the most enchanting amongjocund-spirited heroines. 1866
CARLYLE Remin. \\. (1881) I. 131 Irving was very good and

jocund-hearted .

t Jo'cundary, . Obs. ff. late ^.jocund-us
+ -AHY : cf. secondary.] Jocund, mirthful, jocular.
Hence f Jo'candarily adv. Obs., jestingly.
1618 DEKKER (title) The Owles Almanacke ; prognosti-

cating many strange accidents . . by Jocundary Merrie-
braines. 16*4 FORD Sun's Darling in. i, Poor folly, honest

folly, jocundary folly, forsake your lordship ! 1660 Trial

Regie. 155, I have found him jocundarily scoffing at it.

Jocundity (d^kzrnditi). [ad. late L. jocun-
ditas, i.jocnnd-its JOCUND : cf. OF'. jocond- , jocun-
dite^ It. giocondita.}
1. Jocund quality or condition ; mirthfnlness,

gaiety; mirth, merriment, glee.
< 14*0 Pallael. on Hnsb. in. 1121 Vngreyned grape in high

iocundite Me may suppe of. c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd.
Manners (1570) E iij, But mingle so in measure mirth and
iocunditie. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus in. 661 Iudas..With
Thamar lay in his Iocunditie. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N, 7'.,

John ii. 9 Marriages among the Jews were celebrated with

great Feasting, where moderate jocundity was thought
seasonable. 1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 160, I have seen

many of them go up to the gallows . . with a seeming
jocundity, as if they were mounting the guard. 1882 J.

HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool \. xviii, He overflowed with jocun-

dity, though he was neither a wit nor a humourist.

b. A merry act or saving ;
a pleasantry.

"1734 NORTH Exatn. i. ii. 27 (1740) 43 The more
Liberties he [Shaftsbury] took in the way of Pleasures and

Jocundities . . the more acceptable he was to the King.

f 2. Pleasure, delight, joy, happiness (of a high
or spiritual kind). Obs.

^
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. Hi. 124 Noon anxiete, blisful

locundite, swete companye & plesant to beholde. 1492
RYMAN Poems Ixxxii. 7 in Archiv Stnd. neit. S~pr.

LXXXII. 251 In blisse with me thy place shall be Replete
with alle iocundite. 1628 J. HUME jfewts Dcliv. v. 76 He
is joy and jpcunditie to such as mourne.

JO'Cnndly, adv. [f. JOCUND + -LY 2.] In a

jocund manner ; cheerfully, cheerily, men ily, gaily ;

with mirth or glee ;
with a light heart.

1471 Arrt-v. Edw. IV (Camden) n When ethar party wel-

comyd and jocundly receyvyd othar with perfect frindlynes.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Eiij, locundly
iesting with wordes of wantpnnes. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat.

ii. i, He woulde ieste uery iocondlye. 1600 HOLLAND Lrvy
1361 They, .clad themselves in the skins of the goats which

they had sacrificed, and then fell to hopping and dauncing
full jocundly, a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1717) III. 498 He is

ruined jocundly and pleasantly, and damned according to

his Heart's desire. 1821 BYRON Sardan. \. ii. 637 At least

we'll wear our fetters jocundly.

Jo'cundness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or state of being jocund.
1. ^JOCUNDITY i.

1482 Monk of Eves/iam (Arb.) 86 He shewid alwey in

wordys and countenans gladnes and iocundnes. 1548 UUALL
Erasm. Par. Luke v. 34 Where reason would that al thinges
should be ful of mirth and iocoundriesse. 1635 SWAN Spec. M.
v. 2 (1643) 178 Casting away, .the clouds of the mind, and

begetting jocundnesse in the heart.

f 2. = JOCUNDITY 2. Obs.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 26 Ther is no long that con tel, . .

That joye, that jocundnes, that Ihesus wyl joyn hym to.

1625 USSHER Answ. Jesuit 264 Where is light and life,

where is glory and jocundnesse, where is joy and exultation.

t Jo'Ctwdry. Obs. Also 7 jocondrie. [f.

JOCUND a, + -BY: cf. pleasantry.] a. Jocund ac-

tion or behaviour, merriment, b. Jocund dispo-

sition, cheerfulness.

1634 MILTON Corrections of Comus Wks. 1738 I. 8 And
favour our clofe Jocondrie, Till all thy Dues bee done, and

nought left out. 1655 tr. Mdmc. ScttderCs Artatnenes IV.

viu. IL in No person upon Earth had a sweeter Jocundry
of mind then she. 1670 E. R. Ne Plus Ultra 39 Hy way of

Jocundry.

Jod (d&xl, y<?"d), sb. [med.L. (German, etc.)

spelling of Heb. "1^ (yod} y the name of the letter s

(y> *) tne smallest letter of the square Hebrew

alphabet : cf. IOTA, JOT.] =!OTA 2, JOT j^.1

1596 H. CLAPHAM Briefe Bible i. 55 Neither might he

[Moses] Adde, detract or Alter any iod thereof. 1610

DONNE Pseudo-mart. 277 The Canons, .inflict an Anatheme

vppon any Lay-man, which shall so much as dispute vpon,
the text, or any one Iod of the Epistle of Pope Leo.

c 1629 Serm. IV. ex. 15 No Iod in the Scripture shall

perish, therefore no Iod is superfluous. 1851 LoscF. Gold.

Leg. in. Nativity viii, As surely as the letter Jod Once
cried aloud, and spake to God.

fJod, v. Obs. trans. To strike, knock.
? 14. . Stasyons Jerus. 139 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (i88t)

357 We fond b< holys in f>e stone, There-in J>ei Joddyd
hym onne be gronde.
Jodel : see YODEL.

Joe (d^), s/>. 1 Also 8 jo. Abbreviation of

Joannes or JOHANNES, a Portuguese gold coin.

177* in F. Chase Hist. Dartmouth College (1891) I. 262
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note, Let Mr. Ripley have a guinea halfa in an,!,,,.

.783 WOLCOTT (P Pindar, (%?, R'.Acadeln. v"i Wk?
"*

L 75 Or Sol's bright orb-be sure to make him glow
Precisely like a guinea, or a jo. .8 MARRVAT PC *7

^i^*FHv^k^r^b"^"*^

Joe (d30"), ^-
2
">%. or J/OB^. [Familiar ab-

breviation of the name Joseph.'}
1. Short for Joe Miller : see'4.

be
I

en
S
i7te

E

moft''se'?rous deba'tf
f"^ "** * S' ry ma

?'

culation of old Joes in Parliament "StfAtS^Si^SM.337A Such venerable Joes as the '

Lapsus lingua;
'

story2. A fourpenny piece : -JwtrT,
1882 in OGILVIE.
3. Joe Manton. <A name given to fowling-

pieces made by Joseph Manton, a celebrated
.London gunsmith (Farmer Slang).
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxix, It's a capital' gun it's a loeManton that cost forty guineas. ,885 W H RUSSELL in

Harper's Mag. Apr. 7 7 i/! Malachy shot' with -,1.
Manton. Jw
4 Joe Miller. [From the name of Joseph

Miller, a comedian
(1684-1738), attached to a

popular jest-book published after his death 1 aA jest-book b. A jest or joke; esp. a stale joke,'a 'chestnut . Hence (nonce-wds.) Joe-Mi-llerism
the practice of retailing stale jokes ; Joe-MHler-
ize v. trans., to render jocular or comic, to turn
into a joke (see -IZE, quot. 1866).
JMiller's^chief j-eptitation was made for him after his

,
--

-f 9- PARKER Life's "paiiUer xii'/Wn'at . . shouldn'ot befound in every common jest book or a Joe Miller, p Y41816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxix, A fool and his money are soon
parted, nephew: there is a Joe Miller for your Joe Manton.
.870 RAMSAY Re,,,,,,, (ed. .8) p. xxx, Many of the anecdotesare mere Joe Millers. .882 OGILVIE, Joc-Millerism
Joe, variant of Jo Sc., darling, sweetheart.'
Joe-caul, obs. perversion of JACKAL.
Joell, obs. form of JEWEL.
t Joey 1

(djJa-i). 06s. slang or colloq. [Dimi-
nutive from JOE j*.2 : see -Y.] A fourpenny piece
see quot. 1876.
1865 H. KINGSLEY Hillyars f, B. xlii, A young man ashas owed me a Joey. ,876 E. HAWKINS-.Silver Coins Ew

c\rr ,/ 3
V.

was r olved to issue groats for general
circulation... The legend, FOUR PENCE ..These pieces are
said to have owed their existence to the pressing instance
of Mr [Joseph] Hume, from whence they for some time
bore the mck-name of Joeys. ,884 BLACKMORE Tommy"'

,', u
e ls e C18htpence a couple of Joeys, as

you call them.

Joey -
(d^Ju-i). [Native Austral, joe : see quot.

1S39-J A young kangaroo; also gen a youne
animal or child. See also quot. 1887.
1839 W H. LEIGH Reconnoit. Voy. S. 'Austral. 03-4(Morns) Here [m Kangaroo Island] is also the wallaba

Q *?ms -,
an "nal is called by the islanders a joe.

1845 MOORE lasman. Rliymings( 1860) 15 Hewasa'joey'
wliich, in truth Means nothing more than that the youthWho claims a Kangaroo descent Is by that nomenclature
meant. 1866 Corn/nil Mag. Dec. 762 Large flocks of
kangaroo . . the larger males . . towered above the flying
bucks, flying does and joeys, the half-grown bucks doe,
and young ones .887 All Year Round 30 July (Farmer.;
J

?3i'
B

,

aPDlled '"differently to a puppy, or a kitten, or a
child, while a wood-and-water-joey is a hanger about
hotels, and a doer of odd jobs.

Jog (d.yg), s6.\
Also 7-8 jogg. [f. JOG v.}

1. The act of jogging a thing or person (see
JOG v. i, 2) ; a shake

;
a slight push ; a nudge.

1635 QUARLES Emol. iv. iv. (1718) 202, I have none to
guide me With the least jog. .693 EVELYN Kef/. Agric
xviii. 69 in De la Quint. Comfit. Card., To pull up the
Weight, and give a little Jog to the Pendulum. .725 DE
Foe ft*, round World (1840) 330 A little breeze of wind
.. which . . gave them a kind of a Jog on their way towards
the shore. .735 RAMSAY To James Clerk 72 Should dreary
care then stunt my muse, And gar me aft her jogg refuse?
188. BESANT & RICE Cliafl. ofFleet i. xii, The man Roger
gave the dazed bridegroom a jog in the ribs. 1896 Westm
Gaz. 20 Feb. 1/2 The perpendicular jog usually experienced in
dog.carts . . and also thoside-to-side jo due to a horse with
each step pulling first againstone trace,then against the other.
2. a. The act of jogging or moving mechanically

up and down. b. The act of jogging along (see
JOG v. 4) ; a slow measured walk or trot

; also

transf., e.g. of the rhythm of verse.
.61. COTGR., Cahot, the iumpe, hop, or iog of a coach, etc

in a rugged, or vneuen, way. ,6. . in W. Blundell CrosbyA<r. 135 Sir Humphrey Stapleton . . hath hit very right of

VJej?f
an knghsh style in his version of 'Strada'. 1667H. MORE Div. Dial. v. xxv. (17,3) 483 Not caring to

bespatter others in this high jogg, as he himself was finely
bespattered from others. 1889 MRS. OLIPHANT Poor Gentle-man xlvm, A carriage . . was coming along with the familiar
jog of a hack carnage which is paid for at so much an hour
1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 319 The slow, hope-
ess, leg-weary jog to which most of the horses . . had long
been reduced.

Jog, s/i.2 Also 8 jogg. [In sense I var. of JAG
s/'. 1

; in sense 2, cf. JOGGLE 5.
2
]

1. A projecting point on an edge or surface ;
= JAG

sl>.l 4; a protuberance, swelling, rare, t Obs.

591

1715 lr. Pandrollus" Rermn Mem. II. App 440 The

offTv"'fxoe^
3
""'S!'-

-till 'he little logTarfrubLdott by Experience and lime. 1744-50 W ELLIS M,,l'

2. A right-angled notch, recess, or step, in a sur-

,

l. .57 The thickness
every story bv retreating

top- x8841* w^SSS
,

e parts his">rically dovetail
'

8^
g M J g'

J"' g"
e "nn^'ed and consistent

c.-, ,
l893.MAHAN Sea Power f, Fr. Rev iii 80 Heripam s] maritime advantages were indeed diminished bvthe jog which Portugal takes out of her territory.

Jog (dSM), v. Forms: 6-7 iogge, 7 jogg,
/-Jog, (9 Sc. jag). [Known only from :6th c
origin unascertained : app. onomatopoeic, and akin
to SHOG, which is to some extent synonymous and
ot earlier appearance.
The suggestion of a Celtic origin is not tenable. English"OWS "' n ofa

g

Por a vb.jtf, jogge, which appears in Piers Plowman
varying wuhjam, tadngft, see JUG . Jogis in Wars
of Alexander 1. 1507 (where the two texts differ widely

wordT
corruP') is evidently an error for some other

1. trans. To shake or move (a heavy body) with
a push or jerk ; to throw up with a jerk ;

to shake up
1548 COOPER Elyol'sBibliotli., Succutio, to shake a thvne

to iogge vp, to lifte as the horse that trotteth harde liftetlione at euery steppe in the saddle. ,59, LVLY Sapphoiv. m, I thmke all her teeth will be loose, they are so

ojten jogged against her tongue. 1640 Bp. REYNOLDS
Passions xvii. 182 The Seamans needle which is joggedand troubled, never leaves moving till it finde the North
point agame. a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 109 Perfectlysweet cream, that hath not been jogged with carriage, a 1770CHATTBHTON hxhibitwn in Harped Mag. (.883) July 236/1Ihe prudent Mayor jogged his dinner down. 1878 CLARKKUSSELL \\freck

'

Grosvenor' vi, Large masses of this froth
.. were jogged clean off the water, anal struck the dack or
sides of the ship with reports like the discharge of a pistol

to - fig-

. .642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. in. x. 175 What wonder is
it It agitation of busmesse jog that out of thy head ? 1688LUNVAN Jerusalem Sinner (1886) 119 Art thou jogged and
shaken, and molested at the hearing of the Word '! a 1714NORTH Liua, Ld.Guildfoni ( , 74S> 239 This very project of
getting the general gaol delivery of recusants . . was joe-ed
upon his lordship to have had it been moved by him.
2. To give a slight push to, so as to shake

;
to

nudge ; esp. so as to arouse to attention.
.589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 45 Doron iogde Melicertus

on the elbowe, and so awakte him out of a dreame. c 1620
*!ovl

?
Zw"'s

.
Flowers (1855) J2 Though I him jog and

shake, its all in vame. .643 PRVNNE Sm. Poiver I'arlt.
App. 195 Shall he pull those by the eares who are asleene
or ondyjogge them by the sides? .663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii'.

765 He joggd his good Steed nigher And steer'd him
gently toward the Squire. .723 POPE Odyss. xiv. 545Hidden I jogg d Ulysses, who was laid Fast by my side
.889 JK. JEROME Idle noughts 32 A bored-looking man!
witn a lashionably-dressed woman jogging his elbow.

b- fig- ! esP- to jog the memory.
.60. SIR W. CORNWALLIS Disc. Seneca (1631) 10 Providence

. .jogs him, if vame pleasures lull him in sensuality a 1764LLOYD.Poems, Shakespeare, Jog them, lest attention sink
lo tell them how and what to think. .778 (title) An
Antidote to Popery ; or, the Protestant's Memory jogg'd in
Season. ,825 LAMB Elia Ser. n. The Convalescent, Jogging
this witness, refreshing that solicitor. 1840 LADY C. BUR?
Hist. ofHirt xi, I jogged his memory by reverting to our
water-party .874 C. KEF.NK Let. in Life vii. (,892) 165
i often jog him up with a letter, but he never answers.
3. intr. To move up and down or to and fro

with a heavy unsteady motion
; to move about as

if shaken.
.586 BRIGHT Melanch. xl. 268 When the meate is per-

ceaued to be loose and iogge in the stomach. 161. COTGR
La/later, to iumpe, log, or hop, as a coach in vneuen way.
1676 HonuES lhad ,. 50 His bow and quiver both behinde
him hang, 1 he arrows chink as often as he jogs. 1852 MRS
SMVTHIES Bride Elect viii, His sisters-elect, jigging and
jogging in a mad polka. .858 GREENER Gunnery -no One
projection . . would make the ball jog and oscillate much
after the manner that has been described. .863 DICKENS
Mat. Fr. in xiv Mr. Venus listened to these lamentations
in silence, while Mr. Boffin jogged to and fro.

4. tntr. To walk or ride with a jolting pace' lo move with small shocks like those of a low
trot (J-) ;

to move on at a heavy or laboured
pace, to trudge ; hence, to move on, go on, be off

i
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eeJOG
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GI
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?'?'
s!l ' } - 'S9 GKKENE Mourn. Garm.

tioiO) 38 He bade his man bee iogging. 1596 LAMBARDE
Peramt.Kmt(sd. 2) 229 This lade .. driuen las it were) bvsome diuine furie, neuer ceassed iogging till he came at the
Abbay church doore. .596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. HI. ii 211
I here lies your way, You may be iogging whiles your bootes
are greene. 1630 DEKKER ^nd Pt. Honest Wli. Wks 1873
11. 145 Has thy husband any Lands? .. any Ploughs jog-
ging / 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 631 Few miles on Horseback
had

,

th
|V Jogged i754 FIELDING Fathers i. ii, A Knightof the Shire used to jog to town with a brace of geldings

1821 CI.ARE Vill. Minstr. I. 26 The load jogg'd homeward
down the lane. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, ly Loire 182 You
may see the farmer and his farmeress jogging to market
on their respective steeds. 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 51 Thewomen sing as they jog down the hill-paths.

JOGGLE.
b. esp. with on, along.

i6n SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iii. 132 log-on, log-on the foot-
path way, And merrily bent the Stile-a CI63 i M.LTON
yd Poem Univ. Carrier While he might still jog on and

P
f, Vot '

-

1
?97

DA ER Voy. (1729) I. .72 We joggedon after this with a gentle gale. 1758 CAPT TVRIJELNaval Chron. X. 359 Whilst I made all the sail I could
V

^,
ere

J.Sg'
nS on under their foresails and top-sails.

.797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xii. (1824) 596 But Paulo
jogged mernly along .892 ANNE RITCH,!/^. Tennyson,etc. m. ,v. 187 Our old white horse jogged steadily on.

C. Jig. In reference to time, or continued action
of any kind. Chiefly/^ on.
1677 HORNECK Gt. Law Cousid. iv. (1704) 142 Unwillingness to lose a temporal advantage makes them jogg on in

^course
which perhaps they do dislike. .683 KE^ET? t

Eras,,, on 1-olly^ lo jog sleepingly througR the world ..cannot properly be said to live. ,698 FRYER Ace. E. India
t

=8!. lhro"gh a" these Scenes, Time keeps jogging on
.702 C. MATHER Magn.Chr. i. iii. (,852) 57 Sotheyjo|ged on

after their first arrival. .803 SCOTT

'

,
- "

e day twelvemonth af

v?rv wen''ifc
M
F
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t
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'"^ j?
MX worTdly'^tttOT jog

on
very well. .893 F. F. MOORE IforoidBauns (1890) 14, 1 want
things to jog along as quietly as possible. Jogging alone istrue happiness, if people only knew it.

J S

Hence Jo-gging vbl. sb. and///, a.
.565 COOPER Thesaurus, Succussatura. a ioggynge a

trottmge. .58, MULCASTER Positions xii. (.SS^TIore
S"?f ?

'd l esmg doth [trouble] the wearied body.660 H. MORE Myst. Codl. i. vi. 17 A kinde of jogging or
stirring up which is used to recover or prevent ones fallinginto a swoon. .787 BEST Angling (?& 2) ,2 Lead it [the
line] m such manner as will sink the bait . . and permit ,V

mot^n,
without any violent jogging on the ground. .884

pt.
James s Gaz. 21 Mar. 4/2 The official memory requires

frequent jogging. .886 STEVENSON Kidnapped i, He . setoH . . by the way that we had come at a sort ofjogging run
Jog z/., obs. form of JAG w.l ; see also JUG z/.*

Jog, jogg, sb. and v. : see JOUGS.
Jogeler, -our, obs. forms of JUGGLER.
Jogg(e: see JAG .i, JOG, JOUGS, JUG v*
Jogged, a. ? Obs.

[f. JOG sb? + -ED".] Havinga protuberance or swelling.
'744-50 [see JOG si.2 .].

Jogger (dzfgai). [f. JOG v. + -ERI.] One
who or that which jogs (see the verb); a personwho pushes or nudges, or who moves slowly and
heavily; an instrument or appliance for giving
a jog or slight push to some part of mechanism.
a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), They wilh their fellow joggers of the

plough. .884 R. JEFFERIES in Pall Mall G. 8: Aug 4/2A hand was placed on my elbow. . . The fair jogger beamed
yet moresweetly.. and wenton among the crowd. iSSSSci
Amer. 2 June 340/3 A receiving-table for cylinder printing
presses, designed to facilitate the accurate piling of the sheets
without the use of the ordinary form of jogjjer. 1895 N B
Daily Mail u Mar. 4 Members who represent a 'happymedium between the old 'joggers

'

and the new 'jumpers '.

Joggle (d.^-g'l), sb.1 [f. JOGGLE z;.l] An act,
or the action, of joggling ;

a slight shake, a jog,
a jolt ; a shaking loosely from side to side.
.727 BAILEY vol. II, A Jog, a Joggle, a push or shove.

.822 GALT^/>- A. IVylic xxxiv, She grippit wi' me like grimdeath at every joggle the coach gied. 1864 LOWELL J-'ire-
Slaf 7 rav. 280 Just as the guides had progued . . the donkeys
into a brisk joggle. .893 BARING-GOL'LD Cheap-Jack 7. \

vii. 109 Get into the waggon and drive along. . . I can't abear
the joggle, answered the Cheap Jack.

Joggle, sb? Masonry and Carpentry. [Origin
uncertain

; perh. from jog = JAG, a projection.]A joint at the meeting of two adjacent pieces of
stone or timber, so constructed as to produce
a pressure transverse to that by which they are
held together, and thus to prevent them from
sliding on one another

; a notch in one piece, or
a corresponding projection in the other, or a small
piece let in between both, for this purpose.
1703 [see b]. .793 SMEATON Edyslone L. 240 When a

smaller piece of stone, of any shape, is let in between two
larger stones, partly into one, and partly into the other, so
as to prevent their shifting place with respect to each other,
those pieces of stone are termed Joggles. .823 P. NICHOL-
SON Pract. Build. 128 Joggles are the points at the meeting
f struts, king-posts, queen-posts, and principal rafters.

.845. PARKER Gloss. Arc/lit. I. 218 Almost every sort of
jointing, in which one piece of stone is let or fitted into
another, is called a

joggle : what a carpenter would call
a rebate is also a joggle in stone. .847 SMEATON Builder's
Man. ijo The method of securing the joints of masonry
by means of joggles .. consists in sinking a cavity in the
two pieces in such a manner as to make them correspond
with each other, and inserting in that cavity a piece of
metal, stone, or even wood, so that any lateral thrust may
not be able to separate them. .869 SIR E. REED Shipbuild.
xx. 456 The joggles for the continuous longitudinal angle-
irons are cut out.

b. Comb., as, joggle-beam, -joint, -piece, -post,
-truss, -work (see quots.)
1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 122 Crown-post . . is also

call'd a King-piece, or Joggle-piece. .823 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 225 Joggle-piece, a truss-post, with shoulders
and

socketsjor abutting_and fixing the lower ends of the
:' Prices (ed. 48) 88 Joggle

struts. 1858 Skyrbtftt Builders
joints to 3 inch landings in cem

.

joints to 3 inch landings in cement. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Meek., Joggle-beam, . . a built beam, the parts of which are
joggled together. . . Joggle-mart, ..work in which the courses
are secured by joggles, .so as to prevent their slipping on
each other.

Joggle (djfg'l), z>.l [app. dim. or freq. of
OG v. : but found earlier in our quots. Cf.

SHOGGLE.] To jog continuously or repeatedly.



JOGGLE.

1. trans. To shake to and fro, as by repeated

Vessel would make them subside. 1837 BREWSTER Magnet.

169 Something chanced to joggle the magnets .and they

instantly
rushed together. 1853 MRS, BUTLER in R'Kill.

G. Butler i. (1892) 87 If he was long in replying I drove

the dog-cart over some lumps on the roadside, ana t

joggled the answers out of him.

2. intr. To move to and fro with a succession ol

short jerky
movements ; to shake or rock about,

as something loose or unsteady ;
dial, to jog along.

1683 Moxos Mec/i. Exerc. x. i 3. 178 That they may neither
1

nor tremble in working. 1706 Phil. Trails. XXV .

...ugh. 1883
-joggling tranquilly along in the sunshine

Hence Jo'ggliug vbl. sbl and///, a. Jo'ggling-

board: see quot. 1883; joggling-table, a machine

in which ore is made to separate according to its

specific weight, by the joggling or shaking of an

inclined table on which it is spread.
1828 MOIR Mansie Wauch xiii. (1849) 87 Wearied with

the joggling of the cart. 1860 RUSSELL Diary India II. i.

7 Camels slung along at their utmost joggling stride. 1883

C. F. SMITH Stuthtmisiia in Trans. Ainer. Phitol. Sac.

50 Joggle,
'
to shake up and down or move up and down

on a plank suspended between supports at each end '. . .

Joggling is a favorite amusement of children^ in South

Carolina, and the joggling-board . . is a common sight.

Joggle, v* Masonry and Carpentry, [f.

JOGGLE **.-] trans. To join or fit together by
means of a joggle ; to fasten with a joggle.
1820 DAWSON TURNER Tour Normandy II. 33 The stones

immediately over the entrance are joggled into each other,

the key-stone having a joggle on either side. 1861 SMILES

Engineers \\.\l. iv.4i Sixteen pieces forming each circle, all

joggled and cramped, so as to secure perfect solidity. 1869
SIR E. REEU Shipbnild. ii. 34 One way would be to joggle
the butt-strap over the keel angle-iron.

Hence Jo-ggled ///. a. ; Jo-ggling vbl. sl>.
2

, the

action of the verb ;
also concr. a joggle, or work

consisting of joggles.
1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 339 Joggled-joints. 1838

Skyring's Builders' Prices (ed. 48) 85 Sunk joggling to 3

inch and 4 inch landings, set in cement. 1865 G. E. STREKT
~ Thp JoE'irling of the joints of stone*

, 87 A fire-place with a
Goth. Arc/lit. Spain 83 The joggling of the joints of stone-

J9 Hist. Northnmbld. V. E

'

skilfully joggled flat arch.
work. 1899

Joggly (d.Vgli), a. dial, or colloq. [f. JOGGLE
v. 1 + -y ; cf. jumpy, etc.] Characterized by, or

causing, joggling movement ; shaky, unsteady.
1818 Cramn Dial., Joggly, shaking, unsteady. 2. Rough,

as joggly road. 1897 CROCKETT Sir Toady Lion 242 A
joggly and much-rutted cart-track,

Jo -

g-jo
;

g, adv. and adj. [f. JOG v.]

A. adv. With a jogging motion or pace.
c 1780 COWPER Yearly Distr. 13 For then the farmers come

jog, jog. 1840 BROWNING Sordello l. 177 Quietly through
the town they rode, jog-jog.

B. adj. Characterized by jogging ;
= JOG-

TROT B.

1837 W. E. FORSTER 10 July in Reid Life 1888) I. iii. 87
F.nslavement to the common jog-jog way of doing things.

Jog,o)ler(e, -our'e, obs. forms of JUGGLKR.

Jog-trot, si'-, adj., adv. [f. JOG v. or st. 1 +
TROT : cf. quot. 1631 in J< v. 4 b.

The Sc. job-lroi, jock-trot, are earlier, and possibly distinct

in origin.]

A. sb. (jo'g-tro't).

L lit. A jogging trot ; a slow regular jerky pace
(usually of a horse, or on horseback).
1796 GROSE Diet. V-ulg. T. s.v., To keep on a jogg-trot ;

to yet on with a slow but regular pace. 1812 Sporting Mm?.
XXXIX. 102 They ride .. some in a jog-trot, a 1863
THACKERAY D. Duval ii, Madame, .rode entirelyaway from

me, saying that she could not afford to go at my clerical

jog-trot. 1866 in Engel Nat. Mns. viii. 291 Off they
[Palanquin-men] set in a nasty jog-trot, which rattled every
bone in my body.
2. fig. A slow, dull, monotonous, or easy-going

progression in any action ;
a uniform unhurried

pace or mode of doing anything, kept up con-

tinuously or pertinaciously.
(1709 M. BHUCE Serin, Soul-confirm. 15 You that keeps

only your old Job-troot, and does not mend your pace, you
will not wone at Soul-confirmation.] 1756 World No. 193
f 3 They contented themselves indeed with going on a jog
trot in the common road of application and patience. 1843
LEVER J. Hinlon xxxii, There was nothing to break the
monotonous

jog-trot of daily life. 1887 SAINTSBURV Hist.
Jitizab. Lit. i. 8 Nor does he [Grimald] ever fall into the
worst kind of jog-trot.

B. adj. (jo-g-trot).
1. lit. Of the nature ofa jog-trot, jogging; adapted

for jogging along (quot. 1857).
1797 HOLCKOFT Stotterg's Tr'av. III. Ixxix. (ed. 2) 204

The stiff jog trot pace of our hack horses. 18*7 HUGHES
Tom Brown I. Pleasant jog-trot roads, running through the
great pasture-lands. 1885 BLACK Whitt Heather i, The jog-
trot clatter of the horses' feet.

592

2. fig. a. Of action, or manner of acting : Uni-

form and unhurried; kept up steadily without

haste, and without interruption or variation ;

according to routine; monotonous, humdrum.

[i^Scotcl: Preset. Kloq. (1735) "6 To preach the old

Jock-trot Faith and Repentance). 1826 SCOTT Jml. 17 Feb.,

A regular jog-trot way of busying themselves in public

matters. 1877 T. A. TROLLOPE 1'eep bih. Sc. at Rome xvii.

228 Numbers . . regret that the old jog-trot ways of the old
j

jog-trot days were ever deserted. 1879 KINGSTON Austral.

Abr. i. 3 A steady jog-trot trade is now done.

b. Of persons: Acting in a jog-trot way ; easy-

going ; keeping up a monotonous routine.

[ 1700 M. BRUCE Serin. Soul-confirm. 16 Your Old Job-troot

Curats and your Old Job-troot Professors.] 1766 GOLDSM.

I'ic. It', xx, Honest jog-trot men, who go on smoothly and

dully, and write history and politics, and are praised. 1876
F E. TROLLOFE Charming Fellovj II. xii. 191 A steady, jog-

trot old fellow, who did his daily task like a horse in a mill.

C. adv. (jo-g-trot). At a jog-trot pace.

1845 CARI.YLE Cromwell, There came a man riding jog-trot

through Stratford-at-the-bow. Mod. Dial., Northamft.,
He got on the old mare and went off jog-trot, about three

miles an hour.

Hence Jo'fr-tro't v. intr., to go or move at

a jog-trot, lit. and fig. (also to jog-trot if) ;
hence

Jo-fr-tro-tting///. a. Also Jog-tro'ttism (nonce-

wd.}, jog-trot principles or practice ; Jogf-tro-tty

a. (nonce-wd.}, of a jog-trot character.

1837 Blackvi. Mag. XLII. 419/1 He merely desired to

keep the even tenor of his way, and jog-trot it through life.

1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xvii. It's rather joe trotty and hum-
drum 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Rob. Lynneil. vih. 162 To ..

be driven along the., roads at the Rector's jog-trotting pace.

1879 Tinsley's Mag. XXIV. 176 Prosaic, matter-of-fact jog-

trottism stands awed, jooo H'eslm. Gaz. 16 Feb. 3/2 He. .

compared . . the War Office to a four-wheeled cab that jog-

trotted on neither better nor worse year in year out.

Joguler, -or, -(o)ur, obs. ff. JUGGLEE.

Jogyll, obs. form of JUGGLE v.

Johaimean (dg0harman) ,
a.

[f. 'L.Johanne-s

(sec next) + -AN.] = JOHANNINE.
1881 FAIRBAIRN Stud. Life Christ xii. 199 The discourse

to Nicodemus is much more elementary than the great

Johannean discourses. 1892 J. HUTCHISON Our Lord's Signs
Introd. 5 Dr. Martineau rejects entirely the Johannean
authorship.

Johannes, Joannes (d^pe-nz'z). Also 9

joauese. [a.
L.Joannes (see JOBN), in the legend of

the coin.] The name by which the Portuguese dobra

tie quatro escudos or pe$a of Joannes or Joao V
(1703-1750), a gold coin of the value of 6,400

reis, or about 36*. sterling (also commonly called

Joao i

,
was known in the British American Colonies,

etc. (Also familiarly jo, or JOE.) So Double

Johannes, HalfJohannes.
This coin was formerly largely current in New England,

and in 1725 it was ordered by proclamation to pass current

in Ireland for 40*.

1765 New Hampsh. Pro-.'. Pafers (1873) VII. 77 Be it

Enacted . . That one Guinea shall be valued at Twenty-
eight shillings, .. a Double Johannes or gold coin_ of

Portygal of the valu* of Three pounds twelve shillings

sterling at four pounds sixteen shillings. 1768 Ibid, 175
Counterfeit coin, mostly Dollars. Pistareens and Joannes.

1797 SIR H. PARKER in Naval l/troti. X. 126 The pattern
iohnnnes, which the maker values at 4$. gtf. 1839 Penny
"Cycl. XV. 324 Joanese, Johanes, or Joe, a Portuguese gold
coin, of 6400 rees. 1849 FREESE Conun. Class-bit. 85.

Joliaiiiiiue (dgohse'naiu), a. [f. as prec. +
-]NE '.] Of, belonging to, or having the character

of, the apostle John. (In quot. 1874, Of or per-

taining to John the Baptist.)
1861 Nat. AV?'. Oct. 434 The Johannine 'Word made

flesh ', however, involves no miraculous conception, or birth

from a Virgin. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Baft. i. 18 To
imitate the mission of the Baptist, to repeat his work . . a

Johannine Christianity. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmere

305 On.. the Johannine authorship of the Fourth Gospel.

1894 IAN MACLAREN Bonnie Brier Busk, A Highland
Mystic i. 64 Johannine men are subject to sudden flashes of

anger, and Donald blazed.

Joliannisberger (d/ohre-nisb5.ig.5.i). Also

(?) erron. -berg. [Ger. f. Johannisbei-g (lit. John's

Mount), a castle and village on the Rhine above

Riidesheim.] A fine white wine produced at

Johannisberg in the Rheingau.
1822 J. WILSON Noct.Ainbr. i, Twoaumsof Johannisberg.

1831 DISRAELI Yng. Duke n. xiii, The Johanmsberger quite
converted them. They no longer disliked the young Duke.

Johannite *
(d^oharnsit). Also 6 lohannit,

7-8 Joannite. [a. n\v&.\>. Jo(h*)annitai (plural),
a. Gr. 'Iwawirai, f. Jo(!i]annes, 'loiapvr/i, John :

see -ITE.]

t 1. A member of the order called the Knights
of St. John. Oh.
1563-87 FOXE A. * M. (1596) 181/2 About the yeare of our

Lord 1128, the order of the Knights of the Rhodes called

lohannits .. rose up. 1708 Termes de la Ley 387!), Hos-

pitallers., an Order of Knights .. called the Joannites or

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem.

1 2. A disciple of John the Baptist. Obs.

1659 GELL Ess. Ainendtn. Transl. Bible 165 Most men
leap over John Baptist's head, commence Christians, per
saltum, before they have been Johannites.
3. A follower or adherent of John Chrysostom

after his deposition from the patriarchate in 404.

JOHN.
1680 BAXTER AHKV. Stillingfl. xlix. 70 You confess the

Joannites separation. 1681 Ansm. Dodwell 107 Did

Cyril's Counsel against the Joannites win them, or harden
them ?

Jolia nnite 2
. Min. [ad. Ger. johannit ; so

named by Haidinger, 1X30, in honour of the Arch-

duke Johann : see -ITE.] Uranium sulphate con-

taining some copper, found in green druses.

1835 SHEPARD Min. I. 288 Johannite . . dissolves easily in

water. 1892 DANA A/in. 978 Johannite. . . In a glass tube at

a low heat does not change.

John (d5(m). Forms 2-6 lohan, 3-5 Ion, 4

loan, loon, 4-6 Ihon, 4-7 lohn, 5 lone, 6

lohne, 7- John. |>OF. Jehan, F. Jean:-\..

Joannes (\&\c\Johannes), a. Gr. 'Ituiwi)!, ad. Heb.

pnv yl\SiiSn, in full ]:nvr> fhlyanan Johanan,
or Jehohanan, explained as 'Jah (or Jahveh) is

gracious '.]

1. A masculine Christian name, that of John the

Baptist and John the Evangelist ; hence, from early

ME. times one of the commonest in England, b.

Also used as a representative proper name for a

footman, butler, waiter, messenger, or the like, and

in other ways : see quots., and cf. JACK, JOHNNY (of
which the transferred use is much more marked).
\c 1160 Hatton Cosf. John i. 6 Man wses fram gode asend

baes name was lohannes.] c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 127 He is

pet soSe lomb alswa Sancte lohan be
baptist

cweS. c 1200

ORMIN 707 Forr att te come off Sannt lohan Bigann all ure

blisse. Ikid. 714 Sannt lohan Bapptisste comin Biforenn

Cristess come, a 1225 Ancr. R. 78 past was sein lohan, in

his moder wombe. Ibid. 106 He iseih his deorewurSe
moder ttares, & sein lohannes euangelistes, & te core

Maries, c 1275 Passion our Lord 223 in O. E. Misc. 43 Ion
hedde enne mantel of cendal hym abute. 1297 R. GLOUC.

7147 Seint Ion be ewangelist. Ibid. 9924 Ricnard .. jef is

broper Ion [rime anon] "e erldom ofgloucestre. Ibid. 11751
Sir Ion le fiz Ion. a 1300 Cursor M. 167 (Cott.) Sithen o e

baptist lohnn [Fair/, loan, Gott. iohn, Trin. Ion] bat lesu

baptist in Hum Ionian. Ibid. 171 Sibcn o Ions [v.rr.

tones, ionis] baptisyng. 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. v. 415 Al

bat euere Marke made Mathew, lohn [1393 C. vnl. 24

lohan] and Lucas, c 1380 WYCLIF Stnn. Sel. Wks. I. 325
On Seint Ihones day. Ibid., loon cam to blisse wipouten
killing, c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 264/2 Ion, propyr name US".

lone,/'. lohn), Johannes. 1549 LATIMKR yd Serin, be/
Edw. l'I (Arb.) 77 Some saye, you are lohan Baptiste.

b- 1633 B. JONSON Tale Tub IV. ii, All constables are truly

Johns for the King, Whate'er their names, be they Tony or

Roger. 1838 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 141, 1 knocked
down 16 geese and sacked '

every man John
' of them. 1848

THACKERAY Bk. Suobt ii, Suddenly .. her Majesty's own
crimson footmen, with epaulets and black plushes, came in.

It was pitiable to see the other poor Johns slink off at this

arrival f 1883 J. P. GROVES Fr. Cadet to Captain ii. 15 My
ignorance of the manners and customs of Sandhurst^ cadets

prevented my knowing that 'John' was a generic title

applied to all first-termers.

f 2. A plant : old name for a variety of pink ;

usually SWEET JOHN, q. v. Obs.

1572 PLAT Floures Philos. Addr. to Rdr., The lohn so

sweete in shewe and smell, distincte by colours twaine,

Aboute the borders of their beds in seemelie sighte remaine.

1597 GEKARDE Herbal \\. clxxiv. 478 Of Sweete lohns, and

Sweete Williams. ArmerLi alba, White lohns. Anneria

rubra. Red lohns.

1 3. Sir John : a familiar or contemptuous

appellation for a priest : from SIB as rendering L.

doinimts at the Universities. Cf. also MESS JOHN.
SirJohn Lack-latin : see LACK-LATIN A. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. Pro!. 44 Com neer thou preest,

com hyder thou sir lohn. 1553 PILKINGTON in Strype
l.ccl. Men:. (1721) III. i. xii. 114 Who is meeter for any of

these businesses than Sir lohn Lack-latin? 1721 Ibid.

xxxiii. 253 Instead of a faithful and painful teacher, they
hire a Sir lohn, which hath better skill in playing at tables,

or in keeping of a garden, than in God's word. 1594
'i GKEHNE Selimus Wks. 1881-3 XIV. 264 But our Sir lohn

beshrew thy hart, For thou hast ioynd vs, we cannot part.

1653 BAXTER Wore. Petit. Def. 30 Most would have a

Masse-Priest or Reading Sir John, that would humour them
for a little.

4. Prefixed to another word, so as to form a

name or nickname, or used in a phrase with

specific sense. Such are John Blunt (cf. JACK
sbl 35), John Cheese ; John-a-dogs, ? a dog-

whipper ; John-a-dreams, a dreamy fellow ; one

occupied in idle meditation ; ^Tohn-a-droyne (?) ;

John-a-nods, one who is nodding, or not quite

awake ;
John Company, a humorous appellation

of the East India Company.taken over from the name

Jan Kompanie, by which the Dutch E.I.C.,and now
the Dutch government, are known to natives in the

East : see quot. 1 785 ;
John Crow, a name of the

Turkey Buzzard in Jamaica ;
John Doe (Eng.

Law}, the name given to the fictitious lessee of

the plaintiff, in the (now obsolete) mixed action

of ejectment, the fictitious defendant being called

Richard Roe; John Cringle (?) ; Johu-go-to-

bed-at-noon, a popular name for the Goat's-

beard, Tragopogon pratensis (also simply Go-to-

bed-at-noon : see Go v. VIII.), or other flowers

which close about midday, as the Pimpernel and

the Star-of-Bethlehem ; t John-hold-my-staff,

f John-of-all-trades, t John-out-of-offlce =

corresp. phrases with Jack (JACK sb.l 3^1) ;
John



JOHN.

Scott, an artificial fly : ^Jock Scott; John Thomas,
a generic name for a livery servant

; John Thom-
son's man, Se. [origin lost : Jamieson suggested
Joan Thomson's man, but this is not the form
exemplified], a proverbial appellation for a man
who is guided by his wife ; f John Trot, a man of
slow or uncultured intellect, a bumpkin, a clown
for John BABLEYCORN,/<;/; CHINAMAN, CHEAP
John, POOR JOHN, etc., see the other words.

1613 JACKSON Creed ll. xxviii. 5 Never to swerve fron
the beadle of beggars or 'John-a-dogs his determination
and resolutions in any point of logic, philosophy, or meta
physics. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 594, I, a dull and muddy
metled Rascal, peake Like "lohn a-<lrenmes. 1876 HFNI n
lit 1'trsts (1888) 91 Kate-a-Whimsies, John-a-Dreams
Still debating, still delay. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov *
Eftgr. (1867) 214 Hogis head in hogstowne is no "lohl
a droyne. 1596 NASHE Saffron n'aliten Pjb, That poolohn a Droynes his man, . . a great big-boand thresher 1603HARSNET Pop. Impost, xxiii. 160 Hee would say The
Apostle wrote like a good plaine *Iohn a Nods. 160!
ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1880) 57 His name is John, . . but neither
lohn a nods, nor Mm a Dreames. 1508 DUNB<VR Tua
mariit wemen 142 For all the buddis of *Iohne Blunt
quhen he abone clymis. a 1568 ASCHAM Scholcm. \ (Arb )

54 If thou be thrall to none of theise, Away good Peek
gpos, hens *Iohn Cheese. [1785 tr. Sparrmann's I'oy. Cape
G.Hope, etc. x. II. 21 The ignorant Hottentots and Indians
not having been able to form any idea of the Dutch East-

On this account I ordered my interpreter to say farther, that
we were the children of Jan Company, who had sent us out
to view this country. 1808 Life Ld. Minto in India (1880)
184 (\ .) Preparations to save Johnny Company's cash. 1812
MARRVAT N. Forster xli. (Rtldg.) 223 John Company will
some day find out the truth. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON
laston Larew n, He was offered a position in India, in
the service of John Company, under whose flag, as we
know, the pagoda-tree was worth shaking. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. III. xviii. 274 The security here spoken of . . is
at present become a mere form : and 'John Doe and Richard

Doe brings his action against Richard Roe. 1882 FARRAR
Early Chr. II. 506 So common was it [the name Gaius]
that u was selected in the Roman law-books to serve the
familiar purpose of John Doe and Richard Roe in our
own legal formularies. 1597 ist Pt. Return fr. Parnass.
HI. i. 918 Eyerie "lohn Dringle can make a booke in the
commendacions of temperance againste the seven deadlie
sums. 1758 PULTNEY in Phil. Trans. L. 508 Our country
people long since called it *John-go-to-b,'d-at-noon 1807
WILLIS Flow. Plants II. 373 The flower-heads . . close up
at midday, whence its common name of '

John-go-to-bed-at-
noon '. 1682 15 Com/. Matrimony vi. 47 The poor Gentleman
at home is like *John Hold-my-staff, she must Rule, Govern,
Insult, Brawl. 1639 MAYNE City Match n. v, You mungrel
you "John of all Trades. 1672 R. WILD Dcclar. Lib. Consc. 3A Good King. .who sees no reason for putting down Haber-
dashers, and Johns of all Trades. 1563 FOXE A. ff M
(1583) 2113 Who now (God be thanked) is "lohn out of
office, and glad of his Neighboursgood will. 1867 F. FRANCIS
Angling x. (1880) 375 *John Scott. .is a very tasty-looking
fly. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixii. 4 God gif je war *Johne
Thomsounis man. 1637 R. MO.NRO Exp. Scots Regim.
n. 30 Some will alleage, he was lohn Thomsons man
1 answer, it was all one, if shee was good : for all stories
esteeme them happie, that can live together man and wife
without contention.

- - -

merest John Trot in a week you shall /ee Bim poli, Hen
frizc, lout a fait tin Marquis. 1762 COLMAN Mus. Lady
ll. i, Our travelling gentry, .return from the tour of Europe
as mere English boors as they went John Trot still.

5. St. John's, in composition, f St. John's
berry, the barberry. St. John's bread, the fruit

of the carob-tree (see CAKOB i); also the tree

itself, f St. John's disease, t St. John's evil,
a name for epilepsy, f St. John's grass = St.

Johtfs-wort. t St. John's seal, the plant Solo-
mon's Seal. St. Jo'hn's-wort, the common
English name for plants of the genus HYPERICUM.
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apotti. 22 b, *S. Ihons berries called

in Latine Berberis. 1591 PERCIVALL S/>. Diet., Algarrova,
Carobes, or *S. lohns bread, 1597 GERARDE Herbal HI.

Ixxv. 1241 This of some is called S. lohns bread, and
thought to be that which is translated Locusts, whereon
S. lohn did feed. 1706 PHILLIPS, St. John's Bread, a kind
of Shrub. 1883 Harper's Mag. Sept. 622/2 The St.-John's-

disease. 1607 TOPSELI. Four-/. Beasts (1658) 339 Against
the falling sickness, called *Saint Johns-evill. 1538 TURNER
Libcllus B j b, Hypericon . . uulgus appellat *Saynt lohns
gyrs. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cl. 3. 433 S. lohns woort,
or S. lohns grasse. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 61 *Saint
lohnes scale, of Ruellius Salomons scale : of Monardus,
Saint Maries scale. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/31 Iperica,
*seynt lohnys worte. 1551 TURNER Herbal \. E iij, Great
saint lohnes wurte. Ibid., A kynde of hyperici, called in eng-
lishe saint lohns grass, or saynt lohns wurt. 1625 K. LONG
tr. Barclay's Argents I. ii. 4 Asswaging the heat withOyle
extracted from St. John's-woort. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's
Rot. xxv. 373 Upright St. John's Wort is an elegant species
growing in woods and heaths. 1861 DELAMER Fl. Card. 102
The large St. John's Wort . . has a very showy flower, almost
filled with a silky tasselled tuft of stamens with red anthers.
. .Tutsan is a hardy shrubby St. John's Wort.
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t Jo'hnanapes. Obs. rare. = JACKANAPES.
1633 SHIRLEY JSi'nt in Cage n.

i, Do I look like a John-
anapes '{

t Jo-hn-a-no-kes. Obs. Forms : 6 lohu at
Noke, of the Nokes, -a-noke, 7 John-a-noakes,
an Okes, a Noke, 7 S -a-Nokes, 7-9 a Nokes.
[orig./o// atten Oke, i. c.Jolm (who dwells) at the

oak.] A fictitious name for one of the parties in
a legal action (usually coupled with JOHN-A-.STII.ES
as the name of the other) ; hence sometimes used

indefinitely for any individual person.
1531 Dial, on f.aws Eng. n. ix. 19 If a man haue lande

for terme of lyfe of lohan at Noke and make a lease
158! SIDNEY Apol. Faetrie (Arb.) 53 Doth the Lawyer lye
then, when vnder the names of lohn a stile and lohn
a
npakes [in-s. (1622) 520 lohn of the Stile, & lohn of the

Nokes] hee puts his case ? 1642 HOWEI.L For. 7'rav. (Arb.)
79 Nor indeed is he capable to beare any Rule or Office in
I own or Countrey, who is utterly unacquainted with Johnan Okes, and John a Stiles, and with their Termes. 1714
Spectator No. 577 F 6 The humble Petition of John a Nokes
and John a Stiles, Sheweth, That your Petitioners have had
Causes depending in Westminster-Hall above five hundred
\ ears. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlii. Adventurers who are as
willing to plead for John a'Nokes as for the first noble of
the land.

Joim-apple. = APPLE-JOHN.
1609 N. F. Fruiterers Seer. Epist., lohn-Apples be in

some places called Dewzings or long-lasters. 1676 WOR-
I.IIIGE Cyder (1691) 203 The John-Apple, or Deux-ans, so
called from its durableness, continuing two years before it

perisheth. 1708 J. Pnn.ll'S Cyder \. 29 John-Apple whose
wither d rind entrencht With many a furrow aptly represents
Decrepid Age. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 52 p 3 She has not

? ?*
C
?T.

a Jonn -A
PP.

le - ?7S4 RICHARDSON Grandison
(1781) III. v. 32 Like a withering John-apple that has never
ripened kindly. 1884 HOGG Fruit Manual 244.

I Jo'hn-a-Sti'les. Obs. Forms : 6 John at
Stile, of the Stile, 6-7 -a-stile, 7 -a-Stiles,
-a-Styles, 7-8 a Stiles. [orig./<>/; atte Stile, i. e.

John (who dwells)<tf the
stile.'} (See JOHN-A-NOKKS.)

1531 Dial, on Laws England i. vi. 12 If a man be out-
lawed, and after by his wyll byqueth certayne goodes to lohn
at Style. i58i,i642[seeJoHN-A-NOKEs]. i687R. L'ESTRANGE
Answ. ])iss. 34 Here is an Imperial Prerogative over-ruled
by a Pamphlet ; A Cause given against the King by John-
a-Styles. 1714 FORTFSCL-E-ALAND Prcf. fr'ortescue's Abs.
<V Lim. Mon. 51 Taking Goods in Wimernam. .is no more
than to take other Goods of John a Stiles in lieu of Goods
which he truk under colour of distress.

John Bull. [Name of a character representing
the Knglish nation in Arbuthnot's satire (see quot.

.712).]
1. A personification of the English nation

; Eng-
lishmen collectively, or the typical Englishman.
[1712 AKBUTHNOT (title) Law is a Bottomless Pit. Ex-

emplified in the Case of the Lord Strutt, John Bull, Nicholas
Frog and Lewis Baboon : who spent all they had in a Law-
suit. 1714 POPE Key to Lock (sub init.), If an honest
believing nation is to be made a Jest of, we have a story of
John Bull and his wife.) 1778 J. ADAMS in Fan:. Lett.
(1876.1 350 France .. assisted the American cause, for which
John Bull abused and fought her. But John will come oft

wretchedly. 1788 W. SKERRETT in i$th Rep. hist. JI/SS.
Comm. App. x. 99 The French treat their slaves much
better than we do . . JohnBull does not endeavour to conciliate
their affections, a 1805 A. CAHLYLE AutoHog. ix. 374 A
horse-race we met with near Chester-le-Street. This we could
not resist, as some of us had never seen John Bull at his
favourite amusement. 1822 BYRON Vis. Judgm. lix, Here
crash 'd a sturdy oath of stout John Bull. 1809 CLIFFORD
in Daily News 3 Jan. 8/5 John Bull was now an Imperialist,
and dwelt very much abroad.
attrib. 1824 BYRON Juan xv. Ixxi, Roast beef in our

rough John Bull way.
b. (with a and//.) An individual Englishman

who exemplifies the national character ; a typical
Englishman.
1772 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) I. 148 Both, like

:rue John Bulls, fought with better will than justice for Old
England. i78sBoswEl.l. Tour to Hebrides n He [Johnson]
as. .at bottom much of a John Bull; much of ablunt true-
orn Englishman. 1815 CHOKER in C. Papers (1884) I. iii.

71 The Prince of Bavaria . . is, it seems, a great John Bull,
and is highly flattered at being told that he speaks English
ike an Englishman. 1840 DICKENS ffarn. Rudge xlvii, By
some he was called . .

' a thorough-bred Englishman ', by
some ' a genuine John Bull '.

2. A kind of game of chance played by a nnm-
jer of persons in which a coin is pitched so as to
"all on a board divided into sixteen numbered
compartments.
1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. in. vii. 14.

Hence John-Btrllish a., typically English ;

lence Jolm-Bu'llishness ; Joim-Bvrllism, the

ypical English character; a typically English
act, utterance, or characteristic; John-Bivllist,
one who favours the English.
1802 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 207-8 My taste has always
>een right English, and I grow more "John-Bullish every
line I look into a newspaper. 1842 Bladmj. Mag. LI. 188
['his John Bullish stolidity is very high, and mighty. 1854
-IAWTHORNE Eng. Note-bks. (1883) I. 480 His face was
ntelligent, dark, pleasing, and not at all John-Bullish.
895 Nation iN.Y.) 14 Nov. 345/3 The stolid *John Bullish-
ess with which England refuses arbitration of the whole
[uestion. 1796 MAD. D'ARBLAY Camilla vii. xi, This true

John Bullism Lynmere had neither sense to despise, nor
mmour to laugh at. 1847 B. BARTON Select., etc. (1849) 32
L finer sample of John Bullism you would rarely see. 1851
. H. NEWMAN Cath. in Eng. 25 Anglo-maniacs or "John
iullists, as they are popularly termed.

JOHNNY-CAKE.
John Dory (d^n do-ri). Also 8 j. doree,

J. Dorey, 9 J. Doree. [In sense 2 formed by
prefixing the name John to Dorie or DORY, the
name of the fish, which it bore for 300 years

j

before this addition.

^

Doubtless a humorous formation ; possibly suggested bya very popular old song or catch' printed in 1600, and
. often alluded to in i;th c., the subject of which is the career

of John Dory, captain of a French privateer : see Nares
I he guesses which purport to explain the name from an
assumed Fr. javne dorie, or from a bogus livXa&janitort
in allusion to the Sp. name San Pedro, are only ingenious
inning.]
1. Used as a proper name.
1609 Denteroniclia in Hawkins Hist. Mus. App. 23 John

Dory bought him an ambling nag to Paris for to ride a
1645 MILTON Colatt. Wks. (1851) 363 Then a^ks my opinionof John a Nokes, and John a Stiles.. I for my part think
John Dory was a better man then both of them. 1655 SIR
J. MENNIS Musarum Delic. 17 But I to Paris rid along
flluch like John Dory in the song Upon a holy Tide.
2. A popular name of a fish, /ensfaber, formerly

called simply the doree or dory.
'754 FIELDING Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1784 X. 274 The onlyhsh which bore any price was the John dore'e, as it is

called. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 30 Apr., Your cook
has committed felony on the person of that John Dory;which is mangled in a cruel manner. 1863 ANSTF.D Ionian 1st.
25 i he John dory, sole and other flat fish are common enough.
Johnian (djou-nian), j-*. (a.) Camb. Univ.

[f.

JOHN + -IAN.] A member or student of St. John's
College, Cambridge.
_ 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. (1840) 143 The Johnians, having
intelligence by their emissaries, that the property of the
person was altered. 1712 HENLEY Sped. No. 396 f 2 The
Monopoly of Puns in this University has been an immemorial
Privilege of the Johnians. 1829 PRAED l-'icarad fin.,The
doctrine of a gentle Johnian . . Whose phrase is very
Ciceronian. 1885 A thenztim 7 Feb. 179 i He. .is nothing
if not a Cambridge man and a Johnian.
B. aiij. Of or belonging to St. John's College,

Cambridge.
1785 GROSE Did. Vulg. T. s.v. Hog, Jonian hogs ; an

appellation given to the members of St. John's College,
Cambridge. 1886 Pall Mall G. 19 June 4 2 By all the
benefactors' merits, who bade us be, and raised our Johnian
towers.

Johnny, Johnnie (d.^-ni). [Familiar dimi-
nutive of the nxmcjotm : see -IE, -v.]
1. Applied humorously or contemptuously to

various classes of men : A fellow, chap ; spec.
a nickname given to Englishmen in the Mediter-

ranean, to the Confederate soldiers in the American
civil war, etc.

; in recent use chiefly denoting a
fashionable young man of idle habits.

1673 HICK-FRINCILL Gregory F. GreyI 46 As if it was such
a marvel, Jonye should be cbous'd when he comes to com-
mence gentleman, 1724-27 ? RAMSAY llannv Twcedsidc,
Where she lhat is bonny May catch her a 'johnny, And
never lead apes below. 1803 Naval Ciiron. IX. 417 The
Johnnys rubbed their hands. 1824 BVRON Let. to Murray
25 Feb., The English Johnnies, who had never been out of
a cockney workshop before! 1842 E. E. NAPIF.R Excnrs.
Shores Medit. I. 226 Addressing us as 'Johnny', [they]
were very officious in offering their services. 'Johnny' is,

in this part of the country, the national appellation of an
Englishman by the lower orders of Spaniards. 1889 Daily
News 15 July 3'! An idle and vacuous young aristocrat, of
the class popularly known as 'Johnnies '. 1894 H. GARDENF.R
Unoff. Patriot 310 It took . . the entire regiment hitched to
one of the cannon to pull it along the ruad the Johnnies
retreated over.

2. Applied to various animals, a. A sports-
man's name for a tiger, b. A sailor's name for

a kind of penguin, c. Local Ameiican name of

two fishes, Oligocottus maculostis, abundant on
the western coast of the United States, and Etheo-
stoma w'gntin, a kind of darter. (Cenl. Diet.)
1815 Sfi'.rting Mag. XLV. 9 We entered the jungle, and

soon caught sight of three Johnnies. 1898 Daily News 19
Apr. 6 '2 Reading the following paragraph on penguins or

Johnnies as they are familiarly called.

3. Johnny Raw : nickname for an inexperienced
youngster ;

a raw recruit
;
a new hand

; a novice.

1813 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 68 A grand attack was
made on the Johnny raws of Blandford. 1823 in Hone
Evcty.day Bk. II. 1395 There were some Johnny Raws
on board. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped (i88S) 39 You took
me for a country Johnnie Raw, with no more mother-wit
or courage than a porridge-stick.

Jo'hllliy-cake. [Origin uncertain
;

referred

to in 1775- and by some later writers, as journey-
cake, which may be the original form.
The cake is said to be of negro origin.]

a. U. S. A cake made of maize-meal, in the

Southern States toasted before a fire, elsewhere

usually baked in a pan. b. Australia. A cake
made of wheat-meal, baked on the ashes or fried

in a pan.
1775 ROMANS Florida 125 Notwithstanding it [rice] is.,

only fit for puddings, . . or to make the wafer-like bread
called journey cakes in Carolina. 1793 J. BARLOW Hasty
Pudding, Rich Johnny-Cake, this mouth has often tried.

1831 JANE PORTER Sir E. SeawaroTs Narr. I. 229 My dear

helpmate made us some johnny cakes, a West Indian sort

of tea-bread. 1861 MRS. MEREDITH Over the Straits v. 154
The dough-cakes fried in fat, called 'Johnny-cakes '. 1868
G. CHANNING Early Recoil. Newport, R. I. 25 The 'journey-
cake', vulgarly called Johnny-cake, how can I sufficiently
describe it ? 1890 Melbourne Argtis 16 Aug. 13/1 Here I, a
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JOHNSONESE.
new chum, could.. make sweet and wholesome johnny

cake. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 3 Mar. 168/2.

Johnsonese (dtfOMo*), sb. (a.) [f. the sur-

narac/o/i/iww
<- -K8B.J The language or style of

Dr Tuhnson, or an imitation of it : see next, A.

,843 MACAULAY Ess., Mad. D'Arblay (1887) 766 It is m

Ottof broken Johnsonese. 180-5 />// M C. 5 Aug. Q/2

As the Rector of Marylebone lately expressed it in his

extraordinary Johnsone.-e, 'the juvenile branches of pur

populatio i are greatly dependent on this nutritious diet

fmilk] 1898 L. STEPHEN Stud. Bingr. I. n. 58 Who clothed

the utterances of every orator., in sonorous Johnsonese.

B. adj. In the style of Dr. Johnson.
1881 Atktiatum i Dec. 719/1 A country clergyman who

in 1784 . . protested vehemently against the Johnsonese

language and ihe Johnsonian criticism of poetry.

Johnsonian (dgfns^-nian), a. and st. [f. as

prec. 1- -IAN.J
A. aitj. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of

Dr. Samuel Johnson (1709-84). a celebrated Eng-
lish man of letters and lexicographer ; applied esp.

to a style of English abounding in words derived

or marie up from Latin, such as that of Dr. Johnson.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson 11831) I. 154 The concluding line

is much more Johnsonian than it was afterwards printed.

t866 Miss MULOCK Noble Life x. 172 In prolix
and John-

sonian style. 1886 RUSKIN Praterita I. xil. 415 Johnsonian

symmetry and balance in sentences.

B. ib. A student or admirer of Dr. Johnson.
1887 A thenMiiM 25 June 825/1 Many of its most distin-

Eished
members have been as enthusiastic Johnsonians as

. Birkbeck Hill

Hence Johuso'nianlBm, Johnsonian style, or a

Johnsonian phrase; Johnso'ntanly adv., in a

Johnsonian style. So also Jo hnsonism =John-
sonianism ;

Jo hnsonize v. trans., to clothe in or

imbue with the style or language of Dr. Johnson.

(All more or less nonct-wds.)
1791 BOSWELL Johnson (18311 I. p. xlii, I have Johnsonised

the land; and I trust they will not only talk but think

Johnson. 1807 T. HORNE tr. Goede's Trav. Eng. II. 142
In England, the Johnsonianism is a prevalent disease.

1856 WKBSTER, Johnscnism. c 1890 A. M URDOCK Yoshhvara

Episnde, etc. 78 Pompous, meaningless, and empty John-
sonianistns.

Joiaux, joiax, obs. pi. of JEWEL.
Joice, obs. form of JOIST, JUICE.

Join, sl>. [f. JOIN v.1] An act of joining, or

the face of being joined ; concr. the formation or

the plaje in which two things or parts of a thing
are joined, a line of junction, a joining.
1815 ESTHER HEWLETT Cottage Com/.v. 36 Saving six-

pence .. by having a join, which a good needlewoman
c_an

do in half an hour. 1884 H. R. HAWEIS Musical Mem. iii.

89 The obvious join lietween the neck and the head of old

violins. 1894 COOK Old Touraine II. 187 To hide the join
of the old masonry with the new. Mod. Let us see what
sort of a join you have made. That is not a very good join.

Join (djoinl, W.1 Forms : 3-7 loin, 7- join ;

also 4-5 ioigu, ioygn, 4-6 ione, 4-7 ioyn, (5

iony-on, iunge, 5-6 yoyn, iuue), 7-8 joyn.

[M E. a. OF. joign- stem ofjoinJre (
It. giugnere)

: L. junglre to join : root jug- = Gr. &"/-, Skt.

ywj-, Indo-Eur. yug-, whence OTeut. juk-, Eng.
yoke. The rimes show the pronunciation (dgsin)
in I7~i8th c.

; this is still dialectal.]

I. trans. To put together, to unite one thing
to another, in any kind of connexion physical or

immaterial.

1. To put (things) together, so that they become

physically united or continuous ; to fasten, attach,

connect, unite (one thing to another) ; also, to

connect by means of something intervening or

attached to each, e.g. two islands by a bridge.
1297 R GLOUC. (Rolls) 1616 pe soule boru godes grace out

of hel'e he brojte, & to is bodi is ioinede, & jef him
cristendom. 1382 WYCUF Job xli. 7 Oon to oon is ioyned.
c 1440 I'romp. Parv. 264/1 loynyn, or ionyon, jitngo, com-
fagino. 1483 Cath. Angl. 199/2 To lunge (A. lune),
atiiungere, apponere. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 876
Some of them are. .strangely ioyned without morter. 1615
G. SANDYO Trav. 120 Onely a lake when the River over-
fluweth; joyned thereunto by a chanell. 1617 MORYSON
/tin. i. 77 Consisting of many Hands joyned with Bridges.
1704 POPE Windsor for. 400 Seas but join the regions they
divide. 1716 LEONI Albertfs Archil. II. 114/1 Joyn the
ends of the Timbers together. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Optrat.
Mechanic 567 Fig. 569 shews how two pieces may be joined
by a niche. 1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. The. Electr.
\ Magn. 1. 244 The pairs are said to be joined in series.

tb. To harness (horses, etc. together, or to a
vehicle, or the vehicle to the horses) ; to yoke..
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 260 Grace gaue Piers a teme, . .

And loigned to hem one lohan most gentil of alle, pe prys
nete of Piers plow, passyng alle other. 1382 WYCLIF Jer.
xlvi. 4 loyneth hors, and stejeth vp, jee hors men. 1484CAXTON Fables of ^Esop in. ii, I haue ioyned and bound
[a bull and an ox) bothc to gyder. 1611 G. SANDYS Ch>iifs
Met. n. (16261 24 He bade the light.foot Houres without
delay To joyn his Steeds. 1718 N EWTON Chronot. A mended
1. 144 It was Erechlhcus that first joyned a chariot to horses,

t O. To combine in a mixture. Obs.
cwo Lanfranc's Cinirg. 24 He [the ligament] is ioyned

wi|>
senewii to make cordis and brawnes. 1516 Pilgr Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 3, & so ioyned with the golde, it is of more
fresshe colour. 1530 PALSOR. 593/1 All the worlde can nat
joyne fyre and water togyther. 1626 BACON Sylva I 50

594

Pistachoes..joyned with Almonds in almond milk,, .are an

excellent nourisher.

d. Geom. To connect (two points) by a straight

line ; to draw the straight line between.

1660 BARROW Euclid 1. vii, If D falls without the triangle

ACB, let CD be joined. Ibid, xvi, Join FC, and 1C; and

produce ACG. 1815 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 686

Describe a circle, cutting the ellipsis in the four points k,

1, m, n ; join k, 1, and m, n. 1885 LEUDESDORP Cremona's

Proj. Giom. 72 The straight line which joins a pair of

corresponding points.

2. To put or bring into close contact, cause to

touch each other. Tojoin hands : see 19.
c 1369 CHAUCER Delhi Blaunche 393A whelpe Hylde doun

hyshedeandioynedhyserys. c 1450 Merlin 333 Kynge Boors
. . ioyned his feet and lept vpon the deed bodyes of men . .

that he hadde slain. 155* HULOET, loyne lyppes, collabello.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Nitm. xxii. 25 The asse . . ioyned_her-
selfe close to the wal, and brused the foote of him that ridde.

1662 K. MATHEW Unl. Alch. $ 85. 115 Alwayes ready to

join my shoulder unto him that is ready to fall. 1717 POPE
Eloisa 349 O'er the pale marble shall they join their heads.

8. To put together, combine, unite (immaterial

things, or one with or to another or a person).
1340 Ayenb. 247 pe yefbe of wysdom . . bet is alsuo

y-goyned to god. c 1374 CHAUCER Bath. n. pr. vi. 43 (Camb.
MS.) The yiftes of fortune . . neyther they ne loignen hem
nat alwey to goode men, ne makyn hem alwey goode to

whom they ben I-ioigned. 14*3 JAS. 1 Kingis Q. cxxxiii,

Lat wisedom ay vnto thy will be lunyt. 1553 T. WILSON
Rkct. (1580) 169 When we have learned usual and accustom-
able wordes to set forthe our meanyng, wee ought to ioyne
them together in apt order. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 247 b, That they . . may ioyne theyr prayers with

his, that is, with God and religion. 1604 E. G[RIMSTONE
tr, D'

'

Acosta's Hist. Ind. m. xxii. 187 By reason of continualii

moisture ioyned to the heate of the burning Zone, a 1626
BACON New Atl. 15 That King also still desiring to joyn
Humanity and Policy together. 1690 LOCKE Hum. un<f.

n. xxxiii. 18 Two Ideas that they have been accustom'd
so to join in their minds as to substitute one foi the other.

1882 HIXSDALE Garfield *> Educ. ii. 248 The disaster that

may be brought upon us by ignorance and vice in the citizen

when joined to corruption and fraud in the suffrage.

T" 4, To put (something) to another thing or

things, so as to increase the amount or number
;
to

add, annex ; to add in contribution. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1008 5t Ioyned lohan be crysolyt,

pe sevenbe gemme in fundament. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) ID, loynynge also therto the goostly exercyse
and experyence of holy fathers. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay*s l/oy. n. ix. 42 b, Terpandre the famous Musuion,
which ioined the seventh string to the quadricord. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 231 Who, with a Charme ioynd to their

suffred labour I haue left asleep. 1643 USSHER Body Dii>.

(1647) 411 Those five other Sacraments .. joyned by the

Papists, are superfluous. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal Ded. to

Ld. Dorset, Obsolete Words may then be laudably reviv'd . .

when their Obscurity is taken away, by joyning other Words
to them, which clear the Sense. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 346
While expletives their feeble aid do join.

5. To bring or put (persons, troops, etc.) into

one body or company; to unite, combine. To

join forces, fig, to combine efforts.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 224 b, That he myghte
ioyne the munition of hys brother, .and hys owne to gether.

1596 DALRYMPLB tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vm. 60 Tha con-

clude, and propones to June tliair forces against the Erie

Douglas. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 341 His first.. is

to joyne forces, and make up his defects of pollicy . . by
partaking in anothers projects. 1715 VANBRUGH Country
Ho. i.Wks.(Rtldg.)462/2 Let's join companies, vjtft Anson's

Voy. n. xi. 256 All the ships being joined, the Commodore
made a signal to speak with their Commanders,

t b. reft. To attach oneself /#, associate oneself

with, or go into the company of\ to go up to. Obs.

13.. K. Alis. 4030 He a knyght of Grece slowgh..And
joined him us among. 1382 WYCLIF Acts viii. 29 Come to,

and ioyne thee to this chare. <? 1400-50 Alexander 1284
He . . loynes him to losaphat : full ioyles he rydes. 1600
E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 167 Seeing these men., to flie, . .

and to ioine themselves with the Governors his adversaries.
1611 BIBLE Acts viii. 29 Then the Spirit saide vnto Philip,
Goe neere, and ioyne thy selfe to this charet. [So 1881 (R. V.).]

6. To link or unite (persons, etc. together, or

one with or to another) in marriage, friendship, or

any kind of association, alliance, or relationship ;

to unite, associate, ally.

1297 R. GLOUC, (Rolls) 7257 Normandie jx>ru he king &
t>oru ^e quene engelond lioyned were J>o kundeliche as in

one monnes bond. 1340 Aycnb. 88 pis lone and Jis wylnynge
bet loyneb and one^ zuo |>e herte to god. 1362 LANGL. P.
PL A. n. 106 An }if }>e lustise wol lugge hire to be loynet
\\ith Fals, 3it be-war of J>e weddyng. a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. K6$ Any waie or meane by the whiche he might recon-
cile and ioyne in amitee the twoo greate and mightie kynges
ofEnglande and of Fraunce. 1548-9 (Mar.)Z?>fr.Cf/. Prayer,
Matrimony") We are gathered together . . to ioyne together
this man and this woman in holy matrimonie. 1611 BIBLE
Matt. xix. 6 What therefore God hath joyned together, let

not man put asunder. 1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit, World
v. i. 96. 468/1 He was joined Emperour with his Father in

his Fathers life-time. 1719 YOUNG Revenge iv. i. Wks. 1757
II. 166 Life is the desart, life the solitude; Death joins us
to the great majority. 1844 LIKCARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858)
II. xii. 226 With these learned foreigners, the king joined
four Anglo-Saxons.

tb. refi. To unite, associate, or ally oneself

(witA, to} ; to enter into alliance. Ot>s.

"535 COVEHOALE Exod. i. 10 Yf there shulde ryse vp eny
warre agaynst vs, they might ioyne them selues also vnto
oure enemies, a 1548 HALL Chron,, Hen. /K 8 The best
felowe and companion that a man in aduersitie can associat
or ioyne him self withal. 1611 BIBLE Luke xv. 15 He went

,

and ioyned himselfe to a Citizen of that Countrey. 164*

JOIN.

ROGERS Naaman n Prone to joyne themselves purchasers
with God, in this great worke.

II. intr. To come or be put together in any
kind of connexion physical or immaterial.

7. To come or be brought into material contact

or connexion; to become connected or fastened

together ; to combine, unite physically.
c 1330 Arth. ft Merl. 5426 Alle the other com after tho,

loinand hi bond to and to. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. l. xvii. 51
Therfore behoueth us to Ioyne to the erthe. 1530 PALSGR.

592/2 The ryver of Tames begynneth where Tame and Yse

loyne togyther. 1493 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, IL i. 29 See, see,

they ioyne, embrace, and seeme to kisse. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. lot Long taild (being thicke where it joynes to the

body). 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 150 Two
timber-beams, joyning angle-wise under it. 1639 T. BRUGIS
tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 308 All he could doe, was to make
the Serpents head joyne to the tayle, I meane, make the first

day of the yeare touch the last without borrowing. 1665
HOOKK Microgr. 6 In twisting into a thread they joyn, and

lie so close together, as to lose their own, and destroy each

others particular reflections. I774GOLDSM. Aat. Hist. (1776)

VI. 198 The female joins with the male, as is assened, more

humane, and once in two years feels the accesses of desire.

1828 D'ISRAELI CAas. f, I. iv. oo Parallel lines can no more

join together in politics
than in geometry. Mod. cotloq,

I tried to fit the pieces together, but they wouldn't join.

8. (Expressing the resulting condition.) To be in

contact
;
to be contiguous or adjacent ;

to adjoin,

t Const, to, upon, with.

chamber.' c 1374 'CHAUCER Troylus v. 813 Here browes

loyneden y-fere. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 307

pey haveb brittene celles .. bote bey joyneb al to gidies.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 22 Araby. .loynesapon Yduniee.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 21 Cornewayle is in englond
and ioyneth to deuenshire. 1526 TINDALF. Acts xviii. 7

lustus . . whose house ioyned haide to the sinagoge. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Yoy. n. xiii. 47 Two sides

are washed by the sea, and the thyrd ioyneth vnto the

firme land. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. 24 Whose breadth is

narrow, and where it joyneth with both seas, it is but

sixty miles. 1781 S. A. PETERS Hist. Conn. 164 The houses

are., well built, but, as I have observed in general of the

towns on Connecticut, do not join. 1796 MORSE Ainer.

Geog. I. 443 It joins to the sea on the east side of the island.

Mod. On the side where the two gardens join.

9. Of non-physical contact : t a. To come
close together in time

;
to follow or precede some-

thing else immediately. Obs. b. To come together
or exist together, in operation, as associated quali-

ties, etc.

CI400 Destr. Troy 11882 The last loy of ioly men loynys
with sorow. 1593 Q. ELIZ. tr. Boetli. n. met. vi. 37 O grevous

hap whan wicked bword To cruel Venom Joingnes. 1639
S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 53 The condition

of a souldiour, and that of a merchant are not used to

joyne together. 1697 DRYDEN Vir$. Georg. iv. 713 Three
flashes of blue Light'ning gave the sign Of Cov'nants broke,

three peals of Thunder join. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 361

Where Denham's strength and Waller's sweetness join {rime

line). 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xxxvi, Tho' truths in man-
hood darkly join.

10. fa. To attach oneself to, associate oneself

with (= 5b). Obs. b. Of two or more: To come

together, come into company.
a 1375 Joseph Aritn. 407 Hiderward he ioynes, With sixti

bousent of clene men of Armes, And Fifti ^ousend fot men.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 512 His comaundment to kepe sho hir

course held, and loynet by lason iustly to sit. a 1548 HALL

Chron., Hen. ('" 50 His horsmen. .to ioyne with him against
the rereward of Fraunce. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Crmeitaggio

255 That such as followed the kings partie . . might ioine

with them. 1679 PENN Addr. Prot. n. 87 Philip joyn'd to

him and askt him, If he understood what he read i 1706

PHILLIPS, To Joyn, to .. come together, to agree. 1855
MACAL-LAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 235 These orders had been

given before it was known at Versailles that the Dutch and

English fleets had joined.

( 11. Astral. To come into conjunction. Also

pass. To be in conjunction. See CONJUNCTION 3.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astro!, n. 4 And that he be nat retro-

grad ne combust, ne ioigned with no shrewe in the same

signe. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxm. iPercy Soc.) 161

Whan clere Diana joyned with Mercury, The crystall ayre
and assured firmament Were all depured. 1697 DRYUEN

Virg. Georg. i. 460 Observe the starry Signs, Where Saturn

houses, and where Hermes joins.

12. To come together or meet in conflict ;
to

engage in conflict, encounter. ? Obs.

13.. Gam. f, Gr. Knt. 97 Oher sum segg hym bi-sojt of

sum siker knyjt, To Ioyne wyth hym in lusting in loparde
to lay. ri4oo Destr. Troy 12965 pat he might ryde with

)>at Orest & his ranke oste. To loyne with Engest for his

vniust werkes. 1530 PALSGR. 593 'i Thoughe he be called

never so peryllous, I dare ioyne with hym. $560 DAUS tr.

Sleidanes Comm. 82 b, When both armies were ready to

ioyne in battel. 1597 SHAK& 2 Hen. IV, l. it 233 Lookc

you pray.. that our Armies ioyn not in a hot day. 1600

E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 289 The captaine with great

dexteritie to avoide the shotte, ioyned with them towards

the prooe, and boorded the gallion. 1712-14 POPE Rape
Lack m. 29 Straight the three bands prepare in arms to

join.

13. To enter into association or alliance, to com-

bine in action or purpose (
= 6 b).

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 726 Schal bay falle in be faute bat

ober frckez wrojt & ioyne to her iuggement her iuise to

haue? 1563 WINJET four Scoir Thre Quest.
Wks. 1888

I. 136 We will nocht only nocht iwne with ?ow generalie
in religioun, ..hot aluterlie fle jour cumpanie. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions v. (1887) 34, I do thinke that all my

, countreymen will ioyne with me, and allow their children



JOIN.
-the vse, of their letter and penne. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim.
Ofl (1014) 820 note, Negro-slaves., ioynmg with the Indians,used to robbe the Spaniards. 1745 Col. Kec. Pennsytv. V
5 Iheir own secunty will oblige them to join with the
enemy.

b. with const. To associate oneself or take part
in an action, or to do something.
1360 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 39 Desyring them to

joyne
with hym in disputation. 1384 POWELL Lloyd'sLambrta in 1 he princes to ioine in their enterprise. 1671-6COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 36 The People vocally joyned

in the Hymns and Psalms. 1711 STEELE Sped. No 19F 2 He makes it his business to join in Conversation with
Envious Men. 1815 SHELLEY Demon of World i. 218 The
elements of all that human thought Can frame of lovely or
sublime, did join To rear the fabric of the fane. 1896 LawKmes Ref. LXXUI. 689/2 He.. insisted that S. Lord
must join in the conveyance to him.

o. also absol. to join in (the action being
understood from the context).
1785 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writings (1832) III

459 1 he government joins in and agrees to the depreciation.Mod. Some of them were singing. Presently other voices
joined in.

III. trans. To form (a resulting whole) by the
combination of parts.
14. To construct or compose (a whole) by put-

ting parts together ; esp. to make (wooden furniture,
etc.) in this way, as a JOINER (see also JOINED 2).
In quot. 1:1400, To unite the edges of (a wound) in
order to healing ; in quot. c 1386, To compound (a
word). Obs. exc. in phrases: see 21.
c 1340 Cursor M. 21270 (Fairf.) f>e qu[h]elis ar ioyned withmam a dowle. c 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun's T. 95 Cecile,

as I wnten fynde, Is ioyned by a manere conioynynge Of

weel ioyned. 1530 PALSCR. 316/2 Joyned as a stole or any
other thynge is by the joyners crafte. 1600 SHAKS. A.Y.L
m. in. 88 This fellow wil but ioyne you together, as they
loyne Wainscot.

IV. trans. To come into contact, contiguity,
company, or union with, ellipt. forjoin oneself to

(s,b),jein to (loa).
15. To come or go into local contact or associa-

tion with; to go to and accompany (a person);
to come to and take up one's post in (one's regi-
ment, ship, or the like).
1713 STEELE En^lishm. No. 29. 186 A young Fellow joyns

us from t other End of the Room. 1748 Anson's Voy. II.

xiv. 283 It would have been impossible. .to have prevented
their joining us. 1793 NELSON 26 Jan. in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) I. 298, I think the Ship will be commissioned within
a fortnight and I shall join her directly. 1833 MAKRYAT
/\ .$'/<' xli, I reported myself to the admiral, and joined my
brig. 1838 LYTTON Alice \. iii, Then she joined her mother
and Mrs. Leslie at breakfast.

1838 THIKWALL Greece II.

83 Here ^they seem to have been joined by other fugitives
and soldiers of fortune.

b. To associate or ally oneself with, attach
oneself to, take part with (a person, party,
etc.) ; to become a member or associate of (a
society, staff of workers, etc.) ; to take part with
another or others in (an action).
To join the (great or silent) majority, to die: see

MAJORITY.
1714 GAY Trivia, in. 70 Injur'd Tenants Joyn the Hunters'

Cries. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. ii. 41 Or, if a Court or Country's
made a job, Go drench a Pick-pocket, and join the Mob.
1781 COWPER Hope 741 Rocks, groves, and streams, must
join him in his praise. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 23
1 . .promise. .to join the other bishops in all that they shall
decide in conformity with the canon law. 1860 TYNDALL
Glue. i. xxiii. 164 He .. asked me whether I would join him
in an ascent of the Dom. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. i. 220
The blind King of Bohemia, who had joined Philip's army.
Mod.^ Ten new members have joined the society. How
long is it since he joined your staff? Many converts have
joined the church.

C. absol. (in sense a or b).
1844 LEVER T. Burke xxi, When do you join ? where is

your regiment ? 1896 Daily Neius 28 Dec. 6/3 An old
convict was brought in whilst we were there. He had only
*joined' that day. Alod. Is he a member of our society?
When did he join 1

16. Of a thing : a. To become or be connected
or continuous with (something else) ; b. to be

adjacent to, to adjoin.
1702 ADDISON Dial. Medals (1727)82 The two hands that

joyn one another are Emblems of Fidelity. 1837 SIR F.
PALGRAVE Merch. If Friar (1844) 90 The bare-worn places
join one another, all the grass between them is destroyed.
1855 TENNYSON Brook 48, I chatter, chatter, as I flow To
join the brimming river. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. viii. 57
A rivulet . . was joined by the stream whose track I had
pursued. Mod. The Cherwell joins the Thames just below
Oxfurd. His land joins mine.

V. Phrases, from prec. senses.

1 17. To join action : To enter upon a debate
or dispute. Obs.

1588 GREENE Perimedes D iij, Perymides hearing his wife
to alledge such sound reasons for Gamsters, thought to

ioyne action with her in this manner. You resemble wife
those subtill Lawyers, that onely alledge that clause in
their euidence, which best serues for the proofe of their plea,

18. To join battle (formerly also the battle) : to

come together, as opposing forces, and begin
a battle (cf. sense 12) ;

to enter upon a battle, or

f-) a contest of any kind.

595

.
'455 Battle of St. Albans in Paston Lett. I. 332 They

joymd batayle anon ; and it was done with innc di houre
J539

BIBLE (.Great) i Sam. iv. 2 When they ioyned y battcl
Israel was put to the worse. i Kings xx. 29 In the vii'
daye the battayle was ioyned. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. 100
lhat morning that he was to ioyne battell with Harold
1673 LEYCESTER Antiq. Gt. Brit. n. n. iv. 122 Both Armies

armies were on the point of joining battle,

f b. intr. said of the battle. Obs.
1650 Earles of Chester 182 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 280

Vpon the plame before the towne, the battell Ioyned

ttel joins. 170. ROWE Tameri.~i.\~^g(,~&K tumult'of
the cattle lhat hastes to joyn.
19. Tojoin hands (from 2) : a. lit. (a) To fold

or clasp one's hands together ; (b) of two persons,To grasp each the hand of the other, in token of
amity, or spec, of marriage ; (c) of a third person
(e.g. the priest officiating at marriage), To cause
two persons to grasp each other's hand.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 761 Eche forgave

other, and loyned their hands together, when .. their hartes
were farre a sunder. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
Matrimony, Then shal the prieste ioyne theyr ryght handes
together, and say : Those whome god hath ioyned together :

let no man put a sundre. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. ^32 If
thou be pleas'd withal!, Command thy sonne and daughter
to ioyne hands. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 532 His
hands ioyned in a praying gesture. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl.
Leaves, Three Graves, When the Vicar joined their hands
a 1835 MRS HEMANS Tutal Cain 50 And men . . In friendship
joined their hands. 1861 J. EDMOND Children's Church
at Home iv. 60 The bridegroom and bride joined hands.

"$& (j- hands,j. hand in hand): To associate,
to combine in some action or enterprise ; to enter
into alliance for some particular end.
1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. Ep. Ded. i May it please your

Honors to ioyne hand in hand. 1603 KNOLLES Hist Turks
626 Most part of Graecia . . readie to have rebelled and

LYNN LINTON /'. Carew xx, A banker . . who joins hands
with the lawyer in his ruin of thousands.
20. To join issue \^join in issue) : see ISSUE

sb. 13. Also elliptically tojoin.
1632 MASSINGER City Madam in. ii, There Sir I joyn with

you. A due decorum must be kept, the Court Distinguished
from the City.
21. With various objects, expressing the result

or the nature of the joining : as to join ^affinity,

unity with the whole world. 1611 BIBLE 2 Chron. xviii. i

lehoshaphat . . ioyned affinitie with Ahab. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. viii. 364 Who intending to visit Fez, joyned company
with me. 1738 WESLEY Ps. civ. iv. x, 'Till with my Song
the hstnmg World Join Concert. 1859 REEVE Brittany
235 At St. Malo, we joined company, quite accidentally.

tJoin, v. 2 Obs. [Aphetic for ajoyne (ADJOIN
1

v. 1f), for ENJOIN.]
1. trans. To enjoin or impose (penance, a task,

etc.) upon a person. Const, to (the person), or
with simple dative. = ENJOIN 2.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 11782 Blelyche in penaunce
f?,

r
fM?.i I"" he 1 ynet> >>e vnto. 1431-50 tr. Higden

(Rolls VII. 291. c 1440 Jacob's Well iiz bat makyth a man
no;t gladly to do penaunce [>at \n preest ioyneth hym. 1528

. TINDALE Obed. CAr. ManV/ks. (1573) 155 They ioyne them
penaunce, as they call it.

2. To enjoin or charge (a person) to (the
task), or with inf. or subord. clause; rarely with

complement (qnot. 1:1400). = ENJOIN 2 c, e.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 877 Who loyned )w be lostyse our
lapez to blame, c 1400 Rom. Rose 2355 First, I ioigne the,
here in penaunce, That . . Thou set thy thought in thy
loving To last withouten repenting, a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 52 And they that dede the dede were ioyned to
penaunce. 1563 LORD J. GRAY in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n.
II. 273, I wolde I were the Queenes Confessor this Lent,
that 1 might joine her in pennaunce to forgeve and forget.
1563 Homilies n. On Rofat. Week in, Remember .. your
duetie of thankes...Stil ioyne your selfe to continue in
thankes geuinge.
Hence f Joined///, a.

c '475 Partenay 5145 To go and do ioyned pennaunce.

Join-, the verb-stem used in combination, as in

(join-hand sb., cursive handwriting, JOINING-
HAND; whence f join-hand v. intr., to write

'join-hand' ; t join-work, work of joining, opera-
tion of combining (obs.~).
a 1652 BROIIE Queen <$ Cone. iv. iii. Wks. 1873 H. 88,

3. Girl. Pray shall I have a *
Joyn-hand Copy next ? Eul.

No child, you must not Joyn-hand yet. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 7 r i A little Boy. .told her, that he was to go
into Join-hand on Thursday. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 75 The four elements .. by their different com-
mixtures produce other secondary elements, . . which being
mingled . . generate all the grosser bodies . . By this wonderful
*join-work the stores of nature are supplied.

Joinable (djoi-nab'l), a. rare-", [a. OF.
joignable, in I5th c.joimiable, f. joindre to JOIN:
see -ABLE.] Capable of being joined.
1483 Cath. Angl. 199/2 lvMa\sy\\t,juHgitilis.

I

JOINER.

Joinant (d^oi-nant), a. Forms : 4-5 ioynant,
5 ioyn(e)aunt, iuuant, 9 joinant. [a. V.joignant,
pr. pple. (used adj.) ofjoindre to join : see -ANT!.]
fl. Adjoining, adjacent : = JOINING///, a. 2. Obs

.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 202 The grete tour. .Was euene

ioynant to the gardyn wal. 1447-8 SHILLINGFOKD Lett.
86 A cloyster joynaunt to the seide Cathedrall Churche
^. Her. = CONJOINED c.

1838-40 BERRY Encyc/. Her. I. Gloss., Joinant, a term in
Heraldry, which signifies the same as conjoined
Joinder (djoi-ndaj). [a. F. joindre to Tow

pres. inf. taken subst.] The act of joining ; con-
junction, union.
1601 SHAKS.Twel. N v. i. ,60 A Contract of eternal!

r c '
Con

5
d bV mutuall ioynder of your hands.

1884 J. SHARMAN Hist. Swearing viii. 155 This incongruousand perfectly irrelevant joinder of words. 1887 S DHORTON Silver Pound p. xi, The reason of this joinder of
subjects is apparent.

b. spec. icLaw, in various connexions: see quots.
1607 COWELL Interpr., Ioynder is the coupling of two ina suite or action against another. 1768 BLACKST ONE Comm.

1 1 1. xxi. 31 5 Upon either a general, or such a special demurrerthe opposite party avers it to be sufficient, which is called a
joinder in demurrer, and then the parties are at issue in
point of law. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Joinder in action,
.. Joinder in pleading. 1883 Ibid. (ed. 7) s.v. Parties, The
Judicature Act, 1875, Ord. XVI., has made very full pro-
visions as to the joinder of parties and the consequences of
misjomder and nonjoinder. 1875 Rules Supreme Crt xix
xxi, buch joinder of issue shall operate as a denial of everv
material allegation of facts.

Joined (d^omd), ///. a.l
[f. JOIN z,.l + .ED i i

1. Put together, connected, combined, united, etc. :

see the verb.

1483 Cath. Angl. 199/2 luned, coniunctus. 1704 Addr
Canterbury^ Aug. in Land. Gaz. No. 4047 2 The Joyn'd
forces

of Your Majesty's Enemies. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela IV. 201 Pointing to the Backs of three Chairs
which I had placed in a join'd Row. 1885 Atluitmum
21 Mar. 375/3 A new shorthand, with joined vowels.
2. Tut together, as a whole ; constructed by

joining the parts ; spec, of furniture, etc., Made by
a joiner. ? Vbs. Joined stool : see JOINT-STOOL.
'434 [see JOINT-STOOL i]. 1520 SIR R. ELYOT Will in

J. Llyots Gem. (1883) I App A. 312 Al my beddyng and
"aPrXe .'

ex
PJ,

my loyned p.esse. 1560 Trinity Coll.
Iim. m Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 361 Item three
Joyned trusties vnder the highe table. Item a joynid Chare
for the maister. i^SS Willin Trans. Cumb. \ Wcst.Arck.
Sac. X. 41 One coverlett one blanckett and also one ioyned
bedstead. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. 62 In laying on the lack
upon good and fine joyned work they frequently spoil the
joynts, edges, or corners of diawers of cabinets.
3. That has joined, or become a member of, some

society; received into membership.
1849 C. BSONTE Shirley viii. 1 10 Praise God ! . I'm a joined

Methody ! 1889 Tablet 2 Nov. 691 A 'joined member' of
the We^leyan Society.

t Joined, ///. .2 : see JOIN v. 2
, to enjoin.

Joiner (cl.^oi-nsj), sb. Forms : 4-6 ioynour,
-or, -ar, (5 ionyowre, ionour, iunour), 5-7
ioyner, (6 ioigner), 6-7 ioiner, 7-8 joyner, 7-
joiner. [MK. ioynour, a. AF. joignour, OF.
joigneor, f. joigner to JOIN : subseq. conformed to

agent-nouns in -er : see -OK, -ER 1
.]

1. One who joins, connects, unites: see JOIN #1.
1483 Cath. Angl. 199/2 A Ionour, junctor, . .conftdcrator.

1503 KAWES Examf. i-'irt. xm. viii, O ioyner of vertue and
well of vnyte. a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. n. i. 8 Some,
Housewrights; some, Shipwrights; .. some, the loyners of
smaller workes. 1642 C. VEUNON Consid. Exc/iea. 38 The two
Deputy Chamberlaines, !<eing Joyners of the Tallies.

2. A craftsman whose occupation it is to construct

things by joining pieces of wood ; a worker in wood
who does lighter and more ornamental work than
that of a carpenter, as the construction of the furni-
ture and fittings of a house, ship, etc.

1386 Pat. Roll 9 Rich. II, i. memb. 3. 10 Jan., Joynour.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Tro.y n. xi, For eche caruer and
curious ioyner. 1428 E. E. Wills 82 Y be-quethe to lolin

Hewet, Ioynour, my cosyn . . vjs. viijrf. 1513 Act 14 tic 15
Hen. VIII, c. 2 Vsing any of the misteries . . of smithes,
joigners, or coupars. 1563 SHUTE Archil. A ij b, En-
broderers, Caruers, loynars, Glassyers. 1649 FULLER Just
Man's Fun. 23 Let . . the most exquisite Joyner make the
coffin. 1710 Taller No. 252 r 4 What Method is to be
taken to make Joiners and other Artificers get out of a
House they have once entered. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist.
Comm. 43 The workshops, .of joiners and cabinet-makers.

b. In possessive case, denoting tools used specially
by joiners: see quot. 1875. Joiners work : (a) the
work or occupation of a joiner ; (f) woodwork
made by a joiner.
1530 PALSGR. 234/2 loyners worke, tnenvserie. 1647

CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 199 Inclosing it with a Rail of
foiners Work. _i8a3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 236 The
loiner's Bench is composed of a platform or top, supported
>y four substantial legs [etc.]. 1895 J. NICHOLSON Operat.

IVIII.KL&IHWAITK inaa. rar, ^nurcnes 130 unglisn joiners
work of the fifteenth century. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
1217/1 Joiner's-chisel .. Joiner's-clamp .. Joiner's-gge ..

Joiner's-plane.

3. transf. A machine for doing various kinds of
work in wood.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.
4. Comb, joiner-work =joiner's work : see 2 b.

(In quot. 1875^.)
140-2



JOINER.

s^ssissh^sisr^i
'

n r. Mr., to do the work of a joiner ;

Joi nerinfr, the work of a joiner, or a piece of this.

,8,9 CARLYLK Chartism x. 183 They are twenty-four

|f?n weaving.delving. .joinering- iW+MaHch. hxain.
million*. " v s> '. , ...I,-,..:,, k. A.A ~.rrvn-

ihe prisoners were not ordinary carpenters.
-

ihe prisoners were no ornay .

Joinery (dsoi-nsri). [f. JOINER + -Y 3 : see -EBY.]

1. The art or occupation of a joiner; the construc-

tion of wooden furniture, fittings, etc. ;
also concr.

such articles collectively ; things made by a joiner.

1678 MOXON Meek. Exerc. iv. (1683! I. 59 Joynery is an Art

Manual whereby several Pieces of Wood are so fitted and

masonry. 1794 STEDMAN Surinam (1813) II..
xxviii. 347

Chests, cupboards, lockers, and all sorts of joinery. 1879

Casselfs Ttckn. Educ. in. 183 The higher branches of

joinery approach cabinet-making and wood-carving.

2. trans/. tai&Jig. Work analogous to that of a

joiner; the process or product of joining or fitting

parts together.
1774 BURKE Sp. Amer. Taxation Wks. 1880 I. 425 Lord

Chatham . . made an administration, so checkered and

speckled; he put together a piece of joinery, so crossly

indented. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. II. (1863) 317

That hideous piece of female joinery, a patch-work coun-

terpane. 1828 CARLYLK Misc., Goethe 1 1872) I. 186 Mind . .

reasoned of as. .some curious piece of logical joinery.

3. altrib.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Frames, Wooden Joinery
Work of a triangular Form. 1875 Carpentry f, Jam. 106

Gloucester, in which town were then steam joinery works.

Join-hand : see JOIN-.

Joining (d^oi-nin), vbl. sb. [f. JOIN K.I + -ING!.]

1. The action of the verb JOIN, or the fact of being

joined, -a. Connexion, combination, union.

part of Grammar, that teacheth the true joymng of words

together. 1726 LEONI Alberti's Archil. I. 9/2 The joyning
of those two Arches, intersecting each other, makes an Angle.

1856 KMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn) II. 77

Time and law have made the joining and moulding perfect.

b. The action of coming together in conflict
;

engagement, encounter. M&ojoining of battle.

'1400 Roiulantl ff O. 454 Thies kene knyghtis to-gedir

gan glide, . . theyre loynyni^e was so harde that tyde. 1549

Comfl. Sent. To Rclr. 14 Befor the iunyng of ane battel.

1613 Pi'RUiAS Pilgrimage (1614) 352 That his BOuldiers

should in the first ioynnig with the enemie sing certaine

Hymnes. 1618 BOLTON l-'lorus II. vi. (1636) 96 An huge
earthquake at the joyning of the battels.. had forewarned

our rash General of the event.

C. The occupation or work of a joiner ; joinery.
1680 MOXON Meek. Kxerc. xi. 3 (1683) I. 193 The Office

of Smoothing Plains in Joyning and Carpentry.

2. quasi -concr. a. An instance of such action or

state ;
the place where two things or parts of some-

thing join or are joined ; a junction, joint.

1382 WYCLIF Col. ii. 19 Al the body by bondis and ioyn-

yngis to gidere vndirmynistrid and maad. 1483 Cath.

An^l. 199/2 A lunynge, compares, cpmpago, iitnctnra.

1530 PALSGK. 235/1 Ioyningofbordes,y0/Mc/w?v. 1611 BIBLE
i Chron. xxii.

3
Dauid prepared yron . . for the nailes for

the doores of the gates, and for the ioynings. 1764 RKID

Inquiry vi. 22 (1801) 395 In the steeple.. the joinings of

the stones are clearly perceptible. 1859 GULLICK & TIMBS
Paint. 149 These joinings are unavoidable : these divisions

. .are among the tests of fresco painting properly so called.

b. Something that joins or connects two things ;

a piece forming a junction.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 97 Eke the halle and euery

boure, Wythouten pcces or ioynynges. 1816 KIRBY Si 1

.

Kntoniol. (18431 I- 424 Each group connected with those
next it by slight joinings of wax.

3. attrib. or Comb,, as joining-place (in quot.
^ place for joining battle) ; f joining-work -

joiner's work
;
see JOINER 2 b.

1513 DOUGLAS SEncis x. viii. 47 Formast he bou'nys to
the ioynyng place. 1562 Richmond Wills fy tnv. (Surtecs

1853) 162 One counter ofjoynyng work.

Joining, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING -.]

1. That joins; connecting, uniting, ttc.

1483 Catlt. Angl. 199/2 lunynge, conitingens. <i 1631
DONNE Poems (1650) 60 Our hopes joyning blUse. 1885
LEUDESDORK Ct emona's Proj. Geoin. 13 Produce the joining
line to cut Ol in f.

2. Adjoining, adjacent, contiguous : see JOIN v. 8.

Now rare or Obs.
c ijSj CHAUCER L. C. If. 1062 (Ariadne) The tour . . Was

loynynge in the wal to a foreyne. 1530-77 H. RHODES Bk.
Nurture in Babees Ilk. 67 Other that syt ioyning by them.
1616 Marfavc t Faust. 1 228, 1 have a castle joining near these
woods. 1747 MRS. DFI.ANY Life If Corr. (1861) II. 473 A
pretty field,

.joining to my garden. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.
, It. Jrnls. (1872) 1. 10 The Tuileries joining to the Louvre.

t Joining-hand. Obs.
[f. prec. sb. or adj. +

HAND sb. ifi.J Handwriting in which the successive
letters of each word are joined ; cursive writing.

596

1583 HoLLYBANDC<;/orf//r
'<"-339 * 'rst ' wil1 write >'

OU >

\ l,i Then syllables : Then ioyning hande. 1612 BKINSLEY

/.W. Lit. 31 Vnder them both a line or two of ioyning

hand. 1809-12 MAR. EDGEWORTH Mad. de Henry xi, I he

youngest .. had but just begun to learn joining-hand.

t Jorningly, adv. Obs. [f. JOINING///,
a. +

-LY -.] In the way of junction or connexion, jointly,

unitedly ;
in the way of contiguity, adjacently.

c 1430 Pilgr. LyJManhodc 11. xvii. (1869) 81 Hadde
j
not

yit lerned that thou and Rude entendement weren oon loyn-

ingeliche [F. conioynctement\. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. ff

Epigr. (1867)99 We two hauyng.. Dwelt wall to wall, so

ioygninglie That whispering soundeth thiough welny.

f Joi-npee, joynpee, adv. Obs. rare~ l
. [a. F.

joint joined +//V, pied foot.] With the feet joined

or put close together.
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manliode iv. ix. (1869) 180, I strogle and

lepe diches joynpee [les piez ioincts].

Join stool (joyne sloole} : see JOINT-STOOL.

Joint (d,?oint), sb. Forms
1

! 3-7 ioynt, 4-6

ioynte, iointe, (ioynct(e, 5 geynt(t)e, iuynt,

iuute, ionte, yonte, yuncte, 6-7 ioinct, ioint,

7 jonot, 8 Sc. junt), 7- joint, [a. OF. joint and

jointe, sb. use ofjoint, -te (\L.junctum,juncta),

pa. pple. oijoinih-e to join.]

I. The place or part at which two things or

parts are joined or fitted together ; a junction.

1. An arrangement, structure, or mechanism in an

animal body, whereby two bones (or corresponding

parts of an invertebrate animal) are fitted together,

either rigidly, or (esp.} so as to move upon one

another ; an articulation.

c 1290 -?. Eng. Leg. I. 186/42 Euerech loynt and senue.

1388 WYCLIF Dan. x. 16 My ioynctis ben vnknit. c 1400

Lanfrane's Cinirg. 19 In bringyng to her placis ioyntis pat
ben oute. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 227 Tho
men whych haue the neke wel dystyncted by his yontes.
c 1460 ToiuneU'y Myst. xxiii. 307 It will breke ilk ionte in

hym. 1553 EDEN Treat. Neu'e Ind, (Arb.) 15 There be

some men which thincke that Elephantes haue no ioyntes
in theyr legges. 1582 STANYHURST SEncis in. (Arb.) 75 A
cold sweat saltish through my ioynctes fiercely dyd enter.

'593 SHAKS. Rich. II, in. iii. 75 How dare thy ioynts forget

To pay their awfull dutie to our presence? 1665 MANLEY
Grotius' Low C. Warres 299 For avoiding the Gout, and
other pains of the Joynts. 1726 LEONI Alberti's Archil.

III. 34/1 The Joynt of the Wrist. 1873 MIVART./. Anat.
ii. 23 The contiguous surfaces of such movable bones form

the joints.

2. Phr. Out of joint, a. lit. Said of a bone

j displaced from its articulation with another ; dis-

located ; also of the part or member affected.

To put any one's nose out o/jinnt : see NOSE.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 215 He . . is lame, ober his leg
out of ioynte. c 1400 Lcinfranc 's Cirnrg. 62 Whanne .. be

boon . . is to-broke atwo and dislocate - bat is to seie out

of ioynte. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. .\xi[i.] 14 All my bones are

out of ioynt. 01586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. 109 Had her

shoulder put out of joinct. 1632 CILPEITER Eng. Physic, 3

It helpeth to strengthen the members that be out of joynt.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull Ml. x, He had like to have shook

his shoulder out of joint.

b. fig. Disordered, perverted, out of order, dis-

organized. (Said of things, conditions, etc.
;

formerly also of persons in relation to conduct.)
1413 HOCCLEVE To Sir J. Oldcastle 200 Thow haast been

out of ioynt al to longe. 1513 MOKE in Grafton Chron.

(1568) II. 766 They might peradventure bring the matter so

farre out of ioynt, that it should never be brought in frame

againe. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. v. 188 The time is out of

ioynt : Oh cursed spight, That euer I was borne to set it

right. 1842 TENNYSON Lockslcy Hall 133 All things here

are out of joint. 1871 LOWELL Pope Pr. Wks. 1890 IV. 18
'

The loyalty of everybody both in politics and in religion
had been put out of joint.

3. A part of the stem of a plant from which a leaf

or branch grows (esp. when thickened, as in grasses,
so as to resemble a knee- or elbow-joint) ;

a node.

1523 FITZHERB. f/vso. 138 Se that it haue a good knot
or ioynte and an euen. 1552 HULOET, Ioynt of a cane,

rede, strawe, or suche lyke, geniculttm, nodus. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury it. 84/2 The knot or joynt from whence
a years growth proceeds. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff P.

105 Its Leafs are small, and come out at its Joints. 1863
FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia 87 From each of the

i
notches or joints of the recumbent cane. 1866 Treas. Bat.

516/2 G[aleitgsis}
Tetrahit . . is well marked by its hispid

stem, which is singularly swollen beneath the joints.

4. That wherein or whereby two component
members or elements of an artificial structure or

mechanism are joined or fitted together, either so

as to be rigidly fixed (as e. g. bricks, stones, pieces
of timber, rails, lengths of pipe, etc.), or so that

one can move upon the other while still remaining
connected with it (as in a hinge, pivot, swivel*).

Universaljoint, a contrivance by which one of two con-
1 nected parts of a machine is made capable of moving freely

in any direction with respect to the other.

ct420 i'. Etheldred 718 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

298 pat ston was well ygraue euery geyntte. c 1440 Pro'tip.
Pan'. 264/2 Ioynte, or knyttyfnjge to-gedur, what so they
\x,compago. 14.. Voc. in \Vr.-\Viilcker 590/46 Jtittctitra,

a Juynt. 1550 Churchiv. Ace. St. Mich., Cornhill, For
new joynls and ij cramps to Mr. Machyns pewe dore. 1589
NASHE Pasq. ft Marforins 9 The ioyntes of that house

begin to gape. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 876 Stones
. . so cunningly layed that one could not see tne ioints.

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 51 Let Care be taken that

Bricks be not laid Joynt on Joynt. 1831 BRKWSILR .Vat.
r 1 *_n__, __ 1*L_ _ . ...I.' I- .1 -J
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attached, moves on a joint. 1856 S. C. I 'KI i.s Gloss. Terms
463 The universal joint is of great use for conveying angular
motion when it can be applied in couplings. 1884 W. C.

SMITH Kildrostan \. iii. 174 There is no armour but it

has its joints, And where the joints are there the arrow
sticks. 1893 Law Times XCV. 62/2 The joints of the

pipes were not properly cemented.

b. To break joint : see BREAK v. 31. ^Breaking
joint, an arrangement of bricks, stones, timbers, etc.

in which the joints are not continuous (ol>s.).

1663 GERBIER Counsel 44 That the Bording be with

breaking Joynts. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 666 Planting
is done by laying the cuttings, .three always together, with

the eyes of each a little removed from those of the others

that is, all
'

breaking joints '.

5. Geol. A crack or fissure intersecting a mass of

rock ; usually occurring in sets of parallel planes,

dividing the mass into more or less regular blocks.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 611 The Bactrian Emerauds. .be

in chinks and ioints (as it were) of rocks in the sea. 1761
CATCOTT Treat. Deluge in. (1768) 306 The tops of rocks
and summits of the highest mountains are sometimes divided

by joints into separate pieces. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol.

Gloss. s.v., The partings which divide columnar basalt into

prisms are joints. 1882 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. iv. 11. 501
All rocks are traversed more or less distinctly by vertical,

or highly inclined planes termed Joints.

t 6. A connecting point of time. Obs. rare.

a 1638 MEDE Wks, (1672) 585 To shew the connexion of

that vision of the book with the joynt which begins the

seventh Trumpet, a 1679 T. GOODWIN Knowl. Father f,

Son in Spurgeon Trcas. Dav. Ps. cii. 24, 1 note these

several joints of time, because the Scripture notes them.

II. One of the parts or sections by the longi-
tudinal union of which a body is made up.
7. A portion of an animal or plant body connected

with another portion by a joint or articulation

(see 1-3) ; esp. such a portion or section of a limb,
or of the stem of a plant, an internode.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvn. 175 pe pamne hath powere to

put oute alle be ioyntes, And to vnfolde be folden fuste.

t 1420 Pallad. on tlnsb, v. 162 Kitte out a ioynt of reed,
and in the side Therof let make an hole, c 1420 St. Ethel-

dred 880 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 302 pat ston wa-.

y-shape as mete for hurre bocly..f>at no geyiue of hurre

body lay berinne amys. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. tr Cr. iv. v. 233,
I haue with exact view perus'd thee Hector, And quoted
ioynt by ioynt. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. 11. 45 Of seven

smooth Joints a mellow Pipe I have. 1828 STARK Eleui.

Nat. Hist. II. 303 Antenna; short, of nine joints. 1869
HuxLiiY Phys. i. (ed. 3) 7 The several joints of the fingers
and toes have the common denomination olphalanges.
8. spec. One of the portions into which a carcass

is divided by the butcher, consisting of one or more
bones (e. g. that of the leg or shoulder with the

meat thereon ; esp. as cooked and served at table.

1576 GASCOIGNE Fltnvers Wks. (1587) 40 An olde frutedish is

bigge ynough to hold a ioynte of meate. 1592 NASIIE
P. Penilessc (ed. 2) 21 There being one ioynt of flesh on the

table. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 115 They serve small peece
of flesh (not whole joints as with us). 1726 SWIFT Gulliver
in. ii, The joints that were served to his majesty's table.

1883 MATTIEU WILLIAMS in Knotvlcdge n May 274 A single

wing rib, or other joint of three to five pounds weight.

(-9. gen. A portion, 'article', item. Obs. rare.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5093 Y rede we banke

hym of euery poynt, Syn we may nat forbere be lest Ioynt.
III. Something constructed with a joint or joints.

1 10. (//.) A snuff-box (with a hinged lid). Obs.

'1701 GIBBER Love makes Alan in. iii, Sir, 1 have lost

my Snuff-box. .. I'll go to Paris, split me .. They make the

best joynts in Europe there.

11. Betting slang. An outside bookmaker's para-

phernalia of list-frame, umbrella, etc., some of which
are joined together in movable pieces.

the rest of the time.

IV. t!2. = JOINTURE 4. Obs.

1513 BRADSHAW St. IVerkurge i. 1900 VVhiche place was

gyuen to her Ioynt and dowry By Tombert her husbandc.
Ibid. 1951 Whiche (as afore is sayd) was her Ioynt and

dowry.
1 13. A coming together, meeting ;

the action of

joining battle
; attack, onset. Obs.

t 1540 tr. Pol. Virg. Eng. Hist. (Camden No. 29) 68 At
the first ioncte [L. in prime- congrcssu] many fell on both

sides.

14. slang or tolloq. (chiefly U. it. A partnership
or union, or a place of meeting or resort, esp. of

persons engaged in some illicit occupation ; spec.

(in America) a place illegally kept (usually by
Chinese) for opium-smoking, an opium-den; also

applied to illicit drinking-saloons.
1883 Harper's Mag. Nov. 945/1, I have .. smoked opium

in every joint in America. 1885 Homilet. Rev. Aug. 179
A few months since the police made a raid on a 'joint

'

at

No. 44 Clinton Place, and found seven men there smoking
the drug. 1885 Daily Tel. 18 Aug. 3/2 (Fanner) This class

of thieves, when they agree on a partnership or joint, as

Magic xi. (1833)

aid Joynt
) 275 The part, .to which the quadrants are

j

a few mouthfuls of breakfast and swallows a cup of coffee.

1899 ROWNTREE & SHERWELL Temperance Prot. iii. 197

There were from sixty to eighty 'joints' (i.e. illicit liquor

places) in the city.

V. 15. atlrib. and Comb., as (in sense i\ joint-

adhesion, -disease, -pain, -stiffening; joint-like,

-racking adjs. ; (in sense 4) joint-collar, -end,
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-maker, -making, -pin, -splice, -strip, -test
; joint-

bedded a. (Masonry'', ot a stone : placed so that

its natural bed (or horizontal surface) forms a
vertical joint of the work; distinguished from

face-bedded, in which the horizontal surface is

made to form the face of the work ; joint-
chair (Railways), a chair (see CHATB sb. 12)

supporting the rails at a joint ; joint-coupling,
' a form of universal joint for coupling sections of

shafting
'

(Knight) ; joint-evil, a name of Ele-

phantiasis nodosa; joint-file, a small file of circular

section, used for dressing the holes in hinge-joints ;

joint-fir, a name for plants of the N.O. Gnetacex ;

joint-hinge, the same as a strap-hinge ; joint-ill

(see quot.) ; joint-oil, the secretion which lubri-

cates the joints between the bones, synovia ; joint-

pipe, a small section of gas- or steam-pipe, forming
a connexion between two lengths of pipe ; joint-

pliers, a small kind of pliers used by watchmakers
and mathematical instrument makers ; joint-rule,
a rule made of pieces jointed or hinged together so

as to fold up ; joint-saw, a saw with a curved

working face, used in making the joints of com-

passes and the like; f joint-sick a., diseased in

the joints; so f joint-sickness, disease of the

joints; gout; joint-snake =glass-snake (see GLASS
sb\ 16) ; f joint-sponge, a morbid spongy concre-

tion in the joints (obi.) ; joint-water, synovia

(
=joint-oil) ; esp. a flux of this in diseases of the

joints ; joint-wire, tubular wire, used for hinge-

joints in watches, etc., a solid wire being passed

through it to form the joint ; joint-wood =

JOINTER
2
3 q. v. See also JOINT-ACHE, -GRASS, etc.

1896 Allinttts Syst. Med. I. 381 The forcible breaking up
of *joint-adhesions. 1883 Stonemason Jan., A great advan-

tage is gained by working all string courses, cornices, and
copings

'

"joint-bedded
'

with the exception of quoins which
should be placed on their natural bed. 1856 S. C. BREES
Gloss. Terms 100 The chairs for receiving the ends of two
rails are termed "joint, or double chairs. 1889 G. FINDLAY

Eng. Railway 44 Up to the year 1847 the ends of the rails

rested on joint chairs. 1680 MOXON Meek. Exerc. xi. 7

(1683) I. 201 The *Joynt-Coller is made of two Iron Cheeks

..moving upon a Joint. 1897 Allbittfs Syst. Med. III.

73 Neural arthritis comprises all *joint diseases which are

the sequel of central or peripheral nerve-lesions. 1677
MOXON Aleck. Exerc. ii. (1683) I. 19 Put the "Joint-end
of the Hinge into the Fire. 1669 B. WKLI.IS (title) Trea-
tise of the "Joint Evil. 1683 TRYOX Way to Health xix.

(1697) 4TQ Leprous Scabby Diseases, Joint-evils, and that

which they call the Kings-Evil. 1744 MITCHELL in Phil.

Trans. XLIII. 144 Lepra Arabian, t\vo Species of which
are called, the Yaws, and the Joint-Evil. 1866 Treas.

Bot. 538/1 Gnetacex. ("Joint Firs.) .. Small trees or creep-

ing shrubs .. with jointed stems and branches. 1892 DAL-
ziti. Dis. Dogs (ed. 3^ 14 Anthrax . . a disease of cattle,

known in the vernacular as . .
'

'joint ill '. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies, Willsk. 145 The "joint-like knots . . will fat

swine. 1725 Loud. Gaz. No. 6380/12 James Low, . .

'Jointmaker. 1900 Daily News 25 Aug. 5/1 The old

system of "joint-making by 'junction pieces' or splicing
and soldering, has also been abandoned. 1887 MIVART in

Encycl. Brit. XXII. m/i An albuminous fluid called

'synovia', and commonly known as 'joint-oil'. 1653
R. SANDERS Physiogu. bj, Foot-gout, knee-gout, and all

"joint-pains whatsoever. 1710 T. FULLER Pharw. E.vtenip.

433 Water of Millepedes., is useful .. in scorbutic Joint-

pains. 1835 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 74 The
"joint-pins must either have nuts and screws, or other

proper fastenings, to keep them in their several
places.

Ibid., To drill both the arm frames .. and the circle.,

together, that the joint pin-holes in all three may correspond
exactly with each other, and particularly from the centre of

each. 1667 MILTON P. L. XI. 488 Dropsies, and Asthma's,
and "Joint-racking Rheums. 1708 J. PHILIPS Cyder u. 77

Joint-racking Gout . . and pining Atrophy. 1680 MOXON
.Ifech. Exerc. xi. 7 (1683) I. 201 Moving upon a Joint, .as

the two insides of the "Joynt-Rule Carpenters use. 1692

Capt. Smith's Seaman's Grain. II. 160, I have no other

Instrument but my Two Foot Joynt Rule, a 1618 J.

DAVIKS Wit's Pilgr. (1878) 41/1 How, from this *Ioynt-
sick Age to bite the Gowt? 1545 ELYOT Biblioth., Ar-
thetica passio, . .the *ioynte syckenesse: the goute. 1684
T. CHYLES (title) Treatise of the Joint Sickne'ss, or Gout.

1796 MORSE A tner. Geog. I. 221 The "joint snake . . is a great

curiosity, [breaking into pieces when struck, without bleed-

ing]. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz Surf. i. vi. 26 A *Joint-sponge
is nothing else but a moisture of the sinew-water, which

groweth on and turneth hard, and settleth there. 1599
A. M. tr. Gabelhoiier's Bk. Physicke 324/2 How we shoulde

restrayne the fluxion of the Synnue, or *
loyntewater. 1658

A. Fox Witrtz' Surg. ii. xiv. 102 The joynt water, that is,

the humidity of joynts and sinews. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Siipp., Joint Water, a term used by our farriers, for..a

running of a clear ichor from the Joints, when they are

either wounded or ulcerated.

Joint, jA2 Obs. rare. [Aphetic f. ENJOIKT.]
That which is enjoined, injunction, charge.
c 1475 Pttrtenay 5019 In that doubte ye noghtj

in no
maner point, Sin ye me commaunde, gree to such a loynt.

Joint (djoint), a. Forms : 4-7 ioynt, 5-7
ioint, (5 yont, 6 iont, ioncte), 7-8 joynt, 7-

joint. See also JUNCT. [a. f.joint (^.L.junctiwi),

pa. pple. oijoindre : L. jungere to join. In sense 2

often, in other senses occasionally, hyphened to the

following sb.]

1. Put together, joined, combined, united, fa.
Const, as fa. pple. or in predicate. Obs.

597

_ ci34<> Cursor M. 10625 (Trin.) pe witt be vertu of hir

ioynt [Land to hir ioynt] May no mon write \v\\> penne
poynt. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 253 Whan Pride is with Envie

joint, c 1400 Rom. Rose 2037, I ..knelide doun with hondis
joynt. f 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 185 Next to him, And
joint with him Castile and Saxony are welcome. 1737
Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 280 The Presbytery of Glasgow. .

are joint and unanimous for what I know.
b. as adj. in attributive relation. Rarely of

material things ; usually of the actions or attributes

of two or more persons, etc. spec. Of the lives of

two or more persons : Continuing together in time
until one lapses, contemporaneous, concurrent.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. # Cr. n. ii. 193 For 'tis a cause that hath

no ineane dependance, Vpon our ioynt and seuerall dignities.

1641 J. JACKSON True Ei>ang. T. \\. 120 By their joynt
endeavours. 1765 BI.ACKSTONK Cotntn, I. in. 214 They there-
fore settled the crown, first on king William and queen
Mary, .for their joint lives. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.

(1873) II. i. ii. 59 Civilized by the joint influences of reli-

gion and of chivalry. 1883 SIR E. KAY in Law Times Rep.
XLIX. 261/1 During the joint lives of the trustees.

2. Of a person or persons : United or sharing
with another, or among themselves, in some posses-

sion, action, liability, etc. ; having or doing (what
is expressed by the noun) together or in common.
Often hyphened to the following sb.,esp. in words of legal

or technical use.

1424-5 E. E. Wills (1882) 60 Now I declare here my
laste wille, als wel to my saide feffez as to my ioint feffes.

1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Rom. viii. 17 Heyres of God and
ioyntheyres [1611 ioynt heires] with Christe. 1586 T. B.

La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. 106 Joint-laborers with him for

honor and glorie. 1607 SHAK s. Cor. v. vi. 32, I . . Made him
ioynt-seruant with me. 1698 F. B. Free but Modest Censure
4 Joint-partners in the same Principles. 1708 HEARNE
Collect. 13 Nov. (O. H. S.) II. 151 Having Two Churches,
and I

1

wo Joint-Rectors. 1817 W. SELWYN Law Nisi Prius
(ed. 4) II. 920 Joint owners of property insured for their

joint use and on their own account. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS
Midi. Railw. 201 The directors . . agreed with the G. N.
and Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire lines in becoming
joint-owners of the Stock-port and Woodley Junction.
3. Of a thing, action, etc. (in sing.} : Held,

done, made, etc. by two or more persons, parties,
or things, in conjunction ; of or belonging to more
than one at once

;
common to two or more.

1424-5 E. E. Wills (1882) 60 Diners men haf ioint astate

whit me in diuerce of my purchace be wey of truste.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. t-'/f, c. 25 Preamble^ As if the seid per-
sones . . had a iont astate . . w ( the seid suruiuours. 1587
GOLDING DC Mornay v. 56-7 By the iointworking of the

vnderstandhig and will together. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //',

v. ii. 55 A ioynt burthen, laid vpon vs all. 1634 W. TIRWHYT
tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I) 69 You remember, .what our ioynt

opinion hath beene. 1698 FRYKR Ace. E. India <y P. 345
The joint Advantage both of the Emperor and his Subjects.

1762-71 H. WALPOLE I7crtitcs A need. Paint. (1786) II. 117
In one corner Henry VII. and Ferdinand are conferring

amicably on a joint throne. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II.

183 The remaining grand incident of joint-estates, viz. the

doctrine of survivorship. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi.

IV. 553 It was determined that a joint committee of the

two Houses should be appointed. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. IV. xviii. 250 All hopes of joint action were at an end.

f 4. Made up of parts joined, fastened together,
or combined (see also JOINT-STOOL) ; continuous,

uninterrupted (quot. 13..); flS- w *tn reference to

an unopened rose (quot. c 1450). Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 355 On to prenge ber-bur^e [Niniue]
watz bre dayes dede. pat on lournay ful Ioynt lonas hym
;ede Er euer he warpped any wordc. c 1429 in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 445 It' pro Ij ped
1

de joyn-
table vp iiij

1* ob. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xliii. 480 At Ioint

& Clos In Al manere tyme as was the Rose. 11:1711 KLN
Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 301 O're the Stone Bridge,
cross the Joint-Current laid.

1 5. JOINTED. Obs.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2054/4 Lost, .a Joynt Cane, wrought
i with a Gold Head on it.

f6. Used advb. = JOINTLY. Obs.

1424-5 E. E. Wills (1882) 61 Als wel bo bat stande enfeflecl

i by me, as bo bat ben ioint feffed with me. a 1691 BOYLE
Hist. Air xiii. (1692) 67 Our so much joint-esteemed friend

Mr. Mercator,

7. Cornb., as joint-awned, having a jointed awn.

1787 Fain. Plants I. 348 Seeds numerous .. joint-awn'd
with a long style.

Joint (dgpint),
v. [f. JOINT sb.]

1. trans. To connect by a joint or joints ;
to

fasten, fit together, unite, a. lit. material things.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 142 Branches, which being dead

many yeares, shall after reuiue, bee ioynted to the old

Stocke, and freshly grow. 1691 RAY Creation \\. (1692) 53
The fingers are strengthened with several Bones, jointed

together for motion. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 193 The
manner of jointing the five courses of stone. 1889 R. S. S.

BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 94 Those which are jointed and
soldered together.

b. fig. (usually with direct allusion to the literal

sense).

1547 Homilies i. Contention. F 2 We cannot be ioynted to

Christ our Head, except we be glued with concord and
charitie one to another, a 1634 RANDOLPH Muse's Looking-

glass in, ii, He, with the pegs of amity and concord, -.

Joints 'em together. 1673 TEMPLE Obs. United Prov. Wks.

1731 I. 58 They seem to be a sound Piece of the State, and
fast jointed in with the rest.

C. To fill up the joints of stone, brickwork, etc.

with mortar or the like ; to point ;
to represent with

(imitation) joints (quot. 1823).
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 247 They joint the long

Joints, and also the Cross Joints. 1793 SMEATON Edystone

JOINTER.
L. 209 They joint the paving with mortar. 1833 RUTTER
Font/till 9 The walls and ceiling have been jointed to

represent stone. 1897 Daily News 4 Sept. 6/1 They threw
us a lot of red-lead, and each man carried a large piece
. . ready to joint into any leak or crack he came across.

d. Carpentry, etc. To prepare (a board, stave,

etc.) for being joined to another, by planing its

edge with a jointer (see JOINTER 2
i).

1864 WEBSTER, Joint, i . . To prepare so as to fit closely ;

to fit together ; . . as to joint boards. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech. s.v., to joint is to plane straight the edges of boards.
Ibid. s.v.

, Jointer-plcuie (foofering). The inclined sole being
presented upward for the staves, which are jointed thereon.

2. intr. tor reft. To fit exactly into each other as
in the joints of masonry, etc.

1693 TEMPLE Introd. Hist. Eng. 38 A small round Tower
built of Stone . . so exactly Cut, as every one to Joynt
into another. 17*6 LEONI AtbertFs Archit. 1.55/1 Bricks
lying sideways, with their heads joynting into each other . .

as a Man locks his right hand fingers into his left.

3. trans. To divide (a body or member) at a joint
or into joints; to dismember, disjoint.
1530 PALSGR. 592/2, I joynte, I cut meate by the joyntes

to make it meter for the potte or spytte. 1591 PERCIVALL
Sp. Diet., Acodar vides, to ioynt vines, to prune vines,
Ceniculare. 1596 SPENSER F.Q.v. xi. 29 Her huge taile . .

He with his sword it strooke, that without faile He ioynled
it. 1697 DRYDEN SEiieid ix. 1040 He joints the Neck : And
with a stroke so strong The Helm flies off; and bears the
Head along. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 59. 2/1 A Person

piece of Meat, .. he finds it difficult to Joynt.
we 78 'Jointing' two

large worms, [she] flew off at once to her chicks with them.

is Joynling a pi

1898 R. KEARTON Wild Life at Home 78
'

fb. fig> To '

cut off
1

from or deprive of some-

thing. Obs,

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 30,
I shal be con-

tentid to be bard of mi mastership and iomtid of my fellow-

ship too. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 290 Threaten their poore
children to joynt them of this or that land or portion.

Joint-ache. An ache or pain in the joints.

1576 BAKER 'Jcivell of Health 60 The water of luniper
beries.-auayleth against all ioyntaches proceeding of colde.

1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden lix, It is good for the Sciatica
and Joynt-Aches.

b. trans/. Applied to a disease of trees.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvn. xxiv. I. 538 No trees are exenfpt
from the worme, the blasting, and the ioint-ach [dolor
membrorum\.
Jointed (dgoi'nt&l), a.

[f. JOINT sb. + -ED-.]
Furnished with, constructed with, or having joints

(see the various senses of the sb.).

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxii. 81 They ben
wel ioynted and myghtely boned, a 1547 SURRKY ./&*# iv.

( r 557)G!j b, The throwing spirit, and iointed liimnes to loose.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 409 Or under Rocks thir food In

juinted Armour watch. 1721 POPE Let. to E. Blount 3 Oct.,
I saw her sober over a Sampler, or gay over a joynted Baby.
1880 HUXLEY Crayjish i. 24 The crayfish has a jointed and
segmented body.

b. In comb, with qualifying word : Having
joints of a specified kind.

1591 SPENSER Alithpot. 121 Beeing nimbler ioynted then
the rest. 1797 M. BAILI.IE Morb. Anat. (1807) 188 This
head is placed upon a narrow jointed portion of the worm,
1843 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 169 Iron-jointed, supple-
sinew'd, they shall dive, and they shall run. 1895 Outing
(U. S.j XXVI. 369/1 My single short-jointed rod.

Hence Joi-ntedly adv., connectedly ;
Joi'nted-

ness, quality or state of being jointed.
1846 WORCESTER, Jointedly^ in a jointed manner. Smith.

1877 Tinsley's Mag. XX. 207 When he could talk faintly
and jointedly. 1881 WHITNEY hi Proc. Amer. Philol. Assoc.
22 Articulation, in this its literal sense of jointedness.

Jointenant, obs. form of JOINT-TENANT.
t Jointer 1

. Obs. [?f. JOINT a. (or joint- in

JOINTURE) + ER 1
.]

A joint possessor; one who
holds a jointure.
1566 J. STUDLEY tr. Seneca's Agamemnon (1581) 147 b,

Thou that dost rule with him, made jointer of his mace.
t 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon x. 8 He make thy daughter
ioynter of it all, So thou consent to giue her to my wife.

Jointer- (d^orntai). [f. JOINT v. + -EH*.]
One who or that which joints.

1. Name of various tools, a. Carpentiy^ etc.

A long kind of plane used in dressing the edges of

boards, staves, etc. in preparation for jointing

them ; also, a machine used in jointing staves.

1678 MOXON Mech. Exerc. iv. 4 (1683) I. 65 The Joynler
is made somewhat longer than the Fore-plane .. Its Office

is to follow the Fore-plane, and to shoot an edge perfectly

straight, . .especially when a Joynt is to be shot. 1875 Car-

pentry $ Join. 25 The carpenter uses this jack plane first,

and, subsequently, his longer trying plane, and still longer

jointer, to put the final touches.

b. Masonry. A tool used for filling with mortar

or for marking the joints between courses of brick

or stone work.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 247 A Jointer of Iron, with

which, and the foresaid Rule, they ^joint
the long Joints,

..the Cross Joints .. being done with the Jointer with-

out the Rule. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art I.

194 The iron tool used along with the
pointing-rule,

to

mark the joints of brick-work, is called a jointer ; its form

is nearly that of the letter w, though its flexure is not in

proportion so considerable.

c. A bent piece of iron inserted into a wall to

strengthen a joint. 1864 in WEBSTER.

2. A workman employed in jointing ; esp. one

who makes the junctions between parts of an

electric wire, etc.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRICHT Telegraphy 235 Not only



JOINT-GRASS.

pipe jointers are very scarce.

3. Jn the West Indies, a common name of Piper

eenifutatum.
1847 GOME Birds (I/Jamaica 73 The deserted provision-

grounds are overgrown with a thicket, almost impenetrable,

of jointer, or jointwood.

4. Comb. Jointer-plane = sense I a.

i8jj P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 245 The Jointer-Plane

is the longest of all the planes. . . It is used for shooting the

edges to boards perfectly straight, so that their juncture

may scarcely be discernible when their surfaces are joined

logether. 1881 YOUNG Every man his man Mechanic 244

Trying-planes and Jointer-planes differ from the jack-plane

in being longer and set with a finer cut.

Joint-grass, [f. JOINT sb. 3 + GRASS.] A local

name lor the herbs Horsetail (Equisetum), and

Lady's Bedstraw (Galium veruai) (Britten and

Holland) ; also, in southern U.S., the grass Pas-

talum distichum (Cent. Diet.).

1790 W. MARSHALL Midi. Counties (1796) II. Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Joint-grass, yellow bedstraw.

Joint-heir, etc. : see JOINT a. 2.

Jointing (d^oi'ntirj), vtl. sb. [f. JOINT v. +

-ISO !.J The action of the verb JOINT.

1. The action of connecting or uniting by a joint;

1641 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. n. x. 90 An excellent

Chirurgeon he was at joynting of a broken soul. 1899
Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 8/1 The old piles . . showing the

tool marks and evidences of morticing and jointing.
_

b. concr. The structure of a joint or junction.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Atuit. i. iii. 6 It defends

the ends of Gristles, the Joyntings of the greater Bones.

1696 J. EDWARDS Exist, ff Prow. God n. 94 '1 heir joyntings
and closures are wonderful. 1833 Act 3 <$ 4 Will. /K, c. 46
$ 116 The said Commissioners snail., form the jointing with
the other pipes to be added thereto with proper and sufficient

materials. 1885 A tkenxum 32 Aug. 247/2 Another wall . .

of fine squared white stone drafted at the jointings, so that

it looks panelled.

2. The action of dividing at the joints, or into

\

ig vp the
;ho maid

Jnchantit powder for Witchcraft. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch

750 About cutting it up, quartering, jointing, seething and

resting.

3. The formation of joints or cleavage planes in

rocks, etc. ; the nature or arrangement of these.

1698 MOLYNEUX in Phil. Trans. XX. 217 The universal

Jointing

of the whole Causway, is certainly otherwise. 1784
'WAMLEY Dairying 27 [The cheese] when released from

the Press, will heave, or puff up, by Splitting or Jointing,

according as the Nature or State of the Curd happens to be.

1865 GKIKIE Seen <V Geol. Scot. vi. 119 In one part the solid

granite is only beginning to show its lines of jointing.
4. atlrib. and Comb., as jointing-plane, (a)

a plane of *

jointing
'

or fissure, as in a rock ; ()
= JOINTER- i a; jointing-rule, a long flat ruler

used for guiding the jointer (JOINTER
* i b) in

marking the joints of brickwork.

1900 Daily News 10 May 6/4 *Jointing boxes and aigrettes
used in the re-arrangement of the lightning conductors of
St. Paul's Cathedral. 1854 HOOKER Himal, Jrnls. I. xvii.

406 Whose surfaces are no doubt, cleavage and "jointing

planes. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mfck., Jointing-plant) a plane
with a long stock, used to true the edges of boards or staves

which are to be accurately fitted together. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc. 247 A *Jointing Rule . . whereby to run
the long Joints of the Brick-work. 18*3 P. NICHOLSON
Pract. Build. 386 The Jointing-Rule is about eight or ten
feet long, and about four inches broad.

Jorntist. U. S. [f. JOINT sb. 14 + -IST.] The
keeper of a 'joint

*

or illicit drinkirig-saloon.
1889 in Voice (N. Y.) 5 Sept., The Grand Jury had found

nineteen indictments against jointists. 1893 Arena (U. S.)
Mar. 467 In Kansas, .the liquor seller is the sneaking boot-

!egg". skulking jointist, criminal and outlaw.

JointleSS (d^oi-ntles), a. [f. JOINT sb. +
-LESS.] Without joints, or the use of joints ;

having no joints, stiff, rigid.
1559 W. BALDWYN in Mirr, Mag. To Rdr., Looking for his

strong jointless olyphants. * 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Con/itt.
Rhtm. N. T. (1618) 500 Your knees . . are loyntlesse and
Elephant-like in your obedience unto his precepts. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. viii. 38

' Let me die here ',

were her words, remaining jointless and immovable, 1867
.Vat. Eneycl. I. 92 The pods are jointless.

Jointly (djoi'ntli), adv.
[f. JOINTS. + -LT

'*.]

In a joint manner ; so as to be joined.
1 1. So as to be joined in space ; together (in

position) ; in contact
; adjacently. Obs.

the handes of his Lord. 158* STANYHURST /Eneis m.(Arb.)
3 But neere joynctle brayeth with rufflerye rumboled .fttna.

1710 PRIDEAUX OHg. Tithes iv. 180 That whole Paragraph
. .being joyntly added, any Reader may compare them.

t b. Continuously in space or time. Obs.

c\yDestr. Troy 1538 This Cite was sothely, to serche
U aboute, bre lorncys full iointly to ioyne horn by dayes.
154* G. WISHART tr. Con/. Faytk Siveserlattd. m wSim
Misc.

(1844] 3 Yf there be any good that remayneth in man
r the fall, that same beynge joyntelie made weaker and

weaker by our vyce tournes to the worse.

598

f-2. Together, in union ; concordantly, harmoni-

ously ; at the same time, simultaneously. Obs.

136* LAJfCL. P. PI. A. ii. 127 To loke if J>e lawe wole lugge

}ou loyntely to be loyned for euer. a 1400-50 AbxtmStr
1470 All t>e iewis of Jerusalem lie loyntly a-sembles. 1545
BKINKLOW Lament. (1874) 84 Loke . . how iointly ye agre
with the saide people of luda! 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1846
Then jointly to the ground their kntes they bow. a 1693
URQUHART Rabelais in. xlii. 352 They.. went joyntly to a. .

Tent.

f b. In conjunction with this. Obs.

1656 M. BEN ISRAEL Vind. Judxorum in Phenix (1708)
1 1. 405 Your Worship desir'd jointly to know what Ceremony
or Humiliation the Jews use in their Synagogues, toward
the Book of the Law.

3. In conjunction, combination, or concert ;

unitedly ; conjunctly : opp. to severally or separ-

ately. ^The only current sense.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5850 parfor men sal yhelde
acount ioyntly Of bathe togyder, pe saule and

bje body.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode \\\. vii. (1869) 139 Soothliche this

is weylinge and sorwe ioyntliche. 1469 Water/. Arch, in

icM Rep. Hist. MSS. Conim. App. v. 307 The saide Maire
.. byndith them yontly and severally to stand by this acte.

1491 Act 7 Hen. ^Y/, c. 23 4 Landes .. wherof she. .was
seised or possessed in her owne right . . or jointly with her
said husband. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. ^/, iv. iv. 52 The Rascall

people. . Ioyne with the Traitor, and they ioyntlysweareTo
spoyle the City. 1676 DRYDEN Anrengz. n. i. 15 Where 'er

you lead, We joyntly vow to own no other Head. 1767
BLACKSTONE Cotnm. II. xii. 193 A devise to two persons, to

hold jointly and severally, is said to be a joint*tenancy.
1875 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. App. B. (ed. 5) 450 The relation

of Schleswig to Holstein, and of both jointly to the Danish
crown.

t Joi/ntmeal, adv. Obs. [f. JOINT j. + -MEAL.]
Joint by joint.

1548 COOPER Elyofs Biblioth.^ A rticulatim^ from ioinct to

toinct, ioynct meale. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLV. xxx. i22r

They seemed like creatures dismembred & plucked asunder

joint-meale.

Joint-owner, -partner, etc. : see JOINT a. 2.

Jointress (d^oi-ntres). [f. JOINTER l -r -ESS.]
A widow who holds a jointure ; a dowager.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. ii. 9 Our Queen Th* Imperiall loynt-

resse of this warlike State. 1697 Loud. Gaz. No. 3296/4
Part being in present possession, and the other in Reversion
after the death of a Joyntress. 1707 Ibid. No. 4320/3 One
Estate, .subject to a Jointure, which the Jointress is willing
to sell. 189* Law Times Rep. LXVII. 490/2 Since the

hearing, .one of the jointresses, had died and her jointure of
looo/. a year had ceased.

t Joint-ring. Obs. A finger-ring made of

two separable halves: GEHEL 4, GIMMAL i.

Cf. the description in Dryden Don Sebastian v. i :

' Those rings., a curious artist wrought them With joints so

close as not to be perceived : Yet are they both each others

counterpart ; Her part had Juan inscribed, and his had
Zaida..and m the midst A heart divided in two parts was
placed '.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. iii. 73 Marry I would not doe* such
a thing for a ioynt Ring, . . nor any petty exhibition. 1703
Land. Gaz. No. 3897/4 Lost or stolen, . . a Box, . . in which
were. .3 Rose Stone Rin^s, 24 Joint Rings.

Joint stock, joint-stock. Comm. [f.

JOINT a. + STOCK.]
1. Stock or capital contributed and owned by a

number of persons jointly ; capital divided into

shares ; a common fund.

1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Gamer III. 655 For the

food
government and sincere disposition of this Joint

lock. 1694 LL'TTHELL. /*>/</ Rel. (1857.) III. 400 The mer-
chants of Amsterdam are fitting out with a joint stock 15

privateers of 40 guns each. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4868/3
The Joynt Stock of a Corporation to be erected to carry on
a Trade in the South Seas. 1779 HERVEY Nov. Hist. II.

200 A kind of open trade was carried on from England to

the east, whicli greatly affected the merchants who traded
on the joint stock. 1806 HLTTON Course Math. I. 124, X,
Y, and Z made a joint-stock for 12 months. 1883; IV'harton's

Law-Lex, (ed. 7) s,v. Joint-Stock Company , Ihe common
property of the members, applicable to the purposes of the

company, is called its joint-stock, and hence the name.

2. attrib. (joi'nt-stock). Holding a joint stock ;

formed or conducted on the bnsis of a joint stock ;

*S>joint-stock bank, company, jinn.
1808 H. DAY (title) A Defence of Joint Stock Companies.

1815 SCOTT Fam. Lett. (1894) II. xxi. 278 The people are all

mad here about joint-stock companies. 1844 DISRAELI

Coningsvy vui. i, When he received a deputation on sugar
duties or joint-stock hanks. 1893 BITHELL Counting-ho,
Diet, s.v., A Joint Stock Company is defined by Act of
Parliament to be ' A Company consisting of seven or more
members having a permanent paid up or nominal capital of
fixed amount, divided into shares, also of fixed amount,
and formed on the principle of having for its members the
holders of shares of such capital, and no other persons'.
This definition excludes companies consisting of six or fewer
members, whose affairs fall under the Law of partnership.
Hence Joint-stcrck v. tr"ans., to turn into joint

stock, or into .a joint-stock company; Joint-

sto'ckery, dealing in, or formation of, joint stocks;

Joint-sto-ckism, the system or principle of joint-
stocks. (All more or less nonce-wds.}
1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman ox> Let some clever person

invent something better, patent it, "joint-stock it, and get
some good names on the direction, and he will have an im-
mense success. 1899 Contemp. Rev. June 870 We refine the
method of stealing, that is all joint-stock it, and sometimes
call it a dividend. 1864 Realm 6 Apr. 3 They are them-
selves so immersed in *joint-stockery, that they fancy all the
rest of mankind are similarly inclined. 1856 Tait's Mag.
XXIII. 304 *Joint-stockism has been successfully applied to

JOINTURE.

many other branches of business. 1890 G. B. SHAW Fab.
Ess. 137 The transfigured joint stockism of the present Co-
operative movement.

Joint-Stool (dgoi*ut|ftfll). Forms : o. 5-7
ioyned, ioyn'd, loynd, ioin'd s. (with or without

hyphen: see forms of STOOL) ;
. 7 joyne-stoole;

7. 6-7 ioynt, 8 joynt-, 7-9 joint-stool. [In
sense I

, or\%.joined stool. In sense 2, f. JOINT sb. 4.]
1. A stool made of

parts joined or fitted together;
a stool made by a joiner, as distinguished from
one ofmore clumsy workmanship. (Cf. JOINED 2.)
Obs. exc. Hist.

Frequently mentioned in x6-x8th c. as an article offurniture ;

also in allusive or proverbial phrases expressing disparage-
ment or ridicule, of which the precise explanation is lost.

1434 E. E, Wills (1882) 102 Also a litil Joyned stoll for a
child, & a nother loyned stoll, large for to sitte on, whanne
he cometh to mannes state. 1511 Nottingham Rec. III. 114
Duo scabella vocata joyned stoles. 1594 LYLY Moth* Bombie
iv. ii, Acciits. You neede not be so lustie : you are not so
honest. Scti/ia. I crie you mercie, I tooke you for a ioynt
stoole. 1596 SHAKS. 'J am. Shr. n. i. 199 Kath. \ knew you
at the first, You were a mouable. Pttr. Why, what s a
mouablet Kath. A ioyn'd stoole. 1611 COTGR., Selle^ ..

any illfauored, ordinarie . . stoole, of a cheaper sort then
the ioyned, or buffet-stoole. 1634 WithaCs Diet. 553 Ante
hoc te cornua habcrc 6utabam, I cry you mercy, I tooke
you for a joynd stoole. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. III-.) n. xii, Fitter to be read upon a Joyne-stoole, than

pronounced at a Tribunall. 17x3 ARBUTHNOT JohnBnli\\\.
i, He used to lay chairs and joint-stools in their way, that

they might break their noses by fallii g over them. 1784
COWPEH Task i. 19 Joint-stools were then created ; on three

legs Upborne they stood. Three legs upholding firm A
massy slab, in fashion square or round. 1820 SCOTT Monast.
xv, As passive an instrument of my accommodation as this

ill-made and rugged joint-stool on which I sit. 1859 JEMISON
Brittany ii. 9, I seated myself on a joint-stool on the deck.

2. Meek, * A block holding up the ends of parts
which belong in apposition, as railway rails, ways
of vessels, etc.' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).
Joint-tenant. Forms : 6 ioynt tenaunt,

ioyntenaunt(e, iointenaunte, 7 joyntenant,
joyn-tenant, 7-8 jointenant; 7Joynt-tenant, 8-

joint-teuant, joint tenant. [f.JoiNTa. + TENANT.]
One who holds an undivided estate in the same right

jointly with another or others, with a.jus acercscendi,

whereby the interest of each passes at his death to

the survivors or survivor, till the whole remains in

a single hand.
This right of survivorship distinguishes joint-tenants from

tenants in common.
1531 Dial, on Laws Eng ii. xxv. 55 The ioynt tenaunt

hathe ryght to the hole ^oodes. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures
57 a, If two or three disse^e another of anye landes .. to
theire owne use, then the disseisoures be iointenauntes.

1659 Ttmtes de la Ley s.v., If one Joyntenant grant that
which belongs to him to a Stranger, then the otherJoyntenant
and the Stranger are Tenants in common. 1767 BLACKSTONK
Comm. II. xii. 184 While it [the joint-tenancy] continues,
each of two joint-tenants has a concurrent interest in the
whole ; and therefore, on the death of his companion, the
sole interest in the whole remains to the survivor.

fig. 1621 QUARLES Viv<. Poems^ Esther (1638) QI These
brave ioyntenants that surviv'd To see a little world of men
unliv'd. 1645 Sol. Recant, viii. 23 Nay, Heaven and He!
May sooner.. turn Joynt-tenants in one perfect Line. 1733
Poi'E Ess, &Tan m. 152 In nature's state. .Man walked with
beast, joint-tenant ofthe shade.

So Joint-te-nancy, the holding of an estate by
two or more joint-tenants.
1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 364 The writ abating for

some cause that cannot be imputed to the Plamtifes folly :

as for . . loyntenancie, and such like. 1767 BLACKSTONE
Connn. II. xii. 179 An estate in joint-tenancy is where lands
or tenements are granted to two or more persons, to hold
in fee-simple, fee-tail, for life, for years, or at will. 1844
WILLIAMS Real Prop, vi. (1875) 132 Any estate may be held
in joint tenancy.

Jointure (d^oi-ntiuj),^. Forms: 4-7 ioynt-,
ioint-, ioynct-, (4 ioyngt-, 5 ioyntt-), -ure, -er,

(4-6 -our, 5-6 -or(e, 6 -yre, -ur ; 5 iuntor, yon-
ture, 6 ionctour, gintur) ; 7 joinct-, 7-8 joynt-,

7- jointure, [a. F. jointure : L. junctura, f.

junct-, ppl. stem oijungfrc to join ; see -URE.J
f 1. Joining, junction, conjunction, union. Obs.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth, ii. pr. v. 32 (Camb. MS.) loyngturc

of sowle and body. 1550 VEKON Godly Sayings (1846) 47
Lette hym notte goo from the joynture and compage of the
members. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 326 That place where
the ioincture is of the shoulders to the

nape
of the neck.

1606 FORD Fame's Memorial x, To . . sympathize in ioincture
with thy courage.
2. concr. A joining, a junction, a joint. Now

rare.

138* WVCLIF Ezek. xxxvii. 7, I prophecied .. and loo! a

styryng to gydre, and bones wenten to boones, eche to his

ioynture. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 109 pel ben bounde
togidere bi oon ioynture, be which \>&t strecchi|> from bifore

to bihynde to pe lenkpe of be heed, be which is clepid

sagittales. Ibid. 157 Alle t>ese boonys. pat ben in ioynturis,
as |?e schuldris, efbowis [etc.]. 1413 PHgr. Sowle (Caxton
1483) w. xxxi. 80 The necke . . is the ioynture of the hede
and the body and maketh them bothe one, 1594 DANIKL
Cleo6atra in. ii, Her disioyned lointures as undone, Let
fall her weak dissolved Limbs

Support. 1609 BIBLE (Douay)
i Chron. xxii. 3 Yron for the nayles of the gates, and for the

ioyninges and ioynctures. 1736 LEONI Albertfs Archit.
III. 30/1 The jointures and commissures of both halves
shou'd perfectly tally to each other. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Aug. 332 A wall whose every jointure is being attacked by
vigorous little weeds.
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1*3. The holding of an estate by two or more

persons in joint-tenancy. Obs.

[*533-4 Act 25 Hen, F///, c. 13 7 Euerie personne
..which, .shall haue Juncture in vse or in possession .. of or
in any manours.] 1574 tr. Littletons Tenures 57 b, He
that surviveth shal have onely the whole tenancy after such
estate as he hath if y iointure bee continued. i6oi~a FUL-
BECKB \st Pt. Parall. 30 If lands be giuen to two, and the
heirs of one of them, this is a good iointure, &the one hath
freehold & the other fee simple, and if hee which hath the
fee die, he that hath the frehold shal haue the entierty.
1660 BONDE Scut. Reg. 223 If Lands are given to the King
and a subject, or if there be two jointenants and the Crown
descend to one of them, the Jointure is severed, and they
are Tenants in Common. 1767 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. II. xii.

180 Such . . an estate is called an estate in joint-tenancy, and
sometimes an estate in jointure.
4. spec. a. orig. The holding of property to the

joint use of a husband and wife for life or in tail,

as a provision for the latter, in the event of her
widowhood. Hence, by extension, b, A sole estate

limited to the wife, being
* a competent livelihood

of freehold for the wife of lands and tenements, to
take effect upon the death of the husband for the
life of the wife at least

'

(Coke upon Littleton, 36 b).
1451 Rolls Parlt. V. 218/1 This Acte shall not extende

to the prejudice of . . the Quene of hir Dower, joyntour or

freeholder, to hir by you graunted. a 1466 Paston Lett,
II. 79 The maner of Estlexham, the qwych is parte of my
junior. 1513 MORE Rick. ///, Wks. (1557) 58 Y l she might
be restored vnto such smal landes as her late husband
had giuen her in iointure. 1535 Act 27 Hen. ISIII, c.

x. $ 4 In every suche case every woman maryed havyng
such loynter .. shal not clayme to have eny Dower
of the residue of the Landes .. that . . were her said hus-
bondes. 1556 A*. Anbu's \Vill in French Shaks. Genual.

(1869 470, 1 will that my wyfe shall have butt iij.//. vjj. viij.*/.
and her gintur in

Snytterfylde.^ 1684 WOOD Life n May
(0. H. S.) III. 95 He had married a widdow of

700.1. per
annum joynter. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. viii. 137 A
jointure strictly speaking, signifies a joint estate, limited to
both husband and wife, but in common acceptation extends
also to a sole estate, limited to the wife only. 1876 DIGBY
Real Prof. vi. 295 It became a common practice for a man
upon his marriage to convey lands to feoffees to the joint
use of himself and his wife for life or in tail, by which
means a provision for the remainder of her life was secured
to the wife. This was called a jointure.

*|* b. Used as equivalent to dowry : see DOWRY 2.

1494 FABVAN Chron. vii. ccxxix. 259 For the withholdyng
of the dowre, or ioyntoure, of his firste doughter, maryed
vnto Wyllyam y

e Kynges sone. 1580 LYLY E-itphnes (Arb.)

280, I am perswaded yat my faire daughter shal be wel

maryed, for there is none, that will or can demaund a greater
ioynter then Beautie. 1598 FLORIO, tndotato, without a
dowrie or iointer. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 364 She
would make likewise a thousand pound Joyncture of her
behaviour only, and Court-carriage.
5. "0/tf^.,asJomture-castle, -house, one settled

upon a woman as a jointure (sense 4) ; tjointure-
water joint-ivater^ synovia (see JOINT sb. 15).
1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 324/2 We must

not to suddaynly restrayne the Synnue, or loyncture-water.

1773 JOHNSON in Bosivell 18 Sept., Most of the great families

of Kngland have a secondary residence, which is called a

jointure-house. 1830 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. iv. (1863)

273 Leaving the great town in which she had hitherto resided,
and coining to occupy the family jointure-house at Oak-

hampstead. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) III. ix. 73
Within this castle lay the little King, who was thus con-

veyed to her jointure castle at Stirling.

Joi'lltiire, z>. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To settle a

jointure upon ;
to provide with a jointure : see prec.4.

a 1634 RANDOLPH Poems (1638) 6 But what fond virgin will

my love preferre, That only in Parnassus joynture her!

1667-8 PEPYS Diary 10 Feb., She to have ^600 presently,
and . . to be joyntured in 60 per annum. 1762 FOOTE Lyar
in. Wks. 1799 I. 313 She'll be easily jointur'd. 1883 Law
Rep. 28 Chanc. Div. 205 Trusts which gave A. and B.

respectively ..powers of jointuring their wives.

Jointured (d.^oi-ntiujdj, a. [See -ED.]

1. Provided with a jointure ; holding a jointure.

1766 BURROW Ref>. I. 215 Even jointured ladies of manors,

might make voluntary grant, and incumber their posterity.

2. Of an estate : Saddled with a jointure.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 192 The charges the

jointured estate was to be freed from.

Joi'ntureless, a. [f. JOINTDBE sb. + -LESS.]
Without a jointure ; not provided with a jointure.
ci6ii CHAPMAN Iliad ix. 150 Of all three, the worthiest

let him take All ioynturelesse, to Peleus court; I will her

ioyncture make ; And that so great, as neuer yet, did any
maide preferre.

Jointuress (d^oi-ntiures). [Altered form of

JOINTRESS, after jointure.] = JOINTRESS.
a 1693 AUBREY Lives (1898) I. 136 He [ButlerJ maried a

good jointuresse, the relict of Morgan, by which meanes he
lives comfortably. 1711 Lon.'t.Gaz. No. 4905/3 The Reversion
and Fee-Simple Estate, after the Death of a Jointuress.

1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Jointress, or Jointuress.

Jointweed (dgoi'ntiWftl). Popular name of

different weeds having conspicuously jointed stems.

a. In U.S., Polygonum articulatum. b. Locally
in Eng., various species of Horsetail (Equisetum) ;

also the common Mare's-tail (Hippuris vulgaris}*
a. 1866 Treas. Rot. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.

b- 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.

Joi'nt-worm.
1. A tape-worm; as consisting of n. series of joints.

1706 MRS. CENTUVRK5aw//"7V>Wr in. Eiij/Tis the Joint-

Worm, which the Learned talk of so much, . . or Vulgarly in

English the Tape-Worm.
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2. U.S. The larva of various species of hymenop-
terous insects belonging to the genus hosoma, which
are very destructive to grain.

Jpinty (d,?oi-nti), a.
[f. JOINT sb. + -V.] Full

of joints ; having numerous joints.

1578 LVTE Dodoens n. cvii. 296 The. .stalke is thicke, and
ioyntie. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. K ij b, When it lies in
a Body of considerable thickness, it is more Brickie and
Joynty. 1855 G. MEREDITH Shav. Shagpat 332 They were

asjointy grasshoppers through the action of the Flea.

Join-work : see JOIN-.
t Joise, v. 06s. Forms : 4 iois(s)en, iosyen ;

St. 4-6 ioys, 5-6 iois, 6 lose, ioyse, ioise, 7

ioiss, (9 joyse). [a. QV.joiss-, lengthened stem

oijoir : see JOY v. and REJOICE.]
1. reft, and intr. To rejoice.
c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 92 That thai made so grete josying.

a 1325 Prose Psalter cxhx. 2 loisen be doubters of Syon in

her kynge. 1340 Ayenb. 25 pus him ioisse)? and him glorifieb
be wreche ine his herte.

2. trans. (Sc.) To enjoy the possession or use of.

^ 1400 Bitrgh Laws c. 41 (Sc. Stai. I.) pan sail be man
ioys \ga-udebit\ all be gudis of bat lande. 1508 DUNBAR

I iositT-ua mariit lyctnen 2o_i,
I wend a gem, and I hafe

_

ane geit gottin. 1615 in Proc. Sac. Ant. Scot. (1896) XXX.
56 To use and exerce the said office . . als frelie . . as vm-
quhile Schir William M rDougall . . bruikit and joissit the
samen of before, [c 1817 HOGG Tales fy Sk. V. 152 To be

peaceably brooked, joysed, set, used and disposed of by him
and his aboves, as specified.]

Joise, Joissh, obs. forms of JOIST, JUICE.
Joist (dgoist), sb, 1 Forms: a. 4 gieste, 4-6

gyste, geste, gyest, 5-6 giste, (5 syyst), 6 geist,

gyst,6-7 geast(e, 7 geest. /3. 7-8 gise (//. giaes,

gise, 7 jyce). -y. 5-6 iest(e, 6-7 least, 7 Sc. jest,

jeiet. 8. 5-6 ioyste, 6-7 ioyst, 7 ioist, 7-8
joyst, 7- joist, f. 6 ioyse (ioysse), 6-7 ioise,

ioyoe, 7 ioioe (iuioe), joyse, 7-8 Joyce (//.

Joyces, Joyce), 8 joice. [ME. giste, gyste, a. OF.

giste, one ofthe beams supporting a bridge, in mod.
F. gtte one of the small beams supporting a plat-
form for artillery, a bed of mineral, etc., f. OF.gesir
(mod.F. gesir) \-\j.jacere to lie.

The later form joist has parallels in HOISE, HOIST, FOIST
s.3

, and JOIST sb.'*. These developments of pi from i are
of earlier date than the interchange of si and oi in ot>il, bile,

etc., and their phonetic history is as yet obscure.]

1. One of the timbers on which the boards of a

floor or the laths of a ceiling are nailed, and which
themselves stand on edge parallel to each other

stretching horizontally from wall to wall, or resting
on supporting beams or girders ; also, A timber

which similarly supports the floor of a platform,
a bridge, or other structure.

In a large floor the main joists (binding joists^ are some-
times more widely apart, and are crossed by smaller bridging
joists which bear the boards of the floor ; in such a case

there may be light joists beneath to bear the laths (ceiling

joists). See also TRIMMING joist.
o.

1 1294 Pat. Roll 22 Ediv. /, m. 3 in Calr. 102 Ad voltam
vel gistas.] 1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 100 Pro j gyste
pro le fiore in clocher ^d. 1448 in Willis & Clark Cambridge^
(1886) II. 8 The Gistes shall be on the one part squar vj

inches and on the other part viij inches. '535 COVBBDALE
Jer. xxii. 14 The sylmges and geastes maketh he offCedre.

01651 CALDERWOOD Hist. AYr (Wodrow Spc.)
III. 77 They

drew down manie of Alex Clerks geesrs lying in the street.

0. 1674 PETTY Disc. Diifll. Proportion 54 \Vhich saving
of stuff is the reason of dividing Plank into Girders, Gise,
and Board. Hid., 17 Gises of 9 inches deep. 1699 Boston
Rec. (1881) VII. 237 From outside to out side of the Jyce of

said Bridge. 1711 W. SUTHKRLAND Shipbnild. Assist. 42
Which Girder contains but half the Stuff of the 17 Gise.

y. 1413-14 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 441
Item pro xv Jestys longitudinis xiij ped'. 1581 Hull
Charterho. Ace. in N. ff Q. 6th Ser. VIII. 217/1, I ieast,

2 sparres, i furdeale. 1673 WEDDERBURN Voc. (Jam.),

Tignits, a jest.
S. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxcvi. 201 Sodenly the ioystes

of the lofte fayled, and the people fell downe. 1533 Ln.

BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxv. 150 They came to Poyssey, and
founde the brige broken, but the arches and ioystes lay in the

ryuer. 1658 ROWLAND Moitfct*s Theat. Ins. 899 Under the

next ceiling between the joysts. 1667 PRIMATT City q C.

Build. 78 The fourth being a Cross Joyst or Girder. Ihid. 81

Binding-Joysts with their Trimming-Joysts, thickness five

inches, depth equal to their own floors. 1708 SWIFT Baucis

f Phil. 58 The kettle to the top was hoist, And there stood

fasten'd to a joist. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 118

When the supporting timbers of H floor are formed by one

row laid upon another, the upper row are called bridging

joists, and the lower row are called binding joists. 1899 R.

KIPLING Stalky f,Ci>. 76 The floor-joists of one room are the

ceiling-joists of the room below.
e. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 215/46 Ioyse of a house, trabula.

1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa II. 125 The tops of these

temples, .are made of ioises and planks. 1613 SIR R. BOYLE
in Lismore Papers (1886) I. 23, I rec 1 ' out of ffrance..2o

square loyce. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. in. viii. (1810) 560
To make loyces for the platforme. 1663 GF.RBIER Counsel

43 That the Joyses be framed 2$ or three Inches under the

top of the Summers. 1703 S. SEWALL Diary 25 Sept. (1879)

II. 89 The Beams and Joyce of the old Hall Floor are laid.

t 2. A beam, plank, or deal. Obs.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 597 Of gret gestis ane sow thai

maid. 1661 Sc. Acts Chas. II (1814) VII. 252/2 Jeists ofoak

ilk tuentie peices.

f3. (See quot. 1598.) Obs.

1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 85 That the brewars . . fill up
the vessels after thei be leyde on the gyest. 1552 HULOET,

Ioysse, whervpon great vessell are couched, or set, incitega.

JOKE.

1598 FLORIO, Rincalto, .. a thing laide vnder a barrel) to

keepe it from routing or falling. . .Some call it a ioyce.

1 4. A inass of mineral in its natural bed.

(Y.gtte.} Obs.

1829 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 101 A quantity of very white,
striated or fibrous gypsum is dug in the Chellaston pits, in
thin beds, called joists.

5. attrib. and Comb., as joist-hole ; t joist-tree,
a joist, beam.
1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 95 Item the

rood lofte sold to Johnne okelye and Robarte harwood and
thei haue made a ioyce tree for a chamber. 1886 MRS. CADDY
Footst. Jeanne D'Arc 109 The joist holes are also visible.

Joist (joyest, joyse), sb. 2
,
ohs. and dial. ff.

GISTS/I.'^, agistment. [As to the oi from
,
see prec.]

'558 Nottingham Bar. Rec. (1889) IV. 118 For pyche tj

inerke kye with all, at the first joyest taken in-to the Cow-
pasture. 1621 Na-wortk Hfntseh. Bk. (Surtees) 158 Rec. of

Henry \Vilson for joyse cattle at Mosedall, xx". 1854 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. XV. i. 234 The farmers keep no sheep, but
a man called a '

joist
'

shepherd brings his flock, and his the
run of the stubbles and other food.

Joist (dgoist), z/.
1 Forms : see JOIST sbl [f.

JOIST sby\ trans, a. To furnish with joists, to.

To fix on joists.

<zi6xs Brieue Cron. Erlis Ross (1850) 20 He caused to

joist and loft the chamber. 1635 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham
Soc.) 95 A fair lone gallery joiced, not boarded. 1839
SOUTHEY in Q. Km. LXIII. 423 Large holes, .in which the
several floorings were joisted.

Joist, v.'^, obs. and dial. f. GIST v., to agist.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny XXI. x, By joisting and laying in of

the said beasts. 1767 A. YOUNG Fanner's Lett, to People
238 The common price of joisting a horse is one shilling and
six-pence per week in clover. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

XII. 11.408 Many of the labourers keep a cow, or 'joist
'
one

upon a neighbouring farmer's land.

Joisting (d^oi-stirj). [f. JOIST sb. 1 : see -INO.I

i g.] The timber-work of joists supporting a floor

or the like ; the mass or structure of joists.

1651 Ayr Presbyt. Rec. in Lit. Scott. World
iy. (1894) 43

The flooring and gisting to be directly the height of the

place of repentance. 1893 IVestni. Gaz. 30 Oct. 4/2 About
I2ft. by i2ft. of the flooring and joisting was involved in the
flames.

Joi'Stless, a. [f. JOIST sb.l + -LESS.] Having
no joists.
1861 Bp. SMITH Ten Weeks Japan xix_. 273 The houses . .

were, .joistless structures unfastened with clamps and liga-
tures at the angles.

Joit, obs. Sc. form of JOT .?/>.!

Joke (djjuk), sb. Also 7 joque, joo, 8 joak.

[Appeared in second half of 1 7th c., app. originally
in slang or colloquial use : cf. JOKING vbl. sb.,

quot. 1670; app. ad. "L.joc-us jest, joke, sport : cf.lt.

gioco 'game, play, sport, jeast' (Florio).]
1. Something said or done to excite laughter or

amusement ; a witticism, a jest ; jesting, raillery ;

also, something that causes amusement, a ridicu-

lous circumstance.
Practicaljoke, a trick or prank played upon some person

usually in order to have a laugh at his expense. Phr. To cut,

crack a joke ',
to turn a matter into a joke, etc.

1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 34 To have the right knack of

letting off a joque, and of pleasing the humsters. 1683
KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 19 Coming off with so many
dry joques and biting Repartees. 1683 DR. EDW. HOOKER

Pref. Ep. to Pordage's^ Myst. Div. 15 Joes, or Witticisms,
Railleries and Drolleries, Quirks and Quillets, c 1710 in

Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 463 His black Jokes or

smutty Songs. 1726-46 THOMSON Winter 623 The simple

joke that takes the shepherd's heart. 1741
FIELDING Ess.,

Conversat., Tossing men out of their chairs, tumbling them
into water, or any of those handicraft jokes. 1741 WATTS
linprov. Mind l. xviii. 17 A merry joak upon the stage.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VII. 410, I .. should

not forbear to cut a joke, were I upon a scaffold. 1749
SMOLLETT Gil Bias in. i. f 5 The best joke of all was, I did

not know my master's name. 1790 BEATTIE Moral Sc. I. 1.

7 The practice of turning every thing into joke and ridicule

is a dangerous levity of imagination, c 1835 Song,
'

Oxford
Freshman ', Next night I got drunker than ever, And sang
the Black Joke at his [my Tutor's] door. 1870 E. PEACOCK

Ratf Skirl. I. 186 All practical jokes do seem to be par-

ticularly foolish to those who suffer from them.

2. transf. An object of or matter for joking ;
a

laughing-stock.
1791 'G. GAMBADO' Ann. Horsem. x. (1809) 109, I am the

joke of the road wherever I go. 1823 J. F. COOPER Pilot

xvi, I shall be the standing joke of <he mess-table, until

some greater fool than myself can be found.

3. Something not earnest or serious; a jesting

matter. Nojoke, a serious matter.

1726 GAY Let. to Swift 22 Oct., I wish, I could tell you,
that the cutting of the tendons of two of his fingers was
a joke; but it is really so. 1737 POPE Hot: Ep. n. ii. 261

Link towns to towns with avenues of oak, Enclose whole

downs in walls, 'tis ail a joke ! Inexorable Death shall

level all. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias ix. viii. f 8 And indeed it

was no joke. 1890 Guardian 29 Oct. 1711/1 An Irish faction

fight is evidently no joke.

4. attrib. and Comb., as joke-capping; joke-ex-

changing, -loving, -worthy adjs. ; joke-fellow, one

with whom a joke is shared.

1821 GALT Sir A. Wylie III. xxiv. 197 That English
Lord and his Leddy mak him joke-fellow wi' themselves.

1866 Ch. r State Rev. 17 Aug. 518 A very joke-worthy sub-

ject. 1883 T. WRIGHT Unknown Public in iqtk Cent.,

Opportunities for using them in the way of joke-capping.

Joke C<^3*uk)> v - U- JOKB sa-i or ad. L.jocari to

i jest, to joke : cf. It. giocare, also JOKE *.]



JOKEE.

1. intr. To make jokes, to jest.

ir<i*/risaltributedto Milton inWarton sed.ofM. tFfnu

.785 P 375; thence in Todd, and Globe ed. p. 575- But

the aXualreading (Afol. S,ect. i. (1642) 26) ,s Jat, X.

which remains in all edd. of the Prose Wks.)

1670 [see JOKING vkl.d>.\ 1723 STEELE <-onsc. L<

]i)KCU UUWti it"- tv .
i

SOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc 10 The guides, who had so reluc-

tantly agreed to ascend, now merrily joked upon our novel

situation. 1858 HAWTHORNE />. >, It. Jrnls. II. 286 The

benchers joke with the women passing by, and are joked

%\ ith back ai;am. .

2. trans. To make the object of a joke or jokes ;

to poke fun at ; to chaff, banter, rally.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. Ivii, Miss Snapper, .pretended

to joke me upon my passion for Narcissa. 1768 HOSWELL

Corsica (ed. 2) 282, I often joked them with the text which

is applied to their order. 1789 MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France

II 28 Sir Joseph Banks joked her about Otoroo. 1838

P'CESS ELIZABETH in Lett. (1898) 344 She loves to joke

others. .11847 M RS - SHERWOOD Lady of Manor III. xix.

100 It is my wish never to be joked upon subjects of this

kind.

3. trans. To get or put (out or away) by joking.

1863 COWDEN CLARKE Shaks. Char. x. 268 A fellow who
will joke and laugh the money out of your pocket. 1891

Harper's Mag. July 194/1 The question was joked away
between them.

Joke, variant of JOUK i/.l Obs.

Jokee (d^ukf-). colloq. [f. JOKE v. + -KE.]

One on whom a joke is played.
1869 M. BROWNE Chaucer's F.ng. I. 275 The practical

joker.. who was also, in due course, very frequently the

jokee too. 1880 Punch LXXIX. 189/1 The fun is fast and

the jokees [are] furious.

Jokeless (dj^i'kM*), a. [-LESS.] Devoid of

jokes, lacking humour or wit.

1846 D. JERROLD Chron. Clovernook Wks. 1864 IV. 419
The jokeless. .become physically forlorn.

Jokelet (dgJu-klet). [f. JOKE sb. + -LET.] A
little joke, a small witticism.

1847 ALB. SMITH Chr. Tadpole xv. (1879) 136 The lecturer

to enliven his subject made some small witticism or jokelet.

1875 Miss BRADDOH Str. World I. i. 17 Justina began to

laugh, as if it had been a green-room jokelet.

Joker (djou'kaj). [f. JOKE v. + -EB !.]

1. One who jokes ;
a jester ; a merry fellow.

1729 T. COOKE Tales, Proposals, etc. ri8 St. Patrick's

Dean, of holy Men the Pest, A scurril Joker, and of all the

Jest. 1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plyinley's Lett. Wks. 1859 II.

164/1 Thou shall be laid low by a joker of jokes, and he

shall talk his pleasant talk against thee. 1879 H*C*RTBT
Oitm Times II. xviii. 12 The temptation to schoolboys and

practical jokers of all kinds was irresistible. 1887 Spectator
9 Apr. 491/2 Some confirmed jokers, verbal contortionists.

2. slang. Man,
' fellow ',

'

chap '. Also trausf.
to animals.
1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 50 Six jokers on horse-

back were standing stock still. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz.

xli, You were another sort of a joker, in those days, you
were! 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 136 VVe spotted
some very fine turkeys, and my hungry companion said at

once,
* There is a good feed for two men on one of those

jokers'. 1894 Times 14 Feb. 3/2 We managed to get the

sick joker out of his bunk, but we could not get him aft.

8. a. Something used in playing a trick.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Aut. lireakf-t. ii. (1883) 30 The
thimble-rigger's 'little joker'. 1895 Rev. of Rev. Jan.
(Farmer), These little jokers were attached to the left

thumbs of certain judges of election as the ballots were

being counted. These jokers are made of rubber and have
a cross on them.

b. An odd card in a pack, either left blank or

ornamented with some design, used in some games,
counting always as a trump and sometimes as the

highest trump.
1885 I. B. GREENOUGH Queen of Hearts iii. (Cent.), The

White Knight, called the Joker, otherwise the Best Bower.

1894 .SV. James's Caz. ig July (Farmer), The game of poker
is played with a pack of fifty-three cards, the fifty-third card

being called the joker. . . American manufacturers of playing-
cards are wont to include a blank card at the top of the

pack ; and it is, alas ! true that some thrifty person sug-
gested that the card should not be wasted. This was the

origin of the joker. 1894 MASKELYNE Sharps <y Flats 223
In euchre you can hold the joker every time.

Hence Jo'keress, a female joker, t Jo'kery,
jesting, raillery.

1740 Apol. Life Mr. T. C., Comedian, When he spoke,
that seriousness of joakery was discharged and a dry droll-

ing levity took possession of him. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools
66 She was the duly-appointed jokeress, if I may so speak,
to the Duchess.

Jokesman (dz/u-ksmsen). nonce-wd. [{.joke's,

possess, of JOKE sb. + MAN : cf. spokesman] A
professional joker.
1882 Sat. Rev. 4 Nov. 598/3 To preserve the spirits of the

Liberal party a Jokesman was necessary.
Jokesmith (dgiw-ksmib). [f. JOKE sb. +
SMITH: cf. rimesmith.'] A manufacturer of jokes.
1815 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 336 (D.), I feared to give

occasion to the jests of newspaper jokesmiths. 1820
Devifs Walk (D.i, My Jokesmith Sidney, and all his kidney.
1886 Sat. Rev. 20 Mar. 400/1 To judge from the tone of the
untimely jokesmilh's letter.

Jokesome (da*-kftn), a.
[f. as prec. +

-SOME.] Characterized by jokes, facetious, jocular.
1810 H. V. ELLIOTT Let. in Bateman Life i. (1870) 16

Light and jokesome Terpsichore. 1885 B. L. FAKJEON
Sacred Nugget 1. 1. xiii. 185 He would indulge in jokesome
reminiscences.
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Hence Jo-kesomeness, humorousness.

1880 DLACKMOKK Mary Autrlty Mi. (1881) 435 Her bus-

band excelled in jokesomeness.

Jokester (djjJUaUll. [f. JOKE v. + -STKB :

cf. punster.'} A petty joker.

1877 Daily News ii Oct. 5/6 Set in fashion by pious

jokesters. 1899 //'iff. 13 Oct. 6/3 The opportunities which

Sir Charles's fanaticism furnished to the satirists and

jokesters of his time.

Joking d^h-kta),9tiA [f.JoKEn. + -ING'.]
The action of the vb. JOKE ; jesting.

1670 EACHARU Con/. Clergy 33 Punning, quibling, and
that which they call joquing, and such other delicacies of

wit. 1694 R. L'ESTRANGE I'altles ccccii. (1708) 430 Singing
and Joaking was his Delight. 1888 HKNTY Cornet ofHorse
vii. 64, I . . have put up more than once with practical

jokings.

Joking (djffu-kiq), ppl. a. [f. JOKK v. + -ING -.]

That jokes. Hence Jo-kingly adv.

1700 TOLAND Life Harrington in Oceatia 34 Harrington
jokingly said, That they had an excellent faculty of magni-
fying a Louse, and diminishing a Commonwealth. 1714
GAY Sheph. Week, Tuesday, In joking talk. 1893 LIDDON,
etc. Life Pusey I. iv. 90 His friends . . used to say jokingly
'

you are looking towards Canterbury '.

Jokish (djju-kij), a. [f. JOKE sb. + -isn 1
.]

Given to joking, jocular.
1785 O'KEEFE Fontaintbleau HI. i. (L.), Oh, dear, how

jokish these gentlemen are !

Jokist (d5<?u-kist). [f. JOKE sb. + -IST.] A pro-
fessed or habitual joker.
1882 Pall Mall G. 8 June 3/2 Elaborate inventions

palmed off upon an uncritical public by unscrupulous
'jokists'. 1893 Daily Tel. 24 Apr. 5/4 Theodore Hook,
the king of practical jokists.

II Joknl, prop, jbkull (yb-kul). Also yokul.

[IcA.jokull icicle, hence ice, glacier :*jakulo-z,
dim. of jaki (:*jakoti-) piece of ice: cf. ICKLE,

ICICLE.] In reference to Iceland : A mountain

permanently covered with snow and ice ;
a snow-

mountain.

1780 VON TROIL Iceland 233 The fire is generally con-

tained in these mountains covered with ice, or, as they are

called in the country, jokitls. 1835 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)

XII. 146/1 The great range of yokuls to the eastward of
Mount Hecla. 1862 Land. Rn>. 23 Aug. 163 Will the Alpine
Club, .console themselves with the jokuls of Iceland 1 1890
HALL CAINE Bondman in. i, Under the feet of the great
Vatna JOkuIl.

Joky (djJu-ki), a. [f. JOKE sb. + -Y.] Inclined

to joke, jocular.

Jole, variant of JOWL.
Jolely, joliflich, jolile, etc., obs. ff. JOLLILY.
Jolie, jolif, -ife, etc., obs. ff. JOLLY.
Jolifte, -ivete, -ite, etc., obs. ff. JOLLITY.
t Jo'lioilS, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 iolyous.

[f. joly, jolic, JOLLY + -ovs.] Jolly.
1560 ROLLAND CW. Venus Prol. 64 locund with loy, and

Iolyous to laip. Ibid. I. 315 O Lvistie lufe, thy lufesome
obseruance So loyous is,. .So lolious, repleit of all plesance.

Jolious, obs. form of JEALOUS.
Joll(e, obs. form of JOWL.
Jollification (dg(lifiki

7i

-J;m). colloq. [f. JOI.LY
a. + -FICATION.] The action of jollifying or making
merry ; merrymaking, jollity ; a merrymaking.
1809 W. IRVING Knickcrb. vi. i. (1849^ 313 For some time

this war of the cupboard was carried on to the great festivity
and jollification of the Swedes. 1818 SCOTT Let. to lHorritt

5 Nov. in Lotkhart, We had a grand jollification here

last week. 1863 COWDES CLARKE Sliaks. Char. viii. 200 She
rates Sir Toby . . soundly, . . twitting him with his jollifica-

tions. 1872 HARDUICK Trad. Lane. 117 There existed no

impediment to unlimited jollification.

Jollify d.vlifai), v. colloq. [f. as prec. + -FY.]
1. traits. To make jolly or merry ;

to make

slightly intoxicated ; cf. JOLLY a. 3 b.

1824 Klackw. Mag. XV. 600 Such things serve as shoeing-
horns to draw on more bottles by jollifying the host.

2. intr. To make merry ; esp. to indulge in

drinking.

Pall Mall G. 29 Dec. 3 The
at Sydenham on Boxing Day. 1880 BLACKMORE Maty
Anerley I. vi. 66 Here will they all jollify together ; while

the sky holds a cloud, or the locker a drop.

Jollily (djp'lili) ,
adv. Forms: see JOLLY a.;

also 4 ioliflich, iolely. [f. JOLLY a. + -LY 2
.]

In

a jolly manner.
1. Cheerfully, gaily, merrily, jovially; t spiritedly,

gallantly, boldly, insolently (obs.').

13. .A". Alt's. 4753 (4737) Who bat hab trewe amye Ioliflich

he may hym in here afy^e. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 99
Redi . . to werre jolily a^enst cristene men. c 1420 Anturs
of Artli. xxxix, So lolyly thes gentille histede one were.

1547 HOOPER AHFIV. Gardiner's Bk. X. iv, Lord, I knew
thy trewthe, and lolyly pratyd

of the same. 1581 J. BELL
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 360, Wherein you triumph so

lollylye. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. vi. Wks. (1847) 560/1
Sitting jollily

at dinner. 1788 FRANKLIN Autobiog. Wks.
1840 I. 200 Having done a good day's work, they spent the

evening jollily. 1865 KINGSI.KY Herew. ix, Baldwin was
silent, thinking and smiling jollily.

1 2. Amorously ; licentiously. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7031 Prelat lyuyng iolily Or prest that

halt his quene hym by.

JOLLITY.

f 8. Finely, handsomely, gaily. Obs.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce IX. 201 Men arayit lolely. 1416
AL'IKI.AY Poems 16 He is a gentylmon and jolyle arayd.
<i 1640 PKACHAM in Kllis Spec. J^ng. routs II. (R.), Their
heads full jollily they dight.

4. Excellently, splendidly; finely; delightfully.
Now slang or colloq.
c 1563 "Jackjuglcr in 4 Old Plays (1848) 34 You wold pom-

mile htm ioylile a-bout the pate. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. n.

ix. (1713) 113 You come off jollily, methinks, .. apologizing
thus m the general, n 1822 SHKI.LEV tr. Faust it. 23, I see

one yonder burning jollily. 1878 M. C. JACKSON Chaperons
Cares II. ix. 117 When one meets nice people and gets on

jollily with them.

t Jo'lliment. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. JOLLY a.

+ -MKNT.] Mirth, merriment, jollity.

1590 SPENSER f'. Q. 11. vi. 3 To feede her foolish humour,
and vaine iolliment. 1596 Ibid. iv. xi. 12 Triton his trumpet
shrill before them blew. For goodly triumph and great

iollyment.

Jolliiiess (dgp'linto). [f. JOLLT a. + -NESS.]
The state or quality of being jolly, in the various

senses of the adj. ; jollity.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 281 In this lolynesse I lete hem

til men to the soper dresse. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhodc IV.

xiv. (1869) 183 pat is a perile to which jolyfnesse [F. jentit-sse]

led me. c 1450 Merlin 475 For the jolynesse that was in

hym and the myrthe. 1530 PALSGR. 235/1 lolynesse,

jolinetf. 1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS Ess. \\. xlvi. Hh viij,

This life of armes which custom hath taught to put on
a gallant iollinesse in his outward behauiour. 1682 BUNYAN
Holy War 336 At his own table, among his own guests . .

in the midst of his jolliness. 1894 Yellow Bk. I. 82 Times
of jolliness and glad indulgence.

t Jo-llitry. Obs. [irreg. alteration of next ;

? after gallantry, pleasantry, etc.]
= JOLLITY I, 2.

1c 1685 Debtford Plumb Cake in Bagford Ball. (1876) 72
Mark I pray what came to pass, which spoiled their jollitry.

1731 Gentleman Instr. (ed. 10) 537 (D.) To strain jollitry
not into annual . . but into a daily madness. 1736 LEDIARO

Life Alarlborough I. 27 } The officers were celebrating the

Festival.. in Mirth and Jollitry.

Jollity (dgjvliti). Forms : a. 4 iolif-, -yf-,

-ive-, -yvete. &. 4 6 ioli-, ioly-, (5 golly-), 6-7
ioyli-, ioyly-,iolli-, 7-jolli-; 4-5 -te, 4-6 -tee, 6

-tye, -ti, 6-7 -tie, 6- -ty. [a. Qf.jolivele.joliete,

jolite, f. joliftjoli'. see JOLLY a. and -TY.]
1. The quality or condition of being jolly, light-

hearted, or festive ; exuberant mirth or cheerful-

ness; f levity, giddiness (obs.}.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxx. 89 Wymmon with the

jolyfte, thou thench on Codes shonres. 1382 WVCLIF Judith
x. 3 She clothide hir with the clothis of hir jolite. a 1400-50
Alexander 3537 Quen al be iolite of Giugne and lulus wa*
endid. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 73 The doughter of

Jacob whiche for lyghtnes and iolyte of herte lefte the hous

of her fader. 1509 BARCLAY Shvp of Folys (1570) 105 Oinnia

fert aetas, both health and iolitie. 1670 MILTON Hist, fittx-

v. Wks. 1738 II. 86 A Youth, through jollity of mind un-

willing perhaps to be detain'd long with sad and sorrowful

Narrations. 1756 BURKE Sail. $ B. in. xxv, The passion
excited by beauty is. .nearer to a species of melancholy, than

to jollity and mirth. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixi. 238 C)

happiest Lovers, jollity live with you.

2. Merrymaking, festivity, revelry ; //., Festivi-

ties, festive dissipations or enjoyments.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28147 Caroles, iolites, and plaies, Ic haue

be-haldyn. (1440 Gesta Rom. xxvi. 100 (Harl. MS.) The

knyght yede to the tomement ail. as ofte as a man gobe
to the lolytees of worldlye speculacions. c 1470 HENRYSON
Mor. Fal>. ii. (Town ff C. Mouse} 292 Thus as thay sat in

all their jolitie. 1579 LYI.Y Euphiies (Arb.) 100 For all my
treasure spente on lewells and spylte in iolytye, what

recompence shall I reape besides repentaunce ? 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves \. xiii. 21 It comes, like an arrest of

Treason in a Jollity, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Rcb. x. 170
Not keeping company with the other Officers of the Army
in their jollities, and excesses. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler
No. 80 F 7 Winter brings natural inducements to jollity

and conversation. 1849 MACAI-LAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 321
The coarse jollity of the afternoon was often prolonged till

the revellers were laid under the table.

f 3. Pleasure, enjoyment ; esp. sexual pleasure,

lust. Obs.

1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 50 Knpute of his body
gate sonnes bre, Tuo by tuo wifes, be brid in jolifte. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 10 Enuye couartis iolifte and oper
vices, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. vii. 62 (Camb. MS.)

Of whyche bestys al the entencyon hastcth to fulfylle hyr

bodyly Iolyte. 1386 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 132 Nedes
moste he fighte . . For paramour and lolilee Of oon that

shoon ful brighte. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 41 (1'hei]

that.. thought more on her iolytees and the worldesdelite ..

thanne thel dede on the service of God. 1615 CKOOKE Body
of Man 242 In gelt men. .all vigour of lust and desire of

ioylity is extinguished.

f 4. Insolent presumption or self-confidence ; pre-

sumptuous self-reliance. Obs.

111340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. 7 The trespasis of my
jouthed that is my iolifte and fole hardynes. 1549 LATIMER

4/A Serin, tef. Ediu. VI (Arb.) 112 The pore wyddowe ..

wyth. ii. or thre wordes shall bryng hym downe to the

grounde, and destroye his iolitye. 1581 Confer. II. (15841 H,
This he spake with great iolitie and scoffingly. 1614

RALF.K.H Hist. U'orld II. v. iii. 6. 375 In this iolhtie of

conceit, he determined to fight.

f 5. Gallantry, bravery. Obs.

(1540 tr. Pol. 1 erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 89 Wee will

returne unto Carausius . . renomed throwghe his jolitee in

warfare.

1 6. A beauty, grace, or personal accomplish-
ment. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Chivalry 46 Yf by beaute of facion, or by



JOLLOP.
a body fayr grete or wel aourned, or by fayr here . . and
by the other lolytees shold a Squyer be adoubed Knyght . .

lowe and vyle mayst thou make Knyghtes.

f 7. A state of splendour, exaltation, or eminent

prosperity ; splendour, magnificence ; finery of
dress or array. Obs.

1549 LATIMER 4/4 Sinn. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 113 He
shewed him al the kyngedomes of the worlde, and all theyr
iolitye. 1565 JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 363 In the time of
Pope Boniface the Eight, when the Authority of the Bishop
ofRome was in greatest iollity. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. Ixvi.To
behold .. needie Nothing trimd in iollitie. 1620 SANDERSON
Sernt. on i KtHgSxA 29(1689) 152 To proclaim judgement
against an oppressing King [Ahab] in the prime of his

Jollity. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. ftu/ia f, P. 109 The Jollity
and Pomp of the Heathens is much allayed by the Puritan-
ism and unlimited Power of the Moors.

t 8. Pleasantry, jocularity ; joke, jest. Obs.

iSSiSAVlLE Tacitus, Hist n.lxviii. (1591)92 Two souldiers,
. .vpon a iolity challenged one another to wrestle. 1596 Bp.
W. BARLOW Three Serm. Ded. 82 Others in their iollitie

haue reported that they could neuer salute the Sunne in

England. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. *, Mor. 106 They must
out of the humour of their jollities, give vent.

Jollop (d&>'l3p), sb. Also jowlop, ? jellop : see

JOLLOPED. [app. f. JOWL 2
, joll, jole + *lof, LAP

sb.l 2 : cf. DEWLAP, which also occurs in the same
or a cognate sense (l b).
(It is tempting to conjecture that dewlap itself, of which

the first element is unexplained, may have originated in
some popular perversion ofjowlafi orjeii'tap', but at present
this is not supported by evidence or analogy.)]
The wattle of a cock, turkey, or other fowl.

1705 BOSMAN Guinea. 262 His Bill is Yellow ; from whence
to the Head grows out on each side a red Jollop. 1866 H.
CLARK Introd. Her., Jellop [see JOLLOPED], 1890 Cent.
Diet., Jewlap.

f Jo-llop, v. Obs. rare~*. intr. To gobble as a

turkey-cock.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 310/2 (Of the Voices of Birds)

The Turky Cock Jollopeth.
[Hence, erron. Jollop sb. 'the cry of a turkey', in HALLI-

WELL ; whence in Cent. Diet, and FUNK as ' Prov. Eng.'
Not in Eng. Dial. Diet.]

Jollop, obs. form of JALAP.

Jolloped (dsflspt), a. Her. Also jowlopped,
?jellop(p)ed. [f. JOLLOP sb. + -ED 2

: cf. DEW-
LAPPED.] Of a cock, etc., borne as a charge :

Having the wattles of a specified tincture different

from that of the body and head
;
= WATTLED.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xx. 164 He beareth Gules
three Cockes Argent, Armed Crested and lellopped Or, by
the name of Cocke. Ibid, xxi. 164 Three Capons Sable,
Armed, Crested, and low-Lopped Or. Ibid. xxvi. 182 Hee
beareth, Sable, a Cockatrice displaied. Argent, crested,
membred, and iollopped, Gules, by the name of liii^gine.
1622 PHACHAM Compl. Gent. xvi. (1634) 178 Three Cockes
Gules, Armed, Crested, and jcllopped, Sable. 1766 PORNY
Heraldry Gloss., Jollopped or JowlagAed, term used to

signify the gills of a Cock, when bor'n of a different Tincture
from his Head. 1864 BOUTELL Heraldry, Hist. $ Pop. x.

64 A Game-cock is. .jowlopped of his Wattles or simply
wattled. 1866 H. CLARK Introd. Her. (ed. 18), Jellop,

Jelloped, terms occasionally used, .to describe the comb of
a cock, etc. when borne of a tincture different from that of
the head. 1890 Cent. Diet., Jewlapped.

t Jo-llux. Obs. slang, [f. JOLLY a. : cf. dial.

jollus fat, fleshy, jollock jolly, hearty, sb. (slang)
a parson.] (See quot.

1

!

a 1797 W. MASON Ode to Sir Fl. Norton 12 And find it the
same easy thing To hit a Jollux or a king. (Poems (1810)

419/1 Note, A phrase used by the bon ton for a fat person.)

Jolly (d^fj'li), a. and adv. Forms : a. 4 iolife,

-iffe, -yfe, -ef, 4-5 iolyf, 4-6 iolif. /3. 4-6 iolye,

4-7 ioly, (5 iuly, yoly), 5-6 ioyly, 5-7 iolie,
6 iollie, iolly, ioylye, 7 jollie, 7- jolly. [ME.
jolif, jolyf, joly, a. OF. jolif, joli, gay, festive,

lively, merry, amorous, gallant, brave, finely

dressed, handsome, fair, pretty, = It. giulivo

merry, pleasant, cheerful, glad, gay (in Florio

giolivo
'

iollie, pleasant, ioyovts, blithe, bonnie,
buckesome '), OCat./o/z (Little). For the loss of

the final f in F. and Eng. cf. hasty, tardy. In

1 5-1 6th c. app. associated with joy, whence the

spelling/ffy/y.
The origin of OF. jolif \s uncertain. French etymologists

have generally followed Diezin referring it toON._/#(= OE.
eoT) YULE, or to a cognate German name (indicated by
Gothic Juleis November) for the midwinter feast of the
northern nations, whence (in ON.) for

' a feast
'

generally ',

thus *jdl-lvus, jol'ifwould be festive. But the historical

and phonetic difficulties involved, whether the word is sup-
posed to have been taken into F. from Norse after 900, or :

to have been Common Romanic, are such as to render this

conjecture extremely doubtful. M. Paul Meyer suggests
that OF. y<?//"might be after all: L. *gaudivus, f. gau-
dere to rejoice, gaudium joy, with change of d to /, as in

cigdda, Pr. cigala, F. cigale, Vadensis, F. Valois, and some
other words.]

I. 1. Of gay and cheerful disposition or cha-
j

racter; bright, lively ; joyous, gladsome; mirthful.

Now arch, and chiefly of time.
a. n 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xvi. 52 Heo is dereworthe

in day, Graciouse, stout, ant gay, Gentil, jolyf so the jay.
? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 435 Ne she was gay fresh ne

Iolyf But semed be ful ententyf To gode werkes.

3. 1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 169 Preiere is betre herd of

god bi. -stille devocion. .ban bi. .ioly chauntynge bat stireb

men & wommen to daunsynge. 1582 STANVHI'RST &neis
III. (Arb.) 73 Wee . . with iollye tumult, where should that

|
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cittye be setled Streight ways demaunded. c 1636 MILTON
Sonn. Nightingale, While the jolly Hours lead on propitious
May. 1647 MAY Hist. 1'arl. i. ii. ,8 Though the times
were jolly for the present, .they could not chuse but feare
the sequell. 1730 DODD Poems (1767) 28 The jolly choir
of maidens trim, Daughters of pleasance. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixi. ti Come, for jolly the time, awake.
f2. In more physical sense: Having the fresh-

ness and lively spirits of yonth or good health ;

fresh, lively, sprightly, spirited. Obs.
a. l$..StuynSag. 2565 Hit was a knight .. And [had a]

yong johf wif. 1380 Sir t'erumb. 1582 A dojty iolyf
bacheler a ?ong man & a wijt pat is of body fresch & fier.
c \i,y,Bk. Hawking in Rel. Ant. I. 300 That hawke was
never so jolyfe and so luste afore.

0- 5 I325 Sonff of Yesterday 75 in E. E. P. (1862) 165 An
hounde pat is hkyng, and Ioly And of sekenesse hoi and
sounde. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 77 Wynsynge she was
as is a ioly colt, c 1450 Merlin 47 Thei be yonge men and
Iolye, and have grete nede of counseile. 1323 Ln. BERNEKS
Froiss. I. ccxxix. 308 Therle of Marche was as then a ioly
yong hcrty knight. 1586 BRIGHT Meianch. xxviii. 160 The
bloude getteth a farther egernesse, and these iolie spirits be
wasted.

3. In high spirits; exhilarated, joyful; fglad
of or pleased at something. Chiefly predicative.
c 1305 St. Sicithin 117 in E. E. P. (1862) 46 pis gode man

of bis tokning : iolyf was ynou}. 1393 LANGL. P. 'PI. C. xiv.
20 lob by-cam a iolif man and al bus ioye newe. c 1400
Desir. Troy 249 lason was Ioly of his luste wordes. 1600
HOLLAND Livy x. 358 The Tuscans, .got hart and were very
iolie, saying that the Gods were in favour of them. 1656
Nicholas Papers (Camden) III. 266 Though some are soe

jollie at the French entertaynement. 1780 JOHNSON Lett,
to Mrs. Thrale 30 May, Taylor, who is gone away brisk
and jolly, asked me when I would come to him. 1863
KINGSI.EY Water-Bab, i, And then shook his ears, and was
as jolly as ever.

b. euphem. Exhilarated with drink, slightly
intoxicated.

1652 C. B. STAPYLTON Herodian 56 In his Tipsy Cups
when he was Jolly. 1741 H. WAI.POLE Lett. H. jl/a;/ (1834)
I. 36 Young Churchill and a dozen more grew jolly, stayed
till seven in the morning and drank thirty two bottles. 1884
PAE Eustace 33 I'm never more than jolly, and can take
care of myself precious well.

4. Indulging in, or fond of, conviviality and social

merriment
;
festive

; jovial. Thejolly god, Bacchus.

Jollyfellow, jolly dog, a person of convivial tastes

and habits : cf. FKLI.OW sb. 3 a.

1375 BARBOUR/frv/o- 1. 332 The quhethir he glaid was and
Ioly, And till swylk thowlesnes he ^eid As the cours askis
ofT ^owtheid. 1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour C iij, Them . .

that so moche waste their good to be iolif and repayre their

carayn. 1550 CKOWLKY Epigr. 35 b, To lyue lyke a l,orde,
and make

iolye
chere, a 1661 FULLER lf''orf/ires(iS^o)ll. 5^2

He was a jolly gentleman, both for camp and court, a great
reveller. 1697 DRYDEN A lexander's Feast 49 The jolly god
in triumph comes. 1750 The Student, There is another set
. . who assume to themselves the name of jolly fellows and
ridicule every body who has the folly to be sober. 1799
LD. MELBOURNE in AL Papers (1889) 5 Miller himself is

a little jolly dog. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 88 A decent-

looking man. .who had sacrificed too freely to the jolly God.
1843 THACKERAY Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 87 He be-
came a viveur and jolly dog about town. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus xlvii. 6 They, my jolly comrades Search the streets.

II. f5. Of cheerful courage; high-hearted,
gallant ; brave. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNF. C/iron. (1810) 333 With jolif men of gest

toward ]K North he schoke, To chace Kyng Robyn. 13 . .

E. E. Allit. F. B. 300 The lolef lapheth watz gendered be

bryd. 1375 BARDOUR Bruce XI. 524 Thai war all ?ong men
and Ioly, And }arnand till do cheuelry. c 1400 Beryn 2440
A trewe visage He had, & a manly, And Iuly was he. 1523
I.D. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxlii. 779 The same season there

dyed.. the gentyll and ioly duke Vincelyns. 1590 SPENSF.R
F. Q. i. i. i

_Full jolly knight he seemd, and faire did sitt, As
one for knightly giusts and fierce encounters fitt. 1642
ROGERS Naaman 29 The only season of working a jolly and
stout heart to crouch and creepe.

f 6. Overweeningly self-confident
; flushed with

success or prosperity ; full of presumptuous pride ;

defiantly bold, arrogant, overbearing. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxlvi. 12 Proude men & iolif

\v,r. ioly], noubere dredis him na has hope in him. 1474
CAXTON Chcsse i. i, Evilmerodach, a Iolye man without

lustyse and cruel. 1566 STAPI.ETON Ret. Untr. Je-,veliv.in
Thinke you to outface us with ioyly bragges? 1573 G.
HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 45 M. Brown, .amongst other
of his iolly vaunts, .made this host. 1648 SANDERSON Serin.
II. 232 It concerneth every one of us . . not to be too high-
minded or jolly for any thing that is past. 1666 SANCROFT
Lex Igtiea 40 Our Mountain which we said in our jolly

pride should never be removed.
III. f7. Amorous; amatory; wanton, lustful.

1382 WYCLIF Amos vi. 4 }e sleepen in beddis of yuer, and
wexen wijld {gloss or iolyf] in }our beddis. c 1385 CHAUCER
L, G. W. 1192 Dido, So prikyth hire thes newe iolye wo.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 36 Thou in al thi lust jolif The
bodily delices soghtest. c 2425 Seven Sag. (P.) 235 The
emperonr was jolyf of blode, And hare councel undirstood.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. (1495) 256 He sholde send to her al!

the yonge men that were Ioly for to enforce and to make
her do theyr wyll. 1643 MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1847)
181/2 (Gen. ii. 18) In the Song of Songs, which is generally
believed, even in the jolliest expressions, to figure the

spousals of the church with Christ.

b. Of animals : In heat. Obs, exc. dial.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxiv. 8 Quhone the biche is jolie
and on rage. 1535 STEWART Croti. Scot. 1947 Quhen anefs]
iolie persauit wes ane beist . . Scho suld be keipit closlie vndir
cuir. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Jolly, maris appetens.
IV. f 8. Bright or gay in appearance ; brilliant,

showy, splendid. Obs.

JOLLY.

13.. E. E, Allit. P. A. 84! Thys Iherusalem lombe hade
neuer pechche, Of ober huee hot quyt [

- white] Iolyf c 1380
WYCLIF Stl. Wks. III. 520 Jolye and gaye sadeles. a 1440Sir Eglam. 1200 Mony knyghtys herde of bone That yoly
colourys bare. 1535 COVERDAI.E Job xl. 10 Vp, decke the in
thy ioly araye. 1688 SOUTH Serm., Prov. xn. 22 An apple
of Sodom . . with a florid jolly white and red.

fb. Of immaterial things : Hne ; fair; specious.
a 1500 Bemardus de cura ret/am. (E. E. T. S.) 198 Trast

hym nocht, suppose he were bi brudyr, Bot gef a ioly worde
ay for ane vdyr. 1557 TotteCs Misc. (Arb.) 202 Then fine-
nesse thought by tramyng talke to win that beauty lost.
And whet her tonges with ioly wordes. 1562 JEWEL Apol
Ch. Eng. iv. (1600) 146 Thus with a gay, and iollie shewe,
deceiue they the simple. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 245
Those, which by outward gesture and habite of the body
make a jollie shew.

t 9. Finely or '

bravely' dressed ;
= St. ' braw '.

c 1386 CHAUCER Frank!. T. 199 A squier . . That fressher
was and lolyer of array As to my doom than is the Monthe
of May. 1483 CAXTON G. de la. Tour C iij b, [I] spared
myn araye on holy dayes for to shewe me fresshe and ioly
tofore men of astate. 1508 DUNBAR Tua mariit memen 67With silkis arrayit, Gymp, iolie and gent. 1593 R. HARVEY
Philad. 5 His multitude of rude Scythians and shepheardes
could do more Actes than all the fine gay troopes and rankes
of Baiazete,. .vnlesse it be an infallible Item that the iolliest
men are euer greatest actors by sea and land.

1O. Good-looking ; handsome ; fair, pretty.Now only dial.
ta 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 829 So noble he was of his

stature, So fair, so Ioly, and so fetys. c 1475 Partenay 343Then spak the moste gentillest of thaim thre, The most good-
j

lokest And iolyest to se. igb$GoLDiKGOvitfs Met, xm. (156-7)
i Aaijb, I know my selfe too bee A iollye fellow. For euen
now I did behold and see Myne image in the water sheere.

Nymph., very joyfully conducted them through the Woods.
11. Healthy and well developed ;

of large make
and fine appearance ; well-conditioned

; plump.
Rarely of a plant, dial, and colloq.
ai66i FULLER Worthies

(18^0) III. 363 A dainty dame in
her youth, and a jolly woman in her age. 1683 Loud. Gaz.
No. 1848/8 Abrisk jolly Man, brown hair'd. I'jo'j Curiosities
in Husb. ff Card. 205 One of these Branches . . was grown
to be a very Jolly Plant. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 485 p 3He is that Sort of person which the Mob call a handsome
jolly Man. 1749 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 234 The Lady was
brought to bed of a fine jolly Boy. 1825 BROCKETT, Jolly,
stout, large in person.

' A jolly landlady '. 1887 Kent G/oss ,

Jelly, fat ; plump ; sleek, in good condition.

V. 12. Used as a general expression of admira-
tion : Splendid, fine, excellent.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark viii. 31 To haue hym
I greatly estemed, and taken for a ioly felowe of euery body.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains' Eng. Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 239
This dog., taketh the prey with a

jolly quickness, c 1620
C. MoRF.Li/eSir T. More (1828) 316 This said jolly invention
of Sir Thomas More's. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Past. in. 146
Graze not too near the Banks, my jolly Sheep. 1805
WORDSW. Waggoner i. 118 My jolly team, he finds that ye

i
Will work for nobody but me ! 1859 FARRAR J. Home 264
(Hoppe) They all drank his health with the usual honours :

j

. . For he's a jolly good fe-el-low, Which nobody can deny.
b. ironically. (Cf.

'

Pretty', 'fine', Sc. 'bonny'.)
The \vcmjollyftllcnu was often thus used in the sixteenth

cent., sometimes with allusion to sense 6, and is still applied
in the same way dialectally.

1534 MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1303/2 Here shall you
see ludas play the ioylye marchaunt I trowe. 1546
GARDINER Declar. Art. Joye 42 b, Is not he a ioylye worke-
man that wolde deuise to haue god done, otherwyse then he
hath ? 1586 FERNF. Blaz. Gentrie 71 Mary, a iolly peece of
worke it were, to see plow-men gentlemen, c 1620 2. BOYD
Zion's Flowers (1855) 82 They're joly praters, but are Jades
to doe. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 343 It was my hap
at length . . to finde not seeking . . a jolly slander, call'd

Divorce at pleasure. 1881 Leicester Gloss, s.v., 'A jolly
fellow

1 = 'a fine fellow', in the sense of one who prides
himself on something he has no occasion to be proud of.

13. Exceedingly pleasant, agreeable, or 'nice';

delightful. Now colloq.

1549 LATIMER $th Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 142 A ioly

praye for oure holye father. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch,
Sertorius (1676) 493 The heat of Summer is nourished and
inforced by the melting of the ice and snow, and so bloweth
a

joly_
coole winde. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. vii. 183 This

Life is most iolly. 1610 FLETCHER Faithf. Shfph. \. i,

Sports, delights and jolly games That Shepherds hold full

dear, t 1704 PRIOR Henry $ Emma 122 A Shepherd now
along the Plain He roves ; And with his jolly Pipe, delights
ihe Groves. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xv, How jolly it will be
to see them. 1888 Poor Nellie 57 By Jove ! but it is

awfully jolly out here ! 1890 'L. FALCONER
'

Mile. Ixe iii.

(1891) 86 Good-bye, Mrs. Merrington ; sojollyofyou to give
a dance. 1891 E. PEACOCK A". Brendan I. 138 What was, by
universal consent, the jolliest room in the house.

14. Used as an admiring intensive, deriving its

meaning from the context : Admirably great, large,

big, etc. ; ironically
'

fine", 'nice'. Now colloq.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Salisbury xxiv, With erles, lordes and

captaynes ioly store, 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Sept. 165

Indeede, thy Ball is a bold bigge curre, And could make
a jolly hole in theyr furre. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840)
III. 514 This king had four-and-twenty daughters, a jolly
number. iSssDARWiN in Lifetf Lett. (1887) I. 405 Are not
these a jolly lot of assumptions? 18.. F. W. ROBINSON

Wrayford^s Ward, etc., Tito's Troubles, The fate that

loomed before Tito . . was . . set down as a 'jolly shame '.

1880 MRS. RlDDELL Myst. Palace Card. xxx. (1881) 293 The
jolly row there was between him and the mater. Mod. slang,
'

I should call you a jolly fool, if you did.'

B. adv.

1. In a jolly manner ; merrily, pleasantly.
141



JOLLY.

,6i< WITHFR Sheph. Hunt, in Juvenilia (1633) 385 Willy,

thou now full jolly tun'st thy Reeds. 1856 EMERSON Eng
rr.rAw"wks

y
( Bohn) If. 3. They eat and drink, and

live iollv in the open air. . . .

2 Qualifying an adj. or adv.; orig. appreciatively,

then ironically, with intensive force : Extremely,

VS COVALK,C. Erasm. Par. Pkil.m.}, I thought

TsTlfe a iolye fortunate man [pulchre mihi videbarfelix\,

"we! for the nobylitie of my kyndred ..as also for my
Mr" ye obseruyng of y law. c IJSS HARPSPIELD Divorce

//;//// (Cainden) .7. The . . 2 5^hapter . raaketh
ajplly

impertinent process. 159* SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.m. 11. 215 'Tis

ike you'll proue a iolly surly groome. c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

vi 43 Prince Rupert having got a jolly considerable Army in

Holland. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. iv. j All was jolly

"net at EpheTus before St. Paul came hither. 1838 DICKENS

<; Twist ix,
' He is so jolly green ',

said Charley. 1898 K.

KIPLING in Morn. Post 8 Nov. 5/1 My friend, you made a

mistake, and you jolly well know it.

b. Formerly also jolly and ; cf. be. draw

and _, gay and ; in braw and Me, braw and

soon, it is gay and late.

i6e T STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 37 Is not your doctrine a

ioyly and holesom doctrine 1 Ibid. 40* Is not
.this religion

of Protestants like to be a ioyly and sounde religion? 1575

LANEHAM Lett. 58, I am of woont iolly & dry
a mornings

C. Comb., as jolly-cheeked, -faced, -timbered,

jollylike adjs. ; jolly-boys, 'a group of small

drinking vessels connected by a tube, or by open-

ings one from another
'

(Farmer Slang 1896).

1587 M. GROVE Pelops , Hipp. (1878) 48 As if Alexandras

were With all his iolilyke royaltie, in place among them

moon. 1898 F. C. GOULD 1n Wtttm. Cat. 8 Dec. 2/1 Jolly-

faced farmers. . n

Jolly (dflrli), sbl slang. [JOLLY a. used as si.\

1. A royal marine. Tame jolly, a militiaman.

18x9 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xi, The jollies fired tolerably

ell. 1841 Poacher xxvi, 'Jollies! what are they?

Jolly Soldier and Sailor too.

2. A cheer.

1871 Daily Tel. 7 Mar. (Farmer), On a suggestion to give

him a jolly, which appears to be the local phrase, they

cheered the hero loud and long. 1894 Daily News 27 July

8/1 The Chairman . . called upon those who benefited by it

to give those gentlemen a 'jolly', a request which was

carried out with amazing vigour.

3. A word of praise or favourable notice, esp.

one uttered for some ulterior purpose, as to further

the sale of goods ; also, A sham purchaser (see

quot. 1867).
1856 H. MAYHEW Gt. World London 46 (Farmer) The de-

pendents of cheats ; as jollies and '

magsmen ',
or the con-

federates of other cheats. 1867 Morning Star 25 Dec.
,
The

man Kelly was what is termed a 'jolly', that was, a person

him, and speak well of the article.

Jolly (d,??'l')> -f*-
2

[Short for JOLLY-BOAT.]
= JOLLV-BOAT.
1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xxii, There is the jolly for

you : send the boat off as soon as you have landed. 1887

W. RYE Norfolk Broads 74 We took the jolly across the

broad. 1889 Blac/ew. Mag. CXLVI. 172 The jolly was half

full of water.

Jolly (d&vli), v. [f. JOLLY a. and sbl ; cf. OF.

jofyer.J
1. intr. To make merry, enjoy oneself, rare.

1610 G. FLETCHER Christs Tri. i. xxxv, They jolly at his

grief, and make their game. 1839 THACKERAY Fatal Boots

xii, Home at half-past three to dinner when I jollied, as

I call it, for the rest of the day.

2. slang: a. trans. To treat with rough merii-

ment, ridicule, or horseplay; to chaff; to abuse.

1873 Slang Diet., Jolly, to abuse or vituperate. 1879
.A/. <fr Q. sth Ser. XI. 406 Jolleying is a common term among
workmen in London, and is used to express nearly every

description of verbal ridicule and abuse. 1885 RUNCIMAN

Skippers 4- Sk. 146 The way they hustled us and jollied us

was cruel.

b. To cheer.

1891 Licensed Victuallers' Gaz. 9 Feb. (Farmer), The ring
of spectators . . cheered and jollied both lads vociferously.

c. To treat (a person) in a pleasant, agreeable

manner, with the object of keeping him in good
humour or of obtaining a favour from him. Const.

up, along, etc. U~S.

1893 GUNTER Mia Dividends 232 You've left her alone all

to-day you ain't been near to jolly her up. 1804 Outing
(U. S.) XXIV. 60/1 It was very difficult to beg off. I jollied
the trio as best I could. 1895 Nebraska State Jrnl. 23 June
3/1 They jollied HiramEbnght and touched up the players'.

1899 Harpers Mag. XXVII I. 529/2 We want you to jolly
them up a bit.

d. intr. To make a sham bid at an auction ;

see JOLLY sb.^ 3.

1869 Echo 1 1 Oct., Dealers who if they chance to see a
likely purchaser in the crowd will forthwith commence to

lake false offers termed '

jollying 'for their own horsesmake
when brought up for auction.

Jolly-boat (dj^-libtfnt

i Sth c. : origin uncertain.
It has been supposed to be a perversion of JOLYWAT or

fellywatte, an earlier name app. for the same or a similar

[Known only from

602

ship's boat of small size. On the other hand the first element

bears a strong (written) resemblance to a name (of unknown

origin and uncertain age) applied to small boats of various

kinds in many Teutonic langs. : e. g. Da. iolle i i;th c.), Sw.

dm.jottetjen
' small bark or boat 1. But in all these langs.

the/' is = Eng. y, and the actual corresponding word is F.

yole, Eng. yawl. (An alleged F. jot, jelle, seems only to

be the Teutonic word mentioned as a foreign word in an

Encyclopedic of the i8th c.) Hence the exact historical re-

lations of these words remain unascertained.)

A clincher-built ship's boat, smaller than a cutter,

with a bluff bow and very wide transom, usually

hoisted at the stern of the vessel, and used chiefly

as a hack-boat for small work.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Boat, The several boats, and

their names are, a jolly boat, a long boat, . . a yaul, boats

for ships. 1775 DALRVMPLE in Phil. Tram. LXVIII. 397
Sent jolly boat and yawl in search of him. 1809 W. IRVING

Knickcrb. (1861) 51 A little round Dutch boat, shaped not

unlike a tub, which had formerly been the jolly-boat of the
\

Goede Vrouw. c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 9 Jolly

boat or dingey, is used on all calls for market, or going
round the ship squaring yards, or for any similar purpose.

t JO'llyhead. Obs. rare-'1 , [f. JOLLY a. *

-HEAD.] Jollity, merriment.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xi. 32 Despoyled of those ioyes and

lolly-head, Which with those gentle shepheards here I wont
\

to lead.

Jolt (d3tflt), v. Also 6-7 ioult. [Etymology
obscure : see Note below.]

fl. trans. To butt or push with the head, elbow,
or other blunt part ; to give a push or knock to ;

to nudge. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Coudeer, to iog or ioult with the elbow. Ibid.,

Tabuter, to ioult, butt, or push. 1778 MAD. D'ARBLAY

Diary 18 June, I jolted Mr. Crisp, who, very much per-

plexed, said, .. that it was a novel

2. To shake up from one's seat or place with

a sudden jerk or succession of jerks, esp. in loco-

motion ; to carry or transport with jolts. (Chiefly
in passive.)
1599 [see JOLTING///, a.}. i6o7DEKKER& WEBSTER Westvj.

Hoe 11. iii. D.'s Wks. 1873 II. 3n O fie vpont : a Coach?
I cannot abide to be iolted. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iii.

|

Wks. VIII. 268 We are yet to be jolted and rattled over the
j

loose misplaced stones. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exltib. 247
Their object is to advance by steps as in walking, without

jolting the carriage. 1877 BLACK Green Past. xlvi. (1878)

370 We were once more jolted over the unmade roads.

3. To move or throw (anything) up with a jerk ;

to force out in a jerky manner.
a 1845 HOOD The Desert-Born 189 My scanty breath was

jolted out with many a sudden groan. 1896 Liberal Mag.
Dec. 507 The contest between State-aid and Rate-aid ended
in jolting the two up together in one scheme.

4. intr. Of a vehicle, etc. : To receive an abrupt
and rough jerk in moving ; to move along with

a succession of jolts, as on an uneven road.

a 1703 POMFRKT Last Epiph. Poems (1790) 138 The globe
\

shall.. backward jolt, distorted with the wound. 1750 JOHN-
SON Rambler No. 34 P 6 He whipped his horses, the coach

jolted again. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 430 Wag-
gons laden with the sick jolted over tlie rugged pavement.
5. intr. Of a person : To ride with constant jolts.

1730 MRS. DELANY Lett., to Mrs. A. Granville 266 Good-

night ; I have jolted all over the city, and am so tired I can

only say I am . . Yours, M.P. 1880 DIXON Royal Windsor
III. xxi. 210 To jolt along the road was painful.

6. intr. To move up and down or to and fro in

a jerky manner.
1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Let. to Mr. Twining 20 Jan.,

The
shoulders . . jolting up and down in the convulsions of a
hoarse laugh. 1849 H. MAYO Pop. Superst. (1851) 125 With

i head, limbs, and trunk twitching and jolting in every
direction.

\Note. The etymology of jolt vb. and sb., and their deri-

vatives, and of words apparently allied in form and sense,
t
is,

in the present state of the evidence, involved in obscurity
and difficulty. Jolt-head is known in 1533 ; jolt-headed (in

the form cholt-headed) in 1552; jolting pate, app. in the

sense of jolt-head in 1579 ;
while the simple vb. and sb.

jolt, are not known till 1599. But JOTZ*.', largely identical

in sense wilhyW/, is quoted at least from 1530, and may be

a century earlier. Sense i of jolt, both in sb. and vb., has
evident affinities with jail, JOWL so.', v. 1

, and perh. with

JOWL sf>.
3

; but the other senses of jolt vb. coincide with
those ofjot vb.

r
jolt has thus the appearance of an altera-

tion ofjot, influenced by jowl, and perh. \>y jolt-head, which
latter is evidently related in some way to JOWL sb.' or JOWL
sb? : the form cholt-headed'esp. recalls the cholle form of the

latter. (Cf. also the mod. dial, chatter-, chmoter-headed

JOLTER-HEADED.) It has been suggested that jolt-head
may have been a phonetic variant of *jolled- or *jowFd
head, and that jolt vb. was a back-formation from it, perh.

i through jolting pate : but this has obvious difficulties,

phonetic and semantic. Further evidence may harmonize

facts, which are at present somewhat contradictory.]

Jolt (d:;oi"lt), s&. Also 7 ioult. [See prec.]

fl. A knock (of the head, etc.) against some-

thing. Obs. rare.

1509 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Coxorrtn, .. iolts of the head

against the wall. 1618 HOLYDAY Juvenal ii. 22 He . . Who
Mars his shields, staid with close thong, oft bears With jolts
and sweat.

2. An abrupt shock orjerk which throws a person

(or thing) up, to fall again by his (or its) own

weight ; esp. one received by a moving vehicle,

or by a person driving or riding on a rough road.

1632 SHERWOOD Cotgr., The ioult of a coach in vneuen

JOLTING.

way. 1688 EVELYN Diary 12 Feb., My daughter Evelyn
going in the coach . . a jolt (the doore being not fast shut)

flung her quite out. 1763 WILKES Corr. (i8o) II. 33 My
wound has been a good deal fretted by the vile jolts through
the rascally towns of Stroud, Rochester, Chatham, &c. 1876
LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. li. 135 A series of jolts and

jars, proving that the language had run off the track.

3. A jerky movement, an abrupt jerk.

1849 H. MAYO Pop. Superst. (1851) 124 The exercise com-

monly began in the head, which would fly backwards and

forwards, and from side to side, with a quick jolt.

Jolter (djoi-ltaA sb.i
[f. JOLT v. + -EB 1.] One

who or that which jolts ; a jolting carriage.
1611 COTGR., Secoueur, a shaker, tosser, swinger, ioulter.

1852 R. S. SURTEF.S Sponge's Sp. Tffur(i^g^) 146 It was two
o'clock before Mr. Spraggon was again in his jolter.

Jolter, si." Also joulter. App. a variant of

JOWTER, a hawker, pedlar.
Perhaps only an individualism of the writers ; the form is

not in E. D. Diet, and the word not cited from Ireland.

1841 S. C. HALL Ireland II. 157 A jolter, a man selling

oysters, brooms and sundries, was as welcome to the servants'

hall, as a pedlar with shawls and laces to the drawing room.

1845 MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteboy x. 85 The widdy sould

them [ducks] to a Cork joulter for eightpence a couple.

JO'lter, v. rare. [Frequentative of JOLT v. :

see -EK 5.] intr, and trans. To jolt, to move with

continuous jolting.
1828 LAMB Wife's Trial i, I am jolter'd, bruised, and shook

to death, With your vile Wiltshire roads. 1864 SALA in

Daily Tel. 13 Oct., The luggage ! It was coming joltering
in a van to the place where we couldn't get a bed.

Jolter-head, jolterhead. Also dial, ehol-

ter-head, chowter-head. [An extension of JOLT-

HEAD.]
1. (d^ou-ltarihe'd)

= JOLT-HEAD i.

111700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crrw, Jolter-head, a vast large

Head; also Heavy and Dull. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t.,

Merry England (1852) 61 They judge of the English
character in the lump, as one great jolter-head, containing
all the stupidity of the country. 1833 MOORE Fables Holy
Alliance \\. 10 The Easterns, in a Prince, 'tis said, Prefer

what's called a jolter-head. 1829 SCOTT Diary 18 Mar. in

Lockhart, A misshapen dwarf, with a huge jolter-head.

2. (dsfli'ltarihed)
= JOLT-HEAD 2.

1620 SHELTON Quix. IV. xviii, Who was that lolter-head

that did subscribe or ratify a warrant for the attaching of a

Knight ? a 1818 LEWIS, etc. Ct. Hamilton's Fairy Tales

(1849) 68 While my jolter-head of a Genius laboured with

both his body and soul. 1881 Spectator 26 Feb. 275 A clerk

so low.. that Prince Bismarck can disavow him as a jolter-

head without remark. 1897 E. D. Diet., Choller-head.

Jolter-headed (da^'ltwihe'd&i), a. Also

dial, oholter-. [f. prec. + -ED 2
.]

= JOLT-HEADED.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. xxvi. in Half-a-

dozen jolter-headed crop-eared boys. 1765 Treat. Dom.

Pigeons 69 The Dutch tumbler is . . larger, often feather-

leg'd, and more joulter-headed. 1821 SCOTT Keniha. xxvii,

How didst thou come off with yonder jplter-headed giant ?

1876 WhitbyGloss.,Cholter-heatted, stultified, heavy headed.

Hence Jolterhea'dedness.
1852 DICKENS Lett., to W. Collins Dec. I. 294 The jolter-

headedness of the conceited idiots who suppose that volumes

are to be tossed off like pancakes.

Jolter-pate. rare '. [f. jolter- in jolter-head

-t- PATE.] = JOLTEU-HEAD i, JOLTING pate.
1822 SCOTT Nigel viii, Her little conceited noddle or her

father's old crazy calculating jolter-pate.

Jolt head, jolt-head. ? 06s. Also 6 choit-,

iolte-, ioulte-, iollt-, 7 ioult-. [Origin obscure :

see note to JOLT v.]

t 1. prop, jolt head (d,^a'lt|he-d) : A large,

clumsy, or heavy head ;
a stupid head. Obs.

1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 993/1 A mastyffe hath.. a

greate iolle head, and a great mosel. 1605 B. JONSON
I'olpone. v. viii, Your red saucy cap, that seemes (to me)

Nayl'd to your iolt-head. 1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1531/4 The
other a darker Bay with a jolt head. 1701 GREW CYu/n.

Sacra i. v. 5 25 He must then have had a Jolt Head.

2. (dgou'ltihed) A heavy-headed or thick-headed

person ;
a blockhead. Also attrib.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 126 Take him for a

ioultehedd and a senseless brute. i6s3UKQUHART/ia^/(j/s
Prol. (Rtldg.) 18 Hearken, Joltheads. 1767 STERNE Tr.

Shandy IX. xxv, Ninny-hammers, goose-caps, jolt-heads.

attrib. 1664 Hodden F. I. 7 At home is left none in the

Land, But joult-head Monks and brosten Fryers.

Jolt-headed (d3^-lt,he:ded), a. lObs. [f.

prec. + -ED z
.] Having a 'jolt head', i.e. a large,

clumsy, or heavy head ; thick-headed. Now only

fig.

ISS HULOET, Cholt headed felow, whose heade is as

greate as a betle or mall, tuditanus. 1655 MOUPET &
BENNET Health's Imprw. (1746) 274 A kind of jolt-headed

Gudgeons. 1865 tr. Hugo's Hunchback v. in. (Chapman it

Hall) 169 'Twas cruel to make a Tantalus of the jolt-headed

T Jolting, a. Obs. [app. from first element of

JOLT-HEAD, with ppl. ending. See note to JOLT v.]

In joltingpate = JOLT-HEAD i, 2.

1570-80 NORTH Plutarch, Pericles, This tyranne here,

this heauy iollting pate- '**> BULWER Anthropomet. I. 7

Cratinus jesting at his monstrous joulting pate.

Jolting (dj5<?'ltirj), vbl. sb. [f. JOLT v. +

-ING l.JThe action of the vb. JOLT ; the process

of being jolted ;
a shaking in a carriage, etc.

1641 WILKINS Math. Magick it. ii. (1648) 161 Whether ..

Unevenness of the Ground, will not cause such a jolting of

the Chariot. 1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. i. ML (1727) 25

note, They, .found him deaii, and that he had been brought



JOLTING.
thither in the same Posture on Horseback, notwithstanding
the jolting of the Horse. i88t BESANT & RICE Chatl ofHeet i. in. (1883) 16 The best thing to cure a crying fit
is a good jolting. ,m a country cart.

Jolting (dj5<-ltirj), ///. a.
[f. JOLT v. +

-INO 2.] That jolts (in senses of the vb.).
1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie i. iii. 183 Hurried In ioultine

Coach. 1771 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 221 From jolting stonesAn easy litter sav'd my bones. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 830
His unusually unmusical and even jolting verse.
Hence Jo Itinjrly adv., in a jolting manner, so

as to jolt.

. '43 Eraser's Mag. XXVII. 657 Off they started most
jo ting y. 1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 151 We drove
joltmgly over a rough lava plain deeply furrowed.

Joltless, a. [f. JOLT 16. + -LESS.] Free
from jolts.
1808 MOORE Corruption v, Court and Commons joe one

joltless way. 1898 Spectator 5 Feb. 190/1 To keep his
part of the machine in steady and joltless motion.

Jolty (d^-lti), a.
[f. JOLT sb. + -Y.] Char-

acterized by jolting ; having or causing jolts.
1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 417 The wains ..were

rumbling and rattling on their jolty axle trees. 1867 LE
JANU Tenants Malory Ixi. (1871) 354 Going slowly down
the jolty hill. 1896 MARIE CORELLI Mighty Atom xi, The
coach would be too jolty for him.

Joly, Joly- : see JOLLY, JOLH-.
Jolyce, -yous, -ysye, obs. ff. JEALOUS, -OUST.
t Jo'lyvet. Obs. rare- 1

, [a. OF. jolivet,
jollyvet, dim. oijolif, -ve gay, pretty, JOLLY.] A
gay or pretty little creature.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) i. xxii. (1859) 28 The byrd that

syngeth on the braunche on hye, And sheweth hym self
a lusty lolyuel, Vnto the deth is smyten sodeynly.

tJo'lywat. Obs. Also 5 iolywet, 6-7 gelly-
watte. [Of obscure origin and uncertain form,
the earlier instances having/0/y-, the later gelly-.
Conjectured by some to be a corruption of Sp. and Pg. gale-

ota, F. galiote, l)u. galjoot (GALLIOT'). But this is extremely
doubtful. It is difficult to comprehend howgateota could be
transformed into jolyiuat ; and the things differ even more
than their names, for the galliot was an independent vessel
with sails and many rowers, while thejotyuiat was a ship's
boat of small size. It is true that the Pg. galeota appears
to have become gatleywat or GALLIVAT, in the East Indies,
but this, like the original, was a vessel of 60 or 70 tons
with sails and 40 or 50 rowers, carrying sometimes 8 guns
a very different thing from the jolyiuat, to say nothing of
the impossibility of any connexion between an Indo-Portu-
guese word and an English word before 1500. The varia-
tion jolly-

,_
gelly-, reminds us of the numerous forms of the

Scandinavian and Low German word jot, jolle, gellc, cited
under JOLLY-BOAT ; but the evidence for this as yet does
not carry us back to the date o(jolywat.]A ship's boat of small size ;

? -= JOLLY-BOAT.
1495-7 Naval Accts. Hen. VII (1896) 143 The Soueraigne

with her grete bote and Iolywet. Ibid. 181 The Soueraignes
grete Bote and lolywat. Ibid. 272 (The Regent) Cokke
Botes Belongyng totheseid Ship j, Botes called lolywates j.

'5'3 Oppenheim Admin. Roy. Navv (1896) 80 For the
boat 40 [men] ; the cok, 20 ; the gelly-watte 10. 1613DOWNTON in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 5or As soone as
I anchored, I sent . . Master Spooner, and Samuell Squire in
my Gellywatte to sound the depths within the sands.

Jompe, Jompre, obs. ff. JUMP, JUMPER.
Jonah (djou-na). Also Jonas.
1. The name of a Hebrew prophet, the subject of

the Book of Jonah ; used allusively, in senses
thence derived.
1613 T. LAVENDER Trail. Pref. to Rdr. C j, [He] thought

it best to make a lonasof him, and so cast both him and his
books into the Sea. 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 369
They were always presumed the Jonas's which raised all the
storms in the State. 1679 Estalil. Test 9 One of the Jonahs
that was . . heaved over the Decks to allay the Tempest.a 1885 H. CONWAY Living or Dead viii, You must be very
lucky in love . . for you are a regular Jonah at cards. 1887
Spectator 5 Nov. 1479 To make a Jonah of the one of its
members who is probably least in fault.

2. Jonah-crab, a large crab (Cancer borealis]
of the eastern coast of North America.
1893 in FUNK.
Hence Jonah v. trans., to bring ill luck to.

1887 BLACK Sabina Zemtra 282, I seem to Jonah every-
thing I touch. 1897 R- KIPLING Captains Courageous 97A Jonah's anything that -spoils the luck... I've known a
sphttin'-knife Jonah two trips till we was on to her.

Jonathan (d3fna}>an). [A personal name;
orig. that of the son of Saul, king of Israel.]
1. (esp. in phrase Brother Jonathan.} A generic
name for the people of the United States, and also
for a representative United States citizen.
Understood to have originated in the expression Brother

Jonathan (cf. 2 Sam. i. 26), said to have been applied to
Jonathan Trumbull, Governor of Connecticut, by General
Washington, who often sought his advice. Hence it is believed
to have been applied at first to a New Englander, and at
length, like Yankee, in the wider sense.
1816

'

Quiz
' Grand Master \. 25 May she all Europe's

arms withstand, Keep France and Jonathan in awe. 1816 18
F. HALL Trail. Canada fy U.S. 330 A humorous publica-
tion entitled 'John Bull and Brother Jonathan . iSao
SYD. SMITH Wks. (1840) I. 372 We can Inform Jonathan
what are the inevitable consequences of being too fond of
glory : Taxes upon every article which enters into the mouth.
1825 SCOTT Fam. Lett. (1894) II. 384 But I do not suppose
brother_Jonathan would like much so large a fortune passing
out of his continent to gild a Marchioness's coronet in Britain.

1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 36 To move John
[Bull] you must make your fulcrum of solid beef and
pudding ; an abstract idea will do for Jonathan.
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2. Seequot.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Jonathan, an instrument used bv

smokers to light their pipes with.
Hence Jouathaniza-tion, an Americanizing.
1854 EMERSON in Corr. w. Carlyle II. cxxxviii. 235 Come

?
nd

,

slSJthe Jonathanization of John. M^Sai-Rev. isDec.
652/1 Ihe Jonathamzation of John is going on. .symptomsof American corruption and misrule.

Joncade, -ate, jonckett, obs. ff. JUNKET.
Jonct(e, obs. forms of JOINT sb. and a.

Jone, obs. form of JOAN, JOIN, JUNE.
Jonet(t, var. JAUNETTE, GENET.
Jonglery (d.yngbri). [ad. F. jonglerie, i.

jongleur: see next and -ERY. Cf. JUGGLERY.]The performance of a jongleur.
1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos.. longlerie, iueline. iMi

LEVER C. O'Matley xiv. 79 These feats of jmgkrit'usually
terminated in a row. 1841 Taifs Mag. VIII. 309 The
minstrel found it necessary to unite mimicry and joi.elerv
with his rhymes.

II Jongleur (jonglor). [F. jongleur (anciently
a minstrel, now a juggler or tumbler), altered or
erroneous form ofjougleur, in QF.jogleor-.-Ljocu-
lator-em jester : see JUGGLER. (Hatz.-Darm. sug-
gest that the wasdue to influence olOF./an^/er.}]The Norman French term (technically used by
modern writers) for an itinerant minstrel, who
sang and composed ballads, told stories and other-
wise entertained people : =JUGGLER i.

1779 W. ALEXANDER Hist. Women (1782) I. vii. 232 It
was that of the Troubadours, or Poets, who composed sonnets
in praise of their beauty ; and of the Jongleurs who sungthem at the courts and castles of the great. 1835 LYTTON
Kienzt vii. viii, A minstrel, or jongleur, .with a small lute

b. = Jl'GGLEB t.

a 1851 MOIR Pofuis, The dark \Vaggon xv, On stage his
sleights the jongleur shows.

Jonk, -et, Jonkry, obs. ff. JUNK, -ET, JUNKEBY.
Jonour, obs. form of JOINER.
Jonque : see JONQUIL 3.

Jonquil (d^-nkwil, d&rn,kwil). Also 6-7
iunquilia, 7-8 junquil(I, 8 jonquille, Sc. jone-
keel. [ad. mod.L. jonquilla = F. jonquille, It.

gionchiglia, or Sp. junquillo, dim. of jtinco, L.

juncus rush ; so called from the rush-like leaves.
Walker pronounces junkwill; so all the poets
down to Wordsworth ; Smart 1836 hasjtmg'kuiil.']
1. A species of Narcissus (IV. Jonquil/a) , having

long linear leaves and spikes of fragrant white and
yellow flowers

; the rush-leaved Daffodil.
Hence extended to allied species, as Large J., Narcissus

odorus; SmallJ., N. pusillus; Queen Anne's J., N.
pitsillus plenits.

1629 PARKINSON Farad, ix. 90 The great Junquilia with
the large flower or cup. 1633 JOHNSON Gerarde's Herbal
i. Ixxxiv. 17. 129 There is also another Rush Daffodil or

ItlHguilia. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 198 March
.. Flowers in Prime or yet lasting. Junquills. 1696
Corr. 28 Oct. (1871) 725 Beds of Tulips, Carnations,..
Jonquills, Ranunculas. 1699 GARTH Dispens. vi. 70 And
hence Junquils derive their fragrant Dew. 1713 C'TESS
WINCHEI.SEA Misc. Poems go Now the Jonquille o'ercomes
the feeble Brain. 1730 SWIFT Paitegyr. on Dean, The
crocus and the daffodil, The cowslip soft, and sweet jonquil.
1819 WORDSW. So/in, to Snowdrop, This border thickly set
With bright jonquils. i8 SHEI.LEV Epipsych. 450 And
from the moss violets and jonquils peep. 1882 Garden
18 Mar. 182/1 A sheaf of slender Jonquils.
2. A pale yellow colour like that of the jonquil.

[F.jonquil!t.]
1791 HAMILTON Berthollet's Dyeing I. i. i. iv. 67 The silk

assumed a fine jonquille yellow. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama
Sc. f, Art II. 543. 1851 lllustr. Catnl. Gt. Exhib. 498
Jonquil, apricot, and cerulean blue, .corded poplin.
3. A canary-bird of jonquil colour. Abbreviated

jonque.
1865 Derby Mercury 25 Jan., The goldfinch mules were

exceedingly good, the first prize in jonques being given to
a choice specimen. 1891 C. L. MORGAN Anim. Life 4-
fntell. 225 It does not answer to pair two jonquils.

Jont(e, obs. forms of JOINT sb. and a.

Jooar, variant of JOWAR, Indian millet.

Joobba, joobey, variants of JUBBAH.
Jook, var. spelling of JOUK.
II Joom, jum (dszim). E. Indies. Also jura,

and erron. jh-. [Arakanese. The name is native
to the Hill country, east of Chittagong; but

applied by Anglo-Indians to the same system in

other parts.] A system of cultivation practised in

the hill forests of India and Indo-China, under
which a tract is cleared by fire, occupied and cul-

tivated for a time, and then abandoned for another

tract, which is similarly treated ; a tract so treated.

Also attrib. Hence Joom, jam, v. to clear a joom.
1855 H. H. WILSON Ind. Gloss. 242 Jum, Joom, a Mug

village, or one belonging to a forest race on the east of

Chittagong ; any hill or forest village on the east of Bengal.
1869 Jrnl. Bot. VII. 157 Joom cultivation is the term used
to designate the rude cultivation practised by most of the
hill tribes of India. 1876 SIR W. HUNTER Statist. Ace.

Bengal VI. 46 The sign of manhood among the Chakmas is

when a lad is sent out to cut his first jum. Ibid. 67 Re-
strictions being placed on juming (the hill mode of cultiva-

JOBDANITE.
l
i?o

n)r
rJ^'Z''

Tne Peop'e nave there better juming lands.
1885 G. C. WHITWORTH Anglo-lnd. Diet. 140 Jumdh,a cultivator on the>> system. 1897 LD. ROBERTS 41 Yrs.
India xl, We came across a large number of these jooms.
Jop, dial, form of JA up.

Joparde, -ardie, -arte, -erte, obs. forms of

JEOPARD, JEOPARDY.
Jope, jopee, joppe, -y, jopy : see JOWPY.
Jopon, jopoun, var. of UIPON Obs.
t Joppe, sb. 06s. rare -. [Known only from
Promp. Patv., which equates it with a med.L.
joppus, used also as one of the renderings oijavel,
and cited from earlier med.L. glossaries.] A fool.
Hence t Jo-ppery, folly.
fi440 Promp. Patv. 265/1 loppe, or folte, Joppus,

C[arnpus) F[lorum]>rt. [Cf. Iavel,70/>K.?,rr0,Ugulio.]
Ibid. 264/1 lopperye, or foltery, Jopper'a.

tJopper, v. Obs. rare 1
. [Onomatopoeic,

with frequentative ending.] intr. To jolter or jolt.
1607 MIDDLETON Phcenix H. iii, Take heed the coach

jopper not too much.

Joque, obs. form of JOKE. Joram: see JORUM.
Jordan (dgp-jdan). Forms: 4-6 iurdan(e,

iordan, 5 iurdoue, 6 yordan, iourden, 6-7
iorden, 7 jur-, jor-, jourdon, jordain, 7-9
jurden, Sjourdan, 7- Jordan. [Origin unceitain.
The suggestion has been made that Jordan is short for

Jordan-bottle, and meant orig. a bottle of water brought
from the Jordan by crusaders or pilgrims ; that it was thence
transferred to 'a pot or vessel used by physicians and
alchemists

', and thence to the chamber utensil. But the
earlier steps of this conjecture app. rest upon nothing but
the later form of the word (which may actually be a cor-
ruption of something else), and the external probabilities of
such an origin. It is remarkable that, though the tarly
accentuation and spellings indicate a French origin, no trace
of the word has been found in Old French ; nor does the
med.L. jurdamis appear to be known outside England.The river Jordan is in L. Jordanls, a word necessarily
familiar to the author of the Promp. Parv. and other glos-
sarists, who used not this, but jurdanus for the '

jurdan '.]

fl. A kind of pot or vessel formerly used by
physicians and alchemists. Obs.
As figured in Sloane MS. 73, and elsewhere, it has some-

what the shape of the bulb of a retort, or of a Florence flask
with the neck cut off midway between the widest part and
the mouth, and the top expanded somewhat to a rim. Pos-
sibly it was often used to hold urine for purposes of diag-
nosis, which would naturally lead to sense 2. Skeat puts the
Chaucer example in sense 2.

(1384-5 Acc.^ Rolls Durham (Surtees) 265, j mortarium
ereum^cum pila _ferrea. j stillatorium plumbeum cum olla
erea sibi convenient!, j postenet, j jtirdanus, j dorsoiium
antiquam.J c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor-Pardoner Link 19 (C.
305) Thyne vrynals and thy Itirdones [v.rr. lurdanes,
lordans, lordanes) Thyn ypocras and eek thy Galiones And
euery boyste ful of thy letuarie. 14 . . Shane MS. 73 If.

133 b (olim 138 b), Make a good lute . . and berwij? daub bi

lordan^al aboute . . and putte al pi mater in be Iordan and
hange it ouer be fier by pe necke |j

( be glas be almoost an
hond brede fro be coolis.

2. A chamber-pot. Now vulgar or dial.

1402-3 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 217, i lectus de
plumis ; 7 iordan ; 7 cappe pro noctibus. 1404 Ibid. 398,
i fethyr-bed, 5 pulvinana, 5 cathedre, 5 nyght chares,
5 iordan. 1440 Promp. Pa>i>. 267/1 lurdone, pyssepotte,
iurdanus. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, u. i. 22. 1622 B. JONSON
Masque Augurs, Her Hand-maid with a Iorden. 1711
PucKLECYwiS (1817) 92 Glasses, bottles, candlesticks, chairs,

stools, and jordans were converted into weapons. 1751
SMOLLETT Per. Pickle xlvii, Snatching up an earthen

chamberpot. . . shaking his Jordan at the imaginary guard.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Jordan, madula.

.3. Applied derisively to a person. (With the

first quot. cf. the L. uses of matula a vessel, pot ;

spec, a chamber-pot, urinal ; fig. a term of abuse,

Foolish, silly fellow, noodle.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 82, I shal iangle to bis lurdan

with his iust wombe To telle me what penaunce is. 1500-20
38 Thairfoir Quhentyne was bot ane

t him ane full plum Jurdane.

DUNBAR Poems 1.

lurdane That callit 1

f 4. slang. A blow with a stnff. Obs. [Ptrh.
unconnected with the above. Cf. Gen. xxxii. 10.]
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crevf, Jordain, a great Blow or

Staflt.

5. attrib., asjordan-pot = sense I or a.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) II. 754 A lewd fellow
that tooke vpon him to be skilful! in physicke. .was set on

horssebacke, with his face towards the taile, . . and so was led
about the citie, with two jorden pots about his necke.

Jordan almond. Also 5 iarden, iardyne.

[In ME. jardyne almaunde, app. from F. or Sp.

jardin garden ;
in later times associated with the

Jordan.] A fine variety of almond, now coming
chiefly from Malaga. Also simplyJordan.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 257/2 Iardyne almaunde, amigdalum
urdinum. c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 774 Creme of
almond Iardyne & mameny. 1469 in Househ. Ord. (1790)

103 Item, Jardens and Valaunces 330 Ib 4/. 25. 6d. 1615
MARKHAM Eng. Hoitsew. 11. "ii. (1668) lot Take the best

Jordan Almonds. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr.
(1778) 13 Put in half a pound of Jordan almonds beat fine.

1888 Pall Mall G. 24 Jan. 5/2 With the Malaga raisins go
the Jordan almonds, with which they are always eaten.

Jordanite (.djp-adanait). Min. [Named 1864
after Dr. Jordan : see -ITE.] A sulph-antimonide of

lead, occurring in twin crystals, of a grey colour

and brilliant metallic lustre.

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 88 Jordanite .. approaches closely
sartorite in its planes and angles.
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JOHN.

Jordeloo, var. of GABUVLOO.

t Jorn v. Obs. Pa. pple. in Sc. with latinized

ending jornat. [Aphetic I. aiom, ajorn AlWOUKN.]

trans. =AUJOUBN i, 2.

c itto R. BRUNNB Citron. (1810) 322 (tei com vnto be kyng,

for pes if it mot tide, Vpon per askyng, he lorned bam to

bide 1460 CAPGXAVE Clmn. (Rolls) 266 Than mad the

Kyng to crye, that this Parlement schuld be lorned tyl aftir

Cristmasse. 15.. Chart. Aberd. MS. 153 (Jam-' The said

Andrew Elphinstoun hes bene lauchfullle procest, jornat,

and summond to this court. Ibid., Beand lauchfulhe procest

and iornat be the said reverend ffathyr.

II Jornada (dsojna-da). [Sp. (xorna'da),
= It.

giornata, F. journe'e, JOURKEY, lit. day's space,

work, or journey ;
in Sp. also

' an act in a Comedy
'

vMinsher, 1599)-]

1 1. An act of a play ;
a book or canto of a

poem. Obs.

1656 FLECKNOE (.title) Diarium, or Journal! ;
divided into

12 Jornadas in Burlesque Rhyme or Drolling Verse. 1667

DRYDEN Eu. Dram. Poesie Dram. Wks. 1725 I. 30 *h<|

Spaniards at this day allow but three Acts, which they call

Joniadas, to a Play. 1833 LONCF. Outre-Mer Pr. Wks.

1886 I. 197 The second act, or Jornada, discovers Eusebio

as the leader of a band of robbers.

2. In Mexico, etc. : A march or journey per-

formed in a day; spec, a journey across a tract

where there is no water and consequently no place
to halt

; also, the waterless district thus traversed.

1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado v. (1862) 49 The route led in

a zigzag direction across the mountain chain from one

watering-place to another, with frequent jornadas (journeys
without water). 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. xlii. 327 "\ he

HM 50 or 60 miles, and even gi ,

traversed without water ; these long stretches are called by
the Mexicans Mournadas ',

or day's journeys.

Jornall, Jorney, obs. ff. JOURNAL, JOURNEY.

tJornay. Obs. rare. \&.Q?.jorn4e,journe:
see JODRNEY.] ? = next.

1540 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott, in Pitcairn Critn. Trials I.

300
*
I tern, to T. A. to be iij Jornayis and iij Comparisonis

to the Kingis grace.

t Joruet. Obs. rare. Also 6 -ette. [app.

corrupted from OF. joumade 'habillement de

dessus, sorte de casaque . . servant aux homtnes et

aux femmes
'

(Godef.) ; ad. Prov. Jornada, the

corresp. OF. being jornie \ see prec.] A kind of

cassock or cloak formerly worn by both sexes;

'a loose travelling cloak
'

(Fairholt) ; in is-i6th

century worn by men over armour.

iSoa Wilt of Walsh in Fairholt Costume (1885) II. Gloss.

262 Gown doublett, jacket salett, and iornett with bullions.

539 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (Camden) I. 95 The constables

in jornets of white satten. 1598 STOW Surv. 75 In bright
harnesse, some ouergilte, and euery one a lornet of Scarlet

thereupon.

Joroffle, Jorour, obs. ff. GILLYFLOWER, JUROR.
IIJorram, iorram (yu-ram). Sc. Alsojurram.

[Gaelic iorram, iurram.] A Gaelic boat-song :

improperly extended to other songs or choruses.

1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772. 291 Our boat's crew.,

gave a specimen of marine musick, called in the Erse,

Jorrams. 1805 in Jamieson Scot. Songs (1870) 366 The
cronach stills the dowie heart The jurram stills the bairnie.

1814 Saxon 9r Gael I. xiii. 170 What would they think to

hear, -the girls sing ajorram at a waulking? 1818 SCOTT
f/rt. Midi, xlvi, The jorram, or melancholy boat-song of the

rowers, coming on the ear with softened and sweeter sound.

1891 Scottish Rev. Oct. 331 The iorram was intended to-be

sung by the rowers.

Jorrour, obs. form of JUROR.
Jorum (d,5OT3m). [Origin uncertain.
It has been conjectured to be the same as the name of Joram

who '

brought with him vessels of silver, and vessels of gold,
and vessels of brass', 2 Sam. viii. 10. Cf. JEROBOAM. (It

can scarcely be connected with WFlem. djooreii, djoorn,
half a pint.)]

A large drinking-bowl or vessel
; also, the con-

tents of this ; esf. a bowl of punch.
1730 FIELDING Auth. Farce in. air xiii, The usurer is a

swallow, sir, That can swallow gold by the jorum. 1773
GOLDSM. Stoops to Cong. I. ii, Then come put the jorum
about, And let us be merry and clever. 1783 GKOSE Diet.

Vitlg. T., Jorum, a jug, or large pitcher. 1791 BURNS
' O May, thy morn'' ii, Here's to them that, like oursel,
Can push about the jorum. 1823 LOCKHART Reg. Dalton
i. xi. (1842) 69 A huge iorum of mulled port. 1838 DICKENS
O. Tlvist xxxvii, The host smiled . . and shortly afterwards
returned with a steaming jorum. 1868 Miss BRADDON Knn
to Earth III. ix. 148, I know how to brew a decent jorum
of punch when I give my mind to it.

b. Jig. A large quantity.
1871 St. James's Mag. Dec. 632 Treated to a jorum of

gossip.

Jose, variant of JOISE, Obs., to possess.

Jose,_Joaing : see JOWSE, etc.

Joseite (djou-zi^it). Min. [Named 1853 from
San Jose in Brazil : see -ITE.] Native celluride of

bismuth, found in greyish black laminated masses.
1868 DANA Min. (cd. 5) 31 Joseite. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 381 Joseite.

Joseph (djju'zef). [A proper name repr.
Heb. rpv yosl-ph, name of one of the twelve
sons of Jacob, and of later Israelites, esp. of the
husband of Mary the mother of Jesus Christ (St.

Joseph) ; hence in derived uses.]

604

1. In allusion to the patriarch Joseph, Gen. xli.

48-57.
184*9 K. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 16 These evil Josephs

raise the price of corn so high that the unfortunate poor
are placed beyond hope.

2. A long cloak, worn chiefly by women in the

eighteenth century when riding, and on other

occasions ;
it was buttoned all the way down the

give me my Joseph. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 104. 2/1 Why
is a great Coat call'd a Joseph? From the .. upper Coat,

which . . Joseph left behind him. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
xvi, Olivia would be drawn as an Amazon . . dressed in

a green Joseph, richly laced with gold, and a whip in her

hand. 1807 CRABBE Par. Keg. in. 323 In the dear fashions

of her youth she dress'd ; A pea-green Joseph was her

favourite vest. 01815 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia. Joseph,
a very old fashioned riding coat for women, scarcely now to

be seen. 1861 GEO. ELIOT SHas M. xi, Seated on a pillion,

and attired in a drab Joseph and a drab beaver-bonnet.

3. In names of flowers, as Joseph and Mary,
Lungwort (Pulmoiiaria officinalis); Joseph's coat

(in ref. to Gen. xxxvii. 3), a cultivated variety

of Amarantus tricolor, with variegated leaves ;

Joseph's flower (in ref. to the bearded figure of

St. Joseph in art), Goat's-beard.

1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xvii. 167 This hearbe is now called

..in English Goates barde, losephs floure, ..and Go to

bedde at Noone. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 11. ccxli. 596
Goates bearde is called . . in low Dutch losephes bloemen . .

in English Goats beard, losephs flower. 1866 Treas. Bot.

i. 48/1 In the gardens of the Southern United States, these

hues are so richly developed as to have procured for it

[Amaranthns tricolor] the appellation of Joseph's Coat.

Josephine ((l^ou'zefin, -ain), a. [See -INK 1
.]

Of or belonging to Joseph II (1741-90), Emperor
of Austria, and to the ecclesiastical measures intro-

duced by htm.

i88a-3 SCHAFF Eticycl. Relig. Knowl. 527 In Austria the

Josephine traditions were still continued [in concordat of

1855). 1886 W. S. LILLY Chapt. Eurof. Hist. I. 270

Germany . . crushed by Hohenzollem militarism or Josephine
doctrinairism.

Hence Jo'sephinism, the ecclesiastical policy of

the Emperor Joseph II
;
also Jo'sephlsm.

1883-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Kwnul. II. 1847 The
Emperor [Joseph II] went on with that whole series of

ecclesiastical reforms which is generally comprised under
the name of Josephinism. 1891 Amer. Eccl. Rev. Feb.

123 The quintessence of the theology of Jansenism,
Josephinism, FebronianUm, and in our own times Doel-

lingerism. 1880 Sat. Rev. No. 1310. 702 Josephism.
Josh (d5(jj), v. U.S. slang. [Cf. Josh Billings,

pseudonym of an American humorist.] trans. To
make fun of, chaff, banter, ridicule.

1891 Century Mag. Nov. 63
' Oh go away . . I fear that

you are joshing me '. 1895 Weekly Examiner 19 Sept. 4/2
The boys joshed Mr. Durrant some about it.

Joskill (djjj'skin). slang. [Cf. bumpkin, and

joss dial, to bump.] A country bumpkin.
1811 Lex. Bat. s.v., The drop-cove maced the joskin of

of ten a country joskin was much more useful and informing
than even the great Bacon's maps. 1887 FAKRELL f/ow He
Died 87 The best thing she could do Was to go back, .and

marry The joskin that followed the plough.

JOSS (d&?s). Also 8 josse, 9 jos. [app. derived

from Pg. deos god: cf. in same sense Du. joosjc,
dim. of *joos.
In Javanese, the name given to a Chinese idol or image is

tiejos, i. e. deyos (Prof. Kern in De Itidische Gids XI. (1889)

1218), taken in i6th c. from Pg. deos. Qupt. 1771 (though
erroneous in details) indicates how dnjos might be reduced
to jos. Hence the Du. and Eng. forms of the word. The
latter has been carried from Bantam or Batavia to the

Chinese seaports, where it has become the '

pidgin '-Eng-
lish term

;
it is not Chinese, nor of Chinese origination.)

A Chinese figure of a deity, an idol. Loosely
used of those of neighbouring peoples.
1711 LOCKYER Acc. Trade India \ 8 1 (Y.), I know but little

of their Religion, more than that every Man has a small

Joss or God in his own House. 1727 A. HAMILTON New
Acc. E. Ind. II. liii. 266 Their Josses or Demi-gods are,
some of human Shape, some of monstrous Figures. 1771
J. R. FORSTER tr. Olo/Torccn's Voy. China (1750-52) in Os-
otc&'s I'oy., etc. II. 232 The sailors, and even some books of

voyages . . call the pagodas, Yoss-houses : for, on enquiring
of 2 Chinese for the name of the idol, he answers, Grande
} 'ess, instead of Gran Dios. 1840 MALCOM Trav. 29/1 The
'

Jos
' was delineated in a large picture surrounded by orna-

mental paper-hangings. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Log ofa Sea.

vjai/45 He might as well have appealed to a bronze joss.

b. Cotnb., as joss-candle, -god; joss-like adj. ;

joss-house, a Chinese temple or building for idol-

worship ; joss-paper, gold and silver paper, cut

into the shape of coins and ingots and sometimes
inscribed with prayers, burned by the Chinese at

funerals and other religious ceremonies ; joss-stick,
a thin cylinder or stick of fragrant tinder mixed
with clay, used by the Chinese as incense, etc.

1898 Tit-Bits 21 May 154/2 The avidity with which they
polished off *joss candles was a sight for the gods. 18*6
He

temple, are painted figures seated upon broadswords. 1869

JOSTLE.

Spectator 6 Nov. 1290 To tax Chinamen to support churches
was just as unfair as to tax Christians for the support of

joss-houses. 1884 Miss GORDON CUMMING in Pall Mall C.
ii Sept. i/a Quantities of *joss paper inscribed with prayers
for good luck were burned on each altar. 1883 MRS. BISHOP
Sk. Malay Pcnins. iii. in Leisure Ho. 83/2 Joss-sticks burn

incessantly.
Hence Jo asish ., resembling a joss, joss-like.

1834 BECKFORD Italy II. 159 A little jossish old woman,
with a head as round as a humming-top.
f Jossa. Obs. [Conjectured by Prof. Skeat to

be an adv. = ' Down here ', repr. an OF. *jos-(a, for

the actual OF. (a jus. But it may be a sb. (in

vocative) or vb. (in imper.).]
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 181 Keepe, keepe, stand, stand,

lossa warderere, Ga whistle thou and I shal kepe hyni
heere.

Joss-block, Jossing-block. local, [f. joss
vb. dial., to mount (a horse).] (See quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Jossittg-block, a Block to get up on Horse-

back. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Joss-block, jossing-block, a
horse-block. 1887 Antiquary Oct. 146 There was an old

wooden
stepjossing-block

is the local (Kentish] name.

Jostle, JUStle (d.?C
-

s'l, d3-s'l), v. Forms :

5 instil, 6 ius.se 11, iustell, ioustle, 6-7 iustle,

7 jussel(l, jusle, josle, jostel, 7- justle, jostle,

[f. JUST, joust v. + freq. suffix -LE. Justle was
usual in the 17th c.

; and the main form in the i8th

(Johnson has justle as the main form and joslle as

a variant) ; it has now largely yielded to jostle.]
I. intr. t 1- To come into collision in the

tournament ; to just or tilt. Obs.

1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, S'Entr'essayer a la

jousts, to trye one an other at iustling. 1600 R. CAWDKAY
Trcas. Similies 398 No man iustleth with two Speares
together. 1706 PHILLIPS, To Just, or Justle, to run a Tilt.

1759 tr. Adansons Voy. Senegal 289 The horsemen them-
selves greatly added to those sports .. feigning by their

gesture and attitude, sometimes a combat, and other times

a justling, a chace, or dance.

fb. transf. To encounter sexually. Obs. rare-1
.

(1400 Destr. Troy 12738 Engest, with his lapis, hade
lustilet hir with, And getyn in his gamyn on the gay lady,
A doghter bat was dere.

2. To knock or push against, to come into

collision with
; also absol. to push and shove ; to

push one against another as in a crowd.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. n. v, Ech of his ioyntes agaynst
other iustles. 1591 Durham Depos. (Suttees) 332 One that,

having a burthen of wood on his back . . did then jussell

upon a strainger. . which then was rydeing out of the towne.
1611 BIBLE Nahum ii. 4 The charets shall rage in the streets,

they shall iustle one against another in the broad wayes.
1699 POMFRET Eleazar s Lament. 49 The num'rous throng
Was forc'd to jostle as they pass'd along. 1795 BURKE Let.

to IV. Elliot Wks. VII. 367 Nor am I of force to win my
way, and to justle and elbow in a crowd. 1817 SCOTT Rob
Ray v, All tramped, kicked, plunged, shouldered, and

jostled. 1893 Times 18 Way 5/6 Her Majesty's Justices

jostled with mayors and aldeimen.

fig- x^39 FULLER l/oly War II. ii, The clergy of that age,
who counted themselves to want room except they justled
with princes. 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 190 The old world of

feudalism jostling with the new world of commerce. 1894
FKOUDE Count:. Trent iii. (1806) 54 As in most human things,
the commonplace jostled against the sublime.

b. To contend for a place, the best path, or the

wall, by pushing another away from it ; hence, to

vie or struggle with some one for some advantage.
1614 T. ADAMS Serai, Ps. Ijct'i. 12 Wks. 608 It were more

braue for them to iustle with champions that will not giue
them the way. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (1747) III.

369 With whose legislative Power it never justled for

the Wall. 1716 DE FOE Hist. Devil i. x. (1840) 133 Nations
and tribes began to jostle with one another for room. 1822

LAMB Elia Ser. I. Decay Beggars, None jostle with him
for the wall, or pick quarrels for precedency.
3. To make one's way by pushing or shoving ;

to push one's way. Also to jostle one's way.
1612-15 BP. HALL Contempt., O. T. xvn. i, Adonijah . . will

underworke Salomon and justle into the not yet vacant seat

of his father David: 1687 DRYDEN Hind <y P. in. 1186

Eager of a name, He thrusts about, and justles into fame.

1790 A. WILSON Poems, to Andrew Clarke, While bustling
business justles through the mind, c 1819 SCOTT in Crokcr

Papers (1884) I. v. 139 It requires a strong man to jostle

through a crowd. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Homes Abroad
ix. 122 Condemned to jostle their way in the world.

II. trans. 4. To shake or drive by pushing ;
to

come into rough collision with, to knock or push

against ;
to elbow, hustle.

1575 R. B. Afpius f, K.in Dodsley O. PI. (1825) XII. 361

What if case that cruelty should bussell me and jussell mee.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. ii. 533 Som boistrous winde,
with stormy puff Joustling the clouds. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
HI. ii. 29, I am in case to iustle a Constable. i?ia
STEELE Spcct. No. 454 r 4 The Coachmen took care to

meet, jostle, and threaten each other for Way. 1717 PRIOK

Alma in. 177 Each still renews her little labour, Nor

justles her assiduous neighbour, a 1861 CLOUGH Early
Poems xi. 6 Who standeth still i' the street Shall be hustled

and justled about. 1870 MRS. RIUDELL Austin Friars xii,

When a woman mixes among a crowd, she must expect to

be jostled and pushed by the sterner sex.

fig, 1580 LYLY Eufhiies (Arb.) 430 Enuie not thy betters,

justle not thy fellowes. 21764 LLOYD Temple Favour
Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 143 Far from the colleges of taste,

I jostle no poetic name. 1880 A. H. HUTH Buckle I. iv. 224

Rampant theories jostled each other in the race for power.

6. To push, drive, or force, roughly or uncere-

moniously, from, out of, or into some place, condi-

tion, etc. lit.



JOSTLE.
1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. . Wks. 1856 I. 25 It would.

Justle that skipping feeble amorist Out of your loves seat
1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 158 Howsoeu'r you haue Beene
mstled from all sences. 1645 FULLER Good 77,. in Bad T
(1841) 5 Must the new foe quite justle out the old friend?
1693 BENTLBY Boyle I.ect. ii. 25 That dead senseless Atoms
can ever justle and knock one another into Life and Under-
standing. 1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 106 r 4 We justledone another out by turns, and disputed the post for a great
while. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I- i- 9 One atom
can jostle another out of its place.
6. Racing. To push against (a competitor) so as

to retard him. Often in to cross (cross the path of
get in front of) andjostle. Also absol.
1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6167/8 Jostling allowed on by the

two foremost Horses for these Plates and no other Horse.
1747 Genii. Mag. 536 He marks, what dog sagacious vies

^"V/^'i'PS
5tl?ms SO the prize. 1754 A rticles rel. toH M. s PMa in Pond Sport. Calendar, As many of the

Riders as shall cross jostle or strike . . shall be made in-
capable of rid.ng any Horse in His Majesty's Plates here-

,
'"

'Zi* ,

' HARR"S in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury
1. 348 They all rode exceedingly well. .. Jostling was
allowed, and Mr. Hanger declared he would jostle and
whip whoever came near. 1858 Rules Racing 42 in
Blame Encycl. Rur. Sports (1870) 374 If in running for anyrace one horse shall jostle or cross another, such horse is
disqualified for winning the race, whether such jostle or
cross happened by the swerve of the horse, or by the foul
and careless riding of the jockey, or otherwise.
fig. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 139 We must be
crossed and jostled by these meddling incendiaries. 1850MERIVALK Rom. Emf. (1865) I. ii. 7 i A thousand intriguescrossed and jostled one another in the forum.
7. To cause (one thing) to push against another;

to bring (things) into collision, lit. and fig.
1641 MILTON Reform, i. (1851) 66 Where do the Churches . .

c
L
a
l ,?

nd Justle Supremacies with the Civil Magistrate?
1678 MOXON Meek. Exerc. No. 6 35 (1683) I. 102 You must
jostle them one upon the other, that the Glew may very
well touch and take hold of the Wood. 1765 A DICKSON
Treat. Agric. ii. (ed. 2) 246 They are justling the furrow.
cattle upon the plowed land.

Jostle, justle (&w*\, d3
-

s
'l), sb. [f. JOSTLB

w.J An act or bout of jostling.
tl. A just or joust ; a struggle, tussle. Obs.
1607 MIDDI.KTON Phoenix \: i, There was a villanous raven

seen, .in hard justle With a young eaglet. 1609 HLYWOOD
Brit, rroy xiv. xxiii. 363 His armour .. besprinkt with core
..he is wel-nye lame With often iustles.

2. A shock or encounter, a collision
; a push or

thrust that shakes
; the action of a pushing or

elbowing crowd, lit.
andy^-.

1611 COTCR., Gorrette, ..a iustle, iurre
; thumpe. or

thwacke. 1625 FLETCHER Nice Valour in. ii, For what
a lamentable folly 'tis, If we observe 't, for every little

justle . . we must fight forsooth. 1641 W. MOUNTAGU in
Kuccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 288 He is fast
riveted on that side, if the Commons give him not a jostle.
1710 Tatler No. 250 p 10 All such as have been aggrieved
by any ambiguous Expression, accidental Justle, or unkind
Repartee. 1869 MRS. WHITNEY Hitherto ix. 117 This little

sportive justle and antagonism. 1881 Nation (N.Y.) XXXII.
428 In the jostle of South African nationalities and civiliza-
tions.

Jostle, mod. dial. f. JUSSEL, a dish.

Jostlement (d^-s'lment). [f. JOSTLE v. +
-MENT.] Jostlingt
1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities n. xii, To the Jostlement of

all weaker people. 1880 Miss BIRD Japan I. 216 Free
from the Jostlement of a foreign settlement.

Jo'Stler, jirstler. rare. [f. as prec. + -EB l.]
One who jostles ; in quot. one who tilts.

1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet, n, A lustier or tiller, lustador.

Jostling, jlistling (d^-slin, dszrslin',, vbl. sb.

[f. JOSTLE v. + -ING 1.] The action of the verb

JOSTLE ; f the shock of the tournament
; clashing ;

collision ; knocking or pushing about.

605

1526 TINDALE Matt. v. 18 One iott or one tytle [WvcLlF
oon. i. or titil] of the lawe shall not scape. 1538 BALE Coifs
Promises in. in Dodsley O. PI. I, I wyll not one iote,

Lprde,
from thy wyll dyssent. 1540-54 CHOKE Ps., etc.

rcy ?00 ' *8 * ncre sna" remayne of theym no iote. 1563Homilies H. Good Works I, Not giltie of transgressing any
lot of Gods law. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. n. 19 b, And
Joseph

ruled Egypt well, obseruing euery iotte Of Moyses
lawe, and chastly kept his minde from any spotte. a 1572
KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 107 Yf, in anyjoyt, he

1580 [see JOSTLE v. i]. 1587 GOLDING De Morna
(1617) 223 What else is violence, but a justling of two

ay xiv.

ng of two bodies
together? 1610 HOLLAND Camdcn's Brit. i. 265 Martiall
justlings or torneaments, were much practised. 1643 FULLKK
Holy ff Prof. St. in. xxiv. 220 There is much justling for

precedency. 1703 HEARNE Collect. 5 Oct. (O. H. S.) I. 52
Mr. Dalton. .met with some High-Constable, who not giving
way, there was some Justleing. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ.,
Snuff-box, In the jostlings of the world. 1843 CARLYLE
Past fy Pr. ii. xvi, His life is but a labour and a journey ;

a bustling and a justling, till the still Night come.

Jo-stling, ju-stling, fpl. a.
[f. JOSTLE v. +

-ING 2.] That jostles : see the vb.
1562 PHAER jEneid vin. Ccijb, A man wold thinke y1

I

mountaines meete In seas, or iustling wods wl wods. 1600
J. LANE Tom Tel-troth 124 When iusling lacks to walls their
betters drive. 1716 SWIFT Pethox, As Epicurus shows, The
world from justling seeds arose. 1758 HOMK Agis i, Through >

justling multitudes. 1851 D. JERKOLD St. Giles xxvi. 265
To moralise upon the hubbub and the jostling crowd.

Jot (d&rt), j<M Forms : a. 6-7 iote, (6 ioate, Sc.

ioyt, ioit), 7 jote ; 0. 6-7 lot, (6 iott(e, 7 jott),

7- jot. [ad.L. z<7fa(read asjota, cf. Sp.jota, Ger.

jota VcAjotJodtJoti] ,
a. Gr. lara name of the letter <

I, i, the smallest in the alphabet ; see IOTA, and cf.

JOD. The 1 6th c. tote is shown by the metrical

quots. to have been monosyllabic, i. e. = jote.]
The least letter or written part of any writing ;

hence, generally, the very least or a very little

part, point, or amount
; a whit. Often in the

phrasejot or tittle : see quot. 1526. (Usually with

negative expressed or implied.)

doth giue thee heere no iot of bloud. 1652 Row Lett. 27 May
in Hist. Kirk App. iii. (VVodrow Soc.) 545 Befor I brake
my word in a jote to you. 1657 THORNLEY tr. Longusl
Daplutis ff Chloe 200, I swear I will not lie a jott. 1768H. WALPOLE Hist. Doubts 31 The Solomon that succeeded
him was not a jot less a tyrant. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Surv. 80
He seems never to have. .abated one jot of his claim.

tJ0t|J&s Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. JOT z.i] A jolt.
1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul I. n. xxxix, Frequent jot Of

his hard setting jade.

t Jot, s6.3 Obs. rare. [Origin and meaning
obscure : cf. jolthead and JOPPE.] ? A person of
small intelligence, or of low condition.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 301 Souteris and seweris suche

lewide lottis fz'.r. iuttis] Percen wib a pater noster be paleis
of heuene. [So B. x. 460 iottes, iuttes.]

Jot, v.l Obs. exc. dial. [app. onomatopoeic :

cf. JOG, JOPPEB. The final / naturally expresses
sudden interruption of action. For relation to

JOLT, see that vb.] To jog, jolt, bump. a. tram.
b. intr. (The first quot. is doubtful.)
[a 1425 Langl.'s P. PI. A. n. 157 (MS. Trin. Coll. Camb. R.

3. 14) Fabulers and Faytours as Folis iotten \v.r. pat on Fote
rennen].] 1530 PALSGR. 593/1, I iotte, I louche one thynge
agaynst another. .What nedest thou to iotte me with thyne
elbowe ? 1556 J. HEYWOOD Sfilter fy F. xxiv. 45 Nowe is
mste iustice, so lotted out of iomte. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad
XVI. 360 Numbers beneath their axle-trees .. Made th' after
chariots jot and jump in driving over them. 1643 HOKN &
Roi). Gate Lang. Unl. xlii. 453 A trotter jotteth [marg.
shaketh] the rider. (11825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Jot,
Jotter, to jolt roughly.

Jot, .
a

[app. f. JOT rf.l : the original sense

being prob. to make the smallest mark with pen or

pencil. Cf. DOT v. 1
4. App. orig. Scotch, and in

English familiarized by Scott and writers in Black-

wooii.] trans. To write down in the briefest and
most hasty form, to make a short note or jotting
of. Usually toJot down ; the simple vb. is rare.
1721 RAMSAY Addr. Thanks xi, What will they have to

crack about, Or jot into their journal ? 1818 TODD, Jot, to
set down

;
to make a memorandum of. Modern. 1822 GALT

Provost xxxv. 254 Many of the things that I have herein
jotted down. 1827 SCOTT Jnd. 12 Feb., I have jotted down
his evidence elsewhere. 1827 [see JOTTER]. 1832 G.
DOWNES Lett. Cant. Countries I. xi. 165 Rude sketches of
trees, rocks, and other materials of future pictures. These
were evidently jotted down during his rambles. 1841
D'lsRAKLiA/noi.Lit. (1867)581 He must have jotted down
a mass. 1871 WADDELL Ps. Ixxvii. 6 The Lord he sal count
whan he jots the folk that siclike was born tharin. 1890
GROSS Gild Merch. II. 241 Accounts .. too roughly jotted
down to be very intelligible.

Hence Jo'tter, one who jots ; Jo-tty a., of the
nature of jottings or fragmentary notes.

1827 Blackm. Mag. XXII. 451 All the jottings that ever
were jotted down on his jot-book, by the most inveterate
jotter. 1844 H. TAYLOR Let. in Autobiog. (1885) II. ii. 10
Reading Alice's jotty journal. 1888 G. J. HOLYOAKE in

Co-operative News 8 Sept. 9/1 The narrative is dreadfully
jotty, jerky and confused.

Jot, v.3, var. or error for JET z/.l, to strut.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iv. 81 Moir gentrice is to

'

jott vndir ane silkin goun, Nor ane quhyt pittecott, and
;

reddyar ay boun.

Jotsom, -on, -urn, jottsome, obs. ff. JETSAM.
'

Jotting (d^'tirj), vbl. sb.
[f. JOT v.2 + -ING 1.]

i

The action of JOT v.-
; usually concr. Something

jotted down
;
a brief hasty note or sketch.

1808-18 JAMIESON, Jotting, a memorandum. 1814 SCOTT
Wait. Ixxi, I'll mak a slight jotting the morn. 1818 TODD,
Jotting, a memorandum; as, cursoryjottings. Ofveryrecent
usage. The Scotch also employ this word. 1823 Caled.
Merc. 29 Mar. (Jam.), Here his Lordship read the judgment, '<

and the paper called Jottings respecting John Dalgleish's
settlement. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 581 We have

j

had perhaps too many of these jottings.

II Jotun (yiwtsn), prop, jotun (yo-tan). [ON. j

jolunn = OE. eaten, ETEN-: OTeut. *ituno-z giant.] \

One of a supernatural race of giants in Scandinavian

mythology.
1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 207 The epithet of Jotnar,

or Jotuns . . of frequent occurrence in the Sagas. 1865
BARING-GOULD Werewolves iv. 38 Attributes . . appropriate
to trolls and jotuns. 1869 LOWELL Pict.fr. Appledorev,A great mist-jotun you will see Lifting himself up silently.

Jou, variant of Jow v., obs. form of JEW.
+ Joucat (dgzfkat). Sc. Obs. Also 6 ioucatte,

iowoat, iucat. [Deriv. unknown.] An obsolete
Scotch measure, the same as a Scotch gill.

1587 Sc. Acts jas. VI, c. 114 Be just calculation and
comptrolment, the samin extended to 19 pintes, and a jucat.
Ibid., They therefore .. decernis and ordanis the Firlot to
be augmented, . . And to conteine ntne-tene pintes, and twa
loucattes. 1892 P. COCHRAN Mediant. Scotl. viii. 164 [In]
1587. .the Commissioners discovered that an error had been
made in 1457 with regard to the contents of the firlot which
should contain 19 pints and a '

jowcat
'

or gill.

JOUK.

Jouelere, obs. form of JEWELLER.
Joug, sing, of JOUGS ; var. JUG sb? and z/.2

II Jough (dso-x). [Manx, = Gaelic deoch drink.]
Drink.

1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xv. 89 A long pint of Manx
jough. 1890 Bondman I. x. 223 Collared head, and beef,and pmjeen, and Manx jough.

Jougler, obs. form of JUGGLEB.
Jongs (dj5gz, dgogz), sb.pl. Sc. Rarely in sing.

joug. Forms: (6 jorgs), 7 jog(g)s, 8-9 jougs (9
jugg(s, jagg), [app. a. Y.jougoi L.jugumyoke :

the sense seems to be confined to Sc. The pi.
form app. refers to the construction of the collar
in two hinged halves adapted to belocked together.]An old Scottish instrument of punishment, analo-

gous to the pillory ; it consisted of an iron collar,
which was locked round the culprit's neck, and
was attached by a chain to a wall or post.
1596 in Collect. Lives Reformers Ch. Scot. (1848) II. 72The Session [of Glasgow] appoint jorgs and branks to be

made for punishing flyters. 1646 BP. MAXWELL B-urd.
Issacti. in Phenix (1708) II. 262 Making them stand in

jogs ,
as they call them, pillorys . . fix'd to the two

sides of the mam door of the parish-church. 1661 Kirk
Session Rothcsay in A. Edgar Old Ch. Life Scotl. Ser. i.

311 If hereafter she should be found drunk, she should
be put m the joggs. 1771 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1769
(1790) 173 Observed on a pillar of the door of Calder
church, a joug, i. e. an iron yoke or ring, fastened to a chain.
1814 SCOTT Wav. x, He set an old woman in the jougs (or
Scottish pillory). 1851 D. WILSON Prek. Ann. (1863) II. iv.
x. 518 The jougs, which consists of an iron collar, attached
by a chain to a pillar or tree, forms the corresponding
judicial implement to the English stocks. 1882 Cornh.
Mag. Feb. 206 Offenders were put into the jugg and
severely flogged at the church door. 1884 C. ROGERS Soc.
Life Scotl. I. viii. 354 Those who cheated in the market
were . . borne by the executioner to the Cross, and thereto . .

made fast with a jagg or iron collar.

Hence Joug, jog, v., to confine in the jougs.
1632 Act in Barry Orkney (1805) App. 474 The Baillie of

the paroch.. shall cause him be jogged at the church, upon
Sunday, from 8 in the morning till 12 hours at noon.

t Jouisance, -issance. Obs. Forms: 51073-,
j

6 ioyss-, ioyis-, iouiss-, iouys(s)-, 6-7 iouis-,

j

7 jouis(s)-,jovyss-, 7-8 a/r^.jovis- ; 5-6-aunce,
J

6-8 -auce. [a. late OF. joutssance, f. jouissant,
pr. pple. of joitir to enjoy : see -ANCE. (Exem-
plified in Fr. only from 1534 by Hatz.-Darm.)
The spelling/<?OT-, a misreading of ioui-, has been

erroneously introduced by editors into Spenser and
some other i6-i7thc. texts.]
1. The possession and use of something affording

advantage : = ENJOYMENT i.

1483 CAXTON G. de la Tour E vj b, He may not be
peasyble to the reame ne hau the loysaunce of it. 1539
St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 599 He concluded that the Duk
of Sax shuld have the joyssance of all them. 1603 FLORIO
Montaigne i. xxxviii. (1632) 122 In full jouyssance of them.
2. Pleasure, delight (= ENJOYMENT 2); merri-

ment, mirth, festivity.
"579 SPENSER Shefh. Cal. May 25 To see those folkes

make such iouysaunce. Ibid. Nov. 2 When shall it please
thee sing . . songs of some iouisaunce

?_ 1594 CAREW Tasso
(1881) 119 For such their comming, mirth and iouyssance.
IS97 Pilgr. Parnnss. IV. 489 Till you have tasted of this

loyisance. 1633 J. DONE Hist. Seftuagint 126 All the

Company betook them to make cheare and to Jouisance.

1657 REEVE God's Plea 98 We cannot abdicate wonted

jovisances. 1750 DODD Poems (1767) 45 They rioted in

jovisaunce secure.

t Jouise, v. Obs. rare l

. \a&..jouir,jmtiss-:
see -JSH 2

.] reft. To rejoice oneself; with*/: To
have the enjoyment of, to enjoy (F. sejonir de).
1597 A. M. tr. Guilleineau's Fr. Chirurg, *v, Let them

iouise and ioy themselves of their privileadge.

Jouk, jook (dsk), rf.l Sc. Forms:6iouk,
iowk, iuike, 8- jouk, jook. [f. JOUK zi.2]
1. A sudden elusive movement ; a quick turn out

of the way ; fig. a '

dodge '. To give (a person)
thejouk : to give the slip, to elude, escape from.
1513 DOUGLAS /Ends xl. xiii. 101 With mony a curs

[
= course] and iowk, abowt,abowt, Quhair euir he fled scho

followis in and owt. 1583 Leg. Bf. St. Androis 964 To
George Durrie he played a iuike, That will not be foryet
this oulke.

1871
C. GIBBON Lack of Gold xxix, He has

given the lass the jouk.
2. A bow or curtsy, a jerked obeisance.

1567 Gude f, Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 193 For all jour Joukis
and jour noddis, ?our hartis is hard as ony stone. 1768
Ross Helenore (1866) 202 She .. hailst her with a jouk.
Itid. 239 The honest shepherd . . wondering at the kindness,
gae a jook.
3. A place into which one may dart for shelter

;

a shelter from a blow, a storm, etc. Mod. Sc.
1808 18 in JAMIESON.
t Jouk, sb? Obs. In 7 iuke. [a. OF. joe,

jouc,juc, roosting of a fowl, from jokier, jouquier
(see next).] The state of roosting; at juke, at

roost. (OF. aujouc.')
1626 BRETON Fantasticks, Twelue of the Clocke F ij b, The

Beasts of the field take rest after their feed, and the Birds of
the Ayre are at Iuke in the Bushes.

t Jpuk, f.1 Obs. Forms : 4-5 iouke, ioyke,
4-6 iowke, 5-6 ioke, 6 ieouke, 7 jouk, juke,
jook. [a. OF. jok-ier, joqu-ier, jotiq-ier (3 sing,

pr. joke, jouque} to be at roost, at rest, to lie



JOUK.

down, moA.lt.juchcr, \\a\\oonjoitkt, Nammjoitr.
Ulterior derivation unknown.]
1. intr. Of birds : a. To perch.sit (upon branches).

b Falconry. To roost, to sleep upon its perch.

a 1400 Pistel of Susan 82 pe Briddes . . On peren and

(ZooTiV) The 'kyndeli tennis that belong to h'awkis. ..The

v voure hauke loukith [Rel. Ant. I. 296 joketh), and no

">lcpith. Ibid. Cviij (1496 ciij) She loykith when sh
.... !.

ijer jeouk

ce, and si

Bk. Spar-

?an'*"(etl7Harring) 32 Or efles sodenly'awake her from

jokin. 1672 SKINNER, To juke or jug as birds doe, a in

ptrtica ait dormiendum componere. 1886 HAHTING Gloss.

Perf. Bk. Sparhawkes 44 Jokin, sleeping : now obsolete.

2. intr. To lie asleep or at rest ;
to lie close, he,

(?) to lurk ; also, more vaguely, To abide, remain.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 182 lonas be Iwe .. lowked in

derne. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 409 For cerles it noon

honour is to the To wepe and in \>\ bed to lowken bus.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 92 And banne spakke sfiritus

satKtus in Gabrieles mouthe To a mayde bat hi}te Marye..
bat one Ihesus a iustice sone moste iouke in her chambre,

Tyl pUniludo temporis. c 1400 Sege Jerus. (E. E. T. S.)

300 Schal neuer kyng of ?our kynde with croune be ynoyntid,
Ne Jewe for Jesu sake [i]ouke in jou

more, a 1400-50

Alexander 4202 And saue be lolite of luly bai lowke in ba

strandis.

1 b. pseudo-arch. To doze.

111652 I'.KOME Eng. Moor in. ii. Wks. 1873 II. 44 Buz.

Hey ho. I am very sleepy. Nat. See he jooks already.

Jouk, jOOk(dz,Kk),z>.
2 Sc. and north. Forms:

6 iouk, iouok, iuke,iowk, 7 jowk, 8 juck,jeuk,

8-9 jook, 9 juik. 7- jouk. [A Scottish word of

uncertain origin.
It has been compared with DUCK v.,

senses 2, 4 of which

coincide with senses i, 4 of this ; and it is noteworthy that

the sb. duck is in many parts of Scotl. jook or jouk ; but

this seems an inadequate explanation, since the sb. is in

other parts diik or dok, and the vb. to duck (in water) is

generally dk : see DUCK v. The forms, coincide to some
extent with those of JOUK v.1 (which is not_ Sc.), but the

sense seems to be essentially distinct, coinciding to some
extent with that of JINK &. 1

]

1. intr. To bend or turn the body with a quick
adroit movement downward or to one side, in order

to avoid a missile or blow ; to dodge ; to duck.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis x. ix. 39 And jowkit in vnder the

speyr has he. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. 4530 It is cure

lait to juke quhen that the heid Is fra the hals. 1721 KELLY
Scot. Prov. i. 92 Juck, and let a Jaw go o'er you. 1785
BURNS To Jos. Smith xxv, I jouk beneath Misfortune's

blows As weel's I may. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xvi, But we
must jouk and let the jaw gang by.

1888 BARRIE Auld
Licht Idylls (1892) 146 The grey old man would wince, as

if 'joukin
'

from a blow.

b. transf. and fig. To swerve for a moment.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vul.^v. 120 This rolk .. Hercules it

>myttis wyth a mychty touk Apon the richt half, for to mak
it jouk. 1573 DAVIDSON Commemt. Vprichtnes 152 in Satir.

prichtneP. Ref. xl, He. .did not iouk ane ioit from vprichtnes.

2. intr. By extension : To dart or spring with an

adroit elusive movement out of the way or out of

sight ;
to hide oneself by such action ; to skulk.

a 1510 DOUGLAS Conscience 21 For Sciens baith and fayth-
full Consciens Sa corruptit ar with this warldis gude, That
falset ioukis in everie clerkis hude. 1560 HOLLAND Crt.

Venus I. 55, I lowkit than but dout quhen I thame sa /,

Behind the Bus, Lord hot I liggit law ! 1637 RUTHERFORD
Lett, (1862) I. 439, I think it manhood to play the coward
and jouk in the leeside of Christ. 1780-1808 MAYNE Siller

Gun in, As he strack, The supple tailor skips and springs-
Aye jouking back, c 1790 BURNS Past. Poetry vi, Come
forrit, honest Allan ! Thou need na jouk behint the hallan.

1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped'(1888) 165 Jouk in here among
the trees.

b. fig. To dart in and out (of sight).
a 1810 TANNAHILL Poems, Gloomy winter's now au>a',

'Neath the brae the burnie jouks. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders
(ed. 3) 155 The reed lowe jookin' through the bars.

3. trans. To evade, elude,
'

dodge ', by ducking,

bending, or springing aside.

1812 RANKEN Poems 36 Fain wad he the bargain jeuket, But
his honour was at stake. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. ~J

165 Ye micht possibly hae juiked the blunderbush. Mod.
Sc. Every sodger at first tries to jouk the bullets.

4. intr. To bend the body adroitly (without any
notion of dodging), t a. To bend oneself supply
as a tumbler or acrobat. Obs.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 789 Thus iowkit with iuperdyss

the iangland la.

b. To bow in salutation or obeisance; esp, to

make a quick jerky bow : cf. JERK z>.l 4.

1567 Ps. Ixxxiii. in Cade $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 105 Quhilk
can not do, bot drink, sing, Iouk and beck. 1686 G. STUART
Joco-ser. Disc. 13, I jowkt to her, she baikt to me. 1728
RAMSAY Strp-daughtft>s Relief\\\, Sax servants shall jouk
to thee. 1795 BURNS Heron Ballads I. iv, But why should
we to noblesiouk ?

c. fig. To cringe, fawn
; to dissemble.

IS73 DAVIDSON Commend. Vprichtnes Prol. in Satir.
Poems Reform, 276 That our watche men faint not, nor
begin to iouk or flatter with the world for feir of Tyrannis.
1821 GALT Ayrsh. Legatees I^et. xxxii. 274, I saw no
symptoms of the swelled legs that Lord Lauderdale, that

jooking man, spoke about.

Hence Jou-ker, one who jouks.
1573 DAVIDSON Death Kttox 34 in Satir. Poems Reform.

xli, Thair ioukers durst not kyitb. thair cure, For fear of
Fasting in the Fratour.

Jouk(e, obs. form of JUCK.

606

Joukery, jookery (d/wkari). Sf. and north.

In 6 ioukrie, 7 jewkry, S jouokry, 9 jookery,

joukry, -rey. [f. JOUK v. 2 : see -ERY.] Dodging ;

' underhand dealing, trickery
'

;

' deceit
'

(Jam.).

1563 Ressoning betuix Crosraguell t, Knox B iij b (Jam.)

Keip your promes, and pretex na ioukrie be my Lorde of

Cassillis writing. 1812 GALT Provost v. 38, I was so dis-

pleased by the jookerie of the bailie .. that we had no

correspondence on public affairs, till long after.

b. Comb. Joukery-cookery [cf. COOK v.1 3c],

artful management' (Jam.); joukery-pawkery

[PAWKY], clever trickery, jugglery, legerdemain.
1822 GALT Sir A. Wylie I. xxi. 182 As ye're acquaint wi'

a' the *jookery-cookery of newsmaking. Provost xiv.

112 Nothing could be more manifest than that there was
some jookerie copkerie in this affair. 1686 G. STUART Joco-

sir. Disc. 59 Deil fetcht was it but "Jewkrypawkry. 1785
R. FORBES Poems Bnchau Dial., Ajax's Speech 5 The sin

o' Nauplius. . His jouckry-pauckry finding out, To weir did

him compell. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf x, That there has

been some jookery-paukery of Satan's in a' this. 1871
W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xxxvii, There's been mair

joukry.pawkry wi' Dawvid nor ye're avaar o'.

Jouiillg (dgzrkin), vbl. sb. Sc. [f. JOUK v. z

+ -ING !.] The action of JOUK v? ; evasive move-
ment or action, dodging, eluding, bending.

1513 DOUGLAS &neis x. xiv. 144 This irksum traysing,

jowking, and delay. 1573 DAVIDSON Commend. Vprichtnes
51 in Satir. Poems Reform, xl, With iouking thay will

jangil craftelie. 1631 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 73 Inno-

cency and uprightness . . shall hold its feet . . when jouking
will not do it. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xxiii,

A bit canny joukin to let the jaw gae owre's.

Joul(e, obs. form of JOWL.
Joule (djaul). Physics. [Named 1882, after

Dr. J. P. Joule, an English physicist.] An electri-

cal unit, being the amount of work done (or of

heat generated) by a current of one ampere acting
for one second against a resistance of one ohm.
1882 A thenzum 26 Aug. 274/2 Dr. Siemens proposes to

add to these [electrical] units four new ones, as follows:

(i) a Watt ..(2) a Weber.. (3) a Gauss.. (4) a unit of heat, to

be called a 'Joule', and to be defined as the quantity of

heat generated by an ampere flowing through an ohm for

one second. Ibid, z Sept. 310/2 Two of his units were

unanimously approved namely, (i) the watt. .(2) the joule.

Hence Jon lemeter, a meter in which the

Joule is used as the unit of work or energy. Also

Joule's equivalent, = mechanical equivalent of

heat : see EQUIVALENT sb. 30.

Joult, Joulthead, obs. ff. JOLT, JOLT-HEAD.
Joulter, a. rare: [Deduced tromjoulter-heaJ,

JOLTER-HEAD.] Clumsily stupid.
1854 Black. Mag. LXXVI. 22 He seems to have a

collection of these puns, .stowed away in his Joulter jaws.

Jouncat, obs. form of JUNKET.
Jounce (dsauns), v. [Of obscure origin : it

has been compared to JAUNCB v., which it partly

approaches in use, but with which it can scarcely
be phonetically connected. Several words in

ounce, as bounce, flounce, pounce, trounce, are of

obscure history.]
1. inlr. To move violently up and down, to fall

heavily against something ; to bump, bounce,

jolt ; to go along with a heavy jolting pace.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 265/2 lowncynge, or grete yngentylle

mevynge [v.rr. iownsynge .. ioyuncynge], strepitus. 1711
S. SEWALL Diary n Aug. (1879) II. 321 One of the Porters

stoop'd to take up his Hat, by which means the .. Head of

the Coffinjounca upon the Ground, a 1823 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia, Jounce, to bounce, thump, and jolt, as rough riders

are wont to do. 1885 HOVVEI.LS Silas Lafham (1891) I. 60

The mare jounced easily along. 1886 HALL CAINE Son of
Hagar i. viii. The lawyer was jouncing along towards the

house with a lantern in his hand. 1888 Atlantic Monthly
Feb. 267 [The blue jay] stamped his feet, and jounced (the

only word to describe a certain raising and violent dropping
of the body without lifting the feet).

2. trans. To jolt, bump, or shake np and down,
as by rough riding ; to give (a person) a shaking.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xxiv. (1887) 96 Set him . . vpon

a trotting iade to iounce him thoroughly or vpon a lame

hakney to make him exercise his feete, when Tiis courser

failes him. 1834 Netv Monthly Mag. XLI I. 314 You have
become a little used to the bouncings and jouncings that

greet your first attempts to go to sleep. 1893 Chicago Ad-
vance 31 Aug., At every step of the [camel's] long, ungainly
legs the rider is bounced and jounced around and up and
down. 1897 R. KIPLING Captains Courageous 209 We
weren't runnin' for a record. Harvey Cheyne's wife . . were
sick back, an* we didn't want to jounce her.

Hence Jounce sb., a bump, a jolt, in which a

thing is raised and allowed to fall by its weight ;

a jolting pace.
1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss,, Jounce, a jolt or shake. A jounc-

ing trot, a hard rough trot. Norf. 1813 SIR J. CULI.UM
Hist. Hawsted (ed. 2) Vocab. (E. D. S.), Jounce, a joult,
a shock, or shaking bout. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights fy

Ins. II. xvii, She made straight for a bench .. sat herself

down upon it with a jounce. 1892 Harper's Mag. Aug.
341/1 You saw large individuals of the leisure class toiling
it in their daily foot-jounce. Z&93ZINCKE Whcrstead zbi

A jolt, or a shake, is a 'jounce '.

Joun(c)k, obs. form of JUNK sb.%

Joup(e, Jouperd, obs. ff. JIIPE, JEOPARD.
II Jour (xwr)- [OF. and F. jour : L. diurnum

neut sing, (used in pop. L. as sb.) of diumus of

or pertaining to the day, f. dies day.]

JOURNAL.

1 1. A day. Obs.
c 1450 Merlin 67 On the xi iour of Pentecoste, the kynge

satte at mete, and with hym the Duke of Tintagel. 1538
Churchtv. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 56 M* that tber is owyng
Thomas Clere which he hathe Accompted for dewe uppon
Joure.
2. //. (See qnot.) {f.jour : cf. DAY sb. 4.]
1882 CAULDFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Jours,

a term used by lacemakers to denote the open stitches that

form the Fillings in Needle and Pillow Laces.

Jour, var. GIAOUR. Jourer, obs. f. JUROR.
Journal (dgoMnal), a. and sb. Forms: 5

iurnalle, 5-7 ior null. 6-7 iournal(l, -el(l, 7

journall, (giornal), 7- journal, [a. OF. jur-,

jor-, journal, -el daily (livre, registre, papier

journal a day-book) ; as sb. a day, a day's work

(so in AF.) ; a measure of land, a breviary, etc.

(
=

Sp., fg.jomal, \\..giornale'] : late L. diurnal-em

of or belonging to a day, DIUBNAL.]

fA. adj. Obs.

1. Performed, happening, or recurring every day ;

daily, diurnal.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. xi. 31 Phoebus., his faint steedes

watred in Ocean deepe, Whiles from their iournall labours

they did rest. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. IV. ii. 10 So please you,
leaue me, Sticke to your Iournall course. 1637 BASTWICK

Litany n. 3 This is their journall practice. 1658 R. WHITE
tr. Digby's Povid, Symp. (1660) 144 To see a hand . . mark the

journall houres. .upon the flat of a quadrant.
2. Of or belonging to one day, restricted to the

day; ephemeral, rare.

1685 Gracian's Courtier's Orac. 72 There are some who
dayly differ from themselves. Their understanding is even

journal, and much more their will and conduct.

B. sb. I. A book or record.

fl. Eccl. A service-book containing the day-
hours : = DIURNAL sb. i. Obs.

1355-6 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 121 Ad repar. unius

Jurnal. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 268/1 Iurnalle, lytylle boke,

diurnale. 1454 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) cxlii, Also I wyte toy
said Thomas my jornenall that I bere in my slefe dayly. 1549
Act 3 # 4 Edw. Vt, c. 10 i AH Books called . . Couchers,

Journals, Ordinals.. shall be. .abolished.

f2. a. A book containing notices concerning the

daily stages of a route and other information for

travellers ;
= ITINERARY. (Cf. JOURNEY sb. 2, 3.)

1552 HULOET, Itinerary booke wherein is wrytten the

dystaunce from place to place, or wherin thexpenses in

journey be written, or called other wyse a iournall, hodte-

foriciim. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. x. 2 It is written

in an auncient Iournall of Burdeaux [mare. Itinerarium

Burdigal.\ that not farre from the Images there is a stone.

t b. A record of travel : = ITINERARY sb. i.

(Now only as in 4 a and c.)

1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa To Rdr. A iij. It is.. nothing
else but a large Itinerarium or Journal of his African

voiages. 1700 LAWSON (title)Journal of a thousand M iles'

Travel among the Indians. 1783 FRANKLIN in Lett. Lit.

Men (Camden) 425 Containing the Journal of the first

Aerial Voyage perform'd by Men.
attrib. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France i The journal form

hath the advantage of carrying with it a greater degree of

credibility ; and, of course, more weight.

3. A daily record of commercial transactions,

entered as they occur, in order 'to the keeping of

accounts, a. In a general sense = DAY-BOOK.

b. In Book-keeping by Double Entry, A book

in which each transaction is entered, in systematic

form, with statement of the accounts to which it

is to be debited and credited, so as to ensure

correct posting in the ledger. These entries are

either made at first-hand, or are 'journalized'
from a waste-book or day-book, in which they have

been entered as they occur, without consideration

of the special accounts concerned.
Thus the waste-book entry,

'

John Smith paid his ace1 of

100 due 3 months hence less discount at 5% 9% *5*- d-'<

would be entered in the journal as
' Dr. Cash ^98 15*.,

P. % L. Discount 1 55.; Cr. John SmMloo\
1540 Househ. Ord. (1700) 228 The said Cofferer shall

yearly within one moneth after the expirement of every

yeare, make a stett in his booke called the Journall, for

entring any Debentures or other Payments into the same.

1588 J. MELI.IS Briefe Instruct. B viij b, The parcels of the

Iournall ought to bee written . . in shorter sentence, without

superfluous words, than be the parcels in y" Inuentory or

Memorial. 1611 FLORID, Giornale, a iournall or day-booke,
such as Shop-keepers vse. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law-Merch.

363 The Iournall he [the Spaniard] calleth Manuall, . . and

vnto this they keepe a Borrador or Memorial, wherein all

things are first entred, and may vpon occasion be blotted,

altered, or (by error) be miscast, or not well entred. 1760

JOHNSON
Idler No. 05 Ty He made two mistakes in the first

ill, . . and dated all his entries in the journal in a wrong
month. 1836 /V*yC>:/. V.i 64/2 He. .posts to their credit

the several sums which he finds in the journal, carefully

stating in his ledger the page in the journal where the

entry came from, and in the journal the folio of the ledger

where the entry is gone to. 1882 BITHELL Counliug-Ho.
Diet. 162 The journal is . . one of the principal books, in

contradistinction to those which are auxiliary or accessory.

4. A daily record of events or occurrences kept

for private or official use. a. A record of events

or matters of personal interest kept by any one for

his own use, in which entries are made day by

day, or as the events occur. (In quots. 1670,

1781,3 single day's record.) Now usually imply-

ing something more elaborate than a diary.



JOURNAL.
1610 HOLLAND Camderis Brit. i. 18 Caesar hath in his

lournels or Day-books [in epjiemeridibus\ written [etc.].

1670 DRYDEN \st Pt. Cong. Granada in. i, Good heaven,
thy book of fate before me lay, But to tear out the journal
of this day. 1781 COWPER Conversat. 276 An extract of his

diary no more,A tasteless journal of the day before. 1825
SCOTT Jrnl. 20 Nov., I have all my life regretted that I did
not keep a regular Journal. 1855 MACAULAY Jrnl. 10 Jan.,
1 am getting out of the habit of keeping my journal.

b. A register of daily transactions kept by a

public body or an association
; spec, in pi.Journals^

the record of the daily proceedings in one or other

of the Houses of Parliament, kept by the Clerk of

the House.
1647 CLARENDON Hist* Reb. i. 7 Having carefully perused

the Journals of both Houses. 1769 BURKE Late St. Nat.
Wks. II.si We find

by an account of the Journals of the
house of commons in the following session, that [etc.]. 1773
J. ADAMS in Font. Lett. (1876) 127, I hope the Journal of
the Session will be published soon. 18x7 Part. Deb. 374
The Speaker's Reprimand was ordered to be entered on the

Journals.
c. Naut* A daily register of the ship's course,

the distance traversed, the winds and weather, etc. ;

a log or log-book.
1671 R. BOH UN Wind 77 What I could not . . collect from

many reviews of our Seamens Journals. 1706 PHILLIPS,
Journal . . in Navigation, a Book in which a particular
Account is kept of the Ship's Way, the Changes of the

Wind, and other remarkable Occurrences. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789) Y b, In all sea-journals, the day..
terminates at noon. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. %

Journal, synonymous at sea with log-book.

d. Mining. A record of the strata passed
through in drilling a bore-hole or sinking a shaft.

*f* 5. A record of public events or of a series of

public transactions, noted down as they occur day
by day or at successive dates, without historical

discussion. Also in pt. Obs.

1565 COOPER 77iesaurus s.v. Commentarius, Diurnt com-

mentary, a iournall, conteynyng thynges for euery daye.

1617 MORYSON Itin. ii. 84 That his Lordship purposed to

imploy me in the writing of the History or Journall of Irish

affaires. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xxviii. (1739)

130 Nor [are] they good Historians, that will tell you the

bare Journal of Action, without the Series of Occasion.

1687 RYCAUT Contn. Knolles* Hist. Turks II. 95 Memoirs,
Giornals, or Historical Observations of their Times.

6. A daily newspaper or other publication;

hence, by extension, Any periodical publication

containing news or dealing with matters of current

interest in any particular sphere. Now often

called specifically a publicjournal.
1728 POPE Dune. i. 42 Hence Journals, Medleys, Merc'ries,

Magazines. 1785 CRABBE Ne^vspaper 170 Our weekly
journals o'er the land abound. 1791-1823 D'!SRAELI Cur.

Lit., Lit. Jrnls., The Monthly Review, the venerable (now
the deceased) mother of" our journals, commenced in 1749.
1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 107 To the Editors of the Medical and

Physical Journal. Ibid., To merit insertion in your very
useful Journal. 1865 Sat. Rev. 7 Jan. 15/2 The opinion of

this journal has been already more than once expressed on
the subject. 1890 Spectator 21 June 875 The personalities
and weedy gossip of the Society journals.

II. Other senses.

{ 7. A day's travel
;
a journey. Obs.

1617 MORYSON /tin. n. 272 The Lord Deputy .. in his

journall towards Cilkenny Knighted three Irish men. 1633
B. JONSON Underwoods xcili, Now sun looke, And .. tell In

all thy age of journals thou hast tooke, Saw thou that paire
became these rites so well?

f8. Provision for a journey. (In quot., the

viaticum.) Obs.

1629 R. HILL Pathw. Piety, Courmunic. Tnstr. 35 If any
departed without receiuing this journall, he was not to be

interred in Christian Buriall.

9. As much land as can be ploughed in a day.

Properly the Kr. word journal (gwrnal), a land-

measure varying in different departments.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,, Journal,., as much land as a

Team of Oxen can plough up in one day. 1792 A. YOUNG
Trav. France 305 From Calais to Bolougne and Montrenil

the good land lets at 24 liv. the journal or arpent of Paris.

1882 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 13 The hiring price of land was
from 45 to 50 francs a journal for the best.

10. in Machinery. The part of a shaft or axle

which rests on the bearings. (Sometimes erro-

neously identified with *

bearing '.)

Originally used in a more restricted application :

l
It was

proposed by Buchanan, in his Treatise on Millivork, to apply
the wordgudgeon only to the bearing part at the end ofa shaft

or axle, which is exposed to bending action alone, and not

to twisting action ; and journal to an intermediate bearing

part through which a twisting moment is or may be exerted ;

but the custom of using the word "journal" in both senses

indiscriminately is so prevalent, that it is impracticable to

carry out Buchanan's suggestion'. (Rankine Machinery #
Millwork (1869) in. iii. iii. 460.) {Journal or journey in

this sense appears to have arisen in the Scotch workshops.
No explanation of its origin has been found.]

1814 R. BUCHANAN Shafts ofMills 24 note, Journals, or

journeys, are gudgeons subject to torsion. 1823 Milhvork

145 In the case of the small pinion .. a much greater stress

would be thrown on the journeys (or journalsjof
the shaft.

1848 CRAIG, Journal, in Mechanics, that portion of a shaft

which revolves on a support situated between the power

applied and the resistance. 1851 fllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.

247 The lower chamber of the axle-box, which contains the

journal and bearing, is cast in one piece. 1860 C. D. ABKL
Constr. Mac/tin. 75 The bearing or journal should always
be placed as near as possible to the gearing. Ibid. 78 For

upright shafts the diameter of the bottom journal which has
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to carrythe weight of the shaft and gearing should be deter-
mined by the amount of pressure [etc.]. 1881 Design fy
Work 24 Dec. 449/2 Those parts of a shaft which revolve
or work in these blocks are known indifferently as necks,
bearings, gudgeons, and journals. 1804 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 662 The oilers moved here and there, . . feeling and
examining every journal, rod, and crank.

III. 11. Comb. a. General combinations, as

journal-wise adv. (adj.).
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 54 Having written it

[the account] journal-wise, to amuse and employ her time.

174* Ibid. III. 415 At last I end my Journal-wise Letters as
I may call them. 1839 R. M. M'CHKVNE in Mem, iv. (1872)
104, I would have written journalwise.

b. Special combinations : in sense 3 (Book-keep-
ing), journal-entry, a formal entry in the journal;
in sense 10 : journal-bearing, the support of

a shaft or axle
; journal-box, the box or structure

enclosing the journal and ils bearings ; journal-
brass, a journal-bearing of brass, also of white

metal, etc. ; journal-packing, any mass of fibrous

material saturated with oil or grease, and inserted

in a journal-box to lubricate the journal.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. MecA.^mgJi The circular system

of anti-friction wheels for a *journal-bearing is described in

Tate's English patent, 1802. Ibid., A journal-bearing for

a vertical shaft with journal box, in one piece. 1864 WEBSTER,
*yoitrnal-lox. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines 4- Mining
497 Each journal-box of the friction rollers is held in position

by adjusting-screws, by which it can be moved horizontally
to or from the center line of the machine. 1888 Scribner s

Mag. 183/1 The other end is supported in a journal-box
out of view on the other side of the machine. 1836 Penny
Cycl. V. 165/2 If., the "journal entries already given are

properly posted into a ledger.

Journal (dgo-.in.al), v. [f. JOURNAL sl>.]

Chiefly in
pa. pple. Journaled.

1. trans. To record in a journal.
1803 J. KENNY Society 107 Oft o'er the journal'd tale she

cast Tier eye. 1892 Idler May 461 His Journaled impres-
sions of America.

2. In Machinery. To provide with or fix as a

journal : see JOURNAL sb. 10.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech._ 986/1 The grains.. are placed. .

in a glazing-barrell ; this is Journaled at the ends, and is

caused to rotate for some ten or twelve hours. 1881 Metal
IV'orld No. 12. 178 Plates in which pivots or small shafts are

Journaled as in clock work.

t JoUTnalary, a. Ol>s. rare.
[f. JOURNAL +

-ARY.] Of or belonging to each day ; occurring or

dealt with day by day.
c 1740 WARBUKTON Serin, i John iv. 20 Hence the origin

of friendship, . . which, while we are advancing towards . .

a Whole, teacheth us by the way all our journalary duties
to particulars. 176* Doctr. Grace II. ix, [As] Mr. Wesley
hath amply shown in the journalary history of his adventures.

Jou nial-book. [f. JOURNAL a. + BOOK sb.,

after F. Kvrejournal, OF. papierjournal, but the

first element is now felt as JOURNAL sb., as if the

sense were ' book containing, or consisting of, a

journal '.]
A day-book of any kind

; a diary of

events ; a book containing daily records.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xviii. (1897) IV. 184 So are the

Jornal bookes [F'. papiers journaux\ of Alexander the great
..greatly to be desired. 1659 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. I. 54 His

Majesty did this present day. .inanu sa propria take the
said Protestation out of the Journal-book of the Clerk of
the Commons House of Parliament. 1682 GREW Anat.
Plants Pref., Of this, entry was made in their [the Royal
Society's] Journal Book. i7z6S\viFTCtt/#z/cr I. ii, My comb
and silver snuff-box, my Handkerchief and journal-book.
1807 Edin. Rev. IX. 305 Every traveller carries a Journal-
book as regularly as a portmanteau.

Journalese (d.^Mnalf-z). cottoq. [f. JOURNAL
sb. + -E8E.] The style of language supposed to be
characteristic of public journals ;

'

newspaper
'
or

'

penny-a-liner's
'

English.
1883 Pall Mall G. 6 Apr. 2/1 Translated from 'Journalese

'

into plain English. 1893 A thenznm 30 Dec. 901 It is sad.,

to find [him] guilty of such journalese as '

transpired '. 1893
R. KIPLING Many Invent. 166, I . . refrained from putting any
journalese into it.

t JouTnalet. 06s. rare~ l
. [f. as prec. + -ET.]

A little journal.
1776 T.TWINING in Country Clergyman iSt/i Cent. (1882) 4r

Next in my little journalet stands our expedition to Ealand.

II Journalier(3rnalye),a.&^. rare. [V.joar-
nalier daily, a day-labourer, f. journal JOURNAL.]
f A. adj. Of newspapers : Published daily. Obs.

1714 E. LEWIS Let. to Harley 7 May in Dk. Portland's

Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) V. 436 Since you left us we
have several new journalier papers, viz., the

' Reader ', the
' Monitor ', the ' Patriot ', and the

' Muscovite '.

B. sb.

1. (?dgMnal:'i). A newspaper writer, a jour-
nalist. (Not in F.)
1711 SWIFT Put. Spirit Whigs Wks. 1738 VI. 46 This

Writer is reported to be what the French call a Journalier.

1883 Hartford Conrant (U. S.) June, The statement made

by a Broadway travelling commission firm to a journalier.

2. A day-labourer.
1891 G. MEREDITH One ofour Cong, xxxi, A tight-packed

[third class] carriage of us poor journaliers would not have
obstructed them with as much as a sneer.

Jou'rnalish, a. rare '. [f. JOURNAL s6. +
-ISH !.] Of the character of a journal.

1712 SWIFT Jrnl. Stella 8 Feb., I never saw such a letter

. .so saucy, so journalish.

Journalism (djo'jnaliz'm), [a. F. journal-

JOUBNALIZE.

isme (1781 in Hatz.-Darm.), i. journal JOURNAL :

see -ISM.]
1. The occupation or profession of a journalist ;

journalistic writing ; the public journals collec-

tively.

1833 Westm. Rev. Jan. 195 (Reviewing a French work ' Dn
Joitmttlisnte ')

'

Journalism
'

is a good name for the thing
meant..A word was sadly wanted. Ibid. 196 The power
of journalism is acknowledged, .to be enormous in France.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. I. iv, Great is Journalism. Is
not every Able Editor a Ruler of the World, being a per-
suader of it? 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com, (1881) ir2

Journalism for money is Egyptian bondage. No slavery is

comparable to the chains of hired journalism, a 1881 CAR-
LYLE in Westm. Gaz. (1804) 26 Feb. 7/1 [He [L. Stephen]
remembered Carlyle. .saying to a young man who told him
that he wrote for the papers,] 'Journalism isjust ditchwater '.

1887 M. ARNOLD in ig/i Cent. May 638 We have had
opportunities of observing a new journalism which a clever
and energetic man has lately invented. 1891 Pall Mall G.
ii Sept. 6/1 It was Matthew Arnold who christened the
' New Journalism

'

(that much abused and much misapplied
name) and identified it with Mr. Stead.

b. With a and//. A piece of '

journalese '.

1893 Pall Mall G. 30 Jan. 7/1 A rather pleasant Indian

novel, which would be better without some cheap journalisms.
2. The keeping of a journal ; the practice of

journalizing. rare~.
1848 CKAIG, Journalism, the keeping of a journal.

Journalist (dgiiunalist). [f. JOURNAL si. +
-1ST. Cf. f.journaliste (Diet. Acad. 1718).]
1. One who earns his living by editing or writing

for a public journal or journals.
1693 Humours Town 78 Epistle-Writer, or Jurnalists,

Mercurists. 1710 TOLAND Reft. Sacheverell 16 They [the

Tories] have one Lesley for their Journalist in London, who
for Seven or Eight Years past did, three Times a Week,
Publish Rebellion. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 31 Aug.

the more polite English term "
lady journalist

"
'.

attrib. 1881 SAINTSBURY Dryden v. .103 As we should put
it in these days, he [Dryden] had the journalist spirit.

2. One who journalizes or keeps a journal.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 323? 2 My following correspondent
. . is such a Journalist as I require. . . Her Journal . . is only
the picture of a Life filled with a fashionable kind of Gaiety
and Laziness. 1773 MICKLE Dissert. Lusiad App. (R. >,

The force, .is thus.. described byHernan Lopez de Casta-

neda, a contemporary writer, and careful journalist of facts.

1828 WEBSTER, Journalist, the writer of a journal or diary.

1848 in CRAIG ; and in mod. Diets.

Journalistic (dszanali-stik), a.
(s/:.) [f. prec.

+ -ic.]
1. Of or pertaining to journalists or journalism ;

connected or associated with journalism.
1829 CARLYI.E Misc., Germ. Playwrights I. 297 The

habits of the journalist, the old journalistic way of looking
at public questions, .still distinguish his speeches.

2. Addicted to journalism, rare.

1833 Westm. Rev. Jan. 195
' The Frenchman ', he [a French

writer] again remarks,
'
is beyond all others journalistic '.

Ibid. England may be maintained to be as '

journalistic
'

as

any part of the globe.

B. as sb. in //. Journalistics, matters pertain-

ing to journalism ; the practice of journalism.
nonce-use.
18. . CARLYLE (L.), It is a well-known fact in Journalistics

that a man may not only live but support wife and
children by his labours in this line, years after the brain. .

has been completely abstracted.

Journalistically, adv. [f. prec. + -AL +
-LY 2

.]
In a journalistic manner

;
in the matter

of public journals or journalism ; by means or

through the medium of public journals.

1870 Even. Standard 26 Oct., Certainly the aggregate of

articles in this journalistically barren land has been un-

precedented. 1891 Pall Mall G. 9 Oct. 6/3 The Quakers
are waking up journalistically. 1894 Athettxitm 21 July

97/1 To establish a
'

Court of Honour '

in matters journal-

istically professional.

Jotvriializable, a. rare. [f. next + -ABLE.]
Fit to be journalized.
1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. t; It. Jrnls. II. 717 Few things

journalizable have happened during the last month.

Journalize (dgSfciniteiz), v. [See -IZE.]

1. trans. To enter in a journal or book for daily

accounts ; spec, in Book-keeping, to make a journal

entry in which the Dr. and Cr. accounts are

specified, in order to its being posted to the proper
accounts in the ledger.
1766 W. GORDON Gen. Counting-ho. 17 To journalize the

inventory. 1786 W. LARKINS Let. in Burkc's Wks. XIV.

225 He requested me to form the account of his receipts and

disbursements, which you will find journalised in . . the

Honourable Company's general books of the year 1781-2.
1816 Genii. Mag. LXXXVI. I. 345 A Waste-book, .in which

transactions are hastily entered^
until more leisurely jour-

nalised in a proper form. 1849 FREESE Comm. Class-bk. 101

From the books above specified, the accounts are organised
in the Journal, or as it is termed, journalised ; and thence

posted into the Ledger.
2. To enter, record, or describe in or as in a

private journal.
'775 J- JEKYLL Corr. 29 July (1804) ii. 39 A little tour

I had made for a week, and which I shall journalise after

1 have thanked you. 1777 JOHNSON Lei. to Mrs, Thrale



JOTTBNALIZEK.

entries in or keep a journal.

,8<6 KANE Arct. t-xpt. i. xix. ., . .

ttend to in my weak state to journalize.

To engage in journalism; to do the work of

a journalist.

,864 Realm 13 Apr. 3 A writer who is also an actor in

politics . . is a healthier man than the journalist who jour-

nalises in sstcula sstcutorum.

Hence Journalizing M. sb. and ppl. a. Also

The act of digesting tnese onguaw => >"% "i^ Vi
nalizing, because they are collected together in a book

called The Journal. .837 LOCKHART Scott Nov an. .825,

Though not a regular journahzer, he kept a brief diary.

t Jon-mally, adv. Obs. [f. JOURNAL a. + -LY 2]

Every day ; daily, diurnally.
LYNDESAV Dial. Exper. t, Courteour 372 All men

begynnis for tyll de The dayof thare Natiuitie ;
.

.journelly

thay do proceid, Tyll Atrops cut the fatell threid. 1592

BURGHLEY^/. in c/*ro'iC?m(Roxb.)28iTorePeateyour
advertisements unto us..verie perticularly and journallie.

[Journ-chopper, a blundered representation of

yern-chopper, yam-dealer, in Cowell ; reproduced

more and more corruptly in succeeding law dic-

tionaries down to Wharton's, 1883, as journey-

chopper, journey-hopper. See YARN-CHOPPER.]

Journey (d2Mni),J*. Forms: 3-5iurn-,3~7

iorn-, iourn-, (5 iowrn-, iern-) ; 3, 6 -eie, 3-6

-e, -ay, 3-7 -ey, 4-7 -ee, 5~7 -?> -eye, 6 -aye, 6-7

-ie; 7 jorney(e, journee, -y, 7- journey, [a. OF.

iornee (uth c.), journee, F. journte day, day's

space, day's travel, work, employment, etc. (in OF.

also travel, a conference, etc.)
= Pr., Sp., Pg. Jor-

nada, It. giornata :-pop.L. *diurnata, f. diurnum

day, sb. use of neut. of diurnus of the day, daily,

f. dies day. For the suffix -ata, -ada, -ee, -ey, see

-ADE. OF.joiimee corresponded in various senses

with med.L. dieta ; hence journey and DIET sb?

agree in some of their senses.]

I. fl. A day. Obs.

(-1305 in Rel. Ant. II. 178 Thi dawes beth i-told, thi

jurneis beth i-cast. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 254 AH
the cytees . .senden hym riche presentes so bat at bat lourneye

[ F. cellejurne\ he schall haue more ban Ix charlottes charged
with gold and syluer. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv.

155 The thyrde dyshonoure was, that euery man myght . .

myssayne the Prynce for that lorney. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Journee, a day or whole day.

t b. Law. Journeys accounts (med.L. dietx cotn-

putatx 'days counted'), the number of days

(usually fifteen) after the abatement of a writ

within which a new writ might be obtained. Obs.

1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636* 364 The writ abating for

some cause that cannot be imputed to the Plaintifes folly :

..himselfe bringing another with speed in the same Court

against the same partie, we call it a writ purchased by
lourneys accompts. 1641 Tcrmes de la Ley 191 b, If it be

purchased by lournies accounts (that is to say, within as

little time as hee possibly can after the abatement of the

first Writ i. .And fifteen dayes have been held a convenient

time for the purchase of the new Writ. 1883 Whartorit
Law Lex., Journey's accounts, the shortest possible time

between an abatement of one writ and the issuing of another.

fc. An appointed day; in phr. to give (assign)

journey of battle, treaty, to agree to or fix on a day
for battle or negotiation. (Cf. OF. mettre joitrnie^

(This has associations with senses 7 and 8.) Obs.

c 1500 Melusine So, I gyue you iourney of batayll at the

requeste of the knight straunger on suche day that he shall

assigne. Ibid. 291 They had Counseyll that they shuld

requyre king Vryan iourney of traytye vpon fourme of peas
..And the iourney was assygned by thaccorde of bothe

partes on the iii'<" day.
II. 2. A day's travel ;

the distance travelled in

a day or a specified number of days.

) a. simply. An ordinary day's travel, the dis-

tance usually travelled in a day. As a measure of

distance, varying with the mode of travel, etc. ;

usually estimated in the Middle Ages at 20 miles.

c 1250 Gen. 9f Ex. 1391 Fro Bersabe iurnes two Was Sat

lnd Sat he bed him to [AfS. two], c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

41/234 pis holie Man ladde bene dede forth . . Fyftene lorneies

grete are day. .To be mount of loie. a 1300 Cursor M.
9192 (Cott.) pe tune o niniue, pat was of vmgang thre

iorne [Gfftt. jornays thrie]. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 154 Tancrez was fulle herid, conueied him tuo

joumcz. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (i839> xvii. 178 A 52 jorneyes fro

this Lond . . there is another Lond . . that men clepen Lamary.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon xxi. 63 The most surest way is

hense a .xl. iumeys, & the other is but .xv. iumeys.
b. With qualification : A (or one) day's journey
a.; two,lhrte (etc.) days' journey, the distance

travelled in the number of days specified.
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c 1340 Cursor M. 11741 (Trin.) Of britti dayes lourney bro

pou shal haue but a day to go. c 1400 MAUNDEV . (Roxb.)

v 15 Fra Keruch three day iourneez cs be cytee of Sardyne.

1422 tr Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 200 God sente the

prophete lonas to the grete Cite of Nynyyee, wyche was

a thre-dayen Iornay. 1560 J. DAUS tr. Sleidane s Comm.

i88b, Trent is .. thre dayes lorney on this syde Vemse.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <$ P. 231 A whole Day's Tournj;.

Ibid. 261 Sending at least Twelve Days Journy for their

Fuel. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. :o2 The King said to him,

How many days' journey distant ?

f c. The portion of a march or expedition actu-

ally done in one day, or accomplished each day ;

a stage of a journey. Obs. or merged in 3.

1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon vii. 156 They dyde soo

moche by there iourneys that they cam to saynt lames in

Galyce. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 177 They set forward

the King, and by easy iorneys brought him to London.

1617 MORVSON /tin. To Rdr. F 5 For the First Part of this

Worke, it containes only a briefe narration of daily journies.

'759 JOHNSON Rasselas xxxvii, We travelled onward by
short journeys.

d. The daily course of the sun through the

heavens. (Now taken as,fig. from 3.)

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 464 The Sunne, in his

daily journey round about this vast Globe. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 559 Scarce the Sun Hath finish! half his journey.

1694 PRIOR Hymn to Sun 3 As thou dost thy radiant

journies run. 1719 WATTS Ps. LXXII. n, Jesus shall reign

where'er the sun Does his successive journies run.

3. A '

spell
'
or continued course of going or

travelling, having its beginning and end in place
or time, and thus viewed as a distinct whole ;

a

march, ride, drive, or combination of these or other

modes of progression to a certain more or less

distant place, or extending over a certain distance

or space of time; an excursion or expedition to

some distance
;
a round of travel. Usually applied

to land-travel, or travel mainly by land, in con-

tradistinction to a voyage by sea.

The normal word for this in English, often qualified by
an adj., or phrase, as a long, short, quick, slow, good, tad,

cold, dangerous, difficult, easy, interesting, pleasant, pros-

perous, successful, tedious, uncomfortable journey ; a /. by

railway, railway j.,j. on foot ; j. to London, to the conti-

nent, into the country, etc. Phrases : to make or undertake

a j. ; to take one's j., to set out and proceed on one's way.
a 1225 [see bj. c 1375 Leg. Rood (1871) 123 When he was

bus cumen hame ogayn, Of his iorne he was ful fayne.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4029 To morwe let ous our iorne take,

Hamward a?en to ryde. 1382 WVCLIF Acts ix. 3 Whanne
he made iourney, it bifel, that he cam ny} to Damaske.

1503 HAWES Examp. Virt. ix. vii, So forth I went walk-

ynge my iournay. 1526 TINDALE Luke xv. 13 Not longe
after the yonger sonne. -toke his iorney intoafarre countre.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hum cvii. 360 Within a shone tyme
they had sayled a great iourney. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Edw. IV 223 Kyng Edwarde . . made a lorney into Kente.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 151 And at parting, .they wish him
a happy journey. 1649 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N, Papers
(Camden) 149 When you arrive att your jorneyes end.

1667 TEMPLE Let. to Sir J. Temple Wks. 1731 II. 42 My
Sister took a very strong Fancy to a Journey into Holland.

1713 STEELE Guard. No. 8^4 Being tired, .with so many
long and tedious journies. 1763 HUME in Calderwood Life
viii. (1898) 139 A journey to Glasgow will be one of the first

I shall undertake. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 89 When he

had made his journey, and accomplished his business. 1888

RUSKIN Prxterita I. vi. 188 On longer days of journey we
started at six.

b. fig. , esp. the '

pilgrimage
'

or passage through
life.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 352 pe pilegrim iSe worldes weie. .monie

binges muwen letten him of his jurneie. c 1400 Rom. Rose

4993 Where Elde abit, I wol thee telle . . If Deth in youthe
thee not slo, Of this iourney thou maist not faile. 1533
MORE Debell. Salem ii. Wks. 934/2 That murmur and
discencion against the clergy was than already farre gone
onwarde in hys vnhappye iurney. 1535 COVERDALE Ps.

ci[i]. 23 He hath brought downe my strength in my iourney.

1672 GREW Idea Philos. Hist. PI. 3 If we consider how

long and gradual a Journey the Knowledge of Nature is.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 645 This life .. is

a journey, or rather one stage of our journey through
matter. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. (Househ. ed.) 375/1
We used to toast a quicker journey to the old man, and
a swift inheritance to the young one.

fc. transf. Any course taken or direction fol-

lowed ; spec, (in making a mine), the line along
which the gallery is carried. Obs.

1571 DK.CES Pantom. \. xxxv. L iij b, You may make by
the former preceptes moste certeine plattes of your iorneis.

1591 Ibid. (ed. 2} xxxvi, Finde out the true distance of the

place whither you meane to carrie the mine :. .how many
degrees from the East, Weast, or other principal Quarters
of the Heauens the iourney lyeth. 1578 BANISTER Hist.

Man I. 32 The beginning and lourney of y greatest nerue.

d. dial. The load or amount carried at one

journey : cf. GANG rf.1 7.

1859 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XX. n. 314, 1 can . . in a few

hours have a journey of corn ready for market.

f4. A military expedition, a campaign, etc.

Sometimes, Any military enterprise, as a siege. Obs.

ri38o WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 349 pis laste iourne bat

Englishemen maden into Flandres. 1417 in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. ii. I. 56 Your saide Lifetenaunte. .made many
greate jernies and hostinges uppon one of the strongest
Irishe enimies of Leynstre. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI
101 b. Thei lefte that iourney for a tyme, and ceturned to

the Castle . . and besieged the same. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. $ Cowmm. (1603) 62 The Spanish king never enter-

prised anie sole ioumey against the Turke. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. n. 49 Other Deputies used to make some two or three

ioumies in a Summer against the rebels.

JOURNEY.

III. A day's work.
5. A day's labour

; hence, a certain fixed amount
of daily labour

;
a daily spell or turn of work (see

quots.). 06s. exc. dial. \ In journey, at work as

a day-labourer (pbs.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 5870 (Gott.) Fra bat time nedis had bai,

Do tua iornays appn a day. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvll. 5
When here deuer is don and his aaies iourne, pen may men
wite what he is worb. 1502 Orel. Crysten Men (W. de W.
1506) iv. xxx. 349 They that holdeth werkemen in lourney.
a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VI 97 Ordinaunces . . against the

excessive taking of Masons . . and other laborers for their

daily iorneis. 1552 HULOET, lourney with cattell at cart-

ynge, plowynge, opera. 1706 PHILLIPS, Journey .. Among
Farmers a Days Work, in ploughing, sowing, reaping, etc.

1875 Sussex Gloss., Journey, a day's work. 1881 /. Wight
Gloss., Journey, a day's work at plough.

fig, 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 29 For bat nyjtes

iornay sche axede fredom for here mede.

t6. A day's doings or business. Hence, generally,

Business, affair. To 'wish one a good journey, to

wish one well through a business. Obs.

a 1352 MINOT Poems in. 9 Thare he made his mone playne
..And all that land, untill this day, Fars the better for that

jornay. ^1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiv. 113 In be meen

tyme be Crete Caan died ; and forbi be ioumee chaunged
efter to be werse. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2579 Euer we will

be at youre will, What iurney ye will put us tyll. c 1475

Partenay 141 Do it at your owne lesire ; For all the labour

and iornay is your. 1672 W. MOUNTAGU in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 317 The trial . . stands

appointed for the 2nd of May; so wish your Lordship
a good journey.

1 1. esp. A day's performance in fighting ;
a

battle, a fight ;
= DAY 10. To keep the journey,

to keep the field, to continue the fight. Obs.

CI330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 18 Adelwolf his fader

saued at bat ilk iorne. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xin. 323 He
did mony a fair Iourne, On sarisenis thre deren}eis did he.

c 1440 LONELICH Grail xiv. 75 A wondirful knyht. .That Al

this day hath kept the lorrne A}en thy fowre batailles.

1455 Paston Lett. I. 336 Alle the Lordes that dyed at the

jorney arn beryed at Seynt Albones. c 1500 Melusine 231

Lordes, barons, auaunce, the iourney is oure, For they may
not vs escape, a 1548 HALL Chron,, $

Hen. VI11 (1809)

550 The Frenchmen call this battaile the iourney of

Spurres because they ranne away so fast on horsbacke.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 171 What crowne could haue bin

gained and woon at the iourney of Cannae. 1617 MORVSON
/tin. n. I. ii. 84 The Rebels lost in this iourney above 800.

f 8. A meeting held on nn appointed day, esp.

for public business ; =DiET sb? 5. Obs.

c 1500 Mclusine 291 Thenne came to the iourney of traytye

councell, called a iourney or a diet.

9. A round or turn of work, such as is done at

one time, in a day or a shorter space.
a. At the Royal Mint, (a) The coinage of a

certain weight of gold or silver, orig. representing
the amount of one day's work : viz. 180.0321 Troy
ounces of gold (701 sovereigns or 1402 half-

sovereigns), or 720 oz. of silver, (b) The parts
of the surfaces of a pair of rolls used to roll fillets

down to the thickness of the coin required ; supposed
to have been so called because after a day's work

it is necessary to select another portion of the

surface owing to wear.
a 1600 Hart. MS. 698 If. 157 Of every

iournie of silver

contayning xxx Ib. wt. tooe peaces [shall be taken]. Hid.
If. 169 Certaine pec's of ev'ry iorny that was coyned the

same r

a box kepi

inoneth. 1789 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 230 The pix is

kept at the Mint into which one piece of every

ant and ceremonious proceeding. . . Several coins are taken

-....ng or coinage it --... .

. . or rather the entire coining at one time is made up into

journeys, each of one hundred and eighty ounces, or fifteen

pounds of standard gold.

b. Glass-making. A round of work in the course

of which a certain quantity of raw material is

converted into glass.

1875 Ure's Did. Arts II. 652 This waste is first of all

calcined, .from 24 to 30 hours being the period of a journey
. . in which the materials could be melted and worked into

bottles. 1886 Leeds Merc. 28 Sept., If all things were

favourable a man could make 57 dozens of bottles on
' a journey ',

as it was called, in seven hours.

C. slang. A turn of work ;
a ' turn '; a time or

occasion.

1884 Longm. Mag. V. 179 'Well', said the policeman ..

'as for him, he's got safe enough off, this journey !'

flO. Machinery, a. = JOURNAL sb. 10. b. See

quot. 1833. Obs.

1814-1823 [see JOURNAL so. 10]. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf.
Metal II. 226 This carriage, with the forms of types

properly secured upon it, is adapted to move backwards

and forwards upon steady guides or journeys.

11. atlrib. and Comb., as jottrncy-bee, -gutder,

-hack, -milkman, -speed; ijourney-bated adj. ;

journey-book, an itinerary or road-book ; jour-

ney-mon'ey (see quot. 1883); journey-ring, a

kind of ring-dial or portable sun-dial ; journey-

weight = sense 9 a. Also JOURNEYMAN, etc.



JOURNEY.
1596 SIIAKS. i HtH.1V, iv. iii. 26 So are the Horses of theEnemie In generall ,ourney bated, and brought low ,MANDEVI..LE Fab Bees (, 725 ) I. l6 Their dergy rou/3from laziness La,d not t '

. 725 . l er dergy rou/from laziness, La,d not their charge on 'journey-bees ifijoHOLLAND Camdati Brit. ,. 358 Mentioned by Antonine
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). [f. JOURNEY sb. 5

1. One who, having served his
apprenticeship toa handicraft or trade, is qualified to. work at it

lor days wages; a mechanic who has served his
apprenticeship or learned a trade or

handicraft,and works at it not on his own account but as
the servant or employee of another

; a qualifiedmechamc or artisan who works for another
Distinguished on one side from apprentice, on the
other from master.

JOVIAL.

Jouster, hawker offish : see JOWTER

hdn teHfti
bs - Also s iouute

' eowte -lute [In iorm identical with OF. joitte (jote
jutf) vegetable pot-herb (L. */,), hte esp. beet

'

'' &J*"* in Du Cange).] In//.
made chiffly

o
e
p
d
e

;

a

9oT.r
of coining were-"

Journey (d3 -Jni), . Forms : 4-6 iorn-, 4-7
lourn-; 4-7 -ey, -ay, 5-6 -ie; 7-8 journy, 7!journey, [a. AF. journey-er, OF. ja(u)ruover
-ier, -ler to travel, to put off (a person), etc f
journeejornee JOURNEY si.]

I. 1. intr. To make or proceed on a jonruey
to travel.

ben'frn F'^"TP""'' '""" (RoIIs) '<7' He iorneved=n fro land to land, a 1400-50 A llxmuttj- 2249 A gentil-man full ,oyles {* s hym after f ^J^
1"'

f?., H ?^T" gent'"y th
>'
r <*a^roUM knichtisc 147 HENRY Wa//** vm. 976 Qahen Wallace thus throw

3orkschyr jowrnat was. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Acts ix. 3 Andwhen he iomeyed.. he: was come nye to Damasco. ,667

sW a r
IV" ' 73 Sa

l
an had J urn!ed "' Pensive andslow. 1813 COLERIDGE Remorse 11. ii. 77 Think'st thou

Ijpurmed hither To sport with thee? 1804 I T FOWL*.
tr d- 54 "" ' ' J Urneyed SO1" "

""*<:
Parlt- V" So6/2 Aswe]1 housholders as

ovX?^' ^""'ni1"1,^^ 11""2- -48. in ,y.

be eferte W33
!

V f
'^ Jornayme" of theTaide craffebe electe Warden. 1550 D,sc. Cowman Weal E,tf ,5

(Surt'ees^ ^ mm
ij
" * da

>'e
.

more - '<* ^tr? Bks.

JESS~

tb. To travel by ordinary daily stages
JOCRNEY sb. 2 c. Ola.
1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD yrnl. (i8841 4 Finding that* eXer

cf

.. ^ it : to make the journey. Obs.

(Hist MSS. Comm.) I. 333 After that ti'me

/
"l't

/

'*wlll

/
be'too late to journey it.

2. trans. To travel, traverse. ? Obs.
1531 ELYOTGOT.. i.xi, Realmes,cities, sees, ryuers,and moun-

taynes, that, .can nat be icurnaide and pursued 1720 <; v

jP(i 745) II. 151 When .. the pale moon hadjourney'dhalf the skies. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, vi. vi, I,, a palmer'sweeds arrayed. . I journeyed many a land.

t 3. To take (a horse) through a journey ; to ride
or drive. Obs.

1590 MARLOWE 2nd Ft. Tamonrl. m. v, You shall have
Bits. And harness d like my horses, draw my coach I shallhave occasion shortly to journey you. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f Beasts (1658) 3,8

' The Pains . . breedetn in the pasternsfor lack of clean keeping and good rubbing after the horse
hath been journyed.

f4. intr. To engage in a battle. Obs.
c '475 RaufCoil^car 485 Haue he grace to the gre in ilk

lornaymg.
5. trans. (Royal Mint.) To weigh or count coins

into '

journeys
'

: see JOURNEY sb. 9 a.

II. f8. Sc. trans. To remand (a person) for
justice, or put off (a matter in

litigation) to another
day ; to adjourn. Cf. JOHN v. Obs.
1478 Ada Audit. (1839) 75/2 J>ai war lauchfully Journait

to the ferd court before hir bailje. 1493 Ada Dom. Cone.
(1839) 302/1 James lord of abernethy. .protestit It sulde turne
him to na preiudice quhill he wer ordourly Journayit. 1609SKENE Reg. Maj. 106 Quhatsomever pane be journeyed in
quhatsomeuer Court, and the Baillie of that Court assignesane certaine day and steid to them, for to receaue fulfilling
ofjudgement, or dome be them asked.
Hence Jou-rneyed///. a., travelled; Jou-rney-

ing///. a.

1553 T- WILSON Rhet. (1580) 164 Some far journeyed
gentleman at their retourne home .. will ponder their talke
with oversea langage. 1739 G. OGLE GuaUhents ff Grisetda
ai A Fairer, not the journeying Sun surveys. 1847 EMKRSONPoems

, Spliinx 29 The journeying atoms. . Firmly draw,
firmly drive, By their animate poles.

Journey-cake : see JOHNNY-CAKE. Journey-
chopper, -hopper : see JOUEN-CHOPPER.
Journeyer (d,^-jni|3j). [f. JOURNEY v. + -ERI.
With iourneor'm. first quot. cf. OF.jai/nieora day-
labourer.] One who journeys, a traveller.
1566 PAINTER/W. Pleas. I. Pref. n Which, .the iourneors

on horsback [may use] for a chariot or lesse painful meane
of trauaile. 1647 LILLY Chr. Astro!. Hi. 37o Note, the
ascendant is for the Journier. 1655 DiGGF.sCw;//*/. Amtass
f

1S Joumeyer slain by the Robber. iSsjCHAMinRMy Iravels III. x. 219 The most entertaining journeyer
along the high-road of life I ever knew.

Journeying (dgz/-jni,in),^/. sb. [f. JOURNEYS.
+ -ING!.] The action of the vb. JOURNEY ; travel-

ling ; f engagement in a battle (obs.).
ci^ytArth.tfAferl.isis No lete thai neuer jornaying.Til

thai com to Ban the king, c 1475 [see JOURNEY it. 4 ], 1526
TINDALE 2 Cor. xi. 26 In iorneymge [1611 -ings] often. 1611
BIBLE Num. x. 28 Thus were the iourneyings of the children
of Israel, according to their armies. 1780 COWPER Lett., to

VOL. V.

me morning to set the journeymen to

ha^ftn'ffij
""'

"u 274 The g vern"ient appears to"have

baker?
"

n
ma

u
' except the hold whid> mastbakers and master tailors have on their journeymen. 1863W. G. BLAIKIE Better Days Work. Feofle ii. (1864) Si The

journeyman tyrannises over the apprentice* M- (chiefly depreciatory) : a. One who is
not a master' of his trade or business, b. One
who drudges for another; a hireling, one hired to
do work for another.

faction . pit all^heir
//OT

dilig

5
ence W^McT fonvar? t'hdr

^h
a
f'h

-Part' 'S88M
'i
rtret- F-P'St. (Arb.) 30 Nonresidentswith their lourneimen the hedge priests. 1601 SHAKS. Ham.m. 11.37, I haue thought some of Natures louerney-men

"?"
,,,.f..

men
< and not made them well, a 1670 HACKETAof Williams i. (1692) 20 He attended at them ..and actedin them vwavoce, and did not put off the work to journeymen ,705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. . vi. 62 A Lord beingtoo Great to Pray to God himself, when he keeps a Journey?manor Chaplain to do that drudgery for him. 1761-71H WALPOLE Vertne's Anted. Faint. (1786) IV. 237 The

colouring was worse, .than that of the most errant journe-
Par

n
J, l

P
h
9 f'

n ' l8l7<Mav > rate ofPrint, A MasterLarson and his Journeyman.
V.Astron. More fully,journeyman clock: a secon-
dary clock in an observatory, used generally as an
intermediary in the comparison of standard clocks
1764 MASKELYNE in rial. Trans. LIV. 373, I fixed un T

htlle clock there, which may be called a^urneyma^or
secondary clock, having a pendulum swinging seconds
.787 SMEATON ikid LXXVII. 330 note. The journeymanclock was generally set to the transit clock on Sunday
mornings. . 1 he journeyman will generally agree with the
transit clock to

.2"
in 24 hours. xSoo J. SERVICE .VA. Jas.

liunlpt in rhir Notandums 162 The journeyman em-
ployed was compared with a sidereal clock.
4. attrib. and Comb., vs.journeyman tailor, work

joum-eyman-like adj. and adv.
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 407 Alle jorneymen straunirers

jomynge
to theseid cite/ ,6,5 J. STEPHEN.' Sn%rfss

"
4

Journy.man-hke hee travailes from place to place, seekingto be set on worke before he hath learnt his trade. 165?K. L.IGON Barbaaas (1673) '09 You may hire poor Journy-men Taylors, here in the City. 1764 Lmu Li/e (ed 5) m
Journeymen Clergymen putting on their best Bands and
Cassocks. 1825 CoBiiF.TT Rur. Rides (1885) II Q7 A
journeyman parson comes and works in three or foul-
churches of a Sunday. 1864 M. ARNOLD in CaraA. Mae
VP^Ju i

ra 'se the standarcl amongst us for what I have
called the journeyman-work of literature.

Jotrrneywo'inan. rare.
[f. as prec.l A

woman working at a trade for daily wages,

jouies He,h
g
o1htT6?W& * rfta

- thoghte have. ^1400 MAUNDEV. viii. (,830) =8

^';&,P/^ y ^ ?Tpel>'' wi 'h ioutes & with I^tes [Fraes wutes et des dates]. ciw> Aac. Cookery in Ho*,ekOrd. (1790) 426 Joutes on Flesh Day. Take cole anri
borage, and lang de beeff, and parsell, 2d befes? and arageand avence, and vyolet and saveray/and fenelle, and lethe'

serre'hi't foh
honlsmall P' thereto gode brothe ..and

a?sica
'

/'

C 144 P
Z?"t Pan>- 265/2 ^tys, potage,orassica, . .jnta. 1513 Bk. Kenynge in Batees M- 27!Than serue potage, as wortes, lowtesfor browls!

Jove (d.wuv). [ad. -L.Jov-em ace. (other obliquecases: Jan,,Jcvi. lave) of GL. Jaeis, for which in
the classical period the compoundJufpiterJupiter
^Jovis-pater}

was substituted; in It. Giew.f1. A poetical equivalent ofJupiter, name of the
highest deity of the ancient Romans : = JUPITER i
D. Colloquially used in the asseveration By Tave

'

cf. L.
projuppiter,projmem.

of fefrt sZ^-n*3?! L"' -673 (722) Ioue ek for 1* loue

fette j P ' lhe
f/
wh"*e '. forme of bole a-way bow

lette. 1599 &HAKS. Hen. V, n. iv. loo Therefore in fierce

iTkeTfou
5 C

^ mwinS' I" Thunder and in Srth quak"like a Ioue. 1672 WILKINS Nat. Rclig. 51 Believimr but
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called Jupj

ter or J ve
- with p'ainrelerence to the Hebrew name Jehovah. 1738 POPF Unit,Prayer , In ev'ry clime adored By saint by savage and

^Sf61 Je
i

Vah
' JT' r

,
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,
rd ' l886 S' T. ETI'N m1-aiist 120 I even upheaved the glorious seat of JoveD. I57S K. B. Appius f, Virginia in Hazl. Do<i*/,y IV
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rchant Would get but small argentiif I did not stand His very good master. 1588 SH!KS

rn'nf" K^ 'i,
; 49S y

,
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'
J a 'Waies tookc threc thr s for

nine. 1698 PARQUHAR Lave * Bottle in. i, Luc Did youever see me before? Roet. Never, by Jo 'e 1818 Miss**w Marriage ix, 'Venus and the Graces, by Jove
'

exdaimed b,r Sampson. i88S Miss BRADUON Wyllard'sH anil. i. 24 By Jove ! here comes the Coroner.
c. In names of plants, as Jove's beard =

JUPITER s BEARD (Treat. Bot. 1866); Jove's
fruit, a variety of wild Allspice or Feverbush
(Liiidera melissn-folia), growing in the southern
United States (Wrf.) ; Jove's nut (dial.), the
acorn (Halliw. 1847-78).
2. The planet Jupiter (poetic). Hence (like

Jupiter) b. Her. = Azure; c. Alch. Tin.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 576 (625) Saturne and Iouem Cancro loyned were. .562 LnoB^wortf(iS97) 129 TheTorse is by nature wreathed with pure colours of wise Ioueand Pale Luna Manteled of the first. ,509 T. M[OUFET]
f*""45 When Ioue they turne to Sol or Luna fine
173' POPE Ass. Man ,. 42 Ask.. Why Jove's satellites are

*1 Tiroc- 6^ The ns f Jove.

1732 FiELm-v-G Miser,, ii, No journeywoman sempstress is
half so much a slave as I am. 1843 C. ELIZABETH IVroi, "s
H'om. i. 99 The journeywomen, .receive'very poor wages
Journey-work (d#5-.miwgik). [f. JOURNEY

sb. 5 + \\ OKK.]
1. Work done for daily wages or for hire ; the
work of a journeyman.
1601 SIR W. CORNWALLIS J!ss. n. 1. N Nvb, The next

worke lorney worke . . and trust themselues onclv to their
hire. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull m. iv, When she could
not get bread for her family, she was forced to hire them
out at journey work to her neighbours. 1768-74 TUCKFR
t.t. {fat. (1834) II- 489 He may better qualify himself to act
as a master, by doing journeywork in the interim.

fig- (chiefly depreciatory). Work delegated to
a subordinate or done for hire

; servile, inferior, or
inefficient work ; hackwork.
1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 55 Machiauell will no

longer worke lourney-worke with the Deuill, he will now
cut out the garment of damnation himselfe. 1714 SWIKTCm. Wks. 1841 II. 514 They would not give the dragon
[Lord Oxford] the least quarter, excepting only a pension if
he will work journeywork by the quarter. 1839 GEN. P
IHOMPSON Audi Alt. II. Ixxxix. 64 Fancy decent and
reverend men set to such a job ofjourney-work by virtue of
their offices. 1880 SWINBURNE Stud. Shaks. App. (ed 2>2j5ihe swift impatient journeywork of a rough and ready
hand.

So Jou-rney-wo:rker, -workman, a journeyman.
^SS Pnil. Trans. XLIX. 172 Servants, journey-workmen,and young people, that are to push into life. 1886 T.

HARDY Woodlandcrs iv, Besides the itinerant journey-
workers there were also present [etc.].

Jous(e, Jousy, obs. forms of JUICE, JUICY.
Joust, sb. and v., Jouster, -ing, common

variant spellings of JUST, JUSTER, -INC.

Joust, obs. form of JUST s&,2, a pot.

3. Comb.
, as/at'e begotten, -born, -like, etc.

, ad is.

1613 HKVWOOD Silv. Age m. i. Wks. i874 III. 123 Yet inher wombe the loue-bredlssue striues. 1634 MILTON Co,,,,,*
C 76 Not that Nepenthes, which the wife of Thone In EeVDt
gave to Jove-born Helena. 1723 POPE Oayss. xxiv. 381 The
Jove-descended Maid. 1774 Efist. to Sir W. Chamkcrs
,\' -f !?

St
T
SCr '
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*hen '

er Crane Cou"'s P'lilosophicgods The Jove-like majesty of Prmgle nods. 1848 BucKLHYHomer s Ihad 1 15 There Jove-beloved HectorVntered.
'

-eove ectorntere.
t Jove'ncel. Obs.

[a. OF. jovcncel, mod.F.
joiivenceau = It. giovincelh :-late L. *juvencellus
(cf. cl. L. juvetuultts), dim. of juvencas young.]A young man, a youth.

<: 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn iii. 18 The louencel blanch-
ardyn, loyful and gladde. 1490 Eneydos xxxvi. 124 One
of the louencellys that thus dyde sporte hym selfe there.

[Joves = Y.joues, cheeks (of a battery). See
List of Spurious Words.]
Jovial (d=jou-vial), a. [a. F. jovial (Rabelais,a '553), ad. It. gioviale

' borne vnder the planet
Ioue' (Florio, 1598), ad. 1,. jovial-is of or per-
taining to Jupiter, i.jovi-s : see JOVE and -AL.]
tl. Of or pertaining to Jove ; Jove-like, majestic.
1604 DRAYTON Owl 220 When this princely jovial fowl [the

eagle] they saw. 1610 HEALEY .57. Aug. Citie of God in.
xxvu. (1620) 137 Merula the louiall Flamine cut his owne
vemes and so bled himselfe out of their danger. 1611 HEY-
wooi) Gold. Age in. Wks. i874 III. 50 All that stand Sink
in the weight of his high louiall hand.
2. Of or belonging to the planet Jupiter; also

absol. as sb. An inhabitant of Jupiter.
1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 240 The highest of Jupiter'sMoons is between twenty and thirty Jovial Semidiameters

distant from the Center of Jupiter. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs
Math. 450 b, Saturn . . hath several . . lesser Planets, like the
Jovial Satellites, a 1734 NORTH Lives, Guild/ord (1826) II.
183 Applying Jovial observations to marine uses, for finding
longitudes at sea. 1870 PROCTOR Other Worlds 122 There
must be four moons visible above the horizon of the Jovials.
1 3. Her. Azure in colour. Obs.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 173 In loviall blew

mantles, as a man would say in the colour of iust lupiter
t4. Alchemy. Of tin. Obs.

. '694 SALMON Bate's Disf.-ns. 337/1 This Jovial Bezoartick
is one of the best Preparations that can be made of Tin.
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JOVIALIST.

t5 Astral Under the influence of, or having

the qualities imparted by, the planet Jupiter,

which as a natal planet was regarded as the source

of joy and happiness. Also aksol. as sb. Obs.

ioo SPENSER F Q n. *" 5' Therewith the Heauens

alwues iouiall, Lookle on them louely. 1605 T.MME Quersit.

i xi 47 There are starres which haue their most colde and

moyst spirites ;
. . others hole and moyst, as the lovialls.

646S1RT. BROWNE Pie d. Ef. (J->,The fixed starsare astro-

locically differenced by the planets, and are esteemed martial

or jovial, according to the colours whereby they answer

610

jiall among your Guests to Night. 1631 K. BOLTON cow/.

n. Consc. (1635) 293 The joviall, good-fellow-mirth of

nail men. 1685 DRYDEN Misc. II. Pref., Some of them

les of Horace) are ..jovial (01-, if 1 may so call them):nl)

one is Saturnine, of another Jovial, &c. in their looks were

read the nature of their Souls. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.

t, Min Isagoge, The Joviall, arc the Hart, bull, elephant,

lamb and sheep. 1863 Miss SEWELL Chr. Names I. 363

The word jovial is an allusion to the supposed influence of

the planet Jupiter.

6. Characterized by hearty mirth, humour, or

good fellowship; merry, jolly ; convivial.

iu6 DRAYTON Legends iv. 223 As meerely loviall in my
selSe was I. 1605 SKAKS. Macb. ill. ii. 28 Be bright and

Iouiall among your Guests to Night. 1631 R. BOLTON Cow/.

Affl.
~

earn:

Bnc?hanalfan."i789~W.'BucHAN
'

Dom. Med. (1790) 265,

have often known the quinsey prove fatal to jovial com-

panions. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. iv. 72 Men of the present

age are . . merry or jovial rather than joyous. 1898 H.

CALDERWOOD Hume iii. 28 A jovial spirit characterised

even literary gatherings.

t Hence Jovial! ssime, a. Obs. [after L. or

It. superlatives in -issimus, -issimo], most jovial.

1651 URQ.UHART Jtwtl Wks. (1834) 231 The exuberant

diversitie of his jovialissime entertainment.

t Jo'vialist. Obs. [f. prec. + -IST.]

1. A person born under the planet Jupiter.

1569 J. SANFOKD tr. Agripfa"* Van. Artes sob, She pro-

nounceth this man a Saturniste or louialist. 1589 WARNER
Alt. Eng. (1597) 319 Aeneas, for personage the louilist, for

wel-spoken the Mercurilist. 1647 LILLY Ckr. Astral, xv. 84

We must describe, .a Jovialist, to be one of a comely stature

[etc). 1653 R. SANDERS Physiogn. 151 So much for the

Satumines ; now for the Jovialists.

2. A person of a jovial or convivial disposition.

1596 FITZ-GEFFRAV Sir F. Drake (188:) 31 What marvell

then though some base humorists.. Extenuate the work of

lovialists. 1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 25 The great mirth

of the Jovialists. a 1656 Bp. HALL Satan's Fiery Darts

avenched ill. v, Let the Jovialists of the world drink wine in

bowles, and feast themselves without feare.

3. A satellite of Jupiter, rare.

1664 POWER Exf. Philos. HI. 163 What then must we
think of the Secondary Planets, as the . . four Jovialists ?

4. attrib. or as adj.
= JOVIAL.

1610 J. DAVIES Commend. Poems (1878) 5 There shall

thy louialist Mechanicalls Attend this Table all in Scarlet

Jovialistic (dz,i>uviali-stik:\ a. [f.
as prec.:

see -ISTIC.]
= JOVIAL a. 5.

1883 Walletistein in Drama in Westm. Ren., The com-

bination of saturnine and Jovialistic influences promises

greatness, but predicts danger.

Joviality (dgoviae-Hti). [ad. f .jovialilt (1624
in Hatz.-Darm.),f.>OTa/: see -ITY.] The quality
of being jovial; hearty mirth, humour, or good-

fellowship ; jollity, festivity, conviviality.
1626 BERNARD Isle of Man (1627) 67 Where lovialitie

taketh his place, there joy will bid him welcome. 1788
H. WALPOLF. Remin. i. 13 His majesty, fond of private

joviality. 1846 WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages I. v. 183 A descrip-

tion of the jovialities of an English drinking party of the

twelfth century. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like 4- Unlike i.

Jovialize (dj^-viabiz) ,
v. [f. JOVIAL a. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To make jovial ; to cause to be jolly.

1614 C. BROOKE Leg. Rich. III. vii, Here I began to

jouialize my spirit. 1780 MAD. D ARBLAY Diary 5 June,
A spirit, a gaiety, and an activity that jovialised us all.

1860 L. nwtAuwiog. xxii. 391 Lamb, whose countenance,
a little jovialized, he engrafted upon an active little body.

f2. inir. To be jovial ,
to make merry. Obs.

1634 BRERETON Trnv. (Chetham Soc.) 51 At a great

assembly, to feast and jovialize it. 1640 G. ABBOTT yob
Paraphr. 134 No mens children lead merrier lives than

theirs, dancing and joviallizing. a 1675 LIGHTFOOT Kent.

(1700) 102 Their wicked inhabitants prospered and jovialized.

Jovially (d^u-viali), adv. Also 7 giovially.

[-LY
2
.] In a jovial manner; f un(Jer the influ-

ence of Jupiter ; with jollity or hearty mirth.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne II. xii. (1634) 305 So are they more
or lesse merrily and Giovially, or rudely and Saturnally in-

corporated. 1621 BURTON Anal. Mel. n. iii. MI. (1676) 203/1
The rich man lives like Dives Jovially heere on Earth.

1631 HROME North. Lasse Ded., A Countrey Lass . . that

Minerva-like was a brayn-born Child, and Jovially begot.

1704 C. JOHNSON Epil. Cory's Metamorphosis, Let us but

Jovially jog on together. 1861 DICKENS Lett. led. 2) H. 146
We dined together jovially. 187$ W. S. HAVWARD Love
agst. World 44

' That's right ', said the old squire, jovially.

JovialneSS id^Ju-vialnes). [f. JOVIAL a. +
-NESS.] Jovial quality, joviality.
1658 HF.WYT Serm. 32 Swearing with such persons is

but a grace and lustre to their speech. .drunkenness,jovial-
ness, or good fellowship. 1764 in Ann. Keg. 173/1 Byway
of ridicule of their jovialness and hospitality, when a man
was in liquor, they would call him as drunk as a lord.

Jovialty (dJ/fo'viSUi). Now rare. [f. as prec.
+ -TT, shortened form of -ITT : cf. regality . royalty.']
= JOVIALITY.

IDJI M. FARLEY ^t. rattles c/r, KUIC on, u

worthy knights, With Jovialty and pleasure. 1685

Paraphr. N. T., i Peterit. 3 In the Bacchanals am
ties of their Idolatry. 1855 SINGLETON I'irgil I. z\

1611 H. FARI.FY XI. Faille's Ch., Ride on, likewise, yee
1685 BAXTER

mi 1 Jovial-

259 (/En.
I. 635) The gifts and Jovialty of the god.

Jovian (dgou-vian), a. (si>.} [f.
L. Javi-s Jov>:

-(--AN: cf. Li.Jovianus as a personal name, and

obs. Y.jovien (Palsgr.).]
1. Of, belonging to, of the nature ofJove; Jove-like.

1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Jovyen ofthe natureof Jupiter, Jouieu.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. iii. 185 Nay, shall a trencher

slaue . . magnificate Lewde louian lust 'i 1812-56 Di.

QUINCEY Confess. (1862) 126 A splendid pluralist . . would
never stoop from his Jovian attitude. 1893 Times 5 Jan.

13/6 With Jovian recklessness he played with the artificial

lightning which he generated. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN Woman
70 Helen, .is the only woman to whom a Jovian parentage
is allowed.

2. Of or belonging to the planet Jupiter.
1794 G. ADAMS Nat. ff Exp. Philos. IV. xliii. App. 175

The Jovian system. .. The motion of Jupiter's four moons
or satellites. 1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS Astnn. vm. 769
Shadow of a Jovian satellite.

B. sb. One who resembles or imitates Jove.
1598 MARSTON Pygmal. v. 161 Would damned louians, be

of all men praised, And with high honors vnto heauen
raised ?

Jovice-ntric, a. Astron. Referred to Jupiter
as a centre ;

viewed as from the centre of Jupiter.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron.
Vocab. 917.

Jovinianist (d;;0vi'nianist). [f. med.L.jovin-
ianista, f. Jcrvinian-us Jovinian : see -IST.] A
follower or adherent of Jovinian, a Milanese
monk in the end of the 4th century, who denied

the virginity of Mary, opposed certain forms of

celibacy and asceticism, and maintained the equality
of all sins, rewards, and punishments. Also attrib.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects s.v.,

Augustine states that the Jovinianist heresy was quickly
extinguished. 1882 J. LL. DAYIF.S in Diet. Chr. Kiog. III.

465/2 It is.. stated that the emperor [Theodosius] 'exe-

crated
'

the impiety of the Jovinianists.

So Jovi niau =
prec. ;

Jovi-nianish a.

1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 277 Being once baptized,
we can no more be tempted, as thought the Jovinians. 1614
Bp. HALL No Peace with Rome xiii, The monkes of Bur-
deaux . . haue vpbraided vs with the opinion of a certain

stoicall and louinianish parity of sinnes.

Jovisa(u)nee, variant of JOUISANCE.

t Jfl'Vy, a. Obs. [ad. 'L.Jovi-us, f.Jovis JOVE.]

Jovial, merry.
1426 LYDG. De Gnil. Pilgr. 11154 And now I lepe louy

pe; Now I sterte, K: now I ffle. 16x0 B. JoNSON-4/trA. v. v,

Thou art a louy Boy ! 1621 FLETCHER Wild Goose Chase
ill. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 554/1 In those dales I thought I might
be jovy. 1667 DRYDEN Sir M. Mar-all v. i, Let 'em come
in, and we'll be jovy.

JOW (djan), sb. Sc. and north, dial. [app. a

dialect form of Jo\vi, sfi.
4 In south. Sc. and north.

Eng. the diphthong is ou, in central Sc. zni ; these are

the dial, representatives of the standard Eng. <>"1.]

1. A knock, push.
1790 MRS. WHEELER \Vcstmld. Dial. i. 38 They gav her

a Sow an she fell oa my Knee.

2. Sc. A single stroke or pull in the ringing of

a bell
; the ringing, tolling, or sound of a bell.

1833 CARLYLF. Let. 18 Nov. in Froude Life II. xvi. 378 The
jow of the old bell went far into my heart.

3. Sc. The dashing of a wave on the shore ; the

wave thus dashed ;
= JAW sb2

1820 in F.din. Mag. May (Jam.), Wi
1 swash an' swow, the

angry jow Cam lashan' doun the braes.

JOW (djciu), v. Sc. and north, dial. [Cf. JOWL
v.l

,
to which this answers phonetically : see prec.

It is not certain that the word is the same in all the

senses.]
1. trans. To knock, strike (esp. the head).
1802 MRS. WHEELER Weslmld. Dial. iii.

(ed.^i 94 Yee er

sac knockd an jowd. 1863 Lancash. Fents, Neiv Shirt 1 1

If aw wurt jow mi yed till aw seed blue leets flyin' eawt
on't. 1882 in Lane. Glass. 1886 in Chesh. Gloss.

2. To ring or toll a bell, esp. without giving it

a full swing (see quot. 1825). Sc.

1516 [see JOWING below), a 157* KNOX Hist. Rcf. Wks.
1846 I. 46 He.. caused immediatlie to jow the bell, and to

give significatioun that he wald preach. 1816 SCOTT Bl.

Dwarfii. If ye'll just gar your servant jow out the great
bell in the tower. 1825-80 JAMIESON s.v., Sometimes a bell

is said to be jowed, when it receives only half the motion,
so that the tongue is made to strike only on one side.

b. intr. Of a bell : To toll or ring. Sf.

1785 BURNS Holy Fair xxv\, Now Clinkumbell, wi' rattling
tow Begins to jow and croon. 1824 SCOTT Redgaiintlet x,
Thore is the council hell clinking in earnest: and if I am
not there before it jows in, Bailie Laurie will be trying
some of his manoeuvres. 1858 WHITTIF.R From Perugia xi,

There ! the bells jow and jangle the same blessed way That
they did when they rang for Bartholomew's day.
3. intr. To move from side to side with a slow

or rocking motion. Sc,
1816 SCOTT A ntiq. xxvi, He kens weel eneugh wha . . keeps

a' tight thack and rape, when his coble is jowing awa in the
Firth.

Hence Jowing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1516 Council Kec. F.din. (Jam.), That all maneir of per-

JOWL.
souns. .compeir..to the said Presidentis, at jowyng of the

common bell. 1813 SCOTT Rob Roy xiv, Von's the curfew,
as they ca' their jowing-in bell.

Jow, variant of JEW, JHOW.
Jow(e, obs. forms of JAW.
Jowaile, jeweler, -re, etc., obs. ff. JEWEL, etc.

HJowar, jawar (dijaua-j). E. 2nd. Also

joar, jooar, juar. [Hindl/aoxH-.] =next.
1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 289/2 In the Khereef

they have a good deal of rice, also
Jfooar \Holcvs Sorghum).

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. p. xliii, Samples of bajra and
jowar. 1886 A. H. CHURCH Food Grains Ind. 85 Joar is

one of the most important rainy-season crops of India. 1900
Blackw. Mag. May 640/2, I happened to be perched on a
muchan in the middle of a jawar field.

II Jowari, jawari (d^aua-r/). E. Ind. Also

jawarri, jewary, -arree, jawaree, jowaree,
-r(r)y, juarree, juwarree. [Hindi jawari.]
Indian millet, Sorghum '.mlgare, extensively culti-

vated in India. Also attrib.

1800 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. (1837) ' '75 Jowarry, of
which there is an abundance everywhere. 1801 Ibid. I. 359

Jowarry straw is the best kind of forage for horses and
cattle. 1813 J. FORBES Oriental Mem. I. 194 The soil ..

produces juarree, bajeree, natchee.and some inferior grains.

1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leares 131 A vast plain, which
. . is clothed with a gigantic grain, the Jawari, or Holcus

tm. 1858 R. HUNTER in MitchelM/#w/ R.Nesbitsorgit.
The chief grain cultivated in the Deccan is jowaree or the

great millet.

Jowce, obs. form of JUICE.
Jowder : see JOWTEB.
t Jowel. Obs. Also 8 Jewell. [Origin un-

certain : cf. F. jouelle yoke, 'jouelles arched, or

yoaked vines; vines so vnderpropped, or fashioned

that one may goe vnder the middle of them
'

(Cotgr.).] app. One of the piers or supporters of

a wooden bridge. (See recent explanations in

quots. 1788, 1828.)

1516 in iith Rep. Hist. JlfSS. Comui. App. vn. 6 To the

. . bulding of new a brige of xxj jowelles adionyng the wallis

of the forsaid Citie [Carlisle) standing over the river of

Eden. Ibid.) Ther is bulded fyve jowelles and oon land-

staple .. tymber is right skant to be gotten in any parte

low
252 The Jewells or support
wide enough for the ship to come through. 1788 W. MAR-
SHALL Yorksh. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Jewel, the starling of a

wooden bridge. 1828 Craven Dial., Jwel, the space be-

twixt the piers of a bridge.

Jower (dgauoj), v. dial, and lorn! U.S. Also

jour, jowr. [? Onomatopoeic.] intr. a. To
growl ;

to scold ;
to mutter or grumble in an under-

tone, b. To use a boorish dialect with a growling
sound. Hence Jowering vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1628 R. HAYMAN Quodlibets n. 37\'ou may our cursings,

swearing, iouring mend. 1724-42 DE FOE Tour Gt. Brit.

(ed. 3) I. 303 As this Way of boorish Speech is in Ireland

called the Brogue upon the Tongue, so here 'tis named
Jouring. . . The Difference is not so much in the Orthography,
as in the Tone and Accent ; their abridging the Speech,

Cham, for / am; Chill, for / will.. and the like. 1746
Exinoor Scolding 26 (E.D.S.) Ya purling, tatchy, sterling,

jowering, prinking, mincing T,heng. 1821 SCOTT Kenilui.

xx, [She] answered his petition . . with a volley of vitupera-

tion, couched in what is there called the jtr.vriitg dialect.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bit., Jour, obsols., to

mutter, or gn:mble in an undertone ; generally used in the

participial formjonn'ng'. 1883 C. F. SMITH Sottttiernisms

in Trans. Atner. Philol. Soc. 50 Jtnver or jour, quite
common in the South in the sense of persistent quarrelling
or scolding. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Son:. Word-bk., Jmuering,
growling, grumbling.

Jowk, obs. form of JOUK v.

Jowl, jole (d#'"l> djaul^ sb. 1 Forms: a. I

ceafl, (?ceafl), jcheafl, chefl, oheefl, (?ohouel),

3-4 chauel, chavel, oheuel, chevel, 4 chawl,

ohaul, 4-5 chavyl(l, 4-7 chaule, 5 chawylle, 6

chall(e, i;-7chawle; 9 dial, chole. fl. 6 ioule,

7 jowle.'joll, 9 jole, jowl. [OE. ceafl Qccafl),

corresp. to OS. *katal (only in dat. pi. kaflwi).
mod.Flem. kavel, Du. AVrWgum ;

cf. MHG. Itivtl,

Ger. dial, kiefel, kiffel
=

kiefe, kiefer jaw, chap ;

a deriv. of an ablaut stem kef-, kaf-, whence also

ON. kjaptr (Sw. kdft, Sc. CHAFT, q.v.). The
OE. ceafl regularly gave ME. chavel, whence

chauel, chawl. The later jowle, jmvl, joul, joll,

jole, is not a regular development ;
even with change

of cA to j, chawl would have given jawl. But

these forms coincide with the
_/'

forms in JOWL
"

and 3, and they first appear late in the i6th c.,

contemporaneously with those of JOWL 2, from

cholle, chowle. From that time onward the three

words have run together in form, although in this

word ch forms have come down dialectally to the

present day.
The origin of the j, first in Jowl. sb. ', and then in

JOWL sb. I and 2, is at present unaccounted for ; there is

no OF. or other Romanic word to the influence of which it

can plausibly be referred. This, with the obscurity which

attaches to the origin of JOWL sb. 2 and JOWL sb. ', and the

fact that all are in recent use levelled under the form jowl,

makes the group a very puzzling one.]

1. A jawbone, a ' chnft
'

;
a jaw : esp. the under

jaw; pi. Jaws.



JOWL.
a. a 1000 Whale 59 in Exeter Bk., OS bset se wida ceafl

[

gefylled by5. c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. I. 572 Da Icon . . 5ser-

rihte mid grEedrxum ceaflum hi ealle totieron. c 1205 LAY. I

6507 pat deor to-dede his chaefles {c 1275 vndude his choules
'

(Vcheules)]. Ibid. 26056 ArSur. .ben chin him of-swipte mid
alle ban cheuele. c 1220 Bestiary 513 Dis cete 3anne hise

chaueles lukeS, Disc nsses alle in sukeS. a 1300 Cursor M.
7510 (Colt.) pair cluuielis [Gotl. chaulis ; Trin. chaules] cleue

in twa. c 1380 WVCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 169 Mannis soul

mut have two chauetis, bobe be over and be nebere, and

bes moten eete Cristis bodi. Ibid. 170 pe over chawl. 1483
Catfi. Angl. 60/2 A Chawylle (Chavylle; vti A chafte).

1489 MAKG. PASTON in P. Lett. III. 349 My lord.. had

qwestyond John a Lowe of this fych . . and he answerd, as for

the nedyr chavyll therof, he had put it in sewrte. 1523 FITZ-

HF.RB. Husb. 75 The .ix. propertyes of an oxe. ..The fyfte

[is] to be wyde betwene the cnalles. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
1 1. 326 If one take a tooth out of one of the chawles of =
11. 320 II one laKe a looui out 01 unc ui LUC .nn**ics ui A

dead horse, it will ease his owne that aketh. 1614 MARKHAM
Cheap H"usb. i. i. 4 Let your hunting horse haue a large

/5. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. iv. Handle-crafts

410 [Of a horse) a lean bare bonny face
t
Thin joule, and

head. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iii, That prominent
jowle of the Spermaceti whale. 1699 FARQUHAR Love ty

Bottle ui. i, It has made my Jolls rhime in my head. 1808

J. BARLOW Colutnb. i. 73 The Dragon dips his fiery-foaming

jole. 1828 SCOTT Jrnl. 2 Feb., My portrait is like, but I

think too broad about the jowls. 1892 BF.SANT Ivory Gate

(1893) 268 His mouth was too large and his jowl too heavy.

D. transf. A toothed projection from the front

of a cart, used for reaping the ears of corn (an

ancient reaping machine).
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. VII. 34 A squared carre on whelis

too they make . . His chaule aforn, that shal ete yp the

whete, Is not right high . . That iowe is toothed thicke as

the mesure Of eres wol not passe hem vpward bende.

f2. Idle or malicious talk; = jAw.j6.16. To

lead cliawle, to give mouth. Obs.

.11225 Atur. K. 72 pet heo [our thoughts] .. ne uallen

aduneward, & to uleoten }eond te world, ase deS muchel
cheafle. Ibid. 76 Of the worldes maSelunge, & of hire chefle.

(71315 SHOREHAM 150 That other reyson was for the devel,

That he schal to mys-wende hys chevel. 1589 R. ROBINSON

Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 346 And cald vpon the houndes

that were of choyce, Who leade no chawle, the game they
found so warme.

3. The cheek, a cheek. (In late use often blend-

ing with JOWL s6.2)
i668WlLKiNS Real Char. n. vii. 177 Cheek, Jole. 1711

STEELE Spect. No. 32 T 2 If his Sides are as compact as liis

Joles, he need not disguise himself to make one of us. 1713

Guard. No. 42 p 3 The merit of his wit was founded

upon the shaking of a fat paunch, and the tossing up of a

pair of rosy jowls. 1885 J. L. ROBF.RTSON Whitt Angel,

etc. 15 He has such a good crop of hair on his jowls.

4. Here pel haps belongs the phrase Cheek byjowl,

in earlier usage cheek by cheek : see CHEEK sl>. 5.

In this thej form is known from 1577, which is somewhat

earlier than it is known in sense i above. The 171!^ c.

variants cheek by chole, cltmol, agree in form better with

JOWL st? or 3
. But it is probable that, by the time the

phrase came into use, all three sbs. were already felt as one.

The following examples supplement those under CHEEK.

J577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. vin. xxv. 165 Cheeke by
iole with the Emperour. 1589 Hay any work (1880) 46 That

maidenly Doctor, (who sits cheek by ioll with you). 1590

SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 338 Follow? Nay, He goe with thee

cheeke by iowle. 1660 S. FISHER Rustic/a Atarm Wks.

(,679! 336 Howbeit they may. .set up their meer Iranscnp-

tions. so as to make them sit cheek by chole with the first

Hand-writings. 1678 Trans. Crt. Spain 172 There to find

Father Nitard cheek to jowl with me. 1818 SCOTT holt

Roy xiv In puir auld Scotland's Parliament they a sate

thegither, cheek by choul. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk.

II. 146 The dra?on and the grass-hopper actually lie, cheek

by jole. 1880 BROWNING Dram. Idyls n. Doctor 159 Old

and young, rich and poor crowd cheek by jowl.

5. Comb., as t chawle-bone, a jawbone.

1430-40 LYIX;. Bocltas \. xix. (MS. Bodi.) 78/2 Off an Asse

cauhte a chaule bon, And a thousand he slouh off hem anon.

c 1440 Promt. Para. 70/2 Chavylbone, or chawlbone, man-

dibula 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 86 Betwene his chall bones.

Jowl, jole (dsM, d3aul), **>* forms: a.

4-5 cholle, choll, ohol, 7 chowle. 0. 6 loule,

7 iowle, jowle, 9 jole, 7- jowl. [ME. cholle, choll,

chol, coincides in sense with OE. ceolur, CHOLLEU,

a deriv. of same stein as OE. ctolti, ceole, ME.

cheole, CHEL throat (cf. OLG. kela, OHG. chela,

Du. keel, Ger. kehle throat). But the etymological

relation of ME. cholle to these words is difficult to

determine; and it does not appear possible to

refer it to any OE. type. The i?th c. chowle

was a regular development of ME. cholle : cf.

bcnule, BOWL sb?- from ME. bolle
;
but they forms,

which, as in JOWL sb, appear late in the i6th c.,

are not accounted for. See prec., and next.]

The external throat or neck when fat or pro-

minent; the pendulous flesh extending from the

chops to the throat of a fat person, forming a

'double' chin; the dewlap of cattle ; the crop

or the wattle of a bird. etc. ;
= CHOLLEB.

a c IMO Sir lieues (MS. A.) 2665 par be dragoun gan

ariue. .Ei?te toskes at is moub stod out, pe leste was seuen-

ene ench about, pe her, be cholle vnder be chin. Ibid.

2879 A h tte hem so on 'be cholle, And karf ato be brote

bolfe. c 1394 P. P'- Crede 224 His chyn with a chol lollede

As zreet asa gos eye rowen all of grece. 1646 SIR 1.

BROWNE//A v. i 234 The chowle or crop adhering
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unto the lower side of the bill, and so descending by the
throat.

ft. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Cerbiguillo, the necke of a

bull, any fat necke or ioule. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon
(1813) 327 Its head is small, clean, and free from flesh about
the jaws ;

. . throat free from jowl or dewlap. 1827 D. JOHN-
SON Ind, Field Sports 25 Jungle fowl . . the cocks are of a
black red with large combs and joles. 1868 ATKINSON
Cleveland Gloss., Jowl, . . 2. The fleshy appendages which,
in a fat person, hang down from the jaws, forming, as it

were, part of the flesh of the throat. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev.

iff Cure Dis. in. vi. 786 The pendulent jowls of the pig.

Jowl, jole (d.^ul, dgoul), sb.Z Forms : a. 4-5

choll(e, 5 ohoule. /3. 5-6 iolle, 5 iol, 6-7 iole,

7 jolle, joule, (geoule), 7-8 joll, joul, joal, 7-9
jole, jowl. [The forms agree generally with those

of JOWL sb. 2 ; but the j forms appear here much
earlier, and the ch forms disappear before 1500;
in sense 2, the ch forms are not evidenced at all.

For these reasons, and on account of the complete
distinction of sense, this is treated provisionally as

a distinct word ; but its origin remains unknown.
The chronology of the forms of this word, and of JOWL it.'

and ', suggests that it was in this word that the j forms

originated, and that hence they passed in the i6th c. to the

two others in which ch was original, so as to level all three

under the fam jowl, jole. But no extrinsic source of either

jolle or cholle in the sense ' head
'

has been found.]

f 1. The head of a man or beast. (In quot. 1562

applied app. to the head or top of an engine of war.)
Obs. or ? dial.

JOWTER.

That he smot with his choule Ajayns the marbystone].
c 1400 Ywaine fy Gaw. 1994 Sunder strake he the throte

boll That fra the body went the choll, By the lioun tail the

hevid hang yit, For tharby had he tane his bit.

0. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 264/2 Iol, or heed (A*, S, P.

iolle), caput. 1562 PHAER Mneid ix. Eeij b, Wher their

engine ioynes bis iolle, A huge vnweldie weight y" troians

rumbling did doun rolle. 1783 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lyric
Odes v. iv, St, Dennis, when his jowl was taken off, Hugg'd
it, and kiss'd it. 1795 Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 227

Leeds and Hawkesbnry join'd their jowls together. 1825

BROCKIHT, Jowl, the head.

2. spec. The head of a fish
;
hence (as a cut or

dish), the head and shoulders of certain fish, as the

salmon, sturgeon, and ling.

CI430 Two Cookery-bks. 61 Jollys of Samoun. 1460 J.

RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 622 The Iolle of be salt sturgeoun

thyn take hede ye slytt. 1530 PALSUR. 235/1 Iolle of a

fyssbe, testa. 1607 BEAUM. & FL. Woman-Hater \. u, For

the Captain of the Guards Table, three chines of Beef,

and two joals of Sturgeon, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. v. xvi,

Two geoules of sturgeon. 1659-60 PKPYS Diary 20 Jan.,

Went.. to the Swan in Fish Streete .. where we were very

merry at our Jole of Ling. 1719 S. SEWALL Diary 25 Mar.

(1882) III. 216, I present his Excellency with a Joll of the

Salmon. 1732 POPE Ep. Cobham 241 Mercy on my Soul !

Is there no hope ? Alas ! then bring the Jowl. 1747

MRS. GLASSE Cookery ix. 89 To dress a jole of pickled

salmon. 1853 SOYER Pantroph. 225 The jole and belly

were thought the most delicate parts. 1859 THACKERAY

Virgin, ix, I have kept for your Excellency the jowl of this

salmon.

Jowl, joll (d30"l), sb* Now dial. Also 6

iole. [f. JOWL, JOLL z/.
1
]

1. A bump; a blow, esp. on the head; a knock,

a stroke.

c 1520 MORE Mery Geste 259 The wenche behinde lent him

. . Many a iole about the nole with a great battill dore. 1877

N. IV. Line. Gloss., Jcnvt. a jolt, a knock. 1883 G. C.

DAVIES Norfolk Broads xix. (1884) 143 The wherrymen
seize the opportunity, .to plunge the spears into the mud,
and so get a good many eels. The strokes of the spear are

called 'jowles'.
2. A knock on the wall of a coal-pit, given as a

signal, or to ascertain its thickness : cf. JOWL v. 1
4.

1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. ft Dttrh.

32 Jmvl, a sort of
'

tattoo ', beaten alternately upon the face

of two places or drifts near holing, or intended to hole into

each other, by a person in each place, for the purpose of

ascertaining, by the sound, their relative positions.

3. pi. Tcavls, a game resembling hockey.
-.
f ,"^ ._ riri'jl... S^l ,. r^,,.7 TU<

C

4.
rC

A single stroke of a bell; the tolling, knell,

or clang of a bell : cf. Jow s6. 2. Chiefly dial.

1822 SCOTT Nigel x, The dinner-bell is going to sound-

hark, it is clearing its rusty throat with a preliminary jowl.

1883 THOMSON Leddy May 4 (E. D. D.) The deid-beli rings

wi' solemn jowl.

Jowl, joll (d3<?l), vl Now dial. Forms:

5 cholle ; 6 iolle, geolle, 7 joule, jowle, 5- joll,

8- jowl, (9 joul, jole). [perh. f. JOWL sl>.3, the

notion being app. to knock a head or ball ; cf. also

note to JOLT v. Sense 5 may be of distinct origin.]

1. trans. To strike (a ball) with a stick.

(1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. ix. (1869) 181 A crooked

staf me lakketh for to cholle with, and a bal to pleye me

with. 1855 ROBINSON Whilby Gloss., To Jowl, to strike

from the ground with a long stick or a boy's bat, a piece of

wood or a ball, to a distance.

2. To bump ;
to strike, knock, or push ; esp., to

'dash (the head, etc.) against something.
c 1470 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 276 There was jollyng, ther

was rennyng for the sovereynte. 1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 138,

I geolled my heed ageynst the walle. 1530 PALSGR. 593/1,

I iolled hym aboute the eares tyll I made my fyste sore.

1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider Iff
F. ii. 103 Many a flie the flap

hath lobde and iolde. 1601 SHAKS. AlFs Well \. iii. 59 They
may ioule horns together. 1602 Ham. v. i. 84 That Scul!

. . how the knaue iowles it to th' grownd. 1640 GENT Knave
in Gr. ii. i. D iv, Yester night a scurvy boy did so joule my
head and the wall together. aiSixCuMBERLANoinT.Mitchell
Aristoph., Clouds II. 52 Who is he that jowls them [the

clouds] thus together But Jove himself? 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD
Yorksh. Dial., He jouled his head against the wall. 1865
Leeds Merc. 7 Mar., She also

'

joled
'

my head against the'

bed post.

1 3. intr. To strike or bump against something.
1770 ARMSTRONG Imitations 85 Now they mount On the

tall pillow's top, and seem to jowl Against the stars.

4. trans. To strike (the wall of a coal-pit) as a

signal or to ascertain the thickness of the wall.

1825 BROCKETT, Jowl, to knock, or rather to give a signal

by knocking. 1862 Titties 21 Jan.j The men [imprisoned in

the pit] have not been heard 'jowling' since i o'clock

yesterday afternoon.

5. intr. and trans. To toll, knell, or ring slowly,
as a bell

;
= Jow v. 2. Chiefly dial.

1872 E. PEACOCK MabelHeron 1 1. 120 Candles were lighted
and bells were jowled. 1888 DOTTIE RainMes 88 (E. D. D.)
It [the bell] kept on jowlin.

Jowl, v.- Obs. exc. dial. In 5-6 ioll, 7 jole,

jaul, jawL [Origin obscure.] intr. To talk

noisily or angrily. Hence Jowling vbl. sb.

[cx44O York Myst. xxx. 235 O, what javellis are ye bat

jappis with gollyng [read jollyng].] ? a 1530 linage Ipocr.
iv. 580 Thus the people seyne, With words true and playne
How they iest and ioll. 1606 Wily Beguiled in Hawkins

Womens Rights 180 The poore woman can haue no
quiet

her husband keepes such a iawling. [In mod. s. w. dialect :

see Eng. Dial. Diet.}

t Jowl, v.3 nonce-wd. [f. JOWL si. 1] trans.

To place
' cheek by jowl '.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. i. 66 Sancho was cheek by
jowle at dinner, and now he is jowl'd with him after dinner.

Jowled (d3<?uld), a. [f. JOWL slil + -ED 2.]

Having jowls or jaws (of a specified kind).
1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect. III. 65 Drummle glanced at

me, with an insolent triumph on his great-jowled face. 1897
R. Kii'LiNG Captains Courageous 248 The crowd about the

town-hall doors blue-jowled Portuguese.

Jowler (dgou'lsi, d3au'l3j). Obs. exc. dial.

[f.
as prec. + -ER 1

.]
A heavy-jawed dog. Used

also as quasi-proper name for a dog of this kind.

1679 MULGRAVE Ess. Satire 109 Jowler lugs him still

Through hedges, ditches. 1719 D'URFEY Pills II. 331 With

deep mouth'd Jowlers too, and Rocks. 1721 BAILEY, Jowler
a Dog's Name. 1755 JOHNSON, Jowler, the name ofa hunt-

ing dog or beagle. 1826 J. WILSON Noel. Ambr.\f\ts. 1855
I. 138 When the jowlers tear him to pieces, he shows fecht,

and gangs aff with a snarl.

Jowlop, Jowlopped : see JOLLOP, JOLLOPED.

t Jowl-piece. Arch. Obs. Also 6 ioull-,

iooll-. [f. JOWL sb. (it is doubtful which) + PIECE.]
= JOWPT.
1533 Hampton Court Ace., To J. H. painter . . for laying

of the ioull-pecys rownde abowght the haull with green

merbyll in oyle . . to R. S. moulder of Antykeworke, for a

trayle of antyk sett in the great Ipull-pece
. . for a creste

goyng uppon the hedde of the sayd iooll pece.

Jowly (d3<?"-li), a- [f- JOWLJ*.I + -Y.] Having

large or prominent jowls.
a 1873 LYTTON Ken. Chillingly I. viii, The face of the rural

man is coarse-grained and perhaps jowly. 1896 Chamb.

Jrnl. XIII. 585/1 A coarse, open-faced, jowly man.

Jowpoun, obs. form of JUPON.

tJowpy, jopy. Arch. Obs. Forms: 4iowpe,

5 iowpye, iopee, iope, ioppe, ioppy, 5-6 iopy.

[A word recorded from Cambridge and East An-

glia ; app. orig. jow-pece, f. jow earlier form of

JAW st>. 1 : cf. the later jaiu-piece s.v. JAW s6. 1
7,

and JOWL-PIECE.] A cornice extending between

the principals of a Gothic roof, and usually sup-

porting the feet of the secondary principals.

1374 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 238 Wyndbems,
suchlates Asthelers Corbels jowpes balkes summers. 1413-14

1448-9 in

ilplates of

^ >pees from

bemto"bem! "'1452 Ibid. \. 282 Also jowpyes xvj" inche in

brede with a Batylment by nethe with a Crest above. . .Item

atte euery end of the sengulers atte the Jowpye shalbe

an Angell. 1466 Ibid. III. 93 Alle the gistes . . shal rest

vpon the crosse dormauntes and on the said loppljs. 1504

in J. Gage Suffolk 150 Item, paid to Lyng for coloryng my
closet, and the jopys in the hall 6s. W.

Jows(e, obs. forms of JUICE.

Jowser (d3au-zai),
variant of DOWSER, one who

uses the divining rod. So Jowsing, tJosinS-

1707 BILLINGSLEY Vieui Agric. Somerset 22 By the help

of the divining-rod vulgarly cM'Ajosing. 1839 DE QUINCEY
Mod. Superst. Wks. 1862 III. 3*3 These people are locally

called jo-.vsers. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. Word-bk. s.v.

Dowse, In some parts of the country the operation is

called Jovising, and the operator a Jowser.

Jowte, obs. form of JOUTE.

Jowter (djou-taj). dial. Also jowder,

-ler, chowter, chowder; and (?orig. fern.)

jowster, jouster. A fish-hawker (Cornwall,



JOY.

Devonsh.). Also, A hawker or pedlar of any

1L,' in Sirype ai Mem. (1721) II. App. QQ. ilCorn-
walh Item, when the fisher or jowtar bring any fish to the

market, that then they sel the same at reasonable prices.

ifoj CABKW Cornwall 131 b, When plenty of fish is vented

to the fish-drivers, whom we call Jowters. 1630 in Westcote

Devon (1845) 378 Fishing is a very commodious employ-

ment . . where ihey lake sufficient . . and send by divers

called Jouters. into ihe inland countries. 1808 Monthly

Mag. II. 545 Chowter. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week at Lizard

47 The iowstlrs, or hawkers are miles away. 1857 KINGS-

LEY Two Y. Ago xiv, Mr. Treluddra, principal 'jowder ,

i e. fish-salesman, of Aberalva. 1863 C. A. JOHNS Home
Walks 187 The majorily [of Ihe Lobslers] being purchased
at a sel rale by Ihe 'jowders

1

,
fish salesmen. 1880 W.

Cornwall Gloss., CAowter, a female fish-vendor. More

commonly jouster. Generally, those who go about the

country in carts. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Som. WorcUk.,

Jfftvderjovikr, a hawker, pedlar.

Joy (djoi), si. Forms: 3-6 ioie, ioi, 3-7

ioye, ioy, (3 ioije, 4 ioje, ioyje, yoi, yoe,

goye, 5 yoye, yoy), 7 joye, 7- joy. [ME. a.

OF. joie, joye joy, jewel, F. joie (
- Pr. joia, Sp.

joya, Pg. joia jewel, It. gioja joy, jewel) :-pop.L.
*gatulia. fern, for L. gaudia, pi. of gaudium joy;

cf. Yr.joi-.L.gatuiium.]
1. A vivid emotion of pleasure arising from a

sense of well-being or satisfaction ; the feeling or

state of being highly pleased or delighted ; exulta-

tion of spirit ; gladness, delight.

<iil5 Alter. R. 218 Auh efter be spreoue, on ende,
beonne is be muchele ioie. a 1140 Lofsong in Colt. Horn.

213 Al mi woa on eoroe schal lumen me lo ioie. 1340

Ayenb. 226 More wes locne of wepinge and of zor^e banne
ofgoye and of ydele blisse. Ibid. 75 Ioye wyboute ende.

c 1440 York Myst. XXK. 387 pi joie is in japes. 1535 COVER-
DALE Ps. cxxvi. 5 They that sowe in teeres, shal reape in

ioye. in BIBLE Job xxxviii. 7 When Ihe morning slarres

sang logether, and all the sonnes of God shouted for ioy.

1651 lip. HALL Solil. 27 There is little difference betwixt

joy and happiness. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison IV. iv. 39,

I have joy in the joy of all these good people. 1785 BOSWELL
Tour Heir. 30 Oct., Joseph . .reported that the earl 'jumped
for joy '. 180* WORDSW. Resol. Indef. vii, I thought . . Of
him who walked in glory and in joy Following his plough,
along the mountain-side. 1810 KEATS Ode Melancholy iii,

Joy, whose hand is ever at his lips Bidding adieu. 1867

JEAN INGELOW Dominion 29 It is a comely fashion to be

glad Joy is the grace we say to God.

b. with a and pi. : an instance or kind of this.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23366 Ne hert mai think baa ioies sere,

it is a fundamental Ioy, a radical Ioy. 1697 DRVDEN Virg*

Georg. iv. 749 Averse from Venus, and from nuptial Joys.

i855 TENNYSON Maud i. v. 3 A joy in which I cannot re-

joice, A glory I shall not find.

c. The expression of glad feeling ; outward re-

joicing; mirth; f jubilant festivity.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5014 Isaac wel es for to sai A man fmt

takens ioy and plaL 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 286
Whan thei dyen, thei maken gret feste and gret ioye and
reuell. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxxvi. 2 Then shall pure mouth
be fylled with laughter, and oure tonge with ioye. 155*

HULOET, Ioye made for victorie, as bonefyres wyth ban-

kettesj epimcium. 1611 BIBLE Isa. Hi. 9 Breake foorth into

ioy, sing together, yee waste places. 1800 WORDSW. Idle

Shepherd-boys i The valley rings with mirth and joy.

f d. Maiden of joy, a courtesan (F. fille de

joie). Obs.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxv. 141 The
lively drafts . . of a mayden of ioy or a common woman.

fe. ellipt. An expression of sympathetic joy, a

congratulation. Cf. phr. to give one (the) joy. Obs.

1656 FINETT For. Ambats. ii In conclusion, a joy pro-
nounced by the King and Queen, and seconded with con-

gratulation of the Lords there present.

f. Used interjecftonally j
as an expression of joy.

Par. # Peri, Joy, joy for ever ! my task is done, The gates
are passed, and heaven is won.

2. A pleasurable state or condition ;
a state of

happiness or felicity ; esp. the perfect bliss or beati-

tude of heaven ; hence, the place of bliss, paradise,
heaven ;

= BLISS 2 c, GLORY 7. Obs. or arch.
c 1175 Passion Our Lord 586 in O. E. Misc. 54 Jter is my

vader and eke heore, and ioye euer ilycbe. i7 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 535 [>er abbeb kingts & mani obcre ofte ibe in ioie.

c 1310 Cast. Love 1519 pat he wone wi}> vs wib-Iune, And
aftur bis lyf to Ioye wende. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xxxi. 141 pai go to be ioy of Paradys [il vait en paradis}.
1422 tr. Secrete Secret.^ Priv. Priv. 150 Therfor Sholde a
man lytill cowete..the honnoure, the yoy, or the gladnysse
of thU worlde. 1551 Bk. Com. Prayer* Morn. Prayer, So
that at the last we may come to hys eternall ioye. c 1646
MILTON Sonn. Mrs. Thomson, Thy works, and alms.. Fol-
lowed thee up to joy and bliss for ever. [1870 J. ELLERTON
Hymn, '

It'/un tJte day of toil is done' iv, firing us, where
all tears are dried, Joy for evermore.]
8. A source or object of joy ; that which causes

joy, or in which delight is taken ; a delight.

(1844) 93) h** l" Annunciation, Nativity, Epiphany, Resur-
rection, and her Assumption ; later R. C. writers make
seven, adding as second and fifth, the Visitation and Finding
in the Temple, and making the seventh the Ascension.
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c 1175 Lme Ran In O. E. Misc. 97 His sihte is al ioye

and gleo, he is day wyjvute nyhte. 138* WYCLIF Phil. iv. i

My britheren moost dcreworthe . . my ioye and my crownc.

loye of the whole earth. 1611 BIBLE Iso, xxxii. 14 The
forts and towers shall be for dens for ever, a joy of wild

asses, a pasture of flocks. 1818 KEATS Endym. i. i A
thing of beauty is a joy for ever. 1876 OOIDA Winter City

vi. 151 You can see no horizon from it ; that alone is the joy
of the moor-land.

Bury Wills 17 Oure ladyes fyve joyes. 1674 BREVINT
Saul atEndor 281 They allow but 40 daies Pardon for saying
seven Paters and Aves to the honor of the seven Joies.

b. Used (esp. dial.} as a term of endearment for

a sweetheart, child, etc. ; a darling: cf. Jo 3.

1590 SHAKS. Mills. N. iv. i. 4 While I .. kisse thy faire

large eares, my gentle ioy. 1606 Ant.tr Cl. I. v. 58 His
remembrance lay In Egypt with his ioy. 1789 BLAKE

Songs Innoc., Infant Joy ^ Pretty joy ! Sweet joy but two

days old. 1875 B. L. FARJEON Love's Viet, xxv, She
instructed her eldest joy how to behave. 1876 Whitby Gloss.

S.V.,
' My bonny joy !

' my pretty dear.

(4. The quality which causes joy; quality or

faculty of delighting ;
= DELIGHT ^.3. 06s. rare.

a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 41 pus bis dredful demers on dayes
bider drewe, Al for gentrise and Ioye of bat lewesse. 1483
Cath. Angl. 197/2 Ioy, ..amenitas.

f6. Joyful adoring praise and thanksgiving;
= GLOBY 4. Rendering 'L. gloria (Gr. Sofa), esp.
in the doxologies. Obs.
When OE. viuldor, early ME. luulder, became obs., and

L. gloria, OY.gloru^gloire, was not yet adopted, Eng. had
no word distinctly representing L. gloria. Hence bliss and

jt>y were used naturally at first of the glory o! heaven (see

sense 2 above, BLISS 2 c, GLORY 4), and extended to this

sense in which gloria, gloire represent Gr. 66 a : cf. BLISS 3.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 1260 On liei be ioi, and pes on lagh.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. v. pr. vi. 139 (Camb. MS.) pe luge
bat seeb and demeb alle binges. (To whom be goye and

worshipe bi Infynyt tymes Amen.) 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VII. 289 Gloria Patri etc. bat is, Ioye to be Fadir.

a 1400 Prymer (1891) 17 loyje be to the fadir, and to the

sone, and to the holy goost. 1483 Catk. Angl. 197/2 Ioy,
atloria. .doxa, doxula.

f6. A jewel. (F. joie, Godef.) Obs.

1599 BRETON Miseries Manillia u, Here my sweete Mis-

tresse, take this Pearle-ioye Set it in the ring that hangeth
at mine eare. 1611 FLORIO, Giaia, a ioy, a gemme, a iewell.

fb. In E. Indian use from Pg.jota. Obs.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Chron. 17/1 Shaik Ishmail was
convicted of breaking into the house of Pittamber Narrain,
and stealing from thence a variety of gold and silver joys.

1809 MARIA GRAHAM Jrnl. ResiJ. India (l$li) 3 To murder
these helpless creatures for the sake of their ornaments or

joys. 18*4 Sk. fndia (ed. 2) 78 Groups of dancing-girls,
covered with joys.

7. Astro!. Joys ofthe Planets ; see quots.
[a 1400-50 A lexandcr 704 And how be mode Marture

makis sa mekill ioy.) 1638 PHILLIPS, Joyes of the Planets,
are when they are in those houses where they are most

powerful and strong, as Saturn joyeth in Scorpio. 1706
PHILLIPS, Joys of tlit I'lanets . . are certain Dignities that

befall them, either by being in the place of a Planet of like

according to Ptolemy, is in his joy when another is dig-
nified in any of his dignities... They are also said in modern

astrology to have their joys in certain houses according to

their nature, whether good or evil, thus Vj joys in the 12th ,

i in the n".

t 8. Isolated obsolete uses. a. A stage-play.
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 264/1 Ioy, or pley bat begynnythe

wythe sorow, and endythe wythe gladnes, coinedia. Ioy,
or pley bat begynnythe wythe gladnesse, and endythe wythe
sorow, tragedia.

b. (See quot.)
1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 9 Joye is when their idle

men reqviire meat and drinke out of meale tymes .. it is as

much to say as a benevolence.

9. In various phrases :

ta. To have joy of, to be highly pleased or delighted
with, t b. To make joy, to rejoice. With indirect obj.,

To give a glad welcome. tc. To take joy, to take plea-

sure, be glad, rejoice. d. Toivisli (arch, give) one (t the']

joy of, to express sympathetic joy
or give one's good wishes

to a person on a happy occasion ; to congratulate. Often
ironical. Cf. JOY v. 5 b. G. God give you joy, Joy go
with you, etc., ejaculations expressive of good wishes.

a. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 253 Al be Kun bat him isei}

adde of him ioye inou. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 768 They
were so . . rauysshed and hadden so greet ioye of hire, that

wonder was to telle. ci4S Merlin 184 Whan Gawein
vndirstode the speche of his brother, he hadde of hyin
hertely ioye, ana moche he hym preysed. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary u. (1625) 60, I trust you shall have joy of

me, and. . I doubt not but so to behave my selfe, that I shall

well deserve this good liking.. of my master. b. 11300
Havelok 1209 Hise children . . maden ioie swipe mikel.

c 1390 Cast. Love 1771 in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.,
The apostlys and the martins, The confessors and the vir-

ginis, Alle wolle him ioy makyn. 1483 CAXTOS Gold. Leg.
79/1 Thenne ranne the dogge. .and cam home as a messager
fawnyng and makyng ioye with hys tail. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. l. iii. 32 Such ioy made Vna when her knight she

found. c. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. IV. i. 90 Ros. Am not I

your Rosalind ? Orl. I take some ioy to say you are. 1611

Wint. T. v. i. 80 Such As. .it should take ioy To see her
in your annes. d. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 200, I

wish him ioy of her. 1631 T. ADAMS in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 147, I wish you much joy in the execution of that

hopeful! employment. 1638 W. MOUNTAGU in Buccleuch

JOY.

MSS., Montagu Ho. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 277 Sir Christ.

Yerlverton gave him first joy of his office, c 17x0 CELIA
FIENNES Diary (1888) 141 Ye Earle having just marry'd his

Eldest daughter . . there was Company to wishe her joy.

1806-7 ) BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) iv. Intiod.,
I give you joy of having found out that. 185$ THACKERAY
Nnucomes it, Newcome, my boy. .1 give you joy. 1885 J.
PAYN Heir Ages xlvi, You will even go the length of wishing
them joy of their bargain. e. a 1440 Sir Eglam. 608

Syr, yf you yoye of yowre chylde. c 14150 Towneley Myst.
xu'L 550 So god. .gyf me Ioy of my chylde ! 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 4^8 God glue thee ioy of him. 1596

Merch. V. ill. u. 190 To cry good ioy, good ioy my Lord
and Lady. 1603 Meas. for M. v. i. 532 Ioy

to you
Mariana. 1741 POPE Dune. iv. 54 Joy to great Chaos ! let

Division reign. 1834-46 LANDOR /mag. Conv. Wks. I. 171
There we leave her, and joy go with her.

10. Comb, objective and obj. genitive, as joy-

killer, -maker ; joy-bringing, -dispelling, -inspir-

ing adjs. ; instntmental, etc., asjoy-bright, -encom-

passed, -rapt, -resounding, -wrung adjs. ; joy-

bereft, -mixt adjs. ; attrib., of or expressing

joy, as joy-gift, -note, -offering, -tear; joy-bells,

-fire, -gun, bells rung, a bonfire lighted \V.feu de

joie], or a gun fired to celebrate a joyful event ;

joy-firing (tumce-wd.) , lighting of joy-fires t joy-

making, merrymaking; t joy-sop, a sop made

by dipping cake in wine ; joy-weed, a plant of

the genus Alternanthera (Miller Plant-n. 1884).
1836 MAYNE Siller Gun v. xliv. When now, in tune, The

*joy-bells chime. 1894 MRS. FR. ELLIOT Roman Gossip_ i,

Every church echoes joy-bells to the deep boom of Saint

Peter's. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. i. ii, Cybell, *ioy-bereft,
And Vesta. .Did both lament. 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas, linag.
in. 91 Chief the glance Of wishful envy draws their "joy-

bright eyes, c 1600 DAVISON Ps. cxxv, Peace, "joy-bringing

peace And plentie shall for euer dwell With God's owne
chosen Israeli. 1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems 54 Through all

her joy-deserted seats. 1871 B. TAYLOR Fatal (1875) II.

in. 169 The "joy-encompassed path of Song. 1845 CARLYLE
Cromwell (1871) I. 53 Old London was ..in a blaze with

*joy-fires. 1864 Fredk. Gt. xvn. vii, Such a '

joy-

firing
'

for Lobositz. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guiai
Wind. II. 123 And foiled i'he "joy-guns of their echo. 1819
SHELLEY Cyclops 170 The Bacchic dew Of *joy-inspiring

grapes. 1858 DORAN Crt. Fools 336 To place . . the German
fools or "joy-makers before a foreign public, c 1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 56 In alle his "joy makyng. .He felle

dede doun colde as any stone. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol.

I. xlvii, Oh . . fill with pious awe and "joy-mixt woe the

heart, 1898 Athenxum 27 Aug. 281/3 No *joy-peal was

rung. 1648 HERRICK Hester., T'wel/e Night ih, Let us
make "Joy-sops with the cake.

Joy (dgoi), v. Forms: 3-6 ioyen, 4-5 ioie(n,

4-7 ioye, ioy, (5 ioi), 7 joye, 7- joy. [ME. a.

OF.joir to rejoice, enjoy, welcome, etc., F. joiiir
= Pr. gaudir, gauzir, jauzir : pop.L. *gaudlre =
L. gattdSre to rejoice.]

fl. rejl. To experience joy ; to find or take plea-
sure

;
to enjoy oneself ; to rejoice. Obs.

c 1260 Somt'r is coinen in Rel. Ant. I. 100 This day
beginniz to longe, And this foules everichon joye hem wit

songe. 1614 MERITON Chr. Assur. House 13 To joy our

selves in things uncertaine is but an induction of griefe. 171*
ADDISON Sped. No. 517 f 2 He has neverjoyed himself since.

2. intr. To feel or manifest joy ;
to be glad ; to

rejoice, exult. Occas. with it or cognate obj.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17976 Wib cry bei ioyeden euerychone.

a 13*5 Prose Psalter xl[i]. 12 Myn enemy ne shal nou}t
ioien up me. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 387/1 Al the celestyal
courte ioyed and songen thys verce. a 1533 L - BERNERS
Hiton xliv. 147, I shall neuer ioy in my herte vnto the

tynie I haue slayne the. 1601 Narcissus (1893) 422 Ah, the

poore rascall, never ioyd it since. 1605 CHAPMAN All
Fooles l. i, To ioy one ioy, and thinke both one thought,
Liue both one life. 1715-20 POPE Iliad HI. 37 So joys a

lion, if the branching deer Or mountain-goat, his bulky

prize, appear. 1885 Miss BRADDON Wyllard!s Weird xxiv,

She had . . sympathised and sorrowed and joyed with them.

b. To rejoice or delight : const, in (\of, at,

witK), to do something, or with clause.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 1990 Makayre ioyede bat

bey were so stable, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter v. 14 Ioy
sail all in be bat lufis bi name, c 1450 tr. De Imilatioiie in.

iii. 66 pel ioy more at vanyle ban bou at troube. c 1470
HENRVSON Mor. Fab. iii. (Cock fy

Fox) 537 Prydfull he was,
and joyit of his sin. 1495 Trtvaa't Barth. De P.R. xvm.
Ixxxli. (W. de W.) Ffij b/2 Some bestys Ioye of theyr
owne colours. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasin. Par. i Pet.

iv. ii If they do repent, it is to be ioyed at. 1590 MARLOWE
=rf ft. Tamburl. v. iii, I joy, my lord, your highness is

so strong. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 255 This is

sufficient to make us little to joy in foreigners money. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela II. 345 O my good old Acquaintances,
said I, I joy to see you. 1837 HOWITT R ur. Life in. vi.

(1862) 274 Back to the scenes in which he early joyed.

c. Astral. Of a planet : see JOY sb. 7.

1658, 1819 [see JOY sir. fy 1855 SMEDLEY Occult Set.

311 Cogent reasons are given why the planets should joy in

these houses rather than others,

t d. trans. To rejoice at. Obs.

i6oa WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. xlv, Edward Duke of Bucking-

ham, whose end That Prelate ioyde, the people moena.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. iv. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 105 Thou
shall not joy his death. 1847 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal xv. 86,

I joy it, and I thinke it self does so.

3. trans. To fill with joy ; to gladden, delight,

fa. <yias\-intpers. : with of or clause. Obs.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 12110 The syxte grace of

shryfte to neuehe Ilyt ioyeth alle be court of heuenc.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 214 It loyes me, lason, of bi iust

werkes. c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon x. 20 It joys me that

such men . . should lay their liking on this base estate.



JOYANCE.
1651 CROMWELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. HI. 366 It joyes
mee to heere thy soule prospereth. 1703 ROWE fairPout.
I. i. 320 It joys my heart that I have found you.

b. With ordinary subject, arch.
c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 68 God wol be man, Man-

kend to save, and that ioyth me. 1573 TUSSER Hush.
(1878) 68 For his sake that ioyed vs all with his birth.

1667 PEPYS Diary 2 Sept., Which did mightily joy me.
1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag, ix. (1860) 209 O, how these
strangers joy'd my sight. 1845 MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteboy
ix. 76 The barrel was . . smooth enough to joy the heart of
a Red Indian.

t c. passive. To be joyed, to be rejoiced or de-

lighted, to find joy or delight. Obi.
138* WYCLIF Ecclus. xxv. 10 A man that is iojid [L. ju-

cundatur, 1388 is myrie] in sones lyuende. 1486 Surtees
Misc. (1888) 53 Gretely gladdit and joyed of the commyng
of his moost riall persone. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 273 How
joied we are that so good event hath followed. 1676 HOBBES
Iliad xix. 165, I am joy'd The counsel you have given us
to hear. 1725 POPE Odyss. vn. 355 My soul was joy'd in
vain

; For angry Neptune rouz'd the raging main.
4. To derive enjoyment from ; to possess or use

with enjoyment ; to enjoy, t Formerly, also, in
weaker sense, To have the use or benefit of:
= ENJOY 4, JOISE 2. a. trans, arch,
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 47 A forward fast bai bond pat ich a man

schul ioien his. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 77 He schal ioi it as his
oune. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) Civ/2, I graunt
thee Codrus to toy my armony. 1590 SPENSER f. Q. n. x.

S3 Him succeded Harms, Who ioyd his dayes in great tran-

quilhty.^ 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1166 Who might have liv'd
and joy'd immortal bliss. 1700 DRYDEN Cymon ff Iph. 544,
I will be there, And join'd by thee intend to joy the fair.
1866 ALGER Solit. Nat. f, Man iv. 282 He was at home,
with the things he joyed.

fb. intr. with of. (P.jouirdt.} Olis.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. viii. 189 Who
useth.or ioyethwyttyngely of lettres or ofgraces sograunled.

Howe lytle we shall ioy of them, and vse them.

f 5. trans. To salute or greet with expressions of

joy, welcome, or honour ; in early use, to give glory
to, glorify, extol. 06s.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. x. (Skeat) 1. 76 If thou laudest
and loyest any wight, for he is stuffed with soche maner
richesse._

c 1450 Merlin 579
'

Sir
', seide Merlin,

'
I wolde

ye dide ioy and honour these lordes that here be assembled
to diffende youre reame '. 1693 DRYDEN Persius \. (1697) 412
Met by his trembling Wife, returning home, And Rustically
Joy'd, as Chief of Rome. 1725 POPE Odyss. xiv. 489 The
faithful servant joy'd his unknown lord.

( b. To give or wish (a person) joy of some-

thing ;
to congratulate. Const, of (tit). 06s.

1483 Cath. Angl. 197/2 To Ioy, . . coletari . . congaudere,
fratari. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 885 Embassa-
dours from their neighbour princes, came to joy them of
this victorie. 1660 PEPYS Diary 22 Aug., In the House . .

I met with Mr. G. Montagu, and joyed him in his entrance
[as M.P.] for Dover. 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-Moth, iv. i.

1578, I come to joy you of a Crown.

\ C. intr. To offer honour or salutation to. Obs.

1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 47 Then this goldsmyth . .

wyth an enarrabulle gestur and behauing of gladnes ioyde
to my leder and..ofte bowde done al hys body worshippyng
and greting hym with innumerable thankys.

1 6. trans. To convert into joy. Obs. nonce-use.

1645 RUTHERFORD Trial <$ Tri. Faith ix. (1845) 105 To
the saints . . hell (to speak so\ is heavened, sorrow joyed.
Hence Joyed (dgoid) ///. a. [cf. GV.joi rejoiced,

delighted], rejoiced, delighted ; flaking delight in.

1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 15 Persones of
evyll

riotous and
sedicious dispositions joyed in rumor and rebellious novel-

ries. 1640 LADY GORING in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1888)
IV. 150 Truly hee waes the Most Ioyed man in the World.

1655 H. VAUGHAN SiUx Scint. II. Palm-Sunday ii, Put
on your best array ; Let the joy'd road make holy-day. 1821

CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 9 Each varied charm how joy'd would
he pursue.

Joyance (d5oi'ans). Chiefly/^. Also-aunce.

[f. JOY v . + -ANCE.

App. formed by Spenser; rare before :8oo, and considered
'

obsolete
'

by Johnson ;
reintroduced by Coleridge and

Southey, and in igth cent, a favourite word with poets and
writers of imaginative prose. The corresponding word de-

rived from OF. was the obsolete JOUISANCE.]
1. The state of feeling or action of showing joy ;

rejoicing ; delight ; enjoyment.
1500 SPENSER f. Q. in. xii. 18 Chearfull, fresh and full of
___! _, j _;/_ l__ f_1i J 1 .,

1741 SL

fellows' joyaunce careth aught, c 1796 COLERIDGE Au-
tumnal Even. 24 Chaste Joyance dancing in her bright-
blue eyes. 1820 SHELLEY To a Skylark 76 With thy clear

keen joyance Languor cannot be. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine

1314 Then would I.. Estate them with large land and terri-

tory. .To keep them in all joyance.
b. Enjoyment ^something, rare.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. xi. 7 Which gave him hope. .That

he in time her joyance should obtaine. 1850 MRS. BROWN-
ING Poems I. 20 God, Who gave the right and joyaunce of

the world Both unto thee and me, gave thee to me.

2. The action of enjoying or disporting oneself ;

disport, festivity, merrymaking.
c 1586 SPENSER Astrophel 25 His sports were faire, his

ioyance innocent. 1662 GUNNING Lent Fast 168 They
abstained from . . public joyances. 1797 SOUTHEY King
Charlcmain xi, Now merriment, joyaunce, and feasting

again Enliven'd the palace of Aix. 1878 Masque Poets 20

There too are jousts and joyance rare And beauteous ladies

debonair.

613

3. Joyous character or quality ; delight, charm.
1847 DISRAELI Tancred i. i, The . . illusion of an illimitable

distance of sylvan joyance. 1865 BAMFORD Poems, Farew.
Cottage, Where I . . met early spring with her buskin of dew
As o er the wild heather a joyance she threw.

Joyancy. [f. JOYANT ; cf. prec. and see -ANCY.]The quality or state of being joyant ; joyousness.
1849 J. WILSON in Blacbw. Mag. LXVI. 381 In a rapture

of aimless joyancy. 1866 CAHLYLE in Remitt. (1881) I. 202
One heard too that in Irving there was visible a certain
joyancy and frankness of triumph.

Joyant, a. rare. [f. JOY v. + -ANT, after joy-
ance.] Feeling or showing joy ; joyous.
1834 MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) II. 6 It [the lark] is in fact

more joyant in the sun. 1844 LD. HOUGHTON Mem. Many
Scenes, Dream Gondola 97 joyant earth ! beloved Gre-
cian sky ! 1876 J. ELLIS Cxsar in Egypt 126 The joyant
day-dreams of my rising life.

Joyaus, obs. pi. of JEWEL.
Joyce, obs. form of JOIST, JUICE.
Joycounde, Joyel(le, obs. ff. JOCUND, JEWEL.
Joyeusity, variant of JOYOUSITIE.
tJoyfnes. Obs. rare. [Cf. OV.joefncsce (131)1

c.), early form oljettnesse youth.] Youth.
13.. Caw. ff Gr. Knt. 86 Arthure .. watz so loly of his

loyfnes & sumquat child gered.

Joyful (dsorful), a. [f. JOY sb. + -FUL. For
earlier native synonyms, see BLISSFUL, BLITHE.]
1. Of persons, their feelings, etc. : Full of joy ;

having and showing a lively sense of pleasure
or satisfaction; elated with gladness, delighted,
t Formerly const, of.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. \. 50/112 }eot was heore heorte glad,

and loyful, bo huy him founde. 13. . E. E. A flit. P. A. 288
Were I at yow by-gonde bise wawez, I were a loyful lueler.

1:1400 Destr. Troy 974 Medea the mayden.. Was ioyfull of

lason, aioynit hym to. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xcix. [c.] i

O be ioyfull in God (all ye londes). 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
I. i. 51 A ioyfull mother of two goodly sonnes. 1632 J.
HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromeiia 75 Polimero taking him . . for
the Admiral!, was the joyfullest man in the world. 1725POPE Odyss. ix. 72 Sad for their loss, but joyful of our life.

1841 LANE Arab. A'ts. I. 87 Hepassed the night happy and
joyful on account of his recovery. 1876 M. M. GRANT Sun-
Maid

i, Ah, Monsieur, they are all joyful to receive you.
2. Of action, speech, looks, etc. : Expressing or

manifesting joy ; indicative of gladness.
1:1340 Cursor M. 20516 (Fairf.) He .. saide til ham wib

ioiful steyuen comis wib me. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Ixiii. 5
When my mouth prayseth the with ioyfull lippes. 1611
BIBLE Ps. Ixvi. i Make a ioyfull noise vnto God, all yee
lands. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromeiia 68 Being
the first time that a joyfull looke was seene in that Court,
sithence the departure of the Princesse. 1756^-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) IV. 32 He was received .. amidst the joyful
acclamations of almost all Italy. 1842 TENNYSON Captain
30 Then the Captain's colour heighten'd, Joyful came his

speech.
3. Of things, events, etc. : Fraught with, attended

by, or causing joy ; gladsome, delightful.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 786 Nere neuere king ne queue

glad wanne hii him seie Ac to be loiuol day hopede wanne
he ssolde

de_ie.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 34 He was putt

oute of bat ioyfull place. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi.

232 All thynges and wethers fallen to me ioyfull and lykyng
and gladsum. a 1592 H. SMITH Serm. Luke xix. 6 Wks.
1867 II. 158 This was the joyfullest news that ever came to
Zaccheus's house. 1680 BURNET Rochester 143 It was one
of the joyfullest things that befe him. a 1808 HURD Serm.
Rez'.xix. loWks. 1811 V. 24 Contemplating with grateful
admiration so joyful a state of things.

Joyfully (dgoi-fuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
In a joyful manner.
1. With a feeling or manifestation of joy; with

joy ;
with much gladness.

CI330 Arth. ff fieri. 4681 Ther thai setten ioifulliche.
a

I34o_
HAMPOLE Psalter xxv. 8 A sted in be whilk bou

wold ioyfully wonne. 1413 Pilgr. Sou'le (Caxton 1483) v.

xiv, 105 Ioyfully takyng eueriche other by the hand. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 488 He was receyved most ioyfully and
honourably, namely by the Citezens of London. 1615 J.
STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 322 She hearkens joyfully to the
numerous footing of horses. 1860 WILKIE COLLINS Dead
Secret n. iii, 'In two months', she exclaimed joyfully,

'

I

shall see the dear old place again '.

2. So as to occasion joy; with happy outcome
or result.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 993 Pelleus . . had pyne at his hert, pat
lason of his lorney loifully hade sped. 1549 COVERDALE,
etc. Erasm. Par. Cath. Epist. Ded., The Lorde lesus..

Ioyfully preserue yowre longe prosperous healthe in hym.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. ll, ii. 41 Th' Ambassadors from Norwey,
my good Lord, Are ioyfully return 'd. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD
To Leewardiv. 42 However the tale ends, we would have
made it end yet more joyfully.

JoyfulneSS. [See -NESS.] The quality or

state of being joyful ; gladness ; lively happiness.
c 1483 Digby Myst. (1882) iv. 1554 In loye of this loyfull-

nese, A songe of comforte lete vs expresse. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 261 All the collettes and orysons after

this tyme be of ioyfulnesse. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. xxx, 22
The ioyfulnes of a man prolongeth his dayes. 1794 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho Ivi, With . . the joyfulness of

pure benevolence. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps ii. 19. 49
The record of . . trials and heartbreakings of recoveries

and joyfulnesses of success.

Joygne, obs. form of JOIN.

Joying (d^oi-iq),^/. si.
ff,

, JOY v. + -ING'.]
1. The action of JOY vb. ; rejoicing ; enjoyment.
('1300 Havelok 2087 He dide unto the borw bringe Sone

anon, al with ioynge, His wif, and his serganz thre. c 1450

JOYOUSITIE.
LONELICH Grail Hi. 829 Thanne that danmele Made gret
loyeng. cijfc INCELEND Disobed. Child Epil., How short
a feast is this worldly joying. 1633 P. FLETCHER Poet.
Misc. 65 Our sweet retired joying.
1 2. Iransf. An object or source of joy. Obs.
1388 WYCLIF Ps. xxxi[ij. 7 pou, my fulli ioiynge, delyuereme fro hem bat cumpassen me ! c 1430 Hymns Vire. 28

Ihesu, my king and my ioiynge !

t Joyingly, adv. Obs. [(.joying, pr. pple. of

JOY v. + -LY *.J With joy, joyfully.
CI430 Christ's Compl. in Pol. Rel. ff L. Poems 199

loryngly bou woldist it take anoon. c 1450 tr. De Imita-
tione m. Ixii. 144 Suffre paciently, if bou can not suffre
loingly.

Joyke, obs. form of JOUK K.I

Joyless (dgoi'les), a.
[f. JOY sb. -f -LESS.]

1. Destitute of joy ; having, feeling, or manifest-

ing no joy ; sad, cheerless, f Sometimes const, of.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 252, I haf ben a loylez luelere.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1284 Full ioyles he rydes. Ay he gretis
ashegase. 1593 SHAKS. Lvcr. 1711 While with a joyless
smile she turns away The face. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 766Not in the bought smile Of Harlots, loveless, joyless, un-

i?
d
ii
ar

i' **?*
ERYDEN yirf- Georg. in. 336 The youthful

cull . . Forsakes his Food, and pining for the Lass, Is joyless
ofthe Grove. 1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr. 11. 13 It will barely
subsist, in a dull joyless insipid state. 1883 19/4 Cent. Nov.
81 1 The lives of the people are joyless.
2. Causing or affording no joy ; cheerless, dis-

mal, dreary.
13.... A Hit. P. C. 146 Hit watz a ioyles gyn bat lonas

watz nine. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A . iv. ii. 67 A ioyfesse, dismall,
blacke & sorrowfull issue, Heere is the babe as loathsome
as a toad. 1740 WESLEY Hymn, 'Christ whose glory

'

ii,

Joyless is the day's return Till Thy mercy's beams I see.
1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath, On other days the man of toil is

doomed To eat his joyless bread, lonely, a 1847 ELIZA
COOK There would I be v, The crowd and the city are joy-
less to me.

Hence Joylessly adv. ; Joylessness.
1623 DONNE Serm. Ps. Ixiii. 7 A faintnesse of heart, a

chearlesnesse, a joylesnesse of spirit. 1766 G. CANNING
Anti-Lucretius v. 402 The lazy blood moves joylessly.
1881 MARY C. HAY Missing III. 240 Gravely and joy-
lessly looking up into Alfred's face. 1884 Spectator 4 Oct.
!37/2 The general Joylessness of the lives of the poor.

Joylile, Joyly(e, obs. ff. JOLLILY, JOLLY.
Joylite, joylity, etc., obs. forms of JOLLITY.
Joyne, obs. form of JOIN, JUNE.
Joynter, obs. form of JOINTJJB, JOINTURE
Joyous (dgoi'as), a. Forms : 4-7 ioyous, (5

-uss, -eos, -eus, -eux, -ouse), 5-6 ioyus, -ouse,
(6 -ws, -eous), 7- joyous. [ME. a. AF. joyous= OY.joios, -eus, Y.joyeux, i.joie JOY sb]
1. Having a joyful nature or mood

;
full of glad

feeling ; blithe, gladsome, buoyant ; also, expres-
sive of, or characterized by, joy ;

& JOYFUL i, 2.

CI3 I5 SHOREHAM 120 More encheyson hadde cure levedy
Ioyous and blythe for to be. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Prii'. Priv. 240 The good odure. .makyth the herte oppyn
and [iolyouse. c 1485 Digby Myst. iv. 1028 Be loyeos
now of mynd ! 1560 HIULE (Genev.) Isa. xxii. 2 A citie full

of bruit, a ioyous citie. 1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 515 The
Earth Gave sign of gratulation, and each Hill; Joyous the
Birds. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 128 T i Women in their
Nature are much more gay and joyous than Men. 1753
HAWKESWORTH AdrentitrerzoOct. 177, I had now ascend-
ed another scale in the climax

;
and was acknowledged . . to

be a Joyous Spirit [see also JESSAMY sb. 4]. 1827 HARE
Guesses (1859) 241 A laugh, to be joyous, must flow from
a joyous heart. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xvii. 168 A joyous
stir was now audible in the hall.

f b. Const, of or with clause. Obs.

ci3ps St. Swithin 36 in E. E. P. (1862) 44 Alle men bat
him iknewe ioyous perof were, c 1477 CAXTON Jason 50 b,
I am right ioyous of thy wele and worship, a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. /"'/ 84 He was ioyous that power and princely
estate was now to him happened. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
iv. v. 70 Wander we to see thy honest sonne, Who will of

thy arriuall be full ioyous. 1599 Hen. V, v. ii. 9 Right
ioyous are we to behold your face.

2. Of things, events, etc. : Inspiring or produc-
tive of joy; gladdening, cheerful; = JOYFUL 3.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 753 Thow ioyuss fleiss of Gedion.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 70 It was the ioieust and plesaunt

si^hte that ever .. Lisander had see. 1526 TINDALE Heb.
xii. ii No manner learnynge for the present tyme semeth
to be ioyeous but greveous. c 1630 MILTON Passion 3 Of. .

joyous news of heavenly Infant's birth, My muse with

Angels did divide to sing. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's
Stud. Nat. (1799^ II. 43 Every return of that joyous season

[harvest]. 1864 KIRK Chas. Boldl. n. i. 450A new sovereign,
on the occasion of his 'joyous entry', as his first visit to

a place after his accession was called.

3. Comb.
(20 SHELLEY Hymn to Mercury xxi, Joyous-minded

Hermes from the s>len Drew the fat spoils.

t Joyou-sitie, joyeirsity. Obs. Alsosioy-
ous(e)te, ioyeusete. [a. V.jtytusett (14-151!! c.

.n Hatz.-Darm.) ,
f. joios, joyeux JOYOUS : see -TY,

-ITY.] The quality or state of being joyous; joyous
or mirthful behaviour ; mirth, disport.
n 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 128 To eschewe diuerse

r lesauncez, disportes, and other Ioyeusete {printed loy-

luseie]. 1483 CAXTON Gold: Leg. 112/1 Hylaire is said of

'oyouste for he was ioyous in the seruyce of god. 1491
Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xl. 61 b/i She sawe alle

^oyousete and gladnesse. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Re/, iv. Wks.
1846 II. 319 Such pastyme tothameisbut joyousitie, whairin

our Queyn was brocht up. 1819 W. TBNNANT Papistry
Stonn'd(iS2j) 10 'Mid sic joyeusitie, I wot Th' east neuk o'

?ife was nae forgot.



JOYOUSLY.

Joyously, aJv. [f. JOYOUS + -I.Y 2
-] In a

e s sngng in ,
.

Joyousness. [f. as prec. -(- -NESS.] The state

or quality of being joyous.
IS49 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Jos. iv. i Let outragious

ioyousnes be chaunged in to holsome sadnes. 1811 LAMB

l-lia Ser. I. St. Valentine, She was all Joyousness and in-

nocence. 1874 SYMONDS Sk. Italy <{
Greece (1898) I. via. 166

In his work . . life is toned to a religious Joyousness.

Joys(s)ance, variant of JOUISSANCE Obs.

Joyse, joyst(e, Joys(e, obs. ff. JOIST, JUICE.

Joy'some, a. rare. [f. JOY sb. + -a

Fraught with joy, joyous, gladsome.

Joyssement, var. GISTMENT Obs., agistment.

Joyt, obs. Sc. form of JOT sb.1

Joywell, obs. form of JEWEL.
J.P., abbreviation ofJustice of the Peace.

Jr., jr., abbreviation of JUNIOB.
Ju, Juall, obs. forms of JEW, JEWEL.

tJub'.jube. Obs. rare. [a. F. Jube, jubbe,

obs. ff. jupe JUPE.] A short coat or jerkin.

1611 FLORIO, Giubba, a iub, a trusse, a sleuelesse doublet,

ierkin, iacket or mandillion. 1611 Nawortk Househ. Bks.

(Surtees) 160 Making a pair of drawers and a Jube.

fJub 2
. Obs. or dial. [app. onomatopoeic.]

A thrust or knock with something blunt, a jog ;

the jog of a trotting horse.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 401, 1 am likely to run the

Risque of Rubs and Jubs. 111825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,

jfub, the slow heavy trot of a sluggish horse.

Jub : see JUBBE.
II Juba 1

(d3'ba). [L. juba mane, foliage of

trees: see JUBE
a
.] (See quot. 1880.)

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 100/1 Rice . . beareth a seed

in a sparsed juba, or tuft. 1706 PHILLIPS, Juba, the Main
of a Horse . . ; among Herbalists a soft loose Beard which

Juba- (d3*<-ba). U.S. Also juber, jouba.

[Negro.] A species of dance or breakdown prac-

tised by the plantation-negroes of the southern

United States, accompanied by clapping of the

hands, patting of the knees and thighs, striking of

the feet on the floor, and a refrain in which the

word juba is frequently repeated. Also in Comb.,

zsjuba-dance, -patting, -shuffle.
18. . Southern Sketches 98 (Bartlett) Here were Virginia

slaves, dancing jigs and clapping Juber, over a barrel of

persimmon beer. 1885 Libr. Mag. July i On the rude floor

of the forecastle, they danced their vigorous hoe-downs, jigs

and jubah-shuffles. 1888 Century Mag. XXXVI. 770/1
The juba-dance and the corn-shucking were equally invested

with elements of the unreal and the grotesque.

Juba, obs. form of JUBE sb?-

t Jubarb (dyt-baib). Obs. [a. F. joubarbe :-

jousbarbe ( Sp. jusbarba~) : L. Jovis barlia Jove's

beard.] The houseleek.

xij, An herbe that is called also lobarde. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 237 The lesse Sengreen or lubarb groweth vpon
walls . . likewise vpon the tiles of house-roofs. 1725 BRADLEY
Fain. Diet, s.v., The Great Jubarb is a Plant that has great

Pulpy and thick Leaves, . .sharp at the Ends like a Tongue.

Jubarde, -die, obs. forms of JEOPARD, -IY.

t Juba'rtes. Obs. Also 7 jubertas, -artus,

dubartas, 8 dubartus. [mod.L. jubartcs, F.

jubarte ;
also called Jupiler, orjupiter-jisch (An-

derson Nachrichten von Islatul, Hamburg, 1748)
and GIBBKBT, F. gibbar in Cotgr.
As to the origin of the word, J. H. Trumbull in Fisheries

t, Fish. Indust. 17. S. (1884) I. 29, says:
' Rondelet. .gives

a figure of a " Bakena Vera".. which the whale-fishers of

Saintonge call Gibbar or Gibbero Dorso, that is
"
raised in

a hump on which is the fin." From this provincial name
came Gibbartas, Gubartas, Jubartj Jubartes, Jupiter, and
half a dozen other corruptions, introduced first among
mariners.' (Anderson ca\\s gibbar a. Basque word.)]

A name given in 17-1 8th c. to species of Ror-

qual, Fin-whale, or Finner, esp. that found near

the coast of New England. (Sometimes applied
erroneously, e.g. in quot. 1701 to the Cachalot.)

H^figures in various works on Natural History, from
Klein 1740 to Cuvier 1836, as Bolxnoptera Jubartes, Balei-

noptire Jubarte, Rorqual Jutarte, but the name has dis-

appeared from more recent works.
1616 CAPT. SMITH ftescr. New Eng. i We saw many

{whales] . . a kinde of lubartes, and not the Whale that

yeeldes Finnes and Oyle as wee expected, c 1640 J. SMYTH
l/umlred of Berkeley (1885) 319 The Sturgeon, Porpoise,
Thornpole, Jubertas or a yonge whale. 1663 Charter of
Rhode 1st. (in U. S. Fisheries 1884 Sect. i. 28', Itt shall bee
laweful for them, or any of them, having struck whale,
dubertus, or other greate msh, itt or them to pursue unto
any pane of that coa*te. 1671 NARBOROUGH Jntl. in Ace.

614

Sev. Lale Voy. I. (1694) 160 Saw many Sea Fowles .. with

many Jubartesses. i68a J. COLLINS Making of Salt 83

The Dutch.. have the Priviledge to Fish.. for Gratnpusscs,

and Dubartas, which is a bastard kind of Whale. 1701 C.

Woi LEY Jrnl. Nem York (1860) 39 A Dubartus is a * ish of

the shape of a Whale, which have teeth where the Whale

has Bone.

Juba's bush. A tall annual, Iresine celosioides

(N.O. Amaratitacese), growing in the southern

United States and bearing panicles of small white

flowers. Also called juba's brush.

Jubate (djw'Wl), a. Zool. [ad. L. jubdt-us

maned, (.juba mane.] Having a mane, or a fringe

of hair like a mane.
18x6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV. 278 Jutatc, . . having long

pendent hairs in a continued series.

|| Jubbah. (djo-ba, djju'bba). Also 6 iubbe, 9

jubbee, jubbeh, juba, jhuba, joobey, djubba.

[ad. Arab. ^. jubbah, whence also Sp. (with

Arab, article) 'aljuba. It. giubba, giuppa, Prov.

jupa, f.jubejupe (cf. JUB l) ;
derivative f.jupon.

Another pronunciation of the Arabic is JIBBAH.]
An outer garment worn by Mohammedans and

Parsees, consisting of a long cloth coat, open in

front, with sleeves reaching nearly to the wrists.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 83 Thre were apparelled
for Hector, Alexandre, and lulius Caesar, in Turkay lubbes

of grene cloth of gold wrought like Chamlet very richely.

1818 E. BLAQUIERE tr. Pananti's Resid. Algiers x. (1830)

201 Their robes, called Jubas, are made like tunics. 1819
T. HOPE Anastasius (1820) I. L i [He] saw no reason why he

should not., swing his jubbee, like a pendulum, from side to

side. x88 J. B. FRASER Kuzzilbash I. xii. 165, I had . .

given him my Toorkoman jubbah and cap. 1831 Literary
Souvenir 152 Over these hung a brown joobba, or cloak of

camel's hair. 1896 Strand Mag. Jan. 88 He wore a crimson

turban, yellow haik, brown djubba and saffron slippers.

t Jubbe. Obs. Also 4-6 iobbe, 6 iobb, 7 jub.

[Origin unascertained.] A large vessel for liquor.
c 1386 CHAUCER Millet's T. 442 With breed and chese and

goocf Ale in a Iubbe. Shipman's T. 70 With hym broghte
he a Iubbe of Maluesye. 1391 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden)
154 Et pro j pare jobbes de liij galonibus, iiij paribus potel

botels, xij pottes galoners. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 181/30

lubbe, cantharus, scyphus. [In BULLOKAR, COCKERAM,
PHILLIPS as obsolete word, Jub.]

Jub(b)et(t, obs. forms of GIBBET.

II Jube 1
(d57-bz)- Also 8 juba. [a. L. jubi

' bid
'
or

' order thou
'

;
said to be from the words

Jube, doi/iine, benedicere, pronounced from it by
the deacon before the reading of the Gospel. (See

Myrroure of Our Ladye (1873) 102.)]
1. A rood-loft or screen and gallery dividing the

choir from the nave.

1767 DUCAREL Anglo-Nortn. Antiq. 87 The/afc or screen

at the west end of the choir is a beautiful piece of architec-

ture. 1838 JAMES Richelieu xxxv, Cross the jube, through
the monks' gallery round the choir. 1861 MERESF. HOPE
Eng. Cathedr. T.t)th C. 174 A feature, .reduced to its subse-

quent form in the nth or i2th century .. theywfe having
been then substituted for the primitive ambo.

f2. See quot. (erron.yw^rt). Obs.

1725 tr. DupMs Eccl. Hist. i^t/iC.!. v. 58/2 The Preacher

was plac'd in a Chair lifted up, which the Ancients call'd

Chair, Throne, Tribunal, Juba, Exedra; which _was
ordinarily plac'd within the Enclosure of the Choir. The

Bishops . . sometimes mounted the Ambon or Juba, which

was betwixt the Choir and the Nave.

T Jube^ (djttb). Obs. rare-". [a. F. jube

(Cotgr. 1611), L. julia.] A mane.

1659 TORKIANO, Giuba, the long Jube or fleece that hangs
down from beasts necks, namely of a Lion.

Jube, variant of JUB '.

t Ju'beb, an obs. variant of JUJUBE.
1598 FLORIO, Giubetba, a drug called iubebes [1611 lubebs].

1658 PHILLIPS, Jubeb, fruit . . a kind of Pruan, used much in

Physick. 1717 liRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Gourd, To steep it

. .in the Juice of Jubebs. 1736 BAILEY Househ. Diet. 334
Take syrup of Althea and Jubebs.

Jubeling, jubeting : see JUBIL v.

Juberdy, -erte, obs. forms of JEOPARDY.
t Jubil, jnbel, v. Obs. rare. [ad. 'L. jfibildre,

orig. to halloo or call to any one ('jubilare est

rnstica voce inclamare
'

Festus), to shout, huzza ;

in Christian writers, esp. to shout for joy ; cf. OF.

jttbler, F. jubiler, Ger. jubeln, Du. jubelen, to

jubilate.]
1. intr. To halloo, shout (to dogs or the like).

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xi. 248 The earnestnes of

showting, Jubeling \printed jubeting] and hallowing.

2. To jubilate. Hence Jubiling, Jubeling vbl.sb.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4408 There, shal be gladnesse
eterne and iubilyng bisyly. Ibid. 4954 Thi sawle alder-

swettest [made] a magnyfy iubylyng.

Jubil, sb. : see JUBILEE, JUBIL-TKUMPET.
Jubilance (d3-bilans\ [f. JUBILANT: see

-ANCE.] The fact of being jubilant; jubilation,

exultation, gladness.
1864 NEALE Seaton. Poems 234 This jubilance of praise.

1868 J. T. NETTLESHIP Ess. Browning vii. 241 Passionate

wail that rises to triumphant jubilance. 1874 L. MORRIS

Evensong liv, Then came a sudden hush, and the jubilance
faded away.

Jnbilancy (d.^'bilansi). [f. as prec. : see

-ANCY.] The quality or fact of being jubilant.

1894 Forum (N. Y.) July 592 A note of jubilancy unmis-

takably spontaneous.

JUBILATION.

Jubilant (dg/7-bilant), a. [ad. L. jubilant-cm,

pr. pple. oijubilare to shout, raise a shout of joy :

see JUBIL v.} Making a joyful noise, rejoicing

with songs and acclamations
;
now generally,

Making demonstrations of joy, exultingly glad.

- 1798
a mighty nation jubilant. 1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems 39
All nature jubilant resounds thy praise. 1887 Spectator
25 June 859/2 At this Jubilee-time.. by busy and jubilant

England.
b. Expressing or manifesting joy.

1784 BP. HORNE Disc. Ch. Mas. Wks. 1818 IV. 16 Notes
of joy, exulting and jubilant, 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860)

I. 152 Bursting into a jubilant canter.

Jubilantly (d^K-bilantli), adv. [f. prec. +
-I.Y 2.] In a jubilant manner, with demonstrations

of joy, exultantly, gladly.
1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xlix. 272 She was welcomed

.. by the children jubilantly. 1884 Harper's Mag, Aug.
472/1 The shout is jubilantly renewed.

t Ju'bilar, a, Oi>s. rare~ l
. [In form, {. L.

jiibil-um wild cry, shout, halloo, huzza, but in

sense associated with jiibilseus JUBILEE + -AB : cf.

Y.jubilaire of or pertaining to a jubilee.] Of the

nature or character of a jubilee.

1613 BP. HALL Holy Panegyr. 3 The tenth complete

yeere of our Constantino deserues to be solemne and lubilar.

Jnbilarian (d-5bile<>Tian). [f.
med.L. jftbi-

lari-us JUBILARY + -AN.] One who celebrates his

or her jubilee ; spec, in R. C. Ch., a priest, monk,
or nun who has been such for fifty years.

1781 in A. Mary Sharp Hist. Ufton Court (1892) 233

May 13" 1782 died age 79 the Rev. F. Saward Madew,
O. S. F. a jubilarian, many years missionary at Ufton Court.

1882 H. FOLEY Rec. Eng. Sue, yesus VII 106 A jubilarian
in religion, in the priesthood and in the mission 1890
Catli. "News 3 May 7/3 We have now three

'

jubilarians'
who have completed 50 years and over as professed nuns.

t Ju'bilary, a. (sb.) Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

jfibilari-us one that has continued 50 years in the

same state ; in form f. jiibil-um wild cry, shout,

but in sense associated with jubilsus JUBILEE. Cf.

f.jubilairel\ Of or pertaining to a jubilee, jubilar :

in quot. absol. as sb.

'537 LATIMER Serm. lie/. Comioc. D j, How some brought
forth Canonizations, .some pardons, and these of wonderful

varietie, some Stationaries, some lubilaryes, some Pocu-

laryes for drinkers.

II Jubilate (dgwbilt'tz, ybzla-t<r), sbl [L.

jubilate shout ye, the first word of the psalm.]
1. The hundredth psalm (ninety-ninth in the

Vulgate), used as a canticle in the Anglican ser-

vice ; also, the music to which this is set.

1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. xi. 228 The Antient Tunes
of the Te Deum, Jubilate [etc.]. 1857 F. PROCTKR Hist.

Jik. Com. Prayer 226 Jubilate, .ordered, together with the

Te Deitin, on the occasion of a solemn thanksgiving.

2. traits/. A call to rejoice ; an outburst of joyous

triumph.
1767 H. BROOKE Fool oj Qual. (1859) II. 244 They would

speedily be with us in a joint jubilate on the banks of the

Avon. 1856 VAL-GIIAN Mystics (1860) 1. 179 My heart sings

jubilate thereat. 1877 T<"s!'y's MaZ- XXI - 422 Heaven's

grand courts with jubilates rang.

3. R. C. Ch. The third Sunday after Easter, so

called because Ps. 66 (65 in Vulgate), which begins
withJubilate, is used as the introit on that day.

f Jubilate (dgw'bilrt), sb? Obs. rare-", [ad.

L. jfibilatus, perf. pple. of jubilare to JUBILATE,
taken as sb.]

= JUBILABIAN.
1706 PHILLIPS, Jubilate (a Term us'd in the Roman

Church), a Monk, Canon, or Doctor, that has been Fifty

Years a Professor.

Jubilate (djfi-biWt),
v. [f. ppl. stem of L.

jubilare : see JUBIL vl\

1 1. trans. To make glad, to rejoice. Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 2. 168 Musicke . . jubilating

the heart with pleasure.

2. intr. To utter sounds of joy or exultation ;
to

make demonstrations of joy ; to rejoice, exult. In

recent newspaper use, sometimes, To celebrate a

jubilee or other joyful occasion.

83 O ye Cherubim and Seraphim .. how fervently, and how

excellently do ye sing and jubilate aloud before God. 1837

CARLYLE}^. Rev. I. v. i, Hope, jubilating, cries aloud that

it will prove a miraculous Brazen Serpent in the Wilderness.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret til. (1871) 358 The birds are jubi-

lating in the woods.

Hence Jvrbilating vbl. sb. and///,
a.

1853 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. ii. Wks. 1. 55 The hurrahs

were yet ascending from our jubilating lips. 1897 Westm.

Gaz. 4 Feb. 2/3 In this morning of glad jubilating.

Jubilated (dg-bik'ted), a. [f.
as JUBILATE

**.* + -ED.] .ff. C. Ch. That has completed his

fiftieth year in orders.

I77 NUGENT tr. Hist. Friar Gerund iv. n, 21 There had

died lately in the convent a jubilated father preacher, a man

of irreat consideration in the order.

Jubilation Hs*Ml*-bn). [ad. L. jnlnlatton-

cm, n. of action homjfibilare to JUBILATE.] The



JUBILATORY.
action of jubilating, loud utterance of joy ; exulta-

tion, rejoicing, gladness ; public rejoicing. With
a. and fl. An expression of exultant joy.
1388 WYCLIF Ps. cl. 5 Herie je him in cymbalis sownynge

wet ! herye }e him in cymbahs of iubilacioun ! ech spirit,

herye ]>e lord ! c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 11. 292 Be of good
chere and perfyte lubylacion. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 1846, In our hertes all solace, ioye & iubilacyon.
1634 W. TlRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. 1) 133, I should
remaine disconsolate amidst the publique lubilations. 1657
SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 58 The Te Deum, Bene-
dictus . . being the most Expressive Jubilations . . for the

Redemption of the world. 1780 BURNEY Hist. Mas. (ed.
2} III. i. 8 In Church Music whether jubilation, humility,
sorrow, or contrition are to be expressed. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. 1 1 1. vil.

yi,
Sansculottism is dead . . and is buried with

. . deafening jubilation. 1879 Low Afghan War iii. 288
The jubilations of the garrison were short-lived.

Jubilatory (d,^!<-biltori), a. [f. L. jubilat-,

ppl. stem oijftbilare to JUBILATE : see -OBY.] Ex-

pressive of jubilation.
1872 J. HATTON Vail. Poppies II. i. 9 The Jubilatory

clashing and hammering and clanging and joyful turbulence
of a grand marriage peal.

Jubile, si>. : see JUBILEE.

Jubileau (djSbilfan), a. [f. L.jfetifa-us (see

JUBILEE) + -AN.] Of or belonging to a jubilee.
1624 J. GEE Hold fast 41 To visit the holy Fathers

lubilean pompe. 1704 HEARNE Duct, Hist. (1714) I. 10 The
Sabbatical and Jubilean Years. 1836 Frasers ATag. XIII.
583 The jubilean period of forty-nine years will be complete.
Jubilee (cigtt-biU), sb. Forms: 4-7 iubile,

-lee, 6 iubely(e, 7 jubily, jubylee, (gubilie),
7-gjubile, 7- jubilee, [a. F. jubile (i4th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), in Sp. jubilee, It. giulbileo, ad. late

L. jubilxus (Vulgate, etc.), used as sb. 'jubilee',
but properly an adj. form (sc. annus), after Gr.

adj.s adj. (Origen, Epiphanius, etc.), f. Iw0i]\os
'

jubilee
'

(Josephus Antiq. III. xii. 3), ad. Heb. tav

yobel,
'

jubilee
'

, orig. ,
it seems,

'

ram', hence ' ram's
horn used as a trumpet', with which the jubilee

year was proclaimed. The Latin form jubilieus
instead of jobelttus shows association of the O.T.
word with the native L. jftbilum wild cry, shout,
and jiibilare to shout to, shout, halloo, huzza (see

JUBIL z>.) ;
and in Christian L. there was estab-

lished an association of sense between these words
and the Hebrew '

jubilee ', which has extended to

the modern langs.of Western Christendom. In Eng.
the word was often, as in the Bible versions, spelt

Jubile ; this was usually, like the F. Jubile, of 3

syllables ; but it was sometimes a disyllabic, and
referred directly to L. jfibiluin or med.L. jiibilus,
in the sense of an exultant shout. Cf. also ///A/7 in

jubll-trumpet, ]

1. Jewish Hist, (more fully year ofJubilee). A
year of emancipation and restoration, which ac-

cording to the institution in Lev. xxv was to be

kept every fifty years, and to be proclaimed by the

blast of trumpets throughout the land ; during it

the fields were to be left uncultivated, Hebrew
slaves were to be set free, and lands and houses

in the open country or un walled towns that had
been sold were to revert to their former owners or

their heirs.

1382 WYCI.IF Lev. xxv. 10 Thow shall halowe the fyftith

3eer . . he is forsothe the iubilee [ipse est enim jubilxits ;

1533 COVF.RD. lubilye, 1560 (Geneva) Iubile, 1569 (Bps.)

Iubilee, 1611 Iubile]. Ibid. 13 The }eer of iubilee [anno
jiibilzi]. 1382 Josh. vi. 4 The prestis shulen taak seuen

trompes, whos vse is in the iubile [bnccinas, qitarnm nsits

est in jubilco]. 1581 MARIJF.CK Bk. of Notes 562 lubely
is of this Hebrew word lobel, which in English, signifieth

a Trumpet : a yeare of singuler mirth and ioy, and of

much rest. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 126 Touching
this yeare of Iubilee is much controversie. Ibid., Scaliger
.. proving that the Iubilee was but fortie nine yeares com-

plete, and that the fiftieth yeare was the first onwards of

another Iubilee or Sabbath of yeares. 18455. AUSTIN Ranke's
Hist. Kef. II. 205 In Wiirtemberg, too, the Israelitish year of

jubilee was preached to the peasants. 1897 DRIVER Introd.

Lit. O. T. (ed. 6) 57 It is impossible to think that .. the

institution of Jubile is a mere paper-law. .. At least so far

as concerns the land . . it must date from ancient times in

Israel.

b. fig. or transf. A time of restitution, remis-

sion, or release.

c 1384 in Gasquet & Bishop Eaw. VI ft Bk. Com. Prayer
(1890) 10 Days of licence which are called days of jubilee.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. i. iii, You arrive in jubilee,

And firme attonement of all boystrous rage. 1611 R. FENTON

Usury II. xiii. 95 The land if it want a Iubile will in time

grow hartlesse. 1614 EARL STIRLING Domes Day tv. xcv,

All prisoners at last, death must enlarge, At that great

iubily. 1621 in Rising Lords' Deb. (1870) no Moved,
whether a general! jubelee shalbe for the debtes, or whether

. . . . . .

. . apprehension to be punished for his religion thro-out the

Brittish empyre, which was a general jubily to those nations.

2 R. C. Ch. A year instituted by Boniface VIII

in 1300 as a year of remission from the penal con-

sequences of sin, during which plenary indulgence

might be obtained by a pilgrimage to Rome, the

visiting of certain churches there, the giving of

635

alms, fasting three days, and the performance of
other pious works.

It was at first appointed to take place every hundred
years, but the period was afterwards shortened to fifty,
thirty-three, and twenty-five years, and now ' an extra-
ordinary jubilee is granted at any time either to the whole
Church or to particular countries or cities, and not neces-
sarily or even usually for a whole year' (Cath. Diet. 1885).
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 285 lionefacius the viij'

1>

. .grawntede grete indulgences in v" yere of his govemayle
[1300), whiche was be yere iubile to men visitynge the
apostles Petyr and Paule. Ibid., Hart. Contin. 491 Pope
Urban the vj

to
considerynge this tyme the age of men to

decrease, ordeynede this yere to be the yere of iubile

willynge that hit scholde contynue in every xxx1 '

yere
folowynge. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes i, I vnder-
stode the lubylee and pardon to be at . . Seynt lames in

Spayne. 1534 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 206
Item vij tables with scriptures uppon them to hange on the
altars in the tyme of the Jubyle. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 28 Thys yere was the gret jubele at Powlles. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 7 b, Clemente appoynteth the

yere
of Iubile, which Boniface the eight had ordained every

hundreth yeare, to be nowe everye fiftithe yeare. 1635
PAGITT Christianogr. in. (1636) 85 Leo the tenth . . sent
a Iubile with his pardons abroad. i6&xLond.Gaz. No. 1702/2
This week was published here a Bull for an Universal Jubily,
Granted by the Pope. 1749 H. WALPOI.E Lett. (1846) II. 286
Here . . we imagine that a jubilee is a season of pageants,
not of devotion. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy % It. Isl. II. 146
Bernardino da Polenta, lord of Ravenna.. in the jubilee of

1350,^
beset the roads with his men-at-arms, robbed the male

pilgrims, and . . dishonoured many of the females. 1900
Cathoi. Directory 184 The conditions of the Great and
Universal Jubilee of the Holy Year 1900.

3. The fiftieth anniversary of an event
;
the cele-

bration of the completion of fifty years of reign, of

activity, or continuance in any business, occupation,
rank or condition. Sillier jubilee (after Silver

Wedding], a name for the celebration of the

twenty-fifth anniversary ;
so DiamondJubilee, ap-

plied to the celebration of the sixtieth year of the

reign of Queen Victoria.

1386 CHAUCER Soinpn. T. 154 Our Sexteyn and onre
(Fermerer That han been trewe freres fifty yeer, They may
now, god be thanked of his looue, Maken hir Iubilee and
walke allone. 1548 LATIMKR Ploiigfifrs (Arb.) 26 Pam-
terynge of their panches lyke a monke that maketh his

ubilie. 1809 (title) Address to the Inhabitants of Great
:iritain and Ireland on the Jubilee. ^1830 DK QUINCEY
Autobiog. Sk. iv. Wks. 1862 XIV. 131 In Germany .. a
married couple, when celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of
their marriage day, are said to keep their golden jubilee ;

but on the twenty-fifth anniversary they have credit only
for a silver jubilee. 1845 GRAVES Koni. Law in Encycl.
Mctrop. II. 753/1 In 1838, Huschke published . . an offering
on the occasion of Hugo's jubilee from the faculty of law at

Breslau. 1861 C. KNIGHT Pop. Hist. Eng. VII. xxix. 526
The ssth of October [1809] was celebrated throughout
the Kingdom as

' The Jubilee
'

the fiftieth anniversary of
the accession to the throne of George the Third. 1887
Whitaker's Almanack 551/1 Henry 111 completed his year
of Jubilee Oct. 27, 1266 ; his great grandson, Edward III,

Jan. 24th, 1377 ; and George III, Oct. 24th, 1810. 1887
TENNYSON (title) The Jubilee of Queen Victoria. 1887

Q. VICTORIA in Snppl. to I.ond. Gaz. 25 June, The enthu-
siastic reception I met with, .on the occasion of my Jubilee,
has touched me most deeply. 1890 Post Card 16 May,
'

Penny Postage Jubilee 1890. Guildhall, London '. 1897
G. B. SMITH Life Q. Victoria xii. (Rtldg.) 169 The Royal
Jubilee of 1887, and the Diamond Jubilee of 1897, will recall

the memorable events of a memorable period in British

history. 1898 Daily Tel. 19 July, The Rev. Arthur Robins,
rector of Holy Trinity, Windsor . . celebrates his

'

silver

jubilee' in the Royal Borough to-day. Ibid. 20 July, The
Sports Club are entertaining W. G. Grace on the occasion
of his jubilee [soth birthday].

t b. A fiftieth year. Otis, rare
~

'.

Ci6i8 FLETCHER Q. Corinth ill. i,
He is 50, man, in's

Jubile, I warrant.

t c. A period of fifty years, half a century. Obs.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 41 If there bee any
truth in Astrology, I may outlive a Jubilee. 1645 PAGITT

Ilercsiogr. Ep. Ded., I have lived among you almost a

Jubilee. 1655 FULLER Clt. Hist. iv. i. 12 Edward the

third . . having reigned a jubilee, full fifty years. 1726 tr.

Gregory's Astron. I. 249 A Jubilee, of 49 or 50 Years; a

Seculum, or an Age, of 100 \ ears.

4. A season or occasion of joyful celebration or

general rejoicing.

1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxy, Then loue me, for beleeue

me, so will proue a lubilie. 1619 Pasfuifs Palin. (1877)

152 It was the day when every Kitchen reekes, And hungry
bellies keep a Iubile. 1634 HEYWOOD Maidenh. lost HI.

Wks. 1874 IV. 137 Prepare we for this great solemnity, Of
Hymeneall lubilies. a 1711 KEN Hymnar. Poet. Wks.

1721 II. 99 In Heav'n they keep a Jubilee that day,
When the good Shepherd brings a weeping Stray. 1804
M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. f, Corr. (1888) II. 161 The
Democrats are all engaged in the celebration of the Jubilee,
on the possession of Louisiana. 1899 Daily AVrtv 27 Oct.

2/5 Witness said . . he was an old sailor, and had a 'jubilee
'

once in three months.

6. Exultant joy, general or public rejoicing,

jubilation.
In this and next sense often written jubile and in some

cases pronounced jitbil, after ^.jitbilum.

the day. 1657 G. STARKEY Helmont'
l

s Vimi. 293 The Archeu;

..with the joy and jubile conceived upon its speedy help
found .. cheers up all its parts. 1823 SCOTT Peveril iii,

Was it for Peveril of the Peak, in the jubilee of his spirits,

to consider how his wife was to find beef and mutton to

feast his neighbours? 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico vi. viii. (1864)

JUCUND.
406 They . . only thought of their triumph, and abandoned
themselves to jubilee. 1899 K. J. CHAPMAN SnaJte Witch,
Drama 2 Lives 29 Only the toad, on night like this. .Comes
forth in fearless jubilee.
b. Shouting; joyful shouting; sound of jubilation.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 211 b, God ascended . .

in great iubylee & glory [Vnlg. Ps. xlvi. 6 ascendit Dens in
jtitilti}. 1667 MILTON /'. L. m. 348 Heav'n rung With
Jubilee, and loud Hosanna's fill'd Th' eternal Regions.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L, v. xxi, All along the crowded way
Was jubilee and loud huzza. 1860 PUSEY Mm, Profh. 481
(Zeph. iii.) Singing or the unuttered unutterable jubilee of
the heart.

6. atlrib. and Comb., as jtilnlee-bonfire , -coin,

-issue, -masquerade, -post-card, -procession, -tree,

-trumpet, -type, -year, etc. (Often with special
reference to sense 1

, 2, or 3 ;
in the last case esp.

frequent in the last two decades of the igth c. in

reference to the two '

Jubilees
'
of the reign of

Queen Victoria in 1887 and 1897, the Jubilee of

Penny Postage in 1890, theSwiss (25 years') Jubilee
of the Postal Union in 1900, and other celebrations.)
1382 WYCLIF Lev. xxv. 28 The bigger shal haue that he

iKJugte, vnto the iubilee jeer. 1647 FULLER Good Th. in
H'orse T. (1841) 92 Few [popes] had the happiness to fill

their coffers with jubilee-coin. 1749 H. WALPOLF. Lett.
(1846) II . 267 The next day was what was called ' a jubilee-
masquerade in the Venetian manner '

at Ranelagh. 1858
DORAN Crt. Fools 59 The year 1480 was . . the very jubilee
year of German fools. 1887 Times 31 Dec. 9/1 The pleasant
associations of the Jubilee year. 1891 Philat. Penny Postage
Jubilee 117 The Jubilee celebrations, .at the Guildhall, .on

May 16, 17 and 19 (1890). Ibid. 118 The Jubilee Post Office
was more patronised than any other part of the Jubilee
exhibition. 1893 SIR W. HARCOURT in Daily News 15 Mar.
2/2 The designs for the new coins . . were better than the

Jubilee issue. .. Eighteen millions of the new gold coins
issued were . . of the Jubilee type. 1897 (title) Illustrated

Programme of the Royal Jubilee Procession.

Ju'bilee, v. nonce wd.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To celebrate a jubilee.
1887 .Var/. Leadert]u\y 4Why did Irishmen not Jubilee'/
2. trans. To celebrate the jubilee of (a person).
1887 Pall UlallG. 22 Jan. 3/1 Some officials who '

jubileed
'

their colleagues at a banquet.
Jubilist (dga'Mist). [f.

L. jutil-um shout,

(later) joyful shout, or Eng. jubile, JUBILEE + -1ST.]

f 1. One who jubilates, one who sings in praise
or exultation. Obs. rare~ l

.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alc/i. in Aslim. Tliealr. Pref. (1652) 121

Of Hierarchycall Jubylestes the gratulant gloryfycation.
2. One who celebrates a jubilee, rare.

1889 Harper's Mag. June 108/1 Her lecturer described
the feeling the Jubilists entertained toward their sovereign
as ' chivalrous '.

Jubilize (dgS-bilaiz), v.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE.]
intr. a. To jubilate, b. To celebrate a jubilee.
Hence Ju'bilizing ///. a.

1649 Test. cone. I. Betnc ii. 8 Jubelizing Tryumphant
melodies of heart. 1650 HOWEI.I. Giraffts Rev. Naples i.

(1664) 87 Let us jubilize for so high and signall a blessing.

1652 ASHMOLE Theat. Chem. Introd. 5 Then shall the People
Jubilize In mutual! love. 1814 L. HUNT in Haydon's Corr.

<*r Table-t. (1876) I. 270 Come, then, as soon as you can, and
let vftjiibilize with you.

t Jubilose,,a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. type */-

bi/os-us, i. jubil-um : see JUBILATE v., and -OSE.]
= JUBILANT.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione ill. xxxix. no Quikyn my spirit. .

to cleue to be in iubilose excesses.

Jubil-trumpet = Jubilee-trumpet.
1714 tr. a Kempis'Chr.Exerc. iv. 234 Angels.. In Heav'n

the Jubil-Trumpet blow.

Jubon, variant of JUPON.
Jucca, Juce, obs. forms of YUCCA, JUICE.

t Juek, sb. Obs. F'orms : 6 iuk, 6-7 iouk, 7

iueke. [Origin, form, and meaning uncertain.]
? A joint of a bird's wing.
1575 TURBERV. Fanlconrie 106 Giue hir but a little meate

..that when she is therewith accustomed, you maye giue hir

plumage and a Iuk [ed. 1611 iucke] of a ioynt. Ibid. 217

They giue them [sparrowhawks] ioukes [so 1611] of wings of

small birdes, & Quailes, when they haue fedde them, skaring
them out with their teeth, and plucking away the longest

feathers, and so giue it.

Juck, juke (d3k, d^wk), v. F'orms: 7 iouk,

iuke, juke, 8- juck. [Echoic : cf. CHUCK z.l

But perh. orig. a transferred sense of JOUK z/.l, due to the

than the call. Cf. also JUG v.]
intr. To make a sound or call imitated by this

word, as a partridge. Hence Ju'cking vbl. sb.

1611 COTGR., Cabab, the chucking, churring, or iouking of

a Partridge. 1621 MARKHAM Prat. Hunger (1655) 241 The

place where you heard them iuke. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.

Agric. (1681) 252 Imitating their Notes at their Juking-

time, which is usually in the Morning and in the Evening.

1725 BRADLEY Fata. Diet. s. v. Spread Net, You will soon

know if there be any of the Birds by their Calling and

Jucking. 1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 2619 They
[partridges] have several calls. . . One very important one,

and to the practised sportsman readily recognised, is their

jucking, when they settle down together for the night.

1j Used in sense of JUG z<.3
;

cf. also JOUK v. 1

1828 Sporting Mag. XXII. 430 Bushing the fields where

they are likely lojvck or sleep.

Juck, variant of JOUK v. z

tJuCU'nd, a. Obs. rare* 1
. [z&.'L.jficund'-us



JUCUNDITY.

(in late L.jo(iiiidns JOCUND), f./wiwr to aid, help,

delight, please: cf. also Qf.j*O>*d,-Ctaui, beside

joconde.'} A by-form of JOCUND.
1506 DAI.BVMW.E tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn. 2 In aduersitie

faiihfull, in prosperitie jucund and joyfull. i?i BAILEY,

und, merry, pleasant.

jticunditf, , TL i -

appears as an effort to restore the original L. form
;

it is used not only in the subjective senses of JO-

CUNDITY, but in the objective sense of L. jiicundilas

(sense I below).]
1. The quality of being pleasant to the senses or

feelings; pleasantness, enjoyableness. With //.,

an enjoyable or amusing circumstance.
1630 VENNER Vitt Recta iv. 74 That the jucundity of it

[food] entice them not to a perilous and nauseatiue fumesse.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psexa. Kp. vn. xvi. 372 The new un-

usuall or unexpected jocundities, which present themselves

to any man in his life.

2. Pleasure, delight, happiness: = JOCUNDITY 2.

1536 Primer fieri. VIII 148 lesu, the most highest be-

nignitie, Of all hearts the great iucunditie. iSzal. TAYLOR
tr. AputeiuSt Philos. Plato it. 265 The wise man . . is the

only man who always enjoys jucundity and security.

3. Enjoyment, merriment, glee: = JOCUNDITY i.

1560 HOLLAND Crt. Vtuvs i. 510 To spend their time in

sum Iucunditie. a 1678 WOODHEAD Holy Liz'inff (i68S) 64
Health only is the true cause of eating. .yet there accom-

panies it . .a perilous jucundity, and goust, which mostwhat
endeavours also to step before it. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit.

(1798) 28 His modesty would attempt some jucundity from
the Lusus Priapi.

Jud, jlldd (djod). local. [Origin unknown :

cf. JAD.J
1. Coal-mining, (north?)

' A block of coal about
four yards square kirved and nicked ready for

breaking down '

(Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining-} ;

also, a portion of a 'pillar' still unremoved.
1844 FARADAY in Bence Jones Life (1870) II. 181 Near

Williamson judd were in some danger from a fall that fell

in the midst of us. 1884 /;///. <f- Mack. Rev. i Dec. 6726/2
A jud of this strong coal, weighing about seven tons was
brought down . . in good condition. 1885 Newcastle Daily
Chron. 25 May, Killed in the Low Main seam, Alexandrina
Pit, . . whilst drawing a jud '.

2. (Somerset.) =JAD. (Gresley.)

Judseophobe (d^uAi-o(ob). [f. Gr. 'lovSafos,

\-,.Jiitt;t:us JEW + Gr. -tpoflos fearing.] One who
has a dread or strong dislike of the Jews. So
Jndceopho bia, dread of Jews.
i88a H. ADLER in Eclectic Mag. XXXV. 196 Recent

Phases of Judaeophobia. Ibid. 205 The most rabid Judaeo-
phobe.

Judaic (dgwd/'ik), a. [ad. L. Jndaie-us, a.

Gr. 'lotSaiWos Jewish, f. 'IovSai-os JEW.] Of or

pertaining to the Jews, Jewish ;
of a Jewish char-

acter, or characteristic of the Jews.
1611 H. BROUGHTON Rtqitire Agreon. 17 For you lewes

I wil cite ludaique matters. 1684 N. S. Crit. Eng. Edit.
Bible xix. TOO He was not inspired with a Prophetic but
a Judaic Spirit. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 03 The same
fitern, Judaic character . . marks every page of the Epistle
of St. James.

Judaical (d;5d<--ikal), a. Also 5 ludeicall,
6 lewdaical. [f. as prec. + -At : see -ICAL. (For-
merly much commoner than Judaic : now some-
what rare.)] =prec.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. xcv. faading, Easter.. was cele-

brated accordyng to the ludeicall Custome. 1546 .SV/////V.
Poore Coinm. (E. E. T. S.) 90 This more then lewdaical
superstition, a 1601 W. PERKINS Cases Come. (1619) 284 In
the ludaicall law. a 1760 RICCAI.TOUN Notes Galatians
(17721 115 The Judaical law, as given by Moses. 1875
ROGERS Orig. BiHe vi. (ed. 3) 220 The Gentiles were not to
be trammelled with Judaical restrictions.

Judaically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY
-'.]

In a

Judaical manner ; in fewish fashion.
1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Gal. ii. 14 If thou . . livest Gentile-

like and not ludaically. 1641 MILTON Prel. Episc. 8 Who
. .Excommunicated, .all the Asian Churches for celebrating
their Easter judaically. a 1714 BURNET Hist. Re/. (1715) in.

177 Vargas said, it was not to be understood Literally; (in
the Original it is Jtuiaiadly],

Juda-ico-, combining adverbial form of JUDAIC,
as in Judaico-Christian, Christian modified by
Jewish, Jewish Christian.
1880 M. PATTISON Milton xiii. 777 The whole scheme of

Judaico-Christian anthropology.
Judaism (dgw-dciiz'm). [ad. L. jndaism-iis

(Tertull.), a. Gr. lovSaia^s (2 Mace. ii. 21) : see
-ISM. Cf. f.Judaisme (:6th c. in Littre).]
1. The profession or practice of the Jewish re-

ligion ; the religious system or polity of the Jews.i4 FABYAN Chron. vn. 334 He anon renouncyd his
ludaisme or Hojrwn lawe, and was cristenyd, and lyued
after as a cnsten man. 1611 BIBLE 2 Mace. ii. 21 Those
that behaued themselues manfully to their honour for
luda.sme. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim*

2. The act of judaizing; adoption of Jewish
practices on the part of Christians

; a practice or
style of thought like that of the Jews.

616

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. \\. Hi. Wks. (1851)
168 As ifthe touch

of a lay Christian, .could profane dead Judaisms. 1641 1. H.

Petit, agsf, Pocklington 21 The Lords day may be so

termed [sahbath] without any danger of Judaisme. a 1831

A. KNOX Rem. (18-14) I- 97 What I have already called the

Judaism of his distinct party. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Ariatis

i. i, His ceremonial Judaism was so notorious that one author

even affirms that he observed the rite of circumcision.

3. Hist. As a rendering of med.L. Judaismus=

JEWBY 2
; applied also in official documents to the

revenue derived by the Crown from the Jews, and to

the treasury which received the money.
[1*51 Close Roll, 35 Hen. Ill, m. 10 Mandatum est Edwardo

de Westm. quod Judaismum regis apud Westm. et magnum
cellarium vinorum regis lambruscari. .faciat. [Cf. WALPOLE
Vcrtue's Anecd. Paint. (1782) I. 17 note, This Judaism or

Jewry, was probably an exchequer or treasury, .for receiving
the sums levied on the Jews.] 1290 Rolls Parlt. I. 49/1
Quandem portionem de Judaismo suo si hi faciat assignari.]

1861 MAVHEW Land. Labour II. 116 The Jews had also

their Jewerie. or Judaisme, not for a 'corporation* merely,
but also for the requirements of their faith and worship, and
for their living together. 1884 S. DOWELL Taxes Eng. I. iv.

vi. 90 The revenue of the Judaism, as it was termed, was
managed by a separate branch of the exchequer, termed the

exchequer of the Jews.
Judaist (dg*d,ist). [f. prec.: see -IST : cf.

JTJDAIZE.] One who follows or favours Jewish
practice or ritual; a Judaizer; esp. in Eccl. Hist.

used of Jewish Christians of the apostolic age.
1846 in WORCESTER citing Eclectic Rev. 1866 Contentf.

Rev. I. 482 AH the original apostles were Judaists. 1882
FARRAR Early Chr. I. 92 Christians who wished to stand
aloof alike from Paulinists and Judaists.

So Judai'stic a., of, pertaining to, or character-

istic of, Judaists.
1833 J. H. NEWMAN Arians i. L (1876) 14 There was

nothing Judaistic in this conduct. 1880 Academy 10 Jan.
19/2 It is clear that the Judaistic party claimed to be

thought loyal adherents of James.
Judaizatioil (d^d^aiz^-Jan). [f. next +

-ATION.] The action of judaizing; a becoming or

making Jewish in character.

1814 SOUTHEY Poet. Ep. 1o A. Cunningham, Poor Smouch
endured a worse judaization Under another hand. 1872

Spectator 5 Oct. 1258 How could anything be feared in the
direction of the Judaisation of the State from the Jews?
Judaize (dg/i'd^aiz), v. [ad. l&ttL.judafedre

(Vulg.), a. Gr. lovSatffiv (Gafat. ii. 14) : see -IZE.]
1. intr. To play the Jew ; to follow Jewish cus-

toms or religious rites ;
to follow Jewish practice.

1582 N. T. {Rhem.) Gal. ii. 14 How doest thou compel the
Gentils to ludaize? 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \\. ii. HI.

Colonies 378 Where Prester lohn (though part he ludaize)
Doth in some sort devoutly Christianize. 1625 BACON Jss. t

Usury (Arb.) 541 That Vsurers should haue Orange-tawney
Bonnets, because they doe ludaize. 1752 J. MACSPARRAN
America Dissected (1753) 18 Sabbatarian Baptists .. in a
Sort, judaize in their. .Manner of keeping the Sabbath. 1782
PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vm. 1831-3 E. BURTON Eccl.
Hist. xvi. (1845) 356 It is probable that the church at Jeru-
salem contained some persons, who in some points Judaized.
2. trans. To make Jewish ;

to imbue with Jewish
doctrines or principles.
1653 MILTON //wr/w^y Wks. (1851) 355 Error.. in many

other Points of Religion had miserably judaiz'd the Church.
1876 LOWELL Amongmy Bks. Scr. n. 273 The English trans-
lation of the Bible had to a very great degree Judaized, not
the English mind, but the Puritan temper. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul (1883) 86 Judaism was more Hellenised by the
contact than Hellenism was Judaised.
Hence Jirdaized ppl. a,, -ing: vbl. sb. and///, a.
1626 JACKSON Creed vm. xviii. 4 The Lutheran, .charges

that translation .. with Judaizing. 1641 MILTON Reform.
i. Wks. (1851) 30 The Apostat Aquila, the Heretical Theodo-
tion, the Judaiz'd Symmachus. 1704 NFLSON Fcst. fy Fasts
xxvii. (1739) 347 He confirmed the Judaizing Christians in
their errors. 1884 Athenaeum 19 July 73/2 Not an opponent
..of Judaizing Christians like St. Barnabas.

Judaizer (dgfi'd^aizai). [f. prec. + -EB 1
.]

One who judaizes ;
one who adheres to, or insists

on adherence to, Jewish practice or ritual.

1631 R. BVFIELD Doctr. Sabh. 155 They can do it as Chris-

tians, not as ludaizers. 1709 STANHOPE Paraphr. IV. 210
St. Peter's behaviour among the Jiulaizersat Antioch. 1853
J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk. (1873) II. i. iv. 201 According to
the Judaizers, their nation . . was ever to be dominant.

Judas CdgfZ'd&fl). Also 6 -ace. [a. L. Judas,
a. Gr.

J

Iov5ay, ad. Heb. mw y*hiidah Juclah,
name of one of the sons of Jacob, whence a com-
mon name among the later Jews, e.g. of Judas
Maccabreus, and two of the disciples of Christ, of

whom one is in Eng. commonly called (St.) Jude,
Judas being retained for Judas Iscnriot. Cf. F.

Judas, with transferred uses as in Eng.]
1. The name of the disciple who betrayed Jesus

Christ ; hence allusively (cf. ISCARIOT) : One who
treacherously betrays under the semblance of

friendship ; a traitor or betrayer of the worst kind.
c 1480 CAXTON Sonncs ofAytnon ix. 209, I . . shall be ther-

fore taken all my lyffe as a ludas [for betraying the sons of
AymonJ. IJ39TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1545) 150 Inwardly

very
ludasses. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, m. ii. 132 Three

ludasses, each one thrice worse then ludas. 1643 PRYNNE
Sov. Power Parl. App. 216 Such unnaturall monsters, such
trayterous Judasses, such execrable infamous Apostates as
these. 1898 J. ARCH Story of Life xvi. 385 Those who
were no better than Judases.
2. (More folly Judas of the Paschal'} : see quot.

1877. Now/rYtf.

JUDCOCK.

[ 1401-3 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 212 Et in j Judas de
novo facto ad serviendum in choro per ijj

dies .. $s. *d.}

1453 Ace. in Sharp COT.'. Myst. (1825) 190, iiij newe torches
& iiij judasses. 1476 Ibid. 189 A new bolle to the Judas ij

j
.

15x1 Churchiv, Ace. St. Mary at Hill (Nichols 17^7) 107
Mem. that the judas of the pascal [/r//^/ postal], i.e. the

tymbre that the wax of the pascal [/r. pastel] is driuen

upon weigheth 7 Ib. 1520 Churchiu. Ace. St. Gilest Reading
10 For makyng a Judas for the Pascale i*. 1566 in Peacock
Eng. Ch. rum. (1866) 77 Item albes paxes ludaces with
suche trifelinge tromperey made awaie wee knowe not
howe. 1877 Ace. Ld. H. Treas. Scot. I. Gloss. 421 The
paschal candlestick in churches, which was usually of brass,
had seven branches, from the seventh or middle one of
which a tall thick piece of wood, painted like a candle, and
called the Judas of the Paschal, rose nearly to the roof, and
on the top of this was placed at Eastertide the paschal
candle of wax.
3. A small lattice or aperture in a door (in some

old houses, or in prison cells), through which
a person can look without being noticed from
the other side ; a peep-hole.
1865 [see TUDAS-HOLE in 4]. 1883 Century Mag. Nov. 74/2
A thick oaken door with a judas. 1888 Ibid. Feb. 523/2
This contrivance, .known to the. .prisoners as the *

Judas',
enables the guard to look into the celt at any time without

attracting the attention of the occupant. Ibid. 527/2 The
..guard peeped through the 'Judas 'and discovered what
the prisoner was doing.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. Like Judas Iscariot or

his character or conduct, traitorous, as Judas
attack, Jew> kiss, trick> etc. b. Special Combs. :

Judas-blossom, the blossom of the JUDAS-TREE
(q.v.)i t Judas candlestick (see 2); Judas-

colour, Judas-coloured a. (of the hair or beard)
red (from the mediaeval belief that Judas Iscariot

had red hair and beard) ; ( Judas cup, an orna-

mental cup used in medieval times on Maundy
Thursday ; Judas-hole, Judas-trap *= sense 3 ;

Judas-like a. and ativ.
t
like Judas, treacherous,

treacherously.
a. '1590 Robin Conscience 134 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 235

That yov haue giuen him many a Jvdas kisse. 1655 H.
VAUGHAN Silex Scint.

t Rules $ Lessons 45 Who sels Reli-

gion, is a Judas Jew. 1875 Dental Cosmos (U. S.) XVII.
533 The convention .. had outlived all the Judas attacks
which had been made upon it.

b. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 1x8 Item
one sepulcre and one *

judas candlestick sold, [c 1594
KYD S*. Trag. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 121 And let their beards
be of *Judas his own colour.] 1695 MOTTEUX St. Olon's
Morocco 124 Observations on the Judas-colour of his Beard
and Hair. 1673 DRYDEN Ambcyna \. i, There's treachery
in that *Judas-coloured beard. 1879 DOWDEN Southey iv.

97 An ugly specimen of the streaked-carroty or Judas-
coloured kind. 1593 Anc. Mon. Durham (Surtees) 68 A
goodly great Mazer, called *Judas cup . . used but on

Maunday Thursday at night in the Frater House. 1865
Daily Tel. 9 Nov. 6/6 The man . . you may see through
the *Judas-hole when you make a round of the Model
Prison with the visiting magistrates, c 1675 Roxb. Ball.

(1891) VII. 353 He gave me a *Judas-like kiss. 1677 HOR-
NECK^/. LawConsid. vi. (1704) 318 Shall I, (Judas-like),
kiss thee and betray thee ? 1886 Illnstr. Loud. News 4 Dec.

598/3 The small *Judas-trap in a window.
Hence (nonce-ivds.} Juda*sian<7.,of the character

of Judas ; Ju'dasite, a follower of Judas (oppro-
briously used for 'Jesuit').
1605 WILLET Hexapla Gen. 184 Some rebellious and

traiterous popish preists and Judasites. 1877 RUSKIN Fors
Ctai>. VII. 326 Learn what these mean, Judasian Dives, if

it may be.

tJu'dasly, a. Obs.
[f. prec. + -LT 1.] Like

or characteristic of Judas ; traitorous.
a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES Serin. (1641) 8 Shall any of them . .

ever have to do with any devilish or Judasly fact.

t Jtrdasly, adv. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2.]

In the manner of Judas ; with abominable treachery
or betrayal ; traitorously.
1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cxxx. Wks. (1876) 203 To thentent

he myght ludaslyflee from the face of our lorde god. 1659
GAUDKN 7VarfCA.iv.xvii. ^19 It must needs be barbarously
covetous and Judasly sacrihgious.

Ju*das-tree. [From a popular notion that

Judas hanged himself on a tree of this kind. So

Get.Jitdasbaum; F. arbre de Judie^\
1. The common name of Cercis Siliqttastrum, a

leguminous tree of Southern Europe and parts
of Asia, with abundant purple flowers which

appear in spring before the leaves. Hence extended

to other trees of the same genus.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 7. 118 Bearing elegant

purple blossoms, and a thin Pod. 3. Judas tree. 1760 J.
LEE [ntrod. Bot. App. 316 Judas-tree, Cercis. 1861 Miss
BEAUFORT Egypt. Sepvl. I. vii. 136 The Judas-tree, with its

tall spikes of bright and lovely lilac flowers on the leafless

branches. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Judas-tree, Cercis Silt-

quastrnm. , American, Cercis canadensis. , Califor-

nian, Cercis occidentalis. z886 Academy 16 Oct. 262/1

Threading our way.. through lanes gay with the blossoms
of the judas-tree.

2. A local name for the Elder (Sambuctisnigra);
see under JEW'S EAB. (Britten & Holl. />&/-.)
Judcock (d^zrdk^k). Also 7 iude-, iuge-,

lug-, 9 jedoook. [app. for judge-cock from its

black crown compared to the judge's black cap.]
A name for the Jack Snipe.
i6ai Naiuorth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 168-9 Snipes and

iude-cocks..6iuge-cocks..Iugcocks. 1678 RAY Willugliby'i
Ornith. 291 The Gid or Jack-Snipe or Judcock. 1839 STONE-



JUDEISH,
HOUSE Axholme 65 There were . .judcocks, snipes, ruffs, and
godwits. 1885 SWAINSON Pnni. Names Birds 193 Jack Snioi:
. . Also called Jedcock, Jid, or Judcock.
Judd : see JUD.
t Judeish, Judish, a. Obs. Forms : a. 1-2

ludeisc. 0. 3 Iudays.se. y. 2-3 (Orm.) Iu-
dlssken. [These are more or less distinct forma-
tions. The OE. adj. was ludtisc (f. India Judea
ludias Jews) = OHG. ludeisc ; hence early ME!
ludeisc, and prob. ludaysse (in which / prob.
meant _/). Ormin had (beside Ittdewisshe) the
distinct form ludissk (always fttdisskenn, inflected

form, ?gen. pi.), with which cf. OHG. judisk,
MHG./tt<#jr^, Ger.jiidisch.} =JEWISH.
a. riooo Ags. Gasp. John xviii. 35 Cwyst bu, eom ic

mdeisc? c 1000 Gosp. Nicod. xi. (Thwaite) 5 Da stod |>ar to-
foran bam deman an luddtsc wer. c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 89
pa seiden ba iudeiscen men.
3. c 1275 Worn. Samaria 54 in O. E. Misc. 85 Heo wyten

tnyd iwisse bat hele is icume to monne of folke iudaysse.
y. c 1200 ORMIN 263 Godess follc, ludisskenn folk, patt

Godess lajhess heldenn. Ibid. 7127 King off ludisskenn
|:de. Ibid. 8751 Inntill ludisskenn follkess land.

i Jildew, Judeow. 06s. ran: [-OHG.
jiideo (beside judo}, OS. judeo, giudeo, jutfeo, ad.
I.. Judeu-s (Jud&n-s). Ormin regularly has -ew,
-eom, repr. L. -ens, -xus in proper names : cf.

Andrew, Bartholomew, Hebrew, Jew, Matthew
;

F. dieu, Hibreu, OF. /<?; also Gotf\.juitairv-isk

Jewish.] =JE\V.
c iioo OBMIN 2245 Ja purrh lacob, 53 burh ludeow, Affterr

gastlike lare. Itid. 13628, & ludew tacnebb uss batt mann,
patt witt tu wel to sobe.

Hence f Jirdewish (Orm. -isshe), a. Jewish.
i- 1200 OKMIN 1324 pe ludewisshe follkess hoc. Ibid. 1674
Amang be ludewisshe follc.

Judge (djtxlj), sb. Forms: 4-6 iuge, 4-5
iugge, (4 iug, 5 iewge, ioge), 6-7 iudge, (7-8
judg), 7- judge. [ME._a, OF. juge = Pr. jutge;
cf. Sp.juez, It. judice : L. jndicem \noTsi.judex),
f'jii-s right, \a.\f + -dic-us speaking, speaker.
The F. and Pr. forms do not phonetically represent L.

jfidicem, of which the F. repr. would be just (cf. oitze,
dottze, treize) ; they are usually referred to a by-form
jitdic-Hs, -urn

; though some explain them as conformed to
the vb.JHger:jrtiticiirf.]
1. A public officer appointed to administer the

law
;
one who has authority to hear and try causes

in a court of justice.
As a generic or descriptive term, judge^ is applicable to

any person occupying such an official position, but by usage,
it has, in the United Kingdom, become much restricted as
a particular designation. Collectively, the members of the
Supreme Court of Judicature are ' His Majesty's Judges

'

;

so we say 'the Judges of the Supreme Court',
' Common

Law Judges ', Chancery Judges ',

'

Equity Judges ', 'Judges
of Assize or of the Circuit Courts '

; but individually these
are mostly styled (Lord, or Mr.) JUSTICE (q.v.). In Scotland,
the Judges of the Court of Session and High Court of
r .: _. -. .._ if . i . 11 . i , r ^, . .

; regularly gii a _ ..._

presiding officer of a County Court, who is officially styled

below the Supreme Court, in which the official name
'Justice' (see b below); 'Judge* is also more used a> a
designation in some British colonies or dependencies. His-

torically, the name cleaves to certain noted persons as

'Judge Gascoigne ',

'

Judge Jeffreys '.

1303 R. BRUNNK Haiidl. Syime 5639 Before be luge was
he broghte. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vm. 171 Je Meires and
ie Maister luges, .for wyse men ben holden. 1381 WYCLIF
Luke xviii. 2 Sum iuge was in sum citee, which dredde not
God, nether schamede of men. '.'^1400 Morte Artk. 662
Bathe jureez, and juggez, and justicez of landes. a 1450
Con. Myst. xxv. (Shaks. Soc.) 246 They am tempera! jewgys.
53 PALSGR. 235/1 Judge of a towne, eschetdn. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. IS. iv. i. 224 A Daniel come to iudgement, yea a
Daniel. O wise young Iudge, how do I honour thee. 1613
BACON Ess., Judicature (Arb.) 450 Ivdges ought to remem-
ber, that their office is Ius dicere, and not Jus dare', to

interprete law, and not to make law, or giue Law. 1823
MRS. MARKHAM [Eliz. Penrose] Hist. Eng. (1872) 365 The
cruelties perpetrated in the king's name by Judge Jeffreys
and Colonel Kirk in the West of England have left a stain
on their memories. 1844 Ln. BROUGHAM Brit, Const, xvii.

(1862) 273 The analogy of the Common Law Bench has been
followed in the case of all the other Equity Judges. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eiig. viii. (1871) I. 518 Not a single Judge
had ventured to declare that the Declaration of Indulgence
was legal. 1855 Ibid. xxi. II. 566 The chiefs of the three
Courts of Common Law and several other Judges were on
the bench. 1836 RKADK Never too late Hi, It was re-

system. 1885 Miss YONGE Eng. Hist. Reading-bk. III. 142
One story says that one of the Prince's friends was carried
before Judge Gascoigne.

b. With qualification, as circuit-jitdge, a judge
of a circuit court ; spec, in U. S. the judge ap-

pointed to preside alone, or with the district j.,

or a justice of the Supreme Court, over one of the

nine circuits into which the country is divided ;

city (or municipal), county, district judge, local

magistrates in U. S. ; judge ordinary, spec, the

judge of the Court of Probate and Divorce, pre-
Vot. V.

617

yious to 1875; judge-advocate, judge-arbitral,
judge in eyre, puisnejudge, etc. : see ADVOCATE,
etc.

1489 Sc. Acts Jas. Ill (1597) 26 Schireffes and vther
ludges Ordmar, quhilkis will not execute their office, and
minister lustice to the puir people. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.
Scot. (1821) I. 29 He was chosm ane juge-arbitrall to dis-
cus certane hie debates falling amang his freindis of
Ireland. 1748 J. LINU Lett. Navy (1757) II. 81 The wit-
nesses . . give their evidence to the judge advocate. 1748
Earthquake Peru i. 62 With the Assistance of a Judge-
Conservator. 1752 J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 63The Prisoner may apply to any of the Lords of Justiciary,
or Judge-competent. 1815 WELLINGTON Let. to Earl
Bathnrst 2 June in Gurw. Desf. XII. 439, 1 find it scarcely
possible to get on without some legal person in the situation
of Judge Advocate. 1862 LATHAM Channel 1st. in. xv.
(ed. 2) 356 The absolute cessation of the Judges-in-Eyre of
Normandy visiting the island. 1863 H. Cox Itistit. n. xi.

572 The Judge Ordinary of the Court of Probate is consti-
tuted Judge Ordinary of the Divorce Court. 1875 STUBBS
Coast. Hist. III. xix. 351 'Ihe pope had. .appointed judges-
delegate to hear the parties in England. 1889 BRYCK
Amer. Column, (ed. 2) xxii. I. 227 The Circuit court may
be held either by the Circuit Judge alone, or by the Supreme
court Circuit justice alone, or by both together, or by either
sitting alone with the District judge. Hud. \. 597 The city
judges are . . in most of the larger cities . . elected by the
citizens.. .There are usually several superior judges, .and a
larger number of police judges or justices.

2. Used of God or Christ, as supreme arbiter,

pronouncing sentence on men and moral beings.
Cf. JUDGEMENT 4.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vii. 12 God rightwis iuge stalworth
and suffrand. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Laurentius)
662 pat bai come to be lug in hy. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xiii. 56 Before Godd be souerayne Iugge. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayei; Te Deum, We beleue that thou shall
come to be our iudge. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xviii. 25 Shall not
the Iudge of all the earth doe right 1 a 1769 RICCALTOUN
Notes Galatians (1772) 46 God the creator, Sovereign and
judge. 1811 HEBER Hymn ' Lord ofmercy ff ofmight' \,
Soon to come to earth again, Judge of angels and of men.
1880 I'USEY Min. Proph. 119 (Joel ii. 12) The strict Judge
cannot be overcome, for He is omnipotent.
3. Hebreiu Hist. An officer (usually a leader in

war) invested with temporary authority in ancient
Israel in the period between Joshua and the kings.
b. //. (in full, the Hook of Judges} : the seventh
book of the Old Testament, containing the history
of this period. [After L. jndex as transl. Heb.
QEO.1

shophet. The Book ofJudges represents Liber

Judiaim, Ifebraice Sophetim (i. e. Shoptftini) of
the Vulgate.]
1382 WYCLIF Jndg. ii. 16 The Lord areride iugis, that

shulden delyuer hem fro the hoondis of wasters. Ruth
i. i In the days of oon iuge, whanne the iugis weren before
in power. < 1460 FORTESCUE Aos. fy Lim. Mon.'\. i The
childeryn of Israeli . . were ruled bi hym [God] vndir Juges
rcgaliter ct politice. 1579 FULKE Ref. Rastet 756 In the
ludges, Manoah saide to the Angtll. .wee may offer to thee
a kidde. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 422 O lephta Iudge of

Israel, what a Treasure had'st thou ? Mod. The Song of
Deborah and Barak is given in the fifth chapter of Judges.
4. A person appointed to decide in any contest,

competition, or dispute ; an arbiter, umpire.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1779, I wol be trewe luge and

no partie. a 1548 HALL ChroH.. Hen. IV 12 That he
woulde.. be the discoverer and indifferente iudge. .of their

couragious actes. 1697 DRYDF.N Virr. Past. v. 136 The
same that sung Nefera's conqu'ring Eyes ; And, had the
Judge been just, had won the Prize. 1728 POPE Dune. n.

376 To him we grant our amplest pow'rs to sit Judge of all

present, past, and future wit. 1882 J. PARKER Apost. Life
I. 140 No blind man will be appointed as a judge of pictures
in the Academy. Mod. He was one of the judges at a
flower-show.

5. One who or that which judges of, determines,
or decides anything in question. Often in phr.
to bejudge = ^0 judge, determine, form an opinion,
give a decision.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 54 Now God be juge, the rycht

he kennys best. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. 104 'Ihe
swete balle of the eye, whiche is the veraye receptacle
mteryor of lyght visible, and luge of the colours by reflection

obgectyf. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 36 Oh Heauen
be iudge how I loue Valentine. 1596 Merch. K n. v. i

Well, thou shall see: thy eyes shall be thy iudge. 1642
FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. in. vi. 165 The received custome
in the place where we live is the mosl competent judge
of decency. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 322 If Fancy
be left judg of any thing, she musl be judg of all. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. II. ix. ii. 403 Approvable as a practical
officer and soldier by the strictest judge then living.

fb. transf. A criterion. Obs. rare.
16*2 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. \. vi. 8 How could such

a coppy be the Judge of all others, which could not be read
or understood by ihose who appealed to it ?

6. A person qualified to form or pronounce an

opinion ; one capable ofjudging or estimating.
i56oDAUStr. Sleidnne'sComnt. 3 That the understanding

of all
Scripture

must be fetched at his hande, as of a mooste
certen iudge. 1653 WALTON Angler To Rdr. 2, I here dis-
allow thee to be a competent judge. i7i3STEEi.E Englishm.
No. 46. 302, I think my self a pretty good Judg of Mens
Mien and Air. 1796 R. BAGE Hermsprong xxv, I am no
judge of the very handsome in men. 1836-9 DICKENS Sk.
Boz, Parlour Orator.\ou, gentlemen, are the best judges
on that point. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendan I. 308 You are

certainly not a good judge of character.

t 7. Applied to the rook or castle in chess. Obs.
rare.

Judge is here Fitzherbert's rendering ofjustitiarias, the

JUDGE.
name applied to the rook in the 13-14* c. Latin treatise
Moralitas de Scaccario secvnduni Innocentiutn tertium
pafam, which is the source of Fitzherbert's chess-lore.

kyngc, me quene, me oysnops, tne Knightes, the ludges
and the yomenne.
8. Angling. Name for a kind of artificial fly.
1867 F. FRANCIS ^K^/iMfxi. (1880)430 The Judge. .Averv

tasly fly.

9. Mining.
' A staff used for gauging the depth

of the holing' (Gresley Gloss. 1883).
1875 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining Gloss., Judge, a staff

I used for underground measurements. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
iiioss., Judge, a measuring-stick to measure coal-work under
ground.
10. Comb., as Judge-like adj. and adv. ; judge-
made a. (of law), constituted by judicial decisions ;

f

1 judge-man, a judge.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxv, I heard the "Judge-carle sayU with my ain ears. 1670 DRYDFN u< /'/. Cong. Granada

I. i. Wks. 1883 IV. 35 "Judge-like thou sit'st, to praise or to
arraign 1832 AUSTIN Jurisfr. (1873) II. xxix. 549 The
term 'Judge-made law

'

would seem to denote law made by
subject judges, as opposed to law made by the sovereign
Legislature. 1863 H. Cox hatit. n. iii. 328 With respect lo
all judicial or judge-made law. a 1400-50 Alexander 3402
pe lustis & fe gentils & "lugemen of lawe. ^1440 York
Myst.xxix. i Full arely the juggemen demed hym to dye.
1672 WYCHERLEY Love in a Wood n. i, Your chamber-wit
or scribble-wit, and last of all your *judge-wit, or critic

Judge (dsd3), v. Forms: 3-5 iugge, 3-6
iuge, 1,5 iewge, 6 guge), 6-7 iudge, (7-8 judg),
7- judge. [ME. a. OF. jugier, AF. juger = Pr.

jutjarjutgar, Sp.juzgar, It. giudicare-.-'L.jiidi-
care, {. judex, jndicem JUDGE.J

I. Transitive senses.

1. To try, or pronounce sentence upon (a person)
in a court of justice ; to sit in judgement upon.
(Also said of God or Christ : cf. prec. 2.)
f 1290 S. E. Leg. I. 183/89 Heo stoden and luggeden hire

a
:mong heom alle. 1382 WYCLIF John xii. 48 He that

dispisith me.. hath him that sclial iuge him. 1483 CAXTON
Cato G iij, Whan tho Sfest somme persone euyl fortunate
or accused or iuged of somme vyce. 1567 C,ude t, Codlie
b. (b. I. b.) ii Our Mediator and our remeid, Sail cum to
uge baith quick and deide. 1667 MILTON P. L in 330
'hen all thy Saints assembl'd, thou shall judge Bad men

and Angels. 1875 JowhTT Plato (ed. 2) I. 408 The dead
are first of all judged according to their deeds.

f2. spec. To pronounce sentence against (a
person) ; to stntence, condemn. Const, to (the
penalty), or to ifo or suffer (something). Obs.
<ri3io Flemish Instirr. in Pol. Songs (Camden) 190 The

barouns of Fraunce thider conne gon. .To jugge ihe Flem-
misshe to bernen and to slon. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. 1 1 1.
116 (Apostles' Creed) At |,e laste he schal come doun here to
man, and jugge sum to blysse and ober to helle. 1432-50
tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 291 He [Socrates] was iuggede to
prison, and poysoncde in prison, c 1430 Metliu 15 Ye shull
neuer he Iuged to deth for my cause, a 1533 LD. BERNI KS
Hmtn Ixxxii. 252 The kynge iuged Huon to dye. a 1626
BACON Max. ^ Uses Com. Lam (1635) 17 Some whose
offences are pilfring . . they judge to be whipped. 1673
BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 129 To call the souls to an
account, and judge them to their slate.

3. To give sentence concerning (a matter) ;
to

.jdged or ap-
peased. 1568 GHAFTON Cliron. II. 142 It was agreed, that
all matters concernyng the aforesayde articles or statutes. .

should be demed and iudged by the French king. 1617
MOKYSON /////. in. 248 The Consul of the City there., is

vulgarly called Burgomaster, and he judgeth all civill and
criminal causes. 1690 TATE & BRADY Ps. xxxv. i Judge
and defend my cause, O Lord.
4. To decide by judicial authority that something

is to be done, or is the fact; to decree, order.

(With obj. and inf., or obj. cl.)
c 1330 Arth.

<J- Merl. 2609 Ki heighe mennes conseyl The
kmg was lugged Ygerne to spouse. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A.
II. 106 5if be lustise wol lug^e hire to be loynet with Fals.
?it be-war of be weddyng, for witti is treu|e. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tonr(i86S) 101 Thenne the kyng iuged that the child
shold be gyuen to her that wold haue hym to be saued.
1600 E. HLOUNT tr. Conestaggw 77 But the pretendents
being heard, the King shoulde iudge to whom the Realme
belonged.
5. To assign or award by judgement ;

to adjudge ;

to decree. Now rare or Obs.

1387 TRF.VISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 181 Cesar is i made
consul, and Gallia was iuged [ttecreta] to him. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2407 Yf bou luge it to lono, this ioye shall
bou haue. a 1533 LD. BKRNERS Huon ci. 332 Ye fake
traytours, youre dethes is Iuged. 1593 [see JUDGED], 1634
MILTON L'Allegro 122 Ladies whose bright eyes Rain influ-
ence and judge the prize Of wit or arms. 1817 W. SELWYN
Law Nisi Prins (ed. 4) II. 704 Where two persons are in

possession, the possession is judged in him who hath right.

f6. To administer (law) as a judge. Obs.
<r 1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif (1851) 144

pei syten in be trones wib gloriouse myters jugyng &
demyng her owne made lawes. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 180
To deme and jugge commun lawe.

7. To have jurisdiction over, to govern or rule as
an Israelitish judge (cf. prec. 3). Also absol. To
hold the office of a judge.
,(1300 Cursor M. 7018 Barach, and wit him Delbora, pai

iuged fourti yeir or ma. (-1450 Cov. Myst. xxx. (Shaks.
Soc.) 303 Herowde is kyng of that countre, To jewge that

regyon in lenth and in brede. 1558 KNOX First Blast (Arh.)
40 The example of Debora. . when she iudged Israel. 1611

143



JUDGE.

BIBLE 7ndg. x-ii. 13 Afler mm, Abdon, the sonne of Hillel

a Pirathonite in*! :>! 1-iai !.

8. To declare or pronounce authoritatively (a

person) to be (so-and-so). Const./or, or with inf.,

or simple complement. ? 06s. or merged in II b.

c 1400 Rom. R'use 6311 God iugged me for a theef trichour.

'SS3 '!' WILSON Rhet. (1580) 50 Beyng . . suche a one (as

Appollo iudged hym by his Oracle to bee wise). 1617

AIORYSON Itin. nl. 4 Hee wasjudged an unprofitable servant.

i7ji St. German's Doctor <V Stud. 219 That he should be

taken for heir, that should be judged for heir by the law.

f b. with obj. cl. To pronounce as an opinion or

authoritative statement ;
to declare. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. i. 183 For lames be gentil iugged
in Sis bokes, That faith wilh-oute be faite is njte no binge
worthi.

9. To form an opinion about; to exercise the

mind npon (something) so as to arrive at a correct

or sound notion of it ; to estimate ;
to appraise.

a 1225 After. R. 118 No mon ne mei juggen blod wel er

hit beo cold. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 7 Quere-so-euer I

lugged gemmez gaye, I sette hyr sengeley in synglure.

1486 Bk. St. Albans E j b, The .vi. yere euermoore at the

leest Thow shalt well luge the perche of thessame beest.

'535 COVERDALE i Car. x. 15, I speake vnto them which
haue discrecioun : iudge ye what I say. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, ill. ii. 194 Men iudge by the complexion of the

Skie The state and inclination of the day. 1671 TEMPLE
Orig. Govt. i 6 The safety and firmness of any frame of

government may be best judged by the rules of archi-

tecture. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 337 But most by Numbers
judge a Poet's song. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. xxi. (1875)

378 Institutions, like men, should be judged by their prime,

t b. transf. To be a test or criterion of. rare.

1586 MARLOWE ist Pi. Tambitrl. \. ii, If outward habit

judere the inward man.

10. To pronounce an opinion upon, to criticize ;

esp. to pronounce an adverse opinion upon, to con-

demn, censure. Also absol. (In quot. 1377, To
express or pronounce one's opinion about.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. n. 94 To drynke at dyuerse tauernes,

And there to iangle and to iape, and iugge here euene
cristene. Ibid. vil. 161 panne lacob iugged iosephes sweuene.

1516 TINDALB Malt. vii. i, 2 Iudge not lest ye be iudged.
For as ye iudge so shal ye be iudged. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V,
Prol. 34 Who Prologue-like, your humble patience pray,

Gently to heare, kindly to Judge our Play. 178* COWPER
Progr. Err. 611 But if the wanderer his mistake discern,

Judge his own ways, and sigh for a return. 1884 Contemp.
Rev. XLVI. 99 Every workman was thus known and

judged by those who could judge him best.

11. with obj. cl. To form the opinion, or hold as

an opinion ;
to come to a conclusion, infer

;
to

apprehend, think, consider, suppose.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls! 4154 Ac be king ne lugede no}t bat

it ssolde be so ydo. Ibid. 9354 Me luggede wat it ssolde
be to tokni bi-i cas. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1203 He
nyste what he luggen of it myghte. 1508 Dunbar's Flyting
48** luge in the nixt quha got the war. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) 177 As by an Ivie garland, we iudge there is

wine to sell. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. \. ii. 139, I see things ,

too, although you iudge I winke. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav.
I

224 Small townes I judge they were. 1796 ELIZA HAMIL-
TON Lett. Hindoo Rnjak I. 206 Judge now this shocked
and offended me ? 1850 SCORESBY Cheever's Whalem. Adv.
vii. (1859) 97 Some whalemen judge it does not attain its

full size until twenty-five years.
b. with obj. and inf. or simple complement

(rarely with to or for) : To infer, conclude, or

suppose to be.

1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 697 luno be ioilese ?e iuggen for
noble. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. ix. 84 luwes pat we iugge
ludas felawes. 1400 Lanfranc's Cirilrg. 169 panne be
wounde is iugici mortal. 1477 CAXTON Jason 13 iuging in
him grete corage. 1538 STARKEY England i. ii. 58 The
sanguyn complexyon ys gugyd of other chefe and best for

the mayntenance of helthe of the body. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. ill. i. 25 When they haue iudg'd me fast asleepe.
1653 WALTON Angler \. 13, I hope you will not judge my
earnestness to be impatience. 1727 GAY Fables i. xxiii,
Who friendship with a knave hath made, Is judg'd a
partner in the trade. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts ft Sc.
i. n. 119 They judge the Moon to be a Globe like our
Earth. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. IV. xviii. 115 It was
. Judged better to begin the attack at once.

12. with cognate obj. (esp. with qualification).
15*6 TINDALE fohn vii. 24 Judge not after the vtter

aperaunce : but iudge rightewes iudgement. 1560 [see

JUDGEMENT 3],

1 13. refl. 1 To submit oneself to the judgement
of; to commit oneself to. Obs. rare.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 308 Yf be trewth be sowth . .

& that I Iugge me to skryptur.
II. Intransitive senses.

14. To act as judge ; to try causes and pronounce
sentences in a court of justice ; to sit in judgement.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 54 (Te Deum) pou art

bileeved to come for to juge at be laste day. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. xxiii. 19 And spiritm iuslicie shal lugen, wol he,
nul he. After be kynges counsaile and l>e comune lyke.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. viii. 41, 2. other
officers, which . . may iudge of small matters being under the
value of twenty crownes. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus'
Adnur. Events 83 As for Civill matters they may judge
without appeale. 1756-7 tr. Kiysler's Trav. (1760) III.
312 It was not so with the Italian princes, who iudged
without

appeal. 1865 SEELEY Eat Homo iii. (ed. 8) 25
A.warnor-kmg, judging in the gate of Jerusalem.
15. To give a decision or opinion on any matter,

esp. between contending parties ;
to arbitrate.

ri3o WYCLIF Strm. StL Wks. I. 304 Crist forsook to
juge m temporal goodis. 1470-8$ MALORY Arthur iv. xii,
Yel wylle I [Arthur] luge. . I wylle that ye gyue vnto your

618

broderalle the hole manoir with the appertenaunce. ifi3S

COVERDALE fsn. v. 3 Judge I praye you betwi\te me and

my wyne gardinge. 1591 SHAKS. x Hen. I''/, n. iv. 10

Judge you, my Lord of Warwickc, then betweene vs. 1694
DRYDEN Love Triumph. Prol. 18 If you continue judging,
as you do, Every bad play will hope for damning too.

1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 278 God must judge 'twixt man
and me.

16. To form an opinion ; to arrive at a notion,

esp. a sound or correct notion, about something ;

lo make up one's mind as to the truth of a

matter ;
in Logic, To apprehend mentally the rela-

tion of two objects ; to make a mental assertion or

statement. Const, of.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. Proem 21 A blynd man ne

kan luggen wel yn hewys. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 282
Of Jjis ydropesie summen iugij? lijtli, and seien [etc.]. 1598
SHAKS. Merry IV. m.

y. 52 Let her consider his frailety, and
then iudge of my merit, a 1679 HOBBES Rhet. iii. (1681) 4
If he judg, he must judg either of that which is to come or
of that which is past. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II.

102 To be able to judg of both, 'tis necessary to have a sense
of each. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) III. 141 If we
were to judge of its size by the horns. 1843 MILL Logic i.

v. i When the mind assents to a proposition it judges.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xvi. 117 From its form and colour he
could..judge of its condition. 1885 J. MARTINEAU Types
Etk. The. T. i. ii. ii. 2. 157 Understanding never judges. . .

It is the Will that really judges and decides on what is pre-
sented to it by the Understanding.

Judgeable (dgird^ab'l), a. rare , [f. prec.
vb. + -ABLE.] Capable of being judged or judged of.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 3/5 ludgeable, estimabilis.

Ju'dge-and-ju-ry, v. nonce-tod. [A phrase
used as a vb.'J trans. To try by, or as by, a judge
and jury ;

to try and pass sentence upon.
^1874 T. HARDY Far fr. Madding Crowd xlt, Now that

'tis put to me to judge-and-jury like, I can't call to mind.

1879 BROWNING Ned Bratfs 249 There wants no earthly
judge-and-jurying : here we stand Sentence our guilty
selves. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxxiv. 224 We're going
to judge and jury you, but all fair and square.

Judged (dsjtfd^d), ppl. a. [f. JUDGE v. + -ED 1
.]

Tried or sentenced in court, decided, awarded, esti-

mated, etc. : see the verb.
Rare exc. in the compounds ILL-JUDGED, WELL-JUDGED.
J537 STARKEY Let. to Pole in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I.

II. App. Ixxx. 190 If case be that you reach to the judged
truth, you need not to fear. 1595 DANIEL Civ. Wares (1609)
v. ci, As he to his iudged exile went. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig.
Tithes ii. 42 Precedents and judged cases have ever had the
like authority.
absoL 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 81 Where none Are to behold

the Judgement, but the judg'd.

Judgement, judgment (d^^-d^ment) .

Forms : 3-5 iuggement, 3-6 iugement, (3 guge-
ment, 4 iuiement, iugumen, 5 iugemente,
iewge-, iugis-, yuge-, iugment), 6-7 iudge-,

iudgment, (-e), 7- judge-, judgment, [a. F.

jugement (nth c.), f. juger to JUDGE + -MENT :

cf. Pr. jutgamen, med.L. judicdmentnm^\
1. The action of trying a cause in a court of

justice; trial. (Now rare or merged in 3.) Also

applied to trial by battle (quot. 1377 : see BATTLE
sb. 2) or ordeal (Judgement of God}.
1297 R. GLOI;C. (Rolls) 1236 To bringe is neueu mid

strengbe to stonde to Iugement. 1377 LANGL, P. PI. B.
xvr. 95 panne shulde Ihesus iuste bere-fore bi iuggement of

armes, Whether shulde [fonge] l>e fruit, J?e fende or hym-
selue. 1390 GOWER Cottf. III. 340 Unto the town this he

besoghte, To don him riht in juggement. ('1470 HENRY
Wallace n. 248 To,.bryng him wp out of that vgly sell To
iugisment. 0:1548 HALL C/tron.

t Ediv. K 6 b, They all

foure were beheaded without iudgement. 1596 SHAKS.
M'erch. y. iv. i. 223 A Daniel come to iudgement, yea a
Daniel. 1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 270 The Canton of Bern
hath three Courts of Judgement. 1652 NKEDHAM tr. Sel-
den's Mare CL 5 This caus could not by any pretens bee

brought into judgment. 1672 COWELL Interpr^ Jndicinm
Dei, the Judgment ol God, so our ancestors call'd those
now prohibited Tryals of Ordeal, and its several kinds.

b. Phr. To sit in judgement : (a) lit, to sit as

judge, to preside as a judge at a trial ; () fig. to

pass judgement upon (see 6), to judge, criticize

(.with an assumption of superiority\
c 1440 Gesta Rom. i. vil 18 (Harl. MS.) Whanne the luge

was come down . . for to sitte in iugement, he sawe bis 5131.

01548 HALL Chron., Hen.^ VI 161 The kyng hymself came
Into Kent, and there sat in iudgement upon the offenders.

1824 SCOTT Redganntlet Let. v, We shall all of us have
enough to do, without sitting in judgment upon other folks.

2. The trial of moral beings by God (or Christ)
as Judge; spec, (in full, the last judgement} , the
final trial of the subjects of God's moral govern-
ment at the end of the world : = DOOM sb. 6.

Often in day ofjudgement :
= DOOMSDAY.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2802 pan sal bai come til be last

iugement. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. x. 15 It shall bp more
suffreable to the lond of men of Sodom and Gomor in the
day of iugement than to that cltee. [Cf. xi. 22, in the day of
dome.] c 1450 tr. De Imitations \. iii. 4 Derke binges, for
be whiche we shul not be blamed in be iuggement. c i$n
\st Eng. Bk. Aiiter. (Arb.) Introd. 33/1 Of this people
shalbe no iugement at the dredefull day of dome. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 188 The valley of Cedron .. where the

generall ludgement shall be, if the lews., may be beleeved.

1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 39 The saints and spirits of the
blessed shall take possession of it, and there remain till the

general judgment. 1855 MH.MAN Lat. Chr. iv. i. (1864) II.

173 In the Resurrection and Day of Judgement.

JUDGEMENT.
3. The sentence of a court of justice ;

a judicial
decision or order in court.

CI290 S. F.ng. Leg, I. 98/205 Is bis a guod Ivggement?
n 1300 Cursor M. 6776 (Cottj fou sal it quit wit iuiement
[i'.r. iuggement]. ("1450 COT/, ^jtf/. xxv. 249 A wcndyr
case .. On wiche we must eyf iewgement. <-t 1548 HAM.
Citron., Hen, VIII 244 b, He confessed the Inditement,
and so had Judgement to bee hanged. 1560 BIBLE
(Genev.) i Kings lii. 28 All Israel heard y Judgement,
which the King had iudged. 1647-8 COTTERELL Davila's
Hist. Fr. (1678) 5 If he caused judgment to be given in
favour of his mother, a 1718 PENN Tracts Wks. 1726 I. 501
Judgment is the Determination and Result of Law. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 342 Judgment that the daughters
of Richard and Mathew took only estates for life. 1856
FROUDK Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 160 She appealed from the

judgment of the legates to that of the pope,
b. Law. (ellipt.} An assignment of chattels or

chattel-interests made by judgement or decree of
court

; the certificate of such judgement as a security
i or form of property, ,i. judgement-debt in 13.

'A Judgment, in consequence of some suit or action in a
|

court of justice, is frequently the means of vesting the right

j

and property of chattel interests in the prevailing party
'

. (Blackstone Comm. (1767) II. 436).

1677 YAHBANTON Eng. Iniprw. 36 Bonds given to the

King, although.. never Recorded in the Exchequer, nor in

, any Court else; yet these Bonds are a Judgment in Law,
;

and by virtue thereof will be first served, a 1718 PENN
Maxims Wks. 1726 I. 845 As Judgments are paid before

1

Bonds, and Bonds before Bills or Book-debts. 1745 D<-
Foe's Ettg. Tradesman i. 6 A judgment in goods, taken in

early, is never lost. 1858 LD._ST. LEONARDS Handy Bk. Prop.
Law xxi. 167 Upon a marriage, a mother assigned an unre-

gistered judgment to a trustee for her daughter for life.

4. Divine sentence or decision ; spec, a misfor-

tune or calamity regarded as a divine visitation or

punishment, or as a token of divine displeasure.
a 1300 Cursor M, 1591 (Gott.) In form of iugement a neu

vengans on bairn god sent. < 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III.

444 If he discorde from juggement of his God. 1470-85
MALORY Arlhnr iv. xxiii, That is the ryghtwys Iugement
of god sayd the damoysel. 1560 BIBLE (Genev,) As**, xiv.
21 When I send my foure sore iudgements vpon lerusalem.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, ii. iv. 194 Hence I tooke a thought,
This was a ludgement on me. 1703 Land. Gaz. No. 3899/1
An Anniversary Thanksgiving

.. for our Deliverance from
the Terrours of that dreadful Judgment [earthquake], 1797
MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xxii. (1824) 648 Some people said
it was a judgement on him. 1816 T. WILSON City ofPlague
n. iii. 301 My sins have brought this judgment on the city.

6. Any formal or authoritative decision, as of
an umpire or arbiter. (Now rare.}
ciyy> R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 303 To whils )>at oure

trewe duellis on jugement. c 1386 CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 833
Who so be rebel to my Iuggement Shal paye for al bat by
the wey is spent, c 1450 Guy IVarw. (C.) 672 And all bey
seyde wyth oon assente : We graunt wele to yowre yuge-
ment. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 14, I will con-
fourme my wyll vnto your iudgemente. 1602 SHAKS. Ham,
v. ii. 291. 1619 SANDERSON Serm. Ron9>. xiv. 3. 3 This
third Verse : wherein is contained . . Saint Pauls judgement ;

or his counsell rather, and aduice. 1878 BROWNING La
Saisiaz 292 The show of things unfurled For thy summing-
up and judgement.

fb. Astrol. A decision or conclusion as to a
future event, deduced from the positions of the

heavenly bodies : cf. judicial astrology. Obs.

1390 GOWER Cortf. III. 2 He can al the lawe deme, And
yiven every juggement Which longeth to the firmament.
Ibid. 107 [Astrology] The which in juggementz acompteth
ThefTect, what every sterre amonteth.

6. The pronouncing of a deliberate opinion upon
a person or thing, or the opinion pronounced ;

criticism ;
censure.

a 1225 Ancr. J?, 118 peo hwule J>et te heorte walled wi5in-
nen of ureSoe, nis ber no riht dom, ne no riht gugement.
1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 462 pere nis no iargoun no iangle
ne iuggeme[n]tis falce. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 14 After the

Iugement of the men ye are the very myrrour of al vertues.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. Ded. A ij b, The place
and dignity, to the which (by the Judgement of al men) you
are most worthely called. 1659 ^AY Corr. (1848) 2 You
have my designs, and I desire your judgment of them. 1671
TEMPLE /,*., to Sir J. Temple Wks. 1731 II. 247 Upon all

these Passages . . I have fixed my Judgment of the Affairs
and Counsels at present in Design. 1841 MYERS Cath. Th.
in. viii. 31 Scripture . . with its selection of facts and moral

judgements of them, has been ordained ofGod to be written
thus rather than otherwise. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i. vi

(

We'll pass no judgement upon that.

7. The formation of an opinion or notion con-

cerning something by exercising the mind upon it
;

an opinion, estimate.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 345 Wher men of worse liif

mai sunner erre in ber jugement. 1390 GOWER Conf. III.

45 Ek also Aeremance in juggement To love he bringth of
his assent. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Coswogr. Glasse 86 This

waye in my iudgement doeth excell all the rest. 1594
SHAKS. Rich. ///, in. iv. 45 To morrow, in my iudgement,
is too sudden, 1671 R. BOHUN Windi\% Wee may better

make judgement of these Winds. 1741 WATTS Imj>rw.
Mind i. v. i If we would form a judgment of a book.

1799 MACKINTOSH Stud. Law Nature fy Nations Wks. 1846
I. 385 To form a sound judgment on political measures.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) 5 Sept. 3/1 In his judgment they. .

had no occasion to bow down to any one.

fb. A form of religious opinion or belief; a
4

persuasion
1

. Obs.

1653 CROMWELL.S>. mSetect.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 376 If I

did seem to speak any thing, that might seem to reflect upon
those of the Presbyterian judgment. ^1665 MRS. HUTCHIN-
SON Mem. Col. Hittchinson (1863) 66 Having been before of
the Arminian judgement. 1687 A ssitr. Ahl>. Lands 90, 1 do



JUDGEMENT.
not herein aim at reflecting upon the Conformists in
general ; for. .there are many sober, vertuous and religeous
Persons of that Judgment.

C. Private judgement : the formation of per-
sonal or individual opinion (esp. in religious
matters), as opposed to the acceptance of a state-
ment or doctrine on authority.
1718 T. HERNE (title) Defense of Private Judgment

1840 CARLYLE Heroes, Priest (1872) 115 Liberty of private
judgment, if we will consider it, must at all times have
existed in the world.

8. The faculty of judging ; ability to form an
opinion; that function of the mind whereby it

arrives at a notion of anything ; the critical faculty :

discernment.

S3S JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) n Men of greter knowle"
..and more excellent mgement in holy scripture. ISM
SHAKS. Hen. V, in. vii. 58 You haue good Judgement in
Horsemanship. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 636 Take heed lest
Passion sway Thy Judgement. 1709 Poi'E Ess. frit, i o 'Tis
with our judgments as our watches, none Go just alike yeteach believes his own. a 1831 MACKINTOSH Ratal. 1688, Wks.

b. Good or sound judgement; discernment,
discretion, wisdom, understanding, good sense
. 1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. To Rdr. r v, Whose minde
is beautified with the amiable iuelles of knowledge and
lodgement. 1612 ROWLANDS Knave Harts 20 Boy brine
good wine, when men of Judgement cals. 1784 COWI-ER
fas/i vi. 657 A deed .. owing more To want of judgmentthan to wrong design.

t C. transf. A person having good judgement ;

a competent critic
; a '

judge '. (Cf. genius, wit.)

,
Llke Jevvs '

J saw them Battered through"the pit.
1682 bin i. BROWNE Ckr. Mar. ll. 4 To undervalue a solid
Judgment, because he knows not the genealogy of Hector.

O. Sc. Reason, senses, wits.
1800 Monthly Mag. I. 239 The poor man has lost his

judgement. i\foi{. He has gone out of his judgement. You
nearly frichtit me out o' my judgements.
9. Logic, fa. = DISPOSITION i c. Obs.
1618 T. SPENCER Logick 149 Hitherto wee haue handled the

first part of Logicke ; called Invention. Wee come now to
the second, termed ludgement. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Judg-
ment, the second part of Logick which Disposes of Argu-
ments for Disputation.

b. The action of mentally apprehending the re-
lation between two objects of thought; predication,
as an act of the mind. With//. A mental assertion
or statement ; a proposition, as formed in the mind.
1704 NORRIS Ideal IVorld n. iii. 125 The old Philosophy. .

meaning by judgment the union or separation of things by
affirmation or negation. 1725 WATTS Logic u. Introd., The
foregoing sentences which are examples of the act of judg-
ment, are properly called propositions : Plato is a philo-
sopher, &c. 1827 WHATELY Logic 59 Judgement is the
comparing together in the mind two of the notions or ideas
which are the objects of apprehension. 1860 ABP. THOMSON
Laws Th. n. 67. 108 A Judgment, then, is an expression
that two notions can or cannot be reconciled. 1864 BOWKM
Logic v. 105 Judgment is that act of mind whereby the rela-
tion of one Concept to another, .is determined.
10. Ill various biblical uses, chiefly as rendering

of Heb. asura mishpat, in its different uses.

a. Justice, righteousness, equity. (=Dnoji sb. 8.)
a 1325 Prose Psxlter\\\x. 22 [I. 21] Y shal stablis iugumen

ojayn by face. 1526 TIN-DALE Ma/t. xxiii. 23 The waygthtyer
mattres of the lawe. .judgement, mercy, and layth. 1611
BIBLE Isa. Ixi. 8 For I the Lord loue ludgement, I hate
robbery for burnt offering.

b. A (divine" decree, ordinance, law, statute.
a 1420 HOCCLEVK De Reg. Princ. 1343 The iugementz of

god ben_to vs
hid._ 1526 TINDALK Rcm.xi. 33 Howe incom-

prehensible are his iudgementes, and hys wayes vnserch-
able. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxix. 30, I haue chosen the way
of treuth, thy iudgmentes haue I layed before me. l6n
BIBLE Exod. xxi. i Now these are the Judgements which
thou shalt set before them [COVERD., Genei'., Bps.' Bible,
lawes].

c. Sentence or decision in a person's favour ;

(one's) right.
1611 BIBLE Dent. x. 18 He doth execute the iudgement of

[COVERD. etc., He dpeth right vnto] the fatherlesse and
widow. Job xxvii. 2 As God liueth, who hath taken
away my Judgment [COVERD., my power: R.V. my right],

1 11. The function of a '

judge
'

or ruler (in the
ancient Hebrew state: see JUDGED. 3). Obs. rare.
1558 KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 41 It is euident, that her

[Deborah's] iudgement or gouernement in Israel was no
such vsurped power.

1 12. A district under a jurisdiction. Obs. rare.
1617 MORYSON /tin. in. 251 The third league called the

tenne judgments, lor jurisdictions) and consisting of tenne
communities joined in the league . . 1498.
13. attrib. and Comb., as judgement bar, book,

call, hour, house, -monger, peal, place, throne;
judgement-cap = BLACK CAP I

; judgement
creditor, a creditor in whose favour a judgement
has been given ordering the payment of the debt
due to him

; judgement debt, a debt for the

payment of which a judgement has been given ;
so

judgement debtor, a debtor against whom such
a judgement has been given ; judgement-like a.

(Sc.), 'applied to what is supposed to be like a
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token of divine displeasure' (Jam.); judgement
note

( {/.S.~), a promissory note containing a powerof attorney to appear and confess judgement for
the sum therein named (Bouvier); judgement
summons, a summons issued in a County Court
against a.judgement debtor, to show cause why he
should not be imprisoned for default in payment
judgement weather (Sc.)

='
judgement-like

'

weather (see above).
l6

,

I3
'[

MIU.ES tr. Mexia's etc. Treas. AM. * Mod. T.
713/2 I hey would presume so farre as the "judgement Bars,and there spread a Gowne on the ground before the Maeis!
trate. i6o R. COKE Poiuer K, Subj. 159 He which will not
celebrate it, let him undergo the penalty in the 'Judgment-book. 1847 MAKY HOWITT Ballads 207 The last great
judgment-call. 1838 Act i t, 2 Viet. c. no n Providing
adequate means for enabling 'judgment creditors to obtain
satisfaction from the property of their debtors. Ibid. 17
fcvery 'judgment debt shall carry interest at the rate of four
pounds per centum per annum. 1875 POSTE Gains in. (ed. 2)
414. 1881 Jrnl. Inst. Bankers Nov. 563 Every debt provedwas made a judgement debt 1838 Act i 4- 2 Viet. c. 110
I >S Hp disposition of the 'judgment debtor in the meantime
shall be valid . . as against the judgment creditor. 1883\Vlmrim s Law-Lex, (ed. 7), Judgment-debtor, one against

n Godl

ment-peal. 1392811^155. Rom. <$ J,d. i. i. 109 To'ofd Free-
towne, our common "judgement place. 1888 I'all Mall t,'.

i Sept. n/2 A man marries on credit, and repents on 'judg-ment summonses. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 33 Why
should Paul feare to set Christ in the 'iudgement throne of
God? 1776 TOPLADV Hymn, Rock of Ages iv, When I ..
bee Ihee on Thy judgment-throne. 1822 SCOTT Pirate vi,
It's no that I wad shut the door against decent folk, more
especially in such *judgment-weather.
Hence Jn-dgemented a. [see -ED 2], having

judgement or discernment (of a specified kind)!
(In comb, or with preceding adv.)
1548 GESTE Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life App. i.,S ,f,\ - \\T^\ 1 1 I !!__ 1 . i .T -^.

rt^

if

Mag. II. 322 Boys..supreme-judgmented in taws, blood-
alleys, and peg-tops.

Jtrdgemeut-day. [
= day of judgement :

sec prec. 2. Cf. DOOMSDAY.] The day of God's
final judgement ; the last day ; doomsday.
1391 SIIAKS. i Hen. Vf, i. i. 29 Vnto the French, the

dreadfull ludgement-Day So dreadfull will not be, as was
his sight. 1642 .Mli.TON- Apol. Sinect. ad fin., Between this
and the judgment day do not look for any arch deceivers.
1808 SCOTT Marin. vi. xi, From the tombs around Rising
at judgment-day. 1878 -V. Anu-r. Rev. CXXVII. 87 The
divine existence and a judgement-day.

Ju-clgemeilt-liall. A hall or public build-

ing in which judgements or trials at law are held ;

a court of justice; a tribunal. (Chiefly Hist.)
. '534 TINDALE John xviii. 33 Then Pylate entred into the
ludgement hall [1526 iudgement housse

; WYCLIF, mote hall;
Rhtm, palace] agayne, and called lesus. 1600 J. POKY tr.
Leo's Africa n. 53 They have a kinde of tribunall or iudge-
ment-hall, wherein all contention* . . are presently decided.
1872 J. H. INGKAHAM Pillar ofFire 232 A scene depicted
in the judgment-hall of Osiris.

Ju-dgement-seat. The seat on which a

judge sits when trying a cause or pronouncing
judgement; a seat of judgement ;

a tribunal.
1526 TIN-DALE Ron:, xiv. 10 We shall all be brought before

the ludgement seate [WYCLIE, trone] of Christ. 1596 DAL-
HYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Seal. I. 53 Forfare. .quhair is ane
Jugement sail and Justice courte haldne. 1604 DRAYTON
Owl 341 Th' ambitious judgment seat I never sought, Where
God is sold for coin, the poor for nought. 1819 SHELLEY
Cciici in. ii. 24 The soul . . which now stands Naked before
Heaven's judgment seat. 1871 FKEEMAN Norm. Conq. IV.
xvili. 105 He was driven from the judgement-seat with scorn.

Jnogfer (dzp-dgaj), [f. JUDGE Z/. + -ERI. Cf.
Kb* . juggeour] One who or that which judges (in
various senses), a judge; usually, one who forms,
or who is (well or ill) qualified to form, an opinion.
^'449 PECOCK Repr. 414 Such a iuger schulde iuge ouer

presumptuoseli. 1356 J. HEYWOOD Spider $ F. xcii. 51
Wrong iudgers, wrong Judgements. 1630 LENNARD tr.

Charron's Wisd. (1658) 15 The eares..the Receivers and
Judgers of sounds. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 1282 That, .which
a wanton fool, Or hasty judger would have called her guilt.

Judgeship (djp*dg|Up); [f. JUDGED. + -SHIP.]
The office or function of a judge.
a 1677 BARROW Pope's Sufmn. (R.), Concerning the Pope,

his universal pastourship, judgship in controversies, power
to call councils. 1679 PENN Addr. to Prot. 180 The Um-
piridge and Judgship of their Meaning. 1836-9 DICKENS Sk.
Boz, Steam Excurs., In the event ofhis not being previously
appointed to a Judgeship, it is probable that he will practise

as^a barrister. 1891 Law Times XC. 419/2 To fill up two
High Court judgeships, a County Court Judgeship . . and a
registrarship in bankruptcy. 1898 Expositor Nov. 356 The
period of Samuel's Judgeship.

b. humorously with foss. adj. as title for a judge.
1820 Examiner No. 640. 463/1 So peremptory is your

Judgeship against an unfortunate Radical Reformer ! 1821
Ibid. 467/1 His Judgeship must be in a very comfortable
state of ignorance.

JudgeSS (dgc'd^es). Now rare. [f. as prec.
+ -ESS.] A female judge ; a woman who judges.
1533 COVERDALE Judg, iv. 4 At ye same tyme was ludgesse

JUDICATIVE.
in Israel the prophetisse Debbora, Ihe wyfe of Lapidoth
1632 HEYWOOD ist Part Iron Age i. Wks. 1874 III 270'
I make you ludgesse .. You needes must say I am the
properer man. 1776 J. ADAMS in Fa,,,. Lett. (1876) 172 You
are now. .elected into an important office, that of judeess of
the I ory ladies. 1889 E. EDWARDES Sardinia 304 Eleonora
the judgess.

Judging (d3-dgirj;, vbl. sb.
[f. JUDGE v. +

-ING i.] '1 he action of JUDGE vb.
; judgement

. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5403 To consente to a fals
JUggyng. 1495 CAXTON Eneydos xxvii. IO4 Her lycht

|

empesched from the veraye lugyng in parfyt knowfeRe
I 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems ix. 131, 1 me confess . . Of parciall

i

J
,

U
!T!1SiT o Per ss "-"fulness. i63I SANDERSON Semi.
I(I) U. 8 In all our private judgings of other mens
speeches and actions. 1845 MRS. S. C. HALL Whitttoy
yin. 63 It involved them in entanglements of false reason-
ings, lalse judgings, and crimes.

b. attrib., asjudging chair, court, place ; judg-
ing-day = judicial day : see JUDICIAL a. 4 c.
1541 BECON News Heaven Wks. (15641 i. 12 AI shall be

present before the iudging-place of Christ, cieso LLOYD
rreat. Health (1585) Cij, An apostem which doth not
breake at the fyrst iudginge daye in a Feuer. 1607 1!

JONSON K. James' Entertainm. Wks. (Ktldg.l 534/2 This
place [Westminster) . . the cabinet To all thy counsels, and
Ihe judging chair To this thy special kingdom. 1633 P.
FLETCHER Purple Isi. v. li, Where 'twixt two little hi" he
keeps his Judging court. 1896 Daily News 13 Feb. 2/5

in aflion
) "^ S 'xtee" JudS'nS rinSs simultaneously

Jii'dging, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That

|

judges ; having the function of judging, judicial ;

spec. Having good judgement, able to judge, judi-
cious, discerning ; also, Censorious.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. ./>/> (Arb. t 33 The imaginatiue and

I ludging powre. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Kelt. in. 225 I,,
so Grave and Judging an Assembly. 1735 POPE Prol. Sat
246 Dryden alone escap'd this judging eye. 1836 MissW INKUOKTH Tanler Serin, xi. (1857) 267 Full of judging
thoughts of other men who do not observe or approve of
their ways.
Hence Ju'dtringly adv., with judgement, judici-

- ously, discerningly; censoriously.
1639 MILTON Civ. Power Wks. (1851) 309 This work

|

neither his own ministers nor any els can discerningly
anough or

judgingly perform. 1847-85 1). I'. Page's The.
; _A-

Pract. Teach, (ed. Payne) 261 One should never judg-
ingly declare ..' You are a liar '.

Judgmatic (d^od^mse-tik), a. colloq. [irreg.
i

f. JUDGE sb. or v. + -mafic, in imitation or parody
of dogmatic, pragmatic, etc.] -next.
1833 Toft's Mag. II. 575 Sufficiently enlightened, so as to

make a judgmatic choice. 1898 R. KITLING in Morn. Post
10 Nov. 5-3 A man of twenty-five years' sea-experience
cool, temperate, and judgmatic, such an one as the ordinary
Warrant Officer.

Judgmatical (dgdgjnifi-tik&l), a. colloq. [f.
! as prec. + -AL.] Characterized by good practical
judgement; judicious, discerning; judicial.
1826 J. F. COOPER Mohicaiuxxv, A judgmatical rap on

the head stiffened the lyini; impostor for a time 1834 W
MAGIMN Bob Bttrke's Duel in Blaclau. Mag. XXXvT 75IWhat we call in Ireland zjudgmatical sort of man a word
which, I think, might be introduced with advantage into
the English vocabulary. 1888 Spectator 13 Oct. 1411/1The tone is moderate and judgmatical throughout.
Hence Judgrma'tically adv., in the manner, or

with the air, of a judge.
1814 COL. HAWKEK Diary (1893! I. 113 Ably described

Judgment, variant of JUDGEMENT.
Judicable (ei^-dikab'l), a. Now rare. [ad.

late
L.judifdbil-is, i.jfulicart to judge : see -ABLE.]

i688 H. CAKE King's Right Indulgence 39 No Opinion is

Judicablel
nor no Person Punishable but for a sin.

t Judicant. Obs. [ad. L. judicant-em, pr.

pple. of jfidicare to judge: see -ANT.] One who
judges, or passes sentence.

1570 FOXE A. $ M. I. 225/2 That no bishop nor abbot,
nor any of y clergy should be at the iudgement of any
mans death or dismembring, neyther shoulde be any fautor
of the sayd iudicantes [1396 -ants].

t Jndicate, v. Obs. rare. [f. 'L.judicat-, ppl.
stem oijfidicare to judge.] trans. To judge, decide.
1638 T. WHITAKER Blood of Grape 5 But the degree

whether more or less intense is judicated by nature.

t Judicate, sb. Obs. rare. [? ad. med.L. jftdi-
catus district under a judge, jurisdiction, f. 'L.jiidex,

judic-cm judge : see -ATE ^.J ? Jurisdiction. In

quot. attrib.

1526 in Dillon Customs Pale (1892) 85 All the kings iudi-
cate officers of the towne and marches of Callis.

Judica'tion. [ad. L. jfidicalion-cm, n. of
action from jfidicare to judge.] The action of

judging, judgement (in various senses).
1623 HART Anat. Ur. i. i. g Yet may many other circum-

stances crosse this iudication in any indiuiduall person.
1633 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 22/1 There is no certain
note of Judication and Assent. 1825 BENTHAM Wks. (1843)
V.

3_82/i That all-pervading and all-ruling principle, theself-

judication principle.

Judicative (dgw-dik^tiv), a.
[f. L. judicat-,

ppl. stem a(jfidicare to judge + -IVE : see -ATIVE.]

Having the function of judging.



JUDICATOR.

1. Having the function of trying causes or passing

sentences ; judicial, juridical.
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Regie. 53 It hath not power of Judicature of Life, and
Death. 1735 Col. Kcc. rcnnsytv. IV. 31 As well in the

Court of Chancery as in the other Courts of Judicature.

1799 MACKINTOSH Study Law Xature ff Nations Wks.

KIUUV pu."*--'"" J
. _ J. .. rpl

of LordsT 1818 IAS. MILL Brit. India iv. v. II. 300 They
were thus exclusively vested with the judicative power.
2. Having the function of forming opinions.

1647 FAKiNciuoN Stria. 120 It arises from some defect in

the judicative faculty. 1678 Lively Orac. ill. i 16 They
make solemn appeals to their judicative faculties.

Indicator (ds'dik't3j). [a. late L. jiidicator,

agent-n. hvmjiidicdre to judge.] One who judges,

or acts as a judge.
1759 ROBKRTSON Hist. Scot. vi. Wks. 1813 I. 463 In

this perilous position stood the Church, the authority of us

judicators called in question. 1786 Stale Wafers inAxa.

Keg. id-ill Until their legality shall have been decided . .

by the judicators of the place into which the prize shall have

been conducted, c 1831 CHALMERS in Jean Watson Life
And. TltanuoH iv. (1882) 51 The very presence of such would

have resistless effect on the divisions of our judicators.

Judicatorial (dja^dikato'Tial ) , a. [f. late L.

></<!/<;/*-* JUDICATORY + -AL.] Of or pertaining
to a judicator or judge ; judicial.
1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India III. ii. 80 That very assembly

. . which had already decreed, in its legislative capacity,
that such evidence was useful, now, in its Judicatorial

capacity, decreed that it was the reverse.

Judicatory (.d.^a'dikatari, -di'katsri), sb. [ad.
late L. juJicdtori-um, neuter ofjudicalori-us adj. :

see next.]
1. A court of judicature ;

a body having judicial

authority ; a tribunal. Now chiefly St.

1606-7 Aci "/ Counsel! of Scot. 4 Feb., The Writers
and Clerkes of all ludicatories within this Realme. 1678
OWEN Worship of Cod 83 From the highest Court of

their Sanhedrim, to the meanest Judicatory in their Syna-
gogues. 1707 ATTKRBURY Serin. (1723) II. 172 Human
Judicatories . . give sentence only on matters of right and

wrong. 1765 Act 5 Ceo. Iff, c. 49 4 A protest . . shall be

registerablc in the Courts of Session or other competent
judicalories. 1801 A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 226 The
treaties of the United States had been infracted by State

laws, put in execution by State Judicatories. 1850 HT.
MAKTINEAU Hist. Peace II. v. vii. 318 The Scotch Church
. .whose four judicatories. .were still all elective.

b. trans/, andy^y.
1656 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. iv. (1701) 134/2 They assert

that passions or affections are the Judges [Kpirqpui]. .To
these assertions, .concerning the Judicatories, agreeth what
they assert concerning Ends. 1674 Govt. Tongue vi. 10
These are arraigned at every table, in every tavern ; and
at such variety of Judicatories, there will be as great variety
of sentences. 1850 MeCosn Div. Govt. (1852) 290 It [con-

science] is the highest Judicatory in the human mind, judg-
ing all and bein judged of none.

2. Judicature ;
a system of judicature.

c J$75 Balfoitrs Practicks (1754) 265 Anent the college
of justice, institutioun and judicatorie thairof, 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Reb. VIIL 206 The Lords, as the

Supreme Court of Judicatory. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt.

Eng. i. xxxviL (1739) 55 Evidence, .in the Saxon Judicatory,
sometimes consisted in the pregnant testimony of the fact
itself. 1884 Law Times LXXVT. 342/1 The Judicatories
of Scotland and England were as independent of each other,
within their respective territories, as if they were the Judi-
catories of two foreign states.

t3. A Judicatory or critical stage, a crisis. Obs.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit, xlx. 810 Judicatories (or

Cri.ses) which do not terminate the disease, are signs of a
predominant and perverse humour.

Ju'dicatory, a. 1 Obs. [ad. late 'L.judicatori-us
of or pertaining to judging, f. ppl. stem of i,.jitdi-
care to judge : see -OBY.]
1. Having the function of judging or passing

sentence ; of or pertaining to judgement.
1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xlix. (1739) 84 An

influence upon that Judicatory power that must apply that
Law. 1659 PEARSON Creed vn. 602 The Son of man is thus

constantly represented as making . . the last Judicatory dis-
tinction between man and man. a 1718 PKNN Tracts Wks.
1726 I. 679 A great Share in the Judicatory Power. 1781
1. WARTON Hist. Kiddington 61 Druidical shrines, thrones
of royal inauguration . .and Judicatory tribunals.

2. liy which a judgement may be made ; giving
a decisive indication, critical.

1603 FLOKIO Montaigne ll. xii, To judge of the apparences
. . we had need have a iudicatorie instrument. 1634 [see
INDICATORY a. ij. 1615 HART Anat. Ur. I. ii. 21 Amongst
such sillies some are called Decretorie, or Iudicatorie.

Judicature (d.^K-clikAiili, -^tiiu). Also 6
ouro.

[f. med.L juditdtiira, (. ppl. stem Judicdt-,
of L.j&tlicare to judge: see -DM. Cf. F.judica-
ture (1426 in Godef. Compl.).]
1. The action ofjudging ; administration ofjustice
by duly constituted courts

; judicial process. Often
in phr. court ofjudicature.
Sxfreuie Court ofJudicature in England, that constituted

by Acts of Parliament in 1873 and 1875, in which were
united the former separate Courts of Chancery, King's
Bench, Common Pleas, Exchequer, Admiralty, etc.

'P? PALSGR. 235/1 Judycature, jngemciit ; sentence.
, 1616 BACON Adv. Dlt. Rnckhm. ii. 4 Sir, the honour of
Iudi:<rs in their ludicature is the King's honour, whose
person they represent. 1618 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argenis
259 Let those which hold places of ludicature, have as many
Colleagues appointed to them. 1651 HOBBES Govt. f, Sac.
xv. I 17. 354 We have demonstratively shewed .. that all

Judicature belongs to tlic City, and that Judicature is

nothing else but an Interpretation of the Laws. 1660 Trial

.

Hampshire rendered a judgment upon this verdict. 1846 i

M eCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 251 The system of ;

judicature in Ireland rests on the same principles as that of

England, whence it was introduced by King John. 1873
Act 36 $ 37 yict. c. 66 3 The several Courts hereinafter

mentioned, .shall be consolidated together, and shall con-

stitute one Supreme Court of Judicature in England.

2. The office, function, or authority of a judge ; !

in quot. 1635-56, a judge's term of office.

1530 PALSGR. 34 A mynister of theyr common welth, outher <

as a capitayne, or in onyce of iudicatoure. i6ai LD. KEEPER
WILLIAMS in Foriescuc Papers (Camden) 166 Whose rever-

\

sions (even of places under my judicature) I use to scale ;

dayly. 1635-50 COWLKV Davidtis iv. Note 13 Granted,
1

that the 40 years assigned by S. Paul (Acts 13. 20) to Saul, I

are to include Samuels Judicature. 1706 PHILLIPS, "Judi- \

catitrf
t
a Judge's Place, or Office. 1875 MAINE Hist. hist.

iv. in If the property be acquired by judicature or poetry,
or any profession whatever.

b. (See quot.)
1847 CRAIG, Judicature . . also, the extent of the jurisdic-

tion of the judge, and of the court in which he sits to render

justice. 1864 WEBSTER cites BOUVIEK.

3. A body of judges or persons having judicial |

; power ; a court of justice ;
a legal tribunal, or such

\

tribunals collectively.

1593 &. Acts Jos, VI (1507) 160 The saidis Assemblies '

i and judicatoures [of the Kirk] sail direct their Bedle to the
I persone or personnes disobedient. 1651 EVELYN Char. Eng.
\

in Misc. Writ. (1805) 167, I was curious before my return. .
\

|

to visile their judicatures. 1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1191/4 An
j

|

Act for erecting a Judicature to determine differences touch-
i

ing Houses burnt and demolished by the late dreadful Fire.

1796 BP. WATSON Apol. Bible 257 If the witnesses of the
\

i resurrection had been examined before any judicature. 1863

|

H. Cox Ittstit. ii. ii. 299 The essential attribute of the judi-
:

cature is the power of authoritatively interpreting the laws.

1 4. fig. Mental judgement ; formation or authori-

! tative expression of opinion ; criticism. 06s.
a 1631 DONNE in Select. (1840) 205, I proceed the right
way in judicature, I judge according to my evidence. 1758
JOHNSON Idler No. 18 P 2 If he seats himself uncalled in the
chair of judicature.

t 6. The quality of being judicial (as opposed to

moral): see JUDICIAL A. i b. Obs. rare" 1
.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. xii, Our Saviour disputes not
here the Judicature, for that was not his Office, but the

morality of Divorce, whether it be Adultery or no.

6. attrib.

Judicature Acts, a name given to the statutes establish-

ing the Supreme Court of Judicature, and regulating its

practice. These include esp. Act 36 & 37 Viet, c, 66 (1873),

38 & 39 Viet. c. 77 (1875) ; see also 59 & 60 Viet. c. 14,
Sen. ii (Short Titles Act, 1896).

1873 Sat. Rev. 9 Aug. 163 The Queen confidently expects
that we shall thank God .. for the Budget, the Judicature
Act, the Education and Endowed Schools Amendment
Acts. 1880 Manch. Guard. 20 Dec., The Judicature Acts

placed a great deal of power in the hands of the Judges.
1883 Wltarton's Law-Lex. (ed. 7) 53/2 Court of Appeal . . is

constituted under the Judicature Act, 1873, the Appellate
Jurisdiction Act, 1876, and the Judicature Act, 1881. Ibid.

801/2 The Supreme Court of Judicature Acts, 1873 and
1875.. are commonly referred to as

' The Judicature Acts'.

Judicial
(dj$dijial),

. and sb. [ad. L. jfidi-

cial-is, i.judici-um judgement : see -AL. Cf. OF.

judicial (in Gower), later -iel.~\ A. adj.
1. Of or belonging to judgement in a court of law,

or to a judge in relation to this function ; pertain-

ing to the administration of justice ; proper to a
court of law or a legal tribunal ; resulting from or

fixed by a judgement in court. (Also/^. in refer-

ence to God, conscience, etc.)
Judicial murder^ murder (or what is asserted to be such)

wrought by process of law; an unjust though legal death
sentence.

138* WYCLIF Neh. iii. 30 Unto the hous of sodeknys, and
of the men sellende sheldis agen the judicial ?ate. a 1420
HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2683 He bad men fla hym quyk
out of his skynne, And ber-withkeuyr |-e judicial see. c 1530
L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 71 Oracyons iudiciall be, that longe to

controuersies in the lawe, and plees. 1580 HOLLVBAND
Trcas. Fr. Tottg, On se sied en iugement^ they sit at the
Iudiciall seat. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 6 Where all causes
are adjudged, both criminall and iudiciall. 1675 BAXTER
CatA. Theol. \\. 230, Most Protestant Divines, .say that Justi-
fication Is a Judicial Sentence of God as Judge. 1767 BLACK*
STONE Cotftfff. II. xxx. 461 A series of judicial decisions,
which have now established the law in such a variety of
cases. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India III. 290 The asso-
ciation of the legislative and judicial power was open to
obvious objection. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-bk.
Prop. Laiv xu. 73 Judicial separation is a new term intro-

duced for the old divorce a tnensd ct thoro. 1861 J. FACET
Puzzles ff Par. (1874) 147 The many judicial murders which
disgraced that period of our history. 1881 GLADSTONE Sp.
in Ho. Count!. 22 July, A judicial rent was a rent fixed ac-

cording to the judgment of a judicial body, a dispassionate
and impartial body between man and man.

b. Enforced by secular judges and tribunals : in

judicial law, opp. to moral nnd ceremonial.
1551 T. WILSON Loeike (1580) 15 b, The Morall Lawe

Standeth forever, . . The Iudiciall lawe is next, the whicbe
. . we be not bound to observe as the Israelites were. 1650
HOBBES De Corp. Pol. 190 Thou shall not steal, is simply
a Law; but this, He tf;at stealcth an O.v t shall restore

four-foil^ u a Penal, or ;i; other call it, A Judicial Law.

JUDICIAL.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 102 A meer Judiciall Law proper
to the Jewish Common-Wealth. 1819 R. HALL Wks. (1841)
V. 327 The laws given to the Israelites were of three kinds

ceremonial, judicial, and moral.

C. 7*heol. Inflicted by God as a judgement or

punishment ; of the nature of a divine judgement.
1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 151 That first Anathema

and iudiciall curse . . denounced against the Samaritans
for hindering the worke of the Temple. 1791 HLRKK Pres.
St. Aff. Wks. VII. 113 What is called a judicial blindness,
the certain forerunner of the destruction of all crowns and
Kingdoms. 1815 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XIII. 275 Almost it

seems as if he, and the flagitious army by which he i -.

supported, .. were stricken with judicial blindness. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii. II. 277 An infatuation such as,
in a more simple age, would have been called judicial.

d. Judicial factor (Sc. Law] : 'a factor or ad-

ministrator appointed by the Court of Session on

special application by petition, setting forth the

circumstances which render the appointment neces-

sary '(W. Bell Diet. LawScot. 1861)- see FACTOR 5.

1849 Act 12 $ 13 Viet. c. 51 i The Expresr,ion 'Judicial
Factor' . .shall mean Factor loco tutoris, Factor loco absentis,
and Curator boms. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scot. 484/1
Before a judicial factor can obtain bis discharge, the Court
must be satisfied that he has faithfully perfunned his duty.
1894 Daily News 6 June 8/6 Charged, .with stealing i,iooV.
from two estates on which he was judicial factor.

2. Having the function of judgement ; invested

with authority to judge causes.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. xii. i We purpose not
to spealte of the righteousnesse of a worldly iudiciall courte,
but of the heauenlye iudgement seat. 1601 SIR W. CORN-
WAI. i. is Disc, Seneca (1631) 4 Yet cannot these present their

griefes to Judiciall men. 1769 Jtwins Lett. xxii. 103 The
returning officer is not a judicial, but a purely ministerial

officer. 1863 H. Cox Inst it, i. iii. 15 Parliaments were

originally judicial as well as legislative assemblies.

b. Judicial combat (dttel}, one engaged in for

foimal decision of a controversy.
1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xliv. 1828 /'. M. Perth xxv, That

the pretended judicial combat was a mockery of the divine

will, and of human laws. 1834 L. RITCHIE W'and. by Seine

56 The practice of private duels grew naturally out ofjudicial
combats. 1882 H. SPENCER Princ. Social. 522 J udicial duels
. .continued in France down to the close of the i-jth century.

c. Judicial Committee of the jyivy Council '

one of the two Appellate Tribunals in Great

Britain, established in 1833 for the disposal of

appeals made to the King in Council.
These are chiefly appeals from the Colonial and Ecclesias-

tical Courts. Other appeals formerly made to the King in

Council now come btfore the Court ofAppeal as constituted

by the Judicature Acts.

1841 Fenny Cycl. XIX. 24 By 3 and 4 Wm. IV., c. 41, the

jurisdiction of the privy council is further enlarged, and
there is added to it a body entitled 'the judicial committee
of the privy council'. 1863 H. Cox tnstit. \\. vii. 485
Besides the House of Lords, there is another supreme
tribunal of appeal the Queen in Council, whose judicial
functions are delegated to the Judicial Committee of ibe

Privy Council. The jurisdiction of the Committee is exer-

cised principally to review judgments of the Colonial, the

Ecclesiastical, and the Admiralty Courts. 1871 J. IRVING
Ann. Time 985/2 (23 Feb. 1871) The Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council give judgment in the appeal of the Rev.
Mr. Purchas, known as the '

Brighton Ritual Case
1

.

3. Of a judge ; proper to a judge.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 58/2 [These

men] somewhat similar to aldermen in London . . did lately
'

send a memorial desiring judicial salaries, a 1832 MACKIN-
TOSH Life More Wks. 1846 I. 400. That concentration of

authority in the hands of the superior courts at Westminster,
which contributed indeed to the purity and dignity of the

judicial character. 1856 FROUUE Hist. Eng. (18581 I. ii. 135
A political difficulty ..was laid before the pope in his judicial

capacity, in the name of the nation. 1888 BRYCE A ftier.

Commit}. II. ii. xlii. 120 What is called, even in America
where robes are not worn, the '

purity of the judicial ermine'.

4. Giving judgement or decision upon any mat-

ter
; forming or expressing a judgement ; disposed

to pass judgement ;
relative to judgement ; critical.

1589 NASHE Pref. Greenes Mcnaplwn (Arb.) 8 More
iudiciall in matters of conceit, than our quadrant crepun-
dios, that spit ergo in the mouth of euene one they meete.

1632 DEI.ONKV Tlwmas of Reading in Thorns E. E. Prase
ROM. (1858) I, 135 It becommeth not me to controule your
iudiciall thoughts. 1841-4 EMERSON ss. t Oi'tr-Soul Wks

The Quarterly Review ^has for many years been distin-

guished for its judicial fairness.

b. Pertaining to the judgement of the reputed
influence of the heavenly bodies upon human affairs.

Judicial astrology : see ASTKOLOGY i b.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. | 4 Theise ben obseruauncez of

iudicial matiere & rytes of paiens, in which my spirit ne

hath no feith, ne no knowyng of hir horoscopum. 1475
Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 60 The noble science of suchejudicielle
mater in causis naturelle toncernyng the influence of the

bodies of hevyn. 1560 [see ASTROLOGY i b). 164* FULLER
Holy (V Prof. St. H. vii. 74 As for Judiciall Astrology (which
hath the least judgement in it) this vagrant hath been whipt
ou( of all learned corporations. 1718 PEMBERTON Mooton's
Philos. 7 Addicted to judicial astrology . and to such-like

superstitions. 18*7 HENTHAM Ration. Evid. Wks. 1843
VII. 210 Among alchymists and judicial astrologers there

have been those who have been dupes to the impostures by
which they profited.

f c.
Afcd.

That determines the issue, or belongs
to the crisis, of a disease : = CRITICAL 4. (Some-
times with combination of prec. sense.) Obs.



JUDICIALITY.

1544 PiiAKR /Li'/rwr. Lyfc (1553) Gjb, If the iaundis . .

appeurc in the vj day, beyug a day Judicial or cretike of the

ague, ..it is a very good sy^ne. 1651 CULPKI-PEK Astral.

"Jtidgem. Dis. (1658) 32 The time or houses noted betwixt
the Crisis, are called the judicial times, or such times wherein
a man may judge what the disease is, or what it will be.

fd. Rliet, Critical. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panofl. Efist. Ep. A, Of Epi>tles, some
be demonstrative, some suasorie, and other some Judicial!.

1386 A. DAY Eng. Secretary t. 1 1625) 20, 4. special! heads,
that is to say ; Demonstrative, Deliberative, Judicial, and
Familiar Letters. i6zo T. GRANGER Dili. Logike 3 Every
proposite or matter conceived . . is reduced to three heads,
or kinds, Demonstrative, Deliberative, Judiciall.
t 5. That has or shows sound judgement ; judi-

cious. Obs.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 33 The same man . .

should . . grow . . to a iudicial comprehending of them. 1616

BULLOKAK, huliciall, .. also wise; graue, of great Judge-
ment. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginiii v. 200 He shewed him-
selfe so Judicial! and industrious as gaue great satisfaction.

B. sb. [Elliptical uses of the adj.J

1 1. A judicial law or ordinance : see A. i b. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 285 Sermonyalis of }>e oolde

lawe & summe iudycialis bynden nou}t now. c 1449 PECOCK

Rtpr. 18-19 '^'he posityf lawe of the ceremonyes mdicialis
& sacramentalis. 1577 tr. Bulliiiger's Decattes (1592) 404
The ludicials teach the gouernment ofan house or a common
weale. 1652 SPARKE Prim. Devot. (1663) 417 In all the

judicials and ceremonials, .there was ever somewhat moral

wrapped up in them. 1721 St. German's Doctor fy Sfitit.

344 By the law of God in the Old Testament, called the

Judicials.

t 2. Determination, decision, judgement. Obs.

1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys \Roxb.) 158 Aftyr the judycyal
of very resoun To lovyn hys credytour most holdyn was he

Wych of hys dette had most pardoun. 1589 NASHE Anat.
Absurd. EpisL P iij, Whose etfectuall iudiciall of your
vertues made such deepe impression in my attentive imagi-
nation. 1631 T, POWELL Tom All Trades 32 There is no
true judiuall of the falling and rising of commodities.

t b. Astral. A determination or conclusion as

to a future event from the positions of the heavenly
bodies; the system of such determinations. Obs.

1496 Dives .r Puiip. (W. de W.) t. xxxiv. 73 They that . .

takehede to the ludycyall ofastronomye or to dyuynacyons.
1561 EDEN Arte Nauig. Pref, The . . phantasticall obserua-
tions of the iudicials of astrologie. 1652 GAIILE Maga-slrom.
23 Where is obliquity but in the judicials of astrologie ?

fc. Mtd. Determination of the nature of a

disease ; diagnosis. Obs.

1512 (title) ludycyall of Uryns. 1548 UDALL Erasin. Par.
Luke Pref. 10 The corporall physicians doo often tymes
varie . . in their iudicials of the diseases.

\ 3. A legal judgement. Obs.

1534 BARNES Sapplic. King ii. Wks. (1^72) 209 It is to

your condemnation, and to your ignomyme, that yon due
exercise iudicials among you. 1663 BuKNfcY Ktp5. Kuipoi' 9.)

Our Saviours own argument concerning the ludicials of an

Infidel, He can but kill the body.

t b. An instrument of legal punishment. Obs.

t 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 201 Stocks, cage,

tumbrell, pillory, Cucking-stoole and other Juditialls and

castigatories.

Hence Judicially (d3diji|te Hti), Judi'oial-

iiess, the quality or character of being judicial ;

JtuUcialize (djMclijabiz) v. trans., to treat jiuli-

usually meant by impartial intellectual judgment. 1877
T. SINCLAIR Mount 6 Must one .. judicialise the problem
whether Shakespeare died from a debauch, before one can

have soul-liftings with [him] on the divine spirit's wings.

Judicially (d^wdijali), adv. [f. prec. -I- -LV-.j

In a judicial manner.

1. In the way of legal judgement, or in the office

or capacity of judge; in, by, or in relation to, the

administration of justice ; by legal process ; by
sentence of a court of justice.

1465 Pastoii Lett. II. 223 Judicialy syttyng the seyde
M. R. 154* HBN. VIII Declar. Scots B iv b, Regesters
and Recordes iudicially and autentiquely made. 1617

MORYSON Itin. II. 16 Indited, though absent, and condemned

judicially of Treason. 1783 AinswortKs Lat. Diet. (JVIorell)

iv. s.v. Ulysses, For which reason, the armour of Achilles

was judicially given to him, rather than to Ajax. 1863 H.
Cox Instil, in. vii. 695 As late as 1735, Sir Robert Walpole
sat judicially in the Exchequer. 1865 LECKY Kalian. I. i.

132 The last who perished judicially in England.

b. Tkeol. In the way of a divine judgement or

punishment.
1654 FULLER Two Serm. 66 God . . may judicially harden

those from whom his grace is withdrawne, for making no

better use thereof. 1781 COWTER Lett. Wks. 1837 XV. 122

Though I love my country, I hate its follies and its sins,

and had rather see it scourged in mercy, than judicially

hardened by prosperity. 1835 J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serin.

(1836) II. x. 123 The multitude of sinners judicially blinded.

2. After the manner of a judge; with judicial

knowledge and skill ; critically.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1402/2 A noble mind

iudiciallie grounded vpon the truth of diuine philosophic,

1617 MORYSON [tin. in. 37, I would have a Traveller . .

speake of those things, whereof he could discourse most

eloquently and judicially. 1868 FKEEMAN Norm. Conq.

II. viii. 165 He judicially sums up what was good and what

was evil in him.

f b. So as to determine something ; determma-

tively. Obs.

1609 DoutANi) Ornlth. 3/icrol. 51 Rests are placed in

bongs.. Essentially, when they betoken silence. Iudicially,

621

when they betoken not silence but the perfect Moode: and
then their place is before the signe of lime.
f3. With sound judgement, judiciously. Obs.
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Coneslaggio _8i

A!! agreed that the

King .. had not dealt therein iudicially, saying it was a
meane to breed contention. 1653 WALTON Angler iv. 108,
I find Mr. Thomas Barker, .deal so judicially and freely in

,
a little book of his of Angling,

Judrciarily, adv. rare.
[f.

next + -Ly2.]

|

In a judiciary manner or sense ; judicially.
x6n CQJGR,,ludIciaireiHentt iudiciarily, iudicially. ci6ig

R. JONES in Phenix (1708) II. 480 The words .. may easily
be taken judicially.. or they may be taken popularly.

Judiciary (ds^di-Pari), a. and sb. Now rare.

[ad. L. jiidiciari-us ,
f. judici-um judgement : see

-ARY, and cf. F. judiciaire (14-1 5th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.).] = JUDICIAL. A- adj.
L Of or belonging to legal or formal judgement,

or to a judge in his capacity of giving such judge-
ment

; pertaining to judicature or to courts of law.
= JUDICIAL A. i.

16x1 COTGR., Indicia ire,. . iudiciarie, iudicialt, done in Court.
1612

^l

1

. TAYLOR Comin. Titus ii. 13 Although he shall

exercise his iudiciarie power. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.

Ded., Persons, Dignified with the Judiciary Scarlet Robe.
1787 JEFFERSON Writ, (1894) IV. 475, I like the organization
of the government into Legislative, Judiciary and Executive.
1876 DIGBV Real Prop. ii. 64 Laws., are made indirectly by
the tribunals in deciding upon particular cases. . . [These]
are sometimes called judge-made, or judiciary laws.

fb. =JUDICIAL A. i b. Obs.

1699 BURNET 39 Art. vii. (1700) 101 The Judiciary Parts
of the Law were those that related to them as they were a

Society of Men,

t c. ^ JUDICIAL A. i c. Obs.

1656 R. ROIUNSON Christ all 425 It. is a judiciary hand of
GooT upon the Papists. 1677 GALK Crt, Gentiles in. 24
Judiciarie Hardnesse of heart and Blindnesse of Minde.

f2. Having the function of judging ; deciding as

a judge or arbiter : = JUDICIAL A. 2. Obs.

1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (1694) 146 So many of the said

Judiciary Merchants as heard the said Cau.se and Causes,
and signed the Judgments or final Decrees in them.

b. = JUDICIAL A. 2 b.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xxii. (1809) 337 The first

written injunction of judiciary combats that we meet with,
is in the laws of Gundebald, A. D. 501. 1826 DIGBV Broadst,

ffo/t.(i&2g) l.Codefridus 273 The Clergy of Spain- -instead

of compurgatory oaths and iudiciary combats, ordained the

proofs by witnesses and regular examination.

1 3. Forming a judgement or opinion, discerning:

JUDICIAL A. 4. Obs.
a 1631 DONNE znd Serm. Gen. i. 26, I have a power to

judge, a Judiciarie, a discretive power. 1656 STANLEY Hist.

Pltilos. v. (1701) 180/2 This Judgment may not unfitly be
termed Judiciary.

fb. Of, or in reference to, astrology:
= JUDI-

CIAL A. 4 b. Also, Pertaining to the giving of

judgements or decisions by any kind of divination,

as *

physiognomy *. Obs.

1604 T. WKIGHT Passions vi. 315 What vaine studies

exercise, .our iudiciarie Astronomers, by calculating nativi-

tees telling events. 1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions ix. 78 All

which . . I include under the name of Iudiciarie Physio-
gnomic. 1754 tr. Rollings Anc. Hist. (1827) III. vii. vii. 327
The wild chimeras of judiciary astrology.

fc. Rhet. ^JUDICIAL A. 4d. Obs.

1776 G. CAMPBELL Pltilos. Rliet. I. 17 Three sorts of ora-

tions, the deliberative, the judiciary and the demonstrative.

B. sb. [Cf. med.L. judiciaria^jiidlciarius sbs.]

1 1. An art of divination : see A. 3 b. Obs.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxv. 382 What Art mooued
lacob to say it ? . . If yee say Phiznomie or ludiciarie, the

ood old man was blind. 1594 CAKEW Hnarte's Exam.
Wits (1616) 183 All the sciences belonging to the imagina-
tion., as the Mathematickes, Astrologie, Arithmeticke, Per-

spectiue, ludiciarie, and the rest.

)
b. A judicial astrologer. Obs.

1652 GAULE Magastroin. 136 May not the morose judi-
ciaries be thus urged ?

2. fa. A place or court of judicature, rare.

1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Cm. (1693) 780 A Judiciary
or place of Judgment.

b. = JUDICATURE 3.
1802 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. $ Corr. (1888) II. 81 He

at length pointed out . . the impossibility of a government
being supported without an independent judiciary. 1875
GLADSTONE Clean. VI. Ixxxiii. 185 That strength depends
on the magistracy, the police, the judiciary, the standing

army. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 83/1 Head of the Irish

magistracy and chief of the judiciary.

Judicious (dgdi'Jas),a. Also 7 emu. -itious.

[ad. Y.judicieux, -cuse (Montaigne, i6th c.)
= It.

giudizioso, f. i,. jiidici-um judgement : see -ous.]
1. Of persons (or their faculties, etc.) : Having or

exercising sound judgement ; discreet, wise, sensi-

ble, a. in relation to intellectual matters : Form-

ing correct opinions or notions ;
sound in discern-

ment ; wisely critical.

1598 FLORIO, Giitdicioso, iudicious, learned, wise, discreet.

1602 SHAKS. Hani. m. ii. 29 Now this oner-done . . though
it make the vnskilfull laugh, cannot but make the ludicious

greeue. 1626 JACKSON Cncd vm. xxii. 2 It hath beene

long agoe observed by the learned and judicious Hooker.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles I. Introd. 4 Thus also Judicious

Chillingworth. 1685 BOYLE Eaq. Notion Nat.
\y. 95 The

i. (1819) III- 305 There were men who made the age famous,

grave lawyers, judicious historians, wwe philosophers.

JUFPER.

b. in relation to practical matters : Wise in

adapting means to ends; capable and careful in

action
; prudent. (Now the more frequent use.)

1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 82 Being accounted.. con-
fident, iudicious, and diligent, although of no great experi-
ence. 1605 SHAKS. Macli. iv. ii, 16. 1658 W. SANDERSON
Graphite 20 To give honour to this Art of Painting many
worthy Gentlemen .. are become luditious practitioners
herein, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise Peru. Wks. 1730 I. 92 A
judicious pilot. 1819 SCOTT Leg. Mantrose vi, No judicious
commander allows either flags of truce or neutrals to remain
in his camp longer than is prudent.
2. Of action, thought, etc. : Proceeding from

or showing sound judgement ; marked by discre-

tion, wisdom, or good sense, a. in relation to

intellectual matters.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. Prol., That .. We might

i

waigh massy in judicious scale. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
i. ii. in. xv. (1651) 137, I would that all . . would read those

judicious tracts of Dr. Henry Spelman. 1781 COWPER
Conliersat. 235 A tale should be judicious, clear, succinct.
x86x GEO. ELIOT Silas M. xi, As she concluded this judi-
cious remark, she turned to the Miss Gunns.

b. in relation to practical matters. (Now the

more frequent use.)
1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 201 This retraite . . yet

was . . iudicious, the place being strong by nature. 1695
TEMPLE Introd. Hist. Eng. 279 To surmount all Dangers . .

by brave Actions and judicious Councils.
1781 GIBBON Duel.

<$ F. (1869) I. xix. 530 A very judicious plan of operations
was adopted. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU I'anderput <$ .5". vi. 95
Selling again the judicious purchases they were enabled to
make. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Mint. Bridges 143 A splendid
and very instructive example of what may be effected by
judicious combinations and arrangements.
t3. = JUDICIAL A. i. Obs.

(But in the two Shaks. quots. the actual sense is doubtful.

Judicial does not occur in bhaKs.)

1605 SUAKS. Lear in. iv. 76 ludicious punishment, 'twas
this flesh begot Those Pelicane Daughters. 1607 Cor. v.

vi. 128 His last offences to vs Shall haue Iudicious hearing.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 279 Their courts of justice, their

judicious proceedings. 1632 J. HAYWAKD tr. Hiondis Era-
iiu-tut

1^8
To proceede against him by a judicious way.

Judi'ciously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

1. In a judicious manner
;
with sound or correct

judgement ; discreetly, wisely, prudently.
1601-2 FULBECKK ist Pt. Pnrall. Introd. i To excite

. . some other . . farre more fully, iudiciously, and learnedly
to accomplish this busines. 1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat.

Things in. oi Opium, .is now imployed as a noble remedy,
as indeed it is, if skilfully ^prepared and judiciously ex-

hibited. 1736 DR. DELANY in Life- iff
Lett. Mrs. Dclany

(1861) III. 388 She read and wrote two languages correctly
and judiciously. 1839 JAMES Louis XIV, II. 325 [There
are] few examples of remote dependencies upon great
empires being well or judiciously governed. 1879 FROUUE
Cxsar vi. 56 Money judiciously distributed among the

leading politicians had secured the Senate's connivance.

t 2. By a legal or formal judgement ; judicially.
a 1634 COKE & DAVIES \title) England's Independency

I

upon the Papal Power, Historically and Judiciously stated.

; 1737 WHISTON Josepkus, Antiq. in. xv. 2 God ..had

judiciously condemned them to that punishment.

f b. With the air of a judge
'

laying down the

law
'

; dogmatically. Obs.

1728 MORGAN Algiers^ Pref. 7 How many [Englishmen]
have I met with, .most judiciously terming the best of them

[Moors and Arabs]
*

savages'.

Judiciousness, [f.
as prec. -r- -NESS.] The

quality of being judicious ; soundness of judge-
ment

; discretion, wisdom, prudence, good sense.

1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv. (1867) II. 121 He had not met
with the like before for ..judiciousness. 1655 FULLER Cli.

Hist. v. iv. 16 Such the soil of this Sir Thomas More, in

which facetiousnesse and judiciousnesse were excellently

tempered together. 1751-73 JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (K.), The
examination, .requires, in due proportion, judiciousness and

precaution. 1886 Law Times LXXX. 151/2 L. J. Bowen
points out, with judiciousness and precision, some of the

chief results of the great changes initiated in 1873.

Judy (dgzj'di). [A familiar pet-form of the

female nameJudith] Name of the wife of Punch
in the puppet-show of ' Punch and Judy

'

; hence

(slang) applied disparagingly or contemptuously,

esp. to a woman of ridiculous appearance.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Judy, a blowen ; but some-

times used when speaking familiarly of any woman. 1825
C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy II. 65 Old Punch with his

Judy. 1885 KUNCIMAN Skippers ft Sli. 3 You get caught

speaking to any of them steerage judies. Mod. slang.
Doesn't she look a Judy?

b. Comb., as huiy-puppet ; Judy-cow, a local

name for the lady-bird (cf. lady-emu).
1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., "Judy-ana. 1897 O. Rev.

Oct. 331 They are simply Judy-puppets in the Policinello

of conventionality.

Jue, obs. form of JEW.
Juel, Jueler, etc., obs. ff. JEWEL, -EB, etc.

f Ju-elet. Obs. rare. PI. 4 iueles. [a. OF.

joelet,}'outlet (pi. -ez, -elz, -), dim. ofJoel JEWEL.]
A plaything, a toy.
1340 Ayenb. 77 pe conioun his bayh [i. e. buyeth them] uor

rubys, uor safyrs, o] er uor emeroydes, bet byeb as iueles

to childeren. [orif. (Cotton Cleop. A v. If. 63) ce sent come
ioueles (v. r. in Godef., iuweletz) a enfans.]

t Ju'ffer. Obs. [cf. Du. juffer maiden, young

lady, miss; also, spar, beam, joint; woin-down
form of jufvrouw, jonkvrouw ; so Ger. jungfer

(t'comjuiigfrau), also, in shipbuilding./;/^'?-.] A
piece of limber four or live inches square.



JUFFLE.

1677-83 MOXON Mich. Exerc. (1703) 162 Jiiffers, Stuff,

about 4 or 5 inches square, and of several lengths. Hence,

1688 in K. HOLME, 1823 in NICHOLSON- I'ract. Jiuilder.

t Ju'ffle, v. Sf. Obs. [Origin and meaning ob-

scure ; pcrh. related to SHUFFLE, but app. of earlier

appearance.] itttr. ,?) To shuffle; to fumble in-

eptly, to bungle, to
'
maffle '. Hence t Ju'ffling

///. a. ; also t Ju'ffler.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems liii. 16 Ane hommilty jommeltye

jumer, Lyk a stirk stackarand in the ry. 1535 LYNUESAY

Satyre, Inter/. Aultt Man 218 Scho may call me ane

iumane iok. IS-- RawlCs Cursing ( Bann. MS.) 251 Than
luflar Tasy with his iaggis, And Belly Bassy with his

baggis At hellis jettis salTmak sic reirding.

Jug (d3g), sb.l

L A pet name or familiar substitute for the femi-

nine name Joan, or Joanna ; applied as a common
noun to a homely woman, maid-servant, sweet-

heart, or mistress; or as a term of disparagement.
Now rare.

[Like Suite, Sulty = Susan (Sue), Jack, Jacky = John,
and other similar formations, this was prob. partly phonetic,

all ultimately from John. (See E. W. B. Nicholson Pedi-

gree ofJack, 1892.)]

1569 PRESTON Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 183 Ruff.
I will give thee sixpence to lie one night with thee. Met:

Gogs heart, slave, dost thou think I am a sixpenny jug?

1594 Knack to know a knave^ ibid. VI. 511 Then comes a

soldier counterfeit, and with him was his jug. 1605 SHAKS.

Lear \. iv. 245 Foole . . Whoop lugge I loue thee. 1611

COTGR., lannette, lug, linnie (a woman's name). Ibid.,

lehannette, lug, or finnie. 1631 BRATHWAIT rrTumxia,
Launderer y) She.. will not wet her hand lest shee spoyle
the graine of her skinne : Mistris Joan ha's quite forgot that

shee was once Jugge. 1632 ROWLEY Woman never vexed \.

in Hazl. Dodsley XII. n=,Clown [to Joan} Bring him away,

Jug. 1707 MRS. CENTLIVRE Platan. Lady in, But hark

ye, don t you marry that ill-manner'd Jug, the Relict of a

cheating old rogue. 1830 MONK Bentley xv. 424 Joanna.,
was his favourite child : . . having received from him the

fondling appellation of Jug in her infancy, she continued to

be called Jug Bentley, as long as she remained unmarried.

2. As the second element in local names of various

small birds, as bank-jug, the chiffchaff, also the

willow warbler; hedge-jug, the long-tailed tit-

mouse. [But cf. JUG sb.'-f\

1881 Leicestersh. Gloss., Jugg, and Juggy,& diminutive of

Joan or Jane. . .It is now, I believe, exclusively applied to

sundry small birds. $85 SWAINSON Pro*'. Names Birds
26 Chiffchaff . . Bank-bottle or -jug (Bedfordshire). From
the shape and situation of its nest. Ibid. 32 British Long-
tailed Titmouse. . . The penduline form of the nest, and the

feathers which compose the lining, have obtained for the

bird the names of Jack in a bottle . . Hedge jug.

Jug (d.^Pg), sb.'l [Origin uncertain : possibly,
as suggested by Wedgwood, a transferred use of

JUG Wj, the feminine name, for which there are

analogies. But no actual evidence connecting the

words has yet been found. (Cf. Skeat Etymol.
Diet, s.v.)]

I. A deep vessel, of varying shape and size, for

holding liquids, usually with a cylindrical or

swelling body, or one that tapers upward, having
a handle on one side, and often a spout. Fre-

quently with qualification denoting use or kind, as

brown-, claret-, cream-, milk-, water-jug, etc.

The name is applied locally with various extensions or

restrictions to vessels, commonly ot' earthenware, also of

glass or metal, sometimes even of wood or leather, occa-

sionally, as in a hot-waterjug, furnished with a lid ; in U. S.

having
' a narrow neck or orifice, usually stopped by a cork

'

(L'fitt. Diet.).

1538 ELYOT Diet., Cantharits, a pot or a iugge. 1553
EDEN Decades T$ Theyhaue sundry kyndes of water pottes,

iugges, and drinckinge cuppes, made of earthe. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 90 You would presente her at the

Leete, Because she brought stone-lugs, and no seal'd quarts.

1678 MRS. HEHN Sir P. Fancy v. i, You're a Dutch Butter-

ferkin, a Kilderkin, a double Jugg. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour,
Germany II. 403 There is a great sale of stone juggs ana
pitchers at Andernach. 1783 O'KF.EI-'E Poor Soldier, Son^
' The Broivn Jug' i, This brown jug that now foams with
mild ale . . Was once Toby Filpot. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet
Let. iv, A small jug, which he replenished with ale from a

large black-jack. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3)

II. 107 Common brown Toby Philpot jugs. 1885 J. MARTI-
NEAU Types Etfi. The. I. 131 A jug is said to be empty when
it has no water. 1886 .5". IV. Line. Gloss., Jug, a stone l>ottle,

such as is used for wine or spirits, not such as a Milk-Jug,
which is called a Pitcher. Ibid., Pitcher, .. the term Jug
is applied to large stoneware jars.

b. A jug with its contents ; the liquid in a jug ;

esp. beer, as distinguished from the contents of a

bottle, i.e. wine. Also, locally, A measure of

capacity for ale or beer, usually about a pint.
1635 D. DICKSON Pract. Wks. (1845) I. 92 Carry out the

refuse and jugsof the house, a 1716 SOUTH Serin. I. iv. (R.),
The sordid temptations of the jug and the bottle. 1765
COWPE Let. to Lady Hesketh 14 Sept., He gave me.. a
black jug of aloof his own brewing. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
v, He came up with a jug of warm water.

2. slang. A prison, jail ; more fully STONE-JUG.
1834 H. AtNswoRTH Roolnvood in. v, In a box of the stone-

jug I was born. Ibid., Thus was I bowl'd out at last. And
into the jug for a lag was cast. 1861 L-JWELL Biglow P.
II. i. Poems 1890 II. 229 They sentenced me . . to ten years
in the Jug. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms 144
Men jtlst out of the jug . . with their close-shaved faces,
crouucU heads, and prUon-dolhe. 1899 UUSANT OroMgt

622

I Girl Prol., That hospitable place . . the Black Jug where

before long you will pass a few pleasant days.

3. Comb., as jug-metal', -pot; jug-broke adj.;

also jug-bitten a. (slang), intoxicated ; jug-flsh-

! ing U.S., a mode of fishing with the line and bait

tied to a floating 'jug' or bottle (Cent. Diet.'}.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (N.), When any of them
are wounded, pot-shot, *jug-bitten, or cup-shaken, so that

they have lost all reasonable faculties of the minde. a 1658

I

CLEVELAND Poems, Against Ale ii, The Mug-broke Pate
doth owe to thee Its bloody Line and Pedigree. 1641
FRENCH Distill, i. (1651) 4 They may be of Copper . . or of

*Jug-metall, or Potters-metall glazed. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.

i Notes iv. xxii. 276 It may as well be denyed, that Duke
'

U'Alva's face is not to be seen on *Jugge-pots in Holland.

Jug (d-jog), sb,'A Also joug. An imitative re-

} presentation of one of the notes of the nightingale,
and some other birds, usually repeated as jug,

jug; hence, used as a name for this note.

1523 SKELTON Carl. LaureZ'Wks. 1843 I. 401 To here this

nightingale.. . Warbelynge in the vale, Dug, dug, lug, iug,
. . With chuk, chuk, chuk, chuk ! 157* GASCOIGNE PUomttie
(Arb.) 113 The next note to hir phy Is lug, lug, lug, I

gesse. 1773 HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. I, XIII. 261

Nothing, however, can be more marked than the note of

a nightingale called its/w^- 1864-5 WOOD Homes without
H. xxxi. (1868) 624 The 'jug-jug of one Nightingale is

sure to set singing all others within hearing.

Jug, si>.* rare '. Also jugg. [f. JUG z;.3]

The sleeping place of partridges, where they 'jug
'

or nestle together.
1834 MUDIE Brit, Birds (1841) I. 43 The night worms and

other small animals . . have mostly retired into the earth

before the partridges leave their 'jugg' or sleeping place.

[Jug, an error for ING, meadow, in 17-ib'th c.

Diets., Halliwell, etc.]

Jug, v. 1
[f. JUG sb.'2}

( 1. intr. To use a jug ; to drink. Obs.
1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 781 Be jugging

or jogging : Ant bibe, ant abi.

2. tra>is. (Cookery.) To stew or boil in a jug or

j

jar (esp. a hare or rabbit).
1747 [see JUGGED below]. 1769 MRS. RAFFAI.D Eng.

1

Honsekpr. (17781 135 To jug a Hare. 1868 BROWNING Ring
<V Bk. vin. 1386 Oigia can jug a rabbit well enough. 1898

J. ARCH Story ofLife vii. 160 If I could catch that hare . .

I would carry him home and jug him.

3. slang. To shut up in jail ; to imprison. (Cf.

JUG sb:- 2.) Also transf. To confine.

1841 CATLIN N. Amer. hid. (1844) II. xxxv. 36 The poor
fellow was soon jugged up. 1877 LowELLLett. II. viii. 230,
1 have been there every day except when I was jugged with
the gout. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Rot'bery under Arms 166 I'm
not going to be jugged again, not if I know it.

Hence Jugged (d,3gd) ///. a., esp. in jugged
hare ; Ju'gging vH. sb.

1747 MRS. GLASSE Cookery 50 A jugged Hare. Cut it in

little pieces, .. put them into an earthen Jugg, ..cover the

Jugg or Jar you do it in, so close that nothing can get in,

then set it in a Pot of boiling water. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias
x. iii. p 10 The second course consisted of pigs' ears, jugged
game, and chocolate cream, a 1834 LAMB Lelt.xvui. Th.
Pres. Game 176 A hare to be truly palated must be roasted.

Jugging sophisticates her. 1893 Chicago Advance 31 Aug.,
A little discreet gagging, followed by jugging if necessary.

Jug, v.* Also joug. [Echoic : cf. JUG rf. ;

'J

intr. Of the nightingale or other bird : To utter

a sound like 'jug'. Hence Ju-gging///. a.

1598 YONG Diana 427 lugging nightingales are sweetely

singing. 1657 THORNLEY tr. Longiis' Daphnis <$-
Chloe 124

The Nightingales began to jug and warble. 1783 Aim-
I worth's Lat. Diet. (Morell) v, Curio,, .to jug, or jouk, as a

nightingale doth. 1898 Daily Arcws 7 May 10/2 The blithe

lark, the jugging nightingale.

Jug, .
3 Also 7 jugg. [app. an altered by-

form of JOUK z*.
1
(juke, joke, etc.) with specialized

i application ; cf. also JUCK v., used of the call of

partridges when they jouk or jug.} intr. Of par-

tridges, etc. : To crowd or nestle together on the

ground ; to collect in a covey. Also transj.
Hence Ju'gging vbl. sb.

c 1600 DRAYTON Miseries Q. nfargaret cxlvi, Like as you
see when partridges are flown, . . They in the evening get

together all, With pretty jugging, and each other greet.

1654 VII.VAIN Theol. Treat, iii. 106 Jugging together like

Partridges in smal Covies. 1660 HEXHAM, Koestcn, to

Jugge, or goe to Roest, as Hens, Partridges. 167* [see JOUK
v. l

i\. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Jug, to squat, and
nestle close together, as partridges at night. 1878 Daily
News 12 Sept. 3/1 At night partridges roost and nestle close

together on the ground in a cluster. . . When . . thus resting

they are said to jug.
b. trans. To collect close together.

1653 GAUDEN Hitrasp, 292 Some have taken [liberty] in

these times, to separate themselves from the ordinary
Ministry of this Church, and by a mutual! call of one an
other to jugg themselves, like Partridges, into small coveys.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk * Selv. To Rdr., Should they
i [kmreds of men] have Hv'd and jugg'd together to this day.

t Jug, v.* Obs. Also 4-5 iag(ge, iog(ge. A
1 variant of JAG v., to

'

prick
'

; to spur (a horse).
(The language ofthe whole quotation \sjig. ,justed,jngged,

and overtilte, being taken from the tilt or tournament.)

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 133 He iugged [v.r. logged,

1393 C. xxni. 134 logged, v.rr. lagged, iuggede] til a iustice,

and iusted in his ere, And ouertilte al his treuthe.

Jngal (d^K-gal), a. (sl>.) [ad. L. jugal-is, (.

jugum yoke : cf. V. jugal (i6th c. in Littre').]

1 1. Of or
relating

to a yoke, esp. the matrimonial

yoke or bond
; conjugal. Obs.

JUGGERNAUT
1617 MIDDLETON ROWLEY Fair Quarrel 11. ii, When

heaven had witness to the jugal knot. 1634 HKYWOOD
Gnnaik. vin. 385 O those soft fifteene yeeres so sweetly
past Which thoti Calenus with Sulpitia hast III jugal con-
societie. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Jugal, that is yoaked, or

pertaining to . . Matrimony or Wedlock.
2. Anat. Of or pertaining to the zygoma or bony

arch of the cheek
; malar, zygomatic.

1598 FLORIO, Giuzale osso, the iugall bone, which is a por-
tion of the bones 01 the head and of the vpper iawe. 1668
CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. in. xi. 153 Arises out-

wardly from the Jug^al process, and descending obliquely
through the Cheeks, it is terminated in the space between
the two I.ips. 1766 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. LVI. 207
A strong membrane . . inserted all along the jugal bone on
each side. 1864 HUXLEY in Reader 5 Mar., The jugal arch
is much developed in proportion to the cranium.

B. sb. Anat. The jugal
or malar bone.

1854 OWEN Skel. % Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 219
The jugal and squamosal are also confluent. 1883 MARTIN
Si MOALE Verteor. Dissect. 106 The jugal forms part of the

middle of the suborbital bony bar.

Jugate (d3'g^t), a. [ad. L. jugat-us, pa. pple.

vijugare to join together : see -ATE a
.]

1. Bot. Of a pinnate leaf: Having leaflets in

pairs ; usually in combination (see BI-, MUI.TI-,

TKI-, UNIJUGATE). Also of the leaflets : Paired.

(1857 HENFREY Elein. Bot. 59 The pairs of leaflets are
sometimes called juga, and if only one pair exists, the leaf

is unijugate . . , if more pairs, multijugate.] 1887 Syd. SK.
Lex., Jugate, coupled together, as the pairs of leaflets in

compound leaves.

2. Numism. Placed side by side : = ACCOLLED 3.

1887 B. V. HEAD t/ist. Numoriim 579 Jugate busts of

Ptolemy IV. and Arsinoel?). 1897 W. C. HAZLITT Snppl.
Coinage Continent 7 The jugate busts of Maximilian I.,

Charles V., and Ferdinand.

Ju-gate, v. rare"", [f. 'L.jtigat-, ppl. stem of

jugare to yoke together : see -ATE ^.] trans. To
yoke or couple together. So Ju'gated. ppl. a.

yoked together ;
in Bot. = JUGATE a. i.

1623 COCKEKAM, lugate, to binde, to yoake. 1721 BAILKY,
Jugate, to yoak or couple together. 1727 BAILLY II, Jit-

gated, yoked or coupled together. 1856 WEBSTER, Jtigatcd.

Juge, etc., obs. forms of JUDGE, etc.

Jugelour, obs. form of JUGGLES.

Juger (d,^'dg3J). [ad. L. juger-uin. (For-

merly used in Lat. form, with pi. jugera.*i\ An
ancient Roman measure of land, containing 28,800

(Roman) square feet, or 240 by 120 (Roman) feet,

i.e. about three-fifths of an acre.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxix. (1495) 937
lugerum is two hundryd fote and fourty in length and syxe
score fete in brede, and two Actus makyth Ingerum.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 594 (Slanf.), [20,000] lugera
of land. 1600 HOLLAND Livy (Sitmm. Mar. i. i.) 1348
A valley . . in breadth foure jugera. 1853 MERIVALL Rom.
Rep. i. (1867) 10 He allowed these claimants to retain in

possession five hundred jugers each. 1881 BLACKIE Lay
Serttt. v. 169 Two jugers of land were allotted to each

[Roman] citizen.

Jugful (djzrgful). [f. JUG sb? + -FTJL.] As
much as fills a jug. By ajugful (U.S. slang), by
a great deal,

'

by a long chalk '.

1834 DOWNING Mayday in N. Y. (Bartlett), Downingville
is as sweet as a rose. But 'tain't so in New-York, not by
a jug-full. 1840 HALIBURTON Clockin. Ser. in. xviii. (Farmer),
The last mile, .took the longest [time] to do it by a jugfull.

1893 Family Herald'25 Mar. 335/2 She overturned a jugful

(of milk] upon the large black pool [of ink).

Jugge, obs. form of JUDGE, JUG.

Juggeler, -ellur, etc., obs. forms of JUGGLEU.
II Jngger (d3'g3.i)- Also -ar, -ur. [Hindi

jaggar.\ The common falcon of India (f'alco

juggur}.

Juggernaut, II Jagannath. (d.^-ganjt), sb.

Also 7 Jaggarnat, Jagannat, -ernot, 8 Jager-

naut, (-arynat), 8-9 Jaganaut, 9 Jaggernaut,
Jaga-Naut, (Jaghernaut, Jugunnath). [a.

HindiJagannaIII : Skr. Jagannatha
' lord of the

world , f. jagat world + natha lord, protector.

(The short a in Hindi is=
,
whence the Eng.

spellingyw^r-, with a and er.)]

1. Hindu Myth. A title of Krishna, the eighth
avatar of Vishnu

; spec., the uncouth idol of this

deity at Purl in Orissa, annually dragged in pro-
cession on an enormous car, under the wheels of

which many devotees are said to have formerly
thrown themselves to be crushed. Also attrib.

The first European account of the Juggernaut festival,

and its attendant immolations, is that by Friar Odoric,

1321. See Yule, Cathay ami the Way thither 28.

1638 W. BRUTON in Hakluyt Voy. (1812) V. 56-7 Vnto
this Pagod . . doe belong 9,000 Brammines or Priests, which
doe dayly offer Sacrifice vnto their great God laggarnat.
. . And when it [the chariot] is going along the City, there

are many that will offer themselves a sacrifice to this

Idoll. i8 HEDGF.S Diary 16 July I. 30 We lay by all

last night till 10 o'clock this morning, y* Captain being
desirous to see y Jagernot Pagodas. 1727 A. HAMILTON
New Ace. E. hid. f. 384 Jagarynat .. his Effigie is often

carried abroad in Procession, mounted on a Coach four

Stories high. 1796 MORSE Anter. Geog. II. 555 In this pro-

vince stands the idolatrous temple of Jaganaut. 1814 Asiat.

Jrnl. (Y.), Juggernaut made some progress on the igth,

and has travelled daily ever since. 1825 A. STIRLING in

Asiat. Res. XV. 324 That excess of fanaticism which

formerly prompted the pilgrims to court death by throwing



JUGGERNAUT.
themselves in crowds under the wheels of the car of lagan-

; h^.^PP'ly long ceased. 1827 POYNDER in A^fat.rnl. XXIIII

'
/ ?. -~/ i UIWUI-.K III Jisiat.

* :---' 702/ 1 About the year 1790, no fewer thin
twenty-eight Hindoos were crushed to 'death, under thewheels of Juggernaut 1878\N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 342The temple and worship of Jagannath.
2. fig. An institution, practice, or notion to

which persons blindly devote themselves, or are
ruthlessly sacrificed. Also Juggernaut car in same
sense.

. '854 J. W. WARTKR Last Old Squires iv. 3* A neighbour-
ing people were crushed beneath the worse than Jagienau t

s \ in f.

a
-

**erce democracy. 1865 LONGF. m Life
IS?

1
/4 i locomc>tive is the American Juggernaut

1865 OUIDA Strathmore I. vi. 89 Society fall! downbefore the Juggernaut of a Triumph. ,873 J. FORSTER

i? M"! KT 4I5
- ?

r J
u
hnnv Tetterby staggering under

his Moloch of an infant, the Juggernaut that crushes all
his enjoyments. 1878 EDISON in AT. Amer. Rev CXXVI
536 Details . . will wholly disappear before that remorseless
Juggernaut 'the needs of man'. iSBjS/imfarri -3 Sept
4/6 t.Stanf.) Practical politics, that Revolutionary Jug ^er-
naut that grinds us all under its car.
Hence Jn-jrgrernant v. trans., to crush to death

as a victim; Ju-ggeruautish, Ju-g^ernautal
ad/!., of the nature or character of Juggernaut
1819 Abeillardfi Heloisa 340 Glad should we be to' putthe bridle On ev ry Jaggernautish idol. iBy, Examiner

65./I After Mr HusCisson had been Juggernauted. 1860All year Round No. 47. 492, I escape with difficulty being
Juggernauted to death by the ponderous wheels of the ox-
waggons. 1888 Harper's Mag. Jan. 190/1 An asthmatic pug
sought a Juggernautal fate between the ponderous wagon

Jugging, vbl. sb. and///, a. : see JUG .',
2

, 3,

' --
.

'uii^u-Miut; t_uiiicL in i^israeiis
. But it does not appear whether or how far this is

the source of the slang term ; some take the latter as a
lantastically perverted derivative of mug

'

greenhorn ', found
1861 in Mayhew London Lab. III. 203, and havin^ also
a derivative muggins (but this not certainly earlier than
juggins).}
A simpleton, one easily 'taken in' or imposed

upon.

.
-.

-- -- > .itn -T linn ; ^ccfftti sirry,
Opemn of a new 'earer ? Why a telephone of course you
Juggins ! 'Ibid. 23 Dec. 292. X884 JAS. GREENWOOD in
Da,ly fet. 25 Aug. 'A Lucky Shilling.' Well, here's
good luck to him as a soft-hearted juggins, and may we
soon come across another ! 1889 BESANT Bell St. Paul's I

292 The pigeon .. exists no longer. In his place is the
Juggins. 1894 DOYLE Round the red Lamp 19 Why, you
juggins, .there never was an operation at all. 1894 STEVEN-
SON & L. OSBOURNE Ebb-tide 211 Well, you are a juggins !

Juggle (tl3'g'l), v. Forms: 4-5 iogly(n,
4-6 iogel, s iugille, 6 iogyl(l, iuggel, -yll,
iugle, iugul, 6-7 iuggle, 7 jugle, 7- juggle.
[ME. a. OF. jogler, jugler (later jougler) = It.

giocolare : late 'L.joculare for L. joculari to jest.]
fl. intr. To act as a JUGGLER (sense i) ; to
amuse or entertain people with jesting, buffoonery,
tricks, etc. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xin. 232, I can noither . . lapene logly [1393 C. xvi. 207 lape.n ne logelen] ne gentlych
pype. 1483 Cath. Angl. 199/1 To lugiile, iocular!. 1608
ARMIN Nest Ninn. 47 Will Sommers watcht to disgrace him,when he was jugling and jesting before the king.
2. To practise the skill or art of a JUGGLER

(sense 2) in magic or legerdemain ;
to play con-

juring tricks
; to conjure.

c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 263/2 loglyn (A"., P. iogelyn), presli-
gior. 1530 PALSGR. 592/2 Mathewe iogyled the cleanest of
any man in our dayes. 1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. ix. 187He [the Devil] can juggle and play scurvy tricks. 1883
Standard 21 June 2/2 He .. painted, acted, juggled and
mesmerised. 1883 R. L. STEVENSON in Cimlemf. Rev. Apr.
550 The conjurer juggles with two oranges.
3. transf. and fig. To play tricks so as to cheat

or deceive ; to practise artifice or deceit with.
1328 TINDALE Obed. Chr. Man. To Rdr., Why shall I not

se
the_ scripture . . that I maye know whether thyne inter-

pretacion be the right sence, or whether thou iuglest and
drawest the scripture violently vnto thy carnall and fleshly
purpose? 1533 FRITH Another Bk. agst. Rastell Wks.
(1572) 63 Here he iuggeleth wyth me and would make me
beleue that he tossed me mine own ball agayne, but when
I beholde it, I perceaue it to be none of mine. 1632 LITH-
GOW Trail, x. 437 A grievous thing to see incapable men,
to jugle with the high mysteries of mans salvation. 1660
MILTON Griffith's Serin. Wks. (1851) 394 Prime Teachers,who to thir credulous Audience dare thus juggle with Scrip-
ture. 1821 LAMB Rlia Ser. i. Mackery End, She never
juggles or plays tricks with her understanding.
4. trans. To deceive by jugglery ; to deceive,

trick, cheat, beguile ; to cheat out of something.
1531 TINDALE Exp. i John ii. 33 God can not but let the

deuell . . iuggle oure eyes to confirme us in blyndnesse.
1533 Lord's Sup. 26 He neuer thus iugled nor mocked
hys so dearely beloued discyples. a 1654 SEI.DEN Table-t.
(Arb.) 29 If Men at first were juggled out of their Estates, yet
they are rightly their Successours. a 1764 LLOYD The Poet

Poe_t.
Wks. 1774 II. 19 When near his latest breath The

rtient
fain would juggle death. 1850 BLACKIE &schylus

Pref. 21 The Spirit of Error .. juggles the plain under-

standings of men that they become the sport of every
quibble. 1866 BRIGHT Sp., Reform 13 Mar. (1876) 344
They have no system of compounding which would juggle
men out of their franchise.
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b - To bring. get, convey, or change (away, into,
etc.) by, or as by, magic or conjuring, or by trickery
or deceit.

Hs,,';?
90 G

^
r
u"

E Fr'

.

Bac n ' 99 He can make women of

ZoL-mxFlons m" .'
Ugg Cats into

.

costermongers. 1618

mouth, filled with brimstone, a^d fire,

J

and.!sP'at
n

fire

n
as he

spake. iStsjEKKER.soNjF^V. (1830) IV. 2,6 Our debt was
juggled from forty-three up to eighty millions 18 GMEREDITH Poems, Juggling Jerry vifi, Now from his' old
girl he s juggled away.
Hence Ju'ggled ///. a., done by jugglery.

i

IS&.Pr?test - L er Ho. Comioc. in Strype Eccl. Mem.
i I. App. Ixxm. 179 //,,, That halowed water is but

lOffCllCd \Vntf"T Tf\rfl I , L-lvc-rmnr, D IJ^ I ._!_ r. T

. . .
, a aowe water s ut

logelledI water. 1618 GAINSFORD P. Warbeck in Select.fr.Harl. Misc. (i793> 7' Ihe fame of this juggled miracle was
. . blown over Flanders.

Juggle (dgc-g'l), j/>.i
[f. JUGGLE .] A piece

of juggling; a trick or act of skill performed by
legerdemain; a conjurer's trick, esp. one claiming
to be done by magic or occult influence ; hence, an
act of deception, an imposture, cheat, fraud.
1604 H. MoRsMfst. Iniq. n. i. xvii. 327 Whether by the

juggle of their Priests or the assistence of some officious
Daemons, there were several Miracles and strange Cures
conceived to be done in the Temples. 1669 W. SIMPSON
Hydro!. Chym. 168 It's a meer juggle upon the senses. 1686
tr. Clause s PtrtK. Fr. Protest. 3 Juggles and amusingTricks. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 16 The Money he had
got by imposing on the Vulgar with his Juggles. 17x7 DEFOE Syst. Magic i. iii. (1840) 62 At first the Magicians
satisfied the curiosity of the people by juggle and trick.
iBoB SCOTTMarm. vi. vm, Or featly was some juggle played
1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. vii. 200 By one of the most
disreputable of juggles, France obtained the Italian Island
of Corsica. i88z T. A. GUTHRIE Vice Yersa iii. (ed. 4) 41As if he were actually the schoolboy some hideous juggle
had made him appear.

Ju-ggle, sb* [Cf. JOGGLE.] (See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Juggle, a block of timber cut

to a length, either in the round or split.

Ju'gglement. rare- 1
, [f. JUGGLE z/. + -KENT:

cf. OF. juglement (Godef.).] The process of jug-
gling ; a piece of juggling ; a juggler's trick.
a 1708 BEVERIDGE Priv. Th. i. (1730) 26 The Miracles,which Jesus did, were not the Delusions and Jugglements

of the Devil, but real Miracles.

Juggler (d,5-gbj). Forms: a. i iugelere,
seogelere, 2 iugulere, 3-4 iugelour, (4 -elur,
-ellur), 3-6 iogeler, 4-5 ioguler, -or, -ur, -our,
owre, iogoler, -our(e, -ur, iuguler, -or, iugoler,
iugillure, -our, 4-6 iogelour, (5 -owre), 6-7
iuggeler. /3. 3-4 iuglur, 4 ioglere, 5 ioglour(e,
5-6 iuglour, 6 iogler, iougler, iuglar, 6-7 iug-
ler, iuggler, 7 juglar, (jugleur), 7-9 jugler, 7-
juggler. [ad. OF. nom. jog-, jiig-, jouglere, ace.

jogleor, jog-, jougelour, later jougleur- It. giocola-
tore:L,.joculator,-atdrem, agent-n. from jocu/art
to jest. Some of the ME. forms may represent the
OF. synonym jogeler, jougler =

Sp. juglar, It.

giocogliere : L. jocularis jocular, droll, in med.L.
as sb. = '

mimus, scurra
'

; but already in the late
OE. iugelere we see the suffix levelled under the
native -ere, later -ERl. The trisyllabic iuguler,
ioguler, etc. were app. influenced by the Latin
form. See also JONGLEUR.]
fl. One who entertains or amuses people by

stories, songs, buffoonery, tricks, etc. ; a jester,
buffoon. (Often used with implied contempt or

reprobation.
1

) Obs.
a. ciiftLamo. Horn. 29 pa lijeres -and ha wohdemeres

and ba iuguleres, and |>a oper sottes. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

271/19 Is Iugelour adaybi-fore him pleidefaste, And nemde
in his ryme and in is song bene deuel atj>e laste. a 1300
A*. Horn 1494 (Ritson) Men seide hit were harperis
Jogelers, ant fythelers. 1420 Chron. Vilod. 138 In a
logulers lykenesse y wys He went to aspye what dede his
fone. 1483 CAXTON Cato B v, Them that can kepe no thynge
secretelyas iogelers, mynstrellys, foles. .and yonge chyldren.
1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 86, I meane me to disguize In
some straunge habit . . like a Gipsen, or a Iuggeler.

ft. a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Summe iuglurs beoS bet ne kun-
nen seruen ofnon oSer gleo, buten makien cheres, & wrenchen
mis hore mu3, & schulen mid hore eien. a 1300 Cursor M.
28382 Oure fele . . sith haf i . . to gleumen cald and to ioglere,
in tent bai suld me luueworde here. 1557 PAYNELL Bar-
clay's jugnrth I. 91, I hatie no iougler nor dyzar with me to
moue sportes and dissolute laughynge.
2. One who works marvels by the aid of magic

or witchcraft, a magician, wizard, sorcerer (o6s.) ;

one who plays tricks by sleight of hand ; a per-
former of legerdemain ;

a conjurer.
a. anoo Aldhelm Glosses 4020 (Napier 106/2) Arnspi-

cum, iugelera. Ibid. 4476 Marsi, dryas, iugeleras [Brussels
MS. seogelere]. a 1300 Cursor^ M. 5898 pan cald be king
his enchaunturs, pe craftes of his iogulurs, Dun bai kest a
wand ilkan, And bai wex dragons son onan. Ibid. 20891
Symon magus, h_at iugelur \y.rr. iuglur, iugillure, logelourj
. .ledd be folk wit grett errur. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in.

169 Ther saugh I pley lugelours Magiciens and tregetours.
1509 Gosp. Nicodeimis (W. de W. 1518) 12 lames and Zam-
bres the whiche were iogelers and wytches. 1555 EDEN
Decades 46 He conueygheth the piece of fleshe owte of his
owne mouth like a iuggeler. 1601-2 FULBECKE ist Pt.
Parall. 97 This is many waies done, and iuggelers and pro-
fessors of feates can performe it.

)3. a 1300 [see o. above]. 4x400-50 Alexander 410 pe
luse for his gemetry bat logloure takis. c 1450 HOLLAND
Hffialat 770 In com iapand the la as a iuglour. 1529 MORE
Dyaloge n. Wks. 200/2 The serpent of Moises deuoured all

JUGGLING.
the serpentes of the Egipcyan ioglers. a 1348 HALL Chron.,Hen yjf 5 No lesse deceytfull then ligier de meyne in
the hand of a iuggler. 1662 PEPYS Diary 15 Aug., After
dinner comes in a jugleur, which showed us very pretty
tricks. 1761 CHURCHILL Apol. 122 It flies, hey 1-presto !

like a jugler's ball. 1808 A. PARSONS Trim, xiv. 308 Ba{.
foons and juglers, who come in groupes with music into the
channel, and play their tricks. 1875 E. WH ITE Life in Christ

In'e^gyptiS g,,
Phenomena 'vestied by the jugglers of

3. transf. andy%-. One who deceives by trickery ;
a trickster

; one who plays fast and loose (witfr
a 1340 HuuoLXPadUr xxx. 16 pai ere all faitors & ypo-cmes& logulors bat dessayues man. ci38o WYCIIF I/As.

(1880) 99 pei [Prelatis] bicomen be deuelis iogelours to
blynde mennusgostlyeijen. a 1400-50 Alexander 4 526 lupitirbat loglour sum lape bos haue. 1567 MAPLET G>: forest
7 ihis [gem] is a maruellous lugler, for it wil cause things
obiect to be presented to our eies as it listeth. 1590 SHAKS.
JiJias.jv.m. n 282 O me, you iugler, you canker blossome.You theefe of loue. 1651 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Paters
(Lamden) 226 The two great Jugglers.. in Scotland, viz.
Hamilton and Argyle. 1769 BURKE Late St. Nat. Wks.
1842 I. 85 All the little tricks of finance which the expertest
juggler of the treasury can practise. 1873 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) IV. 376 1 he Sophist . . is proved to be a dissembler
and juggler with words.
4. Comb., asjuggler- like adj. or adv.
1639 HABINGTON Caslara n. (Arb.) 97 Honour doth ap-

peare To statesmen like a vision in the night, And jugler-hke workes oth deluded sight.
Ju gglereSS. [a. OF. jug-, jouglercsse, fern.

o\juglere : see prec. and
-ES.s.] A female juggler

c 1430 I'ilgr. Lyf_ Manhode n. cxxvi. (1869) 123 Ther is
neither jogelour ne jogelouresse that maketh grettere solas
there than j doo. Ibid. iv. xxxvi. 194 Jowgleresse. 149!CAXTON l-,tas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) ,. xli. 62 b/i He sawe
. .the moost excellent lougleresse or Daunceresse that was
in the cytee of Anthyoche. 1824 PRICE in II-'artmi's Hist.
Jcetiyn.dSjo' I. 46 note, A jugleress, whose pantomimic
exhibitions were accompanied by her husband's harp.

Jugglery (dgzrglari). Forms: 4 iugolori,
lugulori, iogelery, iugelri, iugilrie, iogelrye,
4-5 iogolori, -ry, 5 iogelorye, iogulyrye, io-
gulrye, ioglerie, 6 iouglarie, iuglarie, -ry 7
juglary, 9 jugglery. [ME. a. Q.jogit-,juglene
(i2th c.), also jogelerie, later jouglerie, f. iogler :

see JUGGLER and -ERY.]
1. The art or practice of a juggler ; f minstrelsy,

play ; pretended magic or witchcraft ; conjuring,
legerdemain.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19522 He wroght be-for bam gret ferli,And al was wit his Iugolori [v.r. iugelri]. c 1386 CHAUCER

Frankl T. 537 To maken illusion By swich an apparence
or Iogelrye. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xlvii. (1869) 198
Michel he loueth swich organe and swich song and swich
jogelorye. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Calech. (1884)49 Quhasa-
evir usis wichecraft, Nicromansie, Enchantment, Juglarie.
1830 SCOTT Demonol, 81 Possessed . . professionally of some
skill in jugglery. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xii. 126.
I could not detect them in any resort to jugglery or natural
magic. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 50 The service
appears little better than a profane sacerdotal jugglery.
2. transf. The playing of tricks likened to those

of a juggler; trickery, deception.
1699 BURNET 39 Art. iv. (1700) 63 They could [not] . . pre-

tend that there was any Deceit or Juglary in them. 1816
SCOTT Antia. xvii, This is a mere trick . the rascal had
made himself sure of the existence of this old well . . before
he played off this mystical piece of jugglery. 1828 J. BAI.-
LANTYNE Exam. Hum. Mind in. x, Neither by these
denominations, nor by any other jugglery of words can he
alter the nature of the case. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. # Is.

(18461 III. xiii. 85 As gross an example of political jugglery
and falsehood.

3. attrili.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 87
[If he] did thir thingis veralie and indeid, or be ane certane

jouglarie craft. 1883 G. H. B_OUGHTON in Harper's Mag.
Apr. 690/2 It looked Tike some insane jugglery practice.

Juggling (d;5-glirj), vbi. sb.
[f. JUGGLE v. +

-INOM.J The action of the verb JUGGLE: a. the

practice of magic or of legerdemain, conjuring;
t>. the practice of trickery or deception.
ci38oWYCLiF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 137 No jogelyng ne

falseheed was ony tyme in Crist. 1483 Cath. Angl. 199/1
A lugulynge, gesticulacio. 1328 TINDALE Obed. Chr.
Ulan To Rdr., The worke of Antychrist and iugulynge
of ypocrites. 1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (1592) 128 Let

ys not . . abuse the name or worde of God, in coniuring.
iugling, or sorcerie. 1667 DUCHESS NEWCASTLE Life Duke
ofN. in. (1886) 170 There was such juggling, treachery, and
falsehood in his own army. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. ii.

(1840) 47 Innocent art, secret and cunning contrivances to

,AIV. 40 iiciunu, uj LUC imaiiiuub juggimg ui me proposi-
tions

'

has lost all confidence in this country. 1900 Speaker
23 June 328/2 This disingenuous juggling with noble ideals.

c. attrib.

1530 PALSGR. 234/2 logelyng caste, passe passe. 1573
G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 28 He plais me a pretti

iugling kast of leger de main. 1589 PasquiCs Ret. D iv,
You haue lost your iugling stick. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic
I. iii. (1840) 68 The juggling trade grew stale and dull.

1750 tr. Leonardus* Mirr. Stones 142 (222) Quirinus is a

juggling stone found in the nest of the hoopoop.

Ju'g'gling, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING ^.] That

juggles ; playing tricks of magic or legerdemain ;

playing tricks, cheating, deceptive.
a 1533 FRITH Disput. Pnrgat, To Rdr., Sith we. .will. .not

conferre and examine these iuggling mistes with the light of

Gods word, our ignoraunce is wilfull. 1595 SHAKS. John
m. i. 169 Though you. .This iugling witchcraft with reuennue
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cherish. Yet I alone, alone doe me oppose Against the Pope.
160 SIR K. NICHOLAS in -V. I'afrrs tCamden) 312 That

juggling Cardinal will not suffer the K. of France to do any

good for the K. 1756 BLUKE \'inn. \at. Sx. Wks. I. 58

The government is. .a juggling confederacy of a few to

cheat the prince and enslave the people. 1814 SOUTHF.Y

RtJirick XX. 208 Fabling creeds, and juggling priests.

Hence Jtrgglintrly adv., in a juggling or decep-

tive manner ; beguiUngly.
1647 .)/>.[/. T:tv Juntos 5 It is known how malignantly

and how juglingly writs for new elections were granted and

executed. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. in. xvi. (1712) 138
Who cunningly and jugglingly endeavours to infuse the

poyson of Atheism into the mind of his Reader,

t JlTgial, a. Obs. rare. [f.
L. tSgi-S perpetual

+ -AL.J Continual, perpetual. Hence f Ju'gl-

ally adv.

1054 VILVAIN Thcol. Treat, i. 13 This is no plain evidence

for jugial creation of every particular Soul. Epit. Ess. v.

Iv. 109 They bring most harms to men jugialy.

JugUlure, -our, obs. forms of JUGGLER.
t Jugland. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. L. juglans,

jugtanrt-tin walnut, f. ;'- :J<rvi- Jupiter + glans

acorn.] A walnut tree,

t 1420 Pa/lad, on Husk. in. 1048 luglande in lond now
sprynge ; Ek graffe hym now.

Juglaudaceous (d.^Kgloend^-Jas), a. Bot.

rare~". [f. mod.L. JftglandHte-m the walnut

family (f. jfiglans : see prec.) + -oos.] Of or per-

taining to the walnut family.

Juglar, -er, -our, etc., obs. ff. JUGGLER.
fJu-gle, v. Obs. rare '. [f. JUG si.2 + freq.

suffix -LE.] To repeat the sound '

jug '.

1576 GASCOIGNE Philomene Arb.j 113 Some thinke that

lugum is The lug, she iugleth so.

Jugoler, obs. form of JUGGLER.
Jugo-maxi-llary, a. Anat. [f. Jugo-, taken

as combining form of L. jugum yoke + MAXIL-

LARY.] Of or pertaining to the jugal or zygomatic
arch and the jaw.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Jugular (d;$-gu<laj), a. and sb. [ad. med. or

mod.L. jugular-is, f. L. jugul-um collar-bone,

neck, throat : see -AR.]
A. adj. 1. Anat. Of, pertaining to, or situated

in the neck or throat ; esp. an epithet of the great
veins of the neck, as the external jugular vein,
which conveys the blood from the superficial parts
of the head, and the internal jugular vein, which

conveys it from the inside of the skull.

1597 A. M. tr. GitillemeaHS Fr. Chirttrg. xij b/2 The
lugtilare or organicke vayne. 1643 J. STEER tr. Ex/>.
Chyrurg. xiii. 52 Apply Leeches .. unto the jugular veynes
in the necke. 1655 STANLEY Hist. Pliilos. in. (1701)95/2
A Physiognomist . . said he was stupid, because there were
obstructions in his jugular parts. 1767000011 Treat, ly^un^s
I- 335 Neither of the carotid arteries, or internal jugular veins
were opened. 1831 R. KNOX Ctoque?s Anat. 51 Behind
this, _is

a square eminence, covered with cartilage, which
is articulated to the temporal bone, and is named rtie Jugular
process. 1855 HOLDEM Hunt. Osteal. (1878 58 Immediately
external to the condyles, the bone forms on each side a pro-
jection, termed the jugular eminence.
2. Ichthyol. Of a fish : Having the ventral fins

situated in front of the pectoral, i.e. in the region
of the throat ; said also of a ventral fin so situated.

1766 PENNANT Zool. (1769) III. 31. I have copied the great
sections of the Bony Fish into Apodal, Jugul.tr [etc.]. 1774
GOLOSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. in. i. 294 The ventral fins

placed more forward than the pectoral fins, as in the haddock,
and then the animal is a Jugular-fish. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 185
In some fishes their relative position is in front of the pec-
torals, when they obtain technically the name of jugular fins.

B. sb. 1. Anat. Short forJugular vein.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 435 Veines from the outward
braunch of the external jugulars. 1707 FI.OVER Physic.
Puhe-Watck 23, I cut the Jugular of a Dog. 1871 MIVART
Elem. Anat. x. 422 A great trunk, the innominate, is

formed by the union of the two jugulars and the subclavian.
2. Ichthyol. A jugular fish : see A. 2.

1835 KIRBV Hub. Hf Inst. Anim. I. ii. no The tribe of
Jugulars . whose ventral fins are nearer the mouth than
the pectoral.

t Ju'gulary, a. Obs. rare-", [f. as prec. +
-ABY.] = JUGULAR a. I.

1616 MINSHEU Duct. Ling. (ed. 2), lugularic, ofor belong,
ing to the throat. 1658 PHILLIPS, Jugular, or Jugularie.

Jugulate (dgfrgUUk), [f- I- jugulat-,
ppl. stem otjugttl&re to cut the throat of, to slay ;

f. jugulum : see JUGULAR and -ATE 3.]
1. trans. To kill by cutting the throat ; to kill,

slay, put to death.

i6j3CocKF.RAM, lugulate, toslay orkill. i6j7ToMLlNSON
nenoit's Disp. 46 That were to jugulate, not to purge men.lo tr. Amyraldus' Treat, cone. Kelig. III. vi. 421 They
must have been too like ihe victimes which they jugulated.
"834-43 SOUTHEY Doc/i-x\m. (1862) 55 And then for Death
to summon the Pope and jugulate him.
* Af- To '

s;rangle
'

; spec, to stop the course of
(a disease) by a powerful remedy.
1876 BADTHOIOW Mat. Mcd.

11879) 313 It ..so compresses
the vessels as to jugulate the inflammatory process. 1804Columbus (O.I Ditp. 2 Jan., It is bad policy . . to attempt 10
jugulate advertising. 1808 A Mutt's Syst. Med. V. 123 Mis.
placed attempts to 'jugulate' the disease (pneumonia).
So Juyula-tlon ; Jn g-alator. rare-".
1613 COCKEHAM, IngHlatimi, a cutting of ones throat.

1881 OciLYir, Jugulatvr, a cut-throat or murderer. 1887
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Syd. Soc. Lex., Jugulation, the sudden arrest of a disease

by a powerful remedy.

Juguler, -ur, obs. forms of JUGGLER.

Jugulo-cephalic (djjiJMfaW^iiTwbk),*, Anal.

[f. jugulo-, taken as combining form of next +

CEPHALIC.] Of or pertaining to the head and throat ;

in jitgulo-cephalic vein,
' an occasional vein which

connects the cephalic and the external jugular
veins' (SyJ. Soc. Lex. 1887).

II Jnffulum (.dja-gWltfrn). Anat. and Zool. [L.

jugulum collar-bone, also neck, throat, dim. for-

mation fromjug-, stem oijunglre to join.] A name
for the collar-bone; also for the throat, or the

lower front part of the neck, esp. in birds
;

in

Entom. applied to corresponding parts in insects.

1706 PHILLIPS, Jngulum, the fore-part of the Neck, where
the Wind-pipe is; the Neck-bone, Throat-bone, or Channel-
bone : Also, the upper Breast-bone. 1836 KIRBV & Sp.
Entomol. III. 526 JugiihttH. This part, which may be re-

garded as analogous to the throat in vertebrate animals, lies

between the cheeks. . . It is particularly conspicuous and
elevated in the Lamellicorn beetles. 1828 STARK Elein,
Nat. Hist. I. 215 Plumage brown above, fulvous beneath ;

throat and jugulum black.

i: Jugum (<l3-g#m). Bot. Pl.juga. [L. /-
gum yoke.] a. A pair of leaflets in a pinnate
leaf. b. Each of the ridges on the carpels of

417/2 The ridges in the fruit of UmbelHferae are termedjnga.
T Ju-gyl, v. Obs. rare~ '. [for *jitgul, ad. L.

jugulare-. see JUGULATK.] trans. To kill, slay.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiv. 135 (Harl. MS.) Dethe, J whiche

iugylithe and sleithe vs alle.

Juice (d-jws), sb. Forms: a. 3-5 iuys, (4
iuyshe, iwisch, iwissh, wisch), 5 iuwys, yuis,
6-7 iuyce, iuice, 7 juyce, 7- Juice. . 4-6 ius,

iuse, (5 iwce), 5-6 iuce, iwse, (6 ieuse). 7. 5
ious, lows, iowce, 5-6 iowse. 5. 5 ioys,

(ioissh\ 6 ioyse, 6-7 ioyce, 7 joice. [a. Y.jus,
ad. L. jits broth, sauce, juice of animal or plant.
The forms are normal from F.

;
with the others

cf. those vi duke, flute, fupe, and bruit
f fruit.']

1. The watery or liquid part of vegetables or

fruits, which can be expressed or extracted
; com-

monly containing the characteristic flavour and
other properties.
o. ci29o -S

1

. F.ng. Leg. I. 360/52 luys of smal-Ache do
t>ar-to. c 1400 tr. Sca-etti Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. 83 Oynement
maad of myrre, and of ^ iuwys of J>e herbe ^at ys clepyd
bleles. 1460-70 Hk. Quintessence 20

|?e yuis of J>e eerbe
J>at is caliid morsus gal line rubri. 1535 ELYOT Cast. Helthe
ii. xiv, The iuyce of theym [oranges] is colde in the second
degre. 1^96 SPF.NSRR F, Q. iv. i. 31 Like withered tree that
wanteth iuyce \rime flowre-deluce]. a i6a6 BACON New
Atl. (1900) 38 Wines we have of Grapes; and Drinkes of
other Iuyce. Sytoa 633 The juices of fruits are either

watery or oily . . Those that have oily juices, are olives,

almonds, nuts of all sorts .. etc., and their juices are all

inflammable. 1673 RAY Jm<rn. Low C., Venice 204 They
take the juyce of Beet. 1884 BOWER De Bary's Dianer.
192 The peculiar juice which flows from milky plants.

)3. 1390 GOWRR Con/. II. 266 And tho sche tok vnto his
vs Of herbe* al the beste ius. c 1420 J'allad. on Husb. ir.

206 Vche herbe in his colour, odour, & luce [rime letuce].
c 1490 Iwse [see quot. c 1440 in y]. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis xn.
vii. 90 The hailsum ius of herb ambrosyane. 1528 PAYNEL
Saltrne's Reglm. aj b, Celendine, whose ieuse is citrine. 1553
BRENDB Q. Curtins S iv, A iuse which they wringe out of
Sesama. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 182/15 luce of herbes, snccns.

y. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret. . Gw. Lordsh. 84 Take fa iowse
of be poume-garnet swete, xxv Rotes, and of be Iowse of
swet appelys, x Rotes, a 1400-50 A lexander 339 l>e ious
out he wrengis. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 265/2 lows of frutys,
or herbys . . [MS. A', (c 1490) iowse or iwse], iw, snccns.

1530 PALSGR. 235/1 Iowse of an herbe, jus,
6. 14.. Vac. in Wr.-W flicker 56^/40 Afloriiim, ioys of gras.

c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 116 loissh of persely or malves.
ISS3 EDEN Treat. Ne-.ve Ind. (Arb.) 34 The humoure or
ioyse which

droppeth out of the braunches of the date trees.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Dens. The ioyse anointed
healeth the toothache. Mod. Sc. (Edmb., Peebles, Roxb.,
etc.) Joice, as 'bacca joice, the joice o' reid currans.

b. spec, that of the grape, made into wine.
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 121 And schewede hem

t>e juse of grapes and of buries. 1606 SHAKS. At//. $ C/.
v. ju 285 No more The iuyce of Egypts Grape shall moyst
this lip. 1731 POPE Ess. Man \. 136 Annual for me, the grape,
the rose renew The juice nectareous, and the balmy dew.
1813 SCOTT Trienn. n. ix. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N* .V.

li-'afes (ed. 3) II. 206 An over-dose of the juice.
2. The fluid part or moisture of an animal body

or substance
;
now usually in //. the various liquid

constituents of the body, the bodily
' humours' ;

also used in sing, in the names of the digestive
secretions (gastric j., intestinalj^ pancreatic j.).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. A\ v. xxxviii. (Bodl. MS.),

pelyuour . . foni*i|> Ious \\V. de \V. lusj, woos, and humour
wherof blood is bred. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe I. (1541) 14
Somme [meat and drink] is good, whiche maketh good
iuyce, and good bloudde : some is ylle and ingendreth yll
iuyce and yll bloudde. 1675 TRAHERNB Chr. Ethics 325
The four humors of choler, melancholy, flegm, and blood
are generally known : but there are many other juyces talkt
of besides. 1699 BENTLFY BoyIf Lfct. fii. 82 Marrow and
Fat and Blood, and other Nutritious Juices. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 128 The man who dies of hunger, may
be said to be poisoned by the juices of his own body. 1899

JUICY.

CAGNF.Y tr. Jaksck's CUn. Diagn. v, (ed. 4) 171 The intestinal

juice is a mixed secretion derived from several glands.
3. More generally, The moisture or liquid natur-

ally contained in or coming from anything.
c 1440 Patlad. <nt Hnsb. 1.240 Lette hem drie unslayn, and

vp they drinke The londes iuce. 1503 in Surtees Misc. (1888)
30 The fylthe and juse that discendes. .frame the sade stye.
c 1586 C TKSS PEMBROKE Ps. civ. vii, Oile, whose iuyce tm-
plaites the folded brow. ^1645 HOWELL Lett. (1688) IV.

489 It is the pure juyce of the Bee. 1695 WOODWARD Nat.
Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 239 An Account of the mineral

Juyces in the Earth. 1842 J. AITON Doni. Econ. -1857) I7 1

So that the juice may run from the pig-sty down upon the

dry coal ashes.

4. In 6gurattve uses
; usually denoting the essence

or
*

spirit
'

of something, in which its characteristic

qualities are found, or which renders it useful,

agreeable, or interesting.
c 1380 WYCLIF Semi. Sel. Wks. II. 67 J>o prestis fat geten

out juys of Goddis word. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (15801 172
An oration is made to seme right excellent by the kinde

self, by the colour and iuice of speeche. 1649 ROGKRS
Naawan 127 The very spirit and roote of hitternesse, which
giveth joice and nourishment to all branches. 1790 BUKKK
/'>. Rev. 18 A theory, pickled in the preserving juices of

pulpit eloquence. 1895 GLADSTONE in Evatig, Mag. Jan.,
The juice and sap of the Evangelical teaching ..1 mean
by its juice and sap, the positive and not the negative part
of its teaching.

f b. The emoluments or profits of a profession
or office. Obs. colloq.
c 15*3 LATIMER Let. to Baynton in Foxe A. #t M. (1583)

1740 If I would . . gather up my ioyse, as wee call it, warely
and narrowly, and yet neyther preache for it in mine owne
Cure nor yet otherwhere. 1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to Mr. T.
H. 23 That the parochial endowments, .are .. too little, to

arTord sufficient ioyce to those infinite superficial! students.

t5. Broth, [rendciing L./WJ.] Ohs. rare.

1388 WYCLIF Isa. Ixv. 4 It is a puple ..which eten swynes
fleisch, and vnhooli iwisch [v.w. iwce, iuyshe, twissh, wisch ;

1382 broth J.

6. Comb.
1800 LAMB Let. to Manning in Talfourd Lett. (1837) 1. 190

The '

Kalstaff's Letters' are a bundle of the sharpest,

queerest, profoundest humours, of any these juice-drained
latter times have spawned, a 1847 ELIZA COOK Harvest
Song iv, Rich and bursting juice-drops run On the vineyard
earth in streams, i&igfo Daily News 21 Sept. 6/1 A., tobacco-

chewing, juice-squirting, tippling Westerner.

Juice, v- rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To moisten
or suffuse with juice.
1639 FULLER Holy IVar m. xxxi. 164 Some gallants ..

count all conquests drie meat which are not juyced with
bloud. 1884 (J. VICTORIA More Leaves 109, I drove off.,

to see them 'juice the sheep'. Ibid., 'Juicing the sheep*
. .a large sort of trough filled with liquid tobacco and soap,
and into this the sheep were dipped one after the other.

Juice, obs. var. GisE v. ; obs. f. JOIST.
Juiced (dgwst), a.

[f. JUICE sb. + -ED 2
.]

In
combination : Having juice (of a specified quality).
1593 SHAKS. Rom. ff Jnl. n. iii. 8 With balefull weedes,

and precious luiced flowers. i6a6 BACON Sylva 508 The
Coloured [Berries] are more juyced and courser juyced.
183* TENNYSON Lotos-Eaters 78 The full-juiced apple, wax-
ing over-mellow.

JtUCeful (d.^T/'sfiil), a. rare. [f. JUICF. sb. +

-FUL.] Full of juice ; juicy; succulent.

1619 W. WHATELY God's Hitib. i. (1622) 139 A most sappy
and mycefull Vine. 1630 DRAYTON Noah's Flood 49 Simples
had that power,, .they so juiceful were. 1647 TRAPP Cffiffttr.

Matt. xxi. 20.

JuicelesS (dg/7'sles), a.
[f.

as prec. + -LESS.]
Devoid or deprived of juice ; dry ; dried up.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. Prol., Snarling gusts nibble

the juyceles leaves. 1684 T. BURXET The. Earth \. 190 The
earth . . by that time was more barren and juiceless . . than
ours is now. 1746 R. JAMES Introd. Moufefs Health**

/in/>rm>. 8 'I'o render juiceless the Membranes, Tendons,
Cartilages, and Bones of Animals. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Sysf.
Bot. 235 Fruit drupaceous, juiceless, with several cells.

b. Jig. Devoid of interest
; insipid,

*

dry '.

1620 E. BLOUNT Horae Sttbs. 204 The Kpitome, which is

for the most part a iuycelesse Narration. 1883 American
VI. 29 The juiceless remarks of these good men. 1880 Heine
Missionary (N. Y.) Nov. 316 Those who suppose tnat life

on the frontier is juiceless.

Juiciness (dgw-sines). [f. JUICY a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being juicy ; succulence. Alsoyf^.
1611 COTGR., Huviiditf,. .sappinesse, iuycinesse, wetnesse,

waterishnesse. 1643 T. GOODWIN Trial Christian's Gr&wth
*6 Christ begins to shoot some sap of his Spirit into their

hearts .. stirring up some juicenesse of affections. 1801

W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XI. 648 Herder [is remarked!
for the many-flavoured juiciness of his

style. 1858 HAW.
THORNE f-'r. fy It. Jrnls. I. 260 A fossilized city .. without

enough life or juiciness in it to be susceptible of decay.

Juicy (d tv/-si), a. [f. JUICE sb. + -Y.]
1. Full of or abounding in juice; succulent.

(1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 54 Now wesseil N.
unto thi lousy pate, Unthrift and thou to-gidre be mett.

155* HULOET, luycy, or full of iuyce, ..sttccn/entus. 16*0
VENNER I 'fa Recta vii. 113 The iuycie substance of the

Pomegranet is wholsome. 1641 MILTON Ani'madv. L Wks.
(1851) 195 Those hydropick humours not discernable at first

from a fair and juicy fleshinesse of body. 1697 DRYPES
yfrff. Past. vn. 80 Nor with'ring Vines their juicy Vintage
yield. 1714 GAY Trivia it. 434 Blue plumbs and juicy pears
augment his pain. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. 86 The mutton . .

became more tender and juicy.
b. Of weather : Rainy, wet, soaking, colloq,

1837-40 HAI.IBURTON Clockm. (1862) 497 The weather..
has been considerable juicy here lately. 1868 HFLPS /?*/
mah xvii. (1876) 497 It rained incessantly . . A juicy day in

the country promotes meditation of the most serious kind.



JTTISE.
*

1893 Outing (V. S.) XXII. 139/1 We began the juiciest ride
on record. How it rained !

2. fig. Rich in wealth, fit to be ' sucked
'

(quot.
1621); of rich intellectual quality, full of interest

(the opposite of '

dry '). colloq.
1621 SANDERSON Serin, i Cor. vii. 24 riS Those parcel-

gallants that have . . no other use of their wits, but to distil
a kind of maintenance from juycy heirs and flush novices by
play. 1838 DARWIN Let. to Lyell in Life * Lett. (1887) I.

292 You have contrived to make it quite 'juicy ', as we used
to say as children of a good story. 1870 LOWELL Among

Dg

b. In the slang of art criticism : Having a rich

colouring suggestive of a moist surface.

1897 Daily News 24 Mar. 3/2 A fine bit ofjuicy landscape
and rich colour. 1898 Mag. Art Feb. 196 The colouring is

warm, rich, and juicy ; the handling very rapid.

Juik^e, Juil, Juip(e, obs. ff. JOUK, JULY, JUPE.
Juis, obs. form of JUICE ; variant of JUISE Obs.

t JUiise. Obs. Forms : a. 4 iuise, iuwise,
-yse, 4-5 iuyse, ievsrise, -yse, 5 iewesse,
iuwesse, iwyse. $. 4 iuis, iuwys, iewis, 5
iewys, iewes. [a. OF. juise, by suffix-exchange
for juice, ad. \j.judicium judgement ;

a later and
further analogically altered OF. form was juis.
(See -ISE, and Schwan Gramm. Altfranz. (1893)

72. i, and Anm. 2.)] Judgement, doom; a

judicial sentence, or its execution
; penalty.

_
a. [1292 BRITTON i. xx. i Quels del counte cleyment..

juyse de pillori ou de tumberel.j 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.
Synne 7795 Satan comaundede for hys seruyse He shulde
be put to

hys luwyse. c 1350 Usages Winchester in Eng.
Gilds 355 Whanne be ferbyng-lof is in defawte of wy^te
ouer bre shyllynges, be bakere shal bere be juwyse of be
town. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 38 Every man schal thanne
arise To Joie or elles to Juise. c 1425 St. Christina viii. in

Anglia VIII. 122/41 Whelis in be whiche beues were wonte
to haue her iewesse. 1:1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle Dame
sans Merci 622 And be nat deed, ne put to no Iuyse.
[i6a6 COCKERAM (ed. 2), lewise,. .also reward by reuenge.]

ft. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6777 No}t for by be
leste of bys, My3t brynge a man to iuwys. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 6106 pe day of iugements and of Iuwys. 13. .

E. E. A Hit. P. C. 224 penne nas . . counsel non ober, Bot
lonas in-to his Iuis lugge bylyue. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles
in. 341 per nas. .ne luge, ne lustice bat lewis durste hem
deme. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxcviii, Ye shull be honged
by reson, but the kyng hath foryeue you that Iewes.

b. transf. The instrument of penalty ; the gib-

bet, the cross.

c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 577 For cryste bereb hys owne
luwyse, Y fynde nat bat be beues ded be same wyse. [1623

COCKERAM, lewise, a gallowes or Gibbet.]

II Ju-ju, JUJU (dyt-d^fi). [\\
r

. African
; gener-

ally thought to be a. F. joujou toy, plaything.]
An object of any kind superstitiously venerated by
West African native tribes, and used as a charm,
amulet, or means of protection ;

a fetish. Also,

the supernatural or magical power attributed to

such objects, or the system of observances con-

nected therewith
; also, a ban or interdiction

effected by means of such an object (corresponding
to the Polynesian taboo).

1894 AMANDA SMITH Autobiog. xxvii. 215 The first thing
we saw on entering was . . a large ju-ju, the head of an

elephant. 1897 MARY KINGSLEV IP. Africa ii. 38, I shall

never forget one tribe I was once among, who, whenever
I sat down on one of their benches, used to smash eggs
round me for ju-ju. Hid. xi. 239 The extinguisher-shaped

juju filled with medicine and made of iron is against drown-

ing the red juju is
'
for keep foot in path \ Ibid. 396

There is always a fire-doctor, who by means of ju-ju, backed
as ju-ju often is by sound common sense and local know-

ledge, decides which is the proper day. 1897 A. BOISRAGON
The Benin Massacre ii. 29 The Niger Coast.. is still the

land of Juju. Juju here is everything, religion, superstition,

custom, anything. 1900 H. BINDLOSS Ainslie's Ju-ju i. 10

The black head-men have got the fetish priests to put a
'

Ju-ju
'

or taboo on the water-ways.

b. attrib.

1897 MARY KINCSLF.Y W. Africa 19 These other charms
are supplied by the ju-ju priests. Ibid. 278 They desired

to collect the head of a gentleman for their Ju Ju house.

1897 RBAR-ADM. RAWSON Disp. in Daily Nems 8 May 7/3
In the main ju-ju compound the smell of human blood was

indescribably sickening. 1897 A. BOISRAGON The Benin

Massacre ii. 30 Nothing seemed to be celebrated properly
in this Juju land unless it was accompanied by the death of

some unfortunates.

Hence Ju jnism, the system of beliefs and ob-

servances connected with jujus, juju religion;

Ju juist, an observer of or believer in this.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 455 He is regarded by
good sound jujuists as leading an irregular and dissipated
life. 1899 W_. A/r. Stud. App. i. 559 Not only is the

teaching of Christianity opposed to Ju-Juism, but it is also

opposed to the whole fabric of native customs other than

Ju-Juism.

Jujube (d3 -d3 b). Also 7 jejub, 7-8 jujub,
8 jujeb. Also 4-8 in L. form jujuba. [a. F

jujube, or med.L. (and Sp.) /;'&*, a much altered

form of Gr. ^v<pov. In cl.Latin, this was duly

reproduced inColumella and Palladius \yzizyphum

(the fruit), zizyphus (the tree) ; these appear to

have passed in late pop. L. and Romanic through

rizipum, -us, zizupum, -us (cf. Appendix Probi,

ed. Herjeus, 1 899,
'

zizipus non zizupus '), *zizubum,
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-us, to *zuzubo, zuzibO) whence (with the frequent
change of z to /, and use of the neuter-pi, in

-a in fruit-names as a fern, sing.) Old Aretine
dial, of It. giitggebo ( =jujebo) the tree, giuggeba
the fruit, and med.L. jujuba, Y. jujube. The forms

jnjeb and jejub come nearer to Old Aretine giug-
geba and vulgar L. zizubumJ]
1. An edible berry-like drupe, the fruit of various

species of Zizyphus (N.O. Rhamnace\
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 74 Take a potel of water of

barly clensid iiij. *. luiube, sebesten ana .3. fs. [etc.]. Ibid.
182 Colre schal be purgid in }>is maner . . sebesten .xv. in

noumbre, iuiubas .xx. [etc.]. 1:1550 LLOYD Treas. Health
Ixxxiii. (1585) Y ij b, Take of Violeites .| iii, of iuiubes, and
of the iiij. cold sedes before namyd. 1586 BAKER TraJteron's

Vigo 441 luiube are fruits, which the Latines call zizipha.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa \. 22 Damson-trees, sallowes by
the waters side, and trees of Iuiubas. 1605 TIMME Quersit,
in. 181 Take .. of alkakeng berries, twenty in number; of
iuiubes six couple. 1641 FRENCH Distill, ii. (1651) 57 Adde
.. the best Jujubs, the kernels taken out, half a pound.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 18 The Mites, in Jujubes and
Sebesten's. Ibid. 19 Jejub's and Sebesten's. ijiztr.Portret's
Hist. Drugs I. 134 The Jujubs are the Fruit of a Tree which
grows commonly in Provence. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Disp.

134 Jujebs are an Italian Fruit. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I.

vi. 212 The Lotus-eaters whose favourite fruit still grows,
under the name of the jujube, on the same coast. 1858
CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 557 This . . known under the name
of the jujube, is a favorite dessert in Italy and Spain.

t>. Any of the species of Zizyphus which produce
this fruit, as Z. vulgaris of the Mediterranean coun-

tries, Z. Jitjuba of China, Z. Lotus of N. Africa.

1561 TURNER Herbal \\. 373, Cypros is a tre in Egypt
wyth leaues of iuiuba. 1682 WHELER Journ. Greece \. 73
A kind of Juiuba, whose leaves shine like silver. 1759 tr.

Adansotfs Voy. Senegal 49 He was sitting on the sand,
under the shade of a jujube. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The
Trades 99 Over our heads waved . ." cocoanuts, breadfruits,

jujubes, and hundreds of others.

2. A lozenge, made of gum-arabic, gelatin, etc.,

flavoured with, or in imitation of, the fruit (sense i).

1835 [Remembered by Rev. C. B. Mount], iSsSSiMMONDS
Diet. Trade 210/2 The term jujube is .. very generally
applied by chemists and confectioners to a thickened mu-

cilaginous lozenge. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1251/2 The dried

fruits.. are given to allay cough. The lozenges sold as

Jujubes are commonly but erroneously said to be flavoured

with them.

3. attrib. and Comb., as jujube paste, a jelly

made from jujubes, or a confection flavoured with,
or in imitation of, them ; jujube-plum = sense I

;

jujube-tree = sense i b.

1858 HOGG Veget. Kingd. 235
*
Jujube paste, .should con-

sist of gum arable and sugar dissolved in a decoction of this

fruit.. hut as made in this country the fruit forms no part of

the ingredient. 1884 J. PAYNE 1001 Nights VIII. 70 ju-
jube-plums of various colours. 1548 TURNER Aawes of
Herhes 82 Zizypha. .maye be called in english *Iuiuba tree.

1578 LVTE Dodoens vi. xlix. 722 This tree is called . . in

English, the luiubtree. 1879 SIR E. ARNOLD Lt. Asiav.
(1881) no Under dark mangoes and the jujube-trees. 1887
MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 299 Jujube or Ber Tree .. A
loosely-branched tree or shrub, ten to forty feet high.

Juke, obs. form of JOUK ;
variant of JUCK.

t Jul. Obs. rare. [ad. L. iulus ICLUS, formerly
sometimes written jillns.] A catkin.

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Osier, Seeds contained in

their Juis or Catkins.

JulaceOtLS (d^ttl^'Jas), a. Bot, rare, [f.
L.

jul-its (see prec.) + -ACEOUS.]
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 417/2 Julaceous^ catkin-

like, amentaceous.

Jule, obs. form of JULY.

Julep (dgw'lep). Forms : 5-7 iulep, -lip, 6

iulepe, -lepp, 6-7 -leb, -lap, 7 jewlep, -lip,

julipe, -loup, 7-8 julip, -lap, 7- julep, [a. F.

julep (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), in Pr. julep, Sp.

and Pg.julepe, It. giulcbbe, giulebbo, med.L. _///-

turn, ad. Arab. t^^U. julab, a. Pers.

rose-water, f. gul rose + ab water.]
1. A sweet drink prepared in different ways;

often, simply a liquid sweetened with syrup or

sugar, and used as a vehicle for medicine ; some-

times, a medicated drink used as a demulcent,

nynge uep a .

1543 TRAHERON Vigos C/dnirg. v. ii. 163 Vse them with a

iuleb of vyolettes. c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) F ij,

luleb is a cleare potyon made of dyuerse waters and suger.

surmounts all juloups. a 1625 FLETCHER Hum. Lieut, n.

ii, The gentleman no doubt will fall to his jewlips. 1673
E. BROWN Trav. Germ., etc. (1677) 152 We drank frozen

Julebs. 1710 STEELE Taller No. 174 f 3 Gruels and

Tulips. 1754-64 SMELLIE Midmif. II. 180 By this julap a
W. BUCHAN Dom. Med.

sk

. . . ery

soft well-flavoured pleasant saccharine julep.

b. transf. and^. Something to cool or assuage

the heat of passion, etc.

1624 MASSINGER Part. Love m. i, She is no fit electuary

for a doctor : A coarser julap may well cool his worship.

1651 T. PHILPOT Commend. Verses Benlffuies' TfieofA.,TheM

pages do dispence A Julep, which so charms the Itch of

Tulips. 1754-64 MELLIE m. . 10 y ts uap
slight fever was produced. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Me
(1700) 670 Cordial Julep .. Expectorating Julep .. Mus

Julep. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN Woodlands (j866) 62 A ver

JULY.

sense That [etc.]. 1659 CHAMBERLAYNE Pharoimida (N.),
Whose heat, not all The jewleps of their tears [could quench].
2. U.S~ A mixture of brandy, whisky, or other

spirit, with sugar and ice and some flavouring,
usually mint.

1804 Eurof. Mag. XLV. 18/1 The first thing he did on
getting out of bed was to call for a Julep ; and I . . date my
own love of whiskey from mixing and tasting my young
master's juleps. 1845 DE QUINCEY Nat. Temper. Movem.
Wks. 1862 XI. 172 An appetite for brandy, for slings, for

juleps. 1891 B. HARTE Family Tasajara II. 48 A dusty
drive with a julep at the end of it.

Comb. 1859 CORNWALLIS New World I. 76 San Francisco
was all bustle and illumination, with glittering bars filled

with juler>drinkers.

t Julet. Obs. rare. A coin ;
= JULIO.

1632 LITHCOW Trav. I. 38 A Crowne the dyet for each of
us, being ten Julets or five shillings starling.

Julian (dga'lian), a. [ad. L. Julidn-us of or

pertaining to Julius ;
in mod.F. julien.] Pertain-

ing to Julius Caesar : used in Chronol. in connexion
with the reform of the calendar instituted by him
in the year 46 B.C.

Julian account,= ' old style
'

(see STYLE) ; Julian calendar
(see CALENDAR sb. i) ; Julian epoch, era, the time from
which the Julian calendar dates (46 B.C.) ; Julian teriod,
a period of 7980 Julian years, proposed by Joseph Scaliger
in 1582 as a universal standard of comparison of chronology,
consisting of the product of the numbers of years in the
solar ana lunar cycles and the cycle of the mdiction (28
X 19X15); Julian year, a year of the Julian calendar, or
the average year (= 365$ days) of that calendar.

1592 DEE Cotnfend. Rehears. (Chetham Soc.) 22 Upon the

Gregorian publishing of a Reformation of the vulgar Julian
yeare. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. I. xli. (1636) 355 The
Julian yeere is that which wee use at this present day.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 168 After Scaliger . . this

yeare 1612 is the 1614 of Christ, of the world 5461 . . of the
Iiilian Period 6325. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative (1865) I.

179 This 26 of March being the first Day of the Week, as
tlie first of the Year after our Julian account. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 39 P 2 The Gregorian Computation was the
most regular, as being Eleven Days before the Julian. 1816
PI.AYFAIK Nat. Pkil. II. no In the year 1582, the

Julian year had fallen nearly 10 days .. behind the sun.

1899 W. M. RAMSAY in Expositor Nov. 433 The Julian
reform of the calendar had come into force in the beginning
of 45 B. c.

Ju'liauist. Ch.ffist. [See -IST.] One of a sect

of Monophysites, named after their leader Julian,

bishop of Halicarnassus early in the 6th century.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ft P. 272 Preposterous Julian

birth, from whom came the Julianists. 1874 J. H. BLUNT
Diet. Sects (1886) 38/2 Called, in Armenia and its neigh-
bourhood, Julianists.

II Julienne (3lye-n). [F. (1722 in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. Jules or Julien the proper name.] A
soup made of various vegetables, esp. carrots,

chopped and cooked in meat broth. Also attrib.

1841 THACKERAY Mem. Gormandizing Misc. Ess., etc.

(1885) 390 The best part of a pint of julienne . - is very well

for a man who has only one dish besides to devour. 1883
Fisheries Exhib. Catat. 63 Uncompressed Julienne Vege-
tables . . Samples of Compressed Mixed Vegetables and

Julienne as. .food for fishermen.

i Juli'ferOUS, a. Obs. [f.
L. jftlus (prop.

iulus catkin (see IULCS) + -FEROUS.] Bearing

catkins, amentiferous.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. H. iv. 118 Whether such Pods

are Catkins; called Juliferous trees. 1769 J. WALLIS Nat.
Hist. Northumbld. I. ix. 282 The short Juliferous spikes
are of a straw-colour.

So Ju'llform a., having the form of a catkin or

of the millipedes of the genus Iulus.
1882 in OGILVIE (Annandale), and in other mod. Diets.

t Julio. Obs. Also 6 in anglicized form luly,

7 (Italian) giulio, pi. -ii, 9 (Latin) Julius, [a. It.

giulio Julius.] . A silver coin worth about sixpence,
struck by Pope Julius II (1503-13), formerly cur-

rent in Italy.

1547 BOORDE Introd. Knmvl. xxiii. (1870) 179 In syluer

they [Italiansjhaue lulys, a luly is worthe .v.rf. sterlynge.

1592 WOTTON Let. to Ld. Zouch 8 May in Reliq. (1685)

657 The Julias of Bolognia are disvalued two quatrini.
1612 WEBSTER White Devil Wks. (Rtldg.) 23/1 He. .{to my
acquaintance) Receiv'd in dowry with you not one Julio.

1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant ix. 109 The Expence of his

Table was fix'd at Two Julio's a Day. 1718 BERKELEY

Jrnl. Tour Italy 13 Apr., Wks. 1871 IV. 593 A fellow

extorted a Julio with his gun. 1852 W. ANDERSON Expos.

Popery (1878) 136 The theft of a Julius less than sixpence.

Julip(e, -loup, obs. forms of JDLEP.

July (d;5l3r). Forms: a. 3 lul, 3-5 lule,

4-5 luil, iuyl, 5-6 Iuyll(e. /3. (2 gen. lulies),

3, 6-7 lulie, 6 lulii, 5-7 luly, 7- July. [In OE.

in L. form. In ME./w/, Juil, a. OF. Jule, Juil,

Julie: I.. Julium ace. of Julius also Julie, a.

AF. Julie, ad. L. Julius. The latter form was

accented Ju-ly as late as Dr. Johnson's time
;

it is

still (djii'li) in Southern Sc. ; the modern Eng.

pronunciation is abnormal and unexplained.]
The seventh month of the year, so named after

Julius Csesar.

[cioso Byrhtferth's Hondtoc m Anglia (1885) VIII. 316

lulius on J?am forman daege anre nihte eald. a xioo Gerefa

ibid. (1886) IX. 261 Me mans in Maio and Junio and Julio

on sumera feargian.]
a. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8221 In be bigmmge of lul bis

bataile was ido. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 889 Er bat

dayes eighte Were passed er the Monthe of Iuyl bifille.



JUMART.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix. Ixxix. (1495) 910 Out

lake two monthes lule and Deccmbre. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Fits; ccxxiv 229 In the monelhes of luyn and luyll next
i

foluwyng. tsoa Kill in Kjcck. Acc.,Q. K. Bundle 4.5 No. 7

(i) Made y xix" day of luylle the xvij"' years [etc.].

8. ['54 - E- Chron. an. 1115 (Laud MS.) jEfter ban

sySSan innon lulies monSe hider into lande com.] < two
Keket 2441 in S. Eng. Lee. I. 176 It was in J mon)>e

of lulie. 1483 Catk. Angl. 199/1 luly (A. lule), Julius,

wo
n)>e

ngl. 199/1 luly A. ue), uius,

an mensis. a 1548 HALL Chnn., Hen. VI 166 The

xiij day of lulij. a 1590 SPENSER F. Q. VH. vu. 36 Then
came hot luly boyling like to fire, That all his garments
he had cast away. 1606 HOLLAND Sudan. Suppl. Begin.

Caesar r iv b, Cxsar . . was borne . . vpon the fourth day
before the Ides of Quintilis, which moneth, after his death,

suffer you to hold them until July. 1755-73 JOHNSON Diet.,

Ju'ly. 1888 MRS. M'CANN Poet. Wks. 235 Scarce has July
with frigid visage flown [in Australia]. 1895 Daily News
i Aug. 5/4 There have been . . only two Julys with a larger

aggregate of sunshine.

Julyflower, perversion of GILLYFLOWER.

Juinart (dj-majt). Also 7 gimar. [a. F.

jumart, formerly jumare, ad. mod. Pr. gtmerre,

gemarre, of uncertain origin.] A hybrid animal,

erroneously believed to be the offspring of a bull

and a mare or she-ass, or ofa horse or ass and a cow.

1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. HI. v. 33 We have Reason to think

ihis not impossible since Mules, and Gimars [Wks. 1714 1. 206

jumarts], the one from the mixture of an Horse, and an Ass,
the other from the mixture of a Bull, and a Mare, are so

frequent in the World. 1809 Phil. Trans. XCIX. 397 A
jumart. .the pretended offspring of the mare and the bull.

Jumbal, jumble (d^-mb'l). Also 7-8 jum-
ball. [pern. orig. the same as GIMBAL i, GIMMAL

i.] A kind of fine sweet cake or biscuit, formerly
often made up in the form of rings or rolls ; now
in U. S. 'a thin crisp cake, composed of flour,

sugar, butter, and eggs, flavored with lemon-peel
or sweet almonds' (Cent. Diet.*).

1615 MARKHAM Eng. Htrusew. n. ii. (1660) 97 To make the

best Jumbals, take the whites of three Eggs, .a little milke
and a pound of fine wheat flowre and suger together finely

sifted, and a few Anniseeds . . make them in what forms you
please, and bake them in a soft oven upon white papers.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Jumbals, a sort of Sugared past,
wreathed into knots. 1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxvii, O'

Tuesdays, they us'd to twist store of Holy-bread . .Jumbals
and Biscuits. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekfir. (1778)

274 To make Barbadoes Jumballs. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Elsie V. vii. (1891) no There were, .hearts and rounds, and

jumbles, which playful youth slip over the forefinger before

spoiling their annular outline.

Jumbee, variant of JAMBEE.
Jumble (dgo-mb'l), v. Also 6 iomble, -byll,

ioomble, iumbyll, (gomble), (Sc. 5-6 iummil,
pa. t. iwmlit ; 9 jummle, pa. t. juminilt .

[Known only from i6th c., and without cognate
'

words. Prob. onomatopoeic : cf. bumble, fumble,
mumble, rumble, stumble, tumble.]
1. intr. To move about in mingled disorder

; to

flounder about in tumultuous confusion.
a 1529 SKELTON Sfi, Parrot 419 To iumbyll, to stombyll,

to tumbyll down like folys. 1531 MORE Confttt. Tin'tale
Wks. 604/2 If. .Tindalles horse, .falle downe in the myre..
and his maister and he lye together and iumble . . till some
good felowe helpe them vp. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i.

MI. Furies 271 In that fearful! Cave They [Furies] jumble,
tumble, rumble, rage and rave. 1618 FORD Lever's Mel.
in. iii. Now! my braines are a tumbling. 1858 CARLVI.E
Fredk. Gt. n. xiv, His Germans . . left Wenzel to jumble
about in his native Bohemian element, as King there.

t b. fig. To be or become mixed up or con-
founded ; to come together as by shaking up. Obs.
a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. xvi, He wes nocht wyss With

sic jangleurs to jummil. 1785 COWPER Lett. 15 Jan., But
we shall jumble together again.
2. trans. To mingle together or mix up in con-

fusion or disorder
;
to muddle, confuse.

1542 BOORDE Dyctaryxu. (1870) 266 If they dyd knowe
what they dyd gomble togyther without trewe compound-
ynge. a 1556 CRANMER Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 19 You con-
found and jumble so together the natural members of
Christ's body in the sacrament. 1600 HOLLAND Liny
xxxvn. xxiii. 957 Now the reereward had no roume left

them toward the land : and thus, .they hastily were jumbled
together. 1665 GLANVILL Def. fain Dogm. 39 That the
divided Letters of an Alphabet should be accidentally
jumbled into an elegant and polite Discourse. 1779 WESLEY
Hymns Pref. 4 The hymns are not carelesslyjumbledtogether.
1793 BURKE Rent. Policy Allies Wks. 1842 I. 605 To jumble
the innocent and guilty into one mass, by a general in-

demnity. 1855 SINGLETON Yirgil I. Pref. 6 Jumbling up
one with the other. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. App.
562 William so jumbles together the events of 1051 and of
'OSS-

b. with compl. To put, bring, cast (in, out,
dawn, etc.) in clnmsy confusion or disorder. ? Ots.
ciSSS HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. V11I (Cairden) 168

Therefore he jumbleth in a blind false reason, a 1651 J.
SMITH Sti Disc. iv. 72 Having once jumbled and crouded in
a new kind of being. 1670-98 LASSELS Italy I. 47 Makinga man go before each horse, lest they should jumble one-
another down. 1743 H. WALMLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) I.

235, I should not like having my things jumbled out of one
ship into another.

O. To make up in a confused or random manner.
IS7 BUCHANAN Detect. Marie in Collect. Mary Q. Scots

(1727) II. 84 Then that all Men micht understand quhat itWM that thay socht . . thay jumbil up manages. 1673

626

BLOUNT World Errors To Rdr., A Bookseller . . employs
some mercenary to jumble up another like book out of this.

1769 BURKE Late St. Nation Wks. II. 14 Some strange

disposition of the mind jumbled up of presumption and

despair. i8n H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. xiv, Call'd by a
Frenchified word, .that's jumbled of antique and verd.

3. To stir up (a liquid, etc.) so as to mix the

ingredients, or render turbid ; to agitate, shake up,

give a shaking or jolting to ;
hence colloq. to take

for a drive. 1 Obs.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 63 The Horse. .

[would have] that which is puddly and troubled .. if so be he
iumble the water with his foote before he drinke. 1667
PF.PYS Diary 24 Oct., That I might go abroad with my
wife, who was not well, only to jumble her. 1693 SIR T. P.

BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 82 They bruise and jumble it [Indigo] in

the Water, till the Leaf. . becomes like a Kind of thick Mud.
1743-4 MRS. DELANY A-utobiog. fy Corr. 6 Mar. (1861) II. 275
You should give the child meat now : and make him to be

jumbled about a good deal. 1799 M. UNDERWOOD Diseases
Childr. (ed. 4) III. 160 As though infants must necessarily
be jumbled in a cradle like travellers in a mail-coach. 1813
SHELLEY in Dowden Life (1887) I. 317 You will . . be better

able to see the country than when jumbled in a chaise.

absol. a 1568 WyfofA uchtirmwchty 67 Than to the kyrn
that he did stoure, And jwmlit at it quhill he swatt.

b. intr. To travel with' shaking or jolting.

1748 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Skenstone (1775) 36,
I don't love to iumble in a post-chaise alone. 1824 SCOTT
St. Ronans v, Trotting Nelly . . jumbled off with her cart.

1843 LEFEVRE Life Trav. Pfiys. I. i. x. 233 Little four-

wheeled narrow carts in which they jumble to the fair.

4. trans. To put into mental confusion ; to con-

fuse, bewilder,
' muddle '.

1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. in. xl. (1713) 288 My mind has
been so jumbled betwixt Time and Eternity, that I think I

can speak sense in neither. 1724 RAMSAY y,
that I

Vision x, Oppres-
sion dois the judgment jumble. 1858-61 RAMSAY Retnin.

yi. (1870) 233, I like thae sermons best that jumbles the

joodgment and confoonds the sense.

1 5. intr. To make a confused or rumbling noise ;

to play discordantly or noisily on an instrument, to

strum. Cf. JAMBLE, JANGLE. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 595/2, I iumbyll, I make a noyse by remov-

yng of heavy thynges. Ibid., They have iombled so ouer

my heed to nyght, I could nat slepe. Ibid., To here him
iombyll on a lute. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. in. B iij,

A boysterous basse he bounsed out, and jumbled on his

stringes. 1658 WILLSFORD Secrets Nat. 131 If their guts
jumble.. very much. 1741 W. GOSTLING m Phil. Trans.
XLI. 873 Like the Reports of Cannon (which the Jumbling
of my Sashes prevented my distinguishing). 1805 A. WILSON
in Poems <r Lit. Prose (1876) II. 141 Jumbling cowbells speak
some cottage near.

1 6. a. intr. To have carnal intercourse, b.

trans. To know carnally. Ots.

1582 STANYHURST &neis iv. (Arb.) loo Dido and thee
Troian captayne doo iumble in one den 1611 COTGR.,
Toquer, . . to iumble a woman, a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais
ill. xxv. 202 The Lackeys, .jumbled, .his Wife.

Jumble (dz,z>-mb'l), sb. [f. JUMBLE .]

1. A confused or disorderly mixture or assemblage,
a medley ; also, disorder, muddle.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. xviii, Had the world been

coagmented from that supposed fortuitous jumble. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 551 There is a confused

t
amble of Created, and Vncreated Beings together. 17x1
AUY M. W. MONTAGU Lett., to Mrs. Hetvet (1887) I. 33,

I have the oddest jumble of disagreeable things in my head
that ever plagued poor mortals. 1751 CAMBRIDGE Scribleriad
u. 184 note, The Macaronian is .. a jumble of words of
different languages, with words of the vulgar tongue latin-

ized, and latin words modernized. 1882 FLOYER Balu-
chistan 60 The scenery .. is., a reckless jumble of hills and
rocks of every imaginable shape, size, and colour.

2. A shock, shaking, or jolting; colloq., a ride in a

carriage (with reference to the shaking experienced).
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk * Seh. 151 The Shows or Phae-

nomena of the world . . even the worst of its shocks and
jumbles. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. II. 139
Mamma has lent me her carriage to go a shopping, so 1 wish

you would take a jumble with me. 1823 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Lett. 29 Feb., Going out. .either in brisk walks, .or in brisk

jumbles in the carriage. 1851 J. COLQUHOUN Moor <y Lock
(1880) I. 262 The jumble of the sea made shooting uncertain.

1855 CHAMIER My Travels I. x. 56 The carriage ought to be

strong to bear the jolts and jumbles to which it is subjected.
3. Comb., as jumble-letters, letters of a word
thrown into disorder in order to exercise ingenuity
in their proper re-arrangement ; jumble-sale, a
sale of miscellaneous cheap or second-hand articles

at a charitable bazaar or the like ; jumble-shop,
a shop where very miscellaneous goods are sold.
l893 Q- [Couch] Detect. Duchy 287 Trudgeon that used

to keep the jumble-shop across the water. 1898 H'estm. Gas.
12 Nov. 2/3 Some cheap articles for a jumble sale. 1899
Daily Neivs 19 July 7/5 Competitions for money prizes
for properly placing jumble letters.

Jumble, variant of JUMBAL.
Jumbled (dg-mb'ld), ppl. a. [f. JUMBLE v. +

-ED !.] Mixed up in disorder, confused, muddled up,
etc.: see the verb. (In quot. 161 1, Strummed.)
1611 Coryafs Crudities Panegyr. Verses, Like to the

lacks of jumbled virginal!. 1689 PRIOR E/>. to F. Shepherd
73 That jumbled words, if Fortune throw 'em, Shall well as

Dryden form a poem. 1739 CIBBER Afol. (1756) II. 119
These jumbled ideas had some shadow of meaning. 1859
TENNYSON Vivien 345 The jumbled rubbish of a dream.

Jumblement (d^-mb'lment). [f. as prec. +
-MENT.] The action of jumbling or fact of being
jumbled ; confused mixture.
1706 J. HANCOCK in Boyle Lect. (1739) II. 210 Shall we

JUMB.
*

think this noble frame . . was made by a casual Jumblement
of atoms? 1767 H. BROOKE Fool o/Qual (1792) IV. xvii. 75
A Jumblement of intention. 1843 MRS. CARLYLK Lett. I. 271
Solitude has such a power of blending, past, present, and
future, . . all into one confused Jumblement.
Ju*mbler. rare. [f. as prec. + -ER.] One who

jumbles; in quot 1618, A strumpet.
1611 COTGR., tiarboitilieur, a disorderly iumbler, hudler,

mingler. 1618 FIELD Amends for Ladies \\, i. in Hazl.

Dodsley X. in She has been as sound a jumbler as e'er

paid for't.

Jumbling (d^TnbHij),
vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +

-ING l.l The action of the verb JUMBLE, q.v.
156* J. HEYWOOD Efiigr. (1867) 217 Such rollyng, such

rumblyng, ioysting and tumbling. 1600 SURFLET Countrie
J'arme i. iv. 10 The tumbling and stirring of the water will

rectifie it. 1852 B. THACKRAH A rt Changc-ringing 7-8 As a
true compass makes the ringing pleasant and harmonious,
so . . the want of it produces those *

jumblings
'

. . that destroy
alt music. 1871 DIXON Toiver IV. xviii. 190 A masterpiece
ofjumbling and confusion.

Jn-mbling, ppl. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING 2.] That

jumbles, in senses of the verb.

1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1687) 172 As ridiculous .. as to
think to write streight in a jumbling Coach. 1748 MRS.
DELANY A utobiog. <y Corr. (1861) II. 489 Very jumbling
roads. 1845 K. BROWN in Mem. iii. (1866) 56 A rumbling,
tumbling, jumbling sea.

Hence Ju mblingly, adv.
1820 WAINWRIGHT Ess. fy Crit. (1880) 71 And Jarvey jolts

Janus jumblingly over the stones.

Jumbly (dgzrmbli), a. Also Sc. jumly. [f.

JUMBLE ,T + -Y.]
1. Confused, chaotic, in a jumble.
1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. xv. x. (1872) VI. 67 Gessler,

noticing the jumbly condition of those Austrian battalions
. . dashes through. 1896 B. SPENCER in Rep. Horn Exped.
i. 103 A series of low jumbly hills.

2. Turbid,
'

drumly '. Sc.

? 18 . . The WateroGatnery ix. in Child Ballads vn. cotv F.

(1890) 182/2 [A stream] That was baith black and jumly. 1896
J. LUMSDEN Poems 13 Jumly broo Of melted ice.

Jumbo (d^rrmb^). [Of uncertain origin : pos-

sibly Ihe second element in Mumbo Jumbo, a name
applied (in English since the i8th c.) to a West
African divinity or bogy.]
1. A big clumsy person, animal, or thing ; popu-

larized, esp.,asthe individual name of an elephant,
famous for its size, in the London Zoological Gar-

dens, subsequently sold in Feb. 1882 to Barnum
;

whence applied to an individual that is big of its

kind or to a person of great skill or success.

1823 J. BADCOCK (J. Bee) Diet. Turf, Jumbot a clumsy or

unwieldly fellow. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 705/2 It is the

Jumbo of crickets, and just as black. 18. . Music $-Drama
X. it. 9 (Cent.) The combined successes of that jumbo of
successful business men. 1891 KIPLING & BALESTIER Nau-
lahka 212 She's a Jumbo at theory, but weak in practice.

b. attrib. used to distinguish things of very large

size, %sjumbo straw-plait',
a plait of an inch wide.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 27 Nov. 7/2 Near 250 yards of dark blue
and white 'jumbo' plait were used.

2. Trade-name for a shade of grey, like that of

an elephant.
1882 Philadelphia Even. Star 2 May, 'Jumbo

'

is a new
gray hne.

3. A board for raising cockles, etc. out ofthe sand.
1886 Westmld. Gaz. 18 Dec., A 'jumbo* was a piece of

wood used for the purpose of raising cockles and other
similar fish out of the sand.

Hence (from sense i) Jumboe sque (whence
Jiimboe-sqiieness , Ju'niboism, Jumboma nia.

nonce-wds.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 18 Mar.^4/1 A 'Jumboesque monster'
a machine '

in which the beauty of outline has been swal-
lowed up in ponderosity. 1882 Punch n Mar. 113 If Nature
to one of my stature Gave such . . Jumboesqueness. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 16 Aug. 7/1 Those who have a dislike of

*jumboism
l

,
whether in finance or otherwise. 1891 Rev. oj

Rev. 15 Sept. 280/2 The Musical Times' article on '

Jumbo-
mania

1

. 1899 Spectator 21 Oct. 569/2
'

Jumbomania', ..

the worship of mammoth dimensions.

Jumboo, variant of JAMBO.
Junibuck (dgp-mb^k). Australia. [Native

Australian, with the formsjimba,jombok,di>mbock t

dumbog\ said to have meant orig. 'the white mist

preceding a shower*, to which a distant flock of

sheep was likened by the natives : see Morris Aus-
tral Eng. s,v.] A name given by Australian abori-

gines to sheep ;
in frequent colloquial use among

stock-keepers in the Bush.

1845 C. GRIFFITH Pres.
S(.

Pt. Phillip Distr. N. S. W. 162

(Morris). 1855 W. RIDLEY in Trans. Philol. Soc. 77 (Morris)

Jitnbitgg) a slang name for sheep, they sound jimba, 1889
Pall Mall G. 18 Feb., The process by which the '

jumbucks
'

are shorn. 1898 M. ROBERTS Keeper of Waters 136, I see

this all white with cotton-bush, and it shall be white with

jumbucks to eat it down.

I!Jume(d^m). [Jume, gume ; native name.] A
species of glasswort \Salicornid] found on the sea-

coast of South America, which on being burnt yields
a large amount of carbonate of soda.
18. . J. BALL in Jml. Linn. Soc. XXI. 233 Gume. 1877

SCHNYDER Contrib. Fl, Argent. 28 Jume, native name foi

many Chenopodiaceous species growing in salt-marshes in

Argentina. 1879 BEERBOHM Patagonia \\. 18 A straggling,
stunted bush, the jume, which grows here in considerable

quantities.



JUMELLE.
!l Jumelle (d3me-l, Fr. 5mg-1), a. and sb. [a.

F. sb. and adj. fern. (masc. jumeau], doublet of
gemeau, -elle-.-L. gemellus, dim. of geminus twin.
Formerly naturalized; now an alien French word.]
t A. adj. Twinned or paired ; made or shaped

in couples or pairs, double. Obs.
<:i47S P'irtenay ,182 The yates lumelles, mighty and

strong. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofPoge v, The whidie partewas lumelle that is to wete double. 1882 CUSSANS Hand-bk
Her. vn (ed. 3) 116 A Gimmal or Jumelle Ring was formed
of two flat hoops of gold, which fitted accurately within
each other, and constituted but one ring.
B. si. Applied to something which consists of

a pair of things joined, a. A pair of opera-glasses.
b. ' The side pieces of a loom in which the cylin-
ders are fitted' (Cent. Diet. 1890).
1865 W. CORY Lett, f, Jrnls. (1897) 163 My jumelles boxmade a pillow.

t Ju-ment. Obs. [ad. L. jument-um (con-
traction of juginientuaf) yoke-beast, f. stem jug-,
oijungere to jola,/ugum yoke. Cf. Tf.jument, in
JK beast of burden; now, mare.] A beast of
burden, also a beast in general.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. i. 25 And God made beestii of the erthe

aftir ther special kyndes, iumentis [Vulg. Jumenta], and
al the crepynge thing. _ Acts xxiii. 24 Make ae redyiumentis [gloss or hors). 149! CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W deW. 1495) i. xxviii. 2 4 b/2 A yonge damoysell, the whiche
bi arte magyk was conuerted in to a lument or a mare
1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Dvj, Thy soule

. . hath shape and ymage of God omnipotent Thy body is
mortall as beast or vile iument. 1621 BURTON Anat Met
'

": '. That men should feed on such a kinde of meat,Which very mments would refuse to eat. 1638-48 G
DANIEL Eclog. i. 42 You can forsake the Citye to Converse
With Earth and luments. 01682 SIR T. BROWNE Misc
1 racts 32 Fit to fasten their Juments, and Beasts of labour
unto them. 1816 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVI. i. 420 A jackass
may be properly and lineally descended from Balaam's
jument. 1820 Ibid. Apr. 311 Jument. This word .. is in
danger of being wholly lost. It means a beast of burden
t Jumenta-rious, a. Obs. rare - >.

[f.
L. ;-

mentari-us, 1. jumentum: see -ABIOUS.J Of or

pertaining to juments (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Jumentous

(dprne-ntsg),
a.

[f. L. jumentum
JUMENT + -ous.] Resembling that of a horse, said
of urine.

1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Client. II. 239 The
urine presented this jumentous appearance for six days.
1887 Syd. Si>c. Lex., Jumentous, a term applied to urine
which is high coloured, strong smelling, and turbid, like
that of the horse.

Jumme, obs. form of YAM.
Jump (dgt>mp), sb.\

[f. JUMP v. : cf. F. saut
and

sauter.']
1. An act of jumping; a spring from the ground

or other base ; a leap, a bound : properly said of
men or animals springing with the muscular action
of the limbs. Sometimes with adv., asjump-up.
'552 HULOET, Iumpe, sttbsitltits. Iumpe by Iumpe, sub-

sultiin. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr. etc. (Chetham Soc.)
59 Began with speed, for to plucke up my feete, Because
the place did put me to my jumps. 1399 MARSTON Sco.
VilUinie xi, The orbs celestial] Will daunce Kemps iigge :

they'le rex-el with neate jumps. 1607 TOPSEI.L Four-f. Beasts
265 The hare . . sildome looketh forward, because it goeth
by iumpes. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 205 The
cat . . then seized it with a jump. 1851 MAYNE RSID Scalp
Hunt. ix. 69 We will be back in a squirrel's jump. 1890
Spectator 15 Mar., The god comes out of the car with a
jump-up like a Jack-in-the-box.

b. esp. iii reference to the distance cleared (long
or broadjump), or height jumped (high jump), as
an athletic performance ; also, a place to be

jumped across, an obstacle to be cleared by jump-
ing, in hurdle-racing, hunting, etc.

1838 R. S. SUHTEES Ask Mammav\, Hoping he was. .able
to sit at the jumps. 1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports (ed. 3)

1648 This leap., was found to be twenty-four feet clear,
which .. was, it must be allowed, no small jump. 1872
Graphic 6 Apr. 314/1 (Oxf. & Cambr. Athletic Sports) After
..the Broad Jump, and the spin for a quarter of a mile.,
came the hammer-throwing. 1881 [see ATHLETE 2]. 1889
R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 123 To educate them
[horses] . . it is well worth while to keep up a small line of
natural jumps somewhere in the neighbourhood. 1895
Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 455/1 Oxford won all the runs, the high
hurdle, and tied in the high jump with Yale, losing only the

weights and broad jump.
2. A sudden involuntary movement caused by a

shock or excitement
;
a start. In pi. nervous starts ;

an affection characterized by such, spec, (a) chorea,
(b) delirium tremens (slang].

1879 PAYN High Spirits, Caft. Cole's Passenger II. 204,
I thought he had been drinking, and in fact was on the
verge of '

the jumps '. 1881 W. E. NORRIS Hatrim. I. i. 17
Pilkington saw it .. and . . it gave him the jumps to that
extent that he couldn't eat a thing afterwards. 1886 MAX-
WELL GRAY Silence Dean Mailland I. x. 272 It gives me
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i_^I ...,_,, j~,.i.r, K, me angle oetween tne line ot
ieparture and the *** of the piece bifore firing.* fig- A sudden abrupt rise in position, amount
price, value, or the like

; an abrupt change of level
either upward or downward

; an abrupt rise of level
in building ; a fault in stratification.
1637 North's Plutarch, Add. Lives (1676) 8 He didmuch admire, men should quarrel and kill themselves for thehonour of a jump or precedency, or some such toy 1842FRANCIS Diet. Arts, Jump, one of the numerous appeUations given by miners to a fault or dislocation of different

mineral strata. 1842-76 GWILT Archil, (ed. 7) Gloss., Jumpan abrupt rise in a level course of brickwork or masonry to

likely, indeed '. 1890 ANNIE EDWARDS Pearl-powder vif,
At Philippa's sudden apostrophe she gave a jump.
3. Of things : A movement in which a thing is

suddenly and abruptly thrown up or forward.

spec, in Gunnery : The vertical movement of the
muzzle of a gun at the moment of discharge ; the

angle which measures this.

Mercantile Circular 8 Nov. 982/2 The jump in the importot raw cotton, which has more than quadrupled itself in two
years. 1887 Spectator 3 Sept. 1173 The little barometrical
jumps which have recently been observed. 1891 Daily News12 Nov. 2/i Canary seed exhibits a sudden upward jump of
several shillings. 1896 Ibid. 18 June 3/1 Negatived by 205
votes against 1 18, a jump up of ico in the majority.
5. fig. A sudden and abrupt transition from one

thing or point to another, with omission of inter-
mediate points ; an interval, gap, chasm, involving
such sudden transition, e.g. in argument.
1678 CUDWORTH Inttll. Syst. i. iv. 36. 587 By this means,

there will not be so vast a Chasm and Hiatus, .or so Great a
Leap and Jump in the Creation. 1781 COWPER Conversation
154 Their nimble nonsense ..gains remote conclusions at a
jump. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 62 Every one sees that
there is a jump in the logic here.

tfl'./fe'. The decisive moment of plunging into-
action of doubtful issue; dangerous critical moment,
critical point, crisis. (L. discrlmen.*) Obs.
[The notion is evidently that of making a jump or taking
plunge into the unknown or untried.]

mind 1607 Drewilfs Arraignm. in Harl. Misc. (Main.)
111. 02 Being come to the very iumpe of giuing iudgement
1622 MABBE tt.Alamafs Guzman d'Al/.i. 212 Seeing, .that
he now stood upon the iumpe of his Salvation or Condemna-
tion^. 01641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Man. (1642) 215 This
testimony of Clemens .. must needs put our Imputers upon
this jump, that if Sibyls Oracles were counterfaited by Chris-
tians, it was done in the Apostles times..

t b. Venture, hazard, risk. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Lhiy vi. xxxviii. 243 Presently . . they put

it to the verie jumpe and finall triall what should become of
those lawes. 1601 Pliiy II. 219 It [hellebore] putteth
the Patient to a jumpe or great hazzard. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.
fir Cl. in. viii. 6 Our fortune lyes Vpon this iumpe.
7. Phrases, f At thefirstjump, at the very start

(ofproceedings). From thejump, from the start or
commencement. On thejump, on the move, colloq.
1577 HANMKR Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 158 Procopius, step-

ping forth at the first iumpe [eiSCij irrb wptiri)! ei<rd{ov]
before the tribunal! seate of the presidents. 1848 New York
Tribune ii Nov. (Bartlett\ A whole string ofDemocrats,
all of whom had been going the whole hog for Cass from
the jump. 1888 Daily Inter-ocean 3 Feb. (Farmer), He
can depend on a big crowd and fair play from the jump.
1900 Daily News 4 May 3/2 Keeping the foe on the jump.
Jump, sb* Obs. exc. dial. [perh. a corruption

of F. Juppe JUP, assimilated by popular etymology
to JUMP v. and sb.^\
1. A kind of short coat worn by men in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries : see description in

quot. 1688.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xv. 252 Even the Bedel . .

without his blew Jump, and silver head tipstaffe loses re-

putation among the boyes and vagrants. 1663 J. COSIN
Mem. Answ. Prebends Durham in Surtees Misc. (1858) 267
Wearing long rapiers, great skirted jumpes and short
daggers. 1688 R

;
HOLME Armoury in. 96/2 Jumpe . . ex-

tended to the Thighs is open or buttoned down before, open
or slit up behind halfway : the Sleeves reach to the Wrist.

1703 Country Fanners Catech. (N.), By'r lady, nothing but
a drugget jump and a caster, a russet gown for my wife
Susan, c 1746 COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lancash. Dial.
Wks. (1862) 41, I donn'd meh Sunday Jump o top o meh
Singlet. 1828 Craven Dial., Jump, a child's leathern frock.

[1887 South Chesh. Gloss., Jumps, clothes. Chiefly in the

phrase 'Sunday jumps
'

Sunday best.]

fb. spec. Applied in iyth c. to the short coat

worn by Presbyterian ministers. Obs.

1633 Pol. Ballads (1860) I. 114 Here's the trunk-hose of
the Rump.. And a Presbyterian jump, With an Independent
smock. 1656 Artificial Handsom. 119 What enemies were
some Ministers . . to long cassocks, since the Scotch jump
is looked upon as the more military fashion, and a badge of
a Northern and cold reformation? 1680 HICKERINGILL
Meroz 12 The Jesuits, and the Fanaticks, especially the

rigid Presbyterian...One wears a Fryars weed, the other
a short synodical Jump.
2. A kind of under (or undress) bodice worn by
women, esp. during the i8th century, and in rural

use in the igth ; usually fitted to the bust, and
often used instead of stays. From c 1740 usually
as pluraljumps (a pair ofjumps'),
1666 Ne-.u Eng. Hist. * Gen. Register (1864) XVIII. 329,

I give to my sonn Williams wife, ye jump which was my
sister Sarah Caps. 1706 T. BAKER Tunor. Walks v. i, I'll

be sure to send for you when I have occasion for a new
jump. 1740 in Mrs. Delano's Ltfi II. 113 Her jumps

JUMP.
will gonextSunday, and I daresay she'll put them on. i 7
JOHNSON, Jump a waistcoat

; a kind of loose or limber staytworn by sickly ladies. 176. Songs Costume (Percy Soc)

-r, aer-oue . .

pair of old green breeches and a Jump-coat (as the Count
calls it). I7o3 Cufid StripfJ (N.), What long-winda * 3l"

-
""'ach '. dav ' '7S5 CAR

commodiousstays. .8.3-80 JAMIESON, Jumj,s, a kind of easy
stays, open before, worn by nurses.
3. attrib., as jump-coat = sense i, i b.
l

-
66oBLUNT B " M ' d68o) 61 A leather-doublet . . a

try
ded

/w*fV , u- J""'
ach '. dav ' '7S5 CARTEHist. Eng. IV. 642 The habit he came in, was ..1 ereen

cloth jump coat threadbare, the threads being white.

Jump, j$,3 Also 9 Sc. jimp. (See quots.)
.1700 BLAIR in Phil. Trans. XXVII. ,46 After this I pro-vided some Jumps, or Leather, such as Shoemakers use for

the Heels of Shoes. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Jimp, thin slips of
leather, put between the outer and inner soles of a shoe to
give the appearance of thickness.

t Jump, a., adv. [Connected with JUMP v. 5.]A. adj. Coinciding, exactly agreeing; even;
exact, precise.
1581 MULCASTER Potftitms xxx. (1887) no When .. some

Alexander.
_ opposite aga.., al

Dag. And thou to be jump with Alexander.

_, j j r -.-! . u vu* m ,i la imiurc. IDS7
B. JONSON Underwoods, Execr. Vulcan, Acrostichs and
lelestichs, on jump Names. 1828 Craven Dial. Jumt
short, compact

t B. adv. With exact coincidence or agreement ;

exactly, precisely. Obs.

'539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prav. (1545) 36 Sure I am, that
men of cure tyme kepe this sayenge so iompe. 1570 B.
GOOGE Pop. Kingd. n. 20 b, In this they all do iumpe
agree. 1574 STUDI.EY tr. Bale's Pageant Popes HI. 43 Ye
shall finde it also make iump six hundred sixty sixe. 1579TWYNE Phisicke agst.J-'ort. i. xxiv. 33 a, Thou art iumpe of
mine opinion. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. /'ere. (1590) 21 Meete
halfe way, and I standing iump in the middle will ci ie aime to
you both. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. ii. 386 But since so iumpe
vpon this bloodie question, You from the Polake warres, and
you from_ England Are heere arriued. 1615 W. LAWSOI
Orch.

.t .

. 3 W. LAWSON
Card. m. x. (1668) 29 Make your graft agree jump

of

i./t. o- vara. iii. x. uooej 29 jviake your gralt agree jumpwith the cyon. a 1656 USSHER Ann. in. (1658) 13 The time of
this Belus . . falls in jump with the age of this Amenophis.
Hence fJu mply adv., coincidently, accordantly;

exactly, precisely, f Jvrmpness, evenness, fitness.

01586 SIDNEY Arcadiav. (1622) 450 My meeting so iumply
with them, makes mee abashed. 1604 PRICKET Honors
Fame (1881) 12 Then in that time an vndermining wit, Did
closly frame all actions iumply fit. c 1640 J. SMYTH Lilies
Bcrkeleys _d883) I. 64 Age, time, place, . . and other circum-
stances so iumply occurre. i6nCoTGR., Justesse, iustnesse,
lumpnesse, euennesse.

Jump Hgrrnp), v. [A word of mod. Eng.,
known only from c 1 500 ; app. of onomatopoeic
origin : cf. bump, etc.

Words ap
jump, hop
up and down, icei. gopfa to skip; out it does not appe^..how the i6th c. Eng. imnf could be historically or phonetic-
ally related to these.]

I. Intransitive senses.

1. To make a spring from the ground or other
base by flexion and sudden muscular extension of
the legs (or, in the case of some animals, as fish,
of the tail, or other part) ;

to throw oneselfupward,
forward, backward, or downward, from the ground
or point of support ; to leap, spring, bound

; spec.
to leap with the feet together, as opposed to hopping
on one leg.
1530 PALSGR. 596/1, I jumpe, as one dothe that holdeth

bothe his fete togyther, and leape upon a thyng. 1611
SHAKS. IVint. T. IV. iv. 347 Not the worst of the three,
but iumpes twelue foote and a halfe by th' squire. 1676
HOBBES Iliad i. 504 And Thetis from it jumpt'd into
the Brine. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 118 T 2 He jumped
across the Fountain. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. (1850) 259
Friday . . laughed, halloed, jumped about, danced, sung.
1797 MRS. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 35 Jumping
down half a dozen steps at once. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola
Ixviii, She jumped on to the beach and walked many paces.
1867 FRANCIS Angling i. (1880) 52 He should.. mark where
he sees a barbel jump. 1875 BUCKLAND Log-Book 88,
I have never seen a salmon jump at sea.

b. To move snddenly with a leap, bound, or the

like movement
;
to '

spring ',

' dart
,

' shoot '.

1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 15, I jumpt out of
bed. 18. . L. HUNT Rondeau, Jenny kissed me when we
met, Jumping from the chair she sat in. 1856 KANE Arct.

Expl. II. viii. 89, I jumped at once to the gun-stand. 1882
B. D. W. RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Serv. I. v. 90 He jumped up
with apparent indignation. 1884 PAYN Lit. Recoil. 181 To
ambush in the wooded pass, .and jump out upon me where
it was darkest.

O. To move with a sudden involuntary jerk as

the result of excitement or of a nervous shock
;
to

start. Tojumpfor joy',
said lit. of children, etc.,

alsoyig". to be joyfully excited.

17'S PE FOE Fam. Instruct, l. i. (1841) I. 8 I'll thank him
for it, for my heart jumps within me. 1775 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Early Diary (1889) II. 69, I could almost have jumped for

joy when he was gone, to think the affair was thus finally
over. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges iii. (1880) 137 So she

jumped for joy ; and went upstairs and packed all her little

trunks. 1863 DICKENS Mut. Fr. I. vi, You made me jump,
144-2



JUMP.

Charley 1900 SftitJier 19 May 190/1 A harsh penetrating

voice that made me jump.
2. Iramf. Of inanimate things : To be moved

or thrown up with a sudden jerk like the jump of

a man or beast. With quot. 1511 cf. bump.
icn GUVLFODDB Pilg r. 60 The sayde ancre helde vs frame

iumppynge and betynge vpon the saycle role. 1568 [see

JUMPING rtl.sh.\. 1611 COTCR., Cahater, to iunipe, log,

hop, as a coach in vneuen way. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <

-

... *'* *
,5 128 Such as jump in, die wise or cubically. 1833 J.

HOLLAND Man*/. Metal II. 134 It should. .be set..accu-

rately, so as not to jump or sway in any part when made to

revolve. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. l. viii. 58, I.. could see the

stream . flashing as it jumped over the ledges. 1894 HALL
CAINE Manxman v. iii. 287 The sea was beginning to jump
3. fig. To pass abruptly from one thing or state

to another, with omission of intermediate stages ;

to spring up or rise suddenly in amount, price, etc.

579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm., 2 Tim. 856/1 If we goe about

to bring them to some instruction, they iumpe from the

cocke to the asse [its sauteront du coy a t'asne], 1727
DE FOE Syst. Magic l. i. (1840) 36 To jump at once from

the beginning of things to the present times. 1748 Ansoris

Voy. in. vi. 347 Our soundings gradually decreased . . to

twenty-five fathom ; but soon after . . they jumped back

again to thirty fathom. 1886 C. SCOTT Skeep-Farming 189
Another upward bound was experienced, when wool jumpea
up suddenly to 46*. per tod.

b. To come to (f into) , or arrive at (a con-

clusion, etc.) precipitately and without examination

of the premisses.
a 1704 LOCKE in Stect.

'1744)
No. 626 F 6 We see a little,

presume a great deal, and so jump to the Conclusion. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias v. i. r 62 [He] jumped to the conclusion

that there was not a more ancient house in Spain. ciSSs

J. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 302/2 The rigid system ofphilosophy
cannot allow us to jump at conclusions. 1884 RIDER HAG-
GARD Dawn xlvi, So ill-natured or rather, so given to jump-
ing to conclusions is society. \9f/j

Allbutt's Syst. Med. II.

1044 The diagnosis.. must not be jumped at without a care-

ful consideration of the entire circumstances of the case,

4. With prepositions in special uses.

a. Tojump at (rarelyfor) : To spring as a beast

at its prey; Jig. to accept or take advantage of

eagerly, colloq.

1769 GRAY Jrnl., Let. to Wharton 3 Oct., Butter that

Siserah would have jumped at, though not in a lordly dish.

1844 ALB. SMITH Mr. Ledbury vii. (1886) 21 The guests . .

all jumped at the invitation. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xxvi.

443 Lavender jumped at that notion directly. 1894 R.
BRIDGES Feast ofBacchus in. 988 She jumped at the bargain.

b. To jump upon : To spring or pounce upon
as a beast upon its victim, or a victor upon the

prostrate body of a foe; hence (colloq.), to ' come
down '

crushingly with word or act upon one who

exposes himself to severe handling or insult.

1868 Miss BRADDON Dead Sea Fruit v. I. 78 When a
wretched scribbler was, in vulgar phraseology, to be 'jumped
upon '. 1891 CHURCH Oxford Movem. xvi. 274 Like a general
jumping on his antagonist whom he has caught in the act
of a false move.

5. To act or come exactly together; to agree
completely, to coincide, tally. Const, with.

1567 [implied in JUMPINGLY], 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk.

(Camden) 27 Al this iumpid wel together. 1588 J. UDALL De-

tuonstr.Discip.'FoRAr. (Arb,) loThe iudgments. .so lumping
with mine. 1590 R. SIDNEY Madrigal in Greene Never loo

late. How love and folly jump in every part. 1592 R. D.

Hypnerotomachia 70 b, The corners of which triangle did

iumpe with the sides, and lymbus of the subjacent plynth.
1607 WALKINGTON Oft. Glass 39 Wisedome and vertue

jumpe in one with beauty, a 1658 CLEVELAND Poems,
Britantiiciu?s Leap 18 Good Wits may jump. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. I. iii. 1240 For all Men live and judge amiss Whose
Talents jump not just with his. 1702 S. SEWALL Diary
21 Feb. (1879) II. 53 Our Thoughts being thus confer'd, and
found to jump, makes it to me remarkable. 1768 GOLDSM.
Gaod-n. Man v. Resolutions are well kept when they jump
with inclinations. 1853 W. IRVING in Life f, Lett. (1864) IV.
125 Our humors jump together completely. 1891 Guardian
5 Aug. 1273/2 One passage in Mr. Morley's speech jumps
with a letter we print to-day.

b. Tojump awry, to disagree.
1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xxviii, The trine and sextile

aspects have jumped awry.
II. Transitive senses.

6. To pass clear over by a leap ; to leap or spring
over ; to clear. In the game of draughts, To jump
over in moving, to take (an opposing man). U.S.
<ri6oo SHAKS. Sonn. xliv, For nimble thought can iumpe

both sea and land. 1853 KANE Grinnelt Exp. xxii. (1856)
176 Alternately jumping these crevices and clambering up
the hummocks between them. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. ix. 64
Jumping the adjacent fissures, fig. 1899 Boston (U. S.)
Transcr. 24 Feb. 6/1 The appointee has received a promo-
tion, .by influence, and in doing it has jumped many of bis
fellow-omcers quite as good or better than he.

b. To get on or off (a ship, train, etc.) by jump-
ing. U.S.
1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. v. 81, 1 managed to jump a

freight (train] the same night and got right up to Topeka.
1899 Westm. Gaz. 29 Nov. a /i He was too old a sailor to
give them a chance of

'

jumping
'

her.
c. Of things: To spring off, to leave (the rails).

1883 Leisure Ho. 282/1 The cars had 'jumped the track'.
1898 Itestm. Gaz. 20 Jan. 7/1 The near van jumped the
metals and fouled the line just as the north-bound passengef
train was approaching.
1 7. To effect or do as with a jump. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 105 Loue-songs for Maids . .

lump-her, and thump-her. 1616 B. IONSON Devil an Ass
iv. i, Why, there was S' lohn Monie-man could iump
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A Businesse quickcly, 1633 W. R. Match Midnight ill.

in Hazl. Dodslty XIII. 63 My father .. swears, if I pleased
him well, it should serve to jump out my portion. 1684

N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit, Bible xxv, 230 The latter . . jump't
up new Translations of the Bible.

8. To cause to jump ; to give a jumping motion

to ;
to drive forward with a bound ; to startle.

c 1815 JANE AUSTEN Persuas. (1833) I. xii. 310 She . . ran

up the steps to be jumped down again. 1849 /ml, R, Agric.
Soc. X. i. 177 The gleans must then be jumped on the

ground to level the roots. 1875 BI.AKE-HUMFREY Eton
Boating Bk, 45 With a dashing stroke the Westminsters

jumpea their boat up to their opponents. 1883 GRKSLEY
Gloss. Coal Alining^ Jump .. 2. To raise boring-rods in a

bore-hole, and allow them to fall of their own weight. 1883
American VI. 40 Constructed with a view to 'jumping her
over the bars at low water. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Rt

with .. this question jumped upon me like a flash of light-

ning. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 2/3 People, .whose nerves
have been jumped by scorchers.

b. To cook in a frying-pan, shaking (them) up
from time to time. Cf. JUMPED^/, a.

1877 OUIDA Puck xxiii. 265 The cook sent me word that

he's invented a new style ofjumping mushrooms In wine.

C. Sporting. To cause (game) to start; to 'spring*.
1885 T. ROOSEVELT Hunting Trips 59 We had half an

hour's good sport in 'jumping' these little ducks. 1894
Harpers Mag. Feb. 352 A bunch of antelopes which we
had 'jumped the day before.

9. To pounce upon, come down upon with vio-

lence or unawares ;
to rob, to cheat ; to seize upon

by sudden unexpected action
;
to '

steal a march
'

upon.
1789 GEO. PARKER Life's Painter 160 (Farmer) They . . pick"

him up and take him to the above alehouse to jump him, or do
him upon the broads, which means cards. 1870 B. HARTE
RoaringCamp 134 (Farmer) The old proprietor, .was green,
and let the boys about here jump him. 1879 A. FORBES in

Daily News 28 June 5/6 Some fellows, .prowl around habi-

tually with a single eye to' jumping
'

anything conveniently

portable. 1882 St. Jameses Gaz. 11 Feb., The violent manner
in which the office of Prime Minister was 'jumped \ 1889
C. KING Queen of Bedlam 106 The Cheyenne stage, they
said, was 'jumped ', the driver killed, and the .. passengers
burned alive. 1890 Westm, Gaz. 17 May 1/2 To try to

jump the Transvaafafter the experience of three years ago
. .would indeed be worse than folly.

b. To jump a claim, etc. : To take summary
possession of a piece of land called a *

claim', on
the ground that the former occupant has abandoned

it, or has failed to comply with the legal require-
ments. Chiefly (7.S. and Colonial. Also traiisf.

1854 in Melbourne Argus 21 Mar., Claims are being
jumped daily. 1855 Ibid. 6 Jan., The meeting [of diggers!
unanimously resolved to 'jump' all deserted holes. 1879
Daily Neivs 22 Mar. 6/2 There was a word coined and
current at the mines of California . . which exactly suits the
transaction '

jumping '. . . We '

jumped
'

the Diamond
Fields, we 'jumped

'

the Transvaal, and we Intend to* jump
1

Zululand if we can. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner s Right iv.

37 If such work were not commenced within three days,
any other miners might summarily take possession of or

'jump' the claim. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 7 July 3/1.

10. To skip over, skip, pass by, evade.
To jum^ ones bail, one's btll

}
to abscond, leaving one's

sureties liable or one's bill unpaid. U. S. slang.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xn. iii, We have ourselves been

very often . .given to jumping, as we have run through the

pages of voluminous historians. 1844 EMERSON Lect. New
Kng. Reformers Wks. (Bohn) I. 262 So they jumped the
Greek and Latin, and read law, medicine, or sermons, with-

out it. 1888 Chicago Herald (Farmer Americanisms] > He
arose at early dawn and jumped his bill.

fll. To hazard. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. M^acb. l. vii. 7 But heere, vpon this Banke
and Schoole of time, Wee'ld iumpe the life to come. 1611

Cymb. v. iv. 188 You must . . iump the after-enquiry on
your owne perill.

1 12. To agree upon or make up hastily (a mar-

riage, a match). Obs.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 92 Doron smudgde him-
selfe vp, and iumpde a marriage with his old friend Car-
mela. 1590 Never too late (1600) 103 She counts the man
worthy to iumpe a match with her. 1615 SWETNAM Ar~
raignm. Worn. (1880) p. xxvi, I aduise thee .. to haue a

special! regard to her quallities and conditions before thou
snake hands or iumpe a match with her.

13. a. Iron-forging. To flatten, 'upset', or shorten
and thicken the end of a rail or bar by endwise
blows. Also transf.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 249 The ends of the rails

will not be jumped up or flattened by the wheels coming in
contact with them, which is now the case. 1858 GKEENER
Gunnery 434 Fine powder will not do it, but, on the con-

trary, would jump up the end of the harpoon, or bend it.

1874 THEARLE Naval A rchit. pg Sometimes the butts, .arc
fitted by chipping and 'jumping* them

; that is, by ham-
mering the butt of the plate until it fits against the butt of
the next plate. 1883 CRANE Smithy <$ Forge 43 The ex-
treme end is made white hot, and instantly thrust down or

'jumped
'

several times upon the anvil.

b. To join by welding the flattened ends (cf.

jump-weld in JUMP-), c. To join (rails, etc.) end
on end (cf. jump-joint ibid.).

1864 WEBSTER, Jump. . . 3. (Smith Work) To bin by a
butt-weld. 1884 Cheshire Gloss, s.v., When a joiner, in

putting up rails, nails them to the stumps exactly end to
end. -he calls it 'jumping* the rails.

14. Quarrying. To drill b> means of a jumper.

JUMPER.

1851 GREENWKLL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. % Durh.
32 Jump. To drill a hole for the purpose of blasting;, .the

drill is made of a greater length, and the opposite end from
the chisel end swelled out to make it heavy, and the drill

driven by hand. 1865 J. T. F. TURNER Slate Quarries 13
A hole is jumped in the block [of slate], near the edge.

Jump-, the verb-stem used in Comb, : jump-
cord, a cord to be jumped over ; jump-coupling,
a coupling of which the box consists of a collar of

metal bored to fit the two connected ends of the

shafts= thimble-coupling-, jump-joint, (a) a joint
in which the parts are welded end to end together,
a butt-joint (see BUTT sb.l 2) ; (b} a flush-joint in

which the edges of the plates or planking are laid

close together and make a smooth surface ; hence

jump-jointed a. ; jump-ring, a wire ring made by
bringing the two ends together without welding ;

jump-rocka, a catostomoid fish, Moxostoma cer-

vinum, of southern U.S. ; jump-seat, a movable

carriage-seat; also adj. and sb. (ellipt.) (a carriage)

provided with such a seat which can be brought
into use when required ; jump-stroke (Croquet) :

see quot. ; jump-weld, a weld effected by ham-

mering together the heated ends of two pieces of

metal ;
a butt-weld ; hence jump-weld v.

1874 THEARLE Naval A rckit. 95 Among these early sys-
ems [of combining the bottom plates] was that of flush or

jump joints and butts connected by edge strips
and butt

straps on the inside surface. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.^
*
Jump-jointed^ when the plates of an iron vessel are flush,

as in those that are carvel-built. 1864 WEBSTER,
*
Jump-

seat, a carriage constructed with a movable seat ;
. . a movable

carriage-seat . Ibid. , Jump-seat, a., having a movable seat ;

as, a jump-seat rock-away. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t

Jump-seat^ . . a kind of open buggy which has a shifting
seat or seats. . . It may be arranged as a double or single seat

vehicle. 1874 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 41 The leapfrog
or *jump stroke has lately been used . . with great success,
for getting through narrow hoops at a very oblique angle. . .

The effect of this stroke is to make the ball jump up when
it strikes the further wire of the hoop. 1864 WEBSTER s.v.

Weld
% Butt-weld, or *jump-weld.

Jumpable (dgzrmpab'l), a. [f. JUMP v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being jumpea : a. of being

leapt over ; b. of being taken summary possession

of, as a claim.

1829 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 51 One of the widest brooks
. . and not jumpable in all parts. 1883 E. PENNELL-ELMHIRST
Cream Leicestersk. 170 livery fence has a jumpable place
in it. 1884 BOLDREWOOD Melbourne Mem. xvi. 114 The
Heifer Station was . .

' an abandoned claim ' and possibly
'jumpable'. 1885 Milnor (Dakota) Teller 12 June 5/3
There is considerable land in this neighborhood that is

jumpable.

Jump-about. Local name for Goutweed ,

sEgopodium Podagraria (also Jack-jump-about}.
1656 W. COLES Art ofSimpling xvi. 40 Ashweed, which

some call Jump about. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.
t

Jump-about. &gopodium Podagraria.. , Wanv., Oxf.

Jumped (dgtfmpt),///. a. [f. JUMPZJ. -* -EDI.]
Made to jump ; cooked (as potatoes, etc.) in a fry-

ing-pan in which they are shaken from time to time

1871 Standard 24 Jan., I dined this evening on jumped
liver. 1895 G. F. BROWNE Off the Mill 131 We regaled
ourselves on larded beef, jumped potatoes, rum and cherries.

Jumper (dso'mpw), sbl
[f. JUMP v. + -KB 1

.]

One who or that which jumps.
1. A man or animal that jumps or

leaps.
i6ix COTGK., Sautier, a leaper, Jumper, skipper. 1812

Snorting Mag. XXXIX. 15 Almost as great a jumper as

himself. 1886 COVENTRY & WATSON Steeple~chasing iv,

However much a horse may answer to the description of

a natural jumper, he has to learn to be clever. 1900 Westm.
Gaz. | ^Iay 8,/2 The .. duties of the ''bus-jumper' the

ghostlike functionary who appears on the top of a 'bus and
demands a sight of your ticket.

2. A name applied to the members of a body of

Methodists which arose in Wales about the middle
of the eighteenth century, who used to jump and
dance as a part of religious worship ; applied also

to more recent sects following similar practices.

1774 in Sidney Rowl. Hill (1834) 101 Nothing, .made him
so angry as the enthusiasm of the jumpers, whom he called

the caricaturists of religion. i8oa Public Characters 552
The Jumpers in Wales have started up as a sect within the

last half century. 1851 M. W. SAVAGE R. Medlicott in.

xii. (D.), Jenny [was] a Welshwoman ; her rude forefathers

were goat-herds on week-days, and Jumpers on Sundays.
1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Lond.

t
The Walworth Jumpers.

3. An animal, esp. an insect (as a flea) or insect-

larva, characterized by jumping : cf. HOPPER 1 2.

1785 Gentl. Mag. LV. i. 265 A very remarkable little

animal. . . It is the Mus Jaculus or Santeur ; and in Eng-
lish may be called the Juniper. 1789 G. "WmiKSelberne
xxxiv. 90 These eggs produce maggots called jumpers.
1834 M MURTRIE Cuvt'ers A nim. Kingd. 391 The Jumpers
or the Anisopoda.
4. One who jumps a claim. See JUMP v. gb.
1855 F. S. MARRYAT Mountains $ Molehills 240 My claim

being carefully measured . . and found to be correct, the

'jumper* would be ordered to confine himself to his own
territory. 1890 GUNTER Miss Nobody vii. 86 Bob, the hero

who saved the Baby Mine from the jumpers for us.

6. One who causes to jump ;
in quot., a flogger.

1844 ORDERSON Creol. ix. 96 This . . brute . . ordered the

unhappy Rachaet into the hands of the '

J umper '.

6. Applied to various tools or contrivances having



JUMPER.
a jumping motion, a. Quarrying. A heavy drill
worked either by hand or by means of a hammer
used in making blasting-holes in rock, etc. Also
attrib. b. A spring or click controlling the star-
wheel of a repeating clock, c. A form of plough-
share for rough soil, or for soil filled with roots
(t/.S.). d. Telegraphy. A wire used to cut out
an instrument or part of a circuit, or to close
temporarily a gap in a circuit.
a. 1769 SMEATON in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1780) II. 586

tye-bplts fixed in holes bored [in stones] with a jumper1828 Craven Dial., Jumfer, a miner's augur, used in mak-
ing holes for the reception of gun-powder, for blasting or
blowing up rocks. 1839-47 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif.
(1851) 213 1 he mmer holds the jumper in both hands, raises

U'TU L
ets U ln the hole

- turl>ing it continually. Ibid,When the stone is of a very hard description, it is usual to
pour water occasionally into the jumper-hole

b-
T|
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IS9N Clock 4- Watch Making 92.
125 The thing called the jumper . . will .. drive the ray still
farther forward . . The jumper also acts as a click to keepthe star wheel steady. 1884 F. J. BR.TTEN Watch t, Clock,,,
251 The pin in moving the star wheel presses back the click
or jumper .

7. U.S. A rough kind of sledge : see quot iSo^t
i8 J. F COOPER Pioneers xxix. (1869) 126/1 They fre-

quently make these jumpers to convey their game home.
1893 C. G. LELAND Mem. II. 81 A jumper, ..the roughestorm of a sledge, consisting of two saplings with the ends
turned up, fastened by cross-pieces. 1898 R. A. GUILD in
NtiuEng. Mag. June 4-557, My pulse quickens as I recall
the glorious times with our 'jumper', and the hair-breadth
escapes from posts and barberry bushes, in our swift descent
upon the ice.

8. Naut. a. A preventer-rope made fast so as to
prevent a yard, mast, etc. from jumping or spring-
ing up in rough weather. Also attrib. b. Jolly
jumpers, sails above the moon-rakers (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1867).
1856 KANE A ret. Expl. I. viii. 87 By a complication of

purchases, jumpers, and shoves, we started the bri.> i88
NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 30 Topping lift for spritsail gaffancl jumper. Ibid. 51 The jumper is rove through a clumpblock on the cutwater, and is set up with a purchase in the
head. 1900 Wotm, Gaz. 14 Feb. 10/2 These enable it [the
compass] to be hoisted aloft on to the juniper stay and it is
in this way removed from all influences of the magnetism
. . caused by the ship's iron.

Hence Ju'mper v2 trans., to bore (a hole) with
a jumper (sense 6 a). Ju-mperism, the principles
of the Jumpers. Ju-mpery, practice or action of

jumping ; humorously applied to a dance.
1825 Blackw. M<igKVIl. 339 A hole .. is jumpered in

the rock. 1800 J. WHITAKER Let. in Polwhele Trad. *
Recoil. (1826) II. 524 On Methodistical Jumpers or Jumper-
ism. 1876 C. M. DAVIES Unarth. Land. 64 Whether
Jumpensm is ceasing to merit its distinctive appellation,
I cannot . . say. 1882 BESANT All Sorts vi. 53 Such dances
as the oolcrti, the tarantella, and other national jumperies
Ju'inper, rf. 2 [prob. f.Jujrp s6.z]
1. A kind of loose outer jftket or shirt reaching

to the hips, made of canvas, serge, coarse linen,
etc., and worn by sailors, truckmen, etc. ; also

applied to any upper garment of similar shape,
e. g. a hooded fur jacket worn by Eskimos.
1853 KANE Grintiell Ex/,, vi. (1856) 45 A 'jumper' or

close jacket, slipping on like a shirt, and hooded like the
cowl of a Franciscan monk. ci86o H. STUART Seaman's
Catech. 80, i set of jumper and trousers for dirty work
1860-1 GOSSE Rom. AW. Hist. (1866) 255 A loose coarse
canvas frock, which, in colonial phrase, is called a 'jumper'
1879 [/HI/. Kef. in Navy List (1882) July 496/2 On the blue
frock or jumper the badge is to be of red cloth. 1893 SELOUS
i. E. Africa 87, I had a warm jumper over my cotton shirt.

b. Comb. ,zsjumper-clad &Q.
1865 F. H. NIXON Peter Perfume 172 The jumper-clad

diggers so rowdy and free.

2. (See quot.)
1894 Daily Tel. 13 Apr. 5/6 Witnesses, .deposed that the
jumper , a sort of sack used for purposes similar to that
of the strait waistcoat, was in constant use in the workhouse.
t Ju'mper, v- 1 06s. In 4-5 iompre, 5-6

iumpere. [Origin obscure.] trans. To introduce

incongruously or discordantly; to jumble together.
. ^'374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 988 (1037) Ne Iompre [v.r.
Iumpere] ek no discordaunt |>ing y-fere, As bus to vsen
termes of Phisyk. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love Prol. (Skeaf
1. 30 How should than a frenche man borne soche termes
conne iumpere in his matter, but as the lay chatereth
Englishe.

Jumper v.-, Jumperism : see JUMPER sb.i

Jumping (dgo-mpirj), vl>Z. sb. [f. JUMP v. +
-INO

'.] The action of JUMP v.. in various senses.

565 COOPER Thesaurus, Saltatio, daunsyng, iumpyng.
1568 BIBLE (Bishops') Nalmm iii. 2 The praunsing of horses
and the lumping of charrets. 1699 BENTLEY Phal, (1836) I.

242 There was either a strange jumping of good wits, or
Democritus was a sorry plagiary. 1889 Boston (Mass. ) Jrid.
25 Apr. 73 An organized and systematic 'jumping' of the
claims of the men whose title rests on this fraud. Mod.
Newsp. The jumping was exceptionally good.

b. attrib., as jumping-off ground, jumping-
off place, a place at which one jumps off from a

conveyance or alights at the end of a journey, or
from which one jumps off into the region beyond ;

jumping-powder, a slang name for a stimulant
taken by a rider to nerve him for jumping ; jump-
ing-sheet, a stout sheet into which persons may
jump from a burning building.

629

.897 Daily News 24 Feb. 5/5 The strip of territory on theTransvaal border, which Mr. Stead called . . the "jumping-off ground . inno Ff,,'J OT Xf.,.. - /. T- _-i_- j""'fu'B

U,,,FM,B-UII piace 01 Arctic navigators our last oointol communication with the outside world. 1884 S E DAWSON< tlandbk. Canada 68 Yarmouth, the jumping-off placeof Nova Scotia. 1900 Daily Xeios 16 Feb. 6/2 If we mavborrow a figure from South African politics, the "amis area jumping off place 'for the Russian invaders of Afghani-stan and India iSafi Sporting Mag. XV 1 1. 374 The fencescome very quick in Shropshirefand f little 'jumping-powd"ound useful. 1858
'

SCRUTATOR '

[HORLOCK] Master
)i, I have not yet had my glass ofjumping

to
"*?"'"' Maf. XLIV. 228 The canvasl

Jumping (dgfmpirj), ppi. a , [f. as prec +
-INO

-.] That jumps, in various senses of the verb.
Jumping cat : see CAT sp.l 136.

1567 [implied in JUMPINGLY below]. ,6ti BIBLE Nahmn
in. 2 Ihe noise of . . the praunsing horses, and of the iump-mg charets. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 4.6 They can verywell . . aD,de the jumping waves of the Seas 1844 W HMAXWELL Sport * Adv. Scot!, xiii. (,855) ,,8 There is ..'what seamen call a jumping sea. 1899 igtA Cent. Oct. 692Ihe worship of the Jumping Cat, and the appeal to theman in the street.

b. In names of animals characterized by their

jumping or springing movement: jumping-beetle,an insect destructive to turnips, etc. ; jumping-
bug, an insect of the family Halticoridx jump-
ing-deer, the black-tailed deer of N. America,
Canacus macrotis (Webster, 1864) ; jumping-
hare, a rodent quadruped of S. Africa, Pedeles
coffer or Helamys capensis, resembling the jerboa ;

jumping-louse, a flea-louse, a jumping plant-
louse; jumping-mouse, (a) the American deer-

mouse, Zapus hiidsonius
; (b)

=
jumping-rat

jumpiug-mullet, a catostomoid fish of North
America, Moxostoma cervinum

; also a gray mul-
let, Mugil albula; jumping-rat, a rodent of the
family Dipodidie ; jumping-shrew, the elephant-
shrew of Africa, an insectivorous quadruped of the
family MacroscelididiK jumping-spider, one of
the group of spiders which leap upon their prey,
instead of spinning a web to catch it.

1817 Blackw. Mag: II. 235 His turnips are devoured byhe 'jumping beetle 1839 Penny Cycl. XIX. 5,3/2 This is

tne..bprmg-Has or 'Jumping Hare of the Dutch Ibid

i??'
2
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mp
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?
Mice' ia

>?
' Nai- Hist., Mammalia

IV. 41 the Labrador Jumping Mouse. .is very common in
the fur countries of North America. 1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl
14 Jan. in Stark Ace. E. Florida 35 Saw a mullet jump
three times m a minute or two, which they generally do
before they rest, so are called 'jumping-mullets. 1813BINGLEY Anim. liiog. (ed. 4) III. 363 The*Jumping Spider"
. .does not, like many others, take its prey by means of a
net, but is constrained to seize them only by its own activity.

c. Jumping-bean, -seed, the seed of a Mexican
euphorbiaceous plant, which jumps about by reason
of the movements of the larva of a tortricid moth
(Carpocapsa saltitans) enclosed within it (Cent.
Diet.} ; jumping-betty, a popular name of the
Garden Balsam, Impatiens Balsamina, the seeds of
which jump out of the elastic capsules when these
are touched (Parish Sussex Gloss. 1 875); jumping-
jack, a child's toy made out of the merry-thought
of a fowl ; a toy figure of a man, which is made to

jump by being pulled with strings ; also transf. :

see quots. ; jumping-Johrmy (see quot.).
1883 E. E. HALE in HarpcSs Mag. Jan. 277/1 Barley-

candy statuettes, 'jumping-jacks, and other. .toys. 1884HENLEY & STEVENSON Deacon Brodie IL v. ^892) 50 He was
my butt, my ape, my jumping-jack. 1899 Westm. Gaz
26 May 3/2 By sailors the crested penguin is known by the
name of the 'jumping jack ', from its habit ofjumping from
the water. 1865 Reader No. 140. 264/1 The plate-sawingmachine called a "Jumping Johnny.
Hence Ju'mpingly adv., in a jumping manner.
1367 VKANT Horace, Arte Poetryc &.\\\ Do not imitate

So lumpingly, so precyselie And step, for step so strayte.
1855 Ckaml,. Jrnl. III. 388 This amphitheatre slopes
roughly, jumpingly down to a river. -

[Ju-mpish, error for lumpish in Nares.]
Jumply, Jumpness: see at end of JUMP a.

Jumpy (d^r-mpi), a.
[f. JUMP sb. + -y.]

1. Characterized by jumps or sudden movements
from one thing or state to another.
1869 Daily News 25 Nov.,

' O Paradise ' was thus sung to
a jumpy measure in six-eight time. 1893 Scot. Leader
15 July 3 The stock markets were in that condition best
described as 'jumpy', though the jumps were generally in
the downward direction.

2. Characterized by sudden involuntary move-
ments caused by nervous excitement.
1879 A. FORBES in Daily Nevis 21 Aug. 5/3 Nothing . .

makes a man so jumpy and nervous as a good steady rain
of shell-fire. 1894 DOYLE RoundRedLamp n It made me
jumpy to watch him.

b. Producing nervous excitement.
1883 BURTON & CAMERON Gold Coast I. iii. 75 The peopleseem to delight in standing, like wild goats, upon the dizziest

of jumpy' peaks. 1896 Westm. Gaz. n Jan. 3/1 The ad-
venture which might be called the most 'jumpy '.

Hence Ju rapiness, the state or condition of

being jumpy.

JUNCTION.
1897^ Uiutfs Sysi. Med. II. 854 There is, indeed, a genualcondition ofjumpmess and nervousness.
Jun., abbreviation of JUNIOR.
Juncaceous (dgfnk^jas), a. Bot.

[f. mod
L./uncace-ie (f.juncus rush) + -ous : see -ACEOUS 1

Belonging to N.Q.Juneacese (the rush family)
i8ss m MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1864 WEBSTER, JfaeMM(bol .), of, pertaining to, or resembling rushes.
l-Junca-de. Obs. rare-', [app. a. obs. F ion-

cade (in Rabelais), 'a certaine spoone-meat made
of creame, Rose-water, and Sugar

'

(Cotgr.), a. Pr.
joncada, cheese-curd, fresh cheese.] = JUNKET 2

**'<*. in Wr.-Wulcker 590/44 Juncata, Juncade, sivea crudde ymade yn ryshes.

Juncagineous CdxcnkSdji-nAi), a . Bot. [{.
mod.L. Juncagine-si, i. Juncago (f. juncus rush),
1 ournefort s name for the genus Trighchin +
-ous.] Belonging to the Natural Order ofJun-
cagineie (or Juncaginacest) , comprising certain
nub-like plants, by some included in Naiadacese-. I893

Juncal (d7-rjkal), a. Bot.
[f. L.junc-us rush

T
+

- "t1

1
"-',

Belo"g'ng to the genus Juncus, or to
L,mdley s alliance Juncales, comprising the orders
Juncacese and (according to some) Orontiacest.

tJu-ncary. Obs. rare. ["/ad.med.L.juncaria,L -
f. NFr. jonquert,

........ ^ Fui uj ucuiauu, ana in piamt Delore the specialand before pree, pasture, wood, iuncary, marish, &c.Juncat, -cate, obs. forms of JUNKET.
Junciform (cl^-nsifiam), a.

[f.
L. type *jun-

cijonnis, 1.juncus rush : see -FORM.] Of the form
oi a rush

; long and slender like a rush.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1887 in Syd. Soc. L*.
Junck, obs. form of JUNK.
Juuckerite (dgfnkarait.yn-rj-). Min. [Named

1834, after Juncker, director of the mine where it

was found : see -ITE.] A synonym of SIDEHITE
.
i86S-7j WA Diet. Chem. III. 444 J,,,,kerite, spathicron ore 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 725 Junckerite. . provedto be only common spathic iron.

Juncket, obs. form of JUNKET.
Juuco i,dgn-rjk0). [a. Sp. junco, ad. L.junc-us

rush ; cf. Sp. junco ave ' a bird in the Indies with
a very long and narrow taile

'

(Minsheu, 1599).]
t a. A name formerly given to the Reed-sparrow
or Reed-bunting (Emberiza schcenidus\ Obs. b.
Name of a North American genus of Finches, the
Snow-birds ; a bird of this genus.
1706 PHILLIPS, JHIICO, the Reed-Sparrow ; a Bird. 1808

Atlantic Monthly LXXXII. 492/2 Birds which had be?n
isolated . . might be presumed to have acquired some slighlbut real idiosyncrasy of voice and language. But if this \-
true of the Carolina Junco, I failed to satisfy myself of the
fact. Ibid. 493/1 This is not to assert that the Alleghanian
junco has not developed a voice in some measure its own.
Juncous (djf rjkas), a. rare. [ad. L.juncos-

us, i.junc-us rush : see -ous.] Rushy.
[1717 BAII.EY vol. II, Jmuose, full of Bulrushes.] i7

JOHNSON, Jnncoia, full of bulrushes. 1810 H. BUSK Vtstriad
in. 565 Far as the juncous Van or wide Euphrates.

tJunct,<z. Obs. [ad. L.junct-us, pa. pple. of
jungfre to join.] Joined, conjunct, joint.

1475 Waterford Arch, in mM Rep. Hist. MSS Comm
App. v. 312 The payne . . to be levid by thofficers and by
every of them, juncte and severall. 1513 DOUGLAS /Entis
x. xi. 151 With handis mnct vphevit towart hevin. 1695
J. SAGE Wks. 1844 1. 141 The principal of four junct Regents.
Junction (d^c-rjkjsn). [ad. L. junction-em, a.

of action i.junglre to join: cf. . junction.]
1. The action of joining or fact of being joined ;

union, combination, a. physical, of material things,
bodies of men, etc.

1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 165 f 5 Upon the Junction of the
French and Bavarian Armies. 1789 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859)
III. 92 The latter effected a junction soon after with another
part of their fleet. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece liii. VII. 27 Thestream formed by the junction of the Hyphasis. .with the
Hesudrus. 1846 Penny Cycl. ist Suppl. 11.669/2 Wherever. .

the junction of different railways renders such distinction
necessary. 1898 J. T. FOWLER Durham Cathedr. 51 The
junction of the Nine Altars (eastern transept) with the Nor-
man choir has been effected in a most skilful manner.

b. of abstract things, or of persons in reference
to action, interest, etc. : Association, coalition.
1783 BLAIR Rhet. xlv, A very unseasonable junction of

gallantry, with the high sentiments and public-spirited pas-
sions which predominate in other parts [of the play] 1701
JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) III. 459 The public interest ce
tamly called for his junction with Mr. Short. 1873 M
ARNOLD Lit. , Dogma (1876) 187 The junction of a talent
for abstruse reasoning with much literary inexperience.
2. The point or place at which two things join

or are joined; a joint, meeting-place; spec, the

place or station on a railway where lines meet and
unite ; often in proper names, as Claphamjunction,
DidcotJunction, Carstairs Junction.
1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 258/1 A crossing on a railway with

two tracks, switches being placed at both junctions. 1846
Ibid, ist Suppl. II. 669/1 The engine-driver of every train,
on approaching the junction indicates by . . a signal light
in what direction he wishes to proceed. 1860 W. COLLINS



JUNCTIONAL.
Worn. Whitl xiii. (1861) 75 Situated in a solitary sheltered

spot, inland at the junction of two hills. 1876 The World
No. 116. 10 They can only book to the junction. 1899 Daily
News 14 SepL 7/5 Worting Junction is what is known as

a '

flying junction ', that is, the up Bournemouth line is

carried on a bridge over the West of England tracks, and

then trails down on the Basingstoke side.

3. (In full, junction canal, j. line, f. railway.}

A canal or railway forming a connexion between

two other lines or with a centre of commerce.

Chiefly in proper names of canals and railways (now rare),

as t Lancaster and Preston Junction, t Grand Junction,
Midland and South Western Junction Railway, etc.,

Grand Junction Canal, etc.

17960. M. WOODWARD Scant. Excnrs. (1807) 161 Leicester

has been much afflicted with the Junction Mania or Canal
Madness. 1839 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIX. 17/1 On the

Grand Junction railway, for 6 months, it [the ratio of

revenue to profit] is i : -48. 1841 Ibid. XXI. 782/2 These
canals are the Birmingham Old Canal .. and, above all, the

Grand Junction. 1841 Fennjr Cycl. XIX. 257/1 The station

of the Brandling Junction railway at Gatesbead.

4. attrib. and Comb., as junction canal, line,

railway (see 3) ; junction-box, -point, -rail, -signal,

-socket', also junction-inkstand (see quot. 1851);

junction-plate,
' a break-joint plate riveted over

the edges of boiler-plates, which make a butt-joint
'

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
1839 URE Diet. Arts, etc. 96 (Beer) II, junction-pieces to

connect the pipes rr with the kiln. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.

Exkio. 634 Junction inkstand, containing black and red ink

in one vessel. 1881 YOUNG Every man his own Mechanic

% 1 101 Lateral drains ..entering the main drain and con-

nected with it by junction-sockets and elbow-joints. 1889
G. FINDLAY Eng. Railway 83 Junction signals are not in

any cases to be placed on the same post one above another.

Hence Jvrnctional a., pertaining to a junction.

1875 O. P. CAMBRIDGE in Encycl. Brit. II. 280/1 (Arach-
nida) Showing the .. soldered up, junctional lines of the

caput and thorax, and thoracic segments.

t Ju'nctly, adv. Obs. [f. JUNCT a. + -LT 2
.]

In a conjoined way ; jointly, conjunctly ; closely.
['375 HARBOUR Brute xvn. 689 (MS. C) Thai pressit the

sow toward the wall, And has hir set thar-to luntly [MS. E
gentilly, ed. H. cunningly].] c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn.

1148 The bryg..Off gud playne burd was weill and iunctly
maid. 1517 in Leadam Domesday Inclis. (1897) I. 260 Henry
Salter ..and lohn lound. .have lunctely inclosed, .xvj acres.

1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metamorph. hx, A steeled coate So
iunctly ioynted.

Juncture (dgo-nktiiu, -tjai). Also 5 -tur, 7 Sc.

-tor, 8 joncture. [ad. i,.junctura joining, joint, f.

junct-, ppl. stem ofjungHre to join : see -URE.]
1. The action of joining together ;

the condition

of being joined together ; joining, junction.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxvii, Signes workings, planets

Junctures, and The eleuated poule. 1643 NETHERSOLE
Parables on Times 14 The juncture and contignation those

parts had with the whole frame, a 1657 SIR W. MURE
Historie Wks. II. 239 The match and junctor of both families

in one. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. i. i. 218 Perhaps she means
To treat in Juncture with her new Ally. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 282 Making arbitrary junctures for which
she has given no foundation. 1821 FOSTER in Lifeff Corr.

(18461 II. 41 The juncture with what precedes and follows.

1893 K. ADAMS New Egypt 8 This Arabian Khalif, who
anticipated the Suez Canal by his juncture of the Nile and
the Red Sea.

2. The place at which, or structure by which,
two things are joined ; a joint, jointing, junction.
1382 WYCLIF i Kings vi. 18 Hauynge his tumours, and

his iuncturis forgid, and grauyngis ouerbeynge. 1519 HOR-
MAN Vulg. 339 1 hou canst nat spy the Juncture though thou

Joke nie. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Hob. ii. n The timber, that
is betwen the junctures of the buildings. 1707 Curios, in
Husb. ft Card. 39 The place where the Stem and the Root
join, is called the Juncture. 1763 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg.
27/1 It stands at the juncture of that great river with
another. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrnls. I. 153 The
junctures of the marble slabs being so close.

tb. A joint of the body ;
- JOINT sb. i. Obs.

c
147^ Pict. Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 749/25 Hie [sic] June-

tura, junctur. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis iv. xii. 103 The iunc-
turis and lethis of hir cors. 1609 BIBLE

(Douay) Ezek.
xxxvii. 7 And bones came to bones, everie one to his iunc-
ture. 1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 584 Cold diseases of
the . . nerves and junctures. 1717 J. KEILL Anim. Oecon.
Pref. (r738i 10 The different Junctures of the Bones.

3. Something that connects two things ;
a con-

necting link
;
a means of connexion or union, rare.

a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. vii. 203 Since the
Flood there have been some such Junctures or Land-
passages between the Northern parts of Asia or Europe,
and some Northern parts of the Continent of America.
1841 MYERS Cath. Th. iv. % 32. 332 The Epistle to the
Hebrews . . seems to stand as the uniting and harmonising
juncture of the Pauline and the Petrine preaching. 1880 J.
MIRTINEAU Hours Th. II. 21 The ascending juncture that
reaches from nothingness to God.
4. A convergence or concurrence of events or

circumstances; a particular or critical posture of
affairs or point of time

; a crisis, conjuncture.
1656 BEN ISRAEL ^indicia Jud. in Phenix (1708) II. 423

But at that juncture of time my coming was not presently
perfurm'd. 1658 PHILLIPS, s.v., Juncture of time, the

very nick or moment of time. 1662 PEPYS Diary 30 June,
This I take to be as bad a juncture as ever I observed.
The King and his new Queene minding their pleasures
at Hampton Court. All people discontented. 1704 ADDISON
Italy (1733) 58 As different Junctures and Emergencies
arise. 183* THIRLWALL Greece xv. II. 266 The course of
action required by new situations, and sudden junctures.
1853 BRIGHT Sp., India (1876) n In the present critical

juncture of things. 1874 GREEN Short Hut. v. | 4. 241

630

The most terrible plague which the world ever witnessed

advanced at this juncture from the East.

t 6. Joint-tenancy;
= JOINTURE 3. Obs.

1533-4 (see JOINTURE 3).

Jundy (djo'ndi), sb. St. [Deriv. obscure.]
1. A push with the elbow ;

a jog, jostle, shove.

1737 RAMSAY Sc. Prov. (1750) 53 If a man's eawn down
the brae ilk ane gie's him a jundie. 1814 MACTAGGART
Gallovid. Encycl., Jundie, a blow.

2. fig. Ordinary or steady course,
'

jog-trot '.

1894
' IAN MACLAREN ' Bonnie Brier Bush, Wise Worn,

\. 206 He's aff on the jundy (trot) again. 1895 Auld
Lang Syne, Drumsheugh's Love Story 139 It wad tak a
chairge o* gunpooder tae pit Leezbeth aff her jundy.

Jtrndy, v. Sc. Also 8 Jundie, joundy, 9
jumiie. [Cf. the sb.] To push with the elbow
or shoulder

; to jog ;
to jostle, (trans, and absol.}

1785 BURNS Ep. to W. Simpson xvi, The war'ly race may

day to day, Wi' ne'er a blink o' fortune's ray. 1819
TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 98 They pous'd, they
jundy'd ane anither.

June (cl3n). Forms : 4-6 luyn, 5 luyne,
loyne, 6 lung, luyng; (2 gen. lunies), 3 lun,
4-7 lane, (4 lunye, 5 lone), 7- June. [In OE.
and sometimes in ME. in L. form Jitnius, also

Juni; in ME. a. F. juin, \juing (
= Pr. junh,

Cat. juny, Sp. junio, It. giugne): L. Junius;
from 1416 c. refashioned after L. as _/<;.]
1. The sixth month of the year, in which the

summer solstice occurs in the northern hemi-

sphere.
a. [c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc, Anglia (1885) VIII. 312

Aprelis, iunius, September, and november. a iioo Gerefa
ibid. (1886) IX. 261 In Maio and Junio and Julio, a 1123
O. E. Chron. an. mo On lunies monSe aetywde an steorra
norSan eastan. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 245 In the
honor of whom he ordeynede the monethe of lunius, that is

to saye, of yonger men.]
(3. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 295 pe firste day of

luyn. c 1450 Merlin 54 The xj day of luyne. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxxiv. 229 In the monethes of luyn and luyll
next

folowyng. c 1500 Melusine 16 Theuen . . of saint johan
baptiste, whiche is on the xx. day oflung [F. juing]. 1503
Kalender of Shcph. (colophon), Prentyt in parys the .xxiii.

day of iuyng, oon thowsand ccccc & III. 111548 HALL
Chron., Hen. yil 37 The .xxv. daie of luyn.
V. 1297 R- GLOUC. (Rolls) 8310 pus was be bridde day of

Inn antioche inome. 13. . K.Alis. 1844 (Bodley MS.) Mery
it is in June and hoot firmament. 1398 TREVISA Rarth. De
P. K. ix. xiv. (Bodl. MS.), pe monbe of lune is be ende of

springing tyme. [bid. (ed. 1495) The month of lune is be-

gynnynge of Somer. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10822 With the
monith of May, & the mery lone, a 1548 HALL Citron.,
Hen. VIII 84 The sayd .xxiiii. day of lune, whiche was
sonday and Midsomerday. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. ii.

75 He was but as the Cuckow is in lune, Heard, not regarded.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. x, It was now a pleasant
evening in the latter end of June. 1798 COLERIDGE Ane.
Mar. v. xviii, A noise like of a hidden brook In the leafy
month of June. 1848 LOWELL Vis. Sir Lannfali. Prelude

iii, And what is so rare as a day in June? Then, if ever,
come perfect days. 01882 KENDALL Poems (1886) 132

Twenty white-haired Junes have left us gray with frost

and bleak with gale [in Australia].

2. Comb., as June-like adj. ; June-apple = JEN-
NETING (Fallows Suppl. Diet. 1886); June-berry,
the fruit (also called service-berry} of a small N.
American tree, the shad-bush (Amelanchier cana-

densis, N.O. Rosacex) ; also the tree ; June-bug,
a name for various beetles which appear in June :

(a} of the European genus Rhinotrogus ; (b} of the

genus Lachnosterna of the northern U.S.
; (c) Allo-

rhina nitida, of the southern U. S.
; June-grass

((/.S.), the Kentucky blue-grass, Poa pratensis.
1864 WEBSTER, "June-terry. 1866 Treas. Bat. 641/2

June-berry, an American name for Amelanchier. 1862
Standard 12 Dec., He has lighted upon [General] Scott as
a hawk lights upon a "June bug. 1807 Daily Aittw 4 May
6/5 The-weather . . was anything but "June-like. 1897 Outing
(U.S.) XXIX. 316/1 It was early "June-time.

June, obs. form of JOIN.

Juneating, junetin, perverted ff. JENNETING.
t June'Sse. Obs. [a. F. jeunesse, in OF.

alsojounesce, f. jeune young.] Youth.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 32 Thouhe she be

yong, yet wol she wele abide, Vncoupled to a fresshe man
of lunesse, & take a buffard, riche of gret vilesse.

Jungada, variant of JANOADA, a raft.

a But. [f. mod.L. Jungermanniace-se (t.Junger-
mannia, the typical genus, named by Linnaeus after

the German botanist Jungermann) + -ors.] Be-

longing to the Natural Order Jungermanniaceat,
the Scale-mosses, the largest order of Hepaticx.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Ju-ngible, a. rarc~. [ad. ~\-,.jungibilis, i.jun-
gtre to join.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., fungible, that may be joined.

JlUIgle (d3'njfl). Also 9 jangal, jingle, jun-
gul. [a. Hindi and Marathi/aw^a/ desert, waste,

forest, Skr .jangala dry, dry ground, desert.

(
The change in Anglo-Indian use may be compared to that

in the historical meaning of the word forest in its passage
from a waste or unenclosed tract to one covered with wild
wood. In the transferred sense of jungle there is app. a
Undency to asuciaM it with tangle\

JUNGLE.
1. In India, originally, as a native word, Waste

or uncultivated ground (
= '

forest
'

in the original
sense) ; then, such land overgrown with brush-

wood, long grass, etc. ; hence, in Anglo-Indian
use, a. Land overgrown with underwood, long
grass, or tangled vegetation ; also, the luxuriant
and often almost impenetrable growth of vegeta-
tion covering such a tract, b. with a and pi. A
particular tract or piece of land so covered ; esp.
as the dwelling-place of wild beasts.

a. 175*6 HALHED Gentoo Code xiii. 190 Land Waste for Five
Years.. is called Jungle, c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD Ayah <y

Lady ix. 52 The banks were covered with thick jungle down
to the very brink of the water. Ibid. Gloss., Jungle,
brushwood, or very high grass. 1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS
Milit. Bridges 128 In loading and unloading, in moving
through jungle. 1900 Blackw. Mag. May 640/1 [My] con-
cealment for safety in the fields of jhow and jangal.
b. 1783 BURKE Sp. India Bill Wks. IV. 24 That land . .

is now almost throughout a dreary desart. covered with
rushes, and briers, and jungles full of wild beasts. 1804
W. AUSTIN Lett.fr. Eng. 167 note, Lord Cornwallis write

into well cultivated plantations. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-
POWELL Pigsticking 45 A somewhat similar manner of

beating is employed in the case of canal bank jungles.

c. Extended to similar tracts in other lands,

especially tropical.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 603 It [Sedgemoor] was a

vast pool, wherein were scattered many islets of shifting and
treacherous soil, overhung with rank jungle. 1851 LAYARD

way through its tropical jungle. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi
x. 214 Our course passed though a dense thorn jungle.
2. transf. xn&fig. A wild, tangled mass.

1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. hi. (1872) 74 What a
world-wide jungle of redtape, 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp.
xlvii. (1856) 433 We could see the perfect jungle of sea-weed
that was growing under us. 1879 Academy 10 May 412/2
In that tangled jungle of disconnected precedents [Digest
of Justinian]. 1897 MARY KiNGSLEYfF. Africa xxi. 403 Out
ofthe luxuriantjungle ofinformation that followed 1 gathered
that no man's soul dallies below long.

b. The Jungle (Stock Exch. slang} : the West
African share market: cf. jungle-market in 3b.
Mod. Newspr. Signs of renewed activity in the jungle.

S. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as jungle-
bush, -fire, -folk, -grass, -growth, -land, -life, -peo-

ple, -side, -tale, -tribe
; instrumental, asjungle-clad,

-covered, -worn, adjs. ; locative, a.sjungle-travelling,

-trudging, -walking.
1884 Sunday at Home June 398/2 We crept under the

shade of a thick crop of *jungle-bush. 1900 Daily Kews
30 July 6/3 Mr. H. C. P. Bell has done much in excavating
the 'jungle-clad remains of Anuradbapura. 1886 Pall Mall
G. 14 Dec. 13/2 Mungle-oavered wastes of abandoned corn-
fields. 1889 R. S. S. BAT)EN-PowELL Pigsticking 37 The
destruction of his home by *jungle-fire or flood. 1810
SOUTHEY Kehama xm.

yii,
The tall "jungle-grass fit roofing

gave Beneath that genial sky. 1897 MARY KINGSI.EV IV.

Africa 573 We clamber up into the long jungle-grass region.

1894 Athenyum 5 May 572/1 The *jungle-growth of seven-
teenth and eighteenth century dreaming has been . . cleared

away. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 14 To.,
foster the sport by the grant of waste "jungle lands to serve
as preserves. 1894 R. KIPLING znd Jungle Book (1895) 14-

He made the First of the Tigers . . the judge of the Jungle,
to whom the *Jungle People should bring their disputes.

1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 322 Nags un-

worthy to contest the glories of either the turf or the
'

"jungle-side '. 1866 C. BROOKE Sarawak 1.30, I did not
admire Bornean *junglet.rudging. 1889 R. KIPLING Fr. Sea
to Sea (1900) 1 . 229 Old friends, now *jungle-worn men of war.

b. Special comb. : esp. in specific names of

animals inhabiting the jungles of India, as jungle-

hog, jungle-peacock ; jungle-bear, the Sloth-bear

of India, Prochilus labiatus ; jungle-cat, the

Marsh-lynx, Felts ckaus ; jungle-cock, the male

jungle-fowl ; jungle-fever, a form of remittent

fever caused by the miasma of a jungle ; the hill-

fever of India ; jungle-fowl, (a) an East Indian

bird of the genus Callus, esp. G. ferrugineus (G.

bankiva) ; (b} a mound-bird of Australia, as Mega-
podins timulus; jungle -hen, the female jungle-
fowl (b) ; jungle-market (Stock Exchange}, the

market in shares of West African Companies;
jungle-nail, an East Indian tree, Acacia tomen-

tosa (Treas. Bot. 1866); jungle-ox, the gayal,
Bibos sylhetanus ; jungle poultry, jungle-fowls ;

jungle-rice, the millet-rice, Panicum colonum ;

jungle-sheep, an Indian ruminant, Keinas hypo-
crinus ; jungle-wood (see quot.).
1895 I. PKTKIE in Life ix. (1900) 199 A huge "jungle-cat,

who had discovered the milk-jug. 1803 SYD. SMITH Ceybn
Wks. 1867 I. 43 A low and malignant fever, known to

Europeans by the name of the *jungle-fever. 1894 FENN In

Alpine Valley I. 24 I'm burnt up with the cursed old junglu
fever. 1824-5 HEBER Narr. journey (1828) I. xviii. 508
A small flock or covey of 'jungle fowl crowing and cack-

ling. My companions were not able to tell me whether the

jungle poultry had ever been tamed. 1871 MATEER Travan-
core 2 The jungle fowl, a small bird with brilliant plumage, is

perhaps the original of the common domestic fowl. 1893
NEWTON Diet. Birds 289 Of the genus Callus . . four well-

marked species are known. The tirst of these is the Red



JUNGLED.
Jungle-Fowl of the greater part of India, G. ferrugineus . .

which is almost undoubtedly the parent stock of all the
domestic races. 1890 LUMHOLTZ Cannibals 97 The "jungle-
hens (mound builders).. The bird is of a brownish hue, with

yellow legs and immensely large feet ; hence its name
Megapodius. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)
292 Deer of the largest kind, bisons, bears, "jungle hog. 1900
Westm. Gaz. 12 Oct. 9/1 The new *JungIe Market, or Assis

Market, as it has been called because of the number of com-
panics whose names bear the affix assis. Hid. 16 Oct. 9/1
With all its prospectusless companies the Jungle Market is

a regular Monte Carlo.
1835; Lelt.fr. Madras xiii. (1843)

118, I am taming some fine "jungle peacocks. 1886 A. H.
CHURCH Food Grains Ind. 50 This millet [Shama] some-
times called

' Wild Rice '

or
'

"Jungle Rice ', is a poor food.
1880 C. R. MARKHAM Pernv. Bark 357 The karamarda
(Terminalia coriacea), called *

"jungle-wood ', with bark

very rough and cracked in squares, like a tortoise's back.

Jungled (djo-qg'ld), a. [f. JUNGLE + -ED 2.]

Covered with jungle or wild undergrowth.
1841 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1868) 96 Primeval forests.,

where the jungled ground was never trodden by a human
foot. 18. . ELIZA COOK Song- Red Indian

yii,
The jungled

hunting-ground. Old Man's Marvel xii, The snake in

the jungled brake. 1878 N. Amcr. Xev.CXXVI. 85 The
savages were posted on a thickly-jungled island in the lake.

Ju-nglery. nonce-wd. [See -BY.] A complica-
tion like that of a jungle.
1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xv. v. IV. 68 Austrian wild

junglery.. rolls homeward simultaneously.

Jungly (dgs-rjgli), a. [f. JUNGLE +-Y 1.]

1. Of the nature of or characterized by jungle ;

abounding in jungle ; jungle-like.
1800 WELLINGTON Let. to Lt.-Col. Close 22 May in Gurw.

Desp. (1837) I. 119 The country is so jungly that they could
not act when they should arrive there. 1838 Chamb. Edin.

Jml. 3 Mar. 47/3 The spot on which the cow was lying was

exceedingly jungley. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. A/r. in

Jrnl. Geoff. Soc. XXIX. 109 A stream, .flowing under high
banks bearing a dense jungly bush in a bed of mire and

grass. 1866 Daily Tel. 22 Feb. 5/5 An undulating expanse
of stony, jungly, incult desert a mere blasted heath.

2. Inhabiting a jungle.
1880 Sat. Rev. 28 Feb. 285/3 The spirit of the jungly tribes

was anything but divine.

Jtrnian, a. rare. [f. the proper name Junius
+ -AN.] Of or pertaining to the 'Letters of

Junius', a series of letters which appeared in the

Public Advertiser, 1768-1772, the authorship of

which is one of the problems of history.
1888 W. F. RAE in Athenaeum n Aug. 192/3 The pecu-

liarity of the Junian handwriting is its dissimilarity to that

of Francis.

Junior (djw-nisj), a. (sl>.) [a. L. junior (for

juvenior), compar. oljuvtnts young.]
1. The younger : used after a person's name (f or

title) to denote the younger of two bearing the

same name in a family, esp. a son of the same

name as his father ;
also (after a simple surname)

the younger of two boys of the same surname in a

school. Abbreviatedjun.,junr., orjr.

[1409 Durham Ace. Roll in Eng. Hist. Rev. XIV. 528

Per manus Johannis Falderle Junioris.) 1623 in COCKERAM.

1691 Land. Gaz. No. 2669/4 Lost, a Note of Mr. Tho.

Symonds junior's Hand for Mr. Tho. Symonds senior, . . for

5o/. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. Table 19 King of

Bantam, Junior, espouses the Dutch Interest. 1708 Lon<1.

Gaz. No. 4475/4 Tho. Crabb, Sen. and Tho. Crabb, Jun. of

Malborrow . . Wooll-men. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, v,

Snawley junior, if you don't leave off . . shaking with the

cold, I'll warm you with a severe thrashing. 1851 Illnslr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 259 The whole .. are from the designs of

James Rock, jun.

2. Of less standing or more recent appointment ;

of lower position, in a class, rank, profession, etc.

In American colleges and schools, Belonging to the third

year of the course, next below the senior or last year, or to

the first or second year of a three-year course, or the first of

a two-year course.

1766 in B. Peirce Hist. Harvard (1833) 246 That the

Senior Sophisters shall attend the Tutor A on Mondays. . .

That the Junior Sophisters shall attend B on Mondays.
\l\oNavalChron. XXIV. 41 His Majesty's ship Pompee
(junior flag-ship). 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 309

The lord treasurer . . had eight thousand a year, and . . the

junior lords had sixteen hundred a year each. 1870 Miss

BKIDGMAN R. Lynne I. ii. 12 From junior clerk, he worked

his way up. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. * Merch. I. u. 56 The
chief of the firm went on what is called the '

junior partner

principle. His clerks became in time his partners.

f 3. Belonging to youth or earlier life ; youthful,

juvenile. Obs.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. I. Trophies 485 So shall

his owne Ambitious Courage bring For Crown a Coffin to

our lunior King. 1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. n. 8

Our first studies and junior endeavours may style us Pen-

pateticks, Stoicks, or Academicks. 1706 Wooden World

Dissected (1708) 37 One that in his Junior Days was brought

up in the Fear of the Lord.

4. Of later rise or appearance in history, of later

date ;
more modern. Now rarely said of persons.

1631 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. n. ii, [Hellebor] is

still oppugned . . by Crato and some junior physitians. 1678

CUDWORTH Iniell. Syst. Pref. 34 There is yet a Fourth

Atheistick Form taken notice of. .though perhaps Junior to

the rest, it seeming to be but the Corruption and Degenera-

tion of Stoicism. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 85 Archestratus the

Syracusian was junior to Plato. Mod. The Cretan civiliza-

tion was apparently junior to that of the Nile valley.

B. sb. (the adj. used absol.) A person who is

younger than another, or of more recent entrance

or lower standing in a class, profession, etc. : see A.

631

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 206 Of bysshops,
doctours of the lawe & lerned men, of senyours and
iunyours, of iewes and gentyles. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. I. i. 37. 45 Our Continual Creation of new Souls, by
means whereof they become Juniours both to the matter of
the World and of their own Bodies, 1722 Loud. Gaz. No.
6102/4 The Juniors went first. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian

xx, He was pointed out by the fathers of the convent to the

juniors as a great example. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. \. ii. 34
At least in some, the juniors of the number. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Comrnvj. III. vi. cii. 453 In an American college the
students are classed by years, those of the first year being
called freshmen, of the second year sophomores, of the third

year juniors.

b. Preceded by possessive ; cf. better, elder, in-

ferior, superior.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xiv. 7 Doctours in any

vniuersitie . . Not one of them but he thynketh hymself to

haue had a great iniurie doen vnto hym yf he go on the

left hand of an other that semeth to be his iuniour or

inferiour. 1676 Prideaux Lett. (Camden) 55 Christ Church
is now altogether becom a stranger to you, we beeing al

almost your juniors. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 413 Persons of

Age and Authority spoke kindly to their Juniors. 1797
JKFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 155, I am his junior in life,

I was his junior in Congress, his junior in the diplomatic
line, and lately his junior in our civil government. 1818

BYRON Mazeppa iv, His wife was not of his opinion ; His

junior she by thirty years. 1837 DICKENS Pickm. xxxiv,
Mr. Serjeant Buzfuz . .leads on the other side. That gentle-
man behind him is Mr. Skimpin, his junior.

c. Comb., as junior-right, Borough-English.
1882 C. ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. viii. 183 Junior-right

..

has flourished not only in England . . but also in some remote
and disconnected regions. Ibid, [see JUNIORITY b].

Juniorate(d37-niore't). R.C.Ch. [See JUNIOR
and -ATE!. Cf. med.L.juniordiits benefice or re-

venues given to junior clerics.] In the Society of

Jesus, a two-years' course of instruction attended

by junior members preparatory to entering the

priesthood ;
a seminary for those taking this course.

1845 G. OlSvER Coll. Biog. Soc. Jesus 70 He was in the

Juniorate, i.e. a candidate for the Ecclesiastical State. 1882

H. FOLEY Rec. Kng. Prov. Soc. Jesus VII. 71 He became

Superior of the Seminary or Juniorate adjoining Stonyhurst

College. 1891 Tablet 19 Sept. 467 A Juniorate for pupil
teachers was established.

Juniority (daSniip-rfti). [f. JUNIOR + -ITY.]

The state or condition of being junior (in age, ap-

pointment, or rank); youthfulness; lower position ;

later standing.
1597 A. M. tr. Gmllemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 54/2 lunioritye

or youth, and good temperature are profitable vnto the

resanation of woundes. 1612 HF.YWOOU Apol. Actors i. 30
It becomes my juniority rather to be pupil'd my selfe then

to instruct others. 1668 in yii Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm.
(1872) 327/1 All the Aldermen went into the Hall, and there

with them, according to my juniority I took my place uppon
the bench. 1846 GKOTE Greece i. xxi. II. 270 Presuming a

difference of authorship between the two poems, I feel less

convinced about the supposed juniority of the Odyssey.

b. A name proposed for Borough-English.
1882 C. ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. viii. 185 We have a

choice between '

ultimogeniture
'

. . or one must coin a new

phrase, like juniority or junior-right.

Ju'uiorsMp. [f. as prec. + -SHIP.] a. The
condition of a junior, juniority, b. R. C. Ch.

Juniorate, jnvenate.
1794 CHARLOTTE SMITH Wandgs. Warwick iii. 67 The

boys who had .. been the worst treated in their juniorships. .

were almost always the greatest tyrants in their turn.

1881 MARY C. HAY Missing \. 276 There would have been

some excuse for Drury to resent his juniorship.

Juniper (dj/rnipsj). Forms: a. 4-7 iuni-

pere, (4 iuny-, 5 -pre, -pur, iwnipre), J-0 iuny-

per, (5 -pyr), 6-7 iuniper, (6 -peer), 7- juniper.

j8. 5 ieneper(e, ienyper, 6 ieni-, ieno-, iyne-

per ; 5 gynypre, genopir, 5-7 geneper, (6 -par,

-pre), 6 genne-, giniper, 7 ginnuper. [ad. L.

jiiniper-us, repr. in Romanic by F. geniivre (OF.

-evre, -eivre, etc.), Prov. genibre, -ebre, Sp. enebro,

Pg. zimbro, It. ginepro. The /3-forms follow OF.
in substituting e or * for the u, but retain the p of

the Latin. OF. genevre was adopted in MDu. as

genever (Du. jenever} : see GENEVA!, JENIVEK.]
1. A genus of coniferous evergreen shrubs and

trees, of which about thirty species are found in dif-

ferent parts of the northern hemisphere ; specific-

ally and originally, the common European species

Juniperus communis, a hardy spreading shrub or

low tree, having awl-shaped prickly leaves and

bluish-black or purple berries, with a pungent taste,

yielding a volatile oil (oil ofjuniper) used in me-

dicine as a stimulant and diuretic, also in the manu-

facture of gin. The common N. American species

is /. virginiana.
The wood is occasionally used in joinery ; the seeds and

wood were formerly burnt as purifiers of the air. The coal

of juniper wood was fabled to have a wonderful power of

remaining glowing.
a 1400 t'istel ofSusan 71 (Vernon MS.) pe lunipere lentel,

lonyng be-twene. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 289 That

Tre hathe many Leues as the Gynypre hathe. c 1420 Pallad.

oti Husb. i. 397 (E. E. T. S.) Bordis of cipresse Playn and

direct, vpsette hem in their kynde A foote atwyn, and hem
to gedir dresse Wit iunipur [v.r. ienyper], box, ohue, or

cupresse, So worchyng up thy wowis by and by. 1523 LD.

BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxix. 734 A great large dyke full ol

busshes of genepar, and other small busshes. c 1550 LLOYD

JTTNK.

Treas. Health (1585) S v, Give vnto the pacient . . a litle

oyle of lenoper. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. Ixxxii. 763 Iuniper
or the beries thereof burned driueth away . . all infection

and corruption of the ayre. 1582 Nottingham Rec. IV. 199
Paid for

iyne_per
to swetten the Hall j

d
. 1594 SPENSER

Aworetti xxvi, Sweet is the lunipere, but sharpe his bough.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 301 Anoint all his breast

over with the Oyl of Ginnuper and Pepper mixt together.
a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 58 The coals of Juniper raked

up will keep a glowing Fire for the space of a year. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxix. 459 Common Juniper nas
three spreading, pointed leaves, coming out together, that

are longer than the berry. 1823 BYRON Juan x. Ixiii, Hol-
land . . That water-land of Dutchmen and of ditches Where
juniper expresses its best juice. 1857 WHITTIER Last Walk
Autumn ii, On a ground of sombre fir And azure-studded

juniper. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True Vine vii. (1872) 285.

b. Loosely applied to coniferous trees of other

genera, as the American Larch or Hackmatack

(Larix Americana), and the White Cedar (ChaniK-

cyparis sphseroidea) of the Southern U.S.

1748 H. ELLIS Hudson's Bay 138 They are commonly ol

Fir, or Larch, which the English there call Juniper. 1866

Treas. Bot. 64-2/1 Juniper,, .also applied in Nova Scotia to

the Hackmatack, Tamarack.

c. In the translations of the Bible, used, after the

Vulgate, to render Heb. Dm rethem or rothem,
a white-flowered species of Retama, R. J\setam,
a shrub with rush-like branches, which are leafless

or bear a few nnifoliate leaves.

1388 WYCLIF Job xxx. 4 The roote of iunyperis [1382 iuny-

pere trees] was. her mete. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) ls. cxx. 4
It is as the sharpe arrowes of a mightie man, and as the

coales of Iuniper. 1608 HIERON Was. I. 711 These mine

aduersaries, whose tongues are as the coales of iuniper.

1671 MILTON/*. A', n. 272 He saw the Prophet also, how
he fled Into the Desert, and how there he slept Under a

juniper.
2. slang. Gjn (cf. juniper-brandy below).
1857 J. E. RITCHIE Nt.^

Side Lond. rgs The pots of heavy
and the quarterns of juniper are freely quaffed.

t 8. A name for the Fieldfare. Obs.

[1562 TURNER Herbal'n. 25 People eate the feldefares vn-

drawen .. because they are full of the berries of Iuniper.]
1598 FLORIO, Collitrione, a bird called a Fieldfare or lumper.
4. attrib. and Comb., as juniper-berry, -leaf,

-root, -shrub, -top, -tree, -wood; f juniper-beads,

(?) beads of juniper wood ; juniper-brandy, a

name- for gin; f juniper lecture (obs. collocj.'),

a severe pungent
' lecture

'

or reprimand ; so t juni-

per letter; juniper-oil = oil ofjuniper (see i);

juniper pug, a species of pug-moth (Eupithccia

sobrinota), the larva of which feeds only on juni-

per; juniper-resin =gum juniper: see GUM s/>.2

3 a (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887) ; juniper-water, a cor-

dial drink made from or flavoured with juniper;

juniper-worm, the larva of a N. American geo-
metrid moth (Drepanodes varus), which feeds upon

juniper-leaves.
1486 Plumpton Corr. 51 The first gift that my lady of

Syon gave to me was a par of *Jeneper beads pardonet.

1706 HEARNE Collect. 10 June (O.H.S.) I, The Quaker read

him a "Juniper \inispr. Jumper] Lecture ag'. Lewdness.

'744-5 ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. VII. n. 142 (D.) When
women chide their husbands for a long while together, it is

commonly said, they give them a juniper lecture; which, I am

informed, is a comparison taken from the long lasting of the

live coals of that wood. 1653 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. v. 29

Bishop Grouthead, offended thereat, wrote Pope Innocent

the fourth such a *
Juniper Letter taxing him with extortion.

1382 WYCLIF Job xxx. 4 The roote of "iunypere trees was the

mete of hem. 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. x. iv, Okes, Planes,

II. 24 A little Bottle of *Juniper Water, which is the com-

mon Cordial in that Country.

Hence f Jirniperate v. trans., to impregnate or

flavour with juniper ; Ju'nipery a., abounding in

junipers.
1605 TIMME Quersit. in. 181 Drinke. .a little wine juniper-

ated. 1882 Three in Norway viii. 61 The rockiest, brookiest,

juniperiest country in the world.

i Juiiiperine. Obs. rare. In 5 -yn. [ad. L.

type *juniperin-us of or pertaining to juniper:

see -INE 1
.]

A juniper-tree.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode ii. xc. 108 This ax which men

clepen annoye of lyf . .with whiche j dullede sum time Helye
vnder the juniperyn.

Juniperite (dgw-nipsreit). [ad. mod.L.Juni-

perites,!. juniper-us : see-rrEl aa.]
A fossil plant

allied to the juniper. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Junk (d,z,2>rjk),
j*.i Forms : 5 ion(o)ke, 5-7

iunke, 7 junke, jonk, junok, 7- junk. [a.

OV.jonc,jounc, June =
Sp., Pg.juncff, It. giunco

,L.juncus rush.]

f 1. A rush. Obs.

<:i4oo MAUNDEV. (1839) ii. r3 ?if .. Men seyn that this

Croune is of thornes, ;ee schulle understonde that it was

of Jonkes [Roxb. iunkes] of the See, that is to sey, Rushes

of the See, that prykken als scharpely as Thornes. 1491

CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1405) 33 a/2 His bedde was

of lonckes, and his vestyment of hayre. Ibid. 43 Made

fyscellis woven wyth rede and lonkes. [1526 Pilgr. Pert.

(W. de W. 1531) 302 b, Tough sharpe thornes, called the

iunkes of y" see.]

2. Surg. A form of splint, originally stuffed with

rushes or bents (cf. quots.).
1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 150, I appoint him



JUNK.

iuncks, as some Urme them, namely bents fowled up in

canvas! 1634 T. JOHNSON Parry's Chirvrg. 559 Junkes

are made of stickes the bignesse of a man s finger, wrapped

atom with rushes, and flien with Imnen cloth. 1650 tr.

'issm's Di! Ckildr., Rickets (1742) 226 Bandages, Jonks,

and clasped Boots every Body knows to be very useful in

?he Rickets. 1887 Syd. Soc. Lex., Junk, . . in Surgery, a

hfn cushion stuffed with horse-hair and strengthened or not

by strips of wood or cane, used to support a broken or

sprained limb... The original junk, which is still employed,

consisted of reeds or stiff straw quilted between two pieces

of stout calico.

Junk (daonk), st>."- Forms : 5 lonke, ^ lunke,

junke, 8 junck, 8- junk. [Of obscure origin :

though identical in form with prec., there is no

evidence of connexion.]

fl. Mutt. An old or inferior cable or rope;

usually oldJunk. Obs.

i8l Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1806) 49 Hausers grete and

small., iij, Jonkes .. iiij. IHrl. K Olde Jonkes .. nij

1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III, We only roade by an old

iunke. 1622 SIR R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (.847) 55

Peeces of a Junke or rope chopped very small. 1626 CAPT.

SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 Cables, hawsers or streame

cables when that way vnseruiceable, they serue for lunkes,

fendors and braded plackets for brests of defence. 1627

Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 Fenders are peeces of old Hawsers

called lunkes. 1769 NEWLAND in Phil. Trans. LXII. 86

You may make your ship fast with any old junk.

fb. A piece of old cable used in making
a fender, etc. Obs.

[1626-7: see i.] a 1641 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts

>t/'ifrru-'-e ,
iw *! '

,

~
J. , f rn.-

of Cables, laid out at the Bows, Stems, and Sides of Ships

. .to preserve them from Damage of great Flakes of Ice.

o. Old cable or rope material, cut up into short

lengths and used for making fenders, reef-points,

gaskets, oakum, etc.

1666 PEPYS Diary 14 July, Four or five tons of corke, to

send.. to the fleet ; being a new device to make barricados

with, instead of junke. 1704 New Hamfsh. Pray.
Paters

(1868) II. 440 Ordered, that Mr. Treasurer, provide . . Junk
for Waddin" Tar, Blacking &c. for the great Guns. 1748

Anson's Voy. n. ii. 133 We had not a sufficient quantity of

junk to make spun-yarn. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast n. 2

The steerage . . was filled with coils of rigging, spare sails,

old junk, and ship stores. 1882 5 Yrs. Penal Servit. i. 23

Every morning the quantum ofjunk was served out.

d. transf. Any discarded or waste material that

can be put to some use : cf. junk-dealer in j.

1884 H. FREDERIC in Pall Mall G. 6 Aug. n/i Many.,

[shops] devoted to the sale of rags, and the sweepings of a

city, bones, junk a collection of pestilence-breeding filth.

2. transf. A piece or lump of anything; a

CHUNK.
{Chunk may have originated under the joint influence of

chuck andjunk.]
17266. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy. 155. ' gave to each of

them a short Junk of Pipe. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane i.

Note 41 The stem is knotty, and, being cut into small junks
and planted, young sprouts shoot up from each knob. Ibid.

in. 127 The Cane.. Cut into junks a yard in length. 1833

M. SCOTT Tom Cringle \. 1859) 8 A large knot in his cheek

from ajunk of tobacco therein stowed. 1843 MRS. CARI.YLE

Lett. I. 270 [He] snatched up a large pound-cake, cut it

intojunks. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Haggard's Dau. xxiii.

243 The huge junk of single Gloucester.

8. transf. orig. Naut. The salt meat used as

food on long voyages, compared to pieces of rope ;

usually with epithet, as old, salt, tough junk.

176* SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves xiii, Your mistress Aurelia,

whom I value no more than old junk, pork-slush, or stinking

stock-fish. 1792 M. CUTLER in Life, Jrnls. f, Corr. 11888)

I. 486, I had infinitely rather sit down with you to a piece

of salt junk at one o'clock than be tormented with the

parade .. of Philadelphia entertainments. 1862 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. x. v. (18711 III. 263 Steadfastly eating tough

junk with a wetting of rum.

4. Whale-fishery. The lump or mass of thick

oily cellular tissue beneath the case and nostrils

of a sperm-whale, containing spermaceti.
1850 SCORESBY Cheever's tVkalem. Adv. x. (1859! 135

What whalers call the junk, or mighty mass of blubber, was

separated from the case. 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 97/2
The dense mass of cellular tissue, called junk.

5. attrib. and Comb., as junk-ma', etc. ; junk-
dealer, U.S., a marine-stori; dealer ; junk-hook,
a hook used in handling the junk of a whale ;

junk-ring, (a) a metal ring confining the hemp
packing

of a piston ; (/>) a steam-tight metal pack-

ing round a piston ; junk-shop, a marine store,

the shop of a junk-dealer ; junk-strap, a chain for

hoisting the junk of a whale to the deck of a ves-

sel ; junk-vat, in tanning, a large vat for holding
weakened vat-liquor ; junk-wad, a wad for a gun
made of junk or oakum bound with spun-yarn.
Also JUNKMAN 2.
1882 SALA Amer. Kern's, v. (1885) 70 The marine store or

'

"lunk^ dealer, as he is styled in New-York. 1892 Pall
Mall G. 23 May 7/1 These '

exchanges
'

are bought by the

pound from an old junk-dealer [in New York]. 1851 Illustr.

the boss of the piston to the sides. 1887 D. A. Low Machin,
Draw. (1894) 61 The piston rod and nut are of wrought iron,

so also are the junk ring bolts. 1800 COLQUHOUN Ccmtm
Thames H. 50 Receivers . . who kept Old Iron and "Junk
Shops in places adjacent to the River. 1883 Milliouairt

V. xv
close

632

ii Jeremiah Flint, who keeps the junk-shop down there '

, to the London Docks. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
\

funk-wad. 1879 Man. Artillery Excrc. 323 When junk I

or grummet wads are used they are supplied by 5.

Junk (d3nk), **'' Forms : (.6 giunco, iunco),

7 junke, jimok(e, jounok, junc.yonk, 7-gjonk,
8 jonoke, 7- junk. [A word of Oriental origin, ;

now adapted in most European langs. : Pg. junto

(in i6th c.jungo, Barbosa), Sp. junto, It. giunco ,

(i6th c. giunca, Pigafetta), F. joncque, Du. jonk.
\

App. ad. Javanese djong (occurring in compositions
of i jth c. or earlier), 'ship, large vessel,' Malay

adjong. The earlier Eng. forms are from other

European langs.
Some have sought the origin of the word in the Chinese

ch'wan '

ship or sailing vessel
'

;
but the Portuguese and

Dutch were established in Java and the Malay Archipelago
aefore they visited China, and found the Javanese and

Malay word (which has no connexion with the Chinese)

applied to all large native vessels as well as to the Chinese

ships which visited those shores.]

A name for the common type of native sailing

vessel in the Chinese seas. It is flat-bottomed,

ms a square prow, prominent stem, full stern, the

rudder suspended, and carries lug-sails.
The name is now applied to Chinese, Japanese, Loochoo,

Siamese, and other vessels of this type ; early writers applied

t still more widely to Malay, Javan, and even South Indian

native vessels.

[1555 EDEN Decades 215 [from It. of Pigafetta] From the

whiche Ilandes [Moluccas] they are brought [to India] in

shyps or barkes made withowt any iren tooles. .. These

>arkes they caule Giunche. 1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's

Hist. China. I. lit. xxi. 115 Such ships as they haue to

saile long voiages be called Iuncos.\ 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage, Descr. India (1864) 54 The viceroy having two

ships sent him for supply, two lunkes, eight or ten boates.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 184 We espied a Malabar

[uncke of seventie Tunnes, bound for Acheen in Sumatra.

1697 DAM PIER Voy. (1729) I. 396 The Chinese, .have always
hideous Idols on board their Jonks or Ships. 1710 DE FOE

Capt. Singleton xiv. (1840) 237 A DutchJunk,
or vessel,

going to Amboyna. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 332 The
Chinese junks and boats. .were most of them sunk. 1813

f. BURNEY Ditcm. A'. Sea in. x. 255 The unwieldiness of

he Chinese jonks. 1853 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks. (.&&$
'.. 442 All manner of odd-looking craft, but none so odd as

he Chinese junk.
attrib. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 27 A Junck-man of

iVarre full of desperate Malabar:. 1880 Miss BIRD Japan
II. 320 The total junk navy is 468,750 tons.

Junk, s6* A local name for a JOINT in the

Dedding of slate or other rock.

1662 RAY Itin. in. in Lankester Mem. Ray (1846) 185 At

Denbyboul, about two miles from Tintagel. is the best

quarry of slate in the country. ..It is divided .. both long-

ways and broadways, by cracks or rifts, which they call junks.

Junk vd^oqk), v. [f. JUNK se.*] trans, a. To
cut offm a lump ; b. To cut or divide into junks

or chunks. Hence Junked (djzinkt) ///. a.,

chopped in pieces.

1803 Ann. Reg. 802 Six feet junked off the smaller part of

the root .will yield several gallons of water. 1833 M. SCOTT

Tarn Cringle a. (18591 42 T produce a two-inch rope and

junk it into three lengths .. was the work of an instant.

1847 R. HILL in Gosse Birds Jamaica 392 They trod and

stirred the mashed biscuits and junked fish, with which we
fed them.

Junk-bottle. C7.S. A thick strong bottle

made of green or black glass,
' the ordinary black

glass porter bottle' (Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1860).

1805 Naval Chron. XIV. 65 The following article was

found in a junk-bottle. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. VH. vii.

(1820' 490 Stopping to take a luy dinner, and bracing to his

side his junk-bottle, well charged with heart-inspiring Hol-

lands. 1881 E. H. ELWELL in Collect. Maine Hist. Sac. IX.

217 Sawyer drank the last drop of rum from his junk bottle.

II Junker fyu-nkar). [G., from earlier junkher,

-herr(f, f. MHO. June (G. jung} YOUNG + herre :

see HER sl>., and cf. YOUNKER.]
A young German noble ;

as a term of reproach,

a narrow-minded, overbearing (younger) member

of the aristocracy of Prussia, etc. ; spec, a member

of the reactionary party of the aristocracy whose

aim it is to maintain the exclusive social and poli-

tical privileges of their class. Also attrib.

1554 Adman. Cert. Treive Pastor I, Prophet Pref. Avb,
Andherewith let my lunker papistes which now are in their

ruffand tryumph . .take their aduertisement. 1845 S. AUSTIN

Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 499 Luther said, the papist Junkers

were in this respect more Lutheran than the Lutherans

themselves. 1865 Spectator n Feb. 151 There is in Count

Orloffs speech a trace of
'

junker
'

feeling. 1891 BlacKw.

Mag. Oct. 462 Bismarck is by instinct a Junker.

Hence Jivnkerdom, the body or world ofjunkers;

the condition or character of a junker ; Ju-nkerisfc

a., characteristic of the junker party; Ju-nkerlsm,

the policy or spirit of the junkers.

1870 Daily Tel. 4 Oct. ,
1 1 may be that some of the younger

German officers are somewhat imperious . . I myself have

had disagreeable experience ofjunkerdom more than once.

1800 Nev> Review Apr. 290 These were his [Bismarck s]

days of Junkerdom. 1878 SEELEY Stein II.
522

These views

of Mftnster were branded by Stein to myself as paltry and

Junkerish. 1866 Daily Tel. 18 Jan. 5/3 Many professors

and journalists, presumably most opposed to Junkensm.

Junkerite, variant of JUNCKEBITE.
t Ju-nkery. 06s. Forms: 5 iunkerye, 6

ioncrye, ionkry, iuiikerie. [Of obscure origin :

JUNKET.

agrees in sense with JUNKET sl>. 3 and 4, but
appears

much earlier.] a. A banquet or feast, b. A
dainty dish or sweetmeat.

1449 I'aston Lett. (1901) IV. 24 Pertrych and his felaw here

gret visage and kepe gret junkeryes and dyneres. a 1500
MEDWALI. Nature (Brandl) n. 210 There shall no gentylman
. . Be better serued . . For a banket or a ionkry, For a dyshe
two or thre. 1509 FISHER Fttn. Serrrt. C'tess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 294 Eschewynge bankettes, reresoupers, ioncryes

betwyxe meales. 1541 UDALL Erasm. Apopn. I. I 8j. 104

Marchepaines or wafers w' other like iunkerie.

Junket (dgzvrjket),.!*. Forms: a. 4-7 ionket,

(5 -ett, 6 -et(t)e), 6 ionckette, 6-7 iuncket, (6

-ete, 7 -ette), iunquet, iunket, 7-9 juncket,

junkett, 7- junket. /3. 6 ioncat, 6 iouncat,

6-7 iuncat, -cate, 7 iunkat, -kate, 7-8 junoate.

See also JUNCADE. [Of somewhat obscure history,

in respect both of forms and senses, but app. a.

ONF. *jonket, *jonquet. orjonquette, rush-basket, f.

jane rush, JUNK sli.l Norman patois has 'jonquctte

espece de creme faite avec du lait bouilli, additionni

de jaunes d'ceuf, de sucre et de caramel' (Moisy),
and the related forms jonchfe (

= med.L. juncata,
It. giuncata) vs&jonchiere,jonquierc (\*juncdria~)
are common in senses I and 2 of our word (see

l.ittri and Godef.).
The /3-forms in sense 2 may be directly from med.L.

juncata (cf. JUNCADE) ; but their late occurrence in sense 3

is notable. The history of sense 2 is not quite clear ;

and the relationship of 3 to 4 is complicated by the earlier

JUNKERY.]

1. A basket (orig. made of rushes) ; esp. a basket

in which fish are caught or carried. Now dial.

1382 WYCLIF Exod. ii. 3 Whanne he myjte hide hym no

lenger, he tok a ionket of resshen. .and putte the litil faunt

with ynne. Job 2nd Prol. (1850) II. 671 If forsothe a

iunket with resshe I shudde make. 1483 CatA. Angl. 198/1

A lonkett for fysche. 1563-73 COOPER 'IMsaunts, C audecae,

little coffers of wickers: iunkets wherein yeeles are taken.

1703 THORESBY Lei. to Kay (E. D. S.), Junket, a wicker

long wisket to catch fish. 1819 in HUNTER Hallatnsh. Class.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 366 Junkets .. hand Junkets.

1893 Korthnmbld. Gloss., Junket, a basket for catching fish.

2. A cream-cheese or other preparation of cream

(originally made in a rush-basket or served on a

rush-mat : see JUNCADE) ; now, a dish consisting

of curds sweetened and flavoured, served with a

layer of scalded cream on the top. (Popularly
associated with Devonshire, but answering to the
' curds and cream

'

of other districts.)

(-1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 93 Milke, crayme, and

cruddes, and eke the loncate, pey close a mannes stomak

. perfore ete hard chese aftir. 1513 Bk. Kernynge in

Kabtes Bk. 266 Be ware of cowe creme, &.. Iouncat, for

these wyll make your souerayne seke but he ete harde

chese. 1620 VENNER Via Recta v. 91 There are also cer-

taine Iunkets vsually made of milke . . as of the best of the

milke coagulated, there is made a kinde of Iuncket, called

in most places a Fresh-Cheese, a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais

in. xxxiii, No artificers are then [August] held in greater

Request than the Afforders of refrigerating Inventions,

Makers of Junkets [F. joncades\ 1825 HONE Ei'Cry-day
Bk. I. 561 Junket, made of raw milk and rennet.. sweetened

with sugar, and a little cream added [at Penzance). 1826

POLWHELE Trad, f, Recoil. II. 533 Cornwall produced

nothing good but junket and the 'Weekly Entertainer'.

1881 Cornli. Mag. Nov. 609 Junkets identical with those for

which Devonshire is famous, but made of ewe's instead of

cow's milk.

1 3. Any dainty sweetmeat, cake, or confection ;

a sweet dish; a delicacy; a kickshaw. Obs.

a i547-*4 BAULDWIN Mor. Philos. (Palfr.l 137 To behold

the furnished table. .with variety of the most dainty iunkets,

costly and delicate dishes. 1566 ADLINGTON Apnleius, Gold.

Ass x. xlv, Bread pasties, tartes, custardes and other deli-

cate ionckettes dipped in honie. 1629 PARKINSON Farad.,

cirollus' Rerum Mem. I. iv. x. 184 Junkets or Sweetmeats,

were pompously brought in with the Solemnity of a Flute.

p. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. 194 It agreeth

not with them that make profession of manlie fortitude, .to

take such iuncates. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 815 The

people . . do make of these Worms divers juncats, as we do

Tarts, Marchpanes, Wafers, and Cheese-cakes. 1638 Row-

IAND Mou/et's Theat. Ins 914 Juncates or honey-meats,
and wafers, they have divers names as the thing is made.

1764 HARMER Obseni. ill. iv. 134 A cake seems to be used

for all juncates or dainty meats.

4. A feast or banquet; a merrymaking accom-

panied with feasting ; also in mod. use (now only

U.S.), a pleasure expedition or outing at which

eating and drinking are prominent ;
a picnic-party.

ioo PALSGR. 235 lonkette, banquet. 1540 MORYSINK Vives

Introd. Wysd. Cjb, Spendynge his patrimonie vppon

ionkcttes [L. comessationes], mynstre es, and scoffers, a 1655

VINES Lord's Supp. (1677) 30 With these junkets and feasts

If,anderer III. 73, I come . . to ask the favor of your com-

ny to a little junket at our farm. 1848 THACKERAY Van.

lir xxviii. 1873 DIXON Tw> Queens I. iv. vnl. 229 Amidst

his bridal junkets, Charles was told [etc.].

5. Comb., as junket-basket (-picnic- basket;.

1825 HONE Kvery-day Bk. I. 439 Well-stored junket-

baskets.



JUNKET.
Hence Jtmketa cecras, Ju-nketous adjs., given

to junketing, nonce -vids.

.760 H. WALPOLE Corr. (,837) II. 16 You are as junket-

/
a^ U

r

SSTnad
,y Northumberland. ,830 LADY GRANVILLE

Lett. (1804.1 II. 66 bhe rather likes the thought, having amore junketous soul than me.

Junket (d3 rjket), v. Also 7 -oat.
[f-prec.sb.]

1. tntr. To hold a banquet or feast; to make
merry with good cheer; also (chiefly U.S.) to join
in a picnic ; to go on a pleasure excursion
ISSS [see JUNKETING vU.,t.l 1613 PURCHAS PilgrimageII. xiv. 192 If a female child be borne there is small solem-

mtie only.some yong wenches stand about the'cradle and
lift it vp with the child in it, and name it . . and after this
they mnket together. ,638 SIR T. HERBERT rJ."d 2)
350 A creature, .rather made to wonder at, than to juncketon. 1657 REEVE God's Plea 86 A sad thin- it is, that
when some are fasting, others should be juncating. 1715 tr
Panctrollus' Rerutn Af*' I " o- TI p:__...__':_.,

middle of the Room
. . .

about which the

Friday
to Chiswick. 1874 GREVILLE /. _

(1875) III. xxiv. 122 The Chancellor had intended to go
junketting on the Rhine.
2. trans. To entertain, feast, rare.
17415 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 64 The good woman ..was in such a hurry to junket her neighbours.
Ju-nketer. [f. prec. + -KB 1.] One who jun-

kets or feasts ; one who takes part in a junketing.
1825 SCOTT Fain. Lett. 20 Nov. (1894) II 381 I have been

asked to meet Lord Melville at several parties, which hasmade me more of a junketter than usual. \W&PallMallG
5 Aug., Steamboat companies, which.. are sadly prone to
carry excursionists and junketers about on Sundays 1871Miss BRADDON Sir. $ Pilgr. in. xii. 353 The junketers
dispersed more or less unwillingly to their several chambers.

Ju-nketing, vbl. sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING!.]The action of the verb JUNKET; feasting, banquet-

ing, merrymaking ; also (chiefly U. S.), a going on
a pleasure excursion, picnicking ; with a and //. :A feast, banquet, picnic, etc.

1555 W. WATRE.MAN Fardle Facions n. x. 235 Their
Spmtualtie vsed lunckettyng [L. potationibus] oftener
then the Laietie. 1577 HARRISON England n. vi (1877)
I. r 5 i In these iunkettings. 1667 SOUTH Serm. Ps. Ixxxvii.
2 1 he apostle would have no revelling, or junketting uponthe altar. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 466 T 3 In my Absence
our Maid has let in the spruce Servants in the Neighbour-hood to Junketings. 1731 Grntl. .Mag. I. 103 Depredations
by guttling and tippling, junketting, gossiping, gaming, etc.
are to be all item'd to the government. 1876 GREEN StrayStud. 47 To the priest, of course, Carnival is simply a fare-
well to worldly junketings. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile
xxi. 646 The fishing and fowling and feasting and junkettinz
that we saw.

b. attrib., asjunketing dish
, house, party, trip.

IS97. GERARDE Herbal n. Ixviii. 298 The seede . . is often
vsed in comfits, or serued at the table with other iunketting
dishes. 1620 VENNER Via Recta vii. 148 The same being
put into iunketting dishes . . giueth vnto them a delectable
. .taste. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Ilk. II. 158 Snug junket-
ting parties at which I have been present. 1803 Q- [CoucH]
Delect. Duchy 67 The morals of the junketing houses
underwent change.

t Ju'nketry. Obs.rare~ l

. In 6 iunquetry.
[f. JUNKET sb. + -HY, perh. a refashioning of JUN-
KERY.] A confection ; a sweetmeat; = JUNKET 3.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stiiffe 23 Galingale, which Chaucer

preheminentest encomionizeth aboue all iunquetries or con-
fectionaries whatsoeuer.

Jirnknian 1
. [f. JUNK^.S] A man belong-

ing to the crew of a junk.
1862 J. HENDERSON in Mem. iii. (1867) 103 (Shanghai) A

large number ofjunkmen come from all parts of the country.
1880 Mrss BIRD Japan I. 382 The many ghosts in which
junkmen believe.

Ju'Jiknian 2
. U. S. [f. JUNK sb.f} A dealer

in junk or marine stores.

1895 Outlook (N. Y.) 24 Aug. 304/2 What the Sheriff could
get for the goods sold in a lump for cash . . with possibly only
a junkman for a bidder.

Juno (d^K-nfl). [L. Juno (ace. Junoneni), in
Latin mythology the wife of Jupiter ; the goddess
of marriage and child-birth.]
1. A woman resembling the goddess Juno in

qualities ascribed to her; a woman of stately
beauty ; a jealous wife, etc.

1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. H. Magnificence 858
Here, many a luno, many a Pallas here .. Catch many
a gallant Lord. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. iii. n. i.

(1676* 371 It is an ordinary thing for women in such cases
to scratch the faces . . of such as they suspect ; as Henry
the seconds importune Juno did by Rosamond at Wood-
stock. 1641 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 41 No envious Juno sate

cross-leg'd over the nativity of any mans intellectual off-

spring. 1728 POPE Dune. n. 163 His be yon Juno of ma-
jestic size. 1859 READE Lave me little II. L 40 These
Junones, severe in youthful beauty.
2. Astron. Name of the third of the asteroids.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 537/1, 1804. Harding discovers the
planet Juno. 1868 LOCKYER Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)

214 The third planet discovered, Juno, which was supposed
to be a third fragment of the hypothetical planet.

3. In plant-names : Juno's Rose, the white Lily
(Lilium candidum^ Juno's tears. Vervain.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxxxv. 2. 581 Veruain is called
. . in English lunos teares. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersev),
Juno's Rose, the Lilly.
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4. Comb., asJuno-lite adj. and adv.
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AKS ' Cf- 'V,''- M Come - let

'

s go and lament as
I do In Anger, luno-like. 1896 MRS. CROKER Village Tales
101 Durah was tall, erect, and Juno-like.
Hence Junoesque (d^uao^'sk) a., resemblim?

Juno in stately beauty.
1888 F. HUME Mad. Midas i. iii, A tall voluptuous-lookinewoman of what is called a Junoesque type. 1894 Q. Kin.

Jan. 143 Her beauty was of that Junoesque type which
requires time . . to expand to its full flower.

JUUOnian (dgnou-nian), a. [f. L. Junoni-us+ -AN.] Of or pertaining to Juno.
1794 T. TAYLOR Pausanias v. xvi. (1824) II. 41 Sixteenwomen . . every fifth year weave a veil for Juno, and estab-

lish Junoman games. 1813 A. BRUCE Life Alex. Mom's
la. 70 Her Junoman or rather Sinonian arts.
Also f Juno-nical a. 06s.
1582 STANYHURST sEneis i. (Arb.) 39 Yeet do I stil feareme theese fayre lunomcal harbours. In straw thear lurcketh

soom pad.

Junour, Junquet, obs. ff. JOINEB, JUNKET.
Junr., abbreviation of JUNIOB.
t Junt 1. Obs. [app. ad. It. giunta., gionta

' a
coosening, cheating, or conycatching tricke

'

(Florio,
1598), whence giuntare to trick.] A trick, cheat.
1608 MIDDLETON Trick to catch the old one v. ii, H

Daintily abus'd, you've put a junt upon me ! L. Ha, ha,ha ! //.A common Strumpet.
Junt *

(dgrat). Sc. [Of obscure origin : cf.

JUNK sb.* i d, and Sc. dunt a piece or lump.] a.
A lump or large piece, esp. of meat or bread

; a
chunk

; also, a large quantity of a liquid, b. trails/.A squat, chunky person.

fresh . . in your pat. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovict. Encycl',

Junt, a large quantity of liquid of any kind . . Gowdie, the
cow, gives a junt of milk.
b. 1787 W. TAYLOR Sc. Poems 26 Brave Jess, the fodeel

junt, Did ha[u]d Dad's hands.

Junta (dszrnta). Also 8 junota. [a. Sp. (and
Pg.)Junta= It. giunta :L.jnncta, fem. pass. part.
oljungere to JOIN, in Romanic used as a sb. The
equivalent F. form is jointe JOINT ; mod.F. junte
junta, is from Sp.]
1. With reference to Spain or Italy : A delibera-

tive or administrative council or committee.
In mod. hist, the term is best known as the name of the

local councils established in different districts of Spain to
conduct the war against Napoleon in the summer of 1808

;

the Central Junta was formed in Sept. of the same year.
1623 J. MEADE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. III. 162 At length

the Junta of Divines [at Madrid] coming to agreement the
marriage was declared, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. in. x. (1650)
52 A particular Junta of some of the Counsell of State
and War, might be appointed to determin the business.
1754 A. DRUMMOND Trait, n. 61 The senate [at Venice]
consists of a hundred and twenty nobles, one half of whom
are ordinary, and the other distinguished by the appellation
of the junta. 1809 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 6/1 Details of
the weakness and tardiness of the Spanish Junta. 1887DOWDEN Life Shelley II. viii. 542 Here the troops were on
the side of the viceroy and his junta.
2. In general sense : = JUNTO I.

1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Ajf. Wks. 1755 II. i. 214 Ready for

any acts of violence, that a Junta composed of the greatest
enemies to the constitution shall think fit to enjoin them.
a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) I. 85 Some of the English
Juncta moved that pains should be taken to unite the two
parties. 1867 GOLDW. SMITH Three Eng, Statesmen (1882)
77 A_ junta of fanatics, who wanted to sweep away law,
learning, and civil society.

Junte, Juntee, obs. ff. JOINT sb., JAUNTY.
Junto (d3-nta). Also 7-8 juncto. [Erroneous

form of JUNTA, by assimilation to Sp. sbs. in o (cf.
-ADO 2). The (ormjnncto (after L.junctum) was
very common down to 1700.]
1. A body of men who have joined or combined

for a common purpose, especially of a -political
character; a self-elected committee or council; a

clique, faction, or cabal ; a club or coterie.

a. In politics or matters of public interest.
In English History the term has been chiefly applied to

the Cabinet Council of Charles 1, to the Independent and
Presbyterian factions of the same period, to the Rump Par-
liament under Cromwell, and to the combination of promi-
nent Whigs in the reigns of William III and Anne.
1641 LD. BROOKE Eng. Episc. (1642) 35 Are these men fit

. . to direct and advise . . in the Privie Juncto's ; to sit at
the Helme, to dictate Lawes. 1645 WITHER Vox Pacif.
HI. 102 This new Junto, doth so strong become By their

conferring Offices and Places. 1657 HAWKE Killing is M.
5 How unworthily, .doth this Impostor brand that pacifique
and prudent Parliament, .with the strange name of a Junto.
1680 LOVE in Reflect.

'

Curse-ye-Meroz
'

22 The Juncto [the
Rump] at Westminster have . . received more Money in one
year than all the Kings of England. 1708 PENN in Pa. Hist.
Soc. Mem. X. 289 You should form a small junto, and meet
for that and other publick ends, a 1704 NORTH Exam. u.
v. 32 (1740) 333 These subdivided Offices or Branches of
Power, may be committed to single Persons or Junctos as
Laws have provided. 1783 COWPER Lett. 27 Dec., Wks.
(1876) isr The patriotic junto whose efforts have staved off
the expected dissolution. 1888 BRYCE Atner. Commw. I.

xxv. 374 There was believed to be often a secret Junto which
really controlled the ministry.

t b. In ecclesiastical affairs. Obs.

1641 H. P. Quest. Div. Right Episc. 10 If London . .

should arbitrate by a Junto of all her Divines. 1677 W.
HUBHES Man ofSin u. v. 87 The Trent Juncta hath voted

JUPITER.
for them. fig. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1744) VII. iv. 70 Onediocesan bishop, wi|l better defend this enclosed garden of
the church, than a juncto of five hundred shrubs, than all
the quicksets of Geneva.

C. In general sense.

r
6
??

'
J
;,P

ECKE l'"rnassi Puerp. i7 j And did the Junctoof the Gods agree, To make you Sol? 1673 [R. LEIGH]
Iransp. Reh. 36 None were so loud, as a Junto of Wits
1713 ADDISON Guard. No. 140 F 4 As. .lately settled in a
junto of the sex. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 47 At the
corners are assembled juntos of village idlers and wise men.

JUNTA i. Obs.

, ". '
r ;- r -- *" "- iivui\..->o, trulk.ll nicy (

the junto of the holy office.

t5. Comb., as junto-lord, one of the Whig com-
bination in Anne's reign ; junto-man, a member
of a junto.
1647 SPRIGGE Anglia Rediv. iv. vii. (1854) 363 Lords

knights, and parliament men (otherwise juncto men). 1648C. WALKER Hist. Independ. i. 21 The Junto-men .. the
btate-Mountebanks. 1713 SWIFT Hist. Last Sess. Wks.
1758 IX. 28 Ihe Juncto Lords as they were then called.
Hence Junto'cracy nonce-wd. [see -CKACT],

government by a junto.
1774 BURGH Pol. Disquis. in Examiner (1831) 140/2 The

British government is really a juntocracy, . . or government
by a minister and his crew.

Junyper(e, -pyr, obs. forms of JUNIPER.
t Jup. Obs. rare. Also Juppe, [a. f.juppe,

obs. var. of jupe : see JUPE and JUMP sb*] A
woman's jacket or bodice. Cf. JUPE a.

illy laid up. 1671 ~TON Spec. Juventut. v. v. 265 We had the confidence to take
off her Juppe, which we have brought.

Jupard, -y(e, jupart, -ye, obs. ff. JEOPARD,
JKOPARDY.

Jupe (d<5p, Fr. 3p). Now only Sc. and north,
dial. (exc. as Fr.). Forms : 3 iuype, 4 ioupe, 5
iowpe, 7 juipe, joope, 9 joup, juip, jupe. [a.

I'.jupe, in OK. also jube, gipe (see GlPE) = Prov.

jttpa, Sp. and Pg. (with Arabic article) aljuba;
also Of. Juppe (see JUP), jubbe (see JUB), g:ppe =
\i.giuppa,giubba,a.. \ra.b.jubbah,jibbah}uuK\K.
Derivative forms are GIPEL, GIPON, GIPPO, and
JLTON. For the treatment of the vowel in ME.,
cf. the forms of duke, flute, and Juice.']
1 1. A loose jacket, kirtle, or tunic worn by men.

Obs. (In later use chiefly Sc.)
ciiofl 5. Eng. Leg. I. 455/2^ pe bischop code into (*

vestiane : is cope he gan of strepe, he nadde under is vesti-
menz to habbe on bote is Iuype. c 1300 Havelok 1767 Also
he seten, and sholde soupe, So comes a ladde in a ioupe.

Poetry Gloss., Jupe, a wide or
g^reat coat. 1823 CAKLVLE

Let. in Froude Life (1882) I. xii. 203, I put on my gray
duffle sitting jupe. 1837

~ Fr. Rev. I. n. ii, Frightful men
..clad in jupes of coarse woollen, with., girdles of leather.

2. Sc. A woman's jacket, kirtle, or bodice. Also

//. a kind of bodice or stays.
a 1810 in Cromek Rent. Nitlisdale Song 64, I pat on
my jupes sae green, An' kilted my coaties rarely. 1822
GALT Steam-Boat xvii. 356 The branch of a bramble bush
caught her by the jupe. 1858 RAMSAY Kmtiu. Ser. i. (1860)
261 A bedgown, or loose female upper garment, is still in

many parts of Scotland termed a jupe. 1859 R. F. BUR-I ON
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 138 The married
women usually wear a jupe, in shape, behind, recalling the
old swallow-tailed coat of Europe.

II 3. [mod. borrowing from Fr.] A woman's skirt.

i8s R. P. WAKD Tremaine III. iii. 18 This little French
girl, .was dressed so piquantely in a jacket and short jupe.
1851 Harper's Mag. II. 288/1 The Morning Costume is a

jupe of blue silk. 1883 BURTON & CAMERON Gold Coast I.

lii. 57 Votaries prostrating themselves before a dark dwarf
'

Lady' with jewelled head and spangled jupe. 1886 Pall
Mali G. 10 July 10/2 The Princess of Wales wore a corsage
of white ana silver brocade over a jupe ofpoult de safe.

Juperd, -dy, jupert, -tie, obs. ff. JEOPARD,
JEOPARDY.

Jupiter (dg-pitaj). Also 3-4 lubiter, 4
luppiter, 6 lupyter. \s..\^.Jfipiter,Juppiter,i.

Jov-is JOVE +pater father.]
1. The supreme deity of the ancient Romans,

corresponding to the Greek Zeus
; the ruler of

gods and men, and the god of the heavens, whose

weapon was the thunderbolt. Also in exclama-
tions (cf. JOVE), but chiefly in literary use.

c 1x05 LAV. 13905 We habbeS godes gode..)?e feoroe heah

lupiter [c 1275 hatte lubiter] of alle ^inge he is whar. 1340-

70 Alex. ^ Dind. 656 Minerua .. was engendred wi(j gin of

mbiterus hede. 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 183 (232) By J>e

goddesse Mynerue And luppiter bat maketh be Bonder
rynge. .ye be the womman. .lhat I best loue. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. II. iv. I O lupiter, how weary are my spirits? 1611

Cymb. ii. iv. i2r, 122 By lupiter, I had it from her Arme.
Post. Hearke you, he sweares ; by lupiter he sweares. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 499 [Adam] Smil'd with superior Love, as

Jupiter On Juno smiles. 1781 COWPEH Conversat. 822 Gods
and goddesses discarded long . . Are bringing into vogue
their heathen train, And Jupiter bids fair to rule again.

1819 SHELLEY Cyclops 564 By Jupiter ! you said that I am
fair.

trans/. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epiit. 232 For, I [a physi-
145



JUFITEB'S BEABD.

cum] beeing I upiter their liclping Father.give life when I list.

1650 H. Discattiniinium 26 They shall prove such Jupilers

as to fall a thundring and lightning.. over our heads.

2. Astron. The largest of the planets in the solar

system, revolving in an orbit lying between those

of Mars and Saturn.

c 1190 St. Michael 420 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 3:1 Saturnus is

al a-boue, and Jupiter seth be next. 1398 TBEVISA Earth,

Dt P. R. vili. xii. (1495) 319 lubiter is a goodly planete hote

and moyste. 1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 53 Nyxt saturne standis

the spere & hauyn of lupiter. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., Jupiter appears almost as large as Venus, but is not

altogether so bright. 1854 BREWSTER More Worlds ii. 25

Jupiter,
a world of huge magnitude, 1320 times greater in

bulk than our Earth.

t b. Alch. A name for the metal tin. Olis.

c 1386 CHAUCER Can. yearn. Pro!, tf T. 275 Sol gold is . .

Satumus leed and luppiter [v.r. lupiter, lubiter] is tyn.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 8 If it falle vpon a plate of venus
or lubiter into bis watir, it turneb hem into lijknes of peer!.

1694 SALMON Bate's Dispens. (1713) 577/1 Drink with Filings
of Jupiter, or Tin. 1758 REID tr. Macover's Chetn. I. 49
The Alchymists. .bestowed on the seven Metals, .the names
of the seven Planets of the Ancients. . . Thus Gold was called

Sol, Silver Luna, Copper ^enits,Tm Jupiter, Lead Saturn,
Iron Mars, and Quick-silver Mercury.

fc. Her. Name for the tincture AZURE in blazon-

ing by the names of heavenly bodies. Obs.

1571 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 58 b, The fielde is parted
per fesse, lupiter and Saturne, a goate saliant, of the moone.

1715 COATS Diet. Her., Jupiter, has been by such Heralds
as have thought fit to blazon the Arms of Princes by Planets
instead of Metals and Colours, apply'd to stand in the Place
of Azure. 1766 PORNY Heraldry iii. (1787) 21 Azure . . Its

Precious Stone is Sapphire, and the Planet Jupiter.

3. In names of plants, as f Jupiter's distaff, (a)
a kind of yellow-flowered sage, perh. Salvia ghtti-
nosa or Phlomis fruticosa ; (i>)

? =Jupiter's staff\

Jupiter's eye,H.ouseleek,Sempervivum teclorum
;

t Jupiter's flower, a rendering of Gr. AIDS avSos

or ~L.Jovisflos, formerly identified with columbine ;

Jupiter's nut, rendering of L. jiiglans ( =Jovis
flans), walnut ; Jupiter's staff, name for Mullein,
Vtrbascum Tkapsus, from its tall upright stem.
See also JUPITER'S BEARD.
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccliv. 3. 627 Coins louis.

lupiters *distaffe. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden xxiii. 48
Yellow Clary, or Jupiters Distaffe is hot and drying. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Jupiter's Distaffe, a kind of Clary with a
Yellow flower ; it is otherwise called Mullein. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal n. cxxxv. 2. 412 Housleeke, and Sengreene .. of
some [called] lupiters *eie. 1861 [see JUPITER'S BEARD].
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 92 The summer floures, to wit,
Lychnis, lupiters "flower or Columbine, and a second kind
of

Lilly.
1866 Treas. Bat. 640/1 In the golden age .. the

gods lived upon Walnuts, and hence the name Juglans,
Jovis glans, or Jupiter's *nuts. 1664 R. TURNER Botano-
logia 216 Jupiters *Staff.

Jupiter's beard, [tr. L. Barba Jovis.} A
name for various plants.
ta. Chrysocoma Linosyris (L. vulgaris), a South Eu-

ropean plant with yellow composite flowers. Obs. b.
Anthyllis Barba-Jovis, the Silverbush, a South European
evergreen leguminous shrub, having leaves covered with

silvery down ; also applied to A . vulneraria, and the allied
American genus Amorpha. c. The common houseleek,
Semperviviim tectorum = JUBARB. d. Hydnum Barba-
Jovis, a hymenomycetous fungus with a white fibrous

margin.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 47 Ivpiters Beard, called of the

Greekes Chrysokome, as you would say Goldilocks. It is

hairie like Isope. Ibid. 56 Penroyall, of some Chrusitis, of
others lupiters beard. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Sot. App. 316
Jupiter's Beard, Anthyllis. Ibid., Jupiter's Beard, Ameri-
can, Amorpha. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bat. xxv. 353
That which is generally called Jupiter's Beard or Silver-

bush, from the splendid whiteness of the leaves which is

owing to a fine nap or down that covers them. 1861 MRS.
LANKESTER Wild Fl. 57 House-leek . . is frequently called

Jupiter's Eye, Bullock's Eye, or Jupiter's Beard. 1879
PRIOR Plant-n. 127 Jupiter s beard, . . the house-leek, so
called from its massive inflorescence, like the sculptured
beard of Jupiter.

Jupon (djw-pjJn, dgwpp'n, F. ^i'pon). Forms :

5 iopon, -en, -oun, iupone, 6 iuppin, Sc. iow-
poun, (7 juppon), 9 jupon. See also GIPON.

[a. F. jupon, OF. also juppon, gip(p}on (
= Sp.

jubon, Pg. jubtw, gibao, It. giubbone, giuppone),
deriv. ofjupe, etc. JUPE.]
1. A close-fitting tunic or donblet ; esp. one worn
by knights under the hauberk, sometimes of thick
stuff and padded ; later, a sleeveless surcoat worn
outside the armour, of rich materials and emblaz-
oned with arms. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1400 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1262 (Camb. MS.) In a brest

plate & in a ly?t lopoun {otherMSS. gypon, lepon, gippon],
c 1440 Morie A rth. 905 Aboven bat a lesseraunt of ientylle
maylez, A iupone of lerodyne iaggede in schredez. c 1450
Alexander usa Sum in lopons, sum in lesserantis. Ibid.

4722 }it wont men in pa woddis . . in lopons of hidis. 1480TON Dacr- Brit- 39 Without iopen [Rolls ed. gipoun]
tabard clok or bell. (1700 DRYDEN Palawan ft Arc. 1304borne wore a breastplate, and a light juppon.] 1826 W.
J.U.IOTT

Nun
ij

A jupon shone Over his armour. 1864BOUTELL Her. Hist, f, Pop. xv. (ed. 3) 183 The shield and
jupon of the effigy in Bristol Cath[edral].
t 2. A short kirtle worn by women. Cf. TUP

JUPE 2. Obs.

1541 Inv. R. Wardr. d8i 5 ) 84 Item ane jowpoun of blak
vefvott lynil with gray. 1395 R. WHVTE Let. to Sir R.

SSyr '3 D"*-
'!>

Collins .V/afc Lett. (, 746) I. 376 In her Bed
Chamber, [blr John Packering) pressnK.il her with fine
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Gown and a Juppin, which things were pleasing to her

Highnes.

||
3. A woman's skirt or petticoat. (Only as Fr.)

1851 Harper's Mag. II. 576 (Stanf.) Jupon of plain, white
cambric muslin.

Juppe, variant of JUP, Obs.

Juppertie, jupurdy, obs. ff. JEOPARDY.
t Jur, v. Obs. Also 7 jurre. [Echoic : cf.

JAR v. and CHUBB v.] intr. To butt with (or as

with) the horns or head. Said of a ram, a batter-

ing-ram, etc. Hence Ju'rring vbl. sb.

1600 HOLLAND Lwy xxxvii. xxxii. 963 By that time, .the

[battering] ramme was jurring also at the other part. 1601

Pliny ix. xxxi. (1634) I. 253 Crabs . . will fight one with
another, and then ye shall see them jur and butt with their
horns like rams. 1668 G. C. in H. More Dili. Dial. Pref. i

(1713) 12 The Arietations or Jurrings of the Spirits in the
Ventricles of the Brain. 1828 Craven Dial., Jur, to hit, to

strike, to push with the head.

t Jur, sb. Obs. rare. In 7 jurre. [f. prec.]
A butt or push made by a ram or battering-ram.
1600 HOLLAND Lay xxxvi. xxiii. 932 When as the walls

should be'shaken with the rammes, they caught not hold of
them . . and by plucking them aside, avoided their jurres.
1609 Amm. Marcell. xxiii.

iy.
222 To breake whatsoever

standeth against it, with mightie strokes and maine jurres.
Jura beds,formations, etc. (Geol. ) : see JURASSIC.

Jura-trias TBIASSIC.

Jural (d^ua-ral) , a. [f. L. jur-, stem ofjus law,

right + -AL.]
1. Of or relating to law or its administration ;

legal ; juristic.

1635 HEYWOOD Land. Sinus Salutis Wks. 1874 IV. 289
Iuno..toyour lurall seat Brings State and Power. 1676
R. DixoNTVa*. Tmo Test. To Rdr., I prefer the Jural sense
. .and make use of Jural Terms borrowed from Laws Ec-
clesiastical and Civil. 1783 E. STILES United States
elevated 24 The jural systems of Europe where reigns a
mixture of Roman, Gothic.. and other local or municipal
law. 1861 MAINE Anc. Law i. 2 Many jural phenomena
lie behind these codes. 1880 MUIRHEAD Gaius iv. 134 The
question is as to facts, which ought to be stated according
to their natural rather than their jural meaning.
2. Moral Philos. Of or pertaining to rights and

obligations.
18. . WHEWELL (Webster, 1864) By the adjective jural we

shall denote that which has reference to the doctrine of
rights and obligations. 1845 Elem, Mor. n. xviii, That
balanced jural condition of Society, in which Rights are

necessary. 1865 J. GROTE Treat. Moral Ideas vii. (1876)
96 marg., Distinction between jural and non-jural views of
morality.
Hence Ju'rally adv., with reference to law, or

to rights and obligations.
1874 H. SIDGWICK Meth. Ethics HI. vi. 274 Sometimes

there occurs a clear rupture of order in a society, .and then
a new order, springing out of and jurally rooted in disorder.

JuramentCdijue'rament). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad.
L. (post-cl.) jurament-um, f. jurdre to swear:
see -MENT.] An oath. To do juraments (Univ.

slang) : see quot. 1877.
'575 Gahuay Arch, in loM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.

App. v. 441 The parties have plighted their juramentes and

Jut
herunto their signes and scales. 1594 Zephtria xxxi,

oue.. smiles at louers iurament. 1708 HEARNE Collect. 10

July (O. H. S.) II. 118 Mr. Covert of Hart Hall.. having
been deny'd three times [for his Degree of B.A.] the reasons
were given into the Vice-Chanc. i. That he had not
done Juraments. 1877 CUR. WORDSWORTH Scholx Acadeni.
217 When a student wa:j once senior Soph, he merely went
into the Schools every term, and proposed one Syllogism
jnramenti gratia, and was said to be 'doing juraments'.
t Jurame'utal, a. Obs. rare.

[f. prec. +
-AL. Cf. med.L. juramentdlis one who takes an

oath.] Of or pertaining to an oath. Hence
t Jurame'ntally adv., with an oath.

1651 HOWELL Venice Proeme 2 Ecclesiastics . . in regard
they have a dependance and juramentall obligation, in

divers things, to another Prince, viz. the Pope, a 1693
URQUHART Rabelais in. xix. 156 A Promise juramentally
confirmed.

Jarant (dgu
-

rant), a. and sb. [ad. l^.jurant-
em, pr. pple. ofjurdre to swear.]
A. adj. Taking an oath; swearing. In Sc. Hist.

opposed to non-jurant, non-juring (q.v.).
1715 WodrowCorr. (1843) II. 23 Some judicious Non-

jurors, who are firmly of opinion that the spring of this is

from some Jurant brethren. 1720 Ibid. 535 He had charged
all his Jurant brethren as perjured, and yet came in after-
wards and took the oath. 1837 CASLVLE Fr. Rev. II. L vii,
Such universally prevalent, universally Jurant, feeling of
Hope.
B. sb. One who takes an oath. In Sc. Hist, op-

posed to non-jurant, non-jttror (q.v.).
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. iv. xii. 125 When-

soever they wulde sweare amitie and confederation, .be-
tweene both the lurants. 1770 Bp. FORBES Jrnls. (1886) 295
The fruit of my labours at Inverness may, perhaps, fall into
the hands of a Jurant. 1849 Life Re^>. James Fisher iii. 53
A religious clause declaring the jurant's profession and
allowance, .of the true religion as presently professed.

Jurassic (dgarse-sik), a. Geol. [ad. f.Juras-
sique, f. Jura (see def.) after Liassic, Tnassf'c.l
Of or pertaining to the Jura mountains : applied
to geological formations belonging to the period
between the Triassic and the Cretaceous, char-
acterized by the prevalence of oolitic limestone,
of which the Jura mountains between France and
Switzerland are chiefly formed.

JtTRATOR.

1833 LVELL Prim. Geol. III. 372 Sedimentary formations
..as modern as the Jurassic or oolite formations. 1865
LUBBOCK Preh. Times 290 The Aube runs through creta-
ceous and Jurassic strata. 1873 DAWSON Earth 4- Man
viii. 189 The Trias is succeeded by a great and complex
system of formations, usually known as the Jurassic.

Jurat 1
(dguo-rset, F. gra). Also 6 iurate,

-att(e, 7-8 jurate. [ad. med.L. jurdt-us, lit.
' sworn man

', sb. use of the pa. pple. of jurdre to

swear. In sense 4 a. the equivalent of F. jurat
(orig. a Prov. form= F./V).]
1. One who has taken an oath; a person who

performs some duty on oath
; spec, one sworn to

give information about the crimes committed in

his neighbourhood, and in other ways to assist the
administration ofjustice ; ajuror. Obs. exc. Hist.
1531 ELYOT Gov. in. vii, In

Judicial) causes, .witnesses and
iurates which shall precede in the triall, doo make no lasse
othe. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 7 They were thought
to have been confederates and Iurates of this newe con-

spiracy. 1564 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xii. 420 To
every parish belongeth . . Four or eight jurats for offences

given and taken. 1660 R. COKE Power % Subj. 104 Aldred
the Archbishop . . and Hugh the Bishop of London . .

wrote that which the jurats had delivered. 1861 PEARSON
Early tf Mid. Ages Eng. 415 The first step the justices in

eyre took . . was to impanel four jurats from every township,
and twelve from every hundred.

2. A municipal officer (esp. of the Cinque Ports)
holding a position similar to that of an alderman.
1464 Rolls Parlt. V. 515/2 Provost and Baillif, Jurates

men and Burgeis men and their Successours. 1485 Ibid.

338/1 Bailiffand Jurates. .of all and every the said vPortes.
1584 R. SCOT Discern. Witchcr. xii. xvi. (1886) 209 M. L.

Stuppenie, late Jurat of the same towne [New Romney].
1660 PEPYS Diary 7 May, Here were also all the Jurates of
the towne of Dover. 1701 in Gentl. Mag. (1818) LXXXV1II.
II. 402 Went to Church [at Gravesend] to which he had
seen the Mayor go in procession, .attended by bis brethren
the Jurats, twelve in number. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
III. vi. 79 A writ of error lies from the mayor and jurats
of each port to the lord warden of the cinque ports, in
his court of Shepway. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Rye,
The corporation . . consists of a mayor, 12 jurats, and the
freemen. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 561 If these

twenty-five jurats are the predecessors of the twenty-five
aldermen of the wards.

3. In the Channel Islands, one of a body of magis-
trates, chosen for life, who in conjunction with the
Bailiff form the Royal Court for administration
ofjustice ; they are ex officio members of the States.
Their number is twelve for each of the islands of Guernsey

and Jersey, and six for Alderney.
[1339 Rolls Parlt. II. 109/2 William Payn, un des Jurez

de 1 Isle de Gereseye.] 1537 T. CUMPTUN in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. ii. III. 92 [An] Inventory .. made in the presence of
the Deane and of too Jurattes of this Isle. 1694 FALLE
Jersey Pref. B iij b, A Gentleman of lersey . . one of
the lurats of the Royal Court of that Island. 1765 BLACK-
STONE Comm. I. Introd. 4. 106 All causes are originally
determined by their own officers, the bailiffs and jurats of
the islands. 1873 J. LEWES Census 1871. 204 Twelve jurats
chosen by the members of the ' States '.

4. With reference to France, etc. : a. A municipal
magistrate in certain towns, as Bordeaux, b. A
member of a company or corporation, sworn to see

that nothing is done against its statutes.

1432 Rolls Parlt. IV. 406/1 The Mair and Juratz of the
Toune of Burdeux. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. Ixiii. 85
They of Tourney . .made newe prouost, and iurates, acord-

ynge to their auncyent vsages. 1670 COTTON Espernan
in. ix. 420 Upon the Banks of the River Garonne ; where
the Jurats of Bordeaux came to receive him. 1714 Fr. Bk.
Rates 123 The Jurats of the Merchants, wholesale Mer-
cers, and Haberdashers of the City of Paris. 1804 Med.
Jrnl. XII. 542, I informed the Jurats, that . . my colleague
or myself would return to the isle [Malta].

Jurat 2
(cljua-rSt). Law. [ad. 'L.jurdtum that

which is sworn, neut. pa. pple. oljiirare to swear.]
A memorandum as to when, where, and before
whom an affidavit is sworn.

1796 Reg. Gen., Mich. 37 Ceo. Ill in Term Refarts (1802)
VII. 82 No affidavit shall be. .made use of. .in the jurat of
which there shall be any interlineation or erasure. 1833
Penny Cycl. \. 164/2. 1896 Daily News 4 Aug. 2/6 The
proof of the trustees . . was not admitted, the jurat being
informal.

t Ju-rate, pa. pple. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. 'L.jiiral-

us sworn : see JURAT !.] Sworn, bound by oath.

1433 Water/. Arch, in loth Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 295 Ony man jurate in an enqueste.

Jnration '
(dgur^'-Jsn). rare. [ad. late L.

juration-em, n. of action from jurare to swear.]
The action of swearing ;

an oath.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Jnratim, an Oath. 1854 MRS.
AUSTIN in J. Ross 3 General. Englishiv. (1888) II. ii. 13
' Two oaths ', or to speak more accurately (for there is no

juration in the case), two ' d ns '.

Juration 2, aphetic form of ADJURATION.
1435 St. Christina xxii. in Anglia VIII. 127/40 pen

Cristyn was preyed and adiurid of the wife ..Whos iura-

cyone Cristyn took at grefe.

Ju'rative, a. rare. [ad. late L. jurativus,
f. ppl. stem ofjurare to swear.]

= JURATORY.
In mod. Diets.

Jurator (djnr^-taj). rare. [a. L. jurdtor,

agent-n. from jurdre to swear; in med.(Anglo)L.,
a juror, a juryman.] = JURAT i i.

i6 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 97 The Four and twenty
lurators in Kent in Rumney Marsh, who always upon their



JURATORIAL.
Oaths set down every particular mans ground in certain . .

and accordingly were the parties severally taxed. 1871
0. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms s.v. Compurgator, A juratorwho . . swore to his innocence.

Juratorial
(d3u->ratoTial), a.

[f. as next
+ -AL.] Of or belonging to a jury.
1865 Pall Ma.ll G. 4 Oct. 2 The most flagrant instances of

juratonal perversity.

Juratory (dguVratari), a. [ad. late L. jura-
tori-us confirmed by oath : see JUBAT 1 and -OBY.]Of or pertaining to an oath or oaths; expressed
or contained in an oath.

1553 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) 1. 32Thos.More. .

tooke the oathe of a Burgesse to doe all thynges according
to the vertue of the burgesses oathe . . and also the laudable
uses and customs of the sayd towne and not juratory. 1647
R. STEWART Aram. Lett. Dr. Turner 51 Freed from his
juratory obligation. 0:1734 NORTH Exam. i. iii. 136 (1740)
211 The juratory, dying Denials, of the whole criminal
Charge of the Plot, made by every individual suffering
Person at his Execution. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev.
IV. 260 Affirmative or Juratory declarations of opinion.
Jurdan, -en, obs. forms of JORDAN.
tJnre, sb. Chiefly Se. Obs. [ad. L.jftr-, stem

ofjits law, right : 'in jure
'

answers to L. injure.'}
1. The science of law, jurisprudence.
1496 Sc.Actsyas.IV d8i4) 238/1 To remane thre seris at

be sculis of art and lure, sua fat bai may haue knawlege
. . of be lawis. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 4 Doctouris
in jure and medicyne. Ibid. Ixv. 3 To speik of science . . Off
jure, of wisdome, or intelligence. 1556 LAUDER Tractate
448 Thay suld haue knawlage of boith the luris, Als weill
the Canone as Ciuile law.

2. A just privilege, a right.
iS33 BELLENDEN Livy iv. (1822) 314 Gif the tribunis has. .

tane fra the Faderis thare majesties and juris, c 1743
in Gentl. Mag. (1773) XLIII. 498 Sherlock the Elder, with
his jure divine, Did not comply till the battle of Boyne.

|| Jvrre, L., abl. of/a* right; in phr. ju're di-
vi'no by divine right (see DIVINE a. 2) ; hence

juredivinist, abeliever in the divine right ofkings ;

jure-divinosriip (nonce-wd.).
1663 SIR G. MACKENZIE Rettg. Stoic

yi. (1685) 51 The sole

jure-divinoship of all Ecclesiastical Rites. 1681 [T. FLAT-
MAN] Heraclitus Ridens (1713) I. 237 All your Bishops, and
Tantivy Clergymen, .. your Jure Divinists, who have re-

nounced the Covenant. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones 11. i, A
jure divino tyrant.

Jure, v. nonce-wd.
1. Used contextually with reference to juror, as

if= make jurors of you.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. ii. 97 You are Grand lurers,

are ye ? Wee'l Sure ye ifaith.

2. <j-adaptation of L. jurare to swear (with
allusion to Horace Ep. i. i. 14, Nullius addictus

jurare in verba magistri).
1818 KEBLE in Sir J. Coleridge Mem. iii. (1869) 24 If I

must jure into any man's Verbs I think on the whole it

would be his.

II Jurel (djuoTel). [Sp. -American.] A fish of
the genus Caranx, found along the southern coast

of the United States.

1760-73 tr. Juan if Ulion's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 226 The chief
kinds are cod, berrugates, the spur fish, sole, turbet, jureles,
and lobsters. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Jurenay, var. of JORNAT. Obs.

1495 in Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 226, ij ellis of crammesy
vellous, to be a jurenay aboue his names.

Jurgon, obs. form of JARGON rf.l

Juridic (d^uri'dik), a. [ad. L. juridicus, f.

jiis, jiir- law + -dicus saying, f. root of dlcere to

say. Cf. F. juridique (1453 in Godef.).]
1. Of or pertaining to law, legal :

= next I.

'553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) Table Qijb, Division of
causes iuridic. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 7 It is penned in

a Juridic Stile. 1894 ThinkerV. 439 This relationship was
essentially Juridic in character.

2. =JURIDIOAL 2.

1892 Memist II. 298 The revolution of the last century . .

forgot the rights of Juridic persons, of corporations, and law
became an . . individualiser.

Juridical (djuri-dikal), a. Also 6 iurysdy-
call. [f.

as prec. + -AL. With the early form

juridical (like jurisdiction), cf. OF. jurisdiciable

(Godef.).]
1. Of, relating to, or connected with the adminis-

tration of law or judicial proceedings ;
sometimes

in more general sense = legal.
Juridical styles (Sc.), set forms of legal documents, = the

' common forms
'

of English lawyers.

1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xxi. 250 With-
out lycence of the pope & concessyon lurysdycall. 1584
BURLEIGH Let. to Whitgift in Fuller Ch. Hist. IX. v. 9

(1655) 155 This Juridicall and Canonicall siftner of poor
Ministers, is not to edifie and reform. 1611 in Gutch Coll.

Cur. I. 101 Ceremonial and juridical assemblies of magis-

tracy. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 54 Pi, I . . present you
with the case . . in as juridical a manner as I am capable.

1839 JAMES Louis XIV, II. 51 That trial . . as far as Juri-
dical decision went, was a mere farce. 1884 SIR C. BOWEN
in Law Times Rep. LI. 531/2 The various uses that have
been made by judges or juridical writers of the terms.

2. Assumed by law to exist ; juristic.

1900 Daily News 20 Apr. 7/5 A Bill . . extending to juri-

dical persons,
that is, duly registered corporations or part-

nerships, the right to engage in mining.

Juridically (dgri-dikali), adv. [f. prec. +
LY 2

.] In a juridical manner ; with reference to
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the administration of law; with legal authority;
legally ;

in the view of the law.
i6oz T. FITZHERBKRT Apol. io To proue it iuridically in

a matter of
lyfe and death. 1642 Remoutt. Div. Passages

conc.Ch.!, Kingd. Irel. 24 Being called upon and examined
juridically, upon oath he deposed these words. 1705 BURKE
Tracts Popery Laws Wks. 1842 II. 434 The received

Xmon,
though not juridically delivered, has been [etc 1

S.LiNGARC< Hist. Eng. VI. 321 He had examined that
marriage juridically; had pronounced it good and valid.

t Juridrcial, a. Obs. [ad. L. juridicial-is :

see JURIDIC and -IAL. Cf. obs. f.juridicial (a 1 5 2 1

in Godef.).] a. Relating to the legality of an
action, b. = JURIDICAL I.
The two earlier quots. refer to the different classes of legal

questions enumerated in Cicero's De Invent, n. xxiii 69
CIS30 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 79 Whan there is no dout but

that the dede is done, and who dyd it, many tymes contro-
uersy is had, whether it hathe bene done laufully or not
And this state is negociall or iuridiciall. 1553 T. WILSON

the whole course of Survey.
Juried (d^ue-rid), a.

[f. JUKY sb. + -ED 2.]
Formed into a jury ; hence Jig. formed into a com-
pany of twelve.

1839 BAILEY fcsitts viii. 92 You too, ye juried signs, . .fare-

t Ju'rier. Obs. rare. Forms : 5 iuryour, 6

iuryer, 7 juriar. [App. an alteration of jurour
JUROR, after jury : but cf. clothier, furrier, etc.]
One who has taken an oath

;
a juror or juryman.

1496 Bk. St. A loans E v, A sentence of luges, A dampnyng
of luryours. 1534 WHITINTON Tullyes Offices HI. (1540) 132Whan sentence is to be gyue to [= by] him that hath sworne
or made an othe, let the iuryer remember that he taketh
god to be wytnesse. 1687 WINSTANLEY Lives Poets 55 He
was found guilty by twelve common juriars.

Juring (dsuVrirj), ///. a. rare. [f. *jure vb.

(as ad. L. jjirare} + -TNG 2.] Taking the oath
;

jurant. (Opp. to non-juring.)
1710 Managers' Pro If Con 43 Juring, Non-juring, and. .

abjuring Clergy. 1870 Union Rev. 32 The number of Juring
clergy began to fail.

Jurisconsult (dgGriS|k$asz'lt). [ad.L.y'am-
consultus, {. juris, gen. of jus law + consultus
skilled : see CONSULT sb.2 Cf. F. jurisconsulte
(ifith c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] One learned in law,

esp. in civil or international law
; a jurist ; a master

of jurisprudence.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. i. 2 In divers particular

sciences, as of the jurisconsults. 1676 W. Row Contn.
Blairs Autobiog. xi. (1848) 365 Proper for jurisconsults,

lawyers, and politicians. 1803 Ediu. Rev. I. 367 More
interesting than a municipal judge or juris consult. 1871
MORLEY Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Ser. I. (1878) 60 It was to
Condorcet's honour as a jurisconsult that he should have
had so many scruples. attrib. 1870 LOWELL Among my
Bks. Ser. i. (1873) _ii5 We must give his argument in the.,

splendor of its jurisconsult latinity.

t Jurisconsu-ltor. Obs. rare- 1
. =prec.

I549 Compl. Scot. xvii. 144 The philosop_hovrs ande iuris.

consultours in the anciaut dais, hes familiarly discriuit one
thing be the contrar thyng.

Jurisdiction (dguorisdi-kjsn). Forms : 4-6
iure-, (4 iuri-, iurdiccion), 4-7 iurisdiccion,
etc. (with usual interchange of i and /, cc and ct,

on and oun~), 5 iurisdycion, 7- jurisdiction,

[orig. a. OF. jure-, juri-, jurdiction, -dicion (F.
j'liridiction], ad. L. jurisdiction-em, f. juris, gen.
oijiis law + dictio, n. of action f. dicere to say, de-
clare. Subsequently assimilated to the L. form,
which was also used in F. in the I7~i8th cents.]
1. Administration of justice; exercise of judicial

authority, or of the functions of a judge or legal
tribunal ; power of declaring and administering
law or justice ; legal authority or power.
[1267 A ct 52 Hen. ///, c. 2 {Stat. Marleberge) Qui non sit de

feodo suo, aut super ipsum habeat jurisdictionem per Hun-
dredam yel ballivam que sua sit.] a 1300 Cursor M. 26324
He [a priest] has his iurediction tint o pis man al wit resun.

1:1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 265 pes wordis of Crist meneb
two juridicciouns, as spiritual and seculer. c 1386 CHAUCER
Friar's T. 21 Thanne hadde he thurgh his Iurisdiccion

[MS. Petw. -diction, Harl. iurediccioun, Comb., Corp.,
Lansd. iurdiccion, -diction, -e] Power to doon on hem
correccipn. 1395 PURVEY Remonstr. (1851) 30 Neithir the

king, neithir his justisis han jurisdiccioun on clerkis, trespace
thei nevere so moche. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxix. in
Whan som body hathe submytted hymself . . to the iuris-

dicyon of some luge [etc.]. 1509 HAWES Conv. Swearers
io By pryncely preemynence and luredyccyon. 1538
STARKEY England n. i. 170 In admynystratyon of justyce
.. in such thyngys as they had jurysdycyon of. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIIt^246 Ecclesiasticall persones, should
not . . exercise iurisdiccion, or any kynd of aucthoritie in

temporall matters, c 1670 HOBBES Dial. Comm. Laws
(1677) 153 To declare the Law, which is not Judgment, but

Jurisdiction. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 431
l'he nobility of the district of Padua ha_d formerly the
criminal jurisdiction, as it is called, over their vassals. 1844
H. H. WILSON Brit. India II. 129 The districts, .were not
intended to be exempted from the jurisdiction of the

Company's officers. 1863 H. Cox Instit. in. iv. 640 The
Chief Justiciar. .had general jurisdiction of pleas civil and
criminal. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Emp. xix. (187^ 343 Free
from all jurisdiction of the Pope or any Catholic prelate.

1892 F. T. PIGOTT (title) Exterritoriality : the law relating
to Consular Jurisdiction. 1896 Law Times Rep. LXX111.

JURISPRUDENCE.
690/1 This court has no jurisdiction over the property in
America.

fie- '594 CAKEW Huarte's Exam. Wits 06i6) 128 If wee
will fame a perfect Logician . . all the Sciences, .appertaine
to his lurisdiction.

2. Power or authority in general ; administration
rule, control.

.
c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 480 Euery other thyne

in whom Dame Nature Hath any iurysdiccion. 1433 _
St. Edmund n. 929 For God hath power and lurysdicciounMake tongis speke

of bodies that be ded. 1667 MILTON
'

7"o"' 3
,'
9
,
To hve exemPt Fr "> Heav'n's high jurisdiction.

1756-82 J. WARTON Ess. Pope II. ix. 113 The tranquillityand ease of the mind, depend upon a thousand things
that are not under our jurisdiction. 1860 MARSH Eng
Lang. xii. 261 Mans language is higher than himself ..and
still less subject than he to the jurisdiction of the laws of
material nature.

3. The extent or range of judicial or administra-
tive power ; the territory over which such power
extends.
ci38o WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 57 Prelatis letten & forbeden

prestis to preche be gospel in here iurdiccion or bischope-
riche, but

jif bei han leue & letteris of hem. 1474 CAXTON
C/icsse iv. iv. Kviij, The luge ought to deffende and kepe
the labourers and possessyons which ben in his lurisdyccion
by al right and lawe. 1555 EDEN Decades 23 In al this
tracte, they passed throwgh the lurisdiction of other
princes. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. 25 The other sequestrateTuscan jurisdiction, is the little comonwealth of Luca
1770 Connect. Col. Rec. (1885) XIII. 399 Resolved that the
said lines, .shall be the jurisdiction lines, .between the said
towns. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed Sea ii. 15 Whether
he should not send on this procession, and keep the next
thatmightarnvewithinhisjurisdiction. 1833) H NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) II. [III.] i. i. 4 Basil's care of the churches
. . extended far beyond the limits of his own jurisdiction
fig- '635 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. xii. 191 God hath
..permitted the sea sometimes to breake his appointed
limits, and inuade the lurisdiction of the land. 1671 R.
BOHUN Wind 91 They [winds] never cease blowing within
their own jurisdiction.

4. A judicial organization ; a judicature ; a court,
or series of courts, of justice.
1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. Introd. 3. 79 Peculiar laws

. . adopted and used only in certain peculiar courts and
jurisdictions. Ibid. I. vii. 242 No jurisdiction upon earth
has power to try him in a criminal way. 1821 J. 6 ^DAMS
in Davies Metric Syst. in. (1871) 269 The jurisdictions to
which resort must be had .. are those of municipal police
1878 LUCKY Eng. in iStA C. II. v. 67 The abolition of
hereditary jurisdictions.

Jurisdictioual (d^uerisdi-kjanal), a.
[f. prec.

+ -AL : cf. F'. juridictionnel.~] Of or pertaining to

jurisdiction.
1644 JESSOP Angel of Eph. 25 The Jurisdictionall Pre-

eminence of a Bishop over the Presbyters. 1780 in I. Allen
Hist. Vermont (1798) 149 The Legislature of this State do
lay a jurisdictional claim to all the lands whatever, east of
Connecticut river. 1811 Gen. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 124 All

conceding some of their jurisdictional claims.

Hence Jtirisdi'ctionally adv., in the way of a

judicial decision ; with regard to jurisdiction.
1674 P. WALSH Quest. Oath Alleg. (1677) '3 A Formal

and Authoritativs Tribunal to decide Jurisdictionally who
shall be Pope or King. 1881 Ch. Q. Rev. Apr. 196 In the
East the patriarchates were ofvery wide extent, geographic-
ally and Jurisdictionally.

Jurisdictive (dsOrisdi-ktiv), a. rare. [f.

jurisdiction, on analogy of administration, ad-

ministrative, and the like (but adjs. in -ive are

properly formed on vbs., and there is no L. *jilris-

dtcere).] Of or pertaining to jurisdiction.
1640 Bp. HALL Episc. n. vii. 47 Probabilities of a Super-

eminent, and Jurisdictive power, in these special! Angels.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n. iii, That Jurisdictive power in the
Church there ought to be none at all. 1649 PRYNNE Vina.
Liberty Eng.-^. 1763-83 CATH. MACAULAY Hist. Eng. V.
174 (Jod.) Who were to exercise Jurisdictive power. 1862
BEVERIDGE Hist. India II. v. v. 379 The Jurisdictive powers
and authorities of the supreme court.

Jurisprudence (dguoriS|pr-dens). [ad. L.

jurispriidentia (also prudentia juris") : cf. It.

giurisprudenza, F. jurisprudence 'the skille or

knowledge of laws' (Cotgr. 1611): perh. the

immed. source.]
1. a. Knowledge of or skill in law.
1628 COKE On Litt. Epil., For a farewell to our juris-

prudent, I wish vnto him the gladsome light of jurispru-
dence. 1758 BLACKSTONE Study ofLaw in Comm. (1809)
1.27 Aristotle himself

has_
said . . that jurisprudence, or the

knowledge of those laws, is the principal, and most perfect
branch of ethics. 1795 WYTHE Decis. Virginia 15 Being
supposed to be known by men of jurisprudence.

b. The science which tieats of human laws

(written or unwritten) in general ; the philosophy
of law.

1756 J. WARTON Ess. Pope I. vi. 300 The talents of
Abelard were not confined to theology, jurisprudence, philo-

sophy. 1781 GIBBON Decl. fy F. xvii. II. 40 The youth
..who had devoted themselves to the study of Roman
jurisprudence. 1799 MACKINTOSH Stud. Law Nature fy

Nations Wks. 1846 I. 345 Writers on general jurisprudence
have considered states as moral persons. 1832 AUSTIN
Jurispr. (1879) I. Prelim. Explan. 32, I shall distinguish
general jurisprudence or the philosophy of positive law,
from what may be styled particular jurisprudence, or the
science of particular law. 1861 Q. Rev. CX. 115 The
domain of Comparative Jurisprudence, of which English
Law forms a small province.
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JURISPBUDENT.
636

i iSrS F HARRISON Eng Sch. Jurisfr. l. in Fortn. Rev.

A system or body of law ;
a legal system. , _^" 8

'

p i it icaiiy and socially speaking, law rests on

i BLOUNTCtew^-.. Jurisprudence...^
stile or

something more than force. Juristically speaking, it rests

Is. bequeathed to posterity, is her jurisprudence.

Jurisprudent, sb. and a. fa. obs. F. ,uns-

triutciU back-formation from jurisprudence : ct.

prurience, prudent. The L. expression was ;m-
peritus, or jure-pcritus]
A. J*. One versed in, or treating of, jurispru-

dence : a man learned in the law ; a jurist.

1628 [see prec. i]. 1659 T. PECKE Parnassi Puerp. 12

Lawyers by Law, are Jurisprudents named, a 1859 Us.

OWcEY Klosterheim v. Wks. 1890 XII. 46 Klosterheim. .

hid been pronounced by some of the first jurisprudents a

female appanage. 1892 Q. Rev. Apr. 363 Monogamy, as

admirably defined by the great Roman jurisprudent.

B. adj. Versed or skilled in jurisprudence; hav-

ing knowledge of the principles of law.

,737 R. WEST Let. 2 Dec. in Gray's Cwr.,_Adieu
1 1 I am

"jurnalle, Jurney, obs. ff. JOURNAL, JOURNEY.

Jurnut, obs. variant of GERNUT.

1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 39 Juruvt, Earth Nut, Bulbo-

castanum.

Juror (dau'-rai). Forms : 4-6 iurrour(e, 4-7

iurour, (4 ? ieror, 4-5 iuroure, -owre, 5 iorour,

-owre, iorrour, 6 iourer, iewror), 6-7 iuror,

(7 iurer, jurer), 7- juror, [a. AK. jurour- OK.

jureor (later jureur, 1 3th c.)
= Pr. jurador, It.

giuratore-.-L. jurator-em, agent-n. horn, jurat c

to swear. The L. jurator and AY.jurour occur in

Eng. records long before the vernacular word.]

1. One of a company of men sworn to deliver

a verdict on a matter officially referred to them ;

a member of a jury; a juryman.
The word has the same historical development as is seen

in JURY, but has now a wider range of application than

jurisprudent of orators, "and"the most eloquent of lawyers.

Jurisprudential (-de-njal),
a. [f. L. juris-

prudintui -r -AL.] Of or pertaining to jurispru-

dence ; rarely of persons : JURISPRUDENT B.

77S C. JOHNSTON Pilgrim n. x. 255 Three civil professions

called liberal . . the sacerdotal, the juris-prudential, and the

medical ; or, as they are called here, the Gown, the Long-

robe, and the Faculty. 1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 750/1 I he

doctor cannot be suspected of having any jurisprudent! al

learning himself. 1851 S. BAILEY Disc. Var. Subj. too It

[relevant] had long been a Jurisprudential word in Scotland.

1884 W S. LILLY in Contemp. Rev. Feb. 251 The great

Jurisprudential ideas which we find in the literature of the

decadent Empire. . .

Hence Jurisprude-ntialist, a writer on juris-

prudence, a legal practitioner. Jurisprude'n-

tially adv., in relation to jurisprudence.
i8oi-i BENTHAM Ration. Jvdic. Evid. IX. in. vii, As to

the jurisprudentialist, his most common state is, perhaps,

a sort of middle state between the two [impostor and dupe].

1828 Examiner 737/1 Viewing it jurisprudentially.

Jurispru'dist. [irreg. f. JURISVHUD-ENCE +

-1ST.]
= JURISPRUDENT si.

'793 State Papers in Ann. Reg. 213, 1 have forgotten what

these mercenary jurisprudists have written upon the rights

of nations. 1871 LYTTON Coming Race xxvi, It is allowed

by jurisprudists that it is idle to talk of rights when there

are not corresponding powers to enforce them.

Jurist (djua-rist). [a. F. juriste, ad. med.L.

jurista, (.jus,jur- law, right : see -1ST.]

1 1. One who practises in law ; a lawyer. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. v. 26 They, .become aduocates and

iuristes for to amasse and gadre alway money. 1489 CAXTON

Faytts ofA. \. i. 7 As wel auncyent nobles as
iunste_s

and

other. 1653 URQUHAKT Rabelais I. xvii, The Parisians.,

are by nature both good jurers and good jurists. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 375 All the ablest jurists and
advocates of the Tory party had, one after another, refused

to comply.
2. One who professes or treats of law ;

one versed

in the science of law ; a legal writer.

a 16*6 BACON (J.), This is not to be measured by the princi-

ples ofjurists. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. vii. 254 In respect

to civil suits, all the foreign jurists agree. 1844 H. H.

WILSON Brit. India I 415 The doctrines of the Moham-
medan jurists are somewhat at variance on this matter.

1879 FROUDE Cxsar
;xiii. 177 The body of admirable laws

which are known to jurists as the '

Leges Juliai '.

3. In the Universities : A student of law, or one

who takes a degree in law.

1691 A. WOOD A th. Oxon. I. 514 This person [John Jones]

being entred and settled in a jurists place, he applyed him-

self to the study of the civil law. 1758 BLACKSTONE Study
of Law in Camm. (1809) I. 15 One of the three questions
to be annually discussed at the act by the jurist-mceptors
shall relate to the common law. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct.

1/3 Downing provided the Senior Jurist in the years 1882,

1883, and 1884.

Juristic (d^uri-stik), a.
[f.

med.L. jurista
JURIST + -ic : see -ISTIC.] Of or belonging to a

jurist ; pertaining or relating to the subject or

study of law ; legal ; created by law.

1831 CARLYLE Early Germ. Lit. in Misc. Ess. (1872) III.

198 Men as brave as they of the Robber-Towers,, .who in

many a stout fight taught them a juristic doctrine. 1837
/>. Rev. III. n. vi, In the Convention Tribune, it drones

continually, mere Juristic Eloquence. 1875 POSTE Gains
1. 153 A University of persons in the private code is a ficti-

tious or juristic person [cf. Ger. juristische Person].
So Jnrl sties sb., the study or theory of law.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. it. v, The rest ..welter amid

Law of
^Nations,

Social Contract, Juristics, Syllogistics.

Juristical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.1 =
prec.

.'854 Fraser's Mar. XL1X. 485 The juristical training of
his mind and the legal discipline of his intellect. 1871
MARKBY Elem. Law (187^ 123 There is a fictitious

person, or. as I prefer to call it, a juristical person . . to which
all the rights are supposed to belong.
Hence Jnri'stlcally adv., in relation to law,

from a legal point of view.

petitors, and award prizes, to whom 'juryman' is seldom

applied.
[1188 GLANVILL n. xvii, Aut bene notum est ms ipsur-

ipsis iuratoribus omnibus aut quidatn sciunt .. aut omne

BRITTON i. i. n Et volums qe . . nos Justices . . ne pasent
mie les pointz de nos brefs, ne des presentementz de jurours.

Ibid, I. v. 8 Cum . . les jurours soint venuz en court, si

porunt il estre chalengezj 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vii. 44

Ac many a iustice an[d] iuroure wolde for lohan do more.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 183 5'1 iurrouris in questis

woien forsweren hem wittyngty for here dyner and a noble.

'.',1400 LYDG. jEsop's Fab. lii. 133 Al suche raveyne ..

Beganne at false jurrours and at false witnesse. 1530-1 A ct

22 Hen. VIII, c. 14 It shall be forthwith tried, .by the same
iurours of the same countie. 1579 FULKE Hes/tins Part.

389 We haue excepted against many of the lewrors. 1602

T. FITZHERBERT Apol. 12 Our lurers are not to Iudge de

lure, but de facto, not of matter of Lawes, or right it self,

but of matter of fact only. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iii.

60, I shall both finde your Lordship, Iudge and Iuror, You
are so mercifull. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. x. 140 The
false verdict of jurors, whether occasioned by embracery or

not, was antiently considered as criminal. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS
in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 126 The attorney-general
. . agreed to withdraw a juror and advised to leave the

remedy to parliament. 1877
LD. CAIRNS in Law Rep. 3

App. Cases 197 The judge has a certain duty to discharge,

and the jurors have another and a different duty.

b. With qualification, as grand juror, common
r pettyjuror, specialjuror. (Cf. JURY sb. 2.)

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IY,n. ii- 9 You ?rl Gr^.
1
;
d Iu

.
r
.
er

5'

Law Diet. s.v. Jury \, The Jurors contained in the panel
are either special or common Jurors. 1823 J. F. COOPER
Pioneers xxxiii. (1869) 141/2 On his way to hear and to

'

decide the disputes of his neighbours, as a petit juror. 1883

Whartoifs Law Lex. (ed. 7) s.v. Jury, There is no re-

muneration for common jurors. ..Special jurors get a guinea
a cause by s. 34 of 6 Geo. IV. c. 50. 1891 Law TVxwf XCI.
205/2 The functions of a grand juror are too often those of

the fifth wheel in the coach,

f 2. (From the corrupt conduct formerly at-

! tributed to jurors.) One "who brings false wit-
1

ness or a false presentment (against the innocent,

i or in favour of the guilty) ;
a slanderer, backbiter ;

an oppressor ;
a covetous man. Obs.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 63 pei . . hiren also iurrouris &
' obere gentil men of contre to forswere hem wyttyngly on

be bok. 1:1380 Sel. Wks. III. 394 If her be any cursid

jurour extorsioner or avoutrer, he wil not be schryven at his

!
owne curat, bot go to a flatryng frere, bat wil asoyle hym
falsely for a litel money by 3eere. c 1440 Gesla Rom. II.

lii. 372 (Add. MS.) Bi the foxe are vndirstondyn vokettes

. . courteers, lurrours, and wily men. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp
of Folys (1570) 151 Sclaunderers, lyers, and iurours of the

syse. 1538 BALE Johan Baptisle 85 in Hurl. Misc. I. 104
'

The covetouse iourer shall now be lyberall. 1550 Image
both Ch. (Rev. xiv. 18) Sodainly as a snare shall that

terrible day light vpon them vnbewares, as did death on the

couetous iourer.

3. One of a body of persons appointed to award

prizes in a competition.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 34 If exhibitors accepted

the office of jurors, they ceased to be competitors for prizes

in the class to which they were appointed.

4. One who takes or has taken an oath ;
one

who swears allegiance to some body or cause.

(Cf. NON-JUROR.)
c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris IL vi, I am a juror in

JUBY.

tJtrrory. 06s. In 5 iorory, iorowrye, iur-

rowry, iorourry. [f. JUROB 2 + -Y : cf. OF.

jurerie
' fonction du jure

'

(Godef.).] Bearing of

false witness or false presentments ; slander, de-

famation. (Cf. JUROR 2.)
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 265/1 lorowrye (/'. iorory), susurrittm.

f 1485 Dieby Myst. v. 639 And I vse lorourry, Enbrace

questes of periury.

Jurr. Sc. A low or worthless woman.
1786 BURNS A. Armour's Prayer vii, As for the jurr, poor

worthless body, She's got mischief enough already. 1885
EDGAR Old Ch. Life Scott. 337 The scandalous conduct of

this 'jurr
'

led to a public demonstration of feeling.

Jurram, variant of JORBAM.

Jury (dsuo-ri), sb. Forms : 4 iuree, 4-5 iure,

5 iurye, 6-7 iurie, 7 jurie, (6 iewrie, 7 Jewry),

6-7 iury, 7- jury. [a. AF. juree, jure (as in

senses I, 2)
= O.jur<!e oath, juridical inquiry, in-

quest; med.L. yan^a, sb. from fern. pa. pple. of

jiirare to swear (see -ADE suffix).]

I. In legal use.

1. A company of men sworn to render a ' verdict
'

or true answer upon some question or questions

officially submitted to them
;
in modern times, in

a court of justice, usually upon evidence delivered

to them touching the issue; but in the earliest

times usually upon facts or matters within their

own knowledge, for which reason they were sum-

moned from the neighbourhood to which the

question submitted to them related, or in which

upted
concur in anything which tended to peace]. 1881 AGNEW

1

Theol. Consul. 287 The Presbyterian ministers who were

jurors, were regarded as lukewarm servants of their Church
and country.

b. A profane swearer, nonce-word.

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xvii, The Parisians . . are by
nature both good Jurers and good Jurists, and somewhat

overweening. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 137 P 3 (Were there

no Crime in it) nothing could be more diverting than the

Impertinence of the High Juror.

ly different forms : it may c_ __. _.

has arisen in the course of litigation ; it may be a question
of fact or a question of law, or again what we should now-

a-days call a question of mixed fact and law. What are the

customs of your district ? What rights has the king in your
district 1 Name all the land-owners of your district and say
how much land each of them has. Name all the persons in

your district whom you suspect of murder, robbery or rape.
Is Roger guilty of having murdered Ralph ? Whether of

the two has the greatest right to Blackacre, William or

Hugh ? Did Henry disseise Richard of his free tenement

in Dale ? The jury of trial, the jury of accusation, the jury
which is summoned where there is no litigation merely in

order that the king may obtain information, these all spring
from a common root

'

(Pollock & Maitland Hist. Etig. Law
I. 118).

till a ./wry had practically become what it is now, as a grand

jury at an assize or at quarter sessions, a common or special

jury in a criminal or civil trial, or a coroner's jury at an

inquest (see CORONER and INQUEST).
In England, juries in all criminal trials, in civil trials in

the superior courts, and in writs of inquiry, consist of 12

men, who must be unanimous in their verdict. A grand
jury and a coroner's jury may consist of any number from
12 to 23 ; and in these, the verdict of twelve (which is in

fact a majority) is sufficient. Juries in county courts con-

sist of 5. In Scotland, the number of the jury in a criminal

trial is 15, and the verdict of a majority is accepted ; in a

civil trial the number is 12, as in England, and their verdict

must be unanimous.
[1188 GLANVILL ix. xi, Inquirentur autem huiusmodi pur-

?resture
. . per iuratam patrie siue yisineti. 1390 Rolls Parlt.

, 20/1 Cum jur[atores] illius lnquis[itionis] calumoniavit qui

per calumpniam suam amoti fuerunt de
Jurtata]

ilia.
_
1292

BKITTON i. xxii. 10 Des viscountes et des bailliffs qi ount

plus de gentz somouns qe mester ne serroit en jureez et en

enquestes. Ibid., Et de ceux ausi qi ount mis en jureez et

en enquestes gentz malades. 1328 Rolls Parlt. II. 19/2 line

doit estre en Jurrez et Assises, si est il mys en un Jure
de graunt Assise. .devant les Justices du Baunk.] ta 1400
Morle Arth, 662 Ordayne thy selvene bathe jureez, and

juggez, and justicez of landes. 1467 Water/. Arch, in

\oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 305 There shal

none of the saide counsaile . . passe in no jure betwene

party and party. 1494 FABYAN Chron. 351 A quest of

.xii. Knyghtes of Myddlesex, sworne vpon a iurye, atwene
the abbot of Westmynster and the cyte, for certayne

pryuyleges that the cytezens of London claymed within

Westmester. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 988, I durst

as wel trust y-' truth of one iudge as of two iuries, 1603
SHAKS. .Meas. for M. n. i. 19 The Iury passing on the

Prisoners life May in the sworne-twelue haue a thiefc or two.

1607 COWELL Interpr. s.v. Homage, Homage is sometime

vsedforthe Iurie in the Courte Baron. -because it consisteth

most commonly of such, as owe homage vnto the Lord of the

fee. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 178 None are

excused from tryalls of jurie and serving in juries under the

degree of a noble man. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 50 r 12

Submitting my self to be try'd by my Country, and allowing

any Jury of 12 good Men, and true, to be that Country.

1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xxiii. 301 An inquisition of

office is the act of a jury summoned by the proper officer to

enquire of matters relating to the crown, upon evidence laid

before them. 1852 FORSYTH Trial by jury 206 It is quite

1895 POLLOCK & MAITLAND Hist. Eng. Law 1. 122 The great

fiscal record known to us as Domesday Book was compiled
out of the verdicts of juries.

2. With particularizing additions :

a. Coroner'sjury : see CORONER and INQUEST.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 55 The sentence of the

quest, subscribed by the crowner . . and so the sayd Iury
hathe sworne. 1667 PEPYS Diary 22 Jan., Find the Crow-

ner's jury sitting. 1762 GOLDSM. Nash 96 The coroner's

jury being impanelled, brought in tiieir verdict luna.:j . 18*3



JUBY.
Wnartoit's Law-Lex. (ed. 7} s.v., Unanimity is not required
from a grand jury or a coroner's jury.

b. Grand jury; a jury of inquiry, accusation,
or presentment (as distinguished from a petty jury
or jury of trial), consisting of from twelve to twenty-
three 'good and lawful men of a county', who are
returned by the sheriff to every session of the peace,
and of the assizes, to receive and inquire into in-

dictments, before these are submitted to a trial jury,
and to perform such other duties as may be com-
mitted to them.
This body represents the Grand INQUEST (q.v.) of earlier

times. In England its action has by statute and usage become
greatly restricted ; its principal duty being now

'

to examine
into accusations against persons charged with crime, and if
it see just cause, then to find bills of indictment against
them, to be presented to the court

'

; besides which, how-
ever, it may express opinions on changes in judicial pro-
cedure, make recommendations on this and kindred subjects,make presentments of nuisances, etc. Formerly, a Grand
Jury of twenty-four was summoned also upon a writ of
attaint, to inquire whether a petty jury had given a false or
corrupt verdict (abolished by 6 Geo. IV, c. 50). In Ireland
the Grand Jury had, down to 1898, very extensive powers in
reference to the general administration of the country. In
Scotland grandjuries do not exist.

[1433 AW/j Parlt. IV. 448/2 Pleder tiel feir.t & faux plee
delaier le graund Jurre, quant il fuist prest de passer.]

'49? 4 ct JI Hen. VJI> c- 2I If be founden by the graunde
lurie in the same Atteynt that the petite lury haven geven a
true Verdite, that then the graunde lurie shall have auctoritie
and power to enquire if any of the petit lury toke or per-
cey ved any Somme of Money, or other rewarde [etc.]. 15*3
i-iTZHERii. Sun,. 22 b, Euery man of the graunt iury, must
liaue landes to the value of .xx. li. of freholde. 1607 COWEL
Interpr. s.v.,TheGrand lurie consisteth ordinarily of 24 graue
and substantial! gentlemen., to consider of all bils of Indite-
ment preferred to the court 1635 Irish Acts 10 Clias. I, c. 26

3 The said lustices .. with the assent of the Grand-Iury,
shall have power.. to taxe.. every Inhabitant .. for the new
building, repayring [etc.] . . of such Bridges, Causeyes and
Toghers 1114 MANDEVILLE Fat. Bees (1725) I. Pref. 12
The book, .has been presented by the grand-jury, and con-
demn'd by thousands who never saw a word of it. 1769
BLACKSTONF. Comm. IV. xxiii. 301 As many as appear upon
this nanel are sworn upon the grand jury, to the amount
of twelve at the least, and not more than twenty-three ; that
twelve may be a majority. 1817 Part. Deli. (Ho. Lords) 1825
Irish Grand Jury Presentment Bill. . .The Earl of Donough.
more opposed the measure . , because . . it deprived grand
juries of the power of appointing their own officers. 1817
HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvi. 271 The grand jury
of Kent . . presented accordingly a petition on the 8th of
May 1701. 1881 HENDERSON in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 240/1
The power of imposing county rates [in Ireland] is, except
in the case of the county of Dublin, exercised by the grand
juries, .at the assizes.

C. Petty (or petit) jury (in contradistinction to

grandjury}, trial jury, traverse jury, or common
jury (in contradistinction to special jury) : a jury
which tries the final issue of fact in civil or criminal

proceedings, and pronounces its decision in a '
ver-

dict' upon which the court gives judgement.
M95 [see prec.]. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks. 998/2 Yf

it apere vnto the graund iurye in theyr conscience, that the
petyt iury wylfully of som corrupt mynde regarded not the
wytnesses. 1607 in COWEL. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 122
T 3 He. .has been several times Foreman of the Petty-Jury.
1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xxiii. 358 A common jury is

one returned by the sheriff according to the directions of
the statute 3 Geo. II. c. 25. which appoints that the sheriff
.. shall not return a separate panel for every separate cause,
as formerly. 1863 H. Cox Instil, n. ix. 517 Where an in-
formation is filed, .it must be tried by a special or petit jury.

d. Special jury : a jury consisting of persons
who (being on the Jurors' book) are of a certain
station in society, as esquires, bankers, or merchants,
or occupy a house or other premises of a certain

rateable value. Goodjury: see quot. 1898.
a 1726 GILBERT Cos. La-w fy Eq. (1760) 130 The Court

granted a rule for a good jury in Middlesex.
1730 Act 3 Geo.

II, c. 25 15 In such manner as special Juries have been
and are usually struck. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. HI. xxiii.

357 Special juries were originally introduced in trials at bar,
when the causes were of too great nicety for the discussion
of ordinary freeholders : or where the sheriff was suspected
of partiality. 1844 Lo. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 6 (1862)

351 Tried by a special jury that is, by persons of a superior
rank. 1870 SIR W. BOVILL in Law Rep 5 C. P. 167 The
practice of ordering a good jury existed long before the

passing of the Acts which regulate special juries. 1898
THAYER Emd. Com. Law 419 The development of the mer-
cantile law by the use of special juries. 1898 A. W. DONALU

01 1025, me siierms on receiving an order 10

have treated it as an order for a special jury.

e. Jury de medietate [med.L., = of halmess or

moiety] ,
a jury composed equally of two classes of

men, a half-and-half jury ; esp. (/. de medietate

lingux) one composed half of Englishmen and half
of foreigners.
1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. xxiii. 360 Motion to the

court for a jury de medietate linguae. 1769 Ibid. IV. x. 128

Imbezzling or vacating records . . may be tried either in the

king's bench or common pleas, by a jury de medietate : half
officers of any of the superior courts, and the other half

common jurors. Ibid. IV. xix. 278 By a jury formed de

medietate, half of freeholders and half of matriculated per-
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f. Jury of matrons : a jury of discreet women
impanelled to inquire into a case of alleged preg-
nancy.
1710-11 ADDISON Toiler No. 116 Pi, I desired the Jury of

Matrons, who stood at my Right Hand, to inform themselves
of her Condition. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 395 In case
this plea be made in stay of execution, the judge must direct
a jury of twelve matrons or discreet women to inquire the
fact. 1845 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) s.v., A jury ol matrons is
resorted to, in a writ de venire inspicien,/o, or when a
feminine prisoner condemned to death pleads pregnancy in
stay of execution.

II. transf.
3. Applied historically to the body of DICASTS

(SiKoo-Tcu) of ancient Athens, or the judices of
ancient Rome, whose functions corresponded in

part to those of an English jury.

oth to you and to the rest of my fellow-countrymen. 1881
i>. H. BUTCHER Demosthenes i. (1893) 10 In the time of Lysias
corrupt officials often told the jury point-blank that unless
they gave an adverse verdict there would be no funds to pay
their salaries. Ibid. 12 It is not easy to see how juries con-
sating of five hundred members or more could be effec-

tively bribed.

4. A body of persons selected to award prizes
in an exhibition or competition.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 30 In announcing the

Prizes, the Commissioners laid down certain general prin-
ciples for the guidance of the Juries. 1900 H'estm. Gaz
8 May I0/i The prize-jury . . examined the merits of no
fewer than 990 competitive stories.

t5. (from the usual number of persons in a jury
in sense I.) A company of twelve; a dozen. Obs.
1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. VH. xxxvi. (1612) 172 Three-

headed Cerberus in chames should make the lurie full.

1649 FULLER Just Man's Fim. 27 All the Jurie of the
Apostles. 1650 Pisgah Ezek. Vis. i, A compleate square
. . with a just Jury of gates, three on each side.

III. 6. attrib. and Comb., as jury-packing,
-panel, -roll, -room, -trial; jury-book, a book
containing the names of persons liable to serve on
juries ; jury-box, an enclosed space in which the

jury sit in court ; jury chancellor, the foreman
of a jury (in Scotland) : = CJBANCELLOB 8; jury-
list, a list of persons liable to be summoned to act
as jurymen; f jury-process, a writ formerly issued
for the summoning of a jury ; jury-trial, trial by
jury ; jury-woman, one of a jury of matrons.
1870 Act 33 # 34 Viet. c. 77 12 No person whose name

shall be in the *jury book as a juror shall be entitled to be
excused from attendance. i8a6 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1859) II.

112/2 He does not conjure the farmers in the 'jury-box, by
the love which they bear to their children. 1867 TKOLLOPE
Cfiron. Barset xli, The men in the jury-box may decide it

how they will. 1867 CARLYI.F. Kemin. n. loThe *jury chan-
cellor., smote his now dry brow with a gesture of despair.
1825 Aci 6 Geo. IV, c. 50 6 marg.. High Constables to
issue Precepts to Churchwardens, etc. . . to make out "Jury
Lists. 1887 Westm. Rev. June, An address, in which they
complain., of "jury-packing; of the land tenure; of trade
regulations confining them to certain markets. 1888 Times

If.S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 127 A chance would thus be afforded
of having an honest man on the *jury-roll. a 1832 MACKIN-
TOSH Rcvol. 1688 Wks.i846 II. 296 The friends of the Bishops
watched at the door of the "jury-room, and heard loud voices
at midnight. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 91 When a
political libel is the offence, the form of *jury trial is but
a melancholy farce. 1844 Lo. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, ix.

3 (1862) 126 The use of Jury-trial is admirable . . where
a question of conflicting evidence arises. 1805 EUGENIA
DE ACTON Nuns of Desert I. 236 We wish to bribe her
"Jury.women, but they are inflexible. 1883 Wltarton's
Law-Lex, (ed. 7), Jury-woman, or Jury of Matrons.
Hence Ju'ryless a., without a jury.
1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 29 By a wicked and jury-less

Court of Conscience act. 1810 Packing (\fai) 115 A Jury-
less Judge' preferable to a covertly pensioned Jury.
Jury-, Jury a. (JVaut.) : see under JURY-MAST.
Juryer, juryour: see JUBIEB.

Juryman (dguVrimaen). [f. JURY + MAN.]A man serving on a jury ; a member of a jury :

= JUROR i.

1579 FULKE Heskins' Part. 389 To make him a lawfull
lewne man. 1653 W. LEACH (title') The Bribe-Takers of
Jurymen discovered. 1711-14 POPE Rape Lock in. 22 The
hungry Judges soon the sentence sign, And wretches hang
that jury-men may dine. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III.
xxiii. 380 Here therefore a competent number of sensible and
upright jurymen . . will be found the best investigators of
truth. 1861 PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Eng. 24 The dis-

tinction^ of the judge of law from the judge of fact orjuryman
was derived from Italian sources many hundred years later.

b. As rendering of Gr. SiKaoTr/s DlOAST or of

'L.judex.
1879 FROUDE Cxsar iii. 26 All cases of importance, civil or

criminal, came before courts of sixty or seventy jurymen.
1881 S. H. BUTCHER Demosthenes i. (1893) 10 There were
still jurymen eager to serve and litigants ready to supply
cases.

c. With qualification, as grand-juryman, a
member of a grand jury.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffs 3 I'le be sworne hee was a

grande iurie man, in respect of me. 1601 SHAKS. Tiuel. N.
in. ii. 17 They haue beene grand lurie men, since before
Noah was a Saylor. 1751 J. LOITHIAN Form of Protest

JUSSEL.
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/''fiction of the grand jurymen is that theyshould be freeholders of the county, to what amount an.
pears to be uncertain.

Ju'ry-ma St. [Origin unknown.
App. either a corruption of some earlier name, or a jocular

appellation invented by sailors. For the suggestion that it

iffi!^S^^**?^~w^*--
1. Naut. A temporary mast put up in place of
one that has been broken or carried away.
1616 CAPT. SMITH Descr. New Eng. 50 We had reaccom-

modated her a Iury mast, and the rest, to returne for
Plimouth. 1617 Seaman's Gram. iv. 18 A Iury Mast
that is, when a Mast is borne by the boord, with Yards
Koofcs, Trees, or what they can, spliced or fished together
they make a lury-mast. 1750 BLANCKLEY Na-ual Expos
84 Jury Mast. Whatever is set up in the Room of a
Mast lost in a Fight, or by a Storm, and fastened into the
Partners, and fitted with a lesser Yard, Sails, and Ropes,
ls
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!
colas Disp. Nelson

(1845) I. 55 We have been employed since in getting jury-
masts yards and bowsprit, and stopping the holes in our
sides. 1847 LD- G. BENTINCK in Croker Papers (1884)
ill. xxv. 144 To keep the dismantled ship floating and
fighting under jury-masts.

b. Sojuryforemast, jury mainmast, etc.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. ii, Having no sails.. but a main

course, and a kind of square sail upon a jury fore-mast 1748Ansons Voy. in. L 297 We saw her main-top mast, which
had hitherto served as a jury main-mast, share the same
fate. 1836 MARRYAT Midsh. 0^(1863) '9 Before thedav
was over, a jury-foremast had been got up.

C. transf. An apparatus employed in the treat-
ment of Pott's disease, to keep the spinal column
straight, and prevent lateral curvature.
1883 HOLMES & HULKE Syst. Surgery (ed. 3) II. 413 In

Professor Sayre's Plaster of Paris Corset and Jury-mast . we
have a much better appliance. 1894 Lancet 3 Nov. 1029.
2. Hence jury- is used in comb, to designate

other parts of a ship put together or contrived for

temporary use, as jury-rig, jury-iigging (whence
jury-rig v., jury-rigged ppl. a.}, jury-rudder,
jury-tiller ; and humorously of other things, as

jury-buttocks; jury-leg, a wooden leg, or any
contrivance to supply the place of a disabled leg
(whence jury-legged a.) ; jury meal.

dog. 1788 NEWTS Tour Eng. ft Scot. 116 The ships to be jury
rigged : that is, to have smaller masts, yards, and rigging,
than would be required for actual service. 1840 MARRYAT
Poor Jack xxiii, Having jury-rigged her aft, we steered our

se. 1844 MACAULAY Misc., Barert (1860) II. 127 She
come safe into port under jury rigging. 1850 Tait's

course,

may

ing a vessel with the means of steering when an accident has
befallen the rudder. 1883 Century Mag. Oct. 944/1 The
steward.. had a jury-meal rigged up in presentable shape.

b. Hence Jury is also taken independently as
an adj.

= temporary, makeshift.
1821 BYRON Let. to Rogers 21 Oct., I have.. some jury

chairs and tables. 1833 MAHRYAT P. Simple xlvi, Rig
something jury forward, and follow me. 1835 SlK J. Ross
Narr. 2nd Voy. iii. 38 We . . set up the new topmast in place
of the jury one.

Jurysdycall, obs. variant of JURIDICAL.
Jus, jv.ee, obs. forms of JUICE.
Juspu'blicist. nonce-wd. [f. L. jus public-um

public law : see -1ST.] One who has to do with

public law or rights.
1809-10 CoLEHipGE/'>-/V(/(i865)i88 This., it is the province

of the
philosophical juspublicist to discover and display.

tJusquiam. Obs. [-.jusyuiamt(iybc.u\
Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. iusquiamus (Palladius).]= HYOSCYAMUS.
[c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 94 Deos wyrt be man. .iusquianum

nemne5, & oorum naman belone, & eac sume men henne
belle hatad. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 264. 1527 ANDREW
Brunzwykes Distyll. Waters n. cclxxv. Tij b/i The venims
of Opium and Iusquiamus. 1565 J. HALLE Hist. Ejcpost.
Table 52 Hyosciamus, henbane is called in Greeke 'Yo<rim-
fio? ; in Latin : Hiosciamus . . of the Apothecaries Iusquia-
mus.] 1717 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Goose, Henbane, or

Jusquiam, call'd the Death of young Geese. 1736 BAILEY
Househ. Diet. 318 Take half an ounce of . . the ointment of
Jusquiam.

t Jussel. Obs. Forms: 4-5 iusshell(e, 5
gusschelle, guissell, iuschel(le. iuselle, 5-6
iussell(e, 5-7 iussel, iussall, 7 jussel, 8-9 dial.

jossel, jossle. [a. Q.jussel juice, broth (Godef.),
ad. L. juscellum, dim. of jusculum, dim. of jus
broth, soup.] In ancient cookery, a name in-

cluding various forms of mince or hotch-potch.
1c 1390 Forme of Cnry in Warner Antiq. Culm. (1791) n

Jusshell. . . Jushell enforced. 14. . Tourn. Tottenham,
Feest vii. in Hazl. E. P. P. HI. 95 Ther come in iordans
in iussall. c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) ii lusselle. Take
myud bred, and eyren bou swynge ; Do horn togeder with
out lettyng, Take fresshe broth of gode befe, Coloure hit
with safron, bat is me lefe, Boyle hit softly, and in bo
boylyng, Do ber to sage and persely Joyng. c 1430 Two
Cookery-bks. 16 luschelle of Fysshe. Take fayre r rye of

Pyke, and caste it raw on a morter, an caste ber-to gratid
brede[etc.]. c^^aPromp.Parv. 268/1 lusselle, or dyschelle,
dyshemete . . , jussellum. c 1450 Two Cookery-bhs. 87 Guis-
sell. 1513 Bt. Kentynge in Babees Bk. 273 Blaunche man-
ger, lussell, and charlet. 1551 HULOKT, luasell, a meat made



JUSSION.

Jussion (<l3-Jcn )-
rare -

[a.
F. ytto, ad. L

jussion-tm order, command, f. juss- : see next.]

Order, command. Letters ofjussion [P . Uttres de

Jussioa],
letters by which the French king ordered

the parliament to register an ordinance.

irii Ann. Reg. goVi The King sent a message to the par-

liament that if they did not obey his letters of Jussion, and

resume their functions, he would remove the magistrates

from their employments. 1830 BENTHAM Official Aptitude

Maximized Pref., Wks. 1843 V. 270/2 note, Imperation, in its

two shapes positive command, or say jussion, on the one

hand, and prohibition, or say inhibition, on the other.

Jussive (ds-siv), a. (**.) [f. L. juss-, ppl.

stem of jublre to command : see -IVE.] Express-

ing a command or order : esp. in Grammar, applied

to forms of the verb.

1846 T. H. KEY Lat. Gram. 58 The imperative mood com-

mands.. The jussive mood directs. 1850 B. DAVIES tr.

Geuniui' Heb. Gram, xlviii, We must distinguish . . between

the common form of the Future and . . a shortened form

(with a jkissive force). 1870 tr. Laiige's Cpmm., Song Sol.

vii. 166 The following voluntative or jussive future. 1881

Athemum 27 Aug. 274/2 We do not believe in the jussive

pluperfect subjunctive. 1899 A. N. JANNAHIS in Expositor

Apr. 299 The above jussive, or hortative and desiderative

function of this infinitive.

B. sb. A verbal form expressing command.
1900 R. C. THOMPSON Rep. Magic. Nineveh II. p. xxxv,

Lillik-limur are the equivalents of the Hebrew jussive.

t JTTBSOry, a- Obs. rare. [f. as prec. : see

-ORY.] Of or pertaining to command.

1613 PUBCHAS /V^frj'Mv?(i6i4>i83Everyof his members
also doe provoke him to performe those iussorie inventions.

t Ju-ssulent, a. Obs. rare . [ad. L. jussu-
lentus having broth, I. jus broth.] (See quots.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., lussulcnt (jussulentits), that

which is sod or stewed in pottage or broth. 1658 PHILLIPS,

yuauleat, full of broth or pottage.

Just, joust (dz,z>st, d3t), rf.l Forms: 3-4
ioust, 7- joust ; 4-7 iust, 7- just, (6-9 giust).

[a. OF. juste, joste, jouste, F. joute, f. juster, etc.

JUST

v. For the spelling and pronunciation, see

UST, JOUST, .]

1. A combat in which two knights or men-at-arms

on horseback encountered each other with lances ;

spec . a combat of this kind for exercise or sport ;

a tilt. Usually in pi. justs , jousts , a series of such

encounters, as a spectacular display; a tournament.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2898 Vor |?er nas so god kni}t non
. . pat in ioustes ssolde sitte be dunt of is lance, c 1320 Sir
Beues (A.) 3785 And to be iustes bai gonne ride, c 1380
WYCUF Wks. (1880) 10 Whanne lordis ben fro horn in werris,
in iustis. 01533 LD. BERNEKS Htton xxi. 62, I was a yonge

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, v. ii. 52 What newes from Oxford 2

Hold those lusts and Triumphs? 1633 J. HAVWARD tr.

Biondis BanisKd Virg. 192 Right joyfull . . to light on by
the way so solemne jousts. 1645 EVELYN Diary 2 May,
There had been in the morning a Just and Tournament of

severall young gentlemen. 1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xv.

191 Great justs were made : the French King himself just-

ing. 1755 JOHNSON, yJ/, mock encounter on horseback ;

tilt ; tournament. Joust is more proper. 1776 MICKLE tr.

Camoen? Lusiad 330 At just and tournay with the tilted

lance. 1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. in. i. 113 The just was
a separate trial of skill, when only one man was opposed
to another. 1808 SCOTT Mann. i. xiv, Seldom hath pass'd

,a week but giust Or feat of arms befel. 1830 JAMES Darn-
ley xxi. 93 Just after just, tourney after tourney. 1838
PRESCOTT Ferd. f, Is. (1846) III. xi. 44 The knights.. defied
one another to jousts and tourneys. 1859 TENNYSON Enid
537 Down to the meadow where the jousts were held.

jiff- 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. in. Colonies 553
Less powrfull in the Paphian Ioust For Propagation. 1846
H. ROGERS Ess. I. iv. 203 He entered the lists in those
intellectual jousts, as they may be called.

t b. //. as sing. A tournament. Obs.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvil. 50 Coming fro..Ierico To
a iustes in iherusalem. a 1512 FABYAN Chron. vn. 687 Chief

chalengeour, at a
royall iustyce and turney. 1568 GRAFTON

Chron. II. 303 The king did holde a royall Iustes in Smith-
fielde in London. 1593 PEELE Order Garter 44 As if the
God of war Had held a justs in honour of his love. 1641-74
BAKER Chron. an. 1400, They would publish a solemn Justs
to be hotden at Oxford.

t 2. Applied to the ancient Grecian games. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 37 Olympades, bat beeb
be tymes of here iustis and tornementis. 1388 WYCLIF
2 Mace. iv. 18 Whanne iustus, doon oonys in fyue jeer, was
maad solempli in Tire.

t Just, sbt 'Obs. Also iuste, iuyste, ioust.

[a. OF. juste, juiste, juyste, ad. med.L. justa (sc.

mensilra) right measure (of drink) ; the vessel hold-

ing this (Du Cange).] A large-bellied pot with
handles, used for holding wine or beer.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 121 Hym was joven
a iuste {printed viste, JUS. Harl. 1900 (ibid. 513) iust, L.
fuitti] of gold, honoured wonderfully wib precious stones.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 598/16 Otba,.. a Juyste. 1440
/'romf. Pan. 268/2 Iuste, potte. a 1529 SKELTON Elynour
Riimmjntg 192 For they go to roust Streyght over the ale-
ioust. attrib.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 83, I shal
langle to bis lurdan with his iust wombe.
Just (d^rst), a. [a. F. juste (=Pr. just, Sp.,

Pg.justo, It. giusto] or immed. ad. L. Justus right-
cou, equitable, rightful, f.jtls right, law, justice.]
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1. That does what is morally right, righteous.

Just before (with) God or, simply, just : Righteous
in the sight of God ; justified. Now chiefly as a

Biblical archaism.

1382WYCLIF Ezek. xxxiii. 12 The rijtwijsnesse ofa iust man
[\\\\g.JHStitiajusti-. 1388 The ristfulnesse of a rijtful man].

Luke i. 6 Sothli thei bothe weren iuste [so 1388 : Vulg.

justi] bifore God. Rom. iii. 26 That he be iust [so 1388 :

Vulg. Justus], and iustifyinge him that is of the feitn of

Ihesu Crist. 1526 TINDALE Matt. v. 45 He . . sendeth his

reyne on the iuste and on the iniuste [Vulg. tonos et malos}.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidaiie's Comtn, 6 Scripture, declareth

playnly, howe it is faith that maketh us iust before God.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. iv. 28. 211 The iustest

man passeth no one day wherein he falleth not many times.

1659 SHIRLEY Ajax $ Ulysses iii, Only the actions of the

just Smell sweet and blossom in the dust. 1719 WATTS Hymn,
' Not to the terrors' iii. Behold the spirits of the just, Whose
faith is turn'd to sight 1 1824 R. HALL Wks. (1832) VI. 355
God can be at once the just and the justifier.

t b. absol. in singular. Obs. or arch.

1382 WYCUF Acts vii. 52Theprophetis. .that bifore teelden

oftnecomyngeoftheiust [x6n the lust one]. 1526 TINDALE
That iustActs vii. 52 t whom ye haue betrayed. 5 COVER-

DALE Ps. xxxvi[i]. 12 The yngodly layeth wayte for the iust,

& gnasjsheth vpon him with his tethe [so 1611 and R.V.].

2. Upright and impartial in one's dealings; ren-

dering every one his due
; equitable.

1382 WYCLIF i John \. g If we knowlechen oure synnes, he
is feithful and iust [Vulg. Justus] that he for3iue to us our

synnes. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofMsop \\. Proem, The good
ond Iuste be not subget to the lawe as we fynde and rede of
alle the Athenyens. 1503 DUNBAR Thistle 4- Rose 122 Scho
. .bawd him be als just toawppis and owlis, As vnto pacokkis.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 209, 1 mistrust not the ludges,
because thei are iuste. 1605 SHAKS. Lear

y.
iii. 170 The

Gods are iust, and of our pleasant vices Make instruments to

plagve vs. 1725 POPE Odyss. xm. 249 Some juster prince
perhaps had entertained, And safe restored me to my native

land. 1771 Juniiis Lett. Ivi. 294 How much easier it is to

be generous than just. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Prol.,
Thou madest man, he knows not why. .And Thou hast made
him : Thou art just. 1853 LYTTON My Novel v. iii, He was

just, but as a matter of business. He made no allowances.
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. i. 13. 204 Just 1 What is

that? .. dealing equitably or equally.

f b. Faithful or honourable in one's social re-

lations. Const, ofj to. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. jfuf. C. in. ii. 90 He was my Friend, faithfull,

and iust to me. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia i. 3 He was
very iust of his promise. 1727 POPE Epit. R. Digby^ Just of

thy word, in ev ry thought sincere. 1809 CAMPBELL Gert.

Wyom. in. xxix, Friend to more than human friendship just.

3. a. Consonant with the principles of moral

right or of equity ; righteous ; equitable ;
fair. Of

rewards, punishments, etc. ; Deserved, merited.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 214 More it loyes me, lason, of hi iust

werkes. c 1430 Hymns Vir%. 1 14 The hi}est lessoun bat

man may lere Is to lyue iust lijf. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe
hid. (Arb.) 5 If honest commendacions be a iust reward
dew to noble enterprises. 1590 R. HITCHCOCK Quintess.
Wit 5 That warre is iust, that is necessarye. 1632 T. HAY-
WARD tr. Biondis Eromena 33, I will never rest, till I have
executed just vengeance on him that unjustly slew thee.

1766 GOI.DSM. Vic. W.
yiii,

You'll think it^ust that I should

give them an opportunity to retaliate. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Rudge vi, Is this fair, or reasonable, or just to yourself?
quasi-^. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 381 Strength from Truth

divided and from Just. .naught merits but dispraise.

b. Constituted by law or by equity, grounded
on right, lawful, rightful; that is such legally;
f legally valid (obs.).
c 1430 LYDG. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 17 The degre be

just successioune . .Unto the kyng is now descended doune.

1542 in Marsden
|

Set. PI. Crt. Adm. (1894) I. 116 Being
in his lyfetyme juste owner and possessor of a certayne
waterboote. 1642 Perkins Prof, Bk. ix. 581. 255 Where
a just grant or other thing cannot take effect without a
deed. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 38 We now return To claim
our just inheritance of old. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock in.

60 The rebel Knave, who dares his prince engage, Proves
the just victim of his royal rage. 1726-31 TINDAL Rapin's
Hist. Eng. (1743) II. xvii. 100 Another Person has a juster
title than she to the Crown. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iv. I. 443 He [James II) would still go as far as any man m
support of her [his country's] just liberties.

4. Having reasonable or adequate grounds; well-

founded.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1178 (1227) Al quyt from euery

drede and teene As she bat Iuste cause hadde hym to triste.

ISS3 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 217 Images we maie chaunge,
as the matter shall give iuste cause. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Purple Isl. xi. xti, A simple maid, With justest grief and
wrong so ill apaid. 1792 Anecd. W. Pitt II. xxix. 130 The
excuse is a valid one ifit is a just one. 1796 ELIZA HAMIL-
TON Lett. Hindoo Rajah I. 45 Alas ! my fears were just.
The pure spirit had fled. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON A udiA It.

II. Ixxiv. 23 The justest object of jealousy to wise men in
all ages.

6 . Conformableto the standard, or towhat is fitting
or requisite ; right in amount, proportion, aesthetic

quality, etc.
; proper ; correct.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 60 Iuste weight
halte justly the balaunce. 1588 W. SMITH Brief Descr.
Lond. (Harl. MS. 6363 If. 13) If they ffynd [the weights]
not lust : they breake them. 1^98 YONG Diana 491 A mar-
uellous sweete concent keeping iust time and measure. 1671
R. BOHUN Windfyj So that a just and moderate condensa-
tion is necessary to the constitution of Winds. 1734 J. WARD
Introd. Math. II. xi. (ed. 6) 139 The First Root is 300 being
less than Just. 17^50 JOHNSON Rambler No. 23 F 9 Rules
for the just opposition of colours, and the proper dimensions
of ruffles and pinners. 1821 J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies Metr.
Sytt, lib (1871) 74 The first of these injunctions, .commands

JUST.

that the standards should be ju*t. 1877 E. R. CONDEH Box.
Faith v. 203 The just balance between the moral and intel-

lectual sides of his nature is often destroyed.
b. Mus. in just interval, intonation, etc. : Har-

monically pure ; sounding perfectly in tune.

1850 GEN. P. THOMPSON (title) Theory and Practice of

Just Intonation. 1878 W. H. STONE Set. Basis Music v.

90 The differences of the old [mean-tone] and equal sys-
tems [of temperament], and their respective departures from
just intonation. 1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics 353 Just
Intonation, where all the Fifths and Thirds are perfect, used
only by singers and theorists.

6. Of speech, ideas, opinions, arguments, etc. :

In accordance with reason, truth, or fact ; right ;

tme; correct. Often with mixture of sense 3.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos XXL 77 He refuseth to lene his eeres
for to vnderstande my wordes that ben soo iuste and reson-
able. ai6io HEALEY Theophrastus (1636) 20 He main-
taineth, that strangers speake wiser and juster things than
his own fellow-citizens. 1725 POPE Odyss. in. 306 Much
he knows, and

p'ust
conclusions draws From various prece-

dents, and various laws. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)
V. 136 A single glance of a good plate or a picture imprints
a juster idea than a volume could convey. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Comm-w. II. Ixxv. 618 To present a just picture of
American public opinion one must cut deeper.

fb. Of a copy, description, calculation, etc.:

Exact, accurate. [So F. juste.] Said also of

personal agents. Obs.

1563 WINBET FourScoir Thre Quest. To Rdr., Wks. 1888
I. 60 We sett furth this iust copie without altering or eiking
ony thing. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 53 Having
given you a just account . . of the bread and drink of this
Island. 1691 SWIFT Athen. Soc.

t
Like a just map. 1704

J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans Pref. (1738) 7, I have since pro-
cured a just Translation. 1727 SWIFT What passed in

London, I am apt to think his calculation just to a minute.
1798 G. FORSTER yonrn. Bengal to Eng. I, 80 The Hindoos
of this day are just imitators, and correct workmen ; but
they possess merely the glimmerings of genius.

1 7. Adapted to something else, or to an end or

purpose ; appropriate ; suitable. Obs.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 211 [It] slant eke in so Iuste

a place That euery sovne mot to hyt pace. 1664 EVELYN
Kal. Hort. Introd. (1729) 187 How many Things to be done
in their just Season. <n665 MRS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col.

Hutchinson^ (1846) 32 He was very liberal to them, but ever
chose just times and occasions to exercise it. 1684 R. WAL-
LER Nat.Exper. 10 Our Instrument remains still mnalterably
just to every place where 'tis made use of.

1 8. Of clothing, armour, etc. : Well adjusted,

fitting exactly. Hence, Fitting too closely, tight.

[So f.JusU.} Obs.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 273 His hode was iuste to his chynne.

ci4oo Destr. Troy 9505 Mekull iust armur. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour (1868) 38 Streite and welle sittinge and iuste,
that sum tyme the fruite that was in me suffered payne and
was in perelle. 1649 LOVELACE Poems

t Aramantha^ It

[a robe] sate close and free, As the just bark unto the Tree.

f9. Of a calculated result, measure, amount,
number, date, etc. : Exact, as opposed to approxi-
mate. Also with defining word : That is exactly
what is designated ;

='
(the) exact . . '. Obs.

^1391 CHAUCER Astrol. n, 3 To haue take a lust Ascen-
dent by their Astrilabie. 1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knowl. i.

iv, Open your compasse to the iust length of y line. 1594
Acc.-Bk. IV. Wray'm Antiquary XXXII. n8[He]owes me
. . the just some of iij/z. xixs. \d. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V.
iv. i. 327 If thou tak'st more Or lesse then a iust pound.
1608 WILLET Hexapla Exod. 875 The forepart of the court
was a iust square. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. ix. iv. 3 We
cannot exactly tell the just time thereof. 1723-4 CHAMBERS
tr. Le Clerks Treat. Archit. I. 105 It shou'd be rais'd to
the just height of the Windows. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat.
Hist. Eng. I. Cornwall 4 Its Height and just Balance.

fb. Of an instrument, natural action, etc. :

Exact or uniform in operation, regular, even. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 382 Thou shall me fynde as

lust as is a squyre. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 26 The
vnfallible motion of the Planets, ihe iusle course of the yeere.
1665-6 Phil, Trans. I. 61 An instrument composed of two
Rulers .. will be no longer just at all. 1721 BAILEY, Just
Difisors are such Numbers or Quantities which will

divide a given Number or Quantity, so as to leave no Re-
mainder. 1769 SIR W. JONES Pal. Fortune in Poems, etc.

(1777) 23 Mark'd the just progress of each rolling sphere.

f lO. Corresponding exactly in amount, Duration,

position, etc.
; equal ; even, level. Obs.

1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop, n. iv. (1895) 141 Dyuyd-
ynge the daye and the nyghte into xxiiii iust houres. 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. i. xxxiii. (1636) 343 Untill the last

degree of the said Signe do appeare just with the upper
edge of the Horizon, c 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon 46 (1810)

52 That ..well in Derbyshire, which ebbeth and floweth

byjust tides. 1725 POPE Odyss. xiv. 483 The destin'd victim
to dis-part In sev'n just portions.

f b. Characterized by or involving exact corre-

spondence. Obs.

1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty xi. 83 They meet in just
similitude. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xvi. (1819) 258 In con-

sequence of the just collocation, and by means of the joint
action of longitudinal and annular fibres.

T" 11. That is such properly, fully, or in all re-

spects ; complete in amount or in character
;

full
;

proper,
*

regular'. Just battle, in quot. 1603, a

regular (pitched) battle [
= OF. juste bataille]. Just

age (years), full age or age of discretion. Obs.

1588 H. G. tr. Cataneo (title} Briefe Tables to know
redily how manie ranckes of footemen . . go to the making
of a iust battaile. 1588 D. ROGERS in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. n. III. 148 They are not minded to Crowne the yonge
kinge, before he come to just yeares. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks (162:) 663 The skirmish was like to have come to ft



JUST.

just battell. a i6i SYLVESTER Judith To Rdr., I am the
first in Fraunce who in a just Poem hath treated in our
tongue of sacred things. 1622 BACON Hen. VII 42 This
warre was rather a suppression of Rebels, then a warre with
a

just Enemie. 1614 BEDELL Lett. x. 136 It would require
a iust volume to shew it. 1668 CULPF.PPER & COLE Barthat.
Anal. HI. i. 128 When a man comes to a just age 1772
BERKELEY Alciphr. !. 12 Published .. sometimes in just
volumes, but often in pamphlets and loose papers. 1778 Bp
LOWTH Transl. Isaiah ix.

7 note, A just poem, remarkable
for the regularity of its disposition, and the elegance of
its plan.

12. tionce-use. That just is or takes place: cf.

JUST adv. 5.
1884 BROWNING Ferishtah, Two Camels 117 A lip's mere

tremble, Look's half hesitation, cheek's just change of
colour.

13. Comb. a. with apple, (or another adj.), where
just is adverbial in sense, =

justly : as just-borne,
-conceived, -consuming, -dooming, -judging, -kind-
led, -tempered, -thinking; just-gentle, b. parasyn-
thetic, asjust-minded (whencejust-mindedness).
'595 SHAKS. John 11. i. 345 Before we will lay downe our
mst-borne Armes. 1633 FORD Love's Sacr. v. i, The

boundless spleen Of*just-consu ming wrath. 1308 SYLVESTER

~. . www^m u j uai niiiucuf wiwic:netting r>eueropnoii
1887 Pall Mall G. 20 Aug. 2/2 Confidence in the *just-
mindedness of their employers. 1829 E. S. SWAINE in Bis-
choff Woollen Maniif. (1842) II. 238 At the very name of
a drawback or bounty . . the "just-thinking legislator must
shrink with an instinctive distrust.

Just, joust (d.^fst, dsz7st), w.l Forms : 3-7
iust(e, 4-7 ioust(e, (5 youst, yust, iowst, iost,
6 iuyst), 7- just, joust, [a. QY.juste-r (nthc.),
foster (i 2th c.), jouster (i 3th c.)

= fr.justarjostar,
sP-> Pg./VwAw, It. giostrare :-late pop.L. juxtare
to approach, come together, meet, f. juxta near

together. The sense 'approach, join', remained
in OF.
The historical Eng. spelling from the i3th c. is just : cf.

the cognate adjust : L. adjuxtdre. Under later French
influence, joust

t

was used sometimes by Gower, Caxton,
Spenser, and Milton, was preferred by Johnson, and used
by Scott, and is now more frequent ; but the pronunciation
remained as in the historical spelling ; the second pronun-
ciation above is recent, and suggested by the spelling joust.]
t 1. (?) To join, to ally oneself. Obs. rare.

_ 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1589 Esau wifuede us to dere Quan he
iusted & beS so mat, Toe of kin Se canaan bi-gat.

(2. intr. To join battle, encounter, engage ; esp.
to fight on horseback as a knight or man-at-arms.
c 1300 Cursor M. 21910 (Edinb.) Mikil leuer war him to

here Hu roland iuste (Gd'tt. iusted], and oliuere. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. }Vace (Rolls) 4379 Knyghte iustede, archers
drowe On bobe parties fol manie bey slowe. 1:1380 Sir
Ferumk. 105, I wil kllbe on hem my mijt and dyngen hem
al to douste Wheber bay wille on fote fi}t ouber on horse
louste. c 1440 Bone FJor. 459 Fyfty of them issewed owte,
For to juste in werre. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 583 And all
who since, Baptiz'd or Infidel Jousted in Aspramont or
Montalban.

3. spec. To engage in a just or tournament ; to
run at tilt with lances on horseback.
13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 872 Ojaines sir Gij ber com Gayer,

To iuste wib him he drouj him ner. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s
T. 1628 At that Monday lusten they and daunce. 1390
GOWER Conf. III. 63 To se . . The lusti folk iouste and
tourneie. 1485 CAXTON Clias. Gt. 41 Sende to Iuste ayenst
me somme of thy barons, c 1489 Sonnes ofAymon i. 32
They lousted moche worthyly but Reynawde iousted beste
vpon his horse bayarde. a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VIII
85 The kyng.. in his owne person lusted to all comers. 1608
SHAKS. Per. 11. i. 116 There are Princes and Knights come

j'ttr. AAVI. 524 .very cmei . . ne call a to joust, ana aara
them to the field. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude ix. 455 Methought
I saw a pair of knights Joust underneath the trees. 1825
MACAULAY Ess., Milton (1851) I. 15 Knights, who vowed
to joust without helmet or shield. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. II. viii. 261 Not justing with his lance as in a mimic
tourney.

b. With adverbial accusative.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Essex (1662) 330 An English-

man challenged any of the French, to just a course or two
on horse-back with him.

4. In various fig. applications. (In quot. 1639,
To cor-'

"

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 133 He iugged til a iustice
and lusted in his ere, And ouertilte al his treuthe. 1349
Compl. Scot. vi. 58 Lyik tua gait buckis iustand contrar
vthirs. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. 515 Auster and
Boreas justing furiously Under hot Cancer. 1608 Ibid. 11.

iv. iv. Schisme 941 So fare these miners; whom I pittie
must That their bright valour should so darkly joust. 1639
T. DE GREY Compl. Horsem. 51 His justing, howsoever
without fruit, . . is but once only in the whole course of his
life. 1824 BYRON Def. Transf. \. ii, The lion and his tusky
rebels.. brought to joust In the arena.

Just (djpst), v? [Aphetic f. ADJUST.] trans.

To adjust. Hence Ju'sting -obi. sb.

1628 in G. Barry Orkney Isl. App. (1805) 473 That every
pundlar be justed and made equal with the King's pundlar.
1883 Pall Mall G. 28 Sept. 14/1 Thoroughly understands

gauging, justing, and every branch of the business to the
minutest details.

Just (djtfst), adv.
[f. JUST a. : cf. adverbial

use of F. juste.~\

1. Exactly, precisely ; verily, actually ; closely :

cf. EVEN adv. 6. Formerly often even just. Quali-
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fying a prep., adv., or advb. phrase ; or (in e, f, g)
an adj., pron., or sb.

a. Of place or position. Just at, in, over (etc.)
the = at, in, over (etc.) the very. \Just to, right up
to, even to, as far as to

; just to the, to the very.
? 1400 Morte Arth. 1123 The gyaunt he hyltez, lust to

the gemtales ; and iaggede thame in sondre. 1463 BuryWills (Camden) 39 That ymage to be set just ageyn the
peleer. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixxxiii. 259 He passyd iust
by kyng Charlemayn. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 287ihere was also a chapel iust by, wherin were burning in-
numerable Tapers. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. 1 1. 267 The Eng-
hshe Marshalles ranne abroade even iust to Parys, and
brent Saint Germayns. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Countryfarme 2 Euen iust in the place whereupon the Sunne riseth.

1617 MORYSON /tin. 160 You have now hit me just where
my paine lies. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. v. 9 They double
all the Stuff that is to be water'd, that is, they crease it just
through the middle of it. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 254 p6A beautiful young Creature who sat just before me. 1745De foe s Eng. Tradesman xxv. (1841) I. 248 We are butted
and bounded just where we were in queen Elizabeth's time.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vii. x, Here is a very creditable,
good house just by. 1884 SIR N. LINDLEY in Law Rep.
25 Chanc. Div. 319 The case .. appears to me to break down
just at the critical point. Mod. You know where the path
crosses a small stream: I met him just there; yes, iust at
that spot.

b. Of time.

1574 BOURNE Regim. for Sea Introd. (1577) Ciij, Then
ryseth the Sunne at fiue of the clocke iust, and setteth at
seuen of the clocke iust. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, ii. iii. 13A parted eu'n iust betweene Twelue and One. 1672 C.
MANNERS in i2//i Rep Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 25 Mr.
Cooper . . actually began it, but just then fell dangerously
sicke. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ft P. 59 Just that Day
Twelvemonth you left me Aboard Ship at Gravesend. 1777
JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 6 Oct., I purpose soon to be
at

Lichfiejd, but know not just when. 1853 LYTTON My
Novel in.

iy, Just at that precise moment, who should appear
but Mr. Stirn ! 1895 Bookman Oct. 18/1 New Guinea was
filling a good deal of colonial thoughts just then.

c. Of manner. Just as = precisely in the way
that, in the very way that. Just so, precisely in
that way ; exactly as has been said.

1607-12 BACON Ess., Custom t, Educ. (Arb.) 368 To
heare Men professe, . . give great wordes, and then doe iust
as they have done before. 1663 R- HOOKE Microgr. Ix. 57A Sphere, which will.. grow bigger, just after the same
manner., as the waves or rings on the surface of the water.

'735 POPE Ep. Lady 161 She speaks, behaves, and acts just
as she ought. 1819 BYRON Jjtan n. clxvii, He was in love
..so was she Just in the way we very often see. 1836
CHARLOTTE ELLIOTT Hymn, Just as I am, without one plea.
1881 GRANT WHITE England xvi. 388 Just so, just so, is the
most common phrase of general assent. 1891 E. PEACOCK
A". Brendan I. 117, I will do just as you advise.

d. Of degree. Just as, just so, to the same de-

gree as.

1551 RECORDE Pathw. Knmvl. I. xix, Then shall you make
one right line iuste as long as two of those vnequall sides.
1688 J. SMITH Baroscope 51 So much of it as may sink it

down just so _Iow as the End of the Gage. 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. W. xx, Finding that my expectations were just as great
as my purse. i849_MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 209 His
object was to grant just so much favour to them as might
suffice to frighten the Churchmen into submission. 1889
R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 146 All other articles
can be obtained just as well on the spot.

e. Of amount, number, or quantity : with a sb.

or adj.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 38 Such as..haue

either iust nothing, or else very little at all. 1590 SHAKS.
Com. Err. iv. i. 7 Euen iust the sum that I do owe to you.
159s Merch. V. iv. L 326 Nor cut thou lesse nor more
But iust a pound of flesh. 1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. \.

vii. (1712) 20 There are just five regular Bodies, c 1717
PHIOR Kfitaph i2Theydid just Nothing all the Day. 1821

J. Q. ADAMS in C. Davies Metr. Syst. HI. (1871) 229 The
troy weights . . had then been just one century in use. 1883
Daily A'ews 22 Sept, 4/5 It is just a fortnight since Mr. Glad-
stone embarked,

f. Of likeness, sameness, identity, or the con-

trary, with a sb. or adj. Just it, precisely the very
thing or point in question.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol.

iy.
iv. i They go about to make

us belieue that they are just of the same opinion. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. ii. i. 56 Tis iust the fashion. 1657 R-
LIGON Barl'adoes (1673) 39 As dry as Stock-fish, and just
such meat for flesh, as that is for fish. 1796 JANE AUSTKN
Pride ft Prej. ii, The astonishment of the ladies was just
what he wished. 1809 MALKIN GilBias vn. ii. f 3 You seem

JUST.

. .
,

the season '.
' That's just it ', answered Herbert. '

I have
eaten so much of it that I am sick of it '. 1865 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. III. 232 One cannot do just what one fikes best

g. in U.S. used freely before a demonstrative,

wuai mama uic uesi. luugemeni lor oysier spawn, .uas ueen

greatly discussed. Ibid. 544 Just how many bushels a man
will place on an acre depends upon both his means and his

judgment. 1900 HEMPL in School Rev. (U.S.) June 322
Just this happened in Latin.

h. Notjust : not exactly, not quite.
1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xix, Our guide being something

before us, and not just in sight, 1816 CHALMERS Let. mLife
(1851) II. 59, I told you . . that I was not just so well.

1 2. In an exact or accurate manner
;
so as to

correspond exactly ; with precision ; accurately ;

punctually; correctly. Obs.

1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. ciii. 14 The Lord that made
vs knoweth our shape, Our mould and fashion iust. 1575

ci6oo SHAKS. Sonn. cix, I returne againe lust to the time.
1667 PEPYS Diary i Oct., The instrumental musick he had
brought by practice to play very just. 1743 T. JONES in
Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 405, I . . send the
enclosed plan, which describes the ground very near just.

t b. So as to fit exactly ; in a close-fitting- wav :

cf. JUST 0.8. Obs.

1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) i6b, This [coat]
cleaueth iust to the body. 1607 TOPSELL four-/. Beasts
(1658) 310 The first pin would be somewhat flat in the midst,
to the intent that the other, being round, may.. close the
luster together. 1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode I. i, You
love to have your clothes hang just, sir.

1 3. In replies and expressions of assent ;
= ' Ex-

actly so",
'

just so ',
'

right '. Also evenjtist. Obs.
<"533 FRITH Answ. Rastel Wks. (1573)14 Euen iust, if

heauen fell we should catche larkes. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.
iv. ii. 24 O 'tis a verse in Horace, I know it well. . . Moore.
I iust, a verse in Horace. 1600 A. Y. L. in. ii. 281 lag.
Rosalinde is your loues name ? Or/. Yes, lust. 1694 CON-
GREVE Double Dealer HI. ii, F. You know laughing without
a jest is as impertinent; heel as as C. As dancing without
a fiddle. F. Just, i' faith ! 1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wife ll.

ii, T. I guess the dialogue, madam, is supposed to be between
your majesty and your first minister. Lady F. Just.
4. absol. of time : Exactly at the moment spoken

of; precisely now (or then), a. with retrospective
reference: Not before this (or that) moment ; hence

loosely, A very little before
;
with little preceding

interval ; within a brief preceding period ; very re-

cently. b. with prospective reference : Not after
this (or that) moment ; hence loosely, A very little

after,
'

directly ',

'
in a moment

', very soon
; also,

of state or condition, On the point of being . ., all

but, very nearly. (See a\sojust now in 7.)
1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 863 The western point, where those

half-rounding guardsJust met, and closing stood in squadron
joind. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 1 77 Winds .. where they come
just off from the Burning Sands. 1681-6 J. SCOTT Chr. L ife
(1747) III. 548 With what a stern and terrible Majesty he
sits upon yonder flaming Throne, from whence he is now just
ready to exact of ye a dreadful Account. 1697 DRYDEN

, _45Theapo
had just been speaking of Jesus Christ. 1768 STERNE Sent.
Journ. (1778) II. 10 (Fille de Chambre^, I was just bidding
her but she did it of herself. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2)
VI. 492 His only child was just dead. 1884 Daily Neivs
23 May 5 The writer adds that he ' saw a man just dead, and
he was crawling towards us '. [Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v., Pern,
brokesh. ' He's just dead' = likely todiesoon.] Mod, I have
just seen him cross the street.

5. No more than ; only, merely ; barely. Often

preceded by but or only. a. qualifying a vb. or adj.
1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. vii. 38 Distilled water, that is so

cold that it just begins to freeze. 1693 DRYDEN Juvenal
(1697) p. Ixxv, Let Horace, who is the Second, and but just
the Second, carry off the Quivers and the Arrows. 1735
POPE Ep. Lady 50 She . . was just not ugly, and was just not
mad. 1739 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) I. xxxvi. 125 He can just
be said to live, and that is all. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. in.

ii, The Western breeze Just kissed the lake, just stirred the
trees. 1826 Woodst. xiii, Everard had but just time to
bid Wildrake hold the horses. 1840 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
ii. I. r57 Men who. .seemed to think that they had given an
illustrious proof of loyalty by just stopping short of regicide.
1880 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking 98 Fissures just
wide enough to admit a horse's leg.

b. with a sb.

1783 BURNS \sl Ep. Lapraik ix, I am nae Poet, in a sense,
But just a Rhymer, like, by chance. 1865 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. III. 279 Just a line to say that all goes well. 1884
W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 92 Doris is not a Cleopatra . . she's

just a Highland lady Touched with an Eastern strain.

C. Used to extenuate the action expressed by a

verb, and so to represent it as a small thing.
1815 SCOTT Wav. Ixiii, As it's near the darkening, sir, wad

ye just step in by to our house? 1826 DISRAELI l/iv. Grey
n. xvi, I will just walk on till I am beneath her window.
1862 G. MACDONALD D. Elginbrod\\\, 120 Just ti

"

1
F. M.

. . ,

to bring me an old pair of gloves. 1884

ell my maid
. CRAWFORD

Rom. Singer I. 4 Just imagine whether you are not quite
as able to feed him as Gigi is. 1898 FLOR. MONTGOMERY
Tony 13 Mother ! do just get in with me for a few minutes
till the train starts.

6. No less than; absolutely; actually, positively ;

really ; quite ; neither more nor less than, simply.

Chiefly Sc. and dial.

1726 J. M. Trag. Hist. Chev, 84 When I heard this

melancholy News, I was just ready to expire with Grief.

1768 Ross Helenore i. ii They were a' just like to eat

their thumb That he with Nory sae far ben should come.
Ibid. 30 Her stinking breath Was just enough to sconfise

ane to death. 1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Land. 209 She jost did,
Sir. 1863 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. xix, If anybody
asked you for your head, ma'am, you'd just cut it off and

give it. 1866 RUSKIN Crmun ofOlives (1873) 75
' But what

has all this to do with our Exchange ?
'

. . My dear friends,
it has just everything to do with it. Mod. colloq. He's got
a double first, isn't it just splendid?

b. As an emphatic expletive ; in Sc. and north.

dial., strengthening an assertion : Truly, indeed.

1855 SMEDLEY H. Coverdale v. 26 Won't they be surprised
to see us, just? 1891 Newcastle Even. Chron. 19 Mar. 3/4
Mr. Williamson, Was it a ferocious dog ? Witness. It was,

just. Mod. Sc. A. I did not take it I B. You did just

7. Just now. a. Exactly at this point of time ;

at this exact moment ; precisely at present.



JTJSTATTCORPS.

i8i-6 J. SCOTT Ckr. Life (1747) HI. 324 The Prince ol

Devils is just now mustering up all his Legions against me.

1860 MRS. CARLVLB Lett. III. 43 J U!> < now ' am to ve 'ved

for making a good story. 1867 FREEMAN Horn,.
Cgr.

I v 304 Just now he did nothing to check the panic. Moa.

That is his residence ; but he is not there just now.

b. But now ; only a very short time ago.

1633 FORD 'Tis Pity l. iv, My barber told me just now,

that there is a fellow come to town [etc.]. 1711 ADL.ISON

Stect No. 106 T 6 Th good Man whom I have just now
mentioned. 1875 JOWKTT Plato (ed. 2) III. 296 As you
were saying just now.

c. Directly, immediately, very soon, presently.
1681 D'URFEY Butler's Ghost I. 75 That I will, Cries he.

But tquoth the Squire) just now T'must be. 1879 TROLLOPS

Thackeray ix. 187, I will give one or two instances just now.

1901 Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., Cumbtrl. I'll come just now. [So

in most local dialects.]

8. Comb, with pples., and with adjs.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. iii. iv. Caftaines, Just-
Duked Josuah cheers the Abramides To Canaans Conquest.
1818 BENTHAM C*. Eng. 55 An infant? Yea, a just-born

infant. 1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, tr B. (1876) 297 A just,

bearable specimen of the way in which ladies of quality
could write. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Ixiii, Her curls

in as much disorder as a just-awakened child's. 1884
F. H. MYERS in Fortn. Rev. 613 The companionship of

the just-elder sister. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 27
There being a dismal, just-got-up sort of look about him.

II Justaucorps (jw-stokor). Also 7 justa-

corps, -aoor, -ioore, -ioord, -ioo, 9 justieoor;

justi-, justycoat : see also CHESTICORE and JEIS-

TIECOB. [F., f. juste close-fitting + au corps to the

body. The anglicized forms justicore, etc. now
survive only as archaisms.]
A close-fitting garment : spec. a. A body-coat

reaching to the knees, worn in the latter half of

the 1 7th and part of the 1 8th cent b. An outer

garment worn by women in the latter part of the

1 7th c. C. Sc. A jacket or waistcoat with sleeves.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. To Rdr., In London many of the

Tradesmen have new Dialects . . The Taylor is ready to

mode you into a . .

Justacor, Capouch [etc.]. 1667 PEPYS

Diary 26 Apr., With her - velvet-cap .. and a black just-

au-corps. 1671 Acc.-St. Sir ?. Foulis Mar. (1894) 4 For
silk and threid . . to make my justicord. 1678 DRYDEN
Limberhant iv. i, Give her out the flower'd Justacorps, with
the Petticoat belonging to't. i^Eus-ros in Hearne Collect.

30 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 107 His Justaucorps brac't to his body
tight, a 1815 MS. Poems (Jam.), The justicoat syne on he

flung. 1854 MRS. OLIPHANT Magd. Hepburn 1. 154 I'll buy
him a bonnie justiecor. 1887 Diary W. Cunningham
Introd. 28 He had also a Justycoat, or tightly-fitting body
coat. 1896 Westm.Gaz. 28 July 1/3 The: scene., is laid in the

P.yrenees . . the women look gorgeous in red Justaucorps.

t Jtrsten, v. Obs. [f. JDST a., after fasten,

hasten, etc.] trans. To adjust, regulate.
1659 LEAK Waterwks. 20 When the said Dyal shall be

well justned, it shall continue a long time without altera-

tion. Ibid. 23 To justen the course of the Hours, you must
lengthen or shorten the Syphon. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr.
Pref. cij, Having thus justned and divided it.

t Justening, justninge, an erroneous form,

app.confonndingJusTiNGj/flHj/zwj', and GESTENING.
c 1330 Florice fr Bl. (1857) 215 Th' Ameral hath to his Just-

ening {v.rr. iustninge, lustinges, gestninge] Other half
hondred of riche king [v.r. kinges]. c 1375 Sir Beues 3766
(MS. Caius Coll.) Sere wost |>ou no byng Off bis ylke grete
iustenyng [v.r. iustyng].

Juster, jouster (d^o-stsj, d,?'staj). [a. AF.
jtistour = OF.justeor, justeur, f. juster JusTw.

1
;

for suffix, see -ER ^
3.] One who justs or fights on

horseback with a spear, in battle or (esp in later

use) in tournament ; atilter; hence, fan antagonist.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 7657 pey ar fighters

and noble iustours. 13. . K. Alis. 3325 lustere he is, with
the beste, He can his launce thorugh threste. 14.. tr.

SecretaSecret., Priv. Priv. 215 In the ryght hande of thyne
enemys, the Swerde mene; In the lyfte hande, the lusters

wyth Speris. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xvii, A passyng
good kny^t, and the best lustar that euer I sawe. 1598 YONG
Diana 491 Let him that hath prooued himselfe so weake a
luster, row in my place. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxvii, No..
plumed jouster of the tilt-yard. 1856 BOKER Poems, Leonor
de Guzman in. i, Like two brave jousters at a course of

spears.

t b. A horse for justing ; a charger. Obs.

i3- ^. Alis. 1400 (Lincoln's Inn MS.) Seven and twenty
hundredis asondre, Strong in felde, apon iusters . . And rif

hundred fot men, Y fynde. /till. 1867 The knyghtis redy
on iusters. [MS. Laud Misc. 622 (a better text) reads
destrers in both passages.]

Ju'stfol, a. Obs. exc. dial, [irreg. f. JUST a.

-r -Ft'L.] Just, rightful, righteous.
'534 WHITINTON Tullyts Offices i. (1540) 14 Not to make

promesse to a madde man . . may he ryght and iustfull.
a 1634 CHAPMAN A Ithonsus (1654) 64 The rightful! Gods have
pour'd their just full wrath Upon thy Tyrants head. [1881
JAS. WALKER Jaunt to Auld Reekie 221 Aye hae justfu'
dealins wi'them.)

Justice (d^fstis), sb. Forms: 3-4 iustise,
(3 -ize), 3-6 -is, -ys, (4 iostyse), 3-7 iustice,
4-6 -yoe, 5 -yse, (6 -es), 7- justice, [a. OF.
justise, -ice (jostise) uprightness, equity, vindica-
tion of right, administration of law, jurisdiction,
court of justice, infliction of punishment, gallows,
judge, etc. (

-
Pr., Kp.justicia, Pg.justica, It. gius-

tizia), ad. L. justilia righteousness, uprightness,
equity, I.Justus JOBT. Sense 4 was the first to be

adopted from Norman Fr.]

640

I. The quality of being just.

1. The quality of being Amorally) just or righteous ;

the principle of jnst dealing ; the exhibition of this

quality or principle in action ; just conduct ; in-

tegrity, rectitude. (One ofthe four cardinal virtues.)

COMMUTATIVE, DISTRIBUTIVE justice see these words.

c 1340 Cursor M. 8748 (Fairf.) Alle loued salamon for his

luslise. 1387 T. USK Test. Love in. i. (Skcat) I. 73 Vertues

of soule . . whiche been Prudence, Justice, Temperaunce,
and Strength. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. vii, Ther was he

sworne vnto his lordes & the comyns for to be a true kyng,
to stand with true lustyce fro thensfprth the dayes of his

lyf. 1531 ELVOT Gov. in. i, The auncient Ciuilians do saye
iustice is a wille perpetual! and constaunt, whiche gyueth
to euery man his right. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Concstaggio

265 A certaine person . . said that in iustice they should

burne these priests. 1613 SHAKS. Hat, VIII, ill. i. 116

If you haue any Iustice, any Pitty. 1733 POPE Ea. Man
in. 280 Forc'd into virtue thus by Self-defence, Ev'n

kings learn'd justice and benevolence. 1769 Juni?u Lett,

v. 27 In justice to our friends. 1848 W. J. O'N. DAUNT
Recoil. O'Cmmell I. i. 10 The most important ingredient in

'justice to Ireland 'is the restoration of the Irish Parlia-

ment. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 212 It would be

found that the path of justice was the path of wisdom.

1 2. Theol. Observance of the divine law ; right-

eousness ;
the state of being righteous or 'just

before God '. 06s.

1534 MORE Treat. Passion Wks. T28i/i By the fall ol

Ad. mi, the whole kynde of man.. lost original iustice. 1563
MAN Mitscnltts

1

Cotnmonpl. ri7b, Regenerate into new
men, so that suppressyng the raygne of synnej we may serve

justice. 1581 MARBECK Bk. oj'Notes 187 Christ hauing ful-
filled it [the law] for vs, is made our iustice, sanctincation,
&c. l6aa H. SYUENHAM Sfrm. Sol. Occ. (1037) 70 Whence
I gather . . that that justice which is conferred: on them
consists rather in the participation of Christs merits . . than

in any perfection of vertues or qualities infused.

3. Conformity (of an action or thing) to moral

right, or to reason, truth, or fact ; rightfulness ;

fairness
;
correctness ; propriety;

= JUSTNESS 2, 3.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. t. i. i Defend the iustice of my Cause
with Armes. 1591 Two Gent. iv. iii. 29 Thinke..on the

iustice of my flying hence, To keepe me from a most vnholy
match. 1608 Per. iv. iii. 9 A Princes To equall any
single Crowne a'th'earth, Ith iustice of compare. 1746
MORELL Jutfas Maccabeus,

' Sonnet an alarm ', Justice
with courage is a thousand men. a 1769 RICCALTOUN Notes
Galatians 148 With great justice does he bear the title of

truth. i88j Lam Times LXXIX. 130/1 Every lawyer ..

will appreciate the justice of these observations,

t b. Just claim, right (to something). 06s.
i6ax FLETCHER [si. Princess IL viii, What justice have

you now vnto this lady ?

H. Judicial administration of law or equity.

4. Exercise of authority or power in maintenance

of right ;
vindication of right by assignment of re-

ward or punishment ; requital of desert.

Poetical justice : the ideal justice in distribution of re-

wards and punishments supposed to befit a poem or other

work of imagination.

"37-54 O- & Cftroii. an. 1137 pa the suikes under g.-eton

o[atj he [Stephen] milde man was . . & na iustise nc dide.

Ibid. an. 1 140 He dide god iustise and makede pais. a 1300
Cursor M. 150 Sal be sythen tald. .o Salomon |ie wis How
craftilik he did iustis. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. Jj-

Lim. MOM.
xix. (1885) 156 We shul nowe mowe enjoye cure owne goode,
and live vndir justice, a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I

', 73 b,

I am. .an anoynted kyng, to whom . . it apperteineth . . to

minister to them indifferent iustice. 1670 CLARENDON Con-

tempi. Ps. Tracts (1727) 601 Where justice is not, the fer-

tilest land becomes barren. 1679 DRYDEN Troilus t; Cr Pref.,

We are glad when we behold his Crimes are punish'd, and
that Poetical Justice is done upon him. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 93 f 6 Addison is suspected to have denied

the expediency of poetical justice because his own Cato was
condemned to perish in a good cause [cf. Sptct, No. 40].

1873
HAMERTON Intell. Life n. ii. (1876) 405 This rough

justice of the world.

5. The administration of law, or the forms and

processes attending it
; judicial proceedings ; ) in

early use, Legal proceedings of any kind (obs.).

Bed of j., College of j.. Court ofj. : see BED 7, COLLEGE
i c., COURT n. High Court of Justice : see quot. 1873.

1303 K. URUNNE Hand!. Synne 1310 (te fyf>e..ys sle no
man wyb byn honde Wyb outyn iustyce, for felonye.
c 1330 Chron. (1810) 315 po ilk men .. suld . . enforme
sour kynges, Withouten mo justise or trauaile of o|>er

lordynges. 1484 CAXTON Fables of SEsop v. x. My feder

was no legist . . ne also man of lustyce. 1591 LAM-
BARDS Archeion (1635) 16, 1 gather, .that the King himselfe

had a High Court of Justice. i6ia BACON Ess., Judicature
(Arb.) 456 The place of Iustice is an hallowed place. 1615
G. SANDYS Trav. 62 Here the Vizier Bassas of the Port ..

do sit in iustice. 41715 BURNET Own Time 11823} I. 300
The Lord Clarendon put the justice of the nation in very
good hands. 1717 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. I. v. 48
In no Part of the World is

Justice bought and sold more

publicity than here. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 37 Assassins,
and all flyers from the hand Of Justice. 1873 Act 36 r 37
Viet. c. 66 $ 4 The said Supreme Court shall consist of two

permanent Divisions, one of which, under the name of

'Her Majesty's High Court of Justice', shall have and
exercise original jurisdiction.

t b. The persons administering the law ; a judi-

cial assembly, court of justice. 06s. (In early

quots. difficult to separate from pi. of sense 8.)

01300 Cursor M. 14855 If ani man war tan for oght He
suld before iustijs [v.rr. iustice, iustis] be broght. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 58 perfor

was be dome gyuen
t*orgh be Iustise, To exile J>e erle Godwyn. c 1400 Yivaine

<V Gaiti. 3446 It es the assyse, Whils sityng es of the iustise.

1519 RASTELL Pastyme, Hist. Brit. (1811) 222 There was a

j tolempne justyce in Smythfylde where were present ye kynge

JUSTICE.

of Englande [etc.], 1654 SIR E. NICHOLAS in .V. Paferi
iCamden) II. 85 Touching the proceedings against the Brasi-

Hans and particularly such as were of the high justice there.

)
c. Judicial authority, jurisdiction. Ois.

c 1450 Merlin 575 The xix kynges . . comaunded alle hem
that were vnther theire Iustice. 1617 MORYSON /tin. III.

205 Not onely the free Cities of the Empire have the privi-

ledge of the Sword, or capitall Iustice granted to them.

i In colloq. phrases, as Jedivood or Jeddart
(
= Jedburgh) justice, trial after execution. Simi-

larly f Cuparjustice. Justices' Justice, an ironical

expression for the kind of justice administered by

petty magistrates, esp. when marked by dispropor-
tionate severity.

1706 A. SHIELDS Enq. Ch. Cotnmun. Pret. 8 Guilty of

Couper Justice and Jedburgh Law as the proverb is. i8oa
SCOTT Mlnstr. Scot. Border Pref. (1860) 27 The memory of

Jedwood justice hang in haste and try at leisure. 1831
Examiner 802/2 [An example of] Justices' Justice. 1867
Miss BRADDON Anr. Floyd xvi, Servants '-hall justice all

the world over. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 357 The
'justice's justice' of the Vibiuses and Floruses.

1 6. Infliction of punishment, legal vengeance on
an offender ; esp. capital punishment ; execution.

To do justice on or upon (of), to punish, esp. by
death. Obs.

[1137-54: see 4.) 1400 Rom. Rose 7036 Blamed of any
vyce, Of whiche men shulden doon lustyce. c 1477 CAXTON
Jason 78 He sente to Zethephius that he sholde do iustice

on his seruauntes. 1489 Sonnes of Aymon 584 Lete vs
be drowned, hanged, or drawen, or what iustyse ye wylle.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxx. 310 Bycause of the

marueylous cruell iustyece that he had done, a 1625
FLETCHER Bloody Brother m. i, Rob. Take his head Off with
a Sword. e/..."l'is ihe best Of all thy damned justices.

[1876 FREEMAN Nortn. Cong. V. xxiv. 520 Justice .. in the

special sense of heavy and speedy vengeance on offenders

.. was .. far more on men's lips than it had been in the

elder day.]

f b. A place or instrument of execution ;
a gal-

lows. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 30 Thar ordand thai thir lordis

suld be slayne : A lusttce maid, quhilk wes of mekill mayne.
1484 CAXTON Fables ofALsop vi. xiv, As men ledde hym to

the lustyce, his moder folowed hym and wepte sore.

7. Personified, esp. in sense 4 : often represented
in art as a goddess holding balanced scales or a

sword, sometimes also with veiled eyes, betokening

impartiality. (
= L. /ftf/#*a.)

1599 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 102 You are right Iustice, and

you weigh this well : Therefore still beare the Bal lance, and
the Sword. 16*9 MILTON Morn. Nativity 141 Yea, Truth
and Justice then Will down return to men, Orbed in a
rainbow. 1784 COWPER Task rv. 683 Conducting trade At
the sword s point, and dyeing the white robe Of innocent

commercial justice red. 1872 SWINBURNE Ess. <j- Stud.

(1875) 28 He called upon justice by her other name of

mercy ; he claimed for all alike the equity of compassion.

III. An administrator of justice.
The name Justitia was applied (in the nth cent.) in a

general way to persons charged with the administration of

the law, esp. to the sheriffs ; it was subsequently limited to

the president or one of the members of the Curia Regis,
out of which the courts of King's Bench, Common Pleas,
and Exchequer were developed. These judges were spe-

cifically denominated justices itinerant, in eyre, ofassize,
ofoyer and tertnincr, ofjail delivery, etc. : see these words.

In the Court of Exchequer (which had a peculiar history)

they were termed barons,

8. generally. A judicial officer; a judge; a

magistrate.
[^1172 Vie de St. Thorn. 46 Et quant II s'en parte de la

cambre de rei Justices et baruns, tel que numer ne dei,

L'escrierent en haul a hu et a desrei. 1x88 GLANVII.L vi.

vii, Pone coram me vel iusticiis meis.-loquelam quae est in

comitatu tuo inter A. et N.]
c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 105 lusticia bat is rihtwisnesse. . .

Hie awh wel to bene iustise inne codes temple, c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 37/111 Abiatar bat |>o was Iustise, lujmr

inovj. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1416 Pilatus he sende

buder hor Iustise to be bere Vorto holde horn harde inou.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4617 Stiward of al mi kingrik Sal

bou be made and hei iustis. 13.. M. E. Allit. P. B. 877
Who loyned be be lostyse our iapez to blame. ^1380 Sir

Ferumb.^-j Alle . . prayedc god, be he?e iustys, Scholde

scheld him fram ys enymys. c 1485 E. Eng. Misc. (Warton
Club) 29 To 5eyf aeonthis at the taste, Befor the most feyrful

Justyse. 1611 BIBLE i Esdras viii. 23 Thou, Esdras. .ordaine

ludges, and Justices, that they may iudge in all Syria and
Phenice. 1685 BAXTER Parafkr. N. T., Acts xiii. 15 Thus
were their Rulers like Church Justices.

0. spec. In Great Britain and the United States :

A member of the judicature, a. A judge presiding

over or belonging to one of the superior courts,

spec.,
in England, one of the courts of King's

Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer ;
since the

consolidation of the courts in 1875, a member of

the Supreme Court of Judicature ; formerly ap-

plied also to various officers exercising special ju-

dicial functions, as the commissioners who governed
Ireland during the absence of the Lord Lieutenant

or the vacancy of that office.

presiding c .- -

Common Pleas; both offices are now merged under the

title of Lord Chief-justice ofEngland. The judges of the

Court of Appeal are called Lords Justices, and have the



JUSTICE.

style of Right Honourable ; a judge of the High Court
of Justice is called Mr. Justice, and has the style of
Honourable. In the United States Chief Justice is the
designation of the presiding judge in the U. S. Supreme
Court, and in the supreme court of each state. So in
the British Colonies. See also JUSTICE-CLERK. JUSTICE-
GENERAL.
[1276 Act 4 Erftv. I, Acorde est. .que lustices ailent parmi

la terre, a enquere e oier et terminer les pleintes e les
quereles de trespas.] 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10201 pe
bissopes . . amansede vaste Alle )>at suich dede dude king& quene bobe, & hor Iusti2es ek. Ibid. 10754 Sire steuene
of segraue was imad bo hei iustise In sire hubertes stude de
boru. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. m. 319 Al shal be but one

browte in sir Roger Chamle cheffe justes of the kynges
bench, sir Edwarde Montageu cheffe justys of the comyn
place. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625! 33 The Lord
chiefe Justice of England in the time of King Henry the
fourth, who was so strictly bent to the observation of justice
1681 LUTTRELL Brief R el. n May, The lord chief justice
Pemberton told him, That . . there were three of them, (Mr.
justice Jones, Mr. justice Raymond, and my self) of opinion
that his plea should be over-ruled, a 1734 NORTH Life
I.d. GiiiUford (1825) I 196 He was advanced to the post

.

1873 Act 36 f, 37 Viet. c 66 5 The several Puisne Justices
of the Courts of Queen's Bench and Common Pleas respec-

.
- -- j -.I....*. \ji ^-.ngiiiiiu, me UI11KC lui v..nifl justice

of the Common Pleas] was abolished .. under s. 31 of the
Jud. Act 1873, and merged in that of Lord Chief Justice of
England. 1890 GROSS Gild Merck. 1 1. 16 The burgesses of
Beaumaris were summoned before the Justices Itinerant.
fig. 1622 Bp. HALL Serin, v. 129 Every man makes him-

self a Justice Itinerant, and passeth sentence of all that
comes before him. 1633 E*RI- MANCH. Al Monde (1636) 79
Thy conscience is a Justice Itinerant with thee.

b. A justice of the peace (see next) or other in-
ferior magistrate ; esp. in pi. theJustices.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 10 Being .. brought

before a Justice upon suspicion of his wretched living. 1398
SKAKS. Merry W. \\. iii. 49 Though wee are lustices, and
Doctors, and Church-men, .wee haue some salt of our youth
in vs. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. v. ii, A Kins-
man of lustice Silence.

1749 FIELDING Trim Jones 11. vi,
'Much less would have satisfied a bench of justices on an
order of bastardy. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 12 June,The house was visited by a constable, .with a warrant from
Justice Buzzard to search the box of Humphry Clinker.
1867 Act 29 ff 30 Viet. c. 118 15 Where a child ap-
parently under the age of twelve years is charged before
two Justices or a Magistrate.
1O. Justice of the Peace (f Justice of peace) :

an inferior magistrate appointed to preserve the

peace in a county, town, or other district, and dis-

charge other local magisterial functions. Abbre-
viated J.P. Hence \Justice-of-peaceship.
Justices of the peace were instituted in England in 1327,

and ate appointed by the sovereign's special commission,
directing them, jointly and severally, to keep the peace in
the area named. Their principal duties consist in commit-
ting offenders to trial before a judge and jury when satisfied
that there is a primA facie case against them, convicting
and punishing summarily in minor causes, granting licenses,
and acting, if County Justices, as judges at Quarter Sessions.
See also QUORUM,
[1320 Rolls Parlt. I. 379/1 Loco Thome Yngglesthorp

nuper assignati Justic. Pacis. 1363 Act 37 Ed-.u. Ill,
c. 12 En les commissionz des iustices de le peace.] 1439
Rolls Parlt. V. 33/1 Vat Justicez of yee Pees haue power
to enquer therof. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n. (1882)
106 Maye they bee lustices of peace, lustices of Quoram,
lustices of Assises. 1397 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 64, I am
Robert Shallow, .a poore Esquire of this Countie, and one
of the Kings lustices of the Peace, a 1613 OVERBURY
Characters, Meere Common Lawyer Wks. (1856) 86 The
stating him in a Justice of peace-ship. 1662-3 PEPYS Diary
17 Mar., Our patent to be Justices ot the Peace in the City.

1752 FIELDING Amelia \. ii, The clerk .. doubted whether
a justice of peace had any such power. 1824 SCOTT St.
Rattan's xxxii, You will answer the purpose a great deal
better . . provided you are a justice of peace. 1898 J. K.
JEROME Sec, Thoughts 266 The local J. P. of the period.

IV. Phrases and combinations.

11. Phrase. To do justice to (a person or thing) :

a. to render (one) what is his due, or vindicate his

just claims
;
to treat (one) fairly by acknowledging

his merits or the like
; hence, To treat (a subject

or thing} in a manner showing due appreciation,
to deal with (it) as is right or fitting. To do

oneselfjustice, to perform something one has to

do in a manner worthy of one's abilities.

1679 DRYDEN Troilus I* Cr. Pref., I cannot leave this sub.

ject before I do justice to that Divine Poet by giving you
one of his passionate descriptions. 1715 DE FOE Fain.
Instruct, ii. i. (1841) I. 171 You must do your Master justice
now : for, if I mistake not, you wrong him very much by
your own account. 1792 A need. W. Pitt III. xxxix. 44 Let
me do justice to a man, whose character and conduct have

The abstract here given does no justice to the document.

1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. II. 114 To the food he did

ample justice. Mod. Being nervous in the course of his

speech, he did not do himself justice.

t b. To pledge in drinking. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. iii. 90 Cos. To the health of our
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General). Mm. I am for it Lieutenant: and He do yoi
lustice. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Cmv s.v., /'// do rot
Justice Sir, I will Pledge you.
12. attrib. and Comb. : attrib., as justice-box

-business, -day, -hall, -height, -hill, -parson, -room
objective, etc., as justice-mater ; justice-dealing
-like, -loving, -proof, -slighting- adjs. ; justice-
broker, a magistrate who 'sells' justice; fjustioe-
court, a court of justice; spec, the Court of Justi-
ciary; justice-eyre (-air): see EYRE; justice
seat, seat of justice, judgement-seat; spec, (see
quot. 1641.)
1820 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. 53 Their whole sou

lodged In the *justice-box, and ne'er so pleased . . As
when they give some criminal a gripe. 1691 DRYDEN Am
fhitryou iv. i. 42 The Devil take all 'Justice-brokers. 1848
THACKERAY Van. Fair xlv, Plunged in 'justice-business
1528 Sc, Acts "fas, V (1597) f 7 In the justice aires, or
JU~Jce courts - '596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I

53 The toune of Brichine .. quhair is ane .. Justice court
haldne. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Hist. Jos. V Wks
(1711) 86 Warden of the east marches, keeping the
days of truce and justice-courts. 1616 J. LANE Contn.
Sqr. s T. vni. 348 As if your last howl weare not *iustice
day. 1835 THIRI.WALL Greece I. iv. 80 The 'justice-
dealing kings, Dorus and Xuthus. c 1500 Adam Bel 65She went vnto the *iustice hall, a 1613 OVERBURY Char-
acters, EMer Brother Wks. U8s6) 67 His ambition flies

justice-height. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. i. 76 Turn'il
into a *Iustice-like Seruingman. 1845 MIAI.L in Nonconf.
V. 197 Impartial and "justice-loving men. 1678 CUDWORTH
Intel/. Syst. i. v. 893 (Contents) These 'Justice-makers
. . pretend to derive their factitious Justice from Pacts
and Covenants. 1824 SYD. SMITH \Vks. (1859) II. 48/2
I he settlers take the law into their own hands, and give
notice to a 'justice-proof delinquent to quit the territory.
1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIII. 92 The 'justice-room in the
Bail of Lincoln. 1548 R. HUTTEN Sum ofDiuinitie Rviij b,We must al appeare before the 'iustice seate of Christe.
1641 Termes ae la Ley 193 b, lustice seat is the highest
Court that is held in a Forest, and it is alwayes held before
the Lord chiefe lustice in Eyre of the Forest. 1848
WHARTON Law Lex. s.v. Forest Courts, The court of
justice-seat . . was a court of record ; but since the Revolu-
tion in 1688, the forest laws have fallen into total disuse.
1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xii. 128 The idlers '.. gather
about the justice-seat.

Justice (dgzrstis), v. Forms: 3-6 -ise(n, 4-7
-ice, 6 -yce, 7- justice, [a. \}< . justice-r = OF.
justicier, -cei; -ser (Pr. justiziar, Pg. justicar,
It. giustiziare), ad. med.L. jnstiliare to exercise

justice over, bring to trial, punish, refl. to submit
to justice, f. 'L.justitia JUSTICE.]
fl. trans. To administer justice to; to rule,

govern. Obs.
c 1320 Cast. Love 298 Wib oute whom he ne mai His

kindom wi(j pees wyst-n, Ne wib rihte hit iusttsen. ("1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. H'ace (Rolls) 2230 Regned Rehudyhras
.. To iustice be folk fol wys he was. 1481 CAXTON Goafrey
289 [They] made an hye noble man ..named Raoul, for
to he kynge vpon them, by whom they wold be lustised
and gouerned.

t 2. To try in a court of law
;
to bring to trial

;

to punish judicially. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) TOO pe kyng in be courte

of }>e lay be clerkes wild justise. 1581 LAMBARDE Eircii. i.

ix. (1602) 39 The names of such, as (being indited) did Hie,
and did refuse to be lustised. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n.
xxix. F 5 Perswading the iusticing her. 1732 NEAL Hist.
Punt. I. 415 The body of a subject is to be justiced
secundtnn legetn terrae, as Magna Charta . . saith.

3. intr. To administer justice (as a justice of the

peace) ;
see JUSTICING vbl. sb.

t Ju-sticeable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. JUSTICE v.

(or ? misprint for
justiciable)^

= JUSTICIABLE.
1603 HAVwARD-47c. Dolcman iii. H ij, Many pettie kings

. .were subiect to their Nobilitie, and iusticeable by them.
Justice-Clerk. Sc.Law. \YorJttsticesClerk.]

(Since 1 68 1
,
LordJustice-Clerk?) The vice-presi-

dent of the Scotch Court of Justiciary, presiding
also over the Outer House or Second Division of
the Court of Session. Hence JUSTICE-CLERKSHIP.
His title is derived from the fact that he was originally

the Clerk of the JUSTICE-GENERAL, whose legal duties he
eventually entirely performed.
1424 Sc. Acts Jos. f (1597) 20 The lustice Clerk be the

that is clengit be ane assise. .iiij.rf. 1737 J. CHAMBERI.AYNE
St. fit. Brit. ii. n. iv. 376 Lord Justice-Clerk . . he is the
Second Person in the Justice-Court, being next to the Justice-
General ; but now he is one of the Officers of State, though
the Justice-General be none. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scot. 541 The Lord-Justice-Clerk in absence of the Lord-
Justice-General, is the presiding judge in the Court of

Justiciary. . .Prior to 1641 the Justice-Clerk was not one of
the judges, .but merely the clerk and assessor of Court.

Justice-General. Sc. Law.
[f. JUSTICE

sb. 9 + GENERAL a. : cf. Attorney General,'] (Now
Lordjustice- General?) The president of the Scotch
Court of Justiciary : an office which, having become
a sinecure usually held by a nobleman (the actual
duties being discharged by the Justice-Clerk), was

by i Will. IV. c. 69. 5 18 merged in that of Lord
President of the Court of Session.

f'575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 565 It is statute and
ordanit, that the Justice general sail have .. for ilk day of
the air, five pundis. 1737 [see JUSTICE-CLERK]. 1732
LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. a) 3 The Justice-court

JUSTICESHIP.
had then for its Members, the Justice-General, the Jus-
tice-Clerk, the Justice-Deputes, the Clerk-Depute, the
Dempster, the Officers, and Macers. 1830 Act i Will. II',
c. 69 18 margin, Office of lord justice general on next
vacancy to devolve on lord president.
Hence Justice-Generalship.
1804 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) II. 175 The Justice-General-

ship of Scotland.

1 Jirsticehood. Obs. rare 1
, [see -HOOD.]The office or dignity of a justice ; justiceship.a 1637 B - JONSON Exfost. tnigo Jones 77 Should but the

king his justice-hood employ, In setting forth of such a
solemn

toy?
Ju-sticeless, a. rare.

[f. JUSTICE sb. +
-LESS.] Without administration of justice.
"33 R - BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 245 pider bihoued him

nedes to set bat lond in pes, For foles haf no drede, bat long
is justiseles.

t Ju-sticely, a. Obs. In 5 iustisly. [f. JUS-
TICE sb. + -LY J] Pertaining to a justice or judge.
'434 MISYN Mend. Life in To bame bat all binge for

hym forsakes hy worschip he has behest, & Iustisly power.
t Ju sticement. Obs. [a. AF. and OF./iw-

ticement administration of justice, f. justicer vb.,
to JUSTICE + -MENT.] Administration of justice.
["75 Act 3 Edm. I, c. 33 Qe nul Visconte ne seofire . .

beneschaus de grant Seygnurs, ne antre sil ne seit attorne
son Seygnur a suite fere, ne rendre les lugemenz des
Contez [Laud MS. substitutes a fer lusticement del conte]

cedure in courts. 1848 WHARTON Lain Lex.

Justicer (dsc-stisai). Forms : 4-5 iustyser,
5 -icer, -yoer, 5-6 -iser, -icere, 5-7 -icier, 7-
justicer. [prob. orig. AF. form of OF. justicier
(J2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), = med.L. jfistitiarius,
and thus orig. the etymological equivalent of Jus-
TICIAB, JUSTICIARY ; but commonly used in a less

technical sense as agent-noun from JUSTICE v. : cf.

O.justiceor,-eur (in nom. cs.se jusriciei-e) , agent-
n. of justicier vb., of which also the Eng. form
would be at length justicer]
1. One who maintains or executes justice ; a sup-

porter or vindicator of right, arch.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE C/iroit. IVace (Rollsl 2221 Ne he coube

be no iustyser. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 14 That afterward was
a good prynce and a good iusticier. c 1500 Mclnsine 97
They said that the kyng had doo right wel as a valyaunt ft
lawful! iustiser shuld doo. 1585 FOXB Serm. 2 Cor. v. 72
So it pleased the gracious goodnesse of our mercifull God . .

to become now of a terrible lusticer, a tender father toward
us. 1624 HEVWOOD Giinaik. IV. 179 That inhumane rash-

nesse..by which men have undertooke to be their owne
jnsticers. 1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag, v. iii, We are
Heaven's justicers ! Our woes anoint us kings ! 1869 LD.
LYTTON Orval 79 (Draws his dagger] Out, thou sharp
Straightforward justicer I

2. An administrator of justice, fa. In general
sense : A ruler or governor invested with judicial

authority. Obs. b. One who administers justice
in a court of law

;
a judge, magistrate, arch.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey 29 They made in euery kynred or
lygnage a prince whiche was theyr lusticer. 1598 BARRET
Thcor. IVarres v. i. 145 As high and supreame lusticer of
all the Army. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 25 Come sit thou
here, most learned lusticer. 1653 H. COCAN tr. Pinto's
Trav. vi. 17 As it were chief Justicer amongst the Mahome-
tans^ 1799 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Ka: XXVI11. 513 The
Corsican banisters claim that all the j'usticers . . shall be
native and resident Corsicans. 1803 in Ann. Rev. I. 438
His subdivided schedules of contents .. trace the bounds of
their parish sovereignties, and note whether the presiding
justicer be entitled a prince, a baronet, or an esquire. 1871
ROSSETTI Poems, Dante at Verona liii, They named him
Justicer-at-Law.

( c. trans/. A judge, critic. Obs.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxv. v. 271 If some severe
Censor and precise lusticer blame this act. 1612-15 Bp. HALL
Contempt., O. T. xv. v, How severe Justicers wee can bee to
our very owne crimes in others persons ?

3. spec. =JI:STICE 9, JUSTICIARY j-^. 1 i, 2. arch.

1535 Act 27 ffeit. VIII, c. v. i The said lusticers. .shal
3e sworne astricted and obliged to the kepinge of their
sessions of the peace. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 21 Thereby the

Justicers. .may in their circutes be more vygelant to punish
hese malefactores. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vi. 34 As
or the civil government of Jews in England, the King set

over them one principal Officer, called the Justicer of the

[ews. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 1113 The chief Jus-
icers, or Justicers in Eyre in their Circuits. 1880 Daily Tel.
22 Nov.,^john Fineux, Chief Justicer to King Henry VIII.

Justiceship (dgo'stisjip). [f. JUSTICE sb. +
SHIP.] The office or dignity of a justice or judge ;

he functions of a justice, or their discharge. Simi-

arly ChiefJusticeship.
1342-3 Act 34 $ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 13 Any office of

Stewardeshipps Chamberlaineshipps Chancellourshipps or

usticeshipps. a. 1645 HABINGTON Surv. \Vorc. in Wore.
Hist. Sac. Proc. III. 428 His offyce of Cheyfe-Justiceshyp
}f the Marches of Wales. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn.

x, Desiring her brother to execute justiceship (for it was in-

eed a syllable more than justice) on the wench. 1793 G.
IEAD in Life fy Corr. (1870) 547, 1 have at length determined
o accept of the chief justiceship of the supreme court [of

Delaware]. 1897 IVestw. Gaz. 30 Sept. 8/1 The doyen of

Lnglish judges . . who retired from a Justiceship of the

Queen's Bench in 1890.

b. Viithfoss. adj. as a title for a justice.

1692 Vindication 12 Can any one. .believe that His Jus-

iceship .. was never so imposed on? 1736 LEDIARD Life
146



JUSTICIABILITY.

Marltorough I. 58 His exquisite Justiceship employM. .the

whole Wisdom of the Nation, to undo his vile Undoings.

Justiciable (cl.^sti-Jiab'l),
a. (sb.} [a. AF.

and OK. (F.) justiciable amenable to a jurisdic-

tion used also as sb., i.justicier to JUSTICE: cf.

meil.L./J/f/V?*V>.]
Liable to be tried in a court

of justice; subject to jurisdiction.

court of another. 1755 JOHNSON, Justiciable, proper to be

examined in courts of justice. 1836 WHEATON Elem. Inter-

nal. Law a. ii. (1855) 175 Criminal offences, .are justiciable

only by the courts of that country where the offence is com-

mitted. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. 1. 323 Offences against
Federal statutes are justiciable in Federal courts.

B. sb. One who is subject to the jurisdiction (of

another).
1807 MAITLAND Domesday $ Beyond 125 He can prevent

the king's officers from entering his precinct and meddling
with his justiciables. 1000 Athenxnm 5 May 556/3 Reme-
dies which shall satisfy his justiciables that their position is

. .positively enviable.

Hence Justiciabrllty, the quality or fact of

being justiciable.
1802 BENTHAM Judicial Procedure \. Wks. 1843 II. 9/1

Under the name of security for eventual justiciabihty.
1888 TRAILL William III 97 Exclusive privileges in the

matter of justiciability which were possessed by the Peers.

Justi'cial, a. rare. [ad. med.L. justitial is,

f. justilia JUSTICE.] Of or pertaining to justice or

its administration.
c 1425 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 904 Pesyble prelates, ius-

tyciall gouernours. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 10 The

present gouerment . . is devided into three partes, Ecclesiasti-

call, Martiall and Cyuill or Justiciall. 1826 BENTHAM in

Westm. Rev. VI. 485 In argument, the difference, . . is, of

course, made use of as a ground for difference in justicial

decision.

Justiciar (d^csti'Jiaj). Also justitiar, -cier.

[ad. med L. justitiarius : cf. next. Jusliciar and

justiciary are not contemporary names, but appear
in the 1 5th and the 1 6th c. respectively, as adapta-
tions of the med.L. See also JUSTICES.]
1. Eng. Hist. The chief political and judicial

officer under the Norman and early Plantagenet

kings, who represented the king in all relations

of state, acting as regent in his absence and as royal

deputy in his presence, and presiding over the

Curia Regis. Called more fully Capital or Chief

Justiciar:
= JUSTICIARY rf.l I.

The office of Justiciar came to an end in the I3th cent., bis

judicial functions passing to the Lord Chief Justice.

[^(1135 in Rymer Faedera I. 12 Coram me vel carjitali

Justiciario meo. 12x4 Ibid. 181 Scia'is quod constituiinus

Justiciarium nostrum angliie Venerabilem patrem nostrum
Dominum P.Winton. Episcopum.] 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch
(1656) 449 note, The Greek hath it only thus,

' are called

Victory', as it were in the abstract, as we call Our Lord
Chief Justice, who is but a Justiciar. 1598 STOW Surv.
xxxii. (1603) 288 Hubert, Arch Bishop of Canterburie, and
lusticier of England [in the year 1197]. 1611 SPEKD Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. vi. 3 Robert Earle of Leicester, Chiefelusticiar
of England. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 432 The
Justiciar, chief administrator of the law, . . was, while his

office lasted, the most powerful subject in the realm.

2. A judge presiding over, or belonging to, one
of the king's superior courts, or exercising special
judicial functions : = JUSTICE 9 a. Obs. exc. Hist.
[1215 Magna Chtirta c. 18 Mittemus duos Justiciaries per

unumquemque comitatum per quattuor vices in anno, c 1220

JOCELIN Ckron. (Camden) 71 Venit tamen in questionem
coram justitiariis ad scaccarium. 4:1250 BRACTON n. i. vii.

2 Habet etiain [rex] curiam et iustitiarios in banco resi-

denies .. Habet etiam iustitiarios itinerantes de comitatu
in comitatum.] 1485 Rolls Parlt. VI. 348 The offices of

Lieutenauntshipp, Justiciar and Chamberlaynshipp, of Car-
mardeynshire and Cardeganshire. c 1575 Bat/bar's Prac-
ticks (1754) 140 Without speciall command of the King, or
of the Justiciar of the forest. 1611 Sl'EED Hist. Gt. Brit.
IX. ix. (1623) 626 Another of the Kings Justiciars. .was so

confidently greedy that in one circuit he appropriated to
himselfe aboue two hundreth pound lands. 1640 YORKE
Union Hon. 14 Roger de Clifford . . whom the King had
despatched into those parts, as Justiciar of all Wales. 1897
MAITLAND Domesday <y Beyond 101 French justiciars and
French clerks have become the exponents of English law.

b. In Scotland, under the early king?, the title

of two supreme judges, having jurisdiction north
and south of Forth respectively. Obs. exc. Hist.

[1318 Sc. Acts 13 Robt. /, c. 4 2 Ballivus in cuius ballia
talis malefactor moratur habeat mandatum iusticiarii infra

command of the Justitiar, within quhais Justitiarie the
crime is committed. Ibid. 58 It is statute, that Justitiars
salbe heath vpon the southside, and the northside of the
water of Forth. 1828-40 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 248
William the Lion . . appears to have changed or new modelled
these offices, by the creation of two great judges named
Justiciars.

3. gen. An administrator of justice ; one who
maintains or executes justice :

= JUSTICER I, 2.

1623 Kings of Scot, in ffarl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 462 He
was a good Justiciar, in whose time there was a law made,
that [etc.], a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems 795 Ah spare
this Monument, great Guests it keeps, Three grave Justi-
ciars. 1651 N. BACON Disc. Gout. Eng. n. xxvi. (1739! 115
The Duke of Suffolk .. he suffered to be tried.. for a Murder
done upon a mean person, and by such means obtained the
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repute of a zealous Justiciar. a 1734 NORTH Life Ld.
Guildford (1808) I. a Considering the value of this great

justitiar [Lord Keeper North].

4. Used to designate various foreign officials and
functionaries.

1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, $ Eng. I. 86 He was one
of tne Commissioners or Justiciary deputed to England as

soon as Richard died. 1898 Daily News 25 Oct. 3/3 The
narrative is put Into the mouth of Hugo Gottfried, only son

of the hereditary Executioner. For fourteen generations
the Gottfrieds have held the office of Justiciar.

f5. TheoL JUSTICIARY 5. Obs.

1772 FLETCHER Logica Genev. 120 Against whom have

you employed your pen . . Is it only against the proud
justiciars?
Hence Justi clarship, the office of Justiciar.

1677 Spottisivooffs Hist. Ch, Scot. App. 36 King Charles
. . gave him the hereditary Justiciarship. 1867 PEARSON
Hist. Eng. II. 2 The intrusion of foreign favourites into

bishoprics and Justiciarships.

Justiciary (d^rsti'Jiari) ,
sb^ Also justitiary.

[ad. med.L. justitiari-ust -ciari-usjudge, f.justitia.

JUSTICE : see -ARY * B. i. A doublet of JUSTICIAB.]
1. Eng. Hist. The chief political and judicial

officer under the Norman and early Plantagenet

kings ; more fully, ChiefJusticiary : = JUSTICIAB I.

Found only in modern historians, as a rendering of med.L.

justiciaries '. the form JUSTICIAR was in use a century earlier.

1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 848 Hubert de Burgh the

Justitiary. 1760 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xxxiii. 416 [After
the Conquest] the aula regis . . was erected : and a capital

justiciary appointed- 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages viii. n. (1819)
II. 461 The King's Court .. was composed of the great

officers; the chief justiciary, the chancellor, the constable,

marshal!, chamberlain, steward, and treasurer, with any
others whom the king might appoint. 1863 H. Cox Instil.

n. viii. 506 In the time of William I, the ChiefJusticiary was,
after the King, the principal political person in the kingdom.
2. = JUSTICE 9 a, JUSTICIAB 2. Obs. exc. Hist.

1761 London IV. 10 The citizens .. had
;

. the county
of Middlesex added to their jurisdiction . . with a power of

appointing .. a Justiciary from among themselves. 1827
Gentl. Mag. XCVII. n. 495 On the i2th of February, 1267,
Alexander III. issued a patent . . witnessed by the Earl of

Buchan, Justiciary. 1868 MILMAN St. faults 36 He had
been a travelling justiciary in 1179. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. ii. 5. 83 A royal justiciary secured law to the Jewish
merchant.

3. One who maintains or executes justice ; an
administrator of justice; = JUSTICES i, 2.

1x1548 HAI.L Ckron., ro Henry K, This sheperd was
such a justiciary that no offence was vnpunished, no frend-

ship vnrewarded. 1590 GREENE Royal Exch. Wks. 1882

VII. 240 Aristides, the perfect Justiciarie of his time. 1675
CAVE Antiq. Apost. (1702) 14 The supream ruler and justi-

ciary of the world. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. v. ii. II. 313
The Emperor is . . the supreme justiciary in his Gallic and
German realm. 1893 Daily News 16 Stpt. 6/5 The Right,
in this instance, was the justiciary of the Republic.
4. Used to designate various foreign officers of

state and judicial functionaries, esp. F, justicier^

Sp. jitsticierO) It. sindaco^ etc.

1763 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 36 The justiciary of

Arragon, a name dreadful to royal ears. 1768 STKRNK Sent.

Journ.) Passport, Versailles iv, The passport was directed

to all . .generals of armies, justiciaries and all officers of

justices. 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. x. iv. IV. 378 The Senate
and people of Rome . . had sent justiciaries into Tuscany
. . to receive oaths of allegiance . . and to exact tribute.

t 5. ThtoL One who holds that man can of him-

self attain to righteousness. Cf. JUSTICE 2. Obs.

1532 BECON PomanderPrayer Wks. 1843-4 1 1- 89 Suffer me
not therefore, O Lord, to be in the number of those justi-

ciaries which, boasting their own righteousness . . despise
that righteousness that cometh by faith. 1550 Govern.
Virtue ibid. I. 423 Christ ' came not to call the justiciaries,
but sinners to repentance.' 1563 Homilies \\. Rogation
Week i. ? 6 Justiciaries and hipocrites, which rob Almighty
God of this honour, and ascribe it to themselues. a i6z$
BOYS Wks. (1630) 456 The Pharisee . . is a type of all lusti-

tiaries hoping to be saued by the righteousness of the law,

<7 1716 SOUTH Serin. (1744) IX. 146 The pompous austeri-

ties and fastings of many religious operators, and splendid

justiciaries.

Hence Just!'claryship, the office of justiciary.

1700 TVRRELL Hist. Eng. II. 890 He required Him ..

to give an Account of his Justitiaryship. 1870 Pall Mall
G. 10 Aug. ii De Olifard found his reward in a grant of

lands in Roxburghshire and the justiciary-ship of Lothian,

Justiciary (cbpsti'Jiari), sb.* Also justitiary.

[ad. med.L. justitidria^ -ct'dria, i. jitstitia JUSTICE :

see -ARY ! B. 3.]

1. Sc. The jurisdiction of a Justiciar or justiciary:

see JUSTICIAB 2 b.

High Court ofJusticiary, the supreme criminal tribunal of

Scotland. Circuit court of justiciary, justiciary conrtt

a circuit court held by judges of the High Court. Com-
missioners ofJusticiary', see quot. 1846.

[1318 : see JUSTICIAR 2 b.] 1473 in Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. (1877) I. 68 Item gevin to the Justice Schire Dauid
Guthere of that Ilk, knycht, for his fee of this ^ere of his

office of Justiciary... j
c ti. 1491 Sc. Acts Jas. /K (1597)

43 The Clerke of the lusticiarie sail take dittay there-

vpon, and they to be punished as oppressoures. 1570 Sc.
Acts Jos. K/(i597) 86 To that effect [our soueraine Lord]
. .grands and givis to them power and commission of lusti*

ciarie. 1746-7 Act 20 Geo. //, c. 43 i That all Here-
table Jurisdictions of Justiciary , .within that part of Great
Britain called Scotland . . shall be . . abrogated. 1751 Scots

Mag. (1753) Oct. 493/1 The circuit-courts of justiciary. 1752
J. LOUTHIAN Form of Process (ed. 2) 6 The five Lords . .

are called Commissioners of Justiciary, and are invested
with an equal Power and Jurisdiction in all Criminal
Causes. 1846 MCt'LLOCH Ace. Brit, Empire (1854) II. 223

JUSTIFIABLE.

The Court of Justiciary . . consists of five judges, who are
also judges of the Court of Session, specially commissioned

by the sovereign, together with the justice-general and

justice-clerk.
attrib. 1819 R. CHAPMAN Jos. ^128 To put an end to

those disorders, the king established a justiciary court at

Jedburgh. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 6. (1862)

367 The distinction of justiciary, session, and jury judges is

done away.
2. Judicature.
1869 DRAPER Amer. Civ. War I. xxvi. 6. 445 Already

has that [non-slaveholding] power reduced the supreme
justiciary to a mere temporary bulwark.

Justiciary (dJcstrJfiari), a. [ad. med. or mod.

i,.jiistilidri-us, f.jusliciaire 'of or belonging unto
Justice' (Cotgr. 1611).]
1. Pertaining to, or connected with, the adminis-

tration of justice, or the office of a justice. (See
also JUSTICIARY sb? i attrib.)

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxix. (1887) 207 They may
spare number enough . . to all martiall and militare affaires

to all iusticiarie functions. 1632 BROME North. Lasse m.
ii. Wks. 1873 III. 57 You have alwayes been so strict and
terrible in your lustitiarie courses. 1711 E. WARD Vulg.
Brit. vi. 77 Those Justitiary Fools Old Headboroughs and
Constables. 1897 MAITLAND Domesday $ Beyond 102 The
demarcation of justiciary areas.

t2. Theol. Pertaining to, or believing in, 'the

righteousness which is of the law
'

; self-righteous :

see JUSTICIARY si.1 5. Obs.

1615 T. ADAMS Blacks Det'ill 3 A justiciary, imaginary,
self-conceited righteousnesse. 1630 SYMMF.R Rest Weary
v. B iij b, The proud Pharisee and lusticiarie Hypocrite.
a 1665 J.

GOODWIN filled, the Spirit (1867) 114 Such a kind
of Christian or believer who savours much of the justiciary
and legal spirit.

II Justicies (djostrpifz). Law, [med.L., 2nd

pers. sing. pres. suhj. dijilstifiare to JUSTICE.] A
writ, now abolished, directed to a sheriff, empower-
ing him to hold plea of debt in his county court for

sums exceeding forty shillings ; so called from the

opening words : see quot. 1 284.
[1284, Slat. Wallie 12 Edw. I, c. 6 Precepimus tibi quod

Justicies A. quod, .sine dilatione reddat B. centum solidos.]

1534 FITZHERB. Nat. Brcviitm Iv. (1598) 117 Et le brief

daccompt que serra sue en le county est un lusticies direct

al vicomte.j 1607 COWEI.L Interfr. s.v., By this Writ called

lusticies, the Shyreeue may hold plee of a gieate summe,
whereas of his ordinary authentic he cannot hold plees but
of summes vnder 40 shillings. 1768 P.LACKSTONK Comm.
111. iv. 36 The county court may also hold plea of. . personal
actions to any amount, by virtue of a special writ called a

Justicies. 1846 Act 9 $ 10 Viet. c. 95 Preamb., The County
Court . . having Cognizance . . by vii tue of a Writ of Justicies.

Justicing (d;,z>-stisirj), vbl. sb.
[f. JUSTICE v.

+ -ING 1
.] The administration ofjustice. Chiefly

attrib., esp. in justicing-room, e.g. in the house

of a justice of the peace.
1606 B. BARNES 4 Bki. Offices 145 That kinde of iustecying

which is said to be common amongst the Turkey 1611

Sl'EF.D Hist. Gt. Brit. IX. xx. (1623) 965 In this progrcsse,
or rather itinirary lusticina;. 1820 Miss MITFORD in

L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 97 He is not the author of the book
on justicing. 1866 RF.ADE Griffith Gaiait(i8Bj) 39 Justicing-

day brought him many visits. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy
I. 19 Prayers are held in the justicing room.

Justice, -coat, -core, forms of JUSTAUCORPS.

Justifiability (d-;-stifai|abi-Hti). [f.
next :

see -ITY.]
= JCSTIFIABLENESS.

1884 Law Times 6 Sept. 320/2 The justifiability of hos-

tile acts unpreceded by declaration of war. 1897 Allhttt's

Syst. Med. III. 921 Attacks, .so slight as to make the justi-

fiability of any operation a matter of question.

Justifiable (da-tifsi|ab'l), a. [a. F. justi-

fiable (13-14* c.), i.justifier to JUSTIFY.]

fl. =-- JUSTICIABLE. Obs.

1523 FITZHF.RB. Snrv. xviii. 33 b, Here you my lorde R.
that I W. de C. fro thus day forthe to you shalbe fayihfull

and lowly, .and I shall be iustifyable of bodyand of goodes.

1643 PKYNNE Son. Fmver Parlt. App. 17 Whom Caisar ..

calleth Kegiili, little Kings, being themselves subjects and

justifiable to the Nobility, who had all the Soveraignty.

2. Capable of being legally or morally justified, or

shown to be just, righteous, or innocent ; defensible.

Justifiable homicide : see HOMICIDE si.1

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xiii. (1634) 628 marf.,
Departure from Monkerie to some other honest kind of life

[is] justifiable. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 39

May it not sometimes be justifiable to breake a mans head ?

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia Pref. 4 The stile of a Souldier

is not eloquent, but honest and Justifiable. 1717 J. KEII.L

Anim. Oeccn. (1738)8 In no Case, is the drawing off a large

Quantity of Blood at a time justifiable.
1802 MAR. EDGE-

WORTH Moral T. (1816) I. xiii. 104 Little artifices which a

tradesman thinks himself justifiable in practising. 1859 J.

CUMMING Ruth ii. 15 Emigration from one's own land seems

hardly justifiable.

t b. Of an assertion, etc. : Capable of being

maintained, defended, or made good. Cbs.

1612 SELDEN Illustr. to Drctyton's Foty-olb. viii. 127 It

is Justifiable by Ca;sar, that they vs'd to shaue all except
their head and vpper lip . . but in their old Coynes I see no

such thing warranted. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. f.

in. xxiv. 170 Some in the water doe carry a justifiable re-

semblance to some at the Land. 1651 Raleigh's Ghost 201

That so much raine could cause so great an inundation . .

may be made justifyable partly by reason, and partly by

experience.

1 3. Fitted to justify a claim or the like. Obs.

'75S MACENS Insurances II. 417 The justifiable Instru-

ments of the Cargo and Loss of the Goods insured and



JUSTIFIABLENESS.
abandoned, the Assured ought to manifest and present t
the Assurers.

Justifiataleness (dgvatUai^blnte). [f. prec
+ -NESS.] The quality of being justifiable.

.
. 47 e

nation was . . divided in opinion as to the Justifiableness o
hostilities.

Justifiably (dsp^tifoiiSbU), adv. [f. as prec.+ -LY
'*.] In a justifiable manner ; so as to admit

of justification.

.
, ay

may not justifiably suffer. 1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint IV.
y.

v. i An English painter justifiably loves fog, because he
is born in a foggy country.
t Ju'Stificable, a. 06s. rare. [ad. med.L.

justificabil-is, Lji'istifudre to JUSTIFY : see -ABLE.]
Capable of being justified, justifiable.
1655 DIGGES Compl. Ambass. 57 We have thought . . this s

plain and justifiable a case. 1671 True Nonconf. 400 Le
it be so, that much of their way was justifiable upon th
account of these motives.

t Justi'fical, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. type *justi-
fc-us (see -FIG) + -AL.] a. Justificatory, justi-
ficative. b. Executing justice.
1646 SIR J. TEMPLE Irish Retell. Pref. 8 For the justificall

reasons of their rising in arms. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr..
JttiUfieal. that executes or doth Justice.

Justification (d.^stifik^'-jan). [ad. late L.
jiistification-em (Augustine, etc.), n. of action f

justificare to JUSTIFY. Cf. F. justification (izth c.
in Godef.), perh. the immediate source.]
fl. Administration ofjustice or the law; execution

of sentence
; capital punishment. Obs.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Lm,e n. xiii. (Skeat) 1. 88 How should
mcrcie been prpued, and no trespasse were, by due iustitica-
tion to be punished? 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv.
211 Whan he shall lustificacion done, he sholde noone
dyuersite of Persones make. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 18
Vnto the tyme that god hath herde hem and done his iustf-
ficacioun in vengeaunce doyng. [1878 VEITCH Border Hist.
ft Poetry ix. 286 A not less memorable case of '

justification
'

was that of Adam Scott.]

1 2. An ordinance ; an ordained form. Obs.

ments and justifications of our Lord without blame. 1609BIBLE (Douay)_Num. ix. 3 Let the children of Israel make
the Pasch in his time, .according to al the ceremonies and
mstifications therof.

3. The action of justifying or showing something
to be just, right, or proper ; vindication of oneself
or another; exculpation; -(-verification, proof (o6s.).
b. That which justifies ; a justifying circumstance ;

an apology, a defence.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. 507 With many couert wordys to
the . . iustyfycacion of hymselfe and excusynge of his owne
dedys. 1555 EDEN Decades 240 Yet was he gladde to haue
it tryed by justice for the better iustification of his cause
1635 NAUNTON l-'ragm. Reg. (Arb.) 39 Neither was she un-
mindfull of this Lord Norris, whose Father., in the business
of her Mother, dyed in a Noble cause, and in the justifica-
tion of her innocencie. 1729 BUTLER Scrm. Forgiveness
Wks. 1874 II. 109 Nothing can with reason be urged in
justification of revenge. 1823 DE QUINCISY Lett. Educ. ii.

(1860) 32 The metre, and the style., would immediately have
lost their justification. 1870 MRS. RIDOEI.L AustinFriars
iii, She could plead so much in her own justification.
4. Theol. The action whereby man is justified, or

freed from the penalty of sin, and accounted or
made righteous by God ; the fact or condition of

being so justified.
Protestant theologians regard justification as an act of

grace in which God accounts man righteous, not owing toany
merit of his own, but through imputation of Christ's right-
eousness, as apprehended and received by faith. Roman
Catholic theologians hold that it consists in man's being
made really righteous by infusion of grace, such justification
being a work continuous and progressive from its initiation.

[1382 WYCLIF Rom. v. 16 Sothli dom of oon in to condemp-
nacioun, grace forsothe of manye giltis in to iustificacioun.]
1326 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 31 This grace is called
the grace of iustiticacyon, or grace lustifyenge, for it iusti-

fyeth our soules before god. 1565 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst.
in. xi. 2 (1632), We simply expound justification to be an
acceptation, whereby God receiving us into favour, taketh
us for righteous, and we say that the same consisteth in for-

;ivenesse of sinnes, and imputation of the righteousnesse of
Christ. 1571 39 A rticles Ch. Eng. xi, Of the iustification of

gt
C
man. . . That we are justified by fayth onely, is a most whole-
some doctrine, and very full of comfort. Ibid, xii, Good
workes, which are the fruites of fayth, and folowe after iusti-
fication. 1585 HOOKER Serin. Justification 5 The first

receipt of grace in their [Papists'] divinity is the first iusti-
fication : the increase thereof, the second iustification. 1675
BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 Y- 6l Justification doth not
increase or decrease, but all sin is pardoned at the first act of
believing. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) V. 57 The plain Scrip-
tural notion of justification is pardon, the forgiveness ofsins.
1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1855) 1. 1. vi. 381 The tenet of justi-
fication or salvation by faith alone, called, in the barbarous
jargon of polemics, solifidianism. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess.
I. 6 They have seen so much goodness without faith, . . that
they begin to preach justification by sincerity as a more
human, if not a more divine formula than justification by
faith. i88j Catholic Diet. 405/2 To the Catholic, sanctifica-
tion and justification are the same thing, or at most two
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aspects of the same thing viz. of the act by which God
makes a soul just and holy in his sight.
5. Law. a. The showing or maintaining in court

that one had sufficient reason for doing that which
he is called to answer; a circumstance affording
grounds for such a plea. b. The justifying of
bail : see JUSTIFY 7 b.

1529 [see JUSTIFY 7 a], 1660 Trial Regie. 19 If you have
any thing of J ustification, plead Not guilty. 1781 W. BLACK-
STONE A i-/. II. i, 79 After many nugatory notices of justi-

"S"' lhe defendant's bail appeared in Court to justify
1809 IO.MLINS Law Diet. s.v., If the action concern a local
thing, a Justification in one place is not a Justification in
another place. 1883 Wharton's Lalv-Lex. (ed. 7) s.v A de.
fence of justification is a defence showing the libel to be
true, or in an action of assault showing the violence to have
been necessary. 1886 Philadelphia Times 10 Apr. (Cent ),Mr. M said that Recorder S had fixed bail at
$25,000, and justification in $50,000 would be enough.
6. The action of adjusting or arranging exactly ;

spec, in Type-founding and Printing: see JUSTIFY

1672 T. MARSHALL Let. to Dr. Fell 19 Jan. (in H. Hart
Cent. Tyfogr, Oxford 165/2) To expedite y justification of
Matrices. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Fovndery, The
justification, as to thickness, is made on a piece of marble ;and for the height on an iron compository. The justification
of the height is guided by the HI of some body of characters
already justified. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 132 Wherea line is even spaced, and yet requires justification. Ibid.
133 No reasonable excuse either for bad justification or im-
proper spacing. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 644 When he
comes to the end of his line, and finds that he has a syllable
or word which will not fill out the measure, he has to per-
form a task which requires considerable care and taste.
This is called justification.

Justificative (d.^-stifikitiv), a. [f. late L.
justified!-, ppl. stem ofjustificare to JUSTIFY + -IVE.
Cf. F. justiftcatif (i6th c. in Godef. Compl.).]
Serving to justify ; justificatory ; of the nature of
supporting evidence.
1611 COTGR., lustificatif, iustificatiue, Justifying, righting.

1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman D'Alf. n. 242. 1827
BENTHAM Ration. Evid. Wks. 1843 VII. 15 Some justi-
ficative, or extenuative, or exemptive, circumstance. 1890
SAINTSBURY iVj. 245 With justificative selections from Buffon
. . and other authorities.

Ju'Stificator . [ad. late L. justificator, agent-
n. f. justificare to JUSTIFY.] One who justifies.
The L. word occurs in a document of William Rufus (see

first quoU, whence it has passed into the law diets, as an
English word.
[ii.. Writ in Liber Ramcsix 188 Will. Rex Angl. H.

Camerario S: Justificatoribus suis, omnibusque suis fidelibus
Norff., salutem.] 1670 BLOUNT Lam Diet., Jtistijicattrs
[in prec. quot.] seem to signify Compurgators. 1755 JOHN-
SON, Jnstijtcator, one who supports, defends, vindicates, or
justifies. 1799 MAR. EDGEWORTH Ess.Sclf-Justif. in Lett.
Ltt, Ladies (1805) 225 To one of your class of justificators,
this is the highest offence. 1809 TOMLINS Lam Diet., Justi-
ftcators, a kind of Compurgators, or those that by oath
justified the innocence, or oaths of others.

Justificatory (dgtrrtimWtwi), a. [f. late L.
;

ustificat-, ppl. stem oi jnstificdre to JUSTIFY +
-OKY.] Tending to justify ; having the effect or

purpose of justifying.
1579 FENTON Guicciard. viii. (1599) 314 To hold fast that

that hath bin gotten, is a colour iustificatorie to enable the
title and interest of the thing. 1691 WOOD Ath. O.ron. II.

355 Printed at Amsterdam, with a justificatory preface. 1860
A. L. WINDSOR Ethica vii. 344 A man. .almost sarcastically
ustificatory of the claims of self-interest. 1876 BANCROFT
Hist. U.S. III. vii. 109 The Newcastle administration.,
surmnanly condemned the colony by rejecting its loyal
ustificatory address to the king.
b. Serving or intended to support a statement.

1779 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) IV. 576 Mr. Davis has . .

oppressed one of the justificatory Notes "on this passage.
1836 Penny Cycl. V. 269/1 In 1752 followed a justificatory
tract on several disputed points.

Justified (dsc'stifaid), ///. a. [f. JUSTIFY +
-ED!.] Made just or right; made or accounted

righteous ; warranted
; supported by evidence ; in

Printing : see JUSTIFY v. 9.
01586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1500) 128 That bad officer ..

gave him leave . . to bear his sword prepared for the justified
nurther. 1671-2 T. MARSHALL Let. to Dr. Fell 9 Feb.
in H. Hart Cent. Typogr. Oxford 169/1) A large Col-
ection of Proofes from Jsques Vallet, wch shew ye various
Sorts of justifyed Matrices he is willing to sell. 1738
VESLEY Ps. cxvni. vi, The Voice of Joy, and Love, and
'raise .. Among the Justified is found. 1820 R. HALL
Vks. (1832) VI. 306 Either impenitent sinners or justified
believers. 1891 J. WINSOR Columbus n. 55 A scholarlyand justified narrative.

Justifier (d32)-stifai|3a). [f. as prec. -f -EB 1
.]

1. One who justifies : see JUSTIFY v.
1526 TINDALE Rom. iii. 26 That he myght be counted

uste, and a iustifiar of hym which belevith on lesus. 1528
FRITH Answ. Rastel Wks. (1573) '<> You must graunt, that
we haue a Christ or no Christ . . a iustifier or no iustifier.

629 H. BURTON Babel no Bethel 32 That I leaue to you,
er justifier. 1711 STHYPE Parker HI. xiv. 236 Justifiers of
hemselves and Hypocrites. 1838 J. H. NEWMAN Justifi-
atioti x. 2 Faith is the sole justifier.

2. Type-founding and Printing, a. A workman
who justifies : see JUSTIFY 9 ; hence, in a type-
etting machine : see quot. 1888. b. A wedge or
he like for fixing an adjusted part of a printing-
iress, as the stone in the coffin, etc.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xi. U 17 Justifiers of

JUSTIFY.
Wood lhe length of every side, . . must be thrust between

Wedfe ft' dU^
C

r
ffinan

,
d
',?

Utsides of 'he S?on""oWedge it tight . . after the Press-man has Beddec
1824 J. JOHNSON Tyfogr. II. 5I2 To admtt of Justifiersbetween the stone and coffin, which are put to Keep thestone steady after it is bedded. ,890 Cent. Z>,v'

P
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lines with great regularity and in so short a time that 20 oooens per hour is about the average output.

. Justify (dgo-stifai), v. [a. F. justifier (i 2th c.m Godef. Compl.), ad. late
(chiefly eccl.) L.justi-

fictlre to act justly towards, do justice to, make
just, pardon, vindicate, f. just-us JUST : see -FY.]
Tl. trans. To administer justice to

; to try as a
judge, to judge; to have jurisdiction over, rule,
control, keep in order

; to do justice to, treat justly.b. absol. To administer justice, to judge. Obs
fSfii.
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llwoldcasscntvnta JSi LAMBARDE Kireu in
n. (1588) 338 Ihem that undertake for the partie, that he shall
abide to be justified by law. 1620 I. WILKINSON Coroners
* Sfurtfu 12 [The Statute] giveth power to Forresters,
Parkers, and Warreners to kill the oflendors if they wil
not be justified.

1 2. trans. To execute justice upon (a malefactor) ;
to condemn to punishment ; to punish, esp. (Sc.) to
punish with death, execute. Obs.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 5087 Fadirs and modirs sal

rekken bat tyde . . And loverdes alswa of |>air men . . be
whilk bai wald noght justify, c 1450 LONELICH Grail xvi.
318 Ihanne Axede him Nasciens . . Whi that so sore luste-
fyed he were. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 353 To iustefie and
pumshe

them for their offenses, c 1575 Balfotir's Practicks
<'754) 596 ihay beand swa convict, sail be justifyit to the
deid thairfoir. 1700 COLLIER ind Def. Short Vievu (1738)
399 In Scotland they say when a Man is hanged he's
justified. 1820 BYRON Mar. Fal. v. i. 94 Let them be justi-
fied ; and leave exposed Their wavering relics in the place of
judgment. 1860 C. INNES Scot, in Mid. Ages vi. 182 The
murderer taken red-hand . . was 'justified '.. without any
unnecessary or inconvenient delays of process.
3. To show (a person or action) to be just or in

the_ right ;
to prove or maintain the righteousness

or innocence of; to vindicate (\from a charge).
13.. . E. Allit. P. A. 699 Non lyuyande to be is lusty-

fyet. 1382 WYCLIF J's. 1. 6 [Ii. 4] That thou be iustefied in
thi woordis, and ouercome whan thou art dcmed. 1450
tr. De Imitatione ill. xxix. 99 pou . . iustifiest me in all my
dispositions. IS3S COVEKDALE Ecclus. vii. 5 lustifie not
thy self before God. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 224Some of his friendes, laboured to iustifie him. 1707 Curios,
in Hiisb. ff Gard. 119 Justifying them from any Objections
that might lie made against them. 1868 M. PATTISON Acad.
Org. v. 148 We have no longer the difficult task ofjustifying
science in the eyes of the nation.

alisol. 1647 N - BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. xxxvl (1739) 53
Neither Monk, Woman, nor Clerk was by Law to justify
by Battle in their own person.

b. Of a state of tilings, circumstance, or motive :

To afford a justification of.
( Often in passive.)

1633 A. STAFFORD Fein. C/OT-j(i86g)82 The profane Idola-
trizing of this Superlative Saint, will iustifie me in all eyes.
1709 ATTERBURY Spittal Serin., Luke x. 32 The publick
burthens .. will not justify us in giving nothing. 1775
BURKE Sp. Condi. Amer. Wks. III. 102, I think then I am
. . justified in the sixth and last resolution. 1860 DICKENS
UiKoinin. Trav. xvi, The pair have a dejected conscious-
ness that they are not justified in appearing on the surface
of the earth.

4. To absolve, acquit, exculpate; spec, in Theol.,
to declare free from the penalty of sin on the ground
of Christ's righteousness, or to make inherently
righteous by the infusion of grace : see JUSTIFICA-
TION 4. Also absol.

1382 WYCLIF Isa.
y. 23 Wp . . that iustefien the vnpitous

for jiftes. Rom. iii. 26 That he be iust, and iustifyinge
him that is of the feith of Ihesu Crist. Ibid. 28 Forsothe
we demen a man for to be iustifyed by feith, withouten
workis of lawe. 1526 TINDALE Rom. iv. 25 Jesus . .Which
was delivered for oure synnes, and rose agayne forto iustifye
vs. 1535 COVERDALE Exod, xxiii. 7 The innocent and
righteous shall thou not slej-, for I iustifie not y vngodly.
1550 VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 15 For say they . . if the
Sacramente dothe not iustyfye, & brynge grace of itselfe,
then it is but bare breade & wyne. a 1620 DONNE 2nd
Serin. John xvi. 8 Only thy good life can assure thy con-
science and the world, that thou art justified, a 1740 WATER-
LAND Doctr. Justification iv, God . . has made no promise
or covenant to justify any one without the use of Baptism.
1859 ] GUMMING Rnth viii. 138 It is the office of Jesus to

pardon, to justify, to welcome.
6. To make good (an argument, statement, or

opinion) ; to confirm or support by attestation or
evidence ; to corroborate, prove, verify, f Formerly
with complementary obj., obj. and inf., or subord.
clause. (Now coloured by 6.)

1390 COWER Conf. III. 140 Rethoriqes eloquences. .Wherof
a man schal justifie Hise wordes m disputeisoun. 1404
FABYAN Chron. v. civ. 79 So that I myght somwhat iustifie

148 -J
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this particular assertion by an appeal to facts.

fb. To maintain as true, affirm, aver. Obs.

log-So NORTH PMarck, Marias (1676) 353 The which

would not be beleeved . . for the uncredible force and Power

of the Armies which was justified to come. 1658 OSBORN

O Fli* (1673! 46 ' An Inquisition . . which a Curslter did

about that time justifie he had inrolled. 1781 W. BLANE

Ess. Hunting (1788) 71 The Doctor . . to this day relates

and justifies the truth of every circumstance I have men-

tioned. ,

t c. To acknowledge as true or genuine. Otis.

1608 SHAKS. Per. v. i. 219 She shall tell thee all ; When
thou shall kneele, and justifie in knowledge, She is thy

verie Princes, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xv. no The great God
had a son, Whom he himself yet justifies.

6. To show or maintain the justice or reason-

ableness of (an action, claim, etc.) ; to adduce ade-

quate grounds for ; to defend as right or proper.

1560 I '

woulde i

disputatio.., -. _, - r
How can they justify to have turned their domestic privi-

leges into the bar of a proud judicial court ? 1667 P. L.

l. 26 That .. I may assert th' eternal Providence, And justifie

the wayes of God to men. 1704 PENN in Pa. Hist. Soc.

Him. IX. 357, I justify not my son's folly. 1884 F. TEMPLE

Kelat. Relig. * Sc. v. (1885) 155 All who thus claim super-

natural authority must, of course, justify their claim.

b. To make right, proper, or reasonable ; to

furnish adequate grounds for, warrant.

1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps. iii. 48 This very necessity

had . . iustified the Act. 1718 PRIOR Hans Carl'el 67 The
end must justifie the means ; He only sins who ill intends.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 419 Those Reasons seem

to justify Bleeding. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Th. iv. 309 'Tis guilt

alone can justify his death. 1813 SCOTT Rokcby I.
yiii,

Much in the stranger's mien appears, To justify suspicious
fears. 1891 Speaker 2 May 526/2 The vast circle of his

leaders justified his complacency by their applause,

t O. To render lawful or legitimate. Obs.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. n. xxii. 117 Whatsoever is com-

manded by the Soveraign Power, is as to the Subject, .justi-

fied by the Command. 1725 POPE Odyss. vi. 346 Till . .

public nuptials justify the bride.

7. Law. intr. and trans, a. To show or main-

tain sufficient reason in court for doing that which

one is called upon to answer for ;
to show ade-

quate grounds for (that with which one is charged).
1529 Act 21 Hen. VIII, c. 10 2 The Lorde. .may avowe

or his Baylyffe or servaunt make conysaunce or justifye for

takyng of the said dystresses upon the same landes . . alegyng
in the said avourie conysaunce and justificacyon the same
Maners Landes and Tenementes to be holdin of hym. 1591
Child Marriages 150 The said Smith, .did arreste the said

Roger Dod . . and beinge charged to be a wronge, and con-

trary to the liberties and charters of this citie, iustifieth to be

lawfull. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comin. I. xiv. 429 A master like-

wise may justify an assault in defence of his servant, and
a servant in defence of his master. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. 258 If a man be impeached for beating an-

other, he may justify by showing it was done in his own
necessary defence : if for false imprisonment, he may justify
under the warrant of a lawful magistrate. 1893 Weekly Notes

67/2 The appellant could not justify his attempt to force an
entrance, and was rightly convicted of an assault.

b. Tojustify (\oneself) as bail, to jtistify bail:

to show, by the oath of a person furnishing bail or

other surety, that after the payment of his debts he

is of adequate pecuniary ability.

1692 Act 4 Will, ff M. c. 5. 2 The Justices, .shall make
such Rules . . for the justifying of such Bails . . as to them
shall seem meet. 1766-80 BURROW Reports IV. 2527 The
sum he was required to justify in, was ^9000. 1768 BLACK-
STONK Comin. ill. xix. 2yt The bail .. must justify them-
selves in court . . by swearing themselves house-keepers,
and each of them to be worth double the sum for which

they are bail, after payment of all their debts. 1780 -iVf?*'-

gate Cfil. V. 49 They .. justified bail for sums to a consider-

able amount, though they were not possessed of property
to the value of twenty shillings. 1880 Standard 9 Apr. 6/1

Bail for the husband was put in and justified. i83_ Whar-
ton's Law-Lex, (ed. 7), Justifying security. Administrators
in certain cases are required by the Court of Probate to

give justifying security.

t 8. To account just or reasonable ; to approve
of; to ratify. Obs.
1682 GREW Anal. Plants Pref , I was glad to see it [a

book] so far justify'd by that Illustrious Society. 1729
BUTLER Serin., LovtNeifttoonrWks. 1874 II. 146 God him-
self will in the end justify their taste, and support their
cause.

9. To make exact; to fit or arrange exactly;
to adjust to exact shape, size, or position. Now
only in technical use; esp. (Type-founding), To
adjust a '

strike
'

or ' drive
'

by making the sides
level and square, and keeping the impression at

the
proper depth, so as to form a correct matrix ;

(Printing) To adjust types of smaller and larger
bodies together, so that they will exactly fill up
the forme ; to space out the line of type in the com-
posing stick properly ; also intr. of type.
1551 RKCORDE Cast. Kwwl. (1556) 35 By true wootkinge

to iustifie your Globe, whiche fyrste maye bee made as

rounde, as any Turner can doo it, and then shall your in-

strument .. correct it exactlye if it be arnysse. 1671-3

T. MARSHALL Let. to Dr. Fell g Feb. (in H. Hart Cent.

Tyfogr. Oxford 167/1) He undertakes to justify Matrices,

but not cut Functions. . . I suspend y urging of y" Matrices
ON Meek.

b
to

Ex
be justifyed by Mr. Van Dijkc. 1683 MOXON Meek.

erc., Printing xvi. T 2 Justifying of Matrices is, i. to

make the Face of the Sunken Letter, lie an exact designed

depth below the Face of the Matrice, and on all its sides

equally deep from the Face of the Matrice. 2. It is to set

xxiv. p 5 Justifying the rlead is to put into tne ttlor-

tesses in the Cheeks . . an equal and convenient thickness of. .

square pieces of Felt, Pastboards, or Seaboards, .that when
the Press-man Pulls, the Tennants of the Head shall have

an equal Horizontal level Check. 1824 I. JOHNSON Tyfogr.
II. 124 Taking care to space and to justify our matter. 1828

WEBSTER s.v., Types of different sizes will not justify with

each other. 1892 Brit. Printer V. No. 26. 19 Ample know-

ays a ty
his founts, would be able . . to buy

'
strikes ,

which when

justified would become matrices.

Justifying (djo-stifaiiirj), vbl. sb. [f. JUSTIFY
V. + -ING 1

.]

1. The action of the vb. JUSTIFY, a. The action of

making, proving, or accounting just ; justification.

1381 WYCLIF Rom. iv. 25 The which is bitakun for oure

synnes, and roos a3en for oure iustifyinge. _
1615 G. SANDYS

Trav. 59 This excuse is so . . large, that it may extend as

well to the iustifying of the absurdest errours. a 1769 R.

RICCALTOUN Notes Galatians 109 Justifying implies more
than bare pardon. It supposes a judicial procedure,

t b. Condemnation ; execution. Sc. Obs.

a 1578 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1899) I. 183 To
saif the lordis from iustifieing in the Kingis fune.

f2. An ordinance; = JUSTIFICATION 2. Obs.

1381 WYCLIF Ps. cxviii. [cxix.J 5 Wolde God weren dressid

my weies ; to be kept thi iustifiyngus. 1395 PURVEY AV
monstr. 32 That the! kepe the iustifyingis of God, and
seken out his comaundementis. 1526 TIHDALB lleb. ix. i

That fyrst tabernacle verely had iustifyinges and servynges
off God.

3. In Type-founding and Printing : see JUSTIFY
v. 9. Justifying-stick, an attachment to a type-

setting machine for justifying the lines.

1671-2 T. MARSHALL Let. to Dr. Fell 19 Jan. (in H. Hart

Cent. Typogr. Oxford 166/2) Y Founders, .have no regard
to cutting and justifying, unless perhaps to supply a Defect,

or two. 1683 [see JUSTIFY v. g].

Ju'stifying, ///. a,, [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That justifies (in senses of the verb).

1526 I'ilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531! 31 The grace of iustifi-

cacyon, or grace iustifyenge. 1585 HOOKER Serin. Justif.

Lutheran doctrine .. that 'justifying faith is that whereby a

person believes himself to be justified '.

Hence Jn'stilyingly adv., in a justifying manner.

1711 Peace in Divinity^ 3 The unregenerate Man believes

historically, though not justifyingly.

t Justily, justislich, adv. Obs. = JUSTLY 5.

c 1350 Will. Palcrne 1724 No man vpon mold mi}t ober

perceyue But sche a bere were to baite at a stake ; So iustis-

lich eche lib ioyned by ihesu of heuen. Ibid. 2596 So iustili

on eber of hem were ioyned be skinnes.

Justing, jousting (d.^zvstirj, dgw'stirj) ,vbl. sb.

[f. JUST z.i+ -ING 1
.] The action of the verb JUST* ;

fighting or tilting on horseback with a lance ; spec.

a tournament.

13. . Coer de Lritf The fyrste yere that he was kyng, At

Safybury he made a iustynge. c 1400 MAUNDEV. iii. (1839)

17 A fair place for iustynges or for other ^Pleyes and De-

sportes. c 1440 LONELICII Grail Hi. 635 Sire knyht, 5oure

loslyng lost ban je. 1356 Citron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 8

The kynge made a gret justynge be syde Kyngstone up-

pon Temes. 1622 BACON Hen. Vll 106 The King . . kept

Triumphes of lusting and Tourney during all that Mpneth.
1823 PRAED Poems, Troubadour, There was a jousting at

Chichester. 1892 Athenxum n June 757/1 Major abhors

the dangerous jousting with the spear.

fig- JS X9 HORMAN I'nlg. 103 In that erthquake, there

was a great burlyng and iustynge of one house ageynst
an other.

b. attrib. and Comb., as justiiig-fald, -horse,

-place, -spear.

1854 PATMORE Angel in Ho. xi. i, They made her face the

jousting field Of joy and beautiful alarm.

Justinian!an (cl^fstin, Ionian), a. Also ran.

\i.Justinian, proper name + -IAN ; Justinianean is

f. late L. Justiniane-us + -AN.] Of or pertaining
to Justinian, Emperor of the East 527-565.
ynstinianian code^ a compilation of the best Roman laws

made by order of Justinian, published in 529 and, in a
revised form, in 534 ; also used as a general name for all the

compilations of Roman law made by Justinian's command,
including theincluding the pandectx^ institutioncs, and not-cllx '. see

DIGEST, INSTITUTE, NOVEL.
18x6 C. BUTLER Cretins Introd. 32 The language and

spirit of the Justinianean code. 1880 MLIKIIEAU Gains

JUSTMENT.
Introd. 9 Comparison of the Justinianian

Institutes with

passages in the Digest, .showed.. that in several places the
later work was a literal transcript of the earlier. Ibid.,
The authors of the Justinianian compilation.

Justinianist tdgosti'nianist). [f. as prec. +

-IST.] One who is learned in the Institutes of

Justinian ;
a student of the civil law, a '

civilian '.

1658 PHILLIPS, Students of the Civil I,;uv are called

Jvstinianists. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex., JttstiniaHtst,
a civilian ; one who studies the civil law.

II Justitiuni (d3strj~i#m). [L., cessation from
business in the courts of justice, legal vacation, f.

jus law, right + -stilium, f. ppl. stem of sisters to

stand, stop.] A legal vacation.

1646 SmT. BROVVNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 223 As though
there were any seriation in nature or justitiums imaginable
in professions, whose subject is natural!. 1691 ELOUNT
Law Diet., Justitinm, a ceasing from the Prosecution of
Law and exercising Justice, in places Judicial : The Vaca-
tion. I72X in BAILEY ; and in later Diets.

Jnstle, another form of JOSTLE v.

t Jvrstless, a. Obs. rare
~

'. [irreg. f. JUST a.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of justice.

1578 T. PROCTER Gorg. Gallery in Heliconia (1815) I. 89
The Heavens Justles I will say to bee In case they shew
the just revenge of mee.

Justly (d-5z>-stli), adv. [f. JUST a. + -LY 2.]

1. Uprightly ; righteously. Obs. or arch.

1382 WVCLIF Esther Prol., God helpith hem that . . lyuen
iustli in the drede of him. Titus ii. 12 That we . . lyue
sobreli, and iustli, and piteuously in this world. 1484 CAX-
TON Fables ofj*Esop n. i, No thyng is so jjood as to lyue
lustly and at lyberte. 1611 BIBLE Micah vi. 8 What doeth
the Lord require of thee, but to do iustly, and to loue mercy,
and to walke humbly with thy God ?

2. In accordance with justice or equity; with

justice ; rightfully, rightly ; deservedly.
1382 WVCLIF Luke xxiii. 40 Nethir thou dredist God, that

thou art in the same dampnacioun ? And treuly we iustly.

(1425 LVDG. Asseiifbly of Gods 1222 lustly vnto that ye
shall me pryuy make. 1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721)
III. App. xliv. 126 How few are they that can justly excuse
themselves. 1600 E. BLOUNT tr. Conestaggio 31 Without

any pretext or Judgement to whom of them the estate did

iustly appertaine. 1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover v. iii,

There lives no prince that justlier can Challenge the prin-
cess* favour, x^n BUDGELL Spect. No. 150 p 10 The old

Gentleman was in some measure justly served for walking
in Masquerade. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. v. I. 589 His
eldest daughter was justly popular.

3. With a proper use of reasoning or of language ;

49 Thes are the most general partys of thys polytyke body,
wych may justely be resemblyd . . to thos chefe partys in

mannys body. 1617 MOHYSON Itin. in. 267 They retired in

a close body and good array. .so as they could not be justly
said to flie. 1679 PENN Addr. Prot. i. i. (1692) 3 This I

justly fear and take to be our case. 1747 WESLEY Prim.

Physick (1762) p. xxv, These Physicians have justly termed

edged Tools. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 510 James
justly regarded these renegades as the most serviceable tools

that he could employ.

1 4. In the way which the nature and purpose of

a thing makes right ; properly, rightly, correctly.
1551 RECORDE Path. Kncnvl. To Rdr., Neither is mi wit

so finelie filed . . that I maie perform iustlie so learned a
laboure. 1644 EVELYN Diary Apr., The walkes are .. so

justly planted with limes, elms, and other trees. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 286 The tiger will more wil-

lingly attack any other animal, .than one whose strength is

so justly employed.
5. With exactness, exactly, precisely, accurately ;

with accurate fitting, closely. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 241 pel fleked bam oner-

thuert, justely forto ligge. 1350 Will. Palerjie 751 pat

preui pleyng place .. Ioyned wel iustly to meliors chamber.

4:1391 CHAUCER Astral, it. 29 To knowe lustly the 4 quar-
ters of the world. ('1450 LONELICH Grail Hi. 592 Piers..

Made his hors Al Redy, & his helm gan lasen ful lostly.

1563 SHUTE Archit. D lij b, The Proiecture . . doth answer

iustly with the thicknes of the pillor. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage (1614) 449 The former part of this report agreeth

instly with that . . touching Cathay. 1692 Capt. Smith's

Seaman's Grain. II. xxxi. 143 Let them, -justly fit the bore.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 28 The Pillion

cannot sit justly upon the Spine. Mod. dial. I doant justly
know when my father died.

b. qualifying an adv., adj., or prep. -Exactly.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 512 Sho. . loynet by lason iustly to sit.

(11563 BALE Sel. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 602 It is six times so

much, which cometh to nine foot justly. 1591 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas i. ii. 784 If the Cloud side-long sit . . or justly

opposite To Sun and Moon. 1793 SMEATON Edystonc L. (: 97
It could be brought justly horizontal by means of a pocket

Sptrit-Level.

t Ju'Stment l
. Obs. rare~ l

. [irreg. f. JUST a.

+ -MENT : after L. jfista due ceremonies.] In //.

Due ceremonies or formalities, esp. funeral rites,

obsequies ( L,.justa.
1648 HERRICK Hcsper., To Shade ofFather, Neither haire

was cut, or true teares shed By me, o'r thee las justments
to the dead).

Ju-stment 2
. local. A variant of GISTMENT,

AGISTHEXT, in the senses : a. The pasturing of a

stranger's cattle ; the payment made or received for

this. b. A piece of land of which the pasture or

grazing is let.

1630 T. WESTCOTE Devon (1845) 323 The farm then let at

justmcnt for 4. 131. 1715 Exeter Men. 16 Sept. 5 To rent

from Michaelmas ne.it, a Justmeiu of between Thirty and



JUSTNESS.

Forty Pounds a Year, .haveing a large Orchard now in its
Prime. 1900 [Still in use in North Devon(J. Groves Cooper,
Bidefordl.]

Justness (dgo-stnes). [f. JUST a. + -NESS.]The quality of being just : = JUSTICE in its non-
legal senses : cf. f.justesse beside justice.
t 1. The quality of being just or upright ; right-

eousness; uprightness. Obs.
c 1430 Pilgr LyfManlwde i. cxxv. 0869) 66 Thilke scau-
>erk is cleped humilitee. .jn whiche thow shuldest thi swerd

'. 346,1 should not qu
Ins Justness, were U a Cargo of twice the Value.
2. The quality or fact of being morally right or

equitable, or of having valid or reasonable grounds ;

rightfulness ; fairness ; validity, soundness.
"SS9 KNOX Let. to Cecil in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. ix.

123 If .. she grounded the justness of her title upon con-
suetude, laws, and ordinances of men. <zi68o BUTLER
Re

ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. i. Wks. 1813 I. 10 Neither"Edward
nor the Scots seemed to distrust the justness of their cause
1809 T. PAINE in Naval Chron. XXI. 117 Men are led
away by the greatness of an idea, and not by the justness
of u. 1884 Chr. Comitiw. n Dec. 119/2 We are not. .con-
cerned about the justness of what Lord Lytton says.
3. The quality or state of being right, proper, or

correct ; conformity to truth or to a standard
; cor-

rectness
; propriety ; f exactness, accuracy (o6s.).

1666-7 PKPYS Diary 16 Feb., Very good musique they
made. ..Their justness in keeping time by practice much
before any that we have. 1684 R. WALLER Nat. Exper. 10
The Justness of the most Acurate Clocks cannot discover it

1757 PRINGLE in Phil. Trans. L. 383 Some doubts he had
then about the justness of Dr. Springsfeld's experiments
with lime-water. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 102 The
horned cattle have been brought to the largest size and

Justninge : see JUSTENING.
t Ju'Stry. Sc. Obs. [f. JUST a. + -BY : the

formation from an adj. is unusual.] a. Justice.
b. Jurisdiction (of a sheriff, etc.). c. The circuit
court of an itinerant judge, a justice eyre.
c 1423 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. ix. 249 This Al'ysandyr. . Wes

throwcht the kynryk traveland, Haldand Courtis and
Justrys. c 1470 HENRY Wallace VI. 103 The Makar above
\MS. abow], Quilk has in hand off justry the ballance. 1503
Sc. Acts Jas. 7^(1814) 241 The part of Coule that is not
within the bondis of my Erie of Ergilis Justry.
Jut (d3t), rf.l Obs. or dial. [Of same origin as

JUT z;.l] The act of striking or knocking against
an obstacle ; the shock of collision

; a push, thrust,
or shove against a resisting body. Alsoyfy.
".'553 UDALL Koystcr D. m. iii. (Arb.) 43, Yond commeth

Roister Doister.. I will not see him, but giue him a iutte in
j

deede. 1569 SIR T
. HAWKINS Voy. Guinea in Arb. Garner

V. 220, I thought it rather better to abide the jutt of the

uncertainty, than the certainty. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst.
Antichr. n. vi. 59 The least iutt that is [being able] to put
out of ioynt the foote that hanged loose before. 1783 Miss
BURNKY Cecilia n. iii, The fiend, with a jut of his foot may !

keep off the old from a dread of the future,

Jut (dszrt), sb.i [var. of JET rf.3 : cf. JUT V*]
1. A jutting out ; that which juts or projects ;

a

projection or protruding point. Cf. JET sb.3 i.

1786 BURNS Brigs of Ayr_ 132 Gaunt, ghastly, ghaist-
alluring edifices, Hanging with threat'ning jut, like preci-
pices. 18 . . Mom Poems, The Fowler, The land's extremes!
point, a sandy jut. 1842 TENNYSON Aforte d''Arthur 50
Stepping down By zig-zag paths, and juts of pointed rock.

1893 M. GRAY Last Sent. II. vii. II. 98 The jut of the porch
sheltered this window.

f 2. A jerking movement or swagger of the body ;

= JET sb.z 3. Obs. rare.

1709 CONGREVE tr. Ovid's Art Love in. Wks. 1773 III. 272
One has an artful swing and jut behind.

Jut, si.3, variant of JET ji.* = GisT s/i.s

Jut (d^zrt), w.l Obs. or dial. Also 6-7 iutt(e.

[app. onomatopoaic ; expressing both in sound and

feeling the obstructed action in question.]
fl. intr. To strike, knock, or push against some-

thing. Obs.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xi. no It shal no where
stumble nor iutte against any thyng. 1565^73 Cooi'ER
Thesaurus s.v. Incitrro, To runne & iutte or hitte against
a thing in the darke. 1628 EARI.E Microcosm., Plausible
man (Arb.) 59 One that would faine run an euen path . . and
iutt against no man.
2. trans. To push, thrust, shove, jolt ;

to knock

against something. Obs. exc. dial.

.'SSS JEWEL Def. Apol. n. xiv. (161 1) 267 These two proposi-
tions . . may well stand together without iutting the one the
other out of place. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. II. vi. 59
C. Aufidius [dyed] by iutting his foot, when he was entring
into Senat. 1863 BARNES Dorset Gloss., Jut, to give one a
sudden blow or concussion when still, particularly when
writing. 1886 o\ W. Line. Gloss. s.v., The waggons did

jut us.

Jut (dgtft), v.- [Phonetic var. of JET w.2] intr.

To project or protrude (prop, as a prominence
beyond the main line). Often with out orforth.
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1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Matiana, . . Buildings of
pleasure hanging and iutting out. 1578 BANISTEK Hist.Man i. 24 ThisProcesse iuttyng forth like a knot in a peeceof wood. 1698 TYSON in Phil. Trans. XX. 112 In a Snake'sbkm part of one Scale juts over another. 1741 RICHARDSONfamela \. 223 A little summer-parlour that juts out towards
the garden. 1819 W. ERSKINE in Welsh Life Dr. T. Brown
iv. (1825) 152 The island of Salsette juts out into the noble
bay of Bombay. 1847 J. WILSON Chr. North (1857) I. 250
I he points and promontories jutting into the lake. 1886
SHELDON tr. Flaubert's Salammbd 22 Palm trees here and
there jutting beyond the walls did not stir,

t b. transf. To encroach upon. Obs.
1623 [see JET v.* i b, quot. 1594].

Jut, v.z, jutting, =JET .i, JETTING///, a.i
1761 CHURCHILL Rosciad 1. 161 Then, with a self-complacent

jutting air, It smil'd, It smirk'd, It wriggl'd to the chair.
1823 MRS. SHELLEY Valperga I. 286 Thus they jutted upand down before their master, fancying that he would admire
them.

Jute J
(d3t). [ad. Bengali jhotojhuto :-Skr.

jiita, less usual form of jata braid of
hair.']

1. The fibre obtained from the bark of the plants
Corchorus capsularis and C. olitorius (N.O. Tilia-

cex\ imported chiefly from Bengal, and used in
the manufacture of gunny, canvas, bagging, cord-

age, etc.

1746 Log of Ship 'Wake' 22 Sept. (R. C. Temple, in
Indian Aittiy. 1901) 8 (a.m.) Sent on shore 60 Bales of
Gunney belonging to the Company w 11 ' all the Jute Rope
20 Ropes in all, 116 Bundles. 1801 Trans. Soc. ArlsXIX.
240 Pant is known in India and has been sent to Europe
by the name of jute. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. E.r/iib. 202
Samples of hemp, jute, and the fibrous substances prepared.
i8j|9 Daily News 23 Aug. 6/2 The oil. .is used, .for givinga silk-like appearance to jute. 1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ.
VI- 337 J"te, or Gunny Fibre, is the produce of Corchoris cap-
sularis.

b. The plant which furnishes this fibre, or any
plant of the genus Corchorus.
Bastard jute, a name of Hibiscus cannatinus, the fibre

of which is used to adulterate jute. American jute: see
VELVETLEAK.
1861 SWINHOE N, China Camp. 373 Jute of large growth is

sown in March and gathered in October.
2. attrib., as jute-bagging, -cloth, -fibre, -rope,

-wood, -yarn ; jute-butts or -cuttings, the stump
of the jute plant, the fibre of which is employed
for inferior purposes.
1746 [see i]. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 513, 4 pieces

of jute stair carpeting. 1870 Daily News 14 Feb., The girls
in these jute works are employed . . in parties of four or five
each. 1870 J. YEATS Nat. Hist. Coiiiin. 201 When wet, jute
fibre quickly rots. 1888 Pall Mall G. 13 Sept. l./i The
American cotton-growers require about 45 million yards of
jute bagging every year in which to pack their cotton.

Jute 2
(d.yZt). [In pi. Jutes, a mod. rendering

of Breda's JutM and
jitli, in OE. Eotas, Iotas,

1 1iilan (gen. pi. Ii'ttna], also Geatas
; Icel. lolar

people of Jutland on the mainland of Denmark.]
In //. One of the three Low German tribes which,

according to the account preserved by Brcda, in-

vaded and settled in Britain in the fifth and sixth
centuries ; they are said toliave occupied districts
now included in Kent and Hampshire.
[1:731 B/EDA Hist. Angl. i. xv, Advenerant autemdetribus

Germania: populis fortioribus, id est Saxonibus, Anglis, Jutis.De Jutarum origine sunt Cantuari et Victuari.] 1900 tr.

Baeda's Hist. i. xv. 11890) 52 Comon hi of brim folcum Sam
strangestan Germanie, bat [is] of Seaxum, of Angle, & of
Geatum. Of Geata fruman syndon Cantware & WintBSBtan.
(Cf. O. E. Chron. an. 449 Of Aid Seaxum, of Anglum, of
lotum. Of lotum comon Cantwara, and Wihtwara. .& ^>ait

cyn on West Sexum Jje man mi it haet lutna cynn.t
[1:731

B/EDA //. A. iv. xvi, Fuga laps! sunt de insula [Vecte]
et in proximam Jutorum provinciani translati.] 900 tr.

Bmda's Hist. iv. xvi[ii.]. (1890) 308 pa flujon ba cneohtas
ut of [Wilu] bairn ealonde, & wseron Jelffidde in ba neah-

(1847) 507/2 The Saxons, .and. .two other tribes. .Jutes and
Angles. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 167/2 The first Germanic
invaders of Britain after the departure of the Romans were
Jutes. 1874 GREKN Short Hist. i. i To the north of the
English [in Sleswick] lay the tribe of the Jutes, whose name
is still preserved in their district of Jutland.
Jute, variant of JOUTE Obs., pottage.
[Juter, prob. a misreading of niter, NITRE.
1668 WORI.IDGE Diet. Rust, in Syst. Agric. 272 Juter, a

term, by some used for the fertile coagulating saltish nature
of the Earth. Hence in KERSEY'S Phillips, BAILEY, etc.]

Jutish (dsa-tij), a. [f. JUTE 2 + -ISH i.] Of or

pertaining to the Jutes.
1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ch. xiii. (1847) 141 Two Jutish

chieftains, Hengist and Horsa, arrived in the Isle of Thanet.

1865 T. WRIGHT in Intell. Obscrv. No. 37. 70 The same
Jutish race.

Jutting (d3'tirj ), vbl. sb. [f. JUT z>.2 + -ING 1. ]

The action of JUT v.2 ; coiur. a projection or pro-
truding part ;

= JETTING vbl. sb? i, JUT sb i.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Proiectus, the iutting or lean*

ing out of a building. Ibid., Proiectura, the iutting or

leaning out in pillers or other building. 1644 EVELYN Diary
17 Nov., On the battlements of the Church .. you would
imagine yourself in a town, so many are the cupolas, pin-
nacles, towers, juttings. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. I. 233
There is scarce a strait . . or the jutting of a promontory,
that has not been minutely described. 1859 J. R. EDKINS
Chinese Scenes (1863) 54 A time-worn pagoda, its numberless
corners and juttings, edged with bronze and brass.

JUVENAL.

Ju'tting, ///. a. i

[f. JUT K.I + -IJJG 2.] That
juts, knocks, or strikes.

1772 W. MASON Eng. Card. n. 344 Oft the ram And juttingsteer drive their entangling horns Through the frail meshes*

Jutting (dgtrtirj), ///. a.2 [f. JUT v * + _JKG 21
That juts; projecting, standing out beyond the
main body.
1624WOTTON Arc/tit. mRelia. (1651) 236 All the projectedor jutting parts. 1715 tr. Pancinllus Rerum Mem. I nm. 64 Outwardly extended or jutting Buildings. 1840RUSKIN Sa.. Lamfsm.l,3 . 91 Sloping roof, jutting porcE

projecting balcony. 1870 BRYANT Iliad xvi. II. , An
angler sits Upon a jutting rock.

Hence Ju'ttingly adv., projectingly.
1856 in WEBSTER.
t Jutty, sb. Obs. Also 5 iutte, 6 iotye, iuttey

iuttie. [A phonetic variant of JETTY sb.
, a. F. jetfe

the action of throwing or casting, something thrown
out, etc. The u for e as in JUT z>.2]
1. A pier, breakwater, or embankment : = JETTY i .

1486 Bk. St. Albans Dj, I haue seen them made sum to
: the Pie sum to sle the Tele vppon the Reuer : at the

iutte. Ibid. Dj b, Iff youre hawke nym the fowle at the

?
r

,1! ^
f

f'
h
?
Ry"f ,

r of the PUt from
>'ou The she

sleeth the fowle at the fer Iutty. 1547 Act i Edw. VI
c. 14 8 tor the mayntenaunce of Piers, lutties, walles or
banckes against the rages of the sea. 1547 LD. GREY, etc Let
to Protector rt Apr. (S.P., P.R.O., foreign XIV. No. i)Mo fort

, said we, but a
Iutty to amende the havon to

save both your shippes and ours ', a .653 G. DANIEL Idyll.
11. 21 ihe Iutty of Discretion, .drowned in the Tide 1804
trans. Soc. ArtsXXll. 248 By a pier-head on the East
and jutties on the West side.

b. Jutty-head =
Jetty-head (JETTY sb. 4) sec

quot. 1750.
. 1559 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 739 There must be two
juttie heddes towards the sea. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holin-
s/ied 1 1 1. 1547/1 When the two iuttie heads are once finished
. .so as the hauens mouth be perfected. 1750 BLANCKLEY
Naval E.rpos. 84 Jutty heads, Platforms standing on Piles
which are made near the Docks, and project without the
Wharfs for the more convenient docking and undockinir
Ships.
2. A projecting part of a wall or building; =

JETTY sb. 2.

1519. HORMAN Vulg. xxix. R
yj, Buyldynge chargyddewith

iptyes is parellous whan it is very olde, Mcrniana
xilificia vetustate corrnpta pericnlo sunt otnoxia. 1591PEKCIVALL Sp. Diet. , Salidizo, the iuttie of an house, the
bearing out of a wall. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i. vi. 6 No Iutty
frieze, Buttrice, nor Coigne of Vantage, but this Bird Hath
made his pendant Bed. 1703 T. N. City , C. Purchaser
285 Leaving that Ledge, or Jutty. .call'd a Water-table.
fig. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 36 b, To salue himselfe of
a desperate debt, prosecuted the same so far forth, as he
brought it to the iutty of a Nisi prius.

Ju-tty, a. rare
~

'. [f. JUT sb. 2 + -v.] Charac-
terized by jutting out.

1827 HOOD Hero t, L. xlii, Hard by some jutty cape.

Jutty i,d3'ti), v. Obs. or arch. Forms: 5
iutteye, 7 iuttie, 7- jutty. [Related to JUTTY
sb. : cf. also JETTY z>.']

1. intr. To project, jut, esp. as part of a building,
or as a pier or breakwater, arch.
14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 591/6 Jutlo, to Iutteye. 1600

J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa i. 34 Where it beginncth to iuttie
forth into the sea. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV,
xxvi, Some Common Principles may lulty out And stand
as Peirs, the lesser Barks to shroud. 1835 SINGLETON l-'irgil
I. 232 On this side and on that, prodigious rocks And twin-
Mike) clitTs jutty into the heaven.

1 2. trans. To project beyond, overhang. Obs.
1599 SIIAKS. Hen. V, m. i. 13 As fearefully, as doth a galledRocke O're-hang and iutty his confounded Base.

t 3. To cause to project or overhang ; to build

put; =JET v.- 2. Obs.
1611 COTCR., Voyer, a Surueyer . . who . . limits, vnto those

that build in a street, their ground and scope of iuttying.
Ibid., Souspendu, ..hung ouer : iuttied, or set out beyond.
Hence Ju-ttying vbl. sb., the action of the vb.,

also, a projection; Ju'ttying///. a., projecting.
1609 HOLLAND Amm. flat-cell, xxvn. ix. 318 He tooke

awayall those juttying galleries of pleasure called Meniana.
1611 COTGR., Soupendue, a penthouse ; iuttie . . a iuttying,
or a leaning out or beyond.
t Ju't-wi'ndow. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f. JUT v.- or

sb? + WINDOW.] A jutting or projecting window;
a bay-window.

7 CONGREVE Old Bach. iv. viii. Her eyes were the two
jut-windows, and her mouth the great door.

Juu, obs. form of JEW.
t Ju'vament. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. jieva-

mentum, f. juvare to help : see -HEKT.] Help,
aid, assistance.

bi-cause of iuvamentis bat I haue told to forn.

t Juvate, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. juvare to

help : see -ATE 3.] trans. To help, aid.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 232 Juvated by the Town's
Proximity.

t Jrvveiial, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6-7 -all, 7
iuvinal. [ad. L. juvendl-is ( juveml-is} of or

belonging to youth, i.juvenis a young person.]
A. adj. Juvenile.

1638 T. WHITAKEK Blood of'Grape 43 More hot then ripe
and juvenall age. 1733 [see JUVENILE B. i]. 1831 Blacho.
Mag. X. 33/1 A classical book of Juvenal sports.



JUVENALIAN.

B. sb. A youth; a 'juvenile'.

is88 SMAKS. L. L. L. i. ii. 8 How canst thou part sadnessc

and melancholy my
tender luuenall? ,607 DEKKER &

WEBSTER Westw. Hoc in. i. IJ.'s \\ks- 1873 II 32, ' "m

one of his luvinals. i4 COTTON Scarron. iv
(17^1)

r

She the small Ascanius takes, Troy's Juvenal. [1820 SCOTT

JfeMJ* xiv (Sir ritrcic Sim/ton, is represented as snying)

Touching this Juvenal, he hath that about him which be-

longed to hisher birth.]

Juvenalian (dsv/n^'lian), a. (I.
L. Juve-

tialis Juvenal + -AN.] Characteristic of Juvenal,

the Roman satirist.

1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. II. v. 8 71 Hall has more of

the direct Juvenalian invective. 1892 DOBSON iBtA Lent.

Vignettes 208 The Juvenalian manner of that great graphic

"juvenate (dsw-vflut). R. C. Ch. [f. l^juvenis

young man + -ATE 1.]
= JUNIOBATE.

1889 in WORCESTER Suffl.

t Juve'ncle. Obs. [ad. L. juvencula {Vulg.

Ps. Ixviii. 16, i Tim. v. 2). Cf. JOVENCEL.]
A young woman, a girl.

c 1430 LYDG. Mm. Poems (Percy Soc.) 30 And no mvencle,

for if thou say thus loo, Yong womman may do more than

fyere heel, She thynketh thi colde for hir is nothing meet.
_

t Juvenency. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. 'L.jiivenis

a young person : see -or.] Youth.

1656 RUTHVEN in t?. t Q. 3rd Ser. III. 3 The Infancy and

Juvenency of the Petitioner's father suffered 19 years Im-

prisonment in the Tower.

Juvenescence (d^v/he-sens). [f. as next :

see -ENCE.] The state of becoming young or

youthful ; youthful state or condition, youth.
1800 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) V. 275 Two impossible

attainments, that of making gold by transmutation, and of

renewing Juvenescence by an elixir. 1832 Erasers Mag.
VI. 255 The days of Ebony's Juvenescence. 1851 J. HAMIL-

TON Royal Preacher iv. (1858) 49 The renewed soul's per-

petual Juvenescence. 1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist, f,

Art 512 When his mind was scarcely out of its iuvenescence.

Juvenescent (d.^wv/he'sent), a. [ad. L. Jit-

wnfscent-em, pr. pple. of juvenesclre to reach the

age of youth.]
1. Becoming young or youthful.
1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Old Benchers Inner Temple, Reduc-

tive of juvenescent emotions. 1876 J. ELLIS Cxsarin Egypt
192 Thy ecstatic influence To life renews. .The juvenescent
soul and sense.

2. nonce-use. Immature, undeveloped.
1875 tr. Si/imidt's Desc. Si Darm. 223 The lama is a juve-

nescent and feeble copy of the camel.

Juvenile (djH'Wnail), a. and sb. [ad. 1-,.juven-
tiis of or belonging to youth, f. jtaienis a young
l>erson. Cf. F. jwvinilt (isth c.).

(L. juvenllis referred to a more advanced age than its

Eng. repr. ; jnvenis being a young man or woman, beyond
the stage of adolescence, i.e. between 21 or 25 and 40.)]

A. adj. 1. Young, youthful.
1625 BACON Ess., Viciss. Tilings (Arb.) 576 Learning hath

his Infancy, when it is . . almost childish; Then his Youth,
when it is Luxuriant and luuenife. 1671 GKEW Aiiat.

Plants vii. ii In its first and juvenile Constitution, it is

a very Spongy and Sappy body. 1782 V. KNOX Ess. (1819)
I. xvli. 101 Man at every a^e seeks to be pleased, but more

particularly at the juvenile age. 1796 JANE AUSTHN Seme
fy Sens. I. vii, He was a blessing to all the juvenile pait
of the neighbourhood. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C.

vii, Although the order was . . carried to Aunt Chloe by at

least half a dozen juvenile messengers.
2. Belonging to, characteristic of, suited to, or

intended for youth.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogpnatizing Ep. Ded. A iij, I hope

you'l consider, that Scepticism is . . no crime in a Juvenile
exercitation. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 96 This inspires a
iuvenile warmth through his whole frame. 1844 (title)

juvenile Missionary Magazine of the London Missionary
Society. 1848 DICKENS Doml'cy i, Dressed in a very juve-
nile manner. 1882 HISSDALE Garjieldb Edtic. n. 381 At
that period, few juvenile books were published.

B. sb. 1. A young person ;
a youth.

come it will be excellent sport !

'

1871 LONGF. in I.ife

(1891) III. 172 Some bashful juvenile is even now timidly

applying his hand to it.

2. Thcatr. An actor who plays a youthful part.
1890 in Cent. Did.
Hence Ju'venilely culv., in a juvenile or youthful

way ;
Ju venileness, yonthfulness ; Juveurlify,

Ju venilize vbs. trans., to make young or youthful.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, Jn-uenilely, Juvcnilcness. 1833

Blactnv. Mug. XXXIII. 848/1 Our system is juvenilized

by_
all matin rural influences. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle

xii. (1859) 279 Our old friend .. quite juvenilified by the

laughing scene. 1889 J. M. ROUERTSON Ess. Crit. Mcth.
246 Juvenilely facetious.

Juvenility (djjwvftu-llti). [ad.

646

youth, juvenility, f. juvenilis JUVENILE: see -ITY.

Cf. mod.F./ri7Vtf (1866 in Littre).]

1. Juvenile condition ; youthfulness ; youthful

manner, quality, character, or vigour.
1623 COCKERAM. luuenilitie, youth. 1619 PRYNNE Old

Antitk. Pref. 8 If it stand with my juvinility and your
venerable and hoary gravity. 1631 -N. BACON Disc. Gcri't.

Eng. n. xxvi. (1730) 118 He was in the nature or condition

of a Pro-Rex, during the King's Juvenility. 1733 FOOTE

Eng. in Paris MiySo) 15 Allowing for the Sallies of Juve-

nility. 1815 J. ADAMS H'ks. (1856) X. 141 Declining the

engagement on account of the juvenility of our nation, the

infancy of our government. 1885 Leeds Merc. 12 Sept. 6/5

The juvenility of his ideas is made manifest whenever he

opens his mouth.

2. concr. Juveniles collectively ; 'youth .

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amnsem. p. v. Trifles which were
intended to attract juvenility. 1849 J. HAMILTON Mem.
Latty Colquhonn iii. 93 The juvenility of the district all

mustered at the same seat of learning.

3. //. Juvenile characteristics, acts, or ideas.

1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogmatizing Ep_. Ded. (R.), Cus-

tomary strains and abstracted juvenilities have made it

_ - .

There was no question of the sentimental juvenilities of

children crying for light.

t Juvent. Obs. Also 4-6 iuvente. [a. OF.

juvent (i 2th c.) : L. juventfis ; IfAjttvtHtt (nth
c.) : L. jitventa youth.] Youth.
J377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 104 In his iuuente [v. r. lu-

uentee] bis ihesus atte iuwen feste Water in-to wyn tourned.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 262 Of which an Alter mad ther was
..And efte an other to Iuvente, As sche which dede hir

hole entente, c 1470 HARDING Chron. xcvi. i, Both young
and fayre in florishyng iuuent. 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Cd.
Manners (1570) B vj, Wherefore ought our invent be pru-

dently conuayde. 1524 EARL AKREN in St. Papers Hen.
VIII, IV. 158 Not as ane pupile in juvente and lese aige.

[Juventate, error for JUVENTUTE.
In ASH 1775 ;

whence in WORCESTER 1859, followed by
later Diets.]

Jvrventude. rare. [f. assumed L. type *juven-
tudo for juventiis, -tulem : cf. med.L. juventitudo

(Sth c. in Du Cange).] Youth.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. xxxv. v, Sicilius . . crowned was,

and dyed in iuuentude. 1890 Pall Mall G. 13 May 2/3
Since the earliest days of our dramatic juventude.

t Jn'ventute. Obs. rare. [ad. L. juventiis,
-tiit-em tlie age of youth, f. juvenis 3. young person.
Cf. obs. F. juitentute (Godef.).] Youth; the age
of youthful vigour or early manhood.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) 13 a, Ages be foure :

Adolescency to xxv yeres . . luventute unto xl yeres, hotte

and drye, wherin the body is in perfyte growthe. 154* [see

JUVENTY, quot. 1407). 1742 in BAILEY (ed. 10).

t Ju'venty. Obs. In 4-5 iuuente (e. [ad.
OF. jovenete, ad. L. juventas, -tatem youth : cf.

nitatem, bontl, bount^

JUVENT, JUVENTUTE.
bonitatem, bonte, bounty, etc. : see

em yc

-TY.] Youth;

1377 [see JUVKNT]. < 1407 SCOGAN Moral Balade ii More
I complayn my mispent juvente [rime me ; Chaucer's H'ks.,

ed. Thynne 1542, Stoiue 15*1, iuuentute]. c 1470 HARDING
Chron. LXXXII. iii, The virgyns then, of pure virgynitee,
And then thynnocentes of tender iuuentee.

t Juvyn, a. Obs. rare '. [ad. \*juvenis young.]

Young, youthful.
(But perhaps we ought to rzz&jnvynage as one word.)

1-1450 in Archiv Stud. Neu. Spr. (1900) CIV. 308 And
other rehersith, that this juvyn age . . To parntnesse shuld
sette yongly corage.

Juw(e, obs. form of JEW.
Juwel(e, Juweler, obs. ff. JEWEL, JEWELLER.
Juwise, juwys(e, var. JUISE Obs:, judgement.
t Juxt, adv. Obs. rare. [ad. L. juxtd near, by

the side of.] Next, in the next place.
1614 P. FOKUKS Defence 29 It is, first, a vicious argu-

mentation, and, iuxt, a contumelious blasphemie against the
truth of God.

Juxta, a. rare. [The prefix JUXTA- used as a

separate word.] Next-lying, immediately adja-
cent.

1860 MAURY Pliys. Geog. Sea (Low) iv. 232 The juxta
air comes in to occupy the space which that carried up by
the vapour leaves behind it.

Juxta- (dz,Usta), prefix, repr. L. juxta. adv.

and prep.
'

near, by the side of, according to ', used
in recent formations, in which it stands in preposi-
tional relation to the sb. represented in the second
element. Jnxta-ampivlla-ry a., situated by the

side of an ampulla. Jnxta-mari'ne a., situated by
the sea. Jnxta-spi'ual a., situated by the side of

the (or a) spine. Juxta-ta'bular a., Rom. Law,
according to a (estament or written document.

1897 .It'tbutf* Syit. Mcd, III, 721 *Juxta-ampullary cjr

JYNX.

peri-ampullary carcinoma. 1899 Westm. Gas. 14 Mar. 3/3
Caves that are subterranean and "juxta-marine. 1876
Trans. Clin. Soc. IX. 190 There was no loss of lung-note
between the scapuUe nor in the *juxta-spinal regions. 1875
POSTE Gaius n. (ed. 2) 148 "Juxta-tabular [= secnndum
tabulas] possession . . if defeasible by an adverse claimant,
is ineffective.

Juxtapose (dgkstap<7u-z), v. [a. mod.F.
juxtapose-r (1835 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. L. juxtd +

.foser: see COMPOSE w.] trans. To place (two
or more things) side by side, or close to one an-

other, or (one thing) by the side of another. Hence
Juxtaposed (-p<?u-zd),^/. a.

1851 H. TORRENS in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 2 A people
whom chronology helps us to juxta-pose. 1855 H. SPENCER
Princ. Fiychol. n. ii. (1872) 1. 191 They are juxtaposed and
contrasted. 1862 R. H. PATTERSON Ess. Hist. <$ Art 20 If
the colours of the juxtaposed objects are, not of the same
tone. 1879 Cassclls Techn. Educ. ill. 191/2 When colours
are juxtaposed, they become influenced as to their hue.

Juxtaposit (d^kstapp-zit), v. rare. [f. L.

juxtd by the side of + posit-, ppl. stem of ponifre
to put, place.]

= JUXTAPOSE.
1681 GLANVILL Saddncistnns 171 So far from unity of

Essence, that it consists of juxtaposited parts. 1758 BATTIE
Gladness iv. 25 Those particles are by such pressure
differently juxtaposited. 1894 J- OWEN in Academy 3 Feb.

93/3 Parallel passages in which phrases of Enoch are juxta-
posited by texts of the New Testament.

Juxtaposition (d z^kstapozi-Jan) . [a. f.juxta-

position (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. L. juxta + F.

position.] The action of placing two or more

things close together or side by side, or one thing
with or beside another

;
the condition of being so

placed.
1663 GLANVILL Scepsis Sti. vii. 37 Parts that are united by

a meer juxta-position. 1680 BOYLE Scept. Client, n. 140
There is but a Juxta-position of separable Corpuscles. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. iv. ii. 2 When the Mind cannot so

bring its Ideas together, as by their .. Juxta-position or

Application one to another, to perceive their Agreement
or Disagreement. 1707 Curios, in Husb. tfGard. 29 Plants
.. receive their Nourishment by Intus-susception, and ..

?
-ow not like Stones, by Juxta-Position. 1840 MKS. F.
ROLLOHE Widow Alarriedxxv, The ineffable two hours of

their juxta-position at the dinner-table. 1868 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. II. App. 597 The juxtaposition of the words
which follow is remarkable.

Hence Juxtaposi'tional a., relating to or cha-

racterized by juxtaposition.
1863 Smith's Diet. Bible III. 539/2 Our own language,

though classed as inflectional . . is in many respects as

isolating and juxtapositional as any language of that class.
'

1868 MAX MULLER Rede Lect. n. in Sel. Ess. (1881) I. 84
The three stages in the history of the Aryan languages, the

juxtapositional, the combinatory and the inflectional.

Juyce, juys, obs. forms of JUICE.

Juyll, Juyn, etc., obs. forms of JULY, JUNE.
Juyse, variant of JuiaE Obs., judgement.
Juyste, obs. form of JUST.
Juzail, variant of JEZAIL.

fjyane, obs. Sc. form of GIANT.
a 1568 CLERK in Bann. P. 297/36 My vnspaynd jyane.

fjybbet, var. of GIBBKT sb2, a note on the horn.

1649 G. DANIKL Trinarch., Hen. IV, cclxix, Hee calls

'em in With Jybbet, which the Kennel now enflames.

Jybe, Jyce : see GIBE, JOIST.

Jymiam, Jymold : see JIM-JAM, GIMMALED.

Jyneper, obs. form of JUNIPER.

Jynx (dsinks). Also 7 jyng. PI. jynges
(dgi'ndgez). [a. mod.L. jynx, pi. jynges, = L.

iynx, a. Gr. Ivy(, pi. iti^cs the wryneck, a bird

made use of in witchcraft ; hence, a charm, a spell.]

1. A bird, the wryneck (Jynx or lynx tor-

qutlla) ; also called YUNX.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxcv, Where not a

Silver lyng, or Pigeon, fell To Pay the Markman. 1706

PHILLIPS, Jynx, the Wry-neck, or Emmet-hunter, or as

some say, the Wag-tail. 1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 123
The Jynx or Wryneck. .1 first heard this year on March 29.

[1845 Zoologist III. 1107 Its sharp and harsh cry, resembling
a repetition of Jynx, Jynx, Jynx.] 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery
(1858) I, 2^7 A youth or females hold a bird, supposed to be

the iynx, in their hands.

2. transf. A charm or spell.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. i. 23 These are the Philtres,

Allurements, Jynges, Inveiglements [les fhiltres, iynges, et

aitraictz], Baits, and Enticements of Love.

3. Name of an order of spiritual intelligences in

ancient ' Chaldaic' philosophy.
1655 STANLEY Hist. Philos. (1701) 17/2 [tr.JThen is the In-

telligible J_ynx ;
next which are the Synoches, the Empyreal,

the ^itherial and the Material ; after the Synoches are the

Teletarchs. .Intelligent Jynges do themselves also under-

stand from the Father By uns;
moved so as to understand.

bty unspeakable Counsels being

Jys(se, Jyst, Jywel, obs. ff. Gis, JOIST, JEWEL.



K.

K(k<?i),

the eleventh letter ot the alphabet in

English and other modern languages, was an

original letter of the Roman alphabet, taken from
the Greek Kappa K, originally )|, from Phoenician

and general Semitic Kaph >).
Its sound in Greek

and Latin was, as in English, that of the back
voiceless stop consonant, or guttural tennis. But
at an early period of Latin orthography, the letter

C (originally representing Greek Gamma} was

employed for the k sound, and the letter K itself

fell into disuse, except in a few words, notably
the term Kalcndx and the prsenomen Kxso, where
the traditional abbreviations Kal. and K. kept up
the memory of the archaic spelling. But, with

the exception of such archaisms, C became the

regular Latin symbol of the k sound, and, as

such, was substituted for Greek Kappa when
Greek words were latinized, as in KI/JKUV, KCnos,

KOHIMI, Citiwn, Cynts, comma. In late Latin,

when the sound of C before a front vowel had
become palatalized, or passed over to (tj),

ns in

Italian cento, cilia, the same fate befell the C of

latinized Greek words, such as Cyrus; but later

Greek words in living (esp. Christian) use such as

kyi'ie eleison (nvpif i\ti]aov), which retained the

Greek pronunciation, continued to be written with

K. To Latin scribes of the sixth, seventh, and

eighth centuries, K was thus known as a supple-

mentary letter to C, of use in Greek or other

foreign words which had the ' hard
'

or k sound

of C before e, i, my. Hence it was naturally put
to use in the writing of Old High German, Old

Saxon, Old Frankish, Early Italian, and some
dialects of Old French, in which a k sound came
before e, i, or y. In writing these languages, C
was usually employed, as in Latin, before a, o, u,

or finally; but in practice there was considerable

overlapping, with the final result that, in German,
K ousted C, and is now the proper letter for this

sound in that language, as well as in Dutch and

all the Scandinavian tongues; while, in French

K was ousted partly by C, partly by Qu, according

to derivation. (Thus Old Northern French kanon

karole, katrc, ke, Iti, kel, became later canon

carole, qnatre, que, qni, yuel.) So 1 3th c. It. ke

ki, perke, became later cite, chi, pcrche.
In the Romano-British alphabet, K was, as in

Latin, of rare use, and was not adopted as a

regular letter in Welsh or Irish ; though, as being

quite familiar to Latin scribes, it was occasionally

written as a casual variant of C. In Old English,
the original Teutonic k-sound was already in the

earliest times fronted or palatalized before original

front vowels (not the umlauts of back vowels), and

for this variety of sound (k^, ky) a distinct symbol
was provided in the Runic alphabet. Yet, in the

OE. use of the Roman alphabet, both the guttural

and the palatal sound were represented by C,

although in the practice of individual scribes K
was by no means infrequent for the guttural,

especially in positions where C would have been

liable to be taken as palatal, or would at least

have been ambiguous, as in such words as Kent,

kene, kennan, akenned, kynn , kyning, kySed', folkes ,

ceak,picke. But, even in these cases, C was much
more usual down to the nth century; and K can

be regarded only as a supplemental symbol occa-

sionally used instead of C for the guttural sound.

After the Conquest, however, the Norman usage

gradually prevailed, in accordance with which C
was retained for the original guttural only before

a, o, if, I, r, and K was substituted for the same

sound before e, i, y, and (later) ;
while the

palatalized OE. c, now advanced to tj,
was written

Ch. Hence, in native words, initial K now appears

only before e, i, y (y being moreover usually

merged in f), and before (:-OE. en-), where
it is no longer pronounced in Standard English,
though retained in some dialects. Medially and
finally, k is used after a consonant (ask, dark,
twinkle), or long vowel (make, hawk, like, speak,
week); after a short vowel, ck is used instead of
cc or kk, but the unstressed suffix, formerly -ick

(musick), is now ic, though, when a suffix in e or i

follows, k reappears (traffic, trafficker, trafficking).
The native K words, being thus confined to Ke-,

Ki-, Kn- (with one or two from the dialects in

Ka-, Ky-), are a small company. But their number
is greatly reinforced by the foreign words of recent

adoption, many of them very imperfectly natur-

alized, with which this letter is crowded. These
include a few modern European words, Germanic
or Slavonic

;
but they consist mainly of names of

animals, plants, trade products, and native offices,
from Oriental, African, American, Australian, and
Oceanic languages. The number of these words
is augmented by reason of the fact that some
of those languages have two, or even three, distinct

gutturals, for which, in ordinary English spelling,
K hns to stand

;
the combination Kh is similarly

put for several fricative and aspirated sounds in

Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Hindi, and othertongues.

(See the individual words, in the etymology of

which the actual origin of the letter is stated.) In

giving these words English hospitality, it was

formerly usual to follow English analogies and
write C before a, o, , /, r, h ; but the more recent

tendency has been to favour the use of K in these

positions also; giving the non-English initial com-
binations Ka-, Kh-, K1-, Ko-, Kr-, Kn-, by which
the uncouth or barbarous character of the words
is more strongly suggested. Thus cadi, Caffre,

caique, Calmiick, Can (Chan, Cham), cloof,

Coran, creese, cininnerbund, now more frequently

appear as kadi, Kaffir, kaik, Kalmuk, Khan,
kloof, Koran, kris, kamarband.

In words from Greek also, many prefer to retain

K, instead of latinizing it to C ;
and this spelling

is generally accepted in some words of recent

formation, as kaleidoscope, kamptulicon, katabolism,

kinetic, kttdos, while in others, as kainozoic, kako-

dyle, krasis, C and K still struggle for predomin-
ance. In a very few words (not of English forma-

tion), K represents Greek Xi esp. in the words in

kilo-, as kilogramme, kilometre, etc.

1. The letter. The plural appears as A"s, K's,

s, k's. (Although now generally pronounced
(k/

1

), the pronunciation (k*) was formerly also

current.)
ciooo /ELFKIC Grata, iii. (Z.)6, B, c, d,g,p, t xeendiaSon?.

h and k geendiad on a ajfter rihte. ^ ^eendaoon w. 1552
HL-LOF.T s.v., Latin wordes begynninge with K be verye rare.

1573-80 BARET Alv., K Is borrowed of the Greekes : and in

writing of our English standeth vs in verie much stead,

i 1620 HuME/>V/V. Tongue 14 Behind the voual, if a consonant

kep it, we sound it [c] alwayes as a k. 1674 RAY Coll.

Words Err. Alphab. (E. D. S.) 25 C..if we use it in its

proper power, .differs not at all from k. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz.

17 Aug. 6/2 She says women have no business to interfere

with anything outside the four K's.. The four K's are
'

Kinder, Kirche, Kiiche, and Kleider children, church,

kitchen, and dress.'

attrib. 1887 SKKAT Princ. Etymol. I. 354 The substantive

Care preserves the -sound. 1900 Contemp. Rev. Feb. 270
All the k-languages are spoken by peoples living either in

the East of Europe or in Asia. Ibid. 272 The distribution

of the k-peoples does not concern us.

2. Used, like the other letters of the alphabet, to

express serial order, as in numbering the sheets

or quires of a book, lettering parts of a figure,

enumerating items of a list, etc.
;

the successive

groups or sections of a classification ;
the com-

panies of a military force ; the batteries of the

Royal Artillery; the different MSS. of a work, etc.

In serial order K is the nth or loth member, according as

J is or is not reckoned as a member of the series (see J).

3. In Chem. K is the symbol for Potassium

(mod.L. kalium). It was formerly used to desig-
nate a compound of gold (Syd. Soc. Lex.). In
ATcteorol. K = cumulus. In Assaying, etc. K =
carat. In Astron. k designates Gauss's Constant,
the square of which is a measure of the mass of

the sun. For k in Quaternions, see I (the letter) 6;
in Cryst. see H 7.

1853 SIR W. R. HAMILTON Led. Quaternions y) Leti,j,k,
denote three straight lines equally long, but differently
directed [etc.]. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 161/2 The funda-
mental i, j, k of quaternions.
4. K. is an abbreviation, a. for some Christian

names, as Kate, Katherine, Kenneth, b. ior A'ing :

formerly used alone; now usually in comb.,asK.K.,
King's Bench ; K.C., King's Counsel, King's Col-

lege ; K.Q., 'King and queen' iron. c. tea Knight
(standing alone Kt.) ;

in K.B., Knight Bachelor;
K.C.B., Knight Commander of the Bath; K.C.S.I.,

Knight Commander of the Star of India; K.G.,

Knight of the Garter; K.C.M.G., Knight Com-
mander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George ;

K.G.C.B., Knight Grand Cross of the Bath; K.H.,
Knight of Hanover (Ol>s.); K.P., Knight of the

Order of St. Patrick ; K.T., Knight of the Order
of the Thistle, etc. d. Elcctro-physiol.

= Kathode

(also ka.), Kathodic, in K.C'.C., kathodic closure

contraction, K.C.Te., kathodic closure tetanus,

K.D.T.jkathodicduration tetanus. K.O.C., kathodic

opening contraction (Syd. Soc. J.ex.). e. kg. ---

kilogramme; km. =kilometre.

1614 SF.LDEN Titles Hon. 5 Where Moses speaks of

Amraphel K. of Sinaghr, the Paraphrase of Onkelos hath

expresly K. of Babel. 1623 Shakspere's 2 Hen. IV, I. ii. 86

Doth not the K. lack subiccts? Do not the Rebels want
Soldiers? 1818 CRUISF. Digest (ed. 2) V. 213 It was resolved

by the Court of K. B. 1816 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 391

They are manufactured from scrap iron (the best K. Q., or

King and Queen as it is called). 1833 Byron's Whs. (1846)

584/2 Any list of K. B.'s or K. H.'s. 1851 NIMROD The Road
n Axle trees of the best K. Q. iron. 1802 Pall HIall G.

21 Mar. 7/1 A movable drum weighing 2$ kg. . . a line of

23 km. length. 1898 BESANT Orange Girl n. xi, Mr. Cater-

ham, K.C., our senior counsel. 1899 Miss G. PALGKAVF.

f. T. Palgrave I Sir Francis Palgrave, K.H., Deputy
Keeper of Her Majesty's Records.

Hence K.C.B.-ship, and the like; K.C.B. v.

nonce-wd., to invest with the order of K.C.B.
1881 BLACK Beaut. Wretch I. 24 [He] had got his

K.C.B.-ship for long service in India. 1886 Atfftumm
3 Apr.456/3 In 1869 [he] accepted a K.C.M.G. ship in lieu of

the peerage he had hoped for. 1892 TempleBarMag. Sept.

127 He was K.CB.'d the other day.

t Ka, z'.
1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6-7 ka, 6

kawe, 6-7 kaw, kay, k, 7-8 kae, 9 kaa. [Of
obscure origin : the synonymous claw me, claw

t/iee is found earlier (see CLAW ijb).
The various forms agree curiously with the various names

of the letter K, which is itself used in quot. 1605, where

there is also a pun on key (then pronounced k*-).J

A word found only in the phrases ka me, ka thee

or ka me and Til ka (also kob) thee, which imply
mutual help, service, flattery, or the like.

1546 J. HF.YWOOD Prov. (1867) 34 Ka me, ka the, one

good tourne askth an other. 1595 LODCF. Figfor Momus
Sat. i. B ij b, To keepe this rule, kaw me and I kaw thee.

1603 FLOftioJIfaniaifne (1634) 488 Now nature stood ever on

this point, Kae mee, He kae thee. i6ojCHAPMAN, etc. Eastui.

Hoc u. i, K me, k thee, runs through court and country.

Secnr. Well said . . Those Ks ope the doors to all this world's

felicity. 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. 11842) 34 But kay me He

kay thee, giue me an inch to-day ; lie giue thee an ell to-

morrow, a 1658 FORD, etc. Witch Edmonton n. i, If you'll

be so kind to ka me one good turn, I'll be so courteous to

kob you another. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke^ 42 Turn'd

into Jackdaw, and grew as black as a Crow, Filching, and

Kaw me and He Kaw thee, ever after. 1721 KELLY Sc.

Prw. 227 Kae me, and I'll kae thee; Spoken when great

People invite and feast one another, and neglect the Poor.

1893 Northwnbld. Gloss. s.v.,
' Kaa me, kaa thee

',
or

' Kaa
mee an' aa'll kaa thee ',

a common saying.

f Ka (ka), vt, var. quf: see QUOTH, QDOTHA.
a 1553 UDALL Roysler D. i. ii. (Arb.) 17 Enamoured quod

you ?.. Enamoured ka? mary sir say that againe. 1588

Marfrel. Epist. 20 That is my meaning, ka dumb lohn.

Ka, obs. variant of KAE, jackdaw ; of CAW, cry

of a crow
;

Sc. f. CALL, drive.



KA-.

-, frequent variant of CA-, in ME., and in

modern representation
of alien words from oriental

and other languages; e.g. kaaba,kabaye,kabane,

kackle kadi, kaffeine, kage, kalme, kamel, handle.

f Kfiak, v. Obs. [Imitative : cf. CAWK sb? and

zi.l Mr. Of a crow : to caw.

i6o SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. I. Vocation 1276 As thick

as Crowes in hungry shoals do light On new-sown lands,

. . Kaaking so loud.

Kaak, obs. form of CAKE.

II Kaania (ka'ma). Also caama, kama, khama

(kgama). [Given by Burchell as the Hottentot

name, but app. now current in Secrmana (Lloyd
Three Great African Chiefs 18).] The hartebeest,

a South African antelope {Alcelaphus caama).
1814 BURCHELL Trav. II. 81 The Hartebeest of the Cape

Colony is called Caama or Kaama by the Hottentots. 1834

Penny Cycl. II. oo/i The caama . . inhabits the plains of

South Africa. 1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. vi.

157 Much spoor of elands, zebras, gnus, kamas. 1883 J. MAC-
KENZIE Day^tawn 48 In the distance we sometimes descried

the sly khama.

Kaan, Kaava, Kab, Kabac: see KHAN 1
,

KAVA, CAB rf.l, CABAC.

llKabalassOU(kncbal3e-sw). Also cab-. [? Al-

tered from next.] The giant armadillo, Priodontes

gig115-

1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 50 The Kabalassous, or Prio-

dontines, exhibit a still further deviation . . in the structure

of the fore feet.

II KabaSBOU (kabse-sz/). [F. (Buffon) a. Galibi

capafou (Sauvage T)ict. 1763).] An armadillo of

the genus Xenurus.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat, Hist. (1862) I.vi. iii. 471 The fifth kind

of Armadillo is the Kabassou or Cataphractus, with twelve

bands. 1834 Penny Cycl.
1 1. 354/2 The Kabassous, or fourth

division of"Baron Cuvier, have, .five toes.

II Kabaya (kaba-ya). Also 6 cable, cabaia,

7 cabbay, oabay(e, -ya. [Ultimately of 1'ers.

or Arab, origin. The forms cabie, cabbay are perh.

directly a. Pers. (_jU> qabay; cabaia, cabaya are

from Pg., whence also F. cabaye. Kabaya is immed.
from Malay, whence also Du. kabaaj.] A light
loose tunic such as is commonly worn in the East;
now spec, that worn in Malay countries by native

women and by Europeans in dishabille.

1585 R. FITCH in Hakluyt's Voy. (1810) II. 386 The King
is apparelled with a Cabie made like a shirt tied with strings
on one side. 1508 tr. Linschoten's Voy. 70 They wear
sometimes when tney go abroad athinne cotton L?or] linnen

gowne called Cabaia. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT y'rav. 81 Attir-

ing himselfe in red, his Tulipant, Cabbay, Boots, Scabberd. '

1662 J. DAVIES tr. Maitdelslo's Trav. E. /. 64. 1883 MRS.
\

BISHOP Sk. Malay Penins. iii. in Leisure Ho. 81/1 Their I

lower garment, or sarong, reaching from the waist to the
ankles .. above which is worn a loose-sleeved garment, called

a kabaya, reaching to the knees.

Kabbala;h, -ism, -ize, var. CABBALA, etc.

Kabbelow, kabeliau,var. CABILLIAU, cod-fish.

Kabber, obs. form of CABER.

Kabitka, Kabob, var. KIBITKA, CABOB.
1798 T. MORTON Seer, worth knowing i. i, One of your

fine kabobbed fricasees. 1883 H. W. V. STUART Egypt
296 Kabobs or little disks of various meats impaled upon
wooden skewers,, -and brought up hissing hot.

Kac,c)he, Kacchere, Kace, obs. ff. CATCH,
CATCHER, CASE. Kacheree, var. CUTCHERRY.
Kad- : see also CAD-.

Kadarite (kardareit). Also Kaderite. [f.

Arab. .& qadar predestination + -ITE.] A member

of a Mohammedan sect, aJqadariyah, which denies

predestination and maintains the doctrine of free
j

will.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Kadari or Kadarites. 1860
GARDNER Faiths World II. 465/2 Kaderites.

II Kaddish (kse-dij). Also 7 kaddesch, kid-
disch. [Aram, ffinp qaddtsh holy, holy one.]
A portion of the daily ritual of the synagogue,
composed of thanksgiving and praise, concluding
with a prayer for the advent of universal peace ;

specially recited also by orphan mourners.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 181 The son of a deceased
lew is bound to say, for the space of one yeare, a prayer
called Kiddisch. Ibid. 200 Then the. .Chanter, smgeth
halfe their prayer called Kaddesck. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. liii, If you think Kaddish will help me say it, say
it. You will come between me and the dead. 1892 ZANG-
WILL Childr. Ghetto xxii, Moses bore the loss with resigna-
tion, his emotions discharging themselves in the daily
Kaddish.

II Kadi, kadee, variants of CADI. Hence
Ka'dilik, the jurisdiction of a cadi.

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 27 The Man to be
married .. goes to the Kadee, i.e. Judge, or Magistrate.
1802-3 tr. I'allas- Trav. (1812) II. 308 Villages .. added to
<he Kadilik of Mankup. 1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist. Senna
48 These three offices, of Pacha, Kadi, and Bishop, . . might
all be obtained for money.
Kae (ke),s/>.l north, dial, and Sc. Forms: 4-6

ka, 5 kaa, 6 oa, kay, ke, 5, 8- kae. [Northern
form of ME. Co, corresponding to MDu. ca, ka(e
(Du. Uta), OHG. chaha, chd (MHG. ka}, Da. kaa,
Norw. kaae. The direct source may have been an
ON.*H* Cf. CHOUGH.] A jackdaw.
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1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Consc. 1539 Some gas hypand als a ka.

^1450 HOLLAND Howlat 191 Crawls and Cais, that cravis

Ihe corne. 1483 Cath.Angl. 200/1 Ka (A. Kae), MMfluM*
1535 LYNDESAV Satyrt 5241 direct.^ An Crow or ane Ke
saRJe castin vp, as it war his saull. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.
Scot. (1821) II. 450 Kayis and piottis, clekit thair birdis in

winter. 1786 BURNS Earnest Cry <$ Prayer xxiv, In

spite o
1

a' tne thievish kaes That haunt St. Jamie's ! 1876
SMILES Sc. Natur. ii. (ed. 4) 25 At last be brought with him
. . a Kae, or jackdaw.

b. Comb.) as kae-witted a.

1837 R. NICOLL Poems (1843) 104 He maun been but a
kae-witted bodie !

Kae, sb [Imitative.] The cry of a jackdaw.
1850 Zoologist VIII. 2913 The well known kae of the jack-

claw.

Kae, variant of KA v. Obs.

Kaf, variant of COF a. Obs.> quick, fierce.

Kaffe, kaff, north, dial, forms of CHAFF sbl

fKafer. Obs. rare- 1
. [?a. G.&afcr.] =CHAFKR!.

1590 T. M[OUFET] Silfawomnes 53 Nor eate they all, as

greedy Kafers do.

Kafeyah, kaffiyeh, variants of KEFFIYEH.

Kaffir (kse-fai) ; prop. Kafir (ka-fir). Also

kaffer, kaffre
;
and see CAFFRE. [a. Arab, kafir

infidel : see CAFFRE.]
1. = CAFFRE i,

*
infidel ', Giaour.

1814 SOUTHEV Roderick
y. 198 A Moor came by, and

seeing him [the Goth], exclaimed Ah, Kaffer ! worshipper of
wood and stone. 1865 Daily Tel. 23 Oct 5/1 Mecca., if the

Moslems would permit . .a
'

kaffir
'

to come there.

2. = CAFFRE 2
;

one of a South African race

belonging to the Bantu family. Also attrib.
,
and

as the name of their language.
1801 Monthly KIT, XXXV. 346 The incursions of the

tribe of people called Kaffers. 1834 BOYCE (title) Grammar
of the Kaffir Language. 1857 Chambers's Inform. People
II. 294/2 The Kafirs, a race strikingly different both from
Hottentots and negroes. The Kafir nation consists of nu-
merous sections. 1890 Pall Mall G. 15 May 3/1, I asked

questions about the Kafir voter.

b. //. The Stock Exchange term for South
African mine shares. Also attrib.

1889 Rialto 23 Mar. (Farmer), Tintos climbed to 12.}, and
even Kaffirs raised their sickly heads. 1895 Daily News
2 Apr. 2/2 Dealers in the Kaffir market. 1895 Nation (N.Y.)

19 IJec. 451/2 The mines floated on the London Stock Kx-

change which are classed under the general head of Kaffirs '.

1899 H. FREDERIC Market Place 32 It was one of the men
I've been talking about one of those Kaffir scoundrels.

3. A native of Kafiristan in Asia.

1854 LATHAM Hum. Spec. In Orrs Circle Sc., Organ. Nat.
I. 336 Kafiristan, or the Land of the Kafirs.. on tne water-
shed between the Oxus and the north-western system of
the Indus. Ibid. 338 A Kafir, when sitting on the ground,
stretches his legs like a European. 1896 SIR G. ROBERTSON
(title) Kafirs of the Hindu Kush.
4. attrib. and comb. Kaffir-boom [Du. boom

tree]
=

Kaffir-tree Kaffir bread, the name of

several species of South African cycads with edible

pith; Kaffir corn, Indian millet, Sorghum mtl-

gare\ Kaffir date or plum, or Kaffir's scimitar

tree, a South African tree, Harpephyllum caffrum,
N.O. Anacardiacew

;
Kaffir tea, the plant Htli-

chrysum mtdifolium\ Kaffir('s) tree, a South
African leguminous tree, Erythnna caffra.
1880 Silver $ Co.'s S. Africa (ed. 3) 135 *Kaffir-boom . .

wood soft and light. 1882 Garden 10 June 410/3 Encepha-
lartos, or *KafTir Bread, is a genus confineito South Africa.

1836 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 659/2 The soil is fertile, and
has produced three crops of *Kaftre and Indian corn in the

year. 1896 N. Ainer. Rev. CLXIII. 715 Put the land into

kafir corn. 1880 Silver <$ Co.'s S. Africa (ed. 3) 139 The
"Kaffir Plum , . an edible fruit about an inch long. 1866

Treas. Bot. 468/1 Krythrina cajfra^ the Kaffir-boom of
the Dutch, or *Kaffir's tree.

Hence Ka'ffirhood : Ka'ffirize v.

1858 Compend. Kafir Laws and Cust., Mount Cope, Brit.

Kajfraria 166 A Kafirized form of some tribal name given
by the Hottentots. 1877 J. A. CHALMERS Tiyo Soga xxi.

435 He was disposed to glory in his Kafirhood.

Kaffle, kafle, variants of COFFLE, caravan.

Kafila, variant of CAFILA, caravan.

Ii Kaftan, var. CAFTAN. So Kaftaned a.

1662 J. UAYIF.S tr. Olearius
1

I'oy. Aitihass. in. (1669) 56

Upon the Kaftan they wear a close Coat.. called feres.

1889 HALL CAINE Scapegoat i, His Kaftan was of white

cloth, with an embroidered leathern girdle. 1898 Blackw.

Mag. Oct. 537/2 Wild Kaftaned drivers,

Kag- : see also CAG-.

fKaggerle^c. Obs. rare. [f. *kagger (not

recorded) + -Icy^ -LAIK.] Wantonness.
c 1200 ORMIN 2187 Forr kaggerrleyc shall don (ratt $ho

Shall dafftelej^c forrwerrpenn. Ibid. 11655 All |?e flaeshess

kaggerrle33c & alle fule lusstess.

Kaght, kagt, obs. pa. t. and pple. of CATCH v.

II KagO (ka'g0). Also cango. [Jap. kango, of

Chinese origin.] A Japanese palanquin of basket-

work slung on a pole and carried on the shoulders
of bearers.

1857 R. TOMES Artier, in Japan\\\\. 191 That horses, kagos,
and Vago-bearers, should be in readiness. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVI. 7 With the long kagos, three coolies are always
used, and sometimes four. 1898 Century Mag. July 346
No kago, or swinging cars.

II KagH (ka'gw). [Native name.] A grallatorial
bird {Khinoehetus jubati4s] of unusual type, pecn*
liar to New Caledonia.
1862 Land. Rev. Aug. 30 The little Kagu..a newly-dis-

KAIBINE.
covered bird from New Caledonia. 1883 Casselts Nat.
Hist. IV. 175 Both the Kagu and the Sun Bittern.. go
through, even in captivity, the extraordinary antics . .

characteristic of the Crane family. 1893 NKWTON Diet.
Birds 472 The Kagu. -is rather a long-legged bird, about as

large as an ordinary Fowl. *

II Kahau (^ka'hau). [Malay^alS kdhau, so called

from its cry.] The proboscis-monkey of Borneo

(JVasalis larvalus).
1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 02/2 In the Kahau the hairs on

the chin scarcely assume the appearance of a beard. 1861

WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 41 In size the Kahau is about equal to

the hoonuman, and seems to be an active animal.

K.-ihli t. obs. pa. t. and pple. of CATCH v.

II Kahikatea (ka,ikat<
T

-a). Also kaikaterre,
kakaterra. [Maori.] A New Zealand tree, Podo-

carpus dacrydioides, N.O. Coniferx (or Taxaceie) ;

called by the colonists White Pint. Also attrib.

1823 CRUISE Ten Months N. Zfal. 145 (Morris s. v.

Kauri) The timber purveyor of the Coromandel having
given cowry a decided preference to kaikaterre. 1875
T. LASLETT Timber 304 (Morris) The kahikatea or kakaterra-
tree.

1876
W. BLAIR in Trans. N. Zeal. lust. IX. x. 160

(ibid.) This timber is known in all the provinces, except
Otago, by the native name of

' Kahikatea .

Kahute, Kaiak, var. CAHUTE, KATAK.
Kai-apple, variant of KEI-APPLE.

Kaiehspell.Kaiele: see CACHESPELI., KBOKLE.
|| Knid, variant of CAID : see also ALOAYDE.
1843 I'enny Cycl. XXV. 363/2 The kaids administer justice

^n the same manner in the interior towns.

Kaicl, var. KED. Kale, obs. f. KEY.

Kaif, var. KEF. Kaig, obs. f. CAGE.

Kaik, var, CAIQUE; obs. Sc. f. CAKE.
!Ta.i1

|
variant of KALE, colewort, broth.

Kai'ly, a. Sc. rare. [f. kail, KALE + -T.]
1. Besmeared with kail.

a 1605 POLWART Flyting w. Montgomery 777 Pudding
pricker. .Kailly lippes.

2. nonce-use. Having the characteristics of the
'

kailyard school
'

: see KALE-YARD 2.

1897 Academy 3
Dec. 378/1 It is impossible to avoid the

term '

Kailyard
'

in this connexion. More than a little kaily
is the work.

Kails, -es, variants of KAYLES, ninepins.
Kaim, variant of KAME, COMB, ridge.

IHCaimakam(kaimaka'm). Forms: 7chaima-,

chayma-, cayma-, 7-9 caima-, 7- kairna-
; 7

-con, 7-8 -can, 7-9 -kan, -cham, -cam, 8- -kam.

[Turkish ^Uu>'3 qaimaqam, ad. Arab,
^liu ^\i

qa'im magam one standing in the place (ol another),
f. qa'im standing + maifdm place, station.]
In the Turkish Empire: A lieutenant, deputy, sub-

stitute; a lieutenant-colonel; a deputy-governor;

spec, the deputy of the Grand Vizier, and governor
of Constantinople.
(1645 HOWELL Lett. in. xxi. (1705) 127 He desir'd him to

leave a charge with the Caimackam, bis deputy. 1682

WHELER Jtntrn. Greece n. iSoAll Civil and Criminal Causes
are tryed by the Vizier, or his Deputy, the Chaimacham.

1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Bristol 10 Apr.,
I was forced to send three times to the caituaikan (the

governor of the town). 1772 Hartford Merc. Suppl. 18 Sept.

i/i The victory of Ali-Bey over the Kiaja of the new
Caimacan of Egypt. 1810 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily I. vi.

188 His caimacam or vice-roy. 1876 GLADSTONE Bulg.
Horrors b\ The Turks., their Kaimakams and their Pashas,
one and all, bag and baggage.
Hence Kaimaka mlik. the jurisdiction of a

kaimakam.

Kaiman, Kain : see CAYMAN, CAIN.

Kainite (.kai'nait). Mitt. Also csenite, oenite.

[ad. Ger. kainit, f. Gr. Kaiv-os new + -ITE : named by
C. F. Zincken in 1865, with reference to its recent

formation.] Hydrous chlorosulphate of magne-
sium and potassium, found in Prussia and Galicia,

largely used as a fertilizer.

1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 642 Kainite . . is nothing but the

impure picromerite. 1877 Daily News 8 Oct. 2/6 Since the

memorable discoveries of kainit and other mineral salts

nearly twenty years ago at Stassfurth and Leopoldshall.
i88a PLAYFAIK Indust. U. S. in Macm. Mag. XLV. 335 The
old exhausted soils lost their productiveness chiefly by the

withdrawal of potash, but this is now found in the minerals

carnallit and kainit.

Kainozoic, var. CAINOZOIC, Tertiary (Geol.~).

Kaip, obs. form of CAPE sbl, COPE sl>. 1

Kaipoun, Kaip-stone, obs. Sc. ff. CAPON,
COPESTONE. Kair, obs. Sc. form of CARE s/>.1

Kair, Sc. dial, form of caer for calver, pi. of

CALF : see CAURE, KAWR.
1626 in Cramond Ann. Sanff'(iSgi) I. 55 Persons . . have

Kye and Kair daylie going throw ther nkhtbours comes.

Kairdique, Sc. var. of CARJIF.CU Obs.

i&4$Sc.ActsChas. 7(1819) VI. 197/2 The Rose Noble eleven

punds. The Kairdique twentie shilling.

Kairilie (kai-rein). Chem. [app. f. Gr. itaip-6s

proper time, opportunity + -INE".] A chinoline-

compound, oxy- methyl-quinoline tetrahydnde,

sometimes used in medicine as a strong antipyretic.

1883 Times 2 Aug. 10/1 Professor Fischer, of Munich . .

found that . . a substance can be obtained, in the form of a

white crystalline powder, from coal tar, which greatly

resembles quinine in its action on the human organism.



KAISER.

Fischer has given it the name of 'kairin'. 1891 THORPE
Diet, Applied Ckem. s.v., The hydrochloride . . crystallises in

colourless, lustrous, monoclinic forms . . and was at one time
employed as a febrifuge, under the name of kairine.

Kairn, Kairte, obs. ff. CAIKN, CARTE.
Kaiser (kai'zar). Forms: a. 2-4 oaisere,

2-5 caysere, 3-4 kaisere, caiser, 3-6 oayser,
3, 6 oaisar, (5 kayssar), 4-6 (9) kayser, 4-6, 9
kaisar, 3-4, 6, 9- kaiser. 0. 3 keisere, (Orm.
kej^sere), kseisere, 3, 7-9 keiser, 4 keyzar,
4~7 (9) keysar, 6-7 keisar, keyser. 7. 6-9
kesar, 6 keaser, 7-8 ksesar, 9 kezar. [Ultimately
ad. L. Caesar C^SAB, which at an early period

passed (perh. through Gr. Kaiaap) into the Teutonic

langs., appearing as Goth, kaisar, OHG. keisar

(MHG. keisar, G. kaiser], OS. klsur, -ar (MDu.
keiser, keyser, keser, \)\\.keizer), OFris. keisar, -er.

In OE. casern and ON. keisari the terminal syllable
was assimilated to the -ere, -ari of agent-nouns.
OE. cdsere normally gave early ME. caser KASER;
the usual ME. forms kaiser, keiser, and later

variants, were adopted afresh from other Teutonic

languages. Ormin used both kasere, kaserr from
OE. and ke)jsere from ON.
In 14-15111 c. the word was mainly northern, and the

a/-fprm prevailed. About the middle of the i6th c. ei(ey)
again became usual, prob. under Dutch or German influ-

ence. The mod. form kaiser is directly adopted from G.,
in which it represents a Bavarian (and Austrian) spelling
which supplanted the normal keiser in the ijth c. (see
Grimm and Kluge, s.v.).]

a. The Emperor : cf. EMPEROR i and 2.

T (a) The (ancient) Roman Emperor (obs.) ; () The Emperor
of the West ; the head of the Holy Roman (German) Empire
(now Hist.); (c) The Emperor of Austria (since 1804); (d)

(Now esp.) The German Emperor (since 1871). The mod.
English use in sense I), whence c and d follow, appears to be
mainly duetoCarlyle.
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt.- xxii. 21 At^yfecS ban caysere

ha bing be has cayseres synde. John xix. 12 Ne ert

pu }>as caiseres freond. cxzoo ORMIN 3519 Forrbi chaes he
to wurrben mann O patt Ke^seress time, a 1225 Juliana
67 Alaximien be mihti caisere of rome. 1607 J. BARLOW
Columb. v. 679 The Austria's keiser and the Russian czar.

1858 CARLVLE Frcdk. Ct. i. v. (1872)^ I. 43 Kaiser Leopold [I]

. .had no end of Wars. Ibid. n. v. I. 70 Barbarossa himself,

..greatest of all the Kaisers. 1866 Spectator i Dec. 1326
It is rumoured that the Kaiser intends to offer the Hun-
garians the possession of their own army. 1888 Times
(weekly ed.) 10 Aug. 16/3 The author's personal intercourse

with the late Kaiser. 1897 W. T. STEAD in Contemp. R'ev.

April 596 The Kaiser's chief. .offence in the eyes of most

Englishmen was his telegram of congratulation to President

Kruger after the surrender of Dr. Jameson.
b. An emperor, as a ruler superior to kings.

Eip. in king or kaiser, an alliterative phr. common from
I3th toi7thc. ; in modern use an archaism, chiefly due to Scott.

a. a. 1225 Ancr. R. 138 Hire schuppare . . bet is King and
Kaiser of heouene. a 1300 [see 0j. 1:1300 Havelok 1725

pe beste mete [>at king or cayser wolde etc. la 1400 Morte
Arth. 1894 We hafe cownterede to day, . . With kyngez and
kayseres. 1:1440 York Myst. xvi. 15 Kayssaris in castellis

grete kyndynes me kythes. 1513 DOUGLAS jfcneis vni. Prol.

137 Sum [wald be] capytane, sum Caisar, and sum King.
1563 GOOGE Eglogs, etc. (Arb.) 84 Court and Cayser to for-

sake, And lyue at home, a 1618 SYLVESTER Mem. Mortality
xiv, This Life (indeed) is but a Comosdie, Where this, the

Kaisar playes; and that, the Clown. xSiS SCOTT r. Lamm.
xxvi, And what signifies 't..to king, queen, or kaiser? 1825

Talism. xi, As high as ever floated the cognizance of

king or kaiser. 1843 LYTTOM Last Bar, vni. i, To ride by
the side of king or kaisar. 1882 MRS. RIDDELL Pr. IVales's

Garden-Party 19 Whether her husband' were King or

Kaiser, ..signified not a pin to the bishop's daughter.
0. c 1205 LAY. 7331 pu benchest to beon keisere of alle

quike monne. 1x1225 St. Martur. 4 Icrunet .. keiser of

kinges. a 1300 Cursor M. 3359 (Cott.) Yon es pi keiser

[zr.rr. kayser, caisere] sal be bin. 1:1375 Ibid. 9409 (Laud)

Wytte and skylle he yaf. .Ouyr alle this world to be keyzar.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 39 Kyng or keyser must haue
set them quight. 1620 SHELTON Quix. III. i. 3 To tell neither

King nor Keisar, nor any earthly Man. 1640 BROME Antip,
II. v. Wks, 1873 III. 365 No degree, from Keyser to the

Clowne. 1682 MRS. BEHN Round-heads i. i. Wks. (1716)

396 He is our General, our Protector, our Keiser.

y- '539 TAVF.RNER Erasm. Prov. (1545) 64 Though he be

hym selfe a prynce, a kynge, a kesar. 1567 TURBERV. in

Chalmers Eiig. Poets II. 648/1 He slayes the Keasers and
the crowned Kings. 1591 SPENSER Teares Muses 570 Hir
holie things, Which was the care of Kesars and of Kings.

1647 H. MORE Song of Soul n. App. civ, Which were erect

to the memorial! Of Kings, and Kaesars. 1722 ATTERBURY
Let. to Pope 6 Apr., As far from Kings and Kaesars as the

space will admit of. 1832-4 DE QUINCEY Ciesars Wks. 1862

IX-7 Modern kings, kesars or emperors. 1876 Whitby Gloss.

s.v., They nowther heed for king nor Iceiar.
'

Hence Kai serling, a minor emperor ;
Xarser-

ship. the office of emperor, the rule of the Kaiser.

1852 Tail's Mag. XIX. 550 Let them bring us a king.

ling
1
!; or kaiserling's heir. 1888 Contemt. Rev. LIV. 622 The

'

weakening 'of Wilhelm's opposition to the Kaisership. 1892

Daily News 27 Feb. 5/2 That party in Germany which does

riot find the Kaisership a perfect instrument of progress.

Kaist, obs. Sc. pa. t. of CAST v.

1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 127

Disciplis . . quha sauld thair geris . . and kaist the prices

Ihairof at the Disciplis feit.

Kaitif, Kaitrine, obs. ff. CAITIFF, CATERAN.

Kaivle, obs. Sc. f. CAVEL si. 1
,
lot.

Kajak, variant of KAYAK.

IlKajawah (kad^a-wa, ka-dgawa). Forms: 7

cajua, oajava, kedg-, oedgeway, 9 kedjav<5,
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kidja-,kha-,kajawah,-weh. [Urdu(Pers-)

kajawah ; also Pers. kajawah.] A camel-litter for
women

; a kind of large pannier or wooden frame,
a pair of which are carried by a camel.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 151 Women of note travel!

upon Coozelbash-Camels, each Camell loaded with two
Cages (or Cajuaes as they call them) which hang on either
side the beast. 1678 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernicr's Trav. I. n.
in. (1684)63 Fifty Camels that carry'd his Women; their
Cajavas being cover 'd with Scarlet-cloth. 1698 FRYER Ace.
E, India $ P. 309 Others in Kedgways, or Wooden-Houses,
one on each side of a Camel, tied like Panniers. Ibid. 394Nor must they stir abroad unvailed, unless shut up in Cedge-
waies.and then well attended. 1783 G. FORSTER yourn.fr.
Bengal (1798) II. xiv. 93 This pannier, termed in the Persic,
kidjahwah, is a wooden frame [etc.). 1849 E. B. EASTWICK
Dry Leaves 160 His left leg was heavily chained to a
Kajawah, or camel-saddle, 1894 R. KIPLING Jungle Bk. 196The men piled our kajawahs. .outside the square.

Kajeput, Kaju, var. CAJUPUT, CASHEW.
II Kaka (ka-ka). Also 8 kaghaa. [Maori.] A
New Zealand parrot of the genus Nestor, esp. the

typical species Nestor meridionalis; its general
colour is olive-brown, varied with red or yellow.
c 1774 J. R. FORSTER (Newton) Kaghaa. 1835 W. YATE Ace.

N. Zeal. 54 (Morris) Kaka, a bird of the parrot kind ; much
larger than any other New Zealand parrot. 1873 SIR W.
BULLER Birds N. Zeal. (1888) I. 24 The existence .. of a
species of Kaka Parrot (Nestor produclus} on Philip Island.

1884 BRACKEN Lays Maori 38, I heard mocking Kakas wail
and cry above thy corse.

b. Kaka-beak, -bill, 'a New Zealand plant,
the Clianthus, so called from the supposed re-

semblance of the flower to the bill of the Kaka '

(Morris Austral Eng. 1 898).
1892 Otago Witness 24 Nov. (Morris) The Clianthuspuni-

ceus or scarlet glory pea of New Zealand, locally known
as kaka beak,

II Kakapo (ka-'kapo). [Maori, f. kaka parrot +

po night.] The ground-parrot or owl-parrot of

New Zealand, Strigops habroptilus, with green
plumage, marked with dark-brown and yellow.
1843 DIEFFENBACII Trav. N, Zeal. II. 194 The bird called

Kakapo by the natives. 1852 LYALL in Proc. Zool. Soc.
Land. 32 The Kakapo lives in holes under the roots of trees,
and is also occasionally found under shelving rocks. 1693
NEWTON Diet. Birds 475 In captivity the Kakapo is said
to show much intelligence, as well as an affectionate and
playful disposition.

IlKakaralli (kiikaroe-li). Also -alt. [Native

name.] The wood and bark of Lecythis Ollaria,
N. O. Myrtacxe, a tree found in British Gniana,
the timber of which is very durable in salt water.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,

II Kakariki (kakarrk/). [Maori, f. kaka parrot
+ (r}iki little.] A New Zealand green parrakeet
of the genus Platycercus.
1855 R*. TAYLOR Te Ika a Maul 404 (Morris) The Kakariki

. . is a pretty light green parrot with a band ot red or yellow
over the upper beak and under the throat. 1867 HOCH-
STETTER N. Zealand 167 The several Platycercus species,
Kakariki of the Maoris, are parrots with brilliant colours*

fKakaroch, obs. form of COCKROACH.
l65s SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 52 They .. will not kill

so much as a Louse, .a Kakaroch.

Kake, Kakel, obs. ff. CAKE, COCKLE.

II KakemonO'(ka;kem<7u'no). [Japanese, f. kake-

to hang + mono thing.] A Japanese wall-picture,

painted on silk or paper, and mounted on rollers,

so as to be rolled up and put away when desired.

1890 Daily News 4 Mar. 7/1 As for the * kakemono
',

or

native picture, one might be acquainted with a thousand

specimens and yet. .be still in oblivion as to the real appear-
ance of the Sacred Mountain. 1890 Pall Mall G. 25 Nov.

3/1 The 'kakemonos' are rolled and placed away with.,
remarkable care. 1894 Daily News 22 Sept. 6/5.

Kakerlak, variant of KAKKEKLAK.

II Kaki (ka'k/). [Japanese.] The Chinese date

plum or persimmon of Japan, Diospyros Kaki.
1866 Treas. Bot. 411/2 The fruit of the Kaki or Chinese

Date Plum, is as large as an ordinary apple, of a bright red

colour. 1889 Sci. Anier. LX. 225 .The hybridizing of the

kaki and the American persimmon.

Xakistocracy (kaekistfkrasi). [f.
Gr. ica-

KICTTO-S worst + -/cparta rule, after aristocracy."]

The government of a state by the worst citizens.

1829 T. L. PEACOCK Afis/ort. Elphin vi. 93 Our agrestic

kakistocracy now castigates the heinous sins which were
then committed with impunity. 1876 LOWELL Lett. II. vii.

179 Is ours a government of the people, by the people, for

the people, or a Kakistocracy rather, for the benefit of knaves
at the cost of fools? 1879 BAKING-GOULD Germany II. 286

The . . regime is at once a plutocracy and a kakistocracy.

So f Kakistocra-tical, a.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS

'

Vind. Answ. vi.82 But when the men
in whose hands the government of the Church is, are bad ;

then it is TOU- ai'<77-wp spares, or Kakistocraticall.

II Kakkerlak (ka-karlak). Also 8 kackerlake,

9 kakerlak, kakkerlao. [Du. kakkerlak, G.

kakerlak cockroach, albino, believed to be of

S. American origin. F. has kakerla(t, cancrelat in

sense I, kakerlaijue, chacrelas in sense 2 (Littre).
The avoidance of light is supposed to be the connecting

link between the senses.]

1. = COCKROACH, q. v.

1813 [see COCKROACH]. 1883 CasselCs Nat. Hist. VI. 132

This family [the Blattidx] includes the numerous species of

Cockroaches, or Kakerlakk

KALE.

2. An albino (the Dutch name in Java\
1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1796) II. iv. 69 The Kacker.

lakes are a degenerate breed, not a separate class of men.
1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Ka-kkerlakism [F. kakerlaquisme}, a

synonym for albinism as existing in Java. (Syd.
Soc. Lex.)

Kako-, var. spelling of CACO-, repr. Gr. *a*o-

bad, evil, favoured by many recent writers, esp. in

technical terms, or in such as directly represent
Gr. words: e.g. kakodaimon, kakodoxy, kakogenesis,

kakografhy, kakotopia, kakotrophy, kakoxenite, etc.,
and esp. Kakodyl(e. Examples of these are very
rare before the igth c., and appear chiefly in its

later half. See the words under C.
Kakun, obs. form of CALKIN.
Kakyl, -ylle, obs. forms of CACKLE v.i

Kal, var. CAL, Cornish name of wolfram.
1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornwall 196 The Kal connects

the metallic parts [of tin].

Kal, kail, obs. forms of CALL.

II Kaladana (kalada-nii). [Hindi, f. kala black
+ ddna grain, seed.] The plant Ipomaa Nil,
N.O. Convolvulacex. The seeds (kaladana-seeds}
are employed as a cathartic.
1866 Trcas. Bot. 643/2.

t Kalader, -dre, variants of CALADME Obs.

1572 BOSSEWELL Artnorie n. 70, D. beareth Verte, a Kaladre
gardante. 1688 R. HOLME Annoury u. 256/1 The Kalader,
or Kaladre. .is-. after the form and shape of a Hawk.

II Kalan (kala-n, k^Han). [Native name.] The
sea-otter of the northern Pacific (Enhydris lutris).
i8Si WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 386 The fur of the Kalan is ex-

tremely beautiful
1

., and very warm in character. 1887
Fisheries U. 5,-Sect. v. II. 487 An adult kalan is an animal
not much larger than a mature and well-conditioned beaver.

Kalander, Kalandes, etc. : see CAL-.

Kalange, obs. form of CHALLENGE.

Ealathos, Kalavansa, Kalculer : see CAL-.

Kald, Kaldhed, northern ff. COLD, -HED.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixv. 12 J>ou led us in kaldhed to be

[Vulg. in refrigcriu>n\

Kale, kail (k<F'l, Sc. k<?l). Forms: a. 3-4 cal,

,V9cale,(5-6-5V. cail(l, 6 call, 7cayle), 4, 8- kale,

(6-7 Sc. kaill), 7- Sc. kail. 0. 5 kelle, 6 kel, 6-7
kele, keel(e, 7-9 keal(e, 8 kell. [Northern form
of COLE, q. v. The normal north. Eng. spelling was
cale (now rare), the Sc. kaill, kail; the latter still

common in Sc. writers or with reference to Scot-

land, though kale is more frequent in general use.

The $-forms are mainly southern spellings indi-

cating the narrow Northern vowel.]
1. A generic name for various edible plants of

the genus Brassica; cole, colewort, cabbage; spec.

the variety with wrinkled leaves not forming a

compact head (B. olcracea accphald), borecole.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12523 He sent him to he yerd .. for to

fedir
}>am sum cale. a 1340 HAMPOLB Psalter xxxvi. 2 As

ale of gressis soen sail bai fall. 1483 Cath. Angl. 51/2 Cale,
olus. 1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes 20- Brassica is named
..in englishe colewurtes, cole or keele.. 1698 M. LISTER

Journ. Paris (1699) 150 The Keel is to be found wild upon
the Maritime Rocks. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) I. 215 One
of the sailors, who . . had been sent to gal her kale. 1813 Cale

[see BORECOLE]. 1814 SCOTT \Vav. viii, Gardens, or yards
.. stored with 1

gigantic plants of kale or colewort. 1860

G. H. K. in I'ac. Tour.-i4,& When times were tolerably quiet,

they.. cultivated their oats and kail in peace.

b. \Y ith qual ifying word : Czirled, Curly, t Frizzled,

German, or Green Kale, the ordinary borecole,
with green leaves, very much curled ; t Great,

Lang, Scotch Kak, a variety of borecole with less

wrinkled leaves, of a purplish colour ; Wild Kale,
Colewort. Also Corn-, Field-, Wild Kale, Field-

Mustard (Sinapis arvensis] ;
Indian Kale (see

quot. 1890). See also Bow-, SEA-KALE.

1673 WEDDERBURN Vocab. 18 (Jam.) Brassica, great kail,

unlocked. Brassica capitata alia, white locked kail. Bras.
sica crispa, frizzled or curled kail. Brassica minor, smaller

kail. 1731-59 ~b-\\LL.K.Gard.Dict.(eA.7),BrassicaSiberi<:a,
Siberian Borecole, called by some Scotch Kale. 1773
HAWKESWORTH Voy. III. 564 The plant which in the West
Indies is called Indian Kale and which served us for greens.

1855 DELAMER Kitck. Card. (1861) 58 Borecole, Scotch

Kale, &c. 1890 WATT Diet, Econ, Prod. India, Indian Kale,
a name sometimes given to edible Aroids in those parts ofthe

country where the leaves are eaten.

2. Broth in which Scotch kale or cabbage forms

a principal ingredient; hence Sc. Broth or soup
made with various kinds of vegetables. Water-

kale, broth made without meat or fat.

As kate was long the chief element of dinner in Scotland,
the word was often used to denote the meal itself.

c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. \\. (Tewnfy C,Mouse)^2i,\\izd
lever thir fourtie dayis fast, With waiter caill . .Than all your
feist, a 1480 Burlesque in Rel.Ant. I. 85 Ther whas rostyd

bakon, moullyde brede, nw soure alle, Whettestons and fyre-

brondys choppyde in kelle. a 1529 SKELTON Vox populi 19

Nother make nor meale, . . mylke nor kele. 1567 GudetfGodlie
B. (S. T. S.) 206 The Monkis of Metros maid gude kaill On
Frydayis quhen thay fastit, 1611 COTGR. s. v. Viande, No
man can make of ill acates good cale \vn bonpotage\ 1642

MILTON Apol. Smect. i. Wks. (1851) 277 When he brings in

the messe with Keale, Beef, and Brewesse, what stomach

in England could forbeare to call for flanks and briskets?

t 1*7



KALEEGE.
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 108 Your ordinary fare

haslcen liltle else beside brochan, cale, etc. 1816 SCOTT /.

Dvar/l, I will be back here to my kail against ane o clock.

1858 (CuttAT AV//n. Ser. I. v. (1860) 108 The o d-fash.oned

easy way of asking a friend to dinner was to ask him if he

would take his kafi with the family. 1873 C. GIBBON Lack

ofGold iii, We'll sup our kail out o't together.

b. Sc. Phrases: CauU kale het again, something

stale served up again ; e. g. an old sermon doing

duty a second time. To give one Ms kale through

the reek, to treat one in some nnpleasant fashion,

to let one 'have it'.

1660 in f. Ramsay Scot!. I, Scotsmen i8M Cent. (1888) II.

80 We will take cold kail het again tomorrow. 1816 SCOTT

Old Mart, xiv, When my mither and him forgathered they
set till the sodgers, and I think they gae them their kale

through the reek ! 18*3 GALT Entail III. xxx. 282 Theirs

was a third marriage, a cauld-kail-het-again affair. 1840 C.

BRONTE in Mrs. Gaskell Lift 142 He would have given the

Dissenters their kale through the reek a Scotch proverb.

8. Comb., as (sense i) kale-Made, -castock, -knife,

-leaf, -plant, -seed, -seller, (sense 2) kale-pot : also

kale-bell, the dinner-bell; kale-brose, oatmeal-

brose made with the fat skimmings of meat-broth ;

kale-gully, a knife for catting kale
; kale-runt,

-stock, the stout stem of a kale-plant, a castock :

kale-time, dinner-time ; kale-turnip = KOHL-
RABI (Chamberf Encycl. 1890); kale-wife, a

woman who sells kale or greens; kale-worm, the

caterpillar of the cabbage butterfly; a caterpillar in

general. See also KALE-YARD and CALGAUTH.
a 1776 Watty f; Madge in Herd Call. Scat. Sengs II. 109

But hark ! the 'kail-bell rings, and I Maun gae link aft

the poL 1840 Sidonia Sore. I. 249 The sexton rung the

kale-bell. This bell was a sign . . to the women-folk, who
were left at home . . to prepare dinner. 1816 SCOTT Antiy.
xxi, As caller as a "kail-blade. 1816 Old Mart, xxviii,

When the quean threw sae muckle gude *kail-brose scalding
het about my lugs. 17^15

RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. n. i,

Arm'd wi a great "Kail-gully. 1612 N. Riding Rec. (1884)

I. 263 An assault with a 'Cayle knife. 1483 Cat/:. Angl.
51/2 A *Cale lefe .., caulis. 1555 STEWART Cron. Scot.

III. 412 Scant worth ane kaill leif. 1578 LVTE Dodoens
II. Ixxxi. 258 The leaues of the same rested in a Call

leaffe. 14*5 Langl.'s P. PI. B. vl. 288, I haue percil and

porettes and many kole-plantes {MS, Cambr. Dd. 1. 17 *cale-

plantes]. 1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., *Kale-pot, pottage-pot.
North. 1862 I. GRANT Capt. of Guard xiv, The iron bar

whereon the kail-pot swung. 1785 BURNS Death tf Dr.
Horn-bit, xvii, Fient haet o't wad hae pierc'd the heart Of a
*kail-runt. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack of Gold v,

' Kail runts',
from which the leaves had been picked clean. 1743 MAX-
WELL Sel. Trans. Soc. Improv. Agric. Scot. 269 A Descrip-
tion of the Method of raising "Kail-seed, from burying the

Blades in the Earth. 1483 Cath. Angl. 51/2 A *Cale seller,

otitor. a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. 7(1792* II. 241 John
Calder, kail-seller there, f 14x5 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 644/5
Hoc magudcrr, *calstok. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court

350 Nat worth a soure calstocke. 1681 COLVIL Whigs
Supplic. (1751) 58 They.. rooted out our kail stocks. 1821

GALT Ann. Parish xxviii. (1895) 178 Among the kailstocks

and cabbages in their yards. 1787 BURNS Let. to W. Nicol
i June, After "kail-time. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 19 Mar., We
will hear more in detail when we can meet at Kail-time.

'5*3 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. mmarg.,
>ea, the *cailwyfe seis ?ow heir, bund fute and hand. 1785
Jrnl. Land, to Portsmouth in R. Forbes Poems Buchan
Dial. 8 They began to misca' ane anither like kail-wives.

1483 Cath. Angl. 51/2 A 'Cale worine, entca. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xii, It is but a puir crawling kail-worm after a'.

Kaleege, kalij (kalrd,?, ka'lidz,). . Ittd.

Also kallege. [a. Hindi kalij (Yule).] An
Asiatic pheasant of the genus Euplocaunis or

Gallophasis, found in the Himalayan region.

(Corruptly college-pheasant.}
1864 OWEN Power of God 43 Peacocks and kaleeges are

indigenous to Southern Asia and its islands. 1886 YULE
A^iglo-Ind. Gloss., College-pheasant, .. the name ,. for the
birds of the genus Gallophasis of Hodgson, intermediate
between the Pheasantsand the Jungle-fowls. 1893 NEWTON
Diet. Birds, Kallege or Kalij.

Kalei'dograph. f f. as next + Gr. ypaQos writ-

ing, writer.]- An apparatus for displaying on a
screen or a glass disk the symmetrical patterns seen

in a kaleidoscope.

Kaleidophone (kahi-dofon). [f. as next +
Gr. <t>an>ri sound.]

An instrument (invented by
Prof. Wheatstone) for exhibiting the phenomena
of sound-waves, by means of a vibrating rod or

plate having a reflector at the end.

1827 Q. Jrnl. Sc. 344 Description of the Kaleidophone or

phonic Kaleidoscope, a new philosophical toy. 1873 W.
LEES Acoustics u. iv. 68 The magic disc, the thaumatrope,
the kaleidophone. .etc., all owe their action to this principle.

Kaleidoscope (kabi-d0skop). [f. Gr. KaK-ut
beautiful + iKo-s form + -SCOPE. Named by its

inventor, Sir David Brewster, in 1817.
Calidoscope in Newman, Gramm. Assent i. v. (1870) 107.]
An optical instrument, consisting of from two to

four reflecting surfaces placed in a tube, at one end
of which is a small compartment containing pieces
of coloured glass: on looking through the tube,
numerous reflections of these are seen, producing
brightly-coloured symmetrical figures, which may
be constantly altered by rotation of the instrument.
1817 Sfecif. Brtwster's patent No. 4136 (heading} A new

optical instrument called the Kaleidoscope. 1818 MURRAY
Let. to Byron in Smiles Mtm. (1891) I. xvi. 398, I send you
aver)' well-coiutructed Kaleidoscope, a newly.mvented toy.
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1821 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 20 The Kaleidoscope of Dr.

Brewster is here fabricated in a rude style, and in quantities

so great, that it is given as a plaything to children. 1878

HUXLEY Physiogr. 62 The beautifully symmetrical shapes

seen in a common kaleidoscope.

b. Jig. A constantly changing group of bright

colours or coloured objects; anything which ex-

hibits a succession of shifting phases.
1819 HYRON yuan n. xciii.This rainbow look'd like hope-

Quite a celestial kaleidoscope. 1824 MACAULAY Misc. Writ.

I. 82 The mind of Petrarch was a kaleidoscope. 1864 PUSEY
Lect. Daniel Pref. 29 To allow truth and falsehood to be

jumbled together in one ever-shifting kaleidoscope ^
of

opinions. 1878 HUTTON Scott i. 8 A hundred changing
turns of the historical kaleidoscope.

c. attrib.

1834 Edin. Rev. LX. 69 The few kaleidoscope passages,
where ambitious words and crowded figures are so richly
embroidered in. 1855 BRIMLEY Ess.,_Noct. Amor. 306 A
kaleidoscope quickness and variety of intellect.

Kaleidoscopic (kabid^sk^pik'),
a. [f. prec. +

-1C.] Of or belonging to the kaleidoscope; ex-

hibiting brightly coloured or continually varying

figures like those seen in the kaleidoscope.
a. With reference to (changing) colours.

1846 in WORCESTER. 1853 FORBES & HANLEY Hist. Brit.

Mollusca\. 9 Fewbodies. .exhibit such exquisiteand kaleido-

scopic figures as these . . displayed in the combinations of the

compound Ascidians. 1873 G. C DAVIES Mount. $ Mere
viii. 56 Kaleidoscopic effects of sunshine and shade.

b. fig-
1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1872) I. ll. ii. 182 A per-

petual kaleidoscopic change of feelings. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
A ut. Breakf.-t. (1865) 153 An array of pleasant kaleidoscopic

phrases. 1884 Pub. Opinion 12 Sept. 318/2 One brief incident

of a kaleidoscopic career.

Kaleidosco-pical, a. [See -ICAL.] = prec.

1858 Times i Dec. 8/3 Brilliant, and prismatic, and kalei-

doscopical are the intellects. 1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryll

Grange xiv. 114 His imagination .. is overloaded with

minutiae and kaleidoscopical colours.

Hence Kaleidosco-pically a,fe, after the manner

of a kaleidoscope, with continual changes.
1866 Sat. Rev. 7 Apr. 400 Mr. Gladstone is always in

earnest . . But then he is so kaleidoscopically sincere. 1891
T. HARDY Life's Little Ironies (1894) 91 The long plate-

glass mirrors . . flashed the gyrating personages and hobby-
horses kaleidoscopically into his eyes.

Kalend, -ar, etc. : see CAL-. Kalenge, obs.

f. CHALLENGE. Kaleon, variant of KALIAN.

Ka'le-, kai'1-yard. Sc. [f. KALE + YAKD.
The stiictly Sc. form is kail-yaird (kvliye-rd).]

1. A cabbage-garden, kitchen-garden, such as is

commonly attached to a small cottage.
1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. n. iii, A green kail-yaird.

c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1754) I. ii. 33 A fit Enclosure

for a Cale-Yard, /. e. a little Garden for Coleworts. 1800 A.

CARLYLE/l/W,r. 473 Trees, .planted in every kail-yard, as

their little gardens are called. 1816 SCOTT OldMart, xxxviii,

What comes o' our ain bit free house, and the kale-yard, and
the cow's grass? 1894 MRS. WALFORD Ploughed 42 The
little rough gravelled approach and kail-yard.

2. Used with reference to a class of recent fiction,

affecting to describe, with much use of the ver-

nacular, common life in Scotland; hence attrib. as

Kailyard School, a collective term applied to the

writers of such novels or sketches ; kailyard dialect,

vocabulary. Hence Kailya-rder, -ism.

[The appellation is taken from the Scottish Jacobite

song
' There grows a bonnie brier bush in our kailyard ',

from which ( Ian Maclaren
'

took the title of the
series^

of

short stories
' Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush' (1894), which

was an early and popular example of this school of writing.]

1895 J. H. MILLAR Literature of^Kailyardm New Rcviriv

Apr. 384 Mr. J. M. Barrie is fairly entitled to look upon
himself as pars niagna, if not pars maxima, of the Great

Kailyard Movement. 1895 Black. Mag. June, Those
romances in dialect, very fitly and cleverly called the

Literature of the Kailyard by a recent critic. 1896 Dundee
Advertiser i Aug., Having been assured by many critics

that the Kailyard School is quite photographic in its

reproduction of Scottish life and character. 1896 ll-'eitm.

Gaz. 7 Nov. 3/2 Among its contributors lately has been . .

one of the minor '

kailyairders '. 1899 Academy 7 Jan. 3/1
But Mr. Crockett is no Kailyarder in his romances. Ibid..

14 Jan. 5o/2AlittleoutburstofKailyardism.

p June 709/3 He wrote as he spoke, and his kailyard vocabu-

lary occasionally baffles his editor.

Kalf(f, obs. forms of CALF!.

Kali (kiE-li, kvHi). Forms : 7 chali, 8 kaly,

caly, 6- kali. [Arab. ^ qali: see ALKALI.]

1. The Prickly Saltwort or Glasswort (Salsola

Kali) ;
= ALKALI 2. Also applied to other species

of Salsola, as Barilla (Salsola Soda).
1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ixxviii. 115 The herbe named of the

Arabians Kalij or Alkali. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 116 A
desart producing here and there . . a weed called Kali

{printed Kail) by the Arabs. i4 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. 51 Glasse, whose materialls are fine sand, and the

ashes of Chali or Fearne. 1766 W. STORK Ace. E. Florida 49
This herb resembles entirely our samphire in England, and
is called barilla or kaly. 1884 Evang. Mag. 343 Here,

among the softer sand . .is growing, .the Kali, or Saltwort.

b. Eg)'ptian Kali, name for Mtsembryanthenttim

nodiflorum.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bol. App. 316. 1794 MARTYN Rous-

seau's Bot. XXL 293 Egyptian Kali, esteemed for making
the best potash, is also of this genus.

1 2. A saline substance obtained by the calcina-

tion of saltwort ; soda-ash ;
= ALKALI i ; hence,

ZALONG.

vegetable alkali, potash. (Latinized^i7///,whence
the chemical symbol K for potassium.)
1799 W. G. BROWNE Trav. Africa, etc. xxv. 397 note,

Twenty-five pounds of kali, and five pounds of pulverized
chalk. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 437 Take of
nitrate of kali, six pounds. 1819 Pantologia s. v., The kali
of the pharmacopeias is the vegetable alkali or potash.

II Kalian, kaliouii (kalya n, kaly-n). Also

kaleon, kalliyun, kalyan. See also CALEAN.

[Pers. (jLS kalian, Arab. uUV5, uj*& qalyan,

qalyiin.] A Persian form of the hookah or nar-

ghile, a tobacco-pipe in which the smoke passes

through water.

1835 Court Mag. VI. 65/2 Goorgoory kalian, or pipe smoked
through water. 1876 A. ARNOLD in Contemp. Rev. Tune 49
They sit smoking a kaleon. 1881 Daily News 15 July 5/3
We had the usual half-hour's pause, .to smoke the kahoun,
or water pipe. 1890 Times 17 Feb. 13/2 Tobacco., adapted to
the smoking of the Persian kalian, or Turkish narghileh.

Kaliborite (krclibo->-n>it). Min. [f. KALI +
BOH-ON + -ITE !.] 'A hydrous borate of magnesium
and potassium, found in small, white, monoclinic

crystals' (Chester).
1892 in DANA Min. (ed. 6). 1895 THORPE Diet. Applied

Chem., Kaliborite, a mineral resembling kieserite, found by
Felt in the salt deposits at Schmidtmannshall.

II Kalidinm (kali-di#m). Bot. [mod.L. a. Gr.

Ka\i8tov, dim. of /coXid hut.] In florideous alga;,
a cystocarp containing undivided spores.
1872 MRS. HOOKER tr. Lc Maout fj Decaisne's Syst. Bot.

(1876) 968 Kalidia, capsules, and cystocarps are bodies of
the same form as the preceding but containing undivided

spores. 1890 Cent. Diet. s.
y. Kaltymenia, The cystocarps

or kalidia which are formed in the middle of the frond are

hemispherical. 1900 JACKSON Gloss. Bot. Terms, Kalidion,
Kalidium . . = Cystocarp.

Kaliform (kre-lii(7jm\ a. [f. KALI + -FORM.]
Having the appearance of the Kali or Glasswort.
1868 in PAXTON Bot. Diet.

Kaligenons (ka'li-dg/has), a. Chem. Also

-geneous. [f. KALI + -GEN + -ous
;

cf. F. kali-

gt'iieux'] Producing an alknli : said of metals that

form alkalis with oxygen. Cf. ALKALIGENOUS.
1854 J. SCOFFERS- in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 438 The kali-

genous metals, potassium and sodium . . readily admit of

welding, c 1865 I. WYLDE in Circ. Sc. I. 371/2 We shall

divide them into three classes; namely, metals proper, kali-

geneous, and terrigeneous.

Kalij, variant of KALEEGE.

Kalimeter, -metry, Kalinc : see ALKAL-.

1890 in GOULD Med. Diet,

Kalinite (krc linsir. Min. [f.
kaline (

= alka-

line) + -ITE 1.] Native potash alum.
1868 in DANA Min. (ed. 5) 652. 1887 MALLET Mineral.

India 147 Kalinite occurs as an aggregate of minute crystals.

Kaliophilite (ktcliip'filait). Min. [Named
1886, f. mod.L. kali-inn potassium + Gr. -<f>i\-os

loving + -ITE 1
.]
A silicate of aluminium and potas-

sium, found in colourless prismatic crystals.

1887 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXXIII. 424 Mierisch de.

scribes a mineral allied to nephelite, calling it kaliophilite.

Kalioun : see KALIAN.
Kalisaccha-ric, a. [f. KALI -f SACCHARIC.] A
synonym of GLUCIC, q.v.

Kalk'fe, Kalketrappe,obs. ff. CAULK,CALTROP.
Kalkyn, Kail, Kallash.obs.ff. CALKIN, CALL,
CAUL, CALASH. Kallaut, variant of KHILAT.

Kalli-, a recent spelling of some words in

CALLI-.

Kallilite (karlilait). Min. [ad. G. kallilith

(f. Gr. xa\\i-, comb, form of xaXXot beauty + Ai'flos

stone : see -LITE), transl. Sfhonstein, name of the

place where it is found.] Sulphide of bismuth and

nickel. (Dana Min. 1892.)

Kalliver, Kalliyun : see CALIVEB, KALIAN.

|| Kalmia (kje-lmia). Bot. Also calmia.

[mod.L., f. Kalm, name of a pupil of Linnreus.]
A genus of American evergreen shrubs, N. O. Erica-

cese., with showy flowers ; the principal species

being the American Laurel, A", latifolia.

1776 J. LEE Bot. Table L 282 Kalmia,dwarfAmerican laurel.

1784 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (i8ri) I. 15 Dr. Darwin .. asked if

I had seen the Calmia. 1841 BRYANT Poems, Earth's

Children Cling to Earth, Yon wreath of mist that leaves

the vale.. Clings to the fragrant Kalmia.

Kalo-, a recent variant of CALO-.

Kaloge, obs. form of GALOSH.
1373-4 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 578 Pro bots, kaloges

empL pro dicto d'no Priore, <u.

II
Kalon (kje-lffa). [Gr. xa\6v, neut. of xoAos

beautiful, esp. in phrase T& xa\6v, to kalon, 'the

beautiful'.] The (morally) beautiful; the ideal

good ; the ' summum bonnm '.

1749 FIELDING Tarn Jones v. v, Good fame is a species of

the Kalon, and it b by no means fitting to neglect it. 1817
BYRON Manfred in. L 13, I should deem The golden secret,

the sought 'Kalon', found. 1827 LYTTON Pclham Ixvi.

III. 37 All philosophies recommend calm as the to kalon of

their code. .

II Kalong (ka-Vrj). [Malay ]1S kalong.] The

Malay fmgivorous fox-bat (Pteropui tdulis), the

largest known bat. fonnd in immense numbers in



KALOTBOPE.

Java, Sumatra, and adjacent islands, where it is
used for food.

1824 HORSFIELD Zool. Res. Java, Pteropus rostratus The
Pteropus rostratns..Ktar less abundant than the Pteropus
javamcus or Kalong. ,837 Penny Cyel. VII. 2 7/, The nightofthe Kalong is slowand steady, pursued in a straight line, and
capable of long continuance. ,883 Casscll's Nat. Hist. 1.271
Kalotrope (kx-\otro"p). [f. Gr. KaAos beaulilul
+ -Tyioiros turning.] The name given to a kind of
geometric thaumatrope.
,846 J. JOYCE Sci. Dial. xxii. 333 The Kalotrope is a modi-

fication of the dissolving views, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Circ.*6 1. 77/2 Mr. Rose . . has invented a very interesting instru-
ment, which he calls the kalotrope.
Kalotypo graphy. Beautiful printing.
1834 SouTHEY Doctor ii. 27 Perfect therefore it [the dedi-

cation] shall be, as far as kalotypography can make it

II Kalpa (kse-lpa). [Skr. kalpa.} In Hindu
cosmology : A great age of the world (see quot.
'834) ; a day of Brahma; a thousand yugas.
1794 SULLIVAN new Nat. II. xliv. 287 The Hindoos are

taught to believe that at the end of every kalpa, or creation
all things are absorbed in the Deity. ,834 Nat. Philos. Ill'
Hist. Astron. App. 1 17 The Bramins at this time chose to
select a period of 4,320,000,000 years, which they called a
Kalpa. 1899 A. B. BRUCE Moral Order World'i. 20 A great
Kalpa is the period beginning with the origin of a world and
extending beyond its dissolution to the commencement ofa new succeeding world.

Kalpac(k, -pak, var. of CALPAC(K, an oriental
cap. Hence Kalpacked = CALPACKED.
1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett., to C'tess Mar 10 Mar.

(1827) 225 Round her kalpac she had four strings of pearl
,882 E. O'DoNovAN Merv Oasis I. i. 15 There are kalpaked
.tartars in the streets.

Kalsomine, erron. form of CALCIMINE.
Kalstocke, Kalunder, obs. forms of CASTOCK.

CALENDAR.
Kaluszite (kalirsait). Min. [ad. G. kaluszit

(1872), f. Kahisz in Galicia.]
= SYNGENITE.

,873 WATTS Diet. Cliem. VH. 1142 Analyses (made on
specimens originally called kaluszite).

Kalver, variant of CALVER a.

1342-3 Durham Ace. Rolls 38 In 3 salmon Kalver, 3*.

Kalyan : see KALIAN. Kam- : see also CAM-.
Kara, obs. var. CHAM, KHAN l, var. CAM a. and

adv. ; obs. f. came, pa. t. of COME v. Kama,
Kamachi, var. KAAMA, KAMICHI.
Kamacite (karmasait). Min. [ad. G. kamacit

\

(Keichenbach, 1861), f. Gr. a//o, KO.[UIK-, vine- !

pole: see -ITE!.] A variety of meteoric iron, ex-
|

hibiting certain peculiar figures in its structure.
,890 in Cent. Diet. 1898 in DANA Text-bk. Min. 281.

Kamala (ksnnala). [Skr. kamala. The '

Hindi form kamila or kamela is recognized, with
j

pron. (kanu-la), in some recent diets.] A fine

orange-coloured powder consisting of the glandular !

hairs from the fruit-capsules of an East Indian
j

euphorbiaceous tree {Mallolus philippinensis or !

Rottlei-a tinctorid), used for dyeing silks yellow, !

and employed as a vermifuge. Also attrib.

,820-32 in W. ROXBURGH Flora Indica. 1858 HANBURY in !

Pharmaceut. Jrnl. Feb. ,866 Treas. Bot. 993/1 A red ;

mealy powder, .well known in India as Kamala, and much
used by Hindoo silk-dyers. 1876 HARI.EY Mat. Med. (ed. 6)

444 The Kamala Tree is common in hilly districts" of India.

Kamarband, variant of CUMMERBUND.
Kamas, variant of CAMAS, QUAMASH.
Kambe, Kambrell, obs. ff. COMB, CAMBREL.
Kame, kaim (ke'm). North, and Sc. form of
COMB si. (q.v.) in various senses, esp. that of a steep
and sharp hill ridge ; hence in Geol. one of the

elongated mounds of post-glacial gravel, found at
the lower end of the great valleys in Scotland and
elsewhere throughout the world

;
an esker or osar.

,862 [see COMB so. 6 d]. ,863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog.
xxvi. (1878) 430 Those marine gravelly mounds, called Kames
or Eskers. 1884 Geol. Mag. 565 He [Prof. H. Carvell Lewis]
described in detail a number of marginal kames in Penn-
sylvania. 1894 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. June 388 The most
southerly examples of true eskers or kames in this country.
Kame, obs. Sc. and north, f. COMB w.l

t Kameka, var. CAMACA, silk, satin. Obs.
1338 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 375, j pannus novus de

serico viridis coloris de Kameka.

Kamel, -elle, obs. ff. CAMEL. Kamela,
-eela : see KAMALA. Kamelyne, var. CAME-
I.INE si.'i Obs. Kamester, var. KEMBSTER.

II Kami (ka-iru). [Japanese, = '

superior, lord
'.]

1. A title given by the Japanese to daimios and

governors, =
' lord '.

2. In the Shinto or native religion of Japan,A divinity, a god (used by Protestant missionaries
and their converts as the name of the Supreme
Being, God). Also attrib., as kami-religion.
1727 SCHEUCHZER tr. Kzmpfer's Japan I. 206 Superstition

at last was carried so far, that the Mikaddo's . . are looked
upon . . as true and living images of their Kami's or Gods, as
Kami's themselves. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. xvii. II, 317
The Japanese . . have . . kept up . . the religion of their former
barbarism. This is the Kami-religion, Spirit-religion. ,886
HUXLEY in iqtA Cent. XIX. 494 The state-theology of
China and the Kami-theology of Japan. note,

' Kami '

is used in the sense of Elohim, but is also, like our word
' Lord

', employed as a title of respect among men.

651

IIXamicM (ka-miji). [Brazilian, through F.
kanachi (Buffon), Kamichy (174: Barrere, cited
by Hatz.-Darm.).] The horned screamer (Pala-
medeacomuta}, a bird of Guiana and the Amazon.
res!^W ^TE Cmicr 'sAni"'- Kingd. ,54 The Kamichi
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Kamila : see KAMALA.
Kamis, Kamisado, var. CAMISE, -SAHO.
Kamme, obs. form of CAM a. and adv.
Kammede, Kammok, Kamp : see CAM-.

r!'I
Kam

,
p0ng (kamP-n). Also oampong.

(.Malay kampong, karnpung inclosure : see COM-
POUND

sb.'\ A Malay village.
1844 BROOKE Jrnl. in Mundy Narrative Borneo (1848) I

il/L/ '^kV was
,f.Singi. '875 THOMSON StraitsMalacca 18 There are Malay camfongs (villages) scatteredover the island. 1900 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 401/2 The rebel

chiefs, .are hustled out of the kampongs.
Kampseen, Kamsin, variants of KHAMSIN.
Kaiuptulicoil (kEempti-likj?n). [A trade-

name, made up from Gr. /ca/tjir-oj flexible + ouA-os
thick + -ut6v neut. adj. suffix.] Floor-cloth com-
posed of a mixture of india-rubber, gutta-percha,and cork, mounted on canvas.
(The material was patented by E. Galloway in 1844 (No.

10054), but the word does not appear in the specification )

1844 G. WALTER (title) Description of the Patent Kamp.tulicon Life Boat. 1851 Specif. L. Bunnspatent No. 13713
Improvements in the manufacture of Kamptulicon. ,858Ann. Reg. 196 The floor is covered with a carpet of Kamp-
tulicon, an excellent non-conductor.

Kan, obs. f. CAN sl>. and v., KHAN 2
; Var. KHAN!.

[[Kanaka (kae-naka, in Australia improperly
kansrka). Also canaker, kanaker, kanaeka.
[Hawaiian kanaka = Samoan, Tongan, and Maori
tangata man.] A native of the South Sea Islands,
esp. one employed in Queensland as a labourer
on the sugar plantations. Also attrib.
1840 R. H. DANA Bcf. Mast xx. 59 The Catalina had several

Kanakas on board. 1837 R. TOMES Amer. in Japan vi. 140The Sandwich Islanders or Kanakas, as they are now
familiarly known to the sailors and traders. 1890 BOLDRE-

j

WOOD Col. Reformer xv. 175 You must get a Kanaka crew
that can t be drowned. 1893 R- KIPLING Banjo Song, We've

i shouted on seven-ounce nuggets, We've starved on a kana-
\

kaspay.
II Kanari (kana-ri). Also -rie, -ry. [Malay

]

t kanarl.] An East Indian tree of the genus Cana-
I

rium (N. O. Burseracex'), producing edible nuts,
i
from which oil is extracted. Also attrib.
1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 152 Got a great many

Kanary nuts, the kernels of which . . are full of oil 1800

i

A
*i
at'c A n- RV; Mi*- Tr. 2o8/r The kanary is a remark-

! ably fine kind of almond. 1887 ANNA FORBES Insulinde ii.
i 21 A long wide avenue of kanarie-trees.

Kanaster, var. CANASTER, a kind of tobacco.
Kanat, kanaut, var. CANAUT.
II Kaiichil (kcrntjil). [Malay kanchil, kanchil.}The smallest known species of chevrotain

(
Tra-

gulus Kanchil}, found in the forests of Borneo,
Java, and Malacca.
1820 SIR S. RAFFLES in Trans. Linn. Sac. (1822) XIII. 263

It is a common Malay proverb to designate a great rogue
to be as cunning as a Kanchil 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 287i he commonest species, the Kanchil of the Malays.
Kancre, obs. f. CANKER. Kand, var. CAND,

fluor-spar. Kandel, -dil, obs. ff. CANDLE.
Kandjar, variant of KHANJAR, dagger.
Kane, variant of kain, CAIN, payment in kind.
Kane, obs. form of CANE st.i, KHAN 1.

Kanell, variant of CANEL, CANNEL si. 1

fKaner. Sc. 06s. rare-1
, [f. kane, CAIN rf.i

+ -ER 1.] One who collects cain or rent
; a steward.

*S9?. '",
Thanes ofCawdor (Spald. CD 193 Item to the

Lairdis Kaner for keiping of the yair. .thre bollis victuell

Kaneuas, obs, form of CANVAS.
II Kaiig (kserj). Also k'ang, khang. [Chinese.]A kind of stove for warming rooms nsed by the

Chinese; also, a brick or wooden erection for

sleeping upon, warmed by a fire placed underneath.
1770 Ace. ofthe Kang in Phil. Trans. LXI. 62 The parts

of a Kang are, r. a furnace i 2. a pipe for the heat [etc.]. 1870Mem. W. C. Burns 514 Mr. Burns's room with its two chairs
table and khang. 1892 T. M. MORRIS Winter N. China in
The ground floor was occupied by a k'ang about fourteen
feet by six feet.

Kang, variant of GANG si. and a.

Kangaroo ^kserjgara-), si. Also 8 kanguru,
-gooroo, 8-9 -guroo, (8 gamgarou). [Stated
to have been the name in a native Australian lang.
Cook and Banks believed it to be the name given to the

animal by the natives at Endeavour River, Queensland,
and there is later affirmation of its use elsewhere. On the
other hand, there are express statements to the contrary
(see (juots. below), showing that the word, if ever current
in this sense, was merely local, or had become obsolete.
The common assertion that it really means

'

I don't under-
stand

'

(the supposed reply of the native to his questioner)
seems to be of recent origin and lacks confirmation. (See
Morris Austral English s.v.1

1770 COOK Jrnl. (1893) 224 (Morris) (Aug. 4) The animals
which I have before mentioned, called by the Natives
Kangooroo or Kanguru. 1770 J. BANKS Jrnl. ^896) 301

KANGAROO.
i

(Aug. 26) The largest [quadruped] was called by the natives
kangooroo ,787 ANDERSON in Cook; YoJ. () IV
1295 We found, that the animal called kangaroo, a Enideavour River, was known under the same name here [,lasmama] ,792 J. HUNTER Port Jackson (1793) 54 Tl

"

animal, called the kangaroo (but by the natives pataloronSwe found in great numbers. 1793 W. TENCH 8Z$*%
th

7,^ ,""rD
71 T

r
he

,

lar8e' OT gy kanguroo, to which

Note IcT I
" JackS n] give the "ame of Pat-ag-a-ranNote Kanguroo was a name unknown to them for any

animal, until we introduced it. 1834 THRELKELD AustralGram (Hunter's River) 87 (Morris) llong-go.rong, ^Emu
..likely the ongm of the barbarism, kangloo.^sed byZ
English, as the name of an animal called Mo-a-ne. ,835TB WILSON

A^r,,^. WorlS n, (ibid.) They [natives cf

rh , h
S

>P' Y-
A ' d 'stinctly pronounced

'

kangaroo
'

without
haying heard any of us utter the sound. aSfntInd Arch,pelago IV. ,88 (Kangaroo.) It is very remarkablethat this word supposed to be Australian, is not to be foundas the name of this singular marsupial animal in any Ian-

guage ofAustralia . . I have this on the authority ofmy friend
waptam King.]
1. A marsupial mammal of the family Macropo-

didm, remarkable for the great development of the
hind-quarters and the leaping-power resulting from
this. 1 he species are natives of Australia, Tas-
mania, Papua, and some neighbouring isles; the
larger kinds being commonly known as kangaroos,and the smaller ones as wallabies.

,Jhe fi

?'
s
P?cies known in Europe was the great kangaroo

(Macropusg.ganteus), di.scovered'byCaptainCook in^o"the male of this is about 6 feet in height when standing erect
(Also used by sportsmen as a collective plural )

1773 HAWKESWORTH Voy. III. 578 (,rf V y. Coot) The next
day our Kangaroo was dressed for dinner and proved mostexcellent meat. ,774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. V,L xvi II 41 he kanguroo of New Holland, where only it is to be found
is often known to weigh above 60 pounds. ,796 Genii. Mag.LAVL t. 467 The Gamgarou, or as Pennant calls it Kan-
garoo, is a native of New South Wales.

,845 DARWIN Voy.Nat. xix. (1852) 441 Now the emu is banished to a longdistance and the kangaroo is become scarce. ,884 KOLDRE-WOOD MM. Mem. m. 23 Though kangaroo were plentiful,
they were not.. overwhelming in number.
2. With qualifying words, as Antelope or Anti-

lopine Kangaroo, one of the larger kangaroos
(ffalmatunu antilofinus) ; Banded K., the
banded wallaby (genus Lagostrophus) ; Brush K.= WALLABY (cf. BRUSH ^.1 4) ; Forest K. (cf.
FOREST si. 5); Giant, Great (f Sooty) K
Maeropus giganteus (see i); Hare-K., a small
kangaroo, ot the genus Lagorchestes (cf. HARE si. 6) ;Musk K., a very small kangaroo (genus Hypsi-
prymnodoii) ; Kat-K. = KANGAROO-RAT

; Bock K.,
the rock-wallaby (genus Petrogalt) ; Tree K., an
arboreal kangaroo (genus Dendrolagus).
,802 BARRINGTON Hist. N. S. Wales viii. 273 A place

thickly inhabited by the small brush kangaroo. ,825 FIELD
O. S. Wales Gloss., Forest-kangaroo, Maeropus major.
rt&Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XIV. 129/1 A still larger species,
called the sooty kangaroo .. inhabits the south coast of New
Holland. Ibid., The banded kangaroo. . inhabits the islandsH&UUI.M ivuii^.n \nj. . imiuuns me islands
on the west coast of New Holland. ,839 Penny Cycl XIV
463/1 Skeleton of Maeropus major (the Great Kangaroo)'

*?.J' GOULD Monograph Maerofod. i. Plate xii, That
division of the family which includes the Rat and Jerboa
Kangaroos. Ibid., The name of Hare Kangaroo has been
given to this species [Laforc/icstcs leporoides}. Ibid. 11. Plates
xi & XM, Dendrolagus ursinus and D. inustus, .. two very
remarkable and highly interesting species of Tree Kangaroos.
1840 tr. K. WATERHOUSE Nat. Hist. Manini. I. 96 The Anli-
lopme Kangaroo is clothed with short stiff hairs, and these
he close to the skin, as in many of the Antelope tribe. Ibid
168 1 he specimens of the Snub-tailed or Rock Kangaroo in
the British Museum were .. procured by Mr. Gould from
the Liverpool Range. ,836 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat. Hist. III.
712 The Hare-Kangaroo is a pretty little Kangaroo, about
the size of the common hare. ,863 GOULD Mammals
Austr. II. 54 No other species of Rock Kangaroo has yet
been discovered with such short and scanty hair as the
Petrogale h-achyotis. Ibid. 57 The Tree-Kangaroo has only
in one instance been brought alive to Europe. 1881 Eneycl.
Brit. XIII. 840/2 The potoroos or rat-kangaroos are small
animals, none of them exceeding a common rabbit in size.

3. Jig. a. An animal which leaps like a kangaroo.
b. One who advances by fitful jumps.
1827 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales I. xvi. 290 A stock-

yard under six feet high, will be leaped by some of these
kangaroos (as we term them) with the most perfect ease.
,865 Cornh. Mag. Feb. 2,3 I'm capable of a great jerk, an
effort, and then a relaxation but steady every-daygoodness
is beyond me. I must be a moral kangaroo !

c. humorous. A native of Australia.
,888 Pall Mall G. 12 Apr. 5/2 The '

kangaroos 'as our
colonial friends are sometimes dubbed. ,897 Globe g July
,/4 Thomas Atkins.. has nicknamed the Colonial troops the
'

Kangaroos '.

t d. A kind of chair (? named from its shape).
1834 MAR. EDGEWORTH Helen I. xv, It was neither a

lounger, nor a dormeuse, nor a Cooper, nor a Nelson, nor
a kangaroo.

e. A form ofbicycle with sloping backbone, intro-
duced in 1884 : an early form of the '

safety
'

type.
1884 Cyclist g Julv , (Advt.) The

'

Kangaroo '.

'
Premier

Safety Bicycle '. Since its introduction early in the present
season[etc.]. 1884 Wheel. H'orMNov. 241/1 The long-antici-
paled

'

Kangaroo Safety Bicycle' run duly came off. ,897M ECREDY & WILSON A rt Cycling 28 In 1884 came the great
'Kangaroo

'

rage. . the 'Kangaroo's
'

popularity waned rapidly.
f. //. In Stock Exchange slang : West Austra-

lian mining shares
; also, dealers in these shares.

1896 igtA Cent. Nov. 7,1 Westralian mining shares ..

'Kangaroos', as they were fondly called. ,897 Westm.
147-2



KANGAROO.
Gat. 10 June 8/1 Even among the lively Kangaroos, prac-

tical joking in the House seems to have come to a full stop.

Ibid, i Oct. 8/1 The Kangaroos are coming on . . but other

markets, .are still awaiting the public's pleasure.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. General combs., as

kangaroo attitude, hunt, hunting, leather, market

(sense 3), net, tail, tendon; also kangaroo-like

adj., -wise adv.

1818 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Walts (ed. 3) II. 82 Kangaroo,
leather boots. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 11/2 The finical air and

kangaroo attitude with which nis kid-gloved hands hold the

white reins. 1859 CORNWALLIS New Worldl. 197 Kangaroo-
tail soup, which was there I Melbourne) much esteemed. 1877
E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith Note F 447 This kind of reason,

ing neither marches nor soars : it progresses kangaroo-wise

by wide leaps. 1884 Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 96 The . . Pocket-

mice, a number of which are jerboa.like or kangaroo-like.

1894 MRS. C. PRAED Chr. Chard I. i 8 They knighted him
because he got up a kangaroo hunt for a prince. 1897
Wcstm. Gaz. 10 June 8/1 In the Kangaroo market . . the out-

look is equally favourable.

b. Special combs. : kangaroo-apple, the edible

frail of the Australian plants Solatium laciniatum

(or avicularc) and Solatium vescum ; also, the

plants bearing this ; kangaroo-bear, the Austra-

lian tree-bear or koala (ncycl. Did. 1885);

kangaroo-beetle, a beetle with enlarged hind-

legs, csp. one belonging to the genus Sagra ;

kangaroo-dog, a large dog trained to hunt the

kangaroo; kangaroo-fly, a small Australian fly

(Cabarui) ; kangaroo('s)-foot-plant, the Aus-
tralian ylaiAAnigozanthus Manglesii ( Treas. Bot^};

kangaroo-gross, a tall fodder-grass (Anthistiria

australis), found in Australasia, Southern Asia,
and Africa ; kangaroo-hound = kangaroo-dog- ;

kangaroo-mouse, (a) the Australian pouched
mouse ; (P~)

a small American rodent of the genus
Perognathus ; kangaroo-skin, the skin of the

kangaroo used as leather or fur; kangaroo-thorn,
an Australian spiny shrub {Acacia armata) used for

hedges ; kangaroo-vine, an evergreen climber, Cis-

sus antarcticus (Craig 1 848). Also KANGAROO-RAT.
1834 Ross Van Dietnen's Land Ann. 133 (Morris) The

*
kangaroo-apple, resembling the apple of a potato. 1846
G. H. HAYDON 5 Yrs. Austral. Felix 85 (ibid.) The kangaroo-
apple . . is a fine shrub found in many parts of the country.
1839 WESTWOOD Insects I. 214 A South American insect,

figured long since by Francillon, under the name of the

"Kangaroo Beetle, .in which the size of the hind legs is still

more extraordinary. 1883 Casselts Nat. Hist. V. 348 The
large brilliantly-metallic Sagrx, or Kangaroo-beetles of

tropical Asia and Africa. 1806 Hist. N. S. IfatcsdSi&l 265
(Morris) Four valuable "kangaroo-dogs, 1850 J. K CLUTTER-
BUCK Port Phillip iii. 35 A cross of the Scotch greyhound
and English bulldog, called the Kangaroo dog. 1890 R.
BoLDREWOOoCW. Ref. (1891) 314 A brace ofrough greyhounds
.the kangaroo-dog of the colonists. 1833 C, STURT .S

1

.

Australia I. ii. 71 (Morris) Our camp was infested by the

"kangaroo-fly, which settled upon us in thousands. 1827 P.

CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales I. xii. 209 Of native grasses we
possess the oat-grass, rye-grass, fiorin, "kangaroo-grass, and
timothy. 1884 UOLDREWOOD Melb. Mem. 19, I .. feel the
thick Kangaroo grass under my feet. 1865 LADY BARKER
Station Life N. Zeal. 28 (Morris) A large dog, a ''kangaroo-
hound (not unlike a lurcher in appearance). 1888 MAC-
DONALD Gum Boughs 256 (ibid.) The tiny interesting little

creature known on the plains as the '

*kangaroo-mouse '.

1777 COOK in Bischoff Van Oilmen's Land (1832) II. 41
These females wore a 'kangaroo skin. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM
N.S. Wales (ed. 3) 1 1. 151 A desperate-looking ruffian habited
in a huge hairy cap and shaggy kangaroo-skin jacket. 1872
C. H, EDEN In Queensland 106 (Morris) Kangaroo-skin
boots are very lasting and good.

Kangaroo (kserjgara-), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To hunt the kangaroo. Chiefly in pres.

pple. and vU. sb.

1849 STURT Centr. Austr. I. 91 [The natives] were about
to go out kangarooing . . They had their hunting spears. 1890
R. BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms 15 We were sick of

kangarooing, like the dogs themselves. Miner's Right
(1899) 135/2, I lent it to him to go tangarooing.
2. intr. To make a great jump (lit. and _/?.).
1889 Chicago Advance 12 Dec., Those who kangaroo from

the foregoing inferences.. to the conclusion that [etc.]. 1892
Pall Mall G. 19 Sept. 2/3 When the horses kangarooed over
the 8-ft. water-jump.

Kangaroo-rat.
1. A small Australian marsupial, belonging to
one or other of several genera, esp. Polorous and
Rettongia ; a rat-kangaroo, potoroo, or bettong.
1788 PHILLIP in Hist. Rec. N. S. Wales I. it 135 (Morris)

Either the squirrel, kangaroo rat, or opossum. 1828 P. CUN-
NINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed 3) I. 289 The kangaroo rat, or
more properly rabbit, is about the size of the smallest of
the latter kind of animal. 1856 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat. Hist. III.

710 The manners of the Kangaroo-Rat are mild and timid.
2. An American pouched rodent, Dipodomys,
common in the south-western States and in Mexico.
1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals 479 D[ipodomys\

pkillipsi, the Kangaroo-Rat of the desert regions east of the
Rocky Mountains

Ka-ngled, ///. a. Obs. exc. dial.
[f. tangle,

to tangle ; still in midland dial.] Tangled.
S77 KENDALL Trifles 28 TheComte, Adornde with teeth on

eueryside.,1 pane the kangled locks. 1851 STERNBERG Dial,
ffortkants (E. D. D. s.v. Cangle), That thread be kangled.

Kanhschipe, var. CANGSHIP 06s., folly.
fKa-niker. Obs. rare- 1

. Later form of
GANNEKEB, a seller of ale.
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1619 DALTON Country Just. vii. (1630) 32 In Townes which
are no thorow-fare, the lustices shall doe well

to_
be sparing

in allowing of any Alehouse . . And then Kanikers (onely
to sell to tne poore, and out of their doores) would suffice.

K -inkar, another spelling of KUNKUB.
f Kankedo-rt. Obs. rare. Also 4-5 kanker-

dort. [Of unascertained etymology.] ? A state of

suspense ; a critical position ; an awkward affair.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1703 (1752) Was Troylus nought
in a kankedort [v. r. kankerdort, rimes sort, comfort] That
lay and myghte whysprynge of hem here? [Cf. 1493-1500
MEDWALL Nature (Brandl) l. 1286 He wyll no lengar me
support And that were a shrewd crank dort.]

t .Kanker, -kre, obs. forms ofCANKER sb. and v.

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. 4230 Thow lefftyst the rust To
kankren in thy conscience. Ibid. 11837 Vertues . . Han
dyuers extremytes, Kankres at outher ende That ffrete on
hem. 1530 PALSGR. 316/2 Kankred as brasse . .

, vermolu.

|| Kaiikie (kse'nki). Also 8 canky. [West
African

; nkankye in Ashantce, kankyew in Fantee.]
Native African bread made from maize-flour.

1735 S. ATKINS Voy. Guinea oo Salary sufficient to buy
Canky, Palm-oil, and a little Fisn,to keep them from starv-

ing. 1863 R. F. BURTON W. Africa II. ix.
14^4

Kankie is

native bread; the flour., must be manipulated till it becomes
snowy white ; after various complicated operations . . it is

boiled or roasted and packed in plantain leaves. 1887
MOLONEY Forestry W. Afr. 448 On the Gold Coast the
natives., make it into a kind of bread resembling the kankie.
Ibid. 451 Converted by the Fames into kankie-cakes.

Kannakin, variant of CANNIKIN.
1851 H. MELVILLE Whale Ixxii. 359 Will you look at that

kannakin, sir?

Kanne, obs. form ofCAN sb.\ KHAN z.

Kannell-bone, var. CANNEL-BONE. Kan-
nette, var. KENNET 2

. Kanny, obs. f. CANNY a.

11 Kauoon (kanw-n). Also kanun. [a. Pers. or

Arab.
yj>\i qanun.~\ A species of dulcimer, harp,

or sackbut, having fifty to sixty strings, which rest

on two bridges and are played with the fingers.
1817 MOORE Lalla R., Fire-Worshippers (1854) 155 Sing-

ing over Some ditty to her soft Kanoon. 1864 ENGEL Mus.
Anc. Nat. 45 Among the different species of dulcimers at

present in use in the East the kanoon must be noticed. 1891
HALL CAINE Scapegoat vii, He began to play on his Kanoon.

Kansaruah, variant of KHANSAMAH.
Kant, obs. form of CANT a., and of CANT sb.^,

esp. in sense 5 ;
also an oblique arm of a pier.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 51 The bottom projection,
which has been called the Kant, and which fills up the angle
formed between the uprights and the sloping surface of the
rock. 1861 SMILES Engineers II. VII. vii 217 note, Two great
piers, one. .the straight part extending outwards about 154
yards, from which there were to be two kants ofabout 64 yards
each. Ibid. 219 The moment the vessel gets within the outer

angles of the two return arms or kants, she may be said to
be in or out of the harbour, as the case may be.

II Kantar (kanta'j). Also 7 kiutar, -,- oantar.

[Arab. .Iklji qintar, pi. qanatir, ad. (prob. through

Syriac) L. cenilnarium CENTENARY sb.^ In OF.
quantar, canter, med.L. cantdr(i)um (Du Cange),
It. cantaro. The form qintar is represented by
OF. yuintar, Sp. and F. quintal, QUINTAL.
(Sp. ctintara, cantaro, a wine-measure, is unconnected.)]
A weight, properly 100 (Arabic) pounds, but

varying considerably in different parts of the

Mediterranean; also, a vessel containing this

weight of any article.

1555 EDEN Decades 229 One Cantar is a hundreth pounde
weight. 1615 W. BEDWELL Arab. Trudg. N ij b, s. v. Rethl,
Now an hundred Relhels do make a Cantar, or Kintar as
some do pronounce it, that is an hundred weight. 1773
BRYDONE Sicily xvii. (1809) 186 Mortars to throw a hundred
cantars of cannon-ball or stones. 1802-3 tr- Pallas's Trav.
(1812) I. 488 Vessels sailing under the Turkish flag are paid
about one-third less for their freight, computed per Kantar.
1894 Timesb Nov. 5/6 The Egyptian cotton crop is estimated
at nearly 5,500,000 kantars (the kantar-og lb.).

f Kantch. Obs. rare 1
. App. the dialect word

canch (see E.D.D. s.v., and KENCH '
) 'slice, small

addition, pile', used for the sake of a rime.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 618 Of green hogs-fennel,

take the lowest branches Of Nosewort sharp, so much : then
to them joyn A like proportion of Roes horn in weight and
kantches.

KM ii t.til. obs. form of CANTLE sb. and v.

Kantian (karntian), a. and sb. [f. the name
of the celebrated German philosopher Immanuel
Kant (1724-1804) + -JAN.]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or connected with

Kant or his philosophy.
Kant's characteristic doctrine was that a critical analysis of

our experience discloses : (a) in logic, thnt thought actively
synthesizes the matter of sense under certain laws (' forms

'

and '

categories ') which are a priori determinnble as
universally valid for and within experience ; (6) in ethics,
that an absolutely valid moral ' law

'

is similarly determin-
able, whence the reality of God, Freedom, and Immortality
is deductible as 'practically necessary ', even though to

speculative thought the nature and very existence of the
non-phenomenal or noiimenal must remain '

problematic'.
Hence J\nnftan tends to connote '

apriorisni
'

or '
trans-

cendentalism
', viz. the view that certain necessary truths

are determinate as implications of our logical and moral
experience. (R. R. Marett.)

1817 Edin. Rev. XXVIII. 491 Mr. Coleridge has ever
since., been, .floating or sinking in fine Kantean categories.
1858 W. R. PIRIE fny. Hum. Mind II. iv. 194 A strong bias
in favour of the Kantian metaphysics. 1863 H. SPENCER

,

KAOLINIZE.
I first Princ. i. iii. 15 (1875) 49 Shall we then take refuge

in the Kantian doctrine? shall we say that Space and Time
are forms of the intellect a priori laws or conditions of
the conscious mind ? 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant 666 The
ultimate decision.. as to the Kantian Criticism of Pure
Reason

_

must turn upon the opposition of perception and
conception, as factors which reciprocally imply, and yet
exclude, each other.

B. sb. One who holds the philosophical system
of Kant.
1831 Edin. Rev. LVI. 164 note. The Kantians 'make a

broad distinction between the Understanding and Reason '.

Hence Kantianism; so Kantism, Ka'atist,
Ka'ntite (rare).

1803 DEDDOES Hyglia IX. 205 note, I hate metaphysics . .

that is, the school-learning of old and modern Kantianism.
1819 Pantologia s.v., Kantian Philosophy, Kantism, or
Critical Philosophy. 1825 CARLYLE Schiller (1845) App.
290 He answered me like an accomplished Kantite. 1830
MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 1. 214 The. .professor. .

has rapidly shot through Kantianism. 1839 CARLYLE Misc.,
St. Germ. Lit. (1872) I. 67 The Kantist, in direct contradic-
tion to Locke and all his followers, .commences from within.
1845 MAURICE Mot. ff Met. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II.

667/1 Kantism.or the attempt to build upon this doctrine of
a practical and speculative reason, has inevitably led to the
loss of all these good consequences. 1886 SIDGWICK Hist.
Ethics (1892) 271 Kantism in the ethical thought of modern
Europe holds a place somewhat analogous to that occupied
by the teaching of Price and Reid among ourselves.

II Ka iitikoy, canticoy, kintecoy. Amer.
Ina. Also 7 cantica, -oo; kinticoy, 9 kentikaw,
kantickie. [An Algonquin word.] A dance
practised by some of the American Indians on
various occasions ; a dancing-match. Also transf.
1670 D. DENTON Descr. New York (1845) u At their

Cantica 's or dancing Matches, where all persons that come
are freely entertain 'd. 1671 New Jersey Archives (1880) I.

73 The Proposal!.. was to cause a Kinticoy to bee held.

'675 in J. Easton Narr. (1858) 126 Several Indyans..are in
a few Dayes to have a great Kintecoy at Seaquetalke. 1683
PENN Wks. (1782) IV. 309 Their worship consists of two
parts, sacrifice and cantico. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. Neiv
york (1860) 37 Their Kin-tau-Kauns, or time of sacrificing
is at the beginning of winter. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Ainer.,
Canticoy,. .an Iroquois Indian word. .It is still used by aged
people in New York and on Long Island. 1866 WHITTIER
Marg. Smith's Jrnl. Pr. Wks. 1889 I. 144 Wauwoonemeen
. . told us that they did still hold their Kentikaw, or Dance
for the Dead.

Hence Ka'ntikoy (kintecoy, etc.) v.

1649 Broad Advice in 2 N. Y. Hist. Coll. II. 258 (Cent.)
The first of these Indians . . wished them to let him kinte-

kaeye being a dance performed by them as a religious rite.

1675 in I. Easton Narr. (1858) 126 A Speciall Warrant .. to
Demand the Indyans Armes of Rockaway and Seaquatalke,
who are to Kintecoy there.

Kantref, Kantry, obs. ff. CANTREP.
Kanvas, Kanyon, etc. : see CAN-.
Kaolin (ka-^lin, k^-<Hin). Also 8 kaulin, 9

kaoline. [a. F. kaolin, ad. Chinese kao-, kau-ling,
name of a mountain (f. kao high + ling hill) north-
west of the town of King-te-chen in North China,
whence the material was orig. obtained.

_
The ' matiere appelte kao-lin

'

was made known in Europe
in 1712 by Father d'Entrecolles,

'

Lettre sur la fabrication
de la porcellaine a King-te-ching

'

(in Litres (difiantes, &c.
dcs missions ftrangeres III. 210). His F. spelling approxi-
mately represented the Chinese word, which would be better

expressed in Eng. by kaiilingtxkauwling (kaulig).]A fine white clay produced by the decomposition
of feldspar, used in the manufacture of porcelain ;

first employed by the Chinese, but subsequently
obtained also in Cornwall, Saxony, France (near

Limoges), United States, etc.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., The first earth, called Kaulin, is

beset with glittering corpuscles. 1753 Ibid., Suppl. s.v.,
Persons who have been at the China works, say, tnat the

porcelain is made of equal quantities ofpetuntse and kaolin.

1807 C. W. JANSON Stranger Amer. 229 Different kinds of

clay are found here, among which it is believed, is the real

kaolin, to which the porcelain of China owes its reputation.
1813 BAKEWELL Introd. Geol. (1815)404 Decomposed white

felspar, or kaolin, produced from the granite rocks of Corn-
wall. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text.bk. Geol. vii. 130 Fine impalp-
able clay known as Kaolin or China clay.
attrib. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts I. 809 Most of the kaolin-

clays contain some spangles of mica.

Kaolinic (ka-, kv'|(5Ii-nik),a. [f. prec. + 1C. Cf.

F. kaoliniquc.] Of the nature of kaolin.

'879 J. I. YOUNG Ceram. Art 56 Natural porcelain is made
from kaolinic clay.

Kaolinite (ka--, k^'-^linait). Min. [f. as prec.
+ -ITE 1

.]
A general term for those porcelain clays,

found in masses of minute crystalline scales, of

which kaolin is the typical variety.
1867 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. II. XLIII. 351 We propose

for it [the name] Kaolinite, in allusion to the material which
furnishes itmostcommonlyandabundantly. 1875 Ure's Diet.
Arts I. 8op. 1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xiv. 285 By the
careful levigation of some clays, Dr. John Percy has elimi-

nated minute, but beautifully-developed, crystals of Kaolinite.

Kaolinize (ka
1

-, k^'^linaiz), v.
[f.

KAOLIN +
-J7.E.] trans. To convert into kaolin. Hence
Kaoliniza'tion.

1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines ty Mining 339 The granite,
which is uniformly decomposed to a great depth, becoming
more or less perfectly kaolmized. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta 's

Rocks^ Class. 207 A sign of commencing decomposition
(Kaolinising of the felspar). 1886 PRESTWICH Geol. I. 57
Some Roman mill-stones of granite . . were found to be con-
verted throughout into a kaolinised grit. 1886 SIR J. W.



KAPELLE.
DAWSON Inaug. Addr. Brit. Assoc., [Not] a process of
kaolinisation so perfect as to eliminate all alkaline matters.

Kap- : see CAP-.

Kape, obs. form of CAPE sb.l, COPE sb.T-

II Kapelle (kape-le). Also cap-. [Ger. ad.
med.L. capella CHAPEL.] In Germany, a musical
establishment consisting of a band or orchestra,
with or without a choir, such as used to be main-
tained at most of the German courts. Hence
|| Kapellmeister (kape-lmsi'star), the leader or
conductor of a knpelle, chapel choir, or orchestra.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 341/2 In 1816 he became Kapell-

meister to the king of Wiirtemberg. 1873 OUIDA Pascarel
I. 193 He was kapellmeister in our burgh. 1880 POHL in
Grove Diet. Mus. I. 705/1 To secure the young composer
as his second Capellmeister.

Kaper, Kapnite, var. CAPER, CAPNITE.

Kapnography (kaepnjrgran). [f. Gr. xamu-s
smoke + -fpatpia writing.] Name for a mode of

producing designs or pictures on a smoked surface
of glass, etc. Hence Kapnogra-phic a.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

II Kapok (ka-pffk). Also kapoc, CAPOC. [Malay

(jsli kapoq.] A fine short-stapled cotton wool,
known as silk cotton, surrounding the seeds of the
tree Eriodendron anfractuosum ;

used for stuffing
cushions, etc. Also attrib, as kapok-tree.
1750 [see CAPOC]. 1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1881

WATTS Diet. C/tem.VIIl. II44 The kapok-tree .. of Java
and the Indian Archipelago bears a seed resembling .. that
of the cotton plant. Ibid., Kapok cake. 1887 MOLONEY
Forestry W. Afr. 184. 1888 Hatter's Gaz. i Mar. 143/2 In
Java, where it is met with abundantly, kapok has attracted
considerable attention. . .It was first imported into Europe
in 1851.

Kapp (kaep). [Named after Gisbert Kapp, a
celebrated designer of dynamos, who adopted this

unit for convenience in practical use. Cf. Ampere,
Ohm, Volt.] A workshop unit of magnetic lines

of force, = 6000 times the centimetre-gramme-
second unit.

1891 L. CLARK Diet. Metr. Meas. 50.

Kar, obs. form of CAR, CAKE.

t Xarabe !l-a-rate). Obs. [
= F., It., Pg. carabi

(also F., Pg. karabe), ad. Arab, kahrubd, a. Pers.

l>^feO
kdhruta 'attracting straws,' amber, f. ^

kah straw + \i. rtibd carrying off.] Yellow amber.

Karabe of Sodom, bitumen.
1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde H. vi. (1634) 126 Karabe,

otherwise named Amber. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,Atnaer,
Succinum, or Karabe. 1704 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 105
The Karabe of Sodom . . is black, not very weighty and solid.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 443 Take one ounce of the
whitest Karabe (Amber).
Hence Kara'bic a., in karabic acid = succinic

acid (Syd, Soc. Lex. 1887).

I! Karagan (ka-ragan). [Turki, f. kara black:
so mod.F. kai-agan.~\ A species of fox, Vulpes
karagan, inhabiting Tartary.
1800 SHAW Zool. I. 323 Karagan Fox.. a small species,

which, according to Dr. Pallas, is very common in almost
all parts of the Kirghisian deserts. 1869 GRAY Catal. Mam.
inalia 205 Vulpes karagan (Karagan). Larger than the
Corsac.

Karaism (ke<>-ra|iz'm'). [f.
as KARAITE : see

-ISM.] The religious system of the Karaites.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. KnowL II. 1225 The founder
of Karaism was Anan, the son of David.

Karait, variant of KRAIT.

Karaite (keVraiait). [f. Heb. D'JOp q'raim

scripturalists (f. top qdra to read) -t- -ITE!.] A mem-
ber of a Jewish sect (founded in the eighth cent.

A.D.), which rejects rabbinical tradition and bases

its tenets on a literal interpretation of the scriptures.

They are found chiefly in the Crimea, and the

adjacent parts of Russia and Turkey.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Caraite, The Caraites them-

selves pretend to be the remains of the ten tribes led captive
by Salmanassar. 1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia, etc.

97/1 The Karaites deem it an act of piety to copy the Bible.

1893 Daily News 3 Mar. 5/4 There are at present but few

Karaites, who all live in the Crimea, speak the Tartar

tongue, and dress after the Tartar fashion.

attrib. 1900 Expositor Sept. 238 The British Museum
contains a considerable number of Karaite MSS.
Hence Xa'raitism = KARAISM.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Caraite, A contrary party,

continuing to keep close to the letter, founded Caraitism.

II Karaka (kara-ka). Also kuraka. [Maori.]
The bow-tree of New Zealand, Corynocarpns Isevi-

gata (N. O. Anacardiacex). Also attrib., as

karaka-berry', -fruit, -leaf, -nut, -tree.

The fruit has an edible pulp and poisonous kernel, which
however may be eaten after being roasted and steeped in

a running stream of water for a considerable length of time.

1845 E. J. WAKEFIELD Adv. New Zeal. I. 233 (Morris)
j

The karaka-tree much resembles the laurel in its growth |

and foliage. 1859 A. S. THOMSON Story New Zeal. 157 i

(ibid.) The karaka fruit is about the size of an acorn. 1883
RENWICK Betrayed 35 Bring the heavy Karaka leaf.

Hence Kara kin Chem. [-IN 1], a substance ex-
j

traded from karaka-nuts by the process of washing.
,
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1875 WATTS Diet. Chetn. 2nd Suppl. 710 The bitter sub-
stance, karakm, ..crystallises in beautiful radiate needles.

II Karamu (faerim*). [Maori.] The name of
several species of Coprosma, a genus of Austra-
lasian trees and shrubs (N. O. Rubiaccx), some
of which produce edible fruits.

Bush-karamu, the Otago orange-leaf, or Looking-glassbush (C. lucida).

1874 J. WHITE Te Rou 221 (Morris) Then they tied a few
Karamu branches in front of them. 1876 in Trans. New
teal. Inst. IX. 545 (ibid.), I have seen it stated that coffee
of fine flavour has been produced from the karamu.
Karat, obs. form of CAKAT.

II Karatas (kar/'-tas). Also 8 karata. [? Of
Carib origin: the name is mentioned in 1667 byDu Tertre Hist. Antilles (Hatz.-Darm.).] A West
Indian and South American plant (Bromelia
Karatas), allied to the pine-apple, and yielding
a valuable fibre

; silk-grass.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Karata. by some called cara-

guata niaca, a kind of aloe growing in America. 1768MILLER Card. Diet., Karatas, the wild Ananas or Penguin.
..This plant is very common in the West Indies, where the
juice of its fruit is often put into punch, being of a sharp
acid flavour. 1848 in CRAIG

; also in later diets.

Karat-tree (ka:-rat|trf). [f. CARAT + TREE.]
The Abyssinian Coral-tree, Eiylhrina abyssinica
(N. O. Legnminosse), with scarlet flowers, and
seeds which have been supposed to be the original
of the carat-weight (Paxton Bot. Diet. 1868).
Karausse, obs. f. CAROUSE. Karavan,

-serai, obs. ff. CARAVAN, etc. Karboy, var.
CARBOY. Karcas(s)e, obs. f. CAKCASE. Kar-
cheffe, -cher, obs. ff. KERCHIEF, KEROHER.
Kard(e, obs. f. CARD sb\ and v.l; var. CARDE.
Kardel, var. CARDEL.
fKa-rdester. Obs. rare. [Obs. form of *cardster,

fern, of CAHDER.] A woman who cards.

1363 Kails Parlt. II. 278/1 Brotldesters, Kardesters,
Pyneresces de Leine. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 575/40
Corptrix, a kardestere.

Kardil, obs. f. CRADLE. Kardio- : see
CARDIO-. Kare, obs. f. CARE sl>.

II Kareao, kareau (kar,au-, -a-). [Maori.]
The native name for the New Zealand creeping
plant Ripogonum parviflorum. Also kareao-vine.
1845 E. J. WAKEFIELD Adv. New Zeal. I. 218 (Morris)
A tedious march .. along a track constantly obstructed by
webs of the kareau, or supple-jack. 1873 BULLER Birds
New Zeal. (1888) II. 317 Our shins aching from repeated
contact with the kafeao-vines.

Karect(e, var. CARACT
;

obs. f. CARAT.
Karelinite (koe-relinait). Mitt. [Named 1858,

after Karelin its discoverer: see -ITE 1
.] A lead-

grey oxysulphide of bismuth found in the Altai.
1861 in BRISTOW Gloss. Min. 1868 in DANA Min,

Karelling, obs. form of CAROLING.

fKaremon, var. CARMAN 2 Obs., man, male.
a 1400 Pistill of Susan 249 (Cotton MS.) Sche. .karpyd

to bat karemon, as she well kowthe.

Kareyn(e, Karf(e, obs. ff. CARRION, CARVE.

Kari, Karibdous : see KARRI, KAKYBDTS.
Karite, variant of KHAIT.

f Karite, karitep, obs. forms of CHARITY.
c 1200 Vices fff Virtues 37 Se Se wune5 on karite, he wuneo"

on gode. Ibid., Wuni3en on karite, bat is, luue of gode and
of mannen. 1706 PHILLIPS, Karite or Carite, a Name which
our Monks in former times gave to the best Drink or strong
Beer that was kept in their Monastery.

Kark, var. CARK sb. Karkaise, -keia, obs.

ff. CARCASS. Karkee, bad f. KHAKI. Kark-
nett, karkynet, obs. ff. CARCANET.

Karl(e, Karl-hemp, obs. ff. CARL, CARL-HEMP.

Karling, variant of CARLINE 1.

II Karma (kauma). Also karman. [Skr.

karma, karman-, action, fate.] In Buddhism, the

sum of a person's actions in one of his successive

states of existence, regarded as determining his

fate in the next
; hence, necessary fate or destiny,

following as effect from cause.
1828 B. H. HODGSON in Trans. R. Asiat. Soc. (1830) II.

250. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 531/1 The progress of the

soul towards matter is therefore the effect of a succession
of acts (Karma whence the name of the school Karmika)
on the part of the soul. 1853 P. D. HARDY Budhisnt

39 As the cause of reproduction, karma, is destroyed,
it is not possible for him [the rahat] to enter upon any
other mode of existence. 1879 MAX MULLER Sel. Ess.

(1881) II. 495 What the Buddists call by the general name
of Kartnan, comprehends all influences which the past
exercises on the present, whether physical or mental. 1882

WOOD tr. Earth's Relig. India. 112 The individual . . entirely

perishes. The influence of its karman alone, of its acts,
j

BURCHELL TVa;?. 1.267 The kaross,a genuine Hottentot dress,
survives it. 1892 Month Jan. 10

' Karma' .. literally signi- i madeof sheepskin prepared with the nair on, was prettymuch
fies 'action', and in Theosophic phraseology indicates the

]

used by both sexes, 1824 Ibid. II. 350 Kaross and kobo are

unvarying chain of cause and effect that governs the

universe.

Kurmatlliail, Car- (kaim.?"bian), sb. (adj.}.

[After Karmat, the founder of the sect.] One of
t

a sect of Mohammedans, founded in the gth cent.

Also as adj. Belonging to this sect.

1819 Pantologia, Jfannatzans, a sect of Mohammedans,
who once occasioned great disorders in the empire of the

Arabs. T&jt,Encycl. Brit. II. 250/2 As to the special tenets

professed by the Karmathians . .they were, in their ultimate

KAROSS.
expression, pantheistic in theory and socialist in practice.

*3jMS XVI. 594/1 Towards 887 A. D. an Ismailian,
Hamdan, surnamed Karmat, founded the branch sect of
the Carmathians.

Karmic (kaumik), a. [f. KARMA + -ic.] Of,
pertaining to, of the nature of, karma.
1885 A. P. SINNETT Karma II. no To seek .. some

comprehension of the Karmic principle in operation.
Karn, -e, var. CAIRN

; obs. f. KERN si.i

Karnel, obs. f. KERNEL ; var. CAKNEL.
Karob, -e, obs. forms of CAROB.
1658-1706 in PHILLIPS.

tKarol, karolle, etc. obs. ff. CAROL sb. and v.
Early examples of sense 5 of the sb.

1419-20 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 28 Et in soluc.
facta pro karolles in claustro, lor. 1483 CatA. Angl. 200/2A Karalle or a wryting burAe,fluteus.

Karolingian, variant of CAROLINGIAN.
II Karoo, karroo (kara-). Also 8 karo, 9

karro. [Of Hottentot origin; but the precise
etymology is uncertain. According to Lichtenstein

(1811) and Burchell (1822), karoo or karro is
a Namaqua Hottentot adj. meaning 'hard', but
later authorities give for this ka'rusa (Tindall
1857) r ga-rosa (Kroenlein 1889), while the
modern Hottentot name for the karroo is said to
be Tor6 (Kroenlein). Garo 'desert', has also
been suggested as a possible source. Lichtenstein
and Burchell may have wrongly identified Tor6 or
garo with the adj. meaning 'hard'. (See J. Platt,
in N. &> Q. 9th s. IV. 105; Athenaeum 19 May,
1900.)
The earlier spellings indicate a pron. (karo') ; it is not clear

whether (karw*) is a phonetic development of this or due to
the influence of Dutch orthography.]
The name given to barren tracts in South Africa,

consisting of extensive elevated plateaus, with a

clayey soil, which during the dry season are

entirely waterless and arid.
The Great Karoo extends over an area 300 miles from

West to East, and from 70 to 80 from South to North, in the
centre of Cape Colony.
1789 PATERSON Narr. 4 Journeys 44 Next day we pro-

ceeded through what the Dutch call Karo, an extensive
plain. 1812 ANNE PLUMPTREE tr. Lichtenstein s Trav. S.

A/r. 112 The Great Karroo, as it is called, a parched
and arid plain. 1822 BURCHELL Trav. I. 207 A range of
mountains.. separates th'e great Karro from the inhabited
parts of the colony. 1845 DARWIN Jrnl. Beagle v. 89
Rhinoceroses and elephants [roaming] over the Karros of
Southern Africa. 1847 Nat. Encycl. I. 256 The karoos in
the dry season are almost as barren as the wastes of the
Sahara. 1880 S. Africa (ed. 3) 155 Grasses and herbage
found on the.. Veldts and the Karroo.

ta. at/rib., as karoo bush, country, desert, shrub ;

also karoo beds, formation, series, an important
South African series of rocks, of Triassic age,

chiefly sandstone mixed with volcanic matter ;

karoo ground, a yellowish iron-clay.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 257/2 The Great Karroo.. is one of

the most barren and desolate spots imaginable. ..The soil is

a_sand mixed with clay containing particles
of iron, which

gives it a yellowish colour : all soil of a similar colour in
other parts of the Colony is called by the name of Karroo
ground. 1842 MOFFAT Miss. Tours S. Afr. i. 17 The
Karroo country . . is a parched and arid plain. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. V. 42/1 The ' Karroo beds

'

. . are believecl from the
abundance of fossil wood and fresh-water shells to be of
lacustrine origin. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD K. Solomon's Alines
v. 64 The waterless desert covered with a species of karoo
shrub. 1886 H. CARVELL LEWIS Papers on the Diamond
(1897) 7 The diamond-bearing pipes [at Kimberley] penetrate
strata of Triassic age which are known as the Karoo beds.

Ibid., The Kimberley shales belong to the lower Karoo
formation.

t Karos, obs. f. CARUS, heavy sleep, torpor.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. L in. Furies 356 The Karos,

th' Apoplexie, and Lethargic. 1623 in COCKERAM.

KarosS (karrs). Forms: a. 8krosse,cross, 8-9
kross

; 0. 8- kaross, 9 eaross, karross. [South
African karos : see note below.]
A mantle (or sleeveless jacket) made of the

skins of animals with the hair on, used by the

Hottentots and other natives of South Africa.

a. 1731 MEDLEY tr. Kolbtn's Cape G. Hope I. 187 Their
Krosses (as the Hottentots term them) or mantles, cover the

trunk of their bodies. 1775 MASSON in Phil. Trans. LXVI.
295 These Hottentots were all cloathed in crosses, or mantles,
made of the hides of oxen. 1785 G. FORSTER tr. Sparr.
man's Voy. Cape G. Hope in 1772, etc. II. v. 187 These cloaks
or Krosses, as they call them in broken Dutch. 1814
THUNBERG Ace. Cape in Pinkerton's Voy. XVI. 33 The
sheepskin, which they call a Kross. 1839 MARRYAT Phant.

Ship x, They wore not their sheepskin Krosses.

ft. 1785 G. FORSTER tr. Span-man's Voy. Cape G. H. (1786)
I. 188 The women have a long peak to their karosses. 1822

BURCHELL Trav
~

used by both sexes. 1824 Ibid. II. 350 Kaross and kobo are

but two vfbrds for the same thing: the former belongs tothe

Hottentot, and the latter to the Sichuana language. 1834
PRINGLE Afr. Sk. i. 132 Dressed in the old sheep-skin
mantle or eaross. 1880 SIR S. LAKEMAN What I saw in

Kaffir-Land 58 Blankets and karosses were'also left behind.

Comb. 1883 J. MACKENZIE Day-dawn in DarkPlaces 170
Disturbed . . in their skin-dressing and kaross-making.
[Not a Bantu word, and app. not Hottentot In W. Ten
Rhyne's vocabulary of 1673 (in Churchill's Voy. IV. 845)
' Karos colobium

'

(i. e. a jacket without sleeves or with arm-
holes) is placed among the '

Corrupt Dutch Words
',
which are



KARREE.

-c,,.,r.itl from the 'Original Hottentot Words Ir>*>P*";
man's I 'oy. 1772-6 (see quoL 1785! is called broken Dutch .

P Kolbe (1745, >n Astley's Voyage! III. 35") gives the name

of kul-kros 10 the skin-apron worn by women, and kul-kros

to that of the men : in these the first element is Dutch.

But it has not been ascertained of what Dutch word kros

or karos could be a corruption. (Mr. James Plan, to

whom these data for the history of the word are due, has

Pg. curral.) See Notes and Queries 9th Ser. V. 125, 236;

Atktnxum 19 May 1900.) But Hesseling, Het Afrtkaansch

(Leiden 1899) 81, thinks the word Hottentot.)

Karoyne, Karp(e, obs. ff. CARRION, CARP z>.l

Karrat, Karrawan, Karre, Karreine,
Karrek, obs. ff. CARAT, CARAVAN, CAKK*,

CARRION, CARRACK.
Ii Karree (kae-n). [S. Afr. Dn. karree (-/tout,

-boom), from Hottentot name.] A South African

tree (XAus viminalis) resembling a willow, used

for making bows.

[i8u BURCHELL Trar. I. 179 Very large bushes of Karree-

hout, which . . have a great resemblance to our common
willows.) 1814 Ibid. II. 199 The bow itself is made not

always of the same sort of wood. . . The karree-tree . . is most

generally used for this purpose. 1841 MOFFAT Miss. Tours

S. Afr. i. 6 Kharree trees and shrubs umbrageous at all

seasons of the year. 1876 Miss FREWER tr. Verne's Adv.
in S. Afr. v. 39 The karrees with dark green foliage.

II Karri (kse-ii). Also kari. [Native name

(W. Australia).] An Australian tree (Eucalyptus
diversicolor, one of the ' blue gums'); also, its hard

red timber, used in street-paving. Also attrib.

1870 W. H. KNIGHT W. Austral. 38 (Morris) The Karri..

Office, where the wear and tear is exceedingly heavy. 18

lllustr. Land. News i May 598 They . . neither rot in the

ground nor yield to the ravages of the white ant . . it is not

necessary to creosote Karri or Jarrah sleepers.

Karroo, var. spelling of KAROO.

Karstenite (ka-istensit). Min. [ad. G. kar-

stenit, named 1813, after D. L. G. Karsten : see

-HE 1
.] Anhydrous sulphate of lime; now called

ANHYDRITE. 1844 in DANA Min.

t Kart, Kart-, obs. form of CART sb., CART-.

1425 l**ffc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 650/21 Hie carpentarius,
kartwryght 14.. Ibid. 568/16 Bigata, a kartlode. Ibid,

593/29 Lolidolium, a kartsadell. Ibid. 611/6 Selabicalis

[? read scala bigalis\, a kartladdere.

II Kartel (kaut'l). Also oartle. [S. African

Dutch; app. ad. Pg. catel, [title, catre '

little bed ',

according to Schuchardt (Kreol. Stud. IX. 119), a

South Indian word, Tamil kattil bedstead, adopted
and diffused by the Portuguese.] The wooden
bed or hammock, in a South African ox-wagon.
1880 P. GTU.MORE On Duty 275 The worthy missionary

had his waggon brought in front of the porch, swung a
cartle in it, and made my bed there. 1883 OLIVE SCHREINER
Story Afr. Farm II. xii. (1887) 276 Next day Gregory carried
her. .to the waggon. . .As he laid her down on the '

kartel'

she looked far out across the plain. 1885 RIDER HAGGARD
K. Solomon's Mines iii. (1887) 42 In this after part was
a hide

'

cartle
'

or bed.

Karthe, erron. f. scart, SCRAT, hermaphrodite.
Karval, -vel, obs. forms of CARVEL.

Karve, Karver, obs. ff. CARVE, CARVER.

Kary, Karyage, obs. ff. CARRY. CARRIAGE.

fKarybdys, Karibdous, obs. ff. CHARVHDIS.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4713 It [Love] is Karibdous perilous, Dis-

agreable and gracious, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.
Lordsh. 50 Sylla and karybdys.

Karyn, karyun, obs. forms of CARRION.

t Karyn(e, var. CARENE 2
Obs., forty days' fast.

1502 ARNOLDE Ckron. 150 Here folow' the knowelege wh.it
a Karyne vs. ..He that fulfilleth alle thes poyntis vij. yere
duryng, dothe and wynnethe a Karyne, that ys to sey
a Lenton.

Karyo- (kae'rio), sometimes caryo-, combining
form of Gr. xapvov nut, kernel, employed in a
number of biological terms referring to the nucleus
of an animal or vegetable cell, esp. to changes
which take place in its structure. The earliest of
these were karyolysis, karyolylic (introduced by
Auerbach in 1874) and karyokinesis (Schleicher).
Those generally recognized are the following :

Karyokinesis (-ksinfsis) [Gr. Ktvrjois motion],
the complicated series of changes observed in

indirect or ' mitotic
'

division of a cell-nucleus ;

hence Karyokinetic (-ksine'tik) a., pertaining to

karyokinesis. Xa-ryoly mph, the more fluid

portion of a cell-nucleus. Karyolysis (koerijrlisis)

[Gr. Ai!<m], the dissolution of a cell-nucleus (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1887); hence Karyolytic (-li'tik) a.

Karyomito-sis [Gr. JII'TOS a thread], separation of
the nuclear Abres in the process of cell-division

;

hence Karyomito ic, -mitotio adjs. Ka'ryo-
pla sm [Gr. irXiir/ia thing moulded], the formed
substance or protoplasm of the nucleus ; nucleo-

plasm (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Xaryorrhe-xis [Gr. pfi(is

breaking] , bursting of a cell-nucleus. Ka ryoso me

654

[Gr. ffcy/wi body], one of the segments into which the

fibres of a nucleus break up during karyokinesis.

Xaryosteno'sis [Gr. <7TVcu<ns constriction], direct

or'amitotic'divisionofthenucleuSjbysimpleelonga-
tion and constriction ;

hence Karyosteno-tic a.

1882 VINES tr. Sacks' Bot. 17 In the process of division

into two the nucleus usually goes through a series of

changes which are designated by the term *
Karyokinesis.

1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man i. 80 The fertilised ovum
has completed the complex preliminaries of Karyokinesis.
1885 SEDGWICK in Proc. R. Soc. XXXIX. 243 The *karyo-
kinetic figures characteristic of the ectodermal nuclei. 1888

KOLLESTON & JACKSON Anint. Life Introd. 23 The ovular
nucleus . . undergoes karyokinetic changes. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Mfd.\\. 491 Fine fibrils, .floating in the
*

karyolymph.
Ibid. 168 The leucocytes, often at an early date, undergo
fatty degeneration and necrosis, their nuclei disappearing
both by

*
karyolysis and karyorrhexis. 1883 tr. Zicgler's

Path. Anat, I. 75 Radiating lines of granules making
up the so-called *karyolytic figure. 1885 SCHAFER in Proc.
R. Soc. XXXVIII. 91 The cells of lymphoid tissue multiply
abundantly by *karyomitosis. Ibid.) Those peculiar changes
in the nucleus which have been termed karyokinetic or

*kary6mitoic. 1897 Altbutt's Syst. Med. II. 7 These cells

..frequently show the phenomenon of karyo-mitosis, that

is, a division of their nucleus with a star-shaped figure
at each end. 1899 Ibid. VI. 491 The nucleus or *karyo-
plasm, also shows a reticulum of exceedingly fine fibrils.

1890 WALDEYER in Jrnl. Microsc. Soc. XXX. 168 Distin-

guished as . .

'

"karyosomes ',
bodies that are stained blue;

..
*

plasmasomes ',
which stain red; ..

'

hyalosomes ',
which

are not stained.

Kas- : see also CAS-.

t Ka ser. Obs. Forms : i caser, 1-2 (5)

casere, 1-3 kasere, 3 kaserr, 5 kasar, 7 cazard.

[OE. cdsere, repr. the Comm. Teut. type kaisar,
ad.L. Caesar or Gr. Kcifo-ap, the ai giving OE. d, as

in native words. The southern ME. form would
have been coser\ but the word is known only in

the northern form, having been early supplanted
by the newer adoptions KAISER and C.ESAR.
The ending is conformed to the -ere of agent-nouns like

ddmcre* bdcere, etc. ; cf. ON. keisari. But the Lindisf.
Gosp. Gloss, has caser as dat. and ace. (dat. also casere^ ~eri

t

-art), and in the genitive cxsares, casseres, cessares.\

The Emperor, an emperor ;
= KAISER.

c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxviii. i pses kaseres nama wass

Agamenon. ^900 Marlyrol. Fragm* in O.E. Texts 178
Datianus se casere. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xix. 15
Nabbo we cyning buta done caser. a 1x54 O.E. Chron.
an. 1106 gewinn betwux bam Casere of Sexlande and his

sunu. c 1200 ORMIN 8329 pe Romanisshe king. .J?att
ta wass

Kaserr oferr hemm. Ibid. 9172 He wass sett to beon Kasere
i Rome riche. c 1425 WVNTOUN Cron. v. ix. 2742 Casere,

kyng, na empriowre. r 1460 Toiuneley Myst. xiv. 220 That

prynce that shalle ou^er com in hy kasar and kyng. a 1605
MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems iii. 40 Sho [Fortune] counts not

kings nor cazards mair nor cuiks. Ibid. xiv. 43.
Comb, (izoo ORMIN 3270 An Romanisshe Kaserrking

Wass Augusstuss ?ehatenn. Ibid. 3294, etc.

t Kasi, Kasik, obs. forms of KAZI, CACIQUE.
1748 Earthquake Peru iiL 226 The Kasik of Pisco coming

to Lima to demand some goods.

tKask, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [n. ON. karsk-r (Sw.,
Da. karsk, Norw. dial, kask brisk, bold = LG.
karsch, kasch, kask~}.~] Active, vigorous.
c 1300 Havclok 1841 f*e laddes were kaske and teyte, And

vn-bi-yeden him ilkon.

II Kassu (kse'sw). [var. of CACHOU, CATECHU.]
The kind of catechu obtained from the nuts of the

Areca palm (Areca Catechit] ; used as a mastica-

tory and in tanning leather and dyeing.
1862 BIRDWOOD CataL Econ. Prod. Bombay.
Kast, -e, obs. forms of CAST sb. and v.

fKastainy, -and, -eyne, variants of CASTANE
Obs., chestnut. In quot. attrib.

a 1400-50 Alexander 1537 He castis on a Cape of kastand

[Dublin MS. castans] hewes.

fKast6. Obs. rare-1
. [a. ONF. castct -

OF. chastct*. see CHASTITY.] Chastity.
13.. in Pol., Rel. $ L. Poems (1866) 241 Vs preyen bileue,

goc wille, & pite, Vs kepen god hope, Mekenesse, & kaste.

tKastin, var. casten, CASTE v. Obs., to chasten.
c 1200 Vices ff I'irtues 143 He besohte at gode J>at naht

ne scolde reinin, for 3e folke to kastin.

Kastril, obs. f. KESTREL. Kastyn, obs.

inf. of CAST v. Kat: see KETE v.

Kat- : see also CAT-.

I! Kat. [Arab, oj qat] A shrub, Catha edulis,

N.O. Celastracex, a native of Arabia, where it is

extensively cultivated for its leaves, which have

properties similar to those of tea and coffee.

1858 Penny Cycl. 2nd Suppl. 107/1 C\atha\ edulis is the

Kat or Khat of the Arabs. 1866 Treas. Rot. 239 The use

of Kat in Arabia is said . . to have preceded that of coffee.

Kata-, pref. a direct adoption of Gr. ara-, em-

ployed in some recent scientific formations in

preference to the Latinized spelling CATA- (q. v.).

See Introductory Note on letter K.

II Katabasis (katse'basis). [a. Gr. KaraQaffts

a going down, descent, f. Kara&atvtiv to go down
;

cf. ANABASIS.] A going down ;
a military retreat,

in allusion to that of the ten thousand Greeks
under Xenophon, related by him in his Anabasis.

1837 DE QUINCEY Revolt Tartars Wks. 1862 IV. 112 The
Russian anabasis and katabasis of Napoleon. 1899 Westm.
Gaz. 17 May 4/1 Little space is devoted to the Anabasis;

KA'lHABOPHOBE.
it is, as in the story of Xenophon, the Katabasis which (ills

the larger part.

Katabolic (ksetibjrlik), a. Biol. [f. as next
i'

1

.

| Of, pertaining to, or exhibiting katabolism.
1876 FOSTER Phys. 30 (1888) 43 To distinguish the products

. . into waste products proper, the direct results of Katabolic

changes,and into bye products . . which cannot . . be considered
as necessarily either anabolic or katabolic. 1894 H. DRUM-
MONO Ascent Man 290 The act of fertilization is the anabolic

restoration, renewal, and rejuvenescence of a katabolic cell.

Katabolism (katse-Wliz'm). Biol. [f. Gr.

aT<i/3o\-ij a throwing down (f. KaTa0a\\(u> to

throw down) + -ISM.] That phase of the meta-
bolism of living bodies which consists in the

breaking down of complex organic compounds
into simpler ones ; destructive metabolism.
1876 FOSTER Phys. 530 (1888) 807 Wherever destructive

metabolism, katabolism, is going on, heat is being set free.

1889 GF.DDES & THOMSON Evot. Sex ii. 27 The male repro-
duction is associated with preponderating katabolism. 1894
KlDD Soc. Evolut. ix. 287 The tendency by itself dis-

integrating and destructive known as katabolism.

II Katabothroil (ksetabjrjir^n). Also oata-

bothron, kata-vothrou. PI. -a (-ons). [a. late

and mod.Gr. KaraftoBpov, {. Kara down + (loOpos a

hole.] A subterranean channel or deep chasm
formed by the action of water.
1820 T. a HUGHES Trav. Sicily II. xil 311 A lake whose

superfluous waters are carried off by a catabothron or subter-
ranean channel. 1833 LYELL Princ. GeoL III. 144 The gulphs
(katavothrons) of the plain of Tripolitza have swallowed up
of late years thousands of human bones. 1846 GROTE Greece
li. viii. II. 506 Tegea and Mantineia conterminous towns
..separated by one of those capricious torrents which only
escapes through katabothra.

Katadicrotism (kEetadai-kr^tiz'm). [f. Gr.
QT<i clown + DICBOTISM.]

' The occurrence of
dicrotism in the downward stroke of a sphygmo-
graphic tracing' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887).
Commonly expressed by dicrotism without prefix (see

DICROTIC a.\ the opposite being anacrotism.

Kataphoric (koetaffrik), a. Also cataphoric,

fad. Gr. Karatpoptic-os, f. KdTatpopaa bringing down,
f. Kara down + tptpciv to carry.] Of the action of

an electric current : Carrying a fluid along with it,

producing electric osmose.

1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891 M. A, STARR in Electr. Daily
Life 271 The second action of a continuous galvanic
current is to move along with it the fluids which he in its

path. This is called its cataphoric action.

Kataplectic, -pleiite, -plexy : see CATA-.

Katastate katse'sUyt). Biol. [f. Gr. xara
down + ffTar-osplaced.] One ofthe simpler products
resulting from katabolism in a living organism.
1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Evol. Sex xii. 162 The essentially

katabolic male cell .. brings to the ovum a supply of cha-
racteristic waste products or katastates, which stimulate the
latter to division. 1893 J. R. DAVIS Biol. (ed. 2) I. 13 Kata-
bolism . . involves the degradation of protoplasm into simpler
and simpler compounds (katastates).

II Katatoma (ksrtaWfc'nii). Path. [f. Gr. xa-ra

down + -Tovia, from TWOS TONE.] A form of

insanity, characterized by epilepsy and catalepsy

(Cent. >ict.~}. Hence Katato'iiiac, one who is

affected with katatonia.
1888 Alien, ff Ncurol. July 458 Kiernan found four head

injuries among 30 katatoniacs.

Katch, obs. form of CATCH sb. and v.

Ii Katclmng (kre-t|irj). Also katjang. [f.

Malay and Javanese katjang
' benn ', applied to

species of Lablab, Dolichos. Phaseolus, Arachis,
etc. ; katjang-mienjak, -soeock, -tana, are names, in

different islands, of Arachis Iiypogsa.\ The ground-
nut, Arachis hypogya (N.O. Leguminosae). Hence

katchung-oil, expressed from the seeds of this,

used in warm climates as a substitute for olive oil.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Katchung-oil. 1883 in

PERCY SMITH Gloss. Terms.

Kate (k<
7
't;. A pet-form of the female name

Katherine ;
now also used as a baptismal name.

Also, a dialect name for several species of finches,

as the brambling, hawfinch, and goldfinch.
1773 HARRINGTON in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 283 note, The

London bird-catchers also sell .. the yellow hammer, twite

and brambling [note. They call this bird a kate) as singing
birds. 1802 33 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (ed. Rennie) 53
Mountain Finch . (Provincial) Kate. 1885 SWAINSON Prav.
Names Birds 58 In the north, young goldfinches are called

Grey Kates or Pates.

Kat ol 1, obs. form of CATTLE.

Katelectrotonus, -tonic : see CATELECTRO-.

1878 FOSTER Phys. I. ii. 2. 61 The changes . . are spoken
of as katelectrotonus, and the nerve is said to be in a

katelectrotonic condition.

Kater, var. CATER sbl Katereme, var.

QUATKEME Obs. Katereyn, -ryn, var. QUATRIN
Obs. Kateryn cup : see CATHERN.

|| Kate-xoken, var. CATKXOCHEN [Gr. tear'

({OXTJV], pre-eminently. Obs.

1633 MASSINGER Guardian in. i, You are a lover already ;

Be a drunkard too, and after turn small poet ; And then you
are mad katcxokfn, the madman.

Katharophore (koe-bar^foaj). [f. Gr. /raflapds

pure + <fopos bearing.] An instrument for cltans-

ing the urethra. 1890 GOULD Med. Diet.



KATHENOTHEISM.
Katharsis, Kathartic : see CATHAE-.
Katlienotheism (kabe-noh^iz'm). [f. Gr.

ica0' iva.
' one by one' + THEISM. Cf. HENOTHEISM.]

The form of polytheism characteristic of the Vedic
religion, in which each god for the time is con-
sidered single and supreme.
1863 MAX MULLER Sel. Ess. (1881) II. 137 This surely is

not what is commonly understood by polytheism. Yet it
would be equally wrong to call it Monotheism. If we must
have a name for it I should call it Kathenothcism, or simply
Henotheismi. e. a belief in single gods. 1871 TYLOR Prim.
Cult. II. 32r.

Katheran, obs. f. CATERAN : see KETHERIN.
Katheter, Kathetometer : see CATHET-.
1840 R. V. DIXON Heat i. 52 An instrument, since called

a kathetometer. .used in physical investigations for the pur-
pose of measuring small differences of vertical heights.
Kathode, -odic, Kation, etc. : see CAT-.

Katipo (k;e-tip0). [Maori.] A poisonous
spider (Latrodec/ns scelio or katipo) of New Zea-
land and Australia.

1832 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) 178 A bite on the face
by a venomous spider called by the natives Katipo. 1870
CHAPMAN in Trans. New Zeal. Inst. II. 82 Proofs of the
violently poisonous nature of the bite of the Katipo.
Katour, var. CATER sl>. 1 Katow, obs. f.

KOTOW. Katri, var. KHATRI. Katt, -e, obs.
ff. CAT. Kattair, obs. f. CATARRH. Katta-
maran, obs. f. CATAMARAN.
tKa-tted,///. a. Obs. [For catted, f. dial, cat,

a lump of clay mixed with straw. See Eng. Dial.
Diet, s.v.] Plastered with clay.
1684 I. MATHER Remark. Provid. (1856) sb, A violent

flash ..of lightning, which brake and shivered one of the
needles of the katted or wooden chimney. [1883 Century
Mag. XXIX. 874/1 The chimneys were usually built of
sticks of wood and well plastered on the inside with clay.
These ' Katted '

chimneys, as they were called in New Eng.
land, often took fire.]

Katterwayng, Kattesminte, obs. ff. CATER-
WAULING, CATMINT. Kattie, katty, var.
CATTY. Katwal, var. COTWAL.
t Katy. Obs. rare '. [dim. of the female name

Kate: cf. KITTOCK, KITTY.] A wanton.
J53S LYNDESAY Satyre 267 Pray my Ladie Priores The

suith till declair, Gif it be sin ta tak ane Kaity [v. r. Katy].

Katydid (.k/'-tidid). U.S. Also kattiedid,
kittydid. [Echoic.] A large green orthopterous
insect of the family Locustidx, of arboreal habits,
which produces by stridulation a noise to which
its name is due; the common or broad-winged
species (Cyrtophylluni concavuni) abounds in the

central and eastern states of America.
1800 A. WILSON in Poems ff Lit. Prose (1876) II. 346 Owls,

Crickets, treefrogs, kittydids resound. l8os/^V 113 October
. . roused the katydid in chattering wrath. 1832 MRS. F.
TROLLOPE Dom. Mann. Amer. (1894) I. 135 Locusts, kattie-

dids, beetles, and hornets, 1838 O. W. HOLMES Aut.
Breakf.-t. (1883) 186 Voices., stridulous enough to sing duets
with the katydids.

Katy-handed, a. Sc. [Of doubtful origin.
Both form and meaning suggest connexion with Da.

keithaandet left-handed (f. keithaand, keite the left hand) ;

but cf. also Gael, ciotag left hand. Cf. KAY a.]

Left-handed.
1822 GALT Steam-boat ix. 191 The spurtle-sword . . was

very incommodious to me on the left side, as I have been all

my days Katy-handed.

Kan- : see also CAU-.

Kauce, obs. f. CAUSEY. Kauch, var. KIAUGH.
Kaue, Kauelacion, obs. ff. CAVE sb. 1 , CAVIL-
LATION. Kauersin, var. CAORSIN. Kaught,
kaujt, obs. ff. caught : see CATCH. Kauk,
var. CAUK sb. obs. f. CAULK v. Kaul(l, obs. f.

CAUL. Kaulk, var. CAWK sb. 1 Kaupe, obs. f.

COPE v. 2 , COUP sbl Kauret, obs. f. COWRIE.
Kauri (kau'ri). Also cowry, -ie, cowdi(e,

kourie, kowrie. [Maori kauri, in Lee's New
Zeal. Vocab. (1820) written kaitdi, r and d inter-

changing in Maori.]
A tall coniferous tree of New Zealand (Agathis

or Dammara australis), which furnishes valuable

timber and a resin known as kauri-gum.
1823 R. A. CRUISE Ten Months New Zeal. 145 (Morris)

The banks of the river were found to abound with cowry.

1833 W. YATE Ace. Nevj Zeal. 37 (ibid.) As a shrub . . the

kauri is not very graceful 1832 MUNDY Our Antipodes
(1857) 128 Thirteen fine young Kauris varying in girth
from that of a quarter cask to a hogshead. 1883 RENWICK
Betrayed 47 As some tall Kauri soars in lonely pride.

b. attrib. and Comb., as kauri bush, forest,

pine, spar, trade, tree, wood: also kauri-gum,

-resin, the fossil resin of kauri, used as a varnish

(cf. DAMMAR) ;
obtained in quantities by digging

where the trees have formerly grown.
[1831 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 204 Gum kauri, or

Australian copal.] 1852 MUNDY Our Antipodes (1857) r27

A forest of the Kauri pine, the pride of the New Zealand

Sylva. Ibid. 185 Intending to touch in that country to get
Kauri spars. 1838 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade 111/2 From the

fossil deposits.. the kowrie resin of commerce is obtained.

1867 HOCHSTETTER New Zeal. 148 The Kauri pine yields . .

a second very valuable product, the Kauri gum. 1873 URE
Diet. Arts III. 25 Kourie wood. .It is also called cowdie

and kaurie wood.
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II Kausia (kg-sia, katrsia). Gr. Antiq. Also
causia. [Gr. icavala.] A low broad-brimmed felt
hat worn by the ancient Macedonians.
1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Milller's Anc. Art \ 338 (ed. 2)

402. 1836 GHOTE Greece n. xciv. XII. 337 Himself [Alex,ander the Great] steering his vessel, with the kausia on his
head, and the regal diadem above it. 1860 W. ALEXANDER

his k"^"''"''
1 H lida* <l886) 2I? A glittering tiar above

II Kava (ka-va). Also oava, kaava, kawa
;

also AVA. [South-western Polynesian.] An in-

toxicating beverage prepared from the macerated
(chewed, grated, or pounded) roots of the Poly-
nesian shrub Piper methysticum or Macropiper
latifoliiim (N.O. Piperaces\ Also, this plant or
its root.

1817 J. MARTIN Mariner's Tonga Islands ix, Finow. .pro-
posed . . to go into this cavern and drink cava. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 708/1 The root called by the Polynesians Ava or Kava.
Ibid., It appears that Kava has, like tobacco, a calming
effect rather than an intoxicating one. 1890 STEVENSON
Lett. (1899) II. 2, I hope some day to offer you a boVl of
kava there, or a slice of a pineapple.

b. attrib. and Comb., as kava-liffivl, -drinker,
-drinking, plant, root

; also kava-ring, a cere-
monious .gathering to drink kava.
1823 BYRON Island it. ii, Strike up the dance ! the cava

bowl fill high ! 1866 Treas. Bot. 708/2 All the lower classes
of whites in Feejee are Kava drinkers. 1870 MEADE New
Zeal. 302 When a kava-ring takes place . . the time for
speaking terminates with the expression of the kava.
Hence Ka'vain, Kawain, Chem. [Fr. kawa'ine,

Ger. kavahin\, a crystalline resin occurring in the
kava root (Morley & Muir, 1892).
1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 445 Kawain, a crystal,

hsable non-azotised substance, from Kawa-root. 1881 Ibid.
3rd SuppL 1145 Kawain agrees in many of its properties
with cubebm. 1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 18 The root [of
kava] contains . . a neutral crystalline principle discoveredm 1844 by Mr. J. R. N. Morsori, and called kavaliine.
1887 Syd, Soc. Le-X.,Kavahin, Kavain,sa.mz as Methysticin.

II KavaSS (kavcrs). Also oavash, cavass,
kawass, (kaouas, kervas). [Turk. (Arab.) yjl*
qawwas bow-maker, f.

,_^j3
naws bow.] An

armed constable or police officer, an armed servant
or courier (in Turkey).
1819 T. HorE.Anastasius(i&28) II. 30, I. .had, by way of

retinue . .half a dozen kawasses to clear my way of canaille.
1852 BADGER Nestorians I. 335 The authorities.. had sent a
mounted ka-Mass . .to demand the restoration of the plunder.
1880 KING-LAKE Crimea VI. x. 395 Engaging the services of
a cavash '. 1883 Times 16 Dec. 5 The murderer, .had been
Hansal's cavass. 1897 Ms. RAMSAY EveryDay Life Turkey
ii. 65 He had been kavass at the French consulate.

Kave, Kaversyn, obs. ff. CAVE, CAOUSIX.
Kavel, Kavia, obs. ff. CAVEL so.i, CAVIARE.
fKavis, obs. Sc. f. calves, pi. of CALF.
'S-. WyfofAuchtcrm. 23 in Bann. Poems 342 Content am

I To tak the pluche . . So 36 will rowll baith kavis and ky.
t Kavyd, obs. f. caved, ppl. adj. from CAVE z/.l

1426 LYDG. De Guil. Pilgr. p. 449 And in kavyd stones
ffounde an hoole, an yrchone to have his Reffuge ther Inne.

Kaw, obs. form of CAW ; var. KA v. Obs.

Kawa, Kawain, var. KAVA, KAVAIN.
t Kawdron, obs. form of CAULDRON.
c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 7/6 Pots of coppre, kawdrons.
Kaw- : see CAW-, CAU-. Kax, var. KEX.
II Kawi, Kavi (ka-vi). [f. Skr. kdvya poem.]
The classic or poetic language of Java and the

adjacent Bali, being the ancient language mixed
with a great number of words of Sanskrit origin.
1817 RAFFLES 7<zzMi (1830) I. 411 In Bali the Kawi is still

the language of religion and law ; in Java it is only that of

poetry and ancient fable. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 6o8/rThe language of the old inscriptions and manuscripts . . is

usually called Kawi.

Kay, key, dial. rare. [
= Da. (obs. or

dial.) kei (in den kei fiaand the left hand) ; cf. Sw.
dial, kaja left hand, kajhdndt left-handed (Rietz).
App. limited to Cheshire and Lancashire ; keek-handed is

current in Shropshire and other midland counties.]

Left (hand or foot). Also kay-ftsted, -nieved,

-pawed, left-handed.

13 . . Gam. tf Gr. Knt. 422 J>e kay fote on be folde he be-
fore sette. 1611 COTGR., Gauchier, left-handedj key-fisted.

1863 WAUGH Besom Ben vii. 90 He wur keigh-neighvt. 1886
Chester Gloss., Kay-fisted, left-handed- 1887 5

1

. Ches/i,

Gloss., Key-pavj, the left hand. Key-pawed, left-handed.

1895 in N. ff Q. 23 Mar. 235/2 In Lancashire it is said of a
man who uses his left hand . . that he is

'

K-pawed '.

Kay, var. KA ; var. or obs. f. KEY.

II Kayak (kai-ak). Also 8 kaiak, kiaok, 8-9
kajak, 9 kayac(k, kya(c)k, kaiack, kajao,
cayak. [Eskimo ; the term is common to all the

dialects, from Greenland to Alaska. The k's, have
a deep guttural sound, sometimes represented by
k, rk, or rkr,~\ The canoe of the Greenlanders

and other Eskimo, made of a framework of light
wood covered with sealskins sewn together ;

the top
has an opening in the middle to admit the single

iayaker, who laces the covering round him to

prevent the entrance of water.

[1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearins' I7oy. Ambass. 71 The
jreenlanders speak . . Kajakka, a little Boat.] 1757

J. Scorr Ode Winter 22 Their hands . . The kajak and

KAZI.
dar

?^P
are-

. 'T48 WALES in Phil. Trans. LX. 108

umiak, the woman's boat. 1819 SIR I. Ross Voy, Arct.
Reg. iv. 54 Our Eskimaux returned with seven natives in
their canoes, or kajacks. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4) 507 The double-bladed oar with which the
oreenlander so dexterously steers his kajac, or canoe. 1878NARES Polar Sea I. ii. 20 A few of the officers became rather
expert in the use of the kayak.
Comb. 1888 Times 16 Nov. 10/2 They hired two kajak-men to bring letters to Ivigtut
Hence Kayaker, one who manages a kayak ;

Kayaking, the managing of a kayak.
1836 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxx. 416 Almost in an instant

the animal charged upon the kayackers. 1887 Cent. Mag.
Aug. 556/1 He had learned . . the rudiments of kayaking.
Kayan, Kaye, obs. forms of CAYENNE, KEY.
fKayface, obs. perversion of Caiaphas: here

used allusively.
1328 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 115 O cruell kayface, full of

crafty conspiracion. Howe durst thou geve then (alee
ludgement?

Kaykylle, obs. form of CACKLE r.l

1483 Calk. A ngl. 200/1 To kaykylle (A. \aHf.i^l,gracillare.

KaylesCk^lz),*/-.//. Nowdial.oiHist. Forms:
a. 4 keyles, 5 caylys, 6 oayles, kayls, kayells,
keiles, 6-7 cailes, (7 keils, kyele-), 4- kayles.
P. 6-7 keeles, 6-8 keels, 7 keales, 8 kcals. 7.
Sc. 5 kills, 7 kiles, 7-kyles. [Corresp. to MDu.
keghel, kegel (also keyl- in keylbane skittle-alley ;

Du. kegel, pi. kegcls and kegelcn) = OHG. c/iegil

(MHG. and G. kegel) tapering stick, ninepin,
cone, etc. Da. kegfe and Sw. kegla, Mgla are
from LG.

; ^.quille (known from 1320) is com-
monly supposed to be an adoption of the Teutonic
word

; Welsh has ceilys from English. The pho-
nology of the Eng. forms presents difficulties :

ME. ei (ai) does not normally give ea, ee in later

English. The Scotch form was prob. from Fr.]
1. //. The set of pins of wood or bone used in

a kind of ninepins or skittles
; more frequently, the

game played with these..
a. 1325 Song in Rel. Ant. \. 292 Ther-fore has ure

mayster ofte horled mi kayles. 1388 Act 12 Rich. //, c. 6 i

Les.Jeues appellez Coytes dyces gettre de pere keyles &
autres tielx jeues importunes, c 1450 Advice to Apprentices
in Rel. Ant. II. 224 Exchewe allewey . . Caylys, cardyng,
and haserdy. 1340 Order in Rymer Fa'dcra (1710) XIV.
707 The Playes of Handeoute and Keiles. 1602 CAREW
Cornwall (1769) 10 The residue of the time they weare out
at Coytes, Kayles or like idle exercises. 1633 B. JONSON
Chloridia, All the furies are at a game called nine-pins or
keils.

_ 1737 PEGGE Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Cafes, skittles

ninepins. So they call them at Canterbury. 1838 MRS.
BRAY Trad. DeyonsJi. II. 170 Kales . .This is our provincial
name, for .. nine-pins or skittles. 1887 Kentish Gloss.,
Cailes, skittles, ninepins.
P. a 1386 SIDNEY Arcadia l. (1622) 83 And now at keels

they try a harmelesse chaunce. 1398 FLORIO, Aliossi, a
play called Nine pins or keeles, or skailes. 1642 CHAS. I

Let. both Houses Parlt., You . . will quickly resolve all

their debates and all their actions, into keales. 1721 B. LYNDK
Diary 15 June (1880) 131 Playing keels. Ibid. 7 July 132
Played keels with Icha. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Keals.

y. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 275 Item, that

samyn nycht in Drummyn, to the King to play at the

kills, xxviij s. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Kiles, or nine pinnes.

1633 URQUHART Rabelais i. i, They found nine Flaggons
set in such order, as they use to ranke their kyles in Gas-
conie. 1713 Sherriftnuir^ in Jacob. Songs fy Ball. (1887) 96
They houghed the clans like ninepin kyles. [Kyles or kiles
were played in Hawick in early part of igth c.]

b. sing. One of the pins used in the game. rare.

1632 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 278 To use their king
as the players at nine-pins do the middle kyle, which they
call the king, at whose fall alone they aim.
F Johnson has the following, apparently through confusion

with another game :

'

Kayle, a kind of play still retained in

Scotland, in which nine holes ranged in three's are made in

the ground, and an iron bullet rolled in among them.'

2. Comb, (of the sing, kayle-, keel-, etc.), as kayle-

alley, -bone, -pin, play.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv, Keelpins, tronkes, coits,

. . and many such, which are the common recreations of

country folkes. 1634 BRERETON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 51
Keale-bones and checke-stones to play with children. 1664
EVELYN Sylva (1776) 26r Osiers good for hurdles, sieves . .

kyele-pins [etc.], c 1702 in Rogers Soc. Life Scotl. (1884) II.

xii. 252 Bowling-greens, kyle-alleys. 1726 Brice's Weekly
~'rnl. 1 1 Feb. 3 A very spacious Yard, for both Keal and
'ennis-Play. 1801 STRUTT Sports If Past. in. vii. 238

Primitively the kale-pins do not appear to have been con-

fined to any certain number.

Kaynard, var. CATNABD Obs., sluggard.

Kayr(e, Kayrd, Kaytefe (-yf), Kaythur,
obs. ff. or var. CAIK v., CAKE, CAITIFF, CATHEB.
Kazi (ka-z/). Also 7 kasi, casi, cazee,

cazy, 9 cauzee, cauzy, kazf. [a. Arab.

qadi CADI. In Persia and India, Arabic \j> is

pronounced as z.] A civil judge ;
= CADI.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. 439 Ouer against the great gate
sc. at Agra] is the Casi, his seat of Chiefe-Iustice in matters

of law. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 367 At
the judgement of Criminal causes, joyntly with the Seder
and the Kasi, and the other . . Judges. 1698 FRYER Ace.

E. India Of P. 94 The Cazy or Judge . . marries them.

1813 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) I. 235 The Cauzees

appointed by the King. 1880 Bill introd. Council o/Gor.



KAZOO.

Gen. 30 Jaa (Y.) The presence of Kazis . . fe required at the

celebration of marriages.

KazOO (kazK-). [Of U. S. origin ; app. with

some reference to the sound.] A noisy toy made

of a wooden tube containing a piece of stretched

catgut, which vibrates with a harsh sound when

the tube is sung into.

1884 in Lisbon (Dak.) Star 31 Oct., A kazoo is an instru-

ment invented to give pleasure and satisfaction to the small

IlKea^'a). [Maori: from the cry of the bird.]

The "Green Alpine Parrot of New Zealand (A
r
estor

iiotabilis^, which destroys sheep in order to prey

upon their kidney-fat.
It was originally frugivorous, but had become before 1881

a pest to sheep-farmers in the Southern Alps of N. Z.

1861 J. VON HAAST Exfiler. Head Waters Waitaki in

Gtol. Westland (\fy$ 36 (Morris) A number of large green

alpine parrots. . the kea ofthe natives. 1871 Nature IV. 480/1
The Kea . .may be seen and heard in certain localities amidst
the wild scenery of the Southern Alps in the middle island of

New Zealand. 1883 Standard 7 Sept. 5/2 The rabbit, the

sparrow, and the kea are getting so numerous that . . the

squatters are almost in despair. 1895 Times 20 Dec. 13/1

Tfie Kea of New Zealand . . a mountain parrot naturally

frugivorous, which has developed a fatal taste for mutton.

Kea-, a frequent dial. (Sc. and N. Eng. ) repre-
sentative of CA-, Ka-, as in keake, keale, etc.

Keach (kftjl, v. 06s. exc. dial. Forms: 4
keohe, keoohe, kyohe, 6 kicbe, 6-7 keech, 7

keatch, ketch, 7- keaoh. [Of obscure origin:
cf. CLKACH v. (sense 3).] trans. To take up
(water, etc.) with a shallow vessel ; to scoop up,
ladle out : = CLEACH v. 3.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 235 Ye schal kecche

up water [v. rr. kyche, clechel 1598 FLORIO, Infingere, to

dip in, to kiche up [1611 to keech up). 1611 Ibid., Attinfere,
. . to diaw or keach water, c 1682 J. COLLINS Salt cy Fishery
89 The Oyle will swim at top, from whence it may be
keeched with a pot. 1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. SuppL, Keach
up. to take up water by ladling.

Hence Kea'ching iibl, sb., in' Comb, keaohing-
ladle; keaching-net = CLEACHINC-NET.
1634-5 Altkorp MS\ in Simpkinson The Washington*

(1860) App. p. lix, For mending the drag nett & for 2 new
keatching netts. 1633-4 Ibid. p. jxiii,

To the tinker for

mending the keechingfladle in the kitching.

Keach, keagh, variants of KIAUGH, Sc.

t Keach-cup. 06s. rare~ l
. [f. keach vb. dial.

to toss + CUP.] A toss-pot, drunkard.
a 1225 Alter. R. 216 Gif be gulchecuppe [C. keache cuppe,

T. kelche cuppej weallinde bres to drmcken.

fKeacl, obs. form of CADE sd.-

1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 176/2 Kead Lamb, when
brought up without the help, or sucking of the Ewe.

tKeak (k&), v. Obs. rare. Also 6 keke, 7

keake, keek. [Imitative.] inlr. To cackle.

1545 ASCHAM Toxopli. ih (Arb-J 130 Theues on a night had
stolne lupiter, had a gouse not a kekede, 1598 Herrings
Tayle A ij, Helpe sportfull Muse to tunemygander-keaking
quill. 1621 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Taylor's Goose Wks.
(1630) t. 104/1 The sober Goose .. did harshly keake and
hisse. 1634 T. JOHNSON Farcy's Ctiirurg. n. (1678) 42 The
Geese -.take care, that by their keeking and their noise, they
do not expose themselves to the rapacity of Birds of prey.

t Keak, sb. Obs. rare 1
. In 7 keake. [f. prec.

vb.] A cackle, cackling.
1600 BRETON Pastjuils Mad-cappe (1626) E, He.. Must be

attentiue to the Ganders keake, Or giue a plaudite, when
the Goose doth speake. 11878 Cuinbld, Gloss. SuppL, Kayk,
the cry of a goose.)

Keal, -e, Keallach, Keame, Keap, var.

KEEL, KELLACH, KEJIB, KEP.

Keap-, Kep-, Keaping-stane, Sc. forms of

COPE-, COPING-STONE.
tfao Burgli Rcc. Aberdeen fSpalding Club) II. 300 The i

keaping stane to be of outlairis, me wark, and boulted with !

irne. 1667 J. LAMONT Diary (1810) 246 By the fall of a i

kcap-stone.. his head was bruised into pieces.

Keare, Kearl, Kearmas, Kearn^e, Kear-
nach, Keatch, Keather, obs. or var. ff. KIEB,
CARL, KEBMIS, CAIBN, KEEN, KEENAUGB, KEACH,
CATHEB.

Keave, dial, form of CAVE sb. and v. Keaver,
obs, f. KIVER, Keavle, Sc. dial. f. CAVEL s/>. 1

Keb (keb), sbl lecal. Also 6 kebbe, 9 kebb.

[Etymology uncertain ; cf. G. kibbe, kippc, ewe.] !

A ewe tba{ has lost her lamb, or whose lamb is

still-born. Also ktb-ewe.

581 J.
AnfW.Osor. 431 h, Full of sicknesse, and like an olde kebbe
full of wrinckfes. 1822 W. J. NAPIF.R Pract. Store-farm.
60 Of lambs, the superabundance of twins has far exceeded
Ihe loss by kebbs. 1814 GaUovid. Encycl., Keb-Ewes.

b. Comb., as keb-b.ou.se (see quot.).
1886 C SCOTT Sheep-Farming 1 18 Such a shed . . is termed

a keb-house, a ' keb
'

being a ewe that has lost her lamb,
and the house the place where she may be confined while
being made to adopt another.

t Keb, kebb, sb*, var. CAB so* Obs., Cavalier.
c 1645 T. TULLY Siege Carlisle (1840) 45 Y whole body

charging, the Kebs were put to a second retreat. 1664
Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 118 Hee would banish both the
informer and all his like, kebbs as they were.

I Keb, .l Obs. rare. [Perh. from root of MDu.
ktbbtltn, E.Kris. kabbtln to chatter, babble; MDu.

656

kabbelen (Du. kibbelen\ LG. kabbeln to quarrel,

dispute.] intr. To boast, brag.
^1315 SHOREHAM 96 Wanne he aldey swereth ydelleche,

In kebbynge and in caute. Ibid, in $ef that kebbede eny
of ous, Ich wojt wel that he lej. Ibid., Wyth kebbynges

''iCeb (keb), v.2 dial. [Cf. KEB *M] intr. Of
a ewe : a. To cast a lamb prematurely, or dead.

b. To keb at, to refuse to suckle (a lamb).
1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarf ii, Bewitching the sheep, causing

the ewes to 'keb'. 1883 GRAHAM Writings II. 36 (E.D.D.)
She wad keb at it, as me black ew did at '.he white ew's
lamb. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Keo, to drop a dead lamb.

Hence Kebbed (kebd),/^/. a.

1824 BTac&iv. Mag. XV. 181 A kebbed ewe Is one whose
lamb dies. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss. s.v., When a lamb
dies in birth it is called a kebbed lamb and the mother
a kebbed yow.

Kebar, kebir, var. CABER, pole, spar. Sc.

t Ke'bber. Obs. Also 8 kebbar. [? Related

to KEB sby\ An old or diseased sheep which is

removed from the flock ; a crone.

1538 EI.YOT Jfr'M., Reiecufa uel reijculx oucs, sheepe
drawen out of the folde for aege or syckenesse, kebbers,
crones, or cullyars. 1611 COTGR. s. v. Rebut

y Brebis de
rebut, Drapes, Cullings, or Kebbers ; old, or diseased sheepe
which be not worth keeping. 17*6 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s.v.,
Kebbers or Cullers, refuse Sheep taken out of the Flock,

Ke'bbie, ke'bby. north, and Sc. [cf. KIBBLE,
KIBBO.] A staff or stick with a hooked head.
1816 SCOTT OldMori, xiv, Ane o' them was gaun to strike

my mither wi' the side o' his broadsword So I got up my
kebbie at them, and said I wad gie them as gude. 1899
Cuinbld. Gloss. 182/2 Kebly stick,. . a hook-headed walking-
stick ; shepherd's crook. [Also kebby.\

Kebbuck (ke-bak). Sc. Forms: 5-6 cabok,
7 kebeck, S cabbac(k, 9 kebbock, kibbock,
(kebec), S- kebbuck. [Of obscure origin : Gael.

cabag cheese, not in Irish, may be from Sc.] A
cheese: sometimes denoting a special kind (see

quot. 1816). Formerly also a'kebbnck of cheese.

c 1470 HENRYSON Mof. Fab. x. {Fox fy Wolf) xviii, Ye sail

ane cabok haif in to your hand. Ibid. xxiv. 1493 Acta,
Audit. (1839) 176/2 A cabok of cheiss takin for a halfpenny.
1565 Prcstiuick fi&rgh Rec, (1834)68 Ane cabok of cheys.

1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. n. xx, A kebbuck . . that maist
could creep. 1785 BURNS Cotter's Saturday Nt. xi, The
dame brings forth . . To grace the lad, her weel-hained
kebbuck. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, viii, A huge kebbock

To grace the lad, her weel-hained
r Old Alert, viii, A huge kebbock

a cheese, that is, made with ewe-milk mixed with cow's milk.

1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister 276 A little round kebbuck.
attrib. 1787 BURNS Holy Fair xxv, An' dinna, for a

kebbuck-heel, Let lasses byaffronted.

Kebla, Keblock, Kebob, Kecche, Keche,
var. or obs. ff. KIBLAH, KEDLOCK, CABOB, CATCH v.

t

KEACH v.

tKe'Chel. Obs. rare. [OE. ceecilj prob. c^cil

MHG. chuechel (G. dial. Michel) \-*kokilo- related

to OHG. chuoche (MHG. kuoche, G. kucheii}^
MLG. k6kt\*kdkon-\ f. *kok-

9
ablaut-variant of

*fcak-
t
whence CAKE, q.v. See also KICHEL.] A

little cake. A God's kechel*. a cake given as alms

in the name,- or for the sake, of God (cf. GOD i6c).
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 903 Tortum coecil. c 1200 ORMIN 8662

Ace nllre firrst mace pu to me J>aerofTe an litell kechell.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 39 Yif vs a busshel whete malt

or reye, A goddes kechyl.[c-.rr.--el, -il] or a trype of cheese,

Kechen(e, -in
ve, -ing, etc., obs. ff. KITCHEN.

Keck (kek), sb. Now dial. [A sing- of kex^
kecks

j
mistaken as a pi. form.] Any of the large

Umbel lifene, or their hollow stems: = KEX.
Broad-leaved Keck, the Cow Parsnip (Heracleutn

Sphondyliunt\\ Trumpet-keck, ? Wild Angelica.
(21624 I' 1'- M* SMITH Serin. (1632) 234 The old man threw

a dart; it had been as good he had thrown a kecke or a
straw. 1706 PHILLIPS, Kecks, dry Stalks. 1821 CLARE Vttl.

Minstr. II. 100 Half hid in meadow-sweet and keek's high
flowers. 1827 Sheph, CaL, etc. Last of Autumn xi,

Trumpet-kecks . . Whose hollow stalks inspired such eager

joy. 1887 -S', ChcsJt. Gloss, s. v., As dry as a keck.

b. Comb, i
as keck-stalk\ fkeck-bugloss, some

medicinal herb.

1x1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxxi, The Fervency of

Lust is abated by . . Chastree, Mandrake, Rennet, Keck-

buglc*se[F. orchis lcpetit\ 1821 CLARE Sonn. Night in

Vill. Minstr. II. 179 From keek-stalk cavity, or hollow bean.

Keck (kek), v. [Echoic.
Cf. 1575 Gamm. Gurton, iv. ii, Till I made her olde wesen

to answere again, kecke.]

1. intr. To make a sound as if about to vomit
;

to retch ;
to feel an inclination to vomit ; hence to

keck af, to reject (food, medicine, etc.) with loath-

ing. Also_/^f. expressing strong dislike or disgust.
1601 HOKLAND Pliny II. 148 Their pouder b.. ordained

for them who . . are ready to keck and heaue at euery little

thing. 164* MILTON Apol. Smcct. Introd. Wks. (1851) 265
The worser stuffe she strongly keeps in her stomach, but the

better she is ever kecking at, and is queasie. 1681 TEMPLE
Mem. in. Wks. 1731 I. 335, I had propos'd Lord Hallifax as
one of the Lords, whom the King had indeed keck'd at ..

more than any of the rest 1710 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 61,
I have taken a whole box of pills, and keckt at them every
night. 1821 LAMB Etta Sen i. Imperf. Symp.^ If they
can sit with us at table, why do they keck at our cookery ?

b. = KINK z/. 1 (Cf. Norw. kikje.}

1721 BAILEY, To Keck, Keckle, to make a Nobe in the

Throat, by reason of Difficulty in Breathing.
2. intr. Of a bird : To utter a sound like keck.

KED.

1844 in Whitelaw Bk. Scot. Song (1875) 347/2 Our grey
clocking hen she gaed Kecking her lone. 1878 P. ROBINSON
Indian Garden l. Green Parrots, The hawk now and again
affords healthy excitement to a score of crows who keck at
him as he flaps unconcerned . . through the air.

Hence Ke'cking vbl. sb.

than keckings at stomach.

t Ke'ckish, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

KECK v. + -isu 1.]
Inclined to keck ; squeamish.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 781, Inordinate passion of

vomiting, called Cholera, is nothing different from a keckish
stomacke and a desire to cast.

Keckle tke-k'l),z/.l Forms: 6 kekell, kekkyl,
6-7 kekle, 7- keckle. [var. (chiefly Sc.) of

CACKLE w.i, and in sense 2 of CHECKLE v.]
1. inlr. Of a hen or other bird : To cackle.

1513 DOL'GLAS sEneis vn. Prol. 118 And kais keklis on the
ruiff abone. 1549 Coiupl. Scot. vL 39 Quhilk gart the hennis

kekkyl. 1635 BARRIFFE Mil. Discip. (1643) 351 That will

not take the liberty of a Hen to keckle over her owne
egge. 1883 GRAHAM Writings II. 31 (E. D. D.) Whan the
hens begin to keckle.

2. Of a person : Tochuckle,laugh. giggle,CHECKLE.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis v. iv. 40 The Troianis lauchis fast

seand hym fall, And, hym behaldand swym, thai keklit all.

1728 RAMSAY Bob of Dunblane i, For fainness, deary, I'll

gar ye keckle. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xi. (1859) 246
He keckled at his small joke very complacently.

b. trans. To utter with or express by chuckling.
1857 KINGSLKY Two Y. Ago iv. I. 104 'Ah, you're a wag,

Sir', Keckled th old man. 1874 LISLE CARR Jud. Gtiynne
I. ii. 58 Then she keckled a tiny laugh of supreme derision,

Hence Ke-ckliug vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1719 RAMSAY -yd. Answ. Hamilton xv, Gin ony .. Ca'

"Keckle(ke-k'l),z>.2 Naut. See also CACKLE v.2

[Etym. unknown.] trans. To case a cable or

hawser with rope in order to prevent chafing.
4627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. vii. 30 To keckell or

sarue the Cable, as is said, is . . to bind some old clouts to

keepe it from galling in the Hawse or Ring. 1678 PHILLIPS

(ed. 4), Keckle (in Navigation), to turn a small Rope about
the Cable or Bolt-rope, when we fear the galling of the
Cable in the Hawse. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 24
Keckling a hawser tis] serving it over with rope, which
keeps it from being chafed.

Hence Ke'okling vbl. sb. ; also center, (see quot.).
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. S.V., When the cables gaul in

the hawse . . the seamen wind some small ropes about them ;

and this is called kcckling. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marint
(1789), Kaicling, or Keeling, a name given to any old ropes,
which are wound about a cable.

Ke'Ckle, "'. :1 dial, [freq.of KECK.] =KECK v. \.

1619 W. WHATELY God's Husb. t. (1622) 72 The hypocrite
.. can swallow a Cammell with the same throat, which did
eiien keckle at a Gnat. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Keckle,
. . to make a noise in the throat when swallowing.

Keckle (ke-k'l), sb. Sf. [f. KECKLE w.l] a. A
short spasmodic laugh ;

a chuckle, b. Cackling,

chattering, etc. (Cf. CACKLK sb. 3 b.)
1820 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 260 Miss Becky Glibbans gave

a satirical keckle at this. 1822 GALT Prcxust xii. (1842) 38
'
I' gude faith \ cried the bailie, with a keckle of exultation,

'here's proof enough now'. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny
Gibb xlvi. (1873) 257 A bit keckle o

1

a lauch.

Keckle-meckle. Mining. ? Obs. (See qnot.)
1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. K iv b, Keckle-Meckle. The

poorest kind of mines that yields Ore, and the Ore is of the

poorest sort, . . KeckU-M^ckU Stuff has the Ore run with it

in small Strings and Races, or spotted with it much like

Birds Eyes,

| Ke'cklish, a. Obs. rare. [f. KECKLED. 3 +-

-ISH!.] = KECKISH.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xiv, The female Penyrcoall . .

Staieth a kecklish stomack. Ibid. xxm. Proeme.

Kecks, Kecksie, variants of KEX, KEXY.

Keek-shoes, -shose, obs. variant of KICKSHAW.

Kecksy (ke'ksi). Chiefly dial. Also 7 keksy,

9 kicksey, kexy,. gicksy. [f. kecks, KEX, prob.

by taking the pi. kexes as = kexies.}
= KEX, a

hollow plant-stem.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, v. ii. 52 Hatefull Docks, rough

Thistles, Keksyes, Burres. 1800 HURDIS fat'. Village 109
Thou . . frost, that in a night . . covers the lake, E'en to the

kicksey vulnerable. 1816 COLERIDGE Lay Scrm. in Biag.
Lit. (1882) 326 Among other odd burrs and kecksies. 1825
BRITTON Beauties Wilts. III. (E. D. S.), Kecks, Kecksy.
1886 S. W. Line. Gloss. s.v. Kex, As dry as an did kecksy.

tKe'Cky, a. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f.
KECK sb. + .Y.]

Of the nature of a keck or kex ;
= KEXY.

a I7ii GREW (J.), A sort of cane . . (which) consisteth ofhard
and blackish cylinders, mixed with a soft kecky body.

Ked, kade (ked, kAl). Also 6 cade, 7

(? kidde), kaid, 8-9 kead. [Of unknown deriva-

tion ;
the phonology points to cade as the ety-

mological form ;
this would give north.Eng. and

south.Sc. kead, keade, which, on the analogy of

head head, would be anglicized as kead, ked (ked).]

A sheep-tick or sheep-louse (Me/ophaus ovinits}.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 8 A cade, sheepe louse, a 1605 MONT-
COMERIE Flyting w. Polviart 492 Some, luikand lyce, in the

crowne of it keeks; Some choppes the kiddes into their

cheeks. 1653 w- LAWSON Comin. Seer. Angling in Arb.

Garner I. 196, 1 rather think the kades and other tilth that



KEDGE.
fall from sheep do so glut the fish that they will not take any
artificial bait. 1697 CLKLAND Poems 34 (Jam.) Their swarms
of vermme, and sheep kaids Delights to lodge, beneath the
plaids. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss. (E. D S )

Kead,a. sheep's louse. 1811 Mann, f, Cast, in Ann Rtf,
443/2 The sheep are very much infested by vermin known
in England by the name of ticks or kerfs. 1842-51 H
STEPHENS Bk. of Farm (1891) III. ,40 Keds become most
numerous when sheep get from a lean to a better condition.

Ked, kedde, var. kidde, pa. t. and pa. pple. of
KITHE v. Keddah, var. KHEDA. Keddie
Keddle, kedel(l, Kede, obs. ff. KIDDY j*.i,
KIDDLE, KID sb.i

Kedge (ked^), sb. [? short for KEDGE-ANCHOR.
Also catch : see CATCH

5.3]
= KEDGE-ANCHOE.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Kedge, a small anchor
used to keep a ship steady whilst she rides in a harbour or
river, particularly at the turn of the tide. .. The kedges are
also . . useful in transporting a ship, i. e. removing her from
one part of the harbour to another, by means of ropes.
1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle ix. (1859) 97 The schooner
every now and then taking the ground, but she was always
quickly warped off again by a kedge. 1854 H. MILLER
Sen. ft Sckm. (1858) 22 The other moiety of the men, tug-
ging hard on kedge and haulser, drew the vessel off
Comb. 1836 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XII. 684/1 This is

prevented by a kedge-rope that hinders her from approach,
ing it.

Ige, a. E. Angl. dial. Also 5 kygge,
kydge (?kyde), 9 kidge. [Of unknown etym. ;

cf. KEDGT, CADOY.] Brisk, lively; in good spirits.
c 1440 Promp. Pan,. 274/2 Kygge, or ioly (H. kydge, P.

Kyde), jocundus, hillaris, vernosus. 1674 RAY S. <y E.
Countrey Words 69 Kedge, brisk, budge, lively, Stiff. 1801
BLOOMFIELD Rural T., Kick, f, Kate xxiv, I'm surely grow.
ing young again ; I feel myself so kedge and plump. 1829H. MURRAY North America II. in. iii. 367 Are 1m spirits
kedge? 1856 in W. S. Simpson's Life (1899) 30, I ain't so
well to-day as I was yesterday: I was quite kidge then.

Kedge (kedg), v. Naut. Also 7 kedg. [Pern,
a specialized variant of CADGE v. For the change
from a to e, cf. keg, ketch, from caff, catch, etc.
The earliest forms evidenced are those of the vbl. sb.

kedging in the comb, cagging-anchor, <able, and the agent-
n. kedger (cagger) which are perh. to be referred to CADGE
v. in the sense '

tie, fasten '. The vb. may be a back-forma-
tion from this, after the special sense was developed.]
intr. a. To warp a ship, or move it from one

position to another by winding in a hawser attached
to a small anchor dropped at some distance

;
also

trans, to warp. b. Of a ship: To move by means
of kedging.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. vii. 29 The least are

called Kedgers, to use in calme weather . .
,
or to kedg vp

and downe a narrow Riuer. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), To
Kedge, to set up the Foresail or Foretopsail and Missen,
and set a Ship to drive with the Tide [1706 letting fall, and
lifling^up the Kedge-Anchor, as often as Occasion serves]
when in a narrow River we would bring her up or down,
the Wind being contrary to the Tide. 1840 R. H. DANA
Bcf. Mast xxiv. 75 She went to windward as though she
were kedging. 1897 tr. Nansen's Farthest North I. 166 We
'

kedged
'

the Fram with her anchor just clear of the bottom.
So Kertging- (ke-dgirj) vbl. sb. (also 5 oagger-

ing(?), cagg(e)-, kaggyng), warping with a

kedge-anchor ; also attrib.

1485 Naval Ace. lien. VII (1896) 52 Cables . . vj, Caggering
[sic] cables., j. 1486 Ibid. 12 A caggeyng cable wey-
ing M'ciij quarterons. Ibid. 18 Caggyng cable . . j. 1495
Ibid. 192 Kaggyng Ankers .. ij. 1497 Ibid. 290 Ankers of
diuerse sortes .. Caggyng

^

Ankers j, Warpyng Ankers j.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. vii. 29 They row by her
with an Anchor in a boat, and .. so by a Hawser winde
her head about,, .and this is kedging. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn. s. v., They, .let fall [a small anchor] in the middle of
the Stream, and so wend or turn her Head about, lifting the
Anchor up again. ..This work is called Kedging,. .and the
Anchor.. the Kedger, or Kedge-Anchor. 1830 MARRYAT
King's Own xlii. 1891 Times 24 Oct. 6/6 That he had, during
a calm, propelled the Minnow by means of kedging.

Hedge-anchor. Now rare. [f. KEDGE v.

Rarely catch-anchor: see CATCH sb.%] A small
anchor with an iron stock used in mooring or

warping ;
= KEDGE sb.

1704 [see prec.]. 1706 PHILLIPS, Kedge-Anchors,3xz small

Anchor[s] us'd in calm Weather, and in a slow stream.

1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 2 Came to with our Kedge-
Anchor. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Log Sea-waif\IQ The miserably
slow method of warping out by a kedge-anchor.
+ Kedgell, obs. form of CUDGEL.
1578 Wills f, Inv. N. C. (Surtees, 1860) 19 To John Hed-

worthe, . . my browne kedgell stafe for a token.

tKe'dger 1
. Obs. [f.

KEDGE v. + -EH 1.] A
small anchor or grapnel ;

= KEDGE sf>.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. I'll (1896) 281 Ankers called

Caggers. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 The
streame Anchor, graplings or kedgers. 1630 Trav. fy

Adv. 40 They boorded him againe as before ; and threw
foure kedgers or grapnalls in iron chaines. 1704 [see

kedging above]. 1717-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Kedging.

Kedger 2
, dial, form of CADGER.

1696 />////. Trans. XIX. 343 The Decoy-men Contract for

them all at a certain Rate per Dozen, which the Carryers
(Kedgers) are obliged to take off their Hands. [Still dial.,

Yorksh., Norfolk, etc. ; see E. D. D.)

I] Kedgeree (ke'dsarz). Forms: 7 kits-, ketch-,

quiche-, kichery, cutcherry, 8 kitcheree, -aree,

9 kedjerie ; keg-, kedg-, kidgeree, khicrm.

[Hindi khichri, Skr. Krsara 'dish of rice and

sesamnm'.] An Indian dish of rice boiled with

split pulse, onions, eggs, butter, and condiments ;
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also, in European cookery, a dish made of cold
fish, boiled rice, eggs, and condiments, served hot.
1661 J. DAVIKS tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 81 Their ordinaryDiet being onely Misery, which they make of Beans

pounded, and Rice, which they boile together. ..Then they
put thereto a little Butter melted. 1698 FRYER Ace. E
India, f, P. 8! Their delightfullest Food being only Cvtchery,a sort of Pulse and Rice mixed together. Ibid. 320 Here
is great Plenty of what they call Ketchery. 1727 A. HAMIL-
TON New Ace. E. Ind. I. xiv. i6r Some Doll and Rice,
being mingled together and boyled, make Kitcheree. 1816
Quiz' Grand Master 51 The servant enters with a

dish, Containing kedgeree and fish. 1867 Bp. FRASER in
Hughes Life (1887) 143 Kedgeree is a capital thing for
breakfast. 1879 MRS. JAMES Ind. Househ. Managem. 88
Kegeree is composed of the remains of cold fish and is

usually a breakfast dish. 18.. MRS. BEATON Househ.
Managemt. 140 Kegeree.

b. Comb., as kedgeree-pot, a large earthen-
ware pipkin, used for holding water and cooking.a 1826 HEDER Jrnl. (1828) 1. 123 On the Hoogly very large
nets . . are used, with Kedgeree pots for floats. 1830 MOUN-
TAIN in Mem. (1857) vi. 117 A small raft of Kedgeree pots.
'839 THACKERAY Major G. i, To boil them in kedgeree pots.

Kedging: see KEDGE v.

Kedgway, obs. form of KAJAWAH.
Kedgy, dial. f. CADGY, brisk, sprightly.
1719 RAMSAY Ep. to Arbuckle 132 When we're kedgy o'er

our claret. 17 . . Ef. to Hamilton
ii, Kedgy carles think

nae lang, When stoups and trunchers gmgle.
Kedjave, Kedle, var. KAJAWAH, KIDDLE sb.

Kedlock (ke-dljfk). Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
(? i cedelc), 4 ketelok, 6 kedlok, 7- ketlock,
7-8 cadlook, 9 keblock, kellock, 6- kedlock.
P. 6-8 chadlock, 9 chedlook. [app. repr. OE.
cedelc ' herb mercury ', of unknown etym. ;

the
difficulties as to form and orig. meaning are the
same as in the case of the synonymous CHARLOCK,
q.v. Connexion with the synon. G. kettich, LG.
k'dddich, Da. dial, kiddik, has been suggested.]
1. A popular name of Field Mustard (Sinafis

arvensis) and other yellow-flowered cruciferous

plants common as field-weeds ;
= CHARLOCK.

[a 1000 Ags. I'oc. in Wr. -Wiilcker 297/30 Merctilialis, cedelc,
cyrhc. iiooo Sax. Leeclid. I. 34 Herba mercurialis baet is

cedelc.] 13 . . HAMPOI.E Psalter xxxvi. 2 (MS. S.) Gressis
t>at grouys bi bairn ane in (;e feld, as brisokis, or ketelokes.
1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 20 Kedlokes hath a leafe lyke rapes,
and bearetha yelowe floure,and isanyll wede. 1620 MARK-
HAM Farew. Husb. (16251 34 Darnell, ketlocks, docks, rape,
and such like herball stuffe. 1794 MARTYN Flora Rust. III.
101 It [Sinapis awensis} is known among husbandmen by
the names of Charlock, Carlock, Garlock, Chadlock, Cadlock,
and Kedlock. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Ranch, Cherlock, Ched-
lock, or Kedlock. 1890 Gloucester Gloss., Kedlocks, Itellocks,
kellock, or ketlock.

2. Identified with KEX.
1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. (1695) 86 Hemlock . . 'tis

known to most, being called also Kex, or Kedlock. 1887
.S. Chesh. Gloss., Kedlock (ky'ed-liik), an umbelliferous plant.

Kee, s.w. dial. f. kye, pi. of Cow : cf. KEY sb.

1714 GAY Sheph. Week n. 21 Cicly the Western Lass that
tends the Kee, The Rival of the Parson's Maid was She.
\_Note: Kee, a West-Country Word for Kine or Cows.)
a 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E. D. S.) 202 Whan tha goast to
tha melking o' tha Kee.

f Kee, weakened form of quo(th : cf. KA v?
1602 Narcissus (1893) 575 He bee at hand, kee pickpurse.

Kee, Keeble, obs. ff. KEY st.i, KIBBLE st.'-i

Keecll (k/'ij), sl>. Obs. exc. dial. Also keach.

[Of obscure origin. Some mod. dialects (Wilts,
Hants) have a vb. keech to congeal, consolidate

(as fat). Sense 2 appears to be related to the
root of KECHEL; but cf. quot. 1879 in i.]
1. A lump of congealed fat

; the fat of a slaugh-
tered animal rolled up into a lump. Also dial.

with other allied meanings.
In quot. 1613 referring to Cardinal Wolsey, as the son of

a butcher. Tallow^ catch in i Hen. IV, n. iv. 252 is ex-

plained by some editors as tallmu keech.

[1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. i. 101 Did not goodwife Keech
the liutchers wife come in then?] 1613 Hen. VIII, ]. i. 55,
I wonder, That such a Keech can with his very bulke Take
vp the Rayes o' th' beneficiall Sun, And keepe it from
the Earth. [Cf. STEEVENS note (1778).] 1773 JOHNSON in

J. ff Steevens' Shaks., Hen. VIII, n. i, A keech is a solid

lump or mass. A cake of wax or tallow formed into a
mould is called yet in some places a keech. 1879 Miss
JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Keech, a cake of consolidated

fat, wax, or tallow. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Sow. Word-bk.,
Keech, the fat from the intestines of slaughtered animals;
the caul. It is usually rolled up while warm into a solid lump.
2. (See quot. Cf. M. O" Q. 9th s. VII. 94/2.)
1677 LITTLETON Lat. Diet., Keech, a kind of Cake, collyra,

libum. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss., Keech, a

large oblong or triangular pasty, made at Christmas of
raisins and apples chopped together.

Hence Keech v. dial, (see quots.).
1863 BARNES Dorset Gloss., Ketch, Keach, to set hard, as

melted fat cooling. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Keech, to consolidate, as warm fat, wax, etc. does in cooling.

1893 Wilts. Gloss, s. v. Catch. Keach, Keatch, to grow
thick, as melted fat when setting again.

Keech, Keed, obs. ff. KEACH v., KID rf.i

Keef, Keejang : see KEF, KIDANG.

Keek (kfk), v. Now only Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: 4 kike, kyke, keke, 5 keky(y)n, kek,

5-6 Sc. keik, 7- keek. [Not known in OE., but

has LG. cognates : MDn. Mken, kieken (Du. kijken),

KEEL.
LG. ktken (formerly sometimes used in HG.) ; Da.
kige, Sw. and Norw. kika (prob. from LG.). MDu.
and LG. had also kieken (employed by Luther).

It is not clear whether the original ME. form was token
or Men-, the former would agree with the continental forms,but the latter would better explain the variant keken, from
which the mod. keek has come down. It is noticeable that
the vowel of keek corresponds with that of other words of
similar meaning, as peek, peep, peer, Sc. teet, and may be
due to analogy or feeling of appropriateness.]
1. intr. To peep; to look privily, as through

a narrow aperture, or round a comer: f to glance,
gaze (ats.).
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 259 This Nicholas sat capyne

euere vp-nghte As he had kikecf [v.rr. kykyd.keked] on the
newe moone. Ibid. 655 Into the roof they kiken {so best
MSS.\ also kyken. keken, kepen, loken], and they cape
fMo Reryn ooo All that he set his eye on, or aftir list to

dois ryde. 121605 MONTGOMERY, Flyting m. Polmart 491Some .. in the crowne of it kecks, 'a 1724 in Ramsay
rea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 60 Keek into the draw-well, Janet.
1802 in Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 28, I keek by the hay-
stack, and lissen, For fain wad I see Sally Gray. 1880
BARRIE Window Thrums xvL 146 Up you'll be, keekinV
through the blind to see if the post's comin'.

b. Jig. Of things.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fab.vm. (Preach. Swallow), Quhen

columbine up keikis throw the clay. 1713 RAMSAY fair
Assembly xxiv, Where they appear, nae vice dare keek. 1700
A. WILSON Discons. Wren Poet. Wks. (1846) 95 The morn
was keeking frae the east. 18 . . H. S. RIDDF.LL Poet. Wks.
(1871) I. 36 (K. D. D.) The nest o' the birds keeking out
between 1 he leaves and the roots,

2. In verbal phrases used as sbs., as keck-in-the-

stoup, keek-round-comers.

1721 KELLY Scot. Prov. 226 Keek in the Stoup was
neer a good Fellow. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 307. f want
nae spies and keek-roon-corners in my hoose I

3. Comb. Keek-bo, peep-bo! bo-peep; Keek-
bogle (Sc.), hide-and-seek.
[1791 J. LF.ARMONT Poms 168 Those who nowhis favour seek
Wad stand afar, An' ne'er play at him bogle keik.] 1835WEBSTER Rhymes 1 1 (F. D. D.) The sun . . seem'd as if

playing keekbo wi' Ihe moon.

Keek (k/k), sb. Sc. and north, dial.
[f.

KEEK
v.] A peep ; see the verb.

1773 FERGUSSON Poems (1785) 215 (E. D. D.) So glowr the
saints when first is given A fav'rite keek o' glore and heaven.
1785 BURNS Halloween xix, He by his shouther gae a
keek. 1824 SCOTT Rcdgauntlet ch. xii, Take a keek into Pate s
letter. 1863 in Robson Bards of Tyne 231 From it down
every Quayside-chare there's such a glorious keek. 1886
STEVENSON Kidnapped xviii. 174 Let's take another keek at
the red-coats.

b. Comb., as keek-hole, a peep-hole ;
keek-

show, a peep-show.
1883 Sunday Mag. Sept. 574/2 A rich assortment of merry-

go-rounds, keek-shows, and jugglers. 1891 R. FORD Thistle-
do~Mn 87 (E. D. D.) Keek-holes through which fitful glances
are obtained.

Keek, variant of KEAK v. Obs., to cackle.

Kee-kee, variant of KIE-KIE.

Keeker (kf-kai). north, dial.
[f.

KEEK v. +
-EK 3.] A peeper, a gazer; in //. the eyes,

'

peepers' ;

spec, an overlooker or inspector in a coal-pit, who
sees that the coal is sent up in a proper state.

1808-18 JAMIESON, Keekers, a cant term for eyes. Ibid.,

Starn-keeker, a star-gazer. 1863 in Robson Raids of^Tyne
92 Tell wor keeker aw deed . . Tell wor owners an viewers
aw'l howk ne mair coal. 1893 Durham Direct. 90 Bennett,
J., keeker.

Keeking-glass. Sc. and north, dial. [See
KEEK v.] A looking-glass.
a 1724 in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 60 For the love ye

bear to me Buy me a keeking-glass, a 1796 BURNS Im-
promptu 3 My face was but the keekin' glass, An' there

ye saw your picture. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xiv, A breast-

plate you might see to dress your hair in, as well as in that

keeking-glass. 1882 J. WALKER Jaunt fy other Poems 12
A bonnie lass That plaits her ringlets at the keeking glass.

Keek-keek, int. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

Sc. keik, keik. [f. KEEK v.] A call used by
children in the game of hide-and-seek.
a 1568 Jok ff Jynny 13 in Laing Anc. Poet. Scot. 358 'Te

he
', quod Jynny,

'

keik, keik, 1 se gow '. 1893 Northumbla.
Gloss., Keek-keek, the word used by children in playing
hide-and-seek.

Keel (kil), sli.1 Forms: 4-6 kele, (4 kelle, 5

keole,6 kyele,kile),6-7 keele, Sc. keill,7-keel.

[prob. a. ON. kjfl-r (Da. kjjl, Sw. kot) :*kelu-z ;

not connected with Dn. and G. /,?/( KEEL si>.2).

F. quille, in a Rouen document of 1382 (Hatz.-

Darm.), was prob. also from ON.
; Sp. cjuilla, It.

chiglia may be from French. The sense-develop-
ment of the English word has been influenced by
its use to translate L. canna keel, hull, ship.
ON. kjglr is not parallel, either in sense or form, with the

OE. (scipes) celae, which in the earliest glossaries renders

L. rostrum beak.]

1. The lowest longitudinal timber of a ship or

boat, on which the framework of the whole is built

up ;
in boats and small vessels forming a prominent

central ridge on the under surface ; in iron vessels,

a combination of iron plates taking the place and

serving the purpose of the keel of a wooden vessel.
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KEEL.

3$2 [see keel-reft in 7 b} 1387 TREVISA Higdett (Rolls)

II. 233 pe schippe was.. Kitty cubite high from beculelr.r.

kele] to be hacthes. 1398
- Barth. De P. /?. v. xxxll. {MS.

Bodl.) If. 17 b i Alle bebones in be body beb .founded in be

rigge, as a schippe of be keole. 1406 Nmal Ace. Hen. VII

(1806) 181 For Reparacion . . of the Soueraignes grete Bote &
Jolywat . . for the Kele & Beige of the same. 1551 ROBINSON

tr. Mare's Utop. i. (1895) 31 Afterwarde thei founde shyppes

wyth rydged kyeles. 1555 EDEN Decades 2 The keele or

bottom of the biggeste vessell ranne vpon a blynde rocke.

1611 FLORIO, Dare carena, to giue the keele, to carene as

Mariners say. 1622 MALYNES Anc. Law Merck. 152 Then
shall he [unfit pilot).. lose his hire, ..or else (by the Law
of Denmarke) passe thrice vnder the Ships Keele. 1665
Land. Gaz. No. 5/1 A Vessel you have heard so much of

with a double Keel. 1715 POPE Odyss. 11.468 The crooked

keel the parting surge divides. 1804 Naval Chron. XI. 212

A boat oversets and lies keel up. 1849 LONGF. Build. Ship
136 The keel of oak for a noble ship, Scarfed and bolted,

straight and strong. 1869 SIR E. REED Shipbuild. ii. 18 The
keels of iron ships were originally external, and not unfre-

quently of wood. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. ip Texture
of upright pine with a keel's curved rondure uniting.

Jig. 1642 FULLER Holy ft Prof. St. i. i. 2 Our good wife

sets up a sail according to the keel of her husbands estate.

1898 Lit. World 20 May 453 The keel of his education was
laid at Dummer House, near Basingstoke.

b. With qualifying terms : bar-keel, a project-

ing keel formed by a bar or plate; box-keel,
a composite' iron keel whose section is that of a

box ; dish-keel, a keel formed of iron-plates with

dish-shaped section; drop-keel, () a centre-

board; (t) a projecting keel, as distinguished from

a flat plate-keel ; false keel, (a) an additional

keel attached to the bottom of the true keel to

protect it and increase the stability of the vessel
;

(b) an external keel subsequently added to a vessel;

inner keel, the kelson of an iron vessel
;
outer

keel, the plate-keel in the hull of an iron vessel ;

plate-keel, a keel formed by a line of iron plates,
which do not project below the hull

; rank-keel,
a very deep keel

; sliding keel, a centre-board ;

vertical keel (see quots. 1883 and 1890); etc. See
also BlLGK-KEEL,yf-fe/ (FlN sb. 6).

1627 False keel [see FALSE a. 17 b). 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.
NC-M Invent. 49 New Stirrups put to secure the false Keel.

1706 PHILLIPS, Rank-keel is a deep Keel, which keeps a Ship
well from rolling. 1792 LD. CHATHAM in Naval Chron.
XIII. 203 His Majesty's armed Vessel built with sliding
Keels. 1805 Ibid. 201 In the year 1774, that gentle-
man fCapt. J. Schank, R.N.] first constructed a Boat
with sliding keels. 1825 CLARK, etc. Shipwrights Scale
Prices 4 To chisel up the under side of the main or false

keel. 1874 THEARLE Naval Archit. 69 There are three

principal forms of keel in vogue, viz-. bar, flat plate, and
centre plate or side bar keels. Of these the former is the
commonest. 1883 NARES Constr. Ironclad 4 The vertical
keel, .is placed upright on its edge on the outer keel. . It is

about 3^ feet high, and on it, parallel to the outer keel, is

fastened the inner keel. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 65
On the blocks is laid the flat keel, which is practically the
centre-line of

plating ; on this is placed the vertical keel, and
on this come the keelsons.

c. Phr. f In keel, in the hull. On (or with) even

keel, with the keel level : see EVEN a. \ c.

1568 SEMPILL Marg. Fleming 9 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlyi,

With evin keill befoir the wind Scho is richt fairdy
with a saill. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, xi. 54
Trying her sailing.. upon an euen Keele. 1643 PRYNNE
Sov. P<nvcr Parl. App. 209 Those who are in keel [are] as
safe as those in the shrouds, if the storme rage. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling ix, A steady draw and an even keel.

2. A ship, vessel, (poetic, after L. farina.)
a 1547 EARL SURREY jEneidn. 229 The God that they by

sea had brought In warped keeles. 1697 DRYDEN virg,
Past. IV. 47 No Keel shall cut the Waves for foreign Ware.
1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. i. 16 To buy a new keel with
my gold, And fill her with such things as she may hold.

b. A yacht built with a permanent keel instead
of a centre-board.

1883 Harper's Mag, Aug. 453/1 Many keels are afloat.

3. That part of anything which corresponds in

position, form, or otherwise to a ship's keel
;
the

bottom or under surface; a keel-like lower part.
1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. II. 10/1 The keel or bottom

of any weight, that is to be drawn along, shou'd be even and
solid. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 131 Tom knock'd his
friend keel upwards on the floor. 1826 J. ADAMSON Sk.
Inform. Rail-Roads 6 To the part projecting downwards..
we may apply the. .designation of the keel of the rail.

4. A cential ridge along the back or convex sur-
face of any organ or structure, as a leaf, a petal,
a glume of grass, the lower mandible of a bird, etc.

1507 GERARDE Herbal i. Ixxxvi. 138 The blades of the
Leeke be long..hauing a keele or crest in the backside.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 327 The full-sized
North Devon cow,, .open bosom, with a deep chest or keel
precedingand between its legs. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mo/lusca
45 The discoidal ammonites sometimes, .have the keel on
one side, instead of in the middle. 1852 DANA Crust, i. 595The beak is rather short, .with a keel above. 1870 HOOKER
Stud, flora 214 Leaves with the keel usually setose.

5. spec, in Bat. and Zool.
a. The two lowest petals of a papilionaceous corolla, more

or less united and shaped like the prow of a boat i the carina ;

also any analogous structure in other orders, as the lower

1*74 N. FAIRFAX Bulk
ff Sclv. 35 The shaplings or tiny

keeles of the great Malpighiuses eggs. 1766 PARSONS in

658

Phil. Trans. LVI. 208 The crane is the next.. which has
such a turning of the aspera arteria in the keel of the

sternum. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) III. 116 The
medullary substance, with what Malpighi calls the keel

(carina) and the nervous system, are latent in the egg. 1776

J. LEE Introd. Bot, Explan. Terms 396 Carina, the Keel,
the lower Petal often in Form of a Boat. 1845 LINDLEY Sch.

Bot. iv. (1858) 39 (Polygala) Petals hypogynous, 3 ; of which
one is anterior and larger than the rest (the Keel). 1870
ROLLESTON Anint Life Introd. 55 Birds are divided into

two orders, the Ratitx, in which the sternum has no crest. .

and the Carinatx, in which the sternum has a crest or keel.

6. Arch. A ridge or edge on a rounded moulding.
1879 SIR G. SCOTT Lect. Archit. I. 248 The heaviness of

laige roll mouldings was often relieved by. -raised edges or
'keels '. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge II. 133 The large
rounds have both narrow fillets or wings, and sharp edges or

keels, worked on them.

7. Comb. a. General, as keel-rib, -timber; keel-

billed, -compelling, -shaped, -spanning adjs.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. 43 Having the Proportion
of any one Ship., with the length of her Keel-Timbers. 1787
Fain. Plants 1. 33 Per[ianth]. .the valvelets keel -compressed.
x8i2 BYRON Ch. Har. II. xx, Blow, swiftly blow, thou keel-

compelling gale. 1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca 241 Their

keel-shaped foot is adapted for ploughing through sand or
mud. 1854 GOULD Toucans 2, Ramphastos carinatus,
Keel-billed Toucan. 18^1 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) I.

245 The boats are built high stem and stern, with the keel-rib

running up into an ornament at each end.

b. Special combs. : keel-baud, a strip of iron

fastened along the keel of a boat; keel-bill, keel-

bird, a West Indian bird, Crotophaga minor, of

the cnckoo family ; keel-block, one of the short

pieces of timber on which the keel of a vessel rests

in building or in a dry dock (Hamersly Naval
Emycl. 1881); f keel-drawing = KEELHAULING

;

keel-line, (a) the line of timber forming the keel
;

(b) a small rope used in lacing a bonnet or addi-

tional sail to the foot of another sail ; keel-mould-
ing, a roll-moulding having a keel (sense 6) worked
on it, frequent in mediaeval architecture; keel-

petal : see 5 a
; keel-piece, one of the timbers

or sections composing the keel (Hamersly Nav.
Encycl.} ; keel-plate, one of the iron plates form-

ing the keel in iron vessels ; keel-raking = KEEL-

HAULING; keel-riveter, a machine for riveting
the keels of iron vessels on_ the stock; f keel-

rope,
' a coarse rope formerly used for clearing the

limber holes
'

by drawing it backwards and for-

wards (Smyth Sailors Word-bis.} ; keel-staple,
a staple used in fastening the false keel to the

main keel (ibid.). Also KEEL-BOAT, KEELHAUL v.

1857 P- COLQUHOUN Cowp.Oarsman'sGuide 28 The*keel-
band, a thin strong piece of iron coming up over the nose,
and up to the transom. i8n G. SHAW Gen. Zool. VIII. 382
The "Keel-Bill is a bird of a tame and gentle nature. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 10 This Punishment is call'd

Keel-halen, which may be call'd in English "Keel-drawing.
1829 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 125 Prior to the "keel-line being
placed on the stocks. 1851 KIPPING Sailinak!ng(z&. 2) 37
Bonnets have a head tabling, 2^ inches broad, on which
a line of i2-thread, named Keel-line, for forming the latch-

ings, is sewed in bights. 1876 DARWIN Cross-Fertil. 155
They did not depress the *keel-petals so as to expose the
anthers and stigma. 1874 THEARLE Naval Archit. 75 A
vertical *keel plate, extending from the inner surface of the
flat keel plates to the inner bottom plates. 1706 PHILLIPS
s. v. Ducking, If the Offence be great, he is also drawn
under the Ships-Keel ; which is termed

'

Keel-raking. 1352
Exch. Ace. Q. R. Bundle 20 No. 27 (P. R. O.) Et de u*.
solutis pro quadam corda de crine, vocata *Keilerope posit
um (sic) in fundo navis ad faciendum per navem bonum
exitum aque. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 14.

1627 Seaman's Grant, vi. 28 The Keele rope. .is of haire
in the Keele to scower the Limber holes.

Keel (k("l), sb* Forms: 5 kele, 5-7 keil(l,

(6 keile, keyle), 6-7 keele, (8 kiell), 7- keel,

[app.
a. MDu. kiel

(
= MLG. kit, Ml, MHG. kief),

ship, boat, repr. a Com. Tent, word (*keuhz)
which appears (chiefly in poetry) as OE. c{ol, OS.
kiol, OHG. chiol, cheol, chid, ON. kjill. These
forms cannot be connected with ON. kjol-r keel

(see KEEL st.i) ; but under the influence of Scan-

dinavian, English, or French, or of all combined,
the Du. and G. kiel has since the i6th c. lost its

original sense of 'ship' and acquired that of
' keel

'

(KEEL s/>. 1) : see Grimm, Kluge.
OE. ceol would have given "cheel in modern Eng.]
1. A fiat-bottomed vessel, esp. of the kind used
on the Tyne and Wear for the loading of colliers

;

a lighter.
The name is or has been in local use in the east of England

from the Tyne to the Norfolk Broads ; it has also been used
in U.S. locally both for a river and a coasting vessel. The
old keel which brought coal from the upper Tyne to ships
in the harbour at -Tynemouth was carvel-built and had
a square sail, as well as a heavy oar worked by three keel-
bullies. The existing keel is clinker-built and used only
for riverside traffic. See R. Oliver Heslop in N. ff Q. 9th
Ser. VII. 65-0.

1322 [implied in KEELER'). 1421 Act 9 Hen. V, c. 10
Certeinzvesselx appellez Keles, par lesqueux tielx charbons
sont caries de la terre jesques a les naefs en le dit port.
1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 18 Many shippes, keiles, cogges,
and botes . . haue heretofore had their franke passages . . vpon
the saide riuer. 1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. de Invent, in.

xi. 78 Pheniciens [invented] the Keele or demye barke.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxi. Ivii. 426 Convoy of victuals . .

KEEL.
which came by the Po, in Keeles and such like vessels.

1669 Loud. Gaz. No. 342/4 Two Wisbidge Keels were forced

upon the shear in this Bay. 1708 J. C. Coinpl. Collier (1845)
48 Those Persons who live at the Ports and have Keels
(which are much like to Lighters Built) to load the Ships.
1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. in. App. 31 It .. is 300 yards
wide and navigable for large keels. 1813 HT. MARTINEAU
Tale Tyne ii. 41 A waggon was at the moment being
emptied into a keel. 1863 in Tyneside Songs 16 Weel may
the keel row, that my laddie's in. 1869 FREEMAN Norm.
Com/. III. xiv. 362 [The Wharfe] still navigable as high as
Tadcaster for the small craft of the river, whose local name
of keels suggests the memory of the first vessels which landed
our fathers in the Isle of Britain. 1876 in Ruskin furs
C/av. VI. 395 Humber Keels are.. house and home to the
Keel family. 88j G. C DAVIES Norfolk Broads iv. (1884)
32 There was another class of vessels called

' Keels
', which

were fitted with huge square lug-sails, and were chiefly used
for carrying timber. These are now unknown.

b. The quantity of coals carried in a keel, now
= 8 Newcastle chaldrons or 21 tons 4 cwt.
The statute of 1421 shows that a keel was then supposed

to carry 20 chalders, but the weight of the chalder is not
given (cf. quot. 1529 below).

[1411 Act 9 Hen. F, c. 10 Tieles Keles del portage . . de
xx chaldrez. 1529 VV. FKANKELEVN in Fiddes n^eliy(t}tSt
II. 165 A great substance of colis to the nombre of 25 score

kele, every kele contayning 20. chald'.] 1750 CLEPHONE
Jrnl. in C. Innes Sk. Early Sc. Hist. App. (1861) 550 A
Kiell is 8 chalder. 176* SIR S. JANSSEN Smuggling 112 An
ordinary Ship-Load [of coals] is about fifteen Keel, every
Keel is about eight Newcastle Chaldron, and each of those
Chaldrons are seventy two Bushels. 1815 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 82 Scale for manning the ships.. ships of six keels,
four men two boys. 1851 KIPPING Sail-making (ed. 2) 92
note, A collier is said to carry so many

' keels of coals '.

2. Used to rentier OE. (tol in the passage of the
O.K. Chron. relating to the first coming of the

Angles to Britain. (Cf. CHIULE, CYULE.)
In this use often erroneously identified with KEEL s6. ]

,
on

the analogy of L. carlna keel and ship.
[cs*S GILDAS De Excidio Brit, xxiii, Tribus, ut lingua

ejus [gentisj exprimitur, cyulis, nostra lingual ongis navibus.
,11000 O. E. Chron. an. 449 (Laud MS.) Hi ba coman on
brim ceolum hider to Brytene.] 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec.
Intell. xv, Hingistus and Horsus .. had the conduction of
these forces over into Brittains in three great and long
shippes, then called keeles. 1685 STILLINGFL. Orig. Brit. v.

313 The Angles or Saxons, .came hither in three Keels or

long Boats at first. 1881 GREEN Making Eng. i. 28 In three
' keels

'

. . these Jutes landed at Ebbsfleet in the Isle ofThanet,
3. Comb., as keel-holder, -mvner; keel-deeter

(-dighter), dial, (see quot. 1789 and DIGHT v.

14 0- See also KEEL-BOAT, -BULLY, -MAN!.
1780 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 262 note, The wives and

daughters .. who sweep the keels, and have the sweepings
for their pains, are called Keeldeeters. 1891 Pall Mall G.

14 Feb. 4/2 A small keelholder in Hull. Ibid, i June 1/3
The son of a small keelowner.

Keel (kfl), ^.3 Chiefly. .5V. Also 5 keyle,
6 keyll, keil, 9 keal. [Of uncertain origin. Gael,
and Ir. ell may be from Sc.]
1. A variety of red ochreons iron-ore used for

marking sheep, stone, timber, etc.
;
ruddle. Also,

the red mark made with this on sheep, etc.

1480 Ac/a Dotn. Cone. (1839) 57/2 To prufe bat be gudis. .

war one be lard of fernyis avne landis, & had his keyle &
his mark. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. vii. 82 At this time has
Pallas.. Markytyjuswa.. That by hys keyll ^e maybe knaw
fra thens. 1596 Cotnpt Bulk D. Wedderburn (S.H.S.) 46

"urris hard Kcill. 1728 RAMSAY Betty $ Kate iii, WithTwa fi

a piece cawk and keel .. He can the picture draw Of you or
me. 1789 BURNS Captain Grose's Peregrin, ii, He has an
unco sleight O' cauk and keel. 1817 Blackw. Mag. II.

85/1 The ewes were .. half covered with a new keel, with
which Millar had himself marked them. 1882 J. HARDY
in Proc. Bcr-M. Nat Club IX. No. 3. 430 A band of 'keel'
or ruddle occurs in a quarry. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 382,
I took, .to the trade of selling. .red keel for the sheep.
2. Weaving. A mark made (with keel or other

substance) by the warper at each end of a warp of

yarn before it is delivered to the weaver, to ensure

his weaving and returning the full length of the

yarn given out to him.

471813 A. WILSON Poems, Hollander, Another's been upo'
the push, To get his keel in claith. 1866 T. BRUCE SutiiHier

Queen 323 The pattern weel might stan' the light Fair woven
to the keel. 11885 W- SIM in Poets Clackmannan. 139
Tramp your treadles tell ye see Your hinmost keel and
thrum in.

t Keel, sl>.* Obs. rare. [?a. LG. keele, keelle,

kelle = G. kelle (OHG. chella), ladle, vessel, tub :

in quots. 1617 and 1730-6 app. erron. associated

with KEEL zi.l, KEELER^.] A tub or vat for

holding liquor.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. F//(i8o6) 72 Keeles. .iij, Spittes of

Iren..j, Gridirnes. .ij. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor 259/1 Keele,
a vessell to coole wort or new brewed Ale and Beere. 1648
HEXHAM, A Keel for wine or beer, een vat ofte kuype [etc.].

1730^6 BAILEY (fol.), Keel, a vessel for liquors to stand and
cool in.

Keel(k/l),zv.l Obs. exc. dial. Forms: I ccelan,

celan, 2-4kelen, 4 keelen, 4-6 kele, 5 keyle,

keille, 6 kiele, keale, 5-7 keele, 6- keel. [Com.
Tent. : OE. cdlan, cttan = Du. koelen, LG. k'dlen,

OHG. chuolen, kualm (MHG. kuelen, G.kuhlen),
ON. kala (Da. kfle, Sw. kyla} :-*koljan f. *kol-: see

COOL a. and v., and cf. AKELE.]
1. trans. To cool ; to cause to lose heat

;
to

refresh by cooling.
esp. Psalter xxxviii. [xxxix.] 14 >et ic sie jecoeled



KEEL.
[L, ut refrigercrl agoo O. E. Martyrol. 18 Mar 40 Se
uphcasffi celeo baera tungla Imo. a isoo Cursor M. 1 254?He hem his hand and bleu bar-in Keland he made al halehis hand 1382 WYCLU. Luke xvi. 24 Send Lazarus, that he

reath to kcale your potage.
:

b. spec. To cool (a hot or boiling liquid) by
stirring, skimming, or pouring in something cold,
in order to prevent it from boiling over; hence
ireq. in phr. to keel the pot. Alsofig
1393 LANGL, P. PL C. XXH. 280 And lerede men a ladel

bygge with a long stele, That cast for to kele [B.-text xix
275 kepe] a crokle and saue be fatte aboue. ^,420 Liter

W,,T"l',Y ,

WhenI
Jltt

welles up, thou schalt hit keleWith a htel ale. 1536 Remedy Sedition 21 a. 1388 SHAKS.L.L.L. v. IL 930 While greasie lone doth keele the pot'1602 MARSTON Ant. 4- Mel. v. Wks. r856 I. 56 Boy, keele
your mouth, it runnes over.

1607
- Whatyou will\nAnc.

fJramall. ,90 Faith Doncus, thy biain boils, keel it, keel
it, or all 'he fat s in the fire. 1781 HUTTON Tour Caves
<eA ")<2Sl.?i!*,f"#J? kep the pot from boilin;

a ladle and keel it '.

1 2. _/%r To make less violent, eager, or ardent :

to assuage, mitigate, lessen. Obs.
CII75 Lamb. Ham. 141 pa twelf kunreden sculden ber

SbfiSSS'Jlte'P
kden" C 123 /'a/' J/""'- 2S TO kel= H lust

b **
K" J

n<
V

C
',
137

J?
^^ >'<"'* *xi- Clement)102 pa, cuth nocht keyle byre care, cuoo Z?/r. 7Vov

11464 His corage was kelit with age. 1508 FISHER 7 /V,V
f

C
r
L

,,

W> U876) I58 To blake ""Jkele the hete of

yn
awfull desyre. 1641 MILTON Reform. . Wks. (1851) 44

Likely to lessen and keel the affections of the Subject.
fb. With personal object and const, of, fronttUM>Antun

eA4r//iiv,Thay..Cumfordunhorkenettes,to kele horn of care, c 1450 Merlin 214 The kynge yet was
nofieled of the love of the stiwardes wif. c 1460 Towneley
Mrst. ui. u8,l thee coinmand, from cares the to keyle.

'

O. mtr. To become cool or cold.
CI4ZO Liter Cocorum 19 Take a pownde of ryse.and sethe

horn wele, fyl that thay brostene ; and let horn kele.
1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret. 26 If thou ete and haue noon
appetite, pe hete of thi stomak shalle kele. 1485 E
Misc. (Warton Club) 78 Than let hit kele to hit be lewke-
warme. 1502 ARNOLDS Ckron. (181 1) 188 Set it oucr the fire
. .and then let it keele awhile.

1883 (see sense i].
4. fig. To grow cold, in feeling, etc. ; to become

less violent, fervid, or ardent, to ' cool down '

;
to

diminish in intensity. Const, of, from.
CI32S Metr. Horn. 32 Mi soru sal son kele. Hid. 67O pryde comes all his unsell, That neuer may slake ne kell.

" 1
^* *V PSLE Psalter xli. 13 He gars sa many kele fra

godis lut. Vci46o Horn a Marchande dyd hys Wyfe
betray 265 in Hazl. E. P.P. (1864) I. 208 The marchandys
care be gan to kele. 1504 C'TESS RICHMOND tr. De Imita-
tione iv. (E. E. T. S.) 265 Vnto me . . that so often synnes, and
so soon keles. 1818 TODD s. v.,

' He keals ', that is, he is

cowardly; his courage cools. Lane. 1891 Sheffield Gloss.
Suppl. s. v.

,

' The door never keels of beggars '.

Keel (kfl), z/.2 [f. KEEL sbl]
1. trans. To plough (the sea) with a keel.

(nonce-use. )

1808
J. BARLOW Colwab. i.\. 534 The Lombards keel their

Adriatic main.

2. intr. Of a ship : To roll on her keel.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Keeling.
3. trans. To turn up the keel of, show the
bottom of. Keel over, to turn over, 'turn wrong side

uppermost ', turn (a man or beast) upon his back ;

to upset, capsize, (lit. and^ff.) Orig. U. S.
1828 WEBSTER, Keel, to turn up the keel; to show the

bottom. 1836 MRS. STOWE Dred I. 116 (Bartlett) When
we get keeled up, that will be the last of us. 1876 BESANT
& RICE Gold. Butterfly (1877) 148 He was keeled back ..

on a strong chair, with his feet on the front of the table.

1894 STOCKTON in Mrs. Clifford Grey Romance, etc. 175 Wenow all set to work to keel over the yacht. 1897 R. KIPLING
Captains Courageous i. 6 It would take more than this to
keel me over.

b. intr. To turn or be turned over; to be upset;
to fall over or be felled as if by a shock. Orig. U.S.
a 1860 N. y. Despatch (Bartlett), Keel over they must,

and a gradual careen would be much better than a sudden
capsize. 1893 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-Hags xli. 296 They
keeled ower on their backs. 1897 OLIVE SCHREINER Trooper
Pet. ffalkett II. 209 The third man keeled round on to his
stomach again.

t Keel, v.3 Obs. rare.
[f. KEEL ji.2] trans.

To convey in a keel. Hence Kee'ling vbl. sb.

1591 R. HITCHCOCK in Garrard's Art Warre 355 Where
theysende it downe in keeles, to giue for keeling of a quarter
I".)- d. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stujfe (1871) 27 Their goods and
merchandise, from beyond seas, are keeled up . . to their

very thresholds [in Norwich}
Keel (krt), v.* Sc. [f. KEEL st>.3] trans. To
mark with ruddle. Hence Kee-ling vbl. sb.

1508 KENNEDIE Flyting v>. Dunbar 431 Thow has thy
clamschellis, and thy burdoun kelde [Bann. MS. keild].

1362 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 I. 33 Be war to
moue..seditioun in this nobyll town be ^oure calking and
keling. (71817 HOGG Tales ^Sk. 1. 142 Sheep, .all.. smeared
and keeled. 1886 C. SCOTT Sheep Farming 151 The sale
ewe lambs in hill flocks are also keeled on the neck to dis-

tinguish them from the wether lambs.

659

Keel, obs. variant of KILN.
. Keelage (b'-ledg). rare. [f. KEEL tf.i + -AGE

;

in med.L.
ktllagtum.'] A toll or due payable bya ship on entering or anchoring in a harbour

sc lfc?t .7,
R>
"n

r

f^" VII
t S7

,?
CaPk ibi Killagium,

Denar os fT n
a
p

CUln B
?
td ' aPP''nte ibi.Octo

wher/h K^L l^9
BLOUNT Anc' Te>"< H6 Keelage,whereby he had by custom what is here expressed for

boat ^Lc 5-
VCry Sh

'f
' ^\ Came into his iea^ w"h a

H.JrtS rf*lS I"
Lcy

!
Aee'"fe -- k Custom paid

Hartlepool in Durham, for every Ship coining into* '<* *& i" Prt

boat.

at ]

that

), variant of KEELIVINE.
Keel-boat fltrthJt), [f. KEEL st.i and ^.1
T a. ? A small keel : cf. KEEL si.'* Obs. b A

large flat boat used on American rivers, c. A yacht
having a keel instead of a centre-board.
a. 1693 Land. Gaz. No. 2073/1 An Act for the better

Admeasurement of Keels and Keel-Boats, in the Port of
New.Castle. 1746 Act 19 Ceo. //, c. 22 Any Ship Pink
Ciayer, Lighter, Keil-lwat, or other Vessel whatsoever.
b. 1822 J. I. LINT .Lett. Amer. 85 Keel boats are largeshallow vessels, varying from thirty to seventy tons burden.

They are built on a keel with ribs, and covered with plankas
shijus are. 1837 W. IRVING Caft. Bonneville III. no

Captain Sublette was ascending the Yellowstone with a keel
boat, laden with supplies.
0. 1893 IVestm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 5/3 On the other side of the

Atlantic the most famous contemporary yachts have also
been keel-boats. Ibid., It has been a matter of general
opinion that, other things being equal, a keel boat can runa centreboard.

Keel-bully, [f. KEEL sb? + BULLY rf.i 2
.]One of the crew of a keel; a Tyneside lighterman.a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Keel-bullies, Lightermen

that carry Coals to and from the Ships, so called in Derision
1789 BRAND Hist. SaocatUt II. 261 note. 1860 [see BULLY
*.' i 1863 in Robson Bards Tyne 73 The keelbulliesa

, Byeth gleet an' sma'.

Keele, obi. variant of KILN sb.

Keeled (k/ld), a. [f. KEEL sb.l + -ED 2.] a . Of
a boat : Having a keel

; furnished with a keel.
1847 MEDWIN Shelley 1.239 The boat was.. keeled and

clinker-built, 1833 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges 100 As
is often the case with keeled boats, the sides and timbers
are slight.

b. Having a central dorsal ridge; carinate.
1787 Fain. Plants I. 99 Pel ianth five-parted . . the divisions,awl d, keel d. Ibid. 375 Seeds . . keel'd, annexed to the gaping

suture. 1828 STARK Eleiu. Nat. Hist. II. 85 Shell oblong .

tiattish on the posterior, and somewhat angulated and keeled
on the anterior side. 1848 R. TYAS Favourite FieldFlowers
I. 3 Two strap.shaped, keeled, and blunt leaves. 1863header 29 Apr. 486/2 The keeled sternum, the grand feature
of the skeleton of birds, is very fully developed. 1879 SIR

. , V "$ A rc/lit- " *''! 148 Their edges often filleted,
or Keeled

,
that is, decorated by an arris or edge projecting

fiom their round surface.

Keeledar, Keeleg, var. KILLADAB, KILLICK.
Keeler 1

(krbj). rare. Also4keler. [f. KEEL
J&2 + -EK i.] fa. Akeelman. b. (see quot. 1875).
1322 Tyncmouth Chartulary (MS.) If. 68 [cf. Gibson

Monast. rynemouth I. 139] Et omnes..seruientes in bargia
qui dicuntur kelers . . venient quolibet anno ad Natale
donum in festo sanctorum Innocentium apud Whiteley. 1873Ure's Diet. Arts, Keeler, a manager of coal-barges and
colliers in the Durham and Northumberland districts.

Keeler 2
. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5 kelare,

kyler, 6 kieler, kealer, -or, 7 keellar, 7- keeler,
(8-9 killer), [f. KEEL z-.l + -ER

1.]
1. A vessel for cooling liquids ; a shallow tub

used for household purposes.
ci44o Promp. Para. 269/2 Kelare, vesselle,frigidarium.

1463 in fasten Lett. III. 435, vj kylers, ij clensyng sates.
1307 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 21 r In the brewhouse, iiij
leades for kealors. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 510 They
vsed to seeth the same . . and poure it into certaine troughs or
broad keelers of wood. 1738 FRANKLIN Lett., etc. Wks. r84o
VI. 536 A shallow tray, or keeler, should be under the frame
to leceive any water that might drip from the wetted cloths.
1823 Ann. Reg. 72 A milk-tub, which they call a keeler.
Mod. dial. (Kent), Put the water in that keeler and set it

outside, it will soon cool then.
2. A shallow wooden box used in dressing

mackerel (Cent. Diet. 1890).
3. Comb., as keeler-tub.
1866 LOWELL Biglom Papers Introd., Keeler-tub, one in

which dishes are washed.

Keeles, Keel-fat, var. KAYLES, KEEL-VAT.
Kee-lful. [f. KEEL sb.% + -FUL.] As much as

a keel will hold.

1478-9 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 647, 2 keylfulis
lapidum.

Keelhaul (kflhgl), v. Also 7-9 -hale, 8-9
-hawl. [ad. Du. kielhalen (with the elements

englished as keel, haul) ; cf. also G. kielholen, Da.
kfylhale, Sw. kolhala, app. all from Du.
Du. kielhalen occurs in an ordinance of 1629 ; the punish-

ment itself is mentioned, in an ordinance of 1560, as onder
den kiele deurstricken ; abolished in Holland in 1853.]
trans. To haul (a person) under the keel of a ship,

either by lowering him on one side and hauling
him across to the other side, or, in the case of

smaller vessels, lowering him at the bows and

drawing him along under the keel to the stern.

[1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 4 To punish
offenders .. as ducking at Yards arme, bawling vnder the

Keele.] 1666 Land. Gaz. No. 112/3 He .. caused Blake to
be loaded withChains..and.. ordered him to be three times
Keel-haled (as they [the Dutch] call it). 1751 SMOLLETT

KEELIVINE.
I er. Pic. (1779) I. Xxv. 231 He ought to be keel-hawledlor his presumption. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1780)Donner lagrand Cale, to keel-haul ; a punishment peculiarto the Dutch. 1831 TRELAWNEV Adv. Younger S<m\. K
II 1 catch any more on board, I'll keelhale them. 1882ShlHJI/IrJ *T ^..l,t -/.. T -C r . ... BVVM

au
Hence Xee-lhaulintr vbl. sb., the action of draw-

ing under the keel; the fact of being keelhauled
also Kee-lhaul sb., an act of keelhauling
I7S3 Miss COLLIER Art Torment. 15 Some sorts of curiousmarine discipline as the cat-of-nine-tails, keel-hawling, and
h
6
u
e'

'H
1 BllKk

?'-
Ma

t-
X ' 360 Ev P"5 "* to ,797the old punishment of '

keel.hauling ', for slight offences, had
entirely gone out 183, TRELAWNEV Adv. Younger Son
(1890) 450, I was about to treat him with a keelhalef
Keelie (to-11). north, dial, and Sc. [Imitativeof the bird s cry.]
1 - A

i

10Cal name for the sparrow-hawk or kestrel.

"*""'! =*ry-keery
'

gives it the: name. 1898
J. COLVILLE Scott. Vernacular (1899) n Sclim the branchlessstem of the fir for the keelie 's nest.
2. A low or vulgar boy; a street-loafer or

rough. Se.

' <y^S,^
CO

iT
T (Jala )> A combination of young blackguards

"IK i? a sn -

e
,

nce termed themselves the Keelie Gang.]
1863 N.B. Daily Mail 18

Aug., The defender .. said tha
1 was a Saltmarket keelie, a fighting man, a thief.

Keeling (krlirj), s&.l Sc. and north, dial.
*orms: 3-9 keling, (4 kyling, 5 chelynge, 5-6
kelyng(e, 6 kieling, Sc. keyling, killine, 6-7
killing, 7 killin, 7-8 Sc. keilling, 8 kiling),
7- keeling. [Origin uncertain : the name, like

COD, seems to be confined to English, but may be
ultimately related to Icel. keila '

gadus longus ',
or

to Da. kolle, kuller, Sw. kolja haddock. Ir. ceilliuin,
Gael, cilcan are no doubt from English. The
form cheling is

difficult.] A cod-fish.
The exact sense seems to have varied, in different localities

from large cod
'

to
'

small cod '

or
'

codling '.

c 1300 Have/ok 757 Keling he tok, and tumberel Herine
and be makerel. 1323-4 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 13
In 13 Kelmges. 1340 Ibid. 37 In . . 4 kyling. c 1440 Promp.Parv. 72/1 Chelynge, fysche. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 94lake paunches and lyuers of a codlyng, or haddok, or elles

?'>'"? , 'S?
6 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 13sindne fresche water lochis . . that abundes in mony kyndes

of fische, cheiflie .. Killine, Skait, and Makrell. c 1620 2
BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855) 72 The Killings, Herrings,
Castocks. 1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fife 51 Asellus major vul-
gans, the Cod ; our Fishers call it Keeling, and the young
Ones Codlings. 1793 Statist. Ace, Scot. VII. 205 Largecod called Keilling are also got in Spring and Summer.
J , & ,'

NNI s Scot. Mid. Ages viii. 237 Our common sea
fish . . Keling, hng, haddock.

Keeling (to-lirj), ^.2
[f. KEEL sb.i + -JNG i.]

The material or make of a ship's keel.
1884 Lake's Falmouth Packet 13 Sept. 5/5 The '

Migno-
nette . . was really half cutter, her keeling and timbers being
those of a 40 ton vessel.

Keeling, vbl. st.l Ols.eac.dial.
[f. KEELZ/.I +

-ING 1
.] The action of the vb. KEEL; cooling.

1382 WVCLIF Acts iii. 20 Whanne the tymes of kelynge
\rloss or refreischinge] . . schulen come. 1398 TREVISA Barih.
DC P. R. v. xix. (MS. Bodl.) If. 10/1 Wi>oute keling jierof
pe hert schuld be brende. 1373 Art Limning (1588) 106
Stirre it [Vermilion] well together in the keeling. 1637 R.
LICON Barbadoes (1673) 90 After much keeling, they take it

out of the tach.

Keeling, iibl. sl>s.~ and 3 : see KEEL vbs.Z and *.

Kee livine, keelie vine. Sc. and north.
dial. Also (8 kilie vine), 9 kyle-, keela-, keely-,
guilli-, cala-, -vine. [Of uncertain origin.
In South of Scotl. and Northumberland pronounced as

"O 11U1I1 1XC.&L. OK. Tvlnc uclcllulg lu II1C pCIICll Vine Or

cedar), the name being only applied to a pencil enclosed in
wood. But in other districts the name is pronounced as one
word, and applied to the substance black-lead itself: cf.

KILLOW, another name of this. See other suggestions in

Jamieson. If quot. 1720 belongs here, the correct etymology
ought also to explain kilie vert there mentioned.]
A black-lead pencil, or. more generally, any

coloured pencil enclosed in wood (as a red keelie-

vine); also, in some places, black-lead, plumbago.
[1720 DR. MITCHELL Let. (Jam.), If Gods Providence were

not wonderful, I would long since been crying Kilie vine,
and Kilie vert, considering I began upon a crown, and a
poor trade.] 1808-18 JAMIESON, Keelivine, a black-lead

pencil. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 146 With
the verra mere, naked unassisted keelivine (that day fortu-

nately it was a red ane) I caught the character o' the

apparition. 1884 Scot. Ch. Rev. I. 5 His appliances as yet
are a keelyvine and a Balaam-box. 1893 Northumbld.
Gloss., Keely-vine, a pencil, originally a pencil made from
keel, but applied generally to

' vines
'

or pencils. 1899
Cumbld. Gloss., Calavine, a black-lead pencil.

b. attrili., as keelivine pen, a pencil.
1782 SIR J. SINCLAIR Obs. Sc. Dial. 120 Black-lead is

called killow, or collow, in Cumberland ; and a guillivine-

pen, is probably a corruption of a fine killow pencil. 1816
SCOTT Antiq. xxxviii, Put up your pocket-book and your
keelyvine pen. 1833 Fraser's Mag. Oct. 398 In a hole he
had. .jock-to-legs, keelavine pens,
Hence Xee'liviiied a., marked with pencil.
c 1818 SCOTT in Lockhart xlii, I thought it had been well

known that the keelavined egg must be a soft one for the
Sherra.

148-2



KEELLESS.

Keelless (kfl,li-s), a. [f. KEEL **.i + -LESS.]

1. Of a boat : Having no keel.

1879 Daily News 7 Apr. 3/3 The worst crew that either

University has sent to Putney since the days when keelless

boats first came into use, just 22 years ago. 1896 /IV..////.

Cat. TO June 5/2, 1 was out since six o'clock in my shallow

keelless boat.

2. Zool. Having no keel along the breast-bone.

1884 G. ALLEN in Longm. Mag. Jan. 293 Keelless and
often almost wingless birds. 1886 Century Mag. XXXI.
358 This great order of the Ratita:, or keelless birds. 1895

Pop. Sci. .Monthly Apr. 762 All had keelless sterna.

Keelman !
(krlm&n). [KEEI. sb.*\ One who

works on a keel or barge.
1516 Patent Roll 8 Hen. VIII, Pt. i, m. 15-16 (P. R. O.)

The craftes of. .Porters, Kelemen, Sclalters. 1592 Wills

f, Inv. N. C. (Surlees 1860) 251 Henrie Robinsone of the

towne of Newcastell-upon-Tyne, keillman. 1695 Land.
Gaz. No..3iQ3/3 Newcastle, June 12... The Keel Men are

gone to work again. 1774 WESLEY Wks. (1872) IV. 21 In

the morning 1 preached at the Ballast-Hills among the

glassmen, keelmen, and sailors. 1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More
(1831) II. 56 It has become a place of colliers and keelmen.

Kee'lmau *. Sc. [KEEL sb.y\
1. A dealer in keel or ruddle.

1796 Ace. in Scott OldMart. Introd. (1862) 8 To 3 Chappins
of Yell with Sandy the Keelman, 009.
2. One of a class of Irish linen -dealers (see quot.).
1821 BRENNER Irish Linen Trade in CasselFs Gt. Indust.

Gt.Brit. (1878-80)!!. xvL 196 The' Keelmen 'were so-called

from the first persons who got into the trade being very
illiterate, and, unable to write in ordinary characters, they
marked on each piece of linen the price at which it was
bought with

'

keel '.

Keels, variant of KAYLES.
Keelson (also Keelsale), var. KELSON.

t Keel-toll. 06s. [f. KEEL rf.i (or ?rf.2) +
TOLL.] = KEELAGE.
? 1499 in Gross did Merck. II. 44 (Chester) De qualibet
Naue intrante libertatem predictam cum quibuscunque
maicandisis seu victualibus vocatum Keyltoll iiii.</. et
Clerico \.d.

Keel-vat, rare. Also -fat. [KEEL s6* or
KEEL v. 1

] A wooden tub; a keeler.

1552 HULOET, Keelerue[?J or keele vat, for ale, wyne or

beere, labrum. 1755 JOHNSON, Keel-fat, cooler; tub in
which liquor is let to cool. 1886 i". W. Line. Gloss., Kcal,
a cold, .almost out of use in this part of Lincolnshire, as is

its compound,
'

Keal-fat
',
a cooling-vat used in brewing.

Kee'ly, a. rare. Also kealy. [f.
KEEL s6.3

+ Y I.] Abounding in keel ; of the nature of keel.

1712 J. MORTON Nat. Hist. Northaitipt. \. 38. 41 Our
ordinary Sort of kealy Land is a Red -land, with a large Inter-
mixture of Reddish Stones, which everyone here calls Keale.

"753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Kealy soil, in agriculture, is

used by the husbandmen for a sort of land, plentifully strewed
with keale or kale.

Keelyvine, variant of KEELIVINB.

Keem, obs. f. KEHB v.
;
vnriant of KEAM.

Keen (kfn), sl>. [a. Ir. caoine (krno), f. caoinim

(Olr. cainim, coinini) I weep, wail, lament
; cf.

KEEN v.-} An Irish funeral song accompanied
with wailing in lamentation for the dead.

1830 CROFTON CROKER in Fraser's Mag. I. 191 The fol-

lowing Keens .. I have translated from the Irish. 1841
S. C. HALL Ireland I. 226 The keener having finished a
stanza of the keen, sets up the wail. 1895 Q. Rev. Oct. 319
His mother was famed . . for her skill in giving the keen.

Keen (kin), a. (adv.) Forms: i c6ne, 2-6

kene, 3-4 ken, 4-7 keene, (5 Sc. keyne, 6

kein(e), 7- keen. [Com. Teut. : OE. ct!>ie = OS.
"koni (MDu. coene, Du. koen}, MI.G. kSne, keene,
OHG. chdni, chuoni (MHG. kueiu, G. kilhn}, ON.
kacnn: OTeut. *konjo-. There are no cognates
outside of Teutonic.
The original meaning is somewhat obscure. The promi-

nent sense in OE., as in Low and High German, was that
of '

bold, brave ,' but ON. ktenn meant only
'

expert, skilful,
clever

', a sense also represented in OE. (ODa. kion, kon,
OSw. kon, tyn,

'

bold
',
are app. from LG., the original Scand.

sense being found in ODa. lovkion '

learned in the law '.)

It has been suggested that the ON. sense is the original
one, the connecting link with the other being the idea of
'skilled in war

, 'expert in battle' (-ON. vlgka-nn), but
there is no clear evidence of this. The development of the
specifically English sense 'sharp' is also obscure.]
1 1. Wise, learned, clever. Obs. {Cf. 7 b.)
a looo Boeth. Metr. x. 51 Se waes uflwita aelces binges

cene and craftij, bwm was Caton nama. c 1205 LAY. 4989
Pa aide quene, a wifmon wis and kene. a 1225 Leg. Kath.
2070 Beo nu ken & cnawes . . hu heh & hu hali is (>es cris-
tencs godd. 13 .. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1575 per comen mony
Clerkcs out of Caldye bat kennest wer knauen.
1 2. a. Brave, bold, valiant, daring. Obs.
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxiii. 218 Betra biS se

XeSyldcsa wer Sonne se stronga & se kena. 993 Battle of
Maldon 215 Nu m.-ts cunnian hwa cene sy. naoo ORMIN
19962 Godess bodeword . . to kibenn forh Biforenn kafe &
kene. c 1205 LAY. 520 He nom his kene men ha to compe
weren gode. a 1300 K. Horn 164 Whannes beo }e, faire
gumes,. .Of bodie swibe kene. <ri386 CHAUCER Monk's T.
259 Cenobia . . So worthy was in Armes and so keene That
no wight passed hire in hardynesse. c 1420 Anturs ofArth.
xlvn, The

knyste that was curtase cruail and kene. 1508DUNBA Gold. Targe 137 Scho bad hir archearis kene Gome arrest, a 1605 MONTGOMERY Misc. Poems xiii. 20
Love maks a couard kene.

t b. As an alliterative epithet of kings or other
rulers; hence, Mighty, powerful, strong. Obs.
a looo Ps. I. (CotL Vesp. D. vi.) 3 David was . . cyninga

Cynost, Crisle hofost. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 181 Ajein s kene
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keisere & al his kineriche. a 1300 A". Horn 507
'

King,' he

sede,
'
so kene Grante me a bene '. 13 .. E. E. Allit. P.

B. 1593
' Kene kyng,' quoth be quene,

'

kayser of vrbe '.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1467 To cache a caste)] bat was kene

holdyn. a 1510 DOUGLAS A". Hart i. xviii, Harde by this

castell of this King so kene.

f c. Fierce, savage (chiefly of beasts) ; cruel ;

harsh (to a person). Obs.
a looo Cxdmon's Exod. 322 (Gr.) Hsefdon him to se^ne. .

tyldene
Icon . . deora cenost. c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 572

e be hafaS hundes heortan mid him, ne beod on^ean hme
hundas cene. 111300 Cursor M. 6715 If his laucrd kneu
him kene o horn . . pis ox ban sal be taght to slan. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1228 Wild bestes .. Als lyons, libardes

and wolwes kene. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 647
Nero, bat tyran kene. c 1398 CHAUCER Fortune 27 Whi
seysthow thanne y am [toj the so kene pat hast thy self owt
of my gouernaunce. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxviii. n
The cruell serpent . . The auld kene tegir, with his teith on
char. 1629 FLETCHER Sea Voy, IIL i, I'll make ye..warry
one another like keen bandoggs.

f d. Bold, proud, forward, insolent, heinous.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6471 Me ne dar no?t esse [=ask]
weber he were kene bo & prout. a 1400-50 Alexander 748
For bi kene carpyng cache now a shame, c 1450 St. Cuthbcrt

(Surtees) 2404 Gude ensampill, men to mene Meke to be, no^t

proude na kene. 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting lu. Dunbar 322
And knaw, kene skald, I hald of Alathya. 1567 Satir.
Poems Reform, v. 42 For to defend the tratoure kene. 1594
MARLOWE & NASHE Dido v. ii, Trait'ress too keend and
cursed sorceress !

3. Of weapons, cutting instruments, and the like :

Having a very sharp edge or point ; able to cut or

pierce with ease. Also of an edge or point :

Extremely sharp. (Now somewhat rhetorical, exc.

in keen edge, the ordinary word being sharp.)
a 1225 Juliana. 57 Irnene gadien kene to keoruen. a 1225

Leg. Kath. 1952 pe hweoles beon burhspitet mid kenre pikes
ben eni cnif. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2654 Hypermn.,
Out he caught a Knyfe as A rasour kene. a 1541 WYATT
Poems (1831) 172 He drew his bow with arrowes sharpe and
kene. 1588 SHAKS, L. L. L. \. i. 6 His sythes keene edge.
c 1600 Sonn. xix, Plucke the keene teeth from the fierce

Tygers jawes. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. \\. 8 The keen edge
of a razor. 1752 YOUNG Brothers^ iv. i, Like that poor wretch
. . Who, while in sleep . . Draws his keen sword. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 374 The keen edge will not be blunted.

fig. 11380 Virgin Antioch 24 in Horslm. Altengl. Leg.
(1878) 26 Stured on .. Wib twey kene prikkes of couetise.

1603 SHAKS. Areas,for M. n. i. 5 Let vs be keene, and rather
cut a little Then fall, and bruise to death. 1713 YOUNG
Last Day I. 186 Thou .. Hast felt the keenest edge of
mortal pain. 1784 COV.TER Task iv. 164 Set a keener edge
On female industry. 1819 SHELLEY Masque Anarchy Ixxiv,
Words Keen to wound as sharpened swords.

4. transf. Of things, substances, or agencies that
affect the s.enses : a. Operating on the touch or taste

like a sharp instrument; causing pain or smarting;
acrid, pungent, stinging. (Now unusual.)
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. civ. (MS. Bod!.) If.

229 b/a pou^e al fe herbe in substaunce be kene and feruente.

1486 Hi: St. Aloan's C vj a, Take hony. .and a kene nettyll.

1523 FiTziiERB. f/uso. 43 For terre of hym selfe is to

kene, and is a fretter, and no healer 1618 LATHAM -2nd Bk.
Falconry (1633) r 38 Take some of the keenest onions you
can possibly get. 1658 in i2//t Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm.
App. v. 6 The keenest mus_tard. 1796 MORSF. Artier. Geog. I.

192 Its fruit small, possessing, perhaps of all vegetables, the
keenest acid. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. 43 The genii
of the storm.. afflict me with keen hail.

b. Of cold (for heat): Piercing, intense. Of
wind, air, &c. : Very sharp, biting, piercing.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3094 pat fire is hatter and mare

kene, pan al be fire that here es sene. 1350 Will. Palcrnc
908 But quicliche so kene a cold conies ber-after. 1567 Gudc
<V Godlie B. (S. T. S.) roo This wind sa keine. 1667 MILTON
P. L. x. 1066 While the Winds Blow moist and keen. 1780
COWPER Tatle-t. 294 Place me where Winter breathes his
keenest air. 1860 TYNUALL Glac. i. iii. 27 The breeze at the
summit was exceedingly keen.

c. Of sound, light, scent : Sharp, piercing, pene-
trating ; shrill ; vivid

; clear ; strong.
,1400 Destr. Troy 1206 pe crie wax kene, crusshyng of

wepyns. 91400-50 Alexander 1604 Lordis & ladis..Kest
vp a kene crie. 1602 MARSTON Ant. ty Mel. I. Wks. 1856
I. 16 Keen lightning shot Through the black bowels of
the quaking ayre. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Unit. 11. iv. 27
Pain, whose unheeded and familiar speech Is howling, and
keen shrieks. 1822 Hellas 344 One star.. with keen
beams, Like arrows through a fainting antelope. 1891
Daily Nevus 6 Nov. 2/6 The scent was so wonderfully keen
that they raced two consecutive foxes down.
5. Of agencies that affect the mind : a. Of cir-

cumstances, thoughts, feelings, etc. : Causing acute

pain or deep distress. Also, of pain, grief, etc. :

Acute, intense, bitter.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4724 pe folk mon dei, . . bis hunger es sa
ken. Ibid. 21402 pis dome bat was sa kene. 1:1350 Will.
Palcrne 616 It komses of a kene bouit bat ich haue in hert.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace II. 298 This cairfull cas so kene. 1647
CLARENDON Hist. Ret. i. igt It may be he retained too
keen a memory of Those who had . . Persecuted him. 1742
GRAY Dist. Prosp. Eton viii, Keen Remorse with blood de-
fil'd. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. xiii, Mr. Tremlow . . had
betrayed the keenest mental terrors.

b. Of language: Sharp, severe, incisive, cutting.
a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 199 pe renkes reneyed pis comeliche

accused with wordes wel kene. 1595 SHAKS. John III. i. 182
Good Father Cardinal!, cry thou Amen To my keene curses.
1670 EVELYN Diary 28 Aug., Enjoyning me to make it a
little keene, for that the Hollanders had very unhandsomely
abus'd him. 1788 GIBBON Decl. 4- f. I, They pointed their
keenest satire against a despicable race. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 120 Keen speeches had been made, . .

but nothing had been done.

KEEN.
6. Of persons : Eager, ardent, fervid

; full of, or

manifesting, intense desire, interest, excitement, etc.

Also, of desire, feeling, etc. : Intense.

kene wille. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 69/35 K.eem,/eruitius.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. ii. 86 A dull fighter.and a keene
Guest 1715 Land. Gaz. No. 5383/3 The Courage of the. .

Troops was never Keener. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. \, L
(1869) I. to When he first begins the new work he is seldom
very keen and hearty. 1827 D. JOHNSON Init. field Sports
51 The keenest native sportsman 1 ever met with. 1862 SIR
B. BRODIE Psychol. Ing. II. ii. 38 In this age of keen com-
petition. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. \. 10 They were
listened to by nigh and low with the keenest enjoyment. 1880
M'CfLRTHV Own Times III. xlv. 346 He had a keen interest
m some branches of science.

b. Const, about, against, at, for, f of, or with
inf.

;
also colloq. on <jipott).

a 1400-50 Alexander 1892 Corageous & kene joure clere

gold to wyn. 1513 FITZEIERB. Hush. 68 She wyl not holde
to it, excepte she be kene of horsyng. 1711 BUDGELL Sped.
No. n6 P 4 Sir Roger is so keen at this Sport. 1714 SWIFT
Pres. St. Aj[f. Wks. 1755 II. i. 208 Men were not so keen
upon coming in themselves. 1768 BKATTIE Minstr. i. Iviii,
Still keen to listen and to pry. 1855 KINCSLEV Scrm, Times
xiii. 217 Religious professors, .are just as keen about money.
1874 S. Cox Pilgr. Ps. iii. 67 Who is more keen for gain
than the modern Jew? 1893 STEVENSON Catriona ix. 97 He
was keen to say good-bye to ye. 1897 MARY KINCSLEV
W. Africa 653 They'll let nature take its course if they
don't feel keen on a man surviving.
7. Of the eyes or eyesight : Sharp, penetrating.

Hence, of hearing, smell, or other sense: Acute,
highly sensitive. Also of persons or animals :

Sharp of (sight, smell, etc.).
c 1720 GAY Songs q Kail., New Song New Similies, Her

glance is as the razor keen. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Expost. Odes i. Wks. 1812 II. 217 Hunting, like Blood-hounds,
with the keenest noses. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. i. it 30
Looking through those he saw, till you turned away from
the keen glance. 1841 JAMES Brigand v.\\\, I for one have
keener perceptions when an enemy is near. 1866 G. MAC-
DONALD Ann. Q. Netght. xxvi. (1878) 448 She looked hard
at me with her keen gray eyes. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

III. 28 Dogs keen of scent and swift offoot.

b. Of persons : Intellectually acute, sharp-
witted, shrewd : often with mixture of sense 6.

Also of the mind or mental operations : Endowed
or conducted with great acuteness.

1704 J. LOGAN in Pa. ffist. Soc. Mem. IX. 324 He seems
to me one of the keenest men living. 1794 SULLIVAN View
Nat. II. 75 When the keenest researches are. . proceeding in
the different parts of the European world. 1807 CRABBE
Par. Reg. in. 521 To this poor swain a keen attorney came.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 246 Nature had given him
a keen understanding. 1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iv. 102 Her
letters are characteristic of the keen woman of the woild.

c. Of the face or looks : Suggestive of mental
acuteness or sharpness.
1798 WORDSW. Peter Bell \. xxiii, His face was keen as is

the wind That cuts along the hawthorn-fence, 1894 Punch
CVI. 109 Her hair which so cunningly curled About her
keen face.

f B. adv. = KEENLY. Obs.
a 1400 CHAUCER Mcrciles Bcaute 3 So woundeth hit

through-out my herte kene. c 1475 Kan/ Coil^ear 872
Thou art ane sarazine . . that counteris sa kene. 1560
ROLLAND Crl. Venus I. 636 Outthrow the hart thay thirll

me sa kene. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 588 Hunger and thirst.,

quick'ndat the scent Of that alluring fruit, urg'd me so keene.

C. Comb. a. Parasynthetic, etc., as keen-aired,
-bladed, -eared, \ -edge, -edged, -eyed, -faced, -fanned,
-nosed, -scented, -sighted (hence keensighlednezs),
-visioned, -wilted, etc.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 434 The winds Blown o'er the
*keen-air'd mountain by the North. 1629 MASSINGER
Picture ii. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 219/2 With his *keen-edge spear
He cut and carbonaded them. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i.

ii. 98 Hete is my *keene-edg'd Sword. 1829 T. HOOK
Bank to Barnes 128 Unrivalled in. .keen-edged satire. 1781
COWPER Expost. 631 The *keen-eyed eagle, 1797 T. PARK
Sonn. 72 *Keen-nos"d Sancho. -foretells a Partridge nigh.
1887 BOWEN Virg. sEneid iv. 132 Hounds *keen-scented of

race. 1813 L. Hvminiratier
$ May 278/2 His strength,

his *keensightedness, and his
ferocity. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN

in Lyra Aposi. (1849) 121 *Keen-visioned seer, alone. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 21 Sarcasms. .dropped but
too easily from the lips of the "keenwitted Dorset

b. Adverbial, with active and passive pples., as

keen-bent, -biting, -bitten, -cut, -judging, -piercing,

set; also with adj., as ) keen-cold.

#1758 DYER Fleece H. 158 Rough winds *
Keen-biting on

tempestuous hills. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 698 The
. .*keen-co!dthicknes of that dampish Cloud. 1871 PALCRAVE
Lyr. Poems 114 One *keen-cut group .. Sophocles could
show. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci iv. iv. 115 Your gentleness and
patience are no shield For this "keen-judging world. 1863
MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. iv. (1877) 34 I'm just *keen-set for

my supper.

f Keen, v -
1 06s. rare. [f. KEEN

a.']
trans.

To render keen ; to sharpen.
1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Aa iij b, Now, lest thou

keen thy blunted appetence, c 1689 Popish Pol. Unmaskt 35
in yd Coll. Poems (1689)23/1 You Cow the Bold, and Keen
the Cowards heart 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1259 When
cold Winter keens the brightening flood.

Keen (k*h), v.2 [f. Ir. caom- (km), stem of

caoin-im I wail : see KEEN sb.]
1. intr. To utter the keen, or Irish lamentation

for the dead
; to wail or lament bitterly.



KEENER.
1811

[implied
in KEENER]. 1845 MKS. S. C. HALL White-

boy vL 55 The men. .in general suffer the women to
' keen

'

as long as they please. 1833 C BRONTE Villette xlii. (1890)
518 Peace, peace, Banshee '

keening
'

at every window !

1857 G. LAWRENCE Guy Lit: xvii. (1866) 165 It is the wild
Irish women keening over their dead.

2. trans. To bewail with Irish wailing.
1830 CROFTON CHOKER in Frasers Mag. I. 200 Suppose

that I am dead, and you were sent for to keen me.. No one
would keen you as I would.

3. To utter in a shrill wailing tone.

1893 w- R - LE FANU 70 Yrs. Irish Life 278 The wild,
wailing Iri^h cry,

* keened
'

by many women. 1897 Cornli.

Mag. Mar. 339 His witch-like voice keened out,
' Good

God!' [etc.]

Hence Kee'ning obi. sb.

1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms 248 When the

body was laid down.. the keening was suspended. 1892
STEVENSON Across the Plains 264 The high voice of keen-

ing. . strikes in the face of sorrow like a buffet.

Keen, var. KIN sb.'*; obs. dial. var. kine, pi. of
Cow

; obs. f. KEN v.1

Keend, obs. var. KEEN a. ; obs. f. KIND a.

Keener (kfnai). [f. KEEN w.2 + -ER!.] One
who keens or laments ; a professional mourner at

Irish wakes and funerals who utters the keen.
1811 BUSBY Diet. Mus. (ed. 3!, Keeners, the name of the

Irish Singing Mourners. 1845 MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteloy
VL 55 The ban caointhc, or chief keener, had assumed her

place beside the head of the bed. 1894 W. B. YEATS Celtic

Twilight 101 As he drew near came to him the cry of the
keeners.

t Kee'nly, a. Obs. rare. [ME. *kSnllch (superl.

kenlokeste) = MHG. kuenltck (G. kuhnlicli] : see

KEEN a. and -LY 1.] Bold, courageous.
c 1205 LAY. 25429 Ah hit weoren men |>a kenlukeste [c 1275

f>e kenlokeste men] ba xi mon ikende. 1570 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxiii. z O Kenely knicht, in martiall deidis most
ding.

Keenly (krnli), adv. Forms: i oSnlioe,

2-3 ken(e)liohe, 3-4 ken(e)li, 4-5 -ly, 6-

keenly. [OE. cenlice = MDu. cotnlijc, -like,

MLG. kSnltken, MHG. kiienjche (G. kithnlicK) :

see KEEN a. and -LY 2.] In a keen manner.

1 1. Fiercely, boldly. Obs.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives, Osiuald(i&qp) II. 126 Oswold

him com to, and him cenlice wiSfeaht. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

107 5if we kenliche fehtaS. c 1300 Cursor M. 24769 (Edin.)
Selcube kenli cube he fiht (1400 Destr. Trey 7231 He
keppit hym kenely, and coupid to-gedur.
2\ Eagerly, ardently.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 859 Fayn sche wold . . haue him

clipped and kest kenely bat tide, c 1400 Destr. Troy 5270
What causes ye.. so kenly to pray, This syre for to saue.

c 1400 Melayne 1286 With dartis kenely owte thay caste.

1513 DOUGLAS sEncis ix. XL 3 Thayr bustuus bowys keynly
do thai bend.

t b. Sharply, quickly, in haste. Obs.

13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1048 Then frayned be freke-.Ouhat
derne dede had hym dryuen. .So kenly fro be kyngez kourt
to kayre al his one. 13. . E. E.Allit. P. B. 945 pise aungeles
. .beden hem passe fast & bay kayrene con 8: kenely flowen.

(11400-50 Alexander 1353 pe kynge callez a clerke kenely
on be morne, Als radly-as euer he rose.

3. With, or as with, a sharp edge or instrument ;

sharply : cuttingly, piercingly.
c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris in. iv, Whet thy sword

on Sextus' bones, That it may keenly slice the Catholics.

1645 MILTON Tctrach. To Parlt., To smite so keenly with

a reviling tongue. 121794 SIR W. JONES ist Nem. Ode
Pindar 111. iii, For private woes most keenly bite Self-loving
man. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-fiend i, The wind was from the

northward and blew keenly.

4. trans/. Sharply, piercingly, incisively ;
a. Of

sensuous impressions : Acutely.
(1205 LAY. 21296 pa clupede be king, kenliche hide. 1:1384

CHAUCER //. Fame III. 635 Thrugh the worlde wente the

soun, Also kenely, and eke softe. a 1400-50 Alexander

2154 Knyghtez kest vp a cry & kenely bairn mene. 1810

SCOTT Lady of L. in. i, The warning note was keenly
wound. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Metr. Leg. 154 His brightest
hour . . More keenly bright than Summer's settled sheen.

b. Of expression of (critical) opinion,
etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14621 Allan iesus bairn stod emid, Keneli

to him bai resun did. a 1400 Pistill of Susan 214 Heo..
comaunded hem kenely be sates to close. 1440 York

Myst. xxiv. 64 Woman ! wher are bo wighte men went

That kenely here accused be? 1841 W. SPALDING Italy *
It. 1st. II. 36 The origin of these .. monuments has been

keenly disputed. 1879 MCARTHY Own Times II. xxviii.

350 Every detail was keenly criticised.

c. Of the exercise of the organs of sense, the

attention, or the intellect.

1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam Engine 29 The attention of

mechanics, thus keenly directed to the subject. 1845
DISRAELI Sybil (1863) 201 'You are right', said Morley
looking at her rather keenly. 1876 LOWELL Among my Bks.

Ser. n. 323 Byron the most keenly intellectual of the three.

5. With reference to feeling : Acutely, intensely,

deeply, strongly.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4151 pan was knijtis of be case kenely

affraid. 1792 Anecd. W. Pitt II. xxviii. 119 Perhaps no

gentleman ever felt the poignant sting of ingratitude so

keenly. 1849 RUSKIN Sea. Lamps p. v, There are . . cases in

which men feel too keenly to be silent. 1876 GREEN Stray
Stud. 18 No one enjoyed more keenly the pleasures of life

and society. 1881 LADY HERBERT Edith 5 Gordon was

keenly interested in the questions of the day.

Keenness (kf-n,nes). [f.
KEEN a. + -NESS.]

The quality of being keen ; sharpness, acuteness.

1. Sharpness of edge or point.

661

1530 PALSGR. 235/2 Kenesse, sharpnesse, asprcte. 1697
DRYDEN sEneid XIL 143 The God of fire . . Immortal keen-
ness on the blade bestowed. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf.
Metal II. 19 A blade . . with the greatest keenness of edge.
2. Piercing severity, intensity (of heat, cold, etc.).

1605 DRAYTON Eclogues x. i, The poor herds.. Shudder'd
with keenness of the winter's cold. 1694 SALMON Bates'

Dispens. (1713) 509/1 It is good for any Disease proceeding
from sharp Humours, because it . . asswages them, taking
away their Keenness. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xii, Exposed
to the keenness of a Scottish blast in February, a 1848 R.
W. HAMILTON Rew. $ Punishm. viii. (1853) 345 What could
soften the keenness of that flame?

3. Intensity of feeling or action
; eagerness, inci-

siveness.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. L 125 No mettall can..beare
halfe the keennesse Of thy sharpe enuy. 1695 J. EDWARDS
Perfect. Script. 424 This.. makes him with an unwonted
keenness and severity cry out against them. 1723 Wodrtno
Corr. (1843) III. ii Fiee from severity and keenness, that is

ready to mix in with debates of this nature. 1875 M' LAREN
Sernt. Ser. n. ii. 199 Youth has mostly a certain keenness
of relish for life. 1878 LECKY Eng. iS/A Cent. II. vit 417
Abundant evidence of the keenness of the antagonism.
4. Intellectual sharpness ;

acuteness ; shrewdness.

1707 WYCHERLEY Pope's Lett. (1735) I. 27 The Keenness of
the Mind soonest wears out the Body. 1828 CARLYLE Misc.

(1857) I. 211 In the Poetry of Burns, keenness of insight

keeps pace with keenness of feeling. 1849 MACAULAY Hist,

Eng. viii. II. 407 His meagre and wrinkled, .face strongly

expressed, .the keenness of his parts. 1885 Manch. Exam.
4 Feb. 3/5 Severity in selection and .. keenness in criticism.

5. Acuteness of the senses or organs of sense.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede ii, There was no keenness in the

eyes ; they seemed rather to be shedding love than making
observations. Mod. Their keenness of sight is remarkable.

t Kee'nsllip. Obs. rare. In 3 kenschipe,
-s(c)ipe. [f. KEEN a. + -SHIP.] Keenness, bold-

ness, fierceness.

c 1205 LAY. 6364 pes biget Jresne kinedom Jnirh kenschipe
muchele. a.1225 St. Marlier. n Ich habbe adun the drake
idust. ant his kenschipe akast.

Keep (k/~p), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. kept.
Forms : Infin. \ (2) c6pan, 2-3 kepan, 2-4 -en,

(4 -in, 5 -yn), 3-5 kep, 3-6 kepe, 5-7 keepe,

(6 keype, Sc. keip(e), 6- keep. Pa. t. i c6pte,

3-5 kepte, (3-4 kipte), 3- kept; 4-5 keped(e,
5 -id, -yd, 5-6 Sc. -it, -yt. Pa. pple, 4 i-kept,

4- kept ; 6 Sc. kepit. [Late OE. c^pan : no related

words known in the cognate langs. ; ulterior ety-

mology unknown. The primary sense in OE. is

also difficult to ascertain ; the verb appears to have

been orig. construed with a genitive.

may have been '

to lay noia witn me nanas, ana nence
with the attention,

'
to keep an eye upon, watch '. About

looo, it was taken to render L. obsemare (orig.
*
to watch,

keep an eye upon, take note of), and its subsequent de-

velopment seems to have been largely influenced by the

senses of this L. word, nearly all of which it has been used

to render. It also renders the simple L. scrvare (orig. 'to

watch, observe '),and the compounds conservdre,prxscrvare,
rescrvare. In sense there is also close affinity between keep
and HOLD forig. 'to keep watch over', 'keep in charge'):
in many uses they are still synonymous, and many phrases
which have now the one verb formerly had the other ; but

in later usage, at least, keep implies the exercise of stronger
effort to retain, so that have, hold, keep, form a series, the

members of which pass into each other with progressive

intensity of action. Hold has moreover often a sense of
'

sustain, support, keep from falling ', not belonging to keep.
If cfyan was an old word, it would go back to an OTeut.

*kdpjan ; but no trace of this vb. is found elsewhere. Some
compare OE. copidn (found only once) L. '

compilare ',
and

ME. copnien to watch or wait for; but uncertainty as to

the length of the o in these words makes it doubtful whether

they belong to the root k&p-. Kluge (Beitrage VIII. 537) has

suggested radical connexion with OHG. c/tuofa, OLG.
kdpa cask, coop (as a thing for holding or keeping). The

alleged Fleni. kepen in Kilian is an error.

Uncertainty as to the original sense makes a historical

scheme of the sense-development difficult. In the following,
some early (and obsolete) senses are placed first under

branch I; branch II has the chief trans, senses, *=' pay atten-

tion, observe ',
**-' guard, preserve ',***=* hold in custody ',

****
'conduct, carry on'; III the intrans. senses derived

from these ; IV the combinations with adverbs. Although
the four groups under II are distinct enough in the primary
and literal senses, the distinction tends to melt away in the

fig. uses, and
esp.

in the innumerable phraseological ex-

pressions into which keep enters; in several cases these

combine the notions of two or more groups.
In many

phrases, also, the sense of keep is so indefinite and so de-

pendent upon that of the object or complement, as to be

scarcely capable of separate analysis ; such phrases are

treated under the sb. or adj. in question: e.g. keep COM-

PANY, keep WATCH, keep CLOSE.]

I. Early senses (ytilhgenitive in OE., afterwards

with simple object).

1. To seize, lay hold of; to snatch, take. Obs.

ciooo ^LFRIC Horn. II. 246 Swa hwilcne swa ic cysse.

cepa5 his sona. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Gif hi us ofercumeO

ne cepeS hi of bus gold ne selfer bute ure bane. 1297

R, GLOUC. (Rolls) 2050 Eldol, erl of gloucestre .. Barnde &
kepte her & f>er, & slou aboute wyde. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 166 Fulie brobely & brim he kept vp a

trencheour.

f 2. To try to catch or get ; to seek after. Obs.

ciooo ^LFRIC Horn. II. 522 Se Se oSerne Iufa5..nele he

him hearmes cepan. ciooo St. BasiTs Admon. v. (1849) 46

Ne kepSu-.oinuni nextan facnes. cwjsLamb. Horn. 107

KEEP.

pet weo on gode weorcas godes luue kcpan, and naut Jdel-

jelp.
ci2<x> ORMIN 1277 Fra J>att hire make iss daed Ne

kepejjj? ?ho nan oj>err.

to. To take in, receive, contain, hold. Obs.
c 1020 Rule St. Benet xxxvi. (Logeman) 67 Ah ba sylfan

untruman .. ge}yldelice sind to cepanne (L. patienter par-
tandisunt\ rt 1225 /,<;.;-. Kath, 399 Tuschalt..tocurtcumen
seooen, & lunemede ikepcn. c 1325 Body $ Soul in Map's
Poems iCamden) 344/1 5it schalt thou come .. to court, and
ich the with, For to kepen ure rihte pay. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 5408 Helle bynethen ^at es wyde and depe, Sal

J?an be open |>am to kepe. Ibid. 7371 Helle yhit es swa depe,
And swa wyde and large . . that it raoght kepe Alle the crea-
tures. .Of alle the world.

f 4. To take in with the eyes, ears, or mind
;
to

take note of, mark, behold, observe, Obs.
ciooo ./ELFRIC Horn. I. 580 Zacheus . . cepte ass Haelendes

faer, and wolde geseon hwilc he wsere, c xooo Sax. Leechd.
III. 268 Menn mason .. cepan be his bleo .. hwylc weder
toweard byS. ^1127 O. E. Chron, an. 1127 Sooieste men
heom kepten on nihtes. a 1325 Prose Psalter cxxix. [cxxx.]
3 Lord, ;if bou hast kept [Vulg. si obscrvavcri$\ wickednes,
Lord, who shal holde hem vp? t 1400 Pryiner (1895) 53
Lord! if bou kepist wickidnessis, lord ! who schal susteyne ?

fb. To watch. Obs.
c 1000 Lambeth Ps. Iv. 7 [Ivi. 6] (Bosw.) Hij minne hooSde

hohfot cepab ooxSe begemab. 1697 DRYDEN sEneid vi. 476
While the stars and course of heaven I keep, My wearied
eyes were seiz'd with fatal sleep.

f 5. To watch for, wait for, await (a coming event
or person). Obs.
(iooo CLERIC Horn. II. 172 Da munecas .. ^eorne Saes

andagan cepton. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2457 pe wununge of
euch wunne kepeS and copneS J?i cume. c 1290 Magdaicna
595 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 161 Sei^e heom J?at huy
kepen me aftur Jje midni^hte, For bare ich hopie for to beo.

1470-85 MALORY A rthur viii. x, Syre Trystram rode pryuely
vnto the posterne where kepte hym la beale Isoud.

f 6. To lie in wait for, watch for stealthily with
hostile purpose ; to intercept on the way. Obs.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 506 pa ferde Martinus, and fact

folc his cepte, and hine ^elaehton. rtiioo O. E. Chron.
(MS. D,) an. 1052 pa sceoldon cepan Godwincs eorles oe
on Brycge wses. < 1205 LAY. 26887 Whar me heom kepen
inihte in ane slade deepen. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1964
A gret erl him kepte her in a wod bi syde. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 10 Kebrihthekept at Humber.&onhimheran.

t b. intr. or absol. To He in ambush. Obs. rare.

c 1205 LAY. 26937 Heo comen in senne wude . . sweoren
heom bitwxnen |>at J>cr heo wolden kepen.

fc. trans. To intercept (a missile); toward off

(a stroke). See KKP v. Obs.

c\\"]$Lamh. Horn. 153 pe duntes bo5 uuel to kepen, J?et

mon nat nefre on hwilche nalue ho wilen falle. c 1450 Merlin
223 Frelent raised the axe. .And he kepte the stroke upon
his shelde.

1 7. To meet in resistance or opposition ; to

encounter. Obs.

(1205 LAY. 23939 Frolle.,igra;p his spere longe, and kept
Ar5ur anan alse he aneoust com. 13. . Gaiu. <y Gr. Knt. 307
When non wolde kepe hym with carp he co^ed ful hy^e.

I37<j BAKBOUR Bruce xiv. 197 Soyn with thair fayis assemblit

thai, That kepit thame richt hurdely. c 1400 Destr. Troy
8332 The knight hym kept, caupit with hym so, That bothe
the hathell and hb horse hurlit to ground.

f 8. To intercept or meet in a friendly way ;
to

greet, welcome. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5028 Againe |se comyngof Ihesu

Criste, To kepe him when he doun sal come [cf, 5051 to mete

Criste]. c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaw. 1387 Thai . . dight tham in

thair best aray, To kepe the King that ilk day. c 1450
St. CwM^r/(Surtees) 2004 pe woman rase.. And come Cuth-
bert for to kepe. c 1460 Tovuncley Myst. xxxi. 48 There
mon ye kepe hym at his come.

II. Transitive uses (in early use also intr.).
* 71? have regard, pay attention to, observe.

f 9. To have regard, to care, to reck; in ME.

only with negative : To care nothing, to * reck

nought *. a. Const, with genitive, or
of.

Obs.

a 10500. E. Chron. an. 1013 [MSS.C,E.)Hl nanrebrycge
ne cepton. ciaoo ORMIN 4408 3Jff fau tu nohht ne kepesst
her Noff Crist, noffCristess modern 4:1290 Beket 998 Go
hunnes, of J?e ne kepe y np}t. 1297 R. GLOUC. (RolLs) 11359
He ne kepte noting of hor seruise. ^1350 Will. Palcrnc

4738, I kepe noujt of ji kingdom, .ne of }>\ loueli lemman.

f b. With inf. or obj. cl. To care. Obs.

cii75 Lamb. Horn, 55 Bute we bileuen ure ufele iwune,
Ne kepe5 he noht ^et we beon sune. ^1200 ORMIN 7191

5iff fan te5?. .gribl? Ne kepenn nohht to foll3henn. a 1250

OwlffNight. 154 Ne kepe ich noht fat^u me clawe. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt's T. 2102 Ne how the grekes pleye The wake

pleyes ne kepe I nat to seye. Can. Yeont. Prol. $ T.

815,1 kepe hanfc.rr. to han, haue, to haue, for haue, for to

haue] no loos Of my craft. 1477 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett.

III. 188 To any suche bargayne I kepe never to be conde-

scentyng. ^'53 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 192 Yet

I keepe nat to cfimbe so hye. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i.

viil (Arb.) 36, I kept not to sit sleeping . . till a Queene came.

f c. With simple obj. To care for, to reck of;

to regard, desire. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 746 He ansuerede. .Jat he ne kepte
bote hire [Cordelia] one wi|? oute alle ot>er )>mge. 'S02

LANGL. P. PL A. iv. 156 So pat Concience beo vr counseiler,

kepe I no betere. c 1420 Pollod. on Husb. xn. 270 But as

of grauel lond no thing they kepe. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q.

cxh, More loy in erth kepe I noght bot ?our grace, 147^
85 MALORY Arthur VL xv, I had kepte no more ioye in this

world but to haue thy body dede.

f 10. intr. To have care, take care ;
to give

heed, attend, lobk to. Obs.

aiyso Cursor M. 26170 (Cott.) Es na herd set for to kepe
Wit right bot til his aun scepe. c 1340 Ibid. 20009 (Tnn.)

I shal oiteche be a fere pat trewely shal kepe \G6tt. take



KEEP.

kept] lo be. 1382 WYCLH. ZKk. xi. u.The pore of the.Hoc

IhaYkcpen 10 me, kncwen thus, for It is Ac word of the

Lord. 01400-50 Alexander 821 Comand kencly hys

knyghtez to kepe to hys blonkez.

11T trans. To pay attention or regard to ; to ob-

serve, stand to, or dutifully abide by (an ordinance,

law custom, practice, covenant, promise, faith, a

thing prescribed
or fixed, as a treaty, truce, peace,

a set time or day ; see further under the sbs.).

In some of these 'the sense appears to blend with that of

maintain, preserve intact '. In this sense it is usually the

ODDosite of disregard, violate, /mat.

c loao /KLKKIC Horn. II. 324 Swa swa 5a ctenan nytenu

cepaS heora liman. Ibid. 1. 102 Nu ff cepao dajas and

monoas mid ydelum wijlunguiu |cf. 1381 WVCLIF Gal. iv. 10

?e kepen \MS. Q gloss or weylen] dayes [Vulg. dies obscrv-

atis\ and monelhis, and tymesl a. 1380 St. Ambrose 1119

in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 25 Whon I come at Rome
I kepe )>e maner of >at fay. .To what churche so euer bou

cumT>cr of kep bou be custum. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 19 He bitook his breperen bre poyntes to

kepe and seide bat he hadde kepte hem..al hislyftyme.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 195 Obeye and kepe hys comande-

nientes. 01533 Lo. BERNERS Huott xlv. 151, I know you

wyll kepe couenaunt with me in that ye haue promysyd
me. 1549 LATIMER 3rd Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 87

Thy ludges are vnfaythefull, they kepe no louche.. they

wil pretende this and that, but thei kepe no promise.

,563 WINJET Four Scoir Thrc Quest. Wks. 1888 1. 115

SL Paull commandit . . his traditionis to be keipit. 1668

R. STEELE Husbandman s Calling*.. (1672) 273 As breaking

rules turn'd the fiist husbandman out of Paradise, so keep-

ing rules will bring you into Paradise again. 1711 STEELE

Spcct. No. 41 F 7 It is certain no Faith ought to be kept with

Cheats. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset II. Ixxx. 346 A
gentleman should always keep his word to a lady.

'

1869

FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. XIL 246 Such an oath was one

which he certainly had no thought of keeping. 1891 G.

MEREDirH One ofour Cong. III. xii. 252 He rose; he had

to keep an appointment.
12. To observe with due formality and in the

prescribed manner (any religious rite, ceremony,

service, feast, fast, or other occasion) ; to celebrate,

solemnize.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 53 Ordeynenge be faste of

Lente to be kepede in his realme. 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 17 The wiche messe of our lady I wille the Seynt
Marie preest kepe in a whith vestement. 1535 COVERUALE
i Sam. xxx. 16 They were scatred vpon all y grounde,

eatinge and drynkynge, and kepynge holy daye. a 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 167 b, Sent to the towre of London,
wheie he without great solempnitie, kept a dolefull Christ-

mas. 1560 DAUS tr. Slcidanc s Comm, 224 But what tyme
the maryage was in maner appointed to be kept, he died.

Ibid. 451 b, Kyng Ferdinando kept her funerall at Auspurge.

1687 W. SHERWIN in Magd. Coll. (O. H. S.) 216 They, .keep

662

a place appointed. 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. in. I. 4
The King was keeping the feast of Easter. 1887 BOWEN
Virg. Eclogues in. 76 To-day my birthday is kept.

13. To observe by attendance, presence, residence,

performance of duty, or in some prescribed or

regular way.
Formerly in to keep church, evensong, market, etc. ; now

chiefly in to keep chapels, halls, roll-call (at college or

school), to keep (prescribed) terms, residence, etc. Also, in

weakened sense, to kecpregularm proper(pn& so irregular,

late, early) hours. See the sbs.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 29 They that kepe the Chyrch
ar parteners of theyr mynistracion. 1479 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 426 The Maire & Shiref shall . . kepe theire Aduent
sermondes. 15. . in Pre/. to Ld. Berners' Froiss. (1812) 13
The King hymselfe. .kepte euensong of saynt george in his

robe of the garters. 1608 Bp. HALL Virtues <y V. n. 83
Hee.. asks what fare is usual! at home, what hotires are kept.

01653 UINNING Serm. (1845)607 They know not how to be

saved, unless their prayers do it, or their keeping the kirk.

a 1713 ELLWOOD Autotiog. (1714) 81 A Dyer of Oxford, who
constantly kept Thame Market. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Con-
versat. 125 What! you keep Court-Hours I see. 1746
WESLEY Wks. (1872) XII, 76, I keep my church as well as

any man. 1821 SHELLEY Ginevra 102 And left her at her

own request to keep An hour of quiet and rest. 1824 SCOTT

Kedgauntlct ch. x, I keep the kirk, and I abhor Popery
I have stood up for the House of Hanover. 1852 THACKERAY
Esmond i. x, So long as he kept his chapels, and did the

college exercises required of him. 1894 LD. WOI.SELEY Life

Marlborougk I. 229 Early hours were generally kept.
** To guard (from external violence or injury),

to preserve, maintain.

14. To guard, defend, protect, preserve, save.

(Const, from, ^of.) a. a person.
1175 Lamb. Horn. 71 pu..kep us from his waning, pat

labe gast, bet lake bing. a 1300 Cursor M. 14075, I sal be

kepe forth fra bis dai. c 1330 Spec. Gy Warw. 48 To kepen
his soule from be qued. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 125
Crist kepe be, sire kyng. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 272/2 Kepyn,
custodio, servo, conservo. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xiv.

48 His goode shelde kept hym. 1593 T. WATSON Tears
Fancie xxiL Poems (Arb.) 189 My Mistres slept : And with
a garland . . Her daintie foiehead from the sunne ykept. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. V, v. i. 71 God bu'y you, and keepe you, and
heale your pate. 1669 BUNYAN Holy Citie 18 It is called

a City.. to shew us how strong and securely it will keep its

Inhabitants at that day. 1607 KEN Evening Hymn i, Keep
me, O keep me, King of kings, Beneath Thine own Al-

mighty wines. 1719 HAMILTON yd Ep. to Ramsay xiii,

May thou . . be keeped frae the wirricow, After thou's dead.

1887 SWINBURNE Locrine iv. i. 234 God keep my lord 1

b. a thing.

[v.r. from] arw, scbott and quarel c 1330 R. BRCNNE Chron,

helpc to kepe a towne or a castell. 1569 DAUS tr. Slcidanc's

Comm. 400 t>, The horsemen were left . , to defende and kepe
the passage. 1672 R. MONTAGU in Buccleucli MSS. (Hist.

MSS. Comm.) I. 519 To help in keeping my corner against

your enemies and mine. 1683 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1856) VI.

114 Keeping the dores and not opening them to the said

"ohn Irish when bee come. 1841 MACAULAY Horatius xxix,

^ow who will stand on either hand, And keep the bridge
with me ? 1891 St. Nicholas Mag. XIV. 541/2 They're not

keeping our goal as they ought to.

c. from some injurious operation or accident.

Salte . . kepeb , _ _.

GOSSON Sch, Abuse (Arb.) 61 Keepe your sweete faces froi

scorching. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 59 To keepe hu
from stumbling. 1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows in. 65. 304

They were wont . . to annoint their rolles. .with a liquour..
which kept them from rotting.

fd. refl. To defend oneself; to be on ones

guard. Obs.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 59 To blecen. .his nome and kepen us

from hearm and scome. c 1375 Cursor Jlf.iooji (Laud) Was
no man . . Might kepe hym from that fend felle. c 1400
Destr. Troy 7860 We are folke full fele.. Assemblit in this

Cite oure seluyn to kepe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix.
xyii,

Sir Tristram drewe oute his swerd, and said, sire Kehydius,

kepe the. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. ix. 4 One must kepe
him-

self from another. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac s Lett.

(voL I.) 15, I keepe my selfe as carefully as though I were

composed of christalL

1 15. To be on one's guard against some action

or occurrence ;
to take care, beware (that . . .). a.

refl. Obs.

1340 Cursor M. 8389 (Trin.), I haue me kept bat neuer

vysyon to no man.

f b. intr. or with obj. cl. Obs.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (Andrew) 216 pe luge . . dange
hym in a dongeone depe, pat he na schapit bad to kepe
f bade to take care that he escaped not], c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 130 Wei koude she carie a morsel and wel kepe That
no drope ne fille vp on hire brist. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)

xxiii. 108 Before be dure standez certayne lordes . . for to kepe
bat nane entre in at he dure. 1:1500 Melusinc 112 Kepe
wel ye borow nothing but that ye may yeld it ayen. 15x6
TINDALE Patlnu. Script. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 23 We tame
the flesh theiewith. .and keep that the lusts choke not the

word of God.
16. To take care of, look to the well-being of ;

to look after, watch over, tend, have charge of.

a. a person.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2625 Ghe kepte it wel in fostre wune,
Ghe knew it for hire owen sune. a 1300 Cursor M. 16761
Als for his moder lohn hir keped, And in his ward hir toke.

my seknes haue ij nobles. 1513 MOKE Rich. Ill (1883) ^3
Mans law serueth the gardain to kepe the infant. The
law of nature wyll the mother kepe her childe. 1599 SHAKS.

Hen. V, n. i. 33 Cal'st thou inee Hoste.,1 sweare I scorne

the terme: nor shall my Nel keep Lodgers.

b. cattle or the like.

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2772 Moyses was numen . . for te loken

schepherdes of bat contrey . . be wonte to kepe her flok of

schepe in be ny^t. 1526 TINDALE Luke xv. 15 A citesyn ..

sent hym to the felde to kepe [1611 feed] his swyne. 1535
COVERDALE i Sam. xvi. 1 i There is yet one . . and beholde,

hekepeth[soi6nand/i
>

. K] the shepe. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L.
I. i. 40 Shall 1 keepe your hogs, and eat huskes with them?

1632 LITHGOW 7'rav. in. 93 Flockes of them feeding in the

fields, and usually kept by children. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. iv. 567 This Neptune gave him, when he gave to keep
His scaly Flocks. 1801 STRUTT Sports <$ Past. n. ii. 65

David, who kept his father's sheep.

C. a thing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5292 pe lordshipe of al bis lond To reule

& kepe is in myn hond. a 1325 Maudclein i in Horstm.

Altengl. Leg. (1878) 163 Martha keped swibe wel Hir londes.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 115 Arctia dei in be olde lawe
leuites it kepten. 1386 CHAUCER Doctors T. 85 A theef

of venysoun, that hath forlaft . . his olde craft, Kan kepe
a fforest best of any man. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Iii.

10 5our Hienes can nocht gett ane meter To keip 3our

wardrope. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. xxii. 7 Yf a man de-

lyuer his neg_hboure money or vessels to kepe, and it be
stollen from him out of his house [etc.]. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xi. 13 b, The Caddy, which keepeth the

town upon tribute under the king of Alger. 1712-14 POPE

Rape Lock v. 115 There Hero's wits are kept in pond'rous
vases. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xxiii, The shadow cloak'd

from head to foot, Who keeps the keys of all the creeds.

17. To maintain or preserve
in proper order.

1382 WYCHF Ecclus. xliiL 4 Kepende the furneys in the

werkis of brennyng. 1 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 138 Wel
may the sike man biwaifie and wepe Ther as ther nys no

wyf the hous to kepe. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 28 Yeerly
to the Sexteyn-.viijj. to Kepe the clokke. 1667 MILTOM
P. L. vin. 320 This Paradise I give thee, count it thine

To Till and keep. 1609 LISTER Journ. Paris 188 This is

the only House in Paris 1 saw kept . . with the most exact
cleanliness and neatness. Gardens and all. 18*7 STEUART
Planters G. (1828) 352 This space is kept with the scythe.
1862 Templt Bar Mag. IV. 259 His rooms were as neatly

kept as those of a woman.
18. To maintain continuously in proper form

KEEP.

and order (a record, diary, journal, accounts of

money received and paid, etc.). To
keep books, to

make the requisite entries in a merchant s books so

that these shall always represent the state of his

commercial relations : see BOOK-KEEPING.
1552 Ordrc Hasp. St. Barthol. Bvb (Treasurer) Ye shal

also kepe one seueral accompte betweene the Renter & you.
Ibid. Cj (Almoner) Keping one cntierand perfecte Inuentarie
. .in a bpke. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 175 Notaryes
and scribes . . whyche shoulde penne, and kepe althynges
diligentelye. 1604 E. GJRIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
iv. viL 226 The first Registers of Entries are not so exactly
kept asatthisday. X633MASSINGER Guardiani. i, Ahopeful
youth, to keep A merchant's book. 1751 LABELYE IVestm.
Br. 66 The keeping proper Accounts of these was . . allotted

to Richard Graham. 1803 Pic Nic No. 14 (1806) II. 251 He
had kept a diary of all his transactions 1869 W. LONGMAN
Hist. Edw. Ill, I. xiv. 262 No record was

kept
of the losses

of the English. 1891 Speaker 2 May 531/1 The useful habit

of keeping commonplace books.

19. To provide for the sustenance of; to provide
with food and clothing and other requisites of

life ; to maintain, support. Also rejl.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 76 Thus bey geuen here golde
glotones to kepe [A. Prol. 73Giotonye tohelpen]. c\qj$~Rau/
Coil^ear 960 Than Schir Rauf gat rewaird to keip his

Knichtheid. 15. . in Dunbars Poems (S. T. S.) 306/44 Spend
pairt of the gude thow wan, And keip the ay with honestie.

1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scorn/. Lady in. ii, What shall become
of my poor family? They . . must keep themselves 1668 R.

STEELE Husbandman's Calling ii. (1672) 16 A husbandman
is a man . . that makes the ground that bred him keep him.

1858 JrtU. R. Agric. Soc. XIX. i. 207 The land would barely

keep the cows. 1889 MRS. LYNN LINTON Thro' the Long
Night I. i. viit 131 Should he ever be able to keep a wife?
Mod. He cannot keep himself yet, but is dependent on his

parents.
b. Const, in (the particular item provided).

1888 Miss TYTLER Blackliall Ghosts II. xix. 117 Jem has

to keep us in everything, in clothes as well as the rest. 1890
MRS. H. WOOD House of Halliwell I. xii. 323 He kept the

younger ladies in gloves.

20. To maintain, employ, entertain in one's

service, or for one's use or enjoyment : in reference

to animals or things, there is a mingling of the

sense of possession.
01548 HALL Chron., Edm. IV, 233 b; [He] caused -iij' C.

men of armes to be kept secretly in their capitaynes houses.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 284, I keepe but three Men, and
a Boy yet, till my Mother be dead. 1607 Timon iv. iii.

200 Because thou dost not keepe a dogge. 1637 Star Chamt.
Decree 28 No Master-Founder .. shall

keepe
aboue two

Apprentices. 1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 237 Novem-
ber 24th 1697, there is an order of this society forbidding the

apprentices . . to keep horses, dogs for hunting, or fighting
cocks. 1833 H. MARTINEAU Briery Creek iiL 63 1 his morning,

Rich men kept a newsmonger, as they kept a valet, 1893
National Observer 6 May 619/2 He need not himself keep
chickens.

b. To keep a woman as mistress
;

to keep a news-

paper as a hired organ : cf. KEPT I .

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 49 Others kept harlots,

and lived dishonestly. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. v. L 104 They
say, he keepes a Troyan Drab. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le
Blanc's Trav. 36 Giving a box on the ear to a Lord that

kept her for a time. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 276 P3, I am
kept by an old Batchelor. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame in. 196
Philander . . In secret loves his wife, but keeps her maid.

1895 Miss DOWIE Gallia 114 It was habitual for women to

disapprove of a man who kept a mistress.

21. To have habitually in stock or on sale.

1706 Wooden World Dissected'(1708)57 The worser Liquor
he keeps, the more he brews his own Profit 1851 HAW-
THORNE Ho. Sev. Gables iii. 41 [She] gave her hot customer

to understand that she did not keep the article.

f22. refl. To conduct or comport oneself, be-

have. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 92 Kynges and knihtes scholde

kepen hem bi Reson. c 1386 CHAUCER Doctor's T. 106 This

mayde , . So kept hir self, hir neded no maistresse. c 1400

Lanfranc's Cirurg. 272, I tau^te him how he schulde kepe
him-silf, and how he schulde diete him-silf.

23. To preserve in being or operation ;
to main-

tain, retain, or continue to hold (a quality, state,

or condition) or to practise or exercise (a habit

or action). Cf. keep up in 57 d, e.

Hence in many phrases, as to keep silence
;

to

keep affinity, companionship, company, consort,

converse, correspondence ;
to keep compass, measure,

pace, step, time, tune, wing (with) ;
to keep guard,

a look out, sentinel, ward, watch : for which when
the sense is specialized, see the sbs.

1315 SHOREHAM n The prestes so thries duppeth . . gode

JemekepethThened. ciyjsSc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor)

343 He kepyt ay his innocens. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 21

So bat bei kepen pacience and charite. c 1400 Apol. Loll, 42

Crist kepid ai bat state. 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 316 That

kingtillnimkepitkyndnesand luff. 01480 in BabeesBk. 20/52
Honoure and curtesy loke bou kepe. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
xxix. 18 Than mon I keip ane grauetie. issoPALSGR. 59/2,
I kepe abstynence, I forbcare meate and drinke. 01548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, 261 b, Charitie is not kept amongest

you. 1552 HULOET, To kepe bawdrye or whoredome. 1568

GRAFTON Chron. II. 32 Now almost no countrie kepeth
either weight or measure one with the other to the great

hurt of the Realme. 1597 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. iv. 65 Two
Starres keepe not their motion in one Sphere. 1603

Meas.forM. ll. i. 5 Let it keepe one shape. 1632 B. JONSON

Magn. Lady ll. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 447/1 You, that will keep
consort with such fidlers. 1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop.



KEEP.

Err. in. ii. 138 The Ancients . . did keep a frequent use of
baths and frictions. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India Sf P. 331
To make them [Lamb-skins] keep their Cm I. a 1715 BURNET
Own Time (1823) II. in. 51 To keep no farther correspon-
dence with duke Hamilton. 1750 GRAY Elegy xix, Along
the cool sequester'd vale of life They kept the noiseless
tenour of their way. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam n. xviii,
Did Laon and his friend . . a lofty converse keep. 1822

Hellas 18 Who now keep That calm sleep. 1890 F. M.
ker s Rom. I. iii. 99 The Count him-

self kept his composure admirably.

CRAWFORD Cigarette-make:

24. With complement : To preserve, maintain,

retain, or cause to continue, in some specified con-

dition, state, place, position, action, or course.
The complement may be an adj., sb., pple., adv., or prep,

phrase, e. g. to keep alive, clean, close, dark, dry, fast, holy,

open, secret, still, siveet, warm ; to keep a prisoner, a secret ;

to keep going, shut ; to keep at arm's length, at bay, at it,

at work, in countenance, in readiness, in repair, in suspense,
in touch, out of-mischief, to time, etc. For these in special-
ized senses, and for phrases, such as to keep the ball rolling,
the pot boiling, one's hair on, one's eye upon, one's eyes about

one, one's head above water, etc., see the adjs. or sbs.

c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 8 Scho [the bee] kepes clene

and Dryghte hire winges. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 623 }>e

dore closed Kayed and cliketted to kepe be with-outen.

1414 BRAMPTON Penit. Ps. xix. (Percy Soc.) 8 My synne[s],
that I in schryfte schulde schewe, 1 kepe hem clos for schame
or fere, a 1500 in Bailees Bk. 19/42 Yt kepys hym out offe

synne & blame. Ibid. 21/66 Hande, fpte,
& fynger kepe

fc>ou styll. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlviii. 70 Scho bad elk

Juno . . That scho the hevin suld keip amene and dry. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xxii. 112 To keepe
the Arabians . . in greater sobriety. Ibid. iv. xv. 130 They
, . kept the portes and passages so shuttCj that they kept
away the corne. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, in. ii. 28 That Power
that made you King Hath power to keepe you King. 1607
TOPSF.LL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 119 It is necessary that their

kennel be kept sweet and dry. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes

(1673) 102 To keep it continually in the shade. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E, India q- P. 125, I kept the Coolies to their Watch.

1712 STEELE Sped. No. 263 f 4 It is [thus] . . that Hatreds
are kept alive. Ibid. No. 264 F2 While he could keep his

Poverty a Secret. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 126

He is . . still kept fast by a string. 1840 yrnl. K. Agric.
Soc. I. in. 225 The ploughmen could scarcely keep their

ploughs in the ground. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain i. 66

Keep the door shut and ihe devil passes by. 1854 DICKENS
Hard Times I. xiv, In the daytime old Bounderby has been

keeping me at it rather. 1883 G. M. FENN Middy f,- Ensign
xxxi, I'll keep him to his promise. 1890 T. F. TOUT Hist.

Eng. fr. 1689, 48 He kept the merchants and tradesmen

Whigs by his sound commercial . . measures. 1891 Temple
Bar Mag. Feb. 281 There was the steam-kettle to keep on
the boil. 1892 National Observer 17 Dec. 100/1 It promises

help . . to keep him in funds when he is out on strike.

b. refl. To preserve or maintain oneself, or con-

tinue, in such condition, etc. (Hence the intrans.

use in 39.)
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. I. 169 Curatours )>at schulden kepe

hem clene of heore bodies. (11380 Virg. Antioch 137 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (18781 27, I may me kepe chast

eueridel. citfMDestr. Troy 10513 Kepis you in couer.cleane
out of sight 1 ci43o Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 2835 This traitour

kept him close that night, c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs of'Aymon
xxiv. 512 Baron, kepe you by reynawde. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Huon xxi. 64 Yf ye can kepe your selfe without spekynge

keepe themselves in an ambush neare unto a wood. 1788
W. BLANE Hunt. Excurs. 15 The Prince, by laying hold of

the Howdah, kept himself in his scat. 1879 BROWNING
Martin Relph 32 The many and loyal should keep them-

selves unmixed with the few perverse.
*** To detain or hold in custody, restraint, con-

cealment, etc. ; to prevent from escaping or being

takenfrom one.

25. To hold as a captive or prisoner; to hold

in custody or in restraint of personal liberty ;
to

prevent from escaping.
1:1330 R. HRUNNF.C/I>-O. (1810)219 pat kept him inprisoun,

Edward did him calle. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvlll. 512 He
. . bad haf him avay in hy, And Ink he kepit war stratly.

1382 WYCLIF Acts xvi. 23 Thei senten hem into prisoun,

commaundinge to the kepere that he diligentli schulde kepe
hem. ci/ftaDestr. Troy 12084 pat commly be keppet, ne

in cloese haldyn. 1526 TINDALF. Acts xxviii. 16 Paul was

suffered to dwell alone with wone soudier that kept hym.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's l-'oy. i. vii. 6 They kept

me as prisoner. 1892 Law Times XCIII. 414/2 Hedid not

think that the defendant ought to be kept in prison any

26. To retain in a place or position by moral

constraint; to restrain from going away ; to cause

or induce to remain; to detain.

1653 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Changeling v. iii, Keep life

in him for further tortures. 1782 COWPER Progr. Err. 416

A dunce that has been kept at home. 1801 PITT in G. Rose s

Diaries (1860) I. 291, I have been kept till this instant.

1877 Miss YONGF. Cameos Ser. in. xxix. 291 Colet would fam

have kept Erasmus to lecture at Oxford. 1885 E. F. BYRRNF.

Entangled II. xviii. 29 Don't let me keep you. 1890 CLARK

RUSSELL Ocean Trag. I. ii. 31 There was nothing to keep

me in England.
27. To hold back, prevent, withhold ;

to restrain,

control. Const, from (off,
out of).

c 1340 Cursor M. 2893 iFairf.) Ihesu criste ?ou kepe fra

syn cu6o Urbanitas 74 in Babees Bk. 15 In chambur

among ladyes bry?th Kepe thy tonge and spende thy syjth.

I9 BIBLE (Great) Ps. xxxiv. 13 Kepe thy tonge from euell.

663

viii, How hard is it when a man meets with a Foole to keepe
hi_s tongue from folly ! 1650 WELDON Crt. Jos. 1 139 The
Bishops might have done better to have kept their voyces,
1729 BUTLER Serin. Balaam Wks. 1874 II. 87 Those partial
regards to his duty, .might keep him from perfect despair.
1858 Jrnl. K. Agric. Sac. XIX. i. 184 A cold, dry spring
may keep the seed from germinating.

b. refl. To restrain oneself, refrain, hold back
;

to abstain. (Hence intr., sense 43.)
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 954 Gude it es J>at a man him

kepe Fra worldisshe luf and vany worshepe. (1460 in
Babees Bk. is/1

? Fro spettyng & snetyng kepe \>e also.

1483 CAXTON G. ae la TaurDvb, This is a good ensample
to awarraunt and kepe hymself of fals beholdynge. c 1500
Melusine xxxvi. 295 Hys brother coude not kepe hym, but
he asked after Melusyne. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon lix.

205 He . . coude not a kept hym selfe fro lawghynge. 1601
SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. iv. n 'Tis a foule thing, when a cur
cannot keepe himselfe in all companies. 1892 Black $
White 26 Nov. 610/1, 1 shall not be able to keep myself from

strangling her.

28. To withhold from present use, to reserve
;

to lay up, store up. reft. To reserve oneself.

c 1340 Cursor M. 970 (Fairf.) Of alkyn frute bat ys Jnne

Kepe me be teynde for J>at ys myne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)
v. 52 The Gerneres . . to kepe the greynes for the perile of

the dere }eres. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras ix. 21, I.. haue

kepte me a wynebery of the grapes. 1579 GOSSON ScA.
Abuse (Arb.) 17 Philip .. exhorted his friends to keepe
their stomackes for the seconde course. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. vi. 258 The water of Jordan . . the longer it is kept,
it is the more fresher. 1822 SHELLEY Hellas 879 The
Anarchs.. keep A throne for thee. 1868 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. II. x. 428 The . . Chronicler . . seems rather to keep
himself for great occasions. 1875 Hid. (ed. 2) III. xii. 77,
I have purposely kept that question for this stage of my
history.

29. Actively to hold in possession ;
to retain in

one's power or control ; to continue to have, hold,
or possess. Also atsol. (The opposite of to lose :

now a leading sense.)
c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxiii, (1839) 252 Thei con wel wynnen

lond of Straungeres, but thei con not kepen it. c 1460
FORTESCUE Al>s. if Lim. Mon. vi. (1885) 121 It is power to

mowe haue and kepe to hym self, c 1470 HENRY Wallace
IX. 1935 Off ryches he kepyt no propyr thing; Gaiff as he

wan. 1559 Mirr, Mag., M. Suffolk viii, To get and kerjc

not is but losse of payne. 1596 SHAKS. I Hen. IV, \. ili.

213 He keepe them all. By heauen,he shall not hane a Scot

of them. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iii. 8 With what
care they are got, with what fear they are kept, and with

what certainty they must be lost, a 1715 BURNET Oiun Time

(1823) I. ii. 159 The great art of keeping him long was, the

being easy, and the making everything easy to him. 1803
Pic Nic No. 8 (1806) II. 41 These poets now keep but

a feeble hold of the stage. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. III.

336 The variety keeps the children's attention. 1890 Lip-

pincotfs Mag. May 632 His slim forefinger between its

leaves to keep the place. Mod. The difficulty now is not to

make money, but to keep it ; you make it and lose it.

t b. To keep one's own = to hold one's own (HOLD
v. 31). Keep your luff, offing, wind: see the sbs.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 39 If you would.,

keepe your owne, that is, not . . fall to lee-ward.

c. fig. in phrases, as to keep one's temper (i.e.

not to lose it) : see the sbs.

f d. ellipt. To retain in the memory, remember.

'573 BARET Ah. I 27 We keepe those thinges most surely,

that we learne in youth. 1612 BRINSLEY I.ud. Lit, 141 Thus

they shall keepe their Authours, which they haue learned.

SO. To withhold (from) : implying exertion or

effort to prevent a thing from going or getting to

another.

ci46i Paston Lett. II. 73 It is a comon proverbe,
' A man

xuld kepe fro the blynde and gevyt to is kyn '. 1568

GRAFTON C/iron. II. 282 Mine adversary, who kepeth wrong,

fully from me mine heritage. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay's l-'oy. IV. xvi. 131 Where they would not receive

his salvation, the same for ever shalbe kept from them.

1667 MILTON P. I., ix. 746 Great are thy Vertues, doubtless,

best of Fruits, Though kept from Man.

31. To hide, conceal ;
not to divulge. Chiefly

in phr., as to keep COUNSEL, a SECRET : see the sbs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xlviii. 6 Thingus. . kept ben that thou

knowist not. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2858 A felowe that can

welle concele, And kepe thi counselle, and welle hele. 1560

DAUS tr. Sleidane's omm. 321 b, To the promotours they

promise a reward and to kepe their counsel. 1781 D.

WILLIAMS tr. Voltaire's Dram. Wks.
IJ. 233 Take^he money

and keep the secret. 1847 MARRYAT Cltildr. N. Forestall,
'You must keep our secret, Oswald'. 1859 THACKERAY

Virgin, xxi, There is no keeping any thing from yon. 1888

G. GISSING Life's Morn. II. xiv. 227 For a week he kept his

counsel, and behaved as if nothing unusual had happened.

32. To continue to follow (a way, path, course,

etc.), so as not to lose it or get out of it.

CI42S LYDG. Assembly of Gods 256 Thowgh ye wepe yet

shal ye before me Ay kepe your course. 1553 S. CABOT in

Hakluyt Voy, (1589) 259 All courses in Navigation to be set

and kept by the aduice of the Captain. 1595 SHAKS. John
n. i. 339 Vnlesse thou let his silner Water, keepe A peacefull

progresse to the Ocean. 1598 Merry W. in. it i Nay
keepe your way . . you were wont to be a follower, but now

you are a Leader. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. vi. 258 The Friers

and Souldiers removed; keeping their course towards

lericho. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. ix, We kept no path. 1870

E. PEACOCK Half Skirl. II. 98 Taking care to keep the

middle of the road. 1892 Field 21 May 777/1 How the

driver kept the track is a marvel.

33. To stay or remain in, on, or at (a place) ;

not to leave ; esp. in to keep one's bed, one's room

(as in sickness) ;
to keep the house. Cf. keep

to* 44 b.

1413 PHgr. Sowle (Caxton) i, xxii. (1859) 25 Thou kepyst

KEEP.
now thy bed. Thync ydlenes and slouthe hath this y bred,
e 1430 .SyrGw, (Roxb.) 1 526" HisdoghtreClarionas She kept
the chambre, as Reason was. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

xlix. 6q These engyns dyd cast night and day great stones . . so
that they within were fayne to kepe vautes and sellars.

1534-1828 [see BED st>. 6 cj. 1542-1864 [see HOUSE sb. 17 dj.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 33 The weather being hot, her

hignnes kept the Castl for coolness. 1647 TRAPP Comm, t

Titus II. 343 The Aegyptian women ware no shoes, that

they might the better keep home, 1667 SIR E. LYTTELTON
in Motion Corr. (Camden) 51, I have kept my chamber
ever since last Tuesday. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride $ Prej,
xiii, My poor mother is really ill, and keeps her room. 1885
EMILY LAWLESS Millionaire's Cousin iv. 76 Am I bound to

keep my own side of the partition?
b. To stay or retain one's place in or on, against

opposition ;
as to keep the deck, the saddle, thefield,

the stage',
one's seat, one's ground.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, iv. vi, 3 But all's not done, yet keepe
the French the field. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 99 The tem-

pest

capable of keeping the deck. 1823 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 555
Not a single tragedy of Beaumont and Fletcher's has been
able to keep the stage. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. iv. 113
It [the story] kept its ground in spite of the interest.. in

distorting or suppressing it. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. \.

I. 579 The wonder is . . that they were able to keep their

seats. 1890 Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 435/2 A first-class

boat, capable of keeping the sea all the year round.
**** To carry on, conduct, hold.

34. To carry on, conduct, as presiding officer or

a chief actor (an assembly, court, fair, market,

etc.) ;
- HOLD v. S.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 1 19 [Silvester] whichekepede
the firste grete cownsayle of Nicene. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes

of Aymon 202 He wolde kepe parlyamente wyth them.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. iv. 43 Of these matters therfore

there was kepte a courte agaynst Menelaus. 1546 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 222 In the same Towne there ys a merkett,

wekely kepte. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy.
III. xvii. 102 b, There .. they kept a generall chapter or

assembly. 1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 42 This
Towne [Boston], -being the Center of the Plantations where
the monthly Courts are kept. 1752 FIELDING Amelia XI.

iii, His wife soon afterwards began to keep an assembly, or,

in the fashionable phrase, to be 'at home' once a week.

1877 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. in. xxi. 196 Henry was keep-

ing court at Lincoln, where he meant to spend Easter.

35. To carry on and mannge, to conduct as one's

own (an establishment or business, a school, shop,

etc.). To keep house : see HOUSE sb. 17 a, b.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron, (1568) II. 761 Edward the

Noble Prince . . kept his house at Ludlow in Wales. 1601

SHAKS. Twit. N. in. ii. 81 Like a Pedant that keepes a

Schoole i' th Church. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav.

29 He kept an Inn common to all passengers. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India A> P. 194 Barbers, .seldom keep Shop, but go
about the City with a checquered Apron over their bhulders.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 155 F 2, 1 keep a Coffee-house.

1877 W. O. RUSSELL Crimes tf Misdem. n. xxviii. 427 The

keeping a bawdy-house is a common nuisance. 1890 Har-

per's Mag. Oct. 747/2 They came here and kept lodgings.

36. To carry ton, maintain
;
to continue to make,

cause, or do (an action, war, disturbance, or the

like). Cf. keep up, 57 f.

c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 1825 In man shall thow

fynde that werre kept dayly. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's

Comut, 208 b, Warre was to be kepte upon hys frontiers.

1568-1807 [see COIL st.- 4). 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 61

Who is that at the doore y 1 keepes all this noise? 1601

T-wcl. N. II. iii. 76 What acalterwallingdoeyou keepe heere?

1602 MARSTON Antonio's Km. in. iv, What an idle prate thou

keep'st, good nurse ; goe sleepe. 1665 GLANVILL Def. Vain

Dogm. 41 'Tis strange that the Ancients should keep such

ado about an easie Probleme. (11784 JOHNSON in Mrs.

Piozzi's A need. 34 The nonsense you now keep such a stir

about. 1818 SHELLEY Rn: Islam vi. vii, Ships from Pro-

pontes keep A killing rain of fire.

III. Intransitive uses.
*
Arisingfrom ellipsis of reflexive pronoun.

37. To reside, dwell, live, lodge. (Freq. in

literary use from c 1580 to 1650 ;
now only co/loq.,

esp. at Cambridge University and in U. S.)

[1402-3 Durham Ace. Roits(SurteK) 217 Camera ubi pueri

custodiunt.]

CI400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 117 pis emperour . . base

many men kepand at his courte. 1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls)

II. 65 Sich as ben gaderid in coventis .. the whiche for

worldly combraunce kepen in cloistris. 1504 Bury Wills

(Camden) 102, I wyll y 1 he or they shall keep at Cambryge
at scoole. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1. 127 Among the mountaines

of this tract, the Pygmajans, by report do keepe. 1633

P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. v. xxv, Here stands the palace of the

noblestsense; HereVisuskeeps. 1719^ Willis& Clark Cam-

bridge (1886) II. 214 In y Room where M' Maynard keeps
there was acted . . a Pastoral. 1775 ABIGAIL ADAMS in J.

Adams' Fam. Lett. (1876) 128, I have .. been upon a visit to

Mrs. Morgan, whokeepsat Major Mifflin's. 1825 J. NEAL Bra.

Jonathan I. 255 A little
'

Virginny gal
' who was '

keepm

college. 1889 Boston (Mass.) jfrnl. 8 July 3/3 Just where

Mrs. Stevens kept in Boston is unknown to history.

38. To remain or stay for the time (in a par-

ticular place or spot).
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 214 The rest . . were

driven to kepe in caves and sellars under the earth. 1597

MORLEY Introd. Mus. Pref., Being compelled to keepe at

home. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. f, Cl. m. vii. 75 Marcus Octauius

. . and Celius are for Sea : But we keepe whole by Land.

19 DE FOE Crusoe I. iv, We had kept on board. Ibid,

i, I kept . . within doors. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola xxxv.



KEEP.

He suggested that she should keep in her own room. 1890

CLARK RUSSELL Ocean Trag. III. xxx. 136, I told him to

keep where he was. 1891 F. W. ROI.INSON Her Love f, His

Life\\\. vi. ii. i" The wind kept in the proper quarter.

39. To remain or continue in a specified con-

dition, state, position, etc.

a. With adverbial or prepositional phrases : see

also branch IV.

iu>8 SHAKS. Merry W. ill. iii. 89 Keepe in that mmde, lie

deserue it. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 93 You

must recede and keep at distance. 1670-98 LASSELS Vtf.

Italy 1 1. 234 We strangers . . must keep out of their way, and

stand a loof off. 1697 DRYDKN /Kneidn. 086 Creusa kept

behind. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea 114 If they have not hit the

Buffel they sit still, and keep out of Danger. 1805 NELSON

20 Oct in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. 136 To keep .. in sight

of the Enemy in the night 1823 Douglas, or, Otterburn 1 1.

viii 102 Mervine kept by the side of his friend. 1883 FENN

Middy * Ensign xxviii. .71 The men kept in excellent

health. 1890 T. F. TOUT Hist. Eng.fr. 1689, vnl. iv. 48 He

kept in touch with public opinion.

b. with adj. (or equivalent substantive).

1500 SHAKS. Com. F.rr. n. i. 26 This servitude
makes

youto keepe vnwed. ct6ooAcc.-Bk. W. Wray'm Antiquary
XXXII. 80 This .. will kepe but one yeare good. 1609

DAMPIFR Voy. II. in. iv. 47 When these hot Winds come the

better sort of People . . keep close. 1814 DOYLE in W. J.

Fitz-Patrick Life (1880) I. 66 We were constantly making
efforts to keep clear of them. 1825 JVnv Monthly Mag. XV.

406 It will keep sweet a very long time. 1870 LOWELL
Stud, tt'ind. 120 It is the part of a critic to keep cool under

whatever circumstances. 1883 FENN Middy I, Ensign xiv.

78 We want to keep friends.

40. To continue, persevere, go on (in a specified

course or action).
a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 21 1 b, The Dukes messengers

..durst not kepe on their iorney. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.

II. 91 He had such comfort of the king, as he kept on his

purpose. 1593 SHAKS. Kick. 11, v. ii. 10 The Duke.. With

slow, but stately pace, kept on his course. 1709 STEELE

Taller No. 48 r 4 We kept on our Way after him till we
came to Exchange-Alley. 1857 B. TAYLOR North. Trav. 48
We kept down the left bank of the river for a little distance.

1889 W. WESTALL Birch Dene III. ii. 41 Turn to the left

and keep straight on. 1891 H. S. MERRIMAN Pris. ff Capt.
III. xiv. 235 After passing Spitzbergen they would keep to

the north.

b. With pres. pple. as complement.
1794 GIFFORD Baviad (1800) 27 note, Some contemptible

vulgarity, such as 'That's your sort I'..' What 's to pay?'
'

Keep moving ',
etc. 1806-7 } BERF.SFORD Miseries Hum.

Life (1826) vi. Miseries Stage Coaches iv, The Monster ..

keeps braying away. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. ff It. Jrnls. 1. 124

Niagara . . keeps pouring on forever and ever. 1890 T. F. TOUT
Hist. Eng. fr. 1689, 134 He kept changing his plans. 1892

Temple Bar Mag. Feb. 198 She kept tumbling off her horse.

41. To remain in good condition ;
to last without

spoiling. Also _/%. to admit of being reserved for

another occasion.

1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (i 598) 76 Doth beauties keepe which
never sunne can burne Nor stormes do turne ! 1626 BACON

Sylva 627 Grapes.. it is reported.. will keep better in a

vessel half full of wine, so that the grapes touch not the wine.

1705 Lett, in Chr. Wordsworth Scholx Academ. (1877)

291 When he is to be buried I can't tell, but they say he

can't keep long. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xii, I had no hops
to make it keep. 1836 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV.

106, I will defer any observations.. till my next And there

was nothing but what will keep. 1847 MARRYAT Childr. N.
Forest v, He brought home more venison than would keep
in the hot weather. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke xi. 92 Your

story, however, can keep.
** With prepositions in specialized senses.

(Chiefly from 38, 39, 40.)

42. Keep at . To work persistently at ; to

continue to occupy oneself with. Also to keep at

it: see AT prep. 16 b.

1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 490 He should have kept
at the law, he would have done for that. 1846 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. VII. i. 130 By keeping at it all day he is able

to get over nearly 2 acres. 1890 Pictorial IVorld 9 Oct.

445/3 Whocould keep at work on a morning like this? 1891
St. Nicholas Mag. 261 Still they keep at it, early and late.

b. Hence humorous nonce-compounds.
1882 Three in Norway v. 38 In a nice keep-at-it-all-day-if-

yon-like kind of manner. 1895 Proc. \\th Conv. Amer.
Instruct. Deaf p. lxix,In school, and out of school, ..at work
or play ; in short, by everlasting keep-at-it-iveness.

43. Keep from . To abstain from
;
to remain

absent or away from.

1513 MORE in Grafton CArtfn. (1568) II. 767 The prosperitie
whereof. .standeth.. in keeping from enemies and evill dyet.
c 1586 C'TKSS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXIV. x, What is the cause ..

That thy right hand far from us keepes? 1590 SHAKS. Com.
Err. in. L 18 You would keepe from my heeles, and beware
of an asse. 1727 GAY Beggar's Op. L viii, I shall soon know
if you are married by Macheath's keeping from our house.

b. To restrain or contain oneselffrom.
1877 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. in. xiv. 125 Nor was Louis

able to keep from turning pale. 1889 DOYLE Micah Clarke
it 20 We could not keep from laughter. 1890 Lippincott's
Mag. Feb. 150, I could hardly keep from smiling.

44. Keep to . a. To adhere to, stick to,
abide by (a promise, agreement, etc.) ;

to continue
to maintain or observe. Also with indirect passive.
1625 BURGES Pers. Tithes 24 He must keepe to his Rule,

or hee damnably sinneth. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 518
Not finding the Governour keep to his agreement with me.

1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i, If they had kept to that, I should
not have been such an enemy to the stage. 1802 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. x. 85, I will keep to my
resolution. 1825 New Monthly Mag. XV. 511/2 The author
has kept very closely to the historical facts. Mod. I hope
the plan will be kept to.
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b. To confine or restrict oneself to. To keep

to oneself, also (colloq.) to keep oneself to oneself,

to avoid the society of others.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. Ind. * P. 174 He is married to Four

Wives, to whom he keeps religiously. 1711 ADDISON Spect.

No. 129 r i Did they keep to one constant Dress they would

sometimes be in the fashion. 1788 W. BLANE Hunt. Excurs.

17 They generally keep to the thick forests where it is

impossible to follow them. 1816 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. xv,

We had much better keep to the road. 1881 G. M. CRAIK

(Mrs. May) Sydney III. li. 44 He had merely to keep to the

sofa for two or three days. 1880 J. MASTERMAN Scotls of
Westminster I. iv. 142 Content with each other, they kept to

themselves. 1891 Sat. Rev. 18 Apr. 483/1 She shall keep to

her room and he will keep to his.

45. Keep with . To remain or stay with ; to

associate or keep company with ; to keep up with.

'S33 LD. BERNERS Hvon liv. 181 He may as sone go to

your enemyes pane as to kepe with you. 1611 SHAKS.

Wint. T. i. ii. 344 Goe then ; and . . keepe with Bohemia,
And with your (jueene. 1817 W. SELWYN Law Nisi Prius

(ed. 4) II. 940 To keep with convoy during the whole voyage.

1891 Field 19 Dec. 956/3 The very select few who were

fortunate enough to keep with hounds.

IV. With adverbs.

46. Keep away. a. trans. To cause to remain

absent or afar ; to prevent from coming near.

11548 HALL C/;ra., Edw. IV z\i Her frendes.. said, that

she was kept awaie . . by Sorcerers and Necromanciers.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,iv. iv. 22 Let not your priuate discord

keepe away The leuied succours that should lend him

ayde. 1871 FREEMAN Europ. Hist. xvii. 3. 352 The French

frontier, which first reached the Rhine in 1648, is now kept

quite away from it,

b. intr. To remain absent or at a distance ; to

hold one's course at a distance ;
to move off.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iv. 173 What? keepe a weeke away?
Seuen dayes, and Nights? a 1889 W. COLLINS Blind Lmte

(1890) III. liii. 130, I could not keep away from you.

c. Natit. trans. To cause to sail
'
off the wind

'

or to leeward, intr. To sail off the wind or to

leeward.

1805 SIR E. BERRY 13 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846)

VII. 118 note, I was determined not to keep away, and
I could not tack without the certainty of a broadside. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit, s. v., Keep her away, alter the

ship's course to leeward, by sailing further off the wind.

1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. (ed. 2) 127 If the vessel

keeps away [from wind's eye] 5 points, she must steam or

sail at the rate of 7-2 knots, to be in an equally good position.

47. Keep back. a. trans. To restrain ; to de-

tain
;
to hold back forcibly; to retard the progress,

advance, or growth of.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings iv. 24 Dryue forth, and kepe me
not bak with rydinge. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm,
463 b, I have kept backe no man from the true Religion.

1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World v. i. 98. 468/1 He..

strongly kept back the Turk from encroachments upon his

Dominions. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India tr P. 310 The
Wheat stands, to endure a farther ripening, being kept back

by the Chill Winds. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 556
Bine that has been kept back . .by cold weather. 1890 FENN
Double Knot I. iv. 129 She made a brave effort to keep back
her tears.

b. To withhold; to retain or reserve designedly;
to conceal.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxix. [xl.] 10, 1 kepe not thylouynge
mercy. .backe from the greate congregation. ijSsSTUBBES
Anal. Alnts. n. (1882) So The church will keepe _no part of

the liuing backe from the pastor, if he doe his dutie. 1607-12
BACON Ess., Seeming Wise (Arb.) 2r6 Some are so close, and

reserved, as they ..seeme alwaies to keepe back somewhat.

1647 H. MORE Song o Soul n. i. n. vii, Long keppen back
from your expecting sight. 1888 G. GISSING Life's Morn.
II. xv. 302 It really seemed to me as if she were keeping
something back.

c. intr. To hold oneself or remain back.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. iv, There was a request to
'

keep back
'

from the front.

48. Keep down. a. trans. To hold down ;
to

hold in subjection or under control ; to repress.

1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Com', i. (1586) 30, Sudden
(lames by force kept downe. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts

(1658) 155 They keep them low and down by substraction of

their meat. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 38 You should . .keep
down your spirits lx>th in this and other cases. 1732 DE FOE
Col. Jack (1840) 67 Will kept the man down who was under
him. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. i. I. 34 A hundred thousand
soldiers ..will keep down ten millions of ploughmen and
artisans. 1889 Repent. P. IVentmorth III. xvi. 291 She
had hard work to keep down her tears.

b. To keep low in amount or number ; to pre-
vent from growing, increasing, or accumulating.
1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) II. 201 The executors .. ought

to keep down the interest. 1840 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. III.

259 The Tartarian oats kept down the clover. 1851 Beck's
Florist Jan. 21 Pick off decaying leaves, and keep down
insects. 1869 W. LONGMAN Hist. Ed-.t>. Ill, I. xvi. 309
Employers,,combined to keep down wages.

c. Painting. (Seequot. 1854.)
1768 W. GILPIN Prints 210 The effect .. might have l>een

better, if all the lights upon it had been kept down. 1805
E. DAYES Works 290 Should the objects give a sufficient

quantity of Light and Shade, the sky may l>e kept down.

1854 FAIRHOLT Diet. Terms Art, Kept down, subdued in

tone or tint, so that that portion of the picture thus treated
is rendered subordinate to some other part.

d. Printing. To get in lower-case type, as aword
or letter; to use capitals somewhat sparingly.
1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocab.
e. intr. To remain low or subdued.

1889 MARY E. CARTER Mrs.Severn III. m.ix.2i9 Praying
that the wind would keep down for a few hours.

KEEP.

49. Keep in. a. trans. To confine within
; to

hold in check ; to restrain ;
not to utter or give

vent to ; spec, to confine in school after hours.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1015 We .. keepe muste

our song and wordes in. 1491 Chast. GoddesChyld. 18 To
kepe in his chyldern that they shold not sterte abrode fro

the scole. 1601 SHAKS. T-wel. N. i. v. 209 It is more like to

be feigned ; I pray you keep it in. 1690 W. WALKER
fdiomat. Anglo-Lat. 24 He is not able to keep in his anger.

1713 ADDISON Cato i. iv, Your zeal becomes importunate ..

but learn to keep it in. 1893 Pall Mall Mag. I. 28 He had
been '

kept in '. .
,
and his schoolmates had all gone.

T" b. To keep from public currency. Obs.

1573 BARET Alv. K 25 To keepe in corne, to the end to

make it deere. 1671 M. BRUCE Good News in Evil Times
(1708) 68 Thanks be to him that hath ay keeped in our
Black side yet, and hath not let the World see it yet.

c. To keep (a fire) burning : cf. IN adv. 6 g.
Also intr. of a fire : To continue to burn.

'659 J. ARROWSMITH Chain Princ. 160 As culinary fire

must be kindled and kept in by external materials. 1711,

1793 [see IN adv. 6g]. 1849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X. I. 149
The fire.. keeps in well twelve hours. 1891 Review of Rev.

15 Mar. 299/1 The fire can be kept in all night
d. Printing. To set type closely spaced.

1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing Diet., Keep in, is a

caution either given to, or resolved on, by the
Compositer,

where there may be doubt of Driving out his Matter beyond
his Counting off. 1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocab.

e. To keep one's hand in : see HAND sb. 52.

f. intr. To remain indoors, or within a retreat,

place, position, etc.

c 1430 .Syr Gener. (Roxb.)7iiEuermoreshekepthirin. 1518
in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 18 The inhabitants of

thos bowses that be . . infectyd shall kepe in. 1652 GAUI.E

Magastrom. 250 It still keeps in (like an owle) all the day-
time. 1850 F. T. FINCH in

' Bat
'

Cricket Man. 95 Though
for years we may keep in, we must at length go out.

g. To keep in line or in touch with.

1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting (1788) 35, I could never yet
see any creature on two legs keep in with the Dogs.

h. To remain in favour or on good terms with.

Cf. IN adv. 9 a. (Now colloq?)

1398 GHENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. iv. v. (1622) 96 He kept m
with Caesar in no lesse fauour then authority. 1666 PFPYS

Diary i July, Though I do not love him, yet I find it

necessary to keep in with him. 1720 OZELL Vertot's Rom.

Rep. II. xiv. 333 Cassar .. resolved to keep in equally with

the Senate and Antony. 1883 BLACK Yolande III. v. 86

He's violent enough in the House ; but that's to keep in

with his constituents.

50. Keep off. a. trans. To hinder from coming
near or touching ;

to ward off
;
to avert.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 233 b, Covered with bordes,

onely to kepe of the wether. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. tr Jul. in.

iii. 54 He glue thee Armour to keepe off that word. 1662 J.

DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 24 Having white staves

in their hands, to keep off the people. 1727 GAY Begg. Op.
l. viii, (1729) ii O Polly. .By keeping men off, you keep
them on. 1883 FENN Middy <V Ensign xxii. 133 An um-
brella held up to keep off the sun.

b. intr. To stay at a distance
;

to refrain from

approaching ;
not to come on.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. iv. 21 You .. Keepe off aloofe

with worthlesse emulation. 1803 J. HILLYAR Aug. in Nicolas

Disp. Nelson (1845) II. iS6 note, The Master.. told the Boats

to keep off. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxxix, I ..put him

away.
'

Stay !

'

said I.
'

Keep off !

'

1891 Field 7 Nov.

690/2 If the- frost keeps off.

51. Keep on. a. trans. To maintain or retain

in an existing condition or relation
;
to continue to

hold, occupy, employ, entertain, or display.

1669 R. MONTAGU in Buccleueh flfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 439 Till the end of the quarter . . her family should be kept
on. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. i. 10 If young, they
are sometimes kept on for another season, and sent to fold.

1889 ADEL. SERGEANT E. Denison I. i. xi. 138 Bingley
asked

him awkwardly whether he meant to
'

keep on the house '.

1890 MRS. H. WOOD House ofHalliwell II. viii. 213 Let me

reproach him as I will, he keeps on that provoking meekness.

b. To keep (a fire, etc.) going continuously.

1891 Review ofRev. 15 Sept. 287/2 When a fire is needed

to be kept on all night.

C. intr. To continue or persist in a course or

action ; to go on with something. Now freq. with

pres. pple.
1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. iii. (Arb.) 83 In this

manner doth the Greeke dactilus begin slowly and keepe on

swifter till th' end. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 455 The Ponticke

Sea, Whose Icie Current . .keepes due on To the Proponticke.

1714 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 240 We kept on all

night 1856 Titan Mag. Dec. 516/1 'We shall never come
across each other again ',

she kept on saying to herself. 1889

Doil-T.Micak Clarke xxii. 224 Strike quick, strike hard, and

keep on striking.

fd. To keep the head covered. Obs.

1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. ill. (1673) 1.33/2 They keep on

of all sides . . accounting it an opprobrious thing to see any
men uncover their heads.

e. To remain fixed or attached ;
to stay on.

1892 Casselts Font. Mag. July 469/2 [His] buttons never

keep on.

52. Keep out. a. trans. To cause to remain

without ; to prevent from getting in.

1:1425 LYDC. Assembly of Gods 770 (He! Wold kepe out

that other he shuld nat esyly entre. 1560 DAUS tr. Steidanes

Comm. 94 The Sea brake in over the walles, that we made
to kepe it out 1681 FLAVEI. Meth. Grace xxxiv. 575 He
teaches them how to paint the glass, that he may keep out

the light. 1780 COXE Russ. Disc. 169 In order to keep out

the rain. 1821 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. f. 84 Locks .. To keep
out thieves at night. 1865 DICKENS Mnt. Fr. i. i, Keep her

[a boat] out, Lizzie. Tide runs strong here.



KEEP.

b. Printing. To set type widely spaced.
1683 MOXON Mcch. Excrc., Printing Diet. s. v., He Sets

Wide, to Drive or Keep out. 1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocat.
53. Keep over, trans. To reserve, hold over.
1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. VIII. i. 6 Some breeders keepthem [lambs] over until the next spring. 1803 Field 4 Mar

331/2 Keeping over old wheat stocks for a rise in price.
54. Keep to. Naut. trans. To cause (a ship) to

sail close to the wind.
1692 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. xvi. 76 In keeping

the Ship near the Wind, these terms are used . .keep her to,
touch t/ie Wind. 1706 PHILLIPS, Keep your loo/ or Keepher to.

55. Keep together, a. trans. To cause to
remain in association or union. To keep body
(\life~) and soul together : to keep (oneself) alive.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. i. 56 Clo. Would not a paire of

these haue bred sir? Via. Yes being kept together, and put
to vse. 1693 TATE in Dryden's Juvenal xv. (1697) 375 The
Vascons once with Man's Flesh (as 'tis sed) Kept Life and
Sou! together. 1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II. i. 43 It is a poor
loose sand . .only kept together by the roots of the sea-bent.
1884 Century Mag. Nov. 54/2 How on earth they managed
to keep body and soul together.

b. intr. To remain associated or united.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 435 Let them .. kepe

together, and in no wise scatter abrade. 1599 SHAKS,
Hen. V, ii. ii. 105 Treason, and murther, euer kept together.
1768 J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 13 It did not become

:ep togi

56. Keep under, trans. To hold in subjection
or under control ; to keep down.
1486-1504 Quintan MSS. in Denton Eng. in itfh cent.

Note D. (1888) 318 For mane men wyll ley owt more to kepe
vnder the pore th(en) for to helpe thaym. 1579 GOSSON
Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 37 Giue them a bitte to keepe them vnder.
1611 BIBLE i Cor. ix. 27, I keepe under my body, and bring
it into subiection. 1712 BERKELEY Pass. Obed. 13 Like
all other passions, [they] must be restrained and kept under.
1843 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. i. 116 The services of birds
in keeping under noxious insects. 1889 J. MASTERMAN Scotts
of Bestminster II. ix. 115 She had been accustomed to be
kept under all her life.

57. Keep up. a. trans. To keep shut up or
confined.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. I. ii. 59 Keepe vp your bright Swords, for
the dew will rust them. 1654 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rcc.
(1883) I. 191 Swyne.. ought to bee kept up in their styes.
1673 WYCHERLEY Gentl. Dancing Master n. i, Have you
kept up my daughter close in my absence ? 1737 WHISTON
Josephus, Antig. IV. viii. 36 If his owner.. having known
what his nature was.. hath not kept him [an ox] up. 1847
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. i. 31 When sheep are kept up in
sheds during the winter.

( b. To keep secret or undivulgcd. Ol>s.

1678 CUDWORTH Iniell. Syst. i. iii. 38. 177 So long as these

things are concealed and kept up in Huggermugger. 0:1715
BURNET Own 7Y7(i823) II. 115 They. .had not sailed when
the proclamation came down : yet it was kept tip till they
sailed away. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Skeph. n. iii, What fowk
say of me, Bauldy, let me hear; Keep naithing up.

c. To support, sustain; to prevent Irom sinking
or falling. Also intr. To bear up, so as not to

break down.
To keep the ball up (see BALL^A 1

18). To keep one's wicket
up (cricket) : to remain in, to continue one's innings.
1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace ix. TOO Of great use to keep

up the soul above water. 1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables
xiii. 425 To keep up their spirits. 1801 H. SWINBURNE in
Crts. Europe close last Cent. (1841) II, 299 This ridiculous

folly keeps the stocks up. 1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. ix. (1876)
88 The purpose of a trades-union is to keep up the price of
labour. 1884 Lillyiuhite's Cricket Ann. 60 He kept up his
wicket until the finish. 1889 J. MASTERMAN Scotts ofBest-
minster II. xii. 262 But for her sweetness and bravery,
I never could have kept up through all this terrible trial.

d. To maintain in a worthy or effective condition
;

to support ; to keep in repair ; to keep burning.
1552 HULOET, Kepe vp by cheryshinge, alo,foveo. Kepe

vp by maintenaunce, sustcnlo. 1670 SIR S. CROW in nth
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 15 Findeing that business
. . a burden . . to keepe it upp in that perfection I found and
made itt. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH Ibid. 51 The King had
a mind . . to keep up his army and navy till that peace was
made. 1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome, Marcus VI. 106 The
Athenians still kept up regular Professors for all those
Sciences. 1840 R. H. DANA Bcf. Mast xxvi. 86 We kept up
a small fire, by which we cooked our mussels.

_
1875 FREE-

MAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 173 A causeway which is still in

being and which is kept up as a modern road.

e. To maintain, retain, preserve (a quality, state

of things, accomplishment, etc.) ;
to keep from

deteriorating or disappearing.
1670 A. ROBERTS Adv. T. S. 51 Orders of Men . .that keep

up the Honour of Religion amongst them. 1705 ADDISON
Italy Wks. II. 132 Albano keeps up its credit still for Wine.

1791 Gentl. Mag. 20/2 The clergy would, from the calls of
their profession . . keep up their classical acquirement^ 1836
JAS. GRANT Gt. Metropolis I. ii. 44 They must maintain their

dignity; they must keep up appearances. 1884 MRS. PIRKIS

Judith Wynne I. v. 48 Oughtn't she to have a horse, and

keep up her riding?

I. To maintain, continue, go on with (an action

or course of action).
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 778 For his dis-

simulation onely kept all that mischiefe up. 1711 STEELE

Sped. No. sr F 2 The Difficulty of keeping up a sprightly
Dialogue for five Acts together. 1781 Hist. Eur. in Ann.

Reg. 16/1 Continual firing.. was kept up during the day.

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. xiv. 367 The fight is kept

up till night-fall. 1890 Lippincotfs Mag. Jan. ii He and
I have kept up a correspondence.
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g. To cause to remain out of bed.
1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. ix, Well pleased, that my little ones

were kept up beyond the usual time. 1839 THACKERAY
Fatal Boots xn, Keeping her up till four o'clock in the
morning. 1889 ADEL. SERGEANT Luck of House II. xxxvi.
228, I will keep you up no longer, for you look terribly pale
and fagged.

h. Printing. To keep (type or matter) stand-

ing ; also, to use capitals somewhat freely.
1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocat.

i. To keep ^^p to : to prevent from falling below
(a level, standard, principle, etc.) ;

to keep informed
of. Also intr. for refl.
1712 STEELE Sped. No. 308 F 2 My Lady's whole Time

and Thoughts are spent in keeping up to the Mode. 1726
LEONI Albertts Archit. 1. 46/z This Strength in the Corners
is.. only to keep the Wall up to its duty. 1841 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. II. 1. 144 It keeps him better up to his work. 1889
J. MASTERMAN Scotts ofBestminster III. xv. 41 A London
correspondent who kept the country-folk up to the doings
of the townsfolk. 1890 Univ. Rev. Aug. 633 We should
keep up to the mark in these matters.

j. intr. To continue alongside, keep abreast
; to

proceed at an equal pace with (lit. andyf^.).
a. 1633 G. HERBERT Country Parson ii. (1652) 5 They are

not tobe over-submissive and base, but to keep up with the
Lord and Lady of the house. 1706 Wooden World Dis-
seeled (1708) 35 He tries every Way. .to keep up with his
Leader. 1890 W. F. RAE Maygrave II. vii. 272 Don't walk
so fast . . I can hardly keep up with you.

f k. To stay within doors ; to put up or stop at.

1704 D'CHESS MARLBOROUGH in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 353, I am very sorry to hear LordMonther-
mont has had any accident to make him keep up. 1768
STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 195 (Case Delicacy) The
Voiturin found himself obliged to keep up five miles short
of his stage at a little decent kind of an inn.

V. 58. Combs., as fkeep-door (nonce-wd.),
a porter, door-ward; t keep-friend (see quot.) ;

t keep-net, ? a net for keeping fish in
; f keep-off,

a means of keeping (persons, etc.) off; also as adj.,

serving to keep (foes) off. Also KEEPSAKE.
1682 MRS. BEHN City Heiress 45 Good Mistriss "keep-

door, stand by; for I must enter. 1675 Hist. Don Qui.r.
45 He had besides two iron rings about his neck, the
one of the chain, and the other of that kind which are called
A "keep-friend, or the foot ofa friend ; from whence descended
two irons unto his middle. 1623 WHITBOURNE Nevjfound-
land 75 Ten *keipnet Irons.. Twine to make Keipnets, &c.
ri6n CHAPMAN lliad\\\. 121 He fought not with a *keep-off
spear, or with a far-shot bow. 1615 Odyss. xiv. 759 A
lance .. To be his keep-off both 'gainst men and dogs.

Keep (k/~p), sb. Forms : 3-5 kep, 3-6 kepe,
(5 kype), 4-6 Sc. keip, 4-7 keepe, (9 keape),
3- keep. [f.

KEEP
v."\

fl. Care, attention, heed, notice; usually in

phrases to mm, take, give keep, to take or give
heed, take notice. (Const, of, in/in., or clause?)

1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1333 Bi-aften bak, as he nam kep, faste
in Sornes, he sa} a Sep. a 1300 Cursor M. 20128 Hir sun
to serue was al hir kepe. Ibid. 20498 To bis ferli tas all nu
kepe. a 1325 Prose Psalter Ixix. [Ixx.] i 5eue kepe, God,
to my helpe. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 51 A Man ought
to take gode kepe for to bye Bawme. 1509 BARCLAY Sliyp
ofFolys (1570) 174 What God hath done for you ye take no

keepe. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 712, I tooke good keepe, and
saw thee eke shedd teares. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul in.

in. xxxvii, Who of nought else but sloth and growth doth
taken keep. [1886 A. LANG Lett. Dead Auth. 36 As to

things old, they take no keep of them.]

2. Care or heed in tending, watching, or preserv-

ing ; charge ; orig. only in phr. f to take keep.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5729 (G6tt.) Moyses bat time tok kepe

To his elde fadris schepe. c 1440 Partonope 289 Partanope
ys now softe falle on sleeps This fayre lady of hym takyth
keepe. c 1475 Rauf Coifyar 640 Tak keip to my Capill,
that na man him call. 1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W.
1495) n. 241 a/i Take euer a besy kepe of thy selfe. a 1568
ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 49 Vnder the kepe, and by the

counsell, of some graue gouernour. 1586 J. HOOKER Hist.
Irel. in Holinslicd II. 100/2 Your dominion in Ireland,
whereof they haue so little keepe. 1647 H. MORE Poems
311 Of his precious soul he takes no keep. 1818 KEATS
Endym. i. 68 If from shepherd's keep A lamb stray'd far.

t b. That which is kept ;
a charge. 06s.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. July 133 Often he vsed of hys
keepe a sacrifice to bring.

3. Hist. The innermost and strongest structure

or central tower of a mediaeval castle, serving as

a last defence ; a tower; a stronghold, donjon.
Perhaps orig. a translation of It. tenazza.
a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1598) 249 He who stood as watch

upon the
top

of the keepe. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres
vi. iv. 244 The Tenaza or Keepe, which stands without the

body of the Castell. 1654 EVELYN Mem. 8 June, The
Castle itself is large in circumference... The Keep, or mount,
hath . . a very profound well. 1796 BURKF. Let. Noble Lord
Wks. VIII. 49 Like the proud Keep of Windsor rising in

majesty of proportion, and girt with the double belt of its

kindred and coeval towers. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. I. xiii,

Buttress, and rampire's circling bound, And mighty keep
and tower. 1819 W. BURGH Notes Mason's Eng. Card. iv.

Note L, The Gothic castle . . consisted, in every instance, of

the keep or strong-hold, and the court or enclosure annexed

to the keep. 1877 TENNYSON Harold n. ii, The walls oppress

me, And yon huge keep that hinders half the heaven.

4. An article which serves for containing or re-

taining something, fa. A meat-safe. 06s. rare.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor s.v., A Keepe is . . also vsed for

a safe, which is a thing to keepe the meate from the flies in

Sommer season. 1649 Bury Wills (Camden) 221 A . . cup.

bord, a keepe, two wrought chairs.

KEEPER.
b. A stew, pond, or reservoir for fish

; a weir or
dam for retainihg water, rare.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor s.v., A Keepe is also used., for
a place made in waters to keep and preserve fish. 1847
J. DWYER Pritic. Hydraul. Engin. 75 The motion of water
over a bar or keep, such as Bad been calculated for the
new cut.

t c. A clasp or similar fastening. 06s.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xvm. 432 Buttons .. made to fairly

hold The robe together, all lac'd downe before, Where Keepes
and Catches both sides of it wore.

d. Coal-mining. One of the set of movable
iron supports on which the cage rests when at the

top of the shaft :
= KEP sb.

1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. t, Durh.
33 The cage rising between the keeps, and forcing them
back ; but when drawn above the keeps, they fall forward
to their places. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal $ Coal-mining
166 The cage is lifted ..a little above the plane of the bank
..and then allowed to drop on to the keeps.

6. Mech. In a locomotive engine : A part of the

axle-box, fitted beneath the journal of the axle and
serving to hold an oiled pad against it.

1881 Metal World No. 15. 227 Care should be taken in

boring out the axle-box keeps, as if the keeps are not bored
correctly the journals .. will not work true in them.

t 5. A keeper, a herd (in N.America). Obs.rare.
1641 Boston Rec. (1877) II. 60 If any goates be without

a keep after the i4th day of the next moneth . . the owners
of them shall forfeit . . halfe a bushel of Corne. Ibid. 61
[They] shall agree with a Cowe keep for the towne for the
present summer.

6. The act of keeping or maintaining ; the fact
of being kept. See KEEP v. 19-24.
1763 in F. B. Hough Siege Detroit (1860) 191 The Safety

and Protection of Schenectady depends in a great Measure
on the keep ofa good Guard in the Town. 1824 Miss MITFORD
Village Ser. i. (1863) 64 Our old spaniel . .and the blue grey-
hound.. both of which fourfooted worthies were sent out to

keep for the summer. 1847-78 HALLIW. s. v. Keep, Out at
keep, said of animals in hired pastures.

b. In good keep, well kept, in good condition ;

so in low keep, etc.

1808 Trial Lieut. Gen. Whitelocke I. 2rs Many of them
exceedingly good horses, but in low keep. 1811 LAMB
Good Clerk Misc. Wks. (1871) 384 As the owner of a fine

horse is [solicitous] to have him appear in good keep.
c. The food required to keep a person or animal;

provender, pasture ; maintenance, support.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia s. v., I am short of keep for

my cows. 1829 SOUTHEY Pilgr. Compostella Poet. Wks.
VII. 264 The Corporation A fund for their keep supplied.
1848 LOWELL Biglovj P. Poems 1890 II. 148 You're so
darned lazy, I don't think you're hardly worth your keep.

7. Phr. For keeps : to keep, for good ; hence,

completely, altogether. U. S. colloq.
1886 Advance 9 Dec. (Farmer), We. .promise not to play

marbles for keeps, nor bet nor gamble in any way. 1897
R. KIPLING Captains Courageous 263 I'm coming into the
business for keeps next fall. 1899 H. FREDERIC Market
Place 195 I've got something the matter with me.. I've got
it for keeps.
8. Comb., as keep-tower = sense 3 ; keep-
worthy a., worth keeping, worthy of being kept.
1830 W. TAYLOR Hist. Germ. Poetry I. 182 Bodmcr . . was

the editor of the Zurich charter . . and of other keep-worthy
documents. 1865 STREET Goth. Archit. Spain 187 The
enormous Keep-tower which rises out of its western face.

Keepable (k;-pab'l), a.
[f.

KEEPZ;. + -ABLE.]
That can be kept or preserved.
1891 Field -21 Nov. 774/2 Another fish .. not.. quite up to

the size we had decided to be keepable.

Keeper (krpai). [f. KEEP v. + -EB 1.] One
who or that which keeps.

I. From trans, senses of the vb.

1. One who has charge, care, or oversight of any
person or thing; a guardian, warden, custodian.
a 1300 Cursor M. roo6 Quen was i keper of bi child, c 1330

R. BRUNNE Chron. Ivace (Rolls) 15812 Ne God wil namore

j>at bey be Keperes of bat dignete. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xii. (Mathias} 137 He hyme mad hale kepare of al pe thinge,
bat he had in-to gowernynge. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. iv. 9, 1 wote
neuere ; whether am I the keper of my brother ? [COVERD.
I knowe not : Am I my brothers keper ?]. Acts xvi. 27
The kepere of the prisoun . . seynge the }atis of the prisoun

openyd . . wolde sle hym silf. 1388 Gen. iv. 2 Abel was a

kepere of scheep, and Cayn was an erthe tilyere. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiv. no [|>ai] ware made hirdmen and

kepers of bestez. 1509-10 Act i Hen. VIIf, c. 17 J The

Keper of the said great Warderobe for the tyme beyng.

ai533 La BERNERS Huon viii. 19 Gerarde..demandyd..
whether he was kepar of that passage or not. 1570 Satir.

Poems Reform, xviii. 37 He was keipar of sour commoun
weill. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows in. 65. 304 The Church

..is a faithful keeper and preserver
of the Oracles of God.

1693 DRYDEN Juvenal vi. (1697) 140 Keep close your

Women, under Lock and Key : But, who shall keep those

Keepers? 1718 PRIOR Knowledge 203 Untam'd and fierce

the tiger ..seeks his keeper's flesh. 1810 SCOTT Lady of
L. in. xiv, The herds without a keeper strayed.

b. Forming the second element in many com-

pounds ;
as alphabet-keeper, ass-keeper, beast-keeper,

book-keeper, bridge-keeper, cash-keeper, chapel-keeper,

cow-keeper, deer-keeper, dog-keeper, door-keeper,

gamekeeper, gate-keeper, goal-keeper, green-keeper,

hound-keeper, housekeeper, etc., of which those

of permanent standing will be found in their

alphabetical places.
c 1440 [see HOUSEKEEPER]. 1535 [see DOOR-KEEPEK]. 1555

[see BOOK-KEEPER). 1670 [see GAMEKEEPER). 1707 J. CHAMBER-



KEEPEB.

LAYNE Pm. St. Gt. Brit. HI. 679 Officers of the Foreign

[Post] Office . . Mr. James Lawrence, Alphabet -Keeper, ioo/.

1766 ENTICK London IV. 295 I" ''' f
?
re'8" office, there us

also a comptroller, and an alphabet keeper. 1807 Outing

(U. S.) XXIX. 44/3 The old hound-keeper declared that

Ith.- bitch] Nwxild never come back. 1900 Daily News
\ July 7/5 One piece fell beside the register-keeper. 1900

West. Gaz. 14 July 2/3 The street chapel-keeper also

wished K) desert his post.

c. Special uses :

Keeper of the Exchange and Mint : the Master of the

Mint, an office held since 1870 by the Chancellor of the

Fxchequer. Keeper ofthe Great (tBroad) Seal: an officer

in England and Scotland who has the custody of the Great

Seal; in England the office is now held by the Lord High
Chancellor. Keeper of the Privy Seal : (a) in England an

officer through whose hands pass charters, etc. before coming
to the Great Seal, now called Lord Privy Seal i (t} a similar

officer in Scotland and the Duchy of Cornwall. \Keeper of
the Touch : see quot. 1607.

1413 Rolls Parlt. IV. 257/1 If.. the.. Keper of the louche

afore seid louche ony such Hernois wyth the Liberdisheed.

1454 Jtiii. V. 256/2 The Chaunceller of Englond, and the

Keper ofthe prive Scale. 1467-8 Hid. V. 634/1 Hugh Bryceof

London.Goldsmyth, keper ofthe Kyngseschaunge in London.

1477 Act 17 Edw. IV, c. 5 Such and as many keepers of the

same Seals, as he shall think necessary. iS-3 <J Eli*-

c. 18 (title) An Acte declaring lhauctoritec of the L. Keeper
of the Great Seale of England and the L. Chancellor to bee

one. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Keeper of the priuy Seale..

seemeth lo be called Clerke of the priuy Seale. Ibid., Keeper
the Touch, anno 2 H. 6. cap. 14. seemth to be that officer

in the kings mint which at this day is termed the master

of the assay. 1688 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 230 Thomas

Lloyd Keeper of y> Broad Seal 1863 H. Cox Instit. \. vii.

Q2 The Lord Chancellor or Lord Keeper is .. Prolocutor or

Speaker of the House of Lords.

d. An officer who baa the charge of a forest,

woods, or grounds ;
now esp. GAMEKEEPER.

1488 9 Act 4 Hen. VII, c. 6 Stiwards Foresters and other

kepers within the Kynges Forest of Ingilwode. a 1530
HEYWOOD Weather (Brandl 1898) 413 Rangers and kepers
of certayne places, As forestes, parkes, purlewes and chasys.
1601 -2nd ft. Return fr. Parnass. n. v. 883, I causd the

Keeper to seuer the rascal! Deere from the Buckes of the

Bab. i. (1889) 16 He did not know that a keeper is only
a poacher turned outside in, and a poacher is a keeper
turned inside out

T e. A nurse
;
one who has charge of the sick.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3624 Walstede, he sais, entir

with me, For my kepar sail' bou be. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
\\. 366 Quhen Wallace was ralesched off his payne..His
trew kepar he send to Elrisle. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holin-

slied III. 1376/1 In some great extremilie of sicknesse ..

some honest ancient woman a keeper, may watch with anie

of them. 1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pop. Err. III. iv. 144
Such as bee sick of feavers, for whom principally keepers
are provided.
2. One who observes or keeps a command, law,

promise, etc.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xliv. 8 3e han putte keepers of myn
obseruances in mysayntuarie to ;our self. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531)54 He calleth the kepers of the commaunde-
mentes his frendes. 1625 BACON Ess., Koldness (Arb.) 519
For Boldnesse is an ill keeper of promise, a 1796 BURNS
Verses to Kankine i, I am a keeper of the law In some
sma' points, altho' not a'. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

428 From being a keeper of the law he is converted into

a breaker of it.

3. One who owns or carries ou some establish-

ment or business.

Often the second element in combs., as alehouse-, hotel-,

lodging-housekeeper; INNKEEPER, SHOPKEEPER.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 272/1 Kepare of an howse, or an

howse holdare, paterfamilias. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII,
c. 2 5 To take suertie of the kepers of ale houses of their

gode behavyng. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5141/4 Isaac Beckett

..Alehouse-keeper. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables iii.

39 A forlorn old maid, and keeper of a cent-shop. 1870
W. M. BAKER New Timothy 167 (Cent.) A weakly, aged
keeper of a little shoe-store in a village.

1 4. One who keeps a mistress. Ol>s.

1676 ETHEREDGE Man ofMode i. i, An old doting keeper
cannot be more jealous of his mistress. 1712 STEELE Spcct.
No. 461 f ii A Man maybe a very fine Gentleman, tho' he is

neither a Keeper nor an Infidel. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa.

(1811) IV.
151

The risk of a keeper, who takes up with
a low-bred girl.

5. One who or that which keeps or retains, in

various senses of the vb. Also
keeper-back.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. K8i There is no lesse praise to
lie geven to the keper then to the getter. 1593 SIIAKS.

Rich. II, u. ii. 70 He is a Flatterer, A Parasite, a keeper
backe of death, a 1617 HIERON Wks. (1620) II. 457 Keepers
from Gods ministers, that which they ought to haue. "1859
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 105 The best keeper of secrets
in Europe.
6. a. Any mechanical device for keeping some-

thing in its place; a clasp, catch, etc. spec, (a)
a loop securing the end of a buckled strap ; ()
the mousing of a hook; (c} a jam- nut or check-
nut

; (rf) the gripper in a flint-lock, securing the

flint; (t) the box into which the bolt of a lock

projects when shot. (Knight Diet. Mech., 1875.)
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 37 A narro gorget, fastened afore

with a white clasp and a keepar close vp to the chin. 16*5
ffaworth llouseh. Bks. (Surtees) 214 Tape, claspes and
keepers. 1867 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 336 To Tho. Cooper
for makeing a keeper for M r Lambton's pew dore. id. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. a) s. v. Highatn, Great catch-hooks and
keepers of silver. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. I. ii. 84 A gilt iron

bar, ledge, or keeper, serves for an object-rest 1888 Set.

AmemanL\lll.^oS/iA glove fastener has been patented.

666

..It has a cylindrical keeper with one lower edge struck up
to form a lip. //'/</., A keeper

with a slot in its upper surface

adapted to receive the latch and tongue lof a glove fastener].

b. A bar of soft iron placed across the poles of

a horse-shoe magnet to prevent loss of power ;
an

armature.

Also, one of the lateral projections attached to the poles
of an electro-magnet to bring these into close proximity
to the revolving armature; a shoe (Knight Diet, Mech,

Suppl. 1884).

1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 312 The weight was carefully

removed, so as not to displace the armature or keeper.
ci86o FARADAY Forces Nat, v. 133. 1868 LOCKYER Elent.

Astron. 274 A pricker attached to the keeper of an electro-

magnet.
c. A ring that keeps another (esp. the wedding-

ring) on the finger ;
a guard-ring.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 499 (Hoppe) A gold ring,
a silver ring, and a chased keeper. 1858 Ann. Register 7,

150 wedding rings and keepers. 1894 HALL CAINE JT/a.r-

man iv. xiv, She .. hurried every thing into it the money,
the earrings, the keeper off her finger, and then she paused
at the touch of the wedding-ring.

II. From intr. senses of the verb.

7. One who continues or remains at n place.
1611 BIBLE Tit. ii. 5 To be discreet, chaste, keepers at

home.

8. A fruit, or other product, that keeps (well or ill).

1843 Jrnl. A*. Agric. Soc. IV. ii. 389 An excellent apple,
and good keeper. \&)2 Garden 27 Aug. 178 The best Apple. .

splendid keeper, will last until May. 1893 Seed Catalogue,
Royal Ash-leaf kidney [potato], heavy cropper and good
keeper.
Hence Kee pering-, the work of a gamekeeper.
1892 J. WILKINS Autobiog. Gamekpr. i. L 13 It made me

take a liking for keepering.

Keepex*ess ^kf'pares). rare. [f. prec. + -ESS.]
A female keeper or custodian, b. A woman who
keeps a man.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) VI. 359 (D.) Hardly ever,
I dare say, was there a keeper that did not make a keeperess ;

who lavished away on her kept-fellow what she obtained
from .. him who kept her. 1863 RKADE Hard Cash III. 66
The keeperesses eclipsed the keepers in cruelty to the poorer
patients.

Kee'perless, a- rare. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Not having a keeper or guardian.
1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney (1850) I. Hi. 40 People accounted

sane and permitted to range the world keeperless.

Keepership (la-psjfip). [f. as prec. + -SHIP.]
The office or position of a keeper.
1530 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 67 Richard

Edys, nowe Keper of Bockardowe, to enjoy the kepershippe
of Bocardowe. 1627 DK. NEWCASTLE Let. in Life (1886) 322
Since I am not repaired in the Keepership. 1825 BENTHAM
Ojfic. Apt. Maximized^ Observ. Peel's Sp. (1830) 37 The
keepership of the prison named after his judicatory [the

King's Benchl- 1880 Antiquary May 227/1 The keepership
of the mineralogical department of the British Museum.

tKee'pful, <t. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
KEEP sb. i +

-FUL.] Careful, heedful.

itfigCwrQK FaytesofA. i. xv. 43 He myght haue eschewid

hys hurt yf he had be as kepefulL

Keeping (krpirj), vbl. sb. [f.
KEEP v. +-ING!.]

The action of the verb KEEP in various senses.

I. From trans, senses of the vb.

1. Observance of a rule, command, ordinance,
institution, practice, promise, etc.

<ri38o WYCLIF Sel. Wks. HI. 350 Keping of Godclis
mandementis. 1473-4 Act 12 <$ 13 \Ed-M. IV in l\olh Parlt.
VI. 33/2 The kepyng of assise of Brede, Wyne, and Ale.

1573 Reg. St. Andrews Kirk Sess. (1889-90) 389 Be super-
stitms keping of ^will-day halyday. 1678 WANLICY Wond.
Lit. World \.\\\. 15. 474/1 The controversie about the keep-
ing of Easter.

2. The action, task, or office of looking after,

guarding, defending, taking care of, etc.; custody,

charge, guardianship.
^1300 Cursor M. 20106 pan name >e apostil . ,In-tiI his

keping, Jwit maidan. c 1380 WYCL.IF ll'ks. (1880) 21 God
almy^ty takij? so gret kepyng of smale briddis [etc.], c 1440
Gesta Rom. i. xxxv. 357 (Addit. MS.) The porter said, 'have

kepyng of thi self. a. 1533 LD. BERNKKS Huon Ix. 209 We
that hath this place inkepingearefrenchemen. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath, HI. xl. 25 The Book of the Law was in their

Keeping. i735 ARRL-TIINOT John Bull in. xxi. Misc. Wks.
1751 II. 92 As upright as a new Chancellor, who has the

keeping of the King's Conscience. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. i.

xviii. 126 To hand over your impressions to the safe keeping
of memory.

b. Guard, defence. On (at, of, upon*} one's

keeping, on one's guard. Obs. exc. diaL

1388 WYCLIF Jer. Ii. 12 Encreese ;e kepyng, reise $e

keperis. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. 52 Amorow |?ay lefte

good kypynge yn the syte. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

cxxxix. 167 Than she..sette goodkepyng ouer them, i$;ri
HANMER Chron, Irel. (1633) 139 To be more upon their

keeping, to prevent treachery. 1590 SPENSF.R F. Q. i. xi. 2

Henceforth, bee at your keeping well 1668 Ormonde MSS.
in loM Ref>. Hist. MSS. Conim. App. v. 71 Some actions..

put your petitioner on his keeping. 1898 KATH. TYNAN in

Westm. Gaz. 12 Oct. 1/3 He was already, as they say in

Ireland,
' on his keeping

'

; that is to say, a hunted man.

to. A flock (of sheep). Cf. herd. Obs. rare-*.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) i A flocke, a keepinge, or
a fold of sheepe.

3. The taking care of a thing or person ;
the

giving of attention so as to maintain in good
order or condition

;
the state or condition in which

a thing is kept.
^1330 R. BRUNNR Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14887 Giue Eng-

KEEPING.
lische men euen kepynge, Mete & drynke, & o|>er hynge.
1468 Chron. Eng. in Hearne R. Glouc. (1724)482 Hishondes
.. shewethe sumwhat vnwyt and necclygence, for he vtter-
liche leueth the kepyng of hem. 1523 FITZHF.RB. Hitsb.

112 Cratches is a soraunce that wyll cause a horse to
halte, and commeth of yll kepynge. 1533 Chiirchw, Ace.
St. Giles, Reading: 19 Paid for kepyng of the clok iij' iiij"

1
.

1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (iBgi) 280 Farre exceeding anye
of the companie for stature, and good keapinge. 171*
J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening f& This Keeping con-
sists in mowing the Grass often. 1880 Ann. Rep. R. Hort.
Soc. 5 The Garden.. in the highest state of keeping which
the means of the Society allowed.

4. The maintaining of a state or condition.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvl (Baptist) 14 Angele als callit

wes he, fore kepyng of verginite, c 1430 Life St. Kath.
(1884) 35 To lese pe name and croune of goure profession by
kepynge of silence. (71548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 170
Exhort them to ye .. kepyng of good order within the citie.

1596 UALRYMPLF, tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. v. 261 Beneuolent

keiping of kyndnes, cumpanie, and freindschtp.

5. Maintenance, sustenance with food; food,
fodder ;

= KEEP sb. 6 c.

1644 Boston Rec. (1877) II. 80 Charity White is allowed
26s. for thirteene weekes keeping of John Berry. 1671
MILTON Samson 1260 My labours, The work of many hands,
which earns my keeping. 1708 Yorksh. Racers 7 His
stable-room and keeping are unpaid. 1876 HOLLAND Scv.

Oaks^ xii. 162 Mike thought he could hire a horse for his

keeping and a sled for a small sum.

T b. The maintaining of a mistress or lover ; the
fact or condition of being so maintained. Obs.

1675
WYCHERLEY Country-Wife i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 73/2 But

prithee . . Is not keeping better than marriage ? 1678 DRYDEN
Limberham Pref., Twos intended for an honest Satyr
against our crying Sin of Keeping. 1737 GAY Begg. Oj>. u.

iv, Pray Madam were you ever in keeping? 1768 H. WAL-
POLE Hist. Doubts 49 note, On the death of the king she

[Jane Shore] had been taken into keeping by lord Hastings.

T 6- Confinement, imprisonment ; prison. Obs.

1382 WYCUF Lukev.x\. 12 Thei schulen sette hir hondis on
gou . . bitakinge in to synagogis and kepingis {gloss ether

prisouns]. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13953 Telamoc,. come out of

kepyng to his kid fadur. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron.
II. 772 Her kepyng of the king nis brother in that place.

7. The action or fact of retaining as one's own ;

retention; //. things kept or retained.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5594 In getyng he hath such woo, And

in the kepyng drede also, a 1548 HALL Chron,, Hen. I'l

152 b, Of the gettyng of this mannes goodes.,1 wil not

speake: but thekepingeof them [etc.]. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 185 They concluded she was good prize and worth
the keeping. 1857 W. SMITH Thorndale 573 If there is to

be any keeping, there must be some limit put on the taking.

8. Reservation for future use
; preservation.

1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 434 A
piece

of bread ..

so drye..with longe kepinge. 1718 P'reethinker No. 27 P i

True Wit and Good Sense will bear keeping. 1730 SWIFT
Betty the Grizette, A tawny speckled pippin Shrivel 'd with
a winter's keeping. 1870 L'ESTRANGE Miss Mitford I. vt.

181 Are not poems, like port wine, the better for keeping?
I8?5 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)111. 696 Fruits which spoil with

keeping.
9. a. In Painting, orig. The maintenance of

the proper relation between the representations of

nearer and more distant objects in a picture ; hence,
in more general sense,

' the proper subserviency of

tone and colour in every part of a picture, so that

the general effect is harmonious to the eye* (Fair-

holt) ; the maintenance of harmony of composition.
1715 J. RILHAHDSON The. Painting 224 The Composition

is not to be justifyed ..the Groups are too Regularly placed,
and without any Keeping in the Whole, that is, they appear
too near of an Equal Strength. 176* GOLDSM. Cil. \v. Iv,

[Parodying art slang]
' What do you think, sir, of that head

in the corner, done in the manner of Grisoni? There's the

truekeepingin it.' 1768 W. GILPIN Upon Prints 20 Keeping
then proportions a pi oper degree of strength to the near and
distant parts, in respect to eack other. 1780 JOHNSON Let.

to Mrs. Thrale i May, There is contour^ and keeping, and

grace, and expression, and all the varieties of artificial ex-

cellence. 179* Rcsid. France (1797) I. 87 Some mixture of

splendour and clumsiness, and a want of what the painters
call keeping. 1809 MAR. EDGEWORTH Absentee x, In Lady
Clonbrony's mind, as in some bad paintings, there was no

keeping; all objects, great and small, were upon the same
level. 1850 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 172 The keeping and

repose in this cartoon are inimitable.

b. generally. Agreement, congruity, harmony.
1819 HAZLITT Eng. Com. Writers vi. (1869) 153 There is

the exquisite keeping in the character of Blinl, and the want
of it in that of Tom Jones. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind.

406 For wit, fancy, invention, and keeping, it [the Rape of

the Lock] has never been surpassed.

C. Phr. in or out ofkeeping (with} : in or out of

harmony or agreement (with).
c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art II. 59 In what respect it is out of

keeping; that is, what parts are too
light,

and what loo

dark. 1806 F. HORNER Let. in Life vn. (1849) 175 They
were so in keeping with the whole that the prevailing tone

was.. never interrupted. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inlier, xlvii,

To use an artist phrase, nothing could be more in keeping
with the day than the reception Miss S. met with. 1830
Blacfav. Mag. XXVII. 310 It is in 'fine keeping', as the

phrase is. 1841 LEVER C. Q'Malley iv. 24 His own costume
of black coat, leathers and tops, was in perfect keeping.
1841 MYERS Cath. Th. in. v. 14 Such an utterance of 1 ruth

would., be out of keeping with our present condition in the

flesh. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Cartilage 26 Indications .. in

thorough keeping with the view we have taken.

II, From intr. senses of the vb.

10. Staying or remaining in a place or in a certain

condition ; remaining sound.

174* Lond. ff Country Brew. i. (ed. 4) 22 The Handful of



KEEPING.
Salt., hinders their Ale from keeping. 1776 I HUNTFB r tt
tojcnner 22 Jan., Wks.

,835 I. 59 Their keeping , one
substance would make me inclinable la believe that it isa new substance. 1785 SAKAH FIELDING Ophelia. I xxv

at hmne.
mage my d'SOrd':r to excuse my Beeping

III. 11. With adverbs, as keeping back, down
, out, up : see KEEP v. IV.

Mackintosh s Hist. Rev. (1887)366 By resistance they mea,uthe keeping out of James the Third. 1884 Nonconf. I Indcp
25 bept. 927/3 The system of 'keeping in' [at school] is
barbarous. 1897 AllbutfsSyst. Mcd. IV. 37I The keepingdown of uraemic accumulation.
IV. 12. attrib. and Comb., as keeping-beer, eive-

lamb, -ground, -sheep, etc.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece i. vi. 284 The Season for brewing
Keeping-beer. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. N. Amer. n. ii. I2
217 When whales are much disturbed, they quit their
keepmg-ground. 1886 SCOTT Sheep-Farming 115 A new
system of not weaning the keeping ewe lambs at all.

Keeping, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] That

keeps, in various senses (see the verb).
f 1430 ABC of Aristotle in Babees Bk. 12 [Be not] to

kinde, ne to kepynge, ,t be waar of knaue tacchis. 1677MRS. BEHN Rover n. ii, All this frights me not : 'tis stillmuch better than a keeping husband. 1703 ROWE Fair
o'(\!'

' 236 Some keeP'"g Cardinal shall doat upon thee.
1801 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tears r Smiles Wks. 1812 V. 30
Daughters and dead fish, we find Were never keeping wares.

Kee;ping-room. local and u. S. [KEEP v.

37.] The room usually occupied by a person or
family as a sitting-room ; a parlour.
1790 MARSHAM in G. White's Selborne (1877) II. 257 Onthe 24th I found a dark butterfly in my keeping-room. 1704

A. YOUNG Agric. Suffolk (1797) n The door .opening
immediately from the external air into the keeping-room.
1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom'sC. xv,In the family 'keeping-

s your study.

Keepsake (kf-ps^k). [f. KEEP v. + SAKE : cf.

namesake.} Anything kept or given to be kept
for the sake of, or in remembrance of, the giver.
spec.

^

The name given to certain literary annuals

consisting of collections of verse, prose, and illus-

trations, common in the early part of the nineteenth

century ; so called as being designed for gifts.
1790 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Apr., She sent me a little neat

pocket volume, which I accept . .as just the keepsake [etc.].

1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho xxvi, A beautiful new
sequin, that Ludovico gave me for a keepsake. 1861 Sat.
Rev. 7 Dec. 587 She pulls out a pair of scissors, and cuts out
a patch as a keepsake. 1862 THORNBURY Turner I. 249 About
1824, the frivolous keepsake mania ..gave an impetus to
modern art. Keepsakes are said to have originated in an
idea suggested by Mr. Alaric Watts. 1883 R. BUCHANAN
Annan Water iv, Take the money and buy yourself a keep-
sake to remind you of me.

b. attrib.
; spec. Having the inane prettiness of

faces depicted in a keepsake volume ; having the

namby-pamby literary style of such books.
1848 (title) Keepsake Gift Book of Tales and Poetry. 1895

HAMILTON Aiof: Elizabeth's Pretenders 199 With the faintest
touch of rouge . .and her keepsake air, she felt herself to be
irresistible. 1898 Daily Chron. 8 Oct. 4/7 'Eyes raised
towards heaven are always fine eyes

'

may have a sort of
'keepsake

'

prettiness, but is really not common sense.

Hence Kee'psaky a., of the style of the com-
positions or illustrations in a keepsake volume.
1871 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life III. 145 That keepsakey,

impossible face which Maclise gave him [Dickens]. 1891
Daily News 26 Dec. 3/1 The more smooth and keepsaky
style [of illustration].

Keercheef, obs. form of KERCHIEF.

Keer-drag. A form of drag-net having a very
small mesh towards the end, used by zoologists for

collecting small fishes and other marine animals.

1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes I. 211 Fishing with a small but
very useful net.. called a keerdrag. 1833 P. H. GOSSE in

Zoologist II. 3993, I take it in considerable numbers in

Weymouth Bay, by means of the net known as a 'keer-

drag ', which rakes the bottom.

Keere, Keerie : see KIEB, KEBRIE.

Keeslip, Sc. form of CHEESELIP 1, rennet
;
also

a name of Galium verum = CHEESE-RENNET.

Keest (kist). Sc. Also kiest, kyst. [a. Du.
keest marrow, kernel, best part of anything.]

Marrow, sap, substance, vigour. Hence Kee'st-
less a. . void of sap or substance.
1802 SIBBALD Chron. Sc. Poetry Gloss., Kystless, tasteless.

1814 CARLYLE Early Lett. Oct. (1886) I. 26 So cold and
kiestless am I. 1823 JAMIESON, Keest, sap, substance. 1890
Alison H. Dunlop 132 The ceaseless wetting of the thread
would take the substance the very keest out of his

ward's body.

Keest, obs. pa. t. of CAST v.

Keething, Keetlyng : see KITHING, KITLING.

Keeve, kive (kz~v, k9iv). Forms : a. i c#f,
2 ouf, 3 kiue, 4-8 kive, 6 kyve. P. 5-6 keve,

8-9 kieve, 9 keave, 7- keeve. [OE. cyf may re-

present an OTeut. *kutjd, but has no exact equiva-

667

lent in the cognate langs. The sense is that of
I.G. kuven, keuben and G. kiibel (MHG. also
kubbel; cf. OHG. milich-chubili milk-pail) but
these have short as stem-vowel.
The normal repr. of OE. cyf,cife is kive, but the word isnow practically obs., exc. in s. w. dial., where the form is

keeve ; cf. fere, here, heve, kee=fire, hire, hive, bye.}
1. A tub or vat

; spec, a vat for holding liquid
in brewing and bleaching; in Mining, a vessel in
winch tin or copper ore is washed.
a. ^low ^ELFRIC Horn. \. 58 Se het afyllan ane cyfe midweallendum ele. Ibid. II. 178 fa stod oasr an amtii cyf.a 1300 Sat. People Kildare xiv. in E. E. P. (!862) 155 Hail

be 30 skinners wib }ure drenche kiue, Who so smillib ber-towo is him aline. 1309 Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec.
boc.) 130 Payd to y hoper for hopyng of y kyve \d.a 1661 ! ULLER Worthies, Derbysh. \. (r662) 230 They must
brew every day, yea pour it out of the Kive into the Cup.
1743 Land. $ Country Brew. iv. (ed. 2) 266 In Winter theylerment a little first in the Kive or Tun to put to the Wortm the Barrel. 1733 SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 100 (E. D. D )A brewer s kive filled with new beer.

'

ft 1446 Yatton Churchm. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 83 It. for
the chetyl and the keve . . virf. 1374 in Worth Tavistock Par.
Ace. (1887) 30 For mendyng of the lyme Keve vjrf. 1674RAY S. , E. Country Words 69 A Keeve (Devon), a Fat
wherein they work their beer up before they tun it. 1747
MAXWELL .SW Trans. Soc. Improv. Agric. Scot. 343 As fo?
the Bleachmg-house, it ought to be furnished with .. goodKeeves or Tubs for Bucking. 1776 BOLTON in A. YoungTour fret. (1780) 1 1. 201 (Cider-making) As the juice is thus
pressed out, let it be poured into large vessels, usually called
Keeves, to undergo the fermentation. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts
1 1. 107 A large kieve of water, in which the sieve is suspended
by the iron rod.

2. A local name for the mill-hoop, the enclosing
case of a run of stones in a flour mill (Hoop
sb.l 2).

3. atlrib. and Comb., as keeve-net (Cornw.),
keeve-work.

1550-1600 Customs Duties (B. M. Add. MS. 25097), Kive
or dole cles, the barrell of either, xxxs. 1776 G. SEMI-LE
Building in Water 60 Keeve-work, that is, making large
Vessels ofred Deal Boards, hooped both with Iron and strongOak Hoops. 1883 Leisure Hour 697/2 These [pilchards]he catches ..m his 'kieve net' a net somewhat like an
angler's landing-net.

Keever, obs. form of KIVER.

II Kef, keif, kief (kef, kaif, ktf). Also kaif,

keef, kiff. [Arab. t_ajT kaif, colloquially kef,

well-being, good-humour, enjoyment, pleasure.]
1. A state of drowsiness or dreamy intoxication,

such as is produced by the use of bhang, etc. b.
The enjoyment of idleness; -'dolce far niente".
7'o make (or do) kef, to pass the time in idleness.
1808 R. DRUMMOND lllustr. Gram. Guzarattee, etc. (Y.),A kind of confcctio Japonica.. causing keif, or the first de-

gree of intoxication. 1852 BADGER Ncstorians I. 327 Parties
of Christians were making keif, i.e. taking their pleasure
and drinking arack. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 23 Dec., Yo

ane tougt. 13 RS. . ARDtr. miel'sjrnl, (1891)
72, I came to understand the Buddhist trance of the Soufis,
the kief of the Turk. 1892 MARIANNE NORTH Recoil.

his Kaif, his perfect idleness.

2. (In Morocco and Algeria, in form kief, keef.}
Indian hemp or other substance smoked to produce
this state. Also altrib.

1878 HOOKER & BALL Morocco 188 The habitual uses of
kief prepared from Indian hemp. 1889 HALL CAINE Scape-
goat (1801) I. 193 Men layabout holding pipes charged with
keef. 1892 Blackvi. Mag. Sept. 426 The lazyslave ofWazan
lounging in the sun, kiff-pipe in mouth.

Ke'ffekilite. Min. [f. next + -HE 1; named (in
Ger. form keffekilitlt) by Fischer 1811.] A greyish
greasy lithomarge found in the Crimea.
1868 in DANA Min,

II Keffekill. Min. Obs. rare. Also kifie-,
kiefe-.

[' Said to mean the earth ofKeffe or Kaffe,
the town of the Crimea from which it was shipped'
(Chester, Diet. A^ames Min.}. Perh. repr. Pers.

Jji__fti kef-i-gil
' foam of clay '; but the classical

Pers. name is b^ i_af kef-i-darya
' foam of the

sea
'

(J. T. Platts).]
= MEERSCHAUM.

[1758 CRONSTEDT Mineralogie 79 states, that the Keffekil
Tartarorum was used by the Tartars as soap.] 1784 KIKW AN
Elem. Min. 59 Meershaum of the Germans, Keffekill. 1796
Ibid. (ed. 2) I. 145 Keffekill or myrsen,.is said to be when
recently dug of a yellow colour, and as tenacious as cheese
or wax. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) 1 1. 477 To the first

of these classes belongs the ruby j to the second, steatites and
kiffekille.

Ke'ffel. dial, and obs. slang. Also 7-8 keffal,
8 kefield, 9 kephel. [a. Welsh ceffyl horse : see

CAPLE.] A horse, esp, a sorry horse.

<zi70o B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Keffal, a Horse. 1706
E. WARD Hud. Rediv. I. xn, 26 At last a Negro Devil came
On a dun Kefield, blind and lame. 1748 RICHARDSON
Clarissa II. xx. 130 Old Robin at a distance, on his roan
Keffel. CT&n*,Houlston Tracts II. xlviii. 3 Thomas Shelton's

kephels are so thin and weak, they can hardly lift one leg
after the other. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Keffel, a sorry, worthless horse.

KEILHAUITE.
II Keffiyeh(kef/--yf). Also keflyeh, -ia,kef(f)e-

yah, keffle(h), kafleh, kaff-, kuflyeh. [Arab.

iTfli kaffiyah or kufflyeh, by some held to be
ad. late Lat. cofea, cuphia : see COIF.] A kerchief
worn as a head-dress by the Bedouin Arabs.
01817 J. L. BURCKHARDT Bedouins (1831) I. 48 All the

Bedouins wear on the head . .a turban or square kerchief of
cotton

....called keffie. 01830 LADY H. STANHOPE Mem.
(1845) I. m. 08 (Stanf.) A silk handkerchief, commonly worn
by the Bedouin Arabs, known by the Arabic name of
keffeyah. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred m. vii, That audacious-
looking Arab in a red kcfia. 1881 L. WALLACE Ben Hur i. i,His face was . . hidden by a red kufyeh. 1892 Blackw. Mag
Mar. 409 His head protected by a kefiyeh.

II Kefir (ke-fai). Also kefyr, kephir. [Cauca-
sian.] An effervescent liquor resembling koumiss,
prepared from milk which has been fermented;
employed as a medicine or food for invalids.
1884 Nature 3 July 216/2 Kephir has only been generallyknown even m Russia for about two years. 1894 Lancet

3 Nov. 1072 Koumiss and kefyr are examples of sour
fermented milk containing an excess of carbonic acid gas.

D. Kefir ferment, grains, or seeds, a composite
substance used by the Caucasians to ferment milk.
1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898 BLACKMAN in WorkingMen s Coll. Jrnl. V. 60 The inhabitants of the Caucasus

have kephir grams. To produce kephir, about 6 parts of
milk is mixed with i part of the grains. ..Kephir grains
consist of 2 sorts of bacteria and a yeast.

t Keft, pa. pple. Obs. rare- 1
. [? a. ON. keypt,

b'yft, pa. pple. of kaupa to buy : see COOP v. 1
]

Bought, paid for: =
abought, pa. pple. of ABV v.

c
J3

Havehk 2005 pus wolde be theues me haue reft, But
god pank, he hauen-et sure keft.

Keg (keg), sb. [Later form of CAG jvM, q. v.]
1. A small barrel or cask, usually of less than
10 gallons.
1632 SHERWOOD, A kegge, Caque. Voyez a Cag. 1678

PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App., Kag,oi Keg ..a. large Vessel for the
laying of Sturgeon in pickle. 1766 W. GORDON Gen. Count-
ing-ho. 318, 5 kegs of barley. 1812 BYRON Juanu. xlvi, Two
casks of biscuit and a keg of butter. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. I. 47 One could have a little keg of salt herrings sent.

t b. A portion of sturgeon sufficient to fill a keg
(cf. CAG sb\ i, quot. 1704). Obs.
1617 MINSHEU Ductor, A Kegge of Sturgion, .. Vne piece

ttesturgeon. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxv. (1748) 367 The
Sturgeon cut to keggs (too big to handle whole).

C. slang. The stomach.
1887 F. FRANCIS Saddle t, Mocassin 270 (Farmer) We'd

been having a time and my keg was pretty full too.

2. attrib. ,3.$ keg-buoy, -head; keg-fig (see quot.).
1868 PAXTON Bat. Diet., Keg fig of Japan is the fruit of

Diospyros Kaki. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 127
Keg Buoy, for floating drift nets. 1895 Century Mag. Aug.
570 He had on a keg hat, all shiny silk, and a red necktie.

Hence t Keg v., to cut up (a sturgeon) into 'kegs'.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Jack-a-lent Wks. (1630) 1. 117/1

The poore Anchoue is pittifully pepper'd in the fight,
whilst the Sturgeon is keg'd, randed, and iold about the cares.

Kegeree, variant of KEDGEREE.
Keghet, ke;te, obs. ff. caught : see CATCH v.

Keg-meg, dial, variant of CAGMAG.
t Kegwort. Herb. 06s. ran-'. Some plant.
1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. clxxiii. 485 Bettonicum, which

we call dogstone or kegwort.
11 Kehaya (kehaya-). Forms : 6 cahaia, 7

cayha, cahay, caya, kia(y(a, 8 kehaja, k(i)aya,
kiyaya, chiaia, kaia, caia, 8-9 kiaja, 9 kiayah,

kehaya

corrupt forms of Pers. (and Turk.) Usr katkhuda

(cf. kad house + khudd master), viceroy, vicar,

deputy, etc.] A Turkish viceroy, deputy, agent,
etc. ; a local governor ; a village chief.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy, II. ii. 192 A Cahaia of the Ando-
luzes . . and another principall Moore. 1625 PURCHAS
Pilgrims I. m. xi. 3. 256 The seuenth day, I was sent for
to the Cayhas garden. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2308/2 Rageb
the Caimacan, his Kiaia or Lieutenant. 1702 Ibid. No.
3875/2 The last having served him as his Kehaja. 1717
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 18 Apr., The
Greek lady with me earnestly solicited me to visit the

kiyaya's lady, saying, he was the second officer in the

empire. 01734 NORTH Lives (1742) II. 450 The money
demanded was ..twenty-five purses for the vizier, and five

for the kaia and officers. 1819 T. HOPE Anastasius (1827)
III. v. 122 In the capacity of the Pasha's kehaya, he
enjoyed both the direction of his councils and the command
of his armies. 1895 Daily News 21 Mar. 5/6 They had a
Kehaya who led them. ..A Kehaya is a leader or head man.

Kehte, obs. pa. t. of CATCH v.

Kei-apple (kai-as p'l). [f. Kei, name of a river

formerly separating Cape Colony from Kaffraria.]
The edible fruit of a South African shrub, Aberia

Caffra ; also, the shrub itself.

1859 HARVEY & SONDER Floret Capensis II. 585, Aberia
Caffra, hab. Eastern districts and Kamrland. A shrub or
small tree, . . fruit edible like a small yellowish apple. Colonial

name, the Kei apple.

Keiching, Keie, Keight, (keijt, keiht),
Keigne, Keik, Keil(l, obs. ff. KITCHEN, KEY,
CAUGHT, CHAIN, KEEK v., KEEL s&. 2, KILL v.

Keilh.anite(k3rlhaU|3it). Min. [Named 1844,
after Prof. B. M. Keilhau.] A titano-silicate of

calcium, yttrium, and other metals.

149 -a

, , , , , ,

. [Turk. L^ kihayd, LaJ kekhyd, etc.,



KEIB.

er. Jnl. Sc. Ser. ll. II. 4'5 Keilhauite was found

neaTArendal in Norway. 1868 DANA Mi*, (ed. 5) 387

The Alve keilhauite has two cleavages inclined

tSri Sc. Obs.rare~\ [Cf. ON. keyra to

drive.] trans. To drive off.

.56. A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) i. 150 Be thai vnpayll, thy

pursevandis ar socht To pund pure communis corne, and

cattell keir [rime jeirl

t Kei'ri. Ol>s. Also keri, keyri, -ry. [med.

L. keiri, cheiri, Arab. i^^. khiri, Pers. yo.
khtrit (yellow) gillyflower.] The Wallflower,

Cheiranthus Cheiri.

The generic name Cheirattthus was formed by Limueus

on Ckeiri or
' Keiri arab.', by arbitrary association with Gr.

ycip hand. PHilos. Sot., Noniina 229.

1578 LYTE Dodoens IL iii. 151 Of the Wallfloure. ..The

yellow Gillofer is a kinde of violete called . . of Serapio and

the Apothecaries Keyri. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country
farms 237 White, yellow, and red Gillo-flowres.. especially

the yellow . .commonly called of Apothecaries Keyry. 1664

EVELYN Kal. Hart. Mar. (1729) 196 Slip the Keris or Wall-

flower. 1706 PHILLIPS, Keiri or Cheiri, Wall-flower.

Keiser(e, obs. ff. KAISER. Keises, s6. pi. :

see KEYSIE. Keist, St. obs. pa. t. of CAST v.

II Keitloa (k^-tl^a). Also ketloa. [Sechuana

kgetlwa, khetlwa.] A species of South African

rhinoceros (Rhinoceros Keitloa}, having two horns

of nearly equal length.

1838-47 SIR A. SMITH in Sk. Nat. Hist., Mammalia
(U. N. S., 1849) 40 The keitloa browses on shrubs and the

slender branches of brushwood, using the upper lip as an

organ of prehension. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 472/2 The
Keitloa is of a very savage disposition. 1867 J. E. GRAY
in Proc, Zool. Soc. 1025 Rliinaster Keitloa, the Keitloa or

Ketloa.

Keke, var. KEAK v. Obs.; obs. f. KEBK, KICK v.

Kekshoes, -shose, obs. var. KICKSHAW.

Kelassee, kelassie, variants of KUALASI.

tKelchyn. Sc. Obs. In ancient Scottish law:

One of the mulcts or payments exacted in com-

pensation for homicide. (Cf. CRO.)
[anoo RegiamMaj. iv. Ivii. (ActsParl. Scot. 1. 300) Kelchyn
unius comitis est sexaginta sex et duae paries unius vaccz.)

1609 SKENE tr. Regiam Maj. iv. xxxviii, Item, Kelchyn of

ane Earle is thriescore sax kye, and halfe ane kow. .. Ane
husband-man [rusticus] has na Kelchyn. Gif the wife of

ane frie man is slane, her husband sail haue the Kelchyn,
and her friend[s] sail haue the Cro and Galnes. Item, gif
the wife of ane husband-man (rustici\ is slane, the Lord of

the land quhare she duelles sail haue the Kelchyn, and her
kinsmen sail haue the Cro and the Galnes.

tKeld, sbl Obs. rare- 1
, [dial, form of COLD

sb. ; see KELD v.] Cold.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 37 Casten y wol the from cares

Keld (keld), j*.2 north, dial. Also 7 kell.

[a. ON. kelda (Sw. kalla, Da. /</).]
A well, fountain, spring, b. A deep, still, smooth

part of a river.

Frequent in place-names in Cumberland, Westmorland,
and Yorkshire, e. g. Gunner-keld, How Keld, SaKfiktla,
Springkeld, Threlkeld. In Cartttl. Prior, de Gyseburne
(Surtees) I. 48, 49, 66, Hildckelde is given as Fans Sanctx
Hilda.

1697 A. DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 142 This day I was
at a place called Kell Well, near Aukburrow. 18.. T. D.
WHITAKER Surv. Burton Chace (ed. 3) 35 (Craven Gloss.)

From cald keld super Camb to the Top of Penigent. 1815
BROCKETT, Kelds, the still parts of a river which have an

oily smoothness while the rest of the water is ruffled. i8z8
Craven Dial., Keld, a well. Halikeld, a holy fountain.

A keal keld, a cold well. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.

s. v.,
' The keld head ', the spring head. 1891 ATKINSON

Last of Giant Kellers 203 A very remarkable spring, or

fountain, or keld it was.

t Keld e, v. Obs. rare. Also chelde. [app.

repr. OE. *cealdian (see COLD v.). For the vowel,
cf. keif= calf.] intr. To become cold.

11300 Maximian 64 (Digby MS.) in Anglia III. 279 For
Ji mm herte keldeb And mi bodi ounbeldeK Iciyzs Old
Age i. in E. E. P. (1862) 149 Eld wold keld an cling so
the clai. Ibid, vii, pro? kund i comble an kelde.

Kelde, obs. pa. t. of KEEL v.*

Kelde, obs. Sc. form of CULDEE.
t Ke'lder. Obs. rare. [a. Du. kelder a cellar :

cf. the phrase HANS-'-AW<jfer.] The womb.
1646 CLEVELAND Kings Disguise Poems (1647) 33 The Sun

wears Midnight ; Day is beetle-brow'd, And Lightning is

in Kelder of a Cloud. 1658 BROME New Acad. IL L Wks.
1873 II. 29 The unbegotten Hans that I mean to clap into

le, obs. f. KEEL
; obs. Sc. var. KILL v.

II Kelek (ke-lek). Also 7 kilet, 9 kellock, -ick.

[Turk. eUS kalak, kelek.~\ A raft or float used on
rivers in Turkey in Asia, etc., formed of inflated

sheep-skins, bundles of reeds, and the like.

1684 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier's Trav. I. ii. v. 72 The
Merchant must be careful to spread good store of thick
Fells over the Kiltt. 1840 J. B. FRASEK Trav. Koordistan
II. iv. 74 The canal was not fordable, and the only means
of crossing it was by a kellick pulled across by a rope. 1871
YEATS Growth Comm. 26 Such vessels are sculptured on
Assyrian monuments and under the name of kelcks continue
to be used.
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Keleusmatically (keliasmae-tikali),
adv.

[Rendering Gr. KfkfvanariKws by way of com-

mand : see CELEUSMA and -ICALLY.] Imperatively.

1885 W. L. ALEXANDER Zechariah iii. 28 Here it is used

hortatorily or keleusmatically.

Keif l, obs. dial, form of CALF 1.

fKelf 2
. Obs. rare" 1

. [? dialect survival of

prec. : cf. CALF I c.] A lubber, blockhead.

1604 COTTON Scarron. iv. Poet. Wks. (1734) 85 One Squire

^Eneas, a great Keif, Some wandring Hangman like herself.

KelfS. Coal-mining, local. In the Midland

coal-field (Derby and Leicestersh.) :
' The vertical

height of the back cutting of the holing at
anjj

time during the operation of holing a stint

(Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining 1883).

IlKelis (kflis). Path. [a. Gr. *r/Xts stain,

spot.]
= KELOID, q.v.

1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. 24 Lepra, lupus, kelis, and

elephantiasis.

Kelk. Now dial. The roe of a fish.

c 1410 Liber Cocorum 19 Take bo kelkes of fysshe anon,
And bo lyver of bo fysshe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 201/1 Kelkys
(A. kellys) of fyschis, lactes. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET
Health's Imprav. (1746) 238 Cods have a Bladder in them
full of Eggs or Spawn, which the northern Men call the

Kelk. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Kelts, the roe or

spawn of fish.

Kelk, dial. var. of KECK, KEX.
1880 in BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-it.

Kell (kel). Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-6 kelle,

7 kel. [A northern form corresp. to ME. calle,

CAUL si. 1 ; the difference in vowel is not easy to

account for, but cf. mell, Sc. form of maul, ;//.]
1. A woman's hair-net, cap, or head-dress :

=
CAUL sb.l r.

a 1400 Pistill of Susan 128 (MS. A) By a wynliche
welle Susan cast of hir kelle. Ibid. 158 (MS. I) pan had
sche kast of hire kell and hire courcheffe. 1513 DOUGLAS
jneis VH. xiv. 82 The hair was of this damysell Knyt
wyth a buttoune in a goldin kell. 1603 Philotus xxii, Than
may je haue baith Quaiffis and Kellis..All for 5pur weiring
and not ellis. V a 1700 Chitde Maurice v. in Child Ballads

(1886) iv. Ixxxiii. 264/2 As many times As knotts beene knitt

on a kell. 1817 LADY MARGARET in Whitelaw Bk. Scot.

Ball. (1875) 55/2 To braid her hair she didna care Nor sett

her golden kell.

b. dial. The back part of a woman's cap.
1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xlvi. (1873) 256 A mutch

that my wife bed ance wi' a byous muckle squar' kell.

2. A long cloak or garment ; a shroud.
c 1423 Voc- in Wr.-Wulcker 656/15 Hcc caracalla, kelle.

[Cf. ibid. 571/34 Caracalla, a sclavayn or a cope.) ta 1800

Gay Goss-Haiuk xxx. in Child Ballads (1886) iv. xcvi E.

364/2 Then up and gat her seven sisters, And sewed to her

a kell, And every steek that they pat in Sewd to a siller belt

3. Gossamer threads forming a kind of film on

grass. Cf. CAUL 3.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 54 Also there wyll be many kelles

vppon the grasse, and ^hat causeth the myldewe. 1576
1 URBERV. Venerie 76 Many tymes the cobwebbes fall from
the skye and are not suche as spyders make, but a kind of

kelL 16x4 MARKHAM Cheap Hitsb. i. in. i. (1623) 107 Those

webs, kels, and flakes . . lying on the earth, and a sheep lick-

ing them vp, do breed rottennesse. 1663 J. BEAL Let. to

Boyle q Nov., Boyle's Wks. 1772 VI. 357 Those kells, which
like cobwebs do sometimes cover the grounds.

b. The web or cocoon of a spinning caterpillar.
i6iz DRAYTON Poly-alb. Hi. 42 Trees.. With caterpillars

kells, and duskie cobwebs hong. 1616 B. JONSON Devil an
Ass ii. vi, [Love could] Bury himselfe in euery Silke.

wormes Kell.

4. Anat. An investing membrane or film : =
CAUL 4.

1540 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankyndc I. ii. (1634) 19 The fleshy
skinne . . is compassed of fleshinesse, more then any other

kell or skin in all the body. 1630 DRAYTON Noah's flood
Wks. 1538 note, The' aspick hath a kell of skin which
covereth his teeth until it be angry. 1766 Chron. in Ann.
Reg. 120/1 She . .has a speck or kell over one eye.

fig. 1833 GALT R . Gilhaize I. 271 She was soon scrapit of

all the scurf and kell of her abominations.

5. spec. a. The fatty membrane investing the

intestines ; the omentum : = CAUL 5 a.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 67 We call one part of the

Kell the Anteriour or superiour Membran, and the other
the inferiour or posteriour. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster
v. iv, I'le have him cut to the kell, then down the seames.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xvii, The inner thin Kell where-
with the Intrails are cover'd. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Kell, the omentum or caul. 1877 in N. fK Line. Gloss.

b. The amnion inclosing the fcetus, and some-
times enveloping the head at birth : = CAUL 5 b.

1530 PALSGR, 235/2 Kell in a wpmans belly, taye. 1621

BURTON Anat. Mel, in. iii. H. i, A silly jealous fellow . .seeing
his childe new born included in a kell, thought sure a
Franciscan . . was the father of it, it was so like the Frier's

Coule. i8z8 Craven Dial. s.v., Brand mentions several

advertisements in which these kells or cauls were announced
for sale. 1883 in N. W. Line. Gloss. s.v., Oor ohd mare,
she foal'd e' in' neet, an' th' foal could n't braak th' kell, so
it was droonded.

6. Comb, (sense i), as kell-knitter, -maker, -wise.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3300 pis coppis oppn kell-wyse knytt

in |?e wojes. 14.. Noininale in Wr.-Wiilcker 692/35 Hec
reciaria, a kelmaker. 1483 Cath. Angl. 201/2 A kelle

knytter, reticularius, reticularia.

Hence Kelled (fkeld) a., webbed.
1630 DRAYTON Noah's Flood Wks. 1534 The otter . . feeds on

fish, which . . He with his keld feet and keen teeth doth kill.

Kell, obs. form of KALE, KILN.

KELP.

Kellagh (-eg, -ick, -oek), Kellaut, Kelle,
Kellidar, Kellow, Kellua: see KILLICK,
KHELAUT, KILL v., KILLEDAB, KILLOW, KILLAS.

Kelly (ke'li), sb. US. [cf. CALLOW sb. 3, the

equivalent term in England.] The top-soil which
is removed in order to get at clay for brick-

making. Hence Kelly v. (see quot.).
1884 C. T. DAVIS Manuf. Bricks 103 This vegetable soil

is called in brickyard parlance,
'

kelly ',
and the operation

of removing it termed '

taking off the kelly '. Ibid., The
operation of placing the soil upon the places where the
bricks are moulded is termed '

kellying the floors '.

Keloid (kHoid). Path. [a. F. kilo'ide: see

CHELOLD.] A form of skin disease, having the

appearance of a hypertrophic scar ;
= CHELOID.

1854 [see CHELOID). 1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. 70 De.
formities of Derma. Keloid. 1876 BRISTOWE The. % Pract.
Med. (1878) 47 Such results are seen in keloid and in some
forms of arterial atheroma. 1889 BUCK Med. Sci. IV. 266
Keloid . . is most common on the chest and neck.

atlrib. 1807 W. ANDERSON Surg. Treat. Lufus 8 The
' keloid

'

thickening of the new cicatrix.

Hence Xeloi'dal a., of the nature of keloid.

1888 Medical News L1II. 442 Slight keloidal growths
sometimes follow in the wake of the largest vesicles.

Kelp x
(kelp). Forms : 4 oulp, 7 kilpe, 7-

kelp. [ME. culp or culpe (it), of unknown origin.
Of this the normal mod. repr. would be kilp ; kelp
is app. a dialect variation : cf. melt and milt sb.]
1. A collective name for large seaweeds (chiefly

Fucacex and Laminariacese) which are burnt for

the sake of the substances found in the ashes.

Bull-head Kelp, a N. W. American species (Nereocystis
Luetkeand) used by the Indians for fishing-lines.

1387 TREVISA. Higden (Rolls) II. 181 As culpes of be see

wagged wib be water. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. xxxn. vi.

437 As for the reits Kilpe, Tangle, & such like sea-weeds,
Nicander saith, they are as good as treacle. 1663 BOYLE

Exp. Hist. Colours xlix. Ann. i, In making our ordinary
allom the workmen use the ashes of a sea-weed (vulgarly
called kelp). 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. <$ Scot. 112 The
cutting and burning of the kelp that grows on their shores.

1840 R. H. DANA Rcf. Mast xiv. 35 We found the tide low,
and the rocks and stones covered with kelp and sea-weed.

b. spec. The giant or great kelp (Macrocystis

pyrifera or Fucus giganteus') of the Pacific coast

of America, the largest of seaweeds.

1834 DARWIN in Voy. 'Adventure' $ 'Beagle
'

_(i8j9)
III.

303 There is one marine production, which from its import-
ance is worthy of a particular history. It is the kelp or

Fucus giganteus of Solander. 1897 F. T. BULLEN Cruise of
'CacAa/ot'SS We were continually passing broad

patches
of kelp., whose great leaves and cable-laid stems made quite
reef-like breaks in the heaving waste of the restless sea.

2. The calcined ashes of seaweed used in com-
merce for the sake of the carbonate of soda, iodine,
and other substances which they contain; large

quantities were formerly used in the manufacture

of soap and glass.

1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1054 Kelp is made of a Sea-

weed, called Tangle, such as comes to London on Oysters.

1736 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 9 [It] is the nitre of the

antients, not unlike the soda or kelp of the moderns. 1808

Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) s. v. Gigha, Much sea-weed .. partly

employed as a manure, and partly burned into kelp. 1862

ANSTED Channel fsl. iv. xxii. 514 The quantity of weed

required to manufacture a ton of kelp averages twenty tons.

f 3. A name for the plants Salsola and Salicornia :

cf. KALI i. Obs. rare.

1712 tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 101 A Plant . . which the

Botanists call Kali . . and we . . Kelp. 1760 J. LEE Introd.

Bot. App. 316 Kelp, Salicornia.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as kelp-ashes, -burner,

-burning, -making, -weed, -wrack ; kelp-fish, the

name given to several fishes found on the Pacific

coast of the United States ; see also quot. ; kelp-

goose, -hen (see quots.) ; kelp-pigeon, the

sheathbill, an Antarctic sea-bird ; kelp raft, a mass

of kelp floating on the sea.

1834 Brit. Hush. I. 420, 6 bushels of *kelp-ashes. 1895

Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 355/1 The longswells . . only half broken

by the "kelp belt a mile away. 1845 SELBY in Proc. Berw.
Nat. Club II. No. 13. 161 These buildings have. .been

occupied.. by the *kelp-burners- Ibid. 162 "Kelp-burning
was carried on at Holy Island as early as the i3th century.
1880 GUNTHER fishes 533 The

'
Butter-fish ', or

'

"Kelp fish
'

of the colonists of New Zealand (Coridodax fullus). . . It

feeds on zoophytes, scraping them from the surface of the

kelp. 1883 COPPINGER Cruise 'Alert' 56 The *kelp-geese

(Bernicla antarctica) were paddling about with their young
ones. 1899 EVANS Birds 247 These Rails are semi-nocturnal

. . Ocydromus fuscus [of N. Z.] obtaining the name of

Kelp-Hen from the stretches of sea-weed that it frequents.

1884 Harper'sMag. VII. 706/2 They caught gulls, and tried

to make them carry 'kelp lines, but all was of no avail.

Edin. Rev. XVII. 146 The introduction of "kelp-making.

there under the name of "kelp-wrack.

Hence Ke'lper, a maker of kelp. Ke'lpinfr (#/.

sb., the manufacture of kelp ; ppl. a., that makes

kelp. Ke'lpy a., abounding in kelp.
1808 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. V. 100 The kelpers might

employ their time between tides. iSaj P. WOODLEY Stilly

Isl. \. v. 119 The Islanders seldom get more, .than from .7



KELP.
to jio, for their labours during the kelping season. 1852
RAINE Hist. N. Durham 146 A ridge of kelpy stone, over
which it is no easy matter to pass. 1890 Scribner's Mag-.
XIX. 659/1 The mother, .struck out through the kelpy waters
for the shore. 1895 Longm. Mag. Nov. 33 The kelper's year
may be reckoned from mid November. Ibid. 39 The old
stories linger among the kelping people.

fKelp 2
. Obs. rare- 1

. [Obscure: connexion
with KILP sb. seems unlikely.] ? Sword-belt,
scabbard.

13.. Disf. Mary ff Cross 283 in Leg. Rood 140 His
swerd he pulte vp in his kelp.

Kelpie, kelpy (ke-lpi). Sc. [Of uncertain

etyra. ; Gael, calfa, cailpeach, bullock, heifer, colt,
has been suggested, but positive evidence is want-

ing.] The Lowland Scottish name of a fabled

water-spirit or demon assuming various shapes, but

usually appearing in that of a horse ; it is reputed
to haunt lakes and rivers, and to take delight in,

or even to bring about, the drowning of travellers

and others. Also water-kelpie.
The beliefs relating to the kelpie are essentially the same

as those connected with the Danish and Norw. njkken, and
the Ice!, nykur or nennir; but in Scotland the kelpie was
sometimes held to render assistance to millets by keeping
the mill going during the night.

1747 COLLINS Pop. Superst. Highlands 137 Drowned by
the kelpie's wroth. 1792 BURNS Let. to Cunningham
10 Sept., Be thou a kelpie, haunting the ford or ferry.

1805 Scorr Last Minstr. vi. xxiii, But the Kelpy rung, and
the Mermaid sung, The dirge of lovely Rosabelle. 1813
HOGG Queen's Wake 192 The darksome pool. -Was now no
more the kelpie's home, 1881 GREGOR Folk-lore 66 (E.D.D.)
The wife . . tried to dissuade him under the fear that Kelpie
would carry him off to his pool.

Ke'lpwort. [f. KELP! + WOKT.] = GLASS-
WORT b, Salsola Kali.

1787 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 2), (Br. & Holl.).

Kelson, keelson (ke-lssn). Naut. Forms:
a. 7 kelsine, kilson, 7- kelson, (9 kelston).
(3. 7 keeleson, 7- keelson, (8 keelstone, 9 keel-

sale). [
= - Du. kohwijn, kohem, LG. kielsivtn,

G. kielschwein, Da. kfisvin, Sw. kolsvin. The
first element is app. KEEL sb\, but of the second

the original form and meaning are obscure.
In all the equivalents cited, except Du. kolsem, the second

element is identical with the word corresponding to E. siyine,
and it appears that in i8th c. LG. swln was used by itself

in the sense of ' keelson
'

(see Grimm). The English forms

may therefore represent a ME. *&tlswl* : cf. the reduction
of boatsivain to boteson, boson,bos'n. The reason for calling
the timber by this name does not appear, but this is also the

case with many similar applications of the names of animals,
as cat, dog, hog, horse, etc. The original may have been
an unrecorded ON. *kjplsvin or *kjalsv(n, independently
adopted in Eng. and LG. The corruptions keelstone,

kelston, kelsom, keelsaie, originate mainly in the lack of

stress on the second element. Eng. stemson and sternson
are app. recent formations on the analogy of keelson. It has
been suggested that the original form may be preserved in

Norw. dial. kjflsvill= 'keel-sill', but this may also be an

alteration, by popular etymology, of the usual kjjlsvin.
The most usual spelling from the first has been kelson :

recently, however, there has been a tendency to spell keelson,

though the pron. (ke'lsan) still prevails.]

1. A line of timber placed inside a ship along the

floor-timbers and parallel with the keel, to which
it is bolted, so as to fasten the floor-timbers and

the keel together ; a similar bar or combination of

iron plates in iron vessels.

a. cx6ix CHAPMAN Iliad i. 426 The top-mast to the

kelsine then with halyards down they drew, a 1618 RALEIGH

Royal Navy 4 Even from the Batts end to the very Kilson

of a Ship. 1637 HEYWOOD Royall Ship 44 That one peece
of Timber which made the Kel.son. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND

Shifbuild. Assist. 26 Bolt the Kelson through every other

Floor-timber. 1867 MACGREGOR Voy. Alone (1868) 6 She has

an iron keel and kelson to resist a bump on rocks.

p. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Cram. ii. 3 Lay your
keeleson ouer your floore timbers, which is another long
tree like the keele. 1706 Wooden World Dissected (1708) 3

Some compare her to a Common-wealth, and carry the

Allegory from the Vane down to the Keelson. 1805 Naval
Chron. XIV. 172 Placing it on the keelsaie. 1840 R. H.

DANA Bef. Mast xv. 39 Everything has been moved in the

hold, from stem to stern, and from the water-ways to the

keelson. 1866 Morn. Star 19 Mar. 2/1 The ship is built

up from a keelson, formed of a huge bar of iron.

fig, 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. IV. Ixxxvii, Something
shoots from your arm, through my stowage, to the very
keel-stone. 1855 WALT WHITMAN Song ofMyself $, I know
. . that a kelson of the creation is love.

b. With qualifying terms: assistant kelson

or keelson = side-kelson; bilge-k., an additional

strengthening beam placed fore-and-aft in the

bilge of a vessel, parallel to the kelson; boiler-k.,

a bilge- or cross-kelson supporting the boilers of a

steamer (Hamersly Naval Encycl. 1881); box-k.,

a kelson whose section is box-shaped ; cross-k.,

a beam placed across the kelson to support the

boilers or engines of a steamer (Webster, 1864) ;

engine-k., a side- or cross-kelson supporting the

engines in a steamer (Hamersly, 1881); false k.,

an additional beam placed longitudinally above

the kelson in order to strengthen it (Young Naut.

Diet. 1846) ; hog k. ? = false kelson; main k.,

the kelson proper, as distinguished from the side-

kelsons, etc. ; rider-fc., a false kelson, kelson-rider
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(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); side- or sister k.,
a second kelson parallel with the main one.

1825 CLARK, etc. Shipwrights' Scale Prices 16 Main, Hog,
or Assistant Keelsons. Ibid., All Hog Keelsons under
6 inches thick to be paid plank price. 1859 J. S. MANSFIELD
in Merc. Marine Mag. (1860) VII. 15 She was strengthened
by the addition of two bilge keelsons, having been originally
constructed with a keelson and two sister keelsons. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk. s.v. Keelson, The main keelson,
in order to fit with more security upon the floor-timbers, is

notched opposite to each of them. Ibid., Side-keelsons..
First used in mortar-vessels to support the bomb-beds ; later

they have crept in to support the engines in steamers. 1869
SIR E. REED Shipbuild. i. 7 A large central box-keelson

completed these lower strengthenings.
2. Used as = KEEL sb.l i. rare.

1831 TRELAWNEY^^Z'. Younger Sonll. 261, 1 could almost
see the kelston as she rolled heavily. 1837 MARRYAT Dog*
fiend x, Lowering him down over the bows, and with ropes
retaining him exactly in his position under the kelsom, while
he is drawn aft by a hauling line until he makes his appear-
ance at the rudder-chains.

3. Comb., as kelson-bolt, -plate; kelson-rider
= false kelson (Young Naut. Diet. 1846).
1825 CLARK, etc. Shipwrights' Scale Prices 4 Main Keel,

exclusive of Shores, Blocks, and Keelson Bolts. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech. 1223/2 Pigs of iron . . laid over the keelson-plates.

t KelsOUnS. Sc. Obs. rare 1
, [a. F. ca/econs

(in Cotgr. calfon, calson) : see CALZOONS.] Drawers,
linen trousers.

1568 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. Scots (1897) 512 Item ane
curchshe [

- curch]. Item ane pair of kelsounis.

Kelt *
(kelt). Now only Sc. [Etym. unknown.]

A salmon, sea-trout, or herling, in bad condition

after spawning, before returning to the sea.

c 1340 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 36 In playces et keltis

emp., 6s. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Forfar. VIII. 204 No
salmon ; except at the end of the fishing season, when a few
of what are called foul fish, or kelt, are caught. 1834 JARDINE
in Proc. Berm. Nat. Club I. No. 3. 51 The return of the

old fish or kelts to the sea. 1884 SPEEDY Sport vii. So
Good runs with sea-trout kelts of considerable size.

attrib. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 96 Large
Kelt Salmon.. with arrow-headed parasites in the gills.

Hence Ke'lty a., like a kelt.

1884 Chamb. Jrnl. 29 Mar. 204/2 Nothing but huge, lanky,
kelty-looking fish.

Kelt 2
. Sc. and north, dial. [Of obscure origin.

Ir. and Gael, cealt cloth, clothing, may be from

Eng. or Sc. Cf. KELTER 1.] A kind of homespun
cloth or frieze, usually of black and while wool

mixed, formerly used for outer garments by country

people in Scotland and N. England. Also attrib.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 573 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv, Ane hamelic hat; a cott of kelt Weill beltit in ane
lethrone belt. 1611 Rates (Jam. s. v. Kendilling), Kelt or

kendall freese. 1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl. I. 356 They [fanners
c 1750] were clothed in a homespun suit of freezed cloth,
called Kelt, a 1833 ANDERSON Cumbtd. Ball. (1840) 123
note

,
An oaken staff, a pair of clogs, and a kelt surtout.

b. fig. Applied to a sheep's fleece.

1722-8 RAMSAY Ram fy Buck 38 Ye've a very ragged kelt on.

Kelt, -ic, -icism, etc. : see CELT i, CELTIC.

Kelt, erroneous form of CELT 2
.

1862 LATHAM Channel fsl. in. xviii. (ed. 2) 414 Kelts, arrow-
heads.^!^ hammers, all of stone.

Kelt, obs. form of KILT st>. 1

t Ke'lter l
. north. Obs. [Of obscure origin ;

cf. KELT 2
. Ir. and Gaelic cealtar prob. from Eng.]

1. A coarse cloth used for outer garments. Chiefly
attrib.

1502 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. (1900) II. 198 For making of

ane cote of kelter. 1505 Ibid. III. 38 For ane blak keltir

cote to the King. 1543 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 39, 1 gyue
and beqwethe to Henry Warryner a kelter jacket. ? 16 . .

Lord ofLorn in Roxb. Ball. (1873) II. 350 He put him on
an old Kelter coat, And Hose of the same above the knee.

2. A garment made of this cloth.

1562 Richmond Wills (Surtees) i52,vkeltersandablakene
xliiij'. 1580 Inv. T. Wilson, Kendal (Somerset Ho.), A
Romeland keltar.

Hence Kelterin? vbl. sb., ? lining with kelter.

1507 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot, (igoi) III. 254 Item, for vj elne

Rislis blak to be an cote to the King. -vj/;. Item, for kel-

tering of it . . iijs.

Kelter 2
, kilter (ke-ltsj, ki-ltai). [Etym.

obscure. Widely diffused in Eng. dial, from

Northumb. and Cumb. to Cornwall, and occasional

in literature. More frequent in U. S. (in form

kilter).'] Good condition, order; state of health

or spirits. Used in the phrases out of kelter, in

(good, high) kelter, to get into kelter.

a. 1643 R. WILLIAMS Key Lang. Amer. 177 Their Gunnes

they . .often sell many a score to the English, when they are

a little out of frame or Kelter. 1674 RAY 5. fy E. Country
Words 69 Kelter or Kilter, Frame, order, a 1677 BARROW
Serm. vi. Wks, 1716 I. 50 If the organs of Prayer are out of

Kelter, or out of tune, how can we pray ? 1722 in Connect.

Col. Kec. (1872) VI. 335 Mending, cleansing and keeping in

good kelter the firelocks left with his Honour. 1828 SCOTT

Jrnl. 20 May, The rest are in high kelter. 1875 Contemf.
Rev. XXV. 262 Some part of her internal economy is

chronically out of kelter.

(3. a 1657 BRADFORD Plymouth Plant. (1856) 235 Nether

durst they scarce handle a gune . . y very sight of one

(though out of kilter) was a terrour unto them. 1681 in New
Eng. Mag. (r8o8) June 450/1 The seats some burned and

others out of kilter. 1862 LOWELL Lett. I. 359, I must rest

awhile. My brain is out of kilter. 1883 J. HAWTHORNE
Dust I. 16 There's something awkward here. .. A joint out

KEMB.
of kilter perhaps. 1893 STEVENSON Let. C. Baxter 19 July
in Lett. Fam. etc. 11.300, I ..am miserably out of heart and
out of kilter.

Ke-lter 3. north, dial. [Origin obscure. Sheffield
Gloss, gives kelt in same sense.] Money, cash.
1807 in Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 138 -His billet a bad yen,

his kelter aw duin. 1825 BROCKETT, KeIter.. also means
money, cash. 1828 Craven Dial., Kelter, a cant term for

money. W. Yorksh. dial. He's a rich man, he is worth
plenty of.kelter.
Ke-lter*. dial. [In dialect use from Durham

to S. Lincolnsh.] Rubbish
; nonsense.

1847-78 in HALLIWELL. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. II.

48 Loqkin' at their tongues, feelin' of their pulses, or ony
such like kelter. Ibid. III. 78 What can a man like you
want wi' that kelter ?

Kelto-, variant of CELTO-.

t Ke'lty. Sc. Obs. [According to the Stat.

Ace. Scotl. XVIII. 474 (quoted in full by Jamie-
son), Keltie was a Scottish laird famous for his

drinking powers.]
1. A term denoting the complete draining of

a glass of liquor (indicated by turning it upside
down).
1664 COTTON Scarron. 108 With that she set it to her

Nose, And off at once the Rumkin goes. ..Then turning
Topsy [Margin: alias Kelty} on her Thumb, Says, look,
here's Supernaculum. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxviii, Are ye
a' cleared kelty aff ? Fill anither.

2. A glass or bumper imposed as a fine on one
who does not drink fair. Also Keltic's Mends.
1692 Sc. Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 143 Lord give thy Enemies

the Papists and Prelates a full Cup of thy Fury to drink ;

and if they refuse to drink it off, then good Lord give them

Kelty.^ 170 Statist. Aec. Scot!., Pert/is. XVIII. 474 No-
thing is more common, at this very day, when one refuses
to take his glass, than to be threatened with Keltic's Mends.
a 1835 HOGG Tales (1866) 405 (E. D. D.) Gin he winna tak

that, gie him kelty. 1879 P. R, DRUMMOND Perth Bygone
Days xii. 66 To drink

'

Kelly' or another glass.

Kelyn, -yng, obs. ff. KEEL 0.1, KEELING.

Kelyphite. Min.
[f. Gr. Kf\v<pos a pod,

shell + -ITE.] (See quot.)
1882 DANA Min. (1883) App. ill, Kelyphite . . Grey ser-

ptntinous coating of pyrope crystals from Kremze, near

Budweis, Bohemia.

Kelyt, obs. pa. pple. of KILL v.

Kem, kemb, kerne, variants of kam{V)e,
COMB si.1, assimilated to KEMB v.

1583 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1860) 83 A wyndocloth,
ij kemys poiks, i6s. Vi6.. Alison Cross in Child Ballads

(1857) I. 288 My sister Maisry came to me, Wi' silver bason,
and silver kemb.

Kemb, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. i cemban,
(csemban), 3 kemben, 3-7 kembe, (6 kimbe),
6- kemb. Pa. t. and pa. pple. 3-8 kembed, 3-
kempt. P. 4 cemme, 6-7 kemm, 9 kem. y.

4-6 kerne, (6 keame, keyme), 7 keern. [Com.
Tent. : OE. cemban = OS. kembian, kemmian

(MDu. kemmeri), OHG. chempan (MUG. kemben,

kemmen, G.kamiuen), ON.kemba (Da. kernme):
O.Teut. *kambjan, f. kamb- COMB so.1 Now dis-

placed by COMB z/.l (f. the sb. ; cf. Du. kammen,
Sw. kammd), but partly surviving in the pa. pple.

kempt, and the commoner unkempt.
In ME. the vowel usually remained short, and the com.

monest spelling is kemb or kemm : forms indicating a long
vowel are much less frequent. In later Sc. it is difficult to

separate kemb or kerne from kante -comb.]
I. trans. To disentangle and smooth (hair) by

drawing a comb through it
;

to dress or trim (the

hair, head, a person, etc.) with a comb; to curry

(a horse) : = COMB v. 1 i. Now dial.

a. c 1000 jELFRlc Cram, xxviii. (Z.) 168 Pecto ic cembe
\v.r. caembe]. a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 marg., Ha mot oftere

weschen & kemben hire holuet. a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 562 fat
on his heued for to kembe pat ofcr bringe towaille and
bacin. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1285 His longe heer was
kembcl \v. r. kemb, kempte] bihynde his bak. a 1450 Knl.

dc la Tour (1868) 99 As she kembed her hede atte a wyndow,
the kinge perceiued her. 1562 BULLEYN Def. agst. Sickness,

Bk. vse Sicke men 67 Then begin with a fine Combe, to

kembe the heere up and doun. i66i FULLER Worthies

in. (1662) 228 Notable to kembe his own head. 1725 BAILEY

Erasm. Colloq. 35 How often do you rub 'em down, or kemb
them in a year? 1832 MOTHERWELL Poems (1847) 131 While

kembing locks like sunbeamsglancing. 1874 HOLLAND Mtstr.

Manse xvi. 64 Clean and kempt, the little oaf.. went forth.

/9. 13 .. Gam. <$ Gr. Knt. 188 pe mane of bat mayn hors . .

Wei cresped & cemmed. 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. 13

He sawe a damysell kemmand hir hare. 1308 DUNBAR Tua
Mariit Wemen 275 Weil couth I . .kemm his cowit noddill.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Afoth. 2 Strake or kemme the

heyres. 1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. iv. Ixxvi, The mermaids
. . kem . . Their long sleek oozy locks.

V. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vi. vi. (Tollem. MS.),

WhanIK modir wasche); and kernel hem. a 1450 Knt. de

la Tour (1868) 45 This day we trow shalle not this lady be

kerned, and arraied. 1557 SEAGER Sc/t. Vertue 74 in Babees

Bk. 338 Thy handes se thou washe, and thy hed keame

[rime seame). 1618 SIR T. WILSON Jrnl. 21 Sept. (R. SuppU,
He [Raleigh] told me he was wont to keem his head a whole

hour every day. 1639 HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. lin.

586 The bush of haire..is keem'd with a combe, a 1835

HOGG Poems (1865) 33 (E. D. D.) They kerned her hair.

Boeth. \. met. v. 14 (Camb. MS.) The fraude couered and

kembd with a fals coloure.



KEMBEB.

c. humorously. To beat, thrash ;
= COMB z.l 3.

c ,566 Merit T. in Skeltons Wks. (.843) I; P- 1'x, H>.s wife

woulde diuers tymes in the weeke kimbe his head with a ill

footed stoole. 1769 WALLIS An/if. Nhb. in N. , Q. (1877)

h I VII 2^8 fSJ, ..often use'l l,y borderers when they

threaten in a passionate tone to beat an assailant.

f2. To prepare (wool, flax, etc.) for spinning by

parting and straightening the fibres with wool-

combs or cards ;
= COMB z/.

1 2. Also absol. Obs.

a 1300 Sat. People Kildare xix. in E. E. P. (1862) 155 Fi

a debles kaites that kemith the wolle. 1377 LANGI, P. J I.

B. x 18 Carded with coueytlse, as clotheres kemuen Bere

wolle. 1393 Ibid. C. x. So Bobe to karde and to kembe, to

clouten and to wasche. 1543 TRAHERON Vigos Chirurg. 11.

iv ii. 66 Unwashed woalle ..or towe wel kembed. 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves ii. Ix. 285 We are like Flax that s dress d,

and dry'd, and kemb'd. 1715 tr. Pancirollus RerumMeni.
1L xxiv. 403 They were famous for kembing silken Fleeces.

fb. To tear or lacerate with a comb-like

instrument. Obs.

"375 Sc. Leg. Saints xx. (Blasius) 187 [He] gert )>ame

keme his tendir flesch with Irne camys. I483CAXTON Gold.

Leg. 121 b/i Thenne the bochyers toke combes of yron and

began to kembe hym on the sides within the flesshe.

f 3. To kemb from or off: to remove or obtain

by means of combing, or by a similar process.

Also with out. Cf. COMB v\ 4. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny vi. xvii, They kembe from the leaves

of their trees the hoarie downe thereof. 1605 CAMDEN Rem.

Tears of Trees, which are kembed from the Beards of Goats.

t SComber. Obs. [f.
KEMB v. + -EH i

; cf. MDu.

kemmer, G. hammer, Da. &MMW.] One who
combs (wool) : = COMBER! i.

1511-1 Act 3 Hex. VIII, c. 6 I I The breker or kember to

delyver..the same Woll so broken and kempt. 1697 View
Penal Laws 66 Kember, Spinster or Weaver of WoolL

Kembestere, variant of KEMPSTEB.

t Ke'mbing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. KEMB v. + -ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb KEMB ; combing.
1-1440 Promp. Parv. 270/2 Kemynge of here, or wulle,

pectinacio. 1508 DUNBAR Tua. Mariit Wcinen i82_He is..

Alse curtly of his clething, and kemmyng of his hair. 1547
BOORDE Brco. Health cxxxiii. 49 After keymyng of the

head. 1634 PEACHAM Genii. Excrc. i. xxiii. 74 Haire worthy
the kembing.
2. Comb., as kembing-claith, Sc., combing-

cloth ; kembing-stock, the stock or frame on

which the combs were fixed for dressing wool,

rippling lint, and breaking flax.

1418 Bury Wills (Camden) 3, j par de wollecombes

j kembyngstok. 1533 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 155 A
payre of woll combes with a kemynge stoke, a 1568 Wyfof
Auchterm. 84 in Laing Anc. Poet. Scot. 340 He fell back-

ward into the fyre,And brack his head on the kerning stock.

1578 Inv. in Hunter Biggar ff House ofFleming XXVL (1862)

332 Ane kame caiss & ane auld kimi[n]g clayth about ye
same, a 1776 Country Wedding in Herd Coll. Sc. Songs
II. 89 A keam but and a keaming-stock.

Kembo, Kemelin(e, -ing, etc., Kemelyng,
Kernes, Kemester : see KIMBO, KIMNEL, COJIE-

LING, CHEMISE, KEMPSTEB.

Kemp, sb.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I cempa,

(csempa), 2 cempe, 3-5 kempe, (3 kimppe),
4-6, 9, kemp. [OE. ce_mpa wk. masc. = OFris.

kcmpa, kampa, OS. *kempio (MDu. kemp(e, kimp(e,
MLG. kempe), OHO. chemph(i]o (MHG. kempfe;
G. kiimpe, from LG., for earlier kdmpfe) : \VGer.

*kampjon-. It is doubtful whether this is an

independent formation from kamp- (CAMP sb)
battle, or ad. late L. campion-em (see CAMPION).]
1. A big, strong, and brave warrior or athlete

;

a professional fighter, wrestler, etc. ;
a champion.

ajoo Epinal Gloss. 481 Gladiatores, caempan [Erfurt
cempan]. 995 Deatli of Byrktnoth 119 Him et fotum
feoll fa^e cempa. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Gif we ofercumed
heom we scule bien imersed alle gode cempen. a 1225
Ancr. R. 196 I3e vihte a^eines ham, heo bi^iteo be blis-

fule kempene crune. c 1300 Havelok 1036 He was for a

kempe told, c 1350 Will. Palerne 3352 Ober kud kempes.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur vit. viii, They rasshed to gyders
lyke two myghty kempys. 1517 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. in

Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. "271 Item, to John Drummond,
callit the kingis kemp . . xv li. 1561 WINJET Tractates Wks.
1888 L 33 Albeit thir twa }oure kempis dar not for schame
ansuer in this mater. 1818 SCOTT Burt's Lett. N. Scotl. I.

Introd. 62 Hammer Donald . . (like Viga Glum and other

celebrated Kemps and homicides of the North). 1832
MOTIIERWELL Poems (1847) 7 In starkest fight where kemp
to kemp, Reel headlong to the grave. 1893 Northumbld.

Gloss., Kemp, an impetuous youth,
2. = KEMPER a.

S73 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 276 All the come of the

Countrie Be
kempis hes not bene schorne, we see.

3. Sc. A seed-stalk of the ribwort (Plantago lan-

ceolata], used in a children's game: see quot. 1825.

[So Norw. kjeempe, Sw. kampa^ Cf. COCKS.
1825 JAMIESON s. v.,.Two children, or young people, pull

each a dozen of stalks of rib-grass ; and try who with his

kemp, can decapitate the greatest number of those belonging
to his opponent. 1853 fi ' JOHNSTON Ifat. Hist. E. Bord. I.

170 It is customary with children to challenge each other to

try the '

kemps '. 1893 in Northumbld. Gloss.

Kemp (kemp), sb* [app. the same as CAMP
sb.*, a. ON. kamp-r beard, moustache, whisker of

a cat, lion, etc.] A coarse or stout hair, as those

670

of the eyebrows {obs.~) ; now, hair of this kind

occurring among wool. Also in comb, kemp-
hair ; kemp-haired a.

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1276 Lik a grifphon looked he

aboute, With kempe [v. r. keempe] heeris on hise browcs

stoute. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 59/45 Kemp, haire, grande-
bala. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 9 To cutt of all the

shaggie hairy woll . . this the shepheardes call forcmge
of them, and cuttinge of kempe-haires. Ibid, ri Sheepe
which . .are thinne skmn'd . .or kempe.hair 'd. 1805 LUCCOCK
Nat. Wool 170 Its staple was perfectly free from kemps and

wild hair, so common upon the backs of northern sheep.

1849 ROWLANDSON in Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac, Eng. X. it. 436 The
fineness of the Ryeland fleece and freedom from kemps.

t Kemp, s/>3 Obs. rare. ? A barrel or cask.

1301 Karl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 77/22 Pro ij kempes de

rubiis allecibus. r 1440 Promp. Pant. 270/2 Kempe of

herynge, or spyrlynge.

t Kemp, sb'.* Obs. rare. A kind of eel.

c 1440 Promp. Para. 270/2 Kempe eel [no Latin]. 1515
BARCLAY Egloges iv. (1570) Civb/2 Fed .. with crudd, Or

slimy kempes ill smelling of the mud. 1551 HUI.OET, Kempe
or small eale, anguilula. 1884 DAY Brit. Fishes II. 243.

Kemp, sbS> Sc. [f.
KEMP v.] A contest, esp.

of reapers when kemping.
1786 Har'st Rig in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems

(1862) 50 The master . . cries with baste,
'

Come, lads, forbear,

This kemp let be'. 1844 RICHARDSON Borderer's Table

Bk. VII. 372 The stormy Kemp, or emulous struggle for

the honour of the ridge-end. 1870 HUNTER Stud. Pref.

(E. D. D.), What ever lesson we began to, we gaed at it just

like a kemp on the hairst rig.

Kemp (kemp), v. Sc. and north, dial. [ME.
kempcn MDu. kempen, kimpen, LG. ktimpen,

OHG. chemfan (MHG. kempfen, G. kdmpfen], ON.

keppa (\ *kempa; Sw. kampa., Da. k-xmpe):
OTetit. *kampjan, f. kamp-: see CAMP sli.i and

KEMP rf.1] intr. a. To fight or contend in battle

with another, b. To contend or strive in doing
a piece of work ; said esp. of a set of reapers

striving to finish their '

rig first.

a. 1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 2634 There is no kynge undire

Criste may kempe with hym one ! 1893 Northttmbld. Gloss.

S.V. Kemps, They are called by children kemps. .an& are

used to ketiip or fight with.

b. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. x. 20 We . . kempand with

airis in ail our mane, Wp welteris waiter of the salt se nude.

1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 95 (E. D. D.) [She] could . . kemp
wi' Kate or Wull, On harvest day. 1786 Har'st Rig in

Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems (1862) 48 This sets the

lave a-working fast They kemp at length, a 1881 CARLYLE
in Mrs. C.'s Lett. (1883) II. 192 His reapers had taken to
'

kemp
' and spoiled him much stuff.

Ke'mper. Sc. or arch. [f.
KEMP v. + -ER i

;

cf. MDu. kemper, MHG. kempfer, G. kdmpfer,
Da. k&mper.] a. Sc. One who kemps or strives

for victory, esp. in reaping, b. arch. KEMP sbl

a. 1641 FERGUSON Prov. No. 70 A' the corn in the country
is not shorn by kempers. 1776 C. KEITH Farmer's Ha' in

Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot, /tote (1862) 28 The lasses.. Are

.sittin at their spinnin-wheels, And weel ilk blyth.some kemper
dreels. 1821 Blackvj. Mag. Jan. 401/1 Helping to give a hot

brow to this bevy of notable kempers.
b. 1891 R. W. DIXON Hist. C/;. Eng. IV. 469 The spirit

of the northern kempers.

f Ke-mpery. Obs. rare. [f. prec. : see -ERY.]

The practice of kemping or fighting. Only in

kempery-man = KEMP sl^ i.

(11765 King Estmcre liv. in Child Ballads ill. Ix. (1885)

54/1 Downe then came the kemperye man. Ibid. Ixvi, Up
then rose the kemperye men. [1865 KINCSUEY Hcreut. (1867)

I. 77, I knew you would turn Viking and kemperyman.]

Ke'mping, vbl. sb. [f. KEMP v. + -ING i.] The
action of the verb KEMP.
'793 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Dumfr. VII. 303 A boon of

shearers.. turned into large grey stones, on account of their

kemping, i. e, striving. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxviii, A soldier,

the reaping of their ridges before those who had entered theirs

prior to them. 1893 Nortkumbld. Gloss., Kcmpin, a contest

between reapers in the harvest field.

i Ke'mpkiii. Sc. Obs. rare 1
, [ad. MDu.

kimmckijn, var. of kindekijn KILDERKIN; cf.

KINKIN.] A small barrel, a keg.
1580 Shi/>ping Lists Dundee (S. H. S.) 199 Ihone Smyth ij

kempkynnis of seap [ soap].

Ke'juple. Sc. 1 Obs. Also 7 kimple. [Etym.

obscure.J
A Scotch measure of hay or straw,

varying in amount (see quots.).

1619 MS. Charter (Byrehills, Fife), Et quatuor oneribus

equorum straminum vulgariter nuncupatis ffour kimples of

stray. 1676 Charter (of same lands), Ffoure kemples of strae.

1706 Ace. Bk. Sir "J. Faults (1894) 428 For 7 kemples of

strae. 1805 Edin. Even. Courant 18 July (Jam,), The Kemple
of straw must consist of forty windlens . . so that the kemple
must weigh fifteen stones trone. 1849 H. STEPHENS Bk. of
Farm 1 1. 347 The straw will weigh 9 kemples of 440 Ibs. each.

[In Morton s Cycl. Agric. (1863) given as = 358 Ibs. trone.]

Kemp-shot(t, variant of CAMP-SHOT.

1795 Act 35 Geo. Ill, c. 106 23 Any Kempshot or other

such Work, for the Purpose of haling Barges. 1848 M.
ARNOLD Lett. (1895) 12 Bathed with Hughes in the Thames,
having a header off the

'

Kempshott '.

tKe'mpster . Obs. Forms: 4 keme-, 5 kemp-
stare, kembestere, cem-, kem-, 5-6 kemp-,

(7 kemester). [f. KEMB v. + -STER. Cf. MDu.
kemsUr(e.'\ A comber (of wool) ; properly, a

female comber.

KEN.

a 1400 Burgh Laws c 103 (Sc. Slat. I.) Gif ony kemestaris
levis be burgn to dwell wyth uplandys men. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 270/2 Kempstare,/e-t/>. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker
6oi/io/V^r/,r,akembe5tere. c 1483 C*\TOH Dialogues 32/12
Katherin the kempster,. swore.. That she kembyth never
Wulle so well. 1530 PALSGR. 481/1 This felowe chattereth

lyke a kempster, ,.coime vne piegneresse de layne. 1641
FERGUSON Sc. Prov. No. 566 Kemsters are ay creishie.

b. Comb.
1356 in Riley Mem. London (1868) 283 [8 pairs of] kemster-

combes, [and one] boweshawe, i\d.

Kempt (kemPt), ppl. a. Now arch. Forms :

i cemd- , 5 kempte, kembyd, 6 kemmyt, kemt,
5-7 kembed, 4- kempt, [f. KEMB z/.] Of hair

or wool : Combed. Also with ads., as well-

kempt, etc. Cf. UNKEMPT.
c 1050 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 387/23 De stuppe

stamineo, be cemdan wearpe. 1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)

426 3if a man haue a kempt bed panne he is a leccherous
man. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis x. xiv. 19 Hys weyll kemmyt
herd. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 228 A distafle, drest and
trimmed with kembed wool. 1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith

Gartney iv. (1869) 30 Carefully kempt tresses. 1867 J. B.

ROSE tr. Virg. SEneid 307 His kempt beard adown his

bosom spread.

Ke'mpy, sb. Sc. and north, dial. [f.
KEMP .?.']

A kemp or champion ;
one given to fighting ;

a rough or uncouth fellow.

1525 in Pitcairn Crim, Trials I. 126* John Steill, alias

Kempy Steill. convicted_.
1801 MACNEILL Poet. Wks. (1856)

172 I've heard some hair-brained kempy Growl when your
chappin bottle's empty. 1822 SCOTT Pirate xxviii, When
kempies were wont, long since, to seek the habitations of

the galdragons and spae-women. 1874 WAUGH Chimn.
Corner (1879) I 58 (E. D. D.)

' Never.. quiet but when he 're

feightin'.'
'

Ay, he're a regilar kempie .

Kempy (ke-mpi), a. [f.
KEMP sb. 2 + -T !.] Of

wool : Abounding in kemps or coarse hairs.

1805 LUCCOCK Nat. Wool 242 Its wool was kempy, rough

a black -faced sheep, but rather kempy in the wool.

Kemse, Kemster : see CHEMISE, KEMPSTEB.

Kemstock, obs. var. of CAPSTOCK, CAPSTAN.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. xxv, Panurge took two great

cables of the ship and tied them to the kemstock or capstane.

Ken (ken), j*.l Also 7 kenn(e. [f. KEN v.l]

) 1. = KENNING vbl. sb.^ 4b. Obs.

1545 St. Papers Hen. VHI, I. 815 The place, wher we be
at this present, ys thwartt of Shorham, too kennys allmoste

frome the shore. 1574 BOURNE Regim. for Sea xviii. (1577)

48 b, Neyther is it possible to see any lande further.. where-
fore 6. leagues or 9. leagues is called a ken. 1580 LYLY

Euphues (Arb.) 250 Lette this suffice, that they are safely
come within a ken of Douer. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. vi. 6

Milford, When from the Mountaine top, Pisanio shew'd

thee, Thou was't within a kenne. 1625 CARPENTER Geog.
Del. ii. vii. (1635) 121 The Fisher-man iudging by sight,

could not see about a kenne at sea.

2. Range of sight or vision ; in phrases in or

within ken, beyond, out of, or past ken. Now rare.

1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. \. Wks. (Rtldg.) 90 The bordering

islands, seated here in ken. 1594 NASHE Un/ort. Trav. 85

Out of ken we were ere the Countesse came from the feast.

1624 MASSINGER Bondman iv. i, The conquering army Is

within ken. 1691 RAY Creation I. (1692) 4 Beyond all Ken
by the best Telescopes. 1725 POPE Odyss. v. 456 Scarce in

ken appears that distant isle. 1882 F. MYERS Renewal of
Youth 77 Thro' space, if space it be, past count or ken.

b. With possessive or equivalent.
1630 DRAYTON Noah's Flood (R.), On which they might

discern within their ken The carcasses of birds, of beasts,

and men. a 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. IV. viii. 365 The
Intellect .. taketh a flight out of the ken or reach of Sense.

1791 COWPER Iliad in. 15 The eye Is bounded in its ken
to a stone's cast. 1864 H. AINSWORTH John Law\: x. (1881)

283 Many remarkable personages came under Evelyn's ken.

t 3. Sight or view of a thing, place, etc.
; possi-

bility or capacity of seeing ; chiefly in phrases in,

within, out of ken of. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. clx, Tis double death to drown in ken

of shore. 1634 MASSINGER Very Woman v. v, Hardly We
had lost the ken of Sicily, but we were Becalm'd. 1691 RAY
Creation i. (1692) 86 Scarce daring to venture out of the Ken
of Land. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. viii. 64,

I sent out m> servant to watch . . these . . strollers, and keep . .

within ken of them.

4. Power or exercise of vision ; look, gaze.
1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. cxi, Each ambitiously would

claim the ken That with first eyes did distant safety meet.

1736 W. THOMPSON Nativity xi, Faith led the van, . . Steady
her ken, and gaining on the skies. 1814 CARY Dante's Inf.

iv. 4, 1 .. search 'd, With fixed ken, to know what place it was
Wherein I stood.

b. Mental perception or recognition.
c 1560 A. Scorr Poems (S. T. S.) xxxv. 28 Every gait oft

wicket stait Sail perreiss owt of ken. 1701 ROWE Amt.

Step-Moth, in. iii. 1340 Whose Orb, with streaming Glories

fraught, Dazles the Ken of human thought. 1836-7 SIR W.
HAMILTON Metaph. xviii. (1870) 361 Acts of mind so rapid
and minute as to elude the ken of consciousness. 1871 W.
ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb xlii. (1892) 235 My vera memo-
randum book blottit oot' o' ken.

Ken (ken), sb? Also 6 kene. [Vagabonds'

slang.] A house; esp. a house where thieves,

beggars, or disreputable characters meet or lodge.

Freq. with qualifying words, as bousing-, dancing-,

smuggling-, stalling-, touting-ken (q. v.) Phr. to

burn the ken (see quot. I7 2 5).

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 83 A ken, a house. Ibid. 85
Tower ye [

= look you), yander is the kene. 1622 FLETCHER



KEN.

Beggars' Bush v. i, Surprising a boore's ken for grunting
cheatcs. 1641 BROME ymiaii Crew n. Wks. 1873 III. 388
Bowse a health to the Gentry Cofe of the Ken. 1725 New
Cant. Diet., Burnt the Ken, when Strollers leave the Ale-

house, without paying their Quarters. 1800 Sporting Mag.
XVI. 26 Called at a ken in the way home. 1851 MAYHEW
Land. Latoitr I. 351 Up she goes to any likely ken, ..and
commences begging. 1860 DIXON Pers. Hist. I.d. Bacon v.

15 These . .skulk about the kens of Newgate Street.

Ken (ken), v\ Forms : I cennan, ^osennan),
3-4kennen, (5 -yn), (3-5 kene, 3 cene, 5 keen),
3-7 kenne, 3- ken, (3, 8 kenn, 5 kyn). Pa. t.

3-5 kende, 3- kenned(e, kenn'd, kend; 9 Sc.

kent. [Com. Tcut. : OE. cennan (cyide, canned)= Fris. kanna, kenna, OS. (anf)keunian (MDu.
and Du. kennen}, OHG. (';-, in-, pi-) chennan
(MHG. and G. kennen), ON. kenna (Sw. kciima,
Da. kjenJe, kende), Goth, kannjan, factitive of the

preterite-pres. *kann-, I know : see CAN v\
The form is properly causative 'to cause to know', 'to

make known ', and was restricted to this use in Goth, and
OE. At an early period, however, in all the Teutonic tongues,
the verb also acquired the sense 'to know'. In Eng, this

may have been taken from Norse, in which both senses
were in early use. In mod. Eng. Hen is only archaic (in
sense 6} and has its pa. t. and pa. pple. kenned (cf. pen,
penned)', in Sc. (where it has entirely displaced knaw 'to
know ') the pa. t. and pple. are now kent ; south Sc. kend.]

I. In causative senses. (All Obs.)

fl. trans. To make known, declare, confess,

acknowledge. Obs.

Bccnmtlt"1219 (Z.) Con free mid crsefte & byssum cnyhtum
wes lara lifte. 975 Laws K. Edgar iv. 10 Gif he bonne
cen5 [11 caennej pa:t he hit mid ^ewitnysse bohte. c 1000

Ags. Ps. (Th.) cvii[i.]. 8 Ic me to cyninge cenne Indus .. ic

Idumea ealle cenne. < 1203 LAY. 6639 Ne der ich noht
kennen . .bat ich her king weore.

) 2. To make known, to impart the knowledge
of (a thing). Usually with dat. of person (or to) :

To make a thing known to one; to teach one

something. 0!>s.

<zi225 Leg. Katfi, 1347, & tat we kenniS be wel .. bat we
leaueo bi lahe, cago Gen, ff Ex. 216 A fruit, 3e kenned
wel and wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 3644, I sat be ken ful gode
a gin. a 1352 MINOT Poems vii. 34 Calais men, now may ze

care.. Sir Edward shall ken zow zowre crede. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. A. i. go Clerkes bat knowen hit scholde techen \v. r.

kenne] hit aboute. ' 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. VI. ii. 114 Tliir

Papys war gud haly men, And oysyd the trowth to folk to

ken. c 1430 Christ's Compl. 508 in Pol. AW. fy L, Poems
199 Y loued not hem bat me good kende.

T b. with clause expressing what is made known
or taught, the dat. of the person being later taken

as direct obj., and so as subject of passive. Obs.

a 1225 St. Marher. 16 Cu5 me ant ken me hwi be worldes
weldent wunie5 in be. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B, I. 136 }et
mote ye kenne me better, Liy what craft in my corps it

comseth. Ibid. xv. 156 Cleikis kenne me bat cryst is in alle

places. ?<zi5oo Chester PI. vii. 356 Why, .the ayre is so

cleare, now shall we be kent.

t C. To ken thank : to make known or express
thanks: = CAN v. 1

10, CON w.l 4. Obs.

1440 HYLTON Scala Perf. (W. de W. 1494) itr. viii, Sothly
he wyll kenne the more thanke for thy meke wesshynge of

his fete. 1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer (1577)
R viij a, Least . . he ken them the lesse thanke fordoing at

things contrarily. 1567 EDWARDS Damon $ Pythias in

HazL Dodsley IV. 61 All right courtiers will ken me thank.

1 3. To direct, teach, or instruct (a person). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2604 (Cott.) Abram..did alsdrightin can
him ken [Trin. as god him hadde tau}t]. 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xl. (Ninian} 482 Al bat ware honeste men }arnit he

suld bare barnis ken, 1:1400 Destr. Troy 5663 pen folowet

all the flete..Euyn kepyn hor course, as bai kend were.

ri44o HYLTON Scala Perf. (1494) I. Ixxii, I am enformcd
& kenned in all thynges. 1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 824

Arrectyng my prayer to Mynerve . .me to inform and ken.

fb. with inf. compl. : To teach one, show one

how to do something. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor ilf. 7363, I sal be ken To knau him a-mang

ober men. 1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. n. 4 Kenne me bi somme
crafte to knowe be fals. 1375 HARBOUR Brucey.. 544, 1 vndir-

tak..For to ken sow to clym the wall, a 1529 SKELTON
P. Sparowe 970 Now Phebus me ken To sharpe my pen.

f c. absol. To give instruction or directions.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace iRolls) 663 Parys dide as

Venus kende. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. v. 40 Thanne reson rod

forth . . And dude as conscience kenned.

1 4. To direct, guide, show the way to (unto,

till) a place or person. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 He is cleped king, for bat he

kenneo eure to rihte. c 1325 Metr. }Iotn. 50, I openly Ken
you till him of quaim I spek. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 104,

I schal kenne be to myCosyn hat Clergye is I-hoten. 1:1440

York Myst. xxxiv. 350 If anye aske aftir vs Kenne thame
to Caluarie. 1:1470 HENRY Wallace v. 414 A trew Scot ..

kend thaim to that place, c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.)

xxxvi. 55, I sal! thame ken to consolatioun.

fb. intr. and refl. To direct one's course,

betake oneself, proceed, go. Obs.

f 1205 LAY. 26467 5'f aeuer aie is swa kene.. bat us after

kenne, ich hine wulle aquelle. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) App.
xx. 482 pe kyng to yrlonde wende In be mon}>e of octobre,

and sebbe in may horn kende. ^1305 St. Christopher 212 in

E. E. P. (1862)65 Ouer Cristofre an arewe heng : bat toward

be king kende. c 1320 Sir Beues 334 (MS. A.) Toward his

court he him kende [v. r. went anoon].

1 5. trans. To consign, commend, deliver, be-

stow. Obs.

121300 Cursor M. 1584 (GBtt.) Al mankind forsoth he

wend, To his will all suld be kend. c 1340 Itid. 8840 (Fairf.)

671

Ne ware J?ai neuer beiben dispende Til bai ware til ludas
kende. 13.. Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 2067 ]>is kastel to kryst
I kenne, He gef hit ay god chaunce ! a 1400-50 Alexander
5383 With bat scho kende him a croun clustrid with gemmes.
ci44o Bone Flor. 1566 To Florence they can hur kenne,
To lerne hur to behave hur among men,

II. la non-causative senses.

6. To descry, see
;

to catch sight of, discover by
sight ; to look at, scan. Now only arch.
c 1205 LAY. 1659 J>a GofTar be king |>ane castel kennede ..

swioe wa him was. a 1300 Body <$ Soul 109 Thine ei^ene are
blinde and connen nougt kenne. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cpnsc.
4703 Takens sa! be in Jte son and in be mone, And in b
sternes bat in heyen men may ken. c 1450 HOLLAND Hoivlat
587 In a feld of siluer . . Of a kynde colour tore coddis I kend.

1593 SHAKS. 2 He n. F7, in. ii. 101 As farre as I could ken
thy Chalky ClifTes.,1 stood vpon the Hatches in the storme.

1652-62 HEYI.IN Cosniogr. Introd. (1682) 19 So great a space
of the earth, as a quick sight can ken in an open field. 1671
MILTON P. R. n. 286 To ken the prospect round, If cottage
were in view, 1768 KEATTIE Minstr. i. xx, And now he
faintly kens the bounding fawn, And villager abroad at early
toil. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner in. 67 Indistinctly may be
kenned The vanguard, following close behind. 1828 SCOTT
F. M. Perth xxxiii, Unable to ken the course of the bird of

Jove. 1880 W. WATSON Prince's Quest (1892) 75 And far

below him . .a city exceeding fair to ken.

b. absol. To see, look. Obs. or arch.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hisf. (1650) 166 Some watched
diligently, kenning from towers, casements and high places.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. in. L (1622) 63 Places, from
whence a man might farthest kenne. 1652 NEEDHAM tr.

Selden's Mare Cl. 374 Spaces distant from them as far as
a man may ken. 1755 YOUNG Centaur iii. Wks. 1757 IV.
186 Not the keenest discernment can ken through the second
of a minute.

7. To recognize (at sight, or by some marks or

tokens) ; to identify. Now north, or Sc.
( 1205 LAY. 21443 Nu \>\i scalt to haelle, J>er Jw miht kenne

muche of bine cunne. aiyyo Cursor M, 1152 Bituix quat
lede sum J?at bou lend, Euer sal ^ou and bine bi kend.
c 1450 Merlin 45

'

Sirs ', seide the kynge,
*

yef ye myght se

Merlin, cowde ye hym knowen?
1

'

Sire ',
seide thei, *it myght

not be but that we sholde hym kenne wele, yef we myght
him se*. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 14 Me whenas he had

privily espide Hearing the shield.. He kend it streight.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 63 To ken the Hone
be his taes. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.

<$
Cr. iv, v, 14 'Tis he, I ken

the manner of his gate, He rises on the toe. a 1661 FULLER
Worthies (1840) II. 506 King James, who did ken a man of
merit as well as any prince in Christendom. 1800 COLERIDGE
Christabel \\. 446 He kenn'd In the beautiful lady the child

of his friend ! 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias n. iii. f i He kenned
me in a twinkling, though I had changed my dress. Mod,
Sc. Ye 're grown that big, I hardly kent ye.

b. To (be able to) distinguish (one person or

thing/;-*?;;/ another). Now Sc.

(-1340 Cursor M. 23116 (Trin.), Fro comynynge of cnsten
men po cartful shul be ej> to ken. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3911
The ton fro be tother was tore for to ken In sight at pat
sodan. 1579 SPENSER Shcph. CaL Sept. 42 The shepheards
swayne you cannot wel ken, But it be by his pryde, from
other men. 717^. Sc. They 're that like, I never ken the

tane frae the tither.

f 8. To recognize, acknowledge, admit to be

(genuine, valid, or what is claimed). Obs.

I375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 750 And thai as lord suld .. him
ken. c 1400 ApoL 1*011. 77 Now new lawis kennyn pre-

scripcoun, bat if ani be in posessioun of o)?er mennis ^ingis

by a cercle of 5eris, he schal ioi it as his oune. c 1400 in

Neilson Trial by Combat (1890) 229 Schir, kenys thow this

is thi sele and thine appele ? c 1450 St. Citthbcrt (Surtees)

5196 His mysse bat he moght ken.

b. Sc. Law. To recognize (a person) as legal
heir or successor to an estate

, usually, to serve

a widow to a life-rent of the third part of her

deceased husband's lands.

1468 Burgh Rec. Aberdeen 20 Mar. (Spalding Cl.) I. 28

Askande him to be kende to the saide lande as air til his

fadir. 1575 Balfours Practicks(ijs^ 106 Ane lady havand
the tierce of ony landis . . the schiref of the schire sould ken
hir to hir thrid part thairof. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law n.

Tit.ix.29 She. .cannot remove tenants, till the Sheriff kens
her to her terce. 1808 JAMIESON, To ken a widow to her
tercet ,,A. phrase still used in our courts of law.

f 9. To get to know, ascertain, find out. Obs.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 270 Clerkis and lewed men
Kuld..trie be soth and ken, in whom be wrong lay. ^1400
Destr. Troy 1452 What myschefe befell, here no cause was
to ken but vnkynd wordes. 1450-70 Golagros 4- Gaw. 1325
Sa that the caus may be kend and knawin throw skill. 1586
WARNER Alb. Eng, i. vi. 23 Calde .. To ken of whence and
where they would.

10. To know (a person) ; to have acquaintance
with ;

to be acquainted with. Now Sc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 327 That he wald trawaile our the

se .. And dre myscheiflf quhar nane hym kend. 1:1420 Sir

Amadace ii, Sithun duelle here, quere I was borne ..And
I am so wele kenniL c 1450 Merlin 72 He mette with a

man that he nothinge kenned, a 1568 Peebles to the Play
iii, Than spak hir fallowis, that hir kend, Be still, my joy,

and greit not. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Sonn. xxvi, In Cupids
court ?e knau I haif bene kend. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton.

Annot. 14 Al while that I you kenned not, I cald you
L[ord] & King. 1820 SCOTT Monast. ix, I have kend every
wench in the Halidome of St. Mary's. Mod. Sc.

'

Every-
bodie kens Watty the Post.' Is there oniebodie ye ken here?

11. To know (a thing) ; to have knowledge of

or about (a thing, place, person, etc.), to be ac-

quainted with ; t to understand. Now chiefly Sc.

aiyo Cursor M. 12148 (Gott.), I kene wele bat ilk siquar

Quen hat ^u ?ur moderis bare. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

Wace (Rolls) 78 Symple men pat strange Inglis can not ken.

ci4i8 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 243, I have wel lever No more

kyn than my a, b, c. c 1430 Christ's Compl. 489 in /W.,

KENCH.

Arraignm. Paris i. iv, That kens the painted paths of
pleasant Ida. ai66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 281 He
did ken the ambassador-craft as well as any in his age. 1702C MATHER Magn. Chr. \\. App. (1852) 218 Any governour
that kens Hobbianism. 1827 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves Poems
1 1. 300 Yet well I ken the banks where amaranths blow. 1879

r.), He
ic hauds on Tosson hills, he kens the holes at Rae.
:STRONG Kielder Hunt (in Northumbld. Gloss.)T. ARM

kens th<

b. To know, understand, or perceive (a fact,

etc.) ; to be aware of, to be aware that (what,
etc.). Now chiefly Sc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6418 Quits moyses heild vp his bend It

was wel in |>at bateil kend. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paul)
375 5e suld wele ken, pat here slane has bene mony men.
c 1400 SoT.udone Bab. 799 Litill kennyth he what I may doo.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 137, I ken rycht weill

ge knaw gour dewtie. (71634 RANDOLPH Poems, Eglogue
Assemblies Cotswold (1638) 115 Dost thou ken, Collen, what
the cause might be Of such a dull and generall Lethargic?
1714 GAY Sheph. Week HI. 89 Now plain I ken whence Love
his Rise begun. 1844 DICKENS Christmas Carolm. (Househ.
ed.) 23/1 Little kenned the lamp-lighter that he had any
company but Christmas. 1865 G. MACDONALD A. Forbes 43,
I dinna ken what ye mean, Alec

C. With compl. (Chiefly in pass.} Now Sc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6715 (Cott.) If his lauerd kenne him kene

of horn. 1300 Ibid, 25151 (Cott. Galba) For gpddes sun
may he noght be kend. r 1400 Melayne 1437 jitt are we
ten thowsande here ..pat wele for kene are kende. 1721
RAMSAY Addr. Town Counc. Edin, iii, To you, ne'er kend
to guide ill..My case I plainly tell. 18*9 HOGG Sheph.
CaL I. 232 Ye're kenn'd for an auld-farrant man. 1869
C. GIBBON R. Gray iii, Ivan Carrack was ay kenned to be

ready tae flee in the face o' Providence.

12. a. intr. or absol. To have knowledge (of or

about something), f Also with inf. : To know how
to, to be able to (obs.).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 357 penne he cryed so cler, bat
kenne mygt alle. < 1400 Destr, Troy 1583 Of all be craftes

to ken as bere course askit. 1508 DUNBAR Tita Mariit
Wemen 454 No creatur kennis ofour doingis. 1659 T. PECKE
Parnassi Pnerp, 3 If he be happy that can Causes scan.
You ken to plead our Causes. 1721 RAMSAY Prospect of
Plenty i, A lairdship wide, That yields mair plenty than he
kens to guide. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort'. xxxix, It was his

father then ye kent o'.

f b. refl. To have skill ; to be accomplished in.

(
= F. se connaitre en.) Obs. rare.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 202 He kennede him in heore
craft and kneu^ mony gummes. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat
703 The Boytour callit was cuke, that him weile kend In
craftis of the ketchyne.

tXen, v.- Obs. Forms: i cennan, 2-4 ken-
nen. Pa. t. i cende, kende, 2 kennede, 4
kynned. Pa. pple. i (se)ceuned, 3-4 kenned,
4 (y)kennyd, (y)kend, kynned, 5 kynde.
[OE. cennan = OS. kennian (pa. pple. kennit} t

OHG. (ki}ch$nnan \ OTeut. *kannjan, f. *kan-
t

second ablaut grade of the series kin- 9 kan- y
kun-

(see KIN). See also KENE.]
1. trans. To generate, engender, beget ; to con-

ceive ; to give birth to.

Leiden Riddle 2 Mec se ueta uong .. ob his innaSae aerest

caendae [Bteeter Bk. cende]. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, i. 25
Heo cende hyre frum-cennedan sunu. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 31 Ure lafdi seinte marie kennede of holielichame ure

louerd ihesu crist. 1340 Ayenb. 12 pe zone., wes y-kend
of be holi gost. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xvi. 210 He shalbe

so kynde That a madyn, sothely, whiche neuer synde, Shall

hym bere.

Jig. c82g Vesp. Psalter vii. 15 Sehffe cenne5 unrehtwis-

nisse. 13.. E.E.Allit.P. B. 915 Hov schulde I huyde me
fro hem pat hatz his hate kynned.

b. aosol. To conceive or bear a child.

ciooo ^LFRIC Gen. xviiL 13 Sceal ic nu eald wif cennan?
( 1205 LAY. 15789 Wimmon furh heore craefte kenne3 anan.

2. intr. To be conceived or born. Of eggs: To
hatch out.

13.. E, E. Allit. P. B. 1072 Bot much clener watz hir

corse, God kynned berinne. 13.. St. Erkenwolde 209 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 271 Before bat kynned sour

Criste by cristene acounte A bousande gere. 1399 LANGL.

Rich. Redeles HI. 51 [She] houeth the eyren .. And with hir

corps keuereth hem till bat bey kenne.

Ken, obs. f. KEEN a. Kenbow(e : see A-KIMBO.

Kench (kenj), sbl [Special sense of kcnch,

canch
t
current in various dialects with the senses of

'slice, cut, section, etc.' See Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v.

Canch.'] A strip or slice of an arable field con-

taining a number of furrows.

1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 62 The first deviation

from run-iig was by dividing the farms into kavels or

kenches, by which every field., was split down into as many
lots as there were tenants.

Kench (kenf), sl>* U.S. [perh. the same^as
prec.] A rectangular bin or box used for salting

seal-skins; a box used in salting and packing fish.

1874 SCAMMON Marine Mammals 161 ,The [seal] skins are

all taken to the salt-houses, and are salted in kenches, or

square bins. 1887 Fisheries U. S. Sect v. II. 370 Sliding planks,
which are taken down and put up in the form of deep bins,

or boxes kenches, the sealers call them. 1897 R. KIPLING

Captains Courageous 122 The silvery-gray kenches of well-

pressed fish mounted higher and higher in the hold.

t Kench, v. Obs. rare. [repr. OE. *cencean

:*kankjan, from the root kank-, found in OE.

gecanc mock, gibe, cancejtan to laugh noisily,

cackle, CANK, Icel. kank gibing, kankast to jeer;



KENDAL.

the ablaut-grade *ki>ik- is the base of CHINK z>.l

and KINK z/.i]
intr. To laugh loudly.

a 1225 . Katk. 2042 per me mahte iheren be cnstene

kenchen and berien fro healent c ,.30 //A VW,i 17 Hu
tc deoueles hoppen & kenchinde beaten hondes to-gederes.

Kench, variant of KINCH, noose.

Kend, variant of KENT///, a.

Kendal (ke-ndal). [f.
Kendal in Westmor-

land, the place of manufacture.

Rrmer's Ftrdera II. 825 has a letter of protection, of the

year ii to John Kempe of Flanders, who established cloth-

weaving at Kendal. See Westmorland Note-bk. 1. 241-250.]

f 1. A species of green woollen cloth. Oat.

1389 Act 13 Rick. II, c. 10 f i Certeines draps en diverses

Countees Dengleterre appelez Cogware & Kendalecloth.

1410 Rolls of Parlt. III. 643 Draps appelles Kendales,

Kerseis, Bakkes, [etc.]. rlf+Mann. % Househ. Exp. (Roxb.)

377 Payd for iiij. jerdys and iij. quarterys kendalle for a

gowne and a sadyll clothe, the yerde ix. d. 1483 Act

i Rich. Ill, c. 8 18 Any Cloths called Kendals. 1497 Ld.

Treas. Ace., Scat, I. 340 For vij elne of grene Kentdalee.

,joj md. III. 37 For x elne Kentdale to be ane cote to the

King, ciyjo Pride tf Lowl. (1841) 33 Of Kendall very
course his coate was made, a 1687 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1705)

82 His Breeches.. Were Kendal, and his Doublet Fustian.

fb. attrib. Obs.

c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 356 On hys hede he had

a thredebare kendall hood, c 1550 Disc. Common Weal

Eng. (1893) 82 A servinge man was content to goe in a

Kendall cote in somer. 1611 Cotyafs Crudities Panegyr.

Verses, The Mayor of Hartlepoole . . Put on 's considering

cap and Kendall gowne.
2. Kendal green, a. = sense I. Now only

arch, or Hist.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. % Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. vii,

His costly clothing was threadebare kendall grene. 1532
MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 618/2 Tyl he do of his gray

garmentes and clothe him selfe cumly in gaye kendall

greene. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, ir. iv. 246 Three mis-begotten

Knaues, in Kendall Greene. 1812 SCOTT Rokeby v. xv,
A seemly gown of Kendal green.

b. The green colour of Kendal cloth ; also, the

plant Dyer's Greenweed, with which it was dyed.
l8<6 Treas. Bot. 526/1 The process by which was obtained

the once celebrated Kendal green. 1881 }. SMITH Diet.

Econ. PI., Kendal Green, . . a low bushy shrub of the bean

family. . . It yields a yellow dye, but by a mordant becomes
a permanent green.

Hence f Xendaling- Sc. Obs., Kendal cloth,

f 15 . . Aberdeen Kef. XVI. (Jam.) Ane coitt of grene kendill-

ing. Ibid., Ane grene kendelyng cloik.

Kend e, Kendle, etc., Kendly, obs. ff. KIND,

KINDLE, KINDLY.

t Keiie, v. Obs. [ME. kenien, app. repr. a late

OE. (W. Sax.) *f(nian for cetman, KEN v.'*] trans.

To beget, conceive, bear. intr. To be born.

c 1275 O. E. Misc. too per schal a child in be kenyen, and

springe, c izoo . Eng. Leg. I. 319/708 Formest bare keniez

Pr-of

smale bollene preo. ..pis beoth be breo hexte limes

t formest i-kenede beoz. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1545 He
jte he wolde wite & ise hou vair be chamber were War

inne he was ikenede \MS. B. kenede] ar is moder him bere.

1 1380 SirFerumb. 5724 Gode sone, bat in marye y-kened was.

Kane, obs. f. KINE, KEEN a., KEN v., KIN sb.

Kenedom, Kenet, Keng, Kenine, -ing,
obs. ff. KINDOM, KENNET, KING, KENN^JG sb.

Kenk, obs. form of KINK st>l and v?
Ke'ii-mark. Sc. [f.

KEN .i + MARK so.]

A mark by which a thing may be recognized.
1885 J. BULLOCH Geo. Jamesone ix. 112 It needs no such

kenmark. 1896 in Academy 12 Dec. 533/1 Good writing
and clear thinking are the ken-marks of The Children of
the Hour.
Kerma Sc. = ken not, know not.

Kennah, obs. var. HF.NNA; cf. ALCANNA.
1731 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 163 The Women here

commonly paint their Hands and Feet with a certain Plant
call'd Kennah, dried and beaten to Powder.

Kenne, obs. form of CAIN 1.

1612 Sc. Acts Jos. VI,z. 10 Fewmales,kennes,annuel rents.

Kenned, kend (kend), ///. a. Sc. [f.
KEN

.l + -ED!.] Known.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 683 Kyngis and patriarkis kend,

with cardinalis hale. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Shcph. i. ii, What
if ..your Patie think his half-worn Meg And her ken'd

kisses, hardly worth a feg? 1822 SCOTT Pirate ix, An auld
kenn'd freend. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss Hags ix,

Among his own kenned faces, his holders and cottiers.

Kennedya (kenrdia). [mod. bot. L. (Vente-
nat, 1804), from Kennedy, name of a gardener of

Hammersmith.] A genus of perennial herbaceous

climbing plants (N. O. Leguminosse), natives of

Australia and Tasmania, some of which are culti-

vated for the sake of their flowers ;
a plant of this

genus. K. frostrata is the coral-creeper.
1845 Florists Jrnl. 75 An early vinery is exactly the place

in which to grow Kennedyas. 1881 MRS. C. PRAED Policy
ft P. I. no Vines of the crimson Kennedia trailed into the
streamlet. 1885 Head Station 191 Crimson kennedia
and hoya tapestried the rocks.

Kennel (ke-nel), sbl Forms: 4-6 kenel, 5
-elle, 5-6 -ell, (6 oannel), 6-7 kennell, 6-
kennel. [app. a. ONF. *Jtenil=V. chenil (i6th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.) : popular L. cantle (in Wr.-
Wiilcker 198/29), f. cams dog, with suffix as in

pvtlt sheepfold. Sense 2 may be partly due to OF.
kienaille, chienaille (

= mod. F. canaille) pack of

dogs (Godef.).]

672

1. A house or cot for the shelter of a house-dog ;

a house or range of buildings in which a pack of

hounds or sporting dogs are kept.

13.. [see kennel-door in 3). CI44O Promp. Pant. 271/2

Kenelforhowndys,..<:ii/V:/ar;>H. ISTTURBERV. Venerie

27 In the highest place of the Courte it shall be good to

buylde the kennell or lodging for the Houndes. 1594 SHAKS.

Rich. Ill, IV. iv. 47 From forth the kennell of thy wombe
hath crept A Hell-hound that doth hunt vs all to death.

1642 CARPENTER Experience n. xi. 215 The Curre taken out

of the Kennell, and provoked to barke. 1735 SOMERVILLE

Chase i. 124 First let the Kennel be the Huntsman's Care.

1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal III. i. 16 All the other dogs
are in their kennels.

b. The hole or lair of the fox.

'735 SOMERVILLE Chase in. 54 While from his Kennel sneaks

The conscious Villain. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. 100

The instant he perceives himself pursued, he makes to his

kennel.

c. Contemptuously applied to a small and mean

dwelling or hut.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xlv, He got us a room we were in

a kennel before. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD "Jess xxxi, Jess ..

never entered the Hottentot's kennel.

d. A woman's head-dress, of a shape suggesting
a kennel.
See Fairholt's Hist. Costume (1885) I. 226, and cf. quot. for

kennel-shaped inkennel-shaped in 3.

1896 Gloucestersh. N. fy Q. No. 72. 138 On their heads they
wear the kennel or angular head dress so generally worn

during the latter part of the reign of Henry VII.

e. Jig. Place to occupy.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxix. (1856) 355 The last-named

came on board last, and found, though he is not a very large
man, a sufficiently narrow kennel between the companion-
ladder and the dinner-table.

2. A pack of hounds, or of dogs of any kind.

c 1470 in Hors Skepe # G., etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.)

31 A brace of houndes, a kenel of recches. 1521! Pilgr. Per/.

(1531) 49 A kenel of houndes folowynge theyr game. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, iv. ii. 47. 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting
(1788) 62 It is hard to procure an even kennel of fast

Hounds. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. iv, Hurt a dog, and the whole
kennel will fall on him and worry him.

b. A pack or troop of other animals.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. I. 48 What a Kennell of

these Wolves, Leopards, &c. was there in France. 1765 T.

HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. I. i. 114 The howling of a kennel

of wolves. 1844 KINGLAKE EGthen (1847) 217 A kennel of

very fine lions . . I say a kennel of lions, for the beasts were . .

simply chained up like dogs.

f c. Jig. A pack, crew, gang, of persons. Obs.

1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 39 Dionisius, and I know
not how many moreof the samekennell. 1649 FULLER Just
Man's Fun. 12 Hear the whole kennel of Atheists come in

with a full crie. 1720 T. GORDON Cordialfor Low Spirits

77 We are enchanted by a stupid Kennel of Stock-jobbers.

f d. Used for CANAILLE. Obs.

1726 Penn's Tracts Wks. I. 730 It has not only prevail'd
with the Populace, the Kennel [ed. 1679 Cannale], the Vul-

gar. 1771 E. LONG Trial ofDog 'Porter
'

in Hone Every-
day Bk. II. 199 A liquor the London kennel much delight in.

3. attrib. and Comb., as kennel-door, -groom,

-huntsman, -man
; kennel-shaped adj. ;

kennel-

book, a book recording events of a kennel where

dogs are bred
;

cf. herd-book, stud-book.

1890 MARC. DELANO Sidney iii. 42 One of these researches

among *kennel-books resulted in a present to Ted of the

mastiff puppies. 13.. Gaui. <$ Gr. Knt. 1140 penne bise

cacheres bat coube, cowpled hor houndes, Vnclosed be *kenel

dore, & calde hem ber-oute. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD Lone

agst. World 4 The kennel-door was thrown
open. 1829

Sporting Mag. XXIII. 208 My *kennel-groom has orders

frequently to lead the dogs to little distance from the kennel.

1828 Ibid, XXIII. 23 Your *kennel-man should be constantly
on the watch. 1898 Yorksh. Archxol. Jrnl. No. 57. 7 His
wife Margaret . .wears the *kennel-shaped head-dress.

Kennel (ke-nel), sb? Also 6 kenell, 6-7
kennell. [Later form of CANNEL si. 1 (q. v.) ; for

the vowel, cf. ketch, keg, kedge, etc., from catch,

cag, cadge, etc.] The surface drain of a street ;
the

gutter : = CANNEL sb\ 2.

1582 STANYHURST SEneis II. (Arb.) 55 Thee streets and
kennels are with slayne carcases heaped. 1607 ROWLANDS
Diog. Lanth. 9 Nay ile go low enough to the kennel, thou
shalt not iustle me for the wall. 1608-33 B p- HALL Medit.

ff Vows 103 A Scavenger working in the Kennel. 1764
HARMER Observ. xn. i. 35 Having no kennels in the streets

to carry off the water
?

it was ancle-deep. 1879 G. MAC-
DONALD Sir Gibbie I. L 2 Raking with both hands in the

grey dirt of the kennel.

fig. 1637 R. HUMPHREY tr. St. Ambrose Prff., I will rake
no deeper into this kennell. 1678 Yng. Mans Call. 317
Sometime thou wert the beautiful image of God, but now
the stinking and filthy kennel of Satan. 1847 LEWES Hist.

Philos. (1867) II. 97 Descending into the kennel of obscenity
and buffoonery.

b. attrib. and Comb.
,
as kennel sink, water

;

kennel-muddy adj. ; kennel-brow, the top of the

sloping side of a gutter ; kennel-dash, a splash
from the gutter; kennel-nymph, a girl of the

streets ; f kennel wits, muddy brains. Also

KBNNEL-RAKEK.
1761 Land. Mag. XXX. 17 The step. .with a pebble or

two standing up in the *kennel-brow before, would secure
the posts from being moved. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 3^2 To
walk through Rag Fair in Dirty Weather.. a jostle in one

place, a slip in another, a slop in a third, a * Kennel-dash in

a fourth. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 16 *Kennel-muddy
thoughts. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 10 June, Let i, He,.
indulged himself.. with one of the "kennel-nymphs. 1599
MARSTON Sco. Villanie i. ii. 176 The "kennell sincke of
slaues. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <$ Card. 268 Horse-dung,

KENNET.
and "Kennel-Water, contribute beyond all belief to the

forwarding of Plants. 1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 5 That
men should haue such *kennel wits To thinke so well of
a scald railing vaine.

Hence (nonce-wds.~) f Ke-nnelage [cf. drainage]
a system of kennels, gutters collectively; Ke'n-
nelled a., lying in the gutter ; Xe'nuelly a., such
as is found in a kennel or gutter.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica 92 Kennellage is one of

the chiefe kinds of Pipeage which passeth and voydeth
away the stincking and filthy waters of citties and townes.

1794 COLERIDGE To the Nightingale, 'Sister of love-lorn
Poets

', They . . Mark the faint Lamp-beam on the Kennell'd
mud. 1803 SIR R. T. WILSON Brit. Exp. Egypt 63 The
miraculous qualities of the river [Nile] . .the luxuries which
the very kennelly waters would afford.

t Kennel, sb2 Obs. In 6 kenel. Var. CANNEL
rf.i 5 : cf. CANNEL-BONE, neck-bone.
c 1532 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 902 The knot of the

necke, le neu du col; the hole of the necke, la fosse du col',

the kenel of the necke, la canal du. col.

Kennel, sb,*, obs. form of CANNEL sb?
17.. BLACK in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II. 242 note,

Parrot, or kennel coal is distinguished by producing a more
copious bright flame. 1794 MRS. PIOZZI Synon. I. 408 One
large kennel coal keeps his chamber from excess of cold.

Kennel (ke-nel), v. [f. KENNEL sb.^\
1. intr. To lie or dwell in a kennel ; to retire

into a kennel. Of a fox or other wild beast :

To retreat into a lair. Of a person (contemptuous) :

To lodge or lurk. Also^/f^.
1352 HULOET, Acherusius, a . . caue in hell wherin . . the

doggeofhellcannelleth. a 1577 GASCOIGNE Wks., To such as

findfault, We see the dog that kenels in his den. 1599 J.
FERNE Let. 4 May (Cecil MSS. Half. Ho. LXIX. No. 103),
The book, .was made by Campion while he kenelled at this

house. i6o3DRAYTON//?;wc. Ep. xiii. r 56 Glad here to kennell
in a Pad of Straw. i6ioGuiLLiM Heraldry \\\. xiv. (1660) 166

You shall say that a Fox Kenneleth. 1726 G. ROBERTS
4 Years Voy. 102 The rest kennelling like Hounds on Deck,
or where they could. 1847 BUSHNELL Chr. Nurt. n. iii.

(1861) 279 All foul passions that kennel in a sensual soul.

1884 E. P. ROE in Harper's Mag. Feb. 445/1 The dull,
sodden faces of the man and woman who kennelled there.

2. trans. To put into, or keep in, a kennel.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. clii, Here kennelled in a brake
she finds a hound. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in.

205 Kennelling the Wolfe and the Lamb together. 1709
STEELE Tatler No. 62 p 3 That Quarter of the Town where

they are kennel'd is generally inhabited by strangers. 1887
Daily News 31 Dec. 3/8 Mr. C. kennelled the harriers at

the house of a friend.

b. transf. andy/j-. To lodge, shut up; to put
in a place of retreat or confinement.

1582 STANYHURST SEneis I. (Arb.) 28 His ships hee kenneld
neere forrest vnder an angle Of rock. 1607 ROWLANDS
Diog. Lanth. 12 Away with him, ..chayne and kennell him

vp in layle. 1677 MRS. BEHN Adelazer n. ii, Let's to the

Queen's Apartment, and seize this Moor; I am sure there

the Mongrel's kennel'd. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge xviii,

Hold the torch up till I've got to the end of the court, and
then kennel yourself.

Hence Ke'nnelled ///. a. ; Ke-nnelling vbl. sb.,

also concr. provision of kennels
;

also attrib.

1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1865) I. 65 His next

kennelling Place was at the falls of Connecticut River.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 548 The kennelled hounds Mix
in the music of the day again. 1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur.

Sports (cd. 3) 1945 The kennelling of greyhounds should

equal that of foxhounds in amplitude. 1876 GEO. ELIOT
Dan. Der, xxxv, Gwendolen had lingered behind to look

at the kennelled blood-hounds.

Kennelage, -nelled, -nelly : see KENNEL sb?

t Ke*nnel-ra:ker. Obs. A raker of the gutter ;

a scavenger ;
also used as a term of abuse.

c 1589 Theses Martinianz 27 You contemne such kenell

rakers and scullions. 1618 WITHER Motto Wks. (1633) 552
Those gaudy Upstarts no more prize I doe Than poorest
Kennell-rakers. 1731 ARBUTHNOT Treat. Scolding 20 You
did not love Cruelty, you Kennel-raker, you Gibbet-carrier.

Kennen, obs. form of KENNING sb.

Ke'nner. rare. [f. KEN.!] One who kens.

1686 F. SPENCE tr. Varillas' Medicis 63 The accurate

Kenners of military discipline judged that the Town would

have been taken forthwith. [1891 ATKINSON Last ofGiant-
Killers 224 Go, consult the Crystal, the all-kenner.]

f Kennet *. Obs. Also 4-5 kenet, 5 -it. [a.

ONF. hennet = OF. Menet,etc. (Godef.), dim. of

chien dog.] A small dog, used in hunting.

13.. Gaw. f, Gr. Knt. 1701 A kenet kryes berof, pe hunt

on hym calles. ? a 1400 Morte Arth, 122 The Romaynes ..

Cowchide as kenetez before be kynge selvyne. c 1425 Seven

Sag. (P.) 1740 The lord a lytyl kenet hadde. 1486 Bk. St.

A [bans Fivb, Theis be the namys of houndes .. Rachys,

Kenettys, Terroures. 1602 2rf Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. n.

v 870 My father..keepes an open table for all kinde of

dogges. . He hath your . . Leurier, your Spaniell, your
Kennets. 1614 Bk. Hauking in Strutt Sports ff Past. L i.

(1801) 17 Lemors, kenets, terrours.

t Kennet 2
. Obs. rare. Also 5 kannette, 6

kenet(te. [prob. a. ONF. *canette, *kenetle

OF. chenette (one example in Godef.), f. L. cantts

hoary : cf. ONF. canu, kenu, F. chenu :*caniitus.'}

A kind of grey cloth.

1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xrv. xii. 63b/i Wei semed he

for age to tremble & had made his bed lyke as hit had

been of kannette. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 3 A certayne

kinde . . of walshe clothes called whytes, russettes, and

kenettes. [InPoulton /{!>/*: hence in Blount,Phiilips,etc.)

b. Comb. fKennet-coloura., grey-coloured.

1530 PALSGR. 235/2 Kenet coloure, cendre.



KENNING-.

[Kennet, Naut. ; error for KEVEC, (q. v.), in

Kersey s Phillips 1706, whence in Bailey, Chambers
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Century Diet., etc.]
Ke-nning, sb. north.dial. [Derivation obscure 1A dry measure: = two pecks, or half a bushel;a vessel containing this quantity

J32^fi R "S
.

D
"'""''\<SHrtees > 496 In xlvij qr. ij ken.

'i>

n
f

*ennynS of wh<*t to the poore. 1673 Defies.York
n(Surtees) ,96 A kening of wheate flower for pyes.

1825 HROCKETT, Kennen, Kenning, a measure of two pecks
1893 m HESLOP fforthumbld. Gloss.

Kenning (ke-nin), vbl. so.* Now only Sc. and
north, dial. (exc. sense 6). [f. KEN- z-.l + -ING 1.1

fl. Teaching, instruction. Obs.

uf-u.
3* Sir

,

A"" (MS ' A> 6 4 Pe stedes hom ' stable ran
Wi)> oute kenning [v.r. techyng] of eni man. c ijjo KKDiruue* j"7. .,_ iir /T-i_ii.v *... . *JO** *v *

t2. a. Sign, token, b. Appearance. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18332 (Cott.) pou . . has be kenenini?

' h 15
en $ f*,

rode Raised in erth of urranscum. Hid.
24086 (Cott.) Vnethes i his kenning kneu.
to. Visual cognition; sight or view: =KENji.l^.

Phrases in, within, beyond, out of kenning. Obs'.

'

which at the first kenning, they tooke to be french Shippc
1586 R. LANE in Capt. Smith Virginia \. 5 The passag
from thence was thought a broad sound within the maine
being without kenning of land. 1598 TOFTE Alba. (1880)
34 He is in kenning of his wished Home. 1599 HAKLUVT
Voy. II. i. 102 We had also kenning of another Hand called
Lissa. 1630 LENNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. in. xxiv. (1670)
491 Again, at a kenning we cannot see of the Earth above
ten or twelve leagues, a 1697 STRATHSPEY in Aubrey's
Misc. (1721) 203 The Lady Gareloch was going somewhere
from her House within kenning to the Road which Clunie
was coming.
t 4. Range of sight: = KEN s&J 2. Obs.
1530 PALSGR. 431, I am within syght, as a shyppe is that

cometh within the kennyng. 1599 T. M(OITET) Silkivermes
15 Not dreaming that her loue in kenning were. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 61 Without your kenning "lyeth Sardinia
fast vpon the Africke sea,

to. The distance that bounds the range of

ordinary vision, esp. at sea; hence, a marine
measure of about 20 or 21 miles. Cf. KEN sb.^ i.

41490 BOTONER Itin. (Nasmith 1778) no Per distanciam
de le narrow see . . v kennyngys, et quilibetkennyng continc't
..21 miliaria. (1500 Melusine 104 He sawe the ship th

-y West. .

Cornew'aulle.
_
16514 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxii. 11737)94,

I see Land . . 'tis within a Kenning.
5. Mental cognition ; knowledge, cognizance ;

recognition. Now Sc. and north, dial, f Fleshly
kenning, carnal knowledge.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 64 py seluyn hadcle

takyn deed, (>urgh be hete of fleschly kennynge with here.
c 1440 Promp. Paru. 271/2 Kennynge, or knowynge, . .

,
t ye're past kt

b. A recognizable portion; just enough to be

perceived ;
a little. Sc. and north, dial.

1786 BURNS Unco Guid\\\, Tho' they may gang a kennin
wrang, To step aside is human. 1805 J. Nicoi. Poems I.

187 (Jam.) Gif o' this warl, a kennin mair, Some get than
me, I've got content. 1876 Whithy Gloss, s. v., That string's
just a kenning thicker than the other. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona 103 His father was.. a kenning on the wrong side
of the law.

6. One of the periphrastic expressions used in-

stead of the simple name of a thing, characteristic
of Old Teutonic, and esp. Old Norse, poetry.
Examples are oar-steed ship, storm of swords= battle.

The term is adopted from the mediaeval Icelandic treatises
on poetics, and is derived from the idiomatic use of henna
vi?t or til,

'

to name after ',

1883 VICFUSSON & POWELL Corfus Poet. Bar. II. 448 The
extreme development of the '

kenning
'

in Northern Poetry.
1889 COOK Judith Introd. 59 A characteristic ornament of
Old English, as well as of early Teutonic poetry in general,
are the kennings. 1896 Scott. Rev. Oct. 342 note, The ken.
nings for

' man '

in Grondal's Clavis Poetica extend to 33
closely printed columns.

7. Comb., as f kenning-glass, a spy-glass, small

telescope ; f kenning-place, a place prominently
in sight.

1603 Reg. Stationers' Co. 15 June (Arb.) III. 238 A Booke
Called A Kennyng glass for a Christian Kinge. 1610
HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 606 It standeth forth as a Ken-
ningplace to the view of eyes.

t Kenning, vbl. so.'2 Obs. rare. Also 7

kinning. [app. f. KEN w. 2 + -ING!; cf. OE. canning
birth.] The cicatricula or tread of an egg.
1585 HIGCINS tr. Junius' Nomenclator, Ovi umbilicus, the

streine or kenning of the egge. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 298
There is found in the top or sharper end of an egge within
the shell, a certaine round knot resembling a drop or a

nauil, rising aboue the rest, which they call a Kinning.

Kennit, obs. f. KENNED, KJENT ///. a.
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Keno, kino (kfno). U. S. [Origin unknown.!A game of chance based on the drawing of num-
bers and covering of corresponding numbers on
cards, m a manner similar to lotto.
1879 Scribner's Mag. JCIX. 386/1 To play cards and keno

for small stakes. 1884 PallMall G. 26 /une , t/2 He openeda door and ushered me in, and the first exclamation I heardwas Kino and a grunt of satisfaction. . . Some of the mem-
bers were lying about asleep in the gaming room, having . .

beenhit hard by the latest American importation kino.
t Ke-nodoxy. Obs. rare~. [ad. Gr. KevoSofia,

f. Kfv6So(-os vain-glorious, f. wei/o-s empty + Sofa
glory.]

' The love, study, or desire of vain-glory
'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656; hence in Phillips i6s8,
and Bailey 1730).

Kenogenesis (knwdse-nesis). Biol. [irreg.
for cxno- or kainogenesis, f. Gr. KCUV&S new + yWis
genesis.] Haeckel's term for the form of onto-
genesis in which the true hereditary development
of a germ is modified by features derived from its
environment (opposed to palingenesis). Hence
Kenogeue'tic a.

1879 tr. HaeckeVs Evol. Man I. i. 10 The term Keno-
genetic process (or vitiation of the history of the germ) is
applied to all such processes of the germ-history as are not
to be

explained by heredity from primaeval parent.forms.
I/nd. ii 1 his distinction between Palingenesis or inherited
evolution, and Kenogenesis or vitiated evolution, has not
yet been sufficiently appreciated by naturalists.

II Keuosis (kftiou-sis). Theol. [a. Gr. ittiiuaK
an emptying, f. n(i>6(tv to empty, with ref. to Phil.
ii. 7 iavTov fKfvaaf 'emptied himself'.] The self-

renunciation of the divine nature, at least in part,
by Christ in the incarnation.
[1844 W. H. MILL Semi. Tempt. Christ v. 113 Here

especially we behold that fVu<nt, that voluntary emptyingHimselfof Divinity of which St. Paul speaks.) 1873 WATSON& EVANS tr. Oostersee's Christ. Dogmatics (1881) 549 The
idea of the Kenosis in its legitimate application. 1882 CIVF

BANKS tr. Dorner's Syst. Chr. Doctr. III. 393 We cannot
accept a self-emplying of the Logos in the sense of the
modern Kenosis. 1884 L. A. TOLLEMACHE Stones ofStum-
UlHfllfMy article .. is designed to show that the lienosis
involved in the Incarnation may be a complete one. 1891
C/i. Q. Rev. Oct. 9 By the doctrine of Kenosis it is not held
that the Divine Being in Christ is leally limited.

Kenotic (k/h<rtik), a. Theol. [ad. Gr. Ktva-

TIK-OS, f. Ktvouv to empty : see prec. and -ic.] Of
or pertaining to kenosis; involving or accepting
the doctrine of kenosis.

1882-3 SCHAFF Eticycl. Relig. Knovil. I. 461 The Kenotic
view of Giessen is more in accordance with the facts of
Christ's life. Ibid., The Kenotic controversy was renewed
recently. 1895 CIi. Q. Rc->. 487 [A] leaning towards the
Kenotic theories of the Incarnation.
Hence Keno'ticism, the doctrine of, or belief in,

the kenosis of Christ
; Keno'ticist, one who be-

lieves in, or maintains, the kenosis.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 458 Baur, Dorner,
Rothe,nnd the modern Kenoticists. 1891 Ch. Q. Rev.Oct. 9 The
Kenoticist does not deny them, but practically he gets rid of
them, . by his theory ofkenosis. 1899 W. BRIGHTLawofFaith
337 Kenoticism may indeed be described as a solvent of faith.

Kenotism(ke-n0tiz'm). Theol. - KENOTICISM.
So Ke'notist = KENOTICIST.
1896 E. H. GIFFORD in Expositor Sept. 166 Speculation

concerning the fulness of the Godhead in the Incarnate
Christ, and the opposite doctrine of Kenotism. 1899 Ck.
Times 3 Feb. 117 The Modern Theories of the Kenotibts
with reference to Our Lord's Knowledge.
Kenrik, Kenschipe : see KINGRIK, KEENSHIP.

Kenspeck (ke-nspek),
a. dial. Also 8 -spaok,

9 -spec, -spao. [Origin obscure : the form agrees
with Norw. kjennespak, Sw. kiinspak, quick at

recognizing persons or things (cf. ON. kennispeki
faculty of recognition) ; but the change from the
active to a passive sense makes difficulties. Some
have suggested confusion with conspicuous, but
evidence is wanting. Kensp'ecked is given by
Skinner (1671) and Ray (1674), and in Craven and
other Northern glossaries.]

= next.

1590 SIR T. COCKAINE Hunting Dj, The most Buckes
h.iue some kenspeck marke to knowe them by vpon their
heads. 1715 THORESBY Leeds in Craven Dial., A con-
vention at some noted oak, or to use a local word, kenspack
ake. 1841 DE QUINCEY^ Homer Wks. 1857 VI. 375 The
Homeric metre . . is certainly kenspeck, to use a good old

English word that is, recognisable. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss, s. v.,

' As kenspac as a cock on a church broach '.

Kenspeckle (ke-nspe k'l), a. Sc. and north.
dial. Also -speckled; cf. prec. [See prec. ; the

ending may be -LE r, as in brittle, etc.] Easily
recognizable ; conspicuous.
1714 MRS. CENTLIVRE Wonderm, Eng. Man. . .What kind

of a Woman is it you enquire after? Gib. Geud troth, she's
ne Kenspekle, she's aw in a Clowd. 1795 BURNS Let. to
G. Thomson May, My phiz is sae kenspeckle that the very
joiner's apprentice, .knew it at once. 1820 SCOTT Monast.
xxxiv, It is a kenspeckle hoof-mark, for the shoe was made
by old Eckie of Canonbie. 1862 DARWIN Let. 25 Jan. in

Life (188^) II. 385 Your notion of the Aristocrat being ken-

speckle, .is new to me.

t Ke'nsy. Sc. Obs. rare. [Of unknown etym.
The erron. form kenyie (see Jam.) is due to a mis-

interpretation of Ramsay's spelling kenzie, in his

edition of Christs Krrk.] A rough or rude fellow.

KENTISH.

'i??-"
D B* Poems Ix. 16 Fowll jow iourdane hedit-

jevelhs, Cowkin kenseis and culroun kewellis. Chris-isK.rke Gr vii. (Bann. MS.), The kensy cleikit loVhe caVel"Bot Lord, than how they luggit. 15. . Colkelbie Sow i. 35,

thravis.

'S> '
a"d knaV 'S> InthranS and dansit in

Kent (kent), st.l Sc. and north. [Origin un-
certain

; in sense identical with the Kentish quant
for the difference in vowel cf. kell and call
(CAUL rf.i).]
1. 'A long staff, properly such a one as shepherds

use for leaping over ditches or brooks' (Jam.);a long pole used in leaping ditches, climbing
mountains, etc. ; a leaping pole.

-- in Pitcairn Crim. Trials II. 519 The said W. R.
nainng ane grit grene Kent and squarit batoun in his hand

'I? mEv m R
?
msay Tea.t.Misc.(i 733 ) II. ,96 Shepiherds.. With cur and kent upon the bent. 1721 RAMSAYK ,chy , Sandy ig A better lad ne'er lean'd out o'er a kent

1890 Blackiv. Mag. Sept. 328/2 He placed his long pole or
kent in front of him.

2. A punting-pole.

w??44
R'CH*RDSON Borderer's Table Bk. VII. 175 note,When the stream is of equal depth, a kent or pole is used.

Loo on the I weed and Teviot in 1850.]

Kent, s6.2 Whaling. = CANT j<M ii.
1875 Ure'sDict. Arts III. 451 A band of fat, however, is

left around the neck [of the whale], called the kent, to which
hooks and ropes are attached for the purpose of shiftine
round the carcass.

Kent, ppl. a. Sc. Also 6 kennit. [KEN .i]
Northern and western Sc. form of KENNED, known.
1513 DOUGLAS JEtieis i. x. 52 My childe, cleith the with

;one kennit [v.r. kend] childis visage. 1:1787 BURNS To
a 1 ainter, You'll easy draw a weel-kent face. 1801 MAC-
NEII.L 1'oct. ins. (1856) 146 (E. D. D.) Far frae ilk kent spot
she wandered. 1888 STEVENSON in Scribner's Mag. May
635 A gentleman.. should mean a man of family, 'one of
a kent house '.

Kent, v. 1 Sf. and north, dial.
[f. KE.NT sb.l;

cf. CONT v.] intr. and trans. To punt.
1820 SCOTT Abbot xxxv, They will row very slow,, .or kent

where depth permits, to avoid noise. 1846 RICHARDSON
borderer's Table Bk. VII. 175 A' man had just been kented
over the Tweed.

Kent,z>.2 Whaling. = CANT v.2; cf. KENT st.2
1856 STECGALL Real Hist. Suffolk Man (1859) 230, 1 might

speak of '

keuting' the animal, that is turning him round,
so that other layers of blubber might be cut off.

Kental, obs. variant of QUINTAL.
Kenticism (ke'ntisiz'm). rare.

[f.
Kent after

Anglicism, etc.] A word, idiom, or expression
peculiar to the Kentish dialect.

1735 PEGGE Kenticisms (E. D. S.) 10 Having gathered
together an handfull of those Kenticisms . . I have ventured
to send it to you.

t Ke-iitmg. Obs. Also 7-8 kentin. [app. f.

Kent, the English county (cf. Kentish cloth under
KENTISH a. 3) + -ING 1.] A kind of fine linen cloth.
1657 R- LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 109 Linnen Cloth, as Can-

vas and Kentings. 1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 31
Neck-cloaths. ..There is one sort more which comes from
Hamborough, these are made of Kenting thread. 1712
MRS. CENTLIVRE Perplexed Lovers iv, Buy any British cloth
or Holland Kentins, Cambricks or Muslin ? 1793 Statist.
Ace. Scot. VII. 175 Lawns, gauzes and linens called Kent-
ings are exported to Ireland.

b. A piece of this used as a strainer.

1723 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Plum, Let the Syrup . . be
strain'd through a Kentin upon your Plums.

Kentish, (ke-ntij), a. Also I Centise, 3
Keiitisc, -iss, 4 Kentissh(e. [OE. Centise, i.

Cfiit, ad. L. Cantinm Kent + -isc, -ISH 1
.]

1. Of or belonging to Kent. Chiefly of the in-

habitants or speech. Kentish man (see qnot. 1887).
a uoo 0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 999 Com ba seo Cen-

tisce fyrde ba;r onjean. c 1203 LAY. 7441 Kentisce [later
text Kentisse] leoden. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 355
pis Ethelbertus regnede among Kentisshe men fyfe and fifty

jere. 1590 SWINBUKNE Testaments 71 At last also the kent-
ish-men yeelded. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 346 The
wives and daughters of the Kentish farmers. 1887 Kent.
Gloss., Man o/ Kent, a title claimed by the inhabitants of
the Weald as their peculiar designation : all others they
regard as Kentish men.
2. absol. as sb. a. //. The natives or inhabitants

of Kent. rare. b. The dialect of Kent.
905 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 905 pa astsaMon ?a

Centiscan bar beseftan. 1670 RAY Collect. Prof. 233 Kentish
long-tails . . A note of disgrace on all English men, though
it chanceth to stick onely on the Kentish at this day.
1735 PEGGE Kenticisms 15 Thus the Kentish would have
many particularities in their speech. 1866 MORRIS Ayenb.
Introd. 6 In the Old Kentish of the Ayenbite an e takes
the place of the Southern u. 1887 Kent. Gloss. Introd. 8
The specimens of Kentish in the Early and Middle English
Periods.

3. a. Common in, or peculiar to, Kent, as

Kentish ague, cherry, codlin, pippin, tracery,
tree ; made or manufactured in Kent, as Kentish

brick, cloth, etc. b. Kentish balsam, Dog's
Mercury, Mercurialis perennis (Britt. & Holl.);

f Kentish cap, a species of paper (see quot.) ;

Kentish cousins, distant relatives; Kentish
crow, one of the many names of the hooded crow,
Corvus comix; Kentish fire, a prolonged and
ordered salvo or volley of applause, or demonstra-
tion of impatience or dissent (said to have originated
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KENTISHLY.

in reference to meetings held in Kent in 1828-9,

in opposition to the Catholic Relief Bill : see N.

& O series 3, I. 183, 423; VIII. 278); Kentish

glory a large beautiful moth, Endromis versi-

color; t Kentish Knocker [f. Kentish Knock the

sand-bank before the mouth of the Thames], a

Kentish smuggler ;
Kentish long-tails, a phrase

embodying the old belief that the natives of Kent

had tails ; also, the Bearded Wild Oat-grass, Avena

fatua(E. D. D.) ;
Kentish nightingale, the black-

cap; Kentish plover, a ring-plover, ^gialilis

cantianus, in Britain chiefly confined to Kent;

Kentish rag, a hard compact limestone found in

Kent, used for paving and building; Kentish

tern, the Sandwich tern, Sterna cantiaca.

1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 239 Plain Work is done with

the Grey "Kentish Bricks. 1766 C. LEADBETTER Royal

Ganger n. xiv. (ed. 6) 372 Names of Paper : 'Kentish Cap.

Dimensions of each Sheet Length 21$ Bread. r8. 156* Act

8 Elii. c. 6 2 Anye Clothe commonly called *Kentyshe

same with that [of].. cousins germans quite remov'd. 1893

P. H. EMERSON Lagoons (1896) 156 (E. D. D.) We saw a

hawk chasing a "Kentish crow. 1834 LD. WINCHELSEA Sp.
at Dublin, 15 Aug. (Reddall Fact, Fancy ff Fable, 1889,301)
Let it be given with "Kentish Fire. 1883 CHAMBERLAIN Sp. at

B'ham 30 Mar., The cheers.. are your prompt reply to the

Kentish-fire with which Birmingham Tories are wont to solace

themselves. 1891 W. C. SYDNEY Enr. in MA C. I. 358 Gangs
of fortyorfifty' 'Kentish Knockers , as these smugglers were

called. 1844 Zoologist 11.620 Blackcap. ..It is frequt

called the
' "Kentish nightingale ', which epithet it dese

ap. ..It is frequently
:rves.

breeding place in Britain limited to the pebbly beach

between Sandwich and Hastings. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt.

Brit. I. 158 From the Weald of Kent, .they bring. .A Kind
of Paving Stone, called 'Kentish-rags. 1879 RUTLEY Study
Rocks iii. 20 Some, .as the Kentish rag, afford good build-

ing stones. 17*0 GAY Poems (1745) II. 100 Thy trembling

lip.. Red as the cherry from the "Kentish tree.

Hence Ke ntishly aiiv., in the Kentish manner.

1588 W. KEMPE Educ. Childr. Civ, Yea, in one house, we
heare one speake Northernly, another Westernly, another

Kentishly.

Kentle, obs. form of QUINTAL.

Kentledge (ke-ntledg). Mmf. Forms : 7

kiutledge, kinttlidge, 7-8 kintlage, 8 kent(i)-

lage, 9 kentledge. [Of obscure origin.
?f. ktntle, kental, kintal, QUINTAL + -AGE ; cf. dunnage.}

Pig-iron used as permanent ballast, usually laid

upon the kelson-plates. Also attrib.

1607 KEELING in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) in. vi. 2. igr
Our too great quantitie of kintledge goods, maketh our

ship to labour marvellously. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid.

Yng. Seamen 13 Ballast, kintlage, canting Coynes. 1723
Lond. Gaz. No. 6116/2 The Iron Kentilage from aboard the
Carnarvon. 1860 H.GoUGER hnprisonnt. Burinah x. nr
Logs of pure silver, shaped like pieces of ship's kentledge,
but. .wanting the handle with which kentledge is furnished

for the convenience of lifting. 1892 Fall Mall G. 3 Oct.

3/2 In order to give.. greater stability.. nearly one hundred
tons of iron pigs or 'kentledge

' was fitted into the open
spaces along the keelson between her frame*.

Kentrolite (ke-ntnflsit). Min. [f. (1880)
Gr. KtvTfo-v sharp point + -LITE.] A silicate of

lead and manganese, in small sharp-pointed crystals.
1882 DANA Mm. App. in. 65 Websky calls attention to the

fact that the angles of kentrolite agree very closely with
those of descloizite.

t Kenyon, variant of CANION, Obs.

1588 Lane, ff Chesh. Wills III. 139 One new paire of
round hose..lyned w th satten and the kenyons of tuftafita.

t Keo, variant of KAE, Co, jackdaw, Obs.

1440 Pramf. Parv. 272/1 Keo, or chowghe, supra in

cadaw, et infra in koo, bryd, moticdttla.

II Keora (k,6<>'ra). E. Ind. [Hindi keora the

plant.] In Keora oil, an essential oil obtained from
the male flowers of Pandanus odoratissimus

;
also

called Ketgee oil. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.

Keorfen, keorven, obs. inf. of CARVE v.

Kep (kep), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6 kepp,
8 keap, kaip, 9 cape. [Differentiated form of

KEF.P v. (cf. s. v. senses 6, 7, 8), the short vowel of

the pa. t. kept having been carried into the present
and infinitive. In some Sc. dialects, now cape

Qffp), with abnormal lengthening.]
1. trans. To meet, intercept, throw oneself in the

way of (a person or thing) ;
to stop the course of;

to receive the force of (a blow) ; t to catch hold of.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 6875 Eneas to Aiax angarely rode,
And he keppit hym cantly with a kene spere. c 1420 A nturs
of Arth. >Douce MS.) 618 Gawayne bi be coler keppes
[Thornton MS. clekis] be kni;te. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis
x. xiii. 97 The bytand brand vphevyt keppit he. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 165 Thay prepare, .and
quiklie cumis furth to kepp the Scottis in thair cinning.
1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue iv. (1865) 12 Thre be, as it

were, hammeres stryking, and the rest stiddies, kepping the
slrakes of the hammeres. Ibid. v. 14 Behind the voual, if

a consonant kep it, we sound it alwayes as a k. 1793 T.
SCOTT Poems 364 (E. D. D.) Whare Benlomond keps, an'
cleaves the cluds. 1862 G. MACDONALD D. Elginorod I. 68
(K. D. D.) I'm no gaein to kep her at ilka turn.
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2. To catch, in the hands or otherwise, so as to

prevent
from falling ;

to catch (falling liquid) as

in a vessel.

1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xiii. 30 Sum standis besyd and
skaild law keppis. 1573 Satir. farms Reform, xxxix. 88

Thay.. keppit standfulis [of water] at the sklatis thair in.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lift. (1862) I. 385, I shall be glad.,
to kep and receive the off-fallings .. that fall from His
sweet fingers. 1691 RAY N. C. Words 40 To kep a Ball, is

to catch it; to keep it from falling. Is?.. Sang; Lords
Marie (Jam.), The Lords Marie has kepp'd her locks Up

manly breast, a 1802 Lanckin x. in Child Ballads iv.

332/3 A bason . . To cape this ladie's blood, a 1856 J.

BALLANTYNE Song,

'

Confide ye ay in Providence', Ilka

blade o' grass keps its ain drap o* dew.

\ b. To kep skailh, to ' catch
'

or receive harm.

1572 Satir. Poems Refortn. xxxi. 14 That nane of gow kep
ony skayth For laik of Premonitioun. 1721 RAMSAYFygar
rub her iv, Laying a' thewyte On you, if she kepp ony skaith.

Hence Kep sb., a catch
;
a haul

;
also in Mining

= KEEP sb. 4<J. Kep-ball: see quot. 1877.
1700 A. WILSON Poems ff Lit. Prose (1876) II. 90 She got

an honest kepp Might ser't a decent miller Sax years an 1

mair. 1877 N. Line. Class., Kef>-ball (0 the game of catch-

ball. (2) The ball with which it is played. 1893 Northumbld.
Gloss., Keps, the catches or rests at the top of a

pit-shaft
on

which the cage is caught. . .This word is often written keeps,
but its spoken form is keps. Mod. Sc. Gie s a kep ! [i.e.

a catch of a ball]. A clever kep.

Kep, obs. f. KEEP sb. and v. Kepe, var. KIPE,
basket. Kephalic, -al, var. CEPHALIC, -AL.

Kephalin (ke'falin). Chem. [f. Gr. * <oAij head
+ -nA.] Thudichum's term for asubstanceobtained
from brain-matter. So Kephaloi'din.
1878 K I NGZETT Aniw. Chetn. 290 Kephaline may be puri-

fied to some extent by its repeated solution in ether. Ibid.

294 To that furnished by 'buttery matter
' Thudichum gives

the name kephaloidine.

Keplialo- (ke-fab), var. form of CEPHALO-,
combining f. Gr. KpaKij head, preferred by some,
as in kephalograph, kephalometer, kephalotoiny, etc.

1802 6VrY. Mag. July 602 The ingenious contrivance of
the Kephalometer, or head-measurer. 1876 .S". Kens. Mns.
Catal. No. 3731 Kephalograph. 1890 Sat. Rev. 15 Feb.

186/2 The violent kephalotomic method for the abatement
of party spirit proposed by Swift.

Kephir, variant of KEFIR.

II Kepi (W-pz). Also kepi. [Fr. kepi (1809 in

Hatz.-Darm.), a. Ger. Swiss kappi, dim. of kappe
a cap.] A French military cap, slightly tapering,
with a flat top which slopes towards the front, and
a horizontal peak.
1861 W. H. RUSSELL in Times 14 May, The head-dress is

generally, .asmartcaplike the French kepi. iSS^DEMiLLE
Castle in Spain Ivi, She wore. .an officer's

'

kepi '.

Keppe, obs. form of CAP sbl

t Kepper. Obs. rare 1
. [If. KEP . + ER!.]

A device for catching fish.

1558 Act i F.liz. c. 17 i No person ..withe any. .Butt

Tayning Kepper Lynie Crele. .shall take. .Spawne or Frye
of Eeles Salmon Pyke or Pyckerell.

Kepper, obs. form of KIPPER a. and sl>.

Kepstone, obs. Sc. form of COPESTONE.

Kept (kept), ppl. a. [f. KEEP v.] In various

senses derived from KEEP v. ; spec.
1. a. Maintained or supported by a paramour.
1678 DRYDEN Limberham i.i, A kept mistress too ! my

bowels yearn to her already. 1741 tr. D'Argens* Chinese
Lett. xxii. 152 Some.. have Houses of their own, as do most
of the Kept-Misses at Paris,

1747^
WESLEY Jrnl. 22 Nov.,

About six years ago, she was without God in the world,

being a kept mistress. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 363
A kept woman ..having been deserted by her protector, took
to furious drinking.

b. Financially supported by, and in consequence
under the private control of, interested persons.
1888 Pall Mall G, 29 Sept. 7/2 Mr. Chamberlain, speaking

at Nottingham, is reported to have said, '..The Irish party
is a kept party '. 1900 Daily News 23 Feb. 6/4 The con-

federacy of international financiers working through a kept
Press.

2. Maintained in ordinary or good condition.

1856 OLMS-CKD Stave States 6 The kept grounds are very
limited, and in simple but quiet taste. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. Africa 67 Every village having a kept piece of ground
outside it which is the dancing place for the village.

fKer, kerre, obs. ff. CAURS, wet marsh, fen.

Ker, kerr, variant of CAB a., left.

Ker- (also occasionally ke-, ca-, ka-). U. S.

mdgar. The first element in numerous onomatopceic
or echoic formations intended to imitate the sound
or the effect of the fall of some heavy body, as

kerchunk, -flop, -plunk, -slam, -slap, -slash, -souse,

-swash, -swosh, -thump, -whop, etc.

1843 Major Jones's Courtship i. (Farmer), Kerslash 1 I

went rite over Miss Stallinses spinnin* wheel onto the floor.

Ibid. (Bartlett), Kerslosh he went into a tub of water. 1850
Americans at Home I. (ibid.), The dugout hadn't leaped
more'n six lengths from the bank, afore.. ke-souse I went.

1875 My Opin. iff Betsey Boobet's 99, I fell kerslap over a rail

that lay in the grass. 1885 J. RUNCIMAN Skippers ff Shell-
backs 85 They hoists him over and lets him go ker-whop.
1897 Outing(\S. S.) XXX. 127/2 Across the lower end of the

swamp . . back we go kerslosh-kersplash for another quarter
of a mile. 1899 F. T. BULLEN Way Navy 52 Down came
the bunch of sacks kerslam on the deck below.

KEEATO-.

Kera- (ke-ra), from Gr. xipas horn, occas. used
in combination in place of KEKATO-, as Keracele

(ke'rasil), [Gr. /tr/Ai; tumour], a horny tumour of

the external surface of the hoof of the horse (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1887). Keralite [-LITE], hornstone.

Keraphy llite [Gr. $v\\ov leaf], a variety of

hornblende (Watts Diet. Chem. 1865-72). Kera.-

phyllous a. Meci., consisting of horny laminae

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) Ke-ratome = keratotome : see

KERATO- ; hence Kera'tomy, keratotomy.
1811 PINKERTON Pctral. II. 51 Keralite, with Chlorite. ..

This combination often forms the green keralite. 1874
LAWSON Dis. Eye 160 Having made the section.. either with
a large .keratome or with Graefe's cataract knife.

Keramic, -ist, variants of CEBAMIC, -IST.

Kerargyrite, variant of CERARGYKITE.
1865-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 295 The protochloride [of

silver] . .occurs native as horn-silver or kerargyrite.

Ke-rasine, a. [Improperly f. Gr. mpas horn +

-INE; cf. Gr. Kepdrwos.] 'Resembling horn, horny,
corneous' (Webster, 1864).

Kerasite, variant of CEKASITE.

t Ke'rate. Min. Obs. [Improperly f. Gr. nip-as
horn + -ATE.I.] A synonym of CEKARGYBITE.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1851 PHILLIPS Min. 613.

Keratectomy : see KERATO-.

Keratin (ke-ratin). [f. Gr. Ktpas, Kipar- horn
+ -IN 1.] An organic substance found in horn.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 169/1 The form in which

protein exists in hair, horn, nails, and the epidermis, and
called by Simon keratine,bzs been but imperfectly examined.

1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 43 Keratin.. obtained by treating

pounded horny matter.. with boiling alcohol and ether.

Keratinization (ke ratinaiz^'-Jan). [f. as next

+ -ATION.]
1. The change to a more horny texture of the

cells of the epidermis, as they are pressed out by
the growth of younger cells beneath.

1887 in Syd. Sue. Lex. 1891 W. A. JAMIESON Dis. Skin i.

(ed. 3) 4 Unna regards it as connected with keratinization.

2. Pharmacy. The coating of pills with a homy
substance, so that they may pass through the

stomach without being dissolved, and act directly
on the intestines (Syd. Soc. Lex. 18871.

Keratittize (ke'ratinaiz), v. [f. Gr. Kfpanv-os

horny + -IZE.] intr. To grow horny.
1896 Allbtttt's Syst. flTed. I. 211 In squamous-celled car-

cinomata the keratinising cells themselves have been erro-

neously viewed as parasites.

Kera-tinous, variant of CEEATINOUS, horny.
1898 MARTINDALE & WESTCOTT Extra rharinacopxia

(ed. 9) 296 Originating from keratinous tissue, wool fat has

affinity for, and is readily absorbed by, the skin.

KeratitiS (keratsi-tis). Path. [f. Gr. xfpar-
horn + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the cornea.

1858 HUTCHINSON in Ophthalmic Hasp. Rep. I. 229 Chronic
Interstitial Keratitis. 1859 DIXON Dis. Eye (ed. 2) 92 True
Keratitis commonly occurs in children and young persons.

1884 E. O'DONOVAN Story of Merv xvi. 174 Keratitis, the

ophthalmic malady commonly known by the name of '

pearl '.

Kerato- (ke'rato), before a vowel kerat-, var. of

CERATO-, combining form of Gr. Kipas, Ktpar- horn,
used in various scientific terms relating to horny
substances, or to the cornea of the eye : as Kera-

te'ctomy Stiitf. [Gr. f/rrojoj cutting out], excision

of part of the cornea. Keratoco mis Path.

[Gr. KOIVOS cone] = conical cornea (see CORNEA).
Keratocri-coirl Anat. [CRICOID] a., relating to

the cornua of the cricoid cartilage ;
also as sb.,

a short slender muscle arising from the cricoid

cartilage (Stormonth Man. Scient. Terms 1879).

Keratoglo bus Path. [L. globus\,v. spherical bulg-

ing of the cornea ; hydrophthalmia (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1887). Ke'rato-iri-tis Path. [IRITIS], combined
inflammation of the iris and cornea ;

interstitial

keratitis. Kerato lysis Path. [Gr. Atitrif loosening],
'

Auspitz's term for a diminished growth of the

horny part of the epidermis' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887).

Keratonyxis Surf. [Gr. vv(is pricking], a method
of operating for cataract, t Xe-ratophyte Zool.

[Gr. ijnrruv plant], a coral polyp with a horny axis.

Keratopla'Sty Surf. [Gr. -nKaaattv to form],
artificial restoration of the cornea (Syd. Soc. Lex.).

Ke-ratoscope [-SCOPE], an instrument for inspect-

ing the cornea ; so Xerato'scopy, inspection of

the cornea (ibid.}. Ke'ratotome Surf. [Gr. -T(!/JOS

cutting], a knife with triangular blade used for

making incisions in the cornea (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1855). Xerato'tomy Surf., incision of the cornea.

1871 W. S. WATSON in Lancet 8 July, On a new operation
'

"Keratectomy '. 1859 DIXON Dis. Eye (ed. 2) 85 Conical

Cornea .. has also received various other names, as Hyper-
keratosis,..*Kcratoconus,&.c. 1879^. George's Hasp. Kep.
IX. 511 Imperfect optical iridectomy by Mr. Carter's method
.. for Keratoconus. 1842 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 3)

'AVrarWrjV/i.Aquo-Membranitis. 1879?. SMITH Glaucoma

23, 1 believe the disease first becomes a '

kerato-iritis '. 1898

J. HUTCHINSON Arch. Surf. IX. 372 A liabijity
to urti-

carious irritation in association with *Keratolysis. 1822-34
Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 172 The anterior operation,
invented by Buchorn, or rather by Conradc", has been named

"Keratonyxis. 1874 LAWSON Dis. Eye 127 Operation by



KERATODE.
Solution Keratonyxis consists in breaking-up with a fine
needle the central portion of the capsule of the lens 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VIII. 197 Corahnes,.. sponges astroites
and 'keratophytes. T&)T Allbutt s Syst. Med. II. 79 Boeck-
mann and Kaurm have found *Keratotomy sometimes of
use in saving a cornea from a growth [of leprosy] encroaching
from the sclerotic.

Keratode (ke-rato'd). [ad. Gr. Kt/MTwSrjs
horn-like, f. Kipas, Ktpar- horn.] = KERATOSE sb.

1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 67 The ordinary sponges of
commerce, in which the skeleton is composed of a horny
substance called 'keratode'.

Keratoid (ke-ratoid), a. fad. Gr. Kf/xwofiSjjs
horn-like : see prec. and -DID.]
1. Math. Resembling a horn in shape. Keratoid

cusp: a cusp at which the two branches of the
curve lie on opposite sides of the common tangent;
a cusp of the first species.
1873 SALMON Higher Plane Curves 46 These two kinds of

cusps have been called keratoid and ramphoid from a fancied
resemblance to the forms of a horn and a beak. 1875 Too-
HUNTER Diff. Calc. (ed. 7) xxii. 301 Cusps of the first

species have been called '

keratoid cusps '.

2. Resembling horn in substance.
1885-8 FAGGE & PVE-SMITH Princ. Mcd. (ed. z) I. j 17 The

analogy of keratoid carcinoma, .suggests that they may be
in great part made up of pre-existing tissue elements.

Keratose (ke'rat<w s), a. and sb. [f. Gr. tpar-
horn + -OSE.J
A. adj. Of a horny substance

; applied to the
texture of certain sponges.
1851-9 OWEN in Man. Sci Ettq. 365 They are divided.,

into horny or '

keratose , flinty or 'siliceous
'

and limey or
calcareous

'

sponges.
B. sb, A substance resembling horn forming part

of the skeleton of certain sponges.
1865 R. PATTERSON in Pop. Sci. Rev Apr. 306 In the

sponges in domestic use it [the skeleton] is principally com-
posed of a substance termed Keratose. 1877 HvxLKvAiiat.
/HO. Anim lii. 117 A skeleton, which consists . . of bands
and filaments of keratose, and secondly, of silicious spicula.
Hence Keratosed a., rendered horny.
'894 Lancet 3 Nov. ro25 The distinguishing mark between

a coccidium and an invaginated or keratosed cell,

Keraulophoil (kerg'h%i). [f. Gr. K(pav\Tjs
hornblower + tpuvq voice.] A manual stop on the

organ (see quot), first used in 1843.
1876 HILES Catech Organ ix. (1878) 67 KeranlophoH, an

8 feet manual stop of metal, and of a pleasant, reedy quality
of tone.

Kerb (kaib), sb. Also kirb. [Variant of
CURB sb., used in special senses.]
1. In various uses in which curb is the more fre-

quent spelling (see CURB III).
1664 [see CURB 8 b]. 1733, 1793(561 CURB g]. ijyj ffaultily

Mag. III. 221 The skirting, or kirb, which keeps in the

ground, may be cast, or framed, with the boxes. 1873
F. HALL Mod. Eng p. xi. Mistaking the kerb of our own
little philologic well for the far-off horizon of science.

2. spec. An edging of stone or the like, bordering
a raised path, side-walk, or pavement : = CUKB 1 2.

On the kerb : said of stock-exchange business done
on the street-pavement, esp. after the exchange is

closed for the day.
1805 Chron. in Ann. Reg: 359/2 A young man. .fell down

off the kirb, in Thames-street. 1851 Illustr Catal. Ct.
Exhib. 243 A section of a street, with improved kerb, for

keeping the pavement clean. 1863 M. HOPKINS Hawaii 71
An ancient lava road, .defined on each side with a kerb or

bordering of stones. 1894 Times 19 Apr. 4/4 Later in the

day the trading was slow, and on the Kerb cash was done
at 40. 2S. 6'.t.

b. Comb., as kerb-merchant, vendor, one who
sells his wares on or beside the street-kerb.

1894 FENN Tiger Lily I. 139 A silk umbrella one of those
..declared by the kerb vendor as being better than new,
1897 Daily News 30 Mar. 6/4 Some kerb merchants.. were
also driving a good trade in loyal buttons.

Kerb (ksib), v. [f. KERB si. Cf. CURB v. z ]
trans. To furnish with a kerb.
1861 [see CURB v? 3]. 1887 Athenzum 8 Jan. 58 The

muddy streets were gravelled and kerbed.

Kerbing(k3Mbin),zV..r<5. [f. KERB v. + -INGl.]
a. The act of furnishing with a kerb. b. The
stones collectively forming a kerb.

1869 [see CUBBING vbl. st?}. 1884 E. O DONOVAN Story
ofMerv xi. 124 A canal, with kerbing of brick flush with
the roadway. 1885 Laut Times Rep. LII . 618/2 The require-
ments of the respondents as to the kerbing,

Ke rb-sttme. Also kirb-. [KERB sb.]
1. a. An edging of stone about the top of a well.

b. One of the stones forming the kerb of a path ;

also, the kerb itself.

a. 1706 PHILLIPS. Kerbstone, a Stone laid round the
Brim of a Well.

b. ['795 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 614 From 600 to 800
tons of kerb and carriage-way stones. Ibid. 628 Kirb and

carriage-way stones.] 1815 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev.
LXXVlI. 134 He calls the edge of the foot-pavement the

kerb-stone instead of curb-stone. 1830 J. W. CROKER in

C. Papers 18 Sept. (1884), If one's foot had slipped at the

edge of the kerbstone. 1882 BESANT All Sorts xxxv, On
the kerbstone the little girls are dancing.

2. attrib., as kerb-stone broker (U. S.), a

broker, not a member of the stock exchange, who
transacts business in the streets; kerb-stone

merchant, a street dealer.

1860, 1886 Kerbstone-broker [see CURBSTONE]. 1896

675

Daily ffews 5 Aug. 3/5 Among the kerbstone brokers to-dayDiamond Match were sold at 150. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 18
J?eb. 6/i It seems an anomaly that gentlemen of the Stock
Exchange should have to sink to the level of kerbstone
merchants.

t Kerch, kerche. 06s. [Another form of
CURCH : for vowel cf. KERCHIEF.
With ME. keuerche, kerche (disyllabic) cf. OF. euevrechii,

occas. form of cuevrechief, in pi. cnevrechies ; the regularmod. repr. of this would be kerchy : cf. KERCHIEF i S.]= KERCHIEF i.

c 1430 in Pol., Rel. t, L. Poems 47 She weryd a keuerche.
c 1430 LYDC. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 47 Upon hir hed

?,.
ke

.

rc
.

h
.

e ' ke'chef] of Valence, c 1440 Genetydes 3827With hir kerche she bekenyd hym aside. Ibid. 4398 Before

.

scarlet sae red, and the kerches sae white, And your bonny
locks hangin' down.

Kercher. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: a. 4
keveroher, 4- kercher, (5 -ere, -yer, 6 -eor,

karoher,kiroher); 0.6courcher. \W\L.curcher,
kercher, by syncope from earlier *cover-, keverchera..

OF.ceuvre-, cuevrechier (Godef. Comfl.), erroneous
forms of coitvrechicf, etc.]

= KERCHIEF.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 65 5jf )>ei }euen benefis to clerkis

..for palfreis or keuercheris..it is foul symonye. c 1450
Cm. Myst. v. (Shaks. Soc.) 54 With this Kerchere I kure thi
face. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 433 b/i Shertes, shetys and
kerchyei s. 1525 LD. BERNERS Frohs. 1 1. xxix. 84 Oure faces

wrapped in kerchers, so that we coude nat be knowen. 1571

^ni
while to be baiehed. 1649 BULWER Pathomyot. u. i. __

This Muscle.. Laurentius compares to a Maids Coife or
Kercher. 1718 Bp. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft 132 She. .pulled
off her Keicher. 1780 J. T. DILLON Trav. Spain 178 The
women tie a kercher round their heads.

Hence Ke'rchered a., covered with a kercher.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i. xii, Pale Sicknes, with

his kercher'd head up wound.

Kerchief (ka-jtjif), sb. Forms: a. 3-4 cur-

chef, (5 -eheff, -chyfe), 5-6 courchef(e, (6
-chief, corecheffe), 6 curtchif. 0. 4-7 kerchef,
(5 -cheff(e, //. -cheves, 6 -chefe, -cheife), 4-6
kerchif, (5 -chife, 6-7 -chiffe, 8 -tchiff), 5-
kerchief, (6 pi. -chievis) ;

also 5 keercheef,
kyrchef^fe, 6kar-, car-, c(h)arschaffe. 7. 5ker-
chew(e, 6 -cheu, -chow, -cho, -chu, kirchowe,
tshaw. 8. kerchy. See also KERCH, KERCHER.
[ME. curchef and kerchef, syncopated forms of

(overchef'and Tteverchef, respectively a. OF.cotivre-

chief and cuevrechief, in AF. also courchicf: see

COVERCHIEF, and, for the vowel difference, COVER #.1

In northern WtL.coverchef, curchefs.n& CuRCHwere
typical, while keverchef, kerchef, KERCHER and
KERCH were (like kever) midland or southern. From
kerchef came also the obs. local variants kirchef,

karchef, while the pi. kerchevis app. gave rise to

the forms ending in -ew, -o(iv, -u, etc. The form

kerchy is still used in some dialects.]
1. A cloth used to cover the head, formerly a
woman's head-dress.

a. a 1300 Cursor M. 28018 (Cott.) Yee leuedis .. wit
curchefs crisp and bendes bright, a 1400-50 Alexander
5249 A croune & a corecheffe cluster! with gemmes. a 1440
Sir Degrcii. 653 Hir courchefs were curious, Hir face gay
and gracyous. 1535 Will in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 359
j curtchif. 1552 CAIUS Siveatyng Sicknes 361 Chaucer's

couercephe ..written and pronounced comonly. Kerchief in

y south, & courchief\n the north.

(3. 13.. Cursor M. 28018 (Cott. Galba) With kerchifes

crisp and bilietes bright, c 1440 York Myst. x. 288 Lay
doune bis kyrcheffe on myn eghne. 1482 Act 22 Ediv. IV,
c. i They shall not suffer their wives to weare any reile

called a kercheffe, whose price exceedeth twentie pence.
1584 COGAN Haven Health ccxli. (1636) 274 It is good also

to weare a kerchiffe ., in the night on our heads. 1632
DELONEY Thomas ofReading in Thorns E. E. Prose Rom.
(1858) 1.151 His Oastesse was very diligent to warmeakerchiffe
and put it about his head. 1720 GAY Poems (1745) I. 109
Her goodly countenance . . Set off with kerchief starchd
and pinners clean. 1877 BRYANT Lit. People of Snoiv 09
A broad kerchief, which her Mother's hand Had closely
drawn about her ruddy cheek.

y. t- 1440 Generydes 4424 Vppe he lift here kerchewe
furth with all. 1482 Croscombc Church-lv. Ace. (Som. Rec.
Soc.) 10 A ryng of sylver and a kerchew. 1505 Rep.
Ambass. touching the Queen of Naples, Clothed in black

cloth, and, also in black kerchoes. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek.
xvi. ir, I clothed the with kerchues. c 1540 in Laneham's
Let. (1871) p. cxxix, note, Reyment offkercheus one your hed.

S. 1:1450 Cov. Myst. xxxii. (Shaks. Soc.)3i8 Sche[Veronyca]
whypyth his face with her kerchy. . . I xal them kepe from
alle mysese, That lokyn on thi kerchy.

T"b. = AMIDE! 2. Obs. rare.

1552-3 Inv. Ch. Goods Staffs, in Ann. Lichfield IV. 80

One albe & karcheffe to the same . . one vestement of whyte
sateyn with albe & karcheffe to the same.

) c. A woman who wears a kerchief, nonce-use.

1700 DRYDEN Fables, Wife's T. 245 The proudest kerchief

of the court shall rest Well satisfied of what they love

the best [cf. CHAUCER Wife's T. 162],

2. A covering for the breast, neck, or shoulders ;

a breast-kerchief or neckerchief.

13.. Gam ffGr. Knt. 954 Kerchofes . . wyth mony cler

perlez Hir brest & hir bry^t brote bare displayed, c 1460

KEEP.
RUSSELL /&. Nurture ooo On his shuldur about his neka kercheff here must lye. 1552 HULOET, Kerchiefe for the

}ln\f
eCt%Sl"fa*"a' I8

?-
8 W' IEVING Salmag. (.824) ,

[IfJ Mrs. Oldmixon pins her kerchief a hair's-breadth awrvB *""^ L Vil "5 G" me " k b&
3. A handkerchief.

b. A cloth resembling a kerchiefor kandkerchief
1877 J- D. CHAMBERS Divine Worship 273 Besides these

chiefs""
" Ugh' * "* 'W Oth" Wh"e linen ker"

4. attrib. and Comb., as kerchief cloth, ^launder
\people, -taking, -turban.
1483 Churchw. Ace. St. Mary Hill Lond. (Nichols 1797) 97For burymge the Kerchiefe Launder'sdoghter. r&Slte.Ck.Furniture (Peacock 1866) 68 A kerchef clothe and a crosse

clothe solde . . by the said church wardens. 1636 DAVENANT
Pu*o*iC Lovers v. Dram. Wks. 1872 II. 88 Many of these
tiffany Young kerchief people. 1833 L. RircmE Wand, byLoire 182 Some of the women wore a kerchief-turban of the
gaudiest colours. 1843 MARRYAT M. Violet xxvii, Kerchief,
taking is a most common joke in Texas.

Ke-rchief, v. [f. prec.] trans. To attire or
cover with a kerchief; in pa. pple. and ptl a
Kerchiefed

(ka-itjlft).
1600 Look About You xxiv. in HazL Dodsley VII 454 I '11

ne er go more untruss'd. never be kerchiefd. 1632 MILTON
Penseroso 125 Morn . . kercheft in a comely cloud. i8i
SCOTT Trierxi. u. Interl. i, Some phantom. .With limb o?
lath and kerchief 'd chin. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 329 Be
kerchieft o'er thy tresses, muffled up In crimson hood.

t Kere, obs. variant of quere, CHOIR.
c
ifoaTrem'sa's Higden (Rolls) VI. 465 Clerkes flij l>e tra-

vayle of be queere [v. r. kere] and spended be catel of holy
cherche.

t Kere, syncopated f. kever, COVER w.2
;
to recover.

1-1475 Anturs ofArth. 201 (Douce MS.) If..couentes in
cloistre mijte kere . . be of care. 1515 Scot. Field'505 Chris-
topher Savadge was downecaste that kere might he never !

t Kere, variant of CAIR v., Obs., to go.
1515 Scot. Field 192 Then the mightte Lord Maxewell..

kered to his King with careful tydings.

Kere'Ctomy. Surg. [f. KER(A)- + GR. IKTO/HJ

cutting out + -Y. Cf. keratcctomy.'] Excision of the
outer layers of the cornea (Mayne 1855).
Kerf (k5if). Forms: a. I cyrf, 4 kyrf, 5 kirf,

6 kyrfe. /3. 4-7 kerfe, U-j-S(e\ 4- kerf, (9
dial, curf, kurf). 7. See CARF. [OE. cyrf, app.
:*kurt>i-, f. *kurt- (cf. ON. kurf-r chip, kyrfa to

cut), ablaut-form of *kert, stem of OE. ceorfan to
CARVE. Hence ME. kirf, giving later kerf and

karf; cf. kernel and camel from ME. kirnel, OE.
cyi-nel. Cf. (with different stem vowel) Du. kerf,
Ger. kerb, kerbe

;
also ON. kjarf, Icel. kerfi,

bundle (of twigs, etc.), Sw. kdrfve sheaf.]
1. The act of cutting or carving ;

a cut, stroke ;

( power of cutting. Now rare.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. II. 406 '^!c treow Se ne wyrcS

godne waestm bi<5 forcorfen.. .' Be 3isum cyrfe spraec se
Hjelend on oSre stowe. 13 . . Caw. ff Gr Knt. 372

'

Kepe
be cosyn ', quoth be kyng,

'

bat bou on kyrf sette '. 1390
GOWEK Con/. II. 152 With sondri kerf and pourtreture Thei
made of goddes the figure. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
xvii. clxxvii. (MS. Bodl.) If. 234 b/i }>e kuttinge [of vines]
schal be aslonte..so bat in be ober side afore (>e knottebe
kerfe schal passe. 1892 VIZETELLY tr. Zola's Debacle 289
Then, with a single kerf of the saw, he lopped them off.

) b. Humorous term for a company of pantry-
men. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. Allans Fvij, A Kerffof Panteris; aCredens
of Seweris ; an vnbrewyng of Kerueris. [1678 PHILLIPS
(ed. 4) App., A Kerf of Panthers (among some Venatory
writers), is taken for a company of Panthers.]
2. The result of cutting ;

the incision, notch, slit,

etc., made by cutting, esp. by a saw.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 136 Bycause it [a saw] is thyn, it

wyll cut the narowe kyrfe. 1664 EVELYN Sylva '1776)

132 Cut your kerfe near to the ground, but have a care
the Tree suffer not in the fall. 1792 BELKNAP Hist.
New Hainpsh. III. 156 The felling of such a tree must

require much labour, since those of but one inch have eight
or ten strokes, distinctly marked, and a very good kerf is

allowed. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ff Art I. 99
The saw, when cutting, takes away the wood at the two
sides of the kerf. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 121 A
matter-of-fact place is a sawmill. . .Its great problem is how
to minimize the '

kerf, the kerf being the track of the saw.

fb. fig. The furrow made by a ship's keel. rare.

c 1422 HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 203 As a ship bat is

sayllynge. .Whos kerfe nat fownden is whan past is shee.

3. The place at which a tree or branch is or has

been cut across ; the cut end or surface either on

a felled or pruned tree.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. i. 190 Turne euery kirf aweyward
from the grape ; Lest droppyng do hit harm. 1664 EVELYN

Sylva 85 A Tree, .thirteen foot diameter at the Kerf, or

cutting place neer the Root. Ibid. 02 One foot of Timber
neer the Root (which is the proper kerfe, or cutting place)
is worth three farther off. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 161 The
Oaks had none of them any roots, but plainly cut off at the

kerf, as is used in felling Timber. 1868 BLACKLEY Word
Gossip (1869) 161 (E. D. D.) A woodman will say that a

felled tree
' measures so and so, not counting the kurf '.

4. A piece or quantity cut off; a cutting (of

anything) .

150-3
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1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App. s. v., Among Woodmen Kerf

signifieth a parcel of Loppings of wood. 1730 in Swayne
Ckurchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 35 Carrying away a Kerfc

of half a foot of earth. 1800 Cent. Diet., Kerf, in a cloth-

shearing machine, the woof taken off in one passage through

the cutter.

5. Comb, as ^erf-shears.
6 in Rilcy Mem. London (1868) 283 [4 small] anfeldes

[for goldsmiths, and z] ketfsheres.

Hence Ke-rfed a., having kerfs or slits. KeTflng
1-

machine, a machine for sawing kerfs in a board

(Knight Diet. Meth. 1875).

Kerf, obs. pa. t. of CABVB v.

IlKeri (krf) Heb. O. T. Also k'ri, q'ri.

[Heb., imp. of lp q3.r& to read.] In the Hebrew
text of the O. T., the word, given in the margin,
to be substituted in reading for that standing in

the text (KETHlB), the latter having been retained by
the Masoretes as evidenced by MSS. or tradition,

though considered erroneous or unintelligible.

1644 MILTON Areof. (Arb.) 46 Ask a Talmudest what ails

the modesty of his marginall Keri, that Moses and all the

Prophets cannot persuade him to pronounce the textual!

Chetiv. 1659 BP. WALTON Consul. Considered 112 Certain

marginal notes in the Hebrew Bibles, where the Keri is the

word that must be read, placed in the margin, with a "p :

the Ketib, or word written in the text, marked with a little

circle or cipher. 1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test, in Jew. Ck.

iii 16 These notes are called Keris, the word Keri being
the imperative

' read ! The expression actually written in

the text, but not uttered is called Kethib (written).

Kerije, variants of KEIBI, KEBBIE.

tEerimery. Obs. rare. Also kermery,
kyrymyry. [a. AF. kyrymyty, kermery^\ ? Filigree
work.

1414 in Sir F. Palgrave Antient Kal. tr Invent. (1836) II.

117 Item i hanap d ore coyre del ovrage d un kyrymyry.
1437 Ibid. 166 Item i peire basyns d arg dorrez chacez
& pounsonez. .faitzde kermery. 2449 Ibid. 202 Item i cuppe
of gold coverd of kerimery werk.

Kerioil (kio-ri^n). Path. [a. Gr. Krjpiov, lit.

'honey-comb'.] A pustular folliculitis of the

scalp (Quain Diet. Med. 1882).
Kerite (ki'rsit). [f. Gr. ni]p-6s wax + -ITU 1

;

named by the inventor A. G. Day (1866).] A kind
of artificial caoutchouc for coating telegraph wires,

made with tar or asphaltum, oils and sulphur.
1873 KNIGHT Meek. Diet. s. v.. The principal use of kerite

has been as an insulating material in telegraphy.
t Kerl(e, obs. forms of CAUL sAj
1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn 173 Men sayen that 'of a

kerle may nought come but poyson and fylth '. 1654 GAYTON
Pleas. Notes in. i. 65 As the Scotch Kerle saith.

Kerlew(e, obs. forms of CURLEW.

Kerling, variant oicarling, CARLINE*.

Kerloc(;k, variants of CHARLOCK: cf. KEDLOCK.
a. 1387 Sinaii. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 36 Rapistntm, i.

Uerloc. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Kerlock [in

Gloucester, etc.].

Kermes (ka-imft, -mez). Forms: 6-7chermez,
(8 chermes), 7 kermez, (eremes), 7- kermes.
See also ALKERMES. [= F. kermis, It.

chermes,^
Sp. carmes, Pg. Ttermes, ad. Ar. and Pers.

',*/

qirmiz (whence also carmine, cramoisy, crimson}.']
1. The pregnant female of the insect Coccus ilicis,

formerly supposed to be a berry ; gathered in large

quantities from a species of evergreen oak in S.

Europe and N. Africa, for use in dyeing, and for-

merly in medicine; the red dye-stuff consisting of
the dried bodies of these insects ;

= ALKERMES I.

1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey iv. ii. 8t Drugs,
as Mechoacan, Kermez, Methium, [etc.]. 1626 BACON
Sylva 738 The Scarlet Powder, which they rail Kermez.
1741 Compl. Fam. -Piece I. iv. 245 To which add Juice of
Chernres i Pound. 1774 GoLDSM- Nat. Hist. (1862) II. IV.

vi. 551 An insect of great use in medicine, is that . . known
by the name of the Kermes. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc.

if Art II. 537 Kermes has not been much used since the
art of brightening cochineal with tin was discovered. 1865
Morn. Star 5 Apr., Plants infested by the aphis grub,
weevil, kermes, cochineal, or tipula.
2. The small evergreen species of oak

( Quercus
cocci/era) on which this insect lives. More fully
kermes oak.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Sartas II. i. I. Eden 600 There grows
..the Chermez. which on each side arms, With pointed
prickles, all his precious arms. 1718 OZKI.I. tr Toiirne/orfs
Voy. I. 177 The island, .is fertile in fine plants, and covered
with Lentisks, Kermes, and Cistus's. 1858 HOGG Veg.
Kingd. 698 Qucrcns cocci/era, .is called the Kermes Oak.
3. Amorphous trisulphide of antimony, of a

brilliant red colour. More fully kermes mineral.
'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v., The kermes mineral was

a preparation of Glauber, .made public in 1720. Ibid., The
more the kermes contains of a regulus easily revivified, the
more It

proves
emetic. 1706 KIHWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2)

II. 251 Mr. Sage thinks it [Red Antimonial ore] a natural

Juwnes. 1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 328 When
administered in the dose of a few grains, kermes acts as an
emetic. 1857 SF.MPLE Diphtheria 10 Kermes mineral.
4. attnb. and Comb., as kermes-berry , grain,

insect (= sense i) ; kermes lake (see quot. 1850).
1671 RAY Corr. (1848) 46, I did not then suspect it to be

anything akin to the Kermes kind. 1673 Journ. Low C.
457 As for the grains themselves they are so like the
Kermes grains. 1676 GREW Expcr. Luctat. Mtnstr. i.

I 15 Kermes-berries, commonly, but ignorantly, so called.

676

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 213/2 The Kermes insect, which

yields so brilliant and permanent a blood-red dye. 1850
WEALE Diet. Terms, Kermes lafte t an ancient pigment.

Kermesite (ka-jmezait). Min, [Named 1832,
f. KERMES -T--ITE 1

.]
Native red antimony, a com-

pound of the oxide and sulphide, occurring in

six-sided prismatic crystals of a cherry-red colour.

1843 E. J. CHAPMAN Min. 61 Kermesite. Sulphuret ofOxide
of Antimony. 1887 MALLET Min. India 62 Kermesite and
cervantite are found in connection with, .stibuite.

II Kermis (kdumis) . Forms : 6 kirkemesse,

7 carrnas, kermas, kirmish, 7- kermis, 8 kear-

mas, 9 kermess(e, kirmess^e. [a. Du. kermis

(earlier ker-, kirmisse : orig. kerk-^ kirkmisse},
f. kirk KIRK + mis MASS : cf. MHG. kirmesse^
G. kirmes, kirms (also kirckmesse), OFris. tserk-

mt'sse, ON. kirkjumessa (Norw. ^kjorntes, -messe) ;

F. kermesse\ orig. the mass or service on the anni-

versary of the dedication of a church, on which
also was held a yearly fair or festival. (Cf. St.Giles's

Fair in Oxford.)] In the Low Countries, parts of

Germany, etc.: A periodical (properly, annual)
fair or carnival, characterized by much noisy merry-

making. Also U. S. an imitation of this, usually

got up for charitable purposes.
1577 HARRISON England n. xviii. (1877) i. 303 Albeit some

of them [fairs] are not much better than the common
kiikemesses beyond the sea, yet there are diuerse not
inferiour to the greatest marts in Europe. i6zx L. WHIT-
AKER in Coryat Crambe b

ij a, Dutch Pappigeay and
Carmas gay [Margin, A kind of drunken Dutch faire held

on Sundaies and holidaies in afternoones in Sommer time].

1641 EVELYN Diary 28 July, It was now Kermas, or
a fair, in this town. 1695 DKVDEN Parall. Poetry fy Paint,
Wks. 1821 XVII. 305 The paintingof clowns, the representa-
tion of a Dutch kermis. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Lett, #
Jrnls. (1884) 108 As we came through Harlem, it was
Kearmas, which is a great fair, which all the towns in

Holland hold once every year. 1818 Blackw. Mag, III.

406 It would, .have done the readers good, To see the pair
to kerk or kermis going. 1883 G. H. BOUGHTON in Harpers
Mag. Apr. 690/1 He arrived during the wildest powwow
of the

' kermesse (Holland]. 1888 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 12

Dec. i/8 Salem Mechanic Light Infantry Kirmess..is
destined to prove a brilliant success.

Kern, kerne (k5jn), $bJ> Forms : 4- kerne,
6 karn(e, 6-8 kearne, 6- kern. [ad. Ir. ceithern^

(ceatharri}, pronounced (Iwhern) or (kd'arn), Olr.

ceitern
t OCelt. keterna, a band of foot-soldiers ;

adopted in Eng. not only in its collective sense,
but also to denote an individual soldier, = the Irish

ceithearnach, ceatharnach, whence KERNAUGH. Cf.

KETHERIN and CATERAN, representing adoptions of

ceithern or the synonymous Sc. Gael, ceatharn^
at a time when the dental was still pronounced.
Stanyhurst (Descr, IreL viii.) gives a fanciful derivation of

ceithern from ccath or cith shower, and ifrinn hell.

'Kerne signifieth (as noble men of deepe judgement in-

formed me) a shower of hell, because they are taken for no
better than for rakehels.' In later Irish cearn (for ccatharn}
is used in the sense of

'

banditti '.]

1. Hist. A light-armed Irish foot-soldier (cf.

quot. 1600) ;
one of the poorer class among the

' wild Irish*, from whom such soldiers were drawn.

(Sometimes applied to Scottish Highlanders.)
Stanyhurst divides the followers of an Irish chief into five

classes daUirls or boys, grooms, kerns, gallowglasses, and
horsemen.

1351 Ordin. Ditbl. $ Kilk. ii. in loM Rep. Hist. MSS.
Coinm. App. v. 257 Si nul..ne tiegne kernes, hobelours ne
udives gentz en terre. lbid.> Que kerne ou nul altreprenge
nul manere des vitailles ou altre biens. 1358 Ord. Hibern.^
31 Ediv. ///, m. ii, 12 (Blount Law Diet.) Nee non de illis

qui dicuntur homines ociosi, et malefactoribus, qui etiam

Kernys dicuntur. 1433 Rolls Parlt. IV. 199/1 What tyme
the same Kernes hadde hym in governance, they bette hym.
1556 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 112 The South
part of Irelande . . The country people which were wilde
Kernes. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, n- i. 156 Now for our Irish

warres, We must supplant those rough rug-headed Kernes,
Which Hue like venom. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 7
The kerne is a kinde of footeman, sleightly armed with a

sworde, a targett of woode, or a bow and sheafe of arrows
with barbed heades, or els 3 dartes. 1700 DRYDEN Fables
Ded. 58 Hibernia, prostrate at your feet. ..The sturdy
kerns in due subjection stand. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. v.

xiv, Soars thy presumption then so high Because a wretched
kern ye slew? 1873 DIXON Two Queens I. iv. viii. 227 He
was.. bribing Irish kernes to rise against the English rule,

b. In collective sense ; f orig. a troop or band
of Irish foot-soldiers (obs.\
1422 tr. Secreta Secret,, Priv. Priv. 133 He slowe the

same Waltere wyth a grete kerne dyscomfitid. 1550 Acts
Privy Counc. Eng. (1891) III. 70 To paie the waiges of the

Kerne being at Chester and at London. 1612 DAVIES Why
Ireland, etc. (1787) 182 Horsemen and kern should not be

imposed upon the common people, to be fed and maintained
by them. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. iv. (1810) 58 lohn
Fitz Thomas accompanied with one hundred Kerne. 1813
SCOTT Rokeby v. x, I've seen a ring of rugged kerne, With
aspects shaggy, wild, and stern. 187* Deeside Tales 125
(E. D. D.) The kern were makan* aff wi' a stirkie frae

Rhtneton as well.

2. transf, A rustic, peasant, boor ; ^contemptuously
vagabond, rascal (obs.}. Now rare.

1553 GRJMALDE Cicero's Offices n. (i 558) 82 He commaunded
a kerne and hym also, .be prynted with Thracean markes,
to goo beefore with a drawne swoorde. 1582 STANYHURST
sErteis n. (Arb.) 43 What curst Myrmidones, what karne
of canckred Vlisses? 1600 HOLLAND Livy in. Ixix. 135 The

KERNAUGH.
countrie kernes that fled (to Rome,), .reported more foule
and cruell outrages. 1656 BLOUNT Clossogr. s. v., We take
a Kern most commonly for a Farmer or Country Bumpkin.
1856 W. E. AYTOUN Both-well (1857) 2 The villain kernes
Who keep me fettered here.

>2 rare. [A word of late appearance :

related to KERN v.i and KERNEL. Cf. MDu.
kern(e, (Du. kern\ OHG. cherno (MHG. kerne,
G. kern), ON. kjarni (Da. kserne, Sw. kdrnd)
kernel, pip, etc. ; but it may repr. an OE. *cyme ;

cf. Norw. kyrne grain, and see CUBN j.]
f 1. Kernel (of a nut). Obs.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 81/39 Kerne of a nut, nucleus.

2. A grain (of wheat, sand, etc.). Hence Kern-
stone, ? coarse-grained sandstone; or perh. oolite.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. s. v. Kern-stone, The little

grains of sand are still visible In all parts of this stone, and
are what induced the people to call it kerti stone, as they
caU these kerns, or kernels. 1867 ROCK Jim an' JvV//cxiii,
With that Jones hulled out a kern. 1880 BLACKMORE
Mary Anerley I. 57 Grained with kerns of maxim'd thought.

Kern (kain), sb$ Printing. [For *carn, a. F.
carne *

projecting angle, nib of a quill pen', a
northern form (for *charne) : L. cardinem hinge.]
A part of a metal type projecting beyond the body
or shank, as the curled head of f and tail of j, as

formerly made, and parts of some italic letters.

(Cf. KERNED///, a.*)
1683 MOXOH Meek. Exerc., Printing xix. F 7 Every next

Letter is turned with its Nick downwards, that the Kern of
each Letter may lie over the Beard of its next. 1824
J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 655 Kern of a Letter , that part
which hangs over the body or shank.

Kern (kain), t/.l Now chiefly dial. Forms: 3-4
curne, 4 kurne, 4-7 kerne, 7 kearn, (quern), 7-
kern. [ME. kerne, curne (cf. G. kornen, kurnen,

; Norw. kyrnat), app. repr. OE. *cyrnan : OTeut.

|

*kumjan, f. hump- : see CORN sbl
An OE. cyrnian is app. implied in the obscure gloss

vecyrnodc (cambas) in Napier's O. E. Glosses 26/15.]

1. intr. Of corn : To form the hard grains in the

ear, to seed
;
= CORN v. 6. Also of fruit : To set.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10044 pe bridde time JK> grene corn
in somerssolde curne. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.

,
Priv, Priv.

141 Reyne .. makyth herbis .. cornys, treis and rootes

sprynge, blowe, and kerne. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Dict. t

Granar^ to kerne as corne doth, in grana. dnrescere. 1699
Poor Man's Plea 5 The continued good Weather, .gave the
Corn so much time to knit and kearn, as they call it.

J744-SO W. ELLIS Mod. Hitsbandm. III. 1. 150 Unlesswheat
blooms well, it cannot kern well. 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss.
s.v. Kerned^

' The apple blowths have kerned '. 1897 BLACK-
MORE Dariel 63 Whfle the corn began to kern.

yb. trans. To make into hard grains, Obs.
a 1571 jEVfVLStrM.Afatt.ix. 37-8 The corn., was ripened,

and kerned by the Spirit of God. a 1722 LISLE Husb. (1752)

159, I told in those cnests five compleat grains full kerned.

f 2. trans. To cause to granulate; to make (salt)
into grains ;

= COEN v. i. Obs.
1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 147 Salt kerned on the

,
rocks very white. 1628 The World Enc. by Sir F. Drake 9

]
Salt.. is increased upon the sands by the flowing of the sea,

|

andtheheate of the Sunne kerning the same. ij*6G. ROBERTS
4 years' Voy. 262 If too deep, those Hollows, .could not, in

so short time, kern any Salt.

b. To cover with crystalline grains of salt;
to salt (meat) ;

= CORN v. 3. Obs. exc. dial.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 333 nole
t
If., a bird

toucheth it with her wings they are kerned with salt. 1687
RYCAUT Hist. Tnrkes II. 101 Masts, Yards, and Decks
were querned with a white Salt. 1721 BAILEY, To Kern^
to corn, to salt or powder, as Beef, Pork, etc. 1886 ELWORTHY
W. Somerset IVord-bk. s. v. Kerned^ That'll be a beautiful
bit when he's well a kerned not to zalt.

C. intr. Of salt, sugar, etc. : To crystallize in

grains; to granulate ; =CoRN v. 2. Obs.zm.dial.
1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 90 A liquor. .which they

! call Temper, without which, the Sugar would continue a

! Clammy substance and never kerne. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. L
! iii. 56 The Salt begins to kern, or grain, in April. 1753 in

! CHAMBERS Cycl. Suj>p. s.v. [of salt]. 1880 Ii7. Cornwall
Gloss, s. v. Kerned, Metal fixed or concreted around quartz

j

is also said
'

to have kerned '.

F Halliwell's kerne ' to sow with corn ', copied bylater Diets.,
i is an error : in Purvey's Isa. xxviii. 24, misquoted by him, the

i correct reading is fierue, carve. The old ed. of Roland

j

<$ V. has also kerne for kerne in line 312. So in various
other cases.

Kern (kwn), w.2 Printing, [f. KERN sb$\
trans. To furnish (a type) with a kern ; to make

!

a kern on. Hence Xe*ruer, a workman who
! makes or adjusts kerned type.

1683 MOXON Meek. Exerc., Printing xix. PS Amongst ^the
Italick-Letters many are to be Kern'd, some only on one side,

and some both sides. The Kern'd-Letters are such as have

part of their Face hanging over one side or both sides of

their Shanck. Ibid. xiii. P4 They .. left the Letter-Kerner,
after the Letter was Cast, to Kern away the Sholdering.
1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II. 23 Some founders have been
more liberal than others in kerning letters. 1865 Standard^
Police News (May) [A witness described himself as a kerner
in Messrs.. 's letter foundry].

Kern, variant of KIHN st>.1
,

2
,
and v.

t Ke'rnaugh. Obs. rare. fa. Ir. ceitheirneach,

ceatharnach : see KERN sbl] An Irish (or High-
land) kern.

1535 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II.
242

He was inforced to leue

horses, and goo to woodes, as a kernaugh. 1556 Act 3-4
Phil, fy Mary in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 255 No cottier nor



KERNED.
labouring man in husbandry nor horseboy, nor kernaugh shall
not buy any horse. iSzx D. STEWART Highlanders Scot
(1825) I. 11. 40 There was a peculiar class called Kearnachs.
. . Some of these Kearnachs died in my remembrance.
Kerned (kamd),///. a.i [f. KEK.V w.i]
a. Of cereal grains or fruit: (111 or well) formed,

set, or hardened. Said also of a crop, f b. Of salt :

(Small, large, hard, etc.) -grained. 06s. C. dial.- CORNED a.l 2. d. Of ore : see quot. 1850.
i6oa CAREW Cornwall 20 b, An ill kerned, or saued Harvest

soone emptieth their old store, c 1681 J. COLLINS Salt *
1-isliery 53 It is a pure hard kerned Salt. 1847-78 HALLI-
WF.LL, Kerned beef, salted beef. Hants. 1850 WEALE Diet,
rerms, Kerned, a term applied to a heap of mundic or
C
D P

/
P
,
er

, ,
or

,

e
,
harjencd by lying exposed to the sun. 1865Fall Mall G. it July 5/2 The straw was about six feet

lone, and the grain exceedingly well kerned
Kerned (kSind), ppl. a.Z Printing, [f. KERN

v2] Said of a type which has its top or bottom
projecting beyond the square metal or shank.
1683 [see KERN .']. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 122/2

Kern, or Kerned Letter; such as have part of their face
hanging over., their Shanks. 1814 J. JOHNSON Typogr.ll.
22 In Roman, f and j are the only kerned letters; but, in
Italic, d, g,j, /,_yare kerned on one side, and/on both sides
of its

face._ Ibid., Most Italic capitals are kerned on one
side of their face.

[Kerned, error for kerued, CARVED, castrated.
1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746) 126

Beasts, kerned Fowls, and barren Fish. .as an Ox amongst
Beasts, a Capon amongst Birds, and a Pike wounded in the
Belly. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Min. Isagoge, The
males are more strong . . but the kerned are ofa better nature.]
Kernel (ka-jnel), rf.l Forms : a. i cyrnel,

2-6 curnel, (3-6 kurnel, 5 curnyll, 6- -ell),
5-8 cornel, (6 -ell), 6 coornel(l. ft 3-7 kirnel,
(4 -elle, 6-7 -ell), 5-6 kyrnel, (-ele, etc.) 7.
5-7 kernell, -e, 4- kernel. S. 4-6 karnel, 4-7
caruell, (6 -ill), 5-7 oarnel. [OK cyrnel, dim. of
corn seed, grain, CoRN:-OTeut. *kurnih-. Cf.

(without umlaut) MHG. kornel a grain, MDu.
cornel coarse meal

; also MDu. kernel (f. kern; see
KERN sb.-*). OE. cyrnel gave ME. curnel in south.
and kirnel in midl. and north, dial.; from curnel
came cornel, coornel, while kirnel became kernel,
whence again camel.]
1 1. A seed

; esp. the seed contained within any
fruit

;
the pip of an apple or similar fruit ; a grape-

stone. 06s. exc. dial,
. ciooo AL.LFSIC Horn. 1.236 Men JeseoS oft bait of nnum

lytlum cyrnele cymS micel treow. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

7/218 Ane Appel bare-of he nam And bi-tok Seth breo
curneles bar-of. 13.. Creation (Vernon MS.) in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 226 preo curnels of an appel be angel
tok. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. x. 163 By cornels or sleuynge
The bisynesse of settynge [apples] ful wel spende is. 1573
MASCALL Pla'nt. ff Graff. (1592) 61 Apples, . . in a leape
yeere (as some do say) the Curnelles or Pepines, are turned
contrarie. 1653 J. HALL Paradoxes 96 They may dye by
the cornel of the grape. 1738 [G. SMITH] Curious Relat.
II. v. 150 1'ake some of the Cornels of Pine-Apples.

/3. 01300 Cursor M. 1385 Mani kirnels of a tre mast.
(71400-50 Alexander 2070 The kyng ..on be kirnels [

onion-seed] bote. 1:1440 Pronip. Pa>~u. 276/1 Kyrnel of
fiutc, graituw, grancllum. 1573,

TUSSER Husb. (1878) 85
Sowe kirnels and hawe, where ridge ye did drawe. 1632
SANDERSON Serin. 554 A kirnell sprowt and grow into a tree.

y. 1493 Trcvisa's Earth. De P. R. xvn. cxxii. (VV. de W.)
684 Whan the pyne appyll kernell shall be vsed : it nedyth to
hete easely all the pyne appyll vpon coles. 1599 H. BUTTMS
Dyets drie Dinner Cvij, Granatuni, or Pome-granate, of
his multitude of grains or kernels. 1601 SHAKS. All's Well
ii. iii. 276. 1650 FULLER Pisgah H. x. 219 Grapes of goodly
greatness; yea the Hebrews report them to have been
without any kernels. 1764 HARMER Observ. in. v. 209
The pounded kernels of dates. 1863 BARNES Dorset Gloss.,

AVrwr/,..commonlyapplied to the pips of pomaceous fruit.

1. 1375 CursorM. 1385 (Laud) Thise carnellis lest & most
Come from the holy gost. 1373 Creation 800 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 134 pat angel ?af him bre Karnelis of
bat appel-tre. 1534 MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1282/2 All
the sowre crabes . . do take theyr sowrenes of the carnell
whereof the tree grew. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ps. viii. Comm.

,

The huskes and camels [of grapes] cast to hogges.
2. The softer (usually edible) part contained

within the hard shell of a nut or stone-fruit.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 134 And obera hnutena cyrnlu.

cii75 Lamb. Horn. 79 Me brekeS be nute for to habbene
be curnel. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 14682
Luytel notes Jvey toke, & holede bem, be kerneles out schoke.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XL 253 After bat bitter barke Is a
kirnelle \v. r. curnel] of conforte. 1-1440 Gcsta Rom. Ivi.

373 (Addit. MS.) The ape wil gladly Etc the kyrnell of the

note, for it is swete. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. dc W. 1531) 5 b,
As the shale of the nut to be broken that he may fede of the
Cornell. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abns. n. (1882) 72 Bicause
he cannot come by the carnell at the first, will therefore cast
awaie both the nut and the carnell. 1640 QUARLES Enchirid.
II. xxxvi, He.. casts away the Kirnell, because hee hath
lost the Shell. 1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 419 We slight the

precious kernel of the stone, And toil to polish its rough
coat alone. 1865 KINGSLEV Herevj. xii, A man . . so strong
that he could shake a nut till the kernel went to powder.
3. The body of a seed within its husk <3r inte-

guments : a. A grain of wheat or other cereal or

graminaceous plant.
/ZI2Z5 Ancr. R. 260 Heo breken be eares bi be weie &

gniden be comes [MS. T. curnles] ut. 1483 CAXTON Cato
2 b, At theyre ful rypyng there is no carnel ne good corn
but chaff for the mooste parte. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie
Dinner E viij b, Rize. Bright and cleare kernels, like

Pearles Margarite. 1610 A. WILLET Daniel 195 The henne
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.. contemneth a pearle, and preferreth a barley curnell.
1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Htisbarulm. III. n. 8 Long heads
[of wheat] full ofplump milky kernels. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENERUur Fields f, Cities 146 The grain could not multiply to its
natural extent when thirty kernels are thrown down upona square foot of soil.

D. Of other seeds.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 307 Seeds thread-
shaped, containing a kernel at the base. 1838 T. THOMSON
Laeni. Org. Bodies 898 Bonastre employed the same method

a bright colour, the kernel full and plump. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 417/2 Kernel, the nucleus of an ovule,
or of a seed, i. e., the whole body within the coats.

4. A morbid formation of rounded form in any
part of the body; esp. an enlarged gland in the
neck or groin ; an inflamed tonsil. Usually rn.pl.Now chiefly dial.
Wax or waxing kernels, a popular term for enlarged

lymphatic glands m children, esp. in the neck.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 240 Missenlica adla . . cyrnelu

unea61acnu & bam ^elic. c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 4 Of
scrofules & glandeles bat bub curnellys bat comyth in be
fflessch. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 326/1 Of kyrnellvs and
botches of his face. 1528 PAVNEL Salerne's Regim. R, By

in water take[s) away all bunches and kernels in the body.
1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4921/4 A Kernel on the near side of
his Neck. 1886 W. Sam. Word-bk., Kernels are very fre-

quent with some individuals, and are often painful.
5. A gland or glandular body ; a tonsil

; a lym-
phatic gland or ganglion ; a rounded fatty mass
(see quot. 1790). Now rare or dial.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. Ixii. (MS. Bodl.) If. 31/2 pe
curnels vnder be tunge bat bredej) j>e spotell to saue )>emoube tunge . . [from] greete drynes. c 1400 Lan/ranc's
Cirurg. 84 Glandeles, bat ben kirnelis [MS. B. kurnellys]
bat ben in be ground [= groin]. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe
d.539) 31 b, The kernelles and gristell .. if they be well
digested they make good nourishment. 1607 TOPSELL
Four.f. Beasts (1658) 530 The beginning of this disease is in
the Almonds, or kernels of the throat. 1674 BOYLE Excel/.
Theol. II. iii. 148 That little kernel in the brain, called by many
writers the Conarion. 1790 W. MARSHALL Midi. Counties
(1796) II. (E. D. S.), Kernel, a bundle of fat before the
shoulder of cattle : the shift. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15 Apr.
812 The thyroid [in the calf] is situated at the upper part of
the neck.. though the lobes are closer together than in man,
they are spoken of as two, each being named a '

kernel
'

or
1

gland '.

b. dial. Thedugofaheifer. CravenDial. (1828;.
6. f 8 A granule, as of sand or salt. 06s.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 230 pe kyrnelys of be grauel or of

sande arn wyth-oute noumbre. 1564 BECON Nosegay in

Early Wks. (Parker Soc.) 206 Who having but a kernel of
Christian salt in his breast, will not hang wholly on this
God? a 1825 FORBY I'oc. E. Anglia s. v., A kernel of salt,

(b. Alining. (See quot.) 06s. rare '.

1757 tr- Henckets Pyritol. 333 Kernel is the best and
richest small ore.

7. The nucleus of any structure or formation
;

a core ; a centre of formation.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 24 The lambes stones.,
are accounted a very dainty dish, being fryed with parsley ;

. . after they are fryed browne, yow are to take of the upper-
most filmes, and to eate nothmge but the very innermost
kernells. 1665-6 Phil. Trans. I. 301 The Head.. having in

\

its middle onely one round, but very bright and big Kernel
or speck. 169: RAY Dissol. World iii. (1732) 21 The middle
Part or as he calls it the Kernel of the Mountain. 1793
HOLCROFT tr. Lavater's Physiog. xii. 63 This point may be
called the kernel of the future bone. 1799 KIRWAN Geol.
Ess. 49 The solid kernel of the globe. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O.
Mailer's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 85 Those_ images_ of the gods.,
in which a kernel of wood was overlaid with ivory and gold.
1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 186 This settlement, the
kernel of the great Norman Duchy.

b. A crystal or almond-shaped nodule of some
mineral embedded in a trappean rock or the like.

1839 MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxxvi. 500 The trap is, for i

the most part, an amygdaloidal greenstone, containing ker-
[

nels of white calcareous spar.

e. A stone consisting of a nodule.

1892 Skating ff Curling 344 (Badm. Libr.), If it can be
|

secured as a boulder or kernel, it is perhaps of all stones the
best.

8. Jig. The core or central part of anything non-
j

material
; the gist of a narrative, the basis of a

system, etc.

155* J- HEYWOOD Spider $ F. Ixxviii. 73 Of my tale : tbe
j

verie carnell or core, Must stand on two pomts. 1806 A.
KNOX in Mem. I. 13 That which is tbe kernel of Christ!,

anity to be
spiritually minded. 1843 CARLYLE Past $

Pr. iv. ii, Wherein lies for him the true kernel of the matter.

9. attrib. and Comb., as kernel bed,flavour, oil,

refine ; kernel-bearing, -breaking, -like, adjs. ;

t kernel-fruit, fruit having seeds or pips (dis-

tinguished from stone-fruit) ; so kernelfruit-tree ;

t kernel-relished a., flavoured with seeds or ker-

nels; kernel-substance, the substance forming
the nucleus of an ovum or other cell

; nuclein
;

t kernel-water : see quot. ; f kernel-wort, the

figwort, Scrophnlaria nodosa.

i66jPAit. Trans. II. 511 Those that are 'Kernel-bearing
Animals, or chewing the Cud. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint.
Compl. Card. Diet. s. v. Beds, 'Kernel Beds are Nursery
Beds, wherein the Seed or Kernels of Kernel Fruit are sown
in order to raise Stocks to Graff upon. 1887 MOLONEY

KEBNELLISH.
Forestry W. Afr. 65 'Kernel-breaking machines have been
introduced. 179! E. DARWIN Bot. Card. n. 92 note, Apricot.
kernels, peach-leaves..and whatever possesses the 'kernel
flavour. j6i DRAYTON Poly-olb. xvm. 298 Pippin, whichwe hold of 'kernell-fruits the king. .693 EVELYN De la
Quint. ComfLGard. I. Diet. s. v. Fruit, Kernel-Fri.it, is
Fruit that comes of Kernels or Seeds, as Apples Pears
Quinces. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 41 The time
that Kernel Fruit- frees require before they attain to a fit

Age for Bearing. 1898 P. MANSON Trof. Diseases xxxi.
4
Z
2

.

*
kernel -l' 1<e pieces can be felt in their interior.

1877 A. B. HORTON in Moloney Forestry W. Afr. (1887) 41Second Palm 'Kernel Oil. ,708 J. PHILIPS Cyder i,. 63Blissful Cups Of 'Kernell-relish'd Fluids. 1706 PHILLIPS
Kernel-water, . . Liquor made of the Kernels of Cherries
and Apncocks, pounded and steep'd in Brandy. ieo7GERARDE Herbal ,,. CCxlv. (,633) 7,7 Figwort or 'Kernel
Wort is called m Latin Scrophularia major.
T KeTiiel, sbt Obs. Forms : o. 3-7 kernel,

(//. 3 kerneaus), 4 oernel, 5 kernell. 0. (chiefly
north.-) 3-6 kirnel, (5 -elle), 4-6 kyrnell, (5 -elle,)
5-6 kyrnale, (5 -aill, -eill). [a. ONF. kernel in
same sense, variant (by metathesis) of OF. crenel
(now creneati) ; see CRENEL. A third OF. form,
carnel, quarnel(mo&.Y.carneau} gave ME. CARNEL
and CORNEL

i.] An indentation or embrasure in
the battlement of a wall

;
= CRENEL si. i. Also

//. (rarely sing.) = battlements.
a lUtAncr. R. 62 And nis heo. . to folherdi, bet halt hire

heaued baldeliche uorS vt iben open kernel., pe kerneaus of

b h^ii
h 're hU5CS ')urles- 1300 Cursor M. 10016

P,S,Sj M
C Pat castcl

. fa' ar sa wel wroght wit kirnel

t ,
.

ce
,

rnel '- c *33 R' BRUNNE Chron. d8io) 326 Wallis& kirnels stoute be stones doun bette. c 1400 Rom. Rose
4195 In the kernels heere and there, Of arblasters grete
plente were, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. n. i. 37 Ane archare in
a kyrnale stude. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. iii. (1869) 2
At }>e kernelles ouer be yate..j seyh be penselles hanginge.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus n. 586 With subtill wark it was
sa roborat. Properlie alswa with kirnalis weill quadrat.
1652 LRQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 196 Outjetting of kernels,
erecting of prickets, barbicans, and such like.

t Kernel, sA.s, obs. form of CORNEL 3.

1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Imprav. (1746) 301 Ker.
nels or Corneols are of a very astringent and binding Taste.
Kernel (kavmel), v.l Also 5 kyr-, 8 kir-.

[f. KERNEL st/.i

An OE. cyrnlian is implied in gecyrnludc appla (rendering
L. mala granata (Napier O. E. Glosses 102/3841).]
1 1. intr. To form kernels or seed. Of land : To

produce grain or corn. Obs.
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 204/1 To kyrnelle, granare, grantrc,

granescerc, inchoatiuum. 1611 FLORID, lnglandulire,..lo
glandulate, to kernell. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. i. v. vii. (1708)108 In Staffordshire they sow Garden-Rouncivals in the
Fields, and find them to kernel well, aljn LISLE Husb.
1 10 1 his ground kirnelled very fine.

2. trans. To enclose as a kernel in its shell.
1652 BENLOWES Theoph. xii. xliv, Though in rough shels

our bodies kerneld are Our roof is neat. 1869 BLACKMORE
Loi-na D. xvii, The lilacs and the woodbines just crowd-
ing forth in little tufts, close kernelling their blossom.

KeTiiel, v.- Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5 Sc. kyr-.
[a. ONF. kerneler, variant of carneler, creneler

(mod.F. creneler), f. kernel, crenel KERNEL sb.'t]
trans. To furnish with embrasures or battlements

;

to crenellate. (Cf. next.)
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 597 Alle be wallis ben of witte..

And kerneled with crystendome. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. n.
i. rog And kyrnalit it perfytly. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's
Brit. i. 753 Licence to fortifie and kernel his mansion house,
that is to embatle it. 1747 CARTE Hist. Eng. I. 688 It is

evident . . that no body could erect a castle or kernel a house
..without a license from the king. 1796 PEGGE Anonym.
ix. xxxv. (1809) 410 The manor-houses .. are called .. castles
in case they had the privilege of being kernelled.
Hence Ke'rnelled///. a.

1706 PHILLIPS, Kernelled Walls, Walls built with Cranies
or Notches, for the better Conveniency of shooting. 1789
BRAND Hist, Newcastle I. 172 The Keep, or Great Tower.,
had, no doubt a kernelled battlement.

KeTliellate, v. arch. rare. [f. ppl. stem of
med.L. kernellare: cf. prec. and CARNILATE

.]
trans. = prec. Hence Ke'rnellated ///. a.

1851 TURNER Dem. Archil. I. vi. 260 In. .1315, he obtained
the license to kernellate, or fortify, his house at Bampton.
1861 C. INNES Sk. Early Sc. Hist. 443 A stern square keep
rudely kernellated.

Kernelled, -eled (ka-jneld), <z.l [f. KERNEL
rf.l-H-ED2.] fa. Of flesh: Full of kernels or

glands. Obs. b. Of fruit : Having a kernel.

1398 TREVISA Bartli. De P. R. v. Ixii. (MS. Bodl.) If. 31/2
Kerneld and knottye [flesh] filleb and occupieb lere and
voide place and socowrej) be veines and be senewes. 1719
LONDON & WISE Compl. Card. 89 The Anjou sweet kernell'd

Apricot. 1841 MRS. LOUDON ist Bk. Bot. (1845) 24 Most of
the kerneled fruits are indehiscent.

Kernelled, a. 2
,
var. CORNELED 2, Obs., cornered.

Kernelless (k5-jnel,les), a.
[f. KERNEL rf.i +

-LESS.] Without a kernel.

1879 tr. Haeckets EvoL Man II. xvi. 51 We.. assumed

>romismg well-husked nut, but only to find it kernelless.

t Ke'rnelliug, vbl. sb. Obs. rare. [f. KERNEL
z>.l + -ING 1.] The forming of kernels or grains.
i53*-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 10 As well in the sowing of

the same corne and grayne, as at the riping and kernelling
of the same.

t Ke'rnellish, a. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. KERNEL
st.l + -ISH i

2.]
= KEBNELLY i

; glandular.



KERNELLY.

1543 TRAHERON Vigo's Chirurg. I. x. 10 The other parte of

iheMesenterium is kerncll

Kernelly, -ely (ks-jneh), a. Forms : see KEB-

KKL sA.i ['KEKNEL J*.i + -vj
1 1. Of flesh : Consisting of; or full of, glands ;

glandular. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. Ixii. (MS. Bodl.) If. 3r/2

pereis ke manere of flessche .. be brid is curnely. 154'

COPLAND GuyJon's Quest. Chirurg. Ciij, The other is ..

cruddy and kyrnele. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1564)

46 Karnels and fatnesse spread abroade euery where on the

karnelly body. 1548-77 VICARY A nat. ii. (1888) 22 Glandulus,

knotty, or kurnelly fleshe. 1683 A. SNAPE A nat. Horse i.

xxiii. (1686) 48 These arc glandulous, or kernelly.

t b. Containing granular concretions, rare- 1
,

c 1400 Laxfranc's Cirurg. 93 pese ben be tokenes of be

cnnkre..be Bppis ben grete, wan, or blak, hard, andwibinne

kirnely [f. r. kernelly].

2. Of the nature of, or like, a kernel.

*S5 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Iniprov. (1746) 148 A
Sow . . her Throat [is never void] of Kernelly Apostcms. 1667

Phil. Trans. II. 511 Kernelly and fleshy substances. 1840

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. I. iv. 384 A sweet kernelly taste.

HenceKe rnelliness,
' fulness ofkernels

'

(Bailey) .

Kerner : see KEBN z.2

Kerning (ka-jnin), vbl. sbl [f. KERN f.l +
-ING !.] The process of forming into grains ; seed-

ing ; granulation. Also attrib., as kerning-period,

-season, -time; kerning-ground (see quot. 1732).

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 135 The greater
Trees, in their blossoming and kerning-time. 1699 DAMPIER

Voy. II. n. 43 The Indians whose business . . is to gather
the Salt thus into Heaps, wait here by turns all the Kerning
Season. 1732 W. ELLIS Pract. Fanner Gloss., Kerning
ground is that which, drest well, will produce a great

fuantity
ofcorn,as gravel does. 1744-50 Mod. Huskandm.

. i. 47 A better kerning of the blossoms. 1894 Agric. Gaz.

16 July, The kerning period has been so favourable that

there is every reason to expect a good yield in proportion to

straw.

Kerning (ka-inirj), vbl. sb.l [f. KERN v.ijr

-ING 1.1 The operation of making kerns on type ;

the making of kerned letters. Also attrib. as kern-

ing-knife, -stick, tools used in kerning letters.

1683 MOXON Klech. Excrc., Printing xix. f 5 This Kern-

ing-stick is somewhat more than an Handful long. . . He
also provides a Kerning-knife. 1788 Chambers's Cycl. s. v.

Fonndery, These .. are scraped on the broad-sides with

a knife or file. ..This operation is called kerning. 1824
I. JOHNSON Typogr. 1 1. 22 The kerning of letters, it must
be owned, may serve many good purposes.

tKe*rni8h l
<z. Obs. rare. [f.KERN.TiM-f--lSHl.]

Of, or of the nature of, a kern.

1581 DERRICKS Image Irel. n. E iv b, To wounde the harm,
lesse sorte, it is the Karnishe guise. 1641 MILTON Ch.

Govt. l. vii, Ireland that was once the conquest of one

single Earle with his privat forces, and the small assistance of

a petty Kernish Prince.

Kern-stone : see KEEN sb. 2 2.

Xerography, -lite, var. CEROGBAPHY, -LITE.

Kerosene (ke-rfe'n), sb. [irreg. f. Gr. tcrjpus

wax + -ENE.] A mixture of liquid hydrocarbons,
a commercial product of the distillation of petro-
leum

;
obtained also from coal and bituminous

shale, and extensively used as a lamp-oil.
First manufactured by Abraham Gesner, shortly after

1846 (1865 Gesner Coal, Petrol, etc. 9), and frequently called

kerosene oil. Also commonly known as petroleum, which

properly
denotes the crude mineral oil from which kerosene

is obtained. But the usual name is paraffin oil or paraffin ;

sometimes American paraffin (oil)
is_

used to distinguish
kerosene from the oil obtained from British shales.

1854 A. GESNER in U. S. Patent Rep. 462 The new product
or composition of hydrocarbon for illuminating and other

purposes called .. Kerocene. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
Kerosene, a liquid hydro-carbon obtained from a species of
bituminous shale in New Brunswick. 1864 ELIZ. MURRAY
Ella Norman II. 206 He had brought in. .a large tin of

kerosine, to fill up and light the lamps in the bar. 1881

WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1509 Illuminating Oil, Petroleum.

Kerosene, Paraffin Oil, Refined Paraffin, has a large and

increasing consumption for lamps, etc. 1894 Dublin Rev.
Oct. 434 The American oil gives about 80 per cent, of
kerosene.

b. attrib. and Comb., as kerosene lamp, -manu-

facturer, oil, shale, spectrum, works, etc.

1863 DICEY Federal St. I. 21 A store of Kerozene oil had

caught fire. 1876 Daily News 22 Aug. 6 He lost his kero-

sene stove, ana his square sail by the upset. 1879 Gtt.

Words Mar, 164 Pots, pans, vessels of wood, kerosene lamps.
1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 395 The color sensitive-

ness of a photographic plate . .judged by a kerosene spectrum.
1896 MRS. CROKER Village Tales 221 Treasure, which was
buried in a kerosene-oil tin.

Ke'rosene, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To saturate

with kerosene, esp. in order to render inflammable.

1883 Pall Mall Caz. 20 Mar. 7/1 The cities that are, for-

sooth, to be kerosened and dynamited. 1894 Blnckw. Mag.
Sept. 394 The cook who strains his master's soup through
a much kerosened lamp-cloth.

Kerosolene (ke-r<fe?lm). [Arbitrary f. KEBO-
SENE, with insertion of -OL q. v.] An oil with
anesthetic properties, distilled from petroleum;
petroleum ether.
1861 Shrewsbury Weekly Observer 21 Sept, Under the

name of *
kerosolene

'

a new anaesthetic has lately been
undergoing investigation in America. 1888 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Xorp, obs. or dial, form of CABP v-
1

c 1500 Yng. Childr. Bk. 120 in Babees Bk. 23 Be not besy
forto kerpe. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Sent. Word-bk. s. v., What s

the good o' keeping on kerpin about it?
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Kerr, kerre : see CAB, CAKK, KEB.

Kerrie, keerie (ke-ri, kl-ri). Also 8-g

kirri, 9 kierie, kiri, keeri, keri(e. [Hottentot or

Bushman. Kolbe 1745 has 'Kirri a stick or staff',

Arbousset Bushman Vocab. '

Club, Keri'.] A short

club or knobbed stick used as a weapon by natives

of South Africa. See also KNOBKERBY.
1731 MEDLEY Kolten's Cafe G. Hope I. 188 The Kirri is

about three foot long; and about an inch thick. 1785
G. FORSTER tr. Sfarrman's Voy. Cape G. Hope (1786) II. 9

They were all of them armed with, .javelins, which they
call hassagais, as well as with short sticks, to which they

gave the name of kirris. 1815 BARROW Trav. S. Africa

367 The Keerie, or war-club. 1824 Buncin.ii. Trav. S. Afr.
I. 354 A keeri or kirri(* short knob-stick) in his hand. 1885
HAGGARD K. Solomon's Mines x. (1887) 160 Savage-looking
men . . with spears in one hand and heavy kerries in the other.

attrib. 1731 MEDLEY Kolten's Cape G. Hope I. 330 The
women rarely trouble themselves to interpose when the men

fight only with Kirri sticks.

Kerrite (ke-reit). Min. [Named in 1873 after

Prof. W. C. Kerr.] A kind of vermiculite found

in North Carolina, of a pale greenish yellow
colour with a tint of brown.

1873 Amer. Pkilos. Soc, XIII. 396 Kerrite.. consists of

innumerable fine scales, which under the microscope do not

present a definite shape.

Kerry (ke-ri). [See def. l.]

1. attrib. as adj. Belonging or native to Kerry,
a county in the S.W. of Ireland. Kerry security,

witness (see quots.).
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Kerry Security, bond, pledge,

oath and keep the money. 1828 C. CHOKER Fairy Leg. n.

18 A Kerry witness ,. signifies a witness who will swear to

anything. 1885 LADY BRASSEV The Trades 99 Queer little

Hindoo cattle, something like Brittany or Kerry cows.

2. absol. as sb. A cow of a breed belonging to

Kerry, noted for the quality of the milk.
1880 Daily News 21 Dec. 5/5 The little Kernes are greatly

prized as 'milkers'. 1888 Blackvj. Mag. Dec. 812 The
skin of a little Kerry sufficed to make two pairs.

f Kerry-merry-buff. Obs. rare. Also 6-7
kiri(e-)mirie-. [app. of fanciful coinage: the

last element is prob. BUFF sb^~\ Some kind of

blow or buffet ; perhaps a loud but not severe blow,
such as one given in sport with the hollowed hand.

(Halliwell's statement that the term denoted 'a kind of

material of which jerkins were formerly sometimes made'
appears to be quite unsupported by evidence.)

1598 FLORIO, Tartitjfola, the.. black and blue of a blow
or hurt. Also a blow giuen with ones knuckles vpon ones
heat!. AIsoakirimiriebufT. 1602 MiDDLEToN.fi/tfr/, Master
Const, i. i. 223 Trickes ; trickes ; kerry merry buffe ; how
now lad, in a traunce 1 1659 TOKRIANO, BnjfettAre, to buffet

or clap one on the mouth, to give one a kine-mirie-buff.

Kers, -Be, -S3, obs. or dial. ff. CRESS.

Kersautite (ka-isantait). Min. Also -yte.

[f. Kcrsanton, a hamlet near Brest in Brittany.]
A fine-grained porphyritic compound of oligoclase
and mica, containing also hornblende and quartz.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 348 Oligoclase. .occurs, .in a

micaceous dioryte (called hersantyte} at Visembach in the

Vosges. 1879 [see next].

Kersantoil (kausant^i). Min. [See prec. :

named by Riviere.] A dark-coloured rock allied to

kersantite.
1862 G. P. SCROPE Volcanos (ed. 2) 112 The augitic rocks

of this class have likewise numerous varieties, respectively
called . . Diabase, Kersanton, [etc.]. 1879 RUTLEY Stud.
Rocks xii. 239 Kersantite differs mainly from kersanton in

containing more or less hornblende.

Kersen, dial, form of CHRISTEN v.

Kersey (kSuzi). Now rare. Also 5 kerseye,

5-6 oarsey, -say, 6 carsy(e, -soye, -ssey, -esye,

cassaye, kersay, karsey, 6-7 karsie, carsie,

-zie, 6-8 kersie, -sy, 7 kerzie. [Possibly named
from the village of Kersey in Suffolk (cf. Kendal,

Worsted, etc., as names of fabrics) ; though evi-

dence actually connecting the original manufacture

of the cloth with that place has not been found.

See note below.]
1. A kind of coarse narrow cloth, woven from

long wool and usually ribbed.

1390 Karl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 89 Pro iij
bu" vlnis et di.

de kersey. 1481 Hoivard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 17 Item,
half yerd kersey for my lady. 150* Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot.

LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 443 The Sunne . . shineth aswel vpon
course carsie, as cloth of tissue. 1607 ROWLANDS Dr. Merrie-
man (1600) 6 The Stockings that his clownish Legges did

fit, Were Kersie to the calfe, and t'other knit. 1724 RAMSAY
Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 170 Her stockings were of Kersy
green As tight as ony silk. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1700) 1. 164

English broad-cloth, and red Kersey they highly esteemed.

1834 II i. MARTINEAU Moral I. 17 A substantial petticoat
of serge or cloak of kersey.

2. With a and pi. fa. A piece of kersey of

a definite size. Obs. b. A make or variety of

kersey (chiefly in//.).
In the i6-i7th c. kerseys are commonly contrasted with

cloths or broad-cloths ; the size of the latter was fixed by
the statute of 1465 as 24 yds. long by 2 wide, while a kersey
was only 18 yds. long and a yard and a nail in width.

_
The

act of 1552 enumerates various kinds of kerseys, as ordinary,

sorting, Devonshire (called dozens), and check kerseys, and

KERSEYMERE.
fixes their length as between 17 and 18 yards; in 1557 this

was reduced to between 16 and 17. About 1618 we find
three kersies reckoned as equal to one cloth (see CLOTH 8).

1463 Act 4 Ediu. IV, c. i Ordeignez est..que chescun

drap appelle Kerseie . . conteigne en longeure xviij aulnes
. .& en laeure une aulne & la naile [etc.]. 1517 Act Coin.

Counc. 8 Hen. f-7//, Broad-Cloths, Carsies, Cottons, Bridge.
water Frizes, Dosseins, or any other manner of Cloth made
of wool. 1545 BRINKLOW Compl. ii. (1874) 12 Demand the

clothyer, if lie lyued not better whan he sold . . his carseys
for xxij or xxiij pownd the pack. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II.

i. 127 Also we had three kintals of cotten wooll for a carsie.

1603 BRETON Poste with Packet^ D iij, I have sent you over
'

for cloathing the Armies abroad. 1810 J. T. in Risdon'
Sttrv. Devon p. xxiv, The Devonshire Kersies were . . i

great request, and were generally known by the name of
i'iverton kersies.

(-c. //.
= sense I. Obs.

1567 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. ofScots (1807) 506 Item to
be cotte and hoyss of blew carsis. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 146 Short wide stockings of English cloth or Kersies.

3. //. Trousers made of kersey.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i. ix, Girt with thick double-

milled kerseys ; half buried under shawls and broadbrims.

1864 PAYN Lost Sir Massingberd 84 He was dressed in a
blue lapelled coat, light waistcoat, and kerseys.
4. attrib. or as adj. Made of kersey.
1577 HARRISON England 11. vii. (1877) i. 172 An English-

man, .contented himsejfe with his fine carsie hosen. 1594
PLAT Jeuiell-ho. 11. 41 Let the same runne through a course
white karsey gellie bagge. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. tx.

xlvii. (1612) 218 Blacke karsie stockings. 1714 GAY Sheph.
Week n. 37Thy neckcloth, .o'er thy Kersey Doublet spread-
ing wide. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xvii, The old gentleman in

the kersey hood.

fb. fig. Plain, homely. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 413 Henceforth my woin^e
minde shall be exprest In russet yeas and honest kersie

noes.

6. Comb., as kersey-clothier, maker.
1587 FLEMING Contin. Holinshed III. 1010/2 Now it is

cheeflie inhabited with merchants, kersie-clothiers, and all

sorts of artificers. 1598 STOW Sum. London (1754) II.

v. ix. 267/1 Cloth and Kersy making decayed.
Hence fXe'rsey v., to clothe in kersey. rare~ l

.

1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves i. xxviii. 94 When the sun-
bak'd Peasant goes to feast it with a Gentleman, he washes,
and brushes, and kersies himself in his holy day cloathes.

[Note. Historically the evidence is in favour of the name
being ofEnglish origin ; Caersige was the OE. form of Kersey
in Suffolk (Earle Land Charters 484). Panni cersegi were
manufactured in England in 1262; Kerseyes were important
English exports in 1390 ; drap de Kersy is mentioned along
with other fabrics named from places in 1399; carisies

dAngleterre are mentioned in French in 1630 (Godef.

Cowpl.}, and kentischer kirsey in German in 1716 (Grimm).
At an early date the word appears in OF. zscarizt,carise

(1453 in Godef. Cotnpl.), later carisie and carisel. It is

also common in M Du. as kerseye, kaersay, carcey, etc. (mod.
Du. karsaai), and is found in G. as kirsei, kirschei (earlier

carisey); also Da. kersei, kirsei, and Sw. kersing. It. and

Sp. carisea are app. from the older F. forms.
1262 in Gross Gild Kterch. II. 4 (Gild Merchant of An-

dover) Memorandum de illis qui ponunt lanam de Ispania
in pannis cersegis \tnispr. tersegis]. 1390 Rolls ofParlt.
III. 281/2 Les hges du Roialme qe amesnent une manere de
Marchandise appellez Kerseyes as parties de dela. Ibid.

282/1 Touchant 1'envoye des ditz Kerseyes franchement.

1390 Ibid. IlI.437Nul Drap de Kersy, Kendale-cloth, Frise

de Coventree, Coggeware, ne nulle autre estreit ne remenant

d'Engleterre, ne Drap de Gales, ne soloient . . paier nul

Coket ne autre Custume.]

Kerseymere (k5uzimij). Also karsimir.

[A corruption of CASSIMEBE (q. v.), due to erro-

neous association with KEBSKY.]
1. A twilled fine woollen cloth of a peculiar

texture, one-third of the warp being always above,
and two-thirds below each shoot of the weft.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXV. 577 The purple
kerseymere, which is essentially requisite to this senatorial

toga. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 254 That kind of cloth called

Karsimir is best calculated for retaining the moisture. 1813
SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary II. 187 Waggon loads of cotton

goods and kerseymeres. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxix,
A figure .. tall and physically impressive, even in his kid

and kerseymere.
b. //.(rarelysing.} Trousers made ofkerseymere.

1840 HOOD Kilmansegg, Herfirst Step ii, If he had not

lost some inches clear By looking down at his kerseymere.
1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxiv, Stripes, .proceeded to gut
my portmanteau, and to lay out my black kerseymeres.
2. attrib. or as adj. Made of kerseymere.
1836 MARRYAT Japhet xi, Silk stockings, shoes, and white

kerseymere kneed breeches. 1843 BORROW Bible in Spain
Ivii. 324/1 A man about sixty, dressed in a grey kerseymere
coat.

Kerseynette, corrupt form of CA.SSINETTE.

1846 in WORCESTER. Hence in later Diets.

t Kersp, variant of kirsp, CRISP sb. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemcn 138 A curche of kersp
allther fynest.

Kerss, obs. form of CABSE, CRESS.

Knrt, obs. Sc. form of CABTE !
2, chart, map.

) Kert, var. of (or error (or)gert, pa. t. of GAB v.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. ( Jacobus Minor) 401 He bat kert

blynd men clerly se. . He helpe be gyf it be his wil.

Kertill, -tyl, obs. forms of KIBTLE.

f Kerua, obs. form of CABAWAT.
c 1500 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) Dj, Suffumigacion of

ye oyle of kerua.

Kerve, obs. and dial, form of CABVE v.

Kervel, -ell, -ale, -yle, obs. ff. CABVEL.



KERYGMA.
II Kerygma (km-gma). [Gr. r//)uWa pro-

clamation, preaching, f. mipvaativ to proclaim.]
Preaching; proclamation of religious truth.
1889 Dublin R . Apr. 315 My account of the Kerygmaand the Rule of faith. ,894 tr. Harnack's Hist. Dogmaw. 255 note, The traditional complex of the Christian

Krygma. 1899 STALKER Christology of Jesus i. 24 [Thewords of JesusJ are kerygma, not dogma ; nature, not science.

Kerystic (kzri-stik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. type
*/n)pvo-TiKos, f. Kr/pvaativ to preach.] a. adj. Re
lating to, of the nature of, preaching, b. sb. in piThe study of preaching.
1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knou'l. II. ion Some, .have

discarded the term 'homiletics
'

altogether, and substitutec
in its stead, as more comprehensive,

'

kerystics '.

Kes, Kesar, obs. forms of Kiss, K \ISER.
Kesh, kesk, dial, forms of KEX.
Kesh-work : see KISH si.T-

Keskoo, keskossou, var. Couscous, -coussou
1878 HOOKER & BALL Morocco 268 A dish of keskossou

1891 HALL CAINE Scapegoat xxv, Fifty camels' load o
keskoo.

Keslep,-lip, -lop, northern ff.CHEESELiP,-LEpt
'534-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 112 Et sol. pro le

kesseloppes..4i. 1570 LEVINS Manif. 70/25 Keslep, renet
bag coagulum. 1624 Nawrtli Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 216
ij keslops, viij*.

Kesse, obs. f. Kiss v. Kest, -e, obs. ff. CAST
sb. and v.

; obs. pa.t. of Kiss v. Kesteyn, var.
of CHESTEINE Obs.

Kestrel (ke-strel). Forms: a. 6-7 castrell, 6-8
-el, 6-9 -ill, 7-8 -il, -eril; kastrell, -il(l, -al, -el.

0. 6-7 kist-, 7kest-, kaist-, keistrell, 6-kestrel,
-il. 7. 7-9 ooistrell, -il, ooystrel, -il. [ME.
castrel, app. corresp. (through *cas'rel, *casseret) to
OF. cresserelle, crecerelle, quercerelle, mod. Poitevin
casserelle. The ulterior etymology is obscure, and
it is difficult to reconcile the different OF. forms
with each other or the It. equivalents. See Godef.,
Cotgr., and Rolland Faime popul. de la France II.

31. The rare coistre! is prob. due to confusion
with COISTREL, groom, varlet.]
1. A species of small hawk (Falco tinnunculus,

or Tinnunculus alaudarius~), also called Stantiel
or Windhover, remarkable for its habit of sustain-

ing itself in the same place in the air with its head
to the wind. The name is extended to about 15
foreign species of the restricted genus Tinnunculus.
a, 14.. Turn. Totenham, Feest ix, Ther was castrell in

cambys. And capulls in cullys. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's
Husb m. (1586) 170 There is a kinde of Hauke, that natur-
ally is terrible to other Haukes, and preserveth the Pigion :

the common people call it Castrell. 1621 BURTON Anat.
Mel. II. ii. IV (1651) 268 Some reclaime Ravens, Castnls,
Pies, etc., and man them for their pleasures. 1726 LEONI
tr. Albertis Archit. I 97/1 If in one corner, .you enclose a
Kastrel, it will secure your Dove-house fiom birds of prey.
1829 J. HOGG in FonrC. Eng Lett. (Camden) 421 The hills
of Westmoreland that can nourish nothing better than a
castrill or stone-chat !

&. 1602 znd Pt. Retitrn/r Parnass. \ ii, 175 Those eggs
which have ben filcht from the nest[s] of Crowes and
Kestrells. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 655 Those kind of
Hawks which are called Kaistrels or Fleingals, 1766 PEN-
NANT Zool. (1768) I. 140 The kestril breeds in the hollows of
trees. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1828) I. ix. 288 Among
the Accipitres the kestril devours abundance of insects.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Pur, II. in. 348 As on unheard wings
The kestrel hangs above the mouse. 1893 NEWTON Did.
Birds 479 Some of the islands of the Ethiopian Region
have peculiar species of Kestrel, as the T. neivtoni of Mada-
gascar. .and T gracilis of the Seychelles;, .the Kestrel of
the Cape Verd Islands has been separated as T. neglectus.

y. a 1613 OVERBURY A Wi/e. etc. (1638) 183 Like a
Coistrell he strives to fill himselfe with wind, and flies

against it. 1687 DRVDEN Hindtf P. in 1119. 1831 H. NEELE
Romance Hist. I. 21, I would stake my noblest falcon

against the vilest coystril in England.
!& fig-> or in fig. context, applied to persons,

usually with contemptuous force.

1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 64 Nay I thought no
lesse . . that you would prone such a kinde of kistreli. 1621
FLETCHER Pilgrim i. i, But there is another in the wind
some castrell That hovers over her. 1820 SCOTT Monast.
xix, Thou art thyself a kite, and kestrel to boot.

2. atlrib., as kestrel bird, breed, kind.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. il iii. 4 In his kestrell kynd A pleasing
vaine of glory he did fynd. 1596 NASHF. Saffron Walden
K ij, One of these kistreli birds, called a wind-sucker. 1831
H. NEELE Romance Hist. I. 194 A bird of such a coystril
breed.

Ket 1. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 kytte. [a. ON. kj'ft

(:-*ketwo
m

}, flesh, in mod. Icel. also ket (Sw. kbit,

Da. kjd, kjjct).~\ Raw flesh ; carrion
;

also fig.

trash, rubbish.

c 1220 Bestiary 438 He billeS one Se foxes fel, Wo so telleS

idel spel, And he tireS on his ket Wo so him wi5 sinne fet

[=feeds]. 1586 Scatter Manor Records in N. W. Line.

Gloss., That no man throwe no kytte or caryon vnto the

heighe waye. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farwe 677
Your raw flesh meate (which amongst huntsmen is called

ke
"

ca

nniiiKuv, t:.-.jj(-t.uni} Mict-jj, IM.IL ii.nc UIL-I.I t

accident. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Ket.
Comb. 1828 Craven Dial., Ket-craw, a carrion crow.

Ket 2
. Sc. rare- 1

, [cf. COT sb.V] 'A matted,

hairy fleece of wool' (Jam.).

679

1782 BURNS Poor Mailie's Elegy vi, She was nae geto moorland tips, Wi' tawted ket, an' hairy hips.
Ketate (kru't). Chem. [f. KET-ONE + -ATE* 1
An ether of ketone.
1892 MORLEY & MUIR Watii Diet. diem. III. 101/2Ketch

(ket[),
si.l JVaut. [Later form of cache,CATCH M, with e for a as in keg, kennel, kestrel,

etc.] A strongly-built two-masted vessel, usuallyfrom 100 to 250 tons burden, formerly much used
as a bomb-vessel (see BOMB-KETCH); now a
similarly rigged small coasting vessel.W 7 : 1e CATf.H sb

'}
l6SS CROMWELL Let. 13 Junein

Carlyle Those [dispatches] which were sent by a ketch
immediately from hence. 1665 Loud. Gaz. No. 3/4 Thurs-
day last the Drake Friggot, and a Ketch with Goods,were put back by the storms. 1720 DE FOE Catt. Singletonxvm. (1840) 315 She sailed.. with square sail and mizen-
mast, like a ketch. 1876 T. HARDY Etltelberta. II. 44
Outside these lay the tanned sails of a ketch or smack

b. attrib. and Comb., as ketch fashion, 'rig-,

ketch-rigged *$.
1819 REES Cycl. s. v., At present only a few coasting

vessels are rigged ketch fashion. 1845 NICOLAS Disp.Nelson II. 177 La Vierge de Consolation, one hundred and
twenty tons, ketch-rigged. 1891 Daily News 13 Feb. 3/5borne twelve thousand square feet of sail spread in what
is known as the ' Salcombe ketch rig '.

Ketch, sb.'t [See JACK KETCH.] The hangman.
Hence Ketch v. trans., to hang; Ketchcraft, the

hangman's craft.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 14 'Squire Ketch
rejoices as much to hear of a new Vox, as an old Sexton
does to hear of a new Delight. Ibid. No. 18 Well ! If he
has a mind to be Ketch 'd, speed him say I. 1706 Wooden
World Dissected (1708) So For a running Noose, this new
Ketch is but a Fool to him. 1840 Fraser's Mag. XXI. 210
Ignorant of many of the secrets of ketchcraft. 1859 MATSELL
Vocab. s. v. (Farmer), I'll ketch you ; I'll hang you.
Ketch, var. CATCH sb?-; obs. f. KEACH v.

t Ketcheplllar. Sc. Obs. rare 1
,

[f. *ketche-,
cachepill, CACHESPELL -t- -ER 1.] A tennis-player.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 66 Sa mony rakkettis, sa

mony ketche-pillaris, Sic ballis, sic nackettis, and sic tuti-
villaiis. .Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

Ketchup (ke-tjtfp). Also Skitchup: see also
CATCHUP, [app. ad. Chinese (Amoy dial.) kSe-

chiap or ki-tsiap brine of pickled fish or shell-fish

(Douglas Chinese Diet. 46/1, 242/1). Malay
kechap (in Du. spelling ketjaf], which has been
claimed as the original source (Scott Malayan
Wds. in English 64-67), may be from Chinese.
The Japanese kitjap, alleged in some recent diets., is an

impossible form for that language. (? error for Javanese.}}A sauce made from the juice of mushrooms,
walnuts, tomatoes, etc., and used as a condiment
with meat, fish, or the like. Often with qualifica-
tion, as mushroom ketchup, etc.

1711 LOCKVER Ace. Trade India 128 Soy comes in Tubbs
from Jappan, and the best Ketchup from Tonquin ; yet
good of both sorts are made and sold very cheap in China.
1748 MRS. HARRISON Honse-kfr.'s Pocket-bk. i. (ed. 4) 2,
I therefore advise you to lay in a Store of Spices, . .neither
ought you to be without .. Kitchup, or Mushroom Juice.
1817 EYKON Be/>po viii, Buy in gross .. Ketchup, Soy, Chili-

vinegar, and Harvey. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Kvdge (1849)
oi/r Some lamb chops (breaded, with plenty of ketchup).
1874 COOKE Fungi 89 One important use to which several
. . fungi can be applied, is the manufacture of ketchup.
Ketch-word, obs. f. CATCHWOKD (sense 3).
1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 4 Pamphlets be-

come more and more.. Ketch-words to Informers, ..Heart-
ease to Censurers.

t Kete, a. and adv. Obs. [Early ME. kete

(k(te), not known in OE. : etymology uncertain.
Perh. related to ON. txti sb.

, cheer, gladness, f. kiitr

cheerful, merry. Kluge (Panfs Grundr. (ed. 2) I. 939) sug- i

gests an unrecorded ON. kaetr, beside katr, but ~of this I

there is no evidence. Cf. also Bjorkeman Scandinavian
\

Loanwds. in ME. (1900) 174.]

A. adj. 1. Of persons (or animalsj : Bold, for-

ward; brave; distinguished.
CI275 Sayings ofBcde 47 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

506 Plkede be|i be shete, And wormes ier bebkete [r/wi-jhete,
lunimete] To don

b_e
soule tene. Ibid. 131 Satanas be kete

'rimes strete, ounimete, bijete] Here soule wille derien.

.Cf. other versions in Sinners Beware 53, 143 in O. E.Misc.
f3, 76.] CI3SP n'ill Palerne 330 Whanne bou komest
o kourt among be kete lordes. r 1400 St. Alexius 201
Laud MS.) He to a borugh com pat mychel was & kete
rime grete in/.}. 1449 PECOCK Refr, 1. 1 5 In this..hold-

ng thei ben so kete and so smert and so wantoun.
2. Of things : Great, strong, powerful, violent.
a 1290 Magdatena 369 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 472 pe stormes
>eoth so kete [rime lete inf.] To queilen us huy benchez.
a 1300 Fragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 262 For the grete hete Of
he sonne that is above, the leomes beoth so kete. aio
"5yr Degarre 337 Thanne he herde a noise kete In o valai,
in dintes grete.

B. adv. Boldly, bravely ; quickly.
^1380 Sir Fervnib. 3667 pe Sarasyn bat opon him set

After Richard prikede ket. Ibid. 45,96 A litel by-fore be
eate. . .Charlys gan fi}te. .And slo^e pe Sarsyns kete.

Hence fKetly adv., quickly, hastily. Obs.

ci-yyt Wilt. Palerne 1986 5he..kom ketly to bemperour
kurteisly him gret. Ibid. 3023 pan bat coinli quen kelli

p rises.

t Kete v., obs. var. GET v. (pa. t. kat, pa. pple.

y)kete).
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 673 For he shuld knowell b' he had
etc of God mercy and grace. And kete w 1 hurr' repentaunce

KETTLE.
hevene blys. Itid. 840 Kyng Edgarus doujter yche wene he
was, Y-ketebot

upon
a wenche. Ibid. 1094 And w his

travell his lyf lode kat.

Kete, obs. f. KITE. Ketel, Ketelok, obs. ft"

KETTLE, KEDLOCK. Keth, kethe(n, var. KITES
v. Ketharan, -therin, obs. ff. CATEKAN 5.i

Kether, dial. corr. of QOOTHA.
1698 c/a/.^/M^(N.)Hei,heil handsom.kether ! sure

somebody has been rouhng him in the rice.

II KethiVibh (kej>rv). Heb. 0. T. Also ketiv,
ohetiv, oetib. [Heb. yna k'thibh written.] The
name given to the traditional reading in the text
of the Hebrew Old Testament : see KEKI.
1644, etc. [see KERI].

Ketine (krtain). Chem.
[f. KET(ONE + -INE 5

]An oily liquid, C 6H 8N3) or one of a series of

homologous bases C,,H 2,,_,N2 formed by the
reduction of nitrosoacetone and its homologues by
sodium (or tin) and hydrochloric acid.
1892 MORLEY & Mum Watts' Diet. Chem. III. 101.

Ketling, -yng, obs. forms of KITLING.
Ketlock, var. KEDLOCK. Ketly : see KETE a.
Ketone (kf-t<jun ). Chem. [a. Ger. keton (pi.

ketone}, a modification of ACETONE, introduced by
Gmelin, Handbuch d. Chem. (ed. 4, 1848) IV. 40,
1 87.] The name of a class of chemical compounds
formed by oxidation of the secondary alcohols or
carbinols, to which they stand in some respects in
the relation of aldehydes. The lowest of the series,
dimethyl ketone, is common ACETONE.

' The ketones, in their simplest form, contain a carbonyl
group CO attached to two monad hydrocarbon radicles
If the two radicles are identical as in acetone, the compound
^u "/v^u ^?,; i{

- Afferent, as in methyl-ethyl-ketone
-rl3-(J -CH2-CH3, it is a 7;>*v/ketone. Compounds con-
taining two carbonyl groups are termed diketones; those
containing three tnkttonis

1

(Morley & Muir Watts' Diet
Chem. III. 102/2).

1851 BRAZIER & GOSSLETH in Q. Jnil. Chem. Soc. III".

215 A new class of bodies known under the name of ace-
tones or ketones. Ibid. In preparing the ketone of caproic
acid. 1852 WATTS tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. VII.
214 (heading) Acetones in general or Ketones. All ketones
are highly combustible. 1872 Diet. Chem. VI. 764A peculiar penetrating smell, which deserves to be called
the ketone-smell. 1873 FOVIHCS' Chem. (ed. n) 505Ihe formation of a ketone by oxidation is the essential
characteristic of a secondary alcohol. 1897 Allbutfs Sysl.
fled. III. 200 Glucose (CeHijOe) now regarded as a ketone
of a hexatomic alcohol.

Hence Keto-uic a., of or pertaining to ketones,
as in ketonic acid, a compound containing the
radical carbonyl, CO, and having the characteristic

properties of both a ketone and an acid. So
Ke-tol, a ketonic alcohol

; Ke'tose, a sugar which
is a ketonic alcohol, e. g. Isevulose, or fruit sugar.
1892 MORLEY & MUIR Watts Diet. Chem. III. 103/1Certain ketonic acids part with carbon dioxide, forming

ketones. 1899 M'GowAN tr. Bcrnthsen's Organ. Chem.
245 These alkylated aceto-acetic ethers .. undergo either the
'

ketonic decomposition
'

or the '

acid decomposition '.

Kettal, kettule, obs. forms of KITTUL.

t Ke'tterel. Sc. Obs. Also kytral. [Origin
obscure.] A vile or filthy wretch.
a 1572 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 74 Thay kettereles,

though they had but lyse. The twa part to us they will

bring. 1585 MONTGO.MERIE Flytingw. Polwart 447 They
kow'd all the kytral the face of it before. .They calld it

peild Polwart.

Ketterick, -ing, corrupt ff. CATEBAN.
Kettle waike, obs. form of KITTIWAKE.
Kettisol : see KITTISOL.

Kettle (ke-t'l). Forms: i cetel, -il, (cit- , oytel),
4 ketil, 4-6 -el, 5 -iU, -yl(l, 5-7 kettell, (6 -yi,

-yll), 6 ketell, ke(a)tle, catell, kyttle, (7 kittle),
6- kettle. Also 3-5 chetel, -ill: see CHETEL.

[Com. Tent. : OE. cftel (W. Sax. ciejet)
= OS.

ketel (in comb. ketel-kSp; MDu. and Du. ketel)

OHG. kewl (MHG. kcwl, G. ktsseT}, ON. kelill,

Goth, katUs, prob. a. L. catilltts, dim. of catinns

a food-vessel (or ad. L. catinus itself).
WGerm. katil regularly gave (through *cztilr *ceztil,

*ceatil) W.Sax. ci^tet (with palatal c), whence ME. cketel,
found from Kent and E. Anglia to Devonsh. The Mercian
and Northumb. form wasc//<?/(pa!atalization eitherabsentor
lost) : cf. Mercian *ca?/,czster, *car/c=southern cea/.ceoster,
cealc. Hence northern and general Eng. ketel,kettle. (The
k is by some referred to Scandinavian influence.)]

1. A vessel, commonly of metal, for boiling water
or other liquids over a fire

;
a pot or cauldron (cf.

camp-, fish-, gipsy-kettle) ;
now esp. a covered

metal vessel with a spout, used to boil water for

domestic purposes, a TEA-KETTLE.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 168 Caccabum, cetil. c 1000 Sax.

Leechd. II. 44 Wermod sesodenne on waetere on niwum
cytele. Ibid, 87 genim bonne tyn-amberne cetel. anoo
Gere/a in Anglia IX. 264 Lead.cytel, hlasdel. aiyaE. E.
Psalter cvii. 10 [cviii. 8] Moab ketel of mi hope is. a 1350
St. Anastasia 84 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 26 Pottes
and pannes & ober slyke Als ketils, crassetes, to kechin like.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 273/2 Ketyl, or chetyle, or caudrone,
cacabvs. lebes. 1527 ANDREW Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters
A ij, Take for the erthen cappell a copper cappell or kettyll
with a copper pype as before is fygured. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. i. 393 She . . boils in Kettles Must of Wine. 1740
PINEDA Sp. Diet., Sartin .. We say, The Kettle called the



KETTLE.

Pot Black-Arse. 1755 JOHNSON s.v., In the kitchen the name

offot is given to the boiler that grows narrower towards the

top, and of kettle to that which grows wider. 1866 R. M.

BALLANTYNK Shift. Winds i. (188.) i The family kettle ..

was singing on the fire.

2. Phrase. A kettle offish.

a. On the Tweed, etc. A kettle of fish cooked

alfresco, at a boating excursion or picnic ; hence,

applied to the picnic itself. Also simply kettle.

1791 NEWTF. Tour Eng. H Scot. 394 It is customary for the

gentlemen who live near the Tweed to entertain their neigh-

bours and friends with a Fete Champetre, which they call

giving 'a kettle of fish'. Tents or marquees are pitched

near the flowery banks of the river. . a fire is kindled, and live

salmon thrownintoboilingkettles. iS^ScOTiSt.Konax'sxii,
The whole company go to the water-side today to eat a kettle

of fish. 1881 A CARTER in Picturesque Scot, n; A 'kettle
'

in Berwick parlance is a picnic party with this specialty
about it that fish is the chief thing consumed, and this fish is

salmon taken out of the river . . and cooked upon the spot.

b. Usually with adj. ironically, as pretty, fine,

nice, rare (f also simply a fine kettle) : A mess,

muddle, disagreeable or awkward state of things.

1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 308 He has made a fine

Kettle on 't han't he ! 1742 FIELDING ?. Andrews i. xii,
' Here s a pretty kettle of fish ', cries Mrs. Tow-wouse. 1749
Tom Jones xviit. viii, Fine doings at my house ! A rare

kettle of fish I have discovered at last. 1800 WELLINGTON
Let. to Close 2 Oct. in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 245 If so, we
shall have a fine kettle of fish at Seringapatam. 1820 LAIIY

GRANVILLE Lett. 7 Oct. (1894) I. 184 Ministers are in a nice

kettle of fish, to be sure. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. i. iv, Your

training schools, and your whole kettle-of-fish of schools.

3. A kettle of hats : a quantity of hats dyed at

the same time in a dye-kettle.

1789 Trans. Soc. Arts I. 184 Upon dying a Kettle of hats

of twenty-four dozen. 1900 [Still in use in the trade].

4. trans/. &.
' The brass or metal box of a com-

pass' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
b. Sc. Mining. A kind of shallow tub or kibble

in which miners descend and ascend the shaft, or

in which material is brought to the surface.

1894 Daily News 9 May 7/7 Four pit-sinkers were being
drawn up a shaft . . when the '

kettle
'

on which they were

standing . . swung from one side of the shaft to the other and
three men fell off. 1894 Labour Commission Gloss., Kettle,
a Scotch mining term for the basket or kibble which takes

the place of a cage in shafts not provided with '

guides . . It

U like a half-barrel attached to the winding-rope.

C. A deep circular hollow scoured out in a rocky
river bed, or under a glacier, etc.; a pot-hole. Cf.

giant's kettle (GlANT 6), also HELL-KETTLE.
1874 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age (1894) 431 Everyone who has

visited the Glacier Garden at Lucerne will remember the

fine display of'kettles 'seen there. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Kettle, a pot-hole or circular hole, scoured out in a rocky
river bed by the swirling action of pebbles.

1 5. Short for KETTLEDBUM. Obs.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 286 Let the Kettle to the Trumpets
speake, The Trumpet to the Cannoneer without.

6. Comb, a. Gen. combs., as sense i) kettle-

boiling, -hanger, -hook, -iron, -maker, -prop; (sense

40) kettle-formation, -hole, -moraine, -valley, b.

Special combs. : kettle-boiler, an old type of

steam-boiler, having a rounded top (Knight Diet.

Mech. 1875); kettle-bread, home-made bread,
baked under a 'kettle' or pot ; kettle -broth (see

quot.) ; kettleoase, a popular name of Orchis

mascula; kettledoek, a popular name of the

Ragwort, Senecio facobsea ; also applied to the

Broad-leaved Dock, Rumex oklnsifoliits (Uritt. &
H., Miller Plant-n.}; kettle-faced a., having a

face as black as a kettle: t kettle-fats = BATTERY

13; fkettle-flsh, small fish; kettle-furnace.

(a) a basket-furnace in which lead or solder is

melted for plumbing ; ($) a furnace lor heating
a kettle ; kettle-holder, a piece of cloth or the

like used in lifting a kettle, to protect the hand
from the heated handle

; transf. a kind of smalL

bonnet; fkettlelnan, ? = KETTLER; kettle-maw,
the angler (fish) ; f kettle-mill, a device for raising
water

; kettle-net, a form of net used in fishing
for mackerel.

1897 Daily News 9 Dec. 10/3 A question of cigar-lighting
or *kettle-boiling. 1882 EDNA LYALL Donovan xx. 239
Donovan sat down with the farmer and his wife to broth
and "kettle bread'. 1880 ELEANOR G. O'REILLY Sussex
Star. II. 187 (E. D. D.) '"Kettle-broth '.. consists of pieces
of stale bread liberally moistened with boiling water, and
besprinkled with salt and pepper. 1680 OTWAY Caius
Marius it. i, I'm an honest, olack, tauny,

* Kettle.fac'd
Fellow. 1812 J. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 120 Metal
prepared ; and Battery, which are commonly called *Kettle
Fats. This last is known by the dint of the mill-hammers
upon the kettles. 1630 in Descr. Thames (1758) 69 That no
Peter-man . . take any Flounders, or any other short Fish
which they have usually called "Kettle-Fish. 1861 GEO.
ELIOT Silas M. 32 A small bit of pork suspended from the

"kettle-hanger. 1853 Miss YONGE Heir Redclyffe I. 101
Charlotte worked a 'kettle-holder. 1867 Morn. Star 17 Sept.
5 The small bonnets, which are known as 'kettle-holders '.

1887 STEVENSON in Scribner's Mag. I. 612/2 A kettle-holder
in Berlin wool. 1889 G. F. WRIGHT Ice Age N. Amer. n
A true terminal moraine is made up of knolls and bowl-
shaped depressions called 'kettle-holes. 1485 Naval Ace.
Hen. K// (1806) 51 Potte hokes..j, *ketle hokes. .ij. 1483
CAXTON Dialogues 46/37 Ysaac the "ketelmaker Gyveth four
ketellis. 1629 in New Romney Par. Keg., Thomas Well,
"Killleman [buried]. 01978 PENNANT Journ.fr. Lond. to
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Islt of Wight (1801) II. 74 The common angler . . from the

vast width of its mouth, it is called here the *Kettle-maw.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 37 The sundry wayes to force water

to ascend, eyther by Tympane, 'Kettell mills [etc.]. 1577
B. GOOGE Hereslach's Huso. (1586; 49 b, Some pump to be

made, or Kettle-Miil, or such like, as may serve the turne of

a natural! streame. 1881 HAMERSLY Naval Encycl. U. S.,

''Kettle-net, a net formerly used in catching mackerel. 1881

LESLIE tr. Nordenskielcts Voy.
'

Vega' II. xv. 291 A high

plain.. interrupted at many places by deep "kettle valleys.

Hence Ke 'tiled a. Geol., worn into kettle-shaped
hollows.

1898 Amer. Geologist Nov. 298 Crevasses and moulins
would be formed . . producing such a profusely kettled sur-

face as in the Glacier Garden.

Kettle-bottom.
1. lit. The bottom of a kettle. Jig. A name given

to a hill with broad flat top and sloping sides.

1746 MS. Log of the shit
' Wake '

13 SepL, The High
Land of Pullicat from ye Kittle Bottom. 1809 HORSBURGH
Direct. Sailing I. 322 Far inland . . there is a round conical

hill called the Kettle Bottom.

2. 'A ship with a flat floor' (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. 1867). So Kettle-bottomed a.

1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxix. 101 She was a good,
substantial ship . . wall-sided and kettle-bottomed.

Kettle-de-benders : see K.iTnx-benders.

Kettledrum (ke-t'l|dro:m), sl>.

1. A musical instrument of percussion consisting
of a hollow hemisphere of brass or copper, over

the edge of which parchment is stretched and
tuned to a definite note : cf. DRUM s6.1 i.

[1554 MACHYN Diary (Camden) 76 Thrumpets . . and drumes
mad of ketylles.] 1602 SHAKS. Ham. \. iv. n The kettle

Drum and Trumpet thus bray out The triumph of his

Pledge. 1730 FIELDING Toin Thumb ii. iv, A noise, Great
as the kettledrums of twenty armies. 1844 Regul, fy Ord.

Army 30 No Trumpet to sound, or Kettle-Drum to beat.

attrib. 1874 T. HARDY Far fr. Madding Crowd I. 68
His head being dandled up and down on the bed of the

waggon like a kettledrum-stick. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 6 Sept.

4/3 The kettledrum boy plays his incessant pom-pom-pom.
f 2. = KETTLEDBUMMER. Obs.

1543 SIR T. SEYMOUR Let. to Hen. VIII, in St. Papers
IX. 501 The captaynes that your Heynes wolde retayne,
the dromes and fyffes, the ketyl dromes, a 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VIII 239 b, Trompettes . . twelve in nombre besyde
two kettle Drommes on horsebacke. 1669 Lond. Gaz. No.

4012/3, 6. Trumpets and 2. Kettle-Drums in rich Liveries.

1703 VANBRUGH Confed. \. ii, The rogue had a kettledrum
to his father. 1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xv. 143 One
Morgrigg, a Kettle Drum to the Queen's Life-guard.
3. colloq. An afternoon tea-party on a large scale.

A punning term, implying that the gathering was a smaller
affair than the usual ' drum '

(see DRUM sbs 10) and asso-

ciating it with the tea-kettle.

1861 Times i July 12 Then the 5 o'clock tea, the sort of

little assembly so happily called 'kettledrum '. 1888 Lady
25 Oct. 374/1 We ask them to afternoon tea, or have kettle.

d aims at Le Repos.

Ke'ttledmm, v. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To
beat the kettledrum; to make a noise like a kettle-

drum. Hence Ke'ttledru'mming vbl. sb.

1848 B. WEBB Continental Ecclesiol. 277 There was a

great deal too much trumpeting and kettle-drumming in

the orchestra. 1893 CROCKETT Stickit Minister 175 He
he.iid.. his own heart kettle-drumming in his ears.

Kettledrummer (ke-t'l|drz*m3i). [f. as prec.
+ -EB !.] One who plays the kettledrum.

1683 CLAVERHOUSE in i*,th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
vm. 284 Licence to import . . gray cloath for the trompeters
and ketledrumers. 1807 W. IRVING Salinag. (1824) 72 The
kettle-drummers .. aie confounded and lost in the military
crowd.

Kettleful (ke-t'l,ful). [f.
KETTLE + -FUL.] As

much as a kettle will hold.
1862 H. MARRVAT Year in Sweden I. 273 A kettleful of

powder.
t Kettle-hat. Obs. A kind of helmet in use

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

1380 Exch. Rolls Scot/. III. 654 note, Capelli de calibe

dicti Ketilhattis. 1399 Will in Hampolc's Wks. (1896) II.

449 My ketylle.hat. ? a 1400 llorte Arth. 2994 Ketelle

hattes they cleve evene to be scholdirs ! c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 273/2 Ketylle \i&\.,pelliris, .. galerus.

Kettle-pins, Kettles, variants of KITTLE-PINS,
KITTLES.

tKettler.ketler. rare-^. [f.
KETTLE + -ERI.]

One who mends or repairs kettles, a tinker.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middletons Wks. (1840) V. 543,
I would have the sometimes go disguised fin honest apparel),
and so drawing in amongst bunglers and ketlers, under the

plain frie7e of simplicity [etc.].

Ke'ttle-stitcli. [ad. G. kettehtich chain-

stitch, f. keltel a small chain + stick stitch.] In

bookbinding: A knot made at the head and tail

of a book in sewing it, by which the thread hold-

ing one sheet is fastened to the thread in the next.
1880 ZAEHNSDORF 'Bookbind. 17 The head and tail must

now be sewn in to imbed the chain of the kettle stitch.

Ibid, 21 The needle brought out of the kettle-stitch hole on
the left or tail of the sheet,

t Kettlin, obs. f. CATLING, lute-string, etc.

1578 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 280 Thread lace, garters,
A gros of kettlins, iij*. iij dos of mynykens iij'. vj*

1
.

Ke'tton-stone. An oolitic limestone obtained

from quarries at Ketton, in Rutland.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 83 Ketton stone, whose
colour is reddish brown, and consists of small rounded
particles compacted together like the roe of fish. 1817

KEVEL.

|
J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 287 That species of limestone
called ketton-stone, or compact limestone of Kirwan. 1839
E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia 116/1 The chemical analysis
of this mineral is nearly that of the Ketton-stone.

Kettrln, variant of CATEBAN.
Kettule, variant of KITTUL, jaggery palm.

Ketty (ke-ti), a. Now dial. [f. KET l + -Y 1.]

Having bad flesh ; carrion-like
; rotten, foul, nasty ;

worthless. Of soil : Soft, peaty.
1607 MARKHAM Caval. lit. (1617) 25 If your horse be grose,

fat, and a foule feeder, which is calld a kettie horse. 1674-91
RAY N. C. Words 40 A Ketty Cur, a nasty stinking Fellow.
1818 Craven Dial, Ketty, worthless. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss., Ketty, putrid. 1872 in N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., By
the river some more [land] Rotten and ketty and bad.

Kettysol(l, variants of KITTISOL.

fKeup. Obs. rare~ '. [a. Du. kuip: see COOP

J*.l] A barrel, cask, tub.

1:1483 CAXTON Dialogues 44/16 Poule the couper Maketh
and formaketh the keupis, Barellis, vessellis.

II Keuper (koi'paj). Geol. [A German miners'

term.] The name given in Germany, and thence

by English geologists, to the upper member of the

Triassic system, consisting in Germany of marls,

shales, sandstones, gypsum, and clays, in England
chiefly of marls and sandstones.

1844 ANSTED Geol. I. xix. 295 The Keuper, the uppermost
division of the Triassic system, is called by the French
tnarnes iristcs. 1858 WHEWELL Novum Org. Renov. iv. ix.

(ed. 3) 288 The term t'eedlite [was] proposed by Mr. Cony-
beare to designate the group of strata which lies below the

oolites and lias, including the new red or variegated sand-

stone, with the keuper above, and the magnesian limestone
below it. 1863 LYELL A ntiq. Man xvi. (ed. 3) 332 It is mottled
with red and green, like the New Red Sandstone or keuper.

Keuvrepane, variant of COVERPANE, Obs.

t Keve, v. Obs. rare. [Of obscure origin and

meaning.
ON. kefja to dive, sink, has been suggested, but is scarcely

satisfactory for the second passage.]

13 .. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 320 py corse in clot mot calder

keue. Ibid. 980, I . . blusched on the burghe . . Byjonde )*
brok fro me-warde keued.

Keve, obs. form of KEEVE.
Kevel (ke'v'l), j<5.1 Now Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: 3-4, 9 kevel, (3 -il, 5 -yl), 5 -le, 6 kewle,

9 keevel, Sc. kewl. [a, ON. kefli a round stick,

small roller, gag (Norw. and Da. kjevle; cf. Sw.

kdfiing), related to kafli a piece, bit of anything.]
1. fa. A gag. Obs. b. A bit or twitch for

a horse's mouth.

01300 E. E. Psalter xxxi[il 9 In keuil and bridel bair

chekes straite. c 1300 Havelok 547 A keuel of clutes . . pat
he [ne] mouhte (MS. -the] speke, ne fnaste. c 1440 Promp.
Parv, 274/1 Kevle, or kevyl, for hors, wordale, camits.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 95/39 Kewle, postonis [read/wfow//*].

1825-80 JAMIF.SON s.v., One who rides a horse, ..when he

brings the halter under the horse's jaws and makes it pass

through his mouth, is said to put a kewltm.

2. A rounded piece of wood ;
a staff, cudgel.

1807 C. WAUGH Fisherman's Defence 41 The pocknet is

knit upon a keevel from six to seven inches in circumference.

1836 J. M. WILSON Talcs Borders III. 304 Brandishing of

flails and kevels showed they were determined to act.

Kevel (ke'v'l), sli.'
2 Forms: 4 kevile, kyvile,

7- kevel, 9 cavel, -il.
'

[a. ONF. keville (Godef.

Cotnfl.)
= Central F. cheville pin, peg, CHEVILLE.

The Fr. form chevil is given in sense i by Harris Lex.
Tcchn. (1704), whence in Phillips (1706), Bailey, etc., but

there is no independent evidence for it.]

fl. A pin or hasp for fastening anything; a tile-

pin. (Perh. not English.) Obs.

1251 Liberate Roll 35 Hen. Ill, 2 July (P. R. O.), Per

paviari capellam nostram et in eadem kiuellos ferri ad ca-

thenas ad claudendum fenestras vitreas fieri. [Cf. TURNER
Dam. Archit. ijt/i C. (1851) v. 230 Iron kevils with chains

to shut the glass windows.) 1303-40 in Rogers Agric. t, Prices

(1866) I. 490 [Tiles were fastened, as now, by pins . . These

pins are also called] 'keuills' {printed 'kenills'], [a name
found in Southampton, Westshene, Isleworth, and London).

2. Naitt. A peg or cleat, usually fixed in pairs, to

which certain ropes are belayed (see quot. 1769).
c 1330 R. BRUNNF. Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12062 Bowlyne on

bouspret to sette & hale Cordes, kyuiles \v.r. keuiles],atached
be \v.r. to] wale. (11642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts

Sheets and Tacks. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),

Kevels, . .a frame composed of two pieces of timber, whose

lower ends rest in a sort of step or foot, nailed to the ship's

side, from whence the upper ends branch outward into arms
or horns, serving to belay the. .ropes by which the bottoms

of the main-sail and fore-sail are extended. 1840 MARRYAT
Poor Jack xxvii, The bight . .he belayed . .to the main-sheet

kevel. c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 73 What are

'cavils'? Timber heads, or small bollards for belaying im-

portant ropes to, such as the main tack.

b. Comb., as kevel-head, kevel-headed adj.

1815 BURNEY Falconer's Marine Diet., Kevel-Heads, the

ends of the top timbers, which, rising above the gun-wale,
serve to belay the ropes, or take a round turn to hold on.

c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 98 Blocks for the . . lifts . . are

kevel-headed blocks.

Kevel (ke'v'l), rf.3 Sc. and north, dial. [Etym.
obscure. GAVEL sb is probably a variant of this.]

A kind of hammer for rough-hewing or breaking
stone (see quot. 1793) ; also ktvel-hammtr , -mell.

Hence Ke'vel^., to break (stones).



KEVEL.

_ 1360 FaMc Rolls York Minster (Surtecs) 2 Pro factura
'* ve

jSJf
novo kevell et j melle ferri. I368 Durham

Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 571 Pro .. pikkis, hakkis, et kevellis
faciend. 1404 Ibid. 397 In custodia Sementarii ..j kewll
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 108 A tool called a Keveled * hammer

' ?nd .* ">e other an axe,
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les.

tammer,
mer used

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Kevel, kyevel, a stone/
the common gavel. Kyevel.hammer, a heavy hammer used
bystone-breakers to break up the large blocks of road metal.
Kevel (ke'vl),^.l Mining, local. Alsokeval

-il. [Origin obscure.] The name given by Derby-
shire lead-miners to a calcareous stone found
mingled with the ore (see quots.).
1747 HOOSON Miners Diet. E j, Burr [is] a hard Knot or

Lump in the Vein, or Sticking, of Caulk, Chirts, Kevells,&c. mixed with the Ore. 1802 MAWE Mineral. Derbysh.
Gloss., Kevel, a sparry substance found in the vein, com-
posed of calcareous spar, fluor, and barytes.
t Kevel, sb.s Obs. [Given by Adanson as the

native name in Senegal.] A species of antelope,now identified with the common gazelle.

,

I
7S?,

tr' Adanson's Senegal. 1774 Gouts*. Nat. Hist.
(.1862) I. n. 111. ,07-8 The .. second he calls the Kevel. which
is rather ess than the gazella. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 83/2Ihe kevel [is] found only on the opposite side of the (Treat
African desert to that inhabited by the dorcas.

Kevel, kevil : see CAVEL sb.l and 2.

Ke vel, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. In 5 kevylle, 6
kewle, 9 dial, kibble, [a. ON. kefla to bridle,
gag, f. kefli, KEVEL sb.t] trans. To bit or bridle.
a 1400 SyrPerc. 424 (Thornton MS. If. 164) Brydille base

cord of a halter into a horse's mouth by way of bit,

Kevel, .
2

: see under KEVEL sA.3

t Ke-venliuller. Obs. Also Khevenhullar.
[f. the name of the Austrian general, Andr. von
Khevenhiiller (1683-1744).]

a. attrib. Applied to a high cock given to a
broad-brimmed hat worn in the middle of the
iSth c. (see Fairholt Costume in Eng. (1860) 299);
hence also with hat. b. absol. A cock of this
form

;
a hat cocked in this fashion.

1746 Brit. Mag. 309 A laced Hat pinched into what our
Beaux have learnt to call the Kevenhuller Cock. 1750
COVENTRY Pompey Lift. n. iv. (1785) 58/1 Jockey-boots,
Khevenhullar-hats, and Coach-whips. 1753 Proc. Commis.
sion ofCommon Sense (Fairholt I. 377) Is not the Dettingen
cock forgotten? the noble Kevenhuller discouraged? 1762
Land. Chron. XI. Chapter of Hats (Planche), Hats are
now worn, upon an average, six inches and three-fifths broad
in the brim and cocked between Quaker and Kevenhuller.

Kever, common ME. form of COVER z/.l and z>.
2

in midl. and south, dial.
; rare obs. f. COVER rf.l

1570 LEVINS Manip. 74/38 Keuer, operculum.
Keverche, -Cher, var. KERCH, KERCHER, Obs.

t Keverfue, obs. form of CURFEW.
14 .. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 588/40 Ignitegium, keuerfve.

Kew, kewe, obs. forms of CUE sbl,
2

.

Kewery, variant of CURY 1
Obs., cookery.

i Kew-kaw, kew-waw, adv. Obs. [Origin
obscure.] Upside down. (Used as.r*. in quot. 1399.)
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles m. 299 In well and in woo be

werld euere turneth, 3it ber is kew-kaw bous he come late,A new bing bat noyeth nedy men and ober. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Wks. n. 233 The Picture topsie-turuie stands
kewwaw : The World turn'd vpside downe, as all men know.

t Kewt, v. Obs. rare. [Imitative.] intr. To
mew as a cat. Hence t Kewting vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 274/1 Kewtyn, as cattys, catillo,glatio.
Ibid., Kewtynge of cattys, catillatus, glaticus.

Kex (keks). Obs. exc. dial. Forms: a. 4- kex,
6-7 kexe, 6 keokes, 8 kecks, (9 dial, kesk,
kesh). 0. 4-6 kyx, 6-8 kix(e, (6 kiokes, kykkes,
9 dial, gix, gicks, kish). See also KECK, KECKSY,
CASSHE. [Origin unknown; W. cecys pi., some-
times cited as the source, is no doubt from Eng.]
1. The dry, usually hollow, stem of various

herbaceous plants, esp. of large umbelliferous plants,
such as Cow Parsnip, Wild Chervil, and Marsh

Angelica.
1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xvn. 219 Glowande gledes gladieth

nou^te bis werkmen .. As doth a kex [C. xx. 185 kyx] or a
candel pat cau^te hath fyre & blaseth. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
277/2 Kyx, or bunne, or drye weed, calamus. 1530 PALSGR.

235/2 Keckes of humblockes, tviav. Ibid. 236/r Kiekes
the drie stalke ofhumlockes or burres, tvyav. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 177 b, Take a peece of a reede or
a kex. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet C iv, Elders they may
bee, which being fullest of spungie pith, proue euer the
driest kixes. 1672 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 74 The
Stalkes are as hollow as a Kix, and so are the Roots. 1723
J. NOTT Confectioner's Diet. Pref., Upon the Battlements
of the Castle [of pastry] were planted Guns made of Kexes.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 596 Taking for our sup-

port a withered kecks instead of the staff of life. 1842
AKERMAN Wiltsh. Gloss., Gix, the dry stalks of hemlock.

1891 T. HARDY Tess (1892) 139, I should be as dry as a kex
wi' travelling so far.

t b. Without a : collectively, or as a material.

In some cases perh. taken as pi. of KECK, a form which
was prob. evolved from this collective sense.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 106 Of kyks for

cage woorke, to builde thy house hie. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal n. xvii. i. rgg The stalke is rounde, smooth and
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2. An umbelliferous plant with a hollow stalk.
1578 LYTE Dodoens HI. xxiii. 306 Sagapenum is the sap
M gl

i-

m
,

m
?.,

of a klnde of Ferula or k'*- 'S8 ROWLAND
Moufet s Theat. Ins. 1003 They are commonly found in Key - -

or Asse Parsly in the summer time.

upright water-parsnip, in rivers and ditches. 1847 TENNYSON
PriHC. iv. 59 Tho' the rough kex break The Starr'd mosaic.
1880 JEFFERIES Gt. Estate vii. 136 Cutting a dry

'

gicks
'

so
that it should be open at either end, like a tube.
1 3. The husk, sheath, or hard case of a chrysalis,
cifioo HOLLAND, When the kex, or husk, is broken, he

proveth a fair flying butterfly. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
11. 371/1 Kex, or husk of Worms.
1 4. Jig. A dried-up sapless person. Obs.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. King s, No King v. ii, lie make

these withered kexes bear my body two hours together
above ground. 1659 Lady Alimony IL v. in Hazl. Dodsley
i M 3S*

Fl ' The >ssue madi>m? Med. None; nor ever
shall With that

searj suckless kex. 1709 Brit. Apollo II
No. 54. 3/2 If a weighty Boss She, And a slender Kecks
He. 01711 KEN Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 360 I'll
follow glorious Edmund to his Urn, The Embers of his
r ire this Kix will burn.

t Ke'xen, a. Obs. rare-1
. In 6 kieson. [f.

prec. + -EN4.] Made of kexes.

. '57.9 PUTTENHAM Pafthenides xi, One daye agayne will,
in his rage, Crushe it all as a kieson cage, And spill it quite.

Ke'xy, a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 keoksie, 9
dial, keeksy, kiskie. [f. KEX + -Y. Cf. KECKY.]
Like a kex

; dry and brittle
; withered, sapless.

1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Schisme 396 Thou . .

Shalt play no longer thy proud Kingling's Part On such a
Kixey stage. 1653 A. WILSON Jas. 1 159 His Kecksie car-
kass was made to ride . . with his face to the horse tail.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl.

yi.
x. 240 The Earth . .will become

more kexy, and loose of its Solidity, a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Kisky, dry, juiceless, husky. 1884 Cheshire
Gloss. s.v., Celery, when it is inclined to run up to stalks,
would be called '

very keeksy '.

Key (kf), sb Forms: i esss, ese, (ksese,
kaise), 2 kseie, 3 keije, //. keyjen, keien, 4
key^e; 3-4 kai, 3-8 kay, (4 cay, kaie, pi. oaiss),
4-6 kaye, (5-6 //. kaies) ; 3-6 keye, (fl. keis),
3-7 keie, 5-7 kee, 7 kie

; 4- key, (//. 4-6 -es,
4- -s); [OE. cxg str. f. (pi. c&ga) and

csege wk. f.

(pi. csegari)
= OFris. kei, kay ; not found in the

other Teut. languages ; ulterior etym. unknown.
The mod. pronunciation (kJ) is abnormal. The other OE.

words ending in -afe have uniformly mod. (I'}, as clxg clay,
grxg grey, gray, hwxs whey; and that key had the same
vowel as these in ME. is proved not only by the frequent
spelling kay, but by its constantly riming with day, way,
say, play, etc. This was evidently the standard pron. down
:o the close of the I7th c. ; Dryden has the rime with 'way
more than once in one of his latest works (1700). On the
other hand, we find even in isth c. a (northern) spelling kee ;

and in Scottish MSS. of the same cent, the form key (pi.

keis) shows that the vowel in that dialect was not the same
as in day or clay, in somewhat later Scottish (i6th-i7th c.)

the identity of the vowel with that which gives mod. (?) is

established by rimes. In mod. Southern Sc. also, key has
the same diphthong (kei) as be, me, we, dee, see, tree, etc.,

proving that it must from an early period have had the
same sound as e, ee had at the time. The vb. weigh has
the same history in Sc. (wi), but in Eng. remains (w^1

).

The_mod. pronunciation (kz) thus appears to be of northern
origin, and it is difficult to know how it came into general
Eng. use. Cf. the surname Kaye or Key (Caius) in Caius
(i. e. Key's) College, Cambridge.]

I. 1. An instrument, usually of iron, for moving
the bolt or bolts of a lock forwards or backwards,
and so locking or unlocking what is fastened by
it

; usually fitted on the bit or web with more or

less elaborate incisions, etc., adapted to the wards
of the lock.
a 1000 Riddles xliii. 12 (Gr.) Hwylc \>xs hordgates ca^&an

crsefte ba clamme onleac. 1018 Laws of Cnut n. c. 76 i

J?aera cse^ean heo sceal weardian. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

200/14 P? prior haueth be kei^e in warde. a 1300 CursorM.
17357 Pa i sperd fast wit lok and kai [v.rr. kay, key] pe seles

alssua bai bar away, c 1320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 3207 A . .

schette |?e dore wib be keie [rime veie (
=

fey)]. 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xlvii. (Effame') 73 po he had be keys brocht
Vith hyme, duris opyn he [ne] mocht. 1463 Bury Wills
(Camden) 22 A keye of the grete gardeyn gate. 1491-2 in

Swayne Sarum Church-w. Ace. (1896) 40, j key to the Organ
dore & iij keyis to the quer dorys vijd. 1535 COVERDALE
Judg. iii. 25 (For no man opened the perler dore) they toke
the keye, and opened it. 1552 HULOET, Kaye, clauis. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. iv. x. 18 Either through gifts, or guile, or

such like waies, Crept in by stouping low, or stealing of the
kaies. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. iv. 137 The dopre, that he had
newly locked, and taken the key with him to the

ship.
1700 DRYDEN Sigism. fy Guise. 133 The dame, who long in

vain had kept the key, Bold by desire, explored the secret

way. Hid. 156, 294. 1772 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 354 A key
was found in his room. 1820 KEATS St. Agnes xli, The key
turns, and the door upon its hinges groans. 1877 J. M.
PORTEOUS Turkey 20 A key was an emblem carried before

the troops of the prophet.
b. Phrases and proverbs: t Under key, under

lock and key (see LOCK). As cold as a key (cf.

KEY-COLD a.). To lay (01 put} the key under the

door, to shut up house and go away. To get (have}
the key of the street (ironical), to be shut out for

KEY.
the night, or have no house to go to. Key and
m & -

)' nscd m a M^od of divination.?M Kings keys (see quot. 1824).

ke'neVi \?%JS?r^ in ?""g An*"' LIIL 4 Yha
cfnf IT 8S Th l?

.
("w dav- w

uay, may]. 1390 GOWER
Conf II. 188 The Priest Thoas, which .. the Palladion ofTroie Kepte under keie. 1501 DOUGLAS PaL Hon. 674With quaiVand voce and hart cald as a key {rimes fey, pley
etc.). a ,541 WYATT Poet. Wks. (186,) ,2. What Vaffeth'under

kayjo keep treasure alway, That never shall see

K ?' f^ MONTGOMERY Sonn. xli, My lyfe .. from my
body fled And left my corps als cold i ony kie [Hmes
thee, ee thrie]. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. In,prov. 126 Thelenant lays the Key under the Doon ,824 SCOTT Red.
gauntlet ch. xix Constables .. considered^ worthy touse what are called the king's keys. [Cf. Antiy. xxi. lot,,Ihe kings keys are, in law phrase, the crow-bars andhammers used to force doors and locks, in execution of the
kings warrant.) 1837 DICKENS Pickw. xlvii, Its too latenow: you cant get in to-night; you've got the key of the
street, my friend. 1894 G. PARKER Transl. Savage j6i

the stre'e"

8 SWeeper early to his task
' or ho'ding the key of

c. The representation of a key, in painting
sculpture, etc. St. Peter's keys, the cross keys bornem the Papal arms (see 4). Greek key, each of the
key-like bends of which the Greek fret consists.
c 1450 HOLLAND How/at 345 Twa keyis our croce, of siluer

so cleir, In a feild of asure flammit on fold. 15 . . Sym * his
bruderis in Lajng Anc. Poet. Scot. 315 Thay. .ciampit vpsanct Peteris keis {rimes leis, weis, sleuis] Bot of ane auld
reid gartane. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 3o,/2 He
beareth Azure, a key double Bited in Fesse. 1897 Wcftm
Gna. 2 Sept 3/2 Its trimmings.. running in vertical lines
that end in Greek keys.
2. In pregnant sense, with reference to the power

of custody, control, admission of others, etc., im-
plied by the possession of the keys of any place ;

hence as a symbol of office, and fig. the office
itself. Gold key, the office of groom of the stole
a 900 [see 4] !297 R GLOUC. (Rolls) 3848 pe conseil of

france. .jolde him vp al bat lond & be keyen {v. rr. keysen
keyes] of parys. c 1385 CHAUCER L.G.W. 2298 (Philomela)
Myn yonge doughter. .That betyth the keye of al myn
nertislyf. a 1400-50 Alexander 2147 pai vnjarked him be
Satis & said him fe keys {MS. D. kees]. 1546 J. HEY.
WOOD Prcw. (1867) 30 The kays hang not all by one mans
gyrdell. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. YI 162 All the townes
in Acquitayne (except Bayon) delivered their keys, and
became vassals. 1642 G. MOUNTAGU in B-uccleitch MSS
(Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 299 These Lords, Holland and'
Essex, .. accordingly delivered their key and staff respect-
ively to the Lord Falkland. 1676 C. HATTON in H Corr.
(Camden) 138 His office of Chamberlaine is here incompa-
tible w" his other character. It is generally beleeved he
will lose his Key. 1761 DK. NEWCASTLE Lett. Dk. Devonsh.
13 Mar. in W. E. Manners Mrq. Granby (1899) 196 Lord
Bute told me the King wished to give the Gold Key to the
Duke of Rutland and the Staff to my Lord Talbot. 1795SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vi. 168 Of every captured town the
keys Restore to Charles.

II. fig. (often in figurative context).
3. Something compared to a key, with its power

of locking or unlocking ; that which opens up, or

closes, the way to something ; that which gives
opportunity for or precludes an action, state of

things, etc.

a 1000 Czdmon's Exod. 524 gif onlucan wile lifes wealh-
stod..gastes cae^on, run bio jerecenod. c 1200 Vices <$

Virtues 7 Hie is kaeie of alle o3re sennes non senne ne
mai bien idon bute ourh unhersumnesse. c 1450 in %rd Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. (1872) 280/1 And as for Maunce and
Mayne, alle lordes and comons in Englond knew well that
it was the keye of well faire of alle the kynge's obeisaunce
in Fraunce. 1596 DRAYTON Leg. i. 740 His victorious Hand
became the Kay, To let yee in, to my rich Treasure.
1642 FULLER Holy ft Prof. St. iv. xxi. 352 Love, the key
of hearts, will open the closest coffers, a 1703 BURKITT On
N. T., Matt. vii. ri Prayer is the key that opens both His
heart and His hand. 1845 FORD Handbk. Sfain I. 58A supply of cigars, those keys to Spanish hearts.

b. Golden or silver key: Money, employed as
a bribe to obtain the opening of a door or to gain
a purpose.
[14.. Pnrif. Marie in Tundale's Vis. (1843) 130 Thowgh

that sche bare of gold no key To bye a lombe.] 1679 Hist.

stand tat te door, contrary to other doors, would not open
with a silver key. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley H, 100 Every
door is barr'd with gold, and opens but to golden keys.

t c. A name for the principal claws of a hawk's
foot (see quot.) Obs.

ijKBk.St. Albans Aviij, Understond ye also that the

longe Sendees be calde the key of the fote, or the Closer.
For what thyng som euer it be yl yowre hawke strenyth,
open that Sengle, and all the fote is oppen, for the strength
ther of fortyfieth all the fote.

4. TJieol. (With allusion to Matt. xvi. 19).

Usually//. : The ecclesiastical authority, held by
Roman Catholics to be conferred by Christ on St.

Peter, and transmitted to the Popes as his successors.

In a wider sense : The disciplinary or spiritual

power of priests, as successors of the Apostles.
a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 210 paet he [se papa] heofna rices

cseXan & helle geweald ante, [c 1000 Ags. Gosp, Matt. xvi.

19 pe ic sylle heofona rices cassia {Lindisf. casgas, Rushtv.

ksegen ; Hatton kaigen.] <?X3OO CursorAT. 26150 Hemai be

noper lese ne bind, forqui batkay es giuen to nan hot preist.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3838 pa cays er noght elles to se
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Bot playn power of his [the Pope's] dignite. 1416 AUDELAY

Points 20 Cal the clarge to jour counsel, that bcryn Cnstis

kay ISS LVNDESAY Monarcke 4820 1 hose spiritual keis

quhillds Christ to Peter gaif. IS*" D*"S H.Sleidane's Comm.

4i7 Whether Priestes onlye have authoritye of the Keyes.

}>rivt Counc. in Land. Gaz. No. 1670/1 The Intrinsick

Spiritual Power of the Church, or Power of the Keys, as it

was exerced by the Apostles. (11711 KEN Hymiwtheo
Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 131 Jesus to you the ghostly Keys
commits, And those you here absolve, in Heav'n acquits.

1849 MACAULAY Hiit Eng. I. iv. 466 Lewis .. was in turn

accused by the Pope of encroaching on the spiritual power
of the keys.

5. A place which from the strategic advantages
of its position gives its possessor control over the

passage into or from a certain district, territory,

inland sea, etc.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. I. 71 Therfor bis kyng
ryght as for a keye Of all hys kyngdame set hys town her.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 153 Which towne was the

kay and passage over the ryver of Soame, from Fraunce to

Normandy, a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xlviii. 115

For these tua Castells ar the only kees Of all Turkic,
and do divide the sees. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1954/3 A very

Important place, which is the Key of Sclavonia. 1733
BERKELEY Querist 266 Whether the sea-ports of Galway,
Limerick, Cork, and Waterford are not to be looked on as

keys of this kingdom ? 1838 THIRLWALL Greece 1 1. xv. 291
He had now the key of Northern Greece in his hands. 1838

Penny Cycl. XI. 214/2 (Gibraltar) Henry IV, king of

Castile.. gave it the arms it still bears, viz. a castle with

a key hanging to the gate, alluding to its being the key to

the Mediterranean.

trans/. 1869 HUXLEY in Sd. Ofin. 5 May 506/1 And yet
this is the key of the whole position.

6. That which serves to open up, disclose, or

explain what is unknown, mysterious, or obscure
;

a solution or explanation.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xv. 90 Baet word Saere

Sreaunge is caez, foroaem hit oft onlycS & ReopenaS 3a scylde
be se him self aer nyste se hie ourhteah. ciooo J"ELFRIC

Gram. Pref. (Z ) 2 Staefcraeft is seo cae$ 8e Sana boca andjit

unlicS. 1382 WYCLIF Luke xi. 52 Woo to }ou, wyse men of

lawe, for ;e ban take awey the keye of kunnynge. c 1422
HOCCLEVE Learn to Die 12 Thow of al science berst the

keye. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie $Slae 411 EuerCurage
keipis the

keyis
Of knowledge at his belt. 1643 FULLER

Holy 4- Prof. St. in iv. 158 Get the Language (in part)
without which Key thoushalt unlock little of moment. 1713
ADDISON Spect No 435 r 6, 1 have one general Key to the

Behaviour of the Fair Sex. 1788 MAD. D ARBI.AY Diary
31 July, 1 felt his meaning, though I had no key to it. 1883
S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 305 It was the key to his success;
he knew the value of time.

b. spec. The alphabet or explanatory scheme
for the interpretation of a cipher, an allegorical

statement, or other composition of hidden or veiled

meaning ; any scheme explaining the features of a

picture, identifying the persons represented, etc.;

an outline or simplified map or chart, intended

to make a full map, etc., more intelligible ;
a

work containing solutions of mathematical or other

problems ; a translation of a book or exercise in a

foreign language, to facilitate the work of learners.

1605 Implied in key-cipher [see 16], 1675 Essex Pupers
(Camden) I. 290 'Tis most of it in cypher, w cl1 y

8 Key will

unfolde. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 37 P 2 The New Ata.
lantis, with a Key to it. 1753 Scots Mag. Apr. 208/2 A
burlesque upon some late, .transactions; but seems to want
a key. 1800 DK. WELLINGTON Let. to Lieut. Col. Close in

Gurw. Desf>. (1837) I. 151, I beg also that you will send me
a key of the cipher. 1816 SVD. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 102
Some of the best Greek and Roman classics should be im-

mediately published, with keys. 1827 HARE Guesses Ser. ii.

(1873) 296 Poetry is the key to the hieroglyphics of nature.

1870 A. R. HOPE My Schoolboy Fr. (1875) 52 Where the
master used a Key to Henry's Exercises.

7. Mus. t a. [after Gnido Aretino's use of davis.]
The lowest note or tone of a scale or sequence of

notes ; the key-note. Obs. Hence, b. A scheme
or system of notes or tones definitely related to

each other, according to (or in) which a piece of
music is written; such scheme being based upon
and named after some particular note (the key-
note), as the key of C. Hence, c. The sum of
melodic and harmonic relations existing between
the tones of such a system ; tonality.

MAJOR,_MINOR, NATURAL (etc.) key: see these words.
(There is app. some relationship between this sense and it,

but its precise nature is not clear j its origin prob. lies out-
side Eng., in the use, in mediaeval music, of L. clavis (whence,

1590 SHAKS. Mids. If. in. ii. 206 Both warbling of one
song ; both in one key. 1597 MORLF.Y Introd. Mus

4 4 Now
I praie you shew me all the seuerall Keyes wherein you may
begin your sixe Notes [i. e. hexachords). 1609 DOULAND
Ornith. Microl. 7 A Key is the opening of a Song, because
like as a Key opens a dore, so doth it the Song. 1674 PLAY-FORD Skill Mns. i. xi. 57 To shew in what Key the Song was
set, and how each Musical Key had relation one to another.
1694 W. HOLDF.R Hmnmaitjyi) 119 Draw a second Scale
. . but let the Key, or First Note be D Sol re. 1731 KELLER
Knits /or Thorna-Bass in Holder Harmony 192 The ex-
tream Sharp in a sharp Ii. e. major] Key, is the half Note
(i. e semitone) below the Key. 1787 WIJLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Ode upon Ode Wks. i8u I. 421 To hear her pompously de-
mand the Key Of every piece Musicians play. 1826 B NESS

682

BUNSF.N in Hare Life I. vii. 268, I have often practised

writing out parts in the different keys. 1898 STAINER Diet.

Afus. Terms 253/2 The key of C requires no flats or sharps
for this purpose, hence it is called the normal key.

8. transf. and fig. a. tramf. (High or low)
tone (of the voice) ; pitch.

1599 B. JONSON Cvnthids Rev. iv. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 84/1
There's one speaks in a key, like the opening of some Jus-
tice's gate, or a postboy's horn. 16*3 MASSINGER Dk. Milan
ii. i. Plays (1868) 74/1 I'll speak to her, And in a high key
too. 1700 BERKELEY Th. Vision 46 Men speak in a high
or a low key. 1748 J. MASON Elocut. 10 Carefully to pre-
serve the Key (that is, the Command) of your Voice. 1877
BLACK Green Past. xxxv. (1878) 282 Loudly discoursing m
a high shrill and plaintive key of his troubles.

b. Jig. Intensity or force,
(

pitch
'

(of feeling or

action) ;
tone or style (of thought or expression) ;

sometimes, prevailing tone or idea,
*

key-note *.

1594 NASHE Un/ort. Trav. 36 As for my cariage, he knew
hee was to tuene it at a key, either high or low, as he list.

1599 DANIEL MusefiA.Wks. (1601) Bv, His passions set to such
a pleasing kay. 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, st&tr(inj) 131
Let peace and love exalt your Key of mirth. 1646 EVANCE
Noble Ord. 16 Which is the right Key of obedience. 1770
LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) II. 904/2 The key of politics,
which he first touched, he kept to without variation. 1816
KEATINGE Trav, (1817) L 234 He returned in a high key of

spirits in consequence of the reception he was favoured with.

1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. xiv. 129 The writs to the barons
. .are shorter but in the same key.

C. Tone or relative intensity (of colour).
1851 H. WILSON Compos. Light $ Shade 65 Pictures,

painted in a '

light key , possess many advantages. 1876
RUSKIN Arrows of Chace (1880) I. 174 Their harmonies of
amber-colour and purple are full of exquisite beauty in their

chosen key.

III. Applied to various mechanical devices, in

function or form suggesting the key of a lock.

9. A piece of wood or metal which is inserted

between other pieces; usually, a pin, bolt or wedge
fitting into a hole or space contrived for it so as to

lock various parts together ; a cotter.

Also, in special senses : (a) A piece of timber framed be-

tween floor-joists by mortice and tenon, (b) Apiece of wood
let into the back ofa board or set of boards, across the grain,
to prevent warping, (c) In stone-work : the piece or wedge
of iron used to secure a dovetail in a hole, or driven between
two * feathers

'

to split a stone (see quots. 1793). (d) In book-

binding : a metal U-shaped instrument by which each band
is secured in the sewing-press.
[1408-19 Ace. Roll in Raine BriefAce. Durh. Cath. (1833)

88, ^d. each for 280 '

keys ', or bosses for the crossings of the

beams.] c 1440 Promp. Parv. 269/2 Key, or knyttynge of

ij. wallys, or trees yn an vnstabylle grownde, . . loramentum.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. l^//(iBg6) 84 Boltes forlokkes kayes
lynces and a taile pynne for the said Curtowe. 1533 FITZHERB.
Husb. 5 The bodye of the wayne . . the crosse somer, the keys
and pikstaues. 1603-4 in Swayne Sarum Church-tv. Ace.

(1896) 152 Boltes and kayes for the belle*;. 1660 BOYLE New
Exp. Phys. Mech. ii. 37 The brass Key (formerly described
as a stopple in the brass Cover). 1730 A. GORDON Maffeis
Amphitk. 213 The Stones, .are pieced together, .with Keys
of Iron or Stones left projecting out in what was already
built, the better to join them. Ibid. 215 Keys or Cramps of
Metal. 1787 WINTER Syst. H-usb. 312 Take out the pins or

keys which fasten the iron work of the brass collars. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 51 The iron stanchions .. were not
fixed into the rock in the method of Key and Dovetail . . but
were fixed in with club ends. Ibid. 147 A method some-
times used, .for the division of hard stones, called the Key
and Feather.. The Key is a long tapering wedge.. The
Feathers are pieces of iron, also of a wedge-like shape. 1838
SIMMS Pub. Wks. Gt. Brit. 15 Two wrought iron keys for

fixing the rail in the chair. 1857-62 NICHOLSON Diet. Archil.
II, 86 When a key is passed through .. two or more thick-

nesses of metal or other material . . it is customary to clasp
them together by gibbs, previous to inserting the key. 1891
D. A. Low Machine Draw. 22 Keys are wedges, generally
rectangular in section, but sometimes circular ; they are made
of wrought iron or steel, and are used for securing wheels,
pulleys, cranks, &c., to shafts.

F In the following passages L. cldvus tiller, rudder, is con-
fused with clavis key.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. xii. 81 (Camb. MS.) He is

as a keye [L. clauus] and a stiere by which bat the edifice

of this world is I-kept stable. 1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. c,

O anker and keye of oure gude auenture.

10. That which completes or holds together the

parts of any fabric ; esp. the key-stone of an arch,
which by its position and wedged form locks the

other stones and holds together the structure.
Also (a) the last board laid in a floor (Nicholson Did,

Archit. 1857-62); (b) the bent bar of iron which in well-

boring supports the train of rods (Knight/?/V/. Meek. 1875).

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 3 The sharebeame, the whiche is

the keye and the chiefe bande of all the plough. 1624
WOTTON Archit. in Reliq. (1651) 290 If the great Doore be
Arched with some brave Head, cut In fine Stone or Marble
for the Key of the Arch. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 273
The under side of the Arch at the Key to rise in height
18 Inches from the level of the place, whence you begin to

spring the Arch. 1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clerks Treat.
Archit. I. 52 Keys .. ought to be . . a real support, and not
stand for mere Ornaments as they frequently do. 1892
Daily News 22 Nov. 3/1 The hole will be lined all the way
round with an iron plate two inches thick. This will be laid

all round in 14 segments, and a '

key
'

at the top.

fb. fig. The leading person or mainstay of
a society, etc. ; one of the best dogs in a pack ;

a cardinal point or principle. Obs.

1559 Mirr. Mag.i Dk. Clarence xviii, Where decayed the

kayes of chiuairie. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 319 The
key of all these wars consisted in this victory, c 1620 A.
HUME Brit. Tongue vii. 18 That general, quhilk I called the
keie of orthographic , . that is the congruence of the symbol

KEY.

and sound symbolized. 1652 CULPECPER Eng. Physic. (1809)

336 The one must keep his credit, and the other get money,
and that is the key of the work. 1693 EVELYN De la Quint.
Compl. Card. I. 103 Which.. are among our Fruits that
which those called the Keys in a Pack of Hounds are in

Hunting.
c. That portion of a first coat of wall-plaster

which passes between the laths and secures the

rest; the hold which plaster has on a wall by
means of roughnesses in the surface

;
the rough-

ness of a wall-surface which enables plaster to

adhere to it; the roughing on the under-side of

a veneer, giving the glue a better hold.

1825 I. NICHOLSON Oferat. Mechanic 612 The plaster is

crossed all over with the end of a lath, to give it a tie or key
to the coat which is afterwards to be laid upon it. 1842-76
GWILT Archil, (ed. 7) 1899 A better key is obtained upon
the bricks and mortar. 1888 C. F. MITCHELL B-uild. Constr.
L viL (1889) 104 Tredgold recommends the arrises of wide
timbers to be taken off, so as not to interrupt the key for

plaster.

11. In the organ, pianoforte, and other ('key-

board') instruments : Each of the levers, or more

usually only the exposed front end of each of

these, which are pressed down by the fingers in

playing, and actuate the internal mechanism so as

to produce the various notes.

[This sense appears to be confined to Eng. It is app.
related in origin to 7 : see the note there.]
c 1500 Frcrv. in Anliq. Rep. (1809) IV. 407 He must

handill the keyes all lyke. 1513 in Kerry Hist. St. Lawr.
t

Reading (1883) 60 Payd for y6 lokks to the same organs, one
for the stopps and the ober for the keyes. 1626 BACON Sylva
158 In Clericalls, the Keyes are lined. 1632 QUARLES

Dot, Fancies i The unseen Bellows, nor the hand that plays
Upon th' apparant note-dividing Kayes. 1664 PEPYS Diary
5 Oct., The new instrument . . the Arched Viall . . played
on with kees like an organ. 1785 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
16 Dec., 'Are you sure you never play? never touch the

keys at all ?
'

1876 F. E. TROLLOPE Charming Fellovj II. L 4

[She] began to run her fingers over the keys of the piano.

1896 HIPKINS Pianoforte 28 The lower keys are called the

naturals and, where seen, are covered with ivory ; the visible

ends of the shorter upper keys, called sharps, are raised to

the height required by blocks of ebony glued upon them,

b. In some wind instruments, as the flute, oboe,

clarinet, concertina, etc. : Each of the small metal

levers, actuated by the fingers, which cover or

uncover the holes so as to modify the length of the

vibrating column of air and thus produce the

various notes.

i76sCROKER, etc. Diet. Arts, etc. s. v. Flute, Stopped and

opened by_
the little finger's pressing on a brass, or some-

times, a silver key, like those in hautboys, bassoons, &c.

1829 Specif. Patent 5803 Finger keys have also been added
to such instruments [as the concertina]. 1831 lllustr. Catal.

Gt. Exhib. 1105 D flute of ebony, with keys.. Clarionets in

B and D, in German silver, with all the keys.

fc. Each of the vibrating steel tongues of a

musical box. Obs.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Aitiusem. 67 Long bits of steel

called the keys of the instrument.

12. Hence a. In telegraphy, A mechanical device

for breaking and closing an electric circuit, b.

In a type-writer or similar instrument, each of

a set of levers pressed by the fingers in the same
manner as the keys of a pianoforte or organ.
1837 Specif. Patent No. 7390, 4 Giving signals . . by . .

pressure of his . . fingers upon suitable buttons or finger keys.

1846 Penny Cycl. ist Suppl. II. 616/1 In M. Alexander's

instrument, a set of keys resembling those of a pianoforte,
and corresponding to the number of needles, were arranged
on a frame or table. 1867 SABINE Electric Telegraph 41
The transmitting key used by Morse in his later apparatus . .

consisted ofa lever. 1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy
58 To send dots and dashes by this key it is only necessary
to tap or move it as one would the key of a piano.

13. An instrument for grasping a square or poly-

gonal-headed screw, peg, or nut, and turning it by
lever action ; esp. (a) for winding a clock, watch,
or clock-work machine ; (b) for turning the wrest-

pins of stringed instruments ;
a tuning-hammer ;

(c) for turning a valve or stop-cock; (d) for turning
a nut ;

a screw-wrench or spanner.
The reference in quot. 1610 is somewhat uncertain. In

quot. 1659 applied to the plug of a cock or tap.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 83 Thy false vncle . . hauing both

the key, Of Officer, and office, set all hearts i'th state To
what tune pleas 'd his eare. 1659 LEAK Waterwks. 14 The
Cock D ; whose barrel is pierced . . to the end that the key C
turning either one way or the other,, .the Water, .may run

when the hole of the key C shall agree with one or the other

of them.
'

1729 SWIFT Direct. Servants Wks. (1879) 559/2
Hide the key of the jack. 1755 JOHNSON Diet., Key. . 3. An
instrument by which something is screwed or turned. 1783
Phil. Trans. LXXIII 443 Those stop.cocks must be turned

by meansofakey adapted to their square tops. 1828 WEBSTER
s.v., The key of a watch or other chronometer. 1851 I/lustr.

CataL Gt. Exhib. 1147 Ordinary tuning-keys are generally
formed in one piece of hard iron. 1884 F.

J.
BRITTEN Watch

ij- Clockm. 131 Capable of being wound without a key.

b. An instrument for extracting teeth, consisting

of a firm handle, with a claw, beak, or hook at

right angles to it, and moving upon a pivot.

1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal. 377/2 Since

the time of Garengeot, the key has undergone a number of

improvements . . almost every dentist has felt the necessity

of modifying the instrument. 1856 DRUITT Surgeon's I'ade

M. 450 The key is.. often employed for the extraction of

the bicuspides and molars.



KEY.

IV. 14. A dry fruit with a thin membranous
wing, usually growing in bunches, as in the ash
and sycamore.
15*3 FITZHERB. Surv. xxix. (1539) 51 Ye may gette the

Keys ofasshes, rmttes, and suche other. 1562 TURNER Herbal
11. 6 They are called in Englishe ashe Keyes, because they
hangh in bunches after the maner of Keyes. 1664 EVELYN
Sylya (1679) 4 Oaklings, young beeches, ash, and some others,
spring from the self-sown mast and keys. 1789 G. WHITE
Selborne (1853) 387 Many ash-trees bear loads of keys every
year. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 294 The Samara, some-
times called in English a Key, is an indehiscent one-seeded
fruit provided with a wing.
15. Key ofthe sea, the Pelican's foot shell.

1854 Zoologist XII. 4425 Aporrhais pes-pelecani .. This
common shell is popularly known as the '

key of the sea '.

"V. attrib. and Comb.
16. General combs., as (sense i), key-basket,

-maker, -rack \ key-headed, adj. ; (sense 6) key-
book, -cipher, -list, -map, -sentence, -word; (sense

7) key-relationship, -sigiiature ; (senses 9 and 10)
key-beam, -course, -log, -piece, -pile.

1888-9 Century Mag. XXXVII. 841 A mob-cap covering
her grey hair, and *key-basket in hand. 1865 R. HUNT Pop.
Rom. West Eng. (1896) 112 (E. D. D.) They were playing all

sorts of pranks on the "key-beams and rafters. 1826 E.
IRVING Batylon I. i. 54 These two "key-books [Daniel and
Revelations] and the treasure-books, which they unlock.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xvi. 6 The kinds of Ciphers. .

are many, according to the nature or rule of the infolding ;

Wheel-ciphers, "Key-ciphers, Doubles, &C. 1703 MOXON
Meek. Exerc. 282 The middle of the "Key-course will be the
middle of the Arch. 1859 C. FORSTER Primev. Lang., Man.
Assyria 13 Clavi-formed or nail-headed, cleidi-formed or

"key-headed, cuneiform or wedge-shaped. 1868 Harper s

Mag. XXXVI. 423 The most vulnerable point, the "key-log
of the jam issought, i^^Cath.Angl. 200/1 A"kay maker,
clauicularius, clauicularia. 1851 in lllustr. Loud. News

on a fair scale with a key-map for reference. 1891 Pall
MallG. 7 Nov. 2/1 Fourteen segments and a *keypiece will

make up a ring 2^ ft. wide. 1882 STEVENSON New A rab.

Nts. (1884) 297 The landlord .. rose from a business table

under the "key-rack. 1881 BROADHOUSE .flfMS. Acoustics in
So many stumbling-blocks, in the way of understanding
"key-relationship. 1859 C. FORSTER Primcv. Lang., Mon.
Assyria 207 The inscriptions terminated with their *key-
sentence. 1875 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms (1898)

404^/2
The "key signatures, including the clefs, are usually

written on every stave. 1879 STAINER Music of Bible 164
The different versions begin and end in the same "key-
tonality. 1839 C. FORSTER Printer. Lang., Mon. Assyria
40 The "key-word of these inscriptions. 1885 MERRIAM Sain.

Bowles II. xxxiv. 66 The key-word of life is 'Thy will be
done'.

17. Special combs. : key-action, the mechanism

by which sounds are produced in musical instru-

ments that have a keyboard; f key-band Mech.,
a pin or wedge used in tightening machinery; key-
bed Mech., the part of a shaft on or in which
a key rests (see quot.) ; key-bit = BIT rf.l 7 ;

key-bolt Afech., a bolt which is secured in its

place by a key or cotter (Hamersly Naval Encycl.

1881); key-bone, (a) the collar-bone, clavicle

(nonce-use); (6) a bone forming the key of a

structure ; key-check (see quot.) ; key-chord
Mus. ,

the common chord of the key-note ; ) key-

clock, ?a pine cone (cf. CLOCK sii.
1

9); key-

colour, the leading colour in a picture; key-desk
Mus., the case enclosing the keys and stops of an

organ; key-dovetailing, a method of joining two

pieces of wood, etc., by means of a key dovetailed

into each ; key-drop, an external keyhole-guard,
which falls by its own weight ; key-fastener,

any device to prevent a key from being turned in

a lock (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ;
a wedge secur-

ing the breech-block of a gun (Cent. Diet.) ; key-

file, a flat file, of the same thickness throughout,
used in filing the wards of keys ; key-frame =
KEYBOARD 2; key-fruit = KEY 14; key-groove
Mech. = key-seat : hence key-grooving machine ;

t key-gun, ^key-pistol; key-hammer, a hammer
for driving in keys or wedges; f key-herd Obs.

= KEY-KEEPER ; key-loader, a workman who
balances the wooden keys of a musical instrument

by the insertion of lead pellets ; f key-locks,

lock and key; key-money, a payment required

from the tenant of a house before he is allowed

to have the key; key-movement, the mechanism

of the keys of an organ ; key-pattern, a fret or

meander; key-pin, the pin on which a pianoforte

or organ key is centred ; key-pipe, in a lock, the

tabular opening in which the shank of the key

turns; f key-pistol, a small pistol disguised in

the form of a key; key-point = KEY 5 (a\sojig.) ;

key-ring (a) a finger-ring having a small key

combined with it
; (*) a ring on which a number

of keys are hung ; key-screw = KEY 1 3 ; key-seat

Mech., a key-bed or key-way (see quot. for key-

bed); hence key-seated a. ; t key-shot, shot

consisting of a bunch of pieces of metal ; key-stop,

a key fitted to a violin to assist in stopping the

683

strings (Cent. Diet.); key-stringed a., having
strings which are sounded by means of keys ; key-
tail, the part of a piano or organ key which lies

behind the key-pin ; key-trumpet, a trumpet
fitted with keys; key-way Mech., a groove cut
in a shaft, or in the boss of a wheel, to receive
a key (see quot. for key-beef) ; key-winding a., of
a watch, that is wound up with a key.
1881 EDWARDS Organs vi. (Heading) 67 *Key Action. 1774

PkiL Trans. XXXVIII. No. 434 Engraving, The Screw
or "Key-band to confine all close and tight. 1892 D. A. Low
Machine Draw. 22 The part of the shaft upon which a key
rests is called the "key bed or key way, and the recess in the
boss of the wheel or pulley into which the key fits is called
the key way ; both are also called key seats. 1875 [/re's
Diet. Arts III. 142 By turning the handle, the "key-bit. .is

brought into contact with the works of the lock, so as to
shoot and withdraw the bolt. 1791 COWPER Iliaitv. 171 One
with his huge falchion smote Fast by the "key-bone. 1854
OWEN Skel. , Teetli in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 206 It ..

completes the neural arch, as its crown or key.bone. 1875
STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms (1898) 341 The pieces
of wood on each side of the manual, to which the pin-rails
are firmly fixed, are called

*
key-checks. Ijjfd. 254 C, E, G

is the "key-chord of C. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacWs Hnsb.
(1586) 95 The Pine.. is planted not muche unlike to the

Almond, the Kernels of the "Keie clockes being set as the
Almond is. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 21 Jan. 4/2 The console or

"key-desk is movable. 1847 SMEATON Builder's Man. 90
The first method .. is called, amongst workmen, keying
together; the second .. "key-dovetailing. 1831 Cassell's
lllustr. Exhibitor 52 [Foucault'sJ Printing key frame

by which the blind may write. 1835 URE Phjlos. Manuf.
21 The dexterous hands of the filer and driller are now
superseded by the planing, the "key-groove cutting, and
the drilling machines. 1663 DAVENANT Siege Rhodes Wks.
(1673) 65, I hope he wears no charms About him, "Key
Guns or Pistols charg'd with White Powder. 1884 Mil.

Engineering I. ]l. 59 The tools required are..i rammer,
i "key-hammer, 2 beaters, c 725 Corpus \}loss. 490 Clam-
cularius, "caejhiorde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Haiti. 193 De
heuenliche keiherde sainte peter. 1886 Standard 10 May
2/6 He had worked . .as a "key-loader. 1018 Laws ofCnut
n. c. 76 i Buton hit under paes wifes "cteg-locan sebroht
wsere, sy heo clxne. a 1687 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 7
And here, in House, with her own Key. locks, She us'd to

keep her Coach and Peacocks. 1898 Daily News 19 Dec.

6/7 The rent was higher than was stated on the rent book
and the "key money exorbitant. 1881 EDWARDS Organs vi.

(Heading) 67 The Claviers and "Key Movement. 1876
HUMPHREYS Coin-Collector's Man. iv, The figure known in

Greek ornament as the
'

"key pattern . 1887 J. R. ALLEN
Karly Chr. Symbol, in The cross. .is enclosed in a rect-

angular frame of key-pattern. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent.

Inv. Index p. iv, A "Key-pistol [art. 44. .a Key of a Chamber
door, which.. shall become a perfect pistol]. 1870 LOWELL
Study Wind. 256 They have not learned the art of con-

centrating their force on the "key-point of their hearers'

interest. 1874 RAYMOND Statist. Mines Pf Mining 509

Upon the upper end of the sleeve., a "key-seat of from four

to six feet in length is cut . . ; over this sleeve a pinion . . also

key-seated, is slipped. 1652 Sea-I'ight bctw. Eng. fy Dutch

(30 Nov.) 4 So close and thick did they pl

"Key-shot, long Chains, and Bolts of Ir

BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms (1898)

apparatus of a "key-stringed instrument. . .

18 Mar. 652/3 The driving shaft is cut with a feather groove
or "key way. 1893 Pall Mall_ G. 2 Jan. 5/2 He drilled three

keyways out of solid steel in the collars and fitted steel

bolts into them. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockni. 240
The square in "key-winding watches by means of which the

hands are set to time.

Key 0<0> s&- 2 Now written QUAY. Forms :

4-5 keye, 4-9 key ; also 5-8 kay, (5-6 kaie,

6 kaye, keay, 8 kea). [a. OF. kay, kai, cay (131 i in

Godef. Compl.), whence also Du. kaai (earlier had,

kae, kaeye), Ger. and Da. kai, Sw. kaj. Cognate
with the OF. word is Sp. cayo shoal, reef (see

next) : for the ultimate etymology see CAY. In

Eng., J4-i8th c., usually written key (less freq.

kay), which latterly underwent the same change of

pron. as KEY s6.l In early i8th c., the spelling

quay was introduced, after later F. quai, but did

not finally supersede kay, key till nearly a century

later; in spite of this change of spelling the

pronunciation remains that of key (kz~).]

A wharf, a quay.
[1306 Rolls Parlt. I. 200/2 Per exaltationem Caye &

diversionem aqux.] 0:1400 Sir Beues (MS. S) 141/3056 Sir

Saber . . went him forth also bliue Tille be keye here be schip

scholde ryue. 1467 Ord. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 374 That

the slippe and the keye, and the pavyment ther, be ouerseyn
and repared. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 265 Ankers

Receyved at the Kay in Hampton, a 1548 HALL Chron.,

Hen. VIII, 209 The water rose three foote above the wharfe,

where the Key stode in Andwarpe. 1593 NORDEN Spec.

Brit., M'sex i. 34 Billingsgate is a harbor or kaye for

shipping. 1621 QUARLES Dai. Poems, Esther (1717) 8 The
Keel begins t' obey Her gentle Rudder, leaves her quiet

Key. 1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. i. 75 At her Ports and

Keyes, Take in the wealth of Kingdomes and of Seas.

1718 Freethinker No. 16 P 4 A young Fellow., fell from

a Key into the River, and was drowned. 1721 PERRY

Daggenh. Breach. 24 To lade and unlade their Goods.. at

the Keas of the City. 1759 MARTIN Nat. Hist. Eng. II.

Suffolk 48 It is clean, and has a good Kay on the River

Aid. 1773 BRYDONE Sicily ii. (1809) 25 The key [at Messina]

exceeds anything I have yet seen, even in Holland. 1779-81

JOHNSON Lives, Drake Wks. 1787 IV. 413 The people, .ran

in crowds to the key with shouts and congratulations. 1800

R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 132 Key, kay, or quay, a wharf

for loading or unloading vessels.

fig. 1666 DRYDEN A nil. Mirab. ccxxxi, A Key of fire ran

all along the shore, And lightened all the river with a blaze.

KEYAGE.

t b. transf. A harbour, haven, nonce-use.
1621 QUARLES Argalus f, P. (1678) 41 That thou maist

safely slide Into the bosome of thy quiet Key, And quit
thee fairly of th'injurious Sea.

c. attrib. and Comb., as key-duty, -gale, -master,
-side, -wall; key-wood, wood landed at a quay
(see quot. 1467).
1425 MS. Found. Chart. Thornton's Hasp., Newcastle,A via regia voc. le keyside. 1467 E. E. Gilds 383 That

better gouernaunce and rule be hadd, and better ouersight,
vppon keywood, crates, and colez. 1477 Water/. Arch, in
lo/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 313 To stoppe the
saide key yate with lyme and stone. 1638 Plan malls
Newcastle in Archxol. SEliana XII. PI. xiii. 230 The Newe

and had the key-duties.

Key (kf), sd.3 Also 8-9 kay. [var. of CAT,
ad. Sp. cayo shoal, reef. The spelling and pron.
are due to the influence of prec.] A low island,

sand-bank, or reef, such as those common in the
West Indies or off the coast of Florida. Cf. the

place-name Key West.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 22 These Islands or Keys, as we
call them, were first made the Rendezvous of Privateers in
the year 1679. Ibid. 249 A mile and half from the shore
there is a small Key, and within it is a very good Harbour.
1726 G. ROBERTS 4 Yrs. Voy. 345 The Rock is. .flat on the

lop like a Key, which the Inhabitants call Kaay. 1761
Descr. S. Carolina 63 There a pretty many Indians among
the Kays, about the Cape of Florida. 1828 W. IRVING
Columbus (1831) 167 He soon got entangled in a complete
labyrinth of small islands and keys. 1885 C. F. HOLDER
Marvels Anim. Life 22 The group, comprising seven or

eight Keys, made up of coral, is surrounded by a long reef.

t Key, jtf.
4

, obs. pi. of Cow, q. v. Hence t key-
whit (= -quit), money paid in lieu of the tithe of

milk.

1507 Pillon Church-ill. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 54 Item
Receved of Willyam Townysende and lohn Dore for Key
Why t . . ix" v'1

.

Key (kz~), v. [ME. keije(n, keie(n, etc. f. keije,
KEY sbl An OE. cfeggian is alleged by Somner.]
1. trans. To lock with a key ;

to lock up ;
to

fasten securely. AXsojig. rare.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A vi. 103 pe dore I-closet, I-keiset and
I-kliketed, to kepe be ber-oute. c 1425 Disp. Mary *,- Cress

241 in Leg. Rood(i%ii} 205 Heuene gate was keiyed [printed
keibed] clos. 1433 LYDG. St. Edmund \. 1072 Cloos in his

herte ech uertu was I-keied [v. r. ykeyed]. 1555 ABP.

PARKER Ps. cxix. 352 Keyd fast thy word : was so to me : in

hope that I have done. 1780 Newgate Cat. V. 201 Mrs.
Penleaze swore that the windows were constantly barred

and keyed every night. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xxi. 286 Be the

palace-door Thy charge, ..key it fast.

2. a. To fasten by means of a pin, wedge, bolt,

or wooden cross-piece.
1377 HARRISON England n. xi. (1877) i. 227 An ax, keied

or fastened with iron into the wood. 1654 WHITELOCKE
Jrnl.Smed. Etub. (1772) I. 196 The bodyes of great trees

squared, and. .keyed togither by other great pieces of timber.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 302 To key home the plates
of the cupola to the ribs. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naut.
Steam Eng. 57 It is keyed or wedged in, and rusted in so

as to be immoveable. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his own
Mechanic 550 Immovably keyed upon the cranked shaft

is a heavy wooden cone pulley.

b. To cause (plaster) to adhere (to laths).

1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic | 1383 When
the mortar is put over the laths, part of it penetrates between

them, and when hard keys, as it were, the plaster to the

laths and renders it difficult of removal.

3. To regulate the pitch of the strings of a

musical instrument. Hence/^. : To give a certain

tone or intensity (to feelings, thoughts) ;
to key up,

to stimulate, to raise to a high pitch.

1636 HEYWOOD Challenge Beautie Pro]., And Poets strive

to key their strings more loud. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex

Scint. i. Affliction 36 Thus doth God key disorder'd man
. .Tuning his brest to rise or fall. 1866 ALGER Solit. Nat.

(r Man iv. 257 The fervid quickness and strength of

Rousseau's feelings keyed him on so high a pitch that [etc].

1888 HURLBERT Irel. under Coerc. I. i. 46 If Mr. Balfour

keys up the landlords to stand out.

b. To fix the strings of a musical instrument

upon the pegs or keys.

1872 W. SKEEN Early Typogr. 90 They were as useless to

him as unstrung harp-strings are unmusical until they are

keyed and stretched and tuned.

4. To insert the keystone in (an arch). Also

with in.

1735 J- PRICE Stone-Bridge Thames 8 After the Arches

are thus turn'd and key'd. 1751 LABELYE Westm. Br. 75

The last Arch was key'd in. 1770 Chron. in Ann, Reg.

97/2 The new bridge, .fell down after it was key d in.

Key, var. KAY a., left (hand or foot).

Keyage (kfedg). Now written QUAYAGE.
Also 6 kei-, 7 kay-, caiage. [a. OF. kaiage, caiage

etc. (1295 in Godef.; med.L. caiagium is found

in 1167); see KEY sb? and -AGE.] Quay-dues;

quayage.
[1324 in Gross GildM. I. 195 note 4 De hujusmodi theo-

lonio . . anchoragio, tenagio, kayagio.] c 1440 Promp.Pam.
260/2 Keyage, or botys stondynge, ripatum. 1511 Water/.

Arch, in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 325 Noo
man . . shall reise keiage of noo kaye nor othre place . .

except it be buylded as a keay. 1610 FOLKINGHAM Art of

Survey iv. L 80 Profits of Faires, Markets, . . Pontage,

Caiage, Cranage. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. C7e.(i693)
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KEY-BEARER.
78* Kevace or kavafie, foriorium. 778 Eng. Gazetteer

(ed. 2)Tv
g ^y The toll of the market and fairs, and

keyage of the harbour.

Key-tea rer. [f.
KEY rf.i + BEARER : OE.

had CKfbora in same sense.]

1 One who bears a key or keys. (Cf. KEY sbl 2.)

M Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 684/9 Hie claviger,a.

kayberere. 1486 Lichfield Gild Ord. (E. E T. S.) 22 "I he

foure kayberers or ther deputies. 1552 HULOET, Kaye
bearer or keper. 1778 Bp. Low Transl. Isaiah Notes

(ed. 12) 254 The priestess of Juno is said to be the key-bearer

of the Goddess. 1846 ELLIS Elfin Marb. I. 120 The figure

of a key-bearer.
2 fig. One who is entrusted with authority sym-

bolized by keys. Cf. KEY sbl 4 and KEY-KEEPER 2.

a 1540 BARNES Wks. (1573) 262/2 S. Fetter, .commaundeth

you that you shoulde bee alonely but ministers, & key-

bearers of these keyes. 1669 BAXTER Power Mag. * Ch.

Past. n. xi. (1671) 29 Christ made these Officers the Key-
bearers of his Churches. 1895 Tablet 2 Nov. 700 The Prince

of the Apostles, the key-bearer of eternal life.

So Key-bearing, sb. and a.

1669 BAXTER PowerMag. t, Ch. Past. II. xii. (1671) 29 This

Key-bearing power (never denyed them from Chnsts time).

1863 W. CORY Lett. * jfrnfi. (1897) 93, I should have lost

the respect of the key-bearing woman [= guide].

Keyboard (k-bojd). [KEY rf.i n.]
1. The set or row of keys in such musical instru-

mftits as the organ and piano.
1819 Pantologia s. v. Organ, Worked by. .a treadle, which

comes out in the front of the instrument, under the key
board. 1856 MRS. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz' Instrument. 126

A large organ generally possesses five key-boards one above

the other. 1896 HIPKINS Pianoforte 5 The keyboard with

its ivory and ebony notes [is seen] when the front of the

instrument is opened.
fig. 1884 tr. Lotze's Metaph. 491 In this case the soul

would stand ..before the open key-board of the central

nerve-terminations. 1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains 79

Uproar that runs, .up and down the long key-board of the

beach.
attrib. 1896 HIFKINS Pianoforte 46 The various key-

board instruments. Ibid. 65 A keyboard psaltery of a

harp-shaped disposition.

2. The set of keys in a type-writing machine.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1187 A printing key.

board, by which the blind are enabled to write. 1881 Span's
Diet. Indust. Arts 1608 The '

Remington
'

machine has in

front a key-board holding the letters and numerals.

Key-bn :

gle. A bugle fitted with keys to

increase the number of its sounds.

(Invented by James Halliday about 1815, and by him
named the Kent Bugle.)

1836-9 DICKENS St. Boa (1850) 249/1 The loud notes of

a key-bugle broke the monotonous stillness of the street.

1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha viii. 86 Each battalion

marched out to the inharmonious braying of their key-bugles.

Key-Clog. A piece of wood tied to a key, to

prevent it from being easily lost.

1552 HUI.OET, Kaieclogge. [No Latin.) 1555 R. SMITH
in Foxe A. fy M. (1684) III. 343, I have sent you a key-clog
for a token. 1632 I. L. Wont. Rights 19 She is able.. to

have the key clog at her girdle. 1805 G. ELLIS E. E. Metr.
Rom. II. 381 The active princess, .seized the key-clog which

hung from his shoulder.

Key-cold, a. Now rare. [Cf. KEY sb^ I b.]
As cold as a key; devoid of heat ; esp. cold in death.

1529 MORE Dyaloge II. Wks. 185/2 That body bereth them

yet about sicke and noughty and cay colde as thei be. 1593
Tell-Troth's N. Y. Gift 4 Joyning burning sommer with
kea-cold winter. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. ii. 5 Poore key-
cold Figure of a holy King. 1667 DRYDEN Sir Martin
Mar-all in. ii, Mill, Feel whether she breathes, with your
hand before her mouth. Rose. Noj madam, 'tis key-cold.

1894 HALL CAINE Manxman VI. xiii. 405 The word was
scarce out of his mouth when he was key-cold.

b. fig. Entirely devoid of warmth of feeling ;

having no zeal or fervour ; apathetic.
1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trio. in. xxvii. (1847) 313 The con-

sideration of his incomparable kindness could not .. fail to
inflame our key-cold hearts. 1565 STAPLETON Fortr. Faith

123* Kaye colde Christians, a 1659 Bp. BROWNRIG Serm.
(1674) I. xxxi. 393 Men are many times. .luke-warm, yea,
key-cold in the execution of justice, a 1734 WODROW Set,

Biog. (1845-7) I. 397 (E. D. D.) The nobility . . are either

key-cold, or ready to welcome Popery.

t B. As sb. (jocularly) : A severe cold. Obs.
1602 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 206 Sir Adam is best

you hide your head for feare Your wise braines take key-colde.
Hence t Key-coldness, utter coldness.

1641 R. BAILLIE Unlawf. Lim. Episc. 5 The greatest
part of your professed vertue, we find to consist in a key-
coldnes.

Keyed (kd), a. [f. KEY sb)- or v. + -ED.]
1. Of a musical instrument: Furnished with keys.

Keyed bugle = KEY-BUGLE.
1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio II. 320 note, Pieces for

keyed-instruments. 1806 CALLCOTT Mus. Gram. n. i. 99 Both
which are, upon Keyed Instruments, performed with the
sameKeys. i849lx>NGF. JfavanafAxxix, Silas, who breathed
his soul out upon the ah- of summer evenings through a
keyed bugle.
2. In carpentry, engineering, etc. : Secured,

fastened, or strengthened by means of a key.
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 587 Keyed^lado, dado

secured from warping by bars grooved into the back. 1874
THEARLE Naval Archil. 79 A keyed and riveted scarph,
joining two arms.

3. Of an arch : Constructed with a keystone.
1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ ft. Isl. I. iv. 155 In the time of

Pericles.. we discover in at least one of the great temples
of Greece the keyed arch. Ibid. v. 183 The keyed arch was
introduced for strength.
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Keyhole (krh*l).
1. The hole by which the key is inserted into

a lock.
In an ordinary house- or rObm-door the keyhole usually

goes right through, and thus affords opportunities of peep-

ing, listening, etc. which are often alluded to: see thequots.
c 1592 MARLOWE few of Malta 11. Wks. (Rtldg.) 158/2

Yet through the key-hole will he talk to her. 1592 NASHE

Through key-holes we do glide, 1715 BURNET Own Time

(1766) II. 212 He looked through the key-hole and there

saw him lying dead. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II.

222 A candle carried past a key-hole, throws its light on the

opposite wall. 1887 RUSKINPrzterita II. ii. 52 An ominously
/Kolkui keyhole in a vile inn.

2. A hole made to receive a peg or key used in

carpentry or engineering.
1703 T. N. City % C. Purchaser 33 Round-bolts..with

a Head at one end, and a Key-hole at the other, c 1860

H. STUART Seaman s Catech, 6t The lower keyholes should

be clear, to allow the water to run out freely.

3. In New Brunswick : A round harbour or cove

with narrow entrance.

1896 W. F. GANONY in Trans. R. Soc. Canada Ser. n. II.

ii. 210.

4. attrib., as key-hole prospect, slit, view, key-
hole escutcheon, an escutcheon-shaped plate of

metal surrounding a keyhole; keyhole guard,

protector, a metal plate which falls over (or into)

and closes a keyhole ; keyhole limpet, a gastro-

pod of the family Fissurellidse, having a shell with

an aperture at the apex ; keyhole saw, a narrow
saw for culling keyholes, etc. ; keyhole whistler,

slang, (see quot.)
1889 Sci. Amer. LXI. 195 Bennett's improved *key-*hole

guard . . preventing any view through the keyhole. 1869

J. G. WOOD Common Shells 96 In the ^Tusk-shells there is

an aperture at the peak, and the same is the case with the

*Key-hole Limpet Fissurella reticulata. 1885 Stand.
Nat. Hist, I. 320 The Fissurellidx, or key-hole limpets,
are structurally closely allied to the . , Haliotidz. 1851
H. MELVILLE Whale^ xvii. 92 The *key-hole prospect was
but a crooked and sinister one. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama
Sc. <$ Art I. 107 A small kind of compass-saw, called a

*Key-hole-saw, is used for quick curves such as key-holes.
1881 Gentl. Mag. Jan. 65 A man standing on his head to

keep him quiet, and another cutting a '

*keyhole
'
slit in his

ear. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour L 311 'Keyhole whist-

lers ',
the skipper birds are sometimes called. . . They start

early to good houses for victuals, when gentlefolk are not up.
Hence Keyhole v., trans, (of a bullet in target-

practice) to strike the target in such a way as to

make a hole of the form of a key-hole.
1890 Cent. Diet, cites REYNOLDS.

Keying (k? irj),
vbl. sb. [f. KEY sbl and v.]

1. The action of the verb KEY in various senses.

1596-7 in Swayne Sarutn Church-vj. Ace. 302 One Chiboll

for his labo' for the keyinge of a bell, 6d. i86z G. P.

SCROPE Volcanos 290 The '

keying
'

of their flexures by the

intrusion of molten matter from beneath, and its consolida-

tion there. 1878 MARG. STOKES Early Chr. Archil. Irel. 10

Finished at the top by selecting a thicker or thinner stone,
as the case might require, for keying.

t2. Stone-work serving as the key of an arch.

Obs. rare~ l
.

1483 Church. Ace. St. Mary hill, London (Nichols
I 797^ 97 Keyenge of a gate of ston 8 fote of heyghte
withynne boght of William Gemet mason.

Key-keeper.
1. One who has the custody or control of the key of

a house, room, chest, etc. Cf. key-herd, Kvssi.
1
17.

1534 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 219 To the Key
Kepers to thuse of the body of the Town. 1576 Ibid. 388
The Key Kepers of thys Cytie shall delyver them x" in

money. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa ii. App. 10 He must

enquire, whether any money comes to the hands of the

Superioress, without the Key-keeper's knowledge. 111711
KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 205 That Angel. .Of the

Abyss Key-keeper made, Rules the infernal Shade. 1892

Antiquary Oct. 141 His application..was refused by the

key-keeper.
2. = KEY-BEABEB 2.

1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1596) 87/1 Left with Peter the

holie keie keeper.

f 3. A regulator. Obs.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk ff Seta. 122 The best key-keeper of
motion is an elater or bear.

Keyl, obs. form of KEEL sb-?, sb.3, .*

Keyless (krles), a. [f. KEY s6.i + -LESS.]
Without a key or keys. a. Of a door or lock.

1823 BYRON Island iv. vi, A spacious cave, Whose only
portal was the keyless wave. 1860 READE Cloister <$ H,
xciv, Faith and simplicity had guarded that keyless door.

b. Of a watch or clock which is wound up
otherwise than by means of a key. Hence of

a mechanism, method of winding, etc.

1828 Mech. Mag. IX. 66 Berrollas' keyless watch or clock.

1884 F. I. BRITTEN Watch 4- Clockm. 133 The simple key-
less mechanism used for going barrels is not suitable for the
fusee. Ibid. 247 The ordinary method of keyless winding.

c. Of a musical instrument.

1875 tr. Blaserna's Th. Sound v. 8 The primitive key-
less trumpet.

d. Without explanatory key.
1861 J. PYCROFT Ways 4- Words 83 Such compositions

have . . a voice only for the initiated, but are keyless mysteries
to all others. 1892 Pall Mall G. 22 Sept. 2/1 We find your
work so abstruse, your parables so keyless.

KEYSTONE.

Keylet (k?-let). [f.
KEY s6.i + -LET.] A little

or tiny key.
1860 Artist tf Craftsman 367 To open the rose-wood case

with the precious keylet she had left him.

Keyll, obs. form of KEEL sb2, KYLE.

Keyme, Keynard, var. KEMB, CAYNAHD.

Key-note (k?n*t).
1. Mus. The first, i. e. lowest, note of the scale

of any key, which forms the basis of, and gives its

name to, the key ; the tonic. (Formerly called

simply key: see KEY sb^ 7 a.) In quot. 1776

applied to the lowest tone of an ancient Greek
scale or ' mode.'

1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. v. 460 The key-note of the

Dorian mode. 1782 Ibid. II. ii. 97 Transposed keys.. repre-
sented by other sounds in the same relation to the key-note.

1859 JEPHSON Brittany iv. 41 They never leave off on the

key-note; the ear is left unsatisfied. 1875 OUSELEY Mus.
Form ii. ii A melodic perfect cadence must end with the

key-note.
b. transf.

= KEY s6.1 8 a. rare.

1762 KAMES Elem. Crit. xvni. iv. (1774) II. 104 In reading,
whether verse or prose, a certain tone is assumed, which

may be called the key-note ; and in that tone the bulk of

the words are sounded.

2. fig. The leading idea of a discourse, composi-
tion, or course of action; the prevailing tone of

thought or feeling.

1783 BLAIR Rhet. II. xxxi. 166 Much of the Orator's art

and ability is shown, in thus striking properly_at the com-

mencement, the key note, if we may so express it, of the rest

of his Oration. 1825 SCOTT Diary 22 Dec. in Lockhart,
I wrote a few verses.. taking the key-note from the story of

Clavers leaving the Scottish Convention of estates in 1688-9.
1862 J. SKELTON Nugae Crit. ix. 404 This moderation was
the key-note of Canning's character. 1875 STUBBS Const.

Hist. III. xviii. 14 The keynote of the Lancastrian policy.
1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. ii. 140 Such was the

frequent keynote of his discourses in public.

Keyre, obs. form of KIER.

Keyry, variant of KETM Obs. wall-flower.

Keys (kz). [PI. of KEY sb. 1 in specialized use.]

A body of twenty-four members which forms the

elective branch of the Legislature of the Isle of

Man. More fully House of Keys. (The reason of

the title is not quite clear. It appears in Latin

form daves in 1418, and in Eng. form in 1422.
But it is not the recognized name in the Manx
Statutes till 1585 ; from that date to 1734 the title

is
' The Twenty-four Keys'; after this simply

' The

Keys'. The Manx popular name is Yn Kiare as

Feed,
' The Four-a'nd-twenty .' The suggestion that

Keys was some kind of corruption of Kiare as
' Four-and' has no historical basis.)

[1417-18 in Gill Statutes/, of Man (1883) I. 2 Haec In-

dentura facta inter Thurstanum de Tyldesley [etc.] ex una

parte, et. .xxiiij Claves Mann, ex altera, Testatur qd. pre-
dicti xxiiij Claves legis cum judice Mann, dicunt, etc.]

1422 Ibid. I. ii Alsoe we give for Law, that there was
never xxiiij Keys in Certainty, since they were first that

were called Taxiaxi, those were xxiiij free Houlders. .With-

out the Lord's Will, none of the 24 Keys to be. i&$Orderof
Henry Earl ofDerfy ibid. 59 To . . impart your Proceedings
to the 24 Keyes of that my Isle. 1594 A rt. of Doubt by
K. Stanley ibid. 67 The two Deemsters and 24 Keys of this

Isle. 1706 PHILLIPS s. v., In the Isle of Man, the twenty
four chief Commoners, being as it were the Keepers of the

Liberties of the People, are call'd The Keys of the Island.

(1863) j,.
is "not cognizable before the 24 Keys. 1739 in Gill Statutes

I. of Man I. 239 By and with the Advice and Consent of

the Governor, Councel, Deemster, and Keyes, in this
present

Tynwald Court assembled. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 452/2
The Keys were at one time self-elected, but in 1866 they
consented to popular election. 1900 A. W. MOORE Hist. I.

of Man 824 note. The right to try questions of the rights
of members to their seats was specially reserved by the

House of Keys Election Act of 1866.

Keysar, -ser, -zar, obs. variants of KAISEB.

Keyse, keysie, keysble, local ff. CASSIS.

Keystone (krst<7un).

1. The stone at the summit of an arch, which,

being the last put in, is looked upon as locking the

whole together.
a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods, Misc. Poems xxx. To Sir

E. Sacki'ille, 'Tis the last key-stone That makes the arch.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 279 If you will add a Keystone. .

to the Arch . .let the breadth of the upper part of the Key-
stone be the height of the Arch. 1790 BURNS Tarn a'

Shanter 206 Now, do thy speedy utmost, Meg, And win
the key-stane of the brig. 1851 RUSKIN Stones Ven. I. x.

4 One voussoir is as much a keystone as another ; only

people usually call the stone which is last put in the key.
stone ; and that one happens generally to be at the top or

middle ofthe arch. 1858 Mus. OLIPHANT Laird Norlaw III.

272 The narrow door, with some forgotten noble's sculptured
shield upon its keystone.

b. fig. Something occupying a position com-

pared to that of a keystone in an arch.

1790 BURNS Tamo SHanter 69 That hour, <

black arch the key-stane. 1839 BAILEY Feslus i. (1852) 10

The sun, centre and sire of light. The keystone of the world-

built arch of Heaven. 1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life (1883) I.

xiii. 245 At the other end of the saloon sat one of the

fathers, the plump key-stone of an arch of comfortable

young students.



KEY-STONED.
c. esp. The central principle of a system, course

of action, etc., upon which all the rest depends
18.7 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 96 Religion, as both the corner

stone, and the key-stone of morality. 1833 LEWIS Usef,A6
Pal. Terms xm. 163 The keystone on which all government

principle of unlimited liability is t'hTke'ystonec/the'system
2. A bond-stone.
1823 P NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 339 Key-Stones, a term

frequently used for bond-stones.
3. In chromolithography : see quot.
1875 Ures Diet. Arts III. 135 A drawing of the subject, in

outline,, .is made., when transferred to a stone, this drawing
is called the keystone, and it serves as a guide to all the
others, for it must be transferred to as many different stones
as there are colours in the subject. 1889 Pall Mall G.
3 Jan. 3/1 Offsets ..are tracings of those portions ofmatter

in the keystone which are to go in each colour, an offset for
the red, one for the blue, and so on.
4. A block of cast-iron used to fill up certain

spaces in a Scotch lead-smelting furnace.
1857 TO.MLINSON in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XIII. 300/1 (Lead)

I he space at each end of the fore-stone is closed by a cube
of cast-iron called a key-stone: two similar stones fill upthe space between the fore-stone and the back Dart of the
furnace.

5. attrib. and Comb., as keystone-mask; key-
stone-mill, a kind of mill used for grinding tan-

ning materials ; Keystone State, U.S., popular
appellation of Pennsylvania, as being the seventh
or central one of the original thirteen states.
1881 Sfou't Diet. Indust. Arts 1227 The well known

American keystone
'

mill. 1800 Daily News 26 Nov. 7/3The quite famous sculptured keystone-masks on the east
and west sides of the central arch of Henley Bridge.
Hence Ke-ystoned a., having a keystone.
1887 T. HARDY Woodlanders I. iv. 52 Under that key-

stoned doorway.
Keyth, var. KITHE z>. 06s., to make known, etc.

t Key-turner. 06s. A turnkey.
1607 DEKKER Knt.'s Coajur. (1842) 45 Hee's as surly as

those Key-turners are. 1618 MYNSHUL Ess. Prison. (1638) 29The master of a prison is the primum mobile.. and those
key-turners and street-walkers are the petty and necessary
slavish wheeles. 1786 J. ROBERTS Life 83 A piece of
service I did him .. officiating as key-turner, and preventing
two notorious robbers from breaking out.

Keytyf, -teyves, obs. forms of CAITIFF, -s.

Key-whyt : see KEY s6.*

Khab(^b)ar, variant of KHUBBER.
II Khair (kaij). Also kheir, kiar. [Hindi

khair, khayar, = Skr. khadird.'] The Acacia
Catechu of India, from which cutch is obtained.
1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son II. 198 The kiar

backstays, strong and elastic as they are, snapped like cast
iron. 1835 BURNES Trim. Bokhara (ed. 2) I. 112 Clumps of
tamarisk, khair, im,..and such other shrubs as are to be
found in the Thurr. 1862 Catal. Intermit. Exhib, III.
India 105 Kheir-gum. 1866 Trcas. Bot. 646/1 Khair-tree.

II Khakail (kaka-n). Also khaean. [Turk!
(hence Pers. and Arab.) ^ISli. khaqan king,
emperor, Great Khan: see CHAGAN and KHAN 1

.]A Tartar ruler i a khan.
"777 J. RICHARDSON Dissert. East Nat. 26 The Khakan

used often to preside at their exercises of genius. 1859
?. FORSTER Primeval Lang., Man. Assyria 314 note,When the present khaean shall have departed, this man
will succeed to the throne.

Hence Xhaka'iiship, the office of khakan.
1859 C. FORSTER Primeval Lang., Man. Assyria 314 note,

They give the khacanship only to Jews.

II Khaki (ka-kz), a. and si. Also khakee,
ka(h)ki, kharki(e, karkee, etc. [Urdu (Pers.)

khaki dusty, f. i)li. khdk dust.]
A. adj. a. Dust-coloured; dull brownish yellow,

drab. b. (attrib. use of B.) Made of khaki cloth.

1863 Corah. Mag. Jan. 45 As to dress.. he [Capt. Cureton]
confined himself to causing their clothes to be dyed khakee,
or mud-colour. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

305 The comfortable gray or dust-coloured native Khakee
cfoth. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 2 We had to pro-
'vide ourselves with . . Karkee jackets. 1884 Health Exhib.
Catal. 35/2 The new Khaki cloth, the material adopted by
the War Office for the troops on active service. 1890 WATT
Diet. Econ. Prod. India IV. 566 It is needless to attempt
an enumeration of all the Khaki dyes of India. 1898
B. BURLEIGH Sirdar fy Kkalifa'vt. 128 The Kharkie trousers
of the Lincolns and Warwicks. 1900 Daily News 24 Mar. 6/5
Stockings, gloves, sunshades, all are to be khaki.
B. sb. A fabric of this colour now largely em-

ployed in the British army for field-uniforms.

Originally of stout twilled cotton (Khaki drill),
but more recently made also of wool (Khaki Bed-

ford, K. serge).
In India, khaki was used for uniforms by the Guide Corps

under Lumsden and Hodson in 1848, by the troops in the

Mutiny of 1857, in the Afghan campaigns of 1878-80, etc.

1857 H. B. EDWARDES Let. 21 July in Lumsden & Elsmie
Lumsden ofGuides (1899) 200 The whole of the troops here
are dressed in khakee. 1859 SIR J. MURRAY Disp, 27 Apr.
in Delhi Gaz. 23 June, The Infantry were dressed in

khakee. 1879 E. S. BRIDGES Round the World in 6
Months 203 The troops here are dressed in khaki.. It is

a kind of strong brown holland, and appears to me to be
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made of flax 1883.Times 1 1 July 7 Marksmen . . in the case
ot some of the Indian team, in the light serviceable dust-
coloured khakee. 1886 YULE s.v., The original khakee wasa stout cotton cloth, but the colour was also used in broad-
cloth. 1892 Pall Mall G. 25 Apr. 7/1 Khaki is not showy
enough except when it is new and well made up, and if

constantly worn it tends to promote slovenliness. 1800
b. CRANE in Carnh. Mag. Dec. 749 In came Casper, thin
yellow, and m soiled khaki.

b. Used for a soldier clothed in khaki.
1899 LUMSDEN & ELSMIE Lumsden of Guides 85 There

used to be a good deal of rivalry between the Guides and
the ist Punjab Rifles.. the former were styled 'Khakis'
from their dust-coloured clothing. Mod. Nnvsfr., Before
daylight the Khakis were at them again.

C. As adj., adv., or sb. in such constr. as to
vote khaki, a khaki election, a khaki policy, the
khaki loan (khakis), etc., used in reference to the
South African War of 1899-, and the war spirit
in England at the time.

1900 G. FABER Sp. in Yorksh. Herald 5 Jan. 6/2 Are
Or i

.

you.. going to.. vote solid for our Government? Or may
I put it m another way, .. will you vote khaki? 1900

tm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 2/2 The electors at York have voted
khaki, as Mr. Faber invited them to do. Ibid. 8 Mar. Q/I Themarket does not know whether the new war loan, Khakis,
will be offered at 97, 98, 99, or 100. Ibid. 10 Mar. 2/2 The
financial aspects of the ' Khaki ' Loan of .30,000,000. Ibid.
23 Mar. 1/3 Complications of all kinds are likely to arise
as the khaki feeling dies down. Ibid. 26 May 2/2 The
result in South Manchester is a great deal more khaki than
that in the Isle of Wight. 1900 Dundee Advertiser
2i Aug. 4 What right has the Government to attempt to
ride back to power on 'khaki'? 1900 St. James's Gaz.
21 Sept. 6/1 Khaki and Imperialistic allusions are worked in
[to a play] to the entire satisfaction of the audience.
D. Comb., as khaki-bound, -clad, -clothed,

coloured, -hued adjs.
1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Burmah II. 177 Khakie.

coloured cloth is the best for shooting purposes. 1896
C. DOYLE in Westm. Gaz. g Apr. 2/1 We had speech with
three khaki-clad men. 1899 Keene's Bath Jrnl. 2 Dec. 6/1
It was impossible to distinguish the khaki-clothed firing line.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 16 Feb. 3/2 The eleven will wear khaki-
hued jerseys. 1900 Academy 14 Apr. 313/1 A little

khaki-bound collection of ditties about fighting and fighting-
men. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 30 Oct. 8/1 What boys they
looked, some of the sunburnt khaki. men,

|| Khalifa (kalf'fa), variant of CALIPH, represent-
ing more closely the Arab, khalifah. So Khalifat (e,

Khaleefate, variants of CALIPHATE.
1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 153 From Alexandria . . came

all the Mighty Armadas set on Foot by the Saracen Khalifas.
1844 LD. HOUGHTON Palm Leaves 10 The just successor of
the Khaleefate. 1898 Manch. Guard. 14 Oct., The Khali-
fate had belonged to the Khalifa, and not to the Khedive.

Khalsa(h (ka-lsa). East Ind. [Urdu (Pers.)

khalifah, k!ial(a(k, fern, of Arab. ..oJli.

khalic. pure, real, proper, properly belonging.]
1. The revenue department of the government in

Indian states ; the state exchequer. Also attrib.,
as khalsa-grain, -land.

1776 Trial Joseph P'o^uke B 14/1, 1 will procure for you the
Kallaut of the Aumeen [= Aumil] of the Khalsa. 1801
R. PATTON Asiat. Mon, 129 The injunctions on this head
from the khalsa, or revenue department, are imperious and
strong. Ibid. 157 The nankar lands of the zemindar, which
have, .been converted into khalsah lands. 1862 BEVERIDGE
Hist. India II. v. VL 418 The officers of the khalsa (revenue
office). 1897 LD. ROBERTS 41 Yrs. India liii. 427 The
herdmen.. refused to deliver the khalsa grain.
2. The Sikh community or sect.

1790 G. FOKSTER Journ. Bengal to Eng. (1798) I. 267 note,
The government at large, and their armies, are [by the

Sicques] denominated Khalsa, and Khalsajee. 1882 WOOD
tr. Barth's Relig. India 246 Govind Singh . . completed the
transformation of the sect, or, as it was henceforth called. .

the Khalsa,
' the property, the portion (of God) '.

II Khamsin (kre-msin). Forms : 7 camsim,
8-9 oampsin, (9 kampseen), 9 kamsin, kham-
sin, -seen. [Arab. ,--_v^ khamsin, mod. collo-

quial form (= oblique case) of ,..,,^ khamsfm

fifty (see def.).] An oppressive hot wind from the
south or south-east, which in Egypt blows at inter-

vals for about 50 days in March, April, and May,
and fills the air with sand from the desert.

1685 BOYLE Salub. Air 74 A kind of Dew, which, .purifies
the Air from all the Infection ofCamsims. 1757 HUXHAM
in Phil. Trans. L. 428 The wind we had, like the Campsin,
actually blew hot. 1804 C. B. BROWN tr. Volney's Vie
Soil U. S. 142 The kamsin, or south wind, in Egypt, and the
south-west at Bagdat and Bussora, have the same proper-
ties. 1883 E. F. KNIGHT Cruise 'Falcon' (1887) 65 The
atmosphere is hot, dry,

and oppressive as that of North
Africa when the khamsin blows, attrib. 1896 Blackw. Mag.
Sept. 332 The hot kbamseen winds parch the fields.

Khan 1
(kaen, kan). Forms :

cane, 4-7 can, 6 canne,
4 caan, 4-6

7 eaunn ; 4-5 ohaan,
4-6 chane, 7 chahan, ehawn, 4, 7-9 chan ; 7-8
ban; 9 khaun, khan (kan, kaan). See also

CHAM. [a. Turk! (hence Pers. and Arab.) ^li.
khan

lord, prince, generally regarded as a modified form

of
^jlalifc khaqan see KHAKAN and CHAGAN.

The title became known in Europe partly through the

Mongol invasions in the first half of the thirteenth century
appearing in med.L. as chanis, canis, Gr MOOTI;, Kawt, OF.
chan, cham. etc.), but more esp. through the European
missions to the Mongol court in the same century (1245-1255)
and by the narrative of Marco Polo (1298). In the original

KHANSAMAH.
French text of the latter the spelling Kan, Can or Chan

ries
mil^JCaaa or Caan, apparently intended to represent

Tartar
jjHj qa'an, the special title adopted by Oktai the

son of ChingTz Khan, and his successors. Caanus is also
found in med.L. (Du Cange, s. v. Cagan), but the usual
lorms in the European languages are based on Khan.}

a. Hist. The specific title (usually with great,
Ifgrand, or the additions of Tartary, of Cathay)
given to the successors of Chinglz Khan, who were
supreme rulersover the Turkish, Tartar, and Mongol
tribes, as well as emperors of China, during the
middle ages. b. In later use : A title (now of

slight import) commonly given to rulers, officials,
or men of rank in Central Asia, Afghanistan, etc.
1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 64 pis Tartary es halden of

Jje
Grete Caan of Cathay. I494 FABYAN Chron. VH. 3311 he Great Cbaan of Tartharys . . sent an hooste into the

lande of Hungry. 1534 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. HI. Wks.
1241/1 Both Prester lohns land, and the graunde Canes too

- ^, J*s *...., v..i>ig >*.<j uwuvm ui i

1634 SIR f. HERBERT Trav. 52 A Citie. .under the Juri
tion Royall of Emang Ally, the Chawn or great Duk

isdic-

, uke of
Shyras. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 388 Cambalu, seat of
Cathaian Can. 1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1724/1 The last Week
arrived here an Envoy from the Kam of Tartary. 1705
Ibid. No. 4102/2 The old Han of Tartary is lately dead.
1788 GIBBON Dec!, f, F. xlii. (1869) II. 562 The pride of the
great khan survived his resentment. 1798 MALTHUH/Ww
(1878) 67 The power of the Chan being absolute. 1815
ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubul (1842) I. 213 The chief of an
Oolooss is called Khaun.. .In some Ooloosses, the Khaun is
elected by the people. 1857 MAX MULLER Selected Ess. II.
269 One of the Tatar Khans, .sent for the Buddhist pilgrim.
1897 LD. ROBERTS 4 r Yrs. India xiv. (1898) 101 He was a
grand specimen of a frontier Khan.

II Khan 2
(kaen, kan). Forms: a. (4 alchan),

7 c(h)ane, kan(ne, 8 k(h)ane, 8- khan. /3. 7

han(e, 7-8 hawn, 8 hann. [Arab. ^jli.
khan inn.]

In the East : A building (unfurnished) for the
accommodation of travellers

;
a caravanserai.

. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 22 He dischargeb hym his
hors. .of his berthen and so sendeth hym into swich a hows
bat is cleped berc also alchan. [1612 Trav. Four Engluhm.
77 In Cities they haue very stately Canes, but not for
trauellers, but for themselues to dwell in ; for every rich man
calleth his house a Cane.) 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 57 Lega-
cies for.. building of Canes for the reliefe of passengers.
1682 WHELF.R Journ. Greece i. 37 There is a Kanne there,
which serveth for a Warehouse. 1759 RUSSELL in Phil.
Trans. LI. 533 At Seidon, great part of the Frank kane was
overthrown. 1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I.

193 We stopped at the khan, while our men purchased pro-
visions. 1880 A. H. HUTH Buckle II. i6r The badly-cooked,
indigestible stuff which most Eastern travellers eat at the
Khans.

ft. 1642 HOWEI.L Far. Trav. (Arb.) 84 They are great
bunders of Hospitalls, of Hanes to entertain Travellers.

653 GmtiVB^Siraffio 182 Divers Hawns (commonly called
"anes) in which wayfaring men do lodge. 1704 J. PITTS
Ace. Mahometans 173 A Hawn or Inn adjoyning to the
Harbour. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs Thistle-
thwayte i Apr., Their mosques are all of freestone, and the
jublic hanns, or inns, extremely magnificent.

Khanate (koe-n-, ka-ne't). Also khanat. [f.
KHAN 1

-f- -ATE 1.] A district governed by a khan ;

the position of a khan.

1799 W. TOOKK View Russian Emp. II. 37 This state

split, .into several petty khanates. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX.
375/r Samarcand is a town in Asia, in the khanat of Bokhara.
1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 74, I was forthwith em.
ployed to draw up a full report of his son's claim to the
Khanate. 1893 MCCARTHY Dictator I, 80 In the Khanate
of some Central Asian despot.

Khandgea, variant of CANGIA, a Nile-boat.
1819 T. HOPE Anastasius ii. (1827) 31, I resolved, after

three or four days march along the banks of the Nile, to
contend with its adverse current, myself in a light khandgea.
Khang, variant of KANG.
II Khanjar (karndgaj). Also 7 canjare, 8

-jer, 8-9 -jar, 9 -jiar, -giar, cunjur, khunjur,
kandjar. See also HANDJAR. [Pers. (Arab.,

Turk., Urdu) .s"* khanjar, hanjar dagger.] An
Eastern dagger.
1684 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tavernier's Trav. I. ii. in. 200 The

Canjare which he had in his hand, was a kind of Dagger,
the blade whereof toward the Handle was three fingers
broad. 1797 Encycl. Brit (ed. 3) XII. 346/2 A sabre
and canjer (or dagger) worn in a bandelier. 1825 SCOTT
Talism. xxvii, A sapphire, which terminated the hilt of his

canjiar. 1828 Kuzzilbash I vii. 89 All wore the khunjur,
or common dagger. 1845 LADY H. STANHOPE Mem. I.

iii. 108, I always slept with a khanjar. .by my side.

II Khanjee(ka-nd32'). Alsokhandjee.khanjhi.

[Turk. ,js?li- khanji, I. khan KHAN 2 + -ji, agent-

suffix.] "The keeper of a khan or inn.

1839 Miss PARDOE Beauties Bosphorus 141 There is a
certain foppery about the khanjhi of a first-rate Caravan-
serai. 1884 BOND in Mission, Herald (Boston) Dec. 515,
I spent the last night at a village khan, .. in the night the

khatidjee received a note from brigands, demanding ^200.

||
Khansamah, -saman (ka-nsama(n, kan-

sa-ma(n). East Ind. Forms : 7 consaorman, 8

chan-, caun-sumaun, consumma, -sumah, (9

-somah), 8-9 khansaman, 9 khaunsaumaun,
khansama(h, kansamah. [Urdu (Pers.) jjULjli.
khansaman, f. khan master, ruler, KHAN 1 + samdn



KHARAJ.

household goods.] In India : A house-steward ;

a native male servant (usually a Mohammedan),
the head of the kitchen and pantry department.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. xxviii. (1705) 39,

I met with Camillo

your ConMOrman here lately. 1759 m R. O. Cambridge

War in India (1761) 231 Order, under the Chan Sumaun,
or Steward s seal. Il'id. 232 Caun Samaun, or Steward to

his Majesty. I77 Trial Joseph Fmvkc 6/1, I put the

arzee under the care of the Consumma. 1788 GLADWIN tr.

Mem Kk. AMulkurreem 56 [He] asked the Khansaman,
what quantity was remaining of the clothes. ^iSi^-^ MRS.

SHERWOOD Lit. Henry <J-
Bearer 7 His mammas khaun.

saumaun had told him so. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Bnt.

India (1854) 116 The khansama, or butler, acts the part

which, in a moderate English establishment, is acted by the

mistress and the cook together

II Kharaj (kara-d^khara'tch. [Arab.
^(j>.

kharaj, in Egypt kharag, in Turkish kharatch

tribute.] Tribute ; rent ; poll-tax : see CARATCH.
1860 Times 25 June 10/6 The allegation that the word

'tribute* is incorrectly used, .'kharatch 'ur
'

poll-tax being
the expression in the original. 1881 Edin. Rev. Apr. 342
Unable to pay their kharag or rent.

Khas-kh)as: see KHUS-KBUS.
Khatri (kae'trz, kzrtn). Also 7 cuttery,

quetery, 8 katri, khettrie, kittree, 9 ketra,

khiitri. [Hindi khatrl : Skr. kshatriya.~\ A
member of the second or military caste among the

Hindus (cf. KSHATRIYA).
1630 LORD Banians ft Persees \. 5 And because Cuttery

was of a Martiall temper, God gaue him power to sway
kingdomes with the Scepter. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav

(1677) 52 The Cutleries. . being men of War they scruple not

to shed blood, eat flesh, and.. are for the most part called

Rajaes or great men. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India % P.

193 Opium is frequently eaten in great quantities by the

Rashpoots, Queteries, and Patans. 1725 R. MILLAR Hist.

Prt'pag. Chr. II. vn. 208 The Katris are degenerate
into Merchants 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 36/1 Another
letter came to me with a peon and kittree, from Roopnarrain
Chowdree. 1814 W. BROWN Hist. Propag. Chr. II. 170
The Hindoos were originally divided into 4 casts or tribes;

the Brahmin, the Ketra, the Bice, and the Sooder. 1885

Panjad Notes $ Q. II. 75/1 These ceremonies are observed

by Brahmans, Khatris, and Baises.

II Kheda, keddah (krda, ke-da). Also khed-

da(h, (kiddah). [Hindi kkedd.] An enclosure

used in Bengal, Assam, etc., for the capture of

wild elephants ; corresp. to the corral of Ceylon.
1799 CORSE in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 38 She was driven

by Mr. Leekes elephant hunters into a keddah. 1827
D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 55 Elephants are numerous, . .

The principal Keddah for catching them is in the district

of Tipperah. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit Burmah I. 80,
I remember, when kheddahs were started

_
in Burmah,

nearly a hundred elephants had been driven into an
inclosure. 1889 Daily News 27 Nov. 5/4 A kheda..has
been formed in the jungle near an elephant cover.

II Khedive (kedf -v). (Also 7 quiteue.) [a. F.

khidive, a. Turk, (from Pers.)jjjJ>. khediv, khidcv

prince, sovereign.] The title of the viceroy or

ruler of Egypt, aecorded to Ismail Pasha in 1867 by
the Turkish government.
[1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. IV. 1537 (Stanf.) He is called

Quiteue a title royall and no proper name.] 1867 Times
24 May 1 1/1 At a council of the Turkish Cabinet, held

on the I4th inst., the title to be granted to the Pasha of

Egypt was at length definitely settled. His Highness is to

be called 'Khedive', which is regarded as the Arabic

equivalent of 'King'. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 187
A description, .of the political system of the khedive. 1892

MILNER_ Eng. in Egypt 44 The power of the Khedive is an
emanation from the power of the Sultan.

Hence KhecUva (-di'va), Khediviah (-drvia)

[Arab. &>>*]! wife of the khedive; KhecU val,

Xhedl'vial a., of or pertaining to the khedive
;

KliecU vate, Khedi'viate, the office, authority,
or government of the khedive.

1890 Daily Nums ^ Feb. 5/4 Miss E. M. Merrick . . last
j

year had the honour of painting a portrait of her Highness
the Khediviah. 1899 Ibid. 4 Dec. 6/3 The Khedivah, the i

Khedivah mere, and their enormous entourage. 1882 Sat. \

Rev. 17 June 749/1 The Khedival and Turkish portion of
the Government got away, .to Alexandria. 1882 Standard
24 July 5 The fine Khedivial Library ..grew, .into a collec-

tion of fame. 1880 Daily Ne^vs 12 July 5/6 It seems
almost as though Midhat Pacha wishes to establish a Khedi-
viate in Syria, with himself as Khedive, 1892 Times 15

Apr. 3/1 Turkish intrigues for reducing Egypt from the
status of a Khedivat . . to a vilayet.

Khemkaub, Khettrie, Kheveuhuller, var.

KINCOB, KHATRI, KEVENHULLER.

II Khidmutgar (ki-dmtgai). Also 8-9 kid-,

kis(t)-, 9 k(h)itmutgar ; 8 khidmidgar, 9
khid-, khitmatgar.khid-, khed-, khitmutghar,

khitmutkar, etc. [Urdu (from Pers.) .Ik^ji.

khidmatgdr, = kkidmal service + -gar, agent-suffix.]
In India : A male servant who waits at table.

1765 HOLWELL Hist. Events (1766) I. 60 They were taken
into the service of Soujah Dowla . . : Hodjee, in capacity
of his first Kistmutgar lor valet). 1776 Trial of Nundo-
comar 56/1 Q. Who came with Bollakey Doss? A. He
came afone, only his kidmutgar. 1824 [SHERER] Sketches
in India 247 His father had been a Khidmutgar to a British
Colonel 1873 Miss THACKERAY Wkt. (1891* I. 269-70 A
Kitmutghar who had drained off a bottle of her eau-de-

Cologne.
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II Khilat, khelat (ki-lt). East hid. Forms :

7 oalaat, collat, 8 kail-, kellaut, 8-9 khilat,

khelaut, 9 khelat, kheliat, khillaut, calatte,

(khelut, khillut, killut, -laut). [Urdu (Pers.)

.jl-.l^. khile-al, khalc-at, a. Arab. ida. khilf-ah

(-a/).] A dress of honour presented by a king or

other dignitary as a mark of distinction to the per-
son receiving it; hence, any handsome present
made by an acknowledged superior.
1684 J. PHILLIPS tr. Tnvernier's Trav. I. in. v. 108

The Garment of Honour, or the Calaat, the Bonnet, and
Girdle. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 87 He had a

Collat or Seerpaw, a Robe of Honour from Head to Foot,

was roug me. was resse n as a . 1803
EDMONSTONE in Owen Mrq. Wellesley's Desp. (1877) 325
He is admitted to the privilege of investing the Peishwa
with a khelaut. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India

(1854) 239 The king.. maintains the royal privilege of con-

ferring khillaiits. 1876 JAS. GRANT Hist. India \. xxxyii.

191/1 No peishwa 'could be appointed without first receiving
the khelat. 1886 YULE, Killut, Killaut.

II Klioja (kflu-dga). Forms : 7 hoiah, hodgee,
-gia, hugie, hoggie, 7-8 hogi, 8 hoage, hogia,

cojah, 9 hoja.h, hodja, khodgea, khodja, -djo,

khoja. [Turk, and Pers. &a-U khojah, prop.

khwaja/i.} A professor or teacher in a Moham-
medan school or college; a schoolmaster; a

scribe, clerk.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims ix. xv. 8. II. 1598 From fiue

yeers of age vntill ten. .they haue their Hoiah (that is, their

Schoole-master) appointed them by the King to teach them.

1630 A'. 'Johnson s Kingd. $ Commit}. 525 The third, are

Hogi, Writers of Bookes; for they have no Printing. 1704

J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 21 Rides in the Van of the

Army, with two Hoages, or Clerks. 1786 A rt. Charge W.
Hastings in Burke Writ. (1852) VII. 27, I sent for Retafit

Ali Khan, the Cojah. 1834 Ayesha I. xi. 265 They collected

all that the city possessed of wisdom and learning, Khod-

jas, Mollahs, Hakims, Imams. 1887 L'pool Daily Post 14
Feb. 5/4 This last savant brings a Knoja, who has just
arrived from Bombay.
Khookheri, obs. form of KUKKI.

II Klior (kju). [Arab. ^a. khurr, khorr^\ A

watercourse, ravine, nullah, dry bed of a stream.

1884 Times 28 Mar. 5 Our route lay . .along the bottom of

the valley leading to the khor. Ibid., The khor winds con-

siderably, and splits into two or three smaller ravines. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 12 June 2/1 A swarm of Arabs came down upon
them through a neighbouring khor.

Khotbah, -beh, variants of KHUTBAH.
II Khubber (ktrbai). Eastlnd. Alsokhuber,

khab(b)ar. [Urdu (Pers., Arab.)^,*. khabar]

Information, news, report, rumour.

1878 Life in the Mo/ussil I. 159 (Y.) Khabar of innumer.

able black partridges has been received. 1879 Vanity Fair

29 Nov. 299 (Y.) He will not tell me what khabbar has been

received. 1891 R. KIPLING City Dread/. A7. 75 Just fancy,

among these five thousand people, what sort of effect the

Muter of an accident would produce !

II Klvud (kwd). East Ind. [Hind! khad."} A
deep ravine or chasm ;

a precipitous cleft or descent

in a hill-side.

1837 BACON First Impr. Hindustan^ II. 146 (Y.) To look

over the edge of the narrow footpath into the Khud. 1870
Gd. Words 133/2 The depth of the khuds is very great, and
the slope so rapid that you can scarcely find footing when
once off the beaten road. 1886 R. KIPLING Departm. Ditties,

etc. (1899) 87 Death .. drops the reckless rider down The
rotten ram-soaked khud.
attrib. 1896 SAHAH J. DUNCAN His Honor fy a Lady xix.

244 The tin roofs of the cottages down the khud-side.

Khukri, Khunjur : see KUKRI, KHANJAK.

II Klms-klms <,k#-skss). East Ind. Also

khaskas, kuskos, kus-kus, kuss-kuss ; see

also Cuscus 2
. [Urdu (Pers.) (jj>. {JJ>.

k/ias-

khas.~\ The sweet-scented root of an Indian grass,

largely used in the manufacture of mats or screens

(' tatties '), which are wetted to cool the air passing

through them. Also attrib.

1810 [see Cuscus 2
!. A^lArtJrnl.Illustr.Catal. in Forbes

Veg. World II. p. ivf, Deliciously fragrant screens are made
by the H i ndoos from khus-khus, the A ndropogon muricatum.
1886 Offic. Catal. Ind. Exhib. 33 (Stanf.) Fans made of the

fragrant root of the khaskas grass. 1890 SIR S. BAKER Wild
Beasts I. 233 With good tents, kuskos tatties, and cool

drinks, the heat was bearable.

II Khutbah (ku-tba) . Also kootbah, khootba,

khotbeh, -bah. [Arab. iJsi. khutbafi, khotbeh, f.

\_Ja^ khataba to preach.] A form of sermon or

oration used at the Friday service in Mohammedan
mosques ;

the name of the ruling sovereign is

inserted near its close.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Keg., Misc. Tr. 49/1 He repeatedly read
the kootbah, or prayer, containing the name and titles of the

prince of the age. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Caubnl (1842)
I. 112 note^ Inserting a prince's name in the Khootba, and

inscribing it on the current coin, are reckoned in the East
the most certain acknowledgments of sovereignty. 1841

Penny Cycl. XX. 325 His lieutenant deposed the Fatimite

dynasty by a simple ordinance that the khotbah or public

prayer should be read in the name of the Abbasside caliph
Mostadhi. 1860 GARDNER Faiths World II. 467/2 In the

mosque on the Friday, which may be termed the Moham-
medan Sabbath, the Khotbeh.. is regularly recited.

KIBE.

II
Ki (kf). [Hawaiian, = general Polynesian rt.]

A liliaceous plant, Cordylinc terminalis, found in

China and the islands of the Pacific, of which the
root is baked and eaten in the Sandwich Islands;
the fermented juice yields an intoxicating drink.
1860 Mere. Marine Mag. VII. 295 A kind of liquor. .a

deadly stuff, expressed from the ki root. 1889 Tablet 1 8 May
762/2 Drinking fermented ki-root beer, home made alcohol.

Kiabooca, -bouca, variants of KYABUKA.
II Kiack (ki,e-k). [Burmese.] A Burmese

Buddhist temple.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 261 The people send rice and

other things to that kiack or church of which they be.

Kiaja, variant of KEHAYA.
Kiang, variant ofKTANG, a Tibetan wild horse.

Kiapootee, anglicized phonetic spelling of

Cajttputi, Malay Kayu-pulih, CAJOPUT.
1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son xxiii. 111.280 Among

the rest was a large proportion of Kiapootee and colalava oil.

Kiar (kai-aa), variant of KHAIR.

Kiaugh (kyax), kauch (kax). Sc. In other
Sc. dialects oaigh, keaoh, keagh (k^X) k^xw)-

[Origin obscure.] Trouble, worry.
1786 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Nt.

jii,
His clean hearth-stane,

his thrifty wifie's smile, The lisping infant, prattling on his

knee, Does a' his weary kiaugh and care \ed. 1787 carking
cares] beguile. 1794 Poems, Eng. Scotch , Latin 97 (Jam.)
Your caigh and care ahint you fling. 1824 MACTAGGART
Gallovid. Encycl. s. v.

,
To be in a kauch, to be in an extreme

flutterj
not knowing which way to turn ; over head and ears

in business. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Keach, Keagh, uneasiness
of mind, ..bustle, anxious exertion. Dumfries], 1881 MRS.
WALFORD in Gd. Wards 402/1 Me in a kauch of work, an'

Meg kirnin', an' a' the hooss wrang side up maist.

Kibab, kibaub, variants of KABOB.
Kibble (ki'b'l), s<U dial. Also 5 kyble, 7 keble.

[Origin obscure : cf. KEBBIE and KIBBO.] A stout

staff or cudgel ; a hooked stick.

1411 Nottingham Rec. II.86J. kyble, ob. ; j. hacstok, jd. ;

j. horsmall'. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 113/22 Kibble, baculus.

1674-91 RAY N. C. Words (E. D. S.), Keble, a timber-log.
1800 S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng. Lang. Suppl, (1814) 383 Kibble,
a strong thick stick.

Kibble (ki'b'l), sb. 2 [Origin unascertained :

?from the surname Kibble] More fully kibble-

hound: A kind of hound, a cross between the

beagle and the old English hound.

1590 COKAINE Treat. Hunting B j, You must breed four-

teene or fifteene couple of small Kibble hounds, lowe and
swift. 1831 JOHNSON Sportsm. Cycl. s. v., The first remove
from the southern-hound is the kibble.

Kibble (ki-b'l), sb.S Mining. Also 7 keeble,
8 kible. [prob. ad. Ger. kubel '

tub,' in Mining
used in the same sense as the Eng. word.] A
large wooden or (later) iron bucket, for conveying
ore or rubbish to the surface.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2104 A Winder with two Keebles

(great buckets made like a barrel with iron hoops..) which
as one comes up, the other goes down. 1684 Phil. Trans.
XVII. 744 The Rate. .for getting of Copper-Ore was. .from
Ss. a Kibble to vs. 6d., every Kibble being near a Horse-
Load in weight. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Y ij, Some-
what below the Rope is placed a Hook, whereon to hang
the Corfe or Kible. 1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 74
The kibble is simply an iron bucket made of boiler plates,
riveted together. ..They, .vary in capacity from i to 25 cwt.

b. Comb. Kibble-chain, the chain by which

the kibble is drawn up and let down in the shaft.

1851 KINGSI.EY Yeast viii, At the shaft's mouth, reaching
after the kibble-chain.

Kibble, sl>.* [? Altered form of cobble, or related

to KIBBLE v\\ = COBBLE si. 1

1891 Times 12 Oct. 4/5 The demand for coal, kibbles, and
slack.. is very active. 1893 Daily News 8 May 2/7 House
coal is quiet, ..kibbles Ss. $d. to Bs. 6d., with superior sorts

approximately dearer.

Kibble (krb'l), z\l [Etym. obscure : the form

is dim. or freq., but the root does not appear; cf.

KIBBLE sb.^} trans. To bruise or grind coarsely ;

to crush into small pieces. Also absol. Hence
Ki'bbled ///. a. ; Kibbling-mill, a hand-mill

for kibbling grain, beans, etc.

1790 in W. MARSHALL Midi. Counties (E. D. S.). 1826

SportingMag. XVII. 352 A question in your last Magazine,

respecting kibbled corn for hunters. Ibid. XVIII. 75 There
is no kibbling mill equal to the horse's grinders, c 1880 Sale

Catal., Those [corn crushing machines).. will kibble beans,

peas, Indian corn.

Kibble (ki-b'l), v? [f. KIBBLE sb2] To

convey ore or rubbish in a kibble.

1891 LabourCommission Gloss., Kibbling.

Kibbo (ki-bo). dial. ? Obs. [Obscure : cf.

KEBBIE and KIBBLE sbl] A stick, cudgel.
1688 SHADWELL Sor. Alsatia H. i, And I tak kibbo, I'st

raddle the Bones o thee. c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin)

View Lane. Dial. (1862) 52 With o Wythen Kibbo he had

in his Hont.

Kibe (ksib), sb. Also 5-7 kybe. [Of uncertain

origin ;
not from OE.

;
cf. Welsh citi (also cibwst}

of the same meaning, which, if native, may be the

source of the English word.]
1. A chapped or ulcerated chilblain, esp. one on

the heel.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 227 Alsowi(> his penne
he made |>ris croys on a kybe [L. antkrncem] J>at he hadde,
and hit vansched awey. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 5 Of
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wryncles, & chynes of handes, and kybis on be ffete. 1544PHAER AJ-. CHildr. (1553) R vij b, Sedesof net tels.. sodden in

becomes ulcerated or forms a kibe.

\>.fig. in phrases, as: To gall m tread on (one s)
kibes, to press upon closely so as to irritate or
annoy, to hurt one's feelings ; to tread or followon the kibes of, to come closely at the heels of

; etc.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. i. 153 The toe of the Pesant comes

s the heeles of our Courtier, hee galls his Kibe. 1771

the whole crew on our kibes. 1883 Contemp. JefzTjune'goTHow closely this spectre [suicide] follows on the kibes of
pleasure and extravagance.
2. transf. a. A sore on a horse's foot (see

CBEPANCE and cf. KIBY quot. 1886). 1 Obs.
1639 T. DE GREY Compl. Horsem. 38 Swellings in the

hinder legs, foundrings, selenders, scratches, kybes [etc ]

1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Scratches, a distemper incident
to Horses, .being distinguished indeed by several names viz
Crepances, Rats tails, Mules, Kibes, Pains, etc.

b. A breaking out at the top of the hoof in

sheep. (So Welsh ct'6i.)

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4 1 II. 282 The foot-
rot and kibe. Ibid. 283, I consider the kibe to be.. con-
tagious, and all sheep attacked with the disorder should, be
removed from the flock.

t C. A hump or swelling. Obs. rare.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 75 There are two kindes of

Caramels, one which is onely in Arabic, which hath two
kibes in his back : the other in many other countries, al
plain in his back.

3. Comb., as kibe-heel; kibe-heeled adj.
i63 DAVENANT Cruel Bro. H. Dram. Wks. 1872 I. 136How they . . trip On their wanton toes, like kibe-heel'd

k. fairies. 1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat. Ins. 1104 Their
ashes .. laid on with oyl of Roses cures Kibe-heels. 1741
Compl. Fam. Piece i. i. 17 Nothing so effectually cures
Kibe Heels.

Kibe (kaib), v. rare.
[f. prec.] trans. To

affect with kibes or chilblains; incorrectly, to kick
or gall (with allusion to quot. 1602 in prec. i b).
1757 Mns. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry f, Frances (1767) IV.

206, I had walked.. to London-House, with, .the Boots that
had kibed me at Windsor on my Legs. 1887 A. BIRRELL
Obiter Dicta Ser. H. 267 The toe of the peasant is indeed
kibing the heel of the courtier.

Kibed vkaibd), a. Also 6-8 ky-. [f. KIBE
sb. + -ED 2

.j Affected with chilblains on the heels.
c 1500 How Plowman lerned Pater-Noster 108 in Hazl.

E. P. P. I. 213 No wonder yf he halted, for kybed were his

helys. 1546-62 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 134 How
euer kybde heeles doo, kybd hartis do not weele. 1720
W. STUKELEY in Mem. (1882) I. 13, I used to be troubled in

my youth . . with kyb'd heels. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Praise
Chimneysweepers, A pair of kibed heels.

II Kibitka (kibHka). Also 8-9 -ki, 9 -ke.

[Russ. KnfrjTKa kibitka, tent, tilt-wagon, f. Tartar

kibits, with Russ. suffix -ka : cf. Arab, ili qubbat
'
tent covered with skins

'.]

1. A circular tent made of lattice work and
covered with thick felt, used by the Tartars; transf.
a Tartar household or family.
1799 W. TOOKE View Russian Emp. II. 86 The nether

horde. .consisting of 30,000 kibitkas. 1814 tr. Klaproth's
Trav. 162 The Russians determine the number of families

by that of the felt juries or kibitkes. 1884 E. O'DoxovAN
Story of the Merv v. 55, I was conducted to the kibitka of
the village smith. 1899 Daily News 14 Jan. 2/1 His typical
studio should be a kibitka of the Steppes.
2. A Russian wagon or sledge with a rounded

cover or hood ; a sledge with a tilt or covering.
1806 HF.BER Let. 4 Jan. in Sat. Mag. No. 444. 215/1 We

performed the journey in Kibitkas, the carriages usually
employed by the Russians in their winter journies, 1823
BYRON Juan ix. xxx, There in a kibitka he roll'd on, (A

prisoners' kabitkas that stood ready tc

IlKiblab. (ki-bla). Also 8 kiblS, 8-9 kebl.

[Arab, ii.5 qiblah, that which is placed opposite,
f. qabala to be opposite.] The point (the temple at

Mecca) to which Mohammedans turn at prayer.
For a short period in the early history of Islam the kiblah

was at Jerusalem.
1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 40 They all stand

with their Faces one way, i. e. toward the Kiblah, or the

Temple at Mecha. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. vn. v.i. (1864)
IV. 172 The prophet had wavered between Mecca and
Jerusalem as the Kebla of prayer for his disciples. 1895
A. MtVtUaffitt. Kelig. 231 This setting of a new 'kiblah ',

as it is called, declared that Islam . . had an Arab not a

Jewish centre.

b. A niche in a Mohammedan building on the
side towards Mecca.
1775 R. CHANDLER Trav. Asia M. (1825) I. 143 The inside

is mean, except the kibie, or portion towards Mecca. 1825
[SHERF.R] fmpr. Egypt <$ Italy 78We alighted at a cool, clean
serai ..having its kiblah in the wall.

Kibosh (kai-bpj, kityvj"). slang. Also kybosh,
kye-bosh. [Origin obscure.

(It has been stated to be Yiddish or Anglo.Hebraic : see
N. ffQ. gthser. VII. 10.)]

1. In phr. To put the kibosh en : to dispose of

finally, finish off, do for.

687

1836 DICKENS Sk.Eoi:, Seven >/&, 'Hoo-roar * ejaculatesa pot-boy in a parenthesis,
'

put the kye-bosk [sic] on her,MaT '

'85 Pch XXXI. ,39 (To put the cibosh upon).'IBM C. ROBERTS Adrift in A merica 9 It was attending one
of these affairs which finally put the 'kibosh

'

on me.
A. Nonsense,

'
rot

', stuff, humbug.
1873 Slang Diet. s. v.,

'
It's all kibosh

', i. e. palaver or
nonsense. 1885 Punch 3 Jan. 4/1 Still I wish you a 'AppyQ"' you care for the kibosh

- old Chappie.
0. lie proper style or fashion

;

' the thing
'

1889 in Cent. Diet. 1896 in FARMER Slang.
Hence Kibosh v. trans., to finish off, 'do for'.
1892 MILLIKEN 'Any Kallads 50 (Farmer) A die in the

ribs and a owl, Seemed to kibosh the Frenchmen completely.

II Kibrit. Alch. [Arab. ^ kibrit sulphur.]
1706 PHILLIPS, Kibrit, a Word sometimes us'd by Chymists

for
S_ulphur. 1730 in BAILEY (folio).

:ibsey, obs. var. KIPSEY, small basket.

Kiby(kai-bi),<z. NowaVa/. In 6 kyby, 7 kibie,
orfw/.Jdbby. [f.KiBErf. + -Y.] Affected with kibes.
1523 SKELTON Carl, ofLaurel 502 He halteth often that

hath a
kyby hele. 1611 COTGR., Mulard, one that hath

kibie heels. 1886 EUVORTHY W. Som. Word-bk., Kibby
heels, chapped heels of horses.

Kiche, obs. form of REACH v.

t Ki cliel. Obs. rare. [OE. cicel, of obscure

etymology. The retention of unpalatalized c (k)
can be explained only by taking cicel as = *cycel\
*kitkilo-; in which case this word would not be
related to ccecil, KECHEL ; but the identity of sense
makes this difficult to accept.] A small cake.
In the quot. from Chaucer, all the MSS. of the six-text

edition have kechel. The Harleian reading, however, is
also that of Thynne's ed., and from these sources the word
has passed into mod. diets.

iriooo Sax. Lecchct. III. 30 ponne se cicel colige, bonne
wyrc bu ma. Ibid. 134 Nim getemsud melu and bac hymanne cicel of. c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 39 (Harl. MS.)
Yif us a busshel whet, or malt, or reye, A Goddes kichil, or
a trip of chese. [1598 SPF.GHT Chaucer's Wks. B b b b, A cake
. . called a God's kichell, because godfathers and godmothers
vsed commonly to giue one of them to their godchildren,when they asked a blessing. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos.,
Kitchell, a kinde of cake. Also in Blount, Phillips, and
later diets.] [a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Kickel, a sort
of flat cake with sugar and currants strewn on the top
1&K Sussex Gloss., Kickel.]

Kichine, obs. form of KITCHEN.

Kick (kik), rf.i [f. KICK w.l]
1. 1. An act of kicking ;

a blow or knock with
the foot. In Football, the act of striking the ball
with the foot. Free kick : see quot. 1892. Drop-,
penalty-, place-kick : see these words.
1530 PALSGR. 236/1 Kicke of an horse, ntadc. 1599

MAR.STON Sco. Villanic III. xi. 225 Robrus sprauling kicks,
Fabins caper, Harries tossing tricks. 1709 STEELE Taller
No. ii p 3 A Tall Man with a Hat and Feather, who gives
his first Minister, who stands just before him, an huge Kick.
*759 JOHNSON Idler No. 55 T 10, I lost my patience, and
gave him a kick. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. v. 65 Thi. 1 ANE rc. x. . v. 5 s

imp.. has always had a relishing fancy for the kicks and
cuffs. 1892 Outdoor Games $ Recr. 538 Laws of Assoc.
Football, A Free Kick

i_s
a kick at the tall in any way the

..

cuffs. 1892 Outdoor Games $ Recr. 538 Laws of Assoc.
Football, A Free Kick

i_s
a kick at the tall in any way the

kicker pleases, when it is lying on the ground, none of the
kicker's opponents being allowed within six yards of the ball.

1893 Rugby Union Football Handbk. 33 All free-kicks may
be place-kicks, drop-kicks, or punts. . .If taken by drop or
punt the catcher must take the kick.

fig. 1627-77 FF.LTHAM Resolves i. xi. 16 For we can never
throughly try him, but in the kick of malignant Chance.
1833 LYTTON in Hansard XV. 1234 His [Irish] policy was
wittily described .. as a 'quick alternation of kicks and
kindness '.

b. In phr. More kicks than halfpence: more
harshness than kindness : cf. MONKEY sb.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xxxiv,
' Which is like monkey's

allowance, I suppose ', said the traveller,
' more kicks than

halfpence '. 1853 DARWIN in Life\\. 39 Though I shall get
more kicks than halfpennies, I will, life serving, attempt my
work. 1887 T. A. TROLLOPE What I remember I. i. 22
A life, in which the kicks might be more superabundant
than the half-pence.

C. Ability or disposition to kick.

. .

had not a kick in him.
d. fig. Opposition, objection, repugnance.

1887 F. FRANCIS Saddle q Mocassin xviii. 308, 1 haven't got
any kick against Don Juan. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 3 Mar. g/i
There is a strong kick among the few sportsmen here at this
wholesale murder.

e. The kick (in phr. to get or give the kicK) :

Discharge, dismissal, 'the bag', 'the sack', slang.
1844 JAMIE Muse 100 (E. D. D.) She was soon to get the

kick. 1885 FRASER Poems 50 (E. D. D.) Should a brither
be sick, They'll no gie him the kick.

2. transf. a. The recoil of a gun when discharged.
1826 J. F. COOPER Mohicans (1829) I. vii. 95 The kick of

the rifle disconcerts your aim. 1846 GREENER Gun 294 It

is.. only when the 'Kick', as it is called, becomes painful,
that it is essential to avoid or lessen it.

b. A jerk, jolt ; jerking motion.
1835 URE

Philos.^ Manuf. 187 The back of the trough
being curved, permits the cloth to turn upwards before each
successive kick. 1897 MARY KINGSLF.Y W. Africa 337 Our
noble craft . .had a cataclysmic kick in her. 1898 R. KIPLING
Fleet in Being, The twin-screws gave us more kick than was
pleasant.
3. One who kicks. Usually with adj. : A (good

or bad) kicker, esp. in football.

KICK.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. v, He's cock of the school
and the best kick and charger in Rugby. 1893 Ass'oc.
football Handbk. 57 Very safe with his hand! and a
fine kick.

II. Slang senses of which the relationship is

obscure.

4. The kick : the fashion, the newest style.a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., A high Kick, the
top of the Fashion. i73I Centl. Mag. I. 56 About the
latter end of Queen Anne's reign, a rev. gentleman wrote
a Treatise call d A farewell to French Kicks. . .The author
of it dissuades his countrymen from the use of French
fashions. 1787 G. COLMAN Inkle f, Yarico HI. i, I march 'd
the lobby, twirled my stick . .The girls all cry'd

' He's quite
the kick'. 1804 Europ. Mag. June 413 This [head-dress]
obtained the name of Nancy Dawson's new kick. 1894MRS. LYNN LINTON One too Many I. viii. 190 Mrs. West
naturally wanted '

the last new kick '.

5. A sixpence.
c 1700 Street Robberies Consider'd, Kick, Sixpence. 1725

in New Cant. Diet. 1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Kick,a sixpence, when speaking of compound sums only, as
three and a kick, is three and sixpence. 1834 H. AINS-
WORTH Rookwood in. xiii. (1878) 260 Half a bull/three hogsand a kick. 1871 Echo 15 May (Farmer), 'What do youmean by telling me that you will take it away for a kick? '

. . 1 11 do the job for sixpence '.

6. //. Breeches, trousers. ? Obs. Cf. KICKSETS.
a 1700 in B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv. 1725 New Cant. Diet

s. v., Tip us your Kicks, we'll have them as well as your
Lour. 1819 MOORE Tom Crib 13 Old Georgy's bang-up togs
and kicks.

7. A pocket.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 52, I having some ready

in my kick, grabbed the chance, and stepped home with my
swag. 1869 GREENWOOD Night in Workhouse (Farmer)
I rifled his kick of his shiners so fine.

Kick (kik), si.* [Origin obscure: sense i may
be humorously from KICK jvM]
1. An indentation in the bottom of a glass bottle,

diminishing the internal capacity. Also kick-up.
1861 MAVHEW Land. Labour II. 451 You must know, sir,

that some bottles has great 'kicks
'

at their bottoms. 1876

into wooden racks.

2. The projection on the tang of a pocket knife

blade, which prevents the edge of the blade from

striking the spring. 1864 in WEBSTER.
3. In brickmaking : The piece of wood fastened

to the upper side of a ' stock-board
'

to make a

depression in the lower face of a brick as moulded.

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875.)
t Kick,

^

sl>.3 Obs. rare. In 6 kik, 7 kicke.

[ad. Gr.
KI'KI.] The castor-oil plant.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxxxi. i. 400 Ricinus, Palma
Christi, or Kik, hath a great round hollow stalke. 1611
COTGR., Pauline de Christ, Kicke, Ricinus, Palma Christi.

Kick (kik), v. 1 Forms: 4 kike, 4-6 kyke, 6

keke, kicke, 5- kick. [ME. kike, kyke, of un-
known origin. The W. cicio, often cited as the

source, is from English (Prof. Rhs).]
I. 1. intr. To strike out with the foot.

1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 85 Ther is noon of vs alle If

any wight wol clawe vs on the galle That we nel kike [v. r.

kyke]. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 355 pere bou my5te
assaye how strongliche bese mares konnef kyke [v. r. kike],

1398 Earth. De P. R. vi. v. (MS. Bodl.) If. 36 b/t Whanne
the modre wasscheb and kemej* ham [children] bei kikeb
and praunsej?. a 1529 SKELTON Elynour Rumitiyug 450 Of
the tewsday in the weke Whan the mare doth keke. 1548
LATIMER Ploughers (Arb.) 23 If they be prycked, they wyll
kycke. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. Induct.,
They. ., like galled camels, kick at every touch. 1733 POPE
Hor. Sat. n. i. 87 'Tis a Bear's talent not to kick, but hug.
1862 CARLYI.F. Fredk. Ct. ix. vi. (1872) III. 125 Adead horse,
or a dying, in the next stall,, -he at least will not kick upon
us, think the neighbouring Kings.

b. slang. To die. Also to kick it. Cf. kick up
(9b), one's keels (5), the bucket (4), k. out (8 c).

1725 New Cant. Diet., Kick'd, gone, fled, departed. 1858
TROLLOPE Dr. Thome III. vii. 123 There are fellows have
done ten times worse than I ; and they are not going to
kick.. you are trying to frighten me. 1892 HUME NISBET
Bail Up 105 (Farmer) Four on them sickened all at once. .

and after they had kicked it, my two mates went with me.

1899 E. PHILLPOTTS Hnman Boy 10 Then they get microbes
on the chest, and kick.

C. Phrases. To kick against the pricks (spur,

goad} : to strike the foot against such sharp-

pointed or piercing weapons ;
also fig. to be re-

calcitrant to one's own hurt. To kick over the

traces : (of a horse) to get a leg over the traces so

as to kick more freely and vigorously ; fig. to

throw off the usual restraints.

c 1380 WYCLIF Stl. Wks. III. 436 It is hard to kyke a?en
be spore. 1382 Acts ix. 5 It is hard to thee, for to kyke
a3ens the pricke. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (1803) IV. 214
Advising that honest man is kicking against the pricks.
1861 H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe xlii, I'll go about with the

rogue. He is inclined to kick over the traces, but I'll

whip him in a little. 1871 E. F. BURR Ad Fidem \. 4
Kicking against the pricks of the constitution, and course

of nature. 1876 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library II. 354 The
effervescence of genius which drives men to kick over the

traces of respectability. 1882 BESANT Revolt Man i. 32

Always., some kicking over the limits of convention.

2. intr.fig. To show temper, annoyance, defiance,

dislike, etc. ; to rebel, be recalcitrant. To kick
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against or at, to object strongly to, rebel against,

ofSg7 .63 SANDERSON Serm. (.68.) II. 8 Our proposals

re suspectea; our counsels .. scorned and kickt at 1847

TENNYSON Princ. iv. 393 A rampant heresy, such as..

Would make all women kick against their Lords. 1871

FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. n. iii. .16 Human nature craves for

something like religion, and it does not always kick ata little

superstition. 1887 BESANT The Worldwent i, He was com-

pelled to taste the medicines, and his stomach kicked thereat.

8. trans/, a. Of firearms : To recoil when fired.

837 DICKENS flCRll*. XIX, 1 nau no lucu mcsc anmn

fire-arms kicked so. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 322 Dirty guns

..kick violently, simply from the greater friction.

b. Cricket. Of the ground : To cause a ball to

rebound in a more neatly vertical direction than

usual. (Cf. 9 c.)

1881 Standard 29 Aug. 3/2 The rain had made the wicket
' kick

'

a good deal. 1899 Westm. Gat. 21 July 5 The turf

..played. .without the slightest trace of a desire to 'kick .

4. trans. To strike (anything) with the foot. To

kick the wind or clouds, to be hanged (slang}. To

kick the tucket, to die (slang] : see SOCKET sb?

To kick one's heels : see HEEL rf.l 17.

1500 SHAKS. Com. Err. HI. i. 17, 1 should kicke being kickt,

and being at that passe, You would keepe from my heeles.

1598 FLORIO 96/1 Dar de' calci a Rouaio, to be hang'd, to

kicke the winde. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 2 r i Sir Roger.,
had kick'd Bully Dawson in a Coffee-house. 1711 ADDISON

Spect. No. 112 T4 An idle Fellow, and at that Time was

kicking his Heels for his Diversion. 1787 'G. GAMBADO'
Acad. Horsemen 39 By mounting thus, you avoid all danger
of being kicked, or bit. 1811 Lex. Sal. s.v., To kick the

clouds before the hotel door, i.e. to be hanged. 1842
MACAULAV Ess., Fredk. Gt. (1858) I. 528 He reviled his

Chancellor. He kicked the shins of his Judges. 1890 G.

ALLEN Tents ofShem x, Sir Arthur.. will do the right thing

in the end before he kicks the bucket.

b. To work (a printing-press) with the foot

(Cent. Diet.-}.

c. U. S. slang. To dismiss, discharge (cf. KICK
rf.l i e) ; to reject (a suitor).
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. s. v.,

' Miss A has kicked the

Hon Mr. B, and sent him off with a flea in his ear.' (Con-

fined to the South.) 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 74/2 Some

years ago, when a Suffolk gal kicked me.

d. transf. Of things : To strike (anything) with

a violent impact. Of a gun : To strike in the

recoil. To kick the beam : see BEAM rf.l 6 b.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 1004 The latter [weight] quick up
flew, and kickt the beam. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, ix,

A straw thrown into either scale would make the Balance

kick the Beam. 1875 JowF.TT/Yafoled.z) III. 101 Richesare
thrown into the scale, and virtue kicks the beam. Mod. The
gun kicked my shoulder, and has made it all black.

6. With adv. or prep, (see also II.) : To impel,

drive, or move, by or as by kicking. To kick

down the ladder : see LADDER. To kick up one's

heels: see HEEL sb.'1 23.

1598 FLORIO, Fare iIfane, to dye, to kick vp ones heeles.

1604 [See HEEL sb. 1
23]. a 1616 FLETCHER Nice Valour \.

Wks. (Rtldg.) 456/1 If he were not kick'd to th' church o'

th' wedding day, I'll never come at court. 1711 ADDISON

Spect. No. 57 F 3 [She] threatens to kick him out of the

House. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones\. xiii. When once you
are got up, to kick the stool from under you. 1775 J.
TRUMBULL McFingal I. 96 Some muskets .. though well

aim'd..Bear wide and kick their owners over. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. 1.98 The 'Efreet then kicked the bottle into the

sea. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe iii. (1894) 86 Every
little bit of snow that we kicked aside started a young
avalanche on its own account. 1886 STEVENSON Treasure
1st. iv. xviii, Ball after ball flew over or fell short, or kicked

up the sand in the enclosure.

b. To drive forcibly and contemptuously ;
to

drive or force (out of, into, etc.). To kick down-

stairs, to turn out, eject unceremoniously or igno-

miniously ; hence, jocularly, to be kicked upstairs,
to be removed from the scene of action by pro-
motion to an ostensibly higher post.
1678 MARVELL Groivth Popery Wks. 1776 I. 643 In this

manner they [the Pailiament]werekicktfrom adjournment to

adjournment. 1685 WOOD Life 27 Feb. (O.H.S.) III. 133
Musae repifdiatae,

' Muses kickt downe staires '. c 17*8
EARL OF AILESRURY Mem. (1890) 640 Forgetting, like good
Christians.. their kicking us out of the pepper trade in the
Indies. 1809 J. QUINCY Life 19 Jan. 17^

To use a strong
but common expression, it [the majority in Congress] could
not be kicked into such a declaration [ofwar] by either nation.

x8ai CHOKER Diary 31 May in C. Papers (iSB^l.vil. 186 Lord
Melville informs me that he is about to be kicked upstairs
(his expression) to be Secretary of State for the Home
Department, 1834 J. HALLEYIU Life (1842)21 The Faculty.,
kicked us out ofcollege.
8. To accomplish, make, or do, by kicking.

a. Football. To win (a goal) by a kick. b. To
force or make (one's way) by kicking. Also^-.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. v, It is all Lombard-street to

a China orange that the School-house kick a goal. 1891
Times 15 Oct. 5/3 From this try Shorland easily kicked
a goal. 1893 R. KIPLING Many Invent. 156 The Rathmines
kicked her way northward through the warm water.

II. With adverbs, in special senses (see also 5).
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7. Kick off.

a. trans. To throw off (shoes) by kicking or

jerking the foot. (So kick on.)

1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xlix, He. .kicked offhis shoes,

and groped his way upstairs. 1890 G. GISSING The

Emancipated III. n. xvii. 289 He kicked off his boots,

kicked on his slippers.

b. Football, intr. To give the first kick.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown l. v, The School are going to

kick off. 1880 Daily Tel. 20 Dec., The Southern captain
kicked off with the wind against him.

8. Kick out.

a. trans. To expel or turn out with a kick, or in

an ignominious fashion.

1697 DRVDEN yirg. Past. ix. 8 Kick'd out, we set the best

face on't we cou'd. 1794 LD. SHEFFIELD in Ld. Auckland's

Corr. (1862) III. 168 You would be all kicked out before

24)
d

isy p

b. Football, intr. To re-start the game by

kicking the ball towards the opposite goal from the

25-yard line, after the defending side has touched

down or the attacking side has failed to make a

goal from a try.
In the old Rugby school-game (to which quot. 1857 refers)

the term was differently used. If one side touched down
the ball behind the goal-line of the other, a player of

the attacking side had the right to ' kick out
' from the

goal-line, giving to his own side (under certain conditions)

the chance of a kick at goal.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. v, He will not kick out till

they are all in goal.

c. intr. To die. slang.
1898 United Service Mag. Mar. 649

' Here comes the

parson', 1 once heard a man say; 'he thinks I'm going to

kick out, but I'm not '.

9. Kick up.
a. trans. To raise (dust, etc.) by or as by kick-

ing ; hence, to make (any disturbance or nuisance).

1756 FOOTE Eng. fr. Paris ll. i, You must know he in-

tended to kick up a riot tonight, at the
play-house. 1786

BURNS Ordination iii, This day the Kitk kicks up a stoure.

c 1800 RHODES Bomb. Fur. i. (1830) n Begone, brave army,
and don't kick up a row. 1801 in Anderson Cuiitbld. Ball.

20 Robbie he kick'd up a dust in a crack. 1844 W. H.
MAXWELL Sports $ Adv. Scot. ix. (1855) 88 The wind..
had . . kicked up more sea than was . . agreeable. 1857
HUGHES Tom Brown 11. iii, He had been kicking up horrid

stinks for some time in his study. 1886 J. K. JEROME
Idle Thoughts (1889) i They kick up such a shindy.

fb. intr. To die (cf. I b). Obs.

a 1658 CLEVELAND Poems, Obscguies 82 The rest that

kick'd up were the smaller Fry. 1813 PICKEN Poems I. 46

(E. D. D.) Soud ye kick up an' slip awa, They'll scrimply
find anither As guid.

c. Cricket, intr. Of a ball : To rebound more

or less vertically. (Cf. 3 b.)

1895 Daily News 29 May 8/5 A knock on the hand from
a ball, .which kicked up a little.

III. 10. Phrases used as sbs. or adjs. ; spec.

kick-about, an irregular form of football
;
kick-

ball, Sc., a football, or the game of football ;

kick-out (see 8 b). See also KICK-OFF, KICK-UP.
1801 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes to Ins fr Outs vi. Wks.

1812 IV. 359 The tumult on that kick-out day Was mob-like

at a house on fire. 1828 MOIR Mansie Wauch v, Fleeing
down the street, with the kickba'at their noses. 1854 K. H.
CHAPIN Humanity in the City vii. 200 They are running
about at kick-ball and cricket. 1862 THACKERAY Philip
I. x. 172 Phil, for his part, adopted towards his cousin

a kick-me-down-stairs manner. 1877 Day of my Life at

Eton 07 There's kick-about going on in the passage. 1889
Standard 23 Dec., Following the kick-out, Christopherson

got possession and narrowly missed dropping a goal. 1893
STEVENSON Catriona viii. 94, I will be a kick-ball between

you and the Duke no longer. 1899 E. PHILLPOTTS Human
Boy 9 The halfhour ' kick-about

'

in the playground.

Kick (kik), v. 2 slang. [Possibly a transferred

use of prec.] a. intr. To make a demand or

request for money, work, etc. b. trans. To appeal

to, dun (a person)y0rsomething; to obtain (some-

thing) by asking.
1791 GALLOWAY Poems 31 (E. D. D.), I kik'd a saxpence

frae my master. 1819 Sporting Aftig. XXIII. 293 They do
not like two coachmen kicking in fifty miles. 1858 A.

MAYHEW Paved with Gold 254 (Farmer) Ned Purchase

suggested that they might as well try and kick him for some

coppers. Mod. Sc. (tailors' slang) He cam into the shop

yesterday to kick the cork [
= master] for a job.

Kickable (ki-kab'l), a.
[f.

KICK .i -i- -ABLE.]
That may be kicked.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler (1843) 26 Fitter to be kickt, if

shee were of a kickable substance. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.
Der. n. xii, He was not unconscious of being held kickable.

Kickee (kik* ). [-EE !.] One who is kicked.

1833 Examiner 148/1 One man kicked
>
another, and after-

wards disclaimed personality. ..The kickee..was content

with the explanation. 1864 Daily Tel. 21 Dec. 4/6 It was
. . the kicker not the kickee who was entitled to the sympathy
of the public.

Kicker (ki-ksi), sb. [f. KICK i*.i + -ER i.]

1. One that kicks
; spec, a horse or other animal

given to kicking.
1573-80 BARET AIv. K 45 A kicker or winser, calcitro.

1611 BEAUM. & FL. King ft No King\\. iii, The boy., being
thorowly kick'd, laughs at the kicker. 1660 SANDERSON
Serm. II. 411 The Persecutors . . kick against the pricks . .

which pierce into the heels of the kicker. 1884 St. James's
Gas. 10 Sept. 4/2 The camel, .is a powerful kicker.

KICKSEY-WINSEY.

b. fig. One who protests, objects, or rebels
;

one who breaks away from his party. Chiefly U.S.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Comnrw. II. in. Ixiii. 459 He who takes

his own course is a Kicker or Bolter. 1893 Harper's Mag.

Apr. 709/2 The pioneer is radical, impatient of dogmas, and
a kicker

'

by instinct.

2. A cricket-ball that rises more than usual in

rebounding from the pitch.

1894 N. GALE Cricket Songs, Ode to W. G., Nothing
comes amiss, Kicker, shooter, yorker.

3. Mining.
' A liberating catch made in the

form of a bell crank lever rocking on a horizontal

axis' (Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining 1883).

4. Mining. See quots. [peril, a distinct word.]
1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Lj, Kicker [is] a Branch or

small Piece of Wholes, left for the support of some Rider

or large Stone, or else some Lid. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Glass., Kicker, ground left in first cutting a vein, for support
of its sides.

f Kickie-wickie. Obs. rare- 1
, [app. a humor-

ous formation : cf. KICKSEY-WINSEY. Mod. editors

usually adopt kicksy-wicksy, after the later folios.]

A jocular or ludicrous term for a wife.

1601 SHAKS. Alts Well 11. iii. 207 He weares his honor in

a boxe vnseene That hugges his kickie wickie \f-\th folios

kicksie-wicksie] heare at home.

Kicking (ki'kirj), vbl. sb. [f.
KICK v.'1 + -ING *.]

The action of the vb. KICK, in various senses.

I55a HULOET, Kyckynge, calcitratio. 1612 SIR H. NEVILL
in Bucclcuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 112 Much
kicking there is both against you and me severally, but

more against the coupling of us together. 1842 S. LOVER

Handy Andy iii, Her sobs, and. .stampings and kickings,
amazed young gallipot. 1869 LD. CLERMONT Fortescue-

Family Hist. 11. ix. 138 Having missed every shot . . from

the excessive 'kicking
' of the gun.

b. attrib'., as kicking -distance, room, etc. :

kicking -muscle, the muscle which raises the

femur in kicking; kicking-strap, a strap adjusted
to prevent a horse from kicking ; alsoyf^.
1838 J. L. STEPHENS TVvra. Greece, etc. 40/1

;

I . . measured off

space enough to fit my body, allowing turning and kicking
room. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/, vi. (1889) 56

They had. .his belly-band buckled across his back, and no

kicking strap. 1866 W. B. HAWKINS Artistic A nat. Horse
(ed. 3) 72 Prominent on the front and outer part of the

haunch is the glvtxus mcdius. ..It has been called the
'

kicking muscle '. 1807 Century Mag. 562/2 Not to allow

one's horse to approach within kicking-distance of another.

Ki'Cking,///. [-ING
2
.]

That kicks, in senses

of the verb
;
also in colloq. phr. alive and kicking.

1551 HULOET, Kyckynge horse, c 1610 Women Saints 25
The wanton or kicking flesh of yong maydes, she woujd
represse with often or double fastings. 1797 BURKE Regie.
Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 272 The Turk, .gave him two or three

lusty kicks. . .Our traveller, .begged the kicking Mussulman
4
to accept his perfect assurances of high consideration '.

1860 Grandmothers Money I. 124 So 1 started off to Stam-

ford Street, just to shew that I was alive and kicking.
1888 Daily News 5 July 5/2 He says that good batsmen

to-day cannot play on a rough kicking wicket. 1890 Boston

(Mass.) Jrnl. 20 Feb. 2/2 A kicking Democratic Senator in

Ohio threatens to upset the.. apportionment scheme.

Ki'ckisli, a. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
KICK z;.i +

-ISH.] Given to kicking ;
irritable.

1589 Pappe vi. Hatchet p If he ride me.let the foole sit

fast, for my wit is verie kickish. i6 DEKKSR & MAS-
SINGER Virg. Mart. n. i But that is a kickish jade, fellow

Kick-Off kik^-f). [See KICK K.I 7 b.] The
first kick to the ball in a football match.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown I. v, Hasn't old Brook won the

toss . . and got choice of goals and kick-off ? 1895 WELLDON
G. Eversley's Friendsli. 161 The match was hotly con-

tested from the kick-off to the finish.

fig. 1875 Punch 27 Feb. 88/2 Sir H. James asked the

Attorney.General three questions, by way of kick-off.

Kicksey, variant of KECKSY.

Kickseys, kicksies (ki-ksiz), sb. pi. slang.

Also -es. [Cf. KICK sb2 2.] Breeches
;
trousers.

1811 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Kickseys, breeches; .. a

purse . . got from the kickseys. . .To turn out a man's kickseys

means to pick the pockets of them. 1834 H. AINSWORTH
Kookwood in. v. (1878) 189 Jist twig his swell kickseys and

pipes. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 52 A pair of Kersey-
mere Kicksies, any colour, built very slap up.

f Kicksey-winsey, sb,, a. and adv. Obs.

Also kicksie winsie, kicksy wincy, kioksee

winsee, //. kickshiwinshes. [app. a whimsical

formation, suggested by kick and wince ; but the

recorded senses seem to connect it with kickshaws.]

A. sb. A fantastic device ;
a whinf or erratic

.- ,

giddy ear-wig brains. 1619 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) title,

The Scourge of Basenesse; a Kicksey Winsie or a Lerry
come Twang. 1635 BROME Sparagus Card. in. xi Wife.

[I long to be] here, and there, and here againe ; and all at

once. Brit. Hey kicksie winsie.

B. adj. Fantastic, whimsical, erratic.

1:1650 1 CLEVELAND Obseq. "}. Prideaux in R. Fletcher

Efigr., etc. (1656) 168 Perhaps an Ignis fatuus now and

then Starts up in holes, stincks and goes out agen. Such

Kicksee winsee flames shew but how dear Thy great Light s

resurrection would be here, a 1651 BROME Covent Card.

l. i. Wks. 1873 II. 17 This kicksy wincy Giddibram will

spoil all. I'le no more Italian tricks.



KICKSHAW.
C. adv. ? Topsy-turvy.

1621 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Farem. Tower bottles Wks
(1630) m. 126/2 And (but for me) apparantly 'tis knowntYou had beene kicksie wmsie ouerthrowne.

Kickshaw, -shaws (ki-kjj, -J
z
). Forms

a. sing. 6-8 (in <j pi.) quelque chose; //. 7 quel-
que(s)-, quelk-, kick-choses, quelque choices
kicke-shoses, -chawses. ft. pi, 6-7 kick-
shawes, 7 kick-shose, -shoes, -showes, -shores,
-shews, -chawes, (quick-chaws); kek-, kec-
shose, ke(o)k-, queck-shoes ; 7- kickshaws.
7. sing. 7- kickshaw, [ad. F. quelque chose

something.

lloqu, n cooqua
rench. The word was sometimes correctly taken as sing.,
ith plural -chases, etc.; more commonly it was treated as

a pi., and a sing, kickshaw afterwards formed from it.]

1. A fancy dish in cookery. (Chiefly with con-
temptuous force : A '

something
'

French, not one
of the known '

substantial English
'

dishes.)
'59* FLORID, Carabozzada, a kinde of daintie dish or

quelque chose vsed in Italic. 1611 COTGR., Fricaiideaux
short, skinlesse, and daintie puddings, or Quelkchoses 1612
DEKKER If it be not food Wks. 1873 II. 285 He teach
to make caudels, lellies. .cowslip sallads, and kickchoses.

rs Dipt (1645) 199, 1 made bold to set1641 FEATLY
,

on the board kicke-shoses, and variety of strange fruits.
1655 MOUEET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746) 366 Over
curious Cookery, making . . gutfoiu-caesa of unsavoury .

Meat. 1655 E. TERRY Voy. E. Ind. (1665) 408 With these
cruelque chose, was that entertainment made up. a 1656
BP. HALL Rem. Wks. (1660) 4 Longing after fine quelque
choices of new and artificial composition.

ft. 1597 SKAKS. 2 Hen. tV,v\. i. 29 (Qo. i) A ioynt of Mutton,and any pretty little tinie Kick-shawes. 1621 BURTON Anat
Mel. ii. lii. ii. (1651) 319 That scarce at first had course
bread . . must now feed on kickshoes and made dishes. 1709ADDISON Taller No. 148 p 10 That substantial English
Dish banished in so ignominious a Manner, to make Way
for French Kickshaws. 1824 Miss MITFORD Milage Ser. i.

(1863) 195 The kickshaws were half raw, the solids were
mere rags. 1874 HELPS Sac. Press, xiii. 187 You have
a nice cut of wholesome leg of mutton . . none of your made
dishes and kickshaws.

y. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland jtviii. 92 Another kick-
shaw that pleaseth them very much they make of Angelica.
1714 MACKY Journ. Eng. (172^)

II. xvi. 227 They go to
a Cooks Shop, and ask for a Kickshaw. 1840 THACKERAY
G. Cruikshank (1869) 303 The Chef is instructing a kitchen-
maid how to compound some rascally French kickshaw.

and Queckshoes of Religion.
2. Something dainty or elegant, but unsubstantial

or comparatively valueless; a toy, trifle, gew-gaw.
In 1654 applied to a person.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. i. iii. 122 A. I delight in Maskes

and Reuels sometimes altogether. T. Art thou good at
these kicke-chawses Knight? a 1626 FLETCHER Nice Valour
iv. i, At my wives' instigation . . (As women loue these Heralds'
kickshawes naturally) I bought 'em. 1654 in Ludloiv's
Mem. (1894) I. 382 You. .may think he had power, but they
made a very kickshaw of him in London. 1722-3 SWIFT in

Pope's Wks. (1871) VII. 36 Has he [Pope] some queloue
chose of his own upon the anvil ? 1823 SCOTT in Four C.

Eng. Lett. 403 He maybe desirous of offering some test
of his gratitude in the shape of a reprint, or such like
kickshaw. 1886 E. L. BVNNER A. Surriage xxxi. 378 Go
buy some kickshaws to send home to your mother.
3. A fantastical, frivolous person. 06s. exc. dial.

1644 MILTON Educ. ad fin., The Monsieurs of Paris to take
our hopeful Youth..and send them over back again trans-
formed into Mimicks, Apes.and Kickshoes. a 1656 USSHER
Ann. (1658) 708 Xuthus a musitian, Metrodorus a dancer,
and all the Asian comicks and kickshaws crept into the
Court. 1828 Craven Dial. , Kickshaw, a proud, vain person.
4. attrib. as adj. Frivolous, trifling.

1658 SIR T. MAYERNE Archimag. Anglo-Call. Pref. 4
The Kick-shaw Language, which these Chamaeleon-Times
love to feede on. 1663 GERBIER Counsel e iv a, Waving
all quick-chaws-like-devices. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina
xix. (1784) 127 It's all kickshaw work. 1870 DICKENS
E. Drood xii, He sang.. no kickshaw ditties.

Hence Kickshawed (ki'kjgd) a., consisting of or

treated with kickshaws.
1622 H. SYDENHAM Serm. Sol. Occ. (1637) in Beware

then of this..kick-shawed luxury. 1862 A. VANCE tr. Hist,

yehan de Saintre Introd. 29 Good, .reading, .risen at of our

greasy palates as is plum porridge of a kickshawed stomach.

Kicksies: see KICKSETS.
Kicksie-wicksie : see KIOKIE-WICKIB.

t Ki-ckumbob. Obs. rare- 1
. [A humorous

formation: ci.jiggumbob, thingumbob.] (Seequot.)
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Taylors Trav. Wks. (1630)

in. 86/1 If any one or more do rob Gardens or Orchards. Jie
or they are put into this same Whirligig, or Kickumbob, and
the gybbet being turned, the offender hangs in this Cage [etc.].

Kick-up (kikzrp, ki'kop). [f. the phr. kick up:
see KICK z<.l 9.]
1. The act of lifting the legs in, or as in, kicking.
1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, iii, With a kick-up of his hind-

legs and a nourish of his tail. 1882 BESANT A II Sorts xxx.

(1884) 210 You used to sing.. at the Canterbury, with a
character dance and a topical song and a kick-up at the finish.

2. A violent disturbance or row ;
a great to-do.

a 1793 J. HUNTER in Teaffreson Bk. ab. Doctors xxiii. (1862)

257, 1 knew nothing of this kick-up, and I ought to have been
informed of it beforehand. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 246
No chance of a kick-up, or row being plann'd. 1877 BESANT

VOL. V.
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& RICE With Harp and Crown iv. 33 Who stood between
you and my lady when you had the kick-up ?
3. A name given in Jamaica to two species of

thrush, Slums noveboracensis (Bessy Kick-up) and
Stunts aurocapillus (Land Kick-uf}.
1847 GOSSE Birds of Jamaica 151 When walking or

standing, the tail is continually flirted up in the manner of
the Wagtails, whence the local name of Kick-up. Ibid. 152

S manners are much like those f h 's

KID.

cousin
.,

.

Kid (kid), sli.l Forms : 3-5 kide, 4-5 kyde,
kede; 4-6 kyd(de, (5 kydd), 4-7 kidde, 4-
kid. [ME. hide, kede, kid, commonly regarded
as ad. ON. ki8 (Sw., Da. kid} :-OTeut. *kiS/o

m
related to G. kitz, kitze from OHG. chizzl, kizzin
:-OTeut. *kittin from orig. *kiSnin.
The final -e of ME. kide is not explicable from ON. kit,but the initial k makes it still more difficult to refer the word

to any OE. type.]

1. The young of a goat (cf. quot. 1562).
f 1200 ORMIN 7804 pe firrste calif, pe firrste lamb, be firrste

kide, and swillke. 1250 Gen. I, Ex. 1535 Two kides he
fette and brogt es hire, a 1300 Cursor M. 3672 (Gott.) lacob
went m to be fold, And broght be kiddes. 1382 WYCLIF
Exod. xxui. 19 A kydde. c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 74She koude skippe and make game As any kyde [v. rr. kede
kid(e] or calf folwynge his dame. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret.
32 Kedis, lambis, and geldid shepe. 1562 BULLEYN Bk
Simples (1579) 75 They remaine Kiddes for six monethes'
and afterward . . be called Goates. 1590 SPENSER F.O.i. vi
14 Leaping like wanton kids in pleasant Spring. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 344 Sporting the Lion rampd, and in his paw
Dandld the Kid. 1720 GAY Poems (1745) I. 78 Neither
lamb nor kid nor calf. . Dance like Buxoma. 1887 BOWEN
Virg. Eclogue i. 23 Puppies resembled the hound, and the
kids their mother the goat.

t b. A young roe-deer during its first year. Obs.
So G. kitz in various districts (Bavaria, Tvrol. etc.1 : cf
OHG. rechkizzi, MHG. rechkitze.

1486 Bk. St. Albans E iv, Iff ye of the Roobucke will
knaw . . The first yere he is a kyde soukyng on his
dame. [Hence in Turberville (1576), Manwood (1598), and
later writers.] 1597 2rf Pt. Return fr. Parnass. \\. v. 891The Roa-bucke is the first yeare a Kid, the second yeare
a Girle, the third yeare a Hemuse. 1891 C. WISE Rocking-
ham Castle 152.

c. A young antelope.
1884 Harper's Mag. Aug. 365/2 There are five of them

[antelopes] two bucks, a doe, and two kids.

2. The flesh of a young goat.
<ri43p TW Cookery.bks. 13 Take Vele, Kyde, or Henne,

an boyle hem in fayre Water. 1347 BOORDE Introd. Know!.
xvi. (1870) 274 Yonge Kyddes flesshe is praysed aboue all
other flesshe . . Olde kydde is not praysed. 1888 Harper's
Mag. June 82/2 Our attendants now produced some kid
and dried dates, which,. formed our meal.

3. a. The skin of a kid. b. Leather made from
kid-skins, or from lamb-skins, or other substitutes;

chiefly used in the manufacture of gloves and shoes;
//. gloves (or boots) made of this leather.

1677 GREW Anat. Fruits vi. 9 Having as it were, only
a Coat of Kid. but this of good thick Buff. 1686 Land.
Gaz. No. 2124/4 Stolen.., about 350 of the best Kids, some
ready pared, and some in the Crust. 1837 THACKERAY
RavensTuiiif? iv, His. .hands are encased in lemon-coloured
kids. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxix, A figure, .tall and
physically impressive even in his kid and kerseymere. 1891
ST. GOULD Daub. Event 151 A pair of yellow kids on his
delicate hands.

4. sing. or//. (Rendering L. hsedus or hsedi.} A
uair of small stars in the constellation Auriga,
epresented as kids held in the hand of the charioteer.
Cf. kid-star below.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xix. ix. 134 Considering it

[rew toward the end of Autumne, and the starre named the
Cids were risen. 16x5 G. SANDYS Trav. 206 The setting
Cid, sad Hyads, he safe sees.

6. slang. A child, esp. a young child. (Originally
ow slang, but of late frequent in familiar speech.)
[1599 MASSINGER, etc. OldLam in. ii, I am old, you say, Yes,

iHAFTESBURY "frill. 16 Aug. in Life (1886) I. ix. 347 Passed
a few days happily with my wife and kids. 1861 MORRIS in

Mackail Life (1899) ' 161 Janey and kid are both very
well. 1894 MRS. LYNN LINTON One too Many I. vi. 132 The
mother cannot live, and the poor little kid must have gone to
he workhouse.

b. In low sporting or criminal circles : A term of

admiration for an expert young thief, pugilist, etc.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Kid,, .particularly applied
o a boy who commences thief at an early age ; and when
y his dexterity he has become famous, he is called by his

cquaintances the kid so and so. 1820 Sporting Mag. VI. 79
'he heavy torrents of rain informed the kids upon opening
leir peepers, that the game would again be put to the test.

823 BEE Diet. Turf. s. v., People who imagine that all kids
re thieves carry the joke too far. 1834 H. AINSWORTH
lookw0<7</(Farmer), Two milling coves . . Vere backed to fight
or heavy stake ; But . . Both kids agreed to play a cross.

fo. In American Colonies, (see quots.) Obs.

Cf. KIDNAP.)
1724 H. JONES Virginia 53 The Ships.. often call at
reland to victual, and bring over frequently white Servants,
vhich are of three Kinds. . . 2. Such as come bound by I nden-

ure, commonly call'd Kids, who are usually to serve four or

ve Years. 1895 J. C. BALEAGH White Servit. Virginia 34
'he class of so-called

' Kids
'

was supplemented by a smaller

lass of persons who went on agreements for fixed wages for

definite time.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) kid-fell, -flesh,
-leather (also attrib.), -milk; kid-like adj. ; t kid-
crow [CHEw 2], a pen for kids

; f kid-fox, ? a young
fox (m quot. ./%-.); kid-star = sense 4. Also KID
GLOVE, -SKIN.

i o i , , ^ .
JT m.iuitu Huua uij iiynues-

calves, Sj.i'kiddefelles 8*. 1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. ,60
Wolle, wadmole, gotefel, kydefil also, c 1400 Lanfranc'*
Lirurg. 95 Good fleisch, as motoun of aweber, *kide fleisch
sowkynge. ,599 SHAKS. Much Ado 11. iii. 44'^ musicke
ended, Wee 11 fit the *kid-foxe with a penny worth. 1687<V\kT^On>n* f\U I '

. . 7. ... -_!!* rm , T .
* "_*"* WW/

gloves Kid leather gloves .. manufactured from French
dressed kid skins. 1881 TROLLOPE gala's Angel I. vii. 85inen Ayala did go away, escaping by some *kid-like
manoeuvre among the ruins. 1866 CONINGTON Mntid ix.
314 Ine Kid-star lowering overhead.

Kid (kid), sb? Now dial. Forms: 4-5 kidde,
5 kyd, 5-6 kydde, kyde, 7 kidd, 5- kid. [Of
unknown origin : W. cedys pi., faggots (sing.
cedysen) is prob. from English.] A faggot or
bundle of twigs, brushwood, gorse, etc., used
either for burning, or for embedding in a bank,
beach, or muddy bottom to give firmness to loose
soil, to stop shingle or sand from shifting, etc.
a 1350 St. Matthew 354 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

136 Sone he gert ordayn a fire Of kiddes and brandes
birnand schire. c 1440 Promp. Pant. 274/1 Kyd fagot,
fassis. 1485 Nottingham Rec. III. 230 For fellyng of
wodde..|at be kyddes were made of. 1523 FITZHERB.
Hnsb. 135 Than the vnder bowes wolde be cut away, and
made kyddes thereof. 1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content. I.

xvi. (1668) 77 Shake down into the bottom of your Ponds
good long Kids or Faggots of brush-wood. 1795 Trans. Sac.
ArtsXlll. 151 The plants are supplied with much nourish-
ment from the decay of the Kids in which they were planted.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 31 The woodman, .bent awayhome with his kid on his back. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.
XII. n. 352 Many are allowed to grow up bushy for the
purpose of making long faggots or kids.

b. attrib. and Comb., as kid-bearer, -faggot,
-file, -stack, -wood; t kid-helm, a faggot-shed.
1477 in York Myst. (1885) Introd. 21 note, Kidberers,

Garthyners, erthe wallers, .. ground wallers with erthe.

1501 Searchers Verdict in Surtees Misc. (1888) 22 Ather
of theym shall have theyr esyng drop upon other.. yat is to
wit ye said Ric' Thornton for his kid helme upon ye tene-
ment or ground of ye said Vv illiam Whyte. 1523 FITZ-
HERB. Hnsb. 134 To sell .. the great woode by it self, and
the kydde woode by it selfe. 1653 Manchester Crt. Leet
Rec. 11887) IV. 105 No gorse Stacks or Kid-stackes should
bee sett within or neare the houses in Towne. 1886 .S. W.
Line. Gloss, s. v.,

' The rats find harbour undemean the
kid-stack '.

Kid (kid), sb.'A south, dial. [Related to COD sbl,
perh. representing an OK. *cydde (:*kuddjo-).'\A seed-pod of a leguminous plant ; sometimes
used of other seed-vessels.

.11722 LISLE Husb. (1757) 95 Kid, a pod. 1744-50 W.
ELLIS Mod. Hnsbandm. VII. n. 98 [The seed of hornbeam]
grows in kids or keys like the ash. 1776 [see KID v. 3

]. 1805
R. W. DICKSON Pratt. Agric. (1807) II. 81 The ripening of
the beans is shewn by the pods or kids turning of a black
colour. 1881 Isle of Wight Gloss., Kids, pods of peas, beans,
and vetches.

Kid (kid), sb* [? variant of KIT sb. 1
]

1. A small wooden tub for domestic use; esp.
a sailor's mess-tub.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Corbeillon, a small
kid, or tub, to contain the biscuit, .distributed to the several
messes. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xii, One of the ship's

boys going forward with a kid of dirty water to empty in
the head. 1873 Act 36 4r 37 Viet. c. 88 Sched. i, A greater
quantity of mess tubs or kids than are requisite for the use
of the crew.

2. A pannier or basket for rubbish, dial.

1847-78 HALLIWELL Diet.

3. A box or wooden pen constructed on the deck
of a fishing- vessel to receive fish as they are

caught (U. S.). 1890 in Century Diet.

Hence Xi'dfnl, as much as a kid will hold.
1811 W. MARSHALL Review III. in (E. D. D.) A kidful of

the thick water.

Kid (kid), sbf> slang, [f. KID zi.
4
] Humbug,

'

gammon '.

1873 Slang*Dict. 207
' No kid, now ?

'

is a question often

askea by a man who thinks he is being hoaxed. 1876
HINDLEY Cheap Jack 64 (Farmer) One of these brother boys
was well-known for his kid, that is gammon and devilry. 1894
G. MOORE Esther Waters 18, 1 should think the trial was at

three-quarters of the mile. The mile was so much kid.

t Kid, kyd, ppl a. Obs. Also 3-4 kud(de,
4 ked. [pa. pple. of KITHE

v.~\
Made known,

mentioned, declared, renowned; well-known;
famous ;

notorious : see also KITHE v. 5. (Freq.
in alliterative poetry.)
aittSAncr. K. 342Habbe5. -toowerbihoue,besnelutlelaste

ende, of alle kudde and kuo"e sunnen. 1340-70 Alisaunder
556 Whan his menskfull menne might nought fynde Hur
ted King in Egipt, carefull bei were, c 1350 Will. Palerne
in pe kud king of spayne was kindely nis fader. 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xliii. (Cecile} 393 Iubitere..be name of a
murtherere & of a kyd houlloure. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 65

Aftyre at Carlelele a Cristynmese he haldes, This ilke kyde
conquerour. a 1400-50 Alexander 12*9 Caulus, an other

<nyght on a ked stede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2124 Knightes
152



KID.

in our cuntre kyddist in Armys. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. u.

v. 388 Threpyt thai ware spyis Or to the kyng kyd innymys.

S7. Proph. Merling in Whole Proph. Scot. (1603), He shall

be kid conquerour, for he is kende Lord, Of all Bretaine that

bounds to the broad Sea. [1875 J. A. H. MURRAY Thomas

ofErceldoune Introd. 28 The belief in the
'

kyd conqueror

yet to come must have cheered the Cumbrian Britons during

the long struggle.] .

Kid (kid), Z*.
1

[f. KID sbl Cf. Norw. kia

(
= *<<&).] a. trans. To give birth to (a kid).

b. inlr. To bring forth a kid or kids. Hence

Ki-dding vbl. sb. Also attrib.

cilfXtMastcrofGamevv. (MS. Digby 182) pan be femell [the

doe]..gobe to kydde hir kiddes fer bens, ibid., Men shulde

leue hem be femels . , into be tyine hat bei haue kiddede.

1528 PAYNEL Salene's Regim. G ij, Mylke of a gootte, nat

to nere kyddynge tyme . . shulde be chosen. 1611 COTGR.,

Chevreter, to kid, or bring forth yong kids. Ibid., Chevretf,

kidded, fallen as a young kid. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb.
n. v. (1668)98 Goats above all other cattle are troubled with
hardness in kidding. 1756 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 802 They
found the goat was kidding by its cries. 1842 MARRYAT
Masterman Ready II. 72 He had brought with him the

other goat, which had kidded during the storm.

Kid (kid), .
a Now dial. Also 6 kydde. [f.

KID sb.'\ trans, a. To bind up (brushwood,

etc.) in kids or faggots ; also absol. to make faggots.
b. To secure (loose soil, etc.) by means of kids.

1504 in Nottingham Rec. III. 3rs Item payd vnto Stub-

ley .. for feling .. and kyddyng for a dey .. v'\\\d. 1523
FITZHERB. Husb. | 132 Kydde the smal bowes & set them
on ende. 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 514 Set apart the

largest for the Wheelwright, the smallest for the Cooper . .

and the brush to be kidded. 1814 W. MARSHALL Review
IV. 161 (E. D. D.) The refuse is kidded up for the bakers.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Kid, . . (2) to use faggots for staithing,
or for securing sod walls against the attacks of rabbits. 1886
S. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v., He is kidding all the winter. 1897
R. E. G. COLE Hist. Doddington 149 Labourers, .paring the
sods and '

kidding
'

many hundreds of gorse
'

kids '.

Hence Ki-dding- vbl. sb. Also concr. kids used to

secure loose soil, etc. ; work in which kids are used.

1504 [see above]. 1566 in Harwood Lichfield (1806) 526

Payd, for choppynge the asshes, and kydding of the same,
ij*. yd. 1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Line. 383, 2$ miles kidding

at a kidd a yard. 1864 Faversham Merc. 13 Feb., A small

length of kidding . . necessary at the west side of the creek.

Kid (kid), ?.3 south, dial. [f. KiDii.3 (If it were
an old word, it might go back to an OE. *cyddan
\*kuddjan, f. *kuddo-z, whence OE. cod(d, COD
rf.l).] intr. Of plants : To form pods (chiefly with

arivs.). Hence Ki-dding vbl. sb.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 242 [It] seldom fails ofa good burthen,
though sometimes it doth not kid very well. 1776 T. BOW-
DEN Farm. Direct. 53 If the vetches are not cut green. .

many farmers allow them to stand till they kid and the kids

begin to fill. 1883 Hampsh. Gloss, s. v.,
'

They beans have
kidded uncommon well '.

Kid (kid), v.* slang-, [perh. f. KID *<5.1 in

sense 'make a kid of; cf. KIDDY v. ; also COD
.

;

>] trans. To hoax, humbug, try to make (one)
believe what is not true. Hence Ki-dding vbl. sb. ;

Ki'dder, one who hoaxes or humbugs.
iBit Lex. Sal., Kid, to coax or wheedle. . .To amuse a man

or divert his attention while another robs him. 1812 T. H.
VAUX Flash Diet. s. v. Kid-rig, To kid a person out of any-
thing, is to obtain it from him by means of a false pretence.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 473 (Farmer) He kids them
on by promising three times more than the things are worth.

1879 Macm. Mag. XL. 505, I thought they was only kidding
(deceiving) at first. 1895 Daily News 27 Nov. 2/5 The
prisoner had told him that since he had been in Holloway
he had 'kidded' the doctor into the belief that he was
insane, and that he intended to

' kid
'

the judge.
Kid, obs. f. KITH

; pa. t. and pple. of KITHE.
II Kidang (kidae-rj). Also kejang. [Javanese.]A small Javanese deer (Cervulits Muntjac}, also

called the Muntjac.
1824 HORSFIELD Zool. Res. Java, Centus Muntjak, The

chace
of_the Kidang, by means of dogs, affords occasionally

a favourite amusement to the natives of rank in Java.
t Ki'dcot e. Obs. Also 6 kydcote, -eott(e,

kidoot, 7-8 -coat. [app. f. KID sbl + COT, COTE.
The origin of the appellation is not certain ; perhaps face-

tious; possibly transferred from one prison so named to
others, as in the case of Bridewell. Cf. KITTY '.]

The name formerly given in various towns (as
York, Lancaster, etc.) to the lock-up or prison.
c 1515 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 70 To the kydcotteand the

masyndew, \'\\\d. c 1540 Surv. Bridlington Priory in
Archxol. XIX. 271 In the north syde of the same gatehouse

Ts
there a prison for offenders within the towne called the

ydcott. 1605 T. HELL Motives Rom. Faith 106 Did not
old Sir John in the kidcote at Yorke so agree with Comber-
forth the priest? 1772 in Stark Hist. Gainsborough 285
That they procure a pair of moveable stocks to be kept in
the kidcoat. 1886 E. PEACOCK Let. to Editor, My father
could remember the old kidcote at Gainsborough. It was
not used as a prison in his time, but there was a tradition
th.it it had been.

Kidd, kidde, pa. t. and pple. of KITHE v.

Kiddah, variant of KHEDA.
t Kiddaw (ki-d9). Omith. Obs.

[Cf. CADDOW,
cadaw.} A Cornish name for the guillemot.
1674 RAY Collect. Words 6r In Cornwal they call the

guilliam a kiddaw. 1678 - Willughby's Omith. 324 The
Bird called by the Welsh and Manks-men, a Guillem ; . . by
the Comish, a Kiddaw.

Kidded (ki-ded), a.
[f. KID sb.l 3 + -ED 2.1

Covered or furnished with kid-gloves.
1879 CABIS OldCrtoU Days, 'Titt PouUttt (1883) 52 The

i

690

manager waited too. nibbing his hat and brushing his clothes

with the tips of his kidded fingers.

f Ki'dden, a. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. KID si.1 + -EN 4

.]

Made of kid-skin.

1714 Smock-race at Finglas in Steele Poet. Misc. 201

Kidden Gloves shall by the third be worn.

t Ki'dden, v. Obs. rare~ l

trans. = KID .l b.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 181 There is no beast
that is more prone and given to lust then is a Goat . . Seven
dayes after it is yeaned and kiddened, it beginneth and
yeeldeth seed.

Kidder i and 2
: see KID v.*, and KIDDIEB.

Kidder 3
(ki'dai). Short for next.

1893 PEEL, Spen Valley 343 The manufacture of Kidder
carpets. 1899 Miss BROUGHTON Game $ Candle 158 Her
eyes perusing the threadbare Kidder which is good enough
for Willy's den._
Kidderminster (krdaiminstai). [The name

of a town in Worcestershire.]
1. attrib. Of or pertaining to Kidderminster ;

spec, the distinctive name of a kind of carpet, ori-

ginally manufactured there, in which the pattern is

formed by the intersection of two cloths of different

colours : also called two-ply and ingrain carpet
. 1670-1 Act 22 * 23 Chas. //, c. 8 Preamble, Abuses . . in
the makeing of Stuffes called Kidderminster Stuffes. 1685
Reflect. Baxter 25 When the Writings of these excel those
of R. B. as much as the richest Arras, the meanest Kedder-
minster-Stuff. 1831 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) VI. 173/1 Double
or Kidderminster carpeting is composed of two plies of
cloth. Ibid. 174/1 Two-ply Kidderminster Carpet Loom.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 314/1 Kidderminster or Scotch carpets,
or, as the Americans more descriptively term them, ingrain
carpets, are wholly of worsted or woollen.

2. absol. = Kidderminster carpet or carpeting.
Also attrib.

1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 314/2 In Kidderminsters the shoot
forms by far the greatest portion of what is visible. 1839URK Diet. Arts 263 Figured Venetian carpets are woven m
the two-ply Kidderminster looms. 1891 L. T. MF.ADE
Medicine Lady I. viii. 123 A carpet made of faded Kidder-
minster covered the floor.

Hence Ki dderminstered a., carpeted with a
Kidderminster.

1851 SAVAGE R . Medlicott m. i. (D.), The tradesman's con-
tracted and Kidderminstered parlour.

Krddier. Obs. exc. dial. Also kidder. [Origin
obscure.] One who buys provisions from the

producers and takes them to market to sell;= BADGER sbl (q. v.).

By the statute of 1552 the kiddier required a licence, and
was forbidden to keep the provisions fie bought for more
than a month. Such carriers were commonly charged with
rtgrating orforestalling, hence the def. quoted by Johnson
from Ainsworth,

' an ingrosser of corn to enhance its price
'

;

cf. under BADGER.
1551-2 Act 5 <V 6 Edw. VI, c. 14 5 The buying of anye

Corne Fyshe Butter or Chese, by any suche Badger Lader
Kyddier or Carrier. 1562-3 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 5 Every person
. .not., being in Service w tri any Kyddyer or Carryo' of any
Corne Grayne or Meale. 1674-91 RAY .S. 4- E. Country Words,
A Kidder, Badger, Huckster, or Carrier of Goods on Horse-
back. 1753 BURN Just. Peace s.v. Butter fy Cheese, Licence
to be a badger, lader, kidder, carrier, buyer, or transporter
coastwise, of butter and cheese, a 1825 FORBY Voe. E.
Anglia, Kiddier, kidger, one who buys up fowls, eggs, pork,
&c. at farm-houses, .and carries them to market. [1895
E. Anglian Gloss., Kidder,.. a pork-butcher, sausage-maker,
a low dealer in poultry and provisions. ]

fig. 1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 26 Meeting with the
Common badger or Kiddier for Devils, Mr. Peckham at the
L.-Staflbrds house in London.

Kidding, vbl. sb. : see KID v.1
,

2
, 3, and *.

Kiddish (ki-dij), a. rare. [f.
KID sb. 1 + -I8H !.]

1. Of or pertaining to a kid ; kid-like.

"552 HULOET, Kyddyshe, or of a kydde, hstdinus. 1651
OGILBY &sop (1665) 183 He oft drank kiddish gore.
2. slang. Childish.

1897 Daily News 13 Dec. 8/5 The Sunday school he
deserts, partly because it is uninteresting, partly because it

is
'

kiddish
1

.

Kiddle (ki-d'l). Forms : 5-6 kiddell, 5, 7
kydle, 6 kydell, kedel(l, 6-7 kiddel, 7 kidle,

(7-9 kettle, 8 kedle, 9 keddle), 6- kidel, kiddle,

[a. AF. kidel, kydel (whence med.(Anglo-)L.
kidellus'), OF. quidel (1289 in Godef. Comply,
later quideau 'a Wicker Engine whereby fish is

caught' (Cotgr.), also guidel (1322 in Godef.),
mod.F. guideau, a stake-net, also, a line of sloping
planks placed to direct a current; Breton kidel

stake-net (LeGonidec).]
a. A dam, weir, or barrier in a river, having an

opening in it fitted with nets or other appliances for

catching fish. b. An arrangement of stake-nets on
the sea-beach for the same purpose (see quot. 1891).
The word is chiefly.found in some early statutes (Latin and

Anglo-French) and in later references to these : there is no
clear evidence that it was actually current in sense a later
than 1550.

[i5 Magna Carta xxxiiL in Stubbs Sel. Charters(iZg^> 3o
Omnes kydelli de cetero deponantur penitus de Thamisia,
et de Medewaye, et per totam Angliam, nisi per costeram
mans. 1175 in Bundello Escatt. de an. 3 Edw. I. (Du
Cange) Et fuit aeisitus de uno Kidello vocato a were, ac de
libera piscaria in Potlok. 1350 Act 25 Edtv. Ill, stat. 4. c. 4

KID-GLOVED.
also it is trewe, The! love not old Kydles as thei doe the new.
1519 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 25 Weirs and
kedells erect made or inhaunced within any of the said
streams. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 10 Alle the

kydelles and trungkes thorowghout the Temse. 1651
N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. n. v. (1739) 26 The Lord
Admiral gained the same within the low-water mark..and
in all places where Kiddels were set, 1670 BLOUNT Lain
Diet., Kiddle, kidel, or keitcl, ..Some Fishermen corruptly
call them Kettles. 1724 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. III. 233 An
act for demolishing and removing Fishing Dams, Wears and
Kedles set across the river Schuykill, was read. 1801 LD.
HBRSCHELL in Law Times Rep. LXV. 566/1 A kiddie con-
sists of a series of stakes forced into the ground occupying
some 700 feet in length, with a similar row approaching
them at an angle. The stakes are connected by network,
and at the angle, where the two rows approach, a large net
or bag is placed for the purpose of catching the fish.

b. attrib. and Comb. , as kiddle-ground, -net.

1629 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 749 Certain kidel grounds. .

where nets do use to hang upon poles.. set in the sands
above the low water mark to catch fish. 1741 T. ROBINSON
Gavelkind ll. ix. 274 For the Use of their Kidel-Nets. 1880
BUCKLAND Fishes 132 (E. D. D.) The mackerel here [at Rye]
are caught in large fixed nets called kettle-nets. 1889
Fishing Gaz. 31 Aug. 126 (ibid.) The stake nets. .locally
[in Kent] called ' keddle '

nets.

Kiddy (ki-di), sb. Also 6 kiddie, Sc. keddie.

[f. KID^.I + -Y*.]
1. A little kid (young goat).
1579 SPENSER Shefh. Col. May 249 Well heard Kiddie all

this sore constraint. 1597 Witchcraft in Spald. Club
Misc. I. 129 At thy incumming, the keddie

lap vpon the.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 30 Our poor kiddy . . which
died yesterday of the shah.
attrib. 1855 KINGSLEY Westw. Hoi iv. (1881)79 The goats

furnished milk and '

kiddy-pies '.

2. slang, and colloq. A little child, [f. KiDrf.^.]
1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms-ax, They'd heard

all kinds of rough talk ever since they was little kiddies.

1891 R. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads, Route Marchin' iii,

While the women and the kiddies sit an' shiver in the carts.

3. Thieves' slang. A professional thief who
assumes a '

flashness
' of dress and manner

; one
who dresses in a similar style, [cf. KiD 1

5 b.]
1780 TOMLINSON Slang Past. \, My time, O ye Kiddies,

was happily spent. 1812 J. H, VAUX Flash Diet., Kiddy,
a thief of the lower order, who . . dresses in the extreme
of vulgar gentility. 1813 BYRON yuan xi. xvii, Poor Tom
was once a kiddy upon town. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE
Shaks. Char. xiv. 362 That such a kiddy should have made
his public exit from the Tyburn stage in an embroidered
dress.. was befitting his 'exquisite

1

nature.

b. A hat of a form fashionable among 'kiddies'.

1865 Land. Rev. 2 Sept. 241/2 The last fashion being a hat,

apparently bred between an archdeaconal and a '

kiddy ',

with a broad ribbon passing in front through a large black
buckle.

4. attrib. as adj. : Pertaining to, appropriate to,

'kiddies'; fashionable among persons of that class.

1805 Sporting Mag. XXVI. 56 The horse-dealer.. in the

kiddy phrase, had both his eyes closed up. 1823 in Newcastle
Daily jfrnl. (1891)31 Mar. 3/3 Replete with prime chaunts,
rum glees, and kiddy catches. 1836-9 DICKENS Sk. Boz,

Making a night ofit (1850) 164/2 It was his ambition to do
something in the celebrated '

kiddy
* or stage-coach way.

Kiddy (ki-di), v. slang. [Cf. prec. and KID z/.
4
]

trans. To hoax, humbug, take in (a person).
1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour I. 462 (Hoppe) There they

met with beggars who kiddied them on to the lurk, a 1864
DICKENS (Webster), Some of the swell mob. .so far kiddied
us as to hire a horse and shay, start away from London by
Whitechapel, and.. come into Epsom from the opposite
direction, . . while we were waiting for them at the rail.

Kide, obs. f. KITH
; pa. pple. of KITHE.

Kideneire, -nere : see KIDNEY.
Kidful : see KID s6.* Kidge, var. KEDGE a.

t Kidgell, obs. north, form of CUDGEL.
c 1570 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 264 He cutt 4 kidgells or

hougnells to hange salmon netts upon. 1575-6 Ibid. 295
[He] lyfted up his staff or kidgell.

Kid glove, ki d-glcvve.
1. A glove made of Kid-skin, lamb-skin, or other

similar leather. With kid gloves, in a gentle, deli-

cate, or gingerly manner.
1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xxxii, A new pair of grey kid

gloves. 1834 W. HULL Hist. Glove Trade 69 Men and
women's fine gloves, or those that pass in the shops under
the denomination of kid-gloves, but which are really made
from lamb-skins.. dressed at YeoviL 1888 BRYCE Amer.
Commw. II. in. Iviii. 4:0 The Americans who think that

European politics are worked, to use the common phrase,
' with kid gloves '.

2. atlrib. as adj. Characterized by wearing kid-

gloves ; dainty or delicate in action or operation ;

avoiding real exertion or every-day work ; free

from roughness or harshness.

1856 H. H. DIXON Post ty Paddock vii. 115 He was, in

fact, a mere kid-glove sportsman. 1888 T. W. HIGGINSON
Women and Men 296 Anti-kid-glove literature is really no
better than the kid-glove literature at which it affects to

protest. 1891 ZANGWILL Bow Mystery 81, I don't like

your kid glove philanthropists meddling in matters they
don't understand.

Hence Xi-d-gtove v. trans., to cover (the hands)
with kid-gloves. Ki'd-glo^ved a., wearing kid-

gloves ; alsoyijf. , refined, dainty, delicate, etc.

1848 CLOUGH Bothie v. 117 Dancing and pressing the

fingers kid-gloved of a Lady Maria. 1859 SALA Gas-light
ff D. xxiv. 276 You can descry a kid-gloved hand, with rings
outside the glove. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. (1887) n
The richer part of the community that. .kid-glove their
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hands. 1899 STEAD in Daily News 19 July sA He was
always somewhat of a kid-gloved gentleman.

'

Kidknapper, obs. form of KIDNAPPER

rv??*?* (k
i?li9) -

?'
Km sb '

1 +
ON. Mhngr, Norw. and Sw. kidling.]
1. A little kid.

1586 WEBBE .ff

trym kydli
1613-16 W.

691

reptiles, which excrete nrine and so remove effete
nitrogenous matter from the blood. Also a glandwith similar functions found in some animals of
lower organization. The kidneys of cattle, sheep,and pigs are an article of food.

a. sing.

KIER.

2. j/aw?-. A little child
; a baby

tSKfsusxzs&te
The >o r H"u k!di!^'

Kidmutgar, variant of KHIDMUTGAB.
Kidnap (ki-dnae^p), v.

[f. Km rf.i c c + NAP
., to snatch, seize (cf. NAB) ; possibly as a back-

iormatton from KIDNAPPER. The words no doubt
originated among the class which followed the
practice of kidnapping. Bailey, Johnson, Ash,
etc. stress kidna-p, which is still usual in the
north.] Originally, to steal or carry off (childrenor others) m order to provide servants or labourers
for the American

plantations; hence, in general
use, to steal (a child), to carry off (a person) by
illegal force.
E

ha

of London against him. 1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2360/3 JohnDykes.. Convicted of Kidnapping, or Enticing away, His
fe'*l.SubJ^s

' S Servants into the Foreign

men for settlers or servants in Batavia. 1849 JAMES
xvm, You go kidnapping people's children, you thieves ofhuman flesh. 1884 PAE Eustace 103, I am not a common
seaman, to he kidnapped in this fashion

fig- '73* SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841 H. 669 We [the Irish]have but one dunce of irrefragable fame, ..and the Scots
have kidnapped him from us. 1850 KINGSLEY Alton Locke x,The people who see their children thus kidnapped into hell
Hence Xi dna^pped ///. a., Ki'dna pping vbl. sb.

and ppl. a., Kidnappingly adv.

napped victims whom Phoenician vessels brought from
abroad. 1682 LUTTRELL BriefRel. (1857) I- '87 The wit-
nesses . . were . . to prove that there was .. such a trade as
kidnapping or spiriting away children. 1769 BLACKSTONE
Comm. IV. xv. 219 The other remaining offence, that of kid-
napping, being the forcible abduction or stealing away of
man, woman, or child from their own country, and sellingthem into another. 1830 SCOTT Deinonol. iv. 127 This kid-
napping of the human race, so peculiar to the whole Elfin
people. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. v. 365 The kidnapping
of persons of free condition was not unknown. 1887 A thenxutn
19 Mar. 375/3 The "kidnapping grandmother. . is not so re-

pellent as might be supposed. 1838 Tail's Mag. V. 206, 1 hold
it

to_have been wickedly, ..crimpingly, 'kidnappinglydone.
Kidnapper (ki-dnaeipai). Also 7 -knapper,

-nabber. ff. as prec. + -EH 1. Originally kidna'pper
(quot. 1679); als in Johnson, Ash, etc.; so still

in northern use.] One who kidnaps children or
others ; a stealer of human beings. AlsoyTf.
1678 PniLLire(ed. 4), Kitlk>iiipfers[l6g&-rja6Kidnappers'\,

. , . 13 How like kid-nappei _

day In every corner they survey. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. H.

109 Thou practises the craft of a Kidnapper, thou gatherest
up Women, and Children, and earnest them into a strange
Countrey. 1778 A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886) VII. 541 For
punishing kidnappers or persons who aid the enemy in

carrying off the peaceable inhabitants. 1834 LYTTON
Pompeii \\. i, The Thessalian kidnapper had stolen the
blind girl from gentle parents. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesixx.\.
434 It is dangerous to remain in their villages at this time
of year when kidnappers are abroad.
Hence Kidna ppery.
1890 Murray's Mag. Apr. 463 The regions of kidnappery,

slave-trading, and freebooting !

Kidney (ki'dni). Forms: 4kidenei, 4-6 kyd-
ney (5 ? kidneye, 6 kydne), 6- kidney. ? Sing.
or PI. 4 kydnere. PI, a. 4 kideneiren, kyde-
neyrea; /3. 4 kide-, kydeneris, kidneris,
-nares, kydneers, -ners

; 7. 6 kidneies, -neis,

kydneys, -nes, 6-7 kidneyes, 6-9 kidnies, 6-
kidneys. [Of obscure formation.
On the supposition that the sing, was kid{e}nere, this has

been inferred to be a compound, having as its second
element ME. nere kidney ; and it has been conjectured that

kid(e)- might represent OE. ciuiS, cwtfn, or ON. ki'H belly,
womb. But this is on many grounds improbable; above all,
because the ordinary sing, in ME. was in -ei, -ey, the solitary
instance of kydnere, c 1420 (i b below), being probably a pi.
for kydneren. It is thus possible that/*V/fr/, pi. kideneiren,
had as its second element ey, pi. eyren, eiren, eyre, eyer,
EGG. (Cf. Ger. eier testicles.) The pi. kid(e)tteris might
possibly owe its form to association with neres, neeres, pi.
of nere ; the later kidneies, -neys, was a new pi. from tne

unanalysed singular. But the first element remains un-

certain.]

1. One of a pair of glandular organs situated in

the abdominal cavity of mammals, birds, and

^."^'A^'
82 Ihe 5

,
t
.
ones or rafcu'ous concretions in kidneyor bladder. ,871 M COLLINS Mrg. , Mcrch. I. ix. 293Waiter, bring me a kidney and some stout.

D. Ofdoubtful number.
^'t

20
!

L
i
b'r C coru'" I0 Take bo hert and bo mydruvand be kydnere, And hew horn smalle, as I be lereT

C. pi.

kid. [3 MSS.

kydners] ten chaunged.
see a). 1388 -Lev. 111.4

xaJ. xxix. i,
. . Thei schulen offre twey kydeneris

\p.r. kideneiren, 138* the two reyns].

.*;..
CK MoRE Picus Wks' 2 A My "Vnes r kidneis,hath chiden me vnto the night, c 1531 Du WES Introd

J-r. in Palsgr. 904! The kydneys, Its rognons. 1533 COVER.
DALE Lev. m. 10 The two kydneys with the fat .and thf

if Di,
256 It is suspected to be hurtful to the Kidneys. 1803 Med.
Jrnl. X. 82 Affections of the bladder and kidnies. 1857 G.

eaten at once ?

fig. 1591 SYLVESTER Du. Bartas i. ii. 585 If heav'ns bright
torches, from earth's kidneys, sup Sum somwhat dry and
heatfull Vapours up. 1710 STEELE Tatlcr No. 268 r 2A Youth, who officiates as the Kidney of the Coffee-house.
" fig- Temperament, nature, constitution, dis-

position ; hence, kind, sort, class, stamp.a 1555 LATIMER Serin. % Rem. (Parker Soc.) 312 To pro-nounce all to be thieves to a man, except myself, of course
and those men.. that are of my own kidney. 1598 SHAKS
Merry tV. in. v. 116 Thinke of that, a man of my Kidney;
. . that am as subiect to heate as butter. 165* J. HALL
Height Eloq. p. Ixxxii, Is it not better for us that are
men of this Kidney to have a Ruler set over us then to
be left to our freedome. 1733 FIELDING Don Quixote in
Eng. m. iv, This fellow is not quite of a right kidney, the
dog is not sound at the bottom. 1880 DISRAELI Endyin.
xvn, It was a large and rather miscellaneous party, but
all of the right kidney.

fb. Proper condition or state, order, colloq. Obs.
1^63 COLMAN Terrse Fiiius No. i Attempt to put their

Hair out of Kidney.
3. Something resembling a kidney in shape, etc.

fa- An ovary. Obs.rare~ l
.

1576 TURBERV. Generic Ixvi. 186 The kydneys whiche
gelders take awaye from a bytche when they spaye hir.

b. More fully kidney potato ; an oval variety of

potato.
1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xv. (1813) 249 The red nosed

kidney, .is a great favorite. 1839 I'enny Cycl. XIII. 291/2
The earliest potato is called the Superfine White Kidney.
1840 HOOD Up the Rhine in The next dish.. was of very
small, very waxy kidney potatoes. 1892 ZANGWILL Child.
Ghetto II. 6 Kidneys or regents, my child?

t 4. Kidneys of wheat, an imperfect reproduc-
tion of the Scriptural expression

'
fat of kidneys of

wheat' Deut. xxxii. 14 : cf. Ps. cxlvii. 14 'the fat
of wheat', the finest of the wheat, in allusion to the

fat, and esp. the kidney-fat, as the choicest part
of an animal, which was therefore offered in
sacrifice.

neys of the wheat, a 1673 G.SwiNNocKin Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. xxxvi. 8 [Bread] made of the kidneys of the wheat,
of the finest flour.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive : Of or be-

longing to the kidneys, as kidney disease, fat,

form, substance, suet, -tube, -vein, etc. ; made
of or containing Kidneys, as kidney pie, soup.
b. similative, as kidney-form, kidney-shaped adjs.
1889 Sci. Amer. LXI. 48 Liver and *Kidney Diseases.

1806 A. HUNTER Culina (ed. 3) 213 The *kidney fat of a loin

of veal. 1885 HAYTER Carboona 3 Great virtues are attri-

buted by the Australian aborigines to the kidney-fat of their
enemies. 1796 KIRWAN Eletti. Min. (ed. 2) I. 30 Sidney-
form, or reniform, round elevations. 1811 PINKERTON
Fetral. II. 123 They are quite different from rolled pebbles,
and are often ofa flattened,sometimes a 'kidney form. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. JBoz, The Streets (1850) 33/2 The "kidney-pie
man has just walked away with his warehouse on his arm.

1757 PULTNEY in Phil. Trans. L. 67 The receptacle is

convex on both sides, and *kidney-shaped. 1887 W. PHILLITS
Brit. Disconiyceles 17 Lobes deflexed, kidney-shaped. 1887
Spans' Househ. Man. Index, "Kidney soup. 1873 T. H.
GREEN Introd. Palhol. (ed. 2) 285 The capsule.. cannot be
removed without tearing the *kidney substance. 1822 in

Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 93 Their skins, colour of veal

*kidney.suet. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV, 254 The epi-

SON Ani,,, Li/eiia The pulmonary vein . . is joined . . fcforeit enters the auricle by the efferent kidney veins
c. Special combs. : kidney-cotton, a variety of

Gossypium barbadense, a cotton plant of which the
seeds are in kidney-shaped masses; t kidney-fetch
^kidney-vetch; kidney-link, a coupling below
the collar of the harness of a horse; fkidney-
lipped a., hare-lipped; kidney ore, haematite
occurringm kidney-shaped masses

; kidney-paved
., paved with cobble stones; kidney-piece a

cam with a kidney-shaped outline; kidney-potatoU 1 J f~ "J -&\J\IO,H\.
see 3 b ; kidney-stone, a stone of a kidney shape,Me ; sfec. see quot. 1861

; kidney table, a tab]

a
a table

appear only in kidney-ores, and present the most delusive
appearances. 1889 Daily Tel. .9 Apr. 6/4 The principalstreet.. emerged from the 'kidney-paved condition and gotitself macadamised. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch t, Cloctm.
43 On the arbor of the annual wheel is fixed a brass cam or
kidney piece '. 1861 BRISTOW Gloss. Mi*., "Kidney-stones,a local name for small hard nodules . . washed out of the

cliffs on the north shore of Weymouth. 1890 igtA Cent
Nov. 842 Regimental highlows will not stand the rough
kidney stones of the barrack stables for more than six months.
1843 DISRAELI Sftil(iS63> '93 He was seated in an easy chair
before a'kidney table at which he was writing. 1706 PHILLIPS
Kidney-vetch and Kidney-wort, several sorts of Herbs

Kidney bean, kidney-beau.
1. The ordinary name given to two species of

Phaseolus (N.O. Leguminosse), known as the
dwarf French bean (P. milgaris), and the Scarlet
Runner (P. multiflorus) ,

of which the unripened
pods and the ripe seeds are used as food : see BEAN 3.
1348 TURNER Names ofHeroes 75 Smilax Jwrtensis . . maybe called in english Kydney beane, because the seede is

lykeaKydney. 1548-62 [see BEAN 3]. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 570 The Pulse called Phaseoli, i. Kidney Beans vse to
be eaten cod and al together. 1732 ARBUTHNOT Rule; cf
Diet i. in Aliments, etc. 251 Beans and Kidney-Beans have
the same Qualities. 1882 Garden i Apr. 222/2 Few plants
are more tender early in the season than Kidney Beans.
2. Kidney-bean tree. A climbing shrub of the

leguminous genus Wistaria as the American
species, W.frutescens, and the Chinese, W. chinen-

sis, both grown as wall-climbers in Great Britain.
1741 Compl. Fam..Piece H. iii. 380 There are several other

Trees and Shrubs which are now in Flower, as . . Catesby's
Climber, or Carojina Kidney-Bean-tree. 1760 J. LEElvtrod.
Bot. App. 316 Kidney Bean-tree of Carolina, Glycine. 1897
BRITTON & BROWN Flora North. Slates Canada II. 294Krauntia frutescens American Wisteria .. Called also
Kidney-bean Tree.

Ki-dueywort. Herb. [See \VoKT.] The plant
Cotyledon Umbilicus, also called Navelwort; see
also quot. 1866.

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bat. 74! Wall Pennywort, Hipwort,
Kidneywort. 1854 GISSING in Pharmac. Jrnl. XIII. 459One of the common names.. is kidney-wort. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 646/2 Kidney-wort, Umbilicus pendulinus, also Saxi-
fraga stellaris,

Ki'd-skiu. The skin of a kid, csp. such skin
tanned and used for gloves ; also applied to
skins of lambs and other animals used for this pur-
pose. Also attrib., as kid-skin glove.
<ri645 HOWELL Lett. xiv. (1765) 19 A dozen pair of the best

white Kid-skin Gloves the Royal-Exchange can afford. 1657
THORNLEY tr. Longus' Daphnis fy Ckloe 29 Daphnis saw
Chloe in her Kidskin, and her Pine coronet. 1719 W. WOOD
Surv. Trade 94 Kid-skins, Paper, Pruans

;
Linens and

wrought Silks. 1826 SCOTT IVoodst. i, What is a glover but
a tailor working on kid-skin ? 1826 LAMB Etia Ser. n. Pop.
Fallacies xv, Another had dipped his scooped palm in a kid-
skin of wild honey.

Kidyer, variant of KIDDIEB.

Kie, variant of kye, pi. of Cow.
Kief, Kiefekil, variants of KEF, KEPFEKILL.

IlKie-kie (kfkj). Also kee-kee. [Maori.]
A New Zealand climbing plant, Freycinetia Banksii

(N.O. Pandanacese), the leaves of which are woven
into baskets, etc. Also attrib.

1854 COLDER Pigeon's Parlt. Notes 77 The trees were . .

covered with a kind of parasite plant, called a keekee, having
a thick cabbage-like stock. 1873 BULLER Birds New Zeal.

(1888) II. 317, I drew out the nest materials, consisting of
shreds of kiekie-leaves and other dry litter. 1882 T. H.
Porrs Ont_ in the Open 20 (Morris) The unused food ..

together with the empty kie-kie baskets.

Kiele, obs. f. KEEL v.\ KILN si. Kiell, obs. f.

Keel, sb. 2 Kien, obs. f. kine, pi. of Cow.
Kier (ki<u). Forms : 6 keare, keyre, 7 keere,

9 keir, kier. [Known only from second half of

1 6th c. : cf. ON. ker vessel, tub (Norw. kjer, Sw.,

152 -a



KIEBFUL.

Da. Aar) = OHG. char, Goth, has.'] fa. A
brewing-vat (also boiling-, brewing-, gyle-, gyhng-

kier). Obs. b. A large vat in which cloth is boiled

for bleaching or other purposes (bltaching-kier).

Alia. '579 loia. (t-nemam, 1001; 101 oix IC<*L vc

tymber called keares w"' other ffurnyture for the brewehouse

and backehouse. 1581 Laiic. Wills (1857) I. 132 Dyverse
stone trowes keyres and arkes. 1635 BRERETON Trav.

(Chetham) 104, I took notice of that common brew-house . .

and observed there . . boiling keeres. [c 1746, 177$ : see GYLE-

KER.) 1839 URE Diet. Arts 138 The wooden kieve, or kier,

containing the cloth. i&pSpons' Encycl. Indust. Arts 1. 515
For yarn and thread, it is very usual to have the false bottom

of the bleaching kier, or pot, movable. 1883 Manch. Exam.
30 Oct. 7/2 This kier .. was used for boiling .. cotton flock

and other substances used in paper-making.
Hence Xi erful.

1879 Spans' Encycl. Indust. Arts I. 515 A whole kierful of

yarn or thread is chemicked at once. 1884 Times 15 Apr. 8

A large kierful of cloth of about 30 cwt.

II Kieselguhr (kfz'lgr). [Ger. (named by
Ehrenberg), f. kiesel gravel, CHESIL! + GUHR.]
An earth composed of the siliceous remains of

diatoms, used as an absorbent of nitroglycerine in

the manufacture of dynamite ;
diatomite.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 176 A porous, infusorial, silicious

eartn known in Germany as
'

Kieselguhr '. Ibid., None of

these [absorbents] appeared thoroughly equal to Kieselguhr
in their power of retaining a very large proportion of the oil.

1885 MARTINDALE & WESTCOTT Extra Pharmacop^. (ed. 4)

226 Kieselguhr, a diatomaceous earth, known as white peat.

Kieserite (kfzsrait). [Named (1861) after

D. G. Kieser, of Jena.] Hydrous magnesium
sulphate, usually occurring in fine, granular, white

masses, in the salt-mines at Stassfnrt in Prussia

and elsewhere. Used in making Epsom Salts, and
in the manufacture of potash salts.

1861 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XXXIV. 214. 1875 Ure's
Diet. Arts III. 17 Kieserite appears likely to prove a valuable
accession to our. .useful minerals. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk.
Geol. xvi. The kieserite is in beds from 9 to 12 inches thick.

Klest, Kiestein, Kiever: see KEEST, KYEST-

EIN, KIVEB. Kiff: see KITH sb.

Kight, Ky t, obs. forms of KITE. Ki-hi : see

KI-YI. Kiht, obs. f. caught, pa. t. of CATCH v.

|| Kikar Qd'kSl). [Hindi kikar.'] The name in

India of species of Acacia, esp. A. arabica, yielding
much of the best gum arabic.

1883 CasselC's Fam. Mag. Oct. 685/1 The Coccus lacca. .is

also found on.. the Kikar {Acacia arabica}. 1899 l^estiH.

Gaz. 17 Aug. 2/1 One evening.. he called me to where he
stood by the kikar tree.

Kike, obs. form of KEEK v., KICK v.

t Kikelot. Obs. rare~ l

. [Form and origin
uncertain: cf. gigelot, GIGLET.] A tattling woman,
a magpie.
a 1125 Ancr. R. 88 Me sei8 upon ancren, bet euerich mest

haueo. .ane rikelot [MS. C. kikelot (plot)] bet cakeleS hire al

bet heo isih3 ooer ihereS.

Kil, obs. form of KILL v., KILN si.

Kilampere (ki-la:mpe<>.0. Electr. [f. kil- (see

KILO-) + AMPERE.] A thousand amperes.
1891 BARN. SMITH & HUDSON A rithm. fir Schools 147 A

thousand milliamperes make an Ampere, a thousand amperes
make a Kilampere.

Kilbrickenite (kilbri-kensit). Min. [Named
from Kilbricken, co. Clare, Ireland, where found :

see -ITE'.] Sulph-antimonide of lead, of a lead-

grey colour and metallic lustre ; GEOCHONITE.
1840 Proc. R. Irish Acad. I. ^72 Kilbrickenite, as Dr.

Apjohn proposed to call this mineral, is obviously what
Berzelius denominates a sulphur salt.

Kilbuck, Kilcow, Kilclee, -deer: see KILL-.

Kilderkin (ki-ldsakin). Forms : a. 4 kyner-,
5 kynder-, 6 kynterkyn, kinderkind, 6-7
kinderkin. 0. 4-6 kilderkyn, 5-6 kylder-, (6

kilde-), -kyn, -kin, (6 -ken), 6- kilderkin.

[Of Du. or LG. origin : cf. MDu. kinderkin, more
commonly kindeken, kinneken (or -kijn), also

kyntken, -kijn, kimmekijn (see KEMPKIN, KINKIN),
the fourth part of a tun, etc. (cf. Du. kinnetje,
a firkin) : a dim. form, referred to kintal, quintal,
med.L. quintdie, Ger. dial, kindel, kindle (ijth c.

chindel) : see -KIN. (Cf. Grimm s. v. Kindleinl,
Verwijs & Verdam s. v. Kindekijn 2.) The change
of kin- to kil- is app. peculiar to Eng., and is

found already in 141)1 c.]
1. A cask for liquids, fish, etc. of a definite

capacity (half a barrel).
By the statute of 1531-2 the kilderkin for beer had to con-

tain 18 gallons, that for ale 16 gallons.
o. 1530 Yatton Churck-vi. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) itf: Paydxu kynterkynnys to y cherchehowse . . viij''. 1598 BARRET
'Mar. Warns v. iii. 135, 50 kinderkins and barrels to cary
e small cordage. 1673 S. PARKER ReproofReh. Tramp, nborne kinderkins, some hogsheads, some tuns.

ft. 1300 Letter St. H., GuiUkall London, If. 247 Omnes
anguille in undecim barellis et uno kilderkyn. Ibid., Dicti
barelli et kilderkyn cum anguillis in eisdem. 1530 PAISGR.
23*/.l,

K
>'.

<

J

er
.
kcn ' a v<Ksell, cacao,. 1531-, Act*} Hen. VIII,

c. 4 The Ale bruers . . have used . . to make . . theyr barrels kil.

derkyns and firkyns of moche lasse quantitie conteifte rate
and assisse than they ought to be. 1639 in T. Lechford

692

Note-bk. (1885) 118 Divers goods, .weh were put up in foure

chests, three butts,, .three kilderkins. 1869 W. MOLYNEUX
Burton OH Trent 249 These casks consist of kilderkins,

. barrels, hogsheads, and butts.

attrib. 15155 Act 8 Eliz. c. 9 i Cowpers might have

bowght . . a thowsand of Kilderkin Uoordes for nyne shillings.

2. A cask of this size filled with some commodity ;

the quantity contained in such a cask ; hence, a

measure of capacity for various kinds of goods.
It varied, according to commodity,

from 16 to 18 old wine

gallons ; a kilderkin of butter weighed 112 Ibs.

a. 1591 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 96 Pro iij kynerkynes
de saTmone salso. Ibid, 97 Pro j kynerkyn anguillarum.

14*3 Rolls Parlt. IV. 256/2 Nether kynderkyns, Tercianes,
and firdekyns of Heryng. 1587 in Wadley Bristol Wills

(1886) 252 A kynterkin of heringes nowe Laden abourd the
Peter of Milford.

ft. 139* Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 158 Clerico coquine
per manus Johannis Baunche de Linne pro j kilderkyn di.

de storgon. 1410 E. E. Wills (E. E. T. S.) 17 Y be-quebe
XL. penyworth bred, & I. kylderkyn of ale, to be spended at

my dirige. 1594 Compt Bk. Dav. Wedderburne (S. H. S.) 44

Sauld.-3 kildekins feggis. 1670 EACHARD Cont. Clergy 85
The last kilderkin of drink is near departed. 1737 BERKELEY
App. to Querist m. 158 Twopence advance in a kilderkin

of corn. 1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. ty Merck. I. ix. 290 A huge
..kettle,, .holding about a kilderkin.

3. transf. andyf^.
1593 PEELE Edw. I Wks. (Rtldg.) 383/1 Then.. pluck out

thy spigot, and draw us a fresh pot from the kinder-kind of

thy knowledge. 1600 NASHE Summers Last Will in

HuLZWr/Q'VIH. 57 To broach this little kilderkin of my
corpse. 1682 DRYDEN Mac f'l. 196 A tun of man in thy
large bulk is writ, But sure thow'rt but a kilderkin of wit.

Kile, variant of KYLE 1
.

Kilerg (ki-laig). Physics, [f. kit- (see KILO-)
+ ERG.] A measure of work in the centimetre-

gramme-second system, equal to a thousand ergs.

1873 Rep, Brit. Assoc. 224 The gramme-centimetre is

rather less than the kilerg, being about 980 ergs.

Kiles, Sc. variant of KAYLES.

Kiley, variant of KYLIE, boomerang.
Xilliamite(kHam3it). [f. thesurnameKilham\

see -ITE 1
.] An appellation sometimes given to

members of the *New Connexion' of Methodists,
after Alex. Kilham the founder of the body in 1 797.
1815 WILLIAMS Diet. Relig.> Kilhamites \ thus the Metho-

dists of the New connection are sometimes called, from
Mr. Alex. Kilham, who was a considerable preacher among
them. 1860 J. GARDNER Faiths World II. 440/2 This
decided refusal on the part of the Conference to allow the
introduction of the lay element into their body, gave rise to
the formation of a new society of Methodists, commonly
known by the name of Kilhamites, or as they styled them-
selves the Methodist. .New Connexion.

Kilie-vert, kilie-vine : see KEELIVINE.
Kilin, variant of KYLIN.
Kill (kil), sbl Also 3 cul (). [f. KILL v.]

T"l. A stroke, blow. Obs, rare~ l
.

a 1225 After, /?. 128 Ase swin ipund me sti uorte uetten,
& forte greaten a^ein be cul of ber eax.

2. The act of killing an animal hunted as game.
1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour ix. 48 A run with

a kill. 1883 E. PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream Lticestcrsh. 404
The second run. .led to a charming scamper, with a clean
kill at the end. 1890 SIR R. PAYNE GALLWEY Lett, to young
Shooters 145 note, In all-round shooting, fifteen kills to

twenty shots is rarely done.

3. A killed animal, esp. one killed by sportsmen
or by beasts of prey.
1878 J. INGLIS Spori fy Work xxi. 287 In beating for

tiger, ..the appearance of the kill.. often affords valuable
indications to the sportsman. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E.
Africa 424, 1 cherished a hope that the lions, .would return
and drive the hyaenas off their kill.

Kill (kil), sb* U. S. local, [a, Du. kil, MDu.
kille river-bed, channel.] A stream,

'

creek*, or

tributary river : so called in parts of N. America

originally settled by the Dutch (esp. in place-names,
as Schuylkill}.
1669 Pennsylv. Archives I. 29 A Certain Island, .lying

and being in a Kill which runnes into the Scholekill. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog, I. 494 A little pleasant stream, called

Eusopus kill or creek. 1879 J. BURROUGHS Locusts $ W.
Honey 169 Kills and dividing ridges.

KiU(kil), j&3 Also kil. [a. Ir. and Gael, till,

Olr. cell (a. L. cello, CELL), cell, church, burial

place (esp. as first element of place-names).] The
cell of an old Celtic monk or hermit ; an ancient
Irish or Scottish church.

18*7 G. HIGGINS Celtic Dntids joo Ripon.. where was
a kil or eel of the Culdees in the time of Bede. 1851 H.
NEWLAND The Erne 191 It once contained a cell, or kill,
and is the real Enniskillen.

Kill, sb.i Also kiln. [Origin unascertained.]
On the Thames : An eel-trap or weel.
1630 in Descr. Thames (1758) 66 No Fisherman, .shall lay

any Weels called Kills in any Place of the River. 1879 in& *r Q> 5th Ser. XI. 245 A7/, an eel-trap, called also a
' weel

*

or ' weal '. In use on the Thames.

Kill (kil), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. killed (kild).
Forms: a. 3-4culle(n, kuUe(n(tf). 0. 4kille(n,
4-5 kylle, 6 kyll, 6-7 kil, 6- kill. y. 5-6 kelle.
5. Sc. 5-6 kele, keill. Pa. t. 3-4 culde, 4-6
kild(e, 5 kyld(e, (5-6 kelit, etc.) ; 4- killed.

Pa.pple, 4(y-)culled,(i-)kilde),y-keld,4-killed
(5-6 kyld, kelyt, keild, etc., 6 kylt, 6- kilt). [Of
obscure origin ; not found in the cognate langs.

KILL.

If in OE., its type would be *cylian t conjecturally referred
to an OTeut. *kuljan t

ablaut*variant of *kwaljatt t whence
OE. cwellan to QUELL ; but the original sense is against
this. Known first in Layamon, and in southern texts, in
form ciillen, kullen. In midl. dial, normally killein, kill^
the common form in ME. ; kelle is rare. The usual Sc.
form in is-i6th c. was kele, keill, the vowel of which is

difficult to account for. In ME. the pa. t. and pa. pple.
varied between killed and kild\ exceptionally the pple.
appears as kilt (cf. spilf), now regarded as an Irishism, and
sometimes used jocularly, esp. in sense 6 b.]

tl. trans. To strike, hit
;
to beat, knock. Also

with off, and absol. or intr. AlsoyS^. Obs,
c 1*05 LAY. 20319 Ofte me hine smast mid smaei te ^erden ;

ofte me hine culde ; swa me de5 crosce. a xu Ancr. R.
126 J?auh a word culle be [

= thee] ful herde up o pine heorte.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 876 We kylle of pyn heued. a 1375
Joseph Arim. 545 He starte vp and streijte to his hacne,
culles on mennes hedes pat bei doun lyen.

t b. To cast or throw out ; to clear out*

(For a similar connexion between the notions of striking
and throwing, cf. the senses of G, schlagen (Da. slaa] SLAY,
and schtngissen (Da. smide) SMITE.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 746 Auh to hire owune schrift-feder, o5er

to summe o5re lif-holie monne : gif heo mei hine habben,
kulle al ut pet is i5e krocke [i>. r. culle a) be pot m J.

2. To put to death
;

to deprive of life
;

to slay,

slaughter. In early use implying personal agency
and the use of a weapon ; later, extended to any
means or cause which puts an end to life, as an

accident, over-work, grief, drink, a disease, etc.

a. 1330 King of Tars 179 The Sarazins withouten fayle
The Cristene culde in that batayle. 13.. Song Yesterday
146 in E. E. P. (1862) 137 5if P' nei3ebor pe manas, Obur to

culle, opur to bete. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B. Prol. 185 Thou?
we culled \C~text 199 hadde ycullid] pe catte,3ut sholde per
come another. Ibid. xvi. 137 Thei casten & contreueden
To kulle hym whan bei mi^te.

. 1374 CHAUCER Anel. fy Arc. 53 Yche other for to

kylle With blody speris. 1381 WYCLIF Luke xx. 15 This is

the eyr, sle we him. . .And thei killiden him. I387TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 5 At Wycombmalban bey were i-kilde

\v. r, y-keldj. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1343 paire kyng was
kylt.

1538 STARKEY England I. iii. 98 Commynly they be other

kyld where they are brede or sold. 1590 SPENSER /**. Q. I.

v. 26 What art thou, that telst of Nephews kilt? 1631
LITHCOW Trav. x. 479 Men are rather killed with the

impatience they have m adversity, then adversity it selfe.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 758 Orpheus. . Whom ev'n the

savage Beasts had spar'd, they kill'd, And strew'd his mangled
Limbs about the Field. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) I.

358 This terrible blast . . instantly kills all those that it

involves in its passage. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fairx\v,
He was killing himself by late hours and intense

applica-
tion. 1895 Law Times C. 133/2 A man who had been
killed at a level crossing by a railway train.

fig. 1614 SAUL Game Chesse A iv b, But as they [pawns]
march who so they finde doe in their colour stand, Such
may they kill.

y. 1387 [see 0], a 1400 Octoutan 1063 Thy fader hath
keld Well many a bole and doun yfeld. c 1440 Partonope
1054 Kelle these peuple of fats lawe. 15.. in Bann. MS.
If. 145 a, Telyeouris ar tyrranis in kelling of lyiss.
5. 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 651 His brothir Hew was

kelyt thar full cald. 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting iv, Dunbar
271 The feild, Quhair twelve thowsand trew Scottismen wer
keild. 157* Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 46 Sair boistit

thay my husband commoun-weill, And maid thairvowis and
aithis him for to keill. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems
Hi. 29 Vncourtesly thus keill thay mo Than I.

b. With adverbial extensions, as kill out (away>

\-down, fw/), kill off) to cut off completely, to

remove, extinguish, or get rid of (a number, a whole

tribe, etc.) by killing.
1400-50 Alexander 2377 f>e kyng of baire kythe was

killid doun & heded. c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 566 He..
Kelit dovne thar capitanis. 1530 PALSCR. 598/2, I kyll up,
as one that kylleth the resydewe where many have ben

kylled afore. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 520
Although the fecundity of Swine be great, yet it is better

to kill off two or three, . .then to permit them to suck their

dam. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xiv. 47 Hee presently killed up
the game, and disparked the Parke. 1849 Tatfs Mag,
XVI. 90/1 The wars of the Roses killed them out. 1876
TENNYSON Queen Mary in. v, Sometimes I have wish'd
That I were caught, and kill'd away at once Out of the

flutter. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 264 [Nature]
produces fitness by killing off the unfit.

C. With complement expressing the result : to

kill to (f into, unto} death, to kill dead. (Cf. Ger.

todtschlagen, Du. doodslaan.}

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 282 Poule be apostil pat no pite
ne hadde, Cristene kynde to kille to depe. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1734 The Grekes. .kyld all our kynnesmen into colde

dethe. 1614 BP. HALL No Peace with Rome 21 (L.) In the

popish churches, .theirvery walls kill us dead. i67oCoiTON
Espernon. I. I. 35 Some of the company, .found the Horse. .

kill'd stone dead. 1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple W. ii,

Are you sure you killed him dead? x88j J. C. MORISON
Macaulay iii. 92 Bentley did kill his adversary dead.

d. absol. To perform the act of killing; to

commit murder or slaughter.
1535 COVERDALE Exod. xx. 13 Thou shall not kyll. 1593

SHAKS. 2 Hen. K/. iv. iii. 8 Thou shall haue a License to

kill for a hundred lacking one. 1653 HOLCROPT Procopius t

Pers. Wars I. 2 Which gives such force to the Arrow, that

where it lights it kils. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 300
They killed in one of the new plantations near Blankney.
1883 W. BLACK in Harper 's Mag. Dec. 64/2 They had not

been '

killing
1

at any of the farms.

e. intr. in passive sense : To be killed ;
to suffer

killing. Of an animal : To yield (so much meat)
when kilted.

1857 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVIII. i. 162 On inquiry of

butchers..! find that one characteristic of a beast which



KILL. 693 KILL-DEVIL.

kills well, is to have a little _stomach. 1888 Whitby Gaz.

25 Feb. 4/7, 1 saw the cow in the slaughter-house. ..She
killed 34 stones.

f. trans. To procure (meat) by killing animals.
1560 BIBLE (Genev.) i Sam. xxv. n My bread, & my

water, & my flesh that I haue killed for my sherers. 1689
iM-mm-i. BriefR el. (1857) I. 511 The lords of the admiralty
have sent orders, .to kill beefe and pork for 65 men of war.

1838 JAMES Robber vi, The beef was not killed at the end
of the table.

g. To represent as killed or as dead. To kill off:
to remove the names of dead officers from the navy-
list (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. I. iii. 199 note, Richer seems

to kill him [Rolf] at Eu in 925. Mod. A novelist who
always kills the hero in the last chapter.
3. transf. To destroy the vitality of (any organism

or organic substance), the activity of (a disease, etc.).

Also, in later use, To destroy, break up, or ruin

anything.
1530 PALSGR. 598/2, I kyll, as any freatynge medecyne

kylleth deede flesshe. 15518 WARDE tr. Alexis' Seer. (1568)

40 a. An oyntment to kill the plague. 1608 TOPSELL
Serpents (1658) 725 With this they kill hair, for upon the

place where the hair was puld off, they pour this bloud, and
then it never groweth more. 1658 A. Fo_x WurtJ Surg.
n. ix. 83 A Surgeon made experiment on him with the white
of Eggs and Bole, whereby the Eye was killed. 1697
DRYDEN Virfr. Georg, i. 225 Tough Thistles choak'd the

Fields, and kill'd the Corn. 1799 YOUNG Agric. Lines. 145
(E. D. D.) Potatoes have quite killed the land. i872HuxLEY
Phys. i. 18 A burn may kill more or less of the skin. Mod.
With us the fuchsia is killed down every winter, and so
never grows to a shrub in the open air.

b. To destroy the active quality of (a substance) ;

e. g. the fluidity of mercury, the ductility of wire.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 724 note. Some thinke
that Quicke-silver cannot quite be killed. 1694 SALMON
Bate's Dispens. (1713) 661/2 The Quick-silver, before it can
be mixed with the other Ingredients, is to be killed with
the Turpentine. 1865 Morn. Star i June, If the phosphorus
had not been properly 'killed' by being mixed with gum,
it would probably explode when chloride of potass was
added. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 846 The lye will have
lost its causticity, or, in technical language, . . it is killed.

1876 PREECE & SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 177 The wire ..

to be then stretched (' killed ') to the extent of two per cent,

by passing round drums, either varying in diameter or

differentially geared as to speed. 1881 YOUNG Every man
his own Mechanic 1406 Dampness in the air technically

speaking kills the size, that is to say deprives it of its

binding power.
C. To neutralize the effect of.

18580. W. HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. (1865) 122 Indefinite

quantities of black tea to kill any extra glass of red claret

he may have swallowed.

4. Jig. To destroy, do away with, put an end to,

suppress (a feeling, desire, project, or other non-

material thing).
1435 MISYN Fin of Love 81 Well vsyd in prayinge . . all

wykkydnes kylland & vnclennes. 1573 CARTWRIGHT Repl.
Answ. Admonit. 26 Sufficient to quench her thirst and kill

her hunger. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) $36 Too
sodaine honour in youth killeth further desire of fame.

1617 R. WILKINSON Barivick-bridge 22 Yea, warre and

contention kill up even conscience it selfe. 1710 Tatler

No. 191 P i The monstrous Affectation of being thought

artful, immediately kills all Thoughts of Humanity and

Goodness. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles
iy. 31 [He] detected

his wife painfully endeavouring to kill a laugh. 1872

LIDDON Elem. Relig. vi. 214 In the Jew of the age of Tiberius,

the national feeling, .had almost killed out the human. 1873

BLACK Pr. Thule xix, You have killed her faith as well as

ruined her life.

b. To neutralize, destroy, or spoil (an appear-

ance or quality) by contrast or incongruity.

1859 GULLICK & TIMBS Paint. 117 The necessity of using

body-colour, in order, by its opacity, to
^'

kill' using the

chancel. .

6. To consume or spend (time, or any portion oi

time), so as to bring it to an end. Said of a person,

or an occupation or amusement.

1728 VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Hush. i. i, What think you, if we

three sat soberly down to kill an hour at ombre? 1768-74

1'ucKExLt.Wat. (1834)11. 578 It is ridiculous toseehow many
shifts are made to kill time, as it is called. 1826 DISRAELI

Viv Grey \. v, A sawney who was killing the half-holiday

by looking out of the window. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in

Library (1892) I. ii. 64 Tapestry, in which ladies employed
their needles by way of killing time.

6. In hyperbolic use: To come near to killing.

a. To overwhelm (a person) by a strong impression

on the mind, as of admiration, astonishment, alarm,

<rief, etc. ; to impress with irresistible force.

1634 [see KILLING///, a. 2 c]. 1711 STEELE Sped..No. 144

r i If they [Handsom People] do not kill at first Sight, as

the Phrase is, a second Interview disarms them of all their

Power. 1712-14 POPE Kape Lock v. 68 Chloe stepp d in

and kill'd him with a frown. 1783 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary

Jan., He behaves to me with a kind of deference that kills me.

b. To injure seriously ;
to affect with severe pain

or suffering. (An Irishism.)

1800 MAR. EDGF.WORTH Castle Rackrent 158 My lady

Rackrent was all kilt and smashed, and they lifted her into

a cabin hard by . . and they say my lady can t live anyway.

1824 C. K. SHARPE Corr. (1888) II. 3 3, I am s kllt "

over with rheumatism, as Irishmen speak, that I can scarcely

hold a pen. . / \

7. In various phrases, a. To Ml a ball: (a) in

tennis, to strike a ball so as to prevent it from

being returned (see quot. 1883); (6) in football, to

stop a ball dead.

1883 Daily News 26 June 6/6 Posting themselves close to

the net, to intercept the ball as it came over, and by a
severe downward stroke to hit it in such a manner that it

could not possibly be returned or, in other words, to kill
'

it. 1900 Ibid. 23 Apr. 8/1 The ball had come in from the

right, and McLuckie killed it, and shot a goal.

b. To kill a bill (in parliament) : to defeat it

totally ; to prevent it from passing ;
to veto it.

1832 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 14 Apr. (1884), I have just
had Haddington with me. He is confident of killing the

bill. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commw. I. I. vi. 75 By
'

killing
'

more bills than all his predecessors put together had done,
Mr. Cleveland raised himself in public opinion.

fc. To kill one's heart: to depress or discourage
one completely. Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Iviii, Fy vpon treason said sir

Trystram, for hit kylleth my herte to here this tale. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch. (1676) 343 For their hearts were Killed,

because, -they were ever overthrown. 1654 SIR E. NICHOLAS
in N. Papers (Camden) II. 124 To see us totally ruined

rather then deale with people according to their deserts, it

kills our harts.

d. To kill with kindness : to destroy or fatally

harm by mistaken and excessive kindness.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 211 This is a way to kil

a Wife with kindnesse. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 100

Tom Coriat . . was killed with Kindness by the English
Merchants. 1698 FARQUHAR Love ff Bottle in. i

:
1 bear her

an amorous grudge still .. I could kill her with kindness.

e. Kill or cure, with reference to medical treat-

ment or remedies, which either cure or prove fatal ;

also attrib., and absol. assb.

1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. I. Wks. 1799 I. 162 Your

Worship knows, that, kill or cure, 1 have contracted to

physic the parish-poor by the great. 1778 in James Dissert.

Fevers (ed. 8) 114 Dr. James's Powder, which I was deter-

mined to take, kill or cure. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III.

39 Asclepius .. adopted the rough' kill or cure' method.

1898 Folk-lore IX. 14 The Lebanon mother knows no other

remedy than the kill-or-cure of a dip in the sea for her babe.

Kill, obs. form of KlLN.

Kill-, vb. stem, prefixed to sbs., forming sbs.

(chiefly i"th c. nonce-wds.} with sense 'one who
or that which kills . .

.',
and adjs.

= '
that kills

. . ., -killing.' a. s&s., as kill-bishop; kill-

Christ, one who took part in putting Christ to

death; kill-courtesy, a boorish person; kill-

crow, (0) ?a good shot, one who can hit the

mark well ; (b) dial. = KILL-COW 3 ; kill-herb,

a parasitic plant, Broomrape; kill-lamb, an

American species of Andromeda {A. mariana}

poisonous to sheep ; kill-man, a man-slayer ;

also adj. man-slaying ; kill-pot, a hard drinker.

b. adjs. as kill-calf ; kill-duck, suited for killing

ducks ; kill-me-quite, irresistibly bewitching or

fascinating. Also kill-curing, that cures by kill-

ing. See also KILL-BUCK, -cow, -DEVIL, etc.

1672 WOOD Life 19 Nov. (O. H. S.) II. 253 Chester is a

*kill-bishop. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (N.), There

they make private shambles with *kil-calfe cruelty, and

sheepe-slaughtering murther. 1628 CI.AVELL Recant, ill-led

Life 35 Then take heed of those Base Padding Rascalls, for

their kill-calfe law I am not priuy to. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Acts v. 28 They should be counted *kill-Christs. 1590

SHAKS. Mids. N. it. ii. 77 This lacke-loue, this *kill-curtesie.

1593 Pass. Morriee (1876) 83, I will tell you my reason, and

if it iumpes with your conceite, say you mette with a kill

Crowe. 1616 J. LANE Contn. Sqr.'s T. vni. 56 That suche

feirce surgeons tooles shoold exercise On mans soft fleshe,

*kill-curinge buttcheries. 1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft 31

Yonder is the Bird of prey, I see himjn aJ^Kill-duck place.

Iliad

'573"WaVlike"idomen'..co.partner in the fleet, With 'kill-

in Merion. 1638 BRATHWAIT/Y cli, Gath flesht in battles,ma;

broiles, and bl d, A kill-man fron

1671 SKINNER Etymol. Ling. Angl., Bot., *Kill-herb. 1874

DUNGLISON Med. Diet., *Kill Lamb, c 1611 CHAPMAN llic
,,, ,-, , j ---- -----, ner ;n tne fleet> With *ki

V cli, Gath flesht in battlf

im his youth. 1842 S. LOVER

Handy Andy v. 50 He sang too with a *kill-me-quite air, as

if no lady could resist his strains. 1616 B. JONSON Masque
Christmas, This Carol plays, and has been in his days
A chirping boy, and a kill-pot.

Killable (ki-lab'l), a. [f.
KILL v. + -ABLE.]

1. Kit to be killed for food or other use.

1817-18 COBBETT Resid. U. S. (1822) 91 What animal pro-

duces flesh meat like the hog? . . The animal killable at all

ages. 1823 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 267, I. . honestly

bagged 46 killable trout.

2. Capable of being killed ; easy to kill.

1823 Mirror I. 296/1 That killable species of ghost that

could be shot with a sixpence. 1877 T. A. TROLLOPE Life
rPiusIX,\u. viii. II. 84 The experience, .would have gone

r to kill any man killable by disappointment and sorrow.

I Killadar (kHadaa). East Ind. Also 8

killahdaur, 8-9 kelli-, kille-, keeledar. [Urdu

(Pers.) -Ijjtb qils-adar, f. Arab. ixLs qale-ah (pi.

gilds.)
fort + Pers. -dar holder.] The command-

ant or governor of a fort or castle.

1778 ORME Hist. Indostan II. 217 The fugitive garrison ..

returned, with 500 more, sent by the Kelhdar ofVandiwash.

1783 Hat. Eur. in Ann. Keg. 97/1 The killedar or governor

with his rabble . . fled into the

tfar

.

fort. 1803 WELLINGTON Let.e . .
.

to Col. Murray 16 July in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 95 It is

imagined that the Killadar of Perinda is not unfaithful to

the Nizam's government 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India I.

in. xi. 622 The native governor or killedar.

Hence Xi'lladary, the governorship of a lort.

1803 WELLINGTON in Desp. (1844) I. 355 The letters respect-

ing the killadary of Darwar.

Killas (ki'las). Also 7-9 kellus, 8 killos.

[Cornish.] The Cornish Miners' term for clay-
slate ; geologically, the clay-slate of Cornwall, of

Devonian age, which rests on the granite.
1674-91 RAY Coll. Words

Prepar.
Metals (E. D. S.) ii

Above the spar lies another kind of substance like a white
soft stone, which they call kellus. 1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist.

Cornwall 92 Round the town of Marazion . . there rises a

very tender killas, of the cinereous, and also of the yellow
colour. 1833 LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 370 At the junction of

the granite and killas in Si. Michael's Mount. 1875 GEIKJE
Life Murchison I. 301 The Devonshire killas answered in

point of geological time to the old Red Sandstone.
attrib. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) ii note, The

shillot or killas rock.. will always be found accompanied
with a similar soil or covering.

tKillat. Obs. rare. [a. Sp. or Pg. quilate

carat.]
= CABAT.

1580 FRAMPTON Dial. Yron $ Steele 170 At the tyme they
melt y* gold, . . that it may fine and ryse of more killats,. .

they cast it [etc.]. 1589 R. PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China
(1854) II. 303 Pearles. .which . . do in many killats exceede
them that are brought from Karen.

t Krllbuck. Obs. rare. Also 7 kilbuck. [f.

KILL v. + BUCK sb.l Cf. next.]
1. A fierce-looking fellow.

1612 CHAPMAN Widowes T. I. iv, Thar. Well, have you
done now, Ladie? Ars. O my sweet kilbuck. Thar. You
now in your shallow pate thinke this a disgrace to mee.
1660 H EXHAM, Kilbuck, or fierce-look, Suyrgesieht.
2. Applied to the keeper of a deer-park, nonce-use.

1826 SCOTT Woodst. iii, A poor kill-buck that never

frightened anything before save a dun deer.

Ki'11-COW, so. and a. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6-7

kileow(e. [f.
KILL v. + Cow sb2\

A. sb. 1. A swashbuckler, bully, braggadocio ;

a terrible or great person ;
a man of importance.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) Aiij, What neede all

this stir? this banding of kilcowes to fight with a shadow?

1639 EARL STRAFFORD Lett. <f Disp. (1739) II. 307 A captain
he is, but no such great Kill-Cow as they would have him.

1650 BAYLY Herba Parietis 127 One Hamon (a notable

kill-cow and noted dueller), a 1734 NORTH Lives 11826) I.

91 Well known to be one of the greatest kill-cows at drink-

ing in the nation. 1896 Dial. Notes I. 22 (E. D. D. )
' He's

no great killcow ',
i. e. he doesn't amount to much (of a per-

son who thinks himself somebody).

2. dial. A serious affair; a matter involving

great trouble or loss. (Usually in negative phr.)

1825-80 JAMIESON s. v., Ye needna mind, I'm sure it's nae

sic great kill-cow. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Sam. Word-tk. s. v.,

Twadn no such kill-cow job arter all.

3. A nickname for a butcher, rare.

. . Old Ballad (N.), I would not be a butcher . . For . . He
shall be call'd Kill-cow, and so shall be named.

4. A kind of spike-rush : see quot.
1898 BRITTON & BROWN Flora fiorth. Canada, Index,

Eleocharis tenuis. Slender Spike-rush, Kill-cow.

B. adj. Bragging, bullying ; terrifying. Kill-cow

fray, something made up to terrify.

1589 NASHE Ded. to Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 6 The in-

grafted overflow of some kilcow conceipt. 1592 P. Peni-

lesse (ed. 2) nb, In this yaine of kilcow vanitie.. 1613

PURCHAS Pilgrimage I. II. xii. 145 Like Semiramis Elephants
which were but stuffed oxe-hides, kill-cow-frayes. 1633

SHIRLEY Young Admiral iv. iii, You are afraid Of him, be-

like : 'tis such a kill-cow gentleman 1

Hence t Ki'llcow v. trans., to terrify with threat-

ening looks ; to cow.

1592 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super, in Archaica II. 142 Anew
art to kill-cow men with peremptory termes, and bugges-

ki'ilcrop. rare. [ad.LG. kilkrop, G. kielkropf,

of uncertain etym. (see Grimm).] An insatiate

brat, popularly supposed to be a fairy changeling

substituted for the genuine child.

1652 H. BELL Lutfur's Colloy. 387 Near unto Halberstad,

was a man that also had a Killcrop, who sucked the mother

and s other women drie ; and besides devoured very much.

1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 28 They may talk

of Canibals, Man-eaters, Killcraps, and the Devil and all.

1836 W. IRVING in Life <r Lett. (1866) III. 90 Those little

fairy changelings called Killcrops, which eat and eat, and

are never the fatter, a 1843 SOUTHEY The Killcrop xvi, If

killcrops look like children, by what power Know you they

"KUI-CU (ki-lk). U.S. local. [Imitative.] A
name of two American species of yellowshanks

(Tetanus melanoleucus and T.flavipes*), related to

the snipes. 1888 TRUMBULL Names f, Portr. Birds 168.

Killdee, kiUdeer (ki-ldf, -di-j). Also kil-.

[Imitative of its note.] The largest species of

ring-plover l&gialilis vocifera\ of North America.

173, MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVI I 176 The Chatter-

ing Plover. In Virginia they are called Kildeers from some

Resemblance of their Noise to the Sound of that Word. 1796

MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 214 Kildee or Chattering Plover.

a 1862 THOREAU Cape CWvii. (1865) 123 The kildeer plover . .

fills the air above with its din. 1888 J. C. HARRIS Free Joe,

etc. 26 As happy, .as a killdee by a mill-race.

Krll-devil, sb. (a.) [f.
KILL v. + DEVIL.]

+ 1. A recklessly daring fellow. Obs.

1590 MARLOWE Faust, iv, 'Did ye see yonder tall fellow

. .?hehas killed the devil.' So I should be called Kill-devil

all the parish over.

2 A West Indian name for rum. ? OPS.

Hence prob. F. guildivt (17" : 'origine inconnue ',
Littre

and Hatz.-Darm.). N. Darnell Davis in Trans. Philol.

fn'&l Davis Cavaliers , Roundheads Bartadtt



KILLED.

(1887) 112 Thechiefe fudling they make in the Island is

Rumbullion, alias Kill-Devill, and this is made of saggar

canes distilled, a hotl, hellish and terrible liquor. 1654

Connect. Col. Rec. (1850)
1. 255 Her Dados Liquors commonly

called Rum, Kill Deuill.or the like. W "'//:,7?"'"'"
1
,
11 -

31 Rum-punch is not improperly called Kill-devil ; for

Thousands lose their Lives by its means. 1706 STEDMAN

Surinam I. 96 The furnace which distils the kill-devil.

3. An artificial bait used in angling, made to

spin in the water like a wounded fish.

1833 Rtrwlker's Art Angling 33 There are.. three modes

of Trolling. ..The third is called the kill-devil, and ..it

answers I think the best of all. 1839 COL. HAWKER Diary

(1893) II. 161 Lord Saltoun's brass 'Kill-devil,' the only

artificial bait that I ever found to take in our river. 1860

SIMEON Stray Notes Fishing 22, I have fished with

lificial spinning-baits (killdevils) of nearly every kind.

B. adj. That would kill devils ; deadly.
artifi

the . _
which infested and annoyed us.

Killed (kild), ///. a. [f.
KILL v. + -ED i.]

1. Deprived of life; put to death. Usually of

meat, with qualifying word, as fresh-, country-

killed, etc.

.1440 Promp. Pan. 274/2 Kyllyd, interfeclus. l8i

Examiner 5 OcL 628/1 We have found here 2000 killed or

amputated Russians. 886 Daily News 16 Sept. 2/5 The
small supply of fresh killed meat. 1887 Ibid, ii May 2/6
The heaviest decline being on country-killed beef.

b. with adv. (In quot. as sb.)

1815 BENTHAM Offic. Apt. Maximized, Indications (1830)

84 The deaths of Jefferies's killed-offs were speedy.

2. Of a substance : Deprived of active property.
1894 BOTTONE Electr. Instr. Making (ed. 6) 5 Chloride of

zinc (killed spirits of salt). Ibid. ^ Spidering with chloride

of zinc C killed spirits ',

'

soldering fluid >
Killedar, variant of KILLADAB.

Killer (ki-bj). [f.
KILL v. + -EH 1.]

1. One who or that which kills
;
a slayer,.butcher.

1535 COVERDALE Tobit iii. 9 Thou kyller of thy huszbandes.

1552 HUI.OET, Kyller of mise and rattes, myopk\o\nos. 1696
Statutes (Scottish) c. 33 title, Act against killers of black

fish, and destroyers of the fry and smolts of salmon. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 538 One Licinius, a killer of the

victims for sacrifice. 1810 CARLYLE Misc., Voltaire (1872)

II. 131 Hehashis coat of darkness, ..like that other Killer of

Giants. 1871 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. ix. (1885) 225
She is a killer and a cannibal among other insects.

b. fig. in various senses.

1555 L. SANDERS Let. in Foxe A. ft M. (1631) HL XI. T4I/2
Christ the killer of death. 1819 Hermit in Loud. II. 170
She is the most desperate killer of time I ever met with.

1838 MARY HOWITT Birds * Fl., Ivy-bush iv, What a killer

of care, old tree, wert thou 1

o. In many combinations, as dragon-, giant-,

lady-, lion-, pain-killer, etc. : see these words.

2. A name of the grampus, Orca gladiator, and
other ferocious cetaceans of kindred genera.
1715 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 265 These Killers

are from twenty to thirty Feet long, and have Teeth in

both Jaws. ..They.. set upon a young Whale, and will bait

him like so many Bull-dogs. 1897 F. T. BULLEN Cruise
'Cachalot* 196 A large bowhead rose near the ship. ..Three
'
Killers' were attacking him at once, like wolves worrying

a bull. ..The '
Killer

',
or Orca gladiator, is a true whale,

but, like the cachalot, has teeth.

3. An effective angler's bait.

1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. xxxv. 4 (1689) 207 An
admirable Fly, and in great repute for a killer. 1787 BEST
Angling (ed. 2) 109 There are likewise two Moths.. great
killers about twilight in a serene evening. 1867 F. FRANCIS

Angling v. (1880) 155 If he cannot find a killer among
them his hopes of sport are very small.

4. A club of hard wood for killing fish with.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

5. An agent used to neutralize the active pro-

perty of anything, e. g. to neutralize a colour, to

remove spots or stains, prevent pitch-stains on

pine-boards, or the like.

1893 in Funk's Standard Diet.

Killer, mod. dial, variant of KEELKR 2.

KHlesse, -ese, var. CULLIS sbt, a groove or

gutter ; spec, in a cross-bow, or in a roof. Hence
Ki-llea s)ed a., having a killesse.

1649 in Nichols Progr. II. 418 One barn of four bayes of

building well tyled and killesed on two sides and one end
thereof. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Killese, the groove
in a cross-bow.

Xillick, killock (ki-lik, -ak). Naut. Also 7

kelleok(e, -oek, 8-9 -iok, 9 -agri, -eg, keeleg. [Of
obscure origin ;

the spelling is unfixed, but most
favour killick or killock.'} A heavy stone used on
small vessels as a substitute for an anchor ; also a
small anchor, f To come to a killick : to come to

anchor (o/>s.). Up killick: to weigh anchor.
1630 WINTHROP AVry Eng. (1825) I. 40 The wind overblew

so much at N.W. as they were forced to come to a killock
at twenty fathom. i6s T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan
(1883) 262 The inconstant windes shiftinge at night did
force the kellecke home, and billedge the boat. 1643 R.
WILLIAMS Key Lang. Amer. rn Kuinwsnep, a Killick, or
Anchor. 1670 NARBOROUCH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i.

(1711) 107 Instead of Anchors, they have modern Crab-claws,
or Kellocks. 1758 A nn. Reg. 292/1 They sent out another
float, with killicks and ropes. 1768 I. BYRON Narr. Pata-
gonia (ed. 2) 82 We hove up our . . Kellick, which we had
made to serve in the room of our grapnel. 1837-40 HALI-
BURTON Clockm. viii. (1862) 29, I shall up killoch and off
to-morrow to the Tree mont. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast

694

xiv. 32 We usually keep anchored by a small kedge, or

kceleg. 1883 Times 18 May 7 With some bits of wood and

a large stone.. [is) fashioned a very good kedge or killick.

1897 R. KIPLING Captains Courageous 63 Dad says next

one [anchor] he loses, .he'll give him the kelleg.

Killickinnick, variant of KINNIKINNICK.

Killifish (kHifiJ"). Also killy-. [Commonly
supposed to be f. KILL sb.- + FISH; but cf. KILLING

///. a. i b.] The name given to several genera of

small fish of the family Cyprinodontidie , found in

sheltered places on the east coast of North America,
and used as bait ; esp. fundulus hcleroclitus, the

green killifish.

1836 J. RICHARDSON Fishes N. Amer. 56 This Stickleback

is said, by Dr. Mitchell, to inhabit the salt waters of New
York, and to consort with the Killifish. 1885 Stand. Aat.

Hist. III. 170 The large family of Cyprinodontida: or killi-

fishes, is distinguished., by the structure of its mouth.

Ki'lligrew. local. Also kille-. An old name for

the Cornish chough.
1668 CHARLETON Onomasticon 68 The Cornish Chough

(..in Cornubia . . vitlgo nuticupatur the Killegrew). 1893
NEWTON Diet. Birds, Killigrew.

Killin(e, killing, obs. forms of KEELING 1.

Killing (ki-lin), vbl. sb. [f.
KILL v. + -ING!.]

The action of the vb. KILL, in various senses.

c 1400 Deslr. Troy 6635 fere was kyllyng of knyghtis,

crusshyng of helmys. 1390 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 15, I

beleeue we must leaue the killing out, when all is done.

1607 HIERON Wks. I. 208 All delaies are euen a very killing
to the soule. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 247
It is a very odd . . Notion, which the Vulgar entertain, with
relation to (what they call) killing of Quick-silver. 1748
Anson's Voy. in. iii. 325 The killing and preparing of pro-
visions. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 306 Killing
is not the fashion much in this country.

b. attrib. and Comb., as killing-clothes, -floor,

-ground, -house, -tackle, -yard; also killing-sheep,
a sheep intended or fit to be killed for food;

killing-time, (a) the time at which an animal is

(fit to be) killed ; (6) in Sf. Hist., part of the year

1685, during which many covenanters were put to

death (by later writers extended to 1683-85, or

even the whole period 1679-88) ; killing-value,
the value of stock when killed for food.
1828 MOIR Mansie Wauch v. 40 Out flew the flesher

in his 'killing-claiths. 1853 WHITMAN Leaves Grass, Songs
of Myself 12 The butcher-boy puts off his killing-clothes.

1897 R. KIPLING Seven Seas_, Rhyme Three Sealers 70
He 11 lie down on the ""killing-grounds. 1578 Notting-
ham Rec. (1889) IV. 180 No butcher shall put into y
medowes aboue fiue score *killinge shepe. 1687 A. SHIELDS
Hind let loose 200 In the beginning of this *killing-time,
as the Country calls it, the first author and authonzer of
all these mischiefs, Charles 1 1, was removed by death, i

P. WALKER Life Cargill 90 He was taken in November
1684, the two slaughter years of Killing-Time being begun
in the isth day of August before. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi.

xviii, It was in killing time, when the
plowers

were drawing
alang their furrows on the back of the Kirk of Scotland.

1843 J. AITON Dottiest. Econ. (1857) 236 The pig . . will be
about a year old at killing time.

Killing (ki-lin), PP1- a - U- KlLL v - + -ING 2

1. That Kills or deprives of life. lit. andyff.
1435 MisYN-FiVtf ofLove 89 Bittyr hony&kyllande frnyte.

1609 RIBLE (Douay) Jer, xxii. 7, I wil sanctifie upon thee

a killing man and his weapons. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII,
in. ii. 355 The third day, comes a Frost ; a killing Frost.

1646 P. BULKELEY Gospel Covt. i. 95 These are the killing
and destroying sinnes, that leave no remedy. 1703 KELSEY
Serin. 130 The killing Interpretations of Pharisaical Pride.
1821 SHELLEY Hellas 234 Apollo, Pan, and Love.. Grew
weak, for killing Truth had glared on them.

b. Of bait, etc.: Deadly; sure to kill.

1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. iv. 25 (1689) 56 As
killing a Bait as any whatever. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling\.
(1880) 46 Fishing with the young frog is a very killing
method of fishing for chub.

2. In hyperbolic use : Able to kill. a. Crushing,

oppressive ;
fatal.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 194 Where they say that the
blessed Virgine..fell into a trance at the sight of that

killing spectacle, a 1711 KEN Sertn. Wks. (1838) 184 It was
a killing consideration, to lie buried in such a sorrow. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 193 The killing languor.. of those
who have nothing to do. i84iCATi.iN^V. Amer Itid. (1844) II.

xxxvii. 37 Unshackled by the killing restraints of society.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxix, The General went on with

killing haughtiness.

t b. Of a proof or argument : That '
settles' an

opponent ; overpowering, fatal. Obs.

1654 BRAMHALL Just Vittd. (1661) 249 To this supposed
killing argument I give three clear solutions. 1673 Ess.
Educ. Gentlevjotn. 32 This is the killing Objection. 1676
MARVELL Mr. SmirKe^o Away he goes with it., and knocks
all on the head with a Killing Instance.

c. Overpoweringly beautiful or attractive.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. Ded. A ij b, Those who are

suddenly taken with a killing beautie. 1676 WYCHERLEY
PI. Dealer n. Wits. (Rtldg.) 115/2 With you ladies too,
martial men must needs be very killing. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1854)

I. 40 The maid.. tiffing out her mistress in

a killing attire. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Ritdge xx, Curling
her hair on her fingers,.. and giving it some killing twists.

d. Physically overpowering ; exhausting.
1850 T. A. TROLLOPE Impress. Wand, xxv. 383 The last

three hours of our journey were the most killing part of the

day's work. 1855 W. H. RUSSELL The War xxvii. 17 The
pace at which they went was really

'

killing '.

e. 'Excruciatingly' funny; that makes one 'die'

with laughing, colloq.

ZILIT.

3. As adv. = KILLINGLY.

blew killing chill.

Hence Ki'llingly adv., in a killing manner;
Ki-lling-ness.
[1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 134 Sight-killingly.] 1641

MILTON Animadv. Pref, Nothing could be more killingly
spoken. 1642 J. EATON Honey-c. Free jfustif. 124 We
must all preach it [the Law] .. as killingly as we can.

1730 LILLO George Barnwell I. ii. Mill. How do I look

to-day, Lucy? Lucy. Oh. killingly, madam ! A little more
red, and you'll be irresistible. 1839 BAILEY Festus xx.

(1852) 313 There are three things I love half killingly. 1840
R. BREMNER Ejccurs. Denmark, etc. I. 314 A large bunch of
flowers in the hand, or on the breast, which most of the

young fellows displayed with conscious killingness.

Kiilinite (ki'linait). Min. [Named, 1818,
after Killiney Bay near Dublin : see -ITK 1.] A
mineral of a pale-green colour, an alteration pro-
duct of spodumene.
1818 Trans R. Irish Aead. XIII. 4 Kiilinite occurs

imbedded, in elongated prisms. 1878 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's
Rocks Class. 19 Kiilinite is a product of the weathering or

decomposition of spodumene.

Ki'11-joy, sb. and a A. sb. One who or that

which destroys joy or pleasure; one who throws a

gloom over social enjoyment.
1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. 455 The Gods were not

then, says M. Rousseau, regarded as kill-joys and shut out
of convivial meetings. 1863 GEO. KLIOT Romola xxv, Li-

centious young men, who detested him as the kill-joy of
Florence. 1896 J. P. MAHAFFY in Chautauquan Oct. 49/2
Reserve, if apparent, is the real kill-joy of conversation.

B. adj. That kills or puts an end to joy.
1822 SCOTT Pirate \, His kill-joy visage will never again

stop the bottle in its round.

Killock, variant ot KILLICK.

Killogie, -logy (kiUw'gi). Sc. Now rare or

Obs. Also 7, 9 kiln-logie. [f. kill, KILN + LOOIE,
sometimes used in the same sense as killogie.]

The covered space in front of the fireplace of

a kiln, serving to give draught to the fire and to

shelter the person attending to it
; formerly often

used as a place for sheltering or hiding in.

15.. King Berdok (Bann. MS.) 31 Berdok fled in till

a killogy. 1563 Edin. Ttnun Council Rec. 18 June, Ihonne
Knox was apprehendit and tane forth ofane kilfogye. a 1670
SPALDING Troub. Chas. 7(1829) 27 This night he was laid

in the kiln-logie. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. vi, The muckle

chumlay in the Auld Place reeked like a killogie in his

time. 1881 W. GREGOR Folk-lore 84 (E. D.D.) This clue

was cast into the kiln-logie.

Killos, variant of KlLLAS.

t Killow. Obs. Also 7 kellow, 8 oullow. [Of
unknown origin.
Mod. diets., into which the word has passed from Johnson,

Todd, etc., repeat the suggestion of Woodward (cited by J.)
that killovj may be connected with COLLOW, soot, grime ; but
the formes against this.]

A name formerly given (orig. in Cumberland) to

black-lead, plumbago, or graphite.
1666 MERRETT Pinax Brit. 218 Lapis cjeruleus Killow

dictus ducendis lineis idoneus. 1698 PLOT in Phil. Trans.
XX. 183 The Mineral substance, called, Black Lead, .found

only at Keswick in Cumberland, and there called, Wadt, or

Kellow. 1706 PHILLIPS, Killow, a sort of Mineral Stone.

1763 W. LEWIS Comm. Phil. Techn. 324 The black earthy
substance called Killow. . . The killow has somewhat of a
bluish or purplish cast mixed with its blackness.

Krll-time, sb. (a.) [See KILL v. 5.] An occu-

pation or amusement intended to '
kill time '.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) yill. 397 The more
active and lively amusements and kill-times. 1811 COLERIDGE
Lect. Shaks. (1856) 3 Where the reading of novels prevails
as a habit, .it is not so much to be called pass-time as kill-

time. 1865 Ch. Times ii Mar. 76/1 One of the pretty kill-

times which consume modern society.

B. adj. Adapted to kill time.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 Jan. 5/1 Play at this very scientific

kill-time gametchess].

Killut, Killyflsh: see KHELAT, KILLIFISH.

Kiln (kil, kiln), s/>. Forms : a. i oyline, -ene,

oyln(e, 4 kulne, 4-5 kylne (kyllne), 6-8 kilne,
6- kiln. ft. 5-6 kylle, 6-7 kyll, 7 kil, 5-8 kill. 7.

6-8 (9 dial.) kell. 8. 6-7 keele, 7 kiele. [OE.
cylene, etc. :*cu'lina, a. L. ciilina kitchen, cooking-

stove, burning-place ; with usual shifting of Latin

stress (cf. kitchen).
Outside of English known only in Scand., ON. kylna

(Norw. kjflne, Sw. kolna, Da. kflle], prob. adopted
from

Eng. (as Welsh cilin, til certainly are). In ME. the final -;

became silent (in most districts), hence the frequent spellin
killin place of the etymological kiln; cf. //,MiLL.]
1. A furnace or oven for burning, baking, or

drying, of which various kinds are used in different

industrial processes : e. g. (a) a furnace for burning
a substance, as in calcining lime (LIME-KILN) or

making charcoal; (6) an oven or furnace for

baking bricks (BRICK-KILN), tiles, or clay vessels,

or for melting the vitreous glaze on such vessels
;

() a building containing a furnace for drying grain,

hops, etc. or for making malt.
o. -725 Corpus Gloss. 906 Fornacula, cyline, heorfie.

ciogo Suppl. jElfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 185/30 Sicca-

torium, cyln, uel ast. c 1315 Gloss. W. de Sataw. in

Wright Voc. 158 Toral (kulne). c 14*0 Avow. Arth. xv,

I



KILN.

- - ... your Kiliu
ordered and bedded, you shall lay as manysheaues theicuu,
as it can containe. 1683 Lonct. Gaz. No. 1789/4 A Kilne
for making of Mault. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 242 Lime
..newly drawn out of the Kiln. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. ix.A Kiln, such as the Potters burn in. 1851 LONGF Cold
Leg i, A smouldering, dull, perpetual flame, As in a kiln.'
burns in my veins.

P. 1471 Yatton Church.w. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 107 For
makyng a Wle and y lyme-berner x: 1509 BARCLAY Shyf

Hide them in the clay in the bricke kill. 1663 GERBIER
Counsel 52 A Kill . . for the making of twenty thousand of
Bricks. 1728 RAMSAY Monk $ Miller's Wije 48 Step ve
west the kill A bow-shot, and ye'll find my hame. 1777 H
GATES in C. Gist Jrnls. (1893) 280 The extensive Buildingsand Kills. .arealso laid inAshes. 1828 Craven Dial, s vA lime kill, a maut kill.

y. 1577 HARRISON England in. viii. (1878) n. 53 The Chiues
. . are dried vpon little kelles couered with streined canuasses
1625 LISLE Du Bartas, Noe 46 The Tyler bakes within his
smoakie kell this clay to stone. 1706 PHILLIPS, Kelloi Kiln
1875 Sussex Gloss., Kell, a kiln.

[ha - . ^ u , a ^c .c
BACON 'Sylva f 648 The drying [of maltfupon the'ic'eele."

b. In phrases and proverbs : esp. to set the kiln
on fire (Sc. a-low), to fire the kiln, to cause a
serious commotion or turmoil; sathekilnsonfire.
1590 LODGE Eufhues Cold. Leg. in Halliwell Shakespeare

VI. 42 Tush, quoth Ganimede, all is not make that is cast
on the kill. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 503 It is that
which some sayprouerbially,

'

111 may the Kill call the Ouen
"burnt taile" .

for my Peck of
Hist Suff Ch. __ ..._

posing Ihe Clause, excepting Ihe King's Sons and Brother!,
had_fired

the Kiln 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xlv, The Cap-
tain's a queer hand, and to speak to him about that.. wad
be to set the kiln a-low. 1819 Leg Montrose xx, He has
contrived to set the kiln on fire as fast as I put it out.

C. = KlLNFUL.
1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. VI. i. 21 They fetch

five quarters of lime from the kiln, which they call a kiln of
lime, because it is all they burn at once.
2. attrib. and Comb., as kiln-board, -burning, -dust,

fire, -man, -mouth, -wife; kiln-burnt adj.; kiln-

barn, a barn containing a kiln
; f kiln-cloth, a

cloth on which the grain was laid in a kiln
; kiln-

eye, (a) an opening for removing the lime from a
lime-kiln

; (b)
= kiln-hole; fkiln-haire = kiln-cloth;

t kiln-hamer (?) ; kiln-hole, the fire-hole of a
kiln (see also quot. 1828) ; kiln-house, a kiln, or

buildingcontainingone ; kiln-logie (see KILLOGIE) ;

kiln-pot, ? the floor of a malting or drying kiln
;

kiln-rib, -stick, -tree, one of the sticks on. which
the grain is laid in a kiln. Also KILN-DRY v.
a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. I (Spald. CU I. 61 Thay..

schot hir self wilh hir barnes to duell in the "kilbarne. 1882

ing. 1850 GOSSE Rivers Bible (1878) 174 *Kiln-burnt bricks.

1877 RAYMOND Statist. Mines $ Mining 98 Kiln-burned
coal would, it is estimated, weigh 20 pounds per bushel,
1573-80 BARET Alv. K 60 The *kill cloth of haire, cilicittm,
1660 HEXHAM, A Kill-cloath of hair, 1763 Museum Rust.
I. 114 To distinguish the genuine malt-dust from that which
is called "kiln-dust, which falls through the gratings from
the malt whilst it is drying 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire
(18^1) 70 A kill..havinge two lope holes in the bottome
which they call the *kiU eyes. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
II. 1228 The *kiln-fire is supplied with warm air. 1567
Richmond Wills (Surteesi 211 In the kilne, one seastron
and one *kUne hare. 1351 Wills $ Inv. AT. C. (Surtees,
.1835) 134 In the kyell..a*ky_Uhame

r and a wyndooclothe x".

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. a. 50 Creepe into the *Kill-hole.
1828 Craven Dial., Kill-hole^ the hole of, or a hovel adjoin-
ing, the kill. 1417 Surtees Misc. (1888) 12 The *kylne bowse
of the same Sir John. 1544 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford 174 The kyll howses beneyth the [Oseney] mylls.
1508 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. Babylon 164 There, busie
*Kil-men ply their occupations For brick and tyle. 1874
T. HARDY Far fr. Madding Crmvd I. 86 The room inside
was lighted only by the ruddy glow from the *kiln mouth.
1783 BURNS Halloween xi. note, An answer will be returned
from the *kiln-pot, by naming the Christian and surname
of your future spouse. 1790 FISHER Poems 149 (E. D. D.)
She straught gaed to a deep kiln pot Her fortune for to try.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 150 His Body as

dryasa*Kiln-stick. ctQjsPut. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 792/39
Hec usrinatrixt a *kylme wife.

Hence Ki-lnful, as much as a kiln can hold. rare.

1714 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 9 A kilnfu' of corn I'll

gi'e to thee.

Kiln (kil, kiln), v, [f. prec.] trans. To burn,
bake, or dry in a kiln

;
to kiln-dry.

1715 LEONI Palladia s Archil.
(1742)

I. 4 It must be em.

floy'd
as soon as kiln'd, otherwise it wastes . . away. Ibid.

I. 54 Lime, the manner of killing it. 1725 BRADLEY Fa-m.
Diet- s. v. Malt) There is also another Error in drying and
kilning of Malt. 1881 BLACKMORE Christowell xxv, The clay
was so inferior, and they were kilned in such a doltish

manner.

Kiln, variant of KILL sb.^

Ki'ln-dry, v. trans. To dry in a kiln.

^1540 Plumpton Corr. 237 As for barly, is now much redy
& in chambers.. Yowr men also kiln dry. 1573 TUSSER
Hush (1878) 127 The hop kell dride, will best abide. 1649
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BLITHE Eng. fmfrov. Impr. (1653) 260 Drying it up, and
housing it, and kilne-drying it.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s. v. Bean, The best way is to kiln-dry them [beans], or to
dry em well in the Sun. 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Em-
pire (1854) I- 363 Much, .of the corn of Ireland could not be
preserved, unless it were kiln-dried.

Hence Ki-ln-dried///. a., Ki'In-drying vbl. sb.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. A musem. 28 Heat, i. e. kiln-drying,
..will not answer the end proposed. 1854 RONALDS &
RICHARDSON Cliem. Technol. (ed. 2) 1. 189 Kiln-dried earthy
lignite (20 per cent moisture and no ash).

Kilo-. An arbitrary derivative of Gr. x**101
a thousand, introduced in French in 1795, at the
institution of the Metric system, as a formative of

weights and measures containing 1000 times the

simple unit. Also Kilo (ki'b) sb., familiar abbre-
viation of KILOGRAMME.
1870 DailyNews 2 Dec., They provide the bread at 35 cent,

a kilo, the same price as . . in Belgium. 1887 MOLONEY
forestry W. A/r. 77 The price for each hundred kilos of oil

produced . . varies according to the pressures.

Kilodyne (ki-lodain). [f. KILO- + DYNE.]A measure of force equal to a thousand dynes.
1873 ist Rep. Brit. Assoc. 224 The weight of a gramme.,

is about 980 dynes, or rather less than a kilodyne.

Kilogramme, -gram (ki-l^grgem). Also
chiliogramme. [a. F. kilogramme (1795): see
KILO- and GRAMME, GRAM.] In the Metric system,
a weight containing 1000 grammes, or about
2-205 Ib. avoirdupois.
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 299 The French weight called

Kilogramme. Ibid. 301 Killogram (weight of cubic deci-
meter of water). i8zg J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 53A man going up stairs for a day raises 205 chiliogrammes to
the height of a chiliometre. 1871 [see next]. 1898 H. O.
ARNOLD-FORSTER (title) The Coming of the Kilogram, or the
Battle of the Standards.

Kilogrammetre,-meter(ki:Wgra;m l mr-t3t).
[a. F. kilogrammelre : see prec. and METRE.] The
quantity of energy required to raise a weight of
one kilogramme to the height of one metre.
1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 104 It is convenient to apply

the expression kilogram-metre to the product of the kilo-

grammes lifted into the metres of height. 1871 B. STEWART
Heat (ed. 2) 314 The unit ofwork being always the amount
represented by raising one kilogramme one metre against
terrestrial gravity, or the Kilogrammetre. 1878 TOLHAUSEN
Technol. Diet., Kilogrammeter.

Kilolitre, -liter (ki'l^lJtaj). [a. F. kilolitre

(1798): see KILO- and LITRE.] In the Metric

system, a measure of capacity containing 1000
litres.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Killolittre, Metercube.
1828 WEBSTER, Kiloliter. 1871 C. DAVIES Metr. Syst. 14
The kilolitre, or stere, is the cube constructed on the metre
as an edge. Hence, the litre-is one-thousandth part of the
kilolitre.

Kilometre, -meter (krUmasi). [a. F.
kilometre (1795): see KILO- and METRE. (The
stress is marked by Webster (1828), Craig, and
Cassell as kilo-metre)'] In the Metric system,
a measure of length containing 1000 metres, or

3280-89 feet, or nearly five-eighths of a mile. Also

Comb., as kilometre-stone (cf. mile-stone).
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Killometer, 1000 M. 1868

Morn. Star 25 Feb., The tunnel will cost i6o,ooo/. per
kilometre. 1881 HALSTED Mensuration z The kilometer is

used as the unit of distance. 1888 PENNELL Sent. Journey
166 The kilometre-stones no longer marked the distance.

Kilometric (kilome-trik), a. [f. prec. + -1C: =
F. kilomttrique (1878 in Diet. Acad.}^ Of or

pertaining to a kilometre
; marking a kilometre on

a road. So Kilome'trical a., in same sense.

1867 Even. Standard 6 Aug. 5 The Public Conveyance
Company of Paris invited, in i86r, designs for a kilometrical

measuring machine. 1881 HALSTED Mensuration 2 Along
roads and railways are placed kilometric poles or stones.

Kilowatt (krWwgt). Electr. [f. KILO- +
WATT.] A thousand watts. Also attrib.

1802 BARN. SMITH & HUDSON Arithm. for Schools 147
A Kilowatt is about i & Horse-power. Ibid., This is a
Kilowatt.hour and is equivalent to 3-6 Megajoules. 1895-6
Calendar Univ. Nebraska 196 Dynamos and motors from
25 Kilo-watts capacity down.

Kilp. north, dial. Forms : 5-6 kylpe, 5 kelpe,
6 kilpe, 7-9 kilp, 9 kelp. [cf. ON. kilpr handle,

loop ;
also CLIP j&l sense 2.] The movable or

detachable handle (pair of clips) of a pot or
cauldron

; also, a pot-hook or crook from which
a pot is suspended ; the bail or hoop-handle of a

pot or kettle ; rarely, a hook in general.

142$ Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 156 Item pro scitulis

emptis Ebor., lad. Item pro uno kylpe de ferro ad
eosdem, irf. 1483 Cath. Angl. 203/1 A kylpe (A. kelpe) of
a ca.ldron,Jer4endicufaM. 1590 /r. JohnNevilofFalding-
worth, One brasse pot with kilpes. 1674-91 RAY N. C.
Words 40 Kilps, pot-hooks. 1855 ROBINSON Whitty Gloss.,

Keifs, the iron pothooks suspended in the chimney; also
the bow or circular handle of the pot itself. x88x J. SAR-
GISSON Joe Scoap 287 (Cumberl. dial.) T' kilps an' creuks
fer t' back band.

Kilt (kilt), v. Also 5 kylte. [app. of Scand.

origin : cf. Da. kilte (also kilte of) to tuck up,
Sw. (dial.) kilta to swathe, swaddle; ON. had

kilting, kjalta skirt, lap.]
1. trans. To gird up ; to tuck up (the skirts)

round the body. Also with up.

KIMBO.
a 1340 HAMPoLE/>{afl-lxiv.7 [Ixv.6J Graythand hilles in bi

vertu kiltid in powere [accinctusfotentia], 1483 Cath. Angl.
203/1 To

kylle, . . svffercinare, succingere. 1513 DOUGLAS
JEneisi. vi. 27 Venus..With. .Hir skirt kiltit til] hir bair
kne. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 1380 Then help me for to kilt

my clais. a 1724 in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 144Come kilt up ye'r coats And let us to Edinburgh go. 1792
BURNS Bratu Lads Galla Water iii, I'll kilt my coats aboon
my knee, And follow my love thro' the water. 1853 READE
Chr. Johnstone ii. 25 Of their petticoats, the outer one was
kilted or gathered up towards the front.

2. To fasten or tie up ; to pull or hoist np ; to
'

string up ', to hang.
67 CLELAND Poems 30 (Jam.) Their bare preaching now

Makes the thrush-bush keep the cow, Better than Scots or
English kings Could do by kilting them [the thieves] with
strings. 1810 COCK Simple Strains 69 (Jam.) Many ane
she's kiltet up Syne set them fairly on their doup. 1818
SCOTT Jrnl. 20 Feb., Our ancestors brought the country to
order by kilting thieves and banditti with strings.
3. intr. To go lightly and expeditiously (i. e. as

with the loins girded).
1816 SCOTT BL Dwarf xvii, He.. maun kilt awa' wi' ae

bonny lass in the morning, and another at night, . . but if
he disna kilt himself out o' the country, I'se kilt him wi'
a tow. 1894 IAN MACLAREN Bonnie Brier Bush iv. iii. 150
Kiltin' up the braes.

4. trans. To gather in vertical pleats, fastened
at the top and free at the bottom, as in a kilt.

1887 J. ASHBY STERRY Lazy Minstrel (1892) 171 The
skirt is of flannel most cunningly kilted.

Kilt (kilt), i*. Also8quelt,kelt. [f. KILTZ*.]A part of the modern Highland dress, consisting
of a skirt or petticoat reaching from the waist to
the knee : it is usually made of tartan cloth, and is

deeply plaited round the back and sides; hence,
any similar article of dress worn in other countries.
CI730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. xxii. (1754) II. 185 Those

among them who travel on Foot.. vary it [the Trowze] into
the Quelt . . a small Part of the Plaid is set in Folds and
girt round the Waste to make of it a short Petticoat that
reaches half Way down the Thigh. 1746 Act 19-21 Geo. II,
c. 39 17 The..pbilebeg or little kilt. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. 3 Sept., His piper. .has a right to wear the
kilt, or ancient Highland dress, with the purse, pistol, and
durk. 1771 PENNANT Tour Scot. (1790) I. an The feil beag,
i. e. little plaid, also called kelt . . is a modern substitute for
the lower part of the plaid. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xvi, The short
kilt, or petticoat, showed his sinewy and clean-made limbs.
1850 K. G. GUMMING Hunters Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 231
The dress of the [Bechuana] women consists of a kaross

depending from the shoulders, and a short kilt. 1874
BOUTELL Arms Sr Arm. viii. 147 Thus was formed a species
of kilt of armour, or iron petticoat.

Kilt, obs. or dial. pa. pple. of KILL v,

Kilted (ki-lted), a.
[f. KILT si>. + -ED 2.] Wear-

ing a kilt.

1809 BYRON Eng. Bards $ Sc. Review. 526 The kilted

goddess kissed Her son, and vanish 'd in a Scottish mist.

1848 CLOUGH Bot/iie ix. 149 This is the letter of Hobbes,
the kilted and corpulent hero. 1900 Scott. Antig. XV. 31
The earliest kilted force.. in the king's pay was the Black
Watch.

Kilted (ki-lted), ///. a. [f. KILT v. + -ED
1.]

1. Tucked up ; having the skirts tucked up.
1724 RAMSAY The Toast ii, If ye bare-headed saw her,

Kilted to the knee. 1865 HAMILTON Poems 88 (E. D. D.)
Wi' kilted coats, knee-deep among the heather.

2. Gathered in a series of vertical pleats.
1896 Daily News 19 Mar. 6/5 Kilted silk, net, and lace

will be largely used for capes. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 20 Sept.
3/2 The bodice is made with this same very closely-kilted
chiffon drawn into a wide berth of cream lace.

Kilter, variant of KELTER si."

Kilting (ki-ltirj), vbl. sb. [f.
KILT v. + -ING 1.]

The action of the vb. KILT ; the act of girding or

tucking up, or of plaiting like a kilt ; the result of

this. Also attrib., as killing-belt, -machine.

1521 Churchvj. Ace. St Michaels, York (Nichols 1797)
309 Pd for Kilting Belts i d . 1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 300
note. Women, when they g_o

to Work, truss up their Petti.

coats with a Belt, and this they call their Kilting. 1880
CasselFs Mag: June 441 Killings are yielding to box -plaits.

1884 litest. Morn. News 9 Aug. 1/3 Kilting machine, work.
room tables.

Kimbe, obs. form of KEMB v.

Kimberlite(ki-mb3jlait). Min. [Named, 1886,
from Kimberley in Cape Colony + -ITE i 2 b.] The
eruptive rock, or ' blue ground ', which is the

matrix of the diamond at Kimberley and else-

where in South Africa ; it occurs in cylindrical
'

pipes ', often having a diameter of several hun-
dred feet, and of unknown depth.
1887 H. CARVILL LEWIS in Papers on the Diamond (1897)

50 There appears to be no named rock-type having at once
the composition and structure of the Kimberley rock. . .It

is now proposed to name the rock Kimberlite. . . Kimberlile
is a rock sui generis, dissimilar to any other known species.
1899 Edin. Rev. Apr. 319 This 'blue 'rock named ' Kimber-
lite

'

by Professor Carvill Lewis is really of a dull green
tint, due to its impregnation with iron oxides.

Kimbling, var. kimlin(g: see KIMNEL.

Ki-mbo, in phr. on kimbo : see A-KIMBO.

tKrmbo, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. A-KIMBO.] Re-

sembling an arm a-kimbo.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. HI. 67 Two [Bowls]. ..The
Kimbo Handles seem with Bears-foot carv'd.

f Ki-rnbo, v. Obs. rare. Also 8 kembo. [f.

A-KIMBO.] trans. To set a-kimbo. Hence

fKi-mboed///. a.



KIME.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (i8n) IV. xxxvi 240 For

a wife to come up with kemboed arm. 1754 Grandison

IV. xxxvii, He kemboed his aims and strutted up to me.

1808 SF.DLEY Asmodeus I. 41 Who thrusts herself into every

company with kimboed arms.

tKime. Obs. rare- 1
. Also kyme. [ttym.

obscure ; app. the root of AKIMED ;
cf. also western

dial, kimet silly, stupid, dizzy.] A simpleton, fool.

c lias Plowman's Tale ll. 605 The emperour yaf the pope

somtvme So hyghe lordship him about, That, at [the] laste,

the ly kyme [later edd. kime], The proude pope putte

him out.

Kimenell, obs. form of KIMNEE.

Kim-kam, a. and adv. Obs. exc. dial. Also

8 ohim-oham. [app. f. kam, CAM a., crooked,

awry, reduplicated as w.flim-flam, jim-jam, etc.]

A. adj. Crooked, awkward, perverse, contrary.

1581 STANYHURST JEneis n. (Arb.) 44 Thee wauering
Commons in kym kam sectes ar haled, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. l. iii. 47 (1740) 15.'

Now the Reason of all this

Chim-Cham Stuff, is the ridiculous Undertaking, of the

Author, to prove Gates' Plot.. out of Coleman's Papers.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shn/ish. Word-bk. s. v., Let's a none

o' yore kim-kam ways.

B. adv. Crookedly, awry ;
in a wayward, per-

verse, or contrary way.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 452 Every thing then was

turned upside downe, and., all went kim kam. 1658

J. HARRINGTON Prerog. Pop. Govt. i. xii. (1700) 310 He
presumes [etc.] . . Kim Kam to the Experience of all Common-
wealths. 1691-1 AUBREY Brief Lives (1898) I. 47, [1666]

This yeare all my businesses and affaires ran kim-kam.

18.. WHITTAKER in Lancash. Gloss., Kim-kam, (to walk)

with a throw of the legs athwart one another.

Klmlin(g, kimmel : see KIMNEL.

Kimmen, -in, -ond, var. CDMMINO Sc. (Cf.

KIMNEL.) Kimmer, variant of CUMMEB.

Kininieridge (ki-marids). A village on the

Dorsetshire coast, where extensive beds of the

Upper Oolite formation are developed. Hence,
Kimmeridge clay, a bed of clay in the Upper Oolite con-

taining bituminous shales. Kimmeridge coal, shale of the

Kimmeridge clay containing so much bitumen that it may
be burnt as coal J Kimmeridge coal money, disks of shale

found near Kimmeridge, popularly supposed to have been

used as coins by the ancient inhabitants.

1831 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man (ed. 2) 319 The Kimmeridge

clay., has a considerable range, particularly over England
and France. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) I. ll. vi.

438 Objects on which the name of Kimmeridge coal-money
was conferred. 1871 Imperial Gazetteer Eng. fr Wales I.

1104/2 Bracelets made of the Kimmeridge coal were found

in an ancient burial place at Dorchester in 1830.

Hence Kimmeri-dglan a. Geol., the specific

epithet of that subdivision of the Upper Oolite

which is prominent at Kimmeridge.
1863 DANA Man. Geol. 440 The British subdivisions are

for the most part recognized in France.. in the Oolite i,

Bajocian..6, Kimmeridgian.

Krmnel. 06s. exc. dial. Forms : a. 3 (kembe-
lina), 4 kym-, kemelyn, 5 kymlyn(e, 5-6

kemelin(e, 5-7 -ing, 6 kymlen, -ling, gim-, 7

kimline, -liege, -blinge, kemelling, 9 (dial.)

kimlin(g, gimlin. 0. 5-6 kymnell(e, 6 kimen-,

kimn-, kimmell, 7 kym-, kimnel(l, kemell, 9

(dial.) kimnel. [ME. kem(b)c/in, kim(e]lin, and

kim(e)nel, of somewhat obscure formation, but

app. related to OE. cumb, ME. combe, COOMB 1;

see sense 2 there.

The earlier form is that in Jin ; for that in -nel, cf. cracknel

from V.craguelin (also surviving as cracklin(g). More ob-

scure is the Sc.*/OTr<7(</CuMMiNG, which also hasaparallel
in cracon(ti= cracknel. Matzner compares med.L. cimilitte,

ciminile, but this denotes a basin for washing the hands in,

and is regarded by Du Cange as an aphetized form of aqui-
or aqnaHtanile used in the same sense.]

A tub used for brewing, kneading, salting meat,
and other household purposes.

a. \c t7S Roll 2-5 Edw. I in Promp. Parv. 274 note,

Stephano le loignur, pro j. Kembelina subtus cisternam

Regis, vii d.\ 1335 in Riley Lond. Mem. (i 868) 194,5 keme-

lynes.. lorf. 1 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 362 Anon go gete
vs. .A knedyng trogh or ellis a kymelyn [v.r. kemelyn(e,

kemelyng). 1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 371

j kymlyn pro camibus salsandis. 1545 Richmond Wills

(Surtees) 59 Towe kymlings for salting of beefe, the one of

woode, the other of leade. 1599 Acer. fik. W. Wrny in

1024 graven tjiess., tjitntin, a large, MIUIIUW inu, 111

bacon is salted. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss , Kimlin,
a large dough tub.

ft. (1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 662/32 ffec_ cima, kymnelle.
1509 in Market Harb. Rec. (1890) 233, iiij payllys and iij

kymnells. 1551-60 Inv. Sir H. Parker m H. Hall Elizab.
Soc. (1887) 152 In the Brewehouse . . sixe Kimenelles iij

1
.

a 1613 BBAUM. & FL. Coxcomb iv. vii[il. Shoe's somewhat
simple indeed, she knew not what a Kimnell was. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Kimnel,the shallow tub
in which butter is washed and salted when fresh from the
churn.

II Kimono (kimoa-no). [Jap.] A long Japanese
robe with sleeves.

1887 Pall Mall <;. 17 Nov. 5/2 A troupe of geisha dancing
girls .. dressed in pink, Rower-variegated kimonos. 1894
Yng. Gentlew. 168 At a fancy ball one frequently sees real

Japanese kimonos, of exquisite material.

Hence Klmo nod a., dressed in a kimono.
1894 Yng. GentUto. 168 One accustomed to the kimonoed

beauties of Japan.
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Kimple, variant of KKMPLB Sc.

Kin (kin), J*.' Koims: I oyn(n, oinn, 1-6

kyn(n; 2-3 oun, 3-4 kun; 2 oen-, 2-4 ken(ne;

4-6 kynne, Sc. kine, kyne, 5-7 kinne, 3- kin.

[Com. Tent. : OE. cyn(n, neuter, = OFris. kin,

ken, kon, OS. kunni (MDu. kunne, konne, Du.

kunne), OHG. ckunni (MHG. kunne, kunne),
ON. kyn (Da., Sw. &>'), Goth, kuni: OTeut.

*kunjo , from the weak grade of the ablaut-series

kin-, kan-, kun- *> Aryan gen-, fan-, gn-, 'to pro-

duce, engender, beget', whence also Gr. yu>os,

yoVos, yiyvo/juu, L. genus, gigntre, etc. Cf. KEN v.'*

In the Teutonic word, as in Latin genus and Greek yew?,
three main senses appear, M race or stock, (2) class or kind,

(3) gender or sex ; the last, found in OE. and early ME., but

not later, is the only sense in mod. Du., Da., and Sw.]

I. Family, race, blood-relations.

1. A group of persons descended from a common
ancestor, and so connected by blood-relationship ;

a family, stock, clan; tin OE. also, people,
nation, tribe (freq. with defining genitive, as Israela,

Caldeacyn); = KIND j*.li,KiNDBED2. Nowranr.
Vesp. Psalter lxxvii[i). 8 Ne sien swe swe fedras

Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 449 Of lotum comon Cantwara. .&

|>aet cyn on West Sexum be man nu git haet lutna cynn.
a 1175 Cott. Honi. 227 pa wes hweoere an me^ie cynn
[>ELPRIC i. 24 msexSJ be nefer ne abeah to nane deofel jyld . .

and bes cenne [^ELFRIC maexSe] god saelde and jesette ae.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9137 So bat of |>ulke kunne ber nas

po no fere, c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 438 By tho

figuris mowe al ken . . rekene and novmbre. 1604 ROWLANDS
Looke to it ii You that deny the stocke from whence you
came, Thrusting your selfe into some Gentle kin. 1879
HKARN Aryan Househ. xii. 280 By the natural expansion
of the Household kins are formed ; and these kins in turn

form within themselves smaller bodies of nearer kinsmen,
intermediate, .between the Household and the entire kin.

t b. The family or descendants of a specified

ancestor; offspring, progeny, posterity;
=

1 1 b, KINDRED 2 b. 06s.

viper
cynnes stry
semen tuum] sceal selSeodij wunian on oSrum earde. c 1200

ORMIN 9837 We sinndenn Abrahamess kinn & Abrahamcss
chilldre. c 1300 Cast. Lave 179 Alle the kynne that of hym
come Shulde have the same dome. 1567 Gude

fy
Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 8 Than pray. .That je may be of Isackis kin.

f c. The group of persons formed by each stage
of descent in a family or clan ;

a generation ;
=

KIND sb. ne, KINDRED 2 c. Obs.

c BJS Vesp. Psalter Ixxxiv. 6 Ne aSene Su eorre Sin from

cynne in cynn. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxvii. 7 pact hi heora
bearnum budun .. and cinn oSrum cySden. a 1300 Cursor
M. 11401 (Cott.) pis writte was gett fra kin to kin. Ibid.

1464 (Golt.), laraeth pat was be fift kin fra seth.

t d. Genealogy, descent
;
= KIND sb. 1 1 d, KIN-

DEED 2 d. Obs.
c 891 0. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 716 Eawa [waes] Pybing,

baes cyn is beforan awriten. cuoo ORMIN 2059 Ne talde

pea nohht te^re kinn . . Bi wimmenn,..& all forrbi wass
Cristess kinn . . Bi Joszep reccnedd. a i$ Leg. Kath. 464
3ef bu wult cnawen my cun, ich am kinges dohter. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14975 Of Ethelbright haue
1 told |?e kyn.

2. Ancestral stock or race; family. Usually
without article and with descriptive adj. or sb., esp.

in phr. (come) ofgood (noble , etc.)&'; = KIND**.

12, KINDRED 3. Obs. exc. dial.

c iioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1067 Of jeleaffullan &
ffiSelan cynne heo was asprungon. c iioo Vices <$ Virtues

1 5if hie bieSof heije kenne. c\yo Sir Tristr. 1233 pe
ieuedi of heije kenne. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 442 What ys by
ri?te name ; & ofwat kyn fou ert y come ; tel me al bat sobe.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. n. xci. 416 (Add. MS.) Some are prowde,
that they come of noble kynne, and sayne they are Gentil-

men. 1591 SPENSER Teares Muses 345 Some one perhaps of

gentle km. 1856 BALLANTINE Poems 206 (E. D. D.) Hecomes
o' gude kin.

D. By or ofkin, by birth or descent, rare.

c 1400 Chaucer's Melib. T 601 (Harl.) A free man by kyn
[6 texts kynde] or burthe. c 1450 Bk. Curtasyc 13 in Bakees

Bk. 299 Yf he be gentylmon of kyn, The porter wille lede

the to hym. c 1470 Golagros tr Gaw. 191, I am your cousing
of kyn. 1898 CROCKETT Standard Bearer 76 (E. D. D.)

She was gentle of kin and breeding.

3. The group of persons who are related to one ;

one's kindred, kinsfolk, or relatives, collectively.

(Now the chief sense.) a. with possess, pron. (rarely

the).

cBjsSax.Geit. in 0. E. Texts 179 Da was agan..ccc end
xcvi wintra Saes Se his cynn aerest westseaxna lond on walum

Seeodon. 971 Blickl. Horn. 175 For hwon wseron syt swa
treowlease. obbe incer cynn. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Ga to

(>ine feder bunnesse oSer ber eni of>ine cunne US in. i97
R. Guouc. (Rolls) 253 Al be kun bat him iseij adde of him

ioye. 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. 1. 166 Vn-kuynde to heare kun
and to alle cristene. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) IV.

xxiii. 69, I mett in the weye moche dyuerse peple..my
frendes and my kyn and also many other. io CROWLEY
Last Trump 296 Thy chyld, nor any other of thy kynne.
1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. I. v. 133 One of thy kin has a most
weake Pia-mater. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), The father, mother,
and the kin beside, Were overborn by fury of the tide. 1741
YOUNO 1ft. Tk. iv. 543 Nor are our brothers thoughtless of

their kin, Yet absent. 1807 CUAHBF. Par. Reg. in. 737 His
kin supposed him dead. 1891 BLAKISTON in Colleges Oxford

KIN.

(1891) 329 Sir Thomas Pope . . did not saddle [Trinity College]
witn any of the preferences for founder's-kin which proved
fertile in litigation elsewhere.

b. Without article or pronoun. Now rare, exc.

in kith and (or) kin : see KITH.
city Hymn to God 30 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 259

Fader for^if vs . . Al swo we doS . . to freflmede & kunne.
c 1315 Chron. Eng. 92 (Ritson) Bruyt hade muche folk with
him, Bothe frcmede and eke kun. 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 4326 pai spared nouthir kynn na kyth. "1592
GREENE Jos. IV, v. ii, What was I born to be the scorn of
kin? 1607 SHAKS. Timon l.i. 121 One onely Daughter haue
I, no Kin else. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. 63 One of those
anomalous beings., whoseem to have neither kin nor country.

c. Used of a single person : Kinsman, relative;
= KINDRED 4b. arch.
c iioo MS. Digty 59 in Opera Symeon Duntlm. (Surtees)

I. 190 Sic dicimus vulgariter Nother kyn nor tuyn, id est

neque cognatum neque amicum. c 1205 LAY. 13730 He wes
heore cun & heore freond. Ibid. 21462 Hercne me Cador;
t'u ;nt min a3e cun. 138* WYCLIF Ruth ii. 20 And eft she

seith, Oure ny} kyn is the man. c 1475 Partenay 6278 Ny
kyn he is to king off norway, For of Melusine discended
all thay. 1601 SHAKS. Tviet. N. v. L 237 Of charity, what
kinne are you to me ? 1790 SHIKREFS Poems 78 (E. D. D.)
Were he a Laird, he'd be nae kin to me. 1864 SWINBURNE
Atalanta 398 O sweetest kin to me in all the world.

d. In predicative use passing into adj.
- Related,

AKIN (to). Alsoyf^f.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IIS, ii. ii. 120 Like those that are

kinne to the King. 1601 Alts Well n. i. 41 My sword
and yours are kinne. 1606 Tr. 4- Cr. in. iii. 175 One
touch of nature makes the whole world kin : That all with
one consent praise new borne gaudes. 1695 tr. Colbatch's
New Light Chirvrg. Put out 37, I do not find it any
the least Kin to a Miracle. 1726 G. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy.
o It is next kin to an Impossibility . . to have their Water
brought out of the Country. 1788 REID Aristotle's Log.
ii. 2. 26 They are indeed Kin to each other. 1870 DISRAELI
Lothair I. ix. 59 But we are kin ; we have the same blood
in our veins.

4. The quality, condition, or fact of being related

by birth or descent ; kinship, relationship, con-

sanguinity. Now rare.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 100 He. .rode in poste to

his kynsman, ..verefiyng the old
proverbe

: kynne will

crepe, where it maie not go. 1628 WITHER Brit. Renientb.

I. 1161 The brother to the brother growes a stranger. There
is no kin, but Cousnage. 1678 BUTLER Hud. ill. i. 1294
'Cause Grace and Virtue are within Prohibited Degrees of

Kin. 1700 DRYDF.N Pal. ft Arc. n. 108 Palamon, Whom
Theseus holds in bonds.. Without a crime, except his kin to

me. 1858 MRS. OLIPHANT Laird Norlaw III. 156 The
Mistress herself, after that first strange impulse of kin and
kindness.. relapsed into her usual ways.

II. Class, group, division.

1 6. A large natural group or division of animals

or plants, having presumably a common ancestry ;

the race (of men, fishes, etc.) ; a race (of plants) ;

= KIND sb. 10. Obs.
In OE. freq. as the second element in compounds, as

dtorcynn,fisccynn,fuolcynn, mamicynn, tui/cynn, etc.

971 Blickl. Horn. 5 Seo aereste modor
J>yses

menniscan

cynnes. Ibid. 83 Him bib beforan andweard eal engla cynn
& manna cynn. a 1000 BOttA. Metr. xi. 67 Merestream ne

dear ofer eorSan sceat card gebraedan fisca cynne. c 1175
Lamb, tlom.vj He walde monna cun on bisse deie isun-

dian. c 1340 Cursor M. 22084 (Fairf.) Alle mannis kin he

[antechrist] salle for-do.

f0. A class (of persons, animals, or things) having
common attributes; a species, sort, kind ;

= KIND
sb. 13. Obs.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 21 Dis soSlice cynn ne biS

fofdrifen buta Serb ebedd and faestern. 960 Rule St.

Benet (Schroer) i. 9 Feower synt muneca cyn. Djet forme

is mynstermonna . . Ober cyn is ancrena. 11175 Lamb.
Horn. 135 Feole cunne beoS of weldede. a 1250 Owl ty

Night. 1396 Hi beob tweire cunne. c 1450 .SV. Cuthbtrt

(Surtees) 488 Many Fysches of kynes sere. 1500 Notting-
ham Rei. III. 450 Any kinnes of come bought for mer-

chandise.

t b. In this sense, chiefly in a genitive phrase,

dependent upon following sb. Cf. KIND sb. 14.

kinds, freora cynna tremuu, trees of three kinds. In ME.,
cynnes became kunnes, kynnes, kyns, kins ; cynna became

kunne, kynne, kyn, kin. For the latter the genitive sing,

was often substituted ; and conversely, kynne, kin, appeared
in the sing., esp. in the north, where it was prob. viewed as

an uninflected genitive, as in man son, fodder broder, etc.

The preceding adjectival word agreeing with kynnes, kins,

dropped its genitival j somewhat early ; sometimes it was
transferred to kinnes, thus alle skynnes (= alles kynnes,
alle kynnes), no skynnes, etc. Usually however the two
words were at length combined, as in the later forms alkind,

anyJkin(sJele.iin(s,Ma>y/lrin(s,iiclkiii(smHa&i>t(s.i>t>iertin(s,

sere-kia(s, swilkin(s, same-kinis, thiskin(s, vonilk-kin (hwil-

kyn), whatk!n(s. Few of these came down to 1500, though
in the north whatkin is found in the i6th c., and survives in

Sc. and north Eng. as what'n, beside stccan from swilk kin.

The reduction of kin to its simple uninflected form may
have been assisted by the equivalent use ofmattere (MANNER)
from OFr., which is thus found, as thrte maner /<=> men
of three kinds or sorts. In this, at an early period, we find

^/inserted : an manere offisce, al maner o suet spices, the

syntactical relation between the words being thus reversed,

and although this appears to have rarely extended to kin

that in the order of the words (as distinct from their syn-

tactical relation 'al kins thinges' is more closely represented

by
'
all kinds of things

' than by
'

things of all kind '. See
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Ixix. 316 (Harl.) What kynnys treson is bis? 15.. SIR ABARTON in Surges Misc. (1888) 68 Ye wott not what kinea man he is. 1S7 Lament. Lady Sc. 325 in Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxui, Counterfuting hir in all kin things.

III. f 7. Gender ; sex
;
= KIND sb. 7. Obs.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. vi. (Z.) r8 JEfter jecynde syndon twa
cyn on namum . .werlic and wiflic. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III.

IV. Phrases, (from 3, 4.)
8. Of kin = AKIN: Related by blood-ties. Also,

Related in character or qualities.
1486 Surtees Misc. (r888) 47 For my sake and othre untowhome he is of kin. 1607-11 BACON Ess., Atheisme (Arb )

338 Man is of Kin to the beastes by his body, and if he be
not of km to God by his spiritt, he is a base and ignoble
Creature 1641 FULLER Holyt, Prof. St. iv. xix. 330 Kines,how nearly soever allied, are most of Kinne to their own
interest. 1741 MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 3) 306 The Bones
of the toes are much of kin {ed. 1782 a-kin] to those of the
Thumb and Fingers. 1877 C. GEIKIE Christ Ivi. (1879) 685You are of km in heart to the prophet-murderers \

b. Near of kin, closely related. ? 06s.
1491 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 22 Preamble, They be ner of

kyn. 1611 BIBLE Ruth ii. 20 The man is neere of kin vnto
vs. 1631 HOBBES Leviath. n. xix. lor The neerer of kin,
ls th

5,neerer in affection. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xiv.
2rg The uncle is certainly nearer of kin to the common
stock, by one degree, than the nephew. 1768 TUCKER Lt.
Nat. (1834) I- " xxvi. 564 This probability, being so near
of km to certainty.

C. Next (f nearest) ofkin, most closely related ;

chiefly absol. the person (or persons) standing in
the nearest degree of blood-relationship to another,
and entitled to share in his personal estate in case
of intestacy.
[1416 B. E. Wills (E. E. T. S.) 76 My brethren and my

The next of kynne to the lord Cawny chalenged ihe
enheritaunce. c 1600 K. Leir in Percy's Reliques, Being
dead, their crowns they left Unto the next of kin. 1693
Sc. Acts Will. Ill, c. 72 In the Case of a moveable Estate
left by a defunct, and falling to his nearest of kin. 1827
JARMAN y. Powell's Devises II. 65 For the next of kin it

was argued, that the estate was to be sold out and out.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 198/1 The next of kin must be
ascertained according to the rules of consanguinity.
fig. 31770 JORTIN Sertn. (1771) IV. ii. 13 As for lying
which is next of kin to perjury.

V. 9. atlrib., as kin-bond, -marriage, -sphere;
t kin-rest, .a general cessation from labour (with
reference to the Jewish sabbatical year).
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love i. v. (Skeat) 1. 103, I pray that.,

this eighteth [yere] mowe to me bothe be kinrest and masse-
day after the seven werkedays of travayle. 1839 BAILEY
Festus xxii. (1852) 394 Fear The fate of your km-sphere.
1881 E. B. TYLOR in Academy g Apr. 265 Exogamy is con-
nected both with wife-capture and with barring kin-marriage.
1890 GROSS Gild Merch. I. 169 When the old kin-bond (the
'

maegth ") dissolved, various new institutions arose.

Kin (kin), sb north, dial. Forms: 4kyn(n)e,
8 kinn, 8-9 kin, 9 keen. [var. of chin, chene,
CHINE rf.l, repr. OE. cine, cinn. For the k-, cf.

kedlock, keslop, kirk, kirn, etc.] A crack, chink, or

slit; esp. (a) a chasm or fissure in the earth; (b) a

chap or crack in the skin.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Waft (Rolls) 1720 pey leye in

dykes & in kynes [rime Peyteuyns]. Il>id. 13976 In chynes
[v. r. kynnes], in creuesses, & in semes. 1737 BRACKEN
Farriery Impr. (1757)11.244 Subject to what's called a Kin,
or Crack in the lower Lip. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves
Gloss. (E. D. S.)j Kinns, chinks and crevices in locks, or
breaks in the skin of the human body. i&fiCumbld. Gloss.,
Kins, Keens, cracks in the hands caused by frost.

Hence Kin v., to chap or crack ; Xinned a. or

pa. pple., cracked, chapped; chilblained.

1823 BROCKETT s. v. Keen, The hands are said to be keened

oppi __
,

-kill (kin), suffix, forming diminutives, corresp.
to MDu. -kijn, -ken, MLG. -ktn = OHG. -chin,
MHG. -chtn, -chein, -chin, -chen (G. -cheri), as in

MDu. kindekijn, -ken, MLG. kindektn, MHG.
kindichtn, G. kindchen little child ; MDu. huse-

kijn, huusken, MHG. hausichin, G. hduschen a

little house. No trace of the suffix is found in OE.
The suffix has only a limited use in English. It appears

to occur first in some familiar forms of personal (chiefly

male) names, which were either adoptions or imitations of
diminutive forms current in Flanders and Holland, where
such forms appear already in the loth c. The earliest ME.
examples noted are VaMtkln, Malekin, Wateki't, and Wile-

VOL. V.

km, found as early as 1250 (O. E. Misc. i88-i9 r\ and
evidently then m familiar use. These and others of the kind

J doubt common in 13-141!] c. (for Jankin and its
variants see Nicholson Pedigree of

'

Jack") but are not
prominent m literature till the second half of the i 4th. The
Rtevf L J

"l"s ,
Plow">an' has Malkin and Pert,;,, the

li-text adds Haukyn, and the C-text Watkyn ; Chaucer uses
''Tn'n'rn' ^"f'/n-

'* Simkin, and Wilkm ; and in the
i ournament of 1 ottenham there occur Dawkyn Hawkvn
&"V''< Ptrltyn, and Tymkyn. The '

Earliest Enciish
Wills

taw/AgM (i397), 7ankyn (1417-32) and Watkyn
.i -

AS Christian names these seem to have mostly goneut ot fashion shortly after 1400, though instances occur

rfu
(S
'f'
W'!k>" ln Lyndesay's 'Satyre', 2180); most

ot them have, however, survived as surnames, usually with
the addition of -s or -son, as Jenkins, Watkins, Wilkinson,
Dickens, Dickinson, etc.

.
Instances of the suffix being added to common nounsm the i4th c. are rare; but Langland has bai,dekin,/aunie.

km, mAfendektn, perhaps on the analogy of the personalnames. Other words in -kin from the same or immediately
succeeding period are either adopted from Du or are of
obscure origin ; and it is doubtful whether the ending was
in every case felt as a diminutive : such are barmkin, bod-
kin, dodkin, firkin, kilderkin, napkin. Considerable ob-
scunty attaches to many later words(i6-i 7thc.)of the same
type, as jerkm, bumpkin, pipkin, gaskin, griskin, tumkin,
gherkin, ciderkin, etc. : in some ofthese the ending maybeot different origin, or due to assimilation, as in pumpkin,tamkm for txt\\afHmfim, tampion. Apparently from Du
are the i6-i7th c. words minikin, cannikin, catkin, and
mannikm. Outside of these, and some forms used in oaths,as lakin (?for ladykm), bodykin, pittikin, the suffix is com-
paratively rare; the only example which has obtained real
currency is lambkin (1579), though a few others are occasion-
ally employed, as boykin (15471, dnilkin, godkin, ladykin,and nonce-words such Kglenikin,hcadikin,handHin(aSler
mannikm). Bootikin (i8lh c.) is not clearly a diminutive
in origin, and in Sc. cutikin, thumbikin (cf. also greenkin)
the force of the suffix is different.

Kiiia = CHINA 3, cinchona bark : cf. QUINA.
1706 PHILLIPS, Kina, the Jesuits Bark,

Kiusesthesis (k3ines)-sis). Alsokineesthesia.
[f. Gr. Klv-tiv to move + cuadrjais sensation /STHE-
sia.] The sense of muscular effort that accompanies
a voluntary motion of the body. So Kinnsthetic
(-J>e-tik) a., belonging to kina;sthesis.
1880 BASTIAN Brain as an Organ of Mind xxv. 543 We

may. .speak of a Sense of Movement, as a separate endow-
ment, [ffatt] Or in one word, Kiiuesthesis. . . To speak of
a Kmaesthetic Centre

'

will certainly be found more con-
venient than to speak of a ' Sense of Movement Centre '.

1891 V. HORSLEY in igth Cent. June 859 Bastian coined the
term 'kma:sthesis ',. . further, he .. postulated the view that
such kinaesthesis, or sense of movement, strain, effort, &c,
must naturally find its seat or localisation in the so-called
motor or Rolandic region of the brain. Ibid. 868 Given that
the cortex of the Rolandic region is kinajsthetic, from which
element of it does the efferent impulse start?

Kinate, obs. form of QUINATE.
t Kinboot. Sc. Obs. Forms : 5 kynbwt, -bute,

6 ktnbute, 7 -but, (9 -bot). [f. KIN slt.l + BOOT
sb.l 9.] A wergeld or man-boot paid by a homicide
to the kin of the person slain. (Not the same as
the OE. cynebSt or royal compensation.)
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vi. xix. 2282 For a yhwman twelf

markis ay pe slaare suld for kynbwt pay. 1478 Acta Dom.
Concil. (1839) 9/1 pt waiter blare sail.. pay to Robert of
Cargill..xxvmercis..forakynbute. 1606 I. n. RoxBURGHin
14/4 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. in. 32 [He then offers
a sum of money.. for] kinbut and satisfaction. [1876 A.
LAING Lindores Abbey xxv. 328 He shall be free on pay-
ment of twenty-four merks of Kinbot.]

Kincajou, variant of KINKAJOU.
Kinch (kinj), sb. Sc. Also 6- kinsch, kinsh,

9 kenoh. [In sense I, a parallel form to KINK
si>.1 : cf. benk, bench, etc. Sense 3 may be uncon-

nected.]
1. A loop or twist on a rope or cord, esp. the

loop of a slip-knot ; a noose.
1 a 1800 Surv. Moray Gloss. (Jam.), Kinsch, a cross

rope capped about one stretched along and tightening il.

1808-80 JAMIESON, Kinsch, the twist or doubling given to
a cord or rope, by means of a short stick passed through it,

in order to draw it tighter. 1828 MolR Mansie Wauch
xix. 280 Having fastened a kinch of ropes beneath her
oxters. 1844 CROSS Disruption xxviii. (E. D. D.), I hae
maist got my neck intil a kinch for my pains. 1861 M'LEVY
Curios. Crime Edinburgh, Handcuffs 29, 1 put his right hand
into the kench.

2. fig. A catch, hold, advantage. ? Obs.

_ 1635 D. DICKSON Pract. Wks. (1845) I. 78 Everyone seek-

ing a kinsh of his neighbour. ? a 1800 Surv. Moray Gloss.

(Jam.), Kinsch, an advantage unexpectedly obtained.

t3. ? (One's) lot. Obs.
a 1600 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie& Slat rr<x> The man may

ablens tyne a slot That cannot count his kinsch. Sonn.
xxxvii, I can not chuse; my kinsh is not to cast. 1606
BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (tin) ir Our Heroik burials are oft

led like a martiall triumphe. . But alas, if in death we could
count our just kinsh, we might rather dismay and feare.

Hence Kinch v. a. (see quot. 1808-18); b. to

put a string noose on the tongue of (a horse), in

order to exercise control over it.

180818 JAMIESON, To Kinsch, to twist and fasten a rope.
1864 LATTO Tammas Bodkin xxvi. (E. D. D.), The tooth

KIND.

1864 LATTO Tammas Bodkin xxvi. (E. D. D.), The tooth
cud be easily pu'd oot by means o a rosety string, kinched
roon the root o't. 1891 Scot. Leader 17 Apr. 5 Thecruejty
attached to

'

Kinching
'

a pit pony . . to hold that kinching
in no cases should be resorted to.

Kinchin (ki-ntjin). Cant. Also 6 (kitohin),
kynchen, -ching, 7 -chin, 9 kinchen. [The
form of the word and the history of some other

early words of the same class suggest that it was
a corrupt form of G. kindthtn or MLG. kindekin,

, MDu. kindeken, LG. kindken, little child]
in kittcf""-<(\ -mart, the termst ,

used by ibth c. tramps to denote respectivelynnxr oru-] , ,', , 1 1 .. .1 .. _I__ _ J.T. _ _
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Kmchm-cme, a little Man. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxviii
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said MeS--T>> "nies are sai ;a"?re,d,sln .
I w?s a kinchen-mort. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist

xlu, ihe kinchins.. is the young children that's sent on
errands by their mothers. 1897 P. WARUNG Tales Old
Kcgime 231 1 here yer are now, making the woman sniveland you have frightened her kinchins too.
2. atlrib. in kinchin-lay, the practice of stealing

money from children sent on errands. Also fir
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VKENS - Twist xlii ' <A 'n'' there any other line
PellJ Stop', said the Jew.. 'The kinchin lay'. 1888Acadam 29 Sept. 203/1 -The detective business', which is,at the best, the kinchin lay of fiction.

Kincob (ki-rjkpb). East Ind. Also king-,
khem-, keern-, quin-, -kaub, -quaub, -qwab,
-quab, -oaub. [ad. Urdu (Pers) ^\s^kimkhab.}A rich Indian stuff, embroidered with gold or silver;
also (with a and //.), A piece or variety of this.
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7
'? VM bl- r$? r> - agit,: Hasti*f* '" Burke"* Wks.

('52) VII. 23 (Y.) She would ransack the zenanah..for
Kmcobs, muslins, cloths. 1813 J. FORBES Oriental Mem.
L?*4

.5.
rawe

r
s,f on and gold. Keemcab. ,829 J.

~ ^ ~j .... *. AAI. KI|J

kinquaub. 1843 STOCQUELER ^/aarfW. Br,t.India(ilu) 210
Gold and silver brocades, called Kincaubs. 1881 Cornh.
Mag. Jan. 103 Shawls, scarves, and pieces of silk and kincob.

b. atlnb.

ijit Spcct. (Advt.), One Isabella colour Kincob Gown,
flowered with Gieen and Gold. 1781 India Gaz. 24 Feb. (Y.),A rich Kingcob Waistcoat. 1883 Mus. LYNN LINTON Chr.
Kir/tland 1. 21 That green shawl with the kincob pattern.
Kincough, variant of KINKCOUQH.
Kind(kaind),rf. Forms: [i seeynde, seoynd,
2-3 i-ounde, i-kunde (2 1-ohinde) ; ] i oynd,
2-4 ounde, 2 ouinde, 3 kuinde, kund, 3-4
kuynde, kunde, 3-5 kende, (5 keende), 3-6
kynd, 3-7 kinde, 4-7 kynde, (5 kyyude), 3-
kiud. [OE. gecynde n., gecynd fern, and n., f. ge-
(see I-, Y-) + *cynd(f-.-*kundi-z, f. the root kun-
(see KIN 1) + -di-, Aryan -ii-. OE. instances of

cynd are doubtful, but the prefix disappeared early
in ME., 1150-1250.
The only cognate sb. out of Eng. is a doubtful OS

gicnnd (suggested in Hel. 2476). But the adj. ending,
Goth, -knnds, OS. -ctind, OHG. -chund, kumi=Q'E. <nnd
'of the nature of, is found in the other langs.]

I. Abstract senses.

1 1. Birth, origin, descent. Obs.
a 1000 Hymns ix. 52 (Gr.) purh cla;ne j?ecynd )m eart

cyning on riht. c oo ORMIN 7133;
An child. .(>att shall ben

piss ludisbkenn king All purrh rihht apell kinde. c 1386
CHAUCER Melib. p 601 A free man by kynde or by [v. r. ofl
burthe. c 1413 12 Art. Faith (MS. Sue. Antiq.), lesu Christ
his ^owne son through kind, c 1423 WVNTOUN Cron. ix.
xxvi. 41. 275r His aire. that of kynd wes kyng. c 1463
G. ASHBY Dicta Philos. 122 That they be free, nat bonde in

kynde. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxviii. 238 His Grandmother
Mary, Queen of Scots, . . from whom he seems to have
learnt, as it were by heart, or els by kind, . . his words and
speeches heer.

t b. Hence, through the phrases through, by, of
kind: Right of birth, right or position derived
from birth, inherited right. Obs.

CI20S LAY. 25043 Heo..nu axeS mid icunde (1:1275 porh
cunde] gauel of bissen londe. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2231
per nis no mon pat kunde abbe per to. Ibid. 6664 He adde
somdel to eneelond More kunde ban be oj?er. Ibid. 7276Wo
so were next King bi kunde, me clupede himapeling.

f 2. The station, place, or property belonging to

one by birth
; one's native place or position ; that

to which one has a natural right; birthright,

heritage. Obs.
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxv, Seo sunne . . secS hire xecynde,
& sti^S . . ufor & ufor o&5e hio cymSswa upswa hire yfemest
gecynde bi3 [cf. quot. Boeth. Metr. s. v. KIND a. i c].
a noo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086 Normandige pet
land \v;i:s his gecynde. c 1205 LAY. 16279 I'-'

1 1( '' "">'"

bijite mine ikunde [1:1275 cundej. Ibid. 21492 Cador cuoe
bene wsei pe toward his cunde lei. 1340 Ayenb. 37 J>e

children, .pet hi hef> be spousbreche, berp away pe kende.

fb. That which naturally belongs to or befits

one. Of/s.

c 1470 HENRY Wallacei. 217 Ane Erschemantill it war tin

kynd to wer. a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. I (Spald. Cl.)

1. 199 Thay took ane of the tounes cullouris of Abirdein, and

gave it to the toune of Abirbrothokis soldiouis..quhilk wes
not thair kynd to cary.

3. The character or quality derived from birth

or native constitution ; natural disposition, nature.

(Common down to ci6oo; in later use rare, and

blending with sense 4.)
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiv. u pa stanas. .sint stillre

gecynde & heardre. Ibid. xxxv. 4 gif hio hire cynd
[Bodl. MS. gecynd] healdan wille. f 1175 Lamb. Horn. 51
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KIND.

pis fis is of swulc cunde, bet [etc.]. c IKXJ UKMIN 3075

Marwss child was* mann & Godd, An had i twinne kinde.

a 11.5 Ancr. R. 120 He uorleoseS monnes kunde, & .. uor-

schuppeS him into bestes kunde. CIICD Gen. t, Ex. 189

And euerilc on in kinde good, Dor quiles adam fro sinne

stod. a 1300 Cursor ^..8452 kind o thinges Jerd
he

be Godnede ana manneuc. t i*yi w. ^

,2 In some men the bodely kynde is febhd by a soden

heuynes. a 1547 SURREY On Lady refusing to dance m
Tottelfs Misc. (Arb.) 219 My kinde is to desire the honoure

of the field. io SPENSER F. Q. n. ii. 36 But young
Perissa was of other mynd. .And quite contrary to her sisters

kynd. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Gtorg. II. 326 Sweet Grapes

degen'rate there, and Fruits . . renounce their Kind. 1784

COWPER Tirx. 6 Th' associate of a mind Vast in its pow rs,

ethereal in its kind. 1857 BUCKLE Civilis. I. via.
52.4

For

as to the men themselves, they merely acted after their kind.

tb. Of his (own) kind: by its (own) nature,

of itself, naturally. Obs. rare.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles m. 19 pis beste, of his kinde,

Sccheth and sercheth { schrewed wormes. 1530 RASTELL

Bk. Purgal. n. x, The soule shall .. perceyve of hys owne

kynde. 1578 LYTE Dodotns n. Ix. 227 Hyssope groweth
not of his owne kinde in this countrey. 1610 SHAKS. Temp,
n. L 163 Nature should bring forth, Of it owne kinde, all

foyzon.

f C. To do (or laorK) one ! kind: To act accord-

ing to one's nature ; to do what is natural to one ;

spec, to perform the sexual function. Obs.

c lajo Hali Meid. 25 Leasse ben beastes ?et, for beos doS

hare cunde. .in a time of be ?er. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

6576 pat water dude uorb is kunde & was euere uaste.

Ibid. 8353 Mid wimmen of painime hii dude hor foule

kunde. 1:1430 Hymns Virg. 83 pe kinde of childhode

y dide also, Wib my felawis to fi?te and brete. 1554^9
Songs t Ball. (1860) i Fortune worketh but her kynde, To
make the joyfull dolorus. <i6ii HARINGTON Salerne's

Rtgim. (1634) 36 The stones of young beasts that be not

able to doe their kinde. 1647 CKASHAW Poems 184 Let

froward dust then do its kind.

f d. To grow (also go, swerve, etc.) out of kind:

To lose the character appropriate to one s birth

and family ;
to degenerate. Obs.

a 1547 SURREY AZntid n. 714 Neoptolem is swarved out

of kind. IS49 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. 20

h:

benefit, growe out ofkinde. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xvi.

254 God created man to be to him as a child, and man is

growne out of kinde.

1 4. Nature in general, or in the abstract, regarded
as the established order or regular course of things

(rerum natura). Rarely with the. Freq. in
phr.

law or course of kind. Obs. (exc. as conscious

archaism.)
c 888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xiv. i On swiSe lytlon hiera

hz(3 seo xecynd jenoj. Ibid, xvi. 3 Seo gecynd hit

onscunaS paet (etc]. 1:1*30 Hali Meid. 45 Ichulle halde
me hal burh be grace of goad, as cunde me makede. a 1300
Cursor M. 28491 Ic . . haf i broken . . be lagh o kynd thoru

licheri. 1387 TREVISA Higden ( Rolls) 1.335 Kynde bryngeb
hem [barnacle-geese] forb wonderliche out of trees, as it were

kynde worchynge a^enst kynde. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xxxii. 144 Many.-diez for pure elde withouten sekeness,
when be kynde failez. ? 0-14x1 LYDG. Two Merch. 75 So

strong of nature is the myhty corde. Kynde is in werkyng
a ful myhty lorde. 1583 T. WATSON Centurie ofLoue Ixxviii,

Venus. .will have it so That Louers wanting sight shall

followe kinde. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. l. iii. 86. 1674
N. FAIRFAX Bulkt,Selv. Contents, God holds us by laws of

kind as we do others by those of right. Ibid. 124 Those
bounds that Dame Kind before had pitcht upon.

1868

MORRIS Earthly Par. I. 90 O ye who sought to find

Unending life against the law of Kind.

tb. Phrases. By (by way of), of, through,

(rarely in) kind, by nature, naturally ; against or

out of kind, contrary to, or in violation of, nature.
In these phrases the distinction between 3 and 4 tends to

fade away.
a icoo Boeth. Metr. xiii. 17 j^ara

micles to feola. . winS wi5
jecynde. a 1000 Hymns vii. 24 (Gr. ) pin weorc . . burh

jecynd clypiaS and crist heriao. a xiai O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.) an. 1107 Manege saedon bet hi on bam monan
. .tacna gesawon, & ongean cynde his leoman wexende &
waniende. c 1200 ORMIN 2320 AH swa maft Godd don be
full wel To childenn gseness kinde. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 297
Engles & sawlen, burh bet ha bigunnen, Ahten . .endin burh
cunde. a 1300 Cursor M. 2889 Oute of kind be sin was
don. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 241 Every Ryver to the
see Enclyned ys to goo by kynde. c 1386 Frankl. T. 40
Wommen of kynde desiren libertee. 1493 Festivall (15151
66 b, At mydnyghte our lorde was borne, for by kynde all

thynge was in peas and rest. 1575 Gamtn. Gurton in

Hazl. Dodsley 111. 210 She is given to it of kind. 1658
I. JONES Ovid's Ibis 55 When bloud toucheth bloud in this

kind, it is abominable out of kind. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week
Thursday 37 Last Valentine, the day when birds of kind
Their paramours with mutual chirpings find. 1792 BURNS
She's Fair Hf Pause ii, Nae ferlie tis tho

1

fickle she prove,
A woman has't by kind.

t 5. Natural state, form, or condition. Obs.
1x000 Boeth. Metr. xxviii. 62 Sona gecerre5 ismere .. on

his a*en jecynd, weoroeS to wztere. 01340 HAMPOLE
Platter cxviii. 70 Mylk in be kynd is fayre & clere, hot in

lopirynge it waxis soure. a 1380 St. AmorosesjB'm Horstm.
Altenfl. Leg. (1878) 16 His face .. lyk to snouh hit wox al

whit, But aftur to his oune kynde [L. ad suam speciem]
turned hit. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. 12 pan sail scho
turne agayne to hir awen kynde [F. estal] and be a woman
[c/. 14 in to hir ri schappe, V.fourme\.

+ b. In kind, in proper or good condition ; out

of kind, out of order, in bad condition. Obs.

698

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. in. 247 Thi kyngdom borw here

couetyse wol out of kynde wende. 1:1400 Lan/ranc's

Cirurg. 2 Of a wounde bollid and out of kynde. 1601 CAREW
Cornwall y The countrie people long retained a conceit,

that in summer time they weare out of kind. 1613 COCKERAM
ilk s. v. Isxan Riiicr, Salmon, which is euer in kind all

times of the yeare.

t6. A natural quality, property, or characteristic.

<:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 5 VSwitan secjaS baet

hio [sio sawul] hzbbe brio jecynd. . . Twa bara jecynda
habbaS netenu swa same swa men. CIMO Bestiary 15 An
ooer kinde he haueS, wan he is ikindled Stille l!3 oe leun.

a 1115 Ancr. R. 126 pe pellican. .haueS anoSer cunde : bet

is, bet hit is euer leane. 1:1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. 8 The
bee has thre kyndis. Ane es that scho es neuer ydilL c 1400
MAUNOEV. (1839) xxx. 302 And thei ban this kynde [F.

nature] that thei lete nothing ben empty among hem.

t 7. Gender ;
sex ;

= KIN 1
7. (L. genus.) Obs.

a 1000 Phoenix 356 God ana wat..hu his gecynde byS,
wifhades be weres. a 1380 Virgin Antioch 387 in Horstm.

Altengl.Lcg.(&l%)yz In to wyn Crist torned be watur, And
nou he leue)> not beohynde For to chaunge monnes kynde
[L. texwn\. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. iv. 339 As adiectif and

substantyf vnite asken, Acordaunce in kynde, in cas and in

numbre. il ROBINSON tr. More's Utopia n. ix. (1895) 293
All they which be of the male kind . .sitte befoie the goodman
ofye house,and they ofthe female kynde before thegoodwvfe.

1584 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 136 b. The opinion which
some hold, that every hare should bee of both kindes, that is,

male and female. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. ii. 4 To aske . . what

inquest Made her dissemble her disguised kind.

tb. The sexual organs. (L. natura.) Obs. rare.

r 1000 ^ELFHIC Gen. ix. 23 Sem and Iafeth..beheledon

heora fsederes jecynd [cf. 22 gesceapu). a 1315 Life Adam
no in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 140 Aiber of ober

aschamed was And failed her kinde wij> more and gras.

t O. The semen. Obs. rare.
a 1450 MYRC 1046 Take also wel in mynde, 3ef bou haue

sched byn owne kynde Slepynge or wakynge. 1552 HULOET,
Kynde naturall of euerye thynge, semen.

8. The manner or way natural or proper to any
one; hence, mode of action; manner, way, fashion.

Freq. in phr. in any, no, some, that, this kind
;
in

a kind, in a way. Common in I7th c. ;
now arch.

a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 25 Dec. 2 py geare manig seah . .

lamb speecan on mennisc gecynde. a 1000 Salomon cj-
Sat.

409 Swa Sonne feohteS se feond on feower gecynd. a 1330
Roland H V. 310 Braunches of vines Charls sell, In marche
moneb.. As was be rijt kende. 1374 CHAUCER Trovlus n.

904 (855) pis byng slant al in a nober kynde. 1483 CAXION
G. de la Tour xxi. Liij, An ordenaunce of a moche sauage
and wyld guyse and ageynst the kynde of the tyme. c 1560
A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iii. 4 Cast jow to conqueiss luve

ane vbir kind. IS93 DRAYTON Eclogues x. 71 The Birds
and Beasts yet in their simple Kinde Lament for me. 1631
GOUGE God's Arrows m. 75. 325 Such was Deboiahs and
Baraks kind of praising God. 1646 EVANCE Noble Ord. 29
The woike.. tended in a kinde to Gods honour.^ 1691 1.

H[ALE] Ace. New Invent. 31 Being in no kind desirous that

his Majesty should be under any Obligation. 1709 STEELE
Tatler No. 47 r 3, 1 have done Wonders in this Kind. 1766
FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. Pref., Nothing in the kind . .

having been endeavoured before. 1803-6 WORDSW. Intima.
tions vi, Yearnings she hath in her own natural kind. 1859
TENNYSON Elaine 321 Mirthful he, but in a stately kind.

9. Character as determining the class to which
a thing belongs (cf. sense 13) ; generic or specific
nature or quality ; esp. in phr. in kind (rendering
L. in genere or in specie), used with reference to

agreement or difference between things, and freq.

contrasted with in degree.
1628 FORD Lover's Mel. m. iii, Pray, my lord, [Gives the

paer-plot\ Hold and observe the plot ; 'tis there express 'd

In kind, what shall be now express d in action. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. iii. 1279 Though they do agree in kind, Ispecifick
difference we find. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Re/I. n. iii. (1848)

104 'Tis all one . . whether our Afflictions be the same with

those of others, in Kind, or not Superiour to them in Degree.

18*7 POLLOK Course T. vm, All faith was one: in object,
not in kind, The difference lay. 1868 NETTLESHIP Browning
iii. 105 There are such wide differences in degree as to con-

stitute almost differences in kind.

II. A class, group, or division of things.
In this branch the senses of kind originally ran closely

parallel with those of KIN; but later usage has so differ-

entiated the words that there is now very little ovet lapping.

10. A race, or a natural group of animals or

plants having a common origin;
- KIN 1

5. Cf.

MANKIND, etc.

c 888 K. ^ELFRED Boeth. xxxv. 4 Nis nan secynd be wiS
hire scippendes willan winne buton dysij mon. 971 Blickl.

Horn. 37 Ne forseoh bu naefre bine gecynd.
a 1000 Elene

735 Ne ma?; baer manna secynd of eoroweRum up jjeferan.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14909 (Gott.) pat he for manes \Cott.

mans] kind wil dei. 13.. Leg. Rood 145 Til God bat dyed
for vch a kuynde For Monnes kuynde deyde. c 1400
Destr. Troy 4300 Goddes son of heuyn..come to our kynde
throgh a cleane Maydon. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Comnrw.
Eng. (1633) 25 Without this society of man and woman the

kind of man could not long endure. 1592 SHAKS. Yen. Hf Ad.
1018 Till mutual overthrow of mortal kind, 1610 Temp.
v. L 23 My selfe, one of their kinde. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vi. 73 As when the total kind Of Birds . . Came summond
over Eden. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. I. 05 Whence
Men, a hard laborious Kind were born. 1796 G. ROBERTS
4 Yrs. Voy. 153 They would sooner starve than eat any
Thing that lived upon human Kind. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1862) I. 239 The Rabbit kind. 1784 COWPER Task
v. 69 The sparrows, .often scared As oft return, a pert
voracious kind. 1816 BYRON Ck. liar. in. xxxi, Each.. a

ghastly gap did make In his own kind and kindred. 1876
MORRIS Sigurd in. 212 The cunning of ihc Dwarf-kind.

b. Used in poetry, with denning word, in the

general sense of '
race'.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. xl. 282 Poule be apostil bat no pile

KIND.

ne hadde, Cristene kynde to kille to tle|. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen. y, n. i. 80 Fetch forth the Lazar Kite of Cressids
kinde. 1735 SOMEKVILLE Chase m. 309 Thus Man innum'rous

Engines forms, t
1

assail The savage Kind. 1739 COLLINS
Ep. Hanmer 138 Poets ever were a careless kind. 1847
EMERSON Poems (1857) 207 The men are ripe of Saxon kind
To build an equal state.

fc. A class (of human beings or animals) of

the same sex; a sex (in collective sense). Obs.

155* HULOETS.V., Scxits faemineuS) womankinde, or the
female kynde. 156* tr. yewcfs Apol. Ded., J.'s Wks-iParker
Soc.) 51 Besides the honour ye have done to the kind of
women . . ye have done pleasure to the author of the Latin
work. 1607 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 332 Far from the
Charms of that alluiing Kind. 1735 POPE Ep, Lady 207 In

Men, we various Ruling Passions find; In Women, two
almost divide the kind.

f 11. A subdivision of a race of the same descent ;

a family, clan, tribe, etc. Also (with possessive

pron.), One's family, clan, kin, or kinsfolk.

= KIN l
i, KINDRED 2. Obs.

r 1205 LAY. 23176 King heo wolden habben of seoluen
heore cunden. 1x97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3434 King he was of

westsex, & is ofspnng* al so, & atte laste bulke kunde alle

be obere wan ber to. 13. . Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
249 At be grete day of dome . . bei schul sitte on twelf

seges wel And lugge be twelf kuyndes of Israel. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneisnu, xiii. 111 The kynd of men discend from
tiiir Truism is, Mydlyt with kyn of the Italiams. 1596
DALRVMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. I. 76 The affectione that

ilk had to his awne kinde. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Georg. HI.

433 The Parent Wind, Without the Stallion, propagates the

tb. Offspring, brood, progeny; descendants;
= Kmi i b, KINDRED 2 b. Obs.

< 1000 Narrat, Angl. Conscript. (Cockayne) 35 Hyra
gecynda on weorold bringab. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 650 And
or he was on werlde led, His kinde was wel wide spred.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14864 Vr crist suld be born o bethleem,
o dauid kind. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 224 A book of be

olde lawe, J>at a-corsed alle couples bat no kynde forth

brouhte. 1460 Towneley Myst, vi. 21, I shall thi seede

multyply, . .The kynd of the shall sprede wide. 1582 N, T.

(Rhem.) Acts xvii. 28 Of his kinde also we are.

f c. A generation ; KIN i i c, KINDRED 2 c.

Obs. rare.

a 1325 Prose Psalter lxxxviii[i]. 2 Y shal tellen by sobe-

nesses in my moube fro kynde to kynde. 1526 TINDALE
Luke xvi. 8 The chyldren of this worfde are in their kynde,
wyser then the chyldren of light [so Geneva 1557].

\ d. Descent, genealogy; KiN 1 1 d, KINDRED
2 d. Obs. rare.

<ri33oR. IfeuNNECftrw*. Wace (Rolls) 363 pysys be kynde,
fro gre til gre, Eytwyxten Eneas & Noe.

12. The family, ancestral race, or stock from which
one springs;

=* KIN! 2, KINDRED 3. arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10161 Sir loachim o kinges kind Was

comtnin. c 1330 Amis # Amil. 8 Here faders were barouns

hende, Lordynges y-come of grete kende. c 1386 CHAUCER
Sec. Nuns T. 121 Cecilie . . Was comen of Romayns and of

noble kynde. 1608 SHAKS. Per. v. i. 68 [If she] came of

a gentle kind and noble stock. 1714 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.

(1733) I. 114 My Cromie is a useful cow And she is come
of a good kyne. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xl, The oyster loves

the dredging sang, For they come of a gentle kind. 1854-6
PATMORE AngelinHo. \\. n. (1866) 244 Good families aie so,

Less through their coming of good kind, Than [etc.].

13. A class of individuals or objects distinguished

by attributes possessed in common; .a genus or

species ; also, in vaguer sense : A sort, variety, or

description. (= L. genus.} Now the chief sense.

Something of the kind^ something like the thing in

question; nothing of the kind^ nothing at all like it. Of
a kind, of some sort, not a typical or perfect specimen of the

class.
'

a 1000 Guthlac 15 (Gr.) Of wlite wendaSwaestma gecyndu.
a 1300 Cursor AL 8040 Bi frut and leef bath moght man
see O quatkin kind was ilk[a] tre. 13.. E. E. Aliit. P.

B. 507 He..heened vp an auter..& sette a sakerfyse
ber-on of vch a ser kynde. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 90 pe hebun
men had sex kyndis of similacris. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8746
The tabernacle . . was atiry t . . with triet stones, Of all kyndes.

1529 Snpplic. to King (E.E.T.S.) 22 The Apostle Paul . .

descrybeth two kyndes of docirynes. 1652 CULPEPPER Eng.
Physic. 8 The most usual Kindes of Apples. 1694 Ace.

Sev. Late Voy. u. (1711) 79, I saw but this one of the Kind.

1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. u. 7 Suppose you saw a fruit of

a new untried kind. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV.

321 Of the bear, there are three different kinds. 1845 M.
PATIISON Ess. (1880) I. 13 Barbarisms and solecisms of all

kinds abound. 1861 TROLLOPE Orley F. xiv. in There was
never anything of the kind before. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 55 Something of the kind had been

done. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 6 Before we can reply
with exactness, we must know the kinds of pleasure and the

kinds of knowledge. 1895 Scot. Antiq. X. 79 They had
haversacks of a kind with them, but very little in them.

b. Seel. In phrase in (undert f with} one kind,

both kinds (= med.L. species^^ referring to each

of the elements (bread and wine) used in the sacra-

ment of the Eucharist.

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 14 Whether it be necessary ..

that al men should be communicate with bothe kindes or

no. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr, \. iii. (1636) 104 They must
communicate in both kindes, both of the bread and the

wine. 41770 JQKTIN Strm. (1771) V. xiiL 293 The Church
of Rome gives the Communion in one kind. 1860 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. III. xi. 16 note. Communion in both kinds

was certainly usual at this time. 1880 LITTLEDALE Plain

Reas. xxviii. 76 Christ is received entire under each kind.

14. Kind of. Later usage transposes the syntac-

tical relation in such constructions as all kinds of

trees
'

trees of all kinds', this kind of thing
-



KIND.
' a thing of this kind '. For the history of this, see
KIN i 6 b.

As the original genitive phrase was in attrib. relation to
the following sb., the natural tendency is still to treat all
kindof, no kind of,whut kindof,ttc. (like ME. alkin, nakin,
who/kin), and, hence also, the simple kind of (co\\oq. kind
o', kind a, kintier), as an attrib. or adj. phrase qualifying
the sb. Hence the uses in b, c, d.

CI470 K. Estmere 193 in Percy's RcL, He lett for
no kind of thyng. 15.. Sir Andrew Barton xxxviii. in
Surtees Misc. (1888) 74 They came fore noe kind of thinge,
But Sir Andrewe Barton they would see. a 1548 HALL
Chron.

, Hen. VII 3 b, A newe kynde of sickncs came sodenly
.. into this Isle. <z i$68 ASCHAM Scholem. it. (Arb.) 157A grekysh kind of writing. 1583 T. WATSON Centurie of
Loue xcviii, Learne of me, wnat kinde a thing is Loue.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. iv. 344 Vtterlie

abiecteng_al kynd of hope of ony helth. (1645 HOWELL
Lett. n. liv, 'Twixt the rind and the Tree there is a Cotton
or hempy kind of Moss. 1703 ADDISON Italy Pref., Vast
Collections of all Kinds of Antiquities. 1798 FERRIAR
Illustr. Sterne vL 166 They must be a different kind of

people. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop ii, In a secret, stealthy
..kind of way. 1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John ii. 25 See
whether this is not the kind of thing that he is telling us in
all of them. Mod. Few people have any notion what kind
of life many of the poor live.

b. The feeling that kind of was equivalent to
an adj. qualifying the following sb., led to the use
of all, many, other, these, those, and the like, with
a plural verb and pronoun, when the sb. was
plural, as in these kind of men have their use.

This is still common colloquially, though con-
sidered grammatically incorrect.

(Cf. the ME. use of alkin, manykin, serekin t ttc. : see KIN.
In quot. 1648, other kind is for the earlier other kin.)

1382 WYCLIF Matt. xiii. 47 A nette sent in to the see, and
of alle kynd of fishis gedrynge. 1564 Brief Exam. B iv b,
It is not lawfull to vse these kinde of vestures. 1586 LD.
BURGHLEY in Leycester Corr. (Camden) 360 Fittest to

impeche thos kind of havens. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 107
These kind of Knaues I know, a 1648 LD. HERBERT Hen.
VIII (1683) 543 Because of his Nephew's minority, and
other kind reasons. 1672 WILKINS Nat. Relig. 378 Of ver-
tues containing in their very essence these kind of inward
felicities. 1681 T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 43
(1713) II. 27 Such kind of Pamphlets work Wonders with
the credulous Multitude. 1797 HOLCROFT Stolbergs Trav.
(ed. 2) III. Ixxxii. 323 These kind of barracks .. are .. more
expensive. Mod. What kind of trees are those ?

C. A kind of. . : A sort of . .
;
a (person or thing) of

a kind ; an individual that is, or may be, included
in the class in question, though not possessing its

full characteristics.
A kind of gentleman and a gentleman of a kind differ

in that the former expresses approach to the type, admitting
failure to reach it, while the latter emphasizes the non-typical

position of the individual. Hence, a kind ofmay be used I

as a saving qualification, as in
' a kind of knave '.

1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. in. i. 262, I haue the wit to thinke

my Master is a kinde of a knaue. 1598 Merry W. i. i.

215 There is as 'twere a tender, a kinde of tender, made
a farre-off by Sir Hugh here. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl.
in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. t. (1711) 81 Very little Grass, i

the Woods are so thick ; much kind of long sedgy Grass,
j

1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. xvi, I . . thought myself a kind of i

a monarch. '734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist. (1827) II. ii. no
!

Only a kind of huts were built there. 1761 WESLEY Jrnl.
10 June, One, a kind of gentleman, seemed displeased. 1824 .

Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1868) 94 Dash is a sort of

a kind of a spaniel. 1832 L. HUNT Poems, Pomfret's
' Choice ', A pretty kind of sort of kind of thing. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. ix. 62 The rock.. bent by the pressure so

as to form a kind of arch.

d. colloij.
Kind of (vulgarly kind o', kind a',

kinder, etc.) is used adverbially : In a way, as it

were, to some extent.

The adverbial use arises out of the adjectival : cf.
' She

was a mother ofa kind to me ',
' She was a kind of mother

to me ', 'she kind o' mothered me '.

1849 DICKENS Da-j. Copp. Ixiii,
' Theer's been kiender a

blessing fell upon us ', said Mr. Peggotty. 1857 HOLLAND
Bay Path x. 120, I kind a' backed him down, I thought.
1861 LEVER One of them xvi. 125 This is a kinder droll

way to welcome a friend. 1871 ALEXANDER Johnny CM
ix. (1802) 56 He's jist a kin

1

o' daumer't i' the heid like.

1885 HOWELLS Silas Lapham (1891) I. 105 Didn't you like

the way his sack-coat set ? . . kind of peeling away at the

lapels? 1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms xxxi,

I kinder expected it. Mod. Sc. It had a kind o' sour taste.

15. In kind (rendering L. in specie: see SPECIE).

a. In the very kind of article or commodity in ques-

tion ; usually of payment : In goods or natural

produce, as opposed to money.
i22 BACON Hen. VII, Mor. & Hist. Wks. (Bohn, 1860)

426 He did.. give the goods of all the prisoners unto those

that had taken them ; either to take them in kind, or com-

pound for them. 1670 WALTON Lives n. 125 His very Food
and Raiment were provided for him in kind. 1727 SWIFT
To Earl of Oxford, The farmers .. Force him to take his

tythes in kind. < 1862 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 329
Their revenues were mostly paid, not in money, but in

kind, such as corn, wine and cattle.

b. Of repayment : In something of the same

kind as that received. Chieflyfig.
1726 G. ROBERTS 4 Yrs. Voy. Ded. Aij, Obligations you

have laid me under, . . I despair of ever having the Opportunity
to return them in Kind. 1819 SCOTT Ivanhoe xli, The best

of them are most willing to repay my follies in kind. 1867

FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 199 These incursions were

more than repaid in kind.

III. 16. attrib. and Comb., as tkrnd-blinda.,
blind by nature; fkrndlike a., of like nature or

699

character; natural
; kind payment, payment in

kind, or in natural produce instead of coin.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Decay 923 Imitating

right The *Kinde-blinde Beast [the mole], in russet Velvet
dight. 1579 I. STUBBES Gaping CulfB viij b, Shall a French
hart be "kmdlike enough to rule our Queene? 1823 SCOTT
Quentin D. vii, It was but natural and kindlike to help
your young kinsman. 1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales
(ed. 3) II. 81 The Bank establishment . . will, in all proba-
bility, ultimately extirpate even *kind payments in part.
1883 G. CULLEY in Trans. Highland Sac. Agric. Ser. iv.
XV. 7 That part of my district in which the kind payment
is most developed.

Kind (ksind), a. Forms: i seeynde (?oynde),
3 i-ounde, kunde, 3-4 eunde, kuynde ; 4-5
kende, 5 keend; 3-6 kynde, 3-7 kinde, 4-6
kynd, 3- kind. [OE. ycynde (:-OTeut. *ga-
kundjo-z], f. *gakundi-, gecynd nature, KIND sl>.]

I. Natural, native.

fl. Of things, qualities, etc.: Natural, in various
senses. Obs. a. That is, or exists, in accordance
with nature or the usual course of things ;

KINDLY a. I a.

c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. 10 pone deaS J eallum
monnum is gecynde to bolianne. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 78 His
firme kinde del.. Of foure and twenti time rist; Des frenkis
men ..It nemnen ' un iur natural '. c 1290 St. Michael 563
in S. Eng. Leg. I. 315 Bi-tweone somer and wynter .. banne
is be (>ondre kuynde Inov. c 1320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 3662
Kende hit is, wimman te be Schamfaste and ful of corteisie.

<ri33o R. BRUNSE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10610 Of hym more
men fynde In farre bokes, als ys kynde, pan we haue in bys
lond. 1579 GOSSON Ephem. Phialo, It is but kinde for
a Cockes heade to breede a Combe.

fb. Implanted by nature
; innate; inherent; =

KINDLY a. \ b. Const, to, for, or dat. Obs.

Beowulf 2696 Ellen cyoan, craeft and cenou, swa him
gecynde wses. ciooo Cxdmon's Gen. 2771 (Gr.) Swa him
cynde waeron. c 1200 ORMIN 8336 Herode king, . .wass ifell

mann inoh, & well it wass himm kinde. 1362 LANGL. P. PI.
A. i. 127

(

Yit haue I no kuynde knowing
'

quod I,
' bou

most teche me betere '. f 1430 Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems 198
And how kinde and propir it is to bee, ..On hem to haue
mercy and pitee. 1522 World <y Child in Hazl. Dodsley \:

245 All recklessness is kind for thee.

\ C. Naturally pertaining to, or associated with,
a person or thing; proper, appropriate, fitting;

=
KINDLY a. i c. In later use const, for. Obs.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xiii. 63 O5 his eft cymeS baer hire

yfemesS bi5 eard gecynde. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5000 pat
child . . dude is kunde fulbhede. a 1300 Cursor M. 9380 Til
alkin thing he gafe, pair kinde scrud al for to haue. c 1374
CHAUCER Trpylus iv. 768 (740) How sholde a plaunte or

lyues creature, Lyue with-oute his kynde noriture ? c 1400
Destr. Troy Prol. 70 A Romayn. .That Cornelius was cald
to his kynde name. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vives' ft/sir. Chr.
Wont. (1592) X ii, No honest women . . but such as be sham-
lesse, and worthy of kind rebuke. 1663 J. BEAL Let. in

Boyle's Wks. (1772) VI. 357 What hay is kindest for sheep.

1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb, o Cyder is a kind vehicle

and proper menstruum for medical matters.

f 2. a. Belonging to one by right of birth,

descent, or inheritance
; lawful, rightful ;

= KINDLY
a. 2. Obs.
fzxooo Daniel 3 gefragn ic Hebreos .. cyningdom habban,

swa him gecynde wass. c 1205 LAY. 18158 Nim bu bene
kine-helm ; he is be icunde. c 1320 Sir Beues (MS. A)
2940 5if ich mi^te wij? eni ginne Me kende eritage to

winne. 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 1055 And tak the croun ;

till ws it war kyndar, To bruk for ay, or fals Eduuard it war.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 130 3e .. Baneist his Gud-
schir from his kynde heritage.

f b. Native (country or language). Obs.

1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1279 fit] was no^t is kinde lond. 13..
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7544 (MS. 0) In be world ne is . . countrey
none pat he ne holdep his kynde speche, bote engelond now
one. c 1440 Eng. Cong. Irel. 7 Man thynkyth no Place so

Myrry lyghtly as in his Kynd Place. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis
v. xiii. 82 As thi kind ground and cuntre naturale.

f 3. Of persons. Obs. a. Lawful, rightful (lord,

heir, tenant, etc.). Cf. KINDLY a. 3.
a looo Boeth. Metr. i. 6 Gotan . . haefdan him gecynde

cyningas twegen. a noo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1014,

Him nan leofre hlaford naere bonne heora gecynde hlaford.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 6429 pe kunde eirs to bitraye. c 1320
Sir Beues (MS. A) 1398 Ariseb vp..And wolcomeb ;our
kende lord, c 1440 Bone Flor. 1259 And crowne Mylys my
brodur . . For kyndyst heyre ys hee.

f b. Native
;
= KINDLY a. 3 b. Also with to.

rare. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 851 Many kundemen of bis lond

Mid king Leir hulde also. Ibid. 937 be kunde vole of (*=

lond adde to horn onde. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 448 Thai
war kynde to the cuntre.

t c. Having a specified character by nature, or

a specified status by birth ; by birth, natural, born.
c 1350 Will. Palcrne 241 A kowherde, sire, of bis kontrey

is my kynde fader. Ibid. 513 poujh he were komen of no

ken, but of kende cherls. 1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop v.

v, Suche supposeth to be moche wyse whiche is a kynd and
a very foole. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 63, I thought
no lesse..that you would proue such a kinde kistrell.

t d. Related by kinship ; of kin (to} ;
one's own

(people). Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8240 pe sarazins..wende toward

antioche, to helpe hor kunde blod. 1387-8 T. USK Test.

Love I. vi. (Skeat) I. 49 How turned the Romaine Zeodories

fro the Romaines, to be with Haniball ayenst his kind

nacion. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874)
I. 285 Than

shall he rewarde them in heven right gloriously So mayst
thou be callyd unto thy maker kynde.

II. Of good birth, kind, nature or disposition.

KIND.

(Sense 4 forms the link between I and II. Cf. 'L.geneitsus.)
4. fa. Well-born, well-bred, ofgenerous or gentle

birth, gentle (obs.). b. Ofa good kind ; hence, good
of its kind, having the natural (good) qualities
well developed. Now only dial* Cf. KINDLY a. 4.
c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 1451 Ysaac he let al his god, For he was

bigeten of kinde blod. Cisco St. Margarete 2 I bore heo
was in Antioche, icome of cunde blod. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.
in. 29 Ne on croked kene borne kynde fygys wexe. a 1400-50
Alexander^2459 pai crosse ouir toward pekyng, as kyndmen
[Dubl. MS. kene men] suld. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.)
58 The kindest Mastife, when he is clapped on the back,
fighteth best. ^11656 HALES Gold. Rem. (1688) 218 As
Men graff Apples and kind fruits upon Thorns. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica 136 It is a hardy and kind pasturage.
1890 Gloucester Gloss., Kind, healthy, likely, in perfection,
thriving. A kind barley is one that malts well. 1891 S. C.
SCRIVENER Our Fields % Cities 143 The cultivation so far

having been perfect, the barley crop will be ' kind '.

5. Of persons : Naturally well-disposed ; having
a gentle, sympathetic, or benevolent nature; ready
to assist, or show consideration for, others;
t generous, liberal, courteous

(o6s.~). Also of dis-

position. (This (with c and d) is now the main sense.)
a iy Cursor M. 20033 Sua kind . .ar bou pat bou nu will

mi wil a-lou. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 796 How gentil and
how kynde Ye semed, by youre speche, and youre visage.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 240 An olde knyght .. That curtes was
and kynde. 1567 Gude t, Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 19 We thank

pur God baith kynde and liberall. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in.
iii. 20 Giue vs kind keepers, heauens. 1681 DRYDEN Sp.
Friar Prol. i Now, luck tor us, and a kind hearty pit. 1732
POPE Ep. Cobham i. no Who does a kindness, is not there-
fore kind. 1781 COWPER Truth 251 Some mansion . . By
some kind, hospitable heart possessed. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 424 We have .. become, not only a wiser,
but also a kinder people.
fig- >S7* GASCOIGNE Philomene (Arb.) 98 Could no kinde
coale, nor pitties sparke Within thy brest be plaste. 1634
MILTON CV/ws 187 Such cooling fruit As the kind hospitable
Woods provide. 1676 DRYDEN Anrengz. in. i. 1502 Your
kinderStarsaNoblerChoicehavegiv'n. I7O4_POPE Windsor
For. 53 In vain kind seasons swell'd the teeming grain. 1840
DICKENS OldC.Shop i, Night is kinder in this respect than day.
T b. Well or favourably disposed to; bearing

good will to. Obs.

1664 CHAS. II in Cartwright Madame^1894* 175 The Comte
de Gramontwill give you this, and he will tell you how kind
I am to you. 1666 SIR J. TALBOT Let. in Stingsby's Diary
(1836) 369, I hope you are not soe little kind to mee as to
censure this freedome I use. 1680-90 TEMPLE Ess.,Ireland
Wks. 1731 1. 125 It is. .little to be hoped, that a Breach with

Spain should make us any kinder to the War than we were.

C. Exhibiting a friendly or benevolent disposition

by one's conduct to a person or animal. Alsoy?^.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 90 Ha wole be the so kende, He wole be

fo to thyne fon, And frend to thyne frende. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI, A. XI. 243 pat is, iche cristene man be kynde to ober,
And siben hem to helpe. ? 1507 Communyc. (W. de \V.)

B iij, Euer the kynder to me thou arte The more unkynder
I am agayne. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 167 Be kinde and
curteous to this Gentleman. 1606 Ant. fy Cl. ill. ii. 40
The Elements be kind to thee. 1707 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to A nne Wortley z May, I hope you intend to be kinder
to me this summer than you were the last. 1807 CRABBE
Par. Reg. in. 842 Kind to the poor, and ah 1 most kind to

me. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge (1849) 96/1
' You had as

good be kinder to me', .said Hugh. Mod. They were ex-

ceedingly kind ; they insisted upon our staying till our
clothes were dry.

d. Of action, language, etc. : Arising from or

displaying a kind disposition.
.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2155 Myche comforth he caght of baire

kynd speche. ISS' CROWLEY Pleas. f>-
Pain 27 You..gaue

me wordis curteyse and kynde. 1670 EARL ANGLESEY in

i2//( Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 15 My sonne is at

Newmarket . . or else would acknowledge your Ladyship's
kind mention of him. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Milton Wks.
II. 134 Paradise Lost broke into open view with sufficient

security of kind reception. 1846 TENNYSON in Mem. (1807)

239 Your kind letter gave me very sincere pleasure.

6. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Affectionate,

loving, fond ; on intimate terms. Also euphe-

mistically. Now rare exc. dial.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 724 pine sostren ssolle^ abbe al, vor

hor herte is so kunde, & pou ssalt vor bin vnkundhede be
out of al min munde. c 1330 Will. Palerne 3474 Wib
clipping & kessing & alle kinde dedus. 1526 Pilfr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 4b, If they had ben kynde & louynge to

god. 1594 CONSTABLE Diana vin. i, Women are kind by
kind, but coy by fashion. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India <fr P.
no The next Moon their Women flock to the Sacred Wells ;

where, they say, it is not difficult to persuade them to be

kind. 1704 POPE Autumn 52 Do lovers dream, or is my
Delia kind? 1735 Ep. Lady 94 A Spark too fickle, or

a Spouse too kind. 1825 BROCKETT, Kind, intimate not

kind, at enmity. 1870 TENNYSON Window 184 Stiles where
we stay'd to be kind, Meadows in which we met.

f7. Acceptable, agreeable, pleasant, winsome;
= KINDLY a. 6. Obs.

In early use transl. L. gratus, which in med.L. had the

sense of' gentle, kind
'

as well as its correct sense of pleasing '.

In later use passing into fig. use of 5, 5 d.

c 1340 Cursor M. 6509 (Trin.) pis moyses was dere & kynde
To god. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R..vi\\. xcvii. (Tollem.

MS.), This nexe is noujt moste stronge, but..berof is kynde
[L. gratissitnx\ vestimentes made for prestes. 1703 ROWE
Ulyss. I. i. 08, I have the kindest Sounds to bless your
Ear with. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 15 Though at

a kinder distance.

8. Grateful, thankful. Obs. exc. dial.

ci45o tr. De fmitatione II. x. 54 Be kynde berfore for

a litel binge, & bou shalt be worbi to take gretter. 1530
e that lemembreth a good torne, grot.

158 a
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1563 Homilies II. Time of Prayer i. (1850) 339 He should

declare himself thankful and kind, for all those benefits.

1610 B. JONSON Alck. v. iv, Sob. Why doe you not thanke

her Grace ? Dap. I cannot speake, for ioy. Sob. See, the

kind wretch ! 1877 JV. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., I'm very kind

to Mrs . 'cause she sent me them coals i' th' winter.

8. dial, or techn. Soft, tender; easy to work.

1747 W HOOSON Miners Diet. Uijb, We drive at the

Vein Head in the first Place, because there it is likely

that the Vein may be the most Kind or Lcppey. 1828

Craven Dial., Kind, soft.
' As kind as a glove.' Kind-

harlid, soft-haired. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I.

243 To distinguish between hard and kind steel, that is,

between steel that has been more or less carbonated. 1848
KEARY in Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. IX. n. 429 Breeders .. are

now fully alive to the importance of kind hair and good flesh

in a feeding beast. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining 147
Kind generally signifies tender, soft, or easy to work.

III. 1O. Asadv. = KINDLY. (Here perh. belongs
the phr. to take it kind

1

.} Now colloq. or vulgar.
1607 SHAKS. Timon l.'ii. 225, I take all, and your seuerall

visitations So kinde to heart. 17*5 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph.
I. i, Ye . . wha have sae kind Redd up my ravel'd doubts.

1750 H. WALPOLE Lett. (1845)
II. 354 He took it mighty

kind. 1781 JOHNSON 3 June in Boswell, Tell him, if he'll

call on me.. I shall take it kind. 1800 MRS. HERVEY
Mourtray Fam. III. 102 AH this would be mighty well ..

if Lady C. behaved kind and tenderly to you. 1849 DICKENS
Dav . Copp. xlii,

' How kind he puts it !

' said Uriah.

IV. 11. Comb., as kind-minded, -tempered,

-thoughted, -witted; kind-contending; kind-cruel.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 109 Namore kan a kynde witted
man . . Come for al his kynde witte to crystendome and be
saued. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vi. 48 Pierc't with

glance of a kinde-cruell eye. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
39 The kind-temper'd change of night and day. 1728-46

Spring 506 The thrush And woodlark o'er the kind-

contending throng Superior heard. 1858 FABER Spir.
Confer. (1870) 25 The kind-thoughted man has no. .self-

importance to push.

t Kind, v. Obs. rare.

1. [app. f. prec. adj.] trans. 1 To treat kindly.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 112 The hynde . . whanne the

moder of other bestis be slaine, yet wolle she gladly of her

gentille nature norishe the yonge-.and kindithe hem title

they may susteine hem selff.

2. [f. KIND sb.] In fa. pple. Sprung, begotten.
?pseudo-arch.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. v. 40 Not borne Of Beares and Tygres,

nor so salvage mynded As that.. She yet forgets that she
of men was kynded.

Kindcough, erron. variant of KiNKCotiGH.

t Ki-nded, a. rare. [f. KIND sb. + -ED 2.] In
comb. Of (such a) kind, as lean-kinded.
1601 J. HARRINGTON Let. in Monthly Rev. XLII. 55 Many

lean kmded beastes and some not unhorned.
Kinder = kind of : see KIND sb. 14 d.

Kindergarten (ki-ndaigaut'n). [a. Ger.

Kindergarten, lit.
'
children's garden '.] A school

for the instruction of young children according
to a method devised by Friedrich Frobel (1782-
1852), for

developing the intelligence of children

by interesting object-lessons, exercises with toys,

games, singing, etc.

_(' Johannes Range . . took refuge in England in 1850, and,
with the assistance of his wife, established at his house
a kinder-garten.' Allibone Diet. Authors.)
1852 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. v. 145 Mary has not yet found

a school. We have sent her to a kindergarten. 1854 Rep.
to Governor of Connecticut in Encyd. Brit. XIV. 80 The
first kindergarten was opened at Blankenburg, near Rudol-
stadt, in 1840. 1855 RONGE (title) Practical Guide to the
English Kinder Garten. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.
370 Such as would be of use in a Kindergarten.
Hence Ki-nderga rteu, -ga rtenize vis., to em-

ploy the kindergarten method ; Kindergartener
-gartner), a kindergarten teacher ; Kimderga r-

tenism, the kindergarten system.
1872 Daily ffmvs i Aug., You have been reading that article

on Kinder Gartenism. [1881 FITCH Led. Teaching 198 Your
thorough going Kindergartner.] 1889 Jrnl. Educ. i Aug.
410/2 A band of kindergarteners who teach them the rudi-
ments of education. 1893 J. STRONG New Era xv. 340
There is. .no sectarian way of kindergartening.

Kinderkin(d, obs. variants of KILDERKIN.
t Ki-ndhead. Obs. rare. Forms : see KIND a.

[f. KIND a. + -HEAD.] a. Kinship, b. Kindness.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 756 pe king of scotlonde vor reube
& for kundhede [v. rr. kundede, kyndehede, kuyndhede]
Hym nom to hym in to his hows. Ibid. 10589 Heyemen
of engelond..Vor kundede hor herte to kinit henry here.
Ibid. 11834 Vor kundede of blode.

Kind-hearted, a. [KIND a. n.] Having
naturally a kind disposition.
1535 COVERDALE Song 3 Childr. 67 O geue thankes ther-

fore vnto y> Lorde : for he is kynde halted. ci6oo SHAKS.
SOHH.lt, Be., gracious and kind, Or to thy selfe at least kind
harted proue. 1681 DRYDEN Pro!. Univ. Oxford 6 Ofour
sisters, all the kinder-hearted [are] To Edenburgh gone. 1787
biR I. HAWKINS Johnson 336 He was by nature a friendlyand kind-hearted man. 1860 G. H. K. in Vac. Tour. 116
Donald, kindest-hearted and keenest of stalkers.
Hence Kindhea-rtedneas.
1583 GoLDiNG Calvin on Deut. Ii. 303 That God had no

pitie nor kindeheartednesse. a 1735 ARBUTHNOT Gulliver
Decypherd Misc. Wks. 1751 1. 84 Noted for her kindhearted-
ness to her Husband's Patients. 1896 ANNE ELLIOTT Ld.
Harborough\\. 264 All this gratified her importance .. and
also her kindheartedness.

tKindlaik. Obs. rare.
[f. KIND a. + -LAIK.]

Kindness.
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n 1400-50 Alexander 2718 Quat bounte bou shewis, Quat
curtassy & kyndlaike I ken alto-gedire.

Kindle (krnd'l), sb. Forms : 3 kundel, pi.

-les, 4 //. kyndles, -(e)lis, 5 -yll, kindtl, 7, 9
kindle. [Appears in early ME. (along with the

cognate KINDLE z>.2) : app. a deriv. of cynd-, stem

olwcynd, KIND sb. Cf. G. kind child.]

f1. a. The young (of any animal), a young one.

b. collect. A brood or litter (of kittens). Obs.

c 1220 Bestiary (Elephant) 620 Danne }e sal hire kindles

beren, In water 3e sal stonden. a 1225 Ancr. R. 82 Heo is

neddre kundel. Ibid. 200 pe Neddre of attri Onde haue[o]
seoue kundles. r 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)2 Joon baptist
and crist clepede hem ypocritis and serpentis and addir

kyndles. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvj, A Litter of welpis, a
kyndyll of yong Cattis. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury ii. 132/1
[A company of] Cats [is] a Kindle. [An error of Holme.]
2. In kindle (of a hare) : With young.
1877 Daily Nevjs 23 July 2 A fine hare, and..a doe in

kindle. Mod. Advt. 3 pure Belgian hare does, in kindle.

Kindle (ki-nd'l), vl Forms : a. 3 kundlen,
kindlen, (Orm. kinudlenu), 3-5 kindel(l, kyn-
del(l, -il(l, -yl(l, (4 kinl-, kynl-), 5-6 kyndle,
5- kindle (mod.Sc. kynnle, kinnle). /3. 4-6
keudyl, (6 Sc. -yll), 5-6 Se. -ill. [app. f. ON.
kynd-a to kindle (trans, and intr.) + -LE : cf. ON.
kyndill a candle, torch.]

In most of the senses up may be added as an intensive.

1. trans. To set fire to, set on fire, ignite, light

(a flame, fire, or combustible substance).
c 1200 ORMIN 16135 Hat lufess fir..Iss kinndledd i batt

herrte. 0:1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 9 Koles. . Kindled ere of
himglouand. 1:1300 Havelokgis Stickes kan ich breken
and kraken, And kindlen ful wel a fyr. 1388 WYCLIF
Judg. xv. 4 He . . boond brondis in the myddis, whiche he
kyndlid with fier. ciqj$Rai<fCoilyar 107 Dame, .kendill
on ane fyre. 1484 CAXTON Fables of^Esop i. xiii, [He] put
to gyder grete habondance of straws..and kyndeled it with
fyre. 1582 STANYHURST JEneis I. (Arb.) 24 Soom doe set
on caldrons, oothers doe kendel a bauen. 1607 SHAKS.
Cor. in. i. 197 Fie, fie, fie, this is the way to kindle, not to

quench. 1646 BOYLE Let. to Marcombes 22 Oct., Wks. 1772
I. p. xxxi, These two flints are striking such sparks, as are
likely to kindle a fine bonfire for the English. 1707 WATTS
Hymn 'Come Holy Spirit, Heavenly Dove' \, Kindle a
Flame of sacred Love In these cold Hearts of ours. 1732
BERKELEY Alciphr. i. ir A man must be a long time

FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia 31 Bidding the elder
boys and girls kindle up the fire. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess.
II. 122 Wordsworth seems to kindle his own poetic flame
like a blind man kindling his own fire.

2. intr. Of a fire, flame, or combustible matter:
To begin to burn, catch fire, burst into flame.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 206 pe sparke. .keccheS more fur. .And

be deouel bloweS to from bet hit erest kundleS. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter lxxvii[i]. 25 [i] Fire kindeled ful brinnand )>are In
lacob. 1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. xvii. iv. (W. de W.)
606 Gleymy fatnesse . . of this tree Abies kyndlyth full soone
and brennyth wyth lyght leyle. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold.
Bk. M, Aurel. (1546) P iij b, In great thycke and dry busshes,
the fyres kendle moste easyly. 1679 BEDLOE Popish Plot 15
They know not how it [a fire] came to kindle there. 1719
YOUNG Btisiris n. i, Think not, Mandane, this a sudden start ;

A flash of love, that kindles and expires. 1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. I. 45 A spark of heavenly fire.. which kindles

up and blazes in the hour of adversity. 1848 C. BRONTE
7. Eyre xii, My eye. .caught a light kindling in a window.
3. Jig. trans. &. To inflame, excite, rouse, inspire

(a passion or feeling).
a 1300 Cursor M. 6791 And sal mi wrath be kindeld sua.

^1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. II. 240 pis wolde kyndele oonhede
and love, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 64 It is the synne
of pride, and engenderithe and kendelithe lechery. 1547-8
Ordre of Commvnion 9 We kyndle Gods wrathe ouer vs.

1638 Penit. Conf. yiii. (1657) ^35 Kindling in his heart faith,

whereby he is justified. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. n. Wks.
1813 I. 145 The protestant army, whenever it came, kindled
or spread the ardour of reformation. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. iii. | 5. 141 The wholesale pillage kindled a wide
spirit of resistance.

b. To inflame, fire, excite, stir up (a person, the

mind, etc.) ; to make ardent or eager. Const.

t in (f of), to, or with inf.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19436 (Colt.) Eth es to kindel bat es

kene. c 1340 Ibid. 15390 (Trin.) Of al venym and of envye
ful kyndeled he was. 1440 Pol. Rel. q- L. Poems (ed. 2)
227/620 Kindele bou me in charitee. a 1547 SURREY SEneid
ii. 131 This kindled us more egre to enquire. 1600 SHAKS.
A. Y. L. i. i. 179 Nothing remaines, but that I kindle the
boy thither. 1657 TRAPP Comm, Nehem. i. 4 These good
men . . by mutual confidence kindle one another. 1775 JOHN-
SON Tax.no Tyr.il Some discontented Lord., would., have
quickly kindled with equal heat a troop of followers. 1824
BYRON Juan xvi. xii, The thrilling wires Died from the
touch that kindled them to sound. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
xvi. 9 It shall kindle as

icy thought to courage.
c. To arouse or give rise to (fcare, trouble,

etc. (obs.), war, strife).
a 1300 Cursor M. 24149 Ye luus bat kindeld all bis care.

1325 Metr. Horn. 37 Thai kindel baret wit bacbiting.
c 1470 Golagros 4- Gaw. 1121 It semyt be thair contenance
that kendillit wes care. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis ix. viii. 99As scho thus kyndillis sorow and wo. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, xi. 48 Throw the is kendlit ciuil weir. 1761 HUME
Hist. Eng. II. xxix. 151 He took measures for kindling a
war with England. 1764 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. in Lett.
(1772) I. 95 The wars that were now kindled up between
England and France. 1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist. Servia
312 Time_ was gained for kindling the revolution in the
neighbouring districts.

KINDLER.
4. intr. a. Of passion or feeling (fcare or

trouble) : To rise, to be aroused, to be excited.
c 1340 CursorM. 6791 (Trin.) penne shal my wreche kyndel

[otherMSS. be kindeld]. a 1352 MINOT in Pol. Poems (Rolls)
I. 62 Rough-fute riveling, now kindels thi care, a 1400-50
Alexander 2724 Myn angire on bine arrogance sail at pe
last kindill. 1508 DUNBAR Tua. Mariit Wemen 94 Quhen
kissis me that carybald, than kyndillis all my sorow. 1788
GIBBON Decl. <$ F. xlii. (1869) II. 553 Their mutual resent-
ment again kindled. 1845 M. PATTISON Est. (1889) 1. 18 As
their

fury kindled, they pushed into the nave of the building.
b. To become inflamed, ardent, or warm

; to

glow with passion or excitement; to become eager
or animated.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6575 Then Alcanus, the kyng, kyndlit

in yre. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 775 The
Queene. .began to kindle and chafe, and speake sore byting
wordes. 1666 BUNYAN Grace Ab. 91 The words began
thus to kindle in my spirit. 1794 GODWIN Cal. Williams 27We are both apt to kindle, warm of resentment. 1820 W.
IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 97 He kindled into warmth with the
ardour of his contest. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II.

xii. 383 Very pleasant it was. .to see the dear fellow kindle
at the mention of Hebron and Jerusalem,

t c. To spread like fire. Obs. rare.

01350 St. Matthew 28 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

132 pe meruailes of bir mawmettes two Thwrgh all fe cuntre
kindeld so.

5. trans. To light up as with fire; to make
bright or glowing. Also with tip.

1715-20 POPE Iliad II. 537 The fires expanding.. Shoot
their long beams, and kindle half the skies. 1852 MRS.
STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xxii, One of those intensely golden
sunsets which kindles the whole horizon into one blaze of

glory. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun 364 Brilliant costumes
largely kindled up with scarlet. 1881 FREEMAN Sk. Venice
95 The mighty campanile of Spalato rises, kindled with the
last rays of sunlight.

b. intr. To become glowing or bright like fire.

1797 CAMPBELL Wounded Hussar iii, Dim was that eye,
. . That melted in love, and that kindled in war 1 1810
SOUTHEY Kehama vn. v, The Orient, . . Kindles as it re-

ceives the rising ray. 1823 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc
23 The western arc of the misty circle kindled, from a rosy
to a deep reddening glow. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xvii.

Hereward's face reddened and his eyes kindled.

Hence Kindled (krnd'ld) ///. a.

<ri44o Promp. Pant. 275/1 Kynlyd, as fyyr. ., accensus,
succcnsus. 1561 NORTON & SACKV. Gorboducil. ii. (1847)
120 The fiery stedes did drawe the flame With wilder ran-
don through the kindled skies. 1632 Poem in Athenxum
No. 2883, 121/3 When the furious Doggstarr raves through-
out The Spanish soyle, which smoakes like kindled flax.

1767 SIR W. JONES Seven Fountains in Poems (1777) 48 The
magick water pierc'd his kindled brain. 1898 Daily News
2 Apr. 5/5 The kindled sentiments of the Spaniards.

Kindle (ki-nd'l), v.'l Now dial. Forms: 3
kundlen, 5 kyndlyn, kyndel, -il, (6 -yll), 5-6
kyndle, 7 kindel(l, 6-8 kindle

; 4-6 kendle;
4 kynel-, kiuel-, 5 kynle(n, kinlyn, 8 kinnel,
9 dial, kinnle, kennel. [Cf. KINDLE

sl>.] trans.

Of a female animal : To bring forth, give birth to

(young). Also/.
c 1220 Bestiary 16 Wanne he is ikindled Stille US Se leun.

i22j Ancr. K. 328 Euerich on [sin] kundle3 more and
wurse kundles ben be sulue moder. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
vii. 15 Bihald, he kyneld \v. r. kineled] un-rightwisnesse, On-
fang sorwe and bare wickednesse. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch
(1895) III. 275 A rat was taken full of young, and kendled
five young rats in the trappe. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii.

358 As the Conie that you see dwell where shee is kindled.

1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Rabbit. When a Doe has
kinnell d one Nest, and then kinnell'd another, the first must
be taken from her.

b. absol. ;Of hares or rabbits.)
c 1310 Prophecy (MS. Harl. 2253) in Thomas Erceld. (1875)

Introd. 18 When hares kendles obe herston. 1486 Bk. St.
Albans E iij, Now of the hare . . Other while he is male. .

And other while female and kyndelis by kynde. 1530
PALSGR. 598/2 A konny kyndylleth every moneth in the

yere. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. (1623) 131 The Females
[of Rabbits or Conies] after they have kindled, hide their

young ones. 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunt. (1788) 102 The
Doe makes choice of some thick dry brake.. to kindle in.

1810 Treat. Live Stock 170 (E. D. D.) The males or bucks
should be parted from the does, or females, till the latter

kindle. 1828 Craven Dial., Kinnle, to bring forth young.

t c. intr. To be born. Obs. rare,
a 1400-50 Alexander 696 pat euer he kyndild [Dubl. MS.

come] of his kynde kend he bot litill.

t Ki-ndle-coal. Obs. [f. KINDLE z.i + COAL.]
A kindler of strife ;

a mischief-maker. Cf. next.

1632 SHERWOOD, Kindle-cole (or stirre-suit). 1635 R. N.
Camdens Hist. Eliz. iv. an. 42. 534 Essex . . hearkened to
Cuffe and other kindle-coles of sedition. 1650 HUBBERT
Pill Formality 5 Art thou a kindle-coal and an incendiary ?

165^ GuRNALLCAf. inArtn. 1. 175 In these civil wars among
Saints, Satan is the great kindle-coal.

i Kindle-fire. Obs. [f. as prec. + FIBE. Cf.

F. boute-feu.] = KINDLE-COAL.
1601 DANIEL Civ. Wars vi. xiii, Warwick.. The fatall

kindle-fire of those hot daies. 1613-18 Coll. Hist. ng.
(1626)42 The Bishop .. became the onely kindle-fire to set

them alt into more furious combustion. l6s5GuRNALLC^r.
in Arm. xxv. 4 Such a kindlefire sin is that the flames it

kindles fly. .from one nation to another.

Kindler (ki-ndlaj). [f. KINDLE v.1 + -EB
i.J

1. Onewho kindles
;
one who sets anything on fire.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 54 Delycious metes and
drinkes-.kindelers of the brondes of lecherye. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 203/2 A kyndyller, incensor, incendiarius . 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso XVIH. Ixxxv, A sudden .. blast The flames

against the kindlers backward cast. 1726 CAVALLIER Mem.
I. 99 They discover'd great Fires every where, but cou'd



KINDLESS.
not find out the Kindlers of them. 1821 BYRON- Diary in
yuan i. cxiv. note (Wks. 1846), The kindler of this dark
lantern.

2. One who or that which inflames, incites, or
stirs up.
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 184/2 The sedition (where-

of he hunselfe had beene no small kindler). 1639 J. CORBET
Ungird. Scot. Ann. 27 Be not the kindlers of this unlawful!
war. 1714 GAY Trivia in. 32r Kindlers of riot, enemies
of sleep. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 497 The kindler
of endless wars.

3. Something that will kindle readily, used for

lighting a fire.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret ii, Put some kindlers under the
pot 1854 KNIGHT Once upon a Time II. 276 In those days
there was a bundle of green sticks called a kindler, which
no power but that of the bellows could make burn.

b. An arrangement to assist in kindling the fire
in a stove (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
Kindless (ksi-ndles), a. [t KIND sb. + -LESS.]
fl. Without natural power, affection, feeling,

etc.
; unnatural. Obs. rare.

c I200ORMIN 2 3IO EIysabab..patt tawass swibe winntredd
wif, And kmdelss to tajmenn. 1599 PEELE David f, Bcth-
sabe Wks. (Rtldg.) 466/2 Amnon's lusty arms Sinew'd with
vigour of his kindless love. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 609
Remorselesse, Treacherous, Letcherous, kindles villaine !

2. [As if f. KIND a.] Devoid of kindness, rare.
1847 Graham's Mag. Mar., Calculated to draw out their

true nature, whether it were kind or kindless. 1881 G.
MACDONALD Mary Marston xxxvii, It was a sad, gloomy,
kindless November night. 1887 SWINBURNE Locrine m. ii.

75 One that had No thought less kindly toward even thee
that art Kindiess than best beseems a kinsman's part.
Hence Kl ndlessly adv., without affection.

1883 R W. DIXON Mano I. xi. 32, 1 was . . by my parents
kindlessly designed To marry one whom fate my equal
made.

Kindlily(k3i-ndlili),o<fo. [f.KlNDLYa. +-LY2.]
In a kindly manner; with good nature and sym-
pathy
1826 SOUTHEY.Z>. (1856) 111.544, I have taken very kind-

lily to every thing in Holland. 1842 LONGF. in Life (1891)
I. 441 He thanks you most kindlily for your poems. 1868
Contemp Rev VIII. 6ro The golden chain linking it closely
but kindlily with all that has gone before.

Krndliuess. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality or habit of being kindly, b. with

pi. An instance of this, a kindly deed.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 271/2 Kendlynesse ofa gentyl herte . .

,

gratiiiido. x6i NORTON & SACKV. Gorlodnc i. i, In kinde
a father, not m kindlinesse. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. Wks.
(1847) 185/2 (Gen. ii. 24>The fleshly act indeed may continue,
but.. more ignoble than that mute kindliness among the
herds and flocks. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 17 Apr. an. 1778,A kindliness of disposition very rare at an advanced age.
1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xxxi, Their life. .was. .full of

cheering activities and kindlinesses.

2. Mildness or amenity (of climate or season)
favourable to vegetation.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 427 Fruits, and Corn are

much advanced by temper of the Aire, and Kindlinesse of
Seasons 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. <J Exf. Philos. III. xxxv.
456 We ascribe, .kindliness to dews.

Kindling (ki-ndlin), vbl. sbl
[f. KINDLE w.i]

1. The action of KINDLE z;.1 in various senses.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14389 (Gott.) His gode werkes ai to bairn

ware Bot soru and kindling of care, c 1440 Promp. Parv.
275/1 Kynlynge. as fyyr, and ober lyke . .

, accensio, succensii'.

1550 BALE Eng. Votaries n. (R.), That the publicacion . . of
that vyce, gaue kyndelinges to the same in the hartes of

ydel persons. 1694 KETTLEWELL Comp. Persecuted 66 I'o
warm ourselves at imaginary Fires . . of our own kindling.
1871 MACDUFF Mem. Patmos v. 60 So that there are no

kindlings of soul as once there were.

2. Material for lighting a fire. In U. S. usually//.
1513 DOUGLAS SEneis ix. ii. 89 Eftyr the fyre and kyndill-

yng did he cry. a 1568 WyfofAjtchterm. (Bann. MS.) 89
Than he beur kendling to the kill. 1824 MACTAGGART
Galloiitd. Encycl. 308 If I had got a spunk o' kennelling on't

it wad hae become my ain. 1878 MRS. STOWE Pogamtc P.
ix. 71 Backlog and forestick were soon piled and kindlings
laid. 1889 J ESSOPP Coming of Friars ii. 90 Brakes and
waste afforded turf. .and kindling which all had a right to

carry away.
3. altnb. and Comb., as kindling brand, irons,

mailer; kindling-coal, a piece of burning coal

left banked in overnight in order to start the fire

in the morning ;
so kindling-peat ; kindling-

wood, dry split wood suitable for lighting fires ;

wood only fit for lighting fires; hence kindling-
woodmachine, an apparatus for splitting such wood.
'559 Richmond IVills (Surtees) 134 One pare of tongs, ..

ij kenling irons, one standing, one lying. 1577 HELLOWES
Guevara's Chron. 334 Stubble, stalkes, and strawe, and
other kindling matter to burne. 1592 BRETON Pilgr. Para-
dise D ij, Thou kindling cole of an infernal! fire, Die in the

ashes, of thy dead desire. 1850 SCORESBY Checker's Whalem.
Adv.

yi. (1859) 82 The first whale . . knocked them [boats]
into kindling wood. 1851 STOCKHARDT Chem. (1852) 105 The
reason of its being so commonly used for ail kindlinjj pur.

poses. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 673/1 The farmer sits by
the hour splitting kindling-wood.

Ki-ndling, vbl. sb* [f.
KINDLE i>.2]

1. The bringing forth of young.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 275/2 Kenlynge, or forthe bryngyng

of yonge beestys (A*, kindeling, P. kyndlinge),./^ra. 1725
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Rabbit, The Tame [Coneys] at

one Kindling, bringing forth more than the Wild do.
^

2. a. collect. A brood or litter; progeny, issue.

b. iing. One of a brood or litter ;
a young animal.
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wich is this addres kyndlyng. 1324

the Apostate. 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunt. (1788) 103 The
three Leverets were the most in number I ever saw, that in
appearance were the same Kindling.

Kindling (ki-ndlin), ppl. a.
[f. KINDLE

z>.i]
That kindles, in senses of the vb. (chiefly intr.).
1483 Cath. A ngl. 203/2 Kyndyllynge, incendens. 1728-46THOMSON Spring 184 Swift fancy .. Beholds the kindling

country colour round. 1791 COWPER Iliad u. 1 13 A kindling
rumour .. Impelled them. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. in viii
Before the kindling pile. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Vanderput
,*.
s
;,.

' l8
' ^es

'

added the pastor, gravely meeting the
kindling eyes of Christian.

Hence Ki-ndling-ly adv.

. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana III. viii. 137 Man's nuptial half
is kindhngly concerned in the launch of a new couple

Kindly (kai-ndli), a. Forms : see KIND. [OE.
ycyndelic, l.gecynde, KIND + -Me, -LY i.]

I. Pertaining to nature or birth.

1 1. Natural, in various senses. Obs. a. That is,
exists or takes place according to natural laws

;

consonant or congruent with nature ; natural,
as opposed to artificial ;

= KIND a. I a.
C888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxix. i Hwy ne magon ge

Sebidon Recyndelices deaoes. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 90 Swa
bait bast blod ne m<es hys jecyndelican ryne habban. a 1223
Leg. Katk. 964 Hit is a^ein riht, and a^ein leaue of euch
cundelich lahe. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1686 Bodily ded,
pat is kyndely, Es twynyng betwene be saule and be body.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iii. 10 pai say also )>at fornicacion
es na dedly hot a kyndely thing. Ibid, xviii. 82 Simulacres
er ymages made to be liknes of sum thing |>at es kyndely.
1496 Dives tf Paup. (W. de W.) i. xlvii. 88/2 It is a kyndly
thynge in somer tyme to thondre. a 1547 SURREY SEneid
iv. 929 Neither by lot of destiny Nor yet by kindly death
she perished. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 130 The
whole estate of kindly hunting consisteth principally in
these two points, in chasing the beast that is in hunting,
or in taking the bird that is in fowling.

t b. Implanted by nature; innate
; inherent in

the nature of a person or thing ;
= KIND a. i b.

971 BlicH. Horn. 7 Seo gecyndelice hstu . . sestilleb on be.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2003 pe dede fra a man his mynd
reves And na kyndely witte with hym leves. 1480 CAXTON

|

Descr. Brit. 14 It accordeth better to kendly reson, 1587
GOLDING De AFomay i. 9 To loue company, and to clad
himself.., (which tilings wee esteeme to be verie kindlie).
1590 SPENSER /'. Q. i. iii. 28 The earth shall sooner leave
her kindly skil To bring forth fruit.. Then I leave you.
1607 SHAKS. Timon n. ii. 226 'Tis lacke of kindely warmth,
they are not kinde.

f c. Naturally belonging to or connected with
a person or thing ; own, proper, suitable; = KIND
a. i c. Const, for, to. Obs.
c 888 K. /ALFRED Booth, xiv. 2 pincS him genoj on . . Jam

fodre te him gecyndelic biS. a 1300 Cursor M. 1912 pe
beist thoght selcut.li god pat bai hade raght bair kindle fode.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love Prol. (Skeat) 1. 36 Lette frenche-
rnen in their frenche also enditen their queinte termes, for
it is kyndely to their mouthes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2412
Thou shalbe wisest of wit. . And know all the conyng, J>at

kyndly is for men. 1470-85 MALORY Arf/turxix. x, Here :

we muste begynne at kynge Arthur,- as is kyndely to be-

gynne at hym that was the mpost man of worshyp . . at that
tyme. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1627) 350 Doe you not i

know that daintinesse is kindly vnto vs? 16^7 WARD Simp. I

Cobler 69 Ropes and hatchets are not the kindliest instru-
ments to set it. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Selv. 79 The
kindliest attribute of time, which is successiveness in abiding, j

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Cheese, The Season of the
j

Year denies a kindly Drying or Hardening thereof.

\ 2. That belongs to one by birth
; native

;

'

hereditary ;
= KIND a. 2. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 39r4 (Giitt.) To wend into )jair kindly
land. 1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton) iv. xxxviii. (1859) 64 He
hadde thus oppressyd his owne kyndely peple of his owne
countre. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 314 It

pertenit to him be kindly heritage. 1572 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxx. 201 King Roboam . . tynt his kyndlie Trybes
ten. a 1670 SPALDING Troub. C/tas. I (1850) I, 3 James erll

of Moray . . had cassin them out of thair kindlie possessions
quhilk (p_ast memorie of man) their predicessons and they
had keipit.

) b. Existing between kinsfolk. Obs. rare" 1
.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iv. 6 Traisting with ane..

Quha was the ruite quhair of I did spring, In honour to
hue be kyndelie allyance.
3. Having a right to one's position in virtue of

birth or descent ; rightful, lawful (
= KIND a. 3 a).

Of children: Lawfully born, legitimate. Of a

tenant (Sc.) : Holding a lease of land which his

ancestors have similarly held before him : such a
tenant usually held his land on favourable terms,
and the name was also extended to others admitted
as tenants on similar conditions.

c

J5y'i

Irel. 12 Trywly with hym for to hold frome f>at tym forward,
as har kyndly lord. 15x3 MORE Rich. Ill, Wks. 67^2 As
though the killing of his kinsmen could., make him a kindly
king. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 44 To be the

kyndely children of the heauenly father. 1563 Sc. Acts

Alary c. 13 Nakyndlie lauchfull possessour tennent or occu-

pyar of ony of the saidis Kirk landis be remouit fra thair

kyndelie rowme. 1600 Rental in Orig. Paroch. Scot. (1851)
'

KINDLY.
1.517 [The teinds of the parish of Lintoun] quhairofmy Lord
of Mortoun is kyndlie takisman. 1773 ERSKINE Inst. Law
icott. n. vi. 37 A rental is a particular species of tacknow seldom used, granted by the landlord, for a low or
favourable tack-duty, to those who are either presumed to
be lineal successors to the ancient possessors of the land, or

,

whom the proprietor designs to gratify as such : and the
lessees are usually styled rentallers, or kindly tenants.
1816 SCOTT Old Mart, vii, Your service is not gratuitous
I trow ye hae land for it. Ye're kindly tenants. 1879 HEARN
Aryan Hovseh. 73 He must be a genuine or kindly son
one born in lawful marriage.
trans/ 1786 MACKENZIE Lounger No. 87 F 4 It was

tenanted by kindly daws and swallows.
b. Native-born ;

= KIND a. 3 b. arch.
1820 SCOTT Monast. iii, God keep Jhe kindly Scot from the

cloth-yard shaft, and he will keep himself from the handy
stroke. ? a 1833 Otterburn in Child Ballads III. 300 Let
never living mortal ken That ere a kindly Scot lies here.

II. Characterized by good nature.
4. Of good nature or natural qualities ; excellent

of its kind ; of a good sort ; in good condition,
thriving; goodly. Cf. KIND a. 4. arch, or dial.

Quot. r548-g is doubtful ; some take it in sense i.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 26 Balme bat es kyndely and

gude es njt clere and jalow. 1541 R. COPLAND Galyetis
rerapeut. 2 A lij b, It behoueth than that the sayd flesshe be
kyndely. 1548^9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany, To geueand preserue to our use the kyndly fruytes of the earth.
1574 R. SCOT Hop Card. (1578) 9 The good and the
kindely Hoppe beareth a great and a greene stalke.
1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 419 The fattest and kindliest

Beef, that I did ever taste. 1772 Ann. Reg. 106/2 What the
graziers call a kindly sheep ; one that has always an inclina-
tion to feed. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) IV. 1222 There is a
large plain, .producingathick, kindly grass. 1887 i. Chesh.
Gloss., Kindly, . . healthy.

' My plants binna very kindly.'
5. Of persons: Having a friendly benevolent dis-

position; kind-hearted, good-natured. Hence also
of character, feelings, actions, etc. Cf. KIND a. 5.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 100/14 Kyndly, benignus. 1606 SHAKS.

Ant. <y Cl. n. v. 78 Melt Egypt into Nyle; and kindly
creatures Turne all to

serpents. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
in. 411 Nor cou'd his Kindred, nor the kindly Force Of
weeping Parents, change his fatal Course. 1797-1803
J. FOSTER in Life q Corr. (1846) I. 242 How much kindly,
friendlysoftnessofheart. 1842 BARHAM/WTO/. .-., Weddine-J \f r_.l _ _ < . II. n T* ^ ' *. . ..*
day, Your father was a kindly man. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus

|

Ixv. 9 Ah ! no more to address thee, or hear thy kindly
: requital! 1889 ]t.ssorr Coming pfFriars\\. 89 Those lega-

cies, .were left by kindly people a century or two ago.
b. transf. andyff. Of things, esp. of the weather,

climate, or soil : Genial, benign ; favourable to

growth m for a particular crop.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. in. vi. 44 In a kindly spring, bite

it^bare over night, next morning the grass will be grown to
hide a wande therein. 1697 DRYDEN yirg. Georg. i. 29 You,
who swell those Seeds with kindly Ram. 1699 DAMPIER
Voy. II. i. 25 This [Rice] serves them for Bread-corn

; and
as the Country is very kindly for it, so their Inhabitants live

chiefly of it. 1732 POPE Ess. Man n. 275 Behold the child,
by Nature's kindly law, Pleas'd with a rattle. 1789 G.
WHITE Sclborne \. (1853) 14 A kind of white land. .neither
fit for pasture nor for the plough, but kindly for hops.
6. Acceptable, agreeable, pleasant, genial. In

later use, of conditions, influences, etc., blending
with 5 b.

1382 WYCLIF Lev. iv. 7 Of moost kyndli encense to the
Lord. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. iii. 53 Therefore my age is

as a lustie winter, Frostie, but kindely. 1696 WHISTON The.
Earth iv. (1722) 359 The Heat in the one, and the Cold in the

other, were more kindly. 1828 CARLYLE Misc., Burns (1872)
II. 5 The kindliest era of his whole life. 1850 TENNYSON /
Mem. c, But each has pleased a kindred eye, And each
reflects a kindlier day. 1854 MRS. OLIPHANT Magd. Hepburn
III. 41 Standing before the kindly hearth.

III. 7. Comb., as kindly-dispositioned, -hearted,
natured adjs. ; fkindly-born a., native

; kindly-
like adv. in a manner suggesting kind feeling.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) iv. xxxviii. (1859) 64 Nought

only straungeours, but also the kyndely borne men of this

same land. 1716 Wodroiu Corr. (1843) II. 136 [They] never
carried more friendly and kindly-like than they did. 1859
TENNYSON Enid 514 So spake the kindly-hearted Earl.

1871 SMILES Charac. viii. (1876) 227 It is the kindly-dis-

positioned men who are the active men of the world.

Kindly (kai-ndli), adv. Forms : see KIND a.

[OE. ifcyndelice, f. as prec. + -lice, -LY 2
.]

I. fl. a. In accordance with nature; naturally;

by natural disposition ; characteristically. Obs.

<:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 3 Ealla gesceafta ^ecyn-
delice..fundia6

r

to cumanne to Gode. ^1225 Ancr. R. 124

per ase muchel fur is, kundeliche hit waxeS mid winde.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9431 pe first lagh was kald

' o kind ', pat
es to sai kindli to do, Al Jiat him was biden to. c 1350 Will.

Palerne in pe kud king of Spayne was kindely his fader,

r 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 114 Kepe J>e fro a
man J?at kyndly is }alow and blew. 1575 Mirr. Mag., Fall
blacke Smith vi, Nature hath so planted in ech degree,
That Crabs like Crabs will kindly crall and crepe, a 1586
SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 248 Because that out of the circum-
stance of her present behauiour, there might kindly arise a fit

beginning of ner intended discourse.

b. In the way suitable or appropriate to the

nature of the thing ; properly, fittingly. In later

use, esp. said of processes which successfully follow

their natural course. Now rare.

13.. 7-". E. A Hit. P. B. i Clannesse who-so kyndly cow(e
comende. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Cj, Who so will that an
hawke endure and mew kyndli. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. v.

(1888) 42 The Lippes . . keepe the mouth close tyl the meate
were kindly chewed. 1581 STANYHURST jEneis ii. (Arb.) 46,

I vowd to be kindlye reuenged. 1641 H. BEST Farm. Bin.



KINDNESS.

UIC IUIIC5 illC ticcut. /J*'-'' '
7 . ,, i ... '

~i

(1771) 2TO The Suppuration proceeding kindly, the Wound
became a simple Wound. 1841 J. AITON Domest. hcon.

(1857) 107 The butter and the cheese.. are kindliest dealt

with at home.

c. In an easy, natural way ; readily ; con-

genially; spontaneously. Now dial, or colloq.

14 Sir Seues(UK. M) 95/1917 He gaue hym adynt than,

His sworde so kyndly yode, That at the breste the dynt
stode. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8601 Thay knew hym full kyndly
be caupe of his sworde. 1563 HYLL /Irt Garden. (1593) 5

Every ground doth not kindlie bring up Garden hearbes.

1658 MANTON Exf. Jutie verse 2 As we say of children that

lake the dug kindly, thty will thrive and do well enough.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 259 The ground chain now
came in kindly. 1886 Sat. Rev. 6 Mar. 327/2 One often

hears it said,
' Such and such an animal knows So-and-so

the moment he gets up, and always goes kindly with him '.

td. Properly; thoroughly, exactly. 06s.

1340 HAMPOLE/V. Cause. 221 If hehym-seifknewkyndely,
He suld haf knawyng of God almyghty. 13.. E. E. AIM.
P. B. 319 Awyndow wyd In be compas of a cubit kyndely
sware. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi. 29. 1 knowe him as kuynde-
liche as Clerk dob his bokes. 1401 Pal. Poems (Rolls) II.

65 Sichasben gaderid in couemis togidere . . this clepe we
monasticall, that kendly is knowun. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. ff

Jut. it. iv. 50 Rom. Meaning to cursie. Mer. Thou hast

most kindly nit it.

IT. 2. With natural affection, affectionately, lov-

ingly; with sympathy, benevolence, or good nature.

c 1150 Gen. t, Ex. 2500 He it for-gaf hem mildelike, And
luuede hem allekinde-like. c 1350 Witt, Palerne 1613 Eiber

ober keste kindeliche bat time, c 1400 Destr. Trey 657 The

Knight was curias, & kendly hesaide :

' Most louesom lady,

your lykyng be done 1' 1535 COVEHDALE Bible Prol., How
kyndly and fatherly he [God) helpeth the. 1600 SHAKS.

A. Y. L. i. i. 144, 1 thanke thee for thy loue to me, which. . I

will most kindly requite. 1611 BIBLE Gen. 1. 21 Hee com-
forted them, and spake kindly vnto them. 1697 DAMPIF.H

Voy. I. 52, I was aboard twice or thrice, and very kindly
welcomed both by the Captain and his Lieutenant. 1733
DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 151 They would be.. used kindlier.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xiv, Mr. Thornhill having kindly

promised to inspect their conduct himself. 1875 JOWETT
Plato <ed. 2) III. 206, 1 must earnestly request that you will

kindly answer. 111882 ABP. TAIT in Daily News (1891)

26 June 7/2 Tell him he is an ass, but say so kindly.

b. fig. Benignly, genially.

1791 BURNS Bessy % her Spinnin Wheel u, The sun blinks

kindly in the biel'.

3. In a way that is pleasant or agreeable to the

recipient or object ; agreeably, pleasantly.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. Ind. L 15 Let him come, and

kindly. 1609 F. N. Fruiterer's Seer. 19 There be pippins
. . that haue the warmth of the sunne . . they last long and
eate kindly. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea I. xiv. 210 How
it was possible .. that the coarse Bonaparte yoke of 1804
could be made to sit kindly upon the neck of France. 1875
H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 688 Thus, purgatives act much
more kindly when a number of them are united together.

4. Phrases.
a. To take kindly, to accept pleasantly, or as a kindness.

b. To take kindly to, to be naturally attracted to or pleased
with. c. To thank kindly, to thank heartily, with appre-
ciation of the kindness shown.
a. 1633 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'A!/. (K.O.), Take

it kindely at your hands. 1677 LITTLETON Lett. Diet., To
take a thing kindly, .. aquo, bono animo accipere. 1709
STEELE' Tatter No. 14 f i, I took his Admonition kindly.
b. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias x. x. r 26, 1 took very kindly to

my condition. 1866 MRS. GASKKLL Wives ft Dan. I. 330

They don't take kindly to me .. and so I suppose I'm not

generous enough to take kindly to them.

O. 1663 in Chr. Wordsworth Scholx Acad. (1877) 293 note,
Mother I kindly thank y for y' Orange pills y sent me.

1785 BURNS -"/. to Lapraik II. v, Yet ye '11 neglect to shaw
your parts, An' thank him kindly ! 1838 JAS. GRANT Sk.
Land. 207, 1 thaunk'd her kindly for her condescension, and
hoped she was weel hersel'.

5. Comb, with pples. and adjs., as kindly-meant,

-sheltering, -soft.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets^ drie Dinner Aa iv, Then Whifle,
and smoke Tobaccos antidot From out thy kindly traunced

Chimny-head. 1868 I. H. NEWMAN Verses Various Occas.

36 In the Church's Kindly-sheltering fold. 1885 RUSKIN
Let. in Pall MallG. 24 Apr., Your kindly-meant paragraphs
on my resignation.

Kindness (kai'ndnes). Forms : see KIND a.
;

also 5 kyndynes, kyndinesse. [f. KIND a. +
NESS. (OE. had gecyndnys in sense 'generation,
nation '; but the existing word is of later formation.)]
1 1. Kinship; near relationship ; natural affection

arising from this. Obs.
c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. viii. 228 Bathe kyn and

kyndnes he foryhet 1511-11 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 22 Pre.

amble. The Kyng of Scottis . . not regarding the kyndenesse
and nigh aliaunce of your Grace. 1677 GILPIN Demonol.
(1867) 39 The engagements of kindness, blood, affinity, and
relation.

1 2. Sc. Natural right or title derived from birth

or descent ; the status of a kindly tenant. Obs.

1336 BP.LLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 221 The nobillis of
Bntane gaif to Fincormak..all the landis of Westmureland
and Cumber, with clame and kindnes thairof perpetually.
1574 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. xx. (1899) 365 Forasmekill as I

half the present possessioun and kyndnes of the landis of
Maristoun. 1578 .9<r. Acts Jos. F/(t8;4) III. 112 To sie

that the saidis kyndlie tennentes be satisfeit for thair kyndnes.
+ 8. Natural inclination, tendency, disposition, or

aptitude. Obs. rare.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1982 Token be to knaw my kyndnes

here-eftir Bath my grace & my glon & my grete strenthe.
Ibid. 4700 All joure lefing & joure lare, at je so loude prayse,

702

It comis bot of a kyndnes, & of na clene thewys. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk f, Selv. 17 Either we want a kindness for the

business, .or else that we want respect enough for the Author.

b. Good natural quality or aptitude.

1834-43 SOUTHEY Doctor cxliii. (1848) 367/1 Kindness of

disposition in a beast, importing in their language, that it

fattens soon. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 171/1 A good loaf should

have kindness of structure, being neither chaffy, nor flaky,

nor crummy, nor sodden.

4. The quality or habit of being kind ; kind

nature or disposition, or the exhibition of this in

action or conduct.
c 1350 Will. Pnlerne 321 [They] ban al kindenes me kyd,
& y ne kan hem jelde. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv.

xx. 66 Is there in the no drope of kyndenesse ? 1513 MORK
in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 757 The common people, which

oftentymes more esteme, and take for great kindnesse a little

courtesye then a great benefite. 1567 Gude <$
Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 52 Na tung sic kyndnes can expres. 1605 SHAKS.
Mart. i. v. 18 Yet doe I feare thy Nature, It is too full o' th'

Milke of humane kindnesse, To catch the neerest way. 1750

JOHNSON Rambler No. 75 r 10 They.. inflict pain where
kindness is intended. 1871 SMILES Charac. viii. (1876) 228

Kindness does not consist in gifts, but in gentleness and

generosity of spirit.

b. With a and//.: An instance of this; a kind

act ; t a benefaction (obs.~).

irijoo . Eng. Leg. I. 204/157 We ne beoth noujt so on-

kuynde, bat we it nellez selde be bliue For be kundenesse
bat bov to us come. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 441 The
kyndenesse bat myne euene-cristene kidde me ferngere.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 435 For bise sixe kyndenessis.
c 1440 York Myst. xl. 149, I thanke youe of bis kyndinesse
?e kydde me. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. iii. 171 Do him^that
kindnesse, and take leaue of him. 1608 Timon in. ii. 22,

I haue receyued some small kindnesses from him, as Money,
Plate, lewels. 16517 DAMPIER Voy. I. 460 This Tide, which
did us a kindness in setting us through. 1862 TROLLOPE

Orley F. i. (1873) 8 All those numberless kindnesses which
a lady with comfortable means and no children is always
able to bestow.

t c. A benefit, an advantage. Obs. rare.

1727 BRADLEY Fata. Diet., Belching\s a Kindness to the

Person whose Belly is fill'd with Wind, and when he can do

it, he always finds some Relief by it.

5. Kind feeling ; a feeling of tenderness or fond-

ness; affection, love. Also, Good will, favour,

friendship. Const,for (\ to). Now rare.

c 1385 CHAUCER L.G. W. 665 (Cleofatra), But herkenyth 3e
that spekyn of kyndenesse. . Here may je sen ofwemen which
a trouthe. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 483 Sum
kissis me ; sum clappis me ; sum kyndnes me proferis. 1662 J.
DAVIES tr. Olearius

1

Voy. Ambctss. 126 Hence, -the Musco-
vites love the Greeks, and have a kindnesse for them. 1667
PEPYS Diary 2 Sept., SirC. Carteret .. tells me he is sure he
hath no kindness from the king. 1683 Pennsylv. A rc/tivcs

I. 59 Unwilling to withdraw my kindness to the General
Good. 1709 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Miss Wortley
21 Aug., It is not in my power . . to hide a kindness where
I have one. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Milton Wks. II. 87 He
left the university with no kindness for its institution. 1807-8
W. IRVING Salmag. v. (1860) 112 A lady for whom he had
once entertained a sneaking kindness.

t6. (Seequot.) Obs.
a 1603 MOYSES Mem. (1755) 43 Upon the 2$th of June

[1580].. the inhabitants of Edinburgh contracted a strange
sickness, which was called Kindness.

7. Comb., as kindness-proof'adj.
1693 SOUTH 12 Sertn. (1697) I. 514, I may truly say of the

Mind of an Ungrateful person, that it is Kindness-proof.

t Xrndom. Obs. Forms: i oyni-, oyne-, cine-,

2-4kine-, 3-4 kyue-, (4 kene-), 3-5 kyndom,
4 kin-, kyndam, kyndome, -dum, kindome, (5

coindom). [OE. f. cyne-, KINE- + -DOM: of parallel
formation to king-dom, and of much more frequent
use in OE.] = KINGDOM, in various senses.

a 700 Epinal Gloss, 859 Respuplica, cynidom. c 855 O. E.
Chron. an. 47 (Parker MS.) Claudius. .Orcadus ba ealond
Romana cynedome [Bxda rice] under beodde. c 1121 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1107 Ymbe vii jear baes be se cyng
Henri cynedomes onfeng. < 1200 ORMIN 12104 ^ seon off

all biss middellaerd be kmedomess alle. a 1395 A tier. R. 198

pe kinedom bet he haue5 bihoten his icorene. c 1305 Kenelm
79 in E. E. P. (1862) 50 In be four & tuenti ;er of his

kynedom Kenulf wende out of pis wordle. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13411 Bretaygne .. ys Hed of britty

kynedames. 1426 AUDEI.AY Poems 9 God wyl . . in his

kyndom the restore the lyf that lastyth ay. Ibid. 22 Thai

wyl 3ow leede Into his court and his coindom.

Kindred (ki-ndred), sb. and a. Forms: o. 2

cvmredden, 2-3 kun-, cunn-, 3-5 kyn-, kin-,

-reden(e, -redin,-yn, -raden, -radin, 5 -redynge,
-radone, -oun

; 3 kindreden. 0. 3 oun-, kun-,

3-6 kyn-, 3-7 kin-, 4-5 ken-, 4-6kynne-, kinne-,
5-7 kino-, 3-5 -rede, 3-7 -red, (4 -rade, 6 -raid,

-raid) ; 4, 6- kindred, (6 kyndrede, 6 -reade, 7

kindered). -y. 5-6 (Se.) kyn-, kinrent. [Early
ME. f. KIN J + -rlden, -BED, OE. rxdcn, condition,

reckoning. The occasional early ME. variant

kindred(en may have been a parallel formation on

kynde, KIND sb. ; but the modern kindred, which
first became common in the I7th c., appears to

have arisen through phonetic development of d
between and r, as in thunder, Hendry, etc.]

A. sb. L The being of kin; relationship by
blood or descent (occasionally, but incorrectly, by
marriage) ; kinship.
e 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 Hie giuen here elmesse noht

for codes luue, ac for neheboreden o5er for kinraden. 1197
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9552 J>e kunrede iproued was, so bat king

KINDRED.
lowis Uere & elianore is queue vor k-unrede departed were.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 20 pese tweyne were

y-ioyned to gidres bobe by kynrede and affinite. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. XL 258 Of kyn ne of kynredene a-countej>
men bote lyte!. 1483 Cath. Angl. 303 '2 A kynredynge
cognactOi consattguenitas, geneolagia [etc.], 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay xvi. 253 The kinred that is betweene all men,
deriued from the father of their Soules, mouetb vs very

little, but the vile kinred of the flesh moueth vs very much.

163* HEVWOOD \st Pt. Iron Age v. i. Wks. 1874 III. 339
Wee plead not kinred Or neare propinquity. 1678 BUTLER
Hud, HI. iii. 451 Tho' we're all as near of Kindred As th'

outward man is to the Inward. 1776 PAINE Com. Sense

(1791) 49 Every day wears out the little remains of kindred
between us and them. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii. j. 148
A secret match with.. the King's sister .. raised him to

kindred with the throne.

b. fig. Affinity in respect of qualities ; resem-

blance, agreement.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. (1586) 60 b, The smoke,

for the Kinred it hath with the Onyon. 1638 ROUSE Heav.
Univ. iv. (1702) 29 Yet have we other fruits that by some
kindred may seem to counterfeit som Lineaments of that

taste. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. Ixxiv, I . .know Thy like-

ness to the wise below, Thy kindred with the great of old.

2. A group or body of persons related to each

other by blood ; a family, clan, tribe, etc.
;
= KIN 1 1 ,

KIND sb. n. Now rare, f The human kindred,
the human race (ofa.)
c 1175 Lamb. Horn* 141 pa twelf kunreden sculden ber-

mide neore burst kelen. 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 4127 Do
twelue kinderedes..He gaf bliscing. 13.. K. Alls. 6423
Unlossom is that kynrede. 138* WYCLIF Matt. xxiv. 30
Alle kynredis {gloss or lynagis], of erthe schulen weyle,

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxcvii. 175 One kynred had no
more pite of that other than an hungary wolfe hath of a

shepe. c 1533 Du WES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1065 To dye
for the humaine kyndred. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk

fy^Selv.
To Rdr., A patcht up Tongue from Lands and Kinreds
round about. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iii. 57 The little

territory of Dithmarschen was colonised by two kindreds

from Friesland and two from Saxony.

f b. The family, offspring, or descendants of a

specified ancestor ;
= KIN 1 ib, KIND sb. nb. Obs.

Ibid.

BRUN . - . ^ -

blode. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vi. 22 He was successour of

Macomete and of his kynredyn. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis i. v.

39 Bot we thi bluide, thy kinrent and afspryng. .Hes lossit

our schippis. 1581 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 323 Vnder the

title of Circumcision and the kinred of Abraham. 1663

J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 208 To signifie that

they were of the posterity and kinred of their Prophet Aaly.

tc. A generation;
= KiN 1 ic, KIND.T& nc. Obs.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 28, I sail noght be stirid fra

getynge in getynge [z'.r. kynreden into kynreden]. c 1380
WYCHF Sel. Wks. II. 405 }?is kynrede shal not passen til

alle bingis be doon. 1450 Paston Lett. I. 122 That youre
blood may . . from kynrede to kynrede multeplye. 1450-1530

Myrr. Ladye 160 Hys mercy ys from kynred in to kynredes.

td. Descent, pedigree;
= KIN! id, KIND sb.

1 1 d. Kindred's tree, a genealogical tree. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 289 pe genelegies of be

Hebrewes and rekenynge of kynrede [v.r. kynrad] of obcr

naciouns were i-write in bookes. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas n. it. in. 543 So far the branches of his fruitful! Bed
Past all the names of Kinreds-Tree did spread.

f3. Race, family, or stock, from which one

springs;
= KIN !

2, KIND si. 12. Obs.

c 1350 Mcid Maregrcte x, Yef ho is boren of cunnraden
free, c 1300 St. Margarete 62 Tel me of wham bu ert

icome, and of what cunrede. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus v.

979 pat 36 ben of noble and heigh kynrede. c 1450 Bk.

Curtasye 279 in Babees Bk. 307 And he be comen of gret

kynraden, Go no be-fore bawghjiou be beden. 1513 DOUGLAS
jEneis v. v. 75 Of Creit, as to hir kynrent, born was sche.

4. The family, clan, etc. of which one is a mem-
ber. Usually with possessive pron.: One's kinsfolk

or relatives, collectively ;
= KIN 1

3. Of one's

kindred: related to one.

a 1335 Juliana 61 pu kddest burh moyses. .burh be reade

sea al his cunredden. a 1250 Owl If Night. 1675 Alle hco

beoth of mine kunrede. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII.

161 For hatreden of hir kynrede. 145 Merlin 79 The

kynge sente to alle the Dukes kenrede..that thei sholde

come to hym. c. 1470 HENRY Wallace n. 196 On our

kynrent, deyr God, quhen will thou rew ? 1538 WRIOTHESLEY
Chron. (1875) I. 77 An Irishman of my Lord Garrattes

kynnered. 1653 HOLCROFT Pneofius, Goth. Wars HI. 94

Sending others, and one of his own Kinred with them.

1735 POPE Odya, xv. 20 Her kindred's wishes, and her

sire's commands. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf. 61 In the

grassy spot where Grace Darling sleeps with her kindred.

f b. Applied to one person : A kinsman or

kinswoman ;
= KIN 1

3 c. Obs.

1-1430 Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 2211 He had wedded hir nigh

kynrede, He was the more trew to hir in dede. 1599 MAS-

SINGER, etc. Old Law III. ii, Cleanthes. Be I ne'er so well,

I must be sick of thee. Eu. What ails our kindred ? 1631

T. POWELL Tom AU Trades 24 Some such helpe, as To be

a Favourite, A Kindred. 1738 YOUNG Love Fame vi. 392

Wives, .ask, what kindred is a spouse to them?

B. attrib. passing into ad/.

1. Of the same kin ;
related by birth or descent ;

cognate.
1530 PALSGR. 624, 1 make kynred, or make one a kynne to

an other, jemparente. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georf.tv. 546

The bright Quire their kindred Gods invoke. 1781 GIBBON

Dal. <r F. xxx. III. 161 The countries towards the Euxme
were already occupied by their kindred tribes. 1800 CAMP-

BELL Gtrlr. Wyom. in. viii, Nay meet not thou. .thy kindred

foe 1 1887 BOWEN Virg. &>i. in. 15 Ancient ally of the

Trojans, with kindred gods to our own.



KINDREDLESS.
fig. 1687 DRYDEN Hind i, P. H. 396 The dame.. looking
upward to her kindred sky. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles in. ix
I long'd for Carrick's kindred shore. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixiv. 160 Yet to your household thou, your kindred
palaces olden, Might'st have led me.

b. Belonging to, existing between, or done by
relatives.

'593 SHAKS. Rich. II, n. i. 1,82 (Qo. i) His hands were guilty
of no kmred [1623 kindreds] bloud. 1718 ROWE tr. Lucan 10
1 he tender Ties of Kindred-love were torn. 1730 SMOLLETT
Regicide iv.vi, What kindred crime, alas ! am I decreed To
expiate. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. Ixxix, Ere childhood's
flaxen ringlet turn'd To black and brown on kindred brows.
2. Allied in nature, character, or properties;

possessing similar qualities or features
; cognate.

'.340 Ayenb. 228 'O ', zayb he,
' huet is uayr chastetiS kenrede

mid bnjtnesse '. 1595 SHAKS. John in: iv. 14 Who hath
read, or heard Of any kindred-action like to this ? 1697DRYDEN Alexander's Feast 95 'Twas but a kindred sound
to move, For pity melts the mind to love. 1781 GIBBON Decl.
! F. xviii. II. 79 The kindred names of Constantine, Con.
stantms, and Constans. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 38 To
study the formation of rain and kindred phenomena.
Hence Ki'ndredless a., having no kindred or

relatives. Xi-ndredly adv., in a kindred way,
cognately. Xi ndredness, Xi-ndredship, the

quality or state of being of kin or akin
; kinship.

1835 LYTTON Rienzi v. iv, Shouldst thou be friendless,
kmdredless, alone.. I may claim thee as my own. 1864
A. B. GROSART Lambs all Safe (1865) 85 Many "kindredly
inscrutable and tremendous things. 1838 CHALMERS Wks.
XIII. 96 A "kindredness in their heart with its flavour and
phraseology is a kindredness with heaven. 1882 C. E.
TURNER Stud. Russ. Lit. \. 10 The resemblance consists
only in the form and in the kindredness of subject 1769
ROBERTSON Chas. V (1796) I. 256 He was deemed to have
renounced all the rights and privileges of "kindredship.
1885 E. F. BYRRNE Entangled I. I. v. 69 A certain kindred-
ship of soul and likeness of quality.

t Kvndsfolk. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. KIND sb. n.]

KINSFOLK.
1587 RALEIGH in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 203 My Lady's

frends and kindsfolkes.

tKi'ttdship. Obs. [f. KIND a. + -SHIP.] =
KINDNESS.
1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 1 70 He . . seide hem for the kindeschipe,

That thei have don him felaschipe, He wole hem do som
grace ayein. 1591 2nd Pt. Trout. Raigne K. John (i6ir)
85 What kindship, lenitie, or Christian raigne, Rules in the
man to bear this foul impeach? 0:1641 Bp. MOUNTAGU^C/S
4- Man. (1642) 252 Herod, out of high stomach, ..or distrust
of his honesty, refused his kindship.

Kindtcough, obs. form of KINKCOUGH.
Kine, archaic pi. of Cow sb.^ (see i b /3); occas.

atlrib. or in Comb., as kine-killing, -pox.
1800 B. WATERHOUSE (title) A Prospect of exterminating

the Small-Pox ; being the History of the . . Kine-Pox, com-
monly called the Cow-Pox. 1894 Daily News 23 Apr. 3/5
The kine-killing practice of the Mohammedans at their
festivals.

t Kine- (also rarely kyne-, kini-, cune-), the

representative in early ME. of OE. cyne-, cyni-,
used in numerous combs, with the sense of 'kingly,
royal', as cyne-bearn, -cynn, -d6m, etc., also in

personal names as Cynebald, -gils, -mund, -wulf,
etc., corresponding to OHG. chuni- in chunirtche,
Chunipald, -per(h}t, -gund, -nmnd, etc. (But in

j

OHG., combs, are usually formed with clmninc-,

king, as chunincduom, -helm, -rlche, -stuol, whereas
those formed with cyning- are comparatively rare
in OE. : e. g. cyning-cynn, -d6m, -feorm, -stdn.)
[Neither OE. cyne nor OHG. chuni is found as a separate

word, and two views are possible as to the exact etymology
of the element

; either that it is the simple stem of OTeut.
j

*kunjo-, Goth, kuni, OE. cynn, KIN, race, in combination, !

or that it represents a masculine derivative of this, of form
*kuni-z, equivalent to ON. konr 'man of race, man of gentle
or noble birth ', taken also by some as the immediate source
of OHG. chuning, OE. cyning, KING. For the former view, 1

cf. the combining use of dryht,
'

people, folk, army ', in sense

'lordly
1

, in dryht-bearn lordly or princely child, lit. child i

of the folk, etc.]

The following combinations of kine- are found in

early ME.; few of them survived the middle of the
13the. Kine-aerd [ERD], kingdom. Kine-be(a)m
[BAIRN], child ofroyal birth. Kine-bench, throne, i

Xine-born a.
,
of royal birth. Xine-bnrh [BDRGH], |

royal city. Xine-erpe [EARTH], kingdom. Kine-
helm, -halm, crown. Xine-laverd, -loverd

[LORD], royal master, king. Kinelich a., royal. I

Kine-lond [LAND], kingdom, realm. Kine-mede
[MEED], royal reward. Xine-merk [MARK], a
mark indicating royal birth. Kine-mote [Mooi],
royal council or court. Kine-ringr, royal ring, i

Kine-srete [SEAT], throne. Kine-scrud [SHROUD],
royal robes. Xiue-setle [SETTLE], Xine-stol

[STOOL], throne. Kine-peod [THEDE], kingdom.
Xine-worp, -wnrp [WORTH] a., royal; hence Kine- ;

wurpliche adv., royally. Kine-}erde [YARD],
sceptre, royal power. See also KINDOM, KINRIK.
c 1205 LAY. 19433 He .. letten beoden uerde "eond al his

*kine-aerde [1:1275 kine-erbe]. ciooo Andreas 566 (Gr.)

Synnige ne mihton oncnawan bset *cynebearn. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 47 Seinte Marie . . bar hire holie cune-
bern. a. 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 273 Kine beam . .

j

of dauiSes kin. c 1205 LAY. 9693 pus seide be king, . . ber i

he saet. .an his *kine-benche. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Lives Saints
ii. 326 pa waes on rome byri^ sum *cyne-boren mieden. J

703

cisoj LAY. 22142 per come breo ibroScren, be weore kini-
borne, a

1225 Leg. Kath. 1882 Under HS, come be burs
Maxence . . ajem to his *kineburh. c 1275 *Kine-erbe [see
kme-zrd\. 971 Blickl. Horn. 23 pa wundan bear of bornum& nine setton on heafod for *cynehelme. c 1205 LAY. 6766He his kmehelm on-feng. Ibid. 18158 Nim bu bene kine-
halm. eiooo in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 266 purh base his
cynehlafordes JESelredes cynges. c 1205 LAY. 2501 For
Locnnes lufe, be wes hire kine louerd. Ibid. 9831 pn art
me swa leof swa mi kine-lauerd. cyxt tr. Bxda's Hist iv
xxvi[i], (1890) 358 Seo "cynelice faemne J.\Rxd. c 1205 LAY.
rl'3 r1

",'?
0116 me senne castel 3er ane kineliche burh.

Ibid. 183 He wes king & heo quen, & 'kine-lond heo welden.
Ibid. 2523 Heo 5ef Madan an hond Al his fader kine-lond.a f*5 i* ?th.; 3" And tu schalt to curt cumen seo5en,and kinemede ikepen. c 1300 Havelok 604 On his rith
shuldre a kvne merk. a izae r.pp- JfntJt - rt \.,,i,..i.:shu dre a kyne merk. n 1225 Leg. Kath. 1979 And te king

otes. Ibid. 409 He .. sende iseelede

.

heold ta..hise *kmemo

ces

43/2

-o ..''f .. *, . va. .... i.t. n u k'o^i iidiaic cyiie-
set! and heafod ealles eastrices. a 1125 Leg. Kath. 45 He

j

set o kine setle. 0:900 CYNEWULF Crist 1217 (Gr.) ponne
Crist siteS on his *cynestole. c 1203 LAY. 4517 Stille he wes
iswojen On his kine-stole. Itid. 22300 ArSur letten beoden
|eond

al his *kine-beoden. c 1275 Ibid. 11026 pat he . . his
'kmeworbe lond Sette Custance an hond. c 1320 Cast
Love 14 Worschupe him. .pat kineworbe kyng [is] vs aboue.
a 1225 Juliana 62 pus J>u..of be breo kinges were 'kine-
wurShche iwurjet. c looo JEiTmc Horn. II. 502 Hi to pa:s
caseres *cyne-xyrde jebuxon. c 1200 ORMIN 8182 And himm
wass sett inn hiss nhht hannd An dere kinejerrde. 1306
Sir Simon Fraser'm Pol. Songs (Camden) 215 Hii .. token
him a kyne-jerde, so me kyng sholde, to deme.

Kinematic (kainfmse-tik), a. and si. [f. Gr.
Kivt]jia, KirrifiaT- a motion (f. xu/tTv to move) -I- -1C.]
A. adj. Relating to pure motion, i.e. to motion

considered abstractly, without reference to force or
mass.

1864A thenxiim No. 1924. 340/3 Kinematic effects of revolu-
tion and rotation. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i.

483 The design of a kinematic machine . .essentially involves
dynamical considerations. 1880 Nature XXI. 244/1 M.
Mannheim has recently introduced the expression kinematic
geometry., dealing with motion independently of forces and
times.

B. sb. = KINEMATICS.
1873 W. K. CLIFFORD Pure Sciences in Contemp. Rep,

(1874) Oct. 717 These rules are called the laws of kinematic,
or

of_the pure science of motion.

Kinematical (kainzmse'tikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to kinematics; kinematic.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1.

qi These and kindred curves, which give good instant
of kinematical theorems. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 14
Kinematical Apparatus.
Kinema'tics. [In form a pi. of KINEMATIC :

see -ic 2, and quot. 1840.] The science of pure
motion, considered without reference to the matter
or objects moved, or to the force producing or

changing the motion. (Cf. KINETICS.)
184^0

WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Sc. I. 146 M. Ampere, in
his Essai sur la Philosophic des Sciences (1834). .proposes to
term it Kinematics (Cine"matique). 1859 J. R. \j\iKttMotion

v, The phasnomena of Motion . . what has hitherto been
called (though not universally) Kinematics. 1879 THOMSON& TAIT Nat. Phil. (ed. 2) Pref. 6 We adopt the suggestion
of Ampere and use the term Kinematics for the purely
geometrical science of motion in the abstract. 1882 MINCHIN
(title) Uniplanar Kinematics of Solids and Fluids.

Kinematograph (kainf-matogrcif, kainzrnae-tiJ-

graf). Also cin- (sain-). \&&.i.cintmatographe,
i. Gr. Kiv-rj/ja, uivy/taro- motion + -GRAPH.] A
contrivance (invented by Messrs. Lumiere of Paris)
by which a series of instantaneous photographs
taken in rapid succession can be projected on a
screen with similar rapidity, so as to give a life-

like reproduction of the original moving scene.

1896 Daily News 21 Feb. 8/4 An exhibition of the ' Cine-

matographe ', in the Marlborough Hall of the Polytechnic,
Regent-street, yesterday afternoon. The '

Cine"matographe
'

is an invention of MM. Lumiere, and it is a contrivance by
which a real scene of life and movement may be reproduced
before an audience in a life size picture. 1897 Weslm. Gaz.
5 May 8/1 It was the lamp of the kinematograph which set

the place on fire. 1897 Pop. Set. Monthly Dec. 180 In the

cinematograph . . they are projected upon a screen. 1899
Harper's Mag. Feb. 385 What is called

'

the American
Biograph

'

an improved form of the kinematograph.
fig. 1899 Month Apr. 378 Reducing to order and viewing

synoptically the kinematograph of life.

Hence Kine matogra phic a.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 6 May 8/2 The celluloid films upon
which the cinematographic pictures are printed. 1900 AX -5-

Q. gth Ser. VI. 206/2 A novel by.. Galdos. .with a wonderful

kinematographic style.

Kineograph, (kai-nz'^graf).
Also cineograph.

[irreg. f. Gr. Klve-tiv to move + -GRAPH.] A picture

representing objects in motion, produced by bring-
'

ing separate pictures before the eye in such quick
succession as to blend the images into one con-

tinuous impression.
1891 Anthony's Pl:otogr. Bull. IV. 100 A simpler optical

illusion still is that known as the '

kineograph '. 1899 Daily
News 14 July 6/4 Cineograph, or better, Kineograph, means
a picture of movement of moving objects.

Kine-pox : see KINE.

Kinesi- (ksinfsi), before a vowel also kines-,

combining form of Gr. KiVijffis motion, used in

certain scientific and medical terms : as Kinesi-

KINETO-.

a-tric a. [see IATRIC], relating to kinesiatrics
(Ogilvie 1882). Kinesla'trios [see -10 2], the
treatment of diseases by means of gymnastics or
muscular action. Kinesio -meter, ' an instrument
for determining quantitatively the motion ofa part

'

(Gould Med. Diet. 1890). Kine-sipatli [cf. ALLO-
PATH], one who treats diseases by kinesipathy.
Kinesipa-thic a., pertaining to kinesipathy. Kine-
sl-pathist = Kintsipath (Webster 1864). Kine-
si-pathy = Kinesiatrics. Kine-siscope, an elec-
trical instrument (invented by Capt. McEvoy)
placed at the sea bottom to detect the presence of
steam vessels in the neighbourhood. Xinesl-
the-rapy [Gr. Ofpairfla medical treatment

; cf. F.

kinesithe'rapie] - Kinesiatrics. Kinescrdic a.

[Gr. 65-6i a path; cf. f.kin^sodigue}, transmitting
motor impulses from the brain, efferent. Kine-
so-patuy, erroneous form of Kinesipathy.
1856 M. ROTH Mavem. Cw(L.), The treatment by move-ments (which is also called kinesitherapy, *kinesiatrics) 1860

All Year Round No. 45. 450 One of these *Kinesipaths in-
vented the amusing theory that '

synovia
' was the cause of

all bodily ailments. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
'
Kinesipathy

.. a system of athletic exercises and feats of muscular
strength, invented by . . a fencing master and teacher of
gymnastics in Stockholm. 1860 RUSSELL REYNOLDS Yes *No II. 139 He has gone the round of the '

pathies ',. .he has
tried homoeopathy, hydropathy, kinesipathy, ..and I know
not what besides. 1893 D**& News 8 June 5/8 The hydro-
phone, in connection with a new instrument named a *kine-
siscope. 1874 DUNGLISON Med. Diet., "Kinesodic. 1878FOSTER Phys. in. v. 3. 488 They speak of it accordingly as
kmesodic and sesthesodic, as simply affording paths for
motor and sensory impulses. 1864 Miss MULOCK Ld. Erlis-
touri23 i He . . tried allopathy, homoeopathy, *kinesopathy,and heaven knows how many pathies besides.

ECinesthesia, -esthetic: see KIMISTHESIA.
Kinetic (kaine-tik), a. (s6.) [ad. Gr. KlvrjriKoi

moving : see -1C.]
1. Producing or causing motion. rare~".
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,Kinetic..(Physiol.\ exciting to

move, or to act.

2. Of, pertaining or relating to, motion
; due to

or resulting from motion.
Kinetic energy: see ENERGY 6. Kinetic theory of heat,

ofgases : the theory that heat, or the gaseous state, is due
to motion of the particles of matter.

1864 Reader 2 Apr. 429/^3 Till and about the year 1780. .

the weightiest authorities inclined towards the kinetic theory
of heat. 1866 Lond. Rev. 2 June 615/2 Correct principles
of kinetic science. 1870 P. G. TAIT in Nature 29 Dec. 163/2The grand modern ideas of Potential and Kinetic Energy
cannot be too soon presented to the student. 1871 SIR W.
THOMSON in DailyNews 3 May, The kinetic theory of gases,
shadowed forth by Lucretius, definitely stated by Daniel
Bernoulli, largely developed by Herapath, made a reality
by Joule, and worked out to its present advanced state by
Clausius and Maxwell. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil.
I. i. 357 If, from any one configuration, two courses differ,

ing infinitely little from one another have again a configura-
tion in common, this second configuration will be called a
kinetic focus relatively to the first ; or . .these two configura-
tions will be called conjugate kinetic foci. 1881 STEVENSOX
Virg. Puerisque (ed. 8) nij I still remember that the spin-
ning of a top is a case of Kinetic Stability.

B. sb, KINETICS.

Kinetical (kaine-tikal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to kinetics.

1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kineniat. 107 D'Alembert, in enun-

ciating the kinetical principle known by his name, speaks
of force of inertia as effective force. Ibid. 190 To introduce
here a proposition which is not kinematical but kinetical.

Kinetics. [In form a pi. of KINETIC: see -102.]
The branch of dynamics which investigates the

relations between the motions of bodies and the

forces acting upon them ; opposed to Statics, which
treats of bodies in equilibrium.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1866 Lond. Rev. 2 June 615/2 Between

whiles he has his kinetics to get up for the next morning.
1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 59 The particular case in

which the resultant acceleration of a moving point is alwa_ys
directed towards a fixed.. centre is deserving of special
notice on account of the part which it plays in kinetics.

KinetO- (kaim'to), repr. Gr. Klciyro-, comb,
form of KlvrjT6s movable, used in several terms of

recent origin, as Kinetoge'nesis, the (theoretical)

origination of animal structures in animal move-
ments. Kine'tograph, an apparatus for photo-

graphing a scene of action in every stage of its

progress; hence Kinetogra'phic a. Kineto-

phcrnograph, a kinetograph with mechanism for

recording sounds. Kine-toscope, (a)
' a sort of

movable panorama' (Webster 1864); (6) an appa-
ratus for reproducing the scenes recorded by the

kinetograph; (c) an instrument by which arcs of

different radii are combined in the production of

curves (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875); hence Xine'to-

sco-pic a. Kine tO|Sko'toscope [Gr. ovcoro; dark-

ness : see -SCOPE] (see quot.).
1884 E. D. COPE Orig. Fittest (1887) 423 The ' law of use

and effort
'

. . that animal structures have been produced,

directly or indirectly, by animal movements, or the doctrine
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of *kinetogenesis. 1893 OSBORNF. in Williams Gfol.

(1895) 324 The changes en route [in
the Mammalia) lead us

to believe either in predestination . . or in kinetogenesis.

1891 Times 29 May 5/1 [Mr. Edison said] The "kinetograph
is a machine combining electricity with photography. 1894
UICKSON Life Edison 316 The dramatis personse of the

kinetographic stage. Ibid. 303 The comprehensive term

for this invention is the *kineto-phonograph. Ibid., The
kinetograph and the *kinetoscope .. relate respectively to

the taking and reproduction of movable but soundless ob-

jects. Ibid. 3ir A popular and inexpensive adaptation of

'kinctoscopic methods. 1896 Westm. Gas. 18 Mar. 2/1 The
*kinetoskoloscope. .. By means of this barbarously termed

piece of apparatus it is possible, so we are told, to see the

motions of the bones of the finger when bent backwards and
forwards.

King (kin), sb. Forms: i cyning, (-incg),

kyning, cining, eynis, 1-2 oyng, cing, (i oyncg,
ohing), 1-6 kyng, 4-6 kynge, (4 kinge, kin,

5 kyiinge. kink, keng), 2- king. [A Com.
Teut. word: OE. cyning OFris. tin-, ken-,

toning, OS. tuning (MDu. coninc, Du. toning,
MLG. kon(n)ink}, OHG. chun-, tuni>tg:-OTeut.
*kuningo-z, a derivative of *kunjo-, Goth, tuni,
OE. cynn, KIN, race, etc. The ON. equivalent was

konong-r, -ungr (Sw. konung). Finnish kuningas
king, and Lith. kuningas lord, priest, were early

adoptions from Teut. In most of the Teut. lan-

guages two reduced forms appear : I ) OE. tynig =
OFris. tinig, etc., OS. kunig (MDu. conick),
OHG. cAun-, kunig (MHG. tunic, kiinec, G. kbnig,
t kunig) ; 2) OE. cyng, cing MHG. kiinc (obs.
G. kung, kung}, ON. kingr (Sw. kung, Da. konge).

Compare OE. penig (G. pfennig) PENNY, for

fening; ON.pengurpl. (Da. penge) iat peningar.
As to the exact relation, in form and sense, of king to kin,

views differ. Some take it as a direct derivative, in the sense
either of ' scion of the kin, race, or tribe

',
or ' scion of a (or

the) noble kin
', comparing dryhten (: *tnthtino-z)

' lord
'

from dryht (: *truhti-z)
'

army, folk, people ', drykt-leartt
'child of the nation',

ng' item folk, Goth, fiiudans 'king', from

'

lordly or princely child, prince ', lit. 'child of the nation
ON. fylkir

'

king
'

from folk, Goth, biudans '

king ', fron.

Pittda people, nation. Others refer *kuningo-z immediately
to the supposed masc. *kuni-z, preserved in comb, in OHG.
chuni-, OE. cyne. (see KINE-), taking it as= 'son or descen-
dant of one of (noble) birth '. See Hildebrand in Grimm,
and Kluge, s. v. Konig; Franck s. v. Koning, etc.]

(The genitive plural in southern ME. was kingent, -en, -yn.)

I. 1. The usual title of the male sovereign ruler

of an independent state, whose position is either

purely hereditary, or hereditary under certain legal

conditions, or, if elective, is considered to give to

the elected the same attributes and rank as those
of a (purely or partly) hereditary ruler.
In OE. the title appears first as the name of the chiefs of

the various Anglian and Saxon '

kins ', tribes, or clans, who
invaded Britain, and of the petty states founded by them,
as well as of the native British chiefs or princes with whom
they fought, and of the Danish chiefs who at a later time
invaded and occupied parts of the country. Among the
Angles and Saxons the kingship was not strictly hereditary,
according to later notions ; but the cyninff was chosen or

accepted in each case from a recognized kingly or royal
cynn or family (usually tracing its genealogy up to Woden).
With the gradual ascendancy and conquests of Wessex in
the oth and loth c., the king of the West Saxons became

gs came to an en. ut tere sti remaine a King
Scotland, and seveial petty kings in Ireland. In European
and other more or less civilized countries, king is now the
title of the ruler of an independent organized state called a
kingdom; but in mediaeval limes, as still in the German
Empire, some kings were really or nominally subordinate
to the Emperor (as ostensibly representing the Roman Caesar
or Imperator}, and a King is still held to rank below an
Emperor. In reference to ancient times the name is applied,
like L. rex, Gr. /3acriAeu;, Heb. "pn melek, to the more or

less despotic rulers not only of great dominions like As-
syria, Persia, Egypt, but of petty states or towns such as
Jericho, Ai, Mycenae, Ithaca, Syracuse, and Rome. It is
still applied to the native rulers of petty African states,
towns, or tribes, Polynesian islands, and the like.

King designate, possessive: seetheadjs. Uncrowned king,
one who has the power, though not the rank, of a king.
a 855 O. E. Chron, an. 577 Her Cubwine and Ceawlin

fuhton wifc> Brettas, and hie .Hi. kyningas ofslojon, Coin-
mail, and Condidan, and Farinmail. 858 Charter in O. E.
Texts 438 Se cyning sealde . . wullafe fif sulung landes. 875O.E. Chron., And forGodrumand Oscytel and Anwynd, fa
.lii.cyningas, ofHreopedunetoGrantebrycgemidmiclehere,
and salon baer an jear. 971 Blickl. Horn. 69 Hi .. hine weor-
podon swa cini^e geriseb. Ibid. 71 He waes to cingc ongyten& gehered. c 1001 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 1001 pas
cynmcges jerefa. a 1131 O. E. Chron. an. 1123 Se kyng
alihte dune of his hors. Ibid. an. 1124 Se king let don bone
on. .on heftnunge. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 115 DCS kingges
rihtwisnesse areteS his kme setle. c 1105 LAY. 24609 pider
weoren icumen seouen kingene sunen. c 1250 Gen. ft Ex.
834 Nej ilc burse hadde ise louereding, Sum was king, and
sum kumeling. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8179 He smot boru
out wib a launce on of hor hexte kinge. a 1300 Cursor M.
5382 Ysmael had wijfs thrin pat kinges twelue bar come of
him. Ibid. 4243 To putifer, f>e kingstiward. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) V. 263 Wei nygh al )>e kyngyn lynage of
straunge naciouns come of bis Woden. Ibid. VI. 151 Ced-
walla, a stalworbe ?ongelyng of kyngene kynde. c 1400
Rom.Rosef&si These emperours.. Or kyngis, dukis, & lordis
grete. c 1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 888 Of the Rodes he was a
king son. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. 4 Lim. Mon. v. (1885) 1 19What dishonour is this, and abalyngc of the glorie of a
kynge. 1535 COVERDALE i Pet. ii. 17 Feare God. Honoure
the kynge [1382 WYCLIF Make je the kyng honourable;

704

1388 onourc 5<; the king]. 1602 SJIAKS. Uam. iv. v. 123
There's such Diuimiy doth hedge a King. 1605 Lear\v.
vi. 109, I, euery inch a King, When I do stare, see how the
Subiect quakes. 1613 PURCHAS f'i/g'rtmage (1614) 836 Their

Kings were no other then the chiefe in every Cottage, which
consisted of one kindred. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia n.

37 The forme of their (Indians'] Common-wealth is a Mon-
arch icall government, one as Emperour ruleth ouer many
Kings or Governours. 1718 PRIOR Power 275 What is a
king? a man condemn'd to bear The public burden of the
nation's care. 1784 COWPER Task v. 188 War's a game,
which were their subjects wise, Kings would not play at.

1794 COLERIDGE Relig. Musings^ The great, the rich, the

mighty men, The Kings and the chief captains of the world.

1847 PRESCOTT Peru (1850) II. 20 The title of King, by
which the earlier Aztec princes are distinguished by Spanish
writers, is supplanted by that of Emperor in the later reigns.

1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 206 Thus he [Henry I of
Germany] was a king, but not an anointed sovereign.

me manye

Where as nothing is, the kynge must lose his right, 1591
znd Pt. Troublesome Raigne K. John (1611) 106 A king is

a klh though fortune do her worst. 1659 HOWELL (N.),
The king's cheese goes half away in paring, viz., among so

many officers. 1604 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xvi. (1737) 65
Which made the Dog get on bis Legs, pleas'd like a little

King, a 173* [see HAPPY 4]. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comtn. I. vii.

246 The king can do no wrong... The prerogative of the
crown extends not to do any injury : it is created for the
benefit of the people, and therefore cannot be exerted to
their prejudice. 1788 BURNS Let. to Mrs. Dnnhp 16 Aug.,
The old Scottish proverb says well,

*

Kings' caff is better
than ither folks' corn '.

c. The three Kings %
the Wise Men who came

from the East to worship the new-born Christ.

Frequently called the
(three) Kings of Cologne, from a

prevalent belief that their bodies were preserved at that city,
having been removed thither in 1164 from Milan, where they
were alleged to have been discovered in 1158.
c-izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 f>e re kinges J>e comen of

estriche. 1350 Winner <$ Waster 503 To be kirke of

Colayne J>er J?e kynges ligges. 1387 TREVISA /f&t&v (Rolls)
IV. 283 pe bre kynges [L. tnagt] come to Jerusalem. Ibid.
VIII. 43 Rauph bisshop of Coloyne brou^t }>e bodies of J>e

(pre) kynges of Coloyne out of Melan. c 1400 Three Kings
Cologne 2 [pe] J>ree holy and worsbipfull kyngis of Coleyn :

laspar, Melchyor, and Balthaser. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis
669 As Culen Kyngis that Christ adorned. Per aliam viam
he returned.

d. The Books of Kings : certain books of the Old
Testament which contain the history of the Kings
of Israel and Judah. Also ellipt. Kings.
In the original Hebrew text there was only one book so

called, corresponding to ist and 2nd Kings in the present
English Bible. In the Septuagint, followed by the Vulgate,
and so by the older English versions, these two are reckoned
as the 3rd and 4th, the two books of Samuel being called ist

and 2nd Kings.
138:1 WYCLIF i Kings [i. e. i Samuel] Prol., In this book

of Kingis the first is contened, how Anna..axide of God to
haue a sone. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. ff Lint. Mon. i. (1885)
no The viij

th chapiter of the first boke of kynges [i Sam.
viii.]. 1535 COVERDALE, The first boke of the kynges,
otherwyse called the first boke of Samuel. 1611 BIBLE, The
first Booke of Samuel, otherwise called, The first Booke of
the Kings. Ibid., Contents. .1 Samuel, 2 Samuel, i. Kings,
2. Kings, i Chronicles [etc.].

2. With additions : a. As a title, now placed im-

mediately before a personal name, as KingEdward,
fin OE. (rarely in later use) immediately after it,

as Alfred cyning^ Harold cyng\ formerly also the

King) before or after the name.
In OE. Chron. (Laud MS.) the annal of 1066 has se cyng

Eadweard) Harold eorl
y
Harold cyng) Willelm eorl

t }e
cyng Willelut,
O. E. Chron. an. 588 Her Mile cyning for> ferde. Ibid.

604 East Seaxe . . under Saebrihte cinge and Mellite bisceope.
836 Charter in O. E. Texts 453 Ecjhard . . 5es friodom
waes bizeten act Wi^lafe cyninge. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. i,

pa..yfel be se cyning Deodric-.dyde. 971 Blickl. Horn. 161
On Herodes dajum^aes cyninges. a 1020 in Kemble Cod.

Dipl. IV. 9 Cnut cing gret Lyfing arcebisceop. a noo O. E.
Chron. an. 1066 pe cyng Willelm ^eherue bait secgen.
a 1150 Ibid. an. 1132 Dis gear com Henri king to bis

land. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7574 King Macolom spousede
Margarete so; Ac king Willam..Wende ajen to normandie.
c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 12 Kyng Ezechias was syke to
be dethe. Ibid. 1 4 perfore god sent to Ezechias be kyng. 1535
COVERDALE Matt. i. 6 Dauid the kynge begat Salomon.
1501 SHAKS. i Hen. K/, n.v. 66 The lawfull HeireofEdward
King, the Third of that Descent, /bid. 76 Third Sonne To
King Edward the Third, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm. Reg.
(Arb.) 28 The people hath it to this day in proverb, King
Harry loved a man. 1711 ADDISON S^ect. No. 129 P 10 We
fancied ourselves in King Charles the Second's reign. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 663 Two staves, Sung to the praise and

;aying

Cong. V. xxii. 16 The two great notes of time [in Domesday]
are

'

the time of King Eadward ', and
' the time when King

William came into England'. 1895 JVewsfir. King Khama's
visit to England.

b. "With specification of the people or country
over which a king's rule extends, as King of the

Romans, of Italy. Also King of Kings , a king
who has other kings under him, an emperor : often

assumed as a title by Eastern monarchs. King
of men, translating Gr. &va avfywv.
a8< O. E. Chron. an. 488 Her JEsc feng to rice, and was

.xxiiii. wintra Cantwara cyning. Ibid. an. 508 Her Cerdic
and Cynric ofslogon aenne Bretusc cyning, pam was nama
Natanleod. 975 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 975 Eadgar
Engla cyning ceas him o3er leoht. a noo O. E. Chron.

KING.
I.aitfl MS.) an. 1079 Melcolm cyng of Scotlande. c 1154

Ibid. an. 1 129 Se kyng of France, c 1205 LAY. 13320 pe king
of Norewa:i3e..& fcere Densemonne king, c 1330!*. BRUNNF
Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 11945 First com Epistrot be kyng of
Grtce . . Pandras (>e kyng of Egiple. 1382 WYCLIF Ezra vii.
12 Arlaxerses, king of kmgus, lo Esdre theprest. Dan.

g of Scotland, a 1552
Collect. (1774) II. 547 Edwarde de Bruse,. .proclayming hym
self King of Kinges yn Ireland. 1647 WARD Simp. Cooler
51 There is a quadrobulary saying, which passes current in
the Westerne World, That the Emperour is King of Kings,
the Spaniard, King of Men, the French King of Asses, the
King of England, King of Devils. 1715-20 POPE ///nrfxix.
54 The king of men, Atrides, came the last. iSssTmRLWALL
Greece I. v. 120 He leads an army against Augeas, king
of Elis. 1876 A. ARNOLD in Contemp. Rev. June 32 The
King-of-Kings. .signified his willingness.

C. KingCharles,.short for King Charles's Spaniel
(see SPANIEL) ; King Harry, the goldfinch.
[a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia s. v., King Harry Redcap,

isthegold-finch..King Harry Blackcap, is the bird which
is commonly called simply the blackcap.] 1848 Zoologist
VI. 2186 The goldfinch .. is the King Harry from its beauti-
ful crown. 1883 Casselts Nat. Hist. II. 132 The King
Charles of the present day is an interesting example of
deterioration.

3. Applied to a woman, esp. one who rules or
bears herself like a king. rare.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 869 Hennin& Morgan . . adde despit
pat womman king ssolde alonde beo. 1796 BURKE Regie.
Peace iv. Wks. IX. 53 The Hungarian Subjects of Maria
Theresa.. called her. .a King. ..She lived and died a King.
1898 DailyNews 30 Aug. 4/5 After the King died his consort
determined that her daughter should be a King, not a
Queen.
4. Applied to God or Christ. Freq. in phr. King

of heaven, of bliss, ofglory, King of kings, etc.

871-89 Charter in O. E. Texts 452 gehalde hine heofones
cyning in bissum life. 971 Blickl. Horn. 203 To bacm

. lg of glory
e '375 $c - Leg. Saints ii. (Paul} 906 He . . [at the] last lug-
ment sail bryng_ nere hand all men befor be kyng. 1382
WYCLIF Rev. xvii. 14 For he is Lord of lordes and kyng of
kyngis[i6n For heisLordof Lords, and King of kings], 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 189 Kyngene Kyng schal

destroye bis rewme wib double meschef. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) Pref. i He bat was King of heuen and of ertlve.

1500-20 DUNBAH Poems x. 28 To him that is of kingis King.
1548-58 Bk. Com. Prayer (Prayer Queen's Majesty), O Lord
our heuenly father, high and mighty king of kynges, Lorde
of lordes, the onely ruler of princes. 1667 MILTON A Z. v.

640 Th' all-bounteous King, who showrd With copious band.
1781 COWPER Truth 179 What purpose has the King of
Saints in view ? 1871 E. F. BURR AdFidem iv. 68 The King
whose twin names are Light, and Love.
5. A title given to certain persons holding a real

or pretended supreme authority or rank, or to one
who plays the king.
e. g. King ofHeralds, the King Herald or King.of-Arms ;

King of Ribalds: see RIBALD; King ofthe Sacrifices, one
of the Roman priests (rex sacroriun); esp. the leading
person in some game or sport, as King of the Bean, of the

Cockneys,ofMay, ofMisrule: see BEAN, etc.; King Arthur,
King I am, King ofCantland, King ofthe Castle, certain

games (see quots.) so called from the chief player.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Xirtf ofHeraIds . . is an Officer at

Arms, that hath the preheminence of this Society. 1709
Grecian Plays 43 [The Greeks] had likewise their Basilinda,
representing our Questions and Commands, or King I am.
1781 GIBBON Dec!. IT F. xxviii. III. 71 The King of the
Sacrifices represented the person of Numa, and of his

successors, in the religious functions, which could be per-
formed only by royal hands. 1808-25 JAMIESON, King of
Cantland, a game of children in which one of a company
being chosen King o

1

Cantland, and two goals appointed
[etc.]. 1847-52 HALLIWELL, King-Arthur, a game used at

sea, when near the line, or in a hot latitude. It is performed
thus [description follows]. 1890 J. G. Wood's Boy's Mod.
Playmate 147 Kingofthe Castle. . . One player stands upon
a mound, crying, 'I am king of ihe castle ', and the others

try to pull him down.
6. One who in a certain sphere or class has

supremacy or pre-eminence compared to that of a

king. In recent use often applied to great mer-

chants, manufacturers, etc., with defining word

prefixed, as alkali-, fur-, railway-king.
1382 WYCLIF Job xli. 25 [34] He [Leviathan] ys king vpon

alle the sones of pride. 1508 KENNEDIE Flytingvj. Ditnltar

326 Confess thy crime, hald Kenydy the king. 1567 Gitde

f, Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 12 Distroy the Deuill. .Quhiik of this

warld is Prince and King. 1592 DAVIES linmort. Soul
xxxii. Ix, Why made he Man, of other Creatures, King?
1623 H. HOLLAND Lines Shaks., Those bayes, Which
crown'd him Poet first, then Poets King, a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Poems 46 What those kings of numbers did
conceive By muses nine. 1789 BURNS Willie brevfd iv,

Wha first beside his chair shall fa' He is the King among
us three. 1792 Auld Rob Morris \, He's the king o'

gude fellows and wale of auld men. 1806 Guide to Watering
Places 14 Richard Nash, the first King of Bath, was a native
of Swansea. 1821 SHELLEY Adonais xlviii, The kings of

thought Who waged contention with their time's decay.
18848. E. DAWSON Handbk. Dam. Canada 154 Here the fur-

kings of the North-West lived and spent their profits in

generous hospitality. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIII. 380/2
Relics of the palmy days of the old sugar kings of Jamaica.
1898 Daily News 23 Mar. 6/3 Mr. Audubon, you are the

king of ornithological painters.

b. Applied to things personified as King Caucus,

King Cotton. King of day, the sun. King of
terrors, death (see TEBBOB).
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1392 SHAKS. Rom. <$ Jul. u. iii. 27 Two such opposed
Kings encampe them still, In man as well as Hearbes, graceand rude will. ci82o CAMPBELL Last Man 36 Yet mourn
I not thy parted ray, Thou dim discrowned king of day
1868 BREWER Diet. Phrase $ Fable (ed. 3), King Cotton.
..The expression was first used by James H. Hammond in
the senate of the United States 1858. 1881 tr. von Hoist's
Const. Hist. U. S. i The undemocratic '

King Caucus '

was
already so thoroughly hated that, .his days were numbered.

l.fig. Something to which there is attributed

supremacy or chief excellency in its class.
a. Of animals. King of beasts, the lion ; King

of birds, the eagle. Sometimes forming part of an
ordinary or popular name; e. g.
King ofthe Ant-eaters, a South American bird (Grallaria

rex). King of the Breams, the Spanish Bream (Pagettus
erythrinus). King of the Herrings, (a) the Northern
Chimaira (C. monstrosa) ; (b) the opah (Lampris guttata) ;

(c) the oarfish (Regalecus glesne) ; (d) the allice shad. King
ofthe Mullets, (a) a Mediterranean fish (Mullus imterbis) ;

(b) the common bass. King ofthe Salmon, a deep-sea fish of
the Pacific coast of America, Trachytterus altivelis. King
ofthe Sea-breams, the becker or braize.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 74 As leon is the king of bestes.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. /?.xvm. Ixiv. (MS. Bod!.), Hatte
leo kinge for he is kinge and prince of al ober bestes. 1481
CAXTON Reynard, Table, Hoow the kynge of alle bestes
the lyon helde his court. 1486 Bk. St. Albans E iij,

scho the Egle King of Fowlis. 1602 CAREW CoritM//(i8n)
94 Lastly the salmon king of fish, Fills with good cheer the
Christmas dish. 1733 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., King of the
mullets, see Mullus imberbis. 1836 King of the Herrings
[see HERRING i c]. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 522 Regalecus. .

the largest of all Ribbon-fishes, .frequently called 'Kings
of the herrings ',

from the erroneous notion that they ac-

company the shoals of herrings. 1883 Stand. Nat. Hist.
III. 207 The popular name of opah, and king of the herrings.

b. Of trees, plants, or fruits.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 311 The Plantain I take to be the
King of all Fruit, not except the Coco it self. 1786 BURNS
Scotch Drink iii, John Barleycorn, Thou King o' grain. 1791
COWPEH Yardley Oak 50 Time made thee what thou wast,
king of the woods. 1842 TWAMLEY in Visitor 131/1 The pine
is king of Scottish woods. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Agric. I.

59 Winter Sauce Apples . . King of the pippins.
c. Of things, places, etc.

1608 SHAKS. Per. i. i. 13 Her thoughts the king Of every
virtue gives renown to men ! 1728 POPE Dune. n. 273
Thames, The king of dykes. 1796 ELIZA HAMILTON Lett.
Hindoo Rajah I. 185 The King of worshipped places, the
renowned Allahabad. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xiv, He
taught me a fisherman's bend, which he pronounced to be
the king of all knots. 1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 3 The
organ . . has. .earned the title of the '

King of Instruments '.

8. ) a. Applied by earlier writers, after Latin, to

the queen bee. Obs. b. A fully developed male
termite or white ant.

a. c 1386 CHAUCER Pers. T. F 394 Thise flyes, that men
clepeth bees, whan they maken hir kyng they chesen oon
that hath no prikke, wherwith he may stynge. 1600 SURFLET
Countrie Farme i. x. 48 He shall make cleane their hiues
verie carefully and kill their kings. 1642 PRYNNE^W. Antiti.

,i. 4 Though all other Bees have stings,., yet the King among
the bees hath no sting at all, for nature would not have him
to be cruell. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 87. 2/1 The Kings
are bred of the Brains.

b. 1893 SHARP Insects I. in Cambridge Nat. Hist. V. 361
Termites live in communities . . The

king_
and queen may be

recognised by the stumps of their cast wings.

9. In games.
a. In chess : The piece which each player must

protect against the moves made by the other, so

as to prevent it from being finally checkmated.

King's Gambit '. see GAMBIT. King's Bishop, Knight,
Rook, the pieces placed on the King's side of the board at

the commencement of the game. King's Pawn, the pawn
immediately before the King at the commencement of the

game. King's side, the half of the board on which both

Kings stand at the commencement of the game.
1411-12 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2120 Somwhat I knowe

a kynges draught. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle \. xxii. (Caxton 1483),
Whan that a pown seyith to the kyng, chekmate. 1474
CAXTON Chesse iv. ii. Kij, Al these yssues hath the kyng
out of his propre place whan he begynneth to meue. 1362
ROWBOTHAM CheastsA viij, Yfchecke be geuen to the Kyng,
the Paune can not marche asyde . . for to couer his Kynge.
1643 Z. BOYD Holy Songs in Zton's Flowers (1855) App. 13/1

Kings, Pawnes, Knights, Aphens, heere and there stand, yet
there wood is one. 1735 J. BERTIN Chess, The King's Pawn . .

must move before the Knights. 1841 G. WALKER New Treat,

Chess 2 The pieces on the King's side of the line are called

..King's Bishop, King's Knight, and King's Rook. 1882

MEYER Guide to Chess 21 The King is never taken ; all the

other pieces can be.

b. In ordinary playing-cards : One card in each

suit, bearing tha representation of a king, and

usually ranking next to the ace. t Hence (with

humorous allusion to i d) the books (or history)

of the four kings, a pack of plaving cards (obs.).

1363 FOXE A.ffM. 1298 Thoughe it were the Kyng of

Clubbes. c 1392 MARLOWE Massacre Paris i. u, Since thou

hast all the cards within thyhands. .thou deal thyselfaking.

1393 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, v. i. 44 Whiles he [Warwick]

thought to steale the single Ten, The King was slyly finger d

from the Deck. 1633. UHQUHART Rabelais i. xxii, After

supper were brought in . . the books of the foure Kings.

in his hat besides those which he used in playing. 1879
' CAVENDISH

' Card Ess., etc. 231 He can hardly think that

ace and king are held up against you.

VOL
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c. In draughts : A 'crowned' piece (see quot).
1820 Hoyle's Games 313 When any man gets onwards te

the last row on the end of the board opposite to that from
whence his colour started, then he becomes a king and is
crowned by placing one of the captives upon him, and he
thereby obtains the privilege of moving and taking either
backwards or forwards in any angular direction. 1800
N. $ O. ii Feb. 115/1.

1 0.. In billiards. (See quots.) Obs.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 262/2 The King is the little

Pin or Peg standing at one end of the Table, which is to be
of Ivory. 1873 CAVENDISH & B. Billiards 4 The peculiarity
of the game at this time consisted in the use of a small arch
of ivory called the 'port', which was placed where the
pyramid spot now stands, and of an ivory peg or king, placed
on a corresponding spot at the other end of the table.

10. Technical uses.
a. pi. A trade-name for one of the classes into which

fullers teasels are sorted (see quot. 1830). b. A kind of
salmon-fly for angling.
1798 BILLINGSLEY Somerset in Teasels are sorted into

kings, middlings, and scrubs. 1830 J. L. KNAPP Jrnl. Nat.
4374 The terminating heads are ready first, and called
kings

'

: they are larger and coarser than the others and
fitted only for the strongest kinds of cloth. 1867 F. FRANCIS
Angling x. (1880) 396, I would prefer Purple and Green
Kings.
11. elttpt. a. A toast in which the king's health

is drunk, b. A king-post.
1763 CHURCHILL Conference, The King gone round. 1858

Skyring's Builders' Prices (ed. 48) 18 Truss, framed with
king post. .Ditto with king and queens.

II. attrib, and Comb.
12. a. appositive, 'that is a king': us. king-bishop,

-brother, -cardinal, -dauphin, -devil, -folk, -god,

-industry, -parliament, -pedagogue, -poet, -pope, etc.

1890 J. HEALY Insula Sanctorum 608 Cormac Mac Carthy,
himself a "king-bishop. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden
I. 446 Horrified at the domestic misery 'of her "king-brother.
1613 SHAKS. Henry VIII, u. ii. 20 This is the Cardinals
doing : The "King-Cardinall. 1377-87 HOLINSHED Chron.
III. 1184/1 The "king Dolphin and queene of Scots his wife.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 9 fe *kyng deuyl seyde to hym [etc.],

1876 MORRIS Sigurd in. 175 He is born of the Volsung
"king-folk. 1614 SYLVESTER Bethulia's Rescue v. 437 My
"King-God, weary of War's tedious toile, In Ninive . . Made
Publique Feasts. 1873-7 TENNYSON Q. Mary i. v, So your
*King-parliament suffer him to land. 1850 H. ROGERS

S-poel
an untimely end. 1826 W. E. ANDREWS Rev. Fox's Bk.
Martyrs II. 198 On the second day the "king-pope [Henry
VIII] came down to the house.

b. simple attributive,
' of the king, royal

'

: as

king-gear, -house.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes v. (1858) 322 Strip your LouisQuatorze
of his "king-gear, and there is left nothing but a forked
radish with a head fantastically carved. 1483 Ca.th.Angl.
203/2 A "kynghouse, basilica, regia.

c. objective and obj. genitive, as king-bane,

-deposer, -murderer, -worship; king- becoming,

-deposing, -dethroning, -ennobling, -murdering,
-upholding, etc., adjs. See also KINO-KILLER,
-KILLING, -MAKEB, -MAKING.
1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parlt. I. (ed. 2) ai Perswaded,

while that "King-bane breathed, peace could never be
maintained in the Realme. 1603 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 91
The "King-becoming Graces,.. I haue no rellish of them.

1780 COWPER Table-t. 57 That were indeed a "king-ennobling
thought. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. in. iv. Captains
1262 The "King-maiming Kinglings of Bezec. a 1711 KEN
Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 311 A Persecution . . From
the traduc'd, "King-murd'ring Sect. 1844 MACAULAY Ess.,
Chatham (1887) 821 The Tories . . who had always been
inclined to "King-worship. 16.. SIR R. BERKELEY in Hurd
Dial., Const. Eng. Govt. (1759) 300 note, [Sir Robert Berkeley
...affirmed that] the law knows no such "king-yoking policy.

d. instrumental and locative, as king-born,

-descended, -favoured adjs. ; ) to the kingward,
towards the king.
1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. (1847) 528/2 Under a

thorn. .liethpoorKenelm*kingborn. 1832 TENNYSON (Enone
125 A shepherd all thy life but yet kingborn. 18.. CHR.
ROSSETTI Royal Princess, I, a Princess, "kin^-descended.
1614-13 SYLVESTER Panarelus 543 That "King-favour'd
Place. 1461 CLEMENT PASTON in P. Lett. II. 53 Come to

the "Kinge wards or ye meet with him, 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. cxlix, Whan the tydyng came to the pope . . tho

was he to the kyngward ful wrothe.

13. Special combs. : f king-ale, a feasting or

ale-drinking on some royal anniversary ; king-

ball, a ball at which others are aimed in bagatelle;

f king-bee, the queen-bee : see 8 a above; king-
card (see quot.) ; king-closer (see quot. and

CLOSER a
3); king-cobra = HAMADRYAD 2; king-

conch, -conk, a collector's name for a variety of

conch (see quots.) ; king-fluke, Sc. the turbot ;

fking-game, 1= king-flay; fking-geld, scutage;

king-herald (see HERALD i e) ; king-hood =

kings-hood; f king-key, the main keystone or

point of support; f king-land, a kingdom; king-

mullet, the goat-fish ( Upeneus maculaius) of the

West Indies ; + king-play, a performance of the

old drama of the Three Kings; king-pot, the

largest crucible in a brass-smelting furnace ; king-

rod, an iron rod used in place of a king-post (
=

KING-BOLT a) ; king-roller, the middle roller in

a sugar-press ; king-row, the row of pieces next

KING.

to the end of the draught-board ; fking-sacrificer,
the Roman king of the sacrifices (see 5 above);
king-salmon, the Califomian Salmon (Onco-
rhynchus quinnaf) ; king-snake, a large North
American snake (esp. Ophibolus getulus) which
attacks other snakes ; king-truss, a roofing-truss
which has a king-post; t king-wand, a sceptre;
t king-wasp, a queen wasp; king-wood, a
Brazilian wood, prob. from a species of Dalbergia.
See also KING-BOLT, KING-CRAB, KING-CRAFT, etc.

**!-J3
in Kec. Andover 18 Rec* of William plomer and

Alice ffewar for a "Kyngale xxiij". 1600 Wottonc (Hants.)
Ace., Receipts for the Kingale as followeth, for the Sunday
after Midsomer Day, Junij xxix. [Also for July 6.] 1679M. RUSDEN Further Discov. Bees 3 The Royal Race of
"King-Bees, being natural Kings. 1876 A. CAMPBELL-
WALKER Correct Card (iBSo) Gloss.,

*
King<ard, the best

card left in each suit. Thus if the ace and King were out,

that one end is half the width of a brick. 1894 E. H. AITKEN
Naturalist on Prmvl 39 A Hamadryad, or 'King Cobra,. .

the most terrible of the whole serpent tribe. 1831 MAYHEW
Lond. Labour (1861) II. 22 (E. D. D.) The shells of this man's
stock-in-trade he called 'conks' and '"king-conks'.

fleulj. 1304 Church. Ace. in Lysons Env. Lond. (1810)
1. 165 At the geveng out of the "Kynggam by [the] cherche-
wardens, amounted clerely 4. is. 6d. of that same game.
1706 PHILLIPS, *Kingeld, Escuage, or Royal Aid. 1634
VlLVAiN Theol. Treat, vii. 194 This is the "King-key of al
the Fabric, c 1230 Gen. <$ Ex. 1262 His .ix. [son] was tema,
for-San Is oor a *ku[n]glond teman. 1319 Churchw. Ace.
St. Giles, Reading 4 Recd in gatheryng w* the "kyngplay
at Witsontide. 1791 LYSONS Environs Land. (1810) 165
note. It appears by the churchwardens' accounts in the
parish of St. Lawrence at Reading, that the ancient drama
of the three Kings of Cologne was . . performed at that place,
and that it was called the King-game or

King-play. 1879
Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 262 Nine great pots of fire-clay,
the largest, or "king-pot, being in the centre. 1847 LONGF.
Ev. i. iii. 80 Laughed when a man was crowned, or a breach
was made in the "king-row. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 340
What time as L. Posthumius Albinus was "king sacrlficer at
Rome. 1893 Arena Mar. 490 Great numbers of "king
salmon ascend the streams to spawn. 1883 COUES in
Cassilfs Nat. Hist. IV. 319 Both Rattlesnakes and Mocas-
sins will endeavour to get away from the '

"King Snake '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22266 His corun and his "king wand.
1724 DERHAM in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 54 The Queen, or

Female-Wasp (by many called the "King-Wasp). 1851
Diet. Archit., *King Wood..'is. beautifully streaked in
violet tints.. and is principally used for turning and for
small cabinet work. 1885 CasselFs Techn. Educ. II. 26
Violet-wood and king-wood, which come to this country.,
from the Brazilian forests.

b. in names of birds, as king-auk [tr. Norw.

alkekonge}, the little auk or rotche; king-crow,
the leader of a flock of crows ;

also the name of

several species ofdrongo, esp. Dicrurus ater; king-
duck, king-eider, Somateria spectabilis, allied

to the eider-duck; king-hunter, several species of

African and Australian birds related to the king-

fisher, but which do not feed on fish ; king-lory
= king-parrakeet (Newton Diet. Birds 1893);
king-ortolan (see quot.); king-parrakeet, king-

parrot, the name of several species of small parrots
of the genus Aprosmictus, kept as cage-birds;

king-penguin, Aptenodyteslongirostris ; king-rail

(see quot.) ; king-tyrant = KING-BIRD 3 ; king-

vulture, Gypagus (Cathartes) papa, of tropical

America, having a gaudy-coloured head.

1883 Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 69 The little sea-dove . . or

*king-auk, as it is styled by the Norsemen. 1866 Intell.

Observ. No. 50. 106 The "King crows, or drongo shrikes.

1883 E. H. AITKEN Tribes on my Frontier 143 (Y.) The
King-crow, .leaves the whole bird and beast tribe far behind
in originality and force of character. 1856 KANE Arct.

Expl. I. xxi. 270 A noble specimen of the "king duck.

1876 DAVIS Polaris Exp. xvi. 378 The Esquimaux shot

three king-ducks. 1893 DIXON Game Birds 447 The "King
Eider, .is occasionally found in fresh water. 1837 SWAINSON
Nat. Hist. Birds II. 154 These are the habits of the

European kingfisher..and travellers affirm that the "king-
tiunters . . pursue the same method. 1885 Stand. Nat.
Hist. IV. 401 The giant kinghunter of Australia. 1893
SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 64, I saw a pair of the great
African Kingfishers, and a handsome Kinghunter. 1888

TRUMBULL Bird Names 122 Gallinulagaleata. . At Wash-

ington "King-Ortolan. .The name King-ortolan is given by
Coues and Prentiss..as an alias of Rallus elegans. 1883
Casselts Nat. Hist. III. 315 Several, .well known as cage-

;Pa

Jolden South 127 The brilliant scarlet and green king pan
1883 Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 59 The "king penguin of

:he Falkland Islands.. and some other rocks and islands

of the Antarctic Ocean. 1888 TRUMBULL Bird AVijr_i25
ill

^orth America (Tyrannus intretidus). 1883 Casselfs Nat.
Hist. III. 263 The tree on which the "King Vulture roosts.

i8S$Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 268 The bird of this group whose

ippearance is most striking is the king-vulture.

O. in names of plants, as f king-apple, an old,

variety of apple, of red colour and large size;
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king-cob = KINO-CUP; king-cure, name for

American species of fyrola and Chimaphila;

king-devil, Hieracium prteallum, a troublesome

weed, common in some parts of America, but

originally introduced from Europe; king-fern,

the royal fern (Osmunda regalis); king-nut, the

name of a species of hickory ; t king-pear, an old

variety of pear ; king-pine, f (a) the pine-apple :

(b) a large and stately Himalayan fir, Pieea Web-

biana ; king-plant, a Javan Orchid, Anxctochilus

setaceus, having purple-brown leaves marked with

yellow Iines(Miller/
>

/a/-.);king-tree(see quot.).

1707 MORTIMER Hust. i. (1708) 519 The "King Apple, tho'

not common, yet is by some esteemed an excellent Apple.

1507 GERARDE Herbal n. cccli. 805 Crowfoote is called

in English 'King kob. 1874 DUNGLISON Med. Diet.,

"King cure, Pj/rala maculata. 1898 BRITTON^&
BROWN

Ct

*King-pine, growing in Barbados. 1863 BATES Nat. A mazon
ii. (1864) 38 The Moira-tinga (the White or *King tree)

probably the same as, or allied to, the Moira Excelsa which

Sir Robert Schomburgk discovered in British Guiana.

14. Combinations with king's, a. Used in

numerous titles or appellations, in the sense Of,

belonging to, in the service of the king, as head of

the State (in which use it interchanges, during the

reign of a female sovereign, with queen's), royal ;

asking's coin, commission, court(s, customs, soldiers,

taxes, tower, etc. ; also King's ADVOCATE, BEADS-

MAN, COUNSEL, ENGLISH, EVIDENCE, HIGHWAY,
KEYS, PEACE, PRINTER, REMEMBRANCER, SCHOLAR,

SCHOOL, SHIP, THANE, WIDOW, WBIT, for which
see these words, b. f king's ale, the strongest ale

brewed ; king's (bad) bargain (see quots.) ;

fking's bird: see KINGBIRD i
; thing's books,

the taxation lists
; king's chair = kings cushion

;

king's cup, lemonade ; king'scushion, a seatmade

by the crossed hands of two persons ; f king's day,
the King's birthday, coronation-day, and similar

anniversaries; fling's flsn (see quots.); firing's

freeman, Se., one who, in return for services

rendered to the king, had the right to trade as

a freeman without being member of a gild ; fking's
friends, Hist., a political party which supported

George III in his attempts to increase the power
of the crown; king's -hood, Sc. [cf. Da. konge-

hslte], the second stomach of ruminants; firing's

language = King's ENGLISH ; king's letter men,
a former class of officers of similar rank with mid-

shipmen (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867); f king's
piece: see KING-PIECE; t king's silver, (a) silver

blessed by the king, and intended for cramp-rings :

(b) money paid in the Court of Common Pleas for

licence to levy a fine ; t king's stroke, the touch

of the royal hand for king's evil ; f king's wand,
a sceptre ; king's yellow, orpiment or yellow
arsenic used as a pigment. See also KING'S

BENCH, KING'S EVIL, KING'S MAN.
1574 Hurgli Rec. Glasgow (1876) I. 25 That thair be na

derare aill sauld nor sax penneis the pynt, and that the

samyn be *kingis aill and werraye guid. 1783 GROSE
|

Diet. Vulg. T. s.v.
f
One of the *king's bad bargains: a

malingerer, or soldier who shirks his duty. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's IVord'bk., King's bargain, Good or Bad', said of
a seaman according to his activity and merit, or sloth and
demerit. ci6oo DAY Begg. Bednall Gr. 11. it (1881) 39 You
are more in the "Kings Books than he, and pay more Scot
and lot a fair deal, so ye do. 1892 Cooley's Pract. Receipts
948 Lemonade. Syn. Lemon-sherbet, "King's cup. 1818
SCOTT Hrt. Midi, vii, He was now mounted on the hands
of two of the rioters, clasped together, so as to form what is

called in Scotland, 'The "King's Cushion'. 1622 Direct.
Cone. Preachers in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I- 4 Upon
the "Kings days, and set Festivals. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea
278 Vast Shoals are taken of the Saffer, or "Kings-fish. 1712
W. ROGERS Voy, 77 La Plata, .and Uraguay abound so
with Fish, ..one of the choicest, call'd the Kings-Fish, is

small without Bones, and taken only in Winter. 1770
BURKE Prcs. Discont. Wks. 1815 II. 258 The name by which
they chuse to distinguish themselves, is that of king's men
or the "king's friends. 1844 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const.
viii. (1862) 105 'King's friends' men for the most part
attached to his service, by holding military or household

places. 1685 Lintoun Green (1817) 92 (E. D. D.) Pow's-

sowdy, *king's-hoods, mony-plies, Sheep's trotters. 1782
A. MONRO Contpar. Anat. (ed-3) 39 The second stomach,
which is the anterior and smallest, is called, .the bonnet, or

king's-liood. 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue Ded. 2 Your
courteoures, quha..sum tymes spilt (as they cal it) the

l
n s

.
slilteri ls properly that money, which is due to the

King in the Court of common plees, in respect of a licence
there granted to any man for passing a fine. 1888 W. RYE
Records and Rec. -search 39 note, The King's Silver (or the
Post Fine) was the fine paid to the King for liberty to

compromise the imaginary suit. 1613 ZOUCH Dove 30 O ! may
some Royall HeauTn grac'd hand asswage This swelling
Euils "Kings-stroke-asking rage I a 1300 Cursor M. 7864
|>ai sett a ceptre in his hand pat man clepes *kyngs wand.
ri79o I.MISON Set. Aft II. 72 "King's Yellow is the most
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useful and most brilliant. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.

414 King's Yellow is a pure orpiment, or arsenic, coloured

with sulphur.
c. in names of plants, as king's bloom, the

peony ; king's crown, (a)
= Melilot or King's

Clover : (i>) Viburnum Opulus; king's ellwand,
the foxglove (Britt. & Holl.) ; king's feather,
London Pride (Miller Diet. Plant-n. 1884) ; king's

flower, a S. African liliaceous plant, Eucomis

regia ; king's knob = KING-CUP (Britt. & Holl.) ;

king's spear, kingspear, Asphodelus luteus and
A. ramosus; king's taper, the Great Mullein.

Also King's CLOVEB, CousonND, etc. q.v.
16x1 COTGR., Peone, Peonie, *Kings-bloome, Rose of the

Mount. 1597 GERARDE Herbal App., *King's crowne is

Melttotus, 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., King's
Crown, . . Viburnum Opulus. ism GERARDE Herbal i.

Ixiv. i. 88 The leaues of the *Kings speare are long,

narrow, and chamfered or furrowed. 1625 B. JONSON Pan s

Antiiv., Bright crown imperial, kingspear, hollyhocks.

l8pa AGNES M. CLERKE Fain. Stud. Homer viii. 213 The
tall white flowers of the king's spear. 1861 MRS. LANKESTER
Wild Fl. roa Great Mullein . . The common name,

' Torch-
blade ', or

'

*King's taper ', may have arisen from its candle-

like appearance.
15. Phraseological combinations, as King

Charles's Spaniel (see SPANIEL); f King Harry
out (see quot. 1611); King Henry's shoe-

strings, a dish in cookery; King William's

cravat, a cravat of the kind worn by King Wil-
liam III (1689-1702).
1611 COTGR., Balafrc, a slash ouer the face ; a king Harry

cut. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa II. i. 7 A King-William's-
Cravat, or some such antique chin-cushion as by the pictures
of that prince one sees was then the fashion. 1887 Sfon's
Hoifseh. Man. 413 King Henry's Shoestrings. Make a
batter with J Ib. flour [etc.].

King (kin), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. (mostly with if). To act the king ; to

perform the part of a king ;
to rule, govern.

c 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 3307 Out of pitee, growith
mercy and springib, . . What prince hem lakkith, naght
aright he kyngeth. 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 41 The
Lord Deputy Kings it notably in Ireland. 1701 ROWE A mb.
r-j-j H^-J/- ... I - ^7 !/: ,.. I */ ._ a

, .. - .___ , igmg
it in his manger.
2. trans. To make (one) a king.
1593 SHAKS. Rick. //, v. v. 36 Then crushing penurle,

Perswades me, I was better when a King : Then am I king'd
againe. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 24 It un-king'd him, and
King'd his un-kingers in point of Power, a 1716 SOUTH
Twelve Serin. (1744) II. 51 Those traiterous Captains of

Israel, who kinged themselves by slaying their masters.

I843LYTTON Last Bar. viii. viii,The recreant whom I kinged.
3. To rule over, to govern, as a king. rare.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. Vt n. iv. 26 Shee [France] is so idly
king d, Her Scepter so phantastically borne. 1839 BAILEY
Festus ii. (1852) 15 Why mad'st Thou not one spirit, like

the sun, To King the world ?

4. quasi-^n?#j. To mention the name of 'king'.

(Cf. BUT v.) nonce-use.

1605 Tryall Chevalry i. i. in Bullen 0. PI. III. 271 King
me no Kings.
Hence Ki-nging vbl. sb^ the act of making, or

fact of being made, a king.
1656 S. H. Gold. Law 64 Solomon also opprest the people

so, ..as it obstacled his son Rehoboams Kinging. 1708 T.
WARD Eng. Ref, (1716) 95 Till once again he fell to Kinging,
And then ne got a Rope to swing in.

King-at-arms : see KING-OF-ARMS.

King-bird.
1. (Also king

1

s-bird, king bird of paradise.} A
species of bird of paradise, Paradisea regia.
1779 FORREST Voy. N. Guinea 141 The late Linneus, as

well as Count Buffon, reckon the King's bird among the
birds of paradise. 1828 WEBSTEK, Kingbird^ a fowl of the

genus Paradisea. i86a WOOD Nat. Hist. II. 418 The
Manucode, or King Bird of Paradise, so called because it

was thought to exercise a regal sway over the other species.
2. A royal bird ; ? the eagle.
1840 BROWNING Sordello vi. ^83 As the king-bird with

ages on his plumes Travels to die in his ancestral glooms.
o. An American tyrant fly-catcher, usually Tyran-

nus carolinensis (also called 'Bee-Martin'), re-

markable for its boldness and intrepidity during
the breeding season.
1828 in WEBSTER. 18. . in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XVI. 560/1

With spring's return the king-bird hither hastes. 1858 O. W.
HOLMES Aut. Breakf.-t. (1865) 28 If you ever saw a crow
with a king bird after him, you will get an image of a dull

speaker and a lively listener. 1896 NEWTON Diet. Birds
1000 The glory of the Family may be said to culminate in

the king of King-birds, Muscivora regia.
4. A sailor's name for various species of tern

(Newton Diet. Birds s.v.).

Ki'ng-bolt. A main or large bolt in a me-
chanical structure.
a. An iron rod in a roof, used instead of a king-post, b. A

vertical bolt passing through the axle of a carriage or rail-

way car, and forming a pivot on which the axle swings in

taking curves, o. A bolt from which the cage of a mining
shaft is suspended.
18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 563 Constructed

with one king-bolt in the middle. 1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
839/2 The king-bolt is the center of oscillation, and the fifth-

wheel forms an extended support to prevent the careening
of the carriage-bed. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met.
U, S. 591 As soon as these arms become engaged and fixed

KINGDOM.
in the guides, the whole weight of the cage is transferred to
the king-bolt by which it is suspended. 1888 C. F. MITCHELL
Building Constr. i. ix. (1889) 129 Feet of King or Queen
Bolts. These may pass through cast-iron sockets which are
indented into the tie-beam.

t Ki*ng-by-your-lea've. Obs. A variety of

the game of hide-and-seek (see quot. 1572).
1573 HULOET, Kinge by your leaue. a playe that children

haue, where one
sytting bfyndefolde in the midle, bydeth so

tyll the rest haue hydden them selues, and then he going to
seeke them, if any get his place in the meane space, that
same is kynge in his roume. x6xx FLORID, Abomba, is pro-
perly the place, where children playing hide themselves, as
at a play called king by your leave. [1884 BLACK Jud,
Shaks. iii. Is it anything worse than the children .. having
a game of

'

King by your leave '?]

Kingcough, variant of KINKCOTJGH.

Ki'ng-crab. [f. KINO + CEAB sb^\
1. A large arthropodous animal of the genus

Litmtlus, having a convex carapace somewhat of

the shape of a horseshoe; the horseshoe or Molucca
crab. ,

Formerly classed among the Crustacea* but now generally
placed under the Arachnida or Spiders; in structure it

differs considerably from the typical form of both classes, and
is considered to be the nearest living representative of the
extinct Trilobites.

1698 J. PETIVEK in Phil. Trans. XX. 394 A King Crab of
the Molucos Island. 178* ANDRE ibid. LXXII. 440 The
Monoculus Polyphemus, or King Crab .. frequently grows
to a very large size. 1847 ANSTED Anc. World ix. 188 The
prawns and the king-crabs of the existing seas.

2. The British thomback-crab (Mata squinado}.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Krng-craft. The art of ruling as a king ; the

skilful exercise of royalty; esp. the use of clever or

crafty diplomacy in dealing with subjects.
[1650 WELDON Crt. Jas. /, 102 Nor must I forget to let

you know how perfect the King [Jas. I] was in the art of

dissimulation, or to give it his own phrase (Kingcraft).]
1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parlt. ii. 34 In this dissembling

age ; when King-craft is improved to the utmost. 1677 GALE
Crt. Gentiles iv. 4 Solomon was endowed with this natural

sagacitie . . which kind of sagacitie Politicians cal King-craft.

1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xviii. 376 The king-
craft and the priest-craft of the day taught other lessons.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 7. 534 With Charles they
were simply counters, in his game of king-craft.

Ki'ng-cup. A name given in many parts of

England to the common species of buttercup,
Ranunculus acrisy bulbosus, and repens\ also to

Marsh Marigold, Caltha palustris.
1538 TURNER Libellus, Rauvncvtvs

t .,K.yngecuppe, 1551
Herbal i. I v b, A yelow floure like vnto the kyngcuppe

called Ranunculus. 1634 PEACHAM Genil. Exerc. n. vii. 124
A garland of Bents, King-cups, and Maidens haire. 1784
COWPER Task vi. 303 To gather king-cups in the yellow
mead. 1802 WORDSW. Small Celandine i Pansies, lilies,

kingcups, daisies, Let them live upon their praises ! 1833
TENNYSON Poems 38 Methinks that I could tell you all The
cowslips and the kingcups there.

Kingdom (krrjdam), sb. Forms : i cyning-,3
kung-, 4-5 kyng-, 4- kingdom; also 4 king-,
4-5 kyngdam(e; 4-5 kinge-, 5 kynge-, 4-7

j

kyng-, 6-7 kingdome, (7 -doume), (4 kingdon,
5 kyngham). [OK. cyningd6m = Q$>. kuningdbm
(MDu. koninghdonij T)\\.koningdom}, G. konigtum
(only since i8th c.), ON. konungddni'r : see KING
and -DOM.
OE. cyningd6m is found only in the poem of Daniel^ the

usual word being cyned6m^ whence ME. kinedom^ KINDOM.
The use of kingdom in ME. was further limited by the
existence of KINGRIK and KINRIK, with the same senses.]

fl. Kingly function, authority, or power; sove-

reignty, supreme rule
;

the position or rank of

a king, kingship. Obs. a. Without article.

a 1000 Daniel 567 Se [metod] bee aceorfe5 of cyningdome.
Ibid. 680 pa was endedaej, pees be Caldeas cynmgdom
ahton. c 13*5 Know Thyself'76 in E. E. P. (1862) 132 pau?
J>ou haue kyngdam and empyre. 1539 RASTELL Pastyme l

Hist. Rom. (1811) 13 Put downe from his dignyte of kyng-
dome. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy \. (1822) 12 Avarice and de-

sire of kingdome. a 1679 HOBBES Rhet. viii. (1681) 19
Monarchy .. which Government, if he limit it by Law, is

called Kingdom ; if by his own will, Tyranny.
b. With poss. pron. or the (passing into 2 or 3).
a 1300 Cursor M. 7613 He dred his kingdon [v. r. -dome]

to lese,pat )>ai to king suld dauid chese. 1390 GOWER Con/.
I. 142 Thus was he from his kingdom Into the wilde Forest
drawe. c 1415 Eng. Cong. Irel. 28 Sume of hys eldre to-fore

hym hadden somtyme the kynge-dome of all Irland. 1535
COVERDALE i Sam. xiv. 47 Whan Saul had conquered the

kyngdome ouer Israel. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. ii. 62 Else

my Kingdome stands on brittle Glasse. 1651 WEEVER Anc.
Fun. Mon, 767 Sigebert. .resigned vp his kingdome.
2. An organized community having a king as its

head ; a monarchical state or government.
Latin Kingdom (see LATIN). Middle Kingdoin^ a trans-

lation of Chinese chung kwoh
' central state ', originally the

name given, c B. c. 1150, under the Chan dynasty, to the im-

perial state of Honan, in contrast to the dependencies sur-

rounding it. In mod. use the term is sometimes confined to

the eighteen provinces of China Proper, but is also used to

denote the whole Chinese Empire. United Kingdom^ Great
Britain and Ireland, so called since the Act of Union of

1800.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2127 (Cott.) pe mast cite .. And mani
riche kingdon [Go'tt. mani a no)>er riche kingdame]. 1387
TREVISA Hlgden (Rolls) 1. 31 Somtyme )*re were foure prin-

cipal kyngdoms . . |>e firste kyngdom was vnder cure fore

fadres from Adam to Moyses. 1657-8 Burton*s Diary (1828)
II. 403 The Commons of England will quake to hear that



KINGDOM.
they are returning to Egypt, to the garlick and onions of. .

a kingdom. 1672 TEMPLE Ess., Government Wks. 1731 I.
102 If. .a Nation extended it self over vast Tracts of Land
and_ Numbers of People, it thereby arrived in time at the
ancient Name of Kingdom, or modern of Empire. 1734 POPE
Ess. Man iv. 133 This world . . Contents us not. A better shall
we have ? A kingdom of the Just then let it be. 1790 BURKEf-r.Kcv. Wks. V. 48 There is ground enough for the opinion
that all the kingdoms of Europe were at a remote period
elective. 1801 Proclamation 22 Jan., George the Third,, .of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, King. 1885
S. W. WILLIAMS Middle Kingdom I. 4 A third [name] ii

/
"
3? - , 'l

or Mlddle Kingdom. 1883 Standard 6 Apr.
5/2 I he Middle Kingdom has forwarded the.. articles. 1900Westm. Gaz. 15 Oct. 4/2 His invitation having been.. onlythe second to a foreigner, by the Kingdom of the Chrysan-
themum [Japan].
3. The territory or country subject to a king ; the

area over which a king's rule extends
; a realm.

c 1250 Gen. , Ex. 1260 A kungriche his name bar ; And of
duma his sexte sune, A kungdom dirima. c 1340 Cursor M.
55O7 (Tnn.) penne commaundide kyng pharao . . Ouer al his
kyngdome euery where [etc.], c 1400 Three Kings Cologne
8 In all be londys and be kyngdoms of be eest. a 1450 Cov.
Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 210 Naverne and the kyngdom of
bpayn. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. II. vii. 10 A true-deuoted
Pilgnme is not weary To measure Kingdomes with his
feeble steps. 1667 MILTON P. L. ii. 361 The utmost border
of his kingdom. 1794 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV. 255, I wish
he may be able to find his kingdom in the map of the

British territories. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy <$ It. Isl. III.
71 The Kingdom of Naples consisted of the same provinces
on the mainland which had been governed by the Bourbons.

b. A familiar name for the Scotch county of Fife,
which was one of the seven Pictish kingdoms.
1710 SIBBALD Hist. Fife ft Kinross 3 It was from the large

Extent of Fife of old, that the Vulgar are wont to call it The
Kingdom of Fife. 1845-32 BILLINGS in Ordnance Gaz.
Scotl. III. 19/1 A ramble amongst the grey old towns which
skirt the ancient Kingdom of Fife. 1886 (title) The King-dom ; a handbook to Fife (ed. 3). 1899 Westm. Gaz. 21 Jan.
T/3 (heading')

' Kodaks from the Kingdom '.

4. transf. andy%-. a. The spiritual sovereignty
of God or Christ, or the sphere over which this

extends, in heaven or on earth
; the spiritual state

of which God is the head.
The conception and the different phrases expressing it are

of frequent occurrence in the first three gospels. In Matthew
the common form is t/te kingdom of heaven, sometimes
merely the kingdom ; in Mark and Luke, as well as in the
epistles of St. Paul, the constant phrase is the kingdom of
God. Cf. also Ps. cxlv, Daniel ii. 44, vii. 27, etc.

^1300 Cursor M. 1615 (Gott.) Forto bring paim..Alshis
aune his kingdam tille. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1408 pe
way of lyfe..pat ledes us til our contre-warde pat es J>e

kyngdom of heven bright. Ibid. 8778 pat land es cald . .

pe kyngdom of God alle-myghty. 1377 LANGL. P. PL B.
Prol. 105 pere Crist is in kyngdome. .to opne it to hem and
heuene blisse shewe. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. iii. 2 Do ye
penaunce for the kyngdom of heuens shal nei}. John
xviii. 36 Jhesu answeride, My kyngdom is not of this
world. 1567 Glide $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 116 The gloriousnes
of thy kingdome [they] teiche. 1671 MILTON P. R. in.

199 What concerns it thee, when I begin My everlasting
Kingdom ? a 1822 SHELLEY Chas. I, in. 28 Until Heaven's
kingdom shall descend on earth. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom's C. xix. 197

'

Augustine, sometimes I think you are
not far from the kingdom ', said Miss Ophelia.

b. Used in reference to the spiritual rule or

realm of evil or infernal powers.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18245 Nu es all vr kingdom for-dune, O

man-kind mon we gett ful fune. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. v. ii.

30, I am Reuenge sent from th' infernall Kingdome. 1594
Rich. Ill, i. iii. 144 High thee to Hell.. Thou Caco-

demon, there thy Kingdome is. 1629 MILTON Hymn Nativ.
171 Th' old Dragon .. wrath to see his Kingdom fail. 1667

P. L. VI. 183 Reign thou in Hell thy Kingdom.
c. A realm, region, or sphere in which some

condition or quality is supreme or prevails.
(1362 LANGL. P. PL A. II. 65 Wib be kingdom of

Couetise I Croune hem to-gedere.] a 1380 St. Ambrose 755
in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 20 To*pe kyngdom of blis

pat euer schal laste. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. iv. 47, I past
(me thought) the Melancholly Flood.. Vnto the Kingdome
of perpetuall Night. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 177 In the blest

kingdoms meek of joy and love. 1872 RUSKIN Eagle's N.
33 The elastic and vaporous kingdom of folly. 1875 E.

WHITE Life in Christ in. xxiii. (1876) 361 The Kingdom of
Darkness is man's arena of action separated from his God.

d. Any sphere in which one has dominion like

that of a king.
c 1600 SIR E. DYER Poems (ed. Grosart) 21 My mynde to

me a Kyngdome is. 1781 COWPER Truth 406 His mind his

kingdom, and his will his law. 1784 Tirocin. 12 Hers
[the soul's] is the state. .An intellectual kingdom all her
own. 1825 SCOTT Talism. vii, The sick-chamber of the

patient is the kingdom of the physician.
e. Anything compared to a realm or country

ruled by a king ; a domain.
1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 246 The body of this fleshly Land,

This kingdome, this Confine of blood, and breathe. 1597
2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 118 All the rest of this little Kingdome
(Man), a 1822 SHELLEY Cltas I, n. 385 To dispeople your
unquiet kingdom of man. 1832 TENNYSON Pal. Art 228

The airy hand . . divided quite The kingdom of her thought.

5. A realm or province of nature
; esp, each of

the three great divisions of natural objects, the

animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms.
[1642 M. R. BESLEE (title) Gazophylacium Rerum Nature-

Hum, e regnd vegetabili, animali, et minerali depromrjtarum. ]

a 1691 BOYLE Chr. Virtuoso 11. 1. L 8 3 The mineral kingdom,
as, after the chemists, most writers now call it. 1692

BENTLEY Boyle Lect. iv. 131 If they confine the Earth to

Pigmie Births in the Vegetable Kingdom. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey) s. v., Chymists . . call the three Orders of

707

Natural Bodies, viz. Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral, bythe name of Kingdoms. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) i
Another subject of the verdant kingdom.. demands my
particular notice. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I. 5Ihe Animal, the Vegetable, and the Fossil or Mineral
Kingdom. 1802 PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hutton. The. 178 The
bodies of amphibious animals which now make part of the
fossil kingdom. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 4u No
kingdom of nature was left unexplored.
6. Kingdom-come (from the clause thy kingdom

come in the Lord's Prayer).
a. Heaven or paradise ; the next world, slang.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s. v., He is gone to kingdom
come, he is dead. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Subj. Paint.
Wks. 1812 II. 180 Sending such a Rogue to Kingdom-come.
1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne I. xii. 184 So old aunt
Duncan has gone to kingdom come at last.

b. Themillennialkingdom of Christ. Aho attrib.
1848 CLOUGH Amours de Voy. m. 76 It would seem this

Church is indeed of the purely Invisible, Kingdom-come
kind. 1873 M 'ss THACKERAY Wks. (1891) I. p. x, A future
. . bound to us by a thousand hopes and loving thoughts a
Kingdom-come for us all.

7. attrib. and Comb., as kingdom-quake (after

earthquake), -making, etc.
a 1711 KEN Urania Poet. Wks. 1721 17.463 In Kingdom-

quakes the wiseFeel no disquieting surprise. 1872 A. DEVERB
Leg. St. Patrick, DisbeliefofMikho 161 Exile, or kingdom-
wearied king. 1882 Times 18 Mar. 4/2 The Russian intrigue
which they say pushed on the kingdom-making.
Hence Ki-ngdomful, as much as a kingdom can

hold; Kingdomless a., having no kingdom;
Xi-ugdomship, a kingdom ; a kingship.

tagland. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr.ll. 319 Provincial
governors . . here characterised as kings yet kingdomless.

Kingdom (kiTjdam), v. [f. prec. sb.]
fl. intr. (with if). To pose or figure as a

kingdom. 06s. nonce-use.

_
a 1618 SYLVESTER Dialogue 24 Every Countie Kingdomes

it a-part.

2. trans, a. To take possession of, as a kingdom.
b. To furnish with a kingdom (only in pass.}.
1887 J. SERVICE Life Dr. Dugtiid 270, I was.. Haunted

for ever by a fleeting face.. whose lips So often as I slept,

would_ kingdom mine, a 1891 LD. LYTTON King Poppy xi.

480 King henceforth Thou art, and bravely kingdom'd.

Kingdomed (ki-ndamd), a. [f. prec. sb. or vb.]
1. Furnished with, or constituted as, a kingdom.
1606 SHAKS. Tr.

,5- Cr. n. iii. 185 Twixt his mentall and
his actiue parts, Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages,
and batters gainst it selfe. 1838 S. BELLAMY The Betrayal
22 Empire in its regal seat. .And kingdom'd character.

2. Consisting of or divided into (so many) king-
doms : in parasynthetic compounds.
1854 Tail's Mag: XXI. 265 The much-lacerated, many-
ingdomed, state-splintered

' Fatherland'. 1898 M. BAXTER
in Daily News u June 7/4 A Ten-kingdomed Confederacy.

Kriig'-fislx. A name given to several fishes

remarkable for their size, appearance, or value as

food ; esp. (a) the opah (Lamprisguttatus or lund),
a brilliantly-coloured fish of the mackerel family,

occasionally found in British waters ; (d) a caran-

goid fish (Seriola Lalandii) of New Zealand and
New South Wales, also called '

yellow-tail
'

; (c)

a scombroid fish of Florida (Scomberomerus re-

galis or Cybium regale) ; (d) an American sciaenoid

fish {Menticirrus nebulosus or related species) ;

(e) a sctenoid fish of S. Australia (Scisena ant-

arciicd),

1750 Phil. Trans., Abridg. (1756) X. 879 Plate v. The Opah,
or King Fish. 1773 ROMANS Florida App. 7 Groopers are in

great plenty, king-fish, Spanish mackrel and Barrows are also

often caught towing. 1798 T. HINDERWELL Scarborough
IL ii. 229 The Opah or king-fish (very rare) was seen here
a few years ago. 1827 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales I. 68

(Morris) King-fish, mullet, mackarel . . are all found plenti-

fully about. 1859 All Year Round No. 4. 82 The deep sea
fish the *

schnapper ', the
'

king fish
',
the

'

grounder ', and
the rock cod were beyond their reach. 1880 Rep. R. Comm.
Fislieries N. S. Wales 22 The '

King-fish
'

[Elacata nigra\
is about the most voracious and destructive of all the pre-
dacious fishes of these seas. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXIX.
330/2 Second in importance is the kingfisn, whom the Fish
Commissioners call a Scomberomorus regalis.. He is wholly
unrelated to the kingfish of the North, but is a variety of

mackerel. He abounds off the coast of Florida.

Kingfisher (ki-nfijai). Forms : a. 5 kyngys
fischare, 6 kinges fisher, 6-8 king's fisher.

/3. 7- kingfisher.
1. A small European bird (Altedo ispida) with

a long cleft beak and brilliant plumage, feeding
on fish and aquatic animals which it captures by
diving. Hence, extended to other birds of the

family Alcedinidx or Halcyonidai, esp. the Belted

Kingfisher of N. America (Ceryle alcyon), and the

Laughing Jackass of Australia (Dacelo gigas).
Various superstitions have been associated with the Com-

mon Kingfisher, some of which it shares with the HALCYON

(which has been generally identified with it), esp. the belief

that a dried specimen hung up indicated by its position the

direction in which the wind was blowing.
a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 275/2 Kyngys fyschare, lytylle

byrde, isida. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 108 b, Beare a

natural! grudge the one to the other : as doth the Eagle and
the Kings Fisher. 1622 MAY Virg. Georg. ill. (1628) 89
When., dew refreshing on the Pasture fields The Moone be-

KINGLIHOOD.
stowes, Kings-fishers play on shore. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseuti. Ef. bij, That a Kings fisher hanged by the bill
sheweth where the winde is. 1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil
Trans. XVII. 989 The Fishing Hauk is an absolute Species
of a Kings-fisher. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII.
326 This sanguine little king's-fisher (not prescient of the
storm, as by his instinct he ought to be).
p. 1658 PHILLIPS, Halcyon, a bird called a King-fisher.a 1667 COWLEY0M Poverty, Here sad King-fishers tell their

Tales. 17896. WHITE Selborne n. xlii. (1853) 271 Theking-
fisher darts along like an arrow, a 1821 KEATS Imit. Spenser
"> There the Kingfisher saw his plumage bright Vicing with
fish of brilliant dye below. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 488
In habits Kingfishers display considerable diversity.
2. The name of an artificial salmon-fly. 1 Obs.
1787 BEST AngKng(K&. 2) 109 Two salmon flies, which are

the principal ones, called the Dragon and Kings-fisher.. of
the most gaudy feathers there are, especially the peacock s.

t Ki'nghead. Obs. In 4 -hed(e. [f. KINO sb.

+ -HEADJ a. = KlNGHOOD. b. = KINGDOM.
c 1340 Cursor M. 9549 (Trin.) Wibouten bese kyng nab

no mi5t For to reule his kynghede. 1390 GOWER Con/. III.
143 A king, which hath to lede The poeple, for his kinghede.

Kmghood (ki-nhud). [f. KING sb. + -HOOD.]
Kingship ; the rank, authority, or office of king ;

kingly spirit or character.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 4059 King, i be coniure . . hi alle be

yn the service of Love. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law 69 What did
any of their aforesaid Kings . . for their King-hoods 1 1837
CARLYLE Misc. Ess., Mirabeau (1888) V. 211 This gift was
precisely the kinghood of the man, and did itself stamp him
as a leader of men. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary IV. i, Your
father

was_
a man Of such colossal kinghood.

Krnginesa. nonce-wd. [f. *kingy (like doggy,
horsy] + -NESS.] The quality of being

' the king '.

a 1849 H. COLERIDGE Ess. (1851) II. 159 There is an in-

tense Kinginess about the elder Harry [Shakspere's Hen. IV]
which takes from our sympathies with his sufferings.

f Ki-ngist. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. KING sb. + -IST,

after papist.'] A partisan of the king.
1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1 888 I. 59 Thai

wald mok ws on lyke manere, and call ws Kingistis and
Queneistis.

Ki'Ug-jtMler. One who kills a king; a

regicide.

1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 382 O thou sweete King-killer,
and deare diuorce Twixt naturall Sunne and sire.

T. FLATMAN Heraclitus Ridens No. 24 (1713) 1. 158 They'll
give you leave to roast them at Temple-Bar with their
Brother King-killer the Pope. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil
.O__\ _ . . TIT _ I ,1 _ ir- '-

(1822) 244 No less than a King-Killer and an assassinator.

Ki'ng-kidling, sb. The killing of a king or

kings.
1606 Proc. agst. late Traitors 105 That King-killing and

Queen-killing was not indeed a doctrine of theirs. 1662

Rump Songs (1874) U- 9^ Murtherand Lyes, King-Killing,
Hypocrisy, Cheats. 1667 J. CORBET Disc. Relig. Eng. 4
The Jesuits Doctrine ofking-killing, hath made them odious.

attrib, 1643 PRYNNE Sov. Pffiver Parlt. I. (ed. 2) 3 This

Kinjr-deposing, King-killing Popish Doctrine.

Ki'llg-ki'lliug, a. That kills a king or kings ;

regicidal.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. n. Babylon 4 King-killing

Treacheries Succeed a-row, with Wrack of Israel, a 1732
ATTERBURY Serm. (1737) IV. 21 They outstripped.. even the

bloodiest of their king-killing neighbours.

Kingless (ki'rjles), a. [f. KING sb. + -LESS;
cf. ON. konunglauss, G. koniglos."\ Without a

king ; having no king.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2289 pe king lai ded bar, po was bis

londkingles. a 1300 Cursor M. 9344 Kyngles sal yee be fra

bat dai. c 1450 Merlin 24 Sir, we ben Kyngeles, for he that

we haue is naught worth. 1683 WILLIAMS Answ. Hunt's
Postscr. 17, I find no approbation of such as the Kingless

Keepers of the Liberty of England. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har.
I. Ixxxvi, They fight for freedom who were never free

;
A

Kingless people for a nerveless state. 1871 TYLOR Prim.
Cult. I. 353 The kingless Turkoman hordes say of them,
selves

' We are a people without a head '.

Hence Kriiglessiiess.
1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. i. 7 Open

'

kinglessness ',

what we call anarchy,., is everywhere the order of the day.

Kinglet (ki-nlet). [f. KING sb. + -LET.]

1. A petty king ;
a king ruling over a small terri-

tory. Mostly contemptuous. Cf. KINGLING i.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xlii. (1632) 143 Caesar termeth

all the Lords . . to be Kinglets, or pettie Kings [
= rfguli].

Ibid. (1634) 146 So many petty-kings, and petty-petty kinglets

have we now adayes. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. m.
vii. 388 Sitrig, the kinglet of Northumberland. 1831 CARLYLE

Misc., Early Germ. Lit. (1872) III. 198 Who . . ventured

Zulu King is to be restored under conditions.. the same as

those that Sir Garnet Wolseley imposed upon his thirteen

2. A popular name of the Golden-crested Wren,

Regulus cristatus ;
also of two allied N. American

species, /". satrapa and R. calendula.

1839-43 YARRELL Hist. Birds I. 347 The little Golden-

Crested Regulus, or Kinglet, .has a soft and pleasing song.

1869 J. BURROUGHS in Galaxy Mag. Aug., Wilson called

the Kinglets Wrens. 1884 E. P. ROE in Harper's Mag. Mar.

614/2 The golden-crested kinglet is a little mite of a bird.

Kinglihood (ki-rjlihud). rare- '. [f.
KINGLY a.

+ -HOOD.] Kingly or royal state ; royalty.

1869 TENNYSON Coming of Arthur 50 He neither wore on

helm or shield The golden symbol of his kinglihood.
164-a
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Kinglike (ki-nbik), a. and adv. [f. KING sb.

+ -LIKE.] A. adj. Resembling a king; charac-

teristic of, or befitting, a king ; kingly ; regal.

1561 T NORTON Calvin's last. IV. xix. (1634) 726 marg.,

Rasure of the crowne [is] ministred in token of spiritual

Kinglike dignitie. 1636 MASSINGER Bash/. Lever m in,

Tis truly nolle, having power to pumsh,-Nay, kinglike

to forbear it. 1661 GAUDEN in Birch Mtltoti s Wks. (1738)

I. 67 What was dona like a King, should have a Kmglike
Retribution.

B. adv. Like, or in a manner befitting, a king.

1884 TENNYSON Becket iv. ii, He . .kinglike fought the proud

archbishop, kinglike Defied the Pope.

Kingliness (ki-rjlines). [f.
KINGLY a. + -NESS.]

Kingly quality or character.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark iii. 28 Shewed no

poynte of Kingliness. <i6i8 RALEIGH Apol. 71 To that

388 The kingliness was in the whole kin i one son ofWoden
was as kingly as another.

Kingling (ki-nlirj). [f. KING sb. + -LING.]

1. A little or petty king. (Less contemptuous
than kinglet.)
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. IV. Handie-Crafts 381

Prince of some Peasants . . And silly Kingling of a simple

Village. 1658 CLEVELAND Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687)

477 This Upstart Kingling would not wholly move by
Example. 1764 CHURCHILL Candidate 82 Enough of King-

lings, and enough of Kings. 1812 SOUTHEY Omnianu II.

193 The romantic adventures of a little Kingling of Ithaca.

1884 TENNYSON Becket Prol., You could not see the King
for the kinglings.

f 2. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

1658 2rf Narr. late Parlt. 2 A Catalogue of the King-

lings, or the names of those Seventy persons (most of them

being the Protectors Kinsmen, and Sallery-men) that voted

for Kingship.

Kingly (ki-nli), a. Also 4-6 kyng-. [f. KING
sb. + -LYI. fJot in OE., which had cynellc royal,

kingly; bnt cf. OFris. kining-, kenenglik, MDu.
canine-, koninglijc (Du. koninklijk), OHG. chu-

ninclth (MHG. kunicltch, G. koniglicK), ON.

konungligr (Da. kongelig, Sw. kong(s)lig).~\

1. Of the nature of a king or kings; royal ; of

royal rank.

1382 WYCLIF i Pet. ii. 9 ?e ben a kynde chosun, kyngly
presthod, holy folk. 1538 COVEHDALE Hos. v. i Geue eare,
o thou kingly house. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 167 He
..to my Kingly Guest Vnclasp'd my practise. 1618 LITHGOW
Pilgr. Farew. in FairS. P. Jos. I, 338 Wer'st thou a kinglie

sonne, and vertue want, Thou art more brute than beastes.

1651 SIR E. PEYTON (title) The Divine Catastrophe of the

Kingly Family of the House of Stuarts. 1877 FREEMAN
Norm. Conq. (ed. 3! I. iii. 108 In every Kingdom there was a

kingly house, out of which ..alone kings were chosen.

2. Of or belonging to a king ; held, exercised,

or issued by a king; fit or suitable for a king;

royal, regal.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. v. (Skeat) 1. 126 Dauid that

from keping of shepe, was drawen vp in to the order of

kingly gouernaunce. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 29 Lettres

seled wyth his kyngly ryng. 1535 COVERDALE Esther i. 19
Yf it please the kynge, let there go a kyngly commaunde-
ment from him. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy.
i. xviii. 20 b, Governours. .did chase them away with al the

other kinglie officers. x6ox SHAKS. J-ul. C. m. ii. 101, 1 thrice

presented him a Kingly Crowne, Which he did thrice refuse.

1780 COWPER Table-Talk 174 Leave kingly backs to cope
with kingly cares, a 1826 HEBER Hymn, The Son of God
goes forth to war, A kingly crown to gain. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 42 Whether the magistrate to whom
the whole kingly power was transferred should assume the

kingly title.

b. Of government : Monarchical.

1658 ind Narr. late Parlt. in Select./r. Har1. Xfisc. (1793)
421 To change the government from kingly to parliamentary.
1676 TOWERSON Decalogite 232 Aristotle . . was no friend of
the kingly government. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. vi. 163
The kingly form of government appears to have been the

only one known in the heroic
ajje. 1899 Daily Nevis

8 May 8/4 [Mommsen's] conclusions regarding capital
punishment in Kingly, Republican, and Imperial Rome.

3. Having the character, quality, or attributes of

a king; kinglike; dignified, majestic, noble. Of
persons, their actions, etc.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, v. i. 29, I am farre better borne
then is the king: More like a King, more Kingly in my
thoughts. 1605 Play Stucley 2138 in Simpson Sch. Shaks.
(1878) I. 243 What a high spirit hath this Englishman He
tunes his speeches to a kingly key. a 1618 RALEIGH Prerog.
Parl. (1628) 5 There is nothing more kingly in a King, then
the performance of his word. 1687 DRYOEN Hind ft P. in.
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Ki 4

ng-ma:ker. One who makes or sets up

kings ; spec, an epithet of Richard Neville, Earl of

Warwick, in the reigns of HenryVI and Edward IV.

1599 DANIEL Civ. Wars v. xvi, That great King-maker

manding qualities.

fig. 1853 KANE Grbmell Exp. xlix. (1856) 461 The kingly
bergs began their impressive march. 1877 TENNYSON Harold
m. i. 79 The kingliest Abbey in all Chnstian lands.

Kingly, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY 2. Cf. MDu.
conincffkc, ON. konungliga.] In a kingly manner,
royally ; regally.
1586 MARLOWE u/ Pi. Tamburl, in. iii, Each man a crown I

Why, kingly fought, i
1

faith. 1658 CLEVELAND Rustic Ram.
pant Wks. (1687) 442 This Way he could not but dye Kingly,
at least, like a Gentleman. 1741 POPE Dune. iv. 207 Low
bow'd the rest : He, kingly, did but nod. 187* TENNYSON
Garitk >f Lyiatte 124 When I was frequent with him in my
youth, And heard him Kingly speak.

Warwick, so far growne In grace with Fortune, that he

fouerns
it, And Monarchs makes. 1603 Archpr. Controv.

I. 236 The kingmakers designes will come, as is the old

prouerbe, from a~wyndmill post to be pudding pricke. 1856
FROUDB Hist. Eng. II. viii. 259 Sir Edward Poynings

was
sent to Dublin to put down this new king-maker. 1878
STUBBS Const. Hist. III. xviii. 212 Warwick .. filled .. a place
which never before or after was filled by a subject, and his

title of Kingmaker was not given without reason. 1887
Diet. Nat. Biog. IX. 67/1 William Thompson, the great
Maori chief and '

king-maker '.

So Ki ng-ma king sb. and a.

1816 BYRON Ck. Har, in. xvii, And is this all the world
has gain'd by thee, Thou first and last of fields ! king-

making Victory? 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. I. Prel. n Leofnc
had the first success in king-making.

King-of-Arms. Also (less correctly) King-
at-Arms. [See ABM sb.'* 14.]
The title of the three chief heralds of the College

of Arms, viz. Garter, the principal King of Arms,
and Clarenceux and Norroy, provincial Kings of

Arms, the former of whom has jurisdiction south

of the Trent, and the other north of that river.

Besides these there are the Lyon King of Arms
of Scotland, and the Ulster King of Arms of Ire-

land ; also Bath King of Arms (see BATH rf.l 19).
The appellation is given also to similar officers in

other countries.

1449-50 Will of IV. Bruges in Sir H. Nicolas Testaments
Vetnsta (1826) I. 266 William Bruges, Garter Kyng of

Armes, at London, Feb. 26, 1449. My body to be brought
and buryed in the Church of Saynt George within Staunford,
[etc.]. 1464 Rolls Parlt. V. 530/2 John Smert, otherwise
called Garter King of Armes. 1530 PALSGR. 236/1 Kyng of
armes, roy tte armes. 1565 in Gross Gild Merch. (1890) II.

55, I Clarenciux, King of Armes of the Sowth est and West
parts, a 1614 J. MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 58 William
Stewart, sumtyme Liuun King of Armes. 1702 Land. Gaz.
No. 3804/1 Then the Deputy Garter King of Arms with his

Coronet. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelsons Fun. 33 Garter, Prin-

cipal King of Arms,. .with his Sceptre. 1874 N. fy @.5th
Ser. I. 146 The Crown of a Herald King of Arms.

(3. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV, 244 Causing Gartier,

principal kyng at armes, to make a publique Proclamacion.
Ibid. 245 They sent Lyon Kyng at Armes to the duke of
Glocester. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 35. 224 The King
. . dispatches Garter King at Arms with a Letter of Defi-
ance, 1808 SCOTT Martti. iv. viii, note, It was often an
office imposed upon the Lion King-at-arms, to receive foreign
ambassadors. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 37 We find,
from a household book of Edward I, that . . Hertnelm, king-
at-arms of the '

King of Almaine ', receives a present.

t King-piece. 0/>s. Also kingVpiece. =
KING-POST.
1664 EVEI.YN tr. Freart's Archit. 133 The Hyperthyron

which the Italians call Soppra frontale, and our Carpenters
the King-piece. 1679 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 169 King peece,
see Joggle peece. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 450/1
Kings piece.. which stands upright in the middle of the
Gable end [of a wooden house].

Ki'ng-pin.
fl. The tallest (central) pin in the game of kayles.
1801 STRUTT Sports fy Past. in. vii. 239 One of them.. is

taller than the rest, and this, I presume, was the king-pin.
2. = KINO-BOLT. Hence Jig., that which holds

together any complex system or arrangement.
1895 Libr. Jrnl. (U.S.) June 202 Mr. Vinton. .believed

cataloging to be the king-pin of the library system. 1808 R.
KIPLING Fleet in Being vi. 76 The newer generation, -know
that he is the king-pin of their system.

Ki'iig-post. Carpentry. An upright post in

the centre of a roof-truss, extending from the ridge
to the tie-beam.

1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 115 The King-post, h.

may be the same. 1817 B. HALL Voy. Loo C/ioo (1820) 54
The roof was well constructed, the rafters being mortised
into the ends of the horizontal beams, and braced to the
middle by a perpendicular beam or king-post. 1891 A.
WHITE Tries at Truth iii. 15 In building a porch, the king-
post is the beam on which the whole structure rests.

b. attrib., as king-post roof, truss.

1845 Ecclesiologist I. 149 Tie-beams, which sustain a low
king-post roof. 1886 E. S. MORSE Japanese Homes i. 10
[He] fairly loathes a structure that has no king-post, .truss.

t Ki-ngrick, -rik, -rich.. Obs. Forms : a.

I kynyng-, 3 kung-, kinge-, 4 king-, kyng(e)-
riche. 0. 4 kinge-, 4-5 kyngrik(e, (5 -ryke),
4, 6 kingrik(e, 7 -rick. [OK cyningrice (f.

cyning KINO + rice kingdom, RICHE, KIKE) =
MDu. conincrike (Du. koninkrijK), OHG. chuninc-
rtchi (MHG. k&nicrichc, G. konigreicK), ON.
konungrlki (Sw. konungrike, Da. kongerigi). Cf.

KINRICK.] = KINGDOM, in various senses.
a. a 1067 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 229 For aelre 8ere kynga

sawle Be aefter me Svses kvnyngriches wajldeS. c 1250 Celt,

ft Ex. 1258 A kungriche his name bar. a 1300 K. Horn 17
In none kinge-riche Nas non his iliche. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. Pro!. 125 Crist kepe be, sire kyng, Andpi kyng-riche.

/J. 111300 Cursor M. 416 Als mighti king in his kingrike.
"375 BARBOUR Bruce I. 57 Thai said, successioun of kyngrik
Was nocht to lawer feys lik. c 1470 HARDING Chron.
CLXXXVII. iii, Aboue all men within his hole kyngrike. 1579
I. STUBBES GapingGul/C vij b, Our Elizabeth, .hauing the
kingrike in her owne person.
attrib. 1663 Bp. GRIFFITH Serm. 4 Admir. Beasts 10 The

Regal or Kingrick office of Christ.

KING'S MAN.

King's Bench. [See BENCH sb. 2 b.] A former
court of record and the supreme court of common
law in the kingdom ; now, under the Judicature
Act of 1873, represented by the King's Bench
division of the High Court of Justice.
1362- [see BENCH so. 2 b].

D. In full, Kings Bench Prison, A jail formerly
appropriated to debtors and criminals confined by
authority of the supreme courts at Westminster, etc.

1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 78 The prisons of Ludgate, Mar-
chalsie, Kyngesbenche, And the Countours in London.
1436 Ibid. 106 The Prisoners of the Kynggis bench. 1501
Bury Wills (Camden) So To the prisoners in Newgate,
Ludgate, to the Kyngs Benche, and to the Marshals}-, to
eche of them vj s. viij d. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xlix,

My feet will naturally tend towards the King's Bench Prison.

1898 BESANT Orange Girl u. xxvi, A Newgate bird and
a bird of the King's Bench.

King's evil. [tr. med.L. regius morbus (in
classical L. = jaundice) ; cf. MDu. conincsevel, OF.
le mal le roy.~\ Scrofula, which in England and
France was formerly supposed to be curable by
the king's (or queen's) touch. (Cf. EVIL sb. 7 c.)
The practice of touching for the king's evil continued

from the time of Edward the Confessor to the death of

Queen Anne in 1714. The Office for the ceremony has not
been printed in the Prayer-book since 1719.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 49 [God] destroyed the
secounde witnesse by the Kynges evel [1432-50 the kynges
iekenesse], 1398 Earth. De P. R. xvii. cxxxiii. (MS.
Bodl.) If. 224/1 pe smel of leke..heleb be kinges yuel and
be dropsie. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe (1541) ooa, Swel-

Hnges m the neck ful of matter, called the kinges evyll.

1580 LYLY Etipkues (Arb.) 322 There is nothing that can
cure the Kings Euill, but a Prince. 16x5 CROOKE Body oj
Man 340 The seauenth Sonne is able to cure the Kings
Euill. 1660 PEPYS Diary 23 June, Staid to see the King
touch people for the King's evil. 1722 W. BECKETT (title)

A Free and Impartial Inquiry into the Antiquity and Efficacy
of Touching for the King's Evil. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson
(1887) I. 41-2 Young Johnson had the misfortune to be much
afflicted with the scrophula, or King's-evil, . . His mother. .

carried him to London where he was actually touched by
Queen Anne[i7i2]. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist. Eng. I. 66 The
Confessor was the first who touched for the King's evil.

1898 BESANT Orange Girl i. iv, Rheumatism, gout, and the

King's Evil.

fig. 1692 WASHINGTON tr. Stilton's De/. Pop. v. M.'s Wks.
(1851) 134 You had not then been bribed with Charles his

Jacobusses. You had not got the King's-Evil.
Hence f King's-e vil'd, -e'villy, adjs., affected

with the king's evil.

1706 BAYNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot /, CM Bath. n.
(1709)

257 Their children . . Rickety, King's jEvil'd,
or Consumptive.

Ibid. 335 Miserable small King's-Evilly. . Infants.

King's Highway : see HIGHWAY.

Kingship (ki-rjjip). [f. KING sb. + -SHIP
; cf.

MDu. conincscap (Du. koningschaf), G. konig-

schaft. OE. had cynescipe (see KINE-). The early
occurrence of the word in one MS. of Cursor
Mundi is remarkable.]
1. The office and dignity of a king; the fact of

being king ; reign.
c 1325 Cursor M. 8583 (Cott.) In his kingscip [Fair/.,

Trin. kingdome ; Gdtt. king-riche] be fourte [other MSS.
forme, former] daus, O-mang his folk he sett his laus. 1642
SIR E. DERING Sp. Relig. 96 The Kingship and Priestship
of every particular man. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. vii.

24_9

Immediately upon the decease of the reigning prince. .his

kingship or imperial dignity, .is vested at once in his heir.

1869 FKEEMAN Norm. Conq. III. xiv. 374 The few days of
life and kingship which still were his.

fig. 1865 RUSKIN Sesame 121 The kingship, .which con-
sists in a stronger moral state, .than that of others.

2. The rule of a king; monarchical government.
1648 Eikon Bos. x. 78 They designed, and proposed to me

the new modelling of Sovereignty and Kingship. 1692
SOUTH 12 Sertn. (1697) I. 409 While his army believed him
real in his Zeal against Kingship. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes vi.

In rebellious ages, when Kingship itself seems dead and
abolished, Cromwell, Napoleon step forth again as Kings.
3. With poss. pron. : The personality of a king ;

(his) royal majesty. Also fig.
1648 HERRICK Hesper., Past. Birth Pr. Chas., I a sheep-

hook will bestow To have his little King-ship know, As he
is prince, he's shepherd too. 1660 A. SADLER Subj\ Joy 28

Though, .his fifty Boyes Do run before his Kingship. 1832
J. WILSON in Wackw. Mag. XXXI. 870 Then shall we
skirt his kingship [Scafell] all the way to the head of Seath-
waite Tarn. 1861 Du CHAILLU Equat. Afr. xii. 183 His
ebony kingship.
4. The dominion or territory of a king.
1864 DASENT Jest & Earnest (1873) H. 158 So long as

countries are split into small kingships, and each valley has
its chief.

King's man, krngsman.
1. A partisan of the King ;

a royalist. In Se.

Hist., (see quot 1862).
a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scotl. (1655)253 [anno 1571]

One professing to be the Kings man, another the Queens.
1659-60 Hist, znd Death Rump i/i Two Kings-men Last
week to the Country did gallop. 1770 BURKE Pres. Discont.
Wks. 1815 II. 256 The name by which they chuse to dis-

tinguish themselves, is that of lung's men, or the king's
friends. 1862 HUNTER Biggar $ Ho. Fleming xxviiL^s/
In the year 1571 .. the people of Scotland were divided into

two inveterate factions, called respectively Queensmen and

Kingsmen.
2. A custom-house officer.

1814 SCOTT Diary 25 Aug. in Lockhart, We observed a

hurry among the inhabitants, owing to our being as usual

suspected for king's men. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid.



KINGSTON.
Encycl. (1876) 362 He was one of the greatest smugglers on
..the Solway, and outwitted the most sagacious kingsmen.
3. slang, (see quot.).
1831 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 51 The man who does not

wear his silk neckerchief his
'

King's-man' as it is called
is known to be in desperate circumstances.

King's Peace : see PEACE.

Kingston (ki'rjstan). Also 7 kingstone, 8
king's stone, kinson, A name for the angel-fish
or monk-fish (A'&tna squatina).
1.666 MERRETT Pinax 186 Squatina, a Kingstone. 1747MRS. GLASSE Cookeiy xxi. 163 Fish in Season . . Thornback,

and Homlyn, Kinson, Oysters [etc.]. 1760 HEWSON in
Phil. 1 rails. LIX. 205, I next went to Brighthelmstone,
where I found kingston, or monk-fish, a species of skate.
1836 YARREI.L Brit. Fishes II. 407 It is common on the
coasts of Kent and Sussex, where it is called a kingston.
tKi.iih.ead. Obs.rare. In 4 kunhede, kinhed.

[f. KIN l + -HEAD.] Kinship : cf. KINDHEAD a.

1:1350 Will. Palerne 4515 To litel bow me knowest or
kinhed me kibes, c 1400 R. Glouc.'s Chron. (1724) 447
(Harl. MS.) Erl Roberd .. held hem bobe a3e be kyng, to
(>enche on kunhede [other MSS. kundhede] Vor [be] em-
peresse was hys soster.

tKi'uhood. 06s. rare- 1
. In 5 kynhod. [f.

KIN l + -HOOD.] Kindred.
c 1440 CAFGRAVE Life St. Kath. i. 526 The kynhod of hir

Had_foynded this Cite.

Kinic, Chem., obs. form of QUINIC.
Kink (kirjk) , rf.l Also 7 keenk, 8 kenk. [prob.

a. Da. kink twist, twirl, = G*. kink, kinke, Da.,
Sw. kink, app. from a root *kink-, *kik-, to bend,
twist ; cf. Icel. kikna to bend at the knees, keikr
bent back.]
1. A short twist or curl in a rope, thread, hair,

wire, or the like, at which it is bent upon itself;

esp. when stiff so as to catch or cause obstruction.

(Orig. nautical.) Also transf. of a 'crick' or
stiffness in the neck, etc.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App., Keenk (in Navigation), is when
a Rope which should run smooth in the Block, hath got a
little turn, and runs as it were double. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (1789), Kink, a sort of twist or turn in any . . rope,
occasioned by it's being very stiff or close-laid ; or by being
drawn too hastily out of the roll. 1778 NAIRNE in Pliil.

Trans. LXVIII. 834 Where there happened to be kenks in
the wire, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Kink, an entangle-
ment in a skein. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xx, Your back
with a bow like a kinkin a cable. 1851 H. MELVILLE Whale
in, I tore myself out of it in such a hurry that I gave myself
a kink in the neck. 1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett. Marco xxv.

167 The clematis, tomato, and some others, form kinks in

their leaf-stems, which secure the plants very effectively.

1894 BOTTONE Electr. fnstr. Making fed. 6) 125 Care should
be taken to wind this wire evenly, closely, and without kinks.

2. Jig. a. A mental twist
;
an odd or fantastic

notion ; a crotchet, whim. b. An odd but clever

method of doing something; a 'dodge', 'wrinkle'.
18. . CARLTON New Purchase (Bartlett), It is useless to

persuade him to go, for he has taken a kink in his head that
he will not. 18. . Major Jones's Courtship 20 (ibid.), I went
down to Macon to the examination, whar I got a heap of
new kinks. 1876 W. CORY Lett, ff Jrnls. (1897) 414, I have
done a little towards bringing up young people without
kinks. 1889 Anthony's Photpgr. Bull. II. no The hundred
and one recent valuable wrinkles, dodges and kinks that float

through the photographic press.

Kink (kink), sb.'* Sc. and north, dial. [f.

KINK w.1 : cf. the equivalent CHINK sb^\ A fit or

paroxysm, as of laughter or coughing, that for the

moment catches the breath.

1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss, s.v. (E. D. S.), A kink
of laughter. 1790 MORRISON Poems 215 (Jam.) We value
their frowns not a kink. 1822 HOGG Perils ofMan I. xii,

311 The honest man's gane away in a kink. 1880 Antrim
ff Down Gloss., Kink, keenk, a paroxysm of coughing or of

laughter.

Kink (kink), V.1 Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

(i oinoian), 4 kino, 5 kynke, 7 kinck, 7- kink.

[Northern form of CHINK v.i, OE. cindan, corresp.
to LG. kinken, app. a nasalized variant of Teut.

*kik-an, whence MHG. kichen, Ger. keichen, Sw.

kikna, Norw. kikje, to gasp, pant, fetch breath

with difficulty. Occurs in most modern Teutonic

langs., as the first element of the name of the chin-

cough, kinkcough, or kinkhost.]
intr. To gasp convulsively for breath, lose the

breath spasmodically, as in hooping-cough or a

severe fit of laughing, a. with laughing.
c io$oSnppl.MIfHe's Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 171/39 Cochin-

natio, ceanhetung uel cincung. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 83 Full

ille bers us lah and kinc Quen apon this bischop we think.

c 1460 Twuneley Myst. xxx. 152 Peasse, I pray the, be still,

I laghe that I kynke. 1607 WALKING-TON Oft. Glass go Hee
laughs and kinckes like Chrysippus when he saw an asse

eate figs. 1802 SIBBALD Sc. Poetry Gloss., Kink, . . to

laugh immoderately. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman vi. iv.

368 The child.. laughed and squealed till she 'kinked '.

b. as in hooping-cough.
1674-01 RAY N. C. Words, To Kink,.,spoken of Children

when their Breath is long stopped through eager crying or

coughing. 1863 Mod. Yorksh. Dial., Poor chad coughs till

it kinks again. 1883 C. F. SMITH Southernisms in Trans.
Amer. Philol. Sac. 51 AV*..used in West Virginia, and

perhaps elsewhere, of a child's losing its breath by coughing
especially, or crying, or laughing. 1886 .S. W. Line. Gloss.,

Kink, to . . labour for breath, as in the whooping-cough.
Mod. Sc. She does not kink much, she has it lightly.

Hence Kruking vbl. sb.^ and///, a.l
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c 1050 [see a above]. 1607 WALKINGTON OfI. Glass 81 With
ever-kmckmg vaine The bellowes of his breath he tore in
twame.

Kink (kink), v.'* Also 8 kenk. [prob. a. Du.
kinken (Hexham) , f. kink KINK sb?\
1. intr. To form a kink ; to twist or curl stiffly,

esp. at one point, so as to catch or get entangled :

said of a rope or the like.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I.n. 17 The Line in drawing after him
chancd to kink, or grow entangled. 1787 BEST Angling
(ed. 2) 48 Always have one, or more swivels on the line,which will prevent its kenking. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling
iv. (1880) 107 The running line snarls, and kinks. 1891 H. L.
WEBB in Electr. in Daily Life, Makinga Cable 193 Occa-
sionally a sounding was spoiled by the wire kinking.
2. trans. To cause to kink

;
to form a kink upon ;

to twist stifHy. Also^/%-. (Usually in passive.)
1800 JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) IV. 346 Arguments.. such as

none but a head, entangled and kinked as his is, would ever
have urged. 1886 J. M. CAULFEH.D Seamanship Notes 4
Cable is full of turns and kinked. 1897 A Ubutfs Syst. Me.t.
III. 651 The shortened bowel may be kinked or twisted.
Hence Kinked (kinkt)///. a., Kinking vbl. sb?

and///, a. 2
; also Ki-nkable a., liable to kink.

1794 Rigging <r Seamanship 55 Kinking, the twisting or
curling of a rope, by being twisted too hard, c 1865 J. WYLDE
in Circ. Sc. I. 250/2 That there may be no loose or

' kinked
'

places. 1891 DailyNews^ June, Gardenhose. .non-kinkable
hose is preferred. 1897A llbutts Syst. Med. III. 489 Pyloric
kinking may occur with rapid aggravation of the state.

II Kinkajou (ki'rjkad3*7). Also 8 kincajou.
[a. F. quincajou (Denis 1672), from N. American
Indian : cf. Algonquin Kwingwaage, Otchipwe
gwitigwaage, the wolverine. The same word orig.
as CARCAJOU, which is still applied to the wolver-
ine ; but erroneously transferred by Buffon to the

quadruped indicated below. (J. Platt, in N. V O.

9th s. VII. 386, 18 May 1901.)]
A carnivorous quadruped (Cercoleptes caudivol-

vulus) of Central and South America, allied to the

racoon; it is about the size of the common cat, has
a prehensile tail, and is nocturnal in its habits.
Also called potto or honey-bear.
[1672 N. DENIS Descr. lies cotes lie fAmerique 330 Le kin-

kajou ressemblea un chat.] 1796 Mos.sE.Amer. Ceog. 1. 198
Kincajou . . makes havoc among the deer. 1863 BATES Nat.
Amazon xii. (1864) 400 A curious animal, known to naturalists
as the kinkajou, . . has been considered by some authors as an
intermediate form between the lemur family of apes, and the

plantigrade carnivora or bear family. 1900 BARTLETT Wild
Beasts in the

' Zoo* 41 The voice of the panda, kinkajou,
otter and coati are wonderfully alike.

Kinkcough. (ki-rjk|kf). north, dial. Also 7-9
kinoough, 9 king-cough, [f. KINK z/.l + COUGH
sb. ; cf. CHINCOUGH, and the earlier KJNKHOST.
(By Turner and others erroneously referred to Ger. kind

child, and misspelt accordingly; cf. Kilian's kind-hoest.)]
The hooping-cough.
1568 TURNER Iferval^

in. 54 The cough that yonge cliilder

have, called in right English The kindt cough : for kindt is

a chyld in Duche. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words s.v. Kink,
The Kink-cough, called in other places the Chin-cough, by
adding an Aspirate. 1741 A. MONRO Anat. Nerves (ed. 3)

54 The Tussis convulsiva, Kinkcough. 1773 W. BUTLER
(title) Treatise on Kinkcough with appendix on Hemlock.
1823 BROCKETT, Kin-cough, Kink-cough, Ching-cough or

King-cough, the hooping-cough. 1886 .S. W. Line. Gloss.,
Kincough, or kink-cough, the whooping-cough.
Kinkhost (ki-rjk^t). Obs. exc. Sc. [f. KINK

v.1 + HOAST, cough, corresp. to MLG. kinkhoste,
LG. kinkhdst, Du. kink-, kick-, kikhoest, G. keich-

husten, Da. kighoste, Sw. kikhosta : all containing
the Teut. stem kik-, Saxon kink-.']

=
prec.

c 1190 REGINALD Vita Godrici (Surtees) 373 Quod genus
infirmitatis Kinkehost vocant Angli. a 1584 MONTGOMERY
Flyting -w. Polwart 307 The kinkhost, the charbuckle, and
the wormesin the cheiks. 1830 GALT Law-Tie T. i. ii. (1849)
6 In teethings and kink host. 1858-61 RAMSAY Remin. v.

(1870) 115 I've had. .the kinkhost.

t Kinkin. Sc. Obs. Also 6 kynkyn, 7 kin-

kine, 8 kinken. [a. MDu. kintken, kinntkm,
var. of kindeken KILDERKIN. See also KEMPKIN.]
' A small barrel, a keg, a kilderkin

'

(Jam.).
c 1500 in Cosmo Innes Scot, in Mid. Ages viii. (1860) 248

[The Abbot of Holyrood is charged for a] kynkyn [of olives].

1594 Compt Bulk D. Wedderburne (S. H. S.) 132 To by
a kynkyn seap. a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. 1 (1851) II.

469 He cumis down Die syd. .plunderis about 20 barrellis

or kinkenis of pulder. 1685 in Scott. N. $ Q. (1900) Dec.

92/1 Half kinkin soap.

Kinking, obs. f. QDINQUINA, Peruvian bark.

[Kin-kind, ken-kind, in Sc. phr. a' kin-kind,

by erroneous analysis of a'-kin kind, ALKIN kind,
a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems, Leith Races, We drink o' a'

kin-kind. i8ip W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 17
Wi' leifsam pictures a' kinkind. 1833 SANDS Poems 116

(E. D. D.) Cannon o' a ken kinds.]

Kinkle (ki-rjk'l), sbl [f. KINK st.l Cf. E.Fris.

kinkel kink.]
1. A little or slight kink or twist; also transf.
1862 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. n. ii. 7 To shake the kinkles

out o' back an' legs. 1881 BLACKMORE Cnristowell xvi, He
stroked the cow ; but she. .made no other movement than
a kinkle in her tail.

2. A herring-bone or zigzag arrangement in which
bricks are laid in a kiln, etc., the alternate courses

being inclined at an angle of 45 in opposite
directions : attrib., as in kinkleform, shape, course.

KINO.

i8ss MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. 161/1 s.v. Kiln, The next is
the stretcher and kinkle or skinkle course.. in which the
stretcher.. lies over the solid arch, and the kinkle.. over
the hollow work. Ibid., Roofing-tiles [are laid] in the kinkle
shape. Ibid., The large paving bricks are either laid up in
the kinkle form, on their ends, or flat, like common bricks.
3. fig. A ' wrinkle ', a hint. Cf. KINK ji.i 2 b.
a 1873 LYTTON Parisians u. viii, I am not without a kinkle

that you will be enthused.

Kinkled (ki-nk'ld), a.
[f. prec. sb. + -ED*.]

Having kinkles or kinks; of hair: Frizzed, crisped
like the fibre of crape.
1890 Cent. Did. s. v. Glass, Kinkled glass, the surface of

which is raised in small rounded elevations produced by
blowing the glass into a mold formed of a more or less fine
netting of wire. 1899 Chamb. Jrnl. II. 692/2 They [Philip-
pine islanders] had the kinkled hair of the race (not wool).

Kinky (ki-rjki), a.
[f. KINK 16.1 + -y.]

1. Having, or full of, kinks; closely curled or
twisted : said esp. of the hair of some races.
1865\Publ. Opin. 31 Dec. 726 Sambo the blubber-lipped.,

the kinky-haired. 1872
' MARK TWAIN '

Innoc. Abr. viii.

55 With heads clean-shaven, except a kinky scalp-lock back
of the ear. 1885 Century Mag. XXIX. 644 The hair more
kinky, yet altogether unlike the woolly headed negro of the
Guinea coast,

^fig' (U. S. collog.}
'

Queer, eccentric, crotchety'
(Bartlett Diet. Amer. 1860) : cf. KINK sb.l 2.

Kinless (ki-nles), a. [f. KIN! + -LESS.]
Having no relatives

; without kin or kindred.
1720 T. BOSTON FourfoldState (1797) 219 The base things

of this world, the kmless things (as the word [iyei^J
imports!. 1840 THORPE Anc. Laws I. 79 A man, kmless
of paternal relatives. 1882 Fraser's Mag. XXVI. 500
Cromwell's kinless judges were the first pure judges in
Scotland. 1882 OGILVIE Imperial Diet., Kinless loons, a
name given by the Scotch to the Judges sent by Cromwell,
because they distributed justice solely according to the merits
of the cases, being uninfluenced by family or party ties.

fKinlin. Obs.rare. In 5kynlyn(e,-lym,kym-
lyn. [?f. kynle, KINDLE

z/.i]
= HEAD-BLOCK i.

c 1440 Promp. Pom. 237/2 Herthe stok or kynlym (K., P.
stocke ; S. kynlyn), refofoctiium. Ibid. 275/1 Kynlyne, or
herthestok (A', kynny, erthestock, H., P. kymlyn).
t Kinnaut, obs. variant of CAJTAUT.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 59/1 The seat was

surrounded by a kinnaut, or tent wall.

TCinned, dial, chapped : see KIN sb

Kinnen, obs. Sc. variant of cunning, CONY.
16.. Johnie Armstrong ii, Make Kinnen and Capon

ready then. And Venison in great Plenty. 1783 My Auld
Man in Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Song-(iS 7 s) 571/1 Wheitbreid and
wine, and a kinnen new slain.

IlKinnikinic (ki^nikini-k). Also Skillegenico,
9 killickinniek, kin(u)ikin(n;ick, -kineck,
-kennic, kinnakinnee. [Algonquin; lit.'mixture'.]
L A mixture used by North American Indians

as a substitute for tobacco, or for mixing with it ;

the commonest ingredients are dried sumach-leaves
and the inner bark of dogwood or willow.
'799 J- SMITH Ace. Remark. Occurr. (1870) 16 A pouch,

which . . contained tobacco, killegenico, or dry sumach leaves
which they mix with their tobacco. 1817 J. BRADBURY Trav.
Amer. 91 They did not make use of tobacco, but the bark
of Cornus sanguinea, or red dog wood, mixed with the
leaves of Rhus glabra, or smooth sumach. This mixture
they call kinnikineck. 1865 Vise. MILTON & CHEADLE
Northwest Passage 275 What the Indians call kinnikinnick

the inner bark of the dogwood. 1883 P. ROBINSON in

Harper's Mag. Oct 710/2 The ' kinnikmic
'

of travellers,
a pale yellow pile of stuff resembling 'granulated' tobacco.

2. Any of the various plants used for this, as

the Silky Cornel, Cornus sericea, Red-osier Dog-
wood, Cornus stolonifera, and esp. Bearberry,
Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi (also trailing k., k.-vine),

1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser. i. I. 198 The Kinna-
kinnee, or weed which the Indians smoke as tobacco, grew
plentifully about it. 1883 Lit. World (U. S.) 20 Feb. 55/2
The vine on the pretty cover design is the kinnikinnick,
a Colorado creeper. *886 Ogoutz Mosaic Jan. 7/2 A soft

carpet ofpine needles and trailing killickinmcks.

Kinmng, variant of KENNING 2
.

Kino *
(krno). [app. of W. African origin :

cf. Mandingo cano = Gambia kino, the first kind

used, called by Fothergill in 1757 (Med. Obs. I.)

gumtni rubrum astringens Gambiense, in Edinb.

Pharmacop. 1774 Gummi Kino, and in London

Pharmacop. 1787 Resina Kino]
1. A substance resembling catechu, usually of a

brittle consistence and dark reddish-brown colour,

consisting of the inspissated gum or juice of various

trees and shrubs of tropical and sub-tropical

regions ; used in medicine and tanning as an

astringent, and also (in India) for dyeing cotton.

Sometimes called Gum Kino.
African or Gambia Kino (the kind first known in

Europe, but now out of use) is the produce of Pterocarpus
erinaceuf (N.O. Leguminoss); Bengal K., of Btitea

frondosa. and B. superba (N.O. Leguminosz); Botany
Bay K. or Australian K., of Eucalyptus resinif<ra
(N.O. Myrtaccx) and other species; East Indian K.,
Malabar K., or Amboyna K. (the kind most used), of

Pterocarpus Marsupium ; West Indian K. or Jamaica
K.f of Coccoloba uvifera (N.O. Polygonaceae).

[1738 STIBBS F<tc. Gambia 267, I shall now describe the

Pau de Sangue, or Blood-wood, so called from a red gum
which issues from it; it grows abundantly all up the river. .

and by the Mandingoes called Cano.] 1788 Land. Pharmoc.
(ed. 2) 21 Kino, Kino, GummiGambiense, xSxz A. T. THOM-



KINO.

son Loud. Disp. (1818) 216 Botany Bay kino is inodorous;
tastes bitterish and more austere than the African. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 91 Gum Kino is the produce of

Pterocarpus erinacea. 1851 MORFIT Tanning ft Currying
('853) 69 African Kino, . . Asiatic Kino, . . American Kino,
from a decoction of the fibrous wood of Ccft oloba uvifera.
The African, which is the most common kind, differs from

the rest in coming in small, angular, glittering, black

granules. 1879 Sf. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 200 After five

days
1

treatment by kino with opium and ipecacuanha.
b. attrib.

1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1158 Kino-red yields by

dry distillation a small quantity of watery and oily dis.

tillate. 1897 Allbutt's Sjrst. Mcd, II. 743 Compound kino

powder in 10 grain doses is also very useful

2. Any of the trees or plants which yield this

substance : see above.

1878 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 644 Kino is a lofty tree . .

native of Ceylon, and the adjacent part of India. 1887
MOLONEY Forestry W. A/r. 324 African or Gambia Kino . .

Tree often ^o to 70 feet high, with a very hard, fine-grained
red wood suitable for naval construction, planking, &c.
Hence Kinoflnons (kin^n/^as) a. [after melli-

fluous},
'

exuding kino
'

(Cent. Diet) ; Kino'ic a.,

of or pertaining to kino; Kinoin (kfn0,in), Chem.,
a crystalline substance (C 14

H12O6) obtained from
East Indian kino ; Kiiio-tannic acid, Kino-
tannin, the varieties of tannic acid and tannin

occurring in kino.

1853 Pharm. Jrnl. XIII. 79 Hennig calls this substance
kinoic acid. 1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1158 By
repeatedly crystallising.. pure colourless crystals of kinoin
are obtained .. Kinoin is anhydrous; it dissolves sparingly
in cold water, easily in hot water and in alcohol. 1888 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Kinotannic acid, a reddish-brown translucent
substance forming some 95 per cent, of kino. 185* MORFIT
Tanning- <$ Currying (1853) 69 Kino-tannin forms a red
mass, and yields no pyrogallic acid in dry distillation.

Kino 2
, variant of KENO, game of chance.

Kinology (kain^-lod^i). [irreg. f. Gr. mvttiv
to move + -(O)LOGY.] That branch of physics
which treats of motion ; kinematics.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Kinone, Kinovic, Kinoyl, Kinquina, etc. :

see QUJN-.

t Kinrick, -rik, -rich. Obs. Forms : a. i

eynerice, 2-3 kino-, 3 kyne-, kune-, kinne-,
cunn-, 4 kinriche, kynryche. 0. 3 kun(e)rike,
4-j kynryk, 5-6 -rik, (5 -rike, 6 -rick), 4-6 kiii-

rik, (4 -rio, -rlke, 5-6 -ryk, -ryke, 7 -rick) ;

6 kenrik. [OE. eynerice, f. cyne-, KINE- + rice,

RICHE, RIKE, rule, realm: cf. KINGBICK.] = KING-

DOJI, in various senses.
a. c8g* O. E C4>-<!. (Parker MS.) an. 871 On bycyneiice

besuban Temese. aiiao Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1076 Harold
. .feng to be kynerice. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 77 Hit seal king
bon on bet endelese kineriche. 1158 Eng. Proclaim. Hen. Ill,
Ouer al baere kuneriche on Engleneloande. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. i. 148 Crist kep be, sire kyng and by kynryche.
&. a 1300 Cursor M. 21822 (Edin.) pu mun me kaste of

kinrik oute. 1:1300 Havelok 2804 Abelwold was king ofbis
kunerike. c 1325 Metr. Ham. 23 Kinric sal rohly rise Igain
kinric. 1424 Sc. Acts Jos. /{i8i4> II. 7 Of his kynrik be
xix jer. 1533 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 7 His croun agane
and klnrik for to win. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 112 Dis-
herished. .of all the lands in the Kinrick, that his father held.

Kinsfolk, -folks (ki-nzfoak, -0ks). Now
rare. [f. KIN l + FOLK, after kinsman] Persons
of the same kin ; relations by blood ; relatives.
0. c 1450 Paston Lett. (K. O.), Kynsefolke. 1526 TINDALE

Luke ii. 44 They, .sought hym amonge their kynsfolke and
acquayntaunce. 1546 HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 37 Many kyns-
folke and few freends, some folke sale. 1598 GRENEWEY
Tacitus, Germanie \. (1622) 260 Their family and friends,
and kinsfolcke. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes, Argon. \. 76 That
I may go home to my fathers and to my kinsfolk.

/3. 1514 E. E. Gilds (1870) 144 Hys kynfalkes benefactours
and alle crysten saules. Ibid. r45 There kynsfolkes, bene-
factours. 1553 EDEN Decades 70 The prosperitie of owre
contrey and kynsefolkes. 1653 C. B. STAPYLTON Herodian
161 Their Friends and kinsfolks them upbraid.

Kinship (krnjip). [f. KIN i + -SHIP. A
modern word : not in Johnson, Todd, Webster

1828.] The quality or state of being of kin.
1. Relationship by descent ; consanguinity.
1833 MRS. BROWNING Prom. Bound Poems 1850 I. 141

An awful thing Is kinship joined to friendship. 1868
STANLEY Westm. Abb. iii. 172 In consideration of her
kinship with no less than twelve sovereigns. 1880 DIXON
Windsor III. xiii. 119 She was of kinship with the queen.
2. fig. Relationship in respect of qualities or

character.

1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. f. Dogma (1876) 239 We see how far
it has any kinship with that doctrine of the Godhead of the
Eternal Son. 1878 R. W. DALE Lict. Preach, iv. 90 Those
mysterious instincts which vindicate our kinship to God.
1899 W. M. RAMSAY in Expositor Jan. 42 Peter was.,
among the older apostles . . the one with whom Paul felt
most kinship in spirit.

t Kinsing, vU. sb. Obs. rare~ l
.

'Or
lgin and meaninK obscure: see Nares.and quot 1899.]

1598 BP. HALL in Marston's Sco. Villanie m. x. (1509)
323, I ask't Phisitions what their counsell was For a mad
dogge, or for a mankind Asse? They told me. .The doggewa* M?t cured by cutting and kinsing. [1899 E. GOSSE
Life of John Donne I. 33 Marston. .liked to be known by
the nickname of Kmsayer, as one who 'kinsed

'

or docked
the tails of wandering dogs and stray social abuses.]
Kinsman (ki'nzmsen). Forms: 3-4 cunnes-,

kun(n)ea- (3-5 kenes-, 5 kenneu-, -ys-), 3-5
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kinnea(s-, 3-6 kynues-, 4-5 kines-, 4-7 kinse-,

5-6 kyns(e-, 6- kinsman. [Early ME. f. cunnes,
'kiniics, gen. of KIN + MAN.] A man of one's

own kin
; a relative by blood (or, loosely, by

marriage). (Now chiefly literary.)
(ciosi O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1052 Hit waes heom

maest eallon laS bat big sceoldpn f[ejohtan wi5 heora agenes
cynnes mannum.] c 1200 Vices fr Virtues 75 Ne Sine
breSren . . ne Sine kenesmen, ne oine neihibures. c 1200
ORMIN 7613 Cristess kinness menn baer brohhtenn Crist to
kirrke. 1290 6". Eng. Leg. I. 456/3 His freond and is

cunnes-men pe gretteste maystres were, a 1300 Cursor M.
6434 letro . . was moyses kynnes-man \Gott. kinesman].
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.

,
Gov. Lordsh. 106 My kennysmen

and ancestres yn be self lawe dwellyd. c 1477 CAXTON Jason
50 That my kinnesmen and frendes be assembled. 1555
EDEN Decades 2 No..kynseman for kynseman. .coulde do
more. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 273 Hali, Mahomets
nearestkinsman and sonne in lawe. I768STERNE.5VH/. jfount.

(1778) II. 31 (Captive) Nor had the voice of friend or kinsman
breathed through his lattice. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
xy. III. 605 It was no pleasant task to accuse the Queen's
kinsman in the Queen's presence. 1865 KINGSLEY Herevj.

i, He is your mother's kinsman.

fig. 1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. v. i. 80 Moodie and dull

melanchofly, Kinsman to grim and comfortlesse despaire.
1635 SWAN Spec. M, v. 2 (1643) 148 Dew.. being a near
kinsman to rain.

Hence Ki-nsmanly a., appropriate to or charac-

teristic of a kinsman.
1838 J. MARTIN Rein, ft Serin, vii, 168 True kinsmanly

affection to our brethren in Christ. 1885 Spectator 31 Jan.
154/2 The claims of New England upon the kinsmanly
interest and affection of all travellers from the mother-

country.

Kiusmanslvip (ki'nzmaenfip). [f. prec. +

-SHIP.] The relation ofkinsmen; kinship. Also/ff.
1842 Tail's Mag. IX. 563 Little.. did I surmise your

kinsmanship with a man so disgraced. 1874 SAYCE Compar.
Philol. v. 189 The surest

'

differentia
'

of linguistic kinsman-

ship.

Kinson, variant of KINGSTON.
Ki nspeople. U. S. = KINSFOLK.
1866 HOWELLS Venet. Life xviii. 267 Kinspeople of herself

or her husband. 1881 Harper's Mag. July 266/1 Pike
was . . free-handed, especially to his kinspeople. 1891 J.
WINSOR Columbus v. 86 Here his kinspeople ruled.

Ki-nswoman. Forms : see KINSMAN, [f. as

kinsman + WOMAN.] A woman of one's own kin
;

a female relative. (Now only literary.)
< 1400 MAUNDEV. xxviii. (1839) 2^8 Hire othere kynnes-

wommen [Roxb. sibbe wymmenj. c 1460 Toiuneley Myst.
xi. 15 My dere kyns Woman. 1586 Q. ELIZ. in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. l. III. 23 Yow have not in the World a more
lovinge kinswoman . . then my self. 1699 BENTLEY P/uil. 88

Autonoe, a Kinswoman of the Tyrants. 1741-70 ELIZ.
CARTER Lett. (1808) 353, I wish, .. in the next edition
Mr. Richardson would leave out the grievous old-fashioned
word kinsivoman. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV.
168 He tried to restore harmony between his kinswomen.
1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. 1 1. vii. 54 The murdered prince
had married a kinswoman of the Earl.

Kintal, early form of QUINTAL, a weight of one
hundred pounds.
Kintecoy : see KANTIKOT.

Kintlage, -ledge, -lidge, obs. ff. KENTLEDGE.

Kintra, kintry, Sc. forms of COUNTRY.
t Kinyng, var. cutting; obs. f. CONY, rabbit.
c 1450 Inv. in Archseologia. XXI. 264 Item, j redde panne

of kinyng skynnys.

II Kiosk (kiip-sk). Also 7 (ohouske), chios-

que, 7-9 kiosque, 8 kioske, kioso, ohiosk, 9

keosohk. [
= F. kiosque (It. chiosco), a. Turk. eU.^

kinshk pavilion, Pers. kiiskh palace, portico.]
1. An open pavilion or snmmerhouse of light

construction, often supported by pillars and sur-

rounded with a balustrade
; common in Turkey

and Persia, and imitated in gardens and parks in

Western Europe.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. ix. 1581 Some [Rooms] also

vpon the Sea side, which are called Kiosks, that is Roomes
of faire prospect, or (as we terme them) banquetting Houses.
/bid. 1626 Banquetting Houses, which they call Chouskes.
1682 WHELER Journ. Greece n. 204 A stately Chiosque, or
Summer-house. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs.

great Cedar . . Before it lost its top . . must have nearly
equalled the brass kiosk in elevation. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea
(1876) I. i. 20 The summer kiosks, and the steep shady gar-
dens looking down on the straits between Europe and Asia.

2. A light ornamental structure resembling this,

used for the sale of newspapers (in France and

Belgium), for a band-stand, or for other purposes.
1865 Daily Tel. 5 Dec. 3/4 A 'kiosk

1

i.e., a place for

the sale of newspapers. 1868 Morn. Star 26 Feb., The
kiosques in which tne two military bands were stationed,
were illuminated by lampions and electric light. 1870
W. CHAMBERS Winter Mentont i. 13 At kiosks on the

Quai.. several Paris daily newspapers may be purchased.
Kiotome (kai-otonm). Surg. Also ciotome.

[irreg. for *kionotome, f. Gr. K'UOV pillar + Top6s

cutting. (Cf.ClONOTOME.)] An instrument invented

by Desault for dividing pseudo-membranous bands
in the rectum or bladder ; also used for removing
the tonsils.

1841 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. 3). 1855 MAYNF. Expos.
Lex., Kiotome, see Ciotome. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex. , Kiolome.

KIP.

Kip (kip), sb.l Also 6 kyppe, keippe, kepe,
7 kipp(e. [Of uncertain origin. Sense 2 corre-

sponds to MDu. kip, kij'p, pack or bundle, esp.
of

hides (see Verwijs and Verdam) ; but there is no
direct evidence that sense I was developed from 2.

Hardly to be connected with Flem. kippe new-born or
young calf, G. kippe ewe.]
1. The hide of a young or small beast (as a calf or

lamb, or cattle of small breed), as used for leather.

1530 PALSCR. 236/1 Kyppe of lambe a furre [no Fr.J. 1617
Nottingham Rec. IV. 353 A kipp to make a cover for the
charter. 1776 Excise-book in Dorset County Chron. (1881)
2 June, [Kinds of hides] sheep and lamb, butts and backs,
calves and kips. 1852 MORFIT Tanning $ Currying (1853)
146 Kips, consisting of the younger growth of the above
animals [oxen, horses, cows, bulls, and buffaloes]. 1875
Urt't Diet. Arts III. 24 The tanners call the skins of

young animals kips. The skins of full-grown cattle of
small breed are also so called, a 1882 KENDALL Poems
(1886) 192 A hero in moleskin and kip.
2. A set or bundle of such hides, containing a

definite number : see quots.
c 1525 Northumbld. Hoiiseh. Bk. (1827) 555, ij Keippe and

a half [of lamb skin] after xxx Skynnes in a Kepe. 1612
A. HOPTON Concord. Yeares 164 The skins of Goats are
numbered bjr the Kippe, which is 50. 1674 JEAKE Arith.
(1696) 67 Skins of Goats. In i Kippe, 50 Skins, c 1890
Correspondent, A kip of chamois skins is now 30.
3. attrib., as kip leather (used chiefly for the

uppers of shoes), kip-skin.
1828 Craven Dial., Jfip-leat/ter, the tanned hide of a stirk.

1833 Act 3 q 4 Will. IV, c. 56 Calf Skins and Kip Skins,
in the Hair, not tanned. 1844 Port Phillip Patriot
25 July 3/6 Half ton Hobart Town kip leather. 1891A nckland (ff. Z.) Star r, Oct. 1/4 A hundred gross of Kip
Leather Laces.

Kip, sb? Sc. Also kipp. [Cf. Germ. (prop.
LG.) kippe point, peak, tip.]
1. 'A term denoting anything that is beaked'

(Jam.), e.g. the tip of the lower jaw of a male
salmon at the time of spawning (cf. KIPPER sb.

etym. note).
2. A sharp-pointed hill; also, a jutting point,

on the side of a hill, etc. (Jam.)
1815 ARMSTRONG in Pennecuik Descr. T-wceddale 228

(Jam.) The kipps, above this, are remarkably steep and
pointed hills.

attrib. 1868 J. HARDY in Proc. Berwick. Nat. FieldCliib

376 Kip rocks^are numerous in Scotland, the name being
applied to jutting eminences or upright points of rocks.

Kip, i*.3 slang. [Cf. Da. kippt mean hut, low
alehouse ; horekifpe brothel.]
1 1. A house of ill-fame, a brothel. Obs.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xx, My business was to attend him
at auctions, .to take the left hand in his chariot when not
filled by another, and to assist at tattering a kip, as the

phrase was, when we had a mind for a frolic. [S. BALDWIN
Note Tattering a kip : we have never heard this expression
in England, but are told that it is frequent among the young
men in Ireland. It signifies, beating up the quarters of
women of ill fame.]

2. A common lodging-house ; also a lodging or

bed in such a house
; hence, a bed in general.

which, for the moderate sum of fourpence, supplies the

applicant with a bed. 1892 M. WILLIAMS Round London
(1893) 38 The sort of life that was led in

'

kips ', or
'

doss-
houses '.

Kip, sb.* Coal-mining.
1883 GRESLEY Gloss. CoalMining Terms, Kip (N.), a level

or gently sloping roadway going ontbye at the extremity of

an engine plane, upon which the full tubs stand ready for

being sent up the shaft.

Kip, sb Also kipp. A local name for a tern.

1802-3 '"
Co'.-

Hawker Diary (1893) II. 358 Kipps. .5.

[Note, A kipp is a genus of tern peculiar to the vicinity of

Romney.J 1885 SWAINSO
Tern . . also called . . Kip.

SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds, Common
. . d . . Kip.

f Kip, v. Obs. Forms: 3-4 kippe, 4 kip, kyp,
4-5 kyppe ; pa- t. 3 kypte, 3-4 kipte, kipt, 4
kyppid. [ME. kippen : cf. ON. kippa to snatch,

tug, pull ;
also MDu. kippen to catch, grip, G. dial.

(Swiss) kippen to steal, 'prig'.] trans. To take

hold of, take in the hand, seize, snatch, catch.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3164 Do was non biging of al egipte

lich-les, so mani3e dead oor kipte. 1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls)

2667
' Nimeb goure sexes

', & is men per wib Echon
Kipte

hor longe kniues. 1300 Havelok 1050 He.. kipte up pat
heui ston. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1510 Kyppe kowpes in

honde kyngez to seme, c 1400 Sege Jerrts. (E. E. T. S)

27/478 Cayphas of be kyst kyppid a rolle & radde. c 1440
Protnp. Pan>. 276/1 Kyppyn, idem quod hynton.

b. ^absol. or intr.

c 1460 Taivneley Myst. xii. 253 Be God, he bot syppys,
begylde thou art ; Behold how he kyppys. Ibid. xiii. 557

Any lord myght hym haue This chyld to his son. When he

wakyns he kyppys, that ioy is to se.

H In many passages, kip, kipte, appear to be =
kepe, kepte, from KEEP v.

c 1300 Beket 1841 That was signe of his baner, for other ne

kipte he non [S. Eng. Leg. \. 158/1805 kepte].
c 1305

St. Dunstan 64 in E. E. P. (1862) 36 He ne kipte of hem
non hure. 1311 Pol. Songs (Camden) r52 Thus y kippe
ant cacche caresful colde. 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)
182 Togidir I rede we kip. c 1340 Cursor M. 3079 (Trin.)
Whenne [Ismael] hadde good elde kipte he spoused a wif.

Hence Krpping vtl. sb. ; also attrib., as in

kipping-line, 1 some kind of fishing line : cf. next.



KIP-.

c 1440 Promp. Pa.ru. 276/1 Kyppynge, or hyntynge (K., P.
hentynge), raftus. c 1689 Depred. Clan Campbell (1816) 104Ane long fishing lyne. .and three kipping lynes.

tKip-, the stem of KipV in comb., as kip-
hook, kip-net, some kind of hook and net used in

fishing; kip-string, some part of the harness of
a draught horse ; kip-tree, a wooden lever used
in drawing water from a well.
1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arb. Garner III. 642 Each

man fishing for Cod and Ling useth at once two *
Kip-hooks.

1622 WHITBOURNE in Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 245, io*Kip-
net Irons, ioj. Twine to make kipnets and gagging hooks,
6s. c 1330 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 518 In 40 capistris

Kipe (kaip), sb. Now dial. Forms: I cype,
3-4 (?) cupe(), 4 type, 6 kepe, 8-9 kipe. [OE.
cype wk. f., app. =LG. kiipe (keupe) basket carried
in the hand or on the back. LG. has also kipe,
kiepe (recorded from I5th c., also spelt kype,kypp);
whence mod.G. kiepe, Du. kiepe(korf}. The rela-

tionship of the forms is obscure, as is that between
LG. kupe basket and kfipe tub, cask, and that of
OE. cype to ME. ciipe : see Coop rf.l]
A basket ; \spec. an osier basket used for catch-

ing fish (obs.} ; a basket used as a measure (dial.).
.1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ix. 17 Man nam ba jebrotu be bar

belifon, twelf cypan fulle. a noo in Napier O. E. Glosses
xviii. 3 Corbes, cypan. 1-1320 Cast. Love 1278 Twelf cupe-
ful weoren vp i-bore. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 359
He was i-Iete a doun in a cupe [v. r. kype] over be wal.

1398 Earth. De P. R. xvil. cxlii[i]. (MS. Bodl.) If. 227 b/2
Wylowe. .berof beb made diuers nedefulle binges to house-
hold as stoles sotels panyers and kuypes. 1558 Act i Eliz.
c. 17 3 No . . Person.. shall fish.. with any manner of Net,
Tramel, Kepe, Wore [etc.]. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Kipe, a Basket made of Osiers, broader at Bottom, and
narrow'd by Degrees to the Top, but left open at both Ends ;

which is used for taking of Fish, particularly at Otmpre in

Oxford-shire, where this manner of Fishing is called Kiping,
and going to Kipe. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Kipe, a strong osier basket with a twisted handle on each
side, of circular form, but wider at the top than the bottom.
Ibid. Intr. 85 A kype is often used as a measure for

potatoes,
apples, etc. When filled level with the top it equals a half-

strike heaped.
Hence Kipe v. intr., to catch fish with a kipe.

Ki'ping- vbl. sb.

1706 [see above].

Kippage (ki-ped^). Sc. [Corruptly a. F. Equi-

page EQUIPAGE.]
f 1.

' The company sailing on board a ship,
whether passengers or mariners' (Jam.). Cf.

EQUIPAGE 13.

1578 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1814) III. 104 Considder diligentlie
how mekill fiesche may serve euerie schip and thair kippage
for that present veyage.
2. 'Disorder, confusion' (Jam.); a state of excite-

ment or irritation.

Cf. such F. phrases as mettre en piteux /^wzjztag? to wreck
or destroy (Littre).

1814 SCOTT Wav. liii, The Colonel's in an unco kippage.
1818 Br. Lamm, xxvi, Dinna pit yoursell into a kippage.
1825-80 JAMIESON s.

y.,
One is said to be in a sad kippage,

when reduced to a disagreeable dilemma, Loth.

Kippeen, kippin (kipf-n, ki-pin). Irish, [a.

Irish cipin : cf. Gael, cipean, cipein stump, peg,
wooden pin.] A stick or dibble used for planting;
a short thin stick.

1830-2 CARLETON Traits (1843) 1. 133 A good root-growing

kippeen. 1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 122 The tree beside it

grew out of the Kippin of the spancel which she carried in

her hand.

Kipper (ki-pai), sb. and a. Forms: (i cypera),

4 kypre, 6-7 kypper, 6-8 kepper, 6- kipper.

[Etymology uncertain
;

it is also doubtful how
sense A. 2, which goes with KIPPER o., is connected

with i
,
and indeed whether it is the same word.

At the approach of the breeding season, the lower jaw of

the male salmon becomes hooked upward with a sharp

cartilaginous beak known as the kip, which is used as a

weapon by the fish when two or more fight for the same
female ; from this

'

kip ',
the name '

kipper
'

is_ currently

explained ; but this is not compatible with the identity of

kipper and OE. cypera, ME. kypre, which, itself, though

phonetically unobjectionable, is also unproved, since the

exact sense in which these words were used does not appear
from the context. Moreover, in the quots. of 1376 and

1533-4, in B. i, kipper appears to include both sexes.]

A. sb. 1. A name given to the male salmon (or

sea trout) during the spawning season. (The female

is then called a shedder.}
Some recent writers give as the meaning

' the male salmon

when spent after the spawning season ',
thus making the term

equivalent to KELT ; but this is not borne out by the earlier

instances, which, when clear, evidently relate to the time

when the fish is full of milt, and needs protection on account

of its breeding value ; nor does it harmonize with some later

authorities, e.g. Jamieson, who says, 'kipper, salmon in the

state of spawning
'

; it is directly challenged by some (cf.

quot. 1879) ; andit seems to have arisen from misapprehension
of such qualifications as

'

unseasonable ',

' not wholesome ',

really applied to fish from the approach of the spawning
season. For this Pennant seems largely responsible: see

quot. 1766 in B. i.

a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xix. 12 Hwy je nu ne settan on sume

dune fiscnet eowru, bonne eow fon lysteS leax oo5e cyperan.

c 1567 Sun. Warkworth in Hist. Northumtld. (1899) V.

151 The salmon fishing mainteyned, no kipper slaynealonge

711

the water of Cockett. 1581 LAMBARDE Eircit. iv. iv (1588)
450 Any Salmons or Trouts, out of season, that is being
kippers or shedders. 1597 Sc. Acts Jos. V\-,v (ed. Skene)
heading, Of slauchter of redde fish or Kipper. 1614 in N
Riding Rec. (1885) III. ii. 228 For killing salmoiiin time
of kipper. 1705 Act 44-5 Anne c. 21 The old Salmon or
Kippers, which, during that Season [i Jan. to 10 Mar ] are
out of kind, and returning to the Sea. 1848 Chambers'
Inform, for People I. 687 The adult fish [salmon] having
spawned, being out of condition, and unfit for food .. are. .

termed kelts ; the male fish is sometimes also called a kipper,
and the female a shedder or baggit. 1861 J. BROWN Horse
Subs. Ser. n. 243 The poaching weaver who had . . leistered
a prime kipper. 1879 T. T. STODDART in Academy 30 Aug.
151/2 On the banks of our Scottish salmon rivers, the designa-
tion kipper is applied to the male fish before parting with
its milt, when the beak is fully developed. After spawning,
it shares along with the female fish the term kelt. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 7/2 The heaviest salmon . . was a fine

'kipper', weighing close on 30 lb., which he captured on
Saturday last [8th Oct.].

2. A kippered fish (salmon, herring, etc.) ; now
esp. a herring so cured : see KIPPER v.

(It is doubtful whether the quots. from the Durham Ace.
Rolls belong here ; they may relate to the fish in sense i,
without reference to any particular mode of preparation.)
1326 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 15 In u Kypres emp.,

$s. 4rf. 1340 Ibid. 37 In 6 kypres emp. et i salmone salso,
2J. 2rf. 1769 DeFoes Tour Gt. Brit. III. 336 Preserving
Salmon by making it into what they call Kipper : This is

done by dividing it in the Middle from Head to Tail, and
drying it slowly before a Fire. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. v,Ye're
no eating your meat ; allow me to recommend some of the

kipper. It was John Hay that catcht it. 1824 CABLVLE in
Froude Life (1882) I. 263 His heart . .is as dry as a Greenock
kipper. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Ecoit. II. 231 Some
people, in order to give the kipper a peculiar taste . . care-

fully smoke it with peat-reek or the reek of juniper bushes.

B. adj. (attrib. use of sb.)
1. Said of a male salmon (or sea trout), at the

breeding season: see A. i. In quots. 13/6 and
1 5 33-4 'kipper' appears to include both sexes.

[137^6
Rolls Parlt. II. 331/2 Qe null Salmon soit pris en

Tamise entre Graveshend le Fount de Henlee sur Tamise
en temps q'il soit kiper : C'est assavoir, entre les Festes de
1'Invention del Crois, & le Epiphanie.] 1533-4 Act 25
Hen. VIII, c. 7 That no maner of persone or persones
. . frome the feaste of the exaltation of the holy crosse to the

|

feaste of Seynt martyn in wynter .. kyll or distroye any
I

Salmons not in season called kepper Salmons. 1558 Act i

I -7/2. c. 17 i Any Salmons or Trouts, not being in Season,
being Kepper-Salmons or Kepper-Trouts, Shedder-Salmons

! or Shedder-Trouts. 1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1891) 118
1

In wynter, when.. they are found kipper, leane and vnhole-
some. 1653 WALTON Angler vi. 136 The He Salmon .. is

more kipper, & less able to endure a winter in the fresh

water, than the She is. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1769) III. 242
After spawning they [salmon] become very poor and lean,
and then are called kipper.

2. transf. Shaped like the lower jaw of a kipper
salmon : see etymological note above.
1822 HOGG Perils ofMan II. ii. 50 Tarn and Gibbie, with

their long kipper noses, peeping over his shoulder.

C. attrib. and Comb., as t kipper-time, the

period of close-time for salmon.

1706 PHILLIPS, Kipper-Time, a Space of Time between
the Festival of the Invention of the H. Cross May 3d. and
Twelfth-Day ; during which, Salmon-fishing in the River
Thames was forbidden by Rot. Parl. 50 Edw. 3. [See quot.

1376 in B. i.] 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman in. xii. 171 The
ould kipper-box rolling on a block for a boat at sea do you
mind it? 1899 Daily News 27 Oct. 2/3 At Great Yarmouth,
where there are some 350 boats and some 4,000 fishermen
and kipper-girls engaged in the great herring fishery . .

some 800 girls are curing the enormous catches for the Con-
tinental and the other markets of the world.

Kipper, . [? f. prec. sb.

If really derived from the sb., it seems most reasonable to

infer that this process was originally used for the preservation
of '

kipper
'

salmon ; but no direct evidence has been found.]

trans. To cure (salmon, herring, or other fish) by
cleaning, rubbing repeatedly with salt and pepper or

other spice, and drying in the open air or in smoke.

1773 [see KIPPERED below]. 1835 SOUTHEY in C. Southey
Life\\. 281 Salmon which he had kippered the preceding
night. 1848 Life Nortnandy (1863) II. 56 [Salmon out of

season] are., more frequently kippered ; that is to say, they
are cured with salt, sugar, and spice, and then dried in the

smoke. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 2 Oct. 15/1 Smoking and

kippering them [mackerel] for winter use.

Hence Ki-ppered ppl. a.
; Ki-ppering vbl. sb.

'773 MRS. GRANT Lett.fr. Mount. (1807) I. ii. 20 We had
. .kippered salmon. vjtj^Statist. Ace. Scot., Sterlings. XVI.
122 The kippering of salmon is successfully practised in

several parts of the parish. 1863 in Tyneside Songs 91

A cask o' the best kipper'd herrins. 1885 Pall Mall G.

ii June 9/2 A large kippering establishment at Stornoway.

1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 31 Fisher-girls . . at

Grimsby, splitting herrings for kippering, seven a minute.

Ki-pperish, a. rare. [f. KIPPER sb. + -ISH l]
Characteristic of a '

kipper
'
fish : see KIPPER a. I.

1658 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 296 [The salmon] is

then prohibited the benefit of salt-water to bathe her fins.,

which is the natural cause of her kipperish infirmity.

Kipper-nut. [Origin unknown.
r'l

** . _1

At
pickle, in sense '

pu
1. = EARTH-NUT i.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccccxv. 905 Earth Nut, Earth

Chestnut, or Kipper Nut. 1611 COTOR., Noix chastaigne,

the earth nut, Kipper nut, earth Chestnut. 1722 QUINCY
Lex. Phys. Med. (ed. 2) 348 The Earth-nut, Kipper-nut or

Pig-nut. 1846 SOWERBY Brit. Bot. (ed. 3).

2. The tuber of the Heath-pea:
= EARTH-NUT 2.

KIRK.

1863 PRIOR Pop. Names Brit. Plants. 1879 BRITTEN &
HOLLAND Plant-n.

Kippe-sole, corrupt f. KITTISOL.

Kipple, Sc. and dial. f. COUPLE sb. and v.

tKipsey, kibsey. Oh. exc. dial. Also 7
kybzey. [Origin uncertain : cf. KIPE.] A small
wicker-basket.

XI

ni
th , ._-.
or upon any bough you pleased 1706 PHILLIPS', 'Kibsey, a
kind of Wicker-basket. 1754 MARTIN Eng. Diet. (ed. 2),

Kibsy, a sort of wicker basket. 1879 HORSLEY in Macm.
Mag; XL. 501, I was coming home with my kipsy (basket),

Kirat, obs. form of CARAT.
1568 TURNER Herbal m. 50 If one kirat of it be geven in

wine, it maketh a man wonderfully dronken. 1616 BULLOKAR
Eng. Expos., Kirat, an Arabian word signifying the weight
of three graines.

Kirb, Kirble, Kirb-roof, Kirch, var. CURB,
KERB, CURBLE, CURB-ROOF, CURCH.
Kirchenwasser : see KIRSOHWASSER.
Kircher, -chowe, obs. ff. KERCHER, KERCHIEF.
Kirie-mirie-buff : see KERRY-MERHY-BDFF.
Kirk (ksik, Sc. kerk), s6. Forms : 3 (Orm.}

kirrke, 3-7 kirke, 4-6kyrke, 4-7 kyrk, (4 kiro,
6 kerke, 6-9 kurk), 4- kirk. [Northern form of

CHURCH : cf. OE. cine, and ON. kirkja, Da. kirke,
Sw. kyrka.~\
1. The Northern English and Scotch form of the
word CHURCH, in all its senses.

a. In Northern English: formerly used as far

south as Norfolk ; and still extending in dialect

use to north-east Lincolnshire : see E. 0.D. Fre-

quent in proper names all over its original area.
c 1200 ORMIN 3533 Halljhedd inn hiss kirrke. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 92 Clerkes of holy kirke. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., pis boke . .is mast oysed in halykyrke
seruys. c 1400 Melayne 29 In kirkes and abbayes that there
were, f 1450 Mirour Saluacionn 1422 After the trewe

kyrkes vsage. c 1550 CHEKE Matt. xvi. 18 note, Yis word
church . .commeth of ye

greek KVftttut6y, .as ye north doth yet
moor truli sound it, ye

kurk, and we moor corruptli and
frenchlike, ye church. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. July 97
To Kerke the narre, from God more farre, Has bene an old-

sayd sawe. a 1656 USSHER Power Princes n. (1683) 234
That place which.. all men did call a Kirk. 1674-91 RAY
N. C. Words 41 Kyrk, Church, KvpiaKov. 1785 HUTTON
Bran New Wark (Westmld.) 14 Be serious and devout,
net come to kirk with a moon belief. 1802 in Anderson
Cumbld- Ball. 24 Helter skelter frae the kurk. 1828 Craven
Dial. s. v., He's as poor as a kirk mouse. 1877 Holdemess
Gloss., Kirk, a church. Not much used. That at Owthorne
on the coast is called the '

Sister Kirk '.

b. Used in literary Sc. till 1 7th c., and still retained

in vernacular use in the general sense of 'church'.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 71 Quhen he..ln-till the kyrk
Schyr Ihone haid slayn. c 1475 RaufCoifyar 574 The hie

Mes was done, The King with mony cumly out of the Kirk
is gane. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) n We trow the

kirk Catholik be Ane Faithfull Christin cumpanie. 1643
Petit. Ass. Kirk Scot, in Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. 340 The
Kirk of England (which We ought to tender as our own
bowels). 1648 in Rec. Kirk of Scot. (1838) I. 507 All the

corruptions that have been formerly in the Kirks of God
in these Lands [England and Scotland], a 1649 DRUMM.
OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 49 The Scottish kirk the

English church do name ; The English church the Scots

a kirk do call, a 1653 BINNING Serin. (1743) 607 Unless their

prayers do it, or their keeping the kirk, a 1704 T. BROWN
Cupid turn'd Tinker Wks. 1730 I. 112 At play-house and
kirk Where he slily did lurk. 1786 BURNS 7'wn Dogs 19 At
kirk or market, mill or smiddie. 1894

' IAN MACLAREN '

Bonnie Brier Bush, Lachlan Campbell \\\. 145 Away on the

right the Parish Kirk peeped out from a clump of trees.

c. In official use, the name ' Kirk of Scotland
'

gave place to ' Church of Scotland
'

at the date of

the Westminster Assembly: see quots. 1645, 1648.
But (d) in subsequent English (as opposed to

Scottish) usage, the term ' kirk
'

has often been

opposed to
' church

'

to distinguish the Church of

Scotland from the Church of England, or from the

Episcopal Church in Scotland. So Free Kirk for

the Free Church of Scotland.

O. 1560 (.title) The Booke of the Universal! Kirk of Scot-

land. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 3 Instructed, .in the

exact knowledge of the Estate of this Kirk of Scotland.

1645 in Rec. Kirk of Scot. (1838) I. 431/1 Subscribed in

name of the General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland, by
the Moderator of the Assembly. [1648 Ibid. I. 506 (title)

A Declaration and Exhortation of the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland, to their Brethren of England. 1691

{title) The principal Acts of the General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland conveened at Edinburgh the i6th day
of October, 1690.)
d. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xn. 121 Nor did she

[the queen] prefer the glory of the church of England before

the sordidness of the kirk of Scotland. 1708 SWIFT Sacram.

Test Wks. 1755 II. i. 135 To swear ..as they do now in

Scotland, to fie true to the kirk. 1791 HAMPSON Mem.

Wesley II. 19 A member of the kirk. 1831 MACAULAY Ess.,

Hampden (1887) 210 This government, .called a general

assembly of the Kirk. 1850 WHIPPLE a. $ Rev. (ed. 3)

I 213 Examples which tell against kirk as well as against

church. 1854 KINGSLEY Let. 22 Feb. in Life xii. (1879) I. 321

Erskine and others think [the lectures] will do much good,

but will infuriate the Free Kirk.

2. Sometimes affected to render Du. kerk, LG.

kerke, or Ger. kirche.

1673 RAY Jmrii. Low C. 25 Here (Delft) are two large



KIRK.

Churahes, the one called the old, the other the new Kirk.

1851 LONCF. Gold Leg. n. Village Ch. 69, I may to yon
kirk go, To read upon yon sweet book.

8. Phr. (Sc. colloq.) To make a kirk and a mill

of: to put to any use one pleases, to do what one

will with. But Kelly gives what may have been the

earlier meaning.
1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 252 Make a Kirk and a Mill of it,

that is, make your best of it : It does not answer to the

English,
' Make a Hog or a Dog of it

'

: For that means,

bring it either to one use, or another. 1822 GALT Entail I.

xviii. 147 The property is my own conquesting. .and surely
I may make a kirk and a mill o't an I like. 1887 MRS.
ALEXANDER Manas Choice II. vii. 173, I doubt but the man
I let the land to is just making a kirk and a mill of it.

4. attrib. and Comb, (see also, in many cases,

corresponding combinations of CHURCH) : as kirk

act, bell, door, -goer, government, preacher, rent,

steeple, stile, vassal, writer; kirk-greedy, kirk-

like adjs. ; kirk-assembly, Assembly of the

Church of Scotland ; kirk-burial, burial within

a church ; kirk-fast, a fast ordained by the Church ;

t kirk-feuar Sc. = church-feuar (CHURCH sb. 18) ;

kirk-gate, the high-way or street leading to a
church ; kirk-keeper Sc., a constant attendant at

the kirk ; f kirk-lair Sc.,
' a lair or burial place

within a church, the right of burial within a church
'

(Jam. Suppl.)', ) kirk-loom, church machine or

utensil; kirk -shire (see quot.) ; kirk-skail,
-skailing Sc., the dispersion of the congregation
after divine service; kirk-work Sc. = CHURCH-
WORK a. ; kirk-wynd, the lane leading to a church.

Also KIRK-ALE, -OAHTH, -YAKD, etc.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Bvriall xix, The *Kirk acts against
*Kirk-buriall. 1752 CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 425 Going.. to
the ''Kirk-assembly at Edenburgh. 1830 GALT La-wrie T.
vi. ii. (1849) 257 To hear the far-off *kirk-bell ringing. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xxx, He would drive a nail for no man on the
Sabbath or "kirk-fast. iBzo Monast. xvii, The son of a
*kirk-feuar is not the stuff that lords and knights are made
of-

establish:
1643 Declar, Commons (Reb. Ireland) 56 Desires for

Wishing Unity of Religion, and Uniformity of "Kirk-

xix, Secluding all from the "Kirk-laire. c 1450 HOLLAND
Howlat 82 The plesant Pacok, . . Constant and "kirklyk vnder
his cler cape, Myterit, as the maner is. 18x9 W. TENNANT
Papistry Storm d (1827) 201 The mickle pu pit;., was the
Cardinal's ain 'kirk-loom, He brocht it in a ship frae Rome.
1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. iv. 144 note, These

again At *
kirk-skail time she came. 1819 Lc

Peter's Lett. Ixxiii. III. 265 When the service is over.. (for
which moment the Scotch have, in their language, an appro-
priate and picturesque term, the *kirk-skailing). 1826 J.
WILSON Noit.Ambr. Wks. 1855 11.312 The cock on a 'kirk-

steeple. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 4729 Thay hauld the

Corps at the *kirk style. 1820 SCOTT Monast. iii, To hear ye
even the Lady of Avenel to seeking quarters wi* a *kirk-
vassal's widow 1 1430 in' 14^4 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. in. 21 [A penalty of ,20 Scots to be paid to the]
*kiikweik [of Glasgow]. 1467 [see CHURCH-WORK]. 1680
G. HICKES Sfirit ofPopery Pref. i, Citing out of the "Kirk-
Writers their Papal, . . Schismatical and Rebellious Prin-

ciples. 1888 BARRIE When a Man's single i, A kitchen in
the *kiik-wynd of Thrums.

Kirk, v. Now Sc. [f. KIRK sb.]

1. trans. = CHURCH v. r.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. v. xii. 4904 In honoure off that
madyn clere That wes kyrkkyd as that day. c 1470 [see
CHURCH v. ibj. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xliii, I'm to be
married the morn, and kirkit on Sunday. 1825 JAMIESON,A bride is said to be kirkit, the first time she goes to church
after she has been married ; on which occasion she is usually
attended by some of the marriage-company. ..A family is

also said to be kirkit, the first time they go to church after
there has been a funeral in it. 1891 BARRIE Little Minister
xliv, All he had to do was to re-marry him, and kirk him.

f 2. To lay up or deposit in a church. (Cf.
CHURCH v. 3.) Obs.
1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall xi, The wel deseruing by the

purse, . . was in vse to be Kirked vp in burial.

3. To send or drive (the ball) to the church, as a
goal.
1834 T. BROWN in Prac. Berw. Nat. Clvb I. No. 2. 46 The

person who succeeded in kirkingor in milling such are the
phrases the.. golden ball.

Hence Ki-rking vbl. sb. (also

, by
office-bearers, ..walk to the kirk. Mod. Sc. saying,

' A bride
is a bride fra her crying to her kirking

'

(i. e. from the pro-
clamation of banns to her first attendance at church).

t Kirk-ale. Obs. In 5 kirkehale, 6 kirkall.
- CHURCH-ALE. (But in quot. 1470 (if not simply
an error) app. used as = CHURCHING I : cf. quots.

t Kirked, a. Obs. ? a dialectal variant of
CROOKED (or perh. a scribal error for kroked}.
ci4<x> Rom. Rose 3137 His nose frounced fulle kirked

stoode.

Kirkemesse, obs. variant of KERMIS.
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Kirker (ka-jkai). rare. [f. KIRK sb. + -ER'.]
A member or adherent of the 'kirk', i.e. the

Church of Scotland. Now Obs.exc.colloq. in comb.,
as Auld Kirker (an adherent of the ' auld kirk '),

Free Kirker.
1680 G. HICKES Spirit ofPopery 5 Which is the Kirk, and

Kirkers usual sence offree grace, according to the Assemblies

larger and shorter Catechisms. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen.
Brit. II. 310 Twenty Episcopals. .to one Kirker of the
Calvinistical Order. 1893 Daily Neivs TO June 5/8

' What
aboot..the ministers wha are na' auld Kirkers?' his com-

panion., .a Free Kirker, rejoined.

Kirkereve, north, var. CHURCH-REEVE Obs.

Kirk-garth, north, dial. Also 3 (Orm.)
kirrkegaerd. [f. KIRK sb. + GARTH, an enclosure:

cf. Icel. kirkju-garVr, Da. kirkegaard. Cf. also

CHURCH-QARTHandKiBK-YAED.] NorthernEnglish
= Churchyard : formerly prevalent from Cumber-
land to Lincolnshire ; now much restricted.

1200 ORMIN 15254 To birrjenn Juw i kirrkegaerd. a 1300
Cursor M. 27198 In kyrcgarth, chapell or kyrk. 1417
Surtees Misc. (1888) n Anent Al Halow Kyrk garth wall
on the Pament. 1483 Cath, Ansl. 204/1 Kyrkegarthe,
cimitorium. 1508 Will in N. w. Line. Gloss, s. v.. My
body to be beried in the kirkgarth of our lady of ffrothing-
ham. 1708 T. WARD Eng. Ref. ill. (1710) 18 Crosses In

Kirk-Gatths, and in Market places. 1785 HUTTON Bran
New Wark 14 A covetous man trapes to th' kirk -garth on
a Sunday morning. 1839 Cumbld. ff Westmld. Dial. 47 What
they see i th Kitk.garth. [In Snaledale Gloss. 1873, Cumbld.
Gloss. 1878.]

Kirkify (kaukifai), v. rare. [f. as prec. : see

-IT : cf. CHURCHIFY.] trans. To imbue with the

principles of the ' kirk
'
or Church of Scotland ; to

make like a Scottish church.
1661 R. L'ESTRANGE Relafs'd Apostate 6 Your Kirkify'd

Reformers j ..that made such Conscience of a Ceremony.
1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Iks. II. 286 St. Giles's

Cathedral, .. having been kirkified into three interior divi-

sions by the Covenanters.

Kirkin-head. Arch. [app. f. KIEK sb.] The
end of a building in which the upper half of the

gable is hipped off; the truncated gable and the

triangular piece of roof above it ;
= JERKIN-HEAD,

of which it is app. the original form.

1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 22 All Buildings, where
there is either a Gable or a Kirkin-Head. 1727 BRADLEY
Font. Did. s. v. Barge^ourse. 1851 Diet. Archil. I. 53
Any building where there was a gable or Kirkin-head.

t Ki-rkist. nonce-tad, [f. KIRK sb. + -IST.] An
adherent of the ' kirk

'

or Scottish church.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. ^834) 277 What hath been

done by kirkists these last dozen of yeers.

Ki rkland. Sc. and north. = CHURCH-LAND.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hcwiat 784 Thai ete of the corne in the

kirkland. c 1500 Rowlis Cursing 31 in Laing Ane. Poet.
Scot. 212 Kiikland hay, or gerss to a waill 1633 Sc. Acts
Chas. I (1817) V. 128 With all manssis gleibs kirklands.

Kirkless, Sc. form of CHURCHLESS a.
1801 H. MACNEII.L Poet. Wks. (1856) 171 After a Sunday's

feast or pascal, Wi' you, ye kirkless, canty rascal. 1895
Westni. Gaz. 8 Jan. 8/r The kirkless ministers of his country
. -will applaud him.

Kirkmau (ka-jkmaen). [Sc. and north, form
of CHURCHMAN.]
L An ecclesiastic

;
= CHURCHMAN i. (In later

use only Sc.)

temporal lords and kirk-men. 01548 HALL Chron., Hen.
VIII, 255 b, Their Kirkmen preached, that in Englande
was neither Masse, nor any service of God. 16318 Act
Assembly in Coll. Conf. II. MS (Jam.) The civil places and
powers of Kirkmen declaied to be unlawful. 1733 NEAL
Hist. Purit. II. 238 That part of it [the Act] which referred
to the Apparel of Kiikmen. 1853 CADENHEAD Bon-Accord
188 (E D. D.) Nane but kirkmen daur'd to preach.
2. A member or adherent of the ' kirk ', i. e. the
Church of Scotland : see CHURCHMAN 4.
1650 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 205 The Kirkmen and

their faction adhering still very rigidly to their mad princi-
ples. i66oR. CoKKPowerfy Sufy.zfa The English Presby-
terians (who had most basely accepted a canting thing called
the Covenant from the Kirkmen of Scotland). 1752 CARTE
Hist. Eng. Ill 425 A number of the most zealous kirkmen,
meeting at Leonard's Craig near Edenburgh. 1893 Diet.
Nat. Biog. XXXIII. 1002 Rothes had never been a fan-
atical puritan ; he was a politician and a patriot rather than
a kirkman.

Kirk-master, -maister. north, dial.

1. In northern English, A churchwarden.
1429 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. 417 Item to the kyrkmasters

a nobill. 1512 Chnrchw. Ace. Wigtoft, Line. (Nichols 1797)
205 Ye cayrke maysters of Wygtoft. 1674-91 RAY A7

. C.
Words 41 Kyrkmaster, Churchwarden. 1876 Mid. Yorksh.
Gloss, s. v. Kirk, Kirkmaister.. often heard fiom old Mid-
Yorkshire people.

1 2. Sc. a. ' A deacon in the church, one who has
the charge of ecclesiastical temporalities

'

(Jam.).
b. The deacon ofan incorporated trade : see DEACON
3. Obs. rare.

1505 in Pennecuik Blue Blanket (1756) 44 Compeired. .the
Kirk-Master and Brether of the Surgeons and Barbaris.
1522 in Charters of St. Giles, Edin. (Bann.) 213-16 Kirk-
maisters of the confrary and altare of the haly blude. 157*
Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) III. 76' Thair was not Kirkmaisteris
or Deaconis appointit in the Parpchinnis to ressaue the
tixatioun appointit.

KIRN.

f Kirkomanetic, a. nonce-wd. Labouring
under ' kirkomania

'

; adhering fanatically to the

'Kirk'.
1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (r834l 211 New Palestine, as

the Kirkomanetick Philarchaists would have it [Scotland]
called.

Kirk-scot : another form of CHURCH-SCOT, q.v.
Kirk-session (kaakise-jan). The lowest court

in the Established Church of Scotland and other

Presbyterian Churches, composed of the minister
and elders of the parish or congregation.
(The Free Church having revived the office of deacon, has

as its lowest court a Deacons' Court.)

1717 DE FOE Mem. Ch. Scot. (1844) 6 The Subordination
of Judicatories is such, and the Proceedings so nicely ac-
counted for by the Kirk-Sessions to the Presbyteries, by the

Presbyteries to the Provincial Synods, and by the Synods
to the General Assemblies, that there can no Mistake pass
unobserved. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) Introd. 19 The
Kirk Session, composed of the minister, elders, and deacons
of every parish, forms the lowest ecclesiastical court of
Scotland. 1871 SIR H. MONCRIEFF Pract. Free Ch. Scotl.jThe Pastor or Pastors of each Congregation, along with
a suitable number of elders who are not pastors, constitute
a governing body which is called the Kirk-session.

Kirkset: see KIRSET.

fKi-rkship. nonce-wd. [See -SHIP.] A humor-
ous title for a church dignitary (? after worship).
1710 Pol. Ballads (1860) II. 95 To know what his Kirkship

wou'd have 'em to do.

[t Kirk-shot : known only in the ballad cited ;

taken as = Churchyard (but prob. a corruption of
some kind).
a 1827 Bailad, Weary Coble o' Cargill x. (Motherwell

Minstrelsy iyi} And there they got the bonnie lad's corpse,
In the kirk shot o' bonnie Cargill.]

Kirk-shot : see CHURCH-SCOT.

Kirk-town. Sc. Also kirk-ton. The town,
village, or hamlet in which the parish church is :

= church-town (CHURCH sb. 18). b. A glebe.
1706 SEMPILL Piper Kilbarchan in Chambers Pop. Hum.

Scot. Poems (1862) 24 Or who can for our kirk-town cause
Stand us in stead? 1864 Glasgow Herald 16 May, The
word Kirktoun . . applied to all collections of houses, not farm
touns, which surrounded parish kirks. 1872 E. W. ROBERT-
EON Hist. Ess. 136 The ordinary amount of Kirktown or
lebe assigned to the church.. was a half-davoch. a 1894
TEVENSON Olalla Wks. 1895 I II. 313 The mountain village,

which was, as we say in Scotland, the kirk-ton of that thinly
peopled district.

t Ki'rkward, sb. Hist. = CHURCH-WARD sb. i.

1883 I. G. SMITH & P. ONSLOW Worcester 31 The kirkward
of St. Peter's peaceably handed over the keys.

Ki'rkward, adv. (adj.) [See -WARD.] Towards
the kirk or church ; churchward.
18.. Ballad in Scott Hrt. Midi, xl, When six braw

gentlemen Kirkward shall carry ye. 1832 A. CUNNINGHAM
in Blackw. Mag. XXXI. 996 Much they talked upon their
kirkward way.

Kirkya'rd. Now Sc. Also 4 kyrk-yarde,
4-5 kirk(e)-Jerd(e, 5 kyrkjerd, kyrkejerde,
kyrk-yharde, 7- Sc. kirkyaird. [f. KIRK sb. +

YARD.] Northern form of CHURCHYARD : now
confined to Scotland : cf. KIRK-GARTH.
4x1300 Cursor M. 29349 In kyrk-yarde aght naman him

detuen. [1377 LANGL. P. PI. 6 xni. 9 No corps in her

kirke^erde ne in her kyrke was buryed. 14.. Nominale in
Wr.-Wulcker 722/12 Hoc semitorium, a kyik^erd. c 1475
Pict. Voc. ibid. 803/5 Hoc atrium, a kyike;erde.] 111636 B.

JONSON Sad Sheph. u. iii, Our dame Hecate Made it her

gaing-nigbt, over the Kirk-yard. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort.
Introd., The Cameronian monuments, in the old kirkyard of
Kirkchrist. 1896 New.York .Scot. American Oct., The auld
kirkyaird on the giey hillside.

Kirle, obs. form of CURL sb.

1612 tr. Benvenittos Passenger (N.), Artes to stiffen their
kiilcs on the temples, and to adorne their foreheads.

Kirmess, -toish, variants of KERMIS.
tKirmew. Olis. [a. Ger. kirrmeve, f. kirren

to coo, chirp, cry with a harsh sound + meve gull,

MEW.] The common Tern.
It is doubtful whether the word has any standing in

English except as occurring in quot. 1694 (transl. from
German), which is also the source cited by Pennant, from
whom subsequent writers get the name. Montagu (Oruit/i,
Diet. 1802-33) gives also kirman, prob. an error.

1694 Ace. Sea. Late Voy. n. (1711) 82, I have heard the
Kirmew and Kutyegehf cry. Ibid. 92 The Kirmew hath a
thin sharp-pointed bill as red as blood. ..It is commonly
called Kirmew from its Cry. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768)
II. 4_28.
Kirn (kwn, Sc. kern), so. 1 Sc. and north, dial.

Also 4-6 kirne, 5-6 kyrn(e ;
north. Eng. 7 kerne,

7-9 kern, kuru. [Northern form of CHURN st. :

cf. ON. kirna, in same sense.]
1. A churn.

1338-9 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 311 In j kime emp.
pro eadem [dayerial, $d. 1483 Cath. Angl. 204/1 (MS. A.)
A kyrne, cimba, fiscina. 1562 Wills % 1m. N. C. (Surtees

1835) 207, j kime with staffe xiiijd. 1681 Itvu. in Hunter

Biggar fy Ho. Fleming vL (1862) 62 Ane say, ane kerne and
two four gallon trees. 1728 RAMSAY Betty $ Kate vii, Sae

cat the way to the kirn.

Yorksh. Gl., Kurn.
1825 BROCKKTT, Kern. 1876 Mid

2. Jig.
'

Applied to a mire' in which the mud is

chnrnedup; 'adisgustingmixture'. 'Theground's
a mere kirn.' (Jam.)



KIRN.

3. Comb., as kirn-milk, -sta/jF: see CHURN.

(E. D. D.) Shecl kedge our kites with good kirne-milk and
whig. 1724 RAMSAY Evergreen, Wyfe ofA uchtermuchty xii,He tuke the kirnstaffbe the shank, a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems
(1807) 225 My kirn-staff now stands gizzened at the door.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxvii. note, He dealt in th whole-
some commodity called kirn-milk.

Kirn (kam, Sc. kern), st* Sc. and north, dial.
Also 9 kern, kurn, curn. [Of uncertain etymo-
logy : see Note below.]
1. A feast or merry-making held on the com-

pletion of the harvest
;
a harvest-home or harvest-

supper. (Thing and name are passing out of use.)
1777 [see KIRN-BABY]. 1786 BURNS Two. Dogs 124 As

blealc-fac'd Hallowmass returns, They get the jovial, ranting
kirns, When rural life, o

1

ev'ry station, Unite in common
recreation. 1806 DOUGLAS Poems 143 (E. D. D.) Hame they
gang to get the kirn. 1808 SCOTT Martn. iv. Introd. 101
Who envies now the shepherd's lot,. . His rustic kirn's loud
revelry. 1883 Lonrtn. Mag. Apr. 657 The oldest rustic
festival here [m Lothian] is the harvest home, or ' kirn '.

2. The cutting of the last handful of corn (the kirn-

cut) on the harvest-field. Chiefly in the phrases
To win (get) the kirn : to gain the distinction of

cutting down the last armful of corn
; to succeed

in finishing the harvest ; To cry or shout the kirn:
to cheer or shout in token of this. (Now rare.)
1808-18 JAMIESON, Kirn, the last handful of grain cut down

on the harvest-field. 1821 Blackui. Mag. 400 (Jam.), I shall
either gain a kiss from some fair lip for winning the kirn,
or some shall have hot brows for it. 1836 J. M. WILSON
Tales Bord, II. 209 (E. D. D.) An hour would be sufficient
to terminate their harvest toils and win the kirn. 1866
HENDERSON Folk-lore N. Counties 66 When the sickle is

laid down, and the last sheaf of golden corn set on end, it is

said that they have '

got the kern '. [The words I have
heard used in crying the kirn in Roxburghshire, a 1860, were
'The corn's shorn, the kirn's won, Kirnie, kirnie, coo-oo-oo !

'

the last word much prolonged. J. A. H. M.]
3. attrib. and Comb., as kirn-bannock, -feast,

-night ;
kirn-out = sense 2

; kirn-supper, the

harvest-home supper (see also churn-supper, s.v.

CHURN sb. 5) ;
kirn-winning sense 2.

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. (1876) 405 A piece.,
of the ^kirn-bannock. 1810 CROMEK Rein. Nithsdale
Song 259 From the same pin depended the *kirn-cut of

corn, curiously braided and adorned with ribbons. 1862

J. GRANT Capt. ofGuard xlv, Above the mantelpiece hung
the. .kirn-cuts of corn gaily ornamented with ribbons the

trophies of the last year's harvest home. 1846 Drnt>imond's

Muckomachy 32 (E. D. P.) At fairs, *kirn-feasts, and penny
weddins. 1789 BURNS Let. Lady Glencairn, At gala-times,
such as New-year's day, a christening, or the 'kirn-night, ..

my punch-bowl is brought from its dusty corner. 1777
*Kern Supper [see KIRN-BABY]. 1822 BEWICK Mem. 26 The
man..when he met me had been on his way to a 'kirn

supper '. 1864 Chambers Bk.
of_ Days 1 1. 379/2 In Scot-

land, under the name of the Kirn or Kirn-supper. 1819
in Anderson Cuwbld. Ball. 65 To murry-neets, *kurn-

winnins, Hannah ne'er went.

{Note. The instances of the word kirn or kern are quite

recent, and leave us in the dark as to its earlier history. The
popular notion often associates it with KIRN sb^, CHURN ;

and there are positive statements that a churnful of cream
was a prominent item in the harvest-supper (J. Nicol Poems
(1805) I. 154; Hone Year-bit. (1832) 10 Sept. 534/2; Hali-

burton P-uir Auld Sc. (1887) 148-9). See also churn-supper,

etymology. If the word were old, it might in form repre-
sent an OE. *ge-cyrn = OHG. gikurni, shortened kitrni,

churn], MHG. kurne, kurn, 'corn collectively or of all

kinds (see Grimm, s.v. Korn i d). But this hardly suits the

sense, unless indeed *zecyrn could have meant something
like 'completion (of the reaping or ingathering of all the

corn) '. (Prof. E. Sievers.))

Kirn (k5an, Sc. kern), v. Also dial, kern,
kurn. [Northern form of CHURN z/.]

1. a. trans, and absol. To churn ; to make butter

by churning, b. intr. Of butter : To form by
churning, to

' come'.

15.. Hyfe of
'

Anchtermnchty v, Scho kyrnd the kyrne,
and skwm'd it clene. 1723 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. n. iii, Tibby
kirn'd, and there nae butter came, a 1774 FESGUSSON
Poems 74 (Jam.) Nae mair the thrifty gudewife sees Her
lasses kirn. 1801 in Anderson Ciimbld. Ball. 19 For tou

can kurn, am' darn, and spin. 1856 HENDERSON Pop.

Rhymes 56 (E. D. D.) The gudewife's butter wadna kirn.

2. transf. a. trans. To mix or stir by a process
like that of churning cream ;

to keep turning over,

up, etc. b. intr. To perform the act of stirring

something ;
to puddle, etc.

1822 GALT Sir A. WyKe xxxiv. (E.D. D.) It would hae

been mair to the purpose had ye been kirning drogs with

the pistle and mortar in your ain shop. 1869 R. LEIGHTON
Scotch Wds. 20 I've just been kirnin' through the Word o

God. 1892 N. DICKSON Auld Min. (1896) 106 Busy kirnin'

among clay an' makin' bricks.

Hence Kirned///. a. Ki-rnin.gr tt to., churn-

ing, attrib. zskirning-day; kirning-rung= kirn-

sta/(KiRX sb.\ 3).

1790 A. WILSON Pack Poems 59 Gin ye please our John
an' me, Ye'se get the kirnan rung To lick, this day. 1808

ELIZ. HAMILTON Cottagers Glenbtmiie (Jam.), The very
first kirning after, her butter was burstet and gude for

naething. 1824 MACTAGGART Gallmiid. Encycl. (1876) 39

Twas fed on new kirned butter-milk. 1899 CROCKETT Kit

Kennedy 217 The morn, .is kirning-day.

Ki-rn-taa:by. Also kern-, [f.
KIRN **. +

BABY sb. 2 'doll, puppet'.] A rude semblance of a
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human figure made out ofthe last handful ofcorn cut
on the harvest-field, and dressed as a female, which
formerly played a part in the ceremonial of the
kirn or harvest-home, and was afterwards often

hung up on the farmer's kitchen wall until the
next harvest, when its place was taken by a new
one. Also called kirn-doll or -dolly, maiden or

kirn-maiden, harvest-queen, and, in books, after
a mistaken suggestion of Brand (qnot. 1777),
corn-baby.
In the most usual form, the cluster of ears formed the head

of the figure, while part of the stalks were plaited into two
arms, and the rest expanded as a body in skirts, the whole
being decorated with ribbons or gaily dressed in doll's
clothes.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. xxxi. 307 Kern Safy..tix
northern Word is plainly a Corruption of Corn Baby or
Image, as is the Kern or Churn Supper of Corn Supper.
1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., Kern-baby, an image dressed
up with corn, carried before the reapers to their mell-

supper, or harvest home. 1813 ELLIS Brand's Antiq.
I. 422 note, An old woman .. informed me that, not half a
century ago, they used every where [in Northumberland] to
dress up something, similar to the figure above described,
at the end of Harvest, which was called a Harvest Doll,
or Kern Baby. 1826 in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1166.

1846 RICHARDSON Borderer's Table-Bk. VII. 375 The
corn-baby or kirn-dolly. 1866 W. HENDERSON Folk Lore
N. Counties 66 When the sickle is laid down and the last
sheaf set on end. .an image is at once hoisted on a pole. .

crowned with wheat ears and dressed up in gay finery,
a white frock and coloured ribbons being its conventional
attire. The whole group [of reapers] circle round this
harvest queen or Kernbaby, curtseying to her, and dancing
and singing. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Kern baby,
an image, or possibly only a small sheaf of the newly
cut corn, gaily dressed up and decorated with clothes,
ribbons, flowers. &c.

Kirnel, -ell, -elle, obs. forms of KERNEL.
Kir-re, obs. f. QUARRY rf.l (hunting term).

II Kirsell (kirj). Also kirsh. [F. kirsch,
abbrev. of next.]

= KIRSCHWASSER.
1869 Daily News 25 Aug., Distillers of the cherry-stone

liquor, called kirsh. 1874 T. G. APPLETON in Longfellow's
Life (1891) III. 229, I tried coffee and kirsch, and they had
the good old taste.

II Kirschwasser (ki-rfvasar\ Also kirschen-.

[Ger. kirsch(eri)ivasser ,
i. kirsche cherry + luasser

water.] An alcoholic spirit distilled in Germany
and Switzerland from a fermented liquor obtained

by crushing wild cherries.

1819 SCOTT Leg. Montrose ii, We had drunk .. about two
mutchkins of kirschenwasser. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey
vm. iv, A bottle of Kerchen Wasser, from the Black Forest.

1855 'E. S. DELAMER' Kitchen Garden (1861) 1.18 The
famous cordials known as kirschwasser and maraschino.

Kirsen, -dom, obs. or dial. ff. CHRISTEN v.,

CHRISTENDOM.

I Kirset '. Sc.Laiv. Obs. Alsokerset.kirseth,

kyrset(t. [app. a. ON. kyrrseta or kyrrsxti,

sitting in peace and quiet, freedom from disturb-

ance.] Exemption from the payment of taxes,

granted for one year to a new burgess (see quot.).
In some MSS. of the Burgh Laws the erroneous form

kirksett is found : see Jamieson, s.v.

14.. Burrow Lawns c. 27 Quha sum evir be made new
burges of a waste lande and he hafe na lande wythin be

burgh herberyt in be fyrst ^ere hesallhaf kyrset {Latin text

kirseth] And efter be fyrst gere he sail haf herberyt lande

and byggyd. [1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 122 He may haue

respit, or continuation for payment of his burrow mailes for

ane zeare, quhilk is called hyrsett (sic).}

t Kirset *, kyrsede, -ett(e, obs. ff. CRESSET.

1459-60 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 88 Le Kirsettez in

domo capitulari et Refectorio. c 1497 Inventory in MS.
Ashmole 1519, If. 141 b, In coquina : a chawfere, a brandlet,
a kirset. 1505-6 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 104 De^ii
petr. feodi [coquinas] pro le kyrsett ad portam abbathie.

1569 Inv. in Trans. Cumbld. % Wcstmld. Arch. Sec. X. 34
On Kyrsede & ij trepetts price vs.

Kirsine, -some, obs. corruptions of CHRISTIAN.

Kirsp, variant of CRISP s/>.

Kirtle (ks-jt'l), rf.l Forms: a. i oyrtel, 3

cuer-, ouyrtel, 3-6 cur-, kur-, -tel(l(e, -til,

-tyll; 4-5 cartel, -yl. 0. 2 oer-, kier-, 2-5

kertel, (5 -tyl), 6 kertle, 6-7 -tell. 7. 3 cirtil,

3-8 kir-, kyr-, -tel, -til, etc., 5- kirtle, (6-8

kyrtle). [OE. cyrtel= ON. kyrtill tunic (Da. kjortel

tunic, gown, Sw. kjortel skirt, petticoat) :*kurtil-,

app. a dim. of *kurt- 'short', commonly regarded
as an early adoption of L. curtus. The sense
' short coat ', as opposed to '

long gown ', would

suit the ordinary meaning of the ON. word, but

does not apply to the use in Eng.]
1. A man's tunic or coat, originally a garment

reaching to the knees or lower, sometimes forming

the only body-garment, but more usually worn

with a shirt beneath and a cloak or mantle above.

In early instances freq. transl. L. tunica. As the common
name for an article of male attire, kirtle seems to have gone
out of use about or shortly after 1500 ;

writers of the i6th

and i7th c. use it chiefly in describing robes of state. I

survived to some extent in dialects, applied to a short

jacket or blouse (see quots. 1706 and 1828).

893 K. ^ELFRED Oros. \. i. 17 Se byrdesta sceall jyldan
. .berenne kyrtel o35e yterenne. c 1000 J^LFRIC Horn. I. 64

NimaS bis gold . . BicjaS eow paillene cyrtlas. c 1160 Hatton

KIBWANITE.
Gosf. Matt. vii. 15 WarnieS eow wiS leasan wite^en, be
cume3 to eow on sceapene kertlen. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ham.
139 He ches..Stiue here to shurte and gret sac to curtle.
c 1200 Vices S, Virtues 127 Se be benimS 3e bine kiertel, aif
him bine mantel, c 1290 Becket 1155 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 130
Is Cuyrtel Jwijt blaunket. a 1300 Cursor M. 4161 His
kyrtil [Go'lt. MS. cirtil] sal we riue and rend, c 1386 CHAUCER
Miller's T. 135 I-clad he was . . Al in a kirtel of a lyght waget,
1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 307 pe curtelle of wolle
and a pilche. a. 1440 Sir Eglam. 1255 To onarme hym the
knyght goys In cortyls, sorcatys and schorte clothys. 1494FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxxvii. 276 A man . . barefote, and in
a whyte kyrtel!. 1552 HULOET, Kyrtyll of a kynge worne
vnder the mantyll ofestate, trabea. 1577 HARRISON England
n. v. (1877) ' "6 Giuing them [knights of the Garter]

laps or skirts. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 341 A
white-haired elder clad in kirtle red.

2. A woman's gown. b. A skirt or outer petti-
coat. (See quot. a 1825.)
App. in common use down to about 1650, and now, as

an archaism, much more frequent than sense i.

o. 995 in Kemble Cod, Dipl. VI. 133 Hio becwiS
jE5elf[lsede] Elhhelmmesdehter. .hyre twihbrocenan cyrtel.
c 1205 LAY. 4993 Heo nom hire on anne curtel [v. r. cuertel]
..hire hem heo up i-taih, hire cneon he was swiSe nehi.
c 1330 R. BHUNNE Chron. (1810) 122 Scho gede out in hir
smok..Withouten kirtelle or kemse. 13.. E. . Allit. P.
A. 203 Her corteL.With precios perlez al umbe-pyghte.
c 1440 Generydes 4395 The quene dede on hir kirtill fayre
and well, c 1485 Digby Myst. v. 165 Here entreth v. virgynes
in white kertelys. 1546 J. HEYWOOO Prov. (1867) 23 Though
ny be my kyrtell, yet nere is my smocke. c 1550 Image
Hypocr. i. 417 in Sltclton's Wks., Your curtles be of silke
With rochetes white as mylke. 1650 HOWELL Giraffi's
Rev. Naples ii. (1664) 9 Ladies and gentlewomen were for-

bidden likewise to go abroad with wide-hoop'd gowns or
kirtles. 1742 SHENSTONE Schoolmistr. 65 A russet kirtle

fenc'd the nipping air. 0x825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Kirtle, an outer petticoat to protect the other garments
from dust, c. in riding. ..Scarcely, if ever, heard of now
that pilliuns are so gone out of use. 1873 OUIDA Pascarel
I. 117 In her ruddy serge kirtle and her great Tuscan hat.

3. Jig. A coat or covering of any kind
;
a coat-

ing of paint.
1398, 1582 [see CURTEL]. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. \. 417

Thre kyrtils do theron, of marbul greyne; But first let on
be drie, and then engre[y]ne A smaller cote ahoue on that.

1878 GILDER Poet fy Master 14 The gray rock had not made
Of the vine its glistening kirtle.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1530 in Weaver Wells Wills(&go) 118 To by a kyrtilcloth

for my mother. 1725 Cock-laird in Orpheus Caledonius

(1829), I maun hae a silk hood, A kirtle-sark, wyliecoat, And
a silk snood, a 1800 Clerk's Tu>a Sons in Child Ballads

(1857) 11- 7 en it came the Mayor's dauchters Wi' kirtle

coat alone.

t Kirtle, rf.2 Obs. ?An error for kintle,

QUINTAL.
1688 R. HOLME Anhoury in. 106/2 Kirtle Flax is twelve

heads in a bunch, and is about an hundred pounds in

weight. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), A Kirtle of Flax is the

quantity of about 100 pounds Weight, containing 12 Heads
in a Hunch.

Kirtle (ksut'l), v. [f. KIRTLE rf.i]

trans. To cover or envelop as with a kirtle.

1888 A. S. WILSON Lyric of Hopeless Love Ixviii, Dreams
Kirtle thee in robes too fair For jealous Dawn to see thee

wear. 1896 J. LUMSUEN Poems 198 Corn fields. .Kyrtle
This God's acre like a queen.

Kirtlecl (kaut'ld), a. [f. KIRTLE sb,~i + -ED 2.]

Clothed in a kirtle : often in parasynthetic comb.

1634 MILTON Comus 254 Amid'st the
flowry-kirtl'd

Naiades.

1812 BYRON Ch. Har. n. Iviii, The wild Albanian kirtled to

his knee, a 1850 ROSSETTI Dante q Circ. I. (1874) 141 A
lady .. sweetly kirlled and enlac'd.

Kirve (kaiv), v. Also kerve, curve, [a. ON.

kyrfa to carve :*kurtjan : see KERF.]
f 1. To carve. Hence kirving-knife, carving-

knife. Obs. rare.

1484-5 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 649 Pro emundacione

de le kirvyngknyflez d'ni Prioris, i2*/.

2. Coal-mining. To undercut a seam ; to hole.

Hence Ki-rviug vbl. sb.
,
the wedge-shaped excava-

tion made with the pick at the bottom of a seam,

previous to blasting or bringing down the coal.

1827 WILSON Pitman's Pay n. xxvii, What he gat was

varry sma', Frae out the kirvens and the nickens. 1851

GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. % Durh. 33 The
coals obtained from the kirving are always small ) and as

the size of the kirving is pretty constant.. it follows that a

greater per centage of small is made in working a thin than

a thick seam of coal. 1865 JF.VONS Coal Quest. (1866) 72

The waste of coal in the '

kirving
'

or cut made by the

hewer. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining, Kirve, to hole.

Hence fXirver (in 6 kyrvour), a carver. Obs.

1535-7 Ace. Rolls Durham (Surtees) 703 Sol. Thome

Whythed, kj'rvo
r

,
zos.

Kirwanite (kauwansit). Min. [Named after

R. Kirwan, an Irish mineralogist (1733-1812):
see -ITU 1

.]
A fibrous, green, chlorite-like mineral,

found in the basalt of the North of Ireland.

1811 PINKERTON Petro.1. I. 561 Kirwanite. 1833 Philos.

Mag. III. 85 Kirwanite Found by Mr. P. Doran m
the Greenstone and Porphyry of Mourne, and named by
Dr. Thomson.

f Kis. Obs. rare-*, [a. Gr. m's.] A weevil.

1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat. Ins. 1086 The English

call the Wheat-worm Kis, Pope, Bowde, Weevil, and Wibil.
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KISH.

Kish !
C^if). Also 8 keah. [a. Ir. cis (kif), ceis

(kef) basket, hamper: cf. KISHEN.] A large

wickerwork basket, used in Ireland chiefly lor

carrvine turf; sometimes mounted on a car.

1780 A! YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 61 A kish of turf bums

2 barrels of lime. i8oa EDGEWORTH Irish Bulls x. (1803) 1 80

An Irish boy . . saw a train of his companions leading their

cars loaded with kishes of turf. 1841 S. C..H*ui Ireland

II us nott He pointed to the potatoe Kish which was

placed upon the table. 1843 S. LOVER Handy And? xix.

166 The cars were in great variety, .some bore klshes in

which a woman and some small children might be seen.

b. Used, like gabions, in building the piers of

bridges, etc. (see qnot.). Hence Kish-work.

1776 G. SEMPI.E Building in Water 59 Kesh-work, that is,

a kind of large Baskets, made of the Boughs and Branches

of Trees, about the size of four or five Feet Square; these

they sink in rows, by throwing stones . . into them till they

ground, and then filling them up. Kid. 60 They, .so begin

to build their Piers, banking the Kishes all round with other

Stones and hard Stuff thrown in.

Kish. 2
(kij). [Etym.

obscure. Cf. F. Masse,
in Normandy quiasse, kiasse scum of metals.]

A form of impure graphite, which separates from

certain kinds of iron in the process of smelting,

floating on the top in the form of scales. Also,

A dross on the surface of melted lead. Hence

Ki-shy a. (see qnot. 1825).
i8i SIR H. DAVY Chent. Philos. 301 There is a substance

formed in iron foundries called kish, of a brilliant appear-

ance, usually in thin scales, analogous to plates of polished
steel. It consists chiefly of carbonaceous matter united to

iron. 1835 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 330 The appear,
ance of this substance, called by the workmen kish, .

._is
so

common an attendant on the production of the most highly
carbonized iron, that the workmen have applied the term

kitky to that peculiar sort of iron. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Kish, the blast-furnacemen's name for the graphite-

segregations seen in pig-iron and in the cinder of a furnace

making a very gray iron.

II Eishen (ki-Jan). I. of Man. Also kischen,
kishon. [Manx kishan Ir. cisean, dimin. of cis,

KISH l.] A measure containing eight quarts.

1825 Pious Manx Peasant in Houlston Tracts I. No. 17.

8 She . . brought him two fat hens, and . . a kishon of oats to

feed them. 1890 HALL CAINE Bondman i. vii, The April
rain would bring potatoes down to sixpence a kishen.

II Kiskitomas (-tp-mas). Also kiskatom,
kisky-Thomas. [Corruption of an Amer. Indian

name.] Kiskitomas nut, a hickory nut.

1850 Literary World* Nov. (Bartlett), Hickory, shell-bark,

kiskitomas nut, Or whatsoever thou art called. 1858 HOGG
Veg. Kingd. &jr The fruit of Carya alba, or Shell-bark

Hickory, are called Kisky Thomas Nuts, and are also much
esteemed in America.

II Kismet (ki-smet). Also kismat, kismut.

[Turk, kismet, Pers. qismat, a. Arab. iL~Ji qismaif)

portion, lot, fate, f. qasama to divide.] Destiny,
fate.

1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 46 One day a man re-

lated to me a story of Kismat or destiny. 1865 MRS.
GASKRLL in Cornh. Mag. Feb. 210 It's a pity when these

old Saxon nouses vanish off the land ; but it is
' kismet

'

with
the Hamleys. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs i. 19 The
stars or the fates . . or whatever you like to term your kismet.

Kiss (kis), sb. Forms : a. 1-4 cos, ooss, 3-5

cosse, 4-6 kosse. 0. 4 cuss, 5 cus, cusse, kus,
6 kusse. 7. 4-7 kisse, 5 kys, 5-6 kysse, 4, 7-
kiss. [OE. coss = OFris. kos, OS. cos, kus (MDn.
cus, cuss, Dn. kus), OHG. chus (MHG. kus, kos,

G. kuss}, ON. koss: OTeut *kuss-oz. ME. cuss

(kus) was app. developed from coss, as it appears
to have had (u) not (ii), and occurs in texts which
do not use cusse (cusse) for the vb. The mod.Eng.
form (like Da. kys, Sw. kyss) is from the vb.]
1. A touch or pressure given with the lips (see
Kiss v. i), in token of affection, greeting, or

reverence ;
a salute or caress given with the lips.

a. (looo ./ELFRIC Horn. II. 32 Ic hine to minum cosse

ararde. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxii. 48 Mannes sunu bu
mid cosse sylst. a 1100 .Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 309/8
Osculum, cos. a 1125 A ncr. A*. 194 Wo wurSe his cos : vor
hit is Judases cos bet he ou mide cusseS. 13. . Gaw. 4- Gr.
Knt. 1300 He had craued a cosse, bi his courtaysye. 138*
WYCLIF Song Sol. i. r Kisse he me with the cos of his mowth.
1481 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 25 He., with cossis and terys

watryd the fete of the crosse. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i.

iii. 24, 1 will not sticke for a kosse with such a man as you.
ft. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 348 Yit wol he stele a cuss or tuo.

c 1430 Hymns Virgin 12 Ful curteis was bi comeli cus [rime
ihesus]. c 1440 Partonope '3236 Ther with she yaf hym a
swete cus. "1529 SKELTON P. Sparrow 361 Many a prety
kusse Had I of his swete musse.

y. CI340 Cursor M. 15779 (G6tt.) Wid a kiss [other MSS.
coss, cosse] has bu mannes sune ynto bi bandun broght.
Ibid. 17108 (Gott.) Kisse of saghtling bu me bedis. c 1440
Promp. Pant. 277/1 Kys, or kus, osmium, basium. c 1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn ix. 39 To haue a kysse or cusse of her
mouth. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 278 b, Kysse me
lorde, with the kysse of thy mouth. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
II. i. 322 Speake cosin,

or. .stop his mouth with a kisse, and
let not him speake neither. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 502 He. .

press'd her Matron Up With kisses pure. 1796-7 COLERIDGE
To Sara 4 Ah why refuse the blameless bliss ? Can danger
lurk within a kiss? 1833 TENNYSON Fatima iii, He drew
With one long kiss my whole soul thro

1

My lips. 1851
HOOK Ch. Diet. (1871) 424 The kiss of peace, .was one of
the rites of the eucharistic service in the primitive church.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus vii i Ask me, Lesbia, what the
sum delightful Of thy kisses.

714

2. fig. A light touch or- impact.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 26 So sweete a kisse the

golden Sunne giues not, To those fresh morning drops vpon
the Rose. iSai SHELI.EY Epifsych. 547 Where the pebble-

paven shore, Under the quick, faint kisses of the sea

Trembles and sparkles. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxvii,

Every kiss of toothed wheels.

b. Billiards, etc. (See Kiss v. 3 c.)

1836 T. HOOK G. Gumey III. 154
' That is a cannon how-

ever '.

' Not a bit of it ! . . a kiss 1 1859 CRAWLEY Billiards

95 All these canons are made by a kiss from the cushion.

1874 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 35 A proper laying of the

balls will preclude the undesirable kiss.

3. Name for a small sweetmeat or piece of con-

fectionery ; a sugar-plum.
1825 BROCKETT, Kisses, small confections or sugar plums.

Perhaps the same as Shakspeare's kissing-comfits. 1887
STEVENSON in Scritner's Mag. 1. 612/4 Munching a '

barley-

sugar kiss '.

4. A fanciful term for a drop of sealing-wax

accidentally let fall beside the seal.

1829 Young Lady's Bk. 337 No drops, or, as our country
cousins designate them, kisses, will fall in the passage of

the wax from the taper to., the seal. 1848 THACKERAY Van.
Fair xxvii,

'

It 's Peggy O'Dowd's fist
',
said George, laugh-

ing.
'
I know it by the kisses on the seal '. 1850 DICKENS

Detective Police Party Wks. (Libr. ed.) VIII. 307, 1 observed

that on the back of the letter there was what we call a kiss

a drop of wax by the side of the seal.

5. //. A local name for the heartsease (Viola

tricolor} ; cl.kiss-me, etc., in Kiss-, KISS-ME-QUICK 3.

1840 SPURDENS Suppl. Forty, Kisses, the pansy; heart's-

ease.

6. Comb., as kiss-giver, -thrower; kiss-worthy

adj. ;
kiss-wise adv., in the manner of a kiss.

a 1586 SIDNEY Astr. q Stella Ixxiii, Thy most kisse-worthy
face. 1735 Fanshaw's tr. Gitarinis Paslor Fido u. l,

She, that is The best kiss-giver, shall receive her mead. 1860

T. L. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. 298 A most beautiful kiss-thrower.

1875 LANIER Poems, Symphony 291 Lips kiss-wise set.

Kiss (kis), v. Pa. t. and pple. kissed (kist).
Forms : a. 1-2 cyssan, 2-5 kyssen, 3-6 kysse,

(4 kyse, kise, 4-6 kys, kia), 4-7 kisse, 4- kiss.

ft. 2-6 cusse, 3-4 kusse, 4 cus, kus;?<) ; 4-6 cus,

kus, kuss, 9 dial. kuss. 7. 3-5 kesse, 4 kes.

S. I cossian ; 4 cosse, 6 kos. Pa. t. I cyste, 2-5

kyste, kiste, custe, keste
; 4-6 kyst, etc. ; 4-

kist; 3-4 oussede, cossede, kyssede, 4-5 -ide,

-ed, -id; 4- kissed. Pa. pple. I oyssed, 4-6
(y)cussed, oossed, (i)oust, kest, kost, etc. ; 4-
kist, kissed. [OE. cyssan (pa. t. cyste, pa. pple.

cyssed)
= OFris. kessa, OS. kussian (MDu. cussen,

Du. kusseti), OHO. chussen, kussen (MHG. and
G. kiissen), ON. kyssa (Sw. kyssa, Da. kysse) :

OTeut. *kussjan, f. *kuss- : seeprec. Both vb. and

sb. are wanting in Gothic, which has, in the same

sense, kukjan (cf. E.Fris. kiikketf). Of the ME. forms

those in y, i, were orig. Midland and Northern ;
of

those in u, the earlier, down to c 1400, had ti as

regular southern ME. repr. of OE. y ;
the later (in

u not ) are to be compared with the form kuss of

Kiss sb.
;
those in e have partly e from ii as in

Kentish ; partly e as a broadening of *'. The rare

OE. cossian (pa. t. cossode), was a distinct forma-

tion, from the sb. ;
but the later examples (14-

ifith c.) of coss, koss, appear to be merely the

ordinary vb. assimilated to the sb. in its vowel.]
1. trans. To press or touch with the lips (at the

same time compressing and then separating them),
in token of affection or greeting, or as an act of

reverence ; to salute or caress with the lips ; to

give a kiss to.

a. cgoo tr. Bzda's Hist. in. iv. (1800) 166 He . .^enom hine
ba hi; Jwere swi5ran honda and cyste. < 1000 JTLLFRIC

Grain, xix. (Z.) 122 Et oscular a /*? and ic com fram 5e

cyssed. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 48 Swa hwaene swa
ic cysse se hyt is. Ibid. 49 He cyste hyne. c\vp Gen. ^
Ex. 2355 Euerilc he kiste, on ilc he gret. a 1300 Cursor M.
17649 (Cott,) He kist \Gott. kisced, Trin. cust, Laud kyst]
bairn all. 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \. (Petrus) m pan kissit

pai ilk ober sammyne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. iv. (Roxb.) 13 He
schuld kisse hir mouthe and hafe no drede of hir. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxciv. 170 He fell doune..and threes
kist the grounde. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie HI. xxiv.

(Arb.) 292 With vs the wemen ^iue their mouth to be kissed,
in other places their cheek, m many places their hand.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 187 Where perceiving
a Crosse, he kissed it with tears. 1721 AMHERST Terrz
Fil. No. 3 (1754) 12 He takes the oaths of allegiance and
supremacy:.. some have thought themselves sufficiently a_b-
sofved from them by kissing their thumbs, instead of the

book. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. VI. 208 Kiss her ; take her

hand, she weeps. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus ix. 9 Kiss his

flowery face, his eyes delightful.

/5. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 145 Hie his fet . . mid hire muoe
custe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 102 Ore Louerd mid his cosse ne
cussed none soule bet luueS ei bing bute him. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (Rolls) 310 Brut hire clupte and kuste [v. rr. cussede,
kyssydj. c 1340 Cursor M. 5003 (Trin.) pei him cussed
swibe soone And dude her sackes to be vndone. 1362
LANGL, P. PI. A. Prol. 70 J>e lewede Men..comen vp knel-

ynge and cusseden his Bulle. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
III. 127 Oon bat hadde ycused [v. rr. y-cussed, kysshed,
kisside] his

doubter
in be hi^e weye. 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 6 (St. Katherine, London) Euerich brother and suster
j

. . atte resceyuynge schule kusse eueri other, c 1450 Cm'.

Myst. (Shales. Soc.) 88, I crye the mercy, Lord, and thin
Erthe cus. a 1553 UDALL Koyster D. l. iii. (Arb.) 23 111

KISS.

chieue it dotyng foole, but it must be cust [rime must],
1567 DRANT Horace^ De arte poet. B vj, Thou mightst . .

linage, and busse, and cull, and cusse thy darling apishe
fruite. 1825 BROCKETT, KH$S> to kiss.

y. c laoo Vices $ Virtues 1 17 Rih(t)wisnesse and Sibsum-
nesse kesten hem to-gedere. a 1300 Cnrsor M. 24533, 1 kest
him J>an bath frunt and chek. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
IVace (Rolls) 6804 pe Romajrns J>em keste, & wente fcer weye.
c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipdane) 1050 Zozimas ran
To kes hyre fete, c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 270 Thei kessiden
the feete of the ymage.

8. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 566 Heo Sa mid micelre blisse

hit awrehte, and wepende cossode. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxvii.

27 He com nerre, and cossyde hym, 1555 PHAER sEneid
L 1 1 And swetely kost his doughter dere, [So 1584 TWYNE],

b. transf. Of birds : To touch lightly with the

bill by way of a caress.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xn. vii. (MS. BodU If. 1 17 b/2
pe culuere is a lecherous bridde and kussej? euerich oper
tofore ye tredi'nge. a 1519 SKELTON Sp, Parrot 269 Now
kus me, Parrot, kus me.

2. intr. or absol. : usually of two persons, in

reciprocal sense.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9750 (Colt.) And dom and pes do samen

kys. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 86 He said |?an his

avis,
' Kisse & be not wroj>e \ At be first J>ei kiste, as frendes

felle to be. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 27 Therupon thei kisten

bothe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur 11. vi, Whan they were
mette they putte of her helmes and kyssed to gyders. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acostas Hist. Indies v. iv. 339 To make
a certaine sound with their mouthes (like people that kissed).
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 156 Then kissing in

sign of peace. 1710-11 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III. 89 Kiss and
be friends, sirrah. 1847 TENNYSON Princ, vi. 271 Kiss and
be friends, like children being chid I 1850 fn Mein. ConcK,
Farewell, we kiss, and they are gone.
b. trans, with cognate obj. ; also, to express by

kissing.
? 1830 TENNYSON Sea-Fairies 34 We will

t
kiss sweet kisses,

and speak sweet words. 1864 Aylmer's Field 472 He
pluck d her dagger forth . . Kissing his vows upon it like

a knight. 1883 E. P. ROE in Harper's Mag. Dec. 51/2
Coming to kiss good-night?
3. fig. a. trans. To touch or impinge upon

lightly, as if in affection or greeting.
a 1420 [see 6 b]. 1592 SHAKS. Ven, fy Ad. 872 As she

runnes, the bushes in the way, Some catch her by the necke,
some kisse her face. 1593 Rick. //, in. iii. 191 You debase

your Princely Knee, To make the base Earth prowd with

kissing it. 1596 Merck. V. v. L 2 When the sweet winde did

gently kisse the trees. 1627 FELTHAM Resolves \\. [i.] i. (1628)
i When a Rich Crowne ha's newly kiss'd the Temples of a

gladded King. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. u. xi, The moon-
beam kissed the holy pane. 1820 SHELLEY Lovers Philos. ii,

See the mountains kiss high heaven . . And the moonbeams
kiss the sea. 1829 HOOD Eng. Aram xxxvi, While gentle

sleep The urchin's eyelids kiss'd.

D. intr. (in reciprocal sense).
1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. \\, vi. ii Like fire and powder;

Which as they kisse consume. 1818 SHELLEY IVoodni. <$

Night. 54 Where high branches kiss. 1847 EMERSON Poetus,

Hafiz Wks. (Bohn) I. 478 Let us make our glasses kiss. 1870
TENNYSON Window

24. Rose, rose and clematis, Trail and
twine and clasp and kiss.

C. spec, in Bowls, Billiards, etc., said of a ball

touching another ball lightly, esp. after it has

struck it once, as in a 'cannon' at billiards. Const.

trans, of the one ball, or (in causal sense) of the

player ;
or intr. (in reciprocal sense) of the two

balls.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 60 At Bowles euery one
craues to kisse the maister. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. i, 2 When
I kist the lacke vpon an vp-cast, to be hit away. 1873
BENNETT & CAVENDISH Billiards 181 If played a true half

balJ, the red and white will kiss and spoil the cannon. 1874

J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 35 The roll of pressure of the
mallett must not send the rear ball so as to catch or 'kiss'

the front one. 1894 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 275 The balls kissed

and glided off gently at the exact angle required. "897

Daily Chron. 16 Feb. 3/7 Roberts made a pretty cannon off

the red, kissing the white out of balk.

4. trans, with adv., prep., or compL To put, get,

or bring by kissing: as to kiss away = to remove,

put away, or lose by kissing. (//"/. andy^f.)
1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. in. x. 7 We haue kist away King-

domes, and Prouinces. 1820 SHELLEY Sensitive Plant 11. iv,

The morn kissed the sleep from her eyes. 1832 TENNYSON
Miller s Dau, xix, Dews, that would have faun in tears,

I kiss'd away. 1842 The Day-dream L'Envoi iii, That
I might kiss those eyes awake^ 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.
Leigh i. 52 Kissing full sense into empty words.

1 5. trans. To cause to kiss, fraternize, or

associate. Obs.

1562 A. SCOTT New Year Gift Q. Mary 127 Sic Christianis

to kis wl Chauceris kuikis God gife J>e grace.

6. Phrases.
a. To kiss the book, \. e. the Bible, New Testament, or

Gospels, in taking an oath (cf. BOOK sb. 4 a), b. To kiss

the cup, to take a sip of liquor ; to drink, c. To kiss

tfte dust, to be overthrown, humiliated, ruined, or slain ;

to yield abject submission, d. To kiss tJte ground, (a) to

prostrate oneself on the ground in token of homage; (b}fig.

to be overthrown or brought low. e. To kiss the hand
(hands) of a sovereign or superior, as a ceremonial greeting
or leave-taking, or on appointment to an office of state

under the sovereign ; formerly, in complimentary speech or

writing, merely = to pay one's respects, to salute or bid fare-

well, f. To kiss the hare's foot: see HARE sb. 2. g. To
kiss (the) pax : see PAX. h. To kiss the post, to be shut

out in consequence of arriving too late, i- To kiss the rod, to

accept chastisement or correction submissively, t j. To kiss

thestocks, to be confined in the stocks: so ^tokiss theClink,
the Counter (see CLINK sb?t COUNTER sb? 7).

a. 1523 FITZHERB. Suru. so b, I shall true constable be . .

so helpe me god and my holydome, and kysse the boke.



KISS-.

1610 SHAKS. Temp, 11. ii. 145 Come, sweare to that : kisse the
Booke. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. vi. (1809) 255 After this
the king or queen.. shall say, 'The things which I have
here before promised I will perform and keep : so help me
God ': and then shall kiss the book. 1899 BESANT Orange
Girl ii. xii, After kissing the Testament .. he turned an
unblushing front to the Prosecutor.
b. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 3815 More is . .honur-

able, a man compleyne of thrist, Than dronken be, whan he
be cuppe nab kist. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 25 Kiss,
ing the cupp too often. 1623 COCKERAM, Delibate, to sippe,
or kisse the cup. 1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xii, The bride kissed
the goblet ; the knight took it up, He quaffed off the wine,
he threw down the cup.
c. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir. Despot, x. 410 To kiss the dust

before monstrous superstitions. 1867 TROLLOPE Ckron.
Barset II. Ivi. 129 She had yielded, and had kissed the dust.
d. 1589 Pasquil's Ret. B, Ouerthrow the state, and make

the Emperiall crowne of her Maiestye kisse the ground. 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingd. >, Conimw. (1603) 149 In the Church
he kisseth the grounde with his forehead. 1782 COWPER
Koadicea 19 Soon her pride shall kiss the ground. 1841
LANE Aral. Nts. I. 86 He went again to the King, and
kissed the ground before him.
e. c 1575 Diurn. Occnrr. (Bannatyne Club) 332 The castell

men kust thair hand with schutting of small artailyerie.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, m. iii. 104 Thy thrice-noble Cousin,
Harry Bullingbrooke, doth humbly kisse thy hand. 1654
SIR E. NICHOLAS in ff. Papers (Camden) II. 94 My sonne
will kiss your hands in a letter of his owne by the next post.
1670 LADY MARY BERTIE in iith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 21 The Dutchesse .. presented mee to kisse the
Oueene's hand. 1680 LADY CHAWORTH ibid. 55 Mr. Vice-
chamberlaine. .kisses your hands and begs your commands
if any into France sudainly. 1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4722/2He had this Day the Honour of kissing Her Majesty's
Hand. 1768 in Priv. Lett. Ld. Malniesbury I. 159, I had
intended to set off, as soon as I could kiss hands. 1809 G.
ROSE Diaries (1860) II. 434 The Marquis could not kiss
hands for the Seals. 1854 <-DL. WISEMAN Fabiola ii. xxx.
325 Fulvius.. kissed the emperor's hand and slowly retired.
h. c 1515 BARCLAY Eglogfs ii. (1570) B iv/2 Thou shall

lose thy meat and kisse the post. 1600 HEVWOOD ist Pt.
Edw. IV, Wks. 1874 IV. 47 Make haste thou art best, for
feare thou kiss the post. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol.
Gen. (1693) 475 You must kiss the post, or hares foot, Sere
vcticrc bitbulci.

i. a 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1867) 190 Yet he durst not
but kiss his rod and gladly make much of his entertainment.
1628 SHIRLEY Witty Fair One i. iii, Come, I'll be a good
child, and kiss the

rod_. 1774 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary
(1889) I. 271 If you will so far favour me, I will gladly kiss
the rod. 1800 I. MILNER in Life xii. (1842) 200 When the
fits of illness come, I do not, 1 believe, properly kiss the rod.

j. 1575 Gainm. Gurton v. i. in Hazl. Dodsky III. 235
Well worthy . . to kisse the stockes. 1588 J. UDALL Diotrephes
(Arb.) 22, I will make thee kiss the Clinke for this geare.
1620 ROWLANDS Night Raven (1872) n You kisse the
Counter sirra. 1626 Letter (N.), Some constables, for

refusing to distrain, have kissed the Counter.

Hence Kissed (kist, poet. ki-sed), ///. a.

c 1440 Promp, Pan'. 277/1 Kyssed, oscnlatiis, basiatits.

1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd 730 He. .unto all doth yeeld due
curtesie ; But not with kissed hand belowe the knee. 1868
D. COOK Dr. Muspratt's Patients, etc., Milly Lance ii, It

was hard to say which was the more, .confused, the kisser

or the kissed.

Kiss- in Comb., forming sbs. and adjs. [Kiss is

the imperative or stem of the vb.] f Kiss-cheeks

a., kissing or lightly touching the cheeks; f kiss-

cloud a., so high as to ' kiss' or touch the clouds,

cloud-kissing ;
kiss-cow a., that kisses the cow for

the sake of the milk, that stoops to indignities for

a consideration ; kiss-me, local name for the wild

heartsease; also, for London Pride, Herb Robert,
and Spur Valerian (Centrantlms ruler) (H. Friend

Devonsh. Plant Names 1882); kiss-me-at (or

behind)-the-(garden-)gate, the cultivated hearts-

ease, also London Pride; kiss-me-ere-I-rise,
heartsease ;

kiss-me-twice-before-I rise, Love-

in-a-mist, Nigtlla damascena; kiss-my-loof (Sc.*),

a person given to compliment (cf. Kiss v. 6 e) ; kiss-

sky a., so high as to 'kiss' or touch the sky. See

also KlSS-IN-THE-KING, KlSS-ME-QUICK.
rt 1586 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 85 Inrowes of "Kisse-cheeks

teares they raine. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. in. Law
234 Driving forth to *kisse-cloud Sina's foot His

fleecy
Flock.

1840 New Monthly Mag. LV 1 1 1. 498 If we are . .to allow that

the hope of living renowned in story is a sufficient motive
for all sorts of despised labours . . we have no such *kiss-cow

FORBY Voc. E. A nglia, Kiss-me-at-the-garden-gatc. 1884
BLACK Jud. Shaks. vii, Did you never hear it called

' Kiss-

me-at-the-gate'? 1597 GERARDK Herbal App.,
* Kisse me

ere I rise is Pansies. 1664 R. TURNER Botanol. 223 [Nigella]
is also called . . of some, *Kiss me twice before I rise. 1894
CROCKETT Raiders 97 [The smuggler shouted]

' such a set

of *kiss-my loofs, you king's men !

'

1603 FAIRFAX Eclogues
iv, Cypress with his *kiss-sky tops.

Kissable (ki-sab'l), a. [f. Kiss v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of or adapted for being kissed ;
such as

to invite kissing.
1815 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) III. 3 Love from all to all, and_

kisses as many as you please to give to the kissable part of

the family. 1871 M. COLLINS Mri;. f, Merck. II. ii. 34 Her
.
.quiet kissable mouth. 1891 R. KIPLING Light thatfailed

viii, Maisie looked more than usually kissable.

Hence Kissabi'lity ;
Xi ssably adv.

i Lady
lips that curled so kissably.

715

Kissee (kisf-). [f. Kiss v. + -EE.] One who is

kissed
; the receiver of a kiss.

1827 LYTTON Pelham 1, This Hebe, Mr. Gordon greeted
with a loving kiss which the kissee resented. 1887A thenzum
i Jan. 39/2 The shy cspieglerie of the kissee and the inno-
cent grace and audacity of the kisser.

Kisser (ki-sai). [f. Kiss v. + -ER 1.] One who
kisses ; the giver of a kiss.

'537 LATIMER Serm. bef.Convoc. Dj b, Some brought forth
. . pedaries for pilgrimes, some oscularies, for kyssers. 1552
HULOET, Kysser, basiator, oscillator. (11625 FLETCHER
Love's Cure n. i, A kisser of men, in drunkenness, and
a betrayer in sobriety. 1788 LD. AUCKLAND Diary in Corr.
(1861) H. 88 Everybody kissed everybody's hands . . there
were 335 kissers, and eight that were kissed. 1832 L. HUNT
Fount 169 Kissers of flow'rs, lords of the golden bowl

Kissing (ki-sirj), vbl. sl>. [f. Kiss v. + -ING i.]
1. The action orthe verb Kiss.
a 1300 Floriz ff Bl. 513 Here kessinge ileste amile And bat

hem bujte litel while, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 70
Thin heved doun boweth to suete cussinge. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 2931 Acoyntyng horn with kissyng & clippyng in
Armes. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 284 b, Goostly
embracynges, clepynges, kyssynges. 1697 VANBRUGH Re-

lapse v. ii, Kissing goes by Favour; he likes you best.
a 1714 BURNET Hist. Re/. (1820) III. 101 So many bowings,
crossings, and kissings of the altar. 1860 PUSEY Mia. Proph.
82 Kissing in the East was a token of Divine honour,
whether to an idol or to God.
2. attrib. and Comb., as kissing scene, -stuff;
f kissing cause (app.) = next; ( kissing-eomflt,
a perfumed comfit for sweetening the breath

;

kissing dance = CUSHION-DANCE ; kissing-gate,
a small gate swinging in a U- or V-shaped enclosure,
so as to allow only one person to pass at a time

;

f kissing-strings sb. pi., a woman's bonnet- or

cap -strings tied under the chin with the ends

hanging loose.
1620 Swetnam Arraigned (1880) 12 Their very breath Is

sophisticated with Amber-pellets, and *kissing causes. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 22 Let it . . haile 'kissing-Comfits,
and snow Enngoes. 1660 R. MAY Accompl. Cook (1665) 271
To make Muskedines, called Rising Comfits or Kissing

gate. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. Word-bk., Kissing-gate ..

It is only made to open far enough for one person to pass at
a time. 1896 ll'cstni. Gaz. 7 Nov. 7/1 The disappearance
of the last of the kissing-gates on Parliament Hill, a 1735
ARiiUTH?JoTycV/<Yin. Misc. Wks. 1751 II.89The*kissing-
Scene being at an end. 1705 London Ladies Dressing-room
(N.), Behind her back the streamers fly, And

*
kissing-strings

hang dangling by. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xlv, The old-

fashioned terms of manteaus, sacques, kissing-strings, and
so forth, would convey but little information even to the
milliners of the present day. 1690 CROWNE Eng. Frier in.

30 Fy Sir : you are a Priest, you have no *kissing-stuff
about you.

Kissing, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] That

kisses : see the verb.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 140 Thy lips, those kissing
cherries. 1784 COWPER Let. toj. Newton 29 Mar., A most

loving, kissing, kind-hearted gentleman. 1864 W. CORY
Lett, ff Jrnls. (1897) 132 In the wood we met just one

kissing shower.

b. Comb, kissing-erust (colloq?), the soft part
of the crust of a loaf where it has touched another

in baking ;

' also the under-crust in a pudding or

pie
*

(Farmer Slang) ; kissing kind a., kind or

friendly enough to kiss, on affectionate terms.

1708 W. TfatiGCookery 191 (R.) These brought him kissing-
crusts. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Praise Chimneysweepers,
How he would recommend this slice of white bread, or that

piece of kissing-crust. 1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Nell Cook,

yet kissing kind. 1886 PallMall G. 16 Dec. 3/1 Russia and

Germany are once more kissing kind.

Hence Ki-ssingly adv.

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxxix, The breeze came so

freshly and kissingly on my cheek. 1892 Pall Mall Mag.
7 Sept., She pouted her lips kissingly.

Kiss-in-the-ring. An open-air game played

by young people of.both sexes, who stand in a ring
with hands joined, except one who runs round

outside the ring and touches (or drops a handker-

chief behind) one of the opposite sex, who there-

upon leaves the ring and runs after the first, kissing
him or her when caught.
1825 HONE Eyery-day Bk. 1. 691 There were several parties

playing at
' Kiss in the ring '. 1862 Guardian 23 Apr. 386/2

Kiss-in-the-ring once so popular at Sydenham was decidedly
at a discount. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 8/2 A peculiar

custom on Hampstead Heath for the week following Bank

Holiday is the playing of kiss-in-the-ring on a large scale on

a special part of the West Heath.

Kissless (ki-sles), a. [f. Kiss sb. + -LESS.]

Without a kiss, unkissed.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 48. 3/2 Poor Lovesick, kissless

Spark. 1892 Temple Bar Mag. Oct. 158 He had been

tucked in, kissless because unrepentant.

Kiss-me-quick. [See Kiss-.]

1. A small bonnet standing far back on the head,

formerly fashionable. (Also attrib.)

1832 G. W. BUNGAY Crayon Sk. (1854) 372 She wears .. a

Kossuth hat instead of a
'

kiss-me-quick '. 1855 HALIBURTON

Nat. % Hum. Nat. I. 287 She has a new bonnet on. ..It has

a horrid name, it is called a kiss-me-quick. 1886 BARING-

KISTVAEN.
GOULD Court Royal ii, This Dolly Varden with panniers. .

and a kiss-me-quick bonnet.
2. A ringlet in front of the ear. (Also attrib.')
1893 Q. [CoucH] Delectable Duchy 16 Her hair .. had ..

been . . twisted in front of either ear, into that particular
ringlet locally called a kiss-me-quick.
3. Local name for several plants, also called

kiss-me (see Kiss-). So Kiss-me-quick-and-go,
Southernwood {Artemisia Abrotanum).
1882 H. FRIEND Devon. Plant N., Kiss-me, Kiss-me-love,

or Kiss-me-quick, (i) Saxifraga umbrosa. . . (2) Geranium
Robertianum. . . (3) . . Centranthus ruber. Ibid., Kiss-me-
quick-and-go, Artemisia Abrotanvm. Doubtless in re-
ference to the other common names of Boy's Love, Maiden's
Ruin. 1886 ELWORTHY W. Som. WordJik., Kiss-me^uick,
thepansy_or heart's-ease. The wild variety.

Kissti}, variant of CUSTI Obs., munificent.

Kist (kist), j*.l Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

(i cest, cist, cyst), 3-5 kiste, 4- kist, (4-6
kyst(e, 4 kystte, 6 keste). [Northern form of
CHEST sbl ; either directly from Scandinavian, or

owing its form to Norse influence : cf. ON. kista,
Sw. kista, Da. kiste; also Du. kist, Ger. kiste.

With the various senses, cf. CHEST i, 3, 4, 5.]
1. A chest, box, coffer. (In Sc. the specific term

for a servant's trunk.)
c 1300 Havelokiort Al bat he milhen [= hy mihten] fynde

Ofhise,inarkeorinkiste. 13 . . .. E. A Hit. P. C. 1 59 Ouer-
borde bale to kest, . . Her kysttes & her coferes. c 1420 Sir
A madace (Camden) xliv, Kistes and cofurs bothe ther stode,
. . fulle of gold precius and gode. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.
II. 21 All tha buikis tha kist hes brocht till 1792 A. WILSON
Watty <? Meg in Chambers' Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems (1862)
82 On a kist he laid his wallet 1825 BROCKETT, Kist, a
chest 1866 ENGEL Nat. Mus. viii. 272 The instances where
an organ or 'a kist o' whistles', as this noble instrument
has been termed has gained favour in a Scotch congrega-
tion, are exceptional. 1888 Pall Mall G. 9 June 3/2 It

bears the strongest family resemblance to carvings on the
old Cumberland kists.

t b. Applied to the ' ark
'

of bulrushes in which
Moses was placed ; and to Noah's ark. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor^ M. 5614-17 (Cott.) A rescen [MS. An esscen]

kyst \Gott. a kist of rises] sco did be wroght, . .In bis kist be
barn sco did. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 449 'Now Noe ',

quoth oure lorde,
'

. . Hatz bou closed J>y kyst with clay
alle aboute?

1

2. A basket. (Cf. CHEST sbl 4.)

1724 in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) L 29 Ane auld kist

made with wands, And that sail be your coffer. 1861
CLINGTON F. O'Donnell 35 Servant maids . . were collected

around a kist or basket of potatoes . . peeling them for the

colcannon.

3. A chest or place in which money is kept ;

a treasury ;
also transf. the store of money itself.

1619 FLETCHER Loy. Subj. in. iii, When the kist increased
not. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxiv, Yon kist is only silver, and
I aye heard that Misticot's pose had muckle yellow gowd in 't.

4. A coffin
;
a stone coffin or sarcophagus.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21018 Siben was his bodi. -laid in kist o
marbil stan. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3439 par ligges
a kist on be north syde. (11555 LYNDESAY Tragedie 266

Thay Saltit me, syne cloist me in ane kyste. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn. 35 In a kist of leid he is laid.

1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 6 A' that you'll get will be a kist

and a sheet after all 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v.,
' A kirk garth kist

',
a churchyard chest, a coffin.

b. Archseol. = CIST 1, KISTVAEN.

1853 PHILLIPS Rivers Yorksh. viii. 208 In a conspicuous
barrow . . The kist contained a female skeleton. 1866 LAING
Prch. Rcm. Caithn. 45 This kist contained an extended
male skeleton with a rude flint spear-head. 1868 G. STEPHENS
Runic Man. I. 255 In this kist lay four glazed pots or urns. .

full of ashes and bones and charcoal.

Hence Ki'stful, as much as fills a kist.

? c 1644 Lesly's March in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord., The
kist-fou of whistles, That mak sick a cleiro. 1816 SCOTT

Antiq. xxiv, Sic another kistfu' o' silver.

II Kist, sb? East Indies. [Urdu (Pers., Arab.)

k^ qist portion, instalment.] An instalment (of

the yearly land revenue or other payment). Hence

Kist-bundy : see quot. 1764.
1764 A tin. Reg. 192/2 Kistbundee, a contract for the acquit-

tance of a debt by stated payments. 1799 MRQ. WELLESLEY
in Owen Desp. (1877) 188 Purneah had discharged the first

monthly kist of the subsidy stipulated by the late treaty.

1805 SIR J. MALCOLM in Sir J. Kaye Life (1856) I. xiii. 346
We expect three or four lakhs of the kist due a twelvemonth

hence to be paid immediately. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India

vi. vii. (1830) VI. 63 Those districts, which are pledged for

the security of his kists.

Kist, v- Sc. and north, dial. [f. KIST rf.l

Cf. Du. and Ger. kisten,] trans. To put into a
' kist

'

or coffin.

a 1670 SPALDING Troub. Chas. 7(1851) II. 390 Johne Logei's
heid wes first keppit and kistet, and both togidder wes con-

voyit to the Gray Freir kirkyaird and bureit. 1808-18

JAMIESON, Kistin', Kisting, the act of putting a corpse
into a coffin, with the entertainment given on this melancholy
occasion. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v. Kisttd,

'
I wad fain see

theekisted'..! should like toseeyou dead. 1882 J. WALKER

jaunt to A uld Reekie 179 Kisted mummies from the tombs

of Thebes.

Kist, occas. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Kiss v.

Klst(e, obs. pa. t. of CAST v.

Kistvaen, cistvaen (ki-stvain). Archol.

[Anglicized spelling of Welsh cist faen, i. e. cist

chest, cist + faen (pron. vaen) aspirated form of

maen stone.]
= CIST I .

1715 PENNECUIK Wks. (1815) 121 (E. D. D.) In trenching

155-2



KIT.

the ground for a garden was discovered another tomb,

kisti-vaen. .of five flags, without an urn, or any remains of

bones. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. i. 11. 84 Among the

varieties, in the manner of burial,.. the-Cistraen is remark-

able. 1827 O. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 217 In the Welsh

megalithic forms of interment, consisting of kistvaens, or

sepulchral underground chambers, formed of four huge slabs,

covered with an immense capstone.

Kit (kit), rf.l Forms : 4-5 kyt, 4-7 kitt, 5-6

kytt(e, 6- kit. [app. a. MDu. title a wooden

vessel made of hooped staves (Du. kit tankard) :

ulterior etymology uncertain.]
1. A circular wooden vessel, made of hooped

staves; in different localities applied to vessels of

various sizes, with or without a lid, and usually

having a handle or handles ; as, a small open tub

with one or two of the staves fashioned into

handles, used for holding water or 'washing up';
a deeper vessel with a lid used as a milking-pail ;

a tub- or pail-shaped vessel, often with a lid, used

for holding or carrying milk, butter, fish, or other

commodities; whence, by extension, sometimes, a

square box used for the same purpose.
I
375.

BARBOUR Bruce xvnr. 168 Thai strak his hed of, and

syne it Thai haf gert salt in-till a kyt [v. r. kitt] And send
it in-till Ingland. 14.. Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 696/14
Hoc multrum, a kytt. 1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts
(Surtees) 371, i kitt cum cooperculo. 1565 Inn. in Trans.
Cunibld. If Westmld. Arch. Sac. X. 31 In the brew howse
A Leade, a mashe fat. . -Two Kytts. 1370 LEVINS Manif.
148/43 Kit, a litle vessel, canthariis, fidelia. 1633 m
Cramond Ann. Banff'(1891) I. 71 Paid for three Kims of
Salmound. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. ix. (1653) 56
As a man doth with a hand-scoop, pail, or kit, cast water out
of a ditch. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 27 A Kit or milking
Pail .. with two Ears and a Cover. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jriil.
Nav York (1860) 55, I.. ordered him to fetch a kit full of
water and discharge it at them. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph,
Cl. 3 Sept., The following articles formed our morning's
repast! one kit of boiled eggs; a second, full of butter;
a third full of cream. 1795 j. RICHARDSON in J. Robertson

Agric. Perth (1799) 378 Salmon was.. preserved in vinegar,
and packed up in small wooden vessels called kits. iSoa
MAWE Min. Derbysh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Kit, a wood vessel

of any size. 1815 BROCKETT, Kit, properly a covered

milking-pail with two handles, but often applied to a small

pail of any sort. 1832-53 Whistle-Biiikie Ser. HI. 114 We've
kits fu' o' butter we've cogs fu' o' brose. 1878 CtimbM.
Gloss., Butter kits, square boxes used for conveying butter
to market in a wallet on horseback. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal 72 Samples of Red Herrings in kits. 1888 Sheffield

Gloss , Kit or Kitty, ..a wooden tub with one handle, in

which . .grinders cool their knives, saws, etc.

b. A kind of basket, esp. one made of straw or

rushes for holding fish.

1847-78 in HALLIWELL. 1859 SALA Tw. round'C/oci(i86i)
20 Crabs are sold by the '

kit
'

(a long shallow basket) and
by the score.

2. a. A collection of articles (called articles of
kit) forming part of the equipment of a soldier,
and carried in a valise or knapsack ; also, the

valise containing these, or this with its contents
;

sometimes = outfit, 'turn-out', uniform.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s. v., The kit is likewise the
whole of a soldier's necessaries, the contents of his knapsack.
1813 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary II. 18 Considering that
we were conspicuous a cheval, and in glittering kits, it is

wonderful that no marksman fired with unerring aim. 1820

J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 16 June (1884), Several [soldiers]
. . removed their kits from the barracks. 1855 THACKERAY
Neuicowes xxvi, His kit is as simple as a subaltern's.

1868 Rcgul. <y Ord. Armyrfozc, The Articles of Kit to be
worn .and carried in the different orders. 1870 Illustr.
Land. News 29 Oct. 446 They came without muskets or

kits, but the officers had their swords.

b. A collection of personal effects or necessaries,

esp. as packed up for travelling.

1833
MARRYAT /'. Simple xiv, I hardly need say that my

lords kit was valuable ; and what was better, they exactly
fitted me. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis I. xvi. 160 The
widow and Laura. .set about the preparation for Pen's kit,
and filled trunks with his books and linen. 1862 F. HALL
Hindu Philos. Sysl. 107 He thereupon dressed, tied up his

kit, and set off. 1866-7 LIVINGSTONE Last jrnls. (1873)
I. v. in, I sent a man to carry his kit for him.

c. The outfit of tools required by a workman,
esp. a shoemaker.
[1815 BROCKETT, Kit, . . the stool on which a cobbler

worki] 1851 S. JUDD Margaret I. iii. 17 The workshop. .

contained a loom, a kit where the father of Margaret some-
times made shoes. 1858 M. PORTEOUS Souter Johnny 10
The Souter . . Liv'd wi' his kit, And made gude shoon. 1881
Pkarmaceat. Jml. 165 The kit of tools for a nipple maker
consists of a small slanting case [etc.). 1885 Harper's Mag.
Jan. 282/2 The laster is about the only shoemaker left who
can still talk . . of his

'
kit '.

3. colloq. A number of things or persons viewed
as a whole ; a set, lot, collection ; esp. in phr. the
whole kit.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Kit, . . is also used to express
the whole of different commodities ; as. Here, take the
whole kit; i.e. take all. 1788 R. GALLOWAY Poems 170
(Jam.) Twas whiskey made them a' sae crouse ; . .But now
I wad na gi'e ae louse For a' the kit. i8ai SHELLEY (Edipus
Trr. i. 92 I'll sell you in a lump The whole kit of them.
8i DICKENS Gt. Expect, xl, A better gentleman than the
whole kit on you put together.
4. attrib. and Comb, a. (sense I) kit-dressing

716

(see quot.) ; kit-haddock, an inferior sort of

haddock, sent away in kits for curing ; kit-trade,
the trade of putting up fish in kits for the market.

b. (sense 2) kit inspection ; kit-bag, a stout

bag in which to carry a soldier's or traveller's kit ;

kit-drill (see quot.).
a. 1831 Glovers Hist. Derby \. 261 The rural festival of

*kit dressing took place on the 4th of August 1829. . . Twigs
of willow were bent over the tops of the kits. . .The maidens
carried the kits on their heads. 1894 Daily Free Press

(Aberdeen) 18 May 7/6 *Kit haddocks, roj. to 13$. per box.
1866 MITCHELL Hist. Montrose xvi. 136 The Berwick-on-
Tweed companies . . commenced the boiling and *kit-trade.

b. 1890 igM Cent. Nov. 849 The man condemned to kit

drill marches up and down the barrack square for two hours
a day carrying his entire kit in his valise, including boots,
his sword, carbine, and cloak. 1893 Pall Mall G. 3 Dec.

6/3 Two corporals and eleven privates . . absented them-
selves from a kit inspection. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 4/1,
I looked at the marching boots.. and wished they were in

my kit-bag along with the wonderful assortment of articles

. . technically described as 'small kit '. 1899 Ibid. 25 Sept.
3/i An exceedingly handy form of knapsack or kit-bag that
I bought, .in Germany for the modest sum of is. gd.

Kit (kit), sb.'l Now rare. [Origin obscure.
Perh. repr. the initial part of Gr. mddpa. CITHARA, or some

derivative form of that word.]
A small fiddle, formerly much used by dancing

masters.

1519 Inter!. Four Elem. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 48 This
dance would do mich better yet, If we had a kit or taberet.

1562 PHAER jEneid ix. Ccivb, His pastime chief was
harpe and kit. 1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. \. ii, Each did

dance, some to the kit or crowd, Some to the bag-pipe.
1709 STEELE Taller No. 34 F 4 Pray let me see you dance :

I play upon the Kit. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xiv, Prince

Turveydrop then tinkled the strings of his kit with his

fingers, and the young ladies stood up to dance.
attrib. 1634 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary i, ii. in Hazl.

Dodsley XI L 220 Do you not hear her guts already squeak
Like kit-strings ?

Kit (kit), st.3 Also 6 kytte, kitt. A shortened

form of KITTEN.
1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. # Epigr. (1867) 203 Thy cat great

with kytte. two Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog.
(1853) II. 112 She would now and then show herself to be
her mother's daughter, kitt after kinde. 1729 MRS. DELANY
Lett., to Mrs. A. Granville 225, I forgot to say my cat has
four kits. 1844 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 127 Thank
Miss Barton much for the kit ;. -my old woman is a great
lover of cats, and hers has just kitted.

Kit (kit), sd.*

1. Abbreviated pet form of the name Catherine or

Kate (cf. KITTY 1), used esp. in the obs. phr. Kit has
lost her key.
1533 MORE Apol. xxiv. Wks. 888/2 Certaine letters whiche

some of the brethrene let fall of late, and -lost theim of

likelyhedde as some good kitte leseth her
kayes. 1548 W.

PATTEN Exp. Scotl. Pref. in Eng. Garner III. 71 Oblations
and offerings .. for deliverance of bad husbands, for a sick

cow, to keep down the belly, and when
' Kit had lost her key'.

t 2. A light woman. Obs. (Cf. KITTOCK.)
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Dan Bartholomew Wks. (1587) 67 Kits

of Cressides kinde. 1600 BRETON PasqitiFs Fooles-cappe
(1879) 21 Such foolish Kittes of such a skittish kinde, In
Bridewell booke are euery where to finde.

Kit, s/>.5 [abbr. of Christopher] In phr. Kit
with the canslick or candlestick = JACK-O'-LANTERN.
1584 R. SCOT Discmt. Witchcr. vn. xv. (1886) 122 They

have so fraied us with bull beggers, spirits, witches, urchens,
elves, hags, . . kit with the cansticke. [a 1626 MIDDLETON
Witch i. ii.]

Kit (kit), rf.G Naut. [a. G. kitt cement, mastic,

putty, etc., whence also Da. kit, Sw. kitt. There
is little evidence of the use of the term in Eng.]
A composition of resin, pitch, and tallow applied
to the canvas used for covering carcasses (see CAR-
CASS 7).

1815 in Falconer's Marine Diet. 1885 in Casselts Encycl.
Diet.

Kit (kit), sb.1 A local name for the fish also

called mary-sole, smear-dab, and sand-fluke.

1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes II. 241 The Kit of Jago is the
smooth or small-headed dab. 1880-84 PAY Fishes Gt. Brit.
II. 29 Pli-uronectcs microccphalus, ..[in] Cornwall . .it has
likewise been known as kit

',
..at Hove, as ' the kit '.

Kit (kit), ji.8 Photogr. A Ihin frame inserted

in a plate-holder to hold plates smaller than those

for which the holder was originally constructed.

1885 in CasselFs Encycl. Diet. 1889 Anthony's Photogr.
Bull. II. 74 A 5x8 is the best size for general use, and with
a few 3x4* kits is all that is needed.

Kit, sb* : see KIT-FOX.

Kit, rf.10 [app. ad. Ger. dial, kitte, kiitte, covey,

flight of doves, etc.: see Grimm 2895/1.] A
school of pigeons.
1880 Times 24 Nov. 10/3 Mr. Cotton's handsome birds

from Sunningdale, and the Macclesfield tipplers, which fly
in schools or '

kits
'

for hours against another school.

Kit (kit), z.l
[f. KIT iiM] trans. To put or

pack in a kit or kits
; esp. fish for the market.

Hence Ki'tted///. a., placed or packed in a kit.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. iv. ii, To leave his ram-horn
spoons, and kitted whey. 1776 PENNANT Zool. IV. 290
The fish [salmon] is . . boiled, pickled, and kitted, and
sent to the London markets. 1845 New Statist. Ace. Scot.,
Caithness XV. 45 The salmon are kitted in the usual way
and sent to London.

Kit, v.2 rare. [f. KIT s6.S] trans, and absol.

To kitten, kittle.

KITCHEN.

1758 Brit. Chron. i May 410 A few days ago a cat at

Bnnkley . . kitted two squirrels, which are now both alive.

1844 [see KIT sb?\

Kit, obs. inf., pa. t. and pa. pple., of CUT v.

|| KitaT. rare. Also kittar. [Arab. .li>

qttar, a. Gr. m8apa CITHAEA.] A guitar or lyre.
^1640 SHIRLEY Capt. Underwit i. in Bullen O. PI. (1883)

II. 330, I can play well o' the kittar. 1817 MOORE LaUa
R., Parad. ff Peri Introd., Striking a few careless but
melancholy chords on his kitar.

Kit-cat 1
(ki-tkEet). Nowofa/. [Reduplicated

from CAT sl>., or with KIT sb.S\ The game of

tip-cat.
1664 COTTON Scarron. iv. Poet. Wks. (1734) 88 Then in

his Hand he takes a thick Bat, With which he us'd to play
at Kit-Cat, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Kit-cat, a game
played by three or more players. The cat is shaped like
a double cone.

b. Comb. Kit-cat-roll (see quot.), probably so
called from the shape of the ' cat

'
in the game.

a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Kit-cat-roll, a bellied
roller for land ; . .going in the furrow, and the roller acting
on the sloping surface of the ridge on each side.

Kit-cat 2
(ki-tkset). Also 8-9 kit-kat.

[f.

Kit (= Christopher) Cat or Catling, the keeper
of the pie-house in Shire Lane, by Temple Bar,
where the club originally met.]
1. attrib. with Club : A club of Whig politicians
and men of letters founded in the reign of James II.

1705 HEARNE Collect. 6 Dec. (O. H. S.) I. 116 The Kit
Cat Club came to have it's Name from one Christopher
Catling. {Note, a Pudding Pye man.] 1710 Ace. Tom
Whig 31 Your Kit-Cat Clubs, Calfs-Head Clubs, Junto's,
and other infernal Cabals. 1821 (title) Portrait and Memoirs
of the Celebrated Persons composing the Kit-Cat Club.

1829 LYTTON Deyereux n. vi, That evening we were

engaged at the Kit-Cat Club,

b. absol. in same sense.

1704 Faction Displ. 15, I am the founder of your lov'd Kit-

Kat, A Club that gave Direction to the State. 1719 D'URFEY
Pills VI. 349 The Kit Cat, and the Toasters, Did never care
a Fig. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones iv. ii, Thou mayest
remember each bright Churchill of the galtaxy, and all the
toasts of the Kit-cat.

attrib. c 1706 BLACKMORE Poem Kit-cat Club, Hence did
th' Assembly's Title first arise, And Kit-Cat Wits spring
first from Kit-Cat's Pyes.

C. A member of this club.

1704 Faction Displ. 14 Testers, Kit-Kats, Divines, Buffoons
and Wits. 1722 MARY ASTELL Eng. after Wit Ded., To the
most Illustrious Society of the Kit-Cats. 1883 Harper's
Mag. July 181/2 The Kit-Kats were the greatest gentlemen
of the day.
2. attrib. with size, portrait, etc. : A particular

size of portrait, less than half-length, but including
the hands.
Said to have been so called because the dining-room of the

club at Barn Elms was hung with portraits of the members
and was too low for half-size portraits.

1754 A. DRUMMOND Trav. i. 31 There is . . a kit-cat size

of St. Ignatius holding a crucifix. 1778 PENNANT Tours in

Wales (1883) I. 15 Here is another picture, .a kit-cat length
of Sir Roger Mostyn. 1875 Miss BRADDON Strange World
II. i. 4 It was a kit-kat picture of a lad in undress uniform.

b. absol. in same sense.

1800 MALONE Dryden 534 note, The canvas for a Kit-kat
is thirty-six inches long, and twenty-eight wide. 1840
Polytechnic Jrtil. II. 322 The portraits .. will be of the

proportion of what is termeda Kit-Kat. iSSiD.C. MURRAY
Hearts I. 92 All the portraits in the Shire Hall are Kit-cats.

V-fig-
1803 Edin. Rev. II. 427 As Virgil did with his verses,

leaving some half lengths, others kit -cat. 1822 COLERIDGE
Lett., Convers., etc. II. 144, I destroyed the Kit-cat or bust
at least of the letter I had meant to have sent you.

Kitchen (ki-tjen), sb. Forms: a. i eycene,
kycen(e, cicen(e; 3 kycohen, (4-5 -yne), 3-4
kiohene, (3-7 -ine, 7 -en), 4-5 kychene, 5 -en,

-ing, -o(u)n, 5-6 -yn(e, 6 kytchyn(e, -in(e,

-en, kitchyn(e, -ine, (kitschine, chit-, citchen),
6- kitchen, (6-8 -in, -ing, 7 -ein). 0. 3 ku-, 3-4
ouchene(); 5 cochyn(e, 5-6 kochyn. 7. 4-5
kechene, -ine, -yne, 4-7 -ing, 5 -ynne, 5-6 -yn,

-en, 6 -in, (4-5 keiteh-, keiching ; ketchyne,
chechyn). [OE. eycene wk. fem. = OLG. *kukina

(MDu. coken(e, koekene, kuekcne, Du. keuken
;

MLG. kokene, LG. koke(n, ko'k ;
hence Da. k'dkken,

also dial, koken, Sw. kok), OHG. chuhMna (MUG.
kiiche(ji, kuche(n, G. kiiche, and obs. or dial, kiich,

kuch(e} : vulg. L. cucina, coctna, var. of coquma,
f. coquere to COOK. Of the ME. forms, those vay,
i were orig. midland and north. ; those in

southern and esp. s.w., with - OE. y ;
those in e

partly Kentish with e for OE. y, partly north, and

midl. witli e widened from z'.]

I. L That room or part of a house in which food

is cooked ;
a place fitted with the apparatus for

cooking. Clerk of the Kitchen : see CLERK si. 6.

a. ,1000 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 283/12 Coquina,
eycene. c 1000 ^LFRIC Hotn. II. 166 J>a wurpon hi Sa

anlicnysse inn to heora kycenan. 4:1050 Suppl. sKl/nc's
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 184/11 Coquina, uel culina, cicen.

c 1275 LAY. 3316 We habbeb cocus to cwecche to kichene.

(.1300 Havelok 936 He bar it in, A[l] him one to the kichin.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 215 Sum men ben proude
in her herte..of hi?e kycchynes. 1450 Rolls Parlt. V.

192/1 John Hardewyk Clerk of cure Kechon, William



KITCHEN.
Pecke Clerk of oure Spicerye. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
xxxii. (Arb,) 90 Therwyth the wulf was had to kychen and
his lyuer taken out. 1552 HULOET s.v., All kindes of meat
dressed in the kitchen. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country
Faritie 3 The first foundation of a good House must be the
Kitchin. 1656 FINETT For. Ambuss. 168 Giving him a
lodging to lye in and no Kitching to dress his meate in.

1718 NEWTON Cknmol. Amended \. 337 Kitchins to bake
and boil the Sacrifices for the People. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett.
Cant. Countries I. 189 The dishes were conveyed from the
kitchen by a kind of windlass, erected in the dming-hall.

ft. c 1205 LAV. 24602 pas bcorn ba sunde from kuchene.
<zi225 Ancr. R. 214 He stikeS euer iSe celere, o3er iSe
kuchene. 1:1380 Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's
Arckiv \j\ll. 260 Vre Cuchene schaltou make clene. 1450
Bk. Ctirtasye 44 in Babees Bk., Spare brede or wyne . .To thy
messe of kochyn be sett in sale. Ibid. 553 The clerke of the

cochyn shalle alle byng breue.

y. 13 .. Coer de L. 3429 Fro kechene com the fyrste course.
c *37S Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. ( Theodera) 430 Nedful thing to be
kechiug. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes o/Aymon x. 255 Mawgys
. . went to the kechyn for to haste the mete. 1562 WINJET
Wks. 1888 1. 1 1 Mair cure had of the keening nor of the queir.

b. fig. (chiefly with ref. to the stomach.) f The
ivories' kitchen, the grave (obs^j.
CI47O HENRYSON Mor. Fab. vin. (Preach. Swallow) xlv,

The bodie to the wormes keitching go, The saule to fire.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. To Rdr., The stomacke
..being as it were the kitchin of the body. 1651 BURTON
Aiiat. Mel. i. i. n. iv. 17 The Ventricle or Stomack..the
Kitchin (as it were) of the first concoction. 1806 A. HUNTER
Culina (ed. 3) ri The Stomach is the kitchen that prepares
our discordant food.

c. Allusively, with reference to the furnishing
of supplies for the kitchen.

1351 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1882) 99 That the giffar of
that benefice may get in the laif to thame self and thair

keching. 1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888 I. 8

Approprying the Kirk landis..to zour awin kechingis.

1677 W. HUGHES Man of Sin in. iv. 132 Purgatory makes
the Popes Kitching hot, and his inferior Clergies too.

t d. Culinary art ; cooking. Obs. rare.

13. . K. Alis. 4933 [4917] (MS. Laud) Flesshe hij eten Raw
& hoot Wibouten kycchen.

e. The culinary department ;
= CUISINE.

1679 Gentlem. Calling x. 80 Cookery is become a very
mysterious Trade, the Kitchin has almost as many Intricacies

as the Schools. 1752 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) It I. 274 The
German kitchen is . . execrable, and the French delicious ; how-
ever never commend the French kitchen at a German table.

1 2. A utensil in which food is prepared, a. Name
in New England for a Dutch oven. b. Sc. A tea-

um. Obs.

1782 SIR J. SINCLAIR Obs. Scot. Dial. 171 A kitchen,
a tea-urn, or vase. 1828 WEBSTER, Kitchen, a utensil for

roasting meat
; as, a tin kitchen. 1858 RAMSAY Remin. v.

(1870) 118 The kitchen [tea-urn] isjust coming in.

3. (Formerly also kitchen meat.} Food from the

kitchen; hence, any kind offood (as meat, fish, etc.),

eaten with bread or the like, as a relish; by exten-

sion, anything eaten with bread, potatoes, porridge,
or other staple fare to render it more palatable or

more easily eaten. Thus butter or cheese is
' kitchen

'

to bare bread, milk is 'kitchen' to porridge. Chiefly
Sc. and north. Ir. (= Welsh en/lyn.)
14.. Sir Beues (MS. C.) 96/1917 And seruyd hym..of the

kechyne metys fyne. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. I. 91 A yerie
smal portione of kitschine meit, buttir,

milke, or cheis. 1721 KELLY Scot. Prov. 127 Hunger is

good kitchen meat.

1535 STKWART Crott. Scot. I. 81 Herbis grene and frutt. .

And quhilis milk. .Without kitching or ony kynd of kaill.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. Lvj b, The most part vse Basil and
eate it with oyle and gare sauce for a sowle or kitchen.

1567 Enrl Mar's Househ. Bk. in Chalmers Mary (1818)
I. 178 Kiching to the violaris; Item, ij quarteris of

muttoun ; ij powteriej with potagis, and fische [etc.]. 1795
Statist. Ace. Scot!. XIV. 401 The cottagers .. have not

always what is called kitchen, that is, milk or beer, to

their meals. Ibid. XVI. 39 Salt herrings too made great

part of their kitchen (opsoniunt\ a word that here signifies

whatever gives a relish to bread or porridge. 1862 Hislcp's
Prov. Scot. 41 Butter to butter's nae kitchen. i886STEVEN-
SON Kidnapped xxiii. 227 We were glad to get the meat
and never fashed for kitchen. Mod. Sc. Prov. Hunger is

the best kitchen.

4. In a smelting-furnace : see quot.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Laboratory, the space

between the fire and flue-bridges of a reverberatory furnace

in which the work is performed ; also called the kitchen.

II. altrib. and Comb.

5. Simple altrib. Of, pertaining to, or connected

with, a kitchen.

a. With names of persons, denoting esp. those

employed in a kitchen, as kitchen-artist, -boy,

-clerk, -drudge, -girl, -lass, Malkin, -man, -page,

-slave, -slut, -trull, -vestal, -woman.
a 1661 HOI.YDAY Juvenal 235 The great Roman 'kitchin-

artist Apicius. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. ix, Why
folowest thou me thou 'kechyn boye? 1388 J. UDALL
Diotrephes (Arb.) u He tooke me up as if I had bin but

a kitchin boye. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. vi, Frog,
that was my father s kitchin-boy, he pretend to meddle with

my estate ! c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 277 Stiwardis, or

717

agfyn bawdy 'kechyn page. 1530 TINDALE Answ. More i. iv.
Wks. III. 88 The kitchen-page, turning the spit. 1338 BALE
Tare Lawes 381 Where are these vyllen knaues,The deuylsowne 'kychyn slaues ? 1839 G. MEREDITH R. Fevcret 393 He

CARLYLE Lett. III. 77 The Welsh housemaid,~whom 1 have
decided to make 'kitchen-woman.

b. With terms denoting the building containing
the kitchen, its parts or surroundings, etc., as

kitchen-building, -chimney, -court, -door, -gutter,
-hatch, -hearth, -lum (Sc.), -yard.
1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 553 The "kitchen-

building of S. John's College. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
(i737)III. 219 Who took the'kitchin-chimneyand dripping-
pan for their delight. 1634 RAINBOW Labour

{-tk^) 24 Let
all the . .beards, .lay downe their life at his *kitching doore.
1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xxxii, A knock might have been

Girllibout'the Town knows Jamaica Pepper. 1826 GALT
Lairds i. (E. D. D.I, Jenny Clatterpans, the 'kitchen-lass,

answers the summons. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. II. i. 224 The
* Kitchin Malkin pinnes Her richest Lockram 'bout her

reechie necke. 1849 I. TAYLOR Loyola $ Jes. (1857) l8 7 He
would be "kitchenman. i47o-8sMALORY/l-Mxrvii.v,Torne

hatch. 1790 Laws Harvard Coll. 40 The Waiters shall
take the victuals at the kitchen-hatch, and carry the same
to the several tables, a 1800 COWPER tr. Bourne's Cricket 2
Little inmate full of mirth, Chirping on my *kitchen hearth.

1819 SCOTT Bride of Lamm, xi, The thunner's come right
down the 'kitchen-lumm.

c. With names of utensils, articles of furniture,

etc., belonging to the kitchen, as kitchen-board,

-boiler, -chair, -flock, -dresser, -fire, -furniture,

-goods, -grate, -implement, -jack, -poker, -range,

-stove, -table, -utensil, -vessel, -ware.

1352 HULOET, 'Kytchen bouides, or instrumentes per-
teyninge to the kytchen, iiiagida. 1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph.
(1887) I. 188 A hole in the "kitchen-boiler, 1847 C. BRONTE
J. Eyre xviii, In its place stood a deal table and a 'kitchen
chair. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II.

24 The *kitchen-clock is more convenient than sidereal

time. 4:1643 SUCKLING Poems (1646) 12 No 'Kitching fire,

nor eating flame. 1726 SWIFT Gulliver \\. iv. The "kitchen

grate, the prodigious pots and kettles [etc.]. 1807 SOUTHEY
Espriella's Lett. (1808) I. 158 Took me into his kitchen.. to
show me what he called the *kitchen-range. 1738 F. MOORE
Trav. I. r7(Jod.) Like a turtle on its back upon the 'kitchen
table of an alderman. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 94 Pottis, panis, and vthir *kitchine veshels. 1722
DE FOE Plague (1884) 188 Some 'Kitchin-ware for ordering
their Food.

d. With products or requisites of the kitchen,
as kitfhen-brewis, -fare, -grease, -herb, -lee.

1872 TENNYSON Garelh f,- Lynctte 760 All The 'kitchen
brewis that was ever supt. a 1715 WYCHERLEY Bill ofFare
Posth. Wks. 1728 I. 175 But with him on his 'Kitchen-Fare
to fall. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dont. Amusem. 149 Tallow,
vegetable oils, or *kitchen grease. 1638 FORD fancies V. ii,

To thrust my head into a brazen tub of *kilchen-lee.

e. With abstract sbs., as kitchen-aphorism,

-commentary , -invention, -science, -similitude, -skill,

-term, -vassalage.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. x. (1686) 30 Culinary

prescriptions and 'Kitchin Aphorisms. 1386 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. 197 We..studie *kitchin com-

mentaries, as much as any good science. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1737) II. 423 You wou'd be apt. .to have less

appetite, the more you . . descended into the 'kitchin-science.

1605 CAMDEN Rein. (1636) 17 We first taught the French
all their 'Kitchen-skill. 1872 TENNYSON Garetk ff Lynette
156 Thro' villain 'kitchen-vassalage.

6. Objective and locative, as kitchen-haunter,

plunderer ;
kitchen-bred adj.

1647-8 WOOD Life 15 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 140 Those greedie

dogs and kitchin-haunters, who noint their chops every
night with greese. 1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke Wks. 1875
IV. 83 He is a meer Kitchin-plunderer, and attacks but the

baggage. 1773 SHERIDAN Rivals n. i, You little, impertinent,
insolent, kitchen-bred [etc.].

7. Special Combs.: f kitchen-bob (Bosl 9),

a wood-louse or myriapod ; f kitchen-cordial =
KITCHEN-PHYSIC; t kitchen-gain = KITCHEN-FEE;
t kitchen-garth, -ground, a kitchen -

garden ;

kitchen-Latin, inferior Latin, dog-Latin ;
kitchen

meat : see sense 3 ; f kitchen-medicine =
KITCHEN-PHYSIC ; kitchen-parlour, a room serv-

ing both as kitchen and parlour ; kitchen-plot =
kitchen-ground; kitchen-pokerness nonce-wd.,

a stiffness like that of a kitchen-poker ; fkitchen-
tillage, vegetables for the kitchen; t kitchen-

trade, a set of kitchen-utensils. Also KITCHEN-

FEE, -GARI>EN, etc.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry III. xvii. (1660)210 'Kitchin bobs,

which being touched gather themselves round like a Ball.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. n. iv. 31 If nor a dram of treacle

sovereign, . . Nor 'kitchen cordials can it remedy, Certes

his time is come. 1389 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 86 Thy
sweat vpon thy face dooth oft appeare, Like to my mothers

fat and 'Kitchin gaine. 1320 in Laing Charters (1899) 82

A gardyne, called., the 'kitchengarthe. 1712 J.JAMES tr.

Le Blond's Gardening 3 These make the Perfection of the

Art of Gardening.. to consist in a 'Kitchen-Ground. ^18..
CAB
Bee
G;

THACKERAY Van. Fair xxvi, Her mother . . dived down to

the lower regions of the house to a sort of 'kitchen-parlour.

.RLYLE Misc., BoswclCs Johnson (1872) IV. 129 Some
^nedictine priests, to talk 'kitchen-latin with. 1737
RIFFITH JONES Lett, to Mrs. Bevtin. 526, I . . Incline to

y 'Kitchin Medicines with stricter Rules of liveing. 1848

KITCHEN-MAID.
DRYDEN Juvenal x. (1697) 250 Pans, Cans, and.. a whole
"Kitchin Trade.

Hence Hi tchendom, Ki tchenful
; Ki-tclieu

ward adv.

1839 w - COLLINS Q. ofHearts (1875) 50 A whole kitchenful
of people. 1872 TENNYSON Caret/I H Lynette 1044 Our
good King Who lent me thee, the flower of kitchendom.

1876^ LANIER Clover 28 in Poems, And, kitchenward, the

rattling bucket plumps Souse down the well.

Kitchen (ki-tjen), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. t a. trans. To entertain in the kitchen, to

furnish with kilchen-fare. Obs. rare~ l

.

1390 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 415 There is a fat friend at your
masters house, That kitchin 'd me for you to day at dinner.

b. intr. To do the work of the kitchen, to cook.
1803 Month Apr. 522 The indefatigable Brother ..was

kitchening under difficulties.

2. Sc. trans. To serve as ' kitchen
'
or relish for

(see prec. 3) ;
to give a relish to, to render palat-

able, to season.

1721 RAMSAY Poet's Wish iii, I can be well content To eat

my bannock on the bent, And kitchen 't wi' fresh air. 1786
BURNS Scotch Drink vii, His wee drap parritch or his

bread, Thou kitchens fine. 1833-40 J. M. WILSON Tales
Borders (1851) XX. 205, 1 kitchened my loaf, .with a penny-
worth of butter. 1863 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi 271 There is

an unpleasant sensation of wanting what the Scotch know
by the word kitchen, ofyov. We made the fat kitchen
the lean.

b. Sc. To use sparingly as 'kitchen' with food;
to make (a thing) go far

;
to husband carefully.

1787 in GROSE Prov. Gloss. 1823-80 in JAMIESON.
Hence Ki'tchening vbl. sb., cooking, cookery.
1883 Athenzum n Aug. 172 Crying out for old books,

and good kitchening, and good manners.

t Ki-tchenary, a. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 -inary.

[f.
KITCHEN sb. + -ABY.] Of, or resembling that

of, a kitchen ; culinary.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Oriat. 180 The Schooles

do undei stand that there is in the heart a kindled, Kitchinary
and smoakie fire.

Kitchener (ki-tjenaj). [f. as prec. + -EB 1.]

1. One employed in a kitchen ; esp. in a monastery,

j

he who had charge of the kitchen.
c 1440 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 53 Penance sail be

kychynnere. 1614 Nottingham Rec. IV. 319 To the black

gard the kitchinners . vs. 1820 SCOTT Moitast. xv, Two
most important officers of the convent, the kitchener and
refectioner. 1884 \gtfi Cent. Jan. no Capons, eggs, salmon,
eels, herrings, &c. . . passed to the account of the kitchener.

2. A cooking-range fitted witli various appliances
such as ovens, plate-warmers, water-heaters, etc.

1851 Catal. Exhib. Class 22, No. 38 This kitchener or

cooking grate is remarkable for economy in fuel. 1867 Civil

Scrv.Gaz. 29 June 402/1 Improved London-made Kitcheners.

1884 Health Exhili. Catal. 68/1 Patent Kitchener with two
low ovens, boiler, gas hob, &c.

Kitchen-fee. [See FEE sb2 8. So called as

being a perquisite of the cook.] The fat which

drips from meat in roasting ; skimmings of fat ;

dripping.
1483 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 37r, ij petrae et

iiij Ib. de kychyn fee, vij</. 1360 Richmond Wills (Surtees)

147 In tallowe, kytchynfye and butterr, x. 16x4 MARKHAM
Clteap Husb. n. xxiii. (1668) 79 Anoint the place with Tarr,

Turpentine, and Kitchin-fee, mixt together. 1824 SCOTT
St. Ronan's ii, The diet-loaf, raised wi my ain fresh butter

. .and no wi greasy kitchen-fee.

Kitchen-garden.
1. A garden in which fruit and vegetables for the

table are grown. Also atlrib.

1380 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, lardin a heroes %
arlires, a kitchin garden. 1629 PARKINSON Paradisus
Tcrrestr. title-p., With a Kitchen garden of all manner of

herbes, rootes, & fruites for meate or sause. 1793 Trans.

Soc. Arts (ed. 2) V. 45 Dutch Turneps, sowed on beds in

my Kitchen garden. 1884 J. HATTON in Harper's Mag.
July 234/2 There is a kitchen-garden with, .asparagus beds

and potato-patches.
attrib. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 193 Kitchen-

Garden Herbs may now be planted as Parsley, Spinage,

Onions, Leeks. 1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 3

A Garden . . fill'd with Kitchen-Garden Stuff.

2. A kindergarten in which house-work, esp.

kitchen-work, is taught. U. S. local.

1893 in Barrows' Parlt. Relig. II. 1483 Kindergartens,

kitchengartens, and nightschools. .are among the methods

employed.
Hence Kltchen-ga'rdener, -ga'rdening.
1766 ENTICK London IV. 191 The upper part is occupied

as a warehouse by fruiterers and kitchen-gardeners. 1822-

34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 643 It was not.. till the

beginning of the sixteenth century that any great progress

formality of manner, and 'kitchen-pokerness of carriage.

1669 WORLIDCE Syst. Agric. (1681) 45 They are sowen . in

the Spring with other the like 'Kitchen-Tillage. 1693

an American city, who teach a class of poor children to sew,

cook, dust, sweep, make beds, and wash clothes.

t Ki-tchenist. nonce-wd. [See -IST.] One em-

ployed in a kitchen ; a cook.

ai6i8 SYLVESTER Tobacco Battered 427 Limeburners,

Alchymists, Brickmakers, Brewers, Colliers, Kitchenists.

Kitchen-knave, arch. A scullion.

c 1440 Promf. Parv. 274/1 Kechyne knave, Una. 1470-85

MALORY Arthur vn. vii, This is but a kechyn knaue that

was fedde in kynge Arthurs kechyn for almesse. 1872

TENNYSON Gareth f, Lynette 395 Grant me to serve For

meat and drink among thy kitchen-knaves.

Krtchen-maid. A female servant employed

in a kitchen, usually under the cook.



KITCHEN-MIDDEN.

ifiSo BALE Votaries n. N iv. The king toke al their wiucs,

otherwise called Iheir kichine maides ..and put them all in

the tower of London. 1675 WOOD Life 31 Mar. II. 311

Disinherited .. because debauched and married his kilchin

niaid 1891 MRS. OLIPHANT Cuckoo in Nest II. xxv. 133 The

dinner, which an eager kitchen-maid, .had the charge of.

Kitchen-midden (ki-t/enmi'd'n). [A transl.

of Da. kjakken- or kokkenwbdding : see KITCHEN

and MIDDEN, dung-hill, refuse-heap.] A refuse-

heap of prehistoric date, consisting chiefly of the

shells of edible molluscs and bones of animals,

among which are often found stone implements
and other relics of early man. Also^. and atlrib.

Such mounds are especially characteristic of the Danish

coast, and were first brought into scientific notice by Danish

archaeologists, but they are also found in many other parts
of the world.

|i86> LATHAM Channel 1st ill. xviii. (ed. 2) 415 Just as in

the Danish kjokkt-middings whole heaps of shells of the

edible mollusca have been preserved.] 1863 I.vi LI. Antiq.
Man xix. 372 The old refuse-heaps, or 'kitchen-middens'.

1877 DAWSON Orig. World xiv. 311 The accumulation of
kitchen-midden stuff in the course of the occupancy of
caverns. 1883 Conteittp. Rev. June 788 The mental kitchen
middens of generations of savages.

Ki'tclieil-phy sic. humorous. Nourishment
for an invalid, suitable for '

feeding up '.

1591 GREENE Upst. Courtier in Hart. Misc. (ed. Park) V.

406 If 1 be ill at ease, I take kitchyn physicke, I make my
wife my doctor, and my garden my apoticaries shop. 1658
Sir T. Mayerne's Archim. Anglo-Gall. Pref. 2 The Ex-
cellency of Kitchin-physick, beyond all Gaily pots. 1738
SWIFT Pot. Conversat. ii. 154 Well, after all, Kitchen-Physic
is the best Physic. 1863 J. R. W. By-gone Days 5 The
Manse.. being the resort of the sick and aged.. when in
want of what the minister's wife termed '

kitchen physic '.

So Ki tcheii physi'ciaii.
1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl IV. i. 21 The fever

took its departure, and left Rosa in the hands of an excellent
kitchen physician.

Kitchenry(ki-t/enri).>-rt^. Alsoykitchinree.
[f. KITCHEN so. + -KT.]

t 1. The body of servants employed in a kitchen.

1609 HOLLAND Amm.-Marcell.xiv. vi. 12 Next unto whom
goeth the blacke guard and kitchinree [L. atratum coquiny
ministerium\. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 26 The Hall
with Paintings of Neat-beards, .. Milke-maides Minding
Cattle, in proper degrees, some other also, of Kitchenry.

1 2. The art of cooking, cookery. Obs.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. \. 450 Those .. who beeing

deinty toothed are iudicious clerkes in Kitchenrie.

3. Kitchen-utensils. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Ki'tchen-stuff.
1. Material used in cooking; requisites for the

kitchen, esp. vegetables.
1606 -SVrG. Goosecappe in. ii. in Bullen O. PI. (1884) III.

52 To sooth their pallats with choyce kitchin-stuff. 1710
CELIA FIENNES Diary(i88&) 299 Another Garden for Kitchen
Stuff. 1744 (title) Adam's Luxury and Eve's Cookery . .

Containing. .Receipts for Dressing all sorts of Kitchen-Stuff.

2. The refuse or waste products of the kitchen ;

spec, dripping, kitchen-fee.

2) 49 They make them [candles]

stuffe, and other stinking baggage. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729)
! 537 When they want Oil, they make use of Kitchin-stuff.

1719 D'URHEY Pills (1872) VI. 125 Come Maids bring out

your Kitchen-stuff, Old Rags, or Women's Hair. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Boz v. (1849) 43/2 Shops for the purchase of

rags, bones, old iron, and kitchen-stuff.

b. fig. Of persons or things, contemptuous.
1637 HEVWOOD RoyallKingm. Wks. 1874 VI. 46 Where

be those kitchinstuffes here, shall we have no attendants?

1654 VILVAIN Theol. Treat. Suppl. 216 (They] scorn the
book of Homilies as most cours contemptible Kitchin-stuf.

1754 WARBURTON Ld. Bolingbroke's Philos. (R.), Would you
easily believe his lordship could pride himself in cooking up
this old kitchin-stuff?

3. attrib. and Comb.
1603 DEKKER Wonderfull Yeare F ij, All the way he went,

was moie greazie than a kitchin stuffe-wifes basket. 1608
MIDDLETON Trick to Catch Old One in. iv, Thou Kitchen,
stuff-drab of beggary, roguery, &c. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 789 A kitchin-stuff-wench.

Ki'tchen-wench. arch. A girl employed in

the kitchen, a kitchen-maid, contemptuous.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 96 She's the kitchin wench,
& al grease. 1678 OIWAY Friendship in F. n. i, Chloris
dwindles into a Kitchen-Wench. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.,
The Ghost, His wife would, .strike with all her might, As
fast as kitchen-wenches strike a light.

Kitcheny (ki'tjeni), a. rare.
[f. KITCHEN sb.

+ -Y.] Of or pertaining to the kitchen.

1874 MRS. WHITNEY We Girls v. 100 A specialty .. hers
was a very womanly . . not to say kitcheny one.

Kitchin, obs. var. of KINCHIN.
Kite (kait), sb. Forms: i oyta, 4 kete, kijt,
kuytte, 4-5 kuyte, 4-7 kyte, (6 kight, -e, kyght,
Sc. kyt), 5- kite. [OE. cyla (:-*kutjon-) ; no
related word appears in the cognate languages.]
1. A bird of prey of the family fa/cpntdm and

subfamily Milvinx, having long wings, tail usually
forked, and no tooth in the bill. a. orig. and esp.
the common European species Milvus ictinus

(M. regalis, M. vulgaris), also distinctively called
Fork-tailed Kite, Royal Kite, or (from its reddish-
brown general colour) Red Kite, and Glede, formerly
common hi England, but now very rare.

718

715 Corfus Gloss. 333 Butio, cyta. 13. . K. Alls. 3048
Nultow never late ne skete A goshauk maken of a kete.

< 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 321 Ther cam a kyte, whil they
weren so wrothe, And baar awey the boon bitwixe hem
bothe. f 1450 Bk, llaivkyng in Ret. Ant. I. 298 Draw
hym oute of the mewe and put him in a grove, in a crowys
neste, other in a kuytes. 1539 TONSTALL Serin. Palm Sund.

(1823) 74 Their carkases there to lye to be deuoured by
kytes & crowes. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. V[t in. i.

249^
Wer't

not all one, an emptie Eagle were set, To guard the Chicken
from a hungry Kyte. 1663 COWLEY Verses $ Ess., Ode
Liberty vi, To kites and meaner Birds he leaves the mangled
Prey. 1766 PENNANT Zoot. (1768) 1. 141 The kite generally
breeds in large forests, or wooded mountainous countries.

1828 Scorr F. M. Perth xix, Her ear for bad news was as

sharp as a kite's scent for carrion. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. II. in. 301 With wide wing The fork-tailed restless kite

sailed over her, Hushing the twitter of the linnets near.

b. Applied with qualifying words to other

species of the genus, or of the subfamily Milvinse.
Arabian K., Milvus legyfliacus; Australian or

Square-tailed K., M. isurus (Lophaictinia isura) ;

Black K. f Al. ater of southern Europe and northern
Africa ; Black-winged K., Elanus cxruleus of northern
Africa ; Brahminy K., Haliastur indus of Hindustan :

Indian or Pariah K., Milvus govinda ; Mississippi K.,
letMa mississippiensis; Pearl or White-tailed K.,
Elanus leucurus of N. America; Swallow-tailed K.,
Elanoidesforficatus of N. America.
Also locally applied (or misapplied), with or without quali-

fication, to birds belonging to other divisions of Falconids,
as the Buzzard (Bald K.), Hen-harrier, and Kestrel.
x6n COTGR., Buzart, a Buzzard, or Bald-kite, c 1813

[see BRAHMINEE a.\. 1843 YARRELL Brit. Birds I. 72 The
Swallow-tailed Kite.. is only an occasional visitor to this

country. 1847 LEICHHARDT Jrnl, x. 321 We had to guard
it by turns . . from a host of square-tailed kites (Milvus
isiirns). 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 491 There is a second

European species, .the Milvus migrans or M. ater of most
authors, smaller in size. . . In some districts this is much com-
moner than the red Kite.

2. jig. A person who preys' upon others, a rapa-
cious person ; a sharper ; also more indefinitely as

a term of reproach or detestation.

'S53 UDALL Royster D. v. v. (Arb.) 83 Roister Doister
that doughtie kite. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. i. 80 Fetch
forth the Lazar Kite of Cressids kinde, Doll Teare-sheete.

1605 Lear I.
iy. 284 Detested Kite, thou

lyest.
1606

Ant. $ Cl. in. xiii. 89 Ah you Kite, t 1614 FLETCHER Wit
without money i. i, Maintaining hospitals for kites and
curs. 1841 CARLYLE Misc., Baillie (1872) VI. 235 Food for

learned sergeants and the region kites I

3. [From its hovering in the air like the bird.]
A toy consisting of a light frame, usually of wood,
with paper or other light thin material stretched

upon it; mostly in the form of an isosceles triangle
with a circular arc as base, or a quadrilateral

symmetrical about the longer diagonal ; con-

structed (usually with a tail of some kind for the

purpose of balancing it) to \>eflown in a strong
wind by means of a long string attached.
Kites are also used of special shapes, or with special

appliances, for various scientific and other purposes, e.g. the

bird-kite, used to frighten partridges (see KITK v. 2); cf.

also ELECTRIC *z. 2 b, quot. 1898 here, and combs, in ob.

1664 BUTLER Hud \\. in. 414 As a Boy one night Did flie

his Tarsel of a Kite, The strangest long-wing'd Hawk that
flies. 167* MARVELL Reli. Transp. i. 58 He may make a

freat
Paper-kite of his own Letter of 850 pages. 1789

IRS. PIOZZI Jaurn. France, etc. I. 129 Boys flying kites,
cut square like a diamond. 1837 D. JOHNSON hid. Field
Sports 22 A frame-work of split bamboos, resembling the
frame of a paper kite. 1880 Daily Nevjs i Sept. 5/2 The
kite has been fiercely attacked as . . a mean advantage to
take of the birds [partridges], 1898 Westnt. Gaz. 8 Mar. 10/1
Our own War Office have intimated that they are not prepared
..to make further trials with kites for military purposes.

Jlf. 1781 Bell's Poets I. Life King p. xxiii, Some of the

political kites which flew about at that time.

b. Tofly (or send up) a kite
(Jig.') : to try 'how

the wind blows ', i. e. in what direction affairs are

tending. (See also 4. )

1831 PALMERSTON in Sir H. Lytton Bulwer Life (1871) II.

65 Charles John [King of Sweden] flew a kite at us for the
Garter the other day, but without success.

4. Commercial slang. (With jocular allusion to

a paper kite, sense 3.) A bill of exchange, or

negotiable instrument, not representing any actual

transaction, but used for raising money on credit ;

an accommodation bill. A person thus raising

money is said iofly a kite : see FLY z/.l K a.

1805 Sporting Mag. XXV. 290 Flying a kite in Ireland is

a metaphorical phrase for raising money on accommodation
bills. ?i8i7 MAR. EDGEWORTH Love t, Law i. i, Here's bills

plinty . . but even the kites, which I can fly as well as any
man, won't raise the wind for me now. 1859 Riddles $
Jokes 98 Plunkett . . used to say there was this difference
between boys' kites and men's kites that with boys the
wind raised the kites, but with men the kites raised the
wind. 1894 J. C. JEAFFRESON Bk. Recoil. I. v. 84 The
wretched piece of paper, with my autograph upon it. But
no harm came to me from the little kite.

5. Naut. (pi.) A name for the highest sails of
a ship, which are set only in a light wind. Also

flying-kites.
1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits ii. 33 Our good master keeps

his kites up to the last moment, studding-sails alow and
aloft. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Flying.kites, the very
lofty sails, which are only set in fine weather, such as sky-
sails, royal studding-sails, and all above them. 1875 BED-
FORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. (ed. 2) 90 When the glass falls

low, Prepare for a blow ; When it rises high, Let all your
kites fly.

KITE'S-FOOT.

0. Local name of a fish, the Brill.

1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes II. 24r The Kite of the Devon,
khire and Cornish coasts is the same as the Brill. 1884 DAY
Brit. Fishes II. 16.

7. Name for a variety of the Almond Tumbler
pigeon, having black plumage with the inner webs
of the quill-feathers passing into red or yellow.
1867 TEGETMEIER Pigeons xi. 118 Kites, though seldom

regarded as exhibition birds are exceedingly valuable as
breeding stock. . .An Almond and a Kite will often produce
an Almond and a Kite in each nest.

8. Geom. A quadrilateral figure symmetiical
about one diagonal (from its resemblance to the
form of a toy kite, sense 3) ; also called DELTOID.
1893 '" FUNK.
9. aitrib. and Comb. a. in sense i, as kite-and-

crow, kite-colour; -coloured ad]. ; kite-eagle, name
for Neopus (Ictinxtus) malaycnsis, an East Indian
hawk

; kite-falcon, a hawk of the genus Baza,
having a crested head and two teeth in the beak

;

kite-fish, a species of gurnard; t kite-key (erron.

kit-key), a name for the 'key' or fruit of the ash-
tree ; kite-tailed a., having a long tail like that
of a kite, as the kite-tailed widgeon, a species of
duck (Daflla acnta) found in Florida; fkite-wolf,
rendering of Gr. IKTIVOS (properly 'a kite', also
a kind of wolf), b. in sense 3, as kite expert ;

kite-flier, -flying (also in sense 4) ; kite-shaped
adj. ; kite-balloon, a balloon with a long string
or wire attached, used for scientific or other pur-
poses ; kite-photograph, a photograph taken by
means of a camera attached to a kite or kite-

balloon; kite-tail attrib., in kite-tail pltig, name
for an obstetric dressing made with pledgets of lint

or gauze affixed at intervals to a string or tape,
like the pieces of paper in the tail of a kite ; kite-
track (see quot.). v
1887 Academy 7 May 319/1 *Kite-and-crow struggles of

Swabian and Wiirtembeiger. 1898 Westm. Gaz 8 Mar.
10/1 The German military authorities are experimenting
with *kite-balloons 1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1736/4 Stolen or

Strayed... two Mares, one of a 'Kite-colour, i-jo* Ibid.
No. 3814/4 A large Sandy or Kite-colour Grey Gelding.
1676 Ibid. No. 1092/4 A "Kite-coloured Roan Nag. 1883
Cassell's Nat. Hist. Ill 283 The "Kite Eagle is about
thirty inches in length. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 8 Mar. 10/1
*Kite experts, who . . are building up an art . . destined to
be of the greatest utility to science and watfate. 1684
LITTLETON Lat. Diet., The 'Kite-fish, Milvus piscis 1896
Daily Nnus i Dec 8/5 Franklin's experiences as a scientific

'kite-flyer. 1827 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 168 This . .

man spent .. his time in .. pigeon flying, or paper 'kite

flying. 1834 Blaclav. Mag. XXXVI. 500/2 Some accommo.
dating associate in the noble art and mystery of

'

kite-

flying '. 1578 LYTE Dodocns vi. Ixx. 748 The huskes or fruile
theieof [the Ash] are called in shoppes Lingua atiis, and
Lingua passerina : in English, "Kytekayes. 1620 VENNER
Via Recta (1650) 136 Ash-keys, commonly called Kite-keys
of the Ash. 1656 BULLOKAR Eng Expos . Kitkaies, the
fruit of the ashen tree. 1807 Daily News 4 Nov. 6/4 A view
of the City Hall, New York, with a portion of Lower
Broadway and adjacent streets .. what is called 'a "kite

photograph'. 1818 TYTLEH Hist. Scot, (1864) I. 321 The
'kite-shaped shield of the Normans. 1896 A llbutt's Syst.
Med. I. ^39 For supporting the uterus and packing round
the cervix several of these rolls are attached to the one
string, forming the '

kite-tail
'

plug 1893 Outing (U. S )

XXII. 97/2 A "kite track [for racing] consists oftwo stietches
of one-third of a mile each, with a connecting curve of one.
third of a mile. 1607 TOPSELL Four.f Beasts (1658) 570
One of them hath a back of a silver colour, . .this is Ictinus,

canus, a gray *Kite-wolf.

Kite, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To fly, soar, or move through the air,

with a gliding motion like that of a kite; also,_/?f.
of a person, colloq.
1863 LE FANU Ho. ty Churchyard II. 66 He has been

'kiting all over the town. 1894 J. J. ASTOR Journ. other
Worldsu. iii.i45 Whenever a large mass seemed dangerously
near the glass, they.. sent it kiting among its fellows.

b. trans. To cause to fly nigh like a pnperkite.
1865 E. BURRITT Walk Land's End 379 We pulled in our

kited fancies soaring so high. 1868 BuaHNBU. Sena. Liv.
Sub}. 62 We are going .. to be kited or aerially floated
no more.

2. To terrify grouse or partridges by flying a

paper kite, shaped like a hawk, over their haunts, so

as to make them lie close till the guns come near.
1880 Daily NtzusiSept. 5/2 The practices known as driving

and kiting.

3. Commercial slang, a. intr. To '

fly a kite
'

:

see KITE sb. 4. b. trans. To convert into a ' kite
'

or accommodation bill.

1864 WEBSTER, Kite, v. i. (Literally, to fly a kite.) To
raise money, or sustain one's credit, by the use of mercantile

paper which is fictitious. 1901 Dundee Advertiser 10 Jan.
6/2 It seemed.. as if every one in London who had a six-

pence to purchase a stamp had 'kited' paper with my
signature forged to it.

Kite, obs. f. CUT v. ; var. KYTE, belly.

fKitekin. Obs. [f.
KIT sb.* or kitty

-KIN.]
= CATKIN.

1578 LYTE Dodoens vi, Ixvii. 743 A Chatton, Kitekin, or
Catteken.

Kite's-foot, kitefoot.

1 1. Name of some herb. Obs,

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Pled dc inilatt,..&n



KIT-FOX.

herbe called kitesfoote. 1611 in COTGR. s. v. Milan. 1706
in PHILLIPS.

2. Name of a variety of tobacco, from its colour.
[1688 J. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XVII. 943 Aranoko

Tobacco, whose Scent is not much minded, their . . aim
being., to procure it a bright Kite's-foot colour.] 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 544 The kitefoot tobacco.

Kitesoll : see KITTISOL.

Kit-fox, [perh. from KIT sl>.3, in reference to
its small size.] A small fox ( Fulpes velox), peculiar
to North-western America, scarcely half the size of
the common fox, of a prevailing yellowish grey
colour, with a black-tipped tail ; the American
corsak or swift-fox. Also, by ellipsis, kitt.

1812 J. CUTLER Topogr. Descr. Ohio 139 The Christenoes
..traffic in beaver, otter, lynx, ..small fox or kitts, dressed
elk, and moose deer skins. 1815 LEWIS & CLARKE Trav.
xxiv. III. 29 The kit-fox or small red fox of the plains. 1829
RICHARDSON Fauna Bar. Amer. I. 98 It has long been
known to the Hudson Bay fur-traders, its skins forming a
portion of their annual exports, under the name of kitfoxes.
Kith, (kib), sb. Forms: i cyppo, cyp(p, 2 oef,

chep, 3-4 cuppe, (4 cupphe, kuppe, outh), 4
keppe, kippe, kip, kyp, (kypthe, kitth, -e,

kiyth, kuith, kuythe, kygth, kid, kidh"), 4-5
kithe, kythe, (kyght, -e, 5 kyghth, kide), 4-6
kyth, 4- kith. 0. 6-7 fciffe, 6-8 kiff. [OE.
cySS, cyS, earlier cySSn = OHG. chitndida : OTeut.

*kunlipa, abstr. sb. from *kun]i- known, OE. cuS,
COUTH. In ME. the (') forms were s. w., the
e forms Kentish.]
fl. Knowledge, acquaintance with something;
knowledge communicated, information. 06s.

CQOO tr. Bxdas Hist. v. xxii[i.], Of minre sylfre cybbe.
c looo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 396 pe nane cySoe to Code naefdon.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 1281 So kyndly takes he that kyth, That
up he rose and went hym wyth. c 1450 Rel. Ant. I. 308
Spare no}th an hauke yf he lye in thy kyth.

1 2. Knowledge how to behave ;
rules of eti-

quette. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 331 Whanne bou komest to kourt

among be kete lordes, & knowest alfe be kub^es bat to

kpurt langes. c 1470 Gol. fy Gam. 320 The king cumly in

kilh, couerit with croune. 1804 TARRAS Poems 32 (Jam.)
But nature, thy feature, An' mien o' various kythe.

f3. The country or place that is known or

familiar; one's native land, home; hence gen.

country, region, quarter. Obs,
c888 K. /ELFRED Boeth. xxvii. 4 pact hi on heora ajenre

cyhbe ealne wej maejen. Ibid, xxxiii. 4 pses waeLeres

a^nu cyb is on eorban. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 pa sende se

king his aerndraches of fif ceoen to alle his underbeoden.
Ibid. 235 Isent of fif cheoen. c 1205 LAV. 2435 Guendoleine
he sende into hire fader londe, ..into hire cu55e. 01300
Cursor M. 5452 (Cott.) Drightin ban was our eldres wit,
He mon vow bring in to your kyth [Gdtt. kid]. Ibid. 9074
(Cott.) Far wil i fie In vncuth kygth [fair/, kib] fra bis

cuntre. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 197 He hedde beo lord

of bat lond . . And eke kyng of bat cubbe. la 1400 Morte
Artli. 3997 pe kyng . . kayres furthe with be cors in kyghte
bare he lenges. ^1440 York Myst, xviii. 91 Us most flee

Owte of oure kyth where we are knowyn. 1513 DOUGLAS
sEneis yn. iii. 59 Sers and inquyr . .of this kith quhair standis

the cheif citee.

f 4. The personswho are known or familiar, taken

collectively ;
one's friends, fellow-countrymen, or

neighbours; acquaintance; in later use sometimes

confused with kin : see 5. Obs. or arch. exc. as in 5.

c 1000 Afs. Gosp. Luke ii. 44 Hi;;.. bine sohton betux his

ma^as & his cucSan [Littdisf. cuoo, R-ushw. CySdpl. c 1325
Metr. Horn. 108 Thai him soht Imang thair kith. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8443 pe men of kuythe (>at

he wel knewe, pat he wyste were gode and trewe. c 1615
W. BROWNE Yng. Willie $ Old Wernock (R.), My near

kith. 1825 BROCKETT, Kith, acquaintance. ..Not obsolete

as stated in Todd's John. 1848 LYTTON Harold in. iii,

High persons of his own kith.

5. Phr. Kith and kin : orig. Country and kinsfolk

(see 3) ; in later use, Acquaintance and kinsfolk,

one's friends and relatives; in mod. use often taken

merely as a pleonastic phrase for Kinsfolk, relatives,

family connexions. (Formerly sometimes corrupted
to kiffand kin.)
a. 1377 LANC.L. P. PI. B. xv. 497 How ri;twis men . . Fer fro

kitth and fro kynne yuel yclothed ;eden. a 1400 Octouian

1822 I-dryue Ywas, ..From ken and kyghth. (1450 St.

Cnthbcrt (Surtees) 23 Of saynt cuthbert kyth and kynne.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 150/36 Kith or kin, cognatio. 1794
BURNS 'My Lady s gown' ii. My lady's white, my lady's

red, And kith and kin o Cassillis' blude. 1824 BYRON Juan
xv. xxxi, Daughters, brothers, sisters, kith or kin. 1872
BLACK Adv. Phaeton viii, If any extra bit of comfort or

kindness is wanted for their own kith and kin.

/3. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 22 For kiffe nor for km. 1584

3 Ladies Lond. I. in Hazl. Dodslcy VI. 250 They forsake. .

prince, country, religion, kiff and kin. 1620 MIDDLETON
Chaste Maid iv. i. 86 A mayd that's neither kiffe nor kin

to me. 1719 D'URFEY Pills IV. 151 To visit Kiff and Kin.

fig. 1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. i. 888 Mark
the natural kiths and kins Of circumstance and office. 1861

MAX MULLER Sci. Lang. iv. 156 That Greek and Latin were

of the same kith and kin as the language of the black

inhabitants of India.

t Kith, v. Oiis. Forms : 3 cuWsen, (Orm.) kijj-

penn, 4 kuppe(n, keppe. [Early ME. caVSen (ii),

repr. an OE. *cy68an, f. cy8(H, KITH sb.] trans.

To make friendly or familiar; refl. to become

acquainted, or associate oneself (witK) ;
to greet

each other as friends or familiar acquaintances.

719

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 45 Wille we.. mid swiche weldede
cuo5en us wiS alre kingene king, c 1200 ORMIN 16979 patt
he wib|> Crist i sunnderrrun Himm awihht haffde kibbedd.
CI350 Will. Palerne ion pan eiber hent ober hastely in

armes, And wil> kene kosses kubbed hem to-gidere. Ibid.
4964 Whan bei samen mette, With clipping and kissing to
kebbc hem to-gadere.

Kithe, kythe (ksK), v: Now Sc. and north.
dial. Forms : see below. [Com. Teut. : OE. cyOan
(ME. ciipen, kylen, Kifen, kejten)

= OFris. ketha,
keda, OS. ktiSian; MLG. kunden, MDu. conden,
(Du. (ver)konden\ f. *kundian - OHG. chundian,
chunden (MHG. <&, kunden, G. kunden), ON.
kynna, Goth. *kunpjan (ci.gasvikunfjaii) : OTeut.

*kunpjan, f. kunb-, known, COUTH.]
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Pres.t. a. I cytSu, eyUe, 1-2 kyfle, kype,
3-5 kype, kipe, 4-9 kythe, kithe, (4 kip, kyeth,
4-6 kith, 4-8 kyth, 5-6 kyith, 6 keyth, kaithe);
3rd pers. sing. I cyp, 2-3 kyp, 3 oip, kip. 0. 2-4
cupe, kupe, cuipe, 4-5 ouype, kuype, knife,
(4 couth) ; 3id pers. sing. 3 ouj). y. 4 kepc,
kethe, keth.
a. ^825 Vesp. Psalter xlix. [1.] 7 Ic cy5u 5e Saette god

god oin ic eani. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 10 Farac5
and cy5a3 minum gebrobrum. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. (ibid.),
Fareo and ky5e3 mine jebroSre. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
59 pat he cio on alle wise. Ibid. 139 To kiSen cristes to
cume. a 1300 Cursor M. 12164 Nathing wald yee to me
kyth [. rr. ki)>e, kib]. Ibid. 22737 His come to kyeth.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 912 Thisbe, I schal a-non it kythe.
(1475 RaitfCoilyar 107 Kyith I am cummin hanic. 1486
Bk. St. Allans E vij b, That he wolde hym kith. 1530
LYNDESAY Test. Papyngo 128 To keyth hir craftynes. 1573
Satir. Poems Reforjn. xli. 34 Thair loukers durst not kyith
thair cure. 1594 Battell Balrinness in Scot. Poems i6M C.
II. 349 Giue he into this countrie kaithe [rime blaithe].

/3. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 His leoman him cu|?a5 }>et he
ne bi5 quic longe. CI2OO Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 Dat child..

cu3 mid his wope. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 215 Cuio
in me hwat is milce. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2963 Cu^eb
noube bat }e be|j men [v. rr. Kithe, Cuybe]. 1320 Cast.
Love 590 pat so muche loue hi kuipe wolde. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. v. 181, 1 couth \v, r. kibe] it in owre cloistre

bat al owre couent wote it.

v. 13x3 SHOREHAM 7 God borwe miracles kebeb hit.

Ibid. 20 To keben ous hiis ryche. c 1330 Artli. fy Merl,

2131 Merlin..bad him orpedliche he schuld kethe [rime
dethe], c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacolnts minor] 387
For-bi bi crane bu keth one me, And waryse myn Infyrmyte.
2. Pa. t. a. I cySde, 1-2 cydde, 2, 4-5 kydde,

3-6 kidde, (3-4 kidd), 4-5 kydd(e, kyd, 4-6
kid, (5-6 kyde) ; 4 kiped, -id, kyj>ed, (4-6 -it,

-yt, -yd), 4- kythed, kithed. /3. 2-4 oudde,

3-4 kudde, 4 kud. -y. 3-5 kedde, 4 &. kethit.
a. 1x900 CYNEWULF Crist 65 [Hi] Cy5don cristes jebyrd.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. viii. 33 Da hyrdas . . cyddon [r 1160
Hatton Gasp, kydden] ealle fas bing. a 1173 Cott. Horn.

227 Se aengel. .cydde hyre bat godes sune sceolde beon
acenned of hire, c 1250 Gen. fy Kx. 1394 Rebecca, .kidd it

to hire bro3er. 1330 R. BKUNNE Chron. (1810) 281 pe
werre bigan, and kid it so couth, c 1350 Will. Palerne 5287

pe..messangers..kibed here arnd. 1387 TREVISA Higdcn
(Rolls) IV. 411 He turned to and kydde \v. r. kudde] al the

myght of his wicche craft. 1535 SJEWART Cron. Scot. II.

100 The grit wonder and miraclis that tha kid. 1560
ROLLAND Crt. Venus n. 790 Sen ^e on me befoir kyde sic

kindnes. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 438
He kythed such great gifts.

. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 pe engel cudde Jw herdes. .

t be helende was..iboren. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2379
re he kudde wat he was. 1387 Kudde [see a].

V. c 1200 Moral Ode 193 (Trin. MS.) Muchel luue he us
kedde. c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 3910 Thai kedden her noble

might, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 232 pat kethit

wele bat he was meke. c 1460 Lawifal 580 Gyfre kedde
he was good at nede.

3. Pa. fpk. a. i se)cyped, 4 i-kid, (kide,

keid),4-5 y-kyd, y-kidde, kyd,kydd(e,kidd(e,
kid, 5 y-kydde, y-kid, kyde, (kyth, 6 kyith) ;

4-9 kythed, kithed, 5-6 -it, 6 -yd, kyithit. P.

3 ikudd, 3-5 kud, 4-5 ioud, ikud, ykud.

7. 4 ked, 5 kedd(e.
0. C900tr.ir</a'j///^.v.xvii.[xix.](i39o) 460 Eallra heora

dome wses cy(>ed, Jiaet [etc.], c 1000 ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives

iv. 348 pset heo naefre on hire life secy5ed W ere. a 1300
Cursor M. 6609 It sal be kydd [v. r. kidd]. c 1300 Hai'elok

1060 It was loude kid. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII.

393 He hadde y-kyd [z. rr. kidde, ykud, kydde] his wood-
nesse. c 1460 Pol., Rel. ft L. Poems 254 Cow(>e ykid in

euery cost, f 1470 HARDING Chron. xxxix. xii, Vnto no

manne was it kyde [rime hid]. 1528 LYNDESAY The Dreme
1050 Dame Fortune. .hes lairglie kyith on the hir cure.

1-11529 SKELTON Poems agst. Gartiesclie 8 What, have ye

kythyd yow a knyght ? 1567 Guile $ Codlie B. (S. T. S.) 46
Christ hes vs kyithit greit conforting. 1640 R. BAILLIE

Cantcrb. Self^onvict. 33 Whereto the faction hath not

kythed too passionate a love.

J3. a 1225 Juliana 24 Hit were sone iseid be keiser ant

ikudd to pe kinge. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 1328 He mijte

abbe.. ikud me loue, 1387 Ykud [see o].

y. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1386 But they be kedd.

S. Signification.
1. trans. To make known, fa. To make known

in words ; to announce, proclaim, declare, tell.

(With simple obj. or obj. claused) Obs.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. 1150 [ntimandiim, to cy8enne. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. John xvii. 26 Ic him cySde Sinne naman & gyt

wylle cyban. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 117 pat bu . . mine speche
heom cuSe. c MOO ORMIN 632 He comm dun wibb Godess

word, To kibenn itt onn eorbe. c 1330 King of Tars 341

Heore sorwe couthe no mon kithe. c 1450 HOLLAND ffawlat

ba

pe

KITHING.

235 Confess cleir can I nocht, nor kyth all the cass, 1530
PALSCR. 599/1, I kythe, I shewe or declare a thyng, as he
kytheth from- whence I am (Lydgate),^ demonstre. This
terme is nat vsed in comen spetche.

b. To make known by action, appearance, etc. ;

to manifest, show, prove, demonstrate, indicate.

(With simple obj., obj. clause, or obj. and compl.)
Also refl.
c 1175 Lamb. f!om. 99 Elches monnes weorc cu8a8 [printed

cuoan] hwilc gast hine wissaS. a 1300 Cursor M. 13983
lesus . . man! a-pert meracle did, Quar-wit to mankind he
him kid. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. ProL 492 Sche kytheth
what she is. c 1460 Tonmelcy Myst. \. 45 Trees to florish
& frute furth bryng, Thare kynde that it be kyd. 1515 Scot.
Field'in Chetham Misc. (1856) II. Introd. p. xii, He kidde
himselfe no coward. 1640-1 Kirkcudbr. War-Comm. Min.
Bk. (1855) 156 They bothe. .did kythe thameselffes enemeis
to the gude caus. 11734 WODROW Sel. Biogr. (1845) I.

100 (E.D. D.) He began to kyth his sickness the first of
March. 1785 BURNS Hallmueen iii, Their faces blythe, fu'

sweetly kythe Hearts leal, an' warm, an' kin. [1822 Scorr
Nigel v, It would have kythed Cellini mad, had he never
done ony thing else out of the gate.)

c. To make manifest to the sight, to show,
exhibit, discover ; refl. to show oneself, appear.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5098 Wanne \K relikes of halwen

yfounde were and ykud. a 1300 Cursor M. 13095 Hu lang
sibe Sal he him hide and not kibe. -1330 Arth. ,$ Merl.
3869 The other no might ben y-kidde Behinden hem thai
werren y-hidde. 1508 DUNBAR Tna Mariit Wetnen 433
As the new mone . . Kythis quhilis her cleir face, through
cluddis of sable. 1594 JAS. VI Let. Q. Eliz. 13 Apr. in

Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 216 Ever plainliest kything
himself where greatest confluence of people was. 1846
DRUMMOND Mvckomachy 68 (E. D. D.) When the moon
begoud to keek From Thetis' rim and kythe her disk.

2. intr. for refl. To show oneself or itself, come
forth to sight; to manifest or display itself; to

become known
;
to appear.

(2x300 Cvrsor M. 4276 (Cott.) Luken luue at be end wil
kith. Ibid. 11416 (Gott.) pe last bis stern it kid. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 18 The langer ay the better it did

kyth. 1585 Papers Ja$. Carmichael in Wodrow Soc.
Misc. 430 Our true humility shall appear, and the fruit of
our forming to that work kythe. c 1635 W. SCOT Apol.
Narrat. (Wodrow Soc.) So They were insisting with his

Majesty to kythe in action against the forfaulted Earles.
l82iGALT^w. Parish xii. (1895) 83 A kindly spirit, which
would sometimes kythe in actions of charity. 1822 Blackw.
Mag. XII. 309 In what colours other ladies intended to
kithe before Majesty. 1829 HOGG iliiil. XXV. 750 The
evening starkithed likeagem. 1862 in Hislop's Prov. Scot.
108 If you loe me, let it kythe.

b. with compl. To show oneself or itself in some

specified aspect ;
to appear, seem, or prove to be.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 240 With Leulyn gan he
kith to be be kynges traytour. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis i. vi.

167 Hir haheit fell down couering to hir feit, And..ane
verray god did hir kith. 1565 Sc. Mctr. Ps. xviii. 26 Pure to

the pure, froward thou kythst Unto the froward wight.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 169 Such as hes kythed
favourers of the forefeited rebells. a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist.
Ch. Scot. n. (1677) 89 Nor did any kithe so foolish as the

Priests. [1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xii, It kythes bright to

the ee, because all is dark around it.]

f3. trans. To exhibit, display, or manifest prac-

tically (a feeling, quality, capacity, etc.) ; hence,
to exercise, practise, perform, do. Obs.

BeoTvnl/'2695 Andlongne eorl ellen cy5an. c 1175 Lamb.
Hotn. 153 Mildheortnesse God kudde monne. 1297 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 1297 per hii kndde hor prowesse. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 132 Warre on him gan he kithe. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) II. 341 He kydde his tyrauntyse on his

gestes. c 1440 York Myst. xl. 140, I thanke youe of bis

kyndinesse }e kydde me. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxviii. 37
In erd je kyth sic mirakillis heir. 1613 W. BROWNE Sheph.
Pipe i. (1869) 187 Your bountee on me kythe. 1641 R. BAILLIE

Parall. of Liturgy with Mass-l'k. 77 None of all the

reformed Churches have kythed more zeale against Images.

1724 in Ramsay Tca-t. Misc. (1733) II. 164 Well can my
Jocky kyth His love and courtesy.

f4. To acknowledge, confess, own; to recognize.

(With simple obj. or obj. and comply Obs.

ciaoo Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 32 ^Elcne..be me cyS beforan

mannun, ic cySe hyne beforan minum feeder [c 1160 Hatton

Gosp. kyS, ic ky3e]. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1368 Vche duk
..Schulde com to his court to kybe hym for lege. 1374
CHAUCER Aacl. ff Arc. 231 He. .his trouthe me had iplyght,

For everemore hys lady me to kythe. c 1425 WYNTOUN
Cron. vi. vi. 16 Nane persayvyd hyr woman Bot all kythyd

hyr as man. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 152/3 Kythe, acknow-

ledge, agnoscere. 1613 JACKSON Creed i. viii. i That the

sons of Isaac and Ishmael.. should kithe each other with as

little scruple as if they were full cousin germans.

5. Pa.pple. kid, kyd, i-kyd, etc. Made known,

declared; hence, Known, well known, famed,

renowned ;
with compl. Well-known as . . , ac-

knowledged to be ... (See also KID///, a.)

a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 Heo . . wolde .. sone beon mil te wise

icud [v. rr. cuSSet, icuSSet] and icnowen. 1297 R. GLOUC.

(Rolls) 1929 Seint eleine ys moder bat wis was wide ikud

[v. rr. ykud, kydde, kud]. c 1350 Will. Palerne no Komen
was he of kun bat kud was ful nobul. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.

274 In many a lond my name ys kud aboute. "386
CHAUCER Merck. T. 699 That ye nat discouere me ; For I

am deed, if that this thyng be kyd.
c 1450 HOLLAND How-

lat 504 Throwout Cristindotne kid War the deidis that he

did. 1486 Bk. St. A leans E iv b, The Robucke as hit is weele

kyde At holyrode day he gooth to Ryde.

Kithing, kything (kai-Sin), vbl. sb. [f. prec.

+ -INQ !.]

1. The action of the verb KITHE, KTTHE ;
a making

known, telling, showing, manifestation, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11656 Forth bair wai bai went . . Wit-vten



KITHLESS.

kithing of ani man. 1591 R. BRUCE Sertn. (1843) 215 The

manner or form of the Kything of the Sign. 1823 GALT

Gilhaise i (E D. D.), His abundant hair, .was also clouded

and streaked with the kithings of the cranreuch of age.

t 2. Acquaintance, recognition ;
also concr. Ac-

quaintance, kith. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4817 Cuth [*/. r cowde] bat wit him na

kything tak. And vncuthh to bam he spak. Ibid. 11080 All

mad bat mirth at his bering, Fader and moder and )>air

k

Kit!lleSS (ki-bles), a. [f.
KITH sb. + -LESS.]

Without kith or acquaintances; having no one

whom one knows. (Cf. KWLESS.)
c 1750 in Ld. Campbell Chancellors (1857) VI. cxxxiv. 250

No thanks to them [Cromwell's Judges] kithless loons !

1861 Times 27 Mar. 8/4 The kithless outcasts of every

country. 1887 FARJEON Tragedy Featherstone 1. 1. i. 6 He
was alone in the world, kinless and kithless.

t Kithly, adv. Obs. Forms: 3 Orm. kippelij,

3-4 kithli. [f.
KITH sb. + -LY 2

. Perh. distinct

formations. (OE. ffcySellc 'manifest', in Bosw.-

Tolleris an error for ycyndelic natural.)]

1. Familiarly.
c 1200 OHMIN 16532 Ne tetenn kij>beli5 wib(> hemm.
2. In a way that is known or manifest ; manifestly.
a 1300 CursorM. 22742 His ober aiming sal he scau kithli

tilbis werld.

Kitish (kai-tij), a. [f. KITE sb. + -ISH 1.] Re-

sembling or of the nature of a kite ; greedy.
1566 W. ADLINCTON Golden Asse (1893) 131, I could not

escape the kitish eyes of the old woman. 1567 TURBERVILE
Aunsw. Worn, to hir Louer Epitaphs, etc. 32 All your
maners more agree vnto the Kytish kmde. 1608 T. MORTON
Preamb. Encounter Pref. 3 Is not your Defence. . a Kilish

Doue?
Kitist (ksi-tist). nonce-wd. [f. KITE sb. + -IST.]

One skilled in flying kites.

1844 P. Parley's Ann. V. 313 The great kitist turned to

the boys who held her . . alleging . . that they held her too

tight.

t Kit-key : see kite-key s.v. KITE sb. 9.

Kitling (ki-tlirj). Now dial. Forms : 3 kite-

ling, 4 keetlyng, 5 kytylyng, oytlyng, 5-6
kytling, -lyng(e, 6 kytlyn, kitlyng, -linge, Sc.

-lyne, 6-7 ketlyng, -ling, 6-9 kitlin, -ling,

kittling, 7-9 -lin, 8 Sc. -len. [Commonly iden-

tified with ON. kettling-r, ketling-r (Norw. kjet-

Ung) kitten, dim. of koitr (stem kattii] ; though the

form of the earliest Eng. instance, and the fact that

the sense is not confined to 'young cat' make
difficulties. But if from OE., the form would be

*cyteling, of which no explanation appears.]

f 1. The young of any animal; a cub, a whelp.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ivi. 5 pe kitelinges of liouns. 1382

WYCUF Deut. xxxiii. 22 Dan, keetlyng of a lyon. 1440
Gesta Rom. i. Hx. 243 (Harl. MS.) Thenne saide the sarpent,
'

I am a beste, and I have her in myn hole kytlingis, that I

have browt forthe'. r 1450 [see KITTEN i b, quot. 1495],

1603 HOLLAND Plutarchs Mor. 218 They [sea-weasels or

sea-dogs] breed their young whelpes or killings alive within

their bellies, and when they list, let them foorth.

Now dial.

a 1530 Johan $ Tyb (Brandit 591, I haue sene the day
that pus my cat Hath had in a yere kytlynseyghtene. 1530
[see KITTLE v.- i]. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone v. xi, Whether

goe you, now?. . to drowne killings? 1783 JOHNSON Let. to

Miss S. Thrale 18 Nov., Bickerstaff. .gives, .an account of

his cat. I could tell you as good things of Lily the white

Kitling. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Kitling, a young
cat. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac Sunbonnet 187 I m ower auld a

Pussy Bawdrons to learn new tricks o' saym'
' miauw '

to the

kittling.

1 3. Applied to a person ; either = child, off-

spring (cf. cub, whelp} ; or as resembling or acting
like a kitten in some way. Obs.

1541 Aberd.Reg. XVII. (Jam.) Calling of him theiff. . howris

geyt, preistis kitlyne. 1621 FLETCHER Wild-Goose Chase\\\

iii, Out, kittlings ! What catterwauling's here ! 1702 DE
FOE Good Advice to Ladies 84 Come, says the patient Kit-

ling, Husband come. (11745 SWIFT Whs. (1841) II. 59 Bid

your mistress go hang herself . . you whore's killing.

B. altrit. or adj. Resembling a kitten or that

of a kitten ; inexperienced ; diminutive.

1604 MIDDLETON Father Hubbards T. Wks. 1840 V, Like
an old cunning bowler to fetch in a young ketling gamester.
1648 HERRICK Hesper., Oberons Feast, His kitling eyes.

1689 PHlLOPOLlTESL7rw7^/f/. Crew 3 A new Oath of Allegi-
ance . . which every Kitling Critic. . takes upon him to censure.

Kitmutgar, var. KHIDMUTAR. Kitool: see

KITTOL. Kitoun, obs. f. KITTEN. Kitsol(l,
kittasole : see KITTISOL.

Kitten (ki-t'n), sb. Forms : 4 kitoun, ketoun,
4-5 kyton, 5 kytton, 7- kitten. [ME. app. a.

AFr. *ki/oun, *ketnn Q, chitotin, cheton, obs.

var. of F. chaton kitten.
The F. form chitoun occurs in Gower Mirour de Fomme

8221: Teut ensement comme du chitoun, Qi naist sanzvieue
et sanz resoun.]
1. The young of the cat

;
a young cat (not full-

grown).
1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. Prol. 190 pere (>e catte is a kitoun

be courte is ful elyng. ci4oo Master of Game ix. (MS.
Digby 182) pel beer hir kitouns..as ober catles, saue bei
haue not but two ketouns at ones, c 1450 Merlin 665 He
caste his net into the water, and drough oute a litlil kyton
as blakke as eny cool. 15915 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 129,
I had rather be a Kitten, and cry mew, Then one of these
same Meeter Ballad-mongers. 1776 WHITEHF.AD Variety 9

720

The Kitten too was comical. She play'd so oddly with her

tail. 1852 Miss MULOCK Agatha's Husli. i, Carrying not

only the real black kitten, but the.. allegorical 'little black

dog
'

on her shoulder.

b. transf. Applied to the young of some other

animals.

1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. xvm. Ixxiv. (W. de W.)

829 Thewesell. .nouryssheth her kyttons [MS. Bodl. (1450)

ketelinges] in bowses and bereth them fro place to place.

1899 Blackw. Mag.j&n. 41/1 Each beaver-plewof full-grown
animal or ' kitten

'

fetched six to eight dollars overhead.

c. fig. Applied to a young girl, with implication
of playfulness or skittishness.

1894 H. NISBET Bush Girts Rom. 74 After fishing all she

could, artful, artless little kitten that she is.

2. Short for kitten-moth : see Z-

1874 NEWMAN Brit. Moths 210 The Alder Kitten.

3. attrib.xn& Comb.^kittendaysjace-^itten-like

adj.; kitten-hearted a., faint-hearted, timorous;

kitten-moth, a collector's name for the bombycid
moth Centra furcula ;

also for species of Dicra-

nura, as D. bifida (poplar-kitten), D. bicuspis

(alder-kitten).
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 166 The gamesome plays

That mark'd her happy *Kitten-days. 1813 Sketches Char-
acter (ed. 2) I. 157, 1 see her "kitten face looking about, trying
to understand what's going forwards. 1831 T. ATTWOOD 19

Sept. in Life xi. (1885) 171 The tame *kitten-hearted slaves.

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxxiv, Pouncing with *kitten-

like playfulness upon a stray sovereign. 1819 SAMOUELLE
Entom. Usi'/ul Conip. 248 Cerura Vinula (puss moth),
Centra. Furcula (*kitten moth).

Hence Ki-ttendom, Ki-tteiihood, the state or

condition of being a kitten.

1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon n. xxii, A man whom they
[the cats] had known and respected since kittendom. a 1843
SOUTHEY Nondescripts i. 50 Thou art beautiful as ever cat

That wanton'd in the joy of kittenhood.

Ki'tteii, v. [f. prec. sb.] Of a cat : To bring
forth kittens ;

also of some other animals : To
bring forth young, to litter, (intr. and transf
Hence Ki'ttening vbl. sb.

1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. xvm. Ixxiv. (W. de W.)
eevj/i Theyr opynyon is false . . that wesels conceyue atte

mouth and kytneth [MS. Bodl. whelhib] att the eere. 1597
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 19 If your Mothers Cat had but
kitten 'd. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 191 Two
as fine litters of rabbits as ever were kittened. 1859 MRS.
GASKELL Round the Sofa 335 My cat has kittened, too.

Kittenish (ki-t'nij), a. [f. KITTEN sb. + -ISH I.]

Like a kitten, or that of a kitten ; having the

qualities or characteristics of a kitten ; playful.
1754 RICHARDSON G>-a>id'ison(i&i2) IV. 115 Such a kittenish

disposition in her. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. ii, She was
all girlishness, and playfulness, and wildness, and kittenish

buoyancy. 1895 M. E. FRANCIS Frieze 4- Fustian 45 The
kittenish grace of her small slight figure.

Hence Ki-ttenishly adv.

1896 LOCKE Demagogue < Lady Phayre iii. 22 The little

blue ribbon. . with the bow tied kittenishly under her ear.

Kittereen (kitsrrn). Also kittar-, kitur-.

[Origin unascertained.
The statement in Gardener's Hist. Jamaica (1873) 163,

that it was named from being made at Kettering, proves to

be unfounded; that in quot. 1880 is prob. not more reliable.]

A kind of covered vehicle. ) a. In West of Eng.,
A kind of omnibus (obs.). b. In West Indies, A
kind of one-horse chaise or buggy.
1792 Descr. Kentucky 42 In 1787 were exported Chaises 40,

Kittareens 10, Sulkeys 7. 1831 JANE PORTER Sir E. Sea-
u>ards Narr. II. 336, I desired Drake to. .hireakittereen

a sort of one-horse chaise. 1865 R. HUNT Pop. Romances
W. Eng. Introd. 14 Within my own memory [born 1807] the

ordinary means of travelling from Penzance to Plymouth
was a van called a '

kitterine ',
and three days were occupied

in the journey. 1880 J. \V. in IV. Corniu. Gloss, s. v., The
Kit-Tereen was an open car that ran between Penzance and

Truro, set up by Christopher Treen. [Jago adds Kit Treen.]

1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades 224 We . .packed ourselves

into buggies.. the body being in some cases sheltered by a
movable hood, when they are called

'

Kittereens'.

Kitth, -e, obs. forms of KITH.

t Kittisol (ki'tispl). Obs. Forms: 6-7 quita-

sole, 7 quita-, quitta-, quittusol ; kittasole,

kittisal, kitesoll, (kippe-sole, kettysol), kit-

sol(l, 8 kitysol, 8-9 kittisol, (9 ketty-, kettisol).

[a. Pg. and Sp. quitasol, f. quitar to take away,
ward off + sol sun.] A sunshade, parasol, umbrella :

almost always in reference to the East Indies or

China
; spec, a Chinese umbrella made of bamboo

and oiled paper.
1 This word survived till lately in the Indian Tariff, but it

is otherwise long obsolete
'

(Yule).

1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China (Hakluyt Soc.) II.

105 Two quitasoles of silke, and a horse. 1611 HAWKINS
in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 217 Of Kittasoles of state,
for to shaddow him, there bee twentie [in the treasury
of Akbar]. 1615 R. COCKS Diary (Hakluyt Soc.) I. 28
The China Capt. ..brought me a present from his brother,

viz., i faire kitesoll. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. iv. 559
Many Canopies, Quittusols and other strange ensignes
of Maiesty. 1662 Bp. NICHOLSON David's Harp, The
Lord is thy shade umbraculum a quittasol upon thy
right hand. 1687 Let. Crt. Directors in Wheeler Madras
inOlden 7Y(i86i)I. 2oo(Y.) They [Aldermen of Madras]
may be allowed to have Kettysols over them. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India <$ P. no A great Attendance with Pageants,
Mirxhals, and Kitsols. 1706 Wooden World Dissected

(1708) 19 [He] believes a Kittisol a nobler Piece of Magni-
ficence, than a good Table. 1813 MILBURN Orient. Contm.

KITTLE.
II. 464 (V.) Kittisols, large, 2,000 to 3,000. 1875 Indian

TVzr/^XY.J.Umbreljas, Chinese, of paper, Kettysolls. Ibid.,
Chinese paper Kettisols. .duty 5 per cent.

Kittiwake (ki-tiw^k). Forms : 7 cattiwake,
kittie wark, 8 kettie waike, kittiwaik, (?//.,

kittawaax, 7-kittiwake, 9 kittywake. [Named
in imitation of its cry. Early spellings show that

the last syllable was meant to be (wak).] Any
sea-gull of the genus Rissa

; esp. (and primarily)
R. tridactyla., the common species of the North
Atlantic and Arctic Oceans, a small gull having
generally white plumage with black markings on
the primaries, very long wings, and the hind toe

very short or rudimentary. Also kittiwake gull.
s66i RAY Three Itin. n. in Lankester Mem. John Ray

(1846) 155 The other birds which nestle in the Basse are

these; the scout, ..the cattiwake. 1684 SIBBALD Scotia.

Illustr., Nat. Hist. n. ill. vi. 20 Avis Kittiwake, ex Larorum
genere, egregii saporis. 1698 in Warrender Marchntont
(1894) 184 Kittie warks, i2..Rost rabets 6. 1744 PRESTON
mPhil. Trans. XLIII. 61 Many Sorts of Wild-fowl ;.. the
Dunter Goose, . . Solan-Goose, . . Kittiwaiks . . etc. 1769 De
Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 341 In the mouth of the river t orth
lie several islands, .which abound with Fowl, particularly
those called. .Kittawaax. .about the size of a Dove. 1877
W. THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. iii. 199 A few kittiwakes
followed the ship for the first days after we left Teneriffe.
1881 R. BUCHANAN God fy the Man II. 263 Innumerable
terns and kittiwake gulls were hovering over the vessel.

(Kittle, sb. Obs. rare. [app. shortened from

KITLINO.] A kitten.

1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. v. (1567) M, I knowe who plaies
the catte, and howe her ioly kittles mouses.

Kittle (ki't'l), a. orig. Sc. and north, dial. Also
6 kittil(l. [f.

KITTLE v. 1
;
the use of the simple

verbal stem as an adjective is unusual,] Ticklish;
difficult to deal with, requiring great caution or

skill
; unsafe to meddle with ;

as to which one may
easily go wrong or come to grief; risky, precarious,

'nice', delicate.

1560 [implied in kittleness : seebelow]. is&Sntir. Poems
Reform, xlvi. 60 Scho will be kittill of hir dok. 1571 Ibid.

xxvii. 22 Thow may hir tyne in turning of a tyde ; Cast
weil! thy courss, thow hes ane kittle cwir. 1596 JAS. VI
Let. to Earl Huntlcy in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot.

(1655) 438 If your conscience be so kittle, as it cannot

permit you. 1600 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials II. 284 My
brother is

'

kittle to shoe behind ', and dare not enterprise for

fear. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 80 If an ewe bee
kittle on her yower, or unkinde to her lambe. 1721 RAMSAY
To Dalhousie 22 Till frae his kittle post he fa'. 1728
Rob. Richy $ Sandy 78 Kittle points oflaw. 1765 A. DICKSON
Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 232 note, Every common plowman will

tell you, that, when the plough-irons are short, his plough
goes kittle. By this he means, that it is easily turned aside,
and is difficult to manage. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxii, 1 maun
ride, to get to the Liddel or it be dark, for your Waste has
but a kittle character. 1818 . Hrt. Midi, xii, These are

kittle times.. when the people take the power of life and
death out of the hands of the rightful magistrate into their

ain rough grip. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 829 The
kittler a question is, the mair successfully do you grapple
wi't. 1860 C. GIBBON R. Gray xiv, Metaphors are kittle

things to handle. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan, Der. xxv, She is

kittle cattle to shoe, I think. 1890 Truth n Sept. 526/2

Cleopatra is a kittle character for a London theatre, unless

played by some French actress who has no character to lose.

Hence Ki ttleness.

1560 ROLLAND Seven Safes 185 Ye may persaue..Of
wemen the gret brukilnes And of thair kynde the kittilnes.

Kittle (ki't'l), w.l Now dial, and chiefly Sc.

Forms : (i vbl. sb. kitelung, 4 vbl. sb. kitlynge),

Skytill, -ylle, (?kitell, ketil), 6 kyttyl(l, -il,

kittill.1, kitill, (yd sing, kytlis, vbl. sb. kitling),

7- kittle. [ME. kytylle, kityll; cf. late OE. sb.

kitelung, ME. kitlynge; cognate with OS. kitilOn

(MDu. kitelen, kittelen, ketekn, Du. kitlelen, kiete-

len}, OHG. chizzilSn, chuzzilSn (MHG. kitzeln,

kiitz-, mod.G. kitzeln), ON. kitla (Sw. kittld) ; not

known outside Teutonic, and generally supposed to

be of onomatopoeic origin, with a double form in

kit- and kut-.

The history of the word in English is not clear. The
verb itself is not found before the date of the Catholicon,

1483 ; and it is now used dialectally from Scotland to East

Anglia. Hence it might, as well as the sb. kitlynge in

Hampole, c 1340, be of Norse origin. But the sb. kitelung

occurring once in a late OE. gloss (c 1000), naturally suggests
an OE. sb. "kitelian, which could only stand for *cytelian,

parallel to the OHG. form in cltii-. An original OE.
citelian OS. citildn, would not have been written with

k, and would have given ME. 'chiltle. It thus remains

uncertain whether kittle, the date and locality of which are

consistent with Norse derivation, is of Scandinavian or OE.

origin.]

1. trans. To tickle (in physical sense).
C1M

titilli

1827) 120 Sche culct not refrain from putting hir hand in

his nek to kittle him. CIS7S Balfoitr's Practicks (1754)

509 Gif. .the band quhairwith thay ar bund tuich or kittle

his sair bak. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erastn. on Folly 22 How a

man must hug, and dandle, and kittle, .his bed-fellow. 1822

GALT Steam-boat x. 250 Kittling him in the ribs with

his fore-finger, a 1835 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia, Kittle, to

tickle. 1855 ROBINSON Whilby Gloss., To kittle, to tickle.

b. transf. Used of actions humorously or ironic-

ally likened to tickling, as the friction of the strings

of a riddle with a bow, a stab with a weapon, etc.



KITTLE.

reed1785 BURNS To W. Simpson v, I kittle up my rustic ree
1814 SCOTT Won. xxix, 'Her ain sell', replied Callu
could., kittle his quarters wi' her skene-occle

'

i8zo
Blackw. Mag.July 386/1, I wad kittle the purse-proud
carles under the fifth rib wi' the bit cauld steel. 1824SCOTT RcdgctunUct Let. x, The best fiddler that ever
kitt ed thairm with horse-hair. 1828 Craven Dial. s. v.,

' To
kittle the fire ', to stir it.

2. fig. To stir with feeling or emotion, usually
pleasurable; to excite, rouse; to 'tickle'.
a 1340 [see KITTLING]. 1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis v. xiv. 3

Ulaidnes and confort . . Begouth to kittill Eneas thochtful

'ii , .
x"' Pro '- 229 Quhen new curage kytlis al

gentill hartis. 1534 HACKET Let. to Hen. VIII in St.
Papers VII. 556 Able to cawse the Kyng of Denmark to

s 5
lng'ondc w"h out any infrangyng of peace betwi:

-._. -& D The corn-riggs kittle the farmer's e'e.

0. To puzzle with a question, a riddle, etc.
1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xv, To kittle the clergymen with

doubtful points ofcontroversy, a 1832 in Lockhart's Scott
(1839) V II- I9S flo aremark. .that he seemed to know some-
thing of the words of every song . . he replied] I daresay it
wad be gay ill to kittle me m a Scots one at any rate.

'

Ki'ttle, .
2 Now Sc. and north, dial. Also 6

kyt(t)ell. [perh. a back formation from KITLING :

but cf. Norw. kjetla, in the same sense.]
1. = KITTEN v.

153 PALSGR. 599/1 Whan your catte kytelleth, I praye
you, let me have a kytlynge. 1611 COTGR., Chatonner, to
kittle. ?i7.. in Scott Minstr. Scot. Bord. II. 285 (Jam.)
The hare sail kittle on my hearth stane. 1825 BROCKETT,
Kittle, to bring forth kittens.

2- fig. (intr. and pass.} To be engendered or

produced ; to come into being.
1823 GALT Entail II. xxx. 282, I would be nane surprised

if something had kittled between Jamie and a Highland
lassie. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's ii, Before ony of them were
born, or ony sic vapouring fancies kittled in their cracked
brains. 1827 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 277 The
cursedest kintra that ever was kittled.

Kittle, obs. form of KETTLE sb.

Kittle-pins, ke-ttle-pms, sb. pi. Now
only dial. [The relation of this to SKITTLE has
not been determined.] Skittles, nine-pins.
1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V, clxiii, Quoyts, and

Kettle-pins. 1649 SADLER Rights Kingd. 43 When shall our
kittle-pins return again into the Grecian skyttals. 1679
Trial Laiighorn 32, I saw him in the Garden with a Lay-
Brother at Kittle-pins in the view of all the Colledge. 1801
STRUTT Sports $ Past. ill. vii. (1810) 239 Loggatts .. is

the same which is now called kittle-pins, in which the boys
often make use of bones instead of wooden pins. 1886
ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk., Kittle-pins, skittles

applied to the pins and not to the game.
bo Ki-ttles sb. pi., skittles.

1697 View Penal Laws 329 If any person.. shall by any
Fraud., at.. Kittles.. Win Money. 1719 D'URFEY Pills III.
162 We merrily Play At Trap, and Kettles.

Kittling, vbl. sb. Sc. and north, dial. [OE.
kitelung: see KITTLE w.l] The action ofKITTLE w.1

;

tickling (lit. andfig).
ciooo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 278/6 Titillatio, kite-

lung, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 4 Dissayued thurght
quayntis of be deuel and kitlynge of baire flesch [MS. Coll,
Eton. 10, If. 4, kitellynge of thaire fiesshe]. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 204/2 A kytyllynge, titillacio. 1822 HOGG Perils
Man II. vi. 234 A kind o' kittling, a sort o' prinkling in

my blood like. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. vn. vi. (1849) 330
Ye'll never laugh or smile At the kittling o' your knee.

Kittling, kittlin, obs. forms of KITLING.

Kittly (ki'tli), a. Sc. and U.S. [f. KITTLE z/.l

+ -Y ; cfi Norw. kitlug, Sw. kitlig, LG. kitlich, G.
kitzlich. For the sense '

risky
'
in the compound

kittly-benders, cf. KITTLE a.] Easily tickled ; sus-

ceptible or sensitive to tickling ; ticklish ; tickly.
. 1822 GALT Steam-boat viii. 155, I was no so kittly as
she thought, and could thole her progs and jokes. 1830

Lawric T. v. ii. (1849) J99 ^ made the very soles of my
feet kittly to hear it.

b. Kittly-benders (also corruptly kettle-de-

benders), thin ice which bends under one's weight;
the sport of running over this. ( U. S. colloq)
1854 THOREAU IValden 353 Let us not play at kittly-

benders. 1872 E. E. HALE How to Do it iii. 46 You will,

with unfaltering step, move quickly over the kettle-de.

benders of this broken essay.

Ki-ttock. Sc. ?0l>s. [f.

A familiar or disrespectful term for a girl or yo.ung
woman ; esp. a woman of loose character, a

wanton ; a mistress.
c 1470 HENRYSON Mor. Fat. in. (Cock $ Fiur) xx, He was

sa lous and sa lecherous : He had . .kittokis ma than sevine.

c 1538 LYNDESAY Against Syde Taillis 108 He did lift ane
Kittokis claithis. 1603 Philotus iv, Ha, ha, quha brocht
thir kittocks hither The mekill feind resaue the fithir. 1706
R. SEMPILL Piper ofKilbarchan in Chambers' Pop. Hum.
Scot. Poems (1862) 26 He was conveyer of the bride, With
kittock hinging at his side.

Kittree, obs. variant of KHATBI.

II Kittul, kitool (kitzH). Also 7 kettule, 9
kettal, (? -ul), kittool. [Cingalese kitul.~\

The jaggery palm, Caryota urens ; hence, a strong
black fibre obtained from the leaf-stalks of this,

used for making ropes, brushes, etc.

1681 R. KNOX Hist. Ceylon 15 The next Tree is the

Kettule. It groweth streight, but not so tall or big as

VOL. V.
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a Coker-Nut-Tree. 1857 R. TOMES Amer. in Japan ii. 4
Ceylon abounds in.. trees of great utility; among which, .

there is the kettul-tree, from the sap of which is producea
a coarse sugar. 1866 Treas. Bot. 647 Kittool, Kittul. a
Unghalese name for Caryota wens

; also for the strong
fibre obtained from its leaf-stalks. 1884 Pub. Opinion i

J u 'y 47/1 Ropes made ofkitool are used to tether and secure
wild elephants.. .Kitool fibre is [used] ..in the manufacture
of brooms and brushes.

Kitty 1
(ki-ti). Also 6 Sc. kittie. [One o.

the pet forms of the female name Catherine ; cf
KATE, KATY, KIT si.* (Cf. also CUTTY si., senses
2 and 3.)]

fl. A girl or young woman; a wench; some-
times (

= kittie unsell) a woman of loose character
(Cf. KITTOCK.) Sf. Obs.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 76 Sa mony ane Kittie, drest

vp with goldm chenje. a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. i, Thaircome our kitteis weschin clene, In thair new kirtillis
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxvi. 19 I can thame call
bot kittie vnsellis, That takkis sic manerisat thair motheris.
*tB*Lamtmt Lady Scotl. 112 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxni, Bot at the last, throw filthy speiche and Counsel!,That scho did heir of sum curst Kittie vnsell.

2. Local name for the wren
; also kitty-wren.

1825 BROCKETT, Kitty-wren, or fenny-wren, the wren.
1860 All Year Round No. 63. 295 The male wrens of North
America, .build 'cock-nests '. .like the males of our distinct
kitty-wrens. 1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Brit. Birds 35
Wren. . . Familiar names. Kitty, Jenny. 1893 NEWTON
Diet. Birds, Kitty, a local nickname of the Wren.

b. Also prefixed to, or forming part of the local
names of other birds, as kitty-coot, the moorhen
(Gallinula chloropus); kitty-needy, the sand-

piper ; kitty-witch = KITTIWAKE
; also name of

a small swimming crab, Porcellana platycheles.
1850 Zoologist VIII. 2644 note,

'
Kittie-needie

'

[Aber.
deenshire]. .the common sandpiper. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur.
vii.(ed. 4) 125 The piping of the kittyneedy. .the boom of the
snipe, were often heard at night. 1885 SWAINSON Prov.
Names Brit. Birds 178 Moor Hen. . . Kitty coot (Dorset).

Kitty 2.
[f.

as KIT j*.s + -y.] A kitten; used

esp. as a pet name.
1719 D'URFEY Pills II. 82 A pretty young Kitty, She had

that could Purr.

Kitty 3. Short for KITTIWAKE.
1806 R. FORSYTK Beauties Scotl. IV. 460 Some people are

fond_of eating the young kitties.

Kitty 4
. north, dial, and slang. [Origin uncer-

tain : cf. KIDCOTE.]
1. A prison , jail, or lock-up ; a house of correction.
1825 BROCKETT, Kitty, the house of correction. Newcastle.

1832 W. STEPHENSON Gateshead Local Poems 28 We had
a nice tollbooth, .. And in its stead we ve got.. A vile

pernicious kitty. 1864 Daily Tel. 22 Sept., The Provost
[ofJedburgh] ordered another man to betaken into custody;
said the crowd,

'
If ane gangs t' the kitty, we'll a' gang '.

1888 Monthly Chron. N. C. June 285/1 Wey, man, that's
a fine kitty.

2. 'A pool into which each player in a card-game
puts a certain amount of his winnings, to be used in

meeting expenses, as for room-rent, refreshments,
etc.' (Cent. Diet.)
1892 Daily Chron. 5 Mar. 9/2 (Farmer Slang} Five or six
len playing

'

Nap ', with a kitty for drinks, kitty being the

pool and the payment to it of a half-penny.

Kitysol : see KITTISOL.

Kive, variant of KEEVE, tub, vat.

Kiver (krvai). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 kevere,
7 keuer, kearer, kiever, 8 keever. [app. con-
nected with KEEVE, kive : but the force of the suffix

is unexplained.] A shallow wooden vessel or tub.
a. 1407 in Kennett Par. Ant. (1818) II. 212 Et pro novo

Cowele empto, ix*. Et pro novo Kevere empto, viiid. 1609
C. BUTLER Fern. Man. x. i, Wiping the Bees, . . into a keuer
or other vessel. 1610 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson The
Washingtons (1860) p. vii, Itm little keavers..iiij. 1676
WORLIDGE Cyder (1691) 109 Either a tub or kiever or else
a square chest. 1706 PHILLIPS, Keeve or Keever, a kind
of Tub.

/3. 1623C BUTLER Fern. Man. (ed. 2) x. n, A Ridder, resting

vpon Tongs ouer a cleane Pan or Kiuer that will not leake.

1744-50 W, ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. III. i. 129 Divide [the

milk] into several pans, or leads, or kivers. 1750 Covntry
Houseiv. 19 Kneading-kiver, or trough, or tub. 1876 S.

Warwicksh. Gloss., Kiver, the tub that the butter is made
up in. 1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss. Suppl., Kiver, a trough to

make dough, butter, &c. in. 1884 IV. Sussex Gas, 25 Sept.,
Brew vat and stand, oval Kiver, two so-gallon casks.

Kiver, obs. and dial, form of COVER si. and v.

|| Kiwach, another form of CowAGE.
1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 635 The Kiwach or

^owhage Plant .. is a lofty climber.

Kiwi (kz'-wi). Also kiwi-kiwi, kivi. [Maori.]
The native New Zealand name of the APTEBYX,
now commonly used in English.
1835 W. YATE Ace. New Zeal. 58 (Morris) Kiwi the most

remarkable and curious bird in New Zealand. 1852 Zoologist
~I. 3409 On the Habits of the Kiwi-kiwi. 1873 BULLER
'irds New Zeal. (1888) I. 237 Last Sunday I dined on
:ewed Kiwi, at the hut of a lonely gold-digger. Ibid. II.

3i3Old experienced Kiwi-hunters. Ibid. 315 The heights of

iangitoto, where.. there exists another Kiwi-preserve.

Kix, Kixen, obs. or dial. ff. KEX, -EN.

Kiyaya, variant of KEHAYA.

Ki-yi (kai'yar), v. U.S. colloq. Also ki-hi.

Echoic. According to Farmer, of Negro origin.]

'ntr. To howl or yelp as a dog, or utter a sound

compared to this.

KLEPTOMANIA.
1860 MRS. STOWE Oldtown 332 (Cent.) Hang him [a dog]we did, and he ki-hied with a vigor that strikingly increased

the moral effect.

Hence Ki-yi si., the howl or yelp of a dog; a
whoop ; a shout of exultation.

. .
I8
ft Breadwinners 210 You ought to have heard the

ki-yi s that followed. 1886 Detroit Free Press 4 Aue
(tarmer), Now and then you will hear a joyous ki.yi comefrom the direction of a woolly-headed worker.
Kiyn, obs. pi. of Cow. Kiyth, obs. f. KITHE v
Kjerulfin(e (kye-rulfin). Min. [Named in

1873, after Prof. Kjerulf, a Norwegian mineralogist.]A variety of Wagnerite, occurring in large crystals
and cleavable masses ; found at Bamle in Norway.
1875 WATTS DM. Chem. VII. 715 Kjerulfin differs from

wagnerite, which it resembles in many respects, by contain,
ing less fluorine and sodium, and more calcium.

K1-, occasional ME. spelling for d-, as in klath,
klawe, kleane, klee, for clath (cloth), claw, clean,
dee, etc. ; now only in words of foreign origin.
tKla-prothine. Min. Obs. [Named in 1811,

after Prof. M. H. Klaproth of Berlin.] = LAZDLITE,
1837 PHILLIPS Min. 159 Klaprothine, a synonym of

Azurite. 1852 Ibid. 524 Klaprothine. . .Is found in crystals,but more frequently massive.

Kla-prothite. Min.
[f. as prec. + -ITE V]

a. = KLAPKOTHINE. b. = KLAPBOTHOLITE.
1872 [see next].

Klaprotholite (klseprOT-t^bit). Min. [f. as

prec. -t- -LITE. Changed in 1872 from Klaprothite,
the name given by Petersen in 1868.] A sulphide
of bismuth and copper related to Wittichenite,
occurring in steel-grey orthorhombic crystals.
_ 1872 G. J. BRUSH in Dana's Min. App. i. 8 Klaprotholite
is generally associated with a cobalt-tetrahedrite. . . The
name klaprothite was given to Uuulite by Beudant in 1824,we therefore change Petersen's name to klaprotholite.

II Kleenebok Qde-nSbfk, klrnLyk). [s. Afr.

Du., = little buck (antelope).] A small S. African

antelope (Cephalophus monticola, Thunb.), also
called Blue Duiker.
1834 Penny Cycl. II. 82 The Kleenebok (A. perfusilla,

H. Smith) very improperly called giievi by M. Desmarest,
is about a foot high at the shoulder. 1867 Nat. Encycl. I.

809 The Kleeneboc . . in the thick brushes of South Africa.

Kleet, variant of CLEAT.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 45 Model of Collapsible

Kleet, for instantly liberating entangled ropes.
Kleistian (kbi-stian), a. [After Ger. kleistisch

(klfistische, kleislscheflasdie a Leyden jar), f. name
of Domherr von Kleist, one of the discoverers
of the properties of the jar : see -AN.] Kleistian

jar, a Leyden jar.
1881 ROSENTHAL Muscles

<fr Nerves 31 A simple electric

shock, such as is afforded by the discharge of a Kleistian jar.

Kleistogamous, variant of CLEISTOGAMOUS.
Kleket, Klene, Klenge : see CLICKET, CLEAN,

CLENGE.

Klepht (kleft). Also kleft. [ad. mod. Gr.

K\(<t>rj]S, ancient Gr. KA.TTT>;S thief.] One of the

body of Greeks who refused to submit to the

Turks after the conquest of Greece in the fifteenth

century, and maintained their independence in the

mountains. After the war of independence (1821-
28) those who continued this existence became
mere brigands. Hence, A brigand, bandit.
1820 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily, etc. I. vi. 178 Here we

pitched our tent and dined, but the tatar would not permit
us to sleep under it for fear of the kleftes or banditti. 1847
CHURCH in Life ff Lett. 20 Apr. (1894) 106 1'he difficulty of
the road, . .and the fear of klephts. 1888 BLACKIE in Times
7 Apr. 7/2 The assertors of Greek independence . . were, in

fact, a sort of patriotic brigands, known as klephts.

Hence Klephtic a. , belonging to or characteristic

of klephts ; Kle-phtism, brigandage.
1834 LD. HOUGHTON Mem. Many Scenes, Suliot to Frank

[1844) 28 The Suliot character and method of life, .the rash

impartiality with which they conducted their klephtic enter,

prises. 1858 FREEMAN in W. R. W. Stephens Life (1895) I.

239 Plenty of evils, peculation, klephtism, what not but

jood stuff at the bottom.

Klepsydra, variant of CLEPSYDRA.

Kleptic (kle'ptik), a. rare 1
, [ad. Gr. KACTT.

TIX-OS thievish : see next.] Thievish.

1865 Pall Mall G. 7 Apr.. A laugh at the thief's clever

mpudence and a joke about his kleptic propensities.

Klepti'Stie, a. rare- 1

, [f. Gr. xAfirr-i/s a thief

+ -ISTIC.] Related to or consisting in stealing.

1742-3 FIELDING Phil. Trans. Wks. 1775 IX. 231 Indeed
here is a method [of subdividing the guinea] called the

Kleptistic..^but this is too dangerous.

Kleptoeraey (kleptp-krasi). [f. as next +
CBACY.] A ruling body or order of thieves.

1819 L. HUNT Indicator No. 12 (1822) I. 95 Titular orna.

ments, common to the Spanish kleptocracy.

Kleptomania (kleptomania). Also olepto-.

f. Gr. *\tHTO-, combining form of KAt'imfS thief +

ilAKJA.] An irresistible tendency to theft, actu-

ating persons who are not tempted to it by neces-

itous circumstances, supposed by some to be a

orm of insanity.

1830 New Monthly Mag. XXVIII. 15 Instances of this

leptomania are well known to have happened_ in this

ountry, even among the rich and noble. 1861 Critic 19 Oct.

10 Persons . . subject to what has been characterised as
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KLEPTOMANIAC.
'Kleptomania'. 1871 GF.O. ELIOT Middlcm. xxiii, When
a youlhful nobleman steals jewellery we call the act klepto-

mania.

Hence Deptoma'nlac, one affected with klepto-

mania (also attrib. or as a,//.} ; Klepto-manist.
1861 R. F. HURTON City ofSaints 74 'J'he Dakota of these

regions are expert and daring kleptomaniacs. 1874 MAUDS-
LEY Respons. in Ment. Dis. iii. 82 Many kleptomaniacs
have . . been moral imbeciles. 1884 Graphic Christm. No.

11/1 A kleptomaniac ape. 1861 M. B. EUWARDS John * /
xliv. (1876) 321 No more, .than a kleptomanUt can keep his

finders off the goods on a shop-counter.

Klej>e, Klepinge, Kley, obs. ff. CI.EAD,

CLEADINO, CLAY. Kliek, -er, -et, obs. ff.

CLICK, etc. Kling: see CLING.

t Klrngstone. Min, Obs, [ad. G. klingstein\
= CLINKSTONE.
1800 HENRY Epit. Chent. (1808) 364 Soda [has been foundl

in basalt: in pitch-stone; and inkling-stone. x8n PINKKR-
TON I'etral. 1. 175 The klingstone employed in the preceding
experiments was from the Donnersberg.

Klino- (kbino), var. of CLINO-, as in klinoclase,

-crocite,-hui>iite, -meter, -phxite,-pinacoid,-rhombic,
etc. ; also Klinocephalic (-stfse-lik), -cephalous
(-se'falas), adjs., having a saddle-shaped depression
at the vertexof the skull

;
hence Klinoce'phalism,

-ce'plialy. Klinostat (kbi'ntfstoet) , a stand on
which germinating seeds or growing plants are

placed, and which is made to revolve so as to

& Cox Dict.Sci.. etc.,
*Klinoincter. 1875 BENNETT&DYKR

tr. Sachs' Bot. 50 It is uncertain whether they belong to the

hexagonal or the "klinorhombic system. 1855 MAYNE Expos.
Lex., "Klinorhomboid, -rhomboidal. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN
Mcniem. PI. 03 Seven seeds were allowed to germinate, .in

a *klinostat, by which means geotropism was eliminated.

|| Klipdas [S. African Du.] : see HYBAX.
II Klipspringer (.kli-psprrrpa). [S. African Du.,

f. klip rock + springer SPRINGER.] A small S.

African antelope (Oreotragns saltatrix, or Nano-

tragus oreolragiis').

1785 G. FORSTER tr. Sparrman's Voy. Cape G. Hope II.

224 The klip-springer has obtained the name it bears from
its running with the greatest velocity, and making large
bounds even on the steepest precipices. 1834 PRIXGLE Afr.
Sk. vi. 104 Several species of beautiful wild animals such
as the quagga, zebra,, .klipspringer. i&&$Macm. Mag. Feb.

280/1 'I lie klip-springer, the little chamois that is so clever
at eluding dogs and men.

Klipsteinite (kli-pstainait). Min. [Named
1866 after Prof. A. von Klipstein of Giessen.]
A hydrous silicate of manganese and iron, amor-

phous and of a dark brown colour.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 511.

Kloof (kl0- D>. Do- *lof (Mtf) cleft : see

CLOVE
s/i.y]

In South Africa : A deep narrow

valley ;
a ravine or gorge between mountains.

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 18 The Lion is

separated from the Table-Hill by a small Kloof, as the
Dutch call it, i. e. a Cleft or Descent. 1775 MASSON in t'hil.

Traits. LXVI. 273 We ascended the mountains by an ex-

ceedingly steep rugged path, which the peasants call Hotten-
tot Holland Kloof. 1834 PRIKGLE A/r. Sk. v. 209 Lofty
hills . . broken by kloofs, or subsidiary dales. 1849 E. E.
NAMER Excurs. S. Aft: II. 20 On a nearer approach, dark
glens and gloomy 'kloofs' are found to furrow the mountain
sides, attrib. 1899 RIDER HAGGARD Swallow iv, Her face
was rich in hue as a kloof lily.

Klop (klpp), sb. Also clop. [Echoic: cf.

CLIP-CLOP, and Du. klop, G. klopf. In quot. 1893
prob. suggested by the Du. word.] The sound of
the impact of something solid on a hard surface :

see quots. Also reduplicated klop-klop.
1841 I. H. SEALY Porcelain Tomer, Marr. in Mast 206
A rustle of pig tails and a klop-klop of [Chinese] ladies'
feet. 1854 W. COLLINS Hirit q Seek i, He heard the heavy
clop-clop of thickly-booted feet. 1891 Pall Mall G. 10 Jan.

beast falling].

So Klop v., intr. to produce a somewhat hullow
sound by striking a hard surface.

1841 J. H. SEALY Porcelain Tower, Hyson ff Bohea 99
The sad Bohea, who stay'd awake to weep, Rose from her
couch, and lest her shoes should klop,

' Padded the hoof,
and sought her father's shop.

Klopemania (klo"pftn^-nia). [f. Gr. xXoiriy
theft + MANIA.] = KLEPTOMANIA.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. : whence in mod. Diets.

II Kloster (kl<f staa). [Ger. : cf. CI.OSTEB.] A
convent, a monastery (in Germany, Flanders, etc.).

1844 LONCF. Norman Baron iv, Bells, that from the neigh-
boring kloster Rang for the Nativity. 1878 WHITTIKR
Vision Echard 12 On minster tower and kloster cross, The
westering sunshine fell.

Klote, Klotte, Klowet (kloyt), Kluke,
Klumst, Klyack, Klyfft, Klyppe, etc., obs.
ff. or var. of CLOTE, CLOT, CLOUT, CLUTCH,
CLUMSKD, CLIACK, CLIFT, CUP.
En-, an initial combination common to all the
Teutonic langs. and still retained by most. In

Knglish, the k is now silent, alike in educated

speech and in most of the dialects; but it was
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pronounced app. till about the middle of the

j ;th c. In the later 1 7th and early 1 8th c., writers

on pronunciation give the value of the combination

as = An, tn, dn or simple . The last was prob.

quite established in Standard English by 1750.
The k is still pronounced in some Scottish dialects;

in others the guttural is assimilated to the dental,

making tn-, esp. after vowels, as a tnife, tny tnee.

Kiiab (naeb), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Imitative:
cf. KNABBLE and KNAP z. 2]

1. trans. To bite lightly, to nibble.

1668 R. L'ESTRAKGE Vis. Qvev. (1708) 134 After this

Manner these Asses Knab and Curry one another. 1694
Fables n, I had much rather lie knabbing of crusts . . in

my own little hole. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropslt. Word-bk.,

Knab, to bite gently and playfully. Horses knab each
other when in good temper. 1887 5. Chesh. Gloss., Knab,
to bite, of a horse. . .' I rather think hey knabs a bit '.

2. intr. To bite, nibble. Const, on, upon.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Dogge of War Wks. H. 227/2

He seru'd his Master. . In Holland, Zealand, Brabant. .And
if his fare were but a Crust, Hee patiently

would knab on't.

1692 R. L'EsTRANGR Fables cccxvii. 277 An Ass was Wishing
. . for . . a Mouthful of Fresh Grass to Knab upon.
Knab : see NAB sb. and v.

t Kna'bble, v. Obs. Also 6 knable, 7

enab(b)le,nabble. [dim. orfreq. ofKNAB v. : cf.

Du. knabbelen, LG. knabbeln (G. knabberti), also

NIBBLE v.] To bite, gnaw, nibble. Usually intr.

or absol. with at, upon. Hence t Kna'bbHng ///. a.

1567 DRANT Horace, Ep. xvi. E viij, The puttocke from
the bayted hooke her knabling neb will spare. 1580 HOLLY-
BAND Trcas. J''r. Tottg, Ronger, to knaw, to knabble. 1612

T. TAYLOR Coiiim. Titus iii. 3 No companie freeth it stlfe

but a man may obserue some mens names nibled at, and

gnabled vpon. 1622 WARD IVoe to Drunkards Serm. (1862)

150. Take us these little fo.xes. .for they gnabble our grapes.
1666 HARVEY Morb. Angl. ix. 76 Left as a bone for every
Readers discretion to knabble at. 1684 OTWAY A llicist I. i,

Asses . . are always ready to nabble, because it is the certain

way to be nabbled again.

Knack (naek), sb\ Forms: 4-6 knak, 6-7
knacke, 7- knack. [ME. knak: in senses I and
2 = Du. knak, G. (orig. LG.) knack, knafke (also

gnacke], knacks, Norw. knak; also Gael, cnac

(? from Sc.). Of echoic origin : cf. the associated

KNACK v.~\

1 1. A sharp sounding blow, stroke, or rap. Cf.

KNAP sb.'* i. Obs. rare.
c 1380 S!r Ferumb. 4599 Charlis lokedem be-hynde ys bak,

and saw dele bar many a knak, & myche noyse make.

2. A sharp sound or noise snch as is made in

striking a stone with a hammer ; a crack or snap.
1565-73 COOPFR Thesaurus, Concrcpare digitis, ..to make

a fillip or knack with the fingers. 1607 TOPSELL Foiir-f.
leasts (1658) 331 [Which] made the bone to return into his

right place, with such a loud knack or crack, as it might be
heard a great way off. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Wont. I. ii, The
fellow trims him silently, and has not the knacke with his

sheeres, or his fingers. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metul I.

214 The knack of the fly [used by nail-cutters], .nearly

equals in the rapidity of its repetition the ticking of a watch.

t 3. A taunt, gibe, sharp repartee. Sc. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis Dyrectioun 21 Perpetualy bechydit
with ilk knak. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 386 Pointand
thair hand with mony scorne & knak [S. T. S. ed. prints
knax]. a 1568 in Bannatyne MS. 321/18 Than will thay
mak at him a knak.

Knack (n3ck),W'.
2 Forms: 4-6 knak, knakke

(pi. knakkes, 5 knax), 5-7 knacke, 6- knack,
(4 gnack(e, 6 neck, 9 nack). [Origin obscure :

in age and forms agreeing with KNACK ji.l, and

possibly the same word
;

bul the connexion of

sense is not clear.]
1. A trick

;
a device, artifice ; formerly often, a

deceitful or crafty device, a mean or underhand
trick ; later esp. an adroit or ingenious method
of cloinj; something, a clever expedient, a 'dodge'.
(1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1033 She ne used no

suche knakkes smale. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 184
Coueitous laweieris wib here gnackis iapis. a 1420 Hoc-
CLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1395 Al bis . . Is but a iape, who seitb,
or a knak. < 1470 HENRYSON Alor. Fab. v. (Parl. Beasts)
xxx, 'Let be, lowrence ', quod scho, 'your courtlie knax'.
c 1540 EARL SURREY i'ocins (1854) 68, I have found a neck
To keep my men in guard. 1548 UDALL Erastn. Par. Luke
Pref. 13 Swete pleasaunte knackes and conceiptes. 1568
yact<b ff Esau n. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 214 That ever son
of thine should play such a lewd knack ! 1584 R. SCOT
Discov. Witckcr. xn. xviii. (1886) 225 A knacke to knowe
whether you be bewitched or no. 1660 Dial. Tom 4- Dick
I If George does not do the knack, Ne're trust good-fellow
more, a 1677 HARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 174 Slander
seemeth .. atine knack, orcuriousfeat of policy. 1735 POPE
Ep, Latiy 155 How should equal Colours do the knack?
1829 CARLYLE Misc., Germ. Playiurights (1872) II. 91 He
has some knack, or trick of the trade.

2. The ' trick
'

of dexterous performance ; an

acquired faculty of doing something cleverly,

ad:oitly,and successfully. (Now the leading sense.)
1581 Mt'LCASTKR Positions v. (1887) 34 They that haue

any natural! towardnes*e to write well, haue a knacke
of drawing to. a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 287
Our Holland had the true knack of translating. 1710
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. i. L 189 A violent Desire .. to
know the Knack or Secret by which Nature does all. 1713
STEKLE Guard. No. 10 F 6 He who hath no knack at writ-

ing sonnets. 1824 W, IRVING T. Trav. I. 54 He always

KNACK.
had a knack of making himself understood among the

women. 1834 BECKFORU Italy II. xv.
8p

Sister Theresa has
an admirable knack for teaching arithmetic. 1845 FORD
ilandbk. Spain I. 68 Most

Spaniards
have a peculiar knack

in making omelettes. 1851 L>. JERROLD .SY, Giles v. 48 You
think the knack to do this does you good. 1870 EMERSON
Soc.

<fr Solit,, Work % Days Wks. (Bonn) III. 68 Look up
the inventors. Each has his own knack.

b. A ' trick
'

of action, speech, etc. ;
a personal

habit of acting or speaking in a particular way.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk A- Stlv^To Rdr., If the knack of

borrowing, or robbing and pilfering rather, gets but a little

further ground amongst us, ..it will .. be harder for an

English-man to speak his own tongue without mingling
others with it, than to speak a medly of sundry others with-

out bringing in his own. 1709 STFELE Tatter No. 31 F 9
The Lady.. has only, with a very brisk Air, a Knack of

saying the commonest Things. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(1824) I. 160, I have got such a knack of writing, that when
I am by myself, I cannot sit without a pen in my hand.
1861 Miss BRADDON Trail Serpent \. v, The Sloshy has

quite a knack of swelling and bursting.

3. concr. An ingenious contrivance ; a toy,

trinket, trifle, KNICK-KNACK. ? Obs.

1540 H EYWOOD Four P. P. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 349 Needles,
thread, thimble, shears, and all such knacks. 1596 SHAKS.
Tain. Shr. iv. iii. 67 Why 'tis a cockle or a walnut-shell,
A knacke, a toy, a tricke, a babies cap : Away with it.

a 1677 BARROW Serin. (1683) II. vii. 104 Springs, and

wheels, and such mechanick knacks. 1715 tr. C'tess

D'Aunoy's Wks. 557 A Thousand pretty Knacks., which
she made with Fish-Bones and Shells, with Reeds and
Rushes. 18*5 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Superannuated Man, All

the glittering and endless succession of knacks and gew-
gaws. 1863 COWDEN CLARKE Sfiaks. Char. xiv. 360 The
pedlar's knacks and gaudy trash \Wint. T. iv. iv.] absorb

Mopsa's whole gloating vision.

f b. A choice dish
;
a delicacy, a dainty. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erastn. Par, Mark viii. 56 The knackes
and junckettes of the Rhetoricians, the royall dishes of the-

Philosophers. 159* GRKENE Disc. Coosnage in. 10 Hee
wanted no ordinarie good fare, wine and other knackes.
1616 SURFL, & MARKH. Country Farme 574 The flower of

meale, ..whereof the pasterers..doe make wafers, and such
like daintie knackes. 1643 MILTON Apol. Smect. i. Wks.
(1851) 283 (tr. Horace .Sat. \. \, 24) As some teachers give
to Boyes Junkets and Knacks, that they may learne apace.

t C. An ingeniously contrived literary composi-
tion ; a quaint device or conceit in writing. Obs.

1605 CAMDEN Kein,
t Rythmes 26 Our Poets hath their

knacks . . as Ecchos, Achrosiiches, Serpentine verses [etc.].

1641 DENHAM Petit, to Five Members 41 All tho^e pretty
knacks you compose Alas ! what are they but poems in

prose? 1644 BULWER Chiron. 98 Ovid that grand Master
of love knacks. 1660 H. MOKE Myst. Godl. x. xiii. 532 You
. . reproach them . . that they have not taken up your
Allegorical knacks.

4. local. = KIRN-BABY. See also NKCK 2
.

18x3 ELLIS Brand's Pop. Antiq, I. 443 note, At Werington,
in Devonshire, . . when a farmer finishes his reaping, a small

quantity of the ears of the last corn are twisted or tied

together into a curious kind of figure, . . which is called
1 a knack '.

5. attrib. and Comb., as knack-maker^ -$hop\
t knack-hardy #., bold in the use of trickery.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasut. Par. 2 Pet. 18 They . . con-

temne those that be set in public authoritie, being knacke
hardie and shameless. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 783
Not one dare be so knack-hardy as to break into their

friends and fcHowes fence and enclosure. 1649 Aftrcuriiis
Aiilicits (T/iamasson Tracts (B. M.) Vol. 438 No. 2. 14)
Resolved by the supreme knack-makers that a knack be

brought in for settling the cullege of Westminster, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Knacks^ or Toies, a Knack-shop,
or Toy-shop.
Knack (nsek), v. Also 4-7 knacke, 5-6 knak.

fin senses 2 and 3 =Lhi. knakken (first in Kilian),
MHG. knacken (also gnaeken}, MLG. knaken

(hence prob. Sw. knaka, Da. knage] ; cf. also Sw.

knacka, Da. knsskke, Norw. knekkja, to break,

snap. Of echoic origin: cf. CLACK, CRACK.]
fl. intr. To deal (sharp sounding) blows. Obs.

Cf. KNACK s6 l i.

1575 R. B. Appius ff Virg. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 121 Nay
then, by the mass, it's time to be knacking.
2. trans. To strike (things or their parts) together

so as to produce a sharp abrupt noise ; to gnash
(the teeth) ;

to snap (the fingers). Now diaf.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xix. 406 He knacked his

teeth for angre. 1577 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture in Babces
Bk. 79 Cast not thy bones vnder the Table, nor none see

thou doe knack. 16x1 COTGR., Matasstner des mains, to

moue, knacke, or waggle the fingers, like a lugler. 1735
E. CHICKEN Collier's Wedd. (Northumbld. Gloss.),The pipes
scream out her fav'rite jig, She knack'd her thumbs and stood
her trig.

f b. To break or crack with a sharp sound. [Cf.
Swed. knacke-brod, a sort of biscuit or cracknel.]
x$6a J. H EYWOOD Pr&v. (1867)66 Knak me that nut. 1573-

80 BARET /i/z>. K 85 To knacke, or breake a nut.

3. intr. To make a sharp abrupt noise, as when
stones are struck together. Now dial.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1276 Knacking (as it were^
withnis fingers over his head. 1617 Br. HALL Quo Vadis*
20 If they can heare their beads knacke vpon each other.

1646 FULLER Wounded Consc. (1841) 282 Sheep, .fly without

cause, scared (as some say) with the sound of their own
feet : their feet knack because they fly, and they fly because
their feet knack. 18. . Colliers' Pay Wtek in Brocket t .Y, C.

Gloss., He jumps, and his heels knack and rattle.

f 4. trans. To * break
'

(notes : see BREAK v. 2 h,

NOTE sb.} ;
to sing with trills or runs ; to sing in a

lively or ornate manner, to tiill forth. Obs.



KNACKATORY.
^1380 WYCLIF ins. (i

lecherous lorellis schullen knacke
c or foure proude &

,
: most deuout seruyce

&>at noman schal here be sentence . . & banne strumpatis &
beuys preisen sire iacke or hobbe, ..how smale bei knacken
here notis. 1:1388 in Wyclifs Sel. Wks. III. 482 God seis
not bat he is blessid bat^syngus or knackus swete notis.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 659 For to sing vs emong right
as he knakt it, 1 can.

f b. intr. To sing or speak in a lively manner ;

to ' descant '. Obs.
a 1529 SKELTON Agsl. Comely Coystrowne Wks. 1843 I. 15

Curyowsly he can both counter and knak of Martyn Swart
and all hys mery men.

C. intr. To talk finely or mincingly. dial.

1674-91 RAY N. C. Words, Knack, to speak finely. And
it is used of such as do speak in the Southern dialect. 1825
BROCKETT, Knack, to speak affectedly, to ape a style
beyond the speaker's education. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss, s. v., She knacks and knappers like a London miss.

f 5. trans. To mock, tannt. Obs. (chiefly St.),
1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. x. 1728 This Kyng Edward

all wyth gawdys Knakkyd Robert the Brws wyth frawdis.
a 1500 Ratis Raving II. 371 Thai wyll men. .scorn knak.

1513 DOUGLAS SEneis \\. iit, fiLJ 13 A multitude 3ong
Troianis Byssy to knak and pull the presoneir.

t Kna-ckatory. Obs. rare. A shop for knick-
knacks. Cf. KNICK-KNACKATORY.
1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 56. 3/2 You keep a Knackatory.
Knacker 1

(nse-ksj). [f. KNACK v. + -EH 1.]

f
1 1. One who sings in a lively manner. Obs.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 191 3if J*es knackeris excusen
hem bi song in be olde lawe.

2. Something that makes a sharp cracking noise;

spec, a Castanet. Now dial.

16.. MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Span. Gipsy in. ii, Our
knackers are the fifes and drums. Our knackers are the
shot that fly. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 220- Castinetta's;
knackers of the form of chesnuts, used to this day by the

Spaniards in their dances. 1649 W. CAVENDISH Varietie

in. 43 A Bachanalian dancing the Spanish Morisco, with
knackers at his fingers. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss., Knackers,
flat pieces of wood with which children beat time.

t Knacker 2
. Obs. [Cf. KNACK sb* i.] A

trickster, deceiver.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 156 He bat. .can helpe to anoie

a pore man by knackis or chapitris . .siche knackeris ben as

proude of here veyn kunnynge as lucifer.

Knacker :

(nse-ksj). [Origin obscure. In

sense I, the knacker may orig. have made only the

kn&Jis or smaller articles belonging to harness,

and hence have taken his name ; but this is doubt-

ful, as is also the connexion of sense 2.]

1. A harness-maker; a saddler, dial.

1573 TUSSER Hush. (1878) 137 Plowwrite, cartwrite, knacker

and smith. 1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War in. iv. 6. 96
Men of these trades, as Codders, or Knackers, Cartwrihts,

Smiths, and the like. 1691 RAY .V. $ E. Country Words

104 A Knacker, One that makes Collars and other Furniture

for Cart-horses. Mod. Northampton Dinl., You must take

this collar to the knacker's to be altered, it wrings the

horse's shoulders so much.

[Ainsworth Lat. Diet. (1736) has 'A Knacker, Rtstio .

(Restio is a ropemaker.) Johnson (1755) has Knacker
'
I. A maker of small work' (quoting 1573 above).

'

2. A rope-

maker' (quoting Ainsworth). Craig 1847 has 'A maker of

knacks, toys, or small work ; a rope-maker ; a collar-maker'.

All these dictionary-explanations or misunderstandings seem

to arise out of the sense
' harness-maker '.]

2. One whose trade it is to buy worn out, dis-

eased, or useless horses, and slaughter them for

their hides and hoofs, and for making dog's-meat,

etc. ;
a horse-slaughterer.

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 209 He was a knacker

[note, A purchaser of worn-up horses). 1824 Monthly Mag.
LVII. 109 The nackers' and catgut-makers' yards. 1875

HELPS Soc. Press, ii. 9 Four or five hundred horses are

carried to the knacker's yard each week in London.

b. One who buys old houses, ships, etc., for

the sake of their materials, or what can be made

of them.
1890 Times 2} Aug. 4/6 Worm-eaten hulks .. sent by ship

knackers to find freight or a grave in the North Atlantic.

1899 Daily News 2 Feb. 3/ 1 The old house knacker was bad

enough, . . but he was innocence itself, compared with the

new house knacker that has risen up. Too. 12 June 8/4

Lovers of old London have been grieved by the news that

No 47 Leicester-square . . where the painter [Reynolds]

lived and worked . . was to be made over to the house-

knackers.

lish horstTwas dead beat as any 'used-up knacker.

Knackery (nas-kari). [f. prec., sense 2 : see

-EKY.] A knacker's yard.
1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed.s) 114 Evidence to

showthat the workmen in knackeries are in noway injured.

1888 W. WILLIAMS Veterin. Med. (ed. 5) 765 Dogs that fre-

auent knackeries and slaughter-houses.

t Kna-cking, vl>l. sb. Obs. [f.
KNACK v. +

-ING l.] The action of the verb KNACK in various

senses.

wo e no fert>er |>en holy wntte ana oiue MUUIJII MU*H "

newe knackynge of sotile cavellacione*. 1548 W. PATTEN

Ext Scotl.mAA.Garncrlll.7i Knakkynge of headstones

in every pew. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 633 A certain

significant noise, made by knacking of the fingers. 1644

BOLWU Chirol. 176 To compresse the rmddle-finger with

the Thumbe by their complosion.. .This knacking with the

Fingers.
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t Kna-cking,///. a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
That knacks : in senses of the verb. Knacking
earnest, downright earnest.

1496 Dives ff Paup. (W. de W.) i. lix. 102/1 Thiscuryouse
knackynge songe of the vycyouse mynystres in the chirche.
1516 SKELTON Magnyf. 33 Pel. Here you not howe this

gentylman mockys. Lyb. Ye, to knackynge ernyst what an
it preue? a 1553 UDALL Royster D. in. ii. (Arb.) 41 Sure,
the partie is in good knacking earnest. 1644 BULWER Chiron.
82 This knacking adjunct of expression. Mod. Yorksh.
Dial., He is a knacking sort of talker.

t Kna'Ckish, a. Obs. rare. [f. KNACK si.% +
-ISH !.] Characterized by knacks or tricks; artful,

tricky ; artificial.

i66o_H. MORE Myst. Godl. ix. viii, Beating the Air with
knackish forms of gracious speeches and vain grandilo-
quence. 1694 S. S. Loyal 4- Impart. Satirist 20 With
knackish Prayer he does the Poor undoe : So Cain could
Sacrifice and Murder too.

Hence t Xna ckishness, artificiality.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. x. xiv, A set Form will pre-

vent all Pride and knackishness, and preserve the publick
worship in its due reverence and honour.

Knacky (iwki), a. Also 8 nacky. [f. KNACK
j*. 2 + -Y.] Characterized by or having a knack;
artful, clever, adroit, ingenious.
1710 RUDDIMAN Gloss. Douglas's Virgil s.v. Knak, A

knacky man ; *'. e. witty and facetious. 1719 HAMILTON
znd Ep. Ramsay xi, Mony a bonny nacky tale. 1828
Craven Dial., Knacky, ingenious, fond of knick-knacks.
1880 Jubilee of Rer. W. Orr Fenwick 72 His sermons
often exceedingly knacky in their division were always
logical in their structure. 1900 Daily News ii Jan. 7/3 He
stoops, with his back to the derailed trucks, and with a

knacky sort of jerk gets them on the line again.

Knag (noeg), slil Forms: 5 knage, 5-7
knagge, 5, 9 knagg, 6- knag. [ME. <y or

knagge = G. (orig. LG.) knagge knot, peg, etc.,

whence prob. Da. knag, Sw. knagg. Gael, cnag
may be from Sc. KNAG v. and KNAGGEM, regarded
as derivatives of this word, are evidenced before it.]

1. A short spur or stiff projection from the

trunk or branch of a tree, as the stunted dead
branch of a pine or fir; hence, a peg or hook for

hanging anything on.
c 1440 Syr Gc^ughter 194 in Utterson Early Poetry I. 169
He made prestes and clerkes to lepe on cragges, Monkes
and freres to hong on knagges. c 1440 Bone I* lor. 1795 Take
here the golde in a bagg, I schall hyt hynge on a knagg, At
the schypp borde ende. 1483 Cat/:. Angi. 204/2 A knage.

1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 3090 (IJaniiatyne MS.) It will hurt

bettir,. .Richt now, quhen ye hing on a knag. 1662 in Pit-

cairn Crim. Trials III. 605 It wes hung wp wpon an knag.
18.. HOGG Tales $ Sk. (1838) III. 250 Where is my cloak?

. . It is hanging on one of the wooden knags in the garret

f 2. One of the knobs or points of a stag's horn;
a tine. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man I. 3 Sharpe but not so slender,

as the knagge of a hartes home. 1601 HOLLAND riiny II.

324 The ashes of Harts horn serueth . . the very tip and

points of the knags are thought more effectual!. 1603
Plutarclts Mor. 1276 Woonderfull homes for bignesse, and
most dangerous by reason of their sharpe and branching

knagges. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden ccxxxviii, [Leaves]

gashed in on both sides into three or four gashes, and pointed
at the ends, resembling the Knaggs of a Bucks-home.

3. A knot in wood, the base of a branch.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions I. iii. 37 Trees . . of a

wondrefull heigth, smothe, and without knagge or knotte.

1639 T. DE GREY CompL Horsem. 41 If the staffe have

knags or knots upon it. 1706 PHILLIPS, Knag, a Knot in

Wood. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 44 The knots and knags in the

wood are glued over with leather.

4. A pointed rock or crag.
1552 HULOET, Knagge, scopulus. 1825 BROCKETT, Knaggs,

pointed rocks, or rugged tops of hills.

Knag, si.'*Sc. [Origin uncertain : cf. NOGGIN.]
A small cask or barrel ;

a keg.

Rules Edin. Fire Co. in Maitland Hist. Edinb. v. (1753) _ .

Threttie sex Stings with Knags, .whereof sex standing full

of Water. 1804 W. TARRAS Poems 8 (Jam.) To slock our

drouth's a knag o' berry brown. .

Hence Kna'ggie (dim.}, a small wooden vessel

(of the capacity of a pint or so) with an upright

handle. Sc.

fKnag, rf.3 Sf. Obs. The Woodpecker.
1639 SIR R. GORDON Gen. Hist. Earls Sutherland 3 In

these fforests. .steares or stirlings, lair-igigh or knag (which

is a foull like unto a paroket or parrel, which makes place

for her nest with her beck in the oak tree). 1769 De Foe s

Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 261.

t Knag, v. Ol's. Also 5 gnag. [f.
KNAG rf.i]

trans. To hang, fasten up.
13 . Caw. <5-

Gr. Knt. 577 Greuez With polaynez piched

ber.to, . . Aboute his knez knaged wyth knotez of golde.

c 1450 Cm*. Myst. xli. (Shaks. Soc.) 384 Sweche schul ben . .

gnaggyd up by the gomys tyl the devyl doth hem grone.

Knag, etc., early var. NAG v., etc.

t Kna-gged, a. Obs. Also 5 gnaggid. [f.

KNAO rf.i + -ED 2.] Furnished with protuberances,

knobs, or knots ; knobbed, toothed, jagged.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 4973 A tre, bat was tried, all of tru

fold
.And frut on yt fourmyt fairest of shap, Of mony

ynd bat was knyt \fd. 1874 kuyt], knagged aboue, c 1430

Virr znd Compl. 97 in Pol., Rel. # L. Poems 211 Ihou

scourge maad of ful tou? skyn, Knottid & gnaggid. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny xi. xxxvii, In some she hath made them

KNAP.

[horns] knagged and branched, as in Deere. 1631 R. H.
Arraignm. Whole Creature v. 32 A knagg'd stafje. 1711
J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 394 Narrow, knagged
Alatern.

Knaggy (nargi), a. [f. KNAG sbl + -Y.]

Abounding in pointed protuberances, knobs, or
knots ; knotty, rough, rugged.
*55* HULOET, Knaggye, or full of knagges, scopnlosus.

1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic. in. xv. 131 The place was . . so
knaggy and hanging that the wayes were inaccessible.

1647 FULLER Good T/i. in Worse T. (1841) 153 The head of

knaggy and wormed.
Hence Kna-g-giness.
1727 BAILEY vol. II, A"fu>ji'wu, fulness of Knots, as Wood.
Knaif, etc., obs. Sc. form of KNAVE, etc.

t Knaifatic, a. Sc. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f. knaif,

KNAVE, after dogmatic, etc.] Of the condition or
character of a knave ; low-born ; knavish.
c 1550 LYNDESAY PederCoffeis 33 Knaifatic coff misknawis

him sell, Quhen he gettis in a furrit goun.

tKnal. Obs. rare- 1
. [Echoic: cf. G. knall

loud report, blow (hence Da. knald, Sw. knall),
Du. knal; cf. KNELL sl>. Mod. dial. (Lincolnsh.

etc.) has knowl, knoll in same sense.] A stroke,

knock, esp. on the head.
c 1380 Sir Femmb. 463* On byn heued y 3eue be a knal.

Knap (ncep), sbJ- Forms : a. I cnsepp, cnepp,
1-2 oneep, 6 knappe, (knape), 7 knapp, 6- knap,
(7, 9 nap). /3. knop. [OE. cnsep(p, top, summit

(of a hill) ; perh. cognate with ON. knapp-rknott,
head of a stick, button, etc. (see KNOP sb.l). Irish,

Gael., and Welsh cnap, knob, knop, boss, button,

lump, knap, hillock, knoll, may be from Norse or

Eng.]
1. The head, crest, or summit of a hill

;
a small

hill, hillock, or knoll
;
a rising ground ; a short

steep ascent. Chiefly dial. (Cf. KNOB sb.-, NAB.)
a. c xooo ^LFRIC Exod. xix. 20 Drihten code uppan baes

muntes cna^p. c looo Ags, Gosp. Luke iv. 29 Hix*. Izeddon
hine ofer 3<es muntes cnsepp. 1538 LELAND llin. I. 109 The
Castelle. .standith..on the very Knape of an highe Hille,

stepe up eche way. 1600 F. WALKER Sp. Mandeville 102 b,
Three men setting vp a poast, vpon a little knap close by
the high-way. 1685 \st Cent. Hist. Springfield (1899) II.

176 To the first Pine Tree upon the knap or Hill by Stony
Brooke side. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Knebworth,
Its situation is on a hill or knap, from whence it has its

name. 1876 T. HARDY Etliellitrta II. xlvi. 235 'Now
where's the inn? 1

said Mountclere. ..'Just on the knap',
Sol answered. 1887 Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz. 215/2 With the

exception of a steepish knap on leaving the Doubs Valley,
..the road was good and nearly level. 1893 O. [CoucH]
Delect. Dnchy 19 A. .pathway, .winding, .around the knap
of a green hill.

ft. ,11548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 136 The toune of

Auraunches, standyng upon the knop of an hill. 1623
BINGHAM Xenophon 62 There remained yet a little knop
aboue them.. where the enemies guards did sit.

2.y?f. Knapofthe case (obs. Kogites' <Tan/),thehead
or goodman of the house. [Doubtfully placed here.]
c 1550 Dice-Play (Percy Soc.) 29 The knapp of the case,

the goodman of the house calleth secretly unto him the

third person. Ibid. 34 A reward unto her by knap of the

case, & the cut-throats his accomplices.

Knap, sl>.'
2 Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 nap. [Echoic:

goes with KNAP v. 1
: cf. KNACK si. and v., and

Sw. knapp, Da. knep, a rap, fillip. Gael, cnap,
a sharp blow, may be from Sc.]

1. An abrupt stroke or blow
;
a smart knock.

ci4oo Destr. Troy 6437 Mony strokes, ..bo stithe men

hym gefe, Till be knight, vndur knappis, vppon knes fell.

14.. Sir Bcues (MS. N) 1895+4, I wol fonde to 5eue be

a knap. 1533 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 143 At that counter

wes mony crwell knap. 1575 TURBERV. f'a'ilconrie ico

You myght chaunce to catch a knappe of hir beake. 1603
OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 280, I have by it gotten store

of Knappes on my head and shoulders. 1737 RAMSAY Scot.

Prov. (1750) 109 When the lady lets a pap, the messan gets

a knap. 1828 Craven Dial., Knap, a blow.

b. The sound of a sharp blow.

1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. ix. (1875) 408 Sounds .. The
collision of hard bodies, .as clap, rap, tap, knap, snap.

2. The clapper of a mill.

1622 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) A Thiefi Wks. (1630)
IL 119/2

A fellow.. hearing neither noyse of knap or tiller, Laid

downe his corne, and went to seeke the miller.

f 3. A cheating trick with dice : see quots. s. v.

KNAPPING vtl. sb. Obs.

a 1658 CLEVELAND Wks. (1687) 200 Doublets? or Knap?
The Cog ? low Dice ? or high ? a 1680 BUTLER Rein, (i 759)

I. 83 Engages blind and senseless Hap 'Gainst High, and

Low, and Slur, and Knap.

Knap, variant form of KNOP so.1 and -.

Knap (noep), v.1 Now dial. Forms: a. 5-

knap, 5-6 knapp, 9 nap. 0. 5-7 knop. [Echoic,

going with KNAP si.2 ;
cf. Du. and G. (orig. LG.)

knappen to crack, crackle, etc. ;
to break (a thing)

with a sharp crack. Gael, cnap to strike, knock, is

prob. from Sc. As in the case of other words that

express an action by an imitation of its sound, the

sense diverges in various directions, according as

the sound or the action is prominent. In knack

we think more of the sound, in knap of the stroke

and its result]



KNAP.

1. trans. To strike with a hard short sound ; to

knack, knock, rap.
a. c 1470 H ENRVSON Mor. Fai. ix. (Wolff, Fox) iii, Thow

can knnp cloun caponis on the nicht. 1530 COVERDALE

Stir Pcrlt vi. (1588)63 Theheuenlyscholemasterknappetn
vs on the fingers, til we apprehend and learnc his will.

1616 UACON Syh'a 133 Knap a pair of Tongs some depth
within the Water, and you shall hear the Sound of the

'Jongs well. i8?s CROCKETT Men a/ Muss Hags iii. 27 It

was ever his wont .. to knap his toes on the edge of the step.

ft. c 1460 Tovnuley Afyst. xxi. 408, I can my hand vphefe
and knop out the skalys.

b. al'sol. or inlr.

is STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 467 This Gregour gaif him

feifuV-.knappit on quhill mony ane wes keild. 1676 WISE-
MAN Surg. vii. v. (RJ.The people standing by heard it knap
in, and the patient declared it by the ease she felt. 1886

Gd. Words 86 The noise my crutches made knap, knapping
up and down the deck.

2. trans. To break into parts or pieces with a

sharp cracking sound ; to snap or break by a smart

blow. Now used spec, of the breaking of flints or of

stones for the roads : cf. KNAPPEB 3.

'535 COVERDALE Ps.
xlv[i.].p

He hath knapped the speare
in sonder. 11572 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 147
Rockettis war rent, typettis war torne,crouniswar knapped.
1647 FANSHAWE Pastor Fido (1676) 120 Pil'd in one heap
dogs slain, spears knapt, men wounded. 1648 HERRICK

Hester., Bracelet to fulia, 'Tis but silke that bmdeth thee,

Knap the thread and thou art free. 1820 J. CLELAND
Glasgow 107, 330 persons knapping stones for the road.
i85i Instructor 1. 122 Picking up flints and knapping them,
as the method of breaking them is called.

/3. 1675 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 218, 8 halfe crownes,
. . the said Auty clipt that night, for she heard the knoping
of them, being in the next room.

b. intr. To break off short
; to snap.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. if. (Arb.) in The string .. beynge
sore twined must nedes knap in sunder. 16*3 GOUGE Ser/tt.

Extent God's Provid. 15 The Summier . . being over-
burdened, .knapt suddenly asunder in the midst.

8. trans. To break off by a. smart blow, stroke,
or tap ; to strike or knock off.
1600 HOLLAND Livy I. liv. 38 With his rod..he knapt

of the uppermost heads and tops of the poppies. 1710
T. FULLER Pharm. Extern^. 170 A Scorbutic Foment . .

knappeth off the sharp points of the Salt. 1830 GALT
Lawrie T. iv. i. (1849) 143 He took the cigar from his lip-,

and knapped off the ashes.

4. To utter smartly; to talk, chatter (a language) :

= CRACK v. 5. Also intr. Sc. and north, dial.

In quot. 1886 said of the stonechat, 'so called from the

similarity between its alarm note and the striking together
of two

suddrone, declarit him ane traiteur. 1681 COLVIL Whigs
Svpplic. i. (1695) 56 Like Highland Lady's knoping speeches.
c 1690 LintoutL Addr. to Prinze of Orange in Watson
Coll. Sc. Poems (1706) L 20 English Andrew, who has Skill,
To knap at every word so well. i8ia SCOTT Let. to Morritt

29 Nov. in Lockhart, He answered. -that he could knap
Knglish with any one. 1816 Old Mort, vii, Ilka auld
wife in the chimley-neuk will be for knapping doctrine wi'

doctors o' divinity. 1886 MARY LINSKILL Haven under Hill
II. xi. 147 There was a stone-chat knapping out its song.

Knap (nsep), v.'* Now dial. [Cf. GNAP v.

and KNAB v.; also Du. and G. (orig.LG.) knappen
to crack, snap, bite, which unites the senses of this

and the prec. In Eng. also, the sense '

snap' seems
to unite this with sense a of KNAP z>.! See also

KNEP z/.]

intr. and trans. To bite in a short or abrupt way;
to snap ; to nibble.

1575 TURBERV. Faulconrie 141 If she chaunce to knappe
or byte at the sticke let hir bite hardly. 1596 SHAKS.
Merch. V. ill. i. 10 As lying a gossip.. as euer knapt ginger.
i6xx COTGR., Brouter, to brouze; to knap, or nible off the

sprigs, buds, barke &c.
,
of plants. 16x7 Janita Lingiianun

22 Mules knap one another. 1721 STRVPE Eccl. Mem. I. L
xxxi. 222 These Elyot compared to a galled horse . . always
knapping and kicking at such examples and sentences as

they felt sharp. 18x9 W. TENNANT Papistry Stormed
(1827) 52 Some knapp'd awa' at kebbuck-stumps. 1821
CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 106 Horses .. turn'd to knap each
Other at their ease.

Knap, obs. form of NAP sb. and v.

t Kna-p bottle. Herb. Obs. The Bladder-

campion, Silent iitflata, so called from its inflated

calyx which snaps when suddenly compressed.
1640 PARKINSON Tneat. Bot. 263 Some with us call it

Knap bottle, and others Spatling or Frothy Poppy.

Knape. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i cnapa,
a-3 cnape, 3-6 (8 dial.) knape, 6 Sc. knaip,
7 (9 dial.) knap. [OE. cnapa = OFris. knapa,
ODu./ttf/o(MDiLa/,Du.sa/),MLG. (hence

MHG.) knape, ON. knapi (ODa. and OSw. knape)
: OTeut. *knapon-. The ulterior etym. and
relation to OE. cnafa, knave, are uncertain : see
note to KNAVE.]
fl. A male child, a boy (= KNAVE sb. i) ;

a lad,

young man, youth, fellow. Obs.
c icoo JELFRIC Gen. xxi. 19 Heo of bam sealde ham cnapan

drmcan. ciaoo ORMIN 4106 To clippenn swa \x cnapess
shapp. c 1150 Gen. tf Ex. 2575^ knapes to deade giuen,
And leten oe mayden childre liuen. c 1330 Artk. $ Merl.
7821 Ac right now a litel knape To Bedmgham com with
jape. 13. . Caw. , Gr. Knt. 2136 pase he be a sturn knape.
t 2. A man-servant, male attendant,

' man '

:

= KNAVE sb. i. Obs.

724

c 1000 wELFRic Gen. xxii. 19 Abraham )?a jecyrde sona to

hys cnapum. c 1000 Ags. Gosfi. Matt viii. 6 Mm cnapa
Ho on mmum huse lama, r 1250 Gen. tf Ex. 477 His knape
wende it were a der, 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 321 This
cherles knape Hath lad this maiden ther he wolde. 1508
DUNBAR Tita Mariit Wemen 125, I dar nought kcik to the

knaip that the cop fillis. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kneis XH. ii. 87
The byssy knaipis and verlettis of his stabill.

b. dial. A thatcher's requisite. (See quots.)
1764 BURN Poor Laws 127 The thatchers to this day have

an instrument that holds their straw, which they call a

knape. 1805 East Anglia Gloss., Knape or Knave, the

frame which contains the straw which is carried up the ladder

to the thatcher.

3. As term of contempt or reprobation (also

jocularly) : A rascal, rogue, knave: KNAVE sb. 3.

Obs, exc. dial.

a 1450 LVDG. Merita Missae 190 Prowde knapys, That
make in holy chyrche lapis. 15x3 DOUGLAS JEneis ix. ix.

77Turnus..Thusdyd hym chyde: O cative rakles knaip.
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. v. vi. (Arb.) 88 Good night Roger
oldeknaue, knaue, knap. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. t

A Knap, a person not strictly honest . .' A regular knap '.

4. attrib., as f knape child (
= KNAVE-CHILD).

cizoo ORMIN 7903 Forr cnapechild is afledd wel Affterr

weppmanne kind. ciz$o Gen. $ Ex. 2585 Euerilc knape
child of Sat kin, ben a-non don 3e flod wiS-in.

Knapholt, knappald., var. KNAITLE sb. Obs.

"\ Klia ppan. Obs. [Welsh cnapan, deriv. of

cnap knob, lump, round piece.] An old Welsh

game in which a wooden ball was hurled through the

air by successive players, each side endeavouring to

drive it as far as possible in one direction ;
also the

ball with which this game was played.
1573 PHAER sEneid vn. warp,, This play is yet used

in Wales,-*ind the ball is called Knappan. 1603 OWEN
Pembrokeshire (1892) 271 Of thesa Knappan dales in

Penbrokshere there were wont to be fyve in nomber. Ibid,

273 There is a rounde bowle prepared.. of some massye
wood, .. and should be boyled in tallow, for to make it

slipperye, and harde to be holden, this bowle is called

Knappan. and.. he that catcheth it hurleth it towardes the

countrey he playeth for, for gole, or appointed place.
Hence f Xna'ppaner, a player at this game.
1603 OWEN Pembrokeshire (1892) 280 Saw none but him-

selfe and this old rude Knappaner in place.

Knapped (nsept), ///. a. [f. KN-AP w.i + -ED!.]
Broken by a sharp blow, broken ofT short.

_
1861 Times 28 Sept., AdvL, Freehold Villa Residence, ..

in the style of the domestic architecture of the I4th century,
most substantially built of knapped flints, interlaced with
brickwork and with dressings of Bath stone. 1809 Daily
News 16 Sept. 7/6 The fragment of a bridge; ..a fine piece
of work, with alternations of stone and knapped flints.

Knappell, var. KNEPPEL Obs.t clapper of a bell.

t Knappei* 1
. Sc. Obs. rare. In 6 -ar.

[Jamiesou suggests derivation from KNAPE.]
* A

boor, a menial* (Jam.).
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vin. Prol. 121 Grathit lyke sum

knappar \Cctmb. MS. gnappar],

t Snapper 2
. Obs. [f. KNAP z>.2 + -BE i.] One

who bites abruptly, or snaps.
1500-10 DUNBAR Poems xxvii. 10 Off seme byttaris and

beist knapparis. 1611 COTGR., Rotigevrt
a. gnawer, knapper,

nibler.

Kuapper 3
(nse-pai). dial, and local, [f. KNAP

z/.
1 H- -EB*.] One who or that which '

knaps
'

; one
who knaps or breaks stones, flints, or the like ; esp.
one whose occupation is the shaping of flints by
strokes of a hammer.

hammer '

of fine steel, of which the face is set obliquely also,

. . One smart blow strikes off the rough end, another detaches
a piece of the proper size for a gun-flint. 1894 Athenzum
27 Jan. 1 1 i/i 'Knapping' flints, as practised on Brandon
Heath, in Suffolk, is exceedingly hard work, though there
the '

knapper
'

labours for
'
his own hand '.

b. A hammer used for shaping flints ; also, Sc.

a stone-breaker's hammer ; a knapping-hammer.
1787 SHIRREF Jamie <y Bess IV. i, A finer lad., ne'er

cocked his knapper to the lift. x88a Athenaeum 16 Dec.
818/1 Palaeolithic imrjlem^nts, ..together with the flint tools,
or knappers, by which they were shaped. Itid. 818/2
Neolithic knappers were shown, . . with Knapping hammers
of the seventeenth or eighteenth century.

Kna'pper 4
. slang, or dial. Also knepper,

napper. The knee.

1764 T. BRYDCES Homer Travest. (1797) I. 237 The bully
on his bare Kneppers knelt down. Ibid. II. 243 On his

knappers down hedropp'd. ibljN. W,Linc.Gloss.,Nafpers,
the Jcnees.

Kna'pping, vbl. sb. [f. KNAP z>.l + -ING 1
.]

The action ol KNAP w.l
; the action of striking or

knocking ; a. spec, a form of cheating in throwing
dice (see quots., and cf. KNAP sb.% 3) ; b. in mod.
local use, the action of breaking stones or flints.

a. 1680 KIRKMAN Eng. Rogue IV. 226 Knapping, is when
you_strike one Die dead. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxiii, Men talk
of high and low dice,, .topping, knapping, slurring.
b. 1835 CARLYI.E Let. in Froude Life in Lomi. (1884) I. L 24

Walk out of this if even into the knapping of stones. 1887
Magazine ofArtH.Ao6 The third process, or 'knappine'. ..
TJ_rj: .I.- n_l.- -._ -f a- . -. ..L ;._ f r

1

knapping '.

c. attrib., as knapping-hammer, -machine, -tool.

1785 BURNS ist Ef. to Lafraik xi, Ye'd better taen up

KNAPSCALL.
spades and shools Or knappin-hammers. 1883 Ardixcl.
Cant. XV. 103, 1 have.. discovered numerous flint hammers,
and knapping tools.

tKna-ppish,a. Obs. ^^ dial. [f. KNAP z>.2 +
-ISH 1. Cf. snappish^ Rudely abrupt or froward,

testy.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 809 He rejected
the Dukes request with many spitefult and knappishe wordes.

1542 UDALL fcrasnt. Apoph. (1877) 165 A certaine saucie or

knappishe young springall. 1577-87 STANYHURST in Holin-
shed Chron. I. 35/1 Answering your snappish

'

Quid
'

with
a knappish

'

Quo '. 1629 Z. BOYD Last Betttell 169 Your
spirit is so knappish and way-ward.
Hence f Knappishly adv., 1 Kna ppishness.
1549 CHALONER Erasm. on Folly Tiij b, If ought shall

seeme to you to have been saied . .moreknappishely. 1573-80
BARF.T Alv. Fii54 Frowardly. .malapertly, knappishly, pro-
tcrne. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Knappish, knappishnesse.

fKnapple, knappel, sb. Sc. Obs. Also

knappald, knapholt. [Scotch variant of clap-

palde, -olde, CLAPHOLT ; app. with substitution of

knap for clap.] CLAPBOARD.
1496 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 285 Item, for leding of ixe

knapholtis furth of Leith to the Castel of Edinburgh, .iijf.

liijV. Ibid. 278 Item, .for ixc knappaldis. .iiij /:. xs. ^iS7S
Balfour's Practicks^ Custuwis (1754) 88 The great hundreth

knapple, contenand xxiiij small hundrethis. 1661 Sc. Acts
Chas. //, c. 33 (Jam.) That the whole coupers. .make the
said salmond barrels of good and sufficient new knappe].
1707 G. MIECE St. Gt. Brit. n. 30 Pitch, Steel-Kits, Knapple,
Oak, Wainscoat. 1753 MAITLAND Hist. Edinb. in. 248 For
every hundred of Dantzic Knappell.. 4 pennies. [1898

Compt Buik Dav. Wedderburne (S. H. S.) Introd. 44 The
Norwegian timber consisted of . . roofspars, knapholt and
burnwood.]

fKna'pple, .* Obs. In 7 knaple. [Fre-

quentative of KNAP z/. 2 : see -LE and cf. KNABBLE.]
To bite shortly and repeatedly; to nibble.
1611 COTGR., Grignoter, . . to gnaw, knaple, or nible away.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Knapple^ to bite, or nibble. North.

tKna-pple, z/.2 Obs. rare- . [Frequentative
of KXAP -v\ see -LE.]

= KNAP vl a, 3.
x?55 JOHNSON, Knapple^ to break off with a sharp quick

noise. Ainsworth.

Xna*ppy, a. Now dial. [f. KNAP sb. and v*

+ -T.] (See quots.)
155* HULOET, Knappye, or full of knappes, vemtcosus.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.
^ Na^pyt ill-natured, testy.

* As nappy and as nasty as you please.' [E. D. D. Knapfy^
snappishl] 1887 JAMIKSON A'/////., A"//*y, in small rounduh
lumps, abounding in small lumps; Orkn.

Snappy, obs. form of NAPPY.

Knapsack (nce-pssek). [a. LG. knapsack (Du.

knapzakj G. knafpsack), first recorded in i6th c.

The first element is somewhat obscure, but is

generally taken as LG. and Du. knappen = KNAP z>.
2

,

G. knapp eating, food; cf. also SNAPSACK. Also

adopted in F. (about 1600) as canapsa (now obs.).]
A bag or case of stout canvas or leather, worn by

soldiers, strapped to the back and used for carry-

ing necessaries; any similar receptacle used by
travellers for carrying light articles.

1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars i. (R-), Each one fills his knap-
sack or his scrip With some rare thing that on the field is

found. 1608 CAI-T. SMITH 7"rw^^/a/.Wks.(Arb.)2oOnethat
vsually carried my Gowne and Knapsacke after me. 1645
Mass. Col. Rec. (1854) III. 40 Every souldier. .with muskett,

sword, bandaleers, and knapsacke. 1793 BURNS Sodger*$
Retunt i, My humble knapsack a' my wealth, A poor but
honest sodger. 1858 LYTTON What will He do i. xix, He
packed up his knapsack, and started for the train. 1868

Regul. ^ Orders Army 604 d, The havresack is to be
worn on all occasions when the knapsack is worn.

fig. 1658 CLEVELAND Char. CoJtntry-Cowm.wan'Wks.
(1687) 76 A short-handed Clerk, tack'd to the Rear of him
to carry the Knapsack of his Understanding. 1841-4
EMERSON Ess., Nature Wks. (Bohn) I. 224 The knapsack of
custom falls off his back.

b. attrih.

1633 SHIRLEY Yng. Admiral \. ii,
Vittori. He is valiant

truly That dares forget to be rewarded. Soldier. This Is

but cold comfort for a knapsack-man. 18*3 CRABB Technol.

Diet. s. v. Drill,
'

Knapsack-Drill ',
a sort of punishment for

minor offences, which consists in marching soldiers round the

barrack-yard, &c. for a certain time, with 6 or 12 Ib. shot

tied to their knapsacks. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 16 Nov. 12/2
An Oxford Bible, .printed on Oxford India paper .. and
bound in khaki, .will be known as the Knapsack Bible, and
is specially designed for use by soldiers and sailors.

Hence Kna-psacking- vbl. sb. (cf. coaching, train-

ing], travelling with a knapsack; Kna'psackwise

adv.j in the manner of a knapsack.
1877 H.DRUMMONDJnG. A. Smith Lifev. (1898) 115, I was

glad to. .go knapsacking with Professor Geikie. 1886 Ibid.

xi. 269, I have often marked this spot in my knapsackine
days. 1899 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 162/1 A large basket carried

knapsackwise.

i Knapscall. Sc.Obs. Forms: 5 knapescall,
6 knapscall, -scull, -shal, -ska, -skaw, -scha,

knopska, 6-7 knapiskay, 7 knapskall, -schaw,

9 arch, knapskull. [The first element has been

supposed to be KNAPE sb.t lad, attendant, man, or

its possessive knafs\ the second is doubtful.]
Some kind of helmet or headpiece; generally

worn by persons of inferior rank ; perhaps origin-

ally by the servants of the men-at-arms.

1498 in Durham Eccl. Prec. (Surtees) 42 Galea, Anglice a
Salet or a knapescall. a 1571 KNOX Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846
I. zjo To address thame selves in thare most warlyk array.



KNAPSCAP.
with jack, knapscall, splent, speir, and axe. 1572 Satir.
Poems Reform, xxxiii. 264 To ride furth to the weir, With
Jak and Sword, gude hors, Knapscull, and speir. 1586
J. CARMICHAEI. Let. in Wodrow Sac. Misc. (1844) I. 442 He
did use you to go before uthers-.with the reade Knapska.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 6 b (Acts Will. c. 23) Ane habergeon,ane knapiskay of iron, ane sword, ane dagger. [1820 SCOTT
A bkot xxvi, Get on your jacks, plate-sleeves, and knap-
sculls.]

t Kna-pscap. Sc. Obs. app. an altered form
of prec. ; conformed to cap.
a 1802 Jamie Telfer xxxv. in Child Ballads vn. cxc.

(1890) 7/2 Willie was stricken ower the head, And through
the knapscap the sword has gane. 1830 R. CHAMBERS
Jos. I, I. iii. 04 We find, .knapscaps burnished up.

Knapweed (mse-pwfd). [Orig. knapweed, f.

KNOP sb + WEED st>. ; from the hard rounded

involncre.] The common name of species of
Centaurea (N. O. Composites), esp. C. nigra, a
common weed with a hard tongh stem, and light
purple flowers set on a hard rough dark-coloured

globular
' head '

or involucre.
a. 14.. MS. Laud 553 If. 13 lasia nigra. .is an herbe y*me clepitth maidfeloun or bolwes or yrnehard or knopwed.

1530 PALSGR. 236/2 Knoppe wede an herbe. 1691 RAY Coll.
-Ivords Postscr. 171 For Knapweed, Knopweed, because of
the knops at the top. 1787 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 2),

Knopweed. 1863 PRIOR Plant- n., Knap-weed, Knop-, or
Knob-weed.
S. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxxxyiii. 588 Matfellon or

blacke Knapweede is doubtlesse a kinde of Scabious.. the
flowers do grow at the top of the stalks, being first small
scaly knops, like to the knops of Corne flower. 1656 W.
COLES Art ofSimpling 38 Some grow in knaps like bottles
as knapweed. 1785 MARTYN Rousseau's Bat. xxvi. (1794) 401
Common or Black Knapweed . . which the country people
in some places call Hard-heads. 1896 R. F. HORTON in

Sunday Mag. Nov. 722 Within the enclosure were ragwort,
knapweed, and scabious.

Knar (nai). Forms : 3-4 knarre, 7, 9 knare,
9 knar, knaur; 5, 7 gnarre, 9 gnar(r. [ME.
knarre = LG. knarre(n, Du. knar stump (of an
old tree), knot, knob. Cf. KNUR.
The history in Eng. is obscure. From I4th to igth c.

there are app. no genuine examples of its use, Dryden's
knare (copied by later writers) being based on knarie,
KNARRY in Chaucer. The spelling with gn-, usual in recent

glossaries, may be partly due to gnarled.]
1. A rugged rock or stone. Now dial.

a 1250 Owl Sf Night. 999 That lond nis god, . . Ac wilder-
nisse hit is and weste, Knarres and eludes. 13.. Gaw. fy

Gr. Knt. 2166 Hy}e bonkkez & brent ..& ru}e knokled
knarrez, with knorned stonez. 1837 THORNBER Hist. Black-

fool 184 (E. T). D.) Gnarrs are large beds of stones, covered
with incrustations formed by insects for their habitations.

2. A knot in wood
; spec, a mass originating

in an abortive branch, forming a protuberance
covered with bark, on the trunk or root of a tree.

1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xiii. 13 A crokid tree, and ful ofknarres

[1388 knottis]. 1623 COCKERAM, Gnarre, a hard knot in

wood. 1700 DRYDEN Palamon $ Arc. 1146 Prickly stubs,
instead of trees, . . Or woods with knots and knares deformed
and old. 1805 Miss SEWARD in Polwhele Trad. Sf Recoil.

(1826) II. 572 The .. knots and knares with which it was
covered. 1814 GARY Dante's Inf. xm. 4 Not light The
boughs and tapering, but with knares deform'd. 1854 Miss
BAKER Nortliamft. Gloss, s. v. (E. D. D.), The stick with
which the game is played, having a gnar or knot at the end
of it. 1869 MASTERS Veg. Terat. 419 Knaurs may occa-

sionally be used for purposes of propagation.

f 3. A knotted, thick-set fellow. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 549 He was short scholdred, brood,

a thikke knarre {so most MSS. ; Lansd. gnarre].

Hence Knarred (niud) a., knotted, gnarled.
1849 LONGF. Building of the Ship 59 The knarred and

crooked cedar knees. 1856 AIRD Poet. Wks, 19 Gnared
with knots and knobs.

Kliark (naak). slang. Also nark. [Cf. Da.
knark an old crabbed person.] a. A hard-hearted,

unfeeling person, b. (See quot. 1873.)
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 343 (Hoppe) He was a

good man ; he couldn't refuse a dog, . . but he had a butler,

a regular
' knark '. 1873 Slang Diet., Nark, a person in the

ay of the police ; a common informer ; one who gets his

iving by laying traps for publicans, etc.

Kiiarl (nail), rare. [Related to KNAB; cf.

knur and knurl.]
1 1. A tangle, knot. Obs.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus, Ann. in. ii. (1622) 65 The poison
was found hidden in a knarie of her haire.

2. dial. 'A hunch -backed or dwarfish man'

(Brockett N. C. Gloss. 1825).

Knarie, Knarled, obs. ff. GNABL, -ED.

Knarry (na-ri), a. rare. Also 7, 9 gnarry.

[f. KNAB 4- -Y.] Having knars or knots ; knotty.

1386 CHAUCER Knt. 's 7". 1119 A forest .. With knotty

knarry ITfiynne's ed. knarie] bareyne trees olde, Of stubbes

sharpe. 1567 TURBERV. tr. Ovid's Epist. 22 This rygor to

the woods and knarrie trees expell. Ibid. 23 My brothers

bones with balefull blowes of knarrie clubbe he brake. 1613
R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Knarry, knotty, stubbie. 1623
COCKERAM n, Knotty, Gnarry. 1882 SWINBURNE Athens 7

in Tristr. Lyonesse 179 Boughs all gaunt and gnarry.

Knash, obs. or erron. variant of GNASH v.

Cl6ao BUREL Pilgr. in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems (1706)

li. 25 Sick hashing and knashing, Cums not of cleinlie

cukis. 1826 J. DOYLE Ess. Cath. Claims 248 Some tub for

a whale of prejudice to knash its teeth against.

Knast, variant of GNAST sb.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. 1. 159 Ovre wyt on-to bis

wyt is but a knast.

pa
Jivi
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[I
Kna'Ster, German spelling of CANASTER 2, a

kind of tobacco.

1798 FERRIAR lllnstr. Sterne 306-7 Who Knaster loves not,
be he doom'd to feed With Cadres foul, or suck Virginia's
weed. . . But Knasler always, Knaster is my song, In stu-
dious gloom, or 'mid th

1

assembly's throng. 1853 Black.
Mag. LXX1V. 132 The dried leaves, coarsely broken, are
sold as canaster or knaster. 1858 CAHLYLE Fredk. Gt. v. vii.

(1872) II. 118 Long Dutch pipe in the mouth of each man ;

supplies of knaster easily accessible.

Knat, obs. form of GNAT 1 and %.

Knatch, variant of KNETCH v. Obs.

Knau(e, Knaulag(e, obs. ff. KNOW v.,
KNOWLEDGE.
Knauling: see KNAVE-LINE.
fKnavate. Obs. nonce-wd. A knave.
a 1529 SKELTON Epitaphe Poet. Wks. 1843 I. 170 Fratres,

orate. For this knauate, By the holy rode, Dyd neuer man
good.

Knave (n^'v), sb. Forms: I onafa, 3 onafe,
3-4 cnaue, 3-7 knaue, (4-5 knawe, knaf(e,
5 knaffe, 5-6 Sc. knaif(f), 4- knave. [OE. cnafa=OHG. knabo, chnabe (MHG. and G. knabe):
OTeut. *kndton-. The relation between this and
the synonymous cnapa, KNAPE (q. v.) is not clear.
OHG. had also knappo (MHG. and G. knaffe): on the

supposed relationship between this and knabo, see Streitberg
Urgerm. Gram. p. 151.]'

1 1. A male child, a boy. Obs.
a 1050 Liber Scinttll. Iv. (1889) 172/19 Na JedafenaS bam

se to fulfremednysse hogaS, gamenian mid cnafan [L. cum
parvulo}. cx2o5 LAY. 292 pa be time com: pat be cnaue
wes iboren. (-1250 GV. % Ex. 1151 -So Sat he haue3 .. on
eioer here a knaue bi-geten. a 1300 Cursor M. 10267 Pe
lagh . . Biclepis bat man for maledight pat has un barn, ne
mai ne knaue. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvi. (Magdalena} 362
Grant ws grace a barne- to hafe, othire a madyne or a knaf.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 554 Is youre chyld a knave ?

2. A boy or lad employed as a servant
; hence,

a male, servant or menial in general ; one of low
condition. (Freq. opposed to knight.) Now arch.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) Ixxxv. 16 (Bosw.) Syle mihte

cnafan binum [L.fuero tud\. a 1225 Ancr.R. 380 pe kokes
knaue, bet wassheS be disshes i5e kuchene. a 1300 Cursor
M. 3153 He bad cum wit him knaues tua. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. vi. 54 Men sholde constreyne no clerke to knauene
werkes. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 506 There may
no lord take up a newe gise, But that a knave shalle the
same uptake. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix. (1845) J 35
Icham a gentylman of much noble kynne, Thoughe Iche be
clad in a knaves skynne. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 7
Every Horseman hath two or thre horses, and to every
horse a knave. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. in. 22 What
Nonsense wou'd the Fool thy Master prate, When thou, his

Knave, canst talk at such a rate ! 1820 SCOTT Monast. xiii,

A man seeks but- his awn, and yet folk shall hold him for

both miller and miller's man, that is miller and knave.

1825 Talism. xx, Thou art an apt, and wilt doubtless be- a
useful, knave.

3. An unprincipled man, given to dishonourable
and deceitful practices; a base and crafty rogue.

(Now the main sense. Often contrasted with fool?)
In early use the sense may have been 'one of low or

ignoble character
',

' a mean person '.

c 1205 LAY. 16303 For vnwis is be king, .. & a cnaue is his

broSer. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 855 What ! he wonded no
wobe of wekked knauez. 1481 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 315 Yf
any Brother . . dysspysse anoder, callenge hym knaffe, or

horson, or deffe, or any voder mysname. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Puetns xxvm. 39 In Hevin 36 salbe sanctis full cleir, Thocht
5e be knavis in this cuntre. 1555 EDEN Decades 33 His
accusers . . were nowghtye ffelowes, abhominable knaues &.
vylaynes. 1668 PEPYS Diary 29 Jan., The veriest knave
and bufflehead that ever he saw in his life. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver I. vi, The honest dealer is always undone, and the
knave gets the advantage. 1800 WELLINGTON Let. to Lieut.
Col. Close in Gurw. Desp. (1837) 1. 258 The common practice
is to accuse a man of being either a fool or a knave. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. iv. no Knaves are men, That lute and
flute fantastic tenderness, And dress the victim to the

offering up.
b. In various proverbial expressions.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 29 Two false knaues neede
no broker, men say. Hid., Some saie also, it is mery when
knaues meete. Ibid. 47 An olde knaue is no childe. 1617
MORYSON Itin. in. 5 Thus the English Prouerb saith, No
knaue to the learned knaue.

c. Jocularly, or without seriously implying bad

qualities (cf. rogue, rascal"). Now rare.

a 1553 UDALL Royster D. in. iii. (Arb.) 46 Good night

Roger olde knaue ! 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. iv. 107 How now,

my pretty knaue, how dost thou? 1670 EACHARD Cant.

Clergy 4 Lads, that are arch knaves at the nominative case.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair v, A roar would follow from
all the circle of young knaves, usher and all.

4. In playing-cards: The lowest court card of

each suit, bearing the representation of a soldier

or servant
;
the jack.

1568 FULWELL Like will to Like in Hazl. Dodsley III. 309

(Stage direction} Here entereth Nichol Newfangle . . and
hath a knave of clubs in his hand, a 1612 HARINGTON

Epigr., A sawcy Knave, to trump both King and pjueene.

1712-14 POPE Rape Lock in. 87 The Knave of Diamonds
tries his wily arts, And wins.. the Queen of Hearts. 1796
ELIZA HAMILTON Lett. Hindoo Rajah I. 150 If any one

of the figures has any claim to European origin, it is that

of Knaves. 1868 PARDON Card Player n The old German
cards had neither queen nor knave.

1 5. A contrivance in which a spool or spindle
revolves. Obs. rare.

1564 Inv. in Noake Worceslersh. Relics (1877) 13 In the

weaving shoppe ij pare of shuttels, a swiste and a knave to

KNAVESHIP.
the quiltourne. T6E8 R. HOLME Armoury in. 287/2 The
Reeling Pin (which some call a Knave ..) is for the Spool
to run or turn upon whilst it is Reeling upon the Reel.
6. atlrib. and Comb., as knave-fool ; knave-born

adj.; f knave -seller, a slave-dealer; f knave's
grease, a flogging; f knave's mustard, some
cruciferous plant. Also KNAVE-BAIBN, -CHILD.
1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxxxviii. 112 Get

up knave-born falsehoods against the people and governors
of foreign countries. 1627 DRAYTON Moon-cal/ftxms (1810)
129/1 Whilst that 'knave-fool . . Smiles at the coxcomb,
which admires him so. 1552 HULOET, *Knaue seller, or
he that selleth knaues or slaues. 1608 Withats Diet.
Childr. 73 Masligitphorus, . . that is worthie to bee beaten,
orscpurged, they cal it "knaues grease. 1597 GERARDE//^^/
n. xix. 206 The thirde kinde of treacle Mustarde, named
*knaues Mustard (for that it is too bad for honest men).Knave (n^v), v. [f. KNAVE st.] trans. In
various nonce-uses : a. To call (any one) knave.
b. To make a knave of. c. To steal like a knave.
d. To force knavishly. Hence Kna'ving vbl. sb.

IS45 "I Exam. AnneAskewe in Bale's Sel. Wks. (Parker
Soc.) 173 Dog's rhetoric and cur's courtesy, knavings,
brawhngs, and quarrellings. 1598 J. M. Seruingmans
Comf. (1868) 162 What cares a Gentleman now adayes to
knaue and rascall his Man at euery worde ? 1605 KYD ist
ft. Jeronimo in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 361 He's a great man,
therefore we must not knave him. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE
Hydriot. ii, To be knav'd out of our graves. 1732 Gentle-
man Instructed (fA. 10)477(0.) How many nets do they lay

t Knave-bairn. Sc. and north. Obs. '= next.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2668 Do your knauebarns to circumces.

c.1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 31 Gyf I consawyt haf
bis nycht a knafe barne. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. xiii.

115 pe Erlys awyn wyf wes lychtare Of a Knaive Barne.
a 1800 Tam-a-Line in Child Ballads (1857) I. 366 If it

be a knave bairn, He's heir o' a' my land. 1815 SCOTT Guy
M, xi, He tell'd the Laird that the Evil One wad have
p.ower over the knave-bairn.

t Kna've-clxild. Obs. A male child.
c iiisLamb. Horn. 77 pu scald .. bare Knaue child. 1275

LAY. 15526 5ef man funde.. eny cnaue child, bat neuere fader
nadde. c 1320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 3714 Fond he ber nober
3ong ne elder, Ijoute twei hebene knaue childer. 1440
Gesta Rani. i. Ixxii. 390 (Add. MS.) With in few dayes after
she was delyuered of a fayre knave childe.

t Kna^ve-line. Naitt. Obs. In 7 knauling,
knaueline. One of the small lines in the tackling
of a vessel (see quot. 1627).
1626 CAPT: SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 Small cordage,

as head lines, the knaulings, gassits or furling lines. 1627
Seaman's Gram. v. 24 The Knau-line is a rope [that]

hath one end fastened to the crosse trees, and so comes
downe by the ties to the Rams head, .to keepe the ties and
Halyards from turning about one another when they are
new. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Knaue Line. 1867 in SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Line.

t Kna-vely, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

KNAVE sb. +
-LT 2

.]. In the mariner of a knave.
c 1592 MARLOWE Jew ofMalta iv. v, Knavely spoke, and

like a man at arms.

Knavery (n^'-vari.nf'-vri). Also 6 Sc. knaifrie.

[f. KNAVE sb. + -EBY.]
1. Performance characteristic of a knave; dis-

honest and crafty dealing ; trickery, roguery. With
a and pi., A knavish deed or practice.
1528 TINDALE Obed.Chr. Man Wks. (1573) 147/2 Because

of a litle knavery which a Deacon at Constantinople plaide
thorough confession with one of the chiefe wiues of tlje citie.

1546 BALE Eng. Votaries I. (1560) 64 All suche knaueryes
must haue a pretensed colour. 1612 DEKKER If it be not

gtJod'Wks. 1873 III. 312 The Sun sees much Knauery in a

yere, and the Moone more in a quarter. 1673 TEMPLE Ess.,
/re/and"Wks. 1731 I. 115 The Unskilfulness, or Carelesness,
or Knavery of the Traders. 1724 RAMSAY Vision xiii,

Knaivry, and slaivrie, Ar equally dispysd. 1747 WESLEY
Prim. Physic (1762) p. xiv, Either through the Ignorance
or Knavery of Physicians, 1870 SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps,

xxxiii. 10 He frustrates their knaveries, and makes their

promising plots to end in nothing.
b. As a mock title : = KNAVESHIP i.

1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xxxiii. 5 Please your knaveries
hoist a sail for exile, Pains and privacy?

1 2. In weakened sense : Roguishness, waggish-
ness, playing of tricks. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 346 This is thy negligence,
still thou mistak'st, Or else committ'st thy knaueries wilfully.

1599 Hen. V, iv. vii. 52 He was full of iests, and gypes,
and knaueries, and mockes. 1646 EVELYN Diary 7 Oct.,
Yet are they chereful and full of knavery,

t b. concr. Tricks of dress or adornment. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 58 With Scarfes, and

Fannes, and doublechange of brau'ry, With Amber Bracelets,

Beades, and all this knau'ry.

t 3. A popular name for the plant Narthecium

ossifragum, Bog Asphodel. (Cf. honesty, pride,

thrift^ Obs.

[1547 BOORDE Brev. Health 151 Put no Lubberworte into

theyr potage, and beware of knauerynge aboute theyr hert.]

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 1219 My good friend Doctor

Anthony Salter ofExeter, . .could understand of the countrey

people no other name thereof, or propertie appropriate unto

It but knavery.

Knaveship (n<f'-vjlp). Also (Sc.) 6 knaship,

knaifschip, 7 knawship. [f. KNAVE sl>. + -SHIP.]

1. The condition of being a knave: used with

a possessive, as a mock title.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet B, Your Knaueship brake you[r)

fast on the Bishops. 1680 Revenge j, i. 6 What, Mr. Trick-



KNAVESS.

well, does your Knaveship dare walk the street? 1767

THORNTON tr. Plautus II. 322 Let him try the cause.,

whether too your knaveship Should not be clapt in prison.

1887 SWINBURNE Locrinc n. ii. 28 The liar will say no more

his heart misgives His knaveship.

f2. St. The quantity of corn or meal payable
to a miller's servant (cf. KNAVE si. 2, quot. 1820)

as one of the sequels or small dues levied on each

lot of corn ground at a thirlnge mill. 06s.

15. . Aberdeen Kef. (Jam.), Prewing of the auld statutis &
vse that that hed wownt to hef of the multur of ilk boll,

and quhat knaship. 1575 Burgh Kec. Glasgow (Mail. Cl.

1832) 37 Taking furth |>airof of v multours and thre knaifs-

chips of malt. 1596 Reg. Mag. Sig. (1890) 176/1 Cum
astrictis multuris acraruin de F. vocat. le knaifschip. 1609
SKENE Kef. Maj. 3 (Act Will. c. 9) Ane free man or ane

free balder, sail gif for mujture at the milne . . of tuentie

holies, ane firlot (as knawship). 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc.

Law n. ix. 19 The sequels are the small parcels of corn or

meal given as a fee to the servants, over and above what is

paid to the multurer ; and they pass by the name of knave-

ship. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, viii, Regular payment
of. .

multure, lock, gowpen, and knaveship, and all the various

exactions now commuted for money.

Kna-vess. nonce-wd. [See -ESS.] A she-knave.

1833 CAHLYLE Ct. Cagliostro in Misc. Ess. (1872) V. 89

Cullies, the easy cushions on which knaves and fcnavesses

repose and fatten.

t Knaviga-tion. Obs. [Jocular, after naviga-

tion^ A knavish invention or relation.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vn. viii. 693 For my part . .

I could wish such complaints to be but calumnies, and to

be the knavigations of false discouerers.

f Knavinge, obs. form of GNAWING.
,1440 Promf. Parv. 279/1 Knavynge, or gnavynge

(A'., H., P. knawynge), corrosio.

Knavish, (n^'-vif), a. [f. KNAVE sb. + -ISH '.]

Characteristic of or appropriate to a knave ; having
the character of a knave.

1 1. Low, vulgar ; obscene. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Manciple's T. 101 His wyf anoon hath for

Mr femman sent. Hir lemman ? certes, bis is a knauyssh
speche. Foraeueth it me. a 1529 SKELTON Col. Clovte 653
Howe ye were wonte to drynke Of a lether bottell With
a knauysshe stoppell.

t 2. Roguish, rascally, mischievous, impertinent.
1552 HULOET, Knauishe, proteruus. 1573 BARET Alv.
K 87 A Knappish, or knauish tongue, lingua proterita.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 32 That shrew'd and knauish

spirit Cal'd Robin Good-fellow. Ibid. in. ii. 440 Cupid is

a knauish lad, Thus to make poor females mad. 1603 DEKKCR
Grissil (Shaks. Soc.) 15 You may be ashamed to lay such
knavish burden upon old age's shoulders.

3. Basely unprincipled, fraudulent, rascally.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 145/33 Knauish, pzntersus. 160*

SHAKS. Ham. in. iL 250 Tis a knauish peece of worke.
a 1704 T. BROWN Two Oxf. Schol. Wks. 1730 I. 8 Some..
are poor and cannot pay, and others knavish and will not

pay. a 1800 COWPEK Ep. Protest. Lady 6 Praise is the
medium of a knavish trade. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858)
I. v. 405 It was a knavish piece of business, a 1859 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 38 He had employed a knavish Jew to

forge endorsements of names.

Knavishly (n?-vi/li), adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]
In a knavish manner ; villainously, dishonourably,
dishonestly, fraudulently ; roguishly, trickily.
1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 94 Alas there rauysshyd he

and forcyd my wyf so knauisshly that I am ashamed to
telle it. 1552 HULOET, Knauishly, protertte, proteruiter.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 423 One of those slaves
.. had behaved himselfe somewhat too insolently and
knavishly against him. c 1710 PRIOR Viceroy 95 That he did
likewise traitorously.. Enrich himself most knavishly. 1823
M^CuLLOcH Pol. Econ. n. in 84 As it has been sometimes
ignorantly or knavishly represented.

Knavishness (n^'-vijnes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality of being knavish ; knavery ;

petty villainy, dishonesty, trickery.
1515 BARCLAY Eghges in. (1570) Cij b/2 If thou haue one

with knauishenes infect, Then all the other shall folowe the
same secte, 1783 Ainsivorth's Lat. Diet., Knavishness,
nequitia, scelus.

Knavyn, knaw(e, obs. forms of GNAW.
Knaw, Knawe(n, Knawledgo, obs. var.

KNOW, KNOWN, KNOWLEDGE.
Knawel (ng'el). [a. Ger. knanel, kneuel knot-

grass ; cf. Ger. knauel, kndnel clew, ball of yarn :

see Grimm.] A book-name of the knot-grass,
Sclerant/nts, a weed frequent in sandy soil.

1578 LYTE Dodoens l. Ixvii. 07 Amongst the kindes of Knot
grasse, we may well recken that herbe, whiche doth so wrap
and enterlace it self, and is so ful of ioynts, that the base
Almaignescal it Knawel, that is to say, Knot weede. 1640
PARKINSON Theat. Bat. 446 Trie Germanes Knawell sendeth
forth from a small slender threddy roote, divers small
branches. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bat. App. 316 Knawel,
ScUraitthut, 1816-43 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. I. 270 The
scarlet grain of Poland.. is found on the roots of the
perennial knawel.

Knawin, knawyn, obs. ff. GNAW, KNOW.
Knax, obs. pi. of KNACK. Kne, obs. f. KNEE.
Knead (nfd), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. kneaded.
Forms: see below. [Orig. a strong vb. : OE.
cnedan, pa. t. cnsed, pi. cnsdon, pa. pple. cneJen,= OS.A>ie</an (found in pa. pple. giknedan : MDu.
and Du. kneden), OHG. chnetan, cnetan (MHG.
tauten, Ger. kntteri) :-OTeut. type *kned-, knad-,
knxdum, kncdano-. A different formation of the

present stem, with weak grade of root-vowel,
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appears in ON. knctia (Norw. kno</a, Sw. knada);
cf. /n>9a = Goth. trudan, to TREAD.
The modern form knead corresponds in spelling to tread:-

OE. tredan, but has the original short unstopped vowel
lengthened to (/} as in mead, eat, meat. In some dialects,
e. g. in Sc., the e remains short (ned) as in tread. The
pa. t. *knad does not appear to be known in ME., where
also the pa. pple. kneden was partly displaced by knoden
(rf. trodden', also, ONorthumbr. ^ecnocden* \ and eventually
both pa. t. and pple. assumed the weak form kneaded.
The shortened pa. pple. kited (knead) might arise out of
either kneden, or kneded (kneaded).}
A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Present stem. I cnedan, 2-4 -en, 4-5 kneden,
-yn, 5 onede, 5-6 knede, 6-7 kneade, 6-8

kneed, (6-8 kned\ 6- knead.
^1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 134 Nim cumin and merces sasd

and cnede to ban hlafe. 1:1200 [see B. i], c 1440 Proinp.
Parv. 279/1 Knedyn paste, pinso\y.r.pistrio\. 14.. Voc.in
Wr.-Wiilcker 594/23 Malaxo, to cnede. 1535 COVERDALE
Jer. vii. 17 The fathers kyndle the fyre, the mothers kneade
the dowe, to bake cakes. 15.. Wyfe of A ucktermuchty v,
First ye sail sift, and syne sail kned. 1573-80 BARET Alv.
K 91 To knead dowe : waxe : or other things, depso. 1606
Knede [see B, 3]. 1653 WALTON Angler viii. 171 You may
kneade with your Paste. .white or yellowish wool.

2. Pa. t. a. i "cnsed, //. cneedon, 2-4 *knad,
4 *knod. /3. 6 kneed, kneded, 7- kneaded.
1537 BIBLE (Matthew) i Sam. xxviii. 24 The woman . . toke

flower & kneed it. 1539 BIBLE (Great) ibid.. The woman
..toke flowr and kneded it. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Worthy
Cotttntun. ii. 2. 134 The fine meal that Sarah kneaded for

the Angels entertainment.

3. Pa.pple. a. i secnoeden, cneden, 2-4 (i-)

oneden, 5 kneden, 7 knedden. 0. 4-6 knoden,
(-yn, -on), 5-7 (dial. -9) knodden, 6 knodde. 7.

5 knedid, 6 knedded, (knoded), 7 kneeded,
7- kneaded. S. 4-5 ikned(de, 5 knedde, 5-7
kned, 7 knead.
a. cy&Lindisf, Gosp. Lukexiii. 21 Dserste Jj. .wifgehydeS

mele, neire l-kneden. 1495 l re-visa's Jiartn. Ue f. K.
xvn. Ixvii. 643 Mele.. kneden and moulde to shape of buys
and bake. 1616 SURFL. & MARKII. Country Farms 472
Verie choice earth, -verie cleane and verie well kneaden.

ft. c 1380 WYCLIF Sei Ir'ks. I. 223 pat his be not knodyn. .

in {>e whete flour. 1 1440 Promp. Parv. 280/1 Knodon,
pistus. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry (1882) 47 A paist of pured
flour knoddene with mylk of almondes. 1550 LEVER Serin.,
at Shrouds (Arb.) 46 Wheate . knoden into dough. 1550
VERON Godly Sayings (1846) 40 When ye were baptized, ye
were as a man should say, knode together. 1562, 1688
Knodden [see B. i]. 1855 ROBINSON Whitly Gloss, s. v.f

Clay or any soft substance is said to be knodden when
indented with the fingers.

V. CI490 Proinp. Parv. 280/1 (MS. K) Knedid, pistils.
1550 R. HUTCHINSON linage of God vii. (1842) 37 The liquor
of water knoded into dough. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.,
/re!. 88 Hauing well nighe kneddea the dough, c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1705) 289 No Creature that's kneeded of

Clay. 1810 Kneaded [see B. 2].

S. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvii. 67 (MS. Bodl.)
If. 206/2 Mele. .is iknedde and ymolded to pe schap of loues
and ibake. c 1400 Kned [see B. 2j. 1625 TUKE Cone. Holy
Euchar. in Farr .S". P. Jas. I (1848) 313 Wheat-flower,
ground with man's hand, and knead. 1657 TRAPP Cotnin.
Esther \'\\. 6 Dirt kned with blood.

B. Signification.
1. trans. To mix and work up into a homo-

geneous plastic mass, by successively drawing out,

folding over, and pressing or squeezing together;
esp. to work up (moistened flour or clay) into

dough or a paste; to make (bread, pottery, etc.) by
this process.
c 950 [see_A. 3 n\ rxooo [see A. i]. c 1200 ORHIN 1486

Sibjienn winndwesst tu bin corn, ..and grindesst itt, and
cnedesst itt. (-1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 174 He half a
busshel of hir flour hath take, And bad his wyf go knede it

in a cake. 1398 TREVISA Bartli. De P. R. xvii. cxlvii[i].

(MS. Bodl,)lf. 228 b/i, Storase. .moche andgrete in quantite
..may be tempered and made rowe wib handelinge and
knedinge in hande. 1562 TURNER Htrbal n. 160 Hellebore
..knodden wyth mele and honye. 1573 TUSSER Hnsb. (1878)
166 Maides, three a clock, knede. lay your bucks, or go
brew. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. vi. 56 A Simnell is

a thick copped cake, or loaf made of white bread, knodden
up with saffron and currans. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India tf

P. 331 Courser Wool of their Sheep stand[s] them in some
stead, theykneading it into Felts. 1796 MRS. GLASSEGw&rry
xiv. 263 Take some flour and knead it with oil. 1878 SMILES
Robt. Dick iii. 18 The flour is mixed with yeast and salt and
water laboriously kneaded together.
2. fig. a. To blend, incorporate, weld together,

or reduce to a common mass, as if by kneading, b.
To manipulate, mould, shape, form, as by kneading.
CI400 Rom. Rose 4811 It [|ove] is a sykenesse of the

thought, Annexed and kneel bitwixe tweyne. 1582 STANY-
HURST JEneis n. (Arb.) 45 Had gods or fortun no such
course destenye knedded. 1647 H. MORK Song of Soul l.

Introd. 12/2 No earth or other Orb as yet kned together.
1819 SHELLEY Promefk. Unb. i. 614 Mighty realms.. Whose
sons are kneaded down in common blood. 1848 H. ROGERS
in Edin. Rev. Apr. 329 Inconsistencies, .incapable., of being
kneaded into any harmonious system. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust
(1875) I. vii. 115 Knead and shape her to your thought.
3. transf. To operate on or manipulate by an

action similar to that in working dough, etc. Said

esp. in reference to massage.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. q Cr. n. iii. 231, I will knede him, He

make him supple. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 121 And
kneads his flesh. >86i GEO. ELIOT Silas M. v. 76 He

;' KNEE.
turned his bed over, and shook it, and kneaded it. 1898
Allbutfs Syst. Mud. V. 997 The muscles of the extremities
and of the thorax should be gently kneaded.
Hence Knea-ded, Knea'dinu ///. adjs. ; also
Knea dingly adv., in the manner of one who
kneads.

1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. HI. i. 121, I, but to die!. This
sensible warme motion, to become A kneaded clod. 1738 G.
LILLO Marina n. i. 23 To bury kneaded earth for dead
Marina. 1818 L. HUNT Foliage, Nymphs, She.. pressed
kneadingly, As though it had been wine in grapy coats.
1860 J. F. CAMPBELL Tales W. Highland (1890) I. 163 He
reached the kneading wife,

Knead, sb. rare 1
,

[f. prec. vb.] An act of

kneading ;
an application of pressure in massage.

1854 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxvi. 326 James Stewart . . had
to wag his leg^half an hour.. each wag being accompanied
by a shampooing knead.

Kneadable (nr-dab'l), a. [f. KNEAD v. +
-ABLE.] Capable of being kneaded.
1804 R. JAMESON Mineralogy I. 309 It does not form so

kneadable a mass as the preceding. 1840 Eraser's Mag.
XXI. 612 A stiff but kneadable paste. 1892 Field 19 Mar.
412/1 The whole [was] stirred .. until it became kneadable
on a board.

Hence Kiieadabi'lity.
1791 NICHOLSON Chem. 101 A remarkable, .ductility or

kneadability serve to distinguish moistened clays.
Knea-d-cake. dial. [f. knead, pa. pple. of
KNEAD v.] Kneaded cake ; griddle-cake.
1810 J. HODGSON in Raine Mem. (1857) I. 66 We had.,

excellent oat-cake and knead-cake of fine white bread.

Kneader (nf-dsj). [f. KNEAD v. + -ER i.] One
who, or that which, kneads

; spec, a kneading-
machine.
c nqoPromp. Par^i. 279/1 Knedare of paste. 1552 HULOET,

Kneder, pinsor, pistor. 1831 Jllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib.
1199 A mechanical kneader for the use of bakers. 1885
Truth 21 Aug., Two huge revolving blades within the
kneader then perform their important task of thoroughly
mixing the ingredients. 1894 Daily News 18 Dec. 5/4 The
Panama grand lottery prize .. has .. been won by a ' kneader '

. . who works in a bakery belonging to his uncle.

Kneading (nPdirj), vl>l. sb.
[f. as prec. +

-ING !.] The action of the vb. KNEAD.
1398 [see KNEAD v. B. i]. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 279/1

Knedynge, fistnra. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 211 p i That
when Prometheus made his Man of Clay, in the kneading
up of his Heart, he season'd it with some furious Particles
of the Lion. 1893 A. S. ECCLES Sciatica 48 Vigorous kneading
of the calf and hamstring muscles should be practised,

jb. concr. Yeast. Obs.

1638 PENKETHMAN Artach. G iv b, For Yeast or kneading.
c. attrib. and Comb., as kneading-friclion,

-machine; ) kneading-tub, -vat = next.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 408 Tomorwe at nyght . . In

to our knedyng tubbes wol we crepe. 1472-3 Rolls Parlt.
VI. 38/1 Item, n knedyng Fates. 1563 Kicliuwml Wills
(Surtees) 169 A kneadinge tube . . a kneadinge bassyn.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 336 The kneading-
friction or shampooing of the Egyptians and Turks. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Kneading-machine, an apparatus
for working dough by means of a revolving spiral. 1896
AllbutCs Syst. Med. I. 376 Kneading movements, chiefly
with the heel and palm.

Knea'ding-trongh. A wooden trough or

tub in which to knead dough.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 362 Go gete vs faste in to this

In A knedyng trogh. 1411 Nottingham Kec. II. 86, i. kned-
yngtrow. 1611 BIBLE Exod. xii. 34 The people tooke their

dough before it was leauened, their kneading troughes being
bound up in their clothes vpon their shoulders. 1894 Daily
News 18 Dec. 5^4 He had just been released .. from military
service and had returned to the kneading trough.
Kneaf, dial, form of NEAF, fist.

Knealing, erron. f. NEALING, annealing.
1723 Load. Gaz. No. 6203/3 That temperate Heat, that

prevents the Knealing of the Combs or Burning of the
VVooll.

Knebelite (kne'beloit). Min. [ad. Ger. Knebelit,
named in 181 7 after Major von Knebel : see -ITE !.]

Hydrous silicate of iron and manganese, usually
of a red-brown, greyish, or black colour.
18x8 Ann. Philos. XII. 391 Knebelite. This is a name

given by Dobereiner. 1892 DANA Min. (ed. 6) 467.

f Knock, A'aut. Ol>s. or erron. var. of KINK.
1706 PHILLIPS, Knecks, the twisting of a Cable or Rope, as

it is veering or putting out. 1867 in SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

Kned, knede, obs. forms of KNEAD.

Knede, obs. erron. form of NEED v.

Knee (n ), sb. Forms : a. 1-3 oneow, onew,
(i cneu, kneu), 3 ono(u)w, (Orm.) cnewwe, 4
know(e, knew; //. I cneow, -u, -a; 3 -en; 2-4
es. ft. 1-3 cneo, 3 one, 3-5 kneo, 3-6 kne,
5- knee; pi. \ oneo ; 1-5 -en, -n ; 3- -s.

[Com. Teut. : OE. cneow, cneo neut.,
= OFris.

kniu, kni, kne, OS. knio, kneo (Dn. knie fern.),

OHG. chniu, kneo (MHG. kniu,. knie, Ger. knie},
ON. kne (Sw. Jtna, Dan. knse), Goth, kniu, gen.
kniwis : OTeut. *kne^vo

m = pre-Teut. *gneuo- : cf.

L. genu, Gr. yuvv, Skr. janu knee ;
also Goth.

knu-ssjan to kneel, Gr. yvf with bent knee, Skr.

abhi-jnu to the knee. These forms point to an

orig. ablaut stem geneu-, goneu-, gneu-, liable to

shortening of the second syllable.]
I. The part of the limb, etc.

1. The joint, or region about the joint, between



KNEE.
the thigh and the lower leg; by extension, the

part of the thigh of a sitting person over the knee.
a. cSas I'csp. Psalter cviii. 24 Cneow min fceuntrumad

smd fore festenne. 971 Blickl. Horn, 43 Hine besencton . .

ict his cneowa. c 1000 Ags. Ps. tTh.) cviii. 24 Me syntcneowu swylce cwicu unhale. ciooo Sax. Lcechd. I. 186
13ebe bonne ba fet & pa. cnewu. ci2oo Vices ff Virtues 51He oat alle cnewes to cneliS. c 1290 St. Michael 725 in
$ E-ng.Leg. I. 320 J>ekneuwene in eibur ei^e. 1377 LANGL.
P. PL B. v. 359 Clement the cobelere . . leyde hym on his
knowes.

ft. a 1000 Phoenix 514 f>onne anwald eal . . ban fcegaedraS
. . fore cristes cneo. c izoo ORMIN 4775 Cnes, & fet, &
shannkess. c 1275 XI Pains Hell 96 in O.E. Misc. 149 pat
stondeb vp to heore kneow. a 1300 Cursor M. 12685 Hes
knes war bolnd sua bat he ne moght vnnethes ga. c 1400
Trevisas Higden (Rolls) V. 461 He wolde . . lenye on his
kneon \v.r. knees]. CIQJQ HENRY Wallace i. 323 On kneis
he faucht. ?rti$oo Chester PL (E. E. T. S.) 403 Hym
honour we and all men, devoutly kneling on our knen.
1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 347 Sit on my Knee, Do!.
lym-ia SWIFT Lett, (1767) HI. 291 The queen has the gout
in her knee. 1800 WORDSW. Pet Lamb 7 Wiih one knee on
the grass did the little maiden kneel. 1835 Mus. HEMANS
Graves of a Hoitseh. vii, Whose voices mingled as they
prayed, Around one parent knee. 1841 H. SMITH Addr.
Mummy xi, Have children climbed those knees and kissed
that face? 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. (1859) JI -

Ixxix. 36 One of the earliest stories learned at a mother's knee.

2. In various phrases : a. Kneebyknee, side by side

and close together ; kneetoknee^ = prec. ; also, facing
each other with the knees touching, b. To offer
or give a fotee, to act as second in a pugilistic

encounter, it being customary for a second to give
a principal the support of his knee between the

rounds. C. Oft the knees of the gods (Gr. Qtuv iv

yowaai, Horn.), dependent on superhuman dis-

posal, beyond human control.

a. 1759 COOPF.R in Phil. Trans. LI. 39 Another old woman
sitting knee to knee with her companion. 1798 COLERIDGE
Anc. Mar. v. xii, The body of my brother's son Stood by
me, knee to knee. 1842 TENNYSON Vision of Sin 84 Sit
thee down, . . Cheek by jowl, and knee by knee. 1899 Daily
News 27 June 5/7 Men were wedged tightly knee-to-knee
as they rode at a gallop.
b. 1848 THACKERAY Van. fairv, Everybody was anxious

to have the honour of offering the conqueror a knee. 1857
HUGHES Tom Brown \\. v, Tom .. with Martin to give him
a knee, steps out on the turf.

C. 1879 BUTCHER & LANG Odyssey i. 9 Howbeit these things
surely he on the knees of the gods, whether he shall return
or not. 1900 Daily News 17 Aug. 6/5 Such things are yet
upon the knees of the gods.

3. esp. In phrases having reference to kneeling or

bowing in worship, supplication, or submission.
a. With governing prep.: On or upon the (one's) knce(s;

to fall, go, kneel, "\lie, ^sef oneself, t sit down on one's

knees (t on knee(s)* to bring one to his knees ; see also AKNEE,
FALL v. 20. b. With governing vb. : To bend, bow, drop,
^foldi put the (ones} knee; see also Bow z/.

1

9 c, BENDED.
C. As the part of the Hmb used in kneeling or bowing; to

owe a knee, to owe reverence or adoration ; f with cap and
knee: see CAP j/'.

1

4g.
a. ^893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. ix. 14 peh be hie hiene

meSigne on cneowum sittende metten. aiooo Elene 1136
iGr.) Cwene willa heo on cneow sette. c 1200 ORMIN 6627
Bu?henn himm o cnewwe. Ibid, 6467 pe;^ .. fellenn dun o
cnewwess. c 1205 LAV. 12685 5 bidden for me on eower
bare cneowen. Ibid. 12941 He . . feol on his cneowen.

ci38S CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1017 Doun on knees wente every
maner wight. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 286 Sche began merci
to ci ie, Upon hire bare knes. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Vt

50 On theyr knes desired to have theyr lives saved. 1717
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Bristol i Apr., A
minister of state is not spoken to, but upon the knee. 1800

I. MILNER in Life xii. (1842) 204 In a very short time you
may be on your knees to this very B[uonaparte]. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 402 The Marshal reasoned :

he implored : he went on his knees. 1887 Times (weekly
ed.) 4 Nov. 10/3 A very efficacious method of bringing a . .

troublesome class of offenders to their knees.

b. CQSpLindisf.Gosp.'MiM.. xxvii, 29 Cnew [cyfiRushw.
Cosp. kneuj gebeged bifora him. c 1000 Ags, Go$f>. ibid.,

Bijdon heora cneow beforan him. a 1240 Ureisun in Cott.

Horn. 191 To be ich buwe and mine kneon ich beie. 1382
WYCLIF Acts xx. 36 His knees putt, he preiede with alle

hem. 1367 Gude fy Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 51 The kneis of my
hart sail I bow. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. v. iii, I ..in Thy feare,

knees of my heart will fold. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, iv. i. 165,

I hardly yet haue learn'd To insinuate, flatter, bowe, and
bend my Knee. 16x1 BIBLE Prayer Manasses, I bow the

knee of mine heart, beseeching thee of grace. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 788 Will ye submit your necks, and chuse to bend

The supple knee? 1715 R. NELSON tr. A Keinpis' Chr.

Exerc. in. vi. 116 When with knees bended, thou entreatest

for the Pardon of thy Sins. 1857 KFBLE Eudtar. Ador. 3

If we kneel and bow the knees of our hearts to receive a

blessing.
C- 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 761, I would

never have wonne the curtesie of so many mens knees with

the losse of so many mens hands. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /yt

jv. iii. 68 The more and lesse came in with Cap and Knee.

1607 Cor. v. iii. 57 What 's this? your knees to me? To

your corrected son ? 1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xiii, I can-

not but think that . . the reed and knees of those mocking and

blasphemous Jews were so many drops of that full cup.

rt 1699 KIRKTON Hist. Ch. Scot. (1817) 210 (E. D. D.) When
they came to town they were so attended with salutations,

caps, and knees.

4. A joint in an animal likened to, or regarded

as corresponding in position OT shape to, the human
knee. a. The.carpal articulation of the foreleg of

the horse, cow, cat, or other quadruped, b. The
tarsal articulation or heel of a bird. c. The

joint
of an insect's leg between the femur and the tibia.

727

ci45o Two Cookery-bks. 116 Lete a fesaunt blode in the
mouth . . & kutt a-wey . . the legges by the kne. 1486 Bk.
St. Albans Bj, The federis that Lene at the loynte : at the
hawkes kne thay stonde hangyng. 1626 BACON Syfoa 45A pottage of strong nourishment, .made with the knees and
sinews of beef, butlong boiled. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. //.,
Knee in the Manege, is the joint of the fore quarters, that

joins the fore thigh to the shank. 1831 YouATT Horse (1848)
339 In examining a horse for purchase the knees should I e

very strictly scrutinised. 1858 FRED. SMITH CataL Brit.
Foss. Hymenopt. in Didineis lunicornis .. Female . . the
legs simple, with the knees of the anterior femora .. ofa
testaceous yellow.

_ 1893 NEWTON Diet. 'Birds 498 Knee^
a term commonly misapplied by many ornithological writers
to the intertarsal (often called tibio-tarsal) joint.
5. The part of a garment covering the knee.
x66a PEPYS Diary 12 June, I tried on my riding-cloth suit

with close knees . . I think they will be very convenient, if

not too hot to wear any other open knees after them. 1844
J. T. HEWLETT Parsons fy W. x, His coat and waistcoat
off, and his knees unbuttoned. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like <y

Unlike I. iv. 107 There is always a new man coming to the
front, with advanced theories upon the cutting of the knee.

1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grandmother 30 The very knees
of your flannels won't flop and bag.

II. Something resembling the knee in position
or shape.
6. a. Part of a hill, tree, etc., regarded as cor-

responding to the knee.

ci$86 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXII. vii, The woods, where
enterlaced trees .. Joyne at the head, though distant at the
knees, c 1640 J. SMYTH Hundred of Berkeley (1885) 4 The
sydes, knees, and feete of those hills. 184* TENNYSON
Talking Oak 29 Hail, hidden to the knees in fern, Broad
Oak of Sumner-chace !

b. A natural prominence, as a rock or crag. rare.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ix. 34 All about old stockes and
stubs of trees . . Did hang upon the ragged rocky knees.

7. A piece of timber having a natural angular

bend, or artificially so bent
;
also a piece of metal

of the same shape, a. Shipbitilding and Nautt

A piece of timber naturally bent, used to secure

parts of a ship together, esp. one with an angular
bend used to connect the beams and the timbers;

by extension, a bent piece of iron serving the same

purpose ; f formerly applied to any naturally

grown bent timber used in shipbuilding. Knee

of the head, a cutwater : cf. HEAD 21.

Hence CARLINE-, CHEEK-, DAGGER-, HEAD-, HEEL-,
STANDARD-, STI;RNPOST-KNEE : q.v.

1352 Excheq. Ace. Q. R. (Bundle _2o.
No. 27. P. R. O.)

Pro iij. lignis maer[emii] curvis vocatis
; knowes '

sic emptis
et positis in nave predicta. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 293 Boltes of yron for Knees in the seid Ship. 1600
HAKLUYT Voy. III. 864 Carpenters to set knees into her,
and any other tymbers appertaining to the strengthening of
a shippe. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 9 All the

beames to be bound with two knees at each ende. 1706
PHILLIPS s.v., The Cut-water of a Ship is also called the
Knee of the Head. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),
Knees are either said to be lodging or hanging. The former
are fixed horizontally. . .The latter are fixed vertically. 1878
A. H. MARKHAM Gt, Frozen Sea i. 3 Extra iron knees were
introduced in order more effectually to resist the enormous

pressure of the ice.

b. Carpentry and Mech. A piece of timber or

metal naturally or artificially shaped, so as to fit

into an angle ; also, the bend in such a piece, or

one made by the junction of any two pieces.

1677-83 MOXON Mech. Exerc. (1703) 142 Knees of the

principal Rafters, to be made all of one piece with the

principal Rafters. Ibid. 162, Knee, a piece of Timber

growing angularly, or crooked. 1703 T. N. City <$ C.

Purchaser 146 When Rafters are cut with a Knee, these

Furrings are pieces that go straight along with the Rafter

from the top of the Knee to the Cornish. 1825 J. NICHOLSON

Operat, Mechanic 103 Two knees of cast-iron, to support
the posts that the gates are fixed to.

c. spec, (a) An elbow-piece connecting parts in

which the side plates are let into the pieces of

timber and bolted thereto. (l>)
(A piece framed

into and connecting the bench and runner of sled

or sleigh '. (c) 'An elbow or toggle-joint* (Knight
Diet. ^Mech. 1875).
8. Arch. (See quots.^
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Bnild, 201 A Knee, in a dog-

legged and open-newelled stair-case, is the lower end of

a hand-rail. 1842-76 GWILT Arc/lit, (ed. 7) Gloss., Knee,
a part of the back of a handrailing, of a convex form, being
the reverse of a ramp, which,. is concave. 1850 PARKER
Class. Archit., Knee, ..the projectura. or projection of the

architrave mouldings, at the ends of the lintel in the dress-

ings of a door or window of classical architecture.

9. Bot. fa. An articulation or joint; esp. a

bent joint in some grasses (cf. KNEED i b, knee-

sick}. Obs. b. A spur-like process on the roots

of the bald cypress (Taxodium disticlmnt] and

tupelo (Nyssa)j rising above the water in which

the tree grows : cf. cypress-knee (CYPRESS 4).

[1597 GERARDE Herbal \. xii. 14 Kneed grasse..is so

called, bicause it hath Joints like as it were knees.] 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Knees

t
in the Art Botanick, are those

Partitions, which in some Kinds of Plants are like Knees or

Joynts. 1878 Folk-Lore Rec. I. 221 (E. D. D.) Find a straw

with nine knees. 1889 Science (U.S.) XIII. 176/2 In-

quiries concerning the knees of the swamp cypress . . led

me to the supposition that these peculiar processes from

the roots served in some manner to aerate the sap. Ibid.

177/1 At this stage .. if the crown be permanently wet,
the knees [of Nyssa uniflora} become an extremely con-

spicuous feature.

KNEE
10. Anat. (See quots.)
1840 G. V. ELLIS Anat. 33 [In the brainl The part of the

corpus callosum that bends is called the knee, and the pro-
longed portion the beak. 1881 Kyd. Sac. Lex., Beak c/
corpus caltosum, the recurved anterior termination of the
corpus callosum of the brain beyond what is called the knee.

on his ajenum cynne, |>a;t is binnan feorSan cneowe. c 1250
Gen. ff Jijc. 444 Lamech is at 3e sexte kne, 3e seuende man
after adam. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4691 Yde, . . com of
woden |je olde louerd, as in )>e tebe kne. c 1340 Cursor M.
0260 (Trin.) Who so wol se fro adam \K olde How mony
knees to crist are tolde.

III. attrib. and Comb.
12. General Comb., as knee-apron, -band, -bath,

-bolt, -buckle, -cords, -end, -giver, -height, -labour,
-line, -muscle, -shorts, -smalls, -splint, -sprain,
) -stead, -tribute, -trick, -ward, -way, -worship ;

knee-crooking, -high, -propt, -shaped, -U'orn adjs.
1885 Daily News 22 Jan. 3/3 A *knee-apron and cape

belonging to . . the driver of the cab. 1821-34 Good's Stvdy
Mid, (ed. 4) I. 330 A narrow tub for a "knee-bath, just wide
enough to hold the feet and reach the knees. 1874 THEARLE
Naval^ Archil. 36 The whole of the fastenings of the shelf,

including the *knee bolts. 1772 HENLEY in Phil. Trans.
LXII. 135 His stock, shoe, and "knee-buckles, . .were all

uninjured. 1837 DICKENS Pickw.w, It had long been his
ambition to stand in a bar of his own, in a green coat,
*knee-cords, and tops. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. i. 45 A dutious
and "knee-crooking knaue. 1869 SIR E. REEU Shiptuild.
xv. 286 The 'knee-ends of the girder are connected wilh
the bulkheads by double vertical angle-irons. 1834 H.
MILLER Scenes % Leg. xxiii. (1857) 334 The white table.,
raised "knee-height over the floor. 1843 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. IV. n. 300 Heath growing "knee-high. 1640 BROMK
Antipodes v. vi. Wks. 1873 III. 330 She kneeles. Tis but
so much 'knee-labour lost. 1798 SOTHEBY tr. IVielanifs
Oberun (1826) II. 124 Rests on her "knee-propt arm her

drooping head. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 545/2 The
same "knee-shaped bend. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chitz. xxvi,
A flannel jacket, and corduroy "knee-shorts. 1838 Nich.
Nick, xxiii, Played some part in blue silk "knee-smalls.

1591 GKEENE Farav. folly Wks. 1881-3 IX. 294 Sugar
candie she is, . . fro the wast to the "kncestead. 1667 MILTON
P. Z,. v. 782 Coming to receive from us "Knee-tribute yet

unpaid, prostration vile. 1575 TURBERV. Faulconric 340
Knit it on the side towards the leg to the "kneeward.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 10/1 There are umbrella-stands
at the ends of the seats, and plenty of "knee-way is given.

1832 R. CATTERMOLR Beckett 8 My prayers rose from no
"knee-worn cell- 1630 SANDERSON Serin. II. 262The'knee-
worship, and the cap-worship, and the lip-worship they may
have that are in worshipful places and callings.

13. Special Combs. : knee apparatus, surgical

apparatus for fracture, etc., of the knee
;
knee-

ball: see quot. ; knee-bent, -bowed adjs., of

grasses and straws, bent or bowed at the knees or

joints (see 9 a) ; t knee-board, the part of the

leg at the back of the knee, the back of the thigh
or hough ; knee-bone, the patella, knee-cap ;

knee-boot, (a) a boot reaching to the knee ; (/')

a leathern apron to draw over the knees in a

carriage ; knee-boss, a piece of armour used in

the Middle Ages to protect the knee, consisting of

a cap of leather or other material ; knee-breeches

(Sc. -breeks), breeches reaching down to, or just

below, the knee (hence knee-breeched a., wearing

knee-breeches) ; knee-brush, (a) a tuft of long

hair, immediately below the carpal joint, on the

legs of some antelopes ; (t} a hairy mass covering
the legs of bees, on which they carry pollen (cf.

BRUSH s/>.2 4) ; knee-drill, kneeling to order for

prayers : a term of the Salvation Army ;
knee-

elbow position,
' the prone position of the body

when supported on a bed or couch by the knees

and the elbows, so that the face is lower than the

pelvis, and the abdominal muscles become relaxed"

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888); t knee-evil = knee-ill;

knee-fringe, a fringe on the bottom of knee-

breeches ; f knee-grass : see KNEED I b
;
knee-

guard, a genouillere ; knee-hul(l, f -hulver =
KNEE-HOLLY; knee-ill, -iron, -jerk: see quots.;

knee -jump, -kick = knee-jerk; knee -knaps,
'leathers worn over the knees by thatchers'

(Barnes Gloss. Dorset 1864); knee-piece, (a) a

bent piece of timber used in shipbuilding : = sense.

7 a ; (b)
= knee-rafter ; (c) a

genouillere ;
knee-

pine, a dwarf vaiiety of the European mountain

pine ; knee-plate, a broad steel plate worn from

the 1 5th to the i;th c. as a protection for the

thigh; knee -process = gb; knee-punch: see

qtiot. ; knee-rafter, a rafter the lower end of

which is bent downwards ;
knee-reflex = knee-

jerk; knee-roof= CURB-ROOF; fkneeshive [Ger.

kniescheibe, Du. knieschijf], the knee-cap ;

knee - sick a. : see quot. ;
knee - stop = knee-

s-cuell; knee-strap, () the strap vised by a

shoemaker to keep a boot in position on his

knee ; (4) U. S.
'

in a railroad-car, a wrought-iron

facing to a knee-limber, connecting the end-sill

and the stirrup or drawbar carry-iron' (Cent. Diet.

1890); knee-strings, strings worn round the



KNEE.

knee at the bottom of knee-breeches; knee-swell,
in the harmonium and American organ, a lever

operated by the performer's knee for producing
crescendo and diminuendo effects ; knee-table,

a knee-hole table; f knee-ties = knee-strings. Also

KNEE-CAP, -DEEP, -HALTEK, etc., q. v.

1826 KIRBY & SP. Entoinol. III. 385 Afolula (the *Knee-

ball), the convex and sometimes bent head of the Tibia,

armed with a horny process on each side, by which it Is

attached to the thigh. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants

(ed. 3) II. 119 Straw not only ascending, but *knee-bent.

1886 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bit.^
*
Knee-bowed, said

of corn after much rain, c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 637/13

Hecfragus, *kneborde. c 1410 Chron. Eng. 758 Hys legges

hy corven of anon, Faste by the *kneo-bon. 1898 Westm.
Gaz. 21 July 7/1 [He] stated that successful cases of the

binding of the knee-bone had been known after a fortnight's

delay. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 205 At the top
of some ^knee-boots, an iron-jointed rod is sewed in the

leather, which fixes in spring sockets on the elbow-rail.

1832 Gentlewomen's Bk. Sports I. 97, I wear a waterproof
skirt, and india-rubber knee-boots. 1816 J. WILSON Noct.
Ambr. Wks. 1855 II. 275 There he is, wi* his..licht

casimer *knee-breeks wi' lang ties. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Loom .$ Lugger i. L 4 It is so odd to see such a little fellow

with knee-breeches. 1860 FAIRHOLT Costume Eng. Gloss,

(ed. 2} 400 The plain tight knee-breeches, still worn as

court-dress. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 303/1 Some two
hundred and fifty apostles of the knee-breeched cultus.

1833 Penny Cycl. II. 75/2 Another [species of antelope]
diners from the general type in the nossession of *knee-
brushes, 1882 BESANT All Sorts xii, The brave [Salvation

Army) warriors were now in full blast, and the fighting,
'

*knee-drill', singing., were at their highest. 1808 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. V. 768 If the patient, .assume the *knee-elbow

position for a short time, the dulness disappears.
1827

Sporting Mag. XX. 73 F. Bacon.. called it the *knee evil,

and seemed to consider it as a new complaint among race-

horses. 1674 DRYDEN Prol. open. New House 27 The
dangling *knee-fringe and the bib-cravat. 1706 PHILLIPS,
*
Knee-grass, a sort of Herb. 1869 BOUTELL Arms $ A^rnt.

vii. (1874) 113 These secondary defences were entitled

condi&res3tf\&genonillii!res, elbow-guards, that is, and *knee-

guards. 1894 H. SPEIGHT Nidderdale 208 Upon the knee-

guards are depicted small raised shields. 1808-18 JAMIESON,
*
Knee-ill> a disease of cattle, affecting their joints. 1884
KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Surjpl., *Knee-iron, an angle-iron at
the junction of timbers in a frame. 1876 FOSTER Pkys.
(1888) 913 Striking the tendon below the patella gives rise

to a sudden extension of the leg, known as the *knee-jerk.

1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med.. II. 367 The physiological deep
reflex called the 'knee-jerk' or (

patellar reflex '. 1898
J. HUTCHINSON Archives Surg. IX. 135 His *Knee-jump
was poor. 1889 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr. xliii, Fresh

leggings, *knee-naps, and .corduroys. 1666 Lond. Gaz,
No. 68/1 One [Fly-boat] of 300 Tuns, with.. Deal, ''Knee-

pieces, and other Oak timber for ships. 1677-83 [see knee-

rafter}. 1869 BOUTELL Anns $ Arm. x. 11874) 190 The
pouleyns,genouilU2res, or knee-pieces became general before
the close of the i3th century. 1884 MILLER Plant-n. 231
Pinus Miigho vnr, nanat

*Knee Pine. 1889 Science (U. S.)

XIII. 176/2 The trees [swamp cypresses] which grew
upon high ground failed to develop any *knee processes.
1884 F; J. BRITTEN Watch <fr Clockm. 135 *Knee Punch, a
cranked punch for removing plugs from cylinders. 1677-83
MOXON Mech. Exerc, (1703) 162 A piece of Timber growing
angularly, or crooked, .being made out of one piece of stuff:
It is called a Knee-piece, or *Knee-rafter. 1845 PARKER
Gloss. Archit., Knee-rnftert & rafter in the principal truss of
a roof. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Knee reflex. Same as knee-

jerk. 1898 J. HUTCHINSON Archives Surg. IX. 336 His
knee-reflexes were good. 1599 A. M. tr. (label/toner's Bk,
Physicke 224/1 Heerwith must the Woman annoy_ncte her-
selfe in and rownde about her Navle, and *kneeshive. 1794
T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts in Archyol. Ra>. (1888) Mar., Knee*
sick, wheat is *knee-sick [when] weak in the stalk and
dropping on the first joint. ^876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet.
ATus. Terms, *Knce Stop, a mechanical contrivance on
harmoniums, by which certain Shutters are made to open
gradually when the knees are pressed against levers. 1897
Mus. Times i Jan. 57/1 American organ . . 1 1 stops, including
two knee-stops. iSia Sporting Mag. XL. 14 A significant
dangle of my *

knee-strap, a 189* WALT WHITMAN To

Working Men 6 The awl and knee-strap, i^ia ADDISOM
Spect. No. 317 p 4 Tied my "Knee-strings, and washed my
Hands. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) 1. 67 When we set
ourselves to think intensely, few of us leave our limbs

entirely at rest ; . .some play with their buttons, some twist
their knee-strings. 1852 R. S. SURTEES 'Sponge's Sp. Tonr
(1893) 286 The knee-strings were generally also loose. 1882

OGILVIE,
*
Knee-swell, 1890 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Christm.

No. 157 He.. took a seat at the *knee table. -1825 H. T. B.
in Hone Every-day Bk. I. 563 *Knee-ties depending half.

way down to the ancles.

Knee (n/), v. Forms : i oneowian, 2 kne-

wien, 3 kno(u)wien; 6- knee. [In sense i,

OE. cnfowian, f. cntow^ KNEE sb. Cf. OHG.
chninwen

t kne^ven^ M HG. kniuwen, kniewen^
knien, Ger. knien. But the orig. verb does not

appear after isth c. ; the existing vb. being a new
formation of i6th c. from KNEE sb.]
1. intr. To go do\vn on, or bend, the knee or

knees
; to kneel or bow, esp, in token of reverence

or submission. Const, to (a person), whence in-

direct passive to be kneed to.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. II. 154 Benedictua . . mid wope on his
Xebedum cneowode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 pet folc..
knewede to-foren him on bismer. c iajo Passion our Lord
387 in O. E. Misc. 48 Se>e hi knowede and seyde, hayl
gywene king.
1577 tr. Bnllinger's Decades (1592) 122 To bowe downe is

to cap and to knee, to ducke with the heade. x6ia W. PARKES
Cnrtaine-Dr. (1876) 42 The Lawyer whilst he liues may . . be
capt and kneed to like a Prince.

b. trans, with complement or cognate obj.
1607 SHAKS. Cor, v. L 5 Go.. fall downe, and knee The way

728

into his mercy. 1864 EARL DERBY Iliad'XXIT. 409 Knee me
no knees, vile hound \ nor prate to me Of parents \ 1869
Pall Mall G. 22 July 4 It was a rare sight to see the throng
..kneeing their way up stair by stair.

2. trans. To supplicate, or do obeisance to, by
kneeling or bending the knee. arch.

1591 NASHE /*. Penilesse (1842) 45 Thou has capd and
kneed him.. for a chipping. 1605 SHAKS. Lear H. iv. 217,
I could as well be brought To knee his Throne, and Squire-
like pension beg. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 937 Sycophants,
who knee Thy name, adoring. 1888 R. BUCHANAN City of
Dream vni. 162 They knee strange gods.

3. To strike or touch with the knee,
j

C

fair to infer that the injury was received from kneeing the
ball. 1899 M. HEWLETT in Blackw. Mag. Feb. 333 Evenly
forward she came.. without so much as kneeing her skirt.

4. Carpentry. To fasten with a knee or knees.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shifbuild. Assist. 71 To be .Dove-
laird into the Clamps and double Knee'd. c 1850 tfndim.

Navig. (Weale) 129 The clamps.. are.. supplied, the beams
knee'd.

5. Sc. a. trans. To give a knee-like or angular
bend to. b. intr. To bend in an angle.
1808-18 JAMIESON s. v., The wind issaid to.kneecorn, when

it breaks it down so that it strikes root by the stalk. 1825-80
Ibid. t

To knee irne, to bend iron into an angular form,

Ibid.) To kneet to bend in the middle, as a nail in being
driven into the wall 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. i. 117
When bulky the culms knee over above the first joint from
the ground.
6. trans. To make a cut in the knee of (a beast),

in order to disable it.

1890 L. C. D'OYLE Notches 37 (U. S.)
'

Dandy
'

took out his

knife, and, had .1 not been close by, would have ' kneed
'

the
steer before letting him up.
Hence Knee 'ing vbl. sb.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 199 Jhi miht forjelden . . Al
mi swine and mi sor and mine kneouwunge.

Knee-cap (nf-ksep). [f. KNEE sb. + CAP.]
1. A cap or protective covering for the knee;

spec.) a genouillere.
1660 Survey Arm. Tower Lond. in Archseologia XI. 98

Gushes, Knee capps, 1827 SCOTT JrnL 25 Jan., I have got
a piece of armour, a knee-cap of chamois leather. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet, Trade^ Knee-cap, a cover or protection for
the knee of a stumbling horse. 1860 FAIRHOLT Costume Eng.
(ed. 2) 128 Small plates of metal also begin to appear at the
elbows and krtees. . . The knee-caps were styled genouilleres.
1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 72, 4 pairs of knee-caps.
1886 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr. iv, Thatcher's knee-caps,
ploughman's leggings.

b. (Surgical.) A water- or ice-bag for topical

appliances to the knee.

1884 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. SuppL
2. The convex bone in front of the knee-joint ;

the patella, knee-pan.
1869 HUXLEY Elem. Phys. (ed. 3) 186 The ligament of the

knee-cap, or patella. 1884 BOSANQUET tr. Lotzes Metapk.
506 If we touch any part

of the skin that is stretched above
a bone, whether it be the forehead, the knee-cap, or the

heel, feelings are. .aroused which have a common tone.

Kneed (md), a. [f. KNEE sb. and v. + -ED.]
1. Furnished with knees : chiefly in parasynthetic

compounds, as broken-, weak-, KNOCK-KNEED.
1652 GAULE Magastrom. 186- That loose kneed, signifies

lascivious, and baker kneed effeminate. 17x9 DE lew. Crusoe
I. iv, My breeches.. were.. open knee'd.

b. Bot. Having joints like knees; bent like

a knee; knee-jointed; geniculate. Kneed grasst

a name of Setaria verticillata.

J597 GERARDE Herbal i. iii. 4 Slender bentie stalks, kneed
or jointed like those of corne. Ibid. \. xii. 13 Kneed grasse
hath straight and vpright strawie stalks. 1853 G. JOHNSTON
Nat.Hist.E. Bord. I. 214 The branchlets..of the Oak [arej

irregular, kneed, and spreading. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower,
PI. VI. 57 Stem kneed at the joints.

C. Having ,an angle like a knee; also teehn.
%

Having a knee or knees (in senses 7, 8 of the sb.).

1775 L-IND in Phil. Trans. LXV. 353 This cover and the
kneed tube are connected together by a slip of brass. 1823
P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build, 201 The same part of a rau

may therefore be both ramped and knee'd, 1848 B. WEBB
Continental Ecclesiol. 151 The gables are universally kneed ;

i. e. the lines of the gable . . spread outwards in a larger angle
towards the bottom.

1 2. Having the knees bent, as in kneeling. (In

quot.^.) 06s.

1657 N. W[HITINC] Albino * Bettama En. Ded. (1639)

Aij D, These lines, In which.. shines You/ worth, en-fired by
my kneed quill.

3. Of trousers : Bulged at the knees.

1887 Trade testimonial. If the trousers are kneed it has
the effect of taking it out.

Kneed, obs. form of KNEAD,

Knee-deep, a.

1. So deep as to reach to the knee. Said of

water, snow, mud, grass, etc. ; also of the ground
submerged or covered by these.

x35 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 619 In wynter in ane kne

deip snaw. 1555 EDEN Decades 116 They make a hole in

the earth knee deape. 1647 H. MORE Insontn. Philos. xii,

Great fields of Corn and Knee-deep grasse were seen. 1748
Anson's V&y. n. iv. 160 Her decks were almost constantly
knee-deep m water. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. vn.
v. 148 Rice fields and plains knee-deep in water.

2. Sunk to the knee (in water, mud, etc.). Alsoyf^.
<rx4oo Sege Jerus. (E.E.T.S.) 32/573 Kne-depe in e

dale, dascheden stcdes. x6xi SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 286

KNEEL.
Ynch-thick, knee-deepe ; ore head and eares a fork'd one.

1646 VANCE Noble Ortt. 42 Wee have bin but anckle-deepe
in the one, but wee have bin knee-deepe in the other.

17*1 AMHERST Terry Fil. No. 48 (1754) 256 To keep his
court knee-deep in a boj. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib.
n. ix. 194 Half the women round us are knee-deep in
Bankes's books. 1803 SUPPLING LandofBroads 51 Hundreds
of oxen., standing knee-deep in the cool water.

Knee'-lialter, v. heal esp. in South Africa.

To fasten a cord or halter from the head of a beast
to its knee, so as to restrain its movements. Hence
Xnee'-ha:ltered ///. a. Also Knee'-ha-lter $b.>

the cord or halter used in doing this.

1849 E. E. NAPIER Exeurs. S. Afr. II. 16 Whilst the
'knee-haltered' horses, and out-spanned oxen, were busily
engaged. 1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunters Life S. Afr. (ed. 2)
I. 129 Having off-saddled our horses, we knee haltered them.
1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Knee-halter, to apply
restraint to an animal's motions by means of tying. 1892
Cradock {S. Afr.) Reg. 4 Mar. 2 Brown mare.. marks of
kneehalter on left front leg below knee. 1898 Daily News
13 June 5/5 Should one man be shot, the others would
kneehalter their horses and go on working the gun.

Knee* -hole. A hole or space between the

pedestal drawers of a writing-table, to receive the
knees and enable one to sit close up to it. Also
attrib. b. ellipt. A knee-hole table.
1862 LYTTON Sir. Story I, 214 The arm-chair by the fire-

place ; "the knee-hole writing-table beside it. 1893 Westm,
Gaz. 22 Apr. 6/3 His desk of mahogany.. with knee-hole
and drawers, stood in the recess. 1895 British Weekly
10 Oct. 395/2 [His] writing table is a plain, substantial
kneehole.

Kiiee*-lio:lly. In OE. cnow-holen. [f.

KNEE sb. (perh. in reference to its height) + holen,
HOLLY (as a prickly evergreen).] A name of
Butcher's Broom (Rnscus acnleattts}.
c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 162 Wi5 f>one dropan,..genim

twegen scenceas fulle wosesfiysse wyrt |>eman ..cneownolen
nemneS. ('1265 Voc. Names PI. in Wr.-Wiilcker 557/33
Frisgonem, i. fresgun, i, cnehole. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.
ff Min. 448 Asparagus, grasse, knee holly, marsh-mallows.

1785 MAKTYH Rousseau's
Bot.^ xxix. (1794) 461 Butcher's

Broom, or Knee Holly, bears its flowers in the middle of
the leaves. 1866 Treas. Bot. 999.

Knee'-holm. [f. as prec. + HOLM 2.]
=
prec.

1562 TURNER Herbal \\. 121 b, Ruscus is named,, in

English Kneholme, or Knehull, and of other Bucher broume.
1610 MARKHAM Alasterp. n. clxxiiL 485 Brusca, which we
cat butchers broome, or knee holm. 1712 tr. Pontefs Hist*

Drugs I. 66 Berries of the Bigness of Holly-Oak, or Knee*
Holm. 1864 PRIOR Plant-n.^ Knec-hohn> -'hither, or -holly,
referred to the holms or hollies on account of its evergreen
leaves.

t Knee-hull, -hul, -hulver. Obs. [See HDLL
s.3, HULVER.] =

prec.
i$6j [see prec.J. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xiii. 674 In

English, Kneeholme, Kneehul .. and Petigree. 1864 [see

prec.].

t Knee-ify, r>. Obs. nonce-wd. To make a knee
of: in quot., to attach (the toe of a shoe) to the

knee by a chain, as was the fashion in the I4th c.

c 1630 Trag. Rich. If (1870) 50 This chayne doth (as it

were) soe tooefy the knee, and so kneefye the tooe, that
betweene boeth it makes a most methodicall coherence.

Knee'-joint.
1. The joint of the knee.

1648 WILKINS Math. Magick \. v. 36 The weight of the

body doth be>ir most upon tbe knee-joints. 1831 YOUATT
Iforse (1848) 337 Many horses are sadly blemished .. by
wounds in the knee-joint. 1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 176,
J ordered.. an evaporating lotion to be kept applied to the

knee-joint. 1891 FLOWER Horse 148.

2. Mcch. A joint formed of two pieces hinged
together endwise so as to resemble a knee, a toggle-

joint, t Formerly applied to a ball-and-socket

joint. Also attrib. t as knee-joint press.
i7i J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 81 The Semi-

circle is mounted upon a Knee-joint, or Ball, for the Con-

veniency of turning it every way. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.

Exhib. 287 The introduction of the knee-joint gives to the
dies a variable motion, and causes the greatest force.. at

the closing of the
joint. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Knee'

joint Pri'ss, one in which power is applied by means of

a double knee-joint articulated at the top to the upright
framework, and at the bottom to a cross-head, from which

proceeds the shaft which applies the force.

So Knee--Joi--nted a., geniculate : cf. KNEED i b.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (tA. 3) II. 120 Alofecnrus
geniculatus, spiked straw knee-jointed. Ibid. 454 Geum..
Seeds many, with a knee-jointed awn. 1855 Loudon's
Encycl. Plants Gloss, noi Kneed OT knee-jointed^ bent like

the knee-joint.

Kneel (nfl), v. Pa. t. and pple. kneeled

(nfld), knelt (nelt). Forms : a. I cngowlian,
2-4 cnewlen, 3 cneoulen, kneuli(3en, 3-4

kneulen, 4 knewlen. #. 2 cnylen, 2-3 cneoleu,

cnelen, 3 cneoli, -ly, kneolien, -ly, -len, 3-4
knelen, (kn-, cnely), 3-6 knele, (5-6 knyl, Sc.

kneil(l), 6-7 kneele, 7- kneel. [Early ME.
cneolen\ OE. cntcnvlian =* Dn. knielen, MLG.,
LG. knelen ; deriv. of cnlow t knie, KNEE sl>. The

pa. t. and pple. knelt appear to be late (ipth c.)

and of southern origin. Ci. feelj felt.1

intr. To fall on the knees or a knee ;
to assume,

or remain in, a posture in which the body is sup-

ported on the bended knees or on one of them, as

in supplication or homaget Const, to ; also, with



ZNEELER.
indirect passive, to be knelt to. Sometimes of the
knee: To bend to the ground in supplication or
reverence.
a. Taiooo Canons ofK. Edgar (MS. Colt. Tiberius A. Hi.

If. 96), Silf he on diglum cneowlie [a. r. (Thorpe A tut. Laws
II. 382) jecneowjse] xelome and hine on eoroan swioe
abeme. c 1200 Tria. CM. Horn. 25 After be forme word of be
salme [bu] abuiest gode and cnewlest tosenes him. c 1300Beket 540 The Bischop of Northwich . . Kneulede tofore him
wepmge. ciyo Sir Bout (US. A) 259 perl knewlede to
pemperur.
0. CI200 Vices f, Virtues 51. He Sat alle cnewes to cneliS.

Ibid. 145 Cnyle Sar niSer to-foren hise fet. -1205 LAY.
10976 per 19 gon cneoli [c 1275 cneoly] be king. a 1223 A ncr.
K. 20 Et Us word..buwe& o8er kneoleS. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 7607 pis heyemen, in chirche me may yse Knely
[v.rr. Kneleb, Kneulijeb] to god. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s
T. 39 1 her Kneled m the weye A compaignye of ladyes.
c 1394 P. PI. Creite 124 pou chulde.st cnely bifore Crist.
ci47o HENRY Wallace vn. 578 The hardy Scottis..Be fors
off hand gert mony cruell kneill. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Communion, Make your humble confession to
almightie God..mekely knelyng upon your knees. 1610
SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 128 You were kneel'd too, & importun'd
otherwise By all of vs. 1637 POCKLINGTON Altare Chr. 154
His knees may not buckle to Baal, nor kneele at the Com-
munion. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trail. (1760) II. 231 On these
stones St. Peter kneeled. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2> III.

14 The clerk kneels before the ordinary, whilst he reads the
words of the institution. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xvii,
The homely altar where they knelt in after-life. 1884
F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer I. ii. 25 Most of the people
around him kneeled.

fig. 1633 HERBERT Temple, BurittuUlB Who in heart not
ever kneels. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Gut. i. i. 378 Let the
will kneel within thy haughty heart. 1855 BROWNING Childe
Roland xx, Low scrubby alders kneeled down over it [the
river].

b. With down (adown) : To go down on the
knees. So kneel up, to rise on the knees.
a 1225 St. Mar/ur. 20 Heo bigon on hire cneon to cneolin

adun. (1x300 Cursor M. 4816 Dun bai kneld {v.rr. knelid,
kneled] at his fette. 1450 St. Cuthtert (Surtees) 1145
pai knelyd doune at be water syde. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
Holinshed III. 1321/1 Who. .falling downe prostrate on his

face, and then kneeling up, concluded this noble exercise
with these words to her Majestic. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. ff Cl.
in. ii. 19 But as for Cassar, Kneele downe, kneele downe,
and wonder. 1750 N. LARDNER Wks. (1838) III. 292 They
kneeled down to the elect to ask their blessing. 1817
SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xxxix, He knelt down upon the
dust. 1849 DICKENS Dav. Cofp. ii, When I kneel up, early
in the morning, in my little bed . . to look out.

c. With reft. pron. (see HIM 40). arch.

1:1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 9 A lord aroos..and kneled

hym doun before be queen. 1595 DANIEL Civ. Wars n.

Ixiii, He kneeles him downe euen at his entering. 1805
SCOTT L. Minstr. vi. xxix, There they kneeled them do\vtj.

d. With impers. object : To kneel it.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 91 We beg and entreat, and bend
also ; yea and kneel it.

Kneeler (nrlaj). [f. prec. + -ERI.]
1. One who kneels, esp. in reverence; spec, in

i6-!7th c., one who received the Lord's Supper
kneeling.
1:1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 3 Whos knelere, I, am

unworbi to unbinde be lace of his snoon. 1551 RECORDE
Cast. Knowl. (1556) 264 Hercules, whom the greekes do
call Engonasin, as it were the kneeler, bicause of his

gesture. 1665 LIVINGSTONE Charac. in Set. Biog. (1845! I.

344 They would not communicat with Kneelers. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa II. 332 Down the ready kneeler

dropped between me and the door. 1864 J. WALKEK in

Faithful Ministry iv. 84 He then retired., waving his hand
and blessing the kneelers.

2. Ch. Hist. a. One belonging to the third class

of penitents in the early Eastern church, so called

because they knelt between the ambo and the

church-door during the whole of divine service.

b. In the Apostolic Constitutions, one of the

second class of catechumens, who received the

bishop's blessing on bended knee.

1719 T. LEWIS Consecr. Churches 95 In this Part of the

Church . . stood the Class of the Penitents, who were

call'd Kneelers. <xi773 A. BUTLER Maveable Feasts (1852)

I. 279 The third rank of penitents was that of the kneelers

or prostrators. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knywl. I. 202

The Catechumens proper, both the A udientes . . and Genii-

ftectentes (kneelers).

1 8. Arch. a. The return of the dripstone at the

spring of an arch : cf. KNEE sb. 10. b. Each of

the terms or steps of the '
fractable

'
of a gable ;

a crow-step or corbie-step. Obs.

1617 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 204 Door-

steedes with . . heddes and Cornishes and kneelers over y
same. Ibid. 205 Cornises and kneelers over everie windowe.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 472 A kneeler, .. stones that

stand upright, that makes a Square outward aboue, and in-

ward below.

4. A board, stool, or hassock on which to kneel.

1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss ff Gain in. x. 381 At the lower

end of the church were about three ranges of movable

benches, with backs and kneelers. 1894 Daily News 22 May
7/1 There are also fauld-stools and kneelers.

5. Mining. (See quot.)
1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining Terms, Kneeler, a

quadrant by which the direction of pump rods is reversed.

Knee-less, a. rare. [f.
KNEE sb. + -LESS.]

Without a knee or knees: in quot. (nonce-use)

That refuses to kneel.

1631 G. WIDDOWES (title) The lawlesse kneelesse schis-

maticall Puritan.

VOL. V.

729

Knee-let, rare. [f. KNEE sb. + -LET : cf. arm-
let, earlet.~\ A piece of armour or clothing pro-
tecting or covering the knee ; spec., a genouillere.
01843 SOUTHEY Doctor clxxxviii. (1848)497 A necessary

part of a suit of armour was distinguished by this name
{genouilleres) in the days of chivalry; and the article of
dress which corresponds to it may be called kneelets, if for
3

"n
ew artlcle we

.
strike a new w?rd. 1896 Westm. Gaz.

31 Mar. 3/2 This is, properly speaking, not a garter at all :

it is a kneelet, if I may coin the term.

Kneeling (nf-lin), vol. si. [f. KNEEL v +
-ING 1.]

1. The action of the vb. KNEEL
;
a falling down,

or remaining, on the knees in worship, submission,
etc.; in quot. 1631, advancing on the knees;
formerly often with//., a genuflexion.
cizoo Vices ff Virtues 127 OSSer mid cnewlinge, o33er

mid swinke. CIAOO MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 122 pai do
grete wirschepe also to be sonne, and mase many knelinges
berto. 1500 FISHER Fun. Serin. Ctess Richmond Wks.
(1876) 294 The blessyd Martha is commended, in orderynge
of her soule to god. by often knclynges. 1631 WEEVER A tic.

Fun, Man. 202 There was . . such creeping and kneeling to
his Tombe. 1769 Junius Lett. xv. (1835) 72 A Court, in
which prayers are morality and kneeling is religion. 1881
Miss YONGE Lads Langley ii. 69 The next time there was
a kneeling ; that is to say, when the children and Miss Dora
went down on their knees, as Frank had never seen any one
. . except perhaps the clergyman, kneel before.

2. transf. A place or space for kneeling in a
place of worship.
1587 in Picton L'pool Manic. Rec. (1883) I. 105 Highest

place in that form where they have been and are accustomed
to be and have their kneeling. 1645 HABINGTON Snrtt.
Wore, in Wore. Hist. Sac. Proc. III. 507 In the .. highest
windowe, under which Habington's auncesters haue for-

merly had theyre kneelinge. 1852 Ecclesiologist XIII. 309
The Chapel of the Holy Trinity, which . . is also furnished
with similar kneelings. 1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng. Cathedr.
iqth C. 116 Space beyond that which is required for the

sittings or kneelings of the average place of worship.
3. Comb., as kneeling-cushion, -desk, -place, -stool,

-support; f kneeling-rail, a rail of triangular
section, to the vertical face of which the pales or
boards of a fence are nailed ; kneeling-sap, a
mode of sapping in military engineering (see quot.).
1876 T. HARDY Elhelberta (1890) 368 Chickerel turned

towards the chancel, his eye being attracted by a red "kneel-

ing-cushion. 1853 DALF. tr. Baldeschis Ceremonial 200

note, An uncovered *kneeling-desk before the Altar, a 1847
ELIZA COOK Thanksgiving ii, My temple dome is Thy
broad sky, my "kneeling-place Thy sod. 1703 T. N. City
ff C. Purchaser 217 Making and setting up of Piilisado-

pales (if the Heads are handsomely cut, . . and the Rails,
*Kneeling-rails) is worth 14$. per Rod. 1884 Mil. Engineer-
ing I. II. 72 The mode of executing the sap .. is done in
two ways, called, ^kneeling sap, and standing sap, from the
attitude in which the leading sappers work. . . In the kneel-

ing sap it is imperative to use shields for the protection of
the sappers. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his ffivn Mechanic
(ed. 8) 798 Carpeting of a sober pattern . . for "kneeling
stools in a church.

Knee'ling, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.] That
kneels (lit. andyff.).
1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1317/2 The bowed

knees of kneeling hearts. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //, v. iii. 132
O happy vantage of a kneeling knee. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xx. IV. 387 On the day when he told the kneeling
fellows of Magdalene to get out of his sight.

Hence Xnee'lingly adv., in a kneeling posture,
on one's knees.

1388 WYCLIF Jer. xxxviii. 26 Knelyngli y puttide forth my
preiris bifore the kyng.

Knee-pan (nrpjen). [f.
KNEE sb. + PAN.]

1. The bone in front of the knee-joint ;
the patella,

knee-cap.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/18 Internodinnt, the kne-

panne, or wherlebon. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vin. (1593)
206 Hir leannesse made her joints bolne big and kneepannes
for to swell. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2406/4 The Bone in one
of his Legs sticks out below his Knee-Pan. 1881 MIVART
Cat 109 The articular surfaces of the condyles . . form an

elongated, transversely concave, ascending articular surface

for the knee-pan.
2. Entom. 'A concavity at the apex of the thigh,

underneath, to receive the base of the Tibia
'

(Kirby
& Sp. Entomol, (1826) III. 384).

Kneesberry, variant of NASEBERBT.
Knee'-tirniber. Timber having a natural

angular bend, suitable for making knees in ship-

building or carpentry ;
= KNEE sb. 7. Alsoy^f.

1607-12 BACON Ess., Goodness ff Goodness ofNat. (Arb.)

206 Like to knee-tymber that is good for Shipps . . but not

for building houses. 1673 E. BROWN Trav. Gerttt., etc.

(1677) 55 It is built with large Knee Timber, like the ribs of

a Ship. 1791 COWPER Yardley Oak 99 Thy tortuous arms

..Warped into tough knee-timber. 1898 Archzol. SEliana.

XIX. in. 265 A
plantation

of oaks growing to provide
' knee-timber '

for his ships.

b. with //. A bent piece of timber used in

carpentry or shipbuilding.
1739 LAUEI.YE Short Ace. Piers Westm. Br. 24 Every

Angle .. had three Oaken Knee-Timbers, properly bolted

and secured. 1795-18x4 WORDSW. Excitrs. yn. 606 Many
a ship . . to him hath owed Her strong knee-timbers.

Knele, knely, obs. forms of KNEEL.

Knell (nel), so. Forms : o. 1-3 onyll, (i onyl),

3 onul, 5-6 knyll, (6 knyle), 7 knill ; 0. 4 knel,
6- knell. [OE. cnyll masc. :*cnulli-, from stem

of cnyllan, KNELL v. (perh. a late formation, after

KNELL.

orig. *'- sbs. from strong vbs.) : thence app. Welsh
cnul, cnull, death-bell, passing-bell, knell'. The
later form knell goes with the same form in the vb.
Cf. Ger. and Du. knoll '

clap, loud report
'

from
knellen."] The sound made by a bell when struck
or rung, esp. the sound of a bell rung slowly and
solemnly, as immediately after a death or at a
funeral.
o. co6i .rETHELWOLD Rule St. Benet xlviii. 74 SiSban hy

(wne forman cnyl to none xehyren, gangen hy ealle from hyra
weorce. c 1000 /Elfric's Colloq. in Wr.-Wulcker 103 Hwilon
ic gehyre cnyll, and ic arise, c 1300 Vox If Wolf*$\ in
Ret. Ant. II. 277 Thi soul-cnul ich wile do ringe. 01512
FABYAN Will in Chron. Pref. 5, I will that my knyll be
rongyn

"' *L ~

..quhen he seis
ony

man cummand to the toun ridand..
[sal] gif hot a knell with the bell, and gif thair beis tua,
tua knellis. a 1541 WYATT Louer showing continualfaines
(R.), The doleful bell that still doth ring The woful
knell of all my ioyes. 1591 SPENSER Daphnaida 334 Let
.. the ayre be fil'd with noyse of doleful! knells. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. 11. i. 63 The Bell inuites me. Heare it not,
Duncan, for it is a Knell, That summons thee to Heauen,
or to Hell. 1750 GRAY Elegy i The curfew tolls the knell
of parting day. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles iv. xx, The Con-
vent bell Long time had ceased its matin knell. 1881 BESANT
& RICE Chapl. of Fleet I. 3 All the morning the funeral
knell has been tolling.

b._/%-. A sound announcing the death of a person
or the passing away of something; an omen of
death or extinction. Also, allusively, in phrases
expressing or having reference to death or ex-
tinction.

ft. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n. i. 32 Brought agen to th' Bar,
to heare His Knell rung out, his lodgement. 1784 COWPEK
Task iv. 148 No stationary steeds Cough their own knell.

1878 EMERSON Misc., Fort. Repub. Wks. (Bohn) III. 393Men whose names are a knell to all hope of progress.
c. transf. A sound resembling a knell; a doleful

cry, dirge, etc.

a. 1647 H. MORE Song- ofSoul i. in. xxi, Ever and anon a
doleful! knill Comes from the fatall Owl.
0. 1820 SHELLEY Witch of Atlas xxv, A knell Of sobbing

voices came upon her ears.

d. Comb., as
) knell-man, -voice.

1611 G. VADIANUS Panegyr. Verses in Coryafs Crudi-
ties. Bell-man and knell-man gentrie of the steeple. 1900
Speaker 9 June 276-'!, I still must only hearken To these
knell-voices in the blood.

Knell (nel), v. Now chiefly arch. Forms :

a. i cnyllan, 4 knulle (if), 4-5 knylle; 0. 4-5
knelle, 6 knel, 7- knell. [OE. cnyllan :-*knull-

jan; app. in ablaut relation to MHO. er-knellen

(OTeut. *knell-, knall-, knoll- : see Grimm s. v.

knelleri) : thence app. Welsh cnulio to toll (a

bell). The later knell was prob. an onomatopoeic
modification.]

fl. trans. To strike with a resounding blow,
to knock ; also absol. Obs.
a. 950 Liiidisf. Gosp. Matt. vii. 7 CnysaS vel cnyllas ge

[pulsate} & un-tyned bi5 iuh. CO75 Rjtshw. Gosp. Luke xi.

10 Daem cnyllende ontyned bi3. Ibid, xii. 36 Mi35y
cyme8 & cnyllaS [Liiidisf. cnyllsaS] sona ontyned bi3 him.

CI3H Pol. Songs (Rolls) 193 Ther hy were knulled y the

put-falle, This eorles ant barouns ant huere knyhtes alie.

p. 13.. Propr Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Herri^'s Archiv
LXXXI. 84/70 Whos heued bei knelled wib mom a knoc.

t 2. trans. To ring (a bell) ; in later use esp. to

ring slowly and solemnly, as for a death or at a

funeral, to toll ; also absol. Obs.
a. cg6i JETHELWOLD Rule St. Benet xlviii. 74 Hy ealle..

don hy jearuwe, beet hy majon to cirican gan, bonne mon
eft cnylle. a 1400 Sir Perc. 1349 Now knyllyne thay the
comone belle, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxii. 102 He knyl-
lez a lytill bell of siluer.

0. 1494 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 189 When the more Bell at

Powles chirch is knelled. 1530 Aberd. Cmtnc. Keg. (1844)
Pref. 37 And quhowsone the watch . . heirs him knel land

continuall and fast, than he sail jow the comond bell. 1563-7
BUCHANAN Reform St. Andros Wks. (1892) ii At ten he sal

knel; at half hour to xi knel; at xi ryng to the dennar.
a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 362 A little before

mid night., the trumpets were blowin, the commoun bell

knelled.

3. intr. a. Of a bell : To ring ; now esp. for

a death or at a funeral ; to toll.

a. 1430 Freemasonry 689 When thou herest to masse

knylle, Pray to God with herte stylle.

/3. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 571 jit schul 5e

preye .. Til bat be belle knelle. 1567 Glide ff Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 231 O hirdis of Israel, heir ?e the Lordis bell,

Knelland fast in }our eir. 1622 FLETCHER Span. Curate V. ii,

Not worth a blessing, nor a bell to knell for thee. 1820

BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. li. 182 The sullen huge oracular bell,

Which never knells but for a princely death.

b. gen. To give forth a reverberating or a
mournful sound.- Usually transf. OTjtg. from a.

a. a 1400-50/1lexander 775 Soknellyd [Ashm.MS. kinlid

Jar knilid] clarions bat all be clyff rongen.
ft. a 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 764 Claryonis lowde knellis,

PortatiuiSj
and bellis. 1808 SCOTT Hunting Song \, Hawks

are whistling, horns are knelling. 1887 DOWDEN Shelley II.

xii. 499 The waves began to cry and knell against the rocks.

C. fig. To sound ominously or with ominous

effect. Also said allusively in reference to death

or extinction. (Cf. KNELL sb. b.)
1816 SCOTT Bt, Dwarfw, The words of the warlock are

157



KNELLINQ.

knelling in my ears. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881)

161 Her natural blankness of imagination read his absence

as an entire relinquishment : it knelled in a vacant chamber.

4. trans. To summon or call by or as by a

knell ;
to ring (into, etc.).

1800 COLERIDGE Christabel \\. 2 Each matin bell, the

Baron saith, Knells us back to a world of death. 1831

LYTTON Godolphin 6s Ladies who become countesses are

knelled into marriage.

b. To proclaim by or as by a knell.

1840 LADY C BURY Hist, ofFlirt iii, Mr. Flynn's requiem

waTknelled in the hearts of the elders. 1847 EMERSON

PoenuWsV -37 Let. .the bell of beetle and of bee Knell

their melodious memory. 1859 G. MEREDITH R. Fcvtrcl x,

Benson's tongue was knelling dinner.

Hence Kne'lling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Pars. 279/2 Knyllynge of a belle, tintillacio.

1662 T. W. Thorny Abb. 14 Are these sounds the knelling

obsequies You use to keep at a King's Funerall? 1863

THORNBURY True as Steel III. 142 The knelling shots of

the harquebusses. 1865 Pall MallG. 12 June 4The mourn-

ful knelling of the bells from the steeples of Cronstadt and

St. Petersburg.

Kneo, Kneol(i)en, obs. ff. KNEE, KNEEL.

Kneot, obs. form of KNIT v.

Knep, v. Also 7 kneppe. Dial. var. KNAP v.2

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 118 Horses, .. are on

mendinge hand when they kneppe one with another, c 1746

COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 67 Os

greadly o Lad as needs t' knep oth 'Hem of a keke. 1828

Craven Dial., Knep, knife, to crop with the teeth, to bite

easily. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. s.v., 'They [sick

cattle] are nobbut just yabble to knep a bit
', only able to

eat a little at a time.

t Kne'ppel. Obs. In 5-6 knepill, knappell.

[a.
LG. kniipel, knepel, Du. knepel, kneppel, var. of

kleppel (see Grimm).] The clapper
of a bell.

c 1500 Churchw. Ace. Hcytridge (Nichols 1797) 152 For

the makynge of the cage of the great bell Knepill. c 1560
Ibid. 154 For newe mendynge of the third bell Knappell

agense Hallowmasse.

Knet, knete, obs. forms of KNIT v.

t Kuetch, v. Obs. Also 6 knatch. [app. a

phonetic variant or deriv. of KNACK v.] trans.

To knock (on the head), destroy, crush, suppress.
a 1564 BECON Common-pi. Holy Script, in Prayers, etc.

(18441 339 He that killeth a sheep for me knetcheth a dog.

i579GossoN^fA./4*K29b,Withagreatclubbe[Commodus]
knatched them all on the bed, as they had been Giauntes.

1609 Bp. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath, 17 Now for vs

to feret and knetch these Vermin. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp.
a Peter iii. 3 That treason was knetched before it was fully

hatched.

Knottle : see KNITTLE.

Knevel, erroneous form of KEVEL sb?

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 7 Kneuels are small

pieces of wood nailed to the inside of the ship, to belay the

sheats and tackes vnto. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Knivels

[1706 (ed. Kersey), Kneuels or Kevels}.

Knevel, var. NEVEL v. Knew, Knewleche,
Knewlen, obs. ff. KNEE, KNOWLEDGE, KNEEL.

II Knez (knez). Also 6-9 knes, 9 knias. [A Sla-

vonic word : Servian, Slov. knez, Boh. knez, Serbian

knjez, Russ. KHH3B knjazb :-Old Slav. KXH3I>

kiindizl, prehistoric a. OTeut. *kuning- KINO.
From Slov., also Romanian knez, Alban. knez,

Magyar kenez] A title among Slavonic nations =

'prince'; sometimes implying sovereignty, as in

Montenegro and formerly in the various Danubian

Principalities ; sometimes merely rank, as now in

Russia : often rendered in western langs. by 'duke':

cf. the title B6JHKiS KHH3I. velikie knjaz\>
'

great

prince ', usually englished
'

grand duke '.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. (15941 596 The great
Knes, or duke of Moscovia. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. xi.

(Arb.l 57 Mosco, the court of the great Knez. 1650 Lett. II.

To Rdr., The Knez of them may know, what Prester John
Doth with his Camells in the torrid Zone. 1698 A. BRAND

ttifi. Muscovy to China 41 These three Women, .were the
Wives of so many Knezes or Dukes of the Ostiacky. 1710
WHITWORTH Ace. Russia (1758) 31 They are divided into
three ranks, the Nobility, called Kneas ; the Gentry . . and
the Peasants.* 1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist. Seryia 45 After
consultation with the Kneses, the tax was imposed pro-

portionably on the respective districts. Ibid. 409 It was of

advantage to the enemies of the Knias, that neither Russia
nor the Porte was satisfied with his political administration.

Knib, obs. form of NIB sb. and v.

Kiiick, sb. Obs. rare. [= MDu. cnic, Du.
knik, MLG. (whence mod.G.) knick. Orig. echoic.

Knick bears the same relation to knack, that click,

snip, bear to clack, snap."\ A light- sounding snap
or crack as with the fingers.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Niquet, . . a knicke

made with the thombes, nailes, and teeth. 1611 COTGR.,
Niquet, a knicke, klicke, snap with the teeth, or fingers.

Knick (nik), v. [Goes with prec.
= MDu.

cnicken (Du. knikken), MLG. (whence mod.G.)
knicken.'] trans, and intr. To snap, or crack

lightly (the fingers, etc.) ; to ' knack
'

lightly.
1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 350 O Gout 1 thou puzzling knotty

point Who knick'st man's frame in every joint 17.. Laird
o Logic in Child Ballads vi. clxxxii E. (1889) 455 May
Margaret sits in the queen's bouir, Knicking her lingers ane
be ane. 1887 JAMIESON 2nd SuppL s. v., He can gar his
fingers knick.

Knick, variant of NICE v., to deny.
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Knick-a-knock. [Cf. prec. and KNOCK
;
also

KNICKETY-KNOCK.] An echoic word expressing a

succession of knocks of alternating character.

1600 Look About You xxiv. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 457 Our
gates are like an anvil ; from four to ten, nothing but knick-

a.knock upon't.

Knicker 1
(ni-kai). [In sense I, understood to

be a. Dn. knikker, local Ger. knicker, marble (used

in school-boy play), app. agent-n. from knikken,
knicken to crack, snap, KNICK; adopted in U.S.
But NICKER (q. v.) in this or a similar sense is much
earlier in Eng. The connexion of the other senses,

and their spelling with kn- or n- is also uncertain.]
1. A boys'

' marble
'

of baked clay ; esp. one

placed between the forefinger and thumb, and pro-

pelled by a jerk of the latter, so as to strike at

another marble.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Americanisms, Knicker or Nicker,

a boy's clay marble j a common term in New York.

2. (Also nicker). A large flat button or disk of

metal, used as a pitcher, in the boys' game 'on
the line ', played with buttons.

1899 N.tjQ. gth Ser. III. 185/2 The buttons of the coach,
man type, with the shank battere>

'

'

nicker , or
' knicker '.

red down, made a good

3. A game played in Suffolk with stones (of the

same nature as duck or duck-stone}. Also the stone

thrown by each player.
1900 F. HALL in Eng. Dial. Diet.

Knicker 2
(ni-kai). In pi. knickers : collo-

quial contraction of KNICKERBOCKERS.
1881 JEFFERIES Wood Magic I. i. 15 It was not in that

pocket, . . nor in his knickers. 1900 Times 29 Jan. 10/3 The
Imperial Yeomanry . . In their well-made, loosely-fitting
khaki tunics and riding knickers.

b. attrib. (in form knicker} as knicker suit.

1809 Daily News 13 July 6/6 A well-known North Country
flockmaster, . .in a light check knicker suit.

Knicker, variant of NICKEB v.

Knickerbocker (ni-kaib^kaj). Also 9 nicker-.

[The name of the pretended author of Washington
Irving's History ofNew York.]

I. (with capital initial). 1. A descendant of

the original Dutch settlers of the New Netherlands
in America, hence, a New Yorker.

[1809 W. IRVING (title) History of New York. . . By Diedrich

Knickerbocker.] 1848 Ibid. Author's Apol., When 1 find

New Yorkers of Dutch descent priding themselves upon
being 'genuine Knickerbockers

'

[etc.]. 1876 S. OSGOOD in

D. J. Hill Bryant (1879) '58 We czn all join, ..whether
native or foreign-born, Knickerbockers, or New-Englanders.
2. attrib. or as adj. Of or pertaining to the

Knickerbockers of New York.
1856 LONCF. in Life (1891) II. 303 The dreadful Knicker.

bocker custom of calling on everybody. 1887 Pall Mall G.

29 Jan. 10/1 A descendant of one of the Knickerbocker
families.

II. 3. (with small initial), pi. Loose-fitting

breeches, gathered in at the knee, and worn by
boys, sportsmen, and others who require a freer

use of their limbs. The term has been loosely
extended to the whole costume worn with these, =
knickerbocker suit. (Rarely in sing.")
The name is said to have been given to them because of

their resemblance to the knee-breeches of the Dutchmen in

Cruikshank's illustrations to W. Irving's History of New
York.

1859 LD. ELCHO in Times 23 May 12/3 The suggestion ..

is that volunteers should not wear trowsers, but I would
recommend as a substitute what are commonly known as

tiickerbockers, i. e. long loose breeches generally worn with-

out braces, and buckled or buttoned round the waist and
knee. 1859 KINCSLEY in Life (1878) II. 90 The puffed trunk,

hose.. in the country, where they were ill made, became
slops, i. e. knickerbockers. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Pap.,
De jirventnte 71 Children in short frocks and knicker-
bockers. 1862 MRS. FRESHFIELD Tour Orisons i. 3 Mountain
solitudes . . undisturbed by visions of crinoline and knicker*
bockers. 1883 E. PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream Leicestersk.
202 In cases not few the knickerbocker has of late been
more familiar than the buckskin.
attrib. 1861 Times 12 July, One knickerbocker company,

wearing the same uniform as the London Scottish. 1864
Miss YONGE Trial II. 236 A little knickerbocker boy, with

floating rich dark ringlets 1894 Pall Mall G. 15 June 4/2
The assumption that the knickerbocker ladies [cyclists] were

doing something confessedly unseemly. 1807 Westm. Gaz.

14 Jan. 2/1 A talent, .quite ignored in knickerbocker days.
Hence Knickerbockered (-9-id), a., wearing

knickerbockers.

1869 Echo 28 Sept, The tall, knickerbockered Q.C. from
Dublin. 1897 OutingfU. S.)XXX 462/2 A knickerbockered,
travel-stained, dusty-shoed guest.

Kiiickered (ni-kaad), a. [f. KNICKEH-! + -ED 2
.]

Clothed in knickerbockers.

1897 Punch. 28 Aug. 85/1 Three human legs. . hygienically
knickered.

Knickety-knock (ni-ketiinp'k). [Echoic : cf.

KNICK-A-KNOCK.] An echoic word imitating an
alternation of knocking sounds; hence adverbially :

striking from side to side with alternation of

sound.
1811 H. & J. SMITH Kef. Addr., Rebuilding, His head as

he tumbled went knickety-knock Like a pebble in Carisbrook
well. 1825 CHR. WORDSWORTH in Life (1888) 28 You know
that the pebbles cry nickety-nock when they arrive at the
bottom.

KNICK-KNACKISH.

Knick-knack, nick-nack (ni'k,nsek). Also

7-9 knick-nack, knicknack ; 8-9 nicknack, p
nio-nao, nicnac. [Redupl. of KNACK sb., with
first element lightened as in crick-crack, etc.]

f 1. A petty trick, sleight, artifice, subterfuge.
z6i8 FLETCHER Loyal Subj. n. i, If you use these knick*

knacks, This fast and loose, a 1625 FLETCHER Hum.
Lieutenant i. i, These foolish mistresses do so hang about

ye, So whimper and so hug. ..Soft vows and sighs, and
fiddle-faddles. Spoils all our trade [of war] 1 You must
forget these knick-knacks. -1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp.
II. 312 You by the advantage of some knick-knacks have
got the ascendant over them.

2. A light, dainty article of furniture, dress, or

food ; any curious or pleasing trifle more for orna-

ment than use; a trinket, gimcrack, kickshaw.
a. 1682 N. O. Boileaii'sLutrin i. Argt., Miss won't come in

to Buy, before She spies the Knick-knacks at the Dore.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies II. ii. 179 Two Knick.nacks of the
fair. 1725 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq. (1877) 37^7 (D.) He found
me supporting my outward tabernacle . . with some knick*
knacks, .at the confectioner's. 1748 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792)
II. clvii. 61 Knick-knacks, butterflies, shells, insects, &c. are
the objects of their most serious researches. 1822 W. IRVING
Braceb. Hall iii. 25 The many little valuables and knick.
knacks treasured up in the housekeeper's room. 1866 MRS.
STOWE Lit. Foxes 27 Knick-nacks.

ft. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab, Bees (1725) I. 349 Watch-
makers and others that sell toys, superfluous nicknacks, and
other curiosities. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. (1849) 386 He
is a plain John Bull, and has no relish for frippery and
nick-nacks. 1823 W. COBBETT Rural Rides (1885) I. 347
Two or three nick-nacks to eat instead of a piece of bacon
and a pudding. 1836-9 DICKENS S&. Boz ii. (1850) 6/1 The
little front parlour, . . the little nicnacs are always arranged
in precisely the same manner.
attrib. 1860 SALA Lady Chesterf. v. 74 Not mere millinery

and gloves and nicknack shopping.
b. A feast or social meal to which each guest

contributes in kind.

177* FOOTE Nabob i. Wks. 1799 II. 298 Robins has a rout
and supper on Sunday next. . . A nick-nack, . . we all con*

tribute, as usual.

3. An alternation of knacking sounds ; an instru-

ment that produces such, as the bones.

1650 H. MORE Observ. Aniwa Magica (1655) 144 Some
idle boy playing on a

pair of Knick-knacks. 1708 Brit.

Apollo No. 56. 3/1 Death-Watches perplex, With repeated
knick-knacks.

Hence Kni ckknacked (-n;ckt) a.

1891 Faith of Our Fathers Sept 201 Furnitured, and
knick-knacked, as though its hospitable inmates had been
in since Quarter-day.

Knick-knackatory, nick-n. (nik,nse-ka-

tari). Also 8 niok-kn-. [f. KNICK-KNACK after

conservatory, laboratory, etc.] A repository of

knick-knacks. Also loosely, a knick-knack.
a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. (1760) II. 15, 1 keep a nicknackatory,

or toy-shop. 17*1 AMHERST Terrx Fil. No. 34. (1754) 178,
I went . . to the [Ashmolean] musseum, vulgarly called the

nicknackatory. a 1734 NORTH Lives (1826) 11. 180 He was
single, and his house a sort of knick-knackatory. i8ia SCOTT
Let. to Miss Baillie 4 Apr. in Lockhart, You see my nick-

nackatory is well supplied. 1819 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. XC. 13 Collecting the . . nicknackatories of every vir-

tuoso within reach.

Hence Xniok-knackato rian, -a'rian sb. and a.

(also nicknackitorian, -arian -aterian). a. sb.

One who keeps a '

knick-knackatory' ; a dealer in

knick-knacks; b. adj. Devoted to knick-knacks.
1802 in Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1284 The plaintiff was a

nicknackitarian, that is, a dealer in curiosities. 1802 Chron.
in Ann. Reg. 445/1 A profession technically called a Nick-

nackitorian, that is a dealer in all manner of curiosities, such
as Egyptian mummies, Indian implements,, .antique shields,

helmets, &c. 1842 United Service Mag. n. 7 Those of a
knicknackaterian tendency.

I Kill ck-kna:cker. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. KNICK-

KNACK + -ER.] A trifler.

1622 BRETON Strange Nerves (1879) 6/2 Other kind of

knick-knackers. .which betwixt knaue and foole can make
an ilfauourd passage through the world.

Kiiick-kiia ckery, uick-nackery. [f.

KNICK-KNACK + -EHY.J a. Knick-knacks collec-

tively, b. A slight .or trifling ornament, c. A
fanciful dish or confection, = KNICK-KNACK 2.

a. 1812 G. COLMAN Poet. Vagaries, Lady of
t

Wreck Adyt.,
A short epic poem, stuffed with romantic knick-knackeries.

1813 MOORE Horace, Odes \. xxxviii, Boy, tell the Cook that

I hate all nick-nackeries. 1848 Fraser's Mag. XXXVIII.
130 They eagerly collected all sorts of knick-knackery. 1876
MRS. WHITNEY Sights f, Ins. II. xxxi. 588 She took the
duster . . and went round whisking among knicknackery
and books.

/i. 1800 Ann. Reg. 2362 Too much drapery, ornament, and
various nick-nackery. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN R. Lynne II.

iii. 58 Nicknackeries from China and Japan.
Kiiick-kiia-cket. Sc. [f. KNICK-KNACK +

-ET dim. suffix.] A little knick-knack.

1789 BURNS Capt. Grose's Peregrin, vi, He has a fouth o'

auld nick-nackets : Rusty aim-caps and jinglin jackets.

1892 KEENE in Life ix. 212 An omnivorous collector of

kmck-knackets.

Knick-kna'ckically, adv. nonce-wd. In a

knick-knackish way, frivolously.
1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II. cxcv. 234 Do not run

through it, as too many of your young countrymen do,

musically, and (to use a ridiculous word) knick-knackically.

Knick-knackish (ni'kiMe-ldjQ.
a. [f.

KNICK-
KNACK + -I8H.] Of the character of a knick-knack

;

light, trifling, flimsy.



KNICK-KNACKY.
1814 New Monthly Mag. X. 165 A fondness for all that is

neat, effeminate, finical, and nick-knackish. 1844 Fraser's
Mag. XXX. 55/1 The plan of this dinner., was., a trifle too
knick-knackish \nnspr. -aslmh].

Kni ck-kna:cky, a. Also nick-nacky. [f.
as prec. + -T 1.] Of, pertaining to, knick-knacks;
addicted to knick-knacks

; affected, trifling.
1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) I. 30 The

parsonage, which the knick-knackey taste of the late in-
cumbent had rendered like [etc.]. i8i Blackw. Mar. X.
201 That any nick-knacky gentleman, like Hope, could . .

inhale from Byron's works the spirit of his bold, satirical,
and libertine genius. 18x4 Miss PERKIER Inker, viii, His
dressing-room is.. so neat and nicknacky. 1828 Miss MIT-
FORD Village Ser. in. (1863) 519 John Hallett .. was rather

knick-knaclcy in his tastes ; a great patron ofsmall inventions.

Kni-cky-kna.-ckers. [f. KNACKER, with varied

reduplication.] (Seequot.) Cf.KNlCK-KNACKj*. 3.

1875 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms, Knicky.
knackers, the common instrument of percussion known as
bones.

Knie, obs. form of KNEE.
Knife (naif), sb. PI. knives (nsivz). Forms :

1-3 onif, 3-7 knif, (3 onife, oniue, kniue), 3-4
knijf, 3-5 knyue, 4-5 knyf, knyff(e, 4-6 knyfe,
4- knife. PI. 3 oniues, -tea, -fen, 3-6 kniues,
(5 knyfes, -y8, 6-7 knifs), 7- knives. [Late
OE. cnlf(i\\h c.)

= Fris. knif, MDu. cnijf (Du.
knijf), MLG. kntf (LG. knif, knief, knif}, Ger.

/ (prob. from LG.), ON. knlf-r (Sw. knif, Da.

kniv) : OTeut. *kmto-z, of uncertain etym. Forms
with / are also found in Du. knijf, LG. knlp,

kniep, G. kneip (also kneupe, gneip,gnippe) : as to

the relation between these and the forms with /,
cf. knape and knave. F. canif (1441 in Godef.

Compl.) is from Teut.]
1. A cutting-instrument, consisting of a blade

with a sharpened longitudinal edge fixed in a

handle, either rigidly as in a table-, carving-, or

sheath-knife, or with a joint as in a pocket- or

clasp-knife. The blade is generally of steel, but

sometimes of other material, as in the silver fish-

and fruit-knives, the (blunt-edged) PAPERKNIFE of

ivory, wood, etc., and the flint knives of early man.
tziioo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 329/17 Artanus, cnif.

c izoo ORMIN 4128 patt cnif wass . . Off stan, and nohht of

irenn. 1:1305 Pilate 234 in E. E. P. (1862) iry Len me
a knyf bis appel to parie. c 1386 CHAUCER ProL 369 Hir

knyues \v.r. knyfes] were chaped noght with bras But at with

siluer wroght ful clene and wel. c 1460 Stans Puer 58 in

Babees Bk. 30 Brynge no knyves vnskoured to the table. 1552

HULOET, Knife to cut vynes, or graffynge knyfe. 1573-80
BARET Alv. K 100 A Shoemakers paring knife. 1663 PEPVS

Diary 23 Oct., Bought a large kitchen knife, and half a dozen

oyster knives. 1708 W. KING Cookery iii, Silver and cold

knives brought in with the dessert for carving of jellies.

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xii. (1813) 142 A slip of the knife

may wound a neighbouring branch. 1846 BRITTAN tr. Mai.

faigne's
Man. Oper. Surg. 214 Lisfranc uses a double-edged

nife, and passes it round the limb so as to carry it with its

point downwards on the anterior surface of the tibia. 1874

KNIGHT Dict.Mech., Doiitle-knife, a knife having a pair of

b. A knife used as a weapon of offence or de-

fence ;
a knife-like weapon ; applied to a short

sword, cutlass, or hanger. War to the knife: war

to the last extremity, fierce or relentless war (lit.

and fig.}
c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 69We ne ma^en t>e fond from us dnue
Ne mid sworde ne mid kniue. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2286

He drou is knif, & slou be king. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 165

Hadde bei had knyues, bi cryst, her eyther had killed

other, c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 864 Ilk ane a schort knyfe

braidit out sone. 1:1507 DUNBAR 7 Deadly Sins 32 Than

Yre come in with sturt and stryfe ; His hand wes ay vpoun
his knyfe. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iii. 36 The worthie meed

Of him that slew Sansfoy with bloody knife. 1606 SHAKS.

Tr * Cr I. i. 63 Thou lai'st in euery gash that loue hath

giuen me, The Knife that made it 1704 F. FULLER Med.

Gymn. (1711) 255 If I had been Stab'd, or had had my Flesh

cut with Knives. 1812 BVRON Ch. Har. i. Ixxxvi, War, war

is still the cry,
' War even to the knife !

'

1876 GLADSTONE

Rclig Thought i. in Content. Rev. June 7
' Catholicism

has declared war to the knife against modern culture. 1894

MRS.' H. WARD Marcella_ II. 5 If Westall bullies him any
more he will put a knife into him.

fc. Pair of knives, a set of two knives, esp.

as carried in one sheath. Obs.

Davies and others following him have explained the term

as= 'a pair of scissors', but this is apparently erroneous.

[1302-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 504 In uno pare de

Cultell. empt. pro Priore, ss.] 1575 LANEHAM Lct.Wji) 38

A payr of capped Sheffield kniuez hanging a to side. 1594

BARNFIELD Aff. Sheph. n. xvii, A paire of Kniues, . . New
Gloues to put vpon thy milk-white hand He glue tnee.

1610 F. COCKS Diary i Oct. (rgoi) Paide for a paire of

knyves for my va[lentine] : 2.T., a string for them iorf.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. l. xiv, Half a dozen pair of Knifs.

a 1658 FORD, etc. Witch of Edmonton n. n, But see, the

bridegroom and bride come, the new pair of Sheffield knives,

fitted both to one sheath. 1893 N. $ Q. 8th Ser. IV. 17/2 At a

meeting of the British Archaeological Association, in 1860,

was exhibited a pair of wedding knives in their embossed

sheath of courbouilli. . .

d A sharpened cutting-blade forming part ot

a machine, as of a straw-cutter, turnip-cutter, rag-

'. HOLLAND Manu/. Metal II. 261 These knives are
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placed obliquely to the axle.. so as to operate with a sort of
draw cut upon the matter presented at the end of the box.
1853 Cataf. R. Agric. Soc. Slumi Gloucester 31 The knives
are as easily sharpened and set as in an ordinary chaff cutter.
1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-working Factories 105 It would be
impossible to change the cylinders when a machine has
a variety of work to do, but by having some extra knives
ground at different bevels it becomes an easy matter to

change them.

e. Phr. Before (one) can say knife : very quickly
or suddenly, colloq.
1880 MRS. PARR Adam f, Eve xxxii. 443 'Fore I could say

knife he was out and clane off. 1893 R. KIPLING Many
Invent. 334 We'll pull you off before you can say knife.

2. Comb. a. attrib., as, knife-age (sestet, si. 11),
-back, -basket, -blade, -box, -case, -cut, -feat, -girdle,

-haft, -man, -shaft, -stab, -stroke, -thrust, -tray,
-trick, etc.

; objective, obj. gen., and instrumental,
s&knife-cleaning,-eater, -fancier, -hafter, -juggling,
-maker, -sticking, -shallower; similative, etc., as

knife-backed, -featured, -jawed, -like, -shaped,
-stripped adjs.
1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr. Rydberg's Teut. Mythol. 94 The

third patriarch begins the '

"knife-age and the axe-age with
cloven shields '. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons if W. vi, A
cook .. and "knife-and-shoe-boy. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery
Impr. (1757) II. 124 Shoulders. .no thicker than a "knife

ing table-knives. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 231 To etch
loo or more "knife-blades at once. 1848 THACKERAY Van.
Fair vii, An old-fashioned crabbed "knife-box on a dumb
waiter. 1869 Daily News n Dec., "Knife-cleaning machine
maker. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. iv. xvi, With a "knife-
cut on the side of the cheek. 1822-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 117 The medical journals . . are numerous in their

descriptions of London "knife-eaters. 1865 J. H. INGRAHAM
Pillar ofFire (1872) 190 "Knife-girdle of lion's hide. 1720

Hist. V. 349 The "Knife-Jawed Fishes. . .A small genus..
(Hoplognathus) . . characterised by the jawbones having a

sharp cutting edge. 1874 LISLE CARR Jtid. Gwynne I. vii.

1. xxlv. 315
1860 Illustr. Lit

202 Some terrible feats of "knife-juggling. 1856 KANE Arct.

Expl. I. xxiv. 315 Her great fault was her "knife-like bov
ynd. News 14 Apr. 362/3 [The simoom's]

passage leaves a narrow '

knifelike
'

track. 1632 SHERWOOD,
A "knife maker. 1704 Land. Gaz. No. 4082/4 William

Dickenson, . . Scizer or Knife-maker. 1643 R. WILLIAMS
Key Lang. Amur. (1866) 126 They call English-men Chau-

quaquock, that is, "Knive-men, stone formerly being to them
in stead of Knives. 1852 W. WILLISON in Midland Florist

VI. 9 Serving as knife-man in the Gateshead nursery, a 1763
SHENSTONE On Taste\Vks. 1764 II. 320 A "knife-shaft made

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 117 Cummings, the

"knife-swallower. 1894 Daily Tel. 27 June 6/7 That suc-

cessful "knife-thrust,

b. Special Combs. : knife-bar, a bar bearing the

knives in a cutting machine
; knife-bayonet, a

combined knife and bayonet, carried when not in use

in a sheath, a small
sword-bayonet; knife-boy, a

boyemployed to clean table-knives ; knife-cleaner,
a machine for cleaning and polishing knives; knife-

dagger, an ancient form of one-edged dagger,

having a long and heavy blade ; knife-file, a thin

and tapering file, with a very sharp edge ;
knife-

fish, a species of carp (Cyprinus cultratus};

knife-grass, a stout American sedge (Scleria

latifolia} with sharp-edged leaves ; knife-guard,
a small metal piece or arm hinged to the back of

a carving-fork to protect the hand against the

slipping of the knife ; knife-head,
' that piece in

the cutting apparatus of a harvester to which the

knife is fastened, and to which the pitman-head
is connected' (Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 1884);

t knife-hook, a sickle ; knife-lanyard, a lanyard
to which a sailor's knife is fastened; knife-money,
an ancient Chinese currency consisting of bronze

shaped likeaknife; knife-polisher = knife-cleaner;

knife-rest, a small pillow of metal or glass on

which to rest a carving-knife or -fork at table;

also, a support to keep a knife in position while it

is being ground; knife-scales, the sides of the

haft of a knife ; knife-sharpener, an instrument,

usually of steel, for sharpening knives; knife-

smith, a maker of knives, a cutler; f knife-stone,

a hone ; knife-tool, (a) a knife-shaped graver, (6)

a minute disk used to cut fine lines in seal-engrav-

ing ; t knife-warper, a knife-thrower, a juggler ;

knife-worm, a caterpillar that cuts leaves. See

also KNIFE-BOARD, -EDGE, -GRINDER, -HANDLE, etc.

1881 Span's Encycl. Indust. Arts 1603 *Knife-bar, with

diagonal slots, to give the lateral movement as it descends.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fairvi, The "knife-boy was caught

stealing a cold shoulder of mutton. 1891 Month LXXII.

IQ The apple-parer and "knife-cleaner are American. 1683

MOXON Mech. Exerc.,PrintinfT)\a., *Knife-file, a file with

KNIFE-EDGED.
horn, bone, ivory, or tortoiseshelL 1738 WESLEY Whs. (1872)
I. 131 Augustine Neusser, a "knife-smith. 1886 J. PENDLE-
TON Hist. Derbysh. 195 The knifesmith's homely forge.
1571 Wills ^ Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 352, ij dosen "knyff
stones and iiij dosen rebstones. a 1225 Ancr. R. 212 He is

his "knif-worpare, & pleieS mid sweordes. 1860 EMERSON
Cond. Life, Fate Wks. (Bohn) II. 327 Such an one has cur-

culios, borers, "knife-worms.

Knife (naif), v. [f. KNIFED. (See also KNIVE.)]
1. trans. To use a knife to; to cut, strike, or

stab with a knife.
18. . Greatheart III. 174, I should get you pistoled or

'

knifed
'

as sure as eggs are eggs for this insolence. 1865
Daily Tel. 18 Apr. 3 Pirate., who was only 'knifed' just
prior to winning at Doncaster, secured the judge's fiat easily
at the finish. 1883

' ANNIE THOMAS ' Mod. Housewife 72,
I knew better than to knife my oyster. 1890 DOYLE Sign
of Four xi. (ed. 3) 209, I would have thought no more of

knifinghim than of smoking this cigar.
b. To lift (food) to the mouth with a knife.

1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX.
460/1

These knowledge-seekers
..knife their food, feeding both brain and stomach simul-

taneously. What they lost in manners, they gained in time.

c. U.S. slang. To strike at secretly; to en-

deavour to defeat in an underhand way.
1888 _Nation (N. Y.) 5 July 3/1 He speaks favourably of

them in a leading article, and '

knifes
' them slyly in

para-
graphs. 1892 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 5 Nov. 12/7 The idea is

to knife Moise for Congress. 1895 Times 19 Dec. 8 The
liberal knifing of Senators Lodge and Chandler will confirm

wavering Irish voters to support the 'Grand Old Party '.

2. Techn. a. To spread or lay on (paint) with
a knife, b. Boot-making. To trim (soles and

heels) with a knife.

1887 Ch. Times 24 June 516/3 The pigments, .are knifed
on to the canvas. 1888 Times (weekly ed.) 18 May 17/3
For boots, .is. a dozen [was paid to the finisher] for knifing.

Knife and fork.
1. lit. as used in eating at table. Hence in various

phrases referring to eating, as to play a good knife
andfork, to eat heartily.
1727-38 GAY Fables i. Farmer's Wife ff J?/tvfH,Tben, to

contribute to my loss, My knife and fork were laid across.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. vi. r 2 Domingo, after playing
a good knife and fork. .took himself off. 1852 DICKENS
Bleak Ho. xlv, My digestion is much impaired, and I am
but a poor knife and fork at any time. 1888 ANNIE S.

SWAN Doris Cheyne i. 21 I'll be glad to see you over to a
knife and fork. 1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery underArtsx\v,
Moran . . played a good knife and fork.

b. at/rib, (knife-and-fork).
1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 25 These dextrous knife-and-fork

men. 1841 GHESLEY C. Lever 183 With one class, it is what
has been termed a knife-and-fork question; with the other,
a moral or political affair. 1895 PERONNE Veil of Liberty
ix. 182 A good knife-and-fork breakfast.

2. A popular name of Herb Robert (Geranium
Robertianum} and the common club-moss (Lyco-

podium clavatuni). 1879 in BRITTEN & HOLLAND.

Hence Knife-and-forker, one who plays a good
knife and fork, a hearty eater.

a 1845 HOOD Literary^ ff Literal vi, Not a mere pic-nic..
But tempting to the solid knife-and-forker.

Knife-board.
1. A board on which knives are cleaned.

1848 THACKERAY Vanity Fair xxxvii, Raggles rose from

the knife-board [
= position of knife-boy] to the foot-board of

the carriage. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Knife-board, a

piece of wood, plain, or cased with leather for cleaning and

polishing table-knives.

2. A popular name for the original roof-seat on

omnibuses consisting of a double bench placed

lengthways on the top.
1852 LEECH in Punch 15 May (Cartoon), You don't catch

me coming out on the knife board again to make room for

a party of swells. 1869 TROLLOPE He knew, etc. xxxiii,

He sat smoking on the knife-board of the omnibus. 1894

SALA London up to Date 135 There was added to the top

of the 'bus two long rows of seats . . which soon acquired
the popular designation of the

' knife-board '.

Kiirfe-e:clge.
1. The edge of a knife ;

also trans/., anything

keenly cutting. Also attrib. = knife-edged.

1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxiii, Her pride had felt a

terrible knife-edge. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. FaM li. 80

To insert the knife-edge of a sharp discrimination. 1884

TENNYSON Becket II. i. 140, I would creep, crawl over knife-

edge flint Barefoot.

2. A wedge of hard steel, on which a pendulum,

scale-beam, or the like, is made to oscillate.

1818 CAPT. KATER in Phil. Trans. 35 For the construction

of the pendulum, it became of. . importance to select a mode

ofsuspension . . free from objection. Diamond points, spheres,

and the knife edge, were each considered. 1851 lllnstr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1266 The pendulum.. is suspended on

a knife-edge of very hard bronze. 1854 I. SCOFFERN in Orr s

Circ Sc., Chem. ^ Delicate balances have their points of

oscillation composed of a steel knife-edge working on agate

planes.
b. transf. an&fig.

1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe v. (1894) 120 Balancing

ourselves on a knife-edge of ice between two crevasses. 1897

Pall Mall Mag. Aug. 524 She had come to the party.. on

the knife-edge of anticipation and alarm.

Hence Knife-edged a., having a thin sharp edge

like a knife.

CURLING Z>z'j. Rectum (ed. 4)^46 _Aj)air
of knife-

craft with wide keel.

157-2



KNIFEPUL.

Knifefol (nsi-f,ful). [-FL-L.]
As much as

a knife will hold or carry.

1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado ix. (1862) 86 Every knifeful

brought out a quantity of grains and scales. 1804 R.

MANSKIF.LD Ckifi 187 He proceeded to shovel knlfefuls of

fat into his throat.

Knife-grinder.
1. One whose trade it is to grind knives and

cutting-tools, esp. in the process of making these ;

also, an itinerant grinder or sharpener of knives

and scissors.

1611 FLORIO, Arruotatore, a sheare or knife grinder. 1797

CANNING Knife-Grinder iii, Tell me, Knife-grinder, how

you came to grind knives? 1813 Examiner 17 May 317/2

Tricks that are called nervous, such as. .playing the knife-

grinder with your leg. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 265
The case of the Sheffield knife-grinders.

2. A grind-stone, emery-wheel, or other appliance
for grinding steel cutting tools.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

3. a. A name for a species of cicada, b. The Night-

jar or Goatsucker (Cent. Diet.}; see GRINDER 7.

iSsgTENNENT Ceylon (1860) I. 267 The cicada.. makes the

forest re-echo with a long sustained noise so curiously

resembling that of a cutler's wheel that . . it has acquired the

highly appropriate name of the knife-grinder.

Kiii fe -lia:iidle.
1. The handle or haft of a knife.

1798 WILCOCKE tr. Stavorinns' Voy. E. Ind. i. vi. 377 note,

The iron point . . together with the blade of a knife . . set in

a knife-handle, common to them both.

2. Popular name of species of Razor-shell, Solen

siliqua or .S. easts. Chiefly U. S.

"7SS Genii. Mag. XXV.33 Knife-Handles, Solen s. Their

figure . . resembles the handle of a knife.

Kili'feless, a. rare. In 6 kniueles. Without
a knife.

1573 TUSSER ffusb. (1878) 188 Some kniueles their daggers
for brauerie weare.

t Kni'fely, a. 06s. rare- 1
. [-LY i.] Of the

nature of a knife.

1548-67 THOMAS Ita.1. Diet., Coltellate, strypes with a

sword, or other knifely weapon.

Kni'fe-playang. t a. Tossing and catching
knives, as practised by jugglers. 06s. b. Wielding
a knife as a weapon.
13.. K. Alis. 1044 (Bodl. MS.) Knijf pleyeyng and syng-

yng. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Re/>. vi. i. (1866) 784
' We came

nearly to knife-playing ',
said the most distinguished priest

in the assembly.

Knifer (narfsi). Boot-making, ff. KNIFE v. +
-EB !.] One who knifes or trims the soles and heels

of boots.
1888 Pall Mall G. 18 Apr. 7/2 Charles Solomon, a Jew,

described himself as a knifer or
' master

', taking boots to
make at 4$. per dozen pairs, out of which he got zs. per
dozen for knifing. 1890 EARL DUNRAVEN Draft Rep.
Sweating Syst. 3 An inferior master in the boot trade, or
what is called a '

knifer '.

f Kniff-knaff. 06s. slang. A kind of jest.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Pordage's Mystic Div. 15 What
shal wee sai . . of . . Railleries and Drolleries, Quirks and
Quillets, Tries and Trangams, Kniff.knaffs, Bimboms, &c. ?

Knight (nait), sb. Forms: a. 1-3 cniht, (i

cnrelit, cneoht, 3 Orm. cnihlit), 4 onijt, (3 onih,

5 onect); 1-5 knyht, (2 knicht, sknijt, kuiet),

3-4 kniht, 3-5 knijt, kny;jt, (5 knyjht), 4-6
knyght, (5-6 knygt, Sc. knicht, knycht), 4-
knight. (B. 3 cnipt, knicth, 4 knitht, knytht,
knigth, knijth, 5 knygth ; 3-4 knith, 4-5
(6 Sc.) knyth. f. 3 knit, 4 knite, 4-5 knyte,
6 knytt.) [A common WGer. word : OE. cniht,
cneoht = OFris. knecht, kniucht, OS. (in)knecht
(MDu. and Du. knecht), OHG., MHG. kneht(G.
knecht). In the continental tongues the prevail-

ing senses are '

lad, servant, soldier '. The genitive

pi. in ME. was occas. knighten^e]
I. fl. A boy, youth, lad. (Only in OE.) 06s.

c 893 K. jELFRF.D Oros. in. vii. 2 Philippus, ba he cniht

waM, wses Thebanum to gisle geseald. coas Laws of Ine
c-7 2 Tyn-wintre cniht mas D'on biefoe sewita. 950
Lindisf. Gasp. John vi. 9 Is cnacht an her. 971 Blickt.
Horn. 175 He wearb faeringa geong cnilit & sona eft eald man.
1 2. A boy or lad employed as an attendant or

servant; hence, by extension, a male servant or
attendant of any age. 06s.

^95 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xii. 45 OnginneS .. slaa Sa
cnaehtas & Siuwas. aiooo Baeth. Metr. xxvi. 180 Cnihtas
wurdon, ealde Re giunge, ealle forhwerfde to suinum diore.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 15 Jtes brydguman cnihtas.

Coll. Horn. App. 255 Swete leuedi, of me bu reowe & haue
merci of bin knicht [cf. 22 ic am bi mon).
3. With genitive, or poss. pron. : A military

servant or follower (of a king or some other

specified superior) ; later, one devoted to the
service of a lady as her attendant, or her champion
in war or the tournament

; hence also_/ijf., and even
applied to a woman (quot. 1509).
This is logically the direct predecessor of sense 4, the
king s knight

'

having become the '

knight
'

par excellence,
and a lady s knight being usually one of knightly rank.
anoo O. E. CkroH. (Laud MS.) an. 1087 pa waron innan

pam castele Oda bisceopcs cnihtas. Ibid. an. 1094 Rogger

732

Peiteuin . . & seofen hundred bes cynges cnihta mid him.

c 1369 CHAUCER Dcthe Blaunche 1179 That she wolde holde

me for hir knyght, My lady that is so faire. (11450 Lt
Marie Artk. 328, I my self wille wyth you abyde, And be

youre servante and youre knight. _ 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. (1858) I. 14 Syne thus he said, in presence of his men,
' My knichtis kene [etc.]'. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. in. ii.

142 O find him. giue this Ring to my true Knight. 1599
Much Ado v. iii. 13 Pardon goddesse of the night, Those
that slew thy virgin knight. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock in.

129 So Ladies in Romance assist their Knight, Present the

spear, and arm him for the fight. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine

958 In all your quarrels will I be your knight.

4. Name of an order or rank. a. In the Middle

Ages : Originally (as in 3), A military servant of

the king or other person of rank ; a feudal tenant

holding land from a superior on condition of serv-

ing in the field as a mounted and well-armed man.
In the fully-developed feudal system : One raised

to honourable military rank by the king or other

qualified person, the distinction being usually con-

ferred only upon one of noble birth who had served

a regular apprenticeship (as page and squire) to

the profession of arms, and thus being a regular

step in this even for those of the highest rank. b. In

modern times (from the i6th c.) : One upon whom
a certain rank, regarded as corresponding to that of

the mediaeval knight, is conferred by the sovereign
in recognition of personal merit, or as a reward for

services rendered to the crown or country.
The distinctive title of a knight (mediaeval or modern)

is Sir prefixed to the name, as
*
Sir John Falstaff' : Knight

(also abbrev. Knt. or Kt.) may be added, but this is now
somewhat unusual. A knight who is not a member of any
special order of knighthood (see 12 b below) is properly a

Knight Bachelor (see BACHELOR i b). Various ceremonies
have at different times been used in conferring the honour
of knighthood, esp. that of the recipient kneeling while the

sovereign touches his shoulder with the flat of a sword ;

knights of the higher orders are now frequently created by
letters-patent. In point of rank the mediieval knight was
inferior to earl and baron ; modern knights rank below
baronets, and the dignity is not hereditary.
In early use the knight, as the type of the military pro-

fession, was freq. contrasted with clerk, merchant, etc., and,
in point of rank, with king. The characteristic qualities
expected in a knight, as bravery, courtesy, and chivalrous

conduct, are frequently alluded to, and the name (esp. with

adjs., as a good knight) often implied these qualities as well

as the mere rank.
a 1100 O. E. Chron, (Laud MS.) an. 1086 paenne waeron

mid him ealle ba rice men .. abbodas & eorlas, begnas &
cnihtas. a 1124 Ibid., pes kinges stiward of France. .& fela

o5re godre cnihte. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1573 Moni chap-
mon, and moni cniht, Luveth and halt his wif ariht. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11608 po turnde grimbaud pauncefot to

sir edward anon & wasimad kni^t. c 1315 A. DAVY Dreams
4 A knisth of mychel mi^th, His name is ihote sir Edward be

kyng. 1340 Ayenb. 36 Hi . . makeb beggeres be knyjtes and
be he^emen bet uol^ep be tornemens. c 1386 CHAUCER fro/.

72 He was a verray parfit gentil knyght. 1411 Rolls ofParlt.
III. 650/2 All the Knyhtes and Esquiers and Yomen that
had ledynge of men on his partie. c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel.

?2
Now we wyllen turne ayeyne to our knyghten gestes yn

rlande. 1470-83 MALORY Arthur \. xv, He was a passyng
good knyght of a kynge, and but a yong man. 1356 Chron.
Gr. Friars (Camden) 22 There was slayne kynge Henrys
sone and many other lordes and knyttes. 1577 HARRISON
England \\. v. (1877) i. 114 Knights be not borne, neither is

anie Man a Knight by succession. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. vni. 57 AIexr Leuingstoun knicht .. is

elected gouernour of the Realme. 1648 Art. Peace c. 7
The estates .. of the lords, knights, gentlemen, and free-

holders, .of Connaught. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 3 Oct.,
We found the knight sitting on a couch, with his crutches

by his side. 1800 COLERIDGE Love iv, She leaned against..
The statue of the armed knight. x8x8 Letters Patent in

Nicholas Hist. Ord. Knighthood (1842) IV. 7
_
The said

Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
shall . . consist of Three Classes of Knights of the said Order.

c. More fully Knight ofthe Shire : A gentleman
representing a shire or county in parliament ;

originally one of two of the rank of knight; with
the abolition of almost all distinctive features of

the county representation, the term has lost its

distinctive meaning and is only used technically
and Hist. : cf. BURGESS i b. Formerly sometimes

Knight of the Commonty or of Parliament.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles rv. 41 Thei must . . mete to-

gedir, pe kny^tis of be comunete and carpe of the maters,
With Citiseyns of shiris. 1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 110/2
All other that will be atte the assessyng of the wages of the

Knyghtes of the Shire. 1538 FITZHERB. Just. Peas (1554)

132 b, Sherifes must returne such persons knights of the

parliament which be chosen by be greater nombre of the
freholders. [1544 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. n The Knights of
all and euery Shire .. chosen for their assembly in the

Kings high Court of Parliament.] 1617 MINSHEU Ductor,
Knights of the Shire, .. otherwise bee called Knights of
the Parliament, and be two Knights, or other Gentlemen of
worth, that are chosen in Plena Comitatu, by the Free-
holders of euery County. 1648 PRVNNE Plea for Lords
B iij b, The King .. might call two Knights, Citizens and
Burgesses to Parliament. Ibid. C j b, There could be no
Knights of Shires . . to serve in Parliament. 1679 EVELYN
Mem. 4 Feb., My Brother, Evelyn, was now chosen Knight
for the County of Surrey. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 109 F 7
He served his Country as Knight of this Shire to his dying
Day. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. ii. 128 With regard to
the elections of knights, citizens, and burgesses. 1844 LD.
BROUGHAM Brit. Const, iii. (1862) 47 The knights are to

represent the '

community of the counties
'

( the citizens and
burgesses the '

community of the towns '.

KNIGHT.
d. Name of an order or rank in the political

association called the ' Primrose League '.

1885 Primrose League 10 Obtain thirteen Signatures to
the form of Declaration as Knights, or Dames. Ibid. 12
After having been a Member of the League for twelve
months, . . a Knight, as a special reward for meritorious
service, may be elevated to the rank of Knight Companion.
1885 Primrose Rec. 17 Sept. 109 It is needless to say that

they will induce as many as possible to enrol themselves as
Knights, Dames, or Associates of the League.
f 6. Applied to personages of ancient history or

mythology, viewed as holding a position or rank
similar to that of the mediaeval knight. 06s.
c 1105 LAY. 406 Assaracus wes god cniht ; Wig Grickcs he

heold moni fiht. c 1150 Gen. ff Ex. 283 Do wurS he drake
Sat ear was knijt. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc (Rolls)

4185 Hardy lullus, knyght war & wys. c 1400 Destr. Troy
2740 Parys the pert knight, and his pure brother Comyn
vnto courtte with company grete, Of thre thowsaund bro

knightes. 1513 DOUGLAS s&neis IX. xi. 48 Equicolie A lusty
knycht in armis rycht semly. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings ix.

25 And lehu sayde vnto Bidekar the knyghte. 1606 SHAKS.
Tr. f, Cr. iv. v. 86 This Aiax ..This blended Knight, halfc

Troian, and halfe Greeke.

b. freq. transl. L. miles, a common soldier.
Miles was the regular med.L. equivalent of

'

knight '.

c 1200 ORMlN8i8s Hise cnihhtess alle imaen Forp ^edenn . .

Wibb heore wa^penn alle bun. c 1300 Cursor M. 19824
Cornelius, .calde til him tua men and a knite. 1382 WVCLIF
Matt, xxvii. 27 Thanne

kni^tis of the president takynge
Jhesu in the mote halle, gedriden to hym all the cumpanye
of knijtia. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 14 b/2 He is delyverd
to knyghtis for to be beten. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre
Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 77 That knycht quha peirsit our Lordis

syde with the speir.

fig. CI37S .S<T. Leg. Saints ii. (Paul) 218, I am cristis

kiuchtful knycht. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Tim. ii. 3 Trauele bou
as a good knygt [Vulg. miles, TINDALE, etc. soudier, souldier]
of Crist ihesu, I6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 293 In

parte they be weyke, and not ofthe strongest knyghtes ofgod.
6. a. Roman Antiq. (tr. L. eques horseman). One

of the class of equites, who originally formed the

cavalry of the Roman army, and at a later period
were a wealthy class of great political importance.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce HI. 210 Off Ryngis . . That war off

knychtis fyngerys tane He send thre bollis to Cartage.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 459 There were none at Rome
vnder the degree of a knight or gentleman that carried rings
on their fingers. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1852) 1. 79 The
leader of the senate, the patron of the knights, . . Pompeius.

b. Creek Antiq. (tr. Gr. i'niri/s horseman). A
citizen of the second class at Athens in the constitu-

tion of Solon, being one whose income amounted
to 300 medimni.
1820 T. MITCHELL Aristophanes, The Knights, or, The

Demagogues. 1836 THIRLWALL Greece II. xi. 37 The mem-
bers of the second class were called knights, being accounted
able to keep a war-horse. 1885 STEWART & LONG Plutarch's
Lives III. 498 The knights rode.. in solemn procession to
the temple of Zeus.

7. In games : a. One of the pieces in the game
of chess, now usually distinguished by the figure
of a horse's head.
ci44o Gesta Rom. xxi. 71 (HarL MS.) The chekir or be

chesse hath viij poyntes in eche partie . . be kny}t hath iij

poyntes. 1474 CAXTON Chesse \\. iv. Ciijb, The knight
ought to be maad al armed upon an hors in such wise that
he have an helme on his heed [etc.]. 1562 ROWBOTHAM
Play of Ctteastes, The knight hath his top cut asloope, as

thoughe beynge dubbed knight. 1689 Young Statesmen
vi. in Coll. Poems Popery 8/2 So_

have I seen a King on
Chess, (His Rooks and Knights withdrawn). 1870 HAKDY
& W_ARH Mod. Hoy/e, Chess 39 The knight has a power of

moving which is quite peculiar,

t b. The knave in cards. 06s.

1585 HIGINS tr. Junius
1 Nomenclator 294 b, Playeng cards

. . Eques, the knight, knaue, or varlet.

T 8. Naut. Each of two strong posts or bitts on
the deck of a vessel, containing sheaves through
which were passed the jeers or halyards used in

raising and lowering sails. (See quot."i627.) 06s.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 200 Shyvers of brasse. .

in the Knyght of the fore castell. 1611 COTGR., Teste de

More,. . the Knights, a crooked peece of timber in the fore,

castle of a ship. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 7
The Ramshead, . .to this belong the fore Knight, and the
maine Knight, vpon the second Decke. ..They are two short
thicke peeces of wood, commonly carued with the head of a
man upon them, in those are foure shiuers arjeece, three for

the halyards and one for the top rope to run in. a 1642 SIR
W. MONSON Naval Tracts HI. (1704) 345/2 The Knights
belong to the Halyards.
9. in//. A boys' game.
' Two big boys take two smaller ones on their shoulders ;

the big boys act as horses, while the younger one_s seated on
their shoulders try to pull each other over

'

(Alice Gomme
Diet. Brit. Folk-lore 1894).

II. Sense 4, with descriptive additions.

10. Followed by an appositive sb. ) Knight
adventurer = KNIOHT-EKRANT. t Knight baronet
= BAHONET. t Knight brother, a brother in a

society or order of knights, t Knight wager, a

mercenary soldier. See also BACHELOR i b, BAN-
NEBET i c, COMMANDER 4, COMPANION 5, HAB-
BINGER 2, HOSPITALLER 3, TEMPLAR.
1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover u. ii, "Knight adventurers

are allowed Their pages, a 1652 BROMK Queenes Exck. v.

Wks. 1873 III. 547 With Knights adventurers I went in

Siest.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. ill. ii. vl. v. (1651) 570 A

entlemans daughter and heir must be married toa^Knight
Barronets eldest son at least. 1706 PHILLIPS, Knight
Baronet, a Combination of Title, in regard the Baronetship



KNIGHT.
is generally accompany'd with that of the Knighthood ; but
the latter was made a distinct Order by K. James I. These
Baronets were to have Precedency .. before all ordinary
Knights Banneret, Knights of the Bath, and KnightsBatchelors. 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2251/3 That Order [of the
Inistlc), consisting of the Sovereign and Twelve "Knights
Brethten. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis it. i. [i. xii.] 12 QuhatMarmidon..Or 'knycht wageor to cruell Vlixes.
11. With adj. (before or after the sb.). ) Knight

adventurous = KNIGHT-ZRRANT. \ Knight caligate
ofarms : see CALIGATE. Military (\ naval, toor)
knight of Windsor (see 12 b).
1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346/2 The said Chapelle [of

St. George] was founded by the right noble and worthyKyng Edward the Thridde syn the Conquest .. upon a
Wardem, Chanons, poure Knyghtes, and other Ministres.
CI440 Promf. Parv. 279/2 Knyghte awnterows (S. knyht
a-ventowrs), tiro. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xviii, Heream I redy, an auentures knyghte that wille fulfylle ony
aduenture that ye wylle desyre. 157? HARRISON England
II. v. (1877) i. 124 The thirteene chanons and six and twentie
poore knights haue mantels of the order [of the garter].
1724 Land. Gaz. No. 6290/3 First went the Poor Knights.
12. Followed by a genitive phrase.
a. Denoting a special set or class of knights

(real or by courtesy). + Knight of adventurers=
KNIGHT-ERBANT. f Knight of arms (see n).
Knight of Grace, a knight of Malta, of a lower
rank in the order. Knight ofJustice, a knight of
Malta possessing full privileges. Knight of the

carpet (see CARPET sb. a c). f Knight of the
chamber = prec. f Knight of the community or

parliament = Knight ofthe Shire ( see 4 c). Knight
of the Round Table, one of King Arthur's knights
(see TABLE). -\Knight of the Shire (see 4c).
t Knight ofthe Spur, a knight bachelor. -^Knight
of the square flag, a banneret. Also, Knight of the
Rueful Countenance : see quot.
153 PALSGR. 236/2 "Knyght of adventures, cheualier

errant 1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anccd. Paint.
(1786) I. 206 Another person of some note.. was Sir John
Godsalve. created *knight of the carpet at the king's corona,
tion 1672 COWELL luterfr.,

*
Knights of the Chamber,..

seem to be such Knights Batchelors as are made in time of
Peace, because knighted commonly in the Kings Chamber.
1788 Picturesque Tour thro' Europe 18 The "Knights of
Justice are alone eligible to the posts of Bailiffs, Grand Priors,
and Grand Masters : tne "Knights of Grace are competent
to all excepting these, c 1400 Ywaine fy Caw. 5 Ywayne and
Gawayne . . war *knightes of the tabyl rownde. 1774
WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry iii. (1840) I. 113 The achieve-
ments of king Arthur with his knights of the round table.

1614 SELDEN Titles Han. 305 "Knights of the Spurre, or
those which generally are known by the name of Knights.
1718 MOTIEUX Quix. I. xvi, The champion that routed
them is. .the famous Don Quixote de la Mancha, otherwise
called the *Knight of the Rueful Countenance.

b. Denoting a member of some order of knight-
hood, as Knight of the BATH, GARTER, THISTLE,
etc. q. v. Knight of St. John, of Malta, of Rhodes
= HOSPITALLER 3. Knight ofthe Temple = "\:wv-

LAH. Knight of Windsor, one of a small number
of military officers (tnilitary knights cf IV.) who
have pensions and apartments in Windsor Castle.

(From 1797 to 1892 there were also naval Anights

of W. ; cf. II.) f Also, jocularly, Knight of the

forked order : seeFoRKED4b; Knight of the order

of thefork, one who digs with a fork (cf. 12 c).
a 1500 [see GARTER sb 2]. 1530 PALSGR. 236/2 Knight of

the order of saynt Michael!. 1608 MJDDLF.TON Mad World,
my Musters n. v, Many of these nights will make me a

knight of Windsor. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Great Eater
of Kent 4 Some get their living by their, .feet, as danceis,

lackeyes, footmen, and weavcis. and knights of the publicke
or common older of the forke. 1631 T. POWELL Tom All
Trades (1876) 171 A poore Knights place of Windsor. 1632
MASSINGER Maid of Hon. i. i, You are, sir, A Knight of

Malta, and, as I have heard, Have served against the Turk.

1704 Collect. Voy. (Churchill) III. 690/1, 8 Persian Horses
led by eight Knights of the Golden Sun. 1711 Loud. Gaz.

No. 4799/1 The Marquis de Suza..was lately Install'd

Knight of the Order of St. Maurice. 1783 Royal Warrant
in Nicholas Hist. Ord. Knighthood (1842) IV. 6 Letters

Patent, .for creating a Society or Brotherhood, to be called

Knights of the Most Illustrious Order of Saint Patrick. 1803
Naval Chron. IX. 158 Seven Lieutenants of the Navy are

to be installed Naval Knights of Windsor. 1856 EMERSON
Eng. Traits, Manners Wks. (Bohn) II. 49 The Knights of

the Bath take oath to defend injured ladies.

c. Forming various jocular (formerly often

slang) phrases denoting one who is a member of

a certain trade or profession, has a certain occupa-
tion or character, etc.

In the majority of these the distinctive word is
^the

name
of some tool or article commonly used by or associated with

the person designated, and the number of such phrases may
be indefinitely increased. Examples are :

t Knightoftheblade, 'a Hector or Bully' (B. E. Diet. Cant.

Cre-Ji, a 1700). Knight of the brush, a painter, an artist.

Knight ofthe cleaver, a butcher. t Knight of the collar,

one who has been hanged. KnigU of the cue, a billiard-

player, t Knight of the elbow, a cheating gambler.
T Kn :

ght ofIkefield, a tramp, t Knight ofthe grammar,
a schoolmaster, t Knight of (the) industry, a sharper or

swindler (F. chevalier d'Industrie), t Knight ofthe knife,

a cutpurse. Knight of tlie needle, shears, thimble, a tailor.

Knight ofthe pen, a clerk or author. Knight ofthe pestle,
an apothecary. Knight of the quill, a writer, author.

Knight of the road, a'highwayman. Knight ofthe spigot,

a tapster or publican, t Knight of the -vapour, a smoker.

Knight of t/ie whip, a coachman, Knig/tt ofthe wheel, a

733

-^ _....A .., VJ .,.b wrujffrmg.pu&i, a sharper or other
disreputable person. See also KNIGHT op THE POST.

the balls a-rollmg. 1693 Humours Town 93 Sharpers ai
dmded into Bullies and "Knights of the Elbow. 1508KENNEDIE Flyting m. Dunbar 430 Because that Scotland ol

thy begging irkis, Thow scapis in France to be a "knycht ol
tl.e felde. 1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def. Pot. viii.
M. s Wks. (1851) 185 A Stipend large enough for a *Knight
i

'he_ Grammar or an Illustrious Critick on Horseback.

he is a Knight of the Industry. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic.
(1779) III. Ixxxiv. 310 Our hero was a professed enemy to all

another sort of people at our end of the town a 1775
AI.BUTHNOT Ess. Apoth. Wks. 1751 II. ni There being no
part of Mankind, that affords a greater variety of uncommon
Appearances than the 'Knights of the Pestle. \6gi-tGenli.
Jrnl. Mar. 2, 1 know some of your sturdy, tuff "Knights of

cl-
one of the "Knights of the Road. 1821 ScoTr'A'HVrviii

1When an old song comes across us merry old "knights of the
spigot, it runs away with our discretion. i8i> Sporting
Mag. XXXIX. 139 A gallant "knight of the thimble. 1630
J. 1 AYLOR (Water P.) Great Eater ofKent s Some (live] by
smoakej as tobacconists, "knights of the vapour, gentlemen
of the whiffe, esquires of the pipe. 1813 Examiner 8 Feb.
84/2 We cannot too often caution the "Knights of the Whip
against so dangerous. ,a practice. 1819 SCOTT Let. to Son
Walter 4 Sept. in Lockhart, Blacklegs and sharpers, and
all that numerous class whom . . we [call] "knights of the
whipping-post.

d. Knights of Labour, an extensive association
in the United States, embracing many of the Trade
Unions; Knights ofPythias, a secret order, founded
at Washington in 1864 (Funk Stand. Diet.}.
1886 Harfer's Weekly 3 Apr. 213/3 The order of the

Knights of Labour was founded in 1869 by five workmen of
Philadelphia. 1888 BRYCE Awcr. Conimw. II. in. Ivi. 370
The enormous 01 ganization or league of trades unions known
as the Knights of Labour.

III. 13. attrib. and Comb.
a. With knight-, as knight-martyr; f knight-

bairn, a male child; f knight-cross = knights
cross ; f knight-money = knighthood-money ;

f knight-weed, the dress of a knight; fknight-
wered, a band of warriors; f knight -wife, a
female knight or warrior.
c 1205 LAY. 15526 }if mon funde..aeuer aei "cniht baern, be

nasuere fseder no ibasd. 1725 BRADLEY f'am. Diet., Jan.
saiem-Cross, called by some the "Knight, or Scarlet Cross.
1826 W. E. ANDREWS Exam. Fox's Cat. Prot. Saints 49
The condemnation of this . . gentlewoman and ''knight-
martyr. 1643 PRYNNE Son. Power Parlt, n. 31 "Knight-
mony, Ship-mony, with sundry other unlawful! Taxes. 1340-
70 Altsaunder 544 Hee cast of his "Knightweede, & clones
hym neew. c 1205 LAY 26766 Al pa "cniht-weorede fluen an
heore steden. 1483 Cath. Angl. 205/2 A "knyghte wyffe,
militissa.

b. With knighfs, chiefly in names of plants :

knight's cross, Scarlet Lychnis, L. chalcedonica ;

f knight's milfoil, a yellow species of Achillea ;

f knight's pondwort, Water-soldier, Stratiotes

aloides; knight's star, -star lily, the amaryl-
lidaceous genus Hippeastntm ; fknight's water-
sengreeu, wort, wouudwort = knighfs pond-
wort. See also KNIGHT'S FEE, KNIOHT-SEEVICE.
1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. App. 316 "Knight's Cross, Lychnis.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. ci. 143 The second is called.. in Eng-
lish "Knights Milfoyle : souldiers Yerrow, and yellow
knighten Yeriow. Ibid., The first is called .. in English
Knights worte, Knights wounde worte, or Knightes water
woundworte, "Knights Pondeworte, and of some Knights
water Sengreene. 1855 Loudon's Encycl. Plants 1176
"Knight's Star. 1866 Treas. Bot. 590/2 The Knight's Star

Lily, a genus .. consisting of South American and West
Indian bulbs, remarkable for their showy flowers.

c. With knighten (ME. gen. pi.) : knighten
court (also knights-court) : see quot. 1 701 ;

knighten -gild, a gild of knights ; knighten-
milfoil = knighfs milfoil; knightenspence,
some local rate ; knightenway, a military road

;

knighteu-yarrow = knighfs milfoil.
c logo Charter Edw. Confessor in Calendar Letterbks.,

Guildhall London (1891) III. 218 Mine_ men on Ansioce
cnihte xilde [read mine men on Englisce cnihte gilde.J

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xix.cxxix. (Add. MS.) If. 332
Agger is an huple of stones or a tokene in J>e hihe way and
histories clepifc* such awey kny^tene wyz\viamtiiilitarem\
1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 390 That then he pay taske tallage,

knyghtenspence, wacches, and other charges. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens \. ci. 143 Yellow knighten Yerrow. Ibid., The
other with the thousand leaues, called Knighten Mylfoile.

1631 WF.EVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 426 King Edgar established

here without Aldgate a Knightengield or Confrery, for

thirteene knights or souldiers. 1701 Cornell's Interpr.,

Knighten-Court, Is a Court-Baron or Honor-Court, held

twice a Year under the Bishop of Hereford at his Palace

there ; wherein those who are Lords of Manours, and their

Tenants, .are Suiters.

Knight (nait), v. Also 3 knijti, 3-4 knijte,

4 knyhte, kny}te. [ME., f. prec.] trans. To
dub or create (one) a knight.

KNIGHTESS.

i?'3??
K- Hl?" 492 Hit nere nojt forlorn For to kniate

child Horn. Ibid. 644 Nu is pi wile i3olde, King, bat bu r

f
_

. . . _ ^ .,...,..
knighted 6y the king. 1617 DHAYTON ^Agincourt, etc. "92This Drone yet neuer braue attempt that dar'd, Yet dares be
Knighted. 171* ADBISON Spect. No. 299 r 2, 1 was knighted
in the

thirty fifth Year of my Age. 1876 J. SAUNDEBS Lion
in Path xn, Sir Richard Constable had been knighted bv
King James.
Hence Kni-ghted///. a.

1656 S. HOLLAND Don Zara. n. iv. 101 That his Isabel and
Mortimer was now complcated by a Knighted Poet 1896
I. H. WYLIE Hist. Eng. Hen. If, III. 32I The floodTf
knighted names in the lists of fighting men.

Knightage (nsi-ted^). [f. KNIGHT si. + -AGE.]
a. A body ofknights ; the whole body of knights.
b. A list and account of persons who are knights.
1840 DOD (title) The Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage,f Great Britain and Ireland. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.\.

wife, in conventional usage, has the title
'

Lady
'

or
' Dame '.

Kni-ght-e'rrant. /'/.knights-errant. In 7
erron. -errand. [See ERRANT a. i.]
1. A knight of mediaeval romance who wandered

in search of adventures and opportunities for deeds
of bravery and chivalry.
13.. Gavi. Sr Gr. Knt. 810 He calde, & sone ber com A

porter ..& haylsed pe knyjt erraunt a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1311
Jondur ys a knyjthe erraunt. 1612 SHELTON Quiz. i. (1652)
2 The Knight-Errant that is lovelesse, resembles .. a body
without a soul. 1641 BROME JaviaUCrew m. Wks. 1873 III.
304 Never did Knight Errants . . merit more of their Ladies.
1712 STEELED,:/. No. 540? 4 In Fairy-land, where knights-
errant have a full scope to range. 1713 BERKELEY Guard.
No. 83 F 5 From what giants and monsters would these
knight-errant! undertake to free the world ? 1847 PRESCOTT
Peru (1850) II. 224 A cavalier, in whose bosom burned the
adventurous spirit of a knight-errant of romance.
attrib. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1834) 1. 668 This knight-

errant humour ofseeking adventures and perilous encounters.
1868 W. CORY Lett, f, Jrnls. (1897) 223 The armies which
resisted Bonaparte, and made us the knight-errant nation.
2. transf. One compared to a knight-errant in

respect of a chivalrous or adventurous spirit.
Sometimes used in ridicule, with allusion to the
character or actions of Don Quixote.
[1507 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. iv. 24 Come, come, you shee-

knight-arrant, come.] 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift
(1752) 115 Descartes was a knight errant in philosophy, per-
petually mistaking windmi.ls for giants, a 1857 R. A.
VAUGHAN Essays <fr Kern. (1858) I. 38 Reason was the knight-
errant of speculation.
Hence Kniglrt-e'rranting gerund or pr. pple.,

playing the part of a knight-errant.
1860 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cvii. 21 You are

not to go out knight-erranling in all corners of the town.

Knight-e'rrantry. [f. prec. + -BY.]
1. The practice of a knight-errant ; the action of

knights who wandered in search of adventures.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notts 9 This order of Knight-errantry
is very ancient ; when there were but three persons in the

World, one was of this order, even Cain. 1764 REID Inquiry
I. Ded. 9<; If all belief could be laid aside, piety,friendship,&c.,

1.1
'

._ _! .., __ 1 !_!_.' _.n . , f.
'

_ _would appear as ridiculous as knighterrantry. 1814 SCOTT
Chivalry (1874) 9 They achieved deeds of
recorded in the annals of knight-errantry.
FaurieFs Proy. Poetry xv. 342 In the poetical monuments

nd the most ancient indications of

valour . . only
1860 ADLER

of Southern France I n

knight-errantry.
attrili. 1643 EVELYN Diary i r Apr. ,

The prizes being dis-

tributed by the ladies after the knight-errantry way.
2. Conduct resembling that of a knight-errant ;

readiness to engage in romantic adventure. Often

depreciative : Quixotic behaviour.

1659 GentL Calling (1696) 104 But to anticipate the Pro-

posal, to go in quest of such Opportunities, looks with them
like a piece of Knight-errantry- 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 168

r 5 It is a noble Piece of Knight- Errantry to enter the Lists

against so many armed Pedagogues. 1831 BREWSTER Newton
(1855) II. xv. 73 The charge ofknight errantry which New.
ton had made against Leibnitz, .for challenging the English
to the solution of mathematical problems. 18^3 WHITTIER
Prose Wks. (1889) II. 427 That spiritual knight-errantry
which undertakes the championship of every novel project
of reform.

3. The body of knight-errants. rare.

1860 C. SANGSTER Hesperus, etc. 35 He, Prince of Love's

knight-errantry. 1872 TFNNYSON Gareth 613 That old

knight-errantry Who ride abroad and do but what they will.

Knight-e-rrautship. rare. [See -SHIP.]

The condition or personality of a knight-errant.
1640 BROME Sparagns Garden \. iii. Wks. 1873 III. 125 My

house shall bee no enchanted Castle to detaine your Knight-

errandship from your adventures. 1736 LEDIARD Life Marl,

borough I. 59 There was a more daring set of People, with

whom His Knight-Errantship had to encounter.

Knightess (naHes). rare. [f. KNIGHT sb. +

-Essl.j a. A woman who fights like a knight,

b. A female member of a knightly order, c. The
wife of a knight.

my ki

HiHist. Monast. Ord. n. it. 238 The Urder ot tne nuns
Knightesses, Sword-bearers of St. James in Spain. 1843
Mirror II. 161/2 There is reason to believe that as well as

Knights there were knight-^j^j, or ladies, of that order.

1845 DISRAELI Sybil n. ii, The
' honourable baronetess'. .or

the
* honourable knightess '.



KNIGHTFULLY.

Kni-ghtfully, adv. nonce-wd. [cf. manfully,]

Like a knight, bravely.

1845 NEALE Mirr. fait/iSi Gallantlyand knightfully They
toil'd ihe live-long day.

Knight-head (n3i-t,hed). Naut. a. One of

two large timbers in a vessel that rise obliquely from

the keel behind the stem, one on each side, and

support the bowsprit, which is fixed between them;

called also ballard timbers, fb. A windlass-bitt

(ots.}. t- = KNIGHT 8 (ois.}.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 115 They are

reev'd through Knight heads, and so hal'd home. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Knight-Heads, two strong

pieces of timber, fixed on the opposite sides of the main-deck,
alittle behind the fore-mast. ..They are sometimes called the

bits, and in this sense their upper parts only are denominated

knight-heads,.. being formerly embellished with a figure de-

signed to resemble a human head. . .Knight-heads, was also

a name formerly given to the lower jear -blocks, which were
then no other than bits. 1883 Cent, Mag. Oct. 946/2 Her.,
bows would be buried in a smother of foam clear to the

knight-heads.

t Kni ghthed, -hede. Obs. Also kniht-,

kni}t-, etc. isee KNIGHT st.} 4 -ed(e, 5-6 St.

-held. [f.
KNIGHT si. + -HEAD. Cf. next.]

1. The rank of a knight : = KNIGHTHOOD 2.

c 1315 Mttr. Horn. 139 A kniht That thoru kind was bond
and thralle Bot knihthed gat he wit catelle. 1475 Rauf
Coifyar 960 Schir Rauf gat rewaird to keip his Knicht-
heid. isoo-ao DUNBAR Turnament 56 To comfort him, or

he raid forder, The Devill offknychtheid gaif him order.

2. The vocation of a knight : = KNIGHTHOOD 3.
c 1375 Sc.Lrg. Saints xvi. (Magdalene) 70 To k[n]ychthed

hyre bru|>ir lazare Haleljf hyme gafe, & ly til rocht Of landis.

1490 CAXTON Entydos Ivi. 153 He hadde lefte his offyce and
badde taken hym self to the fayttes of knygthed. 1500
Lancelot 822 He goith ymong them in his hie curage, As he
that had of knyghthed the wsage.
3. Knightly character or accomplishments : =
KNIGHTHOOD 4.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8422 To be lered him-self to lede, Wit

clerge bath and wit Knighthede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5549
Of knighthede to count here was the dene floure. 1450-70
Golagros ,5. Gatu. 376 Thai war courtes and couth thair

knyghthed to kyth. 1513 DOUGLAS ^neis vt. vi. 39 Eneas,
ful of piete and knychtheid. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I.

575 Suppois he was of all knychtheid the floure.

4. A body of knights, or
(
= L. militia) of fight-

ing men :
= KNIGHTHOOD 5.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 68 A knycht callit

placydas Prynce of his knychted was. 138* WVCLIF Jer,
viii. i The sunne, and the moone. and al the knygthed [1388
kny^thod, L militia] of heuene.

Knighthood i'irt, liuil . Forms: icnihth&d;
3- kniht-, etc. (see KNIGHT), 3-6 -hod, -hode, 5-6
-hoode, 6- hood. [OE. cnihthad, f. cniht boy,
lad + -had -HOOD. In ME. following the current

sense of KNIGHT.]
L (OE. cnihlhdd.) fl. Boyhood, youth. Obs.

893 K- ALFRED Boeth. xxxviii. 5 pa hwile be hit on
cnihthade biS, & swa forS eallne fciojsqohad. c 1000 >LFRIC
Gram. ix. (Z. ) 56 rubis, cniht oooe cnihthad.

II. (ME. and mod. Eng.)
2. The rank or dignity of a knight.
01300 K Horn 440 p_at

he me 5ive dubbing panne is mi
|>ralhod Iwent in to kni^thod 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. XI.

222 Kinghod and kni^thod . . Helpib nou^t to heuene. 1503-4
Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 31 Preamble, Divers of the Kinges
Subgiettes . . ar commaunded .. to take uppon them the
honour & degree of Knvghthode. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IYt

v. iii. 132, I would not take a Knighthood for my Fortune.
1617 MORYSON Itin. li. 377 A gentleman . .who had long
been earnestly ambitious of the honour of Knighthood
'733 POPE Hor. Sal. it. i. 22 You'll gain at least a Knight-
hood, or the Bays. 1885 Pali Mall G. 24 Feb. 9/1 It is

expected that several knighthoods will be conferred.

b. transf. Applied to one having this rank
; ;

a knight.
I598 SHAKS. Merry U'. v. y. 76 [The Garter] Buckled

below faire Knight-hoods bending knee.

c. With poss. pron. as a mode of address.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxii, I only desired to know if

your knighthood proposed the chivalrous task.

d. The ceremony of knighting a person.
1711 MADOX Exch. i. 2 There Coronations, Marriages

and Knighthoods of the King's Children, .were celebrated.
3. The profession or vocation of a knight.
0315 Song Mercy 155 in E. E. P. (1862) 123 Corteis

kniluhod and clergye .. . Are now so roted in rybaudye.
1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. vi. 31 Yf the studye [of science] wente
out of rTraunce, knyghthode wold goo after. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. II, i. i. 75 By that, and all the rites of Knight-hood
else, Will I make good against thee..What I haue spoken.
1700 DRVDEN Pal. f, Arc in. 10 The champions. .Who
knighthood loved, and deeds of chivalry. 1856 R. A.
VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I 145 The old virtues of knight-
hoodits truth and honour, its chastity and courage.
fb. (tr. L. militia^ Military service; soldiery;

warfare. Obs.

1381 WVCLIF 2 Cor. x. 4 The armers of cure knylthod ben
not flcuchly.

- 2 Tim. ii. 4 No man holdinge knysthod to
God [Vulg. militans Deo}, inwlappith him silf with worldli
nedis. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. 1. 122 pis frayl lif, bat is
all temptacion and kni?thode 1535 COVERDALE Judith vi.

4 Then shal the swerde of my knyghthode [mttttim mex]
go thorow thysydes. 155* HULOET, Knighthode, militia.
4. The character and qualities appropriate to

a knight ; chivalrousness.

1377 LANGL. P PI. R xvm. 96 Cursed caytyue 1 knhthod
"?s

','. "-""' .To mysdo a ded body, c 1386 CHAUCER
Monk i T. 652 He was of knyghthod and of frcdom flour.
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c 1450 Merlin 56 Ther Pendragon dide merveloise knyght-
hode a-monge his enmyes. 15*3 Lu. BKKNEKS Froiss. I.

ccxcviii. 441 The noble knighthode that was in them recon-
forted them. 1865 KINCSLEY Herew. iii, Would it grow and
bear the noble fruit of '

gentle, very perfect knighthood
'

?

18^3 HAMERTON tntelt. Life vili. ii. (1876) 290 The perfect
knighthood of Sydney.
6. The collective body of knights; a company of

knights. Knighthood-errant (cf. KNIGHT-ERRANT).
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. n6 The kyng and kny^thode

and clergye bothe Casten bat ^e comune shulde hem-self

fynde. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes ii b, By whiche
. .the people be susteyned the knyghtehode multiplied and
the houses full of richesse. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Easttv, Hoe
v, The knighthood now-a-days are nothing like the knight-
hood of old time. 1859 TENNYSON Guinei'ere 457, I was
first .. who drew The knighthood-errant of this realm ..

together under me. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.ii. 4. 76 It was
against the centre of this formidable position that William
arrayed his Norman knighthood.

t b. (tr. L. militia.} Military force, host. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xiii. 4 The Lord of ostes comaundide to
the knyjthod of the bataile. Luke ii. 13 A multitude of

heuenly knylthod, heriynge God, and seyinge, Glorie be in
the hi^este thingis to God. Acts vii. 42 To serue to the

knyjthod of heuene.

6. attrib. f knighthood-money, a fine exacted
from personswho refused to be knighted. (Abolished
by Act 16 Chas. I, c. 20.)
(71670 WOOD Life Jan. an. 1643 (O. H. S.) I. 79 He was

fined in October 1630 for refusing the honour of knighthood,
a matter then lately brought up to obtaine money for his

majestie's use. This money which was paid by all persons
of 4o#. per an. that refused to come in and be dub'd knights,
was called knighthood -money.

Kni'ghtify, v. nonce-wd. trans. = KNIGHT v.
1682 MRS. BEHN Round-heads v. i, I wonder with what

impudence Noll and Dick could Knightifie your husbands.

Kni'ghting, vbl. sb.
[f.

KNIGHT v. + -ING*.]
The action of making one a knight; the fact of

being knighted.
1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 491 Woulde God all our knightes

dyd minde colinge no more, than this Colierdyd knyghtyng.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 308 The Honor of taking armes
(which in our present idiom may be calld Knighting). 1705
HEARNE Collect. 28 Sept. (O. H. S.) I. 50 Upon the Knight-
ing of Dr. Hann's and.. Dr. Wm Read. 1876 FREEMAN
Norm. Cottg. V. xxiii. 324 Randolf of Chester was at

Henry's knighting, and did homage to David.
b. attrib. , as knighting

-sword
\ fknighting-

money = knighthood-motuy.
i6as in Crt. 4- Times Chas. I (1848) I. 15 On Monday,

Maurice Abbot . . had the maidenhead of the king's knighting
sword. 1641 Jrnls. Ho. Comtn. XI. 145 For the Judges,
untowhich the Consideration of Knighting-money is referred.

t Klii ghtless, a. Obs. rare. [f. KNIGHT j.
+ -LESS.] Unbecoming a knight ; tmknightly.
1590 SPENSER f. Q. i. vi. 41 Thou cursed miscreaunt.That

hast with knightlesse guile . . Faire knighthood fowlyshamed,
? 17. . Ld. Ingram xxiii. in Child Ballads ill. Ixvi E. 134/2,
I laugh at the knightless sport That I saw wi my ee.

Knightlihood, -ness, etc. : see KNIGHTLY a.

Kiiightlike (nai-tbik), a, and adv. [See
-LIKE.]
A. adj. Like or befitting a knight ; knightly.

(-1425 WYNTOVN Cron. vn. viii. 20 In Tornementis, and
Justyngis, And mony obir Knychtlyk Thyngis. 1574 HEL-
LOWES Gueuara's Fain. Ep> (1577) 204 Agreeable to the last

rule, which was the better and more Knight like. 1612
DRAYTON Poly-olb. xn. 202 That great and puissant Knight
(in whose victorious dayes Those knight-like deeds were
done). 1847 TENNYSON Princ. iv. 577 He knightlike in his cap
instead of casque, .assumed the Prince.

B. adv. = KNIGHTLY adv.

375 BARBOUR Bruce xv. 53 Thai mantemyt that gret
melle So knychilik apon athir syde. c 1470 HENRY Wallace
ix. ^047 Rycht knychtlik he thaim kend, In that jornay
othir to wyn or end. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 22 If he die, he kni^ht-like dies in blood. 1808
Scorr Martit. in. xviii, If, knight-like, he despises fear.

Knightling (nartlin;. rare. [See -LING.] A
petty knight
1640 BROME Sparagus Garden ill. iv. Wks. 1873 III, 159

Tis such a Knightling, He but give yee his Character, and
he comes, I warrant thee. 1845 Lives Eng. Saints, Aelred
iv. 57 It was found that every knightling possessed not only
a castle, but a seal, like the king of England himself.

Knightly (n3i-tli),a. [f. KNIGHT sb. + -LY ]

.]

I. (QE. cnttttic.) fl. Boyish. Obs.
a looo Prose Life Gitthlac\\. (Goodwin) 12 Nehe cnihtlice

galnysse naes begangende.
II. (ME. and mod.Eng.)

2. Having the rank or qualities of a knight ;

noble, chivalrous. Now rare.

kinges Chamberlem, A knyhtly man after his lawe. c 1430
Pilgr. LyfMankode in. Ixiii. (1869) 173 He is michel the
more corageows after, and the more kmghtlich. 1813 BYRON
Ch, Har, Add. Pref., He was.. knightly in his attributes.

3. Of things, actions, etc. : Of, belonging to,

suitable, or appropriate to a knight, f Knightly
fee =. KNIGHT'S PEE.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxin. (George} 386 His knychtly
clething . . he gef away for godis sak. c 1480 HENKYSON Test.
Cres. 519 For leniently pietie and memoriall Of fair Cresseid.

'590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. i As one for knightly giusts and
fierce encounters fitt. c 1630 RISDON Sum. Devon 334
(1810) 346 William Fitz-Morice held Hagington by one
knightly fee. 1700 DRVDRN Theod. $ Honoria 389 Preferr'd
above the rest, By him with knightly deeds. 1834 L. RITCHIE
Waiid. by Seine 55 The use of the knightly sword or lance.

gra
CA

KNIGHTSHIP.
4. Consisting or composed of knights, rare..

1845 S. AUSTIN Range's Hist. Ref. I. 127 The knightly
order had taken no part in the diet. 1877 Miss YoNGii
Cameos IV. xii. 131 The romances of chivalry which were
the delectation of the knightly world in those days
Hence Kni-ghtlihood (f -hede), Xnl'g-htli-

ness, knightly condition or qualities.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 212 Wherof his knyhtlihiede Is yit

comended overaL 1596 SPENSER F. Q, iv, vii. 45 Some
gentle swaine. .Traind vp in feates of armes and knightli-
nesse. 1890 '^LIAN PRINCE* Of Joyous Card ii. 47 Sir
Tristram yearned to largely breathe again Sharp air inspirit-
ing of knightlihood, 1900 Longm. Mag. July 227 Scott
has created for us a true type of Saracen Knightliness in
the Talisman.

Knightly (nai-tli), adv. [f. KNIGHT sb. + -LY 2
.]

After the fashion of, or in a manner befitting,
a knight ; gallantly, chivalrously.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W* 2085 Ariadne, God . . synde 5o\v
~*ace..3ow to defende & knyghtly slen ^oure fa c 1477
\XTON Jason 79 b, They dyde so knyghtly and cheuauler-

ously. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. If, i. iii. 12 Say., why thou
com st thus knightly clad in Armes? 1822 BYRON Werner
iv. i, Whose plume nods knightlier? 1859 TENNYSON
Guinevere 40 He..Made such excuses as he might, and
these Full knightly without scorn.

Knight Marshal (a title of certain marshals
who were knights) ; see MARSHAL.

Knight ofthe post. [i. e. (?) ofthe whipping-
post or pillory : see

guots.]
A notorious perjurer ;

one who got his living by giving false evidence ;

a false bail.

1580 E. KNIGHT Trial Truth 39 b, Men, ..who will not
let to sweare vpon a booke, . . beyng byred therevnto for

money., called.. Knightes of the poste, more fitter for the

Gallowes, then to Hue in a common wealth where Christ is

professed. 1591 CHETTLE Kinde-harts Dr. (1841) n A
knight of the post, whome in times past I haue seen as

highly promoted as the pillory. 159* NASHE P. Penilesse,A Knight of the Post, . . a fellow that will sweare you any
thing for twelve pence. 1597 E. S. Discov. Knights Post B,
Knightes of the Poste, Lords of lobs pound, and heires

apparant to the pillory: who are ready to baile men out of

prison. 1641 BROME Joviall Crew Wks. 1873 III. 366 He
was taken up a Knight o' the Post ; and so be continued,
till he was degraded at the whipping-post, a 1716 BLACKALL
Wks. (1723) I. 330 When once Men have by frequent use
lost the reverence that is due to an Oath, they easily
become Knights of the Post and may be hir'd to swear any-
thing. 1772 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XI. 45 Does not the

publisher . . deserve to lose his ears more than a common
knight of the post? 1819 R. CHAPMAN Jos. V, 132 They
hired knights of the post, who were evidences again.st him.

Kni'ght-se:rvice. Also knight's service.
1. Under the Feudal System ; The military service

which a knight was bound to render as a condition
of holding his lands ; hence, the tenure of land
under the condition of performing military service.
a. 1439 RollsofParlt. V. 31/2 Eny of youre said Comunes,

holdyng of you by Knyghtes service, c 1500 Corte Barune
in Book of Bronte 155 If they holde be skwage, that Is

knytes serwyce. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II.

774 He hath nothing by dissent holden by knightes service,
but by socage. 1628 COKE On Litt. \. 74 Tenui e by homage,
fealty & Escuage, is to hold by Knights Seruice.
&. c 1500 Corte Barune in Book ofBrome 155 The chylde . .

pat holdith be battenuer of knyte serwisse. 1523 FITZHERB.
Surv. ub, What fees they holde . . and wheder it be by
socage or by knight seruyce. 1767 BLACKSTONE Conim, II.

v. 63 This tenure of knight-service had all the marks of
a strict and regular feud. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. x.

305 As a special boon to tenants by knight-service, their
demesne lands are freed from all demands except service in

the field. 1876 DIGBY Real Prof-, i. 39 Tenure#er militiam,
in chivalry or by knight-service.
2. Jig. Such service as is rendered by a knight ;

hence, good service.

0. #1716 SOUTH Serm. VI. vi. (R.), He [the devil] never

knights any one, but he expects more than knights-service
from him in return.

&. 1675 tr. Machiaveltts Prince (1883) 263, I have done

J'ou
knight-service. 1874 T. HARDY Farfr. Mad. Crowd

. xxv. 283 Doing the mistress of the farm real knight-
service by this voluntary contribution of his labour.

Knight's fee. Under the Feudal System : The
amount of land for which the services of an armed

knight were due to the sovereign.
Historical writers now agree that the different knight's

fees were not equal in extent (see quots. 1876, 1895); whether
they were approximately equal in value is still doubtful.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 309 How meny knygtene
fees, how meny teme lond [etc.]. 1427 Rolls ofParIt. IV.

318/2 Ye subsidees of ye saide Knyghtes Fees with ye
rate yrof. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxii. 246 marg. t viij.

hydes make a knyghtes fee, by the whiche reason, a knyghts
fee shuld welde. c.lx. acres. i6oa CAREW Corn-wall 36 Com-
monly thirtie Acres make a farthing land, nine farthings
a Cornish Acre, and foure Cornish Acres a Knight's fee.

1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. App. ii. 251 note, The relief of a
barony was twelve times greater than that of a knight's-fee.

1876 DIGBY Real Prop. \. 36 Where land is held by military
service every portion amounting to twenty pounds in annual
value constitutes a *

knight's fee
*, for which the service of

a knight fully armed and equipped must be rendered. 1895
POLLOCK & MAITLAND Hist. Eng. Law I. 235 The term
'

knight's fee
' does not imply any particular acreage of

land. The knight's fee is no unvarying areal unit ; some
fees are much larger than others.

Knightship (nartjip). [See -SHIP.]
1. ta. The performance of a knight or soldier;

military service, Obs. t b. Knightly character;
valour. Obs. C. The rank or position of a knight ;

knighthood, d. The territory of a knight.



KNIGHTTE.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243 Cnihtscipe [L. militia] is mannes

lif upen eorSe. c 1205 LAY. 26747 CuSeS eouwer cniht-scipe.
c 1325 Poem Times Edit), II 265 in Pol. Songs (Camden)
335 Knihtshipe is acloied and deolfulliche i-diht; Kunne
a boy nu breke a spere, he shal be mad a kniht. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14405 Of knyght-schipe nobely
he proued. 1620 in Crt. fy Times Jos. I (1849) II. 214 Sir

James Whitelocke is gone to be judge of Wales and Chester,
which place came not to him gratis, though perhaps his

knightsnip was cast into the bargain. 1845 S. AUSTIN
Ranke's Hist. Ref. II. 123 A.. government, .formed out of
the several knightships which were now become absolute
and independent sovereignties.
2. With poss. pron. as a title or form of address.

1694 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. v. (1737) 17 We have not the
Honour to be acquainted with their Knightships. 1831
Keepsake 307 Gout and sixty well-spent years Had made
his knightship tame.

fKnightte. 06s. rare. In 4 knyjtte. [f.

KNIGHT si>. + ? -te, -TY : but perh. some error.]
A knight's estate or property.

1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 384 In be same wise as )>e

baron or thekny^te occupieb& gouerneb his baronrye or his

knystte, so after be amortesynge occupied be clerke..be
same lordeschip.

Knill, obs. form of KNELL.

tXnip, v. Sc. Obs. rare. [Parallel to GNIP,
NIP ; cf. LG. and Du. knippen to clip, snip ; also

north, dial. KNEP, knipe to nibble.] trans. Of
cattle : To bite or crop (grass). Also absol.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixi. 15 With gentill horss quhen
I wald knyp, Than is thair laid on me ane quhip. 1513
DOUGLAS /Eneis xn. Prol. 94 As far as catal . . Had in thar

pastur eyt and knyp away.

t Knip-knap. Obs. rare-*. [Redupl., app.
based on KNAP sb. ; cf. snip-snap."] (?)

1599 HARSNET Agst. Darell 179, I told him.. that if he
would not leave I would set such a paire of knip-knaps

upon him as should make him rue it. [1600 DARRELL Detect.

Harsnet 128 Wee are to observe heere that Shepheard
threatened Somers with a Payre of Knip-Knaps if he were

in a Fit again.]

Knipper, variant of NIPPER.

Knipperdolling(ni-p3rdplirj). Ch.Hist. Also

6 cnipper-, kniper-, 6-7 -dolin(g, -dollin. An
adherent of Bernhard Knipperdolling, a leader

of the Miinster Anabaptists in 1533-35; an Ana-

baptist ; hence, a religious fanatic.

dor!

S 14 Some Knipen , _ -

work of the Lord in hand. 1653 J. LILBURN Tryed ft Cast

107 Tyrants, Traytors, Murderers, Knipperdolings. 1690

D'URFEY Collin's Walk \. 38 Hold, quoth Collin, I am not

such a Knipperdollin ; Not to allow . . That you are stronger

of your hands. [18*3 SCOTT Peveril xliv, Four Germans.,

right Knipperdolings and Anabaptists.]

Knipperkin, variant of NIPPERKIN.

fKnipae, v. Sc. Obs. rare
1

. In 6 knypae.

[prob. a. G. knipsen in same sense.] trans. To
strike sharply, to rap.
a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. I. Wks. 1846 I. 147 Rockettis war

rent, typpetis war torne, crounis war knapped [MS. G.

knypsed].

Knit (nit), v. Forms : i onyttan, 3-4 knut-

te(n (it), 4 kneotte(n, 4-5 knette(n, 4-6 knyt-

te, knyt(e, knitte, 6- knit (dial. knet). Pa.t.

I onytte, 3-4 knutte(), 4 knette, 4-5 knyt(te,

4- knit (dial, knet), 5-6 knytted, 5- knitted.

Pa. pple. I (se)onyted, 3 i-knut, 4 i-, y-knyt,

(y-knitte), 4-6 (-9 dial.} knet, (5 -tie, -te),

cnyt, knyt, (-ytte, -y^t, -ut(t), 4-5 knytted, 4-

knitted, knit, (4-7 knitt(e, 6 nit, 7 knite). 0.

Pa. t. 6- (north, dial.) knat. Pa. pple. 3 i-cnut-

ten, i-cnute, 5-6 (9 dial, and arch.) knitten.

[OE. cnyttan, weak vb. = MDu. and MLG. knutten,

G. knutten : OTeut. *knuttjan, f. stem knutt-, of

OE. cnotta, KNOT sb. The pa. pple. is regularly

knitted, contr. knit ;
but knitten, after the analogy

of strong vbs., has also been used, and (in the north)

a strong pa. t. knat ;
cf. sit, sat, sitten.~\

f 1. trans. To tie in or with a knot ; to tie, fasten,

bind, attach, join, by or as by knotting. With

cogn. obj. to knit a knot. arch, and dial.

c looo.rELFRlc Gram, xxxvi. (Z.) 214 Iccnytte, necto. c 1000

Sax. Leechd. I. 218 Cnyte mid anum oraede on anum
clznan linenan clabe. a 1225 Ancr.R. 396 Mori knot his

kurtel uorte habben bouht of one binge, c 1230 Hah Meid.

V> Beo be cnot icnute anes of wedlac. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.

B. Prol. 169 To bugge a belle of brasse..And knitten on

a colere . . And hangen it vp-on be cattes hals. c 1386

CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 209 Thou knyttest \v. r. knettest]

thee ther thou art nat receyued. 14. . in Pol. Kel. ff L.

Poems (1866) 249 Cryst for vs on croys was knet. c 1450

St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1356 For him behoued knyt
be knott

[of monkhood). 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 122 Thre or four

splentes that the bees may knitte theyr combes ynto. 1526

TINDALE Acts x. ii A greate shete knytt at the inj. corners.

1505 SHAKS. "John w. i. 42, I knit my hand-kercher about
' . _ TT__I-'_. ii^t. T .. Look to the first

your browes. .607 HIERON Wks. I. 404 Look to the first

marriage that euer was; the Lorde Himselfe knit the knot.

735

His tonge is bounden and knytted. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2092
Alle my jowelle loke and knette, I bynde undir this litel

keye. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 677 Ye have hys tonge cnyt.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. lii. 451 Now ar the weders cest and
cateractes knyt. 1509 Purl. Devytles xxiii, Thy conclusyon
knytteth me so feruently.

t c. To geld (a ram) by tying the scrotum. Obs.

1607 TOPSEI.L Four-f. Beasts (1658) 482 Then do they use
to knit them [rams], and so, in time, their stones, deprived
of nourishment . .by reason of knitting, do dry and consume
away. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. IV. I. 129
When he is five years old, he is to be knit and fatted off.

t d. intr. To attach itself, adhere. Obs.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxvi. n Heereunto knitteth

rightuousnesse, as the effect of the cause.

2. trans, f a. To knot string in open meshes so

as to form (a net) ; to net. Obs.
c 1290 .J. Eng. Leg. I. 436/168 Ase man knut a net : i-knut

swibe harde and stronge. a 1687 WALLER Mrs. Banghton
Wks. (1730)41 Those curious nets.. thy slender fingers knit.

b. To form (a close texture) by the interlooping
of successive series of loops of yarn or thread.

Now the chief specific sense. App. so called from a general
resemblance to the formation of network.

1530 PALSGR. 599/2, I knyt bonettes or hosen. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. in. l. 312 She can knit him a stocke. 1660 Seas.

Exhort, ii In Knitting, and Sewing of garments. 1776
ADAM SMITH W. N. I. xi. HI. (1869) I. 259 In the time of

Edward IV* the art of knitting stockings was probably not

known in . . Europe. 1834-7 SOUTHEY T" terrible Knitters,
We knat quorse wosset stockings. 1865 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. III. 288, I have knitted myself a pair of garters.

1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., Oor Sarah's knitten yards
an' yards on it.

c. absol. or intr. To do knitting (as in b).

1530 PALSGR. 599/2, I knyt, as a matte maker knytteth.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 310 Item she can knit. 1859
DICKENS T. Two Cities ill. xv, A number of women, busily

knitting.

3. trans. To interlock, interlace, intertwine ; to

twine, weave, or plait together, arch, or Obs.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vm. xxii, Kynge Mark and sire

Tristram toke eyther other by the handes hard knyt to

gyders. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 139 The aungell
sate downe & knyt roddes. & wrought on y basket. 1634
MILTON Camus 143 Com, knit hands. Ibid. 862 In twisted

braids of lilies knitting The loose train of thy amber-dropping
hair.

4. To draw closely together ;
to contract in

folds or wrinkles ; f to clench (the fist).

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 270 This Palamon gan knytte
his browes tweye. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon i. 48
He frompeled his forhede and knytted his browes. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 15 He knits his Brow, and shewes

an angry Eye. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. v. i. Wks.

1856 I. 132 They all. .knit their fists at him. 1611 COTGR.,

s'Acroufir, a Horse to knit, or draw vp, or gather togither,

his hinder parts. 1710 Taller No. 253 T 8 May a Man knit

hi* Forehead into a Frown? 1817-18 COBBETT R esid. U. S.

(1822) 41, April 18. Cold and raw. . . The lambs don't play,

but stand knit up. 1874 BURNAND My Time iv. 34 Knitting
his eyebrows.

b. intr. said of the brows.

1815 [see KNITTING ppl. a.]. 1862 J. GRANT Capt. ofGuard

xx, His brows knit and his eyes loured.

5. trans. To make compact or firm by close con-

traction or consolidation of parts ;
to make close,

dense, or hard
;
to compact ;

to concentrate.

1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxciv, Go litill tretise . . And pray
the reder. . Of his gudnese thy brukilnese to knytt. c 1560
A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) ii. 31 William wichttar wes of

corss Nor Sym, and bettir knittin. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 19

Knitting all his force, [he] got one hand free. 1607 MARKHAM
Ctaial. I. (1617) 4 The . . sharpenesse . . [of] winter . . will

. .harden and knitte him [a foal], a 1848 R. W. HAMILTON

b. intr. (for re/I.) To become compact, firm, or

strong by close consolidation of parts ;
to become

consolidated.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn. I. v. 4 Young men, when they

knit and shape perfectly, do seldom grow to a further

stature. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. (1623) 45 After your
mares have beene covered, ..you shall let them rest three

weeks, or a moneth, that the substance may knit. 1662

R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. in. 182 Warm water, ..sprinkle

this powder thereon, and keep it stirring with a stick,

otherwise it wil knit to a stone in the bottom. 1727-46

THOMSON Summer 1264 Hence the limbs Knit into force.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 67 Weakness knits stubborn

while it's bearing thee.

c. intr. spec. Of fruit : To form,
'
set . Also of

the tree, or of the blossom : To form fruit. (Said

also of corn and potatoes.)
ci4oo Destr. Trey 2737 In the moneth of May..frutes

were knyt [ed. 1874 mispr. kuyt]. Ibid. 4973. 157-
'. ',,. . _

Knitting fore and mizen rigging, and securing 'he masts,

t b To fasten up, shut up. Cf. 10 a and b. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Bart/,. De P, R. xvn. clxxxv. (1495) 7*5

immeuia . \~
Continued good Weather..gave the Corn .. time to knit

and kearn, as they call it. .719 LONDON & WISE Compl.

Card. 33 The new Shoots, .blossom extremely, but little of

the Frmt knits. 1884 Cheshire Gloss, s. v., Potatoes also

are said to knit when the tubers begin to form. 1894.Lath.

News i Dec. 8/1 A friend., remarked., that the gooseberries

he had planted in his garden were '

knitting
'

well.

t d. Of a female animal : To conceive, form

fruit : cf. quot. 1614 in b, and KNIT///, a. 3. Obs.

1732 W. ELLIS Pract. Farmer 139 At five weeks end let

her take buck, that the former brood may go off before she

knits, about a week.

6. trans. To conjoin or unite closely and firmly

KNIT.

(contiguous members, broken parts). Cf. KNITTED,
quot. 1855.
1578 BANISTER Hist. Matt I. 3 The vpper head of the

thighe, where it is knit with the Bone of the hippe. 1676
WISEMAN Surg. (J.), Nature cannot knit the bones while
the parts are under a discharge. 1715-20 POPE [liadvin. 393
There, where the juncture knits the channel bone. 1811
PINKERTON Petral. II. 624 A piece .. which had at some
former time been separated from it . . was again knitted to
the stock in such a perfect manner that the

joint was scarcely
perceptible. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria iii. 41 The whole of
the beds are so knit together. 1862 STANLEY Jewish Ch.

(1877) I. xviii. 346 The good physicians who knit together
the dislocated bones of a disjointed time. 1887 BOWEN
Virg. ^Eneid n. 786 Huge timbers of oak knitted to timbers,
a fabric that reaches to heaven.

b. intr. To become closely united; to grow
together.
1612 WOODALL Surf. Mate Wks. (1653) 91 Leaving of the

grief undressed for two daies, that the veins may knit. 1621

DONNE Serm. xv. 150 And invites the severall loynts to

knit again. Mod. In young people fractured bones soon knit.

c. intr. Of bees : To cluster together in a mass.

Now dial.

[1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 122 Whan the swarme is knytte,
take a hyue and splent it within.] 1577 B. GOOCE Heres-
bach's Husb. (1586) 181 Bowes and branches, . whereupon
they may knit and settle themselves. 1648 MARKHAM
Housew. Card. in. x. (1668) 77 If your swarm knit in the

top of a tree. 1831 W. HOWITT Seasons 144 The q
i

ueen-bee

alights . . and the rest of the bees clustering, or as it is tei med
knitting, about her, form a living, brown, dependent cone.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk. s.v., I never like to

see the bees knit on the ground it's a sure sign of a
berrin' [= burial].

d. trans. To form out of parts compacted, rare.

1896 A. E. HOUSMAN Shropsh. Lad xxxii, From far, from
eve and morning And yon twelve-winded sky, The stuff of

life to knit me Blew hither : here am I.

7. fig. To conjoin as by knotting or binding

together; to bind, join, or connect firmly; to unite

or combine intimately.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 1855 God, . .First body and saul

togyder knyt. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 258 Ne shal

I neuere been vntrewe wyf . . I wol been his to whom bat

I am knyt. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 295 Manhode was

may . .knit some things together in fictitious Ideas. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 69 P 6 They [merchants] knit Mankind
together in a mutual Intercourse of good Offices. 1871 R.

ELLIS Calullns Ixiv. 335 Never [hath] love so well his

children in harmony knitten. 1879 DIXON Windsor II. vii.

69 These lords were closely knit by marriage.
b. intr. (for re/I.) To join ;

to grow together,
unite closely.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. 7K2o6b, To. .allure the hartes

of other men, to ioyne and knit with hym, against all

hostilitie. 1627 E. F. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 69 And then retreat

to knit with their Confederates. 1770 LANGHORNH Plutarch

(1879) I. 252/1 The city. .is broken into two parts which
will never knit again. 1832-4 DE QUINCEY Cxsars Wks.

1859 X. 10 Everywhere the members of this empire had

begun to knit ; the cohesion was far closer.

8. trans. To make or constitute by joining (a

covenant, agreement, or the like) ; to make fast

or firm, to establish (a relation of union); to 'tie',
' cement '.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 564 He knyt a couenaunde . . with

monkynd bere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11863 Soche acord was
here knyt with kynges. 11541 WYATT Defence in Wks.

(1861) p. xxxiii, Them that knit company with Chappins.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxix. 570 When peace was knit

again. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 296 It was the very

issue, knit by the express words of the plea.

9. intr. To effervesce, form froth, as wine or beer.

n pa. pple., effervescing, brisk; not still or dead.

. .
, ,

into a Glass. 1725 in New Cant. Diet. ]

1743 Loud. r Country Brew. in. (ed. 2) 220 In Winter

they commonly heat their Parcels to invigorate the new
Drink.. and then, .the Malt-Liquor will knit and sparkle in

a Glass, though drawn out of a Barrel. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.

xvi, If the gooseberry wine was well knit, the gooseberries
were of her gathering.

10. Knit up. a. trans. To tie up; to fasten up;

to string up, to hang ;
to compose or repair by

knitting, lit. va&fig.
1400 Destr. Troy 2014 pai..knitten vp be saile, Atynt

the tacle. Ibid. 11460 All.. knit vp bere couenaunte. 1509

BARCLAY Shyp ofFolys (1570) 241 AH my vesture is of golde

pure, . . I n siluer net my heare up knet 1530 PALSGH. sea/2,

I knytte up a man, I holde hym shorte or kepe hym from

his lybertye. 1605 SHAKS. Mace. IL ii. 37 Sleepe that knits

vp the rauel'd Sleeue of Care. 1610 Temp. in. 111. 89

These (mine enemies) are all knit vp In their distractions.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. I. ii, They're fools that slav ry

like, and may be free ; The chiels may a' knit up themselves

for me. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxvii. (1862) 371 We see how

entirely his own life is knit up with his child's.

f b. To ' shut up',
take up ; to snub. Obs. Cf. i b.

1530 PALSGR. 509/2, 1 knyt one up, I take hym up, I reprove

hym. 1571 EDWARDS Damon $ Pithias in Hazl. Dodsley

IV. 46 So sternly he frowned on me, and knit me up so

short. .

c. To close np ;
to conclude, finish, or end.

1530 PALSGR. 5og/% I knytte up a mater, I make an ende

or conclusyon of a matter. 1566 ADLINGTON Apuleius vni.

xxxii. (1803) 163 To end and knit up all sorrow. 1587

THYNNE in Holinsheds Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 377 Before

I knit up this exordium. 1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War v. ix.



KNIT.

196, I will heere knit vp this Epistle. 1879 FnofDK Catsar

xxv. 434 The tragedy was being knitted up m the deaths

of the last actors in it.

f d. To sum tip ; to express concisely. Obs.

'S53 Short Catech. in Lit, * Doctr. Edvt. yi (Parker Soc.)

499 Will you that I knit up in a brief abridgment all that

befongcth both to God and men ? 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's

Ctnw. 84 b, To knit up the matter in fewe wordes. 1610

HOLLAND Camden's Brit. (1637) 280 Briefly to knit up their

succession.

11. Comb. Knit-back, knit-wort, the herb Com-

frey ; knit-beggar = COUPLE-BEGGAR.
'597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cclxxiv, It is called.. in English,

Comfrey..ofsomeKmtbacke. 16x1 COTGR. s.v. Asne,Oreille
d 'asne, th' hearbe Comfrey, knit-backe, knit-wort, blacke-

wort. 1700 Wilntsl&iv Parish Register Aug. 25, in Ear-
waker h. Cheshire (1877) I. 99 Were married by [a] knit-

begger, Daniel Hulme and Esther Hunt.

Knit (nit), sb. [f. KNIT v.]

tl. The style or stitch in which anything is

knitted ; knitted work ; texture. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 95 Let . . their garters [be] of
an indifferent knit. 1603 Q. Eliz. Wardr. in Leisure H,
(1884) 739/2 A paire of sleeves of gold and silver knytt.

2. Knitting, uniting of parts, rare.

1892 Pall Mall G. 4 Oct. 7/1 A palmist on Mr. G. G. . . He
has the knits of order but no science.

3. Contraction or wrinkle (of the brow).
1895 Daily News 29 Jan. 5/4 He. .has.. a permanent knit

of the brow.

4. Mining: see qnot. (Perh. properly nit.)
iSSx RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Knits or Knots, small

particles of ore.

Knit (nit), ppl. a. [Pa. pple. of KNIT z>.]

1. Knotted, tied, fastened together; contracted

together : see the verb.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 279/2 Knytte, nodatus, nexus, COM.

nexus. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intel!, iii. (1628) 79 The knit
vnitie and conioyned concord of the Saxons. 1715-20 POPE
Iliad xx. 554 Where the knit nerves the pliant elbow
strung. 1851 D. IERROLD St. Giles xiv. 139 He turned with
knit eyebrows to his wife.

b. With qualifying adv., as well-knit.

1715 POPE Odyss. jcvm. 259 Thy well-knit frame .. Speaks
thee an hero, from an hero sprung. 1871 TVLOR Print.
Cult. II. xiv. 122 Well-knit harangues full of the poetic
figure and metaphor of the professional orator.

2. Formed as a texture by knitting: see KNITZI. 2 b.

Formerly sometimes hyphened, as knit-stockings.
[1488 Will in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 286, j knyt gyrdyll.]

1587 HARRISON England n. xxii. (1877) i. 342 In colouting
their knit hosen 1612 STURTEVANT Metallica 71 Knit stock-

ings with loome, which is a late Inuention of one Maister
Lee. 1720 DE FOE Caft. Singleton xviii. (1840) 302 He. .

obtained it for a knit cap. 1818 LADY MORGAN Antobiog.
(1859) 86 A knit silk scarf. Mod. Trade Rep., The knit

goods market is in a flourishing condition.

f 3. Having conceived, pregnant. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mar. 218 No sooner doth she

perceive herselfe to be knit with egge, but she falleth

presently to build her nest 1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting
(1788) 118 The Doe .. seldom holds an end, unless knit ; or
at the end of the season has kindled.

Knit, variant of NIT sb. and v.

Knitch (nitj). Nowofoz/. Forms: 0.4 knucche,
knohche, knyoohe, 4-6 knytche, 5 knyche,
6 knoohe, 6- knitoh. /3. 6 nytche, 8- nitoh.

[ME. knucche, knycche:QTL. gecnycc(e (occurring
in the sense 'bond') ; from same root as i,G.knuck(e,
Ger. knocke, a bundle of heckled flax. Ultimate

etym. obscure : cf. tocnuicte and gectiyAt from a vb.

enycc,e]an in Lindisf. Gl.] A bundle (of wood,
hay, com, etc.) tied together ; a sheaf or faggot.
a. [C950 Durham Ri/ual (Surtees) 59 From synna usra

Xicnyccum [L, apeccatorum nostrorum nexibus]. Ibid. 66

Deaoesx;cnyccum[L. mortis nexibus\\ 13.. XI Pains of \

Hell 77 in Minor Poems Jr. Vernon MS. 253 Ligate fer !

fascicules .. Byndeb hem in knucchen [MS. knucchenus).
7 13. . Coer de L. 2985 The ffbotmen kast in knohches
of hay,.. And ffylde the dyke fful upryghte. 1381 WYCLIF
Matt. xiii. 30 Gedre ?ee to gedre dernels...and byndeth
hem to gidre in knytchis [gloss or smale bundelis]. 1398
TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. xcvii. (Tollcm. MS.), [Flax]
bounde in knytches [1535 nytches) and bondeles. 1481 :

Nottingham Rec. II. 320, xvj. knitche de strey lates. 1519
Churchw. Ace. Stratton in Archxologta XLVI. 207 Paid
for strow v knochys jd. 1552 HULOET, Knytche or bownche

j

of voodf,/ascis. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 203 Him-
selfe tooke out of the sheafe or knitch the darts one by
one. 1850 KINCSLEY Alt. Locke xxviii, If I dared break a
hedge for a knitch o' wood, they'd put me in prison.
0- .'535 (sec 1398 in a). 1725 Land. Gaz. No. 6447/4

Taking Straws out of a Nitch of Straw. 1823 Examiner
574/1 He was seen to go towards the thicket, for the

j-.j .29 Nitch is a faggot ~
wood which a hedger has.. a right to carry away at night.

Kni'tchel. [f. prec. + -EL.] A small bundle.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 72 Twa curis or thre hes

vpolandis Michell, With dispensationis bund in knitchell.
1901 Eng. Dial. Diet., Knitchell, a bundle, . .a cluster.

t Knitchet. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. KNITCH + -ET.]A small knitch ; a handful (of reeds, etc.).

But in quot perh. misprint for knitches, usual in Holland.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny \\. xx. xvii. 100 The said stems are

slit and clouen . . when they be dried, they ought to be made
up into knitcheu or handfuls.

Kni t-knot. rare.
[f. KNIT ppl. a. + KNOT,

with effect of alternative reduplication, as in knick-
A knitted or knotted piece of work.

736

1703 Country Farmers Catech. (N.), Not to spend their
time tn knit-knots, patchwork, . . and such like fooleries.

f Kni'tster. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. KNIT v. +

-STEB.l = KNITTEB i. (In form, feminine.)
1648 MAYNE Amorous War v. viii, My two Troilus's

transform'd to Knitsters.

Knitted (ni-ted), ppl. a. [f. KNIT v. + -BD i.]= KNIT ppl. a.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Knitted, applied to that stage
in the union of fractured bones in which ossification has so
far advanced as to give a certain degree of firmness to a
broken limb. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Knitting-
machine, a machine for weaving and making knitted work.
1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid"s Met. 263 She sate, Cross-legged
and knitted-fingered in the gate. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par.
II. in. 20 She Set her slim hand upon her knitted brow.

Knitter (ni-taj). [f. KNIT v. + -EK i.]
1. One who or that which ties, knots, unites, or

closely joins together, lit. and^%".
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. iv. 2311 On oo god I

beleue..! beleue on Ihesu..! leue in the goost, knettere of
hem too. 1587 GOLDINO De Mornay xiv. 225 Wee see in

mansbody..agreate nomber of sinewes, Fleshstrings, and
knitters. 1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 74 Hemeans this day to be married . . Frier Anselmo is the Knitter.

2. One who knits or works up yarn or thread
into a looped texture, for hosiery, etc.

c 1515 Coclte Lorelfs B. 10 Spynsters, carders, and cappe
knytters. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. II. iv. 45 The Spinsters
and the Knitters in the Sun. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6224/9
Thomas Pratchitt, late of Nottingham, Frame Wort
Knitter. 1778 JOHNSON in Boswell 7 Apr., A knitter of

tings. 1834-7 SOUTHEY Doctor, (title) T
'

terrible Knittersstockii

e' Dent. 1844 G. DODD Textile Manu/. vii. 209 A frame.
work knitter (the technical name for a stocking maker).

b. A knitting-machine.
1890 Chicago Advance 12 June, Some sort of an invention

. . a knitter.

f 3. (app.) Some knitted article of dress. Obs.

1530 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 145 My wyfes best cap,
herbest gowne, her best knytter. 1532 Ibid. 105 His eldest
dowter a cape and a knytter to the

ij

nd dowter a aprone
and a knytter. 1534 Ibid. 107 A cap with a knytter.

Knitting (ni'tin), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING 1
.]

L The action of the verb KNIT. Fastening in or
with a knot, tying, binding, conjunction, compact-
ing, etc. lit. and _/?.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 4542 Opne hem [bags] ;

hir knyttynge al to sore annoyeth. 1:1430 Life St. Kath.
(1884) 42 pe lawful! knyttyng of matrimony. 1550 BALE
Image Both Ch. (1560) A iij, The very complete summe and
whole knyttyng up. 1617 Bp, HALL Quo Yadis ? 4 Wks.
(2628) 691 Blossomes . . nipped.. with an Aprill frost when
they should come to the knitting. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.
iii. 4. 131 The knitting of Christian nations together into
a vast commonwealth.

tb. concr. A tie, fastening, knot (lit.ya&fig?}. Obs.
13.. Sir Beues (MSS. S. and N.) 149/3220 On hur gurdul

3he made a knyttyng riding [other MSS. knotte riding],
Aboute his necke she hit brew Him to honge hard and fast.

1495 Trevisa's Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxxiv. (W. de W.)
V iv b/i Bendes and knyttynges [BodleyMS. knyttels] made
to bynde vp vynes. a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. l^/fl, 96
Betwene the knittynges Flowers of Golde. 1610 BARROUGH
Meth. Physick I. xxv. (1639) 43 Apply it to the Handles,
and to the . . Knittings of the joynts.

2. spec. The formation of a fabric by looping
(see quot. 1883). b. concr. Work so done or made,
knitted work.
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 108 F 3 A Pair of Garters of his

own knitting. 1880 Miss BRADDON fust as I am vii, Aunt
Dora was occupied with her knitting. 1882 CAULFEILD &
SAWARD Diet. Needlework s. v., The art of Knitting was
unknown in England until the sixteenth century. 1883
Chamber? Encycl.V. 8 IQ Knitting consists in using a single
thread, and with it forming a continual series of loops across
the whole fabric ; the next row [of loops] passes through
these ; and they in their turn receive another set, until the
whole is completed. 1892 MRS. ALEXANDER ForhisSake L
220 Please bring me my knitting.

3. attrib. and Comb., as knitting-cotton (cotton
thread for knitting), knittitig-machine, -mill, -silk,

-work; knitting-case, (a) = knitting-sheath; (b) a
case for keeping knitting-needles in

; f knitting-
cup, a cup of wine handed round at a marriage
feast; knitting-pin, f knitting-prick, knitting-
wire = KNITTING-NEEDLE

; knitting-sheath, a

cylindrical sheath for holding a knitting-needle

steady in the act of knitting; knitting-stick, an

elongated form of the knitting-sheath. Also KNIT-
TING-NEEDLE.
1851 llluslr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 786 Complete fancy *knit.

ting-basket. Ibid. 785 *Knitting cases. 1888 E, EGGLESTOM
Graysans xxx. 333 She paused to take the end of one needle

i*. JW.^JVrt .lll.f^ll. 4MWF IV. 11, i^uc, UUC, .UIU III1I1U i llC

Parsons pint .. A *knitting Cup there must be. 1858
"Knitting-machine [see KNITTED). 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Mech. 1236/2 The Bickford knitting-machine .. is a speci-
men of the circular system. 1898 Folk-lore Sept. 219
The old *knitting-parties which once formed centres of
social life in winter evenings. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN
R. Lynne I. XL 178 The.. click of the 'knitting-pins ceased.

- . __iss Ophelia.. pulle_ _

her "knitting-work, and sat there, grim with indignation.

Knitting (ni-tin), ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING2.]
That knits, in various senses : see the verb.

KNOB.
1387-8 T. USK Test. Love Pro). (Skeat) 1. 3 The delicious-

nesse of icstes and of ryme, by queynt kmttinge coloures.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay x. (1617) 152 The knitting parts,
that is to wit, the bones, the skin, the sinewes and such like.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 342/2 Knitting

knitting mother.

Knitting-needle. A long straight blunt
'needle' or slender rod used, two or more at
a time, in knitting ; either of steel for fine work,
or of wood, ivory, etc., with a knob at one end, for

larger work.
These are sometimes distinguished as kn.-needles and in.-

pins. In Scotland steel kn.-needles are called wins.
1598 FLORIO, Agufchiare, to knit with knitting needles.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull HI. ii. She would prick him with
her knitting needle. 1889

'

J. S. WINTER' Mrs. Bob (1891) 48
She plied her knitting-needles.

Knittle (ni-t'l). Also 7 knettel, 7-8 -le, (8

nittle, 9 nettle). [A derivative of KNIT v. : see

-LE, -EL !. OE. cnyttels is found once as a gloss
to L. nervus,]
fl. A string or cord for tying or fastening.

Obs. in gen. sense.

'Ibid', xvn. clxxv. (Bodl. MS.), Of persche be|> nedefulle
bondes and knyttels [ed. 1495 knyttynges] made to binde up
vines.

2. spec. a. Naut. A small line made of yarn,
used on board ship. Also attrib.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 25 Knettels are two
rope yai nes twisted together, and a knot at each end, where-
unto to sease a blocke, a rope, or the like. 1762 FALCONER
Shifwr. n. 194 The reef enwrapp'd, th' inserted niltles [ed.
1769 inserting knittles] ty'd.

<ri86o H. STUART Seaman's
Catech. 30 Cut a nettle about two feet long. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-M., Knittle, see Nettle. Ibid., Nettles, small
line used for seizings, and for hammock-clues. 1885 J,
RUNCIMAN Stiffers 4- Shellbacks 185 Ifany hammock looked
baggy or if the '

knittles
'

were not hauled taut.

b. (See quots.)

old

siting of a bag 1881 in Isle of Wight Gloss.

Knitty, variant of NITTY.

Knitwork (ni-twzuk). [f. KNIT ///. a.]
Knitted work

; knitting.
1628 World encomp. by Sir F. Drake 74 His attire vpon

his head was a cawle of Knitworke. 1661 MORGAN Sfk.
Gentry I. viii. 105 Garments of Knit-work. 1862 LYTTON
Str. Story I. 202 Resuming her knitwork while I read.

Knive (nsiv), v. [f. KNIFE sb., on analogy of

wife, wive ; strife, strive, etc.]
= KNIFE v.

1850 F. WALPOLE The Ansayrii II. 8 A brute who in o
blood knived and tortured them with his own hand. 1883
E. F. KNIGHT Cruise ' Falcon"1

(1887) 53 These race-meet-
ings, . . he said, end as a rule in considerable kniving.
Knived (naivd), a. [f. KNIFE sb. + -ED

*.] Armed
with a knife or knives.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 7 Oct. 2/1 The whole gang ofus, belted
and knived, bronzed to the elbows.

Kno, obs. form of KNOW v.

Knob (npb), sb. Forms: o. 4-6 knobbe, (7

knobb,knobe),6-knob. 0. 5~7nobbe,7-9nob.
[ME., = MLG. and mod.G. knobbe knot, knob, bud,
etc.

, Flem. knoble(n lump (of bread, etc.) : cf.

KNOP, NOB, KNUB, NUB.]
1. A small rounded lump or mass, esp. at the

extremity or on the surface of something, as on
a stick, a branch or trunk of a tree, a plate of

glass (see BULL'S-EYE i), the antenna of an insect,
the pistil of a flower, etc.; a rounded protuberance,
boss, stud ; the handle of a door or drawer, the
hinder end of a gun (see CASCABEL).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxi. (MS. Bodl.)

If. 230 b/2 Hurden, .. is clensing of offal of hempe ober of
flaxe .. berof is brede sponne b 1 is fulle grete : vneuen and
fulofnobbes. c 1440 / 'romp. Parv. 280/1 Knobbe, or knotte yn
&lrz,vertex. 1557-8 PHAERyS/</vn. Uj b, Another caught
a clubbe, with heauy knobbes. 1611 CORVAT Crudities 15
He had a long stafTe in his hand with a nobbe in the middle,
according to the fashion of those Pilgrims staffes. 1774
FOOTE Cozeners in. Wks. 1799 II. 190 That, .is a watch : if

you touch the nob that juts out, it strikes .. like a clock.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 184 Pist[il]...

Style thread-shaped.. -Summit a knob. 1833 J. HOLLAND
Mannf. Metal II. 278 The bolt is moved by .. a fixed
knob or handle, as in the common door catch. 1842-76
GWILT Archit. (ed. 7) 1872 a. The great advantage of sheet

glass is that of. .avoiding the waste arising from. .the knob
or bull's eye in the centre. 1894 R. BRIDGES Feast Bacchus
V. 1574 A little knob of a nose.

b. A rounded protuberance or swelling on the

skin or on a bodily organ ; a bump, hump, wart,

pimple, pustule, etc. Obs. or merged in I.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 633 The knobbes sittynge on his

chekes. c 1490 Promp. Parv. 280/1 (MS. K) Knobbe of a
mannys hande, or in another part of him [a 1485 MS.
S. knoble; \yy$ ed. Pynson knolle], callus. 1530 PALSGR.

326/2 Kyrnell or knobbe in the necke or otherwhere, rlandre.

1509 SHAKS. Hen. V, ill. vi. 108 His face is all bubukles and
whelkes, and knobs, and flames a fire. 1747 WESLEY Prim.
Physic (1762) 39 It also dissolves any Knob or swelling in

any part. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 517 The
dark-coloured or hepatised knobs.



KNOB.
c. The bud or rudiment of a horn ; in quot fig

1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 658 Those knobs that grow Much
harder on the marry d brow.

d. Arch. A rounded prominence orboss of carved
work, esp. at the end of a raised moulding or at
the intersection of ribs.

1730 W. WARREN Collectanea, in Willis & Clark Cam.
bridge ''fiBAt I n-,^ Tko r^.'ni: 1 : rr**...l i .

and
boss :

of a similar kind.

2. A prominent isolated rounded mound or hill
;

a knoll
; a hill in general ; esp. in U. S.

,1630 T. B. Worcester's Apoph. 30 The ground.. is said to
rise up, m a round Knob ; whereupon St. David pitched his
Crosse. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 338 The surface of the
land. .is. .uneven, occasioned by natural mounds or rocky
knobs. 1812 BRACKENRIDGE Views Louisiana (1814) 108
I hose dividing ridges of streams, which in Kentucky are
called knobs. 1863 E. HITCHCOCK Remin. Amherst Coll
241 Hilliard's Knob, the highest point of the Holyoke range
1872 JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 81 The rocky knob
called Whitemoss Howe.
3. A small lump (of sugar, coal, etc.). Also
KNUB, NUB.
1676 WORLIDGF. Cyder (1691) 150 Bottling it with a knob

of sugar. 1768-74 TUCKER LI. Nat. (1834) I. 70 Is your tea
bitter ? You may sweeten it by putting in a knob of sugar.
1801 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. to Ct. /iiim/ardVfks. !8i2
V. 144 Rummage the dark Coal-hole of his brain But not
one Knob is in it. 1863 Gd. Words Feb. 125/1 These
children .. when they are 'very good', and work hard, ..

sometimes get a 'knob o' suck '. .on Saturday.
4. slang. The head. Usually NOB, q. v.

1723 New Cant. Diet., Knob, the Head or Skull. 1888
M. ROBERTSON Lombard St. Myst. xvi, It were s'posed
the guilty deed were one too much for 'is knob. 1899 R.
WHITEING No. 5 John Street xxvii, They invariably. .

'

ketch
it in the knob

'

in the form of bilious headache.
5. A small collection of widgeons, dunbirds,

teals, or the like.

1875
' STONEHENGE '

Brit. Sports I. I. ix. i A ' knob '

is a
still smaller number [than 30] of the above birds [wildfowl].
6. = KNOBSTICK 2.

1838 Ann. Reg. 204/1 note, The chastisement of knobs
', the

assassination of oppressive and tyrannical masters.

t7. Phr. To make no knobs: to make no

defalked by the Jews, they make no Knobs in cutting off 9 i

them together.

8. attrib. and Comb., as knob-end, tail; knob-

billed, -like, -nosed adjs. ; knob-fly, a kind of

fly used in angling; knob-hole, a hole for the

insertion of a knob
; knob-look, a lock which is

opened with a knob. Also KNOBSTICK, -WEED, etc.

1878 GOULD Birds N. Guinea V. pi. 5o*Knob-billed Fruit-

Pigeon. 1894
'

J. S. WINTER ' Red Coats 65 He came to a
door on which he rapped with the *knob-end of his stick.

1829 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 177 The following , . are well
known to the expert angler ; viz. barm fly, black fly,. ."knob

fly. 1831 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1458 The "knob holes
of the curtains form, in stitching, the grape leaf. 1861
BENTLEY Man. Bat. 51 In touching a nettle lightly, the
"knob-like head is broken off, and the sharp point of the

sting enters the skin. 1813 Examiner 10 May 294/2 J.

Charlesworth,. . "knob-lock-maker. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita
II. ix. 331 A .. snub- or rather *knob-nosed .. simpleton.
1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney I. 212 An old buck-rabbit with
a "nob tail.

Knob (npb), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To furnish with a knob or knobs
;
to

form knobs upon.
1879 Span's Encycl. Indust. Arts\. 701 A thin sheet of

copper, whose surface has been ' knobbed ', or raised into

rows of oval knobs, by the application of a blind punch.
2. intr. To form a knob or knobs, to bunch ; to

bulge out,

1566 [see KNOBBING below]. 1631 MARKHAM Way to

Wealth, To make Hasty Pudding, .when it boils put in

a spoonful of Flower, but not let it knob. 1876 BLACKMORE
Cripps xxiv, Tapering straight as a fishing-rod, and knobbing
out on either side with scarcely controllable bulges.

3. trans. To free from knobs, to rough-dress

(stone in the quarry). "890 in Cent. Diet.

4. trans. To hit. slang.
1818 Sporting Mag. II. 211 He knobbed his adversary

well.

Hence Kno'bbing ppl. a.

1366 DRANT Horace i. ix. (1567) N ij b, Stitche, or coughe,
or knobbing gowt.

Knobbed (npbd, -ed), a. Also 9 nobbed, [f.

KNOB sb. or v. + -ED.] Furnished with or having
a knob or knobs; formed into or ending in a knob.

CI440 Promp. Parv. 280/1 Knobbyd, as hondys or other

lymmys, callosus. Knobbyd, or knpttyd as trees, vertigi-

nosiis, verticosus. 1363 SACKVILLE in Mirr. Mag., Induct.

xxxix, His knuckles knobd. 1673 GREW A not. Roots i. 6

Round [roots] are Tuberous, or Simply Knobbed, as Rape-
Crowfoot. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 230

Pist[il]. ..Summit knobbed. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp.
Philos. IV. xlix. 333 Experiments on the preferable utility

of pointed or knobbed conductors, for preserving buildings

from lightning. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 583 The workman

[glass-blower] having, .taken possession of the globe by its

bottom or knobbed [ed. 1875 II. 657 knobbled] pole attached

to his punty rod. 1850 H. MILLER Footpr. Great, x. (1874)

188 The knobbed surface of the thong.

Knobber (np-bai). Venery. lObs. [f.
KNOB

sb. i c + -EB 1.] A male deer in its second year :

cf. KNOBBLER i
; a brocket.
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a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, A Knobber, the second
(yearl 1891 C. WISE Rockingham Cast. * Watsons 152I he Hart of the second year was a '

Knobber '.

Knobbiness (np-bines). [f. KNOBBY a. +
-NESS.] The quality of being knobby.i6n COTGR., Nodositt, knottinesse, knobbinesse. 1753 in
JOHNSON. 1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 614/1 The knobbhess
of her spine. 1893 W. H. HUDSON Patagonia v. 6: The
surface carved to almost symmetrical knobbiness
Knobble (npb'I), sb. [dim. of KNOB sb. =

Du. and LG. knobbel knob, knot : cf. G. knobel
(kiiobel, kniibct) knuckle, knot.] A small knob.
-11483 [see KNOB sb. ib quot. 1490]. 1377 Lane. Wills

(1857) II. 92 One standemge cup .. w"> .. roses upon the
nobble off the cover. 1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg.

(repr.) 46, I always endeavour to act right by gentlemen's
coals, and wouldn t rob them of a knobble.
Hence Kno-bbleda., knobbed.
1875 [see KNOBBED, quot. 1839],

Kno'bble, v. dial, and techn. [f. KNOB sb.]
a. To knock, etc. ; spec.

= KNAP z.l 2, KNOB v.

3. b. Metallurgy. To shingle; also NOBBLE, q.v.
1842-76 GWILT Archil, (ed. 7) Gloss., Knobbling, knocking

off the rough protuberances of hard rock stone at the quarry.
1863^9 Diet. Archil., Knobbling, the term used near London
and in the west of England for . . reducing a mass of stone
in the quarry to a somewhat square block. .. In flint work
it is called

'

knapping'. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Knobble, v. to
strike with a club. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk.,
Knobble, to hammer ; to knock, but not forcibly. 1881 RAY-
MOND Mining Gloss.

, Knobbling-fire, a bloomary for refining
cast-iron.

Knobbler
1. = KNOBBER.

[f. KNOBBLE sb. + -EB.I.]

1686 BLOME Gent. Recreat. H. 75 The Hart is called the
first year a Calf, . . the second year a Knobler. a 1832 SCOTT
(Webster 1864), He has hallooed the hounds upon a velvet-
headed knobbler.

2. Metallurgy. A shingler ; also NOBBLEB, q. v.

Knobbly (npbli), a. Also nobbly. [f.

KNOBBLE sb. + -Y 1
.] Full of or covered with

knobbles
;
of the nature of a knobble

; knobby.
1839 SALA Gaslight $ D. xxv. 284 To clink his boot-heels

upon the nobbly stones. 1862 TYNDALL Mountaineer, xii. 98
The snow was steep but knobbly. 1894 IOTA yellow Aster
I. xv. 184 He. .returned shortly with a big knobbly parcel in
one hand.

Knobby (np'bi), a. Also 6-7 knobbie, 9 nobby.
[f. KNOB sb. + -Y 1.]

1. Full of, abounding in, bearing, or covered with
knobs or protuberances ; knotty.
1343 TRAHERON l-'igo's Chirtirg. 166 Ovide sayth . . no

medicine can heale the knobbie gout. 1607 HIERON Wks.
I. 235 A crooked and knobby tree must first be hewed and
squared. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul in. App. xxxiii,
Humours did arrive His knobby head, and a fair pair of
horns contrive, a 1722 LISLE Hitsb. (1752) 140 The smooth
loose land should be first rolled, and the rough knobby land
be deferred. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxxiii, His face
was almost as hard and knobby as his stick.

fig. 1640 HOWELI. Dodonas Gr. (1645) 124 The Informers
continued in a knobby kind of obstinacy.
2. Of the nature of a knob, knob-shaped.
1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane iv. 274 When no more Round

knobby spots deform, but the disease Seems at a pause.
1848 DICKENS Dambeyx. (C. D. ed.) 82 The captain . .brought
out his wide suit of blue . . and his knobby nose in full relief,

Knobkerrie (n<rbke:ri). Also -keerie, -kerry.

[f. KNOB sb. + KERBIE, after Cape Du. knopkirie,

-kieri.] A short thick stick with a knobbed head,
used as a weapon or missile by South African
tribes. Also extended to similar weapons used by
other tribes, e. g. in Polynesia and Australia.

1849 E. E. NAPIER Excars. S. Afr. II. 82 The ' knob keerie
'

..hurled with unerring aim, brings the smaller animals to
the ground. 1850 R. G. CUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr.
(ed. z)I. 231 Their [the Bechuana's] arms .. consist of a

shield, a bundle of assagais, a battle-axe, and a knobkerry.
1879 Athenaeum 6 Dec. 731 Two aboriginal Australian
skulls with occipital thickening, supposed to be induced by
the blows of the native knobkerries. 1899 HOWARTH Shield

$ Assegai 93 The Kaffirs were armed with assegais and
knobkerries.

Knobstick (n(>'b|Stik).

1. A stick, cane, or club, having a rounded knob
for its head

;
a knobbed stick.

1824 [see b]. 1867 Crim. Chronol. York Castle 190 Beat-

ing him over the head with knobsticks. 1887 JESSOPP
A ready vii. 192 With the knob sticks of the mob.

b. Such a stick used as a weapon; a knobkerrie.

1824 BURCHELL Trav. S. Afr. I. 354 A keeri..(a short

knobstick) in his hand. 1839 BURTON Centr. A/r. in Jrnl.
Geog. Sac. XXIX. 266 Terrifying the enemy with maniacal

gestures, while stones and knobsticks fly through the air.

1894 B. MITFORD Curse Clement Waynjlete vii.
24^1

The
warrior's heavy knobstick, hurled with deadly precision.

2. A name given, by workmen, to one who

during a strike or lock-out continues to work on

the master's terms ; a black-leg. (See also quot.

1892.) Also attrib.

spinner'. 1848 MRS. GASKELL Mary Barton xvi, Taken

up last week for throwing vitriol in a knob-stick's face. 1892
Labour Commission Gloss., A knobstick is one who takes

the work of an operative on strike, or refuses to go out on

strike along with his fellow-workmen. ..Workmen, .who are

not members of a trade union are frequently called knob*

sticks by the unionist workmen. The term is also applied

KNOCK.
to men who work at a trade to which they served no
apprenticeship.

D. A master who employs men on terms not
recognized by a trade-union.
1831-61 MAYHEW Land. Labour III. 220 (Hoppe) I next

stick's'"

" at S under'P"ced ha"er's, termed a '

knob.

Knobweed (iyb (wfd). [f. KNOB sb. + WEED rf.l
a. = KNAPWEED ; also applied to other British

species of Centaurea. b. Name for Collinsonia

Black Knapweed, perhaps more properly Knobweed. 1879BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-,,., Knobweed (in allusion t'
the hard, round flower-heads), Centaurea nigra, C.Cyanusand C. Scabiosa. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex., Knobweed, the
Collinsonia canadensis.

Knobwood (np-b,wnd). A local name of the
Wild Cardamom of S.Africa, Xanthoxylon capense,
the hard close-grained wood of which is used for

implements.
1887 in Kevi Bulletin Sept. n. 1894 SIM Flora of

Kaffrnria 27.

Knoccle, obs. form of KNUCKLE.
Knock (npk), v. Forms: i onuoian, cnocian, 2

enokien, 4 onoke, 4-5 knoke, knokke, 4-6
knok, 4-7 knooke, 4, 6- knock. [Late OE.
cnocian, beside usual WS. cnucian; cf. ON.
knoka

; prob. of echoic origin. The relations
between the u and o forms are obscure.]

I. 1. intr. To strike with a sounding blow, as
with the fist or something hard; esp. to rap upon a
door or gate in order to call attention or gain
admittance (const, at, f on, f upon}.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 382 He..cnucode <et fere dura.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vii. 7 CnuciaS and eow bib ontyned.
Luke xii. 36 ponne he cym5 and cnucaS. 10. . in Assmann

Angels. Homil. (Kassel) 1889 Heo .. fa?stlice on j>a:re cytan
duru cnocode. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt. vii. 7 CnokieS
and eow beo3 untynd. Luke xii. 36 panne he cymS and
cnokeO. c 1320 Orfeo 363 Orpheo knocked at the gate. 13..
E. E. A Hit. P. B. 726 Quen such ber cnoken on |>e bylde,
Tyt schal hem men be jate vnpynne. 1382 WYCLIF Matt.
vii. 7 Knocke 5e, and it shal be opnyd to jou. c 1386
CHAUCER Miller's T. 246 Clepe at his dore, or knokke
with a stoon. c 1423 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xxxv. 72 pare
knokide he \Vyth-owte ye Dnre. 1396 SHAKS. Tarn. Slir.
v. i. 16 What's he that knockes as he would beat downe
the gate? 1608 ARMIN Nest Ninn. (1842) 13 They knockt
to the dresser, and the dinner went up. 1703 MOXON Mecfi.
Exerc. 195 To knock upon the back of the Cleaving Knife.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, She stood before her lover's
door and knocked for admittance. 1891 E. PEACOCK N.
Brendan I. 115 He knocked at the door.

fiS- c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 84 With torch in honde
of whiche the stremes brijt On venus Chaumbre knokkide
ful lyjt. 1363 WiN3ET Four Scoir Thre Quest. To Rdr.,
Wks. 1888 I. 61 Sa grete is the guidnes of God to knok at
the breist of man. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. ii. 8 The cry did
knocke Against my very heart. 1858 HAWTHORNE/"?-. $ It.

Jrnls. II. 2 A sense of his agony . . came knocking at my
heart.

b. Without reference to the sound produced :

To give a hard blow, to beat; to give blows;
f ellipt. To strike upon the breast (obs.).
a 1300 Cursor M. 29092 Knock on brest wit hand. 13. .

Gaw. ft Gr. Knt. 414 Ta now by grymme tole to be, & let

see how bou cnokez. 1362 in Slrype Ann. Ref. 11824) ! L
xxix. 503 Divers communicants.. superstitiously both kneel
and knock. 1583 BABINGTON Cotnmandm, ii. (1590) 87 To
fall downe before a stocke and a stone, and to doo it reuerence,
canping, kneeling, knocking, ..and such like.

c. trans, with indefinite obj. it, To give knocks ;

also, with cognate obj.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIU, I. iv. 108 Let the Musicke knocke
it. 1682 N. O. Boilean's Lntrin IL 183 He resolv'd at a
Dead pinch to knock it. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxxv,
We have knocked double-knocks at the street-door. 1865
J. H. NEWMAN Gerontius i A visitant Is knocking his

dire summons at my door.

2. trans. To give a hard blow or blows to
; to

hit, strike, beat, hammer; fto beat into small

pieces, pound (0Ar.). Also with extension express-

ing result, as to knock to (or in) pieces, etc.

c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. I. 142 genim bonne ba leaf, cnuca on
anum mortere. Ibid. 168 genim ba wyrte jecnucude
[MS. B. jecnocode]. Ibid. 382Cnuci3e ea!]e5a wyrta. 1:1075
Indicia Monasterialia in Techjrier's Zeitschrift II. 125

ponne weje bu Jine fyst, swilce bu wyrta cnocian wille. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 397 He bygan benedicite with a bolke,
and his brest knocked. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
xvil. xcvii. (Tollem. MS.), It [flax] is., knokked and bete,

breyed and carried, c 1400 Destr. Troy 2601 Kylle of hor

knightes, knocke horn to dethe. a 1400-50 Alexander 639
Him wald he kenely on be croune knok with his tablis.

a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 172 b, Some knocked
other on the elbow, and said softly he lieth. 1399 SHAKS.
Hen. V, n. i. 58, I haue an humor to knocke you indif-

ferently well. 1602 Ham. II. i. 81 His knees knocking
each other. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 37 The Bar

knocking in pieces all that are inflexible. 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 424 [He] runs to open the door when
it is knocked.

fb. Jig. To strike with astonishment, alarm, or

confusion ; to confound ; to ' floor '. Obs. colloq.

1715 S. SEWALL Diary i Feb. (1882) III. 37 Mr. Winthrop
was so knockt that he said it could not be done.

C. To 'strike' forcibly, make a strong impression
on ;

to move to admiration,
'
fetch '. slang.

1883 Referee 6 May 3/3 (Farmer)
'
It's Never too Late to

158



KNOCK.

Mend', with J. H. Clynds as Tom Robinson, is knocking
'cm at the Pavilion. 1885 J. K. JEROME On the Stage 97
There is nothing knocks a country audience like a hornpipe.

1802 CKIVAUU &HVi Knocked 'em in the Old Kent Road.

3. To knock on (t) the head (also rarely at

heat) : a. lit. ; esp. to stun or kill by a blow on

the head ;
often loosely, to kill in any summary

way, dispatch, put to death.

c 1537 Thersites in Hazl. Dodslty I. 427, I care not if the

old witch were dead : It were an alrasdeed to knock her ill the

head. 1641 J. JACKSON TrueEvang. T. n. 117 S. James, .was
knockt in the nead like an Oxe, or Calfe, after lie had been
thrown down from a Pinacle of the Temple. 1711 ADDISON
Stect. No. 99 P 5 The Knight goes off, . . seeks all Opportuni-
nesof being knock'd' on the Head. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery
Impr. (1756) I. 316, I had better knock the Horse o' th'

Head, and dispatch him at once. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg.,

Crty Dolphin, To lie snoring there when your brethren are

being knocked at head.

b. Jig. To put an end to, bring to nothing.
1579 W. FULKE Heskitts* Parl. 327 To knocke his . . mallice

in the head. 1584 R. SCOT Discirv. H'itchcr. vm. iii. (1886)

129 Witchcraft, ..is knocked on the head. 1677 YARRANTON

ng. ImfrtrJ'. 63 Endeavour to knock all on the head,

urging that it will be of great prejudice to the King. 1724
DK FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 186 One unlucky action
knocked it all on the head. 1853 MRS. CARI.YLE Lett. II.

158 We were to have gone to Germany, but that is all

knocked on the head.

4. trans. To drive or bring (a thing) violently

against something else ; to strike against or upon
something else ;

to bring into collision.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxvi. 12 Blisful he J>at shal

holde, and knok his smale [ptiruulos sitos} til be stone. 1599
SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. i. 54 lie knock his Leeke about his

Pate. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. IndiafyP. in Buffola's.. knock
Foreheads with a Force adequate to such great Engines.

b. \Toknockhcadsivith: to congregate thickly
or associate closely with (ol>s.). To knock one's

head against : to strike with one's head ; Jig. to hurt

oneself by coming into collision with resisting facts

or conditions ;
To knock head = to KOTOW.

1530 PALSGR. 599/2, I knocked my heed agaynst the poste.

1615 CHAPMAN Oayss. Ep. Ded., Our patrician loves, That
knock heads with the herd. 1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Soft:
in. i. 17 In danger of knocking their heads against the
Stars. 1824 BYRON Juan xv. xci, I always knock my head
against some angle About the present, past, or future state.

1837 DICKENS Pickw. xxxiii, I hear him a-knockin' his head
again the lath and plaster now. 1876 GRANT Hist. India
I. xcii. 497/1 The ambassador who refused to

' knock-head '.

Mod. An angular man always knocking his head against
stone walls.

5. intr. To come into violent collision with

something ;
to strike, collide, bump, clash.

1530 PALSGR. 599/2, I knocke, or hyt agaynst a thing.

1633 T. JAMES Voy. 18 Our Ship beating and knocking ..

fearefully. 1724 BENTLEY Serin. (T.), The atoms . . must
needs knock and interfere. 1881 Standard 19 Dec. 6/3
Olive Branch has been assisted into Harwich very leaky,
having knocked over the Knock Sand.

b. Of mechanism : To rattle on account of parts

being loose and striking each other.

1869 Eng. Mech. 19 Mar. 579/3 There was less 'knocking'
where a little play. .had. .begun. 1896 R. K.ivuHGSevenStas
32 They [engines] knock a wee the crossliead-gibs are loose.

f C. To knock under board, under (the) table :

to succumb in a drinking-bout ; to give in, submit,

yield ;
= knock under (15). Obs.

1691-1 Centl. Jrnl. Mar. jp He that flinches his Glass,
and to Drink is not able, Let him quarrel no more, but knock
under the Table. 1692 SOUTH Sernt. (1724) VI. 17 For the
Government to knock under-board to the Faction. 1700
ASGILL Argument 105, I.. knock under table That Satan
hath beguiled me to play the Fool with my self. 1703 Level-
lers in Harl. Misc. (ed. Park) V. 447 We will not knock
under-board to the men.

d. with adv. or advb. phi: : To stir or move
energetically, clumsily, and noisily, or in random
fashion, about a place. (See also knock about, 7 b).

colloq.
a 1825 FORBY Voc, E. Anglia, Knock, to stir or to work

briskly. Ex. ' He came knocking along the road in a great
hurry '. 1839 W. E. FORSTER 20 Dec. in T. W. Reid Life
v. (1888) 134 A true hearty old Navy Captain, ..who has
knocked about Africa half his life. 1884 Marcus Clarke
Memor. Vol. 88, I thought it advisable to ' knock round

'

in
search of him. 1886 G. ALLEN Maimie's Sake ii, Knocking
up and down all over . . the country.

6. trans. With extension : To drive by striking ;

to force or send by means of a blow (away ; into,
out of, off, etc. something, or into or out of some
state or condition). See also 7-14. Alsoyf^.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. ii. 69 He yeeld him thee asleepe,

Where thou maist knocke a naife into his head. 1869 STURMY
Mariner's Mag. v. 85 Knock the Fuse up to the head
within one quarter of an Inch. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. iv,
I knocked pieces into the wall of the rock, to hang my
guns.. up. 1880 TROLLOPE Duke's Childr. xlvii. 272 He
was completely 'bowled over '.'knocked off his pins I

'

b. Phr. To knock the bottom out of: (Jig.) to
render invalid, make of no effect, bring to nought.
(Cf.

'
It won't hold water '.) colloq.W. M!LWRAITH Guide to Wigtownshire 93 This

lation knocks the bottom out of agreat many theories.
1887 LD. R. CHUKCHILL in Times (weekly ed.) 24 June 9/3We shall have knocked the bottom out of Home Rule.
t C. To ' knock down '

at an auction : see 8 c
'6'3

c.F
L

,
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i
TCHE

,
It & Rowi Ev MaidinMillv. i. Thy maiden,

head Shall not be worth a chequin, if it were Knock'd at an
out-cry>

738

d. To rouse or summon (a person, esp. from

sleep) by knocking at his door. (Usually with
extension : see also knock /, 16 f.) colloq.

1706 BAVNARD in Sir J. Floyer Hot <$ Cold Bath. n. 344,
I have been, .sometimes knock'd out of Bed, to Children

just dying. Mod. He asked to be knocked at seven o'clock.

e. In various slang or colloq. phrases, as to

knock into a COCKED HAT, to knock SPOTS out of%

to knock into the middle of next WEEK, etc.

II. In combination with adverbs.

7. Knock about, a. trans. To strike hither

and thither by a succession of blows ; hence, to

treat roughly and without respect.
1876 FERGUSSON Ind. $ East. Archit. 198 The building.,

has been so knocked about and altered. 1889 CONSTANCE
F. WOOLSON Jupiter Lights i. 4 Great waves began to
toss her and knock her about.

b. intr. To move about, wander, or roam, in an

irregular way; also to lead an irregular life, colloq.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour II. 87 (Fanner) I've been

knocking about on the streets. 1855 SMEDLEY H. Coi>erdale
i. 3 I've, .no dog-cart to knock about in. 1900 J. HUTCHIN-
sos Archives Surg. XI. 267 The man admits that in youth
he ' knocked about a little '.

8. Knock down. a. trans. To strike or fell to

the ground with a blow or blows
; Jig. to over-

come, vanquish, cause to succumb.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* in. xxxix. no Brynge to noujt

folkes, bat wol haue bateiles, Knocke hem doun in by
mi^t. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. Y, iv. vi. 9 Knocke him downe
there. 1659 D - PELL Impr. Sea 479 Cut down Hammoks,
knock down wooden stanchions. 1787 WOLCOTT (P, Pindar)
Ode upon Ode Wks. 1812 I. 443, I would rather be knocked
down By weight of argument, than weight of Fist. 1893
FORBES-MITCHELL Reniin. Gt. Mutiny 261 Mackie, who
had been knocked down by the sun the day before and had
died that afternoon.

b. To drive (a stake, etc.) into the ground by
blows

; to fasten (a rivet) by knocking the end flat.

1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 64 If the plants are in danger
to be shaken by the winds, then knock down a stake close
to every one. 1869 SIR E. RELD Shipbuild. xvii. 329 The
various modes of forming the rivet-point, or, in technical

language, of '

knocking-down
'

the rivet.

C. To dispose of (an article) to a bidder at an
auction sale by a knock with a hammer or mallet.

1760 C. JOHNSTON CJirysaKifo'z) III. 205 It was. -knocked
\

down to the last bidder. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. i, |

This shall be your hammer, and now you may knock down :

my ancestors. 1884 Illitstr. Lond. News 20 Dec. 603 ':
]

The first Aldine Horace, of 1501. .was knocked down for
i

fifteen guineas.
d. To call upon, nominate (for some function, .

etc.) ; from the chairman at a dinner, etc., doing
this with the knock of a hammer or mallet, colhq.
1759 GOLDSM. ss. t Clubs Wks. (Globe) 284/2 The Grand

..had knocked down Mr. Spriggins for a song. 1789 G.
PARKER Variegated Char. (Farmer), He was knocked down
for the crap [gallows] the last sessions. 1842 S. LOVER
Handy Andy v, The call is with you, Ned, . -knock some
one down for a song.

e. To summon (a person) downstairs by knock-

ing at his door. (Cf. knock ^lp> 16 f.) rare.
1881 Athenaeum 3 Sept. 303/2 At an early hour .. the

farmer's wife said to her son,
*

Ihomas, go and knock your
father down '.

f. To disconnect the parts of (a structure that is
\

1 knocked together
'

: see 14 c) by blows ; to take

to pieces. (The opposite vi knock ttp, 16 d.)
1776 [see KNOCKED]. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1239/2 A

chair complete and box to hold a dozen knocked down.

g. Tolowereffectivelyinamountordegree. colloq.
1867 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n. III. H. 533 A very

plentiful season has knocked down prices. 1895 Times 27
j

Apr. 12/2 When the picture leaves the exhibition, whether
it would not be well to

* knock down ', as they say, those
somewhat too brilliant tones.

h. Australian slang. To spend in drink or riot.

1869 MARCUS CLARKE Peripat. Philos. (reprint) 80 (Morris)
Knocked down thirteen notes, and went to bed as tight as
a fly. 1884 BOLDREWOOD Mela. Memories xili. 99 They
could earn money, and . . proceeded to ' knock down '

the
same by means of . . alcoholic indulgence. 1884 Marcus
Clarke Memor. I'ol. 135 At shearing time, when the

' hands
'

knocked down their cheques.
i. U. S. slang. To appropriate or embezzle

(passengers* fares i.

1881 McCABE New York 158 The driver of a stage was '

furnished with a cash-box, .. he had frequent opportunities
of '

knocking down ', or appropriating a modest sum to his
own use. 1888 Boston Jrnl. 31 Oct. 2/4 The street car
conductors .. have been *

knocking down* from $100 to

$200 a day, and several have been arrested. 1893 BALESTIER
Average Woman, He's knocking down fares every day.

j. intr. To deal a knock or blow downwards
(e. g. on the floor, to arouse a person below).
1734 R. WODROW Life Prof. Wodrow (1828) 166 He had

given a groan, and the person in waiting knocked down.
When I came up, I observed his lips quivering.
9. Knock in. a. trans. To drive or force in

by blows or as by blows.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. 87 Put down a piece of
Paste-board, and knock it in hard. 1891 T. HARDY in

Harper's Mag. Apr. 704 They knocked in the victuals and
drink till they could hold no more.

b. intr. ( Univ. slang.) To knock so as to gain
admission to college after the gate is closed.

1815 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy^ I. 155 Close the oak,
Jem, and take care no one knocks in before [etc.]. 1829 ;

J. R. BEST rers, /( Lit. Mem. 103 Mr. I^angton, you knock

KNOCK.
in very often: why do you visit so much out of college?
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xli, There's twelve strik-

ing, I must knock in.

1O. Knock off. a. trans. To strike off by or

as by a blow ; also Jig. To knock off a persons
head, to ' beat

*
or surpass him.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 199 Knocke off his Manacles.
1666 BOVLE Orig. Formes # Qualities, If a parcel of Matter
be knockt off from another. 1719 YOUNG Busiris n. i. (1757)

35 'Till death shall knock them [chains] off. 1862 Corn*.

Mag. June 655, I could knock his bead off in Greek Iambics.

b. To cause to desist or leave off from work.

1651 GATAKER in Fullers Abel Rediv., Ridley (i%6j) I. 230
He returned . . to his study, where he sat, unless suitors or
some other affairs knocked him off. 1889 Times (weekly ed.)

13 Dec. 3/2 The men were knocked off earlier.

C. intr. To desist, leave off ; to cease from
one's work or occupation ; slang to die.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarek., Hen. V, ccxliii, The Sun (who
quant French blood, to Harriets health) knock's of And can
noe more. 1688 BUNYAN Heavenly Footman (1886) 159 If

thou do not., knock off from following any farther, a 1704
Let. in T. Browns ll'ks. 11760) IV. 183 Perverse people ..

that would not knock off in any reasonable time, but liv'd

long, on purpose to spit* their relations. 1890 CLARK
RUSSELL Ocean Trag, III. xxix, no We were forced to

knock off through sheer fatigue.

d. trans. To stop, discontinue, give up (work).
1840 R. H. DANA Bef.Mast xxiii. 71 After we had knocked

off work and cleared up decks for the night. 1884 CLARK
RUSSELL Jack's Courtship xvii, I heard that you had
knocked off the sea some

years ago. 1885 R. BUCHANAN
Matt, viii, He at once knocked off painting for the day.

e. To dispatch, dispose of, put out of hand,

accomplish ; to complete or do hastily, colloq.

18x7 PEACOCK Melinconrt III. 68 He had .. to dispose of

. . a christening, a marriage, and a funeral ; but he would
knock them off as fast as he could. 1820 J. W. CROKER Let.
in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (:8oi) II. xxiii. 87, 1 am anxious
to knock off this task whilst .. it is fresh in my recollection.

1879 F. W. ROBINSON Coward Conscience i. xiii, Ifyou have

any business . . with me, the sooner we knock it off the better.

To strike off, deduct from an amount or sum.
1858 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIX. u. 305 The saltpetre

diminished the yield 5 bushels, .and the salt, .also knocked
off 3 bushels. 1889 JKSSOPP Coming ofFriars\. 244 The
steward graciously knocked off seventy-five per cent. 1892
SIR W. GRANTHAM in Law Times XCIV. 63/2 Most of the

plaintiffs bill was passed by the Taxing Master, and only
^63 knocked off.

11. Knock on. trans. To drive on or forward

by a blow (also _/?".); spec, in Rugby Football:

To propel (the ball) with hand or arm in the

direction of the adversary's goal ;
also absol.

1642 FULLER Holy fy Prof. St. iv. xxi. 353 Loving Subjects
.. being more kindly united to their Sovereigne then those
which are onely knock'd on with fear and forcing. 1660
MILTON Free Cornww. Wks. (1851) 442 Shackles lock'd on
by pretended Law of Subjection, more intolerable .. than
those which are knock'd on by illegal Injury and Violence.

1894 Daily News 7 Sept. 5/1 If a full back 'knocked on
'

when a try was otherwise inevitable. 1900 Westm. Gaz.
12 Dec. 7/3 Hind spoiled a chance of scoring by knocking-on
a pass from Jones.

12. Knock out. a. trans. To strike or dash
out by a blow.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, m. i. 83 Many haue their giddy
bniynes knockt out. 17*7 GAY Beggar's OP- 1. x. (1729) 14, I

shall knock your brains out if you have any. 1887 I, R.

Latfy's Ranche Life Montana 102 Knocking the ashes out
of his pipe.

f b. To stop or drown the voice of (a speaker)

by making a knocking noise. Obs.

1574 in Peacock Obs. Stat. Camb. App. p. vi, If the Father
shall upon his Chyldrens Aunswer replie and make an

Argument, then the Bedel shall knocke hym out.

c. (See quots., and KNOCK-OUT a. and s&.)

1876 W. GREEN Life Cheap Jack 203 The concern would
. .be * knocked out

'

at once, that is resold by auction among
themselves and the profit divided. 1896 FARMER Slang,
Knock-out, a man frequenting auction rooms and joining
with others to buy at a nominal price. One of the gang is

told off to buy for the rest. . . At the end of tbe sale the goods
are taken to a near hand public-house, where they are re-

sold or knocked-out among the confederates.

d. fig. To drive out of the contest ; to vanquish,
exhaust. To knock out of time (Pugilistic), to

disable an opponent so that he is unable to respond
to the call of * Time '.

1883 Pall Mall G. 16 Apr. 4/1 (Farmer) Foxhall .. was
second favourite for some time, but he has now been knocked
out to comparatively long odds. 1884 Sat. Rev. 16 Jan.

108/1 A man of weak physique . . knocked out of time by a
more robust, .adversary. 1888 Pall Mall G. 20 Apr. 11/2
The light-weight champion 'knocked out' his two first

opponents. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister ? 95 They
call it. .' knocked out of tune

',
when a fellow doesn't come

to at once. 1894 Daily News 26 Feb. 5/1 Two years ago
Aston Villa [football club] knocked out Sunderland. 1900
Ibid. 21 Apr. 7/3 You have to have your horses fit, otherwise

you knock them out.

e. To make roughly or hastily. (Cf. ice.) colloq.

1856 DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 422 We may knock out
a series of descriptions .. without much trouble. 1881 T.
HARDY Laodicean in. v. (1882) 185, 1 wish, .you could knock
out something for her before you leave town.

f. intr. (Univ. slang.) Togain exit fromacollege

by knocking at the gate after it has been shut.

1861 HUGHES Tom Brown, at Oxf. xlv. (1864) 503
* Hullo !

'

he said, getting up; 'time for me to knock out '.

1862 H. KINGSLEV Ravenshoe\\\. I. 82 Five outcollege men
had knocked out at a quarter to three.



KNOCK.

g. 'To lose the scent : said of hounds in fox-

hunting
'

(Cent. Diet.}.
13. Knock over. a. trans. To overthrow by,

or as if by, a blow ; to prostrate. Alsoy%-.
1814 S. PEGGE Anted. Eng. Lang., Suppl. Grose's Prm>.

Gloss. 384 To Knock a man over, to knock him down.
North. i8jls RUSSELL War in Crimea xxiv. 167 The
'

Sampson
'

pitched shell after shell right in among the tents,
knocking them over right and left. 1857 LADY CANNING in
Hare 2 Noble Lives (1893) II. 343 Sunstroke. .knocks them
over quite suddenly. 1893 SELOUS ^. E. Africa 69 That
evening two of my Kafirs . . were knocked over with fever.

b. intr. To succumb
;
to die. colloq. or slang.

1892 STEVENSON in lllustr. Lond. News 9 July 42/1 Cap.
tain Randall knocked over with some kind of a fit or stroke.

14. Knock together, a. trans. To drive or

bring into collision or contact.

3?8 [see KNOCKING vbl. sb. \ b]. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
in. i. 122 Let us knog our praines together to be reuenge on
. . the Host of the Garter. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Jer. li. 20
Thou doest knocke together the vessels of warre.

b. intr. To come into collision.

1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 209 Two pots rioting
upon a pond, .. with this word, If we knock together, we sink

together, a 1699 LADY A. HALKETT A utobiog. (i 875) 44 Our
heads knockt together.

c. trans. To put together, or construct, hastily,

rudely, as for a temporary purpose.
1874 FARRAR Christ (1894) 612 It [the Crossl would . . be . .

knocked together in the rudest fashion. 1893 KATH. L. BATES
Eng. Rclig. Drama 226A temporary stage has been roughly
knocked together.

15. Knock under, intr. Short for knock under
board, 5 c. To acknowledge oneself beaten; to

give in, yield, submit,
' knuckle under".

1670 Merry Drollery n. Capt. Hick 288 He . . Made the
wits at the board to knock under. 1684-94 tr. PlutarcKs
Mor. III. 219 (L.) He knocked under presently, and a single
glass dozed him. 1783 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 10 Nov., Is
not this a triumph for me. . ? Pray let my daddy Crisp hear

it, and knock under. 1853 THACKERAY Esmond ill. i, When
he heard this news . . Colonel Esmond knocked under to

his fate, and resolved to surrender his sword. 1887 RIDER
HAGGARD Jess xxvii, Our government is not going to knock
under because it has suffered a few reverses.

16. Knock up. a. trans. To drive npwards, or

fasten up, by knocking ; spec, in Bookbinding, etc.

to make even the edges of (a pile of loose sheets)

by striking them on a table.

1660 PEPYS Diary 30 Jan., Knocking up nails for my hat
and cloakes. 1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xxv. 1*3

Having thus Gathered one Book, he Knocks it up. Ibid.

p. 382 Knock up a Letter . . a Letter may be worn so low
that it will not Print well . . The Workman then . . beats

lightly upon the Foot of the Shank, till he have battered

Mettle enough out of the Shank, to raise it higher against

Paper. 1888 JACOBI Printers' Vocab. 71 Knock up, to make
the edges of a heap of paper straight and square by knock-

ing up to one edge.
b. intr. To be driven up so as to strike some-

thing. To knock up against, to come into collision

with ; fig. to meet with, come across, encounter.

1887 A. BIRRELL Obiter Dicta Ser. 11.264 When Montaigne
was in Rome . . he complained bitterly that he was always

knocking up against his own countrymen. 1895 Times

u
1 up

high on the shore under the cliffs.

c. traits. To make up (hastily or off-hand), to

arrange summarily.
c 1580 JEFFERIK Bugbears i. iii. 30 We wile knocke vp this

maryage. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 138 A match was
knocked up betwixt Dogherty . . and a man named Burn.

1852 H. ROGERS Ed. Faith (1853) 167 This gentleman,
with whom Harrington . . has knocked up an acquaintance.

1872 F. W. ROBINSON Coward Conscience i. viii, Why didn't

they knock up a match between you and Ursula?

d. To put together hastily; 140.

1683 MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xxiv. F 10 The Balls

are well Knockt up, when the Wooll is equally dispersed

about all the Sides. 1812 L. HUNT in Examiner 12 Oct.

642/2 The carpenters that knock up our hustings. 1850

Jrnl. R. Agric. See. XL i. 271 A range of farm buildings

can be roughly knocked up.

e. To get or accumulate by labour or exertion ;

spec, in Cricket, to run up (a score), make (so

many runs) by striking the ball, colloq.

only 29 to win, White at his next attempt knocked _up
the

necessary item. 1891 Times 12 Oct. 11/5 The Englishmen
. . knocked up 305 runs before their innings closed.

f. To arouse by knocking at the door.

1663 PEPYS Diary n Sept.,
This morning, about two or

three o'clock, knocked up in our back yard; ..I found it

was the constable and his watch. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist.

n. i. 161 Time was, a sober Englishman would knock His

servants up, and rise by five o'clock. 1851 THACKERAY Eng.

Hum., Steele (1858) 121 They knock up the surgeon.

g. To overcome or make ill with fatigue; to^

exhaust, tire out. (esp. in pass.}

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 167 Where the

Horse is young, . .it would splint him, or knock him up (as

we say) if the Rider were to make his Flourishes upon his

Back like a Rope-dancer. 1770 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early

Diary 7 Feb., Here is a lady who is not at all tired, . . and

here am I knocked up. 1856 T. A. TROLLOPS Girlhood

Cath. de Medici xvi. 253 He is completely knocked up from

over-work. 1883 LD. R. GOWER My Renlin. II. 244 Walter

was too knocked up to join those who rode to the grove.

739

h. intr. To become exhausted or tired out; lo
become unserviceable ; to break down.
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 12 Sept., In passing the sands

without a guide, his horse had knocked up. 1849 ALB.
SMITH Pott/eton Leg. (repr.) 255 Every literary man, how.
ever great his success, knocks up at last.

i. trans. To break up, destroy, put an end to.

1764 FOOTE Mayor of G. I. Wks. 1799 I. 173 This plaguy
peace . . has knock d up all the trade of the Alley. 1776 in
New York during Amer. Rev. (1861) 99 The arrival of the
fleet, since which almost all business in town is knocked up.
1857 DE QUINCEY Whiggism in Relat. to Literature Wks.
VI. 67 The establishment was knocked up, and clearly from
gross defects of management

Knock, sbl Forms : 4-5 knokk(e, 4-6 knok,
6 knoke, 6-7 knooke, 7- knock, [f. KNOCK v.]
1. An act of knocking; a sounding blow; a hard

stroke or thump; spec, a rap at a door to call

attention or gain admittance.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 327 panne shal be abbot of Abyn-

doun and alle his issu . . Haue a knokke of a kynge.
1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 284 He schal for his spoilyng
have as good knokkis as evyr had Englischman. 1526 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 223 b, As a nayle, the moo knockes it

hath, the more sure it is fixed. 1 a 1550 Freiris of Berwik
154 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 290 His knok scho kend, and
did so him in lett. 1663 BUTLER Hud. I. i. 200 And prove
their Doctrine Orthodox By Apostolick Blows and Knocks.
1742 POPE Dune. iv. 443 A drowsy Watchman, that just
gives a knock, And breaks our rest, to tell us what's a-clock.
a 1844 L. HUNT Our Cottage 10 No news comes here, . . not
a postman's knock. 1866 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 317 The
telegraph boy gave his double-knock.

fig. 1649 T. FORD Lvdus Fort. 92 Our bodies are but
fraile, earthen vessels, subject to every knock of sicknesse.

1898 DOYLE Trng. Korosko ii. 37 We get hard knocks and
no thanks, and why should we do it ?

2. A clock. Sc.

1502 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. II. 159 To Schir James Pete-

grew, to bis expens cumand to Strivelin to divis ane knok
lijtf. xj. 1559 KENNEDY Lett, to Willock in Wodrow Misc.
(1844) 270 Alt ten houris of the knoke. 1826 J. WILSON
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 272 Do you put back . . the lang
hand o' the knock.
Comb. 1540 Ld. Treas. Acc.~Scot. in Pitcairn Critn.

Trials I. 305* William Purves, Knok-makar and smyth.
1663 Inv. Ld. J. Gordon's Fitrnit., A going knock and
knockcaice. 1883 EDGAR Old Ch. Life Scot. I. 29 The
Knock house stood in a little gallery called the Knock loft.

Knock (n?k), sb? Sc. [In sense I, a. Gael, (also

Jr.) cnoc knoll, rounded hill. With 2 cf. Danish
dial, knok little hillock (Molbech).]
1. A hill

; a hillock, a knoll.

?i7.. Jacobite Relics II. 148 (Jam.) Round the rock.
Down by the knock. 1820 Glt-nfergus I. 108 The knock,
an insulated hill behind the church.

2. A name given on the coast of Lincolnshire,

etc., to sand-banks. Cf. Kentish Knock, a sand-
bank near the mouth of the Thames ; also Knock
Sand.
1387 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed\\\. 1538/2 To make [at

Dover] certeine groins or knocks, which at the havens
mouth should cause such a depth, as thereby the whole

harborough should lie drie at a low water. 1881 Knock
Sand [see KNOCK v. 5). 1898 Westm. Gaz. i Dec. 7/2 The
surf boat.. when near Kentish Knock was taken in tow by
a tug . . no vessel can be found on the Knock.

f Knock, knok, s6."> Obs.rare~ l
. [app. a. LG.

knocke in same sense : see KNITCH sb.] A bundle
of heckled flax.

1573 Lane. Wills III. 62, xx knokes of hatchelled lyne.

Knock, variant of NOCK.

Knock-, the vb.-stem or noun of action in

Comb. Knock-bark (Mining), ore that has been

crushed; knock-stone, a stone (or cast-iron plate)
on which ore is broken. Also with adverbs, as

knock-on (Football), an act of '

knocking on
'

(see
KNOCK v. 1 1

) ; knock-under, an act of '

knocking
under

'

(see KNOCK v. 15). See also KNOCK-ABOUT,
KNOCK-DOWN, KNOCK-KNEE, etc.

1653 MANLOVE Lead Alines 266 Fell, Bous, and *Knock-
barke. 1747 [see knock-stone}. 1828 Craven Dial., Knock,

bark, ore after it is reduced by the hand or machine. 1888

Daily News 5 Oct. 5/2 A *knock-on gives a free kick. 1747
HOOSON 'Miner's Diet. Lj, Knockbark [is] all that is carried

to the *Knock-Stone and there knocked down with the

Kucker. 1839 URE Diet. Arts 749 A very hard stone slab,

or cast-iron plate, . .called a knock-stone. 1894 BLACKMORE

Perlycross 51 They seem to have brought him down to

a flat 'knock-under.

Kno'ck-abont, knockabout, a. (si.) [The

phrase knock about (see KNOCK v. 7), used attrib.,

and hence by ellipsis as sb.]

A. adj. 1. Characterized by knocking about, or

dealing blows ; rough, violent, boisterous.

1883 Pall MallG. 4 Apr. 4/1 The rage for this knockabout

sport [football]. 1891 Ibid. 4 Aug. 7/1 Prize fights, and

street-fights, and knockabout performances.

Cyclist vi. 156 The intelligent foreigner, .imagines that the

typa of English humour is a knockabout entertainment.

2. Characterized by being driven to and fro, or

wandering irregularly about.

1886 MORRIS in Mackail Life (1899) II. 158 Such a knock-

about day as I had on Monday ! 1890 BLACKMORE Kit

III. xvi, A knockabout fellow swore to find out all about you.

KNOCKER.
b. Of a garment, etc. : Suitable for travelling

or '

knocking about '.

1880 Echo 23 Nov. 4/4 Knockabout Corduroy Cloth. 1895
M. E. FRANCIS Daughter of Soil 130 Any make, ..from
knock-about suits to dress-clothes. 1900 Daily Tel. 25 Aug.
3/2 Concocting with their own nimble fingers tasteful

blouses, useful knockabout skirts, and dainty trifles of lace
and muslin.

C. Australia. Applied to a labourer on a
station who is ready to turn his hand to any kind
of work. Cf. ROUSEABOUT.
1876 W. HARCUS S. Australia 275 (Morris) Knockabout

j

hands, ijs. to 20^. per week. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. lie-
i former xix, We're getting rather too many knockabout
1 men for a small station like this.

B. sb. 1. Theatr. slang. A ' knockabout '

per-
former or performance : see A. I b.

1887 Pall Malt C. 17 Sept. 3/2 Bounding brothers, knock-
abouts, step-dancers. 1892 DailyNews 7 June 6/3 Singers,
dancers, knockabouts, and quick-change artistes.

2. Australia. A ' knock-about
' man : see A. 2 c.

1889 BOLDKEWOOD Robbery under Arms xvi, The knock-
|

abouts and those other three chaps won't come it on us.

Knock-down, a. and sb. [The phr. knock
down (see KNOCK v. 8) used attrib. and as sb.]
A. adj. \. Such as to knock down or fell to the

ground ; fig. irresistible, overwhelming.
1690 DRYDEN Amphitryon i. i, This same Arbitrary Power

is a knock-down Argument. 1802 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ld.
Helgrave $ his Motions Wks. 1812 IV. 514 You've learnt
to face a knock-down laugh. 1840-1 DE QUINCEY Style Wks.
1859 XI. 220 These . . are knock-down blows to the Socratic
. . philosophy. 1885 COURTHOPE Liberal Movement Eng.
Lit. iv. 114 The view that Johnson propounded in his direct
' knock-down '

style.

b. Adapted to be, fastened by being knocked
flat at the end : see KNOCK v. 8 b.

1869 SIR E. REED Shipbnild. xvii. 383 It is advantageous
to have plain knockdown or conical points to steel rivets.

2. Knock-down price, the price below which an
article will not be ' knocked down '

at an auction ;

the reserve price.
1895 Daily News 6 May 6/5 Fairy, favourite

spaniel
of

Lady Bulwer's, . ,4ogs. ; .. the knock-down price last year
was 54 gs.

3. Constructed so as to be easily 'knocked down'
or taken in pieces for removal : see KNOCK v. 8 f.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1239/2 The shook may be said

to be a knock-down barrel. 1888 Set. Amer. LIX. 187 To
make a knockdown wigwam, the framing should be lashed

together with ropes or twine, and the bark tied to the

rafters with twine.

B. sb. 1. Something that knocks one down ;

something overpowering ; e.g. strong liquor, slang.

1698 W. KING tr. Sorbiere's Jrnl. Lond. 35 He answei'd
me that he had a thousand such .sort of liquors, . . Old

Pharaoh, Knockdown, Hugmatee [etc.], a 1700 B. E. Diet,

Cant. Crew, Knockdown, very strong Ale or Beer.

2. All act of knocking down; a blow that knocks

down or fells to the ground ; fig. An overwhelming
blow. Also, A stand-up or free fight.

1809 Sporting Mag. XXXIII. 6 This round produced the

first blood, and first knock-down. 1818 LADY MORGAN
Autobiog. (1859) 85 It is a knockdown to all Morgan's argu-
ments and mine. 1837 DICKENS Pifkw.

xxxvii^
'

I'll
try

and bear up agin such a reg'lar knock-down o' talent

replied Sam. 1843 E. MI.M.L Nonconf. V. 437 Let us turn

to and have a real Irish knockdown.

3. A ' knock-down
'

piece of furniture : see A. 3.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1239/2 Knockdmyti, a piece of

furniture or other structure adapted to be disconnected at

the joints so as to pack compactly.

Knocked (nfkt), ppl. a. [f. KNOCK v. + -ED i.]

Struck, hit, beaten, etc. : see KNOCK v.

t Knocked bear, barley beaten in a stone mortar in order

to remove the hulls (Sc. Oos.). Knocked knees, knees turn-

ing inwards : cf KNOCK-KNEED. Also with adverbs as

knocked^dovjn, -up, etc. : see KNOCK v. II.

1:1537 Thersites in Hazl. Dodsliy I. 405 Thou shalt have
knocked bread and ill-fare. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 467
Knocked heir, Herbis to the pot, and all sic geir. 1776
Rhode 1st. Col. Rec. (r86;s) VII. 571 Shaken or knocked

down tasks. 1784 J. BARRY in Led. Paint, ii. (1848) 94
Knocked or baker knees. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer

(1891) 257 His . . knocked-up horses showed .. the effects of

a long journey.

Knockel, obs. form of KNUCKLK.

Knoxk-'em-dow 11, kiio'ckemdow:ii. [A

phrase used as a name.] A stick with a cocoa-

nut or the like stuck on it to be aimed at.

1828 J. BEE Pict. Lond. 263 The charms of nine pins

whether they be skittles, knock-em-down, bowl-and-tip,

dutch-pins, or the more sturdy four-corners. 1847 R. BROWN
in Mem. vii. (1866) 126 The fair and whirligigs and knock-

emdowns. 1870 Daily News $ June, At the deserted

knock-'em-down grounds the sticks stood in melancholy

rows, protesting against the public contempt for cocoa nuts.

Knocker (np-kai). [f. KNOCK -a. + -EB !.]

1. One who or that which knocks ; esp. one who
knocks at a door in order to gain admittance ;

also

= knocker down (see 5).

1388 WYCLIF Pref. Ep. Jerome viii, To the askere me

ayueth, and to the knockere me openeth. 1-1425 Found.

St. Bartholomew's 5 The asker . . schall resceyue, the seker

shall fynde, and the rynger or knokker shall entre. 1552

HULOET, Knocker, percnssor, fulsator. 1652 SPARKE Scint-

illa Altaris (1663) 103 Lest with those untimely knockers

at the bride-chamber door, we.. be repulsed. 1821 BYRON

Juan HI. xxxiv, Rocks bewitch'd that open to the knockers.

1888 Pall Mall G. 20 Apr. 1 1 /2 Cardiff sent up two boxers.
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KNOCKING.
. . The more terrible . . eventually succumbed to a talented

Irishman, who knocked out the would be knocker.

b. A spirit or goblin imagined to dwell in

mines, and to indicate the presence of ore by

knocking.
1747'HoosoN Miners Diet, Ljjb, Miners say that the

Knocker is some Being that Inhabits in the .. Hollows of the

Earth. ittiChamt. jfml. II. 371/2 In the Cardigan mines,

the knockers are still heard, indicating where a rich lode

may be expected. 1898 WATrs-DUNTON Aylwin iii. (1899)

24 She had not only heard but seen these knockers. They
were thick-set dwarfs.

C. slang. A person of '

striking
'

appearance, or

who moves others to admiration. (Cf. KNOCK v.

2 c, and STDNNBB.)
1612 FIELD Woman a Wtatker-cocke 1. C ij, You should

be a Knocker then by the Mothers side. 1620 MIDDLETON
Chaste Maid n. ii, They're pretty children both, but here's

a wench Will be a knocker.- 1664 COTTON Scarron. 88 That
old Knocker good Anchises.

d. A knock-down blow. rare.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sclv. 96 The backstroke will be
sure to give him a knocker. 1841 Newcastle Song Bk. 148

(E. D. D.) He lifted up his great long airm, Me soul he

gave him sec a knocker.

2. An appendage, usually of iron or brass, fastened

to a door, and hinged so that it may be made to

strike against, a metal plate, to attract the attention

of those within. (The most usual sense ; cf.

KNOCK ..i.)

1598 FLORIO, Picchiatoio, a hammer to knocke at a doore
with, a striker, a knocker. 1709 STEELE Tatlcr No. 77 f 2

One could hardly find a Knocker at a Door in a whole
Street aft^er a Midnight Expedition of these Beaux Esprits.

1791 MRS. R\DCU?FB Rtrm. Forest ii. La Motte, . .advanced
to the gate and lifted a massy knqcker. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Rotnola xviii, Tito found the heavy iron knocker on the
door thickly hound round with wool. 1898 J. T. FOWLER
Durham Cath. 63 The famous bronze knocker on the great
north door.
Comb. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons # W. vi, Knocker-

wrenching and sign-removing were in vogue in my day.

f b. colloq. or slang. A kind of bob or pendant
to a wig. 06s.
1818 La Belle Assemble XV\I. No. 106. 27 The physicians

with their great wigs had disappeared, and had given place
to those who wore a wig with a knocker. 1837 New Monthly
Mag. XL1X.* 550 Pig-tails and ' knockers superseded the

ponderous
'

clubs '.

c. Phr. Up to the knocker : in good condition ;

in the height of fashion; 'up to the mark", slang.
1844 SELBV London by Night i. ii, Jack. How do you feel ?

Ned. Not quite up to the knocker. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 24 Dec.

1/3 We was dressed up to the knocker.

t3. A castanet: cf. KNACKER! 2. Ol>s.

1648 GAGE IVest Ind. xi. (1655) 37 Capering and dancing
with their castannettas, or knockers on their fingers.

4. ' An attachment in a flour-bolt to jar the
'

frame and shake the flour from the meshes of the

bolting-cloth' (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
6. With adverbs, as knocker-down, also = KNOCK-
DOWN B. I

; knocker-off KNOCK-OFF A.
;
knocker-

up, a person who goes round the streets in the

early morning to awaken people.
1611 COTGR., Assommeur, a knocker, feller, or beater,

downe. 1638 FORD Lady's Trial i. i, A taker-up, Rather
indeed a knocker-down. 1688 R. HOLME Amtouryiu. 315/1
The Axe, which is the right form of the Butchers Knocker
Down. 1697 Praise Yorksh. Ale (Craven Gloss.), We've
ale also that is called knocker-down. 1861 E. WAUGH Lake
Country 223 (E. D. D.) That curious Lancashire character
the 'knocker-up'. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Afeck., Knocker^tff.
(Knitting.) A wheel with projections to raise the loop over :

the top of the needle and discharge it therefrom. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 14 Oct. 3/2 The stock in trade of the ' knocker.

up
'

consists of a long pole . . with pieces of wire at the end.
This pole is raised to the bedroom, and the wires are rattled

against the window pane. Knockers-up charge zd. a week
for this service..

Knocking (njrkirj), vbl. sb.

1. The action of the verb KNOCK, q. v.

11340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixi. 8 In knokynge of brest. cijoo

in., r,. i. a.) 03 Ligntyng ot canaels to images, knockyng
and knelyng to them. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. u. ii. 74 Wake
Duncan with thy knocking : I would thou could'st. 1662
STII.LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. ii. 17 There is no such knock-
ing of particles. 1762 FOOTE Orator \\. Wks. 1799 I. 210
Certain thumpings, knockings, scratchings. 1845 M. PATTI-
SON Eu. (1889) I. 22 Roused by a loud and continued knock-
ing at the door of the house.

b. With adverbs: see KNOCK v. II. (Also a/trio.) |

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vii. v. (MS. Bodl.) If. 49/2
Grysbating and knokking togedres of teeb. 17*8-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 472 It seems. .probable. .that bowing
the knee answers to the very vulgar expression of knocking
under. 1868 in Hughes Tom Brown (ed. 6) Pref., The old
delusion . . that knocking about will turn a timid boy into a
bold one.

2. pi. a. (See quot. 1678.) b. Mining. Ore
that has been broken with a hammer before being
crushed, c. Small pieces broken off from stone
by hammering or chiseling.
1676 PkiL Trans. XII. 1063 A third sort of Salt we have

which we call Knockings, which doth candy on the Stailesof
the Barrow. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. P ij, To break the
Knockings, and crush them to Knockbark, to make the Ore
merchantable. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1240/1 The sorting
of lead ore by the sieve develops three qualities, knockings,
riddlings, and/ell. The former are large scraps, which are
picked out.

740

3. Comb., as knocking-bucker (see BucKEB 2
),

mell, -mill, -room, -stone, -trough : see quots.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 166 Three sorts, viz. round Ore, small

Ore, and Smithum ; the two last whereof are first beaten to

pieces with an instrument called a "Knocking-bucker. 1847-

78 HALLIWELL,
*
Knocking-jnell, a large wooden hammer

used for bruising barley. 1858 N. >t Q. 2nd Ser. VI. 8 A
strong knockin-mell or wooden pestle. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl.^ Stamping-mill^ or *knocking-mill, an engine used in

the tin-works, to bruise the ore small. 1887 N. D. DAVIS
Cavaliers ff Roundheads Barbados 9 The pots were re-

moved to the "Knocking Room. Here they were knocked
with force against the ground, causing the sugar to come
out in a loaf. 1805 RAMSAY Scot, in i8/A C. (1888) II. ii. 70
Its place was supplied by knocked bear. Every family had
therefore its "knocking-stone. 1825 BROCKETT,*Knocking,
trongh, a conical trough in which the rind is beat off barley
with a mallet.

KiiO'cking, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That
knocks (see the verb) ; *(fig. violent, forcible,

'thumping'; 'knock-down , clinching, decisive.

1597
A. M.tr.Guiltemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 17 b/i Prickinge,

knockinge, or beatinge payne. 1624 GEE Foe-tout ofSnare
v. 33 Heere is a knocking and long-lasting lie, worthy to be
nailed vpon a post or pillory. 1711 SWIFT jrnl. to Stella
Lett. 1767 III. 269 The lords, .they say, are preparing some
knocking addresses. 1732 POPE Ep. Cobhatn 236 Still to his

wench be crawls on knocking knees.

Knock-knee (np-kim). [f. KNOCK v. + KNEE
si.] pi. Knees that knock together in walking
from inward curvature of the legs. sing. The con-

dition of being knock-kneed.

1827 HONE Everyday Bk. II. 857 With knock-knees, and
a. .large head. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 614 Knock-
knee., treated by the long-continued application of splints.

KllO'ck-kneed, a. [f. prec. + -ED2.] Having
the legs bent inwards so that the knees knock to-

gether in walking. (The opposite of bandy-legged.)
1806 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev, IV. 720 Parents, whose

children from bad nursing are become knock-kneed. 1838
DICKENS O. Twist xlii, Those long-limbed, knock-kneed,
shambling, bony people. 1862 SALA Seven Sons I. vit. 142
The knock-kneed horse.

b. fig. Halting; feeble.

1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. iv, It was constitutionally a
knock-knec'd mind. 1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab. Lit.
i. 5 So stumbling and knock-kneed is his

[Wyatt's]
verse.

1898 M'estm. Gaz. 7 Dec. 4/1 There are no shambling, knock-
kneed verses.

Knockle, obs. variant of KNUCKLE.

Kno-ck-me-down, a. and sb. colloq.
A. adj. Such as to knock one down (lit. or

fg.~) ; violent, riotous; overbearing, defiant; pros-

trating, overpowering.
1760 FOOTE Minor I. Wks. 1830 I. 35 No knock-me-down

doings in my house. 1848 J. H. NEWMAN Loss fy Gain n.
xviii. (1858) 250 He's so positive, so knock-me-down. 1863
OUIDA Held in Bondage (1870) 104 The overbearing, knock-
me-down Marchioness . . who gave the law to everybody.
1896 A llbutCs Syst. Med. I. 691 The term 'knock-me-down
fever

'

(applied sometimes to dengue).
B. sb. = KNOCK-DOWN B. i.

1756 W. TOLDERVY Hist. Two Orphans II. 112. 1828
Craven Dial., Knock-me-doivn, strong ale. 1892 Daily
News 3 Aug. 6/1 A savant who muddled my poor brains
with geological knock-me-downs which he declares will be
heard in Section C.

Kno'Ck-o'ff, sb. and a.

A. sb. A contrivance for knocking something
off, or point at which something is knocked off.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. 1240/1 Knock off (Knitting-
machine), the piece which, at the proper moment, removes
the loops from the tier of needles. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal
Mining Terms, Knock of. (i) The point upon an engine
plane at which the set is disconnected from the rope, or where
a jockey comes into play. (2) A joint for disconnecting the
bucket sword from the pump rods.

B. adj. as in ktiock-ojf'time-,
time to 'knock off

or leave off work.
1899 F. T. BULLEN Log ofSea-vjarfioS It was '

knock-off
'

time.

KnO'ck-on-t, a. and sb.

A. adj. Characterized by 'knocking out' (see
KNOCK v. 12) ; spec. a. of, or in connexion with,
an auction sale (see quots.) ; b. of a blow, etc. :

Such as to disable or knock out of the contest
a. 1818 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 373/1 Combinations, by a set

of men who attend real sales, and drive, by various means,
respectable purchasers away, purchase at their own price,
and afterwards privately sell the same, under a form of
public auction, termed

' Knock-out Sales '. 1895 W. ROBERTS
Bk.-Hunterin Londonui. 121 This auction [1726] is interest-

ing . . as being the genesis of the knock-out system. 1806
FARMER Slang s.v., The lot is knocked down to the knock-
out bidders.

b. 1898 Times 24 Dec. 8/5 The effect of the ' knock-out
'

blow, ..delivered, not straight fromthe shoulder, but sideways
and on the tip of the chin, was to produce unconsciousness.

B. sb. L The practice of
'

knocking out
'

at auc-
tion sales or in similar transactions ;

a knock-out

sale; also, one of the confederates who 'knock
out

'

: see A. a, KNOCK . 1 2 c.

1854 Illuslr. Land. News 7 Oct 342/2 A knock-out is

a combination of bidders at a sale, who, deputing one to bid,
save the increase of price which further competition causes,
and subsequently have a private sale among themselves.

1864 East London Observer 25 June, Witness said a knock-
out was where a sum of money was divided among the con-
tractors, and the officials generally, . . out of the contract

price over and above what ought to be paid for the work. . .

Those who did not get the work had money for putting in

KNOLL.
tenders so that the favored one got it, and the officials also.

1883 A. LANG in Longin. Mag. II. 522 The auctioneer put
up lot after lot, and Blinton plainly saw that the whole

I

affair was a knock-out.

2. A knock-out blow : see A. b.

1894 MORRISON Tales Mean Streets, Three Rounds 138 It
was a hard fight, and both the lads were swinging the right
again and again for a knock-out.
3. Polo. (See quot.) U. S.

1894 Rules of Amer. Polo Assoc. in M. H. Hayes Mod.
Polo (1896) 314 When the ball goes out ends, the side defend,
ing that goal is entitled to a knock out from the point at
which it crossed the line. When the player having the
knock out causes unnecessary delay, the Referee may throw
a ball on the field and call play.

Knocle, knokel, etc., obs. ff. KNUCKLE.
Knod, knodden, obs. or dial. pa. pple. of
KNEAD v. Knok(e, knokkfe. obs. ff. KNOCK.
Knoledge, -lege, obs. forms of KNOWLEDGE.
Knoll (n<?"l), rf.l Forms: 1-2 onol(l, 3-5

knol, 5 (9 dial.} knolle, 7 (9 dial.} knowle,
(nowle), 7-9 knole, knowl, 6- knoll. [OE.
cnoll hill-top, cop, summit, hillock, from same
root as Du. knol, formerly knolle clod, ball, turnip,
Ger. knollen, MHG. knolle clod, lump, knot, tuber;
Norw. knoll, Sw. knol, Da. dial, knot, knold hillock.
OE. ciwll might represent an OTeut. *knoo

r

-lot with usual
assimilation of ol to //, and thus be radically connected with
KNOT. Cf. for the form Ger. knSdel dumpling.]
1. The summit or rounded top of a mountain or

hill (obs. exc. dial.).
c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xii, Se be wille faest hus timbrian,

ne sceall he hit no settan upon bone hehstan cnol. 'ciooo
^ELFRIC Gen. viii. 5 On bam teopan monbe aeteowodon }rera
munta cnollas. c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 4129 At munt nemboc on
oat knol fasga, . . Saj oe lond of promission. 17^06 PHILLIPS,
Knoll, the top of a Hill, a Word much us'd in the West ;

especially in Hereford-shire. 1825 BROCKETT, Knoll, Knowl,
Knoive, the top of a hill, a bare rounded hillock.

b. Naut. ' The head of a bank, or the most
elevated part of a submarine shoal' (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1867).

2. A small hill or eminence of more or less

rounded form ; a hillock, a mound.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xli. 7 On bam lytlan cnolle, be Ermon

hatte. rizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. HI He cume5 stridende
from dune to dune, and ouer strit be cnolles {L.colles}. a 1300
E. E. Psalter Ixiv. 13 [Ixv. 12] Gird sal be knolles with
faines. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis v. ii. 5 Eneas . . Syne spak
thir wordis on a knollis hycht. 1523 FITZHEKB. Husb. 128
To cary grauell & fyll it vp as hygh as y other knolles be.

1604 EDMONDS Observ. Cxsar's Comm. 84 A knowle exceed,

ingly fortified. 1628 LE GRYS tr. Barclay's Argents^ 8z
A Knole fitly placed, .for a Cittadell. 1686 EVELYN Diary
23 Oct, It stands on a knowle. -insensibly rising. 1780 A.
YOUNG Toitr Irel. I. 92 A knole of lawn rises among them.
1816 W. SMITH Strata Ident. 21 Rounded low hills, which
are called knolls or knowls. 1865 GKIKIE.SVI'. fyGeol.Scot,
vii. 153 Hills and crags of every size, down to mere hum-
mocks and knolls. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 64 At half,

past two we five ladies lunched on a heathery knoll.

f b. (See quot. and cf. HUMMOCK i b.) Obs.

1772 J. G. W. DE BRAHM Hist. Georgia (1849) 45 The
second Species of Pine.. is only met with on the Knowls
(smalt Islands in Swamps).

t 3. A swelling upon the skin ;
= KNOB sb. I b.

1499 Promp. Parv. 280/1 (Pynson) Knolle (K., H. Knobbe)
of a mannys hande or in another part of him. ., callus.

1 4. A turnip. Obs. dial.

1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 328 Knolls, Turnips.
1674 RAY S. 4- E. C. Words 70 Knolles; Turneps, Kent.

5. A lump, a large piece. Sc.

1829 HOGG Sheph. Cal. II. 19 The auld wife . . brought a
knoll o' butter like ane's nieve.

Knoll (no"l), se. 2 Also 5 knolle, 7 knole.

[Formed with next, from same root as KNELL, perh.
with later onomatopoeic modification.]
1. An act, or the action, of 'knolling' or tolling

a bell ; the sound of a large bell. arch, and dial.

1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 100 Pro factura campanae
del knoll. 1407 Bp. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. E j, At the fyrst
knolle of y bell they departe fro theyr celles. 1615 G.
SANDYS Trav. iv. 233 The watch of one Fort giues two or

three Knoles with a bell. 1795-1814 WORDSW. Excurs. vi.

801 The bells .. before The last hath ceased its solitary knoll.

f 2. A large bell ; a church-bell. Obs.

1379 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 99 In viij stanges meremii
sarrandis . . pro le knoll [inargin, Custus del klank knoll].

1412-13 Durham Ace. Rolls 403 Pro reparacione del knoll.

Knoll (nol), v. Forms: 5 knollen, (-yn),

5-6 knolle, 6-7 knol, 6-8, 9 dial, knowl, (8

knowll), 7- knoll. [Goes with KNOLL s/>.
2
]

1. (rans. To ring, toll (a bell) ;
= KNELL v. 2.

Also_/ff. Now arch, and dial.

1467 Eng. Gilds 401 As often as they shallen here the grete
belle of the parisshe of Seint Androwe to be knolled . . and
after that rongen out. a 1485 Promp. Parv. 280/2 (MS. S.)

K.no\\yn, fulso. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. viii. 50, 1 would not
wish them to a fairer death : And so his Knell is knoll'd.

1871 BROWNING Pr. Hohenst. 1942 So do the old enthroned

decrepitudes Acknowledge, in the rotten hearts of them,
Their knell is knolled. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Knowl, to

knoll ; to toll a bell.

2. intr. Of a bell or clock : To sound, ring
a knell, toll ;

= KNELL v. 3. Now chiefly dial.

i58aMUNDAY.^.^<7w././/fcin Harl. J/MC.(Malh.) II. 179
Soon after, the bell knowleth againe, when as the students . .

walk to the Romayne colledge. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. ii.

vii. 114 Where bels haue knoll'd to Church.
_
1612 Two Noble

K. l. i, Remember that your fame Knolls in the ear o' the



KNOLLED.
world. 1815 BYRON Parisina xv, For a departing being's
soul The death-hymn peals and the hollow bells knolL 1876
Whitby Gloss., Knoll, to toll as a bell. 1886 S. W. Line.
Gloss, s.v., 1 heard the bell knoll a piece sin [

= a bit since],

b. trans. To ring a knell for. c. To ring or

toll out.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. i. 103 His Tongue Sounds euer
after as a sullen Bell Remembred, knolling a departing
Friend. 1842 TENNYSON Gardeners D. 180 All that night
I heard The heavy clocks knolling the drowsy hours.

3. trans. To summon by the sound of a bell.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. it vii. 121 We haue scene better

dayes, And haue with holy bell bin knowld to Church. 1820
BYRON Juan v. 1, They heard No Christian knoll to table.

1844 LYTTON tr. Schiller's Fridolin oo From the church-
tower clangs the bell Knolling souls that would repent To
the Holy Sacrament. 1894 Times 17 July 9/3 Every woman
who ever has been knolled to church.

Hence Kno'lling 'M. sb. ; also Kno Her, one
who knolls.

1480 Water/. Arch, in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
y. 315 The knollyng of the bell in the chappell. 1538 In-

junctions in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. xhi. 322 The Knot-

ing ofAves after service, .henceforth to be left. 1611 COTGR.,
Carillonneur, achymer, or knowler, of bels. 1837-9 HALLAM
Hist. Lit. (1847) III. 122 The knolling of Church bells.

1877 LEE Gloss. Liturg., Knoller, 2. a sexton or sacristan.

Knolled (n^ld), a. Also 7 nol'd. [f. KNOLL
ji.l + -ED 2

.] Having a knoll or knolls : in parasyn-
thetic combs., as high-knolled.
1602 MARSTON Antonio"s Rev. iv. iii, I have a mount of

mischiefe clogs my soule, As waightie as the high-nol'd
Appenine.

Knolly (nou-li), a. [f. KNOLL sb.^ + -Y.] Full

of or abounding in knolls or hillocks.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 68 While Dobbin .. patient
goes to gate or knowly brake. 1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red
as Rose I. 151 A grassy, knolly park.

Knop (n?p)> lW Forms: a. 4-6 knoppe, 5-6
kuopp, knope, (6 noppe), 5- kuop. /3. 4-6
knappe, (5 onap), 6 knapp, (knepp), 5- knap,
(7-8 nap). [ME. knop= Qf\$. knop, TATra. cnoppe,

cnop (Du. knop), MLG. knoppe (hence Da. knop,

Svt.&nafp), OHG. chnoph, chnopf (G. knopf knob,

head, knot, button, etc.) The form knap may
repr. ON. knapp-r knob, stud, button (Sw. knapp,
Da. knap], perh. cognate with OE. cnsp, KNAP
sbl The ulterior etymology is obscure.]
1. A small rounded protuberance, a knob (esp.

one of an ornamental character, e.g. upon the

stem of a chalice, a candlestick, etc.) ;
a boss,

stud, button, tassel, or the like
;
in Arch. = KNOB

sb. I d. (Sometimes prob. a carved representation
of a flower-bud ; cf. 2 below.) Obs. or arch. exc. in

specific applications.
o. 1 a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1080 With a bend of gold

tasseled, And knoppis fyneofgold enameled. 1455 in Rymer
Foedera (1710) XI. 369 With Knopps and Tassells. 1483
Cath. Angl. 205/2 A knoppe of a scho, bulla. 1527 Test.

Ebor. (Surtees) V. 225 Sex silver spones with knopis of cure

Ladie. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. Hi. 22 Vpon the rope were

brasen knoppes. 1676 WORLIDGK Cyder (1691) 182 A knop
at the end of a slender handle or stick. 1861 Times 12 July,
The crown and the knops which adorn the turret were gilt

by him. 1865 S. EVANS Bra. Fabian 105 Oman. .Unlooped
the ruby knops Loosing her kirtle.

/3. \a looo in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 238/33 Fibula, cnaep, sigl, spen-

nels.] 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 257 His cloke of Calabre,

with . .knappes of Gold. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 45 A becure

of seluer y-keueryd, . . be cnap of be couercle ys an-amylyd
with blewe. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M. (1596) 80/2 Scourge him

then with whips . . with knaps of lead at the ends. 1577

Lane. Wills (1857) II. 92 Twelve silver spones with kneppes

gilt wrought with a lyon. 1623 HART Arraignm. Ur. v. 27

To snatch and pull the naps of the coverlid. 17 . . in Child

Ballads vm. 295/2 The naps of gold were bobbing bonnie.

2. The bud of a flower ;
a compact or rounded

flower-head or seed-vessel. (Cf. KNAPWEED.) arch.

a. 1388 WYCLIF Num. xvii. 8 Whanne knoppis weren

greet, the blossoms hadden broke out. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

280/2 Knoppe, or bud of a tre. 1495 Trevisa's Barth. De
(

P. R. xvn. cxxxvi. (W. de W.) 692 The fruyte of the rose is

smalle rounde knoppes \_Bodl. MS. knappes] and harde.

1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 22 The rosis yong, new spreding |

of thair knoppis. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. xxv. 2. 217

of the Vine. 1804 R. BRIDGES Shorter Poems 97 The chest-

nut holds her gluey knops upthrust.

(3. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. xxiv. (MS. Bodl.)

If. 196 b/i pe cipresse . . ha|> leere knappes in stede of frute.

1578 LYTE Dodoens \. xxxii. 45 The floures . . do likewise turne

into little knappes, or heads. 1656 W. COLES Art of

Simpling xii. 38 Some [seeds] grow in Knaps like Bottles,

as Knap-weed. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Knap,
flowers of Trifolium pratense.

b. Hence, A popular name of Red Clover. U. S,

1897 BRITTEN & BROWN Flora North States II. 276 Trifo-

lium pratense . . Honeysuckle Clover, Knap, Suckles.

f3. The rounded protuberance formed by the

front of the knee or the elbow-joint. Obs.

o. 14.. Nominate in Wr.-Wiilcker 678/29 Hoc inter-

nodium, the knope of the kne. 1590 W. BURCH.MS. Scrap
Bk. in Chapter Libr. Canterb. Cathedr., The Arme in

lenghthe must com shorte ofy knop of the kne.

6. 1652 Burgh Rec. Glasgow (Burgh Rec. Soc.) II. 242

The knap of hir elbow. 1734 Act Crt. Session in N. # Q.

3rd Ser. IV. 125/2 Heads, knaps, tongues, and marrow bones

cut out by themselves. ciSi? HOGG Tales f, Sk. IV. 146

His breeches came exactly to the knap of the knee.
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f b. A swelling upon the skin
;
a wart, pimple,

etc. : = KNOB sb. i b. Obs.

'556-8 PHAER jEneid IV. Lj, From a tender colt they take
the knapp. 1562 TURNER Baths 4 It is good, .for suche as
have any knoppes or hard swellinges upon any membre.

1598 FLORIO, Verruche, . . also wartes or knops of flesh

rising in the bodie.

4. attrib. and Comb., as knop-fly (Angling) =
knob-fly ; knop-sedge, the bur-reed, Sparganium.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. 143 b, It maye be called bede

sedge or knop sedge. 1582 STANYHURST ^Eneis IV. (Arb.)

113 For to snip, in the foaling, from front of fillye the knap.
knob. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 310 Knop-fly. Dubb-
ing, of the down of an otter-cub.

Knpp (npp), knap (nsep), sb.z north, dial.

[Origin obscure.] A large wooden tub.
a. 1563 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 169 A kneadinge bassyn,

a knoppe, a gielfatte. 1588 Lane. Wills (1857) II. 75 The
great brewinge knopp. 1614 Inv. in Trans. Cumbld. ft

Westmld. Arch. Soc. ill. 114 One knopp one handle 2 salt

pres dishes. 1802 in Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 51, I dung
owre the knop.
0. 1614 Inv. in Trans. Cumbld. $ Westmld. Arch. Soc.

III. 114 In the butterye 3 barrells 2 staues one Knapp.
1821 Blackw. Mag. VIII. 432 But stoups are needed, tubs,
and pails, and knaps.

tKnop, v. Obs. [f. KNOP rf.i]
1. trans. To furnish or adorn with knops; to stud.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7260 High shoes knopped with dagges.

1483 Cath. Angl. 205/2 To Knoppe, bullare. 1505 Ld.

KNOT.

pparisone..bordourit with silvir and knoppit
silvir & yallow silk.

2. intr. To put forth 'knops', to bud. Se.

a 1584 MONTGOMERIE Chcrrie Of Sloe 40 Sum knopping,
sum dropping Of balmie liquor sweit. 1600 BUREL Pilgr.
in Watson Coll. Sc. Poems (1706) n. 23 Ranie Orion, That

dropit and knopit, Baith upon tre and stone.

Knop, obs. form of KNAP sb?-, z>.l

Knopped (n?pt, poet, n^-ped), a. 1 Obs. [(.

KNOP sbJ- or v. + -ED.] Having knops; knobbed;

bearing buds, or compact rounded flower-heads.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 424 Wib his- knopped schon clouted full

bykice. 1434 E. E. Wills (1882) 101 A litell basyn knopped.
1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Prol. 76 The knoppit syonis with
leuis aggreabill. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 447 With knopped
Majoram or Sauorie. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's

Improv. (1746) 320 The unset Leek, or Maiden-leek, is not

so hot as the knopped ones.

b. Formed into a knop or knob; knob-shaped.
1578 LVTE Dodoens M. xii. 161 Lyke to..Cyanus floures ..

in his Scaly knopped buttons.

Kno'ppy, a. 1 Obs. [f. KNOP sb.l + -Y. Cf.

G. knapfigf\ Full of knops; knop-like; knobby.
1562 TURNER Herbal n. R, Polygonum. . hath many knoppy

ioyntes. 1578 LYTU Dodoens n. xvii. 167 Whan this seede is

ripe, his knoppie head openeth. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n.

cl.xv. 458 This kinde hath certaine knoppie tufts.

Knopweed, obs. or dial, form of KNAPWEED.

Knor, -re, Knorry, obs. ff. KNUR, KNUBBY.
Knorcock, Anglicized form of next.

KnoThan. Obs. \T)u.knorhaan,{.knorrenio

growl, snarl + haan cock.] A name of a S. African

species of bustard : = KOBAN 2.

1731 MEDLEY Kolbens Cafe G. Hope II. 139 The Knor.
han. Among the wild fowls at the Cape there is a sort of

birds, a male of which the Europeans there call Knor-cock ;

a female they call Knor-hen. 1777 G- FoRSTFR v y- round
World I. 85 The Knorhan, which is . .the African bustard.

Knosp (npsp). rare. [ad. Ger. knospe a bud,

boss, knob.] An architectural (or other) ornament

in the form of a bud, or forming a bunch-like or

rounded protuberance ; a knop, knob, boss, stud.

1808 SCOTT Marm. v. Introd. iv, Ere from thy mural

crown there fell The slightest knosp or pinnacle. 1820

Abbot xxxii, The black letter Bible, .adorned with massive

silver clasps and knosps. 1855 MILMAN Lai. Chr. xiv. viiu

(1864) IX. 297 Prodigality of ornament, knosps, shrine work,

corbels, gurgoyles.
Hence Knosped (npspt,/0<tf. n^'sped) a., furnished

with knosps.
1818 MILMAN Samor 290 The iron or the knosped brass.

Knot (n^t), sb?- Forms : I onotta, 3 onot,

3-5 cnotte, 3-7 knotte, 5-8 knott, 3- knot.

[OE. cnotta = Du. knot, LG. kniitte, MG. knotte,

MHG. knotzeknob, knot, etc. :-OTeut. *knutton-,

(whence KNIT v.} ;
cf. OHG. chnodo, chnoto (MHG.

knode, knote, G.knoten) :-Q1&A.*kn6pon-,knoH6n-,
with variation of consonant due to difference of

stress.

ON. had knutr knot, knob, knuta knucklebone (Sw. knut

Da. knnde knot), which may be connected with the above

forms, but the difference in vowel makes difficulties. The

relationship (if any) of ON. knqttr (:'&nattu-z) ball, and

L. nidus (perh, forfnidus) knot, is also obscure.]

I. 1. An intertwining or complication of the

parts of one or more ropes, cords, or strips of any-

thing flexible enough, made for the purpose of

fastening them together or to another object, or to

prevent slipping, and secured by being drawn tight ;

a tie in a rope, necktie, etc. ; also, a tangle acci-

dentally drawn tight. To make, t knit, or tie a knot

(in), to knot a piece of string or a handkerchief, esp.

as a reminder. Also in allusions to the knot in a

halter for hanging.
ciooo .lELFRlc Horn. II. 28 He afunde..|>a snode mid

-,.. _ ... - . . 663
(Lansd.) Bot I wil here nowe maake a knotte To be time it

come next to my lotte. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. v. 166 Make
a knot on his girdil. 1542-3 Act 34 ff 35 Hen. VIII, c. 3
The bonde of euerywhicne faggotte to conteine three

quarters of a yarde at the leaste, besyde the knotte. 1601
SHAKS. Alts Well iv. iii. 163 This is Mounsieur Parrolles
the gallant militarist, . . that had the whole theoricke of
warre in the knot of his scarfe. 1631 R. BOLTON Comf.
Affl. Consc. (1635) 333 One knot in a thread will stay the
Needle's Passage as well as five hundred. 1647 COWLEY
Mistr.j The Tree v, Go tye the dismal Knot (why shouldst
thou live?). 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. xiv. 200 He tied

sixty knots in a leathern thong, and bade them unfasten one
every day, till the prescribed interval had expired. 1873
Act 36 # 37 Viet. c. 71 S 39 Such mesh [in a net] shall not
be less than one and a half inch from knot to knot

b. Often with qualifying word, naming different

forms of knots, as barber's k., bowline k., diamond

k., drmu-k., fisher's k., French k., grannys k.
t

loop-k., reef-k., priding k., running k., slip-k.,

surgeon's k., wall-k., water-k., weaver's k., etc. ; for

the more important of these, see the first element.

CI320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 3220 On a towaile she made
knotte riding, Aboute his nekke }he hit brew. 1552 HULOET,
Knotte whiche runneth to', called a rydynge knot, capulum.
1726 G. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy. 112 Ana making a running
bowling Knot on the End of another Rope*, I cast it over.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Knot, a. .knob formed
on the extremity of a rope, by untwisting the ends . . and
interweaving them . . amongst each other. There ar.e several

sorts, which differ in . . form and size : the principal of these
are the diamond-knot, the rose-knot, the wall-knot, orwalnut.

1795 HUTTON Math. Diet, s, v., Fig. n, a Barber s knot, or
a knot for cawls of wigs. 1813 J. THOMSON Lect. In/lam.
267 We passed, . .a crooked needle under the artery, threaded
with a double waxed thread, part whereof we passed above
the aperture in the vessel, and the other below, which were
afterwards tied with a double knot callell the surgeon's
knot. 1860 All Year Round No. 66. 382 'Which knot?'
asked Toby.

'

Single or double wall, single or double

diamond, Matthew Walker, spritsail-sheet, stopper, or

shroud ?
'

1881 HAMERSLY Naval Encycl. 421 They [knots]
..are named either from the manner

_in
which they are

made, or the use to which they are applied, as stopper knot,
diamond knot, double-diamond knot, single and double wall

knots, etc. c 1885 Weldon's Pract. Needlework HI. 3/1
Flowers are mostly worked in satin stitch highly raised,

embellished with French knots. 1899 W. O. P. TOWNSEND
Embroidery vi. 90 French Knots. A very ancient stitch,

much used by the Chinese for all kinds of elaborate

embroidery.

fc. Astron. The star a Piscium, situated in

the 'tie' of the lines or ribbons imagined to connect

the two fishes in the constellation Pisces. Obs.

1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 267 The Fyshes, tyed

by the
tayles

with a common Lyne : . .and where those two
lines are knitte togyther, there is one starre more, whiche is

called the Knotte. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Pisces,

That [star] next the knot in the north, line. . . ist before the

knot in the south, line.

2. Such a tie used or worn as an ornament or

adjunct to a dress; a bow of ribbon; a cockade or

epaulette ; esp. in obs. phrase a suit of knots.
Often with distinctive word prefixed : as breast, shoulder,

sword, top, tnte-love knot, q. v.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4917 With cumly knottis & with

koyntis & knopis of perk. 1552 HULOET, Knotte of a cap-

bande, or hatbande, or lace. 1668 ETHEREDGE She would

ifshe could in. i, We will only fancy a suit of Knots or two
at this shop. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 75. 4/2 The Officers

to wear.. a mourning Knot on their left Arm. 1713 GAY
Guard. No. 149 T 18 A lady of genius will give a genteel
air to her whole dress by a well-fancied suit of knots. 1891

MRS. NEWMAN Begun in Jest I. 209 Her grey morning

gown, with its soft trillings of lace and knots of pale, coral-

coloured ribbon.

b. Her. (Seequot. 1892.)
1828-40 BERRY Encycl. Her. 1865 Kmcsift fferew. Prel.,

The badge in the 'Wake Knot
,

in which.. two monks'

girdles are worked into the form of the letter W. 1892

WOODWARD & BURNE Heraldry II. 585 Knots of particular

form were not infrequently used as badges; e.g. the

Stafford knot, the Bourchier knot, the_
Wake and Ormond

knot ; in all these the silk is twined having some resemblance

to the initial letter of the family name. In the Bowen knot

the allusion is double, it is formed of four bows, or loops,

and each bears a resemblance to one form of the Greek

letter B. Knots were also used to unite the badges of two

families which had merged into one ; or the badge of an

office to a personal one.

3. Naut. A piece of knotted string fastened to

the log-line, one of a series fixed at such intervals

that the number of them that run
ou^while

the

sand-glass is running indicates the ship's speed in

nautical miles per hour ; hence, each of the di-

visions so marked on the log-line, as a measure of

the rate of motion of the ship (or of a current, etc.).

Also attrib. with prefixed numeral = '

running (so

many) knots'.

1633 T. JAMES Voy. 24 It did runne two knots. 1069

STURMY Mariners Mag. iv. 146 The distance between

every one of the Knots must be 50 Foot ; as many of these

as run out in half a Minute, so many Miles or Minutes the

Ship saileth in an Hour. 1760-72 tr. Juan r Ulloa. s Voy.

(ed. 3) I. 9 The distance between the knots on the log-line

A light wind .. carrying l

1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 169 A ten-knot breeze was

blowing. 1900 Daily News 10 Jan. 5/1 A torpedo-boat de.

stroyer . . had made a record speed of 35^ knots, which was

almost exactly equal to 41 miles an hour.
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b. Hence looselyused as ifequivalent to ' nautical

mile ', in such phrases as 20 knots an hcnr.

1748 Anson's Voy. i. iii. 24 The ship went ten knots an

hour. 1771-84 COOK I'm. (1799) V. 1828 The strong lidc,

though even here it ran five knots an hour. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xxxviii, We were going twelve knots an hour, and

running away from them as fast as we could.

4. A definite quantity of thread, yarn, etc., vary-

ing with the commodity, being a certain number of

coils tied by a knot.

1540 Churchw. Ace. St. Dunstans, Canterbury (MS.)
For a knott of sylke ij< 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

16 A loose kinde of two plettes, which is usually sold for

3 half-pence and sometimes for 2J
. a knotte ; there should

bee in event knotte 18 fathames. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
ill. vi 288/2 A knot is a Hundred Threds round the Reel,
at which place Housewives make a Katch, as some call it,

or a Knot, or an Hank. 1875 TEMPLE & SHELDON Hist.

Northfield, Mass. 161 A run of yarn consisted of twenty
knots, a knot was composed of forty threads, and a thread
was seventy-four inches in length, or once round the reel.

5. More fully Porter s knot :
' A kind of double

shoulder-pad, with a loop passing round the fore-

head, the whole roughly resembling a horse-collar,
used by London market-porters for carrying their

burdens' (CasselVs Encycl. Diet.}.
(Perh. originally a rope tied or knotted into a loop.)

1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) V. 75 Tom the Porter, Com-
panion of the Pot, Who stands in the Street with his Rope
and Knot. "1737 in Boswell Johnson an. 1737 Mr Wilcox
. . eyed his robust frame attentively, and with a significant
look, said, 'You had better buy a porter's knot'. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rudge xlix, Preceded by a man who carried
the immense petition on a porter's knot through the lobby
to the door of the House of Commons. 1866 Daily Tel.
12 Jan. 5/5 Fathers of families who should have carried

porters' knots, so heavy was their fardel of toys.
6. A design or figure formed of crossing lines ;

an intricate flourish of the
pen. f Endless knot,

the five-pointed figure consisting of a continuous

self-crossing line, otherwise called pcntacle, penta-
gram, orfentangle.

13.. Gaw. Iff Gr. Knt. 630 Fyue poyntez, & vche lyne
vmbe-lapoez & loukez in ober, & ay quere hit is endelez, &
englych hit callen Ouer-al, as I here,}>e endeles knot. 1638
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 197 In blew, red, and yellow
tinctures, commixt with Arabia knots and letters, a 1680
BUTLER Rem. (1759) I, 210 As Scriveners take more Pains
to learn the Slight Of making Knots, than all the Hands
they write.

7. A flower-bed laid out in a fanciful or intricate

design ; also, more generally, Any laid-out garden
plot ;

aflower-knot. Now chiefly dial.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vn. ccxxxviii, 277 An howse wrought
lyke vnto a knot in a garden, called a mase. 1502 Ace. in
A. Amherst Gardening (1895) 84 For diligence in making
knottes in the Duke's garden. Clypping of knottes, and

sweeping
the said garden. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's

Huso. (1586) 66 Basyell. .is an hearbe that is used to be set
in the middest of knottes, . . for the excellent savour that it

hath. 1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gentl. xix. (1634) 235 Here are
the goodliest walkes in Europe, for the trees themselves are

placed in curious knots as we use to set our herbes in

gardens. 1667 H. MORK Div. Dial. n. v. (1713) 97 They do
not water the Walks of the Garden, but only the Beds or
Knots wherein the Flowers grow. 1737 G. SMITH Cur.
Relat. I. i. 49 The Borders of the Beds were lin'd with Box,
and beautifully garnish 'd with choice Flowers, as were the

Knots, in each of which stood a handsome Pot of a choice

foreign Plant. 1738 L. TEMPLE Sketches 14 More pleasing
and beautiful than that insipid, childish, uncomfortable
Bauble called a Flower-knot. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker.
Ixviii, I must see if my flower knots are arranged according
to rule.

8. A central thickened meeting-point of lines,

nerves, etc.
; esp. in Phys. Geog., an elevated point

or region in which several mountain-chains meet.
1861 HERSCHEL Phys. Geog. 5 144 The knot of Pasco,

a great ganglion, as it were, of the system [of the Andes].
1865 Chambers' EnqrtlVU. 436/1 The Knot [of Cuzco in

Peru] comprises six minor mountain-chains, and has an
area thrice larger than that of Switzerland.

fig. 18.. STEVENSON Manse Wks. 1894 Misc. I. 160 He
[grandfather] moves in my blood.. and sits efficient in the
very knot and centre of my being.
9. Geom. A unicursal curve in three-dimensional

space, which, on being distorted in any way so as
to bring it into a plane without passing one part
through another, will always have nodes.
1877 TAIT '" Trans. R. Sac. Edin. XXVIII. 145, I was

led to the consideration of the forms of knots by Sir W.
Thomson's Theory of Vortex Atoms. Ibid. 164 Thus this
4-fold knot, in each of its forms, can be deformed into its
own perversion. In what follows all knots possessing this

property will be
cajled Amphicheiral. 1884 KIRKMAN ibid.

XXXII. 281 Nothing general seems to have been written
on knots of more than seven crossings.

II. Figurative applications of I.

10. fig. Something intricate, involved, or difficult
to trace out or explain; a tangle or difficulty;
a knotty point or problem. Gordian knot: see
GOBDIAN I c.

C
JS ^LPRIC H"*". II- 386 Set her is ooer cnotta ealswa

earfoSe, fret is,
' Nan man ne astihS to heofenum, buton se

9e of heofenum astah '. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1157 Ich habbe

"S5S summe of l*os cnot" cnotten. c 1400 Rom. Rose
4698 Unto hym that love wole flee, The knotte may unclosed

i

35 u
1*38:*8 G' DANIEL Eclog. > 185 All the Subtle Knotts,

which crabbed Heads Have twist. 1676 TEMPLE Lett to
Sir y. Williamson Wks. 1731 II. 397 This Knot is of those

,

that must be cut through, and cannot be untied. 1784
Talk u. 520 Knots worthy of solution, which alone
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A Deity could solve. 1876 FRKI:MAN Nortn. Cony. V. xxvii.

9 The death of John cut the knot. 1876 T. HARDY Ethel-
ocrta (1890) 129 'Tis one of the greatest knots in service the
smoke question.

b. The central or main point of something intri-

cate, involved, or difficult ; the main point in a

problem ; the complication in the plot of a tale or
drama ; that in which the difficulty of anything
centres.

^1386 CHAUCER Sgr.'s T. 303 The knotte why bat euery
tale is tooldlf it be taried til that lust be coold . . The sauour
passeth euer lenger the moore. 1418 Pol. Poems (Rolls)
II. 243 He that can be Cristes clerc. And knowe the knottes
of his crede. 1573-80 BARET Atv. K 122 The knot and
principal! point of the matter. 1653 URQUHART Ratelais I.

xiii, By and by shall you .. know the whole mysterie and
knot of the matter. 1881 GLADSTONE Sp. 7 Apr., The small

holdings . . the very knot of the difficulty not yet overcome.
II. Something that forms or maintains a union

of any kind ; a tie, bond, link.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C xvm. 127 [Holy Church is] Charite,
. . Lyf, and loue, and leaute, in o by-leyue and lawe, And loue
a knotte of leaute, and of leel by-leyue. c 1460 G. ASHBY
Dicta Philos. 1142 Thre thinges be in a right sinipul knot,
First goode counseil in hym that is not herde [etc.]. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 285 b, And therfore it is called
of Saynt Paule the knot of perfeccyon. 1538 STARKEYjEw^-
land u. ii. 178, 1 remembyr the knot betwyx the body and
the soule. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1576/2
Ingratitude.. and treason, .linked togither with manie knots
of other shamefull sinnes. 1692 DRYDEN St. Euremont's
Ess. 362 Policy had not as yet united Men by the Knots of
a reasonable Society. 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-moth. I. i, To
draw The Knot, which holds our common Interest, closer.

b. spec. The tie or bond of wedlock; the

marriage or wedding knot.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1525 Swa wit beoS ifestnet & iteiet in

an, & swa pe cnotte is icnut bituhhen unc tweien. c 1230
Hali Meid. 33 Beo be cnot icnute anes of wedlac. 1592
SHAKS. Rom. q Jul. iv. ii. 24 Send for the Countie, . . lie haue
this knot knit vp to morrow morning. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India % P. 94 But the Cazy..can loose the Knot when they
plead a Divorce. 1828 Craven Dial. s.v.,

'To tie a knot wi the

tongue,at yan cannot louze wi yan's teeth
',

i. e. to get married.

tl2. A bond or obligation; a binding condition ;

a spell that binds. 06s.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. vii. 107 Shall I nowsyng you a fytt,

With my mynstrelsy! loke ye do it well in wrytt, And
theron a knot knytt, (for it is prophecy. 1534 MORE Treat,
on Passion Wks. 1286/1 All these supernaturall giftes he
gaue him with the knot of thys condicion, that yf hee brake
hys commaundement, then shuld he leese them al. a 1627
MIDDLETON Witch i. ii, Knit with these charms and reten.
live knots, Neither the man begets nor woman breeds. 1651
HOBBES Leviath. iv. xlvii. 384 This was the first Knot upon
their Liberty. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. Introd.

yiii,
Of the

dread knot a wizard tied, In punishment of maiden's pride.

III. transf. A hard or firm mass such as is

formed by a knot tied in a string, etc.

13. A hard lump in an animal body, either in

a softer tissue, or on a smooth surface ; a swelling
or protuberance in a muscle, nerve, gland, etc.

;

a knob or enlargement in a bone ; a tumour,
ganglion, wart, pimple, or the like; the lump that
seems to gather in the throat in strong emotion.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 2 pe on riwleS be heorte, be makeS hire

efne & sme5e, wioute knotte & dolke of woh inwiL 13..
Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 1334 pen brek bay be bale, be balez out
token Lystily forlancyng & bere of pe knot, c 1400 Beryn
2513 Strecching forth his fyngirs, in si^t, . . Without[en] knot
or knor, or eny signe of goute. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 280/2
Knotte yn the fleshe, vndyr the skynne, glandula. a 1533
LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. A itreL (1546) L vj, The! found his
handes hard and ful of hard knottes. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. r Cr.
v. iii. 33 Let grow thy Sinews till their knots be strong.
1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2351/4 A Sorrel Horse,, .a dry knot on
the near Leg behind. 1718 ROWE tr. Lucan Notes 32 The
Knots of Love. These are little Excrescences of Flesh

upon the Forehead of Foals. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) III. 62 They [the horns of the ibex] are bent back-
ward, full of knots ; and it is generally asserted that there
is a knot added every year. 1859 TENNYSON Elaine 736
The Queen, who sat With lips severely placid, felt the knot
Climb in her throat.

14. A thickened part or protuberance in the

tissue of a plant ;
an excrescence on a stem, branch,

or root
;
a node on a stem, esp. when of swollen

form, as the joints in grasses; the hard mass formed
in a trunk at the insertion of a branch or round the

place of insertion of an abortive or dead branch,

causing a rounded cross-grained piece in a board,
which is apt to fall out, and leave a knot-hole.

Also, a bud; in (the} knot, in bud, budding. Also

(//.) a disease which attacks plum and cherry
trees (see quot. 1845).
1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. xvn. i. (MS. BodDlf. 105 b/i

Euerich tree herbe and gras hab a rote : and in euerich rote

manye maner knottes and stringes. Ibid. Ixxiii. If. 207/2.
c 14019 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 118 He may not breke a knotte
of a straw wip hise .teeb. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 25

2uyche.
.hath many knottes towarde the roote. Ibid. 130

pple trees that haue knottes in the bowes. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny (1634) II. 165 If any person .. gather one of these
tender knots or buds [of the pomegranate] with 2 fingers
only. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. ty Cr. i. Hi. 316 Blunt wedges riue
hard knots. 41670 HACKET Abp. Williams IL 88 The
Citron Tree. .It bore some ripe ones [fruits], and some sour
ones, some in the Knot, and some in the Blossom altogether.
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. in In Deal-boards, those Boughs
or Branches are Knots. 1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 51 Couch
and some other weeds vegetate at every joint or knot. 1796
C. MARSHALL Garden, ii. (1813) 21 The flowers of many

KNOT.
proceed from a bud or knot. 1843 DOWNING Fruits Amer.
270 The knots is a disease attacking bark and wood, .[with]
the appearance of large, irregular black lumps, with a hard,
cracked, uneven surface, quite dry within. Mod. dial.
The may is in knot.

t b. Phr. To seek (search for, look for, find}
a knot or knots in a rush or bulrush (Lat. nodum
in scirpo quxrere}, to seek or make difficulties

where there are none; also, to seek a knot in
a ring. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 253 pet zekb bet uel ine be aye ober bane
knotte me be resse. 1363-87 FOXE A. t, M. (1684) II. 387To strain at gnats, to stumble at straws, to seek knots in
rushes, a 1592 GREENE Jas. IV, IIL ii, They seek a knot
in a nng that would wrong my master or his servants in
this court. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. iii. 36 To enquire after
[this], were to search for a knot in a rush. 1712 OLDISWORTH
Odes Horace u. 7/2 The Grammarians therefore do in this

place^look for a Knot in a Bull.rush. a 1734 NORTH Exan:.
in. vii. 43 (1740) 533 Those, that sought Knots in Bulrushes
to obstruct the King's Affairs in Parliament.
15. A knob or embossed ornamentation in carved

or hammered work ; a stud employed as an orna-
ment or for fastening ; a boss ; also, the carved

foliage on the capital of a column (Parker Gloss.
Archil. 1875). Friar's knots: see FBIAK 9.
13. . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt, 577 Greuez, With polaynez piched

ber-to, policed ful clene, Aboute his knez knaged wyth
knotez of golde. c 1394^ P. PI. Crede 161 pe pileres weren
. . queynteli i-coruen wi^ curiouse knottes. 1412-20 LYDG.
Chron. Troy IL xi, Eche caruer and curious ioyner To
make knottes w' many a queynt floure. 1534 in Peacock
Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) tor Item a shaft of siluer for the
same crosse with a roll gilte & iij knottes gilte of the whiche
knottes euery one hath vj roses enamelid with asure. 1664
in Bradshaw & Wordsworth Lincoln Stat. (1897) 645
Vehemently suspected to haue secretly purloyned . . much
of the lead and soulder..and many of the ould window
knotts ; and to haue sould them to diuerse pewterers. 1683
MOXON Mech. Exerc., Printing xx. p 3 These Knots are
small square pieces of Box-wood. 1812-16 J. SMITH
Panorama Sc. fr Art I. 163 A boss or knot at the centre
intersections. 1849-50 WEALE Diet. Terms, Knot or Knot,
a boss ; a round bunch of leaves or flowers, or other orna-
ment of a similar kind.

16. A hill or eminence of moderate height ; esp.
a rocky hill or summit. Frequent in proper names
of hills in the north-west of England. Cf. KNOB 2.

13.. Gaw. if Gr. Knt. 1431 In a knot, bi a clyffe, at be
kerre syde, per as be rogh rocher vn-rydely watz fallen.

1594 NORDEN Spec. Brit., Essex u Sundrie valleis ther are,
which of necessitie require hills; but they are but small

Craven Dial., Knot, a rocky summit, as Bolland knot,
Nursaw knot. 1887 Pall Mall G. 25 June 6/1 The loyal
bonfires were descried by the watchers on Arnside Knott. . .

Some mischievous boys had set light to the gorse and
undergrowth at the foot of the knott.

17. A mass formed by the aggregation and
cohesion of particles ; esp. one that has formed as
a hard kernel in the surrounding softer material ;

a lump, clot, concretion.

Glass-making. In crown
gjass,

= KNOB sb. i, BULL'S EYE i

(Diet. Archil. 1863-9): in flint glass, a defect caused by the
presence of foreign matter. Geol. A concretion of foreign
matter in some schistose rocks. (Quot. 1625 is doubtful.)
1625 B. JONSON Staple of N. u. iii, I haue lost two stone

Of suet . . posting hither, You might haue followed me like
a watering pot, And scene the knots I made along the street.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 250 It must be extreamly beaten,
which will break all the knots of Lime, a 1728 WOODWARD
Nat. Hist. Fossils (1720) i. I. 186 A Knot of Black-Lead,
that, happening to be form'd within the Verge of another,
has a Sinus. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 135 Insects of

mysterious birth . . Doubtless brought by moisture forth,
Hid in knots of spittle white. 1838 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7)
XVI 1.7 The straining of the stuff [pulp], and thereby keeping
out of the paper all the knots and hard substances.

18. A small group, cluster, band or company of

persons or things (gathered together in one place,
or associated in any way). Ofa knot, in union or

combination, associated together, a. Of persons.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 787 Sant lohan hem syj al in

knot, On be hyl of Syon. a 1548 HALL Citron., Edw. IV,
16 All they came together in one knot to the citie. 1601

u knot, On be hyl of Syon. a 1548 HALL Citro
216 All they came together in one knot to the
SHAKS. Jul. C. in. i. 117 So often shall the knot of vs be
call'd, The Men that gaue their Country liberty. 1639 W.
MOUNTAGU in Bncdeuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Coinm.) L 278
My Lord Sey and my Lord Brooke, and some of that knott.
1662 PEPYS Diary 16 Dec., All do conclude Mr

. Coventry,
and Pelt, and me, to be of a knot. 1704 SWIFT Mech.
Operat. Spir. Misc. (1711) 287 A Knot of Irish Men and
Women. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 225 There was
scarcely a market town in England without at least a knot
of separatists. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 9. 557 Within
the House . . a vigorous knot of politicians was resolved to

prolong its existence.

b. Of things.
1607-12 BACON Ess., Fortune (Arb.) 376 The Milken Way

in the Sky . . is a meeting or knot of a number of smalle
Starres. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ft P. b We were close
under St. lago, another Island of the same Knot. 1825
SCOTT Talism. ii, They had now arrived at the knot of palm-
trees. a 1853 ROBERTSON Lect. ii. (1858) 84 You will have..
not an institution, but a knot of clubs. 1875 WHITNEY Life
Lang.ji\\. 263 A host of lesser knots of idioms.

IV. 19. attrib. and Comb.,zsknot-bed, -garden
(see sense 7); knot-maker, -tier, -tightener; knot-

free, -green, -haired, -like adjs. ; knot-hole, (a) a
hole in a board, etc., caused by the falling out ot

a knot
; (6) the hollow formed in the trunk of a



KNOT.

tree, by the decay of a branch
; knot-horn moth,

a moth of the genus Phycita ; knot-ribbon, ribbon
used in making bows or knots; knot-stiteh, a stitch

by which ornamental knots are made
; knot-wood,

wood that is full of knots ; esp. pine.
1663-76 REA Flora (ed. 2) 232 Directions for the. .making

of a 'Knot-bed. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., Charmfor Stables.
The Manes shall be, Of your horses, all "knot-free. 1519HORMAN Vulg. 172 The *knot-garden serueth for pleasure :

the potte -garden for profitte. a 1721 LISLE Husb. (1757) 208
(E. D. S.) Red-straw wheat must be gathered 'knot-green,
that is, whilst the knots in the straw are green. 1639 T.
PECKE Panutsi Piicrp. 125 Knot-bair'd Sicambrians And
Natures frisled ^Ethiopians. 1726 G. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy.
284, I found one great Leak, which was a *Knot Hole. 1889
BARING-GOULD Arminell (1890) I. i. 12 Fanny, .detected an
eye inspecting her through a knot-hole, laughed, and then
turned crimson. 1894 Spectator 18 Aug. 216/1 The various
species of "knot-horn moths (Phycidx). 1776-96 WITHERING
Brit. Plants (ed. 3! II. 347 Leaves with "knot-like joints.
1888 Pall MallG. 26 Jan. 10/1 The trade of ' "knot-maker

',

or
'

tier of cravats ', is not one of the least lucrative callings
in Paris just now. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1145
Ribbon for military decorations. *Knot ribbon. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. Wks. (1851) 163 (Gen. ii. 24) This vers..is
the great "knot tier, which hath undon by tying, and by
tangling, millions of guiltles consciences.

Knot (npt), sb2 Also knott. [Found from
1 5th c. ; varying from 1 7th c. with knat, GNAT *

origin unknown.
The conjecture of Camden, adopted by Drayton, and com-

memorated by Linnaeus in the specific name Canutus, that
the bird was named after King Cnut or Canute,

' because
believed to be a visitant from Denmark

', is without historical
or even traditional basis.]

A bird of the Snipe family (Tringa Canutus),
also called Red-breasted Sandpiper; it breeds
within the Arctic Circle, but is common on the
British coasts during the late summer and autumn.
[1422 in Rogers Agric. ty Prices III. 136/2.] 1452 Bill of

fare in A. Wood Hist. Univ. Oxf. 26, 3" Table. Plover,
Knottys. Styntis, Quayles. 1572 J. JONES Bathes Backbone
10 Rayle, Curlyew, Cnotwyppe [

= Cnot, Wyppe], Wodcocke,
Snype, or any other clouen footed fowles. 1586 CAMDEN
Brit. (1607) 408 Knotts, \. Canitti aves vt opinor, e Dania
enim aduolare creduntur. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxv.

(1748) 368 The Knot, that called was Canutus Bird of old,
Of that great King of Danes, his name that still doth
hold. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. VI. 28 The long legged
plover, the knot and the turnstone, are rather the guests
than the natives of this island. 1863 C. A. JOHNS Home
Walks 21 Mixed with them in the same flock we repeatedly
saw Sanderlings, purple Sandpipers and Knots. 1881 Spec-
tator 27 Aug. 1108 In the Nares Arctic Expedition Capt.
Fielden discovered the breeding ground of the sanderling
and the knot.

Knot (npt), v. [f. KNOT sb.i]

1. trans. To tie in a knot ; to form a knot or

knots in ; to do up, fasten, or secure with a knot.
a 1547 SURREY /Eneid iv. (1557) Ej, Her quyuer hung be-

hinde her back, her tresse Knotted in gold. 1649 G. DANIEL
Trinarch., Hen. IV, clxiy, Perhaps those Elves Abuse them
rather, ..And Knot their Hearts in their owne Handker-
cheife. 1702 ADDISON Dial. Medals ii. Wks. 1721 I. 515 No
costly fillets knot her hair behind. 1832 MARRYAT TV. Forster

xlvii, The seamen were employed in knotting the rigging.

1833 RENNIE Alph. Angling 65 Begin with three hairs, put
them level at top and knot them. 1842 TENNYSON St. Sim.

Styl. 64, I wore The rope. .Twisted as tight as I could knot
the noose. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. v. 295 A card-

board box, tied about with a string, which was knotted in a

peculiar way.
b. intr. To form a knot or knots; to be or

become tied or twisted into a knot.

1611 HEYWOOD Gold. Age i. i. 15 Henceforth my vnkem'd
lockes shall knot in curies.

2. intr. To make or knit knots for fringes ; to

do the fancy work called KNOTTING.
a 1701 SEDLEY Song, Hears not my Phillis \, Phillis. . Sat

Lady Chi

during di' .

P. gabbled and knotted. 18159 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings I. 58

Caroline sat during these recitals, sometimes yawning, some-

times smiling, but always knotting.

b. trans. To make or form by this art.

1750 MRS. DELANY Life ft Corr. (1861) II. 606 Till I have

finished a plain fringe I am knotting. 1781 MRS. BOSCAWEN
ibid. Ser. n. III. 64 You would contrive to knot them some

quipos of remembrance !

3. trans. To form protuberances, bosses, or knobs

on or in
;
to make knotty; to emboss; to knit (the

brows).
1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxvn. (Percy Soc.) 195 The gate,

Whiche all of sylver was knotted proprely. 1697 R. PEIRCE

Bath Mem. n. viii. 372 The Gout had knotted all his Joynts,
both of Toes and Fingers. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama
Exile Poems 1864 1. 28 This Eve . . Knots her fair eyebrows
in so hard a knot. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. n. xiv, Bradley
Headstone knotted his brows.

fig. a 1341 WYATT Poems (1557) 46 Make plame thine hart,

that it be not knotted With hope or dreade.

t b. intr. Of plants : To form knots or nodes ;

to bud; to form a close head, as clover; to begin

to develop fruit; to 'set' (
= KNIT v. 5 c). 06s.

1611 COTGR., Nouer, . . also, to knot (as a tree thats in

growing). 1651-3 JF.S. TAYLOR Serm.for Year i. vi. 78 You
must .. let it blossom and knot, and grow and ripen. 1658

EVELYN Fr. Card. 1:675) '53 The false flowers which will

never knot into fr.nt, are to be nipped off. 1660 SHARROCK

Vegetables 20 The time of cutting [clover] will be knowne, by

observing when it begins to knot.

4. trans. To combine or unite firmly or intri-

743

cately ; to associate intimately ; to entangle, com-
plicate.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xvi. 657 There were three score

thousand of them rebelliously knotted together. 1624 BACONWar with Spain Wks. 1879 I. 536/1 The party of the papists
in England are become more knotted, both in dependence
towardsSpain.andamongstthemselves. 1670 MARVELL Corr.
Wks. 1872-5 II. 339 The House also thought fit to adjourn
itselfe. . . Thus we are not yet knotted. 1839 HAWTHORNE
Mart. Fanti xix, The deed knots us together for time and
eternity, like the coil of a serpent. 1898 G. MEREDITH Odes
Fr. Hist. 29 Thy [armies] clash, they are knotted ; and now
tis the deed of the axe on the log.

fb. intr. To unite or gather together in a knot;
to assemble, congregate ; to form a compact mass,
to concrete. Obs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. w. ii. 62 A Cesterne, for foule Toades To
knot and gender in. 1639 SALTMARSH Policy 289 A little

Physicke will disperse a gathering Disease, which if it knot,
hath more danger and difficulty. 1662 PEPYS Diary 24 Aug.,A great many young people knotting together, and crying
out '

Porridge I

'

5. techn. a. To cover the knots in (wood) before

painting (see KNOTTING vbl. sb. 4). b. To cover

(metal, etc.) with knotting (sense 4 b). c. To
remove knots from (cloth, etc.) : cf. KNOTTER 2,
KNOTTING vbl. sb. 5.

Knot, obs. form of NOT a., shorn, round-headed.

Kiiotberry.
Also kiioutberry. [?f. KNOT

s&.l + BERRY.] A local name of the Cloudberry,
Ritbus Chamsemorus.
l633 JOHNSON Gerardfs Herbal App. 1630 Knot, or Knout-

berne, or Cloud-berrie. 1671 SKINNER Etymol. Ling.Angl.,
Knot-berry-bush, Chatnxmorus. 1778 LIGHTFOOT Flora
Scot. (1789) I. 266 Cloud-berries, Knot-berries, or Knout-
berries. -A&Craven Dial., Knout-berry. 1839 W. S. COLE-
MAN Woodlands (1862) 103 The Cloudberry. . .Called also the
Mountain Bramble and Knotberry.

Knotch, variant of NOTCH.

Kuote (n<?ut). Meek. [a. Ge.. knoten, MHG.
knots knot, node.] 'The point where ropes, cords,

etc., meet from angular directions in funicular

machines.' 1883 in Cassell's Encycl. Diet.

Kiio'tfulness. Gum. \f.*knotfttl (KNOT^.I
+ -FUL) + -NESS.] The number of knots of less

knottiness of which a more complex knot is made
up : see KNOT sb.^ 9.

1877 TAIT Knots in Trans. R. Soc. Edin. (1879) XXVIII.
I. 177 The term Beknottedness will be used to signify the

peculiar property in which knots, even when of the same
order of knottiness, may thus differ. . . Another property,
which may he called Knotfulness to indicate the number
of knots of lower orders (whether interlinked or not) of
which a given knot is in many cases built up. 1883 Ibid.

(1887) XXXII. in. 504 This is a difficulty of a very for-

midable order. It depends upon the property which I have
called knotfulness.

Knot-grass, [f. KNOT si.i + GRASS : from
the knotted stem.]
1. The plant Polygonum aviculare, a common
weed in waste ground, with numerous intricately-
branched creeping stems, and small pale pink
flowers

;
an infusion of it was formerly supposed

to stunt the growth. Called by early herbalists

f Male K. Also extended to other species of Poly-

gonum, as Seaside K., P. marilimum ; Virginian

K., P. virginianum, etc.

[a 1300 Gl. Sloane 5 (Sax. Leechd. III. 319/1) Knotting
grass.]

1338 TURNER Libellus, Poligonon, . .knotgyrs. 1544 PHAER
Regitn. Lyfe (1553) C vij, It is good for the paciente to . .

drinke the iuice of knotgrasse. 1390 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii.

329 You dwarfe You minimus, of hindring knot-grasse made.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxi. i. 451 The common male
knot grasse creepeth alongvpon the ground, with long slender
weake branches, full of knots or loints, whereof it tooke
his name, a 1706 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Jan. (1729) 189 Knot-

grass, the very worst of Garden-weeds. 1860 O. W. HOLMES
Prof. Breakf.-t. x. (Paterson) 212 The wiry, jointed stems
of that iron creeping-plant which we call

'

knot-grass '.

2. Applied to various other plants with knotty

stems, etc.

a. Various grasses, as the Fiorin Grass or Marsh Bent

(Agrostis stolonifera^ or alba) with creeping rooting stems,
and the varieties with knotty rootstock of the False Oat

(Arrhenatherutn avenaceum) and a species of Oat-grass

(Avena. elatior). b. Any species of the genera Illecebntm

or Paronychia. tc. Female K., Lyte's name for Mare's-

tail (Hippuris vulgaris). d. German K., name for Knawel
(Scleranth-us annuus\
1378 LYTE Dodoens I. Ixvii. 97 Of Knotgrasse. .. There be

two kindes .. The second kmde whiche they call female

Knot grasse, hath . . stemmes . . much like to the stalkes

and ioyntes of Hippuris, or Horse tayle, but not so rough.
. . Amongst the kindes of Knot grasse, we may well recken

that herbe, whiche doth so wrap and enterlace itself, and is

so ful of ioynts, that the base Almaignes cal it knawel, that

is to say, knot weede. 1634 MILTON Camus 542 The chew-

ing flocks Had ta'n their supper on the savoury Herb Of
Knot-grass dew-besprent. 1744-30 W. ELLIS Mod. Hus-

KNOTTILY.
size of those Knot-grass Professors. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE
.ntomot. Loiiipend. 250 Knot-grass moth. x8<o NKWMAW

Brit. Moths 255 The Knot-G,-asl-The antennae simplein both sexes. ..It feeds on the common knot-grass.

Knotless (np-tles), a.
[f. KNOT s6.l + -LESS.]Without a knot, free from knots (in various senses

of the sb.) ; unknotted. In first quot. quasi-adv.= like a thread without knots, smoothly, without
check or hindrance.

cut agame. 1717 CONGKEVE tr. Ovid's Met., Orph. $ Euryd.,Here silver firs with knotless trunks ascend. 1792 BURNS
My J ackers the Jewel, Ye'll slip frae me like a knotless
thread. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XIL 711 The manufacture of
threadless, knotless, endless, useless mysteries. 1849 M s-
CARLYLE Lett. II. 70, I slipt away from them like a knotless
thread.

Knotted (n()-ted) , a. [f. KNOT s6. 1 and v. + -ED.]
1. Having a knot or knots tied on it ; tied in a

knot ; fastened with a knot.
CII54 O. E. Citron, an. 1137 Me did cnotted strenges

abuton here hseued. a 1125 Leg. Kath. 1551 Het .. beaten
hire bare flesch & hire freohche bodi mit cnottede schurgen.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. 197 He hath abouten his Nekke
300 perles oryent gode & grete, & knotted, as Pater Nostres
here of Amber. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxn. (Percy
Soc.) 156 In her hand she had a knotted whyp. 1397 A. M.
tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 15/1 The first is called the
knotted suture or sowinge, because every stitche is cutt of,
and both the endes of the thread knitte together. 1607ROWLANDS Cm Warm. 41 The Dragon winds his crooked
knotted tail About the Lyon's legs. 1788 COWPER Negro's
Compl. 29 Ask him, if your knotted scourges, . . Are the
means that duty urges Agents of his will to use ? 1831
J. HOLLAND Manvf. Metal I. 183 These knotted chains, as
they are called, are now made by all the chain-makers.

b. Jig. Knit together as with knots; formed like
network

; entangled, intricate.

1648 MILTON Observ. Art. Peace Wks. (1851) 576 No breach
of any just privilege, but a breach of their knotted faction.

1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 18 They're catch'd in knotted law
like nets. 1892 MARIE CORELLI Wormwood III. viii. 160
Little by little, I unravelled my knotted thoughts.
2. Formed or decorated with knots or bosses, b.
Of a garden, laid out in knots (see KNOT sbl 7).
1388 SHAKS. L. L. L. i. i. 240 The West corner of thy

curious knotted garden. 1830 N. S. WHEATON Jrnl. 411A double colonnade of clustered pillars . . spanned above by
a richly ribbed and knotted arch. 1863-9 Diet. Archit.,
Knotted shaft, a peculiarity in the carving of the shafts of
columns in the early part of the mediaeval period in Italy,
representing a knot ; sometimes two shafts are knotted
together. 1896 Edin. Rev. July 169 The term 'knots' or
' knotted garden

'

came to be used for any grouping of flower
beds of other than simple shape.

3. Characterized by knobs, protuberances, ex-

crescences or concretions ; gnarled, as a trunk or

branch; having swollen joints, as a stem; gathered
into wrinkles, knitted (as the brows) : cf. KNOT sbl

13, 14 ; KNOT v. 3.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 280/1 Knobbyd, or knottyd as trees,

vertiginosus. 1606 SHAKS. Tr.
f,- Cr. i. iii. 50 The splitting

winde Makes flexible the knees of knotted Oakes. 1632
MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry in. i. M.'s Wks. (Rtldg.)

278/1 He has a knotted brow, would bruise A court-like

hand to touch it. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 7 The Gray,
or Horse. Fly. Her legs all joynted and knotted like the

plant called Eqnisetnm or Horse-tayl. 1701 SIR H. C. FLOYER
Hot fy Cold Bathing i. iv. 102 He was afflicted with the

Gout . . his Joints were so knotted, that he could scarcely go.

1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 49 Branches . .

Sometimes smooth and regular, sometimes knotted. 1843
LYTTON Last Bar. i. vii, A formidable knotted club in his

hand.

b. fCompacted, formed into a knot or compact
close mass, as a bud (obs.'} ; forming a close head

of blossom (dial.).
1626 BACON Sylva 414 Pulling off the Buds of the Rose,

when they are newly knotted, for then the side Branches
will bear. 1744-30 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. III. i. 83
(E. D. S.) [Clover, when fit for mowing, is] known by its

; being full knotted. 1821 CLARE Vitt. Minstr. I. 209 Knotted
flowers of thyme.

Knotter (np-taj). [f.
KNOT v. + -EB i.]

1. One who knots or ties knots; a machine or

contrivance for doing this.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 536 F 2 The satisfaction these

male-knotters will find, when they see their work mixed up
in a fringe [etc.], 1881 Mark Lane Express 8 Aug. 1076 The

string approaches the knotter as the knot is tightened. 1884

Thorley's Illnstr. Partners' Almanack 39 The 'binder ', . .

after passing the binding string around the bundle, leaves

its end in the grasp of the ' knotter '. Finally, this clever

device first ties and then cuts the twine band. 1889 in

Mackail W. Morris I. 316 A carpet-knotter was got from

Glasgow, to teach the girls the method of working.

2. A person or contrivance employed to remove

knots : see quots.
1873 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 400 (Manufacture of Paper)

rhe pulp is strained by means of a sieve or
' knotter ',

as it

I. 304 Scleranthns . . German Knot-grass. 1806 GALPINE

Brit. Bot. 109 Illecebntm. Knot-grass, i. Verticillatum,

whorled. 1808 BATCHELOR Agric. Bedfordsh. 324 The

creeping bent-grass (Agrostis stolonifera) .. the same, I

believe, as that called knot-grass in this county.

3. attrib. knot-grass moth, Acronycta rumicis.

a 1638 CLEVELAND Ct. Vindk, (1677) 104 He is much of the

employed to cut the knots of yarn off the pieces before they

undergo the processes of '

milling
' and '

finishing '.

Knottily (nptili), adv. rare. [f.
KNOTTY +

-LY 2
.]

In a knotty manner.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. 216 Four marks of Parentheses, () ()

like Knots upon a String, to make it look the more Knottily.



KNOTTINESS.

Knottiness (njrtines). [f. KNOTTY + -NESS.]
1. The quality or condition of being knotty (lit.

1607 HIERON IVks. I. 409 Such children, the knotti-

nes of whose nature is refined and reformed and made
smooth by grace, 1616 DONNE Serin, (ed. Alford) V. cxxxvii.

463 The wryness, the knottiness, the entangling of the

serpent. 1662 HERNE in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 246 The bark
of such pollards cannot be gotten off because of its knotty.
ness. 1868 BROWNING Ring $ Bk. n. 1167 Never was such a

tangled knottiness, But thus authority cuts the Gordian thro'.

2. Geont. The minimum number of nodes in the

projection of a knot (sense 9) on a plane or similar

surface.

1877 TAIT in Trans. K. Soc. Edin. XXVIII. 148 There
arc, therefore, projections of every knot which give a
minimum number of intersections, . . this minimum number
. . we will call Knottiness.

Knotting (no- tin), -obi. sb.
[f. KNOT v. + -INGV

1. The action of tying a knot, or of tying 01

entangling in a knot.

"758 J\ BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 7 Exercising those who
are received into the service, in knotting and splicing, in

handing and reefing of sails. 1884 SIR S. ST. JOHN Hayti
v. 196 The peculiar knotting of their curly wool. 1898 P.
MANSON Trap. Diseases xxxvii. 587 The affected hairs are
bent and twisted and tend to produce matting and knotting.
2. The knitting of knots for fancy-work, similar

to TATTiNa
; concr., fancy work done by knitting

threads into knots.

1697 [see 6 below]. 1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 536 F 2

Knotting is again in fashion. 1750 MRS. DELANY Life Sf
Corr. (1861) II. 616, I have sent you by Mr. Dubourg, . . all
the knotting and knotting thread I have. 1784 JOHNSON in
Boswell 3 June, Next to mere idleness, I think knotting is to
be reckoned in the scale of insignificance ; though 1 once
attempted to learn knotting. 1801 Monthly Rev. XXXV.
342 The young females of the Cape . . are expert at . . all
kinds of lace, knotting, and tambour work. 1826 Miss
MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 317 The whole fringe of the
bed and window curtains being composed of her knotting.
1879 MRS. MACQUOID Berksh. Lady 123 Taking her knotting
out of a black velvet reticule.

8. The formation of knots or protuberances; the

production of buds, etc., budding.
1611 COTGR., Nouement de jeunes arbres, the knotting of

young trees ; their springing, or shooting out from knot to
knot 1620 BRINSLEY Virg. Eel. 119/2 In the new flower
(viz. at the first knotting). 1848 B. WEBB Continent. Ecclesiol.
116 It is like a finger deformed by the knotting of the
knuckles.

4. The process of covering the knots in wood
with a special preparation, previously to painting ;

concr., the preparation used for this.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 587 Knotting; in paint.
m, the process for preventing knots from appearing m the
finish. 1852 Nicholson's Diet. Archil, s. v., Knotting is
a composition of strong size, mixed with red lead. 1881
YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 1578 All the knotsm the wood must be killed with knotting. . . Knotting is a
preparation of red lead, litharge, boiled oil, and a little

turpentine.

b. A preparation used as a cement or covering
for metals.

5. The process of removing knots from cloth,
pulp, etc. : see quots.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1240/2 Knotting. . . 2. (Cloth-
making.) Removing weft knots and others from cloth bymeans of tweezers. 1880 SIR E. REED Japan II. 44 The
processes of straining, knotting (the separation of knots,
impurities, or of matted fibre which has formed into strings,
or is insufficiently ground,) making [pulp into paper].
6. attnb. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 2).
1697 'n Doran Ann. Eng. Stage (1864) I. xii. 250 A black

taffeiy cap, together with . .a knotting needle, and a ball of
sky-colour and white knotting. 1763 MRS. HARRIS in Priv.
Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I. 94 Lady Weymouth..and the
Duchess of Ancaster sat knotting, with a knotting-bag
hanging on their left arm. a. 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor II. x. 26, I then ..seated myself at the table, with
my knotting-shuttle in my hand.

t Kno-ttish, a. Obs. rare 1
, [f. KNOT si.l +

-ISH '.] Knotty.
1330 PALSGR. 317/1 Knottysshe, knorisshe, or full of

knottes, neueux.

t Kno'ttle. Ol>s. [dim. of KNOT s&l : see -LE.]A small knot
;
a knob; a tangle (of rope).

J
a
ii
I*00i,$ Ale*a"<t"- ('n MS. Lincoln A. i. 17 If. i)

(Halhwell), He hade a heued lyke a bulle, and knottilles in
his frount, as thay had bene the bygynnyng of homes. 1568
FULLWELL Like will to Like in Hazf. Dodsley HI. ?A bag and a bottle, or else a rope knottie.

Knotty Ov'ti), a.
[f. KNOT sol + -T.]

1. Of a cord, etc. : Having or full of knots
;

ti(

or entangled in knots.
a 1240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 281 l>u wes..wiS cnotti

swepes swungen. ,71440 Promp. Parv. 280/2 Knotty,
noitosus. 1576 GASCOIGN E Philomene 1 1 2 She bare a skourge,
with many a knottie string. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 18
Make.. Thy knotty \Oo. knotted] and combined locks to
part. And each particular haire to stand an end. 1634 SIR

?ff*e*J />a!XH Their haire curld, . . blacke and knotty.'

s; tied

e , . . noy.
3*rt2; 3J!S?? $>""<'* s/>- Tour (1893) 310 Regardlessof., the crack of his little knotty whip.
2. Jig. Full of intellectual difficulties or complica-

tions of thought; hard to 'unravel', explain, or
solve; involved, intricate, perplexing, puzzling
(Sometimes with mixture of sense 4.)<J*5 Leg. Kath. us7 Ich habbe uncnut summe of beos
cnotti cnotte

1573-80 BARET Ah,. K ,22 Knottie, full of
know, or difficulty ,6.5 BACON Ess., R,gim. Health

744

(Arb.) 59 Auoid . . Anger fretting inwards ; Subtill and knottie

Inquisitions. 1638 Penit. Conf. vii. (1657) 192 Reckoned
amongst the knotty pieces of Christian Religion. 1701
Stanley's Hist. Philos. Biog. r4 JEschylus, the most knotty
and intricate of all the Greek Poets. 170* POPE Jan. fy

May 140 The knotty point was urg'd on either side. 1874
CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. ii. 79 (1879) 83 The man who
is.. in a complete reverie, unravelling some knotty subject.
3. Abounding in or covered with knots, knobs,

or rough protuberances ; rugged, gnarled ; con-

taining knots, as a board.

1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1119 A forest, .. With knotty
knarry bareyne trees olde. c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. m. 377
Ffertile, & fressh, ek knotty, sprongen newe Thygraffes be.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 280/2 Knotty, wythe-in the flesche,

f'.andulosus.
1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i. viii. (1636) 287

ike knots in a knotty board. 1692 BENTLEY 8 Senn. (1724)
331 The scragged and knotty Backbone. 1762 R. GUY
Pract. Obs. Cancers 75 A Cancer in her Breast, rough on
the Surface, with knotty Vessels. i8ai CLARE Vill. Minstr.
I. 122 The wild shelter of a knotty oak. 1881 Miss YONGE
Lads ff Lasses Laitgley ii. 97 She knelt upon the grass,
with her bare hard-working knotty hands clasped.
4. Hard and rough in character

; rugged.
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 34 A witte . . that is not

ouer dulle, heauie, knottie and lumpishe. 1643 MILTON
Divorce Pref., Wks. (1851) 19 To doe this . . with a smooth
and pleasing lesson, which receiv'd hath the vertue to soften
and dispell rooted and knotty son-owes. 1663 J. SPENCER
Prodigies (1665) 341 A kind of blunter wedges provided by
divine Wisdom to work upon those knotty tempers, upon
which those instruments of a finer edg , . can do no good.
1821 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Imperf. Symp., They beat up a little

game peradventure and leave it to knottier heads . . to run
it down.
6. Comb., as knotty-pated [peril, associated

with not-headed, not-fated (i Hen. IV, II. iv. 78)],
blockheaded.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 251 Thou Clay-brayn'd Guts,
thou Knotty-pated Foole.

Knotweed (n?-t,wfd). [f. KNOT^.I + WEED si.]

fa. Lyte's name for Knawel (Scleranthus
annitus'). Obs. b. Name for various species of
Centaurea (Knapweed, etc.), from the knobby
' heads', c. Name for various species olPolygomim.
1578 LYTE Dodoens I. Ixvii. 97 The base Almaignes cal it

knawel, that is to say, knot weede. 1827 CLARE Shefh. Cal.
49 I hey pull the little blossom threads From out the knot-
weed's button heads. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Knotweed, . .

Alpine, Polygonum alpinum. .. Amphibious, Polygonmn
amphwium.
Knotwork (n^-twoA).
1. Ornamental work consisting of, or (as in Arch.}

representing, cords or the like intertwined and
knotted together.
1851 D. Wi LSON Preh. A nn. (\ 863) II. iv. ii. 237 Theinterlaced

knotwork so favourite a device of Celtic Art. Ibid. II. iv.
iv. 292 The ornamentation vulgarly called Runic knot-work.
1863-9 Diet. Arc/lit., Knot work, the term lately given to
a species of ornament of great variety and beauty, met with
in manuscripts, on articles of attire, on monuments, and in
the architecture, of the middle ages. 1868 G. STEPHENS
RunicMon. 1.389 The borders themselves, with their varied
sculpture ofknotwork and rope work,seem decidedly British.
2. A kind of fancy needlework.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Knot Work,

this is an old work recently introduced from the continent
into England . . the modern Knot Work is made with fine
silk on thread knotted over crochet cotton or cord, with its

edging made with crochet.

Knotwort (np-tw^t). [See WORT.] a. The
jommon knot-grass (Polygonum aviculare). b.

//. Lindley's name for the N.O. Illecebraceie.

1845 LINDLEY Veg. Kingd. (1853) 499 Order, .lllecebracex
. . Knotworts. 1864 PRIOR

Plant-n., Knot-grass, or Knot-
wort, the centinode, from its trailing jointed stems and
jrass-like leaves.

Knou(e, Knouleche, obs. ff. KNOW, KNOW-
LEDGE.

Knout (nant, nt), sb. Also 8 knoute, knowt,
3-g knoot. [a. French spelling of Russ. KHyrt
knut.] A kind of whip or scourge, very severe
and often fatal in its effects, formerly used in
Russia as an instrument of punishment.
1716 J. PERRY Slate Russia 218 note, The Knout is a
hick hard Thong of Leather of about three Foot and a half
ong, fasten'd to the end of a handsome Stick about two
; oot and a half long, with a Ring or kind of Swivle like
a Hail at the end of it, to which the Thong is fasten'd. 1753
feats Mag. Jan. 6/1 The Russian government has been
endered more mild, by an abolition of the severe punish-
ment of the knout. 1780 Gentl. Mag. Dec. 578/1 Death
s often the consequence of a punishment apparently more
mild, viz. the knoot. 1808 SIR R. R. PORTER Trav. Sk.
Russ. Sf Svied. (1813) II. xxviii. 20, I have been to witness
he execution of the Knout, to a height of torture which
very seldom is now inflicted.

1855 TENNYSON Maud I. iv.

vin, Shall I weep if . . an infant civilisation be ruled with
odor with knout?

Knout, v.
[f. prec.] trans. To flog or punish

with the knout.

1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) VI. 2162 At 16 years of age he
/as knowted, had his nose slit, and was banished to Siberia.
863 SALA Murderous Ischoostchik 91 One was knouted to
eath only the other day, at the top of the Nevski, for the
nurder ofa German commercial traveller.

Hence Knovrted^/. a., Knou-ting vbl.sb.
1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Gm'di Wind. n. 644 Hast thou
ound..No repose, Russia, for knouted Poles? 1887 DailyNews 8 Oct. 6/1 Happily M. Verestschagin, who paints
Russian hanging, did not paint a Russian knouting.

KNOW.
Knoutberry, variant of KNOTBERKY.
Know (mm), v. Pa. t. knew (ni). Pa. pple.known (noun). Forms : Inf. I cniiwan, 3-4

cnawe(n; 2-4 enowe(n, 3 cnoue(n, 4-5 enow;
3-5 knawe(n, 3-4 knaun, 5 Sf. knaue, (5-7
knau); 3-5 (3- .5V. and ofa/.) knaw; 3~4knowen,
(3 kneowen, 3-5knoue(n, s-6knou, 6knowne),
3-7 knowe, (6-7 kno), 5- know. fa. t. 1-3
cniSow, 3 cneou, cnew, oneu, 3-4 kneow, 3-6
kneu, (4 kneuj, kneuh, knej, knev, knuj, 5
kneew, kuogh), 4-6 knewe, 3- knew. Also
3 cuawed, 5 knowede, 9 dial, knowed. Pa.
pple. i cnawen, 3-5 knawen, 3-4 knauen, (3
knaun(e), 4 knawe, 6 knaw, 7 Sc. knawne, 9
Sc.zn&north. knawn; 3-5onowe(n, 4-7knowen,
(4 -un 4-5 -yn). 4-5 know(e, (5 kno, 6 knouin,
knoen, 7 knouen), 6-7 knowne, 6- known.
Also 2-3 i-onawe(n, 3 -cnowe(n, 2-4 i-,

ykua(u)we(n, -knowe(n. Also 3 knawed,
knaued, knaud, 4 (9 dial.) knowed. [A Com.
Teut. and Com. Aryan vb., now retained in Eng.
alone ofthe Teut. languages : OE. (ge}cndvjan, pa. t.

~

. .
, . .

, pa. pple. (^cndwen = OHG. -cnaan,
-chnaan, -cndhan, ON. pres. ind. knd, pi. knegum,
Gothic type *knAian, *kaiknd, "kndians, a redupl.
vb. not found in existing remains. Outside Teut.,= OSlav. zna-tf, Russ. zna-t to know ; L. *gno-,
whence the inceptive (g)noscere, perf. (g)novi, pa.
PPle- (g)not-tis; Gr. *tvu-, whence redupl. and
inceptive yi-yvdi-o-Kftv, 2 aor. e-yv<a-v ; Skr. jna-
know. Generally held to be from the same root

(gen-, gon-, gn-) as CAN v., and KEN. Already in

early times the simple vb. had sustained various
losses ; in L. and Gr. the pres. stem survived only
in derived forms; in Gothic the word is not re-

corded
;
in ON. the pres. inf. was obs.

; in ON.
and OHG. the orig. strong pa. t. and pa. pple.
were lost; in OHG. and OE. the vb. was app.
known only in composition, as in OE. gecndwan,
oncndwan, tdcndwan. The first of these may be
considered as the historical ancestor of ME. and
mod. know, for although it came down in southern
ME. as i-knowen, y-knowe, the prefix was regularly
dropped in midl. and north., giving the simple
stem form cnawen, knawe(n, knowe(n, which was
well-established in all the mam senses by 1200
(a single instance being known a 1 100). The verb
has since had a vigorous life, having also occupied
with its meaning the original territory of the vb.
WIT, Ger. wissen, and that 'of CAN, so far as this
meant to ' know '. Hence Eng. know covers the

ground of Ger. wissen, kennen, erkennen, and (in

part) konnen, of Fr. connattre and savoir, of L.
nomsse, co-gnoscfre, and scire, of Gr. ytyvuiaicetv
and tlStvai (ofSa). But in Sc. the verb KEN
has supplanted knaw, and come to be the sense-

equivalent of ' know '

in all its extent of significa-
tion. As gecndwan came down as late as 1400
in form iknowen YKNOW, the pa. pple in i-,y-, in

southern ME., may belong to either form.]
Signification. From the fact that know now

covers the ground formerly occupied by several

verbs, and still answers to two verbs in other
Teutonic and Romanic languages, there is much
difficulty in arranging its senses and uses satis-

factorily. However, as the word is etymologically
related to Gr. yiyvaaxftv, L. (g}noscere and
(g)novisse, F. connaitre (: L. cognoscere) to ' know
by the senses ', Ger. konnen and kennen, Eng. can,
ken, it appears proper to start with the uses which
answer to these words, rather than with those
which belonged to the archaic vb. to WIT, Ger.
wissen, and are expressed by L. scire and F. savoir,
to ' know by the mind '. This etymological treat-

ment of the word, and the uses to which it has
been put, differs essentially from a logical or philo-
sophical analysis of the notion of '

knowing , and
the verbal forms and phrases by which this is

expressed, in which the word ' know '

is taken as
an existing fact, without reference to the history of
its uses.

Know, in its most general sense, has been defined by some
as

' To hold for true or real with assurance and on (what
is held to be) an adequate objective foundation '. Mr. James
Ward, in Encycl. Brit. XX. 49 s. v. Psychology, assigns to
the word two main meanings : 'To know.may mean either to

perceive or apprehend, or it may mean to understand or com.
prehend. ..Thus a blind man, who cannot know about lightm the first sense, may know about light in the second, ifhe
studies a treatise on optics.' Others hold that the primary
and only proper object of knowing is a fact or facts (as in
our sense 10), and that all so-called knowing of things or

persons resolves itself, upon analysis, into the knowing of
certain facts about these, as their existence, identity, nature,
attributes, etc., the particular fact being understood from
the context, or by a consideration of the kind of fact which
is usually wanted to be known about the thing or person



KNOW.
<u know Mr. G. 1 ', . ,

have different meanings according to the
_.

.....out Mr. O. or Balliol College, which are the

j
*'

?",
tra

"i-
To Perceive thing or person) as

identical with one perceived before, or of which
one has a previous notion

; to recognize; to iden-
tify. Sometimes with again ; also, later, with /?
[Seowut/2047 Meaht ou, min wine, mece gecnawan bone

JH
fi?d" 'o gefeohte tor. <: 1000 ^LFRIC C<. xxvii. 12

Jif nun fader me handla)) and me secnzwb. Ibid, xxxviii
26 Da he 3a lac gecneow.] anoo in Napier O. E.
, ""r,7

N<ae"*tur; ' intelleguntur, ba beoS cnawene.
RMIN 1314 Lamb..cann cnawenn swibe wel Hiss

745

. , _-., ey would not be chang'd so
mucn, but any one would know them for the same at first
sight 1714 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 26 For four daysmore I knew nobody. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. v. (1877) m
I knew you, in spite of your hair, by your eyes. 1867HOWELLS Ital. yotirn. 63, I wonder how he should have
known us for Americans?

b. To recognize or distingnish, or be able to
distinguish (one thing) from (another) = OE.
ticndvoan.

in. iii. 44 We'll teach him to know Turtles from layes.
1704 POPE Windsor For. 175 Scarce could the Goddess from
her nymph be known. 1843 MACAULAY Mine. D'ArUay
Ess. 1865 III. 295 Burney loved his own art passionately;and Johnson just knew the bell of Saint Clement's church
from the organ.

o. intr. To distinguish between, rare.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 3 Let him know between the

good and evil fruits.

f 2. trans. To recognize in some capacity ; to

acknowledge; to admit the claims or authority of.
= BEKNOW 3. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2066 To him we kenniS & cnaweS to

lauerd. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3995 pat bou nelt him iknowe
[v. r. knowe) ne do bin seruage. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 519
Wyjez wyl torne, &. cum & cnawe me for kyng. 1382 WYCLIF
iTfttu. v. 12 We preien jou, that je schulen knowe hem
that trauelen among jou, and . . that se haue hem more
haboundantli in chance [1611 and R. V. to know them].
c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 169, I .. know the for my
lorde. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 38 Thinke you that
they wyll knowe or obey any civill Magistrate?

T" 3. a. trans. To acknowledge, confess, own,
admit : = AC-KNOW 2, BEKNOW 2. Obs.
<riaoo ORMIN 9818 Ne wollden be;? nohht cnawenn Ne

5atenn batt tejs wajrenn ohht Sinnfulle. a 1300 Cursor AT.

5107 pat we haue misdon we will knau. 1375 Lay Folks
Mass Bk. ( MS. B.) 51 Lered & lewed bat wil . . knowe to

god bat bai are ille. c 1440 Jacob's Wellb-j Knowe bi synne
to vs, jif bou be gylty. 1467 Burgh Rec, Aberdeen 2 Dec.
fSpald. Cl.) I. 27 The said Thomas sal .. opynly knaw that
he has offendit til him.

T" b. re/I. To make confession, confess ; also
with compl., to confess oneself (to be) something.
41225 Leg. Kath. 132 Al ha cneowen [v.r. icneowen] ham

crauant & ouercumen. a 1300 Cursor M. 18488 Loues nu
vr lauerd dright, And knau yow til him o yur plight, c 1375
Ibid. (Fairf. MS.) 26959 Quabuxumli him-self knawes \Cott.

be-knaus] sal haue mercy. 14. . Masse in Tundale's Vis.

(1843) 148 Sey ye with hym Confiteor Or ellis in Ynglysch
thus therfor I know me to God. 1478 Croscombe Church-w.
Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 7 Comes . . and cnowth hym dettar to
the Cherch for his servant xxd

.

t o. intr. (for reft.) Obs.
CI2OO Trin. Coll. Horn. 71 KneoweS ure louerd [conft.

tetnini domino], 41350 Cursor M. 18488 (Gott.) Louis nu
vr lauerd dright, An knau til him of ;ur plight. 1362 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xl. 273 For he kneii} on be crois Sc to Crist shrefhym.

f d. pass.
= b. Const, of, that. = ACKNOW 4,

BEKNOW 4. Obs.
c 1200 Vices <5- Virtues 21 Dat ic scolde bien icnawe of

mine sennes. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 123 pe man . . be beS
is gultes cnowe. c 1205 LAY. 26433 ?tf bu wulle icnawen beo
bat Ar5ur is king ouer be. c 1310 Marina 53 in Boddeker
Alt. Eng. Dicht. 258 He nolde be knowe for no byng bat
hit wes a mayde 3yng.

c 1330 Assump. Virg. 534 (Br. Mus.
Add. MS.), ?if . . he wille on his last Jirowe Schryue him &
ben y-knowe.

1 4. trans. To perceive (with the senses). Obs.
cio R. BRUNNE Chron. Wacc (Rolls) 1684 Coryneus . .

busched bem on a rowe pat be Frensche moughte bem nought
knowe. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. IIL xxi. (1495) 69 The
sighte knoweth hewe and colour and the taast knoweth
sauour. a 1400-50 Alexander 63 He sa*e bam in be hi^e see
. . Carrygis comand he knew keruand be ith is.

II. 5. To be acquainted with (a thing, a place,
or a person) ; to be familiar with by experience, or

through information or report (
= F. connattre, Ger.

kennen). Sometimes, To have such familiarity
with (something) as gives understanding or insight.
c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 137 For hereword to habbene and

beon iwurSeaede fir and neor 3er be heo icnawene beoS.

c 1205 LAY. 4623 Ne bas strond we ne cnoweS pe we isoht

habbeS. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. II. 202 He kennede him in

heore craft and kneua mony gummes. 1:1386 CHAUCER Prol.

240 He knew the Tauerneswel in al the toun. -i48sCAXTON
Pref. Malory's Arthur

', Alysaunder the grete, & .. lulyus
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"?e of cold water has been known and

SETS' f
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arhest pe?
ods- I8 ? MACAULAY #

* !" L 365 W^ver could make himself agreeable to)e prince, . .might hope to rise in the world .. without beingeven known by sight to any minister of state.
b.

reft. To know oneself.

* j r~ man cnowetS him seluen
ie3 of wu medeme binge he is shapen. 1:1305

Wh"".
1

! 'JT
self ouht. 1484 CAXTON JEsop n. Fable 17Who that knoweth hym self lytel he preyseth hym self.

1531 ELYOT Gov. in. in, Nosce te ipsum, whiche is in
englysshe, know thy selfe. 1707 NORRIS Treat. Humility ii!
58 We say of proud men that they do not understand them-
selves, or that they ought to be made to know themselves
>etter. 1860 PUSEY M,n. Proph. 455 In order to repent, aman must know himself thoroughly.
C. To have personal experience of (something)as affecting oneself; to have experienced, met

with, felt, or undergone. Also/^. of inanimate
things. Chiefly in negative forms of expression.
.'39 GOWER Conf. I. 7 Justice of lawe tho was holde . The

citees knewen no debat. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. I. iii. 16 In
haumg knowne no trauaile in his youth. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. m. 530 Whole Months they wander, grazing
as they go ; Nor Folds, nor hospitable Harbour know 1877
F ?', 9C

"!
DER Bas' Faith iv- J 5i

' He has never known

DOUGLAS Confucianism iii. 71 Running water which knows
no stagnation. 1896 A E. HOUSMAN Shropshire Lad 1 And
lads knew trouble at Knighton When I was a Knighton lad.

a. To know as, to be familiarly acquainted with
under the name of; pass., to be commonly called.
1887 Co-operative News XVIII. 242 The timbers, .are not

what is technically known as '

blue '.

6. To be personally acquainted with (a person) ;

to be familiar or intimate with; fto become
acquainted with (obs.).
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 222 If bow fynde any freke bat

fortune hath appeyred, ..fonde how suche to cnowe ; Con-
forte hem with bi catel. ,71386 CHAUCER Jfnt.'s T. 345 Due
Perotheus loued wel Arcite And hadde hym knowe at
Thebes yeer by yere. a 1400 Pistill of Susan 170 Hir
kinrede, hir cosyns and al |>at hire knewe. a 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. VIII 244 [He] curssed the tyme that ever he
knewe Doctor Barnes. 1575 LANEHAM Let. i, I am.. ac-
quainted with the most, and well knoen too the best, and
euery officer glad of my company. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four
Yrs. Voy. 313 [He asked] If I was acquainted with any of
the Signores of the City? I told him, I knew some of them.
1892 MRS. H. WARD David Grieve III. 131 As to knowing
people, you won't take any trouble at all 1 Mod. They are
neighbours of ours, but we do not know them.

( b. pass. To be known, to be personally ac-

quainted or on familiar terms with. Obs.
a ""S Juliana 14 Ne ich neuer )?at ich wite nes wiS him

icnawen. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 178 He was
homly and knowyn with bis lady. ci^i^RaufCoifyar 532,
I am knawin with the Quene ,

said Schir Rolland. 1560DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 117 b, He was so well knowen
with the Emperour Soliman.

t c. intr. Of two persons : To be (mutually)
acquainted. (

= F. se connattre.) Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. n. vi. 86 You, and I haue knowne

sir. 1611 Cymb. L iv. 36 Sir, we haue knowne togither in
Orleance.

7. trans. To have carnal acquaintance or sexual
intercourse with. arch.

Chiefly a Hebraism which has passed into the mod. langs.,
but found also in Gr. and L. So Ger. erkennen, F. connaltre.
c 1200 ORMIN 2406 5ho..se;jde ; Hu majj biss forbedd ben

burrh me patt nan weppmann ne cnawe ? c 1325 Metr. Horn.
38 It was igain the lawe His brother wif fleyslic to knawe.
1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 155 He stode, & proued it..

Pat his fader Henry bat ilk Aleyse had knowen. 1382
WYCLIF Gen. iv. i Adam forsothe knewe Eue his wijf. 1535
JOYE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 48 Before she knew (that is) slept
with hir howsbonde. 1572 Depos. Canterb. Cath. Libr. bk. 18
If. 166 (MS.) To haue to doo with her, meaning carnallye to
knowe this deponentes boddye. 1601 SHAKS. All's Wellv.
iii. 288 By loue, if euer I knew man, 'twas you. 1603
Meas. for M. v. L 203 That is Angelo, Who thinkes he
knowes, that he nere knew mv body. 1613 MIDDLETON
No Wit like a Woman's n. iii, Will you swear here you
never yet knew woman?
HI. 8. To have cognizance of (something),

through observation, inquiry, or information; to

be aware or apprised of
(
= F. savoir, Ger. wisseri) ;

) to become cognizant of, learn through informa-

tion or inquiry, ascertain, find out (obs.).
a 1225 Leg, Kath. 463 5ef bu wult cnawen mi cun, ich am

kinges dohter. c 1350 Will. Palerne 577 Jit coube non by
no craft knowen hire sore. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. ix. 63
1 What art bou ', quod I 'that my nome knowest ?

'

c 1375
Quon. Attach, c. 48 5 in Skene Reg. Maj. 85 b. All hurdes
and treasures hid vnder the earth . . quhereoif the awner is

not knawin. c 1425 LYDG. Assembly of Gods 175 He hit

desyryd to know hys offence. 1531 ELYOT Gov. in. xxvi,
Galene . . exhorteth them to knowe exactly the accustomed
diete of their patientes. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. i. 38
How to divide a Triangle (whose Area or Content is known)
into two Parts. 1706 POPE Let. to Wycherley 10 Apr., Pray
let me know your mind in this. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar
23/1, 1 do not know his age exactly. 1871 MORLEY Voltaire

(1886) 10 The free-thinker [would fain pass] for a person
with his own orthodoxies if you only knew them.

KNOW.
9. To be conversant with (a body of facts, prin-

ciples, a method of action, etc.) through instruction
study, or practice ; esp. to have practical under-
standing of (a science, language, profession, etc.) ;o nave leamt by study or practical experience ; to
be versed or skilled in ; t to acquire skill in, to
learn (obs.).

---. . j ,. ...uat. w me rear, i Know my manners. 1740J"N
r-

N Lo"dan
"}

All sciences a fasting Monsieur knowi
1762 GOLDSMITH C,t. W. Ixi, To know one profession only,
l? K

U\h f r
?
e man to know- lSo8 Sco" Marm. I. vifi

Each, chosen for an archer good, Knew hunting-craft bv^T ,T^ C '8l3 MRS' SHERWOOD Storia on Catechism
x. (1873) 83 Know you not the commandments of God ? 1872I* CARROLL 1 hrourh Looking Glass ix. 192 Of course you

b. phr. To know better (^better things}, to have
learnt better from experience ; hence, to be more
prudent or discreet (than to do something).a 1704 L'EsraANGE (J.), One would have thought you had
known better things than to expect a kindness from acommon enemy. 1782 MAD. D'ARBLAY Let. to S. Crist
Aug., You and I know better than to hum or be hummed in
that manner. 1872 Punch 24 Feb. 78/2 Some persons whoshould know better than to talk nonsense. 1886 RUSKIN
Frxterzta I. 431 Nothing to blame themselves in, exceptnot having known better.

c. To have learnt by committing to memory;more fully, to know by heart : see HEART sb R2
1855 PUSEY Doctr. Real Presence Note & 602 So2omen

mentions a celebrated Ascetic . . who . . knew the Holv
Scriptures by heart Mod. To know one's lesson ; to know
one s part, as in a play.

t d-
refl. (in later use pass.) To be versed or

skilled in. (= F. se connattre en.) Obs.
1:1330 R BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11064 J>er were

chanons of clergye, & knewe bem wel in astronomye. Ibid.
11198, Y ne knowe me nought in swylk chaffare. 1:1470HENRY Wallace XL 412 Wallace beheld, quhilk weill in weir
him knew. 1630 LORD Banians % Persees 33 To bee knowne
onely in his owne busynes, and not to enquire after the
things of the world. 1655 [see KNOWN 2).

1O. To apprehend or comprehend as fact or truth ;

to have a clear or distinct perception or appre-
hension of; to understand or comprehend with
clearness and feeling of certainty. Formerly, some-
times, fTo get to understand, to find out by
reasoning.
When the feeling of certainty is emphasized, know is often

contrasted with believe.
ciioo ORMIN 15624 He cnew hemm alle wel & alle besare

bohhtess. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II I. 217 Meny binges
beeb bat mowe be knowe by manis kynde wytt. 1413 Pilgr.
Sovjle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 75 Why is it thenne that
he vseth nought discours of reason to knowe oute the
trouthe ? 1601 GILL Treat. Trinitie in Sacr. Philos. (1625)
215, I conclude, that there is nothing which is beleeved,
but it may also be knowen. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 804
Mature In knowledge, as the Gods who all things know.

before we can know it more than in name. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 56 It seems probable that, .he did not
know his own mind. 1874 BLACKIE Self^vlt. 14 Count
yourself not to know a fact when you know that it took place,
but then only when you see it as it did take place.

b. absol. or intr. To have understanding or

knowledge.
c 1200 ORMIN 13811 pu cnawesst rihht & trowwesst. 1377

LANGL. P, PI. B. x. 464 Suche lewed iottes . . pat imparfitly
here knewe, And eke lyued. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst.
in. 277 When menne do with minde and vnderstanding con-
ceyue the knowlege of things, they are thereby sayd (Scire)
to know. 1660 STURMY Mariner's Mag: i. 22 By Specula-
tion we know that we may the better know. 1832 TENNYSON
Pal, Art xli, Large-brow'd Verulam, The first of those who
know. 1850 In Mem. Prol. vi, We have but faith : we
cannot know

;
For knowledge is of things we see. 1892

MRS. H. WARD David Grieve II. 164 A word, a look from
a real artist from one of the great men who know.

11. To be cognizant, conscious, or aware of (a

fact) ; to be informed of, to have learned ; to

apprehend (with the mind), to understand. With
various constructions :

a. with dependent statement, usually introduced

by that.

t Formerly sometimes passive, to be known that, in same
sense.

[a looo Juliana 356 paet bu . . sylf gecnawe ba;t bis is soS.]
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 po nam he 3eme of mannes lif-

lode and cnew Jjat here dedes weren iuele. a 1425 CursorM.
ICPS (Trin.) penne was noe wel I knawe pat be flood hit was
wibdrawe. c 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 273, I knaw he will

do mekill for his kyne. 1479 Surtees Misc. (1888) 37 Be it

knawen to all maner of men to whom this present writyng
commys, that Robert Elwalde . . is a trewe Ynglish man.
1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's Comm. 375 You knowe, howe they
were both letted by the war . . and . . also by sicknes. 1602
SHAKS. Ham. iv. iii. 69 Till I know 'tis done, How ere my
happes, myioyeswere nere begun. 1669 STURMY Mariner s

Mag, 1. 15 The Hollander . . knows it right well, that there are
none like English for Courage at Sea. 1702 ADDISON Medals
i. Wks. 1721 1. 437 You do not know but it may have its use-

fulness. 1712 Spect. NO-4I5F3, 1 know there are Persons
who look uponsome of these Wonders ofArt as Fabulous. 1748

15'J



KNOW.
RICHARDSON Clarissa Wks. 1883 VI. 336, I know you will

expedite an answer. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. hng. VL II. 158

Tyrconnel threatened to let the king know that the lord

president had .. described his majesty as a fool. i878J.Cooic

[.ect.Orthod.*, You know that
X.O"

know 'hat nothing can

is the result of an increase in the convexity ot tne lens.

1889 I. K. JEROME Three Men in a Boat 275, 1 know for a

fact that they are there.

b. with dependent question, introduced by who,

what, when, where, how, and the like ;
as / know

who did it, I know where he lives. Often ellipt.,

giving rise to subst, adj., and advb. phrases, as

/ know not who, I know not how, dear knows

where, etc.

The fact known is the answer to the question directly or

indirectly expressed.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 81 Warbi we mihten cnowen gif

hit soS were bat bu seist. c 1175 LAY. 4621 Ne cnowe non

of bis gomes . . in woche londe we beo(> icome. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rolls) I. 47 ?if helle is in myddel of be erbe doun

ri?t, me my?te knowe how meny myle is to helle. CIMI
CHAUCER Astrol. II. S i Rekene and knowe which is the day
of thi monthe. 1406 HOCCLEVE La male regie 41 Myn
vnwar yowthe kneew nat what it wroghte. IMI ELYOT
Gov. i. xviii, I coulde neuer knowe who founde nrste that

disporte. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 28 Othersome . . arise up
of their owne accord not known how. 1649 MILTON Eikon.

xvii. Wks. (1847) 317/1 Timothy and Titus, and I know not

whom thir Successors. 1736 BUTLER Anal. n. v. Wks. 1874

I. 211 We do not know what the whole natural or appointed

consequences of vice are. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 44
He who does not know what is true will not know what is

good. 1892 MRS. ALEXANDERMammon II. 95 Chiefmanager,
a millionaire, and I don't know what.

o. with accusative and infinitive, as / know him

to be afriend; also in the corresponding passive,

as he is known to befriendly.
The infin. to be is sometimes omitted ; its place may be

taken by as orfor.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6713 If his lauerd kneu him kene o horn

..If he sla man or womman, bis ox ban sal be taght to slan.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. iv. 164 Who-so wilneth hir to wyf . .

But he be knowe for a koke-wolde kut of my nose, c 1400

Apol. Loll. 29 So knaw bischopis hem to be .. be more j>er

souereyns. c 1420 Anturs of Arth. 139, I haue kinges in

my kyne, knowene for kene. 1560 DAUS tr. Sltidane's Comin.

353 b, He would urge . . those thinges chiefly, wherewith he

knawe theyr myndes to be moste offended. 1603 SHAKS.

Meas.for M. v. i. 505 You sirha, that knew me for a foole.a

Coward. 1611 Cymb. I. L 76, I will be knowne your
Aduocate. 1769 GOLDSM. Hist. Rome (1786) 1. 263 An enemy
whom he knew more powerful than himself. 1809 Med. jfrHl.

XXI. 479 It would be an insult to common reason to sup-

pose, .that you would encourage prejudices which you knew
to exist 1817 LD. ELLENBOROUGH in Maule ft Selwyn's Rep,
VI. 316 When he knew himself insolvent. 1891 SIR R. BALL
in Contemp. Rev. Sept. 440 The_stars were known to be
bodies more or less congenerous with our sun.

d. The perfect tenses with ace. and inf. have the

sense, To have had perception or experience of

something as a contemporary fact.

Here the infin. to is usually omitted after the active voice

(/ have known them/all), but is retained after the passive

(they have been known tofall). Cf. HEAR v. 3.

1703 EARL ORRERY Asyou Find it I. i, I have known some
of em dog-cheap. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 29 r ii, I have
sometimes known the Performer . . do no more in a Celebrated

Song, than the Clerk of a Parish Church. 1849 THACKERAY
Pendennis xv, I never knew a man die of love, . . but I have
known a t welve-stone man go down to nine stone five under
a disappointed passion. 1850 M'CoSH Div. Govt. in. ii.

(i 874) 397 Criminals have been known . . to jest even upon trie

scaffold. 1884 MRS. H. WARD Miss Bretherton vii. 86,
I never knew anyone do so much in so short a time.

e. absol. Often parenthetically, esp. in colloquial
use

, in/0 know (cf.' you see ') ,
weknow, doyou know.

Grammatically the parenthetic clause is often the chief

sentence, and the fact stated its object ; but it can often be
taken as = asyou know to be thefact,
(71350 Will. Palerne 1174 He is my lege man lelly bou

knowes. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's Prol. 50 Chaucer
. . Hath seydliem in swich englissh as he kan Of olde tyme
as knoweth many a man. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie
Dinner A a iv b, Yet Time (you know) is Edax rerum. 171*
ADUISON Sped. No. 475 PS How can he help that, you know?
1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang. Abb. vi. (1833) 24 Do you know,
1 saw the prettiest hat you can imagine. 1885 ANSTEY
Tinted Venus\. 7 Ought I to have cried both my eyes out?
You haven't cried out either of yours, you know.

f. with a word or phrase standing in place of

a fact referred to.

e. g. to know it, that, what has been said, thefact,allabout
it, the existence ofthe book, the goodness ofhis heart (= that
his heart is good). (This last passes into 8). Not ifI know
it, a colloquial phrase intimating that one will take care not
to do the thing referred to.

[c 1000 Juliana 443 Ic fiat sylf gecneow to late micles.]

1386 Rolls of Parlt. III. 225/1 Nichol Brembre .. with

stronge honde, as it is ful knowen . . was chosen Mair. c 1386
CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 857 The Romayn Emperour
. . hath by lettres knowe The slaughtre of cristen folk, c 1400
Destr. Troy 11721, 1 haue comynt in this case, knowith hit

ypur-selfe. 111425 Cursor M. 14949 (Trin.) |?ese iewes ben, je
hit knowen [Colt. Yon lues ar, wel wat jee it J. c 1489 CAXTOH
Sonnes of Aymon xxvi. 549 Whan the kyng charlemagn
knewe the comyng of reynawd. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 177 b, But that time knew I none of all this gere.
1610 HEALEYS/. Aug. Citie o/God, Vriies Comm. (1620) 103
This 1 think is knowne to all. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
n. 639 O happy, if he knew his happy State I 1715 DE FOE
Fam. Instruct. I. i. (1841) I. 6 How do we know that he
dwells there?.. we know it in two ways. 1874 T. HARDY
Far fr. Madding Crowd ( 1 880) 32 After that do you think
I could marry you ? Not if I know it. 1891 MRS. Nxw-

746

MAN Begun in flit I. 47 As soon as Dorothy wished it to be

known. 1892 W. S. GILBERT Mountebanks L 24 Ni. I say-
don 't lose that. Pie. Not if I know it 1897 HINDE Congo
A robs 147 Oh, we know all about Mohara.

IV. 12. To know how (formerly also simply
to know) : to understand the way, or be able (to do

something) : cf. CAN z>.l 3.
a 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 174 We have so many

clothes in our handes, that we knowe not how to utter them.

1566 W. ADLINGTON tr. Apuleius' Golden Ass ix. xl. (1893)

188 By and by the old woman which knew well to babble,

began to tell as followeth. 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido
i. ii, Abandon fruitless fears, Since Carthage knows to enter-

tain distress. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 364, 1 know how to

curse. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 147 Not one ..of a

thousand among them, knowing bow to write, a 1763 SHEN-
STONE Elegies iii. 13 He little knew to ward the secret

wound. 1808 J. BARLOW Columb. in. 107 Tell them we
know to tread the crimson plain. 1885 Manch. Exam.
ii Nov. 3/2 Told by a lady who knows exactly how to write

for children. 1893 Bookman June 82/2 Nobody writes moral-

allegorical tales now, because nobody knows how.

b. ellipt. in colloq. phr. All one knows, all one

can ; also advb., to the utmost of one's ability.

1871 Punch 27 Jan. 40/2 Both men will do all they know,
and a clinking good contest is expected. 1883 D. C. MURRAY
Hearts II. 206 He was not accustomed to be badgered in

this way, and it cost him all he knew to restrain his anger.

1889 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arts II. ii. 21 A good
many men tried all they knew to be prepared and have
a show for it. 1889 R. S. S. BADEN-POWELL Pigsticking

173 If they find themselves being pursued .. they will shoot

round on the instant, and make the running 'all they know
'

back again.

f!3. To make known: a. To disclose, reveal,

manifest; refl. to make oneself known ; b. to

make (a person) acquainted or ^a thing) familiar.

01300 CursorM. 1161 Caym sagh his sin was knaud, And
wist>at be erth had scaud. a 1350 lUd. 3838 (Gott.) lacpb . .

kneu him bar wid may rachel. a 1400 Hymn Virgin iii. in

Warton Hist. E>tg. Poetry x. (1840) II. 109 Heil reson of

al rihtwysnesse. To vche a caityf comfort to knowe. c 1400
Rom. Rose 6090 For certeyn, they wolde hate me, If ever

I knewe hir cruelte. a 1400-50 A lexander 2872 (Ashm.) He
knew his knijtis bat cas. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv.

143 Of falsnes and vntrowth he shal be Proclamyd and
knowe. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) no Whanne this was

opened, know, and tolde thorughe the kingges court.

14. In biblical language, used to render Heb. sv
in various inferential senses : To take notice of,

regard, care for
;

to look after, guard, protect J to

regard with approval, approve.
1381 WYCLIF Ps. i. 6 For the Lord hath knowe the weie of

the ri^twise. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxi. 7 Thou hast con-

sidred my trouble, thou hast knowne my soule in aduersite.

ln BIBLE Gen. xxxix. 6 And he left all that he had, in

loseph's hand: and he knew not ought he had, saue the

bread which he did eate. i66 SOUTH Serm. (1823) I. 77
To know, in scripture language, is to approve ; and so, not
to know, is to reject and condemn.

15. Used (chiefly in sense 8) in various colloq.
and slang phrases expressing sagacity, cunning, or

'knowledge of the world', as to know whafs what,
to know a thing or two, to know the time ofday, etc.

ciSao Vox Populi 373 in HazL E. P. P. III. 281, I knowe
not whales a clocke. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Proa., He knew
which way the winde blew, a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i. ii.

(Arb.) 17 Mary, nowe I see you know what is what. 1562

J. HEYWOOD Prov. <$ Epigr. (1867) 71, I know on which

syde my bread is buttred. 1631 POWELL Tom All Trades

171 He knowes how many dayes goe to the weeke. 1663
BUTLER Hud. L i. 149 He knew what's what, and that's as

high As metaphysick wit can fly. 1791 HOLCROFT Road to

Ruin (Farmer), You know a thing or two, Mr. Selby. 1817
SCOTT Search after Happiness xviii, She loved a book, and
knew a thing or two. 1867 All Year Round 13 July 56
(ibid.) The tramp who knows his way about knows what to

do. 1882 SALA Amer. Revis. (1885) 54 The foreigner who
does not

' know the ropes 'that is to say, who is crassly

ignorant.

V. With prepositions.
(For other constructions in which the vb. and prep, had

their ordinary independent meanings, see the simple senses.)

16. Know about . To have information about.

Often used to express a knowledge of externals, as

opposed to real understanding or actual acquaint-
ance.

1854 KINGSLEY Alexandria ii. 50 It is better to know one

thing than to know about ten thousand things. 1876 J. P.

NORRIS Rudim. Theol. L iv. 70 Knowing God is an infinitely
better thing than knowing about God.

f 17. Know for . To be aware of. Obs.rare~ l
.

"597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. ii. 6 He might haue more diseases

than he knew for.

18. Know of . -fa. In various obsolete senses :

To be or become assured of, to have or obtain

information about or experience of, etc. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Tr0yj$4 Pe pepull..Haden. . wilfulde desyre

To knowe of bere comyng and the cause wete. Ibid. 10862
Pantasilia . . purpost . . The grekes to greue . . And of maidyns
might make bom to know, c uao Anturs of Arth, xix,
Certis or thay hethun fare, Thay knaue of mekil care.

b. To be cognizant of (something as existing,
an event as having occurred) ; t to become cog-
nizant of (oh,).
1390 GOWER Conf.l. 192 Therto we be swore, That non bot

only thou and we Schal knowen of this privete. 1573 BARET
A hi. To Rdr.,Knowing then of no other Dictionane to helpe
vs, but Sir Thomas Eliots Librarie. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV,
n. iv. 19 Sir lohn must not know of it a 1601 BOYLE (J.),

There is but one mineral body that we know of, heavier than
common quicksilver. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 40 Ha

KNOWABLE.
knew of no case where an agreement, though all written
with the

party's
own hand, had been held sufficient, unless

it had been likewise signed by him. 1837 TROLLOPE Three
Clerks i, All the English world knows, or knows of, that
branch of Civil Service which is popularly called the Weights
and Measures. Mod, I know of him, of course ; but I do
not know him.

O. Colloq. phrases. Not that I know of, not so

far as I know, not to my knowledge, f Not that

you know
of,s.n expression of defiance addressed

to a person in reference to something he is about
to do (obs.).

1749 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 310 As Mr. B. offer 'd

to take his Hand, he put 'em both behind him Not that

you know of, Sir 1 1753 FOOTE Englishm. in Paris ii. Wks.
1799 I. 49 May I flatter myself that your Ladyship will do
me the honour of venturing upon the fatigue of another
minuet this morning with me? Buck. Not that you know
of, Monsieur.

fl9. Know upon . To take (judicial) cogni-
zance of. Sc. Obs. Cf. F. connattre de.

1457 Sc. Acts fas. II (1814) II. 47/2 The caussis b> be
lordis of be Sessione sail knaw apone. 1609 SKENE Reg.
Maf.itB (Form aron Courts c. 81) The Judge may of law,
gar knaw vpon the dead be ane assise.

t Know, so.l Obs. In 3 cnaw. [Early ME.
cnaw, prob. repr. an OE. *ycndw, f. %)cndwan to

KNOW : cf. gefeoht, geheald, fftc(t}dd, geweald,
gewinn, etc. ; also OE. gecnsewe adj.

' conscious of,

acknowledging '.] Acknowledgement, confession ;

in early ME. phr. (sod) cnawes bean, to acknow-

ledge truthfully, to confess. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Keith. 1078 Beo nu so5 cnawes, }ef ich riht

segge. Ibid. 2041 Beo nu ken & cnawes, of bat bat tu isehen
haucst. a 1225 Juliana 54 Sei me ant beo so5 cnawes hwer
weren be itaht bine wichecreftes. c 1230 Hall Meid. 25 Beo
nu so3 cnawes for to kele bi lust wi3 fuloe of bi licome . . for

gode hit is wlateful bing.

Enow (n0), sb.'l
[f. KNOW v. A new forma-

tion.] The fact of knowing; knowledge. Now
chiefly in colloq. phr. in the know, in possession of

information which is not generally known.
1592 WYRLEY Armorie 119 What booteth it of Gentries

brag to boast, . .When we ourselues no wai like practise trow,
But rest ourselues with this old idle know? 1602 SHAKS.
Ham. v. ii. 44 That on the view and know of these Contents
. .He should the bearers put to sodaine death, a 1825 FORBY
Voc. E. Anglia S.V.,

' Poor fellow I he has but little know '.

1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 42 The mare . . was jockied by
a raw young lad . . who had not that kind of know about him
to enable her to win. 1883 DailyNews 21 Sept. 2/2 People
in the 'know' are playing with loaded dice. 1885 Times

19 Mar. 3 To those m the know the spectacle was painful in

the extreme.

Know, var. KNOWE, knoll ; obs. f. KNEE.

Enow-, the vb.-stem in comb, forming adjs. and
sbs. mostly nonce-words. Know-all, one who
knows or professes to know everything ;

so know-

it-all; know-all-about-it a., having the air of

knowing all about something; know-every-
thingism, pretension to universal knowledge ;

know-little, a simpleton; know-not-what, an
indescribable something; f know-thy-master,
a name given to the sweating sickness ; f know-
worth a., worth knowing. Also KNOW-NOTHING.
1895 Westm. Gaz. 29 Nov. 3/1 Nothing must be hidden

from this Imperial 'Know-AlL 1895 Outing(V. S.) XXVII.
65/1, 1 have no desire to send a young "know-it-all to the

shop. 1887 RUSKIN in Spielmann Life (1900) 193 Their girls
have an energetic and business-like

'

*know-all-about-it
'

kind of prettiness. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Men. I. p. xvii,

The ignorance and insolence of modern "know-every-thing-
ism, that is of modern sciolism. 1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's

Pop. Err. iv. xliii. 386 The same might be said of some
know-littles that practice Physick. 1877 FURNIVALL Introd.

Leopold Shaks. p. cxix, Wooden-heads and pert know-littles,
we've had in plenty,

a 1641 SUCKLING Fragm. Aurea, Sonn.
ii, I ask no red and white . . Black eyes, or little "know-not-

whats, in faces, a 1681 ALLESTREE Serm. 297 (L.) Exact

features, perfect harmony of colours, ..a graceful presence,
cheerful air, and all those other know not whats. 1551 in

Archxolofia XXXVIII. 107 The Swatt called new acquynt-
ance, alles Stoupe knave and *know thy Master, began the

xxiiij"> of this monethe [June] 1551. 1598 E. GILPIN Siial,

Ep. xliv, Phrix hath a nose : who doubts what ech man
knowes? But what hath Phi ix "know-worth besides his nose?

Knowable (n"-ab'l), a. (sb.) [f. KNOW v.+

-ABLE.] That may be known ; capable of being

apprehended, understood, or ascertained.

c 1449 PF.COCK Repr. I. viii. 41 Fyndeable and knoweable
bi mannis resoun. 1651 GAULE Magastrom, 24 Pretending
and presuming . . to foreknow all things knowable. 1692
LOCKE Toleration lit. ix. Wks. 1727 II. 417 Who is it will

say . . that it is knowable, that any National Religion . .is

that only true Religion ? 1748 HARTLEY Otserv. Man i. iii.

349 Reasoning concerning the knowable Relations of un-

known things. 1817 BENTHAM Parl Ref. Catech, (1818) 26

The direction taken by the vote is in each instance known
or knowable. 1856 R. A. VAUCHAN Mystics (1860) I. 69 A
spiritual art whereby the possible is forsaken for the im-

possible the knowable for the unknowable. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours it Library (1802) I. viii. 270 An insatiable curiosity

as to all things knowable and unknowable.

b. Capable of being recognized.
1654-6$ EARL ORRERY Parthen. (1676) 582 We were hardly

knowable to each other. 1687 BOYLE Martyrd. Theodora

i. (1703) 10 Not being knowable by his fair Mistress. 1737

BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 296 Counterfeits .. are

knowable in a very little time. 1806 W. TAYLOR in Monthly

Mag. XXII. 29 The body., was too much hacked and

disfigured to be knowable.



KNOWABLENESS.
B. absol. or sb. A knowable thing ; usually in

pi. knowable things.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogm. Pref. B j, I doubt not but the

opinionative resolver, thinks all these easie Knowables.

17*5 WATTS Logic I. vi. i To distinguish well between
knowables and unknowables.

Hence Knowabi'lity, Know ableness, the

quality of being knowable.
1660 N. INGELO Bentivolio $ Urania \. (1682) 162 God

is the most Knowable and most LoveTy Thing in the world ;

excess of Knowableness following the Greatness of his

Essence. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penitent Pardoned L iii. (1713)

58 Respect is had to the knowledge or knowableness of that
rule. 1865 MILL Exam. Hamilton 48 The argument is

only tenable as against the knowabihty and the possible
existence of.. 'The Infinite' and 'The Absolute . 187*

Contemp. Rev. XX. 828 Not the unknowability, but tie

knowability of his
'

ultimate scientific ideas '. 1883 A.
BARRATT Phys. Metempiric 172 Without ideas there is no

perception, no knowableness.

Knowe, know (nau, Sc. dial, nou, nrm), Sc.and
North. Eng. form of KNOLL, hillock, rising ground.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis vin. iii. 37 From a hyll or a know

To tham he callis. a 1585 MONTGOMERIE Flyting 73 Many
jeald sow hast thou cald ouer a know. 1719 D'URFEY Pills

(1872) II. 167 Riding over a Knough, I met with a Farmer's

Daughter. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath. 295 He roarn'd O'er
hill and dale, o'er broomy knowe. 1879 E. WAUGH Chimney
Corner 252 (Lancash. dial.) Till I geet at th' top of a bit of
a knowe. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona xxx. 352 The path rose

and came at last to the head of a knowe. [In E. D. D. from
the six northern counties of England.]

b. Comb., as knoive-head, -top.

15.. Wife of Auchtermuchty xiii, Then up he gat on a
know held, On hir to cry, on hir to schout. 18x8 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi, xlv, I will just show mysell on the knowe-head.

Knowe, -en, pa. pple. of KNOW v.

Knower (nou-ai). [f. KNOW v. + -ER 1.] One
who knows (in senses of the vb.).

1382 WYCLIF Job xvi. 20 Forsothe in heuene is my witness ;

am I knowere of myself in hei^tis? a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Htton 449 Y beste lapidary and knower ofstones that was
in all the world. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serin. (Parker Soc.)

122, I will not be a knower, but a doer of thy law. 1681

TEMPLE Mem. in. Wks. 1731 I. 334 The pretending Knowers

among them, . . pretended now to know nothing of it c 1728
EARL OF AILESBURY Mem. (1890) 277 An honest man, but

no knower of men. 1881 P. BROOKS Serm. 88 Like the

knowledge of the rocks or the stars, something quite inde-

pendent of moral conditions in the knower.

f b. One who has or takes cognizance, a judge

(L. cognitor). 06s.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. iv. 100 (Camb. MS.) Yif thow

weere. .yset a luge or a knowere of thinges, trowestow bat

men sholden tormenten hym bat hath don the wrong or elles

hym bat hath suffred the wrong? 1581 STYWARD Mart.

Discipl. i. 65 God is the knower and determiner.

Knowful, a. dial. [See -FUL.] Endowed with

knowledge, well-informed. Hence Know-fulness.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v.,
' He was skilful and

knowful.' 'A knowful kind of a body.' 1891 ATKINSON
Last ofGiant-Killersno His canny and knowful counsellor.

Hid. 196 If one had knowfulness and experience enough.

Knowing (n<>"
-

in), vbl.sb. [f. KNOWZ;. + -ING!.]

The action or fact denoted by the verb KNOW.

(1. Acknowledgement; recognition. Obs.

41225 Ancr. R. 280 Edmod cnowunge of bin owune woe-

nesse & of bine owune unstrencoe. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A.

n. 206 Freres . . fetten him bennes ; For knowynge of Comers

kepten {B. coped] him as a Frere.

f 2. Personal acquaintance. Obs.

Fleshly knowing, carnal knowledge.
a 1300 Cursor M, 11749 P31 )?" fand nan Palr

inge. c 1430 Hymns Virg. 105 Lete tteischeli know-

from bee be lent Saue oonli bi-twene man & wijf :

3. The action of getting to understand, or fact of

understanding ; mental comprehension of truths or

principles; knowledge; f understanding of or skill

in something (obs.}.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 166 Geffrey.. made

it alle in Latin pat clerkes haf now knawyng in. 13 .. E. E.

Aliit. P. A. 858 Al-thagh oure corses in clottezclynge, ..We

thurgh-outly haven cnawyng. 1450-153 Myrr. our Ladye

147 The spyryte of knowmge and of pytye. 1480 CAXTON

Chron. Eng. i. (1520)6/1 Athlas. .islykenedto bere up heven

on his sholders bycause of his knowynge in sterres. 1658

A. Fox Wurtz Surf. i. ix. 35 The Knowing of the Medicine

and of the Disease must go hand in hand. 1874 BLACKIE

ledge and not forgetting.

4. The fact of being aware or informed ot

any thing ; acquaintance with a thing or fact ;

cognizance, knowledge; f notice, intimation (ods.}.

Now chiefly in the phrase, there is no knowing,

one cannot know, no one can tell.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5495 (GOtt.) A neu king, pat of loseph

had na knouyng. c 1386 CHAUCER Sor.'s T. 293 Deyntees
mo than been in my knowyng. cilfx Destr. Troy 13199
When hit come to the knowyng of hir kid brother, Poll-

phemus prudly preset hir after. ^1485 Digby Myst. HI.

1273, I send hym knowyng of crystes deth. 1611 SPEED

Hist. Ct. Brit. ix. xix. (1623) 929 Without the knowing and

assent of the Lords. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolflto

xii, There is no knowing how young women will act. 1800

Asiat. Ann. Reg., Proc. E. Ind. Ho. 60/2 There was no

knowing what it might lead to. 1860 GEO. ELIOT MM on

Ft. H. ii, There's never any knowing where that 11 ena.

747

fb. A means whereby to know something;
a sign, an indication. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 271 Whanne J?e bowels fallib

boru} dindimum, he makib pe ballok lebir neuere be lengere,
& bis is a good knowinge.

( c. Something known, an experience. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iv. 4 This sore Night Hath trifled

former knowings.

Knowing (n<?u-in) tfpi. a . [f.KNOW v. + -ING 2
.]

That knows.
1. That knows or has knowledge; conscious;

mentally perceptive ; cognitive.
1640 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. IL Sect x,We believe a story

which we love . . in which cases our guides are not our

knowing faculties, but our affections. 1655 H. VAUGHAN
Silex Scint. n. Quickness iii, Life is a fix'd discerning light,
A knowing ;oy. 1662 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen.
(1712) 16 This Spirit .. being the natural Transcript of that

which is knowing or perceptive. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
iv. x. (1695) 355 There has been also a knowing Being from

Eternity. 1865-75 M. ARNOLD Ess.Crit., A matter which does
not fall within the scope of our ordinary knowing faculties.

2. That has knowledge of truths or facts
;
under-

standing, intelligent, instructed, enlightened, well-

informed.
c 1375 Cursor M. 27153 (Fairf.) Prest agh be skilful soft &

meke Knawande, ri?twise, loueli in speke. 1483 Cath. Angl.
204/2 Knawynge, scius, sciolus. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. S, Cl.

in. iii. 26 He's very knowing, I do perceiu 't. 1648 BOYLE

Seraph. Love xii. (1700) 61 Like rare Musick, which . . the

knowingst Artists still do highliest value. 1651 BP. HALL
Invis. World i. 5 So perfectly knowing are the angels that

the very heathen philosophers have styled them by the name
of Intelligences. 1737 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. H. H.

iii. 359 Adults . . are not catechised, when they are found to

be sufficiently knowing. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 34
He is the most knowing of all living men. Ibid. III. 200

A man who is knowing about horses.

b. Skilled or versed in something.
1651 CLEVELAND Poems 35 To return knowing in the

Spanish shrug. 1700 DRYDEN Pref. Fables Wks. (Globe)

497 Both of them were knowing in astronomy. 1866 FELTON
A nc. ft Mod. Gr. 1. 1. vii. 1 13 In such drugs was Helen knowing.

t c. Of an act, etc. : Showing knowledge or

skill. Obs.

1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life & Writ. Wks. 1832 II.

307 Dumouriez writes that the retreat was a knowing or

skilful one. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 5 Feb., There is a very know-

ing catalogue [of pictures] by Frank Grant himself.

3. Of persons, their actions, looks, etc. : Having
or showing discernment or cunning ; shrewd, cun-

ning, acute, 'wide-awake'. (Often implying the

air of possessing information which one does not

or will not impart.)
Knowing one, much used c 1750-1820 for a person pro-

fessing to be well up in the secrets of the turf or other

sporting matters.

1503 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 6 Knowing Thieves and other

Pickers that steal . . Pewter and Brass. 1712 STEELE Sped.
No. 314 F 2 He is the most knowing infant I have yet met

with. 1749 Whitehall Evening Post No. 537 The Odds

being very high for Booby, the Knowing Ones were taken

in. 1818 Sporting Mag. II. 22 The knowing ones were per-

fectly satisfied. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. iv. ii, When I saw

my master, who was thought the knowingest gentleman
about court, taken in every day. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU

Berkeley the Banker i. i. 13 'But he takes out a part by the

way ', interrupted Enoch, with a knowing look. 1852 R. S.

SURTEES Sponges Sp. Tour Ixvi. 371
'
I believe you ,

re-

plied George, with a knowing jerk of his head.
)

4. Showing knowledge of ' what is what in

fashion, dress, and the like ; stylish, smart, colloq.

Obs. or merged in 3.

1796 JANE AUSTEN Sense * Sens, xix, Many young men. .

drove about town in very knowing gigs. 1800 MRS. HERVEY

Mourtray Fam. II. 135 Not a knowing man in the room I

and, as to the women, look at their horrid figures ! 1826

DISRAELI Viv. Grey in. viii, Colonel Delmington is at Chel-

tenham, with the most knowing beard you can possibly

conceive. 1837 MRS. SHERWOOD Henry Milner in. in. 43

A little foot-boy, dressed in a very knowing costume.

5. Cognizant, informed, aware. Const, of, in,

to. tObs.

1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 480 Every man that lives

under a law is supposed to be knowing of it 1664 biR

C. LYTTELTON in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 37 To them who

are commonly knowing enough in the affaires of that kind.

1752 J. STEWART in Scots Mag. (1753) 294/2 It was a pre-

meditated thing, to which I must have been knowing. 1790

in Dallas Amer. Law Rep. I. 24 He was not knowing to

any corrupt agreement 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. (1844)

II. liv. 187, 1 must be supposed to be knowing to and familiar

with the whole circumstances.

Knowingly (nff"-inH), adv. [f. prec. +;"*]
In a knowing manner ;

with knowledge ;
intelli-

gently, consciously, intentionally, etc. : see prec.

1382 WYCLIF Wisd. xiii. 5 Of the mykilnesse of fairnesse,

and of creature, knowendeli shal moun the creatour of these

ben seen. 1435 MISYN Fire of Love 103 He truly bat

knawyngly& wilfully fallis in-to be lest [sin], vnauisyd to

g?etter oft^ymes sal fall. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. ,,
S4 b, Wylfully & knowyngly . . to chose . . th

/"i=
that

is of lesse goodnes. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. III.IH. 46 Did you

but know the Citties Vsuries, And felt them knowingly.

,682 BURNET Rights Princes Pref. 8, 1 have not knowingly

left anything unobserved. ai7o8 BEVEXIDGE Thes. J heol.

(1710) II 162 Then perform these duties,, .knowingly. 1827

SCOTT r^ Drovers ii, A good-looking smart tittle man

upon a pony, most knowingly hogged and cropped, as was

then the fashion. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Stfas M. vi His eyes

twinkled knowingly. 1875 FREEMAN Hut. Ess. Ser. i. viii.

213 It is not likely that any such feeling was knowingly

present to the mind of any man.

KNOWLEDGE.

Kuowinguess (n<7-innes). [f. as prec. +
-NESS.] The quality or state of being knowing.
1. The quality or state of being intelligent or well-

informed ; cleverness, cunning, shrewdness, appear-
ance or air of shrewdness ; affectation of know-

ing, sciolism.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Knowingness, knowledge. 1812 J. H.
VAUX Flash Diet., A thief .. who .. affects a knowingness
in his air and conversation. 1877 T. A. TROLLOPE Peep beh.

Sc. at Rome iv. 41 The glossy cylindrical hat . . stuck with
somewhat cynical knowingness over his left ear.

2. The state of being conscious, consciousness.

rare.

1839 CARLYLE Chartism v. 138 It grows to be the universal

belief, sole accredited knowingness. 1841 L. HUNT Seer n.

(1864) 28 We are not conscious of the reason : that is to say,
we do not feel it with knowingness.
Knowl. Sc. Also mod.Sc. knool, knule. [Cf.
LG. knutt, knulle knot, hump, swelling, etc.]

A knob, knot, swelling, excrescence, attrib. in

kuowl taes, toes with swollen joints.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxviii. 19 That hes vpoun his feit

a wyrok, Knowll tais, nor mowlis in no degrie.

Knowledge (n^'ledj), sb. Forms: (north.')

3-7 knau-, 4-7 knaw-, (5-6 knawe-) ; (midl. and

south.*) 4-5 knou-, 4- know-, (4-6 knowe-, 5-7

kno-) ; 3-6 -lage, (4-6 -lag, 5-6 -leage, 6 -lauge),

4-5 -lache, (4 -laoh), -leche (-lech, 5 -lich(e,

-lyoh), 5-7 (8) -lege, (5 -legge) ; 5 -ledge, (6-8

-ledg). [ME. (north, dial.) knaulage, in Wyclif
knowlecke. The first element is identical with KNOW
si.1

,
and the stem of KNOW v. ;

for the formation of

the word and its relation to KNOWLEDGE v., see Note

below. The second element was presumably, as

in the vb., originally -leche ; but the earliest cited

instances (northern, ^1300) have already -lage;

-lache, -leche, appear in southern Eng. late in the

I4th c. The shortening of o in the first syllable

is phonetically normal; cf. the 15-174 c. spelling

knokdge; (npu-ledj) used by some, is merely a

recent analytical pronunciation after know.']

Signification. The earliest sense goes with the

original sense of KNOWLEDGE v. 13ut the word
was app. soon laid hold of to supply a noun of

action to KNOW v., for which cnowunge, KNOWING,
was in earlier use, and continued to be used in part.

I. Senses related to KNOWLEDGE v. and early

uses of KNOW v.

tl. Acknowledgement, confession, b. Acknow-

ledgement or recognition of the position or claims

(of any one). Obs.

21300 Cursor M. 11193 (Cott.) To mak knaulage \GStt.

knowlage, Trin, knowleche] with sum-thing Til sir august,

bair ouer-king. Ibid. 12162 (Cott.) Mang barns als barn

i wit yow spac, To me knaulage \G6tt. knauleche, Fairf.

knawlage, Trin. knowleche] nan wald ye tac. Ibid. 27355

.

c. 18 If the..seid knowledge had never be made. 1531-2
Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 6 i The maires of the Stapull . .

might laufully take reconisance or knowledge for dettes.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon xiii. 142 To pay me for a know-

lege euery yere .iiii. drams of gold. 21548 HALL Chron.,

Hen. K///253 b, In knowlege of our superioritie over them.

f 2. The fact of recognizing as something known,
or known about, before ; recognition. To take

knowledge of, to recognize. Obs.

a 1350 Cursor M. 4817 (Gott.) To loseph siben bai soght,

.. Coud bai of him na knaulag {Cott. kythmg] take.

a 1400 Sir Pen. 1052 Now base Percyvelle . . Spokene with

his ernes twoo, Bot never one of thoo Took his knawlage.

c 1480 HENRYSON Test. Cres. 393 Sum had na knawlege

Of hir, becaus sho was sa deformait 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 337 Demetrius.. stole away secretly, dis-

guised in a threadbare cloak.. to keep him from knowledge.

1600 HOLLAND Lay xxxiv. xx. 865 The Lacetanes, when

they took knowledge of their armor and colours. ..sallied

out upon them. 1611 BIBLE Acts iv. 13 They tooke know-

ledge of them, that they had been with lesus.

f3. Legal cognizance; judicial investigation or

inquiry. Chiefly Sc. Obs.

1398 Sc. Acts Rott. /7/(i8i 4) I. 2ii/2 pe Justice sal tak

knaulage of be officeris how bai gowerne baim in fair

officis. 1424 Sc. Acts Jos. 7(1814}
II. 4/2 Lde men and

discret; ..the quhilkis sail byde knawlege befor be king

gif bai haif done thair deuoir. 1472-3 Rolls Parlt. V I. 5/1

After suche serches, enquerres, and knoweleche taken and

"Vng<.
decision] off Cesar. 1600 HOLLAND Livy iv. xxvi. 156 The

relevant, to the Knowledge of an Assize.

f4. gen. Cognizance, notice: only in pnr. to

take knowledge of, to take cognizance or notice of,

to notice, observe ;
in quot 1609, to become aware

of (cf. 8). Obs.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. L 13 Take you as 'twere some distant

knowledge of him. 1609 HOLLAND Anim. Marcell. xxvn.

159-3



KNOWLEDGE.
Wherefore haue wee afflicted our soule, and thou takest no

knowledge ? 1611 B. JONSON Catiline iv. vi, A state s anger
Should not take knowledge either of fools or women. 1633
I. ROBINSON Let. 19 Dec. in W. Bradford Plymouth Planta-

tion (1856) 163 So are we glad to take knowledg of it in that

fullnes we doe.

II. Senses derived from the verb KNOW, in its

later uses.
* Thefact or condition ofknowing.
6. The fact of knowing a thing, state, etc., or (in

general sense) a person; acquaintance; familiarity

gained by experience.
41300 Cursor M. 15931 Coth petre, 'knaulage \Gfftt.

cnaulage, fairf. knawlage] of himjiad i neuer nan '. a 1350
Ibid. 5061 (G5tt.) Mi fadir faris wele, sir, I wat. Knaulage
\Cott. knauing] of ^oures haue I nan. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce i. 337 Knawlage off mony statis, May quhile awail^e
full mony gatis. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce i, I herd
of two marchaunts whiche neuer had sene eche other., but

they had knowleche eche of the other by theyr lettres. 1535
COVERDALE 2 ChroH. viii. 18 Hiram sent him shippes by his

seruauntes which had knowlege of the See. 1663 J. DAVIES
tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 169 The Antient Geographers
. . had no knowledge of these Tartars. 1771 Junius^ Lett.

liv. 281 His knowledge of human nature must be limited

indeed. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. x. 67 Thus expanding my
knowledge of the glaciers.

t b. absol. in phr. to grow out of (one's] know-

ledge : to cease to be known, to become unknown
or unfamiliar. 06s.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. xliii. 167 Albeit it be nowe growen
out of knowledge, yet we haue thought it good to describe
the same. 1633 LISLE JEl/ric onO.t,N. Test. Pref. 6 The
Hebrew it selfe . . grew so out of knowledge among the

people that they understood not our Saviours Eli, Eli,
lammasabactant. 1711 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 199, 1 was
grown out of everybody's knowledge. 1754 FoorE Knights
i. (1778) 3/1 Master Timothy is almost grown out of know-
ledge, Sir Gregory. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL Sev. Star. 33
Now, he must have grown out of my knowledge.

t6. a. Personal acquaintance, friendship, inti-

macy. b. Those with whom one is acquainted,
one's acquaintances ;

= ACQUAINTANCE 3. 06s.

1388 WYCLIP Lukf ii. 44 Thei . . sou^ten hym among hise

cosyns and his knouleche[i382knowen], 1389 in Eng. Gilds

(1870) 4 pe brethren and sustren of be bretherhede .. shul

euery 5er..hold to-geder,forto norishe more knowelechand
loue, a fest. c 1483 CAXTON Dialogues 4/13 And ye mete ony
That ye know Or that they be of your knowelech [de vostre

cognoissance\ 1509 Bp. FISHER Fun. Serm. C'tess Rich*
rttond Wks. (1876) 290 She was bounteous and lyberall to

euery persone of her knowlege or aquayntaunce. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. I. ii. 297, I shall desire more loue and
knowledge of you.

7. Sexual intimacy. Const, of (^witK). Now
only in carnal knowledge, (archaic and legal.)
a 1425 Cursor M. 11056 (Trin.) pe ton was ?onge mayden

bon, pe to(>er had knowleche wip men. 1450 Merlin 17
Neuer erthely man hadde I of knowleche, wherethrough,

I shplde haue childe. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VI[I,<^ 38 2 Such
manages beyng. .consummate with bodily knowlage. 1686
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 176 He was accused of having Car-
nail Knowledge of his Brother in Law's women Servants.

1883 IVhartan's Law Lex. (ed. 7) 691/1 Rape, the carnal

knowledge of a woman by force against her will

8. Acquaintance with a fact
; perception, or

certain information of, a fact or matter ; state of

being aware or informed
; consciousness (of any-

thing). The object is usually a proposition expressed
or implied: e.g. the knowledge that a person is

poor, knowledge of his
poverty.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nycholas) 114 He t[h]ocht to
wak . . for til get knawlag & to se quha It wes helpyt hyme
sa. 1411 tr. Seireta Secret., Priv. Priv. 208 By the eeris
we haue knowlech of Sovne. a 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV
200 So that this

ciyill warre should seme to all men, to
have been begon without his assent or knowledge. 1604
E. G[RIMSTONE] D'Acosta's Hist. Ind. iv. viii. 230 They
labour in these mines in continual! darkenes and obscuritie,
without knowledge of day or night. 1735 POPE Odyss. u.
185 Till big with knowledge of approaching woes The prince

16 The knowledge that he might at any hour be called
upon . . stimulated his studies of his duties.

b. absol. Acquaintance with facts, range of in-

formation, ken. Esp. in phrases as to one's know-
ledge, so far as one is aware; also, as one is aware,
as one can testify (in latter sense, also, of one's

k.\; to come to one's knowledge, to become known
to one.

1543 N. UDALL in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 3 To my
knowlege I have not eftsons offended. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Epist. 103 According to the measure of your knowledge,
and proportion of your policie. c 1593 MARLOWE Massacre
Paris i. ii, Of my knowledge, in one cloister keep Five
hundred fat Franciscan friars. 1663 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius'
Voy. Ambass. 168 Who, ..if ever it should come to their
knowledge, that they had sold any fish. 1830 Examiner
No. 652. 641/2 A better paid witness, .had never come to
his knowledge. 1873 E. PEACOCK Mabel Heron II. i. 17What came to my knowledge.
9. Intellectual acquaintance with, or perception

of, fact or truth ; clear and certain mental apprehen-
sion ; the fact, state, or condition of understanding,
t Formerly, also, the faculty of understanding,
intelligence, intellect.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 2, 7 God wole bat meny
Jknges passe be knoweleche of man. 1433 tr. Secreta
Secret., Prtv. Priv. 212 A stronge argument to Shewe . . the
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Sotilte of thy knowleche. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit
Wemen 300 Ay the fule did forset, for fcbilnes of knawlege.
'593 Q- ELIZ. tr. Boetk. pr. v. 115 That is not opinion, but
an included purenes of the hyest knoledge that is shut in no

lymites. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. IV. i. 2 Knowledge . .

seems to me to be nothing but the perception of the con-
nexion and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy of

any of our ideas. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man n. Introd. i

The Infinite Power, Knowlege, and Goodness of God. 1818
WHATELV Logic (1857) 164 note, Knowledge.. implies..

firm

belief. . . of what is true, . . on sufficient grounds. 1836-7
SIRW. HAMILTON Metaph. (1859) I. iii. 58 Philosophical know-

ledge, ..is thus the knowledge of effects as dependent on
their causes. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. v. 246 The knowledge
on which all civilization is based, solely consists in an

acquaintance with the relations which things and ideas bear
to each other and to themselves. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas.
Faitft iv. 193 Knowledge is composed of judgments : the
criteria of the judgments composing it being truth and
certainty.

b. Const, o/"(something). Also in//.(now rare).
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. n. ii. (1495) 27 Mannes

vnderstondynge& inwytte gadreth knowlege of some thynge
of the knowlege of other thynges, 1477 EARL RIVERS
(Caxton) Dictes 73 Disputing & arguing for to haue know-
lech of y trouth of a thing. 1670 A. ROBERTS Advent. T.S.
146 They do it by the Knowledges that they have of Nature.
1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Eton. iii. 31 Knowledge of nature
consists, to a great extent, in understanding the causes of
things.

c. with//. A mental apprehension; a perception,
intuition, or other cognition, rare.

1563 Homilies n. Rogation Week i. (1859) 470 To have a
knowledge of the power and divinity of God. 1626 T. H.
Caussin's Holy Crt. 123 To proceed . . by such knowledges,
as are common, with brute beastes, and forsake those ofmen.
1815 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. 128 It is the office .. of
reason, to bring a unity into all our conceptions and several

knowledges. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Metaph. (1859) I.

iii. 57 These two cognitions or knowledges have, accordingly,
received different names. 187* LOWELL Wks. (1890) IV. 184
With Dante wisdom is the generalization from many several

knowledges of small account by themselves.

fd. Med. Diagnosis: cf. KNOWLEDGE w. 5. 06s.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. etc. N ij, Is the

Cyrurgyen bounde to haue the knowledge of the blode that
is drawen ?. -No, but the beholdynge of the said blode be-

longeth to Physycyens. 1655 CULPEPPER, etc. Riverius x. v.

292 The Knowledg in general is manifest . .The Parts send-
ing have a more difficult Diagnosis or way of Knowledg.
t e. To come to (one's own) knowledge, to recover

one's understanding; to come to one's senses. 06s.
13. .E. E. Allit. P. B. 1702 penne he wayned hymhiswyt

..pat he com to knawlach & kenned hym seluen. 6-1489
CAXTON Blanchardyn xiv. 49 Euyn at these wordes cam the
prouost tyl his owne knowlege ageyne.
10. Acquaintance with a branch oflearning, a lan-

guage, or the like
;

theoretical or practical under-

standing of an art, science, industry, etc. ; f skill

in or to do something (obs.\ (Rarely in plural.)
c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 130 pane trawalit he

besyn, til he in knavlage of clergy. .wes wise Inuch. 4*1475
RaitfCoifyar 325 The King had greit knawledge the coun-
trie to ken. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 455 Folk
a cury may miscuke, that knawledge wantis. 1560 DAUS tr.

Sleidane's Comm. 201 He had no greate knoweledge in the
latyn tongue. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. L 15 Mariners
brought up in Practical Knowledge of Navigation at Sea.

1774 GOLDSM. Siirv. Exp Philos. (1776) I. 210 Nor were
the ancients without a great knowledge in this art. 1781
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to R.A.'s m. Wks. 1812 I. 20
With scarce more knowledges than these He earns a guinea
every day with ease. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 85 A know-
ledge of all the medical and other sciences. 1851 Illnstr.
Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1278 This article is . . made by young
women who have no knowledge of drawing.
11. In general sense: The fact or condition of

being instructed, or of having information acquired
by study or research ; acquaintance with ascertained

truths, facts, or principles; information acquired
by study ; learning ; erudition.

1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 27 Knowlege is better
than ignoraunce. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 46
Knowledge hath no enemie but ignoraunce. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. vin. 71 In gret honour for his erudi-
tioun and knawledge. 1611 BIBLE Eccles. i. 18 Hee that in-

creaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow. 1784 COWPER Task
vi. 96 Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much;
Wisdom is bumble that he knows no more. 1856 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. III. iv. iii. 17 The highest knowledge always
involves a more advanced perception of the fields of the
unknown. 1870 M. D. CONWAY Earthtu. Pilgr. xviiL 220
One might say that no kind or amount of human knowledge
were too much for woman.
** The object ofknowing; that which is known

or made known.
t 12. Information ; intelligence ; notice, intima-

tion. 06s.

1417 HEN. V in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 62 We remitte
hem to have ful declaracion and verrai knaweleche of you
in that matere. c 1440 Generydes 1160 Whan she hadde
tideng And trew knowlage ofAuferius. 1473 WARKW. Chron.
ii He yaffknoleage to his peple that he wulde holde withe
the Erie of Warwyke. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 327 He
imediatly sent knowledge into the whole countrie. 1600
HOLLAND

Livy xxvi. xxvi. 603 There hee published and gave
knowledge, That hee would shape his course from thence
for Anticyra. 171* DE FOE Plague (1756) 49 Shall give
knowledge thereof to the Examiner of Health.
13. The sum of what is known.
iS34 STARKEY Let. in EnglandMi p. x, L.passyd ouer
to Italy, whereas I so delytyd in the contemplacyon of

natural Knolege. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse
142 The proper nature of suche in whose mynde knowe-
ledge have once builded her Boure. a 1638 PRESTON New

KNOWLEDGE.
Covt. (1634) 446 You . . may have abundance of emptie and
unprofitable knowledge, without Grace. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vii. 126 Knowledge is as food, and needs no less Her
Temperance over Appetite, to know In measure what the
mind may well contain. 1753 JOHNSON Ad-venturer No. 85r 7 He is by no means to be accounted useless or idle who
has stored his mind with acquired knowledge. 1833 DE
QUINCEY Lett, to YoungMan Wks. iSooXIV. 58 All know-
ledge may be commodiously distributed into science and
erudition. 1833 (title) The Penny Cyclopedia of the Society
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. 1877 E. R. CONDER
Bas. Faith iv. 139 We speak of knowledge as stored up in
books. But in reality what books contain is not knowledge,
but only symbols of knowledge. Mod. Every branch of
knowledge.
14. (with //.) A branch of learning ; a science

;

an art. (Rarely in sing.)
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 20 Poetry, . . the . . first

nurse, whose milk by little and little enabled them to feed
afterwards of tougher knowledges. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn.
n. xvii. 9 The mathematics, which are the most abstracted
of knowledges. 1661 J. CHANDLER I'an Hclmont's Oriat.
To Rdr., Many clear fundamental Knowledges and Arts.
1835 COLERIDGE Aids Refl. (1848) I. Pref. 19 A land abound-
ing with men, able in arts, learning, and knowledges manifold.
1860 MARSH Eng. Lang. 28 The superior attractions and
supposed claims of other knowledges.

j-15. A sign or mark by which anything is

known, recognized, or distinguished ; a token.
1483 Cath. Angl. 204/2 A knawlege, twta,. .specimen, ex-

ferimentum. 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxxviii. 416 At
theyr departyng they thought to make a knowledge that
they had ben there ; for they set the subbarbes afyre. 1555
W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions IL iv. 141 Thei deuised . .

circumcision, because the! would haue a notable knowledge
betwene them and other nacions.

III. 16. atfrii.a.nd Comb., as knowledge element,
power, -tree; knowledge-full, -kindled, -proof 3.$*.;

knowledge-box, -casket, humorous names for
the head.

1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 194 His head being differently
formed to that of others, by producing what had been his

'knowledge-box, my word could not be doubted. 1874
BURNAND My time v. 42 With all these odds and ends, my
knowledge-box was fairly stored. 1879 BAIN Education as
a Science xii. 402 The work of teaching 'knowledge elements.
1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 793 In his concise but
"knowledge-full work on the pathology of the ear. 1886
LOWELL Wks. (1890) VI. 150 There are some pupils who are
'knowledge-proof. 1598 ROWLANDS Poems on Passion,
Christ to Worn. Jerus., Life's arbour next, which grace did
fill ; And 'knowledge-tree of good and ill.

\Note. The origin ofknowledge sb. and vb. and the question
of the original relations between the sb. and vb. themselves,
are a difficult problem. According to the extant evidence,
the vb. is exemplified nearly a century before the sb., and
is found only in southern Eng., with a form in -lechien,
leche, while the sb., when it appears c 1300, is found only in
northern dialect, and has its earliest form in -lage. Thus the
northern MSS. of Cursor Mundi have numerous examples
of the sb. the earliest known, but dp not use the vb. Late
in the i4th c., the sb. is found in midl. and south, (first in

Wyclif, a northern man), with the forms -lache, -leche ; in
the isth c. the vb. appears sparingly in the north, with the
form -lage, -lege. If the sb. were at first only northern,
the want of earlier examples may be explained by there

being no northern literature of the i2th and early i3th c. ;

but this does not account for the app. absence of the sb.
from southern literature before Wyclif, and leaves the early
relations between the vb. and sb. very perplexing. It can
hardly be doubted, in view of the earliest sense of both, that

they have a common origin ; but what this was it is not
easy to determine. The sb. has no parallel in Eng., nor
app. in any Teutonic lang. Some have thought it related to
ONorse derivative sbs. in -leik-r

'

play, exercise, action
',

e. g. kunnleilt-r knowledge. The OE. cognate ending was
-lac, as in wedldc wedlock ; but neither the ON. nor OE.
form could have given an early ME. -leche ; this would
have required an OE. -lce, of which there is no trace. If,
on the other hand, we start from the vb. i^cnawlechien, there
are difficulties in explaining the formation of this also.
It has been proposed to associate it with OE. verbs in

-lc(e}an, pa.t, -Ixhte, a few of which came down into early
ME. in -lichen, -llhte. In OE. these usually go with
derivative adjs. in -Ifc (from an adj. or sb.), to which they
are supposed to stand somehow in ablaut relation ; e. g.
ctiyifc friendly, cuSlxcan be friendly with, to treat like a
friend, efenllc equal, efenlxcan to make equal, imitate,
neahltc near, neahlxcan to draw nigh, approach, rihtlic

right, correct, f.c)rihtlxcan to make right, correct, sumorlic
summerlike, sumorlican to draw near to summer, winlerUc
winterly, winterlzcan to draw near to winter, etc. Here
the radical part is an adj. or sb. If now early ME. cnaw,
KNOW sb. 1

,

'

acknowledgement, confession ', went back to an

vb. 'gtcndwlxcan
'

to become conscious of, make acknow-
ledgement or confession of, which would give an earlyME. *i-cnawlechcn

t
-lehte. True, these are not the ME.

forms actually found ;
but some variation in the formation

of these verbs appears in the instances cited by Sievers (Ags.
Gram., ed. 3, 407, Ann. 17, 18), including a pa. pple.
ferihtlxced, in the West Saxon Past. Care, \KSvtelerihtlzht,
while the Rushw. copy of the Lindisfarne Gloss shows, for

niahlzcan, a form neoliciga, pa.
t. neolicade, ntalocode, pa.

pple.giHfo/icad'; so that, perhaps, the early ME. i)cnaw-
'.echien, i-cnoulechien, -lechede, may be taken as having this

origin. If this was so, the verb to knowledge was first

formed, and the sb. was derived from it, which would also

agree with the extant historical data for the two words, and
account for the original sense of the sb.]

t Knowledge, v. 06s. Forms: 3 cnaw-,
onou-, (5 enow-), 3-5 (6) knou-, (4 kneu-, 5

knew(e-),3-7know-,(4-5(6)knowe-,5-6kno-);
north. 5-7 knaw-, (5 kna-) ; 3 -leohi(en, 3-5
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-leohe(n, (4-5 -lech, -lich(e, -lyoh(e, -laoh(e),
5-6 -lege, (5 -legh, 6 -lage), 6-7 -ledge, (6 -ledg).
[Early ME. cna-wlechien, in I4th c. knowleche(n,
prob. f. cnaiv, KNOW rf.l, and ultimately from
cndw-an, know-en, to KNOW, with a second element
of obscure origin : see note to prec. A single ex-

ample of i-cnoulechien in same sense, homgecndw-,
i-know-, is known in the I jth c. Northern instances
of the vb. are unknown before the I5th c., and are
rare at all times. The unstressed ending -leche, be-
came by 1400 -lege, whence the later -ledge. (Cf.
Grinnidge = Greenwich, Swanage from Swanewic,
Swanwich.) See also the sb.]
1. trans. To own the knowledge of; to confess ;

to recognize or admit as true: = ACKNOWLEDGE v. I.

1130 Mali Mild. 9 ?if ha . . cnawlecheS soS; Ich habbe
ham to witnesse ha hckecS huni of bornes. a 1240 La/song
in Celt. Htm, 205 Al bis ich i-cnoulechie be. a 1380 SI.
Ambrose 672 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 18 pus bis godemon . . Knouleched bat al bat was his Was pore mennes at
heore nede. 1418 Surtees Misc. (1888) 5 He knawleged and
graunted his trespas. 1438 Water/. Arch, in \otk Rep.
Hist.MSS. Comm. App. v. 330John Franches . . didd knolech
hym to ow to William LyncolL.x. li. of money currant.

dlde it of gude zele and motife. c 1440 Partonope 3522,
I knowlech a traytoure am I. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour(iS6S)
37 Thanne she knowleged her misdede. 1483 Cath. Artgl.
205/1 To knawlege, fattri, confiteri [etc.]. 1537 Act 28
Hen. VIII in Bolton Stat. Irel. (1621) 129 Them that, .doe
professe and knowledge Christs religion. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. More's Utop. Transl. Ep. (1895) 18 Knowing, and know,
ledging the barbarous rudenes of my translation. 1582
STANYHURST jEneis n. (Arb.) 48 My flight from prison
I knowledge. [1660 STILLINGFL. Iren. lu viii. 2 The
Cleregie . . did knowledge and confesse according to the
truth, that the Convocations of the same Cleregie hath ben
and ought to be assembled by the Kings writt]

b. absol. or intr. To make confession or acknow-
ledgement ; to confess. Const, to (a fault, etc.).
1381 WYCLIF John i. 20 And he knowelechide, and denyede

not, and he knowlechide, For I am not Crist. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. viii. 148 For dedes bat we ban don ille, dampned
sholde we be neuere Yff we knewelechid and cryde crist
ber of mercy, a 1450 MYRC 916 When thow herest what thow
hast do, Knowlache wel a-non ther to. 1526 TINDALE Rom.
x. 10 To knowledge with the mougth maketh a man safe.

f c. intr. with to (in biblical versions) : To give
thanks to, to praise. Obs.
A literal rendering of L. confiteri of Vulg., repr. Heb.

mvySdak, Gr. fJonoAoveiirSai.

1383 WYCLIF Gen. xxix. 35 She conseuyde, and bare a sone,
and seith, Now I shal knowlech [Cov. geue thankes] to the
Lord. Ps. xli[i]. 12 Hope I in god, for 311 shal knou-
lechen to hym. Matt. xi. 25, I knowleche to thee, fadir
..for thou hast hid these thingis fro wijse [men] and ware
and hast shewid hem to litil men. 1535 COVERDALE Rout.
xiv. n All tunges shal knowlege vnto God [WYCLIF Ech
tunge schal knowleche to God].
2. trans. To recognize or confess (a person or

thing to be something) ; a. with complement, b.

simply : To recognize (one) to be what he claims
;
to

own the claims or authority of: = ACKNOWLEDGE 2.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1352 Her we cnawlecheS him soS godd,
and godes sune. a 1300 Body fy Soul in Map's Poems
(Camden) 335 That thou} woldest God knouleche. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 193 He. .knewleched hym gulty. 1382
WYCLIF Luke xii. 8 Ech man which euer schal knowleche
me byfore men, . .mannis sone schal knowleche him bifore be

aungelia of God. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 138 Know-
lyche thiself ffor a cockewold. 1535 Goodly Printer (\Z^} 82

They knowledge thee to be the Father of an infinite majesty.
1582 STANYHURST ^Eneis in. (Arb.) 89 A Greeke my self I doe
knowledge 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mott. ri3 Knowledg-
ing, and affirming, .the same Bishop to be supreme. 1643
PKVNNE Son. Power Parlt. App. 28 Charles dying, his sonne
Charles the eight, was . . reputed and knowledged King.
3. To own as genuine, or of legal force or validity ;

to own, avow, or assent in legal form to (an act,

document, etc.), so as to give it validity: = AC-
KNOWLEDGE v. 3.

1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 6 i The cognisor ne the

cognisee, that did knowledge and take the same reconis-

ances, 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. 11. iii. (1588) 136 Assaults ..

do draw after them the forfaiture of a Recognusance, know-
ledged for the keeping of the Peace. 1594 WEST 2nd Pt.

Symbol., The said L. M. his heires and assignes shall . . do,
make, knowledge,and suffer, or cause to be made,knowledged
and suffered al and everie act and acts [etc.]. 1797 Burns
Keel. Law (ed. 6) III. 204 If any ecclesiastical person know-

jedge a statute merchant or statute staple, or a recognizance
in the nature of a statute staple.

4. refl. To make oneself known to, or bring
oneself into acquaintance with a person, b. intr.

To have carnal knowledge with.
c 1375 Cursor M. 11056 (Fairf.) The tone was yong maidyn

ban The tothir had knowlechid with man [Tritt. had know-
leche wi}> mon]. a 1425 Ibid. 3838 (Trin.) lacob . . knowleched
him {Cott. kythed him, Gott. kneu him] bere wib racheL

6. trans. To recognize; in Med. to recognize and

identify (a disease), to diagnose.
1541 R. COPLAND Galyen's Terap. 2 Ciij, It is leful v"

moste often to knowlege the dysease at the begynnynge,
and it is necessary that the indication be taken of the sayd
dysease. a 1618 SYLVESTER Mayden's Blush 442 Vouch-
safe mee, . .As in a glasse to see and knowledge Him.

6. To take legal cognizance of (a cause, etc.).

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 105 (Form Baron Courts c. 15) Gif
it [the judgement] be againe said in the Schiref Court, it

sould be knawledged in the justice Court.
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Hence f Knowledged///. a., known, acknow
ledged.
CI4SO Bp. Grossetest's Househ. Stat. in Baoees Bk. 330lhat they admitte youre knowlechyd men, familiers frendysand strangers.

Knowledgeable (np-ledjab'l), a. [f. KNOW
LEDGE sb. andz>. + -ABLE.]
f 1. [from the verb] Capable of being perceivec

or recognized ; recognizable ; noticeable. Obs.
1607 TOPSELL Four./. Beasts (1658) 575 Let him but set upa stick or staffe, or some such other knowledgable mark, in

the middle space betwixt him and the Wolf, and it will scare
him away. 1619 T. MILLES tr. Mexia's, etc. Trias. Anc
fr Mod. T. 49 They took a branch cut off from a fruite tree
which they would cut into diuers peeces, with certaine very
knowledgable markes made vpon them.
2. [from the sb.] Possessing or showing know-

ledge or mental capacity; well-informed; intelli-

gent, colloq. (orig. dial.).
1831 S. LOVER Leg. Irel. 45 'A gintleman like you, that

ought to be knowledgable '. 1854 MRS. GASKELL North ff
6. xxvin, If

yo, sir, or any other knowledgable patientman. .says he'll larn me what the words mean.. why, in
time I may get to see the truth of it

-

. 1859 W. H. GREGORY
Egypt II. 17 A very intelligent, knowledgeable man
thoroughly understanding the business and the machinery.
1897 Spectator 18 Sept. 367 Inquiries . . conducted in a careful,
a reasonable, and a knowledgeable spirit.

Hence Knowledgeableness ; Knowledgeably
adv.

1865 Pall Mall G. 21 Aug. 3/1 Many's the lady they've
beguiled there is fifty-six sorts ofPatience as can be played
with em [cards] on a tea-tray placed knowledgeably on the
bed. 1886 Illuslr. Lond. News 6 Mar. 232/3 Feelings of
sympathy and good-fellowship, which almost took the place
of

'

knowledgeableness
'

in art matters.

Knowledged (np-led.^d),
a. rare. {f. KNOW-

LEDOlfsb. + -ED 2
.] Furnished with knowledge.

_ 1548 GESTE Pr. Masse in H. G. Dugdale Life (1840) App.
i. 71, 1 am slenderlyknowledged in Scripture matters. 1595
tr. Saviolo's Practise Nja, Is it possible that he which
neuer saw the warres can be better knowledged than he
which hath spent his life wholye therein? 1864 Times
10 Oct. 7/4 He is turned out . . a schoolboy knowledged upto the highest mark the material and the system of mental-
facture would admit.

Kiiowledgeless, a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Devoid of knowledge, ignorant.
1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. vi. v. 196 He will.,

bid you be knowledgeless, desireless, motionless. 1900 F.W.
BULLEN With Christ at Sea iv. 101 So helpless, so utterly
knowledgeless. .is the new born Christian.

Kiiowledgemeut. [f. KNOWLEDGE v. +
-MEN!.]
fl. Formal acknowledgement; legal cognizance.
a 1625 Sin H. FINCH Law (1636) 260 No writ shall be abated
by knowledgement of villenage. 1628 COKE On Litt. 158 b,

Cogtiilio^ is knowledge, or knowledgement, or opinion, and
recognition is a serious acknowledgement or opinion vpon
such matters of fact as they shall haue in charge, and there-

upon the lurors are called Recognitores assisx. 1641 Cases
of Treason in Harl. Misc. (Malham) V. 27 [These justices]
do take knowledgement of all fines.

2. Knowledge, cognizance, arch.

1650 HUBBERT Pill Formality 153 They can look no
further then after the things of this world ; their knowledg-
ment is bounded here. 1889 R. S. FERGUSON Carlisle ix. 158No record has come to our knowledgment of the reception
this letter met with.

) Know-ledger. Obs. In4-lechour,-lechere.
[f. KNOWLEDGE v. +-ER! (earlier -OUK: see-ERl 2).]
One who acknowledges or confesses.

13.. Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Herrig's Archiv
LXXXI. 106/126 pat is bat God, vr saueour,bat 5af so to his
knowelechour. 1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xx. i Hou good.. to
not forbeden the knoulechere in orisoun.

t Knowledging, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. KNOW-
LEDGE V. + -ING !.]

1. The action of the vb. KNOWLEDGE
; acknow-

ledgement, confession ; formal acknowledgement ;

also (rendering L. confessio of Vulg.), Thanks-

giving, praise.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1388 Ibe cnawlechinge of hiskinewurSe

nome. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10778 Know-
lechyng til hym bey_ bed. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 327
Confession generaly is knowlechynge made wi|) wille. 1382

Ps. cxlviii. 14 The knouleching of hym vpon heuene and
erthe. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxii. 259 The kynges
of Englande .. shall . . holde all the forenamed countreys . .

without any knowledgynge of any souerayntie, obeysaunce
. . or subiection . . to the crowne of Fraunce. 1539 TONSTALL
Sertn. Palm Sund. (1823) 48 Peter,, .the fyrst that with his
mouthe vttered that confessyon and knowlegynge by which
all Christen men must be saued. 1594 WEST 2nd Pt. Symbol.
\ 59 At the knowledging of every fine, if the Justice., do not
know the cognisors, it is requisite that some other credible

person, .be present.
2. The action, condition, or faculty of knowing ;

= KNOWLEDGE sb. ; understanding, cognition,

cognizance, notice, recognition, acquaintance, etc.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 92 God wule . . jiuen ou Hht . . him uorto
seonne & icnowen ; & burnh be cnoulechunge, ouerallebing
lim luuien. c 1330 Spec. Gy Wanu. 725 What marines soule
.. purw dedli smne ifiled is, His knowelaching is al gon.
a 1425 Cursor M. 15931 (Trin.) Petur seide knowlechyng of
lim had I neuer none, c 1430 Syr Gener, (Roxb.) 6896 On
lis finger she knew the ring, Of him had shee noo know-

eching. c 1430 LONELICH Grail xliii. 155 Was neuere Child
n wommannes body with-Owten mannes knowlechinge.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xix. i, They bare . . no maner of

cnoulechynge of their owne armes but playne whyte sheldes.

ttiti. xx. xiv, Ye shall, .lete hym haue knowlechynge that. .

KNOW-NOTHING.
I my self shall brynge my lady Quene Gueneuer vnto hym
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixv. 18 5e clarkis. . Fullest of science
and of knawlegeing. 1509 HAWES Com>. Swearers 3 How
sholde we nowe haue ony knowledgynge Of thynges pastbut by theyr endytynge. 1560 HOLLAND Crt. Venus iv. 154
Iraistant nchtweill be perfite knawleging, Je will notthoill.
o. Meaning, signification, rare 1

.

.I,. .

~ Lm" ProL <Skea" L es
ther ben in Englyshe [of] whiche vnneth we Englishe men
connen declare the knowleginge.
Knowman, perverted form of GNOMON
Known (noun), ///. a. (sb.)

'

[pa. pple. of
KNOW

.]

1. Become an object of knowledge ; apprehended
mentally, learned; familiar; often, in pregnant
sense, familiar to all, generally known or recognized.a 1300 Cursor M. 15895 A knaun freind he had bare-in, in

7 j ,,',

m late' I49S Trn"'sa's Barth. De P. R. xill. i.

(W. de W.) 440 There is noo ryuer but he spryngeth of some
welle knowen or vnknowen. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron.
(1568) II. 789 Those that by tbeir favors more resembled
other knowen men then him. 1621 S. WAHD Life ofFaith
in Death Serm. (1862) 53 Death is the knownest and un-
knpwnest thing in the world. 1647-8 COTTERELL Davila's
Hist. Fr. (1678) 22 Men of known courage. 1673 PENN
The Chr. a Quaker iii. Wks. (i 726) 525 Paul . . is very express
in that known Passage to the Romans, a 1704 T. BROWN
Sat, French King Wks. 1730 I. 59 Thou mak'st me swear,
that am a known Non-juror. 1860 TYNDALI, Glac. n. iii.

241 All known bodies possess more or less of this molecular
motion. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 116 Some man of known
ability and high reputation.

b. The known, that which is known
; that which

is objective in knowledge ; the totality of known
things.
1863 E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. * Nat. 142 The condition

of clear thought upon metaphysical subjects, is the separa-
tion of the two elements of knowledge, the knowing and the
known. 1884 F. HARRISON in igtk Cent. Mar. 502 Know-
ledge is of course wholly within the sphere of the Known.
1 2. Possessed of knowledge ; acquainted with

something; learned or skilled in; informed or
aware of. Known men, a name assumed by the
Lollards. Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 53 The! besien hem silf forto leerne
& knowe the Bible, .. thei..clepen hem silf knowun men
as thou? alle othere than hem ben unknowun. 1563 FOXE
A. fr M. (1583) 820 After the great abiuration aforesayd,
which was vnder William Smith Bishop of Lincolne : they
were noted and termed among themsefues by the name of
knowne men, or iust fast men. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. v.
iu 42 The two Lord chief Justices were in the same
Treason (whose Education made them more known in the
Laws of the Land).
B. absol. or as sb.

1 1. With poss. adj. One's acquaintance. Obs.
a 1325 Prose Ps. lxxxvii[i]. 8 Thou madest my knowen fer

fram me. 1382 WYCLIF Luke ii. 44 Thei .. sousten him a
mong his cosyns and knowen [1388 his knouleche].
2. A well-known person, colloq.
1835 Court Mag. VI. 47/1 It is chiefly from among this

latter band of Small Knowns that we shall take the liberty
of drawing the Sketches.

Hence f Knownly adv., in a known manner.
a 1643 LD. FALKLAND Infallibility (1646) 194 Lawes, .. to

be obeyed, unless they should be publiquely and knownely
found contrary to a greater authority.

)
Knowness. Obs. rare~l

. In 3 cnownesse.

[? f. KNOW si. 1
,
or stem of KNOW v., + -NESS.]

Acknowledgement.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 25 pu seist bat on gode bileuest,

and dost cnownesse hat he is pi louerd.

KnOW-UOthing (ni-nz> J>irj), sb. and a. [f.

KNOW . + NOTHING ; cf. DO-NOTHING.]
A. sb. 1. a. One who knows nothing, a very

ignorant person, an ignoramus, b. One who holds
that nothing can be known, an agnostic.
I8

i39 J. ROGERS Antipopopr, 140 Knownothing appears a
desirable word to signify one very ignorant. 1871 R. H.
HUTTON Ess. (1877) I. 24 The know-nothings really feel to-
wards God as if they knew something of Him. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) II. 443 Socrates is represented in the character
of a know-nothing.
2. A member of a political party in the United

States, called also the American party, prominent
during the years 1853-56; so named because,

having been originally organized as a secret society,
its members, to preserve this character, professed to

outsiders complete ignorance regarding it.

The chief principle of the party was that none but native
citizens should be permitted to share in the government. It

disappeared about 1859.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States r Washington is, at this time,

governed by the Know Nothings. 1878 N. Anter. Rev.
^XXVI. 22 In the campaign of 1855 .. the Know-nothings
:arried the state again by a large majority. 1884 T. W.
BARNES Mem. Thurloiti Weedvn (Cent.) If a member of the
order was asked about its practices or purposes, he answered
that he knew nothing about them, and

' Americans 'i for that

reason, soon came to be called Know Nothings.
B. attrib. or adj.

1. a. That knows nothing; grossly ignorant.
3. That holds that nothing can be known ; agnostic.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anfflia s.v., A poor know-nothing
reature ! 1837 MARRYAT Dog-Fiend xx, I'm . . a know-
othing ninny. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xxx.
16 The know-nothing or deceptive government at home.
860 EMERSON Cond. Life vi. (1861) 121 Here are know.
othing religions, or churches that proscribe intellect. 1897
Dublin Rev. Apr. 334 A rationalistic and know.nothin^
ihilosopby.



KNOW-NOTHINQISM.
2. Of or pertaining to the American Know-

nothings : see A. 2.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 172 The Richmond Whig
the leading Know-nothing newspaper in the Southern States.

1875 N. Amir. Rat. CXX. 304 The great Know-Nothing
movement. 1885 LALOR & NIASON tr. Von Heist's Const.

Hist. U. S. 116 One-half of the Know Nothing programme
was unacceptable to the South.

Know-no'thingrisrn. [f. prec. + -ISM.]

1. The profession of knowing nothing, the practice

of wilful ignorance; the doctrine of agnostics,

agnosticism.
1866 Rca4tr 15 Dec. 1007 He must have long felt that the

ignorance which is sedulously kept up of practical physi-
ology adequately reflects the knownothingism

'

of middle-

class Englishmen. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. I. 27 A sort of

know-nothingism, or Agnosticism, or belief in an unknown
and unknowable God. 1881 Standard 7 Feb., The age is

..face to face, .with Agnosticism or Know-nothingism.
2. The political doctrine of the American Know-

nothings : see KNOW-NOTHING A. 2 .

a 1860 New York Times (Bartlett Amer.\ The Know-
Nothings have had their day. . . The earth hath bubbles,

and Know-Nothingism was one of them. 1885 LALOR &
MASON tr. Yon Hoist's Const. Hist. U. S. 112 Know-
Nothingism had very ardent partisans in the southern states.

Kiiow-no:tbingness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The state or quality of knowing nothing; complete

ignorance.
1884 AT. $ Q. 21 June 493/1 Jo..scandalized by his dis-

tressing know-nothingness the coroner and jury at the in-

quest . . in Bleak House. 1899 Chamb. frnl. II. 92/1 One
meets with more of this curious, half-reticent know-nothing-
ness, real or assumed.

Knowperts. Sc. A local name of the Crow-

berry, Empctrum nigrum.

cranberries.

Knoxvillite (njvksvilsit). Min. [Named
from Knoxville in California, where found : see

-HE 1
.] Hydrous sulphate of chromium, iron,

and aluminium, of a greenish-yellow colour.

1889 G. F. BECKER in Geol. Surv. U. S. Monogr. XIII. 343.

Knub (neb), sb. Now dial, or techn. Also 6

knubbe, 7 knubb. See also NUB. [Early mod.E.
= LG. knubbe, MLG. knubbe, knobbe, knot, knob,

protuberance, lump, etc., Da. knub block, log,

stump : see KNOB.]
1. A small lump, a protuberance ; esp. a small

swelling on the body, a boil
;
= KNOB sb. i, i b.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 181/31 Knubbe, bruscum, callum.

'575 TURBERV. Fanlconrie 344 If a hawkes feete be but
swolne and have not any Knubs in the ball of the foote.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 434 Frogs . . with two knubs bear-

ing out in their front like horns. Ibid. 106 The same juice . .

healeth the clifts and swelling knubs in tne fundament. 1662
R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 137 A Woman far gone in a Scurvie,
. .ful of spots and knubs as big as French Nuts about her

body, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglici, Knub, a knob. 1897
F. T. BI.-I.LEN Cruise ' Cachalot '178, I came butt up against
something solid, the feel of which gathered all my scattered
wits into a compact knub of dread.

1 2. A stag of the second year, a knobber. Obs.

1617 ASSHETON Jrnl. (Chetham Soc.) 61 A knubb was killed
and a calf.

3. The innermost wrapping of the chrysalis in

a silk cocoon : usually NUB.
i8u J. SMYTH Pract. of Customs (1821) 214 Husks and

Knubs are the refuse, which is thrown aside by the windster,
during the process of winding the Silk from the cocoons.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade s.v., A large quantity is im-

ported under the names of ' knubs and husks
'

which is

carded and spun up into various common silk stuffs.

I Knub, v. dial. Obs. [Kindred in origin to

KNAB
z/.l]

1. trans. To bite gently, nibble.
a 1652 BROMB City Wit

;v. i. Wks. 1873 1. 344 As you have
beheld two Horses knubbing one another ; Ka me, Ka thee.

2. To beat ; to strike with the knuckle. Also NUB.
1721, 1828 [see KNUBBLE v.}.

Knu'bbed, a. rare- 1
, [f. KNUB sb. + -ED 2.]

Having 'knubs', or of the nature of a 'knub';
knobbed.
1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vn. (1593) 173 If of Cornell tree,

It would be full of knubbed knots.

t Knubble, sb. dial. Obs. [dim. of KNUB sb. =
LG. knubbel, dim. of knubbe : see also NUBBLE.]= KNOBBLE sb. ; in quot., a knuckle.
1671 SKINNER Etym. Ling. Angl, Knubble, knub, Nodus

seu Condylus digiti.

Knubble (nwb'1), v. dial. [dim. and freq. of
KNUB v. : see also NUBBLE.] = KNOBBLE v. a :

see quots.
1711 BAILEY, To Knub, Knutle, to beat with the Fist or

Knuckles. 1783 MORELL Ainsworth's Lot. Diet, i, To
knubble, Pugnis contundere. a 1815 FORBY Voc. E.Anglia,
Knubble, to handle clumsily ; using thumbs and knuckles,
as in kneading dough. 1818 WEBSTER, Knub, knubble, to
beat ; to strike with the knuckle. (Not used.]

Knubbly (no-bli), a. dial. [f. KNOBBLE sb. +
-T.] Full of or covered with ' knubbles '

or small
knobs : more usually NUBBLY.
1858 MAYHEW Uff. Rhine i. 8 2 086o) 35 A queer-looking

knubbly little angel. 1860 All Year Round No. 42. 363
Up and down the knubbly street. 1883 Gd. Words Nov.
7i/a The grand old gnarled knubbly beech.
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Knubby (nzrbi), a. [f. KNUB sb. + -Y.] Full

of ' knubs , or of the form of a ' knub '.

1882 Standard^ Dec. 5/3 [Jamaica], On the other side of

the .. bamboo fence rise . .

'

knubby cabbages', with their

bullet heads.

Knublet (nzrblet). [dim. of KNUB sb. : see

-LET.] A small knub or lump.
1884 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 1/2 Putting knublets of ice

into my coffee.

Knucche, ME. form of KNITCH, bundle.

Knuckle (nzrk'l), sb. Forms : 4 knokel, 5 -11,

-yl(le, 6 -ulle, knoo(c)le, knockel, nuckul,
6-7 (9 dial.) knockle, 7 knucle, 8 nuckle ; 6-

knuckle. [ME. knokel = OFris. knok(e)le, MDu.
knokel (Du. kneukel), MLG. knokel (LG. knukkel),
MHG. knuchel, kniichel (G. knockel) ; app. dim. of

a word for
* bone ' which appears as MLG. knoke

(Du. knook, knok], MHG. knocks (G. knochen).]

fl. The end of a bone at a joint, which forms

a more or less rounded protuberance when the

joint is bent, as in the knee, elbow, and vertebral

joints. Obs.
c 1375 Rel. Ant, I. 190 Bynethe the knokelys of the fete

Wytn two weynis thow my3t mete, c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 636/10 Hie nodus^ knokylle. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's
Met. i. (1593) 24 With wearie knockles on thy brim she
kneeled sadly downe. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
n. 42 The backebone .. consisteth of manie bones, . . which
are called the knuckles or turning ioyntes of the backebone.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr^f. Beasts (1658) 359 His [a lion's}
neck

very stiffe, because it consisteth but of one bone without

joynts, . . There are no knuckles or turning joynts in it

called Spondyli) and therefore he cannot look backward.

1658 A. Fox IVurtti Surg. n. xxv, 152 Sometimes the

Elbows-Kn<jckle is broken.

2. spec. The bone at a finger-joint, whichrfonns
a rounded protuberance when the hand is shut;

esp. applied to those at the roots of the fingers.

(Sometimes in sing, for collective plural.)
1440 Promp.Parv. 280/1 Knokylof an \\onfa. .^conduits.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 25 b, In euery fynger be ,uL ioyntes,
and as many knokulles: saue In the thome.that hath but ij.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tang, Condyle t
the roundenesse

or knots in the knee, anckle, elbow, and knuckles. 1658
A. Fox Wurtz Surg. ii. xxv. 153 A Fracture near the
Knockles is worse than that in the middle. 1753 HOGARTH
Anal. Beauty x. 65 The dimples of the nuckles. 1792 Cow-
PER Left, ii June, Adieu 1 My knuckles ache with letter

writing. 1867 A. DAWSON Rantbl. Recoil. (1868) 4 He
switched their shoulders and knuckles with his cane. 1884
PAE Eustace 0,6 The leader and spokesman of the party gave
a low but distinct tap with his hard knuckle.

b. Hence several colloquial phrases.
S579 J- STUBBES Gaping GulfC iij b, Assuring ourselues

that if they went up to the knocles in french blood, they wyll
vp to the elboes in English blood. 1759 DILWORTH Pope 7%
Some who did not absolutely deserve that appellation, he has

rapped over the knuckles. 1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Adv.
Fut. Laureat i. 79 He sighs upon his knuckles he is

down. 1809 MALKIN Gil Bias v. ii. P3 The boiling courage
of knighthood, pledged up to the knuckles or the chin on the
behalf of female innocence. 1812 Snorting Mag. XL. 161
The father-in-law had everything arranged to his own
knuckle. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt ii, When he's had
plenty of English exercise, and brought out his knuckle
a bit, he'll be a Lingon again as he used to be. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W, Africa 390A severe rap on my moral knuckles
from my conscience.

3. The projection of the carpal or tarsal joint
of a quadruped ; hence, a *

joint
'

of meat, esp. veal

or ham, consisting of the knuckle joint with the

parts immediately above and below it. In a leg
of mutton, the rounded muscular part adjacent to

the knuckle joint of the animal.

1625 MASSINGER New Way n. ii, 'Tis the quintessence Of
five cocks of the game, . . Knuckles of veal, potato-roots, and
marrow. 1626 BACON Syl-ua 45 Jelly, .which they use for
a restorative, is chiefly made of knuckles of veal. 1726 GAY
in Swiff's Lett. (1766) II. 65 Take a knuckle of veal . . In
a few pieces cut it : In a stewing-pan put it. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. Cl. 5 June, One wit, like a knuckle of ham in soup,
gives a zest and flavour to the dish. 1840 DICKENS Old C.

6'Af/xxvi, The tea-things, including, .a cold knuckle of ham.

4. Something shaped or protruding like a knuckle
of a bone. spec. fa. A thickened joint of a plant,
a node. b. Anat. A projecting bend of the in-

testine. C. Meek. The projecting tubular part of

a hinge through which the pintle runs. d. Ship-
building. An acute angle in certain timbers.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 255 The swellings or blind piles

appearing like bigs or knuckles within the fundement, are
cured with five-leafe grasse. 1611 COTGR., Les ner/s, the
knuckles that sticke out on the backe ofa booke. 1626 BACON

contained under a cylindric surface, and is common both to
the moving part and the part which is at rest 1835-6 Tonn
Cycl. Anat. I. 503 note, A knuckle of the intestine, c 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 128 Knuckle, a sudden angle made
on some timbers by a quick reverse of shape, such as the
knuckle of the counter Umbers, &c. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders
230, I . .sat on a solid knuckle of rock that shot up from the
ribs of the mountain. 1897 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 108 A
knuckle of bowel having been exposed by incision.

5. = KNUCKLE-DUSTER (see quot. 1861 s.v.)

6. attrib. and Comb., as knuckle-hinge, -rap,
-summons, -walker, -work; knuckle-bow, -guard,
a guard on a sword-hilt to cover the knuckles;

KNUCKLE-BONE.

knuckle-end, the lower or small end of a leg of
mutton or pork ; knuckle-kneed a., having pro-
minent or bulging knees; knuckle thread, a
rounded thread in a screw; knuckle timber, a
timber having or forming a knuckle (see 4 c.).

1895 Proc. Soc. Antij. 7 Feb. 297 There is a "knucklebow
with an extra guard attached by a ring, a 1845 SYD. SMITH
in Mem.. Scotland, that garret of the earth that "knuckle-
end of England. 1883 'ANNIE THOMAS' Mod. Housewife
48 A good leg of Welsh mutton . . its knuckle-end makes
a 'pretty little extra dish braised and stewed brown with
celery and haricot beans. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.
Neifht. v. (1878) 54 They [the horses] were so fat and
*knuckle-kneed. 1837 WHEELWRIGHT tr. Aristophanes II.

176 With "knuckle-raps, we will put out the lamps. 1864
BROWNING Sludge the Medium 730 Suppose 1 blunder in my
guess at the true sense O' the "knuckle-summons, nine times
out often. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 15 The
angles of the square thread are frequently rounded. . . If this

rounding is carried to excess we get the * Knuckle thread
shown at (d). 1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 54
The Planks under the 'Nuckle Timbers forward, c 1850
Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 128 Knuckle-timbers, those top-
timbers in the fore body whose heads stand perpendicular,
and form an angle with the hollow of the topside. 1874
WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 35 When these creatures (the gorilla,

chimpansee, and orang-outan] aid their steps by placing the
hands on the ground, they have the curious habit of resting
the knuckles on the ground .. From this peculiarity, the
three apes have received the appropriate title of "knuckle-
walkers. 1883 T. MOZLEY Remin. Towns, etc I. 298 All
the communications between the postal officials and the

public were done through an aperture fifteen inches by
twelve, .. to be opened after some *knuckle-work.

Knuckle (n-k'l), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. To place one's knuckles upon the ground

in shooting or casting the taw in playing at marbles :

see sense 4. Usually knuckle down.
1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Knuckle or Knuckle down (v.). .

is a particular phrase used by lads at a play called taw,
wherein they frequently say, Knuckle down toyourtaw, or
fit your hand exactly in the place where your marble lies.

1784 COWPER Tiroc. 307 As happy as we once, to kneel and
draw The chalky ring, and Knuckle down at taw. 1842
TENNYSON Will Waterfr. Monol. xvii, A something-pottle-
bodied boy, That knuckled at the taw.

2. intr. {Jig.} To acknowledge oneself beaten
;

to give way, give in, submit. Usually knuckle
down or knuckle under.

1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Knuckle or Knuckle down, to

stoop, bend, yield, comply with, or submit to. 1791 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Remonstrance 73, I knuckle not I owe not
to the great A thimble-full of obligation. 1871 CARLYLE in
Mrs. C.'s Lett. II. 237 He had to knuckle and comply in
all points. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal II. iv. 63 They
must all knuckle under to him. 1888 'J'imes (weekly ed.)
2 Nov. 12/3 He would not knuckle down under the attacks
of the Land League.

b. To knuckle down to, to apply oneself earnestly
or vigorously (Webster 1864).
3. trans. To tap, strike, press, or rub with the

knuckles.
a 1793 J. PEARSON Polit. Diet. 49 Little Shiells, who is a

mercenary dog, knuckles them [reporters] just as he pleases.
c 1825 BEDDOES Poems, Life, a Glass Window, Uncourteous
Death Knuckles the pane. 1842 H. SMITH Addr. Mummy
vi, I need not ask thee if that hand, when arm'd, Has any
Roman soldier maul'd and knuckled. 1890 CLARK RUSSELL
Ocean Trag. I. xii. 251 The seaman knuckled his forehead
and wheeled round.

4. trans . To propel or shoot (a marble, etc.) from
between the knuckle of the thumb and the bent

forefinger.
1803 W.TAYLOR inA nn. Rev. I. 354 Flying kites, knuckling

marbles, chuck-halfpenny, etc. 1897 CROCKETT Lads' Love
x. 90

' Go on ', she said, knuckling little stones at a puddock.
0. intr. To protrude or project like a knuckle.
c 1862 in Circ. Sc. I. 272/2 There is no danger of the con-

ductor knuckling through the gutta-percha.
Hence Knuckle-down as so. : a. a game at

marbles (see prec. I and 4) ; b. submission ; as

adv. submissively.
1859 RUSKIN Two Paths iv, (1891) 178 How that vagabond

child at the street corner is managing his game of knuckle,
down. 1878 E. JENKINS Haverholme 215 Our people are

bent on nothing but a complete knuckle-down. 1880 BLACK-
MORE Mary Anerley III. 184 Long sighs only lead to

turn-up noses. He plays too knuckle-down at it.

Knu ckle-bo:ne.
1. Any bone forming a knuckle; the rounded end,

at the joint, of any of the bones of the fingers ;

also, f the projecting bone of the knee or elbow

(ot>s.). Down on the knuckle-bone, hard up (slang).

1577 DEE Diary (Camden) 3 My fall uppon my right

nuckul bone. 1690 DRYDEN Amphitryon n. i, Bless me,
what an arm and a fist he has ..; and knuckle-bones of

a very butcher. 1883 Daily Tel. 4 Aug. a/ 1 Some one who
was ' down on the knuckle-bone

'

in consequence of having
been '

put away
'

since the previous October.

2. In an animal : a. A limb-bone with a ball-like

knob at the joint-end, or the rounded end of such

a bone ; also, a joint of meat consisting of this part
of an animal's leg ;

= KNUCKLE sb. 3.

1:1440 Promp. Para. 280/2 Knokylle bone of a legge,
coxa. 1530 PALSGR. 236/2 Knoccle bone, ioinctt de

la hanche. 1677 Lend. Gaz. No. 1226/4 A black brown

Gelding, .[having] a white spot upon one of his knuckle

bones. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown u. iii, He . . hauled out an

old knuckle-bone of ham, and two or three bottles of beer.

b. One of the metacarpal or metatarsal bones

of a sheep or the like; hence, (usually//.) a game



KNUCKLED.
played with these, by tossing them up and catching
them in various ways; also called huckle-bones
or dibs.

1759 tr. Adanson's Voy. Senegal 52 The girls had for
ornament round their waist a girdle of glass toys, or, . . of
a reyuien's knuckle-bones, or of cockle-shells. 1880 'c. R.
MARKHAM Peruv.Barkxii. 106 Courtyards veryneatlypaved
with round pebbles and llama's knuckle-bones in patterns
1884 J. SHARMAN Hist. Swearing iv. 63 School-boys still

play at the game of knuckle-bones. 1883 New Bk. Sports
316 Knucklebones.. is pre-eminently a game for man-by-
himself-man.

Knuckled (nr>-kld), a. [f. KNUCKLE sb. +
-ED 2.]

fl. Having projections orprotuberances, knobbed,
rugged; thick-jointed, as the stem of a plant.
Obs. in gen. sense.

13.. Gaw. t, Gr. Knt. 2166 Hy?e bonkkez & brent, ..&
ru?e knokled knarrez, with knorned stonez. 1616 BACON
Sylva I 656 The Reed or Cane is a Watry Plant, ..

Knuckled, both Stalke, and Root.
2. Having (prominent) knuckles; protuberant

like a knuckle. Also with denning word, Having
knuckles of a specified kind.

1841 Taii's Mag. IX. 289 His forehead high, broad, bony,
knuckled, and shiny. 1851 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp.
Tour Ixvi. 365 His red knuckled hands thrust a long way
through his tight coat. 1854 Fraser's Mag. XLVIII. 158
His knees slightly knuckled over through the wear and tear
of time and excessive exercise. 1897 Outing (U. S.) XXX.
125/1 The feet should be round, . .toes well-knuckled, close
and compact.

Knu'ckle-dee:p, adv. Up to the knuckles ;

with the whole hand in; hence fig,, deeply, 'up
to the hilt '.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet (1844) 4> Haue with thee knuckle
deepe, it shall neuer bee said that I dare not venter mine
eares where Martin hazards his necke. 1619 MASSINGER
Picture in. i, Methinks I am already Knuckle-deep in the
flesh-pots. 1765 COWPER Lett. Wks. 1837 XV. 4, I dare
say you were knuckle-deep in contrabands. 1829 SCOTT
Anne o/G. xiii, Shall we ..be knuckle-deep in the English
budgets.

Kmrckle-du-'Ster. [f. KNUCKLED. + DUSTER.
(orig. criminals' slang, U. S.)]
A metal instrument made to cover the knuckles,

so as to protect them from injury in striking, and
at the same time to add force to a blow given
with the fist thus covered.

1858 Times 15 Feb. (Farmer), Knuckle-duster.. a formid-
able American instrument, made of brass, which slips easily
on to the four fingers of the hand, and having a projecting
surface, across the knuckles, is calculated, .to inflict serious

injury on the person against whom it is directed. 1861 All
Year Round 13 July 372 But what the crew most feared,
was the free useof the 'brass knuckles 'or 'knuckledusters'.. .

These are brass finger-guards, not unlike what the Roman
gladiators called the cestus ; they constitute a regular
portion of the equipment of an officer of the American
mercantile marine. 1861 Illustr. Land. News n Jan. 51/2

nerican 'shoulder-hitters', 'knuckle-dusters', andThe Ame
'gum-ticklers'. 1862 Ann. Reg. 103 One of them struck
him a fearful blow with a '

knuckle-duster '. 1873 Slang
Diet. s. v.. Sometimes a knuckle-duster has knobs or points
projecting, so as to mutilate and disfigure the person struck.

attrib. 1870 Standard 15 Dec., I have been in many
mobs, and have been charged both by cavalry and the
knuckleduster brigade in Paris.

Kinrckle-joint.
1. lit. Each joint of the knuckles (of the hands), or

the joint of the leg of an animal called a knuckle.

2. Mech. A joint or coupling forming a con-

nexion between two parts of a mechanism, in which
a projection in one is inserted into a corresponding
recess in the other (like the knuckles of the two
hands when clasped or placed together) ; also ex-

tended to other joints, such as universal joints.

1863-9 /to* Archit., Knuckle yoint,a.n old nameforaRule
Joint. 1873 Spon's Diet. Engineering 2663 The knuckle-

joint, at the back of the vibrating form-frame. 1881 YOUNG
Every Man his own Mechanic 819 Some of these racks
are fitted in the centre with a grooved joint technically
called a ' knuckle joint '. 1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw.
(1892) 100 Form of ordinary knuckle joint
Hence Xnuckle-joi-nt v.

1900 Westm. Gaz, 27 Dec. 5/3 The plates will be placed
on in dovetail fashion, . . the Herreshoffs having decided
that the plan of 'knuckle-jointing them was not feasible.

Knu-ekler. [agent-n. f. KNUCKLE .]

1. Thieves' slang. A pick-pocket.
1834 H. AINSWORTH Rookvjoodm. v, No knuckler so deftly

could fake a cly.

2. A schoolboy's marble used in knuckling.
1896 CROCKETT Cleg Kelly ii. 7 One noble knuckler of

alabaster.

Kntvckly, a. [f. KNUCKLE sb. + -r.] Having
large or prominent knuckles.

1870 Daily News 3 June 5 Such hands I ..The sturdy, the

knuckly, the wrinkled, and the scarred all handing in

their written bits of paper. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jckyll*.
121 The hand which I now saw, . .was lean, corded, knuckly.

f Knuckylbo-nyard. Obs. [app. f. KNUCKLE-
BONE (or f. *knuckle-bony) + -ABD.] A clumsy fellow.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 485 A knokylbonyarde wyll

nya
sweete.

Knuffe, variant of GNOPP Obs., churl.

751

Knulling, variant of NULLING : cf. KNURLING.
1841-76 GWILT Archit. (ed. 7) Gloss., Knulling, a moulding

nearly flat, and similar in character to a bead and reel
ornament. It is chiefly used in cabinet work.

Knur, knurr (ni). Also 5- knor, 5-6
knorre, 6 knour, 6-7 knurre, 7-9 (dial.} knorr,
9 nurp. [ME. knorre, knurre, corresp. to MDu.,
MLG., MHG. knorre (Dn. knor, G. knorre(n),
Sw. dial, knurr, knurra hard swelling, knot, knob;
ulterior etym. uncertain. The ME. word may be
older than the quotations show: cf. the related

KNUBNED.]
1 1. A hard excrescence, swelling, or concretion

in the flesh. Obs. Cf. KNOB sb. \ b.

CI400 Beryn 2513 Strecching forth his fyngirs, ..With-
outen knot or knor or eny signe of goute. 1547 BOORDK
Brev. Health (1575) cix, Knottes, knobbes, knorres, or
burres, the which is in man's flesh or fatnesse. 1621 MOLLE
Camerar. Liv. Libr. I. v. n Hard knurs or knobs in his
hands with working in the fields.

2. A knot or hardened excrescence on the trunk
of a tree, a KNAB

;
a hard concretion or kernel in

stone ; any swollen formation, a bur.
fS4S ELYOT Diet., Bruscum, a bunche or knur in a tree.

1548 COOPER, Centrum, . . an hard knotte or knurre in
tymbre [1565-73 adds or stone]. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$ M.
(1596) 1429/2 The euil tree of our harte, . . with al the
crooks, knots and knoures. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 467The bunch or knurre in the Maple, called Bruscum, is

passing faire. 1664 EVELYN Sylva 0679) 28 Oaks bear also
a knur, full of cottony matter. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.
s. v. Seminary, If you raise your Trees of such sorts as bear
a Knur or Burry Swelling, set that part into the Ground.
1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 143 The knots or
knurs on the stem are in repute for making snuff boxes.
1861 C. A. JOHNS Forest Tries Gt. Brit. 150 We may often
see, on the bole of a beech, scattered excrescences called
knurs, varying in size from a pea to a large marble.
3. A wooden ball or a hard knot of wood used

in the north country game of Knur and spell or

Spell and knur, resembling 'bat and trap', or

trap-ball. Also, A similar ball used in other

games, as hockey.
1851 Housek. Words 23 Oct. 139 The mysterious game of

Nurr and spell.
- D r/rj^-ji.. ^>__.

Gnar, a small ball of
or a similar game wh
Morning Star 10 Feb., A well-known Yorkshire game
known as ' knurr and spell ',

in which an ordinary stick
some two feet in length has a solid piece of wood 3 in. long
and 2 in. in depth screwed on for the purpose of striking
a marble. 1872 PRIOR Croquet 15 Bandy is the same game
as hockey, and is played, .with a wooden ball that . . is cut
from a blackthorn bush and called a ' knurr '. 1877 N. W.
.inc. Gloss., Knur, a hard wooden ball with which childrenLin

play. Ibid., Nnr, a small ball, such as that used in the
game of hockey.
4. north. aTza/. = KNDRL 2. (See quots.)
1691 RAY N. C. Words 135 A Knor or Knurre, a short

stubbed dwarfish Man. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Knorr, a
dwarfish fellow, a hard fellow.

Knurl, nurl (niul), sb. Also 7-9 knurle.

[app. a derivative (?dim.) of KNUB; but cf. also

KNARL, GNARL sb.]
L A small projection, protuberance, or excres-

cence ; a knot, knob, boss, nodule, etc. ; a small
bead or ridge, esp. one of a series worked upon a
metal surface for ornamentation or other purpose.
1608 2nd Pt. Def. Ministers' Refits. Subscript. 131 [It]

grew up naturally from the roote, . .without knot or knurle,
right and streight. 1611 COTGR., Goderonner, .. to worke,
or set with knurles. Ibid., Neud, a knot . . a knurre, or
knurle in trees. 1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippa's Occ. Philos.

272 From the crown of the head to the knurles of the gullet
is the thirteenth part of the whole altitude. 1658 R. WHITE
tr. Digby's Powd. Syrnp. (1660) 117 A knurle either of waxe,
gumme, or glue. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 374 Those
small fine blue knobs, that are to be seen round the rim or

upper knurl of the coat [ofa sea-anemone]. 1806 J. GRAHAME
Birds Scot. 48 The nest deep-hollowed, well-disguised as if

it were a knurll in the bough.
2. A thick-set, stumpy person; a deformed

dwarf, dial.

1674-91 RAY S. ; E. C. Words, Knurl, a little dwarfish

person. 1793 BURNS Meg o' the Mill ii, The laird was a
widdiefu1

,
bleerit knurl. 1811 WILLAN W. Riding Gloss.,

Knurl, a hunch-backed dwarf.

3. A knurling-tool.
1879 Set. Atner. XL. 224 Knurls of various patterns . . are

employed in
'

beading ',

'

milling ',
or knurling the heads of

screws, the handles of small tools, &c. Ibid., Examples of

knurling done with the different knurls.

Knurl, nurl, v. [f. prec. sb. The vbl. sb.

knurling is recorded long before the simple vb.]
trans. To make knurls, headings, or ridges (on
the edge of a coin, a screw-head, etc.) ;

to mill, to

crenate^

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1536/2 A sunken groove, in-

dented so as to form the counter-part of the bead which is

to be nurled on the head of the temper-screw. 1879 [see
KNURL sb. 3].

Knurled, nurled (nwld), a. [f.
as prec, +

-ED 2.] Having knurls wrought on the edge or

surface ; crenated, milled.
x6xx COTGR., Godcronne, . . knurled, wrought or set with

knurles. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3224/4 Lost, . . a large
Knurl'd Cup and Cover of French work. 1705 Ibid. No.
4162/4 Two small Silver Salts nurl'd. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
watch 4* Clockw. 118 There is a knurled lock-nut to ensure
the hand being held fast.

KOBANQ.

Knurling, nurling (nivjlin), vbl. sb. [SeeKNUBL
z/.] The action of the verb KNURL

; also
concr. knurled work.
iii COTGR., Goderon,. .a fashion of imbossement vsed by

Goldsmithes, &c.. and tearmed knurling. 1861 MAYHEW
Land. Labour IV. 377 Then you file the edges of the coin

,. nutriu niiu ab OU1CW3, ailU MIIllUU ODJeClS
<*""'* l875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1536/2 Nurling-tool,a milling-tool. One for indenting the heads of temper and

tangent screws, etc. 1879 Sci. A mer. XL. 223 Knurling tool.

Knu-rling, -lin, sb. Sc.
[f. KNOB sb. 4, or

KNURL i -. see -ING, -LING.]
= KNURL si. 3.

, ?79*. BURNS Pastoral Poetry iii, Wee Pope, the knurlin,
ill him rives Horatian fame.

1899 J. LUMSDEN EdinburghPoems Sf Songs 149 Ouphes, knurlms, goblins, ghouls.

Knu-rly, <z.
[f. KNURL sb. + -Y.]

a. Having knurls or knots; gnarled, b. Of
the nature of a knurl, dwarfish.
iSoa MARSTON Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, Till by degrees the

tough and knurly trunke Be riv'd in sunder. 1610 W.
FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey i. iii. 6 The high timbringOake . . denotates a rich and battle soile : . . the knurly,
crooked and crabbed .. starueling bewraies his barren and
hungrie bedde. 1758 J. ADAMS Diary 3 Dec., Wks. 1850
II. 51 A little knurly, ill-natured horse. t8a*Garden 18 Mar.
182/2 This. .apple. .is knurly and imperfect at first.

t Kmrrned, a. Obs. In 3 cnurnede, 4
knorned. [From *knurn, deriv. form of KNUB
or parallel form of KNURL!] = next
a 1225 St. Marher. 10 His twa honden to his cnurnede

cneon heteueste ibunden. 13.. Gaw. , Gr. Knt. 2166
Hyje bonkkez & brent, vpon bobe halue, ruje knokled
knarrez, with knorned stonez.

Knu-rred, a. 1 0bs. Also 5 knorred, 6 knurd.
[f. KNUB + -ED n.] Knotted

; rugged, gnarled.
1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode ii. cxxi. (1869) 120 It is a staf

for a cowheerde, . . for it is hard, and knorred, and writhen.
'577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed Chron. II. 18/2
To cleaue knurd knobs with crabbed wedges. 1582
JEneis i. (Arb.) 27 Thee gates of warfare wyl then bee
mannacled hardly With steele bunch chayne knob, clingd,
knurd, and narrolye lincked.

T" Kim-Irish, a. Obs. rare-", [f. KNCB -I- -ISH 1.]

Knurry.
1530 PALSGR. 317/1 Knottysshe knorisshe or full of knottes,

neueux.

t Knu'rry, a. Obs. [f. KNUB + -T.]
1. Full of knurs, knotty, gnarled.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis VIL ix. 71 Wyth ane knotty club

[

and knorry heid. 1582 STANYHURST sEneis, etc. (Arb.) 143

j

Thee knurrye knob oake tree, . . in strength surpasseth a
smooth slip. 1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits $ Divels To
Rdr. 7 Knottie or knurrie hard logs doe craue strong yron
wedges. _ 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 217 Poplars and Abeles
[onj coming to be very old are apt to grow knurry and out
of proportion.
2. fig.

'

Knotty ', perplexing.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 304 The second Question is

more obscure and the more knurrie knotte a great deale to
riue. 1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 225 Set all their
braines awork how to contrive the knurriest arguments.

tKnush, v. Obs. rare. [Cf. OE. cnyssan to

strike, dash, beat
; OHG. knusjan, knussan to

dash, Ger. kniissen to push, beat, Du. kneuzen
to bruise ;

also Ger. dial, knuschen to crush, to

knock or strike with the fist; Icel. knuska to

knock, ill-treat.] trans. To crush.

13. . K. Alis, 1844 (Bodl. MS.) In justes & fijttes nys obere
rente Bot bones knusshed & hard dent.

Knyl, obs. f. KNEEL. Knyll(e, obs. ff. KNELL.
Knypse : see KNIPSE.

Ko, =
quo', abridged f. QUOTH : cf. KA.

II Koa (k<?n'a). [Native Hawaiian name.] A
valuable forest-tree of the Sandwich Islands, a

species of Acacia, yielding a beautiful dark wood
which is used in building and cabinet-work; the

bark is employed in tanning. Also attrib.

1850 SCORESBY Cheever's Whalem. Adv. ii (1859) 19 Over,

grown with huge roots of the kamani and koa trees. 1860
Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 270 Koa, a kind of Hawaiian
mahogany. 1887 Science X. 115 The remarkable boards of
koa -wood,, .standing on which they rode through the surf.

Koala, variant of KOOLAH.

II Kob (k?b). [Given by Adanson as the native

name (among the Joloffs) in Senegal.] An African

water antelope of the genus Kobus, represented by
several distinct species.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. 308 The Gazelles, of

which there are several kinds. . . The fifth he calls the koba,
and the sixth the kob. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 79/2 The Kob
(Alntilope] koba, Erxleben) called Petite Vache brune, or

little brown cow, by the French settlers on the western coast

of Africa, is described as being about the size of the fallow-

deer. 1850 Proc. Zool. Soc. 133 It is called Dacoi, or White

Mouth, by the Mandingoes, Kob and Koba by the Joliffs.

Kob, obs. form of COB v.

||
Koba (kc?u-ba). [Given by Earth and Reichardt,

as the native name in Fulah.]
= KOB. But by

earlier naturalists often taken as the name of a dis-

tinct species.

1774 [see KOB]. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 79/1 The Koba

(A\tilope\ koba) called Grande vache brune, or large brown

cow, by the French of Senegal, is in size equal to the

European stag.

II Kobang (kou-bserj). Also 7 coban, 8 cupang.

[jap. ko-ban, i. ko little + ban (a. Chinese fan)



KOBELLITE.

division: cf. OBANO.] An oblong gold coin,

rounded at the corners, formerly current in Japan.

The original weight was 222 grains troy, but it

was afterwards reduced to about a quarter of this

owing to the unfavourable rate of exchange. Also

attrib. in f <"<"*<" lcl-

1616 COCKS Diary 17 Sept (1883) I. 176, I receved two

bars Coban gould with ten ichibos, of 4 to a coban. 1727

A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. 86 My Friend. .com-

plimented the Doctor with five Japon Cupangs, or fifty

Dutch Dollars. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 57 The ex-

portation of the gold coin called kobangs is permitted. 1897
Blackw. Mag. Dec. 842/1 Bus were essential for another

purpose, the purchase of kobangs.

Kobellite (k<J-bebit). Mitt. [Named 1839,
after Professor F. von Kobell, a German mineralo-

gist : see -ITE.] Sulph-antimonide of bismuth and

lead, occurring in lead-grey radiated masses.

1844 DANA Min. (ed. 2) 496 Kobellite comes from the co-

balt mine of Hvena in Sweden. 1886 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser.

ill. XXXI. 73 Kobellite from Colorado.

Kobil, obs. form of COBLE, fishing-boat.

II Kobold (kJu-.Wrld). [G. kobold, kobolt (dial.

kob(b}elt, kubbeli), MHG. kobolt (chowolt) = MDu.
cobout (cobbout, cou&ffut, Du. kabouter} ;

ulterior

etymology uncertain.
Hildebrand. in Grimm, favours an original *kobwalt, f.

kobe house, COVE si. 1 + stem of walten to rule, WIELD j cf.

OE. cofgodas, -godu as renderings of L. lares and fenates.~\

In German folklore : a. A familiar spirit, haunt-

ing houses and rendering services to the inmates,
but often of a tricky disposition ;

a brownie.

b. An underground spirit haunting mines or caves;
a goblin or gnome.
[1635 HEVWOOD Hierarch. ix. 568 The Parts Septentrionall

are with these Sp'ryts Much haunted .. About the places
where they dig for Oare. The Greekes and Germans call

them Cobali. Ibid. 574 KibaldL] 1830 SCOTT Demonol.
121 The Kobolds were a species of gnomes, who haunted
the dark and solitary places, and were often seen in the

mines. 1849 A. J. SYMINGTON Harebell Chimes ir. Witch,
kobold, sprite. .and imp of every kind. 1870 EMERSON Soc.

$ Solit., Work * Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 65 What of the

grand tools with which we engineer, like kobolds and
enchanters? fig. 1870 LOWELL AmongmyBks. Ser. i. (1873)

217 There in the corner is the little black kobold of a doubt

making mouths at him.

Kobold, obs. form of COBALT.

Kocatrice, obs. form of COCKATRICE.

(Kocay. Obs. rare. (See quot.)
c 1440 Promp.Parv. 281/1 Kocay, priuy, cloaca.

Kock(e, Kockerell, etc., obs. forms of COCK,
COCKEREL, etc.

Kockowe, obs. form of CUOKOO.
Kocks nownes, perversion of God's wounds as

an oath : see COCK sb?
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. L iv. (Arb.) 26 Kocks nownes

what meanest thou man.

Kocok-pyntyl, obs. form of CUCKOO-PINTLE.
a 1400 Stockh. Medical MS. ii. 731 (Anglia XVIII. 325)
Of dragans arn spycis iij . . Kocok pyntyl is be ton.

Kod, obs. form of COD so.3, QUOTH v.

Kodak (kflu'daek), sb. [An arbitrary word
invented by Mr. G. Eastman for trade-mark pur-

poses.] A special type of portable photographic
camera with a continuous roll of flexible sensitized

film upon which successive photographic negatives
are made.
1890 Kodak Man. o The principal thing to learn in using

the Kodak is to hold it steady. 1890 Rev. of Rev. II. 489/2
The use of even a Kodak is attended with considerable

difficulty. 1893 MRS. C. PRAED Outlaw # Lawmaker III.

124 A clever young
' new chum '. .who had brought a Kodak,

took photographs.
fig. 1899 F. C. GOULD in Westm. Gaz. 6 Sept. 1/3 Printed
on the endless roll of sensitised material with which our
brain kodaks are fitted.

b. transf. A photograph taken with a kodak.
1895 Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 2/3 That a photographer in

ambush could get . . a ' Kodak '

of the document, which
would be legible under a microscope.

C. attrib.

1890 Kodak Man. 76 Any Kodak negative that will make
a good contact

print,
will make a good enlargement 1893

F. HARRISON in Westm. Gaz. 10 Apr. 3/2 The Kodak school
of romance, the snap-shots at every Jay realism with a hand
camera.

Kodak (k<?"-dak), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans, and
intr. To photograph with a kodak.
1891 Anthony's Phatogr. Bull. IV. 59 A next door neigh,

bor, who is just beginning to ' kodak '. 1891 III. Sport, f,

Dram.Newsv-$ July 695/2 Chloe .. insisted upon kodaking
us all in

every
conceivable position.

b. fig. To 'catch' or describe quickly or vividly,

i i?
8
?*!^?""^

News 2 Dec. 6/1 His only aim haying been to
kodak . .with camera and pen a few phases of life in Japan.
1897 Ibid. 2 Mar. 8/2 The President of the Transvaal^ as
recently kodaked by Labpuchere out of Rhodes. 1900
u

J
j
m
t

z ' n
-'
an-

'/.
2 His writing had. naturally enough,the delects of its qualities there are obvious drawbacks in

the process of kodaking.
Hence Ko daker, Ko'dakist, one who photo-

graphs with a kodak ; Ko dakry.
1890 Kodak Man. 51 If . . the Kodaker wishes to develop

a
. ?,'?'

own neSativcs . he can easily learn to do so.
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here offered the kodakist is a rare one. 1893 YORK POWELL
in Classical Rev. May 229/1 In these days of Kodakry, a

little photograph can usually be secured of any larger

object on the spot.

Kodo, Kodeling, obs. ff. COD li.i, CODLING 1.

1340 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 37 In . . 7 kodeling.

Kodet (k0"de't). [Arbitrarily f. KOD-AK + -ET.]
A smaller variety of KODAK.
1894 Forum (N. Y.) June Advt., The Kodet is the youngest

member of the Kodak family. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 23 May
7/1 All the latest aids to war, such as . . the field telephone,
the Kodet

Kodlomb, obs. f. cade-lamb : see CADE si.2

Kodpeasid ; see COD-PIECED.

II Koel (kon-el). Also ooel, koll. [Hindi kSil,

f. Skr. kokila^\ A cuckoo of the genus udy-
namis, esp. the E. honorata of India, and the E.

Jlindersi of New Guinea and Australia.
1826 ERSKINB tr. Baber's Mem. 323 note. The koel . . has

a kind of song, and is the nightingale of Hindustan. 1834
A. PRINSEP Baboo I. ii. 18 The ever-green shrubberies
formed.. a sheltered choir for the mango-bird, the meiqa,
and the coel. 1865 GOULD Handbk. Birds Australia I.

632 Australian Koel. 1886 R. KIPLING Defartm. Ditties,
etc. (1899) 113 The rose has lost its fragrance, and the kail's

note is strange. 1888 GOULD Birds New Guinea IV. pi, 41
The Koels or Black Cuckoos of the genus Eudynamys.
Ko3nleinite(ko-nl3in3it). Min. [Named (Kon-

leinit} 1838, after Kcenlein, its discoverer: see-iTE.]
A reddish-brown hydrocarbon, found in the brown
coal of Uznach, Switzerland.
1861 in BRISTOW Gloss. Min.

Kcettigite (kotigait). Min. [Named, 1850,
after O. Kottig : see -ITE.] Hydrous arsenate of

zinc, containing also cobalt and nickel.

1850 DANA Min. (ed. 3) 487 Kottigite .. [occurs] in crusts
with a crystalline surface.

Kof, var. of COP(E a. and adv. Obs., quick (ly.

HKoff(kpf). Naut.rare. Also kuff. [D
A clumsy sailing-vessel with two masts, used by the

Dutch, Germans, Danes, etc.

1794 R igging ff Seamanship 1.238 Kojffs are Dutch vessels
of burthen, with a main and fore mast, and a large spritsail
set abaft each. 1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1895 Times
19 Nov. 10/5 Danish kuff ' Gebrceders

'

Nyhuis . . is ashore
at Thisted.

Koffle, variant of COFFLE, a caravan.

f Koffry. Sc. Obs. rare- . In 5 kof&e. [? f.

COFE sb. bargain, pedlar + -BY.] Bargaining,

peddlery.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 526 Thai sawft na Sotheroun

for thair gret riches ; Off sic koffre he callit hot wretchitnes.

II Koft. E. Indian. Also 9 kuft. [See next.]
attrib. in koft-ivork next.
1880 BIRDWOOD Ind. Arts 163 One of the finest examples

of the kuft work of the Panjab. 1883 J. L. KIPLING in

Harper's Mag. June 62/2 Modern damascening, or koft-
work, is apt to degenerate into . . meaningless ornament
1883 Daily News 3 July 2/2 This.. can be well studied in
the ' Koft

',
or steelware inlaid with silver and gold.

II Koftgari (kfrftgarz-). . Indian. Also koft-

garee. [Urdu (Pers.) ujfiZjj^ kuft-, koftgan

'beaten-work,' f. kuftan to beat + -gart making,
work.] A kind of Indian damascene-work, in

which a pattern traced on steel is inlaid with gold.
1874 BIRDWOOD in Cole Obj. IndianArt 60 Even European

tradesmen gave their orders for koftgaree through me. 1874
COLE ibid. 121 Armour of kuftgari .. was worn by the Sikh
horsemen. 1887 HUNTER Imp. Gaz. India XII. 447 The
famous koftgdri or damascene work manufactured at Kotli.

Kog, kogg(e, obs. ff. Coo 1 and 2
. Kogh, obs.

f. COG si. 1 Koghe, koghwhe, obs. ff. COUGH.

HKogia (kiw-dsia). [Mod.L.] A genus of

pygmy sperm-whales.
1898 F. T. BULLEN Cruise Cachalot x. (1900) 127 It was

but a school of kogia or
' short-headed

'

cachalots. 1900
Daily News 22 Mar. 6/3 One of the whales, known as the

Kogia, is peculiar from the inferior position of its mouth.
This gives to the creature, ..a curiously shark-like aspect.

IlKoh-i-nOOr (kou-hi,nui>j). [Pers..y if k8k-i

niir mountain (koK) of light (nur).~\ An Indian

diamond, famous for its size and history, which
became one of the British Crown jewels on the

annexation of the Punjanb in 1849; hence, allu-

sively, any magnificent large diamond ; fig. some-

thing that is the most precious or most superb of
its kind.

1849 THACKERAY Pendennis Ix vi. Miss Laura Bell . . had
such a sparkling and brilliant koh-i-noor in her bosom, as is

even more precious than that famous jewel. 1863 A. B.
GROSART Small Sins (ed. 2) 34 The tiniest flaw or fracture
in a diamond vitiates the whole gem be it a very
Koh-i-noor. iBoa igth Cent. Feb. 213 The great kohinoor of

reciprocated affection. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 23 June 2/3 A
scene at once so varied, so magnificent .. It is, verily, the
Koh-i-Noor of spectacles.

II Kohl 1
(L?-h'l, koul). Also 8 kohhel, 9

kochhel, kohol, cohol. [Arab. Js^/foAV, koKl;
see ALCOHOL.] A powder used in the East to darken
the eyelids, etc., usually consisting of finely

powdered antimony.
1799 W. G. BROWNE Trav. Africa, etc. xxi. 318 If any

thing be^applied in these fiussioni . . it is generally kohhel
(calx of tin mixed with sheep's fat). 1817 MOORE Lalla R.,

KOLLOXYLIN.
Veiled Proph. n, Others mix the Kohol's jetty die, To give
that long, dark languish to the eye. 1875 EMERSON Lett. $
Soc. Aims viii. 195 The cohol, the cosmetic by which pearls
and eyebrows are indelibly stained black. 1877 A. B. ED-
WARDS Up Nile viii. 215 Their eyes were blackened round
with Kohl.
attrib. 1900 igtit Cent. Feb. 319 The Louvre possesses a

beautiful Kohl pot.
Kohl 2, abbrev. of next.
1880 Daily News 18 Oct. 3/1 No bright green leaf of beet

or turnip, or paler tops
of kohl or swede.

II Kohlrabi, kohl-rabi (k^ira-bi). Also
erron. khol-. [G. kohlrabi (also formerly kol-,

kal(t)-, kauliraoi, and dial. koll(e}rdwt) ifith c.

ad. It. caooli (or cauli) rape, pi. of cavolo rapa
(F. chou-rave)

'

cole-rape
'

: the first element being
assimilated to G. kohl (earlier ad. L. caulis, COLE
.ri. 1).] A cabbage with a turnip- shaped stem,
varieties of which are cultivated as food for cattle
in England, and as a vegetable in India and Ger-

many ; the turnip-cabbage.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 191 The khol rabi,

or above-ground turnip cabbage. 1808 J. C. CUHWEN Hints
Econ. Feeding 50 The ground was cropped with . . one
[acre] of kohlrabi. 1851 STEPHENS Bk. of Farm (ed. 2) II.

88/2 Two varieties of Kohl rabi are cultivated the green
and the

purple. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Sept. 17/1 A
large breadth of kohl-rabi, which was a fair plant. 1899
RIDER HAGGARD in Longtn. Mag. 512 The kohlrabi are

coming up on the new -drained field.

Kointise, Koir, obs. ff. QUAINTISE, Coin.

Kok, obs. form of COCK, COOK.

II Kokako (koka-ko). [Maori.] The New Zea-
land Wattle-crow or Wattle-bird, Glaucopis cinerea
and G. wilsoni.

1873 BUTLER Birds N. Zeal. (1888) I. 3 In disposition the
Kokako inherits the true characteristics of the Crow family.
Ibid. II. 316 The rich flute-notes of the Kokako .. in the
low timber at the edge of the forest. i88a T. H. POTTS
Out in Open 194 (Morris) The kokako loving a moist tem-
perature will probably soon forsake its ancient places of
resort.

Kokall, obs. f. COCKLE. Kokam, var. of
COCUM. Kokatrico, obs. f. COCKATKICE. Koke
= quoke, obs. pa. t. of QUAKE v.

; obs. f. COOK si>.

t Ko-kell, a. Obs. [Cf. COCKLE a., COCKLE v.*\
? Unsteady, wavering, shaky.
a 1400-50 Alexander 2588 (MS. D) Commandes hys

knyghtez ouer to carye ; bai hed kokell hertes, Seghen pe
streme be so styff, bai stoned [A. stonaid] be helder.

tKoken. Sc. 06s. rare- 1
. [?a. F. coquin.]

? Rogue, rascal.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixiii. 48 Thrimlaris and thriftaris

[? thristaris] as thay war woid ; Kokenis, and kennis na man
of gude.

Kokeney, Koker, Kokerel(le, Kokery,
Kokeswayne, obs. ff. COCKNEY, COCKEB, COCK-
EREL, COOKERY, COCKSWAIN.

Koket, var. COCKET sb2 06s., leavened bread.

Kokewold(e, obs. forms of CUCKOLD st.1

II Kokila (kdu-kila). Also 8 cocila, 9 kokeela.

[Skr. kokila] = KOEL.
1791 SIR W. JONES Lett. (1821) II. 157 (Stanf.) The cocila

sing charmingly here in the spring. i8ia MARIA GRAHAM
jfrnl. Resid. India 22 The ', the kokeela, and a few
other birds of song.

II Koko. Also oooo, Cocco. [Koko, native name
in Fanti lang.] The taro-plant, Colocasia esculenta,
of West Africa.

1874 C. A. GORDON Life Gold Coast 30 Another root that

was_ used for the table deserves to be mentioned ; . . their

ordinary name, indeed, was Cocos. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. Africa 292 Koko is better than yam, 1 may remark,
because it is heavier. Ibid. 601 A plantation of giant kokos
mid-leg deep in most excellent fine mould.

IfKokoon (kokw-n), kokong (kokp-rj), 16.1

[Sechuana kgokoft or khokong.] A large antelope
(Antilope laurina) of South Africa.
1806 SIR J. BARROW Jmirn. Leetakoo 409 It was called by

the Booshuanas the Kokoon. 1822 BURCHELL Trav. 11. x.

278 The Bichuanas call it Kokun (Kokoon), or rather, with
a nasal sound of the N, Kokung (Kokoong). 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 91/1 The habits and manners of the kokoon closely
resemble those of the gnu, but it possesses neither the speed,
spirit, nor activity of that animal. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav.
VIL 135 The kokong or gnu, kama or hartebeest .. and the

giraffe.

II Kokoon (kok-n),^.
2

[Singhalese.] A large
forest tree, Kokoona zeylanica, growing in the

central provinces of Ceylon.
1866 Treas. Bat. 650/1.

Kokum, var. COCUM. Kokur, obs. f. COCKEB
sb. 1

, a quiver. Kokylle, obs. f. COCKLE. Kola,
var. of COLA. Kold, Kole, obs. ff. COLD, COAL,
COOL. Koleye, variant of COLBY v.

t Kolfysch, obs. form of COAL-FISH.

1338 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 35 In xl kolfysch, 41.

Kolibri, var. COLIBRI. Kolier, Kolk, obs. ff.

COLLIEB, COLK 2. KollOW, Var. COLLOW S/>.

Kolloxylin (kfflp'ksilin). [f. Gr. *oAAo-, comb,
form of *o\Ad glue, gum + OXYLIN.] A form of

pyroxylin or mtro-cellulose less highly nitrated

than common gun-cotton.
1884 EISSLER Mod. High Explosives 120 The time neces-

sary for the conversion of cotton into kolloxyline depends
on the state of concentration of the nitric acid. Ibid.,



KOLPO-.
Nitrocellulose (kolloxyline ..). This substance is not lobe
confounded with gun-cotton, which is not soluble in alco-
holic

ether._

Kollyrite, variant of COLLYRITE.
Kolpo-, var. of COLPO-, from Gr. K6\m, bosom
womb, used to form pathological and surgical
terms relating to the vagina, as kolpocele, COLPO-
CELE, etc.

t Kolte, Kolys, obs. ff. COLT sb., CULLIS j.i
Komande, Komli, Kommende, obs. ff

COMMAND, COMELY, COMMEND.
Kompo-logy. rare- 1

, [ad. late Gr. Ko^no-
A.o7m, f. KO>TTOS boast + -Ao-yia speaking.] Boasting
or vaunting speech.
1854 W. OSBORN Monum. Hist. Egypt I. 409 They are

mere kompologies; mythic fables, invented by the Alex,
andnan apologists of Egypt.
Kon, kon(n)e, obs. ff. CAN v., CON v.

KongsbergiteCkfvrjzbaigait). Min. [Named,
1872, from Kongsberg in Norway, where found :

see -ITE.] An amalgam of silver and mercury
occurring with arquerite. 1880 DANA Min. App. ii. 32.

Kongyr, obs. form of CONGER 1.

Ko'nilite. Min.
[f. Gr. MUVK dust + -LITE.

So named in 1821 by MacCulloch, who had previously
(1819) called it CONITE, unaware that this had previously
(1795) been applied by Retzius to a variety of dolomite ]A powdered form of silica found in the cavities
of trap. 1821 MAcCuLLocH in Q. yl. Sc. XI. 219.
Kouiuckite (kJu-ninkait). Min. [Named, 1884,

after Prof. L. G. de Koninck, of Liege : see -ITE.]
Hydrous phosphate of iron, found, at Vise in

Belgium, in small globular forms with a radiated
structure.

1885 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXIX. 342 Kminckite.a
new hydrated phosphate of iron.

Konite, variant of CONITE.
Konne, obs. form of CAN zi.l, CON w.l

Konning, -yng, konyng, obs. ff. CONNING.
Konyne, -yng, obs. forms of CONY sb.

Koo, variant of Col Obs., jackdaw.
II Koocliahbee (k|tja-bf). [American Incl.]
The larva of a fly, Ephydra califomica, found in
enormous quantities in Lake Mono in California.
When dried in the sun and the shell rubbed off these

worms form a very important article of food among the
Indians.

1885 BREWER in Stand. Nat. Hist. 11. 432 My guide, an
old hunter there, told me that everything fattens in the
season of the koo-chah-bee ; that ducks get very fat.

Koodoo, kudu (k-d). Also 8 koedoe, 8-9
ooodoo, 9 koudou. [Xosa-Kaffir, given as iqudit
in Davis' Kaffir Diet. (1872).] A large and hand-
some antelope (Strcpsiceros Kudu} widely dis-

tributed over the southern half of the African

continent, having a brown coat marked with
vertical white stripes; the male has spirally-twisted
horns, attaining in full-grown specimens a length
of 3 feet or more.

1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World I. 84 The Coodoo, or
Kolben's bock ohne namcn (goat without a name). 1785 >

tr. Sparrman's Voy. Cape G.H. II. 213 Koedoe is the name
givon by the colonists to a beautiful tall gazel with long
and slender shanks. 1802 Sporting Mae: XX. 141 The
n'gou and koudou are also inhabitants of Caffraria. 1866
LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. vii. 161, I got a fine male
Kudu. 1879 ATCHERLEY Trip Boerland 155 Advancing.,
with their beautiful spiral horns towering high above them,
were two magnificent koodoos.

II Kookaburra (kz/:kabu-ra). [Native Austra-
lian : given as kukiiburra by Ridley Kamilardi,

p. 2i.] The Laughing Jackass of Australia {Dacelo

gigas) ;
the GOBUHRA.

1890 Argvs (Melbourne) 25 Oct. 4/5 You might hear the
|

last hoot of the kookaburra then. 1899 IVestnt. Gas. 10

Apr. 8/1 Offers of Australian animals and birds from emus
to kookaburras.

Koolah., koala (kw-la). Australia. Also

9 ooolafh, kool-la. [Native name : given as

kulla in Dippil, kula on George's River (Ridley
Kdmilaroi, pp. 64, 104); koala was perhaps orig.
a misreading of koola. Hence the name of the

town Coolah in New South Wales.] An arboreal

marsupial mammal of Australia (Phascolarctos

cinereus), of an ashen-grey colour, small, clumsy,
and somewhat resembling a sloth in form, and

feeding on the leaves of eucalyptus. Also called

the Australian or Amative Bear.
1808 HOME in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 305 The koala is

another species of the wombat. The natives call it the
koala wombat; it .. was first brought to Port Jackson in

August, 1803. 1813 Hist. N. S. Wales_ (1818) 432 (Morris)
The koolah or sloth is likewise an animal of the opossum
species, with a false belly. 1827 CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales
I. 317 (Morris s. v. Bear} Our coola (sloth or native bear) is

ubout the size of an ordinary poodle dog, with shaggy, dirty-
coloured fur, no tail, and claws and feet like a bear. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. xiv. (1878) 382 The climbing, leaf-eating
koala.

Koolestocke, obs. f. cole-stock: COLE sb^ 3.

Koomiss, variant of KOUMISS.

Koorbash, variant of KOURBASH.
Vor.. V.
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Kooskoosoo, variant of Couscoussou.
Koot, -e, obs. forms of COAT.
Kootbah, Kootoo, var. KHUTBAH, KOTOW.
Kope, obs. form of COPE ji.l

Kopec(k, -peek, -pek, variants of COPECK.
Koper, obs. form of COPPER rf.i

r jl
Kopje (Vpi). Also koppie, kopjie, koppje.

LL)u. kopje, dim. of kop head, COP sb* (The dim.
ending -je has usually sunk in colloquial Du. to -.)!
In South Africa : A small hill.
1881 Contemp Rev. Feb. 226 The insurgents strongly

posted in a rocky
'

koppie '. 1883 OLIVE SCHREINER Afr.J-arvivm. (1890) 216 There at the foot of the kopje
'

goesa Kaffir. 1899 Athenzum 30 Sept. 450/1 The gallant dleds
of the kopje and the karroo.
Comb. 1900 Daily Tel. 25 Jan. 5/2 A stretch of kopje-

strewn, river-cut country.

Kpppite (Vpsit). Min. [Named, 1875, after
["rof. Kopp of Heidelberg : see -ITE.] Columbate

<
* -to -.jij ^viwiiiuttic

ot calcium, sodium, and the cerium metals, found
in transparent brown crystals.
1880 DANA Min. App. ii. 32 Koppite . . occurs with apatiteand magnoferrite in a granular limestone near Schelingen,

Kaiserstuhlgebirge, Baden.

Koprolith, variant of COPROLITH.
Kopy, obs. form of Copy,
t Korahl, obs. form of CORBAL sb.

1785 Europ Mag. VIII. 360 A certain korahl, . .in which
most of the elephants in Ceylon are caught.
Korait, variant of KKAIT.
Koran 1

(kora-n, koo-rjen). Also 7 core, eur-

rawn, 9 coran, kuran. [a. Arab. J\j> qitran, qoran
recitation, f. qarat-a to read : cf. ALCORAN.] The
sacred book of the Mohammedans, consisting of
revelations orally delivered at intervals by Moham-
med, and collected in writing after his death : it

is in Arabic, and consists of 1 14 surahs or chapters.
1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. in. v. 264 [Nicetas] Anathema-

tiseth the Core, that is, Mahomets Scripture, and all his
learning. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trazi. (^77) 271 Gunnet. .

imposed that new Currawn as they term it upon the Persian
1735 BOLINGBROKE Lett. Study Hist. iv. (1777) 97 Maraccio's
refutation ofthe Koran. 1781 GIBBON Decl. !, F. xxviii. 1 1 1. 93
0/f,The Moors ofSpain, who secretly preserved the Mahome-

tan religion, above a century, . . possessed the Koran, with
the peculiar use of the Arabic tongue. 1813 BYRON Corsair
i. ii, And less to conquest than to Korans trust. 1841
ELPHINSIONE Hist. Ind. II. 316 To dispose him to question
the infallible authority of the Koran. 1867 LADY HERBERT
Cradle L. vii. I?3 We reached a wall and gateway with in-

scriptions from the Kuran.

Koran 2
(kora-n). [ad. S. African Du. kor- or

knorhaan, f. kor-, knor-, an imitation of the bird's

cry (cf. Du. korren to coo, knorren to grumble,
snarl) + haan cock. (In Holland korhaan is the
woodcock

; cf. Ger. kurrhahn heathcock.)] The
name given to certain species of South African
bustards, of genus Eupodotes, esp. E. afra.
1775 MASSON in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 317 The fields

abounded also with korhaans (a kind of bustard). 1819
STEPHENS Gen. Zool. XI. 451 [Otis afra} Native of the
country north of the Cape of Good Hope, where it is called
Korhane, or Knorhaan, from its cry. 1850 R. G. CUMMING
Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 49, I saw and shot the black
koran, an excellent game-bird, allied to the bustards, so
abundant throughout South Africa. 1880 P. GILLMORE On.
Duty 106, I observed a new variety of '

koran
'

on these flats
..a brown-coloured species.

Koranic (korae-nik, -a-nik), a. Also CO-, [f.
KORAN 1 + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Koran.
iSn H. MARTYN Diary in Mem. (1825)111. 368, 1 produced

another sentence, and begged to know why it was inferior to
the Koranic one. 1858 W. MUIR Life Mahomet (1861) I.

p. Ixxxi, Romantic legends ..reared upon the authority of
a Coranic basis. 1884 J. PAYNE Tales fr. Arabic II. 229
note, This belief is summed up in the Koranic saying,'

Verily, the commandment of God is a prevenient decree .

Korck, korke, Korn, var. CORK v2, CORN.
Koren, korn, obs. pa. pple. of CHOOSE v.

f Kornack, obs. var. CARNAC, elephant-driver.
1785 Europ. Mag. VIII. 362 The kornack sits on the tame

animal with his sharp-pointed hook. 1785 Eng. Rev. VI. too
These kornacks or huntsmen have a trifling pension.

Korner, obs. form of CORNER.

Kornenrpine. Min. [Named, 1884, after

A. N. Kornerup, a Danish geologist: see -INE.]
A silicate of aluminium and magnesium, somewhat
like sillimanite, found in prismatic aggregates.
1892 in DANA Min. (ed. 6).

II Koromiko (kf>r<?mf-ko). [Maori name.] A New
Zealand shrub, a white-flowered arborescent species
of Veronica ( V. salicifolia}.
1855 R. TAYLOR Te Ika a Maui 454 (Morris) Koromiko. .

bears a tapering-shaped flower of a purplish white. 1872
DOMETT Ranolf I. i. 2 A ditch, With flowering koromiko
rich. 1884 BRACKEN Lays Maori 21 The early breeze That
played among the koromiko's leaves.

KorOSCOpy (korp-sk^pi). [f. Gr. K&W pupil +
-OKoma from -onoiros watching, observing.] Lan-
dolt's name for the 'shadow-test' for the refraction

of the eye. 1887 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Korray, variant of CONREY Obs.

Korse, obs. form of CORSE sb,

Korue(n, var, corven, obs, pa. pple, of CARVE v.

KOTWAL.

Kos.koss, var. Cossrf.2, a measure of a miles.
Kosack, variant of COSSACK.

tKOBChe.a. Sc. Obs. rare- 1
, [cf. Gael, chack

full of holes or crevices, f. cos hole, cave.] Hollow.
1513 DOUGLAS ^Eneis v. viii. 55 The mekle kosche fir tre

[L. cavapinus],

Kosen, -in, -yn, obs. forms of COUSIN.
II Kosher (k^-Jaj), a. (sb.) Also ooshar,

eoaher, koschor. [Heb. iw, kasher right.]
Right, good; applied to meat and other food
prepared according to the Jewish law.
1831 MAYHEWZOTX/. Labour (1861) II. 121 The meat killed

according to the Jewish law is known as 'Coshar'. 1864
rimes 4 Aug. AJvi., They will be supplied with Kosher
meat of the best quality. 1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto vi.

(1893) 66 The butter and cheese were equally kosher, coming
straight from Hebrew Hollanders. 1892 M. WILLIAMS
Round London (1893) 107 We [Jews] get our kosher meat
killed in our own way by our co-religionists according to the
law of Moses.

b. Hence of shops, houses, etc., where such
food is sold or used.

1889 N. s, Q. 7th Ser. VIII. 85 The defendant kept a
'kosher 'shop. 1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto 1. 250, 1 should
have to keep a kosher house, or look how people would talk.
B. ellift. as sb. 'Kosher' food; also, a 'kosher'

shop.
1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 125 Would we have to feed

her on ' Koscher "t 1889 N. $ Q. 7th Ser. VI 1 1. 85 The Jewshad to buy all the things they required for the Passover
from a ' kosher '. 1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto i. xii. (1893)
119 He was almost ashamed to ask whether he could eat
Kosher there.

Hence Ko'sher v., to prepare (food) according
to Jewish ritual.

1892 ZANGWILL Childr. Ghetto viii. (1893) 83 She .. would
never fail to light the Sabbath candles nor to kosher the
meat.

Kossehen, Kost(e, Kostome, Kostorell,
obs. ff. CUSHION, COAST, CUSTOM, COSTREL.
Kot, obs. form of COAT, COT jA.i, CUT v.

II Kotal (kou-tsel). E. Ind. [Pushto Jj^ kotal

mountain pass.] The pass over a mountain
; a col

;

the ridge or summit of a pass.
1880 Times 15 Oct. 4/2 The three Afghan guns on the

ridge, or kotal, as these ascents are called in Afghanistan.
1890 Hid, 31 Jan. 8/3 From the fourth and last of these
totals the traveller descends on to a level . . plain. 1897 LD.
ROBERTS 41 Yrs. India xxxiv. (1898) 282 By noon the kotal
was reached.

Kote, obs. form of COAT, COTE.
fKotle-loft, obs. var. COTLOFT, cockle-loft,

COCK-LOFT.
1661 WOOD Life 19 Feb. (O. H. S.) I. 382, I laid up

4 broken fir boxes in the kotleloft.

II Koto (k<7u-t(T). [Japanese.] A Japanese musical

stringed instrument played with both hands.
It has thirteen silk strings stretched over a long box as

a resonance chamber
t
each string having a bridge of its own,

by shifting of which it is tuned.

1864 ENGEL Mus. Anc. Nations 46 The strings of the
koto are generally twanged with small plectra fastened on
the fingers of the performer.

II Kotow (kotau-), sb. Also kow -tow, -too, ko-
too, -tou, ka-tou, koo-too. [Chinese k'o-t'ou, f.

k'o knock -I- tou the head.] The Chinese custom of

touching the ground with the forehead in the act
of prostrating oneself, as an expression of extreme

respect, submission, or worship.
1804 BARROW Trav. China (1806) 213 The Chinese were

determined they should be kept in the constant practice of
the koo-too, or ceremony of genuflection and prostration.
1817 ELLIS Jrnl. Emb. China 213 Lord Macartney's per-
formance of the ko-tou was asserted. 1845 Athenxum.
22 Feb. 193 He felt some reluctance when called upon to

perform the ko-tow. 1864 D. F. RENNIE Brit. A rmsN. China
232 note, The kowtow is the Chinese obeisance indicating
extreme respect.

b. fig. An act of obsequious respect.
1834 Fraser's Mag. X. 230 Thus speaks the high-priest of

fashion, and the beau monde perform the koo-too with all

imaginable submission. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. (1872) VI.
xvl. ix. 235 Voltaire from of old had faithfully done his
kowtoos to this King of the Sciences.

Kotow (kJtau-), v. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To
perform the kotow.

1864 D. F. RENNIE Brit. Arms N. China 232 He kow-
towed to him in proof of his anxiety to follow his advice and
give up opium. 1892 Mission. Herald (Boston) Aug. 326
The literary graduates kneel and kotow before each one of

these shrines. Ibid., A tien, or cushion, to kneel on in

kotowing.
b. fig. To act in an obsequious manner.

1826 DISRAELI l'h>. Grey 11. xii, The Marquess kotooed
like a first-rate Mandarin, and vowed '

that her will was his

conduct". 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 578/2 The doctor
kowtowed to him.

Hence Kotowing1

vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also

Kotowism, the practice of kotowing.
1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney II. 55 Hull, who watched his

worship with an almost Koo-too-ing kindness. 1837 Jack
Brag viii, The little group in the full exercise of Koo.tpo-
ism. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. oj Snobs xxxvi, It was nothing
compared to the bowing and kotooing.

Kottabos, -bus, variants of COTTABUS.

llKotwal (kp-twal). East Ind. Forms: 6-7

catual(l, 7 cutwal(l, coute-, eotoval, 8 caut-

waul, catwal, 9 cutwahl, -wal, -waul, kat-,
160



KOTWALEE.

oot-, kutwal, kotwal v
l- [Hindi kotioal, Urdu

and Pers. Jl^/, Jl^ kttwal, katwal, porter or

keeper of a castle or fort, magistrate.]

A chief officer of police for a city or town in

India ;
a native town magistrate.

The office in Western and Southern India, technically

speaking, ceased about 1862. In Bengal the term has been

long obsolete
'

(Yule).

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. soThe
Catuall sent to the Captaine generall a Horse. 1616 SIR!.

KOE in Pmkerton's toy. (18111 VIII. 5, Iwas conducted by

the Cutwall to visit the Prince. 1680 tr. Trav. 1 avernier,

etc. II. ..9 The Cotoval, who is, as 'twer, the great Prevost

under him. 184$ STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1854)

410 The Katwal, or chief officer of justice. 1859 LANG

Wand. India 42, I was enticed away from my home by the

Kotwall (native police officer).

Hence HKotwa'lee, police station.

1845 STOCQUELEH Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 227 In the

centre of the city is the cutmallee, police-office. 1884 MARK
THORNHILL Advent. Ind. Mut. xvii. 158 We should have to

pass the kotwallee to reach the fort.

Kotyn, obs. form of COTTON s6.1

Kou, Kouard, Kouch, Kouckery, obs. ff.

Cow, COWARD, COUCH, COOKERY.

Koude.koujde, Kouel,Kouenand, Kouer,
obs. ff. COULD, COWL^.I, COVENANT, COVEB.

Kouae, koushe, koujwhe, obs. ff. COUGH.

Koukri, variant of KUKRI.

II Koulan, kulan (k-lan). [Tartar kulan]
A species or sub-species of equine quadruped

(Eguus onager), closely allied to the Dziggetai

(with which it is united by some), found in Central

and Southern Asia : the wild ass of Mesopotamia,
Persia, and the banks of the Indus.

1793 PENNANT Hist. Quad. (ed. 3) I. n The manners of

the Koulan or wild ass, are very much the same with those

of the wild horse and the Dshikketaei. 1836 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 7) XIV. 153/1 The Onager, or wild ass, called koulan

by many of the tribes of Asia, differs from the domestic

breed in its shorter ears, the greater length and finer form
of its limbs [etc.]. 1856 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat. Hist. I. 327 The
Persians and Tartars hold the flesh of the Koulan in high
esteem. 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist, V. 252 The specific name
hemionvs ' halfass

' was given to the kulan by the Greeks,
on account of its stature, which is between that of the horse

and the ass. Ibid. 253 The kulans. .migrate in the spring
and fall to more suitable pasture grounds.

Koule, obs. form of COLE sbl

II Koumiss (kS'mis). Forms: (6 cosmos, 7

cosmus, cossmos : see COSMOS 2
), 7 chumis,

8 kumisse, (kumish), 8- koumiss, kumiss,
kumis, ykoumis, koomiss, kumys(s, (kimmiz,
khoumese). [

= F. koumis, G. kumiss, Pol.

komis, kumys, Rnss. KyMHCt kumys, a. Tartar

kumiz,] A fermented liquor prepared from mare's

milk, commonly used as a beverage by the Tartars

and other Asiatic nomadic tribes; also applied to

a spirituous liquor distilled from this.

The fermented beverage is used dietetically and medicin-

ally in various diseases, as phthisis, catarrhal affections,

anxmia, chlorosis, etc., and for these
purpose_s

imitations

are also prepared from asses' milk and cows milk.

1598-1630 [see Cosmos 2
]. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts

332 The Tartarians drinke Mares Milke, which they dress

like white wine, and call it Chumis. 1723 Pres. St, Russia
i. 276 [The Kalmucks] drink Kumis, a sort of Brandy drawn
off from Mares-milk. 1771 Gentl. Mag. XLI. 594 The
sour milk which they [the Tartars] drink they call Kumisse.

1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia 52/1 A subsequent process
of distillation afterwards obtains an ardent spirit from the

koumiss. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 22 By trie (
er-

mentation of mare's milk an alcoholic liquor, named koumiss,
is prepared in Tartary,and has been introduced into medical

practice as a remedy for phthisis. 1892 Daily NCTVS 28
Dec. 5/4 Mrs. Isabel Hapgood . . gives some interesting

particulars of koumiss (or
'

kumys ',
as she prefers to spell it).

attrib. 1884 Pall Mall G. 15 Sept. 11/2 The koumiss cure
is growing greatly in popularity. . . Sometimes patients spend
six or seven summers at the koumiss establishments.

t Koundee, var. CONDUE v. Obs., to conduct.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail xiii. 434 That In theke tyme so wel

koundeed & ladde.

Koupholite : see COUPHOLITE.

II Kourbash, koorbash (ku-rbaj), sb. Also

corbage, courbash, -bache, coorbatch, kur-

basch, cur-, kur-, korbash. [a. Arabic qurbash,
ad. Turk.

jb^> qirbach whip : cf. F. courbac/ie.'}

A whip made ofhide, esp. that ofthe hippopotamus ;

an instrument of punishment in Turkey, Egypt, and
the Soudan.
1814 W. BROWN Hist. Profag. Chr. II. 40 A Corbage,

which consists of a strap of the skin of the hippopotamus,
about a yard in length. 1842 R. R. MADDEN unittd Irish-

or palisading.

b.

754

the koorbash. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) n Aug. 107/3 To plead

ur -ently for the abolition of the kurbash.

Kou-rbasb,, koo-rbash, v. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To flog with the kourbash.

1850 Punch's A Im.for 1851. 7 He [the Persian Prince] had

one of his attendants courbashed or flogged yesterday.

1884 CLIFFORD LLOYD in Times 30 June 8/2 The Mudir had

seized 77 sheikhs and other respectable men, . . and had

kourbashed and tortured them all.

f Kours, obs. form of CURSE sb. and v.

1320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 2619 pai hadden man! marines

kours, Whar bourj hii ferden wel ]K wors. Ibid. 37'9 Ter"
.. koursede biter bat while.

Kourtepy, Kourtt : see COURTEPT, COURT.

Kouskous, -koussou, var. Couscous, -sou.

II KoilSSO (ku'sc). Also kuosso, cusso, kosso,
koso. [Abyssinian.] The dried flowers of an

Abyssinian plant, Hagenia (Brayera] abyssinica

(N.O. Rosaces?), used as an anthelmintic.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 197 Kuosso, from Abys-
sinia (Brayera antftelmintica). The blossom of a tree . .

the native remedy . . for the removal of tapeworm. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 620 Kousso is an irritant. 1889
WATT Diet. Econ. Prod. India I. 534 Cusso or Kousso . .

a bazaar commercial article in Bombay ; it comes direct

from Africa.

Kouth(e, Koup, obs. pa. t. of CAN z/.i ; obs. f.

COUTH a. Kouuele, obs. form of COWL sb*

t Kove. Obs. rare. [a. AF. couve for F. cnve.~\

A variant of CUVE, cask, vat.

c 1320 Sir Beues (MS. A) 2591 pe beschop cristnede losian.

For Ascopard was mad a koue [MS. M. a toune ; A Fr, text,
un grant couve funt aparailer].

Kow, obs. form of Cow sb. and v.

Koward, -yse, Kowartnes, obs. ff. COWARD,
COWARDICE, COWARDNESS.

Kowch, obs. form of COUCH sl>. 1 and v\
Kowd, obs. pa. t. of CAN v. 1

; obs. f. COUTH a.

t Kowe. Obs. [a. OF. cowe, coue, etc., var. of

queue tail, QUEUE; cf. CUE sb.$\ A 'tail', tag,

or additional short line after a couplet or at the

end of a stanza of verse. (Cf. COUWEE.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, Wace (Rolls) 88 If it were made

in ryme couwee, . . pat rede Inglis it ere inowe pat couthe
not haf coppled a kowe.

Kowe, obs. form of Cow st>.1 and 2
,
COUGH v.

IlKowhai (kou-hai). New Zealand. Also

kowai, kohai, goai. [Maori.] A leguminous

plant of New Zealand (Sophora tetraplera) bearing

golden-yellow flowers.

1845 E. J. WAKEFIELD Adv. N, Zeal. I. 58 (Morris) The
kohai . . with bright yellow blossoms. 1860 J. BLAIR N. Zeal.

(ibid.), The land of the goai tree. 1872 DOMETT Ranolfvl.
L 107 Arnohia, . . scarlet-crowned with Kowhai-flowers. 1883
RENWICK Betrayed 42 Gather the kowhai, wet with showers.

1896 R. KIPLING Seven Seas 113 Buy the kowhai's gold
Flung for gift on Taupo's face.

Kowhe, Kowke, obs. ff. COUGH, COOK.

|| Kowl, variant of COWLE (Anglo-Ind.}, written

engagement.
1897 R. KIPLING in Pearson's Mag. Dec. 622/1 Things for

which we need a kowl.

Kowle, Kowlt, obs. forms of COWL, COLT.

Kownnage, Kownsayle, etc., Kownt, obs.

forms of COINAGE, COUNSEL, COUNT.

Kowrs, Kowschot, obs. ff. COURSE, CUSHAT.
Kowse : see COUSE.

Kowter, Kowth, obs. ff. COULTER, COUTH a.

Kowuele, obs. form of COWL sb.z

Koy, koye, obs. forms of COY, QUEY.
Koyf(e, Koyne, Koynt(e, Koyt, obs. ff.

Coir, COIN, QUAINT, QUOIT.
Kozack, -Elk, variants of COSSACK.

Kraal (kral), sb. Also 8 crawl, 8-9 craal, 9

orall, kraul. See also CRAWL sb.'* [a. Colonial

Du. kraal, a. Pg. curral, corral: see CORRAL.]
1. A village of Hottentots, Kaffirs, or other South

or Central African natives, consisting of a collec-

tion of huts surrounded by a fence or stockade, and

often having a central space for cattle, etc. Also

transf. the community of such a village.

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cafe G. ff. I. 75 The Kraals, as

they call them, or villages, of the Hassaquas are larger.

1771 SIR J. BANKS Jrnl. (1896- 441 They [the Cape Hot-

tentots] train up bulls, which they place round their crawls

or towns in the night. 1785 G. FoRSTn: tr. Sparrmans
Voy. CapeG. H. I. 179 A craal or community of Hottentots,
to the amount of about thirty persons. 1836 Penny Cycl.
V. 229 Kraals of Bosjesmans north of the Orange river who
seemed to live in peace under a chief. 1849 E. E. NAPIER
Excurs. S. Afr. I. 316 The huts which compose their kraals

are of a circular form. 1801 R. W. MURRAY S. Africa 104
A kraal is . . a collection of huts surrounded by mud walls

.

Used loosely for a poor hut or hovel.

1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 70 That solitary
attraction which the poorest kraals of Ireland possess

hospitality.
2. An enclosure for cattle or sheep (esp. in South

or Central Africa) ;
a stockade, pen, fold. (Cf.

CBAWL sb? i.) In qnot. 1861 applied to an
enclosure formed by wagons.
1706 tr. Thunberg's Cape G. H. in Pinterlon's Voy. (1814)

____ __ _____ _____ XVI. 23 A place or fold, where sheep as well as horned
Toitiua In tlif Soudan viii. 129 An unlimited application of cattle were inclosed in the open air, was called a Kraal.

of the courbache. 1884 J. COI.BORNK Hicks Paslia 180 It

is the peculiar mission of the hippopotamus to supply Kur-
hashes for the backs of the natives. 1885 MRS. K. SAR-

KBANTZ.

1843 PRINGLE Afr. Sk. iv. 180 He led us out towards the

kraals or cattle-Folds. 1849 E. E. NAPIER Excurs. S. Afr.
I. 313 At the door of the Calf kraal. 1861 G. F. BEKKELEY
Sfortsm. W. Prairies xi. 179 My three waggons could not
make a crall or fence around my mules and horses. 1878
H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. vii. 202 The traveler's first

duty in lands infested with lions is to build a safe corral,

kraal, or boma, for himself and oxen.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1817 COLERIDGK Ess, Oiwi Times (1850) III. 957 The Kraul-

men from whose errors they absterged themselves. 1858
O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. (1883) 209 The selectmen of

an African kraal-village. IQOO Daily Tel. 5 June 7/5 The
English Yeomanry horses had been kraaled, and, taking
fright at the firing, burst through the kraal walls and
stampeded.

Kraal, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To enclose in

a kraal or stockade.

1865 Pall Mall G. 16 Oct. 6, 25,000 cattle and 8,000 horses

were thus kraaled on the top of a mountain. 1877 T. BAINES

Goldfields 8 The necessity of kraaling the cattle at night
within the village. 1899 RIDER HAGGARD Swallow vi, Now
1 go out tosee tothe kraaling of the cattle.

Krablite (krse-blait). Mitt. [Named from
Krabla in Iceland (properly Krafta), where found :

see -ITE.] An impure orthoclase, the crystals

enclosing quartz and other minerals.

1844 DANA Milt. 618 Krablite [printed Krahlite] is a kind
of pearlstone. 1861 BRISTOW Gloss. 204 Krablite,. .a mineral
allied to Spheralite.

Kragg, obs. form of CRAG.
|| Krait (krait). East Ind. Also karait.korait.

[Hindi Jtarait.'] A venomous snake of the genus
Bungarus, esp. B. cserttleus, common in Bengal.
1874 FAYRER Venom. Snakes Ind. Penins. (ed. 2) 14 After

a night's dak in a palanquin, a lady . . found a Krait coiled

up under her pillow. 1880 Daily Tel. 18 Nov. 5/3 His
charm against

' the black snake
'

and the ' korait '. 1887

Encycl. Brit. XXII. 196/2 The krait is probably, next to

the cobra, the most destructive snake to human life in

India. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. Christm. No. 583 The snake
. . was a fine specimen of the karait.

Krak, Krake, obs. forms of CRACK, CRAKE.
II Kraken (kra'ken, kre'-ken). Also 8 craken,

craeken, kraaken. [Norw. kraken,krakjen (the
-n being the suffixed definite article), also called

sykraken, sjiikrakjen sea-kraken. The name was
first brought into general notice by Pontoppidan
in his forste t'orsogpaa Norges naturltge JJistorie

(
1 75 2)-] A mythical sea-monster of enormous

size, said to have been seen at times off the coast

of Norway.
1755 tr. Pontoppidaris Hist, Norway n. vii. n. 211

Amongst the many great things which are in the ocean,
. . is the Kraken. This creature is the largest and most sur-

prizing of all the animal creation. 1770 DOUGLAS in Phil.
Traits. LX. 41 Enquiry, .as to the existence of the aquatic
animals, called Kraakens. 1830 TENNYSON Kraken 4 Far, far

beneath in the abysmal sea, . . The Kraken sleepeth. 1848
LOWELL Ode to France 30 Ye are mad, ye have taken A
slumbering Kraken For firm land of the Past. 1862 LONGK.
The Cumberland vi, Like a kraken huge and black, She
crushed our ribs in her iron grasp 1

Kra-kra, kraw-kraw, var. CBAW-CRAW.
1803 WINTERBOTTOM Pres. State Med. Sierra Leone II.

164 Kra-kra is an Ebo word, corrupted from kra-thra which

signifies the itch. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 438
The kraw-kraw is a frightfully prevalent disease.

II Krameria (krami<-ria). [Mod.L. ;
named

by Linnaeus after J. G. H. Kramer, an Austrian

botanist.] a. Bot. An anomalous genus of

Polygalacae (allied to Leguminosse), comprising
branched spreadingundershru bs, natives of America,

having strongly astringent properties, to. Med.
The root of K. triandra (ratany-root), or a drug

prepared from this.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1863-76 CURLING Dis. Rectum
(ed. 4) 115 Vegetable astringents, such as simaruba and
krameria. 1866 Treas. Bot. 651/2 The infusion of the roots

of the Krameria is blood-red, on which account advantage
is taken of it to adulterate port wine. 1870 L. P. MEREDITH
Teeth 214 Tincture of krameria.

Krameric (krame'rik), a. Chem. Also cra-

meric. [f. prec. + -ic.] In Krameric acid, a

doubtful crystalline substance supposed to have

been discovered in the root of Krameria triandra,

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 834 The crameric
acid discovered by Peschier. 1852 MORFIT Tanning $

Currying (1853! 83 [Decoction of rhatany] is composed ot

tannin, woody fibre, gum, starch, saccharine matter and
krameric acid.

Kranage, Krane, obs. ff. CRANAGE, CRANE.
1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 19 Cum rullagiu,

kranagio, et conductione unius boot.

Kraiig, variant of KRENG.

IlKrantz, kranz (tents). S. Africa, [a.

S. African Du., =Du. krans, in Kiliau krants,

coronet, chaplet ;
cf. Ger. kranz coronet, garland,

circle, ring, encircling horizon of mountains,

cornice.] A wall of rock encircling a mountain

or summit; hence, more widely, any precipitous
or overhanging wall of rocks bordering high

ground or hemming in a valley.
1834 PRINGLE Afr. Sk, 43 Our Lothian friends with their

(ed. 3) 132 The forests are generally situated in kloofs and



KEANTZITE.
mountain sides, and in steep krantzes. 1892 Midi. News
ft Karroo Farmery Mar. 6 The krantz that overhangs the
Maraisburg road, .is in a very dangerous state, and yester-
day a large stone .. fell into the road.

Krailtzite (krarntsait). Min. [Named after
Dr. Krantz : see -ITE.] A fossil resin allied to
amber, occurring near Nienburg in Hanover.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 741.

t Krany, obs. form of CRANNY v.
c 1435 LYDG. A ssembly ofGods 536A drowthe . .That causyd

hit [the earth] to chyne & krany more & lesse.

t Kravers, var. cravas, craves, obs. f. CREVICE.
1:1425 LYDG. Assembly ofGods 534 In a krauers forthe he

gan hym dresse.

Kreas, obs. var. kreese, CREESE. Kreasote,
obs. f. CREOSOTE. Kreat: seeCREAGHT. Krea-
tic, Kreatine, etc., var. CREATIC, CREATINE, etc.

II Krede-mnon. Gr. Antiq. [Gr. x/^Se^vov.]
Part of a woman's head-dress ; a sort of veil of
which the ends hung down on each side.

1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 538 Ino-
Leucothea has the kredemnon (her regular distinguishing
sign..) wound three times round her body.
Kredill, obs. form of CRADLE.

t Kreeker, kreker. Obs. Also kreekar.

[Origin obscure: perh., as stated in quots., for

craker, f. CRAKE, CRACK v., to boast.] (See quots.)
a 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VIII 119 b, Sir Ihon Walop . .

had. .a M. proper men and hardy, .whiche lived alonelyon
their aventure, wherfore of some they were called adven-
turers, of some they were called kreekars. Ibid, 127 The
Frenchmen knewe well their hardines, but yet thei called
theim Crakers, whiche by missoundyng, was commonlycalled
Krekers. Ibid. 145 All the men ofwarre. .wer called home,
and the shippes brought into the havens, and many a kreker
wist not how to lyve. 1674 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 4),
Crakers were a certain choice number of daring English
Souldiers, we had in France in the time of H. 8. by some
called Kreekers.

Kreese, var. CREESE, Malay dagger.
Kreil, krele, obs. forms of CREEL.
Kreittonite (krsi-Whait). Min. [Named,

1848, f. Gr. Kfwrnm stronger, superior, as being
of higher specific gravity than other spinels: see

-ITE.] A variety of gahnite or zinc spinel, from
Bodenmais in Bavaria, containing a considerable

amount of iron.

1850 DANA Mia. (ed. 3) 371 Kreittonite, a black spinel.

1893 CHAPMAN Blwpipe Pract. 211 Kreittonite [is] a
ferruginous variety.

Kreke, obs. f. CREAK. Kreme, obs. f. CREAM;
var. CRIM v. Ol>s. Kremele : see CRUMBLE v.

Kremersite (kre'mojsoit';. Min. [Named,
1853, after Dr. Kremers, who first described it:

see -ITE.] Chloride of iron, potassium, and am-

monium, occurring as a sublimation product in the

fumaroles of Vesuvius.

1854 DANA Min. (ed. 4)90 Kremersite. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 384 Kremersite . .Cubic. In octahedra.

Kremlin (kre-mlin). Also 7 creraelina, 8

kremelin, 9 kremle. [a. F. kremlin, f. Russ.

KpCJLTB kreml citadel, of Tartar origin.] The

citadel or fortified enclosure within a Russian town

or city ; esp. that of Moscow, which contains the

imperial palace and various public buildings.
i66z J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 57 The Great

Duke's Palace, called Cremelena, and which is of greater
extent than many other ordinary Cities. 1698 A. BRAND
Emb. Muscovy to China 5 The Castle, called Cremelina,
where the Czars of Muscovy keep their ordinary Residence.

1796 MORSE Amur. Geog. II. 91 It stands in the Kremelin,
one of the interior circles of the city. 1833 R. PINKERTON

Russia 227 The inhabitants of Moscow being assembled in

the Kremlin. 1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia. 38/1 The
Kremle is derived from the Tartar word hrim, or kreni,

which signifies a fortress. 1888 Century Mag. May 10 note,

A Kremlin, or to use the Russian form of the word, a
1 Kremle ',

is merely a walled inclosure with towers at the

corners, situated in a commanding position near the center

Kreng (kren). Also krang, CHANG, [a. Du.

kreng, MDu. crenge carrion, carcass; of uncertain

origin. (See Franck.)] The carcass of a whale

from which the blubber has been removed.

[1821 : see CRANG.] i

88 Some of the kranf
1835 SIR I. Ross Narr. znd Voy. vi.

_. .- krang of a whale had been seen in the

morning. 1850 W. B. CLARKE Wreck ofFa-vorite 39 After

the., blubber, whalebone, and jaw-bones are removed,., the

remaining part, called 'the kreng', is left to become the

food of sharks and birds. 1851 Zoologist IX. 3021 An ivory

gull, .stooping down to a piece of '

krang '.

Hence Xre-nger, ?one who strips the blubber

from a dead whale ; Xre-nging-liook, an instru-

ment for doing this.

1886 Gd. Words 83 The krenging hook is used in
pre-

paring the kreng for the oil copper. Ibid,, note, The Closb

is a pronged instrument, also used by the Kreijgers.

Krennerite (kre-narait).
Min. [Named, 1877,

after Dr. J. A. Krenner, who first described it : see

-ITE 1.]
A telluride of gold and silver, found in

prismatic crystals.

1878 Amer. 7ml. Sc. Ser. HI. XVIII. 482 Vom Rath.,

proposes the name Krennerite after the discoverer.

Kreope(n, early form of CREEP.

Kreophagism, -1st, Kreosote: see CREO-.
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Krepe, Kreppet, obs. inf. and pa. t. of CREEPS.
Kresol, Kresoline, etc., var. CBESOL, etc.

Kressibulle, Kreste, obs.fi. CRUCIBLE, CHEST.
Kreton, variant of CHITON 06s.

II Krentzer (kroi-tsar). Also (6 crocherd(e),
7 oreitzer, 8 ereutzer, crutzer, 9 krauzer. [Ger.
kreuzer, f. kreuz cross; the coin having been

originally stamped with a cross.] A small coin

(originally silver, afterwards copper) formerly
current in parts of Germany and in Austria.
The value has varied, the most recent being the Bavarian

kreutzer = about 4 of a penny, and the Austrian = about \d.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xiii. (1870) 157 They [the

Dutch] haue crocherdes; iii crocherds is les worth than a
styuer. 1617 MORYSON Ilia. I. 67, I paid for my supper
twenty creitzers. 1703 Land. Can. No. 3914/5 Worth.. 16
Creutzers, which is about 8 Pence English. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav.(i?6o) I. 121 This castle was built. .in times
when artificers worked for a crutzer a day. 1822 W. I RVING in

Life $ Lett. (1864) II. 103 The gentlemen, .pay each a piece
of six kreutzers. 1874 RUSKIN Fan Clav. IV. 69 By this time
I shouldn't have had a bit of skin left as big as a kreutzer.

Krevise, -ys, obs. forms of CRAYFISH.
Krewelle, obs. form of CRUEL.
t Kreyscloth. Obs. A kind of linen fabric.

1507 Yatton Church^w. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 129 Kreys-
cloth and holland bought for bordctothes and surplices.

Kricket(t, obs. forms of CRICKET.
II Kriegspiel (kr< gjsp*!). [Ger., = war-game.]A game in which blocks representing parts of

armies, guns, etc., are moved about on maps : see

quot. 1811. Introduced into the English army
after the Franco-German War of 1870.
[1811 Q. Rev. May 403 In Switzerland a game has lately

been made of war (Das Kriegspiel}, which is played with
figures upon a map, and recommended as exceedingly
instructive to military students, because the principles upon
which it is constructed are applicable to real operations in
the field.] 1878 BESANT & RICE By Celia's Arbour xxxiii.

(1887) 248 They tell me that the officer of to-day is scientific

and plays Kriegspiel. 1887 Athenxum^ 12 Mar. 344/3 As in
a game of '

kriegspiel ', the onlooker will often find himself

wondering what on earth was the object of this or that move.

Krieker (kr/"-kai). U. S. [ad. Ger. kriecher

creeper.] A name in N. Jersey and Rhode Island

of the Pectoral Sandpiper, Tringa pectoralis.
1890 in Cent. Diet.

Kries, variant of CREESE.

Krik, krike, obs. forms of CHEEK ji.i

tKrime. Obs. rare. [?ad. Gr. pO/os frost.]

(See quot.)
1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwormes 56 While Scythian krime

doth fleete \tnarg.
'

Boreas, the north-west wind '].

Krioboly (krai^-wai). Gr. Antiq. [f. late Gr.

Kpioftokwv, in 4th c. L. criobolium, f. KpTofl6\-os

ram-slaying.] A sacrifice in which many rams
were slaughtered ; a bath in the blood of rams.

[1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mullcr's_ Anc. Art (ed. 2) 422 A
kriobolion of the Phrygian worship.] 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
(1884) I. xviii. 187 notc.^

1882 Early Chr. 3 note, The
taurobolies and kriobolies (baths in the blood of bulls and
rams) mark the extreme sensuality of superstition.

Krippin, variant of CKEPINE Obs.

Kris, kriss, krist, var. CHEESE, Malay dagger.
Krishnaism (kri'Jhaiiz'm). [f. Krishna, name

of a great deity or deified hero of later Hinduism,

worshipped as an incarnation of Vishnu.] The

worship of or belief in Krishna. So Kri'shnaist,

Kri-shnaite, a worshipper of Krishna ; also allrib.

1885 C. J. STONE Chr. bef. Christ 180 The system of

philosophy, afterwards adopted in both Krishnaism and
Buddhism. 1892 WESTCOTT Gospel of Life 156 Krishnaism
has been the strength of Hinduism. 1880 J. M. ROBERTSON
Christ fy Krishna x. 47 The other Krishnaist festivals.

Ibid. xi. 51 The modern discussion of Krishnaite origins.

Krisu-vigite. Min. [Named, 1842, from Kri-

suvig in Iceland, where found: see -HE 1
.] A

synonym of BROCHANTITE.
1844 DANA Min. (ed. 2) 617 Krisuvigite is an emerald

green salt of copper, from Krisuvig.

Kritarehy (kri'taiki). nonce-wd. [f. Gr. K/HTJJS

judge + -apx'a ra le > after monarchy, etc.] The rule,

or period of rule, of the Judges in ancient Israel.

1834 SOUTHEY Doctor (i 838) V. Interch. xvii. 337 The

Lays of Samson, Jephthah, Gideon, and other heroes of the

Kritarehy.

IlKrobylos (krp'bilps). Gr. Antiq. [a. Gr.

Kpai/3uA.os.] A roll or knot of hair on the crown

of the head.

1830 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 473 The
hair is.. knotted together into a krobylos in the undraped
statues of Venus produced by later art.

Kroci-, krokydolite, Min., var. CROCIDOLITE.

1837 PHILLIPS Min. 151 Krokydolite.

Krocket (krfket). Sc. A name in Aberdeen-

shire of the Oyster-catcher (ffsematopus ostrilegus).

(Swainson Prov. Names Birds, 1885.)

Kroehnkite (kro-rjkait). Min. [Named, 1876,

after B. Kroehnke : see -ITE!.] A hydrous sulphate

of copper and sodium, found in blue crystalline

masses in Chili.

fKroket. rare- 1
, [var. CROCKET *.] ? A hook.

1426 LYDC. De Guil. Pilgr. (E. E.T. S.) 461 A large dyssh
. . In hyr hand . . she held i And in hyr ffyffihe hand a kroket.

KRYPTON.

II Krone (kro-ne). [Ger. krone (pi. kronen},
Da. krone (pi. kroner), Sw. krona (pi. kronor)
crown : cf. CROWN sl>. 8.]
1. A silver coin of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden,

of the value of is.
i\d., containing 100 ore.

"875 JEVONS Money viii. 72 Some merchants [of Sweden]
are said already to keep their accounts in kroner and 6re.

1884 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 5/1 For the past business year
the Norwegian National Bank shows accounts which leave
a balance of 2,232,919 kroner (say ; 125,000).
2. The 10 mark gold piece of the modem German

Empire.
1898 Whitaker"s Almanac 695 [Earlier edd.

' crown '].

3. A silver coin of the new monetary system of

Austria, = 100 heller, or icW. sterling.
[189$: see HELLER.) 1898 WhitakeSs Almanac 695

[Earlier edd.
' crown *].

IlKronia (krp-nia). Gr. Antiq. [Gr. Kpono,
neuter pi. of KpoVio? of or pertaining to Kronos or

Saturn.] An ancient Greek festival in honour of

Kronos, resembling in its features the Roman
Saturnalia. It was held at Athens in the month
Hecatombaeon (corresponding to parts of July and

August).
Kronk, var. CKONK, cry of wild goose.
Kronykele, obs. form of CHRONICLE.

Kroo, Kroii, Xru (kr/7). [W. African.] attrib.

or as adj. Of or pertaining to a negro race so named
on the coast of Liberia, very skilful as seamen.
1835 MARRYAT Pirate vii, These were Kroumen, a race of

blacks.. who inhabit the coast near Cape Palmas, and are
often employed by pur men-of-war. 1883 Daily News
12 July 3/1 The Englishmen, ..assisted by Krooboys, sallied
out and put their assailants to flight. 1894 AMANDA SMITH
Autobiog. xxv. 108 The kroomen .. let a great wave break
over us. 1897 MARY KINOSLEY W.Africa App. 1.646 The
Kruboys, as the natives of the Grain Coast are called, irre-

spective of the age of the individual, by the white men. Ibid.

649 They speak their version of our own Kru-English, or
'

trade English ',
as it is called.

b. (See quot.)
1884 H. H. JOHNSTON River Congo i. 26 There is a subtle

distinction between Kru-boy and Kru-man, or, to use its

Portuguese form, Krumano.. .The Kru-man is an artificial

name given to the indigenous slaves of the country .. men, for

instance, of the lower Congo tribes, that are sold by their

chiefs to European merchants.

Kross, obs. form of KAROSS.

f Krotte, ? variant of CHOI Obs.
' 1466 SIR J. PASTON in P. Lett. II. 294, I sende yow. .iij

trade pottes.,1 mystruste moost the potte that hathe a
ki-otte abovyn in the toppe, lesse that he hathe ben ondoone.

Kroude, Kroun, obs. ff. CROWD s&. 1, CROWN.
Krout : see SOUR-CROCT.

Krugite (kr'gsit). Min. [Named, 1881, after

D. Krug von Nidda : see -ITE !.] A sulphide of

potassium, calcium, and magnesium, akin to Poly-
halite. (A. H. Chester Names of Minerals, 1896).

II Xru.mmh.orn (knrmhpjn). Mus. [Ger., f.

krumm crooked, curved + horn HORN.] a. An obso-

lete wind-instrument ofa curved form. b. An organ

reed-stop of 8 ft. pitch , resembling the clarinet in tone ;

called also CROMORNE, and corruptly CREMONA 2
.

1694-4, 1880 [see CROMORNE]. 1864 WEBSTER, Krmnm-
horn, Krninhorn, an instrument of music of the cornet

kind, formerly in use.

Kryme, variant of CRIM v. Obs., to crumble.

KryO- (krsiio), another spelling of CRTO- com-

bining form of Gr. upvos frost, in various scientific

terms : see CRYOGEN, CRYOHYDRATE, CRYOLITE,
etc. Also Kryo-konite [Gr. KOI/IS dust], a name
for meteoric dust found in the Arctic regions;

Kryo'meter [Gr. nerpor measure], a thermometer

for measuring very low temperatures ; Kryoscopy
[Gr. -CTKoirio observation] (see quot.) ;

hence Kryo-
sco'pic a., of or relating to kryoscopy.
1889 G. J. WRIGHT Ice Age N. Amer. 9 Nordenskiold

attributed the initial melting of ice-surface to accumulations

of meteoric dust which he named *kryokonite. 1891 Stan-
dard Q Feb., The mysterious 'kryokonite' of the vast

icefields of Greenland is now believed to be ..simply dust

blown from America or Europe. 1877 RAYMOND Statist.

Mines <$ Mining 427 "Kryohte from spathic iron. 1881

BRANNT tr. Thausttng's Malt fy Beer 38 Alcohol and sul-

phuret of carbon are used as thermometrical substances for

measuring very low temperatures. . .Thermometers for such

low temperatures are called *Kryometers [cold meters). 1901

Brit. Med. yrnl. 5 Jan., The clinical value of 'kryoscopy,
that is estimation of the osmotic tendency of fluids by means
of freezing. Ibid., In renal disease there is a lowering of

the *kryoscopic index of the urine.

Krypto-, variant of CRYPTO-.

Krypton (kri'pt^n).
Chem. [f. Gr. upv-nr&v,

neuter of Kpvvros hidden, concealed.] The name

given to a rare gas discovered by Ramsay, and

announced as a new 'element', in 1898.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 June 4/2 M. Berthelot read a letter

from Professor Ramsay, ..giving the first announcement of

another discovery. . . This new gas he proposes to call krypton.

1898 SIR W. CROOKES Addr. Brit. Assoc. 19 During the

course of the present year he [Prof. Ramsay] has announced

the existence of no fewer than three new gases krypton,
neon, and metargon. 1899 HazelCs A . 83 Krypton forms

a fifth constituent of the atmosphere, but is present in very
minute quantities. 1809 L. DOBBIN Lailenturg's Develop.
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KSHATBIYA.
Chan. xvi. 347 In the case of cryplon, the ratio of the specific

heats has been ascertained to be 1-66, so that this gas is

also a monatoinic element.

Ksar, obs. form of CZAR.

llXshatriya, Kshatri (k/a-tri,ya, -tr). E.
Ind. Also 8 Chjttery, 8-9 Cshatriya. [Skr.

kshatriya a member of the military or reigning
order (which in later times constituted the second

caste), f. kshatra rule, authority.] A member of

the military caste, the second of the four great

castes or classes among the Hindus (cf. KHATKI).
1781 G. FORSTER Journ. Bengal (1798) I. 54 note. The

Chittery occasionally takes himself to traffic, and the

Sooder has become the inheritor of principalities. 1794
Si W. JONES Inst. of Menu \. f 31 Wks. 1799 III. 69 He
[Brahma] caused the Brahmen, the Cshatriya, the

Vaisya,
and the Sudra..to proceed from his mouth, his arm, his

thigh, and his foot. 1834 GAUNTER Orient. Ann, ix. 120 She
was the daughter of a wealthy Cshatrya, in the neighbour-
hood of Delhi. 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 7 Here
Indra, Rudra, Brimna, and Vishnu are said to have re-pro-
duced the warrior caste or Kshatris, who had been extirpated

by Parsuram on account of their impiety.

Ku, Kuafe, obs. ff. Cow sl>.\ CUE sbt, COIF.

Kua-nthropy, bad form of KYNANTHROPY.
1865 BARING-GOULD Werewolves vii. 97 The president
'ent on to say that Lycanthropy and Kuanthropy were

mere hallucinations. 1866 A thenzum 24 Mar. 393/2 [Review
ofprec. ] Traditions of kuanthropy, and boanthropy.

Kub, obs. form of CUB sb.*, sheep-pen, crib.

f Kuchies kote. 06s. [app. f. F. couchee sleep-

ing + COTE.] Bedchamber, bedroom.
13 .. E . E, A Hit. P. B. 801 Gomez to your kuchiez-kote . . ;

I schal fette yow a fatte your fette for to wasche.

Kuchyn, Kuckold, Kuckstole, obs. ff.

CUSHION, CUCKOLD, CUCKSTOOL.

Kud, kuclde, pa. t. and pple. of KITHE.

II Kudos (ki'dps). University slang and colloq.

[a. Gr. xvSos praise, renown.] Glory, fame, renown.
1831 Fraser's Mag. III. 391 He obtained kudos immense.

1841 DISRAELI 23 Feb. in Corr. iv. Sister (1886) 171, 1 am
spoken of with great kudos in ' Gecil '. 1859 DARWIN in

Life t, Lett. (1887) II. 168 Lyell has read about half of the
volume in clean sheets, and gives me very great kudos. 1889
Boy s Own Paper 17 Aug. 729/1 Our champion was held to
have lost no kudos in the encounter.

Hence Ku-dize v., Ku'dos v. (nonce-tads.}, to

praise, laud, glorify.
1799 SOUTHEV Eng. Eel., etc;., Poet. Wks. III. 57 Lauded

in pious Latin to the skies; Kudos'd egregiously in heathen
Greek. 1873 M. COLLINS Squire Silchester I. xix. 234 He
kudized Louisa, who blushed when he compared her to Pen-
thesilea.

Kue, obs. f. CUE. Kuead, Kuel, var. QUED(E
Obs., QUELL v. Kuen, Kuff, obs. ff. QUEEN,
CUFF. Kufic, var. CUPIO.

Kuik, Kuith, Kuipo, Kuitle, obs. forms of

COOK, KITH, KITHE, CUITTLB v,

II Kukaug (ktt-kserj). [Malay kukang.'] The
slow-paced lemur or loris {Slenops javanicus or

Nycticebus tardigradus} found in the East Indies
from Hindustan to Java and China.

Loris or Kukang.
Kuke, Kukkowe, obs. ff. COOK, CUCKOO.
Kukeri, variant of KUKBI.
Ku-Klux (ki-klks). More fully Ku-Klux-
Klan. [A fantastic name said to be made out of
Gr. nvn\oi circle + CLAN.]
1. A widespread secret society, which arose in

the Southern States of North America after the
civil war of 1861-65, beginning with the effort
to overawe the negro population by whipping and
arson, and developing a system of political outrage
and murder

; it was finally put down by the U. S.

military forces. Also attrib.

1871 Illustr. Land. News 15 Apr. 359/1 The House of
Representatives has passed a bill making Ku-Klux crimes
in the south punishable in the Federal Courts. Ibid. 2gApr.
414/3 The Ku-Klux Bill lias passed both Houses at Wash-
ington with considerable modifications. 1872 WHITTIER
Presid. Eleit. Pr. Wks. 1889 IM. 164 Let us not despair of
seeing even the Ku-Klux tamed into decency. 1880 E. KIRKE
Garfield 54 That the horrors of the Ku-klux and the White-
Lives should not run riot at the poles. 1884 Century Mag.
July 398/1 No chapter in American history is more strange
than the one which bears for its title :

' Ku Klux Klan '.

2. A member of the Ku-Klux.
1884 Century Mag. XXVIII. 402 The '

proceedure
'

was
to place the would be Ku Klux in an empty barrel . . and to
send him whirling down the hill.

Hence Ku klux v., to outrage or maltreat in
accordance with the methods of the Ku-Klux-
Klan. Xn klnxism, the system or methods of
the Ku-Klux

; outrage or murder.
1879 Philaiiclphia. Inquirer 28 Nov. 1/5 Ten men . . were
)-day taken .. on a charge of kukluxmg a man named
IcAlpme, his son and daughter. 1881 Philadelphia Rec.

"0.3452. i Aword. .suggestive ofkukluxism. iS^American
VIII. 72 Not only a Confederate but was sent to the Albany
Penitentiary for Ku-Kluxism.

Kukow, obs. form of CUCKOO.
HKukri (ku-kri). Alsogkhookheri.kookaree,

-eree, -i(e, -y, kookree, -i(e, kukrie, kukeri,

tu-cl.i

M,
'

No.
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kukkri. koukri. [Hindi kukri.} A curved knife,
broader at the point than at the handle, and usually

having the keen edge on the concave side, used by
the Gorkhas of India.
1811 KIRKPATRICK Nepaul v. 118 The dagger, or knife,

worn by every Nepaulian, and called Khookheri. 1833
MUNDY Pen ff Pencil Sk. I. 197 Arming himself with a
kookaree or mountain dagger. 1859 LANG Wand. India
312 By the side of him knelt the little Goorkha, armed.with
the kookeree. 1884 A. FORBES in Pall Mall G. 19 Mar. 1/2
The Ghoorka kukrie, the American bowie knife, or any other
kindred instrument. 1897 LD. ROBERTS 41 Yrs. India Ixviii.

(1898) 538 The Maharaja gave me a gold-mounted kookri.

Ktikstole, Kukwald, -wold(e, obs. forms of

CUCKSTOOL, CUCKOLD.

Kulan, var. form of KOULAN.
Kull, obs. form of CULL z>.2, KILL v. Kuliio,

Kulter, Kum, obs. ff. KILN, COULTER, COME.
Kuiubecephalic, kumbo-kephalic, bad

forms of CTMBOCEPHALIC.
1863 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. I. 236, I suggested the term

kumfeapkalic, or boat-shaped, . . for this form of skull. 1866
LAING Preliist. Rein. Caithn. 64 The kumbo-kephalic, which
so many of the best authorities believe to be the primitive
British type.

Kumeling, obs. form of COMELING.

II Ku-mera, -ara. N. Zeal. [Maori name.]
The sweet potato, Ifomsea edulis.

177.3
s - PARKINSON Jrnl. S. Seas in Trans. N. Zeal. Inst.

X. ix. 124 (Morris) Several canoes came alongside .. of
whom we got some fish, kumeras or sweet potatoes, and
several other things. 1884 BRACKEN Lays of Maori 18
Some more dainty toothsome dish' Than the kumera and fish.

1900 Blackw. Mag, Feb. 231 A great pie-dish full of kumaras.
Kumis, -iss, -ys, variants of KOUMISS.
Kum-kat, Kumlee, var. CUMQUAT, CUMBLY.
|| Kummel (kii-mel). [G. kiimmel, repr. MHG.

kiiniel, OHG. kumil, var. kumtn CUMIN.] A
liqueur, flavoured with cumin, manufactured in

North Germany.
1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 687/1 In the preparation ofA llasch
which is a rich Kummel. 1897 Pa^ Mall G. 19 May 3/2

Coffee, dry. .kummel and good cigars.

Kummer, Kummerbund : see CUM-.
Kurnmul, Kumquat, var. CUMBLY, CUMQUAT.
Kurnraid, obs. Sc. pa. t. of CUHBEB v.

Kumshaw, variant of CUMSHAW.
Kun: see CAN v., CON z/.i Kund-: see KIND-.
Kundah : see COONDA.
Kundit, -ute, obs. forms of CONDUIT sb.

Kune, obs. Sc. form of CUN v.

Kunfort, Kunger, obs. ff. COMFORT, CONGER.
II Kunkur (kzrrjk&i). E. Ind. Forms : 8 kon-

ker, concha, 9 conca, coneher, conker, kankur,
-ar, kunkar, -er, -ur. [Hindi kankar= Prakrit

kakkaram, Skr. karkarai/t.'] A coarse kind of
limestone found in many parts of India, in large
tabular strata, or interspersed throughout the sur-

face soil, in nodules of various sizes ; it is burned
to lime, and also used for constructing roads,
binding to a compact, hard, and even surface.

_i793 W. HODGBS Trav. India no The river Jumna, the
sides of which consist of what in India is called concha.
1810 WILLIAMSON Vade M. II. 13 A weaker kind of
lime is obtained by burning a substance called kunkur.
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 195 A round mass of
* coneher

'

. . which he rolled before him. 1859 R- F- BURTON
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Sac. XXIX. 102 Small calcareous
nodules of weatherworn ' kunker '. 1879 MEDLICOTT &
BLANFORD Geol. India I. 397 In places the kankar forms
compact beds of earthy limestone.
attrib. 184. MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor III. xxi. 239The

site_of his habitation was on a conca rock. 18 . . in
Life xxiii. 381 Our long, long voyage terminated under
a high conker bank. 1895 MRS. CROKER Village Tales (1896)
169 There he sat, on the kunker heap.

Kunne(ii, obs. inf. of CAN z/.i, CON v.1

Kunning(e, kunyng, obs. ff. CUNNING.
Kunscence, -sence, Kunsent, Kunten-
aunce, Kunteyne, obs. ff. CONSCIENCE, CON-
SENT, COUNTENANCE, CONTAIN.
t Kuny, obs. form of COIN sb. Cf. CUNYE.
c 1440 Promf. Pan. 282/1 Kuny, or conye of mone.

Kunynjare, variant of CONYGER Obs.

HXupfernickel (ku-pfariniM). Min. [Ger.,
f. kupfer COPPER + nickel NICKEL.] = NICCOLITE.
(Cf. copper-nickel s.v. COPPER sb.1 12.)
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2! II. 271 Found with

Native Bismuth, Kupfernickel and Cobaltic efflorescences.
iSiz SIR H. DAVY Cnetn. Philas. 421 Nickel exists in an ore
called kupfer-nickel, combined chiefly with sulphur. 1870
CasseUs Techn. Educ. IV. 226/2 Kupfernickel, which is a
compound of this metal [nickel] with arsenic.

Kupfferite (ku-pferait). Min. [Named, 1862,
after Prof. A. T. Kupffer: see -ITE!.] An emerald-
green form of magnesium silicate coloured by
chromium.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 231 The original kupflerite, from

a graphite mine in the Tunkinsk Mts., is a chromiferous
amphibole.

l!Kuphar(ku-fii). Alsokufa; properly kuflah.

[ad. Arab. ti quffah, circular basket or pannier,
circular wicker boat.] A circular coracle of wicker-

KUSIMANSE.
work covered with skins, used on the Euphrates.
See Herodotus i. 194.
1800 J. RENNEI.L Geogr. of Herodotus 264 These [boats]were of a circular form, and composed of willows covered

with skins... The same kind of embarkation is now in use
in the lower parts of the same river, under the name of kufa
that is, a round vessel. 1827 TENNYSON Poems by Two
Brothers 65 Where down Euphrates, swift and strong, The
shield-like kuphars bound along.

Kuple, obs. form of COUPLE v.

Kurbasch, -bash, variants of KOURBASH.
t Kurch(e, -ie, obs. ff. KERCH, KERCHIEF.
1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 155 ( Treat. Crimes iv. c. 30) Women

suld not come to the kirk.. with her face covered, vnder
the paine of escheit of the kurche. a 1700 Cock Laird ii

in Ramsay's Wks. (1877) II. 222 Kurchis and kirtles Are
fitter for thee. a 1724 in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II

Kure, var. CUBE v? Obs., to cover.

Kurgan (kurga-n). [Russ. KypraKb kurga-n
barrow, tumnlus ; of Tartar origin.] A prehistoric
sepulchral tumulus or barrow in Russia and
Tartary.
1889 J. ABERCROMBY E. Caucasus 218, I remarked two

green basins. . . They had been found in a kurgan. 1890HUXLEY in igtA Cent. 769 These Tschudish kurgans abound
in copper and gold articles . . but contain neither bronze
nor iron.

Kuriologic, -al, variant of CURIOLOOIC, -AL.
1826 Edin. Rev. XLV. 101 The method of Egyptian writing

called . . the Hieroglyphic, of which one sort is kuriologic
(or expressive of objects in a proper, not figurative or meta-
phorical, manner). 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. (1875) 349The picture-writing of the Mexicans . . had been partially
differentiated into the kuriological or imitative, and the
tropical or symbolic.

Kurisee, ? corrupt form of CUIRASSIER.
1649 CROMWELL Lett. 19 Dec. in Carlyle, The horse, .took

Three-hundred-and-fifty prisoners amongst whom .. the
renegado Wogan, with twenty-four of Ormond's kurisees.

Kurl, Kurlu, obs. forms of CUBL, CURLEW.
Kurne, Kurnel, etc., obs. ff. KERN .i, KEBNEL

sb.\ etc. Kurnock, obs. f. CUBNOCK, a measure.
II Kuroshiwo (kttrojrwo). [Japanese, f. kuro

black + shi-wo tide.] The Black Current or Gulf
Stream of Japan.
1885 SIR J. MURRAY in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 118/2 The

Kuro-Siwo or Japan current wholly a warm oceanic river

during the S. E. monsoon similar to the Gulf Stream of the
Atlantic.

u__ '. Atislral. Alsocurra-,curre-,
curri-, -gong. A native Australian name for any
plant or tree having a tough bark yielding a fibre ;

hence applied with qualifications to various trees,
some called also Cordage-trees.
Black K., Sterculia diversifolia, and S. quadrifida ;Brown K., CommersoHia echinnla, and Bracliyckiton
tgfrii; Green K., Hibiscus heteropliyllus; Tasmanian
, Plagiantlws sidmdcs.

1823 UNIACKEC'J-/O''J Exp. (Morris), Thenets. .are made. .

from the bark of the kurrajong (Hibiscus heten'pliyllus). 1847
L. LEICHHARDT Overland Exp. III. 91 (ibid.) Dillis neatly
worked ofkoorajong bark. iW&Cassclfs PicturesqueAustra-
lasia III. 138 (ibid.) Quaint currajongs. .very like in form to
the stiffwooden trees we have all played with in childish days.
1890 LYTH Golden South ix. 78 Forests of native apple,
eucalypti, she oaks, kurragong, cedar, and wattle trees.

Kurre, obs. form of CUB.
I Kursaal (k-r,zal). [G., f. kur, cur, CUBE

si. 1 + saal hall, room.] A public building at
a German health resort, provided for the use and
entertainment of visitors; hence, sometimes, a
similar building at an English watering-place.
1849 THACKKRAY Pcndennis Ivi, The resolute old gentle-

man . . made his appearance in the halls of the Kursaal.
Ibid., The Kursaal band at the bath. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
i4Sept. 10/2 The Margate and Southend Kursaals, Limited.

Kurs(e, Kurt, obs. ff. CURSE, COUBT ji.i

II Kurung (kuru-rj), kurunj (kuru-nd^). E.
Ind. [Hindi kurung, Marhatt kurunj : Skr.

kurttnja.] A tree, Pongamia glabra, N.O. Legu-
minosse, widely diffused from India to China and
N. Australia

; its seeds yield Kurung oil, much
used in India for illuminating purposes.
1866 Treas. Bat. 919/1 In India, an oil, called Kurunj, or

Poonga oil, is expressed from the seeds. 1883-4 Med. A initial

48/1 Kurung Oil is obtained from the seeds of a leguminous
tree common in most parts of India.

llKurveyor(kyjv^-3j). S.Africa. [Anglicized
spelling of Du. karweier, f. karwei job: MDu.
corweie, ad. F. corvee, CORVEE.] A travelling
trader in S. Africa.

1885 W. GRESWELL in Macm. Mag. Feb. 285/2 The kur-
veyor or carrier who drags the trade of the country about
in his ponderous ox waggon with spans of 16 or 20 oxen.
1896 Blackw. Mag. 645 It was a very paying thing for the
individual '

transport-rider
'

or
'

Kurveyor
'

to convey goods
to and from Kimberley.
Kus, Kushen, obs. forms of Kiss, CUSHION.
II Kusima'lise. [Native name.] A small

burrowing carnivorous mammal, Crossarc&us obsctt-

rus, of West Africa.
1861 WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 242 The food of the Kusimanse

consists of the smaller mammalia, of various insects, and
some kinds of fruits. 1883 Casselfs Nat. Hist. II. 207 The



KUSTI.

Crossarchus, Mangue, or Kusimansc, presents a good deal
of resemblance to the Cynogale.
Kuskos, -kus, var. KHUS-KHUS (= Cuscus^).
Kusshew, obs. form of cusshewe, CUISSE
Kusshowne, Kussin, obs. ff. CUSHION, COUSIN.
II Kusti (kustr). E. Ind. [Pers.^ kusti,

girdle, cincture
; Gujarat! kusti, kasti.]

~
A woollen

cord worn round the waist by Parsees, consistingof seventy-two threads to represent the chapters
of the Yasna, a portion of the Zend-Avesta.
1860 J. GARDNER Faiths World II. 620/1 The kusti is a

thin woollen cord. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 325/1 A long
coat or gown is worn over the sadara . . fastened round the
waist with the kustt or sacred cord, which is carried round
three times, and fastened in front with a double knot. Ibid

\ his cincture is a cord woven by women of the priestly class
only. . . I he ceremony of the kustt or encircling of the girdle.
Kustume, Kut, obs. forms of CUSTOM, CUT.
Kutch, Kutcha, var. CUTCH 2, CUTCHA.
Kutchenel, obs. form of COCHINEAL.
Kutcheri,-erry: see CUTCHERRY.
IlKllteera (k#tl<>-ra). Also kutera, katira.

[Hindi katira (name of the gum).] In Kuteera
gum, a kind of gum obtained from an Indian shrub,
Cochlospermum Gossypium (N. O. Bimntm) ; also
a gum obtained from several species of Sterculia.
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 676 Gum kuteera..

I his gum, according to Dr. Roxburgh, is the produce of the
bterculia areas, a tree which grows in Hindostan i885
Guide Museums Kcw No. i. 15 Specimens of KuteeraGum
of the Indian bazaars furnished by Cochlosfermiim Gossy-
pium, DC, used in the North Western Provinces as a substi-
tute for Tragacanth.

Kuth, Kuthe, obs. ff. COUTH, KITH, KITHE.
Kuth, kuyth, var. cttth, COOTH, coal-fish.
1884 DAY Brit. Fishes I. 295.
iiKuttar (ktrta-i). E. Ind. Also 7 catarre,

-arry, 8 cuttary. [Hindi kattdr :-Skr. kattara.]A short dagger used in India, having a handle of
two parallel bars, joined by a cross-piece which
forms the part grasped by the hand.

_ 1696 OVINGTON K<y.^ra//236WithaCatarryorBagonet
in his hand. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 93 They go
rich in Attire, with a Poniard, or Catarre, at their Girdle.
1763 SCRAPTON Indostan (1770) 19 A little dagger at their
waist, which is called a cuttarry, the principal use of which,
is to stab on occasion. 1826 HOCKLEY Pandurang ffari
xvii, He bore a common kuttar in his girdle.
Comb. 1886 YULE & BURNELL Hobson-Jobson 815/2 Katdr-

hilted daggers. Ibid., Blades mounted /kz&ir-fashion.

Kutte, Kutteable, obs. ff. CUT, CUTTABLE.
Kuttle, var. CUITTLE v. Si:, to wheedle.

Kutwal, variant of KOTWAL.
Kuuant, Kuuele, obs. ff. COVENANT, COWL rf.i

Kuy, kuyn, Kuynd, obs. ff. KINE, KIND.
Kuyte, Kuythe, obs. ff. KITE, KITH, KITHE.
II Kvass (kvas). Forms : 6-9 quass(e, 8 quas,

8-9 quash, 9 kuass, kvass, kvas. [Russ. KBaCL
kvas 'leaven, kvass'.] A fermented beverage in

general use in Russia, commonly made from an
infusion of rye-flour or bread with malt

; rye beer.
c 1553 CHANCELOUR Bk. Emp. Russia in Hakluyt Voy.

(1886) 111.51 Their drinke is like our penyAle, and is called

Quass. 1608 HEYWOOD Rape Lucrece iv. i. Wks. 1874 V.
216 The Russe drinkes quasses. 1609 Pimlyco (N.), The
base quasse by peasants drunk. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762)
I. v. Ixi. 283 Beer, quash, and bad wine. 1778 Phil. Trans.
LXVIII. 672 The drink, .was ouas or sour small beer. 1823
Mechanics' Mag. No. 4. 58 The common drink of the
Russians is kuass, which is not so good as our small beer.

1863 MRS. ATKINSON Tartar Steppes 232 They have bread
in unlimited quantity, quass, . .farinaceous food. 1894 GAR-
NETT tr. Turgenev's Ho. Gentlefolk 121 ' Fetch the kvas

',

repeats the same woman's voice.

Kw-, a ME. spelling of OE. Cw-, mod. Qu-, q.v.

t Kwne, obs. north, form of am, CON v?-
a 1400 Morte Arth. 1565, I kwne the thanke for thy come.

Ky, pi. of Cow (now Sc. and north, dial.'}.

II Kyalmka, kiabooca (kaiabu-ka). Also

kia-, kyaboooa, -buca. [Malay kayu-buku knot-

wood, i. e. kayu tree + buku knot, joint ; in Du.

spelling kajoe-l'oekoe.'] A Malaysian tree (Ptero-

speriimm Indicunf) furnishing an ornamental wood,
known also as Amboyna wood (q.v.).

1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger Son II. 304 A variety of

gums and resins, cocoa-nut oil, sandal and kiabouka wood.

1850 WF.ALE Diet. Terms 246/2 Kiabooca wood . . imported
from SincaporCj is very ornamental, and is used for small
boxes and writing-desks. 1861 H. CLEGHORN Forests S.

India 279 Kiabuca-wood, or Amboyna-wood. 1865 SIR G.
BIRDWOOD Veg. Prod. Bombay 346 Pterospermum indicum
is the tree which yields Amboyna or Kyabuca wood.

Kyan, earlier form of CAYENNE.

II Kyang(ky3erjOT0iwy/''-)- Also kiang. [Tibet-
an kyang, rkyang.] A species or sub-species of

equine quadruped (Equus kiang), a wild horse or

ass, inhabiting the high table-lands of Tibet.

Blanford, Fauna- Brit. Ind., Mammals 476, treats it as

a variety of the Koulan.
1882 OGILVIE (Annandale), Kiang. 1885 Stand. Nat.

Hist. V. 251 Three forms [of the wild horse], which are

known as the kulan, the djiggetai, and the kiang. Ibid.,

The Kiang is only found in the mountainous regions of

Thibet. 1894 C. P. WOLLEY Big Game Shooting (Badm.
Libr.) II. 361 The kyang .. is an ugly donkeyfied fiddle-

headed brute, with straight shoulders.

757

Kyanite, variant of CYANITE, now more usual.

Kyaiiize (kai-anaiz), v.
[f. the name of J. II.

Kyan, the inventor ofthe process (patented in 1832)+ -IZE.] trans. To impregnate (wood) with a solu-
tion of corrosive sublimate, as a preservative against

Ky '

aniised ft1- "> Kyaniziug

o >
. rr. or X-XM

268 Many remedies .among which kyanizing, or saturatingthe wood with a solution of corrosive sublimate, is one of
the most efficacious.

Kyano-, var.f CYANO-: KyanophyU ^ |a:
-

nohl), Bot. and Chem. [Gr. ^t/XXoi/ leaf], Kraus's
name for a blue-green substance, supposed to be
a constituent of chlorophyll.
1885 GRAY Physiol. Bot. 291 According to Wiesner kya-

nophyll is nearly pure chlorophyll freed from its associated
yellow pigment xanthophyll.

Kyanol (kai-3n?l). Chem. [f. Gr. /W-or,
CYANO- + -OL.] A synonym of ANILINE.
1853 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Kyanole. 1865-72 WATTS Diet

Chem., Kyanol.
Kybe, Kybed, kybde, obs. ff. KIBE, KIBED.
Kybosh: see KIBOSH. Kybyte, obs. var. CUBIT.
CJ440 Promf. Parv. 274 /r Kybyte, cubitus.

Kyby, Kybill, kyble, obs. ff. KIBY, KIBBLE.
Kybzey, Kyche, obs. ff. KIPSEY, KEACH.
Kyd, kydd(e, kyde, obs. forms of KID.
fKyd,kydde,&. Obs. (pseudo-arch.*) [Evolved

from ME. kyd, i-kyd, pa. pple. of KITHE v. mis-
understood by Palsgrave, and misused by Spenser.]
trans. To know.
1530 PALSGR. 598/2, I kydde (Lydgate) I knowe . . This

terme is nat yet in
use_. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cnl. Dec. 92, 93Ah ! unwise and witlesse Colin Cloute, That kydst the

hidden kinds of many a wede, Yet kydst not ene to cure thy
sore hart-roote. [Gloss : kidst, knowest.]

Kydcote, -cott(e, Kyddier, -yer, obs. forms
of KlDCOT, KlDDIER.

Kydell, kydle, Kydenere, -eyre, obs. forms
of KIDDLE, KIDNEY.

Kydgel, -ell, obs. form of CUDGEL.
Kydling, obs. form of KIDLING.

Kydne, -neer, -ner(e, -ney, obs. forms of
KIDNEY.

Kydy : cf. KID sb.* 3.

1486 in Nottingham Rec. III. 266 Item paid for a spyld to
be kydy bat be fisshe was in . . \]d.

Kye, kyen, obs. and dial. pi. of Cow.
Kyebosh, variant of KIBOSH.

Kyestein (ki|e-st,in). Chem. Also kystein,
kiestein(e, kiestin(e, kyesteine. [ad. F. kiestfinc,
the term invented by Nauche (Journ. de Chimie
Mtdicale, 2nd Ser. V. 64, 1839), loosely f. Gr.

Kvija-is conception, app. afterfratline and the like.

When spelt as in Fr., often pronounced (kjstin,

-ain) ;
but more usually written ky- after Gr. KV-.

With more accurate knowledge of the nature of
the thing, the name is now little used.] A whitish
substance occasionally found as a cloud in or

pellicle upon urine; erroneously supposed by
Nauche to be diagnostic of pregnancy.
1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anita. Chem. II. 329 Nauche

regards kystein as an indubitable sign of pregnancy. 1847-9
TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 461/1 During pregnancy, a substance,
kiestein. .is eliminated by the urine. 1888 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Kyestein . . is now known to be chiefly composed of am-
moniaco-magnesian phosphates, with fat-particles, vibrios,
and bacteria, and to be found in putrefying urine other than
that of a pregnant woman. It is probably produced by the

decomposition of the urea in contact with mucus.

Kyeth, kyith, var. KITHE v., to make known.

Kyght, Kyghth, obs. forms of KITE, KITH.
Kyjik, variant of CAIQUE.
1859 All Year Round No. 36. 219 To observe the keen

swift kyjiks poise and skim over the Bosphorus.

Kyke, Kyld(e, Kylderken, -kin, -kyn,
obs. ff. KEEK, KILL v., KILDERKIN.

Kyle 1
(kail). Now dial. Also 4-5 kylle, 5

kile, 7 keyll. [a. ON. kyli boil, abscess; prob.
related to kula ball, knob.] A sore, ulcer, boil.

(Wrongly rendered by Levins, through some confusion.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 2995 Som, for envy, sal haf in

J>air lyms, Als kylles and felouns and apostyms. 14. . Rel,
Ant. I. 53 A gude oyntment for kyles, woundes [etc.]. 14. .

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48 If. 85 (Halliw.) Thai fare as dos
a rotyn kile, That rotys and warkys sore. 1483 Cath. Angl.
202/2 A Kyle, vlcits, vlcerosus. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 130
A Kyle, bilis. 1579 LANGHAM Card. Health (1633) 3*4 *1'

breake a botch, byle, or keyll, seethe the roots in water.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Kyles, boils on the flesh.

Kyle.
2

(kail). Sc. [a. Gael, cool (kol), gen.
caoii (kozl) 'narrow strait or sound', sb. to cool

narrow.] A narrow channel between two islands,
or an island and the mainland (in the west of Scot-

land) ; a sound, a strait.

1549 D. MONRO in P. H. Brown Scot. be/. 1700 (1893) 247
Ane right dangerous kyle or stream. 1703 MARTIN West.
Isl. 205 The Horses and Cows . . swim to the Main Land
[from Skye] over one of the Ferries or Sounds called Kyles.

KYPHO-.
i87a BLACKIE Lays Highl. 6r Outmost Lewis, Haco, and
Skye with winding kyfes. ,000 MACKENZ ,E Guide /nver-

"f,
ss

,
8
4,,

lhe "arrow kyle between Rona and RaasayMod. The steamer passes through the Kyles of Bute to theCnnan Lanal.

JE$? 8
JJ?*& dial- rare- t- LG- kll

> G.ieil
(MHG. kit). Da. kile, Sw. kil '

wedge' : the pre-
cise source is not

clear.] A small iron wedge
used to fasten the head of a pick, hammer, etc.,on the shaft.

174;
r HOOSON Miner's Did. E j b, When the Miner haumsa Fick . and when he has put in his hard Wood-Wedges and

Iron Kyles [etc.]. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Kyle, atvedge.Is thor a kyle i
1

this mell, Bob?'
Kyler, obs. f. KEELEB*. Kyles, var. KAYLBS,

the game. Kylevine, var. of KEELIVINE.

IlKylie (kai-li). West Austral. Also koilee,
kiley. [Native name.] A boomerang.
1839 N.OoLECW. W.Australia 57(Morris) Ineverypart

of this great continent they have the koilee, or boomerang.
1846 J. L. STOKES Discov. Australia I. iv. 72 One of them
had a kiley or bomerang. 1885 LADY BARKER Lett, to Guy
177 (Morris) The kyhe (what is called the boomerang mother parts of Australia), a

curiously curved and flat stick
about a foot long and two or three inches wide.

II Kylitt (krlfcn). Also kilin. [ad. Chinese
ch'i-lm (Wade), f. cKi male + lin female.] A fabu-
lous animal of composite form, commonly figured
on Chinese and Japanese pottery.
'According to the Erh Ya, it has the body of a deer, the

tail of an ox, and a single horn, from which it is often
called the Chinese Unicorn* (Mayers' Chinese Reader's
Man., Shanghai, 1874, 127).
1857 MARRYATT Pottery $ Parcel, (ed. 2) 217 Dragons,

kylms, and all manner of hideous and strange monsters.
1894 Times 26 Jan. 11/3 Sale of General Gordon's Chinese
objects of art. .. A vase and cover, of rock crystal, with
pierced dragon handles, kylin on the cover . . A small cup,
the handle carved as a kylin. 1898 DailyNews 14 Dec. 8/4A piece of old Satsuma, representing a kylin playing with
a ball and cord.

Kylix, variant of CYLIX.

Kyll(e, Kylne, obs. ff. KILL v., KILN sb.

Kyloe (kai-l<f). Sc. Also kylie. [Origin tin-

certain. 1 Related to kyle 2.] One of a small breed
of cattle with long horns reared in the Highlands
and Western Islands of Scotland.
i8ii AITON Agric. Ayr. xiv. 414 Some have imagined that

Kyloes, the name given to the Cattle of Argyleshire, is de-
rived from Kyle. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xi, Killancureit talked
. . of . . dmmonts, and stots, and runts, and kyloes. 1861
SMILES Engineers II. vin. viii. 380 Making little or no
export from the country beyond the few lean kyloes, which
paid the rent. 1882 Ordnance Gaz. Scot. I. 71 The cattle are
chiefly Kyloes or West Highlanders, a small shaggy race.

Kylpe, Kylt(e, obs. ff. KILP, KILT.
Kylt, obs. pa. pple. of KILL v.

II Kymation (kaimaj-tijm). [ad. Gr. nv^wv,
dim. of Kv/ia wave, billow, CYMA.] = CYMATIUM.
1883 W. G. COU.INGWOOD*Philos. Ornament iii. 51 Wave-

spiral or kymation. Ibid. iv. 85 The
'

kymation ', or rippling
line of waves.

Kymbe, Kyme, obs. ff. KEMB v., KIME.
Kymelyn, kymelen, kymnel(l(e, etc. : see
KIMNEL.

Kymmond, obs. f. CUMMING Sc., brewer's vessel.

Kymograph, (kai-mograf). [f. Gr. *C/jo-, com-
bining form of Kvna wave + -GRAPH.] An instru-

ment for graphically recording variations ofpressure
of a fluid, esp. of blood in the vessels of a living
animal

;
a recording manometer. Also called

kymographion.
1867 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal, (ed. 3), Kymogra-

phion, an instrument which shows the relation between the
pulse-wave and the undulations produced by respiration.
1872 Lancet 1. 675 Pick's spring manometer or spring kymo-
graph., are excellent instruments for registering the pulse-
motions. 1897 A llbutfs Syst. Med. 1 1 . 034 The kymograph
registered a very rapid, .fall of the arterial pressure.
Hence Kymogra phic a., pertaining to or made

with a kymograph.
1885 Med. Times 26 Dec. 888 The new method of writing

kymographic curves. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 106/2 Mer-
curial kymographic tracing from carotid of a dog.

Kymric, var. of CYMRIC. Hence Kymricize
v. trans., to make Kymric.
1890 Spectator 31 May 749 Welsh Disestablishment and

Kymric autonomy. 1888 RHYS Hibbert Lect. 273 A late

Kymricizing of the Latin Segontium has yielded a much less
correct Welsh form Seiont.

Kyn, obs. f. KIN ; obs. form of kine, pi. of Cow.

Kynanthropy, var. CYNANTHROPY. Hence
Xyiianthro-pic a., ofor pertaining to kynanthropy.
1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel

yii. 426 Paulus of Aegina omits

only the kynanthropy. Ibid., They who are seized by the

kynanthropic or lycanthropic disease, go forth by night
imitating in all things wolves or dogs.

Kynde, obs. f. KIND ; pa. pple. of KEN K.2

Kynderkyn, kyner-, obs. var. KILDERKIN.

Kyne, obs. form of kine, pi. of Cow.
Kyng, kyning, obs. forms of KING.

Kynny : see KINLIN Obs. Kyntal, Kynter-
kyn, obs. ff. QUINTAL, KILDERKIN.

Kyp, Kyp- : see KIP, KIP-.

Kypho-f Another form of CYPHO-, from Gr.

Ki><po-s crooked. Hence Kypliosis, -otic = C v



KYR.

FHOSIS, -OTIC. Also Xyphosoolio'sis (oy-), a

combination of kyphosis and scoliosis ;
backward

and lateral curvature of the spine. Hence

Ky ; phoscollo'tic a.

188. Syd. Soc. Lex., Cyphoscoliosis. 1898 A Mutt's Syst.

Med V 164 Deformity of the chest as the result of kypho-

scoliosis. 1900 Brit. Mcd. Jrnl. No. 2040. 278 The pelvis

was extremely kyphoscoliotic.

tKyr, v . Obs. rare. [Cf. Ger. kehren, Du.

keeren to turn (used in same way).] trans. To turn.

1448 Paston Lett. (1901) IV. 19 As Davy shuld a kyrt the

horse, he slenkyd behynd and toke his master on the hepe

suyche a stroke that, .brake his hepe.

Kyrchef(.e, -cheffe, obs. forms of KERCHIEF.

fKyre, vat.kaire, CAIRZ*. 06s., to go, proceed.

1515 Scat. Field 240 in Chetham Misc. ( 1 856) 1 1
, Then the

mightie lord, .kyred to his king with carefull tithmdes.

Kyrf!,e, obs. form of KERF, cut.

li Eyrie (karri, kai-ri|Z, klo-ri*). Also 6 kirie.

[Short for Kyrie eleison : see next.]

1. = next, i. To.esp. A musical setting of the Kyrie
eleison in the Ordinary of the Mass, or of the

Response to each of the Commandments in the

Anglican Communion Service.

1519 Churckw. Ace. St. Giles Reading 6 A Pryk-song
boke . . wherin is conteyned iiii masses, iij kyries, iij allohuies

and ij exultands. 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 153, I re-

member a peece of composition of foure parts of maister

Tauernor in one of his kiries. 16.. MS. Music Bk. at

Durh. Cath., Mr. Brimley his kerrie to Mr. Sheperd's
Creede. 1657 SPARROW Bk. Com. Prayer (1664) 241 Then
follow the Commandments, with a Kyrie, or Lord have

mercy upon us, after every one of them. 1845 E. HOLMES
Mozart 41 His first essay in Church Music, tne Kyrie of a

mass for four voices and four stringed instruments. 1866

J. H. BLUNT Annot. Bk. Com. Prayer 167 The Kyrie thus

said appears to represent the ancient Litany element of the

Eucharistic Office.

f 2. = next, 2. Obs.

ij.. jfacA Jugler in Grosart Two Enterludes (1873) 63
He shoulde haue suche a kyrie, ere he went top bed, As he
neuer had before in all his lyfe. 1582 STANYHURST ^Bneid
i. (Arb.) 21 This kyrye sad soiling, thee northern bluster

aproching Thee sayls tears tag rag, to the sky thee waues

vphoysing.
II Kyrie eleison, eleeson (]s.\-ne elHs^n).

Also 4-6 kyrieleyson, 6 Kyrie-eleyson, Kirie-

eleeson, 7 (Kerry-Elison). [The Greek words

Kvpie l\ii)0ov
'

Lord, have mercy ', occurring in the

Gr. text of Ps. cxxii. 3, Matt. xv. 22, xvii. 15, etc.

The Gr. words were written in L. kyrie (med.L.
also kirie), and (by itacism of ?;) eleison. As in

other Christian words (e.g. Maria, Sophia, Helena,

Jacobus, etc.), the Gr. accent was retained, giving

ele'ison, later ele'ison, or elei'son. Since the Re-

nascence, some have represented the Gr. more

literally and quantitatively by eleison. Hence

many varieties of pronunciation in Eng., some

retaining the med.L. (which is also mod.Gr.) given
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above, some following the school pronunciation
of ancient Gr. or L., or with various Eng. modifi-

cations of the vowels, as Id-rig, karri/, karri,

elris^n, eli^-s^n, eli|3i'spn, elsrsym.]
1. Eccl. The words of a short petition used in

various offices of the Eastern and Roman Churches,

esp. at the beginning of the Mass ; represented in

the Anglican service by the words,
'

Lord, have

mercy upon us', etc., in the Response to each

Commandment in the Communion Service, b. A
musical setting of these words, esp. as the first

movement of a Mass.

[a 1225 Ancr. R. 30 Hwose wule, mei siggen besne psalm,
' Ad te levavi

'

biuoren be Paternostres, & seoben
'

Kirieleison,

Christeleison, Kirieleison'. Ibid. 22.]

13.. St. Alexius 422 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 183

pe folk on knees fell . . And kyrieleyson thries bai sange.
? 14. . in Q. Eliz. Acad. (1879) 34 Alt every Kyrie lyson, one
to say with an high voice for y6 sowle A Pater noster. 1551
BP. HOOPER Later Writ. (Parker Soc. 1852) 145 They were
wont to sit when they said or sang the psalms, kneel at

Kyrie-eleyson, and stand up at Magnificat. 1563 PILKING-

TON Confut. C iv b, Platina . . affirmes, that Pope Sixtus

appoynted the Sanctus to be songe, Gregory the Kirie-

eleeson. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. H. iv. 27. 454 That

very Form of Prayer.. Kyrie Eleeson, Lord have mercy
upon us, was anciently part of the Pagans Litany to the

Supreme God. 1834 BECKFORD Italy II, xiv. 71, 1 have
had pretty nearly my fill of motets, and Kyrie eleisons.

1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3) S.V., The Second Council of

Vaison, . . which met in 529, ordered the Kyrie Eleison to

be said at Mass and other services.

1 2. transf. A complaint ;
a scolding. 06s.

1528 TINDALE Obed. Cfir. Man 130 b, He gave me a Kyrie-
leyson. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy Land Ships
Wks. I vh/i, I would.. haue sung him a Kerry-Elison, that

should haue made him beene glad to haue promist me a
brace of Bucks more, to haue stop'd my mouth withall.

II Kyrielle (kiii,e-l). Also 3 kyriel, 7 kiriele.

fa. F. kyrielle, OF. (ijth c.) kyriele ; in med.L.

kiriel, pi. kyrieles (Du Cange) ; so MHG. kiriel;
shortened from kyrie eleison : see prec.]
tl. =

prec. i. 06s.

[a 1225 Ancr. R, 30 Her also sigge5
' De profundis

'

biuore
be Paternoster. Kiriel. Christel. Kiriel. Ibid, 36 BeateS on
ower breoste . . & siggeS . . Kiriel. Christel. Kiriel.]

2. A long rigmarole.
1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xxi, With him he mumbled

all his Kiriele and dunsical breborions.

3. A kind of French poetry divided into little

equal couplets and ending with the same word
which serves for the refrain.

1887 Sat. Rev. 3 Dec. 770/1 Among the verse-forms. . . The
kyrielle, of which we have three specimens, is not a form at

all, and ought to have been discarded.

Kyriolexy (kai-riole^ksi). rare~". [ad. Gr.

Kvpio\tia, f. itvpios authoritative, authorized, proper
+ -Aia speaking (cf. Aefis speech, word).] The
use of literal expressions.
i88 in Casselfs Encycl, Diet.

KYX.

Kyriologic, variant of CYEIOLOGIC.

Kyrlewe, obs. form of CURLEW.
Kyrnaill, -ale, -el, etc., obs. forms of KERNEL.

Kyrne, obs. form of CHUBN.

Kyrosite (kai-nJsait). Min. [ad. Ger. kyrosit

(Breithanpt, 1843), f. Gr. Kv/xaais confirmation,
because its specific character was thought to be
confirmed: see -ITE.] A variety of marcasite, con-

taining a small amount of arsenic. (Chester Names
of Minerals, 1896.)

Kyrre, obs. f.QuARRY.beast killed in hunting, etc.

Kyrsede, kyrsett(e, obs. ff. CRESSET : see

KIUSET 2
. Kyrspe, obs. f. CRISP. Kyrvour,

Kyrymyry: see KIBVE v., KEBIMERY.

Kys, kyse, kysse, obs. forms of Kiss.

Kyst, kyste, obs. pa. t. of CAST v., Kiss v.
;

obs. forms of KIST.

Kyt, obs. inflexion of CUT v. ; obs. f. KITE.

Kyte (kait). Sc. and north, dial. Also 7 kyt,

7-9 kite. [Etymology uncertain. Cf. early
mod.Du. (Kilian) kijte, kiete (mod.W. Flemish

kijte, kief), var. of MDu. cuyte, kuile a fleshy part
of the body, esp. the thigh (Du. kuit calf of the

leg) ,
= MLG. ktit, fleshy part, entrails (Liibben).

The suggestion of Jamieson, repeated by later diets., that

kyte represents OE. civiff, ON. kvit belly, is inadmissible.]

The belly, stomach, paunch.
11540 LYNDESAY Kitteis Confessioun 140 Thocht Codrus

kyte suld cleue and birst. a 1585 POLWART Flyting w.
Montfiotnerie 754 Misly kyt ! 1674 RAY N. C. Words 27
A Kite ; A Belly, Cumb. 1787 BURNS To a Haggis iv, Till

a' their weel-swall'd kytes belyve Are bent like drums. 1820

SCOTT Monast. xxxiii, To dress dainties at dinner-time for

his ain kyte. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Kite, stomach.

1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss Hags xxxvi. 259 His horse.,

is now filling his kyte in my stable, as his master is eke

doing in hall.

Kyte, obs. form of KITE, the bird, etc.

Kyth, kyj>, etc., obs. forms of KITH, KITHE.

Kythe, another spelling of KITHE v., often used.

Kytill, Kytlyn, obs. ff. KITTLE, KITMNG.

Kyton, kytton, obs. forms of KITTEN.

Kytt(e, obs. inf., pa. t., and pa. pple. of CUT v.

Kyttyl, kytylle, etc., obs. forms of KITTLE.

Kytylyng, obs. form of KITLING.

Kyuer(e, kyver, obs. ff. COVER v.1 and st. 1

Kyul, -e, var. CYULE : cf. CHIULE, KEEL s6.* 2.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. Wks. (1847) 507/1 Three long
gallics, or kyules.

Kyuse, variant of CAYUSB.

f Kyvar-knaue a., nonce-wet. = Cover-knave,
that covers a knave.

1563 STOWE in Pol., Rel., fy L. Poems Pref. 15 note, His
[a cnminous parson's] gown, and his (kyvar-knaue) halt,
borne after him.

Kyx, obs. form of KEX, a dry hollow stalk.

END or VOL. V.



KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

;
as in o

h

r .

j
.

s .

w .

hw .

v

. run (rt?n), temer (te-risi).

. her (hsi), farther

.. ree (sD, (ses).

. it/en (wen).

. when (hwen).

. .yes (yes).

ORDINARY.

a as in Fr. a \a mode (a la mad').
ai ... aye =yes (ai), Isaiah (aizara).

se ... man (msen).

a ... pass (pas), chant (tjant).

ou ... load (laud), now (nau).

v ... cut (kct), son (son).

e ...yet (yet), ten (ten).

... survey sb. (s'jv), Fr. attach/ (ataj<).

II { ... Fr. chef(Jjf).

a ... evr (evaj), nattVn (n^'-Jan).

si ... /, <9^> (si), bz'nd (baind).

||
) ... Fr. eau d vie (p A} vf-

).

i ... s/t (sit), nystz'c (mistik).

/' ... Psyche (sai'kz), rract (rz r
ae

-

kt).

... achur (/I'koj), morality (morse'llti).

01 ... oil (oil), boy (boi).

o ... heru (hi^'ro), zoology (zo t
olodji).

2 ... what (hwgt), watch (wgtj).

P, ?* g"t (gPt), soft (tfft)-

||
6 ... Ger. Koln (koln).

\\i> ... Fr. p<r (ps).

n ... fz<ll (ful).book (buk).

iu ... dwration (diur^'Jan).

u ... unto (zrntw), frwgality (frz<-).

i ... Matth^i/ (mae'Jiia), virt (vaMtitt).

liii ... Ger. M;i'ller (miHer).

|

!

. . Fr. dne (dn).
. (see i., e. o.,

i,
u

(see ?, o)
'

as in able (PbT), eaten (ft'n)- voice-glide.

I. CONSONANTS,

b, d, f, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

J) as in thin (]>in), bath (ba]>).

S ... Men (Sen), bathe (b^S).

J ... **op (Jpp), dlrA (dij).

tj ... chof (tfpp)> ^A (ditj).

3 ... vlrz'on (vi-jan), de/'euner (d<!3oh).

d^ ... /uojje (djcdj).

i) ... sii,g (si-qin), thik (fink).

ng ... fier (firjgsi).

II. VOWELS.

LONG.

a as in olms (amz), bar (bii).

v ... crl (kjl), fr (fz>i).

e (e*)... th^re (Sej), p^ar, pare (pej).
i .e

1

}... rein, rain (rf
l

n), they (tS^i).

/ ... Fr. fai're (f/r').

a ... fir (faj), ffrn ((Sin), earth (ajj>).

I (1)... bier (bij), clar (klioj).

i ... thzrf d>zf), see (s/).

o(o)... boar, bore (boaj), glory (glo
1

o(ou )... so. sow rst?u). sozil (so^l).

9 ... wa/k (wgk), wart (wit).

(' ... short (JpJt), thorn (})^in).

||o ... Fr. cofz<r (k5r).

||o ... Ger. Gothe (gote), Fr. j^ne

u(u) .. poor (pui), moorish (mu^'rij]

iu,'u... pure (piui), lz<re (l'uj).

it ... two moons (t mnz).
itl, 'z<... iew (nii), Iz/te (l't).

||
u ... Ger. grzi'n (grn), Fr. jus (3

(FOREIGN.)
n as in French nasal, e>zviro (anvz'ron).

1" ... It. sera^/zb

n' ... It. sijfore

X ... Ger. a.ch (ax), Sc. \och

X" ... Ger. u:A (ix^, Sc.

7 ... Ger. sa^en (za-yen).

"C ... Ger. le^en, re^nen

a as in amoeba (amfbi).

& ... accept

i ... datm/d/'-t*n).
e ... mom/nt (m/^'ment), several (se-veral).

^ ... sep/nrte (^'.) (se-par/t).

'ded), estate (est/"'t).

i ... vf''y (vae'niti).

/ ___
^main (rfm/'-n), believe (bilf-v).

o .. theory (Jif'ori).

g ... violet (vai-olet), parody (pae'r^di).

f ... authority (gpo'riti).

/ ... connect (k^ne'kt), amazon (x'maz^

iu, 'u verdre (va-jdiili), measz^re

u ... altogether (glt??ge'S3j).

ifi ... circzlar (s5uki<<laj).

*
^ the o in soft, of medial or doubtful length. ll Only in foreign (or earlier English) words.

In the ET/MOLOGY,

OE. e, o, representing an earlier a, are distinguished as t , P (having the phonetic value of t and p, or g, above) ;
as in ytde from andi (OHG. anti,

Goth, andei-i], monn from mann, on from an.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ...

a (as a 1300)
a., adj., adj

absol., absol

abst

ace
ad. [in Etymol.]...
adv., adv.

advb.

AF., AFr.
Anat.

,

Antiq..

assoc.N

Aslr.

Astral,

attrib. ..

bef.

Biol. ..

Boh. ..

Bot.

Build.
c (as c 1300) .,

c. (as I3th c.).

Cat
catachr.

Cf., cf.

Chem
cl. L
cogn. w
collect

colloq
comb
Comb
Comm
comp
compl
Conch
concr. ..

conj
cons

Const., Const.

Cryst.
,

(D.)

Da
dat

def.

deriv

dial., dial.

Diet

dim.

Du
Eccl.

ellipt
e. midl. ...

Eng.
Ent. .

erron

tsp; esp

etym
euphem
exc
f. [in Etymol.] ...

f. (in subordinate

entries)
fern, (rarely f.) ...

'.,
Fr

freq
Fris

G., Ger
Gael. .

adoption of, adopted from.

ante, before.

adjective.

absolutely.
abstract.

accusative.

adaptation of.

adverb.

adverbial, -ly.

Anglo-French.
in Anatomy.
in Antiquities.

aphetic, aphetized.

apparently.
Arabic.

in Architecture.

archaic.

in Archaeology.
association.

in Astronomy.
in Astrology.
attributive, -ly.

before.

in Biology.
Bohemian.
in Botany.
hi Building.

drca, about.

(entury.
Catalan.

^cattchrestically.

nftr, compare.
f\ Chemistry.
cBssiciJ Latin.

= connate with.
= collective ,-ly.
=
colloViall;.

=

combiWl, -ng.
= Combin\tions>
; in commycial nsage.
= compound composition.
= complement
= in Concholc
=
concretely.

conjunction.
= consonant.
= Construction, coh

with.
= in Crystallography.
= in Davies (Supp.

T

Glossary).
Danish.

dative.

definite.

' derivative, -ation.
= dialect, -al.

Dictionary.
diminutive.

Dutch.
in ecclesiastical usage,

elliptical, -ly.

east midland (dialect).
English.
in Entomology.
erroneous, -ly.

especially.

etymology.
euphemistically.

except.
formed on.

form of.

feminine.

figurative, -ly.
French.

frequently.
Frisian.

German.
Gaelic.

gen
gen
gen. sign.
Geol

Getm
Goth
Gr.

Gram
Heb
Her. ....

Herb
ffort

imp
impers, .

impf.
ind.

indef.

?/
infl

int.

intr

It

J-.CJO
(Jam.)
Jd.)
2
(L.) (in quotations)

lang.
LG
lit

Lith

LXX
Mai
masc. (rarely m.)
Math
ME
Med.
med.L
Mech
Metaph.
MHG
midl
Mil.
Min
mod
Mus
(N.)
n. of action

n. of agent
Nat. Hist
Naut
neut. (rarely n.)

NF., NFr.
N. O.

ong.
Pafseant,

pa. pple.

pass.

genitive.
^ general, -ly.
= general signification.
= in Geology.
= in Geometry.
= Gothic (= Mceso-Gothic).
- Greek.

in Grammar.
= Hebrew.
= in Heraldry.
= with herbalists.

= in Horticulture.
= Imperative.
= impersonal.
= imperfect.
= Indicative.

= indefinite.

= Infinitive.

= influenced.
= interjection.
= intransitive.

- Italian.

= Johnson (quotation from).
= in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.
= Jodrell (quoted from).
= Latin.
= Latham's edn. of Todd's
= language. [Johnson.
= Low German.
= literal, -ly.
- Lithuanian.
=

Septuagint.
= Malay.
= masculine.
= in Mathematics.
= Middle English.
= in Medicine.
= mediaeval Latin.
= in Mechanics.
= in Metaphysics.
= Middle High German.
= midland (dialect).
= in military usage.
= in Mineralogy.
= modern.
= in Music.
= Nares (quoted from).
= noun of action.

= noun of agent.
= in Natural History.
= in nautical language.
= neuter.
= Northern French.
= Natural Order.
- nominative.
= northern (dialect).
= New Testament.
= in Numismatics.
= object.
= obsolete.

= occasional, -ly.
= Old English (

= Anglo-
Saxon).

= Old French.
= Old Frisian.

= Old High German.
= Old Irish.

= Old Norse (Old Icelandic).
= Old Northern French.
= in Optics.
= in Ornithology.
= Old Saxon.
= Old Slavonic.
= Old Testament.

Original Teutonic.

original, -ly.= Vi Palaeontology.
isive or past participle.

passive, -ly.

Path

perh
Pers

jiers

Pg................

Philol. .........

phonet. .........

phr. ...............

Phren..........
Phys. ....

Pi-,//. .........

poet. ...............

pop.............
ppl. a.,ppl. adj.

prec

pres.........
Prim. sign.

priv.........

prob.........

pron.........

pronunc......

Prop .........

Pros.........

pr- pple......

Psych.........

(R.)
R. C. Ch.
refash

refl., refl.

reg

repr.
Rhet
Rom
sb.,s6. ..

Sc
sc

sing.
Skr
Slav

Sp

spec

subj
subord. cl.

subseq. ...

subst

suff.

superl.

Surg.
Sw
s.w
T. (T.) ...

techn

Theol.

tr.

trans

transf.

Trig.

Typog
ult

unkn
U.S

v., vb
v. sir., or TO.

vbl. sb

var.

wd
WGer
w.midl
WS
(Y-)
Zaol. .

. past tense.

.
= in Pathology.

.
=

perhaps.
.
= Persian.

. person, -al.

.
=

perfect.
.
= Portuguese.

.
= in Philology.

.
= phonetic, -ally.

.
= phrase.

.
-= in Phrenology.

.
= in Physiology.

. = plural.

.
=

poetic.
.
=

popular, -ly.

.
=

participial adjective.
.
=

participle.
.
=

Proven9al.
.
=

preceding (word or article).
.
=

prefix.

,

=
preposition.

,

=
present.

,

= Primary signification.
.

=
privative.

.
=

probably.
= pronoun.
=

pronunciation.
=

properly.
= in Prosody.= present participle.= in Psychology.

,

= quod vide, which see.

= in Richardson's Diet.

.

= Roman Catholic Church.

refashioned, -ing.= reflexive.

=
regular.

=
representative, representing.
in Rhetoric.

= Romanic, Romance.
= substantive.
= Scotch.
=

scilicet, understand or supply.
=

singular.
.- Sanskrit.
= Slavonic.
= Spanish.
=

spelling.
=

specifically.

subject, subjunctive.
subordinate clause.

= subsequently.
=

substantively.
suffix.

=
superlative.

= in Surgery.
= Swedish.
= south western (dialect).
= in Todd's Johnson.
= technical, -ly.

in Theology.
= translation of.

= transitive.

= transferred sense.

= in Trigonometry.
= in Typography.
= ultimate, -ly.
= unknown.

= United States.
= verb.

= verb strong, or weak.
= verbal substantive.
= variant of.

= word.
= West Germanic.
= west midland (dialect).
*- West Saxon.
= in Col. Yule's Glossary.

in Zoology.

Before a word or sense,

t = obsolete.

II
= not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before 1 100.

2 = 1 2th c. (iioo to 1200).
3 ^ I3th c. (1200 to 1300).
5-7 >= 15th to lyth century. (See General Explan-

ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

: = extant representative, or regular phonetic
descendant of.

The printing of a word in SMALL CAPITALS indicates that further information will be found under the word so referred to.
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